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— in Factories, 305, 545.
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275.
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641.
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— Manufacture of (JoUes). 692.

Albumose, Compound of Arsenic Acid with,

2.

—-Reaction for Bence-Jones (Boston), 345.

Alcoek, F. H.—Digitalis Leaf. 52; Chips
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457.
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Aloins, Constitution of the (Leger), 386.

Alpine Flora, Translation of Hoffmann's,
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Alstonia (Stephenson), 91.

Altan, A.—^Legal Position of Phannacy in

Roumania, 738, 760.

Alum. Crude, Treatment of (Alvisi and
Millosevich), 692.

.

Aluminium Hydroxide, Dextrose and (Chai)-

man), 482.
— Vessels, Platinised (Gawalowski), 613.

Amber, Oil of (Schinunel), 613.

American Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, 201.

— Peppermint Oil (Parry), 265.
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Typical 549, 581, 423.

— Trade Metnods, 55.

Amides, Action of Hypobromites on
(Lapworth and NichoUs), 490.

— as a Nitrogenous Source of Food for

Thallophytes (Lutz), 560.

Amidol Developer. 24.

Animonia in Water, Amidol to Detect

(Manget and Marion), 455.
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Chloride (Lang and Carson), 840.
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paring, 866.

Ammonio-Manganic Phosphate, Xew (Bar-
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Anatoli, Preparations, Preservative
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Animal Life, Dangers to, 600.— Tissues, Preserving. New Process for,
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Animals, Skin Diseases of ("Centaur"'),
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(Mackenzie), 768, 810
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313.
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72.
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<Henderson), 677.
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598 ;
(Broadhead), 621.
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i\lMl):n). 500, 344; (Stewart), 432;
(]>Iitori.al), 436; (N.B. Branch), 589;
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(N.B Branch), 873; (Mabem), 879.

Aqua Bromoformi, 196.

Arheol, 245,

Aristochin, 2.

Aristolochia Indica (Stephenson), 91.

Arkle, 0. A.—Titles and Benevolence, 40.

Anny Veterinary Surgeoms, 404.

Arnold, 'C, and Mentzel, C.—Detection of

Formaideliyde, 125 ; Detection of

Ozone, 233.

Arnold's Guaiacum Test for Distingui.-h-

ing Boiled Milk (Weber), 489.

Aromatic Caclious. 343.

Arrow-Poison, Antiarin ; The Active

Principle of ah (Seligmann), 385.

Arsenic Acid with Albumose Compound of,

2.

— Antimony, and Tin, Qualitative Separa-

tion (Walker), 55.

— in Algte (Gautier), 126.

— in Brewing Materials, Electrolytic Deter-

mination of (Thorpe), 859.
—-in Eggs (Bertrand), 755.
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— in Glycerin, Detection of (Bougault),
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— Veterinary Doses of (Leeney), 3S9.
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— Weed-Killers, Dangers of (Blunt), 298.

— Yeast, 346.
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(Duncanf, 586, "590.
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— Legs (Fold), 229.

Arzberger, H.— Reaction for a-Naphtbol, 89.

Asafetida,. Adulterated (La Wall), 63.

Ash of Ipecacuaulta. Determination of

(Pater.- on), 387, 394.

Asiatic Pills, Modification of Fonnula for

(Danlos), 720.

Aso,. K.—Fermentation of Tea, 30.

Aspergillar Fungi, Production of a Toxic

Substance (Ceni and Besta), 755.

Aspiration. An (Whitfield), 178.

Aspirin and Acetyl-Salicylic Acid(Utz), 839.

— and Sodium Bicarbonate, Incompati-

bility of (Ros.-eau), 39.

Assistants, How to Keep ("Nemo"), 213;
(Cox), 248.
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Society (Clague), 857.

Astringent Skin lotion, 866.

Astruc, A., and Cambe, J.—Some Reac-
tions of Syrup of Tolu Balsam, 700.
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796 ;
Liability to Medicine StamiJ

Dutv, 851.

Atla.s Cedar Wood Oil, 161.

Atropine in Hernia (Ostermaier), 340.

Methyl Nitrate—Eumydrine, 721.
— Methylbromate, 872.

Atropinium-Alkyl Nitrates, 233.

Attfield. John—Methylated Soap Liniment
Case, 852.
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bray), 566.

Auger, V.—'Pyrophosphorous Acid, 613.
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753.
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Influence of Sugar on Fermentations
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— Staining Plague (Calvert), 385.
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(Rettger), 699.
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in Toxicology, 489.

Buchanan—Absolute-Weight Hydrometer,.
On the Use of the (King), 455, 479.

Buchka, Professor—-Development and Im-
portance of the Chemistry of Foods in

Science and Practice, 815.

Buclmer, Professor, and Meisenheimer, Dr.
—Bacteria and Enzymes, 848.

Buisine, A.—Gasometric Determination of

Glycerin, 784.

Burkard and Traveri?—Action of Acetylene
on Acetates of Mercun*. 197.

Burke, E.. and Traphagen, F. W.—Sa-li-

cylic Acid in Fniits, 557.

Burma, The Bamboo Fungus of (Brandis),

868.

Burnlev and District Chemists' Associa-

tion, 318; (Annual Meeting). 554, 6^9, .

740.

Burns, Mr. John, M.P.—463.

Burroughs Scholarship, The (Editofiall.

599.

Business, A Matter of (Editorial). 571,
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Bu.>tard, Mr. F. E., The Lancet and, 217,
313.

liuti-^i Fi'ondosa, Coloured Constituents of
(Hill), 839.

Buteae SeminA (Steiilienson), 92.

Butter, Adulteration of, 361.
— Cotton-Seed Oil in (Sjollema and Tulle-

ken), 126.

Butylcliloral Autipyrin, 245.

BystroiJog-on Origanifolius, Oil of (Scbim-
mel), 161.

C

Caolious, Aromatic, 343.

Cacodylate, Ferric, in Anaemia (Vangewn),
- Iid7.

tJacodylates and Methyl-Arsenates, Dif-

ferentiation Between (Bougault), 386.

Cadmium Sulphide, Crystalline (Viard),
700.

Csesium Hydrides, Rubidium and {Mois-
san), 657. .

Cain, J. C, and Nicoll, F.—The Rate of

Decomposition of Diazo-Compouncis,
06.

Ciiines, C. M., and Squire, P. W.—A Com-
parison of Solubility Figures, 65.

Calcium Carbide, Storage ot, 861.
— Chloride, Hsemostatic Value of (Bertig-

non), 525.
•— Laofropliosphate, Syrup of (Deane), 127.
— Sulphocvanide, Manufacture of (Carpen-

ter), 193.

Californiau Poppj-, Alkaloids of (Fischer
and Tweeden"), 61.

— Syrup of Figs, The Tr<xde Mark of, 603.

Calmette's Serum, 90.

Calomel, Decomposition of. 232.

— Pills, Alleged Mistake in Dispensing

—

Action for Damages (High Court of

Justice), 71.

Calotropis (Stephenson), 92.

Calumba, Alkaloids of (Gadamei-), 346.— Ash of (Alcock), 449.

Calvello—Perfumes as Disinfectants, 585.

Calvert, W. J.—Staining Plague Bacilli,

385.

Calx Sulplnirata (Alcock), 449.

Cambe, J., and Astruc, A.—Some Reac-
tions of SsTup of Tolu Balsam, 700.

Cambridge Pharmaceutical Association,
413, 667.

Camera and Flashlight Lamp for the
Police, Suggested ("Lovers of the
Force"'). 724.

Camomile Fliowers, Anthasterin from
(Klobb), 454.

Campkin. A. S.—The Council Election,
620. 766.

Camphor, Artificial, 585.

— in Camphorated Oil. Determination of. 2.

Camphorosma Monspeliaca (Cassan), 234,

Camphossil, 535.

Cancer in India. 361.
— Research, 84, 339.

Canine Dentistry. 583.

Cannabis Indica (Barclay), 207.

Cantharidin, Determination of (Leger), 783.
— Separation and Detennination of (Sing),

558.

Caoutchouc in Eucalyptus (Maiden), 868.

Capsicnm (Barclay), 426.

Capsicums, Adulteration of Powdered
(Szigetis), 417.

— and Chillies (Uuillard), 89.

Capsules of Ferrous Carbonate, 7.

Carana Elemi, Chemistry of (Tschirch and
Saal), 585.

Carbamide and Certain Other Nitrcigeu

Compounds, A Reagent for the Identi-

fication of (Feuton), 55.

Carbolic Acid Pills (Hyslo£), 177.

— Acid, Synthetic, Di\ Frederick Rose on,

46.

Carbolised Resin, 196
;

(Wing), 213.

Carbol-Lysoform (Eisner), 340.

Carbon Dioxide in Aqueous Solution, State

of (Waucer), 55,

— in Oxj-gen, Combustion of (Moissan), 62,

— Tetrachloi-ide, 584.

Carbonating Liquids (J. Dunbar), 86.

Carbonic Acid Baths, Process for Prepar-
ing (Kojip), 514.

Carbonisation of Animal and Vegetable
Substances With or Without the Pro-

duction of By-Products (Ricklefs), 577.

Cardiii and District Pharnxaceutical Asso-
ciation (Annual Dinner), 186, 414, 518.

Caries, Sodium Thiosulphate in (Claret),

7_3/.

/ Carlsuad Salts, Effervescing, 866.

Carl.son, C. E.—Arsenical Potassium Car-

bonate, 30.

Carmine Drawing-ink, Impi-oved, 212.

Carnauba Wax (Barclay), 97.

Carnegie Scholarships and Fellowships in

Science and Medicine, 259.

Carp and Liver Rot, 190.

Carpenter, C. C.—Manufacture of Calcium
Sulpliocyanide, 193.

Carson, C. M.. and Lang, W. R.—^^Action

of Liquefied Ammonia on Chromic
Chloride, 840.

Carthagena Ipecacuanhas. Ash of (Pater-

sou), 387.

Cascara Sagrada Bark, Powdered, Diag-
nostic Characters of (Greenish and
Collin), 704.

Cascarilla Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic
Characters of (Greenish and Collin).

705.

Casein, Insoluble (Dunham), 121.

— Milk. Digestibility of (Tunnicliffe). 266.
— Solution (Hall), 606.
" Cash Dispensing Chemists," Daily

Chronicle on, 544.

Cassal, C. E., and Gerranz, H.—Boric
Acid in Milk. 526.

Cassava, Cultivation of (Thomson), 29.

Cassia Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic Cha-
racters of (Greenish and Collin), 843,

— Oil of (Kremers), 61.

Castilloa Rubber (Weber). 234.

Castor Oil (Barclay). 207.

Catford. J. P.—Seltzogene Charges, 177.

— J. P., and Cowley, R. C—The Prepara-
tion of Medicated Soaps at the Dis-

l^ensing Counter, 380.

Catha Edulis, 813.

Caustic Potash for Destroying the Horn-
bud of Young Calves, 371, 404.

Cedar Wood Oil. Atlas, 161.

Cellular Poisons or Cytntoxins (Man-
kovsky). 161.

Cellulose and Oxy-Cellulose, Acstvl-Deriva-
tives of. Processes for Producing
(Landsberg). 262.

— Colour Reaction for (Kaisei). 125,

Cement for Pestle Handles, 754.

Ceni, C, and Besta. C.—^Toxic Substance
Produced by Aspergillar Fungi, 755.

Centaury Herb and Gentian Root, Adul-
tera'tion of (Vogl), 418.

Centnerszwer and Walden—Liquid Sulphur
Dioxide, 265.

Cephaeline, Therapeutic Action of (Lewin),
642.

Ceititication of Deaths, 876.

Cetaceum (Barclay), 97.
— Oil of (Barclay), 97.

Cetraric Acid (Snnon), 454.

Chablay, E., and Genvi^esse, P.—French
Oil of Marjoram, 346.

Chambers of_ Commerce and the Sale of

Poisons [Newcastle), 574
;
(Plymouth),

601 ; (Nottingham), 633 ;
(Hanley),

(Torquay), (Staffordshire), (Dewsbmy
and Heckmondwike), (Huddersfield),

(Bradford), 660; (Nottingham), 753;
(Liverpool, 772; (Southampton),
(Cheshire), 806; (Tunbridge Wells),
(Lincolnshire), (Poole), (Worcester),

824 ; (Nottingham), 852 ; (Northamp-
ton), 890.

Chapman—Essential Oil of Hops ; Dextros?
and Aluminium Hydro.xide, 482.

— and Lidbury—Decomposition of Water
Vapour by the Electric Spark, Isd.

Chapped Hands, Ointment for, 343.

Charcoal, Production of (Halse), 577.

Chaumeil, A.—^Determination of Glycerin,

490.

Chelidonine (Houde), 245.

Chemical and Phamiaceutical Apparatus
(Henderson), 677.

— Christmas Toys, Dangerous, 27, 52, 438.

— Constitution and Physiological Action,
Illustrated by Familiar Drugs, Rela-

tion Between (Garsed), 614.

— Dynamics, Influence of Light on (Wil-

dermaim), 125.

— Imports and Exports During 1902, 144.

-Society, 55, 410, 473, 482; (Annual
Meeting and Dinner), 520 ; 550 ; 639,

696, 779, 835, 859.

Chemicals and Drugs in Mexico. 191.

— Photographic (Townsend), (Photo. Sup-
plement, March 28, p. 2).

— Pliotograpfliic. Sale of (Photo. Supple-
ment, March 28, p. 18).

— Usfd in Photography, Solubility of

(Photo. Supplement, March 28, p". 16).

Chemist and Druggist, Responsibility of

the. The B.M.J, on the, 813.
— and the Grocer, The (Browness), 755.
— as an Optician. The (Gibson), (Photo.

Supplement, March 28, p. 1).

— Charged with Manslaughter (Spalding),

27 ; (Conviction), 315,
— in the Eye of the Public, The (Gibson),

115.

— of 1728, The Medical Times on the, 76.

Cnemistry of Foods in Science and Prac-

tice, Importance of (Buchka), 815.

— Teaching of, in Ireland, 412.

Chemist's Advertisement, An Enterprising,
5/4.

— Assistant in Alaska (Vint). 273.
— Privilege, A (Editorial), 627.

Chemists and Companies—A Novel Sug-
gestion (Fentiman), 213.

— and Druggists, Requirements of (Fow-
ler), 767.

— and Druggists' Society of Ireland (An-
nual iNIeeting), 331 ; 383.

— and Medical Practice (Editorial). 728;
(Vinrace). 767, 795 ; (Wigginton), 823.

— and Nurses ("Fair Play'"), 461;
("A, S."). 494; ("P. H. C/'). ("Cyni^
cus"), 538; (Hospital). 601.
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Ohemisis and the Black Li*t," 438.
— and the Early Closing of Shops : A Chat

with Lord Avebury (" A Journal Inter-

viewer"), 686.
— and the Optical Trade (Photo Supple-

ment, Miirch 28, p. 10).— and the Photographic Trade
(" W. J. C."'), 540.

— and Their Relationship to Associations,

Local and National (Waddington),
115. 183.

Chemists' Assistants (Currie), 327, 561.
— Assistants and Apprentices, Duty of

(Pickering), 596.
— Assistants' Association, 20, 79, 113, 148,

185, 218, 252, 332, 381, 411, 448;
(Annual Dinner), 480; 521, 551, 668;
(Annual Meeting), 738"; (New Officers),

885.
— Ball, The, 77, 109.

— Exhibition, 1905, The, 671.
— Managers' and Assistants' Society, 521.

— Strike in Cuba, 806.

Chiadini, M. — Antidiphtheritic Senim,
67o.

Chilblains, Ointment for, 212.

Chillies and Capsicums (Guillard), 89.

China, Situation in, 524.

Chinese Yeast. Fungus in (Turquel), 162.

Chinosol in Milk Fever, 404.

Chips from a Pharmaceutical Workshop
(Alcock), 449.

Chloral as a Blister (Bonnet), 126.
— Hydrate in the Examination of Drags

and Foods (Schaer), 814.

— Hydrate, Volumetric Determination of

(Hinrichs). 530.

Chlorates or Perchlorates of the Alkali

Metals, Means for Producing (Threl-

fall), 308.

Chloretone to Prevent Post-Operative
Vomiting (Bickle), 340.

Chlorine and Benzene, Reactions Between
(Slator), 840.

— Manufacture of (Dieffenbach), 155.
— Substitution Products of 8-Methylxan-

tliines (Johnson), 373.

Chloroform, Alleged Improper L^se of

(Edinburgh), 534.

— Changes in (Falk), 455.

— in Preparation of Calf Lymph (Green),

675.

— Patient, The First, 260.

Chloroforming a Sleeping Person, 118.

ChlorophvU, Amount of Oxvgen Necessary
to Form (Friedel), 198.''

Chocolate Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, 201.

Choking in Cattle, 583.

Chrome in Cloth, Tintometric Estimation
of (Richardson, Hanson and Mann), 515

Chromic Acid, Detection of (Reichard), 161.
— Chloride, Action of Liquefied Ammonia

on (Lang and Carson), 840.
— Chloride, Action of Methvlamine on

(Lang and Jolliffe), 840.

Chromosantonin (Montanari), 386.

Clirysophanic Acid (Tschirch and Heu-
berger), 51.

Chwolles. A.—Reaction for Peacli-Kernel
Oil, 454.

Cimicifuga, Liquid Extract of (Lenton),

421.

Cinchona, Alkaloidal Assay of (Beckurts),

268.

— Alkaloids, Salicrlates of, 198.
— Bark (Barclay)," 97.

— Bark (Ledger), Powdered, Diagnostic
Characters of (Greenish and Collin),

843.

Cinchona Plantations in India, 408.

Cinematography in Veterinary Work, 559.

Cineol, Identification of (Kremers), 585.

Cinnamon Adulterant, New (Sclunitz), 558.—^Bark, Powdei-ed, Diagnostic Characters
of (Greenish and Collin), 844.

Cissampelos (Stephenson), 92.

Citarin, 535.

Citric Acid and Tartaric Acid, Ether Solu-

bility of (Tait), 516.

Citron Oil, Characters of (i^ondon Essence
Co.), 593.

Citronella Oil, Adulterated (Parrv and Ben-
nett), 266.

Clague, T. M.—X-Ray Demonstration,
256 ; Associations and the Pharma-
ceutical Society, 867.

Clark, F. N.—Phuto-Mlcrography, 521.

Clarifying Liquids, Process for, 12.

Clark. Dr. W. I.—Personal Incidents wliile

Mountaineering, 382.

Clayton'—Discoloured Rain, 550.

Cleansing Drench for Cows, 488.
— Power of Soap, Causes of the (Hillver).

783.

Clemm, W. M.—Lenigallol for Non-Para-
sitic Skin Diseases, 526.

Cleve, A.—Classification of Ytterbium, 30.

Clinical Thennometers (Simmons), 262.

Clove Oil, Eugenol in Determination of

(Spurge), 701, 757.

Coal, Analysis of, 719.

— Gas, Purification of, 674.
— Microscopical Examination of (Neto-

litzky), 454.

Coating for Pills. Keratin, 581.

Coca and Kola. Constituents of, 866.

Coca Leaves (Barclay), 97.

— Leaves, Java, Constituents of (Hesse),

585.

— Liquid Extract of (Lenton), 390, 420.

Cocaine, Abuse of, in India, 259, 312.

— Habit in Chicago, 663.

Cocainising Cavities, 339.

Cockburn, B.—The Agave in Flower, 706.

Cockroach Exterminator, 543.

Coco-Nut Meal, 526.
— -Nut OU (Barclay), 135.

Cod-Liver Oil and Pancreatin, 202.

Liver Oil Emulsion with Irish Moss
(Robinson), 96.

— -Liver Oil Famine, The, 830.

Liver Oil. Improved Treatment of (Bar-

clay), 636.

Liver Oil, Nutritive Enema of (Zeuner),

720.

Liver Oil, Some Pharmaceutical Pre-
parations of, 201.

Liver Oil Substitute, Jecorin a, 526.

Coffee, Substitute for (Rattier), 235.

Colm, E.—Antiseptic Power of Colloidal

Silver, 525.

Cola Seeds, Varieties of (Warburg). 266.

Colchicine Poisoning from a Medicinal
Dose. 765.

Cold Cream, Cucumber. 52.

— Influence of, upon Bacteria (Macfadyen),
345.

Collargol, Nature of (Hanriot), 675.

College of Preceptors' Examination, 264.
— of Preceptors' Regulations, Alterations

in, 861.

Collin, Eugene—The Hanburv Gold Medal-
list, 786.

— E., and Greenish, H. G.—Vegetable
Powders and Their Diagnostic Charac-
ters, 276, 703, 843, 871.

Ccllcdion, Unna's Paraform, 556.

Colloidal Silver, Antiseptic Power <A

(Cohn), 525.

Collyi'ia, Oily (Terson), 455.

Colognes and Toilet Waters, 39.

Colophonium, Composition of (Fahrion).

417.

Colour Printing, 582.
— Reaction for Cellulose (Kaiser), 125.
— Reaction for Narceine (Wangerin), 386.
— Reaction for Seed Oils, Belliei''s, 2.

— Test for Traces of Sugar (Ventre-Pacha),
90.

Coloured Constituents of Butea Frond-osa
(Hill), 839.

Colours, Photography in, for Medical Pur-
poses, 582.

— Photography in Natural (Goldby), 199.

Colson. A.—New Organic Lead Compounds,
613.

Colza, Burning, 754.
— Oil (Barclay), 97.

Combustion of Carbon in Oxygen (Mois-

san), 62.

Commerce of Drugs, The (Heap). 269, 527,

743.

Commercial Aspect of Medicine, Dr. James
Hamilton on the, 825.

Commission on Profits (" W. A."), 11.

Commis.sions, Illicit Trade, 303, 398,

Companies Act, 1862, Proceedings mider
the (Tom Brown and Co.—Durham),
'468; (Williams' Pure Drug Co.—Ed-
monton), 682.

— Chemists and—A Novel Suggestion (Fen-
timan), 215.

— Limited—A Suggestion (" Botolphus ''),

298
;

(" Thirtv Years' Chemist "), 363
;

(•• Pharmakos"''), 564; ("W. J."'), 399.

Company Pharmacy (Squire), 445.

Competition in the Drug Trade (Glass), 128,

150.

Compressed Air in Dentistrv (Saunders),

339.

Condurango, Test for (Firbas), 417.

Conference, British Phannaeeutical, Ar-
rangements for the Bristol Meeting,
'221, 258, 307, 741

;
(Programme), 829,

855, 888.
— Fornmlary Committee, Meeting of the,

608, 834.

— Formulary Committee, Meetings of the,

518.
— Research List, 1903, 427.

Coniferous Plants, Diagnosis of (Tscliircb),

868.

Constipation (Bigg), 131.

Consumption, Prevention of (Behring), 437.

Convection Currents, ^lagnetic Action of

(Cremieu and Pender), 783.

Convolvulus Family, The (Mumbray), 795.

— Sepium (Mumbray), 724; (Sage), 852.

Cooling Cream, 345.

— Powders, 754.

Co-operative Buying (Ingle), 113; (Wad-
dington), 183.

— Societies and Private Traders. 47.

Copaiba (Barclay), 97; (Mann), 419.

Copper Toning Formula, A, 582.

Corals and Their Structure (Fantham), 410.

Cork rc7-sus Rubber (Page), 549.

Corks for Dispensing, Treatment of (Bon-

jean), 62.

Corn Salve. 39.

Coronei''s Evidence, Another, 689.

Coscinium (Stephenson), 92.

Cosmetics for Cold Weather, 351.

Cotarnine, Constitution of (Dobbie). 482.

V Cotton Seed and Cake (Perrot), 29.
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Cotton Seed Oil, Halphen's Reaction for,

Note on (Fuliuoi), 61.

Seed Oil iu Butter (Sjollema and Tulle-

ken), 126.

— Wool, Absorption of Lead bv (Frcrichs).

30.

Council Election, The (I'roadhead), 399 ;

(Dewsbury), 412; (Urimsbv), 448:
(Halifajc), 482; (Candidates). 492;
(Editorial), 509 ;

(Bamsley), f20 ; (Hud-
dersfield), (Dewsljury), 553 ; (Broad-
head), 565

;
(Russell), 566

;
(Pater-

son), (Giles and BLtck), 594 ; (Laing),
(Wilson), 595; (Sheffield), 609; (Lin-

coln), 611; (Cami)kin), (Gilmour).
(Russel?), 621 ; (Gravesend), (Sheffield),

(Bolton), 637; (Paterson), (Henry),
. 651

; (Dover),- (Blackpool), 666
;
(Dud-

deridge), (Pickering), (Paterson), 684;
(Result), 729, 736; (Burnley), 740;
(Canipkiii). (Tavlor). 766; (Wilson)
768.

— Mr. Waddisgton on Criticising the, '• •

C.jupland, H. S.—^Fusion and Solidifiri'

448.

Cowbern'. Leaves of the, Examinrd; n ^.i

the (Karger), 1.

Cowie, AV. B.—The Manufacture of Liquor
Magnesiaj Carbonatis ; Germination of /

Monocotvledonoiis and Dicotyledonous
Seeds, 188 ; The Strength "of Fluid
Magnesia, 247.

Cowley, R. C.—Presidential Address to the
Liverpool Chemists' Association, 146.

— R. C, and Catford, J. P.—The Prepara-
tion of Medicated Soaps at the Dis-
pensing Counter, 380.

Cuws, ]\Iilk i'ever in, 359.

Cox, yirthur Hawker, The Laio (Editorial),

672.
— T. F.—The "Indoor" System. 248.
" Cram," Mr. R. C. Cowley" on, 1^17.

Liream of Tartar, Lead in (Jnvce), £02.
— of Tartar Substitutes. 88, 894.

Cremation and Poisoning Cases, Question
ill Parliament, 538.

Cremieu and Pender—Magnetic Action oi

Convection Currents, 783.

Crendiropoido and Ruffer—New Method of
Producing H<emolysis, 197.

Creosote (Barclay), 97'.

Crismer—Chemical Test for \S'ater in Al-
cohol, 14.

C'rookes, Sir W.—Modern Views on Mat-
ter : The Realisation of a Dream, 815.

Cross, W. G.—Pharmaceutical Topics, 549.
Croup Mixture, Alleged ^Mistake in fSuppiy-

iii a (Higli Court). 76'5
; 890.

Crude Drugs, Fixed Oils, Waxes, etc.,

Notes on (Barclay), 9y', 134, 164, 207,
272, 426.

Cryogenin. Distinctive Reaction of (Man-
seaii), 783.

Cuba, Drugs in, 831.

Cucumber Cold Cream, 32.

Cumberland and Westmoreland Chemists'
Association (Formation). 188

; (Amiual
Meeting and Dinner). 486.

Cuniasse and Ferriere—Methyl Alcohol in
Absinthe and Other Alcoholic Liquids,
657.

Curie. Professor—^Radium, 886.
Curriculum, The Qupstion of a (Cowley), 147.
Currie. A.—Some Bacteria. Toxins, and

Antitoxins, 450 : Should the Piiarma.
ceutical Society Cow;duct Its Own Pi'e-

liminary Examination? 775.— W. L,—Pharmaceutical Politics. 152 ;

A^^isf-ir .^. 327. 561.

Cusparia Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic Cha-
racters of (Greenish and Collin), 8'44.

Custard Powder, 584.

Cyanides, Auto-Reduction of Mercury and
Silver (Marsh and Strut hers), 56.

— Metallic, Constitution of (Marsh), 56.

Cvcas C'ircinalis, Fruits of (Van Donjen),
614.

C"totcxins (Mankovsky). 161.

D

Dalton Centenary (Editorial), 729. 759, 779.

Dammar Oil (Haensel), 525.

Dandruff, Remedies for, 894.

Darnel. Fungal SATiibinnt in the (Freeman),
198.

Datura Fu!i'» (Stephenson), 92.

.Seniira ( '"*'_cii''>ei:son), 92.

i'awyfin, II. ;\1 —r*'lative Affinities of

P.olybasic Acids 811.

?ad,^. Restoring thei, 117.

^ i 'eaf an.d Dumb iH.stitutians, 894.

iJeane, H.—Syrup of Calcium Lactophos-
phate, 127; Malaria and the Mosnuito,
183.

Debarya Desmidiaides (We.«t), 532.

Degree, Education and the Value <:f a
(Editorial), 306; (Kirkby), 322.

Delepine, Professor S.—Health Dangers in

Food, 246.

Delezenne, C and Mouton, H.—Brepsin in

Fungi, 613.

Delve, W. H.—Patent Medicine Vendor.s'
Defence Association, Limited, 723.

Denner's Method for Determination of

Mercuric Chloride in Surgical Dress-
ings (Frerichs). 489.

Dental Appliance (Lamb), 308.
— Cement, 28.

— Engine.s (Fish), 864.
— Fixing and Stoi^pino- Medium (Masur),

373.
— Notes and J'ormulse ("L.D.S."), 4, 103,

339.

— Tartar. Prevention of (Pierce), 178.

Dentalin, 400.

Dentifrice, Elixir, 20.

— Soap, 258.

Dentifrices and Tooth Powders, 39.

Dentistry, Canine, 583.
— Compressed Air in, 539.
— in South Africa, 264.

Dentists Act. A Flaw in the {Medical
Press). 826.

— Act, 1878. Proceedins-s under the (Whit-
lock—West Londuii), 51

;
(Malins

—

Cardiff), 225; (Bush—Melksham), 226;
( L e.-w i t—Pontypridd), ( ilal in s—Ga r-

diff), 241
; (Taylor—Earlestown). 368 ;

(Whitlock-High Court), 803; (Jaffe—
Limerick), 804, 820.

— Force])s, Imin-oved (Filsch), 121.

Dephosphorisation of Metals and Metallic
Mixtures (Phillips and Blundstone),
262.

Desmouliere—Salicylic Acid in Food Sub-
stances, 346.

Developers, Photographic, 24.

Devige,?, M.—Determination of Sugar in

Urine. 818.

Dewar, J.—Low Temperature Investiga-
tions, 110 ; Manipulation of Liquid
Gases, 696.

Dewar, J., and Moissan. H.—Reactions af
Liquid Fluorine at 187° C. ; Solid
Fluorine. 642.' 671.

Dewhirst, J. A.—Air, 416.

Dewsbury and District Ohem^ists' Associa-
tion, 81, 220, .412, 553, 695.

Dextrin Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil and
Hypopho.sphites, 202.

Dextro.se and Aluminium Hydroxide (Chaj)-
manj, 482.

Diacetyl Nitric Acid (Pictet and Gene-
quand), 1.

Dialkvl-Baibituric Acid, C. C, Meth&d
of Preparing (Fischer), 864.

Dialysed Digitalis (Golaz), 234.

Diaz j-Compounds, The Rate of Dccom{)o-
sition of (Cain and Nicoll), 55,

Dibromoacetyleue (Lemoult), 867,

Dicentra CucuUaria. Alkaloids of (Fischer
and Soell), 61.

Dichotomosiphon Tuberosus (Ktitzing), 783.
Dieterich's Ferrated Cod Liver Oil, 202.
-Iodised Cod Liver Oil, 201.

Digestibility of Milk Con.'^tituents (Tunni-
cliffe),266.

Digestive Ferments, 613.

Digitalis, Active Principle of (Ziegenbein),

700.
— Dialvsed (Golaz). 334.
— Le<af (Alcock). 32.

— Preparations. StandardLvation of (Kel-
ler). 489.

Diomorphine, 562.

Dioximes of Camphorquinone and Other
Derivatives of Isonitrosotamphor (Fors-
ter), 650.

Diphenylaniircs, Preparation of (Vidalj, 29.

D.phtheria Anti-Toxin (Woodhead), 667.
— Anti-Toxin, Proteid-free (Proscher), 346.
— Bacillus, New Stain for (Schauffler), 345.

Diphtheiic Scrum (Martin), 775.

Diplomacy, Unprofitable (Editorial). 573.

Dipping of Sheep, Compulsory, 361.

Disease, Ancient and .Modem Treatment of

(Knealej. 531
Dishorning, A Substitute ior. Ill, 404.

Disinfectant Soaps (Tonzig), 2,\i.

Disinfectants, Free Supply oi (Uaxnstaple),

26.

— Perfumes as (Calvello), (Mara), 585.

Disinfecting Candles, 612.
— and Deodorising Compositions (ililler),

373.
— Powder (Toppin and Beater), 892.
— Solution, Sale of. 556.

Disinfection with Mercuric Chloride, Rcom
(Bertavelli), 839.— Workliouse, 157.

Dispenser Charged with Issuing a Forged
Certificate of Character (Marylebone),
652, 682.

^— Lady, Appointment of, at Southampton,
439.

— Risks of the, Dr. Nestcr Tirard on the,

575.

Dispenser's Dismissal, A (Cardiff), 850.

Dispensers' Salaries (Attercliffe), 259

;

(Ipswich), 438. 574 ; (Norfolk Asylum),
685.

Dispensing Balance, Short Beam, 488.
— Examination Papers in (Salmon), (Nunn),

10; ("Secundum Artem"), 42, 73;
(" F. J. T."), 99 ;

(•• Observer"), (Nunn),
157, 304, 569; (Gaul), 623.

— Lesson.«s in, 726.

— Limits of Discretion in (Machin), 11;
ILaiiccI), 602.

— Mistakes, Alleged—Actions for Damages
(High Court), 71. 765.

— Mistakes, Alleged (Edinburgh), 397,
428 ; (Lond m), 816.

— Notes (Black), 184.
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Dispensing Notts, Pliarniacupoeia aucl (Gib-

son), 54.

— of Poisons by Medical Men (Emery), 806.
— of Poisons in Public Institutions (Wel-

ford), 802.

— Prescriptions, The Price for (" En-
thusiast"), 562.

— Problems (•• A. D. W."), 10; ("Abrus'"),

41, 83 ; (Moilison and Orr), 187. 264
;

(Grier), 403; (Goodyear), 685; (Wil-

liams), ("'Discretion"), 723; (Jo;i-l-

vear), (•' Sylva "), 79b ; (William:;),

822; (Goodyear) ("Sylva"), 880.
—^Proprietary Articles in (Cowley), 147.

— Rules of (Gilmour). 141.—Sodium Laclate Soluiticn for (Mans;au),
536.

Dissolying Scale Preparations (Gilmour),

141.

Distemper in Dop;s, Prevtntlon of, ISO.

— Vaccines. 745.

Divisional Secretaries, Acknowled anient to

(England and V\'alesV 251; (Scoiland),

402.

Doan's Backache and Kidrey Pills, Drug-
Rash and (Bennison), 635, 861.

Dobbie, Dr.—Constitution of Cotarnine,
482.

— and Lauder—Abi^orption Structure and
Chemical Structure of Alkaloid.**. 4S0.

Dobbin, Dr. L.—Iron Stains in Relation to

Hypochlorites in Linen Bleaching, 190.

Doctor Druggists of Scotland, Dr. Wm.
Bruce on the, 217, 250.

Doctors as Druggists, The Dumfries Stan-
dard on, 825.

Dog Influenza, 404.

Domestic Liniment, 178.

Donard, E.. and Labbe, H.—Maizin, A
Ne\y Albuminoid' frcm Maize. 525.

Donjen, J. Van—Fruits of Cvcas Circinalis,

614.

Donnaa and Le Rossignol—The Reaction
Between Potassium Ferrieyauide and
Potassium Iodide, 639.

Donovan's Solution (Duncan). 586.

Dorujiol as a Sedative (Baroch), 62.

Dott, D. B.—Morphine Acid Tartrate, 178
;

A Purer ^lethylated Spirit for Manu-
facturing Purposes. 459 ; Note on the
Resin of Podophvllum Rhizome, 460,

479.

Dover Chemists' Association (Annual Meet-
ing), 258, 665.

Drawing-Ink, Improved Carmine, 212.

"Drops" (Eschbaum). 848.

Drops and' Surface Tension (Rayleigh), 555.

Drosera, Haunts of the (Boa), 381.

Drouet In.<ititute, Tmik on the, 752.

Drug Contracts, 119.

-Rash, A Case of (Beniii;-on), 685, 861.

Sellers in Bonrbay, Licenced, 876.
- Standards in America-, 312.
— Trade, Competition in the (Ghiss), 128,

150.

Druggists, Standardisation of (H. W.
Gadd), 199.

Drugs and Foods, Chloral Hydrate in the

Examination of (Schaer). 814.

-Conmierce of (Heap), 269. 527, 743.

— in Cuba, 851.
— Liability in the Sa.le of. in West Vir-

ginia, '84.
— Purity in (Meldrum), 235, 246.
— Supply of, to Workhouses, 119.

Dry Batteri€.s, 313.
— Sham|)oo, Sca-Fcam or. 343.

Dudderidge. F. R.—The Council Election,

691.

Dufau, E.—Manganese Aluminate, 62.

Dalc;rmara, Discoverer of, 894.

Dun:as—Gasometric Determination of Gly-
cerin, 784.

Duncan, W.—Liquor Arsenii et Hvdrar-
gyri lodidi, B.P., 586, 5£0.

Dankiey, Edw.—PoLsons for Agricultuial
Purposes, 823.

Dunlop, T.—Glasgow Chemists and th^
P.A.T.A., ]0.

Duqucsnel's Cod Liver Oil. 201.
Dur.>f.s Emulsion of Cod-L:ver OA and

' Hypophosphites, 201.

Dujt Forms, Curious (Russell), 321.

Dutr-'ree AIcoIkjI for Industrial Puruc-cs
(Tvrer), 347, 367. 376.

Duval, A.—Characteristics of Jatcrandi,
558.

Dwaif Black Pepper (Broadway), 526.
Dyeing Pearl Buttons, 384.

Dj-naurics, Chemical, Influence of Light on
(Wildermann), 125.

Dynamo, Invention of the, 430.

E

Ear Trumpets, Xew (Messenger), 636.

Early Closing and Sunday Trading (Cow-
ley), 146.

— Closing Bill. Lord Avelnirv's (Second
Reading), 451, 597. 624, 657, 686; (S.

London) (Thames Valley). 697, 800;
(N.E. London), 858.

— Closing of Shops, Chemists and the : A
Chat with Lord Avebnry (" A Journal
Interviewer ") , 686.

— Closing of Shops. Motion in Parlia-

ment re, 361, 506.— Flowers (Goodver). 494.

Earthnut Oil (Barclay), 207.

Eartlis. Infusorial and their Uses (Stiles),

255.

East Sussex Pharmaceutical Association
(Annual Dinner), 801.

Eastbourne Chemiils' Assistants' Associa-
tion (Inaugural Dinner), 85, 182, 328,

414.

Eau de Cologne, 59.

— de Cologne Duty in .Jersey, 510.

Eberlin, A.—Floating Matter of the Air.

182.

Ebury, Lord, on the Pharmaiiy Bill, 664.

Ecalle—^Standardisation of Digitalis Pre-
parations, 489

Economics of Retail Pharmacy, Same Notta
on the (Goyn;-Steyens, jun.), 724.

— Proposed Tripos in. 772.

Edinburgh. Alleged Diipensing Mistake at,

397, 428.
— Ciiemis's' Assistants' and Apprentices'

Association, 111 ; (Dance), 118 : loB,

220, 257, 581, 4S0, 482 ; (Supper), 485 :

516; (Correction). 524, 610: (Annual
Mcetir.g). 668, 775, 8i5. 858, 835.

— Chemists' Golf Club, 227, 602, 635, 752,

772, 833, 890.

— City Observatory. Visit to the, 220.
— District Cliemiscs' Trade Association,

ISO, 522, 833.

— Examinations. The (Government V'ioi-

tor's Report). 105, 109.
— Pliarmacy, A Historic, 202.

— Pharmacy Atldetic C'li'b (Lecture), 382,

439, 544, 690, 772, 807, 861, 820.

Education and Examinati(;n 'of the PI. i; -

macist (Cowley), 147.

— and the Value of a Degree (Editor:,'!),

506; (Kirkby), 322.

— of Business Men, Professor Ashley m.
180. -

Eiiervescing Carlsbad Saits, 866.

— Saline. 754.

Egg Powder, 384.

Eggs, Preserved, Hatching of, 6^0, 691.— Preserving, 866.

Egj'ptiau ^Mummy Wheat, 196,

Einhorm. A., and Jahn, S.—Water-Solu-
ble Compoun-Js of Menthol, 346.

El:cccocca Vernicia, Fatty Acids of Oil of
(Maquenne), 198.

Electric Clocks, 753.
— Lamp, A New (Cooper-Hewitt), 76.— Spark, Decomposition of Water Vapour

by the (Chapman and Lidbury), 198.— Tramway Construction (I'unbri'dge). 448.
Electrical Conduction, Some Recent Inve:-;-

tigations in (Strati), 639.
— Conductivity and the Oxidation of Plr;^-

phorus (Lister and Geitel), 867.

Electro-Chemical Generators (Graham),
229.

— Chemical Problems, Some (Von Reck-
linghausen), 800.

— Therapeutical Apparatus (Paterson), 252.

Eleetroh'tic Determination of Arsenic m
Brewing Materials (Thorpe), 859.

Electron Theory, The (Lodge), 216.
Elixir Dentifrice. 20.

Elm Bark. Slippery (Barclay), 426.

Elster and (Seitel—Oxidation of Ph.is-

phorus and Electrical Conductivity,
867.

Emery, R. G.—Dispensing of Poisons 'n-

Medical Men, 806.

Emetine, Therapeutic Actisn of (Lewiji),

642.

Emodin and Rhein (Tschirch and Heu-
berger). 31.

— Preparati:!n oi Rhein from (Oesterlr).

30.

Emijlastra B.P. (Gilmr.ur), 94.

Emster, K. van, and Fromm, E.—Oil i

Matico. 859.

Emiilsifier, 261.

Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Caki
Hypopliosphite, 262.

Endosperm of Seeds, Changes Occurviiig
in the (Gardin?r and Hill), 162.

Enema of Cod Liver Oil, Nutritive
(Zeuner), 720.

— Syringes, New (Renter and Taffs), 442.

Energy, Mea^urcmerio of (Griffiths), 533.

Engelmann, Dr. F.—Norinal S;iline Solu-
tion, 675.

Enzyme Action (Hill), 550.

_

— Proteolytic, in Spleen (Hedin and Rov,--

land)," 161.

Enzymes : A Possible Cause of Tincture
Deposits (Kunz-Krause), 559.

— Bacteria and (Buchner and Meisen-
heimer), 848.

— Fermentative (Stocklasa), 8^8.

— Proteolytic, in Plants (Vines), 6S9.

Ephedrine' (Merck), 454.

Epidiascope, The, 402.

Epinephrin, Preparation of (Abel). 1.

Epithol Gold and Epithol Silver, 2.

Equisetum Arvense as a Htcmcstatic, 780.

Erepsin in Fungi (Delezennc and Mouton),
613.

Ergot (Barclay), 134.

— Powdered (Aler^ck), 450.
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K-cliTDaum—" Drops," 848.

Kselisclicltzia Californicii, Alkaloids of

(FiscliL-r and Tweeden), 61.

Essc-ntial Oils, Examination of (Waltber),
418.

— Oils in the Economy of Plant Life
(Henderson), 385.

Ether for Forcing Plants. 234.

Ethyl Alcohol in Essences and Medicinal
Preparations (Thorpe and Holmes),
526.

Eucalyptus, iCaou'tchouc. in (Maiden), 868.

— Enmlsion of Cod-Liver Oil, 202.

~(ium (Barclay), 207.
— Oil for Ipecacuanha Wine, etc.. Claim

Against a Company for Supplying
(High Co'urt), 765, 8S0.

Eugenol in Clove Oil, Determination of

(Spurge), 701, 757.

Eukinase and Pancreatokinase, 340.

Eumydrine, 721.

Euphorbia, 674.

Evans Sons Lesoher and V\'ebl). Limited,
Antiseptic Throat Pastilles, 72.

—^Jacksnn (J. E.) and Co.—Patent Law in

the United States, 461.

Evolution of Man and the Sources of Civil-

isation (Gilmour), 220.

Exalgin, The Formula of (Whitwortli),

685.

Ex.imination Papers in Dispensing (Sal-

mon), (Nunn), 10 ;
(" Secundum Ar-

tem"), 42; (Nunn), 73; ("F. J. T.''),

99: ("Observer"), (Nunn). 137. 304,

569.

Examinations, Reports on the Pharma-
ceutical Society's (Editorial), 436.

Exeter Association of Chemists and Drug-
gists, 256, 518. 548 ;

(Letter to M.P.'s),

580; (Annual Meeting), 595.

Exhaustion of Some Official Drugs by Per-

colation (Lenton), 389. 394. 420, .157.

Explosives Act, Proceedings Under the

(Adams-Marsfield), 241.

Exposure of Misstattments amd Fallacies

(Gifford), 827.

Extracta Liquida. B.P. (Gilmour), 94.

Ej-e, Apparatus for Treating Diseases of

the, 12.

Ej-es, Pneumatic Exercising or Curative
Appliance for the (Williams), 33o.

Eyesight Specialists (Editorial), 771.

F

Face Powder, 870.

Factories and Workshops, Air of (Hal-

dane), 345.

— and Workshops Act, Proceedings Under
the (Allen and Hanburys, Limited,

Marylebone), 723.

Fahrion,"W.—Coiaposition of Colophoniiim,

417.

Faktor—Volumetric Determination of Gold
with Thiosulphate, 123.

Falk. E.—^CHianges in CLlorofomi, 453.

Fantham, H. B.—Corals and their Struc-

ture. 410.

Faraday Society, The, 862.^

Farnsteiner, K.—Lemon Juice, 265.

Farr. E. H., and Wright, R.—Standards
for Medicines, 9, 71.

Fatty Acids and Esters, Iodine and Bro-

inine Derivatives of, 811, 892.

— Acids, Esters cf, Process for the De-
composition of (Connstein), 478.

— Acids of Oil of Elaeococca Vernicia |

Maquenne), 198.

Fawj-sett, T.—Note on Salicin Production,
784.

Feathers, Arsenic in (Gautier), 126.

Federation Meeting at Dundee (Merson),
214.

— of Local Phannaceutical Associations
(Letters), 515

;
(Executive), 776.

— of Local Pharmaceutical Associations,
Mr. Currie on the, 152.

— Practical, for Pharmacists (Editoriaii.

107; (Waddington), 184.

Fendler-Steglitz, 'G.—^Palm and Palm-Nut
Oils, 867.

Fentiman, C. H.—The Benevolent Fund.
72; Chemists and Companies—a l.Nu\el

Suggestion, 213
; Prescribing Chemists,

851.

Fenton, H. J. H.—A Reagent for the
Identification of Carbamide and of Cer-

tain Other Nitrogen Compounds, 55.

Fei-mentation of Tea (Aso), 30.

Fermentations in Milk and Cheese, In-

fluence of Sugar on (Babcock, Rus-
sell, Vivian, and Hastings), 1.

Fermentative Enzymes (Stocklasa), 848.

Feimented Liquors, Alcohol Free (Pitoy).
' 90.

Ferments and Fermentation (Holmes), 414.
— Digestive, 613.
— in Tinctures (Firbas), 30.

— Inorganic, Effects of Poisons on (.Jones),

618.

Ferrated Cod-Liver Oil, 202.

Eerriere and Cunias.se—Methyl Acohol in

Absinthe and Other Alcoholic 'Liquids,

557.

Ferrous Carbonate, Capsules of. 7.

— Sulphate (Alcock), 449.

Fertilisation of Thuja (Land), 233.

Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act, 1893.

Proceedings Lender the (An Appeal
Case), 505.

Fetid Perspiration Remedies, 894.

Fever Blister Cold Cream, 351.

Ffoulkes, H.—The Administration ' of the
Pharmacy Acts, 131, 148 ; The Phar-
macy Bill, 1903, 521 ; The Ammoniated
Tincture of Quinine Case, 624.

Film-Dressing for Wounds, New (Beale),

266.

Fiimaron, The Active Constituent of Male
Fern Extract (Kraft), 619.

Films versus Plates (Lund), 338.

Filter, An Automatic (Spyer). 551.

Filtration Experiments, Horsley, 755.

Firbas, R.—^Ferments in Tinctures, 30 ;

Test for Condurango, 417.

Fischer, E.—Puriu Bodies of Foodstuffs,

345.
— E., and Mehring, J. v.—New Class of

Soporifics, 868.
— R., and Soell, O. A.—Alkaloids of Dicen-

tra Cucullaria, 61.

— R., and Tweeden, M. E.—Alkaloids of

Eschscholtzia Clalifornica, 61.

Fish Narcotics, 29.

Flagella, New Staining Method for (Gem-
melli), 700.

Flashlight Lamp and Camera for the
Police. Suggested (" Lovers of the
Force"), 724.

Flavoured Cod-Liver Oil. 202.

Flies, Plague of, 344.

Floating Matter of the Air (Eberlin), 182.

Florida Water, 39.

Flowers, Early (Goodyer), z^94.

Fluorescein Solution, Fungus Growth in

(Hyslop), 723; (Martindale), ("Or-
ris"), 796.

Fluorine, Liquid, Reactions of, at — 187°
C. (Moissan and Dewar), 642 , 671.— Solid (MoLssan and Dewar), 642.

Flushing, 264.

Flying Machines (Hele-Shaw), 80.
Fomeutations, Hot, 539.
Food Adulteration, Question in Parlia-

ment Concerning, 860.— and Drugs Acts—A Technical Point,
806.

— and Drugs Acts, Administration of the
Sale of (Glyn-Jcnes), 2'52

; (Editorial),
883.

— and Drugs Acts, Proceedings under the
Sale of (Blue Pills—Bootle) (Cam-
phorated Oil—Rye) (Olive Oil—-Con-
sett) (Mercuiy Ointment—Longton),
23

;
(Mercury Ointment—^Tamworth,

Longton), 60 ; (Camphorated Oil

—

C'lerkenvvell) (Orange Wine—^Chester)

(Refusal to Supply—^^Southwark), 51;
(.Gregory's Powder—Lambeth) (Mer-
cury Ointment—^Stoke), 70

;
(Spirit of

Nitrous Ether "— Wolverhanipton),
(Mercury Ointment—Brierley Hill),

103. 138, 139; (Spirit of Nitrous
Ether—Bangor) (Seidlitz Powders

—

Bangor), 225 ;
(Salicylic Acid in

Lime Juice'—Southwark), 226
;

(Gly-

cerin—^London), 315 ; (Spirit of Ni-

trous Ether—-Darlington), 368; (Bak-
ing Powder—Norwich), 397 ; (Iron

Pills—North London), 428 ; (Vinegar
of Squill—High Court), 469 ; Liniment
of Soap—High Court), 504; Spirit of

'Nitrous Ether—Market Weighton, Drif-

field), (Sal Volatile—Driffield), 534;
(Olive Oil—North London), 567;
(Lime Water—S.W, London), (Spirit

of Nitrous Ether—Leven, Warwick),
592; (Iron Pills—Qerkenwell), 593;
(^Methylated Soap Liniment—Clerken-

well),"632; (Sal Volatile—Sproatley),
(Blaud's Pills—Lambeth), 653, 654;
(Camphorated Oil—Over, Thames),
(Iron Pills—Camberwell), (Methylated

Soap Liniment)—'Clerkenwell), 680 ;

(Compound Liquorice Powder—Wim-
bledon), 722

;
(Gregoiijr's Powder—Not-

tingham). (Baking Powder—Norwich),

764 ; (Blaud's Pills—Clerkenwell),
(Baking Powder—^Norwich), 803 ;

(Methylated Soap Liniment—^Clerken-

well).* 818; (Olive Oil—Lambeth)
(Spirit of Nitrous Ether—Halifax),

820
;

(Tincture of Cinchona—Green-
wich), (Gregory's Powder—Cheshunt),

(Camphor—Cannock), 849; {Blue Pill

-^Reigate), 877.

Food and Drugs, Purity of (Editorial), 251.

— Dangers in. Sir James Crichton Browne
on. 53.

— Health Dangers in (Delepine), 246.

— Preparations, New (Eiohelbaum), 442.

Foods, Patent (Hutchison), 333, 537.

Football League, Inter-Pharmacy, 260.

Forcmg Plants, Ether for, 234.

Forfarshire and District Chemists' Asso-
ciation (Amuial Meeting and Dinner),

885.

Formaldehyde, Detection of (Arnold and
Mentzel), 125.

— in Milk, Test for, 526
;

(" Ohemicus "),

566.

— Raw Milk and, Note on the Detection
of (Saul), 617, 674.

— Solutions, Titration of (SchifF), 675.
'

1
Formalities. Perfunctory (R. H. Jones),

259, 257.
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Forinulffi, Practical Notes and, 20, 38, 178,

212, 258, 543, 536, 581, 607, 720, 794.

Forster, Dr.—Dioximes of Camphorquinone
and Other Derivatives of Isonitroso-

camplior, 650.

H.—The ^letric System as Applied to

Medicine, 414.
- - \Vm.—The Title " Pliarmacopolist," 364.

Fuunder of the Journal, The (Kirkby),

708, 728; (MunAray), 823.

Fountain Pen, A New, 476.

Fowler, E.—What Chemists and Druggists
Want, 767 ;

Liability to Medicine
Stamp Duty, 878.

Fownes, George (Ince), 280.

Frank, Dr.—The Utilisation of Free Ni-
trogen of the Air for Agricultural and
Industrial Purposes, 815.

Frankforter, G. B.—Isopyroine : An Alka-
loid from Isopyrum Biternatum, 557.

Frankland Chemistiy Prize, 52.

Freckle Remover, 343.

Freeman. E. M.—Fungal Symbiont in the
Darnel, 198.

Freezing Point Curve in Binary Com-
pounds (Phillips), 779.

French Oil of Marjoram (Genvresse and
Chablay), 346.

Frenkel, M'.—Medicinal Peroxides, 847.
Frerichs, G.—Absorption of Lea'd by Cot-

ton Wool, 30 ; Denner's Method for
Determinat'ion of Mercuric Chloride in
Surgical Dressings, 489.

Friedel, ^I. J.—Amount of Oxygen Neces-
sary to Form Chlorophyll, 198.

Frivolous and Vexatious Prosecutions
(Mumbray), 212.

Fromm. E. and van Emster, K.—^Oil of
Matico, 839.

Frost Bite and Cracked Heels, ISO.

Frostmann—^Detection of Blood in Urine,
125.

Fruit Trees, Diseases of, A Bill Dealing
With the, 629.

Fuchsine to Detect Bile in Urine (Badouin),
417-

Fulmer, E.—Note on Halphen's Reaction
for Cotton Seed Oil, 61.

Fumigator, Nicotine, 88, 344.
Fungal Symbiont in the Darnel (Freeman),

198.

Fungi, Erepsin in (Delezenne and Mou-
ton), 615.

Fungus in Chinese Yeast (Turquel), 162.

Furniture Polish, 581.

Fusion and Solidification (C'oupland), 448.

G

Gadamer.—Alkaloids of Calumba, 346.

Gadd. H. W.—The Standardisation of

Druggists, 199 ; Suggested Standard
for Tinot. Gentianse Co., 461 ; Pilula
Ferri, B.P., 879.

Gairn, A. B.—Wants and Wishes, 111.

Galbanum and Ammoniacum (Barclay), 207.

Gallogene, 15.

Gamboge (Barclay), 207.

Gardenia Oil (Parone), 525.

Gardiner and Hill—Seeds with Thick-Walled
Endosperm, 162.

(Jargarisme, 584.

Gargle, Chemical Action in, 160.

Garsed, W.—The Relation Between Chemi-
cal Constitution and Physiological

Action, Illustrated bv Familiar Drugs,
185, 614 ; Sodium Sulphite : The Offi-

cial Quantitative Test, 591, 394.

Gais, Apparatus for Administering, to

Dental Patients (McDonald), 577.
— Light Papers. Developer for, 24.

Gases, Liquid, Manipulation of (Dewar),
696.

Gastric Ulcer, Olive Oil for (Walko), 161.

Gaul, E.—The Dispensing of Suppositories,

623.

Gautier, A.—^Arsenic in Feathers and in

AlgEe, 126.

Gavard—New Colour Reaction for Alcohols
and Allied Bodies, 700.

Gawalowski, A.—Red Colouring Matter of

Alkanet, 526 ; Platinised Aluminium
Vessels, 613.

Gay's Cod-liver Oil Emulsion, 201.

Geitel and Elster—Oxidation of Phos-
pliorus and Electrical Conductivitv,
867.

Gelatin. Neutrality of (Bernard), 253.
.— Process in Photography (Abney), 777.

Gelatinisation of Tincture of Kino (White),
644 ; (Hooper), 840.

Gelsemimn Elegans, Note on (Sir D. Bran-
dis). 868.

Gemmelli—New Staining Method for

Flagella, 700.

Genequaud and Pictet—Diacetvl Nitric

Acid, 1.

General Medical Council, 371, 762, 793.

Genista Tinctoria, Oil of (Haensel), 525.

Gentian, Extract of (Alcock), 449.
— Presence of Starch in Powdered (Alcock),

449.
— Root and Centaury Herb, Adulteration

of (Vogl). 418.—^Root, Changes in Dried (Bourquelot and
Herissey), 234.

Gentianse Co., Tinct., Suggested Standard
for (Pern-). 420, 450; (C. G- Moor),
(H. W. Gadd), 461; (Boa), 587. 590;
(Holmes), 623.; (Boa), 652.

Genvresse, P., and Chablay, E.—French
Oil of Marjoram, 346.

--P., and Langlois, G.—Vetiver Oil, 489.

'Gerard's Herbal' (1597), Extracts from
(Gibson), 694.

German Silver, Cleannig, 339.
— Technical High Schools, Dr. Frederick

Rose on, 798.

Germany, Anti-Quackery Crusade in, 543.
— Overproduction and Trusts in, Dr. F.

Rose on, 17.

—.Relative Positions of the Apotheker
and Drogisten in (" An 'English Student
in Germany"), 559.

Germicide, Tachiol as a (Perez), 15.

Germination of Monocotyledonous and
Dicotyledonous Seeds (Cowie), 188.

— of Seeds (Maze). 266.

Gerranz, H., and Cassal, C. E.—^Boric Acid
in Milk. 526.

Gibbs, Professor J. W., The Late, 772.

Gik-'on, F. J.—^Pharmacopoeia and Dispens-
ing Notes, 54 ; Extracts from ' Gerard's
Herbal' (1597), 694.

— J.—^The Chemist in the Eye of the Pub-
lic, 115 ; The Chemist as an Optician
(Photo Supplement, March 28, p. 1).

— ;Mr. John, of Hexham. 440.

GiflEord, R. L.—Pharmaceutical Politics,

221 ; The Sub-Committee on Titles,

622 ;
Company Opposition to the

Pharmacy Bill, 824.

Giles, W. , and Black, J.—The Council
Election, 594.

Gill, A. H., and Tufts, C. G.—Sitosterol in

Maize Oil, 557; Olive Oil Con.stitu-

ents, 785
;

Gilmour, J. P.—Some Officinal Adaptations
and Economies of B.P. Processes, 93,

103 ; Unsettled Questions in Dispens-
ing, 141 ; The Evolution of Man and
the Sources of Civilisation, 220 ; The
Council Election. 620.

Gilson, E.—New Constituents of Rhubarb
Root, 586,

Ginger (Barclay), 426.
— Ale Extract, 416.
— Cultivation and Preparation of (Sandes),

595.

Ginseng, Cultivation of (Jackson), 785.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Chemists'
Trade Association, 259, 516. 578, 759.

—and West of Scotland Pharmaceutical
Association, 152, 484, 608.

— Bowling Competition, 752 , 833.
— Chemists' and Druggists" Assistants' and

Apprentices' Association, 81, 154, 187,

220
;
^(Correction). 232

; 527, 415 ;
(An-

nual Meeting), 485.
— Chemists and the P.A.T. A. (Dunlop), 10.

— Prosecution, The (Editorial), 854.

Glass, Soluble, 544.
'

Glass, W. S.—Competition in tSie Drug
Trade, 128, 150.

Glove Cleaners (Powder), 713
;
(Paste), 785.

Glucose, Liquid (Barclay), 134.

— Taxation of, 876.
—^and Maltose, Separation of (Grunbert),

811.
^

— Muta Rotation of, as Influenced by Acid
Bases and Salts (Lowi-y), 835.

Glutaric Acids, Dimethylglutaric Acids and
the Separation of Substituted (Thorpe
and Young), 56.

Glycerides in Olive Oil (Holde), 675.

Glycerin (Barclay), 154.
— Cream, 551.
— Determination of (Cliaumeil), 420.
— Extraction of, 674.
— Gasometric Determination of (Dumas),

(Buisine). 784.
— in Wine. Determination of (Trillat), 197.— -Jellv. 212, 555.

—Milk" of, 178.
— Process and Apparatus for the Recovery

of (Bousfield). 155.
— Test for Phenol in Creosote (Michon-

neau), 453.

Glycerina, B.P. (Gilmour), 95.

Glycerol in Crude Glycerins (Lewkowitsch),
558.

— of Glycerophosphates (Street), 720.
Glycerophosphates, 88.

Glycogen from Yeast (Harden and Young),
198.

Glycollic Acid, Menthyl 'Ester of, 417.

Glyn-Jones, W. S.—The Sale of Food and
Drugs Acts, 252 ; Address to the North
Kent and District 'C!hemists' Associa-
tion, 775 ; The P.A.T.A. and C.D.A.
Annual Meetings, 796.
Jones' Ammoniated Tincture oi Quinine
Case (High Court), 505, 630 ; (Ffoulkes),

624
; (Atkinson), 626

; (Editorial), 627
;

{Pall Mall Gazftte), 633; (Barnsley),

670; (Editorial), 687, 770, 798 ;

("M.P.S."), 823; (Editorial), 828;
(Atkinson). 851 ; (Editorial), 853 ;

(Fowler) ("Carica") (" B.G.J.") ("A
Member"), 878; (Weddell), (Sandy),
879

; (Editoria;l), 881.

Jones, Mr. W. S., on His Victory ("A
P.J. Interviewer"), 655.
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• loetze, A.—Physical Cliarges in Gum
Acacia, 417.

Golaz—DialysoJ Digitalis, 234.

fiold and Silver Salts, Action of 'l\'llurium

and Selenium on (Hall and Lenher),

29.

-Volumetric Determination of, with Thio-

sulpluite (Faktor), 125.

ioldbv, F.—Trichromatic Photography,

199.

" Gombo," A Substitute for Coffee (Rattier),

233.

Goodall, T. S.—^Private Pharmacopoeias in

Public Dispensaries, 802.

Goodyear, C. J. C—A Prescri^jtion DifE-

culty. 685, 795, 880.

Goodyer, N. S.—Early Flowers, 494.

Gossypii Radicis 'Cortex ('Stephenson), 92.

Gotthelf, A.—Preparation of Medicinal

Manganese Dioxide, 811.

Government and the Poisons Report, 597
;

(Editorial), 401, 882.

— Laboratory, Appointments in the, 124.

— versus Private Laboratories, 860.

Goyne-Stevens, W. , Jun.—Some Notes on
the Economics of Retail Pharmacy, ;

724.

Grange, Leonard, The Lady Pharmaci-st,

299.

Gratiola Officinalis, Chemistry of (Retzlaif),

385.

Gravesend Chemists, Meeting of, 223.

Great Yannouth Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, 220, 415; (Annual Dinner), 451;
(Annual Meeting), 550, 667.

Green, A. B.—Chloroform in Prejaring
Calf Lymph, 675.

Greenish, H. G., and Collin, E.—Vegetable
Powders and Their Diagnostic Char-
acters, 276, 703, 843, 871.

Greenock Chemists andi the Poisons Re-
port (Russell), 432.

Gres, W. J.—Nevr Constituent of Bone, 1.

Greshoff, Dr. M., and Sach, J.—Chemical
Constitution of Propolis, 90.

Grey Dye, 488.

Grier, J.—Pharmacy and Medicine, 822.

Grithth, Mr. Ellis J., M.P., 463.

Griffiths, E. H.—The Measurement of

Energy, 333.

Griggi, G.—Hetol-Caffeine, 490.

Grimsby and District Chemists' As.socia-

tion, 448; (Annual Meeting), 579.

Grindley, Mr. George H., The Late, 694.

Grocers and the P.A.T.A., 227.
— and the Sale of Medicated Wines, 226.

Grunbert, L.—Separation of Glucose and
Maltose, 811.

Guaiacum, Powdered (Alcock), 449.
— Test for Distinguishing Boiled Milk,

Arnold's (Weber), 489,
— Wood, Powdered, Diagnostic Characters

of (Greenish and Collin), 276.

Guillard, M.—^Oapsicunxs and Chillies, 89.

Guinea Postal Orders, 876.

Gum Acacia, Physical changes in (Goetze),

417.

— Arabic Eiicport from Alexandria, 191.

— Pastilles Case—'Ransom c. Sangui-
netti (High Court), 504.

Gums of the Arabin Group, Bacterial
Origin of (Smith), 385.

Tiyratory Magnetic Lines of Force for Thera-
peutic Purposes, Apparatus for Produc-
ing (Trub), 308.

H

Ha?ni;.globin in Blood, Determination of the

Proportion of (Tallqvist), 193.

Hze-molysis, New Method of Producing (Ruf-

fer" and Crendiropoulo), 197.

Hasmostatic Value of Calcium Chloride (Ber-

tignon), 525.

— Bandage (Durain), 121.

Haensel, H.—Dammar Oil ; Oil of (Jenista

. Tinctoria ; Oil of Birchbuds, 525.

Hair, Bleaching, 88.

— Dye, Vegetable, 556.

— Dyes, Work on, 416.

Washes (Alcoholic). 38 ;
(Quinine),

720 ;
(Borax), 782.

Halation and Ovei'-Exposure (Towusend),

678.

Haldane, J. S.—Air of Factories and Work-
shops, 345.

— Mr. R. B., on Some Que.stions of Law,
508.

Halifax and District Chemists' Association,

115, 154; (Annual Dinner), 329, 482.

— Corporation and the Sale of Foods and
Drugs, 83.

— Grocers and Medicated Wines, 831.

Hall, Mr. E. Marshall, K.C., M.P., 462.

— R. D., and Lenher, V.—Action of Tel-

lurium and Selenium on Gold and Silver

Salts, 29.

Hall's Purinometer, 345.

Halliburton, W. D., and Mott, F. W.
Hyper-pyrexia and Coagulation of Cell-

globulin," 699.

Halogen Salts of Lead, Solubility of the

(Lichty), 785.

Halphen's Reaction for Cotton Seed Oil,

Not* on (Fulmer), 61.

Hamblen, R. P.—Preparation for the ]Minor

Examination, 106.

Hamilton, Dr. James, on the Commercial
Aspect of Medicine, 825.

Hanburv Gold Medal, Award of the, 659
;

(Coilin), 786, 795.

Hanburv, Rt. Hon. R. W., Deatdi of, 629.

Hand Disinfection, Sublamin for (Engels),

809.

Hanna and Lamb—Snake Venoms, 811.

Hanfiot. M.—^Nature of CoUargol, 675.

Hanson, A.—Pharmaceutical Items, 82.

Harden and Young—Glycogen from Yeast,
198.

Hardness in Magnesian Waters, Determina-
tion of (Peters), 613.

Harrison, E. F.—Mefchyl-Arsenates—

A

Point in Noinehclatui'e, 432.

Harrogate and District Chemists' Associa-
tion (Formation), 580.

Hart, J. H.—Oil of Bay, 679.

Hartlepools and District Chemists' Associa-
tion (Editorial), 855; 857.

Hartley, Professor—The Spectrum of Pilo-

carpine Nitrate, 659.

Hastings, Babcock, Russell, and Vivian

—

Influence of Sugar on Fermentations in

Milk and Cheese, 1.

— E. arid Russell, H. L.—A Resisting

Micrococcus, SO.

Hawaii, How Sugar is Made in (Williams),

292.

Hawthorne, Dr. 0. 0.—Th© Authority of

the Pharmacopoeia, 143.

Headache Cologne, 39.

— Powders, Sale of, 124.

Health Dangers in Food' (Delepine). 246.
— of London, The, 38.

Htap. J. H.—The Commerce of Drugs, 269,

527, 743.

Heaton, Mr. J. Henniker, M.P., 462.

Hebra's Cosmetic Cream, 351.

Heckel, Dr. E.—Tuberifcixms Labiates, 23.

Hedin and Rowland—Proteolytic Enzyme
in Spleen, lf>l.

Heine and Co.—Naphthalin in Volatile Oils,

490.

Helch—Detection of Apomorphinc in ^Mor-

phine Hydrochloride, 417.

Hele-Shaw, 'Professor H. S.—Locomotion :

On the Earth, Through the Water In

the Air, 19, 56, 80.

Helichrysum Italicum as an Insecticide

(Hockauf), 417.

Hellebore Rhizomes (Tschirch and Neubcr),

90.

Helmitol, 2.

Hemlock, Alkaloidal Assay of (Beckurts),

268.

Henbane Extract, Assay of (Ortlieb), 4*8.

— Herb, Alkaloidal Assay of (Beckurts),

425.

Hender,?on, G.—Essential Oils in the

Economy of Plant Life, 585,

— H. J.—Chemical and Pharmaceutical
Apparatus, 677.

Henry, C. F.—The Protection of Titles by
Interdict and Injunction, 98, 208

;

T'erritorial Representation, 522 ; 'I'he

Council Election, 651.

Herissev, H., and Bourquelot, E.—Changes
in Dried Gentian Root, 234.

Hermophenyl in Syphilis (Hallopeau), 761.

Hernia Tru.sses (Matuchet), 195.

Hernial Bandages or Trusses, Improvements
in (Harrison), 661.

Heroin and Morphine (Zernik), 642; (Mac-

farlan and Co.), 685.

Herz, W.—Solubility of Boric Acid in Hy-
drochloric Acid, 585.

Hesse, Albert—Extraction of Perfumes, 811.

— 0.—Constituents of Java Coca Leaves,

585.

Hetol-Caffeine (Griggi), 490.

Heiiberger and Tschirch—^The Chemistry of

Rhubarb, 31.

Hewlett, Dr. R. T.—Bacteriology for Phar-
maci.sts, 293.

Hevl, G.—Morphine Determination by
" Silver Nitrate, 253.

Hill, Dr. C—Enzyme Action, 550.

— E. (t.—Coloured Constituents of Butea
Frondosa. 839.

— J. R.—Morphine Acid Tartrate, 178;
Origin of Names, etc., 516.

— and Gardiner—Seeds with Thick-vralled

Endosperm, 162.

Hillyer, H. W.—Causes of the Cleansing
Power of Soap. 783.

Hinrichs, C. G.—The Volumetric Deter-
mination of Chloral Hydrate, 530.

Hirschlaff—^Anti-Mcrphine Serum, 198.

Hirschsohn, E.—Nev>- Test for Quinine and
Quinidine, 14.

Hockauf—Santolina C^hamseoyparissus as an
Abortifacient

;
Helichrysum Italicum as

an Insecticide, 417.

Hodgsonia Kadam, Miq. , Sce'ls of (Sack),

641.

Hofmann Medals, The, 6£0.

Holde. D.—Oil of Stramonium Seed, 90
;

Mixed Glycerides in Olive Oil. "675.

Holders and Cases for Menthol and Other
:\Iaterials (Sachs), 442.

HoUoway's Pills. Injunction Case {Clent

—

High Court). 878.

Holmes—Ferments and Fennentation, 414.
— E. M.—.Some Seeds of Medicinal and

Toxicological Interest, 5 ; The Bitter-

ness of Compound Tincture of Gentian,
623 ; Notes on Economic Botany, 705.
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^Imes. J., and Thorpe, T. E.—Ethyl
Alcohol in Essences and Medical Pre-

^Mirations, 526.
— W. B., and Smith, A.—Amorphous Sul-

iJiur, 265.

Home Counties Nature-Study Exhibition,

597.
T1»;>nionataloin and Nataloin (Leg-er), 386.

H;iney and Glycerin Cieani, 612.

lion^ Kong Botanic Gardens. Appointment
of Mr. S. T. Dunn as Director. 367.

Hooier. Sir William, Life and Labour of,

30-7.

Hooper, D.—M^ditta. Lapidescens: Littla

Man's Bread, 701 ; Note on Kino En-
zvme. 840.

Hop Substitutes, 506.

H(>i>e, Essential Oil of (Chapman), 482.

Worses. Health Kesort for, 404.

Hotslffv, G. F.—Filtration Experhnent<-,

755.

Hot Water Bottle, Indiarnbber, Bursting of

a—Action for Damaoes (Liverpool). 241,

316 : (Last), 364. 380, 738 ;
(Appeal Dc-

sision), 804; (B.M.J.), 813; (Lanai),

827.

Hua. H.—Sources of India-Ruhber, 89.

Huddersfield Chemists' Assot-iation, 54
;

(Annual Dinner), 116, 223, 409, 553.

Human Milk (Jolles), 847.

Humour in the Daily Pres;;, 103.

liumphrtv, J.—The Origin of Blaud's Pills,

643.

Hungarian Pharmaccpa-ia, New, 574.
— Wines. Composition and Ash-Vield of

(Szilagyi), 815.

Hnppert's Reaction f<;r the Presence of Bile

ni L''^rine, Modification of (Nakayama),
454,

Hutcheon. J.—Some Notes on the B.P.
SvTups. 450.

Hutciiison, Dr. R.—Patent Foods, 333, 537.

Hydi-angea Flowers. Blue Colour in, 614.

Hydi'astinine, Distinctive Reaction for a

Jorissen, 755.

Hvi'ated Sulphide of Zinc. Production of,

from Zinc Ores (Bermont). 229.

Hydrocarbons of the Acetylene Series,

Manufacture of Products from (Mourcu),
661.

Hydrochloric Acid (Barclay), 134.
— Acid. New Method of Manufacturing

(Lake). 86.

Hydrocyanic Acid from Ferrocyanides. Ob-
taining (Craig), 43.

— Acid. Prodncticn of (Ffid). 43.

Hydrogen, Liquefac-tion of (Traver.s), 447.

Hydrometer, Buchanan Absolute-Weight,
On the Use of the (King), 455, 479."

JTydrophobia Jlicrobe (Somiani), S3.

Hvdrosulphites, Anhydrous Alkaline (Mois-
sanl, 197.

Hydroxyl Groups, Reagent fcr the Recogni-
tion of (Tsehugaeff), 613.

Hvdrcx^-lamine. Manufacture of (Johnson).
547".

Hygrophila (Stephenson). £2.

H.voscyanii, P'xtractum (Alcock), 449.

Hvoscvamu.s Leaves (Barclay). 135.

-Muticu^. 585.

Hvper-Pvrexia and Cell Globulin (Hallibur-
ton and Mott), 699.

Hypnotic Poisons, The L^^e cf (Editorial),

599 ; (Blarney), 622.

H\-pnotics and Anjesthetics, Relation Be-
tween (Garsed), 614.

Hypobrnmites, Action of, on Amides (Lap-
worth and Nicholl?), 490.

Hypochloroa<! Acid and Blenching Powder.
Action of, on Metals (White),^ 169.

Hypodermic Syringes and the Like (Fried-

rich), 373."

Hyslop. J.C.-€arboHc Acid Pills, 177; A
Fluorescein Solution, 723.

I

Idris, T. H. W.—The Report of tlie Com-
mittee on Poisons. 51Y.

Lnpersonating a Chemist, Alleged Case of

.
(Mai-ylebone), 652, 682.

Ince, J.— ine Histuiy of the School of

Pharmac-j-, £79.

Licome-Tax ilecovery (Income-Tax Adjust-
meait Agency, Limited), 11,

Tax Repayments (Income-Tax Adjust-

ment Agency), 364.

Licompatibility of Aspirin and Sodium Bi-

carbonate (Rosseau). 39.

— of Pharmacy and Quackery (C. T. Allen),

557.

Indian Aconite Roots (Watt). 63.

— Drugs of the B.P. Addendum, ISOO,

Some Notes on the (Stephenson), 91,

104.
— Hemp in Chorea (Burton), 245.

— Potatoes, 61.

Irkliarubber, Cultivation of, in Burmah,
89.

— Hot-Water Bottle, Bursting of an

—

Action for Damages (LiTcrpool), 241

(see also under Hot-Water Boottle).

— -Sources of (Hua), 89.

Indigestion, Powder for, 838.

Indigo, Natural and Artificial. New Pro-

cess for Converting, into Monobrom
and Dibrom Indigo (Rahtjen), 121.

— New vSjTithesis of (Sandmeyer), 784.

— Trade. "The, 663.

"Indoor ' System, The ("Nemo"'), 213;

(Cox), 248.

Indoxyl and Its Derivatives, Manufacture
of (Imray). 121.

Infusorial Earths and Their Uses (Stiles),

253.

Inhalation, 264.

Inhalers for Administration of Ethor, etc.

(Coxeter), 808.

— New (McC\illoch), 155; (Drager), 854.

Injecting De\-ices, New (Bordt), 606.

Injection of Mercury lodo-Caccdvlate,

737.

Ink for bhow-Cards, 258.

— for Zinc Labels, 212.

Inks, Marking, 674.

— Typewriter, 698.

Inlaiid Revenue Authorities and Chemists'

Privileges (Editorial), 145.

— Revenue Authorities and Liability to

Medicine Stamp Duty (Editorial), 687,

713, 798, 820; (" M.P.S.") ; 823;
(Editorial), 828: (Atkinson). 851;

(Editorial), 853, 866; (Fowlor),

"Carica"), (" B. G. J."). ("A Mem-
ber''), 878: (Wecklell), (Sandy), 879;
(Editorial), 881.

Insect Bites. Toilet Waters to Prevent, 20.

-—Remedies. Some 'Curious (Bott), 284.

Insecticide for House Plants, 258.

— Nicotine as an (" Botanicus "), 618.

Inseclifuges. 38.

— Veterinary, 20.

Insecurity of Tenure, VLt. Balfour on. 473.

Institute of Chemistry (Examination Ke-
£ult.s), 188; (Annual Report), 332.

375, ^09.

Insull. G. E.—:Mr. Dobbs and the Sate .

Horticultural Poisons, 660.

Intensifier, Uranium, 894.
Intor-Pharmacy Foottoall League, 260.
International Congress of Applied l^hi-

mistry (Berlin), 26, 601, 806, 814, 847.
Invalids" Couches Lademiann), 514.
Iodic Acid, The Preparation of (Boy lei,.

619; (Lothian), 652; (Tankard), 723.
Iodide of Iron, Syrup of (Alcock), 449.
Iodine and Bromine Derivatives of Fattgr

_
Acids and Esters, 811, 892.— in Fueus, Determination of (Wmss),
558.

— in Oils, Deternunation of (Lafay), 367,— Soaps (Skinner), 641.
lochsed and Broniised Oils, Solid, in Pow-

der Form (Winternitz), 836.— Cod-Liver Od and Iron, 202.
lo-doform Poisoning (Muir), 632.

Ipecacuanha, Alkaloidal Assay oS
(Beckurts), 425.— Alkaloids, Therapeutic Action of th^

. (Lewin). 642.
— Ash of. Determination of (Paterson)^

387, 394.
— Root (r>arclay), 134.

Ipecacuanhic Acid (Keinura), 867.
Irish Boards of Guardians and the Supply

of Drugs, 506.
— Only Need Apply, 574.— Poor-Law Medical Service. 506.

Iron Cacodvlate in Ancemia (Vangeon).
197.

'

— Determination of Manganese in (Steh-

man), 61.

— in Reduced Iron, Determination of (ilar

guard e), 848.
— in Sulx)luuic Acid, Test for (Alcock).,

449.
— Ores, Analysis of (Babbitt), 62.

— Pills, B.P. (Lucas and Stevens). 841:
(H. W. Gadd), (Parke, Davis ant?

Co.). 879.
— Pills, Sale of, 157.
— Recovers^ of, from Spent Liquors, 12.

— Reduced (Barclay), 134.

— Rusting of (Mocdy), 835.

— Stains in Relation to Hypochlorites ii>

Linen Bleaching (Dobbin), 190.

— Volumetric Estimation of (Gardner..

North and Taylor), 515.
_

Ironmongers as Poison Retailers, 251.

Irritation Produced by Species of Primutu

(Nestler), 233.

Isopyroine: An Allialoid from Isopyrum
Biternatum (Frankfortcr), 557.

Ispaghula (Stephenson), 92,

Iwanow, L.—Changes in Plant Consti-

tuents during Gerinination, 699.

J

Jaborandi, Alkaloidal Standard for Pre-

parations of (Farr and Wright), 9 ;

(Jowett), 41 : (Farr .and Wright), 71.

-Characteristics of (Duval), 558.

—-Leaves (Barclay). 135.

— Standard for Preparations of (Farr auf't

Wright), 9.

Jackson, .J. G.—Photographic Chemii^try,.

115. 285.

_j. R.—Aianatto (Bixa Orellana), 491?
The Cultivation of Oin>eng, 785.

— Professor H., and Laurie, D. Northall—
Experiments on Pho?phorescenee, 203,
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Jahn, S., and Eiiihorn, A.^—Water-Solulile

Compounds of Mentliol, 546.

Jalap, Assay of (Lyons), 418.

— Root (Barclay), i35.

Jamaica Quassia Wood, Powdered, Diag-

nostic Characters of (Greenish and Col-

lin). 277.

James, M. W.—^Are Tarragona Wines
Adulterated? 298.

January Council Meeting, The (Editorial),

45."

Java Coca Leaves, Constituents of (Hesse),

585.

Jecorin : A Substitute for Cod-Liver Oil,

526.

Jersey, Eau de Cologne Duty in , 510.

Jeyes' Lano-Creolin. Inland Revenue and
the Sale of, 402, 509.

Johnson, H.—Sportsmen and the Sale of

Poi.sons. 539.
— Professor T.—A New Potato Fungus,

90.

Johnston Laboratories, Liverpool, 690.

Joint Liability, A Quc^stion of (Wimborne),
567.

Jolles—Human Milk, 847.

Jolliffe, E. H., and Lang. W. R.—Action
of Methvlamine on Chromic Chloride,
840.

Joues, H.—The Preliminary Euvamination,
247.

— H. 0.—^Effects of Poisons on Inorganic
Ferments, 618.—'R. H.—Perfunctoi'y Formalities, 259,
257.

— W. A.—Antiseptic Throat Pastilles, 39.

Jcrissen, A.—Distinctive Reaction for

Hydrastinine, 755.

Journal, Founder of the (Kirkby), 708,

728; (Mumbray), 825.

Jowett, H. A. D.—Standards for Medicines,
41-; Constitution of Pilocarpine, 410.

Junior Piiarmacy Ball, 371.

K

Kaiser—Colour Reaction for Cellulose,
125.

Kaladana (Stephenson), 92.

Karger, A. M.—Examination of Vaccia-
ium Vitis-idaea, 1.

Karsten—Chemistry of Strophanthus Hift-

pidus Root, 346.

Keinura, T.—Ipecacuanhic Acid, 867.

Keller—Standardisation of Digitalis Pre-
parations, 489.

Kelvin, Lord, on Religion and Scienc«,

663.

Keratin Coating for Pills. 581.

Kew Herbarimn, The, 855.

Kid Glove Cleaner, 785.

King, A.—On the Use of the Buchanan
Absolute Weight Hydrometer, 455,
479.

Kinninniont Prize, The, 371.

Kino : An Investigation of Its Consti-
tuents (White), 676.

Kino Enzyme, Note on (Hooper), 840.
— Tincture of, Gelatinisation of (White),

644.

Kirkby, Wm.—Pharmacists ' and A Uni-
versity Curriculum. 224. 522; " Phar-
macopoli.st," 399; The Founder of the
Journal, 708.

Klobb, Professor T.-^Anthesterin, 454.

Kneale, J. C.—Ancient and Modern
Treatment of Disease. 331.

Knecht, E.—Titaiiium Chloride a« Re-
ducing Agent, 265.

Kodak Actions, The, 227, 368; (Judg-
ment), 570

; (Editorial), 402 ; 878.

Kola Nuts, 259.
— Seeds, Constituents of, 866.

Kollo, C.—Examination of White Pre-
cipitate, 642,

Kostytschew, T.—Anaerobic Respiration
of Mucor and Aspergillus, 755.

Kpandu Cola Seed (Warburg). 266.

Kraemer, H.—Pith Cells of Phytolacca
Decandra, 30; The Continuity of Pro-
toplasm, 620.

Kraft, Dr. F.—Filmaron, The Active Con-
stituent of Male Fern Extract, 619.

Kreis, H.—Pepper Dressed with Lime,
125; New Test for Impurities in Olive

Oil, 489.

Kremers, E.—Identification of Cineol,

585.

Kreytschy's Cod-liver Oil. 201.

Kryogenin (Lumiere), 162.

Kuckuck—Zoospore Formation in Valonia
Ovalis, 532.

Kunz-Krause, Professor—Enzymes : A
Possible Cause of Tincture Deposits,

559.

Kiitzing—Dichotomosiphon Tuberosus,

783.

La Wall, C. H.-Adulterated Asafetida,

63.

Labba, H., and Donard, E.—Maizin, A
New Albuminoid from Maize, 525.

Label, Fraud of the (Warrell), 566;
(Editorial), 571, 602, 659. 688.

— on the Fraud, The, 827.
— Writer, A Chemist's, 452.

Lady Disjsensers, Appointment of

(Southampton), 439; (Cardifl'), 772.
— Pharmacist, The (Leonard Grange), 299

;

(Widgery), 362 ; (Stokoe). 398."

Lsevo-Camphene in Lemon Oil (Schimmel),
455.

Lafay, L.—Determination of Iodine in Oils,

867.

Laing, Alexander—The Council Election,

595.

Lajoux, H,—Basic Mercuric Salicylate, 700.

Lamb and Hanna—Snake Venoms, 811.

Land, W. J. G.—Fertilisation of Thuja,
235.

Lang, W. R. , and Carson. C. M.—Action of

Liquefied Ammonia on Chromic
Chloride, 840.

— W. R., and Joliffe, E. H.—Action of

Methylamine on Chromic Chloride, 840.

Langlois, G., and Genvresse, P.—Vetiver

Oil, 489.

Lano-Creolin, Jeyes', Sale of, 402, 509.

Lapworth, A., and Nicholls, W. W. S.—
Action of Hvpobromites on Amides,
490.

Lascelles, F. C.—^The Genesis of Botany,
706 ; Some Old Botanists and Their
Works, 869.

Lassar's Paste, 858.

Last, v.—The Liverpool Hot-Water Bottle
Case, 364.

Lauder and Dobbie—^Absorption Spectra
and Chemical Structure of Alkaloids,

490.

Laundry Blue Tablets, 607.

Laurie, D. Northall, and Jackson, H.—Ex-
periments on Phosphorescence, 203.

Lavender Water, 39.

Law, Mr. Haldane on Some Questions of,

508.

Laxman Meran Chemical and Pharmaceuti-
cal Laboratory, Closing of the, 688.

Lead, Absorption of. by Cotton Wool
(Frerichs), 30.

— Compounds, New Organic (Colson), 615.

— Halogen Salts of. Solubility (Lichtv),

785.
—-in Ci-eam of Tartar (Joyce), 602.

— Poisoning and Water Supplies, 250.

— Poisoning in Earthenware Works, 629.

— Poisoning in the Potteries, 503.

Leader, A Change of (Editorial), 797.

Lease, An Aberdeen Chemist's, 470, 534.

Leaves (Pollard), 382.

Lebeau, P.—Manganese Silicidc-s, 418.

Lecithin, 699.

Leclanche Batteries, Crystals in, 526.

Ledger Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic Char-

acters of (Greenish and Collin), 843.

Leeds 'Chemists' Association, 188. 379.

Leeney, H.—Veterinary Doses of Arsenic,

399.

Legal Decisions Affecting the Stampjng of

Patent and Proprietary Articles (Wor-
folk), 188.

Leger, E.—Nataloin and Hoinonataloin ;

Constitution of the Aloins, 586 ; Deter-

mination of Cantharidin, 783.

Leggett, W. J.—Patent Medicine Vendors'

Defence Association, 767.

Leicester and Leicestershire Chemi-ts'

Association (Annual Meeting), 582.

Leishman's Powder, 584.

Lemon Juice (Farnsteiner), 265.

— Oil, Examination of (Walthei), 418.

— Oil, Laevo-Camphene in (Schimmel), 453.

Lemons and Limes (Holmes), 705.

— Cultivation of (Bonavia), 673.

Lemoult, P.—'Dibromoacetylene, 867.

Lenher, v., and Hall, R. D.—Action <A

Tellurium and Selenium on Gold and
Silver Salts, 29.

Lenigallol for Non-Parasitic Skin Disease-?

(Clemm), 526.

Lens, Rapid Rectilinear, 344.

Lenton, W. H.—The Exhaustion of Some
Official Dnigs by Percolation, 589,

394, 420, 457.

Leucite, Chemical Treatment of (O'Brien),

406.

Lewin, C.—Therapeutic Action of the

Ipecacuanha Alkaloids. 642.

Lewis and Burrows, Limited, Action for

Damages Against (High Court of

Justice), 71.

Lewkowitsch, J.—Glycerol in Crude
Glycerins, 558.

Liability in the fiale of Drugs in Weft Vir-

ginia, 84.
—-Joint. A Question of (Wimbonie), 567.

Libanol, Pharmacy of, 212.

Libanolboisse (Boisse), 161.

Libel, A Contemptible, 862.

Licensing Act. The, 17.

Lichens. Sexuality in the (Baur), 560.

Lichtv. D. M.—Solubility of the Halogen
Salts of Lead, 783.
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Lidbury ami Chapman—Decomporition of

Water Va.po\u- by the Electric Spark,

198.

Liebmann, Dr. A.—Perfumes : Natural and

Artificial, 383.

Lifting and Transporting Sick People, Ap-
paratus for (Gaiser), 308.

Light, Influence of, on Chemical Dynamics
(Wildermaan), 125.

— Produced by Bacteria (Molisch), 233.

— Screens for Photographic Cameras (Beck-

with), 193.

Lilac Water, 39.

Lime Juice, Preservative in (Southwark),

191.

Limes and Lemons (Holmes), 705.

Limited Companies-— A Suggestion
("Botolphus"), 298; ("Thirtv Years'

Cliemist "), 363 ;
(" Pharmakos "), 364

;

("W. J."). 399.

Limits of Discretion in Dispensing
(Machin), 11.

Lincoln and District Chemists' Associa-
tion, 221, 415, 611.

Linen Bleaching, Iron Stains in Relation to
Hypochlorites in (DobSin), ISO.

Liniment, Domestic, 178.
— of Soap Ca-.«e—Boots v. Cowling (High

Court), 504 (see also under Soap Lini-

ment) .

Linimentum Camphorse. B.P. (Gilmour),
95.

Linnean Society (Aiiniver.«arT ^Meeting),

777.
— Society, Women as " Fellows " of the

26, 108.

Linseed and Tadpoles ("Spa"), 724;
(Braithwaite), 767.

— Oil (Barclay), 164.

Liquefaction of Hydrogen (Travers), 447.

Liquefied Ammonia, Action of, on Chromic
Chloride (Lang and Carson), 840.

Liquid Gases, M;inipulation of (Dewar),
696.

— Sulphur Dioxide (Walden and Cent-
nersziver), 265.

Liquor Arsenii et Hvdravgvri lodidi, B.P.
(Duncan), 586, 590.

— Bromo-Chloral Comp.. 894.
— Calcis, Filtration of, 640.

Liquores, B.P. (Gilmoui-), 95.

Liquorice Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil, 202.
— Trade of Alexandretta, 690.

Literary Chemist of Last Centurv, A., 371.
Little Man's Bread (Hooper), 70i.

Liver Extract in Organo-Therapeutic:-, 340.— Rot, Carp and. 190.

Liverpool and Victoria Univer.sitv, 250,

633, 763, 799.
— Chemists' Association (Annual Meeting),

146, 380; (Annual Dinner), 444, 555,
738.

— Chemists' Price-List, 659.
— School of Tropical Medicine, 83.

Liverseege, J. F.—The Use of the Slide-

Rule in Pharmacy, 162, 189.

Llovd, J. T., and Thomas, R.—An Appeal,
'684.

Local Organisation—-The Duties of Local
Associations and How Their L'tilitv

Might be Increased (Merson), 290, 857".

— Organisation, The Improvement of

(Editorial), 107; ("Dodo"), 596.

Locomotion : On the Earth, through the
Water, in the Air (Hele-Shaw), 19, 56,

80.

Lodge, Sir Oliver—The Electron Theory,
216; Modern Views on Matter, 870.

London Chemists' Association, 20, 182 ;

(Gravesend), 223, 317, 801 ;
(Annual

Meeting), 887.

— Chemists' As.sociation (North London
Branch), 81, 517.

— Chemists' Association (South London
Brancli), 110 ;

(Deputation to Mr.
Bailev). 671, 696.

-- County Council Work (Editorial). 729.

— Hospital, The, 84.

— Medical Officer of Health's Report for

1901, 38.— Universitv—^Advanced Courses in

Botany,' 574.
— Univer.-ity, Proposed Library for, 84;

(Editori'al), 109.

— University, Representation of, 118.

Long Sen-ice, Recognition of (Liverpool),
861."

Lorimer, J.—Methylated Soap Liniment
Case, 852.

Lothian, J.—Tlie Preparation of Iodic Acid,
652.

Lott, F. E.—^Decomposition of Salicylic
Acid by Mould, 385.

Lough. Mr. Thomas, M.P., 462.
Low Temperature Investigations (Dewar),

— Temperatures, Measurement of (Travers),
453.

Lownsbrough, R. E.—The Umbelliferte,
411.

Lowry, Dr. T. M.—Muta Rotation of
Glucose as Influenced by Acid Bases
and Salts, 835.

Lucas, E. W., and Stevens, H. B.—Pilula
Ferri, B.P., 841.

Lumiere—Krj-ogenin, 162.
Lutz, M. L.—Amides as a Nitrogenous

'Source of Food for Thallophytes, 560.
Luxmoore, C. M.—Scheele: His Life and

Work, 255.
Lygosin. Preparation ol, 839.
Lyon, W.—Pharmacopoeia Revision Notes,

3 ; The Protection of Titles by Inter-
dict and Injunction, 40, 98, 297 ; The
Pliarmacist as a Student of Human
Nature, 400, 433.

Lyons, A. B.—Asfay of Jalap, 418.

M

'Maben, T.—The Pharmaceutical Prelimi-
nary Examination, 300 ; Some Typical
American Pharmacies and Pliarmivcists,

349, 423; The Preliminary Examina-
tion, 879.

Macadam, R. W.—Malted Food for In-
iants, 852.

•Maochiati, L.—Photosynthesis Outside the
Plant, 266.

Macfadyen, A.—Influence of Cold upon
Bacteria, 345 ; The Treatment of

Typhoid Fever, 437.

Macfarlan (J. F.) and Co.—Jleroin and
^Morphine, 685.

Machin, H.—^The Limits of Discretion in

Dispensing, 11.

Machinery, To Keep from Rusting, 212.

Mackenzie, James—The Shrinkage in

Annual Subscriptions, 768.

Magnesia, Fluid, Strength of (Cowie), 188
;

(" An Ordinary Pharmacist "), 214
;

(Correction), 252 ; (Cowie), 247.

Ma-gnesian Waters, Hardness in. Determi-
nation of (Peters), 613.

Magnesium lodo-Alkylates and the Recot;.

nition of Hvdroxyl Groups (Tschii-

gaeff), 613.

Magnetic Action of Convection Currents
(Cremieu and Pender), 783.

Maiden, J. H.—Caoutchouc in Eucalyptus,

868.

Maize Oil, Sitosterol in (Gill and Tufts),

557.
— or Other Vegetable Substances, Manu-

facture of a Nutritious Product from
(Donard), 606.

Maizin, A New Albuminoid from "Maize
(Donard and Labbe), 118, 525.

Malaria and the Mosquito (Deane), 183 ;

(Bennison), 486.

Male. C. E.—Age Restriction of the Minor,

137.

Male Fern Adulterants (Penndorf), 558.

— Fern Extract, Filmaron, The Active

Constituent of (Kraft), 619.

— Fern, Liquid Extract of (Penndorf), 558.

Malt Liquors, Identification of (Parsons).

61.

Malted Food for Infants Wanted (" A. R."),

823 ; (J. F. Brown), (Thompson),

(Macadam). (Spencer), 852, 894.

— Pi-eparations, 344.

Malto-Eucalypt—Food or Medicine? 663.

Manchester and Liverpool Universities,

250, 653, 763, 799.

— Chemist, Disappearance of a, 603.

— Dentist, Failure of a, 862.

— Phai-maceutical Association, 20 ; (Con-

versazione), 154, 187, 224, 322, 409;

(Annual Meeting), 578.

Manganese Aluminate (Dufau), 62.

— Dioxide, Preparation of Medicinal (Gott-

helf), 811.
— in Iron, Deterannation of (Stehman), 61.

— Silicides (Lebeau), 418.

Mange in Dogs, Application for, 536.

—
,
Veterinary Notes on, 582.

Majiicure Preparations, 524, 584.

Mankovsky—Cellular Poisons or Cyto-

toxins, 161.

Mann, E. W.—Note on Copaiba, 419.

Manseau—Sodium Lactate Solution for

Dispensing, 536 ; Distinctive Reaction

of Cryogenin, 783.

Maquenne, L.—Fatty Acids of Oil of

Eteococca Vernicia, 198.

Marble, Pastes for Cleaning, 787.

Marguardt—^Determination of Iron in

'Reduced Iron, 848.

Marjoram Oil. French (Genvressa and

Chablay), 346.

Marking Iriks, 674.

Marsh, J. E.—Constitution of Metallic

Cyanides, 56.

— J. 'E. and Sti-uthers, R. de J. F.—
Auto-Reduction of Mercury and Silver

Cyanides, 56.

Martindale Memorial, The William, 77 ;

(Editorial), 881.
— W. H.—Fungus Growth in Fluorescein

Solution, 796.

Marvine Geloids, 751.

Marx—Perfumes as Disinfectants. 585.

Mason, F. S.—Tlie Threatened Extinction

of the Santalum Album in Southern

India, 756.

Massage and Electro-Therapeutical Appa-

ratus (Paterson). 262.

— Apparatus, 406, 721, 836.

Matico. Oil of (Fronun and van Emster).

839.

Matt P.O. P., Prints on, 538.

— Varnish for Photographers, 20.
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Maxwell, Sir Hci'bprt, on Amendment of
the Pharmacy Acts, 620.

Maze, M. P.—Cit'nn.ination of Seeds, 266.
Measles, Notification of, 118.
Measure, Fatul Result from Using an Un-

washed (tSoutbe.nd), 861.

Measnremc;nt of Energy (Griffiths). 333.
Medical Acts Amendment Bills, 473.— Acts, Proceedings Under the (Martin

—

Nottingham), 52
; (Pardoe—Kow).

102 ; (Dixon—Marlborough Street),

722 ; (Whitefoord—Marlboronah
Street), 877.

-Ethics. 655.
— Self-Advertisement, 603.
" Medicatt'd Beverages," Sale of—An Ap-

peal Case (Bristol), 70.

Medicated Gauze, Sale of, 782.
— Soaps, Preparation of, at the Dispensing

Counter (Cowley and Catford). 380.— Wines, Sale of, by Chemists (Board of
Inland Revenue), 21?

; (Sir Rulph
Littler), 600.

— Wines, Sale of, by Grocers, 226. SJl.
Medicinal Compound, Imiirovecl (Bordas),

780.

— Plant Cultivation, 260; (Brotherston),

868; (Editorial), 884.
Medicine, Charge for, 3€4. i— Comimerciiil Aspect of. Dr. James Hajnil-

ton on the. 825.
— Stamp Act. The (Squire), 445.
— Stamp Duty Acts, Proceedings under

the:—^(Harridge — Highgate). 71;
(iHulme—Oldham). 139; (Dft^-iv-Pon.
typridd), 430 : {Crawshaw—^Leeds),

431, 470 ; (Glyn-Jones—High Court).
503 ; (Sanguinetti—^Higli Court), 504 :

(Pond—(Mansion House), 554 ;
(Bow-

man

—

West Ham), 593
; (Glyn-Jones

—

High Court), 630
;
(South Kensington

Pharmacy Company—Westminster)

,

(Sanguinetti—Brentford), 654 ; (Ba»-
bury—South-West London), 722

;

(Holloway—Mansion House), 820;
(Houlgrave—Burnley), 850.

— Stamp Dutv, Inland Revenue Authori-
ties and Liabilitv to (Editorial), 687.

770, 798, 820;" ("M.P.S."). 823;
(Editorial). 828; (Atkins(m), 851;
(Editorial), 853, 866; (Fowler),
("Carica."). (" B. G. J."), ("A Mem-
ber"), 878 ; (^Veddell), (Sandy), 879;
(Editorial), 881.

— Stamps, &.\e of, During 1901-02, 8*.

— Stamps, The Lancet on, 664.

Medicines, Control of (Mjoen), 814.
.— Standards for (Farr and Wright). 9;

fjowett), 41
;

(Farr and Wriglit). 71 ;

Hanson), 82; (Farr and Wright), 307.

Mehring, J. v.. and E. Fischer—New Class
of Sopoi-ifics, 868.

Meisenheimer. Dr., and Buchner, Professor—^Bacteria and Enz-vnucs, 848.

Meldrum, M.—Purity in 'Drugs. 235. 246.

Mellor, E. M.—^The Report of the Commit-
tee on Poisons—A Criticism—450.

Membership of the Societv. 810.

"ilens-trual Pads, New "(Herbiet), 808 ;

(Blair). 892.

Menthol Holders (Sachs), 442.

—^Water-Soluble Compounds of (Einhcrm
and Jahn). 346.

Menthyl Est<-v of Glycollic Acid, 417.

Mentrel—Barium Ammonium and Barium
Amide. 525.

!Mentzel. i'. . and Arnold, C.—Detection of

Formaldehvde, 125 ; Detection of

Ozone, 233'.

]Mert;handisL' Mirks Act. Proceedings under
the : — (Apollinaris Company v. Shaw,
Limited), 158; (Davenport v. Apol-
linaris Companj'), 764 ; (Bewlcy and
Draper r. Guinane Brothers), 820.

Merck—'Ephedrine, 454.

Mercuric Chloride in Surgical Dressings,
Determination of (Frerichs), 489.

— Chloride, Room Disinfection with (Ber-
tavelli). 839.

— Oleate, 866.
— Salicylate. Basic (Lajoux), 700.

Mercurou^ [Nitrite. Decomposition of, bv
Heat (Rey and Seh), 482.

Mercury, Action of Acetylene on Acetates
of (Burkard and Travers), 197.—^Ammoniated, Examination of (Kollo),

642.

— and Silver Cyanides, Auto-Reduction of

(Marsh and Struthers), 56.

— Cleaning, 524.
— lodo-Cacodylate Injection, 737.
—

^ New Preparations of (Blomquist), 848.
— Ointment Cases, The (Editorial), 75,

109; (Mumbray), 212; 753.

— Ointment, Determination of Mercury in,

490.
— Ointment. Labelling, 196.

— Oxides of (Schick), 125.

Merson, G. F.—The Federation Meeting at

Dundee, 214 ; Local Organisation—-The

Duties of Local Associations and How
Their Utilitv Might be Increased,

290, 857.

Metal vSurfaces. Paste for, 88.

Metallic Nucleinates, Preparation of, 417.

Metals, Action of Hypochlorons Acid_ and
Bleaching Powder on (White), 18&.

—
• and Metallic ^Mixtures. Dephosphorisa-

tion of (Phillips and Blundstone), 262.

Methyl Alcohol in Absinthe and Other
Alcoholic Liquids (Ferriere and
Cunias'e), 557.

Arsenates—A Point in Nomenclature
(Harrison), 432.

Arsenates and Cacodylates, Differentia-

tion Between (Bougault), 586.

— Iodide as a Vesicant (Garnier). 7£0.

iNIethylamine, Action of. on Chromic
Chloride (Lang and Jolliffe). 840.

Methylated Spirit for Manufacturing Pur-
poses. A Purer (Dott), 459, 479.

Methylene Blue in Tubercular Ulcerations

(Renon and Gei'audel), 592.

Methylxanthine, 8-, Derivatives. Treat-

ment of. for the Elimination of the

8-JIethvl Group Therefrom (John-

son), 478.

Metric System as Applied to Medicine
(Forster), 414 ;

{Polyrlink). 633.

— System, Electrical Engineers on the,
'181.

Mexico. Chemicals and -Drugs in, 191.

Miohonneau, R.—Glycerin Test for Phenol
in Creosote, 453.

Micrococcus, A Resisting (Russell and
Hastiugsl, 90.

Microscope, Choice of a (Photo Supple-

ment. March 28, p. 14).

Microscopic Stains, Sale of, 524.

Microscopical Examination of Coal (Neto-

litzky), 454.
— Preparations. Embedding, in Paraffin

(Heidenheim). (Photo. Snoplenient,
March 28, p. 16).

Mierosol. 581.

Midland Pliarmaceutical Association, 151,

189, 331. 449 : (Annual Me«ting), 802.

— Public Disp; .^ser-i" As3ocia'ii( n. 154.

Milk, ]5oiled and Unboiled, Distinction
Between (Utz), 2

;
(Schardiuger), 67^.

— Boiled, Arnold's Guaiacum Test for Dis-

tinguishing (Weber), 489.

— Boric Acid in (Oassal and Gerranz), 526.

— C<>nstituents, Digestibility of (Tunrii-

cliffe), 266.

— Fevei' in Cows, 339.

— Fever, Injections of Air in, 745.

—-Formaldehyde in, Test for, 526;
(" Chemicus ")-, 566.

— Human (JoUes), 847.

— of Glycerin, 178.

— of Roses and Elder, 343.

--Powder, 343.

— Raw, and Formaldehyde, Note on the
Dttectioa of (Saul), "617, 674.

Mineral Water Bottles, Recovery of, 259.
— Water Maiiufactoi'ies, Inspection of, 772.

— Water Syphons, Action Concerning, 505.

Minimum Price Agreement—^Sales Com-
pany, Limited, v. Hall Brothers (Man-
chester), 506.

Minor, Age Restriction of the fMale), 137.

— Toast, The (Sliuttleworth), 138.

Minnol (Ranelletti), 737.

Misconceptions, Some (Editorial), 542;
(Broadhead), 565 ; (Black), 566

;

(Brcadhead), 595. 601.

Mist. Bisinuthi Comp., 894.

Mitchell, J. A.—^The Protection of Prices,

99.

Mithcher, W.—Witch-Hazel Bark Struc-

ture. 126 ; Viburnum Prunifolium, 197 ;

Structure of Quillaia Bark, 234.

Mjoen, Dr. J. A.—The Control of Medi-
cines.

_
814.

Modern Views on Matter: The Realisation

of a Dream (Crookes), 915; (Lodge),

870.

Moebius, P. J.—Antithyroidin, 641.

Moissan, H.—Combustion of Carbon ut

Oxygen, 62 ;
Preparation of Silico-

Ethane, 161 ; Anhydrous Alkalinc»

Hydrosu]])liites, 197 ; Barium Ammo-
nium and Barium Amide, 525 ; Rubi-
dium and Ctesium Hydrides, 557.

— H.. and Devrar. .J.—Reactions of Liquid
Fluorine at -187° C. ; Solid Fluorine,

642. 671.
^

Molecular Weights. Determin»tion of

(Bargeri. 639.

Molisch, H.—liight Produced by Bacteria,

233 ; A Bacteria Lamp, 437 ; Use for

Phospluirescent Bacteria, 755.

Mollison. W. W., and Orr, G.—Dispensing
Problems, 187.

Mono-formyl, A, -A, Naplilliylene-diamine

B3 or B, Mono-Sulphonic Acid, Pro-
duction of (Gaess), 514.

Monoiodo-derivatives, Svnthe.sis of Organic
(Bodroux), 126.

Montanari. C.—^Chromosantonin, 386.

Moody, Dr. G. T.—^Rusting, of Iron, 855.

— E.—An Explanation, 724.

Moor, C. G.—Suggested Standard for Tinct.

Gentianae Co., 461.

Morley, Mr. John, M.P.,- and the Phar-
macy Act, 570.

Morphine. An L^rdescribed Salt of (Tan-

ner), 154; (Hill), (Dott). (Tankard),

178.
— and Heroin (Zernik), 6^2; (Macfarlan

and Co.). 685.

-Anti-, Serum (Hirschlaff), 198.

— Dstarmination by Silver Nitrate (Heyl),

233.
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1

Morpliine Habit, Nicoliciii—A EenitJj- fur

the, 4S0.
— Habit, Treatment of the (Halleck), 737.

— Hydrochloride, Detection of Apomor-
phine in (Helch), 417.

Mosquito Plants (Editorial), 659.

Mosquitos, Soil Nitrification and (Waddell),

851.

Motor, The Koad (Hele-ShaT\ ), 19.

Mott. F. W., and Halliburton, W. D.—
Hyper-Pyrexia and Coagulation of Cell

Globulin, 699.

Mouth-Wash for Offensive Breath, M3.
iMouton. H., and Delezennt, C.—Erepsin

in Fungi, 613.

Mucilago Acaciee, Preparation of (Gilinourl,

94.

Mucor and Aspergillus, Anaerobic Respira-

tion of (Kostytschew), 755.

Muller, W.—The Solubilities of Alkaloids,

812.

Mumbray, R. G.—^Frivolous and Vexatious
Prosecutions, 212

;
Degiadation of

Aucuba Japonica, 566 ; Convolvulus
Sepium, 724 ; The Convolvulus Familv,

795 ; Jacob Bell's Portrait, 823.

Mummy Wheat, Egyptian, 196.

Muscle, Sugars of (Osborne and Zobel),

385.

Mustard Oil (Barclay), 272.

Muta Rotation of Glucose as Influenced by
Acid Bases and Salts (Lowry), 835.

Mydriatics, The (Garsed), 617.

Mvlitta Lapidescens : Little Man's Bread
(Hooper), 701.

Myrobalanum (Stephenson), 92.

N

Kail Polish, 178.

Nakayama—Test for Bile in Urine, 454.

Names, Origin of (Hill), 516.

Naphtlia Soap, Sale of—High Court De-
cision, 470.

Naphthalin in Volatile Oils (Heine), 490.

Xaphthol-o, Reacti,';n for (Arzbergcr),

89.

Xareeine, Colour Reaction for (Wangerin),

386.

Narcotic Extracts, Valuation of Drugs
and (Thorns). 847.

arcotile; A General Anresthetic (East-

ham), 809.

Nataloin and Homonataloin (Leger), 386.

National Phvsical Laboratory (Annual
Meeting),' 473.

— PLysique. The {Sliee), 855.

Xature-Study Exhibition, The Heme
Counties, 597.

Negatives, Reduction of Over-Dense, 338.

Netolitzky, F,—Microscopical Examina-
tion of Coal, 454.

Nettle Rash in Annuals ("Centaur"), 713.

Neuber, E., and Tschireh, A.—Hellebore

Rhizomes. 90.

New Remedies, 245, 340, 535, 757, 780,

809, 872.
— South Wales, British Pharmaceutical

Certificates in, 689.
— York Botanical Garden, 509.
— Zealand, Pharmacy Legislation in, 226.

Newcastle-on-Tvne and District C'heni'its'

Association', 115. 154. 256, 316, 5o0.

Xewsholme, G. T. W.—Presidential Ad-
dress to the Pharmaceutical Societv.

730. _
-

NichoUs, W. W. S., and Lapworth, .

—

Action of Hrpobromites on Amides,
490.

Nicolicin—A Eeuiedv for the Morphine
Habit, 490.

Nicoll, F., and Cain, J. C.—The Rate of

Decomposition of Diazo-Compounds.
55.

Nicotine as an Insecticide (" Botanicus "j,

618.
— Fmnigator, 88, 344.

Nim Leases as an Insecticide, 755.

Nitric Acid and Oxides of "Nitrogen,

Manufacture of (Ostwald), 514.

— Acid, Diacetyl (Pictet and Genequand),
1.

Nitrites and Nitrates in Waters, linto-

metric Estimation of (Richardson and
Rollings), 515.

Niiro-Compounds, 344.

— Products. Manufacture of, from Pef.vo-

leum or Mineral Oil Distillates (Ede-
lanu and Filiti). 721.

Nitrogen Oxides, Manufacture of (Ost-

wald), 514.

Nitrogenous Source of Food for Thailo-
phytes. Amides as a (Eutz), 561.

Nitrous Oxide Patent, A (High Cnn-t).

534.

Normal Saline Solution (Engelmann): 675.

— Solution, The Tenii, 674.

North-East Lancashire Chem'sts' Assoria-

tion (Annual Dinner). 332, 487.
—^ -East London, Meeting of the iCIiemists

in (Early Closing Movement). 858.

North Kent ar.d District ("'h,'iiijsts'

Association, 637; (General Meet'nf<),

773.— Staffordshire Chemists' Afsociation,

114, 255, 450; (Annual Meeting and
Dinner), 610.

Northampton and District Chemists'

Association. 113, 378, 485; (Annual
Dinner), 611; (Anmial Meeting), 669,

776.

Nostrum Evil, The (Bromlev), 568, 602;
(Editorial), 628.

Nottingham and Notts Chemists' Associa-

tion, 182, 451; (Annual Meeting). 774.

— Chamber of Commerce and the Phar-
macy Bill, 633, 852.

Nucleinates. Metallic Preparation of, 417.

Nunn, A. W.—Examination Papers in Dis-

pensing, 10 , 72, 75. 137, 304, 569, 652.

Nur.''€s, Chemists and ("Fair Play"), 461:

("A. S."). 494; ("P. H. C."j, (" Cyni-

cus"), 538; {Jlo^inial). 601.

Nut Oil, 344.

Nux Vomica (Barclay). 207.
— Vomica, Alkaloidal Assav of (Beckurts),

426.— Vomica, Dose for Cattle, 584.
— Vomica, Tinctin-e of (Alcock), 449.

O

Oak Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic Char-
acters of (Greenish and Collin), 871.

Obituarv (Cooper), (Daniel), (Keall),

(Thomas), 21 ; (Atkins). (Bluett),

(Child), (Matthews). (Thompson),
(Williams). 60; (Bischof). (Fox), (Hol-

lingsworth), (Richardson), (Schunck),

78 ;
(Anderson), (Bennet), (Richard-

son), (Uttlev), 124; (Doughton).

(Green), 160'; (Calvert). (Greaves),

196 ;
(Macgregor), (Munn), 232 ; (Clap-

ham), (Corvie), (Seaton), 264; (Ben-

nett). (McBiide). (Mcintosh). (Reid),

(Trezise), 343 : (Amundsan), (Benne'.t),

(Uttlev), (Wliyte). (Wilson), 384,

Obituaiy (Continued).

(Broadbent), (Gaubert), (Wilson), 416
;

(Michell), (Mill), (Pearce), 452; (Ban-
croft), (lientlevi, (Hobbes), (Yeatman),
488; (Borchert), (Hughes), (Laing),

(Martin), 524
;

(Bridges), (Cox), (Han-
burv), (Liichtiald), 5bb

;
(Coles), (Lam-

bert), (Pullan), (Roberts), 584; (Blunt),

(Briggs), (Edgeler), (Famworth),
(Grindley), (Marshall), (Palmer), 612;
(George), (Hatrick), (Johnson), (Jones),

(Menhinick), (Robinson), 640; (Lee),

(Massie), (Price), (Worsley), 674;
(Bailey), (Birkeit), (Green), "(Hindle),

(iloff)^ (Lovei-(ick), 698; (Evans),

(Grove), (iNlcPberson), (Ronchetti),

(Squire), (Townlev), 754 ;
(Burch),

(Butler), (Clarkson), (Oldrovd),

(Roberts), (Tomlin), ("Verdon), (Wiiley),

782; (Cameron), (Eastwood), Hamer),
(Hancorn), (Haworth), (Newman),
(Pirie), (Stevenson), (Waterhouse),

810; (Cooper), (Palin), (Wise), 858;
(Caley), (Martin), (Nevins), (Paine),

(Stephens), 863; (Burton), (Hodges),
(Knight), (Owbridge), (Smith), 894.

Officinal Adaptations and Economies of

B.P. Processes, Some (Gilmour), 95.

Oil Fuel, 720.

Oils and Varnishes. Books on, 782.

— Essential, Examination of (Waltlier),

418.
— of the B.P. Indian and Colonial Adden-

dum, 1900 (Stephenson), 92.

— Solid, Iodised and Broinised, in Powder
Foi-m (Wintemitz), 836.

Ointment for Chdblains, 212.
— for Removing Callousness of the Epider-

mis (Faltynek), 780.

Ointments : Should They be Mixed in a

Mortar or on a Slab'r (Gilmour), 141.

Oleuan Cinnamomi (Kremers), 61.

— -Ethereum Made from Dutv-paid Spirit,

838.
— Terebinthinae (Lyon), 3.

Olive Oil (Barclay), 164.

— Oil Constituents (Gill and Tufts), 783.

— Oil for Gastric Ulcer (Walko), 161.

— Oil, Mixed Glycerides in (Holde), 675.

— Oil. New Test for Impurities in (Kreis),

489.

Opium Consumption in Australia. 602.

— Tincture of (Barclay), 178, 207.

— Trade, The Eist Indian, 47.

Opo-deldoc lodatum, 698.

Optical Images, The Theorv of (Rayleigh),

860.
_

^— Legislation, 663.
— Subjects, Books on (Photo. Supplement,

March 28, p. 2).

— Trade, Chemists and the (Photo. Sup-

plement, March 28. p._10).

Optician, Chemist as an (Gibson), (Pl^oto.

Supplement, March 28, p, 1).

— Recovery of Fees by an, 416.

Optologist," The Term,' 772.

Orange Flower " Slrin Food," 343.

Ore-Finding bv Electricity (Daft and Wil-

liams), 508.

Orexine Tannate in Sea-sickness (AVild),

162.

Organic Bases, Precipitation by (Allen),

614.

— Substances, Preserving (Heather), 836.

Organisation, Local (Mevsnn). 2£0, 857.

Orr, G., and Mnllison, W. W.—Dispensing

Problems, 187.

Orthochromatic Photography in Practice

(Payne), 580.
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Ortlieb, G.—Assays of Belladonna and
Henbane Extracts, 418.

Osborne, W. A., and Zobel, S.—Sugars of

•Muscle, etc., 385.

Osseomucoid (Ores), 1.

Ounce Symbol ((Tilmour), 141.

Oxybutyric Acid, 674.

Oxford" and District Chemists' Associa-

tion (Annual Meeting), 414, 697.

— Science Scholarship Examinations, 260.

Oxygen, Amount of, Necessary to Form
Chlorophyll (Friedel), 198.

"

— Gas, Apparatus for Producing, 12.

— Preparation of, 2.

-^-Therapy, 339.

Oyster, Chemistry of the, The Lancet on,

46.

Ozone, Detection of (Arnold and Mentzel),

233.
— Fixing, in Liquids and Solutions (Spran-

ger), 373.
— Production of (Hoyne), 547.

P

Page, T. H.—Cork versus Rubber. 349.

Paisley Chemists' Annual Dance, 157.

Pakoeine, 614.

Palm and Palm Nut Oils (Fendler-Steg-

litz), 867.
— Oil (Barclay), 164.

Panama Hats, Production of, 29.

Pf;per Works, Vi.sit to the Inveresk, 610.

P;„raform Collodion, Unna's, 536.

Parcels Post, The, 303.

Parke, Davis and Co.—Pilula Ferri, B.P.,
879.

Parliament. Notes in, 303, 361, 397, 431,

506, 538, 574, 597, 624, 719, 821, 860,

876.

Parliamentary Reform, Notice of Motion
by Mr. Labouchere, 860.

— Suppoi-ters of the Pharmacy Bill, 1903,

462.

I'arone, E.—Gardenia Oil. 525.

Prn-ish's Chemical Food, 866.

Parry, E. J.—American Peppermint Oil,

265.

•-E. J., and Bennett, C. T.—Adulterated
Citronella Oil, 266.

Parsons, C. L.—Identification of Malt
Liquors, 61.

Partheil. Professor—Occurrence and Deter-
mination of the Oi'ganic Acids in Wine,
815.

Paste for Metal Surfaces, 88.

P.A.T.A. and CD. A. Annual Meetings
(Glyn-Jones), 796, 862. (See also under
Proprietary Articles Trade A.ssocia-

tion.)

— and Manufacturers (Correspondence),
144.

— Grocers and the, 227.
— In Praise of the, 77; (Waddington),

184; (Sutherland), 378.— Members and Others, Au Appeal to
(Pentney), 11.

Patent Act, Notes on the New (Barker).
33.

— Foods (Hutchison). 333, 537.— Law in the L^nited States (Evans-Jack-
son and Co.). 461.

"Patent" Medicine Trade, The (Stephens),

223; ("Pharmacy Without Quack-
ery"), 248.

" Patent " Medicine Vendors' Defence
Association, Ltd. (Editorial), 628;
(Delve), 723; (Leggett), 767.

— Medicines, A New M.P. on, 119.

I'iitent Office, Assistant Examinerihips in

the, 690.

Patents Act, The New, 16.

— and Trade Murks, 12, 43, 86, 121, 154,

193, 229. 262, 308, 373, 406, 442, 478,

. 514, 577, 606. 636, 661, 692, 721, 780,

808, 856, 864.

— Report, Annual, 861.

Paterson, A. G. C.—The Determination of

Ash of Ipecacuanha, 387, 394.
— J.—The Sale of Poisons : A Retrospect

and Prospect, 318, 447 ; The Council

Election. 594, 651, 684.

Paul. Dr. B. H.—A Retrospect and Ap-
preciation, 15.

Payne, J. B.—Orthochromatic Photo-
graphy in Practice, 580.

Peach-Kernel Oil, Reaction for (Chwolles),

454.

Pearl Buttons, Dyeing^ 384.

Pegnin, ^Method of Using, 13.

Pckelharing, C. A.—Pepsin, 2.

Pender and Ci-emieu—^Magnetic Action of

Convection Currents, 783.

Penndorf, 0.—Male Fern Adulterants,
558.

Pentney, J. C.—An Appeal to P.A.T.A.
Members and Others, 11.

Pepper, Alleged Biood Poisoning by, 312.
— Constituents of Long- (Wangerin), 867.
— Dressed witli Lime (Kreis), 126.

— Dwarf Black (Broadway), 526.
— Prosecutions. 806.

Pep]>ermint Oil Adulterant (Bennett), 558.

—Oil, American (Parry), 265.

Ptpsin (Pekelharing), 2.

Pepsins. Assaj' of Commercial, 126.

Peptone Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil, 202.

Percentages (Gilmouf), 141.

Percolation, Exhaustion of Some Official

Drugs by (Lent on), 389, 394, 420, 457.

Pereira, Jonatlian (Ince), 280.

Perez, Dr. G.—Tachiol as a Germicide, 13.

Pei'fumes as Disinfectants (Calvello),

(Marx), 585.
— Extraction of (Hesse) 811.
— Natural and Artificial (Liebmann), 383.

Perfunctoi-y Fonnalities (R. H. Jone:-),

239, 257.

Pericaulom Theory of Plant Stnicture
(Potonie), 265.

Peroxides, Medicinal (Frenkel), 847.

Perrot, E.—Cotton Seed and Cake, 29.

PeriT. G. E.—The Suggested Standard
for Tinct. Gentianae Co., 420, 450.

Personal Supervision, The Necessity of

Actual (Editorial), 75.

P]' RSONAL Views on Ctjbkent Tone s :
—

A Pyrrhic Victory? (Atkinson), 626.

Ammoniated Tincture of Quinine Case
(Ffoulkes), 624.

An Appe.al for a Policy ("Spectator"),
598.

Chemists and the Photographic Trade
(" W. J. 0. "). 540.

Company Opposition to the Pharmacy
Bill" (Gifford), 824.

Council Election. The (Wilson), 768.

Dispensing, Unsettled Questions in (Gil-

mour), 141.

Economics of Retail Pharmacy, Some
Notes on the (Goyne-Stevens, jun.),

724.

Ethics of Substitution (Pond), 301.

PER.SONAL Views ox Current Topics
(Continued) :

—
Glyn-Jone.s, Mr., on His Victory ("A

P.J. Interviewer"), 655
Lady Pharmacist, The (Leonard Grange),

299.

Minor Examination, Preparation for the

(Hamlden), 106.

Nostrum Evil, The (Bromley), 568.

Pharmacist as a Student of Human
Nature, The (Lyon), 400, 433.

Preliminary Examination, The Pharma-
ceutical (Maben), 300.

P.A.T.A., From a Grocer'.s Point of

View ("An Outsider"), 44.

Protection of Titles by Injunction, Is

it Practicable? ("Onlooker"), 13.

Representation—^Territorial or Otherwi.ve

(" Spectator "), 74.

Sportsmen and the Sale of Poisons (John-

son), 539.

Territorial Representation and Council
Methods ("A Radical M.P.S. "),

142.

Peru. Balsam of (Barclay), 207 ;
(Piorkow-

ski), 265.

Pestle Handles Cement for, 754.
— -Work, 770.

Peterborough and Di.strict Chemists' Asso-
ciation, 543; (Election of OflScers),

669.

Peters, W.—Determination of Hardness in

Magnesium Waters, 613.

Petroleum Acts, Proceedings Under the:—
(Brown—N. London), 764; (Jackson
—Blackpool), 820.

— Spirit. Storing of, 772.

Petrosapol, 106.

Pharmaceutical Compounds, New (New-
ton), 442, 636.

— Items (Hanson), 82.

— Politics (Currie), 152; (Gifford), 221;
(Cross), 549.

— Research (Editorial), 108.

— Society, Hostility to the, Editorial Com-
ments on, 571.

— Society of Cape Colony (Annual Meet-
ing), 413.

— Society of Ireland, Council Meetings,
80, 218, 412, 549, 694, 834.

.— Society of Ireland, Examination Resuhs,
80, "105, 580, 611, 834.

Phahm.u'eittic'-\l Society, Tr.\nsactions
OF THE :

—

Annual Dinner, 715.
— Meeting (Date), 355, 730.
— Meeting of Members in Scotland, 874.

— Meeting, The Adjourned, 736.

— Report of the Council, Sixty-Second,

649.
^

Apprenfices or Students, Registration
as, 79, 591.

Auditors' Report, 499.

Bell, Jacob, and Manchester Scholar-
ships (Appointment of Examiners),
648; (Questions), 856.

Benevolent Fund Committee. Reports of

the, 35, 167. 354, 496, 646, 791.

Benger, Mr. F. Baden, The Late, 165.

Burroughs Scholarship, The, 500 ;
(Ap-

pointment). 792.

Butt Scholar, Resignation of the Senior,

648.
— SchoIar.s, The Work of the, 496.

Certificate. Tampering with a, 788.

Committees, ' Apijointment of, 791.

Conference, British Pharmaceutical, Ap
pointment of Delegates, 793.

Correspondence, 170, 500, 793
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rHAKMACETJTICAL SoCIETt, TRANSACTIONS

OF THE (Continued) :
—

Council Election (Retiring Members).

166; (Nominations), 497; (Result),

736, 788.

— Meetings of the. 35, 165, 353

;

(Special), 479, 495, 645. 719, 788.

— Prizes Examination (Appointment of

Examiners), 167: (Questions). 592.

649; (Result), 792.

Diplomas, Granting of, 166. 646.

Dispensing in Public Institutions, Letter

from the Public Dispensets' Associa-

tion, 501.

Divisional Secretaries, Appointment of,

170, 355, 497, 647, 793.
— Secretary, Letter from a (Gibson),

495.
— Secretary Retirement of a (Hatfield).

170.
'

Evening Meetings in Edinburgh, 103.

246, 479, 590.
— Meetings in London (Exhibition). 203.

394.

Examination, Minor, Absence from the,

170.
— Questions (Major, London), 18, 501;

(School of Pharmacy), 502; (Council

Prizes), 592; (School of Pharmacy).
787

;
(Bell and Manchester Scholar-

ships), 856.

Examinations In Edinburgh, Govern-
ment Visitor's Report on the (Mar-
shall), 105, 166.

— In Edinburgh, Major Reeults, 578.
— In Edinburgh, Minor Results, 105,

578.

— lu London, Government Visitor's Re-
port on the (Stevenson). 434, 495.

— In London, !Miijor Results, 79. 578.
— In London, Minor Results. 79, 591.
— Reports of (January), 170.

Examiners. Appointment of (Council
Prizes), 167; (Bell and Maoichester
Scholarships), 648.

— Boards of. Reports of the, 647.

February Evening Meeting. The, 354.

Finance Committee, Reports of the, 36,

167, 354, 495, 646, 791.

Fmancial Statement for 1902. 498. 499.

Food and Drugs Acts, Magisterial De-
cisions Under the (Cross), 171, 793.

General Purposes Committee, Reports of

the, 358. 792.

Government Visitor.s' Reports on the Ex-
aminations (Edinburgh), 105, 166;
(London), 434.

Hanbury Medal, Award of the. 793.

Hatfield, Mr. G. B., Retirement of, as
Divisional Secretaiy, 170.

Heriot Trust, An Application from the,

355
Hills, Mr. W., Vote of Thanks to, 358.
Inaugural Sessional Address, Arrange-

ments for the, 792.

International Congress of Applied Che-
mistry. 501.

Joint Committee on Education, The Pro-
posed, 648.

Journal Committee, Reports of the. 170,
355, 497, 792.

Lavr and Parliamentary Committee, Re-
ports of the, 355.

"

Library. Museum, School, and Hou.'^e

Committee, Reports of the, 36 79,
168, 206, 354, 395, 496, 536, '646.

683, 792, 822.

London Oi-phan Asylum. 792.
Manchester Scholarships, Jacob Bell and

I'nAEMACEUTIC'AL SOCIETY, TRANSACTIONS
OF THE (Continued):—
(Appointment of Examiners), 648

;

(ExamiiuUion Questions), 856.

Marshall. G. Balfour—Report on the

Examinations in Edinburgh for 19C2,

105, 166.

Members. Election of, 35, 166, 355, 495,

645, 790.
— Removal of Name from the List of

(Boutall), 171.

New South Wales Pharmacy Board and
the British Certificate, 649.

Newsholme, Mr., Vote of Thanks to,

789.

Nominations for Council and Auditors,
497.

North British Branch, Election of Exe-
cutive (Candidates), 833 ;

(Resulf],

875.
— British Branch Executive, Meetings

of the, 589, 873.
— British Branch Executive, Report of

the, 648.

Officers, Re-Appointment of, 790.

Oqihan Fund Account, 1902, 499.

Payne, Mr., Portrait of, 649.
Pereira and Council Prizes, Ck)mpetition

Awards, 792.

Pharmaceutical Reciprocity. 649.
Pharmacopoeia Conference : Resignation

of Mr. Ekin, 647.

Pharmacy Act, 1868, Administration of

the, "During 1902, 173.
— Bill, 1903, The Draft, 355, 359, 479,

501, 649.

Physical Research Work by a Former
Bell Scholar, 37.

Pickering, Mr. C. E., Letter from, 501.
Poisons for Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Purposes, Sale of (Robinson),
171,

— Report, Local Associations and the,
501,

— Report of the Committee on, 358.— Schedule, Proposed Additions to the,

358. 500.

Preliminary Certificates, Acceptance of,

37.

— Certificates, Corre.spondence Concern-
ing, 500.

President, Election of. 788.
Redwood Scholarship, Proposed Addi-

tion to the, 37, 168. 500.

Register, Restorations to the, 35, 166,

353. 495. 646. 791.

Registrar's Report, The, 166, 172.

Riga Pharmaceutical Society, IjCtter

from the, 501.

Savoi-y, Mr. A. L., Resignation of, 788.
Scholarships, Jacob Bell and Manchester

(Appointment of Examiners), 643

;

(Examination Questions), 856.
— and Prize Funds Account, 1902, 499.
School of Phai-macv Prizes Examin«v-

tions (Questions), 502, 787;
(Awards). 497, 792.

Standing Orders, Adoption of, 790.
— Orders Committee, Report of the, 168.
Stannes, James. Legacy to the Benevo-

lent Fund, 167.

Stevenson, T.—Report on the Examina-
tions in London for 1902-3, 434.

Student-Associates. Election of, 35, 166,
353, 495, 645, 790.

Test Case, The Question of a, 358.

Treasurer. Election of, 789.

Vice-President. Election of, 789.

Vinegar Brewers' Association, Letter
from the, 501, 793.

PuAIillACEUTICAL SOCIETY, TllANSACTIONS
OF THE (Continued) :

—
Votes of Thanks (Organis.ers of the Exhi-

bition), 354; (Hills), 558; (News-
holme), 789; (Examiners), 795.

Waterall Legacy Account, 1902, 499.

Pharmaceutical Society's Benevolent Fund.
35; (Fentimaji), 72; (Relief Granted
During 1902), 294; (Editorial), 307.

— Workshop, Chips from a (Alcock), 449.

I'harmacists and a University Curriculum
(Kirkby), 224, 322.

— Bacteriology for (Hewlett), 293.

rharmacopceia and Dispensing Notes (Gib-

son), 54.

— as a Standard, The (Editorial), 727,

— Authority of the (Editorial), 143.

— British, Sales of the, 402.

— Committee of the General Medical Coun-
cil, Report of the, 793.

—-Imperfecta (Editorial), 854.

— Processes, Some Officinal Adaptations
and Economies of (Gilmour), 93, 103.

— Revision Notes (Lyon), 3.

— Russian, A New, 109,

Pharmacopoeias, Privat*, in Public Dis-

pensaries (Goodall), 802.

" Pharmacopolist," The Title (Forster),

364; (Kirkby), 399; (Au.sten), 432.

I'harmacy Act, Colonel Long and the, 397.
— Act, In Defence of the, 660, 689.

— Act, Mr. John Morley, M.P., and the,

370.
— Act, 1868, Proceedings under Section

15 : — (Richmond— Wigtown) , 48 ;

(Eames—(Liverpool), 67; (Grifliths—

Liverpool), (Hunter—^Liverpool), 69 ;

(Beresford—Bow), 101 ;
(Brown—Not-

tingham). 175; (Dawson—Blooms-
bury), (Edwards.—Bloomsbury), 224;
(Smith—^Salford), 225 ;_

(James alias

Jones—Bloomsbury), 6l5 ;
(Maugh.ia

—Bishop Auckland), 679 ;
.(Nicoll—

Edinburgh), 877.
— Act, 1868, Proceedings under Section

17 : — (Richmond— V/igtown) , 48 ;

(Watson—West London), (Slack—West
London), 100; (Cross and Sons—Glas-

gow), 313, 367, 466; (Newsham—
Preston), 468; (Cross and Sons—Glas-

gow), 815, 848.
— Act, 1868, Suggested Amendment of the

{Harchvare Trade Journal), 210

;

(Oils. Colours, and Dri/salteries), 211.

— Acts, Administration of the (Ffoulkes),

131 ;
(Editorial), 145 ; 148 ;

(Regis-

trar's Report), 173.
— and Debtors Acts (Smith—Salford),

225
;
(Willey-Barnsley), 395 ; (Eames

—Liverpooli" 396; (Editorial), 402;
(Eames—Liverpool), 535; (Barford—
Liverpool), 632; (Denham—^Bradford),

849.— and Quackery, Incompatibility of (C. T.

Allen), 537.
— at St. Tliomas's Hospital, Practical, 746.

— Bill, 1903, Draft (Text), 359; (Edi-

torial), 365; (Torquay), 375; (Edi-

torial). 435; (North Staffordshire),

451 ; (Introduction into Parliament),

471
;

(" Thirty Years' Chemist "), 494,

506; (Editorial), 507; (Exeter), 518;
(Ffoulkes). 521: (Pickering), 537;
{Lancet) 541 ; (Cross), 549 ;

(Dews-
bury), 553; (Thames Valley), 554;
(Broadhead), 565; (Editorial), 573;
(Manchester), 579; (Exeter), 580;
(Broadhead), 595; (Preston), 607;
(Lincoln), (Plymouth), 611; (Public
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P'liarniacy 1£05 (Coniinued) :
—

Dispensers), 622, 624; (Nottingliam
Chamljer), 633; (Taylor) 637; (Edi-

torial). 659; (Lord Eburv), 664;
(Bhiekpool), 666- (Deputation to Mr.
Bailey), 671; (Exeter), 695; (Stock-
port), (S. London), 696; (Burnley),

740; (Nottingham), 774; (Northamp-
ton), 776; (Britlaiid), (Williams),

795; (M.P.S.), 823; (JJfiiish Journal
of PhotOf/riiphi/], 842; (Notts M.P,'s),

862, 876
;
(London), 888

;
(Northamp-

ton Chamber), 890.
— Bill, A Petition Against the, 852.
— Bill and Doctors' Di-spen.sers (" M.P.S,"),

823; ("Dispenser"). 851.— Bill, Opposition to the (Editorial), 769,
770.

— Bill, 1903, Parliamentary Supporters of
the, 462.

— Bill, Suggestions for a New (Cowle\), 148.— Bill, Tni/h on the, 773, 830, 889.— in America, 124.
— in Roumania, Legal Po.sition of (Altan),

738, 760.
— Relation of. to Medicina (Walton), 812;

(Grier), 822.
— The Pre.'ent Position in (Taylor), 637.
Phellomyces Sclerotiophorus. 90. <

Phenacetin Test (Alcock), 449,
I'henol, 866.
— in Creosote, Glycerin Test for (Mich-

onneau), 453.

Phenols in Medicinal Preparations, Deter-
mination of (Barval), 453.

Phillips. Dr.—The Freezing Point Curve
in Binary Compounds, Chiefly Phenols
and Amines, 779.

PI;o.sphates in the SuEfar Cane, Localisation
of (Sprankling), 198.

Phosphorescence, Experiments on (Tai.k-
son and Northall -Laurie), 203.

Phosphorescent Bacteria, Use for (Molisch),
755.

Phosphorus and Sulphur, Compounds of,

and ?tIethods of ^Manufacturing Same
(Wlieehvright), 262.

--Compounds from Vegetable Food StufEs,
Obtaining Assimilable (Posteraak). 86.— Oxidation of. and Electrical Conduc-
tivity (Elster and Geitel), 867.— Solubility of (Stich). 700.

Photo-Micrography (Clark). 521.
Micrography of Opaque Objects (Rowe),
484.

Photographic and Optical Supplement
(March 28, 1903).— Chemicals (Townsend). (Photo. Supi^le-
ment, :March 28. p. 2).

-- Chemic.ahi, The Sale of ("Photographic
fbcmist •'), 364 ; (Photo. Supplement,
March 28, p. 18).— Chemistry (Jackson), 115. 286.— Convention (Photo. Supplement, March
28, p. 16).

— Library, The (Photo. Supplement, March
28, p. 20).

— Notes. By "A Pharmacist Photo-
grapher,'* 24, 338. 582.

--Papei-8. Improved Chemical Solution for
Treating (Bauer). 636.

— - Plates. English and Continental Sizes
of (Photo. Supplement, Marc-'h 28, p. 2).

--Trade. Chemists and the (" W. J. C. "
,

540.

Photography, Advances in the Art and
Science of (.\bney),. 777.

— in Theory and Practice (Banks), 257,
464.

— Oi-thochromatic, in Practice (Payne),
580.

PhL'tdgrapiliy, Rationale of (Townsend),
563. 678.

— Trichromatic (Goldby), 199.

Photosynthesis Outside the Plant (Mac-
ehiati), 266.

Piiysical Society, 835.

Phytolacca Decandra, Pith Ce'J.s oi (Krae-

mer), 30.

I'ickering, C. E,—A Safeguard for Che-
mists, 298 ; The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

537; The Duty of Chemists' Assistants

and Apprentices, 596 ; J he Council

Election, 684.

Picrorhiza. (Stephenson), S2.

Pictet and Geneq^uand—Diacetvl Nitric

Acid. 1.

Pierce, C. H.—Prevention of Dental Tar-

tar, 178.

yUl Advertisements, 830.

Pills, Keratin Coating ftw, 581.

Pilocarpine, Constitution of (.Jowett), 410.

— Nitrate (Barclay), 207.
— Nitrate, Si>ectrum. of (Hartley), 639.

-•Standard for (Farr and Wright). _9;
(Jowett), 41; (Parr and Vv^right), 71.

I'llula Ferri, B.P. (Lucas and Stevenb),

&n ; (H. W. Gadd), (Parke, Davis
and Co.), 879.

Piorkowski, M,—Balsam of Peru, 265.

Pi}.eridine and Analogous Bases, Manufac-
ture of Stable Salts from (Bishop).

308.

Pistols Bill, The, 689.

T;it)> Cells of Phyio'.acca Decandra (Krae-

mer), 30.

Pitoy, F.—Alcohol Free Fermented
Liquors, 90.

Ph.gue Bacilli, Staining (Calvert). 385.
• I'lain Facts for Thoughtful People," 217,

291.

Plant Analysis, Books c/n, 894.

— Constituents During (termination.

Changes in (Iwanow), 699.
— Cultivation. Medicinal, kj60, 868 ;

(Edi-

torial), 884.

— Juices for Medical Purposes, Manufac-
ture of (Ritter), 692.

-Life, Essential Oils in the Economy of

(Henderson), 385,
— Life, Some Curiosities of (,5tead), 487.

— Protr'ction (Stahl). 89.

Sti-uctui<\ Theory of (Potonie), 265.

l''unt:^, EUier for Forcing, 234.
— Seed-bearing, Origin of (Scott), 740.

Piasmon, 866.

Plaster of Paris for Eats, 754.

Platinised Aluminium Vessels (Gawalow-
ski). 613.

Platinum Prints, Development of, 582.
— LTsed in Catalyt'' Processes, Method of

Restoring the Activity of (Imray). 86.

Plymouth, Dovonport, Stonehuuse and Dis-

trict Chemists' Association,. 20, 154.

219; (Letter to M.P.'s), 611, 858.

Pneumatic Exercising or Curative Appli-

ance for the Eyes ( illiams), 836.

Podoi)hvllum Resin, Report on Commer-
cial Sainples-of (Bennet). 238, 246.

— Rhizome, Resin of. Note on the (Dott),

460, 479.
— Root (Barclay), 165; (Umney), 177.

Poison in Gir:ger-b..\-n- Bottles, 510.
— in the Pres<; (Editorial). 571.
— Regulations, Wholesale Houses and

("Hyd. Perchloi-.
••

432.
— Suicides, The Paiiy ii^xpress on, 603.

Poisoning by Aconite Liniment (Stirling),

140; ("lortoft), 82V
— by Alcohol (Hali.i'a.it). 21; (Tandragee),

190; (East An«tev>. 503; (Durham),

Poisoning by Alcohol (Continued):—
691; (Birmingham), 720; (Newton
Abbot), 821

; (Battersea), 876.

Poisoning by AlccJud and Morphine (Stock-

port), 765.

— h\ Ammonia (Hoxton). 48; (Bradford),
"431

;
JMinburgb), 660 ; (Manchester),

691
;

(St. Andrews), 821
;
(Upper Hol-

loway), 846.
— by Ansesthetics (London), 21; (Birming-

liam), 765.
— by Arsenic (Battersea), 466; (Smeth-

wick), 660; (Leytonstone), 691.

— by Belladonna Liniment (Kilbrittan),

21; (S. Fermanagh), 593; (Southend).

720.
— by Camphor (Knightsbridge). 846.

— by Camphorated Oil (Middlesbrough),
"466.

— by Carbolic Acid (London), (Galne), 21;

"(New Brighton), (Liverpool), 48

;

(Fleetwood). (Bamsbury), 78; (Ever-

ton), (London), (Norristhorpe), (Hali-

fax), 140; (Triangle), 190; (Holbeck),

(Padiham), (Chalfont St. Gilt:-!, 214;
(Middlesbrough), 303; (Cambridge),

360; (Bradford), (Hyde Park), 398;
(Doncaster), (Cambridge). 431;
(Wandsworth), 466; (Bournemouth),
(Southamptou), 503; (Manchester),

535; (Southampton), (Heatoii), 567;
(Wigan), (Darlington), (Peckham),

593; (Houth Shields), (W. London),

(Hackney). (W. Dulwich), 691; (Lei-

cester).
"

720 ;
(Bow), (Comberbach),

765; (Liverpool), 804 ;
(Southampton),

(St. Helen's), (Northwich), (London),

821.
— by Carbon Dioxide (C'rcmford). 360.

— by Carbon Monoxide (Lambeth), 431.

--by Caustic Potash (R;)therhithe), 804. .

— bj- Chloral Hydrate (Grimsby). 593.

— by Clilorodyno (Stoke Newington), 21;
'(Worcester). 78; (Worcester), 117;
(Southampton), 214; (Crofton), 248;
(Blackpnol), 398 ;

(Mandiester), 846 ;

(Sand;)wn), 876.

— by Chloroform:—^(London), iBarrow),

21 ;
(Wolverliampton), (Kiddermin-

ster), 48; (Paddington), (London), 78;
(Oldham), (Shcernes:i), 117; (Bedmin-

ster), (Lincoln), 190; (London),

(Crumpsall), 248; (Stockton), (Derby).

360; (North Kensington). 431; (Brad-

ford), 503; (London), 535; (Lowes-

toft), (Croydon), 567; (Halifax),

(L.ynn), 593; (ILondon). (Brighton),

623; (Carmarthen), 765; (Bristol),

(Derby). (London), (Edinburgh), 821;
(Sunderland). (London), 846.

— by Coal Ga.s (Derby), (Upper Norwood),
"(Marylebone). 117; (Tipperarr), 140;
(Belfast). 248; (Cowes). 360: (Conne-

mara), 398: (Battersea). 503; {Pad-
dington), 821.

— by Cocaine (Rochdale), 691.

— by Copper (Hartford), 214.

— by Copper Sulphate (North Kensing-

ton), 117.
— by Curare (Watford), 398.
— by Ether (Armley). 503.
— by Hair Restorer (Glosjop), 466,

— by Hydrochloric Acid (New Cross), 21;
'(Belfast), 140; (Baftersea), 190;
(Greenwich), 214; (Bristol), 248; (Old-

ham), 398; (Longton), 431: (West-

minster), 593; (Islington), 623; (Shep-

herd's Bush), fStoke Newington), 660;
(Brentford), 691, 720; (Cork), (Coin-

brook), 765; (Chelsea), 804; (Jersey),

846; (Manchester), 876.
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P 'isoniiig bv Hydrocvanic Acid (Ciren-

cester), 117 ;' (Baltersaa), 140 ; (Sc.

Pancras). 248 : (Kingston-on-Tiiames).

303; (Durlnm), 535; (t'liolssa). (Chi-

chester), 567.

— by HTdrofluoric Acid (London), 691.

— bv Laudanum (Macclesfield), 21; (Hali-

fax). (S\vaiL'ea), 48; (Gla.'gow), (Hulll,

(Paddington), 78; (Gwersyllt), 117:

(liirmingham), (Dudley), (Wakefield),

(Aston), 140; (Hartli'ijool), (Snaith),

(Ashford), ISO; (Wakefield), (Spark-

hill). 214; (Nottingham). (M.a-nchsa-

tiir), 248; (Greem-v-ich). 303; (Bilston),

360; (Maltbv), (W.akefield), (Lelce.ster).

(Edinburgh)! 398; (Derby), 431:

(Leicester), 466; (DerbV). (Cleveland),

503; (Colne), (Gateshead), S35

;

(Louth), (Penworthani), (Portobello),

(Hull), (Hounslow), 567; (Derby),

tGla.sgow), (Leamington). 623; (Leith).

(Margate), (Bloomsbui-v), (Shepherd's

Bush). 660; (Wigan), '(Jajrow). 691;
(Birmingham), (Southend), (As-hing-

ton). 720; (Sunderland), 765; (Black-

burn). 821 ; (Newcastle), 846 ; (Edin-

burgh), (Hexham). (Hull), 876.

— bv Lead (Tunstall), 117; (Holbom),
567; (Birmingham). 691.

i>y Liniment (Leicester), 117; (Leeds),

'503; (Swansea), 535; (Blackburn),

765; (West Wycombe), 821; (Guil»-

borough). 846.
— by iMcrouric Chloride, 876.

— by Morphine (Worcester), (Sheffield),

"248
;

(Cavan), ZiO
;

(Horfield). 503 ;

(TottenhamK 623; (Tantobie), 766;
(Chesterfield), 804; (Edmonton), 821.

— bv Morphine and Chloral Hydrats (Chel-

"tienham), 248.
— by 5Iorphiue and Sulphonal (Notting-

ham!. 190.
— by a Narcotic (Portobello), 140.
— by Nickel Carbonyl. 78.

— by Nicatuie (Berrmgton), 214
; fl'rede-

gar I. 691.
— bv Nitric Acid (Clerkenwell), 48

;
(Isling-

"ton), 78; (StrKitham Hill). 117; (Maii-

chester), 623; (Liverpool), 846.

— by Nitric and Sulphuric Acids (Catford),
"398.

— by 01! of Cloves (Bristol), 691.
— bv Ointment (J&irmingham), 190.

— by Opiu2i (Halif;ux|, 21; (Salford). 214;

"(Highsats), 303; (Aberdeen), 593 ;

(Liverpool), 720.

— by Osilic Acid (Bethnal Green), 21;
'(Leicffster), 48; (Southsea), 78; (Hox-
ton), 117 ;

(Brighton), 190 ; (Cressing-

hami. 214; (Blacklev), (Greet), 248;
(Belfast), 369; (Lowestoft), 398;
(Bristol), 431; (Hyson Green), 466;
(Camberwell), 535; (Lakenham), 567;
(Upper Holloway), 593; (Bourne-
mouth), 720; (Ilfo"rd), 804

;
(Heieford),

821.

--bv Phosphorus (Bradford), 21; (New-
castle), 190; (Bradford), 431; (Not-

tingham), 535; (Kensington), 557;
(South-ort), 821.

— by Poppy Heads, 78.

— by Pot.Tjium Bichromate (Hackney),
466; (Gateshead), 535.

— by Potassium Cyanide (Stamford H:::\
"48; (City), (ClerkenvvJl). 623; (Clog-
heen), 660 ; (London), 876.

— by Potassium Oxalate (LTddingston), 431.
— by Ptomaines (Sheffield), 78; (Liver-

pool), 361; (Morecambe), 398; (Lynn),

431; (Ledbury), 503; (Weedon). 567 ;

(Huddersfield), 804 ; (Treviscoe), 876.

Poisoning bv Rat Poison (Ivilskeerv), 466 ;

(Dalston), 623.

— by Rhulmrb Leaves (Enfield), 535.
—-by Salt of Lemon (Manc.iester), 21;

'(Selby). 466; (Batterse;i). 660; (S.

London). 691.
— by Soothing Mixtures (Sheffield), (Bir-

mingham), (Nottingham),. 78.

— by Strychnine (Hackney), 190; (County
Donegal), (Taunton), 214 ; ,

(Biddings),

361; (Riddings), 338 ;
(Longton), 691;

(Hartlepool), 821.

— bv Sulphuric Acid (Birmingham), 361,
"567: (Coundon). 593; (Iduigton). 691.

— bv Yeno's Lightning Fluid (ShirlevI,

466.

-bv Vermin Killer fA'liford), 48; (Ramr-
gate), 248 ; (Kilsktery), 466 ; (War-
wick). 593; (Hartlepool), 846.'

— by Weed Killer (Melford), 691
;

(Strcat-

'ham), 720.
— Cases and Cremation, Question in Par-

liament, 538.

Poisonous Compounds, lue Sale of (Dobbs
and Richards), 17; [Hardware Trade
Journal), 210; (Oils, Colours, and Dry-
salteries), 211

;
(Editorial), 215; (Reid),

247; (Editorial), 251.

— Medicaments, Supply of (Cardiff), 8S0.
— Preparations, Agricultural and Horticul-

tural (Twinberrow), 298, 399.
•— Proprietaries, Birmingham Daily Mail

on. 16.

— Proprietaries, Sale of, in Australia, 191.

Poison.s, Absorption of (Masoin), 855.
— Books on, 384.—

^
Cellular, or Cytotoxins (Mankovskv),
161.

—
- Chambers of Commerce and the 'Sale of

(Newcastle), 574; (Plymouth) 601,
(Hanley), (Torquay), (Staiiordshire),

(Dewsbury and Heckmoudwike), (Hud-
dersfield)." (Bradford), 660; (Notting-

ham). 753; (Liverpool), 772; (South-
ampton), (Chtsliire), 806

;
(Tunbridge

Weils). (Lincolnshire), (Poole), (Worces-
ter), 824; (Nottingham), 852; (North-
ampton), 890.

— Committee, Report of tlie, 242; (Supple-

mentary Report), 243; (Minority Re-
port). 2"44; (Editorial), 249; (Abstract

of Minutes of Evidence—'Supplement,

Febi-uary 28), (Editorial), 305, 312;
(London), 317; (Burnley), (Aberdeen),

318; (We.st Riding), 327; {B.M.J.),

351; (La7iect), 352; (Editorial), 366;
(Gilmour), 370; (Government), 397;
(Editorial), 401; (Cambridge), 413;
(Cardiff). 414; (Lincoln), 415; (Rus-

sell), 432; (Western Chemists), 443;
(Squire). 446; (Grimsby), 448 ; (North
Staffordshire), 450; "

(Idris), 517;
(Edinburgh), 523; (Gross), 549;
(Dewsbury), 553 ;

(Thames Valley),

554
;

(Liverpool), 555 ;
(Hospital), 575

;

(Preston), 607 ;
(Taylor), 638 ; (S.

London), 697; (Farm, Fidd, and Fire-

side), (Southampton), (ChesJiire), 806.

-Effects sf, on Inorganic Ferments
(Jones), 618. •

-for Agricultural Purposes (Editorial),

542
;
(Dunkley), 825 ; (Editorial), 883.

— ?->r th; Million ("An Analytical Che-

mist"), 426.

— Free Trade in (British Medical Journal),

351
;

(Lancet), 352 ; (Grocer), (Gar-

dener's Chronicle). 541.

— Hypnotic, The U.-c of (Editoria!), 590;

(Blarney), I

PoisG«s, Sale of (Hanson). 82; (Cui-rie).

152
;

(Paterson), 318, 408 ;
(Paterson),

447; (Editorial), 541, 882.

— Sale of, In Open Stirgeries, 217. 260.

— Schedule, Proposed Alteration;i in tlie

(CWncil), 358; (Editorial'). ^5, 403;
(Wilson), 538.

— Sportsmen and the Sale of (.John:-on).

539: (Press Comments), 600.

— The Populace and its, 4y2.

Police, Suggeieted Flashlight Lamp and
Cam-era for the (" Lovers of the

Force"), 724.

Pollard, W.—Leaves, 382.

Polvbiisic Acids, Relative Affinities of

"(Dawson). 81T.

Pcmegranate Root Bark, Powdered, Diag-
iifstic C'haracifcers of (Greenish and
Collin), 871.

Pond, G. P.—The Ethics of Substitution.

301.

Pontefract Chemist and His Books, 664 ;

(Moody), 724.

Poor-Ij<iw Dispensers' Association, 113.

551.

Poppy Seed, Sowing, 196.

Portsmouth Hospital and its Drugs, 862.

Portsmouth's Public Analyst, 408.

Portuguese Ph.innacopceia, The, 226.

Postal Order Svsteni Improvements in the,

664, 876.
"

Poster Advertisements, 891.

Potassium Bichromate, Reduction of, by
Sulphurous Acid (Bassett), 410.

— Carbonate, Arsenical (Carlson), 30.

-Chlorate, Production of, 488.

— Chlorate, Tablets of, for Destruction of

Organic Matter in Toxicology (Bruy-

lants), 489.
— Cyanide, Sale of, in South Afrca, 663.

— Ferricyanide and Potassium Iodide, Re-
action Between (Donnan and Le Ras-
signol), 639.

— Metabisulphite. 232.-

— Pemianganate for Snake-Bite, 13.

— Permanganate, Methods of Standardis-

ing (Gardner, North and Taylor), 515.

Potato Fungus, A New (Johnson), 90.

Potatoes, Indian, 61.

Potonie—Theory of Plant Structure, 265.

Potter, Professor—Bacterial Disease in

Turnips, 346.

Powders. Mixing (Gilmour), 141.

— Vegetable, and their Diagnostic Charac-
ters (Greenish and Collin), 276, 705,

843, 871.

Precipitation by Organic Bases (Allen),

614.

Preferential Tariffs and Chemical Imports
(Editorial), 827.

Preliminai-y Examir.ation, The (Currie),

152; (H. Jones), 247. 264; (Maben),
300, 344; (Stewart), 432; (N.B.
Branch), 589

;
(Edinburgh), 775

;
(N.B.

Branch), 873; (Maben), 879.

Prescribing, Art of (The B.M.J.), 64;
("Only a Chemist'"), 99.

— by an Unqualified Man (Peckhani). 26.

— Chemists, 26, 439; (Fentiman) 851.— Decline in the Art of, The B.M.J. on
the, 826.

— Discretion in, 629.— of Tabloids, The, 633.

"Prescribing Quack," The Lancet on Uio.

217, 313.

Prescription Difficult.v. A (Goodyear), 685;
(Williams), (""Discretion""), 723 ;

(Goodyear). ("S-ylva"), 795; (Wil-
liams), 822; (Goodvear), ("Ss'lva"),
830.
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Prescriptions, Test, The Laiicil and, 658.

— ThePrioe of ("Enthusiast"), 362.

Preservative Solution for Anatomical Pre-

parations, 607.

Preserv.atives in Milk, Question in Parlia-

ment on, 432.

Preserving Animal Tissues, New Process

for, 53.

— Organic Substances, Process and
Apparatus for (Heatllier), 836.

— Ovules and Other Medicamental Pro-

ducts, Method of (Neil), 229.

President of the Phannaceutical Society,

The New (Editorial), 797.

Preston and District Chemists' Association,

607.

Primula, Irritation Produced by Species of

(Nestler), 233.

Printing-Out Papers, " Matt," 338.

Proscher—^Pi'ot^id-free Diphtheria Anti-

toxin, 346.

Profits, Some Neglected (Truman), 110.

Propolis, Chemical Constitution of

(Greshoff and Sach), 90.

Proprietarv- Articles in Dispensing (Cow-
ley), 147. .

— Articles, Sale of (Squire), 445.
— Articles Tta-de Association (Addition's to

the Protected List), 27, 114, 157, $13,

474, 602 : (Council), 483 ; (See also

unuer P.A.T.A.).
— Medicines in Pennsylvania, . 438.

,

Protection of Prices (Hanson) . 82 ;
(Mit'

chell),'99; (Glasgow), 370; (London),
801.

— of Titles by Injunction, Is it Prftctic-

able? (""Onlooker"), 13; (Lvoft),

(Arkle), 40; ("Onlooker"), '72;

(Lyon), (Hem-y), 98; (Edinburgh),

150; (Currie), 152; (Henry), 208;
(Lyon), 297,

Proteid Digestion in Plants (Vines), 777.

free Diphtheria Antitoxin (Proscher),

346.

Proteolvtic Eiizvmes in Plants (Vines),

699.

Protoplasm, The Continuity of (Kraemer),
620.

Pru.ssic Acid in Opening Buds of Prunus
(Verschaffalt), 345.

Pschorr, Jaeckel and Fecht—Constitution
of Apomorphine. 641.

Pseudocymopterus Anisatus (Brandel), 198.

Public Dispensers and the Pharmacy BiU,
622, 670; (Samuel), 685; (General
Medical Council), 762; (Editorial), 769.

— Dispensers' Association (Annual Meet-
ing), 186, 383, 451, 521, 670, 802.

Purification of Waste, 157.

Purin Bodies of Food-Stuffs (Fischer), 345.

Purinometer (Hall), 345.
Purity in Drugs (Meldrum), 235. 246.
— of Food and Drags (Editorial), 251.
Putz Cream, 39.

Pyramidon in Asthma, 340.— Reactions of (Waldheim), 839.
Pyronin a-s a Strain for Diphtheria Bacil-

lus (Schauffler), 345.
Pyrophosphorous Acid (Auger), 613.

Q
Quackery, iSociety for the Repression of

(Formation), 543.

Quacks in Germany, The Lancet on, 827.
Quassia AVood, Powdered Jamaica, Diag-

nostic Characters of (Greenish and
Collin), 277.

Quillaja Bark, Powdered, Diagnostic Clinr
acters of (Greenish and Collin), 871.

Quillaja Bark, Structure of (Jlitlacher), 234.
— Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil, 202.

Quinia Jamaicensis, 626.

Quinine and Quinidine, New Test for

(Hirschso-hn), 14.

— Cheap Government, 26.

— Hair Wash, 720.

— Lygosinate (Hevesi), 13.

— New Preparation of (Aristochin), 2.

Quinuretliane, 116.

R
Radio-Active Processes (Rutherford), 835.

Radium Exhibition, A, 861
— Properties of (Crookes), 472; (Edi-

torial), 508, 542 ; (Curie). 886.

Rain, Discoloured (Clayton), 550.

Ramsay, Sir William, on the Value of a
Degiee, 306.

Ramsden, W.—Properties of Urea, 385.

Randies. Mr. J. S., M.P., 463.

Random Thoughts (S<]|uire), 445.

Rattier, M.—"Gombo," A Substitute for

C^offee, 233.

Ray and Sell—Decomposition of Mercu-
rous Nitrate by Heat, 482. .

Rayleigh, Lord—Drops and Surface Ten-
sion, 555.

Reading and District Chemists' Associa-

tion, 116. 255, 448.

RebouFs Concentrated Iodised Cod-Liver
Oil, 202.

Red Cohmring Matter of Alkanet (Gawa-
lowski), 526.

— Sanders Wood, Powdered, Diagnostic
Characters of (Greenish and Collin),

278.

Reducing Agent, Titanium Chloride as

(Knecht), 265.

Reduction of Over-Dense Negatives, 338.

Redwood, Theophilus (Ince), 280.

Registrar's Report for the Year 1902, 172

;

(Editorial), 179.

Registration of Firms Bill, 452.

Reichard, C.—Detection of Chromic Acid,
161.

Reid, J.—The Poisons Bill, 247.

Relation of Pharmacy to Medicine (Wal-
ton), 812; (Grier), 822.

Religion and Science, Lord Kelvin on,

663.

Remedies, Insect, Some Curious (Bott),

28%.

Remnant, Mr. J. F., M.P., 463.

Renon, L., and Geraudel, E.—Methylene
Blue in Tubercular Ulcerations, 592.

Research, Mr. F. J. Quick's Bequest for,

83.

— Pharmaceutical (Editorial), 108.
— Work for Young Pharmacists, 7. 136.

Responsibility of the Chemist and Drug-
gist, The B.M.J, on the, 813.

Restoring the Dead, 117.

Retail Pharmacy, Some Notes on the Eco-
nomics of (Goyne-Stevens, jun.), 724.

Retrosj/ect and Appreciation, A, 15.

Rettger, L. F.—^Chemical Products of

Bacillus Coli and B. Lactis Aerogenes,
699.

Retzlaff, F.—Chemistry of Gratiola Offici-

nalis, 385.

Reviews and Notices of Books :
—

Alchemy and the Beginnings of Chemis-
try, Story of (Pattison Muir), 131.

Analysis and Assay of Ores, Metals,
Fuels, etc.. Aids to the (Morgan),
131.

Berichte Uber Land uud Forstwirtscliaft

in Deutsch Ost Afrika, 750.

Reviews and ^Noiices of Books (Con-
tinued) :

—

Botanic Brewers' Guide (Potter and
Clarke), 532.

Botany and Pharmacognosy, A Course
in (Kraemer), 357.

— First Stage (Ewart), 130.
British and Colonial Druggists' Diarv,

1905, 34.

— Journal Photographic Almanac, 1903.
123.

Calendar of tbe Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain, 1903, 34.

Chemical Analvsis, Quantitative (Clowes),
583.

Chemists' and Druggists' Diary, 1903, 9.

Coiiiitv Court Practice iMade Ea.sy (" A
Solicitor"), 532.

Encvclopaedia Britannica (Vol. VII.),

8; (Vols. VIII., IX., and X.), 123.
— Britannica, Index to the Complete,

665.

Eucalypts, A (Research on the (Baker
and Smith), 633.

Eucalyptus, A iCritical Revision of tlie

Genus (Maiden), 750.

First Aid to tlie Injured and Sick (War-
wick and Tunstall), 532.

Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, Aids
to (Murrell), 123.

Formulaire des Medicaments Nouveaux
pour 1903 (Bocquillon-Limousin).

123.

Hindu Chemistry, A History of (Ray), 665.

Indiarubber and Gutta-Percha (Seelig-

man, Torrilhon, and Falconnet).

(Mcintosh), 588.
— Chemistry of (Weber), 588.

Landscape Photographv, Practical (Har-

ris), 123.

Limited Liability, The Advantages of'

(Curtis, Gardner, and Boxwell), 583.

Aledical and Dentists' Registers for 1903,

509.

Medical Annual, 750.

Medicine, A Manual of (Allchin), 125.

[Merck's Annual Report, 1902, 845.

[Microscopical Examination of Foods and
Drugs (Greenish), 846.

Mikroskopische Analyse der Droguenpul-

ver, Die (Koch), 585.

Nitrites and Allied Compounds (Leech),

34. .

,

Organic Chemistrv (Perkin and Kipping),

9.

Pedanios Dioskurides Arzneimittellehre,

Des (Berendes), 130.

Pharmacy, Materia Medica, and Thera-

peutics, Elements (Wliitla), 357.

Photo-Micrography, Elementary (Bag-

shaw), 9.
1

Micrography, Practical (Pringle), 9."

Photo-Miniature (Photographic Chemi-
cals), 9 ;

(Kallitype Process). 750.

Photography, Figures, Facts, and For-
• mulag of (Snowden Ward), 845.

— First Steps'in (Wallsgrove), 845.

— The Watkins' Manual of Exposure

and Development (Watkins), 845.

PhTsico-Chemical Tables (Castell-Evans),
'
750.

Refraction (Druiff), 337.

— Golden Rules of (Maddox), 337.

Revue des Medicaments Nouveaux (Cri-

non), 532.

Rohstoffe des Pflanzenreiches, Die (Wies-

ner), 583.

Science Teachers' Pocket-Book and Diary,

1902-3, 34.
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KI;^^E^\•s Axu Notices of Books (Con-

tiuufd) :
—

Skin and Hair, Care of the (Startin), 9.

Squibb's Epliemeris of Materia Medica.
Pliarmacy, Therapeutics, and Colla-

teral Information, 750.

Technique des Analyses Chiniiques, a

rUsage des Pliarmaciens (Tarbuur-

lech), 750.

Terpenes, Chemistry of (Heusler), (Pond),

588.

Tests of Reagents, Chemical and Micro-

scopical (Cohn), 845.

Toxicology, A Manual of (Brundage) , 532.

Khein and Emodin (Tschirch and Heu-
berger), 31.

— Preparation of, from Emodin (Oesterle).

30.

Rlieonigrin, Preparation of (Tjrchirch and
Heuberger), 32.

Rhubarb, C^iemistry of (Tschirch and Heu-
berger), 31.

— Root, New Constituents of (Gilson),

386.

Richmond, H. D.—Tl\e Standardi.satiou of

Analytical Methods, 487.

Rinderpest in Africa, 83.

Ritchie, D.—A Sketch History of the Aber-
deen Chemists and Druggists, 578.

Robinson, Alderman B., Memorial to the

late, 752, 772. 806.

— R. A., jun.—Cod-Liver Oil Emulsion
with Irish Moss, 96.

Rodagene, 872.

Rontgen Rays, Protection of the Skin
Against (Unna), 2.

Rose, Dr. F.—Over-Production and Trusts

in Germany, 17.

Roses and Elder, Milk of, 343.

Roumania, Pharmacy in. Legal Position of

(Altan), 738. 760.

Rowe, Dr. A. W.—Photo-Micrographv of

Opaque Objects, 484.

Rowland and Hedin—^Proteolytic Enzyme
in Spleen, 161.

Roval Appointments, 524, 584.

— Arms, Use of the. 28.

— Botanic Society, 118.

--Institution, 19, 56, 80. 110, 246, 333,

383, 555, 639
;
(Annual Meeting). 671 ;

696, 740. 886.

— Microscopical 'Society (Election of Pre-

sident), 157, 484, 860.

— Pliotographic Society (Jubilee), 666, 728 ;

(Presidential Address), 777.

— Photographic Society's Standards (Pho-

to. Supplement, iXiarch 28, p. 18).

— Society. 321.
— Society's Conyersaziones, 714; 887.

Rubber. Castilloa (Weber), 234.
— Cork V'?su.^ (Page). 349.
— Production in the Congo, Mr. John

Holt on, 851.

Rubidium and Caesium Hydrides (Moissan).

557.

Ruffer and Crendiropoulo—'New Method
of Producing Hiemolvsis, 197.

Rusot, 92.

Russell. Babeock, Vivian, and Hastings

—

Influence of Sugar on Fermentalions
in Milk and Cheese, 1.

— Dr. W. J.—Curious Dust Forms, 321.

— H. L., and Hastings, E. G.—A Resist-

ing Micrococcus, 90.

— J. A.—Greenock Chemists and thi

Poisons Report, 432 ; The Council
Election, 566, 621.

Russian Pharmacopoeia, A New, 109.

Rusting of Iron (Moody), 835.
— To Keep Machinery from, 212.

Rutherford, Professor, E.—Radio-Active
Processes, 855.

S

Saal, 0., and Tschirch, A.—Chemistry of

Carana Elemi, 585.

Syccharin Corporation v. Wild and Co.

—

Appeal Case. 102.

— Evasion of Customs Duty on (Higk
Court), 315. •

— New Derivatives of, 839.
— Solutions, Treatment of (Vasseux). 606.

Sach, J., and Greshof, M.—Chemical Con-
stitution of Propolis, 90.

Sachet Powder, Violet, 794.

Sack, J.—Hodgsonia Kudam, Miq. . 641.

Safflower, Cultivation of, 80.

Saffron (Barclay). 134.

Sage, C. E.—Convolvulus Sepium, 852.

St. Thomas's Hospital, Practical Phar-
macy at, 377, 746.

Salary, Claim for (Brighton), 368.

Salicin in Willow Bark, Location of

(Brown). 588, 5£0.
— Production, Note oh (Fawssett), 784.

Salicylates in Mixtures, 384.
— of Cinchona Alkaloids, 198.

Salicylic Acid, Decomposition of, by
. Mould (Lott), 385.

— Acid in Food-Substances (Desmouliere),

346.
— Acid in Fruits (Traphagen and Burke).

557.
— Acid in Lime Juice (Soutliwark), 226.

Saline. Effervescing, 754.
— Solution, Normal (Engelmann), 675.

Salisbury's Pharmacy, Sheffield, 439.

Salmon, A. W.—Examination Papers in

Dispensing. 10.

Samuel, H. T.—The Public Dispensers"

Association and the Pharmacy Bill,
' 622, 685.

Sandal Oil, Examination of (Walther), 418.
— Wood, Powdered Yellow, Diagnostic

Characters of (Greenish and Collin),

278.

Sanders Wood, Powdered Red, Diagnostic

Characters of (Greenish and Collin).

278.

Sandes. G.—Cultivation and Preparation

of Ginger, 393.

Sandmever, T.—-New Synthesis of Indigo.'

784."

Sandy, F. W.—Liability to Medicine Stamp
Duty. 879.

Sanguinttti Gum Pastilles Case (High
Court). 504; (Brentford), 654.

Sanitary Towels, New (Barclay), 661. 721.

Sanosin : A New Treatment for Consump-
tion, 752, 838, 863.

Santalum Album, Threatened Extinction of

the, in Southern India (Mason), 756.

Sancolina Chanifecyparissus as an Aborti-

facient (Hocka'uf). 417.

Santonin Reaction, 346.

Sapota Seeds, 552.

Sappan (Stephenson). 92.

Sarsajjarilla. 838.

— and Dandelion Stout, Sale of—An Ap-
peal Case (Bristol), 70.

Saul, J. E.—^Note on the Detection of Raw
Milk and Formaldehyde, 617

;
(Cor-

rection), 674.

Scale Insects, Remedy for, 641.

— Preparations, Dissolving (Gilmour). 141.

Scammony Root (Barclay), 207.

Schaer. Professor—^Chloral Hydrate in the

Examination of Drugs and Foods, 814.

Schardinger, F.—Milk, Boiled and Un-
boiled, 675.

Schauffler. W. G.—New Stain for Diph-
theria Bacillus, 345.

Scheele : His Life and Work (Luxmoore),
255.

Schick, K.—Oxides of Mercury, 125.
Schift, H.—Titration of Formaldehyde

Solutions, 675.

Schimmel—Oil of Bystropogon Organi-
folius, 161.

Schmitz, W.—'New Cinnamon Adulterant,
558.

Scholarships, Improvement of (Editorial),

509.

School of Pharmacy (Annual Dinner), 325 ;

(Visits to LTniversity College), 447.—
; of Pharmaqy. Distribution of Prizes.

Alteration in Date, 828, 855.
— of Pharmacy, History of the (Inee), 279.— of Pharmacy Improvements, 15.— of Pharmacy Notes, 160, 171.
— of Pharmacy Students' Association, 111 ;

183 ; (Visit to St. Thomas's Hospital),
377 ; 410 ; (Visit to Woolwich Arsenal),
741

; (General Meeting), 886.

•Schunck's Dr., Bequest to Owens Col-
lege, 117.

Science Scholarship Examinations at Ox-
ford, 260.

Scientific Education, Universities and (Edi-
torial), 881.

— Hooliganism, Professor J. A. Fleming
on, 861.

— Research in India, 506.
— Societies, Congress of, 862.
— Society, New, 226.

Sclater, J. G.—Should the Pharmaceutical
Society Conduct its Own Preliminary
Examination? 775.

Scotland, Doctor Druggists of. Dr. Wm.
Bruce on the, 217, 250.

— Notes from, 370, 807.

Scott, Dr. D. H.—The Origin of Seed-
bearing Plants, 740.

Scott's Emulsion and the P.A.T.A. List,

604.

Sea-Foam or Dry Shampoo, 343.

Sickness, Orexine Tannate in (Wild),
162.

Seed-bearing Plants, Origin of (Scott), 740.— Oils, Bellier's Colour Reaction for, 2.

Seeds. Germination of (Maze), 266.
— of Medicinal and Toxicological Interest,

Some (E. M. Holmes), 5.

— With Thick-walled Endo.sperm (Gar-
diner and Hill), 162.

Seh and Raj-—'Decomposition of Mercu-
rous Nitrate by Heat, 482.

Selenium and Tellurium, Action of, on Gold
and Silvei Salts (Hall and Lenher), 29,

Seligmann—^Antiarin : The Active Prin-
ciple of an Arrow-Poison, 385.

Seltzogene Charges (Brown), 138 ; (Cat-

ford), 177, 754.

Serum Injecting Devices, New (Boult),606.
Servatol Soap and Servatol Marble Soap,

535.

Sesame Cake, Influence of on Butter
(Swaying), 417.

— Oil, Detection of (Tambon), 125.

Session's Work, The (Editorial), 853.

Stxualitv in the Licliens (Baur), 560.

Shampoo, Dry. 343, 344.

— Liquid, 536.
— Powder, 782.

Shark Oil for Cod-Liver Oil, 830.

Sharman. H. B.

—

Adccrtisinrfs Scheme,
723.

iShaving. Risks of, 117.
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Sl^ep and Arsenioei Dip, 831.

— -Dip, etc, Sale of, 88.

Dij>^, A Ortinniittee on, 600.

-vScab 3ill. 361, 506; (fidiinrkal), 543;
(Withdrawal) 851.

Sheffield, A UDivers.ity for, 729.
— Analyst's Report, 85.

— Chemists' Ball, 227.
— Drugtjists, Notes on Okl (Austen), 608.
— Pharmaceutical and Chemical Society,

115. 253, 445, 608, 637
;
(Special Matt-

ing), 860.
— Phamacj- Closed, An Okl (Salisbury'?),

439.
— Unqualified Prescribing in, 633.

Shellac. Artificial, 264.

Shojo Hours Act, Proceedings under the
(Stacev—Spelthorne), 10*^.

Shops Bill Sir Cliarles Dilkes, 860.

— (Hours of C3osing) Bill, Lord Avebury's
(Second Reading), 431; (Editorial),

657.

Show-card Ink, 258.

Shuttleworth, J. H.—The Minor Toast,

138.

Siedentopf, Dr. H.—Making Visible

Ultra-Microscopic Particles, 860.

Siegert—Method of Using Pegnin, 13.

Sieveking, G. H.—Stramonium with Nettle

Leaves, 346. i

Silicides, Manganese (Lebeau), 418.

Silico-Eihane, Prepai'ation of (Muissan),

161.

Silver and Gold Salts, Action of Tellurium
and Selenium on (Hall and Lenher),

29.

— Nitrate, Morphine Determination by
(Heyl), 253.

— Printing, Plain, 338.

Simon, 0.—Cetraric Acid. 454.

Sing, P.—Separation and Determination of

Cantharidin, 558.

Sivop de Dessessartz, 838.

Sitosterol in Maize Oil (Gill and Tufts), 557.

Siollema and Tulleken—Cotton-Seed Oil

in Butter, 126.

Skin Diseases, Lenigallol for Non-Paraaitic
(Clemm), 526.

— Diseases of Animals ("Centaur"), 712.

— Lotion, Astringent, 865.
— Protection of the, Against Rontgen Raj's,

(Unna), 2.

"'Skin Food," Orange Flowers, 343.

Skinner, H.—Iodine Soaps, 641.

Slander Action by Bovril, Limited (King's

Bench Division, Ireland), 225.

Slator, A.—^Reactions Between Chlorine

and Benzene, 840.

Slide-Rule in Pharmacy. Use of the (Livor-

seege), 162, 189.

Slippery Elm Bark (Barclay). 426.

Sm;illpox, Extermination of—Advertico-

ment from the Times. January 19,

1803, 118.
— in England aiid Wales, 361, 877.

Smart Weed, 196.

Smith, A., and Holmes, W. B.—Amor-
phous Sulphur, 265.

— R. G.—Bacterial Origin of Gums of

the Ara;bin Group. 385.

— (T. H.) and Co.'s Edinburgh Pharmacy,
202.

Snake-Bite, Potassium Permanganate for,

13.

— Venom, 'Specific Natureof (Tidswell), 90.

— Venoms (Lamb and Hanna), 811.

Snape, J. M.—A Copper Toning Fornmlse.

582.

Soap. Cleansins; Power of, Causes of thp

(Hillyer), 783.

Soap Liniment Case—Boots i'. Cowling
(High Court), 504; (Clerkenwell), 632,

680, 818; (Loriraer), (Attfield), 852.

— Liquid Antiseptic (Antoine), 265.

— Servatol, 535.

SnapRooi " as a Fish Poifon. 29.

Soajis, Disinfectant (Tonzig), 233.

— ledine (Skinner), 641.—-Medicated, Preparation of, a£ the Dis-

pensing Counter (Cowley and Catford),
380.

Sucietv of Chemical Industrj' (Manchester
Section), 81; (Scottish Section), 189;
(Yorkshire Section). 259

;
(London Sec-

tion), 376, 487; (Yorkshire Section),

515; (Manchester Section), 560; (Scot-

tish Section), 603.
— of Chemical Industry and Inland Trans-

port. 227.

— of Elecho-Chemists and Metallurgists.
226.

Society's Annual Dinner, The, (15; (Edi-

torial), 728.

Sodium Arsenate (Alcock), 449.
— Bicarbonate with Aspij-in, Incompati-

bility of, 2.

— Di-Iodo-Salicvlate for Soft Cliaiicpj

(Trolo). 21."'

— Lactate Solution for Dispensing (Man-
se.iu), 536.

— Manufacture of (Ewan), 892.
— Phosphate, 136.
— Salicylate, Administration of, in Dental

Practice, 4.

--Silicate for Pres.erving Eggs, 866.
— Sulphate and Hydrochloric Acid, New

Method of Maiiufactaring (L.ike). 86.

— Sulphite : The Officii Quantitative Test
(Garscd), 391. 394.

— Thiosulphate. 232.

— Thiosulphate in CarieB (Claret), 737.

Soell, 0. A., and Fificher, R.—Alkaloids of

Dicentra Cucullaria, 61.

Soil Nitrification and Alosquiios (Wad-
dell), 831.

Solidification, Fusion »nd (Couplunc), 448.

S(3lubilities of Alkaloids (Miiller), 812.

Solubility of Boric Acid in Hydrochloric
Acid (Herz), 585.—

^
of Chemicals Csad in Photngraphj
(Photo. Supplement, March 28, p. 16)'.

— Figures, A Comparison of (Squire and
Caines), 65.

Somerset House and the Test Case -(Edi-

torial), 687. 770, 798, 8?.0 ;
(" M.P.S.

823 ; (Editorial), 828 ; lAlkins' n), 851 ;

(Editorial), 853.

Somnofcrm, 872.

vSoporifics. New Class of (Fi.'cher and V.
Mehring), 863.

Sordin, H M.—Qu:intit.itive vSeparation of

Strychnine and Brucine, 266.

Soubeiran's Solution (Dnncan), 586.

Southampton Dispensership, 259.

South-West London Medical Society, 553.

Spalding Chemist Ciiarged with Man-
slaughter, 27: (Conriction), 315.

Spectacle Makers' Company's Examinations,

28; (Photo. Supplement, March 28, p.

10); (Pass List). 474.

Spencer, R. Kathlee»—An Advice Note
for 1903, 11 ; Women as Chemists,

201.

Spirit Gum, 754.

Spirits, Adulterated, 719.

Spleen, Proteolytic Enzyme in (Hedin and
Rowland), 161. '

'

Sporidia, Their Development from Teleuto-

spores (Blackman), 755.

Sportsmen and the Sale of Poisons (Jo'nn-
soii), 539; (Press Comments), 600.

Sprankling—Localisation of Phosphate.s in

i.he Sugar Cane, 198.

Spurge. E. C.—The Determination of En-
genol in Clove Oil, 701. 757.

Spyer, N.—An. Automatic Filter, 551.
" Square " Club, The, 226.

Squire, G.—Random 'J'houghts, 445.
— P. W., and Caines, C. M.—A Compari-

son of Solubility Figures, 65.

Stable Salts from Piperidine and Analogous
Bases, Manufacture of (Bishop), 308.

Stahl—Plant Protection, 89.

Stain for Diphtheria Bacillus, Kew
(Schauffler), 345.

Staining Method (New) for Flagella (Gem-
melli), 700.

— Plague Bacilli (Calvert), 385.

Stani}) Duty, Inland Revenue Authorities
and Liability to Medicine (Editorial),

687, 770. 798, 820; ("M.P.S. "), 823;
(Editorial), 828; (Atkinson), 851;
(Editorial), 853 ; (Fowler), (" Carica "),

("B. G. J."), ("A Member"), 878;
iWeddell), (Sandy), 879; (Editorial),
881.'

Stamping of Patent and Proprietary
Articles, Legal Decision.^ Affecting th;'

(Wnrfolk), 188.

Stjudardisation of Druggists (H. W, Gadd).
199.

Standards for Medicines" (Farr and
Wright). 9; (.Jowett), 41; (Farr and
Wright). 71; fHanson), 82; (Farr and
Wright), 307.

Starch Glaze, 384.
— Glnss. Block, 754.

— in Yeast, Determination of (W'ender),
418.

Btatham's Boys' Ov>n Laboratory. 27, 52.

Static Converter, A (Cooper-Hewitt), 77.

Stavesacre, Oil of (Barclay), 426.

Stead, W. W'.—Some Curiosities of Plant
Life, 487.

Stehman, J. V. R.—D?tennination of Man-
ganese in Iron, 61.

Stephens, S.
—

^The "Patent" Medicine
Trade, 223.

Stephenson, T.—Some Notes on the Indian
Drups of the B.P. Addendum, 1900.

91, 104.

Stewart, F. F.—The Preliminary Exami-
nation, 432.

Stith. G.—Solubility of Phosphorus, 700.

Stick Pomade, 794.

"

Sliles, M. H.—Infusorial Earths and
their Uses, 253.

Stocklasa, Professor—Fermentative ]'!n-

zymes. 848.

Stockport Chemists' As-ociation, 415, 551,

696, 858.

Stokes, Sir (Jeorj/e Gabriel, Death of, 180.

Stokoe, T. J.—The Lady Pharmacist, 399,

Storm Glass, 894.

Straits Settlements, Currency in the, 752.

Stramonium. Admi-X-ture of, with Nettle
Leaves (Sievekinp), 546.

— Leaves, Alkaloidal Assaj- of (Beck-

urts), 426.
— Leayes and Seeds (Barclay), 207.

— Seed, Oil of (Holde), GO.
'

Street, P. W.—^Glycorol of Glycerophos-
phates, 720.

— Cries, A Chemist and (Newcastlc-on-
Tync), 157.

Stricnufine (C. T. Allen), 557.

Sirophanthus Hispidus Root, Chemistry of

(Karsten), 346.

— Kombe Seed—" Mandala " Brand, 52.
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-OTJthers, R. de J. F., and Marsh, J. E.

—

Auto-Reduction of Mercuiy and Silver

Cyanides, 56.

IKrutt, R. J.—Some Recent Investigations

in Electrical Conduction, 639.

Strychnine and Bnicine, Quantitative Se-

paration of (Sordin), 266.

tSjiiudents'. Columns, The, 7, 136, 304, 569,

726.

Styrax (Barclay), 207.

Sub-Committee on Titles, The (Gilford),

. 622.

Sublamin for Hand Disinfection (Eng&ls),

8oe.

Subscriptions, Annual, The Shrinkage in

(Mackenzie), 768, 810.
.

Substitution, A Bad Case of (" A Watch-
ful Ph.C. "), 138.

— The Ethics of, 77; (Waddington), 186;
(Pond), 301.

The Press on (Warrell), 566; (Edikoria!),

571; 602, 659, 688, 827.

ti^ncramine, Manufacture of, An Appeil
Case, 102.

Sugar Bleach, 698.
— Cane, Localisation of Phospliates in the

(Sprankling), 198.

— Colour 'J'ests for Traces of (Ventre-

Pacha), 90.

— in Urine, Dei«rniinat4on of (Devigew),

848.
— Influence of, on Fermentations in Milk

and Cheese (Babcock, Russell, Vivian,
and Hastings), 1.

Making in Hawaii (Williams). 292.

Sugars of ^luscle, etc. (Osborne and
Zobel). 385.

^ulphocyanide of Cilcium, Manufaeture of

(Carpenter). 195.

Sulpho-Guaiacin, 340.

Sulphur, Amorphous (Smith and Holmes),
265.

—-Dioxide, Liquid (Waldcn and Cent-
nerszwer), 265.

— Sublimed, in Typhoid (Woroschilskv),
162.

Sulphurated Monobroniindigo, Method of

Preparing (Rahtjen), 121.

Sulphuric Acid and Sulphuric Anhydride,
Manufacture of (Imray), 43.

— Anhydride, Process and Appiratus for

Manufacturing (Ferguson), 864.

Sulphurous Acid. Reduction of Potassium
Bichromate by (Bassett). 410.

Sunderland Chemists' Association (An-
nual Dinner), 443.

Supervision, Personal, The Necessity of
Actual (Editorial). 75.

Suppositories and Like Presses (Jennv),
478.

— Dispensiii2 of (Ciilmoiir), 141: (Nunu),
569 ; (Gaul), 625 ; (Nunn), 652.

--Weight of Theobroma in, 640.

Surface Tension, Drops and (Rayleigh),

555.

Surgery and Hypnotism (Clapton), fiSO.

Surgical Pad for the Relief of a Prolapsus
Ani (Hanbury), 406.

— Science, Advance of (Treves), 371.—Splint or Binding Rail (Sello), 45.

— Trusses (Tie.sel), 121; (Woolley and
Twining), 155.

Sutherland, J. W.—-Address to the Glas-
gow and West of Scotland Chemists'
Association, 578.

Swaving. A. J.—^Influence of Sesame Cake
on Butter, 417.

Sweetened Cod-Liver Oil, 202.
Symbiosis (Freeman), 198.
Syniodules, 782.

Synthesis of Orgsaic Monoiodo-Deriva-
tives (Bodroui), 116.

Syntlietic Oils asd Perfumes (Britton),

411.

Syphilis, Hermophenj'l in (Hallopeau),

761.

S}-phons, Mineral Water, Action Concern-
ing, 505.

vSyringes and Enema Syringes, New (Reu-

ter and Taflfs), 442.'

— Improved Hvpudermic and Other
(Gretsch), 780.

Svrup, Deposit in, 88.

— of Iodide of Iron (Alcoc^i), 449.
— of Tolu Balsam, Reaction of (Astruc

and Cambe), 700.

Syrupi; B.P. (Gilmour), S6.

iSvrups, B.P., Some Nctes on (Hutcheon),
450.

Szigetis.—Adulteration of Powdered Cap-
sicums, 417.

Szilagyi, J.—^Composition and Ash-Yield
of Hungarian Wines, 815.

T

Tablet Machine, A New (Allen and Han-
burys), 512.

— Making at the Dispensing Counter
(Arthur), 484.

Tablets, Manufacture of (Maben), 425.
— Preparing, 88.

-Tabloid," The Word, 437, 555^
Tabloids, The Prescribing of, 633.

L'achiol as a Germicide (Perez), 13.

Tadpoles, Linseed and ("Spa"), 724;
(Biaithwaite), 767.

Taff Vale Case, The, 316, 437.

Tait, J.—The Either Solubility of Citi-ic

Acid and' Tartaric Acid, 516.

Tallqvist, T. W.—Determination of the Pro-
j^jortion of Hajmoglobin in Blood, 195.

Tambon—Detection of Sesame Oil, 125.

Tankard. A. R.—Morphine Acid Tartrate,

178 ; The Preparation of Iodic Acid,
725.

Tanner, A. E.—An Undescribed Salt of

Morphine, 134.

Tar, Obtaining Extracts from (Fixier), 577.

Tariff Problem, 'Sir William Ward on the

(Editorinl); 884.

Tarragona " Wines, Sale of (James), 298.

Tartaric Acid (Barclay), 207.
— Acid and Citric Acid, Ether Solubility of

(Tait), 516.

Taylor, J.—Tlie Present Position in Phar-
macv, 637 ; The Recent (Jouncil Eleo-

tion" 766.

Tea. Fermentation of (Aso), 30.

Teaching of Botany and' Chemistry (Edi-

torial), 108.

Technical High Schools in Germany, Dr.

F. Rose on, 798.

Tees-side Chemists' Association (Annual
Dinner), 113; (Annual Meeting), 328,

486. 668.

Teeth. Restoring Coiners of, 4,

Teething Powders, The Sale of, by Green-
grocers (Wolverhampton), 52.

T'eleutospores and Sporidia (Blackman), 755.

T'ellurium and Seleiiiunr. Action of, on Gold
and Silver Salts (Hall and Lenher), 29.

Temperature Alarms (Offenbroich), 308.

Temperatures, Low, Measurement of

(Travers), 453.

I'erjieneless Oil of Lemon (Stevenson and
Howell). (Parry), 42,

Terpineol, 524,

Territorial ReiJrejsentation ("A Radical

M.P.S."), 142; (Waddington), 184;
(Henry), 522; (Campbell), 887.

Terson—Oily Collyria, 455,

Thallophytes, Amides as a Nitrogenous
SoMroe of Food for (Lutz), 560.

Thames Valley District Chemists' Assocwi-

tion (Inangupal Meeting), 554, 609,

637 ; (General Meeting), 759.

Theocin, 2.

Theoqjhvlline, Manufacture of (Bcehringerjt,

721.

Thermal Death-Point of a Micrococcus from
Milk (Russell and Hastings), 90.

Thermometers, Clinical (Simmons), 262.

Thigenol, 258.

Thiosulphate, Volumetric Determination of

Gold with (Faktor), 125.

Thomas, R., and Lloyd, I. T.—An Appeal,
684.

Thompson, J.—Malted Food for Infants,

852.

Thoms, Professor—Valuation of Drugs and
Narcotic Extracts, 847.

Thom.<son, Dr. Anthony Todd (Ince), 279.
— R.—Cultivation of Cassava, 29.

Thorpe, Dr.—Electrolytic Determination of

Arsenic in Brewing Materials-, 859.

— J. F., and Young, W. J.—Dimethylglu-
taric Acids and the Separation of Sub-
stituted Glutaric Acids, 56.

— T. E. , and Holmes, J.—Ethyl Alcohol in

Essences aaid Medicinal Preparations,

526.

Throat Pastilles. Antiseptic (Jones), 39

;

(Evans), 72, 655.

Thuja, Fertilisation of (Land). 235.

Thymol, New Source of (Battandier), 161.

Thyroid Extract in Hiemopnilia and Hienia-

turia (Fuller), 737.

Tidswell, Dr.—^Specific Nature of Snake
Venom, 90.

Tin, Arsenic, Antimony, and, Qualitative

Separation of (Walker), 55.

— Boxes, Small, Where to Obtain, 754,

— Oleate, 556.

Tincturae, B.P. (Gilmour), 96.

Tinct. Gentianse Co., Suggeste-d! Standard
for (Peri-v), 420, 450; (C. G. Moor),
(H. W. Gadd), 461; (Boa), 587, 590;
(Holmes), 623

;
(Boa), 652,

Tincture Deposits, Enzymes, A Possible

Cause of (Kunz-Krause), 559.

— !Mai'cs, Recoven' of Alcohol from (Bird),

135.

Tinctures, Ferments in (Firbas), 30.

— m Prescriptions. 196.

Tinospora (Stephenson), 92.

Tintometric Estimation of Chrome in Cloth
(Richardson, Hanson and Mann), 515.

— Estimation of Nitrites and Nitrates in

Waters (Richardson and Hollings), 515,

Tirard, Dr. Nestor, nn the Risks of the Dis-

penser (Edit irial), 575, 599.

Titanium Chloride as Reducing Agei>fc

(Knecht), 265.

Titles, Protection of, b}- Injunction. Is it

Practicable? (" Onlooker"'), 15 ;
(Lyon),

(Arkle), 40; ('-Onlooker"), 72; (Lvon),

(Henry), 98 ; (E-dinburgh), 150 ;
(Cur-

rie), 152; (Henry), 208; (Lvon), 297;-

(Taylor), 638.

— The Sub-Committee on (Gififord), 622,

Toddalia (Stephenson), 92,

Toilet Waters and Colognes, 39.

— Waters to Prevent Insect Bites, 20.

Tollner's Iodised Cod Liver Oil, 201.

Tolu Balsam (Barclay), 272,
— Balmm, Fluid Extract of, 607.
— Some Reactions of Syrup of (Astruc and

Cambe), 700.
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Tomatoes, Seedless, 868.

Tonikinson, Mr. James, M.P., 462.

Toning and Fixing Batli, Combined, 160,

488.

Tonzig, F.—Disinfectant Soaps, 233.

Tootli Powders and Dentifrices, 39.

Torquay Chemists' Association, 186, 375
;

(Aiinual Meeting), 697.

Townsend, C. F.—Photographic Chemicals
(Photo. Supplement, March 28, p. 2)

;

The Rationale of Photography, 563, 678.

T'oxicologv, Destruction of Organic ^Matter

in (Bruylants), 489.

Toxins and Anti-Toxins (Woodhead), 667.

Trade Disputes and Combinations, Appoints
ment of a, Royal Commission, 830.

— Marks and Foreign Competition, 361.
— of the Great Nations, The (Editorial),

657.
— Questions (Cowlej-), 146.

Transfusion of Blood, Device for the, 12.

Traphagen. F. W., and Burke, E.—Salicylic

Acid in Fruits, 557.

Travers, Dr.—^Liquefaction of Hydrogen,
447 ; Measurement ;of Low Temperar
tures, 455.

— and Burkard—Action of Acetylene on
Acetates of Mercury, 197.

Treves, Sir Frederick—The Advance of Sur-
gical Science, 371. i

T'richromatic Photography (Goldby), 199.

Trillat, A.—Determination of Glvcerin in

Wine, 197.

Tropical Diseases, The Investigation of, 828.

Truman, F. W.—Some Neglected Profits,

110.

Trusses, Surgical (Tiesel). 121 ;
(Woollev

and Twining), 155
;
(Matuchet), 193.

Trusts in Germany, Dr. F. Rose on, 17.

Trypanosomiasis in Gambia, 752.

Tschirch, A.—^Diagnosis of Coniferous
Plants, 868.

— and Heuberger—The Chemistry of Rhu-
barb, 51.

— and Neuber—Hellebore Rhizomes, SO.— and Saal—Chemistry of Caraua Elemi,
585.

Tschugaeff, L.—Reagent for the Recogni-
tion of Hydroxy! Groups, 613.

Tsuga Douglasii, Poisoning by, 422.

Tuberculosis Serum (Behring), 437.

Tuberculous and Catarrhal Complaints, Prc^
cess and Apparatus for Treating
(Schneider), 606.

T'uberiferous Labiates (Heckel), 29.

Tu-Chung Bark (Holmes). 705.

Tuff, The Late Mr. T., of Enfi-eld. 371.

Tufts, C. G., and Gill, A. H.—Sitosterol in

Maize Oil, 557; Olive Oil Constitueutj,

783.

Tulleken and Sjollema—Cotton Seed Oil n;

Butter, 126.

T'unniclitfe, F. W.—Digestibility of Milk
Constituents, 266.

Turnips, Bacterial Disease in (Pott-;r), 3^6.

Turpentine, Oil of (Lyon), 3.

T'urpethum (Stephenson), 92.

Turquel, M. J.—Fungus in Chinese Yeast,

162,

Tweed'en, M, E., and Fischer, R.—Alka-
loids of Eschscholtzia Californica, 61.

Twinberrow, J.—Agricultural and Horticul-

tural Preparations, 296, 399.

Twopenny Tube Air, 260.

Typewriter Inks, 698.

Tvphoid Fever, Treatment of (Macfadyen).

437.
— Prevention of, 719.

— Sublimed Sulphur in (Woroschilsky), 162.

— Whortleberry in (Berstein). 760.

T'yrer, T.—Duty-free Alcohol for Industrial

Purposes, 347, 367, 376.

U
LUster Chemists, Lunited, in Liquidation,

316.

Ultra-Microscopic Particles, Making Visi-

ble (Siedentopf), 860.

Umbelliterfe. The (Lownsbrough) . 411.

Umney, J. C.—The Yield of Podophyllum
Resin, 177.

Underground Wireless Telegraphy, 543.

Ungueiitum, B.P. (Gilmour). 96.

United States Pharmacopoeia, The, 663.

Unity of Purpose, A Plea for (Editorial),

45; ("Abrus"). 72.

Universities and Scienufic Education (Edi-

torial), 881.

University College, London (Organic Che-

mistry Department), 53.

— Curriculum. Pharmacists and a (Kirk-

bv), 224, 322.

— for' Sheffield, A, 729.

— for Yorkshire, A, 474.

Urma—Protection of the Skin Against

Rontgen Rays, 2.

Unna's Paraform Collodion, 536.

Unwashed Measure, Fatal Result from

Using an (Southend), 851,

Uranium Intensifier, 894.

Urea, Properties of (Ramsden), 385.

Urine. Albumin in^ Test for, 90.

— Analysis (Brigham), 153.

— Bile "in. Test for (Nakayama), 454.

— Blood in. Detection of (Frostmann),

125.

— Coloured. 488.

Ursol-D as a Reagent for Ozone (Arnold

and Mentzel), 233,

Utz, M.—Distinction Between Boiled and

Unboiled Milk, 2 ; Aspirin and Acetyl-

Salicylic Acid, 839.

Y
Vaccination Act. Renewal of the, 361.

— Act. Efsi<tiiicr the, 117.

— Act. Su'^iristrtl Amendment of the, 84.

— Shields iRiclunond), 193.

Vaccinium Vitis-ideea, Examination of

(Karger). 1.

Vaginal Nozzle for Svringes and Douches

(Cruickshank), 547,

Valonia Ovalis. Zoospore Formation in

(Kuckuck), 532.

Valuation of Drugs and Narcotic Extracts

(Thoms), 847,

Vangeon—Iron Cacodylate in Anaemia, 197.

Vanillin aud Other Analogous Bodies,

Manufacture of (Froger-Delapierre),

514.

Vapour Disinfecting Apparatus (Thursfield),

692.

Varnish, Matt, for Photographers, 20.

Vegetable Powders and Their Diagnostic

Characters (Greenish and Collin), 276,

703, 843, 871.

Veley, V. H.—Decomposition «f Am-
monium Nitrite, 779.

Yelvril-A New Film-Dressing for Wounds
(Beale), 266.

Ventre-Pacha, M.—'Colour Test for Traces

of Sugar, 90.

Vcrschafifalt, Professor E.—Prussia Acid in

Opening Buds of Prunus, 545.

Veterinary Doses of Arsenic (Leeney), 399.
— Experiments, 830.
— Insectifuges, 20.

Notes. 190. 339, 404, 582, 745.
— Surgeons, Army, 404.— Surgeons as Jurors, 890.

Vetiver Oil (Genvresse and Langlois), 489.

Viard, G.—t'rystalline Zinc and Cadmiunt
Sulphides," 700.

Viburnum Prunifolium (^litlaclier), 197.

Vidal, R,—'Pi-eparation of Diplienylamines;,

29.

Victoria Universitv, Manchester, 250, 633,
763, 799.

Vinegar of Squill Case—High Court Deci-
sion, 469.

Vines, S. H.—Proteolytic Enzymes in

Plants, 699 ; Proteid Digestion iti

Plants, 777.

Vinrace, Denni.—Chemists and Medical
Practice, 728, 767, 795.

Vint. W. G.—^Experiences in Alaska, 273.

Violet Sachet Powder. 794.

— Water, 39.

Vivian, Babcock, Russell, and Hastings

—

Influence of Sugar on Fermentations in

Milk and Cheese, 1.

Vogl. A.—^Adulteration of Centaury Herb
and Gentian Root, 418.

Voice Figures, 832.
— Production and Management of the

(Elwin), 111.

Volcanic Ammonia, 196.

Volumetric Determination of Chloral
Hydrate (Hinriclis), 530.

— Determination of Gold with Thiosul-

plMite (Faktor), 125.

W
Waddell, Dr.—Soil Nitrification and Mos-

quitos, 831.

Waddington, A. H.—Chemists and their

Relationship to Associations, Local

and National. 115, 183.

Waddy, Judge, Death of, 27.

Wages, Claim for (Newry), 70,

Wakefield and District Chemists' Associa-

tion (Annual Meeting). 114, 183, 382;
(Annual Dinner). 481. 519, 670.

— Chamber of Commerce. 474.

Walden and Centnerszwer—^Liquid Sul-

phur Dioxide, 265.

Waldheim—Reactions of Pyramidon, 839.

Walker, J.—State of Carbon Dioxide in

Aqueous Solution; Qualitative Separa-

tion of Arsenic. Antimony, and Tin,

55
— J., and Fyffe, W. A.—The Hydrates

and Solubility of Barium Acetate, 55.

Walshaw. R. C.—Address before the Hali-

fax Chemists' Association, 482.

Walther. J.—Examination of Essential

Oils, 418.

Walton, F. J.—The Relation of Pharmacy
to Medicine. 812.

Wangerin—Colour Reaction for Narceine,

386; Constituents of Long Pepper,

867.

Wanklyn. Mr. .James Leslie, M.P., 462.

Wants' and Wishes (Gairn). 111.

Warrell E.—The Press on Substitution,

566.

Washing Fluid (Boettiger), 536.

Waste. Purification cf, 157.
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Water, Action of, Upon Zinc, 384.
— in Alcohol, Chemical Test for (Crismer),

14.

— Soluble Compounds of Menthol (Ein-
horm and Jahn), 346.— Vapour, Decomposition of, hj the Elec-
tric Spark (Chapman and Lidbury),
198.

Waters, Hardness in Magnesian, Deter-
mination of (Peters), 613.

Watt. Dr. Greo.—Indian Aconit« Roots,
63.

Weber, Dr. C. O.—Castilloa Rubber, 234

;

Arnold's Guaiacum Test for Distin-
guishing Boiled Milk, 489.

Weddell, G.—Patent Medicine Stamp
Duty, 879.

Wedden-Sims, W.—Matter for Compari-
son, 685.

Weed-Killers, Arsenical, Dangers of
(Blunt), 298.

Weights and Measures Act, Proceedings
Under the (Fraser—Spelthorne), 103

;

(Gant—Watford), 140.

Weinland, E.—Antiferments, 613.
Weiss, E.—Determination of Iodine in

Fucus, 558.

Welborn, G.—F. B. Benger : A Reminis-
cence, 213.

Wender—Determination of Starch in
Yeast, 418.

West Ham and District Chemists' Associa-
tion, 328, 414, 739, 859.— Indian Essential Oils, 813.— Indies, Industry in the, 47.— Riding Federation of Chemists' Associa-
tions, 327, 669.

— W.—Debarya Desmidioides, 532.
Western Chemists' Association (of Lon-

don), 154, 257, 443, 580, 779.
Wet-Collodion Processes in Photographv

(Abney), 777.
"

Wheel. Invention of the (Hele-Shaw), 19.
Whisky. Analysis of. 538.
Whit€, Dr. A. D.—Action of Hypochlorous

Acid and Bleaching Powder on Metals,
189.

— E.—The Gelatinisation of Tincture of
Kino, 644; Kino : An Investigation of
its Constituents. 676.

— Oils, 452.
— Precipitate (Kollo), 642.

Whitfield, J.—An Aspiration, 178.
'

Whitworth, F. W.—The Formula of Exal-
gin. 685.

Who's Who in Pharmacy. 341, 545. 607,
805.

Whortleberry or Bilberry in Typhoid (Ber-
stein), 760.

Wholesale Houses and the Poison Regula-
tions (" Hyd. Perchlor."), 432.

— Chemists and the Sale of Poisons, etc.

(Spencer), 11.

Widgerv, A. E.—The Ladv Pharmacist,
363.

Wigginton, J. H. B.—Pharmacists and
Physicians, 823.

Wilbert, M. I.—Commercial Aloes, 840.

Wildermann, M.-—Intluence of Light on
Chemical Dynaniics, 125.

Williams, J.—^A Prescription Difficulty,

725, 822; The Pharmacy Bill, 1903,
795.

— J. N. S.—^How Sugar is Made in

Hawaii, 292.

Willow Bark Case (Edinburgh), 49, 101,

176; (Editorial), 181; (Correction),

196, 315, 368, 470.
— Bark, Salicin in, Location of (Brown),

588, 590.

Wilson, J.—Additions to the Poison Sche-
dule, 538; The Council Election, 595,
768.

Windsor, F. N., and Wright, A. E.—Bac-
tericidal Effects of Blood, 345.

Wine, Action in Regard to Quality of
(Llanelly), 241; (James), 298.— Licences. Chemists', 83, 191; ("R. B.
W."), 212, 227, 259, 312, 371, 408,

438, 474, 510, 664, 830.
— Organic Acids in. Occurrence and De-

termination of the (Partheil), 815.— Selling, Without a Licence (Middles-
brough), 316,

Wines, Fraudulent Mixing of, 157,
— Hungarian, Composition and Ash-Yield

of (Szilagyi), 815.
— Medicated, Sale of (Board of Inland

Revenue), 217, 831.

Wing, A. J.—Carbolised Resin, 213.

Winteler—Composition of Bleaching Pow-
der, 126.

Winton, A,—Anatomy of Fruit Berries,

89,

Wireless Telegraphy, 83.— Telegraphy, Underground, 543.

Wislicenus, Professor, Personal Recollec-
tions of the Late ("Cand. Chem."),
66.

Witch-Hazel Bark Structure (Mitlacher),
126.

Hazel Cream, 551.
— -Hazel Jelly, 543,

Wolverhampton and District Chemists'
Association, 54; (Annual Meeting),
185, 414, 549, 694.

Women as Chemists (Spencer), 201.

Woodhead, Professor G. Sims—Toxins
and Anti-Toxins. 667,

Woods, Powdered, Diasrnostic Characters
of (Greenish and Collin}, 276,

Woolley, Mr. G, S,, Presentation to, 579.

Worfolk, G. W.—Legal Decisions Affect-

ing the Stamping of Patent and Pro-
prietary Articles, 188.

Workhouse Disinfection, 157.

Woroschilsky. J.—Sublimed Sulphur in

Typhoid,' 162.

Wound-Closine; Devices (Schott and Dress-

ier). 155.
^

Wright, A. E., and Windsor, F. N.—Bae-
tericidal Effects of Blood, 345.

— R., and Farr, E. H.—Standards for

Medicines, 9, 71,

Wrinkle Remover, 343.

X

K-Ray Demonstration (Clague), 256,

Ray Tubes, New (Cossor and Hohne),
547.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Influence of Sugar on Fermentations in Milk and Clieese.

S. M. Babcock, H. L. Eussell, A. Vivian, and E. G. Hastings

report some experiiaents on the influence of sugar on the changes

which ensue through the action of micro-organisms in milk and

cheese. If milk is allowed to ferment (" go bad ") spontaneously,

the fermentation which occurs is almost always a lactic acid one

to commence with, which may be followed by a butyric acid

one. Although milk contains a large amount of proteid,

ordinary putrefaction resulting in the formation of foul-

smelling compounds does not take place. If the milk

sugar be removed, however, which can be done by dialysing

in ice-cold running water for two days, the sugar-free milk

undergoes the ordinary putrefactive changes with the forma-

tion of indol. Conversely, dialysed milk to which the sugar

has again been added, undergoes the ordinary fermentation.

So with cheese : Cheese made with curd rendered sugar-free

by repeated washing develops first an unpleasant flavour, then

a rottea one, and is quite worthless, while the addition of

sugar to washed curd restores, in part at least, the conditions

that prevail in normal Cheddar cheese.

—

Eighteentti Annual
Rep., Wiscmsin, Agricult. Exper. Station, 1901, p. 162.

Preparation of Epinephrin.

Epinephrin is the name given by J. J. Abel to the constituent

of the suprarenal gland that raises the blood pressure and
is found more or less impure in the various preparations of

adrenalin. In preparing it Abel starts with a concentrated

aqueous solution of the gland, the minced gland being

repeatedly extracted with water just acidulated with acetic

acid, the extract boiled, filtered, and concentrated. Of this

200 C.c. is placed in a tall cylinder, and 1,800 Co. of absolute

alcohol is added, a small quantity at a time, with constant

shaking. After standing for some hours the alcoholic liquor is

separated and the alcohol distilled oS under diminished
pressure. This yields a straw-coloured syrup which on cooling

congeals to a paste. This is dissolved in an ammoniaoal solu-

tion of zinc chloride, precipitated with absolute alcohol, and
the precipitate filtered off. The filtrate is again concentrated,

dissolved in the ammoniacal zinc chloride and re-precipitated

with alcohol. The two precipitates, which are epinephrin in

the form of a zinc compound, are dried, powdered, dissolved in

dilute acetic acid, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, filtered,

and the filtrate concentrated ; when to this filtrate ammonia
is added, a mass of crystals is precipitated which is impure
epinephrin, and may be purified by re- solution in acid and pre-

cipitation with ammonia. The substance has the formula

CjoHnNOg.—Jb/iws Hop. Hosp. Bull, 13, 1902, 29.

Vol. 70. (Pouhth Seeies, Vol. 16.) No. 1697.

Vaccinium Vitis-Idsa.

The leaves of the cowberry, VacciniuM vitis-id(ca, have been

re-investigated by A. M. Karger. The chief constituents found

were arbutin, hydroquinone, tannin, quinic acid, ericolin,

ericinol, gallic, and probably ellagic acid, the two last-named

being probably products of the decomposition of the tannin.

Arbutin, hydroquinone, and tannin increase in • quantity

during the summer, and reach their maximum in the autumn.
As these may be regarded as the most important of the con-

stituents the leaves should be gathered in September, and
they should be dried at the ordinary temperature, as they

suffer change if heated. The flowers contain hydroquinone but

not benzoic or salicylic acid. Benzoic acid is, however, present

in the fruit. Bearberry leaves being closely allied to cowberry

leaves, both botanically and chemically, it is quite probable that

these also should be gathered in the autumn.

—

Diss. Dorpat,

through Chemiker Zcitung.

New Constituent of Bone.

W. J. Grte describes a new constituent of bone, " osseomu-

coid," obtained by the following process :—fresh bones freed

from fat and muscle and connective tissue were soaked in

hydrochloric acid (0-2-0'5 per cent.) for a few hours, then scraped

with a strong, sharp scalpel, again soaked in acid and

scraped, and the process repeated until the whole bone was

reduced to shavings, free from organic roatter. The shavings

were then minced, and the fine material repeatedly treated with

half-saturated lime water. On acidifying the filtered extract

with 0'2 per cent, hydrochloric acid a bulky flocculent precipitate

separated. This gave the general proteid reactions and appeared

to have the same solubilities and precipitative reactions as

other connective tissue mucoids yielding the same amount of

reducing substance on decomposition with mineral acids.

—

Amer. Medicine, November 23, 1901, 820.

Diacetyl Nitric Acid.

Pictet and Genequand have observed the formation of a com-

pound having this constitution when equal volumes of nitric

acid (s. g. 1-4) and acetic anhydride are allowed to react.

By distillation the chief fraction coming over at 127-7'' C.

was separated and found to have a composition represented by

1 mol. nitric acid and 2 mols. acetic acid. To this the

authors attribute the constitution

—

CHsCO'O OH
'"\N—OH
'^ \CH3COO OH

which is that of the diacetyl derivative of ortho-nitric

acid N(OH)j. The compound, which is a colourless fuming

liquid of s. g. 1-197, is dissociated by water into its two

constituent acids. Characteristic salts could not be prepared

from it but only a mixture of nitrates and acetates.

—

Ber. d. d.

Ghent. Ges., 1202, 2,526; throngh Apot. Zeit., 1902, 788.
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Protection of the Skin Against Rontgen Rays.

Unna recommends a zinc-gelatin paste, containing 10 per

cent, of cinnabar and bismuth oxychloride. The hands of

operators whose skin is susceptible to the rays should be covered

by a double layer of this paste with an external layer of

wadding.

—

Monat.f.prakt. Dermatol, through Pharm. Centralh.,

1902, 600.

Epithol.

Two substances, known as " epithol go'.d " and " epithol

silver," consisting of two alloys of tin and copper in extra fine

powder, have been tried in veterinary practice as a dusting

powder to form an impervious and protective covering for

freshly made abrasions and wounds. When pressed firmly on

the wound the places so treated appear as if gilded or silvered.

The film does not rub off, but is easily removed by soap and

water, thus rendering bandages superfluous.

—

Berl. Tieriirztl.

Wchschr., 1902, No. 1, through Apol. Zeit., 1902, 794.

Distinction Between Boiled and Unboiled Milk.

Utz recommends the addition to the milk of a dilute hydrogen

peroxide solution, and a few drops of an alcoholic solution of

ursol-D, a new dye-stuft. With unboiled milk a blue colour

is developed, but with boiled milk the mixture remains colour-

less. Milk which has been pasteurised at 50°-60° C. still gives

the reaction, but if heated above 80° C. it behaves like boiled

milk. For further particulars the original paper should be con-

sulted.—C/iew. Zeit., 1902, 1,121.

Determination oi Camphor in Camphorated Oil.

It is found that a 1 per cent, solution of camphor in olive oil

gives a rotation of +1° in a 200 Mm. tube when observed with

a Schmidt and Haensch polaiimeter, and this method of

observation may be utilised for the determination of the

proportion of camphor in olive oil, the optical activity of

which is so small that its influence may be neglected. With
some other oils, e.g., rape, sesame, and mineral oils, which
have a greater optical activity, the method cannot be employed.

—

Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 610.

Helmitol.

This name is applied to a new compound of hexamethylene
tetramine (urotropine) with anhydromethylene citric acid. It

is claimed to be more efficacious than hexamethylene tetramine

because ths methylene group is readily split off, and appears in

the urine as formaldehyde, imparting i\ marked acid reaction

to the fluid, and conferring upon it strong antiseptic properties.

Formaldehyde may be detected in the urine three-quarters of

an hour after ingestion. Helmitol occurs as colourless crystals

decomposing at 163° C, and soluble to the extent of 7 per cent.,

ia water. It is sparingly soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in

ether—Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 596.

Anstochin.

This name has been given to a new preparation of quinine
the di-quinine carbonate, having the formula,

Po/0-C.2oH2-,N,0
*^^\0-C,oH2,N.,0

It is a white powder, tasteless, insoluble in water, easily soluble

ia chloroform and alcohol, but sparingly in ether. M. pt. 189° C.

With hydrochloric acid it forms water-soluble salts. Ari.stochin

s said not to produce the disagreeable effects associated with

the administration of quinine, such as giddiness and singing in

the ears, and is consequently recommended as a substitute for

it ia cases of ague, whooping-cough, influenza, etc, —Pharm.
Zeit., 1902, 857

;
through Pharvi. C'^ntralh., 1902, 595.

Incompatibility of Sodium Bicarbonate with Aspirin.

A mixture of aspirin, exalgin, and sodium bicarbonate, in

powder form, becomes black and liquefies after standing some
days. This result is due to the saponifying action of the
bicarbonate upon the aspirin, since the latter is acetyl salicylic

acid, and the acetyl radical is easily removed by contact with
alkalies.— t/nio)i Pharm., 1902, October, through Afot. Zeit.,

1902, 794.

Pepsin.

0. A. Pekelhaving has endeavoured to solve, the problem o

obtaining a pepsin of such a constant composition that it may
be regarded as a chemically pure substance. He did not

succeed in this, for although the percentages of nitrogen

and hydrogen in his various preparations appeared fairly con-

stant, the carbon, and particularly the j)bosphorus, varied.

—

Zeitsch. Physiol. Chem., 1902, 35,8; through ^^Joi. Zeit.,

1902, 795.

Colour Reaction for Seed Oils.

Bellier's reaction is said to be a general one for seed oils.

Equal parts of nitric acid and the oil are placed in a test tube,

a 1 per cent, solution of phloroglucin in ether added, and the

whole agitated together. With seed oils a fine raspberry-red

colour immediately appears. This reaction is said to be the

only one which is capable of detecting arachis oil in olive oil.

—

^chiueiz. Wchschr. f. Chem. u. Pliarin., 1902, 492 ;
through

Apot Zeit., 1902, 827.

Preparation of Oxygen.

Oxygen may be prepared from the peroxides of sodium or

potassium in a manner similar to that used for the preparation

of acetylene from calcium carbide, water being allowed to act

upon the material in cubes or lumps. An addition of the

theoretical quantity of potassium permanganate or of a trace

of a nickel or copper salt is necessary, since the hydrated

salt produced by the first reaction with water is stable in the

cold, but with the above-mentioned addition pure oxygen is

evolved. — Compt. rendus, 134, 778; through Apot. Zeit.,

1902, 810.

Compound of Arsenic Acid with Albumose.

One kilo, of albumose is dissolved in 10 litres of water, 200

Gm. of arsenic acid added, and the fluid evaporated to one-eighth

its volume. When cold the liquid is precipitated by the addition

of 12 litres strong alcohol, and the precipitate purified by

further treatment wilh alcohol and ether. The compound is

easily soluble in water, and with Witt-peptone a product con-

taining 7 per cent, of arsenic is obtained. , The new product is

recommended as being free from the local irritant effects of

ordinary arsenic compounds.— Germ. Patent, 135,306, 175,308,

135,309, Knoll and Co., through Apot. Zeit., 1902, 793.

Theocin.

This name is given by Bayer and Co , of Elberfeld, to a

synthetic substance, prepared under a patented prooess,

and identical with theophylline. It is 1-3-dimethyl xanthine,

but whereas the latter is very expensive owing to the

very small proportions in which it occurs naturally in tea, the

synthetically produced theocin is said to be capable of

production at a comparatively low price. The process of manu-

facture is complicated and comprises several distinct stages,

the chief substances used in its synthesis being ammonia,

carbon dioxide, potassium cyanide, acetic and formic acids.

Theocin is claimed to be a valuable diuretic, giving good

results in cases where theobromine and its derivatives are Mse-

[ess.—Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 604.
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PHARMACOP(EIA REVISION NOTES.
BY W. LTON.

Oleum Terebinthinae.

Tlie reotaifc controversy anent the pharmacopoeial ac«tic acid

-te^t for oil of turpentin*, brought the -question of tuq»nt.inf

adulteration somewhat prominently under the notice of phaima^

cists, aiid although since then the probable cause of the varia-

tions in acetic acid test results has been shown by the exhaus-

tive and minute investigations of Messr.s. Squire and Caines

(I'.J. [4], 14, 512), it may be of interest to some to give a brief

description of a recent examination of the two sub-tances which

are commonly supposed to be used for adulterating oil of tur-

pentine—viz
,
petroleum, and resin spirit. In the 1885 Pharma-

copoeia reliance was placed solely upon the boiling jKiint (160° to

180°) for the detection of foreign substances, but the compilers

of the current volume deemed it advisable to introduce an addi-

tional test—one which could be applied in a few minutes and

with much less trouble, than that of taking the boiling point.

'I'liis was a step in the right direction, although it has not given

satisfaction. It is, however, very doubtful if adulterated turpen-

tine ever comes the way of the pharmacist, but none the less,

it is his duty to appljf the necessary tests when he gets in a

stock of it. The petroleum dittillate which is used for the

adulteration of, or as a subsititute for, oil of turpentine, is

known amongst oil and colour merchants by tfhe name of
" English turpentine," an unfortunate designation, because it

might be taken by some to mean turi>entine distilled or rectified

in England. Enquiries elicited the information that the great

bulk of it was used, along with turpentine, in prejiaring paints,

eispeciaJly ship-paints; at the same -time it was not denied that

when a low-priced turpentine was ordered, it was the custom
with some deajlers to add a quantity of the " English turpentine

"

to the genuine produ'it. Two samples of tliis petroleum distil-

late and one sample of resin spirit were obtained, and submitted
to an examination, the results of which are embodied iu the fol-

kwing tables .

—

Petholeom Sample 1.

Characteristic petroleum odour, very slight greenish colour
S.g. 0-860.

Eesin Sp.rit.

Odour somewhat like a mixture of wood naphtlia.aud turpi

tine; dark brown colour. S.g. 0'8617.

Yield
(Approximate)
Per Cent,

Temperature at
which Fraction
was Collected.

S.G.

40 Below 150^

80 isc-ieo^ 0-8541
40 162°

14 0 164° 0-8601
160 166° 0-8606
100 168° 0-8616
160 170° 0-8627
60 174° . 0-8644
60 1770 0-8644
40 182°-183'
1-5 185''-186°

40 187°-] 97°
20 198°-221°

4 0 Above 221°

Agitated with an Equal
Volume of Solution of
Subacetate of Lead.

Became reddish-yellow.
Became red.
Became red.
None of the other frac-

tions gave a reaction.

Petroleum Sample 2.

Odour less coaxse than 1 ; colour similar. S.g.-&-871.

Yield Temperature at
(Approximate) which Fraction S.G.
Per Cent. was Collected.

5-5 162° 0 8612
100 164° 0-8620
11-5 165° 0-8625 None of these gave a
120 167° reaction with solution
8-5 168° 0-8625 of subacetate or lead.
,90
12-0

169°
170° 0-8630

8-5 172°
110 175° 0-8645
4-0 178°
3-5 180°-186°
2-5 187°-210°
15 Above 210"

Yie'd
(Approximate)

Per Cent.

leniperature at wnicli
Fraction was
Collected.

S.G.

60 ]48"-150'
12-5 150°-160'^ 0-831
17-5 160°-170°

2D-0 170^-180'^ 0851
15-0 180°-190°

12 0 190'-2C0
50 200'-210^ 0-873
40 2iO°-220°
3-5 220°-230°
2-5 230°-250° 0-898
1-5 Above 250° (Residue)

During the distillation of tlie resin spirit the tlieimometer rose

.slowly, but very steadily, there be^ng no marked standing

points as in the case of the " English " turpentines. The frac-

tions -were of a pale yellow colour, tlie colouring matter, which

gavel the sample its uaik brown appearance, remaining in tl>e

retort, making the residue quite black.

A considerable quantity of the petroleum distillates can be

added to turpentine without being detected by the nose or the

eye, but the addition of less than 5 per cent, of the resin spirit

in its commercial co-idition can readily be detected by the eye.

When, however, :t has been rectified by distillation a largely

increased amount can be added without altering the appearance

or odour of the turpentine. The fact that the -boiling point of

resin spirit extends "rom below the minimum to above the maxi-

mum of those of "lie petroleum fractions, m.ikes the detection

of resin spirit in these a difficult matter. As far as can be

judged, however, Sam^ple 1 does contain resin spirit, and also

ft proportion (probably about 2 or 5. per cent.) of genuine oil of

tui'pentiiie. The presence of tlie latter may be detected by
means of solution of subacetate of lead. Witii this reagent oil

of turpentine gives a colour reaction vai-ying from a reddish-

yellow to a deep red, according to quantity present. The srus-

pected sample is mixed with an equal volume of the lead

subacetate solution in a test tube, the tube vigorously shaken
for about half a minute, and the liquids Uun allowed to

.separate. The colour is developed in the tuipeiitine portion.

Petroleum Sample 2 seems to be a petroleum uistiLate pure and
simple, the presence of neither turpentine nor resin spirit being

detected. It may, therefore, be assumed that Sample 1 was a
petroleum distillate which had been manipulated, with the
intention of selling it as a substitute for oil of turpentine, whilst

Sample 2 was the petroleum distillate as ob't^iiued from tlho

petroleum refinery.

With these three liquids samples of genuine o;l of turpentine

were adulterated, and the action of numerous reagents tried

upon them, but only in the case of tiie mineral acids were the
results of any value. By means of these it is a comparatively
easy matter to detect the presence of a considerable quajitity

of adulterant, but unless a test reagent will detect 1 or 2 per
cent, of adulterant it cannot be .said to be satisfactory. Thus
nascent nitrous acid gives a rich green at once with petroleum
distillate, whilst, with genuine oil of tmpentine only a slight

greenish tint is developed, yet the latter when adulterated witih

5 per cent, of the former cannot be dLstinguished by this re-

agent. The two acids which gave the mo;t satisfactory results

were pure hydrochloric acid and commercial nitrous acid. The
following table shows the comparative values of these two. Tho
liquid and the reagent in equal volume!? were well shaken in

a test tube, and then allowed to separate. The colour is deve-

loped in the acid.

The action of glacial acetic acid of various strength.^ was next

tried, the experiments being c^irried out by means of sma.'i

vials, thoroughly dried, and securely corked, so as to prevent
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Reagent.
Genuine Oil of

Turpentine.
Petroleum
Distillate.

Rectified
Resin Spirit.

Oil of Turpentine Adulterated with 5PerOent. of

Petroleum Distillate. Resin Spirit.

Hydrochloric acid.

.

Acid became muddy
and of a slight

brownish tint.

Acid remains clear
but becomes pal<
brown. Oil of tur
pentine develop:
a very sliRh
greenish tint.

Deep brown colour
developed in acid.

Acid becomes deep
brown. Oil ol

turpentine pale
brown.

Slightly deeper than
that of petroleum.

Acid becomes deep
brown. Spirit be-
comes black.

Acid became muddy, but brownish
tint distinctly deeper than that of

genuine oil of turpentine.

Acid remains clear, but becomes
dirk brown.

Much the same as petroleum adul-
terated sample.

Acid remains clear, but becomes
darker than that of genuine oil of

turpentine, and has after a time
a layer of dark coloured separated
matter on top.

loss by volatilisation. The liquids were subjected to the influence

(of VM-ious temperatures, as it wass thought that temperature

had something to do witli the conflicting results record-ed at

viirious times by other pharmacists. Tlie subjoined table give.?

the! results obtain ^-d on this ocoAsion :
—

a o

35 o

(I')

(c)

(d)
(e)

Uf)

ia)

(b)

(c)

('')

(e)

(f)
(0)

(!-)

(c)

{(I)

(c)

(f)

,(«)

I (c)

-i (d)

(f)

Composition
of

Liqui'J.

Genuine oil of tur-
pentine.

Petroleum distillate

(1) .

Petroleum distillate

(2) .

Resin spirit.

Genuine oil of tur
pentine, adulter-
ated with 5 per
cent, of petroleum
distillate.

Genuine oil of tur-

pentine adulter
ated with 5 per
cent. of resin
spirit.

As above.

Clear

Genuine oil of tur
pentine, adulter-
ated with 25 per
cent, of petroleum
distillate.

Genuine oil of tur
pentine, adulter-
ated with 50 per
cent, of petroleum
distillate.

Genuine oil of tur
pentine, adulter
ated with 25 per
cent. of resin
spirit.

Genuine oil of tur-

pentine, adulter-
ated with 50 per
cent. of resin
spirit.

15'55. 14 -44.

Clear

Temperature (C).

5-5.

Clear

Separated
Clear

Separated
Separated
Separated

Clear

Separated
Separated
Clear

Clear

Opalescent

Clear

Cleir

Clear

4-4.

Clear

Separated
Opal'sc'nt

Opal'sc'nt
Separated

Clear
Partially
Separated
Separated

Clear

Opal'sc'nt

Clear

Separated

Clew

The.se results can only be taken as showing that so far as tiM

det-ection of resin spirit and petroleum distillate is concerned,

glaeial acetic acid' is worthless. Indeed, it would appear to be
much more suitable for the detection of oil of turpentine in

resin spirit or in petroleum distillate than for detecting the

latter in the former. It will be noticed that as the percentage

of adulterant iiicrea.-es the tendency to separate becomes less.

.so that from the fraudulent dealer's point of view the glacial

acetio acid test would be considered a most exoellent and accom-

modating one.

A vei-y slight rise in the temperature, coupled with a little

agitation, is quite sufficient in mofst cases to cause tlte liquids

to again fom a clear mixture. Separation and remixing may

be carried out many times with the sanie sample. Genuine oil

of turpentine and glacial acetic aeid of 97-63 per cent, strength

were mixed and sseparated' by exposure to cold. The upper

layer was then carefully removed by means of a pipette.

Another quantity of oil and acid (same strength) were separated

and remixed about eight or nine time.s, and the upper layer

removed as in the former oa«e. The amount of acia in each

layer was then estimated by means of volumetric solution of

sodium hydroxide. The results were :
—

Upper Under Total.
Layer. Layer.

4216 e0 93 105-09

40-57 62-27 102-84

The lower separated layer is usually about an eiglith more

than the volume of acid used.

DENTAL NOTES AND FORMULA.
BT " L. D. 8."

Administration of SoJium Salicylate.—Sodium salicylate is

one of the most eflaca/cious remedies for all painful afiectioas

arising from dental causes, and small and frequent doses will

be found far more beneficial than if given in large doses at

longer intervals.

Trimming of Lower Plates.—Much of the trouble in ill-

fitting lower plates is cue to over-extension. The plate does

not require the extension to hold it in place, and, on fJie other

hand, it furnishes a lever by which the plate will be lifted by

the surromiding muscles from movements of the mouth.

Restoring Corners of Teetli.—The following method of

restoring the comers of anterior teeth in ^wrcelain is

given in Dental Briefs, and m<ty prove of value to those

who undertake this somewhat difficult task. The section

of a porcelain tooth is taken that closely approximates

the shape and shade of the natural tooth. The cavity is

prepared in the usual manner, care being taken to have well-

defined edges. The matrix tlien secured, sufficient porcelain

body is used to fill the cavity flush with tlie margins. The

chip prepared from the above porsalain tooth i-s cut out fi'omthe

palatial or lingual side as required and placed in position on

the matrix ;
jwreelain body is then packed in the space thus

made and the chip fused to the original filling. By tliis means

a relay is secured perfect in contour, shade, and joint. Wet
spuuk is recommended for lHinii.»liing the platina in cavities.
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SOME SEEDS OF MEDICINAL AND TOXICOLOGICAL

INTEREST.

BY E. M. HOLMES, P.L.S.

Curator of the Ph'irmareiitu-al Societi/'" Mtiseums.

Amongst the various inquiries addressed to the Society's

Museum there have been occasional requests from medical

men for the identification of seeds evacuated by patients, much
to the alarm of the nurse and the mystification of the doctor.

The commonest of these is the so-called seed (properly endo-

carp) of the drupelets of the blackberry. On one occasion

some other seeds were sent, which were stated to be a valuable

remedy for piles, three or four being swallowed like pills.

These proved to be the seeds of the berries of Daphne mezereum.

On another occasion some pretty pink-looking seeds with rumi-

nated albumen, which had poisoned fowls, were forwarded, and

were identified as the pyrenes of the berries of the common
ivy. All these had not only puzzled some local botanists, to

whom they had been shown, but also a few of our best

systematic botanists, many persons being more familiar with

the appearance of berries than with the seeds they contain.

The same ignorance prevails with regard to those of the

common poisonous berries that children, with their instinctive

habit of tasting any berries that present a tempting appear-

ance, and with the inherited tendency to experiment with

things new to them, are apt to eat, occasionally with poisonous

symptoms supervening. When the seeds are voided or

vomited, and authentic specimens are wanted for comparison,

they are not easily to be found in herbaria. It may prove useful,

therefore, at all events to pharmacists and medical men residing

in country districts, if a simple means
^
of recognising the seeds

or endocarps of common and poisonous berry-bearing plants

are given, with illustrations

.

Many so-called seeds are in reality endocarps, i.e., the

hardened inner lining of the carpel ; where this is the case, the

term endocarp will , be given in parentheses, and where the

endocarp occurs in carpels united by their outer surface or

epicarp and flesh or mesocarp, the term pyrene will be used.

The commonest of the poisonous plants that come within the

reach of young children are those of black and white bryony, dul-

camara, garden nightshade, privet, arum, ivy and mezereon. The
berries of the yew, though often eaten by children, rarely prove

poisonous, as the pulp is not injurious, and the poisonous seed

is rarely swallowed. In like manner the white snowberries

(Chiococca racemosa) are usually beyond the reach of children,

and being found only in gardens, do not present the same

temptation. The characters of the seeds of the above-mentioned

fruits may now be given.

Black Bryony, Tanms communis, L. (Dioscoreaceee) .

—

The fruits are bright red, glossy, oval, about the size of a horse

bean, and are attached to twining stems without any tendrils.

The seeds are nearly globular, about 8 IMm. long by 6 Mm.

Fig. 1.

—

Tamus communis.—a, nat. size; b, magnified four diameters
c, longitudinal section, showing embryo at base; d, transverse

section.

broad, yellowish with a small scar at the base and apex, the basal

one being the larger, and from it faint furrows radiate nearly to

the apex. On one side a line (raphe) reaches from the basal

scar almost to the upper one. When cut across the seed

appears to be solid, the minute oval-oblong monocotyledonous

embryo not being visible, unless the seed is cut close to the

smaller scar (see Fig. 1).

White Bryony, Bryonia dioica, Jacq. (Cucurbitacese).

—

The berries are red, but globular, not oval, and rather smaller

than those of the black bryony. The seed is ovate, compressed
and mottled all over with blackish brown, and there is a

distinct marginal line on either side from base to apex. When
cut transversely the substance of the seed appears to be

homogeneous, but if the seed be pressed slightly in a lateral

direction, it is seen to separate into two halves (cotyledons)

which are much softer than the horny albumen of the seeds of

Tamils comimmis (see Fig. 2).

o b c

Fig. 2.

—

Bruonia dioica.—a, nat. size ; 6, magnified four diameters; c, trans,

verse section

.

Dulcamara or Woody Nightshade, Solanum dulcamara
(Solanaceae) .—-The berries of this plant are red and oval like

those of black bryony, but are not quite so large and contain

much smaller seeds. They are borne on a straggling stem, that

does not twine, and the auriculate leaves generally remain on
the plant as long as the berries, or longer, so that there should

be no difficulty in recognising the plant. The seeds are

yellowish white, small, somewhat lens-shaped, or slightly

reniform, 4 to 5 Mm. broad, but only 1 Mm. in thickness,

appearing smooth under an ordinary lens, but minutely reticu-

lated under a powerful one. The transverse section shows two
round dots, indicating where the curved cylindrical embryo has
been cut across at either end (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

—

Solanum dulcamara.-

transverse section.

-ft, nat. size; 6, magnified lour diameters;

Garden Nightshade, Solanum nigrum, L. (Solanaceae).—
The small black globose berries of this plant are about the size

of a large pea and contain seeds almost identical in size and
appearance with those of dulcamara.

Belladonna, Atropa belladonna, L. (Solanaceae). — The
fruits are black, shining, nearly globular, but depressed above,

and about the size of a small black cherry. The plant occurs

not infrequently in woods and hedges on chalky or calcareous

districts in the South of England, and the berries present a very

Via. Atropa belladunnn.—«, nat. size; b, magnified eight diameters ; e,

transverse section.

tempting appearance. The seeds are small, blackish, about

3J',Mm. long and 3 Mm. broad, and nearly 2 Mm. thick at the

wider end, slightly oblong in outline, and under a fairly

powerful lens the surface appears honeycombed, although this

appearance is not evident under an ordinary lens. In trans-

verse section they present the two dots representing the coiled

embryo cut through, just as inlSolanum, dulcamara (see Fig. 4).

B
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Privet, Ligustrum vulgaris (Oleaoeoe). — The small

black berries of this shrub are commonly met with in chalky I

or limestone districts, but although less attractive to children

than the bright red berries previously mentioned, are some-

times eaten. The berries are about the size of a small sweet-

pea seed, and form small terminal clusters at the end of the

branches. The seeds (pyrenes) are oblong-elliptical, in outline,

plano-convex, black, smooth, about 8 Mm. long, 5 Mm. wide,

and 3 Mm. thick. On transverse section the seed is seen to con-

sist chiefly of albumen, the embryo forming a linear-elliptic

vfhite spot in the centre (see Fig. 5)

.

Fig. 5.

—

IA,(ju,strum vulgare.—a, nat. size; b, magnified four diameters; c,

transverse section.

Aeum, Arum ntaculatum, L. (Araceae).—The red berries

are borne on a fleshy stem a few inchps above the ground. They
are like the rest of the plant, very acrid. The seeds are oval,

about 8 Mm. long, by 4 Mm. in diameter, brownish, and tuber-

culate on the outer surface, resembling in this respect those of

the elderberry, which, however, are smaller, and have a harder

shell (endocarp), and show, when cut across, a flat dicotyle-

donous embryo in albumen, that of Arum viaculatUm being

monocotyledonous and cylindrical (see Pig. 6).

Fig. &.—Arum maculatum.—a, nat. size; h, magnified four diameters; >•,

transverse section.

Ivy, Hedera helix, L. (Araliaceae).—The blackish purple

globular berries are about the size of a pea. The seeds (pyrenes)

that had passed through the intestines of fowls poisoned by them
possessed a fine pink tinge, probably due to the purple colour-

ing matter of the fruits having changed to pink by the action

of some acids. They are oval, flattened on one side, with
a central furrow, and convex on the other, 12 Mm.
long, by 9 Mm. broad, and 6 Mm. deep. The surface is faintly

tuberculated and marked with faint reticulated lines due to the

infolding of the inner seed-coat. The ruminated character of

the seed caused by this infolding is readily seen in the trans-

verse section, and distinguishes it from that of the elder seed

(see Fig. 7).

FiG.l.—Bederahelix.—a, nat. size; />, magnified four diameters
;

c, trans-

verse section.

Mezebeon, Daphne mezereum, L. (Thymelacese). — The
berries of this small shrub are globular, about the size of a

large pea, bright red (or in the white flowered variety, bright

yellow), and contain a single egg-shaped seed of a dark brown
colour, covered with a thin greyish skin, and marked on one
side with a yellowish line (raphe). The tranverse section shows
two cotyledons without albumen. The seeds are about 14 Mm.

long and 9 Mm. broad. See Fig. 8. The taste is acrid and
burning.abed
Fia. i.—Daiihne mezereum.—a, nat. size; b, magnified four diameters

; c,

transverse section.

Of the seeds of non-poisonous plants that are occasionally

met with in human faeces and have proved puzzling to medical

men, the principal ones are those of the blackberry and rasp-

berry. Those of the gooseberry and strawberry are added here,

each of them being of a different type, and their appearance is

not sufficiently well known, or perhaps insufficiently observed,

for them to be recognised at sight.

Blackberby, Rnhus fruticosus, L. (Rosacese).—The small

seeds (endocarps) are about 4| Mm. long, 3J Mm. broad, and about
2 Mm. in thickness, somewhat reniform in shape, compressed,

and externally marked with irregular dark reticulations, so that

under even an ordinary lens the markings can be distinguished.

A double ridge runs round the seed, but is more distinct on the

concave edge. A transverse section examined under a

powerful lens shows the seed to be composed of two cotyledons

without albumen. The seeds (endocarps) of the blackberry

when obtained from fseces usually have a purplish tinge.

Those of the raspberry are exactly similar in character, but are

yellowish. The endocarps of the blackberry are about 5 Mm.
long, 4 Mm. broad, and a little over 2 Mm. thick (see Fig. 9).

Fig. d.—Rubim fraticosm.—a, nat. size; b, magnified four diameters; c,

transverse section.

Strawberry, Fragaria elatior (Rosaccse).—The seeds (carpels)

are very small, being only 3 Mm. long and 2 Mm. broad and

IJ Mm. deep. They are reniform in outline, with a slightly

tapering but obtuse apex. The transverse section shows indis-

tinctly two cotyledons. The outer surface is smooth (see

Fig. 10).

Pig. 10.

—

Fragaria elatior.—a, nat. size
; 6, magnified eight diameters

;
c,

transverse section.

Gooseberry, Ribes grossularia, L. (Saxifragaceae).—The
seeds in this species are smooth, dull, faintly angular, resembling

Fig. II,— flibts groi^sidaria.—d, nat. size; 6, magnified four diameters; c,

transverse section,

linseed in shape, and averaging 8 Mm. or 9 Mm. long, 4 Mm.
broad, and 2 Mm. deep. The transverse section shows only fleshy
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albumen, the minute embryo being at the base of the seed

(see Fig. 11).

Eldeb, Samhiicus nigra, L. (Caprifoliaceae).—The seeds

(endooarps) are linear oblong and rounded at the ends, about
8 Mm. long, 4 Mm. broad, and 2 Mm. deep, of a brownish colour

externally, and are marked with numerous tubercles. The
a b c

Fig. 12.

—

Sainbucus nigra.—n, nat. size; b, magnified four diameters; c,

transverse section.

transverse section shows the linear outline of the cut embryo
surrounded by the fleshy albumen. Although the berries in

size and colour resemble those of privet, they are globular, and
there is no difficulty in distinguishing the seeds (see Pig. 12).

THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

Research Work for Young Pharmacists.

Capsules of Ferrous Carbonate.

The extent to which these are now sold, coupled with the fact

that there is no binding standard' of strength, makes an exhaus-
tive examination of commercial samples a matter of considerable
importance, and inasmuch as this inquiry can be made to serve

a double purpose, it has been considered an appropriate subject

for the research worker. The other portion of the investigation

is the determination of the most suitable temperatm-e for the

iron solution whilst it is being volumetrically estimated. On
this point there is a daJierence of opinion, some holding that the

initial temperature sEould be maintauied throughout the esti-

mation, whilst others consduer that this is quite unnecessary.

The worker should, therefore, direct his attention to finding

answers to three queries :—
(1) Is it necessarj- to heat the iron solution?

(2) If so, to what temperature?

(3) Should this temperature be maintained throughout the

estimation process?

The initial work is to prepare a litre of standard volumetric

solution of potassium bichromate, directions for which will be

found in the Pharmacopoeia. For standardising it polished iron

wire or pure ferrous ammonium sulphate (FeS0.,(NH^)2S0 |6H20)

may be u-sed) ; the latter, by the way, is not classed, as it ought

to be, amongst the test substances, in the appendix. If iron

wire be selected, at must be carefully freed from any traces of

rust, and then O'l Gm. weighed. This is placed in a test-tube

and an excess (about 10 C.c.) of sulphuric acid and water

(1 to 3) addled. The month of the tube is then loosely plugged

with cotton wool to allow escape of the hydrogen which is

liberated audi yet prevent the oxidising effect of the atmosphere.

The tube should be placed in tepid water to aid solution.

Whilst the iron is dissolving, the necessary quantity (4-871 Mm.)
of pure potassium bichromate is dissolved in sufficient distilled

water to produce one litre and a burette filled with the solution.

On a porcelain slab drops of freshly-prepared solution of potas-

aium ferricyanide are placed at intervals (a medicine dropper

is again convenient for this purpose), this being the indicator

for showing when all the iron salt has been raised from the

ferrous to the feri-ic condition. When all the iron wire has

been dissolved by the sulphuric acid, the solution is trans-

fewed to a porcelain dish, the test-tube being rinsed out two
or three times with small quantities of distilled water, and the

rinsings added to the solution in the dish. A further portion

of the diluted sulphui-ic acid is now added (about 10 Cc),
because when fen-ous sulphate becomes converted into ferric

sulphate the proportion of base to radical is altered, as may
be seen from the following figures :

—
FeSOi FeaSSO^

55 60 : 95-34 111-20 : 286 02

Therefore, there ought to be an excess of acid in the solution.

The volumetric solution is now carefully added in small por-

tions to the ferrous sulphate solution and thoi-oughly mixed
with it by stirring with a glass rod until a drop of it trans-

ferred with the glass rod to a spot of the ferricyanide solution on
the slab no longer causes the formation of a blue ideposit of

ferrous feiTicyanide in the latter. Wlien this stage is reached,

showing that all the iron sulphate has been raised from the

ferrous to the ferric condition, the volume of bichromate solu-

tion used is read off on the burette and the strength of the

solution calculated from the following equations:—
3Fe.2 + 6H2SO4 = 6FeS04 + 3H.2

60
I
353-60 584-04 905-64

5-56

6FeS04 + K2Cr207 + 7H2SO4 = 3Pe23S04 -t- K2SO4 -t- Cr.33S04 -I- 7H.,0
905-64 60

I

292-30

4 871 in 1,000 C.c. of volumetric solution.

It will thus be seen that since 5-56 Gm. of iron require 4-871

Gm. of potassium bichromate to raise the iron from the ferrous

to the ferric condition, O'l Gm. will requii-e 17-99 C.c. (IBU.c.)

of the bichromate solution, if it is of the proper strength, to

likewise raise the u-on to the ferric condition. Should less or

more than this volume of the solution be required, it need not

be adjusted to the proper strength. By calculation, the number
of C.c. which contain 4-871 Gm. of pota.ssium bichromate may
be found, and this number used in the subsequent calculations

in plaoe of 1,000, which would be used if it were of the proper

strength. By way of example for the beginner, let it be sup-

posed that instead of 17-99 C.c. it is found necessary to- add
19-5 C.c. before a blue precipitate ceases to be formed, then it

follows that since 5-56 Gm. of iron require 4 871 Gm. of potas-

sium bichromate, 0-1 Gm. will require 0-0876 Gm. Therefore,

as 0 0876 Gm. of potassium bichromate are contained in 19-5 C.c.

of the .solution, 4 871' Gm. (the standard quantity) will be

contained in 1084-2 C.c. The number 1084 2 would therefore

have to be used in the subsequent calculations in place of 1000.

When standardising the bichromate solution, the worker

should maintain the ferrous sulphate solution at (or as n-ear as is

possible) a certain temperature. He should first titrate it at

15-5° C. (60° F.), then at 23 8° C. (75° F.), and finally at

32-2° C. (90° F.). In order to do this he will have to place

the porcelain dish on a tripod stand and heat it by means of

a Bunsen burner or a spirit lamp, increasing or diminishing

the heat as may be necessary. Whilst thus titrating it, lie can

use a chemical thermometer for stirring the solution, andi thus

be able to conveniently check the temperature. It will also

be necessary for him to raise the ferrous sulphate solution to

an initial temi>erature (say 15- 5° C.) and without applying any

further heat carry out the titration process. Since correctness

is of the utmost importance, the worker should do three titra-

tions at each temperature and take the mean of the two readings

which most closely approach one another. He should also

carry out the titration process as expeditiously as is possible,

because of the sensitiveness of ferrous solutions to atmospheric

influences. Having finished this part of the investigation, the

worker should carefully tabulate tllie results obtained, so as to

facilitate reference during the subsequent part, which consists

of the examination of the commercial samples of ferrous car-

bonate capsules which he has collected. Preliminary to an ex-

planation of the method to be followed in examining these, it

is necessai-y to impress upon the worker, that in the event of

the fen-ous sulpliate solution requiring different quantities of

C
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the biohjromate solution at the different temperatiires indicated,

he must estimate the ferrous value of the ca.psule owitents at

the same temperatures and use the equivalent numbers in his

o*lculations. To make this quite xmderstandable to him, let it

be supposed that at 15-5° C. he required, for the O'l Gm. of

iron used, 118 C.c, at 23-8° C. 17-75 C.c, and at 32-2° U.

17'5 C.c. Tliese numbers, worked out as shown above, give

fts the equivalents of 4' 871 Gm. of potassium bichromate the

nimibers lOOO'B, 986'9, and 973 respectively. From suoh results

he would infer that the 15 5° C. temperature was the most suit-

ftble, and that the lesser volumes required at the higlier tem-

peratures were to be accounted for on the gi-ouiid that th« extra

heat had caused partial oxidation of the feiTous salt. He
might, therefore, decide to estimate the capsules at 15'5° C,
and if so he must use the number lOOO'S in his calculations.

He would, however, obtain additional evidence anenb the in-

fluence of temperature if he es-timated the capsule contents at

the four temperatures indicated, and for this reason is advised

to do so, piwided the variations are as marked as those given

tentatively. On this point the worker must exercise his own
judgment, keeping in mind that if he decides to carry out the

more complete investigation, he must use the respective equiva-

lent for each temperature.

The examination of the capsule contents is of a two-

fold nature — viz., (1) the dtetermination of tlie par-

ticular salt of iron contained in the capsule, and (2) its

ferrous value. The worker must not assume that because

ferrous carbonate alone ouglit to be used for filling what are

commercially known as Blaud's j)ill capsules, this salt of iron

will invariably be found in them. In the majority of samples

he will in all probability find ferrous carbonate ;
but, neverthe-

less, he must carefully apply to each sample suitable tests

(these will be found in the pharmacopceial appendix) for deter-

mining the presence of phosphate, sulphate, chloride, etc. In

this part of the examination the worker should first place the

contents of a capsule on a porcelain slab and add a few drops

of diluted sulphuric acid, B.P. If the contents effervesce, the

worker may assume that the iron is present as carbonate, or

that the contents are a mixtirre of sulphate of iron and car-

bonate of sodium (or potassium). To detei-mine the presence

of the latter salts, the contents of one or two capsules should

be heated with a small quantity of distilled water in oi-der to

cause double decomposition. Thus :
—

FeSO, + Na.GOa = FeCOj + Na^SO,.

The water will contain the sulphate of soda (or potassium) in

solution. The solution is removed by decantation or filtration

and evaporated to dryness, the customary flame test then being

applied to prove whether the residue is a sodium or a potassiumi

salt or both. If the capsule contents do not efferyiesce with

diluted sulphuric salts, another method will liave to be fol-

lowed. The contents of, say, six capsules must be well Shaken

iar a te.st-tube with slightly wanned distilled water, and then

filtered. The filtrate will contain ferrous sulphate or chloride

if these salts had been used instead of carbonate, and their

presence may be proved by applying the pharmaoopoeial tests.

If it should happen that the worker does not obtain ewdeJice

of the presence of a carbonate, sulphate, or chloride, he must

test for phosphate. The best way of doing so will be to heat

the contents of a few capsules with solution of carbonate of

soda, so as to get the phosplhate as a soluble salt. The cus-

tomai-j- tests could then be applied to the solution. Another

method is to dissolve the plhosplhate of iron in the smallest

jMssible quantity of hydrochloric acid, add .some citric acid, and
then an excess of ammonium hydroxide. Remove the solution,

and when cold apply the magnesiiim-ammonio-sulphate test.

Should neither of the afore-mentioned salts be detected, the

worker may assume that ferric oxide has been u.sed, because it

is improbable that any of the other salts of iron would be

utilised for this piupose.

Having determined the particular salt of iron present,

the worker must now estimate the ferrous value by
titration with potassium bichromate solution as already

explained. In preparing a solution of the contents for

titration, the worker may with advantage first determine

whether or not the presence of the gelatin capside affects the

titration result of the contents'. It is not customary to removd

the gelatin previous to titration, but the worker is advised' to

direct his attention to this point, and should proceed as fol-

lows :—^Take two capsules, and dissolve the contents in diluted

sulphuric acid. Divide the solution into two equal portions,

to one of which add an empty capsule, thoroughly freed from

its contents by washing with cold distilled water. Titrate

these two solutions at 15'5° C., and note the volumes of solu-

tion used. This experiment should be repeated twice. If no

difference is shown, the worker may in his subsequent titra-

tions leave the gelatin capsules in the solution, because wash-

ing it thoroughly free from its contents takes a little time,

especially if it is done in a cold mediimi. There now remains

but the titration of the cap.sule contents. In the case of those

equivalent to two and three Blaud's pills one capsule will be

sufficient for each titration, but of the one pill size two cap-

sules should be used. The capsules are cut open, placed in

the porcelain dish with some of the diluted sulphuric acid (1 to 3),

and stirred with a glass rod imtil the iron contents have passed

into solution, titration then being proceeded with. In the

improbable event of saccharine matter being present, an equiva-

lent quantity of diluted hydrochloric acid should be used in

place of sulphuric acid, to prevent darkening of the solution

and thus obscuring the reaction with the potassium ferricyanide

solution. Three titrations of each sample should be made, and

the three individual readings, as well as the mean, given in

the report. Some workers may consider that this investigation

has been made unnecessarily complex, but they must not foi'get

that the object of tliese articles is not merely to get an answer

to certain queries, but to indtice young pharmacists tO' take a

scientific interest in their daily work, and to carry out an

investigation, no matter how trivial it may be, with fore-

thought, accuracy, and care.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' ENCYCLOP.aEDiA Britannica.' Tenth Edition. Volume Vll.

Pp. XX + 909. Edinlrorgh and London : A. and C. Black.

The subject of the prefatory essay in the seventh of the new
volumes of the ' lEncyclopaedia Britannica ' is " The Influence of

Commerce on Internaitional iConflic4." For this Mr. Frederick

Greenwood is responsible. He deals at some length with the

British commercial ascendancy in 1840 and the subsequent

cour.se of internationai relations. Mr. Greenwood answers the

question wihetlher (the tendencies of civilisation run toward the

extinction of militarism by industrialism by pointing to the

recent policy of Japan and America. " And so, with a rig'ht-

about-face, the Ameriain people turn from their entirely .suc-

cesisful experiment in industrial monastieism, hasten to build

fleets of warships, and iauncJh forth upon the ancient ways of

national emulation." But deltadhed quotations cannot do justice

to Ml'. Greenwood's tQioughtful and important essay, which will

well repay the reading.

The articles of scientific interest are not so numerous in tlliis

as in some of the earlier volumes. Dr. 'Ralph Stockman contri-

butes a monograpth on ' Pharmacology,' treating briefly of the

history of discoveries respecting the actions of drugs on the

tissues. Dr. Stockman classifies the more important drugs into
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twenty-eigfhtt groups, these including ferments, antitoxins,

•nitrites, alkaloids, acids, (heavy metals, etc., etc. Under eadh

Sheading is given a list of tihe principal substances included

in the gi-oup, with their aOtions on the secretions, the heart,

the nerve-centres, the genera;l metabolism of the body, and so

on. The autlhor stalbes that he would hav€ preferred a syst«m

of classification based on the chemical actions of the subsftances

on living protoplasm, bub that our knowledge is as yet too

scanty for such a classification. Professor J. Reynolds Green

writes of tIhe " Pttiysiology of iPlants," with the same clearness

of expression and masteiy of (the subject- that mark all his

contributions to botanical liter.lture. Other articles that we

note are :—" Laws of Motion," W. H. Macaulay ;
" Obstetrics,"

A. R. Simpson ;
" Pasteur," Sir H. Roscoe ;

' Pathology," by

a number of writers ;
" Photography," Sir W. de W. Albney

and others ; " Physiology," by several miedical men ;
" Pig-

jnents," A. H. Ohurch. 'Ilhe article on j^hotography contains,

in addition to notes on the theory of colour-iiJhotography and

on new formulae for developers, i. profusely illustrated descrip-

tion of i>hotographic aipparatois and all the more useful adjuncts

to a camera.

' The Photo-Miniature.—Photographic Chemicals.' October,

1902. Xew York : Tennant and Ward. Londlon : Dawbam
and Ward, Limited.

The October niunbex of this monthly photographic magazine

is devoted to a consideration at some length of the principal

ihemicals u^sed in photography. Under the name of each is

given the chemical formula, the solubility, and the use to which

the substance is put in practical photography.

The Chemists' and Druggists' Di.ary,' 1905. Pp. 652.

London : Offices of the Chemist and Druggist.

A special feature of the literary matter contained in this

useful diary is a lengthy article on trade-law, including the

present po-sirtion of the " Ammoniated Quinine " case, and a

summary of all the more important laws affecting chemists in

business. The lists of official and unofficial medicines, and of

certain proprietary articles, which contain scheduled poisons,

should be of value for reference, as indeed should many of the

familiar features of the compilation.

' Elementary Photo-Micrographt.' W-4.ltee Bag8H.\w. Pp.

68. Price Is. net. London : Iliffe and Sons, Limited. 1902.

Photo-Micrography is a subject, on which much has been

written during recent years ; the object of this work is to

interest and instruct the beginner who wislies simply to learn

how to take photographs through a microscope, without the

expensive' appliances necessary to a proper appreciation of the

large text-books on photo-micrography. Mr. Bagshaw's book

appears thoroughly well adapted to this excellent pui-pose.

' Pr.vctical Photo-Micrographt.' Andrew Pringle, P.R.M.S.

Third edition. Pp. 179. Price 3s. 6d. net. London : Iliffe

and Sons, Limited. 1902.

The only objection that we take to this work is that the book

is almost entirely devoted to desci'iptions of the various micro-

scopes and accessories, thus becoming little better than a glori-

fied trade catalogue. Anyone with a thirst for knowledge of

the apparatus made by different firms, and the prices charged,

should be more than satisfied by a perusal of the book under

notice.

'The Caee op the Skln and Hair.' J. Startin, M.R.O.S.

Pp. 80. Price 2s. 6d. Bristol : J. Wright and Co. 1902,

Mr. Startin deals in this treatise with such matters as diet,

cosmetics, clothing and baths, and their effect upon the skin.

The concluding chapter treats of the care of the hair, with

especial reference to the causes and treatment of baldness. The

book is very attractively written and the printing excellent ;

th€i Greek for bran is, however, not Trirupov but Tirnpov. Mr.

Startin states that a good soap cannot be cheap, and cautions

h:s readers again.st any which axe "thrust upon the market as

being very cheap."

'Organic Chemistry.' By W. H. Perkin, jun., Ph.D.,

F.R.S., and F. Kipping, Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. New
and Revised Edition, 1902. Pp. 635. Price 7s. 6d. Lon-

don and Edinburgh : W. and R. Chambers.

In the revised edition of this well-known and standard work,

several alterat'onis and additions have been made, in light of

new facts which have come into prominence in the course of the

rapid jirogress of organic chemistiy during recent years. Several

chaptei's indeed have been almost entirely rewritten, while

portions of the old text dealing with matters of dimin.-jshing im-

poi-tance have been condensed, the size of the book thus not

having materially increased.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all
communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

Standards for Medicines.

In the note from liis pen which appeared in your last issue

Dr. Jowett opposes our proposal to fix a standard of total alka-

loids for preparations of jaborandi, and also contends that the

latter aie so untrustworthy as to deserve summary expulsion

from the Pharmacojxfiia, and, for that matter, from the domain
of medicine. His case rasts mamly upon two assumptions :

—
(1) That the substance separated and weighed as total alka-

loids may contain no pilocai'pine, and wul always includie

foreign matter, and,

(2) That the galenical prepaiiations of jaborandi have been con-
clusively shown by himtself and Dr. Marshall to be unreliable.

We do not admit either of Dr. Jowett's conclusion.s—at any
rate, they are not justified hy the facts recorded in the paper

to which lie alludes in his letter. In order to clear up the

position, we wish to place on record the following facts :
—

Eleven samples of jaborandi leaves wei'e examined by us

in 1891, and of these more than half wei-e formd to yield 0'5

per cent, alkaloid, two of the number giving about 0 6 per

cent. {P.J. [3], 22, 1). Commenting on these results, Squire

saysi ('Companion to tlie B.P.,' 16th Ed., p. 383) :
" This agrees

with the manufacturing yield of pilocarpine nitrate, viz., 0"5

to 0-6 per cent, of the leaf employed."

The alkaloidal residue got by us in the above-mentioned

research invariably presented the atppearance of an almost

colourless, viscid, .sticky mass, forming a clear solution in

water. The titration figures, based on the molecular weight of

pilocarpine, were in close accord with the gravimetric results,

.•sliowing that the alkaloid was practically pm-e. Subsequently

to the publication of our research the quality of the commercial

drug greatij' deteriorated, and in 1895 we communicated to

the editor of the Phaa-macopceia the fact that the official leaves

were with difficulty obtainable.

S'everal substitutes for the genuine drug appeared in the

market, and attention was drawn to t^ese by Greenish, Holmes,

LTmney, Wardleworth, and others. The .alkaloids yielded by

I
these spurious leaves presented a totally different appearance
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to those from the official article, being more like a diy varnish,

and requiring- no elaborate chemical examination to show thait

the characteristic alkaloid was practically absent. In 1896

the total alkaloids obtained from several species of jaborandi

were submitted to examination by Paul and Cownley. Two ol

those gave a bare trace of crystalline nitrate, aaiotber about 50
per cent., while thait from the official drug yielded over 93 per
cent. (P.J. [4], 3, 1).

Turning now to the research carried out by Drs. Jowett and
Marshall, we find it singularly inconclusive. In the first place,

incredible though it seems, we fail to find in either of their

notes on the subject the barest outline of tlie method adopted
for the isolation of :the alkaloids. In their contribution to the
British Medical .Tovrnal (October 13, 1900) the assay process
is said to be given in the ' Year-Book of Pharmacy ' (1899,

p. 438), but all we find there is an indLstinct reference to
" several methods, any of which may be used "

! Quite so ; to
which we might add that it the author.s wanted a highly impure
product containing resin, amorphous alkaloid, and a few other
crudities, we would undert-ike to sielect the particular process
Vliich would best suit their purpo.sie. This is surely * fresh de-
parture in modiem research work—to condemn the product, but
withhold the process by which that product was obtained. The
same happy-go-lucky method seems to have been adopted with
regard to the samples of liquid extract submitted to examination.
One of the most elemientary lessons in resea,rch work is to

verify the material operated upon, yeb in the note entitled
" Extractum Jaborandi Liquidum B.P." there is absolutely
nothing to show that any one of the four samples used for the
physiological experiments described was the official article.

Judging from the fact that two of them apparently contained
little or no pilocarpine, and the other two quite trifling pro-

portions, it is tolerably certain that they were commercial
products of a spurious jaborandi, and not of the official variety.

For the chemical portion of the work a good sample of genuine
leaves, yielding 0 35 per cent, pilocarpine nitrate, was used,

while for the physiological expei-iments " commercial samples
of liquid extract " were considered sufficiently satisfactory.

And although the assay of these liquid extracts had shown th-it

they contained little or no pilocarpine, the authors were
apparently surprised to find that they failed to produce the

effect characteristic of the drug.

In order to make our own position i)erfectly clear, we beo-

to add the following observations to our criticism of the work
of Drs. Jowett and Marshall :—In common with the great
majority of pharmaci.'ts, we are heartily in favour of the

employment in mjedicine of definite chemical principles. They
represent the final stage in the evolution of drug products, and
seeing that their characters can be more easily checked and
their phj-siological effect more accurately gauged than those

of complex bodies, their employment makes for accuracy and
simplicity in medication. Further, it may be true, as many
confidently assure us it is, that galenical pharmacy is doomed.
If so, may we ask that it be allowed to die decently, and not
hurried into perdition in any brutal fashion.

Lastly, ISO long as the demand for galenicals exist.s. so long
will staidardisation be required. For the great majority of

preparations of alkaloidal drags the best, btcaiu-e the m()^t

natural, standard is one of total alkaloids. A standard of this

description may fitly claim to be recognised as a fixed and
definite- standpoint in pharmacy, for it represent-^—^not per-

fectly, It is true, but certainly more accurately than standardi.sa-

tion by any single principle can do—the drug value of a galenical

preparation. And more tJian fliis is not required.

E. H. Fabu,

Deoembei- 25, 1902 R. Wright.

Examination Papers in Dispensing.

Has not Mr. Nunn slightly erred in his comment on the
Examination Dispensing Paper (1) re ung. gallae c. opio, 51. ?

He refers to 1 oz. of gall and opium ointment being required,

in which there should be 438 grains to the ounce, but yet the

pre.scripti()n pre\-iously gives the apothecaries' sign, Ji. = 480-

grains, not 437'5 grains.

Chingford, December 20, 1902. A. W. Salmon.

A copy of this letter was submitted to Mr. Nunn, whose reply

follows.— [Ed. P.J.]

Referring to the query which has been raised as to whethei

Ji. of ointment should mean 480 grains or 437'5 grains, I think

that the subject has already been thrashed out ; but the

general conclusion, I take it, is that the dispenser must use his

discretion, remembering the quotation in the B.P. preface,

which runs a,s follows :
—

" It must be admitted tliat the absence in the present system
of any denomination of weight between the grain and the
avoirdupois ounce of 437'5 grains, and the fact that the ounce
is not a multiple of the grain, are grave defects ; but it has
not been thought desirable to make any change in this respect

at pre.sent, especially as no prac-ticaT inconvenience appears to
be experienced in preparing by means of these weights the

medicines ordered in the Pharmacopoeia."

Much more, then, will these remarks apply to the query in

question, providing the ijroportions for the ointment are correct.

Whether 480 or 437-5 grains of ointment are made will make
absolutely no difference to the prescriber, patient, examinee

or examiner, except, pei'haps, that 480 grains will be rather

more than lenough to fill a 1 oz. covered pot, whereas 4375

grains will just fill it comfortably. This fact ought to make
the matter quite conclxisive. I am glad to find, however, that

there ai*e some sharp enough to detect any apparent dis-

crepancy. I welcome such queries, and shall thank you for

sending along any that may arise from time to time.

London. S.E.." December 23. 1902. A. W. Nunx.

A Dispensing Query.

Can any reader tell me the best way to make the followiu'

pills?—

ft Tr. Benz. Co mil.

Salol gr. iiss.

Ung. Resin gr, ss.

Ft. pil.

I massed with a little kaolin and a drop or two ot castor oil ^

which made a very presentable pill, bat if there is any better

way of making them I should be glad to know.

December 28, 1902. " A. D. W." (83/20).

Glasgow Chemists and the P.A.T.A.

Herewith I inclose a copy of a circular letter which has just

been sent by the Committee of the Glasgow and West of Scot-

land Chemists' Trade .Association to the manufactui-ers who
were invited by them to attend' the recent Convention wliich

was held in London under the auspices of the P.A.T.A.

Gla.sgow, December 29, 1902. T. Dttnlop.

[Enclosii'e.]

OrLA-SGOW .WJD WeST OF SCOTLAND ChEMISTS' TRADE
Association.

Albert Cross, PoUokshields, Glasgow,
December 190'2.

The Committee of the above Association are of the opinion that

many of the manufacturers of proprietary articles are favour-

able to the resolutions agreed upon at the P.A.T.A. Conven-

tion, held in Inns of Court. Hotel, London, on November 26,

1902. As the Committee desire to have your co-operation and

assistance in securing remunerative profits to the distributors
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of proprietary articles, they, therefoi-e, again respectfully ask

you to consider the advisability of placing your preparations on

the P.A.T.A. list. The Glasgow Chemists" Trade Association

represents 96 per cent, of the wndors of patent and proprietary

medicines in Scotland, and they think that in all trade mattei-s

their Association is thoroughly representative and unanimous in

its demands. The Oommittee will be glad to hear from you at

an early date as to what action you contemplate taking in this

matter," and if you have any suggestions to offer they will be

oarefullv considered. Whilst, expressing their appreciation of

the interest already taken in this forward movement by the

several important firms who were represented at • the recent

Convention, the Committee believe that immediate co-operation

on the part of manufacturers will produce satisfactory result,s to

every proprietor wllio assists the movement.—^Yours faithfully,

T. DuNLOP, Secretary.

An Appeal to P.A.T.A. Members and Others.

Having great faith in fhe P.A.T.A. and feeling sure every

addition made musit be .'atisfactory to 'both parties, may I, as a

humbJe member, appeal to those who share my appreciation

of the latest additions to give the Keating's and Wright's (coal

tar) preparations a little push this New Year, so as to give those

proprietors some eneourageonent in itheir new venture. 1 feel

mire every member of tihe P.A.T.A. will 'hand over these pre-

parations witiliout any atteniplt ito sell a similar artide of their

o-wn. but t!he record of an increased sale vrill encourage others

to follow a good example and join a movement which I am sure

i< to <tlhe interests of proprietors.

Dahton. December 30, 1902. J. C. Pextney.

An Advice Note for 1903.

Now that the New Year of 1903 has arrived, is it not po.^'sible

something can aft last be done to £uward justice to the long-

suffering retail chemist? The Journal seems always to have

"been full of suggestions, etc., for regulating the .sale of poisons,

etc.. by unqualified companies, yet I do not recollect to have

ever seen anytiliing relating to tihe regiillation of the sale of

poiJ9ons Iby whdles;ile chemists, in whose ihands is the whole ot

the mischief wrought. TQie rdtail chemist is unable 'to sell t'ho

smsdlest. quantity of poison to the generall public wit'nout

•observing strict regulations, yet the vnholesale houses are .'^up-

plying persons and companies (many of whom are as ignorant

of drugs' as the man in tihe street) witih large quantities of

poisons without any res^triction wihatever. If they were sub-

jected to a fine of £10 eadh offence for selling medicinal poisons

to others than registered chemists, dentists, medical practi-

tioners, and veterinary surgeons, we mIiouIiI scum cease to hear

of the havoc made toy unqualified companies and make tihe title

of " chemi.^t " wofth having. Nor is this tihe only mischief

brought about by the wholesale houses, for—not content with

encroaching on the retail chemist's domain by packing all their

proprietaries and sending travellers round to worry chemists

into purchasing them—many firms are now supplying mix-

'tures, with formulas from London hospitals, in concentrated

form for the convenience (!) of medical practitioners, tihereiby

robbing chemists and dispensers of their lawful rights. Indeed,

one might almost predict that in the near future the few pre-

scriptions •w'hich find their way into the pharmacies will be

telephoned to the wholesale house for dispensing. Again,

there is said to be a deartlli of apprentices ; and what else can

be expected, when almof.t the only thing left for retailers to

teach their pupils is to smile and hand patents or the proprie-

taries of some wholesale house across the counter? It is quite

time chemists roused themselves and refused to do business with

"those firms w^ho are doing their level best to rum the retailer.

Birmingham, December 30, 1902. R. K. Spexcer.

The Limits of Discretion in Dispensing.
It is with great interest that I have read Mr. MoEwan's

paper on "Limits of Discretion in Dispensing" and the com-
ments made by many present at the Evening Meeting in Edin-
burgh The praoticiil value of such a contribution is very
obvious, and I .sincerelj^ hope tJxat more such papers, inviting

discussion on every-day difficulties, may be read at the evening
meetings in Londton. The bismuth subnitrate and bicarbonate
of soda mixture appears to have had a great deal of attention,

Mid yet no definite procedure was agreed upon by any majority.

This mixture, although of such interest to the pharmacist,
would not trouble many medical men ; if they were consulted
they would mostly agree to any of the suggestions put forward
at the meeting, and so the pharmacist would be left to use his

discretion. In my opinion, the best method of procedure would
be as follows:—Rub down the bism. subnit. with a saturated
solution of the sodii bicarb, at a temperature of about 80° F.,

tritui-ating occasionally for fifteen minutes. At this temperature
veiy little bicarbonate would be converted into carbonate, very
little CO. would remain in solution, and the mixture would not
be subjected to a higher temperature subsequently, any pos-

sibility of the bottle bursting being thus reduced to a minimum.
The muoh-discussed question of percentage solutions does not
appear to have yet met with gi-eat concurrence of opinion. . I

am Sony to note the laxity ^displayed in this direction. Not
only should we attain uniformity of practice, but also the higher
standard—accuracy, so far as is consistent with common sense.

The Pliarmacopceia authorities, recognising tlie difficulties in

this direction, prescribe solutions 1 gr. in 110 m., that is prac-

tically 1 gr. in 100 fl. gr., and are evidentl,y intended to take
the place of 1 per cent, solutions. There are cases, of course,

where such practice is not admissible, but .still, in the main,

if we follow the Pharinacoiweia in this manner uniformity andl

accuracy would be very closely combined.

Twickenham, December 31, 1902. H. Machix.

Income Tax Recovery.
The tax-collector is beginning to make his presence felt, but

before satisfying his demands your readers should carefully

ascertain whether the amounts the'y are asked to pay are correct.

Havrng regard to the high rate at which the ta.x now stands

(6^ per cent, of the income), it is surprising that so many of

the great middle class fail to avail themselves of the relief pro-

vided by the Acts. Where profits assessed under Schedule D
show a falling off for the current year, it may be possible to

get the amount of the demand adjusted to the proper amount

before payment of the tax ; alternatively, repayment of the

amount overcharged should be claimed. Where the whole of

the income for the year has already been received, claims for

repayment of tax overcharged can, in many cases, now be made
for four years, and the sums repayable may exceed £82 even, in

the care of incomes of £500 per annum. We shall be pleased

to advise your readers without charge whether a claim for re-

payment can be made in respect of income from rents, divi-

dends, interest, annuities, etc., on their sending us full par-

ticulars of their incomes and a stamp for reply.

The Income Tax Adjustment Agency, Limited.

Poultry. London, E.G., January 1, 1903.

Commission on Profits.

If a commission on net profits be allowed Ito a manager of a

chemist's business, would such expenses as new plate glass

shelves for window come under the head of expenditure, to be

deducted along witlh other expenses as gas, rent, and so forth,

from the profits Ibefore tlie commission was reckoned for the

year? I should like to know tihe custom of tihe trade.

December 30. 1902. "W. A." (83/19)
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications juid

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

-compiled fxom official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

Iby Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procui'ing patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 66, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.C, ft'om whom any infonn;ution on tihe sTibject nxay be

obtained. 'Trade Mark Notes' and 'Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will 'be supplied free on ai>i>lication.

New Patent Applications.*

No. 593 of 1902.—Process for clarifying liquids. R. B.

Ransford (commuuioated by Pharmaceutisches Institiit, Lud-
wig Wilhelm Gans, Fran'kfort-on-Main, G-ermany). (Jonsists in

the use of glue, gelatin, or the like, with the addition of a

suitable oxidising agent, such as chloride of lime, hydrogen
peroxide (H^Oj), potassium permanganate, etc., for clari-

fying tuibid liquids. It is assumed that the substances

contained in tihe {•olutiou or liquid to be so treated will not

be injured by the oxidising agent employed. It is necessary

in eaoh case to ascertain the quantity to be used, and edd

as imucii as will lead to a perfect precipitation of the glue, etc.

Any suqilus of oxidising substance that may have been added
can be removed in any convenient manner, e.g., "by a suitable

reducing agent, isucli as sulphurous acid. T!he quantity ol'

oxygen required is very small.

No. 7,832, of 1902.—Treatmejit of spent iron pickling and
cleaning liquors, or other solutions, containing sulphate or

chloride of iron, for obtaining sul{>hate or chloride of iron,

or other useful products therefrom. F. B. Crossley, 19, Berners

Street, Wakefield, Yorks. The process consists in boiling suoh

spent liquors iu contact vrith iron waste, or equivalent ferru-

ginous material, up to a point of from 70° to 100°, Twad-
dell. T'hey are tthen run into vessels or cones made of or

lined Avith lead, and left to crystallise. Wlien the crystallisa-

tion is eo-mplete tlie lumps of sulphate, or cliloride of iron, are

removed, and the mother liquor is returned to the boiling

tank, again i-un off and left to crystallise again. This process
is repeated indefinitely until all the sulphate or chloride ot

iron has been exitracted from the was^te liquor. Another
feature of the invention is the treatment of above-desci-ibed

waste pickling liquors, w'hereby they are tran.^-formed into mor-
dants, for use in dyeing and printing. Under this process

they are "boiled in acid-resisting pans or ve.ssels, up to a jsoint

of from 60° to 100°, Twaddell. in the manner previously de-

scribed. A nitrate (e.f/., of potash or soda) is then scattered

into the liquor, w'hidh is istirred constantly until the coloar

changes Ifram green to a dark red-brown. Tlie suspended
matter is allowed to settle, and the liquor is ready for use as

a mordant. It may ibe transiformed into a 'black mordant by
tlie addition of acetic acid, pyroligneous acid, or an acetate.

No. 18,386, of 1902.—Pneumatic apparatus for treating the
eye and other organs of the body. H. F. Oarey, 34*1, Nortii
Gharles Street, Baltimore, U.S.A. Relates to an apparatus
for treating disea&es of tiie eye Ijy varying tiie atmospliei-ic

pressure upon the same in such manner as to cause the eye to
move bodily forward and rearward in its socket-, the amplitude
and frequency of tlie movements Ijeing reigulated as desired.
.Oonsists of a cylinder having a i^lunger tiherem, the shaft of
the latter 'being worked by means of a hand wheel and gear
wheels. A long flexible tube, ending in a cup, adapted to be
pressed u]jon the parts surrounding tlie eye, is fixed to the
said cylinder. When the cup is in position the tension therein
varies with tlhait in the cylinder. By means of specified ap-
paratus the tension can Ibe varied at will.

No. 18,862, of 1902.—Device for the transfusion of blood
and for the injection of medicaments into the human body.
J. and H. Lieiberg, 15, Sclilessplatz, Cassel, Prussia. Com-
prises an air pump, made entirely of glass, or some other
transparent material, whicli can be easily kept free from
microbes, fitted with .suc'tion and delivery valves—its delivery
channel being connected by an antiseptically prepared flexible
tube, or the like, with the cannula, and its suction channel

* Note.—Oppositions to the grant ot patents on any of the above-
mentioned applications must be filed at the Patent Office before
Piebtuary 3, 1903.

'being eitlier put into direct comanunioation with the vein sup-

plying the Wood for transfusion, or, if medicaments, or neutral

fluids are to 'be introduced into the patient's system, connected
by an antiseptically preparedl channel, with a vessel of the-

same nature, containing the medicament, and fitted with a
Iheating arrangement.

No. 21,242, of 1902.—Apparatus for producing oxygen gas.

W, C. 'Hughes, iBrewsiter House, (Mortimer Road, Kingsland,

London, N. Relates to the type of apparatus employed for

producing oxygen gas by applying lieat to blocks of ga.s-produc-

ing material, such as a mixture of chlorate of potash and oxide

of manganese, contained in a, suitable retort. Consists of a

ligiht wooden or otlier box, containing a fiexible air-tight b<i.g,

fixed to .the 'bottom tihereof. Upon the upper end of the said

Ibag is fixed a platfoiim, to each corner df wlhioli is fixed the

upper end of a spiral spring. The lower ends of said springs

are fixed to the bottom of the 'box. 'I'hese springs serve to

keei) the platform in its lowest position when the bag
is eanpty or paitially deflated. 'Wie said platform is fitted with
a pair of standards for carrying the retort, within wliidi are

l^laced 'tlie gas-producing 'Ijlooks. The plaitform is also fitted

with a water tank, for purifying the gas, connected with the

retort, and with tlie gas bag. A 'pair of rails are fitted to said

.platform, upon which run the wheels olf a suitable heating

lamp. iSaid lamp is caused, automatically, to move along the

surface of tlie retort as each block of g.as-producing material

becomes exhausted, thus en.suring a constant supply of gas
until all the blocks are extiausted, w^hen the retort is removed
and a freshly-filled one substituted therefor.

New Trade Mark Applications.*

" COXIN," for chemical preparaticms, by A. Hese'kiel, 2,

Liitzowstrasse, Berlin, Gremianv ; care of Marks and Clerk,

18, iSoutaiampton Buildings, ''W.C. 249,757.

"ELGILDO" and " LEVAOOR," for dhemical substances, by
Alfred Gutniann, 8, Long Lane, Aldersgarte Street, E.U.
250,150 and 250,151.

" ES-KE-MO " oil label and device of an Esquimau (" Es-ke-
mo" disclaimed), foi- a medicine, by lEskemo Chemical Com-
pany, of 78, Portland iSltreet, Bo.ston, U.S.A., care of Wheatley
and Mackenzie, 40, Chanceiy Lane, W.C 244,566.

" VAPO-CRESOLENE," for medical compounds, by tlieYapo-
Cre.siolene Comiiany, 180. Fulton Street, New York, U.S.A.,
care of Haseltine, Lake, and 'Co., 45, iSouthivmTJton Buildings,

W.C. 249.455.

"JOHN BOND'S OINTMENT" (old mai*k), for ointment, bv
J. Bond. 97. AUington Street, Liverpool. 249,639.

" THE LOTION " (di.sclainied) and fac-simile signature, for a
i-heumatic lotion, bv M. Broughton, 50, Torrington Place, North
<Road, Plymouth. "249,708.

"ROPHIM." for pills, bv W. E. Burrows, trading us Kigby
Brothers, 104, Stafford IStreet, Walsall. 249.768.

.
" ZOMOTHERAPIE," for goods in Ctes 42, bv Ai-mour and

Co., 8 and 9,- King Stree)t. West iSmitlifield. E.C." 249,407.

"VEBURINE," for goods in 'Class 42, by J. Crosfidd and
Sons. Limited, of Bank Quay, Wanington. " 249,422.

"FERRATOl" (disclaiming "Ferrat"), for a food, by W. K.
Harrison, 25, iHyde Park Road, Leeds. 249.573.

" LACOVA " (disclaiming "Laco"), for good.s in Class 42, by
Maltova, Limited, 11, New Station Street, Leeds. 249,777.

" SARABATANA " label '(" Sarabat " disclaimed), for goods in

Class 42, by S'towell and Co., 24, Hackins Hev, Liverpool.
249.923.

NAPTHOLITE " (disclaiming "Napthol"), for i>erfumei7,
etc.. by C. Thomas and Brothers, Limited, Broad Plain Soap'
Works. Bristol. 249,514.

" TYMELLA " label, for a toilet preparaition, by J. P. Swatiin,
Beach House, Brixhani. 249,632.

" TUSCO," for a liquid dentifrice, by the Tusco C^iemicat
Works. 29 and 31, New Oxford Street, W.C. 249,826.

" GLYQUA," for perfumery, etc.. by 0. Cook and Co.,
Limited, East. London Soa,p Works, Bow, E. 250.039.

Note.—Oppositions to the registration of any of the above-mentioned'
applications must be filed at the Patent Office before January 24, 1903.
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NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, for

the information of dispensers ; they deal with novel applications of

drugs and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly so-called.

Potassium Pebmanganate fob Snake-bite.—A correspon-

dent of the Lancet records two cases of snake-bite cured in the

Argentine by the injection of potassium permanganate, one

a child, the other a dog. It is not stated whether the inocula-

tion of the dog left an indolent ulcer, as has been stated to be

the after-result of some experiments on the subject.

GaIiLogene.—Under this name ellagic acid, from divi divi,

has been again introduced as an intestinal astringent. It is

quite tasteless, and, being insoluble in acid and neutral liquids,

does not exert any action on the stomach, the astringent pro-

perty only being developed in the alkaline secretion of the

intestines. It is stated to be superior to tannigen, tannalbin,

taunocol, and similar preparations, since it consists wholly of

astringent matter, whereas these bodies contain but 50 to 80

per cent, of tannin. The dose of gallogene is from 45 to 75

grains per diem for adults, or 4 to 8 grains for children.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 580.

Pegnin.—The method of using peguin (P.J. [4], 12, 261)

has thus been modified by Siegert. Cows' milk is boiled,

cooled, and placed in a bottle ; to every 200 Gm. as much
pegnin as will go on the point of a knife is then added, and the

bottle stood in warm water at 40^ C. In a few minutes coagula-

tion is complete. The bottle is then well shaken until flocks

of coagulated casein are scarcely visible. Milk thus treated

becomes remarkably digestible, and is a valuable food, not only

for infants, but also for adults suffering from gastric disorders,

which prevent them from digesting ordinary cows' milk.

—

Bull,

gen. de Therav., 114, 24.

Tachiol.—Dr. G. Perez has now published the results of

experiments on the value of this substance, which consists of

fluoride of silver, as a germicide. Both in its power of arresting

development of different bacteria, and of killing them, the sub-

stance is said to be greatly superior to carbolic acid, and only

slightly inferior to corrosive sublimate (strength for strength of

solution), and it is the most potent of all salts of silver in these

respects. Tachiol is non-toxic and of a non-irritating character,

and has been given extensive and successful trials as an anti-

septic in surgical and ophthalmic practice.

—

II Policlinico, Sez.,

Chir., 10, 1902, through Lancet.

Quinine Lygosinate.—Hevesi, after using quinine lygosi-

nate {P.J. [4] , 12, 755) as an astringent antiseptic, in the form
of powder, gauze, plaster, or glycerin solution, reports most
favourably on it. The use of the powder to various wounds,

gangrenous lesions, and cancerous tumours in all cases modifies

most favourably the nature of the discharge, rendering it

inodorous, while the septic surface of the wound becomes
covered with healthy granulations. He has obtained favourable

results and cures with the powder, and also with 10 per cent,

glycerin solutions, in cases of ganglionic suppuration of the

neck, the arm-pits and the unguinal region. It is also a valuable

haemostatic in parenchymatous haemorrhages and usefully

replaces ferric chloride and other soyptics, which give rise to a

mortification of the surface of the wound. When applied in

large quantity it neither produces any toxic action nor gives

rise to the least local irritation.

—

Bull, gen.de TMrap., 114, 24.

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Is Protection of Titles by Injunction Practicable ?

BY " ONLOOKER."

The Glamour of Ingenuity.

Tlie fascination of devising means whereby the prover'bial

"coach and four " May be driven safely through a seemingly

solid iuid perfect Statute is only to be equalled by the attrac-

tiveness of fonnulating subtle methods for getting round cast-

iron judicial decisions. The exercise of ingenuity in the

latter direction is of entrancing interest to most pharmacists

in Great Britain, and last week's contributor to the " Personal

Views " column deserves the unqualified congratulations of liis

brethren for providnig so appetising a, Christmas dish. But,

after all, the food seems ratlier more gratifying to the palate

than nourishing to the body-jiolitic, and I maj-, perhaps, be

permitted, without in any way detracting from the value of

the case presented by Mr. Lyon, to express some of the

reasons which lead me to the conclusion that neither interdict

nor injunction contains tlie germ of our legal salvation.

A Definition.

To common 36 appropriatelj"- with a definition, a writ of

injunction is a process granted by a Court of Equity, or, in

certain cases, by other courts, whereby a person is res"trained

or prevented from doing "some inequitable or illegal act."'

Interdict, the Scots equivalent to injunction, is an order of

the Court of Sessions, or, in certain cases, of another court,

pronounced, on cause being .shown, to stop "an illegal or

wrongful act." It is important to mark the essential words of

the definition ; the act, to be prohibited or restrained must be

illegal, inequita/ble, or wrongful. Now, the Law Lords, in 1880

—not to repeat, ad nauseam, the name of the well-known

suit—came to the conclusion, logically or not, according

to one's point of view, that there was a> •casus omissus in the

Act of 1868, and that the word " person " in .Sections 1 and

15 ou'glit not, in the circumsta.nces, to be so extended as to cover

an incorporated company. The oWious effect of such a deci-

sion is that a company cannot commit an offence within the

meaiuing of the sections quoted ; and, therefore, that in keep-

ing open shop, in selling, or in using the title " chemist,'' a

company is not performing any illegal or wrongful thing, but

is acting in a perfectly lawful way, according to the law as in-

terpreted by the judges.

Which Horn of the Dilemma?

Mr. Lyon fully recognises this, a.s anyone who knows his

clearness of perception expected he would, for he suggests that

the supposititious petitioner for interdict should urge the

rause celehre of pharmacy, as showing that "the decisions

given had deprived him of the protection of his title," and that,

theiefore, he had no other course open than application to the

Bill Chamber of the Court of Sessions. I do not know how

this may strike other people, but it does appear to me that

the 'petitioner would have to be a person of particularly

sanguine temperament if he expected a favourable issue to an

application for conservin,g to himself a right which he admits

he " completely lost " twenty-three years ago. If, incidentally,

the petitioner happened to ibe a pharmacist who obtained his

diploma since the date of the historic debacle of 1880, he

might still further impress the judges before whom he ap-

peared with the extent of his optimism. The advocates of

action for restraint are a.pparently in the unenviable position

of being " between the devil and the deep blue sea "
; to secure

a locus standi at common law they must admit the exemption
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of companies from Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, yet that

very admission removes the iurts of the impersonal and incor-

porate respondent from the categoi*y of illegal or restradnable

things. On the other hand, if they urge that the House of

Lords decision did not apply to the use of the title by com-

panies or corporate bodies, then the logical answer inevitable is

that the remedy for any alleged offence is provided by the

Pharmacy Act ! Which horn will they choose to impale

themselves upon?

A Further Possible Difficulty.

Another awkward problem for the proceedings-at-any

price party is the differentiation of limited companies con-

sisting wholly of unqualified proprietors, and limited com-

panies composed of qualified and unqualified persons associated

in varying proportions. If an impersonal entity is outside

the scope of the 15th Section of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Boots, Limited, are as free to use title as, say, Savoi-y and

Moore, Limited; on the contrary, if corporations are inside the

the provisions of the section, hoth the before-mentioned firms

should, logically and from the point of view of equity, be prohi-

bited from the use of the personal title. This point seems to

have escaped attention in the general discussion, and I am
afraid that some of us, at any rate, have rather di'ifted into a

position of advocating a partial application of law or equity

—

something, in fact, that shall smite some of the corporate

concerns, but pass innocuously over the heads of others. Wliat

I want to emphasise is that chemists and druggists will be

very ill-advised if they do or say anything savouring of a

desire to establish a judicial Janus, whereof the face pre-

sented tO' the disiciples of Galen shall be wreathed in perpetual

smiles, ^vllilst that directed towards, the lay world shall be

black with permanent frowns. However, tliere is no occasion

unduly to labour the point, and I merely state it a« a casual

reminder that sauce is sauce for both genders of the classic

bird whose ancestors saved Rome. Injunction, for example,

might come to be used—with what success is immaterial to

the argument—iby a company of unqualified persons which did

not use the title against a mixed company of qualified and un-

qualified persons which did.

The Yield of Wool.

Wliat impresses me most in considering the question of pro-

ceedings by injunction or interdict is the extreme wastefulness

of the process-—the terrible amount of cry required for a micro-

scopical yield of wool. Even in the, to my mind, highly im-

probable event of a petitioner inducing a court to grant pro-

hibition, it would only apply in regard to the relations between

petitioner and respondent—a limitation which would deprive

the victory of practical value. As a concrete example, sup-

pose A applies for and obtains injunction against X Y.

Limited, a large company having twenty sihops in various

parts of the countiy, and caiTving on a branch business in

the immediate neighbourhood of A. All that the company
need do to comply with the order would be to remove the

title from the business in respect of which A complains, re-

taining it in the other nineteen 'businesses, which could not

reasonably be held to prejudice A. Of course, it may be urged

that it is open to nineteen other chemists to institute nine-

teen other actions, or that the directorate of the company,
having been frightened by the contest with A, might make a

graceful and complete surrender ; but experience does not

induce me to expect either eventuality in real life. Good busi-

ness pharmacists do not lightly eniibark in expensive and
dubious litigation, the principal outcome of which is likely

to be the advertisement of a competitor; and, on the other

side, incorporated commercial concerns do not in the twentieth

centuiy take fright unduly ot drop valuable assets reiidily.

No, the balance of probabilities tends to show that one suc-

cessful test case would 7iot stop the use of titles any more
than 1,000 prosecutions under the 15th Section have suc-

ceeded in staying the sale of poison by unqualified hands.

Who Pays ?

Mr. Lyon seems to suggest that the Society should provide

the money for these foredoomed attempts to get a Court of

Equity to oven'ule the HoiLse of Lords, but I may remind him
that it is not lawful for an association like the Pharmaceutical

Society to aid or assist litigants in prosecuting or defending

a suit, and it would be a contravention of the statutes against

Barratry and Maintenance for the Council to encourage indi-

viduals in actions for injunction or interdict either by grants

oi money or promises of pecuniary support. This discussion

thus discloses one thing pretty clearly, namely, that the

Council may be absolved of blame for doing nothing in regard

to a test case—there is nothing to be done in that direction.

An Appeal to History.

In the course of the exposition of views on the title question 1

have noticed one frequently-recurring argument which is ad-

vanced in favour of embarking on a test case, namely, that

even if the ca-se were lost, chemists and druggists would have an

infinitely stronger case for claiming Government support to a

new Pharmacy Bill. I must confess to an inalbility to appreciate

tlie cogency of this argument. Those who know the history of

the 1879-80 litigation will recall the circumstance that a pre-

cisely similar line of reasoning was used—unfortunately too

successfully—to induce the Council of that time to go on to

the bitter end. Yet that revelation of the insufficiency of the

Phannacy Act did not at all impress the Government with the

strength of our cause ; it did not even impress the general body

of chemists in the country with the need for supporting the

vai-ious draft Bills for amending the law formulated by the

Council between 1881 and 1887. But it did aimounce most

effectively to energetic traders the means of evading a faulty

piece of legislation. Is history to be allowed to repeat itself,

or shall we endeavour to learn wisdom from past errors of judg-

ment ? What possible additional strength can he given to the

phaimaceutical cause by our being non-.suited in two or three

highly speculative processes is beyond my powers of perception,

but what I do most plainly see is that these failures might
very materially improve the position of corporate traders. As
for impressing the Government, something much more potent

is required tlian the unsuccessful exercise of legal ingenuity.

ANALYTICAL NOTES.

Chemical Test for Wateb in Alcohol.—Grismer recom

mends the following as superior to other chemical tests for the

presence of from O S to 10 per cent, of water in alcohol. He
adds to 5 G.c. of the alcohol a trace of phenol-phthalein, and a

trace of barium oxide. 0-5 per cent, of water causes a purple

coloration within twenty-four hours ;
1-0 per cent., a rapid

coloration.

—

Bulletin de VAssociation beige des Chimistes, 1902,

p. 14.

New Test foe Quinine and Quinidine.— E. Hirschsohn

observes that if 10 C.c. of a neutral solution of a salt of

quinine or of quinidine be treated with a drop of solution

of peroxide of hydrogen (2 per cent.) and a drop of a 1 in 10

solution of copper sulphate, on boiling a red coloration is pro-

duced, quickly changing to violet, and afterwards to green.

Other alkaloids and glucosides do not give this reaction.

—

Bulletin Commercial, 30, 435.
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A RETROSPECT AND APPRECIATION.

It is now more than thirty-two years since it was decided

by the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society to alter the

Pharmaceutical Journal from a monthly to a weekly pub-

lication. Originally established in 1841 by Jacob Bell, for

the purpose of circulating information respecting the nature

and objects of the Pharmaceutical Society, after the lapse

of eighteen years the Journal became the property of that

body, and for eleven years longer continued, at monthly

intervals, to furnish information concerning pharmacy and

the allied sciences, such as was not then supplied by any
other publication in this country. But, as was explained in

the first weekly issue of the Journal, the Publication Com-
mittee which was appointed to take charge of the Society's

official organ, in succession to the original proprietor and

editor, failed—as all such bodies must fail—to preserve in

the Journal that unity of j)urpose and independence of

tone which had formerly characterised it. Accordingly, it

was resolved to revert to the original plan, in accordance

with which responsibility for the conduct of the .Journal was
vested in a single individual, with the important difference

that the new editor should be responsible to the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society, as representing the real pro-

prietors—the members of the representative body in

British pharmacy.

The individual selected as editor of the weekly Journal

was Benjamin Horatio Paul, Ph.D. (Giessen), one of the

eight students who had worked in the Society's original

chemical laboratory during the first session of its existence,

and the ninth candidate to secure the Society's Major
Examination certificate. After working under IjIebig,

Graham, and other illustrious chemists of that time, Dr-

Paul became one of the chief scientific contributors to the

Pharmaceutical Journal, and in 1870 he was formally ap-

pointed editor of the organ whose policy he subsequently

directed for the prolonged period of more than thirty-two

years. During that period the world of pharmacy has seen

many changes, and the past eight years have witnessed a con-

siderable transformation in the Journal itself, but, from first

to last. Dr. Paui, has steadily maintained the principle that

the thorough education of the pharmacist is the only proper

basis for his claim to professional recognition. Efficient

and sj'stematic training during apprenticeship has always

been the remedy recommended by him for the evils under

which British pharmacy labours, and, though his voice haS

often been as that of one crying in the wilderness, pharma-

ceutical opinion has been steadily tending of late years in

the direction he has so consistently indicated as the only

one in which permanent improvement can be found.

At the close of his long term of office, it is satisfactory

to know that Dr. Paul retains good health and his

customary capacity for work. It is unnecessary, therefore,

at this juncture, for those who have been closely associated

with him for a number of years to do more than wish the

veteran chemist and journalist such well-earned repose in

his retirement as his long-continued and untiring labours

entitle him to. His personality is a remarkable one, and

his ability to excite enthusiasm and extract the best from

those who have worked under him has not been his least note-

worthy characteristic. But this is not a fitting occasion to

dwell upon such matters, and attention may, more appropri-

ately, be directed to the tasks which lie before his successor

and pharmacists generally. The times are somewhat out of

joint, and commercial success nowadays appeals more
directly to chemists and druggists, as a class, than does pro-

fessional advancement. But the Pharmaceutical Society and

its official Journal remain with as high ideals as ever, though

the opportunism of a large proportion of the members of

the craft that Society represents calls for speedier measures of

relief than the naturil process of professional development

can offer. Wliat the future of British pharmacy may be

remains to be disclosed, but this much is certain—that the

policy learned by the late editor of the Pharmaceutical

Journal from those who guided the destinies of the Society

in its earlier years, and since consistently advocated by

him, has much more to be urged in its favour than the

eccentric and discordant views of many of his most

strenuous critics.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY IMPROVEMENTS.

The alterations in the Lecture Theatre at 17, Blooms-

bury Square, decided upon by the Council of the Phirma-
ceutical Society at its meeting in December, are now being

carried out, and will be completed when the School reopens

next week. The most important part of the work is con-

cerned with the heating arrangements. Many members of

the Society, and all old students at the School, will remem-
ber the mysterious isolated stove without any visible

chimney to carry away the smoke. Both this stove and

the old furnace against the wall have failed to give heat to

any portion of the theatre outside the limits of their

immediate vicinity, and as a consequence entirely fresh

heating appliances are being installed. The hole in the

wall caused by the removal of the old furnace has been

bricked up, and the boiler for the water which will m future

heat the room is being placed in the position formerly

occupied by a cupboard, a few feet further into the transept

than the old furnace. This boiler will be supplied with

distilled water, as a special precaution against furring, from

a cistern in the well-hole of the lift. The quantity of water

necessary will be between eighty and ninety gallons, and

this will last an indefinite period, as the water returns to
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the boiler after passing through the pi^Des and radiators.

Pipes to carry the hot water travel along the lantern light

in the roof, others will pass along the floor at the side of

the seats on both sides, and to the back of the lecture

theatre ; other pipes again supply the radiators, one of

which occupies the site of the stove above referred to, the

other being in a line with it against the wall on the left of

the auditorium. A particularly good innovation is the pijie

along the lantern, which should obviate the draughts of cold

air that have at times been experienced. The supply to

each of the radiators and the travelling pipes is controlled

by a separate stop-cock, so that the temperature may
readily be regulated.

Another noticeable feature is the new blackboard : this

is fixed in a wooden frame, and runs along the wall behind

the lecturer ; it is 15 ft. 6 in. long by 3 ft. 9 in. high. It is

composed of three sheets of half-inch solid black (not blacked

over) plate glass, finely ground on the face. This is quite

novel in principle and gives a perfectly smooth and black

surface, very " soft" to the chalk, and will be a vast im-

provement on the moveable blackboard of former days. A
wooden shelf runs along the base, about 3 ft. above the

ground, the whole surface of the board being clearly visible

from all parts of the body of the theatre. The old lecture

table, too, has been found wanting. The new table,

occupying the same position as the old, has a solid teak

top, 10 ft. long by 3 ft. wide. Besides this there is at each

end a leaf 3 ft. 3 in. in length, which will give a total length

when extended of 16 ft. 6 in. Conveniently near the

lecturer's right hand is a deep, square, porcelain sink, with

a moveable teak cover flush with the rest of the table. Gas

and water are both laid on ; the eight gas taps for attaching

Bunsen burners include a large tap for an Argand furnace.

Five water taps are to be fixed, one of which will be at the

end of a bent pipe arching over the sink. Just beneath the

level of the table at the back is a lead tray to carry away
any drippings : in the table itself there are also various

waste holes to carry away water from condensers, etc.

The heavy poles on which diagrams used to be hung have

been replaced hy light lathes with pulleys and cords some-

what after the principle of the Venetian blind. These should

take without difficulty twenty-four diagrams of ordinary

size. The arrangements for throwing lantern illustrations

on a screen have not been altered ; the moveable screen can

still be hung diagonally across the south-west corner of the

theatre. Some of the " rolls of fame " on the wall have

recently been filled with names, necessitating further altera-

tions. The two boards containing the names of first prize-

men at the School since its foundation have given place to

a single board, which, as a result of smaller type and

division into three columns, contains all the names up to

last session and still has room for more. The " Bell

Scholar " board has been similarly' altered to meet the

annual claims upon its space. Doubtless a board for the

Northway Butt Scholars will appear in due course.

With the repainting of the Laboratories, carried out a few

months back, these much-needed and undoubted improve-

ments have brought the furniture of the School to the same
level of up-to-date perfection that has always been the aim
of the Council in the teaching it provides. It remains for

members of the Society to give loyal support to their

Council by encouraging pupils and apprentices to take

advantage of the exceptional opportunities afforded by the

School of Pharmacy, not only of passing their examina-
tions, but also of acquiring a sound knowledge of pharmacy
and of the scientific side of their business.

THE NEW PATENTS ACT.

Like a good many other Acts of Parliament, the Patents

Act, 1902, the provisions of which came into force on
January 1, has been aptly described as a " short measure
with wide consequences," since it does not bear upon the

face of it much indication of the very considerable changes
it makes in the patent law of Great Britain. Full infor-

mation regarding the scope of the Act will be published in

the Journal shortly. Meanwhile, it may be pointed out

that, under the new Act the search for novelty is to be of a

very comprehensive character, and is to cover the preceding

fifty years before the date of the application. It is esti-

mated that this new provision will mean the addition of

of a hundred and fifty examiners to the fifty-two hitherto

employed, and the consequent extension of the Patent
Office. If on investigation it appears that the invention

which it is sought to patent is wholly or in part claimed or

described in a previous specification, the applicant will be

so informed, and may within a certain period amend his

specification. If the comptroller of the Patent Office is

still not satisfied that the invention is a new one, he is

empowered to determine whether a reference shall be made
in granting the patent, by way of notice to the public.

Another section of the Act deals with what in patent law is

.

known as "the reasonable requirements of the public." At
present it is open to an inventor to patent an article in

Great Britain, so that it cannot be manufactured here with-

out licence, and then refuse such licence, so that the article

can only be supplied from another country at a much
higher price. Under the new arrangements any person

interested may present a petition to the Board of Trade
alleging that the reasonable requirements of the public

have not been complied with, and praying for the grant of a
compulsory licence, or, in the alternative, for the revoca-

tion of the patent. If the parties do not come to an
arrangement between themselves, the Board of Trade,

when satisfied that & primd facie case has been made out.

shall refer the petition to the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, which will either order the patentee to grant

licences, or revoke the patent. The claims of the original

patentee are, however, protected by the provision that no
order of revocation shall be made before the expiration of

three years from the date of the patent.

POISONOUS PROPRIETARIES.

The BirDiinffham Daily Mail, of December 22, con-

tained a lengthy article, directing the attention of the public

to the dangers arising from the indiscriminate use of pro-

prietary articles and quack medicines. The statements

made in the article are for the most part sound enough,

and should point a moral to such of its readers as have the

intelligence to appreciate it, but a few of the assertions made
require modification. For instance, we read " One proprie-

tary medicine, allowed by law to be sold without restriction

is a preparation of Indian hemp, in addition to which every-
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dose contains a poisonous quantity of cliloral. The pure

syrup of chloral is also sold without restriction as a proprie-

tary article." Again, it is stated that " nearly all " soothing

and teething powders for infants contain opium. " These

powders and syrups were frequently used for making away

with children purposely. Eight or ten drops of syrup

usually answered the pui-pose, the child speedily dying with

all the symptoms of opium poisoning." We venture to

express the hope that the " leading Birmingham physician
"

who is said to be responsible for these statements, will

continue to call the attention of the public to the necessity

for increasing rather than lessening the legal restrictions on

the sale of poisonous proprietaries. When a writer means

so well he may be forgiven slight inaccuracies of detail.

THE LICENSING ACT.

With the New Year there comes into force the Licensing

Act, 1902. The three effective parts into which this Act is

divided deal respectively with the amendment of the law as

to drunkenness, the amendment of the licensing law, and

the registration of clubs. It is chiefly with the amendment
of the licensing law that chemists and druggists are con-

cerned, especially as the alterations deal particularly with

retail off-licences. By the Wine and Beerhouse Act, 1869,

and the Licensing Act, 1872 (parts of which are repealed by

the new Act), it was provided that a licence could be

obtained for the retail sale of wines and spirits, to be con-

sumed off the premises, by anyone applying to the licensing

justices for the same, and that the justices could not refuse

the licence to him if he was a respectable man, and pro-

duced evidence of character and conduct. Thus the shop

retail spirit trade was practically thrown open to all comers.

The present Act declares that in respect to all new licences

of the abo\e character their grant is to be left to the free

and unqualified discretion of the justices, who may refuse a

new licence on any grounds they may deem sufficient.

Those persons, however, who held their licences on June

25, 1902, are to be entitled to have them renewed on the

old conditions. The other alterations of existing law are

not without importance, but are of no immediate interest

to pharmacists.

OVER-PRODUCTION AND TRUSTS IN GERMANY.

In the course of his report just issued on the trade and

finances of Wilrtemberg, Dr. F. Rose, the British Consul at

Stuttgart, sketches in rather gloomy colours the state of

German industries generally. He points out that the

industrial decline, following as a reaction on the great

advance made from 1896 to 1900, continued gaining

steadily last year in intensity and extent. He sums up the

present state of German industries in the one word " over-

production," with the concomitant symptoms of that con-

dition. " It is growing evident," saj'S Dr. Rose, " that the

cost of livmg in Germany is becoming greater. On the one
hand, manufacturers complain of the decline in wholesale

prices, whilst on the other hand consumers complain of the

rise in retail prices, especially with regard to the necessaries

of daily life, a rise scarcely noticed during a period of

prosperity, but becoming most acutely felt when a reaction

takes place. It seems at the present time that the more
German manufacturers exert themselves to find a market

for their goods the less their profits become, in spite of the

increasing credit risk and the rise in expenditure for wages,

salaries, travelling, and advertisements. Many manufac-
turers are for the present content if in continuing work they
manage to meet expenses and retain their workmen ; for

many more it may be assumed that profits are at a very

low level or are altogether wanting." The report concludes
by discussing the question of trusts, of which at the

beginning of 1902 Germany possessed about 380. Since

then the total number has risen to 400, of which the

chemical industries contribute proportionately the largest

number. At the present moment negotiations are taking

place in Germany for the formation of a Central European
Electrical Trust, and, in spite of the many obstacles to be
overcome,, it is most probable that its appearance is only a

question of time. Dr. Rose also mentions cases in which
the exaggerated demands of some trusts have led to the

formation of opposition trusts.

THE SALE OF [POISONOUS COMPOUNDS.

As an indication of the opposition chemists and drug-

gists may shortly be called upon to face, a letter published

in the Gardener's Chronicle of December 27 is decidedly

interesting. It is signed by the Secretary and Treasurer of the

Traders in Poisonous Compounds, etc., Protection Society,

and begins with the statement that it is in contemplation

to effect a change in the law as to the sale of poisons, which,

while safeguarding the public interest, will meet the conve-

nience of large numbers of persons who make use of poison-

ous compounds for agricultural, horticultural, trade, and
technical purposes. Proceeding, the writers state that,

hitherto, the law, although it has not always been strictly

observed, has required that such compounds should be sold

only by properly qualified chemists ; but " it would be mani-

festly more convenient that articles such as sheep dips,

insecticides, disinfectants, and articles used for photo-

graphic purposes, should be readily obtainable from agri-

cultural agents, nurserymen, seedsmen, ironmongers, and
oil and eolourmen, as well as chemists, the former ha^•ing

more practical knowledge of the uses for which these arti-

cles are requii-ed." Continuing, Messrs. Dobbs and
Richards say it is understood that the Departmental Com-
mittee on Poisons will report to the Privy Council and to

Parliament in favour of an alteration in the law, and that

the Government will shortly bring in a Bill amending the

Pharmacy Act on the lines suggested by the Poisons Com-
mittee, providing for the sale by licensed persons, in pro-

perly labelled and sealed bottles or packages, of articles

already described, as supplied by manufacturers or by
wholesale dealers. In conclusion, it is stated that pharma-

cists are certain to endeavour to retain their present privi-

lege, and that it is for the traders who favour a change in

the law to take care that the proposed alteration is made
thoroughly effective in their own interests; "the time is

now ripe, therefore, for concerted action to be taken by the

traders affected ; and we, on behalf of the Traders in Poi-

sonous compounds, etc., Protection Society, shall be greatly

obliged if they will at once communicate with us, so that

aiTangements may be made for deputations to wait upon.-

the members of Parliament for all constituencies claiming,

their support of the Bill."
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MAJOR EXAMINATION QUESTIONS (LONDON).

Janiiari/, 1903.

(JHEMISTRY.
Tini€ allowed. Three Hours.

(Six Questions only arc to be (ittempted, and of these at least two

7nu!st be talen from Part II.)

Part I.

1. What are the natural sources of iodine, and how is iodine

prepared irom them? Explain what chemical changes would

take place if a crystal of potassium iodfde were boiled with nitric

acid. Give equations.

2. Give an account of t}i€ chief properties of hydrogen per-

oxide. Whiit do you understand by a "ten-volume" solution?

Describe a method of determining- the percentage by weight of

hydrogen jDeroxide in such a solution.

3. Explain how a gaseous mixture of carbon monoxide, hydro-

gen, and methane could be quantitatively analysed.

4. Wliy has the atomic weight of oxygen as 16-00 been taken

as the basis of the system of atomic weights? How have the

relative atomic weights of hydrogen and oxygen been ascer-

tained, and what has been the result?

5. Give an account of the preparation and properties of the

following substances:—(a) nitrogen peroxide, (h) chrome ahun,

(c) arsenic trichloride, [d) mercuric cyanide.

P.\ET II.

,7. What .structural formula is as.signed tO' naphthalene, and

what experinif ntnl uroimds are there for accepting the formula.?

How is naphthalene prepared on the iarge scale?

8. How may ethyl iodide be prepared ? Descr.'be some re-

action's in which tins substance takes part. In what respect', if

any, does hydriodic acid differ fromi hydrochloric acid in its

action on organic substances? Give €!xamples.

9. An organic substance has! the formula C3H5O, ; what con-

stitutional formulas might it have, and how would you decide

between them by experiment?

10. Give a very brief summary of the chief facts which are

known relating to the action which takes place when yeast is

added to a solut'on of cane sugar.

PHYSICS.

Time aJlowed, Three Hours.

(Only Six Questions to he eUtempted.)

1. Give an example of osmosis, and describe in general terms

the modern theory which is considered to account for the osmotic

pressure of substances in solution.

2. Explain how it would be possible to deterraine the refrac-

tive index of a cover glass or a gla'is slip by means of a micro-

scope, if the instrument were fitted with a scale attached to the

focussing adjustment.

5. How would you compare the intensities of two lights? If

a certain illuminating effect be obtained from one candle at a

distance of 4 ft. from' a screen, how many simHar candles must

be used to produce the same effect if they stand at a distance

from the screen of 20 ft. ?

4. What do you understand by the ' mechanical equivalent of

heat " ? Describe a method of measuring it.

5. Ten cells, each having an electromotive force of 1-8 volts,

and an internal resistance of 0'5 ohm, are connected in series

and the circu-t is completed by a wire having a resistance of

5 ohms. Calculate the strength of the current. Find also what
would be the current if the cells, instead of being connected in

series, were arranged in parallel.

6. Deffciibe two methods of determining the amount of

aqueous vapour in the atmosphere, and explain the principles

upon which the methods chosen by you are based.

7. Give a general account of the modern explanation of con-

duction in electrolytes. What would you expect to actually

separate at the electi-ode.s during the electrolysis of separate

solutions of copper sulphate, sodium chloride, lead acetate?

8. High frequency currents have been introduced as a thera-

peutic agent in medical practice. What is the nature of such
currents? Describe the apparatus needed for the production

of these currents, and state liow you would .set it up.

BOTANY.
Time allowed, Two Hours.

(Not more than Three Questions are to be attempted.

1. What are the essential differences between a laticiferous

vessel, a laticiferous cell, and a resin duct? Mention plants

in which these structures are found, and any technical use

made of their contents.

2. Select one fungus from each of the groups Ascomycetes

and Basidiomycetes. Compare their life-histories and deduce

from your account the distinguishing character.* of the two

groups.

3. Give a full account of the process of respiration in plants,

and explain how it is influenced by exteiTial conditions.

4. Give a general account of the Orchidaceae or Solanacea>,

and mention three British examples of the Order you select.

PRACTICAL BOTANY.
Time allowed. One Hour and a-Half.

1. Make and leave two preparations to illustrate the struc-

tm-e of A. Sketch your preparations and name the parts you

observe.

2. Isolate the emtoryos from B and C Make a lettered

diagiam of your dissection, and add notes on the nature of

the reserve material.

3. Refer D to its Order. Write a brief description of it, and

give its floral diagram.

MATERIA MEDICA.
Time allowed, One Hour.

(Only Tico Questions are to be answered.)

1. State what you know of the active constituents of the

following drugs:—Stropiianthus seeds. Digitalis leaves, Syos-

cyamus leaves, Jalap, Scammony root, and Willow bark. Give

a method by means of which any om of the principles you

mention could be obtained in a pure condition from the

drug.

2. How can Veratrine (B.P.) be obtained? What are its

chief characters? ^Mention two alkaloids whose purity could

I
be ascertained by a melting-point determination. Would such

a test be of value in the case of Veratrine?

3. Give the methods of preparation, composition, characters,

-and tests of the official soaps.

PRACTICAL MATERIA MEDICA.
Time allowed, One Hour and a-Half.

1. Identify the drugs A, B, C, D, and .state upon what

diagnostic features you base your identification. Briefly report

on their quality.

2. Examine the authentic specimen (A) of a powdered official

drug. Make diagrammatic sketches of its principal com-

ponents, and leave a mounted slide for inspection. Is the

sample (B) free from adulteration? If not, detennine as far

as pos.sible the nature of the adulterant.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION.

The first of the six Ohristmas lectures for young people was

delivered at the Royal Institution, London, by Professor H. S.

Hele-Shaw, Professor of Engineering in University College,

Liverpool, on Saturday, December 27. The subject of the lec-

tures is " Locomotion : on the earth, through tJie water, in the

air," and

Professor Hele-Shaw d«voted his first lecture to the

Invention of the Wheel,

which has enabled man, though inferior to many animals in

his physical powers of locomotion, to travel more quickly over

the earth than the fleetest greyhound or racehorse. Man walks

by placing one foot on the ground and rolling his leg a certain

distance on it, the other foot being then placed on the ground

;uid the operation repeated. Up to a certain point the action

of the wheel is exactly the same, each spoke being kept on the

ground till the succeeding one comes down in the proper place.

The difference is that the spokes, which may be regarded as

legs, are not arranged to be brought forward through bending

at the knee. But t'lie gain is on tihe side of the w'heell. VViliii

the leg there are of necessity peiiodical arrests of moi-ion,

whereiiB in t)he wheel tlhat is not tflie case ; moreover, a man

walking cannot move in a perfectly straight line, and fails to

get the smooth action of a rolling wheel. Considering why a

vehicle does not continue to run on for ever after it is once

started, the lecturer discussed some of tlie

FoBMS OF Resistance.

One cause of resistance is a soft road, because the yielding sur-

face is crushed down by the progress of the wheel, and this

crushing process absorbs power. Another cause is roughness

and unevenness of the suiiace traversed, obstacles throwing the

wheel out of its proper path -and preventing it from going on

in the same straigiht line, as is its tendency as expressed in ttoe

First Law of Motion. When an iron wheel passes over a hard

stone it is lifted up and comes down on tlie other side witli a joR,

but if it ibe provided vviitih a soft covering of some sort, the stone

is embedded in it and it does not joimp up in the air, thus being

able to continue its motion uniformly in the same straight line.

The advantage of such a yielding covering has long been

realised, and a patent was granted for a pneumatic tire more

t'hiin fifty years ago. But it was not found possible till muwli

later to make one that was satisfactory in practice, because

not enough was known either of the properties of indiarubber or

of the construction of the rims. The solid rubber tire is less

efficient because it jumps a little on obstacles which do not

become embedded in it as they are in the pneumatic ; it is also

more expensive and

Lacking in Resiliency.

Ail to the difference (between an ordinary wheel and a bicycle

^v'heel, in itlhe former tihe pressure of a weiglhit sopported by the

wheel is 'straight down la ispoke to tihe ground, -wlhereas in the

latter Ithe weiglht is (hung from tlie U(i)per part of tHie rim. Tihe

ideal kind of road for travelling is a perfecitiy lhard, smooth

road, witlh a perfedtly (hard wtheel. in iHusti\iition of that point

the lecturer sJiowed in tihe lantern a ihurd metail disc rolling on

a hard metal way. and asked (his aiudienee to notice how ex-

ceedingly small was tihe surface of contadt 'between tflie two.

George Stephenson was tiie first ito reali.se tlhat ifact into practice

on railways and to (trust to a smootlh w*heel on a smooth rail

,

evenwlien going up hill. 'But tHie ideal in tttiat direction cannot

be attained. On an elastic pattii the isurface moves down a.s the

wiieell passes over and ris^es again ibeWnd it, the result being a

large area of contact with correispondingly large weTfr. I'bait

is wiliat liappens on railways, from tihe rails of which tons of

steel are worn off every 'day. Yet tttie modern isiteel rail is a

great improvement on tihe old iron rail, wlhich wears out many
times more quidklly, and itihe invention of Bessemer's steel

process (has resulted in saving thi« country millions of pounds
in rails alone. A train is prevented from

Running Off the Rails

Iby tihe coning of the wheels. The flanges assist in preventing

tlie train from running off tihe road at icurves, but (here also the

ooning plays an impoi^tant ipart, and in addition there is the

super-elevation of the outside rail. lUie flanges, as was demon-
strated Iby a imodell, are also very necessary at switcllies and
points, wthere «" train has to (be transferred from one line to

anotber. B'ult wlliile t'he system of wttieeils rolling on rails may
fee regarded as tllie 'best attaina;ble, it involves tihe disadvantage

that a traveller cannot go exaictiy wbere ihe pleases, but only

wihere tihe rails are laid. Attempts have been made to do
witbhout a permanent way and to construct machines whidli put

down temporary rails over whidh to pass, but these liave not

iproved themselves S'atisfactory. iMore recently a machine has

been invented in Diplock's " Pedrail," whidh, insitead of putting

down rails on a road, puts do-vVn feet, each carrying a wlieel

over which it rolled.

Professor Hele-Shaw's second Christmas lecture, delivered

on Tuesday, December 30, dealt with

The Road Motor.

The lecturer began by remarking that for the past five

thousand years or more vehicles had been pushed or pulled

by the muscular effort of men or animals, though the Chinese

were said to have iised kites for the purpose. But about two-

hundred years ago efforts began to be made to devise a sub-

stitute for this muscular energy in the sbape of power

derived from sails, windmills, springs, etc., applied to the

wheels themselves, and depending on their grip of the grount?

for its efficiency. Some of the earliest inventors who tried

to drive a carriage bj- means of

A_N Agency Contained Within It,

instead of moving it by some power outside it, were doubtful

whether the grip of the wheel on the road would of itself be

sufficient, and, therefore, invented arrangements in which
propulsion was obtained 'by the aid of mechanical leg.* driven

by^a steam engine, as, for example, in the steam carriages of
Brunton and Gordon. About one hundred and thirty years

a'go two steam Ciiniages of a practical character were made
in France, and it was exactly a century since Trevithiok's

carriage made its appearance in England. Later on, man_y

attempts were made to introduce such machines into regular

working on our roads, but all ultimately resulted in failure, in

spite of the great ingenuity displayed by many of their

inventoi-s. The reason generally given for this failure was the

opposition of the owners of horses and horse-coaches, which

resulted in

Prohibitory Legisl.^tion ;

but the railways had to suffer the same sort of opposition, and

yet developed in spite of it. The development of railways

was at that time more important to the community than that

of road vehicles, ;ind, therefore, aibsorbed the energies of

capitalist and engineers, whilst mechanical engineering had

not then advanced to such a pitch as to enable it to deal

successfully with the problems of road locomotion, which were,

in fact, more difficult mechanically than those of the railway.

The motive power employed on the machines which had come

into such extensive use since the removal of the restrictions

upon them six year .ago was of three kinds—the petrol
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-engine, the steam engine, and the electric motor. The petrol

engine is called an internal combiistion engine, because its

working substance is heated and fired inside tihe cylinder,

whereas in the steam engine it is heated outside the cylinder

;

the fuel used is .a light spirit, generally jietrol, but sometimes

alcohol or benzene. The petrol is vaporised in the caAurettor,

mixed with the proper proportion of air, compressed in the

cylinder, fired by kin electric spark, and exploded s>o as to

give the po-wer -which drove the engine. The battery pro-

blem, at least so far as ignition is concerned, has now been

solved. With regard to vehicles driven by steam, there are

two main types of boiler in use—the water-tube boiler, in

w^hich the fire suiTounds the water, contained in tubes, a'.d

the fire-tube boiler, in which the water surrounds the tubes.

In electrical cars everything depended on the storage bat-

teries, and the difficulties in making those has retarded pro-

.gress. However, an electrical vehicle has certainly been i-un for

ninety-seven miles without its batteries being recharged, and it

is said that in America an even greater success has been achieved.

Just as steamers always get out of the way of sa'ling ship.s,

so drivers of motor-cai-s should make it a rule to get out

of the way of foot passengers who are using the road, and

even stop, if necessary, rather than blow a horn and see hew
•close to them they can go. If that were done, a different

view would be taken by the public oi motor-cais, wh'fli are

at present regarded with, a good deal of ill-feel .15.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the North London Branch of the London

'Cihemists' Association will be held, by permission, at

the factory of Messrs. Idris and Co., Limited, Pratt

Street, Camden Town, commencing at 3.30 p.m., on

January 8, 1903. Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J.P., L.C.C., will give

an address on the advantages of the Association, and Messrs.

Pentney and Pond -will give a report on the P.A.T.A. Con-

vention.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

The second half of the session 1902-3, in connection with

the C.A.A., commences with a musical and social evening, to

36 held at 73, Newman Street, W., on Thursday, Januaiy 8,

and the pi-ogranime for the subsequent meetings in January

should create considerable interest among the members. Or-.

January 15 Mr. W. Lamond Howie will deliver a lantern

lecture, entitled, " Five European Capitals ;
or, From Berlin

to Buda-Pesth "
; the following Thursday, Tanuii v 22, jSiess, s.

Ffoulkes and Goodall will open a discussion on the " Adminis-

tration of Poi.son Regulations " ; and on Januaiy 29 Mr.

William Garsed, Salters Reseaixh Fellow in the Phanna-

ceutical Society's Research Laboratory, will communicate a

paper on " The Relation between Chemical Constitution and

Physiological Action, illustrated by Familiar Drags.''

MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday, January 28, at 7 p.m., a conver-sazione will

be held, under the auspices of this As-soeiation, in the Medical

School, Owens College, Manchester, when guests will be re-

ceived by the President, Mr. G. S. Woolley. Instrumental

music will be provided by Mr. Charles Taylor's bandl ; vocal

entei'tainment by Mi-. A. S. Kinnell's concert party, and

humorous sketches by Mr. Geo. Crews. Demonstrations and

experiments will be conducted in the physiological and phar-

maceutical laboratories, in addition to which there will be an

exhibition of special materia medica specimens, microscopical

demonstration.s, X-ray demonstrations, and illustrated lantern

lectures.

PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT, STONEHOUSE AND
DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

At the last meeting of the Trade Section of this Association

an interesting discussion on business topics took place, and the

following officers were elected :—Chairman, Mr. F. Maitland ;

Hon. Sec, Mr. S. A. Perkins ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. F. A. Spear-

The seventh annual Ball held by the Association will take place

on Friday, January 23, 1903, at Stonehouse Town Hall. Tickets

—gentlemen's 6s. 6d., ladies' 5s. 6d., doubles 10s. 6d.—may be

obtained from the Hon. Sec, Mr. F. Maitland, Chapel Street,

Stonehouse. The following members comprise the Committee :

—Messrs. J. Davy Turney (President), _G. Fairweather, F. A.

Goodwin, E. W. H. Green, Freeman W. Hunt, N. F. Lakeman,
C. J. Park, P. A. Spear, J. W. B. Swainson, and C. T. Weary.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

The first meeting in the New Year, held under the auspices

of this Association, will take place on Tuesday, January 6,

at the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool, at 8 p.m., and the following

week, Wednesdaj-, Januaiy 14, at the same time and place,

the annual dinner will be held. Tickets, 5s. each, may be

obtained of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Sankey, 5, Bank Hey
Street, Blackpool.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMUL/E.

ESlixir Dentifrice.
Formalin, 2 ; tincture of cinchona, 60 ; glycerin, 60 ; oil of

peppermint, 2; oil of star anise, 1-5; oil of cinnamon, 1 ; oil of

clove, 1 ;
alcohol, 90 per cent., 100.

—

Rev. Mid.-Pharm., 9, 651.

Matt Varnish for Photographers.
Dissolve sandarac, 10, in methylated ether (s. g. 0 725), 90.

In another vessel dissolve dammar, 4, in toluol, 30. Cautiously

warm both solutions by standing the containing vessels in

warm water to 104° F. (40° C), and gradually add the sandarac

solution to that of the dammar with constant agitation. Finally,

add from three to twenty drops of absolute alcohol to each 10

ounces of the mixture.

—

Nat. Drugg., 32, 249.

Toilet Waters to Prevent Insect Bites.

(1) Cloves, 20
;

patchouli leaves, 12 ;
rosemary leaves, 10

;

valerian root, 8 ;
marjoram leaves, 6 ;

alcohol, 49 per cent., 200.

Macerate, strain; press, and filter. Add a little of this tincture

to the water when washing. (2) Tincture of valerian, 100 ; oil

ofcajuput, 2; oil of cloves, 1. (3) Juniper wood oil, 60 Gm.

;

clove oil, 10 drops
;
rosemary oil, 6 drops. (4) Tincture of Tonka

beans (1 : 10), 50 ; oil of bay berries, 50
;
thyme oil, 4.

—

Pliarm.

Zdt, 47, 523.

Veterinary Insectifuges.

(1) Expressed oil of bay berries, 500 ;
naphthalin^ 100

;

camphor, 60; animal oil, 25. (2) Lard, 450; ceresin, 300;

expressed oil of bay berries, 800 ;
camphor, 80 ; naphthalin, 80

;

rosemary oil, 25. (4) Balsam of sulphur, 300 ; animal oil, 50.

(5) Lard, 600 ;
ceresin, 600 ;

tallow, 300 ; oil of bay berries,

2,000; naphthalin, 200; oil of rosemary, 100; asafetida, 120.

(SfUil of bay berries, 600 ; balsam of sulphur, 30. (7) Tincture of

asafetida, 170 ; crude phenol, 10 ; acetic ether, 50. (8) Oil of

bay berries, 100 ; benzol, 50 ; clove oil, 18 ;
rosemary oil, 20.—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 523.
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POISONINQ CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the eight days ending Wednesday, December 31,

seventeen fatal poisoning cases were reported, ten accidental

cases, and seven suicides, thus :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

1
2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Salts of Lemon 1

1 2

Total 10 7

Alcohol.—A labourer, at Halifax, was found dead on Christ-

mas morning from heart disease, accelerated by alcoholic

poisoning. On Christmas Eve he purchased a pint of brandy

and drank the whole of it neat.

Ar.aslnct .j.—An elderly man, who had been run over by a

van, at the corner of Hampstead Road and Euston Road, died

in University College Hospital during the operation of amputa-

tion of the legs, as the result partly of shock and partly of the

anaesthetics to which he had been subjected—first chloroform

and then the A.C.E. mixture.

Carbolic Acid.—A sub-editor of the Daily Mail, named G. H.
Bywater, who had formerly been editor of the Birmingham
Daily Mail, committed suicide with carbolic acid, at his

lodgings, in Charing Cross Road, London. A seedsman, at

Calne, was found dead, a glass containing carbolic acid solution

by his side.

Chlorodyne.—The wife of a carpenter at Stoke Newington

died as the result of taking what was stated to be sixteen times

an ordinary dose of chlorodyne, by misadventure.

Chloroform.—A draughtsman (48), living at Clapton Park,

who had twice been operated on for cancer in the jaw, died in

St. Bartholomew's Hospital under chloroform during the pro-

gress of a third operation. A young man died at Barrow while

under the influence of the same anaesthetic.

Hydrochloric Acid.—Acid used for soldering, and kept in a

scent-bottle, was taken in mistake by a young married woman
at New Cross, with fatal efiect.

Laudanum.—At an inquest held at Macclesfield on December

22, relative to the death of a woman who died from an over-

dose of laudanum, it transpired that the deceased had in her

possession laudanum bottles bearing the labels of three diSerent

chemists, and also Boots drug stores. It was also stated that

deceased had been refused laudanum by Mr. Bowers, chemist

and druggist, and that she must have sent someone for the

drug. The coroner said it was a great pity that when a person

fetched laudanum the name and address and the purpose for

which the drug was required were not entered in a book by

chemists, as was the case with other poisons. At the present

time anybody could go and get two or threepennyworth of

laudanum without any fear of being questioned. The jury re.

urned a verdict of " death by misadventure."

Opium.—A Dutch domestic servant, in the house of a medical
man at Halifax, died from opium poisoning, having taken some
opium pills in mistake for iron pills from the shelf of her mas-
ter's dispensary. The coroner suggested that bottles contain-

ing such pills should be locked up in future.

Oxalic Acid.—A young man at Bethnal Green committed
suicide with oxalic acid.

Phosphorus.—An elderly woman at Bradford who was in pain

from ill-health, scalded a box of matches in boiling water and
drank three teacupsful of the liquid. The medical man who
attended her had no doubt that death was due to phosphorus

poisoning.

Poisonous Liniment.—A liniment containing belladonna and
other drugs caused the death of a man at Kilbrittan, County
Cork, who drank the compound in mistake for rum. The
bottles were similar in appearance, except that the former was
labelled poison.

Salts of Lemon.—The wife of a Manchester labourer poisoned

herself with this substance.

Miscellaneous Poisons.—An inquest was held at Hoxton
respecting the death of a boy, six years of age, who complained

of illness after eating two pills found in a box in the playground

of a Board School. The medical evidence showed death to be

due to general peritonitis, but Dr. Wynn Westcott stated that

it was very desirable that the case should be investigated

the pills were doubtless intended for an adult. A barmaid in St.

Pancras committed suicide with poison, the nature of which
was not stated, and a chambermaid at a Liverpool hotel drank

a quantity of disinfecting fluid.

Non- Fatal Cases.—A chimney sweep at Glasgow was found
unconscious, with an empty bottle which had contained car-

bolic oil at his side. His recovery is considered doubtful. A
man at Leeds took a quantity of laudanum and camphor on
Christmas Day while under the influence of drink. Another
man in the same town drank a bottle of embrocation on Satur-

day. A farmer at Aberdeen was admitted into the infirmary,

sufiering from the effects of poisoning by coal-gas.

OBITUARY.

Cooper.—On December 16, Sydney Hampton, eldest son of

Thomas Cooper, Chemist and Druggist, West Smethwick.
Aged 19. Mr. S. H. Cooper was a promising pupil much
respected in the district, and his death is greatly regretted.

Daniel,—On December 17, Robert Ewart, son of George
Daniel, Chemist and Druggist, Wood Green. Aged 13.

Keall.—On December 29, at 241, Elgin Avenue, Maida Vale
London, the beloved wife of Holmes Keall, Chemist and
Druggist, in her fifty-sixth year.

Thomas.—On December 27, Caleb Jones Thomas, Chemist
and Druggist, Ystalyfera. Aged 64. Mr. Thomas, who had
been a member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1875, was
also a registered dental surgeon, and had resided at Ystalyfera

for a period of forty-six years—being one of the town's oldest

inhabitants.

Sodium Di-1odo-Salicylate fob Soft Chancbe.— Trolo

finds that sodium di-iodo-salicylate is a very active remedy for

soft chancre. It is first applied directly to the sore, undiluted,

then diluted with talc to the extent of 2, 10 and 50 per cent, in

succession, as the cure procesds. In all the cases treated a

rapid cure has been effected. Since the remedy is odourless, it

is preferable to iodoform.

—

L' Union Pharm., 43, 409.
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MARKET REPORT.

The articles quoted here have often to be sorted in order to guit the
requirements of the retail pharmacist, and the quotations given are in

all cases the lowest cash prices for bulk quantities. The eost of freightage
from the chemical and drug works to the various distributing centres
must also be considered. It is important that these conditions should be
borne in mind in making any comparison between the prices quoted and
those of the wholesale drug trade.

London, Thursday, January 1, 1905.

The New Year has opened uneventfully as far as Drugs and

Chemicals are ccaicerned, business, not only in this particular

branch, but also, unhappily, generally, continuing deplorably

dull. The only change in values so far has been a reduction,

on part of Continental makers, in price of Lithia Salts, as a

counter-move, it :s stated, to the continued underselling on part

of American competitors. The future prospect for Quinine, in

sj): te of the fact that the article remains nominally firm in the

speculative market, at, however, nearly 2d. per oz. below

makers' prices for the Sulphate, does not look very bright in

face of the cont'nued large shipments of Cinchona Bark from
Java. Oil Peppermint and Menthol remain steady. Cod Liver

Oil quiet, it appearing that the high price has tended to check

consumption. Otherwise, values remain quiet and unchanged.

We can only express the hope that the year which has just

commenced may prove a more bright and prosi>erouis one for all

our readers than, we fear, the year iwhich has just closed has

unfortunately been for many of our friends.

ACID BORACIC—Without change at 22s. and 24s. per cwt.
for crystals and powder respectively.

ACID CARBOLIC—Is quiet on basis of 5Ad. per lb. for
34-35° C. ice crystals,

ACID CITRIC—Is steady, at ll|d. to Is. per lb., the makers
still not "being free sellers for forward deliver}-.

ASHES—Pots: Montreal 26s. 6d., New York 25s. 6d.

;

pearls 38s. to 40s.

BLEACHING POWDER (CHLORIDE OF LIME).—English is

quoted £6 15s. per ton.

BORAX—Unchanged at 13s. per cwt. for crystals, and 14«.

for powder.
BROMIDES.—Matters appear to have quite resumed the

status quo antt , and for the moment there is no further talk of

a possible reduction in price.

CAFFEINE.—Makers still qiiote 10s. 6d. per-lb. for the pure
and 7s. 3d. j)er lb. for the Citrate B.P.
CAMPHOR—^Is very firm, both as regards the ci-ude and

also the refined article. English refiners, however, so far

made no change in their j^rices.

CINCHONA BARK.—The shipments at Java during December
were 1,300.000 Amsterdam lb. against 1.273,000 Amsterdam lb.

last year, and 1,091,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1900. The total for

the twelve months is 13,143,000 Amsterdam lb., against

12,606,000 Amsterdam lb. last year, and 10,741,000 Amsterdam
lb. in 1900.

COCAINE—Is steady, but quiet, at unchanged price.

CODEINE—Is unchanged at 10s. lOd. per oz. for pure cryst.,

8s. 8d. per oz. for the Phosphate, and 9s. lOd'. per oz. for the

Muriate and Sulphate Salts.

COPPER SULPHATE—^Is quiet, at £17 12s. 6d. to £18 per
ton for spot delivery.

IODIDES—Are unchanged at Convention rates ; the question,

however, still remains whether these prices can be m«aiintadned'

indefinitely.

LITHIA SALTS.—Continental makers to-d&y sent out a notice

that price of Carbonate was reduced to 5s. 4d. per lb. for quan-
tities below 28 lb. No doubt the sa'ts will be reduced in pro-

portion. Continued American competition is stated to be the
cause of the reduction.

MERCURIALS—Are Steady at imchanged prices.

MORPHINE—Is quiet, but firm, at 3s. lOd. to 4s. pei- oz., ac-

cording to quantity and pjicking, for the Hydrochlorate powder,
and 2d. jjer oz. more for the crystalline salt.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil steady spot, but
easier forward. London spot pipes quoted £24 lOs., barrels

.£24 10s., Ja.nuaay £23 5s., January-April £23, May-August
after business art. £22 7s. 6d.. £22 was accepted, closing

£22 2s. 6d. Hull naked sjxjt £22 15s., Januai-y-April £22,-

Maj'-August £21. Rape Oil quiet. Ordinary Brown on the
spot barrels £23 10s-., December-April £23 10s. English refined
spot £24 15s. Ravison December-February £21 naked. Cottou
Oil dull. London Cmde spot £20, December-April £20 2s. 6d.
Refined spot £21 10s. to £23. Hull naked Refined spot £20,
January-April £20 5s., May-'August £20 IZs. 6d. Crude spot
£19, December-April £19 5s. Olive Oil : Mogador £30 to £31,
Spanisli £31, Levant £30 to £31. Cocoanut Oil quiet. Ceylon,
s[>ot £29, afloat £26 10s. c.i.f., December-February £26 10s.

c.i.f., January-March £26 10s., c.i.f. Cochin spot £35 10s,

December-January £27 12s. 6d. c.i.f., January-March £27 10s.

c.i.f., March-May £27 10s. c.i.f. Mauritius spot £29 10s.
Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28. Castor Oil quiet.
Belgian, December, first £22 10s., second.-* £20; Januaiy-
Deoember, firsts £22, seconds £20. Barrels free, ex wharf,
London., 2^ {)er cent, discount. Hull made, prompt delivery,
firsts £22 5s. per ton, Ja.nuaiy-June deliveries £22 per ton;
seconds, prompt delivery £19 10s. per ton, January-June de-
liveries £19 5s. per ton. Ba.Tels included, delivered free, ex
wharf, London, less 2 1/3 i>er cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale Ameri-
can spot quoted £6 to £7 5s., Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian
Black £5 5s. to £5 10s., pale £6 15s. to £7. Turi>entine very
firm for sjjot and near positions. American «pot quoted
39s. lO^d. to 40s., Januaay-April 40s. 3d., May-June 38s. 6d.,
May-August 36s. 9d., Septembei'-December 35s. Petroleum
Oil : Ru-ssiam dull at 4|d. to 4id. American firm

; spot 6d.
to 6^d., Water White 8d. to 8^d. Refined Roumanian spot
4|d. to 4|d. Petroleum spirit : American ordinary 7d.,
deodorised 7id. t« 8^d.

OPlUM.--In consequence of confinnation of reports from
'

the producing districts that severe cold has set in, which is

nearly certain to damage the young plants in their actual
weak state, the market is very firm, and yesterday about
100 cases were withdrawn from the market. Prices are,

however, so far nominally unchanged, or at least only a trifle-

higher. If the plants do really suffer serious damage an
advance in value of the drug is practically certain.

PARAFFIN WAX.—Crude 2d. to 2^d. Refined 3d. to 5|d.

PHENACETIN—Is fairly steady at unchanged values on
basis of 4s. 8d. per lb. for both crystals and powder in 10 cwt.
lots. It is, however, rumoured that in view of continued
undersellirig. which may or may not emanate from outside
makers rather than from old contracts made before price was
advanced, a reduction in price on part of the combined makers
is not quite impossible in the not too distant future.

PITCH.—7s.

QUICKSILVER—^Is firm at £8 15s. per bottle from the im-

porter. Nothing available from second hand.

QUININE.—Market has remained remai-kably steady, in face

of the by no means moderate bark shipments advised from
Java durhig December (viz., 1,300,000 lb. Dutch, or the equiva-

lent of about 1,430,000 lb. English). Makers still quote
B&S and Brunswick Sulphate Is. l^d. per oz. for 1,000 oz.

lots in 100 oz. tins, while in the speculative market these

brands are obtainable at l|d. per oz. less money.

ROSIN.—Common strained spot 5s. ex-wharf, Dec. -Feb. and
Jan. -March sailer 4s. 9d. to 4s. lO^d., ex ship conditions.

SANTONINE—Is fii'm, at 19s. 6d. per lb for 2 cwt. lots

taken in one delivery.

SALICINE—Is unchanged at 15s. 6d. per lb.

SHELLAC.—There being a holiday ip Calcutta, the usual

telegram has not com© to band. The market here, in conse-

quence, has been very quiet, and little business of consequence

has been done. The" demand on the spot is quiet, with only

small sales at previous rates. Futures are quiet and easier.

Call prices: January, TN, sellers 126s., buyers 124s.
;
February,

sellers 127s., buyers 124s. ; ^Lirch, sellers 124s., buyers 122s. ?

April, sellers 124s., buyers 121s.; May, sellers 123s., buyers

121s. ; June, sellers 123s., buyers 120s. The sales include 400

cases TN Orange, January delivery at 124s., and February at

124s. to 123s. 6d
;
May .sellers at "l23s.

SU.LPHONAL—Continues a " drug, ' Bayers miake being still

obtainable, in limited quantity only, however, at 5s. per lb.

for both crystals andi powder.
TAR.—.Stockholm 21s. 6d. Archangel 16s.

THYMOL—Is ven,' quiet at 6s. 6d. to 7s. per lb., according

to make, quantity, and packing.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Blue Pills.

At Bootle Police Court, on D&cemBei- 19, William Joiie.s was
summoned for selling pills not of the nature and substance

demanded. It was admitted, on behalf of defendant, that

Plummer's pills had been supplied by mistake in,stead of blue

pills. A fine of lO.s. and costs was imposed.

Camphorated On..

At Rye (Sussex), on December 17, Ernest Allen and Norman
Allen, trading as Allen Bros., of Brede, were summoned for

selling camphorated oil which was not up to the B.P. standard

of .strength. Mr. Cuthbert Hales, who defended, objected to

the certificate of tlie public analyst, on the ground that it was
not proi>6rly filled up. He also urged that mere deterioration

of strength was no offence, as camphor was very volatile. The
sample was certified to be deficient in camphor to the extent of

5 per cent. , and with regard to the certificate the Bench decided

to accept it, believing that 1^ written thereon was intended to

mean 1^ oz. The Chainnan. in fining each defendant Is., and
9s. 3d. costs, remarked upon the negligent drawing up of the

analyst's certificate which had given rise to much trouble.

Olive Oil.

At Consett, on December 22, Kirk's Drag Stores Company,
of Shakespeare Street, Consett, were summoned for selling olive

oil whioh was not of the nattire, substance, and quality de-

manded by the purchaser.

A shilling bottle of olive oil was purdhased at the defendant's

establishment, and the county analyst, Mr. W. F. K. Stock,

certified that it contained water, 39'28 per cent. ; and soap,

1 per cent. He added that the sample could simply be desig-

nated " greasy water."
The food and drugs inspector, Mr. Arthur J. Smith, stated,

itt cross-examination, that in cold weather the oil granulated,

and that he had called attention to the fact that the oil W9/S

thicker at the bottom of the bottle.

For the defence it was staited that the defendants purchased
the oil with the stock-in-trade of the late Mr. Milner, and
that it had not been tampered with in any way.
The Bench imposed a fine of £1 and £3 15s. 6d. costs.

Merctjht Ointment.

At Longton (Staffs.), on Wednesday, December 31, 1902, the
Potteries Stipendiary Magistrate completed hearing the cases

against a number of Potteries chemists under the Sale of ood
and Drugs Acts, for selling mercury ointment deficient in mer-
cury. The Magistrate had previously ruled against the con-

tention of the defence that there was a commercial standard
for the article in question, but reserved his decision on the

question of a label, covered with an outer wrapper, being suffi-

cient protection for the purchaser. (See P. J., December 13
and 27, pp. 633, 714.)

Mr. Knight, for the prosecution, argued that the label, being
obscured, was not noticed

; further, where a particular article

was asked for imder the Pharmacopoeia name, the dealer was
bound to .sell that article, and the label would not protect him.
Mr. Kirby (Messrs. Neve, Beck and Kirby), for the defence,

argued unJer Section 8 that the purchaser had an opportimity
of reading the label, and that it was common knowledge that
chemists always wrapped their articles up.

The Stipendiary reserved his decision until Friday, January 9,

intimating that he was not finding fraud. One case against a

defendant, named Piggin, whose instruction to label the article

"dilute," made in purchaser's hearing, was not carried out by
the assistant, wa^ djsmi.^sed.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
J. Dysart McCaw and -J. D. R. Monro, Medical Practitioners,

of East Finchley and Muswell Hill, N. Debts will be received
and paid by J. D. R. Monro.
W. A. Phillips and Leonard Avery, Physicians, Surgeons, and

Medical Practitioners, Mayfair. Debts will be received by
W. A. Phillips and by L. Avery from their own patients.

George Herbert Wade and Hugh Lawson, Surgeons and
General Medical Practitioners, of Chislehurst. Debts will be
received and paid by H. Lawson.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. J. G. Wallbridge, M.P.S., has purchased the business of

the Atherton Drug Company, of 10, Bridge Street, St. Helens.

Mr. F. Pilkington Sargeant, the Principal of the Leeds Col-

lege of Pharmacy, has completely recovered from his recent

severe illness, and will resxnne his lectures on January 20.

Mr. 0. R. Windemer, pharmaceutical chemist, has entered

into partnership with Mr. A. E. Hoobs, 33, Mount Pleasant,

Tunbridge Wells, and the firm will now trade as Hobbs and
Windemer. ^

Col. Wm. FitzThomas Wyley, of Wyleys, Limited, manu-
facturing chemists, has been placed by the Lord Chancellor cn

the Commission of the Peace for the Countj^ of Warwickshire,

on the recommendation of the Lord Lieutenant of the County.

Dr. George Watt, C.I.E., is among those who receive the

honour of knighthood in connection with the Durbar. Dr.

Watt, who is the officer in charge of the Economic and Art
Section of the Indian Museum at Calcutta, was elected an
Honorary Member of the Pharmaceutical Society in 1899.

Mr. Wyndham R. Dunstan, F.R.S., Director of the Scientific

and Technical Department of the Imjjerial Institute, has now
been appointed by the Board of Trade to be Director of the

Institute. Mi'. Dunstan will continue in charge of the

scientific investigation of economic products, and will super

vise any other branches of work canied on by the Board of

Trade at South Kensington, including the collections of products

of the Empire so far as they will be under the control of the

Board.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Plomley and Alldis, Limited.—This company was registered

on December 16, 1902, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to

acquire the business carried on at 51, Fife Road, Kingston-on-
Thames, of wholesale and retail druggists, chemists, drysalters,

oil and colour merchants, drug and paint grinders. No initial

public issue. Table A mainly applies. Directors, F. J. Plomley
and H. W. Alldis.

W. H. Richardson and Co., Limited.—This company was
registered on December 20, 1902, with a capital of £2,000 in £1
shares, to carry on business as chemists, druggists, grocers,

drysalters, mineral water manufacturers, Italian warehouse-
men, or any other business which can be carried on in connec-
tion with the same. No initial public issue. Registered office :

103, Kirkstall Road, Iiondon.

Thomas Robins, Limited.—This company has been registered

with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement
with W. Robins, grocer, Abertillery, and to carry on the busi-

ness of grocers, provision merchants, butchers, dealers in fancy
goods, chemists, druggists, etc. No initial public issue. The
number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than
five; the first are W. Robins, J. Z. Edmunds, and C. P.
Edmunds: qualification, £50.

Parke's Drug Stores, Limited.—The eighth annual general
meeting of this company was held on December 23, 1902, at

Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C., Mr. P. Warnford-
Davis (chairman) in the chair. The chairman's statement
showed that the net profit for the year was £5,145, an increase
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of £972 on the previous year, and the reserve funds stood at
£8,378. During the year a laboratory had been established,
and was now in working order. The directors recommended a
dividend on the ordinary shares of 6 per cent, per annum, carr y-
ing forward £244 19s. 8d. The directors' recommendation was
adopted, and Mr. J. F. Puerst was re-elected as a director.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS.

King's College, London.—Au evening course of lectures .

demonstrations, and practical work in practical and clinical

bacteriology will be held on Monday evenings from 6.30 to

8.30, commencing on January 12 and ending on March 2. In
the practical work students will make for themselves perma-
nent preparations of the chief pathogenic micro-organisms, and
will carry out the principal manipulations employed in bacte-
riological investigations. The class will he under the direction

of Professor Hewlett, with Dr. Willson as demonstrator. The
fee will be £3 3s., including all materials and the use of a
microscope. Names must be sent in as soon as possible to the
Secretary, or to Professor Hewlett, as the class will not be held
if less than six students join.

Owens College, Manchester.—A very successful smoking con-
cert, at which the medical, dental, and pharmaceutical students
were present, w;is held in the OWlege Refectorj', Owens
College, Manchester, on Thursday evening, December 18. Dr.
Collier presided, and was ably supported by members of the
staff, both of the infirmary and of the medical school, including

Drs. Beny and Reynolds and Professor Wild. "There was
abundance of good talent, but the original songs and sketches

of Mr. Irving, one of the medical .students, who hit off

in the happiest manner the various features of college life,

were particularly enjoyed. It may interest pliarmacists to

know that the subject for debate by the Medical Students'

Debating Society on Febraary 10, 1903, is described as " the

vexed question " of " The Relation of Pharmacy to Medicine."

Westminster College of Pharmacy.—On "breaking-up " for the
Christmas holidays' Mr. G. S. V. AVills was the recipient of a
handsome presemt from his students, whose average attenda.noe

Iia-s been eighty-one during the past term. The present took
the form of a combination case of plate and cutlery, suitably

inscribed, with a framed illuminated address, as follows:—
"Presented to G. S. V. Wills, Esq., as a token of the respect

and high esteem with which the students of the Westminster
College regard their Principal.—Christmais, 1902." Mr.
Shapley, who, with Mr. Bickley, had taken the matter in

hand, made the ]jresentation on "behalf of the students, whose
enthusiasm showed how thoroughly they endorsed his remarks
on Mr. Wills' popularity among them, the great personal in-

terest he takes in the progress of each individual, and his

untiring efforts to fit them for examination. An interesting

fact in this connection is that on December 15 Mr. Wills

delivered his 12,000th lecture to pharmaceutical students. On
Thursday, December 18, the College journeyed down to Kew,
and a most enjoyable time was spent. An exhaustive study of

the hothouses occupied the time till 4.30, after which over
fifty assembled to an excellent tea provided by the Principal

at the Rose and Crown hotel. Mr. Wills, who was supported
by Mr. H. S. Wills and Mr. Walden (Secretary), met with a
great reception, .which was repeated at the close of the evening,

cheers for Mrs. Wills and himself being frequently given.

After tea the names of winners of medals and certificates during

the recent College examinations were announced, each medallist

being hauled up for " Speech," amid great excitement. A
smoking concert took place during the course of the evening,

the quality of the turns showing that talent of that description

had not suffered by too close attention to minor studies. Mr.
Broom's .songs and efforts as accompanist, and Mr. Harry Wills

in pianoforte solos being the chief items of a really good pro-

gramme. The proceedings w*re full of " go " from start to

finish, and Mr. Wills said he thought it the most enjoyable of

all the functions he had attended in that room during a period

of twenty-seven vears. That his health may long be spared for

the benefit of future students, and that the enjoyment of

Many more such gatherings may help relieve the strain of his

rtusy life is the earnest wish of all Westminster men past and
present.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.
BY A PHARMACIST.

The 'Beomide Monthly,' a publication by the Rotary
Photographic Co., Ltd., of considerable interest to workers
ot the bromide process, frequently gives formula anrl hini-,
as to the manipulation of th«^ deve!o|ment papers! ^d t£'c™ t.r°T' '^"^"^ ^'"^^ of^ractical value. iT thecurrent issue a foiinula is given which is recommended as

rapidity It is stated that exi^erience having proved thepracticabihty and utility of this developer, the^^i^y has

v.:.v.v.::-.:.;;:v::;;.::;:- '''V^'-
Hydrokinone 5

"

Sodium carbonate (dried) .., iqq
"

Sodium sulphite (ciystals) ... loo
"

cie "Svo*^""'! '"^'T r'^^"^*^ ""''"y^^ employed'; in that

11,^ f^'^^
''l'^^'"^'^- This 'constitutes the

±t maocimum strength. The writer thenstates that for use this was diluted with from oneto sixteen parts of water, and five to fifteen di^ps ofbromide solution added. As we are left entirely in the dark as tothe actual quantity of the developer to which this five to fift^e^

?nt?nl'^
^PPl--W^. or the strength of the bromidellS

As a rule^l^pTf'' ''V'^'''!?™^'
^*''^"" information.As a rule the less sensitive development, or " gas-Ught" papers

require a concentrated form of developer and a mininTum ofrestrainer; for ordinary bromide prints from negatives of

h?'JtZ.T''^\^I
.'^^ .'^f

"'^^"""'^ P^^P^^'^ ^bove should
be diluted with two to three times its bulk with water, and a
larg^er proportion of bromide solution—of 10 per cent strength

The PopuLAiuTT of the combined metol and hydrokinone
developer for paper negatives is somewhat difficult to account
tor, unless it may ba its suitability for sale in roadv-made
solutions, or in the form of cartridges; for iu mvown experience I have found amidol to be the s=mple4
foi-m of developer, and one which yields the best
results in my hands. It will not, however, retain its efficiency
if kept in solution, and must therefore be always prepared as
required. For bromide papers the following simple solution
I have employed for years with every satisfaction •—

Vi,-; 2i grains.
Sodium sulpmto 30
Potassium bromide from 1 to 2

"

to each ounce of water. For gas-light papers the amidol and
sulphite should be doubled m qua.ntitv and the bromide
reduced to a mere trace—^ grain to each ounce; but in
the case of hard negatives a more dilute developer may be
used with advantage. After all, my experience leads aie to
think that the quality of the results depend more upon
correctness in exposure than upon any special form of
developer.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. McAdam and Co., Stock and Share Brokers, Black-
heath, are taking into partnership as from January 1, Mr. W.
W. Tuckniss. The title of the firm in the future will be
" McAdam and Tuckniss."

Mr. Alexander Milne, chemist and druggist, Maud, Aberdeen-
shire, publishes a list of hor.se and cattle medicines. These
remedies, which include many valuable veterinary specialties,
command a large sale in Aberdeenshii-e and other paits of
Scotland.

Mr. W. Dennis, chemLst and optician, South Shields and
Jarrow, sends his annual almanack and diary for 1903. The
booklet contains postal and other information, and a number
of advertisements of specialties sold by Mr. Dennis. The
publication of a diary such as this is an excellent way for a
country chemist to increase bis business.
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Mr. J. Spencer Palmer, M.P.S., chemist and dental surgeon,

Thornbury, Gloucestershire, sends a copy of his almanack
for 1903. Mr. Palmer calls particular attention to his change
of address from tlie corner of High Street and The Plain to

CJoronation House, Hif^h Street. Mr. Palmer's enterprise in

publishing this annual 'booklet is rewarded by the laige number
of business firms advertising in the almanack.

" Capilliphor," Limited. 17, Cumberland Street, Deansgate,
Manchester, sends a sample bottle of the new hair restorei,

Capilliphor," which is now being introduced to the British

market. The preparation is stated to have been dis.covered and
fully test«d by the fouiaier of the Pasteur Laboratory, Vienna.

The price to the retail trade is 3s. 5d. per bottle, and the

selling price 3s. 9d. The proprietors state that tUey will do

their utmost to prevent any cutting of prices.

Messrs. George Houghton and Son, 88 and 89, High Hol-

born, W.C., are now prepared to supply the "linsigu" iso-

chromatic roll film (Jaylight loading). This film is much
more sensitive to red and yellow light than ordinary films, tlit

various coloiu's being reproduced in monochrome in their

correct values. No special developer is requned, Ibut gi-eat

care should be taken to use only a deep ruby light wlien deve-

loping in the dark room.

Mr. Reginald W. Barker, F.S.P.A., Vulcan House, 5G, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., ^ends two pamphlets whick he has
published, entitled respectivelj-, 'Patent Notes for Inventors'

and 'Trade Mark Notes.' The object of tihe fornim- is to show
inventors the nature o'f tlie protection provided 'by law for

their inventions, the manner in which such protection may
be obtained, and particulars as to its expense. The dhargea

for patenting inventions in the principal foreign countries and
colonies are given, as well as those prevailing in this country.

In ' Trade Mark Notes ' Mr. Barker enumerates tlie principal

classes of designs, word.s, etc., which may 1)& registered as

trade-marks, with full particulars of charges, etc.

Messrs. Burgoyne, Burbidges and Co., 12 and 16, Coleman
Street, London, E.G., send a copy of the second edition of
their 'Notes on the Mmufacture of Aerated Waters, Cordials,

Brewed Beers, etc.' The book contains formulfe for colouring,

flavouring, preserving, and otQier materials of all kind=! that are

used in Tarewing and in tlie manufacture of mineral w;i ters. Be-

sides fhis, there are 'lumerous arithmetical tables of value fur re-

ference in the same processes, and other similar information.

Chemists and druggis+s who make, or are thinking of making,
their own aerated waters should find the book most helpful.

Messrs. Burgoyne, Burbidges, and Co. will be pleased to for-

ward a copy of the book gratis to any reader of the

Pharmaceutical Journal, on rece.'pt of business card.

Potassium Metabisuipliite Tabiojds.—Messrs. Burroughs
Weillcome and Co. have now added potassium aneitabisulpiiite

tabloids, gr. 10, to their list of " Ta'bloid " pliotographic
chemicals. It is frequently a very great conyeuienoe to have
potassium metabisuipliite ready to hand in perfect condition.
In preparing formulae one tabloid is employed in place of each
10 grains of the crystals. Accuracy is thus secured without
weighing, there is no waste, and a considerable .saving

in space is effected. To illustrate the fecial convenience of
this new tabloid reference may be made to the acid fixing bath
of hypo and potassium inetabisulphite now so generally used.
By aiidding one potassium metabisulplhite tabloid, gr. 10, to

each oirace of the ordinary stock solution of plain hypo such
an acid fixing bath is jX once available.

W. Martindale's Price List.—The new edition of this price
list, just issued, contains thirty-two pages more than its

predecessor. In the first part, devoted to chemicals, drugs,
and galenicals, prices ivave been revised, and a. large number
of new chemicals and galenicals have been added, while the
collection of drugs has been increased so as to include the
vast majority of plant products in use. In Part II. the list of
the firm's specialties l!i general demand has been rendered

more complete by the addition of new products, such as

hamamelis jelly, " Pura " soap, " steiules," guaiacol valeri-

anate capsules, nitroglycerin capsules, Pavy's solution cap-

sules (glass), suppositoria suprarenal cum moi-ph., suprare-

nal extract tablets (chocolate), and the " Martindale " brand
of compressed tablets. An abbreviated list of Parke, Davis,
and Co.'s specialties is also given. Part HI. has been notably
improved by the addition of a large variety of surgical and

general sundries, together with illustrative blocks for the con-

venience of customers in the provinces and the colonies. In
this section attention is directed to catheters, col-

lapsible tubes of oiiitments, douches, the new aseptic dressing

jar, elastic stockings, serum syringes, medicine cases, moss
products, sterilised paraffin, sprays, MartindaJe's sterilised

dressings, thermometers, etc. Part IV. is devoted to analy-

tical requirements of every description. A notable introduc-

tion in the staining solutions is that of those used in natural colour

photography. In the part devoted to apparatus, a new small

bottle is illustrated, which has been manufaotnred according

to suggestions of Mr. William Lang, F.R.C.S. This is de-

signed especially for preventing the access of dust to ophthalmic

solutions. It lias no ledges on which dust can accumulate.

The cap, when placed on the ta;ble. rests on three points, so as

to pick up the least possible amount of dust. The neck of

the bottle is large enough for the finger to be inserted for

cleaning purposes. This device should prove useful, both in

hospital and private practice.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretakies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society

are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-

ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Tlie Metric System.—A resolution was passed by the Coventry

City Council on Tuesday, December 25, in favour of the compul-

sory introduction of the m'etric system of weights and measures

into the British Empire.

Burglary at a Cliemist's.—Uuiing Friday night burglars

paid a visit to the estaJblislhmerit of Mr. I'aylor, dhemist and
diTiggist, of Liverx>ool Road, Paftricroft, near Manchester, and

stole between £2 and £3 in cash.

Poison by Post in America.—Three mysterious poisoning

cases are reported by the New York correspondent of the Daily

Mail. In all the cases the poison was concealed in sweets. Tlte

poisons used were morphine and ai'senic. In no case ha.s the

sender of the confectionery been discovered.

Justice for Chemists.—An anonymous writer, who has sent

a letter to the Daily Express continuing the corresipondence

.under the albove heading, istaltes tha)t a medical man, from his

training, is as well qualified, peiiiaps better, to act as a

chemist than many of the aggrieved "PhjC.'s." We may
safely leave it to our readers to make their own comments on

this really ludicrous assertion.

Some of the items under this heading appeared in last week's Inset as

late news.
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British Sweetmeats in Turkey.—As the result of efforts ex-
tending over nearly itwo years, the British Embassy has ob-
t iined tihe wJtibdrawal of the order i>njlhiibiting the iiiiport into
Turkey of coloured sweets of Britii-iii manufacture, having suc-
ceeded ill proving tflialt itihe sweets, contrary to t'he analysis ot
the Medical Council, contain noithing injurious to the 'public
Jiealth,

Fire at a Chemist's Shop.—Tlie chemical fire engine provided
iby tiiie Liverpool City 'Council for the Garston end of tbe city
turned out for the first time just 'before midnight on Christnias
Eve. Fire liad broken out in one of tlie bedrooms at tdie rear
of Mr. J. a. Driver's -dhemict's .shop, 'bu't a prompt discovery
following on an exctptionaiy smart txu-n-out on the part of ths
brigade had the effect of confining the flames to the one royni,
ihe furniture being destroyed.

Banliruptcy.-T-At the adjourned cessio examination in the
Kirkcaldy Bankruptcy Court of H. W. F. Allan, chemist and
druggist, debtor stated that, besides other amounts owing to
him, there were four outstanding debts amounting to
£623 Is. 6d., which were likely to be disputed. There were
claims against doctors foi; drugs supplied to clubs, etc. ; but
.'ome years ago debtor had given one doctor a note of hand,
that if he would send his private custom, no charge would be
made for supplies to the doctor's club.s-

An Acetylene Explosion. —An , inquest has been held at

Birmingham on the son of a local bank manager, named
Walker, who met his death as the result of a magic
lantern explosion. The youth had seen some instructions in a
paper devoted to amateur electricians as to the use of acetylene
gas for magic lanterns. He made the necessary cylinders, but
failed to perforate the inner one properly, and while he was
showing the lantern to his mother a terrific explosion occurred.

A verdict of " Accidental death " was recorded.

The Free Supply of Disinfectants.—At a meeting of the
Bariiistaple Town Council it appeared that during the past half-

year the actual payments for d:sinfectants amounted to £25 9s.,

while the estimate for that period had been £50. In reply to

question.", the Surveyor .stated that though no one was now
refused free disinfectant where it was required, the practice

of supplying it indiscriminately had been stopped. People

formerly went with jars and obtained disinfectants, and then
sold the same to pereons living in the countrj'.

Women as Botanists.—A special general meeting of the Fel-

lows of the Linnean Society ihas been summoned for

January 15, 1903, in order to consider t'he advisaibility

of applying for a 'SuppHeanental iCharter to empower
the Society to admit women as Felilows. Last March
t'h'8 Council issued a circular inviting expressions of opinion,

witih the result tihat 301 Fellows out of 4-27 wtho replied were
in favour of Ithe change. Tf a SuppHemental Charter be obtained,

it is propoied to make a few other verbal modifications of the

terms of the existing Charter.

Cheap Government Quinine. —The Italian Government has
decided to help the campaign against malaria by providing
quinine at low prices for the i>ea.sants. It is calculat«d that

thousands of valuable lives are lost each year because the

l)€asants are unable to pay for the necessary quinine. The
Government will enable themi to procure the drug at prices

very mucli lower than those ruling in the chem'sts' shops, and
in order to meet the demand for next year's malarial campaign
(from May to November) eleven tons of bisuiphate of quinine

iue now being prepared.

Prescribing by an Unqualified Man.—At an inquest held on

December 23, in the Newingtou Coroner's Court, it was shown

that the deceased, a young married woman aged twenty-five

years, had been recommended bv her si.«ter to consult a
" Dr." Mathieson, Clifton Crescent, Peckham. Thi-s person, when
called as a witness, sty!ed himself a " manufacturing chemist,"

and stated tha.t, though he had no qualification as a, medical

man or as a chemist and druggLst, he had acquired his know-

ledge from studying and from exj)eriments. The husband of

the deceased had been under the impression that Mathieson was
;:, qualified medical man.

The Congress of Applied Chemistry.—Already preparations
are being made in Berlin for the Iiitei-natioiial Congress of

Applied Cliemisti-y, which will be- held there during Whitsuntide
of this year. Dr. Henry Bottinger, of Berlin, has been in London
lately tor the purpose of securing the co-ojwration of English

chemists, and it is hoped that those, in particular, who are

interested in chemistry fiom the point of view of tlie manu-
facturer will be adequately repiesented. Ths Congress will be

divided into twelve sections, including analytical and industriil

chemistry, metallurgical and allied subjects, medical and phar-

mixeutic'al chemistry, and eleciti-ic chtmistiy. The President

of the Congress is D'r. Otto Witt.

The Prescribing Chemist.—A correspondent of the Datli/

Expri .^". who writes over the letters " Ph.C," asserts, on the

strength of fifteen yea's' experience, that the much-maligned

prescribing chemist is a boon to tlie poorer classes, who are

unable to afford medical advice. He says it is generally

forgotten that the chemist is a professional man, speciallv

trained in the compounding of drugs ; and from the nature of

his calling he is frequently as well acquainted with the neces-

sary remedies for a given disease as many medical men. In

conclusion, he points out that a doctor who recently dispen-sed

corrosive sublimate for santonin, with fatal results, was only

lightly censured by the coroner's jury.

Questioning Mr. Carnegie's Policy.—It is reported that Prin-

cipal Story, of iGlasgow University, has been looking one of Mr.

Andrew Carnegie's gift-liorses in tlie nioutlh. At the annuiil

conference of the Educational Institute of Scotland on December

29. Princioal Story said lie wi>lh€d Mr. 'Carnegie lhad fpent a

large portion of the money wliicli he had bestowed upon th--

Scottish University not on the paj-ment of fees, which was, he

lihouo-iit a very questionable policy, but in endowing bursaries

for the iseconda'ry scthools, feillowships for tihe Universities, antl

e-pecially fellow-t'hips for researdh, so ttot those who made

mo t progress there sihould not be obliged to leave immediately,

but ..'hould be able to remain hi the University for a longer

time, pursuing a particular branch of research when t)hey de-

sired to devote themselves to it.

A Chemist's Claim.—At Blackburn County Court on Decem-

ber 22, Judge 'Coventry heard a case in whicih Mr. William

Butterfield, chemist and druggist, of 57, Nova Scotia, Blac^k-

burn, sued Mr. P. F. Baynes for £21. six montihs' rent of a.

house, or as an alternative £7 double rent for a month, or

double rent until such time as the key was given up. The ca;-e

was a peculiar one. Defendant rented the house under a yearly

lease, six montlis' nctice to be given on either side. In respon' i-

to notice to quit, defendant g.ive up possession at the end nl

August, but did not give up the key. and plaintiff contendeef

'that as defendant 'liad commenced anot^her year's tenancy he

was entitled to six months' rent. The Judge 'told Mr. Buttev-

ifield 'that he bad not the sihred of a case, and found for the

defendant.

Thefts from a Chemist.—On Saturday, December 13, Eobeit

William Jones. 13, was charged before the Reading Borough

Bench with stealing two boxes of pills, a cake of camphor, and

a tin of enamel, value 5s. 3d., on December 5, the property

of :Mr. J. H. Knowles, cliemibt, and another. Defendant had

been remanded to the workhouse the previous Saturday, and

his parents. Frederick William and Margaret, were now
charged wMtli being concenied in receiving other articles from

September 12 to December 5, well knowing them to have been

stolen, viz., a packet of photo plates, three tins of vaseline,

four tins of enamel, four tins of cocoa, five powder puffs, five

bottles of Mason's extract, and other aiiicles. The senior

male prisoner was given the berefit of the doubt, and dis-

charged. His wife was- sentenced to a month's imprisonment,

in the second division on each charge, the sentences to run

concurrently. The boy was ordered to be sent to Kerison

reformatory for five years.
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Accepted Tenders.—Eltham (Kent) Board of Guardians has

iiccepted the tender of Messrs. E. Biiig and Sons, chejiiists,

of Canterbury, for the supply of drugs to the work-

•house. The tender of Messrs. C'orfe and iSons, ohemists,

of Maidstone, lhas been acoeplted by the Board of liuar-

dians for the supply of drugs to the workhouse during

ibhe ensuing quarter. ALiidstone Town Council (has ac-

cepted the tender of Messrs, T. G. Stonham and Son,

<jlieinist« and druggists, of Maidstone, for ttie supply of disin-

fectants for the ensuing year. The Executive Committee of

Worcester General lufinnary lias accepted the tender of Mr.
J. A. Steward, ciheniii't and druggi't, of Worcester, for the

supply of drugs and surgical a(pplianoes, and it'he provision of

a. dispenser for tflie ens-uing year. Chipping Norton 'iovrn

Council hius accepted tlie tender of Messrs. 1'. K. Pettipher
and Son for tihe supply of disinfecitants for tlhe ensuing year.

Social Meeting at Edinburgh.—The emploi/t's of Messrs
Raimes, Clark, and Co., wholesale druggists, Edinburgh, held
their annual social in Smith's Halls, Duke Street, Leith, on
December 19. Mi-. Kichard Clark, D.L., J. P., supported by
Mr. W. A. Davies, presided over an attendance of about 100.
After tea an excellent j)rogiamme of vocal and instrumental
music and recitations was canied through, amongst ttiose

contributing being Messrs. Amos, Barnetson, Goodlet, Hugh-
son, Cunningham, Donaldson, Eraser, .J. P. Gibb, Smith, and
Thomson. Sliss Davies and Miss Hill were efficient accom-
panists. Dr. Coull proposed a vote of thanks to the firm for
the entertainment provided, and, in the r.ame of the employee,
congratulated Mr. .Richard Clark on his being unanimously
elected Chairman of the Edinburgh Parish Council for the
eighth year. Mr. W. J. B. Halley proposed a vote of thanks
to those who had contributed to the harmony of the evening.
An assembly followed, Messrs. J. P. Gibb and J. Hutton offi-

ciating as M.C.'s, and dancing was kept up till an. early hour.

Chemist Charged with Manslaughter.—At Spalding on
December 22, Henry Atkin Gibson, chemist, was charged
before the magistrates with the manslaughter of Thomas
fStevtnson, farmer, by prescribing medicine in which strong
liquid ammonia had been placed instead of sal volatile. The
death of Stevenson from an irritant poison was proved, and
it was stated by medical witnesses that strong liquid ammonia
was never used in medicine for internal use. It was contended
in support of the charge that the defendant had been guilty of
negligence in making up the medicine, and, further, that in

prescribing at all he was committing an illegal act—was, as the
coroner at the inquest on Stevenson, pointed out, contravening
the Pharmacy Act. The defendant put in a written statement,
in which he said he fully believed that he had put into the
medicine sal volatile, one drachm to a dose, but from the
tenible result he must hare used strong liquid ammonia. It

was a pure accident, which he deplored. The Court committed
the di^lendant for trial on the charge of manslaughter, it being
stated that the decision of the magistrates was unanimous.
Bail was allowed mi the defendant's own recognizance, the sum
of £100 being accepted.

The P.A.T.A.—The additiors to the protected list during the
past month as the result—or rather, perhaps, as the first result

—

of the Convention recently held, are except' in illy important to re-

tailers. Messrs. J. and R. iMcCradken add the original and genumj
eau de Coifagne, " Gegeiiiiber dem Jiilidis-Platz. The minimum
wholesale price fo"- tlie mosit popular selling size is 19?. 9d.

per dozen ; tOiis is protected at 2s. Mr. R. J. Reuter placea

on ithe li.st itihe well-kno^ra 4711 c.iu de Cologne, and a number
of perfumes and soaps. Keating's cough lozenges, Wright's
coal tar soap and liq'ior carbonis detergens, and Warner's
"Safe" remedies are all of theni proprietaries in constant tale,

on which mosit retailers will appreciate the profit guaranteed.
Otllier additions ito the protected list of greater or le.ss import-
ance are Resinol ointment and soap, Briggs' Indian foods. Dr.
Agnew's catarrh cure and otlher remedies, many of Messrs. F.
Schutze and Co.'s specialties, iSoulthall's "Lofotol," a new
sparkling cod liver oil, and several specialties of Messrs. J.

Woolley, kSons and Co. In spite of all these additions and a'l

*ili€ work of the pa't year, ths Anti-Cuttinfj Bicord complains
of lack of 'FUX>port from retailers, and urges all chemist's «ho

share the profits earned by the P.A.T.A. to help on the move-

ment by sending sutecriptions.

Death of Mr. Waddy, K.C.—Mr. S. D. Waddy, K C, late

County Court Judge and iRecorder of Sheffield, ^ho died on

Decernber 30, was well 'known by name to readers of tho

Journal, inasmudh as he heard severail important cases undei-

the Phai-macy Act of 1868. He was born in 1830, and was

educated at Wesley College, taking his B.A. degree at London

University in 1851. He became a barrister of the Inner Temple

in 1858, and had a long and distinguished career ai the Bar.

Mr. Waddy sat in Parliament as a Liberal for BariK-tapTe (from

1874-79), for Sheffield (1879-80), for Edinburgh (1882-85), and

for fhe Brigg Division of Lincolnshire (1886-94). In 18S4 he

was appointed Recorder of iS'heffield, his native x)lace, and m
1896 became Judge of County Courts in Cheshire. Mr. Waddy
was a staunch Wesleyan, and was a local preacher. His

humorous turn of speech made him a very popular and accept-

able man in many a Yorkshire chapel. In this connection an

amusing story is told. Mr. Waddy was announced to preach

in a Methodist chapel in one of the towns of his circuit. En-

gaged in the same court was the date iSir Frank Lockwood,

who, upon hearing of Waddy's engagement to preach, suggested

to a colleague that they s"hou!d go and hear their legal friend

in the pulpit. They went, and whait was 'Mr. Waddy's a.stonish-

ment to find his brothers in silk seated in the very front row

of the c<liapel. He glanced down at itihem with a twinkle in his

eye, and tlien gravely announced that Brother " Lockwood
would now lead them in prayer ! Whether Lockwood complied

with this request history sayeth not, but Waddy distinctly

scored over his spying brethren.

Cliemical Christmas Toys.—Writing to the Times of December
30, a correspondent says :

—" I think it my duty to make
known a serious accident which has just happened to

my 'boy, a« a warning to all other parents. At Ohristmas

he was given a little box of chemicals called ' Statham's

(Boy's Own Laboratory,' containing 'fifty - four chemical

preparations arranged for performing an endless series

of instructive and amusing (sic) experiments in chemical magic,
' free from ilaiiger,' and with it a little book, ' Statham's F'rst

Steps in Chemistry, intended as a companion to the youth's

chemical oabineic. On the out'side of this 'book and on its title-

pige is printed. ' Chemical experiments whidh may be performed
wHfi perfect ease and security by youth of both sexes ' (the italics

are mine). A parent is thus lulled into a fake sense of secu-

rity, and is happy ithat his boy has ibeen given an ' instructive

and amusing toy free from danger.' Natiually a boy is attracted

to ' experiments on detonation.' In ' Experiment 99 ' the youth
of both s.exey are told to ' take a crystial of chlorate of potash,

and, having powdered it in the mortar, tihrow iii about, half as

much powdered sai'Vphur. If the mixture be now rub'bed forcibly

with the pps't/le it will be accompanied by a series of crackling

reports like tihe smacking of a carter's whip, attended wit!i

f mall flaihes of light '—a sufficiently attractive result to any
j^outh. This experiment my hoy tried, with the result that

nothing happened Very naturally 'he added more crystals and
more sulphur, and then the result was immediate. Tliere was
a very loud explosion, many articles' on tlhe tiable were scattered

and broken, the 'iJestle and mo:tar were bloivn to atoms, his

.sister was Ihit on the eye witih a portion cf the mortar, and he
himself was very severely cut on both hands and arms (up the

sleeve) by the broken pieces, necessitating the wounds being

lse^vn up in two places and his 'being laid up for days. 1 p) e-

sume I shall be told toy the vendor of this charming and season-

able toy that the hoy must have put in too much of the potash

or of the sulphur. But, apart fiom tihe fjtudied vagueness of the

directions, yout'h of hcith sexes can hardly ibe expected to

possess the accuracy of a dispensing chemist, and there is not

a word of warning to tell them or their parents that, though
' the experiments are free from danger.' nevertheless, if a gram
more of tlhis or that he used 'their children may be cut to rib-

hons or blinded for life. I consider it i,lb'solutely criminal to sell

«uch a toy without such a. warning, and I hope that this letter

may compel a warning to be printed on evei-y box sold and on
the. accompanying book, or the vendor, in my opinion, deserves

to hear and feel 'the crack of t'he cart-er's whip him.self."
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS. Calendar for the Week (January 4-10, 1903).

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on ihe same subject. When formulse
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.O.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Articles on Dispensing (Anonymous, London).—If you
will kindly send your name and address, your communication
will receive attention in due course.

Dental Cement (J. H.—83/16).—You are not likely to
achieve the result you desire by the addition of a powder alone.
Try the effect of adding about a drachm of beeswax in addition
to the zinc oxide. If that does not answer write again.

Spectacle-makbrs' Examinations (P. S. T.—83/21).—These
are held three times a year, the subjects including light, optics
relating to vision, practical work in visual objects, elementary
mathematics, heat, practical work with optical and mathemati-
cal instruments, and one of the following :—The photographic
camera, the microscope, nautical and surveying instruments,
and projection instruments. The examination may be taken
in two parts. Pull particulars will be supplied by Col. T.
Dayies Sewell, Temple House, Temple Avenue, E.C., on appli-
cation. The above information we have repeated from the
Educational Supplement, P.J., July 26, 1902, where you will
find other details given.

Royal Arms (L. K.—85/18).—Any person who, without the
authority of his Majesty, or any of the Royal Family, or any
(Tovernment Department, assumes or uses in connection with
any trade, business, calling, or profession the Royal Arms or
Arms so nearly resembling the same as to be calculated to
deceive, in such a manner as to be calculated to lead other
persons to believe that he is carrying on his trade, business,
calling, or profession, by or under such authority as aforesaid, is

liable on sumniary conviction to a fine not exceeding £20.
Your case is a peculiar one, on the border-line as it were, and
it might be difficult to prove that you are committing an
offence. It would, perhaps, be as well to await further develop-
ments.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Encyclopedia Bbitannica. Volume 7. Tenth edition. Pp.
xx+909. London: A. and C. Black, Printing House Square,
E. G. 1902. From the publishers.

Three Pamphlets on " The Structure op the Staech
Grain"; "On the Continuity of Protoplasm"; and "The
Pith Cells op Phytolacca Decandra." By Henry
Kraemer. From the Author.
A Course in Botany and Pharmacognosy. By Henry

Kraemer, Ph.B., Ph.D. Pp. 384, with illustrations. Phila-
delphia : College of Pharmacy, 1902. From the Publishers.

Thirty-Third Annual Report op the State Board of
Health op Massachusetts. Pp. xlvii. -f 615. Boston:
Wright and Potter Printing Co., State Printers, 18, Post Office

Square. 1902. Prom the Publishers.
'The World's Woek. Edited by Hknrt Nokman, M.P.

Vol. I., No. 2. January, 1903. Pp. 115-232. Price Is. net.

London : William Heinemann. From the Publisiher.

The British Journal, Photographic Almanac. By Thomas
Bedding, F.R.P.S. Pp. 1,580. Price Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

London: Henry Greenwood and Co., 24, Wellington Street.

Strand. 1903. ' From the Publishers.
Practical Photo-Miceogkapht. By Andrew Pringle.

F.R.M.S. Third edition. Pp. 9-179. Price 3s. 6d. net.

London : IlifFe and Sons, L'mited. 1902. From the Publishers.

The British and Colonial Druggists' Diary. Pp.,
4-339. London : British and Colonial Druggist Office, 44,
Bishopsgat* Without, PIC. 1903. From the Publishers.

Day oft

M W
i

Events of the Week.
Rises Sets

Tu

S ;Second Sunday after Christmas.
M [Society of Chemical Industry, Burlington

j

House, Piccadilly, W., at 8 p.m.— " Note on

\

Fluorescence of Naphthalic Anhydride," by
Dr. J. T. Hewitt ;

" The Saponification of

Fats and Oils by means of Dilute Acids,"

,

by Dr. J. Lewkowitsch.
Wolverhampton Chemists' Association.

—

"Pharmacopoeia and Dispensing Notes,"

I

by F. J. Gibson.
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, 17,

Bloomsbury Square, London. — Finance,
and other Committees.

Blackpool and Fylde Chemists' Association
Palatine Hotel, at 8 p.m. — Monthly

,
Meeting.

lluddersfield Chemists' Association, at 8.45

p.m.^—Discussion on Patent Medicines and
Patent Medicine Advertisements.

Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, Picca
dilly, W., at 3 p.m.—Fifth of a series of

Lectures, by Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, on
" Locomotion ; on the Earth

;
through the

Water ; in the Air."

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, 17,

Bloomsbury Square, London, at 11 a.m.

—

Meeting of the Council.
Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland, 67, Lower
Mount Street, Dublin, at 3 p.m.—Meeting
of the Council.

Glasgow Chemists' Assistants' and Appren-
tices' Association.—Annual Dance.

Chemists' Assistants' Association, 73, New-
man Street, London, at 8.30 p.m.—Social

Evening.
London Chemists' Association (North London
Branch), at 3.30 p.m.—Meeting at the

Idris Factory, Piatt Street, Camden Town.
Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, Picca-

dilly, W., at 3 p.m.—Last of the series of

Lectures on " Locomotion."
James Hannay died, 1873.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ai.L Communications for the ' Phabmaceutical Journai. must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, it

intended for publication in the curreno week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that
they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,
though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-
mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain
cases.

liBTTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Betty,
Dunlop, FaiT, Goklie, Hislop, Hornby, Johnson. Keall, Kidd, Kraemer,
Ling, Lloyd, Machin, Martindale, Mathieson, McAdam, Morris, Old, Peck,
Pentney, Sankey, Sargeant, Shadforth,&utc)ifre; Thomas, Umney, Watson,
Windemer, Wright,
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Tuberiferous Labiates.

The importance of certain tuber-bearing plants of the

LaOiatffi has been mentioned, and three species of Plectranthus

were quoted recently (P.J. [4] , 15, 695). Besides Plectranthus

the genus Coleus furnishes several species bearing edible tubers,

of which Coleus tuberosus is cultivated in Java, Ceylon, and the

Malayan Archipelago, Coleus edulis in Abyssinia, and Coleus

barbatus grows both in India an I tropical Africa (Bulletin de

laSoc. bot.de la France, A, 1,107). Dr. E.Heckel, the Director of

the Colonial Institute, Marseilles, assigns the species Coppini to

Coleus and not to Plectranthus, basing his opinion upon flowers

grown in Marseilles.

—

Annates de I'Institut Colonial, 1901.

Panama Hats.

Carhidovica palmata grows in the damp forests of Ecuador)

Peru, and in New Grenada, and yields the straw from which

Panama hats, cigar-cases, etc., are made. Another species,

Carl^l(lovica jamaicensis, known as the Ippi-appa plant, is

named after the island in which it is indigenous, where it

grows in sheltered valleys near water. The method of pre-

paring the straw is to take a young unopened leaf and divide

it down the centre, leaving a portion of stalk attached to each

half. Prom the two sides of each half the ribs or nerves

are torn away. After being boiled in water to enable the

segments of the leaf to be stripped off down to the stalk, the

straw is exposed to the action of the sun and dew for three

days and nights, the alternate bleaching and drying constitute

the curing process. A leaf of the Ippi-appa plant produces one
" head " of straw, and a hat requires from ten to twelve heads.

— Bulletin of Botanical Department, Jamaica, B, 146.

Cultivation of Cassava^

Cassava is at present regarded as only a minor product in the

West Indies, but Mr. R. Thomson brings forward evidence to

show that systematic cultivation on a large scale should prove

exceedingly remunerative. Cassava is eminently a drought

resisting plant, requiring only about 14 to 16 inches of rain per

annum, but it will flourish under a wide range of climatic con-

ditions, and on a small scale has already yielded satisfactory

results in Jamaica. The yield of tubers should be from 8 to

10 tons per acre, and a double crop is obtainable. The market
for cassava is to be found in the manufacture of starch. It

yields about 20 per cent, of starch as compared with 53 per

cent, from corn. But the amount of starch produced per acre

from cassava tubers is about three times as much as from corn,

and the cost of production is only one-quarter. Besides starch,

tapioca and sugar-starch are products, while another profitable

use for cassava is to feed pigs and cattle, because not only is it

cheaper to buy, but the animals thrive on it and produce more
meat than when fed on corn.

—

Bulletin of Botanical Depart-

ment, Jamaica, 9, 81,

Fish Narcotics.

The knowledge of the Indian tribes indigenous to California

ixtends also to poisonous plants. A curious custom is the use

>f certain plants to stupefy or poison fish. Of these Chloroga-

um ponieridianum, known as " soap-root," is one of the most
ifiective. The name is derived from the chemical properties of

;he substance, sapotoxin, or saponin, which is contained in the

Vol. 70. (PouBTH Series. Vol. 16.) No. 1698.

bulb. Besides providing a substitute for soap the crushed pulp

is dropped into the water and stirred in, generally into a small

pool or stream, more rarely for some distance along the stream.

The fish are stupefied by the poison, float to the surface, and

are captured either by hand or in a basket. No injurious

symptoms attend the eating of fish caught in this way. Another

plant used for the same purpose is Trichostemma lanceolatum,

known as " blue curls," or "vinegar weed," but the best substi-

tute for soap-root is found in the bruised leaves of the " turkey

mullein," Croton setigerus. It is not certain whether the action

here is a chemical one, or whether the stellate hairs which

cover the plant attach themselves to the eyes and giUs of the

fish, and make them frantic, thus leading to their capture. -

Contributions from the U.S. National Herbarium, 7, 319.

Preparation of Diphenylamines.

R. Vidal notes a simple method for the preparation of di-

phenylamines. The method for the formation of simple diphenyl-

amine by heating aniline with its hydroohlorate in a closed

vessel is effected at a relatively high temperature, and the

return is limited. It is, however, extremely easy to effect the

formation of dioxyphenylamine by heating p-amidophenol with

its hydroohlorate, or that of amidoxydiphenylamine by heating

the hydroohlorate of j?-amidophenol with p-phenylenediamine.

The reactions are best carried out in closed vessels in an oil

bath at a temperature of about 200° for four hours. The
reaction is particularly sharp in the presence of a certain

amount of water, about three or four times the weight of the

compounds used in the operation ; these should be in molecular

proportion. The returns are nearly theoretical.

—

Mon. Scient.,,

4, xvi.; through Chem. News.

Action of Tellurium and Selenium on Gold and Silver Salts.

R. D. Hall and Victor Lenher have investigated quanti-

tatively the reducing actions of metallic tellurium and selenium

on solutions of the salts of gold and silver. They draw the

conclusions that tellurium reduces a gold chloride solution

completely to metallic gold, either in the warm or in the cold,

and the only difficulties so far as quantitative precipitation is

concerned are mechanical ones. The action of tellurium on

silver salts in solution is to reduce them with formation of the

telluride of silver, which is still a reducing agent, as it throws

out gold from solution. The behaviour of the product obtained

is in all respects similar to that of the telluride of silver

obtained by the reduction of silver tellurite, and to that of the

native mineral itself. The action of selenium is similar to that

of tellurium, but is not so energetic. Selenium reduces silver

solutions in the cold, but has no action on gold solutions unless

heated nearly to boiling, the action then being fairly rapid and
complete. With silver solutions selenium forms silver selenide,

which resembles silver telluride in being a reducing agent to

solutions of gold salts, both of them being similar to the sul-

phide of silver in this respect.

—

Journ. of Amer. Ghem. Soc,

xxiv.. No. 10, through Chem. News.

Cotton Seed and Cake.

E. Perrot gives an account of cotton seed and the products:

obtained from it, which is especially interesting for the very

complete structural description, accompanied by excellent

illustrations. The following are, according to Perrot, important
characters of the cotyledons :—the epidermis bears club-shaped

hairs resembling those found in cacao seeds ; in the cotyledons

there are cavities filled with brown gum, and the cells of the

cotyledons contain aleurone grains and rosettes of calcium

oxalate.

—

Bull, des Sciences Pharm., 4, 333.

C
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Classification of Ytterbium.

A. Cleve has completed his investigation of this element. He
finds that it is a purely trivalent element, forming many com-

pounds specially characteristic of the trivalent metals, such as

the gold double chloride, the acid selenite, the potassium

double ferrocyanide, the potassium double chromate, the perio-

date, YblOs, and the basic carbonate, R-OHCOs. Even in acid

solutions neutral ortho salts of tribasic acid, such as the phos-

phoric acids, are formed. The close relationship of ytterbium

to yttrium is specially apparent in the platinum cyanide. This

salt is externally completely similar to the corresponding

yttrium compound. Ytterbium can thus be classed together

with yttrium, erbium, gadolinium, and possibly other metals

v^hich have as yet not been prepared in the pure state in a

natural group, based on the similarity of the platinum cyanides.

As far as can be judged at present, ytterbium is most closely

allied to erbium among these metals, both as regards the com-

position of many salts and the comparatively great solubility

of the sulphate. If it be true, as has been suggested, that the

more feebly positive an earth is, the greater quantity will be

formed of the solubls double oxalate vpith ammonium oxalate,

ytterbium is one of the least positive of the metals of the rare

earths.

—

Zeits. Anorgan. Chemie, xxxii., through Chem. News.

Pith Cells of Phytolacca Decandra.

H. Kraemer has studied the structure of the pith cells of

Phytolacca decandra : the pith is differentiated into a

peripheral portion made up of active cells, and a central portion

consisting of biconcave diaphragms composed of both active and
inactive cells separated at regular intervals by cavities. The
central pith somevchat resembles that of certain xerophytic

Compositee, while the metamorphosed pith has a certain

resemblance in origin to the hollow internodes of the stems of

Polygonaceae, and also resembles the heterogeneous or modified

pith of the Magnoliaceae, with this difference, that the presence

of lignin in the cells of the latter would tend to prevent the

collapse and rupture of the cells to such a great extent.—Paper

read before Amer. Association for Advancement of Science

Pittsburg, 1S02.

Fermentation of Tea.

The elucidation of the chemical processes that tea leaves

undergo during the heating to which they are subjected is a

matter of extreme importance, as it is during those processes

that the agreeable odour of tea is produced. Experiments
made by K. Aso tend to show that these changes are due to the

presence and activity of an enzyme ferment, probably an
oxydase. If the leaves are steamed, by which the ferment is

rendered inactive, the leaves remain green when dried and do

not undergo any fermentation, whereas leaves that have not

been steamed turn brown during the drying and undergo

fermentation. Aso found the amount of theine in the fresh

leaves to be 12-9 per cent., in green tea 10-6 per cent., and in

black tea 4-9 per cent., calculated in each case upon the dry

leaves; hence during the process of preparation considerable

loss of theine occurs. Aso was also able to detect a ferment

which gave the blue reaction with guaiacum and which was
rendered inactive at a temperature of 76°-77° C.

—

Bull. College

Agriculture, Tokio, through Zeitsch. f. Unters. Nahrungs. u.

Qenussm., 5, 1,169.

Arsenical Potassium Carbonate.

C. E. Carlson has examined several samples of potassium

carbonate which were heavily contaminated with arsenic.

Probably they were manufactured from the washings of the

fleeces of sheep that had been dipped in an arsenical solution.

—

Fharm. Centralh., 43, 617.

Preparation of Rhein from Emodin.

Much attention has of late been bestowed upon the presence

of certain derivatives of anthraquinone in various purgative

drugs which are said to owe their activity either to such bodies

or to others which yield them by decomposition. Contribu-

tions to the elucidation of this important subject are welcome

and A. 0. Oesterle publishes some experiments which tend to

throw more light upon it. One of the constituents of rhubarb,

rhein, is generally considered to be tetra-oxymethyl anthra-

quinone, whilst emodin and chrysophanic acid are the tri- and

di-oxymethyl derivatives respectively. From the emodin found

in aloes (aloe-emodin), Oesterle claims to have prepared a

crystalline substance possessing substantially the same

properties as rhein and presumably identical with it. The

aloxanthin which Tilden obtained by oxidation of aloin appears

also to be identical with rhein.

—

Schiveiz. Woch., 40, 600.

Ferments in Tinctures.

Although it has from time to time been shown that the

percentage of alkaloid in certain galenical preparations suffers

but little reduction by keeping, yet on consideration it must be

admitted that tinctures are by no means so free from liability

to change as might at first be considered. This liability and the

causes to which it is to be ascribed have been the subject of a

communication by R. Firbas. Bourquelot's researches on

enzyme ferments have shown that these probably occur in

almost all living organisms, in all plants, therefore ;
that they

are not or at least not entirely destroyed during the process of

drying, and that they resist the action of 50 per cent, or even

stronger alcohol. They are, however, rendered inactive by

exposure in contact with water to a temperature of 100° C, or

even less. Bourquelot therefore suggested that alcoholic

preparations of fresh vegetable drugs should be made with boil-

ing alcohol. Firbas finds that in many tinctures oxydases are

to be detected by the guaiacum test ; that these are destroye

"

by heating for an hour on the water-bath, and that after sue

treatment the tinctures neither throw down any appreciabl

deposit nor suffer any change in colour even when exposed t

direct sunlight.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 549.-

Absorption of Lead by Cotton Wool.

Filter paper and cotton wool have long been known t

possess a remarkable power of abstracting certain metalli.

salts from their solutions and retaining them more or le

permanently. G. Frerichs records the results of a number

experiments, from which it appears that cotton wool is capabl

of removing from water traces of lead present in solutio"

Filtration through glass wool and asbestos failed to do so, thu

proving that the lead was not present in the form of fin

suspended particles. From the wool the lead could be remove

by warm dilute nitric acid and determined in the usual way a

sulphate. Eight litres of water containing 0-00146 Gm. of lea

per litre were filtered through a series of five superposed tubes

each being about 4 Cm. wide, and 10 Cm. long. The first w

packed with glass wool, the second and third with 5 Gm. eae

of cotton wool, and the fourth and fifth with 2 Gm. each. Th

filtration occupied about an hour. At the end of that time th

second and third tubes alone contained lead. This was deter

mined and found to correspond to 0-00145 Gm. per litre of wate

filtered. After filtration the water contained a minute trac

detectable only after concentration to a small bulk. Heno

filtration through wool is not only a means of detecting an

determining the amount of lead in drinking water, but of puri'

ing water from this contamination and rendering it potabi

Copper and iron are also retained by the wool, but would

removed during the determination of the lead as sulphate.

Apoth. Zeit., 17, 884.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF RHUBARB.

In the Archiv de I'harmacie for November (Band 240, Heft 8)

A. Tschiixh and K. Heuberger publish a paper on this subject

wliioh appears to throw considerable light upon a somewhat

complex problem. They give a preliminiiry and historical

account of previous retearohes upon the aon.stituents of this

drug, which shows how very slowly our knowledge 'ha« accumu-

lated since their inve.stigation was first undertaken early in the

last oentuiy. Every new research, while clearing away a mass

of contradictory statements, seems to increase the difficulty of

" standardising " drugs of vegetable origin by means of the

chemical evaluations of their active constituents, since in hardly

ii single iastanoe is the activity found to be represented by a

.ingle substance. In many cases—rhubarb, for example—the

value of the drug depends upon two or more constituents—or,

r:itlier, groups of constituents—having antagonistic actions, and

the relative activity of these antagonistic substances depends

not only upon the relative proportions in whidli they occur in

\ arious samples, but also upon the conditions xmder which lae

drug it«elf may be exhibited, such as tbe frequency and magni-

tude of dose, and the condition of the patient at the time of

in\-estigation. These observations have an important bear-

ing upon the Sjubject of drug standards wliich has been very

much in evidence lately. It is admitted that processes of

standardisation must be simple and easily applied, wMl© the

object aimed at is to ensau"e uniformity of potency. In the face

of an increased knowledge, showing the complex nature of

drug constituents, it becomes more and more evident that

standardisation can only secure the end in view to a very

limited extent, and may, in some instances, lead 6\'«n to a false

conclusion. It may be granted that in some instances it is

l)ossible to determine the toxic powei- of an active drug and
so control the dosage within safe limits, but in hardly any case

can this toxic power be considered synonymoiis with total pibar-

macological action. In such cases where it is shown that no
one .substance, or class of substances, rei>resents the medicinal
action of the whole drug—^and there are authorities who con-

tend that this holds good for nearly all drugs—it would appear
that the pliysdcal and histological characters of crude drugs of

vegetable origin have a much greater value in determining their

medicinal value than has been generally admitted since the
introduction of methods of standardisation by chemical pro-

cesses of analysis.

Chrysophanic Acid.

Reverting to the subject of the present article, Tschiroh and
Heuberger have investigated rhubarb by first making an alco-

holic extract of the drug and fractionating this by subjecting
it to the solvent action of various menstrua^ether, acetone,

benzol-alcohol, water, and, finally, dilute alcohol. The ether-

.'oluble portion was found to contain chrysophanic acid, emodin,
a.nd a small quantity of the substance which has been termed
rhein. The mother liquor after the sepairation of these three
principles contained gallic acid andl oholesterin. They found
the chrysophanic acid to be mixed with a small proportion of

its methyl ether which they were unable entu-ely to separate,

and to this admixture they attribute the varying figures given
by several authoi-s to the melting-point of ohiysophanic acid

from rhubarb. Their product after' repeated crystallisation

melted at 176° C, while Hunkel gives 186° C. a« the melting-
point of chrysophanic acid prepared by the hydrolysis of

chrysophan and subsequent fractional sublimation. The authors
endeavoured to prepare the methyl ether of chiysophanic acid,

but treatment with sodium methylate and methyl iodide, or
with dimethyl sulphate, only yielded a partially methylated
product. They were unable to confinn the stateniient of Aweng
that chrysophanic acid is converted by oxidation into emodin
by treatment with caustic alkali solution.

Emodin and Rhein.

£modin and' rhein were separated from chrysophanic acid by
their solubility in 5 per cent, sodium cairbonate solution, in

which the latter is much less soluble. The emodin and rhein

were separated by treatment with cold alcohol, which dissolves

emodin more freely than rhein, and the former was then ob-

tained with a melting-point of 254-255° C. The acetyl deriva-

tive of emodin was easily obtained by the action of acetic

anhydride and sodium acetate, and had, when reorystallised from
glacial acetic acid, a melting-point of 193° 0. It decomposes

wihen dried at a temperature exceeding 120° C. The benzoyl

derivative wa« prepared by the Schotten-Baumann method, and

had a melting-point of 225° 0. From a comparison of the con-

stants for the acetyl and benzoyl derivatives, the authors con-

clude that plieum-emodin and frangula-emodin are identical.

Rhein was found in comparatively small quantities, insuffi-

cient for its thorough investigation, especially since it proved

to be very difficultly soluble, and consequently not easily

obtained crystalline. By sublimation, some crystals, melting at

525° C, were obtained, but the best sample of rhein was ob-

tained by regenerating the original substance from its acetyl

derivative. By elementary analysis figures were obtained which

agree best with the formula CijHgO^. From an examination of

the acetyl derivative the authors believe it to be the di-acetyl

derivative, but the quantity available was insufficient for com-

plete determination. Hesse's formula for rhein, OijHjoO^,

agrees with the assumption that rhein is tetra-oxy-methyl

anthraq\]inone, chrysophanic acid, Cj5H,„0^, and emodin,.

CjsHjdOg, being the corresponding di- and tri-oxy derivatives

respectively. The combustion figures obtained by Tschiroh and

Heuberger agi-ee, however, better with the formula CjjHgO^,

and since no tetra-acetyl desivative has been obtained, as should

be the case if the substance contained four hydroxyl groups,,

these authors suggest that rhein contains only two hydroxyl

groups, while two other oxygen atoms exist as a methylene-

—CO.
ether group /CHj

—CO/
Glucosidal Bodies.

• The acetone-soluble fraction of the alcoholic extract was cha-

racterised by containing glucosidal bodies, concerning which

there has been such diversity of opinion. After separation of

traces of free oxymethylanthraquinones by crystallisation, the

residue could be evaporated to a syrupy consistence without any

other ci-ystallisable bodies being obtained. By treatment with

dilute acids, and agitation with ether, the latter gave a strong

Bomtrager's reaction, while the aqueous portion reduced Feh-

ling's solution, thus demonstrating the glucosidal nature of the

dissolved substances. The separation of those glucosides could

not be accomplished by any of the numerous methods of frac-

tional precipitation tried by the authors, and such precipitates

as were obtained were never ash-free, and showed great ten-

dency to become slimy, and to undergo hydrolysis and alteration

of solubility on standing. The authors, however, from their

observations, think that Aweng's " primaiy " gluooside is really

a glucosidal liheo-tannic acid contaminated with traces of

anthraglucosides, while the so-called "secondary" glucoside is

a very similar mixture altered as to its solubility during the

progress of the research. The authors were not able to con-

firm Aweng's statement that his "double" glucoside oould be

separated by treatment with acetic acid into frangulio acid and

pseudofrangulin ; in place of those products they observed! only

a complete decomposition into sugar and rheum-red and oxy-

methylanthraquinones.

By the hydrolysis of the " primary " rheo-tannoglucoside,

rheum-red, besides gallic and cinnamic acids with a laevo-

rotatory sugar, whose ozazone melted at 205-206° 0., were ob-

tained. The sugar was fermentable, and although gallic acid,

G 1
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in the free state, lias been met with as a constituent of rhubarb,

tihe authors consider that all the four above-mentioned sub-

stances are produced by tho hydrolysis of the tannoglucoside.

Traces of oxymethylanthraquinones were also obtained, origmat-

ing probably from small quantities of anthraglucosides. Efiorts

to obtain the rheum-red in crystalline form failed entirely.

The hydrolysis of the seoondaiy "glucoside" yielded chryso-

pbanic acid, emodin, and rhein identical with tlhe same pro-

ducts found in the free state in the ether-soluble frac-fion,

besides a dextrorotatory, non-fermentable sugar whose ozazone

melted at 205° C. Traces of rheum-red were also found.

The benzol-alcohol soluble fraction contained only traces of

•anthraglucosides and the tamio-glucoside with their decom.-

position products.

The water-soluble fraction contained sugar and tanmn.

2 Gm. of the residue obtained by its evaporation had no purga-

tive action when taken before breakfast.

The residue of the original alcoholic extract after exhaustion
successively with ether, acetone, benzol-alcohol, and cold water
was a brownish-black powdier whidi appeared to contain the

same «ubstances as the water-soluble fraction in a somewhat
altered condition.

The original rhubarb which had been exhausted by alcohol
was then i>ercolated with i> per cent, ammonia solution. The
percolate, treated with hydrochloric acid in excess, threw down
a bi'own slimy precipitate which consisted chiefly of proteids,

pectin, and gumi.

Rheonigrin.'

For the preparation of rheonigrin another batch of rhubarb
was extracted with ether, and the marc exhausted with 20 per
•cent, ammonia. This liquid, whear treated with hydrochloric
acid in excess, threw down a slirhy precipitate, which was
filtered out and dried at room temperature. This was then ex-

hausted W'ith alcohol, which i-emoved som* anthmglucorhein,
^hale the insoluble residue consisted of impure rheonigrin. This
substance was purified by repeated solution in dilute ammonia
and reprecipitation with hydrochloric acid, and was finally ob-
tained as a black glistening powder, which was insoluble in

watei-, alcohol, ether, toluene, chloroform, and glacial acetic

acid. By treatment with concentrated nitric acid the authors
obtain from it a considerable quantity of chi-ysammic acid,

'Ci4H2(N02)^(0H)202, a result which shows that rheonigrin con-

tains an anthracene nucleus. Probably the various nigrins

which have been met with in aloes, senna, and rhamnus are

polymerisation products produced from the oxymethylanthra-
•quinones and their giucosides.

Summary.

From, the foregoing pai-ticulars it will be seen that the primary
substances occurring in rhubarb are (1) a tannoglucoside and (2)

a series of anthraglucosides. In any investigation of rhubarb
not only are these primary substances met with, but also their

secondaiy decomposition products, since both sets of giucosides

are easily hydrolysed, and the products of hydrolysis appear to

undergo further changes with great facility. Thus the tanno-

glucoside will yield tannic apid and its derivative, rheum red,

and, in addition some cinnamic and gallic acids ; while the an-

thraglucosides will yield glucose with chrysophanic acid, emodin,

and rhein. The identity of chrysophanic acid and emodin in

rhulbarb with dioxy- and trioxy-methylanthraquinone appears to

be clearly established, while the view that rhein is tetraoxy-

methylanthraquinone is not pn>babk, since it onlj^ gives clear

evidence of the presence of two hydroxyl groups, the two re-

maining oxygen atoms, not accounted for by the quinone group-

ing, being perhaps combined with a methylene group. The
presence of so-called "douWe" giucosides is due to the lack of

any known method for the sharp separation of the two groups

mentioned above. Th«' question how far the anthraquinone

derivatives exist in rhubarb in the free state and how far com-

bined as giucosides is still an open one, but the authors have

observed that a very mouldy .sj^ecimen yielded relatively much
more of those bodies in a free .state than another specimen which
was free from mould.

^

It will thus be evident that these results clear up many
obscure points concerning the chemistry of rhubarb, and enable

the authors to identify and explain the existence of the numerous

substances which have been described by various workers as

occurring an this important drug. Many of these are decom-

position products fonrned during the progress of investigation,

while in others the same substance, in varying degrees of purity,

have been described under various names.

Thus, Aweng's "double" glucoside is mainly Tschirch and

Heuberger's tannoglucoside containing some anthraglucosides.

Awengis frangulic acid is a decomposition product of the

tannoglucoside containing some anthraglucosides.

Kubly's rheo-tannio acid and Hunkel's tannoid are identical

with the tannoglucoside, but less pure.

Schlossberger and Dopping's aporetin and phaeoretin are im-

pure tannoglucoside converted into a less soluble modification.

Erythoretin is a mixture of chrysophanic acid, emodin, and

rhein.

Ganot's eiythrose is chrysaimmic acid.

Cathartic acid is a mixture of tannoglucoside with anthra-

glucosides, the nitrogen shown in the formula suggested for

this substance being perhaps due to an admixture with some

proteid body.

Gilson's chrysophan belongs to the series of anthraglucosides.

Aweng's " secondary " giucosides are decomposition products

of the primary tannoglucoside and perhaps also of the anthra-

glucosides.

The authors conclude that the purgative properties depend

upon the anthraquinone derivatives, which exist partly free

and partly in combination as giucosides, and that the tonic and

astringent properties are due to the tannoglucoside. A mildly

aperient dose of chrysophanic acid is 0'5 Gm., or of emodin

0-2 Gm. ; while the tannoglucoside, if free from anthragluco-

sides, is entirely devoid of purgative properties.

DIGITALIS LEAF.

BY F. H. .'S.LCOCK.

In the P.J. of December 6, page 601, tlhere appears an

interesting note on the above subject. The following experiment

was made dm-ing the summer with a specimen collected by myself

at Yardley Wood, whei'e it grows mos*t abundantly, and quite

naturailly. It was B.P. in every particular, a well-mixed batch

from many plants, but nothing was removed from the leaf,

and it was air-dried until no further loss took place. 7-980

grammes left 1'5 gramme, equivalent to a loss of 812 per cent.,

and the ash was 0-15 gramme, or 1'88 per cent, upon the fresh

sample, and nearly 10 per cent, on the dried sample. It is

likely that the removal of petiole, and the place where the

sample is grown, time of collection, variety, etc., have much
to do with the case. Dr MacWalter's specimens would pro-

baibly refer to plants grown in Ireland. He will perhaps state.

Cucumber Cold Cream.

Oil of sweet almonds, 8 fl. oz. : white wax, 5 dr.
; spermaceti,

5 dr. ; extraci; of cucumber, 22 dr. ; cucumber juice, 8 fl. oz.

Heat the cucumber juice to 140-150^ F., and filter. The
extract of cucumber is made by macerating the sliced fruit in

enough alcohol to cover it, in a warm place for several days.

—

South. Drug. Journ., 1 , 183.
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NOTES ON THE NEW PATENT ACT.

BY REGINALD W. BARKER, F.S.P.A.

In the King's speech recently delivered on the Prorogation of

Paa-liament, His Majesty refeiTed to the measui-e dealing " with

a much-needed reform, of the Patent Laws," adding that this

subject has long called for legislative ti-eatment, and rejoicing

that time has been found to pass the necessaiy Act. This Statute,

entitled " An Act to amend the Law with i-efer-ence to Applica-

tions for Patents and Compulsory Licences and other matters

connected therewith," alters the law on two main points, viz. :

— (ly As regards an official examination as to novelty of inven-

tion, and (2) as regards the corapulsoiy working of patented

inventions.

Official Search for Novelty.

In dealing with (1), it may be interesting to recall the fact

that hitherto there ha.s been no official search for novelty on

ithe part of the British patent authorities. Patents have been

granted for any so-called inventions, provided the papei-s have

been properly prepared, no matter whether the same " inven-

tion " had been previously patented by one or more persons,

the consequence being tliat inventions obviously old have been

patented again and again. Of course, such patents are abso-

^utely worthless, and would not stand the ordeal of a contested

suit in the Courts. Nevertheless, the owners of these spurious

patents have often enjoyed an undeserved monopoly owing to

the unwillingness of alleged infringers to bring the matter

before the Courts. The new Act effects a radical alteration in

this respect, as in future all applications for patents accom-

panied by complete specifications and claims will be subjected

to an official search for novelty. Such search, however, is a

limited one, and will be made only amongst the British

patents granted during the last fifty years. The .search will

not be carried further back, nor will it be extended to foreign

patents or other printed books kept in the Patent Oflice

Library. Consequently, if a patent application emerges un-

scathed from this tiying ordeal it does not foUow that the

patent granted wUl be valid, as it may have been anticipated

in the manner above-mentioned. The Gei-man and American
official searches are much more thorough, and as a ride the

•owner of a German or American patent has g-enerally some-

thing worth having, ind. he is thereby in a good position to

negotiate the sale or licensing of his patent rights. The partial

British official search miist, however, be regarded as a first

•instalment of better things to come, and no doubt in time the

Legislalmre ^vill see its way to follow moiie closely the German
and American patent systems as regards searches for novelty.

To show how sadly amendment of the law has been needed,

it is interesting to note that, as the result of an official inquiry,

it was found that among the British patent applications

accepted during the first week in June in each of the three

years 1897, 1898, and 1899, 57-59 per cent, were not antici-

pated by earlier patents, 6 69 per cent, liad been wholly covered

by previous patents, 35-31 per cent, had been paitially antici-

pated m the same way, 0-29 were " obviously old," and 012
per cent, disolo.sed no manner of manufactwe, so that upwards
'Of 41 per cent, of the inventions had been wholly or partly

patented already. Hitherto an applicant for patent filing pro-

•visional specification has been allowed nine months in which
to complete his patent. Under the new system he only has

six months. This is to allow time for the official search to be
-made. Tlie patent fees remain the same, except that an extra

£1 to cover cost of search is payable before the sealing of the

patent. If on investigation it appears that the invention has

been wholly or in jiart claimed or described in any prior

patent, the applicant shall be informed thereof, and he may
amend his specification, and the amended specification shall

be investigated ni like manner as the original specification.

The Comptroller shall determine whether a reference to any,

and if so, what prior specifications ought to be made in the

specification by way of notice to the public. It is open for the

applicant to appeal to the Law Officer against the Comptroller's

decision. This regulation as to official searching and matters

dependent thereon shall comie into operation at such date as the

Board of Trade may by order direct, and shall apply only to

applications made after that date. Tlie Patent Office will have

to increase the staff of searchers and bring the patent abridg-

ments up to date before it will be able to carry out its new work
promptly and efficiently.

Compulsory Working of Patents.

As regards (2), under the Act of 1883 power was given to the

Board of Trade to order grant of licences. On the petition

of any per-son interested, if it were pipved to the Board that

by rea.son of the default of a patentee to gi'ant licences on

reasonable terms— (a) the patent is not being worked in the

I'nitedvKingdom ; or (b) the reasonable requirements of the

public with respect t3 the invention cannot be supplied ; or (c)

any person is prevented fi"om worlcing or u.sing to the best

advantage an invention of which he is possessed—the Board

might order the patentee to gi-ant licences on such terms, as

to the amount of royalties, security for payment or otherwise,

as the Board, having regard to the nature of the iuyention aaid

the circumstances of the case, might deem just, and any such

order might be enforced by mandamus. In practice this

macliinei-y was found to work unsatisfactorily. Tlje Board of

Trade had been in the habit of delegating to a referee the duty

of hearing and reporting on the questions in controversy and
then to decide what, if any, hcenoe was to be granted. It was
thought that pi'ooeedings which may affect intere.sts of a very

high pecxiniary value ought to be safeguarded in the same way
as proceedings in ordinary litigation, and not entrusted to any

branch of the executive Government. Under the new arrange-

ment any person interested may present a petition to the Board
of Trade alleging that the reasonable requirements of the public

with respect to a patented invention have not been satisfied,

and praying for the grant of a compulsory licence, or, in the

alternative, for the revocation of the patent. The Board shall

consider tJie petition, and if the parties do not come to an

arrangement between themselves^, the Board, if satisfied that

a prima facie caJse has been made out, .shall refer the petition

to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and if the

Board are not so satisfied, they may dismiss the petition. Where
any such petition is referred by the Board to the Judicial Com-
mittee, and it is proved tO' tlie satisfaction of the .ludicial Com-
mittee that the rea.sonable requirements of the i)ublic with
reference to the patented invention have not been satisfied, the

patentee may be ordered by an Order in Comicil to grant
licences on such terms as the said Committee may think just

;

or if the Judicial Committee are of opinion that the reasonable

requirements of the public will not be satisfied by the grant of

licences, the patent may be revoked by an Order in Council

—

provided that no order of revocation shall be made before the

expiration of three years from* the date of the patent, or if the

patentee gives satisfactory reasons for his default. If it is

proved to the satisfaction of the Judicial Committee that the

patent is worked, or that the patented article is manufactured
exclusively or mairJy outside the United Kingdom, then, unless

the piteutee can show that the reasonable requhements of the

public have been satistiedl, the petitioner shall be entitled

either to an order for a compulsoiy licence, or, subject to the

above proviso, to an order for the revocation of the patent.

For the purposes of this Act the reasonable requirements of

the public shall not be deemed to ha.ve been satisfied if, by
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reason of the default of the patentee to work his patent or

to manufacture the patented article in the United Kingdom to

an adequate extent, or to gtrant licences on reasonable terms,

(mj existing industiy or the establishment of ;uiy new industry

is unfairly prejudaoed, or the demand for the patented article

is not reasonably met. Any order made by th© Judicial Com-
mittee may be enforced by the Higih Couit as if it were an order

of the High Court. This section dealing with tlie compulsory

gTant of licences and the revocation of the patent on the grounds

above-mentioned is retrospective as it applies to patents granted

before as well as after tJie oommenoement of this Act, and,

moreover, it comes into operation at once. The Board of

Trade (which is really the Committee on Tiade of the Privy

Comicil) is now to act as a kind of court of inqtdry, and if

satisfied that a primd facie case bas been made out, sliall refer

the petition to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

for final settlement. It is hoped by this means that a stop

may be put on the action of certain foreign inventors who
obtain British patents for the sole purpose of stifling British

competition. They import their patented articles into this

coimtry absolutely duty free, whereas a Britisher who i>atents

his invention abroad cannot export liis patented articles to the

Continent without forfeiting bis foreign patent rights, and in

addition ihas to pay a heavy import duty. Now the foreigner

will be bound to woa-k Ms British patent in this countiy, oT

grant licences, within three years from the date of th© i>atent,

or be liable to grant a compulsoiy licence or have his patent
revoked.

It may be interesting to remember tbat the new Act is the
outcome of the " Repoit of a. Committ«e appointed by the
Board of Trade to inquire into the working of the Patents Acts
on certain specified questions." This Committee was a repre-

sentative one, comprising leading patent judges, patent ban-is-

tei-s, and patent agents, and it is to be earnestly hoped tha* the
new Act which is the outcome of their labours may realise the
high objects of its promoters and tend to the advancement of

the best interests of inventors, and consequently benefit the com-
munity at large.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' The Calexdab of the Pharmaceutical Societt of Great
Britain,' 1903. Pp. 302, with Appendix. Price 2s. Lon-
don : 17, Bloomsbuiy Square, W.C. 1903.

With commendable promptitude, and for the first time in

the history of the book, the Calendar for 1903 made
its appeaa-anoe on the first of Januaiy. From beginning to end
it has been reset, the type now used being throughout
clear and readable. Tiie items of pharmaceutical interest in the
Almanac are growing more numerous, but would doubtless be
stiU more complete if all secretaries of local associations and
other bodies which have definite dates of meeting would notify

the comjiiler of the Calendar, with a view to such date® being

inserted. The historical introduction is much the same as it

was last year, but a paragraph on adminis-tration, now appear-

ing for the first time, excites wonder why it was not included

before. The Poi.son Kegulatioms have beeiv-brought up to date

by the inclusion of " liquid disinfectants " and the references

to legal decisions by mention of the Steele-Smitli case. Fol-

lowing the table of scheduled poisons are the " statutory re-

quirements " in the dispensing and retailing of the same, which
in turn precede the new- bye-laws confirmed by the Privy

Council in June of last year. The alphabetical list of prizemen

and scholarship holders at the School of Pharmacy has of late

years attained such large proportions as to require some con- '

densation. This is now effected by the omission for the first

time of the names of persons known to be deceased. The
Society's Museum receives recognition more commen.surate with
its value than has foimeiiy been accorded to it, ajid an entirely

new feature is a brief account of the scientific work of the

Society during the past year. This is to be welcomed, par-

ticularly as it givee^ official recognition of the energy of those

who have jHiepared and read papers at the evening meetin^is

in London and Edinburgh. Such recognition should be an

encoui'agement to further efforts on similar lines. The leg;ii

information has been largely rewritten or re-arranged, and is

worthy of very careful study. The articles dealing with " Draw-
back " and the Petroleum Act have been much condensed with-

out any great loss of usefulness of the Calendar to members of the

Society. The lists of members, student-associates, subscribers

to the Benevolent Fund, etc., now foim an unpaged appendix,

which occupies a similar number of pages to the caleindar

proper. The whole compilation bears evidences of hard work
and oaneful thought, and shows little impress of those fetters

of officialdom which have been ailleged by some of the Society's

detract-ors to hinder that body from marching with the times.

' The British axd Colokial Druggist's Diaei,' 1903. Pp.

539. Price (to non-subsci-ibers) 3s. 6d. London : 44.

Bishopsgaite Without, E.C. 1902.

The literary matter of. this well-known annual publicatioi;

contains the usual postal, legal, and other information, revised

and brought up to date. In addition, there is a treatise on the

Diseases of Poultry, Pigeons, and Oage-Birids, written by a

specialist on the subject. This article is expected to be of

great sei-vice to chemists in all parts of the countiy. Suggss

tions for the further improvement of the Diary will, it is stated,

be welcomed by the projirietors.

' The Scien'ce Teachers' Pocket-Book and Di.ary,' 1902-3.

Pp. 102. Price Is. Manchester : J. Woolley, Sons, and

Co., Ltd. 1902.

In the first part of this book are various tables, designed fur

the use of teadiers of ehemistry and electricitj', the subject*

dealt with comprising solubilities of salts, precipitating powtz-?

of reagents, and directions for making test solutions, in addi-

tion to tables of specific gravity, atomic weights, etc., etc.

There is also a time-table of evening science examinations to-

be held in May, 1903 : but where, and under Vhat University,

if any, is not stated. On the whole, the pocket-book is ad-

mirably adapted to the wants of those for whom it is intended

' Nitrites and Allied Compounds.' By the late Daniel J.

Leech, M.D. (Lond.), D.Sc, P.R.C.P. Pp. 187, with 28^

plates. Price, 10s. 6d. net. Manchester : Sherratt and
Hughes. 1902.

This posthumous book, the full title of which is ' The Phar-

macological Action and Therapeutic Uses of the Nitrites atld

Allied Compounds," has been edited by Dr. K. B. Wild, Leach

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in Oiwens Col-

lege, from the Croonian Lectures delivered by Dr. Leech in

1893, and a number of essays reprinted from the Pharmaceu-

tical Journal and other papers. To these have been added the

relative portions of the Bibliography of Materia Medica com-"

piled by Dr. Leech, and also a number of figures and other

matter supplied by the present editor, Dr. Wild. The book

will doubtless take its place as the standard work of

reference on the pharmacology of the important drugs whicbi

form the subject of this volume.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1903.

Present :
—

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President;

Mr. C. B. Allen, Vice-President

;

Messrs. Atkins (Treasurer), Carteighe, Cooper, Corder, Cross,

•Gifford, Glyn-Jones, Harrington, Harrison, Hills, Park, Robin-

son, Savory, Southall, Taylor, Woottou, and Young.

The Secbet.\ht read the minutes of the previous meeting,

•which were confirmed.

The Pbksidext announced that letters had been received

from Dr. Symes and Mr. Storrar regretting their inability to

attend.

Election of Members.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected " Members" of the Society :

—

Baker, Alfred Henry S. ; Whitley Bay
Banner, Edward Richard; Liverpool
Benson, F. A.; Stockton-on-Tees
Bettinson, W. T. ; Much Wenlock
Bingham, William A.; Bournemouth
Blakeley, William ; Birstall

Bolton, J. Hook P.; Winchmore Hill
Bowling, Wm. H.; Pembroke Dock
Brazier, Wilfrid Newton; Highbury
Broadburn, Edwin.Arnold ; Edinbro'
Burr, Patrick ; Aberdeen
Cart, John Trevor ; Leicester
Challis, Frank; Southall
Chambers. Maxse Wm. ;

Nottingham
Cockvill, Thos. Wilkinson; Spalding
Collitt, iSernard

; Gainsborough
Constance, Stephen Geo. ; Longhope
Cowburn, .Jos. Robt.; Krugersdorp
Cowles, Hector Charles : Stratford
Craine, Thos. Howard ; Birkenhead
Crawford, Ernest ; Leeds
Crawford, Geo. White

;
Singapore

Cross, John William; Guildford
Dale, Isabel Marian ; Bolton
Dickson, Thos. Geo.; South Molton
Ensor, John Thomas; Birmingham
Fentiman, Chas. Henry; London
Fielding, Michael Angelo ; Cork
Fisher, Sidney Ralph P.; Liverpool
Gaulter, Chas. Rainford; Blackpool
Hall, .Amos; Brighton
Harris, Percy ; Burslem
Henderson, Andrew; Banchory
Heywood, James ; Bolton
Hirst, A. Norman ; Stoke Newington
Hooper, Francis William ; Bermuda
Hussey, Herbert R.

;
Southampton

James, Ernest Henry ;
Ealing

Jones, David ; Towyn

Lewis, George Walter ; Kennington
Lewis, Llewelyn ; Brixton
Lloyd, Percy Ernest; Richmond
MacLeod, John D.

;
Kilwinning

Macleod, William ; Hong Kong
McHacdy, Alexander; Dundee
Marshallsay, Richard J. ; Thetford
Mellor, Ernest Martin

; tjttoxetej-

Mitchell, Peter ; Dundee
Mortimer, J. Hamilton ; St. Leonards
Mowat, James Heatly ; lidinburgh
Newby, Frank ; Eltham
Palmer, Sidney Thomas; Rugby
Pearce, Andrew Hingston ; Horwich
Pettinger, William E.

;
Brondesbury

Polgreen, Cyril ; .\ndover
Pollock, Thomas L. ; Petcrsfield
Price, Herbert H. G. ; Kensington
Pyecroft, Archibald C. ; Bradford
Raw, Herbert ; Bradford
Ricketts, James ; Wells
Ridge, Percy Littlewood ; London
Rogers, Arthur ; Monkseaton
Sencicle, Fred ; Middleton
Sheldon, Constance F.; Birmingham
Shreeve, George James ; Paignton
Smith, James

;
Edinburgh

Stovin, .John ; Lyme Regis
Stranack, Morris William ; Durban
Thatcher, Benjamin

;
Ansty

Toplis, James Harry ; Chesterfield
Wainwright, Percy ; Castleford
Walton, Leonard G. ; Manchester
Weall, George .Alexander ; Bradford
Whittle, William Wilford; Leicester
Willis, William Arthur; Lyndhurst
Wilson, Charles ; London
Withers, Edgar ; Faversham
Wylie, Robert Thomas ; Felixstowe

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions for

the current year, were elected " Student-Associates " of the

Society :

—

-VUan, George
;
Scarborough

Atlee, Charles Nelson ;
Ealing

Buswell, Thos. Henry; Lutterworth
Clancy, Matthew Walter

; Sidcup
Corke, Harry Malcolm; Woolston
Cox, Walter; Broseley
Eminson, Herbert ; London
Evans, David William ; Trelech
Fisher, James ; Port Glasgow
Gilling, Charles ; Barnet
Goudie, Robert John ; Leith
Gregory, Edward ; Stockton-on-Tees
Greeves, Wm. Francis ; Wrentham
Haines, George Herbert ; Wigan
Henderson, Ernest B.; Wakefield
Johnson, Joseph Melbourne ; Leeds
Jordan, Charles T. ; St. Leonards
Kelly, Herbert Linden

;
Leigh

Key, Joseph A.
;
Birmingham

Lester, George H. ; Dunstable
Macdonald, Andrew ; Fochabers
Morris, Harold John

;
Brecon

Muir, Thomas John ; Dumfries
Mullinger, A. E. C.

;
Northampton

Opie, Arthur Thomas Redruth
Pearson, .James M. : Southampton
Pugh, Richard J.

;
Ogmore Vale

Rowe, Francis K.
; Bridgwater

Rowlands, Robert A.
;
Bardney

Shilcock, Sidney J. ; Atherstone
Smith, Charles F.

;
Clapham

Smith, Sydney; West Bridgford
Smithurst, Albert Wagg ; Buxton
Swaby, Harry Coupland

; Lincoln
Thompson, Samuel Lees ; Oldha n
Ward, Bertrand; Leicester
Woodhead, John Ezra: Wyke
Yorke, Frederick Ernest ; Tunstall

Several persons were restored to the Society upon payment of

rthe current year's subscripition.

Has had previous grants.

Has had previous grants.

(Rutherglea.

)

Restorations to the Register.

The names of the following -persoiDS, who had severally made

the required declaration, and paid the re.storation fee of one

guinea, were i-estored to the Register of, Chemists and Drug-

gists :
—
Atkins, Joshua William ; 59, Index Street, Walton, Liverpool.

Hickes, Charles Edward ; 30, Walmgate, York.

Kiikness, Robert; 24, Kent Avenue, Ashford, Kent.

Benevolent Fund Committee.

The report of this Committee included the recommendation

of grants to the amount of £118 in the following cases :

—
Registered C. and D. (67). (Ramsgale.)

Widow of a C. and D. (73). Has haa previous grants.

(Forest Gate.)

Former meniber and subscriber (67). (Stockwell.)

Widow of a member and subscriber (77). [Glasgow.)

Widow of a member and subscriber (81). Has had pre-

vious grants. (Worthing.)

Former member and subscriber (56). Has had previous

grants. (Ipswich.)

Registered G. and D. (79).

(Tufnell Park.)
Widow of a C. and D. (69).

(Sheplierd's Bush.)

Registered C. and D. (31).

The ViOE-PitESiDENT, in moving that the report and recom-

mendations of the Committee be received and adopted, said

that at the meeting of the Committee on the previous day a

large number of cases were considered. Some of them were

particularly bad cases—cases of great necessity, needing a-s

great relief as it was possible to grant—and he was gla(J to

say that the Committee in all those cases recommended con-

siderable grants. But while the Committee was acting in the

spirit of charity, at the same time they had the feeling that

there had been no very great response to the appeal of the

Secretary, made at the last meeting of the Council, and that

the Fund wa-s still considerably to the bad, there being very

little in hand for the grants. Of couj-se, they knew that

money would be coming in very soon, and they hoped that

those who had been constant subscribers to the Fund would

send up their subscriptions as usual. But the Committee was

very anxious that some of the vast body of members of the

craft who do not subscribe to the Fund might be induced to

do so. If a majority of that apathetic body of non-subscribers

gave only a small subscription it would place the Benevolent

Fund in a much better position.

'Mr. Atkins, in seconding the motion, said he should like,

at this season of the year, to second the appeal made by the

Vice-President. At the present time the Benevolent Fund
was, so to speak, living beyond its means, and either the in-

come must be increased or the expenditure must be diminished.

He s'houkl be very reluctant *o do the latter. The previous

day the Committee reconmiended grants to the amount of

£118 ; the cases before th,e Committee were so urgent and so

needy that, with the consciousness that the balance was an

adverse one, they could not do otherwise than give the relief

they did. It was all very weU to say that money could be

got whenever it was wanted, but it was not so much dona-

tions and legacies that werei needed—although they were very

welcome—but a regular annual income, and if a tihou.saind

of tho-se vrho do not now s-ubscribe could only be induced

to give 5s. a year to the Benevoknt Fund, the difficulties' in

regard to expenditure would be overcome. Therefore, he

hoped that the Divisional Secretaries would regard the matter

as one of pressing importance. There was just a danger that

<vith the change that had been made in regard to the Society's

local organisation—while in many respects a valuable one

—

Divisional Secretaries mig"ht not take that interest in the

Benevolent Fund which is required in order to maintain the
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nmnber of subscribers. He was afraid that, iiule.ss they do
take an interest in the Fund, and unless money is asked for,

the Fund ivould suffer. He thought that whenever meetings
in connection with local organisations were held attention
might again be directed to this most important and valuable
Fund.

Mr. CooPEK, who intimated that he had a .suggestion to make,
referred to the " dei^lorable " state of the Benevolent Fund,
but he was interrupted by cries of "No, no." He then went
on to suggest that instead of an annual dinner being held in

connection with the Society, a banquet should be organised
for the Benevolent Fund. He thougbt that a banquet once
in ten years, as was the case at present, was not often enough
to get subscriptions to the Fund. If a banquet was organised
it was very important that it should be made, a success, and,
personally, he had promises at the present time from six

wholesale houses to help th« Fund in the event of a banquet
being held.

The Peesident «aid he was rather sorry to hear the pessi-

mistic, views that his friends had addressed to the Council.
It seemed to him that they were receiving as much money as
hitherto, but the expenditure had been greater. Hence it was
desirable that there should be a larger number of subscribers.

While donations were frequently given to the Benevolent
Fund, it was much more desirable *o have a steady list of
regular subscribers, because donations conld only be used in
a certain way—i.e., they could only be invested. Therefore,
it was much better to have a large subscription list that could
be depended on to provide a regular income. He simply men-
tioned that as a suggestion that people who give donations
should, at the same time, give a small subscription year by
year.

The report and recommendations of the Benevolent Fund
Oommittee were then adopted.

Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee included the following figures :
—

£ s. d.

Balance in December 2,025 9 8
Receipts 2,291 9 7

4,316 19 3
Payments during December 2,086 8 4

2,230 10 11

Payments to the amount of £1,541 7.s. Id. for the current month
were recommended.

The President, in moving that the report and recommenda-
tions of the Committee be received and adopted, remarked that
this was the time of the year when a large sum of money was
received as examination fees, thus showing a large balance ; but
next month, after expenses had been paid, the balance would
not be so large. With reference to an item of £157 7s. 6d., which
had been paid from the Benevolent Fund Donation Account,
that sum of money had been expended on the making of a road-
way in connection with the Shortlands property. That was a
chargd on the capital account, and the roadway was adjoining
land wliioh had not been built upon ; when the land was leased
the cost of making the roadway would then be charged to the
leaseholder.

The report and recommendations of the Committee were
adojjted.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.
The following report was submitted by this Committee :—
The Committee met on Wednesday, December 10, 1902 The

usual monthly statements resi^ecting the Society's Libraries andMuseums in London and m Edinburgh were received, and par-

ticulars of these are published in the Pharmaceutical Journal
for December 13. 1902.
The Committee dealt with various administrative matters

relating to the superintendence of the School and House, and
the proper and efficient conduct of the other departments of the
Society under the charge of the Committee.

MusBtJM.—The purchase of one gross of boxes with' glass-
covers was authorised, and the 'Curator was instructed to obtain,
duplicate .specimens of opium, one for keeping in the Museum,
and the other for lending.
School.—^The School staff reported on the classes under their

charge. Professor Wynne was requested to select a demonstra-
tor to replace the one who had resigned, and to report the
selection to the Committee at its next meeting. The Christinas
vacation arrangements were authorised.
The 'Committee considered a letter remitted from the CounciL

and having reference to an enquii-y respecting the conduct of
examinations in Barbados for the British qualification. The
(Secretary having reported that he had had an interview on the
subject at the Colonial Office with two of the Under-Secretaries
of State, the Committee instructed the Secretary to reply to
the letter in' the terms agreed upon at the aibove-mentioaed.
interview.

RESE.4.RCH.—The Committee then sat as a Research Committee
and received the reports of Professors Greenish and Wynne on
the work in progress in the Research Laboratories.

The President moved that the report and recommendations of

the Committee be received and adopted. There was nothing in

the report that he need make any remarks upon.

'Mr. SoTTTHALL asked if the duplicate specimens pf opium;

mentioned were to be lent out to museums.
The Secretary : No, for the lectures.

SUGGE.STED EXAMINATIONS IN BARBADOS. ^.

Mr. Habrison said he should like to know the terms of the

letter which had been sent to the Colonial Office. He had no

doubt that the letter wa-s quite satisfactory, but at the same

time he thought members of Council would like to know the

terms of the letter.

After discussing the matter in Committee,

The SecretART read the letter in question, which was a»

follows :
—

' Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

" 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.
" December 15, 1902.

" To the Under-Secretary of State, Colonial Office, S.W.
'' Sir,—Adverting to your communication of November 10"

last (No. 43,775/2) on the subject of phai-majceutical examina-

tions an Barbados, and to my conversation with Mr. Bertram

Cox and Mr. Lucas at the Colonial Office on December 9 in

reference thereto, I now beg to state that it is not practicable

for this Society to conduct examinations in Barbados for the

Society's certificate of qualification.

" The examination of this Society for the qualification pre-

scribed by the Phaamaey Act consists of a practical portion and

an oral portion, and necessitates well-equipped chemical and

pharmaceutical laboratories, as well as specially arranged

botanical and materia medica specimens.

" The Governor of Barbadios has evidently not realised that

the examination is a test of competent technical skUl and know-
ledge, and cannot b© conducted in various parts of the Empire
on the lines of a written examination in Arts.

" I would suggest that the Medical Assessors under the
Colonial Act of 1894 might arrange for the formation of a
phannacy board or a mediical board for the purpose of conduct-

ing such exam inations in medicine or pharmacy as the public

requirements of Barbados render neces-sary for the practice of

those professions in that Colony,

' I am, yours faithfully,

" (Signed)* R. Bremridge, Secretary."'
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Mr. Robinson said he thought the letter was an excellent I

reply. It showed the desirability of submitting letters received)

by the Council to a committee for consideration. If the letter

from the Colonial Office had not been carefully attended to in

Committee the Council could not have sent such an excellent

reply off-hand. He thought it would be interesting to members

of the Society throughout the country to know that the request

made by the Governor of Barbados had been so carefully con-

sidered, and that a, veiy satisfactory reply had been sent; it

was a I'eply which be was perfectly willing to support.

The report and recomimiendations of the Conunittee wei-e

adopted.

Physical Research.

The Presidknt said he had received a copy of the ' Philoso-

,phical Transaction? of the Royal Society of London,' containing

an account of work done by Dr. Morris W. Travers, George

Senter, B.Sc, and Dr. Adrien Jaquerod on "The Measurement

of Temperature." This was of interest to members of Council

because Mr George Senter formerly held a Bell Scholarship,

and he was sure it was very gratifying to the Society to know

that a foi-mer Bell Scholar had been associated, in important

investigations, with such a prominent worker as Dr. Travers.

Acceptance of a Preliminary Certificate.

The President moved that the Board of Examiner.s. be

authorised to accept a preliminary certificate submitted by Mr.

De Bono, of Malta. This was agreed to.

The Redwood Scholarship.

Mr. Carteighe said he wished to refer to a little matter in

Teferenoe to the Redwood Scholarship. When the original

amount of money was raised, at the timie of the death of Pro-

-fessor Redwood, to establish a schola,rship in his memory, the

sum raised was comparatively small, viz., about £400. That

was invested, and the interest was paid to the Redwood

Scholar. The glamour of Redwood's name for a time attracted

students, and for some time after the scholarship was founded

there was no lack of applications for the scholarship, but latterly

it had been found that the interest—£17—was not sufficient to

induce Major men to apply for the scholarship. He, together

with others, felt that the scholarship was a very important

stepping-s-tone to a real knowledge of pharmacy ; that was to

say, when a .student had gone through a com'se of training in

the Society's School, or in any other school, the Redwood

Scholarship offered an opportunity for him to obtain a thorough

knowledge of the methods of investigating the veiy important

pharmaceutical problems which had to be taken in hand in the

Research Laboratory—knowledge which he ought to possess

• before he could fulfil the conditions of the E. Northway Butt

Scholarships. It appeared to him that unless they could induce

students to apply for the Redwood and similar scholarships,

there was a danger that the efforts that had been made by men
like Mr. Butt would be frustrated, because he was one of

$.hose who believed that it was impossible to give sufficient

straining in methods of chemical investigation during the

ordinary school course. That being so, and Mr. Butt's

generosity having called attention to it rather conspicuously

during the last few years, he (the speaker) had done a little quiet

cadging. He had not felt justified in making a public appeal in

the ordinary sense. Pharmacists had many appeals made to them,

and he felt that the amount raised in the first instance was hot

the measure exactly of the appreciation and regard in which

Professor Redwood was held by those who subscribed, but that

it was a very good subscription list from the class of men to

whom application was then made. He had, however, recently

approached a few friends with the suggestion that the capital

of the Redwood Scholarship be increased by about £1,000. His
tirst applications had been particularly happy ones, but he had
not quite succeeded in raising that amount. He had hoped to

I raise enough money to enable the Council to award the scholar-

ship annually ar.d to give something like £60 a year. He found,

however, that was not practicable, and, therefore, he should

ask the Council, when the money wa.S' i)aid over to the Treasurer,

or rather the School Committee, whether they will adopt what
he considered would be the best i>lan to invest what money may
be got between now and next month, and to award the scholar-

ship every two years. In that way they would be able to give a

fair scholarship and thus perpetuate Professor Redwood's

memory. He hoped the Council would understand that he was
simply mentioning the matter so that it would not be sprung

upon the Council at the next meeting, when he had given notice

of motion to bring the matter forward, and so that should there

be any difficulties in the way he might be told of them. Certain

alterations would have to be made, but he hadj had an interview

with the Society's solicitor, and he was informed that as he

happened to be the official Chairman of the Redwood Fund in

the first instance, and as he happened to be President of the

Society at the time, and so signed the seal on the deeds of

trust, there would be no difficulty in the Council meeting the

legal requirements. Another alteration that he should suggest

was that in the event of there being no scholar at any time, it

should be in the discretion of the Council to award more than
the normal amount. That was to say, the Council should

do.what it thought fit and not be tied by the deed, so

that if the Council thought fit, it might award £90 instead of

£60. At the' present time the matter stood thus : iMr. F. B.

Bengei- and Mr. Standen Paine had given £100, and Mr. Her-
man Woolley, of Manchester,, had also given £100. Then Mr.
Stephen Darby, who doubtless would have been a student in

the School of Pharmacy but for the fact that he was a pupil of

Liebig s at the time the School was founded, had handed to

liini £100, and that morning he had received from Mr. J. H.
Hugill. of Messrs. Meggesons, the sum of £50, together with a

very appreciative letter expressing his pleasure in joining in the

movement to increase the value of the Redwood Scholarship. He
did not intend, publicly, to put any pressure on his' friends, but

ihe did wish to say that if any old student or other person

dnterested in the advancement of pharmacy desires to contri-

ibute £25, £50, or £100 during the next few weeks he should

be quite ready to receive it. He intended to give £100 himself,

and that, with the amountsi mentioned and the accumulations-

of the original fund, amounted to more than £600. There was
already over £400 investof" nd it was proposed to invest the

money now being subscribed in the same security, and if they

could get an additional £100* it would mean an additional £4
a year for the future scholars. That was the present position,

«nd he felt sure that later on the Council would think proper

to send a cordial vote of thanks to those who had subscribed.

Personally he must express his hearty appreciation of their

recognition of a great principle as well as a great name.

iMjl'. Robinson thought every member of the Council and every

member of the Society would feel very grateful indeed to iMr.

Carteighe for the efforts he had made in the matter of the

Redwood Scholar.ship. The results mentioned that morning

were very gratifying, and their thanks were due to Mr. Car-

teighe for what he had done.

IMr. Young : And for what no one else could have done.

Mr. WooTTON said Mr. Carteighe's proposal was a most
admirable one, and he would suggest that as Mr. Carteighe

^.vas also the Chairman of the Committee which raised the

Burroughs Fund, and as that schelarship was of exactly th«

same character as the Redwood Scholarship, that it would be

desirable for Mr. Carteighe to consider the wisdom of making
the Burroug'h.s Scholarship a bi-annual one, so that they would
run alternately.

* Subsequently, Mr. Alfred Southall promised to give a don on of £25

to the Scholarsliip Fund.~[ED. P.J.].
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Mr. Caeteiohe expressed his approval of Mr. Woottons sug-

gesbion, and .said lh.at he had the matter in his mind, but

thought it better to carry out one thing at a time.

The Pkesidext said he did not tliink there was any difference

of opinion as to the desirability of the scholarships being in-

creased. It was a matter which Mr. Carteighe had vei-y much

at heart, and as Mr. Young had remarked, no one could have

done what had been done better than Mr. Carteighe. They

all revered the memory of Professor Redwood, and he thought

they might deal with the matter of the Redwood Scholarship

first and then take up the Burroughs Scholarship. When the

time came he thought the Council ought to pass a veiy hearty

vote of thanks to "Mt. Carteighe.

This concluded the public business of the Council.

THE HEALTH OF LONDON.

The tenth annual report of the Medical Officer- of Health for

the County of London, being that for the year 1901, has just

been issued. The statisties fumi.^flhed b.y the Medical Officers

of Health of the varioTis mietropolitan) boroxighs ar© tabulated,

and other matters affecting the public health de<alt with. Dur-

ing the year, 760 samples of beer, swieetmeats, syrup, etc.,

were taken and examined by the L.C.C. chemists for aj«?enic.

In only two samples was arsenic found, both of these being

syrup, but the quantity of arsenic iwas in each ca«e less than

one part in five million parts.

The disinfecting of rooms in the metropolitan borough.s is

effected principally by burning .sulphur or by formaldeliyde.

In .some ca.ses a formaldehyde vsolution is sprayed ; in others the

generation of the vapour is resorted to.

For all the metix>i)olitan boroughs, with the exception of

Hamp.s'tead, Batter.sea, and Lewisham, special arrangements

foo" the bacteriological examinattion of pathological material

have been made by the respective sanitary authorities. The

Jenner Institute conducts this work for Paddington, Kensing-

ton, Fulham, Chelsea, Westmdiisteir, St. Maiylebone, St.

' Pancras, Islington, Stoke Newington, HacEney, Poplar, Wands-

worth and Woolwich. The Clinical Research Association has

an arrangement witli Greenwich, Ueptford, and Bethnal Green.

Holbom sends its samples to the laJjoratory of the Royal Col-

leges of Physicians and Surgeons, while some of the London

hospitals und6rta.ke their sliare for other boroughs. Tbus the

bacteriologists at the Middlesex Hospital conduct examinations

for Finsbury, at Londonj Hospital lor Shoreditch and Stepney,

and at Guy's Ho.spital for Southwark. Lambeth has provided

a laboratorj', Camberwell has appointed a ba.cteriologist ; at

Bermondsey the Medical Officer of Health does the necessary

work liimself. The material most usually examined is from

.suspected cases of -diphtheria and entea-ic fever, and in some

oases of phthisis. Anti-toxic serum is stored by the sanitary

authority and supplied in the following districts :—Fulham,

Stoke Newinglon, Hackney, Greenwich, Lewisham, Camber-

well, Lambeth and Finsbm-y. In Islmgton arrangements have

been made with the Gi'eit Northern Central Hospital by which

a supply is available to practitioners at cost price. In some
districts no charge is made for the senim ; in others the cost

price is charged. In Finsbury the Medical Officer states that

the sei"um is suppplied for pix>phylactic as well as therapeutic

purposes. In St. Pamcras the supply is said to be obtained

from tihe various druggists in the district, wliile in other dis-

tricts no senrm at all is supplied by the sanitary authority.

The death i-ate from phthisis for 1901 in London was 1'71

per 1,000 living. This is the lowe.st on record, the figures for

1900 and 1899 being 1-79 and 1-90 respectively. The phthisis

death rate of London in the decennmm 1891-1900 was 35 per
cent, below that of the decennium 1861-1870. Attention is

directed to the need for the education of the sick person ia

the precautions which should be taken, aoid to the neceissity

for public aid in the provisiooa of sanatoria. It may be that,

even after the discharge from the sanatorium of the patient,

who haa apparently recovered, . further public action will be

neces.saiy, which will tend to ensure that he is living under

conditions tl)o.t will not lead to a recrudescence of the disease.

The figures on the moatality from cancer show a slight

decrease in 1901 as compared with 1900, the rate i>er 1,000

living being only 0'93 in comparison with 0'95 of the two
preceding years. Tlie proportion has, however, more than

doubled in the past fifty years, for the average for the decade
1851-1860 was 0 42 2>er 1,000 only. Comparatively few cases

proved fatal l>efore thirty-five years of age ; the heaviest mor-
tality is between fifty-five and sixty-five years.

An intere.sting table is that which enables comparison to be

made of the death rates of London with tlie death rates of

several foreign cities.

All causes, death rates per 1,000 living :
—

Towna. 1901.

Amstei-dam 15 2
Brus-sels 15 8

Stockholm 16 8
London 17-6

Berlin 18 0
Copenhagen 18'1

Parifi 18-6

Vienna 19"7

Rome 20-0

New York 20 0
St. Petersbui-g 24-1

The death rate in Lbndon for the ten years 1891-1900 was
19'6; with this the rate foi' 1901—viz., 17-6—compares most
favourably.

Figures are given emplia.sising the value of vaccination, as

are all statistics of nt^tifiable infectious diseases occurring in the

county. It is satisfactory to note frohi the general tone of the

report that the numerous precautions insisted on by the London
County Council anid the various sanitary authorities are actually

bearing good fruit, and influencing the health, and conse-

quently the prosperity, of the capital of the Empire.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULAE.

Alcoholic Hair-Wash for Loss of Hair.

First wash the head with a superfatted soap, dry and apply

the following wash :—Rectified spirit, 10 ; tannic acid, 5 ; eau

de Cologne, 2; spirit of mustard, 10; brandy, 80.

—

Phann.
Post, 35, 476.

Insectlfuges.

As a means of preventing the attacks of insects one of the

following applications is recommended:— (1) White wax, 85;

spermaceti, 60 ; olive oil, 500, and warm distilled water, 150.

Mix, and to the cooled ointment add clove oil, 2 ;
thyme oil, 3;

eucaljptus oil, 4-5. (2) Expressed oil of bay berries, 100 ; acetic

ether, 12 ; clove oil, 4
;
eucalyptus oil, 3. (3) White vaseline,

250; naphthol, 25; rosemary oil, 10. (4) Yellow wax, 60;

expressed oil of bay berries, 140 ;
camphor, 20 ; ammonium

ichthyol, 6. (5) Yellow wax, 75 ;
expressed oil of bay berries,

160; thyme oil, eucalyptus oil, of each 8. (6) White vaseline,

120; patchouli oil, 4 ; valerian oil, 3. (7) Suet, 350; eucalyptus

oil, 15 ; clove oil, 7 ;
cajuput oil, 3. Melt the suet ; when nearly

cold add the oils and mould into sticks or other suitable shapes.

(8) Rectified spirit, 130 ; thymol, 10 ;
eucalyptus oil, 5

;

marjoram oil, 3.

—

Pharrii. Zeit., 47, 523.
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Putz Cream.

Methylated spirit, 400; solution of ammonia, 75
;
water, 150

;

.petroleum ether, 80; infusorial earth, 100; red or white bole,

50; precipitated chalk, 100. Mirbane oil, q.s. to perfume.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 476.

Tooth Powders and Dentifrices.

Alkaline Tooth Powder. — Calcium carbonate, 60 Gm. ;

•quinine sulphate, 2 Gm. ;
saponin, 10 Cgm. ;

saccharin, 10 Cgm.

;

carmine, q.s. to tint ; oil of peppermint, 20 drops.

ArM Tooth Poiwier.—Boric acid, 100
;
powdered starch, 50 ;

quinine hydrochloride, 10 ;
saccharin, 1 ;

yellow ochre, 10

;

vanillin (dissolved in alcohol), 15.

Neutral Tooth Powdfi/.—Potassium chlorate, 200; powdered

starch, 200; carmine lake, 40 ; saccharin (in alcoholic solution),

1 ; vanillin (similarly dissolved), 1-5.

—

Rev. Med. Pharm., 9,650.

Colognes and Toilet Waters.

Benzoin arul Heliotropin as Fixatives for Perfumes.—The use

01 Siam benzoin in place of the heavy animal odours of civet,

musk, and ambergris, is strongly recommended by W. L. Scoville

as a means of rendering the delicate fugitive odours of per-

fumes more permanent. • Heliotropin is another substance

which is stated to be one of the most powerful and persistent

of fixatives, and is suitable in all cases where its odour blends

well with that of the bouquet. The following original formulae

contain one or other of these ingredients :

Eau de Cologne.—Bergamot oil, 1^ fl. oz. ; Lemon oil,

6 fl. drm. ; neroli oil, 4 fl. drm.
;

orange oil, 2 fl. drm. ; oil of

rosemary, 2 fl. drm.; simple tincture of benzoin, 2 fl. oz.

;

orange flower water, 12 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per cent.), g.s. to

produce 6 pints, 8 fl. oz.

Headache Cologne.—The addition of menthol, 4 oz. or more,

and camphor, 1 oz., to the above formula for eau de Cologne

gives a characteristic and effective product,

Antiseptic Eau de Cologne. — Bergamot oil, 6 fl. drm.;

orange oil, 1 fl. drm.
;

rosemary oil, 1 fl. drm.
; eucalyptol,

2fl. drm.
;
bornyl acetate, ^ fl. drm.

;
simple tincture of ben-

zoin, 1 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per cent.), 4 pints, 8 fl. oz. ; dis-

tilled water, 2 pints.

Jjilac TFa/er.—Bergamot oil, 1^ fl. oz. ; lemon oil, 6 fl. drm.

;

terpineol, 4 fl. drm.
;

orange oil, 2 fl. drm.
;
rosemary oil,

2 fl. drm.
;

simple tincture of benzoin, 2 fl. drm.
; water,

12 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per cent.), to make 6 pints, 8 fl. oz.

Lavender Water.—Lavender oil, 4 fl. oz. ; oil of bergamot,

1 fl. oz. ; oil of orange, 2 fl. drm.; oil of neroli, ^ fl. drm.;

coumarin, 30 grains
;

simple tincture of benzoin, 1 fl. oz.

;

water, 16 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per cent.), 5 pints, 12 fl. oz.

Floi ida Water.—Lavender oil, 2 fl. oz. ; bergamot oil, 1 fl.

oz. ;
orange oil, i fl. oz. ; neroli oil, J fl. drm. ; cassia oil, 1 fl.

drm.
;

caraway oil, 15iri ; oil of spearmint, 15ni ;
simple

tincture of benzoin, 1 fl. oz.
;
water, 16 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per

cent.), 5 pints, 12 fl. oz.

Bay Rum.—Myroia acris oil, 6 fl. drm.
; orange oil, ^ fl. drm.

;

pimento oil, J fl. drm. ;
simple tincture of benzoin, 4 fl. drm.

;

powdered orris root, IJ oz.
;
water, 3 pints, 4 fl. oz. ; alcohol

'(90 per cent.), 3 pints, 4 fl. oz. The powdered orris is used chiefly

as a clarifying agent.

Violet Water.— (1) lonone, 2 fl. drm. ; oil of sandalwood,

4 fl. drm. ; oil of neroli, 1 fl. drm. ; oil of bitter almonds, 8ia ;

oil of spearmint, 15ia ;
heliotropin, 1 drm. ; artificial musk,

2 grains ; tincture of civet, 4 fl. drm.
;

water, 32 fl. oz.
;

alcohol (90 per cent.), 4 pints, 16 fl. oz. (2) Oil of sandal-

<wood, 4 fl. drm. ; oil of bergamot, 4 fl. drm. ; oil of rose

geranium, 2 fl. drm.; oil of neroli, 1 fl. drm.; oil of

bitter almonds, I5ii(.
;
musk, 1 grain

; simple tincture of ben-

zoin, 4 fl. drm.
;
powdered orris root, 2 troy oz.

;
water, 2 pints,

8 fl. oz. ; alcohol (90 per cent.), 4 pints. ]\Iacerate thirty days
—filter.

—

Spatula, 8, 716.

Incompatibility of Aspirin and Sodium Bicarbonate.

Rosseau points out the fact that a mixture of sodium bicar-

bonate with aspirin becomes moist, and finally liquid and dis-

coloured, due to chemical decomposition of the acetyl salicylic

ester by the alkali. These ingredients are therefore not suit-

able to be prescribed together in the form of a mixed powder
for administration in a cachet.

—

Repertoire [3], 14, 487, after

i' Union Pharm.

Corn Salve.

Salicylic acid, 4 ; ammonium chloride, 4 ; acetic acid, 1

;

lanoline, 4 ; white wax, 4 ;
suet, 15. Mix the acids with

the ammonium chloride, rub down the mixture with the lanoline

and add it to the previously melted wax and suet. Mix
thoroughly.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 501 ; after Deutsch. Amer
Apoth. Zeit.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

CoMMUNic.iTiONS intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authentjcated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be takea of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

Apothecaries v. Avoirdupois Ounce.

lu the year 1877 Professor Redwood stated (see PharmaeeuH-
ral Journal for that year) that while the symbol J means 480

grains, the proper contraction for the avoirdupois^ ounce is

1 oz. The preface to the 1885 Pharmacopoeia, reprinted in that

for 1898, says that 5 means 1 drachm, or 60 grains, thus imply-

ing that 5 means 8 drachms or 480 grains. In the .Journal for

last week Mr. Nunn says that " whether 480 or 437-5 gi'ains of

ointment are made will make no difference to jjrescriber, patient,

examinee, or examiner." But .some time ago an examiner in

Scotland found fault with several candidates vrho understood
" mag. sulpli. 51. ' tu mean 437'5 gi-ahrs.

January 7, 1903. "Sub Umbea" (169/29).

Antiseptic Tliroat Pastilles.

My attention h:v.s been directed to the advertisement of

Messrs. Evans Sons Le.s-cher and Webb, Ltd., and the "trade

note" contained in your esteemed Journal of the 20th ult.

The advertisement i-s likely to mislead the public, inasmuch

as it seems calculated to convey the idea that the Chancery

Court decided that Messi-s. Evans Sons Lescher and Webb,

Ltd., are solely entitled to manufacture and vend antiseptic

throat pastilles prepared according to the formula in ques-

tion. This exclu.sive right was not claimed in the action,

and is opposed to the evidence of Dr. Bark himself at the

trial. On tli^ dther hand, I claim the right to manufacture

and sell these pastilles, an-d I refused an offer of a large simi

of money if I would give up my rights in the formula and

undertake not to disclose or compete. Moreover, the Vice-

Cliancellor himself intimated in open court that if I would

do this he would be disposed to let me off payment of the

costs of the action, and it was stated in open court that I

declined to do so. I observe that in the advertisement and

in the circular I enclose Dr. Bark's name is still a.ssociated

with the pastille.s. I feel sure he cannot be aware of this,

as in his evidence he pointed out that it was contrary to
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medical etiquette for a doctor's name to be associated wibh a

propiietai-y article. I also notice reference is made in the

label to "a fonnula," and in the advertisement to "the

formula." of the Liverpool Throat Hospital.

Liverpool. January 7, 1903. Wit. Alfred Jones.

The Protection of Titles by Interdict and Injunction.

The main impression left tm my mindl after severaj pei-uso/ls

of ' Onlooker's " article is that he is not oppoised to protection

by interdict and injunction on account of the process being

impracticable, but on account of it being inadvisable, since it

might be used to prevent finiLs like Savory and Moore, Limitied',

from using the titles in connection with the trading name of

the finn. This particular part of the question migtht be con-

sidered by the Court from two points of view, but which of the

two would have the more influence upon the subsequent judg-

ment is, of course, merely a. matter for conjecture. If the

Court took the narrower view that the title, being earned by tShe

personal exertions of the individual, is a personal projjrietaiy,

and therefore can only be used in connection with tihe real iiam©

of the licentiate, it {i.e., the Court) would in all probability

decide tliat companies of pereons—qualified, unqualified, or

"mixed" (it is to be hoped " Onlooker" is not one of a mixed
crew)—are not at liberty to use the title in connection with the

trading name. On the other hand, if the Court viewed the

question entirely from the point of view of the general public,

it probably would rea.son somewhat after this manner. These

titles are distinctive marks for public 'exhibition, to vshow that

those using them have undergone a certain training and

examination. The defendant company (S. and M., Limited) is

composed solely of persons .individiialh^ entitled to use the

titles, but they lare using tliem in coimection with a trading

name instead of the collective names of the partners. Inasmuch,

however, as there is not in this act any wilful deceiving of the

public, or danger to the public safety, or misappropriation of

titles, there does not appear to be justifiable grounds for giant-

ing interdict. A judgment on these luies, whilst allowing a

company composed solely of qualified person«, would prohibit

a companj' of unqualified pereons as well as a mixed oomj)any

from using the titles in connection with the trading name.

In the section dealing with this particular part of the subject,

" Onlooker " makes what appears to me to be a most extra-

ordinaiy statement. After a homily upon sauce and geese, he

writeis :
" Injimction, for example, might come to be u.sed

. . . by a company of unqualified persons whioh did not use

the title against a mixed company of qiialified and unqualified

persons which did." Inferentially we ai-e to undierst;md tlhat he

considers this would be detrimental to the interests of phar-

macists, but the vast majority of pharmacists will take the

very opposite view. My own opinion is that it would simplify

matters considerably, and be for the benefit of pharmacy and

its qualified followers, if the titles were restricted to the (juali-

fied person. Trading names are not essential to the phannacist,

and, moreover, the interest* of pharmacy as a whale ought to

be considered in preference to the interests of a few large firms,

no matter how muoh influence may be possessed by some of

the partners of these. " Onlooker s " sorrow for " the unenviable

position of advocates of action for restraint in 'being between

the devil and the deeij blue sea " has evidently blurred his per-

ceptive faculties, for he argues that "the admission of tlie

exemption of companies from Section 15 of the Piiarmacy Act
removes the acts of the impersonal and incorporate respondent

from the category of illegal or restrainahlc things." Here he

utterly fails to perceive tlie particular functions of the pro-

cesses of interdict and injunction. Although the House of

Lords decided (assuming for the time being that tlie judgment

applies to title as well as to keeping open sliop) that a company

as a company were not amenable to Section 15, it does not neces-

sarily follow that the individual members of the oompamy in'

their hidividual and corporate capacity a.r© likewise outwitlh, the

jurisdiction of a court of law in an application for interdict or

injunction. It is to cases which are not covered by any of the

ordinaiy legal enactments that the processes of interdict and
uijunction are particularly intended to apply. An act miay be
re.stra'inable by interdict, tihough not illegal—that is, a breach

of a recognised law. In other words, under these processes tlie

judges are left free to deal out even-handed justice, without

reference to the meaning to be attached to a certain word or

words of a recognised law. In the House of Lords case the judges

wiere not called upon to deal out justice, but to decide whether

the word " pei'.son " meant a corporate bodj- as well as an
individual.

AVhilst recognising the hopelessness of getting another Court

(in an action under the Pharmacy Act) to oveiTule the decision

of the House of Lords, a study of the processes of

interdict and injunction has convinced me that the advcr.se

decision of the House of Lords is essential to an application for

interdict or injunction. If the Phaimaej^ Act were applicable

to the circumstances of the case, the jietitioner would at once

^<3 told that his remedy lay in an action under the Pharmacy

Act, and not in an application for an order to interdict. The

Council could then exercise the power given to it by the Act.

"Onlooker" remmdis me that it is imlawful for a corporation

like the Pharmaceutical Society to spend any of its moneys ia

aiding a pharmacist who is a petitioner in an application for

interdict. In return h© may be reminded that it is not an

uncomiinon oocuiTcnoe for corporations to spend moneys in doing

things which they consider will be for the benefit of the members

although 'by the strict letter of the law they are prohibited from

doing sx).
" Onlooker " further enlarges upon tliis " foredoomed

attempt'" and about being "nonsuited," but it is only neces-

sary to remind him that he is not the judge before whom aai

application for interdict would come, but only a pharmacist

who, it is to be feared, is more influenced by personal interests

than by a desire for the welfare of ]>haTmacy as a whole.

Edinburgh, January 4, 1903. W- Lyon.

Titles and Benevolence.

On opening my Journal to-night my attention was directed

to the personal notes by " Onlooker," in which he suggests that

)tlie use of the personal title by impersonal entities, whether

consisting in part of "registered persons" or of none at all, ha.s

been overlooked by those who are engaged in discussing the

problem, especially by those who advocate a fight. He may be

assured that in this district at least the i>oint has been kept very

jinuch to the front for some considerable time. It has been a.

source of considerable anxiety and soiTOW for some time past

for us to read week by week of some ancient and historic house

being converted into a limited company, the proprietors of these

veiy businesses being in most instuices the persons who have

been entrusted with the protection of oui- interests on the Coun-

cil. We—I can si>eak generally of the chemists in this division

—hold that the personal titles were fully protected by .the Act

of 1868, and that an action at law would have been successful

if undertaken a few years ago, but the case is gi^eatly altered,

now ; the representatives above referred to have sold our birth-

right for a very pretty mess of pottage ! They have deliberately

given away the .sound and ju.'it cause we had by rendering

inugatoi-y the chief argument upon which no judge would have

declined to give us a verdict. Take a hypothetical case. It

will demand a keener intellect than most of us possess to dis-

criminate the comparative criminahty of, say, "Towels, Limited,"

and " Shoes, Limited." These two firms have many points in

common ; both are limited companies with jjublic share lists :
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botli are manufacturing as well as letail chemists ; both employ
" registered persons " on the dii'ectorate, and in their retail

{shops, and both advertise their wares for our purpose ; here

their points diverge widely. One is a member of our Cofuneil,

sent there to protect our interests—by my vote among other.s

—

the other is a rank outsider and an avowed enemy. The one

is a traitor to our craft, the other a poacher on our preserves

;

which of these two is the greater sinner? I a.m at one with Mr.

ILyon in strongly advocating an attack upon the usurpers of

our titles, but let the case be against the strongest opponent

we can find. We shall lose the case, but it will 'be worth the

price to have the opinion of the judge upon the action of these

registered persons who have been in office so long, and have

so treacherously and so unjustly given our case away.

A week or two ago a corre.spondent advocated the reform of

the Benevolent Fund much on the lines I suggested in the

Jour'nal, I think, in Fetbruary, 1899. The Fund ought to be

used, and 1 fancy was originally intended to be used, in the

icase of members of the Society, or at least subscribers to the

Fund for a certain number of years. I think this is a most

reasonable demand, and one that is made by every extant

fund of the kind. Why a person who spends the greater part

of his life either as an active enemy, or at least as one who never

contributed either materially or morally to the Society in

any way, should in his old age be entitled to participate in the

generosity provided by those who are neither one nor the other,

is against ordinary practice. Our Fund is the onlj' one which

allows this to be done.

There are manj^ chemists in business'-^loyal members of the

Society—to whom £50 per annum for life would be an income

of which they had never dreamed. Instead of these having
prior claims, in reality it is open to the most unwoi-thy member
of the craft (unworthy in the former sense of neutrality or

opposition) to enlist the sympathy of an army of commercial

travellers who tout for votes from every voter on whom they

call, and thus he is certain of election, whilst his more worthy
'brother is left to his fate. As far 4s one can judge, no such

abuse has crept into the election ; but the danger is there under

present conditions. I would be, and trust am, most generous

to any brother in trouble, and would do all one can do to

lielp any aged persons to spend the few remaining days they

may have left to them in peace ; but I do not think the founders

of the Fund intended it for ostensible outsiders, but for those

loyal craftsmen who, having made the fight, have fallen by the

way ; and it seems quite possible, if the Fund were naiTowed
ito fall within these lines, that a large number of registered

imen who now hold aloof would be only too glad to subscribe
;

at least, that is my experience after a" lengthened period of close

intimacy.

Preston, January 6, 1903. Chas. A. Arkle.

A Dispensing Query.

The following prescription was brought in to-day for the

second time :

—

IJ Sod. lodid gr. xv.

Sod. Bic 5ii,

Bism. Salicyl gr. xxv.

Vin. Aloes 5iss.

Sparteinifi S ulph gr. vi.

Tr. Strophanth 5i.

Tr. Nucis Vom mxl.
Glycerin 5iii.

Aq. Menth. Pip ad Jvi.

The first time I dispensed this I rubbed the powders down
with mucilage, 5ii., and added the sparteinae sulph. dissolved in

a little aq. menth. pip. towards the end. But to-day, for what
reason I don't know, I rubbed up the alkaloid with the other

powders, and the result was a deep yellow colour, which (gradu-

ally faded. I shall be pleased if you will inform me what
change, if any, took place.

January 5, 1903. " Abrus " (83/28).

The coloration appears to be due to the formation of bismuth iodide;

it does not occur if the bicarbonate is mixed with the bismuth salicylate

before adding the iodide.— fEn. P.J.]

Standards for Medicines.

In a letter from Messrs. Farr ajid Wrig'ht in last week's

Journal there are several comments on my letter in a previous

number on " Standards for Medicine-s " which call for reply.

It will be most convenient to consider separately the different

statements of Messrs. Farr and Wright.

1. The case (for the expulsion of galenical preparations of

jaborandi) doess not rest mainly on the two assumptions re-

ferred to, but also on the following facts (a) That the physio-

logical action of jaborandi is fully produced by pure pilocar-

pine. I must point out that I use the word " pure " in a

sense different from that employed by Messrs. Farr and

Wright, not only in this letter, but in their many publications

on this and kindred subjects. The purity of the preparations,

physiologically examined by Dr. Marshall, was assured by

constancy of tbe melting point and specific rotation after re-

l^eated crystallisation. (h) That pure pilocarpine nitrate is

readily obtainable in c<inimerce, and itS' purity can be easily

controlled by the pharmacist, (c) That the standardisation of

the extract or tincture with regard to the pilocarpine therein

contained is an extremely diflicult matter, {d) That the true

jaborandi leaves are not readily obtainable, and *that it is not

an easy matter to be positive of the authenticity of the leaves.

These facts, in connect ion with the two statements referred

to, surely justify the concluding portion of our (Jowett and

Marshall's) paper [B.M.J., October 13, 1900), viz.: "More-

over, its inclusion in the Pharmiacopoeia is unnecessary. The
whole therapeutic activity of jaborandi leaves as due to the

pilocarpine or isopilocarpine they contain, and preparations

which cannot be standardised with accuracy only contain a

variable proportion of these with alcohol and inert resinous

and colouring matter." To this I may add that what is un-

necessary should be abandoned.

2. Messrs. Farr and Wright dispute the statements made
below somewhat guardedly, it is true, and refer only to the paper

published in the B.M.J. I must assume that they are ac-

quainted with the papers publisbed in the Transactions of th6

Chemical Society (J.C.S., 1900, 473, etc.), though their state-

ment that "the titi-ation figures, based on the molecular weight

of pilocarpine, were in close accoixi with the gravimetric

results, showing that the alkaloid was practically pure," indi-

cates that they ignore the existence of isopilocarpine as well

as that of pilocarpidine. Isopilocarpine, the properties of which

have been confirmed by Pinner and Schwarz (Ber., 1902, 192),

although isomeric with pilocarpine, posseses but one-eighth of

•the physiological activity of the latter, and would give precisely

ithe same figures on titration. The alkaloid which Farr and

Wright assume to have been practically pure might, there-

fore, from their results have consisted entu-ely of isopilocar-

pine and contained no pilocarpine. The results of Paul and

Cownley, quoted by Alessrs. Farr and Wright, prove conclu-

sively that the total alkaloid from the official drug does not

consist of pure pilocarpine. The crysta»Uised nitrate obtained

by Paul and Comiley melted at 161°, and was converted by

recrystallisation into two nearly equal fractions, melting at

162-7° and 158-3° respectively.

Pilocarpine nitrate melts at 178°, and isopilocarpine nitrate

at 159°. The total alkaloid, therefore, consisted chiefly of

isopilocarpine. These facts prove the correctness of the first

assumption " that the substance, separated and weighed as

total alkaloid, may contain no pilocarpine, and will always
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Jiiclude foreign matter." A total alkaloid consisting entirely 1

of isopilocarpine would respond to the one test of purity used

by Messrs. Farr and Wright—viz., that of titration—exactly

like pure pilocarpme.

With regard to my statement that " the galenical prepara-

tions of jaborandi have been conclusively shown to be unre-

liable," I can only afBnn that four i3reparations, ];ilbeJled

"Ext. Jaiborandi Liq.. B.P.," guaranteed as such by three

prominent wholesale druggists, and which would be largely

distributed to the pharmacists of this country, and used in dds-

jjensing many physician-s' prescriptions, had the characters pre-

viously described. Of one more than one ounce was required,

and of the most powerful 85 minima, to produce an efiPect,

whilst the B.P. dose is 5 to 15 minims. I leave these facts

to speak for themselves.

3. I regret that Messrs. Farr and Wright seem to feel ag-

grieved because w© have not mientioned the method used 'to

•extract the total alkaloid. When I stated that there were several

methods, I presumed that a chemist would use his judgment

in choosing a good one, and despite Messrs. FaiT and Wright's

rem.a(rks it is not customary to give the details of well-estab-

lished methods of analysis. However, as it seems to be a

point of some interest, I will conteht myself with, stating that

the method employed was that of Farr and Wright, described

in the ' Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1899, p. 383, to which i-efer-

ence was made at the end of our paper in the B.M.J.

4. With regard to the material examined we wished to de-

termine the therapeutic value of the preparations of jaborandi,

fuch a.s would be used in dispensing, and for this purpose,

as before stated, purchased the specimens refeiTed to from

three manufacturing houses of the highest repute, and I have

no reason to doubt their honesty. They were examined quite

independently from a physiological and chemical standpoint by

Dr. Marshall and myself. In the Journal of the Chemical

Society, Messrs. Farr and Wright will find that the substances

used for physiological examination were specially purified, and

their purity determined, by a different method, it is true, from

that used by themselves, viz., titration, but by one which is

generally accepted by chemists as satisfactory, viz., recrysta.1-

lisation, till the melting point and specific rotation are con-

stant. The last two paraga-aphs in Messrs. Fair and Wright's

letter require no comment.

London, January 6, 1903. H. A. D. Jowett.

Terpeneless Oil of Lemon.
May we beg your indulgence again in the matter of the

recent case of Lumley v. Hopwood. Owing to the persistent

way in which certain firms are endeavouring to make capital

at our expense by circulating an inaccurate report of Mr. E. J-

Parry's evidence in this case, we find it necessary to ask if you
will very kindly publish the enclosed report and statement by

Mr. E. J. Parry himself, which accurately describes the actual

facts of the case. Thanking you in anticipation, for Steven-

son and Howell, Limited.

London, January 6, 1903. Reginald Howell, Director.

[Enclositre.']

Acting under instructions from Messrs. Stevenson and
Howell, Limited, I have to report on four samples of their
brand of terpeneless oil of lemon. Samples A and B were
supplied to me by Messrs. Stevenson and Howell marked
" samples from stock," and samples C and D were obtained by
me through trade sources without Messrs. Stevenson and
Howell's knowledge. The four samples were found to be practi-

cally identical, and had the following characters :

—

A B C D
Specific gravity at 15-5' C 0-8974 .. 0-8967 .. 0 8972 .. 0-8970
dotation for 100 Mm —7^35'.. — 7'22'.. — 7"25'

. .
- 7^38'

vDtnes Absent . . Absent . . Absent . . ^vbsent

A more complete analysis was made of sample A. The citral

on separation from the non-aldehydic portion of the oil showed

no trace -of methyl-heptonene, the characteristic body found
with the citral from lemongrass oil, and possessed no verbena
odour. The residue from which the citral was extracted was
found to consist of the sweet smelling esters characteristics of

lemon oil. From my results I am able to say that Messrs.
Stevenson and Howell's terpeneless oil of lemon is the pure
product of lemon oil, free from any admixture with lemongrass
citral, and from which the whole of the tcrpenes have been
removed. I am also asked to refer in the present report to the
recently decided case before Mr. Justice Jelf, in which Messrs.
Stevenson and Howell's terpeneless oil of lemon was referred to.

Briefly, the facts so far as they are concerned are as follow :
—

The samples which I had examined, and which I referred to in my
evidence, were made a considerable time ago—in most cases as

long ago as 1898. I pointed out that since that date a con-

siderable improvement in the manufacture of terpeneless oil of

lemon had taken place, and my results clearly show that Messrs.

Stevenson and Howell's oil is one of those which has attained

the maximum degree of purity and concentration. But, as I

also pointed out on the occasion above-mentioned, whilst ter-

peneless oil of lemon a few years ago usually contained about
10 per cent, of terpene, it may not be out of place to point out

that this only means that instead of distilling off, say 95 per

cent, and leaving 5 per cent, of concentrated oil, 94-5 per cent

would be removed, and 5 5 per cent. left. It is clear, however,

that in the manufacture of Messrs. Stevenson and Howell's oil,

the exact point at which the terpenes have been entirely removed
has been attained, and their product may be described as in

every way perfectly satisfactory.

(Signed) E. J. Paeey, B.So. (Lend.), F.I.C, P.C.S.

Examination Papers in Dispensing.

I am not wjnversa-nt with examination-room methods, and

for that rexison. some of my criticisms may be wrong, but it

seems to me that some of the methods advocated by Mr.

A. W. Nunn in the P.J. of December 20 are objectionable.

Thus, in the ca?© of tannic acid and belladonna ointment, he

advises the student to powder the tamiic acid in a mortar, and

then mix it with some lard on a slab. But powders should

never be mix-?d with an ointment base on a slab. The mortar

should always be utilised, because there is less risk of loss of

powder, and. moreover, the ointment can be made more expe-

ditiou-vly, and the product is of better appearance. The use

of a slaib for such pui-poses always appears to me to be an

antiquated and unsatisfactory method. Again, in the case of

ferrous iodide, etc., pills, Mr. Nunn assumes that the di.'--

penser must put into each pill at least one grain of extract of

henbane. It i.s doubtful if he is correct in his reading of the

prescrii>tion, but there camiot be any doubt he is wrong in

advising the ."tudent to dry about fourteen grains of tli'-

extract on a piece of glaJ5S over the Bunsen. Iso pharmacist

with any knowledge of green alkaloidal extracts would allo«

iuch a proceeding. If di-ying is nece.xsary it ought to be dem-

on a water bath. Wlia-t i® the meaning of ^.s. ? I have

always understood it to mean that the dispenser is to use ju^r.

sufficient, and no more, to mass the pill. If I got such a prt--

Kcriptioii to dispense I would triturate the ferrous iodide with

some powdered liquorice, add the mei-cury with chalk, then

the extract of nux vomica, and finally extract of henbane, qs.

In the instructions for making gall and opium ointment

there is a discrepancy, since Mr. Nuim proceeds on tlie

basis of loz., whilst the pre-scription i.<5 for ji. Further,

he ought not to • take 438 gr. as the equivalent of

the ounce, since the B.P. distinctly states 437-5 gr.

The method described may produce a nice ointment, but it

takes up an unnecessary amount of time, and tlie advice to

melt the lard is objectionable on account of the pre«ence of

the powdered galls. An equally good result would be obtained

hj carefully rubbing the powdered galls and powdered opium

together in a mortar and then triturating with a small portion

of the lard (cold) until thoroughly smooth.

December 31, l^^- " Secundum Aetesi " (168/20).
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abi'idgments of new patent applications and
list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

hj Mr. Keginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.G., from whom any infoi-mation on tihe subject may be

obtained. ' Trade !Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

.Surgical Splint or Binding Rail (No. 19,736, of 1902).—E. M.
Sello, 12a, Finsbury Square, E.G. Relates to an extensible

sm'gical splint composed of several jJ'^ces telescopically or

otherwLse secured together. The parts may be either straight,

bent, or curved, and, if necessary, provided with strengthening
ribs. They may be made of either wood or metal. In one
form the longitudinal edges of the pieces are turned inwards,

forming grooves, within which the following xjieces are inserted

In order to prevent the pieces being pulled entirely apart, pro-

jections or stops are provided, and the inner ends of ttie follow-

ing piece or piece* aie closed or turned over iso as to abut
agiinst said projections or stops. In another form the central

piece is fitted n'ith a looped band at eitlier end, into wliich

the outside pieces .slide. The latter are afterwards fitted with
heads, pins, or projections to prevent them from being pulled

out.
^

Note. — Opposition to the grant ot patents on above application
must be filed at the Patent Office before January 26, 1903.

Obtaining Hvdrocvanio Acid from Ferrocyanides (No. 24,456,

of 1901).— G." Graig, F.I.G., 9, Hampton Terrace, Glasgow.
Relates more parti o-ulajrly to the treatment of crude ferro-

cyanides such as aa-e obtained in the recovery of cyanogen from
coal gas. These may be alkaline ferrocyanides, alkaline-exrt-h

ferrocyanides. or metallic ferrocyanides, or mixtures of these.

Metallic ferrocyanides must be converted into alkaline or alka-

line-earth ferroeyajiides by treatment with caustic alkali or

alkalinie-earth. Alkaline ferrocyanides are distilled with an
excess of dilute sulphm'ic or hydrochloric acid, but for alkaline-

earth ferrocyanides, dilute hydrocUoric acid only must be used,

a.s otherwise inconvenient insoluble sulphates would result.

Sulphate of Magnesiumi may be added, when sulphuric acid is

employed, to assist in the expulsion of Che hydrocyanic acid,

and a cuiTent of air or inert gas may be forced or drawn through
by suction for the same end. The ordinary distilling apparatas

is" u.sed in the foregoing process. Example of proportions used :

1 part of di-y ferrocyanide of sodium or its equivalent, 6 to 10

parts of real acid, and 50 or 60 parts of water. This solution

should be vigorously bailed or steamed.

Production of Hydrocyanic Acid (No. 24,920, of 1901).—W.
Fild, Lmz aiUhein. Germany. Relates to the recovery of prac-

tically all the cyanogen oonitained in iron-cyanogen compounds,

not of an alkaline reaction, by means of distillation. Said com-
pounds when treated with mercury compounds are converted into

mercuric cyanide. From the mercuric cyanide thus formed the

hydrocyanic acid is liberated by distilling with an acid. The
materials to be decomposed are ti-eated with the requisite

quantity of a mercuric compound

—

e.f/., mercuric chloride,

preferably in solution. The solution is then heated to boiling

point, at' which point the reaction takes place most rapidly.

If the compounds treated are of an alkaline nature they should

first be rendei-ed neutral or acid by the u.se of an excess of salts

of metal—t.f/., magnesium, zinc, etc.—before being treated with

the mercury compounds. The quantities of salts employed

must be suffecient to cause complete neutralisation of the alkalies

or earth alkalies. The invention also describes a process for

recovering and regeneraiting the mercuric com^Munds, left in the

acid solution after the hydrocyanic acid has been driven off oy

treating such solution with an oxidising agent, such as bleiaching

powder or the like. The iron compounds remaining in the

solution after this latter treatment are separated and recovered!

therefrom by the use of hydroxide of calcium or the like.

Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and Sulphuric Anhydride (No

3,161, of 1902).—0. Imray, Birkbeck Bank Ghambers, London.

(A communication from Farbwei^e vormals, Meister, Lucius

andBruning, Hoechst a/Main, Germany.) Consists in bringing

pvrites burner gases, or like mixture of gases—preferably moist

—into contact with burnt pyrites or like oxide of iron, first at

comparatively low temperature—^say about 350° G.—and then

:it higher temperatures, preferably finally attaining some 550-

660° G. For example, the hot undried gases leaving the fur-

nace or burner, or othei-wise obtained, are dd-rectly passed

through a channel wherein burnt pyrites is made to meet the

cun-ent of gas. The burnt pyrites—preferably previously

saturated with ferrous sulphate—is fed down said Channel either

in powder form or in coarse lumps. Any suitable form of

apparatus may be used for the manufacture by this process.

Antiseptic Compounds (No. 5,360, of 1902).—R. H. Page, 169,

McDougal Avenue, Detroit, U.S.A. Relates to that class of

chemical compounds known as organic peroxides. Consists in^ plac-

ing benzoyl-acetyl-peroxide in water. By this method the original

compound splite up into three .separate bodies

—

i.e., (1) di-ben-

zoyl peroxide, which forms a precipitate
; (2) acetic acid, in siolu-

tion ; and (3) a new compound, which is designated acetyl hydro-

gen peroxide, also in solution. The latter is a powerful anti-

septic of a harmless non-poisonous nature, and' may be adminis-

tered internally. It will remain in solution for many weeks

unchanged, but will eventually be converted into acetic acid.

Another method of producing this new compound is by tne

hydrolysis of di-acetyl peroxide. This method is dangerous,

however, on account of the highly explosive nature of the latter

substance.

Note.—Oppositions to the grant of patents on any of the above applica

tions must be filed at the Patent Office before February 10, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

"CHEMIFEX" and device, and "COLORIFEX" and device^

each for chemicals and colours, bv R. Ferrmann, 59, Mark Lane,

E. G. 249,555 and 249,557.

"PINAKOL" ("Pine" disclaimed), for chemica,! substances

for use in photography, by Farbwerke vorm., Meister, Ludufr

and Bruning, Hoechst a/Main, Germany, care of Abel and Imray,

Birkbeck Bank Ghambers, W.C 250,254.
" REUKIN," for veterinary and sanitary preparations, by J. A.-

Gatehouse, 15, Methley Street, IS. E. 250,119.
^

" STRICNOFINE " label, for a medicine, by G. S. V. Wills, 12,

Ye Market, Selsdon Road, South Croydon. 241,765.

" MATCAN " brand, for a chemical substance, by M. J.

Matthaei, 12, Gullum Street, E.G. 247,947.

"VI-MALT" (disclaiming "Vi"). for chemical substances, by

F. H. Faulding and Co., King William Street, Adelaide, South

Australia. 248,923. c tr j /iq
" FEBRILOID," for chemical substances, by S. H. Ward, 4b.

Granmer Street, Nottingham. 249,916.
" MEXICAN WOMAN " laJbel, for herbal preparations, by J. A.

Morrison, 124, Renfield Street, Glasgow. 250,259.
" OPEDIA," for a preserving powder for food, by W. Douglas

and Sons, Limited, Baltic Wharf, Putney, S.W. 250,140.

" ANVAR-KAMA," for perfumery, by the London Essence Com-

pany, 103, George Street, Camberwell, S.E. 249,940
" JASMINDOL," for perfumery, by Heine and Co., 6, Schrei-

berstrasse, Leipzig, Saxony. 250,105.

Note.—Oppositions to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

applications must be filed at the Patent Office before January 31, 1903.

"OXONOL" (" Ozono" disclaimed), for disinfectants, by A.

Koerber, 45, St. Mark's >Road, N. Kensington. 249,805.

'• ELEEMO," for an antiseptic emulsion, by J. G. Innes, 35,

Grosvenor Road, Ilford. 249,127. „ o ^^r i,
" FEMISINE," for chemical substances, by H. S. Wellcome,

Snow Hill Buildings, E.G. 250,250.
, c,

• a
" URYSTAMINE," for chemical substances, by Squire ana

Sons 413, Oxford Street, W. 250,385.

"KUREkOFF" label ("Kurekoff" disclaimed), for a medi-

cine, by E. Widgery, 24, West Street, Weston-super-Mare.

249,868. , . . , ,

" MANICURACEAE," for perfumery, toilet articles, etc., oy

E. Jay, 157, New Bond Street, W. 249,351.
.

" KARMASK," for a toilet preparation, by M. F. Harris, «U.

Turnmill Street, E.G. 249,604.

"RAPTURA" '("Rapture" disclaimed), for a perfume, by

A. J. Barnes, 1, Gharlemont Street, Dublin. 250,365.

NoTK.-Oppositions to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

applications must be filed at the Patent Office before February 7, 190.5.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The P.A.T.A From the Grocer's Point of View.

TtY " AN OUTSIDER.

"

Looking Backwards.

A few years ago there seemed to be a pro'bability of the

P.A.T.A. being an organisation for the benefit of the grocery

trade as well as for tliat of oheniists and druggists ; but the

Opposition of the old-fashioned members of the trade proved too

strong for the progressive section, and the P.A.T.A. has

become almoist purely a chemists' body. The work of Mr.
Glyn-Jones and his coadjutor, however, ha.s borne fruit at

last in the grocery trade, and thexe is now a verj' strong move-

Went in favour of minimum prices for all proprietary articles.

This movement has gone liand in hand with the spread of

grocers' associations, and with the growth of a friendly feeling

betwixt members of the trade.

The Proprietary Articles Movement.

The great majority of the grocers' associations are affiliated

to a central 'body—the Feder-ation of Grocers' Associations

—

with offices in London, which deals with all matters of general

interest to the trade, such as food legislation and the pro-

prietary articles' question, through, its General Purposes Com-
mittee ; whilst the progress of the year is reviewed, and the

work for the ensuing year largely decided upon at annual

conferences of delegates from the whole of the associations

composing the Federation. For some years the proprietary

articles questioai had been fermenting amongst the associations,

several of which were in favour of combined action with the

P.A.T.A., and the matter oame to a head at the Annual Con-

ference of the Federation, held at Bristol in 1900. Here,

although any connection with the P.A.T.A. was vetoed, a

sub-committee was appointed to deal with tlie whole question,

and report to the succeeding conference.

Difficulties in the Way.

Opposition to any action being taken came—and still comes

—

from two wholly different quarters. First from the Metro-

politan Association, which is strongly represented on the

Federation, and is totally opposed to any attempt to fix

prices ;
secondly from the North of England, where the

co-operative societies are very strong. Although they have

probaibdy affected chemists very little, the co-operative societies

are competing most severely with the grocery trade, and in

many towns, such as St. Helens, a veritable life and death

struggle is proceeding between the >" co-ops " and the private

trader."!. One of the principal attractions of the co-operative

softies is the dividend, u.sually denominated "divi," averaging

about 2s. 8d. m the £ on mombe-rs' purchases, which is dis-

tributed quarterly or half-yearly as the case may be. The
grocers in districts where tlie co-operative societies are strong

fear that if minimum prices are fixed without taking this

" divi " or bonus into account the co-operative societies or

other bonus-giving stores would have the advantage of them.

Marking Time.

In consequence of this, the Sub-Committee was hampered
witii a resolution forbidding any agreement with manufacturers

for fixing prices which did not take into account the dividend

or bonus. With these fetters round its ankles the Sub-Com-
mittee made little or no progress ; some of its members resigned

in disgust, and a very bitter feeling was created. Eventually

this feeling grew so strong that tlie malcontents among the

a.ssociations called a special meeting of the Federa4;ion last
year for the discussion of the proprietary articles question.
After earnest pleading, the delegates from the districts troubled
with co-operation agreed to withdraw their objections, and a
fresh committee, with full powers of action, was appointed in
face of all opposition.

Genuine Progress.

The new Committee got to work with enthusiasm, and
genuine progress was soon shown. Many of the manufacturers
who had bitherto held aloof met the Retailers' Committee at a
private conference and minimum prices were fixed on several
articles which had not hitherto been protected. Other manu-
facturers, although they would not go the whole length desired

by the Committee, showed their sympathy, and moved a step

towards the goal. The Committee has only "been at work a
year, so that it has hardly had time to effect any vei-y

great changes in the prices of old-established proprietary

goods. But a remarkable progress has been made in the

general feeling on the subject^ so much so, in fact, that

hardly any manufacturer has dared to put a new line of goods
on the market without arranging for minimum sale prices.

Further still, some firms have taken the bull by the horns,

and have refused to .supply the co-operative societies with

their goods, reserving them entirely for the private retail grocer

at protected prices.

lilt Future.

The Proprietary Articles Committee of the Federation has

shown such excellent tact in dealing with this difficult subject,,

and has safeguarded the interests of the different sections of

the trade so well that at the last Conference hardly anyone

was found to criticise its work, even amongst the delegates

from districts where co-operation is rampont. And there is

little doubt that in the future the task of fixing minimum
prices for all proprietary articles, with a special addition in

certain cases to cover Ibonuses, will proceed steadily. The

claim of the groceiy trade is for a minimum profit of 15

per cent. It is generally agreed that the cost of handling

goods, including rent, carriage, assistants' wages, etc., is 10

percent., and the least the grocer should receive for his own
labour and supervision, and as interest on the capital sunk in

the business, should be 5 per cent, on the turnover of packet

goods. Important as this question of proprietary articles is

to the chemist, it is vital to the grocer, for his trade in bulk

goods, which used to be his mainstay, is rapidly being con-

verted into the passing of packet goods over the counter. A
few years ago packet goods were almost a side line ; now they

are monopohsing the whole of his trade. Consequently, the

march of events is forcing the grocer to follow the footsteps

of the chemist, and to work upon parallel lines to the P.A.T.A.

Grocers and Chemists.

Moreover, largely owing to the prominence which has been

given to this question recently, the grocers' a.ssociations are

showing not only a willingness, but an anxiety to work in a

friendly spirit with associations belonging to other tr ides. In

the neai- future the grocers' ais.sociations will form the nucleus

of general traders' aissociations for the protection of private

traders from foes which threaten tliem all. Already the grocers'

associations have discountenanced cutting a,s much as po.ssible,

,^nd tlie new movement camiot but help forward this good

feeling still further. In some cases, as at Torquay not long

ago, special oonfei'einces of delegates from the local chemists'

and grocei-s' a.s.sociations have met to discuss this very question,

and altogether the future is very hopeful.
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A PLEA FOR UN TY OF PURPOSE.

It is a well-known fact that, in times of greatest danger,

it is often most difiScult to convince those whose persons or

interests are threatened of the serious position of affairs-

Whilst the storm is impending the ordinary events of life

follow their accustomed course, and many who are destined

to be the victims of circumstances which, up to a certain

point, they are able to control, proceed on their accustomed

way, undisturbed by portents sufficiently alarming to

persons more capable of reading the signs of the

times. Such a state of affairs appears to prevail in the

world pharmacy at the present time, when the pro-

fessional interests of chemists and druggists are menaced
in a way that seems to attract but little attention, though
matters of lesser import continue to be discussed with as

much enthusiasm as the most ardent advocate of

any important project uld desire. The advancement
of minor interests is i^jorded as much considera-

tion as such a subject deserves, and possible fresh interpre-

tations of the Pharmacy Act of 1868 receive untiring

attention. Meanwhile, however, the very existence of

chemists and druggists as a distinct class of practitioners is

threatened, by an ingeniously organised attempt to under-

mine the none too stable foundations upon which the

pharmaceutical fabric has been painfully erected in the

course of the last sixty years or more.

In last week's issue of the Ph-armaceutical Journal

attention was directed to the latest indication of the skilful

manner in which a well-planned and determined attack

upon the pharmaceutical position is being pressed.

The competition of stores and limited companies has

long been a grievance to chemists and druggists, and

no efforts are being spared to devise means by
which the effects of that competition may be

minimised. But while every care is being taken to protect

what, after all, is not the most important part of the

chemist's business, the critical condition of what ought to

be the mainstay of that business is far from being fully

appreciated. A large proportion of those who are most

directly concerned in the maintenance of the principles

underlying the Phannacy Acts fail to see that it depends

upon them to maintain those principles, and it is greatly

to be feared that, unless they can be roused from their

present apathetic condition, a rough awakening awaits

them in the not far distant future. For the report of the

Poisons Committee will undoubtedly be made the basis of a

cleverly conceived attempt to rob chemists and druggists of

such privileges as they now possess, while there is a grave

prospect of the craft being found unprepared to foil that

attempt.

Briefly stated, the position of affairs at present is that

while agricultural agents, nurserymen, seedsmen, iron-

mongers, oil and colourmen, grocers, etc., etc., are being

steadily organised to follow up the attack which led to the

appointment of the Privy Council's Poisons Committee >

chemists and druggists generally have failed to recognise

that it is their duty to protect themselves by organismg and

agitating in a similar manner. It is true that the majority

of the registered chemists in business on their own account

in Great Britain are members of the Pharmaceutical Society,

but a greater show of activity is required of many of those,

as well as of all who do not directly support the body

which represents them in virtue of the powers conferred by

the Pharmacy Act of 1868. The first thing necessary

is to arrive at an intelligent appreciation of the gravity of

the situation, after which no stone should be left unturned

in the endeavour to educate public opinion aright. Every

argument advanced by opponents of existing statutory res-

trictions on the sale of poisons should be met by convincing

counter-arguments, since the public must be made to realise

the fact that the much talked-of " monopoly " of the

chemist and druggist is nothing but a reasonable and equit-

able measure of public protection. Moreover, while the

struggle is pending, chemists should sink all differences

between themselves and decide to leave the settlement of

all minor matters in dispute until the maintenance of their

professional position is assured. The prevention of

" cutting," the restriction of chemists' titles to duly

qualified individuals, the possibility of obtaining injunctions

against limited companies, with many other important

subjects upon which chemists disagree, must be relegated

to a secondary position whilst a solution is urgently

required for the most pressing problem of all, viz., how to

prevent the chemist and druggist from degenerating into a

mere tradesman, with no greater privileges than any of those

who are clamouring for the virtual repeal of the Pharmacy
Acts.

THE JANUARY COUNCIL MEETING.
The first meeting of the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society for the year 1903 was chiefly remarkable for the

statements made by Mr. Michael Carteighe with i-espect

to the Redwood Scholarship. As will be gathered from the

report of Mr. Carteighe's remarks (see p. 37), the invested

capital of the Scholarship fund does not greatly exceed

four hundred pounds,and yields only about seventeen pounds
per annum as interest. As a result the sum received by the

Redwood Scholar is very small, and it is not surprising

to find that there is not much competition for the

scholarship. Being impressed with the desirability of

improving matters in that direction, Mr. Carteighe has

appealed privately to several old students, and was able to

announce that he had received promises of donations to
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the amount of nearly five hundred pounds. Adding that to

the amount already invested and the accumulations, it

v. dl now be possible to pay the Redwood Scholar a largely

increased sum for maintenance, especially if—as suggested

by Mr. Caeteighe—-the Scholarship should onlj' be

awarded every two years in future. As a corollary

to that scheme, Mr. Wootton suggested that an

endeavour should be made to supplement the

Burroughs Scholarship Fund in a similar manner,
and that the Redwood and Burroughs scholar-

ships should be awarded in alternate years. The only

other matter of especial importance discussed at the

Council meeting was the financial position of the

Benevolent Fund. The Secretary's appeal at the December
meeting has not been responded to as well as might have

been expected, and the result is that the Benevolent Fund
account shows an adverse balance at present. The only

fully effective remedy for that state of affairs is the addition

of a large number of extra annual subscribers to the list,

and it is hoped that the Secretary may soon be in a position

to notify such an addition. In conclusion, it is satisfactory

to note that the Society has been strengthened by the

election of seventy-eight new members and thirty-eight

student-associates.

AN EXHIBITION AT BLOOMSBURY SQUARE.

As previously announced, at the Evening Meeting of the

Pharmaceutical Society, to be held at 17, Bloomsbury

Square, London, on February 10, it is proposed to exhibit

scientific apparatus and appliances of pharmaceutical inte-

rest. Such an exhibition would, it is felt, be welcomed by

toany members of the Society as affording them an oppor-

tunity of exhibiting apparatus themselves, as well as of

nspecting that shown by others. The rooms at the dis-

posal of the Society are particularly well adapted for such

an exhibition, as arrangements have been made for show-

ng in operation in the laboratories such apparatus as lends

tself to that purpose, while other exhibits will be displayed

n the Museum and Library. To ensure the success of the

meeting the Committee entrusted with the arrangements

would be glad of the active co-operation of anyone who
may be in a position to assist. It is proposed to confine

the exhibits chiefly to such apparatus and appliances as

would be of use to the pharmacist at the dispensing

counter or in the laboratory. Should readers of the

Journal have any such apparatus that they would be

willing to exhibit, the Committee would be glad if they

would communicate with Professor Greenish, 17, Blooms-

bury Square, London, W.C., not later than January 24.

SYNTHETIC CARBOLIC ACID.

Dr. Frederick Rose, his Majesty's Consul at Stuttgart,

in his report on the trade .of Wiu-temberg for the year 1901

and part of the year 1902, states that carbolic acid fell

heavily in price owing to the manufacture of synthetic

carbolic acid. The prices of other chemicals, such as soda,

bleaching powder, sulphuric acid, hydrochlonc and carbonic

acids remained the same or showed a slight rise. Salicylic

acid preparations were considerably lower on account of the

great competition. The commencement of the manufacture

of synthetic carbolic acid in Germany, Dr. Rose states, was

the direct result of the proliibition of the export of carbolic
acid from the United Kingdom in January, 1900. In a
former report (see P.J., January 12, 1901, p. 36) Dr. Rose,
in the course of some remarks on the production . of
synthetic carbolic acid, pointed out that the high prices for
phenol, caused by the prohibition and the low price of
benzol in Germany, were instrumental in giving a great
impetus to the endeavours of German chemists to discover
a cheap working method of preparing phenol synthetically
from benzol, and thus rendering Germany independent of

the export from the United Kingdom. The danger to the
British export trade of carbolic acid then foreshadowed,
Dr. Rose remarks, has now become an accomplished fact.

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE OYSTER.

The Lancet has undertaken an investigation bearing upoa
the chemical composition of the oyster, and the results

throw considerable light upon its nutritive value, and bring
forward some points of dietetic significance. The average
weight of the "native " oysters exanzined was 142grains, and
the approximate composition was :—Moisture, 77 to 83 per
cent.

;
organic matter, 15 to 21 per cent. ; and mineral

matter, 1*6 to 2-5 per cent. The organic portion of the

oyster was next submitted to analysis. The average results

were as follows :—Pi-oteid, albumins, etc., 46"3
;
glycogen,

4-0
;

fat, 4-7
; and non-nitrogenous matter, 45-0. A further

examination of the organic portion of the oyster revealed

the presence of glycero-phosphoric compounds, which are

now used in medicine in the form of lecithine, and of the

glyeero-phosphates of the alkaline metals. The mineral

matter in the oyster was found to consist to the extent of

50 per cent, of soluble phosphates, 32 per cent, of sodium
chloriJe, and smaller proportions of magnesium and
calcium phosphates with a trace of copper. A considera-

tion of the entire results shows that the oyster contstins all

classes of nutritive material, present for the most part in a

readily assimilable form. Th . experiments have given

also some interesting results ^ regards the influence of

certain beverages on the raw oyster. The crushed oyster

yields one-half of its solid matter to cold water, while the
uncrushed oyster yields only a quarter of its solid parts.

According to this, the process of masticating the oyster is

to be preferred to swallowing it whole. The best solvent of

the raw oyster, next to cold water, is diluted gin, then
chabhs and champagne, while stout does not appear to

dissolve any portion of it, probably because the stout

already contains a relatively large proportion of soluble

matter. The Lancet concludes that these analytical results

show the oyster to be an excellent article of food, and
urges the desirability of very special sanitary provisions in

regard to its environment. But a correspondent of the Times
raises the question whether the Local Government Board
has power to enforce the recommendations of its officers with

regard to sanitary improvements, and asks, if not, whether
the time has not arrived when such powers should be con-

ferred upon it. A medical officer of health has no authority,

and too often an urban or rural council has no inclination,

to adopt the sanitary precautions deemed by an expert on
the subject to be necessary. The results, as was the case

with the contaminated oysters recently, are apt to be fatal

to Hfe.
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THE X-RAYS IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

At a meeting of the Rontgen Society on January 1, Dr.

•G. M. Lowe, of Lincoln, read a paper dealing with his own
experiences in the employment of X-rays in the varied types

of cases which the general practitioner is called upon to

treat, and the best way of getting over difficulties. In cases

of new growths exposure to X-rays has been found to be of

very great benefit, and many diseases formerly supposed to

be incurable now yield to this treatment. In cases of

cancerous growths, lupus, rodent, and other ulcers, the

X-rays have been used with good effect. The first results

are a diminution of pain and reduction in the size of the

ulcer, and many cures are effected by this means. In one

case of a malignant growtli on the breast an operation had
been advised, but this was rendered unnecessary by the

therapeutic action of the rays. Radiographj', too, has been of

the greatest service in Dr. Lowe's practice, enabling him to

establish the fact of the impaction of a coin, swallowed

by a child, in the pyloric end of the stomach ; and to

diagnose injuries to bone that had escaped attention. He
generally uses the Record tube ; for radiography, the, MilUer

might be recommended, and for screen and therapeutic

work, the electrolytic break. It is of the highest import-

ance in radiography to have the anode adjusted immediately

above the line of fracture, in order to secure good results.

The reason for the slow advance seems to lie in the want of

definite lines of treatment, and of suitable apparatus,

which should be more readily available than at present.

INDUSTRY IN THE WEST INDIES.

The Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West
lodies, organised five years ago, is urging all classes of

cultivators in the islands to pay greater attention to the

mine of wealth which they possess in their varied and rich

soils. It is stated that the West- Indian islands could
almost become rich on a fruit trade alone, while vegetables

and honey should also be grown for exportation. The
colonists are also advised to re-introduce the cultivation of

cotton, which in the eighteenth century was the staple

industry in some districts. Instead of exporting cotton, as

was formerly the case, the islands now spend tens of

thousands of pounds annually on the importation of cotton-

seed oil, oil cake, and oil meal, all of which could be easily

obtained from the home-grown article. However, the
officials of the Department regard sugar growing as the
principal industry on which the islands depend, and
important experiments have been conducted towards the

discovery of one or more varieties of cane which will

produce a much greater quantity of sugar than those
hitherto used by the planters. From what has thus far

been achieved it is clear that the yield of cane sugar can
be greatly increased and improved by the adoption of more
scientific and up-to-date methods of cultivation.

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES AND PRIVATE TRADERS.
The struggle between the private tradesman and co-

operative societies is approaching a climax, legal pro-

ceedings having been instituted by the co-operative

society at Cowes against the Tradesman and Shop-
leeper, the organ of the Private Traders' Defence
Association. The anti-co-operative movement had its in-

-ception in St. Helens, where a keen fight has been main-

I

tained, but it-has gradually spread all over the country, and

I
Cowes has.been selected as the venue of the legal conflict,

I

because the case mentioned is considered to present the best

opportunity for raising a test action. The statement of claim

I
has already been issued, and particulars will probably be

forthcoming in the course of a few days. It is generally

expected that both sides will have the assistance of the

national organisations—the Co-operative Union and th^

Traders' Defence Association. The former body, when the

agitation first assumed a serious aspect, appealed for sub-

scriptions towards a defence fund, which was fixed at

£100,000 ; but it is now estimated that the organisation

could command double that amount if necessity arose

Private traders, on the other hand, are now united,

and fully prepared to meet any movement instituted by
the representatives of co-operative societies. The Traders'

Association includes not only shopkeepers, but also the

manufacturing section of the private dealers, many of whom
have come forward with promises of financial assistance. The
object of the members is not to adopt an aggressive attitude,

but to defend themselves wlaenever an attack is made, and
now that an occasion presents itself it is expected that full

advantage will be taken of the opportunity.

THE EAST INDIAN OPIUM TRADE.

The further correspondence between the India Office and
the Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade has

now been printed, as ordered by the House of Commons in

November last. It includes a letter, in which the Secke-
TARY OF State for India again intimates that neither the

Government of India nor His Majesty's Government is

under any pledge to Parliament tliat the area imder poppy
cultivation and the production of opium in India shall be

reduced. Lord George Hamilton maintains that,

whatever may have been the case as to a Par-

liamentary statement prior to the inquiry made by the

Royal Commission on Opium, the report of that Com-
mission, covering, as it did, all the aspects of the

Indian opium question, and bringing the facts fully and

authoritatively before the Government of the day and
l>efore Parliament, created an entirely new situation. Her
late Majesty's Government publicly approved and acted

upon that report ; their action has never been challenged

in Parliament ; and under those circumstances Lord George
Hamilton considers that the Government of India is fully

justified in shaping its opium policy, with the assent of

His Majesty's Government, in general accordance with the

Commission's views and recommendations. Lord George
Hamilton has previously made it clear, by a reference

to the figures of opium production, that, although the

area under poppy has been extended of late years

in consequence of unfavourable seasons, there has

been no corresponding increase in production ; but that,

on the contrary, the annual provision of export opium has

been reduced from 54,000 chests to 48,000 chests. He now
adds that, if there was any importance in the assertion

that the area under poppy was being extended, it lay

wholly in the inference or suggestion that the production

of opium was increasing. And an that ground he thinks

that a statement of the fact that the production has not in-

creased, but decreased, is, at any rate, not without its

bearing on the question at issue.
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POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The fatal poisoning cases reported during the seven days
ending Wednesday, January 7, number twelve, thus :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

2
2

2 1

1

1

1

1

Total 4 8

Ammonia.—A woman at Hoxton committed suicide by drinking
a quantity of ammonia.

Carbolic Acid. —James Hardman, chemical manufacturer of

Burslem, was found dead on the New Brighton golf links ; a
few yards away were a cup and a bottle both of which had con-
tained carbolic acid. Disinfecting' carbolic acid caused the
death of a woman at Liverpool.

Chloroform caused the death of a little boy at Wolverhamp-
ton during an operation. A man died in Kidderminster
Infirmary under the influence of chloroform, administered as
an anaesthetic, previous to an operation for a malignant growth
in the larynx. The jury found that no blame attached to

anyone in the matter.

Laudanum.—A man at Halifax, who had had powders from a
doctor to induce sleep, and had also purchased two ounces of

laudanum from Mr. Swire, King's Cross, Halifax, died as the
resiilt of "an overdose of opium, taken by misadventure." The
wife of a publican at Ansley committed suicide by taking lauda-
num. A Swansea photographer died from an overdose of the
same drug. The chemist who had supplied it said that the
whole quantity sold was scarcely sufficient to kill a strong man.

Nitric Acid.—At an inquest at Clerkenwell, the coroner
directed attention to the fact that the nitric acid had been
supplied in an old sauce bottle, the chemists' label " nitric

acid
'

' being placed over a larger label referring to sauce, which
made the reading thus:—"Celebrated poison, nitric acid;

purest ingredients." Mr. G. W. Grimwood, chemist,

104, Farringdon Road, said the poison was bought ostensibly to

clean brass. He was under no legal obligation to label mineral
acid at all. The coroner stated his conviction that if chemists
would insist on supplying poisons only in proper bottles, many
cases of death from misadventure would be prevented—this

case, however, was one of suicide.

Oxalic Acid.—A clerk at Leicester committed suicide by
taking oxalic acid.

Potassium Cyanide.—A builder's clerk, at Stamford Hill,

poisoned himself with potassium cyanide.

Vermin Killer.—The wife of a labourer, at Ashford, Kent,
purchased a packet of Battle's Vermin Killer, and drank the
poison in a glass of stout, in a public-house. Mr. C. T. White,
chemist, who sold the poison, produced his poison book. The
coroner stated that all the legal requirements had been care-

fully complied with.

Non-fatal Cases.—A large number of cases of attempted
suicide, and non-fatal cases have been reported. The poisons

used included aconite, ammonia, carbolic acid, " e3'e-lotion,"

iodine, laudanum (five cases), and oxalic acid. A woman, at

Blackburn, purchased eight ounces of carbolic acid from a
chemist, and gave some of the drug to her two children, taking
some herself. One child is not expected to recover. The
carbolic acid was duly s ipplied in a green poison-bottle. A
French ballet dancer attempted to commit suicide by drinking
the contents of a bottle of iodine.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Contraventions of Sections 15 and 17.

At the Sheriff Court Ho<u.se, Wigtown, N.B., before Sheriff
Watson, ou Tu&.sday, January 6, J903, Paul Hemy Richmond,
15, (North Main Street, Wigtown, was charged, at the instance-
of the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society, with (1) selling
strychnine as an ingredient in a bottle of Fellows' Compound
Syrup of Hypophosphites, (2) keeping open shop for the saJe
of poisons, (3) contravening Section 17, in respect that tire

purcluisei- was unknown', and not introduced; that the .s.ale

was not entered in the poison book, as required; and that
accused failed to label the bottle with liis name and address.
Mr. McClure, solicitor, Wigtown, insti'ucted by Messi-s. P.
!Morison and Son, S.S.C., appeared for the prosecutor.
Accused api^eared and pleaded guilty to all three offences, and

asked permission to make an explanation, which was allowed.
He said lie could not say lie kept open shop for the sale of

poisons as such, and he did not S'ell them as such. He had
been fourteen years in the shop of a registered chemist, and had
sold medicines like Fellow.s' syrup for twenty-four years in the
very same way as he .sold this bottle. He did not sell sti-ych-

nine, and these medicines were made up and wrapped up ready
for handing over the counter hj the manufacturers, and he was
lunder the impression that, having paid his patent medicine
licence, he was entitled to sell them. He believed the licence

gave him authority to sell all stamped medicines, and he did

not see why he should be prevented by a mere trade protection

society. iSome time ago cartoolic acid was scheduled as a

poison, and he received a notice to that effect, but he had
never received any notice in regard to stamped medicines con-

taining poisons. Since this charge vras brought against him
'he had gone over all his stock and removed everything that

contained poison.

Mr. (MdClure said accused had been convicted of a contraven-

tion of the Pliai-macy Act in that court by his lordship in May,
1900 (see P.J. [4], 10, 601), and had thus been fully warned
that he could not sell poisons. The patent medicine licence

did not allow any person to sell poisons. He did not see how
accused could fail to know that he was committing an offence,

because there was a label both on the outer wrapi>er and also

on the bottle itself intimating that it was poison and contained

strychnine, and came under the restrictions of Section 17 of the

Pharmacy 'Act. He then quoted the well-known cases of Daven-

port, Piper and Armson, showing that stamped medicines were

subject to restrictions if they contained poisons. There had also>

been numerous convictions in Scotland, including that of Dr. J.

Steele Smith, in which the poison .'old was fellows' Syrup of

Hyphosphites. Accused referred to his fourteen years' experi-

ence in the shop of a registered chemist, but seemed to forget

that registration conferred certain privileges wliich accused did

not possess. He seemed' to think he could continue to carry on

the business of a chemist and druggist, and the object of the

prosecution was to put a stop to that in the pubhc interest.

Mr. Hill, at the request of the Sheriff, explained that a

registered chemist must also comply with the provisions of

Section 17, which accused had omitted, unless the poison was an

ingredient of a medicine dispensed by a registered person, and

duly entered in the prescription book, as the section required.

The Sheriff said he had no doubt accused had acted bond fide

in thinking his licence gave him. the right to sell this article.

But it had been clearly pointed out that he was not entitled

to do so. He really thought that the label on the bottle, intimat-

ing that it was poison and contained strychnine, ought to have

been a warning, and was sufficient to have put him upon his

guard. The fact that he had been previously convicted was

also a warning, though the offence in that case was of a .slightly

different character. Accused had said he had been engaged in

a chemist's shop for fouiieen years, and very likely that was how
he had been led astray. It was precisely to limit the sale of

these articles and confer certain privileges on qualified chemists

in the public interest that the Pharmacy Acts had been passed.

It was surely futile for accu-sed to argue that because he had

been doing these things for years under a qualified chemist he

was therefore entitled to go ou doing so after leaving the place

where that privilege alone could be exercised. It was an un-
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fortunate thing to see a well-known and respectable person
like accused appearing in that court on sucli charges, and he was
prepared to modify the penalty, but it must be understood that
the offences complained of must cease. He imposed a penalty
of 10s. for each offence, being £1 10s. in all, with £2 6s. of
expenses, or fourteen days' imprisonment.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

The Willow Bark Case.

In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, on January 5, Lord
Kyllachy began ^hearing 'proof in the action in which J. F.
Marfarlan and Co., manufacturing chemi.sts, Abbeyhill Chemical
\Yorks, Edinburgli, were sued by L. iSchiltz and Co., willovT
growers and exporters, Antwerp, for £238 12s., being the price
of 75 tons of red scorce willow peelings which they supplied
to the defenders according to contract at 60s. per ton. As
previously reported, the defenders denied that the peelings were
according to contract, and stated that they were of no use for
the manufacture of salicin, for which purpose they ordered them.

AVrn. Rolautz, one of the partners of the pursuers' finii, said
that they once sold a consignment of peelings to defenders' firm.
That was in January, 1899, and the defenders stipulated on that
occasion that the peelings .should contain 2 jjer cent, of salicin.

That was somewhat unusual, and they rep^lied that they did
not know what percentage of salicin 'there might be in the
peelings. Tliey agreed to the defenders' terms on that occasion,
but they had no knowledge or experience as to what percentage
of salicin could be extractsd from them. The peelings then
supplied were just the same as on this latest occasion, and the
defenders accepted them without any objection. In 1900 the
defenders -ivi'ote asking them to supply a quantity of peelings
of that year's crop. It was impossible to get a supply, but they
or '' sokors " wa.s the French word for bark or peeling. They
consented, and made the contract about two years before
delivery. The contract was for 75 tons at 60s. per ton. " Soorce "

or " schors " was the French wo-d for bark or peeling. They
delivered rather more than 75 tons. The ptelings for the 1902
crop wera cut in October, November, and December of 1901, and
the peelings extracted in ;May or June of the following year.
They got 25 tons from Hassdouh, near Antwerp. The first

consignment to the defenders was made up of part of the 25 tons.

Mr. Schiltz received the peelings on the quay, and was satisfied

that they were of good quality. They were then in bundles
just as they were delivered to the defenders. Thej- also got
20 tons from two growers at Croibeke. Certain of the bundles
were opened. When the}- looked at a bundle they could very
soon tell what kind they wer*. The red peelings looked about
the same as the wada willow, except that the leaf was much
bi'oader, but the colour was about the same. The red willow
had a bitter taste. The remaining 30 tons came from Hingene,
where witness's fimi had their own factory. It was only after

all the lots had been sent that the defenders wrote saying the
'peelings did not conform to contract. His firm replied that
the peelings sent were in the best condition, and were the only
willow peelings known in Beflgium as red peelings. During the
wliole time they had been in business they never had any ques-

tion with tlieir customers except on the persent occasion. The
.defenders ought to have been able to say whether the peelings

were according to conti-act when they were laid on the quay
on their arrival. His firm sold the 1901 crop to other manufac-
turing chemists who made salicin. It was just the same quality

•of peelings as in 1902, and they never heard anything about
the quality. In August the defenders sent a sample of the bark
of which they had refused delivery. Several lots were analysed,

and they found them to be veiy good willow |)6elings. Witness
brought one portion of the sample with him fi'om Antwerp.
On the bundle being produced Mr. Clyde, K.C.. defenders'

coun.sel, objected to any evidence being taken with regard to

it. on the ground that sufficient notice of the production had
not been given to him.
Lord Kyllachy sustained the objection.

Examination continued : They submitted the bark to Dr.
Crispo for analysis. Witness arrived at Leith on Saturday
evening, and, with. Di-. Crispo and Mr. Cowie, he made an
inspection of the peelings at defenders' premises. They could
not find anything but the best willow peelings.

Cross-examined by Mr. Clyde, K.C. : All the peelings ha
sold to Messrs. Macfarlan were bought from other people
None of them were of their own growing. It was easy to see
by inspection, or to find out by a chemical analysis, whether
tiie peeJings were good red scorce or not. When they can-
tained salicin they were the red scorce peeling. The ordinary
wada. peelings did not contain salicin. They could at once
tell by th© bitterness of the peeling whether it contained
salicin or not. Di-. Crispo's second analysis gave 3"23 per
cent, of pure isalicin. That was a little higher than the ordi-
nary amount. It miglit vary between 2 and 4 per cent.

When they asked them about the second order for peeling
they knew it was to manufacture_salicin. Examined as to
the difference between the red) scorce and the wada peelings,

witness ;said the leaf of the red peeling was toothed, while
that of the wada was not. It was not exactly the opposite.
There was verj' little difl'erence, if any, in the surface of the
leaves and buds of the two kinds of willows. The leaf of the
wada was long and narrow, that of the red willow was broader
and more like the sha.pe of an egg, with a tapering point.

Witness was shown various samples of peelings, and declared
them all to be red scorce. Some samples dried a deeper colour
than others. The first sample aJialysed by Dr. Crispo con-
tained 3-06 per cent, of salicin, and the second 3'23 per cent.

The second analj'sis was made on December 24. He did not
know when the first was made. If they had known that the
defenders were to claim as they had done they would have
had the analysis made at once, when the isamples arrived. If

there was anything like from 30 to 70 per cent, of peelings
which were not red scorce they would not be of much use for
salicin making, and it would not be in implement of their con-
tract.

Dr. Crispo, Antwerp, said he had worked for many years
with sailicin. He made an inspection on Monday of the peel-

ings at defenders' works, and he found they were all a good
quality of red scorce peelings, except the bands of three of the
bundles, which were of white peelings. There were eighty
four different varieties of willows. He analysed three different
samples of the willows supplied to the defenders. The per-
centage of the first analysis, made on November 22, 'was
3'06

; of the second, made on December 24, 3'26
; and of the

third, made on Monday last, a little over 3 per cent, of salicin.

He used the larascope for carrying through the analysis. He
had found that method to be accurate.

Cross-examined : Salix purpurea was the name of the willow
which yielded red scorce peehngs. Salix fracjilis was very
little grown in Belgium, but Salix viminalis—known as wada
—was much cultivated there. It did not yield any salicin.

I'he wada peelings were of a yellowish colour. The four
samples shown him were all Salix purpurea. It was impos-
sible to distinguish the one from the other by the flower, but
the leaf was different ni each. The wada had a longer leaf,

slightly indented, while the red scorce leaf was egg-shaped,
but rather round than pointed. The leaf of the wada might
be hairy and cui-.led up, but the red scorce leaf was smooth.
It was only Salix purpurea that was sold for the manufacture
of salicin. In tying up the bundles they might just take
whatever was lying next to them. There might be a plant or
two of white willow growing among the red.

W. Noens, who grew part of the cargo consigned to the
defenders, spoke to the willows having been cut in the end
of 1901 and peeled in May and June, 1902. There were three
different kinds of willows grown by him—the red wiUow, the
\\'ada, and the rensch. The two latter were much grown in
making baskets. They were peeled at the same time of the
yea-r as the red, and the peelings were used for manure. The
peelings were not sold for any purpose.

Mr. Wm. B. Cowie, pharmaceutical chemist and teacher of
chemistry and pharmacy, Edinburgh, spoke to having made
three analyses of the peelings supplied to the defenders. His
results we're 2-313, 2 212, and 2-306 per cent., the averAge
being 2-273. His analysis was essentially the same as Dr.
Crispo's, but a little different in process. He knew the modus^
opei-andi of salicin manufacture, and was aware of the appeal

-

ance of red scorce peelings. If damp got at the peelings it

would lower the percentage of salicin got out of them. It
sometimes happened that the salicin-producing bark produced
no salicin. Sometimes there was more salicin in the female-
than in the male, and sometimes vice ve?-sd.
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Cross-examined : ,Some peelings contained very little salicin,

but he could not sa.y that any of them contained no salicin.

He would .say they all contained .some.

Dr. Drinkwater g<ave similar evidence, and the case was
-uljourned till Wednesday, v/hen

-\lr. David Brown, F.R.S.E., F.I.C., senior partner of

defenders' finn, said that both Salix fragilis and Salix purjnirea
contained salicin. The rood scorce peelings were the Salix
fruyilis, the di-stinguishing featiu-es of wliich aifected the leaves,

buds, and the thin ends of tJie twigs. The inside of the bark
was of a whitish colour, and tlie buds at the points were
.depressed ; the surface of the matured bud.s was quite smooth
and not hairy. It did not pay to expend the coal neoessary
to evaporate the solution, therefore they did not thorooighly.

exhaust tlie bark in manufacture. With regard to, pursuers'

letter that the peelings were the same as those sent previouiily,

^\itness said the results of analysis weie quite different, but
the methods employed were the samie. The best bark was on
tlie outside of the bundles. Age depreciated the value of the

bark, while much depended on the liai-vesting of it. He pro-

duced bundles of different materials picked out of the peelings

supplied. Several of these were not Salix fragilis at all, wliile

some were "just rubbish." About one-sixth of the whole was
foreign material. Wlien he gave the order he expected to be
supiiUed with the " fragilis" and iiothing else

; 2^ per cent.

tii salicin was a fair average.

Mr. D. B. Dott, F.R.S.E., F.I.C., Ph.C, another partner
in the defender's firm, said the assay process he used was a
modification of Erdmann's process. 'JPeelings that yielded 1-27

per cent, of salicin could not be described as good red scorce

peelings. Hie would say that 15 or 20 per cent, was foreigni

material, and 40 per cent, was inferior and deterioi'ated red
scorce.

Mr. A. D. Ridhardson, consulting botanist, described the

appearances of the various varieties, illusti-ating his evidence
by the difierent bundle® above referred to.

Other expert.evidence was given in suppoi-t of defenders' con-

tention that the peelings were not- up to standard. This closed

the evidence, and the hearing of counsel was adjourned to

Thirrsday, Januai-y 8.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Mercury Ointment.

Before the Tamworth Borough Bench, on December 31,

Thomas Boulton Allkins, pharmaceutical chemist, Mai-ket
Street, was summoned for selling mercury ointment not of

the nature and s-ubstance demanded by the purchaser, the

same being 67 per cent, deficient of mercury. Mr. Harold
Van Tromp, County Council inspector, proved the purchase.

Mr. J. Mattliews, for the defence, submitted that there was
no Act of Parliament which enacted that the strength of such
articles ^^•he^l sold to the public should be that prescribed by
the British Pharmacopoeia, which was merely a standard be-

tween chemists and members of the medical profession.

The defendant said he kept mercury ointment in two
fctrengths. The inspector's assistant asked for 4 oz. of " mer-
curial " ointment, for which he paid 6d., being supplied witli

tilie mild ointment. The indiscriminate sale of mercury oint-

ment of Pharmacopoeia strength would be dangerous to the
public.

The Bench dismissed the charge on the ground that " mer-
curial " ointment had been asked for, but, in reply to the in-

spector, agreed to state a case for appeal.

As briefly reported last week, at Longton Stipendiary

Police Court, on December ,31, the adjourned hearing took
place of summonses against various chemists trading in the

Staffordshire Potteries for selling mercury ointment alleged

to be deficient in mercury (see P.J. January 3, p. 23).

Mr. E. W. H. Knight (Counliy Comicil Inspector under the

Sale of Food and Drugs Act) prosecuted. The defendants
wei'e as follow :

.— Geo. Fisiher, late of Uttoxeter Road,
Longton, and Ernest Sallbridge, his assistant, 59 per cent. ;

•Jane Mercer, High Street, I.ongton, 35 per cent.
;

Boots,

Limited, Church Street, Stoke-on-Trent, and Emest Sant.,

their manager, 21 per cent. ; Robert Home Feather-
stone, Market Square, Tunstall, 64 per cent. ; Samuel
Chambers McKee, High Street, Tun.stall, 63 per cent.

;

Leonard Wm. Pig^in, High Street, Tunstall. 77 per cent. ;

Thos. Leicester, Bm'slem, and Percy Harris. hLs assistant, 49
per cent. ; Arthur Pei'cival Tiley, liuislem, 82 per cent. ; a.nd
Albert Fernle.y, Newcastle Street, Burslem, 66 per cent.
At the hearing at Tunstall the cases were <lefended by ilr.

J. A. Slater, ban-ister, of London, instructed by Me.s«rs. Neve,
Beck, and Kirby, London, and Messrs. Wain and Han-i.'-.

Burslem.. On Wednesday the defence was conducted by ,\Ir.

C. H. Kirby. of Messrs. Neve, Beck, and Kirby, save in one
instance, in which Mr. F. W. Hanis defended.

RefeiTing to the case of Thos. Leicester, ajul discussing the
question whether the label on the box underneath an outer
wrapper was a protection to the seller under Section 8 of the
Act, Mr. Knight argued the question whether- the label under
the opa(iue wrapper was a sufficient notification to the pur-
chaser. The case relied upon by the defence was that of Jones
V. Jones. ]N'b-. Knight drew attention to the fact that that
ca.SB was decided upon cocoa, a.nd' the judges in their decision
said cocxia was a commercial article, it was a condiment; eveiy-
body knew this, and it had been sold like that for thirty
years, and under these circumstances the label was a protection
to the purchaser-, but only upon those ground.s. There were
some thirteen or fourteen cases decided upon this label ques-
tion, and in all of them, excepting Jones r. Jones, it had been
found as a fact tliat there was a large label upon the premi.'ves,

and tliat the jmrcha.'.er's attentioji was called to the fact thnt
what was being ?old was mixed before he completed his bar-

gain. Mr. Knight quoted further decisions to show that a
notice underneath the opaque wrapper was insufficient, as it

was obscured. He also argued that where a i>articular article

was asked for under a pharmacopoe'.al name it was bound to be
supplied under Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, and this label

would not protect the seller.

The Stipendiary observed that in the case of Jones v. Jones
there was a label exposed to the eye, and .inybody usmg ordi-

nary reasonable eyesight could have fi^een the label. It wa.-^

merely taken off the counter and put into a piece of opaque
paper. Here was a c;i.se in which the purchaser hid no opjjor-

timity of s€seing the label. The article was put in a box, and
the label covered before the purchaser got Irold of it. That
was what the defence had to get over. He intimated that
lie would resei-ve judgment.
The case of Piggin wis next mentioned, !Mr. Kirby intimating

that he wished to .say .something upon it.

The Stipendiary having suggested that he shcjuld leave this,

Mr. Kirby agreed.
The case of McKee was then taken. This was the case , in

which the purchaser was asked whether he wanted the .strong

or the ordinary. He replied that he did not know, and the.

assistant said lie would give him the ordinary, and gave him
a dilute preparation.

Mr. Kirby, for the defence, contended that it was brought
to the purcliaser's knowledge fhat there were two articles which
migiht be supplied to him under the name mercury ointment.
He Qsix. Kirby) did not think the word " ordinary " amounted
to much. He took his Worship's ruling that, they had not
proved that there was any commercial standard.

The Stipendiary : I take the commercial standard to be 48.

Mr. Kirby then argued «that an article much weaker than
that of 48 per cent, of mercury Avas sold, and that " ordinary

"

applied to .something weaker tlian the strong ; it would not
mean something higher. The sale of ointment of the Phamia-
oopceia strength was less common tlian that called " ordinary
or commero'al."
The Stipendiary said the prosecufTon would not allow that,

because out of the samples taken the majoriry were the B.C.
(British Pharmacoposia) strength.

In the case of Feather.stone Mr. Knight asked permission to

call evidence to prove that the sample came from one bulk
and was only put into two boxes for convenience.
The witness Bennison .said he asked defenda.nt why he had

put it into two boxes, and was told defenda.nt had not a box
big enough to hold the whole of the ointment. The two boxes
were made up from the same bulk.

Mr. Kirby argued that the prosecution should have divided

the two boxes sejiarately into three ])arts. Eveii_though the
ointment in the two boxes might have come from the -same

bulk, they may have shown a different percentage : therefore

the analytical result might be affected acc-ording to how the

two boxes were divided.
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Mr. Knight contended that there was no pirejudice to the
seller by the division of tli© oinjtment. In getting at the
analysis the anaJyst had to get at the meaning of adulteration.

This closed the whole of the oases heard at Tunstall, and the
others were now proceeded with.

The case against Percy Harris was withdrawn, the prcsecu-
tion relying upon the proceedings against Mr. Leicestei'.

The next cj-^e/ gone into was the one against Boots, Limited,
branch at Stoke-on-Trent, and Ernest Sant. A man named
Halliwell spoke to the purchase of sixpennyworth of mercurial
ointment from Sant, who, when witness, in reply to a question,

said he did not know which kind he wanted, said he (Sant)

would give witness the strong ointment, and he could dilute

it with lard if it was the other kind he wanted.
Mr. Kirby, for the defence, called Saut, who stated that

when he sold the ointment he believed it to be the B.P. aj^ticle.

He got it from the '"strong ointment" pot. The busine.ss had
been taken over from a previous chemist, and he (Sant) had
never had an opportunity of ordering this ointment from his

firm.

Cross-examined : The busin&s.s had been taken over lour
years. To the best of his recollection he did not tell the
Inspector lie got it from Nottingham—his iirm's headquarters.
Th6 case against S^ant was withdrawn, auid in the case against

Fisher upon which nothing was said, the x>roceedings against

Sallbridge, another assistant, were also withdrawn. •

In the case against Jane ilerc-er, Mr. Kirby contended that
the ointment had evidently been made up to the " Lock Hos-
pital" standard, which contained 32 per cent., while this

sami)le contained 31.

In felie ca.'^e of Tiley it was shown that the sample had on a

liiibel " Diluted mercurial ointment," but it was sold wrapped up
and the purchasser did not see the la.bel on it at the time of the
purchase. Aftenvard.s 'Sir. Tiley said the assistant had sold

the wf&ng. and asked Bennison whether he would take a
sample of the strung. Evidence was given by Robert Irwin,
the assistant, showing that he wrote the label on the counter,

and thought the pm-chaser saw what he was doing.

In the case of Fernley, it was shown that Mr. Fernley said
he could not serve the strong ointment without a doctor's pre-
scription. He s-tat-ed thm when Bennison came back with the
box open. It wa-s labelled " diluted," and was served unsealed
This concluded the cases, and Mr. Kirby explained that a

case at Brierley Hill was depending upon the decision in this.

The Stipendiary then disnussed the case against Piggin.

On the general aspect of the cases. Mr. Kirby pointed out
that at the worst the defendants had been guilty of an error of

judgment.
The Stijjendiary observed that he was not finding that there

had been fraud. There was no margarine and butter about these
cases.

The decision will bo given on Friday, January 9, at Stoke,

the Stipendiary intimating tliat he would give a written judg-

ment.

Camphorated Oil.

At the Clerkenwell Police Court, before Mr. Bros, on January
6, Mr. Simcock was charged under the Food and Drugs Acts
with selling, at 2, Penton Street, N., camphorated oil not of the

quality, substance, or nature demanded.
Mr. Ricketts. Jun., prosecuted for the Finsbury Borough

Council, and Mr. 0. H. Kirby defended.

The Inspect^or said fourpennyworth of camphorated oil was
bought. The public analyst's certificate showed that the sample
was 63-5 ptr cent, deficient in camphor.
Mr. Kirby first took a technical objection that the inspector

had not stated that at the time of purchase he told the seller

that the sample would be handed to the public analyst. The
magistrate overruled this objection, and '^Ir. Kirby continued

that he was not prepared to contest the facts alleged by the

prosecution. Mr. Simcock, he added, had been forty years in

business, but had never been summoned before. The cam-
iphorated oil was made hurriedly by his assistant in very cold

weather. The oil was congealed, and it was necessary to apply

heat, and the camphor prescribed by the B.P. It was made
cold. The proper quantity of camphor was put in.

Mr. G. Simcock said he made the camphorated oil ; he put

in the quantity of camphor prescribed by the B.P. It was made
in a hurry, and it was due to the heat that the camphor eva-

porated. He was not a registered chemist and merely acted

as assistant to his father. He knew camphor was liable to

evaporation.

Mr. Ricketts suggested that it was customary to put in more
camphor than the prescribed quantity in order to allow for this

evaporation, but witness said he had never heard of this prac-

tice.

The magistrate said he was convinced that there was no inten-

tion to defraud, and imposed a penalty of 20s. and 22s. costs.

Orange Wine.

At the City Police Court, Chester, William Henry Ankers,

of City Road, was charged on January 2 with selling orange
wine which was adulterated with 7| gr. of salicylic acid -per

pint.

Sir. Brassey, for the defence, said defendant had only

been in business six months, and did his best to procure

articles of the purest ix>ssible nature. He had nothing per-

isonally to do with the adulteration. The Chairman said the

Bench did not say the defendant had anything to do with t<he

adulteration, but he Avas responsible, and the public ought to

be protected. He would have to pay a fine of £5 and costs,

or go to prison for one month.

Refusal to Supply an Inspector.

S. E. Duck, grocer, Borough., o.E., was summoned on
Januaay 1, before the Stipendiary at Southwark, for refusing

to sell a bottle of orange wine to an inspector appointed under
the Sale of Food and Dnigs Acts. Defendant had shown a

bottle in the window, labelled' " Orange, unfermented fruit

wines, and cordials." Wlien asked for a bottle, he replied

that he did not keep any, and that the bottle in 'the window
contained dirty water only. Mr. Sydney, who defended, said

the bottle wa? not exj^osed for sale, but for show, like the
large coloured bottles in chemists' shops. When tasted, the
fluid was variously stated to taste like " sweetened orange
bitters ' and " strong lemon with alcohol in it." Mr. Baggallay,
the Stipendiary, said that the carboys in ohemi.sts' shops were
not labelled; btit this 'bottle wa« exposed for 'sale, and the
" wine " shooild have been sold to the inspector. Defendant
was fined 20s. and 4«. costs.

Dentists Act, 1878.

Alleged Unlawful Use of Title.

At West London Police Coua-t, on January 2, Mr. Lawson
Whitlock, a dentist, practising at 531, Fulfiajii Road, S.W.,
wias .mnunoned, beiore Mr. Rose, for unlawfully taking or
TLsing an addition or description—viz., R.D.S.Eng., surgeou
dentist—without being registered under the Denti.sts Act, 1878,
or being a legally qiiaUfieid medical practitioner.

Mr. A. W. Turner (instructed by Bowmaai and Curtis Hay-
ward, Solicitors to the British Dental Association) supported
the summons, and the defendant was represented by Mr. Stuart
Bevan.

It appeared tliat a Mr. C. R. Stent, a registered dentist,

formerly practised at that address, and ait his death the defen-

dant, who had come from Australia, purchased the practice.

Evidence was given by Mr. Brown, managing clerk to the

prosecuting solicitor, to the effect that outside the house was
a black .slate beaa-ing the words, " C. R. Stent, R.D.S.Eng.,
surgeon dTenlist." A white slab with the words, " Mr. W.
Lawson Whitlock, 10 to 5." on it, and a brass plate inscribed,

"Mr. C. R. Stent. R.D.S.Eng., surgeon dentist.'' The witness

added that when he saw the defendant he said lie had a right

to use the name of Stent, as that jxMnt had been decided by
the judges.

Mr. Bevan said his client disputed the accuracy of the wit-

ness's account of the interview.

!Mr. Turner oontemded that the defendant, by allowing such

lettering to remain outside bis house, was illegally using the

qualifications of a deceased dentist m order to "cover" the

disadvantages arising from his own disqualifications.

The magistrate ol>sei-ved that he tad perused the Act, and

was surprised to find that there w%9 no straightfoward attempt

to debar an unqualified man from acting as a dentist.
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Mr. Turneir : That is .so. Any person can niauFabout people's

tftebh to ihis heart's content, but under the recently passed Mid-
wivies Act
Mt. Rose (interposing) : We are rather getting away from

teeth now.
Mr. Tunier : Well, sir, undea" the Midwives Act it is decreed

liiat ten years ihenoo all denitists must be registered, so the
future genei'ation will he protected.

Mr. Bevan, for the defence, submatted that no case had been
made out. His client, who was a registered practitioner in

New South Wales, hiid oeirtainly not appended any letters to

hia name, and therefore 'hie had committed no offence.

The Magistrate upheld the defence. Whatever the Act might
kitend, the working was quite clear, aaid throughout the section

in question tlie woi-ds were, " If he takes or uses any descrip-

tion," etc. In this case it was not contended for the prosecu-

tion that the defendant applied the description to himself, and
the summons must fail. He dismisssed the case, but expressed
his willingness to state a case if required.

Ml'. Bevan intimated that, now that the summons was dis-

auiesed, ihis client was willing to add the words, " Successor to
Mr. Stent, formerly R.D.IS.Eng.," to his own name.
The magistrate remarked that probably the Association would

be content with tliat undertaking, and tliey would be well
advised, in ihi.s opinion, to refrain from carrying the case
further.

Medical Act.

Unlawful Use of Title.

At Nottingham, on December 31, Morris Martin, of 291,

St. Ann's Well Road, Nottingham, a Roumanian, was sum-
moned for wilfully and falsely pretending to be, and taking
and using the name and title of, a " doctor," not being a
registered medical practitioner.

The defendant canied oa a medical practice at 291, St.

Ann's Well Road. Up to the end of Augus^t last he exhibited

on the window of his premises. " Dr. Martin, 'Surgery," and
on the door, "Dr. Martin; night calls at any hour." About
the month of September he substituted for the words on the

window the words, "Dr. Martin (of Khive), iSurgery." Subse-
quently he made a further alteration, and it now read, "Dr.
Mai"tin, Surgery," on the door, "Dr. Martin, (Khive)," and "a

plate affixed to the premises bore the words, " Dr. M. Martin."
For the defence, Mr. Young observed that the main facts of

this ca.se were not, in dispute, and his client was prepared to

admit a technical offence, but he should ask the Bench tO' give

his exjjlanation their most serious consideration. His client

had .some qualification, but it did not entitle him to be regis-

tered in Englantl. For some time he was in South Africa,

where he was commandeered bj' the Boers, and served in their

-army as a medicsi man for six months. Mr. Young produced
a number of documents and testimonials, and suggested that
as defendant was prepared to abandon the practice at once,

the object of the prosecution had been accomplished.

The magistrates imposed a fine of £5, including costs.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

international Congress of Hygiene.—At the invitation of

the Belgian Govemment, the next International Congress of

Hygiene, the eleventh of the series, will be held at the Palais

des Acaderiiies, Bi-uissels, during the Ik-st week in September
next.

Strophanthus Kombe.—Several bales of specially selected

Kombe seed freed from pods are at last on the London market,
and will probably be shortly offered under the name adopted by
the East African Lakes Co. for pure Kombe seed:—viz., " Man-
>dala " brand.

Fire at a Chemist's.— Cn New Year's Day a fire broke out
on the premL«es of !Mr. W. Ogston, chemist, L^nion Sti-eet,

Inverness. The fire was quickly extinguished, but damage

was done to the extent of several hundred pounds. It is not
known how the fire originated, as the shop was closed at the
time. The premises are fully insured.

A Frankland Chemistry Prize.—At Lancaster Town Coun-
cil, on December 31, it was announced that Professor Percy
Frankland, of Birmingham, had given to the Storey Institute
£100 for a chemistry prize to perpetuate the memoiy of his
father. Professor Edward Frankland, a native of the disti-ict.

Tenders Accepted.—The Bradford Board of Guardians have
accepted the tender of Messrs. Stephenson Bros., of Bradford,
for drysaltery, and Messrs. Han-ison, Parkinson and Co., of
Bradford, for drugs, for six months. The North Brierley
Board of Guardians have accepted the tenders of the Killgerm
Co., Ltd., Cleckheaton, for disinfectant fluid and soap, and
the tender of Messrs. Stephenson Bros., of Bradford, for all

other drysaltery.

The Sale of Teething Powders.—An ioquest was held on
January 2, at Wolverhampton, relative to the death of ,i little

girl two years of age, who had been given a " teething powder"
purchased at a greengrocea-'s, and died the following day. The
medical evidence showed death to be due to- pulmonary col-

lapse. It did not transpire what the powder in question con-
tained, but strong comments were passed by the coroner on
the sale of such powders by greengrocers and the like.-

Shop-Lifting from a Chemist.—Eliza Bingley was charged
before the Manchester City Justices, on the 30th ult., witli steal-
ing a pot of honey and other articles from the sliop of Adelaide
Drinkwater, chemist and druggist, 101, Asliton New Road,
Beswick. Prisoner had entered the .shop on the previous Sunday
to make a purchase, and while a mixture was being prepared,
iwas seen to secrete the articles specified, which included the
honey and a cei-tain food." She asked to be let off, but was
given into custody. Other robberies were proved against the
prisoner, who was sent to prison for four months.

London University.—At a meeting of the Senate, held on
December 17, the following applications for jwovincial ex-
*minationi3 were acceded to :

—'The Training College, Clielten-

kam, for Matriculartion, June, 1903. University College, Car-
diff, for Matriculation, January and June, for Interm. Arts,
Interm. Science, B.A., and B.Sc. examinationSj 1903 and 1904.
On April 1 the Senate will proceed to the election of examinei-s
lor the year 1903-04. Among the examinerships vacant are
one each in chemistiy, experimental physics, botany, and vege-

table physiology, and materia raedica and pharmaceutical
ohiemisitn'.

Chemical Toys.—The Times has published additional cor-

respondence on this subject, the letters being divisible into two
classes. The lettei-s in on© cla.ss come from the parents of

children who have been injui'ed by the combustion of some of

the toys, while various dealers in the articles write to say
that they have never heard of accidents happening when the
written instructions are observed. This may probably be

correct, but boys with scientific instincts and an untrained en-

thusiasm' for experimental research may be expected occa-

sionally to disregard the in.struotions given, with danger to

person and property.

The Precocious Errand Boy.—At the Brighton Police

Court, on Monday, Frederick James Hutt, 14, an errand boy,

was charged with stealing £8 in money, a silver snuff-box, a

gold scarf-pin, and other articles, to the total value of £12,

the property of Charles George Yates, chemist, of 9, Upper
Hamilton Road, on the 27th ult.—Prosecutor identified^ the

cash-box produced. The prisoner had been in his employ as

errand boy for about a fortnight, and on that day was alone

in the shop whilst he (complainant) was out for a little while.

The other evidence went to show that the cash-box, after

being rifled of tlie money it contained, had been thrown
away, and was found by a postman containing all the missing

articles except the money. This the prisoner had spent, or

lost and wasted, and he was eventually apprehended in

London. Everything had been recovered except the money.

—

The boy was remanded in custody for a week.
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American Trade Methods.—A member of the Society in

Scotland sends some oorr^sisomdeiice that has passed between
himself and a firm ia London -n-hich trades in druggists'

sundries and a vaaiety of otlier goods, including golf balls.

This firm has declined to supjjly golf balls to our coiTespondent

except at the ordinary retail prices, because the " athletic

houses'' have complained in reference to supplying customers

outside their own trade. It appears, however, that the firm

in question did, at " the commencement of the popularity " of

the golf ball, supply ohemnsts and druggists with it on whole-

sale terms. Now tliat by tliis means the article commands a

.sale, chemists and diniggists are no longer to be permitted to

purchase it on tlie original therms. The action of the druggists'

sundriesmen is thought by our correspondent to be thoroughly

typical of modem American trade methods.

Acetylene Black.—It is sta(t6d that a Swiss factory is turning

out a black pigment from acetylene obtained from calcium

cai'bide. The whole of the product cam be disposed of without

trouble, as the shade of the pigmient is good, and It is free

from any greasy matter wihich wooild prevent the printer's ink

or paint made fi'om it drymg properly. Acetylene black is

also employed in calico printing with gratifying results. It

is reported that another works may soon be erecte3 either in

England or France for the same purpose. The new process

consists in pumping acetyleoe into steel cylinders to a pressure

of some two atmospheres net., then passing lan electric spark
through the vessels, wliioh causes the ga* to dissociate into its

elements, carbon and hydrogen. Only the question of price

remaana to make this process a most important one, for enor-

Bious quantitie.s of lamp-black are consumed eveay day in the

form of printer's uik, and ordinary lamp-blick is not by any
means entirely .satisfactory.

Dangers in Eood.—The presidential address, delivered on
Januaiy 3, by Sir James Crichton Browne to the Sanitary
Inspectors' Association, was principally devoted' to the dangers
to public health in food. The lecturer hoped for an enlarge-

ment of the powers of the sanitary inspector and the medical
officer of health in, connection with all OTanohes of the trade in

comestibles. Referring to the recent pollution of oysters, Sir

J. Orichton Browne said that sanitary authorities should be
granted complete control of oyster beds, and all possibility of
contamination could then be put an end to by diversion of

sewage or by removal of the beds. The president thought
that thei-e was strong evidence that modem civilisation and
habits of life tended towards alimentary ineflSciency, and there-

fore to diminished resistance to the pathogenic bacteria that

were harboured in food. The prevalence of an atonic and
languid condition of the bowel was attested by the enormous
consumption of aperient mineral waters, and by the extra-

ordinary prevalence of appendicitis. The prevention of pre-

ventable (Tisease by sanitary measures would leduce the amount
of alimenforv inefficiency, and, thus strengthening constitu-

tional resistance, would still further help in that direction.

Bankruptcy Cases.—A receiving order in bankruptcy was
made in the Bradford Court on ]SIonday, January 5, against Mi-.

Samuel Halliday, chemist and dmggist, of Northgate, Cleck-

heaton. Mr. ilalliday's solicitors are Messrs. Ea.stwood and
Rhodes.—Godfrey B.atemaii, until recently canying on business

as a chemical manufacturer at Savile Town, Dewsbury, came
up for examination at the Dewsbury Bankruptcy Court on

Tuesday. His liabilities wei-e put down at £1,100 19s., and
there were no assets. Debtor had been connected with several

companies, along with his brothers. One of his brothers, owing
to illness, wa* unable for a time to attend to his duties, and as

the company with which tihey were associated refused to rein-

state him on his recovery, he (debtor) relinquished his connec-

tion with the concern, ajid joined another brother in a similar

business. He had entered into an agreement with the com-

pany which he had left not to start business in the district,

and an injunction was sought restraining him from doing so.

The costs to him in that action amounted to over £350. He
stated that he could not give particulars of the other deficiency.

The examination was adjourned, debtor being ordered to

furnish a deficiency account.

The Representation of London University.—An extraordinary

tangle has been caused by the announcement, made some time

ago, that Sir M'chael Foster was wishful to sit on the Liberal
side of the House of Commons, and that consequently a bye-
election might be expected. Now, however, that three candi-

dates. Sir John Williams, Sir Philip Magnus, and Sir W. J.

Collins, have come forward. Sir Michael Foster has shown
much reluctance definitely to g;.ve up his position. In a letter

to Sir J. Rotton, which was published in the Times, on
January 6, Sir Michael expresses a wish to ascertain the feeling

of the electors on the matter, if possible, without the neces-

sity of a new election, and in accordance with that suggestion
S'.r J. Rotton is seeing that steps are taken to test the views
of the constituency. A correspondent of the Times, writing

over the initials "LL.B., London," suggests that, however
eminent Sir Michael Foster mav be as a man of science, he is any-
thing but a good member of Parliament, seeing that he did not
attend the autumn .sessron of Parliament, when the Education
Bill was under discussion. The whole course of the negotia-

tions seems to emphasise the difficulty of trying to sit. in the
House as an academic representative, or as anything else but
a member of one of the recognised political parties.

University College, London.—The aarangements for the new-

Department of Organic Chemistry, under Profesisor J. Norman
Collie, are now complete Students can be admitted to the

ordinary course in organic chemistry, or for the purpose of

research. A special advanced course of organic chemistry will

open on the 13bh inst. at 11 a.m. The new Laboratory for

Pathological Chemistry, under Professor Vaughan Harley, is

new complete, and re.seai-ch students oan now be admitted.
Mr. A. Kalin has been invited to^give'a special course of lec-

tures on Commuercial Methods, beginning on the 19th inst.

at 6 p.m. Mr. Kahn will deal with the following subjects :—

•

Division of employment in the commercial community, partner-
ship and companies, commercial contracts, the organisation
of various trades, the meohaniism and arithmetic of exchange,
the machinery and methods of the import and export trade, the
Stock Exchange, and inteinjal organisation of commercial houses.
Mr. L. W. Lyde, the newly-appointed Professor of Economic
Geography, will give ten lectures on that subject on Thursdays
at 3 p.m., beginning on January 29. The lectures will be intro-

ductory to a fuM course in economic geography that will be
given during the session 1903-04. Professor Lyde's introductory
course will deal with the following subjects :—The study of
geography, the life of a city, natural pi-oducts, natural con-
cUtiocs of industry, natural Unes of communications ; the distri-

bution of important food plants, of otlier industrial plants, of
' economic " animals, of important minerals, and of people.

New Process for Preserving Animal Tissues.—An exhi-
bition IS being held in London, at present by invitation only,
of the results of what is described as a new process for the pre-
•ervation of animal bodies or tissues, by the injection of a,

fluid, the composition of which is not made public. As far as
can be judged, the process not only promises to afl'ord a
satisfactory method of embaJming animal bodies of whatever
btdk, and of preserving museum specimens in a condition
closely resembling life, but it would seem also to have a future
with regai'd to the preservation of furs. Th.? preparatioms
shown mclude amputated portions of ihe human body, a goat,
a hen, several snakes, kangaroos, wallabies, lizards, a great
many detached limbs, and a >he3p, which bas bi^en cut open
subsequently to the employment of the process, and
shows the whole of the viscera in as complete a state of pre-
servation as the muscles. There are also some detached pelts,

and neither these, nor the furs of any of the animals, show
either any loose or detachable hairs or any sigTi of having been
attacked by moths or other insects. The animals are in
various positions, erect or recumbent, and are absolutely free

from odour. The period which has elapsed since the applica-
tion of the process to the various examples is said by the in-

ventor to range from a few weeks to thirty years ; and the
only manifest difference between the earlier and the la/oer

examples is that the latter retain a certain amount of softness

and elasticity, so that they would admit of dissection, while
the former are dry and haid. If the power of the fluid of pre-

serving furs fix>m insects should prove as complete a.s it now
appears to be, the process oan scarcely fail to be of very con-

siderable |>ecuniaiy value.
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TRADE NOTES.

E. Merck, Darmstadt, has introduced compressed tablets of

"magnesium flashliglit mixture." Each tablet when ignited

\v'll serve_ for a single photograph: with the tablets is .sup-

plied a piece of saltpetre wadding, with which a train may
be laid. The advantages claimed for the tablets are that

no apparatus is required, that they burn quickly and noise-

lessly, with vei-y little smoke). The cost per flashlight is

only 2d.

George Houghton and Son, Limited.—This private limited

liability company has been formed to carry on the business as

wholesale and export photographic manufacturers and dealers.

The company has be«a forinetl principally to facilitate family

arrangements, and the business will be carried on under exactly

the same management as heretofore. 'Mr. George Houghton, wko
joined the firm in 1852, although probably taking a less active

part in the business, will act as chairman of the directors, and

!Mr. E. W. Houghton and Mr. C. E. Houghton, wlio have for

many years been the leading factors in the large development of

the business, will act as directors and take the general manage-

ment,

Messrs. Seabrook, Brothers, and Co., 21, Edmund Place,

Aldersgate Stiieet, E.G., introduce their new "Wizard" pocket

cameras. The-se camieras, which take quai-ter-plate photo-

graphs, occupy remarkably little space when closed, being the

smallest quarter-plate cameras mado with automatic shutters

for time, bulb, and instantaneous exposures, with jMieumatic

and finger releases. The cameras are fitted with RR double

lens, rising, falling, and ehding front, red leather' bellows,

brilliant view finder, and accurate scale. The dimensions of

the camera when folded for the pocket are 3^ by 5 by If

inches, the instrument being one of the most compact and best

finished of its kind.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Ordinary Meeting.

Tuesday, Januai-y 6, Mr. Latjrie, President, in the cli-^ir.

Several new members were elected.

The President (Mr. Laurie) mentioned the visit of MrT

Bremridge to Preston on the 20th, and suggested that a repre-

.sentative number of members of the Association .should en-

deavour to meet Mr. Bremridge at Preston.

The Committee reported satisfactory progress with the ar-

rangements for the dinner, which is to be held at the Palatine

Hoftel on Wednesday next, the 14th inst.

The other business discussed was of local interest only.

HUDDERSFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Ordinary Meeting.

Tuesday, January 6, Mr. W.^lshaw, President, in tlie chair.

The President stated that Alderman R. "A. Robinson had ac-

cepted the invitation to the annual dinner of the Huddersfleld

Association, and, as he had suggested the 21st inst. as a date

when it would be possible for him to attend, that date had been

fixed for the dinner. An invitation had also been accepted by
Mr. G. F. Merson (Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of the

Peieration of Local Pharmaceutical Associations), and Mr.
W. S. Glyn-Jones had promised to be present if possible.

In consequence of the fact that the President of the

Huddersfleld Association was also the President of the West
Riding Federation, it had been suggested that the function

should be treated as a dinner of West Riding chemists also. It

was proposed to invite guests from the Leeds, Bradford, Halifax,

Barnsley, Wakefield, Dewsbury, and Sheffield associations to

the dinner, and to welcome the attendance of any other

chemists from these districts.

These measures were approved by the meeting, and the

details of the toast list were discussed and approved.

The proposed discussion on "Patent Medicines and Patent

Medicine Advertisements " was deferred in consequence of the

indisposition of Mr. Stevens.

WOLVERHAMPTON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Ordinary Meeting.

Monday, January 5, Mr. S. Phillips, President, in the chaii.

Mr. F. J. Gibson read a paper entitled.

Pharmacopoeia and Dispensing Notes.

He said his notes were prompted by reading the papers ou

.standardisation recently published. The B.P. authorities evi-

dently intended the B.P. to apply to medicines .sold, as was

shown by the number of synonyms, such as Gregory's powder.

Detemination of extractive he helieved to be quite as good as

physiological testing, as many individuals hud idiosyncrasies.

In making oleate of mercury he had not 'been able to dissolve

2 oz. of powdered hard soap in 11 oz. of water, as directed

in the B.P., but more water was necessary. For oleate of

zinc 4 oz. of hard soap in ".shavings" were required to be

dissolved in 40 oz. of water. He was indebted to an assistant

for the following process for the separation of strychnine from

brucine in the determination of liquid extract of nux

vomica:—"After .shaking out the alkaloids wkh chloroform,

evaporate the chloroformic solution, add a drop or two of

strong nitric acid, and again dry by heat. By this means the

brucine is completely destroyed. The residue may be di;--

solved in acid and shaken out with ammonia and chloroform.
"

He had found 6 gr. of liquorice powder sufficient to ma>^

12 minims of creosote in pills. It should be allowed ten

minutes to permeate the powder, and then could be massed

with one drop of water. With regard to dispensing, lie

thought dispensers had no right to interfere with a prescri])-

tion by addition or omission, but the prescriber should be

communicated with. For making bougies, where a mould was

not kept good results could be obtained by using glass tubing

3/16 of an inch diameter. In conclusion, ilr. Gibson mentioned

some prescriptioTs he had lately seen:— -

B Sodii bicarb Sii-

Tinot. strophanthi 5'-

Ether chlor 5ii.

Aq. menth. pip ad ^viii.

It made a cloudy mixture, due to some of the chloroform

separating out, if it was sent out as written, although if the

soda were dis.solved in Jvi. aq. menth. pip., and the tincr.

and chloric ether in 2 oz. of water, the result was a clear mix-

ture. He had seen .spt. amyl. valer. co., 5ii., prescribed with

other ingredients, and had been informed it was a solution of

amyl valerian in spirit in proportion of 1 to 7. There was

nothing in the following, except the number'of ingredients:—

^

B Zinci valerian gr. i.

Ext. cannab. ind gr. 5.

E!xt. nuc. vom gr. i.

Ext. case, sag gr. i.

Ext. bellad gr. 1/10

Lupulin,
Camphora aa ni i-
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B Acid, arsenious gr. 1/60.

Zinc, valeriani gr. ii.

Acid, carbolic gr. iss.

Ext. cannabis ind gr. 1/6.

Ft. pil.

This made a large pill, that one would lilve to divide it into

two, but it should be dispensed as written.

B Zinci oxid 5"ss.

Bismuth carb 5ii?s-

Pulv. amyli 5iii-

Liq. carbonis deterg 3'''-

Ichthyol 5iii.

Glycerin i 5vi.

Aq ad Jviii.

When made up the starch separated out into a sticky mass,

but when the starch was heated the result was far different,

the latter being a nice-looking liquid.

After a discussion, in which Me.ssrs. Cijllwick, Baldwin,

Weaver, etc., took part, a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. .

Gibson was unanimously ciirried.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

Ordinary Meeting.
'

Wednesday, . December 17, 1902. Professor J. Emerson
Reynolds, Sc.D ,

P.R.S., President, in the chair. Certificates

were read for the first time in favour of Messrs. Edwin Bayles

Atkinson, Scarthe House, Great Grimsby; William Bowen,

Cleveden, Woodend Road, Erdington; R. C. Farmer, M.Sc,

Ph.D., 154, Eglinton Road, Woolwich, S.E. ; Frederic Herbert

Lees, 266, Park Road, Crouch End, N. ; A. H. Scholefield, B.A.,

B.Sc, 4, Hartley Terrace, Wolverhampton ; Charles Tilburn,

31, Hardy Street, South Yarra, Melbourne ; Andrew Young,

M.A., B.Sc, 1, Avenue Terrace, Cape Town. The following

certificates were authorised by the Council under Bye-law I.

(3) :_K. Bhaduri, M. A., Professor, Canning College, Lucknow
;

George Montague Prichard, Ramtek, Nagpur, CP., India.

Mr. H. J. H. Fenton read a paper on

A Reagent for the Identification of Carbamide and of certain

other Nitrogen Compounds. \

In previous communications to the Society (Fenton and

Gostling, Trans. Chem. Soc, 1899, 77,423; 1901, 81,807),

vurious derivatives of methylfurfurarhave been described which

are obtained from ketohexoses, or substances which produce

these on hydrolysis, and from cellulose. Amongst those deri-

vatives, a crystalline condensation product was mentioned

having the formula CuHhOi, the constitution of which is still

under investigation ; the evidence obtained so far indicates that

it is either methyl-furil, C4H3O CO CO C4H.2O CHS, or the

ketone-aldehyde, CHO CiH.>0 CO C^H.^O CH3. The metliod of

obtaining this substance has been considerably improved, so

that it is now easy to prepare it in quantity. If a small quantity

of this product be mixed with urea and the mixture treated with a

trace of phosphorus oxychloride, acetyl chloride or dry hydrogeji

chloride— dissolved in any appropriate solvent—a very brilliant

blue colour is obtained. The reaction is one of extreme delicacyi

01 milligramme of urea giving a strongly marked colour, and

with care it it is quite easy to detect 0 1 milligramme or less.

This eSect is due to a colourless base of which the salts have a

blue colour. The intensity of the colour of these salts in

aqueous solution varies markedly with the nature and concen-

tration of the acid. The base gives a blue colour with oxalic

acid also, the intensity of the colour being greater than that

produced with acetic acid, but less than that with hydrochloric

acid. The production of a blue colour in the manner here

described is characteristic of carbamide and of mono-substituted

carbamides, NH./CO NHR, in which the substituting radical is

an alkyl group or one of a similar character
;
aoidyl substituted

carbamides give no such reaction. Urethane gives a similar

reaction, but the colour is red by transmitted light. This com-
pound also reacts with primary amines in acetic acid solution

to give very brilliant green compounds ; this change is produced

at once on simply mixing the solutions without any condensing

agent, and appears to be quite characteristic of primary amines.

Messrs. J. C. Cain and F. Nicoll read a paper on

The Rate of Decomposition of Diazo-Compounds. Part II.

Diazo-Compounds of the Naphthalene Series.

The authors have extended their researches on the decom-
position of diazo-salts {Trans. Chem. Soc, 1902, 81 , 1,412) to

those of the naphthalene series, and find that the reaction is a

uni-molecular one in the case of the soluble diazo-salts prepared

from a naphthylamine, /3-naphthylamine, and naphthylamine-

sulphonic acids, etc. In each case an azo-colour is formed
towards the end of the reaction. The diazo-salts are very

stable, the experiments being made at 70° or 80°. In each case

where an azo-colour is formed, although both naphthol-

sulphonic acid and diazo-salt are present, no combination takes

place for a considerable period. The authors suggest that this

interesting fact may be explained by assuming that hydrolytic

dissociation of the diazo-salt is necessary before combination

takes place ; in the above experiments, the diazo-salt is not

dissociated (especially in the presence of the free mineral

acid, which has a retarding effect on the formation of an azo-

colour) until its concentration becomes considerably less. When
this point is reached the formation of an azo-colour can

proceed.

Mr. J. Walker read a paper on the

State of Carbon Dioxide in Aqueous Solution.

The author gave a proof from the law of mass-action that

carbonic acid (and similar substances) in aqueous solution must
obey Ostwald's dilution law, independently of the proportions

of the anhydrous and hydrated forms contained in the solution.

The conclusion formerly drawn (Walker and Cormack, Trans,

Chem. Soc, 1900, 77, 8), that the carbon dioxide in solution is

probably hydrated to the extent of 20 per cent., must

therefore, be rejected.

Mr. J. Walker also read a paper on the

Qualitative Separation of Arsenic, Antimony, and Tin.

When a solution of the sodium thio-salts of arsenic, anti-

mony, and tin is boiled with sodium peroxide, these salts are

converted into sodium arsenate, antimonate, and stannate

respectively. Any mercury which may have been dissolved

from the copper group on warming with sodium hydroxide, is,

by this treatment, reprecipitated as sulphide. The tin may be

separated from the arsenic and antimony by boiling with

excess of ammonium chloride, which precipitates stannic

hydroxide, leaving the antimony and arsenic in solution. On'

addition of excess of acid these may be separated by means of

sulphurett.ed hydrogen in the cold, the antimony being at

once precipitated as sulphide, whilst the arsenic remains

dissolved. Commenting on this paper. Dr. P. M. Peekin

remarked that when stannous sulphide does not dissolve in

caustic alkali, the addition of a little sodium or hydrogen per-

oxide enables it to do so. The peroxide seems to exert very

little, if any, oxidising action upon the sulphides of the copper

group, hence there is no objection to warming the mixed

sulphides of these two groups with caustic alkali and sodium

peroxide, and so obviating the use of ammonium sulphide.

Messrs. J. Walker and W. A. Fyffe read a paper on

The Hydrates and Solubility of Barium Acetate.

The authors have been unable to confirm the observations of

Krasnicki (Monatshef'.e, 1887, 8, 601), who stated that the solu-

bility of barium acetate between 0° and 80" could be represented^
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by a single curve concave to the temperature axis. On the con-

trary, they find that the solubility is expressed by three curves

(for the trihydrate, monohydrate, and anhydrous salt, respec-

tively), which are all convex to the temperature axis. The
curve for the monohydrate exhibits a minimum at 30^, and
that for the anhydrous salt a minimum at 75'^. The solubility

and special dilatometric experiments showed the inversion

temperature for Ba(C2H:,02)-.,3HaO ^ Ba(C.2H,0.2).2'H20 +
2H20tobe 24 7; that for Ba(C2HaOi)-2, HoO ^Ba(C,H;,02)2 +
HoO being 41°. Commenting-on this paper. Professor Tilden
expressed thebalief that revision of many of the accepted data

in regard to solubility was urgently required and hoped that

Professor Walker would continue his work in this direction.

Published estimations of solubility of many metallic salts at

temperatures above the boiling point of water were absolutely

valueless, inasmuch as evident chemical change sets in and
basic salts are visibly deposited.

Messrs. J. F. Thorpe and W. J. Young read a paper on

J)imethylglutaric Acids and the Separation of Substituted

Glutaric Acids.

The a;3-dimethylglutaric acids are best prepared by the con-

densation of ethyl ^-methylacrylate with ethyl sodiocyanaee-

tate and subsequent treatment of the sodium derivative formed
with methyl iodide. Cis-a;3-dimethylglutaric acid crystallises

from concentrated hydrochloric ac^id in needles melting
at 87°. The trans-acid i/^unacted upon by acetyl chloride, but

when boiled with acetic anhydride or when slowly distilled under
atmospheric pressure it is converted into the anhydride of the

cis-acid, which may also be prepared by the action of acetyl

chloride on the cis-acid. It is a liquid boiling at 255'^ (765 Mm.).
'The authors described the preparation of a/3-dimethylpropanetri-

carboxylic acid (C02H)2:C(CH3)-CH(CH3)-0H2-C02H, which
crystallises from dilute hydrochloric acid in white needles

melting with evolution of carbon dioxide at 165°. When heated

to 200°, this acid is converted into a mixture of cis- and trans-

a/S-dimethylgluoaric acids. The cis- and trans-forms of substi-

tuted glutaric acids may be separated by converting the mixed
acids into their ammonium salts and heating them in a sealed

tube at 160° for four hours. The separation of cis- and trans-

aa'-dimethylglutaric acids, of cis- and trans-a-methyl /3-isopro-

pylglutaric acid, and of cis- and trans-aa'^S/i-tetramethylglutaric

acids have been thus effected.

Mr. J. E. Maesh read a paper on the

Constitution of Metallic Cyanides. ,

Volhard {Annalen,, 1890, 259, 378) has shown that potassium
cyanide is oxidised by potassium permanganate to potassium

cyanate. Other cyanides are similarly oxidised. Ammonium
cyanide is thus converted directly into urea. There are two
•exceptions among metallic cyanides ; silver and mercury
cyanides are not oxidised by potassium permanganate. This

reaction bring the cyanides of silver and mercury into relation-

ship with the nitrilas, which are also unattacked. On the other

hand, the other cyanides are brought into association with the

readily oxidisable carbamines. The author thinks that silver

cyanide should be represented as Ag-C
[
N, and potassium

cyanide as K-N:C. Commenting on this paper. Dr. Wade said

he thought it was unsafe to infer a difference in the constitution

of potassium and silver cyanides from the difference in beha-

viour of these salts towards oxidising agents. The potassium
salt is freely ionised in aqueous solution ; whilst the silver salt

is insoluble and not appreciably ionisable ; the stability of the

latter towards oxidising agents is thus explained without

having recourse to the hypothesis of a nitrilic constitution.

Potassium cyanide resembles the alkyl iso-oyanides in readily

undergoing oxidation, as in most other respects Trans. Chem-

Soc, 1902, 81, 1606), but its ready ionisability in this

case destroys the parallel ; the products of the oxidation of the
undissociated alkyl iso-cyanides are complex and not compar-
able with the alkali cyanates, which are formed by the oxidation
of iso-cyanogen ions.

Messrs. J. E. Marsh and R. de .7. F. Struthers read a paper
on the

Auto-Reduction of Mercury and Silver Cyanides.

On the hypothesis that silver and mercury cyanides have the
nitrile constitution, attempts have been made to bring about
the hydrolysis of the (CN) group, if possible without breaking

off the metal. In all the reactions tried in which the (CN)

group is h3-drolysed, it is broken off from the metal. When
mercuric cyanide is heated with a strong solution of potassium

hydroxide, the salt is reduced to metallic mercury. The same
reduction is brought about by boiling the salt with a solution of

sodium or potassium hydroxide orethylate in excess of alcohol.

Cyanide and cyanate of the alkali are formed. The alkali

cyanide formed protects the mercury salt from reduction, so

that only half of the mercury is reduced. If potassium cyanide

be previously mixed with the mercury salt, no reduction occurs.

An intermediate product is being further investigated. Silver

cyanide is also reduced in the. same way. When mercury cyanide

is heated with from sixty to eighty times its weight of a mixture

of equal volumes of sulphuric acid and water, hydrogen cyanide

and carbon dioxide are evolved at about 130° and the whole

mass sets to a jelly, from which mercurous sulphate is obtained

on filtration ; ammonium sulphate is also formed. The decom-

position of the cyanide may be represented thus : 2HgC.2N2+

2H.2O + H2SO4 = Hg2S04 + 3HCN -f CO2 + NH3. The decom-

position of the cyanide is, however, not complete, and if the

temperature is allowed to rise above 140°, whether the precipi-

tate is previously removed or not, a further reduction takes

place, with separation of metallic mercury. If mercury cyanide

is heated with water in a sealed tube, the salt is completely de-

composed, giving mercury, carbon monoxide, and ammonium
carbonate. The reaction begins below 230° and may be thus

expressed HgC2N2 + 4H.2O = Hg + C0+ (NH4)C20,. No oxalic

acid was obtained, but it was found that ammonium oxalate,

under the same conditions, breaks up into carbon monoxide and

ammonium carbonate. Silver cyanide is also reduced to

metallic silver when heated with water.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Thur-sday, January 1.—^The third of Professor Hele-Shaw's

Christma.s lectures on locomotion was devoted to the

Steam-Motor on the Rail.

Dealing first with the begimiings of railways, he pointed

out that the abominable condition of the roads of this country

a century ago obliged the owners of coal mines-, etc., to lay

down tracks of wood or iron upon which to carry their pro-

ducts. At finst these tramways or railways, as they were

called, were operated by animal traction onlly_. but in time

attempt* were made to substitute mechanical appliances. Tre-

vethick, as was believed, wa.s the first to construct a locomo-

tive which travelled on rails, in this or any other country,

and he was quickly followed by other inventors. The first

locomotive employed on the first passenger railway (the Stockton

and Darlington) was dated 1825, and was a complicated form

of beam engine. Four years later there took place the famous

locomotive contest at Ra.inhill, in which

George Stephenson

was successful with the Rocket. This engine possessed three

important features that were retained in the most ipodern

locomotives—the tubular boiler, the steam-blast, whereby the
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exhaust steam wns utilised to produce a draught and quicken

the comibustion of the coal, and the direct connection, without

cog-wheels, between the cylinder and the driving wheels. In

the four years succeeding this competition development was

remarkably rapid, and Stephenson's locomotive of 1833 em-

bodied not only the features already mentioned, but also two

others of importance—Stephenson's reversing gear and the

steam dome for collecting dry steam. The lecturer proceeded

to show the development which had taken place since that

time, by showing side by side on the screen pictures on the

same scale of the Rocket and a large modern locomotive as

represented by the

Pakgexgeb Engines of the Atlantic Type

lately designed by Mr. Aspinal'l. The Rocket, according to

•tipula/tion was to weigh six tons and to draw a weight of

twenty tons, including the water-tank, at ten miles an hour,

the steam pressure being 501b. per square inch. Mr. Aspinall's

locomotives, on the other hand, weighed, with tender, 120

tons, could draw 300 tons at sixty miles an hour, andl had a

steam pressure of 1601b. per squai-e inch. One notable differ-

ence between tlie two was the increased height of the boiler.

The top of the funnel in both was the same height from tlie

ground, being limited by the size of railway tunnels and

itrches, but the funnel of the modern locomotive appeared to

be dwarfed to a.n insignificant height by the rising up of the

boiler with which it was connected. Two other differences

were important. One was the leading bogie truck, a device

we owed to America, which enabled the huge engine to run

swiftly and smoothly round curves, and was thus a means of

ensuring safety at high speeds, especially upon indifferent

tracks. The other device we also owed to America, but it

liad not been introduced very extensively in tliis country

;

this was the extended smoke-box, which contained a large

grating placed diagonally, and was intended to prevent burning

coals from being shot out by the steam blast, the same func-

tion as was served by the conical funnel that used to be typical

of American locomotives, but had now largely disappeared.

Modern locomotives in England and America had, indeed,

;grown by a process of evolution to resemble each other very

closely, the chief visible difference being the cow-catchers,

general in America but unnecessai-y in tlii.s country. The
lecturer next described the i:)reparation of the pathway upon
«''hich the locomotive travelled, and explained the necessity of

making it aa level as possible.

Cuttings, Tunnels, and Bridges,

all being subsidiary to this object. A number of lantern slides

were shown to illustrate some of the interesting points con-

nected with the great modern tunnels, in particular the Simp-
Ion, now under construction. The use of heiicoidal tunnels

to enable railways to climb steep heights was explained, as

also were cable and rack railways. From tlie trestle bridges,

•once common in America, and the light steel constructions by
which they had been largely supei-seded, the lecturer pas.sed

to the Forth Bridge. Having sketched the principles upon
which it was designed, and the methods employed in sinking

the caissons for its piers and in building up the superstruc-

ture, he turned to the signalling system, and gave a rough
description of block-working and interlocking. After au
account of the manual working of points and signals, and a
•brief reference to fog-signalling, the lectui-er, by the aid of a
model, explained the working of the track tanks, which, by
enabling the engine to pick up water while travelling at high
^peed, rendered it possible to run trains for long distances
without stopping. A picture of any country, be concluded,
showed how the world was being covered with a network of

railways, Asia and America now being crossed from sea to sea
by continuous tracks of iron road. It might be that the
Dark Continent itself would in this way not only be traversed

from the Cape to Cairo, but present a network of railways

that might compare even with the railway map of London
itself.

Saturday, January 3.—The fom-th of Professor Hele-Shaw's

Christmas lectures was devoted to the

Road Motor Driven by Electricity.

Professor Helb-Shaw began by distinguLshiag between two
kinds of railways, in the one the source of energy or power
being canded with the train itself, while in the other the energy

was generated at one or more fixed stations and transmitted to

(the moving train. In the present lecture he would discuss the

employment of a natural force which had been found suitable

for use in both ways. Electricity, which a few years ago was
regarded as a subject of interest only to the philosopher ajid

man of science, was to-day rapidly becoming one of the most
potent of all tlie forces at the disposal of the engineer. As was
seen in the second lecture, it might be stored up in accumula-

tors and carried by the moving train, or it might be generated

by steam or by petrol motors on the moving engine itself,

which thus carried its own source of energy and, like the motor-

car, became independent of external force until it had ejChausted

its supply of fuel or electricity.

Tram-cars

oan-ying accumulators had been tried in London, Paris, America,

«nd elsewhere, and at the present time some railways were ex-

perimenting with spirit engines driving dynamos for light quick

traffic. London, if somewhat behind smaller cities, from having

to obey the laws of motion of all ponderous bodies, was moving
in the same direction as regards passenger locomotion in the

streets and underground. It was the possibility of transmitting

electricity from a distance mor'e conveniently and effectively

tlian by any other means that gave this force the position of

importance it held to-day. The transmission of power for

traction had been tried in various ways—^by compressed air, by
water, by steam, and by running cables ; but all these had
proved inferior to electricity. The lecturer showed by means
of a small model electric railway, operated alterna.tely by a

storage battery and a hand dynamo, that there were

Four Points to be Studied.

First the source of power, which might be stored up or du'ectly

applied by muscular effort, steam, or water power secondly,

the dynamo, which generated the electrical cuirent
; thirdly,

the transmission by wires or rails of the current so generated
;

and fourthly, the reconversion by the motor of the current into

tlie work of propelling tlie electric locomotive or tram-oair. He
went on to give some idea of the principles on which the

dynamo and motor were both based, and then explained' the

chief differences in the ways of transmitting power from tbe

motor to the wheels in electrical vehicles. By means of experi-

ments in the lantern, 'he showed the actual working of the

switches of a car, by which the current was gradually applied

go as to avoid destruotion of the motor by burning of its coils.

In one experiment it was shown how the cuiTent gradtially fell

off in intensity as the model electric car woi-fcing in the theatre

increased its speed, a phenomenon which was seen to occur

necessarily when the motor was regarded as a reversed dynamo.

The first electric railway was a short line of 600 yards put

down by Siemens at the Berlin Exhibition of 1879. The first

one in America was built by Edison at Menlo Park in 1580.

In the same year the first electric railway in the United King-

dom was made at Portrush in Ireland, and this line was also

memorable as the first in which water power was used to

generate the electricity required to work it. Turning from rail-

ways of tills sort, the lecturer considered the transmission of

goods and passengei-s in
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Cars Sxjspen'ded on Wheels
running on ropes or rails. This was quite ah old method ; a

proposal to make railways in this manner was to be found in

the British patent records so far iback at 1822. As examples of

it Oiie quoted the telpher line at GljTide, Sussex, and the over-

head systems of convej-ing luggage from platform to platform

in use at Woking Junction and Victoria Station, Manchester.

The hrtest and most important development of this method' was
the Behr mono-rail railway which was in use with steam power
on the Ballybunion Railway in Ireland. An lexample of it,

worked by electricity and attaining veiy high speeds, was -to be

; een at the Brussels Exhibition, and another had been authorised

between Liverpool and Manchester. Electrical traction opened
up the question of utilising grea.t

Sources of Power in Nature
which had as yet scarcely been touched. Niagara with its

average of 10,000.000 horse-power was already being used,

'though only to the extent of 100,000 horse-power. But the

Victoria Falls on the Zambesi, which belonged wholly to' Great

Britain, had in the rainy season five times the available jxnwer

of Niagara, and this fact suggested great possibilities as to the

long-d'stance transmission of electricity for locomotion in the

future. At present all this power was running to waste, but

some day it would be used, and might perhaps drive electric

railways all over Africa. People sometimes asked why the tides

had not been utilised for the generation of electricity. If, for

instance, we could tap the two or tljree millions of hor.se-power

that ran down the Severn day and night, we should not need
coa.l for working our railways. Unfortunately this could not be
done economically. If a big hole could be dug at Gloucester

and the water taken from the bottom by tunnel to Bristol, m
the same way as was done at Niagara, some of the power might
indeed be obtained, but at enormous expense. Or the ri.sing

tide might be made to lift a ship which might be supported at

high waiter and allowed to fall and do work at low water, but

only two horse-power could be got in this way out of a 500-ton

ship falling 20ft. Or the water at high tide might be allowed

to flow over wide areas of land, and made to work turbines as

it ran away at low tide ; but even with land at 10s. an acre the

same power could Ije got for less than one-fifth the cost from a

steam engine. Finally, the lecturer reminded his audience that

it was in the very building in which tliey were assembled that

Faraday had discovered' the conversion, by electro-magnetic

induction, of work into electricity and of electrioity into work.

The subject brought before them that afternoon was a monument
to the genius of Faraday, and might well have in store develon-

ments relatively greater than those which had been recorded

since he gave his great discovery to the world.

Tuesday, January 6.—The fifth of Professor Hele-Shaw's

lectures dealt with

The Self- Propelled Ship.

Symington's "Charlotte Dundas," in 1801, was probably the first

steamboat ever made in Great Britain, Fitch's boat having been

launched in America about the same time or a little earlier.

In 1819 the first ship using steam i)ower cros.sed the Atlantic;

her s-team. however, was only auxiliary, and she trusted to

sails except when the wind was unfavourable. Nearly twenty
years later steamers crossed the Atlantic using steam the whole
way, with the wind and sea both nearly ahead. The earlier

vessels were completely provided with masts and sails, but
gradually sailing capacity was reduced and steam powei- in-

creased. Attempts to use devic-es giving intermittent propulsion,

tafter the fashion of oars, were soon abandoned, and only the

paddle-wheel and th-j screw-propeller were left iii the field.

Each was found to have its sphere—the former on rivers and

lakes and on short voyages in smooth water, and the latter at
sea iiud in rough water.

The iScBEW
had proved to be by far the more important. Its invention-
was iussigned to many different men, but the Swedish engineer
Ericsson deserved mention as the first to apply the screw
with real success in a tug-.boat on the Thames in 1856, and the
action of the British A<'miralty in ignoring it was not a matter
to be proud of. The original propellers consisted of blades or
of a long worm, but they had settled down to a uniform con-

struction with two, three, or four blades, whiqh was generaly
adopted. The disposition of ^jropellers which had excited most
interest was the use of several screws on one shaft, as in

steam turbine boats. The subject of

BOILEHS

was far from having arrived at a settled state ; but among all

the .steam-boiler inventions there were two distinct sy.stems,

each of which had powerful advocates—water-tube boilers and
fire-tube boilers. Diagrams were shown of early water-tube

boilers, employed at the very beginning of steam navigation,

and of some modern types, spesial attention being given to the

Thomycroft and Yarrow boilers, models of which, lent by the

makers, were shown at work. The lecturer indicated the

greatly-increased power of the

Modern Marine Engine

by two models showing the difference in size, for equal power,

between the high-speed, high-pressure engine of to-day and

the low-.speed, low-pressure engines of a few years ago. The
elaborate arrangements employed for lubrication were an indi-

cation that the whole tendency of machinery was not towards

greater simplicity as it became more complete, but towards

greater complexity and multiplication of parts. Reference was

made to the success attained in balancing reciprocating engines,

and thus obtiiining that smooth running which was one of the

e.«sential conditions of high speed. Only of late years had sruc-

eess been readied in making a rotary engine that worked with

reasonable economy. The action of the Parsons steam turbine

was then shown by the aid of a working model
;
high economy

had been reached in that engine by the application of the

modern principles of guide blades, by the increase in the

number of times the steam was made to act alternately on the

fixed and moving blades, and by the adaptation of the prin-

ciple of steam expansion. By means of lantern slides views

were given of the arrangement of turbine machinery from its

fir.st use down to the combination of turbine with reciprocat-

ing engines now being employed for a cruiser. This led to the

whole question of

High Speed in Ships.

The three cau.ses of ship resistance were skin friction, wave
making, and eddy resistance, and by means of pictures of fast

boats and of models lent called attention to some of the

features in design necessary to secure the highest speed. Sub-

marine boats, at any rate, avoided one cause of resistance

—

wave making. Enormous difficulties and expense were in-

volved in a still further increase of speed beyond that already

attained. The high-speed destroyer was practically the lightest

structure possible, and was almost entirely filled with

machinery for its propulsion, containing 6,000-horse power,

though little more than 200 ft. long. To attain twice their

present spee.d such boats would require eight times as much
power—that was, nearly 50,000-horse power, or far more than

was possessed by the largest and fastest vessel afloat. Hence
there was no hope of obtaining upon the sea speeds of locomo-

tion already reached on the land. In the next lecture the pos-

sibilities would be discussed of crossing the ocean at high

speeds in the only other medium left for consideration—the air.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thtjhsdat, Januabt 8, 1903.

Business in Drugs i^nd Chemicals has so far not shown any
signs of the activity which it was hoped might gradually set

in after the coniinencement of the New Year, things remain-

ing, in fact, deplorably dull. Cascara Sagrada has been
booming, ami might veiy likely still further advance, it being
stated that there is little or none available in San Prancisco.
Peppermint remains firm, as also does ilenthol.

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but fairly steady at 5^d. to 5|d.
per lb. for 54°-35° 0. ice crj'stal in bulk packing, according
to make ajid quantity.
ACID CITRIC—Is fi'i-m at llfd. to Is. per lb. for crystals in

5 cwt. baiTols, and it is thought that the article will bt
decidedlv dearer before verv long.

ACID TARTARIC—Steady a.t ll^d. to ll|d. per lb. for Eng-
lisii on spot and 10|d. to lid. for foreign.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—Firm on basis of £12 2s. 6d. to

£12 3s. 9d. for gray 24 pier cent. London prompt.
ANTIMONY.—English Regulus is quoted £28 to £29 per

ton, and crude Japan (Black Sulj^hide)" £15 to £16, according
to brand and quantity.
BROMIDES.—English makers still quote Potassii Bromid.

Is. llJrd. per lb., Sodii Bromid. 2s. 25d., Amnion. Bromid.
2s. 3d. Bromine is also unchanged at 2s. Id. to 2.'?. 5d. per lb.,

accordnig to quantity. The late flutter in th© market for

Bromide-s caused by low offers on this side from America has
quite died out for the moment, wliile those who availed them-
selves of the temptingly cheap American offers are now dis-

covering to their cost that not" only is there a bitch about
deliveries, but also that some of the American Bromides which
have been delivered have been found to contain nearly 10 per
cent, of chlorides. Our friends wiuld therefore do well to
beware.
CAMPHOR,—Price of crude receded about 2s. 6d. per cwt.

after late advance, and remains quiet but fairly steady. Eng-
lish refiners still quote Bells 2s. 3d. per lb.. Flowers 2s. 2d.,
and tablets at proportionate price, according to .side.

CASCARA SAGRADA—Has advanced considerably in value,
it being stated that New York has been buying up all that
could be had up txi 40s. per cwt. Holders now quote 55s. per
<'wt. for fair quality.

COD LIVER OIL—^Is dull and weak, nominally at 175s. to 185s.
per ban-el for Noi-wegian and at 7s. i>er gallon for Newfound-
land.

CODEIN—Is very steady at imchajiged prices.
IODIDES.—Tlie combined makers stUl quote Potassii lodid.

8s. 9d. -per lb., Sodii lodid. 9s. lOd., Amnion. lodid. lis. 6d.,
Iodoform, cryst., pulv.. and precip., lis. bd.

;
Iodine, resub.,

10s. per lb. Commercial Iodine is also unchanged at 6d. pei' oz.

Outside makers are still offering at somewhat below these figures,
as also is Japan.
CREAM OF TARTAR—Finn at 75s. per cwt. for first white

crystaks.

MENTHOI Kobayashi brand is firm at 253. 6d. to 26s. per
lb.

,
accoixling to quantity, the latter price being for case lots.

MERCURIALS—Are firm and unchanged at 3s. O^d. per lb.

for Calomel. 2s. 8^d. per lb. for Corrosive Sublimate, 3s. 4d.
per lb. for Red, and 3s. 7d. per lb. for White Precipitate.
MORPHINE—Price is firm but uncTianged.
OIL PEPPERMINT—Is firm at 21s. for HGH, and it looks

as. if this high price will be maintained for the present, at
least.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil quiet and about 5s.
easier. London spot pii>e.s quoted £24 5s., barrels £24 5s to
£24 10s., month £24, Feb. -April £23 10s. to £23 12s. 6d., May-
Aug. opened at £22 15s. and closed £22 10s. Hull naked
spot £22 12s. 6d., Jan. -April £22 5s., May-Aug. £21 2s. 6d.
Rape Oil quiet. Ordinary Brown on the spot barrels £23, Feb.-
yApril £23. English Refined spot £24 10s. Ravison siwt
£20 15s., Feb.-April £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil firm. London
Crude spot £20 5s., Jan. -April £20 5s. Refined spot £21 15s. to
£23. Hull naked Refined spot £20 5s., Jan. -April £20 7s. 6d.,
'May-Aug. £21. Crude spot £19 5s.. Jan.-April £19 7s. 6d.,
May-Aug. £19 15s. Olive Oil : Mogador £30 to £31, Spanish
£31, Levant £30 to £31. Cocoanut Oil quiet. Ceylon spot
£28 15s., afloat £26 10s. c.i.f., Dec.-Feb. £26 10s. c.'i.f., Jan.-
ilarch £26 7s. 6d. c.i.f. Cochin spot £34 10s., Dec. -Jan.

£27 5s. c.i.f., Jan. -March £27 5s. c.i.f., March-May £27 5s.

c.i.f. Mauritius spot £29. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted
£28. Castor Oil : Belgian, lst.s, Januarv, 22s. ; 2nds, 20s.

;

Ists, Feb.-Dec . £21 lO.i. ; 2nds, £19. Barrels free, ex wharf,
London, 2^ per cent, discount. Hull made : Prompt delivery

—

Ists, £22 i>er ton ; 2nds, £19 lOs. per ton ; Jan. -June deliveries

—Ists, £22 per ton ;
2nds, £19 10s. per ton. Barrels included,

delivered free ex wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating

Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 to £7 5s., Black £5 15s. to

£6. Russian Black £5 5s. to £5 10s., pale £6 15s. to £7.
Turpentine : The market has been strong and excited, with a

large business doing. American spot quoted 41s. 9d. to 42s.,

Feb.-April 42s. 3d., May-Aug. a good business done at 37s. 6d.,

July-Dec. quoted 35s. 9d. to 56s. Petroleum Oil dull. Russian

4|d. to 4id. American spot 6d. to 6^d., Water White 8d. to 8J|d.

Refined Roumanian spot importers quote 4|d. to 4|d., and

second hands 4^d. to 4^d. Petroleum, Spirit : American ordinary

7d., Deordised 7^. to Sird.

OPIUM.—There is no change to report, there having practi-

cally been notJiing doing in the article since the holidays.

QUICKSILVER—Is veiy steady at £8 15s. per bottle, this

being Roths-child's price, no second-hand offering. Price has

now remained unchanged at this figure for just twelve months.

QUININE.—Makers still quote Is. l^d. per oz. for the

B&S and Brunswick brands of Sulphate for 1,000-oz. lots in

100-oz. tins. While in the speculative market these brands are

obtainable at about 2d. per oz. less money, unless the Bark
shipments from Java commence the year on a more moderate
scale than was the case during the later months of the past

year, a further decline in value of Quinine would appear in-

, evitable. The landings during December were 156,480 oz.

and the deliveries 43.984 oz., making the .stock on December
31, 3.594,048 oz. (corrected) against 3,556,992 oz. in 1901.

SANTONINE—Is very firm at 19s. 6d. to 20s. 6d. i^er lb.,

according to quantity.

SENEGA ROOT—Is very firm at 3s. 6d. to 3s. 8d. per lb.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable comes dearer at 65 rupees
for TN Orange. The market here, however, is quiet, although
steady. There is a continued steady, but not active, demand
on the spot, and moderate sales have been effected in most
descriptions, including TN Orange on a basis of 124s. to
'124s. 6d. for fair. For arrival further business has been done
in TN Orange, but particutars have not transpired. Futures
are quiet and barely steady. Call prices : —January TN,
123s. sellers, 122s. 6d. buyers; Februai-y, 124s. 6d. sellers,
123s. buyei-s; March, 124s. sellers, 122s. buyers; April, 123s.
sellers, 120s. buyers; May, 123s. sellers, 121s. 6d. buyers;
June. 123s. sellers. The .sales include 300 ca*es TN January
delivery at 123s. and ]March at 124s., May buyers at 123s.

SPICES—Ginger : 218 packages all bought" in, bright small
and shrivelled Calicut at 35s. Cloves : 500 bales fair Zanzibar
bought in at 4id. Black Pepper ; 497 bags Penang bought in
at 5|d. to 6d., and 291 bags Trang at 7d. AA^iite Pepper : Of
Singapore only 37 packages sold, good bright at lOid.. and
sittings at 9d. ; 117 bags Penang bought in at 9gd. Chillies :

8 bales Zanzibar sold, chiefly damages, at 30s. 6d. to 34s. 6d.
Capsicums : 274 packages Ea«t Indian bought in, fair bright
cherries off-stalk at 20s. Cassia Vera : 29 bales Timor bought
in at 25s. Nutmegs strong and dearer ; Singapore 80's sold at
Is. 9d'., and Ill's at Is. Id. Of West Indian 65's, ratiher
wormy, sold at Is. lOd., 76's ditto at Is. 6d. Maoe also
dearer ; 7 packages West Indian .sold, good pale heavy at
2s. 6d., fair pale curly at Is. lid., fair red at Is. 8d., broken at
Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. Pimentosteady ; 589 bags sold, fair at 2id.,
middling at 2^d.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's Dmg auctions comprised seventeen catalogues,
some of which were rather lengthy, but matters passed
off exceedingly quietly, no desire to buy being shown, so that
-a very considerable number of the lot« catalognied bad to be
bought in. Cascara Sagrada sold at a full price—viz., 55s.
per cwt. Senna also sold faiily well. Card;-n-oms were slightly
off, as also was Ijiecaouanha, otherwise there was nothing <3f

importance to record, and. in view of this fact, we refrain
from giving further particulars.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
iNFORMAiifON required by readers will be published in this colutun as

early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Beplies wifi, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulie
are given without deflnite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants lor recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Sample of Fat (P. A. C—83/22).—It is no* talW, but more
closely resembles butter or margwine wliiob has become rancid.

Foreign Pharmacy (J. W. P.—83/75).—Please be more
definite and explain what is the nature of the information you
require. Yooi will, find niunerous articles on the subject in back
numbers of the P.J.

Microscopic Examination of Drugs (T. A.—83/27).—The ia-

formation you ask for was given m the first article of the
series, published m the P.J . of February 23, 1901. It would
occupy too mucli space to repeat the directions here.

Name of Pills (H. H. L.—83/23).—If the name has been
regi«tei^ a« a trade mark, the claim could doubtless be up-

held, but you can obtain more definite information from the
compiler of our weekly list of applicfttions for trade marks
(see p. 43).

Urine Analysis (F. J. Y.—83/26).—^Heitzmama's ' Urine
Analysis and Diagnosis ' (Baalhene, 12s. 6d. net) ; Allen's

'Chemistry of Urine' (Ghurchill, 7s. 6d.)
;
Long's 'Tfert-Book

of Urine Analysis for Students and Practitioners of Medicine

'

(Ohiemical Publishing Company, Easton, Pa., U.S.A., $1.50).

OBITUARY.

Atkins.—On January 4, Edwin Atkins, Chemist and Drug-
gist, Bow, E. Aged 69. Mr. Atkins, who was a life member
of the Pharmaceutical Society, h^d been oomiected with the
Society since 1894.

Blttett.—On January 4, William Reginald Bluett, Chemist
and Druggist, Wimbledon. Age3 79.

Child.—On December 30, Thomas Child, Chemist and
Druggist, Headingley, Leeds. Aged 55.

Matthews.—On December 31, Ernest Matthews, Chemist
and Druggist, Royston. Aged 66. iMr. Matthews, who had been
connected with' the Phannaceutical Society as a .student, asso-

ciate, and member since 1873, succeeded to his father's busi-

ness in High Street, Royston. H© was a member of the Urban
District C(>uncil, secretary to tbe Independent Forester.s'

Society, a director of the local Gas Company, and Captain of

the Royston Fire Brigade. Death occurred after a short illness

from blood poisoning.
Thompson.—On January 1, John Roberts Thompson, Chemist

and Druggist, BakeweU. Aged 46. Mr. Thompson had carried

on business as a chemist and druggist in King Street, BakeweU,
for twenty-five years. He was for some time a member of the
old BakeweU Local Board of Health, ajid also performed the
duties of overseer for the parish. He took great interest in

local affairs gienerally, and was a ohTirchwarden and sidesman
of the BakeweU Parish Church.
Williams.—On January 5, Thomas Williams, Chemist and

Druggist, Everton, Liverpool. Aged 59.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
G. W. Wickham and H. E. Wingfield, Winchester, physi-

cians and surgeons.

G. L. L. Hawken and George Black, surgeons, apothe-
caries, and general medical practitioners, Hurstpierpoint,
Susses. Debts will be received and paid by G. L. L. Hawken.
Charles Bwce and Sydney R. Strouts, medical practitioners,

Maidstone, Kent. The business will in future be conducted
by S. R. Strguts.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. G. E> Wilson^chemical manufacturer, Oldbury, has been
api>ointed a J. P. for Worcestershire.

Mr. S. Harris, M.P.S., chemist and druggist, is about to-

,open a new shop at 63, Buiy New Road, Manchester.

Mr. Richard Fenton, chemist and druggist, formerly manager
of Mr. F. W. Bates's branch pharmacy at Alexandra Park,
Manchester, has just disposed of the business he recently pur-
chased in Rochdale Road.

Mr. Sidney Plowman, F.R.C.S., formerly a Bell Scholar and
Poreira medaUist of tlie Pharmaomiticol Society, has bem
appointed Examinor in Pharmacy and Materia Medica in tho
University of Melbourne, Victoria.

Mr. Marmaduke Firth, chemist and druggist, who for

some years has carried on business at 30, Darley Street, Brad-
ford, with the valuable specialty known m Johnson's Glycerine
Linctus, which was left by his predecessor, is about to remove
the business to 31, North Parade, in the same town.

Professor W. Palmer Wynne, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry^
to the Pharmaceutical Society, has been retained on-

the register of recognised teachers of the University of Loudon,
on his transference from the Royal College of Soienoe to th&
School of Pharmacy.

Mr. A. H. Jackson, B.Sc, M.I.E.E., has recently been
elected firafc president of the newly-formed Institute of
Analysts, Assayers, and Metallurgists, of Victoria, Australi*.
Mr. Jackson Ls an old student of the School of Phaiimjacy,
where, in 1878, he won several medals and certificates ; the
same year he was awarded the Pharmaceutical Society's silver

medal.

' Mr. J. S. Wellburn, M.P.S. , who for the pas-t thi-ee years h*9
been with Mr. J. F. Eardley, Ph.C, of Glossop Road, Shef-

field, and for some years previously was manager of Messrs.

Laanplough's business at Old Broad Street, E.C., has acquired
the chemist's business lately caiTied on by Mr. W. Longtoft,

Ph.C, at Bridgie Road, East Molesey. Mr. Longtoft will

continue his dental practice in a room over the shop, as here-

tofore.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications fob the ' Pharmaceutical Journal, must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
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Pharmacy and the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Alkaloi s of Dicentra Cucullaria.

Dicentra cucullaria, N.O. Fumariacea, has received atten-

tion at the hands of R. Fischer and O. A. Soell. The whole

plant was collected while in full bloom, during the early part of

May, in Wisconsin. The investigation showed the plant to

contain at least three alkaloids, one of which is protopine.

Whether or not the other two are identical with alkaloids

already known will be determined by further researches ; inves-

tigations on the related Dicentra canademis are also being

carried on.

—

Pharm. Archiv., Milwaukee, v., 121.

Alkaloids of Eschscholtzia Californica.

R. Fischer and M. E. Tweeden have undertaken the more

complete investigation of the alkaloids of the Californian poppy,

a plant in which Bardet and Adrian had reported the presence

of morphine. The authors find that the number of alkaloids

present is probably seven :—Protopine, fi- and 7- homochelido-

nine, sanguinarine, chelerythrine, and two other alkaloids differ-

ing in properties so far as could be determined from any

previously known. Further investigations will be taken with

larger quantities of material in order definitely to decide this

point.—P/tar»)!. Archiv., Milwaukee, v., 117.

Identification of Malt Liquors.

C. L. Parsons has eximined a large number of samples of

American malt liquors, and of " no malt " beers. The following

figures are giving regarding the composition of seventy-six

samples of malt liquors examined :

—

Sp.
Gr.

Ale. by
Vol.

5-61

Ext.
Albumi-
noid,

(n X 6-25).

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

Ash.
Sul-

phatps
in Ash.

Free
Acid.

Average .

.

101 4-61 047 0-06 0-21 6-34 0-26

Approximately 50 per rent, of these malt liquors contained

salicylic acid. The high percentage of sulphates, and the low

specific gravity and extractive, as compared with previously

published figures, point to a much more general use of glucose

than formerly existed. The considerations which warrant a

chemist in pronouncing a sample of beer to have been brewed

from malt rest largely on the percentage of albuminoids and
phosphoric acid, but are supplemented by the general com-
position. The examination of a number of samples, which,

though a small proportion of malt may have been used in their

production, do not furnish sufficient evidence to warrant a

chemist in stating that they were brewed from malt, shows the

following maximum figures :—

" No-malt " Beeh.

Sp. gr.

Ale.
by

Vol.
Ext.

Albumi-
noid.

(n X 6-25)

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

Ash.
Sul-

phates,

Maximnm.. 101 2-63 3'53 0-21 0-23 0-19 21-22

It is also considered probable that a complete ash analysis

^veuld corroborate the opinion arrived at by a consideration of

the figures for albuminoids and phosphoric acid.

—

Journ. Amer.

Cliem. Soc, xxiv., 1,170.

Vol. 70. (Foubth Series, Vol. 16.) No. 1699.

Determination of Manganese in Iron.

It has been shown that, for the oxidation of manganese in the
colorimetric method, ammonium persulphate, in the presence of

a small amount of silver nitrate, may be employed to advantage

in place of lead peroxide. J. V. R. Stehman, in attempting to

use this method and titrating the permanganic acid with
standard solution of sodium arsenite, found the silver salt to

cause trouble. By precipitating all the silver as chloride, how-
ever, a fine white background is obtained, and the end-reaction

is well marked. It is necessary in the case of pig-irons to filter

free from graphite after solution, as the graphite gives to the

solution a peculiar colour which obscures the end-reaction.

—

Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc, xxiv., 1,204.

Oil of Cassia.

Oil of cassia, official in the U.S.P. under the name " Oleum
Cinnamomi," is the subject of some notes by E. Kremers.

Attention is drawn to the fact that an oil containing as much
as 80 per cent, of cinnamic aldehyde may contain 10 per cent,

of adulterations, and the residue, therefore, should be examined.

Among the adulterations of cassia oil that have been noted are

cedar-wood oil to the extent of 30 per cent., resin and alcohol.

An oil containing 10 per cent, of alcohol had a sp. gr. of 1-037.

Such an oil would naturally yield inaccurate results when
assayed by the acid sulphite method. A mixture of the proper

proportions of petroleum and resin has been found to leave the

oil soluble in 80 per cent, alcohol, without materially changing

the sp. gr. of the oil.

—

Pharm. Review, xx., 545.

Indian Potatoes.

A considerable number of bulbous Liliaceous plants are found

in California, of which many are nutritious, and have con-

sequently been included in the dietary of the native tribes.

They are generally designated Indian potatoes, although they

are corms or bulbs, and rarely tubers. Some of the more im-

portant are species of Galochortus, Dichelo&temma capitatum

Triteleia. laxa, Hookera coronaria, and Quamasia leichtlinii ,.

They are eaten raw, in fact, the more nutty flavoured kinds

often do not survive the gathering, or they are baked for about

twenty-four hours in ashes. The eSeot of cooking is to sweeten

them, and it appears that the mucilage of the raw bulbs is con-

verted into sugar.

—

Contributions from the U.S. National/Her-

harium, 7, 322.

Note on Halphen's Reaction for Cotton Seed Oil.

E. Fulmer has investigated the effect of heat upon cotton seed

oil in its relation to Halphen's reaction (Ph. J. [4] , 5, 463). He
finds that cotton seed oil is rendered inactive to the reagent by
heating to 260^-270° C, and that the intensity of the reaction is

greatly diminished by heating the oil to 220^-240° C. It is,

however, possible that the oil may be heated without injury to

280° C, and reasonably certain that a temperature of 220°-240^

will not render it unfit as an article of food, either alone or as

part of a mixture. Lard from animals fed on coiiton seed meal
may respond to Halphen's reageat with an intensity of colora-

tion equivalent to several per cent, of unheated cotton seed oil.

The author concludes that though the value of the test for

normal unheated oil is unquestionable, its value for diagnostic

purposes is limited, especially in its application to the analysis

of lard. For example, a mixture of fats or oils may be prepared

containing at least 25 per cent, of cotton seed oil which has been

heated to 220^-240° C, or a much larger proportion if heated to

250°-260°, which will give a coloration with Halphen's reagent

not more intense than that obtained with lard from hogs fed

with cotton seed meal.

—

Journ. Avier. Chem. Soc, xxiv., 1,148.

B 2
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Combustion of Carbon in Oxygen.

H. Moissan finds that the three allotropio forms of carbon

differ considerably in the temperature at which they burn in

oxygen, and further, that in all cases before reaching the point

of incandescence, they combine quietly and form a considerable

quantity of CO2. Diamonds burn at between 800° and 875° C.

;

graphites between 650° and 700° C. ;
amorphous carbon between

300° and 500° C. In each instance, however, violet combination is

preceded by a period in which the combination of oxygen and

carbon proceeds slowly at a temperature far below that of in-

candescence. In the case of wood charcoal this is as low]as 100°

C. at ordinary atmospheric pressure.

—

Comptes rend., 135, 920.

Separation of Zinc and Alkaline Metals from Iron.

H. C. Babbitt suggests the following method as applicable

for the rapid determination of zinc and alkaline metals in the

analysis of iron ores. Having the thoroughly oxidised sample

in solution in the minimum amount of hydrochloric acid,

transfer to a separating funnel, add ether, and shake well for

about eight minutes. On standing the lower solution will

•contain all the copper and zinc, together with a small amount
of ferric chloride. Draw ofi the lower solution, precipitate the

copper with H2S, oxidise with bromine and precipitate the

small amount of iron. The zinc ipay then be determined by

any approved method. Lead, if present, is better removed

as sulphate previous to making the ether separation. Separa-

tion of the alkaline metals and aluminium from large amounts,

of iron is made in the same manner. The method is both

rapid and accurate, and avoids the excessive amount of salts

"which are always present when basic acetate or ammonia
separations are made.

—

Journ. Amer, Chem. Soc, xxiv., 1,211.

Manganese Aluminate.

E. Dufau has obtained manganese aluminate, MnAl204, in

the form of small, bright yellow, transparent, octahedral

crystals, by heating together manganous oxide and alumina in

the electric furnace, and purifying the fused mass thus

obtained by prolonged treatment with boiling hydrochloric

acid. The insoluble residue, consisting of a mixture
of manganese aluminate and a little graphite is finally

purified by suspension in methylene iodide, when the different

specific gravity of the two bodies allows of their ready separa-

tion, Manganese aluminatd is perfectly stable in the air at

normal temperatures, but is readily but superficially oxidised on
heating. Although it is insoluble in HCl, it is readily attacked

by HNOs, HF, and H2SO4. It is decomposed by oxidising

agents as well as by alkalies and alkaline carbonates.

—

Convptei

rend., 135, 963.

Amyloform as an Antiseptic.

Amyloform lia.s for some time been used on the Continent in

therapeutics to replace iodoform. It is a derivative of formic

aldehyde, and appears in the form of a light and very fine white

powder which is insoluble, and may be heated to 180° 0. witthout

decomposition, thus lending itself to complete sterilisation before

use. The antiseptic effects produced are extremely pronounced.

Pus from osteo-myelitis placed upon gelatin gave cultures of

staphylo- and strepto-cocci ; amyloform, when mixed vrith the

pus, arrested aU bactenal development. Similar phenomena

were observed when a culture of staphylococci containing amylo-

form was injected into animals, no untoward result ensuing.

Amyloform is non-toxic and without odour. It is recommended

A the treatment of fresh and of suppurating wounds ; it quickens

granulation, the wound soon presenting a healthy appearance.

In the tpeatment of onychia (whitlow), carbuncles, e'tc, amylo-

-form has given proof of its value.

Dormiol as a Sedative.

Monsieur E. Barooh has published a new study upon this

substance. Dormiol is a well-known narcotic, corresponding

chemically to dimethyl-ethyl-carbinol-chloral ; it is a combina-

tion of hydrate of chloral and hydrate of amylene, and appears

(Eis a colourless oily liquid with a sweetish taste. The a thor

experimented upon twenty-five rabbits, each of which received

a slightly different dose. Research has demonstrated that with

a dose of 2 Gm. of a SO per cent, solution (injected i'to tho

medullary serous cavity), a sedative action is obtained, followed

by a certain degree of lessening of sensibility. Intoxication com-

menced with doses of 2 to 3 Gm. Death supervened seven to

nine hours after an injection of 3-5 Gm., and in two to thre«

hours after 4 Gm. had been injected. It has thus been deter-

mined that the lethal dose is equivalent to 1 Gm. per kilogramme

weight of the animal, in so far as the rabbit is concerned. Respect-

ing the clinical application of dormiol, Monsieur Baroch says

that this medicament is far superior to opiates, bromides, sul-

I)honal, trional, etc., and maintains a sort of " half-way " between

chloral and amylene. It possesses the advantages of both, but

the disadvantages of neither.

Treatment of Corks for Dispensing and Other Purposes.

M. Ed. Bonjean has published a note on the above subject.

He states that the alterations which occur in bottled mineral

waters are either "natural " or "accidental." The "accidental"

alterations, which alone are the subject of this communication,

depend (1) upon the chemical composition and bacteriological

state of the water ; (2) the conditions observed in bottling ; (3)

the length of time the water remains bottled, and in a lesser

degree the temperature at which it is kept. In spite of bottling

being effected under conditions as aseptic as is industrially

possible, the water frequently undergoes changes in the iwttle.

Generally, only organoleptic alterations are observed, such as

aspect of water, deposit, mother and algae cultures, putrid and

sulphuretted odours, bland taste, corky taste, etc., etc. The

author has carefully studied each of these alterations, paying

special attention to the production of putrid and sulphur-

etted odours, which were the most serious and objectionable

alterations occurring. The following are some of the con-

clusions arrived at:—^The principal obstacle to the preserva-

tion of bottled wafers is the cork, which introduces spores,

germs, etc., organic matter, among which may be men-

tioned a tannin, and chemical products resulting from

the different treatments to which the corks are subjected.

It is on account of the accidental introduction of these

bodies, on the one hand, and the constitution of the water

itself on the other, that the bottled water becomes the abode of

slow bacteriological and chemical reactions. It has been foimd

that by the appropriate treatment of the corks it is possible to a

great extent to avert the majority of these changes, especially

sulphuration. Instead of adopting a reducing method, as is

usually done (by sulphurous acid, bisulphites, formic aldehyde,

letc.) it has been fotmd preferable to oxidise the fixed organic

matters in the cork, at the same time sterilising the corks them-

selves. The difficulty, however, was to find an oxidising

agent sufficiently energetic to destroy the reducing principles,

but insufficient to produce more accentuated oxidation, such

as the formation of suberic acid. After much experimentmg

a successful method of oxidation was realised, consisting

in treatment, under certain conditions, by a mixture of

chlorates and persulpbates. In spite of all efforts, nothing

has yet been found to supplant cork for bottling purposes on

an industrial scale ; therefore more attention should be paid

to the methodical treatment of cork, and the present-day methods

abolished. It is a matter which affects not only mineral warter*

but all bottled liquids, medicines and hygienic drinks alike.
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ADULTERATED ASAFETIDA.*

BY CHAKLES H. LA WAIL.

Asafetida is a drug which is used as an antispasmodic medici-

nally in this country, and as condiment in the Far East. The

source of supply comes from Persia, Afghanistan and Turkestan,

and by far the largest consumption of it occurs in India, where

-the Mohammedan population and the vegetarian Hindoo classes

use it lavishly in sauces to give their food a relish.

In India the two grades, which occur on the market, are

known respectively a<s "Hing," which is the better grade, and

"Hingra," wliich is the poorer grade. From the state of the

American market at the present time it certainly appears as if

all the " Hingra " came to this country, there being little or no

-material that might be said to be of " prime " quality.

The requirememts of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia call for 60 per

cent.t of alcohol-solulble material. That these requirements

are excessively high has been shown by the protest which has

been registered in recent years against the requirement, which

is so high a« to be impracticable to comply with.

John Uri Lloyd, in the Pharmaceutical Eeview for March,

1896, called attention to this, and reported having examined

six samples, only one of which came up to the U.S.P. require-

ment.

Mr. Umney, in the Chemist and Druggist for December 16,

1899, complained similarly regarding the requirements of the

British Pharmacopoeia, which are even higher than the U.S. P.,
the former requiring 65 per cent, soluble matter.

In the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry for

1900, page 981, Hussell W. Moore reports that the quality of

the asaietida on the market has improved wonderfully during
the last decade, and quotes figures in support of this claim.

He shows that out of 164 samples examined in 1890, only 6
showed a percentage of alcohol-soluble material over 50 per
cent. ; while out oi 150 samples examined in 1900, 71 of the
samples contained 50 per cent, or over of alcohol-soluble mate-
rial. The standard of 50 per cent, was taken by him because
the U. S. Treasury regulations, which are usually based on the

Pharmaoopoeda as a standard, allow a deviation of 10 per cent,

from this standard in the case of asafetida ; that is, the Treasury
Department is supposed to reject and refuse importation to all

asafetida which contains less than 50 per cent, of alcohol-soluble

material.

In the American Journal of Pharmacy for March, 1901,

M. I. Wilbert published an article on this same subject, of the
quality of commercial asafetida, in wliich he showed that most
of the samples examined were far below even 50 per cent.,

and that price was no indication whatever of quality, the
price of the best sample he examined being somewhat less than
the price of the poorest sample.

During the past spring the author had occasion to examine
-eamples of asafetida which were taken from forty-six cases,

which was held up Iby the custom authorities as being below
the Treasury requirements. The custom authorities referred
to are those of the port of Philadelphia. The cases were care-
fully sampled and the samples thoroughly mixed. This mate-
rial was of prime appearance and would pass anywhere for
first-class asafetida ; but upon estimating the alcohol-soluble
material it was found to fall below 33 per cent.

In consequence of this deficiency in quality, the entire lot
was prevented from coming into this port and was sent back
to Europe to be sold there. Other samples were obtained and
a selection made from them, when it was found that the best-

* Read before the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association, and re-
pimted from the American Journal of Pliarmacy.

+ The British Pharmacopoeia, 1898, requires that asafetida should contain
not less than 65 per cent, of matter soluble in 90 per cent, alcohol.-

appearing sample submitted showed a percentage of only 30

per cent, alcohol-solulble material. The only specimen which

has come under the author's notice recently which has exceeded

50 per cent, soluble material was a small lot which had been

held by the seller for at least a dozen years, which was badly

discoloured from having been through a fire, and which had

nothing to do at all with the present market supply.

Investigations are being made now, which cannot be reported

at this time, regarding the status of all the asafetida on the

American market at the present time. The question before the

author's mind, at the present moment is : How does the poor

asafetida get into the New York and other markets it the

custom authorities of the port of Philadelphia are so strict

as to reject it when below 60 per cent. , and when one can turn

round and purchase elsewhere material which contains less

soluble matter than that rejected dn Philadelphia? Surely

there is a laxity somewhere in enforcing the Custom Souse

regulations which should be looked after.

INDIAN ACONITE ROOTS.

In the Agricultural Ledger for 1902, No. 3, Dr. Geo. Watt
devotes his attention to ' The Indian Aconites, their Distribu-

tion and Uses," a subject which can hardly fail to be of

interest to pharmacists at home as well as in India. The
botanical source of the non-poisonous varieties is comparatively

well known, but that of the poisonous kinds, including the

Nepaul aconite, has never been satisfactorily cleared up.

Hanbury, under Indian Aconite (' Pharmacographia,' p. 12),

remarks that several species are indiscriminately collected

under the name of Bish or Bikh, and that in the Nepaul

aconite the roots mostly fail to display any characteristic

structure by reason of the heat to which they have been sub-

jected, although the living root of the A. ferox (figured by Bal-

four in ' Edinb. New Phil. Trans.,' 1849, p. 366, pi. 5) cultivated at

Edinburgh shows the thin, brownish layer, which encloses the

central -psiTt oi A. napellus, replaced by a zone of stone cells,

a feature discernible in the imported root. But the compara-

tively small diameter of these roots, and their proportionately

greater length as represented in the figure of A. ferox. Wall, in

the ' Plant. Asiat. Bar.', tab. 41, shows that the Nepaul aconite

must be derived from some other species. Since 1893 Dr. Geo.

Watt has been endeavouring to trace the botanical origin of

these Indian aconites, by obtaining from aU the northern

provinces of India specimens of the roots and plants. These

have been examined botanically by Dr. Geo. Watt and Prof.

Bruhl,* and specimens of dried roots, plants, and seeds have

been sent to the Eoyal Botanic Gardens at Kew and Edin-

burgh, and to the Museum and Herbarium of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society of Great Britain. But the seeds do not appear to

have germinated. The Indian area of distribution is described

as extending from Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Hazara, Kashmir,

Kumain, Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan to the mountains of

Assam, Manipur, and Burmah. No representative of the genus

Aconitum occurs on the mountains of Central, Western, or

Southern India.

Non-Poisonous Aconites.—These include A. Jieterophyllum,

Wall (Atis) and A. palmatum, Don (Wakhma) and two varieties,

A. muUifida and A. rotundifolia, hitherto referred to A. na-

pellus (' Fl. Brit. India,' 1, p. 29), but these, although said to be

eaten by shepherds on the Alpine ranges, do not appear to be

collected for commercial purposes. Aconitum heierophylhcm

has been examined chemically by Shimoyama and Warsewicz
C^Pharmacog. Indie.,' App., p. 114-122), as well as A, palmatum,
and both apparently yield the same alkaloid. Both are used as

* ' Annals of Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta,' Vol. V., p. 110
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' a tonic, together with astringents, in diarrhoea and dysentery

;

but the roots are distinctly different in appearance. Also by
Dr. B. H. Paul, who obtained an alkaloid from some Wakhma
root sent to the Pharmaceutical Society by the late Dr. Dymock,
but beyond ascertaining that it was different from aconitine

nothing further was done with it. t

Poisonous Indian Aconites.—These include several plants

which have been provisionally placed under A . ferox, Wall. Of
these the var. spicatum is considered by Dr. Watt to be the
chief source of Nepaul aconite. In 1897, however, Professor

Dunstan identified the var. crassicaulis (Nos. 7,037 anf
7,038) as identical with the Nepaul aconite of commerce.
The identification of the plant with the root, so called,

is however, not quite certain at present. The variety

laciniatmn, which has an equally large root, is believed

by Dr. Watt to be probably mixed with that of

var. spicatum in Nepaul aconite. The former root, he
thinks, is probably the one (No. 6,812) that yields an alkaloid

ound by Mr. W. Ji Dunstan Acjric. Ledger, 1897, No. 19,

p. 4), which does not exactly correspond with the properties of

pseudoaconitine. But' the occurrence of this root in the

Nepaul aconite of English commerce seems doubtful, since the
professional aconite collectors of Nepaul and Sikkim have no
difficulty in distinguishing it, and even to European eyes the
numerous and somewhat regular circJular scars give a nodular
appearance to the root which is characteristic of it. The
variety atrox has a root that tapers very graduallj to a long
point, and on transverse section shows well-marked fibro-

vascular bundles, each of an irregular, flat, horseshoe shape, or

sometimes elliptical, arranged so as to form a broad ring around
a central pith, and occasionally a few isolated bundles within
this ring. The variety polyschiswn has similar roots to those
of var. atrox, but smaller, with a single non-star-shaped ring of

vascular bundles. This plant and the variety atrox differs so

distinctly from A . ferox in the character of the root that Dr.
Watt believes they may probably be made a distinct species.

The investigation of the Indian aconites has brought out the
curious statement that Dr. Stapf, who examined the plants at

the Kew Herbarium, has come to the opinion that A. napellus

does not exist in India at all. The two varieties, multifida and
rotundifolia, referred to this species in the ' Flora of British

India,' Vol. 1, p. 29, are non-poisonous, are different in

structure, and will probably be referred to a different species.

One of the Indian aconites, A. rigiduin,'Re\c\\h., which occurs
in Nepaul, has leaves and flowers approaching those of A. napel-

lus. It is figured by Wallich in his 'Plant. Asiat. Rar.,' t. 41,
under the name of A. ferox, Wall, according to Professor
Bruhl, but the root apparently corresponds rather with that of

A. napellus than with that of Nepaul aconite. Another form
A. dissectum, Don, found also in Nepaul, has leaves resembling
those of A. ferox, var. spicatum. These two plants, A. rigidum
and A. dissccttini, Don, are considered by Dr. Watt to be thfe

most promising of the Indian aconites for chemical investiga-

tion. Another form, A. hians, has a small root resembling in
shape that of A. napellus, but shorter, being only about IJin.
long ; it is terminated by a short point. It was found by
Mr. Dunstan to contain aconitine in smaller proportion
than the European A. napellus (Agric. Ledger, No. 19, p. 5).

The structure resembles that of A. napellus, the fibrovascular

tissue being arranged in a single star-shaped ring. As Dr.
Stapf has already in hand at Kew a monograph, of the
Indian species of aconite, and Professor Dunstan has their
roots under chemical investigation, a much clearer light will

probably be thrown ere long on the chemical and botanical
relationship of the Indian aconites, and the mystery of the
botanical source of Nepaul aconite cleared up.

THE ART OF PRESCRIBING.*

The vu/St additions wliicli are made year by year to the

drags placed at the physician's service make the matter of

accurate and compatible prescription writing a question of

increasing importanoe, yet the liccntia.te or graduate is let

loose to itractise his ant without more knowledge of how to

- order the remedies with which he hopes to cure those who
avail themselves of lu« services than the mere smattering he
has succeeded in picking up during the brief i>©rxod of liis

attendance in tlie out-patient room, or of his clinical clerkship

in the wards of his hospital. He has heard this or that formula

recommended by one or other of the chiefs whose practice he

has followed in the wards, or whcse lectures he has listened

to in the theatre, and these he lias laboriously ooiiunitted to

memory, principally for the purposes of examination ; but he

starts on the voyage of his medical career with the vaguefjfc

notion of how properly to combine the drug.s that are indicated

by the conditions of the first patient who confides to him the

responsibility of relieving his symptoms.

To .some of those- who have experience in the examination

of students for their qualification to practise there is no fact

more striking than the extent to which inefficiency prevails in

this elementaay bnt most necessary accomplishment. Tliu

fault does not lie in a seriously defective knowledge of drug.s

or of their therapeutic value, but m ^ lack of tuition and

t^raining in the art of so prescribing them that the patient may
count upon getting his remedy in an agreeable and convenient

form, the chemist a prescription that is within the bounds of

possibility to dispen.se, and the doctor himself a combination of

drugs which the experience of others has proved capable of

achieving certain results.

There is nothing to be said in favour of a polypharmacy that

blindly associates dnig.s in such number.s as to obscure tlm

action of the important constituents of a prescription ; but on

the other liand it is common knowledge that a combination of

remedies will often produce a more ceartain and speedy effect

than an equivalent dose of any single one. The ingenuity and

enterprise of manufaoturing chemists has not removed the

need for detailed pi-esci-iptions that existed before the days of

cachets, tabloids, and capsules ; and it is to be deplored that

accuracy of individual loiowledge should run the risk of being

sacrificed to convenience of commercial opportunity. The pre-

scriber, if he orders his drags in this form, is depriving himself

of the power of iilitiation in the selection of his quantities ;

he must accept the chemist's preparation as it stands, and must

administer it in every case on the principle of curing the

disease, and without much attention to important questions as

to the idiosyncrasy and temperament of the patient. In tho.

case of single drugs the portable and convenient products of

the chemist's manufactory have much to commend them, but

when it comes to a question of a combination of remedies we

adhere to the good, even if old-fashioned, rale which woulil

have no two prescriptions necessarily alike, but have each on

regulated in accordance with the daily requirements of tli

patient and of his disease.

Anotlier obvious objection to the present taste for pharma-

ceutical "elegance" is the opportunity it offers to the public

for dosing themselves. This probably can do no harm when

simple drugs onlj'' are indulged in ; but there is serious evil in

the facilities which are nowadays afforded for purchasing in

the sliop of any chemist powerful and often poisonous remedie-^

without the authority of any one competent to judge whether

they are suitable or necessary. The Birmingham Daily Mail
has been making some inquiries on ' how Birmingham doctoi s

* Beprinted from the Bt iiuh Medieal Jourual, January 10, 1903.
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itself," and has found, ' roughly speaking, that two-thirds of

the average Birmingham druggist's business to-day consists of

the sale of patent and proprietary articles, the remaining third

being chiefly the dispensing of prescriptions." How far the
tissue stability of future generations is being endangered by
the present extravagant use of the various analgesic and other
drugs with which the market is. flooded it is impossible to

estimate, but the question may well be asked whether imme-
diate relief to pain or discomfoi-t is not sometimes purchased at
the expense of ulterior consequences to the individual and to

the race which make for physiological and psychological de-

pravity rather than for righteou.sness. If these modem
developmeits in pharmacy tend to make the art of prescrip-

tion writing less essential, is it conducive to the scientific

advancement of therapeutics that this should be so? If not,

the time has come when those who ai'e concerned with tVe

teaching of the practical applicability of drug.s to the needs

and necessities of the sick must devote more time to the educa-

tion of students in the laws of chemical and therapeutical

incompatibility, in the principles of medicinal combination,

and in the physiological modifications and efiPects which may
be produced by the combination of two or more drugs.

The dlflScultics which arise in consequence of want of suflS-

cient accuracy of knowledge in this important subject are prin-

cipally experienced by the dispensing chemists, who are some-

times brought face to face with ethical problems which they

have trouble in solving. This is evidenced by the increasing

frequency with which communications on the subject are made,
and discussions conducted, at the meetings of the various

pharmaceutical societies. •

Our attention ha« beeni directed to such a paper recently

re:id before the Pharmaceutical Society in Edinburgh by Mi-.

Donald McEwan (P. J., December 27, 1902) on the limits of dis-

cretion in dispensing. With much of what the writer has to

say we are in accord, but if the pharmaceutical education of the

average medical man was up to the standard which the public

has a right to expect and even to demand, there should be no
question of discretion so far as the chemist is concerned. His
business consists in carrying out the written instructions of the
prescriber, and in standing as a safeguard between him and
his patient in the matter of dosage.

The properly trained medical practftioner ought to know how
to construct nis prescription so that it can successfully face the
Driticism of the dispensei", and the relation between the one
and the other should be such that the prescriber is fully assured

Df having his attention at once drawn to any inadvei-tent eiTor

in quantity for which either a clerical slip or a passing careless-

ness may be responsible. The chemist has no right to alter

my detail of a prescription without the prescriber's authority

;

liis office is mei-ely executive, and if he desires to i-etain the
sonfidence of the medical profession he will be duly careful

not to depart, on any pretext, from the straight line of his

iuty. But tie question of ethics as between doctor and chemist
is not confined to the comparatively simple and obvious issue

>f how presciiptions ought to be dealt witli. It goes
aauch further; the chemist, in many cases, is pi-one to don
•he doctor's mantle, and assuming a knowledge which he does
lot possess, is willing not only to .supply the drugs he has for
sale, but also to prescribe for the ailments of tho.ve who are
"oolish enough to believe that by consulting him they may be
:ured of their malady—whatever it may be—without the incon-
venient formality of paying a doctor's fee. We are well aware
:hat this practice is not universal, but we have good reason for
jelieving that it prevails to an enormous extent. Might not
'the limits of discretion " on this aspect of the ethical question

afford to some militant pharmaceutist a suitable text for a

valuable and practical sei-mom?

The ineffective and altogether inadequate training of the .

student in practical pharmacy is one of the weak points in the

medical curriculiim. The first step towards the removal of any
claim for discretionary power on the part of the chemist miist

be increa.sed knowledge on the part of the medical practitioner,

and this can only be achieved by more careful and detailed

attention to this depaa'tment of his professional education.

A COMPARISON OF SOLUBILITY FIGURES.*

BY P. W. SQUIRE AND C. M. CAINES.

On comparing figures given by Greenish and Smith in

their reports (P.J. [4], 11, 190; 12, 774, 806; 14, 510,

532, 551) with those of Squire's ' Companion to

the British Pharmacopoeia,' it will be noticed that they

agree very closely. Out of about fifty substances, in more
tha.ii forty the figures are so close as to be within the limit

of personal equation ; with the remainder the ' Com-
panion ' gives the next whole number either above or below

their decimals. There are two substances, however, in which

tlie difference is so marked as to call for special mention.

Those are ammonium phosphate and zinc .sulphocarbolate.

Experiments with these two substances were, therefore, insti-

tuted for the purpose of arriving at the true figures.

Eight commercial samples of ammonium phosphate were

examined as to their solubility in water at 15' 5° C, and were

also tested by the Pharmacopceia requirements. In no in-

stance did a sample completely dissolve according to the figure

given by Greenish and Smith—viz., 1 in 0'76. In each case a

residue was left undissolved which varied considerably in quan-

tity in the different commercial samples. In the case of one

sample it constituted quite half the salt originally added, and as

this sample corresponded in all respects with the B. P. descrip-

tion, it may be regarded as the official salt. Squire's 'Com-

panion ' gave 1 in 2 from the first edition (1864) to the

fifteenth (1890), and 1 iu 3 in the later editions. Greenish

and Smith state that their figiire was not obtained by using

the normal PharmacoiXBia salt, but by calculation from results

obtained with a salt containing an excess of phosphoric acid-

It has now been found that the solubility of the normal B.P.

salt is 1 in 2, and of the normal acid salt 1 in 3, but a mix-

ture of the two dissolved' in much less water, varying with

the composition of the mixture : one containing 75 per cent,

of the alkaline salt and 25 per cent, of the acid salt had a
tolubility of nearly 1 in 1.

The figure given for zinc sulphocarbolate salt by Greenish

and Smith is 1 in 2' 7, but a stock sample gave a solution I

in 2 (the ' Companion ' figure). Three other commercial

samples were obtained from manufacturing chemists, and each

of those samples gave a solution I in 2 of water. A re-i

ci-y.stallised salt also dissolved 1 in 2. Greenish and Smith,

give the figure for the solubility of zinc sulphocarbolate in

water as 1 in 2-7, and they obtained that result by making a

saturated solution, of the salt and precipitating the solu-

tion with .sodium carbonate, calculating the result into

Zn(OH'C|iH.,'S03)2,HoO, but their previous experiment had

b-hown that the salt they operated unon contained 26'34 per

cent, of water. They did not note the fact that the Pharma-

copoeia formula did not agree with the salt that they were

using. It is clear from the B.P. description of the salt that

the formula should read 8H2O instead of HjO, as crystalline

zinc sulphocarbolate should contain this quantity of water.

The salt loses lYlJd pretty readily at 105°-110° C, but the

' Abstract of ajj article in the Chemint and Druggist,
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last molecule of water requires a
.
higher temperature, and is

driven off -with diflBculty. -
.

-

Comparative Table of Solubilities.

Salt.

Ammonium bromide
Ammonium ohloride
Potassium bromide
Potassium iodide
Sodium bromide
Sodium iodide
Sodium chloride
Ammonium carbonate
Potassium bicarbonate
Sodium bicarbonate
Potassium carbonate
Sodium carbonate
Lithium carbonate
Ammonium phosphate
Sodium phosphate
Potassium nitrate
Potassium permanganate
Sodium arsenate
Sodium hypophosphite

,

Sodium nitrite
Sodium salicylate
Sodium sulphite
Sodium sulphocarbolate
Lead acetate

,

Potassium acetate
Potassium chlorate
Potassium bichromate
Ammonium benzoate ,

Sodium benzoate
Borax
Potassium sulphate

(
58 5" P.

)

Sodium sulphate ] 59-5

1 60-5 )

Calcium hydrate
Potash caustic
Potassium citrate

Potassium tartrate
Potassium acid tartrate
Sodium potassium tartrate

Acid arsenious crystallised
Acid, boric
Acid, chromic
Acid, citric

Acid, tartaric ,

Alum (ammonia)
Alum (potash)
Calcium chloride, CaCl22H20
Copper sulphate
Lithium citrate
Magnesium sulphate
Zinc acetate
Zinc chloride
Zinc sulphate
Zinc sulphocarbolate

Squire's
' Companion.'

Greenish and
Smith.

1 in 1-5 1 in 1-40

1 in 3 1 in 2'80
1 in 1-7 1 in 1-59

1 in 0-75 1 in 071
1 in 1-2 1 in 1126
1 in 0'54 1 in 0-58
1 in 2-75 1 in 2-8

1 in 4 1 in 3-94
1 in 3-2 1 in 3-21

1 in 12 1 in 11 '08
1 in 0'75 1 in 0-61*

1 in 1-6 1 in 1-66

1 in about 70 1 in 72-8

1 in 3 1 in 0-76
1 in 6 1 in 6-91
1 in 4 1 in 3-77
1 in W 1 in 18-7

1 in 4 1 in 4-88

1 ia 1 1 in 0-63*

1 in 1-2 1 in 1-36

1 in 1 1 in 0-83*

1 in 1*33. 1 in 1-86
1 in 6 1 in 5-48
1 in 2 1 in 2-37
1 in 0-5 1 in 0-279I'

1 in 16 1 in 16-53
1 in 10 1 in 9-93
1 ini 6 1 in 5-i
1 in 2 1 in 1-64*

1 in 25 1 in 23-69
1 in 10 1 in 9-65

2-88

1 in 5 Z-6&
2-44

1 in about 900 1 in 780
1 in 0-5 1 in 0-647*

1 in 0-6 1 in 0-55*

1 in 0-6 1 in 0-625*

1 in 200 1 in 218-6

1 in 1- 1 in 1-138*

1 in 100 1 in 71
1 in 25 1 in 25
1 in 0-5 1 in 0-59

1 m 06 1 in 0-51

1 in 0-8 1 in 0-71

I in 11 1 in 9-95

1 in 11 1 in 9-70

1 in 1 1 in 0-82

1 in 3-5 1 in 2-79

1 in 2 1 in 1-635

1 in 1-3 1 in 0-98

1 in 2-5 1 in 2-11

1 in 0-4 1 in 0 344
1 in OT 1 in 0-65

1 in 2 1 in 2-7

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF THE LATE PROFESSOR
WISLICENUS.

BT " OAND. CHEM."

As one of -those who had the privilege and pleasm-e of work-

ing undjer the late Profeesor J. Wislicenus, of Leipzig, during

his last year of active work, the following reminisoenoes of

him will perhaps be of interest to readers of the Jonrnal.

Having previously heard from Professor Wislicenus that I

could have a working bench in his laboratory for advamced

students, I made his acquaintance one Friday morning about

the middle of October, 1901. After an all-might journey from

Flushing, I arrived in Leipzig at 9 a.m., and when I had had

Friihstiick, I went to call on him. He at once put me at ease

by speaking English, and after a general conversation, in which

ke alluded to the necessary Immatriculation as a member of

the University and the " Verbandsexamen," -which I was to

begin on the following Monday^ he took me to the room wliere

I was to work.

On the following Monday I began the practical part of the

" Verbandsexam.," which ooneists of aji hour's viva voce

* Corrected figures (see P. J. [4], 14, 552).

examination an both inorganic and oi-ganic chemistry and ';^rac-

,
tical work in qualitative, gravimetric, and volumetric analysis,

I Having negotiated the practical part, there was just iSha

theoretical viva voce to follow. Being yet a oomparativo-

stranger in a strange land, and not being gifted -with sufficient

fluency in the language to staiid an hour's strain, I was againr

favoured by being examined in English. This preliminary being

mow cleared out of the way, w© came to the serious part of

the task

—

i.e., the subject for the "Arbeit." In this I was
given an extension of some of the previous work of the pro-

fessor on some tautomeric keto-ienols and diketomies.

As a professor, he took the keenest interest in the research,

work which was being carried on by his studemts, 'and was ii»

the habit of coming round at least three times a week to those

m&n who were working on his arbeits. His first question waa
always either " Nun, was haben Sie neues ? " or " Nim, was
machem Sie, Herr X. ? " Then if the student had anything of

imjKwtanoe to communicate, hio would listen to his explanation

and discuss any matters with him, always making notes of the
progress of the arbeit in the little book he carried about -wltli

him.

He lectured five mornings a week during the semester from
8.15 to 9 on either organic or inorganic chemistry. These leo-

tures, though given at an Ihour to which Engli^ students and,

I think, English professors woidd object, -were alway s well

attended and listened to witih great care. His style was clear-

ness itself and quite intelligible to anyone who had read any

Gei-man text-books on the subject. In addition to these he also

gave public lectures once a week.

One of the most pleasant features of the period dxuing wMoh
he held the directoiiship of the Erstes Chemisches Labora-

torium was the Wednesday dinners, to wihich he used to invite

each of the students in the laboratory in turn, occasionally as

many as twelve at a time being present. These gatherings,

which gemerally lasted from one o'clock until 3.30, were always

most enjoyable, as very often he gave most interesting reminis-

cences of his work in Ziiridh and anecdotes of various lights in

the chemical world whom he had met or had to do -with.

Dufl^ing the last sunxmer semester his health began to fail,

and at the beginning of the present winter he. obtained leave

of 'absence with^ I believe, the intention of resigning his pro-

fessorship at Easter.

He has thus died in his sixty-eighth year, having been bom
on June 24, 1835. It is said he began life as a glazier's

apprentice. He studied dhemistiy at Halle and Ziiridh, where

[he was professor for twelve years until 1872 ; from the Ziiridh

Polyteohnikum he went to the Wurzburg University imtil 1885,

when he received his call to Leipzig. He has been a regular

and continuous contributor to chemical research, as a study of

the Royal Society's catalogue of scientific literature shows. It

was not so much quantity as quality, but his work, -svihich has

been mainly devoted to organic ohemisstry, has led to great

developments in this subject. It may be said that his work on

paralactic acid and ordinary lactic acid, the differences of which

he considered to be due to -the spatial arrangement of the atoma,

really was the fotmdation of van't Hoff's theory of the asym-

metric carbon atom. This work on the lactic acids was pub-

lished in 1873. This was followed in 1887 by his paper dealing

with the spatial arrangement of the atoms in unsaturated com-

pounds of the fumaric and maleio acid series. One day at

dinner he s.aid that in another year he would be able to cele-

brate his hundredth semester, but this he has not lived to see.

These are a few of the pleasant memories which I shall always

retain of the nine months spent under the guidance of one who
has been described as "one of the most inspiring teachers and

at the same time one of the most lovable of all the great

German masters of chemistry."
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Illegal Sale of Poison.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Eames.

At Liverpool County Court on Monday, Januai-y 12, his

"Honour Judge Collier had before him two cases, in each of which

the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain cla/imed £5, being

the full penalty under the Pharmacy Act, against John Eames,

^ unqualified assistant to a Liverpool chemist, for selling poison

contrary to the provisions of the Pharmacy Act.

Mr. C. E. Nield, solicitor, Liverpool, appeared on behalf of

• the Society, and Mr. William Rudd defended.

Mr. Nield, in opening the proceedings, said that the Societj;^

claimed from the defendant two penalties of £5 each for having,

on October 22 loist, sold poison—namely, morphine—contained in

-and forming part of the ingredients of a compound known as

" Kay's Essence of Linseed," and for having on the 31st of the

same month sold poison—namely, morphine—contained in and

forming part of the ingredients of a compound known as " Mrs.

•Winslow's Sootliing Syrup," contrary to the provisions of the

Pharmacy Act. The defendant was in the employ of a Mr.

Stephen Stephenson, a duly qualified chemist carrying on busi-

ness at 98, Kensington, Liverpool, as his principal place, and

having a branch shop at 270, Ken.sington. He attended to the

business at 98, Kensington, and practically left the other shop to

the defendant. He (Mr. Nield) would prove the sale by the de-

fendant, and he would also prove by the analyst that the articles

Bold contained a certain poison which came within the Schedule

of the Act, and if he proved that he would ask his Honour to

decide that the Pharmaceutical Society were entitled to recover

from, the defendant the two penalties amounting to £10.

The Judge: Do you, Mr. Rudd, admit that there is poison in

these compounds?

Mr. Rudd : I think the analyst will probably prove it. There
is no doubt there is to some extent, but it is a question to what
amount.

The Judge : You admit there is some?
Mr. Rudd : Yes, there is some, I believe.

Arthur Foulds, being called and sworn, produced a bottle

which he said contained " Kay's Compound Essence of Linseed."

The Judge : It Ls admitted that it contains morphine?
Mr. Rudd : Yes, but on the question of quantity I may say

there was a case in the Coui-t of Appeal in regard to medicine

containing poison in which the poison was in such an inap-

preciable quantity that the Court dismissed the appeal, and I

should like to know what quantity it is in these cases, and
whether it goes beyond that.

The Judge : Do you admit the sale?

Mr. Rudd : Yes, but I should like to hear what they say.

Mr. Nield : As Mr. Rudd has no doubt only come into the case

quite recently, I may say that I have asked the defendant for an

admission of certain facts. I served" the usual request for ad-

missions, and the defendant has taken no notice of it, conse-

quently I have been compelled to bring all the evidence I have
here this morning.

The Judge : Yes
;
well, go on with the evidence.

The witness proceeding, in answer to questions by Mr. Nield,

said that he bought the bottle produced at Mr. Stephenson's

ehop, 270, Kensington, Liverpool, and it was supplied to him by
the defendant, whom he knew because he had supplied him with
poisons previously. The witness produced another bottle, which
ihe stated contained " Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup," which
ie also purchased at Mr. Stephenson's shop, and which was
supplied to him by the defendant. He was able to identify the

bottles by the labels, on which he had himself placed some

writing for the purpose of identification.

Cross-examined by Mr. Rudd, the witness said : I did not in

any way give notice to the defendant of the object of the pur-

chase, but I think the defendant could recall the sale because he

keeps a kind of cash register. Apart from that I did nothing

to enable him to note the sale. I did not see anyone else in the

shop at the time of the sale. The defendant did not go out of

liiy sight or pa.ss to the dispensing counter before handing me
the bottle. I know which is the dispensing counter, but tlift

defendant did not go round there to wrap it up. I went in with

the particular intention of tafcing notice if anyone else was in

the shop.

Mr. Rudd : And with the intention of taking him in?

The Witness : Yes, if he wished to break the law, which he

has been doing many times.

Harry Moon, called and examined by Mr. Nield, said he was

clerk to the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society, and he

received the bottles produced personally from the last witness,

and had retained them in his possession until January 6, when
he handed them to Mr. Tickle.

Thomas Tickle, examined by Mr. Nield, said: I am city

analyst for Exeter. I received the bottle of Kay's Compound
from Mr. Moon, with instructions to analyse it. I analysed it

and found it contained morphine.

The Judge : In what proportion!

The Witness : In the proportion of orie-tenth of a grain per

fluid ounce. Continuing, the witness said : I &lso received from

Mr. Moon the bottle of " Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup," and

analysed it. I found it contained morphine in quantity not

appreciably diffei'ent from that in "Kay's Compound," namely,

1/lOth of a grain per fluid ounce.

Mr. Nield : You know the schedule of the poisons to the

Pharmacy Act?

The Witriess : I am acquainted with at, and this comes within

the Schedule.

The Judge : Is that admitted that it comes within the

Schedule?

Mr. Rudd : Morphine does
; yes.

Cross-examining the witness, Mr. Rudd asked : Now what
do you say as to the quantity, Mr. Tickle ? Is it an appreciable

quantity?—Yes.

I suppose one might take a bottle full of at at a time without

it doing one any harm?—^I think not ; it depends who the " one
"

is.

Well, a strong man miglht safely taike a whole bottle of it,

miighiti not he?—-I should not like to say a strong man could

do so, because a strong man might have a weak heart.

'Mr. Nield : That is my case, your Honour.

Mr. Rudd : I isulbmiit to your Honoou' tliat no case has been

proved against my client. lit has not been shown that my client

is um-egistered.

The Judge : "What?

Mr. Rudd : It has not been proved.

Mr. Nield : We can soon do so.

Mr. Rudd :The onus is upon them to show it—it is not upon

me to admit it.

The Judge: What does the Act say?

iMr. Nield: It is Section 13, Sir. The Act says that the

absence of tJhe name of any person from the printed Register

shall be evidence, and I can prove the defendant's name is not

in it.

Mr. Rudd : If you prove that, you will have completed your

case, I suppose I don't say he is registered, but you must

prove he is not.

Mr. Nield: Well, at the pi-esent moment he is paying on a

fine for a similar offence—this is only one of those little tech-
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nicalities tliait some .people delight in. This is the Register,

your Honour, which is part of l^lie Pharmacy Act (handed to

^h? Bench), and I will recall Mr. Moon to prove it if you will

ftlloT*- me.

the Judge : The A'ct, I see, says that the Register shall be

evidence, and if his name does not Qippear I think that would

ibie evidence 'Shat he is not registered.

Mr. Rudd: It does not follow, because that is made up to

Decemjber 31 in each year.

The Judge : The Act «ays the absence of such name from

the Register shall be evidence unless it shall be shown to the

contrary.

Mr. Rudd : Yes, and the onus of proving lihe contrary

wonld be on the defendant, but I take it he is not on the

Register. Now, what I have to .say to the .two charges is

this
:

' On .both occasions on which these patent medicines were

purchased there was a didy .qualified chemist in the establish-

ment, and the sale that took place was praotically a sale

by the duly qualified person and not by the defendant, who
merely handed the article across ttie counter. That is the only

way I can put the .defendant's case, and I ask your Honour to

consider it from that point of view. I shall show that on one

occasion Mr. Stephenson was there in the dispensing depart-

ment, and on the other occasion a duly qualified assistant was

in the place when these art.icles were handed out. I shall ask

your Honour to find, as a. fact, that this was a case where a

person does a thing through the agency of 'another, land that

the principal was beliind the counter in the one case and a duly

qualified person in the other.

Mr. Nield : My friend did not suggest in his cross-examina-

tion that there was soaneone else in tlie shop.

The Julge : I will hear the evidence, I think.

John Eames, sworn, and examined by iMr. Rudd

:

You are an assistant to ,Mi-. Stephen iStephenson, 270, Ken-

sington, the shop where these sales took j)lace?—Yes ; I am
junior assistant.

You have ^ ca.sh regi^er arrangement in which you enter up

the particular sales and the time?—^The particular sales, yes,

but not the- time.

Do you remember the sale which took -place of " Kay's Com-
pound Essence of Liniseed " to the witness who was in the

box?—By the .check on the till I see 'there wa« a bottle sold

on that date.

On October 22?—Yes.
Who was in charge .of the sliop on that date?—.Mr. Fairless,

a qualified chemist, was in charge of the shop.

You aot.ed under him, I sujxpose?—Yes. I should show it

to him first—those are my ins*tru(ibions.

The Judge: Did you ,show this to him first?—As far as 1

can remember, I carried out my instruotions.

The Judge : Never mind your instructions. What did you
do?—Well, I aim almost certain I showed it to him.

Ml-. Rudd: Before wrapping it up?—^Yes. I had to take it

(behind the dispensing counter before I wreupx^ed it up, because

the paper is kept there.

And he was there behind the dispensing counter?—He was
there, yes.

And then you handed it out to the purchaser with the otfcher

articles?—Yes.

Now, what about the sale on Ocftober 31—Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup?—I see there was a bottle sold on that day,

according to the cash register.

Wh.at time did it take place?

—

In the evening of the 31.s;t.

The Judge: IH5. you sell this Soothing Syrup?—Yes, under
the supervision of Mr. Stephenson.

Mr. Rudd: Mr. Stephenson was in the shop at the time?

—

Yes, he was.

And, as before, you took it behind the counter of the dis-

pensary?—Yes, sir.

And then you wrapped it up and handed it out?—Yes.

This purchaser gave you no notice at all of any intention to

report tlie sale for any pm^pose?—iNo, nothing at all.

Nothing to call your attention to it?—iNo,

Cross-examined by Mr. Nield

;

Is this a look-up shop?—Yes,

And have you anyone to assist you in it?—Yes ; Mr. Fair-

less—or I was assisting him.

How long have you been in the employ of Mr. Stephenson^—
A little over two years now.

Who opens the shop?—iSooietimes I open it, sometimes Mr.

Fairless, and sometiimes Mr. Stephenson himself.

Who is responsible for opening the shop?—As a rule I am.

How many days a week does Mr. .Stephenson open it?—^You

had better ask him.

I am asking you—does he ever open it?—Yes.

Who opened it on Saturdiay last?—I did.

Who assisted you during the day?—iMr. .Stephenson himself.

How long was he there ?—^Hc was there nearly all day—about

eight hours. The shop was opened at eight o'clock in the morn-

ing and closed at twelve at night.

Take last Friday, for instance ; how long were you alone in

the shop?—About three hours.

If anyone had come in for either of these things during that

time, what would you have done?—My instructions were not

to sell them.

When were these inst.ructions given?—^After I was fined last

time ; I was told not to sell poisons when I was alone.

I think you have made several atitemipts to pass the pharma-

ceutical exaananation?—Yes.
In the course of fmther cross-examination, the defendant said

that either Mr. Stephenson or Mr. Fairless was in the shop, 270,

Kensington, the whole of each day. They put in the whole of

their time between the two shops, 98 and 270. Mr. Fairless

left Mr. Stephenson's employ the day before Christmas Day.

Another assistant had been engaged in place of Mr. Fairless,

and the new man was not a registered man.

Stephen Stephenson, in the course of examination by Mr.
Rudd, stated that he was a qualified chemist, and carried on

business at two shops in Kensington, Liverpool. The defendant

was his assistant at the shop 270, Kensington. Mr. Fairless was ai

duly qualified man, and was in his employ until December 24

last. His duty was to attend both the Kensington shops alter-

nately, so that either he or witness was in each shop during busi-

ness hours. Under that arrangement there was nearly always a

qualified man at each shop. He remembered the sale of a

bottle of " Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup " on October 31.

He was at the disi>ensing counter at the time. The defendant

supplied 'it to the customer, but before doing so brought it to

him at the dispensing counter. The defendant had to come to

that counter to get the paper to wrap the bottle in, and he

remembered that he had to step out of the way in order that

the assistant might get at the paper. The quantity of poison

in the .soothing syrup was so small, it would, in his opinion, be

scarcely enough to poison a child. The sale in question took

place under his supervision and practically through hini.

Mr. Nield j You are not going to suggest in a public court

that anyone could take Winslow's Soothing Syrup indis-

criminately, are you?

The Witness : I am speaking of the amount contained in one

bottle—the dose is prescribed on the label on the bottle.

Mr. Nield : It is a fact, is it not, that Mr. Eames has been

fined before for this sort of thing?

The Witness : Oh. yes.
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Mr. Nield : And heaving regard to tliat knowledge, does not

it seem strange, if you were in the shop at the time, that you

did not hand over the bottle direct to the customer yourself?

The Witness : No, it is not necessary.

Mr. Nield : But it is.

The Witness : No, it is not.

^fr. Nield : Well, we will leave that question to the Court.

I want to know why you did not hand the bottle of syrup to the

customer?

The Witness : Because it is so comanonly sold.

Mr. Nield : You have warned your assistant not to sell poison?

The Witness: Only under certain conditions—not in the

absence of a qualified supervisor.

!Mr. Nield : Supposing you had not been in the shop at the

time, would he have sold this soothing syrup?

The Witness : I cannot say. I should not think so. In reply

to further questions by Mr. Nield, the witness said that when
the sale took place he was at the dispensing counter, which was

at a right angle to the serving counter. He would be visible to

a customer at the latter counter. At the present time he had

no registered chemist in his employ.

Mr. Nield : You have taken an unregistered man into your

em])loy since Mr. Fairless left you, is that so?

Mr. Rudd : This is not pertinent to the pre.sent case at all,

and has no bearing on it.

William E. Fairless, examined by Mr. Rudd, deposed that he

had been a registered chemist since July la,st. He entered Mr.

Stephenson's employ on September 7 last and left him December
24. Between those dates it had been his duty to attend both

shops in the way stated by the last witness. On October 22 he

was at the shop, 270, Kensington, from 3.30 to 6 p.m., but he

could not say whether during those hours a bottle of "Kay's
Compound Essence of Linseed " was sold. It would have been

the duty of the assistant to bring the bottle to him before

selling it, but he had no recollection of that being done on the

date in question. That would be the assistant's duty in

ordinary routine. The cash register, however, did show the

sale of a bottle of that mixture on that date.

Cross-examined by Mr. Nield, the witness said that at 2.45

the defendant would not be in the shop alone, as Mr. Stephen-

son would be there. It was not usiuil in regard to proprietary

medicines to restrict the handing out of the article to a qualified

chemist. It was customary tor an assistant to do it so long as

a duly qualified chemist was present.

Mr. Nield : But you, as a registered chemist, personally hand
all poisons to the customer, and do not pass them through the

lands of an assistant?

The Witness : Yes, that is so.

Re-examined by Mr. Rudd : He drew a distinction between

proprietary medicines and poisons, and he did not think it was
necessary the former should be exclusively handed to the cus-

tomer by a registered chemist so long as the article was sold

under the supervision of a duly qualified man.

Mr. Rudd : That is the defendant's case, your Honour.

!Mr. Nield : I sihould like to recall the purchaser of these

articles as to anyone else being present at .the time, as it was
not suggested in cross-examinaition that anyone else was
present.

The Judge: You can do so. It was s1;ate<l there was a case

on appeal. What was that?

Mr. Rudd : There .was a case in regard to the amount of

poison contained in a mixture, but I think the present case

goe« farther than that quantity. Here apparently there is an
appreciaible amount, and it would be useless for me to contend

that.

The Judge : What are the words of the Act?
Mr. Rudd: "No person shall sell" poison who is not a

registered chemist, and the whole question is if my client sold.

Mr. Nield : I should like to draw your Honour's attention

to the case of the Pharmaceutical Society against Wheeldon,
reported a.t page 688, Law Reports Q.B., 53 Vic, 1890. That
was a case of an unregistered assistant selling poison, and it

is the case I rely upon.

Mr. Rudd : I submit that the degree of personal soiperin-

tendence would vary with the artidle sold. If it were a poison

of course there mmst be a grealter personal supervision than

if it 'Wiere a proprietary medicine such as tfliis soothing syrup,

which ivs sold ready wrapped up, and is not mixed by the

assistant.

Mr. NieH : One other matter. I do not admit that either

iMr. Stephenson or Mr. Fairless was present when the sale

took place, and I should like to recaill Mr. Foulds, .as he was

not cross-examined by my friend on tlie point.

The Judge : Yes, recall him.

Arthur Foulds, recalled. In answer to Mr. Nield, he stated

that he specially looked round the shop to see if anyone else

was preisent besides the assistant, and no one was present as

far as he could see on either occasion. There might, however,

foe a portion of the dispensing counter where he could not see,

but as a fact the defendant when serving him never left his

presence for a moment, and did not go to the dispensing

counter to get paper to wrap t(he articles in.

His Honour, in giving judgmienlt, said : In this case I think

I muist find for the plaintiff Society for the penalty claimed,

and I tiunk the principles on which a case of .this kind ought

to be dacid'ed are la.id down in this case of the Pharmaceutical

Society against Wheeldon. There it is said that the object of

the Act, beyond all other considerations, was to provide for the

safety of the public and to guard as far as possible every mem-
ber of the community from the disastrous consequences arising

from the sale of poisons by persons inadequately acquainted

with the baneful properties of poisons ; and the whole object

of the Act would be frittered away and the Act itself be-

come a dead letter, if an unqualified assistant could lawfully

and with impunity sell any of the poisons to which the Act
applies, unless upon each occasion of such sale he acts under

the personal supervision of a qualified employer or a
qualified assistant to such an employer. Such personal super-

vision meant not mere presence in the shop or room where

the sale takes place, but actual personal supervision. I do
not think I can find tlhat Mi'. Eames acted on either occasion

under the personal superintendence of c qualified .chemist or a

qualified assistant. His sugges.tion is that Mr. Stephenson

was in the shop at the time, but he admits that he was at

another counter at the time the sale was made. If Mr.

Stephenson were in the :shop in those conditions, I do not

think that amounts to a personal superintendence.
, In personal

superintendence there must be some connection .between that

persK>n and the sale, therefore I think my judgment must be

for i^he .plaintiff Society for £10.

]Mr. Nield asked for costs, which were granted, and referred

to the Registrar for adjustment.

Undefended Cases at Liverpool.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Griffiths and v. Hunter.

On the isame day iMr. Registrar Cooper, at the Liverpool

County Coiu't, had two similaa' cases hefore -him, and the

offences were admitted. In one case the Pharmaceutical So-

ciety sued Heoiry .Griffiths, assistant to Boidden and Co.,

chemists, 42, Dale Street, Liverpool, for having sold " Browne's

CMorodyne " ; and in the other the defendant was G. L.

Hunter, an assi.stant at the City Drag Company's shop, 160,

Walton Breok Road, Liverpool, who had sold "Kay's Com-
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pound Essence of Linseed." A jienalty of £5 in each case was

inflicted.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Gregory's Powder.

At Lambeth Police Court, Thursday, January 8, Annie Wolff,

Choumert Road Peckham, was summoned hy the Canibei-well

Borough Council for selling Gregoiy's powder, in the com-

pounding of which hydrated carbonate of magnesia had been

substituted for light magnesia. Mr. G. W. Marsden, solicitor

to the Coomcil, appeared in support of the sunmions.

Inspector Groom, the Council's officer, pointed out that

Gregory's powder was an article largely used, and that a

standard for its composition was laid doArn in the British

Pharmacopoeia.

The Defendant said she was very sorry this had occurred.

She believed she was using the light magnesia in accordance

with the instructions given in the British Pharmacopoeia,

Dr. Geo. Millson, medical officer of health for the borough
of Southwark, wa^s called to give expert evidence in support

of the summons. He said the keeping properties of the

article would be very much lessened by using the hydrated
carbonate. The article would not have the same effect as

proper Gregory's powder. '

The Defendant said she did not know the diffei-ence between
the two kinds of magnesia.

The Magistrate : People who sell these things ought to

have knowledge of what it is they are selling. You must pay
a line of 10s. and 17s. 6d. costs.

Mercury Ointment.

At Stoke County Police Court, Friday, January 9, the Stipen-
diary {Mr. Harold Wright) read the following written judg-
ment in the casei heard at Tunstall on December 18, and at
Longton on Decemiber 31, in which a number of chemists were
conceiTied :

—
Judgment.

" The defendants (Robert Home Featherstone, Samuel Cham-
bers McKee, Thomas Leicester, Arthur Percival Filey, Albert
Feaidey, Boots, Ltd., George Fisher, Jane Mercer) are sum-
moned before me under Section 6 of the Food and Drugs Act,
1875, in that they did sell, to the prejudice of a purchaser, a
drug which was not of the nature, substance, and quality de-

manded. Though each defendant is brought before the court
by separate summonses for an offence on a date therein set

out, it will be convenient to the parties concerned that I
should deliver one judgment. Upon the evidence given on
behalf of the prosecution on the one side, and on behalf of
the defendants on the other, I have to give my decision on
four distinct points—(1) What is the drug demanded? (2) Is

the drug of the nature, substance, and quality demanded?
(3) If the drug is not of the nature, substance, and quality
demanded, was the purchaser prejudiced thereby? (4) If the
purchaser was so prejudiced by the drug being not of the
nature, substance, and quality demanded, was the seller pro-
tected by a label declaring the contents of the parcel? With
regard to the first point, it is undoubted that the purchaser
in every case asked for mercury ointment, and that, in spite
of suggestions made to him of further explanation, the pur-
chaser, no doubt acting on his instructions, confined his one
demand to mercury ointment. With regard to the Second
point, I find that in every case the drug delivered was not
mercury ointment. Mercury ointment is a drug which must
have a i)ercentage of mercury of 48-6, as set out in the British
Pharmacopoeia. There is no other standard, and any less per-

centage of mercury makes it a drug not of the nature, sub-

stance, and quality of mercury ointment. With regard to

the third point, though the drug sold did not contain 48'6-

per cent, of mercury, it must (be sold to the prejudice of the

purchaser. The evidence was direct that, neither by printed

matter in or about the shops nor by word of mouth, waa any

intimation given to the purchaser that the drug delivered

cfiffered in any way from the drug demanded. In one case,

certainly, the seller asked the question whether ' ordinary ' or

'strong' was required, but, in his opmion, that query in no-

way declared the drug to contain less than 48' 6 of mercury,

iior could a reasonable purchaser so judge it. With regard

to the fourth point, were the defendants, or any of them

—

the above facts notwithstanding—protected by a label declaring

the constituents of the drug delivered in conformity with

Section 8 of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875. In my
opinion, after careful consideration of the eases cited before me
on behalf of the prosecution and on behalf of the defence, there

is nothing proved before me which entitles any one of the

defendants to the protection of Section 8. If the mere fact

that a label was put on a box or a parcel, without the possi-

bility of the purchaser knowing what (if anything) was on

the label, would free the seller from responsibility, Section 8
would be an incentive to fraud. In several of the cases it

was proved that a la;bel was attached to the parcel, and then

the parcel was wrapped up in opaque jjaper. It would be

manifestly absurd if chemists, because they iisually wrapped

all their parcels in opaque paper, should thereby be enabled

to evade Section 8. In the cases before me this is what it

would amoxmt to, for I find, as a fact, that the purchaser had

not, nor could he reasonably be expecte^d to have had, a know-

ledge of what (if anything) was on the label. I do not find

that the defendants, in not conforming with the law, were

guilty of any fraudulent intent thereby to enrich themselves,

but in inflicting a f)enalty I must take into consideration that

they had, in usurping the place of the properly qualified

medical practitioner, given to the public a useless concoction

so far as the benefits to be derived from mercuiy are con-

cerned. The penalty will be 40s. and costs in each case."

The costs amounted to thirty guineas, payment of which

was divided between the eight persons convicted.

Mr. C. Kirby (London) asked the Stipendiary to state a case

on the question of labels, and the Stipendiary readily agreed

to do 60.

Including the fine and costs, "etich defendant had to pay^

£6 19s. 9d.

Newry Quarter Sessions.

Claim For Wages.

At Newry Quarter Sessions, Matthew Hale Neilson, chemist's

assistant, Donegal, sued Messrs. S. Connor and Sons, chemist>s,

Newry, to recover £18—£13 for five months and one

week's wages, from July 1 to December 6, 1902 ; and £5
for one month's wages (£2 10s.) and one month's boarding

allowance (£2 10s.) in lieu of notice. Defendants tendered

£13 in fuU settlement of the claim.

His Honour held that the plaintiff had been guilty of un-

ruly conduct, and that Mr. Connor was justified in dismissing

him without notice. He dismissed the case on the merits, the

money lodged in court to be handed over to the plaintiff.

Bristol Quarter Sessions.

Bcimcke v. Turner and Others.

This was an appeal by J. Reinecke, herbalist, against »j

decision of the Bristol magisti-ates, convicting him of an allege^-'
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offence under the Act controlling refreshment houses. The

question was whether a certain beverage sold was refreshment

or a medicated beverage. The beverage was sold as " sar-

saparilla and dandelion stout," and evidence was given that it

was taken as medicine.—The Recorder, in giving judgment, said

that in his opinion the house was kept open for public refresh-

ment, and oame within the meaning of the Act. He found in

favour of respondents, with costs against the appellant.

Medicine Stamp Duty Act.

Sale of Beecham's Pills.

At Highgate Petty Sessions, January 14, Arthur P. Harridge,

oilman, etc., of 107, Friem Bamet Road, was sunimoned for

that he did utter, vend, and expose for sale certain medicine

liable to a stamp duty, to wit, Beecham's Pills, not having

obtained or having in force a licence, by which he had rendered

himself liable to a penalty of £20. When the case was called

on neither party put in an appearance.—Mr. Beal, the clerk,

supposed that the matter had been brought to some kind of

settlement out of Court.—Mr. Walter Reynolds, the chairman,

said the Bench was opposed to that system, thinking that the

Court should be informed in some way of what had been done.

—

The case was struck out.

High Court of Justice, King's Bench Division.

Action for Damages.
BulJey V. Lewis and Burrows, Ltd.

Wednesday, January 14. This was an action brought by
Mrs. Clara Bulley against Lewis and Burrows, Ltd., of 108,

New Oxford Street, to recover damages for negligence.

Mr. Dickens, K.C., and Mr. P. Rose-Innes appeared for the

plaintiff; and Mr. Kemp, K.C., and Mr. Spencer Bower were

for the defendants.

Mrs. Bulley's medical attendant, Dr. Kiallmark, prescribed

for her two pills to be taken at bedtime for indigestion. Her
servant took the prescription to Lewis and Burrows at their

shop in New Oxford Street, and they sent back a box of

twenty-four pills, with directions that two were to be taken

three times a day. Mrs. Bulley took the pills as directed on

the box, and the result was that she was very ill indeed, and

suffered from mercurial podsoning. She took altogether

twenty-two of the pills, and then sent for her doctor. When
he saw her and discovered what had been done he said, " I

wonder that they did not kill you." The pills were stated by
counsel to contain 7 grains of calomel. When plaintiff went

to the defendants and complained, they said they could not

account for the mistake. She subsequently saw the defen-

dants' managing director at Great Portland Street, and
showed him the prescription and told him the facts. He ad-

vised her to go away for a change, and that the defendants

would pay her expenses. She still suffered from the effect.s of

taking the pills.

Dr. Wethered, of 83, Harley Street, said that he first saw
Mr.s. Bulley in consultation with' Dr. Kiallmark on May 17.

He was told about the twenty-two pills she had taken, the

principal ingredient of which was calomel. The effect of

t-aking the overdose would be mercurial poisoning. The con-

traction of the muscles of the face would be a result of the

overdose.

Dr. Kiallmark, of 5, Pembridge Gardens, said that he made
out a prescription for two pills, which were to be taken at

bedtime. Some time afterwards he had a letter from her

sayring that the effect of taking the twenty-two pills had been

so violent that she had become quite ill. He went to see her,

and saw her again in September, when severe nervous troubles

returned. He thought that the reason of her illness was the

shock caused hjp the overdose.

Dr. Percy Bolton, of 15, Seymour Street, agreed that the
plaintiff had taken an overdose of mercury, and that her ner-
vous state was due to the shock caused by it.

Mr. Kemp, for the defence, said that, as he was not in a
position to deny the negligence, he would at once call medical
evidence.

Dr. Nestor Tirard, of Harley Street, said that he saw the
plaintiff in consultation with Dr. Kiallmark and Dr. BenthaU
on May 20. The opinion he formed was that Mrs. Bulley waa
not suffering from the effects of mercury.

Cross-examined : If Dr. Kiallmark had given a correct
account of the illness it could only be the result of the over-
dose.

Dr. Benthall, of Tavistock Square, who also examined the
plaintiff, said that no objective symptoms of mercurial poison-

ing were present. He agree'd with Dr. Tirard's opinion. He
did not; think that the overdose had had any serious effect on
the plaintiff.

Mr. Gough, general manager for the defendants, said that

he saw Mrs. Bulley at the shop in Great Portland Street on
May 8. She handed him a prescription, and asked ^im toi

read it. It was difficult to decipher. It appeared to be Two
pills to be taken at bedtime." He did not tell Mrs. Bulley,

after learning the mistake which had been made, that her

expenses at the seaside would be paid.

Counsel having addressed the jury, and the learned judge

having summed up, the jury found a verdict for the plalntLff

for £150. The learned judge having left the Court, judg-

^ ment was not given.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication shonld be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken ol

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

Standards for Medicines.

In reply to Dr. Jowett's letter appearing in your last issue, we
beg to offer the following remarks :

—-»

1. In speaking of Dr. Jowett's " two main assumptions " we
did not by any means wish to exclude the other considerations

brought forward by that gentleman. But they appear to us to

be of sub.sidiary importance.

2. With regard to the total alkaloids extracted from the true

jaborandi we still maintain that as isolated by the process em-

ployed by us, they consist of almost pure pilocarpine. Gerrard

and Kingzett, the two earliest workers on the drug in this

country, were both of opinion that only one alkaloid was present

in the drug. Kingzett, indeed (an accomplished chemist and

very careful worker), went further than this, contending that

he had deiarly disproved the presence of any second alkaloid.

We mention these facts in support of our statement that the

proportion of alkaloid other than pilocarpine is so small that it

may safely be ignored. This is fully confirmed by the results' of

Dr. Jowett's examination of the genuine drug, recorded in

British Medical Journal, October 13, 1900. Expressed in per-

centages, those results are as follow :
—

•

Pilocarpine nitrate 0'350

Pilocarpidine nitrate 0'017

Isopilocarpine, a small quantity (not specified).

Further, in giving the details of his method for the assay of

preparatioiis of jaborandi, which depends upon the isolation and

determination of the crystalline nitrates from the total alkaloids,

Dr. Jowett makes the significant statement that " it is sufficient

in most cases to assume this to be pilocarpine " for the reason

that "the melting point of the crystalline nitrates obtained

from these bases is generally about 170°, and the calculation can
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be made on the assumption tha* they consist entirely of

pilocarpine." What stronger evidence in support of our case

could be broug^ht forward than tWs? Our appeal is simply

from " Philip drunk " to " Philip sober." And what becomes

of Dr. Jowett's imaginary picture of "total alkaloid consisting

eutii-ely of isopilooarpine " ? Great as his anxiety appears to be

to prevent us mistaking one a.lkaloid for the other, he is evi-

dently not afraid of shouldering the responsibility himself.

Even if we assume tha/t the pilocarpine originally present in the

preparation were during the carrying out of the assay converted

into isopilocarpine, the resulting figures, whether obtained by

a gravimetric or volumetric process, would be sufficiently correct

for all practical purposes

3. With regard to the galenical preparations employed jn the.

research, we cannot see that Dr. Jowett has in any way im-

proved his position by the explanations given in his letter. He

is not only a distinguished scientist, but a trained pharmacist,

and knows asS well as we that a liquid extract of jaborandi

destitute of pilocarpine is as great an anachronism as a similar

preparation of cinchona without quinine or a preparation of nux

vomica containing no strychnine. For it is certain that the

ofl&cial jaborandi is an exceedingly active drug, and equally

certain that the same degree of activity will be manifested by

a liquid extract if carefully prepared.

We can only repeat that the research published by Drs.

Jowett and Marshall does not justify their wholesale denuncia-

tion of the galenical preparations of the oflScial drug, and that

while sympathising as all good pharmacists do, with every,^

attempt to eliminate empiricism, and to place the practice of

medicine and pharmacy upon a truly scientific basis, we object

to see the fair fame of any drug (whether jaborandi or any other)

blasted on the strength of experiments made with preparations

derived from a spurious article.

Januaiy 13, 1903. E. H. Farr.

R. Wright.

The Protection of Titles by Interdict and Injunction.

I learn from fois letfter in the last issue of the Journal that Mr.

Lyon has done me the honour to peruse several times my re-

marks on Interdict and injunction. His impressions cannot,

however, have been derived from what I wrote, even bfter in-

definite reperu&als. He has also done m© the honour to indulge

in oei'tain personal insinuations which are as unworthy_of him as

they are wide of the truth. It is quite unnecessary, and implies

feebleness, to support aoademic discaission by suggesting that a

colleague who takes an opposite view is "more influenced by

personal interest than by a desire for the welfare of pharmacy

as a whole." At any rate, the example set sh(all not be followed

in this letter. I only desire space to say :

—
1. That, the arguments put forward in my ai^ticle. have not yet

been coniti-overted by Mr. Lyon.

2. That it is not true I oppose protection by interict or in-

jundtAon solely "on account of it being inadvisable." I oppose

because it is impracticable, inadvisable, and would be practically

valueless even if it could be obtained. I think I dealt pretty

fully with all these pomts in my article, but, if necessary, I am
perfectly willing to restate the proofs—that is if the long-

euffering Editor will allow any more iteration on this subject.

3. That the Leith Depot case (Gray and others. High Court

of Jiisticiai-y, 1887) rounded off and completed the judgment of

the House of Lords, leaving no loophole for the wriggle that

" individu'al members of the company in their individual and

corporate capacity " might be amenable to the jurisdiction of a
oourt in an application for Literdiot.

4. That/ the fact of it being " no uncommon occurrence " for

corjK>rations to spend money in doing (proliibited) things which

ihey consider will be for the benefit of the members, does not

mfake the occurrence legal, nor could it relieve our Council of the

respMMisibility for transgressions, especially if the acts were wil-

fully done in the face of a knowledge that they were illegal.

5. That remedy by interdict or injunction, being purely a per-

sonal process, the onus of putting its efficacy to the test must
necessarily rest upon those individual chemists who believe in

it. The Council cannot do it for them, and no lamount of discus-

sion can alter that fact.

January 12, 1903. "Onlookbk" (170/51).

The Benevolent Fund.

As regards the Benevolent Fund I would suggest thai as it is

open to all, whether friends or enemies of the Society, that

therefore the whole body of chemists be asked to contribute a

special donation of, say, as small a saim as Is. each, making

a kind of self-denial week, and denying himself some small

pleasure that he can dispense with. Reckoning that 10,000

would respond to so humble an appeal, this would give £500,

and surely every registered person, even an assistant earning the

lowest salary, could manage to give this sum for his brethren in

distress, especially 'as he never knows When he may himself be

in low water and want aid. Then, if he sihould thus contribute,

his conscience will be a little clear on the point of having given

something. Of course, he may say that he did contribute to the

Society by pajdng his examination fees, and that he is in conse-

quence almost entitled to participate in the Fund for charitable

purposes, but, then, so have all otiher chemists had to do the

same, and yet a great number contribute who never expect any-

thing in retum. Surely, then, no one hardly can demur at

giving an ofiFering of Is. as a special effort of charity.

London, January 13, 1903. C. Hy. Fentiman.

Antiseptic Throat Pastilles.

Our attention has been drawn to a leifrter in your issue of

the 10th inst., page 39. By an order of the Court of Chancery

of the Duchy of Lancaster, dated November 3, 1902, we were

appointed sole manufacturers and vendors of the antiseptic

throat pastilles, prepared in accordance with a formula of the

Liverpool Throat Hospital, towards the funds of which institu-

tion we have undertaken to pay a large proportion of the profits.

Evans, Sons, Lescher, and Webb, Limited.

(Signed) John J. Evans, Director.

Liverpool, Januaiy 14, 1903.

Apothecaries v. Avoirdupois Ounce.

In reply to " Sub Umbra," the 5 symbol undoubtedly means

480 grains, but in the case of a prescription for ung. gallse

c. opio Ji., I would use the avoirdupois ounce, because that

is the quantity which comfortably fills a 1 oz. covered' pot

;

480 grains is somewhat too much.

London, January 12, 1903. A. W. Nunn.

Defence and Attack.

Referring to the leading article in last week's Journal, "A
Plea for Unity of P>irpos€," I think that instead of advising

chemists io " organise and agitate," which is very good as far

as it goes, it would seem more like coming to business if a central

committee were formed in London to organise and carry through

any scheme deemed best by it for the craft at large. As a member

of the rank and file, I feel sure that any sound, practical effort

would receive the support of the great majority. As the matter

stands, we have no point upon which to direct our energies.

Then you say that a greater show of activity is required. Well,

a great show of activity in a multitude of purposes would

be of no eartMy use, but would probably lead to many a split

in the camp. Then again, we are to "educate public opinion."

Where, and in what manner, are we to begin? I am afraid it
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would be rather a slow process, and any benefit dex'iveJ from

it would be enjoyed by our descendants a generajtion or two

hence. Leib somebody raise the standard, and let us lose no

time in rallyiog to the a*tack.

January 13, 1903. " Abrus " (170/26).

* 1* The sole object of the leading article to which our correspondent

refers, was to urge the necessity of concentrating attention upon a single

point rather than dissipate energy by " a great show of activity in a multi-

tude of purposes."

—

[Ed., P. J.]

THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

Examination Papers in Dispensing (2).

By AETHUB W. NUNN, PH.C, F.C.S.

(1) Acid. Carbolic gr. i.

Ft. pil. " silver." Mitte xii.

(2) Tr. Benz. Co Jss.

Mist. Ammoniaci ad gviii.

Misce ft. mist.

(3) 1^ Ext. Hamamelid gr. ii.

Acid. Tannic gr. ss.

01. Theobromatis g[.s.

Ft. suppos. Mitte vi.

(4) ^ Ung. Hyd. Ox. Bub ji.

(1) This is a pill about which much has been said and
written, and a great deal of trouble experienced. Some have
suggested soap as an excipient, others wax ; but if the pill can
be made up without either of these, so much the better. Take
twelve grains of dry crystals of phenol (pure carbolic acid),

rub lightly in a mortar, and mix with about six grains of

powdered liquorice, using the smallest quantity possible of

syrup (less than half a drop) to mass.

Work well together in the mortar. Now add about three

grains of powdered sugar, incorporate thoroughly, and roll

out into twelve pills.

In silvering, if the addition of mucilage should be required, be

very careful not to use more than a single drop, rolling the

pills in the lid of a covered pot over which the mucilage has
previously been smeared, so that just enough may adhere to

the pills to take the silver leaf comfortably.

Practice will be required in making these pills, and a batch
should be made from time to time to " keep the hand in." The
pills must not be dried in too warm a place ; a cool, dry draught
will answer best.

(2) This is an example of an emulsion in which the gum is

already incorporated with the resin (gum-resin).

Make the 1!.P. quantity of the mixture of ammoniacum,
shoosing good, clean, round pieces of ammoniacum, wipe each

piece clean, break down to a coarse powder in a dry mortar, and

fkdd a few drops of distilled water. Rub very hard and
thoroughly so as to form a sticky paste. Add a few drops more
of water, and repeat the process.

Thorough rubbing at this early stage is the most important

part ; therefore give great attention to it, well scraping th e

resinous mass from the pestle and sides, and rubbing until

perfectly smooth. Now the water can be added more fre-

quently, but still in small quantities with a good mixing after

each addition.

At this stage the mixture will be milk-white if the emulsion
has been properly started. Make up to oz. with water,

omitting the syrup of tolu for the present. Strain through

muslin and set aside.

It now remains to incorporate the half ounce of tincture, and,

in order to avoid separation of the resinous matter in the

tincture as much as possible, the syrup of tolu, ordered in the

B.P. formula for the ammoniacum mixture, is made use of

before adding it to the other portion of the mixture.

Place the syrup of tolu in the mortar and stir in the tincture

of benzoin, with an additional 15 minims to allow for the half

ounce of ammoniacum mixture which is over, for we have made
8 oz. of the mixture, whereas only 7J oz. is wanted. Now add
the first portion to that in the mortar, and mix thoroughly.

Of course, by calculation the exact quantity required of the

ammoniacum mixture can be made, but as the above method
will be quicker, and will allow for any loss in straining, the

fact of having made a little in excess need cause no alarm.

(3) This is about the most difficult suppository to make, as the

extract of hamamelis (unofficial) is so liable to cake when in

contact vrith the tannic acid. Good suppositories can be made,

however, by the following method.

Rub the 12 grains of extract down on a slab with a few

drops of warm water, so as to reduce it to the consistence of

cream ; then place it on one corner of the slab, rub the tannin

down with a small quantity of the melted cacao butter, and
when thoroughly smooth—and before it has quite set—mix it

quickly with the thinned extract.

Transfer the whole at once to the remainder of the oil of theo-

broma, which has been melted at as low a temperature as

possible, and stir well. As soon as a greasy looking film appears

to form, pour into a well-cooled mould and place in a cool

place, or, if made in summer, place the mould on ice. It

will be found that 90 grains of oil of theobroma will not be too

much to take for the six suppositories.

In this particular case it should not be necessary to grease

the mould if it be quite cold ; otherwise it will be found better

to use a small quantity of oil instead of the usual liniment of

soap, as the latter leaves a patchy appearance on the outside of

the finished suppository.

(4) In this case the yellow paraffin ointment will, no doubt,

have to be made by the examinee. It will, however, not

require any special attention except that the hard paraffin

should be cut into fine shreds before mixing with the soft

paraffin, as the melting can then be effected at a lower

temperature.

Set the mixture aside until thoroughly cold, stirring occasion-

ally whilst cooling, as the subsequent mixing with the red oxide

will thus be rendered more easy. In working this paper in the

examination room it would be well—in fact, necessary—that

the making of the paraffin ointment should be the first step

taken, and the examinee ought to set to work on it at once.

I would, however, impress this point : do not attempt to in-

corporate the red mercuric oxide with the base in a half-set

state, more particularly if the quantity to be made is larger. It

is often done in pharmacies, with the result that the ointment

is lumpy and most unsatisfactory.

The paraffin ointment having been made some time
previously and well cooled, weigh out the requisite quantity of

red oxide of mercury, and rub down very smoothly in a mortar,

using a small portion of the paraffin ointment for the purpose.

If " levigated " red oxide of mercury is not available, special

care should be taken to reduce the ordinary form to very fine

powder.

Use extreme care in the early stages of the operation, after

which the bulk of the ointment can be safely added.

The way to test it is to smear a smaU portion on a piece of

white paper, and hold in front of a good light. No specks of

mercuric oxide will be visible if the ointment be well made.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Representation—Territorial or Otiierwise.

By "Spectator."

What's in a Name ?

Every well-informed person knows tlhat an Inside Irish car

re so described because the wheels are outside, and t'ha.t, an
outside oar has inside wheels. Similarly, "territorial represen-

tation " is apparently of Irish parentage, for it seems that

when it is teiTiborial it is not representative, and when it is

truly representaftive it has nothing to do with territory.

Henoe the name! But, like the car, it may be a very good
tilling, despite the somewhat confusing nomenclature. No one
iias a right to condemn a scheme on accoiint of the label

attached to it by its author or authors, and I am amongst
those who are prepared to consider any system of election of

Plharmaceutical Councillors that i>romises aji improvement on
the present procedure. Not that the present democratic basis

of choice is at all a bad one ; on the contrary, it has given us

the best representatives availaible, and it is difficult to imagine
any electoral machinery that will do more. Constituencies

may be as badly misrepresented on a territorial foundation as on
any other, nor is it possible in the nature of things that

apathy or hostility can toe cured by Council bye-laws. My
point of view may perhaps be a trifle old-fashioned, but it

seeanjs to me that the essential thing in the choice of an execu-

tive body is not the geographical recommendations of the can-

didate for election, but his business capacity and administrative

abilities.

The Birmingham Definition.

Let us look at the original "territorial system of represen-

tation" enunciated by Mr. Thompson, of Birmingham, some
ten years ago. That was defined as a scheme " to extend to

every member of the Society the right to vote for his own
representative on the Pharmaceutical Council, exactly in the

same way as every voter has the privilege of voting for his

own member to represent him in the Oity Council or t-he House
of Commons." In order to accomplish this desirable object,

England and Wales were to be divided into twelve divisions

and Scotland into three ; each division to have one i epresenta-

tive, except London, w<hich was to have six. It was also pro-

posed to have a cotamon meeting place in each division, to be
maintained at the cost of the ISooiety, grants of £20 to £30
per annum being made, subject to revision if the local subscrip-
tions to the Society fell off. The latter part of tbe programme
Was said to have been inserted for the laudable purpose of

etimulating local interest in phamnaceutical education and of
a-trengthening the bonds that should exist between the indi-

vidual pharmacist and his Society. In regard to education, I

feel a very definite conviction that grants of, say, £30 a year
to fourteen provincial centres would make about as much bene-
ficial impression on pharmacy as the same amount contributed
to the National Debt Commissioners would on the income tax.
The only real stimulus to local educational efficiency is a
definite curriculum, and when that comes the Universities and
OoUeges of Great Britain will readily provide the facilities for
the adequate training of students, in a far more effective way
than the Society could ever hope to do. On the other point-
that of keeping the units of the body-politic in close toudh with
its administrative centre—the ground is now covered by the
Newshokne system of local organisation, and there is, happily,
no present occasion for recourse to geography on that account.
The two most valuable recommendations of the scheme of
ten years ago are thus dealt with, or will be deait with, as

the lawyers say, by "effluxion of time." What advantages do
the other details of the territorial .system promise ? And what
disadvantages?

Pro and Con. -Chiefly Con.

The advantages claimed for the district representation

system were summarised in a print circulated by or on behalf

of Mr. Thompson shortly after the reading of his paper in

1892. A perusal of the summary enables me to abstract the

following :—(o) The scheme would promote unity—how is not

specifically stated ; (6) it would be a step in the direction of

popularising the Society and its Council ; (c) it would give us

more effective representation and more direct representation

;

(d) it would induce the trade to feel that they had a voice in

the deliberations of the Society ; and (e) it would enable the

Council, when approaching Parliament, to speak with the

authority of men representing chemists in every part of Great

Britain. Those are naturally very important benefits, but

they are fully obtainable under the present cumulative system

of voting, so far as it is possible to materialise them in an

imperfect world. The example of the House of Commons is

hardly applicable to pharmacy, and certainly cannot be used

to support the claims of representation by district, since it

is formed almost wholly upon the basis of population. When
one considers that the " one man one vote " principle in Par-

liamentary elections frequently forces upon a remote con-

stituency—say in the, north of Scotland—a representative resi-

dent and having all his interests in London, the argument of

direct representation hM not much force. True, the district

elects the representative, but it is the party wire-pullers who do

all the real selecting. As a matter of fact, nearly all the cases

of direct representation in the House are accidental rather

than the result of the operation of a perfect electoral system.

Personally, I am not so enamoured of the Parliamentary

machine as to desire a duplicate in Bloomsbury Square.

Some Difficulties.

Then, again, are we sure that any division of Great Britain

would yield fourteen or fifteen constituencies in which, at

every election, two or more good candidates with the neces-

sary time and inclination to undertake the oneiwis duties of

councillor could be found ? It requires two candidates at

least to make a spirited contest, and I am very much afraidi

that in a good many districts there could be no such contest,

so that the person with opportunities and leisure would be

returned unopposed, faut de mieux. A Council built upon

this kind of foundation might be deliciously representative,

but I should expect to find it largely leavened with deadheads.

There are also administrative difficulties. If we assume that

there are 6,000 members of the Society, and half of them are

assistants or managers, who are continually changing their

residence, the question arises, how are the voting lists to be

prepared? The Registrar, in his report last year, alluded to the

large number of changes of address he had to deal with

annually, and it is quite easy to suppose that the migratory

nature of an assistant's life would render the proper apportion-

ment of each voter to his voting district a work of considerable

magnitude and difficulty ; in fact, I doubt whether it could' be

done satisfactorily under the present conditions of registration

at all. In any case, a large staff of election clerks would be

necessary, and their employment would be no sinecure either.

And for what end ? As the late Mr. Richard Reynolds used to

maintain, the present system of choosing representatives works
well ; til© proposed' system would, ait any rate, be vastly more
expensive, and might lessen the working efficiency of the execu-

tive body. Let us, then, be cautious of changing.
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THE NECESSITY OF ACTUAL PERSONAL
SUPERVISION.

The decision in the case under Section 15 of the Phar-

macy Act of 1868, heard at Liverpool this week (see p. 67),

is chiefly of interest as emphasising the necessity for the

supervision exercised over the acts of an unqualified

assistant being an actual personal supervision. The Section

referred to specifies that " any person who shall sell

. . poisons . . . not being a duly registered

Pharmaceutical Chemist, or Chemist and Druggist . . .

shall for every such offence be liable to pay a penalty or

sum of five pounds." The defendant in the case in

question, who had previously been fined for a similar

offence (see P.J., January 12, 1901) committed while in

the same employment, was reported to have again r'^ d

poison though he was not a duly registered chemist, and

the Pharmaceutical Society proceeded against him accord-

ingly for breach of Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.

But at this point defendant's employer—a duly registered

chemist—stepped in and endeavoured to save him from

the penalty of his misdeeds by affirming that the sale

of the poison in question was effected under his super-

vision, and that he (the proprietor) was therefore the

seller within the meaning of the Section under which

the action was brought. The County Court judge, how-
ever, was of the contrary opinion, and stated that, even if

he had been satisfied that defendant's employer was in the

shop when the sale took place, he should still have held

—

as he now did—that there had been no actual supervision

by the qualified employer, and that the statutory require-

ments had not, therefore, been fulfilled. Accordingly,

defendant was held to have committed the offences alleged

against him, and the usual penalty was imposed, with

costs, in each case.

For the benefit of readers who are not familiar with the

manner in which the Pharmacy Act, 1868, has been inter-

preted, it may be explained that the decision in this case

was based upon the judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench, in the case of the Pharmaceutical Society v.

Wheeldon. An unqualified assistant had been successfully

sued for selling a packet of vermin-kiUer, containing

strychnine, and—on appeal—it was contended, on his

behalf, that it was not unlawful under Section 15 for an
unqualified assistant to a duly qualified chemist to sell

I poisons in his master's shop in the ordinary course of busi-

ness ; that, inasmuch as the sale was a sale by him as a
servant, the master was in law and in fact the seller, and
that, as the master was qualified, the sale was lawful. But
Baron Pollock and Mr. Justice Hawkins, before whom the
case was argued on appeal, were not convinced by the

appellant's arguments, and held that the whole object of

the Pharmacy Act would be frittered away, and the Act
become a dead letter, were they to declare by their judg-

ment that any unqualified assistant could lawfully and with
impunity sell any of the poisons to which the Act referred,

unless upon each occasion of such sale he acted under the

personal supervision of a qualified employer or a qualified

assistant to such employer. Mr. Justice Hawkins added :

" by such personal supervision, we mean not merely
presence in the shop or room where the sale takes place,

but actual personal supervision, so that every individual

sale shall be so guarded by the precautions prescribed by the

Act that the safety of every individual member of the

public may be provided for so far as the law can accomplish

that object."

In the opinion of Baron Pollock and Mr. Justice

Hawkins, the object of the Legislature was to insist upon
one uniform qualification for every person who should sell

scheduled poisons—whether on his own account or for any
other person. They felt they were justified in that view by
the fact that, in Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, the

person on whose behalf any sale is effected by an apprentice

or servant is deemed to be—for the purposes of that Section

—the seller. Obviously, therefore, the seller within the

meaning of Section 15 must be deemed to be the person who
actually effects the sale, and that cannot be a person who is

merely present in the shop, without exercising actual personal

supervision over sales. In the Liverpool case reported this

week, the defendant was employed by a duly qualified

chemist, who asserted that he was present in the shop when
the sale was effected. But the County Court judge, as

already stated, insisted that—even if such were the case

—

the employer had not exercised that actual personal super-

vision which is called for by the provisions of the Statute.

The moral for chemists and druggists generally is that,

while there is nothing unlawful in employing unqualified

assistants in a pharmacy, their services must not be utilised

in performing functions which are restricted by Statute to

duly registered chemists, whether employers or assistants.

Much of the work involved in retailing, dispensing, or com-
pounding poisons may be performed by unqualified

assistants, but only under the actual personal supervision

of a duly registered chemist, who must consider that he is

directly responsible to the public for the manner in which
those important duties are carried out.

THE MERCURY OINTMENT CASES.

The Stipendiary at Stoke has given a decision (see page

70) under which another and hitherto unsuspected trouble

may in future afflict the unfortunate chemist and druggist.

To magisterial decisions that the Pharmacopoeia is a legal

standard chemists are now becoming accustomed
;
they have

also heard and marvelled at the views of public analysts

on carbonate of soda, but that a properly labelled package

containing an official drug may not legally be wrapped in

decent white paper before being handed to a purchaser

is a fact that it is painful to contemplate. The point
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of law raised at Stoke is briefly as follows :—By Section

8 of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875, no person is

guilty of an offence in respect of a drug mixed with a harm-
less ingredient without fraudulent intention, if he supplies

a label " distinctly and legibly written or printed, to the

effect that the drug is mixed." By Section 12 of the Sale

of Food and Drugs Act, 1899, that provision is extended as

follows :
—"A label shall not be deemed to be distinctly and

legibly written or printed, unless so written or printed that

the notice of mixture given by the label is not obscured by
other matter on the label." Some of the defendants

at Stoke supplied mercury ointment mixed with

a harmless ingredient without fraudulent intent ; they also

supplied a label stating that the drug was " diluted "
; but they

were convicted on the ground that the label was obscured

by an opaque white paper wrapping. " It would be

ihanifestly absurd," said the Stipendiary, " if chemists,

because they usually wrapped their parcels in opaque papers

should thereby be enabled to evade Section 8. The pur-

chaser had not, nor could reasonably be expected to have, a

knowledge of what, if anything, was on the label." The
whole issue seems to turn on the point whether the words
" obscured by other matter on the label " do or do not apply

to an outside wrapping. They were undoubtedly intended to

apply to a case in which the words declaring the contents

to be "mixed" were very small and obscured by
a mass of more or less irrelevant printed matter. A legal

case (Jones v. Jones) was quoted at Stoke, in which a

similar prosecution regarding the sale of cocoa failedi

because the cocoa (which was, in addition, a commercial

article known to everybody) had been displayed, duly

labelled, on the counter, where anyone might see it, and
was merely taken off the counter and put into paper. But
in the mercury ointment cases, just decided, the purchaser

had no opportunity of seeing the label, since the ointment

was boxed, labelled, and wrapped out of sight of the pur-

chaser. It is anticipated that the Stipendiary's judgment
will be appealed against, and it is to be hoped that the

judicial interpretation of the Statute may prove to cor-

respond with the common-sense and equitable view that

an outside wrapper is not " other matter on the label,"

within the meaning of the Act.

THE CHEMIST OF 1728.

The Medical Times comments on the enormous gulf

which exists between the medical science of to-day and that

of a hundred and seventy-five years ago. This has recently

been curiously exemplified by the perusal of a chemist's

bill for medicines supplied to an old lady in the years 1728,

1729, and 1730. The amount of this bill, which bears a

receipt setting forth that the money has been received from

the administrators of the will of the debtor, is no less than

£71 3s. Id., which in those days was no inconsiderable

sum. The document occupies a dozen sheets and contains

many quaint and curious items
—"Cordial powders with

Bezoar," " Cordial Cephalic drops," a Galbanum plaster,

Cordial Boluses, Paragoric potions, "Cordial Hysteric

Julip," a smelling-bottle and salts, stomachic potions, a

" purginge " tincture, two plasters to the feet, a " Pearle

Julip," one quart of a Cordial Emulsion, a "Mellilot"

Plaster, and other curious and weirdly-named preparations.

It is scarcely to be wondered at that the account in question

was paid by the executors of the old lady who consumed
tlie tinctures, boluses, and cordials mentioned ; the surpris-

ing part of the matter is that sh© lived so long. Our con-

temporary remarks that, after all, " accomplished drug
takers" still exist, and will probably continue to do so as

long as the race endures. The only difference in the pre-

sent day is that the preparations which they swallow are of

a more "elegant" nature—tabloids, syrups, palatinoids,

and the like. No doubt the mania which seems to possess

certain people for drug-taking can be traced back

for centuries. However great the need for further

improvement, the Medical Times remarks that there

is certainly a great improvement in the nature of

modern prescribing. Science is gradually helping

the people to emerge from mysteries and magic, and

horribly nasty preparations are things of the past. Judg-

ing by a book entitled ' Elegant Prescriptions for Various

Disorders,' published early in the eighteenth century, a

common prescription was one containing live hog-lice.

Nowadays patients have much to be thankful for—in being

saved some of the terrors which formerly were added to

disease.

A NEW ELECTRIC LAMP.

The latest departure in electric lighting, in the form of a
mercury vapour lamp, has been introduced by Mr. George
Westinghouse, the American inventor and electrician, to the

notice of Lord Kelvin and other eminent scientists and men
of business. The actual inventor of the lamp is Mr. Petee
Cooper-Hewitt, of New York. The lamp is made in a

variety of forms, and consists of a vacuous tube of any
length up to about six feet, in which mercury vapour

is raised to a high state of incandescence. A curious but

quite unusual light of a vivid violet hue, almost entirely

lacking in red rays, is the result, and, though for domestic

purposes this light would be impossible owing to the weird

effect it produces, it is claimed that for many commercial

purposes it has great advantages over the ordinary glow
lamp or the arc light. One of those advantages is

economy. The lamp consumes much less electricity than

the ordinary glow lamp, and, moreover, has a long life. It

may be employed to great advantage for purposes where a

considerable illumination is required, and where accurate

colour values are not essential. Thus it is recommended for

docks, railway yards, and mills. A further point claimed in

its favour is that the absence of red rays makes it less

fatiguing to the eyes than any other lamp. Another pur-

pose to which the light is particularly applicable is in photo

-

graphj', both in the taking of negatives and in printing. It

may become a substitute for the cumbersome and objec-

tionable flash light which has now to be used in photo-

graphing interiors. The light is also credited with excel-

lent results is " forcing " flowers and vegetables in hot-

houses. It may be found practicable in the future to

remove defects arising from the distortion in colour values,

by the application of some fluorescing substance like

rhodamine, but that would involve a sacrifice of brilliancy

and efiBciency. The glass does not become hotter than an

ordinary carbon filament lamp, and gives out very little

radiant heat. The current employed must be a direct one,

and though the lamp attains its full candle-power almost

immediately, a special device is necessary for .starting,
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because the resistance of the negative electrode must be

broken down by a current of higher potential than that

which will be used before the latter can pass. To that

end Mr. Hewitt places a coil across the terminals of the

lamp, and by its sudden discharge obtains the desired result.

A STATIC CONVERTER.
Mh. Hewitt has also, according to the Times, invented

a static converter, by which it is claimed that an alter-

nating current can be converted into a direct one

more simply, more efficiently, and more economic-

ally than by any other known means. The con-

verter can be made to deal with any altex-nating

current, but the only one that has yet reached England is

adapted for the conversion of a three-phase current. It

consists of an elongated glass globe, 8 in. or so in diameter,

and filled with mercury vapour under low pressure like the

Hewitt lamp. At the bottom there is ai single negative

electrode covered with metallic mercury ; at the top are

four electrodes projecting downwards into the globe. One
of these is for the direct current which is required to start

the converter ; of the other three, each is connected to one
of the phase-windings of a three-phase alternator, joined

up " star " fashion. Then, if the converter has been started,

a wire connected to its bottom (negative) electrode and to

the common connection of the three windings will yield a

direct current. The column of mercury vapour acts as a

sort of check-valve, allowing the current in each alternation

to pass so long as it is positive, but stopping

it as soon as it crosses the zero line and be-

comes negative. This action has been found to

take place in a globe of the kind described, with
any voltage between 100 and 1,200, and the apparatus can

already be made, although the invention is in quite an un-

-developed stage, for aary capacity up. to 100 amperes
;

higher capacities can be dealt with by operating several

converters in parallel. During the process of conversion

the current drops 14 volts, the loss appealing as light and
heat in the globe ; and as this loss of 14 volts is a constant

which is the same no matter what is the potential of the

initial current employed, it follows tliat the efficiency of

the apparatus increases with a rise in the potential of the

current to be converted ; thus at 140 volts the loss is 10 per

cent., but at 700 volts only 2 per cent., and at 1,000 volts

only 1.4 per cent. It will be noticed that this converter

has no moving parts, while its construction should be

within the power of any good glassblower, at any rate, of

one who is used to making oarbon-filament lamps. The
machines employed at present for converting alternating

to direct currents are either rotary oonverters or motor
generators ; both have moving parts, and both, therefore,

require constant supervision. The advantages, both in

first cost and in operation, of the Hewitt converter, always

'on the assumption that it fulfils the expectations formed of

it, are obvious, especially when it is remembered that the

most economical way—indeed, the only practicable way—of

distributing electrical energy over long distances is by the

use of alternating currents of high potential, generated at

large central power stations and converted at the points

where it has to ber used to the direct low-potential cur-

rents which alone are available for many of the uses to

which electricity is now put.

THE CHEMISTS' BALL.
The Chemists' Annual Ball is always popular among the

chemists of London and their families. The thirty-seventh
ball is fixed for Wednesday next, January 21, at the
Whitehall Rooms, and will prove, it is expected, no less

successful than those of past yeai-s. From the list of

Stewards some familiar names are this year missing, bat
the function is so thoroughly popular that no fears are
entertained for its success. The Honorary Secretary, Mr.
A. J. BtJLLEN Cooper, 80, Gloucester Road, will be glad to

know from the Stewards how many tickets they are likely

to require, not later than Saturday, January 17, and all

applications for more tickets should be addressed to him.

The surplus is, as always, to be devoted to the Benevolent

Fund of the Pharmaceutical Society, a fact which should

further commend the ball to general support.

IN PRAISE OF THE P.A.T.A.

In the current issue of Advertising is a long and appre-

ciative article on the Proprietary Articles Trade Association.

The importance of the work of the P.A.T.A. has now led

this monthly paper to take a greatly increased interest in

the Association, as an earnest of which the article gives a

history of the inception of the movement, and a

summary of the recent Convention. As Mr. Glyn-

.JoNEs stated in the interview on which the article in our

contemporary is mainly based, the success of the P.A.T.A.

lies in the fact that the movement has throughout been

controlled by representatives of the three elements of

trade involved, viz., the manufacturer, the wholesaler, and

the retailer. From press notices such as this, from the

reports of local associations of chemists throughout the

country, and from the notable additions to the protected

list during the last few weeks, it is now perfectly evident

that the Convention has gi\en a great impetus to the

P.A.T.A., and that the scope of the work of the Association

is constantly enlarging.

THE ETHICS OF SUBSTITUTION.

Of speeches and written opinions on " Substitution " of

proprietary articles there is no end, but a letter in the cor-

respondence columns of Advertising seems to put very

plainly the rights of all concerned, and to be worth quoting

here. " The manufacturer has a right to his article being

supplied when asked for, because he has paid for the adver-

tisement which is the cause of the demand ; the customer

has a right to the article asked for, because he requires that

article, and is prepared to pay for it ; but the retailer also

has a right, which up to now has been very much over-

looked—to live and pay expenses out of the articles he

handles." It is further insisted that manufacturers should

not only fix a minimum price, but advertise that price and

see that no one sells under it.

WILLIAM MARTINDALE MEMORIAL.

The Treasurer of the Martindale Memorial Fund has

received a draft for seven guineas for the Fund, being the

combined subscription of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Cape Colony and the Pharmaceutical Society of Rhodesia,

from the secretaries of the above societies—Mr. James

Dell, Cape Town, and Mr. E. Blewett, Buluwayo.
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POISONFNQ CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ending January 14, eighteen reports of

inquests were received, in vrhioh death was directly or indirectly

due to poisoning :

—

Poison. Accident. buicide.

1
1 1

li rl 1 rtVOn TTTlO 1

3
1 2
1

1

1
1

1

Soothing Syrups, etc 3

1 4

Belladonna Liniment.—A man at Kilbrittain died after taking

a liniment containing belladonna, in mistake for rum. The
liniment was labelled " poison," but the two bottles were other-

wise of similar appearance.

Carbolic Acid.—Carbolic acid was taken by mistake for stout

by a woman at Fleetwood. A woman at Barnsbury, who had
previously attempted suicide by drinking paraffin oil, poisoned
herself with carbolic acid.

Chlorodyne.—An overdose of this preparation, taken by mis-
take, caused the death of an elderly man at Worcester.

Chloroform.—This caused the death of a Paddington lady,

who had been in the habit of inhaling the drug to induce sleep ;

also, when used as an anaesthetic, of a child at University College

Hospital, and of a domestic servant at the Great Northern
Hospital.

Laudanum.—A Glasgow man committed suicide by drinking
fourpennyworth of laudanum ; the same drug was the cause of

the death of a dock labourer at Hull (suicide) and of a tea-

taster, who died at Paddington as the result of an overdose ;

the latter had purchased an ounce from a chemist in the City.

Nickel Carbonyl.—The result of the investigations into the
cause of the deaths in December last of two workmen at Mond's
nickel works show that the men died from the effects of nickel
carbonyl.

Nitric Acid.— This acid was intentionally taken by a man at

Islington, and caused his death shortly after.

Oxalic Acid.—A quantity of this was dissolved in a tumbler
of water in order to be used for cleaning, and was accidentally
taken by a man (Southsea).

Poppy Heads.—-An infant died from the effects of poppy
poisoning. The mother, on the advice of a neighbour, obtained
two poppy heads, boiled them in about a pint of water, and
sweetened the liquid, making it like a syrup. The child was
given three or four teaspoonfuls of this, and died about twelve
hours after.

Ptomaine.—Tinned meat had been eaten by a Sheffield fire-

man, who died from the effects of ptomaine poisoning.

Soothing Mixtures and Syrups.—At an inquest on a young
child at Sheffield, the medical evidence showed death to be due
to poisoning by some narcotic contained in a soothing mixture
given by the mother. A child at Birmingham was given a tea-

spoonful of a " well-known proprietary " soothing syrup, stated
to contain morphine, death being due to " convulsions, accele-

rated by morphine poisoning." The frequent administration
of a medicine, known as " Quiet Moments," and said to con-
tain morphine, was stated by the Nottingham Coroner to

have aggravated the condition of an infant who died from
pneumonia.

Non-Fatal Cases.—Belladonna liniment, carbolic acid,,
laudanum (3), oxalic acid (3), rat poison, tincture of iodine, and
other poisons, were used in the cases of attempted suicide, and
other non-fatal cases reported.

Inquests. -Last year the number of inquests held in Man-
oliester was 865^ and out of this number 24 deaths were-
attributed to i>oisoning. The Cheshire Coroner has had occasion
d'aring the week to comment on the folly of asking chemists
to prescribe for people they have not seen and do not know

;

there are still many people who, for one reason or another,
hasten their own death by refusing to call in a medical man.
The occasion of the remarks was an inquest on the death of an/

elderly man who had sent a messenger to a chemist for some
medioime for lung trouble ; the medicine was in no way tiie

cause of death, but no doubt the coroner was right in saying,
that it would have been better if the patient had summoned a.

d'uly qualified medical man.

OBITUARY.

Bischof.—On January 13, Profes.sor Gustav Bisehof, Lad-
broke Gardens, W. Aged 68. He was bom at Bonn on the
Rhine, and was the son of the eminent geologist Geheimrath.
Gusitav Bischof, Professor of Chemistry at the T efr.sity of
Bonn. After passing through the Berlin T' ersity with
honours and serving as an officer in the 7th King s Own Hussars,
he assisted his father in his geological researches and literary-

work. In 1871 he accepted the chair of Technical Chemistry
at Anderson's College, Glasgow, and on coming to London in
1875 woriied as an ainalytical chemist, principally in connectioa
with water analy.sis. He was the inventor of the spongy iron
filter. His later years have been entirely devoted to the inven-
tion amd perfection of a iiew ijrocess for the manufacture of
white lead.

Fox.—On January 10, William Robert Fox, Chemist and
Druggist, Bethnal Green. Aged 56. Mr. Fox, who had been a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1869, carried on
business as a chemist under the style of William Fox and Sons,.
109, Bethnal Green Road. Death occurred suddenly, from
heart failure. According to the evidence of the widow, given at
the inquest, Mr. Fox attended the quarterly tea held at the Shore-
ditch Tabernacle on Saturday, January 10, and at a subsequent
meeting he read a chapter from the Bible, and spoke a few
words to the audience. During the course of his address be
fell forward with his head on the desk and expired.

Hollingsworth. — On January 4, James Hollingsworth,.
Chemist and Druggist, Hull. Aged 73.

Richardson.—On January 13, George Richardson, Chemist,
and Druggist, Hexham, Northumberland. Aged 50. Mr.
Richardson had been connected with the Pharmaceutical
Society as an Associate and Member since 1878.

Schunck.—On Januaiy 13, Henry Edward S'chunck, Ph.D.^
D.Sc, F.R.S. Aged 82. Dr. Schunck, who was one of the
most accomjjlished successors of Dalton, Joule, and other
chemists in the presidency of the Manchesiter Literary and
Philosophical Society, studied chemistry in Gel-many imdfer
Liebig, with a view to his managing his father's calico-printing
works near Rochdale, but, after passing some time at the works,
withdrew from them to devote his life to scientific researches,,
for wluch bis early acquaintamce with dyeing and colourings
matters had given him especial aptitude. He made discoveries
of great practical importance in manufacture, some of them-
relating to the formation of indigo blue. He is said to have
been the first chemist to obtain pure alizarin from madder.
Dr. Schunck had been a fellow of the Royal Society since 1850.
He took much interest in the affairs of the Manchester Literary
and Philosophical Society, of wliich he was successively secre-
tary, vice-president, and president; and in 1898 the Society-
awarded him the Dalton bronze medal for his researches, par-
ticularly those relating to colouring matters. In 1887 he w*s-
president of the chemical section of the British Association at
itvs meeting in Manchester ; <uid he held the office of presidenlr.
of the Society of Chemical Industry in 1897. The latter Society
awarded Dr. Schunck its gold medal in 1900, and he receivedi
in 1890 from the Royal Society the Davy Gold Medal.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.

At a meeting of this Committee, held on Wednesday,

January 14,' the following reports were presented :

—

Attendance in Libraby.

London, Total. Highest.

December 446 36

Year, 1902 4,085 36

CXHCULATION OP BoOKS.

TotaL Town. Country.

London Library, Deo. 253

Year 1902 2,394

Edin. Library, Dec. . 376

Town.

125

1,240

210

128

1,154

166

Lowest. Average.

2 19

0 14

Carriag pa

£1 Os. 4Jd.

£11 7s. 2^d.

3s. 4d.

DONiVTIONS TO THE LIBRARY (LONDCN

British Pharmaceutical Conference :—Year-book of Pharmacy
1902. Two copies.

Mr. R. Bremridge :— Year-book of Pharmacy, 1902.

Proprietors of the Chemist and Druggist :—The numbers for

1902
;
Diary for 1903.

Mr. R. T. Baker, F.L.S., Technological Museum, Sydney :

—

Baker and Smith, A research on the Eucalypts, especially in

regard to their Essential Oils, 1902.

Universite Libre de Bruxelles :—Rapport sur I'annee acad^-

mique, 1901-2.

Eoole sup^rieure de Pharmacia de Paris :—Theses by E.

Martelly and J. Renard.

Mr. G. Dian, Venice :—Cenni storici suUa farmacia Veneta,

al tempo della Repubblioa, parte 3, 1902.

Museum.
Attendance. Total. Highest. Lowest. Average

488 32 20

Donations.

Mr. Th Wardleworth, Liverpool :—Specimen of the fruits of

Cassia podocarpa.

Purchase of Books.

The Committee authorised the purchase of the undermen-
tioned works :

—

For the Libi-ary in London.

Geikie, Text-book of Geology.

Strasburger, Noll, Schenck, and Sohimper, Text-book of

Botany.

Cohen, Theoretical Organic Chemistry.

For the Library in Edinburgh.

Perkin acd Kipping, Organic Chemistry.

EXAMINATIONS IN LONDON.

January, 1903.

MAJOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined 11

„ failed 4

„ passed 7
Bailey, Thos. H. ; New Wandsworth

|

Jones, Edgar Alfred; Battersea
Constance, Stephen G. ; Longhope Jones, John Arch

; Clapham
Duncan, John ; Dartford

|
Oliver, Seth Harry

;
Clapham

Spioer, William Scutt; Kenningtpn

MINOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined 286

,, failed 189

passed

.

97
Atkinson, Frederick; Ealing
Barker, Percival A.

; Cambridge
Barlow, Franklin ; Bedford
Barnes, Ernest Edward; London
Bately, John G. B. ; Tottenham
Bevis, George P. ; Portsmouth
Birkett, Harry

;
Burnley

Brown, Benjamin J.; Shrewsbury
Burden, Sidney ; Caversham
Carlton, William E.; Bourne
Coates, Walter ; Wisbech
Collings, Ellis A.

;
Littlehampton

Corke, Harry M. ; Southampton
Coultman, Matthew R. ;

Pickering
Cox, Walter; Shrewsbury
Crisp, Edward

;
Cambridge

Dewhurst, Harry E.
;
Accrington

Dyson, Harry; IJarnsley-

English, George ; Huddersfield
Evans, Frederick W.

;
Cardigan

Fisher, Geo. Francis L. ; Plvmouth
French, William Harry ; Shilton
Garner, Stanley Radford ; London
Gartside, William ; Oldham
Geeves, Charles Masters ; London
Gibb, W. Ghas. Napier; Winchester
Godding, Thomas Godwin ; Bedford
Gray, Arthur Edward ; London
Griffiths, Morgan Lloyd; Manchester
Grimwade, Alfred E. ; Colchester
Hague, Harry; Blackpool
Hales, Walter ; Hemel Hempstead
Hancock, Frank

;
Weymouth

Handley, Arthur ; Boston
Harbordt, Paul Harold; London
Harper, George ; York
Hartley, Horace ; Todmorden
Heely, Frederick William

;
Grimsby

Herman, J. Bartholomew; Aintree
Hodgson, Harold F. ; Brentwood
James, Ernest Wm. Harold; Newark
Jones, lestyn Panton ;

Llwynypia
Jones, Richard Henry

;
Penkridge

Jones, William John ; Bodedern
Juleff, John ; Clapham
Kenington, Robert Barker ; London
ent, Joseph Henry ;

Clapham
rkland, Walter H. ; Gainsborough

Worfolk, Harriet

Lanham, Hedley George ; Bristol
Llewellyn, William M. ; LlwJ'nypia
Lloyd, Edward Neville

; Bridgend
Matthews, James G. ; Birmingham
Morgan, David T.

;
Aberystwith

Morton, William James ; London
Mullinger, A. E. C. ; Northampton
Murrell, Wm. Frederick, Hartlepool
Naylor, Richard Edwin ; Chesterfield
Newboult, Robert ; Bradford
Newton, Albert

;
Stalybridge

Osborne, John Alfred ; Long Eaton
Parry, D. Hum. ; Blaenau Festiniog
Pepper, Fredk.Wm.; Mexborough
Phiilips, William ; Bewdley
Pratt, John Edward ; Bedford
Roberts, Harold Atkinson; London
Roberts, Walter Clias.

;
Broadway

Robinson, Joseph Ellis; Birch Vale
Bothwell, William ; Bolton
Rowe, Francis Kitch

;
Bridgwater

Rutter, Wilfred; Wallsend
Salt, Leonard Thomas ; Sutton
Shapley, James Bernard

;
Torquay

Shaw, Sam Thorpe; Ossett
Smith, Sydney; Bournemouth
Spencer, Harry Herbert ; Barnes
Spouncer, StanleyYoung; Gainsboro'
Stooke, Fredk. A. ; New Brompton
Sutcliffe, William James

;
Bacup

Thursfield, Robt. Charlton; Sund'l'd
Tymms, Percy ;

Birmingham
Varley, Edwin Gisborne; N.Wands'th
Vaughan, John ; Audlem
Wain, George Gardner; Bakewel
Wallis, Hugh William ; Cambridge
Warren, Pierce Harold ;

Derby
Wavell, Edward Tharle ; London
Weavers, Horace Percy ; Colchester
Weston, Charles Egbert; Chester
Whaley, Harold ; Chester
White, Arthur Allen ; London
White, Harold Percy ; Manchester
Wigginton, J. H. Becher ; Newark
Wilkinson, John George ;

Harrogate
Willson, Harry Briggs; Peterboro'
Winser, F. James ; East Grinstead
Winter, Harry Stanley ;

Manningtree
Ellen

;
Ilkley

Registration as Apprentices or Students.

Certificates by approved examining bodies were accepted from

the undermentioned forty-one persons desirous of being regis-

tered as apprentices or students :
—

Bolton, Thomas Walter ; Cambridge
Borland, Janet W. B.; Glasgow
Boys, Marion Lucy ; London
Brooks, Ralph Rowley ; Salisbury
Cohen, Elias ; Manchester
Cohn, Georg ; London
Cook, Eustace Walter; Maidstone
Cunningham, Samuel J. ; Limavady
De Bono, Joseph ; Malta
Dyer, Joseph W. W. ;

Bridgnorth
Farr, James Grey ;

Yaxley
Finn, Henry Edgar ; Barham
Gordon, James H. ; Lanark
Halden, Francis

;
Glasgow

Hardrnan, Frederick Wm. ; Bolton
Hayball, Edward Tom ;

Lymington
Holburn, Mabel Mary ; Sheffield

Jones, Daniel John; Penygroes
Lewis, John C.

;
Merthyr Tydfil

McOwan, Duncan Ross
;
Glasgow

Martin, Alfred
;
Hindley

Moore, John Thomas ; West Melton
Morrell, William ; Leeds
Owen, Robert John; Llanllyfni
Partridge, Walter Edwin ; Bristol
Pirrie, George

;
Rothiemay

Roberts, Hugh William ; Bala
Rowcroft, F. Heathorn ; Maidstone
Sohulze, Adolf ; Broadstairs
Shaw, Granville; Durham
Story, Edith Mara ; Lewisham
Taylor, Samuel; Marple
Waslin, William Cressey ; Hull
Watson, Thomas Frederic; Ripley
Whitelam, William Harold ; Hull
Whitfield, Fred Ernest; Darlington
Wiglesworth, Michael Henry ; Blyth
Williams, T. Davies ;

Camberley
Wills, Leonard E. ; Falmouth
Wilson, Frederick Wm. ;

Edinburgh
Wyse, Monckton H.; Southport

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

Thursday, Ja-nuary 8, ilr. H. Hicket (Messrs. Parke Davia

and Co.) in the chair. The opening meeting of the second half

of the session 1902-3 took the form of a musical and social

evening. There was a fairly good attendance. Songs wer»

rendered by the President, Mr. A. Latreille, and Messrs.

Barker, Easton, Everson, Jones, Strother, and Webb, and Mr.

R. E. Lown«brough gave several interesting recitations. Th9

accompanist was Mr. W. iS. Parker. On the motion of the

President, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the Ohair-

man. The sum of 8s. was collected for the Benevolent Fund.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

Wednesday, January 7. Mr. George D. Beggs, President,

in the chair. Mr. John.Ston Montgomery, Vice-President;

Messi-s. Vincent, Johnston, Kelly, Baxiter, J.P., W. H. Weils,

Grindley, Browne, and Professor Ticliborne were also present.

Resignation of a Member.

A letter was received from. Mr. Samuel Turkington, stating

»;hWt Ibe was unable, in oon-sequence of the state of 'hia health,

to withdraw his previous leitAer of resignation, and I'eturning

thunks to the Council for the considemtion shown him.

The Vice-President proposed that Mr. William Doeg, of

89, Mill Street, Belfast, be co-opted. Mr. Doeg, although of

Scoltoh birth, had been i-eisident in Belfast Tor a quarter of a

c-entury. If he were co-opted he would be a useful melnber,

«^ he was in touch with the retail trade.

iMr. Wells said he had nnuch pleasui'e in seconding. He
thought that they sihould have more associate druggists re-

gistered in Belfast, but now that Belfast had two druggist

representatives he hoped that that city would suppoit- the

Society. '

The motion of (the Vice-President was aarried unanimously.

The President moved a resolution expressing regret at the

resignation of Mr. Turkington, and oonveyin^g tlieir condolence

with him in his illness.

The motion wa» seconded by Mr. Guindley, and carried

iinanimou.sly.

Correspondence.

Letters from the Asslsltanit Under-Secretary of the Privy
Council (Ireland) intimated that in the oases of Dr. Michael
©"Brien and Mr. William Gorham, wiho had been fined for illegal

trading, but had sought abatements oif the penalties imposed
on them, the Lord-Lieutenant had decided that the law should
take its course.

Another letter from the Privy Council Office enclosed a copy
of the report of Sir George Duffey to the Lord-Lieutenant on
the examinations held by /tlie Society during the year 1902.
The report was i-eferred to the Law Oommiittee.

A letter from the Privy Council Office contained an Order of
the Council approving of the extension of the time allowed
for the Pi^Uminary Examiniaition, but ijitimating' that His
Excellency and the Council did nolt. sanction the resolution
wliich the Council of the Society had passed providing that " in

subdividing the .subjects of examination the examiner should
mnintain in each subdivision tihe minimum percentage adopted
by the Council for the subject of Which it was a subdivision."
Mr. Dougherty's letter, however, suggested tliat " in lieu thereof
a regulation might be adopted similar to that in force in the
Royal University of Ireland, that no candidate shall be adjudged
to have passed in lany language Avlio does not exhibit a com-
petent knowledge of grammar."
On the motion of Mr. Wells the letter was referi-ed to the

School Committee.

Reports from the several Committees having been dealt with,
the Coiniei] adjourned.

EXAMINATION RESULTS.

Preliminary Examination.

The following have passed :—J. Connolly, P. M. Kavanagh
P. I. Robinson, J. Keating, W. P. Algeo (A. W. Jagoe, M. P.'

MacManus), E. P. Toomey, G. Smith (R. Woulfe, W. J.

McKnight), P. Ward, W. Nesbitt. Ten candidates were

rejected.

Pharmaceutical Assistant Examination.

The following have passed:—J. A. Donaghy, E. Tanner,

G. R. Calvert, W. McCuUy. Two candidates were rejected.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Thureday, Januai-y 8, the sixth and last of Profe&sor Hele-

Shaw's Christmas Lectures on Locomotion dealt with the

Flying Machine.

The earliest ideas of flying were by the use of wing.s, but

the notion was also conceived at an early date of attaching

the body to some substajice lighter than the air, and thus rising

without the aid of wings. One inventor was said to have

thought of employing the impulsion of electiified balls, and

another to iise large copi>er vessels exhausted of air. Men
could not hope to fly by their own musculaar effort, at amy rate

without millions of years of evolution. It was. however,

another matter to utilise the

Pkessttee of the Wind
to sustain the weight of a man. This had often been done with

parachutes, by means of which innumerable successful descents

had been made ; and the same principle had been employed in

soaring or gliding through tlie air by the aid of a plane. The

action of the parachute was demonstrated, the importance ot

its having a hole at the top being iwinted out. The next step

was to employ plane surfaces driven by mechanical means.

Maxim's flying machine of 364 horse-power actually raised itself

from tlxe ground, and Lajigley's aerodrome had flown over con-

siderable distances and come down safely, though without

having any passengers on board.

Balloons

had been made in two ways, by the use first of hot air, and

secondly of gas ligliter thou atmos2>heric air, though the first

way had to be abandoned because of its danger. He then gave

a .short account of some of the pioneer balloonists, and of the

historic ascent of Messrs. Glai.sher and Coxwell, when, accord-

ing to the readings of their barometer, they rose over seven

miles above the ground. Of recent years there had been a

remarkable development in the

Self-peopellbd Aib-ship,

and for its purposes four sources of power had been employed.

Dui>uy de Lome hadi u.sed manual power, Gififard the steam-

engine, Gaston Tissandier and Renaixli the power from electrical

accumulators, and finally M. Santos Dumont the petrol motor.

The last-named aeronaut had achieved more ffuccess than any

of his predeces.sors. Some slides lent by Dr. Buchanaai showed

his most recent flight at Monaco, and the oscillations made by

the balloon in the air before it partially collapsed and' descended

into the water through the aeronaut's being unable to close the

gas valve. Though the navigable balloon .secured a certain

amount of safety to its occupants, whatever happened to it«

machinery, it was scarcely pos.sible to control it against sudden

aerial disturbances, the magnitude and velocity of which were
incomparably greater than anything that occurred in the

currents of the ocean. On tlie other hand, the flying machine,

heavier than the air, while more feasible in some i-espects,

involved dangers from the stopi>age of the machuiery which
were frightful to contemplate: " The passage of the ocean by
large aerial ships, whether they thought of the difficulties of

retaining the gas in a balloon, or of extended flight with a
flying macliine, might therefore seem an almost hopele-ss ta.sk.

But after the progress of locomotion even in the last centuiT,

one would not be so rash as to set a limit to the powers and
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possibilities of meohanical science. There were some things,

•uch as perpetual motion, that might fairly be regarded as im-

possible ; but the navigation of the air was simply a mechanical

problem, and might some day be an accomplished fact ,aHd the

air-ship be as famUiar as the Iccomotive, steamship, bicycle, or

motor-car.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

MANCHESTER SECTION.

Friday, Januai-y 9, Dr Cr. H. Bailey in the chair.

Dr. W. J. Pope read a paper on the influence of reagents on

the

Textile Strength and Dyeing Properties of Cotton,

which had been prepared 'by ihiniself and 3ilr. J. Huibner.

The authors statted that, having for the first time estab-

lished an accurate imethod of determining the textile

«trength of a yam, they next proceeded to examine the influ-

ence of mercerisation and other chemical treatment, such as

immersion in solutions of fodidtes upon the texiyile strength of

yarn. The results allowed a deduetioiiii of ai number of con-

. elusions of technical interest—tliat strong solutions of barium

iodide and other salts had much the .same effect upon yarn

a« the mercerising agent caustic soda, in so far as shrinkage,

dyeing properties, etc., were concerned. It was also proved

that the great increase in textile strength which attended the

mercerisation of cotton-yam was practically wholly due to the

shrinkage of the yarn.

Ml'. Chas. H. G. iSph.axklixg gave some interesting notes on

the

Fermentation of Sugar-cane Juice,

which were results of his experiments in the sugar-growing

districts. He had discovered thaA carbolic acid re*tarded the

formjvtion of alcohol and completely sitopped that oif acetic acid.

Commercially, however, % could not be used, and they had to

treat the juice with lime, under wbich trea'tnient there was a

rapid increase of glucose at various densities, with large quanti-

ties of yea-si and alcohol.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

NORTHERN BRANCH.

Thursday, January 8, Mr. T. H. W. Idris. President, in the

chair.

The Hon. Secbetart (Mr. P. B. Betty) said that the

membership had greatly increased during the last few months,

and now numbered nearly 100. The branch included the dis-

tricts of Tottenham, Hampstead, Hornsey, St. Pancras, Isling-

ton, Haggerston, Hackney, and Bethnal Green : these districts

comprised nearly 450 chemists.

The Chairman spoke of the advantages to be derived from

joining associations which had for their objects the protection

and advancement of their calling. There was a. crisis arising

against our rights, and the greater the number of members of

the associations the better it would enable them to lay their

arguments before members of Parliament.

The P.A.T.A. Convention.

lMj". Pond being unable to attend, sent his report on the

P.A.T.A. Convention, in which he said that great praise was
due to those who came a long way and put themselves to much
mconvenience and expense to attend the Confei'ence. He was
one of the first to join the P.A.T.A. ; he always got face value,

but felt that the P.A.T.A. would .secure a living profit and

prevent cutting to a great extent. All would, he thought, agree

to the resolution which recommended boycotting tho.sg' articles

"which Ibore too little profit ; in fact he would have liked to

ihave put in a resolution to the effect that no article should be

sold or stocked by chemists which did not bear a fair profit.

The distinctive mark that the article was on the protected list

should be a trade mark of the P.A.T.A. and registered, and

only that mark should be recognised when placed upon the

article protected.

Mr. BuETON (Chairman of the Northern Bnuicli), who was
one of the delegates to the Convention, considei ed it had been

a great success, and hoped that chemists would abide loyally

by what had been recommended. He moved the following

resolution:
—"That the attention of individual manufacturer*

be called to the resolution passed at the P.A.T.A. Convention,

and that they be asked in the name of this meeting to join the

P.A.T.A."—^Thi'S was seconded by Mr. Edwards, and passed

unanimously.

Mr. Hornby said that he had withdrawn from show all

'patents which were cut to a great extent through their no!
being on the P.A.T.A. list.

Mr. Morgan said that he did not stock articles which did
not give a living profit.

Mr. Glyn-Jones regretted that chemists should leave associa-

tions which did not come up to their expectations, the much
more businesslike proceedings woxdd be for such chemists to

work all the harder in those associations, so that their opinions

might be adopted, as they would be if found workaWe.
IMr. A. Cooper spoke on behalf of chemists joining th«

CD.A., and afterwards proposed' a very hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Idrix.

GLASGOW CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' ASSIS=

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DANCE.

Wednesday, January 7, Charing Ci-oss Halls, 486, Sauchie-

hall Street, Glasgow. A large company assempled and
took part in what proved to hni ihe most lenjoyable and success-

ful dance yet held by the Association. Songs and readings

were contributed by Messrs. W. L. Currie, J. P. Gilmour, and
D. S. Gowans. Representatives were pre.s'ent from Messrs.

Maw, Son and Sons, Wright, Layman, and XJmney, Blyton,

Astley and Co., J. Mackay and Co., T. and H. Smith, Harkness,

Beaumont and Co., Lorimer and Moyes, and Cockburn and Co.,

Limited. Mr. G. M. MbKenzie officiated as M.C. in his usual

Q'ble manner.

DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Monday, January 12, Mr. R. Gledhili,, President, in the

chair. There was a larger attendance than at any meeting for

twelve months.

Some discussion took place on the question of keeping a

dispensing price list, with a view of securing uniformity in

charges by meanlbers of the Association. A list had been drawn

up by the Secretary (iMr. G. Walker), and this was ultimately

agreed to.

Mr. J. Walker (Cleckheaton) was appointed delegate to the

annual dinner of the Huddersfield and District Association, on

the 21st inst.

It was decided at fhe last meeting to keep lists of rare drugs

and " patents " which members have in stock, with a view of

supplying each other, and thus rendering it unnecessary for all
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members to stock such articles. The lists, however, it was
stated, hod not been completed, but probably would be by the

next meeting.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, January 13, Mr. J. A. Mitchbll, President, in the

chair.

Mr. Hanson read the following paper on

—

Pharmaceutical Items.

Everyone realises that we have many difficult and serious

problems before us. One of great importance is the report

which we are to receive in February from- the Committee
which is now sitting with regard to the sale of poisons. We
are given to understand (by some leakage about the meetings),

that it is quite probable that we chemists shall have to give up
some of the poisons which at present we have the sole right to

selL A report a few days ago stated that nurserymen, oilshops,

ironmongers, etc., were the most competent to deal with such
preparations as weed-killers, disinfectants, photographic

chemicals, etc., because they knew best what the requirements

of the customers were. I should like to ask, Does the selling

of a poison in a sealed package alter the nature of the poison ?

The Sale of Poisons.

Well, then, if not, where have these people or vendors obtained

their valuable knowledge ? Allowing that they know what
poison the preparations contain, they simply take it for granted
that it is so when told by the maker ; but if an accident occurs

and someone is accidentally poisoned, would they know how to

deal with 1 > .a:. No; I suppose the chemist would then
be asked for the antidote. No, gentlemen. I can scarcely

believe that a committee of educated gentlemen, such as are on
that committee, would give them the right to deal in deadly

poisons, without also giving them the trouble of undergoing some
examination to see if they were really capable of dealing with
them. The poisons question, to my mind, is a very large one,

and although much has been done, I am of opinion that a great

deal more ought to be done, for the public safety, not in

chemists' shops, but in wholesale houses. We retail chemists

take the precaution to enter sales, and use the greatest caution

in dealing with poisons, while, on the other hand, there are

plenty of small wholesale people who will supply quarter pound
or half-pound quantities, without either entering or asking any
questions as to the use of the poison. We are required to put
lotions, embrocations, and liniments into proper bottles, so that

the patient may know that it is not medicine but for external

use, whilst others who are not registered chemists are allowed

to send out embrocation in a ginger beer bottle, and horse

blister in a jam jar.

Standards for Drugs.

The question of standards for drugs is another very
important subject, although it is more important to the
manufacturer, to the retail and dispensing chemist it is

of the first importance that he should have his preparations of

uniform strength, and as pure as possible. Therefore it is

essential that he should buy from the wholesale chemist, where
he can rely on getting his drugs of assured purity and strength.

The introduction of this subject by Mr. J. C. Umney, of London,
who read an excellent paper at the Pharmaceutical Society's

rooms, will no doubt prove beneficial to all of us. Many ques-

tions arise in connection with the work which Mr. Glyn-Jones is

doing for the chemists of England. We have had many important
matters before us during the past few years in which the name
of Mr. Glyn-Jones appeared very prominent ; the last, and I

might say, the greatest event being the P.A.T.A. Convention, at

which I had the honour to be your representative. I think Mr.

Jones must have felt great satisfaction for the trouble he had

gone to when the meetings began at the Inns of Court Hotel,

when he saw such a representative gathering of chemists from

all parts of Great Britain. There have been many opinions as

to whether or not any real good was done. Well that, of course,

we shall have to wait for, but at the same time no one can say

that it was time and trouble wasted.

Protection of Prices.

Have we not already had considerable additions to the pro-

tected price lists? My humble opinion is that if every chemist

will back up what was begun there we shall soon have some-

thing very real for the trouble which we have undertaken.

" Join the P.A.T.A.," that is, or should be, the cry now. If we

could only show a solid front to some of the larger proprietors

then we should find them in the ring. I am sure we all shal

give our support to the firms who joined at the meetings, and

supply their foods whenever asked for.

The Phaemaceutical Society.

In conclusion, Mr. Hanson appealed to members to help the

Benevolent Fund, and, referring to the insufficient progress in

the membership of the Pharmaceutical Society, expressed a wish

to see some scheme for the enrolment of every registered chemist.

Speaking of company pharmacy, he pointed out how there was

still opportunity for that personality which gave the individual

chemist his chance in spite of any development which was

possible to the companies.

Discussion.

The President said that he particularly felt that after what

had been done by the P.A.T.A. recently they all ought to make

an efiort to support it. The additions of articles since the Con-

vention had, indeed, proved the value of the Association. He
also felt that this year there should be a special efiort to help

the Benevolent Fund.

Aid. Dunn said that there were people who said that if the

Society had been more aggressive they would have greatly

reduced the number of chemists needing the aid of the Benevo-

lent Fund. He could not say that he had sympathy with that

view. He said that it was possible, through the West Riding

Federation, to practically kill many articles, whose proprietors

would not put them on the P.A.T.A. list, by unitedly refusing to

stock these things.

Mr. Marshall said that the most useful thing that could

possibly be done for chemists was to induce others to join the

Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. Waddington said that if the report of the Poisons Com-
mittee were distinctly unfavourable to the chemists, it might

do good in bringing more chemists to membership of the

Society.

Mr. Hanson was thanked for his paper, after which the meet-

ing discussed the question of the advisability or otherwise of

publishing a list of

Minimum Prices for Dispensing,

and, after a variety of dissimilar views had been expressed, a

list, which had been prepared by a committee appointed for that

purpose, was considered privately.

Election of Officers and Members.

Mr. M. Firth was elected a Vice-President of the Association,

Mr. Bates, of Messrs. Hirst, Brook, and Hirst, was elected an
hon. member, and Mr. G. A. Waddington as an ordinary

member.
Mr. Arthur Hanson was appointed to attend the dinner of

the Huddersfield Association as the Bradford delegate.

The Sbcbetaby read a circular letter signed by four of Brad-
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ford's largest tradesmen, including Mr. A. H. Waddington,'
inviting the Association to send delegates to a meeting to be
held on the following evening to form a

General Tbadebs' Association.

Mr. Waddihgton explained the purpose of the proposed
Association, the idea of which, he said, was due to the increase

of rating, the absence of representative r^tailers on, the public

bodies, the aggressiveness of the co-operators, the difficulties of

railway rates, the growth of municipal trading, and so on. The
time seemed to be particularly ripe for the formation of such an
association, and there was every sign of the movement being

taken up very generally. Rules of other associations of the

kind had been obtained, and the rules of the Hull Federation
seemed to be regarded as the most suitable for their purpose.

Alderman Dunn said that a great deal of important work
had been done by such a federation, which was known at the

West Riding Chamber of Trade, with which he had been asso-

ciated for some time.

It was resolved that Alderman Dunn, Mr. Priestley, and Mr.
Metcalfe should attend this meeting (see p. 84) as delegates

for the Association.

EASTBOURNE CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

INAUGURAL DINNER.

Wednesday, January 7, Dr. Kenneth Feaser in the chair.

The Chairman announced that a telegram had been received

from Mr. Ernest Jones, a late Vice-President of the Association,

wishing them luck and good health in 1903.

The Chairman then proposed the toast of "The Association."

This was their inaugural dinner, and he hoped it would not be

the last time they would meet together in that way. He con-

gratulated them on having suoh an Aissociation in the town,
for it was not only for the welfare of chemists' assistants, but
for the welfare of society at large. He proposed the toast of

the Association, coupled with the name of their President, Mr.
Awcock.

Mr. AwcocK, in replying to the toast, said he was very sorry
that they had not so many present ois they should have had,
but if chemists assistants would join the Association they would
find, in many ways, benefits from it. He had to apologise for

the absence of some of the chemists that evening, but several

had promised to take duty so as to let all their assistants off

that they might be present at the dinner. One or two of the
•chemists of the town had practically promised to give them
lectures.

JMr. E. W. Pilgrim proposed the toast of " The Medical Pro-
fession."

The Chairman, in replying to the toast, remarked that with-
out their chemists medical men would be very greatly handi-
capped. He liimself would be so, as he did not make up his

own prescriptions, and so was absolutely at the mercy of the
chemists. He had always found that the chemists of the town
carried out their prescriptions very carefully. Dr. Fraser said
that liis father was for forty-five years examiner to the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Ireland, and in that capacity he came across
a great number of chemists' assistants. It was his great object
that chemists' assistants should have a curriculum, and he was
sorry himself that that was not yet the case. A curriculum
would not only give them a locus standi, but they would derive

a vast amount of benefit which they could never get in their

two examinations as they had now. He hoped and Mlieved that
the time would shortly come when they would have a proper
curriculum.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

George Clifton and Edmimd Capper, physicians and sur-
geons, Leicester.

Herbert Newall Morris and George Robinson, trading u
Herbert N. Morris and Co., chemical manufacturers, Gorton
Brook Chemical Works, Gorton, Manchester. Debts will be
received and paid by H. N. Morris, who wiU continua tha
busines* under th« old style.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretakies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Bequest for Research.—Under the will of the late Mr. P. J.

Quick the University of Cambridge will receive between £50,000,
and £60,000 in trust, the income to be applied to the promotion
of the study and research of vegetable and animal biology.

Wireless Telegraphy.—Sir Norman Lockyer, in a letter to

the Times, quotes a message received from M. Marconi, in which
the latter promises to help by wireless telegraphy in obtaining
information concerning barometric pressures from ships
crossing the Atlantic.

Sheffield Analyst's Report.—The quarterly report of Mr.
A. H. Allen, public analyst for Sheffield, shows that amongst
the samples analysed were two each of ground ginger, cam-
phorated oil, and compound liquorice powder, all of which
proved to be genuine.

Rinderpest in Africa.—Professor Koch, accompanied by two
assistants, Drs. Kleine and Neufeld, left Berlin last Mon-
day for Naples, where they will embark on the steamer
"Markgraif " for Beira. They will thence proceed to Rhodesia,
where tihey have been engaged (by the Chartered Company, at

very high salaries, to study the rinderpest. Professor Koch
took with him a quantity of scientific apparatus, chemical

and medical remedies, etc. -

The Sale of Food and Drugs.—The Health Committee of the
Halifax Corporation have adopted a new plan with regard

to the testing of food and drugs. Hitherto the duty has been
left with the Sanitary Inspector subject to the control of the

committee. At tihe lasit meeting of tftie Halifax Town Council

it was resolved that the medical officer of health be directed

to take for exaanination samples of foods and drugs produced,

sold, or intended for sale.

Masonic.—^On Monday last the installation meeting of the
Lodge of Concord No. 632 was held at the Masonic Hall, Trow-
bridge, when W. Bro. J. H. Aplin, W.M. (chemist and druggist),

installed his successor, Bro. the Rev. E. Chamberlaine. The
Prov. Grand Master, Lord Radnor, complimented the installing

master on the excellent manner in which the work was carried

out, and in recognition of his valuable services as Worshipful
Master, he was presented by the lodge with a very handsome
Past-Master's Jewel, and a special bar and crown attached in

honour of the King's Coronation.

Magistrates, and Chemists' Wine Licences.— Messrs. Robert
Lawson Russell and Richard Andress, trading as Russell and
Andress, dhemists, have purchased Mr. B. W. Kilvert's

chemist's business at Crewe, and on Tuesday, January 13,

they applied before the magistrates for the transfer of the wine
licence. The magistrates said they had always been opposed
to such applications, and under the new Act they had power
to refuse tfliem only to the existing owner. They, however,
gave power to sell until the Brewster Sessions next month,
when they would seriously go into the matter.

The Hydrophobia Microbe.—Professor Sormani, of the Uni-
versity of Pavia, claims to have discovered the microbe of
hydrophobia. It belongs to the tribe of polymorphous microbes,
and is obtained from the nerve tissues and saliverous glands of

infected animals. Professor Sormani states that the reasons
why other investigators had failed to reach definite and con-
cordant conclusions are first the polymorphy of the microbe,
which renders essential a comparative study of all the different

forms, and secondly, the extraordinarily diminutive size of the
microbe. It only begins to be visible when enlarged by twelve
hundred or more diameters, and can only be studied at an en-
largement of from two thousand to three thousand diameters.

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.—At a meeting of the
Liverpool Sdhool of Tropical Medicine, a resolution congratu-
lating Major Ronald Ross, C.B., P.R.S., on winning the Nobel
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Prize was unanimously adopited. It was announced that since

tJhe la.st meeting £10,000 had been collected or promised to-

wards founding a chair of Tropical Medicine in University
College, Liverpool, wiliiidi had been accepted by the college

au/thorities. Major Ross lhad been unanimously elected io the
chair, and bis title would be the Sir AHred Jones Professor
of Tropical Medicine. Dr. J. W. W. Stephens was unani-
mously elected to Whe WaJter Myers Lectureship in Tropical
Medicine.

Liability in the Sale of Drugs in West Virginia.—It appears
from the Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc. that the Supreme Court of

Appeals of West Virginia has Iliad to decide tihe question of

the liability otf a druggisi to a person, other than the actual

buyer, who takes a poisonous jnedioine sold by mistake for a
harmless medicine. The Coui<t has decided that the seller is

liable for damages to such tliird person, notwithstanding tbat
there is no privity of contrac-t between the seller and such third

person. It does not appear what was the poisonous medicine
sold in the case in question ; but it will be obvious that a
druggist cannot be held respon.sible for the taking by one
person of a drug properly sold, w*hidli, though harmful to

him, would be liarmless to ithe person for whban it was intended.

The London Hospital.—In a letter addressed to the daily press
bringing before the public the needs of the LondoQ Hospital,
the Hon. Sidney Holland gives some striking figures with
regard to the work of that institution in the year 1902. There
were 13,160 in-patients and 162,147 outipatients. This means
162,147 sejiarate people, not that number of attendances, or, if

put in a more realisable form, there were treated in 365 days

66J miles of human beings standing side by side. To these
poor people were dispensed 2,500,000 pills and about three tons
of cough lozenges in the year. In dressings they used 92
miles of liLt, 476 miles of bandages, also six tons of cotton
wool, and nine miles of plaster. Every day they consumed
half a ton of ice and 400 syphons of soda-water, and in the
year six and a-hal£ miles of eggs.

Cancer Research.— Mi-. Thomas Sutton Timmis, who lives

at Allerton, near Livei-pool, and is a director of Messrs.
William Gos.sage and Sons, Limited, and of the Royal In-

surance Company, has vested in truisitees a sum of £10,000 to

initiate systematic research into the origin and cure of cancer.
The investigations will be conducted at the Liverpool Royal
Infirmary and the new laiboratories' of experimental medicine
in University College, Liverpool. Mr. Tianmis has been a very
liberal contributor to University College. In Decem'ber, 1896,
the William Gossage Chemical Laboratories, erected by Mi\
Timmis and Mr. F. H. Gossage at a cost of £7.000, were
opened by Lord Derby. Mr. Timmis and Mr. F. H. Gossage
also contributed £5,000 each last year to the fund for creating
a Liverpool University.

Fire In Birmingham.—There was a .serious outbreak of fire

-on Tuesday on the premises of Me.ssi-s. Restall and Co.,, chemists
and druggists, of Cheapside and Moseley Road. The fire looked
as though at one time it would assume large proportions, and the
flames were visible at a considerable distance. The premises are
extensive, and cover a large area, and Mr. Restall, who hap-
pened to be engaged at the rear when the outbreak was dis-

covered, had a somewhat exciting escape. He found he could
not effect his departure by means of the shop on account of
ythe heat of the flames, and was forced to ascend to the first

storey and make his exit from the burning building through the
window leading on to the road. The shop is completely gutted
and the contents destroyed, so that the damage will be consider-
able, and the first floor is also severely damaged. The origin
of the fire is at present unknown.

Parke Davis's Cinderella.—Friday, January 9, CavendLsh
Rooms, London, W. There was a good attendance at the
Cinderella dance held by the London employes of Messrs.
Parke, Davis and Co. The proajramane and other arrangements,
organised by Mr. Sydney Beifc, were ideal. Dancing began
ftt 7.30 p.m., and alt ten o'clock an inter^'al wais declared, tfhe

dancei-s repairing to the refre.«-hment rotmi. \\%}\e the <-om-
pany were partaking of refreshments Mt?ssrs. Bmvden, Elias,
-James, nnd the Mi.sses Clayton and Blanche Brotherhood jen-

dered some appropriate isongs. After the interval dancing was
again resumed, and contanued until midniglit. l^he music pro-
vided toy tIhe orcljes*ti-a tlirougliout tlhe evening was excellently
performed and ano^ heartily appreciated. Mr. Berks and the
irlanaging committee are to be congratulated upon the success
of the Cinderella, whidli was itiliorouglily enjoyed by all

present.

Sale of Medicine Stamps.—As stated in iih& P.J. of Sep-
tember 6, the sale of medicinenstamps during the year 1901-02
yielded a total of £306,337. The following figures show hoM-
many stamps of eadh different value were sold during tlhat and
the preceding yeai' :

—

Stamps.

1900-1. 1901-2.

No. Value. No.
. Value.

29,803,087
6,223,883
1,053,221

"

106,767
7,392

7,197

£
186,269
77,798

29.950,290

6,532,122
1,136,985
114,413
16,479
3,710

f
187,189
81,651
28,424
5,720
1,647
556

6(3 26,330
5,338
739

1,079

Is

2s
3s

Vaccination.—^On January 14 a, deputation from the Imperial
Vaccination League waited on Mr. Walter Long, President of

the Local Government Board, to urge the amendment of the
Vaccination Act in the direction of ensniring more efficiency in

primary vaccination, of requiring revaccination ait scbool age,

and of making better provision for the supply of pure lymph.
Several medical and other members of the deputation spoke,
and other suggestions were offered for the amendment of the
law. Mr. Long, in reply, iexpres.sed thorough agreement with
the views of the deputation and with the objects of the Im-
perial Vaccination League. He could not state the intentions
of the GovernmeJit, and if it were possible ihe did not tbink
it would be desirable ; but he expre.sssed a decided opinion in

favour of sdbstituting the county councils and county borough
councils for the Poor-law guardians as the vaccination aAitho-

rity. Mr. Long finally promised full consideration of the whole
suitject.

Bradford Retail Traders' Association.— A mee'ting for the
ij)uiipose of forming an association for all the retail traders of

Bradford was 'held at tJie Royal Hotel, Bradford, on Wednes-
day night, and was attended by Messrs. Dunn, Waddington,
Prie-stley, Metcalfe, and others, on behalf of the chemists. Mr.
Jas. Lazenby, hosier, was elected to take the chair, and lMv.

A. H. Waddington, chemist, was elected honorary secretary
1)7-0 teni. The trades represented were grocers, bakers, con-
fectioners, tobacconists, jewellers, bairdressers, pawnbrokers,
chemists, batters, hosiers, drapers, butchers, ironmongers,
fish, fruit, and game dealers, sfetioners, opticians, watch-
makers, coal merchants, upholsterers, milliners, and general
dealers. A resolution declaring that it was desirable to form
an association of all ti-aders, to be called the Bradford and
District Chamber of Trades, was moved by Mr. C. E. Hanson
(president of the Grocers' Association), and seconded by Mr.
R. Outhwaite (grocer), and supported by many otfliers and
can'ied unanimously. A committee was appointed to make pre-

liminary arrangements for carrying the project into effect and
report to another meeting to be held on February 4.

Proposed Library for London University.—A general meeting
of Convocation will be held in the East Conference Hall, SoutG
Kensington, on Monday, the 19tb inst. Mr. H. C. H. Candy,
B.Sc, will move tilie adoption of the following resolutions,

recommended in the report of the Standing Committee:—" (1)

That no duty more peculiarly belongs to a University than the

provision of a library and its maintenance in an effective con-

dition
; (2) that tbe fir.'t necessity for a library is that there

should be adequate and suitaJble accommodation for the books
and for readei-s, and tbat the Senate should be requested to

represent to tihe Government that increased space is required

ifor this puiiiose - (3) that University funds should be applied

to the library even before tlie acquisition of additional class-
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rooms or laboratories ; (4) that the most eoononiiicul and expe-

ditious way of preserving the existing volumes and rendering

theni of use to any one would Ibe to provide new sihelves,

replicas of the old, and resitore each volume to its former

position ; (5) fhat no other duties should be assigned to the

library clerk tihan the care and control of the library and

reading-room ; (6) that 'the full regulations for the library

should be printed in the calendar as before.'' Dr. R. M.
Walmsley will also move :

—" (1) Thait a strong and urgent

public appeal be made, witihout deilav. for fluids for tlie proper

maintenance and extension of the library of t!he University

of London "
; and, if tihut 'be carried, " (2) that a special com-

mittee consisting of not fewer than six nor more t>hen twelve

members be appointed by Convocaition to maike the appeal

referred to."

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Count Plunkett, F.S.A., has been appointed Secretary of the
Cork International Exhibition of 1903.

Mr. R. Crofts, of The Parade, Canterbury, has been appointed
chemist and druggist to'Oaaiterbuiy Corporat'iou for the ensuing
ihalf-y«ar.

Mr. Archibald Hamilton MacNaught, M.P.S., has been taken
into partnership in the firm of MacNaught Brothers, chemists,
Greenock.

Mr. Thos. Liinn, tfheuust and druggist, has been appoinited
by the Granitiliam Town 'Oouncal to supply disdnfecfcaiits to the
Corporation for the ensuing year.

Mr. W, S. Glyn-Jones, of the Middle Temple, is among
those who passed the Hilaiy Examination of the Council of
Legal Education in constitutional law and legal histoiy.

The Deputy.Master of the Mint.—The Right Hon. W.
Elli.son Macartney, M.P., has been appointed Deputy-Master
of fche Royal Mint in succession to the late Sir Horace Seymour,

Messrs. Harold Heydon and Co. intimate that in consequence
of increase of business they are removing to more extensive
premises at 18 and 18a, Old Paradise Street, Lambeth, S.E.,
where all communications should in future be addressed.

flfr. Fred Anderton Wilcock has retired from the firm, of
Messr.s. Mitchell ;uid Wilcock, chemist and di-uggist, of 33, St.
Maiy'.s Road. IVriHiminghajn, Bradford. TIhe business will be
contmued alone in his own name by Mr. Jo^hn Albert Mitchell.

COiMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Liebig s Extract of Meat Company, Limited.—At a board
meetmg. held ..n Thursday. Janirai y 8. it was resolved to declare
a half-yeaiiy inteiini dividend of 5 pt-r cent, (the same as l i.,t

year) on the ordinary shares of this company, being 20s. per
share, free of income-tax. payable on and a"fter Febi-uary 14
next, to the pi-oprietors of ordinarv shares registered in the
company's hooks on Febriiarv 7 and to holders of ordinary share
fl'arrants to bearer.

Our Own Co-operative Drug Society, Limited.—This com-
l)any was rtg.sttred on January 5. with a c-apital of £10,000 in
£5 shares, to acquire 'and carry on the business of a chemist,
druggist, and patent medicine vendor carried on by W. Bentham
at 7, High Street, and 2-4, Catherine Street, Spennymoor,
Durham. No initial public issue. W. Bentham is permanent
managing director. Registered office. 7, Hiuh Street, Spenny-
moor, Dur'bam.

Sadler and Co., Limited, manufacturing chemists. Middles-
brough. —Renewals on December 23 of £5,000 and on Decem-
ber 22 of £1,500 debentures, part of a series created July 20,
1896, to secure £75,000, charged on the company's undertaking
and proptTty. present and future, including uncalled capital.

Date of trust deed, July 20, 1896. Trastees, S. T. Fry," Dar-
lington, and W. Hanson, Middlesbrough. Total amount pre-

viously issued of same .series, £75,000.

TRADE NOTES.

Romance Goods.—^The VinoUa Co., Ltd., give this name to

good articles which bear a living profit for retailers, because,

in dealing in them, " the unhappy workhowse life of

thousands of retailers could be turned into a domain with
endless romance, whereas now there are only drudgery and
lethargic apathy."

Mr. Robert Suttie, M.P.S., Morriston Factory, Cambuslang,
sends a copy of his price-lisit of manufactures in the department
of hairdressers' requisites. Special features include "Ruvinol,"
a new antiseptic slhaving fluid invented by Mr. Suttie, and sold

to hairdressers at 6s. per gallon, and the shaving cream, which
is put up in l^-oz. pots, 10-cwt. boxes, and intermediate sizes.

Several of Mr. Suttie'.s preparations should prove good selling

articles for chemists as well as for hairdressers.

Messrs. Thomas Christy and Co. announce that they have
admittied Mr. E. A. Jahn, who has been with them for the
past twelve years, into partnership as from January 1, 1903.

'No change will be made in the management of the business,

wliicli will be conducted by the partners, Thomas Christy,

F.L;S., Gilbert Christy, F.'L.S^ .Benjamin Richardson, and
Ernest Adolf Jahn.

The Alliance Roll Film Camera Company, Limited, Gwydir
Chambers, 104, High Holborn, W.C., will shortly publish a

copiously illustrated price-list of roll film cameras, apparatus,
and roll films. It is proposed to issue with these catalogues a
full list of names and addresses of dealers in the films, classified

under the various towns. All tihe goods mentioned in the cata-

logue are only sold on the condition that they are retailed at the
full list prices. Chemists and druggists who deal in photo-
graphic goods would do well to ask for the price-list.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re Jabez Swindale, Chemist and Druggist, Blackhill.

This case again appeared at the sitting of the Newcastle-on-
Tyne Bankruptcy Court on January 8, and the examination was
closed.

Re John White, Chemist and Druggist, Rotherham.
A receiving order and an order of adjudication in bankruptcy

were made at the Shefiield Bankruptcy Court on Monday against
John White, chemist and druggist, 75, Masborough Street,

Rotherham. Mr. J. Btoughton, of 8, Bank Street, Sheffield, is

the debtor's solici or.

Re Samuel Halliday, Chemist and Druggist, of Northgate,
Cleckheaton.

In this case the official receiver for Bradford has issued a
statement of affairs showing liabilities expected to rank
amounting to £168 9s. 9d., and assets estimated to produce
£54 5s. Od., after satisfaction of preferential claims amounting
to £26 5s. Od. The cause of failure is stated to be competition
and fwant of capital. The official receiver's observations are

as follow :
—" Since 1869 the debtor has carried on business at

Cleckheaton as a chemist and druggist. He began in a very

I

small way with £25 capital. He informs me that his business
prospered, and that twelve years ago he was worth at least £200,
but that be then lost £150 by the failure of a local building
society. He appears to have made a living up to about eighteen
months ago, but since then his earnings have not been sufficient

for his requirements. He states that his turnover has averaged
only about £6 per week, and that the profit thereon has been
small in consequence of increasing competition. He has filed

bis petition because of the impossibility of meeting his pay-
ments. He has kept no books of account, except one showing
his takings. He makes no ofior to his creditors." The creditors

over £10 are as follow :

—

Ayi'ton and Saunders, Liverpool £11 I Gray, Albert, Halifax .£26

Butterworth, Albert, BrScKord. . 11
|
Potter and Clarke, London .... 3S
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

Tihe following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

hj Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procurmg patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on tihe subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

i» Aerating or Carbonating Liquids (No. 3,582, of 1902).—James
Dunbar, 14, Maryfield Easter Road, Edinburgh. Relates to

apparatus for impregnating liquids with carbonic acid gas. Con-
sists of a cylinder, with trunnions fixed thereto at opposite

sides in the centre thereof. Said trunnions are journalled in

order that the cylinder may revolve thereon. Tihey are also

bored through the oeotre to form the inlet and outlet to the

cylinder, and are fitted with glands and stuffing boxes, thi-ough

wihioh pipes pass to the interior of the cylinder. The pipe on
the inlet side is fitted' with a T piece, one brandh of vr'hich

—

fitted witli a suitable reducing valve or cock—is connected with
a retort containing liquid carbonic acid and gas, and the other

with the liquid supply reservoir. The, pipe on the outlet side

is connected to a bottling or filling machine. Inside, and about

tihe middle of the cylinder, is a perforated disc dividing said

cylinder into two compartments. Modus operandi:—Cylinder

is partly filled with liquid to be aerated. Liquid connection is

then shut o^. Gas cock is now opened allowing gas to enter

cylinder until required pressure is obtained. It is then shut off,

and the cylinder is quickly inverted and replaced in position as

often as the operator deems necessary. The liquid is thus tiho-

TOughly aerated or carbonated, and may be drajwn off through

the outlet pipe.

KoTE.—Opposition to the grant of a patent on the above applica-

tion must be filed at the Patent Office before February 10, 1903.

Manufacture of Sodium Sulpliate and Hydrocliloric Acid

(No. 2,856, of 1902).—H. H. Lake, 45, Southampton Build-

ings, W.C. (A conmiimication from K. Ochler, Offenbach-on-

Main, Germany.) Consists in making a mixture of chemically

proper proportions of common salt and sodium bisulphate—

for instance, equimolecular proportions of each most finely

powdered, and heating said mixture in a closed retort to

about 400° C. only. By this means practically pure hydro-

cliloric acid is developed about forty minutes after the charg-

ing of the vessel, without any stirring, and the sulphate

obtained is of a faultless quality. The salt is ground so fine

as to pass a sieve of 400 meshes to the square centimetre.

Although not necessary, it is advisable to move the acid gases

forward by slight suction through a fan blast attached at the

end of the condenser. The retort is fitted with a pipe for

carrying the hydrochloric acid.

Metliod of Restorin tlie Activity of Platinum Used in

Catalytic Processes (No. 4,026, of 1902).—0. Imray, Birk-

beck Bank Chambers, London W.C. (A communication from
Farbwerke Vormals, Meister, Lucius, and Briining, Hoechst-

on-Main, Germany.) It is known that arsenic has a most
deleterious effect on the activity of finely-divided platinum
used as a contact substance in the manufacture of sulphuric

anhydride ; in other wordis, it is one of the most powerful of

the so-called contact poisons. Although pyrites-burner gases

may be most carefully purified, yet it happens that traces of

arsenic enter the contact chamber, and thus permanently
impair the action of the contact. It is proposed to purify

the contact substance, without stopping the working of the

apparatus, by the combined application of steam and sul-

phur dioxide, thus transforming the fixed co'mpounds of

arsenic into easily volatile compounds. Steam is introduced

into the purified pyrites-burner gases, entering the apparatus
containing the hot contact. All arsenic gradually disappears

with the mixture of SO^OjSOj and H^SO^, which then
leaver the contact chamber. If dried gases are then intro-

duced the contact regains its activity. It is not advantageoM
to continue the passage of steam after the arsenic has been

completely eliminated', as it is well known that steam liinders

the catalytic action of the platinum.

Obtaining Organic Assimilable Pliosphorus Compounds
from Vegetable Food-stuffs (No. 18,910, of 1902).—S. Poe-
temak, 2, Place Rabelais, Meudon, France, Consists ia

treating well-pulverised oil cake with a diluted alkali lye,

whereupon it is several times over-digested by means of a
mineral acid, such as hydrochloric acid, and filtered ancll

washed ; suitable amounts of sulphate of copper, according to

the proportion of lime contained in the initial material, greater
or less amounts of soluble lime salts, and, further, of an.

alkali, either combined with aoetdc acid, or free, being them
added to the filtrate whilst it is being stirred, the precipitate
which is thus caused to form being next washed, and, after

having been mixed and stirred with water, treated withi

hydrogen sulphide ; after which the copper sulphide which has
formed is filtered off, the solution thickened in vacuo, and
the resulting syrup dried, either directly or after a previous
precipitation with alcohol, the object being to extract from,

the oil cake its phosphorus compound in a chemically pure
state, in which it shall be soluble in water, and to obtaiQ
such compound partly free and partly in combination with
greater or less amounts of lime, magnesia, iron, manganese,
or the like, according to the composition of the oil cake.

Note.—Oppositions to the grant of patents on any of the above applica-
tions must be filed at the Patent Office before February 17, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" Oxeloid," for chemical substances, by J. S. and Walls,
trading as the Metallic Manufacturing Company, Glasgow
Street, Ardrossan. 250,288.

"Chloratas," for chemical substances ("Chlorate" dis-

claimed), by H. J. Gardiner, 90, Cannon Street, E.G. 250,071.

" Elytlios," for various chemical substances, by C. Buchet
andCie., 7, Rue du Jouy, Paris. 250,353-4.

" Pynetliole," ("Pine" disclaimed), for goods for sanitary
purposes, by W. H. Fowler, 38, Station Road, Redhill. 250,432.

"Nurse M. A. Carter" (signature), for eczema cream, by
M. A. Carter, Over House, Over, Cambridge. 249,086.

" Nitsol," for a pharmaceutical preparation, by Thos.
Christy and Co., 4, 10, and 12, Old Swan Lane, E.G. 249,820.

" Mentliolyptus " ("Menthol" disclaimed), for medicine, by
H. W. K. Pears, 2, Hove Park Villas, Hove. 250,188.

" Querrilline," label, for a medicine, by R. Watts, The
Pharmacy, High Street, Rainham, Kent. 250,133.

Portcullis Device, etc., for philosophical instruments, scientific

instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes, etc.
,
by Norton

and Gregory, 20, 21, and 24, Westminster Palace Gardens, S.W.
250,534.

" Confectina " (" Confeet " disclaimed), for goods in Class 42,

by L. A. Pearcy, 18, Deane Road, Liverpool. 249,309.

" Marmite " and device, for a concentrated preparation,

being an article of food, by the Marmite Food Extract Company,
Limited, 40, Mincing Lane, E.G. 249,997.

" Carneget," for substances used as food, by Praschkauer
and Co., Limited, 112, Fenchurch Street, E.G. 249,582.

" Boocup " and " Jebdee," each for goods in Class 42, by
J. B. Donaldson, 2, Kempshott Road, Streatham, S.W.
250,170-71.

" Polarine," for cocoa nut oil, for use as food and vegetable

butter, by Aarhus Oliefabrik, Limited, Aarhus, Denmark, and

6, Trinity Square, E.G. 250,200.

" Tano " (" Tan " disclaimed), for a preparation for the hair,

by B. Wylie, Riversdale Works, North Boundary Street, Bel-

fast. 249,409.

" Lobelda," for perfumery, toUet articles, etc., by D.

'

Harries, 102, Queen Street, Cardiff. 250,699.

NoTK.—Oppositions to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
applications must be filed at the Patent Office before February 14, 1903.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thuesdat, Jantjaby 15, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals has again been excessively

juiet duping pa.st week, while, with exception that price of

nitrate of Lithia has again been reduced, and that the boom
n Cascara Sagrada has made further progress, there are prac-

>ically no changes to report either in an upward or downward
lirection. Quinine has slightly advanced in the speculative

narket, as a result of the very moderate Bark shipments
idvised from Java for first half of the month. Opium, Mor-
phine, and Codein are steady, as also is Carbolic Acid. Acid
3itric very firm, especially for forward Selivery. Cream of

Cartar and Acid Tartaric tending higher. Cod Liver Oil tending
ligher, as a result, no doubt, of the cold weather. Oil Pepper-
nint and Menthol firm. Cocaine unchanged, as also are

Pheuacetin and Sulphonal. Bromides steady. Iodides in
itatu quo. Camphor unchanged. Quicksilver and Mercurials
,'6ry firm. We give below the current quotations for some
irticles of chief interest :

—
ACETANILIDE—Is sftill obtainable at 8d. to lOd. per lb.,

iccording to quantity, packing, and make.
ACID BORACIC.—Crystals, 22s.

; powder, 24s. per cwt.
ACID CARBOLIC—Is quiet but steady on basis of 5^. to 6d.

)er lb., according to make, quantity, and packing, for tbe
4-35° C. ice crystal.

ACID CITRIC—Firm at lljd. to Is. per lb. for crystals in
-cwt. barrels for p-ompt delivery.

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at ll^d. to Is. per lb. for English,
pot delivery, and 10|d. to lid. per lb. for foreign.

BORAX,—<3rystals, 13s per cwt. ; powder, 14s.

BROMIDES—Without change at Is. ll^d. per lb. for Potassii
iromid. For the moment nothing further is heard of cheap
iffers from America.
CAFFEINE.—Makers still quote lis. 6d. per lb. for the pure
nd 8s. 5d. per lb. for the Citrate, B.P.
CAMPHOR—Is imchanged at 2s. 3d. per lb. for Bells, and

Is. 2d. per lb. for Flowers
; price of Tablets is also imchanged.

CASCARA SAGRADA.—The boom in this article continues,
nd 75s. to 80s. per cwt. is now spoken of. Th.e scarcity of
he article would appear to be genuine.
CINCHONA BARK.—At these periodical auctions on Tuesday,

he first of the series, exceedingly small and unimportant sup-
ilies were catalogued, the total of all descriptions only aanount-
ag to 624 packages, of which more than half consisted of cul-

ivated Calisaya, against 895 packages at closing sale last year,
nd 954 packages at the corresponding sale a year ago. There
ras a good demand, and the bulk found buyers at fully previous
iondon sales' rates, the average unit being l^-d. against l^d. at

he corresponding sale last year. This result compares with
he parity of l|d. to 1 3/16d. at the last Duteh sales. The
pening auctions will be held in Amsterdam on the 22nd inst.

last Indian : 224 packages offered and 148 sold, according to

nalysis
; Succirubra, stout mossy quill at 4^d., fair root at d|d.

(fficinalis, good quilly chips at 5d. to 5|d., ordinary stem chips

t 3d. to 3^d., branch at 5d. ; renewed, stem chips at 3d. to 3^d.
fo Ceylon was offered. Java : 58 bales offered amd sold

;

ledger, stem and branch at 2Jd., and root at 4id. Calisaya:
42 bales Bolivian cultivated offered and sold, fair quUl at 5d.

j6id., broken quill and chips at 4|d. to S^d. The shipments
:om Java for first half of January are advised as having been
nly 230,000 -Amsterdam lb. against 570,000 lb. last year, and
09,000 in 1901.

COCAINE—^Is unchanged at 16s. per oz. for the hydrochlorate
1 25 oz. tins and 2s. 6d. per oz. more for the pure alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL—Is firmer at 200s. per barrel, nominally
)r best brands, but this price does not, so far, appear to have
een paid. If the severe weather continues, price may very
ossibly even still further advance.
CODEINE—Firm at unchanged price—viz., 10s. lOd. per oz.

>r the pure alkaloid, 8s. 8d. per oz. for the Phosphate, and
s. 7d. x>er oz. for the Muriate and Sulphate Salts.

COPPER SULPHATE—Is much dearer in synipathy with the
letal, and is now quoted £17 10s to £19 10s. per ton.

CREAM OF TARTAR—'Firni on basis of 75s. to 7^s. 6d. per
,vt. for crystals on the spot, and Is. per cwt. more for powder.
ESERINE (physostigmine).—^Makers still quote 8s. per
ramme for the sulphate and salicylate salt and 9s. per gramme
r the pure.

IODIDES.—^The combined makers still quote on basia of

8s. 9d, per lb. for Potassii lodid., but the outsiders and Japan
appear to be getting a large share of the business.

MENTHOL.—Kobayashi brand can be bought in case lots

(12 X 51b. tins in a case), a,t 25s. per lb.

MORPHINE—^Is very steady, with, however, not very much
business passing, price being nominally unchanged at 4s.

per oz. for the hydrochlorate powder and 2d. per oz. more
for the crystalline salt.

OIL PEPPERMINT—Continues firm at nominally 21s. per lb.

for HGH.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—^Linseed Oil quiet and rather

easier. London spot pipes quoted £24 10.S'. to £24 15s., barrels

£24 15s., month £24 10s., Feb. -April £23 15s., May-Aug.
£22 15s. Hull naked spot £23 15s., Jan. -April £22 12s. 6d.,

May-Aug. £21 12s. 6d. Rape Oil firm. Ordinary Brown on the
.spot barrels £23 paid and buyers, Feb. -April is £23. English

Refined spot £24 10s. Ravison spot £20 10s., Feb. -April
£20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil firmer. London Crude spot £21,
Feb. -April £21. Refined spot £22 5s. to £23 15s. HuU naked
Refined spot £20 12s. 6d., Feb. -April £20 15s., May-Aug.
£21 5s. Crude spot £19 15s., Feb.-April £19 17s. 6d May-
Aug. £20 2s. 6d. Olive Oil : Mogador £30 to £31, Spanish
£31, Levant £30 to £31. Cocoanut Oil Ann. Oevlon spot
£28 10s., afloat £26 10s. c.i.f., Jan.-Feb. £26 7s. 6d. c.i.f.,

Jan. -March £26 5s. c.i.f. Cochin spot £3'5 10s., Dec. -Jan. £28
c.i.f., Jan.-March £28 ci.f., March-May £28 c.i.f. Mauritius
spot £29. Palm Oil: Lagos on the spot quoted £28. Castor
Oil: Belgian, January, Ists £22, 2nds £20; Feb. -Dec, Ists

£21, 2nds £18 10a. Barreis free, ex Wharf, London, 2^ per
cent, discount. HuU Made, prompt delivery, Ists, £22 per ton ;

2nds, £19 10s. per ton ; Jan. -June deliveries, Ists £21 15s. i>er

ton ; 2nds, £19 5s. per ton. Barrels included, delivered free ex
wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale Ameri-
ican spot quoted £6 to £7 5s., Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian
Black £5 5s. to £5 10s., pale £6 15s. to £7. Turpentine : A
quiet tone prevails. American spot 41s. lO^d. to 42s., Feb.-
April 42s. 3d., May-Aug. 38s. 5d., July-Dec. 36s. 6d. Petro-
leum Oil quiet. Russian spot 4;^d. to 4id. American, spot
5^d. to 5|d., Water White 7^. to 7|d. Refined Roumanian
spot Importeis quote 4|d. to 4|d., and second hands 4id. to 4id.
Petroleimi Spirit: American ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d;' to

8i-d.

OPIUM—Steady, with, however, but very little busimess
passing. Quotaitiona are : Druggists' and manufacturing kinds,
7s. to 8s. 6d. per lb. ; soft shipping seconds, 8s. 6d. per lb. , with
practically no fine quality obtainable. Persian rather weaker
at 8s. 6d. to 9s. per lb.

PHENACETIN.—The comlbined makers still quote 4s. 8d. per
11). for both crystals and powder in bulk paper parcels, for
lOewt. lots up to 5s. 3d. per lb. for smaller quantities.

PILOCARPINE.—Makers' price is still 40s. per oz. for the
Hydrochlorate and Nitrate Salts for loz. lots.

QUICKSILVER—'Is unchanged at £8 15s. per Ibottle fi-om the
importer.

QUININE.—Makers still quote Is. 1^. per oz. for B&S and
Brunswick brands for 1,000 oz. lobs in 100 oz. tins, while the
specidative market has hardened on receipt of advice of very
moderate shipments of Bark from Java, and Is. has been paid
for above-named brands for spot delivery.

SANTONIN—Firm at 19s. 6d. to 20s. 6d. per lb., according
to quantity.
SODA NITRATE—Is quoted £9 10s. per ton for the refined

and £9 7s. 6d. for the commercial quality for spot delivery.

SODA TARTARATA.—Price has been advanced 2s. per cwt.,
and Howards now quote soda tart, pulv., in 281b. parcels, 74«. ;

and pulv. seidlitz 62s. 6d. per cwt.

SPICES.—Ginger: Cochin all bought in, bold cut and
scraped 85s. to 90s., medium, 75s., washed rough 39s. to 42s.

40 barrels Jamaica sold, good ordinary at 37s. 6d. to 38s.

Cloves : 120 bales Zanzibar bought in. Black Pepper : AH
bought in, Singapore 'at 6id. White Pepper mostly bought in,

Singapore at lOd. and Penang at 9|d. Chillies : 60 bags
Japan bought in, long bright at 28s. Capsicums: 10 bags
Japan sold, fair bright off-stalk at 24s. Mace : Steady.
Nutmegs quiet. Pimento : 389 bags sold at 2-^d. to 2id.

SULPHONAL—Without change, Bayer's make being still

obtainable, -in limited quantity, at 5s. per lb. for both crystals

and powder in bulk paper packing.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Inioruajuon required by readers will be published in this column aa
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulte
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
eoraniunications.

Cure for Inebriates (J. P. W —83/32).—We have no informa-
tion on the subject, but such "cures " are generally frauds.

Dispensers on Ocean Liners (W. J. B.—83/29).—We are
not aware that dispensers are employed on the vessels you
mention.

Baking Powder (J. M.—83/24).—There is no reason to
suppose that exception would be taken to the composition of

your powder.

Senna (D. M.—83/31).—It is not a matter of great importance
which variety is used for the purpose. East Indian senna is

most largely used.

Retailing Pills (R. H. W.—84/5).—The pills will be liable

to duty if supplied in a box, since the latter will be an " inclo-

sure " within the meaning of the Act.

Tlie Minor Toast (E. W.—84/4).—We are unable to inform
you where a copy of "The Minor Toast " can be obtained.

Perhaps some reader of the P. J. will oblige.

Change of Colour in Mixture (E. H.—83/34).—The change
is due to the red colour of the compound tincture of cardamoms
being discharged by the ammonium carbonate in the aromatic
spirit of ammonia.

Paste for Metal Surfaces (T. J. W.—83/33).—A moderately
thick flour paste is best for the purpose, and the surface

of the metal should be varnished or slightly roughened before
applying the labels.

Obtaining Blood Serum (H. M. M.—84/3) .—Put the fresh

blood in a basin and whip it with a wisp of twigs. Clotting will

occur and part of the fibrin stick to the twigs, leaving the serum
as a pinkish fluid.

Cream of Tartar Substitutes (J. E. W.—84/2).—The active

ingredient may be calcium mono-phosphate, potassium acid

sulphate, or a mixture of ammonium and calcium acid phos-

phates, about 10 per cent, of rice flour or potato farina

being added,

Mixture (B. B.—84/6).—The ammonium carbonate in the

spirit will tend to throw the quinine out of solution, and the

only way of preparing a presentable mixture will be to suspend
the precipitate by the aid of mucilage. By the way, you do not
state the composition of the " Mist. Quinae."

Nicotine Fumigator (J. C. E.—84/11).—Dissolve camphor, 2,

in methylated spirit, 3 ; then add nicotine, 4, mixed with
water, 1. What is required is to dissolve the nicotine in some
volatile liquid or mixture, which will enable it to be vaporised

at a moderately low temperature.

Preparing Tablets (W. J. S.—83/30).—Add the liquid extract

to the sale and evaporate to dryness, stirring meanwhile.

Then spray the granulated and sifted powder with the medi-
cated water, or, preferably, with a solutioia of an equivalent

quantity of the volatile oil in 90 per cent, alcohol. Finally

,

compress as usual.

Bleaching Hair (R. L. H.— 84/8). — You do not state
whether it is human hair in situ, or otherwise. In any case, we
doubt whether it is possible to bleach the hair without affecting
its strength. You will find descriptions of suitable processes,
in which hydrogen peroxide is the bleaching agent, in the
second series of Spon's ' Workshop Receipts ' (E. and P. N.
Spon, London, 5s.).

Deposit in Syrup (H. G. M.—84/9). — (1) The deposit, if

amorphous, probably consists of farric phosphate, but in some
instances crystals of quinine acid phosphate have been observed.

(2) According to Lyon (P. J., January 12, 1901), the proportion
of phosphoric acid requires to be increased by 1 or 2 per cent.,

to prevent the syrup depositing when exposed to a higher
temperature than is usual in winter. (3) The cloudy appear-
ance is probably due to the formation of calcium phosphate or
sulphate.

Sale of Sheep Dip, etc. (A. B.—84/10).—Being sales to con-
sumers, they cannot be regarded as wholesale transactions,
which would be exempt under the provisions of Section 16 of

the Pharmacy Act, 1868, but the status of the firm—whether a
limited company or not—muot also be taken into consideration,

and there may be other circumstances which would militate
against a conviction being obtained. Send full particulars of

the cases to which you refer to the Registrar of the Pharma-
ceutical Society.

Glycerophosphates (R. L. H.— 84/7).— Glycerophosphoric
acid is prepared by carefully heating glycerin with two-thirds

its weight of 60 per cent, phosphoric acid, until a temperature
of 190° G. is reached and acrolein vapour given off. The dark-
brown syrupy liquid is then cooled, and neutralised with pre-

cipitated chalk suspended in five times its weight of water, the
chalk and water being added gradually, and the mixture well

stirred to promote effervescence. After the lapse of six hours,

filter the resulting solution of calcium glycerophosphate, pre-

cipitate the compound by the addition of alcohol, then collect

and dry it— first with filter paper, and finally over sulphuric

acid. Prom this calcium glycerophosphate other saline

compounds of glycerophosphoric acid can be prepared readily as

required.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharjiaceutical Journal, must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' OfBce, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, Loudon.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

CoRREsroNDENTs should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-
mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

, Names and Formule should be written with extra care, all systematic
names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved. •

liETTBRS, NESrSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIOHS have been received from Messrs. Aplin.

Barker, Betty, Biuks, Christy, CooUng, Cope, Edwards. Evans, Farr, Fenti-

man,Ferrall, High, Houghton, Johnson, Keif, Krumner, Lloyd, Madden,
Morgan. Nunn, Price, Eadforth, West, Whittingstall, Wonnald.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Cultivation of India-rubber.

The vast strides iu electrical science, the development of the

motor-car industry and others in which india-rubber is a

necessity will probably soon cause the demand to exceed the

supply, and the forethought of the Indian Government in pro-

posing to plant 10,000 acres in Burmah with the best kind of

rubber, Hevea brasUiensis, which yields the well-known Para

rubber, is to be commended. Private growers are unnecessarily

alarmed, but there is no doubt that all that can be grown will

be needed in future years as increasing uses are found for the

product.

—

Gard. Chron., 32, p. 400.

Sources of India-rubber.

H. Hua has attempted to clear up the confusion with

regard to the best rubber trees of Senegal. Landolphia
senegalensis has been given as the source of a good rubber which
should have been attributed to L. heudclotii, A. D.C. This

tree is known in Senegal as Toll, in the Soudan as Goin, and in

Guinea as Pae, L. senegalensis being known as Madd in Senegal,

and Saba in the French Soudan. Another species yielding

excellent rubber is L. klainii, Pierre. With this species there

has been confused a plant which IMr. Hua describes under the

name of L. pierrei, Hua, which has also been found in

European herbaria bearing the name of L. ovariensis, Beauv.

(a species which further south on the Guinea coast in Angola
yields good rubber). Mr. Hua also points out that the plant

from Brazzaville, French Congo, described as L. senegalensis, is

Z/. /mwiZis, K. Sebum. The four useful species in the French
African Colonies are therefore I/.' /imieZoiii, L. klainii,

L. pierrei, and L. humilis.—Rev. des Cult., vol. xl., pp. 322-328.

Capsicums and Chillies.

Illustrations of the different varieties of capsicum fruits are

so rarely to be met with that the thesis of M. Guillard on the
" Piments des Solanees" is a welcome addition to the pharma-
ceutical literature on the subject. It will perhaps be new to

some that the name piment is applied in Prance to several

different plants hiving pungent or aromatic properties. Thus
piment des abeilles is Melissa officinalis, L., grand piment is

Pi7nenta officinalis, piment couronne is Pimenta acris, piment
aquatique is Polygonum hydropiper, piment royal is Myrica
gale, piment des jardin is Capsicum annuum, L., piment
de Cayenne is Capsicum fastigiatum, and piment de

Mozambique is C. liUeum, Lam. The author classifies the
difierent cultivated varieties of capsicum according to the

shape of the fruit, and the character of the pedicel

whether straight or curved. The paprika or sweet capsi-

cum appears to correspond to a form of the author's

Capsicum annuum, var. grossum, and the ordinary Natal and
Indian capsicums to a form of the var. acuminatum, which he
erroneously describes as " Anglice," Chilli pepper or chillies, and
the Nepal capsicum, or as he calls it " Chilli Nepal," to a
shorter form of the same variety, and Goconada and cherry
capsicums to the var. cerasiforme. The chillies of French
commerce are derived from Cayenne, Hanoi, Tahiti, Diego
Suarez, Konakry, and Tourane, and a large form, but not so

large as the Capsicum acuminatum, from Hanoi, Noumea in

New
.

Caledonia, and Saint Louis du Senegal.— Guillard,

Les Piments des Solanies.

Vol. 70. (Fodbth Sebies, Vol. 16.) No. 170

Anatomy of Fruit Berries.

A. Winton, chemist to the Agricultural Experimental

Station at Newhaven, Connecticut, has published an illustrated

paper on the histology of berries used as fruits, which should be

useful to analysts and chemists interested in the examination of

jams and other confections containing such fruits. Those

illustrated are the strawberry, blackberry (Ruhus strigosiis'

Mich., Ruhus villosus and Ruhus canadensis, L.), red currant

and black currant, gooseberry (Rihes grossularia, L., and
R. oxyacanthoides), cranberry {Vacciniiim macrocarpum. Ait ),

and huckleberry {Gaylussacia resinosa, Torr. and Gray), The

endocarps and testa in several of these afford very interesting

microscopical sections from the point of view of botanical

teaching, apart from their commercial value.

—

Zeitsch. filr

Untersuchung der Nahrungs und Genuss-mittel, September 1,

1902, pp. 785-814.

Plant Protection.

The experiments of Stahl show that not only are the secre-

tions of leaves protective against the attacks of slugs and

snails, but that bristles or stiff hairs, especially such as are

found in the Boraginacese, and hairs that point downwards are

equally so, since these animals cannot easily hold on to such

leaves or stems. Plants protected by hairs, impregnated with

calcium carbonate, such as those of Erysimum cheiranthoides,

when exhausted of their bitterness were not more readily

attacked than the natural leaves
;

but, after treatment with

acetic acid, were readily eaten. Similarly the calcareous

character of Chara fragilis protects it from water snails.

Further experiments showed that the rough siliceous coating on

Equisetum is protective, for when split stems were offered to

snails all the portions inside the coating were entirely con-

sumed. Mucilage was also found to he protective to the plants

containing it, such as Cacti, the roots of Symphytum officinale

and the leaves of AWura officinalis. The gelatinous substance

of plants such as Batrachospermum, Diatomacese, Nitellu

syncarpa, Collema, Kostoc and of the winter buds of Utricularia,

is also protective in the natural orders in which they are abun-

dant, e.g., Liliaceae, Amaryllidacefe, Aracefe, Orchidaceae, and
Onagraceae. Many plants, like the nettle, have more than one

protection ; in this plant the short hairs, thickly set and
pointing downwards, are effective against snails, and the

stinging hairs, more widely set, against browsing animals.

Others have chemical protection as well as mechanical, as in

Salvinia natans, which has both pointed hairs and tannin, or

Cruciferse, in which acrid principles as well as file-like hairs

are present.

—

Gard. Chron., 32, 390.

Reaction for a-Naphthol.

In view of the toxic properties of a-naphthol, a delicate test

to ensure its absence from ^-naphthol is important. H.
Arzberger publishes a very complete list of the reactions of the

two substances, together with a table showing the tests adopted

by the various pharmacopoeias. He recommends the following

test for a-naphthol as being much more delicate than the ferric

chloride test (which is at present the official one). Dissolve

about 0 3 Gm. of the /3-naphthol in 2 to 3 C.c. of strong alcohol

and add 10 to 15 C.c. of water. Shake occasionally for five to

ten minutes, and filter clear. To the filtrate add 10 to 12 drops

of a 10 per cent, solution of potash, and 1 to 4 drops of a con-

centrated solution of iodine and potassium iodide (1 of iodine,

2 of potassium iodide, and 60 of "water) . Shake gently ; if

a-naphthol is present a violent coloration will be produced,

whereas pure (3-naphthol gives only a yellowish colour. If too

much iodine has been introduced the exiess may be removed by

a further cautious addition of pota,sh.

—

Pharm. Post, 3 5, 753.
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Safflower.

Safflower is being cultivated in the Government of Saratovp,

in Russia. The florets arc used for dyeing silk ;
the fruits con-

tain about 25 per cent, of fixed oil, resembling sunflower -seed

oil; 19 per cent, can be obtained by pressure. — T7esintA; Shiroiv

Weschsch., through Chemiker Zeitung.

Alcohol Free Fermented Liquors.

F. Pitoy describes a ferment obtained from a species of

Eucalyptus, which converts sugar into a dextrin-like sub-

stance and carbon dioxide, thus producing an effervescing liquor,

which contains no alcohol.

—

Pharm. Centralhallc, 43, 508.

Specific Nature of Snake Venom.

Dr. Tidswell finds that the serum of Calmette, obtained from

horses inoculate'd with cobra venom, is not efficient against the

venom of Australian snakes. Even when used in large doses, it

failed to react against a single lethal dose of the poison of the

tiger snake. Serum obtained, however, from horses inoculated

with tiger snake venom, was found to be perfectly efiective

against the lethal doses of that poison, but not so towards

the poison of the Australian black or brown snake or the puff-

adder. In fact, the experiments of the author show that the anti-

venomous serum is only active as a remedy against the specific

poison which has been employed in its production, and that the

antitoxin from the venom of one species of snake is ineffective

as a remedy for the bite of another kind.— M. J., 2/1902, 1918
;

after Austral. Med. Gcu.

A New Potato Fungus.

Professor T. Johnson, of the Royal College of Science, Dublin,

has recently directed attention to Phellomyces sclerotiophorus,

Frank, a fungus of unknown affinities, which causes a form of

scab in potato tubers, and in extreme cases a dry rot. The

author first Observed it in Ireland in the autumn of 1899. It

causes the formation of discoloured patches in the skin of the

tuber, in the midst of which the minute sclerotia, O'l Mm. in

diameter, are just recognisable to the naked eye, in washed

ubers. It can pass from the tubsr to the plant, and is com-

municable from infected ground to healthy tubers grown in it.

The author found that soaking diseased tubers in 0 8 per cent,

solution of formalin for one and a half hours destroyed the

fungus control, untreated tubers giving a diseased crop. The
fungus was first detected in Germany in 1894 by Frank.

—

Gard.

Chron., 32, p. 400.

Propolis.

This substance, which might reasonably be termed bees-resin,

has been submitted to chemical analysis in the laboratory of

the Kolonial Museum, at Haarlem, by Dr. M. Greshoff and J.

Sach. It was found to consist of a mixture of resin and wax in

the proportion of 84 per cent, of the former, and 12 per cent, of

the latter, and 4 per cant, of an impurity insoluble in alcohol,

but soluble in ether. The chief constituent of the wax is cero-

tinic acid. The formula of the purified resin is G26H.26O8, and
its melting point 60^, sp. gc, 1,185, acid number, 140. The resin

is soluble in ether and chloroform and boiling alcohol, very

soluble in acetone, difficultly soluble in carbon bisulphide.

The wax has a melting point of 66°, and is soluble in boiling

95 per cent, alcohol, from which it crystallises on cooling. The
cerotinic acid is partly in combination with melissyl alcohol

Previous investigators had noted that propolis had an odour of

storax, and had found a substance which was supposed to be

gallic acid and a little benzoic acid, and traces of a volatile oil.

But Dr. Greshoff does not record their occurrence, although he

notes the balsamic odour when propolis is heated.— Pharm.
Weekblad., 47, 933.

A Resisting Micrococcus.

Whereas the majority of non-sporing bacterial forms are
killed by a temperature of 60-65° C. acting for ten minutes, a
micrococcus has been isolated from milk by H. L. Russell and
E. G. Hastings, the thermal death-point of which is 76° C. for

the same period of heating.—Cew^r. /. Bakt., 2nd Abt. viii., 1902,

p. 339.

Test for Albumin in Urine.

A very simple test for the presence of albumin in urine is to

pour a single drop of urine into a test glass containing boiling

distilled water. If albumin be present, there is produced, as the

drop falls through the liquid, a thoroughly characteristic opal-

escence like the smoke of a cigar. This test is especially

recommended when a very small quantity of urine is available

for analysis.—/. de Ph. d'Anvers, through Bev. Med. Pharm.

Oil of Stramonium Seed.

D. Holde has examined the fixed oil of stramonium seeds.

He extracted 16-7 per cent, by means of benzol, and found that

the alkaloids were not simultaneously removed. A thin layer of

the oil dried at 50° C. to a firm varnish, but at ordinary tem-
peratures it remained liquid for days. In addition to daturic

acid other acids were isolated, and are now being examined. It

may be observed that in 1865 Cloez obtained 25 per cent, of

fixed oil from the seeds.

—

Kunigl. techn. Versuchsanst., Berlin,

through Chemiker Zeitung.

Colour Test for Traces of Sugar.

M. Ventre-Pacha publishes a colorimetric process by which

minute traces of sugar may be determined. He takes 10 C.c. of

the filtered sugar solution, adds 12 drops of pure sulphuric acid,

5 drops of an alcoholic solution of nitro-benzene, 1 in 2, and

20 drops of a saturated solution of ammonium molybdate. The
mixture is heated and boiled for three minutes, when a blue

coloration is produced, which increases in intensity with the

proportion of sugar present, and may be compared with the

colour obtained from a sugar solution of known strength. The

best results are obtained with a solution of 1 in 10,000 : 1 in 1,000

gives too deep a colour, while even 1 in 1,000,000 gives an

appreciable reaction.

—

Rev. Med. Pharm., 97, 676.

Hellebore Rhizomes.

There has been in the past some uncertainty in our know-

ledge of the characters that may serve to distinguish the rhizome

of Helleborus niger from those of H. viridis, H. fcetidus, and

Actaa spicata. A. Tschirch and E. Neuber have examined

rhizomes and roots of these and several other allied plants, and

state their results as foUows :—The rhizome of H. niger exhibits

a small pith and comparatively large, acutely wedge-shaped,

radially elongated wood-bundles; the root is often flattened,

and possesses a stellate wood with blunt points. The rhizome

of H. viridis has a large pith and tangentially extended, bluntly

wedge-shaped or almost square wood-bundles ; older roots

exhibit a wood with from five to seven pointed rays. In both

rhizome and root of H. fcetidus the wood is more strongly

developed and radiate in appearance ; it contains abundance of

wood fibres, and encloses but little or no pith. The rhizome of

Actaa spicata is flattened and bears cushion-like protuberances,

due to the remains of the aerial stems. The wood-bundles are

thickened at either extremity, and surrounded by wood fibres

80 that in transverse section the wood ring has a scalariform

appearance ; the root exhibits a regular three to five-rayed

wood, the rays being broader towards the outside.

—

Schweiz.

Woch., 40, 410.
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SOME NOTES ON THE INDIAN DRUGS OF THE B.P.

ADDENDUM, 1900.*

BY THOMAS STEPHENSON, F.C.S.

A review in 1903 of a book published in 1900 appears at

first sight somewhat behited criticism, and I fear I caiuiot

even conscientiouslr plead the excuse offered me by the vSecre-

tary. namely, that the belated opinion of one straight from

India is more valuable than a prompter criticism from one

w ho does not know the country.

Were I in a position to offer the criticism of an Indian

expert I would do so, but I 'fear that , in common with other

of my brethren in India, at the time of publication I took

little notice of the book beyond reading Jt and regarding it

as a very imperfect and somewhat amusing production. In a

country where there is no Pharmacy Act, a pharmacopoeia is

looked upon more as a guide, philosopher, and friend than it

is in this country, and the authoritatire recognition of certain

drugs which, though used for centuries by the people of Lidia,

had never become commercial articles, was about as helpful

iis the omission of a number of drags in daily use in every

pharmacy in the East. And we smiled a self-satisfied smile

as we thanked the compilers for their graciotis permission to

add a little wax to our suppositories, or to prepare our waters

from the essential oils.

Some time before the publication of the Addendum^ a

circular was sent round to the principal chemists of India, in

which the Government medical storekeejjer for the district

called for suggestions a« to suitable items for insertion. The

circular was couched iu the usual unattractive official language,

and, from what I could gather at the time, did not bring

forth much result so far as phamiacists were concerned.

Indian business men have, as a rule, too much to think about

to be able to place their brain.s freely at the disposal of

Oovemment, and unless a man has a fad he is not likely to

take much notice of such a circular. That the matter was

taken up by iaddists more than by pharmacists is evident

from the pages of the book. Why, for instance, is it necessary

to furnish two. substitutes for calumba, which itself is an

Indian product procurable in almost any bazaar for a few

annas a pound ? And why should gurjun balsam or Holarrhena

antidysfnterica be omitted ? The question of substitution is

not a wise one to take up officially, however advisable it may
be to practise it individually in an exceptional climate.

Out of fifty-four drugs recognised by the Addendum, forty-

three are described as coming from India, although this is true

of forty-two only. The last on the list (Viburnum, prunifoUum)

i.s not a native of India, although anotl\er species of viburnum,

V. foetidwn, having similar properties, is to be found in that

country.

Acacia Cortex, or Babul Bark, is a powerfully a~stringent

bark, and has long been used in Government dispensaries

and hospitals as a substitute for oak bark. It is not, how-

fver, a commercial article (though Dr. Watt recommends tliat

it should be grown for commercial jjurposes). but requires to

be collected, and it is doubtful whether it will come into any-

thing like general use, seeing that oak bark itself has become

practically obsolete.

Acalypha Indica.—This euphorbiaceous plant has an ex-

pectorant aaid emetic action, similar to ipecacuanha, and the

fresh juice of the plant, as well as a liquid extract, are now
official. A poultice of the leaves is used for ulcers and to

relieve the pain of insect bites, while a suppository made from

the fresh leaves is said to be an infallible remedy in the

* Read before the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, at an Even-
ing Meeting in Edinburgh, Wednesday, January 21, 1903.

obstinate constipation of children. The drug is seldom used

in European practice.

AdhatOda. —The fresh and dried leaves of Adhatoda vasica

are official. The root, which is- not official, is expectorant,

and is used as a substitute for senega. The dried flowering

branches are sold in the bazaars. The plant -is antispasmodic

and expectorant, and the dtied leaves are smoked for asthma,

Dr, Watt found the fresh leaves serve as manure when scatteied

over recently-flooded ricefields, and at the same time act as

a poison, killing aquatic weeds that injure the rice. The

leaves have also been found to destroy animalcules, frogs,

leeches, etc., in drinking water, without in any way proving

harmful to the higher animals. The fresh juice, as well as a

liquid extract and tincture from the dried leaves, are official.

Alstonia. —The Addendum authorises, under this name, the

bark of either Alstonia ncholaris or of A. constricta, the fonner

being an Indian and the latter an Australian product. As was

pointed out by Dr. Gordon Shai-p in this place some time ago,

the two barks differ materially in physical properties, and

that of A. schohiris, the Indian or Dita bark, is generally con-

sidered of superior activity to that of A. constricta, or Queens-

land fever bark. It is interesting to note the origin of the

name scholaris. In some primitive native schools in Wes1>ern

India, boards of this wood covered with sand are used by

school children for the purpose of tracing their letters. The

natives of Western India have a superstitious fear of this tree,

and believe that once n. year a'l the trees of the forest assemble

to do it homage.

Andrographis, or " Kiryat," is intended as a substitute for

chiretta
; yet, as a rule, in India chiretta is as eaisUy obtained,

and as it goes under the name of Kirayat, a name very

similar to that of Atidro{/raphis, the two are often confused.

However, the plant has distinct virtues, and its inclusion in

the Pharmacopceia is more excusable than that of the next

one we have to deal with.

Aristolochia Indica, is hardly an article of commerce in

India. It is supplied by hei-balists or country drug-collectors

only, and is used by the more superstitious orders as a

cure for snake-bite, and also as an emmenagogue and to pro-

cure abortion. The Indian Pharmacopoeia only mentioned

it among tlie drugs of secondary importance, and its virtues

are surrounded with such a halo of mythology and supersti-

tion that it is difficult to tuiderstand its being taken up by
an enlightened Pharmacopoeia Committee.

Aurantii Cortex Indicus.—Indian orange peel has been used

for years in place of that imported from England, and as it

is practically the same article, official sanction would seem
superfluous.

Azadirachta Indica.—fhe nim, or margosa, tree of India

(Melia azadirachta) is much prized by the natives as a charm
against diseases. The dried stem-bark is official, but Dr.

Rose, of Calcutta, says that the root-bark is more active.

Nim cups are made and used like quassia cups, and the leaves

are used as a cataplasm for indolent sores. The oil expressed

from the seeds contain.? .sulphur, and is recommended for

rheumatism. The official bark is a valuable bitter tonic and

astringent, and its inclusion a^jpears justifiable.

Belae Fructus is an old friend. It is probably the mosfl

popular indigenous medicine in India, and is most valuable in

those bowel complaints so common in the East. It is most

reliable when fresh, although the dried fruit is not without its

advantages, while the unripe fruit is astringent, digestive,

and stomachic ; the ripe fruit is sweet, aromatic, and laxative.

A sherbet of the ripe fruit is very popular as a cooling and

laxative draught. The bael tree is sacred to Siva, in whose

worship the leaves play a prominent part

B
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Berberis.—The dried stem of Berberis aristata is official. It

is tonic, antiperiodie, diaphoretic, and alterative. An extract

called " Rusot," made from the wood and roots of different

species of Berberis, is largely used in India as an application

in eye diseases. It is applied mixed with opium, alum, salt,

and other drugs.

Betel.— The le;ives (presumably the fre.'ih leaves) of Piper

bctle are official, though why it is difficult to say. No pre-

parations are given. The warmed leaves are applied to the

chest in bronchial afifections, and are also used as an applica-

tion to check milk secretion, but such household uses hardly

warrant their inclusion in our Pharmacopoeia. Their chief

use, as is well known, is in combination with areca nut, lime,

and sundry spices, for chewing in the form of " Pan eupari,"

a practice which gave rise at one time to a hysterical article

in one of our English papers on the disgustmg practic&s of

the natives of India, who, it was asserted, were in the habit

of chewing beetles ! The oil of the fresh leaves contains

chavicol, which is absent from the dried leaves.

Butecc gummi, or Bengal kino
;
Oambogia indica, or Indian

gamboge; Catechu niqrum, or Acacia catechu ; Gummi indicum,

or Indian gum; Mylahris, or Indian blistering beetle; Podo-
phyllum, indicum, or Indian podophyllin

; Vrginea, or Indian
squill; Valeriana' indicm rhizoma, or Indian valerian.

The foregomg are all officially included as Indian substitutes

for the respective B.P. drugs. They are all similar in pro-

perties, and have been more or less used in hospitals and dis-

pensaries for some time in the miauner rcommended.

ButeJE Semina.—The seeds of Butece frondosa are laxative

and anthelmintic. In India they are applied as a rubefacient,

made into a paste with lemon-juice. They have also been
found valuable in that form of ringworm known as " Dhobi
itch."

Calotropis or Madar has been tried and recommended as a
substitute for ipecacuanha. It has other properties, for which
it is held in repute by the natives, notably its action in

venereal diseases, which has gained it the name of " vegetable
mercury." Many curious superstitions are connected with
this tree. For instance, if a Hindu has been unfortunate
enough to lose three wives, and is stUl so satisfied with the

matrimonial state as to desire a fourth, he must first contract

a marriage with this tree, and after his ill-luck has been
absorbed by his vegetable partner he may take to himself a
fourth human wife. Another, and perhaps better, substitute

for ipecacuanha is Tylophora, which is also official.

Cissampelos is introduced as a substitute for Ohondrodendron
tomentosum. It was the official pareira root of the 1867 Phar-
macopoeia.

Coscinium. -This is intended to replace calumba root. It

is a commerci;il article only in Southern India, however, and
will only suit Madras and district, as elsewhere calumba itself

is more readily obtainable.

Datura Folia.—The white variety, known as " Safed

dbatura," can be used as a substitute for stramonium leaves.

Datura Semina.—The Thugs, those terrors of the Indian

districts not so very long ago, were in the habit of using this

drug for the purpose of stupefying their victims, and went
under the name of " Dhaturias." Dhatura seeds are still largely

used by the criminal classes in India for poisoning food, their

action being similar to belladonna, for which the drug is

introduced as a .substitute.

Gossypii Radicis Cortex, or cotton root bark, has been for

some time official in the United States Pharmacopoeia. Its

action is .similar to ergot.

Hygrophiia.—The dried herb, including the root, is official,

but in Bombay it is the seeds that are the commercial article,

under the name of "Ekharo." They are aphrodisiac and

diuretic.

Ispaghula.—^The dried seeds of Plautago ovata are largely

used in India, on account of their mucilaginous properties, as

a demulcent for irritable conditions of the intestinal canal.

The Addendum directs their use as powder, but they are

usually given whole, the mucilage being exuded from the

testa after swallowing.

Kaladana.—The seeds of Ipoma^a hederacea have an action

like jalap, and yield a resin (Pharbitisin) similar to resin of

jalap. In Bombay the seeds of Ipomcca muricata, imported

from Persia, are more common than the true kaladana, and

are accepted by the natives as kaladana.

Myrobalanum, is introduced as a substitute for galls, two

ointments, with and without opium, being prepared therefrom.

It is given internally in India as an. astringent, and myro-

balans are largely exported from that country for tanning and

dyeing purposes.

Oils.—Three oils are introduced on their merits, viz.. Oleum

ajowan, Oleum graminis citrati, and Oleum gynocardice. This

last, known as ohaulmogra oil, yields gynocardic acid, and is

a valuable remedy for leprosy and other skin diseases. An
ointment is official ; the Pharmacopoeia of India recognised an

ointment prepared from the powdered seeds, but this has given

place to that prepared from the oil. Two fixed oils—^arachis

and sesame oils—are recommended as substitutes for olive oil

in making liniments, ointments, and plas-ters. It was

shown recently by Desprez (Bull, dcs Sciences Pharm.,

September, 1900) that the cliaulmogra seeds of commerce are

not those of Oynocardia odorata, but of another species which

he has named G. Prainii. The seeds of G. odorata possess

physical and chemical properties totally different from those

of the commercial article.

Picrorhiza, is a bitter and stomachic largely used in India.

Sappan, the heart-wood of Casalpinia sappan, is official as

a substitute for logwood.

Tinospora is another equivalent of Calumba. In India a

starch, called " Giloe-ka-Sat," is prepared by wa-shing the

powdered stem with water, and is used by the natives as a

tonic and diuretic.

Toddalia, the root-bark of Toddalia aculeata, is an aromatic

drug, equivalent to cusparia. It is worthy of note that this drug

was official in the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia of 1792 under the

name of "Radix indica lopeziana." Its reputation, however,

seems to have been short-lived, for it is not mentioned in pre-

vious or subsequent editions. It now appears in the B.P.

Addendum after a full century's repose.

Turpethum is commonly used io India as a cathartic. It

is officially included in compound tincture of jalap.

Adeps Induratus, or lard deprived of a portion of its oil by
pressure, is recommended in the Appendix for use in warm
climates. The fact is overlooked that lard, being the fat of

the hog, is inadmissible for applying to the skins of Hindus
or Mahomedans. I would respectfully suggest the following

paragraph in next tdition :
—"In countries where the use oP

animal fat is likely to offend the religious susceptibilities of

the inhabitants, an equivalent quantity of some mineral basis,

such as paraffin ointment, may be employed." If the com-
pilers are to aim at completeness this should on no acooimt

be overlooked.*

While many of the foregoing drugs ai'e quite unworthy in

themselves of a place in our Pharmacopoeia, there are a

number in daily use in India of which no notice has been

* Attention has already been given to thi point in the Government
of India edition (1901) of the Indian and Colonial Addendum, met now
replacing laixl in the various f rraulae in which the latter was originally

ordered.— [Kn. P.J.\
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token. In particular, it seems Strang* that no reference is

made to Indian opium. The B.P. permits the use of opium

"from any geographical source," provided it contains, dried

and powdered, bet-ween 9-5 and 10-5 per cent, of morphine,

that used for tincture having to contain 7-5 per cent. Now,

in India the importation of opium from otJier countries is pro-

hibited, and the only article available for pharmaceutical use

is Indian opium. This contains usually from 4 to 5 per cent.,

and even at its best does not come up to anything like the

B.P. standard. In all Government hospital-s and stores the

Indian drug is used in B.P. proportions, and no repoi-t has

ever been heard of its want of efficacy ; indeed, it would be

considered unsafe, not to say extravagant, to use a larger

quantity of opium in, say, the preparation of laudanum. And

yet, strictly speaking, B.P. tincture of opium, if made from

the Indian drug, should contain nearly double the quantity

of drug to give the proper alkaloidal percentage. Fortunately,

there is no Food and Drugs Act in India, or- the position of

the pharmacist would indeed be an awkward one. Here, I

take it, is a case to be taken up properly by a Pharmacopoeia

Committee, and one which would have a, much more useful

result than the unearthing of equivalents for drugs which, in

these days of rapid steamer transit, are more easily obtainable

than their sub.stitute.s.

In conclusion, the Addendum of 1900 can hardly be said to

mark a step in the progress of pharmacy. The drugs of India

are interesting more from an academic than a pharmaceutic

standpoint, and it is to be feared that official recognition of

any of them will not alter the general consumption in their

own country one way or the other. Lidia is conservative to

the backbone, and, beyond developing such products as can

be used commercially, it is not wise to interfere officially with

it« materia medica.

SOME OFFICINAL ADAPTATIONS AND ECONOMIES OF B.P.

PROCESSES.*

BY J. P. GILMOUE.

In theological parlance, it is almost an act of supererogation

for me to disclaim, at the outset, t!he i>ower to fulfil the promise

of the too ambitious title of this paper, or to be original in

respect of its subject matter. It will soon be seen that the only

merit to which the present oontributiom can pretend is that

of explicitly reaffirming and re-enforcing a sound and salutary,

but someiwhat neglected, principle—the theorem, namely : that

in pharmacy, as in other more turbulent spiieres of hiunan ac-

tivity, economy and increased efficiency of technique should be

the leading desiderata. For the rest the paper is essentialiy a

restatement, with a few trifling revi.simis, of facts and inferences

familiar to all pharmacists conversant -with the histoiy and pro-

gress of their art. The French dramatist Scribe was wont to

nuaintain that the plots of all plays were variants of seven

archetypal plans that have served playwrights since the genesis

of the theatre. One is sometimes tempted to extend the scope

of the dictum when ihe turns over the pages of his set of the

rharmacevtical Journal. But tiere is a difierence. Even if the

themes have a barrel-organ like recun-ence, the treatment of

theooi varies,- and the variatioai generally spells progress. Some-

thing, too, may be urged in justification of judicious repetition,

although it should go the length of reiteration. For that also

has its uses.

Attitude Towards the B.P.

The law has already canonised the B.P., and, on the part of

-what without offesnce may be called the academic cult, there is

a tendency to apotheosize it, to regard it as a species of sacred

" Read before the Pharmaceutical Society, at an Evening Meeting in

Edinburgh, Wednesday, January 21, 1903.

and infallible oracle, which, nevertheless, unlike the ancdent

oracles, is always intelligible. In the pious opinion of such

votaries, the deliverances of the Pharmacopoeia are ithe final

utterances of inspired -wisdom on the vast range of subjects with

which it deals, and he who doubts or disputes that dogma is

hopelessly obtuse or perverse. At the opposite pole is the

iconoclast and cynic who anathematises or scorns the B.P. as

a prodigious book of blunders and a yoke grievous to be bome.
He can find no good or useful thing in it. And if he ever

prays at all, it is to invoke the immortal gods to move the minds
of rulers to revive the ' Index Expurgatorius ' and place the B.P.

first on the list. The wise man who avoids extremes accepts

the B.P. for what it is, namely, a product of the collectiv«

experience, knowledge and labour of many well-equipped minds
;

flawed with errors of fact and of judgment as Ls all human work,

yet represe«fing an immense accumulation of exact experiment,

observation, and induction. In view of the magnitude and com-

plexity of its subject matter, his most spontaneous feeling is one

of surprise, that in such a labyrinth of details there should be

so few serious inaccuracies. And a close practical acquaint-

ance with, and faithful obseiTanoe of, B.P. processes -will beget

and oonfiiTO an ever-growing confidence in the validity and
efficiency of most of them. This will not deter the pharmacist

imbued with the free scientific spirit from seeking to modify and
improve B.P. methods in the direction either of presenting a
more satisfactory finished product or of turning cut a product of

the current standard by any process that shall save time, labour,

or material. Manufacturers have already devised and applied

many economies on these lines, although, for obvious reasons,

they are ooy about taking the world into their confidlence.

The Paramount Pre-Requisiie.

There is practically no limit to the latitude which the pro-

duc3r can take in vaiying or modifying B.P. processes, pro-

vided that the finished product conforms to the official descrip-

tion and tests, or where no standard is set up, to the characters

of a good commercial sample. It is true that specific cases

are naned in which, owing to the inadvertence of the compilers

or the unexpectedness of the innovation, it is possible to pass

off as a B.P. product a preparation that meets official require-

ments, although it is destitute of the collateral constituents

which it ought to contain if it were made with the materials

ordered. We are fain to believe, however, that such cases are

entirelv hypothetical. The canon just formulated excludes

many preparations otherwise meritorious or convenient. Con-

centrated infusions belong to a debatable hydrographical basin.

They are certainlj' not within the official frontier. Concen-

trated aromatic waters are quite beyond the pale, and aromatic

spirit-of ammonia made by solution is also over the border.

One is very loath to blacklist Mr. Duncan's most expeditious

and convenient process for making liquor bismuthi. It has

everything to recommend it from the officinal and practical

point of view. But unless the by-product can be eliminated it

must remain an unofficial luxury until, let us hope, the advent

of the next B.P. In those cases, unfortunately still numerous,

in which the B.P. prescribes no test, even of a physical sort,

e.ff. specific gravity or percentage of extractive for many
fluid galenicals, the conscientious pharmacist feels constrained

to maintain an average commercial standard. Hence it should

be the endeavour of the retailer who prepares tinctures or

liquid extracts such as cascara to ensure that his preparations

contain the mean percentage of extractive specified in J. C.

Umney's or some similar list.

The Nature and Scope of the Present Paper.

The principle reaffirmed here is that wherever possible B.P.

processes should be adapted to secure greater convenience of

manipulation, etc., aa regards process and product alike, and
that the finished product shojild be prepared with a minim.xim

B 2
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oxpenditure of time, energy, ;uul material. This principle has

been applied as con.sistently as tike changed conditions will

allow in the -successive editions of the B,P, It does occasion-

ally liappen that the progress, of experimental research com-

plicates ratlier than simplifies the manufacturing process.

The concentrated liquors, standardised preparations, and

syiTip of senna ai'e cases in point. But the tendency is to

abridgement and expedition. If at all available, advantage is

taken of physical or chemical law to save human effort. Simple

illustrative cases are found in the directions to fuse substances

with a high melting point before those with a lower, and the

laws of solution are taken into account in. many cases

—

e.g.,

liquor niorphinte hydrochlor., liquor iodi. fort., etc. Hy object

in compiling tlie follow ing list o? results and suggestions is to

demonstrate, however clumsily, that the piinciple of adapta-

tion and economy, which are nob nece.ssarily concomitant or

reciprocal, although practically often so, is capable of indefi-

nite extension ; and that, in the interests of officinal practical

pharmacy, which ought to receive some consideration if the

retailer is to practise his art at all, the compilers of the next

B.P. should give the above principle increased scope and effi-

ciency. All the processes -dealt with in this paper, with the

exceptions named, have been tried and verified in my own
practice. Some of 1:he examples tire quite elementary, but

they are accorded a place because tJhey serve to build up the

frabric of the argument and! demonstration. The collection

owes much to the work and counsel of many friends, to all of

whom I cannot hope to make suitable acknowledgment.

In conclusion, let me -express the hope that this paper will

not be judged by its small internal value, but rather as a humble

exposition and appeal on behalf of -a dioctrine that ought to

-I'eceive much more effective recognition and practical support

than it has yet commanded.

Mucilago.

Mucilago Acacia-.—Enclose the gum in -fine muslin, and nin

water from a tap through ib.for a minute or so. Then sus-

pend the bag from the mouth of a suitable vessel in the requi-

site quantity of water, so that the gum is just covered. Raise

the bag occasionally as its contents diminish. Solution is

completed iu the course of a night, and if the gum ' be pure

and clean, filtration through flannel is seldom necessary. This

modification of the B.P. process, wTiich hsis been -practised by
some pharmacists- for many years, is a good example of the

principle of solution by convection. If the solvent is placed

near tJie upper free surface of the .solvent the layer of liquid

in contact with the folid sinks as it becomes denser, and i*

replaced by a fresh uncharged, or relatively lower charged,

layer. Thus a continual circulation is maintained until the

solvent is saturated and equilibrium is established. Physical

agents are thus eidisted to do the work, which would other-

wise have to be done in some part by muscular energy in the

form of stirring or shaking. An application of this principle is

paiiicularly useful for the preparation of saturated solutions
;

and it was once recognised in an effective officinal expedient for

making aqua camphorae -by suspenduig the camphor in a

muslin bag from the .stopper.

Extracta Liquida.

Ext. Cascane Saijradic Liq.—This iweparatiou is peculiarly

suitable for officinal treatment. The process is simple -and re-

ijuires na special plant. It occm-red! to me that by prolonging

the period of maceration it miglit be jrossible to -exhaust the

bark with a smaller volume of menstruum. The general ex>-

ixrience seems to be that fiom four to five times the volume of

the finished product are requh'ed, I regret that pressui-e of

xither work has prevented me from repeating and extending tlie

few experiments made to elucidate this point. The following

.statement is thei-efore provisional. If the bark be moistened

with the B.P. ixroportion of water and allowed to maceirate for

twelve hours the marc is exhausted with from three-fourths to

four fifths the mensitruum otherwise i-equired. Maceration foi

longer periods, such as eighteen and twenty-four liours, effects

no further saving, and are indeed a disadvantage, since the bark

swells much more and i>ercolation is additionally difficult. The
' same observation applies to the use of an increased quantity of

menstruum for moistening the bark, A capital iirrangement for

automatically ma-intaining the stratum of menstiruum above

the marc consists of a douche-can with tube and tap. The

latter can be adjusted so tha,t the water from the can comes in

drops. The risk of- overflow is obviated by using a cork with

two holes, one for the douche-am tube, and one for a long

glass tube that rises to the high level of the water in tho

reservoir.

Ext. Cocce Liq. and Ext. Cimhoiue Liq.—I have not worked

on these, but Mr. Lothian tells me that the B.P, process is

almosi- impracticable owing to the excess of menstruum with

which the drug is macerated in each case. Twenty ounces of

powdered cinchona bark and five pints of distilled water plus

hydrochloric acid and glycerin, are to be macerated for forty-

eighl hours, and 20 oz, coca leaves in powder are to be anace-

rated in 40 oz, of 60 per cent, alcohol f(}r a similar period. In

!Mr. Lothian's experience percolation is tedious and ineffective

in both oases. He recommends the U.S,P. process ,in which a

much smaller quantity of menstruum is used for ma«erating

purposes. As a -standardised extract cinchona is not likely to

be prepared by the retailer. But if he should care to try, it is

better that he should! not be discoiu-aged by a needlessly

cumbrous and vexatious process,

Emplastra.

Em^- liesince and Emp. Haponis.—These plaster masses are

y.irtly made iu a shop laboratory. The B.P, directs that the

ingredients should be melted at the lowest possible t-empeia-

ture. But the soap .simply refuses to melt ; it chars first, Mr,

H, Rodwell, Ph.C, who has kindly maxle some experiments

for me. recommends th© following modification:—
Hard so-ap in powder

1
Resin, brokeai small - B.P. proportions.

Lead plajster J

Meilt together in the water-bath with occasional stirring.

The use of -shredded hard soap answers fairly well, ^but if any

pieces of soap escape shredding they .are apt to appear as

modules in the plaster, even if the latter be prepared in a>

mortar on -the water-bath and the mass rubbed down ev(

few minutes with a waim pestle.

Fcrri cl Ammon. Cit. and Fcrri ct Quin^ Cit.—The practical

difficulties in making a. dejcent scale preparation und^;

shop conditions deters most retailers from attemj)ting i

prodtioe such compounds. As, however, a solution of bo

salts answers for dispensing and other purposes, in nine cas

out of ten it becomes a comparatively simple matter to condu

the process to the stage of a Hquor of a definite and conveni©

strength. Although the exact chemical constitution of b

salts is unknown, it is easy fi-om the ascertained proporti

of iron and alkaloidal quinine respectively to calculate

quantity of salt dbtained, and to adjust the stock solu

accordingly. The opei'ation entails no serious labour or ai

tion, and the exercise is an instructive one not less for

ma.ster than for the apprentice. It appears to me that
_

amount of dilute sulphuric acid which the B.P. orders'

dissolving the sulphate of quinine is excessive. About half

oflScial quantity senses to bring the quinine into solution,

sm-plus only requires more ammonia to neutralise it, and

therefore, worise than useless. It is also a mistake to add
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precipitated quiaine to the warm acid solution of ferric citrate

on the water-bath. If thi.s is done the quinine forms a

coagulum which it is troublesome to dissolve. It is better to

add the quinine to the liquor when the latter is cold, or

nearly so, when solution takes place almost instantaneously. I

have noted incidentally that there seems to be the merest

trace of ferrous salt in the recently-prepared solution. The
reduction takes place subsequently. To presierve the solutions

chlor'^form should be added in double the quantity sufficient

to make the B.P. aqua. If the bottle is opened frequently

it may be necessary to add a little more chloroform from time

to time.

Glycerina.

Glyeeriivum Acidi Borici.—The instructive, if somewhat diver-

sified, discuission as to the B.P. process for and characters, etc.,

of this preparation in this place two sessions ago proved pretty

conclusively that the B.P. process is onerous and the product

often unsati.sfactory. Since then and recently, with a view to

this paper, I have examined a number of commercial samples.

Many of tliese had depo.^iited heavily, and consisted of a copious

.sediiaent and a syrupy supernatamf layer. Acting" on the sug-

gestion of Mr. A. McKellar. Ph.C, Glasgow, I have concen-

trated the liquid resulting from the solution of the boric acid in

the glycerin by boiling. The tempera tm-e of the liquid at the

point when the boric acid has ju.st dissolved in it varies a

little, but in several experiments made for the purpose of the

present contribution the mean temperature was 115° C. Accord-

ing to Squire, hydrogen borate volatilises in water vapour at

100° C. , and as the loss of weight in the process now being con-

sidered is due to the elimination of the water formed by the
reaction, it is probable that there will be some loss of uncom-
"bined boric acid or glyceryl borate during the (»ni-se of the

concentration even at the temperature of the liquid. A Bunsen
wa-s fixed over the evaporating basin so that the vapour from
the vessel jiassed through it. At 115° C. the flame acquired o.

vivid greenish tinge, but although as concentration proceeded
the temi)erature rose until towards the close it stood at 150° U.

,

there was no -'.pparejit increase in the intensity of the coloura-

tion. I have not been able to get any definite information about
the volatility of glyceryl borate, but, a priori, one would hardly
-expect it to be .'-o volatile, mutatis mutandis,' as ethyl borate.

Does it not seem probable that if chemical combination does not
take place all at once it is free boric acid that is given off?

Otherwise, there should -surely be a sensible increase in vae

dissijiation of glyceiyl borate as tbe temperature rises, unless
the latter requires water vapour as a vehicle. By gentle boil-

ing the liquid is reduced to the required weight in twenty or

thirty minutes, and the product, when finished' off by the addi-

tion of an equal weigiit of glycerin, is a clear viscid liquid, which
never deposits even in a vessel three-fourths or more full of air.

Judged by the rough test of hydrolysis, the product of tlie

modified process -seems to yield as copious a deposit of H3BO3 as
the official article, and the medical men who have been obliging

«nough to tiy it for me report that, as far as they can judge,
it is therapeutically most satisfactoiy, in the' only form in whTch
it can really be tested—namely, as a throat paint diluted with
glycerin or another glycerol. Even if it should be shown that
the higher temperature of the boiling method causes loss of

glyceryl borate, in view of the fact that there is undoubtedly
volatilisation at " the temperature of the liquid." as defined by
theB.P., and of the much longer time occupied by the official

mode of concentration, there is a strong presumption that thei-e

is as much lovss the one way a.s the other. The advantages of

the modified process in respect of saving of time andl attention
and a more stable and elegant product are self-evident. The
whole matter, however, is one for fuller and more exact
.investigation on the part of expert workers.

Glyccriiiuiii Boracis and Glycerinum Acidi Tannici.—The
present method of solution in the cold is an improvement,

although not as a labour-saving contrivance. There is, how-
ever, as moist of us have learned, no need to triturate the solid

with glycerin. It suffices to nib it down into a smooth paste,

thin with'more glycerin, reserving another portion to wash out

the mortar, and set the whole aside in a bottle. Solution will be

completed in a day or so. If you are in a hurry, have nothing

better to do, or desire to exercise the carpal muscles, adhere

to the official routine.

(Hycerinum Acidi C'arholici.—Phenol is I'eadily soluble in

glycerin, nevertheless it takes some time to dissolve it in

glycerin by trituration. Taking advanta-ge of the 'low melting

point of phenol. 38'8° C, it is a good plan to warm the mortar

«'itli boiling water and rub down the .phenol till it becomes

pasty. Now add a little glycerin and triturate, when solu-

tion take^ place almost immediately.

Linimentuin.

Lijiiificntiiiii. Cdmphoru

.

—The B.P. simply directs that the

camphor shall ibe dissolved in the olive oil. Heat is generally

employed, but it has been, pointed out frequently that unless

special precautions are taken this may lead to loss of camphor

and consequent risk of conviction for deficiency of that con-

stituent. R. Wright ('Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1902, page

497) states that the camphor begins to volatilise at 85° F. He
recommends that the oil should be heated to 71° C.> and the

camphor then shaken up with it in a closed vessel, when solu-

tion will be completed in from one to two hours. I find that

by the following modification solution is practically instan-

taneous. Heat three-fourths of the oil to 100° C. Place the

camphor in a mortar, and triturate into a fine paste with a

portion of the cold oil, thin with the rest, and transfer to a

wanned bottle. Wash out the mortar with a little of the

hot oil, and then pour this and the rest of the hot oil into the

bottle and .shake. The camphor will all dissolve in one or

two minutes. The same process may be conducted in the

cold, when solution will take some days; or the ,camphor, after

being rubbed with cold oil, may be placed with the rest of

the oil in a lightly-closed vessel and heated to 71° C. The

advantage of trituration is that it ensures uniform fine division,

and so provides a larger surface for the solvent to act upon.

Samples prepared by Wright's method as above altered were

found to be of full B.P. strength.

Liquopes.

Liq. Ammonii Acetatis.—There is some difficulty, in deter-

mining the neutralisation point in the interaction between the

acid and the alkali owing to the presence of carbolic acid in

the solution. One suggestion is to boil a little in a, spoon to

drive off the 00, and then test with litmus. A more direct

nnd speedy method is to use tincture of cochineal as an indi-

cator.

TAq. Magncsii Carbonatis.—The ingenious expedient of

making fluid magnesia is a gazogene is not new. It is simple

and satisfactory, but the question arises as to whether it com-

plies with the B.P. process as to pressure. This point is easily

.settled. An approximately accurate manometer may be made

with a piece of glass tubing, closed at one end and divided

into a half, third, and fourth, the divisions being indicated by

struig collars. This is connected closely with the nozzle of the

gazogene and the valve opened. The height to which the liquid

rises in tlie tube gives the pre.ssure. At the end of twenty-

four hour,; I have generally found it about 3^ atmospheres.

For a five pint gazogene three ordinary charges are ample,

a.nd these may quite safely all be prat in at once. A good

(juantity of the gas evolved combines at once i\'ith the mag-

jiesium oxycarbouate, and if the pressure ri.ses above a certain
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point the action ceases. I make a pi~actice of .mbstituting

citric acid and potassinm bicarbonate for tartaric acid and

sodium bicarbonate, aaid reserving the resulting solution of

pota.ssinm citrate, after driving off the carbonic acid and

neutralising for dispensing purposes. The product prepared

under these conditions is of full strength, and keeps as well as

any other fluid magnesia. The series of operations involved in

tlie process foi'm a good lesson in practical pharmacy, especially

as regards the washing of the precipitate. S'uilpha4;es are

amongst the most persiftent of impurities, but even they soon

disappear if soientifica.lly treated. The golden rule in washing

all pi'ecipitates is to be off with the old washing before you

are on with the new. ' Tiie late Professor Dittmar, of Glasgow,

made this the subject of elaborate mathematical demonstration,

nnd Dr. Thoipe 'Quantitative Analysis,' 8th ed., page 56)

thus neatily illustrat'es the point :

—
". It is obvious that if we

wash twice with a given quantity of water we reduce the

impurity more than if we wash once with double the quantity.

For let the original impurity be 1 gramme, and let us add 10

grainimes of wa.sh water and filter off 10 grammes, there will

then remain 1/llth of the original unpurity. At tlie second

washing there will remain 1/llth of that or l/121th of the

original. If w© had added the 20 grammes at once the impurity

would only have been reduced to l/21th."

Liq Plumbi Subacet. Fortis.—Squire i-ecommends what is

oddly cabled " digestion in the cold for a week " as answering
as well, or rather better, than the half-hoiw's boiling. My
ejcperience confirms this statement. The liquor obtained by
Squire's method has generally a higher specific gravity than
the B.P. produot. A recently prepared sample hidependentlj

examined for ane by ilr. H. Rodwell had a specific gravity

of 1-2845, as com^Mired with the B.P. 1-275, and contained
27-8 grammes PbO-Pb(02H302), in 100 grammes. The estima-

tion was done by precipitating the lead as oxala1;e, decomposing
this with dilute H^SO,. and detennining the free oxalic acid

by means of N/10 solution of K^Mn^O^.

Syrupi.

Si/7-npus Calcis Lnctopliosphufis.—It is an improvement to rub

up the creta precipitata with lialf tlie quantity of water ordered

for the dilution of the lactic acid. Add this milk to the diluted

acid in the receiver of a percolator, or other similar wide-

mouthed vessel, shaking after each addition, until a clear solu-

tion is obtained. If the official directions are observed tne

calcium lactate with a core of undecomposed carbonate floats

in lump.i on the surface of the dilute acid, and takes much longer

to dissolve. The sugar, which for this and mO'Sit B.P. syrups

ought to be of the cut-loaf variety, is best dissolved by percola-

tion. The percolation process for syrups might be extended to

most members of this group. Both of Squire's supplementary

methods for preparing syrup of tolu work well with solution in

the cold, and I have seen samples of Easton's syrup miade with

sugar dissolved in the cold which had evidently kept much better

than the B.P. syrup.

Syrupus Codeinxc Phosphatis.—Squire states that the quantity

of water ordered by the B.P. to dissolve the codeine phosphate
is insufficient. He overcomes the difficulty by increasing the

vnater. There is no objection to this, but if the water in the

B.P. proportion be warmed, solution is readily effected. As the

solution is added forthwith to the syrup, there is no chance of

the salt coming out. And since the phosphate ds one of the

most stable salts of morphine, the heating of the aqueous sol-

vent is i:)erfectly legitimate.

Tincturie.

Tinctura Aurantii and Tinctura Limonis.—As alcohol means
money, astute pharmacists find that it is a considerable saving

to macei-ate the fresli peel with a small quantity of the men-

struum and dilute as reqnired. The matter is of more import-

ance, however, to large than to small makers.

Tinctura Zinrjiberis Fortis.—-This useful preparation is now
ancillary to syr. zingiberis, but it is still an important article of

stock, serving for one thing when diluted for B.P. tincture of

ginger. Even if the marc be strongly expressed, there is con-

siderable loss of alcohol. It is better to pass the menstruum

mitil the required volume of percolate is collected, and then to

displace the excess of alcohol Avitili water. In preparing a batch

recently I used 30 ounces of alcohol to percolate 20 ounces of

strong tincture, and reoovei'ed 9 ounces by displacement. The
alcoholic strength of the secondary percolate was not ascertained,

but it was sufficient to keep the residual gingerol, etc. , in solu-

tion. It was reserved! las a menstruum for tihe next batch.

Ginger is one of the few substances to which the method of dis-

placement can be applied with perfect success. It is easy to

trace the descent of the water by tQie ring of precipitated resin,

etc., on the circumference of the marc, and, owing to this pre-

cipitation, there is little inter-diffusion of the alcohol and

water.

Uaguen m.

TJmjventiim Ziiici.—If the B.P. directions be followed literally

the ointment is lapt to be gi-itty. The late Mr. A. Kinninmont,

imder whom I had the honour to serve, used to modify the pro-

cess thus :—The zinc oxide was levigated with a weighed quan-

tity of almond oil. The resulting paste was thinned with melted

lard and poured on a muslin strainer, and the mortar was

cleaned out with successive portions of melted lard. This

yielded a beautifully smooth and elegant product. As there is

an objection, however, not wholly hypercritical to the introduc-

tion of any extraneous substance into a B.P. preparation, it is

preferable to attain the .same result by strictly legitimate means.

This can be done as follows :—Levigate the zinc oxide with a

portion of the melted lai-d in a well-warmed mortar, and then

proceed as above. The method of levigatdon, with or without

straining, miay be applied with advantage to most ointments

with a paraffin basis which require to be triturated till cold.

COD-LIVER OIL EMULSION WITH IRISH MOSS.

BY BICHABD A, ROBINSON, JUN.

The advantages and disadvantages attending the use of a-

mucilage of Irish moss in making cod-liver oil emulsion have

several times been the subject of research. It is not, how-

ever, very generally known how quickly such an emulsion may
be prepared with suitable apparatus. By the pestle-and-

raortar method a cod-liver oil emulsion is not more quickly

made with Irish moss than with acacia, but if equal qiiantities

(say 6 fl. oz.) of cod-liver oil and of a 2 per cent, decoction of

the moss (the moss being boiled with the water for h-jlf an hoar

and then made up to its originsil bulk and strained) be

placed together in a 1 lb. jam-pot or other suitable

vessel, and whipp-^d with a stiner making 1,200 revolu-

tions a minute, a thick white emulsion is formed in a few

seconds. This speed can very readily be attained by the use

of an ordinary egg-whisk, in which are two circular rotating

beaters, attached by cranks to a handle turned by the operator.

Many such egg-whisks are geared up, so that for each com-

plete turn of the handle the beaters complete five revolutions,

and no difficulty will be found in turning the handle four

times in a second ; the speed mentioned is thus arrived at.

An emulsion, slightly sweetened, containing 25 per cent, of

oil, and flavoured with almonds, lemon, or wintergreen oil, is

a very stable and satisfactory article for sale. The addition

of about 20 per cent, of glycerin or half a grain of benzoic acid

per fluid ounce of emulsion will be necessai-y if the produot is

to be kept any tioie bottled. The method above described will •

not answer with mucilage of acacia.
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NOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, Etc.*

BY JOHN BAHCLAY, B.SC. (LOND.)
,
F,C,S.

The following notes taken from our laboratory journal ahow

-the results of examinations of a number of crude drugs, which

have either been tested for purity or assayed with a view of

ascertaining the proportion of valuable or essential ingredients

present. We are able to give a number of figures showing

percentages of alkaloid, resin, glucoside, etc., contained in official

drugs, but we do not for a moment advocate the adoption of any

standard for these, since, as we have often pointed out, we

regard attempts to standardise crude drugs as being more or less

futile. In our opinion all efforts in the direction of standardisa-

tion should be expended upon galenical preparations, since

however variable the drugs from which they are made may be,

complete uniformity may in the case of preparations be not only

aimed at but ensured. If this principle were universally adopted

alkaloidal drugs of poor quality would find their place, and not

necessarily be ruled out of use. There is no doubt too but that

in course of time the principle of purchasing parcels of drugs on

guaranteed assay will become more general than it is at the

present time, since the proportion of active principle would in

more cases than now govern the market price of the drug. We
may add that in confining standardisation to preparations we
should consider it necessary to include certain powdered drugs

under that head, such for example as ipecacuanha, opium, etc.,

which either alone or in admixture with other substances are

used for dispensing purposes.

Belladonna Root.—The figures which we have obtained by

the examination of this drug during the year go to prove that

those obtained last year, viz., 0 54 per cent, by weight, and
0-47 per cent, by titration, are representative of a root of good

commercial quality, the actual figures obtained being 0 52 and
0-46 respectively. A sample of English root grown at Stratford-

on-Avon gave us 0-39 per cent, alkaloid by weight, 0-34 per cent,

by titration, these latter figures being considerably lower that

those obtained by an examination of a root grown in the South

of England examined and reported upon last year.

Benzoin.—Further researches made in connection with this

drug, and the compound tincture prepared from it, have enabled

us during the year to publish a paper dealing with the whole

question of the percentage of balsamic acids present in benzoin,

and its tincture. For full particulars of this research we refer

our readers to page 30, under compound tincture of benzoin,

where it will be seen that we have worked out an improved
process for the assay of both crude drug and tincture, whereby
a percentage of free and combined balsamic acid may be arrived

at. During the year ten samples of Sumatra benzoin have been

examined, and the following figures show the mean results

obtained :

—

Solubility in 90 per cent, alcohol 69'89 per cent.
Free balsamic acid calculated as benzoic 9'17 „
Combined balsamic acids calculated as benzoic . . 10'03 „

As the result of our experience of the benzoin question we
have come to the conclusion that the B.P. standard of " almost
entirely soluble in alcohol (90 per cent.) " must be altered if the

Sumatra variety is to keep its place as an official drug. Nor do
we regard the adoption of an allowance for insoluble matter
when making the tincture as satisfactory. Better, however,
than any standard for the crude drug would be the plan of

standardising the preparations into which it enters. Our
experience of good commercial Samitra benzoin shows id to

-contain an average of about 70 per cent, of solu-jle raitter, and
to yield by our method about 20 per cent, of balsamic acids
calculated as benzoic, not much less than half of which is

present in uncombined condition. In making the compound

' From the eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. Southall
Brothers and Barclay, Limited.

tincture a drug of this quality would yield up to it a proportion

of the balsamic acids which go to make up the total percentage

of those acids which we have suggested should be adopted as a

standard (see compound tincture of benzoin, page 30).

Carnauba Wax.—Samples examined during the year gave the

following mean results:

—

Specific gravity 1-005.

Melting point 81' C.
Caustic potash absorbed 7'95 per cent.

Beeswax.—Out of ten samples examined during the year two
proved to be adulterated, one showing a specific gravity of 0 988

and a melting point of 57 5 C, the other having a specific

gravity of 0 872 and containing a quantity of paraffin. The
following figures, giving a comparison of the results obtained on

pure samples of white and yellow wax respectively, may be of

interest ;

—

White Wax. Yellow Wax.
Mean of Mean of

5 samples. 5 samples.
Specifio gravity 0-969 0 966

Melting point 62-1 63 0
Caustic potash required for neutralisation of

free acid in 5 grammes 1"69 1'8

Caustic potash (further) required for complete
saponification of 5 grammes 7'3G 6'52

Cetaceum.— The average melting point of four samples

examined during the year was 44-62° C, and the mean saponi-

fication equivalent of the same proved to be 449-2.

Cetaceum, Oil of.—An examination of five samples gave result

as tabulated below :

—

Specific gravity 0-874-0-879
Percentage of KOH for saponification 11-78-13 08
Iodine absorbed 76-80-86-32

Flash point 246'-270
Non-saponifiable fats 36-08-39-0

Fat acids' 60-70-61-68

Cinchona Bark.—As showing the very low percentage o

alkaloid sometimes found in this drug, we may mention that a

sample of bark in coarse powder, consisting apparently of

sweepings, gave on analysis 0 57 per cent, of quinine and cin-

chonidine, and 0 91 per cent, of other alkaloids.

Coca Leaves.—As was also the case last 3-ear, we have to

note a very considerable variation in the alkaloidal percentage

of this drug, the amount ranging from 013 in a sample of

Peruvianleaves to 0-84 in a parcel of the Bolivian variety. We
consider it to be of the highest importance that the fluid

extract of this drug should be required to contain a definite

percentage of alkaloid, and we again record our opinion that the

so-called non-excisable coca wine should find a place in the

Pharmacopoeia.

Colza Oil.—-The mean specific gravity of several samples

examined during the year worked out at 0 914, and the per-

centage of caustic potash varied from 17-25 to 17-34. As we
have previously had occasion to remark, the physical constants

of this oil vary within very small limits.

Copaiba.—Seven samples examined for percentage of volatile

oil gave a mean of 47-97, and two of the samples in question

yielded a soft resin after removal of oil. In the matter of

presence of gurgun balsam, the application of the official test

to eighteen samples showed ten to be either suspicious in

quality or undoubtedly adulterated. We consider it to be of

the greatest importance that some more satisfactory tests of a

quantitative character should be provided for the detection c f

impurities in this drug.

Creosote.— In sev^n samples examined during the year, the

specifio gravity ranged from 1-081 to 1-083, and the distillation

points were found to lie between 198'^ C. and 225° C. In other

respects the samples proved satisfactory, and we may again

record our opinion that the B.P. requirements in point of dis-

tillation limits are somewhat unnecessraily stringent.

{To be CO tinued.)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

CoMMTNiCATiONS intended for publication should be written oleavly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Protection of Titles by Interdict and Injunction.

The somewhat peevish tone which characterises " On-

looker's " letter in your i.ssu© of last week must ha,ye be-eu

a matter of surprise to many readers of the Joiu-nal,

and, moreover, indicates the possession of a disposition which
i'; more suited to the position of an onlooker than to that of

a participant in a public discussion. To him it may be but

a mere academic discussion—a mere foil for the display of

dialectic skill ; but to maaiy others it is earnest, enieavoxir to

secure the protection to om' titles which is otir just due. This

.sensitive " Onlooker " indignantly protests against personal

insinuations, declares that " the example set shall not be

followed," and .straightway proceeds to insinuate that sup-

porters of this movement are only pesteiing " a long-suffering

Editor " by discitssing t:be .subject, and that, the discussion

being only " academic," they muist be devoid of sincere intentions

in further prosecuting it. The author of the homily upon
sauce and geese may, quite pertinently, be advised to extend
his meditations to ancther text—viz., "Example is better tha.n

precept." Now, what grounds has he for this charge of

I^ersonal insinuations? Just these: a facetioius expression of

hope that he " is not one of a mixed crew " and the expression

of a fear that "he is more influenced by personal interest

than by a. desire for the welfare of pharmacy as a whole."
Whilst readily accepting his disclaimer of any personal in-

terest actuating his opposition to the movement, it may be

pointed out that in his first article he gave so much attention

to the possible detriment to a limited company of qualified

persons, and to a mixed company of qualified amd unqualified

persons, which a successful action for interdict might entail,

that a reader ^vithaut -any knowledge of his identity may
well be forgiven for drawing the inference tBat he (" On-
looker") was personally interested in opposing a test case.

In his letter, " Onlooker " makes five separate statements.

The first two may be passed over, because it would be a
pity to disturb the equanimity of " Onlooker " by pointing

out any objections to his self-styled " proofs." In his third

fctatement, he maintains that the decisions of the Hou.se of

Lords and the High Court of Justiciary have completely closed

the Courts of Justice against an application for interdict or

injunction. In expressing the opposite opinion, reliance vs^as

not placed solely on my own judgment of the legal position,

but was based upon the opinion given by more than one

disinterested law agent. As to the question of the Council

paying the expenses of an application for interdict, " On-

looker " is advised to search the records of the Pharmaceutical

Society, and (provided he is allowed to do so) perhaps he may
find a precedent. If he does not, he is requested to apply

privately to

—

Edinburgh, January 18, 1903.. W. Lyox.

There is on© phase of this question wiiich has not, as yet,

entered into the discussion, and wlhdch, I would submit, merits

some consideration. The Calendar of the Society, in its histori-

cai" introduction, begins by saying: "The Pharmaoe<utioal

Society was established in 1841 for the purpose of advancinfj

chonistrydnd jjharmacy, and promoting an uniform system of

nlvcation of those who, should practise the same, and also for the'

protection of those who carry on the business of chemists and

driKjyifts." The words in italics are taken from the Charter of

Incorporation granted to the Society by the Government in

1843. Xow, " protection of those who carry on the business of

oliemists and druggi.sts " surely anoludes protection of the titles,

and, if so, it is the business of the Council to take all necessary

steps to conserve these titles. The legal process of injunction

or interdict has been suggested, but " Onlooker," in a very

plausible communication in answer to Mr. Lyon's able advoaicy

of something being done in tliis dii-eotion, .says that it would

not be lawful for the Society's money to be used in this way.

He, however, merely makes the statement without giving any

reasons, and the above quotation from tlie Charter points in

an entirely opposite direction. If the Council will not consent

to the Society bearing the expense of protecting thie titles, and

if, as " Onlooker" suggests, it must l>e borne by any chemist

taking up the case, it simply means that nothing at all will be

done by means of injunction or interdict, as no individual

chemist would be likely to be ready to advance the £800 re-

quired to fight the matter out.

A case bearing on ours is at present before the Court of

Session in Edinburgh. In 1892 two accountants were inter-

dicted from using the letters " C.A." a.s their professional desig-

nation. These and others have now formed a society which

they call the " Corporation of Accountants, Limited, Glasgow.
'

This corporation now seek declarator against the Society of

Accountants in Edinburgh, the Institute of Accountants and

Actuaries in Glasgow, and the Society of Accountants in Aber-

deen, all incorjMrated hij Royal Charter, to the eflEect that they

should be interdicted from interfering with them in the use of

the letters " M.C.A." The defenders, viz., the three societies-

above named, maintain that the members of the pursuers' oom-

pany were not entitled to use the letters, that they, the defenders,

had called upon them to desist, and had threatened to interdict

them, and that by the pursuers using the letters the public ara

led to believe that they belong to one or other of the bodies of

accountants in Scotland which are incorporated by Royal

Charter. There is much in all this for the Council and the-

Special Committee to consider, and it throws some light on

what might be done in our case.

•' Onlooker " is pleased to term those who urge that something

should be done, on behalf of the craft, to protect their titl<

"the proceeding.s-at-any-price party." While we are not of thr

who adrociite a " do-nothing " policj', and while our desire it

that the Council will not in this matter consist of twenty-one

" Onlookers," I trust that he will give us credit for urging,

that proceedings should be taken, which there is reason to think

would be as successful as those of other societies. He also raises

the bogey that one successful action would not be sufficient, and

that " nineteen other chemists " would require to institute nine-

teen other actions ; but it is not reasonable to expect that even

" incorporated commercial concern.? " will not care to risk £1,000

and more in defending the use of a title which a judge has

declared they had no right to use ? They would be more likely

to drop the title like a hot jDotato. One word further with,

reference to a test case. " Onlooker '" again brings forward the

statement that the House of Lords in 1880 " came to the con-

clusion tliat the word ' person ' in Sections 1 and 15 ought not to-

be so extended as to cover an incorporated company." He goes

on to argue that this decision I'efers also to the titles. But is

this not an assumption? The case tried by the Lords had only

refei-enee to the sale of poisons, and thej' expressh^ declared that

had reason been shown—as might easily have been done had the

question under consideration been the titles—why the word

" per.«on " should include a corporated body, they would have

had no hesitation in saying that the word " person " did

include a corporation.

Edinburgh. Januaiy 19, 1903. Claudk F. Henby.
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The Protection of Prices.

The Anti-Cutting Record, for December, 1902, will perhaps be

the most welcome number yet received by the chemists and

druggists in business throughout the kingdom. At last, after

years of waiting, we have got a goodly number of really well-

known makers " on the list." There have been indicatian.si of an

increase in tliis direction for some time pasit, but when, iru the

additions for one month, we find sucli names as Keating,

Warner, and Wright, along with the makers of two' of the

best-knowu brands of eau de Cologne, I think the members of

the P.A.T.A. have good reason to congi-atulate themselves and

continue to wa.ve the flag till all can plainly see the way to the

fold. Now is the time for the chemists of Great Britain to

show a solid front, and, to a man, determiin© on at least two

things—^first, to become subsci-ibing memhers of the P.A.T.A.,

amd, second, to do all in their power to establish for the profit-

bearing articles " on the list " a precedence over similar goods

whose makers have not seen fit <to rise to the occasion. By so

doing, sooner or later, other makers would discover a reason

for followmg suit.

The independent spirit shown by some proprietors isi most

marked. Take, for example, the well known " Eankin'« Nit

Ointment.'' The proprietor of this article offers such terms to

the wholesale traders that they cannot sell the smaller size for

less than 3s. lid. per doz., and the larger at 7s. lOd. per doz.,

net cash, one month ; and, according to the proprietor's prmted

circular, several gross have to be taken to enable them to do

this. Not only so, but a direct shot Is fired into the retail

ranks by the proprietor's own action over his retail counter, for

any person can obtain a single box of the 6d'. size for 4d., and

the shilling size for 8d. This is not a fancy statement, but cam

be proved up to the hilt. Now, how can the proprietor of tuis

pai-ticular article expect the trade to buy at 3s. lid. and

7s. lOd. per doz. net, and sell at ^d. and 8d. per boxV No
wonder substitution is the consequence of such an imfair type

of trading, and it is high tune that the ohemistis of Grreat Britain

set their backs firmly against such a practice as this. Surely

the remedy for this is near at hand. Why not vn-ite the pro^

prietor to place this article "on the list" of the i'.A.T.A., and

give a living profit to tlie retailer ? Then, I venture to say, the

majority of the chemists in business would not trouble about

substitution.

Another point of even greater importance. I wonder if it

is genetally known that this particular ointment has been

proved over and over again to contain veratrine? With the

exception of " Poison " on the label no idea is suggested concern-

ing its composition, and this is surely a distinct contravention

of the Poison Act, iSchedule 1, .as we have been educated to

read it. Such a deadly article as this is snrely a typical preserve

to the qualified men of the trade, yet there is but little diffi-

culty in the way of the great army of U.Qs. dealing in it

with impunity, and I blush to record that even a publican is

suspected of selling it over his bar ! The arsenic scare' was
surely bad enough—^what price publicans dealing in veratrine,

morphine, cocaine, strychnine, and a whole list of deadly vege-

table alkaloids, if this sort of thing is simply winked at? My
plea is that the makers of this and other well-known prepara-
tions should put away that big slice of independence they appa-
rently so fondly cling to, and give us a legitimate profit, and
then the chemists of Great Britain will not be slow to show
their gratitude by always dealing on the square when such
goods are asked for by their customers. May such well-known
names as Keating, Warner, and Wright (and. may I suggest
Once again, Beecham?) be ever joining us until the scattered
interests be safely folded, and the common weal be every
maker's desire, is my earnest and most sincere wish for the
New Year.

Bradford, January 19, 1903. J. A. Mitchell.

Examination Papers in Dispensing.

I should like to be allowed to comment very shortly on the

paper by Mr. Nunn which appeared in the Journal under the

above title on January 17, and more particularly on the

directions given for the making of the suppositories. Of the

active ingredients for the six suppositories, 15 grains are to be

taken ; Mr. Nunn then says, " it will be found that 90 grains of

oil of theobroma will not be too much to take." Why not ? If

it is because some of the melted theobroma will adhere to the

capsule and the surface of the mould, and be lost, should not

the same reasoning apply to the quantity of active ingredient

taken ? I believe that the method of suppository-making most

favoured by examiners is to allow for loss by weighing a pro-

portionately increased quantity of each ingredient, active or

otherwise—weigh, for instance, for seven suppositories. I have

understood it to be the fact that this is a matter on which

different opinions exist among the examiners in dispensing, but

I am sure that no intelligent examiner could raise any strong

objection to the method I have mentioned. I am glad to see

that Mr. Nunn impresses the necessity of beginning with the

paraffin ointment ; and am sure that if all candidates in dis-

pensing were to spend their first five minutes in the room in

arriving at a decision as to the order in which the work should

be attempted, many failures might be avoided. With regard to

the mixture on the second prescription, Mr. Nunn might have

added directions that the bottle should be carefully " polished "

before being handed to the examiner. With at least one of the

Board this point is considered to be of vast importance !

January 22, 1903. " F. J. T." (171/2).

The Art of Prescribing.

To those who have been brought up, trained, and ultimately

qualified as chemists the article in last week's P.J. from the

British Medical Journal seems a little humiliating after all the

study, etc., one gges through, moi« especially so when one is

well educated and perhaps better so than the majority of

doctors, and suoli paragraphs as> " merely executive office," " dis-

cretionary powers," etc., cannot but be offensive. However, 1

shall not weary your readers with further rotes on above, but

would rather mentioa grievances conmion to all chemists, and

I will explain below those I have personally met with, and can

vouch for, viz. : I do not object to " doctors " doing their own
dispensing personally, but. Sir, when I mention to you that

within 100 miles of Bloomsbury Square is a certain t<jA\ n where

there are five doctors. No. 1, the " dispensing " of medicines

is done by a boy who previously was a telegraph messenger at

the local post-olBoe ; No. 2, the one who dispenses also combines

the offices of boot-cleaner, window-cleaner, and takes the

medicine to patients' houses ; No. 3, most of dispensing done by

a boy of fifteen ; No. 4, the daughter acts as medicine mixer

;

No. 5, the groom and wife generally share the duties. In No. 1

and 2 the " dispenser " is in an entirely separate^ room from

the doctor's room. Such are the cases in only one town, but I

think it is enough to show that though a chemist may be guilty

of the "heinous" (?) crime of prescribing now and again, if

doctors would only just clean their own windows first they might

see things a bit clearer and in a difiierent light. Further, are

there not surgeries where the dispensser (who is seldom, if ever,

qualified) does not often refil the medicine bottle without the

physician seeing the patient? And, lastly, only last week a

customer Of mine came in for lint, and said she bad been over

to the doctor's, but he was so busy, but the young man (the

unqualified dispenser) m.ade her up a bottle. I hope the writer

of the article referred to in the British Medical Journal will bear

these facts in mind when next he writes.

January 21, 1903. " Only a Chemist " (172/38).
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Proceedings Under Section 17.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Watson.

At West London Police Court, on AVednesday, January 21,

before Mr. J. R. Rose, Maggie Milleman Watson was sum-
moned for selling a poison—to wit, wliite preeijpitate—contrary

to the _provisions of Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, in

that the packet was not labelled with the name and address

of the seller.

Mr. R. E. Vaughan Williams, who appeared for the plaintiff

Society, having stated the case for the prosecution, and read

those portions of Section 17 bearing on the case, remarked that

the provisions of that Section applied to all persons trading

as chemists, whether registered or not.

Mr. Rose: Is the defendant registered?

Mr. Vaughan Williams : I am instructed that she is not.

Mr. G. H. Steer stated that on December 18, 1902, he went
to 39, Bramley Road, Notting Hill, and asked for a penny-

worth of white precipitate. He yas served by an assistant,

whose name ,he believed was Pearson, who sold him the

packet of white precipitate, produced, which he afterward-s

handed to Mr. Moon in the same condition as he received it.

The only words on the packet were " White Precipitate

—

Poison." The business was carried on in the name of D.
Watson.

Mr. Vaughan Williams : Is the defendant the person who
carries on the business?

Mr. Steer: Yes, sir.

Mr. Rose : How do j^ou know that she carries on the

business ?

Mr. Steer : The name over tlie shop is D. Watson.
Mr. Rose : Yes, but that is not the defendant's name.
To Defendant : Do you admit that you are the owner

of the biisiness?

Defendant : I admit that a company carries on the business.

Mr. Rose : A registered company ?

Defendant said it would have been registered last year, but
for the fact that her nephew went oul to South Africa. The
business was formerly carried on by her husband, and after-

wards by Dr. Weddle (?), and after his death, in order to

avoid any trouble that might otherwise arise, she decided to

turn the business into a company, and steps were taken la.st

year to do so, but they were unable to complete the proceed-

ings, pending the return of her nephew from South Africa. He
had now retumed, and the company would very shortly be
registered.

!Mr. Rose : But until it is registered it is your business?

Defendant: Well, Dr. Weddle carried on the business until
his death last year.

Mr. Rose: Did you seH the business to Dr. Weddle?
Defendant: He carried oh the business and was there the

whole of the day.

Mr. Rose
:
But you retained an interest in the , business.

You did not sell it?

Defendant : I did not sell the busLaess, but it was carried on
as Watson's Drug Stores.

Mr. Rose : You do not deny that this poison was sold?
Defendant said sbe did not deny it, but she could not

nnderstand why there was no address on the label, as every
article sold in the shop was labelled.

Mr. Rose: This does not appear to be a serious case,
because the word poison is upon the packet.

Mr. Vaughan Williams pointed out that there were twc

considerations—one that it should be labelled with the word
" Poison," and the other that the name and address of the

seller should be on the laJbel.

Mr. Rose : You are quite right to ask for a conviction foi\

not putting the name and address on the packet, but it is a

slip that may be accounted for by the confused state of the

business.

Mr. Vaughan Williams .^said the Pharmaceutical Society

considered it was veiy important that the address should be

on the label in all cases where poison was sold, because if it

were used for a wrong purpose it would be very difficult

to trace where it was sold unless so labelled. Therefore, when-

ever an infringement of the Act in that respect occurred the

Society considered it to be its duty to take proceedings.

Mr. Rose said the Pharmaceutical Society did perfectly

right in taking proceedings in such cases. It was most impor-

tant that the provisions of the Pharmacy Act in respect to

the sale of poiso.is should be strictly carried out. The very

serious cases which had recently been the subject of criminal

procedure showed how important it was that difficulties should

be put in the way of procuring poisons, and that when poison

was sold it should be easily traced. In the present case,

however, he thought the temporary state of confusion into

which the business had been thrown, and the difficulties under

which it was carried on, would probably laccount for the

oversight. Therefore, he thought one-fifth of the full penalty

would meet the case, and he would impose a penalty of £1
and 2s. costs.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Slack.

At West London Police Court, on Wednesday, January 21,

before Mr. J. R.. Rose. Alfred J. Slack was .summoned for

selling a poison—to wit, white prer'pitate—contrary to th

provisions of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, in that the packet wa-

not labelled with the name and address of the seller.

Mr. Vaughan Williams, who appeared on behalf of the

Pharmaceutical Society, said the proceedings were taken in

exactly the same way, and for the same reason as in the

previous case. The defendant carried on business at 142,

Walmer Road, Netting Hill, as Slack's Drug Stores. The
sale was made by an a.'-sistant named Frost, and the label

sunply bore the words " Precipitate—Poison."

The Defendant admitted the sale of the poison, but said

the omission of the name and address on the label was due

to an oversight in utilising some labels at a branch business

which had belonged to a previous proprietor. When he. had

iised those labels he cut off t]\e old name and address.

Mr. Rose : Are you carrying on the business of a chemist?

Defendant : Yes.

Mr. Rose: Are you a registered chemist?

Defendant: No, not registered.

Mr. Vaughan Williams stated that the Society had pre-

viously prosecuted the defendant for am offence under Section

15 and obtained a conviction.

Mr. Rose said this was a worse case than the previous

one, the only mitigating circumstance being that the word
" Poison " was plainly printed on the packet. He should,

therefore, impose a penalty of £3 and 2s. costs.

Proceedings Under Section 15.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Beresford.

Bow County Court, Wednesday. January 21, before his

Honour, Judge- Smyly, K.C. John Waddington Beresford, an

unqualified assistant, in the employ of Mr. C. C. Reece, trad-

ing as." Squire," at 217. East India Dock Road, E., was .sum-

moned for an offence under the Pharmacy Act, 1868, to wit

—

that on November 29, 1902, he, not being a registered chemist.
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did sell a quantity of laudanum, forming one of the ingre-

dients of a liniment.

Mr. K. E. Vaughan Williams (instructed by Messr.s. Flux,

Thompson, and Co., solicitors to the Pharmaceutical Society)

appeared on behalf of the plaintiff Society.

The defendant was not present, and was not represented.

Mr. Vaughan Williams having stated that the case was

brought under Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, related

the circumstances of the case, and called as witnesses Mr.

G. H. Steer, of Brixton, who made the purchase; Mr.

HaTiy Moon, clerk in the office of the Registrar of the Phar-

maceutical Society; and Mr. T. Tickle, F.I.C
,

analytical

chemist.

Mr. Tickle stated that he had examined a quantity of

laudanum and soap liniment which he received from Mr.
Moon, and found that it coutaaned opium,

Mr. Vaughan Williams then put in the Register of Chemists
and DiTiggists, 1902, as evidence that defendant was not a

registered chemist, and he asked for the full penalty, with
costs.

His Honour : Very well.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

The Willow Bark Litigation.

"Friday, January 16, 1903. Lord Kyllachy heard counsel in

the adjourned action hj L. Schiltz and Co., willow growers

and exporters, Antwerp, against J. F. Macfarlan and Co.,

manufacturing chemists, Abbeyhill Chemical Works, Edin-

burgh, for payment of £238 12s., being the price of a cargo of

red scorce wiUow peelings which the pursuers supplied to the

defenders.

Mr. William Campbell, K.C., pursuers' counsel, submitted

that he was entitled to decree for the price of the cargo. Pay-

ment was refused because the cargo included large quantities

of peelings that were not red scorce. That was a misnomer.

The i"eal ground of objection was that the cargo did not work
out to have the proper percentage of salicin, but that was not

the defence set up on record. No one except Mr. Brown
isaid there was any willow known as the red scorce willow.

There wa« a willow known in Belgium as red willow scorce.

The red willow bark was not known there as Salix nihra but as

the bark of the red willow. He contended that it was no
objection to say that the defenders did not get the percentage

of salicin that they expected. In 1899 the defenders specially

stipulated for a guarantee of 2 per cent., and when they did not

get that percentage in the second cargo they rejected it, and,

finding they had no case on which to go into coiu't, they set

up an ex -post facto case that it was not red willow, and at-

tempted to prove that nothing came within that description

except Salix fragilis. Dr. Drinkwater had spoken to the

question of analysis, and Mr. Cowie, who was very familia/i"

with such cargoes, had spoken to the physical characteristics

of the samples, ?nd also to the analysis. It was not till

Mr. Cowie, one of the last witnesses, was in the box that the

suggestion was put to him in cross-examination that nothing
could be called rood willow except fragilis. Defendant's wit-

nes.'as had stat-ed that not merely was there a number of

willows which produced salicin, but that in point of fact

under the term red scorce a great variety was produced in

commercial quantities under the same name. The controversy
between them was whether the peelings were Salix viminalis

pure and simple or riibra. The defenders' witnesses admitted
thiit the hybrid had many of the characteristics of the pur-
purea, which was a .salicin-producing willow. Mr. Cowie was
satisfied that this was the rvbra, and that it had salicin in

it. In these circumstances it might perfectly well be what was
spoken of as rood willow, used in the basket-making trade,

and be useful for the production of salicin. If he could show
that a considerable proportion of salicin cama out of the

analysis, taking fair samples, that was conclusive evidence

that it was not viminalis or any other non-salicin-producing

stuff. Even if it produced a low result in salicin it would not

foSlow that it was not red willow. The salicin property of

the bark depended upon quality as well as description, and

he referred to an article in the Pharmaceutical Journal, in

which the statement was made that the bark of the sama tree

might ba- rich in salicin in the month of ^lay and might have

practically none in the month of November. Much depended

on local conditions. He submitted that the defenders had

put themselves completely out of court as to any right to

reject this cargo, because it was not Snlix fragilis, because

they did not apply a test as to whether it was or not. His

point was that genuine fragilis might produce a very low per-

centage. Then the analysis could not possibly show whether

this was fragilis. It would not do for the defenders to say this

was not rood scorce because it did not work out well in

the analysis. He further contended that having successfully

shown that this was a salicin-producing willow he had

excluded the idea to any material extent that it was adulterated

with viminalis.

The Judge asked if counsel coidd reconcile the conflicting

evidence of two or three i-espectable gentlemen vriho took tbe

samples aiS to the percentage of salioin.

Mr. Campbell said he thoug'ht the mistake was made on the

assumption that pursuers' witnesses used 60 gramme samples,

wlhereas, in point of fact, Mr. Cowie worked with 200 gramme
samples. He reminded his Lordship that Mr. Whiffen said he

regarded tbe difference a>s inexplicable. Even if the defenders'

analysis were proved, the could traverse that by saying that it

was a cargo with regard to which they should bave taken a

guarantee. Before tliey could object to the cargo, they must
show a substantial admixture. Their estimate, he contended,

was made on a partial and unsatisfactory examination. It was

da mere guess, and an extremely rasJi guess. If tihey took it

by the nimiber of bundles they took 33 bundles out of 7,800 in

the oargo, andl if they took it by weight they examined one

ton out of seventy-eigbt tons. Tbe whole question about the

introduction of foreign material was an after-thought. He held

that on the whole case he was entitled to decree for the sum
sued for.

ilr. Clyde, K.C., for the defenders, said his contention was

that, on the facts proved, his Lordship had no alternative but

to sustain the defence. Replying to Mr. Campbell's argument,

he siaid he carried his examination on kli© quality and date of

the oargo as fai- as he could. It was not necessary for the pur-

poses of Ms, case tihat be sshould rely on whether the quality

was good or bad, and while be admitted to a certain extent his

friend's criticism on that point, he disagreed with him totally

on the second point. On the question of misnomer, he asserted

that the subject ordered was so many tons of " good, sound, dry

red scorce willow peelings," and i-ed scorce willow was no mis-

nomer. His friend wanted to say that red scorce was a class

which contained a dozen willows. It was not a kind of willow :

so fai' from that, it was an exact thing that was in the con-

tract. The expre.ssion was perfectly good. Red scorce was

just red bark willow—tbe willow with the red bark. Jtl© clad

not think bis friend bad a shadow of support in the evidence

for the proposition that other willows were known or grown
commercially except the wada, the rens, and the rood. Hybrids

did not enter into the question, because he held it to be fully

proved that purpurea was not groAvn commercially., Tbe reason

was that it was a low grower and a slow grower. And if pur-

purea was not grown they could not have a hybrid, ill'. Cowie
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agreed with the defenders' witnesses that tihe bark was frar,ilis.

Mr. dowie conceded the proposition that what wa.s ordinarily

bought and sold on the market consisted' du the bark of this

particular kind of wiUow. Mr. Cowie bad said lie had in his

mu'seuui a sample of purpurea that wen* to show that it was

rare. If that was accepted, his proposition was that there was

here from 10 to 25 per cent, of other things than wliat be

ordered. He took these figures because thev were the e>ctreme

limits given to him by the witnesses. ' The highest was \ip to

25 per cent. The cei-tain quantity was difficult to describe.

The legal position was this : wliat he ordered was so many tons

of redi scorce willow peelmgs, and they were not entitled to

give him anything else but pure fed scoroe willow peelings. If

it was the regular thing in the market that, there was a certain

quantity of impurity, the onus -to prove that was entirely on

the pursuer®. If his friend said he supplied him with red

scorce willow peelings, be demonstrated that 10 to aO i)er cent,

of it was not what was ordered. With regard to the amount of

impurity, his friend put great weight on the mode in which the

quajitity had been ascertained. But the kind of aa-gument he

used was tenfold more applicable to the mode in which he con-

ducted his analysis. He contended that they got a fair selec-

tion, enough to give a fairly representative result over • the.

whole. There was no conflict of evidence as' to the percentage

of impurity. The pursuers said it was all rood.- -With refer-

ence to the mode of identification, there were no doubt two

modes of testing this stuff—liy putting it through , a process of

some sort and by physical examination. He held tlhat it was

a very difficult thing to ascertain by the eye. With regard

to the analysis, he ,pointed out that an analysis and an assay

were not the same thing, and that there was a difference in tlhe

quantities of the samples dealt with on the one «ide and the

other. He contended that' there had been no unreasonable delay

in intimating the rejection, On the whole case, he asked his

Lordship to dismiss the action.

His Lordship reserved judgment.

The Medical Act.

Herbalist Acting as Medical Man.

At Bow County Court, January 14. John Charles Pardee,

herbalist, of Gait 'Street, Limehouse, appeared before his Honour

Judge Smyly, K.C, to answer a sununons at the instance of the

Apothecaries' Society, who sought to recover the sum of £20

—

penalties for contravention of the Medical Act of 1815. It

was alleged that defendant attended a Mrs. Sarah White, of

Eastfiekl Street, Limehouse, who died, and on whose body an

inquest was afterward* held. Mr. Lane, K.C, appeared in

support of the summons, and Mr. Schultess-Young for the de-

fendant. The defendant has frequently given evidence at in-

quests held in the East-end of London, and, as a result of

a summons in one instance, he was fined £20. Evidence was

now called to j)rove that Mrs. White formed the opinion, and

believed, that she was being treated by a medical man. The
defendant, it was said, exhibited a bill to the follo\ring effect :

—
" No humbug here—open every day to the public as a herbalist,

not as a doctor"; but one of the witnesses who obtained

medicine for Mrs. White said she did not see it. The defence

was that the defendant acted pui-ely and simply as a herbalist

;

he had not diagnosed the complaint and givL'n a remedj- for that

comijlaint. He simply gave something to relieve pain, which
did not bring him within the meaning of the Act. The de-

fendant had ^one nothing that he was not entitled to do under
the Act of Henry VIII., which had never been repealed. If a

woman went into his shop suffering from ague he was entitled

to give her something to relieve that. He had a notice, too, in

his shop pointing out that he was not an apothecary. In con-

clusion, Mr. Schultess-Young contended that the defendant had-

only acted in a humane manner.—His Honour: He went to the

house, ordered poultices, jwscribed for the woman, and yet

after a warning he goes and does worse the next time. I am
quite convinced that the defendant has acted and practised as

an apothecary and revived fees ; what more could a doctor do

than the defendant had done? Ther;; will be judgment for the

amount of the penalty claimed, with costs on the higher scale.

Supreme Court of Judicature.

Court of Appeal.

Tlic Saccharin Corporation r,. Wild and Co.

January 19, 1903, before the Master of the Rolls, Lords

Justices Stirling and Cozens-Hardy.

Thi.s was an appeal by the defendants from a refusal on the-

part of Mr. Justice Kekewich to order plaintiff's to amend
statement of claim. Plaintiffs alleged that twenty-three of

their patents for isaccharin had been infringed by defendants

in the sale and manufacture of " suoramine." The contention

of defendants was that the claim on twenty-three different

patents tended to prejudice iind delay the fair trial of the

action.

Their Lordships decided that tlie Saccharine Corporation

should limit their claim to such three of the patents as the}^

might select, and allo-vved three weeks for amendment of the

statement accordingly, •

Sliop Hours Act.

Charge Against a Chemist.

At the Spelthorne Division Petty Sessions, Teddington, Mon-

day, January 19, Mr. Peter Staoey, phaimaceutical chemist, of

High Street, Teddington, was summoned by Mr. Walter Tyler,

an inspector of the^ Middlesex Coimty Council, for employing,

in or about his shop, a young person under the age of eighteen

for more than seventy-four hours during one week, contrary

to the provisions of the Sliop Hours Act, 1892 ; and he was

also smnmoned for failing to have the notice required by the

Act exhibited in his premises.

Mr. T. Young, solicitor, appeared to defend.

Alfred Bennett, a boy of fifteen, said he was employed by

Ml'. iStacey to deliver medicines to customea-s. His hours were

from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m., and 10.30 on Saturday. He also

attended on Sundays. Those were his hours during the week

commencing December 7.

Mr. Tyler said that made seventy-eight hours, including the

meal times.

By Mr. Young : He was allowed two hours a day for meals.

Mr. Young said there was a question as to tlie interpreta-

tion of the words of the Section "in or about a shop." This

boy was always engaged in delivering medicine to customers,,

and as he was always out of doors and away from the premises

he could not be said to be employed " in or about " them.

The Act, he held, did not apply to a case like this, being, in.

his opinion, passed to protect young persons who were kept

indoors from morning to night.

Ml-. Stacey was called, and said he had been in business in>

Teddington for twenty-three years. He was not aware of

the provisions of the Shop Hours Act, and Mr. Tyler, whea

he called and found no notice exhibited, had promised to send,

him one, but he sent a summons instead.

Mr. Tyler, in answer to Mr. Youngs contention, said that

in the case of ' Coleman r. Roberts,'' in the Queen's Bench,
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it was held that a boy employed in a shop and outside it deliver-

ing newspapers was employed " in or about " the shop, and in

the case between the Savoy Hotel and the London County

Council, where a boy was employed in the hotel as a page

and out of it as a messenger, a similar judgment was given.

The ^lagistrates having consulted, the Chairman said they

did not regard it as a bad case, as the boy was not kept in

close confinemeait, and they therefore ordered the defendant

merely to pay the costs, amounting to 17s.

Weights and Measures Act.

Chemist and Unstamped Weights.

At the Spelthorne Petty Sessions, Teddington, Mondny.

January 19, Mr. John Fraser, cliemist and dniggist, trading

as Miller and Co., of High Street, Hampton Wick, was sum-

mooed foa* having in his possession for u.se in trade a number
of grain \v'eights, all of which were unstamped ; also for having

a weighing nwchine that as unstamped ; a.ud further for ii.i v-

ing a grain weight that was not according to the Board of

Trade standard.

Air. Walter Tyler, an inspector to tbi Middlasex Couaity

Council under the Weights aiid Measures Act, appeared to

Ijrosecute, and said he called at the defendant's premi.se.s on

December 15 to purchase certain drags fof .analysis. Going
behind the counter he found seven very small weights, for 300,

200, 100, 60, 30, 20, and 10 grain:-. They were unstamped,

as was also a weighing machine whioh he found. The 60 gr.xui

weight wia.i not recognised by the Board of Trade. The
denomination sho'uld be one drachm. Tlie importanice of hav-

iug these weight-:' piope.rly stamped was shown by the fact that

they were frequently used in the s-ile of poison.s.

Defendant admitted the weights were unstamped, but lit-

said they were perfectly just, and he had never used them in

trade, emploj'ing diachm. minim, and scrapie weights. The
weights, hoxrcver, were .stamped now.

The Chairman said the bench were satisfied he had no inten-

tion to conti-avene the Act, and they would let him off on

paying the oos'ts.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

At Wolverhampton. Friday. Januaiy 16, Walter Wood,
grocer of Dudley Road, was fined 5s. and costs for selling

sweet spirit of nitre which was 85 per cent, deficient in

ethyl nitrite. The spirit had been bought from Mr. T. Reade,

manufacturing chemist.

Mercury Ointment.

Thursday. January 22, 1903, at Brierley Hill Police Court.

Mr. F. R. Fletcher, chemist and druggist, Brierley Hill, was
summoned for selling mercury ointment 40 per cent, weaker
thaai the B.P. strength.

Mr. CluU)e, solicitor, defended on behalf of the Chemists'

Defence Association.

The Magistrate remarked that, he believed no fi-aud was in-

tended on the part of the defendant, who, however, must pay

a fine of 10s. and £2 4s. costs.

At the .same court, on the same day, Henry Grains, o^vner

of a drag store at Amblecote, was fined £1 and £2 4s, costs

for selling mercury ointment 68 i>er cent, deficient. The case

was undefended.

DENTAL NOTES AND FORVlULyE.

BT " h. D. 8."

Bleaching Pink Rubber.— This operation can be performed

quickly by focussing the rays of a magnifying glass upon it.

This method gives a beautifully bleached appearance in a few

minutes.

Removing Powder Stains.—An interesting method is d( scribed

in the Medical and Surgical Monitor for removing powder stains

frum the skin. In a ca.se in which the face was black with

stains and embedded particles of powder, applications were
made of lint, saturated with glycerin, 1, hydrogen peroxide, 3.

At the end of two days all discoloration had disappeared.

An Improved Electric Lathe.—^The .same writer also points

out that a very satisfactory and cheap electric lathe can be made
for the workroom from a fan motor. It is only necessary to

take off the fan and guard, and slip on a grooved pulley, which

can! be made at any machine works. The speed can be governed

by changing the relative size of the pulleys ; a much slower

si>eed (if necessaiy) 'can be obtained than with tlie regular

laboratory lathe.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EVENING MEETING IN EDINBURGH.
The third evening meeting of the session was held in the

Society's House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, on Wednesday,
January 21. Mr. Petek Boa, Chairman of the North British

Branch Executive, in the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and approved, and
apologies for absence were intimated from Messrs, Doig, Gil-

mour, and Glass. A letter of acknowledgment of condolence

was read from the famih^ of the late Mr. James Aitken.

Mr. J. P. GiLMOuu then read a paper on'

Some Officinal Adaptations and Economies of B.P. Processes^

which is printed at page 93.

Mr. C. F. Henky said this interesting jjaper dealt with a

subject that had not received sufficient consideration—namely,

the suggesting of short oiits in the direction of economy and

quickness, while securing accuracy in the products. In making
galencials, he thought it was a pity that the process

had become so complicated. In making such pre-

parations as tincture of opium, he did not see why
wholesale dealers could not dry and powder, say, about 28 lb. of

opium, estimate its morjihine content, and sell it with a war-

ranty to the retailer, who could then make a tincture of correct

standard from it. He was doubtful about the employment of

heat, as suggested in the case of glycerin of "boric acid and

linim^ent of camphor, although Mr. Gilmour noted that there

was no loss of camphor. In making glycerin of tannic acid,

he found a good plan was to place the tannic acid in the funnel

lightly stopped with absorl>ent wool, add the glycerin and stir,

and allow to percolate. Heating ointments alwaj's tended to

make tJiem harder, though they could be made cold, free from

grittiness.

Mr. D. B. DoTT said the Pharmacopoeia was not sudli a bad

book a« it was sometimes said to be. Still, it was curious that

when good processes were published, the authorities, neverthe-

less, selected an inferior one ; that was clearly the case in regard

to liquid extract of cinchona. Anyone practically acquainted

with cindliona must be aware of that. He did not always agree

with Mr. R. Wright, but he thought he was correct in point-

ing out that liquid extract of belladonna could be better made

with a weaker alcohol. Cochineal was an excellent indicator.
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and deserved more attention in making syrups with acid solu-

fcions. It was undesirable to employ lh«at if it could be avoided.

Doubtleas in many cases wliolesale houses could prepare stan-

dardised powders, and it would .simplify the making of tinc-

tures and liquid extracts. I

Mr. CowiE said he> believed much might be done to improve

the Pharmacopoeia by official adaptations to the requirements

of practical pharmacists. At present they had quantities in

both the metric and the British system : it would be better

to have everyt.hiiig stated in parts. That would reduce the bulk

and price of the Phannaoopoeia. There was great want of con-

,sist6ncy4n. the quantities for tihe hypodermic injections, and if

all were stated in parts there would easily be uniformity. The

whole qxiestion of quantities wanted rea»ranging. One objectdon

to the plan of keeping a solution of citrate of iron and quinine,

and citrate of iron and ammonia, was that reduction took place

steadily from the ferric to the feiTous condition. He did not

agree tlhat Mr. Duncan' .s method for making liquor bismuthi

should be excluded, as it was quite a practicable method ; it

was liable to formation of fungoid growths, but these eould be

avoided by making double strength. He did not think Duncan

•ulaimed originality for the method, which was really devised by

Wood many years ago. Mr. Gilmour had anticipated a note

he (Mr. Cowie) had intended reading next week on liquor

magnesii carbonatis. His plan was to dissolve the proper

quantities of magnesium sulphate and sodium carbonate in

water, collect the precipitate, wash, and place in a pint sparklet

syphon, add a pint of water, and charge with the sparklet

carbon dioxide; allow to st^.nd till dissolved, pour off and

strain through cotton wool, wash the syphon, replace liquid,

and again charge, and the solution wa» ready, free from im-

purities. This process was cheaper than Mr. Gilmour's, and so

made the liquor had a pleasanter taste. In making syrup of

lactophosphate of lime the lactic acid solution should be added

to the phosphoric acid, instead of as the Pharmacopoeia

directs. With regard to the making of syrup of ferrous iodide,

if the iodine was powdered, and the iron cut small, and cold

water applied to the vessel during the reaction, so as to prevent

heating, a water white solution would be obtained. The greenish

colour generally obsei-ved was due to incipient oxidation.

Mr. McDiAEMiD said no reference had been made to adapta-

tions or economies in m,aking the concentrated liquors of the

Pharmacopceia. He thought those might well be left out,

as there was no demand for them. He did not under-

stand the heating in making camphor liniment, as it

could easily be made cold. The late Mr. Gale had

Mcommended him to accept the, tip of the tongue as the

best indicator in making liquor ammonii acetatis. If

boiling in a teaspoon was adopted they found both litmus

papers changed colour. He remembered that Idris, in London,

some years ago sent out liquor magnesii carbonatis in syphons.

It kept jjerfectly in that fonn. He would like to ask if syrup

of codeine kept? His experience was that in about a week a

fungoid growth appeared. Tincture of orange could not be

made in tlie month of July, andi it seemed a good idea to get

the fresih peel in season and cover with just sufficient spii-it to

keep it. He would like to know how Mr. Gilmour got the

glycerin of boric acid so clear. It was usually hazy from some-

thing in the boric acid, and also slightly coloured.

Ml-. Nesbit said he had made fluid magnesia in a gasogene

many years ago, -and it worked well. He always kept it in

syphons.

Mr. Hill said, exactly four years ago, in a discussion on

solution of ammonium acetate, Mr. Dott recommended cochineal

as an indicator, and it certainly worked well, but he (Mr. Hill)

tlhen recommended that the alkalinity of the ammonium car-

bonate should be determined by standard sulphuric acid, and tie

acidity of the acetic acid by standard sodium hydroxide. He
was still of opinion that that was the quickest, easiest, and

most accurate method.

Mr. Boa said lie agreed with much that Mr. Gilmour said,

but in regard to solution of iron and quinine citrate, Mr. Cowie

(had indicated! his objection. It would not keep without an

added preservative. Chlorofoim was objectionable, because

unless contained in the mixture for which the saturated solu-

tion was used, it could not be concealed. He had not had any

trouble in making syrup of lactophosphate of lime ; but it was

necessary to see that the precipitated chalk was of good quality.

He did not like loaf sugar for syrup making, and mudh pre-

ferred the small crystals, or crushed cane sugar, free of facing.

He objected to making tmcture of ginger by diluting the

strong tincture. By making direct, he obtained a finer flavoured

tincture. Before syrup of codeine became official, there was a

fonnula in use in which proof spirit was used to dissolve the

salt, and he had noticed fungoid growths in it ; but had nevei

seen any .such in the official syrup.

Mr. GiLMOTJE, in reply, said his experience of cochineal was

that it W8.S an excellent indicator, but of course where recogni-

tion of colours or delicacy of tongues was involved they always

had difficulties. Methyl orange, for instance, seemed to puzzle

many operators. He thought Mr. Hill's method would be a

great improvement. It was quite true that liniment of camphor

could be made co'ld. Sometimes, when stock ran low, it was

wanted quickly, and an expeditious method was then advan-

tageous. He was afraid the tongue as an indicator was not

always reliable, as the stats of the stomach might interfere. He

had not observed fungoid growths in syrup of codeine. The

glycerin of boric acid had been cleared by filtration through

cotton wool. The absence of colour he attributed to the use

of crystallised acid rather than the powder. He did not think

there was much reduction in a 1 in 3 solution of citrate of iron

and quinine, such as he used, unless it was kept longer than he

was in the habit of doing, and there was no greater objection to

the infinitesimal quantity of chloroform than to the alcohol

always present in concentrated infusions. He had tried crystals,

or crushed sugar, but found most of them exceedingly unsatis-

factory, giving often a bluish solution or one that underwent

decomposition, or fei-mentation. He had not found the same

difficulty with loaf sugar.

Mr. THOMA.S Stephenson, F.C.S., read the next paper, which

was entitled

Some Notes on the Indian Drugs of the B.P. Addendum, 1900

and is printed at page 91.

Mr. Dott said he was under the distinct impression that a

special quality of opium was made by the Indian Government

for use in medicine. It was put up in cakes, and not like the

balls of opium which were sent to China for smoking.

Mr. Hill said he had placed on the table two specimens of

Indian opium—one, Patna opium, was in cakes, and probably

was what Mr. Dott referred to ; the other was Malwa opium in

balls. A considerable time ago Mr. E. M. Holmes mentioned

to him that it was supposed that commercial chaulmoogra seeds

were the produce of an undetermined species of Sydnocarpus, and

in an article published in the Pharmaceutical Journal during

September 1901, the Araktogcnus kursii was given as the

actual plant. Mr. Meldrum, of Calcutta, had drawn his atten-

tion to the odour developed when the bruised seeds were placed

in water. In one examination he found that a very pure and

powerful odour of hydrocyanic acid was speedily developed.

This might lead to a difference in the ointment now made from

the oil instead of the powdered seeds.

Mr. Stephenson, in reply, said there were several different

opiums in India. It was a Government monopoly, and in
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Bombay they purchased Malwa opium from the Govemment

agent in balls. He had examined some and found only 4 to 5

per cent, of morphine. ' Pharmacographia Indica ' gave a

rather higher percentage for Patna opium, but he had never

heard of any opium in India of the B.P. standard.

The paper was illustrated by a series of the substances re-

ferred to from the Society's Museum in Edinburgh, and Mr.

Stephenson exhibited a betel cup and culler.

On the motion of the Chairman, cordial votes of thanks were

awarded to Messrs. Gilmour and Stephenson, and attention

having been directed to the books added to the Library, the

meeting closed.

EXAMINATIONS IN EDINBURG

Government Visitors' Report for 1902.

Report on the Examinations of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain, held in Edinburgh during the year 1902.

December 31, 1902.

To THE LOBDS OF THE COUNCIL,

My Lords,—I have the honour to report that examinations

were held in Edinburgh during the months of January, April,

July, and October, 1902, by the Board of Examiners of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. I vyas present on

thirteen occasions, and beg to submit the results of both the

Major and Minor Examinations.

Majoe Examination.
Number, Percentage

Candidates examined 13

Candidates who passed 9 69 2

Candidates who failed 4 30'7

Rejected Candidates.

Obtained marks in each subject but failed in the

aggregate ,

" 4 307

Remarks :—It is gratifying to note an increase in the number
of candidates who presented themselves for the higher or

"Honour's" Examination, but what is still more satisfactory

is the fact that the percentage of passes has steadily risen from

ten to sixty-nine during the last six years. The higher standard

of work noted last year has been also well maintained, as all the

rejected candidates recdived marks in each subject ; their want
of success being due to failure in obtaining the full aggregate

req^uired for a pass.

Minor or Qualifying Examination.
Number. Percentage

Candidates examined 471

Candidates who passed , 158 33'5

CandiJates who failed 313 66-4

Rejected Candidates.

•)) Candidates who failed in practical work, and
were not admitted to oral examination 203 431

Failed in practical chemistry 8 17 4

Failed in practical pharmacy 27 5'7

Failed in both above 19 9

(b) Candidates who passed in practical work, but

failed in the oral examination 110 23'3

Failed in botany 20

Failed in materia medica 8

Failed in oral chemistry 38

Failed in prescriptions 3

Failed in oral oharmacy 23

Obtained marks in each subject, but failed in the

aggregate 40 8-5

The practice of stopping a candidate whenever he fails in any
part of the oral examination makes it impossible to give a per-

centage of the rejections in each subject, e.g., 35 were not

examined in materia medica, 32 in prescriptions, etc.

Remarks :—I have previously been able to report a gradual

improvement in the results of the examinations, but on this

occasion I regret to state that, not only has the standard of last

year not been maintained, but actually shows a great falling

off to the extent of 11 per cent. In fact, the percentage of

passes is lower than at any period during the preceding five

years.

The practical portion of the examination is responsible for

no less than 43 per cent, of the failures, and of this number
more than one-half failed in practical pharmacy and dispensing

alone. The practical examination is not too severe, and the

examiners are necessarily stringent in ensuring that candidates

are able to properly dispense and prepare pharmaceutical pro-

ducts. They rightly dema'nd that, for the safety of the public,

pharmacists must be thoroughly competent in what forms a large

part of the daily routine of their business. The large per-

centage of rejections shows a want of proper training on the part

of many of the students during their apprenticeship. The nature

of many businesses no doubt prevents apprentices getting that

adequate instruction in pharmacy which is so absolutely neces-

sary, and this applies more forcibly to practical chemistry, a

thorough knowledge of which can only be acquired in a pro-

perly equipped laboratory. The usual course in training,

which is at present purely voluntary, and which extends over a

period of only three, or it may be six months, during which all

the subjects of examination are taught, is quite inadequate for

the majority of students. I am of opinion that the large per-

centage of failures will continue until compulsory courses of

instruction are instituted, so that, both by lectures and labora-

tory work in recognised schools of pharmacy, students may be

thoroughly and systematically educated.

I have the honour to be.

My Lords, your obedient servant,

(Signed) G. Balfour Marshall,

Visitor.

EXAMINATION RESULTS (EDINBURGH).

January, 1903.

MINOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined 114

failed 82

passed

.

32
Baker, E. Hirst Sanzen; Newcastle
Beverley, T. Latham ; Nottingham
Borrowman, Agnes T. ; Melrose
Bryce, John ; Dalbeattie
Davidson, Alexander ; Leslie, N.B.
Dryerre, Heiiry ; Blairgowrie
Fyfe, Hugh McGregor F. ;

Glasgow
Gauld, James Edward ; Edinburgh
Geake, Henry; Edinburgh
Gordon, Tom B.; Wolverhampton
Hay, James; Banff
Hines, Herbert Charles ; Harrogate
Hutcheon, John ; Keith
Johnstone, John ; Coatbridge
Lees, Herbert Charles; Nottingham
Lewin, I. B. ; Oudtshoorn, C. Colony

Lindsay, James Robert; Peebles
Lookhart, Jeanie Lawson ; Irvine
McCaig, Robert ; Edinburgh
McRobb, W. Christie; Dufftown, N.B.

]

Neill, William Malcolm ; Dalkeith

j

Pike, Ernest James; Bdinbm-gh
I

Reid, James Alexander; Ellon
I Robinson, J. Leolin; Middlesbrough
I Rutherford, Robt. .John; Newcastle
Scrafton, Ralph

;
Bliddlesbrough

Sims, W. Wedden ; Bill Quay-on-T.
Smith, James Hunter ; Irvine
Sturrock, John Jarron ;

Glasgow
Syme, George ; Edinburgh
Tait, James NicoU ; Dundee
Young, David Aitken ; Dunfermline

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

EXAMINATION RESULTS.

Pharmaceutical Licence Examination.

The following have passed:—D. Parke, T. H. O'Connor, P. J.

Timoney, F. J. Gillespie, C. Finucane, G. H. Batt, J. W. Burns,

J. Kilpatrick, J. Dale. Thirteen candidates were rejected.

Registered Druggist Examination.

T. H. L. Adderley, P. J. D'Arcy, J. B. A. Fletcher, J.

McCarthy, M. MoNally, J. Morrow, H. Nightingale, W. Reid,

Seven candidates were rejected.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRhNT TOPICS.

Preparation for the Minor Examination.

BT H. EtTTHVEN P. HAMBLEN, M.P.S.

The Course of Study Requisite.

To tlie " MLaor " studemit ut the beginning of the year comes t.Ue

thought •' Shall I be qualified before the dawn of another new

year?" and as one who had this thought rat the beginning of

the year which has just passed, the writer feels tempted to pen

a) few words of advice to those who ar© about to commence their

studies this new year, with the sincere hope tlxat his expeinenoe

may be of some slight service to them. For financial or othei'

reasons there are many debarred from entering the Society's

School, for the nine months' course, and in order to cut down
expense are obliged to enter a suburban or country school of

pharmacy, where the whole Minor syllabus is covered ejich term

of three months. Now, there are many who will say it is im-

possible to pass this examination with only a three months'

course, and I readily admit this would be an impossibility and

absuixlity if the student had never consulted a text-book on

Minor subjects before entering that school. But in a large

majority of cases a three months' full-time course at a recognised

school should be all sufficient if the .'student would realise the

Vast importance of getting a good ground-work before the final

effort.

Of Study During Apprenticesliip.

There li'ave been many suggestions on this matter.

" Study during apiJrenticeslup " especially lias been recom-

mended as a. great aid, and no one can deny this ; but how often

do we fiijil ,1 stuilt'iit entir a school of pharmacy at the end of

his appreiiticeshipV As a rule S(nne two or three years must

elapse before he is allowed to sit fo-r the examination. Our
calling is es.sentially that of a pharmacist, and the title chemist

is certainly a misnomer. Let me thei'efore advise that the ap-

prenticeship be devoted to practical pharmacj' in its every

branch. Every opportunity should be taken of making all

Pharmacopoeia preparations, and the last year of apprenticeship

should see the student an able and conipetent^lispenser. Now
is the time for reviewing the Minor syllabus, and the student

will be well advised if he at once attends a school of pharmacy
which specially caters for evening classes. Here let him remain,

working two or three nights a week, over a period of, say,

eighteen months or two years. This is not expensive or irk-

some, for all the while a student may be in a situation, ea'-ning

sufficient to pay all his present expenses, and, should he be

thrifty, earning also sufficient to pay all his final school and
examination fees.

Work at Evening Classes.

During the time occupied at evening classes tli©

student will have had' a thorough gi-ound-work in all

subjects. There should not be a single materia medica

specimen named on the sj'llabus that he could not recognise and

know its chief characteristics. His knowledge of that all-im-

portant subject, chemistry, will now be ripening ; his practical

analysis of salts and volumetric analysis will be a pleasure, owing
to the gradual way in which these most interesting subjects

have been unfolded to him. Botany will have received good
attention, and, if for this subject only, the student will have

done well in attending these evening clas.ses, for he will receive

much kindness and help from the gentlemen who devote thieir

energies to the early training of pharmaceutical students. Then
we have the subject, Latin, which will not present much difii-

culty, for the preliminary examinations give good training, and

it is only a matter of applying the Latin of the school days to

the Latin of Pharmacy.

The Special College Course.

At this stage we find the >studcnt ready to embark

on his three months' course, and this should be at a

school where the demonstrators hold the pharmaceutical

amongst other quiilifications. Should the evening classes, how-

ever, have been spent at such a school, he will do well to con-

tinue there. And now the student will bid "Adieu" to his

employer, and be i-eady for the final " brush up." He will be

astonished at the rapid progress made day by daj'. Nothing is

new to him! The work is all familiar, and he finds no difficulty

in following the lectui-er " through an explanation of tjie

"Benzene Ring" or the interesting discussion on the "Life

History of the Fe-rn." He will have gained such a practical

knowledge of the B.P. during his apprenticeship that this will

onh' require revision.

Some Good Advice.

After this final three months- of sound. Jione.st- work,

tile student should be quite ready to face the examiners,

and let me here give 'him this one word of advice. Do not

get into conversation with the men you meet outside the

examination hall who are .strangers to you. There is a certain

class of men who, through sheer laziness on their part, are re-

jected timas without number. The " beam " is so great in their

eye that they cannot see that the reason of their repeated

failures is entirely due to their lazy habits, and, as a conse-

quence, they abuse the examiners. This would not be so bad if

they kept their abuse to themselves, but they seem to delight in

telling others of their " awful experiences." Now this is all

calculated on such an occasion as " examination day " to make
the student nervous, and he will do well to keep himself to him-

self—the only way to prevent undue excitement.

In Praise of the Examiners.

The examiners are a body of true, kind-hearted

English gentlemen. Let me give an instance of kind-

ness shown to me at my exammation. On my phar-

macy paper I had, among.st otlier things, " Linimentum

potassii iodidi cum sapone " to make. Being anxious

to tm-n out a good preparation, I gripped my pestle a

little tighter than I should have done under ordinary circum-

stances, with the result that a nasty sore came on the palm of

my hand. The examiner, evidently noticing I was working

under difficulties, came to me, and, with the kindness of a

surgeon, plastered up my hand, speaking most encouragingly all

the while, and telling me not to be over-anxious. In conclusion,

I sincerely hope that many wiio are now studying for the Minor

Examination will before the advent of another year become

qualified, and be able to look back upon the old " Minor "-days

as some of the happiest of their lives.

Petrosapol.—A soap medicated with certain petroleum

residues has been introduced for the treatment of skin^ diseasei.

It is a brown substamce, of unctuous oonsistenoe, wtioh, from

its high melting point, 90° C, is well adapted for application to

the scalp and other ihair-covered parts. It may be used either

alone, combined with vaseline, or with, the addii;«n of zinc

oxide, starch, or other drugs. It has been successfully employed

in the ti^eatment of inflammaftion of the scalp and of the

sebaceous glands.

—

L'Uition T'harm., 43, 106; after Bull, de

I'harm. dc Lyon.
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PRACTICAL FEDERATION FOR PHARMACISTS.

It is gratifying to note that vigorous steps are being taken

to perfect the local organisation of the Pharmaceutical

Society, and to make it as effective a piece of parliamentary

machinery as possible. "We understand that Mr. Beem-

EiuGE, the Secretary of the Society, accompanied by Mr.

Chater, a member of his staff, has during the past week

been engaged in stimulating local interest in the political

outlook by holding a series of meetings partaking of the

nature of private conferences. The proceedings at the

various conferences were private, because experience

has proved that the view put forward in these columns

some time ago is the correct one—-viz., that con-

sideration of the ways and means whereby the

practice and privileges of pharmacists may best be con-

served should be reserved for meetings at which reporters

are not present. At the outset of the present local organi-

sation revival, when the endeavour was hrst made to

realise the ideal presented by the President of the Society

in one or two of his most suggestive addresses, the pro-

ceedings at the district conferences summoned by Mr.

Eremridge were as lacking in privacy as the most ardent

opponent of government by committee could desire. But

enlightenment came gradually, and in time the folly of

plaj'ing with all one's cards exposed to the inspection of a

skilful opponent was clearly manifested. The chief enemies

with whom the pharmacist will have to contend in the im-

mediate future are much more observant than the average

chemist and druggist may be disposed to believe, and it

may fairly be questioned whether anyone scans the reports

of meetings of pharmacists, at which serious business is

discussed, more closely than the pharmacist's most in-

sidious opponents.

The fact that mischief might result from undue

publicity rendered it desirable that future conferences

of members of the Pharmaceutical Society with the

chief officer of that body should be conducted in such a

way that the intelligence department of the opposition forces

should not be able to obtain its most important information

from records published by those whose professional

existence is at stake. In the public interest, the chemists

and druggists of Great Britain have expended much time.

money, and energy with the object of fitting themselves to

perform certain functions which no ordinary tradesman can
ever be expected to perform satisfactorily. They ha,\e

undergone a period of pupilage, followed by a more ' or less

prolonged course of study, and then submitted themselves
to examination, for no other purpose than to prove themselves
fit to compound, dispense, and retail medicines. But, having
securedregistration as chemists and druggists, they find that

the only respects in which their position differs from that of

individuals who have not taken the same trouble is that they
alone may style themselves chemists and druggists, or

compound, dispense, and sell certain scheduled poisons.

Where limited companies are concerned, e,ven those privi-

leges prove to be valueless, for the title " chemist and drug-

gist " may be assumed by such bodies with impunity, while

a sufficient number of duly registered chemists and drug-

gists are always to be found willing to sell their qiiali-

fication and services to combinations of unqualified persons,

which offer sufficient financial inducement.

The remedy for such a state of'affairs is obviously com-
bination for defence, supplemented by a process of educa-

tion whereby every chemist and druggist in the country

shall be persuaded that it depends upon him to do what
is necessary to prevent confusion becoming worse con-

founded. If each person engaged in the practice of phar-

macy in Great Britain were to regard the present perilous

position of the craft as one from which he is. to some extent,

able to rescue it, the peril would have passed. But so long

as a large proportion of chemists and druggists fail to realise

how critical is the state of affairs, so long must matters

remain in a state of suspense. To put a limit to that state

is now the main object of those responsible for the conduct

of pharmaceutical affairs of an administrative character, and

the visits of the Pharmaceutical Society's chief officer to so

many towns must be regarded as an indication of the ex-

treme interest taken by the Council of the Society in the

welfare of those whose position is now being weighed in the

balance. If the outcome of those visits and such con-

ferences as have been held this week should be a general

rally to the pharmaceutical standard, the labour involved

will not have been in vain, since a federation of a distinctly

practical character will have been effected, and tlie pharma-

cists of Great Britain will b3 so much nearer the period

at which they can speak as with one voice. In conclusion)

it is only necessary to state that the meetings referred to

are intended to be, and have been, mutually educative, and

cannot but be productive of good. Divisional officers,

prominent members, and others have been brought into

actual personal communication with the permanent officials

of the Society, as it was contemplated should be the case

when Mr. Newsholme's scheme of local organisation was

first adopted. Among other places visited, conferences

have been held at Leicester, Liverpool, Blackpool, Preston,

Carlisle, Leeds, and Sheffield ; it is proposed shortly to

apply the same programme of stimulation to other centres.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF LOCAL ORGANISATION.

Letters have recently been sent to the secretaries of

all local pharmaceutical associations known to exist at

present, stating that, with the object of encouraging and

improving pharmaceutical organisation throughout Great
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Britain, it is proposed to reserve space in the Pliartnaceu-

Heal Journal Inset, week by week, for the purpose of

enabling local pharmaceutical associations to insert dis-

played announcements of forthcoming meetings, similar to

those in this week's issue. It is also proposed that a copy

of the current Inset shall be sent to every member of any
local association which has an announcement in that jssue,

while if it is desired at any time to summon a meeting of

the entire trade in a given district, a copy of the Inset

containing the announcement of the meeting will be sent

to every registered chemist in business in the district, on a

request to that effect 4)eing addressed to the Editor.

Secretaries of local associations will thus be spared^ the

trouble of sending out separate notices on the occasion of

each meeting, while the respective associations will save

the expense of issuing such notices, and it is hoped that, in

time, the P.J. Inset may come to be regarded as the

official gazette for all local associations. The condi-

tions attaching to the above offer are that notices must be

received by the Editor not later than Wednesday (in

exceptional cases Thursday) mornings at ten o'clock, and

that lists be furnished, and kept up-to-date, of the names
and addresses (irT'of all members' of the association, and

(6) of all registered chemists in business in the district

served by the association. Acceptance of the offer has

already been received from the secretaries of a niamber of

important associations, and the Editor will be glad to hear

from as many others as possible within the course of the

next few days, acceptances being accompanied by any

notice which it may be desired to publish in next week's issue.

PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH.

A VERY large amount of pharmaceutical research is con-

ducted in the laboratories of wholesale druggists in this

country, and prominent among the most prolific workers is

Mr. John Barclay, B.Sc, of the firm of Southali, Brothers
AND Barclay. The eleventh annual laboratory rej^ort of

that firm, which has just been issued, contains numerous
interesting and useful notes taken from their laboratory

journal, and edited by Mr. John Barclay. The notes

show the results of examinations of a number of crude

drugs, fixed and volatile oils, waxes, etc., and several of them
are reprinted at page 97, of this week's Journal. In addition,

the report contains a table showing the percentages of ash

yielded by drugs of good quality and by powders obtained

from the gnnding of drugs of the same character in the

firm's own mills. Another table shows suggested standards,

ranges of specific gravity, etc., for galenical preparations.

It is instructive to note that Mr. Barclay regards attempts

to standardise crude drugs as being more or less futile. In

his opinion, all efforts in the direction of standardisation

should be expended upon galenical preparations, since

complete uniformity may be ensured in the case of such

preparations, however variable the drugs from which they

are made.

THE TEACHING OF BOTANY AND CHEMISTRY.

The methods of scientific and technical teaching con-

tinue to be the subject of essays and papers. At a con-

ference of teachers recently held in London xmder the

auspices of the Technical Education Board of the London

County Council, the systems of botanical and chemical

teaching received particular attention. Professor J. Bret-
land Farmer said that systematic botany, which had
been described as being no more educational than was the

collection of postage-stamps, might be of very considerable

educational value, if properly taught. It depended en-

tirely on the teacher whether it proved valuable or worth

something less than nothing. If the teacher took from

a hook one of those horrible things called floral formulse,

and asked the students to find so many jietals, stems,

etc., they were no better ofiE ifthey found, them, but so

much worse for the loss of time. But there was another

aspect in which the educational advantage was very con-

siderable, and that was an aspect very often overlooked

in these days of strenuous preparation for examinations.

The mere effort to find any given answer was of much

value indeed in the training of the mind, if the question

was properly framed with a view to that result. That wa*

perhaps the most important aspect which teachers ought

to keep clearly before them. Mr. G. S. Newth, in a

paper on "Experimental Illustration in the Teaching of

Chemistry," said that until recently the so-called chemis-

try course consisted almost exclusively of analytical work,

taking the form of meaningless operations devoid of edu-

cational value. Now all tliat was being changed, and it

was feared that in the rebound fropi the old state of

bondage we might go too far in the opposite direction.

The cry was to let pupils make discoveries for themselves

—doing original work, and letting the development of

the intellect be the primary object. It would, however,

be unsafe to allow young pupils, or even old ones, to per-

form chemical experiments on their own initiative.

THE LINNEAN SOCIETY.

A Special general meeting of the Lianean Society of

London was held last week to consider the advisability of

applying for a supplemental charter which would allow the

admission of women to the Fellowship of the Society, as

the existing charter gives no such power. A large pro-

portion of the Fellows had already signified by letter their

approval of the proposed change. The Rev. T. E. Stebbing

moved, and Prof. J. Reynolds Green seconded the follow-

ing resolution :
—" That this meeting, approving the pro-

posed alterations in the constitution of the Linnean Society

of London, as shown on the printed statement circulated,

hereby authorises the Council to take the necessary steps

to obtain a supplementary charter embodying the said

alterations, and thereafter to prepare revised by-laws in

accordance with the provisions of the new charter." Mr.

Francis Darwin observed that science was of no country,

and should be of no sex. The admission of women to the

Fellowship was a change which must come, and they should

be leaders rather than followers. Mr. W. C.\rruthers

expressed the opinion that the society would gain credit if

it led the way in this matter, and by admitting women he

was sure they would be taking a step which would meet

with universal approval. The motion was supported by

several other Fellows, and was agreed to by 54 votes to 17.

The first of the suggested changes in the supplementary

charter, which was put with the motion, provided that

Fellows be elected " without distinction of sex." It is
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understood that a lai-ge number of ladies will be proposed

for election as Fellows at the first meeting after the new
Charter has been obtained.

THE CHEMISTS' BALL

A LARGE number of well-known London pharmacists were

among those who attended the Chemists' Thirty-seventh

Annual Ball at the Hotel Metropole on Wednesday night.

In the unavoidable absence of the Peesident of the Phar-

maceutical Society, who is also Chairman of the Ball Com-
mittee, the chair at the supper was taken, by no means for

the first time, by Mr. Michael Carteighe. Except for a

change in the band, and that Mr. A. J. Bullen Cooper has

succeeded Mr. Ernest Hill as Honorary Secretary, the

ball did not greatly differ from those of the two preceding

years during which it has been held in the Hotel Metropole.

All the arrangements seemed admirably made.

THE EDINBURGH EXAMINATIONS.

The Government Visitoi's report on the examinations of

the Pharmaceutical Society held in Edinburgh during 1902 is

published in another column (see p. 105). Dr. Balfour
Marsh.^ll notes the gratifying increase in the proportion

of passes at the "Major," but comments unfavourably on

the work of the candidates for the " Minor." To remedy
the existing state of aflfairs, whereby only one-third of the

candidates receive the certificate, the Visitor expresses his

conviction of the necessity for systematic instruction under

compulsory courses of instruction in recognised schools of

pharmacy. By far the larger proportion of the failures

continue to be in practical chemistry and pharmacy, in

which subjects Dr. Marshall does not consider the present

requirements of the examiners as at all too stringent.

BORIC ACID IN MILK.

A test case of much importance to the wholesale and

retail milk trade was heard at Newington Quarter Sessions

last week, when a milk-seller appealed against a stipen-

diary's conviction and a penalty of £25, for an offence under

the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, by selling milk containing

seven grains per pint of boric acid. The appellant was
supported by his trade association, and it was stated that a

number of other prosecutions were depending on the result

of this test case. It had been held that the retailer,

although he did not himself put the boric acid in the milk,

had not exercised reasonable diligence or he would have

discovered its presence. Evidence having been given in

regard to the injurious character of the quantity of boric

acid present, the conviction was affirmed, but the fine was

reduced to £10 and costs, on the ground that the appellant

was not himself guilty of adding the acid. An apphcation

to the Court to state a case on the question of warranty

from the wholesaler was refused, the warranty being held

to be not bond fide but colourable. The result of this

important appeal is still further to emphasise the necessity

for retailers of articles of food and of drugs to satisfy them-

selves of the quality of the goods they sell, or at least to

arm themselves with a complete and bond-fide warranty

from the wholesaler or manufacturer.

THE LIBRARY OF LONDON UNIVERSITY.

Much dissatisfaction has existed among graduates of the

University of London by reason of the entirely inadequate

library accommodation provided at the Imperial Institute.

This feeling has found vent in a number of resolutions

which have been submitted to Convocation embodying
recommendations of the Standing Committee. It has now
been resolved in Convocation that the Senate should be

requested to represent to the Government that increased

space was required for the purpose, and that the University

funds should be applied to the library even before the acqui-

sition of additional class-rooms and laboratories. Other

resolutions adopted related to the arrangement of the

volumes, the duties of the librarian, and the regulations

for the use of the hbrary. A further recommendation that

an urgent public appeal be made for funds for the mainten-

ance and extension of the library could not be passed for

lack of a quorum.

HUMOUR IN THE DAILY PRESS.

The case reported in the Pharmaceutical Jourrtal last

week, in which heavy damages were awarded against Lewis

and Burrows, Limited, for negligence in dispensing, has

been much commented on in the daily press. In many of

the reports " Messrs. Lewis and Burroughs, chemists "

{sic), are saddled with the mistake. The St. Jameses

Gazette suggests that, " by the Gilbertian method, Lewis
AND Burroughs would each have had twenty-four pills

crammed down their throats, spread over a period of

thirty-six hours." The Globe waxes humorous over the

increasing complexity in the names of medicines: "People

who suffer from nerves should try Thymacetinoxaethylace-

tamidothymol. In the few cases where it fails of its effect

an excellent substitute may be found in Acetylimidooxya-

thyhymol." Both these substances are recommended
under the head of " new medicaments " in the Austrian

Ajiothecaries Gazette.

A NEW RUSSIAN PHARMACOPEIA.

A notable addition to the Library of the Pharmaceutical

Society is the " Russian Pharmacopoeia, 1902." This con-

tains 615 monographs, with appendices, in which volumetric

reagents are commented on, doses of potent drugs given,

and specific gravities tabulated. The Pharmacopoeia is

printed in the vernacular, with Latin headings to the

monographs. Among the official drugs are such substances

as aristol, dermatol, heroin, iodol, salipyrin, etc. A blot

on the book is the carelessly compiled Latin index.

THE MERCURY OINTMENT DECISION.

Application has now been formally made for leave to

appeal against the decision of the Stipendiary in his recent

judgment delivered on the occasion of the prosecutions of

North Staffordshire chemists for alleged offences under the

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, in respect of the sale of

mercury ointment.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.

Friday, Jamuiry 16, 1903, Sir J. Cbtchton Browne in the

cliair.

Professor Jajies Dewae, F.R.S., gave a lecture on

Low Temperature Investigations.

He said he proposed that evening to direct tlie attention of

his audience to a number of miscellaneous points that liad grown

out of laboratory work at low tempera-tures. In the first

place, he offered some discussion of the question—What would

become of matter • if we oould abstract from it all its heat

eneroy?—and this subject he treated successively in connec-

tion with the specific volume at low terhperatures of liquids

«nd solids. In liquid hydrogen, at an absolute temperature

of 15'-"', cork sank at once, while pitli wood just floated. An
experiment devised by Dalton ,showed the difference in the

volume occupied by solutions of hydrated and of anhydious salts.

To tw'o vessels containing equal quantities of water was added

carbonate of soda in molecular proportion, but in one case the

hydrated salt was used and in the other the anhydrous. The

result was a large increa^ jn the volume of the liquid in the

vessel to which the hydrated 'salt had been added, but little

(iltS'ra^tion iii the other. The question arose; What was the

volume of the water of crystallisation in various salts? and

Dalton and Playfair had attempted to find some law correlat-

ing it with the volume of ice. This attempt had not been

successful, thou'gh theje was remarkable legularity in the

volume of the water of crystallisation. The lecturer next

discussed the volume of ice at low temperatures. Water had

a maximum density at about 4°, and the question was, Would
the contraction brought about, at a temperature more or less

closely approaching the absolute zero, ever make ice as dense

as water at that temperature? At —182° it was certainly le-ss

dense than water, for it floated on liquid oxygen, which had

about the same density ais water, though it sank in liquid

nitrogen. The freezing point of water was lowered by pres-

sure, as experimentally proved by Lord Kelvin. What tem-

perature, then, could we get by forcing ice to liquefy

under pressure, and could we always liquefy ice, even at the

temperature of liquid air, if we had unlimited pres-

sure at command? Clausius argued that there must be a

limit at about —130°, owing to the decrease of the latent

heat of ice. - But it was now known that we could not reach

even —130° in this way, for lately it had been shown that

with pressures of 3,000 or 4,000 atmospheres a new sort of

Ice was obtained which was denser than water, and that below
— 22° or —23° C. no squeezing would produce liquid. Pro-

fessor Dewar next spoke of the strength that bodies normally

weak possessed at low temperatures, and as an instance

showed a piece of steel, used in his experiments, which had

stood a pressure of 15,000 or 20,000 atmospheres successfully

at the temperature of liquid air, but had given way when the

attempt was made to apply the same pressure at ordinary

temperatures. It was astonishing, again, what a thin sheet

of india-rubber would stand in the way of cold, simply pucker-

ing a little, but not cracking. When cooled by liquid hydro-

gen it would stand as perfect a vacuum as had yet been

obtained. Another instance was afforded bv the flow of

metals. Lead could be squeezed through a small hole by
hydraulic pressure, but if the operation were performed at

the temperature of liquid air, ten times as much pressure was
required, owing to the increased viscosity of tlie metal. Pro-

fessor Dewar then showed the experiment of plunging a Nerast

electric lamp in liquid air, when it went on burning as ia

atmospheric air. There was, he said, some discussion as to

the cause of the light in this lamp, which was stated not to

burn in a vacuum, and it had been ascribed to a combination

of electrolysis and oxidation. But it burnt in liquid oxygen,

with the production of ozone, and also in liquid nitrogen—

a

fact which seemed to require a reconsideration of the theories

propounded by certain distinguished electricians. The lec-

turer next showed a new foiin of vacuum vessel. Formed of

thin quartz, and scarcely affected at all by the mast sudden
changes of temperature, it was transparent to ultra-violet

rays, and therefore would be of great advantage in investi-

gating many electric spark plienomena and the spectra of

liquid gases.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

SOUTH LONDON BRANCH.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wedne.sday, January 21. 1903, Mr. F. W. Tbumas in the

chair.

The Chairman read a paper on

Some Neglected Profits.

He said, while we must deplore the decrease hi recent years

in our profits, a little self-questioning would make chemis.s con-

scious tliat the diminution is due largely to their ovm inaction

and lack of energy. Some of the time indulged in complaining

might with advantage be turned! ta the making of galenical

preparations, and rertaining for our own pockets profits we now
allow others to reap. With veiy little thought or trouble

chemists can make the larger number of preparations in whioh

they deal, with benefit to the public and a considerable reduc-

tion in cost to themselves. It has to be borne in mind that

factories have at least three items of expenditure which neu-

tralise any advantage they have in dealing with large quantities,-

viz., labour, light, and fued. To the retail chemist these mean
energy and industry, and necessitate no extra expenditure.

The saving in making one's own tinctures is considerable and

the trouble small. With syrups and ointments the extra m.argin

of profit is much more with piUs most of all. It is a " bogey "

to believe that expensive machinery is required for pearl coat-

ing of pills. With a little application and practice quantities

of one or two pounds can be finished expeditiously, and quite

equal in appearance to factory-made pills. (Mr. Truman sub-:

mitted some highly finished samples of his own make to show

this.) In buying a pound of i>ills it should be remembered that

each i)ound consists of five ^r six ounces of French chalk, which-

costs but 2d. per lb. With many ointments

—

e.g., ung. resinae—

it is not necessaiy to trouble to stir- until cold. Where there

is much demand for ung. hydrarg. it pays well to make. The

cost would be only two-thirds. A damp day is necessary, first

of all
;
then, making the B.P. quantity, if the mercury is rubbed

with first an ounce of lard, and then small quantities until four

ounces have been added, about fifteen minutes' vigorous tritur-

ation effectively " kills " the mercury, and the ointment will be

made in twenty minutes. Syr. rhamni can be miide for 5d'. pe

lb., although listed at Is. Mr. Truman, in making syr. ferri

iodid., prefers to u.se the old-fashioned method of rubbing

together in a mortal' the iodine and cleaned iron filings, allowing

them to stand a short time, then adding water and filtering:'

into the symp. Tliis method is practical and economical, anid-

gives a product up to B.P. requirements. He recommends

chemists to make syr. papav. from the extract. Its cost would

be about the same as syr. simplex, and it would be quite equal

to the article for which wholesalers charged 9d. per lb. I

orange wine be made from Seville oranges and sugar—as i

ought to be made—the cost of quinine wine of superior quali

works out at about 4s. 6d. -per dozen wine bottles. 8u
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solitaTT itt'iiis represent wlmt every cbenust can do
by the exercise of a little industiy. Single items

mean only i small amount, but the aggregate will

reach a tigure much larger than would be anticipated.

From another point of view, the home-made products are to

be preferred ; they obtain greater confidence in their use.

Occasioruilly it is possible to improve upon " factorj- made

"

products—•theni.peutically or in appearance. As an in.stanoe

of the la.'^t, take compound liquorice powder. If the trouble

be taken to grind and .sift fennel seeds at home, and use only those

fresJily ground in preparing the powder, the stomachic effect and
the aroma will he so vastly superior that customers will demand
the better article, and cheerfully pay an increased price for it.

Five per cent, better value in thi.s way will always easily earn
50 per cent, more profit. The display of a little more industry,

thought, and gumption individually would regain, many neg-

lected profits. Co-operation in making and exchanging home-
made product-s would do even more. If the London Chemists'

As.sociation would undertake to foimnlate a scheme for such
co-oi>erition among cliemists in different districts of London
it would be adding to the good work which—^though so young

"

an association—it has already accomplished.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION-

ORDINARY MEETING.
Friday, January 16, 1903, Mr. W. H. Lenton in the ohair.

The Secrbtaet read a letter from the Hon. Secretary of

bhe Chemists" Assistants' Association, enclosing the programme
of the ensuing session, - and inviting the members of the

Students" Association to attend the meetings.

Professor Ei,wiN gave a lecture on

The Production and Management of the Voice.

Four voices were used in speaking and singing—chest,

throat, mixed, and head. Up to D the chest-voice should be

used, and above that the mixed voice only should be used.

The throat-voice and head-voice, the latter of which was
*ffected by baritones who considered themselves tenors, were
almost universally, but wrongly, used by the untaught. Great
muscular development must inevitably follow a proper course

of voice-production. If the head were raised or pushed
forward the resonant vibration of the voice was impossible.

The lecture, delivered with much vivacity, was both instruc-

tive and amusing.

Mr. A. G. C. PATEE.SON proposed, and Mr. Gilmotjr
seconded, a vote of thanks to the lecturer.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

Wednesxlaj-, January 14, 1903, Mr. J. G. Sclatee, "Vice-Presi-

dent, in the chair.

Mr. George Steven read the first communication, on

Alcohol : Its Preparation, Uses, and Constitution.

The author gave an interesting risume of the three aspects

of his subject, and pointed out how intimately alcohol and its

preparations are related to pharmacy.
Mr. AxDEEW B. Gaiex read the next paper, on

Wants and Wishes.

The author spoke from the point of view of an apprentice,

and said that a pupilage of fully four years had completely

dissipated his preconceived notions of what he called the

secluded art of pharmacy. Apprenticeship was the period

during which the embryo pharmacist remained under the influ-

ence of dictation. It was passed in a shop, and^ as businesses

differed, it was by no means always a boon. Appentices ia

a large pharmacy had opportunities for insight which a small

pharmacy did not afford. Many galenicals would be made,

and only those which could not be made with advantage would

be purchased from the wholesaler. There would also be

much opportunity for dispensing, without which au apprentice-

ship would not be complete. Small phai-macies made few

galenicals, though there might be a good deal of dispensing.

The apprentice was chiefly employed putting up stock for

sale. He was merely looked upon as a source of cheap labour,

and his welfare was never considered. There were two parties

to an apprenticeship, and if one fails the other must suffer.

He thought it was the employer who was generally to blame,'

and a man who was not prepared to do his best for hfsi

apprentice should not be allowed to take one. Be thought

the present dearth of apprentices was really a blessing in dis-

guise. As to the cause of

The Scaecity of Appeentices.

he summarised them as follows :—The calling does not possess,

.sufficient fascination, the hours "of labour are too long, there

(ire stiff' examinations to pass with insufficient time for study,

and, after all, the prospects are poor. Such views were cont-,

nionly expressed by father*,- and -also by chemists and quali-

fied assistants. On the other hand, he had heard many say

that phamiiacy was the best thing out, and that he thoroughly

believed. It was not so much pharmacy that was to blame

as the men who carried it on. They had somehow got the

pharmaceutical machine out of gear, and were letting time slip

past them till they were grey-haired without doing anything

to put things right. Their prattling talk reminded one of the

proverb, " Empty barrels make most noise," or of that other,

"Too much wind and nothing wagging." They were 'pos-

sessed by the mania of the incompetent, and it was needful to

do something to" ease their minds. As a first reform he sug-

gested that
'

WouEN Should be Banished

from pliarmacy. They were the enemy of the pharmacist,

though they stealthily professed to be his friend by offering

their services for smaller remuneration. His second amend-

ment would be the removal of stores, but this would require

some strategy. What he meant by stores in this connection

was those owned by limited companies of imqualified persons.

The chemist who followed store principles threw himself from

the professional side to that of the mere dealer in drugs and
all manner of sundry articles. This was an apprentice's ques-

tion as much as an employer's. If qualified men refused to

serve stores the prop of their ' existence would be removed.

He would, therefore, make every candidate for the Minor Es-

amination sign a document as a necessary preliminary to ad-

mission to the examination, binding himself never to accept

an appointment in a limited company's store. That would

effectually wipe out the stores. His next reform would be to

Abolish Appbenticeship

as at present xmderstood. The Minor at present was scrambled

through after a six months' coaching, and even without taking

any classes at all by some. The result was that passing was
a mere matter of chance or luck, and some got through who
shoiUd have been ploughed. The knowledge gained under

these conditions was also soon forgotten. Besides, in many
shops the why and wherefor of things was never explained.

He would, therefore, have special schools established through-

out the country by chemists, and a youth desiring to be a

pharmacist would go to such a school for a period of four

years. He would there learn pharmacy, as well as botany,

chemistry, and materia medica. At the end of each year there

would be an examination to test his fitness to pass on to the»
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next year's course. At the end of four years he would be

jillo\red to enter for the Minor Examination. This would

Make Phabmaot More Pbopessional.

The ijresent preliminary was of so much higher a standard

than formerly that it made the Minor look quite ridiculous.

He would, therefore, raise its standard, and, instead of a two

clays' examination, it ought to be extended to a -week. It

would also be necessary to have professional men, such as pro-

fessors of pharmacy, in the schools or colleges he had men-

tioned, as examiners in the Minor. Another want he would

mention wa« greater uniformity in the use of weights and

measures. If only they could secure the universal adoption of

the metric system by pharmacists, and by prescribers for all

operations, it would be a great advance, and a great simplifi-

cation of their difficulties. What pharmacy wanted was re-

formers, but men were too greedy, and forgot that we should

make the most of all opportunities. The result was that phar-

macy was allowed to go on the same to-morrow as to-day, and

no real advance was made.

BLACKPOOL 4ND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Wednesday, Januaay 14, 1903, at the Palatine Hotel, Black-

pool, Mr. C. H. Ttjevee, the Divisional Secretary, in the chair.

Among the members present were Mr. J. Sankey (Vice-Chair-

man), Messrs. Lofthouse, J. H. Taylor, and Hardman, of St.

Anne's, and nearly the entire body of Blackpool chemists.

After the loyal and patriotic toasts had been ably dealt'

with, ^he toast of the

Pharmacbtttic.m, Society

was proposed by Mr. J. H. Taylor (St. .Anne's), who con-

sidered the position of chemists in relation to the Poisons

Schedule. At present poisons were far too easily obtained.

The recent antimony case showed how dangerous to the

general public it was for poisons and other potent drugs to

be accessible to anyone. It was anomalous that laudanum

oould be obtained by the pint with no more foimality than

labelling and putting in a distinctive vessel. There were

other powerful drugs, as sulphonal, which had no restrictions

on their sale, and it was only by the extremely carefnl dis-

cretionary power exercifed by the chemist that such potent

drugs were not abused oftener than they were. Although he

was speaking to persons who were almost without exception

members of the Pharmaceutical Society, yet he must urge on

them allegiance to the Society. They did not expect the

Society to be a sort of trade protection society, but much
could and would be done by combination, and b}^ careful

choosing of men to represent them in the Council Chamber,

as well as by working in local associations. Titles should be

protected as far as possible, and if Messrs. Shoes would not

pass the examinations they ought not to be allowed to call

themselves chemists ; but members of the Society should cer-

tainly be styled pharmaceutical chemists. When the Act was

pa/ssed the three exams, were supposed to be for apprentices,

assistants, and masters, but this gradually gave place practic-

ally to two, and the title of pharmaceutical chemist would

make a distinction to the public that the mere name of

chemist failed to do. Th& title chemist was misleading, and

used by everybody who had any connection with chemicals.

In responding to the toast, Mr. Councillor John LAxmiE,
President of the AsK)ciation, said that what chemists did in

tlie handling of poisons was gratuitous, and he questioned

whether they received more than a few shillings a year for

it ; and yet what an important public office it was ! There

was no doubt that the men ia that room had prevented many
a person being poisoned and stopped many a murder. He didl

not think much benefit would accinie to chemists by additions

to the Poisons Schedule ; nor did he think it desirable to

alter the titles. Even the title of chemist and druggist was
good enough if it was confined to qualified men. He doubted

whether we should do any good by giving all chemists the

title of pharmaceutical chemists. Fifteen or sixteen years ago

he wrote a letter to the Journal proposing this, but did not

know whether this would be wise to-day. He remembered a

proposal to give qualified men the title of pharmister, and if

all chemists had the title of pharmaceutical chemist it would

be necessary to create a new honour^ title. A great obstacle

to the prosperity of the craft was want of union. W^e ought

to be less jealous among ourselves. He did not refer to

Blackpool chemists, because there was a wonderful absence of

anything but good feeling amongst them. In concluding, he

upheld the supporting of the Society, by which all reasonable

reforms could be obtained if only supported to a sufficient

extent by chemists, and the proper organisation of the forces

already at our disposal.

The toast of the

Blackpool and Fylde Chemists' Association

was proposed by Mr. P. D. Cbosslet, who dwelt on the

friendly feelings existing between them.

Mr. PiLKiNGTON Sargeant, F.C.S.
,
ably seconded this in

an earnest speech on the difficulties of the pharmaceutical

education.

Mr. J. Sankey, Hon. Secretary, in replying, gave a resume

of the work of tlie Association. They had interviewed or

corresponded with the candidates for Pai-liamentary honours,

securing promises from them of support for the Society. They

had approached the Teclmical Instruction Committee, who
had arranged for teaching in elementary chemistry in a large

and handsomely equipped laboratory, to which he urged them

to send their apprentices. They had met and discussed the

policy lof the P.A.T.A., and elected a member of the Asso-

ciation to represent them at the Congress. They had trans-

mitted their views and wishes to Mr. Glyn-Jones (to which

gentleman he desired to pay a meed of liigh praise for his

energy and courtesy, as well as for the statesmanlike way in

which he conducted the difficult and delicate negotiation), and

they had conducted meetings at regular intervals. He depre-

cated leaving the work of the Association to a few officials

and members, and it was for the members to join in and take

their share in the pleasures and toils of management.

After the visitors and artists had been enthusiastically

toasted, the proceedings terminated at a late hour with the

singing of the National Anthem.

BRISTOL PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

FIRST ANNUAL BALL.

Thursday, January 15,1903, at the Roj'al Hotel, Bristol.

The attendance numbered about .seventy, and included Messrs.

E. F. Young (President), G. T. Turner, J. T. Good, W.
Watts, Brinsford, and A. Francis, Mr. and Mrs. White, Mr.

and Mrs. J. G. Plumley, Mr. and Mrs. Chandler, and others.

As a result of the efficient manner in which Messrs. R.

Chandler, H. J. Plimiley, J. Nevin, and E. F. Young dis-

charged the onerous duties of stewards, a very enjoyable

evening was spent, dancing being kept up until 2 a.m. A
balance of £3 was obtained for the Benevolent Fund of the

Pharmaceutical Society.
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TEESSIDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Wedne«dar, January 14, 1903, at the Corporation Hotel,

Middlesbrough, Mr. W. R. Bbackenbtjet in the chair, sup-

ported by Colonel S. A. Sadler, M.P., and otier gentlemen.

The loyal and Imperial toasts having been duly honoured,

Mr. H. MiDDLETON Taylor proposed

The Phakmaceutical Society,

and expressed regret that although it had many failings it

was not better supported. It only represented practically a

quarter of the chemists of Great Britain, whereas he con-

tended it ought to represent three-fourths. If this was so it

would carry much more weight whenever Parliamentary work

was in progress. There were in Middlesbrough and Stockton

twenty-two members, and if all towns did as well the mem-

bership of the Society would be materially strengthened.

Alderman Harrison (Sunderland) responded. He was pre-

pared to say that nobody ever did the work entrusted to it

with greater care, vigilance, activity, and earnestness than

did the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society. He regretted

that the Society lacked in membership, because increased mem-
bership meant increased political power. When they went to

the House of Commons to present their Bill they jwould pro-

bably be told that the House expected that they represented

'the whole of the chemists^ whereas they only represented one-

fourth. As a body in the conduct of their special work, and

in regard to the principles which they initiated, they had the

complete confidence of the Government departments. It was

only when they came to exercise their political strength that

they were weak. After alluding to the objects of the Society,

the speaker dwelt upon the forthcoming rejjort of the Parlia-

mentary Committee upon poisons, and said that whatever new
legislation was contemplated there should be no curtailment

of their privileges, but rather an extension of them. Conclud-

ing, he urged that the time had arrived when their profession

should be represented on the floor of the House of Commons.

!Mr. G. F. Mebsox, President of the Newcastle Society,

gave "The Teesside Chemists' Association," to which Mr.

W. R. Brackenrury responded.

During the evening songs, etc., were rendered.

NORTHAMPTON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Friday, January 16, at the Black Boy Hotel, Wood Hill,

Mr. W. D. Mayger in the chair.

The only business of interest was an address by Mr. Ingle

upon
Co-operative Buying.

ilr. IxGLB contended that the reason the drug stores could

retail proprietary articles at lower prices than the chemist

wa-s that the stores, by buying large quantities of these goods

at one time, were able to get more favourable terms from manu-

facturers. If this contention was true, it was quite time

that chemists looked into the matter and discovered how they

could buy at " rock bottom " prices. He suggested that a

"Trading Section" of the Association should be formed.

Each member of itliis section would buy two or more popidai"

proprietary articles direct from the manufacturer, and he

woidd then distribute these among the other members of the

trading section, according to their individual requirements,

charging ithem cost price, plus only their share of the cost ,of

carriage. No member of the trading section would be allowed

to make any profit out of the sale of these particular goods

to any other member of the sectiiui Chemists must sell at;

stores prices or they would surely lose custom. If they could

get the public into their shops for proprietary articles they

would go to them for other articles from which the chemist

could get a legitimate profit. By these means from 2 to 8 per

cent, might be saved, and this extra profit might as well go
into their pocket as into the pockets of the wholesale dealers.

A resolution that a committee be appointed to consider the

formation of a trading section was not seconded, and accord-

ingly fell through.

Mr. Ingle was heartily thanked for his interesting paper.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thui'sday, January 15, 1903.

Mr. Lamond Howie, F.C.S., gave a highly interesting lantern

lectui-e, entitled " Five European Capitals ; or. From Berlin

to Buda-Pesth." From a purely pictorial point of view Mr.

Howie's exceptionally fine set of slides iUusti-ating this lecture

would be difficult to equal, and many of them were received

with loud applause as they were thrown upon the screen, while,

coupled with the vivid explanatory narrative, they carried one

far laway from Newman Street to the very banks of the Danube.

At the conclusion, the Pre.sident (Mr. Larf;reille) proposed a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Howie, and this being seconded

by Mr. LowNSBEOUGH, was carried with acclamation. In re-

si>ondiug, Mr. Howie explained his methods of obtaining the

photographs and .slides, much to the benefit (and also amuse-

ment) of all present. During the lecture Mr. Howie explained

Dr. Joly's process of photography in natural colours, amd

exhibited some slides obtained by this process.

Mr. Chas. Hymans very ably manipulated the lime-light.

POOR=LAW DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

Friday, January 16, 1903, Mr. M. G. Smith, President,

in the chair. There was a good attendance of members.

Mr. H. D. Kelf, Hon. Secretary, read the minutes of last

meeting and a brief report of the Committee's work. He
stated that the south-eastern district of London was very

well represented, the majority of the Poor-law dispensers

in Lambeth, Southwark, Camberwell, St. Olaves, Lewisham,

Greenwich and Woolwich having joined as members of this

Association.

Mr. M. G, Smith gave a short address dealing with

The Work of the Association

since its reconstitution last May, and with that to be under-

biken in the near future. As he reminded members, and

those wiho had not yet joined the Association, although no

actual results have yet been achieved, the reformation of the

Association has entailed a great amount of work on the part

of the Hon. Secretary and Committee, and, until this is done,

it is useless to attempt taking any action for the better-

ment of the status and conditions of service of Poor-law

dispensers. Several schemes for the formation of a Defence

Fund have been considered, ajid have occupied much of the

Committee's time, but as yet they have not been able to decide

upon a workable scheme without greatly increasing the sub-

scription. The Committee attendances have been excellent,

and the individual members of the Association .are urged to

show their appreciation of the Committee's work by making

a point of attending in force at the general meetings. The
dispensers in our Poor-law institutions should receive more

remuneration than they do at present, and it is well acknow-

ledged throughout the service that the great responsibility
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attached to their dutde>s m not axiequately remunerated, and

figures published lately in connection with medical relief give

support to the fax:t that the dispenser has not benefited as

regards salary proportionately with his brother officers in the

clerical and other departments of Poor-law service. It can,

however, be said that their work has in many cases increased,

and their duties considerably added to. When the office of

dispenser was created, the idea was that it would be held by

a person studying medicine, and who would not become a

permanent officer. This accounts for the conditions of ser-

vice and salary remaining practically the same to this day.

"It remains," said Mr. Smith, "'in the hands of those present

this evening to endeavour to combine together all Poor-law dis-

pensers in London and the provinces to secure a fuller recogni-

tion of your services and responsibilities, and for the better-

ment of your ])ositions generally."

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Thui-sday evening, January 15, 1903, Ish. T. C. Cornwell,
Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. W. Johnston, Assistant Secretary of the P.A.T.A..,

gave an address on the claims and adyantages of the

P.A.T.A., C.D.A., and Drug-Trade- Appeal Fund.

He opened his addTess with th© sugg'«stion that a resolution

should be passed at that meeting and circulated among the

ctemists of Staffordshire for' signatui^, de^ling with ttie pro-

prietary articles question.

The miembers quickly fell in with this suggestion, and Mr.
Cornwell moved the following resoluti on,, which after sig-

nature will be sent to certain proprietors (a list of which,

to be added to at discretion, was named):—"The North
Staffordshire Chemists' Association regret that you were not

represented at the recent conference between - delegates

from local associations of chemists and owners of proprie-

tary articles. The members of this Association, and other

chemists, whose signatures are subscribed hereto, believe that

no satisfactory business relations can exist between them and

your firm until you see your way to guarantee tliem an ade-

quate profit on your goods. They respectfully suggest' that

you join the P.A.T.A., and protect the prices of your articles

through that Association.''

In sjjealcing to this. resolution, the Chairman said they in

Staffordshire must show a united front. Although, compara-

tively, there was a small noimber in the P.A.T.A., it was not

really representative of the strong feeling in its favour in. the

country. Chemists wea-e ih anxious to get as large a profit on
an article as anyone else.

Mr. Fernlet seconded the resolution, and it was carried.

Proceeding^ Mr. Johnston spoke of the advantages and uses

of the Chemists' Defence Association, explaining the working
and the application of the niles, and showing that the Associar

tion was not foimed to boLstei- up fraud and dishonesty, but
to defend honest men agains.t unjust prosecution, bladunail,
etc., and in the case of technical eiTor its principal object was
to be a cheap insurance on the mutual principle.

Questions having been satisfactorily answered, after a general
discussion,

Mr. Cornwell moved :

—" That this meetuig of the North
Staffordshire Chemists' Association heartily approves of the
principles of the C.D.A., and wishes Mr. John.ston every success
in his canvass of the Staffordshire chemists."

Mr. Morrison (Newcastle) seconded, saying that he was vei-y
keen on both the C.D.A. and the P.A.T.A. He believed that
many local associations of chemists were foimed owing to the
impetu-s first given by the P.A.T.A., although this was not

generally acknowledged. He felt sure that the P.A.T.A. had
done good work, and he believed tihat there was a great neces-
sity for such a movement.

Mr. Cornwell agreed that the P.A.T.A. had been i great
factor in the formation of local associations, and spoke of the
part which the P.A.T.A. had played^ in the formation of the
iWorth Staffordshire Chemists' Association.

The resolution was cairied unanimously.
Mr. Morrison proposed " That a protest be sent to the Staf-

fordshire County Council, pointing out the unwisdom of the
recent prosecutions in the mercury ointment cases, and giving
reasons for so doing."

.Mr. Parker seconded, and, after discussion, tlie motion was
carried unanimously.

On the motion of the Chairjian, seconded by Mr. Weston
Poole, a very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Johnston for liis attendance, and that gentleman suitably
replied.

WAKEFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Tuesday, January 20, 1903, at the Victoria Temperance Hotel
Mr. W. Pollard (President) in the chair. There were also
present Messrs. Chaplin, Whaley, Duffin, and J. Judge (Hon.
Secretary).

The Hon. .^ecdetahy read the report and' balance-sheet,
which .stated that the Association was inaugurated on Novem-
bei- 20, 1901. Nine meetings had been held in the last year, and
the average attendance had been 8-3. The finst portion of
the year had been entirely devoted to social evenings, but in
the Mter part of the year interesting papers had been read.
The Association had joined the West Eiding Federation, and
Mr. Pollard and Mr. Whaley had been elected on tlie execu-
tive of that Federation. The Association had eighteen mem-
bers. Considering the small numiber of chemists that could be
drawn upon for membership the Association had had a fairly
prosperous yeaj:. The balance in hand was £1 7s.

The President said they had learnt a little in matters phar-
maceutical, even if ttiey had not done lall that they could have
wished to do. He did not know whether the apathy amono-
them arose from a feeling that they could do no good or
whether some expected to take what benefit they could' get
from any work wliich was done by the Association without
helping in it. Comlbmation had, no doubt, done good to many
trades. The combination of chemists ought to result in
better prices all roimd. He noticed in the Irish societies that
they had a prices committee. Evidently that meant that they
had tried to regulate prices amongst themselves, and no doubt
that was a very good thing where it could be done. -

Upon the proposition of Mr. Chaplin, seconded by ;VIr.

Duffin, the report and balance-sheet were passed.
The meeting then considered the question of holding the

annual dinner, and it was decided to hold the Sinner in
March, and to invite INIr. Newsholme to be present, the date
being left for settlement after Mr. Newsholme had heen com-
municated with.

Election ficers.

Upon the proposition of Mr. Chaplin, seconded by 'Sir.

Wh.\let, Mr. Pollard was re-elected Vice-President.
In reference to the Vice-Presidency, it was resolved unani-

mously that Mr. Hodgson should be elected to the position.
Mr. J. Judge was unanimously re-elected Hon. Secretary,

and Messrs. 'Ohaplin, Duffin, Green, and Whaley were
re-elected members of the Committee.
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NEWCASTLE=ON=TYNE AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Januaiy 14. 1903, Mr. R. Wright jiresiding.

Election of Members.

Mr. C;u'r. chemist. Washington, Co. Durham, and Mr.

Roper, chemist, Xe«-ca.stle, were unaiiimoiLslr elected members
of the Associaitiotti.

Other biisiness being ovei-, Mr. John Gidson, F.C.S., DiTi-

liional Secretary for Hexham, wa.s called upon for an address,

entitled

The Chemist in the Eye of the Public,

in whici tlie author argued that tihe chemist is looked up to

more i\o\\- by the* people than ever he was in the past, and that

the higher educational staitms of the chemist of to-day is appro-

ciat-ed by the people. He mentioned thait while vast sums of

money were wasted by educational bodie.s in imparting a know-

ledge of sihofTtliaaiid. building construction, and ort-her arts and
scitnoes to i>eople T^ ho would never have a. use for the know-
ledge, it seemed a pity that a portion of these sums could not

be used to assist the embiyo chemist. Mr. Gibson raised many
points in lus ad-iress which were afterwaixls taken up in dis-

cus.sion l>y tliose in'esent.

The Oh.ajbmax did not agree with Mr. Gibson that the public

appreciate the higher education of tihe chemist.

!Mr. C'lagxte said chemists should endeavour to get represen-

tatives on educationai bodies.

Messrs. Foggin, Gibson (North Shields), Buckley, Kerse, aaid

others also took part in an animated discussion, and criticised

ilr. Gibson's remarks, the author later replying to points that

had been raised."

A vote of thanks to Mr. Gibson brought the prooeiSIings to a

close.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, January 21, 1903, at the Montgomery Hall,

Sheffield, Mr. J. Attsten, President, in the chair, and a large

number of members were present.

Mr. J. Gilbert Jackson read a paijer on

Photographic Chemistry,

which will be published in the Journal later.

DisorssiON.

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme was glad that Mr. Jackson had
laid it down that it was the business of the chemist to deal

with photograpliic chemicals. Apart from that, it was a very

good side line, but it was the chemist's business because he was
supposed to know what he was selling. An amateur photo-

grapher, going to an ordinary dealer, who was not a qualified

chemist, to buy sulphite of soda, could not get from him
an explanation of the difficulties which a chemist would

give him. It seemed to him that there was a great tendency

on the part of dealers, including 6hemists, to sell ready-made

developers. He thought it far better that chemists should

make their own developers as far as possible. They were

just as well able to make them as some of the people who
sold them. If chemists did not do this they would create

the same diificulty with regard to photogi-aphic business that

now^ existed with reference to proprietary articles. It was
much better that the chemist should now realise that it was
his business to make and put together al things pertaining
to photographic chemistry. The question of making plates

was altogether difiPerent, as it would be almost impossible for

the ordinary chemist to make them on a sufficiently large

scale to pay. Another reason why chemists, should deal in

photograpWc requirements was that poisons were used. Pyro-

gallic acid was a very deadly poison, though not within the

meaning of the Pharmacy Act, and there were hosts of other

poisons employed. Whether the time would come when they

should be put on the schedule or not he did not know. But

chemists would be seriously affected before long unless they

did what was just the right thing in the sale of poisonous

photographic chemiails. ISIany of the.«e had been specially

referred to on the Commission of Inquiiy with reference to

the alteration of the schedule. It was extremely important

that chemists should not sell mixtures containing either

bichloride of mercury or anything else that was poisonous,

even in a small quantity, without registering it. There were

plenty of people only too anxious to trip up the chemist, and

he. gave this as a hint.

Mr. H. G. Wtlliajis proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.

.Tackson.

Mr. G. Ellinor, in seconding, expressed the opinion that

chemists should be up to date in their knowledge of both

ordinary and colour photography.

Mr. Gilbert Jackson, in replying, said that to achieve

success in dealing with photographic materials, a chemist must

do it himself practically, and must be thoroughly acquainted

with the processes involved in the use of photographic

chemicals.

HALIFAX AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Tuesday, January 20, 1903, at the Old Cock Hotel, Halifax,

yir. Gibson Dixon, President, in the chair.

It was decided to hold the Association's annual dinner on
Thui'sday, February 19.

The re.st of the evening was occupied by a discussion on

Chemists and their Relationship to Associations,

Local and National.

The matter was introduced by Mr. A. H. Waddington, who
will shortly read a paper on the subject before the Wakefield

Association.

Mr. SwiEE opened the discussion, in which he urged upon
all chemists to join the Pharmaceutical Society, and spoke of tlie-

value and necessity of combination.

Mr. Clement Fielding touched chiefly on district representa-

tion on the Council, both in reference to a system of equalisa-

tion of representative areas, and to the sort of men they elected.

The Pharmaceutical Society was a most important organisa-

tion, and the thing was to send there men of broad views and
not men whose elegibility consisted in this, that their fathers

were the fathers of pharmacy. A point in connection with their

trade journals had much struck him of late ; it was this, that

immediately a correspondent makes a good, practical sugges-

tion or two in the columns, there follows a number of anonymous
replies pooh-poohing and throwing ridicule upon them.

^Ir. Tiffany looked for some good beneficent work from the

Association, and especially would it prove useful in grappling

with the stores.

Mr. TH05IPS0N expressed an opinion against allowing qualified

assistants to join the Pharmaceutical Society, his chief argu-

ment being that they could go over to the stores, and might do

the members harm in that direction. He suggested that they

should have a year-book containing a list of all those whO' had

been fined during the preceding year for illegal sales of poison,

etc.

On the motion of Mr. W. R. Fielding, seconded by Mr.

Thompson, a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Waddington for
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his visit. In supporting it Mr. Black remarked that they, in

Halifax, knew the value of their Association too vs^ell not to

support it, and he thouglit they ought from a like motive to

siipport the Pharmaceutical Society, which was really their only

professional organisation. •

The Pkesident, in putting the resolution, thouglit the dis-

cussion would prove quite as useful as it had been interesting.

Referring to Mr. Tliomp.«on',s suggestion a'bout publishing the

lis-t of persons. fined, lie quite agreed with it, tout in his opinion

tliey ought to be published montWy insteiwi of yearly. It did

certainly seem to him that the Federation of Local Pharmaceuti-

cal Associations had not done much, or not as much as it ought
to have done for the cliemists of the country.

Mr. Waddington having responded, the meeting terminated.

HUDDERSFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Wednesday, January 21, 1903, at the Queen Hotel. Mr._

B. C. Wals'haw, President, in the cliair, snipported br Alder-

man Robmson, J.P., L.C.C!., Mr. G. F. Menson, F.C.8. (Hon.

Secretaiy, Federation of Lr.".al PharmaceTitical Associations),

find the following ]-epresenta fives of kindred associations:—
Mr. F, W. Branson (Leeds), Mr. A. Hanson (Bradford), Mr.
C. W. Duffin (Wakefield), Mr. R. Broadhead (Dewsbui-y), Mr.
Norwood (Barnsley), and a representative gathering of the Hud-
dersfield chemists, including Mr. H. E, Spurr and Mr. S-

Stephens (Vice-Presidents) and Mr. J. W. B. Johnson (Hon.

Secretaiy).

The tcast of

The King and the Royal Family

was honoured, on the proposition of the Peesident, who, by
way of pleasant introduction to the speeches, said that he had
the ple-asui-e to announce that within a few days every member
of the trade carrying on business in Huddersfield would be a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. S. Stephens proposed the toast of

The PnABJiACEUTiCAi; Society of Great Britain.

Mr. R. A. Robinson, member of the Pharmaceutical Coun-

cil, responded, and said he had not come to them in a

pessimistic mood, for he thought that, de.spit* the diffi-

culties of their position, thing.? were not going to

get worse, but would get better. A substantial point

in the case was the fact that the membership of the Society

only amounted to two-fifths of the whole number of registered

chemists in the kingdom. How people could complain that

the Society was doing nothing for them when they had not

joined it passed his comprehension. He congratulated the

Huddersfield chemists upon the noble example thait they ha/d

set in that resi>ect, and said that if chemists elsewhere would
follow that example they would be able to overcome all diffi-

cultie.s by the united and .solid front that they would present.

He did not see any rea-son why the Pharmaoeutical Society,

n-liioh had done so well with two of its objects—the promotion
of education and the establishment of a Benevolent Fund,
sliould not also do a great deal m respect of the protection of

the chemists' material interests. He agreed with his friend

Mr. L'mney, who, after the recent P.A.T.A. Conferenoe,

observed to him what a pity it was that that conference had
not been called by the Pharmaoeutical Society instead of by
the P.A.T.A., and what large additions to its .strength the

Society might have been derived from such action. There was
nothing derogatory in the Pharmaoeutical Society taking action

of that kind, and he assured them that eveiy member of the

Council was most anxious to do anything that was practicable

in the direction of applying a remedy for the state of things

which now existed. But there were .serious difficulties to be
encountered. They would know that it was understood that

a depai'tmentai committee of the Privj^ Council was about to

recommend that the sale of poisons for rgricultural and horti-

cultural purpo:-es might be left to persons other than cliemisto,

although there was no chanue in the circumstances wliich had
led to the jxissing of the Act of 1868 for the very purpose of

.'safeguarding the ]>ublic by restricting the s-ale of poisons. Tlie

Council felt thait they must resist that s-uggested change as

.strongly as possible, because if that widening of the door wai>

permitted the question would then be raised in some minds

why, if the sale of poisons for some purpofses was not restricted,

there should be resitrietions in other re.spect*. But there was
some doubt yet as to how they sliould act. He himself had
given notice for the next meeting of the Pharmaoeutical Council

that the question should be referred to the Law Committee to

consider whether it would be b^-tter to take action now, in the

way of letting the GoA^ernment know how sitrongly they objected

to this idea, or to wait until the Government had declared their

intentions. He felt sure that in cither c\-ent they would
have the public on their f-ide in this matter, but veiy eweful
consideration was needed as to how and when they should

act. Si>6akiiig on the question of a curriculum, he held that

the establishment of tliis would be all to the benefit of the young
men themselves in having to attend a recognised school under
a recognised i>rofe&sor, and that it would give the Pharmaceu-
tical Society greater power in approaching the Goveramient in

future. But he was veiy strong upon the point that he would
not insist upon all the subjects being taken a.t one time, either

for the Major or the Minor. Gomg on to speak at considerable

length on the question of t-erritorial repre.sentation, be said

that after examination of the sta,tistics showing how greatly

the lunnbei-s of registered chemists varied iu different, areas

—

London, 2,095 ; five southern counties, 1,400 ; Yorkshire,

1,309 ; the whole of Wales, 280, and so on—he did not see

how it was possible to devise a fair and equitable scheme of

territorial reiJresentation. His answer to the suggestion which

was heard in .some quarters, that the present Council was_ no

good because its members were Londoners who did not under-

stand the needs of the country, was that twelve of the present

members were in business in the country and only nine were

in London. And he asked them to remember also, when they

were dealing with the numbers of registered chemi.sts anywhere,

that only two-fifths of those were members of the Pharmaceu-

tical Societv, and only one-half of those members had voted

at all in the'l902 election. Therefore, on the territorial basis, the

whole of Wales would only oe entitled to elect about a quarter

of a man, and there would be very few constituents indeed. It

appeared to him that there were objections, too, on the ground

tliat if they got a ten-itorial representation scheme of any sort

they would only be able to take part in the election of one

member of Ciouiicil, and would have no power whatever to keep

out a most obje/ctionable |>erson to them if he happened to be

iu another district. He asked them to believe tliat, conserva-

tive as it sometimes was and slow as it had often been, the

Coimcil was now most determined in its endeavour to find out

its exact position in relation to present-day a.fiairs, and most

anxious to formukte a policy which would merit the approval

of its constituents after it had ascertained tliat position.

^It. G. F. Meeson nejct proposed the toast of

The West Riding Federation,

and gave much useful advice as to the conduct of local associa-

tions^and of combinations of associations ; and Mr. Broad-

head replied. The visitors were "toasted," on the proposition

of the President, and ,some who had not been obliged to leave

to catch trains responded.

The proceedings, which had been agreeably interspersed with

music, teiininated at a late hour.

READING AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

SOCIAL MEETING.

Thursday. JanuaiT 15, 1903. at the Table Dainties Res-

tauraiiit, Reading, >fr. E. Cardwxll, President, in the diair.

Owing to indi.sposition amqng the members, there was but a

moderate attendance. The programme was arranged by yir-

Moseley, items being contributed by Messrs. Cardwell.

Moseley, Surplice, and F. F. A. Tunbridge.

Quiniirethane.- This combination of quinine Vivdrfc.hliride

with uretlhsuie has the advantiig© of being readily soluble in

water. Gaglio prescribes it. in the form of an injection, as fol-

lows :—Urothane, 1-5 (Am.; quinine hydrochloride, 3 Gm. ;

water, 30 Gm,

—

Ndtivcniix Hirnhhs, 18, 427; after Phaim.
Nundsch.
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POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The fatal cases of poisoning reported during the seven days
ending January 21 number fifteen, thus :

—

JT UlSUU.
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Chlorodyne.—An elderly plumber at Worcester obtained from
a chemist a sleeping draught containing chloral hydrate and
nepenthe, and from Messrs. Boots a bottle of chlorodyne.
Apparently he had taken a dose of both, and death was certified

to be due to chlorodyne poisoning.

Chloroform.—A child at Oldham died under chloroform
during an operation. A sergeant-major of the Royal Engineers
died at Sheerness under chloroform administered for a dental
operation.

Coal Gas.—A woman at Derby was found dead, having
apparently been suffocated by an escape af gas. Two children
at Upper Norwood died in a similar manner. At the inquest at

Marylebone, on the body of Mr. Quintin Hogg, the well-known
philanthropist, the medical evidence showed death to be due to
asphyxia following inhalation of coal gas.

Copper Sulphate.—A very strong solution of copper sulphate
was taken by an elderly man at North Kensington, a verdict of
" Suicide " being returned.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—A groom at Cirencester drank a quantity
of prussic acid, which had been supplied to him with other
drugs, in EL-cordance with a prescription for horse medicine.

Laudanum.—A four months' old child died at Gwersyllt,
Denbighshire, after a dose of laudanum had been given it by
its parents to " case its pain." A verdict of "Death by Misad-
venture " was returned.

Lead.—A potter's dipper at Tunstall has died from meningitis
caused by lead, the disease being induced by his work as a
dipper. The man had worked in lead processes for eighteen
years. The medical evidence showed that thei-e was a very
marked blue line on the gums ; other symptoms also pointed to
lead poisoning.

Nitric Acid.—Thi/j caused the death of an elderly gentleman of
independent mean^j, residing at Streatham Hill. No less than
three bottles, labelled poison, and containing traces of nitric

acid, were found hidden away in a private drawer of his secre-
taire. An enormous dose must have been taken. It
appeared that a firm of chemists in the City had refused to
supply the acid, some of which was eventually obtained from a
Norwood druggist.

Oxalic Acid.

—

A. young woman at Hoxton committed suicide
by taking a quantity of oxalic acid.

Kind Not Stated.—.\ painter at Bradford took four "blood
and stomach " pills at night, and four more in the morning,
following this with half-an-ounce of castor oil. Death was
caused by exhaustion due to taking excessive medicine. A
Leicester woman died after taking liniment in mistake for
medicine ; the former was labelled " poison," but the two
bottles were of similar size and colour.

Non-fatal Cases.—Among the substances used in attempted
suicides were " white copperas," laudanum, and oxalic acid.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretakies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

The P.A.T.A.—As a result of the special appear made in
December, more than 400 additional subscriptions for 1902
were received, making a total of over 2,000 subscriptions for

the year.

Football.—Polytechnic v. Metropolitan College.—This return
match was played on Saturday last and, after a good game on a
frost-bound ground, ended in a win for the "Poly " by 1 goal'

to nil.

Side Lines in Montrose.—In addition to photographic goods
as a sideline, Messrs. Burrell and Son push the spectacle trade
vigorously, while Mr. William Crockart has added a stock of toys
to his business.

Mr. Manley Sims' Estate.—The executors of the late Mr. F.
Mauley Sims, F.R.C.S., state that after the deduction of mort-
gage charges, etc., the net value of the estate will amount to
about £35,000.

The Census in Northamptonshire.—The census returns for
Northamptonshire show that there are in the county 183 chemists
and druggists, sixteen of whom are women, and five are manu-
facturing chemists.

Dr.Schunck's Bequest to Owens College.—Dr. H. E. Schunck,
whose death was reported last week, has bequeathed his valu-
able laboratory to Owens College, Manchester. Some years
ago Dr. Schunck made several handsome monetary gifts to the
College in aid of chemical research.

Explosion and Fire at Chemical Works.—An alarming boiler-
explosion occurred last week at the Sharpness Chemical Works,
some thousands of gallons of pitch becoming ignited. Several
casks of valuable oil were also set on fire and destroyed. The
report of the explosion was heard on the other side of the
Severn, three miles away.

Gresham Lectures.—Lectures on "Digestion" will be
delivered on January 27, 28, 29, and 30 at 6 p.m . by Dr. E.
Symes Thompson, at Gresham College. The subject of the first
lecture is " The Organs of Digestion," and others of the series
will deal with such matters as the physiology of digestion,
assimilation, nutrition, and the choice of food.

Restoring the Dead.—According to Dalziel's agency, a
medical man has restored to life a dog which had been killed
by electricity and had been dead for fifteen minutes, by the
injection of adrenalin. The doctor says that the same
method will apply to human beings. It is, perhaps, super-
fluous to mention that the story comes from America.

The Durbar,—The chemists in Bombay, writes a corre-
spondent, were well to the front in the celebrations in honour
of the proclamation of the King as Emperor of India. The
premises of Messrs. Kemp and Co., Messrs. Treacher and Co.,
and Messrs. Thompson and Taylor were particularly well
illuminated, and presented a magnificent appearance.

The Risks of Shaving.-The Lancet comments on the fact
that a cut infiicted by the razor is very rarely followed by
inflammation. The reason may be that the razor blade is
bacteriologically clean, being perhaps rendered sterile by being
dipped in hot water, or more probably that the soap layer itself
has sufficient antiseptic power to render the skin sterile.

Resisting the Vaccination Act.—In default of payment of a
fine Infiicted under the Vaccination Act, the goods of Mr.
Brownlow, chemist and druggist. Melton Mowbray, have been
seized by the police, and sold by auction. As no local auc-
tioneer would conduct the aale, one was brought specially from
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Uttoxeter. The sale proceeded amid great hooting, ringing of

•bells, and blowing of trumpets.

London College of Chemistry.—The annual dinner and dis-

tribution of prizes in connection with the London College of

Chemistr)' will take place on Saturday evening, January 31, at

the Venetian Chamber, Holborn Restaurant, when it is hoped
that the students—past and present—and friends of the College

will assemble in large numbers.

The Notification of Measles.—At its meeting on Tuesday
last the London County Council, on the recommendation of the
Public Health Committee, decided to order the applicatiort- of

measles in certain provisions of the Public Health (London)
Act relating mainly to the notification of dangerous infectious

diseases, and the power of the local authority with regard to

the enforcement of disinfection.

Thefts from Chemists.—The premises of Mr. Joseph Riley,

pharmaceutical chemist. Shepherd's Bush Road, London, were
entered by a burglar, who stole a watch and several articles of

jewellery. The man has been captured, and committed for

trial. A man "shop-lifted" a bottle of quinine wine from the
pharmacy of Mr. G. K. Rayson, chemist and druggist, Lowes-
toft ; in this also the thief was cominitted for trial.

The Public Dispensers' Association.—The annual meeting
of this Association will be lield on Wednesday, January 28, at

8 o'clock, at St. Bride's Institute, Bricle Lane, Ludgate Circus,

E.G., and it is partieularly requested that members will make
a special point of being present iii order to accord a hearty
welcome to the new President, Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J. P.,
L.CC, who has kindly promised to be present.

Chloroforming a Sleeping Person,—In a murder trial in
New York, the question recently arose whether it was possible
to chloroform a sleeping person without awakening him. Ex-
periments have been made by medical men which show that,
contrary to the usually existing belief on the subject, a person
somewhat skilled in the use of chloroform may anfesthetise

a sleeping person without the latter having any interval of

consciousness.

A Journalistic Development.—The Chemists' Assistant for

January, 1903, commences a new series under new proprietor-
ship, and in a new and enlarged form, bringing it more into
line with its older contemporaries. So far as appearance goes
the new issue is a great improvement on previous numbers ; it

contains twelve pages, three columns to the page, and is enclosed
in a dark green cover printed in black and gold. The full title

of the paper now is the Chemists' Assistant and Pharma-
ceutical Review.

Chemists in Bradford.—The new issue of the Bradford direc-

tory just published shows that there are now in Bradford and
Shipley seventy-four chemists as against sixty-eight three years
ago, fifteen manufacturing chemists as against fourteen, two
homoeopathic as against one, five analytical chemists as against
three, and twelve druggists as against six. Taylors have now
seven establishments here, J. Savage and Co. have seven, and
Boots, Limited, one. A number of unregistered persons are
included in the list.

Maizine, a Universal Food.—MM. Donard and Labbe
have recently introduced to the notice of the Academie des
Sciences, Paris, a substance which is called "maizine," and is

stated to consist simply of the albuminoid matter in maize.
It is a dry, white powder, impalpable and easily digestible.

Five or six tablespoonfuls daily will, it is said, support a robust
man, and two tablespoonfuls a child. A medical man has made
the interesting calculation that 10,000 besieged men could
support life on 900 kilogrammes of maizine a day, or 2'-J4 tons
for a whole year.

Analysts' Salaries.—Southampton Town Council has increased
-the salary of the public analyst to £325 per annum, an advance
of £25. Derbyshire County Council has advanced the salary of

the county analyst (Mr. John White) from £425 to £550 a year,

by annual increments of £25. Portsmouth Town Council has
appointed Dr. Lson as public analyst for three months at a
payment of £50. A motion that an official who would give his
whole time to the duties of public analyst was rejected at the
meeting on January 15. Dr. Leon is medical officer of health
for the borough.

Fires.—By a serious fire at a drapery warehouse at Derry,
much damage has been done to the adjacent premises of jNIessrs.

Prior and Co., chemists, one of their warehouses and several

offices having been destroyed. They are, however, still able to

coiitinue their bu.smeiss.—A fire occurred on t-lie evening of

.January 14 at the premises of Mr. A. G. Gamble, chemist and
dl-iiggist. of Abbeygate Street, Bury St. Edmimds. The out-

break originated in the cellar, and wa.s caused through the over-
boiling of some tiu'pentine. The firemen and police quickly

subdued the fire, and no iserious damage wa.«i done.

The Representation of London University. — Sir Michael
Foster, M.P., has now decided to retain his seat in Parliament,
and to cross the floor of the House. This revocation of the
decision previously announced is said to be the result of the
rather unusual process of circularising a portion of the
electorate by means of post-cards. A letter has been published
from Sir Philip Magnus, who would have been a candidate if

an election had taken place, in which the writer expresses his

concern for the doubts which may arise as to the practical value
in the conduct of affairs of the highest scientific training.

Royal Botanic Society.—A laboratory has been opened in

the gardens of the Royal Botanic Society at Regent's Park, in

which classes for instruction in botany and horticultural

chemistry are held three days a week. Mr. E. J. Schwartz,
Demonstrator in Botany at King's College, has been appointed
director, and he has now completed arrangements for the

reception of pupils. The laboratory has been erected and
equipped under the segis of the Technical Education Board,
and there is ground for hope that it may form the nucleus of a

more ambitious botanic institute in connection with the Royal
Botanic Society.

A Hundred Years Ago.—The following is quoted in the Times
of January 19, 1903 :—

EXTERMINATION OP THE SMALL POX.
THE invaluable Discovery of Lr. JENNEE. for the Extermination of the

S.M.i-LL Pox, having undergone the most rigorous investigation, and
received the sanction of Parliament, a M.eetinu will be held at the London
Tavern, Bishops.cjate Street, on Wednesday, the 19th inst., at 12 o'clock, to

consider of the best means of carrying the same into effect ; when the
company of every Gentleman disposed to concur in this laudable Under-
taking is earnestly requested. The Chair will be taken, by the Lord Mayok,
precisely at one o'clock.

—

The Times, Jan. 19, 1803.

The notice is signed by a number of eminent statesmen, medical
men, and philanthropists, prominent among the signatures

being that of William Allen, subsequently first President of the
Pharmaceutical Society.

Edinburgh Chemists' Dance.—Under the auspices of the

Chemists' Assistants' and Apprentices' Association and the

Pharmacy Athletic Club, a dance was held in the Masonic Hall,

Hill Street, Edinburgh, on the evening of Thursday. January 15,

1903. There were about forty couples, and to the excellent

music of Drover's band a most eujoyable dance was kept

merrily going till an early hour on Friday. Light refreshments
were acceptably served by the Pharmaceutical Society's caterer,

Mr. Humphries. The excellence of the arrangements reflected

much credit on the Committee, and especially the Convener,

Mr. G. H. C. Rowland, and the Secretary, Mr. A. E. Kelly.

Messrs. E. Osmond Rowland and A. G. Patterson acquitted

themselves well as M.C.'s.

A Liverpool Dinner.—The staS of R. Sumner and Co., Ltd.,

Liverpool, on Friday, January 16, held their first annual dinner

since the conversion of the firm into a limited company. The
function took place at the Stork Hotel, and was voted an
unqualified success. After the excellent dinner provided by the

host, Mr. Clancy, had been done full justice to, a most enjoy-

able programme of songs by Messrs. Bygrave, Hetherington,

Poole, Nicolson, Dodman, and Stone, banjo and mandoline
solos by Mr. A. E. Dodman, and rejitations by ^Messrs. Bonar
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and J. Eussell Stevenson was rendered. Mr. Percy Stone acted

as accompanist. The chair was taken by the firm's chemist,

Mr. R. H. Catley, who was supported by Mr. J. Overton
(Director), Mr. Percy Overton, and the representatives of the

firm.

Drug Contracts.—Luton Board of Guardians has accepted

the tender of Jilr. White, chemist and druggist, for the supply

of drugs to the workhouse at 12J per cent, off the apothecaries'

list, and 7^ per cent. oS Maw, Son, and Thompson's list. The
other tenders sent in were :—Messrs. Wootton and Webb, 5 per

cent, oil both lists ; Mr. Chantler, 12^ and 5 per cent, off respec-

tive lists ; and Mr. Hall, 7i and 2J per cent. off. At a meeting
of the Isle of Thanet Joint Hospital Board, Margate, on
January 14, the question of obtaining drugs from London
houses was discussed. It was complained that the charges of

the local chemists were heavy, the cost of anti-toxin being from
10s. to 15s. a dose. The medical officer, Dr. White, said the

Board got the drugs at a reasonable price, and he did not think
they could do better by obtaining them from a big firm. It

was decided not to alter the existing arrangements.

Analysts' Reports.—In his quarterly report the Bradford City
Analyst reports that among the samples analysed were two of

ground ginger, and one each of sal volatile, sweet spirit of nitre,

paregoric, camphorated oil, cream of tartar, seidlitz powder, and
milk of sulphur. One sample of sweet nitre and that of pare-

goric were adulterated, the sample of sal volatile was " doubtful,"

and the rest were genuine. The sweet nitre was only three-

fourths the proper ethereal strength, and the sal volatile was
somewhat improperly compounded. Of other samples analysed,

two of vinegar contained an excessive amount of sulphuric acid,

one of beer contained I/80th part of a grain of arsenic per

gallon, and one of baking powder contained 7/lOths of a grain of

lead per lb. Mr. H. F. Cheshire, the Hastings Borough Analyst,

said that during the past quarter he has analysed, amongst
other samples, one of linseed, liquorice, and chlorodyne lozenges.

These contained no morphine, i.e., no chlorodyne, though chloro-

dyne is well understood to be an opiate. He adds that he has
analysed a light-coloured chlorodyne lozenge which was genuine.

A New M.P. on " Patent " Medicines.—Mr. W. W. Ruther-
ford, who has just been elected to Parliament for the West
Derby Division of Liverpool, was approached during his can-
didature by the secretary of the "Patent" Medicine Vendors'
Defence Association, and sent the reply which follows;

—

" Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter, with explanatory
matter, as regards the Patent Medicine Vendors' Defence
Association. It is exceedingly interesting, and no doubt there
are a considerable number of fairly simple and well-known
medicines which are usually sold, accompanied by completely
simple and satisfactory directions for their use, which probably
do contain small quantities of what are technically called

poisons, but when a medicine has attained a position well
known to the whole community, and is sold with clear instruc-
tions, it seems ridiculous that by virtue of an Act of Parlia-
ment, which I believe was never intended to have any such
effect, the man who happens to be the vendor of the medicine
should be fined and treated as a criminal.—I am, yours faith-

fully, W. Watson Rutheefoed." Possibly, if the candidate
had been approached by representatives of chemists and
druggists on the same subject, an answer showing a more intelli-

gent appreciation of the position might have emanated from
Mr. Rutherford, instead of the catch-vote production quoted
above.

Supply of Drugs to Workhouses.—A question, which
inomises to be of interest to plmrir.Licists uenerally, lia.s come
befoi-e the Cambridge Board of Gu:ir;li:aih. The iNItdieal Officer,

Dr. J. Buckeiiham, wrote to the Guardians a fortnight ago ask-
ing them in future to supply all medicines required for the use
of the inmates of the workhouse, or. in lieu thereof, to grant
him a proportionate increase in salary. The matter was referred
to the Finance and General Purposes Committee, who also con-
dered at the same time a letter on the .subject from the Local
iivernment Board. The latter wrote that they had long been
li opinion that all such medicines should be "supplied at the
cost of the Guardians, and .suggested that the contract with the
Melieal Officer should be revised in order to provide accordingly

I

and put the matter on a proper footing. The Committee now
recommended that the Guardians provide for use in the work-

I

house cod-liver oil, cod-liver oil emulsion, quinine, and opium
and its preparations, but that no other alteration be made in

: the terms of the contract with Dr. Buckenham. The adoption
j

of the report was duly proposed and .sieconded.—Mr. A. Sidney
C'ampkin, who is Vice-Chairman of the Board and President
of the Cambridge Phaimaceutical As.sociation, said it would be
remembered that the Medical Officer was appointed at the salaiy
of £60 per year, and that at that time there were 250 and 300
inmates of the workhouse. The drugs cost about £10 per
annum, and that left the Medical Officer a net salary of £50.
There was nothing inequitable about that. Since then about
100 children had been withdrawn, leaving the number of inmates
at an average of 130. That would put the doctor in a better
position. Dr. Buckenham had pointed out that certain drugs
had increased in price. This had opened up the general ques-
tion of the .supply of drugs, and when there wasi another ap-
pointment made he would be one of those who would support a
thorough revision in this direction. It might be that the annual
salary would be reduced, while the drugs to be supplied would
cause no anxiety to the doctor prescribing.—The report of the
Committee was adopted. ^

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. J. G. Wright, M.P.S., 1,191 Dumbarton Road, Whiteinch,
Glasgow, is opening a branch business at 716, Dumbarton Road,
Partick.

Mr. Mercer, chemist and druggist, of Rochdale, is said to be
about to dispose of his business in Oldham Road, to Mr. Tom-
linson, of the same place.

Mr. W. C. Bagshaw has opened a new pharmacy opposite the

Hyde Road Hotel, Hyde Road, Manchester. Mr. Bagshaw has
pharmacies in Ashton Old R3ad, Openshaw, Bradford, and else-

where.

Messrs. Hutchinson and Co., publishers, London, have in the

press a new novel by Mrs. Fred Reynolds, and it will appear
shortly. It is entitled " The Man with the Wooden Face."
The book is being advertised in the Pall Mall Gazette along
with works by some of the best authors of the day.

Mr. N. H. Martin, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who was for many
years a member of Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, has
received the signal honour of election as a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, and was duly admitted by Lord Kelvin,

the President, at a meeting held on Monday, January 19.

Mr. F. A. Upsher Smith, pharmaceutical chemist, who has for

some time been engaged in the Pharmacy Research Laboratory,

at 17, Bloomsbury Square, has been appointed chemist to the

firm of Robinson and Sons, Limited, manufacturers of surgical

dressings. Chesterfield, in succession to the late Mr. Bainbridge.

Sir William Turner, Professor of Anatomy at Edinburgl
University, has been appointed to the Prinoipalship of Edin-

burgh University by the unanimous vote of the curators of

patronage, in succession to Sir William Muir, who retired. The
new principal may fairly be regarded as one of the foremost

scientific men in the kingdom. He was born in Lancashire in

1832, and graduated at London, receiving his medical education

at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He was appointed Professor of

Anatomy at Edinburgh University in 1867, and was President

of the British Association in 1900.

Bro. David Hunter Oxen, chemist and druggist, was on
Friday afternoon installed as W.M. of the Sutherland Lodge of

Unity (No. 460), Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs. Wor. Bro.

Holloway Stone, LP, A., performed the "installation ceremony,
and Bro, Oxen then invested his officers for the ensuing year.

During the ceremony the W.M. and Wardens were invested by
Wor. Bro. T. M. Hawley with silver chains, presented to the
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Lodge as a memento of the Coronation. Wor. Bro. Oxen
presided over the subsequent banquet at the Town Hall, which
was largely attended, and his health was very heartily drunk.

Wor. Bro. Oxen is well known throughout the Staffordshire

Pr ovince.

TRADE NOTES.

Geo. Houghton and Son, Limited.—This firm, having com-

pleted its annual stocktaking, is offering for tlie next few
weeks a large variety of .second-hand and shop-soiled articles,

comprising cameras, lenses, fittings, etc. The goods will be on
view in the showrooms at 88, 89, High Holborn, W.C.

Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co. published in the advertisement

columns of last week's P.J. a lengthy list of Huid and solid

extracts which tliey are preipared to .supply. Ml are standard-

ised, either diemioally or, as in the case of digitalis, ergot,

squill, and some other drugs, physiologically. Messrs. Parke,

Davis and Co. ha.ve evidently made the quality of their drugs

and galenicals the first consirteration. Tliey indicate on the

list the miscibilit.y of each fluid extract with alcolhol of different

strengths, tout reconmaend thai the galenicals should be dis-

pensed in thei" original form.

Sugar-Coated Cascara Tablets.—Attention of readers is

drawn to the Standard Tablet Co.'s advertisement on the back

cover, in which they state they will
,

keep open their special

offer to supply bottles of twenty-five sugar-coated cascara

tablets at Is. 8d. per do.zen, for a month longer. They are

enabled to do this through being large holders of cascara, and
they are desirous of sharing in this way with their customers a

portion of the benefit arising from their large holding of cas-

cara, owing to recent great advances in the price of this drug,

which have from time to time been noted in the Market Reports

of the Journal.

New Developers.—Messrs. Meister, Lucius, and Briining,

Limited, 51, St. Mary Axe, London, E.G., send samples of

Pinakol Salt N, a new salt for use in developers. The salt is

intended to replace the alkali used in conjunction with organic

developers, and one equivalent of this substance is said to be

more active than two equivalents of potash. The activity of

developers prepared with the Pinakol Salt N can, of course, be

exactly regulated in the same manner as is customary with

other developing solutions. Pinakol P, prepared by the same

firm, is a rapid developer containing pyrogallol in association

with Pinakol Salt N, and the combination neither discolours

the gelatin nor stain the fingers.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Aguillon, Limited.—This company was registered on January

15, with a capital of £13,000 in £1 shares, to manufacture and

deal in certain products, known as " Merveilleuse," invented by

J. Aguillon, of Paris, for curing sores and other maladies of

horses and human beings, and to carry on the business of

chemists, druggi.sts, patent medicine proprietors, etc. No initial

public issue. The first directors are to mmiber not less than

two nor more than nine. J. Aguillon is the managing director,

and may nominate one other director ; the signatories are to

appoint the remainJer. Qualification, 100 shares. Rem^unera-

tion of ordinarv directors, £50 each per annum ; of chairman,

£100. Registered office : 706-709, Salisbury House, E.G.

Virol, Limited.—The attention of capitalists is being in-

vited to the merits of a medical-food business, Virol, Limited,

a company formed in January, 1900, to acquire from Bovril,

Limited, the business of manufacturing and selling the children

and infants' food known as Virol. The capital is £75,000 in £1
shares, and the present issue consists of 30,974 of these offered

at par. Twentv thousand have been underwritten by Bovril,

Limited. The business of the affiliated undertaking has been

vei-y successful, the profits rising from £1,615 in the first year

(ending March 30) to £2,203 in the second. The sales for 1902

showed an increase of 70 per cent.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

i?eAda Steers or Miller, Wife of Alexander Urquhart Miller,-

Chemist, Nairn.

The Edinburgh Oazctte of Friday evening, January 16, an-

nounced that in the case of Mrs. Ada Steers, or Miller, residing

at Sandy Lodge, Nairn, wife of Alexander Urquhart Miller,

chemist, Nafrn, creditors would meet in the Royal Hotel, High
Street, Naira, on January 26, at 12 o'clock. Mr. Wm. Laing,
solicitor, Nairn, is the agent.

Be Samuel Halliday, Chemist and Druggist, Northgatei
Cleckheaton.

A meeting of creditors was held on Januaiy 19, at the offices

of the Bradford Official Pveceiver, in the estate of Samuel Hal-
liday, chemist and druggist, Cleckheaton. The receiving order
was made on January 5. The liabilities expected to rank were
put down at £168 9s. 9d., and assets £80 10s., or a deficiency

of £54 5s. The cause of failure was stated by the bankrupt
to ibe due to competition and want of capital. He .started

business as far back as 1859. The business prospered, but he
lost £150 by the failure of a building society. It was decided

to leave the estate in the hands of the Official Receiver.

Be Alexander M. Stewart, High Street, Arbroath.

On Friday, January 16, Alexander M. Stewart, described as

a dentist, High Street, Arbroath, appeared for examination at

the Arbroath Bankruptcy Com-t, under a petition for cessio

presented by a creditor. The liahilities of the debtor were
about £600, and his assets nil. He is a brother of the late

Dr. Stewart, surgeon-dentist, Dundee, and the examination,

chiefly turned on the question of the ownership of the Arbroath
business. He said that he was managing the business on be-

half of his sister-in-law. Dr. Stewart's widow, and that his

liabilities were mostly incurred on account of busines.ses he

started in Dundee, Blairgowrie, and Perth. The books con-

nected with these businesses had been burned or lost. A soli-

citor who appeared for the petitioning creditor produced news-

papers with advertisements, intimating that the debtor was
carrying on business on his own account in Arbroath. Mrs.

Stewart was examined, and stated that the business in

AAroath was hers, that she paid the debtor for managing it,

and that the advertisements were put in the newspapers on her

behalf, and that she would pay for them. A solicitor who
appeared for Mr. Stewart objected to cessio being granted.

He explained that he was not a registered dentist under the

Dental Act, that his debtors were mostly factory girls and

other working people, who had obtained artificial teeth under

the instalment system, and that, not being a registered dentist,

he could not take legal means to recover his outstanding debts.

Sheriff Lee dismissed the petition for cessio, and found the

debtor liable in expenses.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

John Albert Mitchell and Fred Anderton Wilcock, trading as-

chemists, druggists, and genej-al dealers, 33, Saint Mary's Road,
Manningham, Bradford. Debts will be received and paid by
J. A. Mitchell, who will continue the business.

Alfred James Barker and John Smith, physicians and sur-

geons, 20, Beaulieu Villas, and 4, Stapleton Hall Road, Fins-"

bury Park, N.
Robert James Ferguson and Cuthbert Blundell Moss-Blundell,

surg-eons, apothecaries, and medical practitioners, Norwood,
Thornton Heath. Debts will be received and paid by C. B.

Moss-Blundell.
James Edward Scriven and Joe Clarkson, veterinary surgeons,

Tadcaster and Garforth. Debts will be received and paid by
J. E. Scriven or by J. Clarkson.

Heygate Henry Phillips-Conn and Norton Burroughs Clowes,

physicians and surgeons, Reading. Debts w411 be received and

paid by H. H. Phillips-Conn, or by N. B. Clowes.

RECEIVIHG ORDER IN BANKRUPTCY.
Samuel Halhday, chemist and druggist, Northgate, Cleck-

heaton, Yorkshire.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

Tih* following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official som'ces, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any informaition on the subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

METHOD OF PREPARING MONOBROM. AND DIBRO-
MINDIGO, AS WELL AS SULPHURATED MONOBRO-
MINDIGO (No. 21,040, of 1902). — A. Rahtjen, 19,

Mittelweg, Ha^mburg, Gennany. Consits in tlie pro-

cess of converting natural and artificial indigo into

monobrom and dibrom indigo by bringing bromine or hyhdro-
bromic acid into contact with indigo in presence of chlorine,

either directly or by using diluting or dissolving means. By
this process bromindigos will be obtained as long as there is

any free bromine or hydrobromic acid. 'Sulphurated brom-
indigos ai'e obtained by bringing bromine by itself into con-

tact with sulphurated indigo or in presence of a chlorine.

Bromindigo may be regenerated out of sulphurated bromindigo
by heating the latter in a mixture of sulphuric acid and
water. The inventor reserves the right to add as transferring
or neutralising agents iodine, lime, NaCO.CHj, or such-like

agents.

TREATMENT OF ZINC ORE (No. 26,166, of 1901). — F.
Eltei'shausen, 9, Bucklersbury, and R. W. Western, 20, Buck-
lersbury, E.G. Relates to the use of aqueous ammonia, on a
commercial scale, as a precipitant for obtaining zinc oxide, and
cadmium, of good quality, from blende (sulphide of zinc ores)

and calamine (carbonate of zinc ores). The ore is fir.srfc

thorougUy calcined, and then, in the form of a fine powder, is

wetted with a dilute solution of ammonium sulphate. After
this, sufficient commercial sulphuric acid (of strength about
1440 ji^' ) jg added, to fully combine with the zinc. vSuch acid
is to be added gradually, and the whole thoa-oughly mixed
until tlie reaction Ls complete, when a small quantity of finely

ground calcium carbonate should be added. This mass is then
thoroughly lixiviated and washed with ammonium sulphate
and then left to drain. The liquors resulting from said lixivia-

tion and washing are mixed, filtered, allowed to settle, and then
agitated with zinc dust or run through boxes containing zint
turnings. The zinc dust or zinc turnings are then treated by
ordinary methods for the production of cadmium as metal or
pigment. The liquor resulting from above process is precipi-
tated with aqueous anmionia, and the i5recipitate (ziiu

hydroxide) heated in a suitable furnace.

DENTISTS' FORCEPS (No. 289, of 1902).—K. Filsch, 1,

Heubnichstras.se, Elberfeld, Germany. Relates to forceps for

drawing wisdom teeth, constructed in such a manner that the
teeth cannot fly out and get into the wind-pipe, as somietimes
happens. The grip is formed by two jaws, which taper towards
the front, the inner sui-fnoes of the jaws being in tne foiin of

cavities. In the bottom of the broadest part of the jaws
inci-sions are made which, when the forceps are closed, enable the
tooth 'to enter the recesses of the said jaws, thus entirely
enclosing the tooth.

MANUFACTURE OF INDOXYL AND ITS DERIVATIVES
(No. 18.127, of 1902).—0. Imray, Birkbeck Bank Chambers,
London, W.C. (A commiunicaitioii from the Basle Clheniical
Works, Basle, Switzerland). The a,llvali salts of pbenylglycine,
its homologues or derivatives, .such as alkali salts of phenyl-
glycine-orthocarboxylic acid, may be transformed into indoxyl,
its homologies or its derivatives respectively at a temperature
at which the pbenylglycine or its derivatives are practically
not decomposed, by heating them for a, period not too prolonged'
with anhydrous alkali oxide, such, as .sodium oxide, and a diluent
of flux, such as potassium cyanide, cjiustic potash, caustic s-oda,

or mixtures thereof. The anhydrous alkili oxide has a more
powerful dehydrating action than that of the alkalies.

INSOLUBLE CASEIN (No. 19,090, of 1S02).—H. V. Dunham,
11, Broadway, New York, U.S.A. Relates to a process for pro-
-ducing the above in such a form that it may be used in the arts

as a substitute for insoluble egg or blood albumen. Consists
in treating a casein solution with hexametliyleuetetramine, and
subsequently drying out the solution on a cloth, or otherwise, to

form a thin sheet of film, and then steaming the oasein sheet
or film at a temperature of 180° F., or above, or by subjecting
it to a weak solution of hot acid (preferably boracic acid).

SURGICAL TRUSS (No. 19,424, of 1902).—K. Tiesel, 2, Kopp-
strasse, Vienna, Austria. The object of the inventor is to pro-

duce a truss which shall exert greater pressure on the affected

part of the body when the wearer undergoes any great strain,

as for instance, when lifting heavy loads. The truss consists of

an elastic and adjustable body-baud, which is prevented from
slipping by means of thigh bands. On the front inside part
of tlie body-band, accordingly as the truss is intended for a
single or a double rupture, one or two pads are fixed, which are

ifiade of elastic material, such as india-rubber or of leather,

stuffed with wadding or the like, or they may be made inflatable.

In the event of any great strain on the part of the wearer the
muscles O'f the bodj' expand, thereby causing the elastic body-
band to stretch, and consequently the pads are pressed more
firmly on the affected parts.

HEMOSTATIC BANDAGE No. 21,326, of 1902).—E. Dunain,
313. Rue de Vaugii'axd, Paris. Relates to a bandage of the
above d&scription, which can be instantaneously fixed by a
person without any experience in the dressing of wormds, or even
by the patient hunself if he possess one sound hand. It consists

ijf a band made of elastic or non-elastic material, a compressible
pad sewed to the end of the said band, a slide fixed to the said
band against the pad, and into which the said band is introduced
so as to form a noo.'>-e in the interior of which is the said pad, a
frame or stirnip fixed to the free end of the said band, a shift-

ing buclde with teeth, supported by the said frame, and capable
of being placed in a fixed position by being passed between the
(flexible arms of the frame, two rollers arranged at the end of

tlie arms of the said frame, and two curvilinear parts of the
buckle for forcing a passage against the rollers. A variation in

the .'hape of the frame which supports the shifting buckle is

also described.

New Trade Mark Applications.
" PRETONE," for photographic chemicals, by Baker and

Rouse Proprietary, Limited, 260, Collins Street, Melbourne,
Victoria. 249,929.

' RHODIA,'' for chemical substances, by Societe Chimique des
Usines du Rhone (anciennement Gilliard, P. Monnet, et C'artier),

St. Fons, near Lyon, France. 250,282.

"VITRIVENE" (" Vitri ' disclaimed), for photographic diem^-
cal preparations, by W. E. Henry, 40, The Broadway, Maidem-
head. 250,460.

" BEETOLIA " paste, for a vermin destroyer, by \V. A.
Wharram, 49, St. Paul's Street, Leeds. 250.457.

" MENTHELS," for medicated tablets, by Blyton, Astley and
Co., 76, Gordon Street, Lower Broughton, Manchester.
248.601.

ST. ANDREW " and device, for chemical substances, by
J. H. Hogg, 6, Nightingale Parfc Crescent, Battersea, S.VV.

242,033.
*' LECITHOL," for chemical substances, by J. D. Riedel,

12/13, Gerichstrasse, Berlin. 250,032.
" RHODINE, ' for a chemical substance, by Societe Chimique

des Lysines du Rhone (anciennement Gilliard, J. Monnet, et

Cartier), St. Fons, near Lyon. France. 250,283.
" RHEUMOVOIDS " label ("Rheumo disclaimed), for a

medicinal remedy, by A. Ouston, 39, Soutligate, Wakefield.
250.366.

PROLOWBO," for a salve, by J. Wigley, 1, Gladstone Road,
Altrineham, Cheshne. 250.403'

"ERYTHEMOL" ('Erythema" disclaimed, for a medicinal

ointment, by R. Sumner and Co., Limited. 50a, Lord Street,

Liverpool. '250,489.

"RECTALOID" ("Rectal" disclaimed), for medicine, by
H. W. K. Pears, 2, Hove Park Villas, Hove. 250,562.

" CUTILLA," by Griffith Bros, and Co.. 29, Macks Road,
Btnnoiulsey. S.E., for chemical substances. 250,943.

" NUTRi'mol," for goodis in Cla.ss 42, by Anton Kufeke, o-.

Wellington Street, Glasgow.
"PYNETHOLE" ("Pine" disclaimed), for perfumery, toilet

articles, etc., by W. H. Fowler, 38, Station Road. 'Redhill.

5?50,433.
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MARKET REPORT.

The articles quoted here have often to be sorted in order to suit the

requiremecta of the retail pliarmacist, and the quotations given are in

all cases the lowest cash prices for bulk quantities. The cost of freightage

from the chemical and drug works to the various distributing centres

must also be considered. It is important that these conditions should be

borne in mind in making any comparison between the prices quoted and
those of the wholesale drue trade.

London, Thursdat, January 22, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals, and, in fact, generally, has

been far from showing the activity which it was hoi>ed would at

least commence to show itself after the turn of the year.

Quinine has remained steady in the speculative market, both

buyers and sellers now awaiting with a certain amount of ex-

pectancy, fii^st, the result of to-day's Bark sales in Amsterdam,

at which, in spite of the large quantity of bark which oomes

under the hammer, price is expected to tend higher, and,

secondly, the advice of the total Bark shipment from Java for

the first month of this year. Santonin has, as we foretold a

short time ago, again been advanced in jn-ioe. Opium, Mor-

phine, and Codeine are quiet, but steady. Oil Peppermint and

Jtlenthol maintain their value. Cod-liver Oil tendmg higher.

Senega Root has also advanced very considerably in price.

Quicksilver has bieen slightly reduced in price, but Mercurials

ave unchanged, as also are Bromides and Iodides. Acid Car-

bolic quiet, but steady. Cream of Tartar, Acid Tartaric, and

Acid Citric firm. Camphor unchanged. We give below a few

current quotations :
—

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but steady, at 5^d. to 6d. per lb.,

according to make, quantity, and packing, for 34°-35° ice

cjystal.

ACID CITRIC—Steady at ll|d. to Is. per lb. for crystals in

5-c^^-t. barrels.

ACID TARTARIC—Finn at ll|d. to Is. per lb. for Engli.sh on
the spot.

BENZOLE—^Is quiet at S^d. for 50 per cent., and lO^d. for

£0 per cent.

BROMIDES—Are steady at unchanged prices.

CAMPHOR—Is steady at unohangedl values.

CASCARA SAGRADA—Is nominally 60s. per cwt., with, how-
ever, jiractically no business passing in the article.

CINCHONA ' BARK.—^At the monthly sales in Amsterdam
to-day the enormous total of about 46 tons Sulphate of Quinine

(in form of Bark) came under the hammer. Results had not

been made known up to time of going to press j it was, how-
ever, s-tated that price oi>ened at 6^ to 6^ cents.

COCAINE.—Makers are firm at 16s. per oz. for the liydro-

clorate. in 25-oz. tins.

COD LIVER OIL.—^A Scare appeaa-s to have set in, and sales

have been made at 210s. per barrel for best non-freezing Nor-
.M'egian oil. The strength of tlie position appears to lie in the

fact that first very little oU is available ; secondly, that none

of the distributing houses apparently have much stock (the

high price ruling having alarmed them), and thirdly tliat the
new season's oil is likely to be later than usual in coming on
the market. Another spell of cold weather, which is nearly

certain to set m before the winter is over, would probably drive

price even higher, and people are talking of tlie possibility of

250s. per barrel being touched before any reduction in price

takes place.

COPPER SULPHATE.—£18 10s. to £19 lOs. per ton.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Firm at 75s. per cwt. for first white
crystals on the spot, 76s. for powder, and 80s. for foreign

98 per cent, powder.
IODIDES—Unchanged.
MENTHOL.—Kobayashi brand is worth 25s. 6d. to 26s. i)er

lb. for case lots.

MERCURIALS—Are unchanged, notwithstanding the small

reduction in price of Mercury.
MORPHINE—^Is steady at unchanged price.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil fii-m. London
ppot pipes quoted £24 to £24 5s.. barrels £24 5s., montlh
£24 2s. 6d.. Februarv £23 17s. 6d.. Feb. -April £23 I2s. 6d.,

3\[av-Aug.. £22 12s. 6d. paid. Hull naked spot £23 7s. 6d..

month £23 5s., Feb. -April £22 6s., May-Aug., £21 7s. 6d.

Rape Oil steady. Ordinary Broivn on the spot barrels £23
rather buyers, Feb. -April £23. English Refined spot £24 10s.

Ravison spot £20 10s., Feb. -April £20 15s. naked. Cotton
Oil quiet. London Cinide spot £21 2s. 6d., Feb. -April

£21 2s. 6d. Refined spot £22 10s. to £23 15s. Hull easier

;

naked Refined spot £20 10s.. Feb.-April £20 15s., May-Aug.
£21 2s. 6d. Crude spot £19 10s., Feb.-April £19 12s. 6d.,

3*lay-Aug. £20. Cocoanut Oil.—Ceylon quietj spot £28,

afloat £26 7s. 6d. c.i.f., Jan.-Feb., £26 2s. 6d. c.i.f., Jan.-

March £26 c.i.f. Cocliin spot £35 to £35 10s., Dec. -Jan.

£27 17s. 6d. c.i.f., Jan. -March £27 15s. c.i.f., March-May
£27 12s. 6d. c.i.f. Mauritius spot £29. Turpentine steadier.

American spot 42s. to 42s. l^d., Feb.-April 42s. 3d. to

42s. ^d., May-Aug. 38s. 3d. to 38s. 4id., July-Dec. 37s. to

37s. lid., Sept. -Dec. 37s. to 37s. l^d.

PHENACETIN.—In ooiirsequence of repeated offers at lower

figures from outside sources, it is thought that the combined
makers will be obliged to reduce their price, whicli so' far, how-

ever, remains unchanged on basis of 4s. 8di. pei- lb. for both

crystals and 2}owder in 10-cwt. lots.

QUICKSILVER—Has been reduced 2s. 6d. to £8 12s. 6d. per

bottle, the fir.st change in value which has taken place for

about twelve months.
QUININE.—Makers .still quote Is. l^d. per oz. for ths

favourite B&S and "Brunswick bi'ands of Sulphate for 1,000 oz.

lots in 100 oz. tins, while the speculative market bas remained

fairly .steady at about Is. Id. Everything appears to hang
upon the results of to-days Bark 'Sales in Amsterdam, together

with the amount of the shipments of bark from Java during

present month.
SANTONIN.—The monopolists again advanced price about Is.

per lb., to 20s. 6d. per lb. for 2 cwt. lots taken in one delivery,

up to 21s. 6d. for smaller lots.

SENEGA ROOT—^^Continues to advance ; 3s. 9d. per lb. is re-

ported to have been paid, and now 4s. per lb. is spoken of.

SHELLAC—Quiet, but fairly steady, on basis of i22s. to 124s.

per cwt. for TN.
SPICES.—^Black Pepper all bought in, fair Tellicherry at 6id.

White Pepi^er : Only 45 bags Singapore sold, fair to goocl, at 9|d.

Chillies: 19 bags Nyassa sold, fair bright at 47s., dull red at

39s. Capsicums : Two bags Nyassa sold, good bright off-stalk

at 41s. (Tinj^er : Cochin all bought in, bold and medium, fair

cut and scraped, at 85s., and medium and small at 60s. ; of

Jamaica. 41 barrels sold, ordinary at 37s. 6d. to 38s. 6d.

Cassia Lignea : 60 cases' sold, false packed at 42s. Nutmegs
firm: 115 packages West Indian sold, 65's at 2s. 7d., 70's at

2s., 80's at Is. 8d., 90's at Is. 4d., lOO's at Is. Mace: 38-

packages West Indian sold, fair to good pale at 2s. to 2s. 3d..,

fair red at Is. 8d. to Is. 9d. Pimeto: 55 bag.-? sold at 2id. for

fair.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—^Firm. Grey 24 per cent. London
orompt £12 7s. 6d. to £12 8s. 9d., Hull prompt £12 7s. 6d-.

Leith prompt £12 7s. 6d. to £12 8s. 9d. Beckton January-

April £12 10s. Beckton terms prompt £12 7s. 6d.

SULPHONAL—Is still being offered at a very low price,,

while demand also appears to be very slack.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's Drug Auctions only comprised ten comparative!

short catalogues ; on the whole, the sales passed off very quietl.

Kobayashi dementholised Oil of Peppermint was held for lis

per lb. Fair grain Gum Arabic sold at 90s. ipev cwt. F
bright sweet Newfoundland Cod Liver Oil 6s. 6d. to 7s. p
gallon was asked. Good seconds Sumatra Gum Benjamin sol

at £8 10s. jjer cwt. Small sound Spanish Ergot of Rye, :

ratlher good flavour, was taken out at Is. 5d. per lb. F
mediumi Honduras Sarsaparilla Is. 5d. ]>er lb. was asked. Is. 4<i

being refused. Carthagena Ipecacuanha siold at 4s. per lb

Mattogrosso held for 6s. 3d. Cardamoms sihowed a w©?*

market, fair Malabar Seed selling at Is. 3d. per lb. Fa'

Jamaica Honey sold at 18s. per cwt. in tins and cases, and ft

17s. 6d. to 18s. per cwt. in barrels. Fair green round Buch
Leaves, slightly stalky, sold at Is. Cascarilla Bark was boTigh

in at 65s. per cwt. 5 oases Bombay Wax .sold at £6 5s. per cwt,

3 cases Goim Elemi sold at 70s. to 71s. jser cwt. Good bl

frosted Para Tonquin Beans were lield for Is. 3d. per lb. G
. hard bright Cape Aloes sold at 39s. 6d. to 41s. per cwt.

Senega Root fetched 3s. 9d. per lb.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' British Journal Photographic Almanac, 1903.' Edited
by THOJtAS Beddikg, F.R.P.S. Pp. 1,580. Price Is. net.

Cloth, Is. 6d. net. London : Henry Greenwood and Co.,

24, WeUington Street, Strand. 1903.'

The principal contents of this useful volume includes an
article entitled " Chapters on Photo-Micrography," by the
Editor ; about fifty contributions on practical subjects by
prominent photographars ; a series of pithy "Practical Notes
and Suggestions of the Tear "

; an " Epitome of Progress during
1902," giving a ?Vs2t)Ht' of the latest important discoveries and
advances ; Miscellaneous Information, many illustrations, and
the completest collection of photographic fortaiulaj and recipes

ever gathered together in one volume. In its 600 pages of text

matter will be found a mass of useful information for all photo-

graphers, professional and amateur.

• Encyclopaedia Britanxica.' Tenth Edition. Volume
VIII. Pp. xxxvii. + 872. Volume IX. Pp. xviii.

+ 945. Edinburgh and London : A. and C. Black. 1902.

" The Function of Science in the Modern State " is the

title of the preiat-ory etsay, writte'h by Professor Kaii Pear-

son for the eighth of the new volumes of the ' Encyclopaedia

Britannica.' In the first section of the paper the fact is in-

sisted on that trained intelligence will in the future be the

dominant power in the State. Professor Pearson considers

the cry for an " ea.sy ladder " a most mistaken one ; the need

of the nation is not that members of the artisan class may
have the opportunity of acquiring university degrees, but
i.hat the great bulk- of the nation shall work at the same
tasks as their forefatliers, only with increased intelligence

and more highl}"-developed craftsmanship. " Make it easy for

the Michael Faradays to climb, but only for such as he was ;•

the increase of tlie intellectual proletariat is a sign not of

efficiency, but of chaos In national education." Professor

Pearson points to the necessity for specialisation in educa-

tion, and especially for the training of the statesman in states-

oraft and science. Witli regard to the preparatory training

of those who are to pass on to the technical colleges and the

commercial liruversities of the future, " We have the German
experience to draw from and to learn from, and we ought to

be able to create schools wnlch will turn out a lad with all

the healthy traditions of English pubUc school life, but who
has replaced its classical education by an efifective training in

tihe methods, not the results, of scientific inquiry." As for

the technical school or polytechnic, the author complains that

it aims at turniiig out second-rate engineers rather than first-

Yate machinists. The whole essay, which is of considerable

length, contains constructive suggestions as well as destruc-

tive criticism ; the subject is approached in the broad-minded
and far-sighted way wliich alone can be valuable in a ques-

tion of such undoubted nati.onal importance. Anyone inte-

rested in technical and general education, even apart from
its application to nation-making, might profitably spend
jeveral hours over Professor Pearson's essay.

Several of the articles in this volume deal with subjects of

scientific interest, the more important being those on Proto-
plasm, E. A. Minchin

;
Pteridophyta, W. H. Lang ; Radia-

tion, J. Larmor; Reproduction, J. A. Thomson; Spectro-
scopy, G. E. Hale ;

Spirits, P. Schidrowitz
;
Sponges, E. A.

Minchin. In the article on Spirits, the statement occurs that
the rectified spirit of the British Pharmacopoeia contains 16
per cent, by weiglit of water. This was, of com-se, the case
with the 1885 Pharmacopoeia, but the spirit official since 1898
contains only 14'35 per cent, of water.
the ninth of the new volumes is prefaced by an essay entitled,

"Methods and Results in Modem Theology," by the Rev.
W. E. Collins, Professor of Ecclesiastical History at King's
College, London. The essay will doubtless be of interest to
many, but cannot with advantage be discussed or described
here. In the body of the volume will be found several articles

of medical interest. Among these are " Surgery,'' by E. Owen
;

"Therapeutics," Sir T. Lauder Brunton Tuberculosis,
'

"Typhoid Fever," and "Yellow Fever," by A. Shadwell

;

"Vaccination,'' S. M. Copeman ; and "Vivisection," G. V..

Poore. Other monographs are " Sugar and Its Manufacture,"
by A. and V. W. Chapman ;

" Telegraphy," by four authors
(including Wireless Telegraphy, by J. A. Fleming); "Tele-
phone," C. R. Cross; " Telescope," "S. Newcomb ;

" Thermo-
cliemistry," J. \V alker ;

" Thermo-dynamios, 'Thermo-elec-
tricity, and Thermometry," H. L. Callendar

; "Tin,"' H. Louis
;

"Vaporisation," H. L. Callendar ; "Variation and vSelectiou,

W. F. R. Weldon ;
" Weights and Measures," H. J. Chaney ;

and " Zinc," F. L. Clerc. The volume includes also a
number of aa-ticles of general interest on a variety of different

subjects.

' Aids to Forensic Medicine and Toxicology.' Wm. Mur-
RELL, M.D., P.R.C.P. Sixth Edition. Pp. 110. Price,

2s. 6d. London : Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox. 1903.

The sixth edition of this well-known book contains much
new material, many of the original chapters having been re-

written. While not intended as a substitute for a text-book
on forensic medicine, the little work contains much that is of

value for medical students. One is disposed to regret that there
is no short work on "forensic pharmacy" to save budding
coroners from some of their favourite pitfalls, but that subject
is of course outside the scope of this book.

' A Manual of Medicine.' Edited by W. H. Allchin,
M.D. (Lond.), P.R.C.P., F.R.S. (Ed.). Vol. IV. Diseases of

the Respiratory and of the Circulatory Systems. Pp. 493.

Price 7s. 6d. London : Macmillan and Co., Limited. 1902.

The contributors to this volume are six London physicians of

eminence, each of whom deals with diseases on which he is a

recognised authority. The Etiology and Pathology, Morbid
Anatomy, Symptoms, Diagnosis, Prognosis, Treatment, etc., of

the numerous disorders which fall under the general description
of diseases of the respiratory and circulatory systems are

exhaustively discussed. There is in this volume little with
which the pharmacist need directly concern himself, but some
of Dr. Hector Mackenzie's pharmacy, in the chapter on
Pulmonary Tuberculosis, is open to objection. Thus, we have
the statement that " cod-liver oil emulsions always contain
less than 50 per cent, of oil," and cod-liver oil with malt
extract, " usually less than 20 per cent. " of the former. Both
these statements might, we think, be modified with advantage.
The same writer recommends for night-sweats, "ext. bella-

donnee, gr. J, or atropine, gr. "
: also " ext. nucis vom., gr. J,

or strychnine, gr. We may remind Dr. Mackenzie
that extract of belladonna, gr. J, is equivalent to gr. tjJ^ of total

alkaloids, and that strychnine, gr. is equal in potency to

1§ gr. of extract of nux vomica, not to i grain. Written as it

is by such acknowledged experts, the book cannot fail to com-
mand the same attention from medical men andi .students that

the previous volumes of the ' Manual ' have already received.

' FOKMULAIRE DES MEDICAMENTS NOTJVEAUX POUR 1903.' Bv
H. B0CQUILLON-L1MOU8IN. Pp. 322. Price 5 fraaics.

Paris : J. B. Baillere et Fils. 1903.

In the new edition of this well-known work of reference, a

number of substances are described for the first time. Among
such are to be foimd such drugs as adrenalin, arrhenol, cuprol,

cymol, glycosal, mercury lactate, satoquinine, vioform, and •

others. Each monograph gives the synonyms, compositions,

therapeutic properties, and dosage of the substance described,

the whole formmg a very useful handbook on recently intro-

duced medicinal substances, Ixith for medical men and chemists.

' Practical Landscape Photography.' G. T. Harris,

F.R.P.S. Pp. 124. Price Is. net. London: IlifEe and
Sons, Limited. 1902.

In this handbook are given hints and directions to the tyro by
a practical landscape photographer of some twenty years' expe-

rience. Beginning with advice regarding the choice of a camei-a

and its fittings, Mr. Harris goes on to discuss the preliminaries

to be observed before undertaking a photographic tour, giving

instructions as to packing of apparatus, preliminary survey of

the field of work, and so forth. There is an excellent chapter

on stereoscopic photography, and all details of the processes

of developing and printing are clearly and ably described.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,

even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on ihe same subject. When lormulte
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Cure for Inebriates (J. P. W.—171/20).—Thanks for the in-

formation you sand.

Minor Examination List (H. B.- 84/14).—You will find the
Edinburgh list in this week's issue, at page 105.

Headache Powders (H K.—84/16).—Since they consist of an
" eatire " drug, they may be sold unstamped.

Book on Chemistry (R. H. R.—84/15).—The title of the
work is a misnomer, and its merits are non-existent.

Sanitary Inspectorship (F. H. R.-84/12).—Write to the
Secretary, Sanitary Institute, Margaret Street, London, W.

Quain's 'Medical Dictionary' (C. 0. L. — 84/13).—It is

published by Longmans, Green and Co., London, in two
volumes, at 40s. net.

Pharmacy in America (P. M. W.—8^18).—(1) The qualify-

ing examination varies in the different States, but we under-
stand that all the examinations are much less difficult than the
British eximination. (2) We cannot say, but should imagine
it should not be difficult for you to secure remunerative em-
ployment.

Government Laboratory (J. D. G.—84/17).—The chemists are

usually appointed in the first place as temporary assistants,

beicg selected by examination from assistants and junior
officers in the Inland Revenue and Customs Department. For
further particulars see page 10 of the Educational Supplement
to the P.J., published July 26 last.

Correction.

Minor Examination Results.—We are requested to point out
that the name of one of the successful candidates was wrongly
given in the list published in last week's journal (see p. 79).

Thus, " Wilkinson, John George" should have been " Wilkin-
son, Joseph George."

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Climate. Edited bv Ch.\s. F. Haefokd, M.A., M.D. Volume
IV., No 14. Pp. 179-218. Price 6d. London: Travellers'

Health Bureau, Leyton, E. January, 1903. From the Editor.

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. By Frank Julian. First

Edition. Illustrated. Pp. 604. Price 6 dols. net. St. Paul,
Minn. : Ramsey Publi.shing Co. 1902. From' the Publishers.

Elements op Phabmact, Materia Medica, and Thera-
peutics. By William Whitla, M.A., M.D. Eighth Edition.
With woodcuts. Pp. 6-604. London : Henry Renshaw, 356,
Strand, 1903. Prom the Publishers.

First Stage Botany. By Alfred J. Ewabt, D.Sc,
Ph.D., F.L.S. Second edition. Pp. viii. + 276. London

:

W. B. Clive, University Tutorial Press, Limited, 157, Druiy
Lane, W.C. 1902. From the Publishers.

Golden Rules ob' Refraction. By Ernest E. Maddox,
M.D., F.R.C.S.Ed. Series No. 12. Pp. 7-86. Price Is.

Bristol: J. Wright and Co. 1£03. From the Publishers.

A History of Hindu Chemistry. Bv Praphulla Chandra
Ray, D.Sc. Volume I. Pp. Ixxix. -|- 147. Price 12s. 6d. nett.
London : Williamis and Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 1902. From the Publishers.

FoRSirrLAIRE DES MEDICAMENTS NOUVEAUX. By H. BOC-
QUiLLON-LiMousiN. Fifteenth Edition. Pp. 322. Price
3 francs. Paris : J. B. Bailliere and Son, 19, Rue Haute-
feuille. From the Publishers.

The Stoby of Alchemy. By M M. Pattison Muib, M.A.,
with seventeen illustrations. Pp 182 Price Is. net. London.
George Newnes, Limited, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
1902,

Guy's Hospital Reports. Edited by J. H. Bryant, M.D.
and P. J. SiEWAED, M.S. Vol. LVII. Third Series. Pp.
xxxii. -f 346. London : J. and A. Churchill, Great Marlborough
Street, W. 1902. Prom the Publishers.

Constipation. By G. Sherman Bigg, F.R.C.S.E. Pp. 66.
Price 2s. 6d. net. London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 8,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. 1902. Prom the Publishers.

OBITUARY.

Anderson.—On January 7, Thomas Sherman Anderson,
Chemist and Druggist, Edgware Road, London. Aged 68.

Bennet.—On January 18, at 1, Wildman Street, Notting-
ham, Douglas, youngest son of A. Russell Bennet, Pharma-
ceutical Chemist, Principal of Nottingham School of Phar-
macy. Aged 2 years.

Richardson.—As briefly announced last week, the death of

George Richardson, of the firm of Richardson and Co., chemists.
Pore Street, Hexham, occurred on January 13. Aged 49. For
many years Mr. Richardson was in partnership with the late

Mr. John Turner, both gentlemen having served their appren-
ticeship with the firm of Bell and Riddle, chemists. Market
Place, Hexham. Mr. Richardson, who had been in business
between owenty and thirty years, was well known and much
respected, not only in Hexham, but also in Allendale, Tyneside.
and surrounding districts. The funeral, which took place on
Thursday, January 15, was attended by many of his business
and professional friends, among whom were Mr. T. B. Riddle,
M.P.S., Mr. John P. Gibson, M.P.S., Messrs. David Low, Wm.
Pattinson, N. W. Robson, chemists, and Mr. John Gibson,
Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society, who
attended at the special request of the Society as its representa-
tive.

Uttley.—On January 16, Luke Uttley, Chemist and Druggist,
Atherton. Aged 30. Mr. Uttley had been connected with the
Pharmaceutical Society as an Associate and latterly as a member
since 1897.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmacedtical Journal,' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the curreno weelc's issue, should reach the
OfBce not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent tor the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that
they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,
though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-
mous communications.

Drawings Fob Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Atkins,
Bailes, Bascombe, Bennett, Black, Boorne, Browne, Campkin, CoUey,
Corder, Cross, Davidson, Deane, Dott, Dunlop, Ewell, Fawley, Fraser,
Gadd, Gibson, Gilchrist, Gill, Gilmour, Goldby, Harrington, Harrison,
Henry, Hill, Johnston, Jones, Judge, Keif, Kinton, Knott, Leeney, Lucas,
Lupton, Matthews, Merck, Merson, Mitchell, Newsholme, Nunn, Peek,
Pickworth, Radford, Reynolds, Rowe, Samuel, Sankey, Southern, Standard,
Storrar, Sutherland, Taylor, Tickle, Tocher, Turner, Umney, VValsba\'c,

Want, Wilkinson, Woodward, Wright.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Colour Reaction for Cellulose-

Kaiser states thati a reagent composed of amyl-salphuric acid

is available for the detection of cellulose, to which it imparts

a fine blue colour. Furfurol-free amylic alcohol is heated with

strong sulphuric acid on the water bath to 90° C, or until a

slight but constant evolution of gas takes place. The material

to be tested is plunged into the warm reagent, when in the

presence of cellulose it is coloured an intense indigo blue.

—

Nat. Di ugg., 32, 247.

Volumetric Determination of Gold with Thiosulphate.

Faktor recommends the following method for the volu-

metric titration of gold, which is based on the fact that a

neutral solution of that metal gives with KI a greenish precipi-

tate of gold iodide. If excess of Kf be employed, however, no

precipitate is formed, but a brown solution of AUI4K results.

When titrated withNyiO Na2S.20:, solution this reacts according

to the equation, AUI4K + 2Na2S20:i = AuIaK + 2NaI + Na2S406.

Ten C.c. of gold salt solution, containing approximately 2 per

cent, of Au, is treated with 4 Gm. of crystalline KI diluted to

100 C.c. with water, and titrated with N/10 Na2S203 solution,

using starch solution as indicator.

—

Client. Zeit. Bep., 26, 200.

Oxides of Mercury.

The much -discussed question of the relationship between the

led and yellow oxides of mercury may now be regarded as

definitely decided. The experiments which lead to this conclu-

sion form the subject of a paper by K. Schick. The results in-

dicate that Ostwald's view that the difference between the two
oxides is merely due to a difference in the size of the particles

is the correct one, and that the older hypothesis, according to

which the oxides are isomeric, is no long tenable. Determina-

tions of the solubility of the pure oxides in pure water at 25° C.

show that they have practically the same solubility. Of the

yeUow oxide, one part dissolves in 19,300 parts of water, and one
part of the red oxide in 19,500 parts. Such a small difference

is due, in all probability, to the difference in the size of the

grains.

—

Zeits.filr Phys. Chem., through Nature, 67, 253.

Influence of Light on Chemical Dynamics.

M. Wildermann has endeavoured to ascertain, if possible,

the law which regulates the velocity of chemical change and the

condition of chemical equilibrium, when such change is con-

ditioned by the introduction of light energy into the system.

In other words it was proposed to investigate whether the

velocity is proportional to the amount of light absorbed in unit

time independent of the concentrations of the reacting bodies.

The special chemical change which was studied was the union
of carbon monoxide and chlorine, a reaction taking place only

under the influence of light. A theoretical discussion of the

experimental results leads the author to conclude that the

velocity of a chemical reaction which is brought about (or in-

fluenced) by the introduction of light energy follows the same
law in the light as in the dark. In the latter circumstances,

the only active forces are those of chemical affinity. The in-

fluence of the light energy is therefore quite different in its effect

upon the reacting substances from that of electrical energy, the
effect of the latter being regulated, of course, by Faraday's law.

—Zeits. fUr Phys. Chem., through Nature, 67, 253.

Vol, 70. (Focbth Seeies. Vol, 16.) No. 1701.

Pepper Dressed with Lime.

H. Kreis calls attention to the presence in commerce
of pepper coated with a small quantity of lime which
enables Penang pepper to pass as a white pepper of higher
grade and greater intrinsic value. The fruits are normal in

size, but present a rougher surface than genuine white pepper.

The fraud appears to be conducted abroad, where the popper is

grown. Decortication is rendered more easy by macerating the
fruit in milk of lime, after which the grains are coated with the
lime and dried.

—

Schweiz. Woch. fur Chem. und Pharm.,
40. 309.

Detection of Sesame Oil.

Tambon finds that a solution of pure crystalline glucose,

3-4 Gm., in HCl, 100 C.c, forms a useful reagent for the

detection of sesame oil in other fixed oils. Fifteen C.c. of

the oil to be tested is shaken well for two or threo

minutes with 7 to 8 C.c. of the reagent, then heated

until boiling commences and again shaken. In the presence of

1 to 5 per cent, sesame oil a more or less pronounced red colour

appears in the separated aqueous portion in a few minutes,

and is permanent for a week. Olive oil gives no colour.

—

Journ. Pharm. Chim. [6] , 1 3, 56.

Detection of Blood in Urine.

Frostmaim detects the presence of blood in urine in the fol-

lowing manner. To 10 C.c. of unine, 1 C.c. of ammonium
sulphide is add©d, and a similar quaaitity of pyri'dine. The
urine, if blood be present, assumes a more or leas deep orange

colour laocording to the quan'tity existing. Although very

delicate, the sensitiveness of the xeaction is much increased by
the use of the spectroscope, by means of wlhioh the presence of

the smallest trace of haemochromogen may be detected, so that

the presence of blood may be established even when no colour

reaction, visible to the naked eyes, is obtained.

—

Nouv. Remedes,

18, 427; after Schviidt's Jafirb.

Detection of Formaldehyde.

C. Arnold and C. Mentzel base a simple and delicate

test for the presence of formaldehyde in dietetic articles

on the formation of a red colour by that substance with

phenylhydrazine hydrochloride in the presence of a ferri 1

salt. A 1 : 50,000 solution of formaldehyde gives a marked
reaction

;
acetaldehyde also gives a similar colour, but of less

intensity. Benzaldehyde, chloral, and acetone give no such

colour-reaction. Solid foods are thus treated ; 5 Gm. of th«

substance, in small particles, is thoroughly agitated for one

minute with 10 C.c. of absolute alcjohol, filtered through a dry

filter, and to 4 or 5 C.c, of the filtrate 3 Cgm. of phenylhydra-

zine hydrochloride and 4 drops of ferric chloride solution are

added, followed by 10 drops of HoSO^, the mixture being kep',

cool. 1 part of formaldehyde in 5,000 of the original substance

will give a marked reaction. Fats are first melted, and then

shaken with the above quantity of absolute alcohol, the mixture

being cooled before filtration. Milh.—10 C.c. is shaken with

10 C.c. of absolute alcohol ; after separation of the casein the

liquid is filtered and treated as above. Beer, when clear, may bo

treated direct ; when dark coloured, the colour reaction majr be

noted in the froth, which is coloured red in the presence of

1 Gm. of formaldehyde in 10 litres of beer. Or the beer may
then be shaken out with ether, the yellow ethereal extract

separated, a little alcohol added, and 1 drop of H^SO^, when a

distinct red colour will be obtained in the presence of formal-

dehyde with the reagent.

—

Bull. Com., 30, 338, after Journ.

Pharm. Chim. -
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Chloral as a Blister.

Bonnet finds that chloral hydrate can he used with advantage

as a blistering agent. He places a layer of chloral hydrate

upon diacliylon plaster, and finds that after twenty to thirty

minutes' application to the skin a blister is produced, without

discomfort.

—

Pharm. Centralhallc, 43, 508.

Assay of Commercial Pepsins.

A new method of pepsin determination is given in the

Bulletin of the Pathological and Bacteriological Laboratory of

the Delaware State Board of Health. The method is essentially

that of the U.S. P., except that the acid albumin produced by

the hydrochloric acid in the pepsin mixture is precipitated by

making slightly alkaline with sodium carbonate, leaving only

the digested substances, albumoses and peptone, in solution

The number of parts of egg albumin which one part of the

pepsin will convert into albumoses and peptone, is ascertained

by comparing the nitrogen determination of prepared egg

albumin with the digested product by the KJeldahl method.

The author's reason for using this method is that he does not

consider a freshly coagulated and granulated egg albumin

digested when it is dissolv3d, but only when it is converted into

those products which are absorbed into the system without

further change, namely, albumoses and peptone, products of

proteolytic action and not acid albumins.

—

Ainer. Journ.,

Pharm., 75, 1, 42, •

Arsenic in Feathers.

Armand Gautier finds that arsenic is not universally present

in the plumage of birds, but is only found in certain portions,

such, for instance, as the ventral down, or the display plumage
of the male, which is directly connected with the sexual func-

tion. The ventral down of the goose was found to contain 1-2

part per million of arsenic, while none was found in the larger

feathers, nor in their shafts. Although no arsenic was detected

in the general plumage of tha peacock, the shafts of the eye-

bearing feathers of the back contained as much as 2-5 parts

per million. It would appear that in birds, as well as in mam-
mals, the presence of arsenic is in correlation with the functional

appendages of the skin, and of the generative organs.

—

Comptes
rend., 1 35, 834.

Arsenic in Algx.

Arsenic appears to be closely associated with iodine in the
marine Algce. E. Gautier finds that Fucus vesiculosus con-
tains; 159, F. digitatus 2 08, and F. serratus 0-82 part per
million. It is also present in fresh-water Algrn, Spirogijra

giving 0-40, and Cladoplwra 0-08 part per million. Boghead
coal, which is formed of the debris, chiefly the spores of

fresh^water Algtp, is found to be very rich in arsenic.

Boghead coal from Lorme contained 20 to 25 parts

per, million, and Australian boghead 3-0 parts per million.

It ,has since been found by the author in all Algre<

including those which occur in sulphurous springs. Its

presence has also been demonstrated in sea-water, carefully

freed' from suspended organic matter by filtration through a
porous porcelain filter. It is probably derived from granitic

rocks, in which it is always found accompanied by iodine. It

may be considered to be universally distributed in Nature,
since it has been found in primitive rocks, earths, sea-water,

vegetable growths, especially Alga;, as well as in terrestrial and
marine animals. In the latter it is confined to the organs of

ectodermic origin, which are connected with the sensitive

system and reproductive functions. It appears to fulfil a

function in the cells in which it occurs analogous to that of

phosphorus.

—

Comptes rend., 135, 835.

Cotton-seed Oil in Butter.

SjoUema and TuUeken find that the butter obtained from the

milk of cows fed upon cotton-cake yields Halphen's reaction

for cotton-seed oil. The spectroscopic characters of the colour

produced are influenced by the temperature to which the liquid

tested is subjected.—/7ciisc^./. Nahrungsund Oenussm., 5, 914.

The Synthesis of Organic Monoiodo-derivatives.

M. F. Bodroux gives an account of another application of

the organo-magnesium compounds to organic synthesis. It has

been found that if a magnesium alkyl chloride or bromide,

prepared in the usual way by the action of magnesium upon an
ethereal solution of the alkyl bromide or chloride, is treated with

iodine, the alkyl iodide is produced in nearly quantitative yield,

together with magnesium iodochloride or bromide. Propyl

bromide and isoamyl chloride treated in this way have furnished

about 80 per cent, of the theoretical quantities of the corre-

sponding iodides. The reaction is equally applicable to aromatic

derivatives, and will simplify greatly the preparation of many
monoiodo-derivatives of benzene.

—

Comp. rend., through Nature,

67, 233.

Witch-Hazel Bark Structure.

W. Mitlacher has examined the structure of witch-hazel

bark, and, from his report, the following more important par-

ticulars may be given ;—In the periderm thin-walled cork cells

alternate with thick-walled, both containing an amorphous
brown substance. The primary cortex is separated from the

bast-ring by a continuous band of stone cells with thick yellow

walls. Noticeable in many of the cells, both of the cortex and the

sclenchymatous ring, are numerous prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate. The bast-ring is traversed by medullary rays

one cell wide, which often pass through the groups of baat

fibres. The latter have very thick whitish walls with oblique

pits, 'and are arranged in very regular tangentially elongated

groups. The cells that abut on them contain monoclinic

crystals of calcium oxalate. The sieve tubes are comparatively

large and have very oblique sieve plates. Both the cells of the'

medullary rays and the bast parenchyma contain a granular

brownish substance that yields the tannin reaction.

—

Pharm.'

Post ,
'35, 729,

Composition of Bleaching Powder.

The nluch-discussed question of the chemical character of

bleaching powder is revived in a recent paper on the subject by

.^YiIlteler, of Darmstadt. The investigation appears to have

arisen from a difficulty which was experienced in making good

bleaching powder from electrolytic chlorine, owing to the gas

containing considerable quantities of carbon dioxide. The chief

cdnciiisiohs reached are as follow :—Dry chlorine does not act

oh diry calcium hydroxide, but in the presence of moisture

chlorine water is first formed. This contains hypochlorous and

hydrochloric acids, which then act upon the calcium hydroxide.

The 'action involves complicated equilibria, which depend on the

temperature, the amount of water present, the rate at which the

chlorine is passed, etc. Bleaching powder possesses no definite

formula, but is a mixture of bodies resulting from the balanced

reactions just referred to. It contains basic calcium chloride

and basic hypochlorite as normal components, and may contain

chloride and hypochlorite as well as hydroxide and the free

acids,' The decomposition of bleaching powder into chloride

and oxygen takes place when there is an excess of hydroxyl ions

;

on the other hand, an excess of hydrogen ions leads to a decom-

position into chlorate and chloride. Working upon this theory

of the character of bleaching powder, it is possible to prepare a

good product even when using unpurified chlorine containing
'

6 per cent, of carbon dioxide.

—

Zeits. anorgan. Chemie, through
'

Nature, 67, 233.
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SYRUP OF CALCIUM LACTOPHOSPHATE.
BY HAROLD DEANB.

The directions in tlie Pharmacopoeia for making tliis syrup

commence as follows :
—

" Add the calcium carbonate gradually to the lactic

acid, diluted with four times its volume of distilled water.
When solution is complete, add the concentrated phos-
phoric acid, and triturate until the precipitate which at

first forms is dissolved."

It has, however, been found in making it that in the majority

of cases no precipitate is produced. I, therefore, made some
experiments to find the cause of this variation in behaviour.

The lactic acid and the concentrated phosphoric acid were

both tested and found to correspond with the qualitative and
quantitative tests of the Phannacopoeia. In all the experi-

ments quantities for making 500 C.c. of finished syrup were
used.

The first lot was made by the official method, the phosphoric

acid being added as soon as the calcium carbonate was all,

dissolved. There was no trace of any precipitate. On making
a second lot and allowing the solution of calcium carbonate in

the lactic acid and water to stand for some minutes, crystals

began to foi'm, and the solution rapidly became a thick semi-

solid magma. On adding the phosphoric acid the crystalline

deposit dissolved slowly, and a clear solution like that obtained

from the first experiment was formed.

From reading the Pharmacopceia directions one would
imagine that a precipitate was formed on the addition of the

phosphoric acid to the solution of calciun* lactate, and that it

would probably consist of some form of calcium phosphate.

Caspari ('Pharmacy,' 2nd Ed., p. 249) says: "The addition

of phosphoric acid causes the precipitation of calcium phos-

phate, which will be redissolved by the lactic acid and excess

3f phosphoric acid presejit, upon the further addition of water."

Ihe conclusion to be drawn from the above experiments, how-
ever, is that the solution of calcium lactate formed is super-

saturated, and that the (precipitate consists of calcium lactate

which crystallises out.

Engelhardt and Maddrell {Antialai, 63, 111) give the formula

af calcium lactate as Ca(C3H503)25H,0 and its solubility as

1 in 9'5. The quantity of calcium lactate formed from the

25 Gm. of calcium carbonate used in making the B.P. quantity

is 77 Gm, and this would require 730 C.c. of water to dissolve

it, but the amount of water in the formula is only 240 C.c,
and some of this combines with the calcium lactate as water of

nrystallisation ; this shows that the solution must be super-

saturated. To determine this point another quantity of pre-

cipitate was prepared, pressed as free as possible from mother
liquor, washed with ether to remove any free lactic acid and
rlried. A weighed quantity was then ignited with sulphuric

icid, and the residue weighed as calcium sulphate ; this showed
12-71 per cent, of calcium in the precipitate. The formula
Da(C3H503),5H,0 requires 12-98 per cent, of calcium. Thus
the precipitate is evidently calcium lactate.

I then tried to devise a formula which -would always "avoid

he production of the magma, as it is inconvenient, and take.?

lome time to re-dissolve in the phosphoric acid.

The use of heat to prevent the precipitation of calcium
actate Ls inadmissible, as on heating the solution of calcium
lactate and phosphate to 60° C. for a minute or so a crystal-

ine precipitate commences to form, and if the heating is con-
inued a considerable amount is deposited. This dissolves
igain to some extent on cooling, but even on leaving for
ieveral days -witli occasional shaking the greater part remained
mdissolved. A solution of calcium phosphate -witb iphos-

>horic acid behaves similarly if not too strongly acid. The
irork of Stocklasa (Joum. Chem. Soc, 58, 695) renders it pi'o-

I

bable ih^t this is dicalcium phosphate (Ca.H^P^Og), and
; Aufmwasser (A. P. A., 1894, 42, 619) says that this is its com-

position, but gives no authority. I did not consider it neces-
saiy, for the purpose of this note, to determine its composi-
tion by analysis.

The United States Pharmacopceia has almost the same
formula and direction? as the British, the difference being that
the lactic acid is directed to be diluted with only 100 C.c. of

water instead of 240 C.c, and 36 C.c. of concentrated phos-

phoric acid is used instead of 46 C.c. in the litre. As may
;
be expected, with the smaller quantity of water the calcium
lactate crystallises out much more rapidly, and I found it

impossible to add the phosphoric acid quickly enough to pre-

vent this When the ]>hosphoric acid was all added and the'

calcium lactate had dissolved a decided quantity of a fine

powdery deposit was left undissolved, quite different in ap-

pearance from the flocculent calcium lactate. This was pre-

sumably CajH,P,Og, formed owing to the amount of phos-

phoric acid present being insufficient to keep the calcium all

in solution (Stocklasa, loc. eit.). The formula of the British

Pharmacopoeia is thus superior to that of the United States

Pharmacopoeia.

An attempt was then made to prepare the solution by dis-

solvmg the calcium carbonate in the phosphoric acid, diluted

with water, and then adding the lactic acid, but there is not

sufficient phosphoric acid to dissolve the calcium carbonate

entirely, and the residue does not dissolve on the addition of

the lactic acid. This residue is evidently CaJIJ^fi^ (Stock-

lasa, Joe. cit.), and exactly resembles in appearance the

residue in the Americah preparation, though it is considerably

larger in quantity.

The acids were then mixed, diluted with water, and the

calcium carbonate added. It dissolved readily, but the solu-

tion was not quite clear, there being a distinct residue. The
amount of concentrated phosphoric acid was then increased

from 46 C.c. to 50 C.c, and the calcium carbonate dissolved

in the mixed and diluted acids. This gave a perfectly clear

and satisfactory solution.

As objection might be taken to increasing the acidity, on

the gronuid that it is liable to cause discoloration of the sugar,

exp.eriments were made to see if, when the phosphoric acid

was increasied, the amount of lactic acid could be dixninisherl.

It was found that a clear solution couid be obtauied if the

amount of lactic acid was reduced from 60 C.c. to 55 C.c, but

that it took such a long time to become clear that pi-actically

it is inadmissible. The increase in acid is, however, so small

(4 C.c. to the litre), that it is unlikely to have much effect.

The Belgian ' Phannacopoeia Commission has recently pub-

lished a formula with the same method of preparation as the

present official fonn, but with a .smaller proportion of acid to

the amoimt of calcium. The percentage of calcium in the

finished syrup is only about half that in the British prepara-

tion. It did not seem necessary to try it.

The folio-wing is therefore offered as a substitute for the

present official monograph :
—

Precipitated oalciimi carbonate 25 grammes.
Concentrated phosphoric acid.. 50 cubic centimetres.

Lactic acid 60 cubic centimetres.

Eefined sugar 700 grammes.
Orange flower water of com-

merce (undiluted) 25 cubic centimetres.

Distilled watej? a sufficient quantity.

Add the precapitaled calcium carbonate gradually to the con-

centrated pho.sphoric acid and the lactic acid, mixed, ani

diluted -svith 250 C.c. of distilled water. When solution is com-

plete add the undiluted orange flower water, filter and wash

the filter with 100 C.c of distilled water. Dissolve the refined

sugar in the mixture without the aid of heat ; add sufficient

B
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distilled! water to make one thousand cubic centimetres of tlie

syrup.

A sample made according to this formula has been kept in an

ordina.ry well-lighted I'oom for six months without .showing

appreciable chaaige.

I am indebted to Piofessor Greenish for suggesting the sub-

ject of this investigation, and for much kindly advice during its

progress.

COMPETITION IN THE DRUG TRADE.*

BY W. S. GLASS.

The question of competition has been pressing upon us of

late years, and the x)roblem as to how we are to- meet it

.successfully is still unsolved. As a trade Association we cannot

afford to be indifferent to the rgpid spread of the .store system

in this country, and we may gain something by a careful con-

sideration of the principles and methods of our opponents, and

perhaps better imderstand why ithey have succeeded so often

flt the expenusie of the qualified pharmacist. I have endea-

voured to understand the present conditions of the drug trade

and the competition between the qualified pharmacist and the

unregiste^d store, witli the view of helping the former to

hold tlie position which he has bean fitted to occupy.

The Argument Against the Stobe.

When we take into account the intention of the Ph«innacy

Act, logically the stores have no standing. Business .^jhrewd-

nesa does not compensate for the want of pharmaceutical

education, and, unfortunately, the latt<er too seldom includes

the former. We believe in the principles of free trade, and it

is of the utmost importaoioe that the distribution of ordinary

commodities, and especially of the necessaries of life, should

be done with the least possible profit, but also so that the dis-

tributors may have a fair remuneration for their labour ."'^ The
piharmacist, however, is not a mere distributor. He is legally

qualified in order to safeguard the public while "keeping open

shop " for the supply of poisK>nous substances and the dis-

l>6nsing of prescriptions. If it is right and necessary for the

owner of a phannacy to be a trained pharmacist, it must be

wrong for a pharmacy or store where dispensing is done to be

owned and conducted by those who have had no pharmaceu-

tical training. If it be for the safety of the public that the

owner of a drug business be a qualified pharmacist, the i)ublic

•can be safeguarded only when he is so. I admit that tlie

law as at present interpreted! is fulfilled by keeping a qualified

person in the shop to sell poisons, but it Ls only so inteqjreted

because of limited comi>anies being beyond the sco2>e of the

Pharmacy Act. The Act obviously provides for the owner

who " keeps open shop " being a registered chemist and drug-

gist, and, logically, owners ought also to come within the scope

of the Act, otherwise such a provision is unjust. It may be

oiTgued that it is not necessary for the jproprietor of a store

to be a trained pharmacist, because he does not take any active

part in selling, and is guided in buying by his qualified assis-

tants. So far, so good. But in a business so intricate and full

of responsibility it is somewfliat anomalous that the owners

should not know the practical part of the business. It is not

expressed in, nor, so far as we know, was it ever intended by,

the Pharmacy Act that a second party is to assume the respon-

sibility of the first ; in other words, a qualified manager is

not provided for in the Act to take upon himself the respon-

sibility of an unqualified owner or master. On the other hand,

we have to face the fact that the public, who are interested

parties, do not complain.

' Reacl before the Edinburgh Chemi.sts' Trade A.ssociation, Monday,
January 26, 1903 (see p. 150).

The Work of the PHARM.\cEtrTicAL Society.

The Pliarmaceutical Society has made several attempts to

pass a Bill through Parliament to give back to chemists their

full and exclusive rights. It is matter of history that these

repeated efforts have always failed in their object. They have,

however, enabled chemists to estimate more con-eotly the views

of Parliament regarding our rights and privileges as a trade,

and it is apparent that legislation to materially alter the

present conditions of competition is not likely soon to be

passed. The Pharmaceutical Society has increased the strin-

gency of the educational test. We hardly think the stringency

can be further Lnci'eased until some i-easonable measure of pro-

tection is afforded those who undergo the test. Hitherto, we

have siK-nt much thought on our Pharmacy Acts and on Bills

which we intended should become Acts of Parliament. Many

of us thought that the store question could be solved' by adding

one word—viz., "persons"—to the Pharmacy Act, when the

whole fabric of the store would tumble like a house of cards '.

While disputing the legal or moral right of unqualified cor-

l>orations to assume our titles, I do not think that we sliall

gain much, even if a court of law were to confirm the evident

reading of the Pharmacy Acts in this respect. jSIore good, in

my opinion, would come to lis from the passing of a simple

measure for the registration of open shops kept for dis-

l>ensing and selling poisons.

Methods of the Store.

It is not my purpose, however, at present to discuss any

proposed legislation, but rather to deal in a practical way with

the problem of competition as we find it. The doors of phar-

macy are now wide open to all comers who, by the device of

combination, avail themselves of the protecting wings <.t

company law. This means of contracting out of the personal

obligations prescribed by the Pharmacy Act offers special

facilities to unqualified persons to form combinations to exploit

what was supposed to be the well-earned presen-e of the man

who had passed the pharmaceutical examinations. These com-

binations have been made up of those who have been wis

in their generation, for they have taken not only all that wa

worth taking from the chemist, but have called to their ai

all the arts and wiles of the modern business man.

Centralisation is a term fairly applicable to the methods of.

our opponents whereby the greatest possible business may be

done with the least possible qualification. I use the wor
" opponents " b'ecause they enter hito competition with us an

publicly proclaim that they dispense prescriptions by mea-

of chemists qualified by examination of the Pharmaceutic

Society. They claim equality in status with us. Advertisin

has been the chief means employed in making known thei

methods and sdvancing their concerns, and in this matte

chemists have allowed "them to have it practically all their ow

way. They made the cutting of patent and proprietary articl

serve a useful purpose in convincing the public, as they said

that the chemist was an extortioner and a very unjust person:

while they alone deserved their respect and confidence. Wh
discrediting us in the eyes of the public they at the sanie ti

built up for themselves a very profitable business in their ow

preparations.

Patent Medicines and Advertised Nostrums.

The trade in advertised nostrums has been a source of nj

little trouble to the pharmacist. It has assumed, such dimefl

sions that the business which chemists have been speciall

trained to carry on has been largely taken up by speculati

quacks. These quacks have not only gained the ear of

confiding public, but also, to a large extent, a no less confidiii
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edical faculty. These comparatively ignorant and untrained

srsons are eagerly desirous of curing all the ills to which

iimanity is heir. So much has the cliemist and druggist been

isplaced or superseded by them that he has found it expe-

ient to resort to defensive measures and push his own pre-

irations by advertising on his own account. Perhaps elegant

liarmacy and elegant advertising have in tl^e past been too

uch neglected by pharmacists, and we are now suffering from

ir indifference. Why a qualified person should be so often

ade simply an agent to supply the preparations of certain

rms when the same things, equally pure, as described in the

.P., could be dispensed by him with greater promptitude,

wses comprehension. One does not know whether to be

jgi^- with medical raen or with the fimis who, by their

)eci"ous advertising, bring these B.P. articles in particular

irnis before their notice.

Substitution.

Thei-e has been a tendency of late in certain quarters to give

(le-sided arguments on the question of substitution. One

•ould think, after reading what is said on this question, that

lanufacturers were the imfortunate victims of designing chemists

11 over the world. The other side of the question requires to

e stated. We do not justify substitution—as when something

ifferent from that ordered by prescription is supplied. But

harmacists are free to recommend their own preparations in

heir own shops, when those of other firms are enquired for.

'harmacists, not being the servants of manufacturers, are

ot bound to supply tlie goods of .such, even when asked for

Imps of darkness" are not confined to retail pharmacies,

[hey may be found also in the factories of the metropolis,

,nd'" .tEsop's Fables" may be better used in illustrating the

nethods of manufacturers than those of retail pharmacists.

10 much for substitution.

The proprietary medicine trade is a very subtle form of

ompetition. and it affects chemists unfavourably in a variety

if ways. Besides being um-emunerative in itself, it takes

way the opportunity whereby a pharmacist may exercise his

iharmafieutical education. We have to remember, also, that

•very time we sell a box of A's pills or B's emulsion we are

rirculating literature which generates in the public mind a

listrust of us, both in our integrity and in our professional

ibility as pharmacists. " Beware of imitations " means be-

ivare. of the imitators, and is a strong argument in favour of

:he original; but how often is the original an imitation of

iome other original ? In days when family recipes were com-

non and medical prescriptions more pharmacopoeial, the

pharmacist felt that his education had not been acquired in

I'ain.

The Modern Co-operative Movement.

The co-operative movement is a matter of serious concern

to the chemists. As general distributors, we know what this

gigantic movement has accomplished in our large towns. If

it has benefited the working classes, the questionable benefit

has been at the expense of many capable tradesmen. We do

not view with equanimity the present beginning of co-

operation in competition with pharmacy.

A Twelve Years' Retrospect in Edinburgh.

In Edinburgh, during the twelve years from 1891 to the

present time, the pharmaceutical trade, so far as one can

jndge, has been fairly prosperous. The number of retail

shops for each year, including those owned by unregistered

companies, as given in the following table:—

From Edinburgh Post Office Directory.

Year. Chemists. Stores. Total.

128 10 138
1892-3 124 10 134

123 11 134
121 11 132

1895-6 135 15 148
1896-7 131 13 144
1897-8 138 14 152
1898-9 140 14 154
1899-1900 145 16 161
1900-1 148 16 164
1901-2 152 17 169
1902-3 152 15 167

An analysis of the figures shows that in 1891-2 there were

128 retail chemists' shops and ten stores. At present, as far

as I know, there are 154 chemists' shops and sixteen stores.

During the twelve years there has been an increase of twenty-

four chemists' shops and five stores. Compare these figures

with the population. The population of Edinburgh and
Leith, census 1891, was 329,932, and in 1901, 393,146. In 1891

there was an average of 2,388, and in 1901, 2,326 persons for

each retail shop. It will be seen that the growth of the

population has been greater in proportion than the growth
in the number of shops. This record shows that the in-

dividual pharmacist, in Edinburgh, at least, has been holding

his own.
The Question or Prices.

With reference to prices, it was the store that made such

bold USB of the. price list. What was usually sold in grains

was now also offered to the public in ounces and pounds, and

at greatl}' reduced prices. Chemists have been tardy in recog-

riising the need for cheapening ordinary commodities, and
have allowed their opponents to be tlie pioneers in this neces-

sary refonn. The public do not expect us to sell important

drugs or dispense prescriptions at unremunerative rates. Being

a pi'actical man, tihe chemist is expected to vouch for the

quality of the goods he sells. Cheapness is- a small matter in

dispensing prescriptions. We are convinced tliat the public

value and are ready to pay for the best service of the pharma-

cist, if he will only be painstaking enough to give it. But if

his qualification is to be seen only as a framed picture in his

shop window there is little wonder that the public should not

be attracted to hi® shop. There is no great skill required in

selling Epsom salts, castor oil, or compound liquorice j)owder,

and high prices are quite unnecessary for such common
articles. At the same time, excessive cheapness is to be-

avoided. Epsom salts, for example, may be sold with a profit

at Id. i^er pound, but if a pound were supplied for every

pennyworth bouglit the supplies would soon be exhausted.

The store keeps a vigilant eye on the profitable parts of its

trade, while pei-sistently seeking to maintain a reputation for

cheapness. To many the charm of the store is its cheapness.

The chemist need not establish such a reputation. While the

public recognises the chemist in vii-tue of his qualification as

the proper person to dispense medicine, they will not pay him

double store prices for ordinary drugs.

The Remedx for Excessive Competition.

As to the remedy for excesisive comi)etition, I have no cut-

and-dried plan to propose. It is not possible to lay down,

fixed rules to be universally obeyed. Each localityjmd town

has its special circumstances, and no hard-and-fast rules can

be made to apply to all. Each chemist must judge for him-

self as to how he should conduct his own business, make a

living, and remain an honest man. A few general sugges-

tions, however, may be made, and I beg to mention ih»

following.
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1. Buy in the bejit Hiarket when possible.

2. Sell ordinary drugs and commodities at moderate jirices.

3. Sell important drugs and prescriptions at reasonably re-

munerative rates.

4. Keep an attractive pharmacy.

5. Make full use of our qualification.

Questions will be a*;ked : Where is the best market? What
are moderate, prices, and what are reasonably remunerative

rates? In regard to the first question, I shall deal with it

further on. With regard to the price, it may be asked. Are
we to confoi-m to store pricers; and, if not, why not? We
ought not to be above taking a lesson from our opponents,
but to follow them blindly into all their de\'ious ways is

neither reason nor sense. It may be expedient to .sell adver-
tised nostrums at cut prices for two reasons—(1) It meets com-
petition; (2) it increases the possibilities of business by afford-

ing opportunities of introducing articles of our own manufac-
i.ure. Drags are on a different footing. A reasonable price

for borax at present may be between Z-^d. and 6d. per poujid,

but it certainly is not the lower figure. In presciiptions dis-

crepancies in price are even greater. In this city an ordinary 6 oz.

mixture varies in price from 9d. to Is. 8d. We are not prepared to

say, except in certain circumstances/that Is. 8d. is too much, but
9d. is too little. I might mention, in passing, tEat I have long
been of opinion that a professional fee should be charged for

dispensing every 2»escription, say, 6d. to Is. 6d ; the ingre-
dients of the prescription to be charged for over and above. From
my experience I find that the public send their jjrescriptions

with more confidence to the shop of a qualified chemist. Our
opponents, however, must, be reckoned as competitors who
cannot easily be set aside. They are strongly entrenched in
their position, and all we can say or do will not seriously
affect them ; all we can hope to do is to stem the tide. As we
have said, co-operation has joined the ranks of oui- opponents,
and is making sure and steady progress. Although it is an
undoubted fact that the chemist of to-day is a much better
man and better equipped for his work than the chemist of

twenty or thirty years ago. yet in many towns we find the
chemist at a dead stand while the store srteadily advances.
Why is it possible for a chemist with an ample eduoation. and
a title to practise to be almoist crushed out of existence by cor-

porations with no qualification or special fitness for the busLnese
they undertake? I know there is another side to the picture.

Many chemists are holding their own and more in the fierce

contest, but there are also capable men losing ground con-

siderably, and who feel that the ground lost can never again
"be regained.

The Best Market.

And, lastly, as to the best market. We would lay stress

on the need for enterprise and the adoption of moderate prices

for ordinary drugs. But if we are to cut the prices of pro-

prietary articles and sell drugs at moderate ratas, we must
needs buy to the best advantage. It has been said, and our
-opponents say it, that the stores buy in the keenest market,
and thus are enabled to sell at lower prices' than chemists who
cannot so buy. To a certain extent this is true. Every
chemist ought to be able to fumish his pharmacy on as favour-

able terms as any store. I am not going to propose a scheme
of wholesale trading, but I am certain that a little co-operation

among chejnists would help them to buy on moi'e favourable

tenns. There is plenty of business ability in our ranks, but it

is not at the disposal of the trade generally. The competition

of the stores has pressed heavily upon wholesale houses, and
they are our friends. They help us as best they can, but they
icannot be expected to supply 4 lb. of anything at hundred-

weight rate. The stores buy from 15 to 20 per cent, under the

chemist on account of their large turnover. This percentage

nwj- be secured by chemists if they are careful to unite in some
fe isible way to buy in the proper quantities. Perhaps a simple
arrajigement could be jnade whei'eby tlie secretary of a trade

association should furnish members with reliable information

a'S to the best markets in which to buy. Wholesale firms

frequently book orders and supply instalments as required.

Such a system seems to be workable, and I think would com-

mend itself to most members who wish to improve their busi-

ness by buying in the best mairket.

Conclusion.

In closing, may I add that, although I have emphasised the

dark .side of the picture, I am no pessimist, and I am not in-

clined to tliink that there is any likelihood of pharmacy being

swept away by the wild waves of the store. The retail drug

business lends itself to the fulle.st development by individual

enterprise, and the chemist, if industrious and enterprising,

may stand secure. There are a thousand ways in which he

may develop his bu.siness. Although a chemist may not tran:,-

fomi his pharmacy into a novelty shop, yet he will lose much

if he fails to respond to the dtesire of the age for something new.

He who can tuni his skill and education to practical account

in producing reliable preparations will receive the thanks and

pa.tronage of an sppreciative public.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

'First Stage Bot.4ny.' By Alfred J. Ewart, D.Sc, Ph.D.,

F.L.S. Second edition. "Pp. 288. London: University

Tutorial Press, Limited. 1902.

The second edition of this introduction to botany has been

revised and enlarged. Several new figures, specially drawn

from Nature, have been added, and should materially increase

the value of the work. The intention of the author is to

cater more particularly for students intending to sit for the

elementary stage examinations of the South Kensington Board

of Education, and for this purpose Dr. Ewart's book seems

well adapted. Useful questions are appended to' each chapter.

' Des Pedanios Dioskurides Abzneimittellehee.' Translated

into German, with annotations, by Professor J. Berendes.

Pp. 572. Price 16 marks. Stuttgart : Ferdinand Elke.

1902.

In a volume of 550 pages the author offers to those that are

interested a translation of a treatise on materia meJica,

written nearly twenty centuries ago by a man who was un-

doubtedly one of the most learned medico-phannaceutists that

have ever existed. The translation is rendered the more

valuable by the numerou.s notes which Professor Berendes has

appended, in the form of a commentary, to each drug. Many,

no doubt, amongst those who study—and perhaps also

amongst those who teach—materia medica may regard

with an air of superiority the intelligence, the knowledge, and

the labours of the man who, nevertheless, some 2,000 years

ago, laid the foundations of that branch of knowledge. Cer-

tainly during that interval much has been learned; equally

certain it is that much has still to be discovered. The ex

plorations in all the continents, the facilities of modern travel,

and the advancement of science generally have all contributed

to render this possible; but when one reads of the number of

drugs, to use the word in its widest sense, that were known

to Dioscorides, and notes the number that are now actually

used in medicine, one cannot but marvel that the advance in

this discipline has been so small. Much of this book might

have been written but a few decades ago. The preparation

of wool fat and of extracts of fresh and dried vegetable

drugs give an insight into the skill that was exercised. The
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descriptions of many of the drugs indicate a keen intelligence.

The directions for judging the quality of myrrh are practically

the same as those of the Pharmacopoeia. Cinnamon and cassia

bark appear to have been known in as many varieties then as

they are now, and fraudulent admixture was by no means
unknown. The description of colocynth is excellent, and
Dioscorides shows us that he was well aware that the aroma
or .orris root improved by keeping. The preface con-

tains, amongst other things, tables of weights and
measures, and here it is interesting, in view of a
recent discussion, to note that the "cyathus" was a recog-

nised measure, the value of which varied with the liquid

measured (water, oil, honey) from Ij oz. to 2^ oz. Professor

Berendes fixes the cyathus of Dioscorides at 0 0456 litre, or

a little over Ij fl. oz. Professor Berendes is to be congratulated

on producing an excellent translation and luminous comanentaiy,

which miay be confidently recommended to those who are

interested in the subject.

« Constipation.' By G. Sherman Bigg, F.R.C.S.E., etc. Pp.

67. Price 2?. 6d. net. London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox.

1902.

" In spite of the advance in medicine and the greater

knowledge and perfection of pharmacy," constipation, says the

author, is as prevalent as ever, and he has set himself to write

this small work on the disease and its treatment. Mr. Shermin
Bigg, whose qualifications include, as the title-page tells us, the

iicentiateship of the Society of Apothecaries, and who has filled

a number of appointments in English and Indian military

hospitals, gives in the concluding section of the book, a large

number of useful prescriptions for the treatment of constipa-

tion. Apparently Mr. Bigg has original ideas on the subject of

the Latin of prescriptions. For example, the following " im-

provements " on the Latin of the Pharmacopoeia strike the

eye :—^Magnesiae (and sodae) sulphas ; extractum glycerrhizae
;

pepsinae glycerinum acidum; and tincturae valerianatae am-
moniati. "Podophylli" and "euonymi" are used when it is

apparently intended to refer to podophyllum resin and euony-

min respectively. A smaller collection of mistakes has before

new led to failure at the Minor Examination,

The Story of Alchemy and the Beginnings of Che.

MiSTEY.' By M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A. Pp. 185.

Price Is. L<»idon : George Newnes, Limited, Southampton
Street, Strand. 1902.

Mr. Pattison Muir presents in this book an interesting

historical account of the foundations from which chemistry has

grown. Beginning with the explanation of material changes

given by Greek thinkers, the author proceeds to deal with the

alchemists and their various theories, the whole being freely

interspersed with quotations from early writers. A number of

quaint illustrations add to the interest of the book.

Aids to the Analysis and Assay of Ores, Metals, Fuels

Etc' J. James Morgan, F.I.G., F.C.S. Pp. 105. Price

2s. 6d. London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox. 1902.

In this small work the author deals with the practical analysis

and assaying of the most important ores and minerals. While
retaining the advantages , of conciseness, practical directions are

given with some degree of minuteness for each process, thus

rendering the book of help and value to the student. The author

has not been able to find room for different methods of deter-

mination of the same constituent, but claims that the accuracy

of each method described has been proved by competent workers

or by personal experience.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PHARMACY ACTS.'

BY HERBERT PFODLKES.

Tlie question naturally arises, Which are the sections of the
Pliarmacy Acts referred io in the Resolution? The time at

my disposal will not allow me to go into the matter as fully

as it may perhaps warrant, and I must be content to deal with
the whole subject in a more or less skeleton form.

Section XV. of the Pharmacy Act of 1868 enumerates five

main offences, some of which are further sub-divided :
—

1. To sell a poison.
2. To keep " open .shop " for

(a) EetailLng,

(6) Dispensing, or
(e) Compounding

of poisons.

3. To take, use, or cxliibit the name or title of chemist and
druggist, etc.

4. To fail to conform with any regulation as to the keeping
or selling of poisons, made in pursuance of this Act.

5. To compomid any medicine of the British Phajmacopceia
except according to the formulaiies of the said Pharma-
COJKEiaL

I intend to deal only with offences one, two and four

—

i.e.,

the selling, the keeping " open shop " for the sale, and the

conforming witli any regulation as to the keeping or

selling of poisons. I shall, howevei-, reserve the right

to make a passing reference to ofi"onoe three—that dealing

with the use of titles—although I do not invite a. discussion

upon it.

Having specified the off'ences. Section XV. recites that " any

person " committing one of these offences " shall, for every such

offence, be liable to a penalty or sunt of five pounds." This

penalty " may be

(a) Sued for,

(b) Recovered, and
(c) Dealt witTi

in the majmer provided by the Pharmacy Act for the recovery

of penalties under that Act."

Having made the offences and penalty clear, we now come to

the manner of recovering this penalty. Sections XII., XIII.,

and XIV. of the Act of 1852 state that " such i>enalty may be

recovered by tlie Registrar to be appointed by this Act, in the

name and by the authority of the Council of the said Society."

In England and Wales the penaJty is recovered by the Regis-

trar " by plaint mider the provisions of any Act in force for

the more ea«y recovery of small debts and demands." In other

words, the penalty is recovered as any ordinary small debt would

be, by proeedings in the County Courbs. One great difficulty

hitherto ha.s been tliat where, upon conviction, the penalty and

costs have not been paid, the Society has been unable to get

a commitment because of the inability to prove means. How
this affects the iSociety, and works out in practice, I will

endeavour to show later on.

In Scotland the conditions of recovery are somewhat different

and more drastic. The penalty may be recovered 'T)y action be-

fore the iCourt of Session in ordinary form, or by summary action

before the Sheriff of the County, or in the royal burghs before

the magistrates of the burghs." The chief difference between the

proceedings in England and Scotland is that, in the latter, the

.sheriff or magistrate, " in pronouncing judgment fo<r the penalty

or penalties and costs," may insert " in such judgment a war-

* Report of an address delivered before the Chemists' Assistants

Association, London, on Thursday, January 22, in support of a proposition

that the following should be adopted as a formal resolution (see p. 148):—

"That, in the opinion of this Association, it is desirable that the

laws regulating the keeping, dispensing, and selling of poisons should,

for the better protection of the public and of registered chemists, for

greater efficiency and economy of working, and for the better upholding

of the dignity of pharmacy, be administered by a Government Depart-

ment."
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raiit, in the event of such [wnalty or penalties and costs not

being i)a.icl, to levy and recover the amount, of the .same by
poinding." The defendant in such action is prot€cted by a

clause that, in the event of the sbeiiff or magistrate dismissing

tbe action, '"lie may find the complainer {i.e., the Society)

liable in expenses, which judgment is final and conclusive, and

not subject to any revision."

The next point ii? the aj)plication of these penalties. Sec-

tion XIV. reads :
" All and every sums and sum of money which

shall arise from any conviction and recovery of penalties for

offences incurred under this Act shall be paid as the Commis-

sioners of Her Majesty's Treasury shall direct."

It " ill, of cour.se, be well known to you that these penalties

are held by the Phannaceutical Society, and ai'e used to defray

the legiji expenses incurred by the Society in taking action

Tuider the Pharmacy Acts.

Hitherto I have dealt with ofiences under the Acts against

which proceedings could be taken by the Society only, and in

which t.he penalties recovered go to the Society's exchequer.

In Section XVII. of the 1868 Act we have a different state of

things, to which I must refer briefly. They haive a verj- im-

portant bearing (as forming a precedent) upon the coursie sug-

gested in the resolution, viz., the handing ovec the administra-

tion of these sections to a Grovernment' department."

This section deals with the regulations to be observed in the

sale of poi.sons. Its general provisions must be well known

to you because they govern every sale of a scheduled poison,

whether sold entire or forming part of"the ingredients of am'

medicine. What I particularly wish to point out is that under

this section summary proceedings may be taken before two

justices of the peace in England or the sheriff in Scotlind.

Action may be taken by the Society, by the police, or by any

common informer, and the person convicted is liable " to a

I>enalty not exceeding five pounds for the first offence, and to

a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for the second or any

subsequent offence." In proceedings under this section the

penalties do not go to the Society, but are retained by the

authorities as ordinary fines in any police court prosecution.

Having thus cleared the ground, I will, in as brief a maamer

as possible, try to show why, in the terms of the resolution,

the sections of the Pharmacy Acts I have referred to should

be administered by a. Government department.

Evasion of the Acts.

It is a broad statement, but one witli which I think you will all

agree, that the Pharmaceutical Society has failed to conserve to

its members those privileges which the framers of the Acts

intended Ihcy should enjoy. What can I offer in proof of this

statement? W'ell, one great blot on the escutcheon of the

Society is the existence of an increasing number of joint-stock

companies who carry on the business of pharmacy. We find

that limited liability companies, registered under the Com-

panies Acts,

1. Keep "open shop" for the retailing, dispensing, and com-

poxm.ding of poisons.

2. Sell poisons by the hands of duly qualified servants, and

3. " Use " and " exhibit " the " name or title of chemist," etc.

How is it. then, that a " company " may commit an act which

is unlawful to an individual? The right of a joint-stock com-

pany to keep " open shop " was definitely settled) by the case

of the Pharmaceutical Society v. The London and Provincial

Supply -Association, Limited. The case was heard in tbe

Queen's Bench Division on March 15 and April 5, 1879, before

Lord Chief Justice Cockbum and Justice Mellor, who gave

judgment for the plaintiffs. This judgment was reversed on

appeal (the ca.se being beard on Februaiy 23, 25, and March 16,

1880) by Justices Bramwell, Baggallay, and Thesiger, and

finally in the House of Lords befoi'e the Lord Chancellor and

Lords Bhickburn and Watson, in July, 1880. it was held thati

the word " per.son " did not apply to a joint-stock company,
and that therefore Section XV. did not apply.

This case had a very important bearing upon the progress

of pharmacy, and wa« followed by another of almost equal

importance, that of the Pharmaceutical Society v. Wheeldon.
In the Queen's Bench Division, Mr. Justice Hawkins, in de-

livering judgment, held that the " seller," within the meaning

of the Act, was the person who actually handed the poison

over the counter.

It is clear, therefore, how " company pharmacy" is carried on

in spite of the Pliarmacy ActsS. The company keeps the "oix;k

shop," and, provided the servant of the company who sells

'

the poison is a registered person, the Pharmacy Acts are in-

operative. It is certainly air anomalous position, but, let me
add, not more anomalous than the position created by

Section XVI. of' the 1868 Act, which enacts that :

" LTpon the decease of any phai-maceutical chemist, or

chemist and druggist, actually in business at the

time of his deatb, it shall be lawful for any executor,

admin istrator, or trustee of tbe estate of such pharmaceutical

chemist or chemist and druggist to continue such business

if and 6o long only as such business shall be bond fide conducted

by a duly qualified assistant; and a duly qualified assistant,

within the me<aniiig of this clause, shall be a pharmaceutical

chemist or chemist and dniggist registered by the Registrar

undei- the Pharmac}- Act or this Act."

It has been contended, and logically the position is a sound

one, 4hat the administrator of tbe estate, who would employ

and command the qualified assistiint, may know even less of

pharmacy than the managing director of a limited liability com-

pany, and that tbe " safety of tbe public " is as much en-

dangered in one ca.'e .ats in tbe other.

Now, a« to the use of titles by a joint-stock company. That

they do use them is undoubted, and, in reviewing the position

of companies, we are confronted by the following position.

Either the Pbarmaceutical Society can or cannot stop them

trading. You -reply that it cannot. Then why. I ask, did not

the Society, when it found that its power to control was gone,

in the public interest and in that of its own members, procun

fresh legislation? I leave the "other side" to answer the

question.

Now. we have seen that the Pharmaceutical Society cannot

prevent a company keeping " open shoi>," and cannot prevent a

registered person from selling a scheduled poison on behalf'

of the company in soich shop. The Society cannot be blamed

for these High Couvt decisions, which have made it powerles.s

to interfere, and if it could be .shown that no unregistered

peri^on sold a poison in a " company " pharmacy the So-

ciety would have a complete defence. Can the Society, how-

ever, show this clean record? I am afraid not, and for the

following reasons : Tbe Pharmaceutical Society can only hit

at the company for keeping unregistered assistants by prose-

cuting the unregistered sellers. But here, again, the Act is

inoperative. The Pharmaceutical Society, having made a pur-

chase from an unregistered assistant, sues the assistant for a

penalty of five pounds in the County Court, and get« a decision

in its favour for the penalty and costs. What happens then?

The company refuses to pay the fine and costs, wliile the

assistant has nothing upon which to distrain. Moreover, if a

commitment order l)e asked for, the Society is unable to show

means, and practically can do nothing more.

In theory the Pharmaceutical Society has power to stop the-

sale of poisons by unregistered persons in company pharmacies,

but in practice the provisions erf the Acts are futile to stop the:

practice. Not only is thi« so, but the Pharmaceutical Society

is mulcted in extremely heavy expenses—exi)enses which many
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very properly contend the Society ought not tO' be asked to

bear. I find, in the balanoe-sheeb for the financial year 1901,

that th© Pharmaceutical Society's law costs are put down at

JE!1,452 9s. 3d. This means (that,_after deducting the amounts

recovered in penalties and costs (which are not shown in the

balance-sheet) there was a loss to the Pharmaceutical Society,

presumably ,on these prosecutions, of over £1,400. It is

.appai^ent, therefore, thaA at present matters have come to a

deadlock. It is a case of spinning the coin, and, " heads or

tails," the Society loses. The position is one which has existed

for years. The London and Provincial Supply As.«oc;ation case

was heard in 1880—twenty-two years ago. I believe you will

be told to-night that the Pharmaceutical Society has pre-

pared a Bill. Well, gentleme^ that Bill is the result of the

labour of twenty years, and I trust that when the egg is

hatched it may not prove to be addled.

Another point which I would like to make, and one which I

consider of much importance, is that outsiders say those sectiotis

of the Pharmacy Acts relating to the keeping, selljng, and

dispensing of poisons are administered in favour of a class. As
evidence of this it is contended that not only are poisons sold

by unregistered persons in the shops of limited liability com-

panies, but also in the shops of registered chemists themselves,

and, moreover, that branch shops are frequently left in the

.sole charge of unregistered persons.

The General Medical Council has, as yon are aware, made it

" infamous conduct in a professional sense " to employ an

unqualified medical assistant. It is quite probable that, were

the Pharmaceutical Society to approach the Privy Council for

further legislative powei-s to deal with joint-stock companies,

•one of the arguments used against it would be that the sftate of

things comiilained about in regard to company stores exists

in the ranks of the Society's own members. It is not an
\mkuown thing for a registered chemist to have several branch

shops run by unregistered assistants. I have no doubt that the

Pharmaceutical Society does its best in the matter, but it is

hajidicapped in the fii-st place by the difficulty of dealing

-effectually with the unregistered assistant, inasmucJi as it is

unable to enforce tlie penalties which may be obtained in the

County Courts, as well as by the heavy legal charges these

prosecutions entail, which—I contend—the Society ought not to

be .saddled with.

Going back again to Section XVII., we find that this section is

also frequently broken by registered chemists. It is a well-

known fact that preparations such as Fellows' Syrup and
Easton's Syrup, both of which contain poisons in Schedule A,

Part 1, are sold in the shops of registered chemists without the

formairty dictated by the Act being followed out.

Section 17 states that " it shall be unlawful to sell any

poison of those which are in the first part of Schedule A of

this Act. ... to any person unknown to the seller,

unless introduced by some person known to the seller ; and on

every sale of any such article the seller shall, before delivery,

make, or cause to be made, an entry in a book to be kept

for that purpose, stating, in the form set forth in Schedule

(F) to this Act, the date of the sale, the name and address of

the purchaser, the name and quantity of the article sold,

and the pui-pose for which it is stated by the purchaser to be

required, to which entry the signature of the purchaser and of

the person, if any, who introduced him, shall be affixed."

As before stated, the police can act under this section, but
only in the case of some glaring irregularity do they do so.

They very naturally leave it to the Pharmaceutical Society

to take action in this matter, and expect that body to keep
its own house in order.

Another point sometimes brought forward is that the Phar-
inactutical Society mahes regulations without taking steps iu

see that they arc carried out. Certain "Regulations for the

keeping, dispensing, and selling of poisons " were adopted

by the Pharmaceutical Society and approved of by H.M.
Privy Council on .January 31, 1899, and therefore foi'm part

of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. As far as \ have been able to

ascertain, no siweial step.s have been taken by the Pharmaceu-
tical Society to see that these regulations are being carried out,

and there is no official that I know of whose duty it is to

inspect pharmacies with this end in view. If the regulations

were necessary in the public interest, surely it is equally as

necessary that someone should see that they are being carried

out. Imagine the payment of income-tax being left to the

sense of honour of the community—to pay if they liked.

Everyone, it is true, tells fibs about his income and shirks

the tax, but the Revenue authorities have certainly appointed

officials, whose sole duty it is to collect this tax.

The Remedy.

The Pharmacy Acts were primai'ily enacted for the safety

of the public. The preamble to the Act of 1868 states :

—

" Whereas it is expedient for the safety of the public that

persons keeping open shop for the retailing, dispensing, or

compounding of poisons, and persons known as chemists and
druggists, should possess a competent practical knowledge
of their business."

In fact, the raison iVetre of the existence of the Pharma-
ceutical Society is the protection of the public, and the

various sections of the Pharmacy Acts were brought into

being with that end in view. I maintain, therefore, that a

small portion of tlie community— i.e., registered chemists

—should not be saddled with the whole of the labour

and expense entailed in the administration of those sections

which regulate the sale of poisons, when the persons who
more directly benefit are the public themselves.

To take a parallel case, licensing laws have been passed
which regulate tlie sale of spirituous liquors. No person

may sell intoxicating liquors who has not first obtained a

licence to do so, and the licencee is further bound down by
various regulations concerning the conduct of his business.

Now, I maintain that it would have been manifestly im-

politic and unfair to have thrown the onus of seeing that

the licensing laws were properly carried out upon licensed

victuallers themselves. As you are aware, it is the police

and Inland Revenue authorities who see that the various laws
are strictly adhered to. The Government does this because

it recognises that the restrictions upon the sale of intoxicat-

ing liquors are a matter of public importance, in which the

well-being of the community is intimately concerned. The
Pharmaceutical Society has quite enough to do with th«

education and examination of it« own body, its first and
most important duty being to provide suitable men to carry

out the public function which chemists perform. I main-
tain, therefore, that the Government should take over the

administration of these sections of the Pharmacy Acts. In
Section XVII., under which the police have power to act, there

is a precedent for the course I suggest. The Privy Council

seems reluctant to give the Pharmaceutical Society greater

powers. If the Government tool: over the work, it might
ibe placed in the hands of the police, or of an Inland Revenue
department, and they would see that adequate powers were
given to cai-ry out properly the work entailed. The de-

partment taking over the work could keep the fines, and at

the same time exercise a more active supervision.

Conclusions.

I wish to give every credit to the Phai'maceutical .Society

for what it has done. It has probably done its best, but
the powers which were originally meant to be placed in its

hands have been resti-icted by decisions iu the High Courts.
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The Pharmaceutical Society, as we have seen, was unable to

stop limited liability companies from Jceeping " open shop

"

for the sale of poisons, selling poisons, and using the title.;

but I think that when it was found itliat the power to do so

was gone, the Society should at once—before companies

acquired what I may call a vested interest in the sale of

poisons—have applied to the Government for fresh powers

to deal with the anomalous position thus created. There

seems to me to be strong presumptive evidence of

neglect of duty on the part of the Pharmaceutical Society,

and I think there is prima facie evidence that if the Govern-

ment took over the work we should have a state of affairs

which would bring about :

—

(1) Better protection for the public.

(2) Better protection for registered chemists.

(3) Greater efficacy and economy of working.

(4) The public could not say that the Acts were being

administered by a class in favour of a class.

The Pharmaceutical Society, it appears to me, has adapted an

ostrich-like policy of burying its head in the sand, and while

its head has been hidden its enemies have shot their arrows

into its body. The bird, at a distance, appears to have a
very fine plumage, but, upon closer inspection, what is taken

for plumage turas out to be but the tail feathers of the

arrows shot by its enemies.

If, gentlemen, you wish to see the Pharmaceutical Society

raised upon the pedestal which it was originally intended it

should occupy ; if you wish to see it purged of these excres-

cences which have grown upon its body; if you want a more
efficient and a more dignified organisation, one better able

to perform the functions which a new state of affairs have
made necessary, there is only one course open to you—to

support the resolution.

AN UNDESCRIBED SALT OF MORPHINE.
BY A. E. TANXEE, F.O.S.

Pharmacist to Westminster Hospital.

During the preparation of various batches of Injectio Mov-
phinse Hj'podennica, B.P., my attention has been drawn from
time to time to the incomplete solubility of commercial samples

of morphine tartrate. Among the " characters and tests" given

in the British Pharmacopoeia for this salt, it is stated to be

soluble in 11 parts of cold water, and therefore the prepai-a-

tion of a solution of 1 in 20, the strength of the B.P. hypodermic
injection, should present no difficulties. It was generally noticed,

however, that the insoluble portion remaining had a different

character to that of the salt used in making the solution ; it

was granular and distinctly crystalline. It was at first sur-

mised that this might be a portion of the morphine alkaloid

that had escaped neutralisation by the tartaric acid in the pre-

paration of the tartrate ; this idea was negatived, however, by
the fact that a further small addition of tartaric acid failed

to dissolve it, and not only so but tended on standing to in-

crease the quantity of the insoluble portion. The addition of

a considerable excess of tartaric acid brought about almost im-

mediately the precipitation of a considerable quantity of similar

crystalline matter, reminding one in its behaviour of acid tar-

trate of ammonium or potassium.

The hypodermic injections prepared with the before-mentioned

samples of morphine tartrate have a distinctly acid reaction, and
on detei-mining the morphine content of the salt itself, it was
found to be deficient ; the addition of ammonia (of which it re-

quired an appreciable quantity before precipitation was brought
aibout) until a slight precipitate of morphine was formed, and
then tartaric acid cautiously added, resulted in perfect solution,

which was neutral to test paper, and permanent. As it seemed

l)robable that the salt throA-s'n down by excess of tartaric acid

^\'as an acid tartrate, a quantity was prepared so that its

characters and composition might be further investigated. This

was done by two methods :
—

(a) Tine precipitation by an excess of tartaric acid of a mode-
rately stiong solution of tlie tartrate, washing and drying th»

salt so produced in a desiccator over H2SO4.

(6) Combination of morphine alkaloid' and tartaric acidi' in

equal molecular weights.

Both the salts so produced crystallised well from hot aqiieouB

.solution, and posises-sed the same crj-stalline form, viz., roaetbes

of long acicular crystals. On exposing the salt to a tempera-

ture of 100° C, it was found to be anhydrous. Determination

of the morphine showed a content of 65"55, per cent., agreeing

with the formula Ci^H^NOj, C^HjOe, while that of the neutral

salt is (C,,H,5N03)204H50s, SHaO. The acid tartrate requires

at least 100 parts of cold water for solution, and is insoluble in

alcohol.

The subject is an extremely interesting one, for it is probable

that many other alkaloids form sparingly soluble acid tartrates

under similar conditions ; for example, strychnine will be

found to behave in the same way ; but, so far as I know, these

alkaloidal acid tartrates have not been described. The subject

is istill rmder consideration, and a further communication will

probably be made sliiortly.

NOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, Etc.*

By JOHN BARCLAY, B.SC. (LOND.), F.C.S.

(Continued from page 97.)

Saffron.—Fifteen samples examined during the year showed
a percentage of moisture ranging from 9-22 to 16-26 per cent.

The ash calculated on the dried drug ranged from 4-5 to 6-8 per

cent., the whole of the samples in this respect corresponding

wth the B.P. requirements.

Ergot.—The percentage of matter soluble in water varied in

five samples examined from 16-4 to 19 per cent., but it is to be

noted that the proportion of water-soluble matter is by no
means a complete criterion of the value of this drug, since an
insect-ravaged sample will frequently give as high a per-

centage as a parcel of clean, whole drug.

Reduced iron.—The mean percentage of metallic iron found
in a number of samples examined during the year proved to be
83'1 per cent., showing that the standard of the Pharmacopoeia

is well within reach.

Glucose (liquid).—The proportion of true glucose found by
the examination of several samples showed a mean of 40'16 per

cent., and only in one case was the presence of arsenic (a

minute trace) detected.

Glycerin.—Twenty-one samples were examined during the

year, and in seven of these a mere trace of arsenic was dis-

covered. In no case was the presence of iron detected, but

several samples gave evidence of the presence of a trace o£

chloride.

Hydrochloric Acid.—We continue to find it of the utmost
importance to make careful tests of the so-called pure acid of

commerce before passing it into stock for sale as of B.P.

quality. As stated in our report of last year it is practically

impossible to obtain from acid manufacturers an article which,

will comply with the official test of " yielding no characteristic

reaction for arsenic." We, however, find that it is quite-

possible to obtain an acid which, while shovring on a prolonged

application of Marsh's test a minute trace of arsenic, is still

" From the eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. Soatbali

Brothers and Barclay, Limited.
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sufficiently pure for medicinal use. We continue to prepare an

iibsolutely arsenic-free acid by a special process, the product of

which, however, is better suited for the analytical laboratory

than for the pharmacy.

Hyoscyamus Leaves.—An examination of a parcel of Egyp-

tian herb, which we may remark is said to be derived from

Hyoscyamus miiticns, gave to us a percentage of total alkaloid

^corresponding to 0-66 per cent, by weight, or 0 52 per cent, by

titration, thus confirming the results obtained by Dunstan and

Brown, recorded in Proc. Chem. Soc, 1 6, 207. Without touching

on the question as to the nature of the alkaloid present in the

herb, it seems safe to remark that here is a drug which might

turn out to be of considerable value, having in view how very

much more alkaloid it contains (about five times as much) than

- the English drug. A sample of the latter of our own drying

gave 0 09 per cent, (by titration).

Coco- Nut Oil.—The following table shows the results of the

•examination of eleven samples tested during the year :

—

Specific gravity at 99' C 0 869 to 0 876

Saponification equivalent 214 to 217

Meliing point 25" to 26-5' C.

We may here repeat our remark of last year that we do not

find either the melting point or the saponification equivalent to

be anything like so variable as the published authorities state

them to be.

Ipecac Root.—Twenty-eight samples of Brazilian root

examined during the year showed a percentage of alkaloid vary-

,ing from 1-89 to 2-55, or an average percentage on the whole

-samples of 2-29- A sample of Johore ipecac gave 2 36 per cent,

of alkaloid, and since this variety is said to contain the two

alkaloids in the same proportion as does the Brazilian root,

there does not appear to be any reason why it should not be

.used for making the official preparations. It is to be regretted

that out of the number of papers dealing with ipecac, which

have been published during the year, no satisfactory method
for the separation and determination of the two alkaloids in the

root has been given. Both liquid extract and wine of ipecac

•might at the present time be prepared from the Carthagena

root without possibility of detection, and in view of the well-

•authenticated statements as to the difference in therapeutic

-value between the two roots, we consider that the fixing of a

standard for emetine instead of total alkaloid is important.

- We are glad to note that the considerable difference in price

between Carthagena and Rio ipecacs still exists, showing that

the former, though still apparently used, is in much less demand
(than the official drug. We again record our opinion that powder

of ipecac, being to all intents and purposes a preparation, should

be required to contain a definite percentage of alkaloid (prefer-

ably emetine).

Jaborandi Leaves.—It is probable that there are few. drugs

"the alkaloidal strength of which varies so much as is the case

with jaborandi. In six samples examined during the year, the

percentage of alkaloid, estimated by titration of the extracted

bases, varied from 0 03 to 0 08 per cent., thus falling very far

short of the generally accepted figures for leaf of good quality.

There could be no more important proof of the necessity for

standardising galenical preparations than is here offered. We
have for many years adopted a standard of 0-048 per cent,

alkaloid for the tincture of jaborandi, and a preparation of

uniform therapeutic value is thereby obtained.

Jalap Root.—Ten- samples examined during the year yielded

a percentage of total resin varying from 9 3 to 10-9, while the

•corresponding range of percentages of resin insoluble in ether

was from 7-5 to 8-7.

\To be contimied.)

THE RECOVERY OF ALCOHOL FROM TINCTURE MARCS.

One of the best of the forms of apparatus hitherto described
for the recovery by direct distillation of the residual alcohol in

the exhausted marcs of pharmaceutical preparations is that

which was described in a paper read by Mr. F. C. J. Bird, befoie

the British Pharmaceutical Conference at Bournemouth, in

1895 (see P.J., [4] , 1 , 157). In this apparatus the marc is spread

on a large and shallow evaporating dish, with a condensing

cover, cooled by running water, and having its bottom dished up
in the form of a cone, supported a short distajice above the
marc. On the application of heat the alcohol vapour is con-

densed on the surface and trickles into a narrow trough.

Mr. Bird has now patented and is placing on the market an

improved apparatus for the same purpose. The still consists of

two principal parts—an upper one (the condensing head) and a

lower one (the still-body). The latter consists of a large and
shallow rectangular tray, made of copper, beneath which is a

jacket for steam under pressure. Running along the tray at

short intervals is a series of parallel, hollow metallic conductors,

also carrying steam or hot water. These conductors consist of

flat " ribs," or " gills," open to the steam jacket at their

ends and bottoms, and set from one to two inches apart,

according to the size of the apparatus. They extend from end to

end of the tray, and communicate at alternate ends, forming

narrow longitudinal divisions. The still-body is so supported

that it may be tilted when in use, or be completely inverted

when it is desired to empty the tray.

Round the outside is a flange of suitable section to receive a

band of rubber or asbestos on which the edge of the condensing

head rests, thus forming a joint sufficiently tight for the

purposes of the apparatus without luting. The condensing

head, preferably made of copper, is in the shape of an inverted

flat, shallow rectangular tray, the edges of which rest on the

rubber seating in the flange around the still-body. The flat

portion of the tray forms the condensing surface and is curved

over at one of its sides (the lower one when the apparatus is

tilted for use) to form a collecting channel for the liquid which

condenses on and trickles down the condensing surface. This

surface, it should be mentioned, comes down to within an inch

or two of the heated material. This surface is water-jacketed

above, the jacket being also continued round the collecting

channel. In the recovery of alcohol from marcs, no part of the

heated material is more than J-inch to 1 inch distant from a

heating surface. This is a point of the first importance, the diffi-

culty in practice having always been caused by the non-conduct-

ing nature of the solid marc, which prevents the removal of

spirit from the marc not immediately in contact with the heated

surface.

Mr. Bird finds that it is possible to remove very consider-

able quantities of alcohol from marcs which have previously been

subjected to the strongest pressure. With some drugs it will

be found practicable to dispense with pressure altogether, the

wet marc being transferred direct to the still when the required

quantity of percolate has been collected. The alcohol that

comes over from a weak alcohol is 10 per cent, richer on an

average than that used. The condensed liquid passes through

a glass vessel in which is a float arranged to sink in a liquid of

sp. gr. 0 998 and to float on water. By this means it is at once

seen whether or not there is any alcohol in the condensed

liquid. Though the principal object of the still is the recovery

of alcohol from tincture-marcs (in which process Mr, Bird's in-

vention must necessarily be of the greatest practical value) , the

apparatus may quite easily be used for the evaporation of

liquids, the drying of solid materials, and for all volatile liquids

in contact with solid and semi-solid materials.
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THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

RESEARCH WORK FOR YOUNG PHARMACISTS.

SoDirM Phosphate.

Although crystallised sodium phosphate of commerce is

generally of good quality, the so-called " powdered " sodium

phosphate is of a variable nature, and, therefore, an examina-

tion of commercial sample.s will be of some value, and, at the

same time, provide good practice for the less experienced re-

search worker. Accordiiig^ to the official monograph, the

sodium phosphate of pharmacy is di-sodium hydrogen ortho-

phosphat* fXa,HPO„), plus twelve molecules of water of

crystallisation (IZH^O). On subjecting the crystals to a red

heat, these twelve molecules of water are driven ofif, and, in

addition, the salt undergoes transformation, every two mole-

cules» combining to form one molecule of a new product

(nonnal sodium pyrophosphate, Na^r^Oj), and. at the same

time, giving off one molecule of water. The following equa-

tion is the basis for calculation :
—

2(Na2HP04 12H.,0) = NaiPaO, + 25H.,0

711-28 264'28 447

The Pharmacopoeia requirement is that the salt, when heated

to redness, .should lose 52-84 per cent, of its weight, which

is in accordance with the above equation. In the preparation

of commercial " powdered sodium phosphate " the salt is

usually heated so as to drive off all, or a portion of, th«

twelve molecules of water of crystallisation :
—

Na.,HP04-12H.jO = Na,>HP04 + I2H.3O
355-64 14"l-08 214 56

which is equivalent to a loss of 60-33 per cent, of its weight

—

that is, 39-669 parts of the so-called " powdered sodium phos-

hate," if anhydrous, are equivalent to 100 parts of the crysta.l-

lised salt, a fact which is not taken into consideration by some

pharmacists, when, to save themselves labour, they use the

dried and jtowdered salt in place of the official one. Anhy-

drous sodium phosphate (Na^HPO^), when converted by heat

into the corresponding pyrophosphate (NajP^O;), loses 6-30

per cent, of its weight:—
2Na.,HP04 = NajP.,07 -f H.,0

282-16 264-28 17-88

•If, however, only eleven of the twelve molecules of water of

crystallisation have been driven ofiF, the "powdered" sodium

phosphate loses 16-87 per cent, of its weight:—
2Na.,HP04H.,0 = Na4P.,0, -f 3H.,0

317-92 264-28 53-64

The worker can calculate for himself the percentage losses

which samples of the powdered salt, containing other pro-

portions of water of crystallisation, would sustain when con-

verted into the corresponding pyrophosphate. With regard

to impurities, the Pharmacopoeia states that sodium phos-

phate " Should yield no characteristic reaction with the tests

for potassium; ammonium, or carbonates, and only the-

slightest reaction with the tests for sulphates or for chlorides."

These substances occur in the bone-ash, which is the starting-

point in the preparation of the salt, and their pre.senee in the

commercial product wordd be due to imperfect purification,

but the worker .should also keep in mind the possible jjresence

of sodium sul])hate as an adulterant. The first step is the

determination )f the loss of weight sustained when the salt

is heated to redness, as directed in the Pharmacopoeia. This

is ascertained in the following manner :—^A small porcelain

crucible (platinum is preferable, but too expensive for the

ordinary worker) is carefully weighed, and then a small quan-

tity of the salt (about 4 grammes) weighed into it. A small

wire triangle is fitted on to a tripod-.stand, and the latter

placed over a bunsen burner. The crucible is no-w placed on

the triangle, and the bunsen lighted. The fiame must be

kept low at first, because porcelain crucibles are apt to crack

if too rapidly heated ; moreover, since the salt liquefies, there

might be some of it lost by the liquid sputtering out of the

crucible. When the salt has become dry the bunsen flame is

turned on full, and the residue kept at a red heat for about

ten minutes. When the crucible has become cold it is again

weighed. This weight, less the weight of the crucible, -will

give the weight of the residue, and the percentage loss is

found by a simple calculation. For example:—
Qm.

Weight of crucible 10-58

Sodium phosphate 4-23

Crucible and residue 12-15

Deduct weight of crucible 10-58

Residue 1-57

Therefore as 4-23 : : 1-57 .: 100 : : 37-11

This means that the salt ha.s lost 62-89 per cent, of its

weight. A result like this- would indicate that the crystals

had had some adherent'moisture. The worker should, on this

account, take the precaution of keeping his samples in a dry

atmosphere for some time previous to estimation. Thel

" powdered sodium phosphate is estimated in a similar

manner. After the worker has estimated his samples by the

above method, he will find it interesting and useful practice

to compare his results with those to be obtained by estimating

the phosphate, as magnesium pyrophosphate. This process

is carried out in the following manner:—^1 gramme of the
sodium pho.sphate is dissolved in distilled water and pouredl

into a slight excess (about 20 C.c.) of magnesium-ammonio-sul-
phate solution (vitie B.P. Appendix). Both solutions must
be kept cold at. and subsequent to, the admixture. The mixr
ture must be well stirrtd with a glass rod, care being taken,

however, not to rub the glass rod against the sides or bottom
of the vessel used (a beaker is the most sen'iceable for this

purpose), because particles of phosphate might thus be caused

to adhere to the interior of the vessel and be difficult to re-

move. After stirring, the mixture is set aside for two or

three hours, and the precipitate collected on a paper filter

(white Swedish or English), the precipitate washed with solu-

tion of ammauium hydrate until the washings no longer give

a reaction with the tests for sulphates or chlorides. The pre-

cipitate is then dried and transfen-ed to a porcelain crucible,

the filter-paper being burned on the lid of the crucible, and
the ash added to the contents. The average ash weight of a
filter rymat be deducted from the weight of the final residues.

On subjecting the crucible to a red heat the magnesium am-

monium xjhosphate is converted into magnesium pyrophos-

pliate. To ensure jtroper ignition it is advisable to apply the

blow-pipe flame to the crucible for a minute or two before

withdrawing it- from the source of heat. If the residue is not

white it will be necessary for the worker to allow it to cool,

then thoroughly moisten it with pure nitric acid, dry, and re-

ignite.

The equations for calculations is as follows:—
2Na.>HP04-12H.,0 +2MgS04 -f2NH4HO =

711-28 2MgNH4P04+NaoSO.i + H,0
2I\IgNH4P04 = Mg2P.>07 -f H2O +2NH.

221-12

With regard to testing for impurities, little need be said,

because the worker will find proper tests for each of the sub-

stances named in the Pharniacopceial Appendix, it being as-

sumed that he knows how to apply these tests, and is cog.-
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nisant of the precautions to be taken against an incorrect

assumption. Whilst searching for impui-ities. the worker

should satisfy himself that one possible impurity not men-

tioned in the Pharmacopoeia—to wit, arsenic—is absent. To
detect it very careful work will be required. The follow-

ing nielhod is suggested :—Take 10 grammes of the salt, dis-

solve in about 100 C.c. of water, and pass sulphur dioxide

(gas) through the solution for a short time, then boil,

so as to get rid of the excess of dioxide, after which

cool, then, acidulate with hydrochloric acid, and pass

a «low .stream of hydrogen sulphide (gas) through the solution

for several hours. If any precipitate is fomed it will be

arsenious sulphide, and this must be confirmed by collecting

the precipitate and applying Marsh's or any other standard

test, details of which will be found in any text-book of

chemistry.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Cotdiunic.^tions intended for publication should be witten clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Blootnsbury Square,
iondon, W.C."

Age* Restriction of the Minor.

Although many topics have come up for discussion in the

columns of the Journal, I have not yet noticed any allusion

made with regard to amending or annulling the age limit of

ihe qualifying examination, which alteration, I think, would

meet with the approval of many chemists and students. Under
the present regulations a student must have attained the age

of twenty-one yeai's before he is able to obtain pennission to

enter for the Minor Examination. This arrangement, although

it may possibly liave advantages, lias a good many disadvan-

tages, some of which have come under my notice recently.

Consider a student who has served his apprenticeship and

pa.s^«ed the Minor, and is desirous of changing his vocation and
^ ntering the medical, analytical, or other professions (I may
-ay that a fairly large number of students are included in this

categoi-y). He is all at once confronted by the fact that he

is twenty-one or twenty-two years of age, and that before he

could complete his medical course he would be twenty-six, or

hifi analytical couuse probably twenty-five, and this, of course,

would be a serious drawback to his ambitions and future

prospects. But perhaps some would criticise these remarks,

and say that he ought to have chosen his calliiiiff and made up
his mind as to his future career at the commencement, aiid

then stuck to his initial ideas; but I can say that the

majority of those who enter the chemists' craft have no ado-

quate idea of w-hat the ordinary chemist's routine, business

life, and prospects are, and that it is only when they have had

a few years' experience that they determine to try and do

-omething else. Probably they may have been more successful

ji, their studies and examinations than they originally ex-

pected, and thus are urged on to attempt some profession or

work which entails more study, and which may place them in

a better position in after life. Another strong reason for

altering the age limit is that it would induce apprentices to

Mudy more dm'ing their apprenticeship, knowing that they

(luld enter for this examination immediately afterwards. As

It. is now, many young men leave school and start work with

some chemist, but take )io pains to improve their knowledge
of bot;iny, chemistry, and those subjects which are so essen-

tial for their examinations, except, of course, that which is

required for the routine work of the shop, and they probably
rliink there will be ample time afterwards, before they come
:f age, and that it would be a mi,stake to stuc^y, as they might

possibly forget the work they had done. That the disposifion
of tliese students to study becomes less and less as the time in-

creases since they have left school is, I think, generally admitted.
Again, the earlier the necessary proficiency for the Minor
Examination is gained the better it will be for the young
chemist. He will find his work much more interesting, and
his daily life in the shop will have far greater fascination for

him than it otherwise would. Moreover, before being registered,

and before h^ is twenty-one years old, he will be ]nttting into

lii-actical use, and getting practically familiar with, ^^ ork that
he would otherwisj know only on reaching twenty-one, and
this only theoretically, or from the college course he pursued
for the Minor Examination. A third reason is that it is not
always convenient, and sometimes a great disadvantage to a
.••tudent, to prepare for the Minor Examination when he is

twenty-one years old. What sometimes happens is that a
student, who could have easily given the time required to

study when he was eighteen or nineteen, say, has the greatest

difficulty iitjsparing the time when he is twenty-one years old.

These are some of the more obvious reasons why, in my
opinion, some change should be made by the Pharmaceutical

Society, but doubtless many more will present themselves to

others on careful consideration. No alteration with regard to

tlie age of registr.vtion as qualified men need be made, and I

do not think it would be beneficial, or consistent with the

great responsibility that registered chemists have to under-

take in the .selling and dispensing of poisons. Candidates of

seventeen years and over are allowed to take the necessary

examinations for the associateship of the Institute of Chemis-

ti'y, and, I believe, for the diplomas of other bodies, provided

the regulations have all been complied with, but they are only

able to become registered or receive their diplomas on reaching

twenty-one years of age. If the Pharmaceutical Society

adopted similar regulations the change would, I am convinced,

be very advantageous, meet with much approval, and abolish

an unnecessary hindrance to many would-be chemists.

London, January 26, 1903. C. E. Male.

Examination Papers in Dispensing.

The remarks by Mr. Niuin on making acid carbolic gr. i.

into pills, as described in your last issue, ai-e very misleading

to students, in my opinion ; and any .student attempting to

make the pills as described will end in failure—and very de-

plorable, too, if before an examiner. Sui-ely some more reliabl«

way exists.- I have no time at my disposal to point out a,

better way, and have only time enough to say I have tried to

make the pills in the way suggested and find the result very

unsatisfaotoiy.

January 21, 1903. " Observer " (170/50).

*»" In reply to the foregoing, Mi*. Nunn writes as follows :
—

' With regard to your correspondent who fails to make the
carbolic pills, I have been experimenting to-day and have made
two batches b}- the method. It requires extreme care, however,
and practice. I should recommend him to increase slightly the

quantity of sugar (the size will allow of it), or use a few grains

of compound tragacanth powder. Of course he ihas the alter-

native method of using soap, but my object was to point out

that the pill can be made without that if the student be called

upon to do so, as in the opinion of many the addition of soap
should not be permissible."

In reply to " F. J. T.," and the advisability of weighing for

seven suppositories when making six, it is my intention to

discuss that point in a future article, after I have finished

some trials which I am making with suppositories. The re-

salts will, I hope, settle the point more definitely. In the

meantime, will " F. J. T. " kindly accept the directions as

written—that is, for six suppositories ?

London, January 26, 1903. A. W. Xuxx.
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A Bad Case of Substitution.

Some months n.go attention was somewiuit forcibly directed

to the fact tliat an objectionable leaflet Wds being inserted in

all jiackages of packed goods sent out by Messrs. Burroughs

Wellcome and Co., and exception was very properly taken by

many chemists and druggists to being uwde the medium of

distributing matter reflecting upon their own honesty and

integrity. After much agitation, and in response to a protest

from the London Chemi.sts' Association, the firm in question

undertook not to issue further copies of the objectionable

leaflet, stating that it would be replaced by a " pink slip."

But it seems to me that in selling jxickages of goods contain-

ing that precious substitute for the notorious " Imp " circular

chemists will be making as great a mistake as in circulating

the latter. It will be found that the " pink slij) " is enclosed)

with each bottle of tabloids iu a sealed paper wrapper. My
advice to all retailers is to open the wrapper in each ca«e and
remove the art:fuUy worded suggestion that the purchaser should
act ais an unpaid detective for the firm. I enclose a copy of

the " pink slip " in the hope that the text of it may be printed

witJi this letter.

January 26, 1903. "A Watchfil Ph.C. " (173/51).

[Enclosure.]

"The strong thing is the just thing.'"— (7ari;/ie.

" Tabloid " marks the work of Burroughs, Wellcome, and Company.
The use of the word is to enable the physician, chemist, and patient

to get the right thing with one short word, instead of the firm's long
name.

If another maker applies the word to hisproduct, the act is unlawful.
" Tabloid " is our registered trade mark.

If a vendor disregards it, in dispensing or selling, the act is unlawful—for the same reason.

We prosecute both offenders rigorously, in the interest of physicians,
chemists, patients, and ourselves.

Please inform us of any instance of either offence.

Burroughs Wellcome and Co.

The Minor Toast.

Though late, I have come across a copy of " The Toast of

the Minor Night " I saw some years ago in a trade journal,

and thought it might be what your coiTespondent required,

and therefore send it. Apologising for being so late.

Lincoln, January 21, 1903. J. H. Shuttleworth.

[ENCLOSrRE.]

May his occupation never become a Drug in the Market i\M

long as he sticks, like his own plasters, to Business!
May iie never be bruised in the Mortar of Adversity, by

the Pestle of Misfortune, and may his use in his profession be
as accurateh- marked as his Graduated Measures

!

May his career be as unsullied as Distilled Water and a*s

smooth and pleasant as Narbonne Honey

!

May his success never be alloyed by a Mixture of Ill-Luek
or a Tincture of Regret

!

May his Counter prove his Crucible, whereby he transmute-s
human ointments into precious metal and precipitates the
golden deposit into his own pocket

!

May he never be called upon to swallow the Bitter Pill of
Disappointment, or to be macerated in the Tincture of
Enmity I

Should fickle fortune refuse him her smiles? May he find
an Antidote in the Soothing Opiate of Woman's Love, be
strengthened by the Tonic of Experience, and purified by the
Sudorific of Patience.

Thus his best days being evaporated, and the l;unp of Ex-
istence past trimming, when Dr. De.ath sends to his .shop the
dread prescription " To be taken at bedtime," may he be foiuid
Carefully Pre.scribed, Accurately Disijensed,

'

permanently
entered in the Day Book of Memory, Neatly put in a Wliite
Wrapper of Purity, Sealed with the melting tears of loving
friends, Stami)ed with the Trade Mark of Honesty, and duly
labelled and directed for Heaven.

Seltzogene Charges.

These charges are so familiar to every chemist that I feel an

apology is due for venturing to offer the result of a brief calcula-

tion upon an interesting point concerning them. The question

was, Wluit, in theoiy, is the volume of gas obtainable from

each charge? For the five-pint size 640 grains of .sodium

bicarbonate is directed. From this, by equation, should be

obtained 335^ grains of carbon dioxide. Since 100 cubic

inches of this gas weighs 47"26 grainis, the volume correspond-

ing to the above weight is, roundly, 700 cubic inches. The
jfive pints of water which are to be aerated by the charge*

measure 173 cubic inches, so that four volumes of carbon-

dioxide to each volume of water appears to be the result

aimed at. This is probably as much as can be safely em-

ployed in a glass vas'sel and for family use. The Pharma^-

copocia prescribed seven volumes in 1867 and four in 1885, so

that, until its omission from tlie last B.P., the gaseousi

strength of the domestic soda-water coincided with the oflScial

limits.

Dov«i-, Januaiy 23. 1903. J. F. Bkown.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Mercury Ointment.

Thui'sday, January 22, 1903, at Brierley Hill Police Court,,

Mr. F. R, Fletcher, chemist and druggist, was summoned for

selling mercury ointment 40 per cent, weaker than the B.P.

strength.

The case was briefly reported in the Pharmaceutical Journal

of last week. Mr. Van Tromp, Inspector under the Sale ol.

Food and Drugs Acts, stated that the British Pharmacopoeia,

was the sole standard for such articles as mercury ointment.

Fom' ounces had been purchased in this case for sixpence.

Mr. Clulow, who defended on behalf of the Chemists' Defence

Association, said he was not calling any evidence. With regard,

to the ointment his client had sold, the explanation was this t

'he Jiad been lin the habit for many years of selling it of that

strength, and in doing so he was simply following the custom,

of chemists from Land's End to John o' Groats. Chemists

knew that the public wanted mercury ointment, which was also

known by the names of " blue ointment," " blue unction,"

"troopers' ointment," "child's ointment," etc., for killing lice;,

and they sold it of suitable strength for tlxat purpose, viz.,

about 16 per cent., which was near his client's proportion.

Rightly or wrongly, that was the custom. He admitted that, as

the law at present stood, chemists were legally bound by
Justice Phillimore's decision. That was that tliey must follow

the B.P. in regard to articles named in it, if the articles were
asked lor by the B.P. names. In actual practice, however, it was
not advisable to follow that rule. The public asked for things

by B.P. names sometimes, and they really wanted something,

different from the B.P. articles. Thus, they asked for quinine

but they did not mean that. They meant sulphate of quinine,,

and they would be getting what they did not want if supplied

with quirune. Soft soap was another instance. There was a.

medicmal or B.P. sort for the skin, and a commercial sort for

scrubbing. The vast majority of buyers wanted the latter, and,

got it without question. He hoped the Stipendiary, in imposing;

<i penalty (i.e., if he decided to fine), would bear these points

in mind, in fixing the amount. He pointed out that there wsis

no fraud intended, and quoted Mr. Harold Wright's judgment,

iu support. The price TAr. Fletcher had charged was less than,

he would have to ]»ay wholesale for B.P. mercuiy ointment.
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The reason why chemists sold tlie diluted ointment was that if

the strong were applied to a child's head the effect would be

disastrous. Mr. Fletcher had, at all events, been guilty of no

offence against the public.

The Magistrate said that in this ca.^e theVe was no question

of fraud. Still, the defendant had not sold what he was asked

for. He was asked for mercuiy omtment and he did not sell

it. He (the magistrate) did not know much about prescriptions,

but as a lawyer he considered Justice Phillimore's decision was

a valuable one for people not chemists. He thought it was a

•dangerous thing to have two sorts of ointment under the same

name. Uniformity was desirable. If the public required a

weaker ointment they should go to their doctor and get a pie-

«cription for it. As a lawyer, and also as a member of the

public, he approved of a regular rule. Chemists must comply

with the Pharmacopoeia, or in future they would be severely

hit. He did not intend to impose a heavy penalty in tliat

instance. There would be a fine of 10s. and costs, £2 14s. in all.

^Ir. H. Gains, Amblecote Drug Stores, was summoned at

the same Court for a similar offence. Mr. Gains was undefended.

He had sold 4 oz. and charged 5d. The ointment was 68 per

cent, short in mercury ; and Mr. Van Tromp pointed out that it

was diluted with petroleum jelly instead of lard. Asked by the

magistrate if he had anything to say, defendant replied that

on the spur of the moment, he could not say anything. He kept

the B.P. ointment in stock simply for diluting. He always

diluted with vaseline.

The Magistrate said this case was a little worse than the

other. Defendant had gone stdl further away from the Pharma-

copoeia. He had not only put in less mercury, but had also

used other ingredients. The fine would be £1, with costs

as in the other case. The total penalty was therefore £3 4s

.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

Selling Medicines without Stamps.

Oldham Police Court, Thursday, January 22, 1903. Messrs.

J. Hulme and Co., Limited, carrying on business as druggists

at Greenacres Hill and Market Place. Oldham, were summoned

by an officer of the Inland Revenue for selling medicines with-

out the duty stamp. There were eight informations on eight

different kinds of medicine. Mr. Dennis, barrister, of London,

represented the Inland Revenue, and Mr. Wilkinson, barrister,

instructed by Messrs. Clarke and Jackson, of Oldham, appeared

for the defendants.

Mr. Dennis said that the informations in these cases were for

the recovery of certain penalties' imposed by Section 2 of 52

George III., chap. 150. The meaning of that section ivas that a

penalty of £10 should be imposed on any person who sold

medicine liable to duty without being properly stamped. The
duties were imposed under the Act 44, Geoige III. , chap. 98. A
schedule to the Act set out a list of preparations liable to duty.

Under this Act Mr. Dennis claimed that not only were pro-

prietary medicines liable, but also any medicine which was
" held out '' by the vendor for the prevention, cure, or relief of

any disorder of the human body. The medicines, which had
been bought from the defendants' shop on various days, were a

tincture of nux vomica, tincture of sulphur, " Cornicure," Chili

Paste, Burhn's Golden Gripe Syrup, wind pills, chlorodyne, re-

nowned blood purifier and tonic. Some of the articles were
j)roprietary articles^ the re.st bore labels holding them out as

beneficial in certain diseases. He produced the bottles, and pro-

ceeded to describe the labels attached to them. The nux
vomica, for instance, simplv bore the name of the article, the

dose, and a list of di.^eases to which it was applicable. The
same practically applied in the other cases. At the time these

articles were purchased a handbill giving a list of homoeopathic
medicines prepared by J. Hulme and Co.. and the ailments to
which they might be used, was given. The tincture of sulphur
and nux vomica were included in the list.

Whilst Mr. Dennis was enumerating the various articles, Mr.
Wilkinson interpo.sed with a view of shortening the case. He
said that with regard to three of the articles, he did not think
there was any legal defence, but he shoul(^ have something to
say to the magistrates as to the extenuating circumstances which
led to their being sold without a label. The three articles wer*
Hulme and Co.'s Cornicure, Hulme and C'o.'s Chili Paste, and
Burhn's Golden Gripe Syrup.

The Chairman (Mr. Andrew) : You plead guilty to three.

What about the five?

Mr. Wilkinson : Those I shall defend. Mr. Wilkinson added
that the Inland Revenue Commissioners themselves seemed very

uncertain as to what articles were liable to duty and what were

not. His- client was quite prepared to undertake to stop selling

them until the point had been decided.

Mr. Dennis then dealt with the remainder of the articles, and

proceeded to say that if their worships came to the conclusion

that these labels held out the medicine.s as being beneficial in

certain human diseases that was sufficient to make them liable

to duty. A chemist might sell medicines unstamped if he sold

them without any advertisement or recommendation as to what
they were to be used for. But if he choice to advertise them, either

bj- means of labels on the bottles or by means of handbills or

other advertisement. a.s being beneficial for the relief or cure of

human diseases, the Legislature had thought fit to say that duty

should be paid upon them. There was a charge of l^d. on each

of these bottles, and it was a matter of very great importance

to the Revenue. These eight articles were taken out from-

amongst a large number of others similarly labelled.

Mr. Wilkinson interposed with an objection to this statement.

They were not dealing with the other articles.

Mr. Dennis said it might be put forward as a ground of

defence that the fact of these bottles being unstamped was an

accident. He had a right to show that this was not a mere slip,

but that there were a number of other medicines being sold

without stamps.

Evidence was then given as to the purchase of the articles by-

Mr. .Jameson, an officer of Inland Revenue, who said he was-

specially employed to make purchases at chemists' shops.

Mr. Wilkinson, in defence, referred to a section of the Act

which contained the words " inventors and owners, original or

first vendors," as applied to articles subject to duty. The
owner, he claimed, meant not merely the owner of an individual

bottle, but the owner of the composition which was put into the

bottle. In that sense, except in the three exceptions alluded

to, the defendants were not the owners of any of the prepara-

tions in question. Anybody el.se could put up the same pre-

parations. Neither were they the original nor first vendors. The
jjiosecution \pust prove that they were. With reference to the

words " hold out or recommend to the public." in the majority

of these cases he was going to ask the magistrates to say that

there was no holding out or recommendation. Taking the cas'e

of the chlorodyne as a representative example, he pointed out that

t he label did not say that the preparation would cure anything.

It simply gave the dose in the case of certain ailments. What
was meant by holding out to the jjublic was something stronger

than that. It was merely a necessary descri^jtion of what the

medicine was. If it was to be interpreted in the strict way that

had been suggested, he supposed a penny packet of Epsom salt*

would have to b? stamped. It was really carrying the thing to

a ridiculous extent.

Mr. Dennis said that part of the Act to which Mr. Wilkinson

had been referring was an exemption which did not apply t<i

\
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the present case. It applied only in cases of chemists who had

served apprenticeship. The clause with regard to the duty did

not use the phrase " original or first vendors." The words were
" the makers, vendors, or proprietors thereof." All that was

incumbent upon hini to prove was that the defendant sold them.

This he had done. Mr. Wilkinson had referred to Epsom salts.

If a penny packet were sold with a lecommendation upon it, it

would require a l^d. stamp. If there was no recommendation,

of course, a stamp would not be necessary.

Mr. Williamson, the manager of the business, then gave

evidence. He explained how the three articles referred to were

put up without a stamp owing to the negligence of an employe,

who had now been discharged. There were plenty of stamps on the

premises at the time. In examination the witness said he was
neither registered as a chemist nor had passied the examination.

The Bench, after retiring for consideration, decided that the

cases had been proved, but said that thej' were prepared to deal

with them as first offences. The penalty would be £2 in each
of the eight cases, with court coste.

Brompton County Court.

Claim Against a Chemist's Assistant.

Friday, January 23, 1903, before Deputy Judge Clement
Lloyd, Mr. Edmund Brown, tailor and outfitter, 61, Brompton
Road, S.W., sought to recover two guineas from Mr. James
Farmer, chemist's assistant, 37^ Fernshaw Road, Chelsea,

iS.W., the claim being in respect of clothes said to have been

supplied to order Defendant admitted having had the goods,

for which, however, he said he had paid. As he was unable

to produce the receipt, judgment was given for plaintiff, the

sum to be repaid by small monthly instalments.

Weights and Measures Act.

Watford Petty Sessions.

January 16, 1903, R. R. Gant, chemist and druggist, Villiers

Road, Bushey, was summoned for an offence under the Weights
and Measures Act.—^Defendant, who pleaded guilty, was repre-

sented by Mr. Mainwaring Finlay.—Mr. W. Cr. Rushworth,
Inspector under the Act, stated that he called at the defendant's

shop and found seven weights, all of which were light.—^Mr.

Finlay stated that the defendant had carried on business for

seventeen years at Bushey, and had been connected with the

chemistry (business for twenty-seven years. The only way in

which he could account for the weights being light was 'oy

cleaning them with emery paper and oxalic acid. Mr. Rush-
worth remarked that the defendant's disjjensing scale was
three grains light and two measures which he had on his

premises were -unstamped, but he did not wish to multiply the

offences.—^The Chairman said defendant's chemical knowledge

should have told him that the cleaning would have worn the

weights away. There had been neglect in this case, and
neglect which militated against the interest of the public. There

had been no intention of fraud, and a fine of £1, including

•costs, would be imposed.

Leicester County Court.

Claim for Advertisements.

Friday, January 23, 1903, before his Honour Judge Wight-
man Wood. iMessrs. W. H. Smith and Son, advertising agents,

London, sued Mr. Joseph Ooddard, manufacturing chemist,

Leicester, for £45 for expenses incurred in respect of the

preparation of three designs for an advertisement bill.

Defendant, the proprietor of Goddard's plate powder, had

ordered an advertisement picture, with the condition that the

pictui-e should be of the same quality as a certain advei-tise-

ment of Nestle's milk. On the ground that this condition had

not been fulfilled, judg-ment was given for defendant with

costs.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths by poisoning reported during the seven days

ending Wednesday, January 28, 1903, number fourteen, in-

cluding seven cases of suicide and seven accidental deaths. The

poisons causing death are shown in the following table :
—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

Aconite Liniment 1
j

—
Carbolic Acid — i

4

Coal Gas 2 —
Hydrochloric Acid 1 '

—
Hydrocyanic Acid — 1

Laudanum 2
|

2

Narcotic 1
\

—

7 ! 7

Aconite Liniment.—A woman at Stirling, who had been un-

well for some time, in mistake swallowed a wineglassful of

aconite liniment instead of some medicine that she had been

in the habit of taking. She died in the Royal Infirmary shortly

after admission.

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Everton, Liverpool, committed

suicide by taking a quantity of carbolic acid. A woman was
found unconscious on a seat in Regent's Park ; on removal to a

hospitallife was found to be extinct. In the woman's pocket was

a bottle labelled, " Poison—Carbolic Acid." Other deaths due to

carbolic acid included those of a woman at Norristhorpe,

Liversedge, and of a man at Halifax, both of these being cases

of suicide.

Coal Gas.—A Tipperary farmer and his wife died in a Dublin

hotel from the effects of coal gas poisoning.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man has died in the Royal Hospital,

Belfast, after taking by mistake a quantity of spirit of salt.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—An army pensioner committed suicide in

the Battersea Public Baths by drinking a quantity of prussic

acid.

Laudanum.—This drug caused the death of a woman at Bir-

mingham, who accidentally took an overdose to procure sleep.

A woman at Dudley purchased twopennyworth of laudanum
from " Needham's Supply Stores," Dudley, and drank half of it

jn a glass of water. Next morning the woman was found dead

from laudanum poisoning. An unknown man committed

suicide in a Wakefield hotel by taking the same drug. Another

suicide was that of a woman at Aston.

Narcotic.—A young Irish lady of good family, residing at Por-

tobeUo, accidentally took an overdose of a narcotic, which she

had been taking for some time to relieve pain.

Non-Fatal Cases.—Attempts at suicide were made with

laudanum (2) and red precipitate. Two hundred convicts at

Maryborough Prison, Ireland, developed symptoms of poisoning

after partaking of soup, into which it is thought that

"hellebore," a powder used for agricultural spraying, waa

put in mistake for pepper. The men are not now
dangerously ill.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Unsettled Questions in Dispensing.

BY J. P. GILMOUE.

The Rules of Dispensing.

To begin syllogistioally, every art presuppo&es raies. Dis-

pensing is an ai-t. Ergo, there are rules of dispensing. Tlie

abstract logic of the case is invincible. But when we conde-

scend upon the concrete, we find that exceptions to certain of

the rules are so numerous tliat it is often difficult to dis-

tinguish the balance between breach and observance. In such
embaiTa«sing instances, a few of which are described below, the

individual dispenser must exercise his oomnionsense, always
prcvided that the pernicious syst«m of " cxamrning " has left

-fcim any remnant of that commodity, or go in bald-headed for

what he considers the least drastic Gordian-knot solution of

the problems propounded.

What is si. ?

The gentleman or lady being prepared for an examination,

or recovering from one, ^vill answer glibly, " 480 minims or

grains." While it is the practice, however, to regard this

symbol as having the value just stated, there are many cases

in which solids are prescribed in which it is exceedingly doubtful

whether it really stands for 480 grams, and thei-e are others

in which the avoirdupois ounce is clearly intended. Medical

men with whom I have discussed the point are mostly unaware
of its significance. A few seem to think that the symbols 5i.

and 5i- ought always to signify fluid measure, and that sodids

should always be specified in terms of grains. They are in

error on the fontier head ; but an extension of the la/tter prac-

tice would obviate much confusion, and so ensure uniformity.

Percentages.

The B.P. 1898. which shows wholesome Continental in-

fluence in other respects, nxalies a stumbling compiomise as to

the Continental method, in itself not quite consistent, of weight

in weight iDercentiges.. A normal peroenta.ge mixture of solids,

liquids^ or gases must be by weight all through ; but con-

siderations of convenience have given precedence to the weight

in volume method. The B.P. innovation, however, only serves

to make confusion worse conformded. Take solutions. It is

only in the case of the solution of solids in water that 110

minims is equal to 100 grain measure.s. Solutions contadning

spirit, acid, etc., are not true w/w solutions at all, since the

alcohol, etc., alter the density, so that the 110 minims becomes

more or less in weight than 100 grain measures. Consider

another anomaly. What is the difference between a percentage

in and a percentage on. The following examples illustraAe the

paints of the problem :
—

(1) Zinci oxid 20 per cent.

Adeps benzoat ad Ji.

Here there is no dubiety. We take 96 grains of the oxide

and make up with the lard to 480 grains.

(2) Zinci oxid 20 per cent.

.\deps benzoat si-

What is the correct procedure in this instiuice? Teachers of

pharmacy, who iire said to indoctrinate students with an eye

to the vagaries of examiners, call this a percentage on, and hold

that the dispenser ought to add the 96 to the 480, making in all

576 grains of 15'9 per cent, zinc ointment. With due respect

to these authorities—or even to those augnsit personages, the

examiners—I submit that the interpretation is absurd. I harve

enjoyed special facilities of communicating with medical men
about this obscurity, and their invariable answer has been that

they meant a mixture contaimng 20 per cent, of the medicating

ingredient. If the dispenser feels that he is not justified in

eending out more than 480 grains, let him omit the proper

proportion of base. If he ha.s no scruples in that respeofc, let
him add such a quantity of oxide to the 480 grains as shall
yield a 20 per cent, ointment.

Mixing Powders.

Which is the more workmanlike and effective plan? To mix
and tritm-ate the ingredients in a mortar, or to conduct that
operation with .t spatula on paper? Mr. Boa is all for paper.
Other equally representative phai-macdgts vow that the
mortar's the thing. Thea-e is something to be said for both
methods. For small quantities of powders, mixing on paper
answers well, especially for reducing gi-it. For large quan-

tities, especially of ciystalline or bulky solids, either hard or

soft, it is quite unsuitable. A simple demonstration i® often

more eloquent than much argvmient. If one takes a minufte

quantity of some substance with a pervasive colour or taste,

such as rhubarb, saccharin, or quinme, and mixes it with a

large body of powder in a mortar, he will be surprised to find

how soon r©a,sonably careful mixing diffuses it through the

mOiSs.

Should Ointments be Mixed in a Mortar or on a Slab ?

My first master was all for the mortar, and roundly de-

clared, in a grand Johnsonian, bow-wow style, that no che-

mist worthy of the name would dream of using a slab. My
.second employer, a distinguished pharmacist, affected the

slab almost exclusively, and had nothing but contempt for

the slaves of the mortar. Here, again, no arbitrary line

ought to be drawn. Ointments, which must be stirred till

cold, or with which fluids have to be incorporated, are, as a

rule, more conveniently dealt with in a mortar. But, in two
cases out of three, the slab is the cleaner and more expeditious

fiiiplement. Don't be frightened by the bogey of prejudice or

etiquette. Find the line of least resistance compatible with

creditable craftsmanship and ensue it.

Dissolving Scale Preparations.

Some dispensers taboo the dissolving of scale preparations

in a measure; others enjoin it. I have had to do the one or

the other, according to the whim of my employer for the

time being. Much depends on the character of the scale

preparation. If the capacity of the bottle has been ascer-

tained and the salt is coarsely powdered, ferri et ammon. cit.

and tartarated iron are most readily dissolved by being sprin-

kled on to the surface of the water, warmed for the latter,

in the bottle, with agitation after each addition. This

is not suitable treatment, however, for ferri et quin. cit., the

solution of which froths up profusely. Even with this salt,

however, it may be largely prevented, if solution is effected

by inverting the bottle frequently, or that precaution can be

neglected if spt. chlorof.. or any spiritous ingredient, is to be

added to the solution, since the alcohol will rapidly dissi-

pate the froth.

If Six Suppositories are Ordered, should Material for

Seven be Used?
This perennial problem, which undergoes periodic exacerba-

tion at examination times, has just been submitted to me
for reconsideration by Mr. H. Rodwell, Ph.C. He puts it

thus :—" In making, say, six suppositories of plumbi comp.,

should sufficient of ingredients for six be taken, or seven?"

Mr. Boa (P.J., April 26, 1902) is reported as having said

that " he entirely disapproved of the principle of making
seven suppositories when only six were required. There was
danger of putting the greater pai-t of the seven suppositories

into the six." Per contra, we have Messrs. E. White and

Braithwaite (PJ., November, 1897) affirming that "good

dispensers always mix materials for one or two suppositories

more than required, so that loss of material falls proper-
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tionately on all ingredients." And White and Humphrey

(' Pharinacopedia/ p. 485) state: "In making any desired

number of suppositories—say, six or twelve—it is necessary

to mix materials for one or two extra, in order to allow for

the inevitable loss in manipulation." Personally, I judge

this practice to be the more rational, and inasmuch as it is

likely to ensure greater uniformity of strength in the sup-

positories. But there are fine possibilities of hair-splitting in

the question, which I leave to the hair-splitters.

Concluding Remarks.

One might easily extend the list of problematic points and

casuistical cases; but the foregoing examples should suffice

to furnish material for thorough-going polemic. Finally, let

it be clearly understood that

—

teste, Mr. McEwan—however

narrow the dispenser's limits of discretion may be as regards

interference with the letter of a prescription, he necessarily

and fortunately enjoys a larger liberty, or even licence, as

to his dispensing methods, provided always that he seeks

to present the medicine in the form required, and according

to the intention, of the pre'Scriber. For the rest, if the dis-

penser trims his labels symmetrically, refrains from licking

them in the presence of the public, does not use his teeth

for a cork presser, also coram publico, and serves in a

store, where dispensing is done at ^0 per cent, below zero,

verily these things shall be counted unto him for righteous-

ness; and imto him from whom little is required or received

much shall be forgiven—which things are an allegory, not

to lie read by him who runs.

Territorial Representation and Council Methods.

BT "a B.^.DICAL m.p.s."

The Party System.

In venturing to express some diffident opinions regarding the

system of election to the Clmnn il nf the Pharmaceutical Society,

I should like firsfof all to postulate what I believe to be a fact,

namely, that the Council does not receive that measure of in-

ierested ;ittention which should be paid it by the rank and

file of its members. And if that be granted, it would seem to

follow that there is a reason for the existing indifference. Now,
every schoolboy has heard of Macaulay"s ideal,

' Then none was for a. party,
Then all were for the State,"

which, as I am prepared to grant, is excellent in theory. But
every statesman, from time immemorial, has found that in the

.government of a country the theoi-y cannot readily be put into

practice. The question has occurred to me whether it would not

be likelj- to benefit the members of the Society if in its little

Parliament there were definite parties consisting of exponents

of distinct policies. Thus, there are now on the Council certain

gentlemen whose leanings are certainlj' on the side of pro-

gi'ess an'd reform; there are otherswho with equal certainty

may be said to be opposed to anything that will effect a

radical change iu methods to which they have long been used
and in customs which have been hallowed bj' tradition

;

while with regard to a third seotion of councillors, pro-

fcably hardly a member of the Society (out of all tho.se who have
voted for their election) knows in the least what views they
take on the more pressing questions of the day. I have read
my Journal with some care for many year.s, and it appears to

me the rarest thing to see a division-list, or, indeed, any record
of serious differences of opinion in the Council. And such a
«tate of affairs, if it exists, I take leave to regard as a distinct
sign of weakness. The small proportion of members who avail

them.selves of the privilege (or, as some say, the duty) of voting
at Council elections has been the subject of unfavourable com-
jaent. Pei-sonally, I regard th« indisciimiiiate sujjport of a

candidate whose opinions are not known to the elector as a
di.stinct deviation from the path of duty on the part of the

latter. If he cannot obtain the information wliich would con-

verb him from a voting-machine into an intelligent citizen of the

body pharma'jeuti(;, he had better abstain from voting alto-

gether.

The Man in the Shop.

If the cause of the. existing indifference is the habit the

Council has of going into commititee and of deciding matters of

importance in caiiurd, that, again, can hardly be regarded as a

healthy sign, nor cim it increase the interest of the rank and file

in the Council. What the man in the shop wants to read iu

reports of Council meetings is not so much lamentation over de-

ceased friends or reiterated reference to the needs of the Bene-

volent Fund (grand and deserving as that Fund is), but rather

accounts of full-drc^.s debates between the " no-compromi,se " and

the " no-action " parties, if there be such ; between the " radical

"

and the " reactionary "' members, between the supporters of

such an organisation afe the P.A.T.A. and the owners of " cut"

proprietaries.

The Territorial Fetish.

Territorial representation is a poly.syllabic catch-phrase repre-

senting something which, according to its advocates, would, if

carried into effect, achieve a certain desired result, but such

representation could not ensure, any more than the existing

system, that a particular representative either has a definite

policy to forward, or that his policy coincides with that of the

majority of his constituents. What is wanted is that the

electors should have put before them a clear declaration of

policy from each of the candidates for the Council, quite apart

from anj' question of where they may happen to live. As well as

creating practical difficulties in the way of the division of

constituencies and the allocation of members thereto, the " terri-

tori.'d ' policy would necessarily render more easy the election

of such prophets as have honour in their own country (and

possibly none outside of it), while it is equally certain that some

districts would be obliged to ask a " carpet-bagger '" to represent

them, for want of a suitable local man. I have grave doubts

whether those local associations which have passed resolutions"

in favour of the -suggested change have had all the facts put

before them, or have realised that the "ten-itorial " system must

debar them from supporting or "blackballing" a candidate in

another con'-tituency, however popular or unpopular he may be.

Future Elections.

I am quite prepared to grant that on certain broad prin-

ciples, such as the preservation of the s-tatutory rights

of chemists and 4i"uggists iu regard to the sale of poisons,

unanimity on the Council is to be expected and may
not be undesirable ; but I would recall the fact that many'

Radical members of Parliament sank all party considera-

tions and supported the Government on the broad question

of war in South Africa three years ago, and there was still,

scope for the strong man of any party to have his opinion, to

express it, to stand up for it, and. if nec«.ssary, to lose his seat

in consequence. I appeal to thinking members of the Pharma-

ceutical Society to refuse at future elections to vote for any
candidate simply because he has or has not sat on the Council

before, or because he is personally a good fellow, or because

his father or his uncle sat on the Council during the period of

"splendid inactivity" (save the mai-k!) which followed tiie

iflouse of Lords decision in the London and Provincial Supply

Association case, but to insist on aif express declaration of

policy from all who seek their suffrages. Then, and then only,

can the Council be exj^eoted to represent satisfactorily the.

general body of those whose interests are committed to its.

charge.
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THE AUTHORITY OF THE PHARMACOPEIA.

The authority of the Pharmacopoeia is both frequently

quoted and universally allowed, but, as pointed out by Dr.

C. O. Hawthorne, in an article ijublished in the Po?i/c/i)iic,

the nature and extent of tliat auth(jrity are not always

so clearly recognised as is to be desired. The legitimate

domain of the Pharmacopoeia, within which it is absolute,

has well-defined limits, and it is not in the interests either

of the medical profession, or of the general public, that

those limits should be extended. The one definite purpose

for which the Pharmaoopceia exists is to secure within the

British Isles an exact and uniform interpretation of the

various terms used in physicians' prescriptions, the design

being to provide an authoritative list of definitions of the

name* of medicines, as those are commonly wintten by
physicians, and the whole plan and arrangement of the

Pharmacopoeia being directed to the attainment of that

end, so that every di>spensing chemist is ijrovided with the

machinery necessary to enable him to make sure that he

is supplying the medicines ordered in the terms of any

prescription, as they are defined in the pages of the Phar-

jnacopoeia. The justification of giving to those pages the

sanction and authority of the law of the land is that no

less an authority is comjietent to enforce a universal nile

defining the sense in which the names of medicines are to

be understood. " Without the compelling force of legal

authority there could therefore be no secure guarantee that

every dispenser would interpret these names uniformly, and

m the sense intended by the physician. Neither the writer

of the prescription nor his patient could be certain that

the dispenser would understand its terms in the sense in

which these were employed by the physician.. The con-

fusion, and, indeed, danger, involved in such a state of

matters would obviously be opposed to the public welfare

and safety, and it is therefore in the public interest that

the Pharmacopoeia exists, and that its decrees are promul-
:gated with the weight and authority of the Legislature, and
are enforced by the sanction of legal penalties. But when
the law has once secured this end its functions are dis-

charged. It has provided for the public a means of pro-

tection which cannot be provided from any other source.

"To this extent legal force is necessary, because no other
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I force is available. But an extension of the action and re-

sponsibilitj' of the public authorities in ,this direction is

neither necessaiy nor advisable."

Proceeding, Dr. Hawthoene points out that responsible

suggestions have more than once been made to alter the

character of the Pliarmacopoeia radically, 'and to determine

its construction on principles entirely out of harmony with

those which form its essential justification. For examj)le,

it has been proposed to limit admission to its pages to medi-

cines approved by a committee of phannacologists and

therapeutists, and thus to make it a list of substances

which, in the judgment of such a committee, possess

accredited remedial value. But a volume constiiicted on

those lines would not fulfil the purpose of a national phar-

macopoeia. Nor is it either necessary, or in harmony with

public policy, that any such volume should have the sup-

port and dignity of legal authority. The object of the

Pharmacopoeia is not to say what substances should be used

as medicines, but to define those that arc used, and in

that way to protect the public against the evils necessarily

attached to any substitution, adulteration, or uncertain

strengths of medicines. If a committee of pharmacologists

or other experts desires to communicate their experience

and views to the profession, there are sufficient opportuni-

tie.^ for them so to do, but there is no reason at all why
their teaching should be authorised and dignified by legal

warrant and title. In fact, any such proceeding is not

only unnecessary, but would also be inexpedient, as it

would tend to restrict the free play of private judgment
in the selection and use of remedies, and to create a naiTOw
and artificial standard capable of being quoted as the mea-
sure of therapeutic orthodoxy. The essential thing, in re-

lation to the use of medicines, is to obtain for the public a

uniform interpretation of the terms which physicians employ
in the construction of their prescriptions, as in that

way only can the public safety be secui-ed. " The experts

may properly employ themselves; with the education of

the ijrofession, and may thus, indirectly, and in time, de-

termine the constitution of the Pharmacopoeia. The im-
mediate duty of that book, howev.er, is not to proclaim

the current notions of pharmacologists, but to protect the

public against the risks of misconstruction of the terms em-
ployed by the physician. Any action, therefore, which
would limit the practice of ofiicial definition to a more or

less narrow group of substances approved by laboratory or

other arbitrary tests, is opposed to the jiublic interest. The
interest of the public is that the individual physician shall

have full liberty to prescribe whatever in liis judgment
seems likely to lessen the patient's suffering and to pro-

mote his health, and that substances so prescribed shall

be dispensed of the nature and quality intended by the
physician. These ends are met by leaving the selection of

his remedies to the physician, whilst the law, by providing
an imperative standard of reference, directs the dispenser
how to interpret the terms which the physician employs.
This standard of reference is the British Pharmacopoeia."
The objections above stated are thought to apply with

equal force to the suggestion that each of the Pharmacopoeia
monographs should include a list of the clinical con-

ditions in which the substance described may be employed
with advantage. A book so constituted would restrict the

liberty and invade the judgment of the practitioner, and
come to be quoted by the public either in favour of, or in
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opposition to, ft proposed scheme of treatment. Witli re-

gard to suggestions that the Pharmacopoeia should contain

useful hints to practitioners regarding the combination of

remedies, the use of flavouring agents, and so forth, it is

insisted by Dr. Hawthoene that all those can be and are

provided by private enterprise far better than by the slow,

cumbrous, and dogmatic processes of legal authority. The

Pharmacopoeia is neither intended to be a list of medicines

guaranteetl by professional authority to possess remedial

virtue, nor a guide to the construction of elegant and suc-

cessful prescriptions. " No doubt there is a certain pre-

sumption in favour of pharmacopoeial medicines, at least

to the extent that as they are recognised in the official

volume they must be more or less generally use<l, and if

used, probably, thei'efore, useful. Such a consideration

ought to have due weight with prescribers, and more espe-

cially with those of junior experience. The chief interest

of the physician in the Pharmacopoeia, howevei', is to see

that the remedies he is in the liabit of prescribing are

adequately defined there, in order that he may rely upon
the accurate and uniform interpretation of his prescriptions

by the dispenser, in whatever part of the country the latter

may practise. The Pharmacopoeia "has no control over the
selection of remedies ; the decision in this respect is to be
taken entirely on the judgment and responsibility of the

physician. What is true of the selection of remedies for

the treatment of an individual patient is true also of the
determination of the doses in which they are ordered. Here,
again, the judgment and responsibility are entirely matters
for the decision of the physician." In practice, the so-

called official doses are set at naught in a hundred in-

stances every day, and the only advantage that the introduc-
tion of doses into the officiaJ pages passesses is tffat it

forms an additional check against the risk of accidental
poisoning, by making the dispenser officially acqtiainted
with what may be called the average doses of the various
remedies. He is thus placed in a position to obsen^e any
slip, or apparent slip, in this respect, which may be made
in the prescription, and t(j approach the physician to have
that either rectified or approved, as the case may be. When
a dose in excess of the pharmacopoeial maximum is inten-
tionally prescribed the quantity should be specially
initialled or otherwise confirmed. In conclusion, it is

pointed out that the Pharmacopoeia, as an instrument in
the service of the public, can boast a useful and valued
function, but, so far- as the medical profession is concerned,
" it is neither to be hailed as a dictator nor acclaimed as a
fetish."

CHEMICAL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
The value of the cliemicals, dye-stuffs, and tanning sub-

stances imported from foreign countries and British pos-
sessions during the year 1902 shows a veiy slight increase
on that of the previous year, the figures for 1902 being
£6,133,062, as compared with £6,129,498. On the other
hand, the exports of chemicals, chemical and medicinal pre-

parations for the year, greatly exceeded in value those of

1901, the increase in value being given in the official re-

turn as £631,214. Less of borax, saltpetre, bleaching ma-
terials, and soda compounds have been imported, but the
value of alizarine and aniline dyes imported has risen con-
siderably. Less Peruvian bark and gum arabic have come
to the country in 1902 tlian in either of the two preceding

years. The value of imported " di'Ugs " shows a continued

steady decrease, the amount for 1902 being £52,520 less

than in 1901, while the exports of home produce under

the same heading show an increase in value* of £26,580.

Among the exported articles of foreign and Colonial mer-

chandise, it is found that the Peruvian bark exported in

1902 is only a little more than half that of 1900. The
export value of coco-nut, olive, and palm oils, and petro-

leum shows a consistent rise for the last two or three years

THE P.A.T.A. AND MANUFACTURERS.

The Secretary of the Proprietary Articles Trade Asso-

ciation has sent copies of correspondence which has passed

between him and Mr. Fisher, whose letter was read at

the Convention. In the first letter, dated November 25,

1902, Mr. Fisher states that he had been instructed by a

meeting of manufacturers who were invited to attend the

P.A.T.A. Convention to write as follows:—
" The manufacturers deplore the excessive cutting of

prices, which, ho^vever, they have done nothing to

create. The retail trade themselves have done the
cutting, whereas many of the manufacturers have inde-

pendently striven hard to encourage the maintenance
of fair profits. While thanking the Council of the
P.A.T.A. for their invitation to be present at their

Convention, the manufacturers do not think that any
useful purjjose can be served by a promiscuous joint

discussion at the Conference, such as is proposed. The
manufacturers have appointed a committee to repre-

sent them, and this committee will be pleased to re-

ceive any practical proposals, through me,, which the
Convention may put forward in writing through a re-

sponsible committee, with a view to remedying the
existing evils."

In reply to that communication, Mr. Gltx-Joxes under-

took to read the letter at the meeting of the delegates to the

Convention, to be held on November 26, and asked Mr.
Fisher, for the information of the delegates, to send a list of

the manufacturers upon whose Ijehalf he had written. The
only response to that request, however, was a state-

ment that the meeting in question was a large and fully

representative one of manufacturers wlio had been imnted

to attend the P.A.T.A. Convention. Subsequently, Mr.
Glyn-Jones wrote to inform Mr. Fisher that, at the meet- -

ing of the P.A.T.A. Convention, the delegates resolved tha

the P.A.T.A. Council be asked to take charge of the resolii

tions passed, and carry out any suggested negotiations

with proprietors ; as a meeting of the Council was to bff.

held shortly, he Avould be glad to hear the result of the'

request for the names of the manufacturers on whose*

behalf the letter read at the Convention was sent. Mr.

Fisher replied, on .January 9, 1903, that he was instruct;-

by his Committee that the names of the manufacturers in

question would not be divulged. Four days later Mr.'

Gly'n-Joxes wrote to Mr. Fisher as follows:—
" I was instructed to ask you to be good enough t

convey the thanks of those who attended the re-^

cent Convention to those manufkcturers on whos*
behalf your letter of November 25 was ^vritten, fo

their offer to receiA'e through you any practical pro^

posals in writing. In the opinion of my Committee^
however, the refusal to divulge the names of the manu
facturers who have kindly consented to consider an
written proposals M'e may make suggests an absolut
want of confidence in the Council of the Associatio"
and those represented by it, and I am to say that f.

this reason my Committee sees no prospect of an/
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useful negotiation Ueing carried out upon the lines

suggested in j'ours of November 25. Under the present

circumstances, therefore, my Committee with regret

respectfully decline to submit such proposals, but point

out that eveiy manufacturer has received a copy of

the resolutions ultimately adopted at the Convention."

The latest .stage in the correspondence was reached on

.January 27, when Mr. Fisher informed Mr. Glyn-Jones

that he was desired to express the regret of his Committee

at the attitude which the P.A.T.A. had taken up, and to

-point out that it i.s not usual to ask for the individual names

of clubs or associations before having any dealings with

them. Whilst his Association did not wish to prevent the

P.A.T.A. dealing with individual members, they must ask

that body to recognise that the manufacturers' association

is one in which the members are combined, and proposed to

act in combination, rather not individually, upon the im-

portant subjects now under discussion.

THE INLAND REVENUE AND CHEMISTS' PRIVILEGES.

A rHOSEcrxiox of some importance is reported at

page 139. It will be seen that the Inland Revenue

authorities proceeded against a limite<l company, carrying

on a di-uggist's business at Oldham, on eight infonnations

under the Medicine Stamp Duty Acts. Some of the articles

sold without a medicine stamp were admitted by the de-

fence to be proprietary articles, and consequently to be

liable to duty, while others were alleged by the Inland

Revenue to be " held out " for the prevention, cure, or

relief of various disorders. Among the latter was a tinc-

ture of nux vomica, apparently a homoeopathic preparation,

to which was attached a label bearing simply the name of

the article, the dose, and a list of the ailments for which

the drug might be used. The other articles included " tinc-

ture of sulphur," wind-pills, ehlorodyne, and blood purifier.

It was urged, for the defence, that these articles were not

liable to duty, for two reasons : first, because they were

not actually " held out," or recommended for the cure, etc.,

of disorders, and that the exemption of chemists and

druggists would apply ;
and, secondly, that the defendants

were not the ' owners," or the " original or first vendors "

of any of the articles in question. The prosecuting counsel

replied that the exemption in the Act did not apply in

the present case, the defendant firm being a limited com-

pany, but only to chemists and druggists who had served

an apprenticeship ; and further, that the clause which ap-

plied in this case, did not contain the phrase " original or

first renders," but only the words " makers, vendoi-s, or

proprietors thereof." A very welcome feature of the

case is the refusal of the Inland Revenue to recognise a

limited company, as coming within the scope of the special

exemption granted to chemists and druggists, in respect of

the sale of approved remedies, where no recommendation or

claim to exclusive proprietorship is made. It may be

noted here that chemists and druggists are privi-

leged in another respect, as shown by the terms of a

letter read at a recent meeting of the Mid-Rhondda
Grocers' Association, and another communication, addressed

by the Board of liiland Revenue to Messrs. Lorimee and
Co., Limited. In both instances, the Board makes it clear

that persons other than chemists and druggists will not

in futiu'e be permitted to sell medicated wines, such as

quinine wine, unless in posaeasion of a wine licence.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PHARMACY ACTS.
Though bub few readers of the Journal are likely to

sympathise with any proposal to transfer the administra-

tion of the Pharmacy Acts from the Pharmaceutical Society

to a Government department, every member of the Society

should feel indebted to Mr. Herbert Ffoulkes for pre-

senting the case (see p. 131) in favour of that course being

pursued in so clear and logical a manner. It is always as

well to be conversant with the strongest arguments that can
be advanced against a position that we feel bound to defend,

and it is doubtful whether anything stronger can be urged

against the continuance of the existing legal position con-

dition in pharmacy than the friendly criticisms referred to.

Mr. Ffoulkes is no advocate of free trade in poisons, nor

would he for a single moment attempt to minimise

the importance of the pharmacist's calling, but he has

endeavoured to consider the matters of which he speaks

from an independent point of view, which is neither that

of the practising chemist and druggist nor that of the out-

sider who has an axe to grind, and the outcome of his con-

sideration of the present state of affairs is a feeling that

both pharmacy and the Pharmaceutical Society would benefit

if the laws regulating the keeping, dispensing, and selling

of poisons were administered by a Government department.

Regarded from a strictly logical point of view, there is

much to be said in favour of the suggestion that the Society

should be freed from the necessity of instituting prosecu-

tions, but strict logic is not often manifested in British

legislation, and, apart from that, expediency suggests the

retention by the Society of such powers as it possesses, lest

worse than the prevailing ill should befall us. Like many other

imperfectly drafted Statutes, the Pharmacy Acts have, on

the whole, been productive of good, to pharmacists and the

public alike. Amendment based upon a logical codification

of those Acts would doubtless be a great improvement

upon the existing position, but much water may be expected

to flow under London Bridge before amendment of that

character is likely, if ever, to be effected. Meanwhile,' how-

ever, Mr. Ffoulkes has done yeoman service in presenting

the chemists and druggists of Great Britain with a case

which requires serious consideration, and, as already stated,

probably represents the worst that can be said against the

continuance of the conditions which have prevailed for the

past thirty-five years.
.

FREDERICK BADEN BENGER.
We regret to learn, at the moment of going to press, of

the death of Mr. F. Baden Bengek, of Manchester, which

took place on Wednesday, Januar^^ 28. Mr. Benger was a

member of the Board of Examiners of the Phamiaceutical

Society from 1874 to 1886. At one time he was in partner-

ship with Mr. Standen Paine, and latterly he was a director

of Messrs. Benger and Co., Ltd. Mr. Benger was a life

member of the Society, and a munificent supporter of the

Benevolent Fund, to which, in addition to his annual sub-

scription, he had given donations amounting to £121. His

interest in the Society was further shown by the gift by Mr.

Paine and himself of £100 to the fund for increasing the

value of the Redwood Scholarship, as was announced at the

last Council meeting. Though Mr. Benger had not been

in good health for some time, the announcement of his com-

paratively sudden death will be felt as a great blow by his

many friends in pharmaceutical circles.
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LIVERPOOL CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Royal Institution, Liverpool. Thursday, January 22, Mr.

H. Wtatt, junior, presiding.

Election of Members and Officers.

The following gentlemen were elected members :—Messrs.

F. W. W. Fawcett, A. Alderson Jones, E. Dowzard, and

J. J. Clarke.

Some vacancies on the Council were filled by the appoint-

ment of Messrs. A. C. Abraham, Clubb, Button, Hornblower.

J. J. Smith, Tharratt, and Wallbridge (St. Helens).

After the reading of the annual report and the Treasurer's

statement, both of which were passed without discussion, the

Chairman called upon Mr. R. C. Cowley to take up his duties

as President of the Association for the session 1903-1904, and.

following the precedent of the last fifty-three years, to

deliver a

Presidential Address.

Mr. Cowley said : In electing me to occupy the pi'esidential

chair for the year, I feel you are bestowing on me the

highest honour you have at your disposal, and as such I

have accepted it, not, however, without a large measure of

diffidence, as I feel it incumbent to maintain the high reputa-

tion which my predecessors in office have achieved, and
which I can only aspire to. The Association to which we
belong claims the honour of being the oldest of its kind in

the country, having now been a living Association for fifty-

four years ; the associations in other towns claiming to have

been founded at an earlier date have been intermittent in

their vitality. I feel proud to be the president of an

Association whose membership roll can show the names of

so many eminent pharmacists, and the qualit_y of who.se work
is constantly seen by reference to the pages of our national

Pharmacopoeia. We claim to be both a scientific and trade

Association. We desire to retain the high reputation we
have hitherto held, but we have to bear in mind that the

usefulness of an association does not depend on respectable

traditions. We wish to meet the wants of everyday phar-

macy ; we are anxious to absorb new energy. We have our

faults, and we desire nothing better than that thes-e should

be told to us. If there are men of our calling in the district

who think our Association does not perform its duty to the

trade, we shall welcome them among us and promise them a

fair hearing. In a district such as this, embracing a popula-

tion of over a million, it would be strange indeed if our

Association included the whole of the chemists in it. We
would like if it did. It is impossible to fix on an evening

to suit everyone; hours are long, trade may be bad. The
trade journals print reports of the meetings so fully that we
can familiarise ourselves with the proceedings at home at our

leisure; but I can assure the neglectful members of the trade

in our district that if they attend our meetings and give us

their support we shall return them full value. There are

many important subjects on which a consensus of opinion

and uniformity of action are vital ; we are crippled without

them. An association of this kind should have a strong trade

committee to deal purely with

Trade Questiox.s,

such as, competition by other traders, local combinations for

buying large quantities of goods, to combat the tendency on

the part of medical men to order proprietary articles, and
o fix on the most suitable way of doing this, to settle, if pos-

sible, locally, the everlasting problems of patent medicines,

early closing, and Sunday trading ; we might even go so far

as to consider the desirability of combining for the purpose

of debt collecting, and ol publishing amongst our members-

the names of fraudulent or long-winded customers. These-

ideas may appear somewhat Utopian, but we never know
what we can do until we try, and, as a beginning, we might

draw up a list of suggestions, and ask someone to give, say,

one question his consideration, and let us have his conclu-

sions in the form of a paper for general discussion. Further-

more, I would not restrict these questions to our own mem-
bers, but would ask another tradesman to speak on them and

to make suggestions. As a preliminary, it is necessary that

the chemists of the district be better organised, and I do nofi

see any reason why we should not take this in hand at once.

I would suggest that we send a circular letter to all chemists

in the district to the effect that we purpose to make tra le

matters a prominent feature of the work of the Association,

and to do this we must have extended support. If we
sketch out a draft of the subjects we propose to deal with,

I feel confident of a vigorous response. A list of questions-

to which answers are invited might be added, such as :

—

Will you join the Association if proposed ?

Is the day and time of meeting convenient?

Have you any suggestions for increasing the value of the

Association, etc.

That we have not got into touch with the younger members-

of the trade is apparent from the comparatively few we see

at our meetings of those who have gone into busine-ss for them-

selves within recent years ; in fact, we have missed to a great

extent the mem who ought to supply the life-blood to our

Association, for we know ithat as we grow oldier we ihave less-

enthusiasm, and fewer inclinations to promote work of this

kind. There are many young men in business in the neighbour-

hood wlio, I know, are capable men, lauu' only want bringing

up to the scratch. Our capable general secretary has shown

what can be done in inducing those connected with the wuole-

sale section of the trade to join, and, as such an Association as

this should appeal to and benefit the retail section more than

the wholesale, it is a. distinct reflection on us that it is not

supported as it ought to be by retailers. We have an excellent

nucleus for combination in our retail price-list, the best known

of its kind in the countiy, and which I hope to see re-issuedl

at an early date. There is plenty of work for our General
^

Purposes Committee to take in hand, and work, too, that will

be appreciated.

Early Clcsing and Sunday Trading.

Of all the ills the business of a retail chemist suffers from^

perhaps the most pernicious is the excessively long hours he

keeps his phannacy open. It benumbs his faculties and blunts

his intellect. Man is essentially a gregaiious animal, and it is

almost as necessary for his well-being to associate with his

fellow men as it is to eat ; indeed, I maintain it is impossible-

to become a good business man without freeh' associating witli.-

other men and forgetting business when business hours are

over ;
certainly nothing will unfit one for the next day's work

more than the practice, so common among pharmacists, of

going from their pliarmacy to bed, not even witii slight con-

vivial indiscretions which the general pharmacist .«o rarely in-

dulges in. Sunday trading, too, is most demoralising. Pro-

vision should be made for the supply of necessary medicines,

but it is hardly in common with the dignitv of one who has

any claim to professional status to jilace himself on the level

of publicans, or the vendors of newspapers, tobacco, and con-

fections. I know of several who discourage it to the extent of

not opening their pharmacies, and I have not heard that they

suffer in any way thereby. Moreover, I gather that generally

the inconsiderate individuals who favour the pharmacist on

Sunday with their attentions are not so appreciative on six:

other days of the week.
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Proprietary Articles ix Disi-eksixg.

So much has been written and' said on this subject that it

) difficult to add anything new. I dio not know that it has

rer been suggested to fight the advertising medicine " boomer "

'ith his own weapons, in combining locally to jjublish formulae

f similar preparations. Both retailer and wholesaler would

enefit, to say nothing of tihe medical man and the patient. 1

ave sufficient confidence in the ability of the members of this

Lssociation to compile formulae equal to the best of the articles

3 much " boomed." I would even go so far as to suggest a

imilar remedy to correct the effects of the so-called patent

lediuines. Sm-ely to goodness a profit equal to that obtained

V retailing patent medicines would result by a judicious

ublication of a formula for a preparation possessing similar

onstituents to the one that may be for the time "boomed,"

nd it certainly would be more dignified to sell one's own pre-

aration. This matter might with advantage be taken up by

be P.A.T.A.—that organisation coukl do it better than indi-

idual associatioss. Until such a. plan as I have suggested is

dopted to combat the tendency of prescribing proprietary

rtiuies, I see no disadvantage in acquainting patients with the

haracter of the medicine they are taking.

With these passing references to trade subjects I do not

eel myself competent to further discuss. I will pass on to the

ubject uppermost in my mind, viz. :
—

The Education and Examination of the Phabjiaoist.

At the close of the eighteenth century and the Tjeginnina: of

,he nineteenth, the study of pharmacy was the only road to

hat of pure chemistry, as will be wcalled by the names of so

nany of the fathers of modern chemistry, who at one period or

inot'her in their lives associated i)harmacy with chemistiy,

iz. :_VVolher, the. brothers Rose, the Lemerys, father and son,

Cunkel. Neuman, Geoffrey, Mitcherlich, Gmelin, Scheele,

Jeaume, Leblanc, and Berzelin, S'Ome of whom were of the

hlogi«tic school, others of the modern. Though the study of

Hire chemistry has to a great extent dissociated itself from

)hannacy, pharmax:eutical chemistry cannot be dissociated from

mi-e chemisty. Not only must the up-to-date pharmacist be

quipi)€d with a knowledge of pharmacy and chemistry, but

le must know a good deal about the subjects allied to his calling.

^. purely academical training is, however, not in itself a suffi-

;iency. The capacity for judiciously blending scientific know-

edge with modern business methods is necessary to secure

iuccess. A common fault is an absence of knowledge of book-

•eeping, and is one that requires correcting as an absence of

icientific knowledge. The inadequate pharmaceutical training

)f many who aspire to academical honours is a common cause of

.disaster in the examination-room and in future life. It is com-

monly stated by employers that the recently qualified assistant

.s inclined to value his scholastic training too highly, particularly

so if he possesses the Major qualification. The subjects the

candidate for this examination has to be familiar with have so

little bearing on his future work that his diploma is equivalent

to as much gold paint, in that its commercial value does not

correspond with its colour. Even in the case of the man with

the Minor qualification, the value of his certificate appears to

depend in a great measure on the legal obligation of his em-

ployer to the public. I must confess, however, that in a great

measure I credit the inattention on the part of some recently

qualified assL«tants to business to conditions prevailing prior to

qualification. The youthful pharmacist is often so closely con-

fined to business that to combine recreation with study is often

an impossibility. He is frequently subjected to such restrictions

that he would not be asked to comply with in his own home,

hence there is little wonder that when a man finds his qualifica-

tion a legal asset he is somewhat more independent.

Nevertheless, it is incontrovertible that given two men of

equal business capacity, the more highly educated one is the

better man. Probably no other subject has been more widelj^

discussed than the relation of education to examination. It has

generally been- concluded that examination in itself is of no

particular value excepting in producing a certain amount of

uniformity in tuition. Without a definite curriculum the value

of an examination may prove very delusive, inasmuch as it

induce.s cram, and it fails to distinguish between the crammed
student and the one who has subjected himself to a curriculum.

Cram has been described as a pretence to knowledge and a veil

to ignorance, yet everyone who has passed our pharmaceutical

examinations lays claim to special legislative protection by-

virtue of having satisfied the examiners. This may satisfy our-

selves, but it is questionable if it will satisfy those to whom we
look for further protection.

I am firmly of opinion that we can only expect further pro-

tection when we can satisfy others as well as ourselves that

we are an educated body of men, and this must be tlu-ough in-

stituting a

Radical Change

in our sys^tem of education, and examination. At present a

student may obtain the knowledge to enable him to pass his

examination how he likes, where he likes, and when he likes.

We are faced with the fact that the majority of our younjr

men study for and pa.vs their examination through compul-

sion only, and such a state of affairs will cramp the best in-

tentions of any teacher. C'ram is what is wanted ; the candi-

date faces the examiner in the condition Dickens so aptly

describes : "Red hot, and with the fear of cooling down before

the examination Is over."

I am tired of hearing that tlie cause of this is attributable-

to cramming schools and to the student. It is not so ; it is.

the result of fixing on examination as a .standard of education.

With the Pharmaceutical Society's present powers they can

do no more, but, taking into consideration the advances in

the direction of general education during the last thirty years,

surely this might have been remedied ; indeed, when one of

our many small Bills was before Parliament the defective educa-

tion of the pharmacist was most pointedly alluded to, and not

to our advantage. The number of failures in our examinations

cries for a refr)rm in our system of education ; ever since the-

Society has had the power delegated to it to conduct examina-

tions and to grant certificates of competence the percentage of

failures has gone on increasing. If a large percentage of

failures occurred a few times one would be inclined to blame

the candidates, but we have seen generations of it. A busi-

ness man would have been taught by adversity to change his.

method of conducting his business. In eveiy examination the

candidate is what the examination makes him, and our phar-

maceutical examinations are no exceptions ; in truth, the can-

didate realises that as an examination it is a poor affair—the

certificate is what be wants. As at pi'esent conducted, the

tlbooretical portion unduly preponderates. Chemistry in its

application to pharmacy is a negligible quantity in it. There

may be only one kind of chemistry, but for technical purposes

chemistry is specialised
;
why is. it not so in our examinations?

The practical portion should be largely extended, both in

chemis-try and pharmacy, if the examination is to be of any

future value to the candidate ;
putting a few drugs together in

a bottle, making pil^s, suppositories, and plasters do not

include the whole range of pharmacy, though no doubt they are-

an imiK>rt.ajit part of it ; but even as a test of di.spensing the'

examination is inadequate, inasmuch as the time devoted to it

is too limited. It is impossible in the tiime to gauge the extent

of the candidate's knowledge of the preparation of galenicals, or-
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the methods r.dopled in clieoking their purity, for the same

reason. It would be interesting to know to what extent this

has contributed to the general decline of pharmacy, the increase

of factory-made drugs within the last decade, and the consequent

dwindling opportunities of acquiring a training in pure phai'-

macy.
The Cost of the Examination

to the candidate is out of all proportion to its extent. The

London University gives its candidates a fortnight's examination

for half the money, and will not tell them they need not pre-

sent themselves for further examination when it is half over.

It is an unquestionable fact that, but for the examination fees,

the Pharmaceutical Society would soon be insolvent, and many
candidates for examination are by no mean.s slow in expressing

their views on the subject. There is a tendency on the part of

the unsuccessful ones to connect their want of success with it

;

even though this is a fallacy, it does not conduce to the support

of the Society when tliey do succeed in qualifying. I do not
wish to give you tlie impression that I consider the examiners

fail in courtesy to the candidates. Far from it
;
they have often

an unpleasant duty to perform, and they do it with the greatest

consideration to rhe feelings of the candidate. The pharmacist's

claim to .special leg' dative protection will have to be based

on education. Instead of 'attempting to tinker up the present

Pharmacy Act, it will be well to recognise its utter futility at

once, and plump at a cure that will strike at the root of the
trouble. To my mind,

A New Pharmact Bill

.should include the following:—
(o) A compulsory registration fee ;

ib) An educa*-ional curriculum extending over several

years ;

\c) A division of the Minor Examination
;

{d) Alteration of the title "Chemist and Druggist" to

"Pharmaceutical Chemist";
(f) To give powers to Universities to examine and to

grant legal qualifications in pharmacy.
The advantages derived from these would be many. The

registration fee would enable the Register to be kept in strict

order, which would diminish trading by unqualified persons.
A nominal fee would be all that Avould be necessary to correct

for changes of address.

A division of the examination would be highly reprehensible
unless accompanied by a curriculum. The combination would
not necessarily increase the cost of qualification to any great

extent. It would have the effect of spreading the expenditure
over a longer period, and in that way it would not fall so

heavily. It would do away with the mental strain which the

present system inflicts. It would induce a more extended sup-

port of the Society, and the growth of a truly educated body
of men.

The alteration in the title is necessary ; the word " chemist,"

without qualification, is a misnomei-. The present race of

pharmaceutical chemists bas every prospect of becoming
extinct in time, and I do not know that many have any parti-

cular pride in feeling they have a higher qualification than

the chemist and dniggist
;
moreover, it would bring the latter

class under the exemption clause of the Juries Act.

Delegation of powers to Universities to examine and grant

legal degrees in pharmacy is the natural outcome of advances

in education and the increasing opportunities for obtaining

Universitj* education during the last decade.

I would look to the registration fee to recoup the Pharma-
ceutical Society for loss in examination fees. The.se at present

have to be sufficiently high to cover both the cost of examina-
tion and registration. If necessary, the Phai-maceutical Society

would retain the right to examine as at present. In carrying

into effect these suggestions, or similar ones, I am led to think

that phaimacy would attain a high level among the learned

professions. The dental profession has risen through attention

to the education of its members in a shorter time than it has

taken the profession of pharmacy to fall to its present condition

through the inattention on the part of the Council of the

Pliarmaceutical Society to education, but by a reversal of

this policy I see no reason why there should not be a reversal

of the pendulum.

Before I conclude my remarks upon educa.tion and ex-

amination, I should like to- add my appreciation of

The Work of Dr. Paul,

who has recently retired from the editoi'ship of the Pharma-
ceutical Journal. For the thirty-two years he has been re-

sponsible for the production of that Journal his pen has not

been idle in the advocation of higher pharmaceutical educa-

tion. He was always willing and happy to lend a sympathetic

ear, and to offer a helping hand to young men, as I can myself

testify. He has done his work well and played his part

manfully. May his future years be many and peaceful.

In conclusion, I may say that 1 am by no means a pessi-

mist. I believe pharmacy has passed through its worse stage.

We require skilful and tactful minds to lead us, and we
must profit by advei'sity. In future, the advantage will be

all on the side of the man who is capable of combining a

scientific training with a business capacity.

At the conclusion, a vote of thanks was accorded the Presi-

dent, on the proposition of Dr. Symes, seconded by Mr.

Prosper H. Marsden.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, January 22, 1903, at 73, Newman Street,

London, IMr. A. Latreille, President, in the chair.

The President stated that a letter had been received from

Air. J. Langford Moore, acknowledgnig receipt of a letter

of thanks from the Association for the kindness and courtesy

extended to the members and friends on the occasion of a

recent visit to the dispensary at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

The Administration of the Pharmacy Acts.

Mr. H. Ffoulke.? then read a paper on " The Adniinistra

tion of the Pharmacy Acts" (see page 131), and introduced a

discussion on the subject by moving :

—

" That, in the opinion of this Association, it is desirable that

the laws regulating the keeping, dispensing, and selling of

poisons should, for the better protection of the public and of

registei'ed chemists, for greater efiBciency and economy of

working, and for the better upholding of the dignity of phar-

macy, be administered by a Government Department.

Mr. C. E. Pickering seconded the motion.

Discussion.

Mr. F. C. GooDALL, in opposing the motion, complimented

Mr. Ffoulkes on the excellent case he had made out of a

very bad cause. He had been courteously furnished with

the gist of Mr. Ffoulkes' remarks in order that he might

prepare his reply ; but he was apparently placed in a peculiar

predicament, for the mover of the rejsolution would have it

believed that not only would pharmacy (and therefore the

Pharmaceutical Society) increase in dignity, but the public

would also be better protected. He had, in fact, posed both

as the advocate of the .Society and as the friend of the

people. In .spite of the contentions which had been brought

forward, he thought that not only the Society and the public

were opposed to the policy which had been defined, but that
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Mr. Ffoulkes, although he did not appear to realise it, was

advocating the cause of the oil and colour man. The pro-

posed resolution specified five reasons why the administrative

authority should be transferred to the Government. The

most important of these, to a representative meeting of the

craft, was the one which related to

The Protectiox of the Chemist.

They were asked to believe that the interests of the phar-

macist would be looked after better by the Government than

by the Society which represented pharmacy. It must not be

forgotten that the Government had shown, on more than one

occasion, that it cared vei-y little about the privilege.s of

the chemists : in fact, the report of the Poisons Committee

of the Privy Council would show that the Govermnent wished
to restrict those privileges. Moreover, was it reasonable to

suppose that a privileged sectioniof the community would be

better taken care of by the i-atepayers than by a body repre-

sentative of that section? Was that feasible? Was it

natural ? Would the proposer of the motion have them go

to the people, not to ask for new laws, but to say, " We are

incapable of administering the law we helped to frame ; will

you do it for us ?
"

The Dignitv of Pharmacy.

How did that attitude coincide with the suggested up-

holding of the dignity of pharmacy ? They were asked to

believe that the Government would go out of its way and
spend its money on upholding the dignity of a class which,

according to common belief, made llgd. profit in the Is.

What the public wanted was to buy cheaply, and cheapness

and dignity were not compatible. If chemists could not

uphold their own dignity, no one else could do it for them.

To those who made the laws

The PBoaECTioN of the Public

was the most important question of all. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the public was rather callous about the danger of

poisons, and it was to be feared that, if the ratepayer was called

upon to pay for his own protection, he would ask whether
he really needed all this protection. In that section of the

Act which was framed to safeguard the public, any aggrieved
person could prosecute, but the infrequency with which pro-

ceedings were instituted seemed to indicate that the public

was not very enthusiastic about the matter. The cases in

• which the police had acted only went to show how incapable

they were of discriminating between trivial offences of a,

technical character and those fraught with danger to "the

public. The recent emerald green case exemplified that.

The Pharmaceutical Society axd Chemlsts' Privileges.
The Pharmaceutical Society had been accused of not con-

serving to its members the privileges the framers of the Phar-
macy Act, 1868. intended them to enjoy ; but whose fault

was that? If the framers had intended chemists to enjoy
certain privileges, why did they not frame the Act so that

their intentions could have been carried out? The Act, as it

stood, haid been carried out to the letter. The framers were
at fault, and not the Society, and the latter could not be
blamed if the Act did not prevent companies from exhibit-

ing the title. They had been asked if the Society could stop

such practices, and his answer was. No; ifc could not. The
Society had tried, and found the law was at fault. And it

had endeavoured to obtain new legislation. A Bill was at

present awaiting its turn. Was it to be imagined that Phar-
macy Bills could be ru.shed through Parliament like the
Education Bill? The Society was not to blame because
it could not recover penalties from convicted offenders. Was

it the fault of the Society if the assistant had nothing to

distrain upon, and was it to blame if the assistant lodged in

' furni.«hed ai)artments
"

'?

The Opinions of Outsiders

were valueless, because, as a rule, accusations of unfairness

came from convicted persons. The acts of all public bodies

were open to criticism. It was true that poison was sold by
unregistered persons, but the offender could be prosecuted.

It was impossible to prosecute in every instance, and it was
only when the offence was found out that trouble came. The
General Medical Council called it " infamous conduct " for a

doctor to employ an unqualified assistant, but the Pharma-
ceutical Society had not the same powers as that body; it

could not erase a person's name from the Register, however,
infamous his conduct. Those who bought Easton's syrup
without the requirements of the law being fulfilled ought to

prosecute; they had the power to do so, and if they did not
they were conniving at the offence.

The Cost of ADiiiNisTEniNG the Law.

It had been said that the law was ^(dministered for the
public good, and, therefore, the public ought to pay. Did not the
chemist qualify for the public good? Then why should not
the public pay for his educaition? If the Government took
over the work from the Society, would the latter be allowed
to retain the examination fees? The Incorporated Law
Society instituted proceedings under the Legal Act ; the

General Medical Council ,%dmiiii,stex-ed the iledical and Dental
Acts ; and the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons the
Veterinaiy Act. If these bodies could do their work efficiently,

ways it not a slur on tliB Phafmaceutical Society to suggest

that it oould not properly supervisie the administration of the

Pharmacy Act ? The fault lay not with the Society, but with

the law, and the present state of affairs could only be remedied

when all chenii.sts recognised that it was their duty to support

the Pharmaceutical Society, which alone had the power to

confer upon them the titles and privileges of the craft.

Tlie PiiESiDENT said he was very pleasied that Mr. Ffoulkes

had touched upon

The DiFFictriTY of Recoveeing the Fixes and Costs

of prosecutions under the Pharmacy Act. There was an
opinion in some quarters that if the adniini.stration of the

Pharmacy Act was taken away from the Pharmaceutical Society

it would lose a certain amount of income : but he was pleased

to learn that, on the contrary, it would be a direct advantage

for the Society to drop all pro.secutious. In supporting Mr.
Ffoulkes' motion he was influenced not *o much by the

advanta.g6s that would accrue to chemists, but by the probable

effect tlie appointment of Government inspectors of phar-

macies would have from the point of view of the public safety.

He did not think ISIr. Ffoulkes wished to say anything dero-

gatory to tlie Pharmaceutical Society, because he gave the

Society credit for having don© all it could ; but he realised

that it was so very much handicapped in bringing proceedings

mider the Pharmacy Act that it was desiratile to mate a

change.
The Law Costs.

Mr. A. fx. Watkins took tlie view that there were two sides

to all questions, and that in the present instance the same

shield couldTje made to define the public and professional view.

With regard to the £1,452 mentioned by jSIr. Ffoulkes as the

adverse balance from law costs, there was no indication

that that was due solely to prosecutions. He believed it woxJd

include other legal costs, such as the cost of procuruig the Sup-

plemenlary Charter in 1901, and the costs incurred in promoting

the Pharmacy Bill. Therefore, he did not think it was fair
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to say that tls© amount mentioned was a dead lass to the

Society for the administration of the Pharmacy Acts. With

regard' to

The Sale of Poisons,

chemists were not so much concea-ned witli what the public

considered to be for its safety as they were with carrying out

the poison laws, and in that connection he thought the idea

of apiwinting inspectors of i>ha.nnacies was good. It wooild

tend to show what he believed wm the fact, that fatal mistakes

with poisons were the result of careles-smess in the homeis of

the people, and that diemists took eveiy precaution and in-

sisted on the Poison Regidations being observed. In his

opinion, the Phannaceutical Society had been veiy much
hindered by so many registered chemists withliolding their

support.
Phiok TO 1868.

Mr. C. J. Strothsr ]x>inted out that Mr. Pfoulkes was at a

considerable disadvantage in putting forwaj-d his case in view

of the fact that formerly the administration of i-egulations

relating to the i>ractice of pharmacy was in other handis than

those of the Pharmaceutical Society, and that in consequence

of the unsatisfactory way in which the law was then put into

force, tlie present system came into being. He also showed

that

The Deficiencies of the Phaeuact Act, 1868,

were almost entirely due to the jealousy which existed among

the chemists and druggists of that i>eriovl. There were a

number of chemists, among whom he believed was the tlien

President of the Pharmaceutical Society, who were .strongly in

favour of the principle of one man one phai-macy being mciuded

in the Act, but others who had branch shops were opposed, to

that principle. Then in i-egard to the Widow's Olaiuse there was

great diver,sion of opinion. Thus the efficiency of the Phar-

macy Act of 1868 was maired, not by the Pharmaoeutioal

Society, but by those chemists who were opposed to the prin-

ciples which the Society desired to be embodied in the Act.

The Government and CiiEMisrs.

ilr. R. E. LowNSBKOUCH was strongly opposed to the motion.

He thought it would be a gi'eat mista.ke for the Association to

pass a resolution approving of the administration of poison

regulations being transfeored from the Phannaceutical Society

to a Government department. The Government had not shovm

any particular desire to support the privileges of chemists.

That was apparent from the fact that, on the departmental

committee which had recently been considering the question

of the sale of poisons, Mr. Walter Hills was the only person

who had any sympathy with chemists. It was p-oposed tliat

in future gi-eater facilities should be given to the public in the

matter of obtaining certain poisons
,

by making it legal for

them to be sold in sealed packets by anyone. That was

getting in the thin end of the wedge, and the result would

probably be that in time the chemist's trade would consist

of the sale of broken packages and small quantities only. He
thought it was time there was more of the trade union spirit

among chemists.

Mr. W. S. Adamson thought the Pharmaceutical Society

had not done all th-it^ it might have done to cari-y out the pro-

visions of llie Phaimacy Act. There were many ca#es which

might be brought under Section 17, but the Society did not

move in the matter even when attention was directed to the

offences. With regard to the existing Poison Regulations, they

were not of much use, because no one was authorised to see

that they were carried out. If a chemist's shop wa.s to be

.inspected a wan-ant would be required in each case.

Other meml>ers having spoken, a vote was taken, five voting

."for the motion and ten against.

The proceedings then terminated.

EDINBURGH DISTRICT CHEMISTS' TRADE
ASSOCIATION.

OPENING MEETING.

In the Pharmaceutical Society's House, 36, York Place,

Edinburgh, Monday, January 26, 1903, Mr. W. S. Glass in

the chair.

Apologies for absence were intimated from Messrs. Storrar,

Boa, Brown, and Robertson.

The following were elected members :
—^Messrs. James Dun-

can, A. McCutcheon, R. MdLennan, A. G. Nicholson, J. W.
Richardson, G. H. C Rowland, and E. Steven.

The Chairman then proceeded to deliver an address on

Competition In the Drug Trade.

(The addre.ss is printed in full on page 128 ct scrj.)

Vote of Thanks.

Mr. J. A. FoRRET, Vice-Ohairman, in moving a vote of

thanks, which was cordially passed, said he regretted they had
not an abstract beforehand of this excellent addre.s«, for there

were many points in it on which they might have had an inte-

resting discussion. There was one point to which he would

allude. Mr. Glass had referred to the buying, stocking, and

storing of the drugs in the shop of a limited company. He
thought that was a matter of very great importance. The
owner of the shop was the " boss," and might order his quali-

fied assistant to do what he pleased. He might have a notion

that similar articles looked best when together, and might
insist on having oxalic acid side by side with sulphate of mag-

nesia. Another point was the reference to prices of common
articles. In the old Edintourgh price list, which was now dead,

the system of maintaining high prices for common articles was
adhered to, and he thought it was silly, short-sighted, and

absurd to have stuck to these exorbitant prices. The advent

of the stores had effectually wiped them out. With regard to

dispensing charges, he declined to have his prices discussed by

any comparison with the store. In the case of nostrums he

was quite prepared to have any comparison made or to be dic-

tated to by customers or the stores, but he would not accept

any dictation as to what he should charge for dispensing.

The Chairman having expressed his thanks, the Secretary,

iMr. C. F. Henry, reported on behalf of the four delegates

appointed to

The Federation Meeting in Dundee.

(Messrs. Boa and McLaren had been unable to attend, but Mr.
Forret and he were present as delegates. Of course they had

not been empowered to vote on any question. The meeting was
large, interesting, and hearty. The chief topic discussed was

THE Reservation of Titles,

and Mr. MaoEwan read an able paper from his point of view.

There was a good expression of opinion, and three views seemed

to be chiefly brought out. The first, championed by i\Ir.

MaoEwan, was that nothing could be done except by legisla-

tion ; the second, maintained by Mr. Lord Gifford, was that

something could and ought to be done by taking a test case ;

there was also a third view, that a process of interdict or in-

junction should be tried. At the close of the meeting a resolu-

tion was proposed to the effect that nothing could iae done

except bj- legislation, but there was no time to discuss it. He
thought it would have been better if the resolution had been

submitted at the beginning of the discu.ssion. Personally he

did not agree with the resolution, but while he (Mr. Henry)

was waiting for Mr. Gifford to move an amendment, Mr. Currie,

who presided with much ability, declared the motion carried,

and he did not ha.ve any opportunity of explaining that he

(Mr. Henry) did not agree. There was also a short discussion
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on Patent Medicine La'n', which was allowed to drop ; on terri-

torial representation, which was remitted to the Federation

and would come up at the Bristol meeting this year, and on a

letter from Mr. John Smith anent a circular issued by a whole-

sale firm, who were to be written to pointing out that they were

casting a reflection on the trade.

Mr. FoRRET said Mr. Henry had said almost all that was
needed. There was only one addition he would suggest. He
observed that after the Dundee meeting the Hon. Secretary,

Mr. Merson, had written to say that the Dundee resolution

did not bind any association not represented at the meeting.

He was of opinion that the resolution could not be binding on

any association, whether represented at the meeting or not.

It was said that the resolution was sprung upon the meeting, but

the Secretai-y said that was not so, as they had warning that the

matter was coming up. He must say he had no knowledge of

any such lesolution beforehand. They knew that Mr. MacEwan
was to open the discus-sion, but until he began to speak he (Mr.

Forret) had not the least idea which side he was going to take.

Mr. MacEwan had his prepared addre.'s, with all his legal

, extracts, but he was not prepared to discuss these without some
time for consideration. He held that the resolution was cer-

tainly not binding on the Ediutourgh Association, although

several of their members were at the meeting ; nor did he think

it was binding on any association represented there.
' The CHAIR1I.4N said it had been reported to them that there

was a discussion as to whether it was advisable to go to the

law courts on the question of titles. Apparently, however,

owing to the way the resolution came up, the matter had been

disposed of lather in a hurried way, and without any time or

opportunity to protest or move an amendment.

The Protection of Titles.

The report liaving been unanimously adopted, ilr. C. F.

Hexey said he desired to propose a resolution on this subject for

the approval of the Association and for tfansmission to the

Council. A special conamittee of the Council had been ap-

,pointed to deal with this matter, and he believed they were

anxious to have the opinions of chemists throughout the country

as to what was desired or could be done. As this was the

first meeting of the Association since the Dundee meeting he

thought they should indicate their opinion, and for that purpose

he had drafted the resolution. He did not think they should

wait for legislation. Ten ox twelve years ago he drew attention

to the importance of this matter when companies first began

to use the title. At that time they used the title " Chemist and
Druggist." Kecently, however, they had gone further, and a

company in the Midlands had begun to use the title " Pharma-
ceutical Cliemist." It was therefore becoming a rather serious

matter. In the present congested state of public business in

Parliament they might wait for years before a Bill could be

introduced and passed. The question, therefore, came to be
" Can nothing be done?" He submitted that something could

be done. He had ascertained that some time ago the Society

of Solicitors before the Supreme Courts in Edinburgh had suc-

ceeded in obtaining interdict against an ordinary solicitor who
used the well-known pi'ofessionai letters "S.S.C." after his

name. He claimed that they were intended to signify " Solicitor

before the Superior Courts," but the Court held that he was
infringing the privileges of the Chartered Society, whose mem-
bers alone could use the title and letters " S.S.C." He had also

pointed out in the Journal that as long ago as 1892 the Society

of Chartered Accountants in Ediubm-gh had obtained interdict

against two ordinary accountants for using the professional

letters " C.A." At the present moment a case was in court in

which an unchartered limited company was seeking to have the

Societies of Chartered Accountants prevented from interdicting

them in the use of the letters " M.C.A." He therefore sin-

cerely believed that something could be done, and he did not

see why the Pharmaceutical Society should sit still. By the

well-known decision in 1880 they lost the sole right to sell

poisons, but he maintained that nothing had thereby been

finaly settled in regard to the use of titles. He moved:—
" That this Association is of opinion that action should be

taken by the Counoiil by means of a test case, or by an action

for interdict or injunction in order to reserve the personal
titles ' Pharmaceutical Chemist ' and ' Chemist and Druggist

'

to registered persons."

The Chairman said the object of this resolution was to

bring pressure to bear on the Council to induce them to do
something. He believed the Council was prepared to do some-
thing if it was shown that a case could be made out. There was
no doubt that a considerable number of chemists wanted a case

to be taken. He thought that if they agitated in the matter the

Council would find that a large number of chemists would suj)-

port such a movement.
Mr. Duncan McGlashan discussed the use of the letters

" M. P. 'S.," which might mean either " Member of the Pharma-
ceutical Society" or "Member of the Photographic Society,"

and also as to the use of the title " chemist " by makers of

aerated waters. It was exj)lained that the circumstances of

each case would determine whether the use of "M. P. S.
'

would be a contravention of the Pharmacy Act, 1852, and that

the use of the title " chemist " by a mere seller of aerated

waters and not in connection with sale of poisons or keeping

open shop for selling and dispensing poisons would not come
within the evil struck at by the Pharmacy Acts. Mr.

McGlashan then seconded the resolution, which, on being put

to the meeting, was carried unanimously.

Mr. McPherson suggested that in transmitting the resolu-

tion to the Council the Secretary might give the usual refer-

ences to the reports of the legal cases quoted, so that the

Society's solicitors might readily find them.

Proposed Circular to Medical Men.

The'iSECRETART reported that the 'Conranittee appointed to-

consider the propriety of sending a circular to medical men
anent (1) the putting of a special mark on prescriptions where
the circumstances of the patient called for a reduction in dis-

pensing charges, and (2) the inconvenience and loss attendant

on the dispensing of proprietary medicines, recommended that

no action should be taken on either suggestion in the mean-
time.

Mr. HiLl, said the recent discussion at a meeting of the

Society on the " Limits of Discretion in Dispensing " ha(i, he
found, attracted widespread attention among medical practi-

tioners, and he believed it might lead to some action among
them which would tend to so far accomplish the object aimed
at in the second suggestion considered by the Committee.

The Chairman said that after the meeting referred to he

discussed the matter with a medical practitioner, who said it

might get over the difiiculty if they were to prescribe these

proprietary articles intact and without breaking bulk.

Mr. Hill said he believed some dispensing establishments

made it a practice to endeavour to get patients to take a full

original package when such articles were prescribed, and the

plan was said to be very frequently successful.

The report was accepted and the matter allowed to drop.

MIDLAND PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

SOCIAL GATHERING.

Wednesday, January 21, 1903, at Edgbaston Vestry Hall,

Birmingham. Mr. George E. Perry, the President for th«

year, had the pleasure of welcoming about sixty members and

their lady friends, and the evening passed off most enjoyably
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witli dancing and a programme of music, in which Miss

Floreixce Barlow and ^Ir. A. Westwood took part. Mr. T. W.
Lowtlier carried out the duties of M.C. Th© proceeds are to

gj to the Pharmaceutical Benevolent Fund. Satiisfactoiy

arrangements were made by Mr. James A. Radford (Hon.

Secretary).

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND PHARMA=
CEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

OPENING MEETING.
Thursday, January 22, 1903, Mr. W. L. Currie, President,

in the chair.

!Mr. CrERiE delivered an address on

Pharmaceutical Politics.

He said : You all know of the conditions of things existing

previousi to 1868, and of the great struggle wrich took place

over the Bill of that year. The primary intention of

the Bill was to :,afeguard the public, and in order that

this might be properly carried out, it was deemed

advisable that persons to be known as chemists and drug-

gists should possess a competent, pracrtdcal knowledge, and be

1'egi.stered. Further, the Home Secretary stated that he was

not unwilling to support a Bill restricting

Thk Titles of Chemists

and druggists to (1) Those at the time in busines.s as sudi ; (2)

Those to be examined for the future and passed by proper

e.xaminers ; (3) Pharmaceutical chemists ; (4) Medical prac-

tioners ; no others to be allowed to sell certain drugs, etc.,

named. AVe know, therefore, that in 1868 it was considered

that the title wa.s sufficiently protected, and even now it is

considered by many that the same holds good. All the details

of court cases from 1880 till now, in my opinion, go to prove

that the question of title is not so satisfactorily protected as

is thought. To my mind the be^t of the argument has been

with those who say that fresh legislation is necessary. It wall

not be so easy now as it would have been twenty years ago. Too

many interests are involved, enormous capital is laid out, and

the power of the limited company is such that private traders

have hardly a look in. It is no u.se saying that the Pharma-

ceutical Society made a mistake in not remedying the fault of

the 1868 Act when the case went against them in 1886. They did

not do so, and that is enough. They now have to face the fact

that limited companies, being outside our Act of Parliament,

can and do call themselves by designations we had fondly

hoped were properly .secured to us. What we have to do is

10 support any well-directed eflort that may be made in pro-

tecting for the individual who has striven for it, the title that

.is legally and morally his. When I speak of support I do not

refer merely to the support of a Bill, but also to the Society in

bringing it forward. I would strongly urge every qualified man
to associate himself with the Pharmaceutical Society. I know
there are those who say they will not .support a society that has

done nothing to protect them. I do not think that is a convincing

argument. While granting that the Phai-maceutical Society

may not have done all that it should in certain directions, I

would like to point out that in no sense can the Society apj>ear

as

A Trade Protection Society.

Its functions as set out in its charter are for the

purpose of advancing chemistry and pharmacy, and

promoting a uniform system of education of those

who should practise the same. The Society cannot therefore

take up the question of trade topics, such as proprietary articles

and the price thereof, but it should take up the question of pro-

fessional titles and insist that only those who possess the neces-

sary qualification .should be allowed to use them. Backed up
by all qualified men, the power of the Society would be

enormous. Therefore, I say, join the Society, and by increased

numbers be able to demand and command the rights to which

we are entitled.

Much has been said during tlie last year or two regarding

The Preliminary Ex.imination,

and the scarcity of apprentices. When it was decided that the

scope of the examination should be increased I don't think

anyone thought but that good would result. It was believed, and

I think rightly, that the old Preliminary was not a sufficient

te.st of a youth's capacity to enter the pharmaceutical calling.

The qualifying examination had been stiffened, and it was con-

sidered that the entrance examination should also be brought'

up to date. This was done, but 1 do not think it was ever

contemplated that the Council of the Society would give up
the conduct of the examinations and resort, to (what I consider)

the ill-advised method they have adopted. The acceptance of

certificates is a most unsatisfactory business. Intending candi-

dates hardly know what is meant by some of the regulations

governing the subject, and officials themselves are sometimes at

a loss to explain clearly what is meant. Would it not have

been much easier to have continued the arrangements then in

force, simply increasing the stringency of the examination?

And has not the Society thrown away a valuable asset in thus

altering the arrangements? From what we have seen, nothing

like the numbers have sent up the certificates for acceptance

compared with those who entered for examination. If we look

at the financiaJ statement of tlie Society for the past two years

the comparison is as follows, and speaks for itself: for 1901,

sixty-nine registration fees a.s apprentices. £144 IBs. Id. ; in

1900, 2,375 candidates, £4.051 13s. Od. Is this not a consider-

able loss to the funds which need never have taken place ?

FEDEE.mON OF LOCAL PHARM.iCErXIOAL ASSOCIATIONS

was first mooted at Nottingham in 1893. It was considered

that such a body, if properly organised and conducted, could

be of great assistance to the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society, inasmuch as it might undertake work which the Society

could not possibly have ani|-th:ug to do with. If the local

associations throughout the country could be amalgamated in

one body, simultaneously discussing any particular subject, it

was felt that good work could be done. I think I am safe in

saying the Federation is now a power to be reckoned with.

When local associations are asked to take up any subject f«ir

discussion they do so with a heartiness which betokens well fur

the future of pharmacy.

The Trade in Poisons.

You all know that the 1868 Act made the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society the custodian of British pharmacy law,

which gave duly qualified chemists and druggists the privilege

t—if isuch it can be called—of handling certain articles of a-

poisonous nature. The Government of that time was distiijctl.v

otf opinion that only men of considerable education and training

should be allowed to deal in such dangerou.s articles. It wa^

made compulsory to undergo examinations of considerable tests

of knowledge, and which, as tiuit has gone on, have been (by

the consent of the Privy Council) considerably extended in scope,

and for what—just to be able to call myself a. chemist and

druggist, and so be able to comply with the law in the disjjensing

and sale of poisons. That this was a necessary thing has from

time to time been amply demonstrated in the Law Courts, and

the value of the title has been considerably enhanced thereby.

But an attempt is to be made to do away with this safeguard

to the public, and we arctoki that the report of the Departmental

Committee on the Poisons Schedule will rec'ommeud that eveiy

little huckster throughout the country should be granted a

licence enabling him to sell some of the mo.st dangerous articles

we have, with the very small stipulation that they be sold in
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ifiJed packet^. Should tlii.s attempt be successful it will upset

:he whole fabric upon which pharmacy has- been laboriously

juilt during the past fifty years ; the scientific education and

training of the pharmacist will have been of no avail, and the

aedlar will be able to procure a licence enabling him to retail

irticles he does not know even by name. The very existence of

;hemists are threatened by such a proposal. But is it at all

ikely that the body to whicli we belong are to aJlow such a

proceeding to be gone on with without an effort to prevent it.

[ think not. Our one purpose slmuld be the maintaining and

fnforcing of the great principle oif safeguarding the public as

aid down da the Pharmacy Act of 1868.

Discission'.

Mr. GiLMOUR said that on the question of the title he thought
hey had good grounds for taking an action in Scotland for

nterdict and in Enghind for injunction. In the decision

eferred to it was held that a comxjany was outside the Act.

Chat was to say, the word " person " did not apply to a com-
)any in so far as the sale of scheduled poisons by a qualified

)erson was concerned. What weighed with the judges was
he safety of the public. They held that the safety of the public

ras sufficiently ensured by the fact that the seller was a quali-

ied person. If an'actiou of interdict were brought before them
le did not think they would be satisfied that the safety of the

mblic was sufficiently safeguarded by the ownership being in

)ossession of a set of unqualified persons. If such an action

vere brought it would require to be by some person whose
nterests were prejudicially aft'ected by the company which was
isurping the title. It was said by some people that if they

ook action and failed they would be in a worse position than

)efore, because the limited companies vrould then be em-

wldened to go much further. The companies, in his opinion,

lad gone as far as they could go. Of course, if an action were

aken to the House of Lords they would require to organise

ir get the assistance of the Federation. The Pharmaceutical

Society would not take it up, he was sure. Indeed, his feeling

vas lliat they were trying to ' burk " the question. If the

House of Lords decided that a limited lialiility company had
.he right to use the title " chemist and druggi.'-t," then they
vould know exactly where they were, and could demand fresh

egislatTon.

Mr. Mabe.v said it was well that the question of titles

should be settled one way or another for all time. .Should the

;ase go against them they could appeal to Parliament and say,
' Obviously this was the intention of Parliarheni when it

jassed the Act. and it is very hard that that intention should
36 defeated." He wished to explain with regard to the Pre-
iminary Examination that there was a very big rush of candi-

:lates within the last year to get in under the old examina-
;ion, but all the same Mr. Currie was quite right in stating the

innual loss at £1.500 or £2,000. and it was a loss they would
aever recover. Great objection to accepting certificates from
autside bodies was this, that when they discovered the

examiners choking off their candidates they could not go to the
Education Department and .say, " You must modify your
examination." but if the iSociety had carried on its own exami-
nations it would have been the simplest thing 'in the world
to reduce that standard, if found necessary. He had been told

by a friend of his that in the south-west of Scotland there
H"as not an apprentice to be had. If a chemist advertised for

»n apprentice, the boys or young men would have nothing to

in with him. Such a condition of affairs was not to be won-
dered at when they reflected that last year, out of a popula-
tion of one million people in Glasgow, Govan, and Partick
combined, less than thirty-six of the hoys who left school
between the ages of fifteen and seventeen had certificates that
B^ould entitle them to proceed to qualify as chemists. Of the

apprentices who started in business in Glasgow last year, nut
one of them had registered, as far as he could find out, or had
a certificate to enable him to register. It was perfectly

absurd to insist upon such a standard, and he had very little

hopes of a more satisfactoiy .state of matters if the Society did

not again take the examination into its own hands.

Mr. MoiR agreed with Mr. Oilmour's view with reference to

the question of title. Regarding the Preliminary Examination,

they would remember that when in Edinburgh the question

was raised by the Executive, he strongly opposed the stiffening

of the examination, but received the support of only one of the

members. There could be no doubt they would have a very

stiff fight over the poisons question. The agricultural interest

was very strong in the country, and their representations would

be considered before those of the chemist and druggist. If

they were defeated they might as well throw up the Pharmacy
Bill altogether. They had, of course, a vested interest, which
would require to be considered.

The discussion was at. this stage adjourned for a month.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday. January 27, 1903, at the Royal -Hotel, Darley Street,.

Bradford, the Pkesident, Mr. J. A. Mitchell, in the chair.

Mr. Beigham, of Windhill, read a paper on

Urine Analysis.

He said that the importance of the indications in the xirine

was becoming more and more appreciated, and, as doctors were

often glad of the as.sistance of chemists in analysing their

patients' urine, every chemist should have on hand the necessary

apparatus and reagents for undertaking the work. In private

practice the examination of the urine was called for on the

detection of any suspicious symptoms likely to be associated

with urinary disturbance.s, but the urine might be usefully

examined in all cases where the diagnosis remained doubtful,

as, for example, in caiSes of scarlatina, albuminuria was almost

always present after the primary fever had subsided, and when
albuminuria appeared in a member of a family affected with

this fever it often enabled an attack of the disease to be

recognised in a jJatient which would otherwise not have Ibeen

detected. After stating the composition of urine in the normal
condition he recommended a scheme for the ascertaining of the

Imost important clinical facts. First, the colour of the mine
should be observed. Then the specific gravity should be ascer-

tained, and if the specific gravity was above 1030 it should be

tested for sugar. The reaction should then be examined,

whether acid, neutral, or alkaline, by means of litmus paper.

Then test the urine for albumen, and if albuminous look for

renal casts, pus corpuscles, and red blood corpuscles. Then test

for sugar. In the absence of a.lbumen or sugar, or any deposit,

no further examination would be needed ; but if there was any
deposit it should be examined with the microscope, and the

following general indications would be of importance and assis-

tance :—(a) A pinkish or reddish deposit, dissolved on heating,

urate of soda ; (6) white crystalline deposit, sol. in acetic

acid, phosphates ; (c) hummocky white sharply defined cloud,

insoluble in acetic acid, oxalate of lime
;

(d) white amorphous

flocculent deposit, rendered ropy by alkalies, pus ; (e) brownish

red crystalline deposit, uric acid, gravel
; (f) red amorphous

deposit, blood. After dealing with the characteristic of colour,

translucency, odour, and consistency, as ascertainable by physi-

cal examination, Mr. Brigham went to deal with the features

of chemical examination. Emphasising the importance of first

testing for albumen, he described the test, and then continued

with the tests for sugar, bile, haemoglobin, and uric acid, carry-
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iug out) experiments in tests for these, and applying Fehling's

process ifor estimation of sugar, Es-bach's lor albumen, and the
hypobromite method for urea. A good test which is not generally

known for the detection of bile was explained. To the sample
a pincli of sulphur sub. B.P. was added. If bile is present
the sulphur will immediately sr'nkj but if there is no bile the

sulphur will not sink for an hour.

The President said that they were all very much obliged

to Mr. Brigham for introducing to them what was a decidedly

original subject for discussion at their meetings. He mentioned
that it would be of some consequence to ascertain when the
sample of urine was taken, because he understood that after

meals there were some matters such as albumen in the urine

which would not appear at other times.

Mr. Bingham said that systematic examination of the urine

would take the whole quantity between nine o'clock and nine

o'clock, but for specific purposes the samples might be taken
at some special times. But, of course, that iras not a matter
>o be determined by the chemist.

Alderman Dunn moved, and the Peesidext and Mr. Hanson
supported, a vote of thanks to Mr. Brigham, and spoke in terms

of high appreciation of the merit of his work, and the resolu-

tion was carried with applause.

I
in Halifax. A .letter was read from the Halifax Tradesmen's
Federation asking the Chemists' Association to join their body.
It was ultimately decided, on the suggestion of Mr. P. Swire, to
receive a deputation from the Federation to discuss the scope
of its work, and also 'to instrucft the Secretaiy 'to write for
further particulars.

It was decided that the .Sen-etary Ibe instructed to write to
tlie manufacturers of proprietary 'articles who had recently
placed tlie latter on the list of the P.A.T.A., thanking them
for doing so.

The Ch.urman said they were arranging on the trade section
for various members of the Association to stock certain pro-
prietary articles, each to take different articles, so as to secure
mutually the advantages of purchasing a stock.

MIDLAND PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, January 21, at the Great Western Hotel, Bir-

mingham, Ml". T. W. Peck, President, in the chair.

At this meeting the objects, constitution, a.nd L^ws, as sub-

mitted by the Committee, were discussed and approved. The
broad principle of the Association is to maintain the tnie aspects

of the art and practice of jiharmacy. It was decided to have
the laws printed and circulated among public chemist-dispensers

in the CSIidlands. As it is desired to get into touch with all

such dispensers in the district, the Council of the Association

will be pleased if they will communicate with the President,

Mr. T. Whitmore Peck, Osborne House, Steehford.

PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT, STONEHOUSE AND
DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL BALL.

Friday, January 23, 1903, at iStonehouse Town Hall. The in-

terior of the hall had been specially decorated for the occa-

sion of the imnual ball of this Association, and looked very

effective with its decorations of evergreens, faiiy lamps, tapes-

tries, ar,d mirrors, the entrance being hung witli flags. More
than 150 were present, and dancing wafi kept up with niudi

spirit to the music rendered by Mr. L. Brock's band. Supper,

supplied by Messrs. H. Mattihews and Son, Ltd., of Ply-

mouth, was laid in two of the lower haJls. The success of the

ball reflects great credit upon the Committee, of which Mr.
Frank ^laitland is Hon. Secretary.

HALIFAX AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Tuesday, January 27, 1903, at the Old Cock HDtel, Mr.
Gibson Dixon, President, in the chair. The Seceet.«t (Mr.

F. 0. Black) stated that they had added five members during
the past year, and there was a balance of £2 16s. 9d. in hand.

—

Mr. P. W. Swire was elected a member. In the election of

President, the Chairman suggested the name of ]Mr. P. Swire,

the senior member of the Association, for the post.—^!Mr. Swiee
thanked the meeting for their expression of coijfidence, but
said he could not accept the post for reasons which he stated.

Eventually, on the motion of the Chaieman, seconded by Mr.
P. Swiee," Mr. John Patchett was unanimously elected to the

presidency. Mr. F. C Black was unanimously elected Secretary

and Mr. P. Swire as Treasurer.

A discussion took place, introduced by a member, with regard
,

to the sale of poisons by drug company having a branch shop

GLASGOW CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' ASSIS-

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, January 21, 1905. Mr. W. W. Mollison, Presi-

dent, in the chair.

A number of problems in dispensing were submitted, and a
very livelj- and interesting discussion was taken part in by the

Chairman, ilessrs. Barrie, Orr, 'Ross, R. Wilson, Culbert,

Drynan, and others.

A paper on " Dispensing," by Mr. J. P. Gilmour, was to have
been read by the Secretary, but, owing to miscarriage in the

post, did n(k- arrive in time. By arrangement with the editor

of the Pharmficcvtical Journal, Mr. Gilmour's notes are published

in this issue (see page 141).

WESTERN CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON).

SMOKING CONCERT.

Wednesday, January 28, 1903, at the Westbourne Restaurant,
Craven Road, W., Mr. J. W. Bowen, President, in the chair.

Under the efficient direction of Mr. Henry Prenton, musical
items were rendered by jNIessrs. Peskett, Stinohcombe, Sale, and
James. There was a good attendance of members, many of

whom find time, in spite of all the distractions of business, to

attend the social evenings arranged by the Association.

NEWCASTLE=ON-TYNE AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, Januai-y 28. 1903. at the Beaconsfield Hall, Gates-

head, Mr. Meeson presiding. The Peesident read a paper on

Local Organisation, \^

which will be published in the Pharruaceutical Journal later.',
j

The paper provoked a good discussion. Messrs. Wilcock,;

Spink, Tiefiel, and Monroe w<-re elected members.

MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

CONVERSAZIONE.

In the iledical School of the Owens College, on Wednesday,

January 28, 1903. The President, Mr. Geo. S. Woolley,

received the guests in the reception hall, which wa« tastefully

decorated for the occasion. In addition to a choice programme
of instnnnental music by ;Mi-. Chas. Tayilor's band, there w»
a vocal ente.itainment liy Mr. A. S. Kinnell's concert party,

wliich gave much pleasure to lovers of music and song. Some

interesting demonstrations and experiments were made in the !F

physiological and pharmaceutical laboratories. MicroscopicaJ

revelations and an exhibition ol special materia medica speci-

mens were on view, and, besides illustrated lantern lectures,

the X-ray demonstrations proved a specially attractive feature.

Over 150 ladies and gentlemen were preseoit.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from oflBcial sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on the subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied fi-ee on application.

New Patent Applications.

INHALERS (No. 22,371 of 1902).—J. H. McCulloch, New-
ville, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Relates to an improvement in that

class of inhalers in which the mouth tube or air inhaling tube
is fitted with a sponge or other suitable absorbent material sup-

plied with medicament, the central tube communicating with two
nose tubes adapted to contain medicine, which, in connection

with the medicine on the sponge, produces the desired effect.

The object of the invention is to provide a simple device which
can be readily carried in the vest pocket, the mouth piece being
arranged to rotate upon the ends of the nasal tubes and, when
folded, to lie between them. It consists of a medicator having
parallel side nasal tubes with i>rojecting lower portions and a

mouth tube having projecting lower portions adapted to rotat-

ably engage the said projecting lower portions of the side nasal

tubes. Openings are provided in the walls of one or both of

the lower projecting portions, which are adapted to register

with one a-nother, whereby medicaments can be supplied directly

to the sponge in the mouth tube without trouble.

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTS (No. 23,149 of 1902).—W. B.
Dewees, Salina, Kansas, U.S.A. Relates to an abdominal sup-
port comprising a front plate to support the abdomen and pro-
vided with studs projecting thereform, a body aJid hip wire
secured to the front plate and extending to the back of the
wearer, flat springs having their limbs curved in opposite direc-

tions and secured at their middle to the ends of the body wire,
metal discs constituting back pads, secured to the free ends of
the spring.?, formed with upturned annular flanges, having a
recess in their edges to engage the body of the sjjrings and hold
the back pads from turning on their supports, and fastening-
straps having one end secured to the studs in the middle of the
springs and arranged to extend under the opposite spring, with
their other ends adjustably and detachably connected to the
studs on the front plate.

Note.—Oppositions to the giant) of patents on the above applica-
tions must be filed at the Patent Office before February 24, 1903.

MANUFACTURE OF CHLORINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS, AND APPARATUS THEREFOR (No. 26,53V, of
190i).—Professor O. Dieffenbach, 8, Hugelstrasse, Darmstadt,
Germany. Relates to improvements in the Deacon process of
producing the alx)ve, in which a mixtou'e of hydrogen chloride
and air, after having been previouisly heated, is passed over
balls of clay which are impregnated with copper chloride, with
the result that a more or less complete conver.sion into chloride
and aqueous vapour is effected. In the improvements tiie air
is heated separately and then mixed with the hydrochloric acid
^as before admission to the decomposing apparatus, in order
to obviate the destnictive effects of the mixture on the heating
apparatus. The invention also includes an apparatus or system
of apparatus so arranged that the region of highest reaction and
maximum temperature which travels onward in the idirection of

the gaseous current shall always travel in the same direction
in a closed cycle, and so continually return to the initial point
of departure, thereby avoiding loss of the copper salts and
utilising the heat of the reaction given out during the process
to the best advantage.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE RECOVERY OF
GLYCERIN (No. 2,668, of 1902).—J. E. Bousfield, 4, South
Street, London, ,E.C. (A communication from M. Flandi-ak,
20, Rue St. Vincent de Paul, Paris.) Relates to the recovery
of glycerin by distillation in vacuum with a steam injection.
Practice has shown that a certain quantity of glycerin is carried
along by the suction of the pump in the form of a mixture
with the steam. When this mixtm-e enters the pump it is

forcibly expelled, and lost. The inventor prevents this loss
by causing the mixture of steam and glycerin sucked by the
pump to pass through one or more recovery chambers, which
are filled with scrap iron, highly compressed, or with small

pieces of flint stone.
,
Such chamber or chambers are placed

between the stills and the suction pump, and are connected to

same by means of pipes. The said recovery chambers are fitted

with receivers and cocks to allow of the discharge of the

glycerin without allowing any admission of air. The recovery

chambers must have a diameter at least five times larger than
that of the vacuum pipes.

WOUND-CLOSING DEVICES (No. 23,539, of 1902).—G. J.

van Schott, 135, Lexington Avenue, and 0. Dressier, Botany
Worsted Mills, both of Passaic, New Jersey, U.S.A. Relates

to surgery, and has for its object to provide means whereby a
supei-ficial flesh wound ma}' be quickly and conveniently closed

up without the use of plaster or resorting to sewing. Consist.s

of a clip mide of non-resilienb metal, preferably aluminium,
bent to an inverted "V" or "U" shape, and formed at its

ends with pins, preferably struck up from the metal, and witli

outwardly projecting eyes, adapted to fit into recesses formed
on the prongs of a tool, such as a pair of tongs or forceps.

The said eyes are also adapted! to be engaged by the free ends
of rods, employed for opening the clips after the wound has
healed. Method of use:—The edges of the wound are drawn
together by hand, and the inverted "V" or " U "-shaped clip

(preferably held in the special tongs or forceps above men-
tioned) is placed thereon, and the jiins thereof pre.ssed into

the flesh to hold the edge.si of the wound togetlier. When the
^^'ound has healed the said clips are removed by means of rods,

M'liich are inserted into the outwardly projecting eyes above
mentioned. Any number of the closing devices may be used in

a wound, according to the length thereof.

SURGICAL TRUSSES (No. 23,954, of 1902).—J. Woolley,
Sons, and Co.^ Ltd., Victoria Bridge, Manchester, and T. C.
Twining, of the same address. Relates to improved means for

enabling the padlsi of surgical trus.ses to be secured at any
angle required relating to the spring band, and also to adjust
said spruig band to the required size without removing the
studs from the pad plate. Con.sists of a .swivel plate having paral-

lel grooves formed thereon, between which one end of the spring
plate is inserted. Said end is slotted, and is retained within
the grooves by a stud, which passes through the slot and
swivel plate, and is screwed into the pad plate. A radial slot

is formed at one end of the swivel plate. In the pad plate

immediately beneath said radial slot a number of screwed holes

are provided. A .stud is passed through the radial slot, and
screwed into any one of the holes in tlie pad plate. It will,

therefore, be apparent that the size of the spring band may
be adjusted by partly removing the stud, holding the swivel

plate on to the spring band, shifting same as desired', and
then screwing the stud up tightly again, and the angle of the

pad may be adjusted by partly removing the screw pin or

stud in the radial slot, and shifting same to any desired posi-

tion allowed by the numl>er of screw-holes in the pad plate

before mentioned.
Note.—Oppositions to the grant of patents on any of the above applica-

tions must be filed at the Patent Office before February;28, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

"BEACON," and device ("'Beacon" disclaimed) for photo-
graphic chemicals and photographic paper, by W. Dennis,
Ocean Road Phamiacy, South Shields. 249,728-9.

CAMTHOL " label, for a medicinal preparation, by W. R,
Hoare. 6, Railway Place, London, E.G. 248,613.

" RHINODYNE " ("Rliino" disclaimed), for medicine, and
"' V" and device of two boys (''V" disclaimed), for medicines,
by H. W. K. Pear.s, 2, Hove Park Villas, Brighton. 250,061
and 250,759.
"ACIDINE" ("Acid" disclaimed), for chemical substances,

by H. Bell, 62, Quay, Waterford. 250,628.
FERROLEUM " label for a medicinal preparation, by the

•Ferroleum Co., 86, Olerkenwell Road, E.G. 248,957.
" KALEDOR " ("GaUdo" disclaimed), for compresses for

medical use, by Marion. James, and Ker, Limited, Durham
Grove Works, Morning Lane, Hackney, N.E. 249,606.
"ACO," for goods in Class 42, by J. F. Remschel and Co.,

19, ^t.. Dunstan's Hill, E.G. 250,215.
"KNIGHT" and device of a che,ss knight ("Knight" dis-

claimed), for goods included in Class 42, by Sorensen and Co.,
49. Tooley Street, S.E. 250,503.

" DURBAR," for perfumery, toilet articles, etc., by E. Cook
and Co., Limited, 10, Mark Lane, E.G. 250,958.
Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

trade marks must be riled at the Patent Office before February 28, 1903.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, January 29, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals has. perhaps, shown a
slight tendency to improve during the past week, although
it cannot be said that any real activity has set in. Cod Liver
Oil continues iup""in the clouds. Quinine quiet. As foretold last

week, there has been a slump m price of Phenacetin, while
Sulphonal remains very ^^•eak. Price of Cliloral Hydrate has
also been reduced. Quinine quiet. Opium, Morphine, and
Codeine unchanged, as also are Quicksilver, Mercurials,
Bromides, and Iodides. Oil Peppermint and Menthol steady.
Santonin firm. Acid Carbolic quiet and unchanged, but likely
to he dearer lather than cheaper, as bottom appears to have
at last been reached. Cream of Tartar and Acid Tartaric are
very firm, with a decidedly advancing tendency. Same may
also be said of Acid Citric, especially for foi-ward delivery.
Cocaine quiet, art. unchanged price. We give 'below current
quotations for some articles of interest.

ACID CITRIC—Is very firm, and likely to be dearer. Spot is

quoted lljd. to Is, per lb. for crystals in 5-cwt. bari'els.

ACID TARTARIC—Very firm, and likely to be dearer, especi-
ally for fonvard delivery. Quotations for spot are English Is.
per lb. and foreign ll^d". to ll^d.
ANTIMONY—Weak and lower at £28 to £29 per ton for

Regulus, and £13 to £14 for Japan Crude (Black Sulphide).
ASHES.—Pots: Montreal 27s., New York 26s. 6d. ; pearls

40,s.

CINCHONA BARK.—For the opening Dutch auctions in Am-
sterdam on the 22nd extensive and record .supplies were
brought forward, amounting to 10,990 packages, with a
Quinine contents of about 46.000 kilos, against. 9,181 packages
at the closing sale last year and 9,471 packages at the open-
ing auctions a. year ago. Good competition prevailed, and the
larger proportion found buyer.s at a further advance on the
previous sale of rather over 3 per cent,, the average unit being
6-45 cents against 6-25 cents, and 7-45 cents at the correspond-
ing sale last year. This result is equivalent to about 1 3-16d.,
London parity,

CAMPHOR.—The monopoly price of Formosan has been
reduced to 150s, per cwt. for crude and 165s. for pressed, while
Japan to arrive is quoted 155s. c,i,f, English refiners still

quote 2s, 3d, per lb, for Bells, 2s, 2d, for Flowers, and pro-
portionate prices for tablets accoixiing to size,

CHLORAL HYDRATE,—jPrice has been reduced to 2s. 7d. per
lb,, duty paid, for crystalsin 281b. jars. Cake, l^d. per lb.

less, excessive competitionTeing stated to be the cause of the
reduction.

COD LIVER OIL.—Spot is quoted 220s, per barrel, with very
little offering ; while ai5s, is spoken of for new 1903 oil, at
which latter price buyers are, however, decidedly holding off,

COPPER SULPHATE—Firm, in svnipathv with the higher
value of the metal, at £18 10s, to £19 10s, per ton,

°

CREAM OF TARTAR—Vei-y firm, and tending higher, especi-
ally for forward deliveiT, on baisis of 75s, to 76s, per cwt, for
first white crystals on the spot,

ESSENTIAL OILS—Of all descriptions have been extremely
quiet, American ±hj-xi Peppermint steady at 20s, 6d,, and
Japan Kobayashi at lis,, with little business doing. Star
Aniseed easier, with sales at 4s. 5d, and sellers. Cassia in-
active and unchanged, on the spot 80 to 85 per cent, quoted
3s. 5di,, 75 to 80 3s,. and 70 to 76 at 2s. 9d. ; for arrival
80 to 85 per cent, sold at 2s. lOd. c. f. and i. sellers. Citronelle
steady at lO^d. for tins, and d^A. in drums. Lemongrass slow
of sale at S^d.

CALLS—Are dull and slow of sale at 56s. on the spot for
Liuina and 50s. c.i.f. to arrive ; Japan 5Zs. 6d. c.i.f. ; Persian
quiet at 56s. per cwt. for Blues on spot and 50s. c.i.f. for
Whites to arrive.

JAPAN WAX—Quiet at 55s., but arrival price is higiher at
52s. per cwt. c.i.f,

MENTHOL—Is quiet at 25s. 6d. to 26s. per lb. for Kobayashi
in ca.se lots,

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRI TS.—Linseed Oil quiet, and aborat
2s, 6d, to 5s, easier, London spot pipes quoted £24 156.,
barrels £24 15s. to £25, month £24 15s., February £24 10s.,
March-April £23 7s, 6d.. Mav-August £22s 10s,, September-
Deoember £22 sellers Hull "naked spot £23 5s.,. Febraary-

Ajji il £22 5s.
,
:May-August £21 5s. Rape Oil &rm. Ordinary

Brown on the spot ban-els £23 5s,, Febnia.ry-April £23 6s.

English Refined sixrt. £24 15s, Ravison spot £21, February-
April £21 naked. Cotton Oil firm. London Crude spot £21 5s.,

February-April £21 5s. Refined spot £22 10s. to £24, Hull
naked refined spot £21, FebruaiT-April £21 2s, 6d,, May-August
£21 12s, 6d, Crude ,spot £20 2"s, 6d,, February-April £20 5s,,

May-August £20 7s, 6d, Olive OU : Mogador £30 to £31,
Spanish £31. Levant £30 to £31. Cocoanut Oil easier. Ceylon
spot £28, afloat £26 5s. c.i.f., Jamiary-Februarv £26 7s, 6d.
c,i,f,, January-March £26 5s. c.i.f. Cochin spot £35, Decem-
ber-January "£27 10s. c,i,f,, Janua.ry-Ma.rch £27 10s, c,i,f,,

Marcl) - May £27 5s. c.i.f, Mauritius si>ot £28 to
£28 lO.s, Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28. C^tor
Oil firm. Belgian : Januaiy, Isbs £22, 2nds £20 ; February-
December, Ists £21. Barrels free, ex Wharf, London, 2i per
cent, discount, Hull made, prompt delivery, Ists £22 10s, i)er

ton, 2nds £20 ])er ton
; January-June deliveries, Ists £22 10s,

per ton, 2nds, £20 per ton. Barrels included, delivei-ed free
ex wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale
American spot quoted £6 to £7 5s,, Black £5 15s, to £6,
Russian Black £5 5s, to £5 10s,, pale £6 15s, to £7, Tm-pen-
tine dearer, American spot £42s, 6d,, Febniary-April 42s, 9d,,
May-August 38s, 6d,, July-December 37,s, 3d,, September-
Deoember 37s, 3d, Petroleum Oil dull, Russian spot A^d. to
4|d, American spot 5^d, to 5id., Water White 7^d, to 7|d.
Refined Roumanian spot importers quote 4|d. to 4|d,, and
second hands 4id, to 4^d. Petroleum Spirit : American ordinary
7d,, Deodorised 7|d, to S^d,

OPIUM—Quitt. with but little doing. Some sales have been
effected of manufacturing stuff at 8s, to 8s, 6d, per lb, for low to
medium Tokats,
PARAFFINE WAX.—Crude 2d. to 2id. Refined 3d. to 3|d,
PHENACETIN,—As foretold in these columns, price has

been reduced, and crystals or powder can now be bought in

quantity at 3s, 3d, to 3s. 6d. per lb.

PITCH—7s.

QUICKSILVER—Is unchanged at £8 12s, 6d, per botitle,

QUININE.—Makers' price remains unchanged ; while in the
speculative market the article i-emains quiet, but fairly steady,
at ll|d. to Is. O^d, per oz,, according to delivery, foi' B&S or
Brunswick Sulphate for 1,000-oz, lots in 100-oz, tins.

ROSIN—^Firmer, Connnon strained spot 5s, 6d, to 5s. 9d. ex
wharf, 5s. 6d. Feb. -April and March-May sailer or steamer ship-
ment, ex ship conditions,

SANTONIN—-Is firm at late advance to 20s, 6d, to 21s, 6d,

per lb,, according to quantity,

SHELLAC,—^The Calcutta cable to-day eomes lower at 62
rupee.s for TN Orange, The market here remains quiet, although
steady. On the spat the trade is slow, and only moderate sales

have been effected at late rates, TN selling at 121s. . basis fair.

Futures are steady, although quiet. Call prices : February TN,
sellers 121s., buyers 118s. 6d. ;

March, sellers 121s., buyers
118s. ; April, sellers 121s., buyers 117s. ; May, sellers 118s. 6d.,

buyers 117s. 6d. ; June, sellers 117s., buyers 116s. The sales

include 300 cases TN, May delivery at 118s. and June at 117s,

SPICES.—Cloves : 200 "bales Zanzibar sold, fair at 4d, ; 39
cases Penang bought in, good picked at 9d, Ginger: Only 54
bags Japan offered, and bought in at 32s, 6d. Black Pepper

:

100 bags Singapore sold at 6d, to 6^d, White Pepper all bought
in, good Singapore at lO^d, and fair Penang at 9^d, Chillies •

Of 392 bags Japan only 20 sold, fair bright red and yellow at

28s, Capsicums : 160 bales Madras bought in, small red and
yellow stalky at 16s, ; also 21 bags Japan at 24s, for good
bright little yellowish. Mace : 20 packages West Indian sold,

fair pale and reddish at Is, lOd, to Is, lid,, fair red at Is, 9d,

Pimento : 247 bags sold at 2^. to 2^6.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Firmer. Grey 24 per cent. Lon-
don prompt, £12 lOs. ; Hull prompt, £12 8s. 9d. to £12 lOs. r

Leith prompt, £12 lOs. ; Beckton January-April, £12 12s. 6d. ;

Beckton teims prompt, £12 10s.

SULPHONAL.—^Bayer's make is still obtainable at 5s. per lb.

for both powder and' crystals in bulk paper parcels. Outside

makes are, liowever. obtainable at an even lower figure.

TAR.—Stockholm 21s. 6d, Archangel 16s.

TURMERIC,—Quiet and in slow demand, Bengal on spot

scai'ce, and 14s, per cwt, asked. Madras is quoted 12s. for good

bright finger. Cochin finger, lis.

VANILLOES.—At late public sale the large offerings partly

sold at a reduction of Is. 6d. to 3s. per lb.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsiONAL Secretabies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society

are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-

ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

The Census and the Trade.—The census returns for Dorset-

shire show that there are in the county ninety-seven chemists

and druggists.

Royal Microscopical Society.— Dr. Henry Woodward has been
re-elected as president of this Society, of which, as appeared
from the annual report, there were 562 members in 1902. The in-

come for the year was £1,242 2s. 8d. and the expenditure

£1,180 8s. 8d., showing a balance of £61 14s.

Workhouse Disinfection.—At a meeting of the Guardians of

the Cashel Union last week, the question of procuring an
adequate disinfecting chamber for the workhouse came on for

discussion. The clerk was authorised to make inquiries with
regard to the price of a large formalin disinfecting chamber,
similar to that in use at Tipperary.

The Hertfordshire Analyst's Report.—Mr. Arthur E. Ekins,
County Analyst for Hertfordshire, examined in the quarter
ended December 31, 1902, six samples of drugs, including
Gregory's powder and camphorated oil, all of which were re-

ported to be genuine. The total number of samples of food and
drugs analysed during the quarter was ninety-five.

From the "Times " of 1803.-The Times of January 24 quotes
the following paragraph from its issue of the same day in 1803 :

—

MoNDAV, Jan. 24.
Dr. Galvani has discovered a principle, by which motion can be restored

to Dead Bodies ; and Citizen Potel, of Paris, has discovered a mode of em-
ploying the Oxtjiienated Muriatic Acid Gas, for the actual resuscitation of the
Dead. If thus Death and Disease are subject to the powers of human in-
vention, what miracles are we not still to expect from the Age of Wonders ?

The P.A.T.A.—The additions to the protected list announced
in the January issue of the Anti-Cutting Record include Roches'
Embrocation, the Veno Drug Company's specialties, Potter's
Asthma Cure and Cigarettes, and the " W. R." Brand of Eau
•de Cologne. The minimum selling price of- Edgar's Croup
Lotion has been raised, for the small size, to face value, viz..
Is. IJd.

The Customs Chemical Laboratory.—Some dissatisfaction has
been caused among a number of the Customs officials, who have
been trained at the Royal College of Science, by the reported
proposal of Dr. Thorpe to place on the laboratory staff over the
heads of permanent officials, who had been led to expect that
such appointments would be open to them, a number of young
men who have been for two years employed as temporary
chemical assistants.

A Chemist and Street Cries.— At Newcastle-on-Tvne
Pohce Court on Januaiy 24, Antliony Jewitt, a butcher's "as-
sistant, was summoned by Mr. Joseph Graliam, chemist, of
Scotswood Road, for causing au annoyance by shouting his
wares in Scotswood Road. Mr. Graham stated that he had
written to the manager of the shop asking that the annoyance
might cease, but since writing the defendant had shouted
louder.—A fine of 10s. and costs was imposed.

Fraudulent Mixing of Wines.—A correspondent writes as
toliows Chemists and others who deal in wines are specially
cautioned' as to the kind of wine.s supplied them. It is prettV
well known to many that there is more fraudulent mixing and
concocting m wmes than anything else. AVe have our Food andurugs inspectors, who look to the milk, whisky, etc., but

il^j? ^l^^.^''''
been lost sight of by the authorities. It

>f«f«„
^^""'"^ "^^^^ "P *o stop British concoctionsoemg sold as foreign wines."

Wo A
* -'^^^ Secretary of the Chemists' De-fence Association, Limited, has issued a notice to members ofmat organisation, stating that purchases of " Iron Pills " are

being made by inspectors under the Sale of Food and Drugs
Acts ; also that a summons has recently been issued, alleging
deficiency of ferrous carbonate. Mr. Glyn-Jones adds ;

" The
object of this notice is to warn our members that when ' Iron
Pills ' are asked for, the ordinary ' Blaud Pills ' of commerce
should not be supplied. The only safe course is for the chemist
to offer to make the pills, and to sell them freshly made."

School of Pharmacy Dinner.-Messrs. Allen and Northey,
Hon. Sees, of the School of Pharmacy Dinner Committee,
announce that the annual dinner has been fixed for Tuesday,
February 24, at the Holborn Restaurant. They give early
notice of the dinner in the hope that the gathering may be
thoroughly representative, and include many old students and
others interested in the School of Pharmacy. The Hon. Sees,
will issue tickets in due course, but any person, desirous of

being present, whose name may be omitted from the list of

those to whom circulars are sent, should communicate with
Messrs. Allen and Northey, at 17, Bloomsbury Square.

A Dishonest Porter. —At the Hove Police Court on Monday,
Herbert Arthur Reeves, 20, a chemists' porter, was brought up
on a warrant, and charged with stealing £12 14s. 3d., the money
of his employers, the Sussex Drug Company, Ltd. On Decem-
ber 1 the prisoner was engaged as porter at a salary of 10s. a
week, and on Tuesday, December 9, was given £12 14s. 3d. to

take to the head office at 135, Queen's Road, Brighton, but
instead of going there he absconded with the money. It was
stated that ho had previously been sent to the head office with
larger sums than this and had gone all right. Prisoner pleaded
guilty, and elected to be dealt with at once. There were pre-

vious convictions against him, and he was now sentenced to a
month's imprisonment in the second division.

Burglary at Camelford.—On Friday night the premises of

Messrs. C. M. Harris, Ltd., chemists, Market Square, Camel-
ford, were the scene of a burglary. Friday being market day,
the shop, which has no direct communication with the house,
was closed at 9.30 p.m., Mr. Harris leaving through the cellar

underneath. This door was locked by him and the keys taken to
his bedroom. Upon entering the shop on Saturday morning,
the cash box, usually kept in a drawer allocated for drugs, was
found on the floor, having been prised open by a dispensing
knife, and about £11 stolen. None of the stock had been
removed, and a number of antique coins, the property of the
manager (Mr. Brown), were left in the cash box. The whole
affair points to the fact that the burglar had made a careful

survey of the premises.

The Purification of Waste.—In the course of a lecture on
this subject, before the Aberdeen Working Men's Natural
History Association, Mr. J. Hendriek, B.Sc, lecturer on
Agricultural Chemistry at Aberdeen University, pointed out
that London alone sends down into its sewers more nitrogen
than all that we import as nitrate of soda. If we could get all

this into our soil it would pass any other soil in the world in
richness. These considerations roused the cupidity of inventors
anxious to make their fortunes, but the idea that sewage
matters could be disposed of at a profit, and that the farmer
should be made to pay for the waste of towns, had done much
to retard progress. The fact was the sewage could not be
worked at a profit, because there was too much water with
the fertilising material.

Paisley Chemists' Annual Dance.—The fourth annual dance
organised by the chemists of Paisley was held on January
20, 1903. Dancing was commenced at eight o'clock, and a halt

was called at ten, when the company sat down to supper, pur-
veyed in excellent style by Mr. M'Ghee. Mr. H. Hannah
presided, and was supported by Messrs. Taylor, Wright, and
Thomson, of Glasgow. The Chairman, after supper, congratu-
lated the Committee on the result of their efforts. On the call

of Mr. Surgenor, Glasgow, a vote of thanks was accorded
them, which was duly acknowledged by the Secretary. A similar

compliment was accorded the Chairman on the motion of jMr.

Cowie. Dancing was resumed at eleven, and carried on till

three a.m., when the company broke up, after spending a most
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enjoyable time. Songs were rendered during the evening by
Mrs. Dick and Miss Sliaw. The arrangements were in the hands
of the following Committee ;—Messrs. W. Reid, A. H. Pa,ton,

J. M'Houl, A. S. Taylor, and G. Hair, Hon. Secretary. Mr. Taylor,

assisted by the Secretary, also acted in an efficient mannar as

M.C. Mr. T. H. Loughton's band supplied the music.

Apollinaris Trade Mark.—In the Chancery Division, on
January 23, the case of Apollinaris Company, Limited, v. E. R.
Shaw, Limited, which related to an alleged infringement of the
plaintiffs' trade mark for mineral waters, was settled. The defen-

dants undertook not in any way to infringe the Apollinaris

trade mark, and to deliver up the labels complained of in

their possession, and it was arranged that all pioceedings in

the action should be stayed. Mr. Justice Buckley made an
order as agreed.—In a criminal action brought by the Apolli-

naris Company, Limited, against falsifiers of Apollinaris water

in Chile, the Supreme Court of Justice has just pronounced the

final judgment. The falsifiers are condemned to six months'
imprisonment in addition to a fine of 500 dols. each. This being

a test case on the new laws concerning trade marks, etc., it

may be of interest to our readers to know that counterfeiters

who usurp European trade marks can now be brought to book
in Chile. Moreover, it must be stated that sellers of imitated

goods are liable to the same penalty according to Article 190 of

the Penal Code.

Fires.— A very serious fire occurred last week-end at the pre-

mises of Messrs. Brook, Parker and Co., Ltd., wholesale druggists,

manufacturing chemists, and drysalters, of Paversham Street,

Bradford. The fire is supposed to have originated in the labo-

ratory, and, owing to its being commuTiicated to quantities of

oils and spirituous liquids, it gave a great amount of trouble to

the fire brigade. The fire was got under in about a couple of

hours, but, of course, it was found that a great quantity of

stock which had not been reached by the flames had been spoiled

by water. The damage is estimated at something over £6,000,

and is only partly covered by insurance. It is a singular fact that

eighteen months ago a serious fire occurred on the same
premises, when damage to the amount of £2,000 was done.

Fire also broke out on January 19 in the store in connection
with the chemical works of Messrs. Alexander Cross and Son,

26, North Spier's Wharf, Port Dundas. It is supposed to

have been caused by a dropped light setting fire to a pile of

jute bags. The damage is estimated at £100.

Football.—Muters v. Westminster College.—Played at Worm-
holt Farm on Saturday, January 24, in unfavourable weather,
resulting in an easy win for Muters by 5 to 2. Muters won the toss,

and played with the wind behind them, and were soon on the
alert, easily scoring 2 before the interval, Westminster failing

to score. On resuming play Westminster scored, followed by 2
more from Muters. Westminster again scored from a very fine

corner kick, Muters again retaliating with another. Final
result : Muters, 5 ;

Westminster, 2. The League match
between the Pharmaceutical F.C. and Metropolitan College F.C.
was played on Saturday last at Wormholt Farm on the ground
of the first-named club, and was the first appearance of the
" Square " team in the field this year. The Metropolitan cap-
tain won the toss, and set the home side to kick up-hill with a
slight wind in their favour. The "Square" soon attacked
strongly, their forward line displaying greatly improved form.
The Metropolitans broke away at times, but were seldom danger-
ous ; their defence was severely taxed by the home forwards,
who were playing weU together, but were unable to score for

some time, the greasy condition of the ground being against
accurate shooting. At last Allen netted the ball, and before
half-time two more goals were added. On resuming, the
"Square "men continued to press the visitors' defence, and,
before the call of time, put on seven more goals, the game end-
ing, the " Square," 10 goals ; Metropolitans, nil. For the losing

team Sweetman played a fine game at right full-back, whilst for

the winners the scorers were Hewlett (2), Hirst (2), LleweUyn
(2), Allen, Moore, and Robertson. P.F.C. team :—Goal, Northey

;

backs, Patterson and Moore
;
half-backs, Williams, CoUitt (Cap-

tain), and Robertson; forwards, Allen, Hirst, Llewellyn,
Hewlett, and Smith. Linesman, J. Richardson.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. G. Le Seelleur, M.P.S., chemist and druggist, 16, King
Street, Jersey, being called upon to serve in the Militia, has
decided to offer his business for sale, and to leave the island.

Mr. Geo. Frost has retired from the firm of Messrs. Frost
and Cope, pharmaceutical chemists, of the Market Place,
Derby. The business will be continued alone by his partner,
Mr. John Ambrose Cope.

Mr. Percy Bagoall, chemist and druggist, of Bow Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne, announces that he has purchased the pre-
scription books of the late Mr. J. C. Hirst, chemist and druggist,
of Old Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

Mr. Alexander Bottle, of Dover, has been taking a prominent
part with regard to the proposal of the Dover Corporation to
purchase the undertaking of the Electricity Supply Company.
Mr. Bottle was strongly opposed to the proposal, and demanded
a poll on behalf of the ratepayers, but, according to last week's
Truth, was subsequently persuaded to withdraw his opposition
and demand. Truth would have liked to see Mr. Bottle more
persistent and aggressive.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. F. H. Taylor and Sons, medical and photographic
glass merchants. New Wharf Road, King's Cross, N., are now
on the telephone service, their number being 4488 Central.
This firm makes a specialty of clear letter graduated measures,
graduated glass measures, and labelled bottles of every descrip-
tion.

Mr. Llewellyn Williams, M.P.S., Post Office, New Bucken-
ham, Norfolk, publishes an almanack which is certainly one of

the most ambitious of its kind. Several storyettes, an illustrated

d€scription of the Coronation and other prominent events of th«
past year, and all kinds of literary matter are interspersed with
advertisements ^ most of which are, very rightly, of Mr.
Williams' own specialties. The production reflects great credit

on Mr. Williams' energy and enterprise.

Still for the Recovery of Alcohol.—Messrs. Harker, Stagg,
and Morgan, Limited, Laurence Pountney Lane, E.G., are pre-

pared to take orders for the still invented by Mr. Bird, a
director of the fij-m, for the purpose of recovering by direct

disitillation the alcohol fi-om tincture marcs. A full description

of the apparatus will be found in this issue on page . There
can be no doubt that the invention will prove of great value

both to manufacturing and retail pharmacists, different sizes

of the .still being made to suit the requirements of either class.

A Camera Stand for the Studio.— Messrs. George Houghton
and Son, Limited, 88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C.,

send particulars of their new patent "Counterpoise" camera
stand for use in the studio. By an ingenious arrangement the

camera can be so adjusted that, whether fully or partially

extended, the weight is always central on the table, great

rigidity and absence of vibration being thus ensured. A brass

slotted arm, which is attached to the back of the camera, allows

of a lateral movement adjustable at any point. The camera

can also be tilted in the usual manner, and can be clamped

when at the desired angle.

A New Medical Battery, Electric Bell, etc.—Messrs. P. Bar-

ton and Co., 142, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., have

placed on the market a very compact piece of electrical ap-

paratus, which serves the double purpose of a medical battery

and an electric light for throat illumination. By a very simple

arrangement, a primary or secondary current may be given as

desired, the .strength of the current being controlled by a regu-

lator. There are three different attachments for use with the

battery, which, it should be mentioned, is of the " dry-cell
'^^

variety. These attachments are (1) the handles for " shocking,"
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2) a " reophore, or brush, for tlie treatment of neuralgia and

imilar affections, and (3) a small electric light mounted on a

tick and intended, for use in the medical exaniLnation of the

hroat or for dental purposes. The whole apparatus is compact

nd portable, and is well worth the attention of chemists and
ruggists. Among other goods which Messrs. Darton and Co.

upply is an invalid electric bell. In this, as in the medical

attery, portability has been aimed at and achieved by the use

f a dry cell, the electric bell being about the size in which
idles" carriage clocks are usually made. This invalid bell is

ndoubtedly a great improvement on the cumbersome " wet-

all
" electric bells which have usually been stocked by chemists,

"he trade prices will be 12s. and 14s. for the two sizes. At the

equest of medical men im tropical climates, Messrs. Darton

nd Co. are making clinical thermometers for use in those

ountries where the temperature exceeds the normal body tem-

erature. The thermometers will have a bulb at the top of the

lercury column, the efficiency of the instrument being by no

leans diminished thereby.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

The Koko-Maricopas Company, Limited, has declared a

ividend for the year ending December 51, 1902, at the rate

f 500 per cent, i^er annum upon the capital of the company.

Norseman Proprietary Company, Limited.—This cornpany

ras registered on January 15, with a capital of £1,000 in £1
hares, to cany on the business of wholesale and retail chemists

nd druggisfts, vendors of patent medicines and druggists' sun-

ries, etc. No initial public issue. The first directors (to number
lOt less than three nor more than five) are to be appointed by
he subscribers.

J. H. H. Loft, Limited.—Ibis company was registered on
iauuary 21 with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to carry on
he business of manufacturers of and Sealers in artificial teeth,

ental apparatus and instrument.s, and dental mechanics'

undries, commission agents, dentists, chemists, etc. No initial

ublic issue. Table A mainly ajiplies. Regi-stered office : Carl

agford House, Sale, Cheshire.

Colonial Dental Company, Limited.—This company has re-

ently been registered with a capital of £2,000 in £1
hares, to take over the dental business carried on by H. E.

lorley, registered dentist (New South Wales), at 41, London
load, Neath, to open branches in connection therewith and to

,eal in dentists' supplies. No initial public issue. Registered

rithout articles of association. H. E. Morley is the first

lirector. Registered office, 41, London Road, Neath.

Thomas Powell, Limited.—^This company was registered on
lanuary 16, with a capital of £20,000 in £1 shares, to acquire

nd carry on the business of manufacturers and vendors of

latent medicines, drugs, surgical instruments, and druggists'

undries, etc.
, 'carried on at 1, Albion Place, Blaokfriars, S.E.,

ly Thomas Powell, Limited, and to adopt an agreement with
he said old company and its liquidator. No initial public issue.

Che first directors (to number not less then three nor more
han six) are F. W. Powell, B. W. Powell, and T. A. Piatt.

Jualification, £250. Remuneration as fixed by the company.

Registered office : 1, Albion Place, Blackfriars Bridge, S.E.

Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited.—Subject to audit,

be accounts of this company to December 51 last show a

)rofit for 1902 of £87,200, to which has to be added £6,987

.4s. 4d, undivided profit from 1901, making together about

394,200. Deducting the dividend of 15s. per share, amounting
i> £28,125, paid in September, 1902, a sum of about £66,100
t'ill be srailable for disposition at the meeting in March, and

he directors will recommend that the usual sum of £12,500

>e written off for depreciation, that £37,500 be applied in

)aying a dividend of £1 per share, that £10,000 be added to

he reserve fund, and that the remainder, about £6,100, be

arried forward.

Purittis Disinfectants Company, Limited.— This company
vas registered on January 20 with a capital of £20,000 in £1
hares, to acquire the business of J. T. Walters, trading as the

F

Puritas Disinfectants C-ompany, to adopt an agreement with the
said vendor, and to manufacture and deal in disinfectants

(whether powders, fluids, or solids), chemicals, dyes, deodorisei's,

j>erfumes, ammonia, guano, kamait, fertilisers, refuse consumers,
disinfecting apparatus, etc. No initial public issue. The first

directors (to number not less than two nor more than five) are

J. T. Walters and H. C. Rought. Qualification, £100. Re-
muneration as fixed by the company. Registered office : 15,

Wellington Street, Leicester.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Be Samuel Halliday, Chemist and Druggist, Bradford.

Samuel Halliday, chemist and druggist, of NorthgatTe, Cleck-
heaton, appeared at the Bradford Bankruptcy Court on Wednes-
day, January 28, to pass his public examination. He stated,

in answer to questions by the Official Receiver, that, beginning
in a small way, he was so successful that he was worth £200
twelve years ago, but then lost £150 by the failure of a building
society. Be succeeded, however, in making a living up to about
eighteen months ago, when his turnover dropped down to a
very small figure owing to increasing competition.—The Official

Receiver : Drug stores and so on.—The Debtor : Yes
;
opened

just opposite to me in the same street.—The Official Receiver

:

Sprang up like mushrooms around you.—The Debtor : Yes
;

they have gone very much against me.—Examination closed.

Be Wilfred Lean, Chemist, Bengeworth, Evesham,
An application was made on January 20 on behalf of Wilfred

Lean, chemist and aerated water manufacturer, of Bengeworth,
Evesham, to Sir Richard Harington, sitting at the Worcester
County Court, for his discharge in bankruptcy. The Official

Receiver (Mr. Luke J. Sharp) reported that the receiving order

was made against the bankrupt in September, 1902, the liabili-

ties being returned at £2,650, and the assets estimated to realise

£2,170, but this depended upon the business manufactory being
sold as a going concern. This, however, had not been accom-
plished. Should it become necessary to break up the concern a
loss of some £1,600 must result. Bankrupt took to the business at

a valuation of £1,095, towards which he had only £40. £500 was
advanced by his father at 3J per cent., and. £500 of the pur-

chase money remained on interest at 5 per cent. The immediate
cause of the failure was the cold summer, which spoiled the
demand for aerated waters. Bankrupt had not committed any
offence within the penal clauses of the Bankruptcy Act. . The
petitioning creditor offered no objection to the application,

which was granted by his Honour unconditionally.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
W^illiam John Huram Wood and Francis William Mason,

surgeons and apothecaries, Boston. Debts will be received and
paid by F. W. Mason.

Greorge Frost and John Ambrose Cope, pharmaceutical
chemists and aerated water manufacturers, Derby. All debts

will be received and paid by J. A. Cope, who will in future

carry on the business on his own account.

John Arthur Eyton-Jones and Albert Warren Swettenham,
physicians and surgeons, Wrexham. Debts will be received and
paid by J. A. Eyton-Jones, who will continue to carry on the

business.

Frederick Hall, Walter Hall, and Claude Philip Le Quesne,
surgeons, Southampton. Debts will be leoeived and paid by
F. Hall, W. Hall, and C. P. Le Quesne.
William Roy and Godfrey William Walter Baldwin, medical

practitioners, 'Shaw (Lanes.). Debts will be received and. paid

by W. Roy.
George Bulpitt, Alfred Bulpitt, and 'William Bulpitt, trading

as the Agricultural Chemical Company, Southampton. Debts
will be received and paid by A. Bulpitt and W. Bulpitt, who
will continue the business.

RECEIVING ORDERS IN B&NKRUPTCY.

John White, chemist and druggist, 75, , Masborough Street,

Rotherham, Yorks.
William Philip Thomas, described as a chemist, Abersychaa
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY NOTES.

0/d Boys.

Ill a very short time after their couf«e at the " Square " is

nin men get scattered abroad in all directions. Some of the

more fortimate sieem to get into business for themselves almost

immediately ; some go to other places of learning with their

eyes on degrees (or, in rare cases—dare one whisper it?—for

aaiotlier course for the Minor) ; while maaiy seem unable to

tea.r themselves away from Bloomsbury, and remain as research

scholars, demonstrators, or what-not; but all, it is to be hoped,

retaia an interest in the School and its students. Of those who
were quite recently at tihe " Square," W. B. Marshall is in

Kimberley, S. Africa. The football captain of two years ago
has given up pharma<;y in favour of farming ; and Llewellyn,

the famous Welsh International Rugby footbiiller, iieoently

passed the Minor on the vsame day on which Wales (in his

absence) beat Englaaid at the game. Woolcock, who used to
enliven the Students' Association, is about to open a business

at Houn.slow, where all hope he may meet with success.

Old Jokes.

The alterations to the lecture theatre, recently described in

the Journal (January 3, p. 15), have me* with much approval.
Perhaps the air of the room will not in futuire have such an
excessively " tonic and invigorating " effect as it was more than
once said to have before

;
certainly wheoi the room is, as now,

properly warmed, there is no excuse for manifestations of

applause by stamping or shuffling the feet, even when a lecture
experiment fails to come oflf, or when " the subject is one which
lends itself to jocular treatment." Be that as it may, there is

no shadow of doubt that the imijrovements, both in the theatre
and the laboratories, axe appreciated, and that the stricter

system of discipline recently instituted will result in nO' lessening

of the good proportion of passes which has for many years been
.shown by the School of Pharmacy.

Prof. J. Norman Collie.

Professor Collie's book on mountaineering has been favourably
reviewed in the Press, a circimistance which will astonish none
of those who have been sufficiently fortunate to hear the illus-

trated addresses which were an annual institution while the
Professor was a lecturer at the School. By-the-bye, it may
not be universally known that Mr. Cainee went with his chief

to London University last autumn.

A Student of Twenty Years Ago.

An interesting lecture was given the other day toi the Hun-
terian Society of St. 6eorge'.S' Hospital by Dr. T. G. Nicholson,
M.B., on "Materia Medica in General Practice." Dr. Nichol-
son took a number of medals and certificates of honour
at the " Square " in 1881 and 1882', and since then
he lias qualified as a medical man, and has spent many
years in Central Africa and South Ajnerica. He de-

scribed the prevalence of the habit of stealing among
the natives, wlio were too clever to be caught in the

act, and could never be persuaded by ordinary means to confess.

Ur. Nicholson, however, tried the effect of "white man's
magic " ; lie gave the suspected black a dose of ^ grain of
pilocai"pine, and stood him in the sun. In a quarter of an hour
o " less profuse perspiration would ensue, and the victim would
be told that, if he did not confess, he would perspire to death.
It would seeui that the native invariably confessed, though how
his- guilt was thus provedi was not stated. Dr. Nicholson said

that if he had to choose four drugs only with which to go
through life, he would select digitalis, calomel, opium, and
quinine. Dr. Nicholson complained that there was far too
much bicarbonate of soda and sal volatile about present-day

l)rescribing. If the medical man knew his materia medica, pilo-

airpine, aconitine, and other valuable but comparatively little

iised substances wouldl be very mudh more widely prescribed.

He thought that the analysis of 20,000 prescriptions published

by the late Mr. William Martindale revealed a lamentable weak-
ness in prescription-writing, and great ignorance on the part of

medical men of tbe therapeutic aotion of potent drugs.

REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany tne queries!
Beplies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and tho
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formalte
are given without deflnite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,"
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous,
communications.

Combined Toning and Fixing Bath (J. H. H.—84/19).—Try
the following:—Sodium hyposulphite, 2 oz. ; ammonium sul-
phocyanide, 40 grains ; lead acetate, 20 grains

; gold chloride
solution (1 in 60), 1 fl. drachm. ; distilled water to 10 fl. oz.
Do not use at a temperature higher than 10° C.

Chemical Action in Gargle (A. G. B.—84/20).—The solution
of borax in glycerin effervesces when the sodium bicarbonate
and water are added, because of the presence of free boric acid,
which reacts with the carbonate. You should heat the mixture
until effervescence ceases, before sending it out.

Dispensers' Association (T. W. P.—174/28).—The offer was
made, primarily, to local associations of chemists in business,
conditionally on certain specified information being furnished
to the Editor. If you can assist him by similarly supplying in-
formation likely to be useful in promoting local organisation
in pharmacy, there is no reason why your association should
not be placed on the list.

Correction.

Evening Meeting in Edinburgh.—In the report of Mr. Hill's
remarks on Mr. T. Stephenson's paper, read at the evening
meeting in Edinburgh last week, the name of the plant men-
tioned at the ninth line from the bottom of the second column
on page 104 should have read Taraktogenos kurzii.

BIRTH.

MoYLAN-JoNES.—^^On January 25, at Sparkhill, Birmingham,
to Mr. and Mi's. Moylan-Jones, a daughter (Sylvia Kathleen).

OBITUARY.

Doughton.—On January 13, Thomas William Doughton,
Chemist and Druggist, Bootle. Aged 56. Mr. Doughton had,
been a member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1874.

Green.—On January 13, Arthur Goodrich Green, Chemist and
Druggist, Acton, formerly of Wells. Aged 47.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Aii CoMMDNiCATioNS FOR THE ' Pharmaceuticai. JouRNAi,' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, il

intended for publication in the currenc week's issue, should reach the
OfHce not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the'

Joarnal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Sqiiare, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' OfiBoe, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
CoNTBiBUTioMS Sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied bf
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

LiETTERS, NEWSPAPERS. QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS bave been reoelved from Messrs. Abraham,
Atkins, Barker. Betty, Bewglas, Boa, Bowell, Brace, Broadhead, Brown,
Bullen, Butterfleld, Coleman, Cummingt, Doig, Erdos, Fairweather, Fin-

layson,Gadd, Gill, Gilmour, Guest, Harrison, Henry, Hills, Hughes, Kijft,

Knight, Laverack.Leseher, Maben, Marsden, Matthews, Merson, Nunn,
Palmer, Peck, Pinohen, Priestly, Readman, Reed, Sankey, Shuttlcworth,
Stamp, Williamson, Wilkie, Wilson.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Proteolytic Enzyme in Spleen.

S. Hedin and S. Rowland have found that the spleen contains

a proteolytic enzyme which acts most strongly in an acid solu-

tion (ZeitscJir, f. Physiol. Chem., 32, 1901, pp. 341 and 531). J.

B. Leathes has investigated the products formed by its action,

which comprise histidin, arginin, and lysin. Neither xanthin

bases nor diamines were isolated. Aspartic acid was found in

large quantities, leucin and amido-valerianic acid were also

found, but not glutamic acid.—c7b?tr». of Physiology, 28, p. 360.

Bystropogon Origanifolius.

The oil of this labiate shrub, which is abundant in the Canary
Islands, is reported by Schimmel to have an odour very lilje

that of pennyroyal, and to contain pulegon and menthon as

chief constituents, with a small portion of limonene. The oil

is of a clear yellow colour, sp. gr. 0 9248 (15°) ;
optical rotation

+ 2° 57', acid number, 0; saponification number, 11-1 ; after

acetylisation, 53 83 ; refraction indax, no, 148229. It is

soluble in 2 5 vols, of 70 per cent, and in 0-7 vol. of 80 per cent,

alcohol. It distils between 162° and 234°.

—

Schimmel, Ber., Oct.,

1902, p. 87.
-

New Source of Thymol.
Battandier finds that Origanum florihundum, a native of the

mountains of Algeria, yields a large amount of volatile oil,

which contains 25 per cent, of thymol. The mixture of phenols

isolated from the oil forms an almost solid mass on being

touched with a crystal of thymol. The small quantity of non-

crystallisable liquid which remains consists chiefly of carvol.

The plant is not likely to prove a source of thymol of

commercial value, since it does not occur in any great

quantity.

—

Journ. Phirin. Chim. [6], 16, 536.

Cellular Poisons or Cytotoxins.

Mankovsky, by injecting an emulsion of thyroid gland, mixed
with a small amount of sodium chloride, into the abdominal
cavity of cats, has found that after three injections the cat's

serum was poisonous to the functions and cells of the thyroid
body. Injected into the blood, the abdominal cavity, or the
thyroid parenchyma of a dog, it caused symptoms similar to

those which follow removal of the gland. A microscopic ex-

amination of sections of the thyroid showed a diminished
amount of colloid substance, and a change in the lobules, with
swelling of the cells, and cavities in the parenchyma.

—

Euss_
Arkhiv. Patol, 1902.

Preparation of Silico-ethane.

H. Moissan notes a new method of preparing the silicon

analogue of ethane, SiaH,;. This substance was originally obtained
by the author, in conjunction with Dr. Smiles, by the partial

condensation at -200° C. of an impure silicon hydride prepared
by the action of hydrochloric acid upon a silicide of magnesium
of undefined composition. Attempts to prepare the same com-
pound from the lithium silicide, LiaSio, by the action of dry
hydrogen chloride or a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid were
unsuccessful, hydrogen being the only gaseous produce. It has
now been found that by the gradual addition of lithium silicide

to concentrated aqueous hydrochloric acid, the silico-ethane is

readily formed in abundance and can be separated by means of

cooUng to the temperature of liquid air.

—

Camp, rend., through
Nature.

Vol. 70. (Foubth Sebiks, Vol. 16.) No. 1702.

I Olive 0;i for Gastrie Ulcer.

Walko has obtained goo.l results from the treatment of gastric

ulcer by giving olive oil. The oil is given three times daily in

tablespoonful doses, rapidly increasing to IJ oz., or may be
given as an emulsion. The advantages claimed for the oil

are, that it is unirritating, is readily absorbed, undergoes
no bacterial decomposition, inhibits the secretion of hydrochloric

acid, and, unlike milk, removes constipation.

—

B. M. J., Epit., 66.

Detection of Chromic Acid.

C. Reichard find that the blue reaction of peroxide of hydrogen
with chromic acid is prevented by the presence of vanadic acid.

This influence cannot be attributed to a simple peroxidation of

the vanadic acid, since an excess of peroxide of hydrogen does

not bring the colour back ; it is comparable rather with the de-

composing action of the peroxides on chloride of lime. The
phenomenon can be observed up to one part of vanadate of am-
monium in ten parts of bichromate- of potassium; it is no longer
observed in the presence of phosphate or arseniate of soda. The
presence of molybdic or tungstic acids is also inimical to the

reaction of the perchromic acid.

—

Zcit. Anal. Chcm., 40, 577,

through Chcm. Neivs.

Atlas Cedar Wood Oil.

Since the note on this oil was published in June, 1901 (Pharm.

Journ., [4j, 12, p. 773), the article has attracted some atten-

tion, not only as a substitute for sandal wood oil, over which it

is said to possess the advantage that it never causes pain in

the kidneys, but also as an adjuvant to cod liver oil in the

treatment of bronchitis and tuberculosis. For this purpose 50

parts of the atlas cedar oil are added to 950 parts of cod-liver

oil, the disagreeable taste of which it is said to remove, so

that it is readily taken by the patient, with the result of

rapidly lessening the expectoration. The dose of the cod-liver

oil so treated is a teaspoonful three tines daily. For gonorrhoea

the essential oil is given in doses of 3 Gm. daily, in

capsules, for six or eight days. In eczema it has been used in

the form of an ointment, consisting of 10 Gm. of the oil to

40 of vaseline ; the ointment is applied twice daily. The oil

was first made experimentally at the Botanical Research Labora-

tory at Algiers from the wood of the Cedrus atlantica, Manetti,

a variety of the Cedrus libani, Barrel.

Libanolboisse.

The Atlas cedar wood oil is prepared by M. BoissGr

pharmacien laureat, of Algiers, who has named it, for the

sake of distinction, "Libanolboisse," but he has handed the

sole rights of sale for Great Britain, Germany, Austria, and the

United States to Messrs. Schimmel and Co., of Leipzig. The
name atlas cedar oil is necessary to distinguish it from ordi-

nary cedar oil, which is made from a species of juniper, viz.,

Juniperus virginiana, L., the wood of which is used for " cedar "

pencils, the oil being prepared from the waste shavings of

this manufacture. It must also be carefully distinguished

from the oil of Cedrela odorata, L., a tree belonging to a v£ry

different natural order (Meliacese), the wood of which is used

for the " cedar " boxes in which cigars are packed. The dis-

tinctive characters of the atlas cedar oil are as follow :—Its

sp. g. is 0-9517; rotation at 20 6 +48° 16'
; refraction index, ,

1-51487. It is a thickish pale yellow liquid, with a balsamic

odour. It makes a clear solution with 3 to 4 parts of 90 per

cent, alcohol, but when more is added cloudiness appears. After

acetylisation it gives a saponification number of 40-6, corre-

sponding to 16'6 per cent, of an alcohol, CisH.^sO. A more

detailed account of the oil is given by Trabut, the well-known

authority on materia medica, in the Bitll. des Sciences Phar-

macologiques, 1900, p. 262. It may be noted that the cedar

of Lebanon gives an oil with a different sp. g., viz., 0 985, and

optical rotation 10° W.—Schimmel's Report, April, 1892.
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Orexine Tannate in Seasickness.

V. Wild finds tluxt tbe administration of Vj, grains of orexine

tajmate, ta,ken in lialf a pint of any fluid, three, hours before

embarking, and two hours after a full meal, is a reliable pre-

ventative of seasickness. It is important that the drug should

be' t;xkeu precisely as prescribed, two houi-s a.fter a plentiful

nepast, otherwise the resxdt« are not satisfactory, although

actual vomiting may not occur.

—

B.M.J. Epit., 96, 2/1902.

Sublimed Sulpliiir in Typlioid.

J. Woroschilsky has obtained good results from the use of

sublimed sulphur in typhoid in all stages of the disease. The

dose given to adults was 20 grains every two hours until 16C

grains were given in the day, and to children 8 grains every

two hours up to 64 grains per diem. The drug was well

tolerated in all cases, diaiThcea was diminished, and the illness

becamje milder in cliairacter. Sulijlmr appears to act partly by

fonning a protective layer over the mucous membrane, as well

as causing oonstriction of tlie vess-efe and favouring regenera-

tion of Ihe epitliielium.— Ejiif., 83, 2/1902.

Kryogenin.

Tlxis name is applied by Lumiere'to metabenzaminocarbazide.

It is a wliite, odourless, crj'stalline, somewhat bitter, but not

unpleasant tasting powder, soluble in water 1 : 40, and readily

soluble in other solvents. It possesses a relatively low toxicity,

and exerts no analgesic or hypnotic action ; it is, in fact, purely

antithermic and antipyretic in its action. In this respect it

is energetic and prompt. It is better suited for tuberculous

patients thiui pyramidon, quinine, phenacetin, antipyrin, or

painting with guaiaool. The dose is 1^ to 10 grains, not

exceeding a daily do.S'e of 17 grains.

—

Fharm. Post, 3 6, 7.

Fungus in Cliinese Yeast.

A fungus was isolated by Calmette from the substance known
as " Cliinese yoasri.," a complex preparation used as a ferment,

and was named by himi Amylomyces rouxii. The only reproduc-

tion obser\^ed was endogenous sj>ore formation, in the mycel-ai

filaments. Reoer.tly M. J. Turquel has obtained stalked

sporangiophores bearing spores. This, method of reproduction

brings the fungus into the genus Mucor, so that this is a Mucor
which produces both an amylase and a zymase. The sporangio-

phores were obtained by cultures on solid media, such as carrot

and cooked rice, and in oae or two liquid media, of which the

authoa- mentions orange juice and bouillon.

—

Comptes rend.,

135, 912.

Seeds witli Tkick*walled Endosperm.
Gardiner and Hill liave made a study of the changes occurring

in the eu'dosperum of seeds of Tamus communis and GaUion
tricorne, thesie being chosen as types of seeds containing thick-

walled endosperm. During germimition of the seed in Tamus
the ferment prooeeds from the cotyledons, and attacks the
cells of the endospenn, but in Galium .Uie ferment ap^jears to

originate in the. endosperm and i^roceed inwards towaixls the

embryo. T'he walls of the endosperm in the former case con-

sist probably of a reserve cellulose similar to that found in the
sefeds of Phoenix ; in the latter, reactions point rather to a body
i)f the nature of a. pecto-cellulose. At the same time the
protoplasmic connections were studied with a view to elucidat-

ing their function. No distinction could be obsei-ved between
the threads which passed through pit-membrames iind those

iu tbe thick parts of the w.ail, which fact, combined with tlie

course of disorganisation, seems to the authoi-s to confirm
their view that the connecting threads are mainly and primarily
concerned with the oonduotion of food and stimuli from the
parent plant to the developing embryo.

—

Proeccdinrfs of Cam-
hridii< I'liilos. Socii ty, 11, 445.

THE USE OF THE SLIDE-RULE IN PHARMACY,*
BY J F. LIVEE8EEGE, P.I.O., PH.O,

I have found the slide-nile so useful in analytical calculations

that I thought a paper suggesting its applications in pharma-
ceutical work might be suggestive, particularly as I have not

teen any reference to the instrument in pharmaceutical ]>apers.

According to the law of indices,

n'i X = n' and t= n
Where n = any number, for example 2
22 X 2-^ = 2' and 2- -f- 2^ = 2
Or4x 8 = 32 and 8 -f- 4 = 2
And 10'^ X 10'= 10' and lO' 10^ = 10

Or 100 X 1,000 = 100,000 and 1,000 -^ 100 = 10

In the latter case, wliere n = 10 the index is called the

logarithm of the number, thus 3 is the logarithm of 1,000, as

shown above, and 0'301 in the logarithm of 2 and 0'602 is the

logarithm of 4.

To illu.strate the principle of the slide-rule mark on a white

strip of paper at a distance of 301 Mm. from the end and also

at 602 Mm., opposite the first mark put the figure 2 and oppo-

site the second one the figure 4. Then mark a blue strip of

paper similarly.

If the end of the blue strip is iilaced opposite the figure 2

(i.e., the 301 Mm. mark) on the white strip the figure 2 on the

blue strip will be opposite the figure 4 (i.e., the 602 mark) on

the white .strip, becauee 301 Mm. have thus been mechanically

added to 301 Mm., producing 602 Mm. Further, as 0-301 is

the loga!rithm of the number 2, adding 301 Mm. is equivalent to

multiplying by 2, and thus 2 x 2 or 4 is found on the white

strip opposite the figure 2 on the blue strip.

A slide-rule in which the Mm. was takea as the unit would

be too long and very awkward to use, so a quarter and an

eighth of a Mm. is usually taken as a unit length, producing a

rule about 10 in. long. In the most useful, or Mannheim, type

of rule there are four scales called A, B, C, D respectively.

Scales A and D are on the stock and B and C on the sliding

part. The scales A and B have each two sets of the figures 1 to

9, while the scales C and D have only one set, and therefore can

be read twice as accurately as the first pair.

The slide-rule is conceried with figures only, not with quan-

tities, for the operatiois are precisely the same whether one is

using hundreds, tens, or hundredths. The decimal point or

cyphers ai>e added when the slide-rule has done its work.

The reading of the rule is not difficult, and only requires care

and practice. If the left hand 1 of the A scale is called 100,

the 2 is 200, the long mark half way between is 150, the medium
length mark next to 1 is 110, and the short mark next to the 1

indicates 102. The middle 1 is 1,000, and the right 1 is 10,000.

Beginners should practise with the A and B scales ; in fact, it is

more convenient to use them in all cases when a higher degree

of accuracy than 1 in 500 is not i-equired. The left-hand 1 may
be called O'l or 10 or other multiple, according to the problem,

and 1 on the B scale may have a different value to the 1 on the

A scale.

Slide-rules such as I have described may be obtained with

the graduations marked either on wood or celluloid. The latter

are preferable as they are easier to read and can readily be

cleaned. Some cursors are entirely composed of metal, but I

think those which have a line engraved on a small plaite of glass

or celluloid are somewhat better. A rule of this kind can be

obtained, with a book of instructions, for about 12s. The

under side of the slide has graduations representing sines,

tangents, and logarithms, but these have veiy little pharma-

ceutical application. Some slide-rules of French make have the

C scale slightly longer than the D scale, a fault which introduces

a minute error when the C scale is used.

"Read before the Midland Pharmaceutical Association, Tbursdaft
January 29, 1903 (see p. 189).
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(1) Arithmetical Application.

Multiplication.—Set 1 on B to one of the numbers on A and

over the other number of B read the answer on A. Examples :

Multiply 15 by 31, 1-5 by 31. or 15 by 31. In any of these

cases set 1 on B to 15 on A and over 31 on B read 465 on A.

Evidently this will mean 465 in the first case, 4'65 in the second,

and 46'5 in the third case.

Thus.—
15 465

1 31

Division.—Set 1 on B to the divi.sor on A, and under the

dividend on A read the C[Uotient on B. Example : Divide 465

by 15. Set 1 on B to 15 on A and under 465 on A read 31 on
B. This is the same setting as in the multiplication example,

but the reading is in dififerent order. It should be noted that

if the rule is set ae directed any number of multiplications or

divisions by 15 can be done without setting the rule again.

This is very useful when a series of .similar operations ha.s to be
performed.

Powers.—By the construction of the slide-rule each number
on the A scale is the square of the one below it on the D scale.

Comparison of the two is facilitated by the use of a sliding-

pointer called a cursoi- Cubes and fourth powers can also be
obtained with one setting of the rule. For example, if 1 of C
is set to 2 of D, above it oi. A is 4, which is the squai^ of 2,

above 2 on B is 8 on A, the cube of 2, and above 2 on C is 16 on
A. the fourth power of 2.

Thus :—
A4 8 16

Bl 2 4

CI 2

D2 4

Square Booti.—As the A scale is composed of two identioel

halves, any figure will occur on it twice, and under each' of them
will be a square root on D. For example, under the left-hand

4, 2 is found, and under the right-hand 4, 632 occurs. Now 2

and 0-2 are the square roots of 4 and 0 04, while 6-32 and 0 632

are the square roots of 40 and 0'4 respectively.

Proportion.—If the numbers on A be regarded as numerators

of vulgar fractions, and the numbers under them as their de-

nominators, all these fractions are equal, whatever the position

of the slide. For instance, if 2 on B is set to 1 on A, the fol-

lowing fractions appear, J, f. |, |, etc., all of which are equal.

a c

If a, b, c, d, are four numbers and ad = be then - = - and
b d

a b
- = - as well as the fractions produced by inverting these,

c d

Any problem in proportion can therefore be set in two ways on

the slide-rule. For instance 2: 4:; 3: x may be solved as :

—

2 3 2 4

or Notice that the first term of the proportion

4 X 3 X.

is never on the same scale as the fourth, and is never opposite it.

Another way of solving proportion sums is to invert the slide,

that is, to bring C next to A, and B next to D. With this

setting the product of anj' pairs of opposite numbers on A and
B is a consant quantity which is indicated by the 1 on C. Thus,

if 1 of C is set to 12 on A, 4 on B is opposite 3 on A, 3 on B
is opposite 4 on A, and 2 on B is opposite 6 on A. The pro-

duct of each of these pairs being 12. By using three of the four

scales a number of varied problems involving squares and square

roots can be solved by one setting of the rule. Several examples

are given later on.

Multiplication or Division htj Addition or Buhtraction of a
Fractional Part.—If it is required to multiply 1'037 by 4264,

working directly on the C and D rules will give 442 as the

answer, but the fourth figure cannot be given with any cer-

tainty. As, however, multiplication by l',037 means adding 37

to every 1,000 in the multiplicand, the following proportion

may be used, 1,000 : 37: : 4264: x, and x = 158, which,

when added to 4264, gives 4422, while the full answer is

4421'768. The error with direct division is about 1 in 2,500, in

the second case about 1 in 19,000. Similarly division by 1-037

means substracting 37 from every 1037 in the dividend. The
proportion is 1037 : 37 : : 4264 : x and x = 152, which is to

be substracted from 4264 to give the answer, namely, 4112. If

both the numbers to be multij)lied or divided begin with the

figures 3 to 7 there is little or no advantage in using this rule.

Conversion of Decimal to Vidgar Fractions.—Set 1 on B to

the decimal fraction on A and look for a line on A exactly

opposite to one on B. For example, what is a vulgar fraction

equivalent to YT (3'1416)? Set- 1 on B to the number, which is

often marked on the rule by a special mark, 22 on A is almost

coincident with 7 on B, a more exact result is 355 : 113, though

the latter is not marked by a line.

Reciprocals.—If 1 on B is set to a number, 1 on A points to

its reciprocal, and the decimal point may be fixed by the follow-

ing rule. The dot and the cyphers in a reciprocal together

equal the number of figures in the number, except in 1 and its

multiples. Thus the reciprocal of 11 is 0'091.

What is the Length of the Diagonal of a Square with 3 in.

sides ?—Set 1 on C, to 3 on D, and under 2 on B read 4-24 on D.

(2) Pharmaceutical Appiicatfons.

jffoif much of each of the Ingredients is required to produce

72 Grains of Pil. Ferri?—As the quantities given by the B.P.

add up to 490 grains, set 72 on B to 490 on A, and under the

B.P. quantities on A read the required quantities on B. Thus,

under 150 (grains of ferrous sulphate) read 22, under 95 (grains

of sodium carbonate) read 14, etc.

How much of each of the Ingredients is required to make

100 Gallons of Tinct. Cinch. Co. ?—^28 grains of cochineal and

55 grains of salfron are ordered for one pint, and 800 pints are

wanted. Set 800 on B to 437-5 on A and -under 28 and 55 on

A read 51-2 and lOO S ounces respectively on B. To reduce to

pounds, set 1 on B to 16 on A, when 100-5 ounces on A will

be seen to be opposite 6 3 pounds on B, or 6 pounds on B is

opposite 96 oimoes on A, and so 100-5 ounces are equal to

6 pounds 4-5 ounces. With the same setting 800 ounces of

orange peel are shown to be equal to 50 pounds. The other

quantities are worked similarly.

If 30 Fluid Ounces of Liq. Ferri I'ernit. contains 1 Ounce of

Iron, what Weight in Grammes is Contained in 5 C.c?—-This

is easily worked by remembering that the relation of the ounce

and the fluid ounce is practically the same as that of the gramme
and the C.c. Set 1 on B to 30 on A, and under 5 read 0-166

gramme of iron.

Ten Grammes each of Three solutions of HCl Require H,
S7, and 34 C.c. respectively of Normal NaHO solution to-

Neutralise Them: What Percentage of HCl is Present in each?—
1 C.c. of NaHO solution is equivalent to 0' 03619 gramme of

HCl. Set 3619 on B to 1 on A, and under 14, 27, and 34 on

A, read 5-07, 9 77, and 12-3 per cent, of HCl respectively.

Express B.P. HCl and dilute HCl as multiples of normal.—
Normal HCl is 3-619 w/v {i.e., grammes per 100 C.c). B.P.

HCl contains 31-79 per cent., and has s.g. 1-16. Set 3179 on

B to 36-19 on A, and under 1-16 read 10 2 N. Similarly the

dilute acid is 3-1 N.

How much Dilute HCl will IJf^ C.c. of Strong Acid Make?—
As the strengths are 3-1 and 10-2 N respectively, 3-1 C.c. of

B
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stiong must be diluted to 10-2 C.c. S^et 10'2 on B to 3-1 on

A, and under 145 read 477.

Mixture of Solutions of Alcohol of Diffi rent Strengths.—The

term "normal" is not often applied to alcohol, but by analogy

with AniHO, normal alcohol would be 4-57 w/v. Analytically

14 N alcohol is useful for separating ix>tassium und fiodium

chloroplatinait«s. The noi'.mal valuies may be calculated and
dilutions made in the same way as mentioned before for HCl.

The following is an exajnple of mixtiu-e by weight. Prefpare

500 grammes of 60 v/v (i.e., 60 C.c. per 100 C.c.) alcohol from

70 v/v and 45 v/v. Put down the percentages by weight in

-order and below put the differences in the numbers, thus :
—

62-5 52-1 37-9

104 14^2

70 v/v alcohol contains 62-5 per cent, by weight, 60 v/v = 52-1

per cent., and 45 v/v 37'9 per cent, by weight reapectirely.

Then 14-2 grammes of 70 v/v alcohol must be mixed with 10'4

grammes of 45 v/v, making 24-6 grammes. Set 500 on B
to 24-6 on A, and under 14-2 and 10-4 read 288 and 212 grammes,

which are the quantities necessaiy to be taken to yield 500

grammes of 60 v/v alcohol.

What is the Pcrcentaeje Composition of Nitrate of Silver

The m.olecular weight = 107-11 (Ag) + 13-94 (N) + 47-64

iOj) = 168-69. Set 1 on B to 166-69 on A, and under e<ach

"molecular weight on A, read the percentage composition on B.

I obtained 63-3 per cent. Ag, 8-3 per cent. N, and 28-2 i>er cent.

O, the total being 99-8, or an error of 1 in 500.

What Quantity of H^SO^ is Represented by 59'5 Grains of

BaSO J—Set 97-34 (the molecular weight of H,S0J on B to

231-74 (the molecular weight of BaSO^) on A, and under 59-5

read 25 grains HjSO^. While the i-ule is set the factor for

conversion of BaSOj to H^SO^ (0-42) can be read on B imder

1 on A.

Boyle's Lmv.—v39-4 C.c. of nitric oxide are measured ft*

745 Mm. pressure, what will be the volume at 760 Mm. ? Set

743 on B to 760 on A, apd under 29-4 on A read 28-7 on B. Th«
result may be obtained much more easily by considering that

760 volumes are to lose 17 (i.e., 760-743), and 29-4 a propor-

tionate quantity. Set 17 on B to 760 on A, and under 29-4

read 0-66, which is to be subti\Tcted. The answer is then 28-74.

Gaij-Lussac's Law.—^The above volume of ga« was measured
at 19° C, wlmt will its volume become at 15-5°? As 273 + 19

volumes become 275 + 15-5, set 288-5 an B, to 292 on A, and
under 28-74 read 28-3. A better way of working is to set 3-5

{i.e., 19-15-5) on B, to 292 on A, -and under 28-74 read 0-35,

which by subtraction gives 28-39 as the answer. Of cour.se,

the second decimal place is of no practical importance.

How much Boric Acid is Required to Prepare an Ounce of a

2^ per cent. Sohition?—Set 2-5 on B to 100 on A, and under
457-5 on A, read 11 (grains).

Wliat is the Area of a Plaster o Indies in Diameter?—As the

radius is 2-5, set 1 on C, to 2-5 on D, and over 3-14 on B, read
19-7 square inches on A.

If the Internal Diameter and Height of a Cylindrical Drum
are 12 and 30 Inches respectively, What is its CajMcity in

Gallons?—Set 30 (inches high) on B, to 353 (a constant) on A,
and over 12 (inches diameter) on D, by means of the cursor, read
12-2 (gallons) on B.

Specific Gravity.—If a 1,000 grains bottle ie found to con-

tain 999-6 grains of water at 60° F. and 830-7 of spirit at the
same temperature, find the specific gravity of the spirit. The
correction is 0-4 to be added for everj- 999-6 grains present, so

set 4 on B, to 1,000 on A, and \inder 830 7 read 0-35, which is

to be added, giving 831-03, or a specific gra-vity of 0-8310.

Convert 21° C. to Fahrenheit Scale.—Set 9 on B to 5 on A,
and under 27 on A read 48-6 on B. Add 32°, and 80-6 is the
required temjwrature.

How many Grammes is 6i Ounees ?—Set 1 of B to 28 35 on A,

and over 6 5 i-ead 184 grammes. To avoid the somewhat awk-
ward setting 28-35, it may be noted that 5 ounces is almost

exactlj' 85 grammes, and 3 on B may be set to 85 on A.

(3) Commercial Applications.

If a Drug Costs £3 per Cwt., What is the Cost per Poutid.'—
Set 12 (pence in one shilling) on B, to 112 (pounds in 1 cwt.)

on A, and imder 60 (price in .shillings) read 6 4 (pence).

If an Article is Bought for Ss. ^d. anel Sold for 3s., What

Percentage of the Sale Price is Profit?—Set 100 on B, to 56 (sal«

price) on A, and under 8 (pence profit) road (per cent,

profit).

What is the Percentage of Profit on the Cost Price of the Same

Article.''-—Set 100 on B, to 28 (cost price), on A, and iinder 8

(pence profit) read 28-7 (per cent, profit).

What is 7i per Cent. Discount on £2 12s.?—Set 7-5 (per cent.)

on B, to 100 on A, and under 52 (shilling.s) read 5-9 (siiillings).

The decimal (0 9) may be reduced to penee by multiplying

(mentally) by 12, giving lid. nearly.

I think I have now given enough examples to show that any

calculation which requires working on paper can be done more

quickly on the slide-rule, and that when once the instrument

is mastered its applications are innumerable.

NOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, Etc.*

BY JOHN BARCLAY, B.SC. (LOND.), F.C.S.

(Continued from page 135.)

Linseed Oil.—An examination of five samples gave figures as

tabulated below. It will be noted that, as was also the case

last year, the specific gravity was invariably lower than the

maximum B.P. limit of 0-940. In the case of the percentage of

iodine absorbed also, this proved as before to be considerably

lower than the figures given by Hubl ;
—

Specific gravity 0-930 to 0-934

Caustic potash absorbed 18-95 to 19-16

Iodine absorbed 142-85 to 145 9

Olive Oil.—Twenty-seven samples have been examined during

the year, the majority of which have proved to be genuine, and

the amount of free acid found varied from 0-67 to 14-1 per cent.

In our opinion no oil can be regarded as suitable for pharma-

ceutical use which contains more than 4 per cent, of this con-

stituent. A series of experiments was made with a view of

testing the value of the modification of Beochi's test suggested

by Tolman (Journal American Chemical Society, 24, 396). In

our experience this modification serves no useful purpose,

since we found that where the Becchi's reagent is freshly pre-

pared no difference between the original and the modified tests

was observed as a result of the examination of many samples.

We also found that the application of the modified test to an

oil containing 10 per cent, of added cotton seed oil gave so light

a colour with the reagent as to render it somewhat doubtful

whether the oil was adulterated.

Palm Oil.—Saponification figures of four samples examined

ranged from 276-2 to 289-2, and the percentage of free acid

varied from 20-1 to 55-9.

Podophyllum Root.—Seven samples of the root of Podo-

phyllum pellatum examined during the last four or five years

have yielded percentages of resin varying from 1-60 to 3-86, or

an average of 219. These figures are confirmed by the manu-

facture of podophyllin on the large scale, and we find it difficult

to understand how a standard of 5 per cent, resiu for podo-

phyUum root, such as we have lately seen recommended, can

have been arrived at, unless the Indian root (P. emodi) be

included. A sample of this latter, examined during last year,

yielded us 6-69 per cent, of total resin.

* From tlie eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. SouthalU

Brothers and Barclay, Limited.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1903.

Present :
—

Mr. 6. T. W. Newsholmb, President;

Mr. C. B. Allen, Vice-President

;

Mfssrs. Atkins (Ti-easurer), Carteighe, Cooper, Corder, Cross,

Gtifford, Glyn-Jonc'S, Han-ington, Hills, Park, Robinson,

Sjwory, Southall, Storrar, Symes, Wootton, and Young. Mr.

Taylor. \rIio had been present at the committees on Tuesday,

was unavoidably absent from the Council meeting.

The miuut<-s of the previous meeting were rend and con-

firmed.

The Late Mr. F. Baden Benger.

The PitEsiDEXT refen-ed to the death of Mr. F. Baden Ben-

ger, and said he felt sure that in proposing the resolution he

was about to move he should have the sympathy and support,

of every member of the Council. Pei-sonally, he was not well

aniuainted with Mr. Benger. He, of course, knew h.im as a

member of the British Pharmaceutical Conference and as a

member of the Board of Examiners. Mr. Benger was a man
of exceedingly nice character, and a gentleman in every shape

and form. He need not sj>ea.k at any length of Mr. Benger's

work, as tliat had already been dealt witli in the Journal, but

he might say that Mr. Benger was veiy deeply interested in

the educational side of pharma-cy. Members of the Council

would probably know that Mr. Benger was greatly interested

ill the foundation of the Miuicliester Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion Scholarship. ;uid it was largely through him that the

money was provided for that Scholarship. They knew, also,

how interested he was in the Redwood Scholarship, and that

within a few weeks of his death he, in conjunction ^vith Mr.

Standen Paine, had given £100 towai-ds improving that

Scholarship. The resolution he had to move was as followsi :
—

" That this Council deeply regrets the death of Mr. F. B.

Benger, of Manchester, who served the' Societv as a member
of the Boar-d of Examiners for England and Wales for thirteen

years, and throughout a distinguished and honourable career

manifested the greatest interest in the Society and its work. He
wa.s a generous supporter of the Benevolent Fund, and on many
occasions gave practical evidence of his sympathv with the edu-

cational side of pharmacy, and his desire to encourage the

thorough scientific training of pharmaceutical students. The
Council deisires to tender its sincere sympathy with the widow
of thelat^ Mr. Benger in the great loss she has sustained."

The Vice-Pbesident, in seconding the motion, said there

were many of his colleagues who knew Mr. Benger more inti-

mately than he, therefore lie should prefer to leave it to them

to say what was fitting on the present occasion. He had, how-

ever, very great sympathy with the widow of Mr. Benger.

Mr. CoKDEE isaid he must add his tribute to one witli whom
he was on most intimate terms of friendship. He was asso-

ciated with Mr. Benger for about tliirteen years on tlie Board

of Examiners, and that personal intimacy extended from the

time of his leaving the Board till recent times. And he might

say that every one of his colleagues on the Board of Examiners

ever found in him a typical pharmacist and a kind friend, while

the candidate-s who came into his hands always received kind

and generous treatment.

Mr. C.4RTEIGHE, who spoke with considerable feeling and at

some length, said he was veiy much shocked when he heard of

Mr. Benger's death. He had perhaps known Mr. Benger better

than any of those at that table, and he had never known anyone

whose surroundings were more sweet, peaceful, and artistic, and

it seemed a pity that .such a sweet diiqwsition should

be cut off at such a cdmiJarativelj'- early age. It was
unnecessary to dwell upon that point. " Those whom
the gods love, die young," was a very familiar expres-

sion, and there was much in it. Mr. Benger was not
what might be called a robust man ; he was not an active,

pushing boy, but was rather of the quiet and retiring order. He
came to the School of Pharmacy and went througli the course of

instruction there. He was not particularly brilliant, but what he

did know he knew well. If anything, he was a little slow in

acquiring knowledge a>s a young man. But what did they find?

After a little preliminary work in a well-known house in London
—that of Messrs. John Bell and Co.—he went to Manchester,

and associated himself with one of his brother assistants—Mr.

Standen Paine—and they attacked an historic house, which has

now, and had then, a reputation for scientific apparatus among
scientists as well as pharmacists of those days, and as soon as

that partnership was formed—Mottersheads—Mr. Benger's per-

.sonality and real pharmaceutical knowledge—knowledge which
was characteristic of the man—began to tell upon everyone in

Manchester, and Sir William Roberts was not long in finding

out that there was a man who had good, sound knowledge. Mr.

Benger and his partner were very successful in their ordinarj'

busine.ss, and he soon began to do research work in connection

with digestive ferments for Sir William Roberts, which placed

that gentleman not only in the Royal Society, but brought him
into the front rank of scientists by his work on digestion. Mr.

Benger oould not expect to get scientific reward, but he wa.s veiy

properly rewarded by business success. That success, however,

could not have been attained but fpr the training he received in

the School of Pharmacy. And that isct was a very good answer

to thosS who asked, " What is the good O'f training in the School

of Pharm.acy'' ' Mr. Carteighe then went on to refer to the

great sympathy 'Mr. Benger had for his fellow-ohemists, even

after his business success had alienated him, somewhat, from

pharmacy proper, and in that connection he mentioned an

incident which occurred when Mr. Benger was President of the

British Pharmaceutical Conference. It had been decided to hold

the next meeting of Confere.ice at Bath, but at that time pharma-

cists were just beginning to feel acutely certain changes in the

life and prospects of chemists and druggists, and were viewing

the future in a veiy pessimistic way. Therefore the local

chemists felt rather diffident at inviting the Conference to Bath,

but Mr. Benger, as President, stepped into the breach and bore

the whole of the expenses of that meeting. No one knew any-

thing about it then, and it only showed his loyalty to his

brethren and his interest in pharmaceutical education. Mr.

Benger was most happy in his tastes, and he knew no one who
was more capable of appreciating a comj^etent income ; moreover

he had an excellent wife—^a charming woman—and for her he

felt very deeply.

Mr. Atkins heartily endorsed all that had been said con-

cerning Mr. Benger's courtesy and kindness to his fellow-ex-

aminers and to the examinees while he was a member of the

Board of Examiners. He had heard it said by one of his

brother examiners that " Mr. Benger was the very Bayard

of pharmacy," and he could quite endorse that description. He
also recalled the Conference of 1887, when he (Mr. Atkins) was

President, and spoke of his very pleasant association with Mr.

Benger at that time. He then proceeded to refer to the

arrangements for the Conference at Bath in 1888, and paid a

high tribute to the diplomatic and channing manner in which

Mr. Benger dealt with a very delicate position. In conclu-

sion, Mr. Atkins said it was very sad to know that such a

gentlemanly and honourable man had been cut off in the full

prime of intellectual and phvsical vigour.

B 2
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Examinations in Edinburgh.

The Secrjstary read a letter from tlie Privy Council Office,

with which was enclosed a re-port by Dr. G. Balfour, Marshall

on the Exanunations in Edinburgh (see ante, p. ,105).

The President, in refen-ing to ths report, said he thought

it was desirable that copies should be sent to the Boards of

Examiners in England and Scotland. Members of the Council

would probably note that there was a reference to the want

of proper training oii the part of many candidates. That must
be apparent to all who had occasion tO' visit the Examiruition

Hall during the progres.s of the examinations. But perhaps no
one co-uld appieciate Dr. Balfour Marshall's remarks concern-

ing the neceiss.ity for a compul.sory curriculum better than the

President or Vice-President, who had watched the young men
who came up for examination.

Dr. Stmes asked if, in face of the large percentage of failures

.shown in the report, there was any likelihood of the examina-

tion being divided?

The President said the Council had always held that it

would not be wise tO' do anything in regard to the division of

the examination until a compulsory cuiTiculum was established.

The Council Election.

The Secretary stated that the members of Council who
retire by rotation in May next were ilessrs. A. Cooper, W.
Gowen Cross, Walter Hills, D. Storrar, Charles Symes, John
Taylor, and A. C. Wootton.

Election of Members.

The following persons having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year were elected " Members " of the Society :

—

Matthew, John Ewen ; Hoyland
Mullinger, A. E. C. ; Noi-thampton
Munro, Edwin .James ; Bensham
Mm-reil, Wra. F. ; West Hartlepool
Naylor, Richard E. ; Chesterfield
Nicholls, Thomas L. ; Chelmsford
Orr, George

;
Glasgow

Osborne, Harold E. C. ; Brockley
Peverell, Arthur

; Bishop Auckland
Phillips, William A. ; Davos Platz
Pratt, -John Edward

;
Kennington

Prince, H. Clifford; Nottingham
Pybus, Prank W. ; Richmond
Rainer, Charles O. ; Demerara
Richards, Frank, R. G. ;

Coventry
Robinson, William A. ; Stockwell
Rothwell, William ; Bolton
Rutter, Wilfred ; London
Salt, Leonard Thomas ; Sutton
SarabrooK, .John Thomas ; London
Sandberg, Frederick J. ; Finchley
Scott, .John Wilson

;
Birmingham

Scrafton, Ralph ; Middlesbrough
Sholl, John P. B. ; Maidenhead
Sinclair, William Austin; Finchley
Smith, Sydney; Southend-on-Sea
Spun-, Herbert E. ; HuddersJield
Stevens, Harold B. ; London
Sudlow, Thos.W. ; Stockton-on-Tees
Sutton, Robert H.

;
Warrington

Swift, Ernest R. ; Huddersfield
Sykes, Henry ; Huddersfield
Taylor, Thomas John ; Wigan
Taylor, Walter P. ; Eastbourne
Tebb, Harry ; Hull
Terrington, J. H. ; Tunbridge Wells
Tiffany, John William ; Halifax
Tuffin, Alfred Henry: Islington
Waddell, Robert Arthur ; London
Walker, Alexander ; Edinburgh
Wandless, William H. ; Whitehaven
Weston, Charles E. ; Westminster
White, William S. ; Manchester
Whitehouse, Colston H. ; Malta
Whitworth, Wilson ; Rochdale
Wickham, Thomas B. C. ; Clapham
Wilson, John Mitchell ; Glasgow
Wilson, William B. ; Carlisle
Winter, Harry S.; Manningtree
Wood, John B. ; Huddersfield
Yeats. William George ; Putney

Arthur, .James William ; Worcester |

Barnes, Ernest Edward
;
Hackney

|

Bartlett, Henry Walsh ; Cannes
Bevis, George F. ; Portsmouth
Bremner, Robert S. ; Aberdeen
Brooks, John William : Bolton
Brown, Benjamin John ; Ford
Burden, Sidney ; Caversham
Calvert, William ; Slaithwaite
Collin, John Francis ; Norwich
Crisp, Edward ; Cambridge
Cumber, Joseph John

;
Guernsey

Davies, David Morgan ; Carmarthen
Deal, William Henry ; London
Dick, Andrew Douglas ; London
Dier, George Hugh F.

;
Mayfield

Dobson, Thomas Henry ; Skipton
Dryerre, Henry ;

Blairgowrie
Duncan, John ; Dartford
Evans, Frederick W. ; Cardigan
Evans, Ralph James ; Camberley
Fairweather, George ;

Plymouth
Fisher, George F. L.

;
Mutley

Freeman, Harry R. ; Hammersmith
Geake, Harry ; Dundee
Green, Charles Henry ; Malta
Hague, Harry ;

Blackpool
Harper, George ;

Clapham
Hartley, Horace; Todmorden
Haslegrave, Edward E. ; Sheffield
Hearle, Joseph ;

Islington
Heely, Frederick W.

;
Kennington

Herman, John B.; Liverpool
Hewitt, Joseph ; Maidstone
Hicks, Joseph ; Polmont
Hill, Wilson ; Clapham
Jones, Edward: London
Jones, Henry ; Middleham
Jones, John Harrison ; Wrexham
Jones, Richard O. ; Manchester
Jones, William John

;
Anglesea

Juleff, John ; Stockwell
Kenington, Robert B. ; London
Kennedy, George; Rock Ferry
Kent, Charles Wesley; Norwich
Kent, Joseiih H. ; Mountain Ash
Kitching, Arthur S.

;
Oakengates

|

Lawton, Charles E. ; Loakwood
Lockhart, Jeanie L. ; Irvine
McGibbon, C. G.; Wath-on-Dearne
Magin, Arthur Ellis; Ruthin

Several persons were restored to membership upon payment
of the current year's subscription.

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons having tendered their subscriptions for

the current year were elected " Student-Associates " of the
Society ;

—

Ashworth, Tom ; Todmorden
Barbin, Alplionse F. O. ; Paris
Belton, .John Pearson ; Leicester
Bisacre, Ernest J. Tunbridge Wells
Borland, Janet W. B. ; Glasgow
Bowe, John Lodge; Brierley Hill
Brown, Gilbert ; Bolton
Cohen, Elias: Manchester
Cohn, George ; London
Cook, Eustace W. ; Maidstone
Coulton, John S. ; Marchay
Cromack, Vincent ; Blackpool
Crooks, J. T. J. ;

Bishop Auckland
Davies, Prank Hugh ; March
Do Bono, Joseph ; Malta
Dobson, Arthur S. ; Heckmondwike
Edwards, John ; Blaenau Postiniog
Evans, Charles Henry ; Holborn
Farr, James G.

;
Yaxley

Findlay, Robert M. ; Kilmarnock
Frank, Ralph C. ; Leighton Buzzard
Gibson, George Willis ; Douglas

Wills, Leonard

Hill, Miriam
;
Birmingham

Isaac, William
;
Kidwelly

.Jones, Daniel Thomas; Swinton
Jocelyne, M. H. ; Bishop's Stortford
Kirby, Francis Benson ; Bristol
McLanachan, .James ; Chesterfield
Martin, Alfred

; Hindley
Mellor, W. B. : Newcastle, Staft's.

Moore, John T. ; West Melton
Owen, Robert John

;
Llanllyfni

Richardson, Geo. ;
Bishop Auckland

Riches, Walter John ; London
Schulze. Adolf ; Broadstairs
Scott, Walter Harrison ; Ilminster
Sharp, Jolin George ; St. Neots
Shepherd. B'redk. W. ; Nottingham
Squires, Seth Steggall ; Leicester
Story, Edith Mara ; Lewisham
Thonger, Cyril T.

; Birmingham
Vanes, H. W. ; Weston-super-Mare
Whatmough, W. A. ; Bradford
Whitfield, Fred E.; Darlington

E.; Falmouth

Diplomas

The undermentioned being duly registered as pharmaceutical

chemists were respectively granted a diploma stamped with the

seal of the Society :

—

Bailey, Thomas Harvey Jones, John Arch
Constance, Stephen George Oliver, Seth Harry
Duncan, John Spicer, Wm. Scutt
Jones, Edgar Alfred

Restorations to Register.

The names of the following persons who have made the re-

quired declarations, and paid the restoration fee of one guinea

were restored to the Register of Chemists and Druggists :

—

Arthur Henry Baldwin, Lynwood, Weslbourne Road, Trowbridge.
Ralph .James Evans, 12, High Street, Camberley, Surrey.
Charles Montague Robinson, 88, Judd Street, London, W.C.

The Registrar's Report.

The Secbetaey and Registbar then presented his report on

the Registers for the year 1902 (see p. 172), and he also read the

following :

—

Supplementary Repobt on the Registers :

—

The special efforts made during the past two years to

keep the statutory Registers as free as possible from in-

accuracies have been maintained, and every opportunity

has been utilised to induce registered persons to take an
interest in, and recognise the importance of, the correctnes.s

of these official lists, which are constituted by Statute

legal evidence of qualification. Under Section X. of the

Pharmacy Act, 1868, no fewer than 755 registered letters

have been sent out to chemists and druggists who have

failed to keep the Registrar acquainted with their where-

abouts ;
whilst, in addition, 500 special communications

have been forwarded to persons whose change of address

was discovered through the instrumentality of the divisional

officers of the Society. The amount of detail work in con-

nection with the maintenance of the Registers may be

gathered from the following particulars of the transactions

during the past year :
—
SuinnRY.

Erasures from the Registers 606

Additions to the Registers 532

Alterations of Address 1,465

2,603

It might be pointed out that these figures refer solely to

the Statutory Registers, and do not take into account the

very much larger volume of consequent erasures, re-entries

and amendments in the various records in charge of the

Registrar.

The work of Local Organisation has been steadily pushed

forward, and the Secretary has held many private confer-

ences with the Local Officers of the Society on administra-

tive and other matters. It is pleasing to be able to report

that these conferences appear to be productive of much
good, and the advantages arising from the association of

the Secretary with Officers of the Society in various parts
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of the country has already shown itself in a greater local
interest in the Society, and a better conception of its aims,
its duties, and its difficulties. Meetings have been held at
Blackpool, Bristol, Carlisle, Exeter, Leeds, Leicester,

Liverpool, London, I'lymouth, Preston and Sheffield, in all

of which places the Secretary has to record cordial and
ready assistance, as well as personal courtesy on the part of

the Divisional Secretaries and prominent Members of the
Society.

>L'. Stobrar asked if members' subscription.s were coming

in better than they did lastt year.

The Sechjetaky : They are coming in better.

• Mr. Storr.4JR said, as Divisional Secretary, he had no idea

who bad paid their subscriptions and who had not. He
thouglit that was a pity, because in the circumstanoes he was
unable to approach members who had not sent up their sub-

^uriptions.

The Prksident moved that the Registrar's report be adopted,

and that it be printed in the Pharmaeeutical Jouinal. Before
putting the motion, however, he wished to direct attention to

that portion of the report dealing with the administration of

the Pharmacy Act, 1868, and to point out that a great deal

of work was done by the General Purposes Committee of the

iCouncil in that direction. It was sometimes alleged that the

Council did not get the credit for doing so much work, but he

thought the report would show that a great deal of work was
being done in connection with the Phamiacy Acts.

Mr. Robinson said he was very glad to notice that the work
•of local organisation wasi being pushed forward. He was not

.surprised to find that wherever the Secretary had gone he had

received the greatest courtesy from the members and local

officers of the Society. He thought it was a very good thing

for the Secretary to go round to the different divisions and to

tome into contact with those who were representing the

Society there. He would like to say, however, that he had
I'ecently been into the country, and at several places he was
asked about the Secretary's intended visit to those places.

But he hfl/d been obliged to say he was not aware that the

Secietaiy was going there. If he had known, it was very pos-

sible that he might have been able to get more persons in--

terested in the meetings. He had since spoken to the Secre-

tary about it, and was told that he had gone to those places

«u his own initiative. He had no objection to that, but at

the same time he would have liked to have known that the

•Secretaiy was going, as he might have been able to help him,

because he believed the Divisional Secretaries were very glad

lo be brought into contact with the officials of the Society,

and lo know more of what is being done. He heartily endorsed

what the President had said as to the work that was being done

in connection with the administration of the Pharmacy Act.

'The Council had been very active in taking proceedings under

the Act. Sonietliing like 340 cases of alleged infringement

of the Act had been investigated, and proceedings instituted

in 125 cases. Such action on the part of the Council had been

*.\cellent, and would do good, and the publication of the

Registrar's Report would assure members of the Society

throughout the country that the Council was composed of really

live men who looked after their interests in every way.
The President said he should not like it to go forth that

dui'ing the past year the Council had been doing more work
than previously. The Registrar's report of the proceedings

under the Act was being published simj^ly to let chemists

throughout the country see that the Council was alive to their

interests. In reply to Mr. Robinson, he wi,«hed to take the

full responsibility, together with the Secretary for what had
been done in connection with the local organisation. The
Secretary had gone to different parts of the country for the

purpose of meeting the local officers of the Society and having

a straight talk with them, and, having attended several of the

meetings in the caixicity of a private member of the Society,

a.nd not officially, he was bound to say he felt satisfied that
the result would be very good indeed. The Divisional Secre-

taries were very plea.-ed to meet Mr. Bremridge and to be
biouglit into closer touch with him. Personally, he felt very
much indebted to the Secretary for good results which have
already accrued from his visits, and he thought the thanks ol

the Council were also due to him for all the trouble lie lias

taken.

The motion was then put and carried.

Examiners for the Council Prizes Examination.

The President moved, ,and it was carried, that tlie following
persons be appointed to conduct the examination for the Pereira
Medal and the Council prizes in April next :—Professor John
Gibson, Professor F. O. Bower, and Mr. M. Meldrum.

Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee included the following
figures :

—
Balance in .Januaiy £2,230 10 11
Receipts 1,387 4 1

3,617 15 0
Payments during January 1.341 7 1

£2,276 7 11

Payments to the amount of £2,558 6s. 7d. for the current
month were recommended.

The President, in moving that the report and recommenda-
tions of the Finance Committee be received and adopted,
stated that in the report there was a reference to a legacy of

£900 to the Benevolent Fund. James Stannes, a registered

chemist and druggist, of Tavistock, who died in 1886, by his

will gave a legacy of £1,000 to the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain, to be paid within one month after the decease
of the survivors of two .annuitants named in the will The
last annuitant having died, a cheque for £900 had been re-

ceived, being the amount of the legacy less duty at 10 per
cent. The sum of 16s. had also been received from the

Cheinif?ts' Assistants' As«ociation, which had been collected at

musical evenings, and the sum of £3 from the Secretary of

the Bristol Junior Pharmacy Ball. He was sure the Council

was very much obliged for those amounts. With regard to

the £900, it had been invested, together with another £100
the Committee had in liand on the Donation Account.
Mr. Hills said he had had an opportunity of going through

the financial statement presented by the North British Branch
Executive, and he sliould like to say that they appeared to

have exercised great care and consideration for the Society's

interests. He was sure the Council was very much indebted

LO the Executive for the careful way in which they had hus-

banded their resources.

The report ajid recommendations of tli© Finance Committee
were then adopted.

Benevolent Fund Committee.

The report of tliis Committee included a recommendation of

grants to the amount of £125 8s. in the following cases :
—

Widow of a C. and D. (67). (Rotherhithe.) Has had
lirevious grants.

Widow of a subscribing C. and D. (72). (Manchester.)
Has had previous grants. . .

Widow of a P. C. (64). (Clapham.) Has had previous
grants.

Widow of a C. and D. (56). (Old Ford.) Has had pre-

vious grant.

RegLstered C. and D. (79). (Bradford.) Has had pre-

vious grant.

Widow of a member and subscriber (66). (Harleston.)

Widow of a registered C. and D. (76)! (Bredbury.)
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Membei- and subscriber (67). (Suibiton.)

Registered C. and D. (74). (Westbury.)
One case was deferred for further consideration.

The Secretaky reported the death of Mrs. E. P. Glynn, of

Torquaj', aged 81, yd\o was eleated an annuitant on the Fund
in 1884.'

The Vice-President moved ih(ul the report and recommen-

dations of the Committee be received and adopted. After

briefly referring to the ca«es •which were considered at the

Committee meeting the previous day, the Vice-President said

ho was very pleased to be able to state that the child, Dorothy

M. Honman. for whom he recently solicited support for election

to the London Orphan Asylum, Watford, had been elected.

The report and recommendations of the Benevolent Fund

Committee woi-e adopted.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.

The following rejxirt was submitted by this Committee :
—

Tlie Committee met on Wednesday, January 14, 1903.

The usual moutlily statements respecting the Society's

Libraries and Museums in London and in Edinburgh
were received, and particulars of thesa are published in the

Phariuacculical Journal, for January 17, 1903.

The School Staff attended. The Dean reported that he
had paid the sum of £5 to the parents of the boy who
was injured in the Laboratory by meddling with Nitric

Acid, contrary to orders.

The Dean also reported the? absence, without leave, of

several Students from the School for the two days before the
Christmas vacation. He had had satisfactory explanations

from all with the exception of last year's Bell Scholars.

The Dean was requested to reprimand the two Scholars.

Professor Wynne reported that the hot-water apparatus
for warming the Lecture Theatre was working well, and he
wished to say how much he had been impressed with the
excellent and expeditious way in which the work had been
carried out.

The Committee desires to record its indebtedness to

the Visitor to the School for superintending the altera-

tions in the Lecture Theatre.

Professor Wynne reported that he had endeavoured to

find a suitable successor to Mr. Stenhduse, his late

Demonstrator, and had provisionally engaged Mr. Fantham.
The Committee approved the course that had been taken.

The following accounts were submitted, approved, and
referred to the Finance Committee :

—

C. Cole . . £4 15s. Od.

Messrs. Parkinson and Son . . £329 12s. 7d.

The Committee recommends that an honorarium of

£21 be given to Mr. Chater for editing the Society's

Calendar.
Research.

Professor Greenish reported on the work of the two
Butt Scholars, but recommends that the reports be not
published until after the result of the work has been com-
municated to an Evening IMeeting of the Society.

The Committee approved of the selection of Antheiuis

nohilis as the subject of investigation to be conducted by
Mr. W. H. Lenton in the Research Laboratory, with a view
to his becoming eligible for a Research Fellowship.
Professor Greenish was asked to see that the work is done
in acaordance with the terms of the conditions regulating
the Fellowship.

The Vice-President said he happened to be in the chair

on the occasion of this Committee. There was little in the

report that he need refer to, but he should like to direct

attention to the fact that the Professor of Chemistiy was able

to repgrt that the wanning apparatus was working very satis-

factory. He also wished to say that ilr. Carteighe, as the

School Visitor, had taken a considerable amount of pains and
trouble to ensure that the work should be done well, and the

thanks of the Council were due to him for the attention he
had given to the matter. One or two of the bills which came
before the Committee were rather large, particularly that of

Messrs. Parkinson and Son, but it included all the alterations

to the Lecture Theatre and one or two other big contraott.

In regard to the paragraph under the heading "Research,"
the Committee had approved of the subject of investigation to
be conducted by Mr. W. H. Lenton, with a view to his beoom-
iug eligible for a Research Fellowship, in accordance witk

the conditions printed in the Society's ' Calendar.'

The President said he would like to say, in regard to th»

honorarium given to Mr. Chater, that the thanks of the Council

were due to him for the very able manner in which he had done

the work in connection with the production of the ' Calendar *.

during the past two years. There were considerable improve-

ments introduced into the 'Calendar' this year which had in-

volved a great deal of extra work.

Mr. GiFFORD a-sked if the £5 paid to the parents of the boy

who was injured in the Laboratorj- was for comjiensation.

The President : It was -^aid. in .settlement of any claim.

Mr. GiFFORD : But we were not responsible for it.

The President : No.

The Redwood Scholarship.

Mr. Carteighe said, with reference to the matter of the

Redwo^Kl Scholarship, which he brought forward at the pre-

vious meeting of the Council, he would like to say that since

then the following amounts had been promised :—Mr. Alfred

Southall, £25; Dr. John Attfield. £5 5s. ; Mr. 'Isaiah Bourdas,

£25 ; Dr. A. P. Luff. £10 10s. : ;uid Dr. W. A. Tilden, £3 3s.

Standing Orders Committee.

The following report of the Standing Orders Committee

was then taken as read, and the Council proceeded to discuss

the matter in Committee :
—

By a Resolution of Council, dated June 11, 1902,

Messrs. Allen, Atkins, Carteighe, Glyn-Jones, Newsholme,

Robinson, and Young were appointed to consider and report

on the procedure and Standing Orders of the Council.
_
Mr.

Savory was subsequently requested to join the Committee,

and accepted. Mr. Allen was appointed Chairman.

Four meetings have been held, and draft schemes for

improving the system under which the Committee and

Council work is at present carried on were submitted.

Each suggestion was carefully considered.

The Secretary was present at all the meetings, and

furnished the Committee with information on points of

practical detail in connection with the preparation of the

minutes.
As a result of the deliberations, your Committee i3

unanimously of opinion that the present general procedure

of the Council is unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it does not

allow of sufficient time being available for the adequate

preparation and distribution of the reports of Committee

to Members of the Council. There is a consequent loss of

efficiency, and members frequently find it somewhat diffi-

cult to keep in complete touch with the administrative

work for which the Council, as a whole, is responsible.

The following recommendations are accordingly sub-

mitted for consideration
;

I. That a Committee, to be called the Law
Committee, shall meet on Tuesday before the

meeting of the Council, at 4 p.m., for the

purpose of dealing with legal matters, and of

considering cases of infringement of the Law
reported by the Registrar. The recommenda-

tions of the Law Committee in regard to

prosecutions to be reported to the Council on

the following day, but the report of the-

Committee on other matters shall be presented

to the Council at its ordinary meeting the

following month.
II. That the General Purposes Committee meet on

the Tuesday before the Council Meeting, at

5.30 p.m., and shall report to the Council at

its meeting the following month, urgent

business excepted.

III. That the Benevolent Fund Committee meet on

the Tuesday before the Council, at 4 p.m., and
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shall report to the Council on the following
day.

IV. That the Library, Museum, School and House
Committee meet, as now, on the second
Wednesday in the month, and shall report to

the Council at the first ordinary meeting next
ensuing.

V. That the Finance Committee meet on the last

Wednesday of the montih, and shall report to
the Council at the first ordinary meeting next
ensuing.

VI. That the Council meet as now, at 11 a.m.,
on the first Wednesday of each month (except
September).

VII. That any Special Committees shall meet, as a
general rule, on the afternoon of the Council
day, and shall report to the next ordinary
meeting of the Council,

The Committee also recommends :

VIII. That all Committees should be reconstituted by
selection and not by the individual choice of
Members of the Council. It is suggested
that the nomination of members to serve on
the different Committees might be advan-
tageously included in the duties of the
General Purposes Committee.

IX. That all Committees be as small as possible.
X. That each Committee appoint its own Chairman.
XI. That printed agendas be supplied to the

Members of each Committee previous to the
meeting of the Committee, and that printed
reports of every Commititee be sent to each
Member of Council at least three days prior
to the meeting of Council at which they are
to be presented, except formal and urgent
business which is reported to the Council at
a meeting held less than three days after the
meeting of the Committee.

The Committee also recommends that the following be
added to the Present Standing Orders of the Council :

—

10. On the report of a Committee being presented to
the Council, a copy having previously been
sent to each member, the course to be adopted
shall be as follows :

—

(a) The Chairman of the Committee (or, if he be
absent or refrain from so doing, some other
member) shall move "That the report be
received."

(b) The paragraphs of the report shall be numbered
and called over seriatim, unless the Chairman
see fit to vary their order. If the Council
agree with a recommendation, the same
shall forthwith become a resolution of the
Council. Any member may move an amend-
ment to any recommendation when the
paragraph is called. Each paragraph shall
be disposed of before the succeeding one is

dealt with.
(c) The Chairman of a Committee or other

member bringing up a report may withdraw
or correct any paragraph with the consent of
the Council.

11. It shall not be in order to move any abstract
resolution on any paragraph of a report of any
Committee.

12. Any Standing Order may be suspended in case of
urgency by resolution of the Council carried by
a majority of two-thirds of the members present
and voting.

^
The Vice-President, in moving that the report of the

5tanding Orders Committee be received and adopted, said it

vould be within the memory of all that some five or six months
igo a Committee was formed to consider the Standing Orders
)f the Council. That Committee had sat on several occasions,
ind had given very ea.rne.st attention to tlie subject matter in
land. The Committee had the advantage of deliberating on
;wo or three special schemes which had been submitted, and
;hey had done their very best with a view to economy of time

and efhciency in the procedure of the Council. Of the sohemes
submitted several were based on the assumption of the possi-

bility of conducting all the work of the Council and committees
in two days, taking the two days which were now occupied
with the work of the Council—the first Tuesday and Wednesday
in each month. But it was found after consideration that it

M as not possible to do that, and it was thought that it would
be very much better to form a number of special committees,

which could be participated in by most of the Councillors, and
that some of the committees might sit at the same time.

The report, which had been taken as read—or, rather, the

i-esulfc of that report—was that the c-ommittees would .':it .some-

what the same as they do now, but that the procedure would be

altered. For instance, the idea of the Standing Orders Com-
mittee was that all what might be called purely formal busi-

ness should be submitted to the Council on the day following

tlie meeting of the Committee, also formal business which par-

took of an urgent character. But there was a great deal of work
which should be reported to the Coimcil following, thus giving

the Committee one month in which to issue a report, and that

report should be in the hands of members of the Council before

they attended the next Council meeting. It was not possible,

he thougiht, for a scheme to be drawn up with tiiat objeofc in

view without appearing, on the face of it, very complicated.

He thought it was almost a sine qua non that it would appear
complicated until it had been thoroughly threshed out. Put
he could assure members of the Council that the Committee
had taken every paragraph of the report into consideration,

and had satisfied itself tliat the recommendations contained

therein were possible, and that the recomniendations, if

adopted, would ensure a very much smoother and better work-
ing of the Council. He hoped that the Council would adopt

them, for he believed that in those particular recommenda-

tions there lay the germ of a very much better procedure than

they adopted at the present time. It was impossible to bind

themselves down to hard-and-fast rules, and the Council should

have the oj)portunity of being able to alter the procedure if

it was found to be necessary, and the Committee did not ask

for anything more than that. The Committee was satisfied

that if the report and recommendations were adopted they

would be able in the future to make such an evolution of their

present methods of procedure as would make the work of the

Council more interesting, and possibly very much more

efficient.

Mr. Gltn-Jones, in seconding the motion of the Vice-Presi-

dent, said it had always appeared to him that there was some
need for altering the present procedure of the Council. They
b.eard from time to time critici.sms to the effect that in times

past the work of the Council had been done very largely by

a small Committee, and he had even heard it said that it was

done very largely by the President. It did seem to him that

during the past few years there had been a great deal too much
vv ork thrown upon the President of the Council, and the time

was coming when, if they were to get gentlemen to take the

chair, some steps must be taken whereby they must be relieved

of a good portion of the work. Some few years ago, when the

Bye-laws were to be amended, it was pointed out that the

President had been chairman, ex-offieio, of every committee, and

was resjKinsible for the workmg of each committee. For that

reason the Ootmcil had been bound to place into the {^resi-

dent's hands and to allot to the President very important work,

recognising that he was the only person who knew thoroughly

the .whole work of the Council. Mr. Glyn-Jones then went

on to show that under the new rules of procedure, now pro-

jiosed, there would be a Chairman of each Coirunittee, and in

that way the President would be relieved of a good deal of

work. He pointed out that it would become increasingly
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difficult to get a. President who would devote practically his

whole time to the duties of the office, as Mr. Carteighe did

during the period when he held the office of President. He
also pointed out that, in regard to the reports of committees,

there would not be the same diffidence in criticising and, if

necessary, upsetting the decision of any particular Committee,

as there had been in the past, when it w^as felt tliat the

matter had been discussed by a Committee comjirising half of

the Council.

ilr. WoOTTON protested against the proposed new methods

of procedure on the ground that it would eventually lead to

more. secrecy in regard to the proceedings of the Council. He
was of opinion, judging from the past procedure of thei

Council, that after a matter had been cofisidered by, say, a

Committee of eight members of the Council, when that Com-

mittee reported to the Council it would be carried through

without being efficiently discussed by the w^hole Council, and

that there would be a tendency to relegate more of the work

of the Council to the committees. Members of th^ Society

had complained in the past that the work was done secretly,

but he thought the pro]3osed scheme would " nail down the

coffin completely."

The Peesident did not think tlia^- tTie recommendations of the

Committee would have the effect predicted by Mr. Wootton,

but that, on the contraiy, it would result in the more efficient

working of the Council.

Mr. Robinson also disagreed with the view taken by Mr.

Wootton. He could not understand how he had arrived it

the conclusion that the proposed new method of procedure

would lead to greater secrecy, seeing that the reports of the

committees would be printed and distributed to eveiy member
of the Council. It was asserted that there was too much secrecy

under the present sustem ; for his part, he would like to see all

reports of committees considered and discussed in open council,

except when prosecutions were iti contemplation and so on. He
did not believe in the Council going so frequently into " coni-

niittee."

Mr. Wootton said he did not suggest that it was the inten-

tion of those who were in favour of the proposed new rales to

make the discussions of the Council more secret, but he beUered

that the effect would be that subjects would be thre.shed out in

Committee, and, when brought formally before the Council,

\v-()uld not be again discussed.

Mr. Cross supported the report of the Standing Orders Com-
mittee because he believed it would lead to greater efficiency.

Dr. Stmes, wSile he could not help thinking that Mr.

Wootton had put his finger on the weak jjart of the report,

w;iiS of opinion that the proposed new course of procedm-e would

be an improvement on the jnesent methods.

Mr. Hills also spoke in support of the resolution.

Mr. Park asked what provision was made for the Journal

Committee.

The Vice-President said that a special Journal Committee

was already in_ existence.

'

The Pbesident then put the motion, and it was carried. It

was also decided that the recommendations of the Standing

Orders Committee would come into force in June, after the

election of the new Council.

The Journal Committee.

Mr. CakteiGhe, as Chairman of the Journal Committee,

moved that the following report of the Committee be received

and adopted :
—

The Journal Committee met on January 13 and 27,
and consulted with Mr. Humphrey and the representative

of ilessrs. Street and Co.

The estimated accounts for the past three months were
submitted.

The Committee decided to offer to local associations and
similar organisations of registered persons, the use of the
Journal "Inset," as a means of announcing their^meetings.
on the conditions that each Association should 'make the
"Inset" the official means of communication with its

members, and that it sihould supply the Editor with a list

of members or regi.^tered persons in business residing in

its district, to whom " Insets " should be sent in the ordi-

nary course.

The Secretary was directed to communicate with the
printers of the Journal in regard to the question of super-

vision during the machining of the Journal.

A list of associations desiring to make use of the

"Inset" for their official announcements was presented

to the Committee.
The list of contributions to the Journal for the past

month was submitted.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Robinson, and carried unani-

mously.

Repurt of Examinations.

January, 1903.

England and Wales :

—

Candidates. Passed. Failed.

Major 11 7 . 4
Minor 286 97 189

297 104 193
Scotland :

—

Candidates. Passed. Failed.

114 32 82

Certificates were received from forty-one persons, who had

applied for registration as apprentices or students.

Absence from tlie Minor Examination.

Tlie Pbesident moved that the absence of Mr. William

Moffat from the Minor Examination be excused, as a medical

certificate had been received, which w^as quite in order.

Tliis was agreed to.

Retirement of a Divisional Secretary.

The President said a letter had been received from

Mr. 6. B. Hatfield, Divisional Secretai-y for Limehou.se, who
wrote to say that, owing to long age (72) and the unsatisfact )iy

state of his he;ilth, he wished to place his resignation is

Divisional Secretary in the hands of the Council. He sug-

gested, however, that his son, Mr. G. W. Hatfield, was willing

to take liis place, and would do his best to cany out the dutie-s

of the office.

Appointment of Divisional Secretaries.

The President then moved that the following gentlemen

be appointed Divisional Secretaries of the Society for the Divi-

sions specified :
—

LiMEHOusE. G. W. Hatfield.

Bristol (W.) G. T. Turner.
Liverpool (E. Toxteth). R. Cleave.

He would like, also, to expi-e.ss the thanks of the Council to

Mr. G. B. Hatfield for the long and useful service he had

rendered the Society in the capacity of local officer.

Mr. Hills, in seconding the motion, said he wished to

support the remarks of the President as to the services of Mr.

Hatfield. He remembered that when he was President Mr.

Hatfield frequently attended the meetings held from time to-

time, and always took a deep interest in the work of the

Society.

Correspondence.

The Secretary reported receipt of a letter from Mr. U. .\

Coate.s regarding the employment of dispensers in public i.i

stitutions and doctors' surgeries.

The letter was refeired) to the Dispensing Committee.
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Communications were also read from the Sanitai-y Insti-

tute of Great Britain and from the International Chemical Con-

gress, inviting delegates to the forthcoming Conferences ' at

Bradford and Berlin respectively.

Both communications were referred to the General Purposes

Connnittee.

Magisterial Decisions Under the Food and Drugs Acts.

Mr. Cboss, who had previously given notice of motion,

moved the following :
—

" That, taking into account the recent magisterial

decisions under the Foods and Drugs Act, and notably the

Mercurial Ointment case recently decided ip North
Stafiordshire, it is expedient that this Council requ3|t the

General Purposes Committee to consider the question with

a view to approaching the Local Government Board or

other authority on this matter."

He pointed out the great injustice that was frequently perpe-

trated upon chemists under the Food and Drugs Acts, and

contended that those Acts were never intended to be utilised

in order to trap perfectly honest tradesmen, but rather to

catch rogues who wished to defraud tlie public. He waa

strongly of opinion that the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society ought to seriously consider the matter with a view to

bringing it before the pi'oper authorities.

Mr. Hills seconded the motion. He felt that while it was

the duty of a public body like the Pharmaceutical Society to

uphold a high standard for official medicines, there were occa-

sions when the Food and Drugs Act was brought into ridi-

cule. If it was contended that all articles mentioned in the

British Pharmacopoeia must be sold by chemists strictly in

accordance with the B.P. standards, then i't was possible to

nwike tlie Act ridiculous, and at the same time to cause con-

siderable annoyance to chemists who had no desire to act other

than honestly to the public. He instanced such substances as

ferrum and copper sulphate, the latter being used largely for

agricultural purposes, and was sold for such purposes by

chemists.

Mr. YOTJNG, referring to the mercury ointment cases, said he

could not undei-stand how any chemists who read the trade

journals could be caught napping in the way they sometimes

Mr. Glyn-Joxes spoke in support of the motion, .and after a

few remarks by the Pkesidekt. it was put and carried unani-

mously

The Sale of Poisons for Horticultural and Agricultural

Purposes.

!Mr. RoBixsoN, in pursuance of notice of motion, proposed the

following:—
" That it be referred to the Watch Committee to consider

what steps, if any, should be taken as regards the Sale of

Poisons for Horticultural and Agricultural purposes."

"He said his object w-as that some steps should be taken by the

Watch Committee, which was at present in existence, to ap-

proach the Government on the question, and to formulate some

proposals. It would, he thought, be much easier to get the

Government to approve of suggestions if they were approached

with some definite proposals.

Mr. Atkixs seconded the motion, and it was carried unani-

onously.

Removal oi a Name from the List of Members.

Tlie President then moved, and it was carried :
—

"That the reply of Mr. George Squire Boutall to the
communications addressed to him in accordance with
Section 17 of the Bye-laws being unsatisfactory, the Secre-

tary be instructed to remove his name from the list of

Members of the Society."

Jhis concluded the public business.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY NOTES.

The Students' Association.

Th* programme of the present session and the attendances

at the meetings have been well up to the average of previous

years. In spite of the difficulty, not to say the impossibility,

of prosecuting original re,search (unless a research on the best

method of perfoi-ming Marsh's test be included) while studying

for the Major or Minor examinations, this Association continues

year by year to receive communications of a varied nature, but

usiuilly scientific, instructive, or amusing. In the latter cate-

gory .should certainly be placed the discourse on voice produc-

tion recently delivered by Professor Elwin. The paper read by

^Ir. Harold Deane last Friday, an abstract of which is printed

at pag-e 183, was exhaustive; but, to judge from the enthu-

siasm with which it was received, by no means exhausting to

the members present. From this paper and other recent work

by the same author it would appear that the task of keeping

the "Minor" laboratory in order does not unfit Mr. Denne for

hard work in his spare time.

Harmony Supreme.

The balances for the, use of the " Minors " have now been

taken from the balance-room and placed in the laboratoiy.

' The weird s-trains of vocal discord " that used to emanate

from tJie balance-room are now, like the " unofficial " procla-

mations on the blackboard, quite a thing of the past. Although

the neighbourhood of Bloomsbury Square (and Southampton

Row) is now comparatively free from the concerted music of a

year or two ago, it is understood that local talent is not alto-

gether lacking, but will supply a considerable portion of the pro-

gramme at the annual School dinner on Shrove Tuesday. The

choice of this latter date is particularly happy, some sup-

porters having at times been kept away when the dinner has

been held in Lent.

More Coming Events.

Other fixtures of tlie near future which it sliould be regarded

as a duty to attend ai'e the visit to the laboratory at St.

Thomas's Hospital, which, by the invitation of an old

•' Square " student, Mr. Edmund White, is shortly to take place,

and tlTe exhibition at the evening meetmg of the Pharmaceu-

tical Society next Tuesday. At this meeling a number of phar-

maceutical appliances, most of which will probably be un-

familiar, will be .shown, wMle demonstrations of various pro-

cesses, including colour-photography, will be given. The

"advanced" students (the word is not here u.sed in an educa-

tional sense) are at liberty to bring ladies to the meeting ; in

fact, as a large number of rooms will be requisitioned for the

exhibition, almost any number of visitors can be accommo-

dated.

Natural History.

Mr. J. 0. Braitbwaite, a distinguished past student, writes

to bring before the notice of any " Square " students who may

be interested in natural history, botany, or entomology, the

North London Natural Histoiy Society, of which Mr. Braith-

waite is .% member. This Society he considers would be very

heli>ful to any students who might join. Cycle runs are ar-

ranged, and other meetings and excursions are held periodically.

Mr. Braithwaite will be pleased to send tickets to anyone inte-

rested for the annual exhibition of the Society, which is to be

held at Hackney on February 21. Students are asked to com-

municate with :Mr. Braithwaite, " Hilika," Warren Road,

Chingford.
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REGISTRAR'S REPORT.

SUBSCRIBERS Vo THE SOCIETY PGR THE YEAR 1902.

Number in 1901

„ restored in 1902

elected in 1902 .

Deaths, Secessions, etc

Total Strength of the Society

liife Compounders.

399

1

43

443

4

439

Annual Subscribers.

Members. Student-Associati s.

5,451

30

377

742

5,858

563*

5,295 619

Of these 37 have jlaid the life composition fee and have been transferred to the table of Life Compounders.

ANALYSIS OF EXAMINATIONS FOR THE YEAR 1902.

Number of persons registered as "Apprentices or Students " 116.

MAJOR, MINOR, AND MODIFIED EXAMINATIONS.
ENGLAND AND WALES.

Examinations.

Number of
Candidates during

the Year.

Number of Success-
ful Candidates
during the Year.

Number of
Eejections during

the Year.

Number of
Examinations

during the Year.

Average Number
of Candidates

at each Meeting.

Average Number
of Rejections

at each Meeting.
Percentage of

Rejectiong.

82

1,078

36

310

46

768

4

4

20-50

269-50

11-50

192-00

56'09

71-24

SCOTLAND.

Examinations.
Number of

Candidates during
the Year.

Number of Success-
ful Candidates

during the Tear.

Number of
Rejections during

the Year.

Number of
Examinations
during the Year.

Average Number
of Candidates

at each Meeting.

Average Number
of Rejections

at each Meeting.

Percentage (tf

Bejectians.

13

471

9

158

4

313
^

4

4

3-25

117-75

100

78-25

30-77

65-45

THE REGISTERS OF PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS AND CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS,' 1902;

Additions during the year :

—

Number of persons who have passed the

—

Minor Examination
Major „ 45+

Number of persons restored to the Begister on payment \
of a fine /

Decrease of numbers on the Register

468

12

74

554

Erasures during the year :

—

Deaths

Erased at the request of registered persons themselves .

.

Erased by the Registrar in pursuance of the provisior

set forth in Section 10 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.
'

after sending two registered letters, to which nr

answer has been received '

328

6.

j These, having already been included in the number who passed the Minor, do not increase the numbers on the Register.

Number of Pharmaceutical Chemists on the Register, December 31st, 1902 . . 2,170

„ Chemists and Druggists 13,356
15,52&
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE PHARMACY ACT, 1868.

Three hundred and forty cases of alleged Infringement of the Act were investigated during the year 1902.

The following is a list of cases in which proceedings were instituted, and the result :

—

Designation of Offender.

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

.14

15
16
17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32

33

34

35

36

37
38

39
40

41
42
43
44

45

46
47
48

49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
€1
•62

63

Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Proprietor of a Drug Store

Herbalist

Seedsman

Unqualified Assistant to a regd. Chemist

,, ,, to the Exors. of a

deceased regd. Chemist
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

)> >» ))

Assistant in a Drug Store
Proprietor of a Drug Store
Manager Limited Company
Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Grocer
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Assistant to a regd. Chemist
Manager Limited Company
Proprietor of a Drug Store

Limited Company
Unqualified Manager Limited Company
Storekeeper
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Proprietor of a Drug Store

Partner of a regd. Chemist
Proprietor of a Drug Store

Unqualified Assistant in a Drug Store
Wife of a Registered Chemist
Unqualified Assistant of a regd. Chemist

„ Proprietor of a Drug Store
Wife of a Registered Chemist
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Horticultural Sundries Manufacturer

Seedsman

Unqualified Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Ironmonger
Ropemaker
Unqualified Assistant to a regd. Chemist

,, Proprietor of a Drug Store
Widow of a registered Chemist
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Unqualified Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Address.

London

Bournemouth
Nottingham

Cambridge
Newcastle-under-
Lyme

Bradford

Dewsbury

Derby
Liverpool

Leicester

London
Croydon
Hebden Bridge
North Wales
Manchester

))

Yorks

Cumberland
Burnley
London

Northumberland

Preston

Yorks

Yorks
Sheffield

London

Leeds

[Halifax

[Surrey

I
London
jOxon

Northumberland
Hull
Lines
Chester
iStockport

1

Liverpool

Nature of Offence.

Keeping open shop
Selling Poisons

>) »»

Keeping open shop

Selling nicotine fumigator
in a brandy bottle

Selling Poison

Keeping open shop

Selling Poisons
Keeping open «hop
Selling Poisons

Selling Poison
Keeping open shop
Selling Poison

Keeping open shop

Selling Poison
Keeping open shop

Selling Poison

Keeping open shop

Selling Poison & using title

Keeping open shop

Selling Poison

Keeping open shop
Selling Poison
Keepiug open shop

Use of title Druggist
Selling nicotine fumigator
improperly labelled, &c.

Selling Poison

Keeping open shop

Selling Poison

Result
OP Proceedings.

Two penalties paid
Penalty paid

Two penalties paid
Conviction

Penalty paid

Judgment for penalty
and costs

Penalty paid

Two penalties paid
Three
Two „ „

Penalty paid
Two penalties paid
Penalty paid
Two penalties paid

Penalty paid

Two penalties paid
Penalty paid
Two penalties paid
Judgment for penalty
and costs

Two penalties paid

Penalty paid
Penalty paid

Judgment for two
penalties and costs

Two penalties paid

Penalty paid
Conviction

.

Penalty paid

Two penalties paid
Penalty paid
Two penalties paid

Confessed Judgment

Remarks.

Branch shop

17th Section

Branch shop

( Paid prev. penlty

[
(branch shop).

Branch shop

Branch shop.

17th Section

Branch shop.



64
65
661

67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77

78
79

80

81

82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

95
96
97
98
991

100
101
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REGISTRAR'S REPORT—(Continued.)

Designation of Offender.

Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store
Assistant to a Limited Co.

Proprietor of a Drug Store
Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Proprietor of a Drug Store
Pharmaceutical Chemist

Unqualified Assistant in a Drug Store

„ to a regd. Chemist

)' J) )j

Widow of a registered Chemist
Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Grrocer

Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

„ Assistant to a regd. Chemist

,, „ „ Company
„ „ ,, regd. Chemist

Herbalist

Unqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Assistant to a resd. Chemist

,, Ltd. Company
„ Proprietor of a Drug Store

„ Assistant to a regd. Chemist

„ Proprietor of a Drug Store

„ Assistant to a Ltd. Company
>) 1} tt ))

Grocer
Pharmaceutical Chemist

Unqualified Assistant to a regd. Chemist

„ Proprietor of a Drug Store

Address. NaTUBE of OFFENCJi.

Rochdale Keeping open shop
\'orks Selling Poisons
Lanes

Assistant to a regd. Chemist

Yorks

Leeds
Manchester

Birkenhead
Cornwall
London

Kent
Lines

Hull
London

Anglesey
Sheffield

Yorks

Oxon.

»»

Birmingham
Kent
Aberdeen
London

Kent
Beds.

Leeds
Edinburgh
Liverpool

Cheshire
Liverpool

Burnley
York

))

London
Liverpool

Dover

Bucks
London

Unqualified Proprietor of Drug Store

„ Assistant to a Ltd. Company
Herbalist

linqualified Proprietor of a Drug Store

Surrey
'Essex
Yorks
iManchester
:Notts

iWigtownshire

Keeping open shop
Selling Poisons

Keeping open shop
Selling Arsenical Sheep

dip improperly labelled

Selling Poison

Keeping open shop
Keeping open shop and

use of title

Selling Poisons

Result
OF Proceedings.

Two penalties paid

Confessed Judgment
Judgment for Penal-

ties and costs

Three penalties paid
Penalty paid

Branch shop.

Two penalties paid
'Conviction

Confessed Judgment
Penalty paid

Two penalties paid

Penalty paid
Two penalties paid

Confessed Judgment

Penalty paid.

Paid prev. pnlts.

Branch shop.

17th Section.

Branch shop,

f „ Paid

(
previous penalty.

Keeping open shop
Selling Poison

Keeping open shop

>> '>

Selling Poisons

Using title chemist
Selling Poisons

Keeping open shop
Selling Poison

„ improperly
labelled

Selling Poisons
Using title

Selling Poison and using

title

Keeping open shop
Selling Poison

Convicted
[Confessed Judgment
Case withdrawn
jPenalty paid
Three Penalties paid

:Two Penalties paid

1. >j »»

Conviction •

jConfessed Judgment
Penalty paid
Confessed Judgment

I Penalty paid

Judgment for two
penalties and costs

Three penalties paid
Penalty paid

Conviction

Penalty paid

Two penalties paid

Keeping open shop

Use of title

Selling Poison
Keeping open shop

Remarks.

Mistaken identity

[alties

Paid previous pen-

Branch shop-

Previous Judgt.

Branch shop

»»

17th Section

[penalty

Paid a previous-

Judgment for penalty}Branch shop
and costs 1

Summons could not!

be served
j

Case pending i

Summons could noti ,,

be served

Case pending „

Penalty paid : „

Two penalties paid
Penalty paid
Case pending

Conviction

Branch shop
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Proceedings Under Section 15 at Nottingltam.

PharmacetUical Society v. Brown.

At Nottingham County Court, on Monda^y, Febniary 2, 1905,

beioTft his Honour W. Baugh Allen, Herbert Brown, herbalist,

of 132, Watnall Road, Hucknall Torkard, was sued by the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, for two penalties of

£5 each for keeping open shop for the sale of poisons contrary

to Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. Mr. Arthur Barlow

appeared for the Society, and Mr. Parker Woodward defended.

Mr. Bai'low explained that the poisons complained of as

having been sold by the defendant were, fu-st, a preparation ol

morphine which was contained in an ai'ticle of medicine called

Kay's Conipoimd Essence of Linseed, and in the second case it

was laudanum.

Arthur Foulds, private inquiry agent, stated that on Novem-
her 15 last he went to defendant's shop and was served by
a young lady with a bottle of Kay's Compound Essence of

Linseed, for which he paid lO^d. On the 27th of the same

month he called again, and purchased twopennyworth of

laudanum.

H. Moon, clerk in the employ of the Society in London,

produced the authority of the Phai'maceiutical Society for

instituting the proceedings, and said he received the linseed

and the laudanum from the last witness and submitted them to

the analyst for analysis. In cross-examination witness denied

that Kay's Essence is a partent medicine, and, at the request

of the judge he explained the difference between a proprietary

medicine and a patent medicine.

Thomas Tickle, analyst for the city of Exeter, deposed tha^

he received the linseed and laudanum from Mr. Moon and

analysed them. Kay's Essence was a liquid containing morphine

in proportion of not less than 0-072 grain per fluid ounce. The
total quantity of liquid in the bottle was 2^ fluid ounces, and

therefore contained not less than 0-18 grain of morphine. In

the smaller bottle was a preparation of opium containing mor-

phine in proportion of not less than 2-7 grains per fluid ounce.

The amount of poison in either bottle would be dangerous if

taken in one dose.

Mr. Woodward, for the defence, said he could not resist

the evidence as to the facts, but he wished to ui-ge some

reasons upon the judge why the full penalty should not

be awarded. He quoted the case of Sherwood v. The Decora-

tive Art Tile Company, in which it was held by Mr.

Justice Mannisty that the penalties cotild be reducpH ,

also the case of Saunders v. Weil, in which Mi-. Justice

Cave said the penalty was the punishment, and the penalty

was to be awarded in proportion to what it was the offender

had done. Under those circumstances directions were given to

reduce the penalty.

Mr. Barlow submitted that his Honour had no power to

reduce the penalty at all. The penalty was definitely fixed by

the Statute for an infringement of the Act, and it must b/e

obeyed.

Mr. Woodward replied that the defendant was a young man
who had purchased tlie drug store, and had never dispensed

drugs nor acted as a chemist and druggist in the proper way,

and he had never sold poisons. In this particular instance he

knew nothing ,of it. This was, further, a hard case in which
a young man was now endeavouring to pass his examination
to qualify for his business, and he would have been sitting

for that examination this week but for this case. It was one
of those cases in which there might have been a technical
offence oommitited, but it was not a case in which the full

penalty should be exacted. He contended that his Honour had
power to fix the penalty, whether at £5 or something less, and
in support of tliat view he desired to say that if his friend

asked for heavy costs for bringing an analyst from Exeter and
another witness from Manchester it wotdd be a most serious

matter for his client. He therefore asked his Honour to exer-

cise the power which he contended he had and reduce the

penalty asked for.

Mr. Barlow said tlie Act distinctly stated that anybody who
committed this oflEence should be liable to a penalty of £5 for

each offence, ajid the Pharmaceutical Society should be author-

ised to take proceedings to recover the penalty. He then

directed attention to Section 17, in which the words " not

exceeding £5 " appeared. Under Section 15 the penalty was
fixed at £5 and there was no power to reduce it.

His Honour : With regaj-d to the amount of costs ? Do you

ask for all your witnesses' expenses'

Mr. Barlow : I have no instructions to accejrt less, and my
instructions are to ask for the full penalty of £5 in each cavse.

His HonoTU' : Will you see that the matter is brought before

the Council?

Mr. Barlow : I will undertake to do that.

His Honour : In this case defendant has certainly committed ,•

a technical offence, and I have therefore no choice but to give

judgment again.st him in the amount claimed. At the same
time I think he lias satisfied me that he had not the smallest

intention of breaking the law, and that it is not at all likely

to occur again. If the matter can be brought before the

Pharmaceutical Society, and they can see their way to reduce

the penalty, it ought to be done. At the same time, I have

no power to do anything but give judgment for the amount
claimed.

Mr. Barlow : Then I ask for judgment for £10 with costs.

His Honour : With such costs as that carries.

Mr. Woodwai'd : I ask your Honour to disallow the attend-

ance and railway fares of tlie witnesses. If the Pharmaceutical

Society employs witnesses from a distance it is hard ujwn the

defendant that he should have to pay those expenses. There

rve analysts in Nottingham who could have proved all that is

necessary.

!Mi'. Barlow : In answer to that, I have to say that the

analyst I have called has been in the employment of the Society

for two years. And as to the inquiry agent, it is obvious that

if we were to employ some iJerson in Nottingham he would be

known.

His Honour : Why should I allow the exi>enses of the

analyst ?

Mr. Barlow : Because I have got to prove that it was poison.

I think it is for the Registrar in Chambers to say how much
should be allowed.

The Registrar : It has heen usual in this Court for the judg«

to say what witnesses should be allowed, and the amount to-

come before the Registi'ar for taxation, unless in some special

case the judge himself decided.

!Mr. Barlow : I ask for the costs of the three witnesses.

His Honour : Very well.

Mr. Woodward asked his Honour whether he would give

an expression of opinion as to -what he thought the Society

should reduce the penalties to^, and the judge replied £1 in each

case.
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High Court of Justice, Chancery Division.

Substitutes for Proprietary Pills.

On Friday, January 30, 1903, before Mr. Justice Farwell,

Mr. Martelli appeared in support of a motion to restrain John

H. Hopkins, chemist and druggist, Alfred Street South, Not-

tingham, from selling, as Beecham's pills, pills not manufactured

hy the well-known firm at St. Helens. Defendant did not

appear. Affidavits were read to the effect that the defendant

had supplied pills not of plaintiff's manufacture when

Beecham's pills were asked for. His Lordship granted an

interim injunction till trial or further order. On the same day

at the same court was heard the case of Beecham v. Nixon, in

which plaintiff sought to restrain defendant, a chemist and

druggist, of Hucknall Torkard, from passing off as Beecham's

pills, pills not of plaintiff's manufacture. It was stated that

defendant had consented to pay damages and costs.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

The Willow Bark Case.

On Saturday, January 31, 1903, Lord Kyllachy gave judgment

in the action by L. Schiltz and Co., willow growers and ex-

porters, Antwerp, against J. P. Macfarlan and Co., chemical

manufacturer.s; Abbeyhill Chemical Works, Edinburgh, in

which tliey claimed payment of £238 12s. as the price of 75

tons of red soorce willow peelings, which they supplied to the

defenders under contract. The defenders refused payment on

the ground that the cargo was not oonfonnable to contract.

Judgment.

Lord Kyllachy assoilzied the defenders from the conclu-

sions of the action and found them entitled to expenses. His

Lordship, in disposing of the case, said : I have found this to

be a difficult and perplexing case. It involves a singular conflict

of evidence, and in s-volving thcj,t conflict I cannot profess to have

had any advantage from seeing the witnesses or hearing them
examined. So far as appearances went, I saw no reason to

prefer the witnesses on the one side to the witnesses on the

other. Accordingly, I have had to weigh the evidence very much
as it is recorded on the notes, and I think it right to say so in

view of the < ase going further. For myself, however, I have

not been able to resist the conclusion that the cargo in question

bought as good sound dry red soorce willow peelings of crop

1902, was to a con.siderahle extent composed of peelings which

were not, either commercially or otherwise, within that de-

scription. It IS, I think, according to the weight of the evi-

dence :— (li That what is known commerciallj^ as rood or red

willow coincides with what is known botanically as Salix

frayilis. (2) Tlrit the only other willows grown commercially in

Belgium, or .-o far as appears elsewhere, are Weda (or Salix

vhninolis), and Kens or Salix triandria, and that these two
willows do nut contain salicin, and are not only botanically

but commercially distinct from rood or red willows or Salix

fraffHis. (3) I 'hat the cargo in question contained not less than
10 per cent.—and probably from 15 to 20 per cent.—of Weda
{Salix I iminalis),- or, at all events, Weda and Rens (i.e., Salix

triandru). (4) That as regards the suggestion that the admix-
ture consisted partly of Salix jmrpwca or Salix rubra (which
latter is desciibed as a hybrid between Salix purpurea and
Salix vimimilis], it is sufficiently proved that the.se willows,

although toutaining salicin, are not known in commerce as

falling witliin the description of rood or red willow, and indeed
are not known in commerce at aji ; and further that it is not
proved that the admixture complained of did in fact consist to

any appreciable extent of Salix purptirea or Salix rubra. (5)

That the extent of the admixture was primd facie substantial

and such as to justify rejection ; and that the pursuers have

failed to prove, by chemical analysis or otlrerwise, that the

adinixtm'e was immaterial, as not affecting substantially the

yield of salicin in the ordinary process of manufacture. This

being, in my opinion, the result of the evidence, I hold that

the defenders were entitled to reject the cargo if they rejected

it timeously ; and with respect to undue delay in rejection my
view, stated shoi'tly, is this. There is in this part of the case

no doubt as to the facts. The fii-st consignment under the

contract (75 tons) arrived in Leith on June 19, and the bill of

lading reached tJie defenders on Friday, the 20th. The peelings

(put up in bundles) were received at the defenders' store on

Tuesday, the 24th, there having been about two days' delay

in cartage owing to .some difficulty with the carting contractors.

On the 24th or on the day after samples were taken in the usual

way, and these .>^•amples were on the 26th .sent to the defenders'

laboratory for assay or analysis. Tlie assay occupied—it is not

said unnecessarily—about seven days. In result it was unsati.s-

factorjf. In fact, it showed only about half the usual per-

centage of salicin. The defenders thereupon ordered a second

assay, the reason, they say, being that the result of the first

was so bad that they thought it probable that tliere had

been some error in maniiiulation. The second assay,

however, fully confumed the first ; and accordingly,

on receiving it the defenders on July 10 wrote reject-

ing the consignment. They also wrote the next day

rejecting the second consignment, which had in the meantime

arrived, and was also found defective, and the same thing sub-

sequently happened with respect to ine remaining consignments

which arrived at different dates in the same month. The par-

ticulars of those later rejections are not probably material. The

important fact is that the first consignment having been put on

shore on Jure 20, and received by the defenders on June 24, was

not rejected until July 10, by which time the pursuers had, in

ignorance of any complaints, dispatched the other lots (75 tons

in all) forming the remainder of the contract quantity. What
the pursuers contend is that this delay was unjustifiable. They

complain, in the first place, that at least two days were lost in

removing the first consignment to the defenders' store. But

they complain further and specially that the defenders did not

at once have the peelings physically examined, if necessary, by

experts, and that instead of taking that course—which, if they

are now right, would have served the purpose, and would have

occupied only a couple of days—they spent a whole fortnight in

having, not one, but two chemical assays, with the result of

putting them (the pursuers) in a materially worse position. The
defenders, on the other hand, say that the delay at Leith was by

itself inconsiderable, and although perhajis not in a strict sense

unavoidable, was yet an ordinary episode in the course of busi-

ness. Again, with regard to the first assay, they say that a

,physical examination by the eye might have sufficed, but that

chemical assay was the usual method, and was really fairer to

the pursuers, because, if the percentage of salicin had been satis-

factory, there would probably have been nothing said about the

peelings being outside the contract description. And as regards

the second assay, they put it that, in the common interest, that

assay was not an unreasonable precaution, rejection being always

a serious matter, and it being undesirable to run even the risk

of mistake. I have hesitated a good deal between these two
views, but I have come to the conclusion that I cannot proj)erly

affirm that the defenders acted unfairly or unreasonably in taking

the course they did. The question is not a question in law. It

is a question simply of what was fair and reasonable conduct in

a rather difficult situation. And in that view, while I think the

question a narrow one, I am not able to say that the defenders,
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Laving ex hypothtsi a just ground of rejection, have barred them-

selves from that remedy by unjustifiable delay.

Mr. Blackburn, for Messrs. Macfarlan, then moved his Lord-

ship to close the record in the action at their instance against

L. Schiltz and Co., and to ordain the defenders to sist a

mandatory.

Lord Kyllachy .said Messrs. Schiltz were pursuers in the first

action, and Messrs. Macfarlan had not asked them to sist a

mandatory.

Mr. Blackburn said they asked his Lordship to d;) so, but he

refused.

Mr. Watt, for Messrs. Schiltz. said that in the first case they

resisted his friend's application to siet a mandatory. In this

case they were defenders, and that made a very great difference.

He pointed out, however, that there was jurisdiction in the first

case, and now that it was settled they were brought in because

of the jurisdiction thus founded, otherwise his friend would not

have had jurisdiction against them. Thei-e was this other fact, that

his friend had hold of the cargo ; it was at present under his

control, and there was therefore a certain amount of security in

the shape of cargo for the present case. Apart altogether from

these reasons, there had been a disposition on the part of the

Court in recent years to make the discretion of their Lordships

wider in the case of a defender than of a pursuer. It would bo a

very great hardship on the defender in this case to have to sist a

mandatory.

Mr. Blackburn said it was an absolute rule that the defender

must sist a mandatory. The cases in which the Court refused

the order to sist a mandatoi-y were quite different from this one.

The only special fact here was that they had the goods stocked

in Edinburgih, and he was willing to accept them as security for

the expenses if the defenders made that offer. The cargo would

be good enough for £130, which was the sum they sued for, but

he could not arrest goods in his own hands.

The Judge .«aid they could detain them.

Mr. Blackburn said they were holding them practically as

trustees.

Mr. Watt said he did not think it would be competent for his

friend to arrest the cargo because of the reservation with regard

to the expenses in the first action.

Ultimately Lord Kyllachy closed the record, and ordained the

defenders to sist a mandatory, but he strongly recommended

that Mr. Blackburn's clients would make the golden bridge.

In this action the pursuei-s, Messrs. Macfarlan and Co., seek

to recover £132 6s. lOd., being £67 19s. lid. for having to

erect a shed for the storage of the cargo, £51 7s. 8d. for freight,

and £12 19s. 3d. for cartage, unpacking, sampling, and packing.

The defenders resist the action en the grounds stated for raising

the original action.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

CoMMUKiCATiONS intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Yield of Podophyllum Resin.

I have been particularly interested in the laboratory report of

Messrs. Soutliall Bros. and Barclay, Limited, ex-

tracts from which have been appearing in the Journal

(see p. 164). The compiler of that report, Mr.
John Barclay, B.Sc, states that "seven samples of

the root of Podophyllum peltatum examined iduring the last four

or five years have yielded percentages of resin varying from
l"61to3'86, or an average of 2' 19. These figures are confirmed
by the manufacture of podophyllin on a large scale, and we find

it difficult to understand how a standard of 5 per cent, resin for
podophyllum root, such as we have lately seen recommended,
can have been arrived at, unless the Indian root (P. tmocU) be-

included. A sample of this latter, examined during last yeai-,

yielded us 6-69 per cent, of total resin." In this connection 1
think it well to refer to a statement which I recently made at

the evening meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society (see Pharma-
ceutical Journal, December 13, 1902, p. 641). I stated that it

was quite true t*>at latterly podophyllin rhizome met with in

commerce had not been so rich in resin as some five or six years

ago, but the average obtained in working eight or nine batches of

1,0001b. each was 6'6 per cent. , and these figures are taken from

the laboratory records of Wright, Layman, and Umney, Limited,

extending over five years, and are, of course, for air-dried

podophyllin. I confirm my statement, however, that latterly"

the yield has been found to be lower, but I believe that this is-

due to the period of the year at which the rhizome has been

dug, and at the present time I am in correspondence with ex-

porters on the subject. With reference to the latter part of

Mr. Barclay's observation, I do not think that there is likely

to be any confusion of the rhizome of the two species of

podophj'llum

—

P. peltatum and P. cmodi. They are, of course,

drawn from widely different quarters of the globe, and the-

character of the resins contained in them is decidedly different.

In a paper on P. cmodi (see Pharmaceutical Journal, September

10, 1902, p. 207) I recorded as the yield of resin 11-4 per cent.,

practically double that obtained from P. peltatum. This result

was obtained by working on very large quantities of the rhizome.

I cannot help thinking that further experiments are needed on

the variation in resin at different times of collection of the-

rhizome, and I hope to be able to place on record these results

as soon as my investigation is completed. I am disposed to

think that the difference in results obtained by Mr. Dunstan

and myself in the examination of the rhizome of P. emodi

were to a great measure due to difference in the time of col-

lection of the rhizome operated upon.

London, S.E., February 3, 1903. John C. Umney.

Carbolic Acid Pills.

In the construction of this interesting article the builder has

to provide against two destructive agencies—deliquescence and

greasiness. Therefore water and fat are both to be eschewed.

The dry powders of liquorice, marshmallow, etc., have been

recommended, but the addition of some amount of moisture

usually vitiates the result, besides wliich the pills are too bulky

and fragile. The prescriber of to-day usually leaves the dis-

penser to his own devices as to excipient, taking advantage of

which "he may often almost intuitively liglit upon the tiling

required and the easier from a good, knowledge of others'

failures. So in my own case, some few years ago, I settled

uix>n the following formula, the adoption of which has given-

perfect satisfaction to all the parties concerned :
—

5 Acid. carb. cryst gr. xii.

Micee panis gr. xxiv.

P, trag. CO gr. vi.

Beat together in a proper-shaped pill mortar. Leave the pills

without covering, in which case you have a beautiful pearly

tran.slucent appearaJice ; or cover with silver leaf, without

moisture, or roll in kaolin.

39, Church Street, Marylebone, N.W. J. C. Hyslop.

Februaiy 3, 1903.

Seltzogene Charges.

In calculating the gaseous strength of " the domestic soda,

water," Mr. Brown appears to have overlooked one or two

points that materially affect the result. First, the volume of

gas liberated depends not only on the quantity of NaHOOj,
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but also on that of the acid used with it. ' Pharmacoutical

Formulas' prescribes (for the 640 gr. of soda) only 520 gr.

of tartaric acid. This will decompose only 582-4 gr. of the soda,

and taking Mr. Brown's figures for weight and volume of COj it

works out as follows :
—

HaCjHiO,-,. NaHCOa. Grains. Cubic Inches.

f40-0 335-25 700-0

520 0 582-4 3050 645 -0

Secondly, the gas is not nearly all dissolved in the 6 pints of

the lower globe; sufficient i.s compressed in the upper pai't ot

tiie apparatus to more than fill both globes when the water is

expelled, so tliat pnobably le.ss than three volumes are obtained

in solution, and, therefore, to make the 2 per cent, solution

of carbonate of magnesia, as described last week {P.J., January

-24, p. 95) it is necessary to use several charges.

Liverpool. January 31, 1903. John P. Catford.

Morphine Acid Tartrate.

It is well known that the alkaloids form sparingly soluble

acid tai-trates analogous to ammoniuni acid tartrate. The acid

tartrate of morphine is well known, and Mr. Tanner will find a

reference to its sparing solubility in a paper read at a meeting

of the Society 'here by Mr. D. B. Dott just twenty-two years ago

(see P.J. [3], 11. 619). The salt was first described by Arppe

in Joiirn. pract. Chcm., 55, 332.' It is said to have the foi-mula

C,,H„N03, C,H^O„ iH,0. It will be found that solutions of

the neutral tartrate of morphine when long kept become high

•coloured, and there is a separation of crystals of the acid tartrate.

I 'have a sample of inject, morphinse hypoderm. made at least

sixteen years ago, in which there is a distinct separation of acid

tartrate in well-defined crystals. A sample made with the

acetate at the same time is in much better condition. I do not

think, however, that the alkaloidal acid tartrates have been in-

dividually carefully examined, and a research in that line would

be interesting. The acid tartrate of strychnine was also

-described by Arpx)e.

Edinburgh, February 3, 1903. J. Rtjthebford Hill.

This salt can liardlj' be regarded as a novelty. I am not sure

when it was first prepared, but it is mentioned in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal of March 17, 1883, and its sjjaring solubilitj', as

compared to the neutral salt, wa-s remarked on by Dr. (now

Professor) ^latthew Hay as another proof of the analogy be-

tween ammonia and the alkaloids.

Edinburgh, February 6, 1903. D. B. Dott.

The acid tartrate of morphine referred to in a fiaper in your

issue of January 31 (p. 134) is described in Allen's 'Commercial

Organic Analysis, second edition, vol. iii., part 2, page 312.

Sheffield, February 3, 1903. Akxold R. Tankard.

An Aspiration.

Fifty years ago twopennyworth of sulphuric acid manipulated

in a back-yard produced such wonderful and varied results, in-

cluding an explosion—^as to decide my fate, the following five

years of intimate acquaintance with sheep dip, cow drinks, and
horse balls .somewhat damped my ardour, but later on a very

happy year was sjient at Bloomsbui-y Square, and I idealised my
ambition as a succes-sful .student. Since then I have enjoyed

my business career without, I hope, doing discredit to our

calling. This is simply to show I am not a raw novice, and
though my voice is not often heaixl I now wish to plead for a

higher standard of action. Even though our professional status

is ignored and we ai-e not allowed to forget that we are sliop-

f'Oiled, it is still in our power to a.ssume a more worthy and

<lignified position by declining to be so completely associated

witli the lying quackeries of our times, American and English,

in some forms ,so cleverly seductive and bold in their quasi-

scientific pretensions as not seldom to succeed in deceiving tiie

vei-y elect, even among our medical friends. May not the

stores and drug companies take over this rubbish, or, at least,

let us be honest enough to use our position a.s scientific experts

to more largely instruct and advise our friends according to our

knowledge. I am not advocating unblushing .substitution, but

that we more frequently speak out in the best interests of our

customers, not. acting simply as penny-in-the-slot machines.

Jt hope by a process of elimination and evolution a time may
arrive when my ideal pharmacist will be considei-ed guilty of

nnprof&ssional and infamous conduct if he handle wh^t now may
be had of "all resi>ectable chemists." This is, alas, a fireside

dream

!

Scarborough, February 2, 1903. JoHN\WHiTriELD.'

Tincture of Opium.

Our attention has been called to the inference drawn from

a paragraph contained in our annual laboratory report for

this year, page 36, concerning tincture of opium, that the

mistake in question arose in Birmingham. We wish to cor-

rect such a misapprehension, as we have had no difficulty

with the authorities here in regard to tincture of opium.

We feel it but due to the Birmingham authorities that we
should at once make this explanation.

For Southall Bros, and Barclay. Limited,

Thos. Barclay, Chairman.
Birmingham. February 4, 1905.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULAE.

Milk of Glycerin.

Intimately mix glycerin, 115, and starch, 8 ; heat together

until the starch granules are all burst and a clear jelly is formed
;

remove from the heat, add another 8 parts of starch and rub

down with water, 40. When cold add simple tincture of

benzoin, 2, and perfume as required.

—

PJiarm. Zeit., 47, 868.

Domestic Liniment.

Solution of ammonia, 2 ; sassafras oil, 2
;

chloroform, 2 ; oil

of turpentine, 2 ; clove oil, 1 ;
spirit of camphor, 4 ; alcohol

(90 percent.), 7.—Practitioner, 69, 748.

Nail Polish.

Zinc oxide, 1,000 ;
powdered orris root, 100; French chalk

300; rice starch, 100; carmine, 8 to 10 ; rose oil, 3
;

lignaloe

oil, 15
;
geranium oil, 20.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 501 ; after Deutsch,

Avicr. Apoth. Zeit.

Prevention of Dental Tartar.

C. H. Pierce recommends rinsing the mouth once daily with

water in which a pinch of alum has been dissolved. It is harm,

less to the teeth, keeps the gums in good condition, and

prevents the deposit of tartar.

—

Pract, 69, 750.

Bromidrosis of the Feet.

Freshly prepared yellow wash is a good application for this.

The lotion should be applied at night on cloths and remain on

all night. A fresh application may be made in the morning, if

needful.—Pmc^, 69, 750.
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THE REGISTRAR'S REPORT FOR 1902.

One of the most iuiportant features of the meeting of the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, on Wednesday, was

the presentation of the Registrar's report for 1902, which

is printed at page 172 ct seq. of this week's issue of the

Journal. It wiU be seen that there has been a decrease in

the numbers of both members and student-associates, the

total strength of the Society being less than at any period

since the end of 1898. as shown bv the figures for the past

f:ve years, given in the following table :

—

Subscribers. 1898. 1899. 19 JO. 1901. 1902.

Registered Chemists.

.

4,840 5.820 5,832 5850 5,734

Students 866 884 796 742 619

Total 5,706 6,704 6,628 6,592 6,353

As usual, there was a considerable addition to the list of

members during the past year, but there were fewer elec-

tions than in 1901, while the losses by death and secession

were greater. The number of student -associates continues

to show the steady diminution that was anticipated when
the Society's first examination was abolished, the chief

reason probably being, as has been stated on more than

one previous occasion, that no opportunity is now afforded

the Registrar—by the entries for that examination pro-

viding a record of those entering pharmacy as pupils—of

-bringing under notice the advantages of being connected

-with the Society. As was pointed out a year ago the names
•and addresses of apprentices are now but seldom known at

headquarters, and it is therefore not possible for the

Registrar to communicate with them and take steps to

induce them to join the Society, though Divisional Secre-

taries and members of the Society who employ apprentices

might with advantage take such steps. The Registrar,

however, has now no direct knowledge of the existence of

the vast majority of pharmacists' apprentices until they

give notice of their intention of presenting themselves for

the Minor Examination, and the unfortunate result is that

"the number of student-associates tends to become steadily

less year by year.

The number of additional members elected at

the January meeting of the Council this year was
also smaller than at the corresponding period of

last year, and on adding them to those included in

the Registrar's Report, the actual membership of the
Society in the first month of the present year is seen
to be less by one hundred and twenty-five individuals

than it was twelve months earlier, as shown by the follow-

ing tabular statement which, like the previous one, covers
a period of five years :

—

Subscribers. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 1903.

Registered Chemists.

.

5,163

1.037

5,906

941

5,930

917

5,937

785

5,812

657

Total 6,173 6,847 6.847 6,722 6,469

But the fact must not be overlooked that the total number
of chemists on the Register has also continued to diminish

during 1902, though not in the same proportion as the

membership of the Society, the reduction in the number
of registered persons amounting to seventy-four only.

The proportion of registered chemists who are members
of the Society was rather smaller at the end of 1902 tlian a

year earlier, but still continues to be well in excess of one-

third of the total number, thus :

—

Registered Chemists. 1898. 1899. 1903. 1931. 1902.

Members ^ 4,840 5,820 5,832 5,850 5,734

10,633 9,775 10,031 9,750 9,792

Total 15,473 15,595 15,863 15,600 15,526

To sum up, the falling off in the membership of the Society

during the twelve months ending December 31 last, amounted
to one hundred and sixteen names, while there were then
seventy-four fewer names on the Register of Chemists and
Druggists, so that there were still less than ten thousand
registered chemists outside the pale of the Pharmaceutical
Society. But, of those probably not more than three

thousand are in business on their own account, so that the

Society includes much more than half of those who are

commonly spoken of as " the trade."

FREDERICK BADEN BENGER—AN APPRECIATION.
In F. Baden Benger there has passed away a man

who rose to eminence in his calling and secured- a

position of affluence through the assiduous development of

the scientific side of pharmacy. As a young man, in the

employ of Messrs. John Bell and Co,, Oxford Street, his

scientific perception led him to study the phannaceutical

possibilities of glycerin, and to point out that if it could be

produced at a inoderate price it would find many applications

in pharmacy. This paper, which appears to have been his

first contribution to pharmaceutical literature, secured the

President's prize of the North British Branch of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, and was afterwards expanded and presented

to the British Pharmaceutical Conference at its first annual

meeting in Bath, in 1864. In 1866 he left Messrs. Bell and
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Co., together with his friend and surviving partner, Mr.

Standen Paine, and went to Manchester, where he and

Mr. Paine undertook the management of the pharmacy
owned by Mr. Roberts, and conducted under the style of

MoTTERSHEAD AND ROBERTS. Upon the retirement of Mr.

Roberts, the friends acquired the concern, which has since

been conducted under the name of Mottershead and Co.

At that time the shop was situated at 1, Market Place, but

when the Corporation acquired the property with a view to

the building of the Victoria Hptel, the firm removed to

7, Exchange Street (1874), the present addi-ess of the phar-

macy. With that, however, Mr. Benger has not been

connected for some ten years, as it was about 1891 that he

and his partner relinquished pliarmacy in order to devote

their whole time to the manufacture of their well-known

pancreatic aud peptic preparations.

Mr. Benger's connection with the British Pharmaceutical

Conference was very close for many years, and was con-

tinuous from the time of its establishment to the day of his

death. The great majority of his papers were contributed

to it. For thirteen years he was one of its honorary secre"

taries. At its meeting in Manchester in 1887 he was the

local secretary, and in the following year he became its

president at Bath, the city in which he had read his first

paper. It is not remarkable to find that so accomplished a

pharmacist, who had been educated at Bloomsbury Square)

found a place upon the Board of Examiners for England
and Wales. That was a position he filled with more than

ordinary ability, because of his exceptional attainments aud
his marked equanimity. His interest in pharmacy was
decidedly practical, as is seen from the consideration of the

subjects upon which he wrote, as for instance :
—" On

Blue Pill," " The Storing of Hydrocyanic Acid," " The
Applications of Sahcylic Acid," and " The Pharmacopoeia
Test for Pepsin." The last-mentioned paper resulted in the

marked improvement in the method for testing pepsin in the

British Pharmacopoeia of 1885. It was the work which
he carried out in conjunction with Dr. William Roberts
(afterwards Sir William Roberts) that seals Mr.
Benger as a man of original ideas. Sir William
Roberts's laborious and critical researches, as set forth in

his Lumleian Lectures of 1880, could only have found
practical fruition through the aid of such an ardent and
skilful chemist as Mr. Benger. It was indeed fortunate

for both that they were brought together in the same city

by a common friend. From the union of work the one
gained increased fame, the other both fame and fortune,

and the profession of medicine and the people at large

increased opportunities for restoring the sick to health.

Benger's pancreatic and peptic solutions are the realised

ideals of such preparations, and his prepared food con-

tinues to maintain its supremacy.

Mr. Benger's interest in provincial organisation and in

the education of pharmacists was for many j'ears prominently
displayed in his work in connection with the Manchester
Chemists' and Druggists' Association, ot which, at its

regeneration in 1868, he became the secretary, a post
he held for many years. He subsequently became
one of its vice-presidents. Mr. Benger never seems
to have aspired to municipal honours, but he was for a
period of ten years one of the honorary apothecaries to the
Manchester Royal Infirmary. His professional interests

did not absorb the whole of his attention. He found time-

to cultivate a fine musical taste, and indulged in the gentle-

art of angling. Mr. Benger's courtesy impressed all who-

had personal dealings with him, and his influence was sweet-

as well as sound. That he was not more prominently

associated with pharmaceutical affairs in his latter years^

is due to his indifferent health, which prevented him from

taking part in evening meetings. Frederick Baden
Benger was a fine product of professional pharmacy, and
has been fitly described as the " Bayard of pharmacy." At
his funeral, which took place on Saturday last, at Knuts-

ford, the Manchester Pharmaceutical Association was repre-

sented by Messrs. Geo. S. Woolley, H. Kemp, and A. J. Pidi>.

GEORGE GABRIEL STOKES.

Sir George Gabriel Stokes, Master of Pembroke College

Cambridge, Lucasian Professor of Mathematics, formerly

President of the Royal Society, sometime member of Par-

liament for the University, died on February 1, at his

residence, Lensfield, Cambridge, at the age of 83. By his

death the country has lost its most eminent living mathe-

matician, and one of its most distinguished men of science.

Senior Wrangler in 1841, Sir George Stokes was appointed

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the University in

1849, and was elected a member of the Royal Society in

1851. In the following year he was awarded the Rumford
medal in recognition of investigations regarding the refrangi-

bility of light. He was appointed one of the secretaries of

the society in 1854, and after numerous contributions to the

Transactions of that and other learned bodies, he became
President of the Royal Society in 1885, a post which he
held until 1890. In 1889, he was created a baronet in

reward for his services to science, which were freely recog-

nised abroad as well as at home, aud brought him among
many other distinctions, the Prussian Order Pour le Merife.

He received honorai-y degrees from his own University,

from Oxford, Edinburgh, Dublin, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. Sir

George presided at the Exeter meeting of the British

Association in 1869, and in the following year he was
appointed to serve on the Cambridge University Com-
mission. The celebration of the jubilee of Professor Stokes,

the crowning honour of a distinguished career in which
honours had never been stinted, took place three-and-a-half

years ago. In August last Sir George consented to accept

the mastership of Pembroke College.

THE EDUCATION OF BUSINESS MEN.

In the World's Work ior February, Professor Ashley,
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce in the University of

Birmingham, laments the disrespect in which the terms

"political economy" and "economics" are held among
business men in this country. The only people who are

even occasionally polite to economists are politicians ; and
the economist, who finds that the politician as a rule takes

the name of political economy in vain, may cry to be

delivered from his friends. The perceptible chill which
settles on a company of businessmen when one mentions

economics is natural enough under the circumstances ; ib

would take too long to apportion the blame. But a rose by
any other name has the same odour, and it is bad policy to

alienate friends, especially as economics in this sense is not

the conventional text-book economics. At Birmingham the
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difficulty is circumvented by calling both kinds of courses

—

•descriptive and analytical—courses simply on " commerce."

College education is not simply the " higher branches " of

the edvication given at the commercial school for boys or

ihe evening institute for young men. It aims at a different

thing ; for anxious as the University authorities must be to

pick up boys of marked ability from all classes, and

necessary as scholarships are for this purpose, it is a

recognition of plain facts to say that the purpose of the

universities is the education of the " directing classes "—the

classes which must take initiative and bear responsibility.

America starts with the enormous advantage that already

a far larger proportion of the sons of its business men go to

some university or other ; and Germany starts with a per-

haps equal advantage in the number and ability of its econo-

mists and the respect with which business men regard them.

The task for England is to convert the great substantial

middle class. 'And to that end, whatever university or

college attempts anything, let it do it well or not at all—well

•especially in the adequate number and salary of the teachers

it appoints. For only thus can the public be impressed to

begin with ; and only thus can professors be obtained of

•suflBcent calibre to construct and conduct the courses

required for permanent success. And here both Americs

and Germanj' must shame us by their example. Let any

•one who knows how we plume ourselves in England if we
can appoint just one professor to organise commercial

teaching turn to Wisconsin and Cologne, and he will see

what a commercial training means when people are really

in earnest. Only when we take commerce as seriously as

medicine can we expect to do much."

THE WILLOW BARK CASE.

It will be seen, on referring to the report at page 176,

that the willow bark case, which has been before the

Edinburgh Court of Session for the past two months,

has at last been concluded, judgment having been given, on

Monday last, in favour of Messrs. J. F. Macfarlan and

Co., who are to be congratulated on the result of the action

in which they were defenders. While reference is being made
to this case, it may be stated that exception has been taken

"to the P.J. notices and reports thereof, on the alleged

ground that they " have always betrayed a bias in favour

of the pursuers." Such a charge is quite baseless so

far as the conductors of the Journal are concerned,

and we can only express regret if, as suggested,

the correspondents who sent the notices and reports have

•allowed themselves to be influenced in favour of one of the

parties in the suggestion which we are loth to

accept, as there appears to be no apparent reason

why they should have done so. In any case, the

matter they sent was accepted in good faith and

published as received, no alterations being made except

that it was necessary to subject to considerable condensa-

tion the report published in the Journal of January 10,

owing to the fact that the latter portion of the report,

including most of the evidence for the defenders, arrived

after the Journal was made up for press. A few printers'

errors which escaped detection in the report as printed are

noted at page 196. We are also informed by Messrs.

Macfarlan and Co. that Dr. Crispo described the

appearances of Salix fmgilis and S. viminalis incorrectly

and not correctly as in the P.J. report.

EVENING MEETING IN LONDON.

At the Evening Meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society, to

be held at 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, on Tuesday next,

February 10, the whole of the Society's premises will be

thrown open to members and student-associates of the

Society and their friends. Pharmaceutical and scientific

apparatus of all kinds will be shown in the Library, the

Museum, and the Chemical and Pharmacy Laboratories,

while there will also be a display of some modern products

illustrating the latest developments of manufacturing,

dispensing, and other processes. Many, of the appliances

will be shown in working order. In the lecture theatre, two

demonstrations wiU be given, at intervals during the

evening. Mr. F. Goldby, M.P.S., of Enfield Town, has

promised an address on " Recent Advances in Trichromatic

Photography," illustrated by lantern slides, and Professor

H. Jackson, of King's College, will give a demon-

stration on the subject of " Phosphorescence." Members
and student -associates are invited to bring guests,

and ladies will be welcome. The President and Vice-

President of the Pharmaceutical Society will receive the

visitors at 8.0 p.m. in the Examination Hall, where refresh-

ments are subsequently to be served. The Examination

Hall will otherwise be given up to conversation, no exhibits

being on view there. It should be mentioned that, for the

convenience of visitors from the provinces, morning dress

will be worn at the meeting. There can be no doubt that

an inspection of the exhibits will be of practical value to

working pharmacists as well as to sbudents, and it is hoped

that the hard work of Professor Greenish, who is acting as

honorary secretary of the Exhibition, may be rewarded by

an attendance commensurate with the importance of this

new departure.

THE METRIC SYSTEM.

At a meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers

last week a discussion, took place on the metric system.

Mr. Alexander Siemens opened in favour of the metric

system and Sir Frederick Bramwell in favour of the

British system. Mr. Siemens traced the history of the

metric system, alluding to the direct responsibility of

James Watt for the movement among French scientific

men which led to the commission appointed more than a

century ago to settle the question of universal weights and

measures. Mr. Siemens thinks that the introduction of the

metric system in this country would cause no inconvenience

to retail traders. The experience of other countries which

have made the change would seem to show that the initial

difficulties can be easily overcome by providing conversion

tables to be conspicuously displayed in all shops. In taking

an opposite view. Sir Frederick Bramwell said that the

advocates of the decimal system could now, under the Act of

1897, do just as they pleased, but they now wished others

to be forced to adopt the system whether they liked it or

not. This Sir Frederick Bramwell considers to do away

with all question of the survival of the fittest as an absolute

law, and to be quite inconsistent with liberty. "While Sir

Frederick could not do without decimals, he objects to

their compulsory use on all occasions.
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LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

During the last three years there has been a considerable in-

crease in the number of local associations throughout the

country, which have been fornied to organise chemists locally

and to watch and protect theii interests. The London Chemists'

Association was formed about a year ago to perform the s«me

services for chemists in and near London, and in furtherance of

one of its chief objects,

The Organisation of Chemists,

its Committee has now decided to hold meeting.s in the outside

metropolitan districts. It is suggested that meetings be

arranged in towns and districts near London where the number

of chemists is insufficient to maintain a local association. Where

the attendance at these initial meetings and the support given

to the London Chemists' Association warrant it, its Committee

will undertake to arrange afterwards for occasional meetings in

the course of each year. The first of these series of meetings to

be held in the outlying j^arts of London will take place at the

Clarendon Hotel, Gravesend, on. Wednesday afternoon, Feb-

ruary 11, at four o'clock. Several prominent members of the

Association -wiW attend and address the meeting. A cordial in-

vitation is given to all chemists in Gravesend, Dartford, Wool-

wich, and Sidcup to attend the meeting, of which each will

receive a notice. In view of the immediate prospect of legisla-

tion contravening the principles of the Pharmacy Act, and

inimical to the interests of chemists, it is hoped that all chemists

in these districts will make every effort to be present, and take

the ojjportunity provided to take steps that they may at the

proper time be in a position to give a united and poweiful ex-

pression of their views to their local members of Parliament.

A dinner will be served at the Clarendon Hotel after the meeting.

NOTTINGHAM AND NOTTS. CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wedne.sday, Februarj- 4, 1903, at the Mikado Cafe, Long

Row, Mr. R. FiTzHtJGH, J. P., President, in the chair.

There was a very good attendance, including Messrs. T.

Wilson (Vice-President), R. Gascoyne (Treasurer), R. H.
Beverley, A. E. Beilby, F. R. t^ergeant, J. T. Rayson, A. B.

Bennet, E. E. Turton, A. Middleton, Ringer, Prince, Hus-

bands, Lawrance, and W. Gill (Assi.stant Hon. Secretary);

Mr. L. Beverley was elected as associate member.

jSir. A. Ebeelin gave an address on
^

Floating Matter of the Air.

A beam of light passing into a. dark room reveals itself by

illuminating the floating particles suspended in it, but if a

beam of light is passed into a. box containing absolutely mote-

less air no dispersion results. Again, if under a beam of light

passing into a darkened room a hot flame is held, the beam
is cut in two, a dark track intersecting it. This dark track

is due to the fact that all the particles of air are consumed or

bujnit up, but, there being no particles, thei-e is no dispersion

of light. Tyndall first drew attention to this property of light,

and to the fact that this moteless air pas.s€ssed a property

totally different from ordinary air. It was a well-known fact

that organic infusions, whether of vegetable or animal matter,

if left exposed to the air, soon undergo decomposition ; in fact,

they become bad ; but it is a remarkable fact that even after

infnsions ai-e exposed to air which has first been rendered free

of all dust no decomposition will ensue, however long they may
'be kept. Around this great fact is woven the whole .structure

of the germ theory of disease, and also of the germ action as

applied to all processes of fermentation and decomposition.

A certain school of scientists long held that fermentation was
set up without the introduction of any germ particles, that, in

fact, had resulted from the veiy decomjwsition of the liquid

itself. Liebig, of course, held this view in lii.s time, and later

on Dr. Bastian was a great exponent of it. That theoiy had
now been entirely shattered mainly by exact experiments

which Pasteur and Tyndall hiive conducted on the subject.

Tyndall had proved, by many hundreds of experiments, that

he could prepare organic infusions and sterilse them by boiling,

and couFd expose them indefinitely in a dustless air without my
decomposition taking place. Hi.s moteless chamber which he

constnicted to demon.strate this fact had been able to preserve

organic liquids for months together, but as soon as ever un-

filtered .air was allowed to enter this chamber decomjxjsition

at once ensued. Likewise he found that the air j)f the higher

Alps was so practically fi^ of all oa-ganic floating matter that

he could prepare infusions, sterilise tbem, convey them in

sealed flasks to those high altitudes, and there open them,

keeping them for an indefinite period without any decompo-

sition ensuing. This subject had thus far advanced when the

attention of Professor Lister, of Edinburgh, was first drawn to

the fact that occasionally in sm-gical operations the wounds

heal by first intenisaons, making rapid recoveiy. but in a great

number lof hospital cases superation would afterwards set in.

His deep, .searching mind applying itself to this subject, thought

that exactly as genns caused decomposition in organic liquids

|So germs might be the cause of the decomposition of the cell

(tiasue of the wound. He studied this .subject, experimented

on it, and he found all the facts bore out the theory. Probably

no discovery had ever benefited humanity more than tliis of

Lister's, and surgical operation.s were now conducted and suc-

cessfully performed ^rhich formerly would hardly ever have been

attempted ;
or, if they had, would have been bound to have met

with failure again. Consumption —phthisis of the lungs—had

been demonsti-ated to be due to the inroads of a specific

organism—the bacillus tuberculosis—and it had been found

that the principal means of contagion is the dry sputum which

is naturally thrown about wherever patients suffering from

consumption are to be found. This discoveiy had started the

preventive means whereby this disease may eventually be

entirely overcome. Tm-ning to the economic part which these

genns of the air exert, first and foremost was that of fermenta-

tion of saccharin solutions. This was due to the floating

particles of a minute fungus. Tliere was a large family of this

special fungus capable of causing fermentation of these liquids.

The Germans, with thedr aiKtitude for the exact, had been able to

isolate and cultivate the ones which produce the best flavoured

and the best-keeping beers, and to this we owed the introduc-

tion of lager beea' to-day. The process was dependent eritirely

on a specific microbe. Likenvise with all vinegar production,

and the same bacterial action was being applied to the con-

version of the sewage of large centres of population into a per-

fectly harmless fluid which has valuable fertilising properties.

In fact, this last discoveiy was probably destined to play a

most m^omentous part in the welfare of future communities.

An interesting discus.sion followed, in which Messr.s. Middle-

ton, Beilby, Wilson, and Pvayson took part, and a hearty vote

of thanks was given to Mr. Eberlin for his address.

EASTBOURNE CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

FORTNIGHTLY MEETING.
Thur.'^day, January 15, 1903, at the Royal Restaurant. There

was an excellent attendance. Mr. W. P. Taylor gave a most

interesting and instructive paper on " Opiimi," and on its con-

clusion was wannly applauded by all present. During the

evening Mr. T. B. Price, the Secretary, was presented with »

case of pipes (subscribed for by the membei-s) on his leaving

the town, and was given a veiy hearty send-off by all present.

Mr. W. P. Taylor was unanimously appointed to the vacant

post.
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

ORDINARY MEETING.
Friday, January 30, at 17, Bloonisbury Squire, Mr. AT

Gaksed in thp chair.

Mr. Harold Deaxe gave a mo.st interesting address, illustrated

by numerous lantern slides, on

Malaria and the Mosquito.

Malaria, or intermittent fever, was well known to the ancients,

who distinguished the four varieties, but no further progress in

the knowledge of the disease was made until this centurj-, when
various observers discovered black pigment-bearing cells in the

blood of patients. A French ai-my surgeon. Alphonse Laveran,

while in Algiers in 1880. discovered that these cells were living

trasites. This was taken up by several Italians, who made out

ts life history and showed its connection with the paroxysm of
' the disease and also distinguished the different varieties. It still

remained unknown how infection took place. Dr. Manson, some
• twenty years ago, showed that the parasite flaria was trans-

ferred by means of the mosquito, and Major Ross, of the Indian

Medical Service, following up this idea, investigated the history

of an allied parasite of birds. By most brilliant and painstaking

research he showed that this was transmitted by the mosquito,

and he worked out the life history in the body of the insect. The
human parasite -vVas then shown to go through similar life

history. Mosquito is a Spanish word meaning " little fly," but
in use it is restricted to blood-sucking insects belonging to the

family Culicidse of the class Diptera. In England they are called

gnats. There is no difference between a gnat and a mosquito.
The most important genera are Culex, with about 200 species, and
L\iioplieles, with 50. It has been found that members of the

genus Anopheles are the only ones that can transfer the parasite.

In Anopheles the proboscis is in a straight line with the body,
;md when at rest the body is usually at a considerable angle to

the support, while in GuTex the proboscis is at an obtuse angle

to the body and the body is parallel to the support. This enables

the genera to be distinguished at a glance. They occur all over

the world wherever pools of water, in which to lay their eggs,

can be found. They lay from 40 to 400 at a time, and Leave them
floating on the surface. They are very prolific, and lay many
times during the season. The larvse live in the water and feed

on unicellular algas and animals. Under favourable circum-

stances they take thirty days to pass through their metamor-
phosis. The parasite is an animal belonging to the protozoa

and not a bacterium. It is first seen as a small amoeboid body
in the interior of a red blood corpuscle ; this grows in size at the

expense of the haemoglobin, which it converts into a black pig-

ment called melanin. After increasing in size it divides into a

variable number of spores, and the corpuscle then breaks up,

setting them free. It is this stage which marks the oncoming
of the fever paroxysm. These spores make their way to fresh

corpuscles, enter them and go through the same cycle. When
they have all entered fresh corpuscles tlie paroxysm ceases. All

the parasites in the blood of a maii suffering from an ordinary

attack go through these changes simultaneously, and as the

cycle takes either twenty-four, forty-eight, or seventy-two hours,

according to the species, the j)aroxysui comes on at the same
hour every day or every second or third day respectively. Some
of the parasites do not form spores, but form either round or

crescent shaped " gametocytes."' These undergo no change in

the blood, but if taken into the stomach of a mosquito the male
cells emit spermatozoa which fuse with the female to form a
" zygote." This pierces the wall of the stomach and grows and
divides in the wall, finally forming a large number of elongated
spores or " blasts," which make their way to the poison glands,

and when the mosquito bites again they enter the blood, make
theii- way to a corpuscle, and the human cycle commences

again. The best way of preventing malaria is to diminish the

number of mosquitoes by destroying all small pools and possible

breeding places, and covering large ones with paraffin, and by

preventing the survivors from biting by means of mosquito nets.

By these means only yellow fever, another disease propagated

by mosquitoes, has been abolished in Havana, and many persons

have stayed with i>erfect safety in the most malarious districts

of Italy. Quinine is the only drug of any use in this disease ; it

acts by destroying the spores, and is invariably successful in

curing the fever in a few days if given in sufficient doses. Its

administration should be continued for months to prevent re-

lapses due to parasites that have not been destroyed increasing in

numbers again.

Mr. Garsed asked if the mosquito suffered in any way
analogous to the sufferings of human beings?—Mr. De.\ne re-

plied that the mosquito was so minute that it was impossible to

ascertain whether it did or not.—In reply to Miss Hoopee, he

said that he did not think there were any more mosquitoes in

North London.

Mr. Burnett drew attention to the fact that Mr. Deane had

spent most of his Christmas vacation preparing his address and

the slides to illustrate it, and therefore had great pleasure in

proposing a hearty vote of thanks to him for his paper.

Mr. Peivett, in seconding this motion, mentioned the interest

he had taken in the address, as he had himself suffered from

malaria.

The motion was carried unanimously, and Mr. Deane's reply

brought the meeting to a close.

WAKEFIELD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, February 3. 1903, the Phesident, Mr. W. Pollard,

in the chair.

Mr. A. H. AYaddingtox, of Bradford, read a paper on

Chemists and Their Relationship to Associations Local and

National.

He held that there never was a time in the history of the trade

when it was more important that chemists should unite to face

the common enemy. There were advantages to be derived from

the mere friendship and good-fellowship that was thus cultivated,

but much more than that. There were many defensive purposes

to be served by their combination, and in Bradford they had

found that they could carry the benefits even beyond that and

derive direct pecuniary benefit from their Association. During

the year of his presidencj' they were able to arrange with the

Atlas Express for a cheap rate of contract for London parcels,

with the result that a Liverpool firm then made an arrangement

for free delivery to the Bradford chemists, because they saw a

great prospect of orders being diverted to London. The effect

of this was not only a saving of carriage, but they also found it

unnecessary to carry so large a stock. Benefit resulted from

Combined Buying.

through the scheme of the Association, and such combined buy-

ing was steadily increasing in violume. The occasional considera-

tion of scientific or semi-scientific topics by the Association also

had an elevating influence. If the i-elationsli'p of the chemist to

his local as.sooiaitioa was imjwrtant. it was certain that

his relationship to the national associations—the Phar-

maceutical Society, the Federation of Pharmaceutical Asso- '

ciations, the P.A.T.A., and the CD. A. — was equally

so. What would they be without the 'Pharmaceutical

'Society? The increase of membership in recent years

was probably in considerable part in recognition of the fact that

it was almost impossible for any Bill, unless it was a Govern-

ment measure, to obtain the consideration of Parliament in these
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days, and so small bodies of chemists would be of no avail in

regard to legislation. As it wa.s the support for the Pharma-
ceutical Society was far from sufficient, and certainly no chemist

who was not a member should find fault with it. When they

were
Criticising the Council

let them remember the insufficiency of support, and more than

that, he would apply a word of caution as to the outcry—which

was especially heard in Lancashire and Yorkshire—for new mem-
bers of Council. If they found that there was a member of the

Council who was out of touch with present-day circumstances

and ideas', by all mean.s put in a new man, but be careful to see

that the new man was a man of parts and able to put his ideas

effectively before his fellow-members. It was true that there

could be no better training ground for membership of the Coun-
cil than the local associations, but they must remember that a
big gun in the local association might only be a popgun at

Bloomsbury Square. As to the possibilities of increase of mem-
ber.'ihip, he thought it was quite as essential that the qualified

assistant should join the Society as it was that the man in busi-

ness should do so. There were few chemists except the

Divisional Secretaries who were aware ^hat an imuiense amount
of work the Society was doing in connection with the detection

and punishment of the illegal sale of poisons. Far more cases

occuned than were generally heard of, because the persons

concerned so often paid into Court, and he thought it would be

a distinct advantage if once a month

A Table of Pen.4,lties

obtained out of Court was published in the trade press. It might

be done in counties or districts or towns without mentioning the

names of the individuals concerned. There was, however, one

straw which showed which way the wind was blowing. He
referred to the agitation to have agricultural poisons taken from

the schedule of the Act. Here they had in all jirobability a

condition of affairs which would necessitate a fight, and if it

-came to that he was liopeful that, as it would be a war of

defence, many more qualified men would rally to the standard

and support their leaders through the Pharmaceutical Society.

But they must have leaders worthy of the name, and men who
would speak with no uncertain voice, and who would enter the

fray prepared and meaning to win. He did not think that these

men would be to seek when the time came. Alluding to the

great possibilities which lay in the way of the Divisional Secre-

iaries, he expressed his regret that the duty of collecting sub-

scriptions did not devolve upon these gentlemen, because this

would give them such good excuse for calling upon their fellow

chemists, and so becoming better acquainted with them. The
Pharmaceutical Society was entitled to support on the broad

•ground that it is the only body which possessed a Charter and

statutory powers, and therefore more could be obtained through

its agency than in any other way. This point of view was

already pretty well appreciated in the North, but it sometimes

occurred to him that it was necessary to send missionaries into

the South and Midlands. There were four towns with repre-

sentatives on the Council which had no local association. These

were Warrington, Norwich, Shrewsbury, and Salisbury, and he

thought that the want of the associations in these places was not

very creditable to the members of Council concerned, and that

these gentlemen ought without delay to see that associations

were formed in these places. He should like to see the institu-

tion of

Teeritori.^l Represent.\tion

for the Council. His suggestion, as they would see from the

map, was that there should be the same number of members as

now, but that Great Britain should be divided into eight

electoral districts. These districts were the Home District, com-

prising Middle.'^ex, Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Essex, Bucks, and

Hertford, with a total of 3,794 registered chemists ; the South-

Western District, consisting of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset,

Dorset, Hants, Wilts, Berks, and Gloucester, witJh a total of

1,54^1 ; the Midland District, composed of Oxford, Derby,

Shropshire, Stafford, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, and

Cheshire, with a total of 1,687 ; the Easteimi District, comprising

Lincoln, Norfolk, Suffolk, Northampton, Hunts, ivutland, Cam-

bridge, Notts, Bedford, and Leicester, with a total of 1,328 ;

the North-Eastern District, comprising Northumberland, Dui--

ham, and Yorkshire, with a total of 1,828 ; the North-Western

District, comprising Coimberland, Westmoreland, and l^anca-

ehire, with a total of 1,734 ; the whole of Scotland as a di.strict,

and all the counties of Wales, with 757 registered chemists, as

another district. Each of tliese districts would return two mem-

bers, with the exception of the Home Counties District, Vhicli

would return seven. There would still be an election each year. .

The first year one member from each of the two-member dis-

tricts would retire. The second year the other member from

each of tihe two-member divisions would retire. In the third

year the wliole of the Home Counties Di^'ision members would

retire. All woidd, of course, be eligible for re-election. He
admitted that the exigencies of committee and administrative

work demanded that a certain number of members of the Council

should be close at hand, and that was obviously provi<ied for by

his scheme. The objection that he had to

The Present Method
was that they must either vote for men—and this especially

referred to new candidates—of whom they had no personal

knowledge, or they must throw away their voting power by

plmnping for a local man or the candidate whom they knew by

repute or by their speeches reported in the Press. If they had

territorial representation, tlhey could select the best man from

their district, knowing that he would not be swamped by the

withholding of votes of members at a. distance, and their votes

would be 'given to men whom tihey knew and with whom they

^\ ere in frequent contact. It would also stimulate interest in

the Society and its policy, and wordd encourage members of

local associations in their work. Anotiher point was tuat Scot-

land would have a certain representation of two members, and

Wales, which at present was unrepresented excej^t by a London

Welshman, would also have two members. Going on to speak-

of the other national organisations, Mr. Waddington said tue

National Federation could certainly take up questions which

wei-e outside the scope of the Pharmaceutical Society, and the

only weak point in it being that it was a mistake to hold the

annual meeting at the time of tihe Pharmaceutical Conference

He thought there were also great possibilities for

The Loc.^l Fedee.vtions

where the population was sufficiently dense to justify them, as in

the West Riding. It was good that the " wobblers " of Brad-

ford, for instance, should be strengthened by contract with the

" stalwarts " of Dewsbury, men who did not hesitate to ru.sih in

where angels might almost fear to tread. All these various

agencies should be used and fostered, because even the man
who did not feel the pinch of illegitimate competition could not

tell how soon he might feel it. The Benevolent Fund was aid-

ministered with great care, but it received insufficient support,

and all chemists should make a axnvass of their district in its

behalf. It was also the duty of all chemists to support tie

P.A.T.A. AND C.D.A.

The P.A.T.A. had, at least, shown the proprietors lately that

the chemists were determined not to be the unpaid tools and

slaves of the proprietors of nostrums. Whenever a traveller

called upon them with a new article they should jiever fail to

use a powerful lever by asking if it was on the P.A.T.A. list,

• and declining to consider it if was not. If this were done the
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proprietors would soon realise their position. Yet whilst all

that was possible was being done in this matter, it was impor-

tant that the chemist should still aim at maintaining his posi-

tion as a specially educated and trained indi\'idual, with a per-

sonal capacity for the compounding of drugs and' medicines.

They ought still to strive to imbue their customers with the

feeling that they came to consult them as advisers, and not

merely to purchase the products of some ottier maker. With
regard to the question of substitution,

Who Webe the Stjbstittjtors

in the fii'st instance? Was not it a fact that many of the adver-

tised articles were merely those of the B.P. or other well-known

formxdae which, if put up under their own proper name, would

not sell? They were rediscovered by an Indian squaw, or an

Italian Coimt, were freely advertised, and as fi-eely swallowed

by a too credulous public. Then with regard to the tabloids

was it not a fact that the formulae of ail these preparations were

published in order to avoid duty under the Medicine Stamp
Acts? That being so, what right had any man to insult a quali-

fied chemist or manufacturing chemist of equal standing with
himself by intimating that he oould not prepare a tablet con-

taining { minim of tincture of aconite or five grains of potassium

chlorate. As to the CD. A., tlhere could be no doubt that the

case which Mr. Glyn-Jones had recently won was one of the

most important points decided in the chemists' favour in recent

years, and if he could maintain the decision on appeal he would
be a benefactor to the trade generally. He might mention that
Dr. Paul urged upon the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

years ago to take the same step. The Drug Trade Appeal Fund
thould certainly be maintained at its present position, and any
diminution which took place should be at once made up. He
mentioned that he was personally indebted to the L'.D.A. for

most efiEective advice in regard to a claim made upon him by
Somerset House. The G.D.A. solicitor advised him not to pay,
and eventually the claim was withdrawn. In conclusion, an
educated body like the chemists should not be slower to recog-

nise the advantages of organisation tlian the handicraftsmen of

this country had been.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Monday, February 2, 1903, at the Star and Garter Hotel,

Wolverhampton. Present: Messrs. Phillips (in the chair). Cull-

wick, Coleman, Coombe, Forster, Stanway, Fellows, Sloan,

Warner, Willcock, Weaver, Gibson, and Devereux.

Miss Robinson and Messrs. Fellows and Kitching were elected

members.
Annual Report.

The report gave a resume of the work of the past year.

On March 3 it was resolved to become affiliated to the Federa-

tion of Local Phai-maceutical Associations. Mr. Gibson opened
a discussion on the apprenticeship question, which was carried

on by most of the members present.

On April 7 Mr. Alcock, F.I.C., etc., gave a very interesting

paper on " Tinctura Opii, its Marc and Assay."

On May 5 Mr. Phillips, the President, gave a paper on
" Hints on the Study of Botany."

On July 24 the annual excursion took place, when about
twenty members and friends had a very enjoyable trip to Kinver.

On October 20 the annual smoking concert was held.

On November 5 Mr. J. Taylor, Ph.C. , of Bolton, gave a very
interesting paper on " Trade Topics," which was much enjoyed
by the large audience present.

A special meeting was called for November 19 to consider the

P.A.T.A. Conference. The 'meeting was unanimous in sup-

porting the Conference, and appointed a delegate (which duty

was undertaken by Mr. J. Poole, of Birmingham).

On December 8 Mr. H. E. Cullwick gave a paper on " Pharma-
ceutical Experiences- at Home and Abroad," which was very

interesting and much appreciated by the members.

On January 5, 1903, the last meeting Avas held, when Mr.
Gibson gave an instructive and practical paper on " Pharma-
copoeia and Dispensing Notes."

Two members had resigned during the year in consequence of

leaving the district, and the session closed with a membershL2>.

of twenty-five.

The Committee drew the attention of qualified assistants to

rule 3, under which they were eligible for election as members^
of the Association. There had been a good attendance of mem-
bers at the meetings..

The annual report was unanimously adopted.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Poole for his services as delegate to-

the P.A.T.A. Conference was proposed by Mr. H. E. CtTLLWiOK,

and unanimously carried.

Election of Officers.

The election of officers was next proceeded with. Mr. F. A.
Willcock was elected President ; Mi-. H. E. CuIIm ick, Vice-

President ; Mr. A. C. Weavfir, Treasurer; and Mr. H. Coleman
was re-elected Secretary. Messrs. Coombe, Gibson, Forster,.

and Warner were elected as the Committee.

Votes of thanks to the retiring officers were unanimously

carried.

It was resolved to give £1 Is. as a donation to the Benevolent

Society.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, January 29, 1903, at 73, Newman iStreet, London^

Mr. A. Latreille, President, in the chair.

Plant Protection.

Ml". R. E. LowNSBROUGH, the "recorder" of progress m
botany, having directed attention to a note published in tne

Pharmaceutical Journal of Jiuiuary 24 la^st, on "Plant Protec-

tion,"

Mr. William Gaused, Salters' Research Fellow in the Phar-
maceutical Society's Research Laboratory, delivered a lecture on

The Relation Between Clieniical Constitution and Pliysiologicat

Action Illustrated by Familiar Drugs.

Mr. Garsed introduced the subject by remarking that, in taking:

a general aurvey of the realm of organic chemistry in its rela-

tion to medicine, one was struck by the fact that, as a rule,

there was a similarity in the medicinal properties exhibited by
compounds of any i>articular class. Generally speaking, the

members of tilie paraffin or open chain series were more or less

aneesthetic and hypnotic in their action. In the benzene or
aromatic series would 'be foimd most of the antiseptics «ui4

antipyretics, two notable exceptions being the antiseptics iodo-

form and formaldehyde, which were members of the paraffin

series. He then went on to dleal with general anaestlhetics and
hypnotics, antipyretics and analgesics, antiseptics, local anae»-

tiietics, and the mydriatics, giving a lucid account of their com-

IKisition and therapeutic action.

At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Garsed was heartily^

complimented by the President and most of the members
present on the clear and instructive manner in which he had
dealt with, the subject, it being pointed out that in the future-

organic chemistry would p'ay a much more important part ins

tlie career of the young phai-macist than it had done in the past..

The proceedings then terminated.
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PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Wednesday, Jamuaiy 28, 1903, at St. Bride's Institute, Bride

Lane, E.G., Mr. Drrr, the retiring I'resident, in the chair.

The Secretary read the fifth

Annual Report.

The name of the Association lia-d been changed during the j'eai

to the "Public Dispensers' Association." The office of Poor
Law Secretaiy had been abolished, it being felt that the business

could be better carried out by onie general siecretaiy. The
report further referred to the locum tcnan register being kept

by the Association, and to an interview which it i.s hoped to

arrange with the War Office authorities to consider the con-

ditions of dispensing in the service. During the year at a

general special meeting the members of the Association had

decided to restrict membership in future to registered chemists

only. >Ir. T. H. W. Idiis, J.P., L.C.C., liad consented to

become President of the Association.

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. H. H. Hewitt, presented his

balance-sheet. The Association had a balance in hand ol

£6 14s. 8d. The report .-.ind balance-sheet were adopted.

Election of Officbiis.

Mr. Duff was elected Chaimian of Council. The Coamcil was

re-elected cn bloc.

!Mr. Dtiff then delivered his retiring address. He gave a

resume of the work done during the past year, especially menr

tioning the work of the energetic Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. T.

Samuel. Mr. Duff referred to the arrangemeaits for the coming

session. On February 25, Mr. F. W. Watson Baker would give

a practical demonstration of the X-Eays ; on March 25, Mi.

Noad Clark had promised a paper oca " Photo-Micrography,'

and other papers had been promised. Mr. Duff' then introduced

the new President of the Association, Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J. P.

Presidential Address.

^Ir. Idris then gave an informal address, in which he ,«aid

he was very pleased to meet them once again (he having been

present at a meeting held some long time since). He had
formed a high opinion of the Association and its work when he .

met them then. He hoped to know them per.sonal]y now he had

taken up the presidency, and he would do all in his power to

essis-t them in raising their status. He recalled the time when
he was entering the field of pharmacy seeing in a book written

by a medical man oil the duties of a dispenser that the apothe-

cary was the physician's cook. He thought i>harmacy had

advanced somewhat since then, and he urged the mem-
bers to keep themselves weU informed on all matters

appeitaining to their calling by keeping themselves

posted up in the news of rhe pharm iceutical press

;

and since in the pursuit of their calling they had
to have a scientific knowledge, he thought they ought to

have a position which would recognise their true standing as

scientific men. He said the functions of the medical man and

the dispenser or di.'^pensing chemist should be more di.s-tinct

than they were at present, and he felt quite sure that for the

prescriber to be his own dispenser and also to have the power

of giving a death certificate wa-s quite contraiy to the public

safetJ^ He recallecl' how tliat when he was unoualified he was

acting as dispenser to a medical man, and he remembered how
impatient a certain locum tcncns the doctor had was at the gieat

care with which he was measuring a quantity of laudanum
for a ]>atient's mixture ; he snatched it from his hand and

gues.sed the quantity, with the result the patient did not

awake next moniing. He could recall many such instances,

and he said doubtless they could do the same. He advised them
to keep up their connection M'itli the Pharmaceutical Society,

for he felt sure they would gain by it in the end. He watt

anxious, also, to know more of the jjosition of public dis-

l)ensers. He thouglit many public bodies did not realise the
importance of their work, perhaps because the dispensing de-

partment was in some more or less remote p-irt of the institu-

tion, and was therefore seldom visited by them. If only they
(the Association) would formulate their demands he would do
his best to further their interests. He apologised for the

absence of Mr. R. A. Robinson, L.C.C., but he had been called

to Cardiff.

Mr. LiN'DSAY then proposed an addition to Rule 7, to enable

tlie Council to add to their number from time to time. Carried

unanimously.

CARDIFF AND DISTRICT PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION,

GENERAL MEETING.
Wednesday, January 28, 1903, at the Park Hotel, Cardiff

Mr. R. Drane, F.L.S., the retiring President, in the chair.

The President delivered a valedictory address, in the

course of which be introduced his successor in the Presidency,

Mr. Jabez A. Jones.

Mr. Jones addressed the members on the subject of the

P.A.T.A., alluding also to the sale of poisons and to recenii

prosecutions under the Sale of Food and Drugs Act.

Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring President and
Secretary (Mr. A. J. Bellamy). The new Secretaries of the Asso-

ciation are Messrs. Gerhold and H. H. Prosser.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Wednesday, January 29, 1903, at the Park Hotel, Mr. J. A.

Jones, President, in the chair. The guests included the

Worshipful the Mayor of Cardiff (Mr. E. Thomas), Mr. R. A.

Robinson, J. P., Professor Thompson, and others.

Mr. W. R. Hopkins, Vice-President, proposed the toast of

The Commercial Organisations of Retail Pharmacy,
alluding especially to the Proprietary Articles Trade Asso-

ciation.

Mr. R. A. Robinson responded. He referred to the value of

organisation and concerted action. He urged those present

not to stand aloof from the Pharmaceutical Society, the

Council of which was most anxious to advance the interests of

their calling. The P.A.T.A. Convention had been ^ gigantic

success. He knew of no better commercial organisation than

the P.A.T.A., yet only one-fourth of the men in business sup-

ported it. He thought that those who refused to join either

the Pharmaceutical Society or the P.A.T.A. deserved their fate if

their businesses were not prospering.

Mr. A. HoGAN proposed the toast of the " Town and Trade

of Cardiff," which was acknowledged by the Mayor.

Mr. Robinson gave the " Cardiff and District Pharmaceutical

Association," to which the President responded.

Other toasts included the " University College and Educa-

tional Institutions of South Wales," " The Retiring President,"

" The Medical Profession," and the "Visitors." An excellent

musical programme was rendered during the evening.

TORQUAY CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, Januaiy 27, 1903, Mr. R. T. Knight in the chair.

There was a good attendance of members, and questions of

local interest to pharmacy were discussed, a pleasant evening

being spent.

It was announced that Mi'. Horner, of the Chelston Phar-

macy, Torquay, had been appointed local Secretary for the

Parliamentary Division of Torquay, which includes the neigli-

' bouring towns of Paignton, Dartmouth, and Brixham.
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GLASGOW CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS' ASSIS=

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, January 21, 1903. The following dispensing

problems were brought forward by Mr. W. W. Mollison and

Mr. Geo. Oer ;

—

1. Apomorph. hydroch gr. is3.

Spt. teth. nit 5ii

Syr. tolut Jss.

Aq ad Jiii.

M.

2. R Sodii bicarb 5ii.

Sodii chlor 5ii.

Potas. brom 5iv.

Magnes. sulph. exsiccat.

3. R Tinct. ferri perchlor 5iv.

Tinct. nucis vom 5ii.

Liq. ammon. acet 5vi.

Ext. ergot, liq Ji.

Tinct. calumb ad \'m.

M.

4. Ammon. brom gr. xxx.
At bedtime,

et

R Hydrarg. subchlor gr. iv.

At bedtime.

5. R Potas. iodid 5ii.

Spt. ammon. arom ?,ss.

Tinct. nucis vom 5ii.

Aq ad ;vi.

M.

6. Magnes. sulph jii.

Potas. bicarb ji,

Potas. brom ^ii.

Spt. chlorof jss.

Aq ad gviii.

In No. 1 the difficulty was with the apomorphin. hydroch.,

which was decomposed by the spt. tetli. nit., due to acidity,

while if the latter was made the least alkaline, the apomor-
jihine was precipitated.

No. 2. This powder was returned by the patient, complaining

that it was insoluble. This insolubility wis found to be due to

moisture in the mag. sulph. ex., which must to some extent

l.Mve reacted with the sodse bicarb. ; at any rate, wheu the

magnes. .sulph. was dried on the water-bath, immediately the

difficulty was found to disappear.

No. 3. The difficulty is the getting of a transparent mixture.

A transparent mixture can be made by first mixing the tinct.

ferri perchlor. with the liq. ammon. acet. and the ergot., nnl

-laking well, then adding the other ingredients.

No. 4 is extremely dangerous if both powdeis be taken it

uiice, as the mercurous salt is changed into mercuric by the

action of the bromide.

No. 5. A green coloration was developed, which may be

ascribed to the leaction between the igasuric acid of the nuc.

vamicae and the spt. amm. arom.

No. 6. This mixture caused a violent explosion on account

of the large volumes of CO^ evolved. It was suggested to

add first sufficient bicarbon-ite to comijlete the reaction, then

to add the quantity required by the prescription.

An interesting discussion followed the reading of each pre-

•seription, in which Mr. Thos. S. Barrie, F.C'.S.. took part. As
to the first prescription, Mr. Barrie was of opinion that

neutrality would be difficult to obtain and coloration con-

sequently avoided. If the prescriber could not be consulted,

iico three-ounce mixtures might have been made, one contain-

ing the apomorph. hyd., the other the spt. Eeth. nit., etc. As

to the second it was not ascertained whether the insoluble

matter was- magnes. carb. or not, insolubility miyht have been
due to caking, just as recently ignited sodium carbonate dis-

solves slowly in cold water owing to absorption of water. As
to the third, Mr. Barrie said it had been given to students at

tlie last Minor Examination, and that there wa,s little chance,
if any, of them getting a clear mixture (what was wanted),
unless they were specially put up to it.

No. 4. Calomel, :is is well known to chemistry students and
others, is easily resolved by strong hydrochloric acid into mer-
cury and mercuric chloride, the same thing happens witii

chlorides and very readily with bromides. Calomel on that
account should be dispensed with great cai'e, as poisonous
symptoms have- been known to follow its use.

As iivo powders are indicated, the benefits of both could be
had by giving the bromide one or two hours before the calomel,
as it will be mostly absorbed before the calomel is taken.

No. 5. Copper in traces has been- reported in nux vomica,
consequently some people have assumed the green coloratioi.

to be due to the action of the ammonia or a salt of that metal.

One might as well assume because oils of cajeput and chamo-
mile, etc., are green they of necessity contain copper. Many
organic snibstances give n green coloration with ammonia, for

example, apomorphine ; here igasuric acid may be assumed to

give this green colour by oxidation in presence of an alkali

(fixed or volatile), until some other organic body is shown to

be the true cause.

MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

CONVERSAZIONE.
In the Medical School of tlie College, Wednesday, January

28. 1903. A brief report appeared in last week's issue, but the

full account came to hand too late to receive such treatment as

the importance of the occasion deserved, and is now published.

The company, consisting of pharmacists with their friends,

including members of the teaching staff of the College, was a

very large one, numbering nearly 300 persons. Mr. G-eo. S.

Woolley and Miss Woolley held a reception from 7 to 7.30 p.m.
after which instrumental and vocal music wais provided in

different parts of the building. An exceedingly comprehensive
exhibition of pharmaceutical apparatus had been collected by
Mv. Jas. Grier, and was displayed by him in the Materia
Medica Museum.

In the pliaruiacological laboratories Professor R. B. Wild
jievformed a series of experiments illustrating the methods of

determining the action of drugs on animal tissues. The ex-

hibits in physiological optics by Professor Wm. Stirling were
very instnictive, and attracted much attention. In one of the

lecture theatres Mr. Wm. Kirkby gave two lectures, one deal-

ing with old Manchester and some of its pharmacists, and the
other giving an outline of trichromatic photography, both
being illustrated by series of lantern slides. Mr. Blackburn,
of Messrs. Mottershead and Co., gave frequent demonstrations

with the X-rays, which were highly appreciated. In addition

to the pharmaceutical exhibits, there was a large amount of

chemical and physical apparatus, including the ]5olariscoi)e, the

spectroscope, and kromscop, and a large variety of distilling

and condensing apparatus. The beautiful collection of opium
alkaloids which had been previously exhibited by Messrs. T.

and H. Smith and Co. at Paris and Glasgow elicited general

admiration. Messrs. Flatters and Garnet had a most compre-

hensive display of microscopic and lantern slides, their beau-

tiful hand-painted slides being particularly fine.

The company dispersed about 10.30 p.m., after a most enjoy,

able evening. The general impression was that the Committee
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^v^^^fi to be congratulated upon the sucxes*! with which it had
organised a function which, through the generosity of the Pre-

sident (Mr. G. S. Woolley), is considered to be unique in the

pharmaceutical annals of Manchester.

The following is a list of gentlemen and firms to whom the

'Committee is greatly indebted for their kindly co-operation :
—

Messrs. Baeyer and Co., collection of synthetic remedies;

i/he Darton Gibbs Co., Pazo compressed tablet machine; Pro-

fessor Dixon, F.R.S., collection of fine crystals, polariscope,

iand spectroscope; Messrs. Duncan, Flockhart and Co., cajKales

a,nd perles ; Messrs. Flatters and Garnet, collection of micro-

scopical slides and of lantern slides ; Mr. J. A. Forret, cap-

sule-filling machine ; Messrs. W. Gardner and Sons, sifting and
mixing macliines ; Mr. Wm. Glass, capsule filler and capsule

moulds ; Mr. H. P. Hearder, suppository machine ; Messrs. J.

Holroyd and Co., capsule moulds; Messrs. Jewsbury and

Brown, distillation apparatus ; !Mesisrs. Maw, >Son, and Sons,

Freck's tablet and suppositoi-y machines, rotaiy and hand pill

•coaters, cachet apisaratus, suppositoi-y baths, etc. ; Mr E.

Merck, a large collection of synthetic compounds, representing

the newer materia medica; Messrs. Mottei'shead and Co.,

Berkefeld filters, milk .sterilisers, ajid X-ray apparatus ; Mr.

"W. Newman, w.ater condenser, sieves, and sifting and mixing

machine; Messrs. Sanger Shephei'd and Co., a collection of

trichromiatic lantern slides ; Messrs. Savory and Moore, opth-

thalmic discs and lamels ; Messrs. T. and H. Smith and Co.,

a fine collection of opium and other alkaloids, specimens of

different varieties of opium and willow bark, as shown at the

Paris and Glasgow Exhibitions ; Professor Stirling, collection

of exhibits illustrating some interesting facts in connection

with the phj'siology of vision ; Mr. C. Thompson, food-warmers

and patent gas jets; Mr. J. H. Thomson, modified Remington
still and metal percolator ; Mr. W. Toogood, mixing machine,

cachet and pastille moulds, and sundry pharmaceutical appara-

tu.s ; Professor Weiss, microscopes and microscopical slides

;

Professor R. B. Wild, a collection of phannacological appai'a-

tus ; Messrs. Woolley, Sons and Co., centrifuges, electrical

-apparatus, kromscop, barometers, glass and metal condensers,

aspirators, water oven, thermostats and pharmaceutical glass-

ware, capsules, cachets, suppositories, etc.

The conversazione was a unique event in the history of the

Manchester Pharmaceutical Association. A tastefully-arranged

programme materially contributed to the success of the evening.'

INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY.

Of twelve candidates who entered for the intei-mediate

-examination the following eight passed:—D. iJ. Byles, B. F.

Davis, A. V. Elsden, James Gray, Arthur Hopwood, J. E.

Jt^hnson, W. 0. Littlebury, and H. Stevenson. In the final

examination for the assockiteship (A.I.C.) in mineral chemistry,

of eight who entered the following six passed :—K. B. Benham,

A. E. Case, B.Sc, G. F. D. Green, T. B. KirMiope, M. W.
Stevens, Assoc.R.C.Sc, and James Thorbmn. One candidate

passed in physical chemistry—J. Johnston. In organic dhemis-

try, of the eleven who entered the following seveai passed:—
H. W. Bywaters, As.soc.R.C.Sc., Ph.D., H. Finnemore, K. J.

Hall, B.Sc, F. T. Jewson, S. G. Paine, d. B. Piirsglove, and

H. A. Tempamy, B.Sc. Of six who entered in the branch of

the analysis of food and drugs and of water, including the

examinations in therapeutics, pharmacology, and microscojiy,

the following five passed:—W. L. St. J. Alton, J. C. Gregory,

B.Sc, E. K. Hanson, B.A., F. E. King, B.Sc, and A. VV.

Knapp, B.Sc. The examiners in chemistiy were Dr. Bernard

Dyer and Professor W. Palmer Wynne, and Dr. Arthur P. Luif

condncted the examination in therapeutics, pharmacology, and

microscopy.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday, January 28, 1903, Mr. J. W. Plendeeleith,

President, in the chair.

Ml'. W. B. CV)WiE gave a practical demonstration of the

manufacture of

Liquor Magnesix Carbonatis,

by means of a sjiarklet syphon, as explained by him at the

evening meeting of the PhaiTnaceutical Society on the previous

week. Made in tliis way the fluid magnesia kept well and,

could be sent out without the risk of a sepu-ation of crystals,

as so readily happened with the official liquor. The reason

why such fluid magnesias as Murray's and Dinneford's kept

bright was that the former contained only four grains and

the latter six grains in the fluid ounce, whereas the official

fluid magnesia contained ten grains.

Mr. CowiE next gave a descrijition of the chemical, biological,

and histological changes taking place in the

Germination of Monocotyledonous and Dicotyledonous

Seeds.

The lecture was very fully illustrated by a serieis of beau-

tiful diagrams, as well as dried and fresh specimens. The

following genera were particularly referred to and illustrated,

namely, Faba, Cheiranthm, Pinus,
.
Zea, Asparagus, and

Crocus. The lecturer sti'ongly recommended students of

botany to seek to understand the roots of the words employed

in botanical nomenclature as a means of understanding and

remembeiing the significance of the terms. He also pointed

out that the diagrams were not a substitute for tie actual

examination of the plants, but rather served as an introduction

to practical work by emphasising the features which should be

looked at.

The discussion which followed was taken part in by Messrs.

B.\XTEH, Hill, Plendeeleith, and Sclateb
; and, on the

motion of the Ch.uesian, a cordial vote of thanks was awarded

to Mr. Cowie.

LEEDS CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Thursday, January 29, 1903, Mr. F. W. Br-^xs^ox, F.I.C,

President, in the chair.

Mr. G. W. WoBFOLK, of Ilkley, read a paper on

Legal Decisions Affecting the Stamping of Patent and

Proprietary Articles;

Numerous decisions of Inland Revenue authorities, and reasons

for the same, were quoted, and lengthy consideration given to

cases, now stib judicc. The author was of opinion that a clear

and concise definition of liable and non-liable labels would be

a great advantage to every pharmacist, but that liberty to

give full information as to dose and uses on the label of house-

hold remedies would be a disadvantage both to phannacists

and the public.

An interesting and well-sustained discussion followed, in

which Messrs. Fearnley, Mundell, Sergeant. Gough, Beacock,

Johnson, Pollett, and the President took part.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

This Association was formed at a meeting held in Carlisle on

January 22, 1903, when there was a large attendance of

chemists and druggists from all parts of Cumberland and West-

moreland. " The Cumberland and Westmoreland Chemists'

Association" is the name of the new organisation, to which the
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alreadj' existing local associations are to be affiliated. Mr.

Hallaway. Carlisle, was appointed tlie first President ; Mr. A.

Kitchin, AVhiteliavcn, Vice-President ; and Mr. T. W. Townley,

Keswick, Secretary and Treasurer. It is proposed to hold, in a

few weeks, the annual meeting and dinner. The Association has

its headquarters at Carlisle.

MIDLAND PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thursday, Januaiy 29, 1903, Mr. G. E. Perrt, President,

in the chair.

Mr. J. F. LiVEHSEEGK then read a paper on

The Use of the Slide-Rule in Pharmacy,

which is printed in full at page 162.

The CH.\iRJt.\>', in introducing the reader of the paper, said

that Mr. Liversieege wais no stranger to that AssooiaAion. In
fact, for some considerable time he was a member of the Asso-

ciation, and on several occasions had read papers at its meet-
ings. But Mr. Lirei-!-6ege to-day occupied a different position.

He wa.«, a.s they knew. Public Ajialyst for the City of Birming-
ham, and they, as phaiinacL'sts, were gratified that he had been
promoted to so important and responsible a position. He (the

President) knew ho-n; very averse Mr. Liverseege was to any-
thing m the nature of advertisement in connection with his

official position, but he wais smre he would not take it amiss if,

on this the firsts opportunity, and on behalf of that Association,

he begged to offer him their hearty congratulations on his

appointment. No better appointment in his (the President's)

opinion conld have been iiuide. He said they, as phaimacisits,

were gratified at Mn Liveri^eege's appointment, and this for

two reiisons : First, because, though Mr. Liverseege to-day

practised ais an analytical chemist, he nevertheless was a
pharmacist, and had been, as he had Said, a member of that

Association. And then, being a pharmacist, he had, of course,

that special luiowledge of drags, which muiSt be of dist/inct

advantage to a public analy.'t in dealing with cases under the

Food aaid Dmgs Act—knowledge which they as pharmacists
thought it veiy desirable that a pubHc analyst should possess.

They knew by exi>erience how desperately thorough Mi-. Liver-

seege was hi everything he undertook, and they therefore

looked forwai'd with intere.sit—and with the certainty of gain-

ijag a good deal of information—to the paper and diemonsfeation

that he wa sabout to give them.

At the conclusion of the paper, and after a. number of ques-

tions had been put and replied to.

The President opened a short discussion by remarking that
by the courtesy of ^Ir. Liverseege he had handled for a few
days the slide-rule and the book of rules, and had convinced
himself that by it numy problems of jiharmacy could be quickly
and accurately solved.

In reply to Mr. SH.\KEsrE.4.BE, who pointed to the gradual
decrease of the distance between the numbers in their ascent,

Mr. Liverseege said these distances were based upon
logaj-ithms. and a student of these, when the fact was recorded',

would understand the reason.

Mr. F. H. Alcock, after congratulating the lecturer upon
the clearness of his explanations, mentioned the Blaud'.s Pill

talculafion as- singularly simple and rapid. He laugliingly

inquired whether such a scheme would be sanction/ed in an
examinition hall, remarking that many a weary and pervspiiing

soul would be glad of it provided he was not too flurried to

"set" the apparatus- right. RefeiTing to the author'.s plaster

problem, Mr. Alcock reminded Mr. Liverseege that tlie .student

wanted more than 6 grains of mass for each square inch ; he
liked a,t least 12. The usual method of finding the area of a
circular plaster was, of course, squaring the radius and multi-

plying by 22/7 ; but a lady arithmetician had suggested as a

simpler plan that the circle should be treated as square, the

area found and one-fifth subtracted. This was certainly

<luiok, and only a few grains out at the finish. In conclusion,

Mr. Alcock said the rule was unquestionably a valuable instru-

ment to the analyst and Avhere calculations were much worked,
but he feared that, except in the -whole.sale labor;utory, its use

in pharmacy was limited.

On tlie motion of the President, seconded by Mr. Frekm.\n,
Mr. Liverseege was heartily thanked.

In reply, the lecturer acknowledged his thanks to Mr. Enoch
Evan.s for the use of a show diagram, and to Mr. F. H. Alcock
and other phamacists who supplied illustrative pharmaceutical
problems.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY. .

SCOTTISH SECTION.

Tuesday. January 27. 1903. Mr. D. B. Dott in the ehaii.

Dr. A. D. White read a paper on the

Action of Hypochlorous Acid and Bleaching Powder on
Metals.

He said he had been induced to consider this subject in con-

nection with investigations he had been making as to the pro-

duction of holes in linen that had been in contact with iron.

He gave the results of experiments which he conducted by
means of a gas holder and resen'^oir connected by a bent tulx^

with sjolutions of hypocKorous acid and bleaeiliing powder, with

iron, tin, copper, arsenic, nickel, cobalt, aluminium, aod mag-
nesium, showing the proportions of oxygen and nitrogen gas

yielded at different periods of time. In the two latter experi-

ments there was also a percentage of hydrogen. As the result

of these experiments, he said it had been seen tihat the ordi-

naiy solution of bleaching powider at ordinaiy temperatiu-es

attacked iron, tin, copper, arsenic, nickel, cobalt, alu-

minium, and magnesium, in the case of most of them-

with greAt readiness ; in all cases with evolution of a gas.

Soiibeiran and Balard had investigated the actions taking

l>.ace with iron, tin, copper, and arsenic ; but did not remark
having observed an evolution of oxygen in the case of ii'on and,

aroenic. Of the foiu' metals the examination of the action of

wfliioh was new, nickel ami cobalt in their behaviour resembled

iron, forming a hydroxide of the metal, and causing rapid evolu-

tion of oxygen, while the action of aluminium and magnesimn
in giving rise to an evolution of hydrogen from so powerful an-

oxidising agent asi solution of bleaching powder, was distinctive

ajxd noteworthy.

In the discussion which followed. Dr. Leonard Dobbin said

he was oogni-sant of wihat was going on ail the time Dr. White
was eanying on these experiments. One of the features which

was, he thought, surprising was the readiness with wludh mag-
nesium, for example, dissolved in the hypoclilorite solution.

Dr. AL\.RSHALL thought the results were very striSng. Very
few of them would have suggested hj^drogen as one of the pro-

ducts of this action with magnesium. He suggested' that there

was a field here for further investigation, and asked if Dr.

W^iite had made any experiments with lead.

After remarks by some others.

Dr. White, replying to Dr. ManshaU, said he tried the effect

of bleaching powder solution on other four elements—'lead, anti-

mony, zinc, and cadmium. There was absolutely no reaction in

lead. With antimony exactly the same result was obtained as.

they would have expected. In the ease of zinc there was appa-

rently no action, although slight action did take place, in one

or two samples. There was no action on cadmium. He quite
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recognised that there was more woi-k to be done in comiectian

with the subject.

Dr. Leonakd Dobbin then read a paper on

Iron Stains in Relation to Hypoclilorites in Linen

Bieacliing,

in wliich he gave the results of experiments conducted, by him-

self and Dr. White. He said that iron stains as met witH occa-

sionally in linen bleaching were nearly always dark brown m
colour. This dark colour was due to the presence m the stains

of coloured organic matter taken up by the iron from the liquors

produced dui-ing the lye boiling of the unbleached goods, the

iron having acted: as a mordant. There was a tradition ainong.st

bleachers that these stains should not be treated with hypo-

chlorites to destroy the orga.nic colouring matter prior to the

removal of the iron by treatment with aoid. The authors en-

deavoured to ascertain whether there was any foundation tor

the view that the treatment first with acid and tlien with hypo-

chlorite had an advantage over the employment of these agents

in the reverse order in obviating tendering and the occurrence

of .holes in the fabrics. They were unable to recognise any

differences in the fully-bleached linens, notwithstanding the fact,

the observation of which thev recorded as novel, that decom-

position of the hypochlorite with somewliat rapid evolution ot

oxvgen was brought about when precipitated ferric hydroxide

was introduced mto a moderately concentrated solution of

bleaching powder in the cold.

After some conversation, Dr. Dobbin and Dr. White were

thanked for their papers.

VETERINARY NOTES.

Frost Bite and Cracked Heels.—These are the troubles most

to the front in the veterinary world just now, and pharmacists

siiould be ready with remedies. The effects of frost and of

fire are the samie a® regards the coronary bands round the top

of the horse's foot, and necrosis of the coronet is unfortunately

too common at the tdme of writing this note. The treatment

consi.st« in raising the temperature of the frozen part by

po'ultice* in which antiseptics are present, nibbing the near

neighbourhood with liniments of ammonia, turpentine, and

soap. Sloughs are apt to follow, and the aim -should be to

detach them by warmth and moisture while keeping the sore

place in an antiseptic condition wilh a carbolic dressuig or

chino.sol or cieolin. Carbolic, in the form of a 1 in 20 olive

oil lotion, has the advantage over aqueous lotions of offer-

ing a longer defence to the bad air of the stable floor, and

the long intervals between the dressings which may be feared

in the case of the poor man who goes to the chemist for a

bottle of "stuff" ))ut cannot afford to employ a veterinary

surgeon.

Cracl{ed and Chapped Heels.—On theii- first appearance and
during fro.st a suitable application is 1 part of liquor plumbi

and 20 of ol. lini. Later on, some ;tstringent and mild caustic

is needed. Stick nitrate of silver and crystals of copper sul-

phate are apt to seal up a cracked heel too quickly and imprison

a. drop or two of pus, which causes jxiin, and makes the crack

break open again as soon as the limb is flexed. A veiy weak
zinc chloride lotion is suitable, as it will be observed that small

;ind endui'hig griuiulations result from this treatment, but they

ae slower in forming.

Carp and Liver Rot.—The industry and enterprise shown
by the LTnited States Bureau of Animal Indusjtry is an example
to the old world of what may be done. Xotliing is too big

or too little for its consideration, and information is di'itributed

ui the form ot leaflets? on all matters concerning domesticated
animals at frequent shoit intervals. The connection between
carp and flukes would probably never have been suspec+ed but
for the (observation of farmers themselves, who noted that in

flooded lands where carp came over the banks of lake and
river the grass wis eaten, and with it the molluscs in whom the
duke pas.ses it-s intermediate stages of existence, before maitui'ing
for the liver ducts of the sheep. This fish, as anglers know, is

.Ta\ omnivorous creature, and when "on the feed" will take
aougli or worms or a b ill of cotton-wool, and almost anything

else that looks attractive. The clearance of the small mollusc*

lesults in such a diminution of liver rot in sheep that the

U.iS.A. has undertaken to breed and supply agi-iculturists with

the fish. Only a veiy limited application of the discovery can

be made in this country, but there are doubtless many low-

lying paistures subject to inundation from waters wheie cirp

niay thrive, and it would be well that farmers should know thiit

these coarse fi.sli are their friends, and afford them some pix)-

tecition.

Prevention of Distemper in Dogs.—The vaccines of Physilax

are being extensively tried by British veterinarians, but up to

the time of writing these notes the results are very unsatisfoe-

tory. AVe hope to give particulars soon.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths from poisoning reported during the seven days
ending Wednesday, February 4, 1903, number fifteen, thus ;

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

3

Carbolic Acid 1

2

1

Laudanum 2 1

Morphine and Sulphonal 1

1

1

1

1

Total 9 6

Alcohol.—Two women at Tandragee, Ireland, and one at

Fulham, died from the efiects of alcohol.

Carbolic Acid. —A man at Triangle committed suicide by
taking carbolic acid.

Chloroform.—This drug, used as an ansesthetic, caused the
death of a woman at Bedminster ; also of a boy at Lincoln in

similar circumstances.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A labourer at Battersea committed
suicide by drinking "spirit of salt," the acid being contained in

a properly labelled bottle.

Laudanum.—A domestic servant at Hartlepool, who had been
unkindly treated by her father, committed suicide with
laudanum. A child at Snaith was given two teaspoonfuls of

laudanum in mistake for soothing syrup; a verdict of "acci-
dental death" was returned. A young man, who had been
suffering from toothache, died at Ashford from an overdose of

laudanum accidentally taken.

Morphine and Sulphonal.—The death of a mechanical engi-

neer at Nottingham was stated by the medical man who
attended deceased to be caused by an overdose of morphine and
sulphonal. It appeared that the man had taken a number of

sulphonal powders, each of fifteen grains, and in addition
several pills containing morphine.

Ointment.—The Birmingham coroner has investigated the
death of an infant aged ten months. Some ointment containing
a powerful irritant substance accidentally got on the child's

head and it subsequently died in convulsions.

Oxalic Acid.—A woman at Brighton committed suicide by
drinking a solution of oxalic acid while temporarily insane.

Phosphorus.—A young stonemason committed suicide at

Newcastle by taking phosphorus.

Strychnine.—A woman at Hackney committed suicide by
taking rat poison, death being certified to be due to poisoning

by strychnine.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Skcbetabies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-

ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Junior Pharmacy Ball.—The Hon. Secretary of the Junior

Pharmacy Ball writes to say that the Committee have decided to

hold the ball on Wednesday, March 4, and not on February 25,

as previously announced.

Preservative in Lime Juice -—A grocer has been summoned
by the Southwark Borough Council for selling lime Juice

cordial which contained eight grains of salicylic acid to tha
pint. After hearing a number of expert witnesses, Mr. Cecil

Chapman reserved his decision.

The Metric System.—At a meeting of the Kidderminster
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Frank Godson, M.P., said he had
heard that a Bill for the adoption of the metric system vvoul-d

be brought in next Ses«fiion, and that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer would suppport it.

Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the mem-
bers of the Royal Institution was held on ^londay afternoon,

the 2nd inst.. Sir James CVichton-Brorwne, Treasurer and Vice-

President, in the chair. The following were elected member.^ :
—

Dr. Louisa Garrett Anderson, Dr. Heniy T. Bottinger, Mr.
W. Child, Mrs. lonides. Miss E. Lea-Smith. Sir Frederick
Treves, Bart., and Mr. W. Whitehead.

The Affiliation Lantern Slide Competition.—Secretaries and
members of societies nfhliated to the Royal Photographic
Society are reminded that the last day for the receipt of .slides

for this competition is Saturday. February 14. All slides

must be sent through the secretary of an affiliated society.

Copies of the prospectus may still be obtained from the Secre-
tary of the Affiliation. 66, Rus^sell Square, London, W.C.

A Petty Theft.—At Xantwich, on Jannaiy 28, an elderly

woman, named Jane Sheppard, was charged with stealing a,

box of ointment, value 2d., from the shop of ^Ir. Grice, chemist
and druggist, of Nantwicli. The woman entered the pharmacy
whilst under the influence of drink and sought assistance. On
being refused, she made use of bad language, and as she was
leaving picked up the box of ointment from the counter. The
Bench sentenced her to seven days' imprisonment.

Chemists' and Druggists' Society of Ireland.—Annual
musical evening, Wednesday, January 28, 1903. in the
Assembly Hall, Belfast. Sir James Haslett, M.P.. in the chair.

The ChaiiTnan said that for the first time in the history of

their Association they had attempted a popular meeting—that
was. one for the enjojanent of their young people without any-
thing of a business character. The evening was devoted
entirely to music, a long and varied programme being given.

Gum Arabic.—Gum. arable, which used to be one of the
principal articles of export from Alexandria, has, since the
reopening of the Soudan, been steadily recovering its former
position, the value of the exiwrted gum having risen from
£6,070 in 1898. to £111.057 in 1901. There was a further
increase dining the firs-t five months of 1902, the total quantity
exported bein^; 5.967.227 lb., valued at £65,351, as comp-ired
with 1.875,728 lb., valued at £31,371, during the corresponding
period of 1901.

The Sale of Poisonous Proprietaries in Australia.—Great
Britain is not the only country where the existing jx)iNOii

laws fail to please the grocer and the general store dealer. In
New South Wales a Poisons Act Amendment Bill, the pur-
pose of which is to allow storekeepers and grocers to sell

"patent" and proprietary medicines without interfei-ence, ha.s

the syniipathy and approval of the Premier, Sir John See. The
Premier told a deputation of the New South Wales Retail

Grocers' and Storekeepers' Association that pressure of public
busineiss might prevent any legislation on the subject during
the present session.

Woman Dispenser.—The Infirmary Committee of the South-
ampton Corporation have resolved to appoint a resident womiU)
dispenser for tlie infirmary at Shirley Warren, at a salary of

£45 per annum, rising to £55, with apartments, rations, and
washing. Arising out of this motion was a discussion as to the
constantly increasing expenditure in connection with this

infirmary, and returii.s were presented which showed that the

expenditure during the half-year ending Christmas last had
been at the rate of £1 lis. ll^d. per week per patient, or a
tax upon the rates of over 6d'. in the £. The drug bill for

that period had been £250.

Chemicals and Drugs in Mexico.—The value of chemical
products imported to Mexico showed a decrease in value in

1901 as compared with the previous year. This is pai+ly to be
rtccouiited for by the fact that the principal dealei-s in drags
and chemicals in Mexico now have their own factories, where
they make many of the acids and drags, as also a great part
of the perfumery, some of it being a very close imitation of

foreign-made soap and perfumery. These home-made articles

are covered by their registered trade-marks in the country:

which prevents anyone who has not registered a trade-mark
in accordance with the law from taking steps in ^Mexico for

infringement of rights.-

Wine Licence Refused to a Chemist.—At Bolton Licensing

Sessions, on Monday, Mr. Wm. Burton, Rushton, chemist and
druggist, of Albert Road, Farnworth, applied for a licence

to sell wine tO' be consumed oft' the premises. It was explained
that the licence w-as required for the sale of such beverages
as were recommended by medical practitioner.s—^tinctures,

malt and coca wines, etc. The application was opposed by
the Temperance Union and Police-Superintendent Leeming. The
latter said thi.s was the first time the justices had power to

I'efuse such an application, and he could produce a great amount
of evidence showing the evils of such licences. The Bench
refused the application.

A Manchester Dinner.—The twenty-fouith annual dinner and
smoking concert by the staff of Messrs. Ja.s. Woolley, Sons, and
Co., Limited, took place at the Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Man-
cliester, on Saturday evening last. The chair wis occupied
by Mr. Wm. Lane. Over sixty pereons were present, including

Mr. Geo. S. Woolley, managing director ; Mi\ C. A. Johnstone
and Mr. E. J. Woolley, directors ; Dr. E. Stanmore Bishop,
Dr. Booth, :Mr. J. T. Smith (Radcliffe). Mr. Massingham
(Royal Infirmary), and representatives of the three sections ot

the fii-m's s-'taS, viz., the laboratories, Knowsley Street; the

Market Street branch, and the warehouse and offices, Victoria

Bridge. After dinner a first-rate musical programme was gone
through, in which members from the several branches were
the chief contributors.

A Chemist Fined.—^James M'Kenzie, chemist and druggist

residing at 16, Caledonia Street, Liverpool, and Alexander Fer-

guson, a merchant, were charged with having, on De-
cember 13, interfered w'ith the comfort of railway pa~s-

sengei^s in a train at Mallington Station. M'Kenzie did

not appear.—Mr. Fenna, who prosecuted on behalf of the

joint railway companies, stated that the two defendants were
passengers by the 10 p.m. train from Chester to Birkenhead

on the date named. They got into a conversation about tihe

war. holding different opinions, and they quarrelled and
fought. Evidence was given in support of this. Ferguson
alleged that M'Kenzie was the aggressor, while M'Kenzie. in

a letter to the magistrates' clerk, aven-ed that he was delibe-

rately assaulted by Ferguson.—Defendants were each fined

20s. and costs, or a month's imprisonment in default.
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SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS.

University College and the University of London.—At a

special general meeting of the members of the college ou Mon-
day a resolution was unanimously adopted giving the Council
authority to take such further steps as may be deemed expedient
for the incorporation of the college in the University of, London.
Si" John Rotton said the proposal in brief was that the college as

a corporation should cease to exist, its property be transferred,

and the Senate of the University become the governing bodj'.

A -second resolution, which was also carried, expressed the view
that in giving effect to the incorporation nothing of value in the
traditions and organisation of the college should be lost.

London College of Chemistry and Pharmacy.—The annual
dinner and prize distribution in connection with this college was
held on Saturday, January 31, in the Venetiaii Room, Holborn
Restaurant. The chair was occupied by Mr. Skewes-Cox,
M.P., J.P. There was a large attendance of students and
friends, and an excellent programme of vocal and instrumental

music. After the usual loyal toasts and the toasts of " The
London College," " The Staff," and " The Students," the niedak
and certificates were presented by the chairman to the most
successful students of the college during the past year. A
vote of thanks to the chairman closed a very pleasant evening.

Football.—Pharmaceutical F.C. v. Old Externes F.C.—The
" Square '' team journeyed down to Gorringe Park, Tooting
Junction, on Saturday last, to try conclusions with the Old
Externes, a club which has not figured on the P.F.C. fixture

list in past years, but who were reported to form a strong
combination. Winning the toss, the " Square " played during
the first half with a nice breeze in their favour and had slightly

the best of an exciting struggle. Watkins scored, and half-time

arrived with the " Square " leading by a goal. On resuming, the
game was again stubbornly contested ; Hewlett notched a

second point. The Externes soon afterwards succeeded in beat-

ing the Pharmaceuticals' defence. Towards the end of the
game the Externes attacked strongly, but were unable to draw
level, an even game ending with the score standing " Square,"
2 goals; Old Externes, 1. P.F.C. Team :—Goal, Northey

;

backs, Moore and Paterson
;

half-backs, Ackroyd, Collilt

(Captain), and Clarke; forwards, Allen, Watkins, Llewellyn,
Hewlett and Smith. Linesman, J. T. Cart. London
College V. Muter's (Inter-Pharmacy League).—Played at

Wormholt Farm on Saturday, January 31. This, the first

match in the second half of the season for the London team,
saw that team much rearranged, and on Saturday they brought
off a very creditable win against the much improved Muter's
team. Although playing with a considerable wind in their

favour in the first half, London could only lead by 1 to nil at

half-time, though they increased this to 4 to nil before the
call of time. Their victory was mainly due to the fact that
Muter's failed to keep up the pace which they had made so hot
in the first half. The League table up-to-date is as follows :

—

Team. Played. Won. Drawn. Lost. Points.

4 4 0 0 8
4 3 0 1 6

Metropolitan 4 0 1 3 1

4 0 1 3 1

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. John Sumner, chemist, of Manchester, and one of the
members for the Morley Ward of the 'Wilmslow District

Council, has resigned his seat, sending a cheque for £20, which
was retui-ned.

Mr. H. Wilson, F.I.C., Divisional Seoi-etary for Southamp-
ton, was among the candidates who obtained the additional

qualification of the Institute of Chemistry last month in thera-

peuticSj pharmacology, and microscopy.

Mr. J. R. Johnson, pharmaceutical chemist, formerly of

Plymouth, Mid now of the Apothecaries' Hall, London, has
passed the int<irmediate examination for the associateship of the
Institute of chemistry.

Mr. Fred. Vavasour Guy, who saw service with the American
Bearer Company from the commencement of the Boer War,
has obtained an apiwintment as manager of the Federal Di.s-

pensary Company, Limited, and sails for Kuala Lumpur,
Selangor, by the North German Liner "Sachsen," leaving

SouthamiJton, February 10.

Mr. H. Finnemore, pharmaceutical chemist, head of the
dispensjiiy at Guy's Hospital, has passed the final examin^ition-

of the Institute of Chemistry for the Associateship (A.I.C.)

in Organic Chemistry. The exiuniuers in cliemistrj' were Dr.
Bernard Dyer and Profes.sor W. Palmer Wynne. Mr. Finne-
more was a Bell scholar, and subsequently demonstrator in

chemistry at the School of Pharmacy.

Major J. P. Gibson, V.D., M.P.S., describes in the forty-

eighth part of " Archaeologia. Aeliana," which has just been
issued under tJie auspices of the Society of Antiquaries, New-
castle, his discovery of a hitherto unknown wall-turret on
Mucklebank, following tliis by a circumstantial account of the
excavations conducted at Aesica in the years 1894, 5, and 7.

Plates from Major Gibson's own photographs, and the plan
from the late Mr. Sheriton Holmes's survey, enhance the interest

of the reader in the important details and discoveries described.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Evans, Sons, Lescher and Webb, Limited, Liverpool
and London, notify that they are supplying pure glycerinated
calf lymph prepared by the Liverpool Institute of Comparative
Pathology. Special precautions are taken, by selection of

healthy calves kept in the most sanitary surroundings, and by
bacteriological and physiological examination of the lymph, to

ensure freedom from impurities and successful inoculation.

Messrs. Wright, Layman, and Umney, Limited, 48, South
wark Street, S.E., send Parts II. and IH. of their illustrated

price-list, dealing with pills, tablets, capsules, soaps, and
" packed pharmaceuticals." Of this last line the firm makes Or

specialty, the goods being supplied with or without the name
and address of the buyer for retail sale by chemists. The price-

list is a very artistic and useful production. The " pharmaceu-
ticals " and the other articles illustrated and listed lypear to

be well worlh the attention of retailers in all parts of the
oouiitiy.

Messrs. S. Maw, Son, and Sons, 7-12, Aldersgate Street,

London, E.C., are supplying the "Royal Soeptre " tooth-

bush show cases and stands. There is a good de-

mand among chemists for these stands, which are
composed of two. three, or four circular nickel-plated"

tiers, arranged one above another on a black wood
base, the whole being covered by a glass shade. These stands,

certainly show toothbrushes to great advantage, and furnish

the retailer with a means of keeping his stock clean and tidy.

Messrs. Maw, Son, and Sons have also placed on the market the
"Hygienic" feeding-bottle, a boat-shaped article with a flat

keel, the ends of the bottle curving upwards, so that -while not
actually in use the milk in the bottle is not in contact with
any of the rubber fittings. The " Hygienic " feeding-bottle is

intended to be sold by the retailer at Is. The same firm

are now putting up an excellent cold cream, which they label

with their customer's name and address. The price of this

line is 3s. 6d. and 7s. per dozen for the two sizes respectively,

in quantities of one gross. Another useful article is the

portable dry-cell electric bell, which is as compact and light as

could be desired. The price of this is 5s. The Freck tablet

machine still commands an excellent sale, Messrs. Maw, Son,

and Sons having recently booked a number of orders from
retailers for the instrument.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially-

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on the subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent' Applications.

VACCINATION SHIELDS (No. 3,113 of 1902).—T. G. Rich-
moud, Dron, Bridge of Eain, Perthshire ; fanner. The sliieJd

ia formed of a contour to fit next the skin over the shoulder
joint of the ann, undex the sleeve of the wearer's garment. It

is oonstinicted of cardboard or other .suitable material, and the
parts to encircle the ann ai'e folded round to overlap, and either

rivetted together or adjusted with studs. The upper part of the

shield below the folding flap is fitted with semi circular strips

of cardboard, whose inner surface is covered with flannel or

other material. Instead of the.se folding strips adjustable or

elastic tapes may be fitted. Tai>es are fitted for adjusting and
holding the shield in place, one of wliich would jxtss under the

opiKksite ai'mpit of weai'er, or round his neck. Modification

consists in liaving hollow cells instead of the above-mentioned
padded strips, and in inflating or filling these with gas or liquid

to form a pad or cusliion.

HERNIA TRUSSES (No. 9,552 of 1902).—Florentin Matuchet,

161, Rue de Bercy, Pajis. Relates to hernia trusses formed
with hollow non-pneumaitic rubber cu.shions, .shaped according

to the nature and locality of the heiiiia under treatment. Thus-

in inguinal hernia, a convenient shape for these pads is that

of a man's hand with the thumb and two top phalanxes cut off.

Each pad is provided on its outer .side with a metallic plate,

which carries on its face clips or connections for securing the

rubber pad. Spring amis or bands are provided to wliich these

plates are attached. The supporting plate may be of flat,

cui"ved, or corrugated metal, or any other suitable material.

The form and dimensions may be varied at will.

DETERMINATION OF THE PROPORTION OF HAEMOGLO-
BIN IN BLOOD (No. 21,985 of 1902).—Theodore Waldemar
Tallqvist, Borga, Finland. Relates to means for measuring the

proportion of hoemoglobin in blood by the colorimetric method.

By careful research the inventor has composed a scale of colours

corresponding to the different shades which blood takes accord-

ing to the proportion of haemoglobin it contains. Theee ai-e

arranged in line reading from dark to light red. A hole i.s

punc&d through each coloured strip for the purpose of more
easily comparing the blood under examination. Clean filter

paper is then taken and carefully soaked in the blood, and is

then placed under the prepared scale until it is in juxtaposition

with the strip on the scale whose colour most nearly resembles

the blood under examination. The proportion of liaemogLobin

is then obtained from a previously prepared table. The scale

consists of ten elements of different shades, and gives com-

parisons from 100 per cent, to 10 per cent, of haemoglobin. The
inventor considers this range and the results arrived at (which

are of necessity approximations) to be sufficiently accurate for

practical work The scaie is preferably arranged at the end of

a book of filter -paper, so as to be ready for use.

'MANUFACTURE OF SULPHOCYANIDE OF CALCIUM
(No. 22,710 of 1902).—C. C. Carpenter, 709, Old Kent Road,

London. Relates to the tre;itment of coal gas or other mixtures

of gases containing cyanogen compounds in order to obtain all

the cyanogen in the" form of sulphocyanide. The crude gas,

cooled and deprived of tar, is treated with slacked lime and

sulphur. A mixture composed of .slacked lime and sulphur may
be suspended in water and allowed to run into a washer or

scrubber of suitable form, or it may be used simply in a moist

condition placed in ordinary gas purifiers or other suitable re-

ceptacles. In either case all the cyanogen present combines to

fonn sulphocyanide of calcium; The amount of sulphur re-

quired is in accordance with the equation R2CN-|-S2 = R(CNS)2.

LIGHT SCREENS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS (No.
25,055 of 1902).—F. Beckwith, Ionia, Michigan, U.S.A.
Relates to light screens and filters for qualifying the light

falling on the sensitive plate, especially in landscape photo-
graphy, where the actinic values of the light from the sky
and from the foreground are markedly different. The screen
may be tinted with a non-actinic colour at one edge and graded
off to white at the other edge ; or it may be graded from a
colour of low actinic value at one edge to a colour of high
actinic value at the other edge. To prevent lack of uni-

formity in the colouring, a uniformly coloured screen may
le used, the gradation being obtained by varying the thick-

ness. Thus a solid coloured glass prism may be employed, or
hollow glass filled with liquid. To counteract the effect of
dispersion or distortion, another prism of clear glass is placed
adjacent. A modification is de.scribed, in which the thinner
part of the screen is in the middle and the thickest at the
edge, the thickness being graded off from the edge to the
middle.

Note.—Oppositions to the grant of any of the above patents must be
lodged at the Patent OfBce on or before March 7, 1903. except to that
marked *, opijosition to which must be filed on or before March 14
1903.

New Trade Marii Applications.

" OSMAN'S OSOLINE," " OZOIDS," and device (" Ozo " dis-

claimed), for horticultural insecticides, excluding phosphor
pa.ste, for destroying insects, bv C. E. Osman, 132 and 134,
Conmiercial Street, E. 250.124".

" HOOFINE " ("Hoof" disclaimed), for a dressing and pre-

servative for hoofs of horses and other animals, by J. H.
Jones, 7, South Road, Handsworth, Birmingham. 250,521.

"HISTOGENOL" C'Histo", disclaimed), for medicines, by
A. !Mouneyrat, 171, Rue St. .Jacques, Paris, and c/o Haseltine,

Lake and Co., 45, Southampton Buildings, W.C. 249,456.

" BILE BEAN MANUFACTURING CO. " and device of bottle,

for a medicine, by Bile Bean Manufacturing Co., 15, Greek
Street, Leeds. 250,850.

" MOSKOLA," for a medicinal cream and a toilet prepara-

tion, bv A. Kemp and H. C. Hurlbut, 70, Vincent Square,

5.W. 250,570 and 250,571.

" EMMORA," for chemical substances, by J. Birch, 37 and

39, Frederick Street, Rotherham. 251,087.

" UNGORA," for chemical sub.stances, by J. Birch (as above).

251,089.

" RHODIA,'' for chemical substances, by Societe Chimique

des Usines du Rh6ne (Anciennement Gilliard, P. Monnet et

Cartier), St. Fons, near Lyon, and c/o Mewburn, Ellis, and

Pryor, 70, Chancery Lane, W.C. 251,149.

" TABLOID," for instruments, apparatus, and contrivances,

not medicated, for surgical or curative purposes, or in relation

to the health of men or animals, by H. S. Wellcome, trading

as Burroughs- Wellcome and Co., Snow Hill Buildings, Hol-

born Viaduct, E.G. 251,285.

" PRESERVALINE " ("Preserve" disclaimed), for food pre-

servatives, by Preservaline Manufacturing Co., 41 and 43,

Warren Street, New York, and c/o W. P. Thompson and Co.,

6, Lord Street, Liverpool. 247,370.

"OXADE" ("Ox" disclaimed), for food substances, by Lie-

big s Extract of Meat Co., Ltd.. 9, Fenchurcb Avenue, E.G.

251,176.

"COUNTRY GIRL," for perfumery, by A. Dyson, Ltd., 67,

Grainger Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne! 249,898.

" DALMET " and device of two men's heads, for a prepara-

tion for promoting growth of the hair, by A. Rateau, 42,

Gray's Inn Road, W.C. 250,304.

" CLEO," for a hair preparation, by Sophie Lingwood, 28,

Orchard Road, Kingston-on-Thames. '250,638.

" SEA-RILLA." for perfumery, by P. Hawkins, 4, Quay

Road, Bridlington. 251,141.

" GLYQUA," for perfumery, by Allen and Hanburys, Ltd.,

Plough Court loombard Street, E.G. 251,355.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thuesdat, Febeuaby 5, 1903.

It can liardly be said Uiat any very great improvement has

manifested itself in the demand for Drags and Chemicals during

tlie past week, witli the exception tliat at to-day's Drug Auc-
tions a comparatively good buying spirit was shown; it can

only be hoped that the apparent improvement will be main-

tained. The only event of any importance which has taken

place during tlie week has been a reduction in price of Codeine,

caused, it is stated, by outside competition from a Continental

source. Opium and Morixliine steady. Cod Liver Oil again

much dearer. Quicksilver and Mercurials unchanged, as also

are Bromides, Iodides, and Refined Camphor. Linseed Oil dearer,

while Turjjentine is again on the move upwards. Sulphonal and
Phenacetin are being offered at starvation prices. Quinine

steady, in spite of the larger Bark shipments from Java for

the month of January, which have been isince advised in correc-

tion of telegram previously received. We give below a few-

current quotations for some articles of interest.

ACETANILIOE—Dull and slow of sale at 8d. to lO^d. per lb.,

according to quantity and make.
ACID BORACIC —Crystals, 22s. ;

powder, 24s.

ACID CITRIC—Firm at lljd. to Is. per lb. for crystals,

in 5 cwt. casks.

ACID TARTARIC—Very firm at Is. per lb. for English, and
lUd. to lljd. per lb. for foreign.

ALUM.—Lump, £5 12s. 6d. ;
grounS. £6 per ton.

ANTIMONY—L'lichanged at £28 to £29 per ton for Regulus,

and at £13 to £14 for Japan crude (Black Sulphide).

ASHES—Dearer. Pots : Montreal, 28s. ; New York, 27s. ;

pearls, 40s.

BENZOLE.—50-per cent, prompt London, B^d. ; 90 per cent.

lOd.

BORAX.—Crystals, 13s. per cwt. ; powder, 14s.

BROMIDES—Are steady at unchanged price.

CAMPHOR.—The monopoly price for crude Formosa has been

advanced 5s. per cw"t. to 155s. and pressed 2s. 6d. per cwt. to

167s. 6d. English refiners still quote on basis of 2s. 3d. per lb.

CHLORATE OF POTASH.—Price is nominally 2|d. per lb. for

both crystals and powder. There are, however, sellers at a

tangibly lower figure.

CINCHONA BARK.—It appears that there was a not un-

important error in the telegram giving the bark shipments for

January. The shipments at Java during January were

828,000 Amsterdam lb. (corrected), against 975,000 Amster-
dam lb. hi^ year and 1,000,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1901.

CODEINE.—In consequence of continued outside competition

from. the Continent, makers here reduced pHoe lOd. per oz., to

10s. for the pure Alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL.—Market has further advanced, and it is re-

ported that 250s. per barrel has been paid for non-freezing 1902

od, with very little available even at this enormous price.

Reports as to the prospects of the fishings continue varied, but
on the whole decidedly unfavourable.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Firm On basis of 75s. to 76s. per

cwt. for first white crystals on the spot; 77s. for powder,
79s. for foreign. 95 per cent, powder, and 82s. per cwt. for 98

per cent.

IODIDES.—The combined makers maintain their quotations.

Japan is. however, still underselling.

MENTHOL.—Kobayashi brand is still obtainable at 25s. 6d.

to 26s. per lb., according to quantity and holder.

MORPHINE—Quiet, hut Steady, at 4s. per oz. for the Hydro-
chlorate Powder.
NITRATE OF SODA.—On the spot, refined, £9 10s. ; ordi-

nary, £9 7s. 6d.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil has been very

firm and fullv 5s. dearer, closing steadv. London spot pii>es

quoted £24 '

15s., barrels £24 15s., "month £24 10s. to

£24 12s. 6d., March-April £23 5s. paid. May-Aug. is £22 5s.

to £22 7s. 6d.. Sept. -Dec. £21 15s. to £21 17s. 6d. Hull

7s. 6d. to 10s. dearer; naked spot £24, month £23 15s.,

March-April £22 2s. 6d., May-Aug. £21 10s. Rape Oil

steady : Ordinarv Brown on the spot barrels £23, March-April

£23. English Refined spot £24 5s. Ravison spot £21, March-

April £21 naked. Cotton Oil firm : London Crude spot

£21 5s., March-April £21 5s, Refined spot £22 15s. to £24.

Hull naked Refined spot £21, March-April £21 5s., May-Aug.

£21 10s. Crude spot £20 5s., March-April £20 5s., May-Aug.
£20 10s. Olive Oil: Mogador £31, Spanish £31 to £53,
Levant £31. Cocoanut Od easier : Ceylon spot £28, afloat

£26 c.i.f., Feb. -March £25 17s. 6d. c.i.f., March-May sold at

£25 15s. c.i.f. Cochin spot £35, March-May £26 15s. c.i.f.

Mauritius spot £28 to £28 10s. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot

quoted £28. Cantor Oil firm: Belgian, Jan. -June, firsts,

£22 10s.
;

seconds, £20. Barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2i
per cent, discount. Hull made—Prompt or Feb. -June delivery,

firsts, £22 10s. per ton
;

seconds, £20 per ton ;
July-Sept,

deliveries, firsts, £22 15s. per ton ;
seconds, £20 10s. per ton.

Barrels included, delivered free, ex-wharf, London, less 2i per

cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 to

£7 5s., Black'£5 15s. to £6. Russian Black £5 5s. to £5 IDs.,

pale £6 15s. to £7. Turpentine dearer : American spot

42s. 9d. to 43s., March-April 43s. to 45s. 3d., May-June 41s.,

May-Aug. 59s. to 39s. 3d., July-Dec. 37s. 6d., Sept.-Dec.

37s. 6d. Petroleum Oil quiet : Russian spot 4id. to 4|d.

American spot S^d. to Sfd., Water White 7id. to J|d.
Petroleum Spirit: American ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d.

OPIUM.—Market is quiet and unchanged at steady prices,

thwe having- practically been nothing doing in the article here

during past few days.

PHENACETIN—Is being ha-wked round at 3s. 3d. per lb. tor

both cry.stals and powder in quantity and bulk packing.

QUICKSILVER—Is unchanged at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle

from the importer ; nothing offering from secondhand.

QUININE.—Makers still quote Is. l^d. per oz. for B&b and

Brunswick Sulphate for 1,000 oz. lot« in 100 oz. tins, while

in the speculative market price remains fairly steady at Is.

per oz. for spot delivery. , „

,

SENEGA ROOT—Is slow of sale at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 9d. per lb.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Firm. Gray, 24 per cent.,

London prompt, £12 10s.; Hull prompt, £12 8s. 9d. to

£12 10s. Leith prompt, £12 12s. 6d. Beckton, Jan.-April,

£12 12s. 6d. Beckton terms prompt, £12 10s.

SULPHATE OF COPPER—Strong. Spot, £18 10s. to

£21 10s
SULPHONAL—Continues to be offered by the makers at very

low price, sav, down to 4s. 4d. per lb. for crystals or powder in

bulk \

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day"s public sales passed off with a good spirit, and a

good demand was shown for most articles. The catalogues,

mostlv fairly lengthy, were fifteen in number. Jamaica Sarsapa-

rilla realised Is. 2d. to Is. 3d. per lb., and native Jamaica

U^d. to Is. 5d., this latter price having been paid for a bale

of fine i-ed colour. A few bales of Rio Ipewvcuanha sold at

6s i>er lb. #hile Cirtagena wa.s held for 4s. 5d. Cardamoms

soid at about parity of kiite rates, the offerings not bemg very

considerable ; Seeds were generally held at above buyers views,

a few lots selling at Is. 3d. per lb. for fair quality. Cascara

Sirsrada of 1901 crop was held for 57s. 6d. per cwt., and otner

lots of two-year-old bark for 60s., both nett, and gross for

nett Oil Eucalvptus testing 68 to 70 per cent, of Eucalyptol

was held for ls."'6d. per lb. Orange Peel :
Thin-cut Malta ot

old crop sold cheaply at 2d. to 2id. per lb., while bright new

crop, thin cut, sold at 6d. to 8d. Jalap: 13 bags,

offered without reserve, sold cheaply at 6d. per lb. Rhubarb

aood bright flat high-dried sold at 9d. per lb., rough

Canton pickings at lOd., and fair bold Shensi, greyish fracture,

at 2s per lb. Gamboge fine pipe was held for £25 per cwt ,

but 2 cases good sottish blockv pipe sold comparatively cheap v

at £18. Gxtm Myrrh was very scarce, and good sorts were held

for 90s. per- cwt.' Buchu Leaves, good green rounds, wei^ held

for lid per lb., at which a few bales sold, slightly yellowish

^litto fetching lOd. Clriretta sold at l^d. per lb. Ca«sia Oil,

a considerable quantity of which was offei'ed without reseive,

ciold at ffis. 6d. to 2s. 7d. per lb. for 78 per cent. Cinammic

Aldehyde, and at 2s. 5d. to 2s. 6d. for 70 per cent Cajeput 0:1

:

50 cases were also offered without reserve, and sold at 2s M. to

2s 3d per lb. Japan Peppermint Oil : 44 cases dementlwyli.sed

were offered ^vithout reser^-e, 2 ca.ses being kobayashi, which

sold at 9s. 3d. per lb., the remainder, of various brands, selling at

from 8s. to 8s. 6d. per lb. Aloes: 72 c^ses Cape were offered

the fine bright hard selling at 58s. to 38s. 6d. per cwt. OtJier

gi-ades at from 36s. down to 21s. 6d., accm-ding to quality.
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COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Thomas Ness, Limited.—THis company has been registered

wiih. a capital of £20,000 in £1 shares, to take ov& the business

of chemical manufacturers and tar distillers carried on at Black
Banks, near Darlington, as " The Executors of Thomas Ness."

The Ozomatic Syndicate, Limited.—This company has been
registere<l with a capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, to adopt and
carry out an agreement with James Stewart, chemist, and to

cirry on the manufacture and sale of ozomatic cure. Registei'ed

office, 115, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

F. Tierney, Limited. — This company was registered on
January 27, with a capital of £1,000 in"£l shares, to acquire

the business carried on at !Mai-ple and Rouiiley. Cheshire, by
H. G. Hyde, under the style of Tierney. and to carry on the

business of chemist^s, druggists, drysiilters, etc. No initial

public issue. Registered without articles of association. Re-

gi^ered office, 30, Stockport Road, Romiley, Cheshire.

Varilla, Limited.—This company has been registei^ed with
a capital of £2,000, in 1,000 preference and 1,000 ordinary
shares of £1 each, to take over the business of the manufacture
and sale of an embroc<ition called Varilla, now canied on by
WilUam Simpkin, 5, Bonnybank Road, Dundee, and the right

to manufacture and deal in certain medicinal prejtarations

known as Varilla and all kinds of medicines, medical prepara-

tions, and drugs. Registered office, 5. Bonnybank Road,
Dundee.

Harvey's Glaze, Limited.—This company was registered on
Janua.iy 24, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shai-es, to acquire

til© business carried on by W. B. Harvey, at 123, Brudenell

Road, Leeds, and to carry on the business of drysalters, general

t-hemists, soap, starch, blue, glazing paste, and disinfectant

manufacturers. No initial public issue. The first directors (to

number not less than tlwee nor more than five) are W. B.

Harvey, W. C. Robinson, and T. B. Gritfin. Qualification,

100 ordinary shares. Remuneration as fixed by the company.
Registered office, 60, Tenninus Cli^mbers, 6, Holborn Viaduct,

E.G.

Mandall and Co., Limited.—This company has just been
registered with a capital of £15,000, in £5 shares, to take ovei

th6 business carried on by E. Mandall at Tower Works and
133, High Street, Stockton-on-Tees, as Mandall and Co., and
at 16, Wharf Street, Stockton-on-Tees, as the Buckle Printing

Co., and to carry on the busines.s of wholesale and retail

chemists, druggists, patent medicine vendors, drysalters, oil

and colour merchants, manufacturing and wholesale confec-

tioners, dealers in photographic, surgical, and scientifio

apparatus and materials, stationers, printers, etc. No initial

public issue. The number of directors is to be two. The first

are E. Mandall and R. Jewitt. Qualification £5. Remunera-
tion as fixed by the company. Registered office. Tower Works,
Tower Street, Stockton-on-Tees. It may be of interest to add
that the proprietary remedy, " Licoricine," is owned by Messi's.

Mandall and Co.

Lennox, Benton, and Reynolds, Limited. —This company
was registered on January 23, with a capital of £5,000 in £1
shares (3,000 preference), to acquire the business of Lemiox,
Reynolds, and Fyfe, Limited, to adopt an agreement with the

•old company and its liquidator, and to carry on the business

of chemical' electrical, or metallurgical engineers, manufactur-
ing chemis-ts, etc. No initial public issue. The first directors

(to number not less than two nor more than five) are R. N.
Tjennox, C. H. Benton, and K. L. Reynolds. Qualification,

£200. The preference shareholders may nominate one direc-

lor, and each holder of 800 ordinaiy shares may also nominate
one. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered

office, Rosebank Works, Macmurdo Road, Fulham. SW.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIP DISSOLVED.
William John Fisk and. Edgar Charles Fisk, dentists, of 181,

High Road, Kilburn ; Street Lodge, Watford ; and Glenthome,

Great Berkhampstead. W. J. Fisk will continue the business

in his own name atWatford and Berkhampstead, and debts du«
in connection with the business at those places will be received

and paid by him. E. C. Fisk will continue the business at 181,

High Road, Kilburn, and debts due in connection with that

business will be received and paid by him.

RECEIVING ORDER IN BANKRUPTCY.
Andrew Mitc^hell, trading as Mitchell and Co., chemists and

druggists. Parsonage Street, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

EDINBURGH GAZETTE NOTICE.

EXAMINATION.
ilrs. Ada Steers, or Miller, residing at Sandy Lodge, Nairn,

wife of Alexander Urquhart Miller, chemist, Nairn, will be
examined in the Sheriff Court House at Nairn, on February 10,

at a quarter to twelve o'clock. Creditors meet in the office of

William Laiiig, solicitor, Nairn, on February 18, at twelve
noon.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re John White, Chemist and Druggist, Rotherhain.
The Official Receiver (Mi'. J. C. Clegg), on Wednesday,

January 28, presided over a meeting of the creditors of John
White, chemist, 75, Masborough Street, Rotherham, held at
his offices at Sheffield. Mr. J. B. Kesteven is solicitor for the
debtor. The unsecured debts amounted to £142 lis. 7d., and
there is £13 12s. 2d. owing to preferential creditors, the defi-

ciency being £61 3s. lid. The causes of the failure are given
a.3 " bad trade, illness of wife, comi)etition, and want of

capital." Debitor commenced business at Rotherham in 1880
at 97, Masborough Street. He had then £250 capital, but in

1895 he had to execute a deed of assignment, under which he
paid 5s. in the pound. The business was sold by the trustee
under the deed to relatives, who put debtor into the place as
nianager, at a salarj' of 27s. per week. In June, 1896, the
business was transferred to the present address, and debtor
agreed to purchase it. Since that date he has carried it on
on his own account. The Official Receiver, in his observations,
says debtor has known of his insolvency since 1895. The case
is being dealt with summarily.

Re Edward Walter Folkes, Manufacturer's Agent, Ramsgate.
Under the failure of Edward Walter Folkes, manufacturer's

agent, of 1, Highland Terrace, RaniiSgate, oari-ying on businessi

as T. Drew and Co., the statement of affairs shows unsecured
liabilities expected to rank for dividend amounting to
£644 4s. Id. The assets are estimated to produce £32 7s. 7d.,

leaving the deficiency of £611 16s. 6d. The receiving order was
made on the debtor's petition, and he has been adjudicated a
bankrupt upon his own application. The bankrupt commenced
business as a chemist's sundriesman in 1897 at 188, Fleet
Street, London. The business, which was carried on under
the style of Pelham's Medicine Company, was commenced with
a capital of £250, and was carried on for about a year, and
was then disposed of to a company for £2,000, of which £500
was to have been paid in cash and the remainder in shares.

The cash was not paid, and after the companj had carried on
business for about six months as Pelham's, Limited (the bank-
laipt being the managing director) the landlord distrained,

and the whole of the effects belonging to the company were
sold. He afterwards commenced business under the style of

J. Drew and Co. (in the receiving order stated to be T. Drew:
and Co.). The business consisted in advertising for agents
for the sale of a fountain pen, the conditions being that each
agent was to buy a pen for 10s. and to write to five different

persons each day (except Sunday), requesting such persons to

become, in their turn, agents on similar terms, the bankrupt
agreeing to pay to each agent who accepted these terms a

salary of 10s. a week and 3s. a week for postages. Of the 882
creditors now scheduled 858 are for claims due from the bank-
rupt to the agents for the sale of the foimtain pens. With
the exception of the sum of £11 15s. cash in hand there are

practically no assets, and, as far as the Official Receiver has

been able to ascertain, there does not appear to be any pro-

bability of sufficient assets coming in hand to provide a divi-

dend.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

IxFOKMATioN required by readers will be published in this column as

early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,

even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.

Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on ihe same subject. When formulue-

are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,

17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Series of Formulae (L. D. E.--84/30).—Ihey have not been

reprinted.

Aqua Bromoformi (J. F. S.—84/23).—Dissolve bromoform,
1 minim, in vyater, 2 fl. ounces, by shaking well.

Poppy Seed (C. G. P.—84/21),—The seedsloull be sown in

April. It requires a rich soil and much moisture.

Second-Hand Books (T. J.—84/29).—H. Kimpton, 13, Fur-
nival Street, London, B.C., and H. G. Grattan, 17, Borough,
London, S.E.

Filling Gelatin Capsules (W. J. S.—84/26).—You do not say

what method you have tried. Consult MacEwan's ' Pharma-
ceutical Formulas.'

Smart Weed (E. J. K.—84/22).—It is the Polygonum hydro-

piper (Polygonacete), particulars regarding which you will find

in King's ' American Dispensatory '

Carbolised Resin (J. P. S —84/23).—We have not, so far, been
able to find any formula for carbolised resin. Perhaps some
reader of the Journal can oblige.

Tinctures in Prescriptions (W. A. S.—84/28).—If the pre-

scriptions have been written since the present Pharmacopoeia
was published, it is probably intended that the formulae of that
work should be followed.

Side- Lines (T. B.—176/20).—The insertion of the note to

which you refer was due co an inadvertence which we regret.

It is doubtful if any useful purpose can be served by publishing
your present communication.

Mercury Ointment (B. W. E.—84/25).—The label must indi-

cate clearly that the article sold is mixed, and not in accordance
with the B.P. standard. See the reports cf the recent Stafiord-

shire cases in the P.J. of January 10 and January 17 last.

Volcanic Ammonia (W. W.—84/24).—It is a very pure form
of ammonia which occurs in volcanic districts, and is obtained
as a bye-product in the manufacture of borax. Crude boric
acid, as imported, is said to contain from 5 to 10 per cent, of

ammonium salts, chiefly in the form of sulphates.

Egyptian Mummy Wheat (C. B. B.—84/27).—Wheat, which
has been enclosed with the mummies originally, will not
germinate. There did exist a popular belief that wheat found
in ancient sepulchres in Egypt would germinate after the lapse
of three thousand years ; but experiments made some forty
years ago dissipated the hypothesis. Ears, ostensibly obtained
from mummy wheat, have probably sprung from grain acci-
dentally contained in the mould into which the former was
sown, or from recent wheat placed in the sarcophagi by Arabs.

Corrections.

The Willow-Bark Case.—At page 49, column 1, delete line 32,
and at line 35 for " French " reach " Flemish "

; column 2,
lines 14, 16, etc., for " wada " read " weda," and at line 43, for
" larascope" read " polariscope."

BIRTH.

Wandless.—At Whitehaven, on January 27, th3 wife of W
Hoo'd Wandless, chemist and druggist,, of a son.

OBITUARY.

Calvert.—On January 26, Robert Calvert, Pharmaceutical
Chemist, Stokesley. Aged 54. Mr. Calvert at onetime carried

on a successful business in Stokesley, and was highly respected
in the district. He retired into private life about ten years
ago, and during the last few months had been confined to the
house owing to illness. On Monday, January 26, he was found
by his medical attendant in bed with his throat cut.

Greaves.—On January 29, Henry Eldred Greaves, Chemist
and Druggist, Ironville. Aged 32. Mr. Greaves had charge
of a branch shop owned by his father at Pinxton, and was in

the habit of returning to Ironville each evening from Codnor
Park on the Great Northern Railway, but on Thursday,
January 29, his dead body was found on the six-foot way of the
Midland Railway. Anxiety had lately existed as regards Mr.
Greaves' mental condition.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

The Photo-Miniatuee, November, 1902. Vol. IV. No. 44.

Colouring Photographs. Pp. 353-400. Price 6d. London :

Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd., 6, Farringdon Avenue, E.G. From
the Publishers.

Subject List of Wobks om General Science, Physic;
Sound, Music, Light, MicEOScopy, and Philosophicai.
Instruments in the Library of the Patent Office. Pp.
183. Price 6d. London : Patent Office, 25, Southampto.j
Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. 1903. From the Publishers.

Die Rohstoffe des Pflanzenreiches. By Dr. Julius
WiESNER. Nos. 11 and 12. Vol. II. Pp. 801-1027. Price,

10 M. Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1903. From ih^
Publishers.

The Figt-res. Facts, and Formul.?; of Photograi'hy, aniv

Guide to Their Practical Use. Edited by H. Snowdex
Ward. Pp. 166. Price Is. net. London : Dawbarn and
Ward, Limited, 66, Farringdon Avenue, E.G. 1903. From the
Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal,' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the currenc week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, it specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London.
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must b&
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied bj
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no-guarantee can be given thai
they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,
though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-
mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Formul.'E should be written with extra care, all systematic
names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used
to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce afl

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

I.ETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COH-
MuMiCAXluNS Have been received from Messrs. Atkins, Baker,
Barker, Bates, Bateson, Bewglass. Black, Brit!o"i Broidhead, Burrell,

Catford, Coleman, Cowley, Drane, Egelund, Evaus, Kinlayson, Gadd,
Gledhill, Gray, Heaford, Hill, Hood, Hyslop, Ince, James, Johnson, Jones,
Kirkby, Liverseege, Macdonald, Macfarlan, Nelson, Orton, Perry,
Priestley, Samuel, Shaw, Spurway, Swaffln, Trick, Umney, Waddington,
Walker, Winstanley, Wyatt, Young.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

New Method of Producing Hamolysis.

Ruffer and Crendiropoulo find by experiments conducted in

the Port Vieux Laboratory, Alexandria, that if the urine of a

lealthy man be injected two or three times subcutaneously

mto a rabbit, the serum of this rabbit acquires a marked

haemolytic action on human red blood corpuscles.

—

B. M. J.,

2,195, 190.

Iron Cacodylate in Anaemia.

Vangeon finds that ferric cacodylate, Pe2[O As-(CH,,)3]cFe.20a.

;ontaining 45 per cent, of ferric oxide, and 32 per cent, of

arsenic, to be a valuable remedy in the treatment of anaemia

ind chlorosis. The large proportion of iron present allows the

iompound to be prescribed in convenient doses, whereas in the

>rdinary combinations of iron and arsenic, the latter pre-

lominates, so that a full dose of iron cannot be given. Basic

ron cacodylate is given in doses of § to J grain, and may be

kdministered either by the mouth or hypodermically. In tl e

atter case a solution containing 3 Mgm. per C.c. should be em-

)loyed. Apart from transient pain and smarting, this injection

;ives rise to no local trouble or constitutional disturbance.

—

3. M. J. Epit., 2/1 902, 82.

iey/ Ammonio-Mangantc Phosphate.

P. Barbier has obtained a new combination of phosphoric

kCid with ammonium and manganese, which differs from the

eddish violet phosphate of Gmelin, and to which he attributes

he formula (NHjj.jMn.jP^Ou. It is obtained by mixing

ogether precipitated manganese dioxide, 1, and diammonium
)hosphate, 4, with sufficient water to make a paste. Heat is

applied, at first gently, then of sufficient intensity to melt the

kmmonium salt. The mass gradually dries, and assumes a

'iolet tint ; it is then thoroughly moistened with sufficient

)bosphoric acid, and heating is continued with constant

igitation, until the whole mixture acquires a fine violet colour,

^fter cooling, the residue is vyashed with cold water until the

vashings are free from phosphoric acid. The new compound
s thus obtained as a pulverulent violet substance. It is

egarded as ammonio-manganic dipyrophosphate.

—

Comptes

end., 135, 1,169.

Viburnum Prunifolium.

W. Mitlacher communicates an article on the structure and

lODstituents of black haw bark (Viburnum prunifolium, Linn.)

In the cortex and bast-ring groups of stone cells are to be

ound, which, from their axial elongation, bear a considerable

esemblance to bast fibres ; the quantity of such cells varies

ery considerably. Primary bast fibres (pericyclic fibres) are to

le found in young barks, but these are eventually thrown off

)y the formation of secondary phellogen, and older barks

ire devoid of bast fibres. The cells of the cortex and of the

nedullary rays contain a granular substance which is stained

)y alkanna and is converted by caustic potash into an emulsion

sontaining innumerable yellow droplets of oil. The powder is

characterised by the numerous stone cells of varying shape, the

•osette crystals of calcium oxalate and sieve tubes with long

)blique sieve plates. In caustic potash numerous oily globules

nake their appearance. A sample of the bark yielded to petro-

eum spirit 11-156 per cent, of a viscous, dark brown substance,

vhich was completely insoluble in alcohol.—P/mrm. Post.,

J6, 773.

Vol. 70. (Pocbth Sebieb, Voi.. 16.) No. 1703.

Action of Acetylene on Acetates of Mercury.

Burkard and Travers have investigated the compounds pro-

duced by the action of acetylene on mercurous and mercuric

acetates respectively. The mercurous compound is explosive,

and has the formula C.2Hg.2,H20. It resembles the acetylides of

silver, copper, and mercury. The mercuric compound appears

to be a definite basic acetylide of the formula 3C2Hg,2Hg(OH).2,

and is non-explosive. Both compounds yield acetylene when
treated with acids.

—

Proc. Chem. Soc, 18, 183.

Determination of Glycerin in Wine.

A. Trillat gives the following method for the determination

of glycerin in wines. Fifty C.c. of the wine is evaporated in a

silver capsule on the water bath at about 70'' C. until the bulk

is reduced to a third ; 5 Gm. of powdered animal charcoal is

then added, and the evaporation carried to dryness. The dry

residue is rubbed down in a mortar with 5 Gm. of quick-lime.

The resulting powder is transferred to a flask, and well agitated

for several minutes with 30 C.c. of pure acetic ether, free from
alcohol. The liquid is then decanted and filtered, the residue

shaken up with another similar quantity of acetic ether. If

the filtrate be not perfectly clear, it is returned to the filter

until the liquid runs bright. This clear filtrate is collected in a

tared capsule ; when the first and second filtration is complete,

the solvent is evaporated at first on the water-bath, and finally

in the drying oven at a temperature of 60° C, then the clear,

yellow residue is weighed as glycerin. The ash content of this

glycerin does not generally exceed 1 per cent., and in ordinary

circumstances may be neglected. Care must be exercised that

the acetic ether employed be free from water and from alcohol.

—Comptes rend., 135, 903.

Anhydrous Alkaline Hydrosulphites.

Whether the correct formula for sodium hydrosulphifcc be

Na2S204, as first stated by Bernthsen, or Na2H.2S20i as found by
other chemists, is extremely difficult to determine gravi-

metrically, since the weight of the hydrogen molecule is so

small. H. Moissan, however, by synthetising the salt by the

action of sulphurous anhydride on potassium hydride has been

able to collect and measure the gas evolved, and finds it to be

pure hydrogen. His results point to the correctness of the first

formula. Potassium hydrosulphite, K2S2O4, has been obtained

by him by allowing SO2 to come in contact, very slowly, with

potassium hydride. The white mass thus formed, with the

evolution of two atoms of hydrogen, is dissolved in oxygen-free

water, from which solution it orystallises in fine acicular

needles. Unless the SO2 be very gradually introduced into the

tube containing the potassium hydride, incandescence, or even

explosion, may result, with the formation of sulphides and sul-

phates. Sodium hydrosulphite, Na.2S204, is prepared in a

similar manner, with sodium hydride, but the reaction between

this compound and sulphurous anhydride takes place with

such energy, that unless the gas be diluted with hydrogen, sul-

phides and sulphates are formed. It crystallises in two forms

—

in prisms and in acicular needles ; the latter have the constitu-

tion Na.2S.2O42H.2O. Lithium hydride also gives a hydrosul-

phite with SO2, but reaction is much slower and a gentle heat is

necessary to complete the combination. Calcium and strontium

hydrides combine, but although care has to be observed in the

first introduction of the gas, it is necessary to increase the

pressure towards the end of the operation in order to ensure

complete combination. The reaction in all the above cases is

represented by that of potassium hydride, 2KH -|- 2SO2 =
K2S-204 + H2. All the hydrosulphites are niost powerful re-

ducing agents.

—

Comptes rend , 135, 647.
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Salicylates of Cinchona Alkaloids.

These are obtained by heating a chloroform solution of the

alkaloid with salicylide or salioyl chloride in an autoclave to

150" C. These esters are entirely tasteless and possess the com-

bined actions of their constituents.

—

Germ. Patent, 137,207i

Bayer and Co,

Glycogen from Yeast.

Harden and Young report that the glycogen obtained from

yeast appears to be identical with animal glycogen in composi-

tion and optical activity. Samples of glycogen from rabbit

liver, from oysters, and from yeast were all found, after drying

at 100° in a vacuum over phosphorus pentoxide, to have the

composition CuHiqOs and not GCuHioOg + H.2O. Glycogen dried

in air at the same temperature always retained a certain

amount of water.

—

Proc. Cliem. Soc, 18, 182.

Decomposition of Water Vapour by the Electric Spark.

When electric sparks are passed through water vapour, the

decomposition which takes place is considerable. The products

of decomposition are partly separated from one another, and
take up different positions in the tijbe. Chapman and Lidbury
consider that tlie separation which occurs cannot be entirely

accounted for by electrolysis for the following reasons :— (1)

Hydrogen collects at both electrodes, and oxygen in the middle
of the spark gap. (2) The hydrogen which collects at the

cathode is very largely in excess of that required by Faraday's
law.

—

Proc, Chem. Soc, 18, 183.

Localisation of Phosphates in the Sugar Cane.

As very little work has been done with regard to the position

of mineral constituents in plants, Sprankling selected the sugar
cane as a convenient plant to ascertain the position of the
phosphates therein. Equal portions of three sound canes were
thoroughly dried, and after being ground to a fine powder,
weighed quantities were ignited. The ash in each case was
extracted with dilute nitric acid, and the final ignited residue
taken to be silica ; the phosphates in the nitric acid solution
were determined. From the results of his experiments, the
author concludes that (a) phosphates are immediately absorbed
by the roots of the plant, (b) These phosphates are rapidly
transferred to the upper parts of the plant, (c) A quantity of
phosphates is stored in the upper portions and leaves of the
cane, {d) The silica is transferred regularly to the leaves, and
there stored.—P7 0C. Chem. Soc, 18, 193.

Anti°Morphine Serum.

Hirschlaff prepares a serum from rabbits which have been
treated with morphine, and claims that this product is capable
of acting as an antidote to morphine when injected into an
animal to which a poisonous dose of morphine has been ad-
ministered. This is analogous to the behaviour of anti-
diphtheritic and other curative serums, ;in which it is believed
that antitoxin bodies are 'produced capable of neutralising the
effect of the toxic substances of disease organisms, the animal
from which such serums are withdrawn having been rendered
immune by long continued treatment with small doses of the
toxic substances. Experiments with the anti-morphine serum
have been made with rabbits which, it is stated, can bear a toxic
dose of morphine if previously injected with 1-5 C.c. of the
serum; while patients with the morphine habit can, after
treatment with the serum, reduce their usual dose of morphine
to even less than half, without the usual symptoms of abstinence
from the drug making their 'appearance.—Be?Z. Klin. U'schr.,

1902, 49 and 50 ; through PJvarm. Zeif., 1902, 1,008.

Pseudocymopterus Anisatus.

This plant, a native of the Western States of N. America, has
been examined by Brandel, who obtained a volatile oil of a distinct

anise odour, having about the same sp. gr. 0 978 (20^ C.) as

anise, star anise, and fennel oils. But the oil does not crystal-

lise at a low temperature, probably owing to the presence of

methyl-chavicol. The yield of oil is about 4 Gm. from the

whole plant —Scliimmel, Bericht, 1902, 75.

Amount of Oxygen Necessary to Form Chlorophyll.

It was shown by Palladin that etiolated leaves takea ofi a

plant will only form chlorophyll if aeration is very consider-

able, when the O is iu excess of tJie amoimt required for respira-

tion. With a .similar purpose experimsnts k&ve been made by

M. J. Fricdel with etiolated plants of Lcpidium and Phaaeolus.

The seedlings were stiirted in ^;he dark, and when sufficientlj

grown were brought to the light, some in air at the ordinary

pressure, others in air at a pressure of about 1/5 atmosphere.

The latter remained almost entirely etiolated, while the former

turned green. Experiments were then made substituting pure

oxygen for air at the low presisure. Seedlings in this gas de-

veloped chlorophyll exactly as under normal conditions. These
results suggest that it is a lack of oxygen and not the low pre-

.sure of the air whioh iniiibits the formation of chlorophyll.—

Comptcs rend., 13 5, 1 063.

Fatty Acids of Oil of Elaeococca Vernicia.

Cloez first showed that the oil of Elaococca obtained by
expression, or by treatment with ether, contains a glyceride

of a fatty a-cid, melting at 48° C, to which he attributed the

foi-mula Ci^Hj^Oj and named eJaeomargaric acid. If, how-

evea-, the oil be extracted by CSj an isomer of this acid is

obtamed, whioh Cloez named elseostearic acid; this melts at

71° C. L. Maquenne lias reinvestiga/ted the subject, and, in

the main, confirms the obsei-vations of Cloez, but finds that

the cause of the transformation of the lower melting acid into

the solid foim is due, not to CSj, but to the trace of sulphur

which is genierally present in that solvent. A trace of that

metalloid is sufRcient to bring about the transformation.

M;iqueime also finds that the formula CjgHjoOj is more correct

for these acids, which are stereo-isomers, and he suggests that,

since the nomenclature of Cloez is misleading, that they should

be termed a-elaeostearic acid (m.p. 48° C.) and /3-eIaeostearic

acid (m.p. 71° C).

—

Comptcs rend., 135, 696.

Fungal Symbiont in the Darnel.

What appears to be a very distinct form of symbiosis is

described by E. M. Freeman in a paper presented to the

Royal Society. Inside the fniit of the darnel, Lolium temu-

lentum, in the cells just exterior to the aJeurone layer, a weft

of fungal hyphae may often be observed. Recent investigations

have led to the discovery of another patch of hyphae in the

cells abutting on the scutellum. From tliis spot, as the embryo

develops, tlije fungus may be observed to spread intercelMarly

through the seedlmg and the mature plant, until finally it takes

up in the ovule a definite position on the inner sid© of the

embryo-sac. Here it persi.st.s as an infection layer, from which

it can start again and pa«s into the darnel of the next genera-

tion. No traces of spores or sclexotium appear to 1» formed

by the fungnxs, but the vegetative mycelium persists frcMM

generation to generation of the Lolium. Hyphse have beeji

traced in other forms of the genus, and the possibility of cross-

infection points to the identity of the fungi. The symbiotio

nature of the association is demonstrated by the sterility of

the fungus^ and by the germination coefficient and tlie size of

grains produced bv infected plants.

—

Itoyal Society Proceedings^

71, 27.
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THE STANDARDISATION OF DRUGGISTS.

BY H. WIPPELL GADI>, F.C.S.

" The need of the nation is not that members of the artisan

ass may have the opportunity of acquiring University

agrees, but that the great bulk of the nation shall work at the

Lme tasks as their forefathers, only with increased intelligence

id more highly developed craftsmanship." These words of

rofessor Pearson, recently quoted in the Pharmaceutical

mrnal, with but little adaptation would well describe the

leal of pharmaceutical education. A University degree is or

lould be the hall-mark of general culture, and is misapplied

hen given for proficiency in craftsmanship or even applied

sience. Pharmaceutical education is essentially technical, for

1 agree that the necessary examination in scholastic subjects

lould be passed before apprenticeship begins.

The examination of druggists is akin to the estimation of

rugs ; but both are unsatisfactory unless the processes of manu-

icture are perfected. The usual method of manufacturing

harmacists is practical apprenticeship, followed by a collegiate

)urse, more or less prolonged, until the finished article is

3clared to be of the nature and substance demanded. To
erfect the method the two processes should be concurrent. It

manifestly absurd that the embryonic pharmacist should

send three or four years in handling drugs, manufactur.

ig galenicals, and dispensing physic, and at the end of

aat time make his first acquaintance with the principles

nderlying the practices, and the facts concerning the products

or would it be easy to reverse the method and to insist on the

;udent -Studying theory before practice, and laying up a store

E knowledge concerning substances which he had seldom seen

ad never used. But, if the student passes continually from

16 shop to the lecture room and from the laboratory to the

ispensing counter, he will gain information concerning drugs

'hilst he is handling them, and see many practical examples of

le truths he is learning. From the very first the student

eeds guidance in his studies.

The exigences of modern commerce practically prevent most

lasters from imparting much theoretical knowledge to their

upils ; the usual plan being to hand over the Pharmacopoeia,

'ith an intimation that it would be desirable to learn its con-

Jnts by heart. In the first flush of his youthful enthusiasm

lie student may begin to read the monograph on gum acacia,

ut it is doubtful if anyone starting in this fashion ever survived

3 reach the interesting facts which are recorded at the other

nd of the volume concerning ginger. The pedantically exact

inguage necessary in an official work, the constant use o^

eohnical terms, and the references to authorities and books of

i'hich he has probably never heard, combine to make the

olume unintelligible to the uninitiated. The one outstanding

ict that he realises is, that there is no doubt that etymologists

re right in tracing the derivation of the word "drug" to a root

ignifying " dry." On the other hand, there is perhaps no

letter way of starting the study of pharmacy than by learning

I few facts about drugs which the apprentice frequently

landles. Theoretically, it is necessary to have a profound

:nowledge of chemistry and botany before the study of materia

aedica can be begun ;
but, practically, it is better to work

rom the known to the unknown. " Pave the way for a study

if causes by an accurate presentation of facts " is the wise

idvice of a successful teacher. An elementary course on materia

nedica may, therefore, be taken with advantage during the

irst year of apprenticeship. Again, pharmacy, in common with

ither callings, is now so specialised that the dispensing

hemist is rarely the maker of all the pharmaceutical prepara-

ions he uses. As in engineering and other industries, it has

)een found necessary to supplement the workshop training by

instruction given in manual schools, so in pharmacy, where
the manufacture and assay of galenicals and the estimation of

the strength of crude drugs cannot be practised on the com-
mercial scale, these processes must be learnt in a college labora-

tory. Obviously, however, a prolonged course of study will be

necessary, and such work must, therefore, be started in the

early days of apprenticeship. But for all this, and the neces-

sary courses in chemistry, botany and physics, much time will

be needed.

The modern youth, rightly or wrongly, objects to give two or

three hours to close study after spending some ten or twelve

in commercial pursuits, whilst teachers are not anxious to have

pupils who are too jaded by their day's work to take an inti'l-

ligent interest in their studies. Apprenticeship should not,

therefore, imply full-time employment, but any consequent

rise in premiums would be more than repaid by taking the

necessary collegiate course concurrently. Throughout the

country there are now established university and other colleges,

largely supported by public funds, and some of these have

pharmaceutical departments. The machinery is available, why
not use it ?

TRICHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.*
BY F. GOLDBT.

The subject of " Photography in Natural Colours," is one,

whicli, to deal with in a manner adequate to its importance

and interest, would occupy very much more time than we have

at disposal to-night—my few remarks will therefore be directed

in the first place, to make clear as briefly and in as broad a

way as I can, the principles upon which the practice of tri-

chromatic, or three-colour photogi'aphy is based, and its rela-

tion to the popular idea of photography in colour, in the

second to describe the methods of working as gathered from

my own experience, and finally to put before you some exam-

ples of my own lantern slides, supplemented by some inter-

esting specimens of the same class of work bj'' Messrs. Sanger

Shepherd and Co., who are doing much to simplify and

popularise the process.

The pursuit of a process by which photographs can be pro-

duced in the true colours of Nature has occupied photographers

and scientists since the discovery of photography itself. Several

direct methods have been discovered which have yielded more

or less accurate results, the most notable being that of Pro-

fessor Lippman, of Paris ; but no direct method has yet been

found which is sufficiently reliaible and practical for general

everyday use. The process which I have now to describe is an

indirect method, but is capable of producing very accurate and

beautiful results when correctly carried out.

It depend.s cliiefly upon two factors—the first, the theory, since

established as fact, which originated with Sir Isaac Newton,

that the primary colours which go to make up white trans-

mitted light are a particular red, a particular green, and a

particular blue-violet ; the late Professor Clark Maxwell

having been the first to suggest the application of this fact to

the production of colour photographs in 1871, and, the second,

that it is now possible to produce a photographic dry plate

which is sensitive to the light reflected from all colours.

We all know that the ordinary photographic plate, coated

with an emulsion of silver bromide in gelatin, renders colour

values very imperfectly, as exemplified by a photograph con-

taining objects of a blue and a yellow colour, the former ap-

pearing in the positive print much too light in value, and the

latter too dark, this defect being due to the fact that the silver

bromide is excessively sensitive to the violet and ultra violet

' The substance of a lecture delivered before the Pharmaceutical Society

' of Qre." t Brits n, at an Evening Meeting in London, February 10, 1903.

B
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rays of tih© .spectrum, and very insensitive to the yellovr

orange anJ red. In order to overcome this imperfection, certain

aniline dyes are added to tlie emulsion ; these appear to have

the property of combining with the silver bromide to form

organic compounds of silver, which are sensitive to the light

reflected from different colours according to the dyes or combi-

nations of dyes employed. Such plates are generally termed

isochromatic or orthochromatic

—

i.e., like, or correct colour,

a. somewhat misleading term, because of themselves the plates

have nothmg to do with actual rendering of colour, but rather

the luminosity values of colour. Having, then, a plate avail-

able which is capable of rendering these values correctly in

monotone, we can, by taking three separate negatives, one

through a colo ir screen or filter of the primary colour red,

one through a similar filter of a green colour, and the thira

through one of a blue-violet colour', obtain a record in mono-

tone of the negative va.lue of each of the primary colours in

the object photographed. If, then, we produce a positive image

from each negative in the opposite or complementary colour

to that of the filter thi-ough which it was exposed

—

i.e., a olue-

green image from the negative taken through the red filter, a

pink image from that taken thi'ough the green, and a yellow

image from that taken through the blue-violet, and then super-

pose these positive.?, we shall obtain, provided the whole has

been accurately done, a picture in the exact colours of the

original.

An example will perhaps render this more clearly. We have

here a card upon which I have mounted some pieces of coloured

paper—dark-blue, green, yellow, red—and below a strip of

black. We will now show, by the lantern, £lie three nega-

tives obtained by photographing this coloured object through

the three-colour filters as described. The first, taken through

the red filter, represents negatively the red values

—

i.e., the

filter or colour screen has allowed all the light reflected from

the red portions of the subject, to affect the plate, keeping

back that reflected from the other colours. Similarly, the

second negative, taken through the green filter, represents

negatively the green values, and the same applies to the third

negative taken through the blue-violet screen. We have thus

obtained a negative colour record in monotone of each of the

three primary colours contained in this subject. As we have

to obtain from these negative images a positive, or reverse of

the negative, we must also reverse the colours, as I have just

described ; from the negative taken through the red filter we
here show the blue positive obtained ; from the negative througii

the green filter, the pink positive ; and from the negative taken

through the blue-violet filter, the yellow positive ; these being
the colours complementary to those of the filters employed.
Now, on superposing these three positives, we have a fairly

accurate representation of the original.

The process described will apply to the reproduction of any
object or collection of objects in the exact colours of natui-e,

whatever the colours may be.

Now for the working out of this in practice, for the details

of which we are mainly indebted to Mr. Sanger Shepherd, and
also to Messrs. Lumiere. My experience has been chiefly

obtained by the methods originated by Mr. Shepherd. In his

process the plate employed is the Lightning Spectrum plate of

Messrs. Cadett and Neall ; to this plate the colour filters are

accurately adjusted—a necessity if correctness in resufts is

desired.

For lantern transparencies the thi-ee negatives are taken on
one long plate by means of a repeating back, the first through
the red filter, then pushed along till the portion behind the
green filter is in position, and finally pushed .still fa.rther

for the exposure through the blue-violet, the colour filters

being placed immediately in front of the plate. The exposures

must not only be correct for the whole three negatives, but

must also be relatively correct

—

i.e., the ratio between each

should be accurate, so tliat three negatives identical in den-

sity and gradation are secured. These ratio exposure® are

found to vary with, each batch of dry plates, but can be readily

cori-ected by making the three trial exposures upon a subject

with weill-marked high lights and half-tones, such as a piece

of crumpled-up white blotting-paper. I find the exposure

required for a flower study in good diffused light to be from

five to ten lainutes through the red, ascertained by exposing

at same time a fraction tint actinometer, and noting the time

taken to darken till a certain figure becomes visible ; the re-

maining two exposures are then calculated by the ratio given

with the screens, or found by test exposures. The plate must

be developed in a special light, or in absolute darkness, and

the developer most suitable is one of the so-called rapid type,

such as metol or rodinal. The resulting negative should be

soft, of medium density and correct gradation ; hardness is

fatal to good re,sults. It must also be absolutely free from

stain. The blue positive, which governs the density of the

finished product, is produced by first making a lantern slide

in black tone in the ordinary way, by contact with the nega-

tive, taken through the red screen, and converting the image

into one of prussian blue by treating with potassium ferrd-

cyanide and a solution of a ferric salt. The pink aiid yellow

positives are printed together from the negatives taken through

the green and blue-violet screens respectively, upon a film of

gelatino-bromide emulsion which has been sensitised by treat-

ment with potassium bichromate, the silver bromide merely

serving as a visible guide in 'showing a ix>sitive, and helpmg

the disintegration of the film in the removal of the gelatin

unacted upon by light. This is, as you will observe, analogous

to the carbon process, and when the development by warm

water is complete, and the silver bromide has been dissolved

out of the film by hypo, we have remaining an almost in-

visible positive image in relief in pure gelatin upon a thin cellu-

loid support. I should explain that in the exposure of the film

the celluloid—not the coated side—is placed in contact with

the negative, as othei-wise the whole film would, of course, be

washed away in, the subsequent development. These films are

then dyed to the required depth, the one in a pink and the

other in a yellow medium, and when dry registered exactly in

superposition upon the blue lantern plate previously obUined.

The three surfaces are varnished, and, in order to ensure per-

fect union and transparency, are cemented or sealed together

with a layer of Canada balsam between eaoh, and bound up

with a cover-glass as usual.

Messrs. Lumiere's process differs from this in minor points—

in principle it is exactly similar. They employ three separate

plates for the production of the negatives, and the films for

the positives are coated on thin sheets of mica. I find these

latter have a great tendency to separate from the mica sup-

port, and much prefer the celluloid.

On explaining the method by which these colour photo-

graphs are produced I am frequently met with tlie remark,

" Oh ! but that is not photography at all. You use dyes to

get your colours." The obvious reply to this is that one muse

have material of some kind to form the photographic image,

whether .silver in fine deposit, or in some cases organic matter

with silver, platinum, or pigments, as in the carbon process;

and if this process of colour reproduction be not photography,

then neither can a carbon print be a photograph, for it only

differs in a coloured pigment being used to impregnate the

gelatin image instead of transparent dyes.

The time of exposure lias been much lessened by a .special

form of camera, hi which the three negatives can be simu-

taneou.s)y taken by means of reflecting mirror.s, and when *
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lens of wide angular aperture is employed the exposiire neces-

sary may be brought almost to the noniial. I understand

tliat a picture in colour has been obtained in this way of a

seaside subject, when, of course, the light is at its best, in a

fraction of a second, and there seems eveiy jjrospect that photo-

graphs in colour will ultimately be obtained by this method

witli compa'-alively short exposures and simpler apparatus.

The most recent application of this process of three colour

photography is to the production of prints upon a paper STip-

port, and a method which is protected by pateiit has been

devised by 'Mr. Sanger Shepherd, and described by him at a

recent meeting of the Camera Club. The three negatives are

produced as before described, and the three positives from

them on celluloid in gelatin relief, tlie films employed being

specially prepared with haa-d gelatin. Tliese are stained with

the necessary dyes, and applied, successively in register, to a

sheet of damp gelatinised paper, which absorbs the whole of

the colouring matt-ei-, thus yielding a colour photograph in a

single film of gelatin on a pa.per support.

WOMEN AS CHEMISTS.*

BY E. KATHLEEN SPENCEE, M.P.S.

But few ladies at the present time are to be found as

assistants in pharmacies, and still fewer who are practising on

their own account, yet the work is well adapted to women,

and they are well received by the public if able to prove them-

selves thoroughly competent in aU branches of the calling.

The first thing for our would-be chemist is to apprentice

herself to a registered chemist for three years. At the end of

that period, and age permitting, she should be in a position

then, or soon after, to enter for the qualifying examination

which, when passed, will enable her to hold any appointment

as assistant or manageress, or render her eligible to become

mistress of her own pharmacy.

There are good openings for qualified lady chemists who have

gained an efficient knowledge of their work during their three

years' apprenciceship ; but it is quite hopeless for girls who,

without any practical experience, but who having attended

some college and gone through a course for the Apothecaries'

Hall examination, to imagine, as so many do, they are com-

petent to act as assistants to chemists. By their incapability

they bring the whole question of lady assistants into disrepute.

. . . The examination is useful as a stepping-stone to the

Minor, but, not qualifying to sell poisons, is really of little value

to a chemist.

As regards expenditure, so much depends on the capabilities

and opportunities of an individual, no hard and fast sum can be

stated. If an indoor pupil, a premium is usually asked to

cover the expense of board and training for the first twelve or

eighteen months. The remainder of the three years' board

and residence is usually free. A great saving of expenditure

occurs if the chemist to whom a pupil is indentured is able to

read her up for the qualifying examination without the extra

expenditure of college fees, which usually amount to £20 or £30,

exclusive of board and lodging.

Salaries for qualified lady assistants usually amount to £50

or £60 indoors, or £100 to £120 outdoors ; as juniors or

improvers, prior to qualification, the salaries given are usually

small, about £25 indoors. These figures do not, however,

accurately represent a lady's earnings, it being frequently

possible to make considerably more by commission on sales of

photographic apparatus, etc.

The essential qualities are a love of study, particularly of

scientific subjects, which is certainly desirable ; in general

* Abstract of an article in Women's Employment.

business, a pleasant, courteous manner, an artistic eye, neat-

ness and concentration of thought must, if not previously

possessed, be acquired. Then for pecuniary success, good business

capability is distinctly essential.

I have never met a lady who regretted taking up the voca-

tion. The work is of such a varied and fascinating nature it is

well-nigh impossible to tire of it, for while the chemist has the

one drawback of long hours, yet the work is distinctly less

trying than that of a hospital dispensership, and the vocation

better suited for ladies who have not very robust health, than

the latter. Naturally, there are some who fancy the standing

behind a counter to be derogatory. My own experience has

been that the public take one at their own valuation and are

quite able to recognise a gentlewoman in any position.

SOME PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS OF

COD LIVER OIL.*

Gay's Cod-Liver Oil Emulsion.—Cod-liver oil, 500 ;
sugar,

190
;
gum acacia, 5; gum tragacanth, 5 ; infusion of coffee, 200;

rum, 100. Mix the sugar and the gums. Shake up the oil with

the coffee. Add a portion of this liquid to the powders in a

mortar and rub together until an emulsion is formed ; then add

the rum and lastly the rest of the oily mixture. Emulsify by
trituration.

American Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil.— Cod-liveT oil, 800 Gm.

;

decoction of Irish moss (1 : 20), 500 Gm.
;

syrup of tolu,

250 Gm. ; essence of curaijoa, 2 Gm. ; oil of lemon, 1 Gm. ; oil

of coriander, 5 drops ; oil of star anise, 2 drops ; water to pro-

duce 1,600 Gm. Add the oil gradually while emulsifying to the

decoction of Irish moss ; then the syrup, and lastly, the flavour-

ing ingredients, previously dissolved in a little alcohol.

Burst's Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil and Hypoplwsphites.—
Cod-liver oil, 250 Gm.; gum tragacanth, 1 Gm.

;
saccharin,

0'2 Gm. ; sodium bicarbonate, 0-1 Gm.
;

yolks of two eggs

;

simple tincture of benzoin, 3-5 Gm. ;
chloroform, 2 Gm. ; oil of

bitter almonds, 10 drops
;
alcohol, 10 Gm. Sodium hypo-

phosphite, 10 Gm. Calcium hypophosphite, 10 Gm. Water
sufficient to produce 500 Gm. Dissolve the saccharin in about

150 Gm. of the water, by means of the sodium bicarbonate.

Rub down a little of the oil with the gum, the yolk of egg and

a little water, gradually add the other liquids, oil and water

alternately, thoroughly emulsifying after each addition. Finally

add the hypophosphites previously dissolved in a little water,

and make up to 500 Gm. with more of that liquid.

Chocolate Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil.—Decoction of Irish

moss(l: 20), 150; cod-liver oil, 250 ; glycerin, 60 ; cacao powder

30 ; essence of vanilla, 0 50. Rub the cacao powder with the

decoction, warm the mixture, add the oil and glycerin and
emulsify with egg yolk.

Kreytschy's Cod-Liver Oil Cod-liver oil, 500 ;
freshly ground

coffee, 20 ; animal charcoal, 20. Heat together to 60° C. in a

flask for fifteen minutes. Allow to stand for several days, then

filter.

Buquesnel's Cod-Liver Oil. — Cod-liver oil, 150 ; oil of

eucalyptus, 2. Mix.

Dieterich's Iodised Cod-Liver Oil. — Cod-liver oil, 100;

iodine, 1 ;
chloroform, 2. Rub down the iodine with a little of

the oil. Add the chloroform, then the rest of the oil, and

shake until a clear mixture results.

Tdllner's Iodised Cod-Liver Oil.—Tincture of iodine (1:10),

10 ; cod-liver oil, 1,000. Mix.

f
'

-

* From the Schiveizerische Wochenschrift fiir Chemie und Pharmacie, 40, 400.
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Reboul's Concentrated Iodised Cod-Liver OiL—Rxxh down
iodine, 5, with cod-liver oil, 250; introduce into a flask, and

heat on the water-bath until the iodine has combined, as shown

by the non-production of a blue colour, when a little of the oily

liquid is treated with starch solution. This concentrated

iodised oil is used as a basis for making the prescribed dilutions.

Ferrated Cod-Liver Oii.—Solution of ferric chloride is pre-

cipitated with an excess of solution of sodium benzoate. The

precipitate is collected, washed, drained, and twenty parts of

this is mixed with sufficient sodium benzoate to form a dry

powder. This is rubbed down with 100 parts by weight of cod-

liver oil, and heated on the water-bath at a temperature not

exceeding 32° C. The ferric benzoate is thus dissolved, while

the sodium salt remains insoluble, and is filtered out. The
oily solution, containing about 2 per cent, of iron, is diluted

with 4 to 9 parts of oil for medicinal use.

Dieterich's Ferrated Cod-Liver Oil.—Solid dialysed iron,

37-5 Gm., is dissolved in distilled water, 200 C.c. White, hard

soap, 3'5 Gm., is also dissolved, by the aid of heat, separately

in a similar quantity of water. The solutions are cooled and
mixed ; the precipitated ferric oleate is collected, washed, and
drained until the weight is 20 Gm. It is then placed in a

capsule with sodium chloride, 5 Gm., and cod-liver oil, 100 Gm.,

and heated on the water-bath, with constant stirring, until the

iron oleate is dissolved. The product is then filtered. It con-

tains about 2 per cent, of iron, and is diluted with cod-liver oil

before use.

Iodised Cod-Liver Oil and Iron.— (1) Iron filings, 2, iodine,

4, cod-liver oil, 40, are mixed in a mortar, a little ether being

^dded, and triturated together until a blackish mixture results.

This is then made up to 1,000 Gm. with more oil, and filtered.

It contains about 0-5 per cent, of ferrous iodide. (2) Iodine,

17 ; iron filings, 1 ; cod-liver oil, 1,000. Introduce into a flask

and leave in contact for eight days, with occasional agitation.

Filter and add cod-liver oil, 900. The product contains about

0 2 per cent, of ferrous iodide.

Sweetened Cod-Liver Oil.—God-liver oil, 100 Gm. ; saccharin,

0-4 Gm. ; acetic ether, 2 Gm.
;
peppermint oil, 5 drops.

Eucalyptus Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil. — Cod-liver oil,

240 Gm. ; sodium carbonate, 0'6 Gm. ; oil of eucalyptus,

0-75 Gm.
;
syrup, g.s. to produce 450 Gm. Emulsify.

Peptone Enmlsion of Cod-Liver Oil.—Cod-liver oil, 240 Gm.

;

peptone, 160 Gm.
;
sugar, 60 Gm. ; oil of wintergreen, 25 drops

;

alcohol (90 per cent.), 30 Gm.; water sufficient to make 480 Gm.
Emulsify.

Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil with Calcium HypoplwspJiite.—
Cod-liver oil, 150 ;

hypophosphite of calcium, 3 ;
glycerin, 25;

water, 75 ;
mucilage of acacia, 145. Emulsify.

Quillaia Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oi7.—Cod-liver oil, 200
;

glycerin, 30 ; tincture of quillaia, 6 ;
cherry laurel water, 4.

Emulsify.

Liquorice Eviulsion of Cod-Liver Oil.—Cod-liver oil, 60
;

glycerin, 30 ;
glycyrrhizin, 3-5 ; water to make 120. Emulsify.

Dextrin Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil and Hrjpophosphites.—
Cod-liver oil, 20 Gm. ; distilled water, GO Gm.

;
glycerin,

10 Gm. ;
gum acacia, 20 Gm. ; dextrin. 10 Gm. ; calcium hypo-

phosphite, 1 Gm. ; sodium hypophosphite, 0 5 Gm. ; oil of bitter

almonds, ^ drop ; oil of lemon, 1 drop.

Flavoured Cod-Liver Oil.—Cod-liver oil, 100
;
cherry laurel

water, 15. Shake together and then separate and reject the

watery layer.

Cod-Livev Oil and Pancreatin.—Cod-liver oil, 150 ;
water, 50

;

extract of malt, 200 ; soluble scale pancreatin, 1 ; sodium

chloride, 2 ; sodium bicarbonate, 2. Dissolve the salts and

the pancreatin in the water. Mix the oil and the extract,

then gradually add the solution.

A HISTORIC EDINBURGH PHARMACY.

The recent ciosing iti the historic retail phannacy of

Mesisirs. T. and H. Smith and Company, at 21, Duke Street,

Edinburgh, one of the okle«t in ]']<luvburgh, suggests an interest-

ing reminiscence. The founder oi the firm, Mr. Thomas Smdth,

surgeon, was a true pharmaoist and a a'emarkable man. He
never really practised as a .surgeon. In 1827 he began practice

fts a idruggiab in the shop i>revio'Usly occupied by hi.s brother,

William Smith, ;it 61, Ple.tsance, and removed in the following

year to No. 667, where a drug shop is still carried on by Mr.

H. D. Alexamder. In 1830 another move was made to 49, St.

Leonards Street, in the same district. In 1831 he removed to

I, Huntly Street, Canonmills, on the north side of Edinburgh.

Just at this time occuiTed the terrible visitation of cholera in

1831-32, and he, along with Dr. William Brown, wa-s appointed

by the Town Council to attend cholera patients in the neigh-

bourhood of his shop. For thix sej-vice he received a honorarium

of £40, and with this he fitted up the pharmacy at 21, Duke
Street, in 1832, and was joined by liis brother Henry, wiio had

been carrying on the Plea.sance business, in 1836. It was .'n Ibe&e

premises and a neighbouring cellar that Thomas Smith bi'gau

thase re.'-ear'ches and operations in practical pharmacy which

have given the firm a world-wide reputation. He had an intense

love of the work, and pursued it with unceasing assiduity and

undiminished entliusiasm till within a short time of Ms death,

at the age of 86 years. Some time prior to 1856 he liad

commenced the manufacture of aerated waters, and had, what

was unconunon at that time, a pony and van delivering to all

parts of the town. He early turned his attention to opium,

and began the manufacturing of morphiine in 1837. He was the

first to make green extracts; in vacuo, a p.roc6ss which he started

in 1838. Two well-known .specialties of the firm, fluid extract

of senna and tela vesicatoria, were first made in 1839, and

ndt long afterwaa-ds the making of quinine, potassium iodide,

ftnd pm-e nitric and other acids was added. In 1840 the cramped

accommodation was greatly relieved by taking in the room at

the back of the pharmacy and the cellars undea-neath, and

these iliave remaine>i practically as then arranged till January

31, 1905, when the fittings were sold to their late a>s.si*bant, Mr.

Thoniiis Barron, who has opened a new phannacy in the near

vtcinity at 1, Albany Street. In 1860 the chemical factory was

transfeiTed to the extensive works at Blandfield, Canonmills.

The old premise-s are required to accommodate the inoreased

wholesale business which has developed greatly in reoenit years.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EVENING MEETING IN LONDON.

Tuesday, February 10,.49«3*t .

The Pharmaceutical Society may be said to be one of tiie best

ariticised institutions in Great Britain. The procedure of its

Council, it has been alleged, is cumbersome and antiquated, the

responsible officials have been stated to be " out of touch

"

with provincial members, and the evening meetings appeal, so

say the critics, to a very few. Without acknowledging that

such reproaches against the Society have ever been justified, it

may be pointed out that the Council has already decided to

reform its procedure, the Secretary and other officers of the

Society are now busily engaged in making the closer acquaint-

ance of the Society's supporters in the country, and it has tnis

week been shown that an evening meeting can be made to

attract to the Society's premises as many members and visitors

&S the most gregarious could desire. In otlier words, the inno-

vation of Tuesday evening last was a conspicuous and unquali-

fied success. Practically the whole staff of the Society in London
had contributed its share to the success of the evening, and
the research scholars, demonstrators, and students were inde-

fatigable in explaining the exhibits in the different rooms.

The object of the Evening Meeting.?; Committee in including

an exhibition of scientific and pharmaceutical apparatus was,

as stated in the artistically-printed programme, that members
and their friends might be enabled conveniently to inspect

some of the more recent additions to the working tools and
materials iised by the phai-macist. " This object was certainly

achieved. A large number of exhibits, many of tlieoii quite

novel in design, had been lent for the occasion, and the attend-
ance of members and friends must have exceeded 550. The
visitors were received by the President and the Vice-President
in the examination hall, and passed from there to the phar-
macy laboratories, where some of the more purely pharmaceu-
tical appliances were shown. Here the demonstrations by Mr.
Bird and Mr. Langford Moore were the chief attractions.

It may here be noted that many members of the Society
seemed to take great interest in the pharmacy research labora-
tory and other parts of the building which m the orcUnary
course remain a terra ignota except to the few. From the phar-
macy kboratories the visitors passed to the museums on the
ground floor, where Mr. Holmes had arranged, with his cus-
tomary care and enthusiasm, a selection of the more important
and interesting specimens from the Society's collections. In
tbe Hanbury Room other specimens were s'hown, while in tue
histological laboratory Mr. R. R. Bennett was in charge of a
number of lantern slides and diagrams, prepared by Mr. T. E.
Walhs, M. Eugene Collin, and others, illustrating, for the most
part, microscopical sections of official drugs. Here also were
photographs of conunercial varieties of rhubarb, in which the
essential points of difference were well shown. For these,
Professor Greenish, the energetic hon. secretary of the exhibi-
tion, wa.s responsible. The library was the next place visited.
The reading-room retained its accustomed dignity, free from
secular displays, but the inner rooms contained very interesting
exhibits. Dr. W. Harrison Martindale had a particularly good
show b the "middle room," while beyond were microscopes
with slides, photographic, and similar appliances. In the dis-
pensmg-room were various pieces of apparatus for capsule-
Uhng, and Mr. Betty's well-chosen illustrations of the adapt-
ability of the metric system to British pharmacy. Visitors who
had the energy to climb higher still, and these included almost
all present at the meeting, were well repaid for their trouble

by the opi^ortimity of inspecting the really excellent exhibits in

the chemical laboratories. Many of the firms who had lent

apparatus were represented by members of their staff, wno
acted as demon.strators, while Mr. Deane and Mr. Garsed) were

both busily employed in a similar capacity. The laboratories,

much improved, it may be mentioned, by recent innovations,

contained a great variety of appliances for the dispensing

coimter as well as for the student, the photographer, the elec-

trician, and the analyst. The ancient pill machine, used in

Edinburgh one hundred years ago, created much amusement.

It may safely be asserted that the great bulk of the apparatus

shown in the laboratories was quite new to the majority of the

visitors.

The lecture theatre was crowded, not only in the " nave,
'

but in the " transept" and the gallery " over the clock," when

Professor H. Jackson andl Mr. D. Northall-Laurie commenced

their demonstration on "Phosphorescence." Many of the sub-

stances and materials used in the demonstration were prepared

by Mr. Northall-Laurie when he was a demonstrator in the

cliemical laboratories at the School of Pliarmacy two years ago.

Professor Jackson had the misfortune to bum his hand through

the accidental ignition of ether quite early in the demonstra-

tion, but did not allow this mishap to prevent him proceeding

with his lecture, which was followed with close attention.

Three professors of chemistry were noticed among the audi-

ence, viz. :—Professors Millar Thomson, Norman Collie, and

Palmer Wynne. There was just suffici>,-nt interval at the con-

clusion of this demonstration for fifteen minutes' conversation

in the examination hall. There, also, were refreshments for

those who were sufficiently early to secure them
; but, as the

numbers present greatly exceeded anticipation, the refresthments

did not la.st the evening out. At ten o'clock the rooms con-

taining the exhibits were closed, and the company re-assembled

in force to hear Mr. F. Goldby, the Divisional Secretary of the

Pharmaceutical Society for Enfield;, give a brief resume of the

recent advances in trichromatic photography. (The paper is

printed at page 199.) The lecture was illustrated by lantern

slides, most of which had been prepared by Mr. Goldby himself,

and all of which were well received, as indeed they deserved.

At the close of each of the two demonstrations, the President
briefly complimented and thanked the gentlemen who were
respectively responsible for them. He thought the new depar-

ture was an excellent idea, and that a similar meeting in

the future would be appreciated. The Council was particularly

gratified that so many visitors had come. Professor Jackson,

he said, was a member of the Board of Examiners, whom they
would like to hear again. Mr. Goldby was a working phar-

macist and a Divisional Secretary of the Society. The photo-

graphs he had shown were done in his spare time, and were
very creditable. In fact, the coloured photographs of land-

scapes shown might have been pictures by Constable. The
President thanked the Evening Meetings Committee and said

Professor Greenish and Mr. Humphrey especially deserved their

gratitude for the hard work they had done in organising the

exhibition.

Appended is a brief description of the

Experiments on Phosphorescence,

shown by Professor H. Jackson and Mr. D. Northall-Latjbie.

The demonstration commenced witli examples of phosphores-

cence coincident with chemical action, such as the glow of

phosphorus vapour and the light from the vapour of ether when
the liquid was dropped upon a hot surface. These were fol-

lowed By instances of phosphorescence of fluorescein and of

c^uinine, produced by violet and ultra-violet light obtained from
the electric arc and from sulphur burning in oxygen. It was
pointed out that in these cases the phosphorescence only lastcl
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while the light was acting unless the temperature was low.

Many substances, however, were stated to give a glow long aloer

they were removed from the influence of the exciting cause, and

this Avas shovra by various specimens of lime and of calcium,

barium and strontium sulphides glowing well after exposure to

th'e light of a oonden-sed spark. The next illustrationis were
taken from examples of mineral substances

—

e.g., calcined

shells, alumina, zinc, .silicate, lime, strontia, etc.

—

in vacuo, and
excited bj' electric discharge. These gave their special colours

and brilliancy while under the influence of the discharge, and

in some cases a marked glow was observed after the disciiarge

had ceased. It was remarked that in many cases the phe-

nomena of phosphorescence could be shown long aiter exjwsure

to one or other of the exciting causes if the substances were
heated, and! this was illustrated by exposing powdered limes,

zinc, silicate, etc. , to a jar spark and dusting- the powders after-

wards over a hot plate, when the special bright glows were well

seen. The influence of light of longer wave length than that

of the phosphorescent light upon the persistence of the latter

was shown by exposing a sheet of luminous paint to the arc

light and then exposing part of the surface to the same light

filtered through a red glass, when it was found that the redl

light had quenched the blue glow, of the phosphorescent paint.

The last two experiments were shown as illustration.s of the
increased phosphorescent effect to be obtained from substances

in comparatively low vacua if the electric discharge used as the
exciting cause were made to take place in a suaden and oscilla-

tory manner. The excellent arrangements of the lectm-e

theatre madie it possible to get the fullest effect of the experi-

ments with great convenience in working.
The principal exhibitors and the appliances shown are

enumerated below :
—
Mr. J. Langford Moore.

Mr. Langford Moore had sent, from the pharmaceutical
laboratory of iSt. Bartholomew's Hospital, two metal emulsi-
fiers, with samples of cod-liver oil emulsion made therein. The
emulsifiers are cylindrical and are fitted with a plate, perforated
with minute holes, working on a piston. When a suitable

emulsifying agent and cod-liver oil are placed in the emulsifier,

by raising and lowering the piston a few times an excellent

emulsion is rapidly formed. This machine was successfully

shovm in operation.

Messrs. Allen and Hanburys, Limited.

Messrs. Allen and Hanburj's, Limited, showed in working
order the hand machine for compressed tablets, which they

recently placed on the market. The same fii-m exhibited their
" Novum " balance, in which grains and drachms may be

weighed by moving weights along a graduated arm.

Mr. John H. Thomson.

Mr. Thomson showed a modified Kemington still, used ex-

clusively for preparing distilled water.

Messrs. C. R. Harker, Stagg, and Morgan, Limited.

This firm showed the smaller sized still for the recovery

of alcohol recently described in the Pharmaceutical Journal

(16, 135). The stiU was charged with a marc from tinc-

ture of cinchona, and the process explained by the

inventor, Mr. P. C J. Bird. This gentleman was also

able to show specimens of pressed marc before and

after distillation, and of the spirit recovered. ITiere

was shown, in addition, the apparatus for Gutzeit's

arsenic test, as modified by Mr. Birdj^ together with specimens

of stained mercuric paper, differentiating between phos-

phoretted, antimoniuretted, sulphiu-etted, and arseniuretted

hydrogen. In this apparatus the gas is evolved from zinc and
hydrochloric acid with the suspected substance at a boiling

temperature, and is caused to stain a disc of mercuric chloride

paper. This stain, when treated with hot HCl, changes to a

brick-red colour if arsenical. To confirm, the brick-red deposit

is dissolved in brominised HCl, and the arsenic furtlier identi-

fied by stannous chloride. Mr. Bird's well-known apparatus

for the rapid a.sisay of belladonna, ipecacuanha, or nux vomica

was also exlubited. In this, the powdered drug, mixed with a

suitable alkali, was moistened slightly and introduced into a

separator plugged with cotton wool. A sufficient quantity of

the compound solvent (amylic alcohol, ether, and chloroforml

to cover the drug was then added, the whole macerated for half

an hour, and the liquid separated by air pressure applied by a

pres.snre ball. Six to eight macerations suffice to exhaust the
drug of alkaloid.

Pharmacy Research Laboratory.

A number of peiiorators, used in the pharmacy researcli-

laboratory, were shown in operation under the care of the
reseaixh scholars, chlorofonn and ether being the liquids used.

Mr. C. E. Spurge.

!Mr. C. E. Spurge showed a centrifuge for use in the rapid-

assay of alkaloidal galenical preparations, etc., apparatus for

fractional distillation in vacuo, modified Soxhlet apparatus,

and a vacuum gauge.

Mr. F. H. Alcock,

Mr. Alcock showed his filtering apparatus, in which a funnel
is fitted at the top. of a burette, the pressure being regulated
by the flow of water from the burette.

Messrs. B. A. Smith and Co.

Messrs. B. A. iSmith and Co. showed several cast-iron

enamelled pans i>roof against the strongest acids at high tem-
peratures, and specially suitable for making acid pharma-
ceutical preparations.

Mr. E. M. Holmes.

In the Hanbury room the Curator of the Society's Museums^
had arranged specimens of the branches of the myrrh and balm. -

of Gilead plants, the aloes wood of Scripture and its commer-
cial varieties in the East, a fragrant wood (Excacaria afri-

rnna) used as a perfume by the Zulus, Massoi bark, and true

and false arrow poisons of different countries.

Mr. Holmes was also responsible for the aiTangement of a. i

number of herbarium specimens and commercial varieties of.
j

drugs, these being shown in the museum on the ground floor.
]

The herbarium specimens included strophanthus plants,
j

fruits and seeds; jaborandi plants and leaves; Cassia i

beareana, the African remedy for blaokwater fever ; Asclepias
j

curassavica, a Hayti remedy for tuberculosis ; aconitum species,
j

yielding Indian aconite ; Coriaria thymifolia, the ink-plant of I

the Andes
;
specimen of nutmeg fruits, preserved fresh ; Can- i

tiabis indica, of the finest quality made ; bark of Salix discolor,
j

containing salinigrin ; Aconilum ferox, and other Indian aconite '

roots
;
Uganda aloes ; a new variety of jalap ; false cuspa^ia^

bark.

The commercial qualities of drugs comprised specimens of

almonds, beeswax, benzoin, capsicums, cloves, galls, ginger^

mace and nutmegs, pepper, tunneric.

Mr. C. Baker.

This firm's exhibits, which were shown in the library, com-

prised a number of microscopes, microtomes, stains, mounted

specimens, etc.
|^

Messrs. Harry W. Cox, Limited.

This fuTn showed some X-Ray apparatus, including Coil, tube,

holder, etc. ; also a screen and a few radiographs.
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Dr. W. Harrison Martindale.

The exhibits which Dr. Martindale had sent consisted

principally of compact outfits of apparatus for urine-

testing and for bacteriological work. Of the urine test

cases, the larger contains all the apparatus and re-

agents for complete analysis, while a smaller portable case,

intended mainly for the use of medical practitioners, contains

all that is requisite for a qualitative and quantitative examina-

tion of urine for albumin, sugar, and urea. A special feature

of this portable outfit is a combined albuminometer, saccharo-

meter, and ureometer. Dr. ISIartuidale's other exhibits con>-

prised bacteriological forceps, incubator, and test case, postal

boxes, a burette stand, and a number of '" steniles." These
are sterile capsules of eye-drops a.nd other solutions of organic

compounds Mkely to be affected by the atmosphere and to

develop fungoid growtlis. Each stenile contains s-ufl&olent solu-

tion for a single application. Bottles for ophthalmic solutiona

and ointments were on view, special features of these being the
absence of any ledge where dust miglit collect, and the three
points on which the stopper rests when removed.

Mr. W. Lamond Howie.

Mr. Howie had lent photographic slides illustrating interiors
and exteriors of pharmacies in different countries.

The Dispensing Department, School of Pharmacy. "

In the dispensing room were shown the Acme machine for

filUng hard gelatin capsules with powders, and Hearder's
machine for making suppositories by the cold process.

Messrs. J. Robertson and Co.

This firm sent a brass capsule-filling machine and samples
of capsules.

Mr. R. B. Betty.

Mr. R. B. Betty showed a number of bottles, measures, and
prescriptions, illustrating the adaptability of tlie metric system
to British phai-macy. The bottles, holding 150 C.c, were
divided into 10 parts, each dose thus approsdmating to a table-

spoonful. Mr. Betty had also arranged measures in the metric

system, appi'oximating 17 minims, 3ii., Ji., §iv., Jx., respec-

tively, together with typical prescriptions. The exhibits were
well chosen to show the advantages of the metric system and
the ease with which it could be adapted to British pharmacy.

Mr. J. A. Forret.

Mr. J. A. Forret had sent a brass syringe for filUng gelatin

capsules. The syringe is screwed to a stand firmly fixed to a

bench, and the capsules are beld under the nozzle with one

hand, the piston being operated by a wheel with the other.

Mr. Chas. Thompson.

Mr. Chas. Thompson sent gas brackets ^^dth ring supports
;

also a food warmer, water-heater, kettle and similar utensils to

fit the supports. The gas brackets and ring supports are

already fitted in the dispensing-room of the School of Pharmacy.

Mr. Keif.

In the dispensing room Mr. H. D. Keif's weight-charts were
on view.

Messrs. C. J. Hewlett and Son.

This firm showed a water-bath for making Unna's paste,

together with specimens of discs of zinc oxide paste, ichthyoi,

orbolic acid, etc., etc.

Messrs. Southall Bros, and Barclay, Limited.

Messrs. Southall Bros, and Barclay, Limited, had sent a

number of interesting pieces of apparatus, including many of

practical value in the pharmacy, such as Southall's alcobol
measure, jjowder folder and spatula, tincture press, nitrometer,
standard percolator, and lime water syphon. Other exhibits of

the same firm were a microscope, with slides, a herbarium of

medicinal plants for the use of Minor students, a specimen of

" Dimatos," and a urine-testing cabinet. A number of nickel

dishes, for use in extractive determinations in analytical labora-

tories, were also shown.

Messrs. Townson and Mercer.

A good selection of chemical apparatus, vacuum apparatus,

and balancers had been sent by this well-known firm, whose

exhibits included also several pieces of apparatus for gas

analysis, cathetometers, a spectrometer, hot-air engine, centri-

fugal machines, wet and dry bulb thermometer, vacuum dis-

tilling apparatus, and a model of an engine showing the mode
of action of a slide-valve.

Messrs. S. Maw, Son, and Sons.

" Maws " had a number of interesting exhibits, including

percentage tube and hydrometer for B.P. alooihol, all-metal

palette knives, pill mass bath, emulsioner, pill piper, cachet

apparatus, French tincture press, wood cork presser, Freck

tablet machine, box sieve, plug lever scales, counter scale witli

scoop-pan, jug with shaped spout, graduated measui-e for

500 C.c, set of C.c. test-tubes, -set of glass evaporating dishes.

All the exhibits of this firm were of interest and value to the

working pharmacist.

Messrs. Thomas Tyrer and Co., Limited.

This firm was represented by a fine show of salts of mercury

and bismuth, and other ohemioal preparations.

Mr. W. Kirkby.

The Kirkby-Gutzeit apparatus for testing glycerin and similar

substances for arsenic had been sent by Mr. William Kirkby,

and was not overlooked by students of oliemistry.

Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Limited.

This firm had a comprehensive show, tne articles exhibited

including a radiograph and a fluorescing apparatus for the

treatment of skin diseases, .a formalin fumigator, attached to

an oxygen-cylinder, and another large cylindrical fumigator for

the clothes, etc., of medical men. They also exhibited patho-

logical specimens of tuberculous and cancerous tissue, a new
dark-room electric lamp, a science lantern, urine test sfeind,

medical batteries, pill-box and bandiage shoots, swinging cradles

for soap-bottles, enema clips, and a poison bottle of a new and
distinctive shape, especially suitable for carbolic acid solution.

A firm grip can be secured on the bottle, and the eomigations
are at once felt.

Messrs. Hearon, Squire and Francis, Limited.

The exhibits of this firm included an opium pipe, tthree civet

horns, several pieces of amber with flies, cantharides on string,

and musk pods. Among their exhibits of vegetable materia

medioa shown were some fine specimens of Uganda aloes, Soco-

trine aloes (in monkey skins),- curare in gourds, sta'ophantihus,

vanilla, nutmeg and mace, cacao, etc. Very fine samples of

cinchona ealisaya, as imported, musk pods, bismuth, and a few
chemical salts were also shown, the finn's exhibits being com-
pleted by a case of medicated gelatin capsules and perles.

Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons

In the chemical laboratories was also' seen a particularly fine

display of balances and weights, microscopes, microtome, spec-

troscope, Erlenmeyer furnace, retort stands and clamps, nitro-

meters, burettes, measures, grad. flasks, fractional distillation

tubes, water and air ovens and baths, electric hot plate and

oven, filter pumps, and dropping bottles ; all these being lent

by Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons. IMuch attention was paid

to the centrifugal machines, paraffin embedding bath, auto-
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clave pressure flask, and polarimeters exhibited by the same

well-known finn.

Messrs. E. Merck.

Messrs. E. Merck (Darmstiidt) exhibited a. collection of fine

pharmaoeutical chemicals, including Broniipin, a combination

of bromine and sesame oil ; Dionine, the hydrochlorate of ethyl-

morphine ; Hsemogallol, an iron compound obtained by the

action of pyrogallol upon hsBmoglobiii
;

lodipin, a combination

of iodine and sesame oil
;

Mercuro-iodo-hsemol, which, it is

anticipated, will assume an important place among the mer-

curials int-ended for internal use
; Stypucine, described as a

prompt styptic with potent sedative action
;
Tannofonn, a con-

di'nsation product of tannin and formaldehyde ; and Tropa-

cocaine in colourless needles, said to be a reliable and stable

ansestlietic.

Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co.

This fii-m exhibited varioxis digestive ferments and uuclein

preparations. During the evening a practical demonstration
was given of the rapid liquefaction of starch by means of taka-

diastase. A porcelain emulsifier, with a circular wliL-k, geared
up so that a high speed could be obtained, and arranged so as

to be easily cleaned, received attention.

Messrs. T. H. Smith and Co.

This firm sent a specimen of xanthaline meconate, the new
alkaloid obtained from opium.

Mr. J. Rutherford Hill.

Mr. J. Kutherford Hill had sent from the I^orth British
Brancsh of the Pharmaceutical Society an interesting i-elic in

the shape of a pill machine, 100 years old.

' Mr, William Newman.
Mr. Xewman had sent, through Mi-. J. Grier, an " AB.C."

condenser and a combined mixing and sifting machine. Both
of these attracted some attention, the former on account of its

simplicity.

Messrs. C. E. MuIIer, Orme and Co.

This firm's exhibits comprised Haldane's apparatus for
determining carbon dioxide in air, Tyrer's, Helmer's and
Thomfjson's arsenic apparatus, new forms of Cribb's con-
denser, Soxhlet condenser, filter flasks, Orme's voltameter,
sediment glasses, margarine testing apjjaratus, essential oil

and fat testing apparatus, noimal graduated instruments,
standard thermometers, Ramsay's gas holders, etc. They also

exhibited a Wehnelt X-Ray tube for veiy high currents, the
anode being made particularly strong, and a number of silvered

vacuum flasks and cylinders, as used by Professor Dewar in his

experiments with liquid air. Thermometers were shown for

use in jam-boiling and in limekiln.s. There were also an assort-

ment of glass tubes with specially constructed taps, a niunber
of separators, and a culture glass for treating bacteria with
any desired gas. ^

Messrs. Baird and Tatlock.

This firm exhibited a modern science lantern, stereo-
chemistry models, spectroscope, graduated glass instruments
(standardised), Shenstone's silica glass, new forms of Bunsen's
burner, polariscope, Heinrich's hot-air motor, reflectonieter

for determining the refractive indices of oils, centrifugal
machines for blood and urine, Engler's models for graphic
formulae and for the illustration of the atomic theory, a port-

able electrical pyrometer, and other electrical apparatus ; a
siren, and several excellent botanical models of dissected

flowers.

Messrs. Gallenkamp and Co.

This firm showed a selection of chemical, physical, and other
apparatus for the laboratory and disjiensing counter, including

a vacuum still, steam generating apparatus, purinometers,

Dowzard's arsenic testing apparatus, electrical centrifuges and'

motors, autoclave pressure flask, etc.

Messrs. George Houghton and Son, Limited.

Messrs. George Houghton and Son, Limited, had on view

several recent introductions in hand cameras, in addition to-

their well-known Sanderson" hand camera, one of the

most perfect instruments yet placed at the disposal of th«

photographer. They also exhibited the " Tyma" developing

trough for developing and fixing reliable films without th«

necessity of a dark room ; the " Wyndham " film developing

machine, the principle of which consists in winding and un-

winding the film upon a drum during development, fixing, etc.,

the tension for revolving the drum being oibtained by means

of a coil spring inside the drum ; and the " Sol " lamp for

projecting and enlarging. The light is produced by an incan-

descent mantle in conjunction with a combustible gas. This

gas is generated by heat from a supply of methylated spirit,

which is contained in a ."eparate reservoir, and the intensity

of the light may be regulated by raising or lowering the reser-

voir.

Messrs. Flach and Co.

Tliis firm showed the spirit appliances which have recently

received Imperial attention from the German Emperor and'

been favourably commented upon in the Press.

Mr, Wm. Toogood.

From this firm came a cachet machine, percolator, porcelain!

;

casserole, mixing machine, rotary cork press, water bath, tiw
'

funnel support, and wood pill piper.

Messrs, Stafford Allen and Sons, Limited,

Some veiy fine specimens of buchu oil, eugenol, English,

chamomile oil (blue), and other oils were exhibited by Messrs.

Stafl'ord Allen and Sons, Limited. The firm's most interesting

and valuable exhibit, however, was the block (200 oz.) of

concrete oil of orris, worth no less than £100. A number of-

photographs of lavender fields, etc., added to the interest ot

this finn's display.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, SCHOOL, AND HOUSE COMMITTEE.
• At a meeting of this Committee, held on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 11, 1903, the following reports were presented ;

—

Attendance in Library.

London. Total. Highest. Lowest, Average..

January 450 29 4 17

Circulation of Books.

January. Total. Town. Country. Carriage Paid,.

London Library 272 161 111 18s. Od.

Edinburgh Library.. 366 197 169 8s. Sd.

Donations to the Library (London).

Professor Dr. Schaer, Universitat, Strassburg :—Jouck, Bei-

triige zur Kenntnis der Blausaure abspaltenden Glycoside,

1902.

University of Durham :—Calendar, 1902.

Radclifie Library, Oxford :—Catalogue cf books added during

1902.

Surgeon-General, U.S. Army :—Index-Catalogue of Library,

Second Series, Vol. VII., 1902.

Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland :—Calendar, 1903.

Donations to the Library (Edinburgh).

Mr. T. Stephenson, Edinburgh :—The Presoribers' Pharma-

copoeia, by Kemp and Co., Bombay, Second Edition, 1891.

Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland :—Calendar, 1903.,

Mr. G. Hogg, Edinburgh :—Pharmaceutical Journal, August,

1900, to December, 1902; Chemist and Druggist, July to
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December, 1900, and July, 1901, to December, 1902 ; Chemists

-and Druggists' Diary, 1900.

Pdbchase of Books.

The Committee authorised the purchase of the under-

mentioned works:

—

For the Library in London.

Watsoc, Text-Book of Physics, latest edition.

Newth, Inorganic Chemistry, latest edition.

Norris, Induction Coils.

For the Library in Edinburgh.

HoUeman, Test-Book of Inorganic Chemistry.
Parry, Chemistry of Essential Oils.

Aldous, Elementary Course of Physics.

Attendance in the Museum.
Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

January 594 33 5 32

Donations to the Museum (Edinbubgh).

Messrs. Cresswell Brothers, London:—Specimen of " Wild "

Mediterranean Sponge.

Messrs. Evans, Sons, Lescher, and Webb, Limited :—Specimen
ol the Bark of Capparis albitrunca.

Messrs. Burroughs and Wellcome :—Specimen of the Barks of

Salix nigra and S. discolor.

Messrs. Hall and Sons, London :—Specimen of genuine
Strophanthus Icombe Seed, " Mandala Brand," recently _ im-
ported.

To THE Hebbabium.

Mr. G. C. Druce, M. A., Oxford:—Forty-eight Specimens of

Species and Varieties of rare British Plants.

WOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, Etc.*

BY JOHN BABCLAY, B.SC. (LOND.), F.C.S.

{Continued from page 164.)

Opium.—In five samples examined the percentage of morphine
ranged between 9 37 and 10 96, the moisture varying from 21 to

25-5 per cent. We may here again remark that the difficulty

of obtaining an opium which when dried and powdered has
the morphine content required by the Pharmacopoeia still

remiins, and an addition of milk sugar to dilute has fre-

quently to be made.

Balsam of Peru.—In four samples examined the specific

gravity ranged from 1-140 to 1-145. The percentage of ether

residue varied between 57 0 and 62 4, while the proportion of

caustic potash absorbed by the residue gave figures ranging

between 20 7 and 231. These figures are very similar to those

reported upon as a result of last year's work.

Pilocarpine Nitrate.—Out of four samples examined during
the year three showed melting points approximating to those

suggested by Jowett as characteristic of the pure salt. One
sample, however, showed a malting point of liiP C, which
though answering the characteristic tests given in the Pharma-
copceia no doubt contained an impurity, probably pilocarpidine.

It seems not unlikely that this latter alkaloid may be present
in leaves of poor quality, decomposition of pilocarpine having
taken place owing to fermentation.

Earthnut Oil.—In a large number of samples examined the

-specific gravity varied from 0 912 to 0 921, and the caustic

pDtash absorbed gave figures varying from 18-82 to 20 34. An
important feature to be considered in testing this oil for phar-

maceutical use is the amount of free fat acid present, this in

some cases being very high. Our figures on this test ranged
from 119 to 20 08 per cent., the former being regarded as a

* From the eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. Southall
brothers and Barclay, Limited.

satisfactory oil, the latter as quite useless for pharmaceutical

purposes.

Castor Oil.—Six samples examined during the year showed
specific gravity of from 0 962 to 0 963, and we may here again

remark that we consider the specific gravity range given in

the Pharmacopoeia unnecessarily wide. The whole of the

samples examined gave a yellowish brown colour with the

sulphuric acid test of the Pharmacopoeia, and we again call

attention to the advisability of an alteration of the official

phraseology.

Scammony Root.—In thirteen samples examined the per-

centage of resin ranged from 0 8 to 13-0, giving an average of

7 98 for the whole. Omitting the abnormal sample containing

less than 1 per cent., the mean resin percensage of the whole

works out at 8-6. We consider that a root of good commercial

quality may be depended upon to yield not less than 8-5 per

cent, of resin. Two samples of scammony examined during

the yearyielded respectively 1-09 and 3 3 per cent, of ash, with

in the one case 90 and i*n the other 82 per cent, of resin soluble

in ether.

Nux Vomica.—A sample of seeds examined yielded 2 87 per

cent, of total alkaloids and 1'26 per cent, of strychnine. We
find the alkaloidal content of this drug to be fairly constant.

Stramonium Leaves and Seeds.—A home-dried sample of

these leaves yielded us 0 2 per cent, of alkaloid (titrated). Our
experience tends to show, however, that this drug is liable to

considerable variation in alkaloidal strength, and another proof

of the importance of sttndardising tinctures is here afforded. A
sample of seeds yielded us 0 3 pe.: cent, of alkaloid, and

we are inclined to think that published figures place the average

pjrcentage of alkaloids in this drug somewhat high.

Eucalyptus Gum.—A sample of this drug gave us 85 3 per

cent, soluble in water, and 89 4 soluble in alcohol (90 percent ).

We consider that a somewhat more definite statement than that

of " almost entirely soluble " is desirable as an official guide.

Cannabis Indica.—The proportion of matter Soluble in 90

per cent, alcohol contained in this drug is found to be extremely

variable. Eleven samples showed percentages varying from 5-4

to 14 3, or an average of 10-5. The sample containing 14-3 per

cent, of soluble matter yielded 8-03 per cent, of resin, showing

that the alcohol dissolves out about 6 per cent, of matters other

than resin, which are probably inert.

Gamboge.—A sample of gamboge gave 76 8 soluble in 90 per

cent, spirit, and 16-1 per cent, further soluble in water, making

a total of 92 9 per cent, soluble.

Ammoniacum and Galbanum.—One sample of each of these

examined during the year gave 64-1 per cent, and 55 0 per cent,

respectively, soluble in 90 per cent, alcohol. Our experience

tends to show that the ammoniacum of commerce is fairly

constant in value, but that galbanum shows considerable varia-

tions.

Styrax.—Six samples examined during the year showed per-

centages of matter soluble in 90 per cent, alcohol ranging from
61-1 to 73-3. The percentage of free balsamic acids present

varied from 2 to 5, and of combined acids from 18 to 19 pec

cent. The method adopted for the estimation of the latter i.-i

that suggested by Barclay and Mann in connection with their

paper on compound tincture of benzoin (see P/iarmaceictieal

Journal, March 15, 1902). It may be noted that the styrax o£

commerce frequently contains a considerable amount of water,

much as 36 per cent, having been found in one of the samples

examined.

Tartaric Acid.—An examination of commercial samples for

lead showed 0 001 as a minimum, and 0 004 as a maximum.
There is no doubt but that this drug has considerably improved

in respect of freedom from lead during the last year or two.
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THE PROTECTION OF TITLES BY INTERDICT.

By the courtesy of Mr. Claude F. Henry, Edinburgh, we are

enabled to give the following particulars regarding the petition

for interdict presented by the Societies of Accountants, and re-

ferred to. by Mr. Henry in his letter in the P.J. of January 24

as having an miportant bearing upon the protection of phar-

maceutical titles. The extracts are from the Scottish Law

Reporter (Vol. 30, 'Nos. 43 and 44) :
—

" The members of three societies of accountants in Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen, which were incorporated by

Royal charter, adopted the designation of chartered account-

ant, and used the letters 'C.A.' after their names as an

abbreviation of that designation. These initials were univer-

sally recognised by professional men and the public as the

designation of members of the three incorporated societies."

. . . .
" These three societies are the only bodies of

accountants in Scotland who are incorporated by Royal

charter. The conditions of membership are in each body regu-

Lated by the charter, or by bye-laws and regulations under

the powers of the charter. These conditions are not uniform,

but have generally the same object, viz., the exaction and

maintenance within the societies of a high standard of educa-

tion, conduct, and professional (japacity. The members of the

three bodies .are numerous, and carry on the practice of their

profession in competition. There is no provision in the

charters, or in any bye-laws hitherto made, prescribing any

particular designation to be used by the members ; but from

about the date of each charter the members of each body have

been in use to designate themselves as ' chartered accountants,'

and to use as an abbreviation for that title, and a,s an affix

to their names, the initial letters 'C.A.' Professional men

and the public generally came to understand the words ' char-

tered accountant' and the abbreviation 'C.A. ' as designating

the members of these three chartered bodies."

"In 1884, and again in 1890, an association styling itself

' The Scottish Institute of Accountants ' presented a petition

to Her Majesty in Council, praying for the grant of a Royal

charter of incorporation. On each occasion the petition was

opposed by the three chartered societies, and the prayer of

the petition wa-s refu.sed."

" In 1891 seven members of this ' Scottish Institute of Ac-

countants ' formed themselves into a company, and registered

themselves as a limited liability company, under the name of

'The Corporation of Accountants, Limited.' Article 12 of the

articles of association of the said company was as follows :
—

' Every member shall be entitled to a certificate of admission,

which shall entitle him to de.signate himself " corpor^te

accountant," as belonging to this Association, and he may
tAke and use any initials or abbreviations thereof.'"

" Thereafter the members of the Corporation of Accountants,

Limited, made public use of the letters 'C.A.,' appended them

to their signatures, and inserted them in advertisements after

their names in course of their professional employment."

N.B.—It should be remembered' that the members of this

limited company had not passed the examinations of either of

the chartered societies, and were not, therefore, eligible for

membership of the latter.

" In these circumstances the three chartered societies and two
members of each society, as individuals, raised an action against

the Corporation of Accountants, Limited, and two individual

members thereof, concluding, first for reduction of the "articles

of association of the defenders' company, or otherwise article 12

of the said articles, and relative schedule, ' in so far as the same
purpM-t to confer on the individual members- of the said cor-

poration the right to use for prof6.*sional purjxises, and as

a professional designation, the letters C.A. , or any other words
or abbreWation of words calculated Ifco lead the public to believe

tliat they are members of one or other of the bodies of accoun-

tants in Scotland which are incorporated by Royal charter, and
the certificate of incoirporalfcioii granted by tlie Registraa- of

Joint Stock CV)mpanies for Scotland, following thereon'; and
secondly, for interdict against the individual members pro-

hibiting them, ' and each of them from using for professional pur-

poses or as a profes-sional designation the letters C.A., or any
others letters, or words, or abbreviatiooi of words, calculated

to lead the public to l>elieve that they are membei's of one or

other of the bodies of accountants in Scotland, and from doing

lanything to infringe the sole and exclusive right of the pur-

suers."

The pursuers pleaded :
"

(1) The memorandum and articles

of association libelled, and in particular the twelfth article and
relaltive schedule, being an infringement of the pursuers' rights

as condescended on, the pui's-uers are entitled to decree of reduc-

tion in terms of one or other of the alternatives libelled. (2) In
respect that the Companies Act, 1862, does not authorise or-

contemplate the conferring of any trade name or designatiop

on the individual siiareholders registered' under its provisions,

tlie twelfth article of association and relative schedule are not

authorised by the Act, and the registraition thei-eof is inept and

invalid. (3) In respect that the pail of the Companies, Act,

1862, under which the defenders company has been regist«i-ed,

applies to aggregates of individuals seeking to trade as corpora-

tions under a corporate name, and not as individuals trading-

under their own names, the individual defenders have no statu-

tory authority or protection in appropriating to themselves as

individuals a trade name- or professional name, or designation ;

and in particular, they have no authority or protection in res^iect-

of any such name or designation which has been already appro-

priated to others. (4) The pursuers having prior and exclusive

right to the use of the letters ' C.A. ' for professional purposes,

and the defenders having interfered or threatened to interfere,

with the rights of the pursuers as libelled, the pur.suei-s are

entitled to interdict as craved, with expenses. (5) The use by

the defenders of the said professional designation being calcu-

lated to deceive, and actuallj- deceiving, the public intto the

belief that the defenders are members of one or other of the

said chartered societies of acoounitants, to the injury of these

societies and the members thereof, the pursuers are entiitled to-

interdict as craved, with expenses."

" The defenders lodged defences and pleaded : (1) No title-

to sue. (2) The pursuers' staitements are iiTelevant and insuffi-

cient to suppoi't the conclusions of the summons. (3) In respect

that the pursuers have no exclusive right to tKe u.«e of the

letter.'s ' C.A.' for professional purposes, they are not entitled to

decree as libelled. (4) The defenders not having infringed the-

rights of the pursuers in any way whatever are entitled to

absolvitor, with expenses."

After proof. Lord Kyllachy pronounced the following inter-

locutor :
—"Finds that the pursuers have no interest to in.sist

in the reductive conclusions of the summons, therefore dis-

misses the same ; and with respect to the conclusion for inter-

dict, interdicts, prohibits, and discharges the defenders, the

said .... and each of them from using for professional

purposes, or as a profes.sioual designation, the letters C<A. .' or

any letters or words, or abbreviation of words, calculated to lead

rthe public , to believe that they are members of one or other

of the bodies of accountants in Scotland which are incorporated

by Royal chartei, and quod idtra dismisses the said conclusion,

and decern.s, etc."
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In a lengthy "opinion" Lord Kyllachy discussed the whole

-aspect of the question att issue. The following extracts refer to

those parts of the case -wiiicli are of special interest to phanna-

•cists.

" I am satisfied that it is not neeessaiy to pronounce any

decree of reduction in order to open to the pursuers the ques-

tion they desire to try. The registration under the Companies

Acts of a company under a certain name does not preclude a

challenge at common law of the use of that name. Still less

can registration of ai-ticle.s of association, confen-ing powers

•on the members of a company, with respect to their professional

designation, preclude question*; with third parties with respect

to the lawfulness of those designations. I do not, therefore,

propose to consider how far the pursuers have a title to reduce

the articles of the defenders' company, or how far such reduc-

tion is otherwise competent."

X.B.—The true question at issue was interdict, not reduction

of articles of association, the latter being inserted as an alter-

native.

" It will be observed that this conclusion suggests two dis-

tinct grounds of action, which are also set forth separately

in the pursuers' pleas. One is that {he defenders have wrong-

fully represented themselves as members of one or other of the

pursuers' corporation. The other is that they have infringed

.an alleged sole and exclusive right on the part of the indi-

vidual pursuers, and the other members of the three eorpora-

•tions, to the use, as a professional designation, of the letters

•C.A."
" It appeared to me when the case was first argued in the

procedure roll that, apart from the element of misrepresenta-

tion—that is to say, deception of the public to the pursuers'

prejudice—it would be difficult to support the action in so

far as laid upon the second of the grounds which I have just

mentioned. I did not then see, nor do I see now, how there

can be any right or property or exclusive use in a name, except

when and' in so far as the use of such name by otheirs involves

personation, and amounts to fraud. I thought, however, that

it might possibly be shown by evidence that the proceedings

complained of involved not only a false assumption of mem-

bership of one or other of the pur.suers' corporations, but

involved also such an assiunption of identity with the indi-

vidual pursuers or their co-members as might bring the case

within what is (iierhaps somewhat loo*ely) called the doctrine

of infringement of trade name. For that reason .... I

allowed a general proof, and what I have now to consider

. . . is the import and effect of that proof."

I tLink that the evidence .... establishes beyond

auubt that the defenders in adopting the designation 'C.A.'

have conveyed to the public that they axe members of one

or other of the pursuers' corporations, and have thereby

appropriated benefits in the conduct of their business, which

belong properly to the members of these corporations. I

think it is further established .... that the defenders'

purpose in making use of the designation in question was to

obtain those benefits. That is to say, I think their object

was to identify theiAselves with the members of the corpora-

tions and to share that amount of reputation and public confi-

dence which the latter, in virtue of their membership, enjoy.

. . . And I cannot hold that their position is made better

by the fonnation of the limited company and their assumption

as members of that company of the title of ' coi-porate

accountant.'

"

" The whole history .... makes it, I think, plain

that the formation of the company was a mere device for the

purpose of giving a, legal colour to the assumption of the dis-

puted title."

"The question, however, remains whether, and how far. what
the defenders have done constitutes a legal wrong, of which

the pursuers, or any of them, have a title to complain. And
here I may say that if the pursuers' su<*cess depended on bring-

ing the case within the principle of those decisions ....
on the doctrine of trade name, I should have had considei'able

difficulty. These cases all rest on the element of personation

—personation of some firm or individual or of the busmess or

manufacture of some fu-m or individual. Their doctrine does

not extend to what I may call personation of a. class—^that is

to say, to the false assumption of some character or qualifica-

tion common to a number of per.'ons and open to be acquired

by an indefinite number of persons. . . . Now ttie pur-

suers' corporations do not as such carry on business. There is,

therefore, no personation of the corporations. And with

lespect to the individual members there are two difficulties.

In the first place, they do not all sue, and 1 doubt whether

those who do, have a title to sue on behalf of the others, or a

sufficiently direct interest to sue on behalf of themselves. But,

further, I also doubt whether the diesignation chartered accoun-

tant or the abbreviation C.A. is of the nature of a trade name

at all. I rather think that both of them are merely descriptive ;

and desoi-iptive of a character or qualification possessed by a

number of persons, not at all for purposes' of identification ;

but as as.seTtive simply of the fact that the character or qualifi-

cation is possessed. Nor is it enough to say that the designa-

tions which are or were primarily merely descriptive miay yet

by usage come to have a secondaiy meaning. I rather think

that the designation still signifies just what it signified at tJie

first. In short, I should not, as at present adviseid, see my way

to interfere if the pursuers' case depended on what I have called

their second ground of action as set forth in the second part of

their conclusion for interdict and in their fouri-h plea in law.

" But the other ground of action—that expressed in the first

part of the conclusion for interdict, and in the fifth plea in

law—stands, I incline to hold, in a different position. The

question is new, and perhaps it opens up a new chapter in the

law. But still I am disposed to hold that a corporation, or

at least a corporation which exists for such objects as those in

question—viz., objects connected with a profession or trade—

has a legal right to prevent the assumption of the status of

membership by persons who are not its members ;
and, further,

that this right may exist although, as here, the complaint is

made jointly by three several coi-porations.

" The question is certainlji simplified if it be confined to

the case of a single corporation. ... It seems difficult to

doubt that a false assnmption of membership of that

particular corporation would constitute an invasion of

its corporate privileges. The Society holds, a charter

from the Crown, and that charter prescribes (by itself

or by the by-laws which it authorises) certain condi-

tions of admission to membership. It prescribes certain

examinations and other safeguards' w^hich go to secure the

repute of the corporation, and it also prescribes certain admis-

sion and other fees which go to augment its funds. It further

provides that the status of membership shall be conferred only

by the coi-poration, and shall beheld by nobody on whom it has

not been so conferred,, and who lias not complied otherwise

with the prescribed conditions. Now, in these circumstances,

is it not an invasion of the charter, and therefore a legal wrong,

that a person outside the corporation shall so act as to appro-

priate tlir status and reputation of membership and the pecuniary

and other benefits thence arising, and shall do so without comply-

ing with the conditions which the charter prescribes? I am

bound to say that I see no good reason why I should hesitate

so to hold."

The defenders reclaimed against this judgment of Lord

Kyllachy, but the judges of the inner house repelled, and

unanimously confii-med the judgment of the Lord-Ordinary.
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Th« Lord Justice CJlerk, and Lord Youug, gave lengthy

opinions on tlie case, and same of tiie more interesting portio^ns

of these are btre appended.

The Lord Justice Clerk :
" The pursuers in this case are

members resi>ectively of certain corporations .... who

consist each of them of a considerable body of persons in the

accountants' profession, who have obtained these Royal char-

ters for the purpose of keeping up a high standard of educa-

tion, and conduct, and professional capacity among their mem-

bers."
" I am s^itisfied that the intention and purpose—the only con-

ceivable intention and purpose—of the defenders in using these

tvro initials C.A. is that that they may appear to be ajid pass for

chartered aocountonts, belonging to these three chartered cor-

porations. I cannot see that there was any other purpose."

" The nert question is whether that is a thing which can be

interfered with and interdicted a* the instance of those who are

members of the chartered societies. . . • If in the case of

any public body a name has been adopted by the members, and

an abbreviation of that name well understood and accepted by

the public, and the meaning of which is perfectly well known,

ia universally used to describe members of that body, and if

that name, or the initials representing that name, are held by

everybody to represent a certain quality in the person to whom
they are attached, then I say that a person daring to use the

name, or to use the initials that represent the name, without

having any right to do so, can be stopped."

" It is a case where the Court is entitled and bound to inter-

dict these persons from using what has come to be practically

a well-known designation, and which, as the Lord-Ordinary

describes it, is a guarantee of a certain fixed standard of educa-

tion, and of a certain pi-ofessional capacity and status."

Lord Young :
" The conclusion for interdict is .... to

have the defenders interdicted from using for professional pur-

poses, or as a professional designation, the letters C.A., or

any otlier letters or words, or abbreviation of words, calculated

to lead the public to believe that they are members of one or

other of the bodies of accountants in Scotland, which aie incor-

porated by Royal charter." . . .

" Now, as to the title of the only incorporated societies, I

do not think there is any objection to that. Tlien what answer

can there be to their claim to prohibit people from represent-

ing themselves as members of these societies? I should have

thought the only answer would have been :
' We have never

done anything of the kind. You are under a misapprehension,

or, at all events, if we have used any words calculated to mis-

lead the pMie, we regret it, and won't do it any more.' I cau-

not conceive any other answer to the action, but the answer

is :
' Oh, we are doing it ; we have been doing it, and we mean

to continue doing it. It is our right to mislead the i>ublic by

representing that we are members of the incorporated societies,

which we are not.' Did your lordships ever hear of such a

right, put into plain language, in a court of justice? The inter-

dict asked is that they should be prohibited, and no more, from

using language which trill mislead the pnhlie into believing that

they are members of an incorporated society of which they are

not members."
" If they were not so representing, there would be no ground

for interdicting them. It is only because they are, and because

they are insisting that they should be allowed to continue to

do it, that there is no arguable defence in point of lata."

" I may explain, though it is hardly worth while, that I do

not think that, by means of ;\. Crown charter or otlier-

wise, tlie public generally can be deprived of the right

to U'se the ordinary language which describes them-

eelves or which describes their conduct. I do not think a
charter could give a right to call themselves exclusively accoun-

[February 14, IQO?.

tants to anybody, or prevent the public .... eallinj::

their occupation by the name which the English language ex-

presses it by. But there is nothing of that sort involved here.

The defenders are only interdicted from rei>resenting that tliej-

are memV>ers of bodies of which they are not by using initials,

or anything else, which will signify that fact."

The other judges agreed with the views expressed by the

Lord Justice Clerk and by Lord Young.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT OF THE PHARMACY

ACT, 1868.

The following letter has appeared iu the Hardware Trade-

Journal and other journals which appeal to traders who ar»-

being urged to take action in the direction of securing amend-

ment of the Phai-macy Act, 1868 :
—

THE SALE OF POISONOUS COMPOUNDS.
To THE Editor.

Sir,—It may interest mamy of your readers to know that
it is in contemplation to effect a change in the laws as to-

the sale of poisons, which, while safeguarding the public
interest, will meet the convenience of large numbers of per-

sons who make use of poisonous compounds for agricul-

tural, horticultural, trade and technical purposes.
Hitherto the law. although it has not always been strictly

observed, has i-equiiied that such compounds should be sold

only by properly qualified chemists, but it would be mani-

festly more convenient that articles such as sheep dips, insec-

ticides, disinfectants, and articles used for photographic-

purposes, should be readily obtainable from agriculturaT

agentfi, nurserymen, seedsmen, ironmongers, and oil anct

colounnen, as well as chemists, the fonner having more-

practical knowledge of the uses for which these articks ar»-

required.

It is understood that the Departmental Committee oib, •

Poisons will report to the Privy Council and to Parliamtnt-

in favour of an alteration in the law, and that the Govern-
ment will shortly bring in a Bill amending the Pharmacy-
Act on the lines suggested by the Poisons Committee, pro-

viding for the sale by licensed traders in properly labelled'

and sealed bottles or packages, of articles already de-

scribed, as supplied by manufacturers or wholesale dealers.

The pharmacists are certain to endeavour to retain their-
.

present privilege. It is for the traders who favour a change-

in the law to take care that the proposed alteration is niadfr-

thoroughly effective in their own interests.

The time is now ripe, therefore, for concerted action to^-

be taken by the traders affected, and we, on behalf of the-

Traders in Poisonous Compounds, etc., Protection Society,

shall be greatly obliged if they will at once communicate-
^

with us, so that arrangements may be made for deputatious

to wait upon members of Parliametnt for all constituencies.
:

claiming their support to the Bill.
'

We are, -Sir, yours faithfully,

Thos. G. Dobbs, Secretary,
\

24, Sansome Street, Worcester. . \

G. H. Richards, Treasurer,

234, Borough High Street, London, S.E.

January 29, 1903. '

Commenting on the subject of the foregoing letter, the editor

of the Hardware Trade Journal writes as follows:—
" There are some facts which have to be stated, reiterated

and emphasised, in order to ensure a fitting recognition by the

individuals v?ho a"e affected by them. The facts relating to the

position of the law which governs the sale of poisonous com-

pounds fall within this category, and therefore we make no-

apology for directing attention once more to this subject. The
~

present condition of affair's is entirely due to the rapacity of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, and to their succeeeiul

arguments which have influenced magistrates towards adopt'ng

a strained interpretation of the Pharmacy Act of 1958. The-

prosecutions at the instance of the Pharmaceutical Society be-

Ji
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coming so frequent and so harassing to the general trade out-

side pharmacy, a society was formed bearing the somewhat

cumbersome name of the Traders in Poisons or Poisonous

Compounds for Technical or Trade Purposes Protection Society.

Mr. T. G. Dobbs, solicitor, 24, Sansome Street, Worcester,

became the secretary, and in that capacity ha-s rendered valiant

service to the trade. The Society is also to be congratulated

upon its energetic treasurer, Mr. G. H. Richards, horticultural

gundriesman and peat merchamt, 234, Borough High Street,

London, S.E. This latter gentleman has not only taken a

generous view of his office, but he has rendered the Society very

Active support. The Society has made some progress ; it has

taken up a strong defensive position, and in one or two cases

has come off victorious in a stubborn fight against the powers

that move and have their being in Bloomsbury Square.

" But the main object of the Society is to bring about an

."imendment of the law, and to this desirable end its chi^ efforts

have been directed. A year or two ago a Bill was drafted with

the intention of Parliament being asked to pass it into law.

But circumstances have been against the promoters. The en-

croachments of the Government bu-siness upon the time afore-

time allotted to private members have been so great that no

suitable occasion has been found for placing the Bill before

either the House of Commons or the House of Lords. It is, of

course, possible that the coming Session might bring luck at

the private members' ballot were it decided to introduce the

Amending Bill into the 1903 Session. Yet we very much doubt

whether the Bill, if introduced, would get beyond the second

reading stage. We have no de.sire to be pessimistic, but the

situation has to be fairly faced. Yet there is a gleam of hope

in another direction. It will be remembered that a Departmental

Committee of the Privy Council has been sitting upon the

question of the Sale of Poisons. It is understood that that

Committee is about to present its report, and that the recommen-
dations are against the Pharmaceutical Society. Indeed, rumour
has it that' the Committee are in favour of Government legisla-

tion during the Session shortly to be opened. Let us hope for

the best. But we are bound to confess that a cock-a-hoop atti-

tude may be followed by disappointment. If we were without

experience we should despise the grain of salt which has some-

times to be taken to reduce anticipations to the level of ordinary

probabilities. How many reports of Commissions and Com-
mittees have been pigeon-holed? The arohive.s of Whitehall

must groan under the weight of them.

"But uncertainty as to the action of H.M. Government ought

not to stay the hand of the reformer. Keep pushing—keep on

—

as Mr. Carnegie advised a winner of one of his scholarehips a

few days ago, must be the motto of all zealous workers in the

matter. The law must be altered', but it depends largely upon
tlie force behind the ' must ' as to the period at which relief will

come to the harassed general trader. Therefore we ui'ge every
trader intere-sted in this matter to join the Society, to throw him-
self heart and soul into the efforts that are being made to secure

concerted action, in order that our legislators may be supported
»t the time when the Bill is introduced for amending the law. It

is slated that the contemplated measure will provide for the

sale by licensed traders, in properly labelled and sealed

bottles or packages, of all such articles as sheep dips, insecti-

cides, disinfectants, poisonous commodities used in agriculture,

*nd all articles required for photographic work. Possibly the
necessity for a trader -to be registered may not meet with the
views of those who advocate an unrestricted sale of poisonous
compounds. For ourselves we do not see any great objection
to it. We have no quarrel with the Pharmacy Act of 1868 in

regard to the sale of pure poisons, but we would emphasise the
fact that because a chemist .sells insecticides it is no guarantee
•gainst a beer-sodden creature drinking deeply of insecticide

kft about a garden. Also if a shepherd wants to drown himself
in sheep dip he will not be prevented from doing so because his

master can only obtain the stuff from a registered chemist. We
•inoerely trust, there<ore, that every trader who is opposed to
monopolies, and particularly to one which was never contem-
plated by the Legislature, should contribute his aid to th&
Protection Society, in order that justice may be done to himself
and his fellow traders at the earliest possible moment."

The following article on the same subject appears in Oils,

Colon?:?, and Drysalteries for February 7: —

.

AMENDING THE PHARMACY ACT.

"That the Committee appointed by the Privy Council to
enquire into and report upon the poisons sections of the Phar-
macy Act of 1868 is to submit recommendations strongly in

favour of aa amendment, with a view to get rid of the

anomalies and unfairnesses which it authorises, is a foregone
conclusion. That a Bill, embodying these recommendations,
will be submitted to Parliament in the Session about to open
is almost certain. In those circumstances the letter from Mr.
Dobbs, the 'Secretary of the Poisons and Poisonous Compounds
Traders' Protection Society, published in last week's Oils,

Colours, and Drysalferies. urging that those interested, either

in the manufacture or the ?ale of poisonous compounds, should

bring influence to bear upon their respective members of Parlia-

ment to have that Bill passed, comes at a very opportune
time. We are not authorised to give the exact terms of the*

recommendations that the report of the Poisons Committe?
will contain ; suffice it to say that they will be of a nature-

acceptable to the general body of traders throughout the

countrj-. As the law exi.sts, poisons and compounds containing

poisons can only be sold by properly qualified chemists. The
reason the chemists put forward for a continuance of this law
has been so ri3dled with argument that the wonder is it is

ever put fosrward at all.

"The majority of tli© Poisons Committee, after hearing the

evidence of witnesses representing every .section of trade, have
come to the conclusion tliat the framers of the Pharmacy Act
did not intend the sections governing the sale of poisonous

compounds to confer a monopoly upon one section of the tradiug

community, and that it has only been by the interpretations

placed by the judges of the High Court upon ambiguous-

phrasing that this monopoly has been allowed to continue.

The Poisons Committee are almost unanimous in holding the

view that the law as it stands is unfair to the public, no less

than to many thousands of intelligent and deserving traders.

With the view of amending the Pharmacy Act they reconmiend

that traders holding a licence should be permitted to sell in

properly labelled and sealed bottles or packages such articles

as weed-killers, insecticides, disinfectants, and other poisonous

compounds as supplied by manufacturers for wholesale dealers,

subject, of course, to the veiy necessary safeguards that trans-

actions of the kind will 1>e duly recorded in a book kept for the

purpose, and that the licensed traders will take precautions

not to sell to any but responsible pei^sons. These propositions,

as we have indicated, are to be embodied in a Bill which we
have the authority for saying will have the support of His

Majesty's Government. Naturally, pharmaci.vts are protesting

very strongly against the suggested reformi, and meetings of

tlieir societies are being held in all parts of the country, at

which steps are being taken to appose the passing of the Bill.

It would be well if those traders who are likely to benefit from;

the passing of the measm^e will in their own interests use all

the influence they can conunand to have the Bill passed. They

can best do this by showing their Parliamentary representative &

the unsatisfactory and unfair condition of things which the
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present law permits. In order to take concerted action, we
would also suggest that they communicate with Mr. Dobbs, the

Secretary of the Poisons and Poisonous Compounds for Tech-

nical Purposes Trades' Association, at Worcester.
" We notice that at a meeting of the Chemists' Assistants'

Association, held in London last week, a resolution was pro-

posed by the executive {sic) to the effect that it was desintbl^

that the laws regulating the keeiping, dispensing, and selling of

poisons .should, for the better protection of the public and of

registered chemists, for greater efficiency and economy of

working, and for the better upholding of the dignity of phar-

macy, be administered by a Government Department. The
principal argument put forward in favour of this proposal was
that the Pharmaceutical Society has not sufficient power to

"protect" the public, or, more accurately, to protect the

monopoly of its members, and that if the Government took

over the work the Depai-tment appointed to perform it would
have adequate powers. For ourselves, we see no reason why
the Pharmacy Act should not be administered, like other Acts

of Parliament, by Government Departments, instead of by a

chartered body of traders. Nay, we would rather favour such

a proposal, for then there would be less of that biased method
of doing things which, unfortunately, the present administra-

tion of the law permits. This view was taken by Mr. Goodall,

who opposed the resolution. This gentleman described the

resolution as one which advocatfed the cause of the oil and
colourman. One of the reasons h© had for objecting to it was
that the Government had shown on more than one occasion that

they cared veiy little about the privileges of the chemists.

"In fact," said Mr. Goodall, "the reiport of the Poisons Com-
mittee of the Privy Council would show that they wished to

restrict these privileges." Another gentleman, a Mr. Lowns-
brough, took a larger view of the question. He said that the

idea of the Government seemed to be that any one should be
allowed to sell poisons in sealed packets, and that chemists

only should deal with broken packages. It is interesting to read

the debates of pharmaceutical chemists. The more they argue
this question the more manifest they make the weaknesses of

their case."

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMIL/E.

Pharmacy of Libanol.

Libanol Ointment for Burns.—Libanol,!; vaseline, 4. Mix.
Libanol Emulsion.—Libanol, 2-3 ; almond emulsion, 150, or

libanol, 2-3
;
syrup of orange flowers, 30 ;

milk, 120. Inliala-

<io». —Libanol and formaldehyde, equal parts. Urethral

Injection.—Libanol, 1 ; sterilised vaseline oil, 4. Liniment. —
Libanol, 30 ;

eucalyptus oil, 20
;
turpentine oil, 20

;
alcohol, 30.

—

Pharni. Post, 35, 695. »•

To keep Machinery from Rusting.

Dissolve camphor, 1, in melted lard, 16 ; mix in as much
finely powdered black-lead as will iinpart an iron colour. Smear
the machinery with this mixture. After twenty-four hours rub
it off with a soft cloth ; it will then keep clean for months
under ordinary conditions.

—

Nat. hriigg., 32, 277.

Ink for Zinc Labels.

Potassium chloride, 60
;
copper sulphate, 120 ; aniline blue, 1

;

dilute acetic acid, 100 ; distilled water, 1,800. Dissolve the
potassium chloride and the copper sulphate in 1,400 parts of

water. Mix the acid in the rest of the water and dissolve the
blue in the mixture. Mix the two solutions.— A'a^. Driigg., 32,
277, after Helfenberger Annalen.

Improved Carmine Drawing-Ink.

Triturate carmine, 1, with solution of ammonium acetate, 15,

and distilled water, 15, in a porcelain mortar, and allow the

mixture to stand for some time. Filter, and add a few drops of

simple syrup to bring the solution to the requisite consistence.

—

Nat. Drugg., 32, 277.

Glycerin Jelly.

Powdered tragacanth, 2 dr. ; oil of rose geranium, 15 minims

;

alcohol (90 per cent.), IJ fl. oz.
;

glycerin, 3 fl. oz. ; water,

6 fl. oz. Dissolve the oil in the alcohol and add to the traga-

canth in a mortar. Mix well, then add, at once, the glycerin

and water previously mixed. Stir until uniform and pour into

pots.— Amer. Drugg., 41, 364.

Ointment for Chilblains.

Creosote, solution of basic lead acetate, of each 10 minims
;

extract of opium, \ grain ; lard, 1 oz. -Pract., 69, 748.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be take'A of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

Chemists and Their Wine Licences.

I am enclosing a newspaper cutting (see last week's P. J.,

p. 191) which may be of interest to some of your readers, espe-

ciall}' those just commencing business for themselves, and who

are desirous of obtaining a retail wine licence to sell such

medical wines as Hall's Coca, meat and malt wine, etc. The

new Act," in my opinion, was not intended to touch these

medical preparations at all ; not to say such pharnraceutical pre-

parations as quinine wine, iron wine, and others. It was

passed with the idea of attempting to put down drunkennes.s.

Willi would dream of getting dmnk on quinine wine or other

medical wine? When I applied for a licence to sell the above

necessaiy wines last Monday, I found, to my surprise, great

opposition. I promised to sign an agreement not to sell any

wine other than those prescribed by medical men. Neverthe-

less, I was refused. You will notice the opposition parties*

reasons for objecting. The question is this : Is there no legis-

lation for the chemist? Why can our opponents in the same

town sell these wines, whilst duly qualified chemists are unable

to dispense them, even when prescribed by medical men? I

shall be pleased to hear opinions from others.-

Febraary 4. 1903. E. B. W. (1/6/54a).

Frivolous and Vexatious Prosecutions.

Of all the prosecutions under the Food and Drugs Act there-.

does not appear a more absurd instance than that of " mercury^
ointment," an article that does not affect the life or health oi

the communitv. It is usually sold under various >name.s, a/^

blue ointment, trooper's ointment, or unction, and is employed
by the submerged tenth for de.stroying disgusting jiarasites

Sixty-five years ago cu«tomei-s for the article were not in go-

odour, and their pence u-sed to be scooped off into water pre
viously to being transfen-ed to the till. Ung. Hydrargjri w",

never retailed, but Ung. Hydrarg. Mitius invariably. Woul
it not be within the scope of the Phamiaceutical Socdety t

formulate a standard, thus enabling the ordinaiy chemist an

druggist to frustra,te the designs of the (ig)noble army of m
foi-mer-s who " ply their wetched trade " existing on the hardi

gained earnings of hone.ster men?
Deal, February 11, 1903. R. Goodwix Mowbrat,
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Carbolised Resin.

Perhaps the following formula may be useful to your corres-

pondent (J. F. S.—84/23), re carbolised resin :—

Pure Carbolic Acid 1 part.
\ Of each

Powdered Resin fsuffi cient

Pure Chloroform ''to produce
; 5 parts.

SufiBoient resin is used (about 2 oz. or more) to produce a thick

liquid. I believe this to be similar to the article sold under the

above name.

Woolwich, February 10, 1903. A. J. Wing.

Another correspondent kindly sends the following formula

for carbolised resin :—

H Resin. Flav 3ss.

Acid. Carbol 3ss.

Ether. Sulph 3i.

Collodion 5ss.

S. et. M.

[We are obliged to our correspondents for sending the above

formulae.—Ed. P. J.]

Chemists and Companies—A Novel Suggestion.

In some wars occasions occur sometimes when it is to the

interest of the opposing forces to unite in order to fight a

common enemy, and although it may seem rather incongruous,

yet it appears to me it is possible for chemists and the com-
panies to join in causing a discontinuance of the sale of drugs

and pharmaceutical preparations by rank outsiders such as

oilmen, grocers, and general or chandler's shop keepers, who do

not even employ anyone at all acquainted with the routine of a

chemist's business. The companies, it must be admitted do,

as a rule, employ qualified men in all their branches, and are

even more particular on this point than private chemists them-
selves. I do not think there would be any difficulty in getting
them to aid the Society in bringing to the notice of Parliament
that in the interests of the public it is expedient that all drugs
and preparations, whether poisonous or non-poisonous, should
be sold by those possessing a knowledge of them. Only the
other day a person was fined for selling Gregory's powder, not
as it should be, and showed complete ignorance of its compo-
sition. Then, again, an oilman perhaps sells borax for carbo-
nate of soda. The customer takes it internally and suffers

accordingly, but the oilman cannot tell whether he has sold one
or the other, and has to send to the chemist in the end to find
out. Even when selling a Seidlitz powder he could not tell

whether it contained the right weight, so that the simplest
drug or preparation requires some knowledge, and if a mono-
poly of the sale of all drugs and preparations could be obtained,
it would be better for the unqualified assistant, as he would, at
any rate, be allowed to sell and dispense all non- poisonous
drugs and preparations. As regards branch shops, if the pro-
prietors were compelled to put in the directories (local or
general) the names of the qualified chemists they employ as
managers at each shop, there would be no difficulty in proving
that they were carried on by registered chemists, and this also
would be in the interests of the public. Thus, instead of the
proprietor's name only appearing at every shop, it would have
to include the name of the manager, and would read thus :—
"Mr. Jones, chemist, Liverpool Road; branch, 61, City Road,
manager, Mr. J. Robinson," and so on for each branch. All that
would have to be done would be to look out the local directory,
and it could at once be seen if the branch were really
managed by a registered chemist.
London, February 9, 1903. C. H. T. Fentiman.

How to Keep Assistants.

One hears a good deal nowadays about limited companies and
their wicked piratical way.s. Various schemes are propounded
by various wiseacres at various meetings and elsewhere for th»
wholesale destruction of such vermin. Up to the present, how-
ever, they seem to thrive on the undying hatred of their duly

qualified brother in business. Now, I read the letters, etc., that

appear in the Journa' and other trade periodicals, and am didy

impressed thereby. I regret the awful money-grabbing spirit of

the qualified assistants who go over to these people and lend

them their qualifications to make money with. Does anybody,

however, dream that these qualified men would go to the store*

for choice? I, for one, don't thimk so. They go because of th«

indoor system, which is the curse of the retail trade. If only

every decent chemist would adopt the outdoor system, there

would soon be a dearth of qualified men at the stores. Now
that Messi«. J. Bell and Co. and Squire have set the example,

there is no reason why others should not follow suit.

February 1, 1905. " Nemo " (177/1).

F. B. Benger : A Reminiscence.

There is one aspect of the late Mr. Benger's attainments

which was not noticed by any of the speakers at the

late Council meeting. Doubtless the noble character of the

man and his exceptional abilities as a pharmacist were worthy

of the very high eulogium psissed upon his services to pharmacy

and therapeutics. The following lines—written about the year

1864—addressed to his broken meerschaum, will show that the

poetic sense wa-s not wanting amongst his many accomplish-

ments :
—

"Lines to my Broken Meerschaum.
"Alas! pojr pipe, that liest at my feet.

With amber mouthpiece shatter'd, broken bowl.

Thou hast bejen my trusty friend so long.

And sooth'd my weary heart when others fail'd.

How many a night o'er chemistry or French
Thy mystic power has spurr'd the flagging braiu'

—

Arous'd the drowsy senses, quicken'd thought,

And shed thine inoense perfume over all?

Or, in different mood, some poet p'raps,

Say Tennyson and thee—I've read a verse.

And lov'd the music there ; or some deep thought.

And paus'd to wonder—watching upward curl,

'In circles, ever widenuig, to the roof,

The fading fairy wreaths thou throwest up.

My sole companion during lonely walks,

When sicken'd with the noisy haunts of men,
I sought with thee for quiet—far away,
And wander'd for an hour in meadows green,

And dreamt a day-dream of my So-and-So.

Ah ! I remember thee in other days,

When not a stain was on thee, not a scratch,

When first I saw thee on thy velvet couch,

With crimson silk above thee, softly laid.

And how I touoh'd thee daintily, with care,

And watch'd the colour deepen on thy side.

Until a very beauty thou had'st grown,
And seemd'st something more than lifeless clay,

So much companion.sliip did dwell in thee !

On summer holidays in s-hady wood,
On winter ev'nings by the Blazing hearth ;

In tempers grave or gay, thro' weal or woe

;

In joy or sorrow, morning, noon, or night,

I ever found thee sweet. Alas ! poor pipe !

"

At that time—1864—as well as I remember, Mr. T. H. Hills

was principal < and the establishmei ' Messrs. J. Bell and

Co. was made up something as follows . —Messrs. Middleton,

MacRae, Wigg, Kitanden Paine, Spearing, Saunders, Harrison,

Hardy, Argles, Benger, Welborn, together with Messrs. Bar-

nard, Gale, and Goodfellow. Alas ! the sickle of death has

been busy amongst them, and I apprehend that but few of the
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number are now living of that stafY, amongst whom puns were

•constantly buzzing ajround—^hke bees at summer's noon.

Woolsthorpe, February 10, 1903. G. Welboen.

Liquor Magnesiee Carbonatis.

I think Mr. W. B. Cowie is wrong in asisuming that the reason

w'hy such fluid nia^'iiesias as Murray's land DinaiefoTd's keep well

is that the former contains " only four gi-aiiiis and' the latter .*ix

grains 'in the fluid ouiioe." In regaird to the second preparation

mentioned, he is certajnly wi'ong, and I can only suppose that

he has e.xamined a specimen wliioh has been kept for somie

•considerable length of time under unsuitable conditions, or that

he has resorted to an unsatisfac-toTy method of determination.

February 11, 1903. " An Obdinaey Ph.\rm.\cist " (178/51).

The Federation Meeting at Dundee.

In a report of a meeting of the Edinburgli District Trade
Association. ;ippe,aring in your issue of the 31st ult., Messrs.

•C. F. Henry, Forret, and Glass make reference to the Federa-
tion meeting in Dundee. From these remarks some misappre-
hension seems to exist as to the scope and object of that meet-
ing. Certainly, as Mr. Henry says, " it would have been better

had the resolution been submitted at the beginning of the
meeting," but, as far as the Federation Executive was con-

cerned, there was no resolution Jo submit. It iseemed to be
the logical outcome of the discussion, and, as I understood
at the time, was formulated in order that some definite issue

might be placed before associations, to be debated after due
consideration of the arguments put forward by speakers at

the meeting. Mr. Forret is correct in saying that I afterwards
stated there was no attempt made to " rush " the meeting,

but I could not have said there was notice given beforehand

of the resolution, as I had no knowledge—nor had anyone else

—of any resolution whatever, up to the time it was moved by
Ml-. Giles. Perhaps there were those in the meeting, other
than Mr. Henry and Mr. Gifford, who disagreed with the find-

ing of the majority, but, as Mr. MacEwan said, the object of

the meeting was to give a lead to the drug trade and the asso-

ciations on the subject of "Titles Reservation." There was no
undue hun-y on the part of the Chaii-man in putting the ques-

tion, if the limited time at his disposal for the despatch of

business is taken into consideration. That the meeting did
not aim at finality, and that the resolution was not meant to

be binding upon associations, whether represented at the meet-
ing or not, but was passed in order that a plain issue should
be before the trade for debate, is shown by the fact that on
September 26 I sent out, on the instructions of the Executive
Committee, a reprint of the full report of the meeting, together
with a circular letter to eveiy local association, whethtr federate 1

or not, with a request that the resolution passed at the annual
meeting should be considered by the members, and their

«pini(m thereon sent me in due course. Surelv this is suffi-

ciently explicit ! I wish to make this i^lain. as, from the
tenour of the report given by the Edinburgh delegates, it

would seem they are under the impression that the Federation
Executive had taken it upon theniselves to settle out of hand
the point at issue. Nothing was further from their intentions.

Whether the reservation of titles to legally qualified chemists is

to be secured by fresh legislation, by a " test case," by inter-

dict, or by other means, lies ivith the associations themselves
to decide : the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society will not
be slow to move if adequate cause can be shown that the course

proposed is likely to be successful. But, whatever method
may be selected by the associated trade as the most likely to

attain the end in view, the Federation will certainly use its

utmost endeavour to further the wishes of its members and of

the majority of chemists, whether organised or unattached.

Geo. F. Merson,
Hon. Sec, Fed. Local Pharmaceutical Associations.

Newuistle-on-Tyne, February 10, 1903.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths by poisoning reported during the seven days

ending Wednesday, February 11, 1903, number fifteen, thus:

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

2 2

1

1

Hydrochloric Acid 1

Laudanum 1 1

Nicotine 1

1

2
1 1

Total 7 8

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Holbeck, Leeds, committed

suicide with carbolic acid. Two young children at Padiham
drank out of a large bottle containing carbolic acid. The coroner

condemned the practice of putting carbolic acid in ordinary

bottles. A woman at Chalfont St. Giles committed suicide by

taking carbolic acid.

Chlorodyne.—A man died at Southampton from an overdose

of chlorodyne.

Copper.—A child at Hartford died after eating preserved

peas, the medical evidence showing death to be due to metallic

poisoning, caused by the copper used to preserve the colour of

the peas.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A woman at Greenwich committed

suicide by taking " spirit of sail."

Laudanum.—A woman at Wakefield drank the contents of

three bottles of laudanum. Mr. J. W. Atkinson, dentist, Spark-

bill, died in the Queen's Hospital from theeffects, it is thought^

of poisoning by laudanum.

Nicotine.—A gardener at Berrington committed suicide by

drinking about a pint of " poison, composed of nicotine and

caustic, and used for vine-dressing."

Opium.—A man died at Salford as the result of drinking from

a bottle containing " opium," in mistake for methylated spirit,

which he was in the habit of drinking, and was kept in a bottle

beside the other.

Oxalic Acid.—This was taken by a woman at Brighton, the

poison being duly labelled and purchased from a registered

chemist. A lady at Cressingham took two ounces of the same

acid.

Strychnine.—An ex-police sergeant in County Donegal took

ten grains of strj'chnine, the jury being unable to say whether

the poison was intentionally or accidentally taken. A woman
at Taunton bought a packet of vermin killer, and swallowed a

quantity ; death was thought tr) be due to strychnine poisoning.

Other Cases.—A woman at Landport attempted suicide by

taking " phosphor paste." In an inquest at Portslade on a

baby, it appeared that the infant had been given a powder

supplied by a herbalist at Brighton ; the medical man in

attendance thought death to be due to opium poisoning, and

the inquest was adjourned for an analysis to be made.
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THE SALE OF POISONOUS COMPOUNDS.
The attention of readers of the Journal is particularly

-directed to a letter which has been sent to various trade

journals by the Secretary of the Traders in Poisonous

Compounds, etc.. Protection Society. That letter is

reprinted at page 210, and it will be seen that agricultural

agents, nurserymen, seedsmen, ironmongers, oil and

colourmen, etc., are being urged by the writers to take

concerted action with a view to the virtual repeal of the

Pharmacy Act, 1868. With the object of showing how the

proposal ihat other persons than duly registered chemists

should be permitted to retail certain poisonous compounds is

being received, prominence is also given in this issue of the

Journal to the editorial comments on the subject, which

have appeared in two trade journals—one addressing itself

to ironmongers and the other to oil and colourmen. In the

former, reference is made to the supposed " rapacity " of the

Pliarmaceutical Society, and it is insisted that the law

relating to the sale of poisons must be altered, in order

that "justice may be done" to "every trader who is

opposed to monopolies." The second journal from which

we quote adopts a similar blindly antagonistic attitude, and

publishes a statement to the effect that the members of

the Poisons Committee were almost unanimous in holding

the view that the law as it stands is unfair to the public,

no less than to " many thousands of intelligent and deserv-

ing traders."

Fortunately, the intelligsnt and deserving traders in

question are not all imbued with the desire to meddle with

a business which they are not competent to conduct
;
pro-

bably the vast majority of them have not the least wish to

sell poisonous compounds. As the editor of the Iron-

monger remarks, it would, of course, be to the immediate

advantage of ironmongers, especially in country districts,

if the sale of a number of profitable articles in large use

were thrown open to them, even under stringent and irk-

some regulations as to separate storage, the keeping of a

register of sales, etc., whicli the Legislature is certain to

demand. Nevertheless, he cannot forbear from expressing

doubt whether ironmongers as a class would be wise in

helping to take away what has always, and with fair cause.

been held to be an essential part of the chemists' business.

In the first place, he points out, an ironmonger, as the law

now stands, may act as agent for the sale of poisonous pre-

parations, but the goods must be forwarded by the manu-

facturer to the customer direct. Again, if the existing law

be altered, the conditions under which ironmongers may be

allowed to stock and retail poisons will perhaps be made so

stringent that it may not be worth their while to take up

the business. But, he adds, there is another objection.

Ironmongers are never tired of denouncing the encroach-

ments upon their own trade by gas and water companies,

drapers, grocers, oilmen, and others, and it is one of the

avowed objects of their own associations to stop such

encroachments. But it is difficult to see how any iron-

monger who lends his aid in the contemplated assault upon

the chemist's preserves will thereafter be able with any

consistency to complain of the furnishing draper and the

other predatory enemies of his own craft. Chemists, as a

class, do not encroach upon the ironmongers' trade, and

that point was recently advanced at the Ironmongers' Con-

ference, though in vain. Yet, the editor of the Ironmoiu/er

thinks, it is worth while to consider whether the capture

of a new " side-line " would not be dearly bought at the

price of a surrender of principle. " Each for himself and

the de^ il take the hindmost, is a comforting doctrine only

to those who are well without the evil one's reach. But

the ironmonger is not, and if chemists are stripped of part

of their business by tlie ironmongers' aid, they are not

likely to sympathise acutely witli hardwaremen when th

latter want to stop town councils from doing electric

wiring or selling gasfittings."

Equally sensible are the comments of \h.e Amateur Photo

(jyapher, which bluntly states that the existing law has not

proved a source of any considerable inconvenience to the

professional photograj^her. " Occasionally, however, an

amateur wishing for an ounce or so of mercuric chloride or

potassium cyanide may iiave been put to a small

inconvenience in having to obtain it from a pharmaceutic

chemist : not a very serious inconvenience certainly, and

one which is often well balanced by the fact that the

chemist is not likely to sell such poisons without giving

any hints which may be necessary as to the use of the

materials. Those who have realised the extent to which

fatal poisoning occurred before the present law came into

force will understand the advantage of existing regulations,

but of late there has been a widespread sale of a dangerous

arsenical weed-killer ; tliis sale, we believe, being founded

on an altogether strained interpretation of the term whole-

sale transaction. The fatalities arising from the widespread

use of arsenical weed-killer, often by reason of potable

substances being stored in vessels contaminated by the

weed-killer, have forced the attention of Government to

the subject, and a Privy Council report will probably be laid

before Parliament shortly." Meanwhile, it is added, Mr.

Thomas Dobbs, who represents the " Traders in Poisonous

Compounds, etc., Protection Society," is agitating for a

much more open and untrammelled sale of poisons, and in

an undated letter, recently sent for publication, urges, inter

alia, that " articles used for photographic purposes should

be readily obtainable from agricultural agents, nurserymen,
seedsmen, ironmongers, and oil and colourmen, as well as

chemists ; the former having more practical knowledge of
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the uses for which these articles are required." It is sug-

gested that, by " articles," Mr. Dobbs doubtless means
poisonous articles, and any reader of the Amateur Photo-

graxiher who feels aggrieved at having to ob ain liis ounce

of mercuric chloride from the chemist w o is generally

also a photographic dealer), and would prefer to obtain

mercuric chloride from the ironmonger, is advised to join

hands with Mr. Dobbs. At the same time, it is cogently

remarked, ' public safety may be even more important

than the very problematical convenience of getting mercuric

or other poisons from anyone but a duly qualified chemist,"

That, of course, is the proper view of the matter to take,

and it will shortly be incumbent on all chemists and

druggists to spare no efforts in the attempt to get that

view generally accepted. All readers of the Journal are

advised to take note of the arguments with which the

Ironmonger &nA the Amateur Pliotograplier have furnished

them—one paper showing that the suggested change in the

law will not be an vmqualified advantage from the purely

trading point of view, while the other makes it clear that

the public is not likely to benefit by any such change. In

opposing change in the direction suggested, the chemist ig

not attempting to maintain a monopoly, but simply urging

the maintenance of a sound principle of public protection.

THE ELECTRON THEORY.
AccoRDiNU to an excellent report in the Times, Sir Oliver

Lodge, in a lecture delivered at Bedford College, referred to

the three fundamental properties of matter—gravitation, co-

hesion, and inertia—and said that as to the first we still re-

main very much in the dark ; with regard to the second, the

same might have been said ten years ago, but now there are

sigi's that its secret is being given up ; while we are

beginning to understand inertia. In self-induction elec-

tricity has a property resembling inertia electricity has

real inertia, and there is no inertia except electrical. In

other words, we are now arriving at an electrical theory of

matter and explaining it in terms of electrical action, of

which, in fact, we know far more than of matter. A body
charged with electricity, if at rest, presents the phenomena
of electrostatics ; if in motion, those of electricity and
magnetism ; if in acceleration or change of moti.ni, hose

of light and radiation generally. Inertia exists all the time.

The idea of inertia as due to a moving charge took form in

1881 in a paper read by Professor J. J. Thomson, of Cam-
bridge, in which he showed that a charged sphere possessed

inertia by virtue of the fact of being charged. No great

attention was paid to this statement at the time because

of the difficulty of detecting any change of inertia due to

the electric charge in the case of a sphere of appreciable

size. The smaller the radius, the bigger the inertia due to

the charge, but no one then thought of anything smaller

than the atom. Yet in 1870 Sir William Crookes had
suggested that in highly exhausted vacuum tubes, through

which an electric discharge was being passed, matter
existed in a '• fourth state "—neither gas, liquid, nor solid.

That idea was rather jeered at at the time, but it has since

been shown that Crookes was perfectly right ; the cathode

• rays do not consist of atoms propelled along the tube, but
of something much smaller than atoms—ultra-atomic cor-

puscles which appear to be the foundation-stones of atoms.

It has also been found that, no inatter what gas is

contained in the tube, it is broken up into particles which

are identical ; this suggests the hypothesis that matter ia

composed of those corpuscles, or electrons, as Dr. John-

stone Stoney has called them. In the case of a liquid, the

electron charge and the substance are combined and travel

together ; in a gas it is as if the charges were dissociated

from matter and become disembodied charges or electric

ghosts. The speed with which those travel is comparable

to that of light, and hence, small as is their mass, they have

a great amount of energy. That the/ are charged bodies is

shown by the fact that they are affected by a magnet,

behaving like electric currents. In what goes on in a

vacuum tube is the nearest approach to seeing electricity

that is likely to be attained. All electric phenomena seems

to depend on electrons. Conduction, for example, takes place

through substances in three ways, according as the

substance is solid, liquid or gas. In the last the electron

plays the part of a particle flying free ; it may be called

the bullet method. Conduction through liquids is the slow

travelling of charges loaded with atoms of matter ; it may
be called the bird-seed method, since the electron is

dropped at the electrode, as a bird drops a seed. In metaUic

conduction, since the atoms can only vibrate, not move

along, the electrons are handed on from one to another.

That may be described as the fire-bucket method.

Eadiation again till recently was a puzzle. It consists of

waves in the ether, hence it was supposed that a vibrating

atom generated waves in the ether, as a bell does sound-

waves in air. But after Sir Oliver Lodge had shown the

disconnection of ether and matter, it became necessary to

suppose that radiation is caused not by the atom as a whole,

but by the electron it carries, and that only during the

period of acceleration. The electrons may not merely be

vibrating, but may be revolving round the atom ; in that

case this orbital motion of a charged body will act as an

electric current and be affected by a magnet. On that

assumption Lorentz predicted the influence of magnetism

on light, which was sought by Faraday as tlie magnetisation

of light and found by Zeeman recently. The electrons have

to travel at an enormous speed round the atom, and in

consequence some of them are occasionally thrown off tangen-

tially—a process which is facilitated by ultra- violet light.

Some substances emit those particles without stimulus—

e.g., uranium, polonium, and radium.- The last give very

intense and penetrating rays, and appear to give rise to a

kind of electrical evaporation ; the emanation includes

masses of matter which, as Rutherford has just shown, are

moving with a speed of the same order as that of light.

This property o radio-activity is found in numbers of

bodies, even in the leaves of trees and in newly fallen rain-

drops, and soon the difficulty will be to find something that

does not possess it in some degree. On the hypothesis that

matter is composed of electrons, their size is known—they

are abouttheone hundredth-thousandth part of the diameter

of the atom. If the electrons were magnified up to some-

thing like the size of a full stop, an atom would be a church

200 ft. long, 80 ft. broad, and 40 ft. high. In an atom of

hydrogen there are nearly 1,000 electrons ; that number

would occupy the church in the same way that soldiers

occupy a country, they would keep everything else out.

The atom is thus a scene of great activity. In the mercury
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atom there are 100,000 electrons ; still, those do not fill all

the space, and if the distances between them are calculated,

they seem to be about as far apai-t in proportion to their

size as the planets in the solar system. By their force the

atoms come to be impenetrable ; chemical affinity also

appears to be electiacal in nature, cohesion is turning out to

be the same, while, as already said, there is good reason to

believe that electric inertia is the only inertia in existence.

THE SALE OF MEDICATED WINES
Ix a letter received by the editor of the Brit ish ami Colon ial

Dnif/ffist, and printed in that journal last week, the Assis-

tant-Secretary of the Board of Inland Revenue definitely

states that the Board does " not requii-e chemists and
druggists to take out a licence for the sale of any of the

medicated wines of . the British Pharmacopoeia when pre-

pared in accordance with the formulae therein laid down,
and labelled to be drunk in the medicinal dose given.

Other 'medicated wines,' which, in the opinion of the

Board, are sufficiently medicated and suitably labelled to

show that they are intended to be taken as medicines and
not as beverages, are also permitted to be sold by chemists

and druggists without a licence. This concession is limited

to bona-fide chemists and druggists. The limits of medica-
tion of the British Pharmacopceia wines are those therein

laid down." Grocers, and other persons not hona-fide

chemists and druggists, will thus require a wine licence for

the sale of wines, whether medicated or not, which contain

at least 2 per cent, of "proof spirit."

THE DOCTOR DRUGGISTS OF SCOTLAND.

Dr. William Bruce, the direct representative of Scot-

land on the General Medical Council, writes to the Bi-itisli

Medical Jovrnal, calling attention to the report of a recent

meeting of the Scottish Poor Law Medical Ofificers'Association

in Glasgow. Part of the report in question ran as follows :

—

" The action of the Pharmaceutical Society, in its recent

prosecutions, was such that no medical man having an open
surgery was safe from prosecution (with its attendant terror

of being brought before the General Medical Council and

being found guilty of conduct infamous in a professional

respect). It was pointed out that in the Highlands and

Islands and country districts it was impossible, because, as

there were no druggists, medical men must of necessity

supply the public with all the drugs, poisonous or other-

wise, and, in the event of the medical man being absent,

if any one in his surgery supplied the smallest quantity of a

scheduled poison to a member of the public, the medical

man was held guilty of breakin the law and found guilty

of infamous conduct by the General Medical Council." He
characterises as preposterous the suggestion that the unquali-

fied assistant of a medical man shoul . " illowed to sell

poisons indiscriminately. Dr. Bruce asks that everj'

such practitioner should have all poisons under lock

and key, and put up a prominent notice in his " shop " that

such articles can only be dispensed at certain hours and

under his immediate personal supervision. " The General

Medical Council is not only not in the leading strings of the

Pharmaceutical Society, but it is entirely in sympathy with

the whole body of the profession." Dr. Bruce concludes

with the statement that the panic is ill-founded and "tinc-

tured very naturally with some jealousy and antagonism to

those chemists and druggists who poach every day twenty

times as much on our domain by prescribing for patients,

as if they were bona -fide doctors." While chemists and

druggists may be grateful to Dr. Bruce for his very

sensible reply to those medical men who desire to indulge

in the untrammelled sale of poisons by the agency of

unqualified servants, exception may be taken to the

inaccurate statement with which the letter concludes.

Without approving of the principle of prescribing by

chemists, readers with a sense of the ludicrous will not

uriss the unintentional humour shown in the reference to

poaching at the end of a letter in which the habitual sale

and storage of drugs by doctors are dealt with.

"THE PRESCRIBING QUACK."

Under the above heading, attention has been directed by

the Lancet to a card of an objectionable character, alleged to

have been issued by Mr. Francis E. Bustard, of South

Tottenham, a member of the Pharmaceutical Society. An
inquiry on the subject has been addressed to Mr. Bustard,

and we regret to say that he confirms the accuracy of the

note in the Lancet, but he adds that the card was with-

drawn from circulation about three weeks ago. As further

action may be taken in the matter, it is not desirable to

comment upon the circumstances at present, but the hope

may be expressed that no other registered chemist is

endeavouring to extend his business by unprofessional

means similar to those to which the Lancet has very

properly taken exception.

" PLAIN FACTS FOR THOUGHTFUL PEOPLE."

The above heading is the title, not, as might be supposed

in these advertising days, of a stirring piece of fiction in the lay

press, terminating in a specious advertisement of X's pills,

but of a pamphlet of a very different order. To be explicit,

there has recently been prepared a booklet with the above title,

setting forth for the benefit of such members of the general

public as may have the opportunity and inclination to read

.it, a bi-ief, telling, and, which is more important, accurate

statement of the case for the qualified individual pharmacist

as opposed to the irresponsible unregistered corporate

entity. The object of those who are responsible for the

production is that the pamphlet should be distributed by-

practising pharmacists to those of their clients whom it

may be considered possible to educate on the question.

With this aim an arrangement has been entered into, under

which members of the Pharmaceutical Society may, by

payment, obtain copies, with their own name and address

printed on the cover, and any desired advertisement at the

end of the booklet. Communications on the subject should

be addressed to Mr. Chater, 16, Bloomsbury Square, who
will be pleased to supply information regarding the

conditions under which the publication may be had.

PHARMACY ACT CASE.

We understand that a complaint has been lodged against

Messrs. Alexander Cross and Sons, Limited, of 19, Hope
Street, Glasgow, seedsmen, etc., in respect of an alleged

offence against the 17th Section of the Pharmacy Act. The

pleadings are expected to come on at the end of next week.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

Wednesday, February 4, 1903, at 67, Lower Mount Street,

Dublui.

The President, Mr. George Beggs, presided, and the other

members who attended were the Vice-President, Mr. Johnston

Montgomery (Belfast) ; Messrs. Wells, Kelly, J. Smith, Vin-

cent Johnston, William Doig (Belfast), G. Brown and George

Grindley.

The Pkesident welcomed Mr. Doig, the new member of

Council.

Mr. Doig, in the course of his reply, regretted that more

druggists were not members of the Society.

Correspondence.

A letter was received from the Secretary of the Sanitary In-

stitute, inviting the Council to send delegates to their twenty-

first Congress and Exhibition, which is to be held at Bradford

on July 7.

Professor Tichborne and the President were named as dele-

gates. I

A donation was received from the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain of a copy of their ^Calendar for 1903.

On the motion of Mr. Wells, thanks were voted to the

donors.

Reports were received from the examiners at the Prelimin-

ary, the Licence, the Registered Druggist, and the Pharma-

ceutical Assistants' examin%tions.

The Certificates of the Society.

Mr. Smith, Hon. Treasurer, moved the following resolu-

tion—

-

" That, in connection with the appointment of teachers

of chemistry under the Department of Agriculture and Tech-

»ical Instruction, the Council take steps to ascertain the

requirements of the department, with the view of having their

certificates accepted as qualifying their licentiates for the

appointments."

He understood that there was a considerable dearth

of teachers under the department, and tliat they wore

not particular as to the applicant's qualifications, provided

that he had something to show that he had taken out a,

course in chemistry. He thought, therefore, that the Council

should approach the department, and inform them that they

bad a splendidly equipped .'chool of chemistry. The qualifi-

cations which the department at present required were those

of the associate of the Colleges of Science of London and

Dublin, the advanced ceitificate of the Science and Art De-

partment, or of the monthly school teachers who' were granted

temporary certificates for teaching chemistry. He was under

the impression that if they could so organise their school of

chemistry, under the able leadership of Professor Tichborne,

as to have the two courses of theoretical and practical chemis-

try complete, they might be able to get their licentiates recog-

nised as being qualified to teach chemistry in the technical

schools.

Mr. Wells .seconded the motion. He thought that the

alunmi of the Society would be veiy suitable men for the

positions in question.

Mr. Kelly and Mr. Grin'dlet supported the motion.

The President said that in convents in Kingstown chemical

laboratories were being fitted up, and ohemi.stry was being

taught by the nuns. In any case, it would be well to pass

Mr. Smith's resolution, because it would give the Council an

opportunity of approachirg the Privy Council again on the

que.sti(m of the theoretical chemistry course.

The motion was put from the chair, and unanimously-

agreed to.

Election of Members.

On the motion of the President, seconded by the Vice-

pRE.siDiiNT. Mr. J. A. Bingham, of Lame, Co. Antrim, and

Mr. L. W. Nicholl, of Belfast, were elected members of the

Society.

Other business having been disposed of, the Council ad-

journed.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thur.sday, February 5, 1903, at 73, Nerwnuui Street, London,

W., Mr. A. Latreille, President, in the chair.

The bu.siness of the meeting should have been " Short

Papers " by members ; no pa.p©rs were forthcoming, however.

But that fact did not mar the pleaswe of the m«mbefl*s or

destroy the interest of the meeting ; on the oontrajy, the pio-

ceedings were very enjoyable a.nd iiustruoti/e, discaueeions taking

place on

Various Matters of Interest.

Mr. R. E. LowNSUHOuGH led off with a few remarks on tha-

effect the introduction of

Artificial Indigo

has had upon the cultivation of vegetable indigo, pointing out

that one of the largest indigo growers iu India has jusit an-

nounced his intention of giving up cultivating the indigo plant.

The Company Problem.

Slips of paper were then distributed, upon which question*

were written, and subsequently 'Mr. Arrowsmith introduced an

interesting subject by as^king " What is the best remedy for the

aibolition of the unqualified company pbarmacitts? " Various

opinions were expressed^ Mr. C. E. Pickering sitating that in

his opinion the only way to abolish so-called company pharma-

cists was for all qualified a.>-siMtants to ab tain from enteiing^

their employ. " But they won't abstain so long a« they receive

better treatment with the comipanies than they do with indi-

vidual pharmacists," was in effect the opinion of the meeting-.

TiNCT. QuiN. Ammo.v.

Mr. Matthews wished to know why ammoniated tincture of

quinine when prepared with "soda" water does not precipi-

tate as it does -when ordinaiy tap water is used.

Mr. Jones thought it was due to the carbonic acid in the

soda water neutralising the alkali.

The C.A.A. and Early Closing.

Mr. Beitton asked if any steps had been taken to inform

Lord Avebury as to the attitudeof the C.A.A. in regard to his

Early Closing Bill

Mr. Richards .'^tated that he had sent a marked copy of the

Chemists Assistant, containing a report of a previous meeting;

when the matter was discussed, to Lord Avebuiy, and he had

since received a letter from him to the effect that he was

very pleased to know that the members of the Association werft-

not opposed to his Bill.

Suspending Agent for "Salol."

Mr. Frost asked what was the be*t suspending agent for

"salol" in mixtures?

Mr. LowNSBROUGH said that if powdered acacia alone wa«=

used as a suspending agent the mixture would cake, but he had

found that by mixing, say, one drachm of powdered acacia with

two drachms of mucilage of acacia it did not cake.

A short discusaion then took place as to what justification-

certain wholesale houses had for placing upon unstampedit
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bottles of proprietxirj- preparations, supplied for dispensing, the

wo*xls " This preparation moist next be sold to the public."

Assistants and the Couxcil Election.

Mr. Richards .said the question he li;wi to put was " WTiat

prospect is there of succeasfully running an a&sisitants' candi-

date at the next election of the Pharmaceiitical CounciJ? "

This question produced an animated discmsion, the chief

points brought out being:—(1) In what Tvay would an assLs-

aiiits' representative he able to forwaixl the interests of assis-

tants by occupying a place on the C!ouncil of the Pharmaceutioal

Society? and (2) Wei'e not the interests of qualified assistants

a.iid mastai's identical? In tlie fi'rst place, Mr. Piceering was
of opinion that in the event of an asisistaiit heing elected to the

Council the political advantage would be that his fellowor.ssis-

tants throughout the country would he more willing to give

information concerning infiingements of the Pharmacy Acts,

and thus the interests of qualified assistants would be better

safeguarded. In regard to the second jwint Mr. GtOODall

thought the interests of assistants and masters were not exactly

lenLical, because the only way of helping assistants would be

by shortening liouifi and increasing salaries.

"SlTBSTITUTION."

Mr. Arbowsmith directed attention to an advertisement en-

tiitJetl
' Why and Becau.'-e—and the Remedy," which appears

un the outside back cover of ' Whjtaker's Almanack.' He
pointed out tliat the sting of the. advertisement was in the

tail, viz., " Th« remedy is in your own hands ; insist- on having

— ^'s soap, or go to a more respectable shop."

The proceedings then terminated.

PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT, STONEHOUSE AND
DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

QUARTERLY MEETING.

At 7, Whimple Street, Plymouth, on Friday, February 6,

1803, Mr. J. Davy Txjbnet, President, in the chair, supported

by the following members :—Messrs. C. J. Park, F. W. Hunt,

r". F. Roper, C. T. Weary, F. Maitland, J. Cocks, P. A. Kelly,

Condy U'Ren, F. A. Spear, F. A. Goodwin, H. M. Morgan,

and Gt. Fairweather, Hon. Secretary.

Emergency Fund.

The Chairman, in introducing the subject, said he felt that it

was expedient a fund should be jnovided to pay the expenses of

any members acting as delegates from the Association. He con-

sidered it would be hardly fair to expect members representing

the Association, as at the late Convention, to have to pay their

own expenses. The two local delegates, Messrs. Weary and

Roper, had. however, refused to accept their ont-of-pocket ex-

penses on the occasion referred to, a.s the amount was com-

paratively small ; but he thought something could be done

either in providing a special fund, or from the funds of the

Association, in order that in future delegates, besides giving

their valuable time, should not be out of pocket.

Mr. Maitland asked if .'<uch a fund were provided would it

bind any future committee? He thought it would be wiser to

take each occasion as it arose, for if they had a fund it would
soon be absorbed.

Mr. Park was of opinion that should an occasion arise quickly

it would be difficult to get the money together as soon as re-

quired. He thought a resolution should be passed binding the

members of the Association to contribute towards the expen.ses

of delegates attending actual trade meetings pro rata per shop.

For instance, if the expenses amounted to £5, each trading

member of the Association should contribute equally to that

amount.

Mr. Maitl.\nd said the subscription should be purely volun-

tary. He did not doubt for a moment that the necessary money
would be forthcoming when occasion arose.

Mr. Roper proposed that the members of the Association in

business should be invited to send in their names guaranteeing a

sum not to exceed 5s., and that the matter be left in the hands

of the trade section.

The motion being seconded by Mr. Kelly, was unanimously

carried.

Correspondence.

The Seoretart read a letter from Mr. Glyn-Jones asking for

further support to the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Weary mentioned that a matter had incidentally cropped

up at the Convention with regard to Messrs. Oppenheimer's

goods being sold at their wholesale list prices. Mr. Ball,

managing director, was present, and expressed Surprise to hear

that such was the case. He (Mr. Weary) had since been in cor-

respondence with regard to this matter, and referred to their

bipalatinoids No. 500 being sold for 2s. 6d. per gross bottle.

jMi'. Ball had replied that he. did not thinli the price 2s. 6d. was
universal, and the fault of cutting lay with chemists themselves,

but any adequate scheme to prevent this would be considered

by the firm. Mr. Weary, in acknowledging the communication,
said he would bring the matter before the next meeting of the
Association, and any expression of opinion would be duly for-

warded.

The subject then being open for discussion,

Mr. Cocks suggested that the selling prices of unopened
packages of Messrs. Oppenheimer and allied firms should be 2S
per cent, over their wholesale list prices.

Mr. Maitland asked if Messrs. 02>penheimer's goods were in-

quired for more than BdiToughs Wellcome's, Parke Davis's, or

Warrick's, seeing that in manj- towns Burroughs Wellcome's
goods were sold at their wholesale list prices.

Mr. Weary then pointed out that packed goods of such a
nature sold at wholesale list prices were far more injurious to the-

trade than well-known " patent " medicines. He explained that
on a gross bottle of bipalatinoids No. 500, sold for 2s. 6d., con-
taining 144 doses, the average profit would be 5d., whereas the-

eame number of doses of an ordinarj- medicine would be 14s. or
15s., and a proportionately larger profit.

After further discussion, in which all the members joined,

Mr. Cock's proposition was carried unanimously, and the Secre-
tary was in.structed to write to Messrs. Oppenheimer, Bur-
roughs Wellcome, Parke Davis, and Warrick, expressing tae
views of the Association.

Chemists' Defence Fund.
Mr. Condy U'Ren reported that he had received nearly £13^

which would be forwarded to Mr. Glyn-Jones.

The meeting then went into committee to discuss other
matters of pharmaceutical interest.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Tuesday, February 3, 1903, Mr. Councillor J. Latieie, Presi-

dent, in the chair.

The principal business transacted was concerned with pro-

posed alterations of the rules of the A.«sociation.

Mr. C. H. TuEVEE, Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society, reported that he had visited Preston, and had
been present there at the conference with the Secretary of the
Society. He thought the ofiieials at Blooms-bury Square were
thoroughly a'ive to the necessity for action to protect the

interests of chemists and druggists against the attempts that
were being made to effect alterations in the law regarding the
sale of poisons.
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EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

Br the kind permission of the City Astronomer, Mr. Peck,

the members of the Association visited the

City Observatory, Calton Hill,

on tlie evening of Wednesday, February 4, 1903. The members
were received by Messrs. Ritchie and Fielding, assistant astro-

nomers, by' wliom tliey weie conducted over the observatory,

and liad the instruments ejcplained. The sky wais overca-st, anci

it looked as if the visitors were to smffer the same disapiwint-

ment as they experienced on the last occasion. In default ot

a peejj at tfie real moon, Mr. Ritchie had just concluded a

most interesting description of a verj' perfect photograph of

the area of the moon's surface illuminated during the first

quarter, when the sky became brilliantly clear, and the mem-
bers had each an opportunity of viewing, through the large

eq-uatorial telescope, the area of the lunar surface which had

just been described. This portion includes the mountain

ranges known as the Apennines, the Caucasus, and the Alps,

which were very clearly seen, ivs were also the famous alpine

valley stretching eighty miles in a straight line, and having

a depth of probably 12,000 feet. Several of the grey, flat

areas, supposed to be dry sea bottoms, and the strange walled

plains or extinct criiters were also p/)inted out. It was ex-

plained that with the largest telescope in the observatory it

was possible to bring the moon within a viewing distance of

about 120 miles, and at that distance an object such as a line

of soldiers half a-mile long and fairly deep would be seen mov-

ing, but no signs of motion had ever been seen. Most

astronomers were of opinion that the moon was dead to- the

veiy core, but one observer as.serted that he had seen what

he took to be a cloud arising from one of the craters, and said

he believed there was therefore .still volcanic activity. Against

the possibility of
^
organic life were the facts that there was

no evidence of an atmosphere or moisture, and tliat during

the Imiar night of fourteen terrestrial days the temperature

of the dark surface mu.st fall to that of space —200° C. Mr.

Ritchie explained that the science of chemistry was becoming

of ever-increasing importance to the astronomer, owing to the

development of spectroscopic research. With the exception of

iridium, osmium, jDlatinum, nithenium, tantalum, thorium,

tungsten, and uranium (who.se presence was doubtful), and

antimony, arsenic, bismuth, boron, nitrogen, caesium, gold,

mercury, phosphorus, rubidium, selenium, sulphur, and thal-

lium (which had not been found), all the elements were found

in the sun. Oxygen was added in 1896. and helium in 1895.

On the motion of the Pee.sident, Mr. J. W. Plenderleith, a

eordial vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Peck and bis atssis-

tants.

GREAT YARMOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

At 156, King Street, on Tliursday, February 5, 1903, Mr.

W. G. Poll in the chair.

Several letters were read, one from the P.A.T.A. dealing

with correspondence between the Executive and' Mr. Fisher.

The Secretaky then, in a few remarks on the P.A.T.A., said

that the time ihad now come when some active steps should

be taken by associations and individual chemists throughout

the country to further the good work so well begun at

The Recent Convention.

He went on strongly to recommend immediate communication

ivith proprietors of non-protected articles, urging them to join

the P.A.T.A. This suggestion was unanimously agreed to, and,

on the motion of Mr. Woodcock, seconded by Mr. M.^le, the

Committee' were directed to draw up a petition, liave copies

printed and signed by all cliemists in the town, and forwarded

to the leading proprietors.

DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

On Monday, February 9. 1903, Mr. Glkdhill, President,

in the chair. There was a large attendance of members.

Correspondence.

The Secretary, Mr. G. Walker, read a letter from the Editor

of the Pharmaceutical Journal re the in.sertion of notices <if

meetings in tlie Journal, and the opinion was expressed th it

this was a capital arrangement. It was also stated that the

Journal had improved considerably of late, and was getting

more into touch witli cliemists than it h.<id hitherto been.

A letter was read from the Halifax ajid District Association,

asking for a delegate to be sent to their annual dinner on

February 19, and Mr. S. N. Pickard was appointed to attend.

Mr. W. S. Glyn-Joiies wrote asking the Association to spare

no effort in communicating with individual proprietors with a

view to getting them to place their articles on the protected

list. He also hoped that the As.sociation would do all in its

power to increase the membership of the P.A.T.A. in the

district. Correspondence which had passed between the

P.A.T.A. and Mr. Fisher was also enclosed.

Mr. GuTTERiDGE : I tliiuk we ought to take a special interest

in this matter.

Mr. Pickard : All chemists should join the P.A.T.A. It is

hardly fair for certain chemists to uphold it by paying sub-

scriptions, while others who are not paying receive the benefits

of it. There are a great many articles on tlie list that leave a

decent profit now that did not before.

Mr. Pickard moved that the Local Secretary see chemists

in the district who -.ire not members of the P.A.T.A. and

endeavour to induce them to join.

Mr. GuTTERiDUE seconded the motion, which was carried.

Mr. Day, the Local Secretaiy, undertook to do this.

Mr. W. Blakeley. of Birstall. was admitted a member of the

Association.

The Secretary reported receipt of copy of the address issued

by ^Ir. Pickering, who is to be nominated for a seat on the

Council ;is i epresentative of the chemists' assistants. No action

was tiiikeii in the matter.

GLASGOW CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS' ASSIS=

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

At 25, Bath Street, Glasgow, on Wednesday, i'ebruai-y 4,

1903, Mr. W. W. Molli.sox. President, in the chair.

Mr. J. P. GiLMorR delivered a very interesting lecture on

The Evolution of Man and the Sources of Civilisation,

in which he surveyed and summed up the evidences for the

descent of man from lower forms of life, and the develop-

ment of society from primitive savagery to current culture.

The lecture was illustrated by nearly 100 specially prepare I

.slides.

Mr. MoLLi.soN proposed a vote of tlianks to Mr. Gilmour,

and a vote of thanks was also given to Mr. Lothian, who
very kindly lent his lantern, and to Mr. Orr, who opcrafed

the lantern with celerity.
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LINCOLN AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

February 3, 1903, Mr. J. S. Battle in the chair. Other

members present— ]Messrs. Hill, Watson, Aram, Walker, Elmitt,

J. C. M. Battle, and Birkbeck.

Local Organisation.

The question of local organisation was discussed, and it was
thought the policy of the Pharmaceutical Society in this

respect was excellent.

It was stated Mr. Owbridge had sent parcels of bills relating

to his "Lung Tonic " without request. The Secretary was
instructed to write to say that out of a membership of

eighteen, seventeen of this Association were members of the

P.A.T.A., and were loyally abiding by Resolution 36, passed at

the recent Convention, and ask what was to be done with the

parcels.

A letter and agreement form, which had been received from
Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome and Company, was read. No
one present had been asked to sign it, nor had anyone heard of

such an agreement. The meeting considered an agreement
which fixed the minimum price so near the wholesale price was
worthless.

The action of the Manufacturers' Association in regard to

the recent Convention was referred to, and the Secretary was
instructed to write to proprietors, pointing out the advisability

of protecting their goods.

Reference was made to the agitation of some traders to

relax the stringency of the Pharmacy Act, and it was decided

to use every efiort to prevent this, or it would annul all the

good the Pharmaceutical Society had done during recent years

in this direction.

Iron pills and oil of juniper were mentioned as requiring

care in retailing, owing to a demand for Sale of Food and Drugs
Act purposes.

\

BRISTOL PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

At University College, Wednesday. Febraary 4, 1900, Mr.

E. F. Young (retiring President) in the chair.

With reference to the forthcoming

British Pharmaceutical Conference,

to be held in Bristol nest July, the Chairman reported that

the Coimnittee appointed had waited upon the Lord Mayor (Sir

Robert SjTnes). In the absence of data from the Secretary of

the Conference, they were, however, unable to give his Lord-

ship full particulars as to what hadi l^een done in other places.

The Lord Mayor had stated that he would be pleased to- attend

the reception given the delegates, and officially welcome them
to Bristol. It was hoped to hold the Conference at the Univer-

sity College.

Mr. Young then vacated the chair, which was taken by
the recently elected President (Mr. J. W. Wliite). It was ex-

plained by Mr. YorNG that it had been thought desirable that

the Presiident for 1903 should be elected before that annual

meeting in order that he might attend the Dundee Conference

and, as President, extend the invitation to Bristol.

Election of Officers.

Messrs. G. T. Turner and E. F. Yomig were elected Yice-

Presidents, while the Hon. Secretary (Mr. H. E. Boorne) and

Hon. Treasurer (Mr. H. E. Matthews) were re-elected.

The Hon. Treasueer reported that the receipts for the year

had amoimtedl to £21 3s. lOd., and after payment of all ex-

pense.s there remained a balance of 10s. in hand. Mr. Mat-

thews also reported that the amount promised! for the Confer-

ence was about £50, while £55 had been guaranteed.

The accounts were adopted, andJ on the motion of Mr. YoTTNO,;

seconded by Mr. Pitchford, it was decided tuat an appeal

should be made for subscriptions towards the Conference to all

the registered persons in the district.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, February 10, 1903, Mr. J. A. ^Mitchell, President,

in the chair.

Mr. R. Lord Gifford delivered an address on

Pharmaceutical Politics.

Mr. Lord Gifford said he defined pharmaceutical politics as

the relationship of the profession of pharmacy to the iState,

that was their relationship to the Government on the one hand
and to the people on the other hand. That mey could speak

of pliarmaceutical politics just as they could speak of medical

politics was significant, for the politics of a grocer might be

Consiervative, Liberal, or Socialistic, but could not be special

to his own business, thus illustrating and distinguishing the dif-

ference that there was between the chemist and the tradesman.

It was proper that the necessity should be kept in mind for dis-

tinguishing between their interests a« traders and their phar-

maceutical claims. As traders they were foolish or otherwise

according as they took care of their trade interests or neglected

them. Now that the benefits arising from combination and
association were obtaining such general i^ecognition in their

ranks, they must be careful always to remember that trade

interests were their own domestic affairs, whilst their relation

to tlie State was material not only to themselves and those who
were following after them, but also ooncemed the best and
most wide-reaching interests of the nation. Those who had
been agitating, and had proved to the full the justification for

their agitating, might congratulate themselves upon tiie fact

that their earnestness and enthusiasm had now infected what
they might properly call the machinery of the Pharmaceutical
Society. He cordially welcomed this last and best evidence

of success, for it might well mean that they had an almost per-

fectly organised body, with every advantage of circimistance

and position necessary to make a righteous claim irresistible.

He did not see how any Government could faU to respond to

the forces that it would be possible to bring to bear under the

new order of things. The splendid and well-organised machinery

of the Society was at the service of the whole body of phar-

macists, and the Council declared itself to be their respectful

servant, and tlie future, therefore, depended upon their active

interest in pharmaceutical affairs. Examining generally the

history of the last twenty yeans, he said they were advised in

1885 that there was a casus omissus in the Act of 1868, and that

in point of fact limited companies or corporations were outside

of the four corners of the Act. This information had been

expressly guarded on the a-ssumption that it was undesirable

to inform outsiders of the easy way in which the Act could be

avoided. This policy has been proved to be weak, and, in his
' opinion, had been fatal to its object. Unqualified persons,

being keenly interested, had taken care to get legal opinion,

and so knew of the weakness. Qualified persons, relying upon
the Society, as was quite natural, remained entirelv ignorant of

the far-reaching effects of the decision given in tne London and

Provincial Supply Association case of 1880. Naturaiiy, some
chemists eventually jumped to the conclusion that the Pharma-
ceutical Society had been careless of their interests, and this
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feeling brought about a divided and chaotic state ivom which

tliey were only just emerging. He mentioned tlds because

to-day Uiere were still some leaders of the craft who advocated

the continuance of the policy of secrecy in their method, though

if there was ore thing more than another which had been con-

demned by experience and terrible results it was this policy.

Yeare ago he went with his President, Mr. CVitchley, for legal

advice, and was informed that in the case mentioned the decision

was clear and definite, and the necessai^ policy was an amend-

ment of the law ; but that it might be possible, and might be

good policy, to distinguish some case and practically retry it

under fresh circumstances and new facts. If it wa.s so easy

for him to get a definition of the law, surely it was fatuous to

imagine that with wealthy corporation.s to deal with it was

possible to keep material matters from their knowledge, 'the

next lesson that history taught them was the importance of

knowing their own minds and being quite clear a® to what

tiieir objective was. The very least that they could ask was

that a clear distinction shooild be drawn between the qualified

and the unqualified. The State which brought them into being

must repress othei-s from exercising the functions expressly

laid down as their prerogatives. The President had declared

that in dealing with the new Pharmacy Bill the Council would

stand by tlie principle of personal qualification, so that it

seemed to him that the mass of chemists as practical politicians

must in due time give the President and the Council as muoli

enthusiastic support, as if they personally were responsible for

the Bill. To refer to the Poisons Commission, it must be borne

in mind that this was appointed without reference to the Coun-

cil who administered the Acts. No request was made to the

Pharmaceutical Council to appoint a representative, and, in

point of fact, that body had not a representative on the Com-

mission. This fact ought to be resented. It seemed to him

that such a reflection ought not to be passed over if there was

tlie slightest chance of replying to it. They ought to .stir up

public feeling, perhaps, and draw attention to anomalies already

existing, and this was a suitable opportimity of showing their

teeth. It was the fact that there had been judicial interpreta-

tions in the High Courts on several occasions during recent

j'cars entirely at variance with the interpretation of 1880, and

it seemed to him that if a case could possibly be talien testing

tlie right of unqualified ..persons under cover of company law to

u.-e the title it would be an effective counterblast to the Poisons

Committee. It was reasonable to believe that such a case would

be a striking object-lesson to the public, and thus probably

force legislative action. His position was that they ought to

force their grievances upon the attention of the public. How
was it possible that they would be taken seriously if they did

not act as if they believed that they lay under serious injustice

and showed a determination not to rest without remedy? He
believed be was right in saying that a case could be differen-

tiated. He did not say that they had a good chance of winning
it, but he was bound to say that, in his opinion, great good
would re.sult, for a greater momentum would be given to their

cavise by such action than many of them imagined. He was
convinced that thereby they would be working in the lines of

least resistance and would strike a productive comse. To be

.sure, they would have to face a cost of £1,000, but with 2s.

each from 10,000 chemists, or 4s. each fromi 5,000, the thing

was done. He presented the idea to the London Chemists'

Association, which had 'become awake. They mcght do worse
than take the hint, and get together that amoimt as a reserve

fund. He was not sure that it would require a great deal of

trouble to get the West Riddng chemists to take the matter in

hand, for it was just the sort of matter that appealed to York-

shiremen. Before any fresh legislation could be liopeci for,

their own members, as well as the members of Parliament, re-

quired to be educated, and the community also, and what better

means could be devised for enlightening them than a stiffly-

contested action by the Soeiety against some limited liability

companj^ How could the justice and reasonableness of their

demands be better shown, and' how could they conceive of money

better spent than in forcing a game in which they had every-

thing to gain and less than nothing to lose. He would remind

them that the time for the election to seats on the CoiincU was

within measurable distance, and this was the time for effec-

tively expressing their views. Was it too much to expect that

candidates sliould define their policy upon important points,

and be expected to make plain statements of their opinions"'

He did not know whether the teeming West Riding could not

offer them a candidate, one who was of the people and knew
something of the strenuous, soul-destroying life of the chemist

in the street. That was the type of chemist that governments

would legislate for, because he particularly had the welfare of

the common people under his care. If the result of that meet-

ing was to advance the caiise which they all had at lieart by a

single step, lie would be amply recompensed for his visit to

them.

Discussion.

Aldennan Dunn asked whether fear of the cost was the
obstacle which bad prevented the Pharmaceutical Society from
taking action.

IMf. GiFFORD said that it might be that that mattei-

had entered into the con.sideration of the Council, and it was
felt that, at any rate, if chemists would take the matter up in

the way he suggested there could be no further possibility of

fiuch an obstacle.

Mr. W-4DDINGTON said if he could be .shown a case,

which was at all likely to be won in the courts he should be

very glad to see the .spending of £1,000 on it, for it was just

what was needed to bring chemists to the support of Ihi

Society. He had no doubt that if the Pharmaceutical Society

saw a possibility of winning they would not hesitate to spend

the money. There was no chance, he feared, aild the best

thing to do now was to support the President and the Society

in regard to the new Phannacy Bill. The fiict was that

cliemists had given tliem.selves away on the titles question in

what the}' had asked for themselves. They had put themselvi s

in such a position in regard to branch shops that they would
be in danger of being laughed at if they asked what was sug-

gested. As to Mr. Lord Clifford s sugges-tion of another West
Piriding representative, he felt that there were other districts

which were in greater need of representation.

Mr. R. W. SiLSON said he agreed- with Mr. Lord Gifford

that the great value of the spending of £1,000 upon a case was
that it would bring their grievances before the public. What
was £1,000 to a Society which for years had been trying to

squander as many thousands as it could without doing the lea-^t

bit of good? Had they ever considered the amount of money
which the Society had, as it were, put dovrn the sink? The

Society had waited until the citadel had been stormed. There

were now millions of money sunk in unqualified business, and

the one thing which the British public chiefly recognised wa.s

vested iiitei-ests, whether these interests were right or wrong.

At present the leaders of the Societj' were trading under names
which were not theirs, and, that being so, how could they

iasist upon the per.sonal qualification ?

Mr. Beo.^dhead (Dewsbui-y) said he only differed from Mr.

Lord Gifford in the respect that he believed that a case could

be won. The question of tJie titles was the most important

question Mhich had been raised ever since the Pharmacy Act

had been passed, and the one thing most worth pushing. On
the titles question Bradford did not know its own mind, and
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he would admit that there was no association which did. It

was a very difficult question. He had given a lot of study to

it, and did not quite understand it yet. He complained that

all tlie three trade joumal.s gave preference to the ca~se against

a title, whilst the case in favour of the title had been i-elegated

to that dust-heap of pharmaceutical twaddle—the correspond-

ence columns. There w.is doubtful legality about the claim of

the registered chemist to the title, but there wa* undoubted

;ight and justice in it. and if that were so there should be an

end put to the doubtfvd legality.

Alderman Dtjnn .said the companies of to-day had been

formed for the express purpose of defeating the Act, and he

agreed with tbose who said that the spending of £1,000 upon

a case would, at any rat^. have roused enthusiasm among the

chemists of the country for fre.sh legislation, and in that respect

would have done great good. Every week was seeing the

establishment of new companies in qj)position to those who

struggled to pay tht?ir fees for proper qualification, and cer-

tainly th« question of titles ought to be brought to a focus in

the interest.s of aU chemists.

A vote of thanks was very heartily accorded to Mr. Lord

Giflford. who, in reply, mid he had gone to three different

solicitors on the question, and any solicitor would tell them

that the decision of 1880 placed limited companies outside of

the Parmacy Acts. That was the strongest point against the

test case, but he had never been told that there was no possi-

bility of questioning this. The essential matter was to arouse

interest on behalf of new legislation, and he did not mind if

he stirred up a hornets' nest if his doing so increased interest

in the matter.

Mr. Hanson was appointed delegate to the dinner of the

Halifax Association, and Aldennan Dunn and Mr. R. T. Silson

were appointed delegates to the Bradford Chamber of Trades.

The meeting then ended.

HUDDERSFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Ordinary Meeting.

Tuesday. February 10, 1903. Mr, R. C. W.^lshaw, Presi-

dent, in the chair.

Mr. Stephex-s read a paper on

The " Patent " Medicine Trade.

Thirty yeai-s ago, when a customer came for a remedy for a

cough, or something of that kind, it was quite an ordinary

thing to sell a "patent" medicine, at a profit, without trouble

or risk. It was a custom in the early days for the proprietors

of such medicines to send large quantities of circulars, and

he remembered that apprentices at that period were directed

to use these for wrappings, with the result that the patent

medicines were largely advertised in this way. The custom of

families to have certain recipe.s for certain ailments was

falling off, and instead we had the ever-ready cure-all in the

form of a certain pill. The evil was here, and they had to

deal with it. The sooner they declined to handle these goods

the better. As a first step in this direction, he would cut

down to a rock-bottom price every patent medicine they

handled, and when they had cleared out these things in the

com-se of. say. six months, they should stock them no more.

Tliey would then have more money in hand to extend the sales

of their own preparations, and to carry on their own businesses

as qualified chemists and druggists. Some might say that

such a course was impossible. Well, it had not been tried, and

it would not cost anything to try the experiment. Why not

tell the customers they did not keep the pills because tbe busi-

ness did not pay? They could say they would be pleased to

make up any remedy that might be required for any particular

recipe. Some might submit that this was substitution. It

was nothing of tiie kind, despite what adverti>ements might

-state. The advertisers of "patent" medicines were the real

substitutors. It was the duty of the chemists, to themselves

and to the public, to let "patent" medicines alone. He con-

tended that it was contemptible to have to deal with an article

ascribed, say, to Dr. Woodhead, when they knew Dr. Wood-
head was a myth. Let them fight for tlieir position as honour-

able men and for the sake of those who were to follow them.

The Pkesident saiid they were all indebted to Mr. Stephen.s

for his very able paper, but he was afraid isome of the sugges-

tions werc impracticable. Unfortunately mosit of them were

unable to get along without "patent" medicines. On tlie

question of advertising, he quoted from a sheet which had been

circulated in Huddei-sfiekl referring to certain remed'ies, and

reflecting upon the main body of chemists in the town to the

eniliancemeut of two others.

This wa.s discussed at some length, and the two gentJiemen

disclaimed all knowledge of the association of their names with

the a/dvertiseineinit.

The Pkesident added tbait he thought they could make the

most profit through the medium of the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Buckley thought itliey might have some agreement amoiig

themselves as to selling patent medicines on Sundays. He him-

self declined' to seU any patent medicines on Sundays.

The Seceet.\bt said tliat supposing tlvey were to refuse to-

stock Beecham's pills, he fancied the proprietor would be suffi-

ciently spii-ited to say he would do without the chemist.

The President said the cardinal principle should be to make

a.s much profit as passible, and the chemitt waai a more imprew-

Siive salesman even from the proprietors' point of view than

any othei'.

Other members .subscribed to the President's expression of

thanks to Mr. Stephen.s for the paper, and the matter wais then.

Ileft over.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT GRAVESEND.

On Wednesday, Febniaiy 11, 1903, at the Clarendon Hotei,.

Gravesend. Five members of the Association, including Mr.

Albert Cooper, Chak-man of the Genei-al Purposes Committee,

journeyed down from London to urge upon the local chemists

the necessity of organisation. Nineteen chemists in the

district., who received invitations, wrote expressing regret at

inability to attend, and their wishes for the success of the

meeting.

Mr. Feaveb C'larke took the chair, and put to tlio.'^e pi^ent.

the advantages of meeting together, and the claims of the

Pharmaceutical Society on all chembts ; and invited those who

had accepted the invitation of the L.C.A. to be present either

to join that Association or to form a branch in North Kent, or

an association embracing the towns and districts near.

2iIessTs. Cooper, Pond, and Pentnet emphasised the i>oints of

Mr. Clarke's remai'ks, and Messrs. Corfe fMa-idstone), Goff

(Dartford), Hansox (Sidcup), Still (Woolwich), expressed tlieir

thaaiks for the opportunity provided of meeting together, each

'favouring the idea of the fonnation of a North Kent Associa-

tion.

Mr. Stooke (New Brompton), a newly appointed local Secre-

tary of the Pharmaceutical Society, made an eloquent speech,

in which he ui-ged support of the Society which, he pointed out,

was a democivitic society. If the Counoil was not satisfactory,

membei-s had power of changing it. He saw in local organisa-

tion opportunity of increased membership.

A resolution was proposed that a committee be appointed

to fom a local asj ociation to meet in different towns of North;
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Kent from time to time, or to join the L.C.A. as a local brancli,

with the same object.

This motion met with the support of eveTy local man who
attended, and a comoiittee was iormed which will meet again

the first Wednesday in !iLarch.

MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

At the Victoria Hotel, on Wednesday, February 11, 1903,

the President, Mr. Geo. S. Woolley, in the chair. Several

new members and associates were elected.

Mr. KiRKBY read a paper on

Pharmacists and a University Curriculum.

After defining pharmacy, he contended that the preparation

and compounding of medicines should be given up entirely to

qualified pharmacists. The University course recommended
was detailed, and in its preparation he had Been assisted by
Mr. Grier. A pharmaceutical student would, he said, be able

to obtain a science degree more quickly than at the present

time, for pharmacy would be accepted in lieu of other studies.

The President said a young man going in for a degree

of this kind would find his time and labour very profitably

expended. Medical men in that district were very quick to

discover who was the best equipped pharniacist to whom they

could go for pharmaceutical assistance and help. He moved
a vote of thanks to Mr. Kirkby for his paper.

Mr. KiDD seconded the motion, which was carried unani-

mously.
Mr. Grier said, at first sight, most chemists would say

the game was not worth the candle. He would put it in

another way. How long was the average student in passing

his Minor ExaminationV He loiew of one case where the

parents spent £200 in order to get their son through the

Minor. The course set out by Mr. Kirkby would not cost

more than that, and the student would be enabled to qualify

as a public analyst. If they took into consideration the sort

of training the pharmaceutical student got at present, on the

average there was no comparison to what it would be in the

proposed University curriculum.

Mr. W. Law asked would the authorities at Owen's College

be prepared, to take up and start such a scheme ? A student's

degree of B.Sc. would be of special benefit to him. It would

make him a professional man at once.

In reply to the President, Mr. Kirkby said during the

three years at the University a student would be able to go on

with his i\linor and Major pharmaceutical examinations as

well. In the second year they would recommend going in

for the Minor Examination. There was no need to wait for

the adoption of the scheme he had propounded. It had been

•on the carpet for a few years. The only thing the College

required to know was whether the scheme recommended itself

to them as covering the whole ground necessary for phar-

maceutical students. It had not been placed formally before

pharmacists, but they believed it was all that was necessary.

Many pharmacists were competent to take ordinary analytical

work, although they had nothing to show to the average

man in the street that they possessed the necessary qualifica-

tion. A pharmacist with the letters "B.Sc." after his name
would be in a better position in that respect. He hoped the

pharmacists of the country, as well as the Society, would
discuss the matter.

The discussion was continued for some time, and the

Association cordially welcomed the scheme.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Proceedings Under Section 15.

Pharmiceutical Society v. Dawson.

At Bloomsbury County Court, on Friday, FebruaJ-y 6, 1903,

before liis Honour Judge Bacon, F. Dawson, unqualified assis-

tant .to G. S. Boutall, chemist and druggist, 5, Green Street,

Leicasiter Square, W., was sued by the Council of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Great Britain for a penalty of £5 for having

.sold Kay's Compound Essence of Linseed, a preparation con-
taining a s^clieduled j>oi;Son.

Mr. H. E. Vaughan Williams, barrister, appeared for the
Society, while defendant appeai'ed in person.
George Steer depo>sed to the purchase of a bottle of Kay's

Compound Ivssence of Linseed from the defendant, who him-self

effected the sale.

As defendant admitted that the preparation sold coiiifcained a
scheduled poison, Mr. Vaughan Williams called no further wit-
nesses, but put ui as evidence the Register of Cliemists and
Druggibts.

Defendant said that when the sale was completed there was
a qualified man present in tlie shop, and he had shown the
bottle to tliis person before handing it over.
Mr. Vaughan Williams read a post-card from defendant to the

Regi.strar of tlie Pliannaoeutical .Socieity, in which he had
admitted liability, and said the case would not be contested.
The defence now raised was evidently an afterthought.

B. R. Abiams, a qualified chemist, said that he supervised the
sale of the bottle in question.
.ludgment was given for plaintiii's for the amount claimed,

with costs, the penalty to be paid forthwith. The Judge agreed
witli Mr. Vaughan Williams that the defence was an after-

thought.

I'harmacculiciil Society c. Edwards.
At tile same Court, on the .same day, this case was also

hi'ought under Section 15 uf tlie Pharmacy Act.
Ml-. Vaughan Williams, for the Society, "said that defendant,

Evan Edw-ards, was an unqualified assistant to C. C. Reece,
chemist and druggist, who owned a number of shops in London
in the name of H. Squuie, and lia'bitually emploj'ed unregistered
asisisitants who .sold poisons. In this case the article sold was
l)aregoric elixir, and defendant liad admitted tliat this prepara-
tion contained morphine, a scheduled poison. Great difficulties

had been placed in the way of the service of the summons.
George Steer deposed that on November 28 l;ist he £nircha.sed

3d. worth of paregoric elixir at 61, Goodge Street, W. Defen-
dant sold the preparait.ion, and there was no one else conduct-
ing the .sale.

A. Molochj. soliciitor's clerk, stated that he went to Goodge
Street to serve the summons. He .saw an assistant who, in
reply to his enquiry for Edwaixls, said that Edwards had gone.
Witness re.ijlied that he thought the other man (the present
.defendant) in the shoxj at the time was Edwwds, but when
ii/sked the latter had denied that he was Edwards. Reece
had attended the office where witness was employed, and liad

admitted tliat the preparation sold contained a poison. Defen-
dant, when subsequently .seen, .said that C. Edwa<rds had been
asked for, while he was Evan Edwards.
Evan Edwards, the defendant, .st^ated that he had sold the

poison under the .direction of Mr. Reece. All poisons sold at
the sliop were sold under Mr. Reece's supervision. In this

particular case he had drawn 'Mr. Reece's attention to tlie sale,

in fact Mr. Reece passed liim the stock bottle containing the
paregoric.

Cross-examined : He had not placed difficulties in the way
'of the .seiwice of the summons. The last witnes'S had asked for
Mr. C. Edwards. C'. Edwards liad left some consiilerable time,
in fact, before witness entered Reece's service. He admitted
writing a letter m which he acknowledged the poisonous nature
of the paregoric.

C. C. Reece, chemi.st and druggist, said he was in the sliop

when the poison was sold. The plaintift'.s and their agents had
been a great annoyance to him, bringing other cases as well

as this against his assistants. The poisons at Goodge Street
were all kept in the dispen&ary, under witness's personal super-
vision.

Cross-examined : The purchaser could see who conducted the

sale. If Steer said that Edwards conducted the sale without
drawing his (Reece's) attention, he said wh.at was untrue.
Witness owned eleven .shops, in each of which he employed
a qualified assistant. An assistant called Beresford had re-

cently been convicted for (seUing poison. Against anot.her.

Ruthierford, proceedings had been taken. It was true tliiit

when the Society tried to serve a .summons on Richards, anotht-r

unqualified assistant, it liad been .stated that Richards had
left. When the Society commenced proceedings against E. H.
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Jauies, an uiiqualLfied assistant in liis employ at Kentish Town,
tiie Society was told that his name was Jones, not James.

Mr. Vaughan WilHams : Is it not a fact that your uni'egistered

asMstants sell poisons frequently without any real supervisionV

Witness : Members of the Council to-day are doing the same
tiling.

J. H. Rutherford, assistant, de^xxsed' that he was in the

shop when ithe pai'egoric was sold, and saw Reece superintend

tl)e sale. Edwai'ds went to Reece, and told him he was selling

the drug, as it was rather an unusual quantity (1 oz.). Reece
said " All right."

Oross-examined : By an unusual quantity he meant an un-
usually large quantity, not unusually small. The witness

Moloch, when he called, asked him if Mr. C. Edwards was in,

and witness replied that he was not. E. Edwards, the defendant,

Avas in the shop at the time.

His Honour .said he had no doubt, from the discrepancies

in the evidence for the defence, that Reece took no real part

in the sale. Judgment would be for plaintiffs for the full penalty

of £5 wiith costs.

Reece : May I " go for " those members of the Pharmaceutical
Hociety who do thtr,same thing'.' They only " go for " outsiders.

His Honour could not give advice as to whom Reece should
" ge for.'"'

Non-Payment of Penalties.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Amy Smith.

At the Salford Coimty Coiu't on Monday, before lii.s Honour
Judge Parry, Mr. Risque (Messrs. Holt, ilisque, and Robson,
solicitors, Manchester) applied on behalf of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain for the committal of Amy Smith (18),

daughter of Mr. J. L. Smith, chemist a-nd druggist, trading as
" J. L. Smith, Limited," Manchester and Salford, for non-pay-
ment of two £5 penalties incurred by selling certain proprietary
medicine.s containing scheduled i>oisons, she not being a duly-
qualified person.

Mr. Risque said his Honour anight remember the case against

the defendant. He had asked for a committal immediately on the
conclusion of the hearing of the case in October last, on the
ground that the penaltjes were exempted from the Debtors Act.
Since that time the defendant had been served with the order of

the court in accordance with the rules, and he now applied for an
order for her committal. The mafter was of great importance to

the Pharmaceutical Society. The vSociety found that unauthorised
persons were constantly employed by limited liability coon-

panie« carrying on business as chemists and druggists to sell

l)oisons contrary to law, and when they endeavoured to recover
the penalties the defendants were almost wholly without means.
The Society wished it to be distmctly understood that the law
was not to be violated with impunity.
The Judge: Has the defendant any means?
Mr. Risque replied that he had no mean-s of knowing.
The Judge said he could not make an order against a girl of

eighteen because she had made a blunder.
Mr. Bisque said it was no blunder. The limited' liability ci ni-

pany was her father.

The Judge said he could not control the actions of a limited
company. The Pharmaceutical Society had its Act of Parlia-
ment, under which unqualified as>istants rendered themselves
liable.

Mr. Risque : Yes, a.iid tliey shelter themselves under the
plea that they have no means. They carry on these sales wlucti
are illegal.

iTie Judge : If it could be .shown that this girl went on
wilfully breaking the law she would be in danger of going to
prison.

Mr. Risque : She did know ; it was on the labels.

The Judge said girls of eighteen did not read labels. He wa-s
not going to punish a girl of eighteen for the acts of her father.,

Mr. Ciuiningham, solicitor, who appeared for the defendant,
said the girl wa-s only acting as an assistant to ber father tem-
jxirarily, pending the engagement of a qualified assistant to
take the place of another qualified assistant who had left. Tihe
yerj- next day an inspector of the Pharmaceutical Society came
in for a bottle of ISIrs. Winslow's Soothing Svr'up, and shemerelv
handed the bottle to him from a shelf. She did not read the

label. She had not wilfully broken the law. She was very
sorry for what slie had done, and would not do it again.

Mr. Risque : Since your Honour gave judgment in this case

this limited company has contravened the law with fvdl know-
ledge of these facts, and they have ignored every communication
we have sent to them.
The Judge : Cannot you get at the companies?
Mr. Risque : I do not think we can, b.ut we are trying to

get a Bill tlirough Parliament which we thmk will deal with
the matter.

Hia Honour said the girl had done wrong, but it would be
very wrong of him to commit her to prison for a blunder of that

kind. She must not do it again, or she might be sent to prison.

He believed he had the power to commit her, but he should not
do so. The limited company, however, ought not to go on
selling poisons in this way. It was important that the public

should know that medicines containing poisons could not be
sold except by qualified chemists. If unqualified ]>ersons sold

such scheduled poisons they ran great risks. He should make
no order.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

At Bangor, on Tuesday, Pebruaiy 10, 1903, Hugh Roberts
and David Oriflaths, grocers, of Bangor, were each fined 2s. 6d.
and costs for selling sweet ispirit of nitre, which was not up
CO tne B.P. standard of strength.

Seidlitz Powders.

At Bangor, on the same day, Hugli Roberts, of Bangor, was
sammoned foT selling iseidlitz powders which were not of thi.

proper strength and composition. Tlie analyst stated tliat there
was an excess of tartaric acid, but this was disputed by the
makers, who asked for an independent analysis' at Somerset
House.
The Bench, however, dds^missed the case.

King's Bench Division, Ireland.

Slander Action by Bovril, Limited.

On February 7, 1903, before Mr. Justice Barton and Mr.
Justice Wright, Mr. John Linehan (instructed by Mr. J. J,

MacCabe, solicitor, Cork), moved on behalf of the defendant,
Mr. Prank Dillon, to change the venue for the trial of the action
from the City of Dublin to the City of Cork. Counsel said the
action was brought to recover £1,000 damages for slander. The
defendant consumed a cup of Bovril in a restaurant in Cork ;

he got sick afterwards ; a doctor attebded him, and pronounced
that he was suffering from ptomaine poisoning, and that if the
Bovril was unsound it would have caused such results.

The alleged slanders complained of were statements made by
the defendant that he had been poisoned with Bovril.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy, K.C., for plaintiffs, having been heard in

opposition to the motion,
The Court directed that the action should be tried at Cork

before a Jury of the County of Cork.

Dentists Act.

Prosecutions at Cardiff Police Court.

Cardiff Police Court, on Febiniary 6, 1903, before the
Stipendiary, Mr. T. W. Lewis, Mr. Templar Malius, chemist
and diTiggist, 62, Queen Street, Cardiff, was summoned by
Frederick Phillips, for that he on January 2, not being regis-

tered under the Dentists Act, 1878, did unlawfully use a
description, implying that he was a person specially qualified

to practise dentistry. Mr. Geo. David appeared to prosecute
(instructed by the South Wales and Monmouthshire Dental
Association). Mr. C. H. Kirby (Neve, Beck, and Kirbyi,
London, E.G., defended.
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Mr. Uavid said defendant's iidvertisements and circulars

would lead anybody to the conclusion that be was a dentist,

and specially qualified.

Mr. Kirby pleaded that defendant was entitled to speak
M-ell of the goods he sold, and that such praise did not imply
he wa« specially qualified. The Act recognised the right of

unregistered persons to perfoiin dental operations and give

dentaJ attendance and advice, as made evident by Section 5,

which provided that no uni'egistered person s'hould recover
any fee or charge for any service. That disability was the
only legal disability.

Mr. David, in reply to Mr. Kirby's arguments, said the

question was whether defendant's advertisements, etc., led the

public to believe he was specially qualified

Advertisements defendant had issued and photographs of his

premises were handed up, Mr. Kirby pointing out that since

the last prosecution the wording of the advertisements had
been materially modified.

The Stipendiaiy announced that he would consider the facts

further, and give his decision on that day week.

J. W. Cooper, 170, Mackinto.sh Place, was similarly sum-
moned. Mr. Harold Lloyd conducted the defence. Mr. David
said the words were different in this case. They appeared
in defendant's windows, as follow:

—
"Artificial teeth supplied.

Fit guaranteed. Ordinary extractions, Is. Teeth painlessly

extracted, 2s. 6d."

Mr. Lloyd, speaking upon the facts, said defendant was not

a gentleman who advertised largely in the newspapers. He
was not a qualified practitioner, but ,had had many years'

e.xperience, and for some time had carried on business at this

particular house. The advertisement on the window was the

only one issued, and it was for his worship to say whether
the public couldl possibly be misled into the belief that he was
•a qualified man.

The Stipendiary: Painlessly extracted? That indicates a
high form of qualification.

Mr. Lloyd : I don't know that it indicate.s a special quali-

fication.

Mr. David : It means Is. 6d. more in the price.

Defendant (through his advocate) pleading guilty, his Wor-
ship imposed a fine of 20s. and* costs, or fourteen days.

Prosecution at Melksham.
At Melksham (Wilts), on Februaiy 5, 1903, James Edward

Bush, chemist and druggist, of the Pharmacy, High Street,

Melk.sham, was summoned for using the descriptions, " Badly-
fitted cases by unskilled dentisis remodelled," and " Twenty
years' practical experience in operating and mechanical
work," without being registered under the Dentists Act.
Mr. Turner, K.C., proseoated on behalf of the British

Dental Association, and, aftei the case had been called on,

he intimated that the parties interested had settled the

ma.tter and need not trouble the Bench. For the information
of the Bench, he said it was an offence under the Dentists

Act, 1878, for any person not registered to hold himself out

to be a specially qualified dentist, thereby implying that he
was qualified to give skilled advice and assistance. There was
nothing to prevent anybody from acting as a dentist, but they
must not hold themselves out to be specially qualified. Mr.
Bush, by his advertisement, did so hold himself out. He had
met the case very fairly, and undertook not to insert any
advertisement of which anyone could complain. The prosecu-

tion relied upon his word, and, therefore, asked leave to with-

draw the summons.
!Mr. W. H. Taylor, who represented Mr. Bush, said that

his client had no idea that he had been infringing the Act.

He had considerable skill and practice in the art, he had
served under a duly qualified practitioner, and had he applied

at the proper time he would no doubt have been registered,

as he had an absolute legal right to be, but, like a man
ignorant of the law, as many of them were, he did not apply.

He was now quite prepared to withdraw anything which
could be regarded as an infringement of the Aet, and not to

publish any advertisement which could be considered to be

in any way objectionable. The Bench expressed satisfaction

that an arrangement had been come to, and allowed the sum-
mons to be withdrawn.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Skcretahies and other Members of the Phaimaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

The Portuguese Pharmacopffiia.—A committee has been ap-

pointed to revise the Portuguese Pharmacopceia.

The Benevolent Fund —The Divisional Secretary for North
Paddington, Mr. E. H. Parker, has forwarded to the Secretary
of the Pharmaceutical Society the sum of £1, the result of a
collection from the chemists in his division, towards the deficit

in the Benevolent Fund last year.

Wills.—Among the wills recently proved is that of Mr.
W. T. Atkins, chemist, of Poole, £4,353 4s. 6d. gross. Mr.
Robert Munn, the registrar of births and deaths !).t Burnley
for a period of forty-three years, who also can-ied on business
as a chemist, has left his residuary estate, after the payment
of a few legacies, to the Victoria Hospital, Burnley. The
hospital will benefit to the extent of several thousand pounds.

New Scientific Society.—The new Society of Electro-Che-
mists and Metallurgists was successfully inaugurated last Wed-
nesday at the general meeting, held at St. Ermin's Hotel.
The president is Mr. J. W. Swan, F.R.S., and the vice-presi-

dents are Professor A. Crum-Brown, F.R.S., Lord Kelvin,
Sir Oliver T. Lodge, Dr. Ludwig Mond, Lord Rayleigh, Mr.
Alexander Siemens, M.Inst.C.E., and Mr. J. Swinburne,
president of the Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Salicylic Acid in Lime Juice.—The magistrate at Southwark
Police Court on Tuesday, gave his decision in the case pre-

viously reported, in which the Southwark Borough Council
summoned a grocer for selling lime juice cordial containing an
ingredient injurious to health, viz., eight grains of salicylic acid
per pint of the cordial. The magistrate thought it had not been
proved that the acid was in any way injurious to health, and
dismissed the summons.

The " Square " Club.—Under the above name, a dining club

has recently been formed in London, the objects being to hold a
dinner previous to each evening meeting of the Pharmaceutical
Society, and to encourage attendance at the latter. On
Tuesday night, before the exhibition and meeting, a company of

forty-six ladies and gentlemen dined together at the Florence
Restaurant, afterwards proceeding to Bloomsbury Square. Six

new members, including three members of Council of the
Pharmaceutical Society, were elected at the dinner, the club

now consisting of forty-two members.

The Sale of Medicated Wines by Grocers.—The question re-

cently I'aised as to the sale of medicinal wines by grocers

without a licence has now been settled to the satisfaction of

the Rhondda Grocers' A.ssociation. The Board of Inland
Revenue have stated that no licence would be required for

the sale of " quinine wine " prepared strictly as a sample
submitted by a manufacturing firm. In this sample the

quantity of alcohol has been reduced '" without in any way inter-

fering with the beneficial properties " of the wine. The pro-

portion of alcohol remaining is not stated, but is presumably
below 2 per cent, of proof spirit.

Legislation in New Zealand.—The Pharmacy Act Amend-
ment Bill passed by the General Assembly of New Zealand in

the latter part of 1902 is a Bill of four clauses, having reference

to the payment of registration fees. It is enacted that, in

addition to the fees specified in the Eighth Schedule to the Act
of 1898, every registered chemist shall pay an annual member-
ship fee of ten shillings ; and that the Board may erase from
the Register the name of any registered chemist who fails to pay
such annual fee within twelve months after the same becomes
due. Any person so struck off the Register may have his name
re-instated on payment of the ordinary registration fee.

Fire.—On Friday last the premises of Messrs. F. M. Rim-
mington and Son, pharmaceutical chemists, of Bridge Street,
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Braxiford, were in imminent danger of being destroyed by a

fire which broke out iu the centre of the big block of buildings

in which Messrs. Rimmington's shop is situated. The fire

started at three o'clock in Messrs. Wood and Marshall's piano-

forte shop, and, while consuming £2,000 of pianos at Wood
and Marshall's, it found its way through a ventilator into

Rimmington's, but fortunately was promptly checked there.

A certain amount of damage by wat^r was sustained in the

process of stopping the ingress of the fire.

The Kodak Actions.—The cases in which the Kodak Com-
pany, Limited, is taking proceedings in tne High Court of Jus-

lice" agamst the London Stereoscopic Photographic Company,

Limited, and against G. Honghton and Son, Limited, have been

•occupying the attention of Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady for a

fortnight. The principal questions at issue are whether the

trade marks, "Kodak," "Brownie," and "Bull's-eye," and

varions combinations of letters are really the absolute property

of the plaintiff company. A very large niunber of witnesses

have been called on both sides, and the case is now adjourned

till next. week. A concise rtsume of the cases will be published

in the Journal when ifchey are concluded.

Improvement of the Means of Internal Communication.

—

The Society of Chemical Industry writes to its members,
stating that it is well known that the cost of internal trans-

w-port in England is a great burden upon our industries, and not
least upon the chemical industry. There is a growing agita-

tion to impress the fact upon the Government that the im-

provement of internal transport is a matter of urgent public

importance, and that the improvement of the canal system
under public supervision and with the aid of public funds is

the best direction for immediate action. To forward this

cause, which is being taken up strongly by Chambers of

Connnerce and manufacturers in every part of the country,

it is most desirable to collect accurate figures showing the

incidence of freight upon several leading industries; and in

the interest of each member's business, as well as the public

good, the Council invites answers to certain questions as to

the amount paid for carriage of raw materials and finished

products.

Sheffield Chemists' Ball.—The annual ball of the Shef-
field Pharmaceutical and Chemical Society, which is now
established as one of the social events of the season in the

city, was held on Thursday evening, February 5, at the
Royal Victoria Hotel, Sheffield. The admirable new
ball-room of the hotel provided a fine place for the carrying
out of the programme, and was, like the adjoining refresh-

ment and supper rooms, effectively decorated. The ball was
not only thoroughly enjoyable, but was even more successful

than those of previous years. There were about 150 guests,

and among them, besides the officers of the evening, were
Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme (President of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain), wearing his official chain, Drs.

Dawes, Craig, Bellamy, Sorley, and E. Skinner, Messrs. A.
J. Forsdike, Frank Harrison, J. W. Stabler, A. R. Fox,
W. C. Fox, Appleton, B. Simpson, and J. Parkes. Mr.
C. F. Can- and !Mr. H. Antclifie (Hon. Sec.) officiated as
M.C.'s, and the stewards were Messrs. P. Carr, R. Douglas,
E. C. Exell, George Squire, J. W. J. Turner, and J. Gilbert-
Jackson. At supper the chair was taken by Mr. A. R. Fox.
Mr. Charles Needham's band supplied the music for a pro
^amme of twenty dances. The proceedings concluded about
3 a.m.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.—The annual general meet-
ing of the Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club was held in the
Pharmaceutical Society's House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh,
on Tuesday, February'lO, 1903. Mr. C. F. Henry, captain, in

the chair.—Mr. James Stott, Hon. Secretary, read the annual
report, which was highly satisfactoi-y, and indicated a member-
ship of fifty-four, being an increase of nine over last year..—^On
the motion' of Mr. Lyon, seconded by Mr. Baker, the report was
unanimously adopted.—Mr. W. B. Cowie, Hon. Treasurer, sub-
mitted the financial statement, indicating a balance of £8 8s. 7A
—On the motion of Mr. Lyon, seconded by Mr. Alexander, the

Btatement was unanimously adopted.—On the motion of Mr.
Alexander, seconded by Mr. Henry, it was agreed to give the
usual subscription of £1 Is., and a special donation of £1 Is.,

to the Benevolent Fund of the Pharmaceutical Society.—Messr.«.

A. B. Key, Kirkcaldy ; David Mason. Edinburgh ; and Edward
Steven, Edinburgh, were elected members. The following
were elected office-bearei's for the year 1903-4, namely:—
Honorary President, David Brown, of Messrs. Macfarlan and
Co.

; Captain, W. B'. Cowie
;
Honorary Secretary, James Stott,

45, Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh ; Assistant Secretaiy,
James Robb ; Honorary Treasurer, C. F. Henry ; and as meni-
ber.s of Committee :—H. D. Alexander, James Anderson, P. R.
Beattie, A. S. Birnie, James Finky, J. C. Laird, and George
Robertson.

Grocers and the P.A.T.A.—At the monthly meeting of
the Halifax and District Grocers' Association, on Monday
evening last, Mr. C. Webster presiding, a letter was read
from the Bristol Grocers' Association, asking the Halifax Asso-
ciation to support them in obtaining minimum prices for cer-
tain proprietai-y articles. Considerable discussion ensued, in

which it was pointed out that the Proprietary Articles Asso-
ciation were engaged on an important work in that direction,
and it was decided, before taking any action in the direction
indicated, to inquire more fully into what the P.A.T.A. were
doing. Another subject—namelv, the use of salicylic acid in
orange wine—was also before tlie meeting. Mr. J. Collinson
drew attention to a report of a case in which a dealer had been
fined for selling orange wine containing the admixture refei-red

to. As his firm dealt in orange wine, they wrote to the
makers, drawing their attention to the case referred to. They
had received the following reply:—"We beg to say, in reply
to your favour, that the whole question as to the legality of

the use of salicylic acid is now forming the subject of an
action at law, in which the manufacturers have the support
of the Grocers' Federation. In the meantime, in common with
other makers, we maintain there is no contravention of the

law. At the same time, if you prefer to return the goods we
will, of course, take delivery ; otherwise, if you continue to

offer them, we will indemnify you in any expense you may be

put to."—The meeting thanked' Mr. Collinson for his informa-
tion.

Wine Licences.—Licences for the supply of medicated wines
have been granted to the following chemists and druggists,

viz. :—^Ir. F. Green, 18, General Gordon Terrace, Smiderland ;

Mr. J. Victor Woolls, 72, Northdown Road, JSIargate ; and
Mr. Charles Hare, Upper Aughtqri Road, Birkdale. At Bir-

kenhead Licensing Sessions, the magistrates refused to grant
a licence to Mr. Henry Holt, of Shrewsbuiy Road, Oxton,
on the ground that there was no need for another medicated
wine licence in that neighbourhood. A licence was granted
to !Mr. Robert S. Angus, chemist, Lancaster. ^The Licensing
authorities at Ripon refused the application for a licence ou
behalf of Taylor's Drug Company. The Sheffield licensing
justices, on February 5, granted a medicated wine licence to

Mr. Bertram Simpson, chemist and druggist, of 19, Chesterfield
Road, Sheffield. Mr. W. L. Ingham, chemist, of Epsom,
has been granted a similar licence, in spite of some opposition.

^The medicated wine licence held by the late Mr. John
Thomas, chemist and druggist, of 99, High Street, Notting
Hill, has been transferred to his widow, Mrs. Lucy Thomas,
who is administratrix under the will. At Bradford Licens-
ing Sessions, on Friday, medicated wine licences were granted
to Mr. Henry A. Huddersfield, chemist and druggist, 9, Com-
mercial Buildings, Bridge Street, Bradford ; Mr. Percy Chat-
burn, chemist and druggist, 14S, Legrams Lane, Bradford

;

and Mr. Arthur Ambler, chemist and druggist, 309, Legrams
Lane, Bradford. At Congleton Brewster Sessions, on
Friday, Mr. Samuel Cotterill, chemist and dniggist. High
Street, Congleton, and Mr. John Perry, chemist and druggist,

of Mill Street, Congleton, applied for licences enabling them
to sell wines to be consumed off the premises. Mr. Cotterill

stated that a change of address necesssitated the application, and
Mr. Perry said he wished to have the licence in order to

satisfy the Inland Revenue that he was selling medicated
wines. The Mayor, referring to Mr. Cotterill's application,

said his previous licence was granted on the undei-standing that
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lb could be only for the purpose of selling medicated wines.

There was really an undeitatoing that this woiild be done, but

the Bench were .sorry to know thati the undertaking had not

been honourably carried out. 'ilie magistrates meant to grant

the two applications, but wished to empliasise the fact that

thoy thought it most unfair that chemists should enter into

coujpeitition with those wliose real business it was to sell

urines. They hoped applicants would confine themselves to

the purposes for which the licence was granted—viz., to enable

them to satisfy the Inland Revenue that they were selling

medicated wines. iShr. Andrew (for ISIr. Cotterill) said that

Mr. Cotterill was not aware that there wa;s such an under-

taking ; but he was quite prepared to use the licence for the

purpose for which it was intended. Mr. Cotterill did not re-

member that the undertaking wa.s made, therefore he did not

see where the dishonour came in. At Castle Eden Brew.ster

Session, on Saturday,a medicated wine licence was granted to

Mr. Arthur J. Alvhurst, chemist and druggist, of Haswell.

Similar licences have been granted to Mr. John Limmis,

chemist and druggist, of 147, Mason's Hill. Bromley, Kent,

and Mr. Henry James Bates, of 44, Adelaide Ten-ace, Ben-

well, Newcastle-on-Tyne. ^Mr. Rooert G-lendinning, che-

mist and druggist, of 76 and 78, Saltwell Road, Gateshead,

applied at the Brewster Sessions on Monday for a medicated

wine licence. There was some opposition, and the application

was refused. The Newport Justices refused an application

by the Timothy White Company. At Heanor Licensing

Sessions on Monday, Mr. Wm. Taylor, chemist and druggist,

of Red Lion Square, Heanor, applied for an off-spirit licence

for his pharmacy in Derby Road. There was opposition on
behalf of the Off-Licence Holders' Association, and the appli-

cation was refused.——Medicated-wine licences have been

granted to Mr. W. A. Bingham, chemi.st and druggist, Boume-
mouth, and Mr. Wilmot Hodge, chemist and druggist, Birkda!e.

The application of Mr. Tlios. Needham, of Meltham, was
refused.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS.

The Westminster College of Chemistry and Pharmacy.—

A

smoking concert will be held on Tuesday, February 17, in the
Grand Hall, Bridge House Hotel, London Bridge, at 8 p.m., to
celebrate the anniversary of Mr. G. S. V. Wills's birthday. All

former students are heartily invited.

London College of Pharmacy.—Mr. Thomas Maben, F.C.S.,
will deliver a lecture on the preparation of Serum and Vaccine
Lymph, at the London College of Pharmacy, on Monday even-
ing, February 23, at 7 o'clock. The lecture will be illustrated

by specimens and lantern slides. Students will be welcomed,
and should apply for tickets to the Secretary, 323, Clapham
Road, S.W.

Football.—Pharmaceutical F.C. v. Polytechnic.—On Satur-

day last the " Square " men entertained their old opponents
from the Polytechnic at Wormholt Farm. Notwithstanding
somewhat unfavourable weather conditions, the game proved a
good one. During the first half Hewlett scored for the
"Square," who were leading at the interval by one goal to nil.

Polytechnic equalised shortly after the restart, but before the
call of time the "Square" had once more gained the lead.

Hirst having found the net. Result :—P.F.C, 2 goals :

Polytechnic "D,'' 1 goal. P. F.C. team:—Goal, Northey
;
backs,

Paterson and Moore
;

halves, Lenton, Collitt, Robertson ; for-

wards, Allen, Hirst, Llewellyn, Hewlett, Smith. Linesman,
Cart. Muter's v. Metro's.—Inter-Pharmacy League. Played
at Wormholt Farm, Shepherd's Bush, on Saturday, February 7,

1903, Muter's won the toss, and started with the wind at their

backs. They soon caused trouble in the Metro's goal, the for-

wards showing good combination and scored the first goal
through Fail. Soon afterwards Ross scored from a penalty kick,

and up to the interval were continually pressing. After the
interval the Bletro's took advantage of the wind, but found
Muter's defence very safe and stubborn. The Metro's scored off

one of Muter's men, and the game was stubbornly contested
right up to the finish. Result ;—Muter's, 2 ; Metro's, 1.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. T. W. Mercer, pharmaceutical chemist, Oldham Road,
Rochdale, has disposed of his business to Mr. Tomlinson, of the
same place.

Mr. J. J, Sapp, chemist, of Southsea, has been chosen as

Chairman of the Portsmouth Licensing Committee of Borough
Justices.

Mr. Alderman J. Phillips, of Wigan, was again appointed
Vioe-Chairman at a meeting of the Ribble Joint Committee
held at Preston on the 9th inst.

Mr. W. Carter White, analyst to Messrs. Geo. Curling,

Wyman and Co., was formally admitted to the fellowship of the

Chemical Society at the last meeting.

Mr. Percy B. Gray, pharmaceutical chemist, has purchased

the business of Messrs. Riches and Tomlin, Torquay. Mr.

Gray was a Bell Scholar of the School of Pharmacy in 1898.

Mr. Percy Pitman, maker of the Pitman" Hector" water motor

and the Pelton water wheel, writes to notify his change of

address from Halifax, Yorks., to Bosbury, Ledbury, Hereford-

shire.

Mr. .R. C. Walshaw, President of the Huddersfield Chemists'

Association, and of the West Riding Chemists' Federation, has

consented to be nominated as a candidate for election to the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. J. W. Bennie has opened a handsome pharmacy at

Palmont Station, Stirlingshire, N.B. The interior fittings in

mahogany, together with the bottles and jars, have been sup-

plied by Messrs. Ayrton and Savmders, of Liverpool.

Mr. William Henry Brislee, chemist and druggist, has been

appointed to the position of dispenser to the Bolton Infirmary

in the place of the late W. S. Budworth. Mr. Brislee was

formerly a manager of one of the late H. B. Fare's shops in

Bolton.

Mr. J. A. Heaton, M.P.S., President of the Burnley Chemists'

Association, has resigned his position as a member of the local

Board of Guardians. Mr. Heaton is also a member of the Town-

Council, and this, with other duties, has caused him to resign

from the Board of Guardians.

Professor J. Reynolds Green is undertaking the editorship-

of a series of works having the general title " English Men of

Science." The volumes are to be published by Messrs. Dent-

and Co., and will portray the part played by Great Britain in

the furtherance of scientific work.

Mr. James Laidlaw Ewing, J. P., of Messrs Duncan, Flock-

hart, and Co., was unanimously elected Chairman of the Scot-

tish Trade Protection Society, at the fifty-first annual general

meeting of that body held on Friday, February 6, in the

Merchant Company's Hall, Hanover Street, Edinburgh.

Mr. W. A. Shenstone, of Clifton, formerly a Bell Scholar and

Prizeman at the School of Pharmacy, is to form one of a

deputation from the Association of Public School Science

Masters to the Vice -Chancellor of Oxford University. The

deputation will submit recommendations respecting entrance-

scholarships in science at the University.

Mr. Charles Swinn, pharmaceutical chemist, of St. Marys-:

Pharmacy, Hulme, has been appointed dispenser at the Hulme
)

Dispensary in soccession to Mr. Slater, resigned. Mr, Swinn ]

will be assisted in the work by his son, Mr. R. P. Swinn, ;

chemist and druggist. Mr. Charles Swinn, who has held the-

position of dispenser at the Manchester Ear Hospital for the-
^

last seven years, will still retain that office, in which, as at the -

! Hulme Dispensary, he wiU be helped by Mr. R. F. Swinn.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from ofiBcial sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

ty Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on the subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

PRODUCTION OF HYDRATED SULPHIDE OF ZINC FROM
ZINC ORES. V. Bermont, 18, Rue Mogador, Paris. (No.

6,752 of 1902.).—Relates to a process for the direct extraction

in the form of hydrated sulphide of zinc of the zinc contained

in oxide, carbonate, sulphate, phosphate, arseniate, silicate,

and the like ores, and more particularly in Smithsonite (Zn

CO3) and calamine (HjZnSiOj). The process consists in (1)

crushing the ore into grains of suitable size ; (2) treating it

with ammonia or solutions of its compounds; (3) separating

by decantation or filtration the solution from the solid part;

(4) purifying the liquors by separating the metals other than

zinc, and precipitating them in the condition of sulphides, and

separating them by filtration; (5) employing this liquor for

the manufacture of perfectly pure salts of zinc, either by

distillation or precipitation in the condition of sulphides, or

by both means combined, or any other ; (6) recovering the

ammonia by distillation in vacuum and condensation; (7) re-

generating the soluble sulphide by the dry or wet process,

and employing sulphur in any of its forms.

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL GENERATORS. (No. 13,749 of 1902.)

i;. H. Graham, 1116, Real Estate Trust Building, G. D.

Bouton, 1118, Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia,

and H. S. Amwake, 407, North Second Street, Camden,
N.Y., U.S.A.—The object of the invention is to place

between the positive and negative electrodes in the case a

current conducting baffle-partition, which will retard the ac-

tion of the electrolyte in attacking the electrode or electrodes

nost to be acted upon. The baffle-partition or screen is so

irranged that the fluid or electrolyte will be so controlled as

10 prevent the rate of the chemical reducing action from
exceeding that at which the current is given from the genera-

tor. The invention also describes means whereby the baffle-

partition may be made a part of either of the electrodes, and
thereby extraordinary discharges of current may be obtained

for short periods.

METHOD OF PRESERVING OVULES, SUPPOSITORIES,
CAPSULES, PILULES, AND OTHER MEDICAMENTAL PRO-
DUCTS (No. 23,459. of 1902).—L. P. J. Neil, 43, Rue des

Drapiei-s, Havre, France. Relates to the pi-eservation of the
ibove from the air or other exterior agents, and consists in

a proc-ess whereby each article is completely and individnally

cased with an envelope of solidified glycerin, by pouring the

latter into a mould having the form of the jnoduct to be pre-

imred and enveloped, and when the interior of the mo^uld is

thus lined with the solidified glycerin, which is suddenly
cooled by contact with its sides, in introducing the product
to be preserved, and finally closing the opening by means ot
a coat of solidified glycerin. The inventor does not limit

himself to glycerin, however
;
any fatty or saponaceous body

may be used. The specification also describes two or three
methods of i-endering the preservative envelopes readily

detachable.

ARTIFICIAL LEGS (No. 24,098, of 1902).—O. P. R. Pold,

100, Aldegade, Copenhagen, Denmark. Relates to an artificiil

leg designed for cases in which the natural leg is amputated

above the knee, and consists in the foillowing speciiil features :
—

The upper and lower pai-ts are connected together at the knee

joint by a metal framework and pivot joints fitted with ball

bearings, said metal frame being fitted to the edges of the said

parts, and by springs, straps, stops, and the like, whereby

the bending action of the knee is effected at will, and is limited

by hooks and a bar, the said leg consisting of a leather case.

The ankle joint is formed by the following mechanism placed

inside the foot, the whole forming a universal joint, namely,

a core plate, a mushroom stud, a metal plate of said stud,

having an indiarubber disc on its under side, said plate being

connected to the leg by angle plates or the like, and being

fitted with bolts, having springs at each end, whereby the

plate and with it the leg can move in any direction.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above patents must be
filed at the Patent Office on or before March 14, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" PURNAMELITE '' (" Pure Enamel disclaimed), for chemical

substances used in manufactures, bv the Pure Enamel Bath
Company, Limited, 17, Coleman Street, E.C. 248,979,

"THE ILFORD MONARCH PLATES,"" label (" Ilford " dis-

claimed) for photographic dry plates, by Ilford, Limited,

Brita-nnia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, 251,095.

" SOLVOLO " ("Solvo"' disclaimed), for chemical substances

used for agricultural, horticultural, veterinary, or sanitary pur-

poses, bv G, Weygang, 17, Park Place, (iravesend, Kent.

249,375.
"

" RODINE," for rat poison, bv T. Harlev. 21, High Street,

Perth. 250,758.

" EMBROCON," label ('" Embroco "' disclaimed) for an em-
brocation for human use, by W, F, Hiscock, 29, Park Mansions,
South Lambeth Road, S.W.. 249,074.

"ANASARCIN"' ("Anasarca" disclaimed), for a medicinal
preparation, bv the Ana.sarcin Chemical Company, Winchester,
Tennessee, U.S.A. 250,285.

" ANTI-TUSSI,"' label, for a cough pre23aration, by J. G.

Meacher, 61, Stroud Green Road, Middlesex. 249,299.

" ISH," label, for a medicine, by S. Bowler. 47. Tower Ham-
lets Road, Walthamstow. 250,443.

"ZYBO," for preparations used externally and internally as

medicine, bv G, F. Perrin. trading as Lebrun and Co., 42,

Gray"s Inn Road, W.G. 251,180,

" ANTALGINE,"' for medicines for human use. bv A. E. Deed,
41, London Street, Reading. 251,377.

"VITONAVO," for medicine, by A. L. Twining, caiv of

Baring Bros, and Co,, 8, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C.
251,403.

" EAR " and device, for pliilosophical instruments, scientific

instruments, etc., 'by John Hall 24, the Morgan Arcade, Cardiff.

251,000.

" FIOS " for instrumeiit.s and apparatus included in. Class 8,

by John Bolding and Sons, Limited, Grosvenor Works, Davies
Street, W, 251,341,

" CURLERINEA " (" Cm-ler " disclaimed) for a liquid for hair-

dressing, bv C. Bew, 121, St, Leonards Road, Far Cotton,
Northampton. 249,930.

" SHAVO " cream label ("Shave" disclaimed), for a French
shaving cream, bv Shavo Sluiving Cream Company, 78, Argyle
sto-eet, Glasgow, '250,186-87,

"VESPA," for perfumery, etc, by E, J, Baigent, 28, Ham-
bait Road, Clapham, S.W. 251,109.

" TOMBOY," for perfujierv, etc., bv G. Thomas and Brothers,

Limited, Broad Plain Soa,p"Works, Brifitol. 251,330.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks mu.st bs filed at the Patent Office on or before March 11,

1903.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thubsday, Fkbeuary 12, 1903.

lJusiness in Drug.s and Chemicals has again been excessively

quiet during jxust week, and, with the exception that Quinine

has advanced in the .speculative market, while tlie advance in

value of Cod Liver Oil has made further progress, there ire

no changes of any special importance to record. Bromides and

Iodides are steady, as also are Mercurials. Quicksilver un-

changed. Acid Carbolic quiet. Ojiium the turn dearer. Mor-

phine firmer. Codeine unchanged. Plienacetin and Sulphonal

weak. Linseed and other oils firm at somewhat dearer prices.

Acid Citric, Acid Tartaric, and Cream of Tartar firm. Shellac

lower on cheaper quotations from Calcutta. Sulphate of Copper

is de'irer, in .sympathy witli the metal. Cocaine quiet. ''Ve

give below current quotations for some ai'ticles of iuteiiest.

ACID CITRIC—Firm at Is. per lb. for crystals in 5 cwt.

barrels.

ACID TARTARIC.—English is quoted Is. per lb. on the spot

and foreign ll^d.

ASHES.—Pots : Montreal 28s., New York 27s. ;
pearls 40b.

BROMIDES—Are in steady demand at unchanged prices, viz.,

at Is. ll^d. per lb. for Potassii Bromid., 2s. 2^d. i)er lb. for

Sodii Bromid., and 2s. 3d. per lb. for Ammon. Bromid. Bromine
is also unchanged at 2s. 2d. per Ib^ for case lots (12 x 5-lb.

bottles in a case).

CINCHONA BARK.—The second of the series of auctions was
held on T-uesday. Small and unimportant supplies were again

brought forward, the total of all descriptions only amounting
to 711 packages, against 624 packages at tlie preceding sales,

and 1,399 packages at the cori'esponding sale a year ago. There
was good com2)etition, and pi'actically all the offerings were
sold at an advance on last London sale of 10 per cent., the

average unit being fully lid., against l^d. and a parity of

1 3-16d. at the last Dutch sale. East Indian : 290 bales offered

and 273 bales sold, according to analysis
; Succinibra, stem

chips and slvavings at 2^d. to 2|d. and renewed ditto at 2|d.

,

iwfitli isiftings at Ifd. Ofl&ciniaUs, stena cliips at 2-|d.

to 3fd., renewed ditto at 4d. to 4|d., branch at

l|d. to 3d. Ceylon : 36 bales offered and sold. Ledger natural

stem chips at "'id. ordinary sha^angs at 3|d. ; renewed stem

chips at S^d., branch at 4|d. Java : 171 bales o£fea-ed and sold.

Ledger and liybrid istem clups a,t 6Jd. to 9|d., branch at 3|d.

to o^d. Succinibra, stem chips at 5|d., branch Z^d., and root

at 6^d. Calisaya : 214 bales Bolivian cultivated offered and
sold, fair quill at 5|d. to b^d., broKen quill at 5id.

COCAINE—-Is quiet but steady at 16s. per oz. for the Hydro-

chlorate in 25-oz. tins, and 2s. 6d. per oz. more for the pure

alkaloid.

CODEINE—Is steady at late reduction to 10s. per oz. for the

pure alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL—Continues at famine prices. New Noi--

weigian Oil, the fish for vrhich, it is stated, have yet to be
caught, is being offered at 250s. per barrel ; while for 1902 oil

on spot quotations varj' bet^ceen 250s. and 300s. ; in fact, the

belated distributor has just to pay any price for his pressing

wants that fortunate holders of a few barrels think fit to ask.

COPPER SULPHATE—Firmer on dearer metal, at £20 to £24
per ton.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Is firm on basis of 75s. to 76s. per
cwt. for first white crystals on spot.

IODIDES.—Convention prices remain unchanged at 8s. 9d.

per lb. for Potassii. lodid., 9s. lOd. per lb. for Sodii. lodid.,

12s. 3d. per lb. for Ammon. lodid., lis. 8d. per lb. for Iodo-

form crystals, powder or precipitate, 10s. per lb. for Iodine

resublimed. Commercial quality of Iodine is also unchanged
at 6d. per oz.

JAPAN WAX—Dearer, with sales of 50 cases, on tlie spot, at

57s. 6d.. but sellers now ask 60s. The arrival quotation comee
57s. c.f. and i.

MERCURIALS—Are steady at 5s. O^d. per lb. for Calomel,
2.S. 8^A. per lb. for Corrosive Sublimate. 3s. A^d; per lb. for

Red, and 3s. 7d. per lb. for White Precipitate.

OPIUM.—In Smyrna there has been some buying, chiefly for

American account, at firm prices to 2d. to 3d. per lb. advance,
say, at 6s. 9d. to 7s. per lb. for current Tale Quale for manu-

facturing purposes, 7s. to 7s. 3d. for selected, also for manufac-
turing, and at 7s. 3d. to 8s., according to quality, for sightly
druggists' kinds. Here in London some sales of Tokat have
been made ab 8s. to 8s. 6d. per lb., according to quality.
Persian, on rumours of a possible export duty, has been ad-
vanced to 9.S. to 10s. per lb., considerable quantities having
changed hands at 9s.

MORPHINE—Is very fii-m in sympathy with the crudte drug,
but price is so far nominally unchanged at 4s. per oz. for the
Hydrochlorate powder.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Lin.seed Oil firm and about

5s. dearer: Loudon spot pipes £25 10s. to £25 15s., barrels
£25 15s., month £25 5s. to £25 10s., March-April £23 17s. 6d.
(£24 reported paid during the day), May-Aug. £22 15s. to
£22 17s. 6d., Sept. -Dec. £22 5s. Hull naked spot £25, month
£24 12s. 6d., March-April £22 10s., May-Aug. £21 15s. Rape
Oil quiet : Ordinary Brown on the spot barrels £23, March-
April £23. English Refined spot £24 5s. Ravison spot
£20 15s. to £21, March-April £20 15s. to £21 naked. Cotton-
Oil fu-m : London Crude .spot £21 12s. 6d., March-April
£21 12s. 6d. Refined spot £23 5s. to £24 5s. Hull naked
Refined spot £20 17s. 6d.. March-April £21, May-Aug.
£21 7s. 6d. Crude spot £20, March-April £20 2s. 6d., Mav-
Aug. £20 5s. Olive Oil : Mogador £31, Spanish £31 to £33,
Levant £31. Cocoanut Oil : The market is easier for Ceylon,
but dearer for Cochin. Ceylon spot £28, afloat £25 15s. c.i.f.,

Feb.-ilarch £25 10s. c.i.f., March-May £25 10s. c.i.f. Cochin;

spot £35, Feb. -April £27 12s. 6d. c.i.f., March-May £27 5s. c.i.f.

Mauritius spot £28. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28.

Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 to £7 5s.

,

Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian Black £5 5s. to £5 10s., pale

£6 15s. to £7. Turpentine easier : American spot 42s. 6d. to-

42s. l^d., March-April 43s., Mav-June 40s. 6d7 to 40s. 9d.,

May-Aug. 39s. to 39s. 3d., Julv-Dec. 37s. to 37s. 3d., Sept.-

Dec. 37s. to 37s. 3d. French .spot 42s. 3d. Petroleum Oil

dull: Russian spot 4^. to 4id. American spot 5id. to 5id..

Water White T^d. to 7|d. Re'fined Roumanian spot importer*

quote 4|d. to ^d., and second hands 4^d. Petroleum Spirit:

American ordinaiy 7d., deodorised 7|d. to S^d.

PARAFFIN WAX.—Crude, 2d. to 2^d. ;
refineds 3d. to 3|(i

PHENACETIN.—Bayer's make is now quoted at 3s. 6d. per lb.

for bot.h cn-stals and powder in bulk paper parcels for 5 cwt.

lots.

PITCH.—7s.

QUICKSILVER—Unchanged at £8 12s. 6d. per fla.sk from the

impoi'ter.

QUININE.—Owing to the favourable result of Tuesdays Bark

sales, Quinine ha.s become finner, and buyers in the speculative

market have had to pay Is. O^d. per oz. for B&S and Brunswick

Sulphate for 1,000 oz. lots in 100 oz. tms. Makers' price for

these brands remains unchanged at Is. l^d. per oz. It is re-

ported that next Bark sale in Amsterdam will be comparatively

small.
1. I c /I ^

ROSIN—Firm; common strained spot 6s., ex-wharf 5s. (2(1.,

February-April and March-May sailer, ex-(ship conditions.

SANTONINE—Firm at late advance to 21s. 6d. per lb.

SODA NITRATE.—Refined .spot £9 7s. 6d. per ton, and

ordinary £9 6s. 3d.

SPICES.—Cloves : Of 360 bales Zanzibar only 37 sold, fair at

3Jd. Ginger : 580 packages Cochin nearly all bought in, fair to

good bright washed rougth at 40s. to 42s. 95 barrels Jamaica

sold, ordinary at 36s. 6d. to 38s. Black Pepper : 123 packages

Singapore sold at 5|d. White Pepper : 31 bags Singapore sold

at 9id., also 18 bags Penang at 9d. ChiUies : 19 bales Zanzibar

sold, fair bright, rather stalfy at 36s. Capsicums mostly bought

in, including 10 bags Egyptian bright red, Natal character, off

stalk, at 46s., and 80 bags Bombay, yellow and reddish on

stalk, at 15s. t-o 16s. Cassia Lignea : 348 boxes Ceylon sold at

41s. to 43s. Mace : 8 packages West Indian sold, fair to good

pale at Is. lid. to 2s. 2d., pale and reddisili, part broken, at

Is. 9d. to is. lOd. Pimento : 27 bags sold at 2^d. to 2gd.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Steady. Gray, 24 per cent.,

London, prompt, £12 lOs. ; Hull, prompt, £12 8s. 9d. to

£12 10s. Leith. ))rompt. £12 12s. 6d. to £12 13s. 9d. Beckton,

February-April. £12 12s. 6d. Beckton, terms prompt, £12 10s.

SULPHONAL—Is quoted at exceedingly low prices down to

4s. 3d. per lb. for ciystals or powder for quantity in bulk pack-

ing.

TAR.—Stockholm, 21s. 6d. ;
Archangel, 16f.
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COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Mercer's Limited.—This company was registered on Januaiy

31, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 sEares, to carry on the busi-

ness of chemists, druggists, drysalters, oil and colourmen, im-

porters and manufacturers of and dealers in pliarmaceutical,

jnedicinal, chemical, and other preparations, and photograi>hic,

surgical, and scientific apparatus, and materials, etc. No
initial public issue. Table A mainly applies.

Anthony, Dentists, Cardiff, Limited.—Itis company has
been registered with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to take
over the business of a dentist, carried on at 110, Queen Street,

Cardiff, by D. Anthony, to carry on the same and the business

of druggists' sundriesmen, and to employ qualified persons to

act on the company's behalf as dentists, optieians, or chemists,

etc. No initial public issue. D. Anthony is the permanent
managing director. Qualification, fifty shares. Registered
office, St. Tydfil Chambers, 100. Queen Street, Cardiff.

Watson's Drug Stores, Limited.—This company was regis-

tered on January 29, with a cajjital of £500 m £1 shwes, to

•cquire tlie business of a chemist and druggist carried' on at

39, Bramley Road, Notting Hill, W., and to carry on the same
and the biisiness of drysalters, oil and colour men, importers
and manufacturers of and dealers in pharmaceutical, medicinal,
chemical, industrial, and other preparations, proprietaiy
articles, electrical, chemical, photographic, surgical, and scien-

tific apparatus and appliances, etc. No initial public issue.

Registered without articles of association.

American Association of Painless Dentistry, Limited.

—

This company was registered on January 26, with a capital of

£500 in £1 shares, to acquire the busmess carried on by G. T.
Blank, a;t 34, Regent Street, W., or elsewhere; to practise
dentistry in all its branches; to manufacture artificial teeth
and anatomioal and surgical appliances ; to extract, fill, stop,

and treat natural teeth ; to caiTy on business as chemists,
druggists, manicurists, chiropodists, and opticians ; to manu-
facture and deal in dentrifice, etc. No initial public issue.

The first directors are G. T. Blank (permanent managing
director) and W. Yerrall. Qualification, £25.

Wharrie and Co., Limited.— This company was registered on
February 3, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to acquire
tlie business of a chemist and druggist, carried on by y.

Le Page Littlewood, at 50, Berry Street, Liverpool, as
Wharries and Co., and to carry on the business of chemists,
druggists, dentists, opticians, manufacturers of and dealers
in all kinds of salts, acids, alkalis, herbs, pharmaceutical,
chemical, and surgical appliances and materials, proprietary
articles, photographic, scientific, surgical, and optical instru-
ments, etc. No initial public issue. Registered without
articles of association.

Teagueiine, Limited.—This company has been registered
with a capital of £3,774 in £1 shares, to manufacture and deal in
medicines, drugs and medical, pharmaceutical, herbal and
botanical preparations, and to carry on the business of chemists,
druggis-ts, dentists, chemical manufacturers, mineral water
mamifacturers, soap makers, etc. The subscriber! include W.
Teague, herbalist, 137, Arabella Street, Cardiff ; Mrs. A. M.
Teague, 137, Arabella Street, Roalli^Pai-k, Cardiff; two clerks,
an accountant, an insurance agent, and a lady. No initial
public issue. The number of directors is not to be less than
three nor more than seven ; the .subscribers are to appoint the
first. Qualification, five shares. Remuneration as fixed by the
company.

Hutton- Dixon Association, Limited.—This compaay was
registered on January 24, with a capital of £5,000
in £1 shares, to acquire the medicine known as the
Hutton-Dixon Antidote, belonging to A. Hutton-Dixon,
and the business carried on by him at Sydenham, and
to carry on the same and the busuiess of chemists, drug-
gists, (frysalters, importers and manufacturers of and dealers
in pharmaceutical, medicinal, industrial, and other prepara-
tions and articles, ehejnical, surgical and scientific apparatus

and materials, etc. No initial public issue. The first directoi-s

xre to number not less than two nor more than seven. A.
Hutton-Dixon is one of the first. Qualification, fifty shares.

Remujieration, £1 each per meeting attended.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re William Philip Thomas, Abersychan.

The first meeting of the creditors and the public examina-
tion in bankruptcy of William Philip Thomas, described
as a chemist, of Abersychan, took place at Newport, on
Thursday, February 5, 1903. Debtor stated he purchased
the business three years ago, agreeing to pay £90 for it. He
borrowed £15 from his wife, that being his only capital

at that time. He fovmd that the business was not worth
£90, and compromised the matter for £25. He traded for

twelve months, and then sold the stock, and his wife opened
in business as a stationer and newsagent. Prior to going
into business he was an assistant surgeon at Llwynypia, and
was at the Aberdare Infirmary for three years. The liabilities

were £72 and assets nil. The examination was adjourned.

Re Godfrey Bateman, Chemical Manufacturer, Dewsbury.
The public examination of this debtor, who carried on busi-

ness at Savile Town, Dewsbury, was concluded on Thursday,
Febroary 3, 1903, at the Dewsbury Bankruptcy Court.
The liabilities were returned at £1,119, and the assets at
nil ; and at the previous hearing Bateman was ordered to file

a deficiency account. The Oflicial Receiver now stated that
debtor had, he believed, given the best account he could.
Shares, it appeared, had been purchased by debtor's brother
with money withdrawn from a joint banking account, and
the Registrar asked if this had been gone into, the Official
Receiver replying in the affirmative. The Registrar said it

seemed very curious that debtor's brother, who, according
to the bankrupt, had no interest in the business, should with-
draw this money for the purchase of shares. What would
have happened if he had withdrawn all the balance? The
Official Receiver said he believed he had obtained all the
information it was possible to get, and the examination was
concluded.

Re Walter Folkes, Manufacturers' Agent, Ramsgate.
Edward Walter Folkes, formerly in business as Pelham's

Medicine Company, 188, Fleet Street, London, and now of
7, Highland Terrace, Ramsgate, particulars of whose affairs
appeared in the Pharmaceutical Journal last week, underwent
his public examination at Canterbury Bankruptcy Court, on
Febi-uary 5, before Mr. Registrar Furley. Questioned by
the Deputy Official Receiver, debtor stated that he com-
menced business at 188, Fleet Street, London, as a chemists'
sundriesman, in 1897, with a capital of £250 or a little more.
A year later he di.sposed of the business to the Pelham's Medi-
cine Company for £2,000. He was to have received £500 in
cash, but did not, and the remainder in shares, which, he
thought, were now worthless. He had no trade debts, all his
liabilities being in respect of the fountain pen agency, which he
started at Ramsgate, the idea for which he got from the " snow-
ball system." The pens he sold at 10s. each, cost him 50s. a
dozen. The Registrar said the fountain pen business seemed
to be a rather speculative one. The examination was closed.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
R. H. Wilson and G. H. Norris, medical practitioners, Gates-

head. Debts will be received and paid by G. H. Norris.

E. Sanger Shepherd, R. Lincoln Cocks, and A, P. Hills,
manufacturers of apparatus for colour photography, Gray's Inn
Passage, Holborn, W.C.
Harry Edmund William Andreae and Charles Robert Toyne,

trading as " C. R. Toyne, chemists and druggists," 42, High
Street, Putney, and Earth's House, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.
Debts will be received and paid by C. R. Toyne, who will con-
tinue the business under the same style as before.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

IxroRMATioN required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulte
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the "Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Optician (J. H. B.— 85/6).—Anyone is at liberty to call

himself an optician.

Platinised Asbestos (C. R. B.—84/27).—We regret that we
are unable to trace the note to which you refer.

Mixture for Rheumatism (A. A M.— 85/11).—You will find

what you require in ]\facEwan's ' Pharmaceutical Formulas.'

Ship's' Medicine Chests (T. C.—85/2).—Apply to the Assistant
Secretary of the Marine Department, Board of Trade, White-
hall Gardens, London, S.W.

Home-made Ginger Beer (C. W.—84/34).— You are quite
right. See the P.J. for September 19, 1896, page 260, and P.J.

Inset for October 17, 1896.

Book About Boys (J. P. S. —84/31).—We are not acquainted
with any such work. A bookseller ought to be able to. inform
you whether a book of the kind exists.

Poison Bottle (W. T. H.— 84/32).— (1) A poison label ought
to suffice in such a case. (2) The statement is correct as

applied to sales by others than registered chemists.

Preliminary Examination (C. L.—85/1).—The subjects of

examination are English, Latin, French or German, Arith-
metic, Algebra, and Euclid. Refer to Dodd's ' Complete Guide
to the Preliminary Examination ' for the other particulars you
atk for.

Potassium Metabisulphite (E. A. J.— 85/5).—Potassium meta-
bisulphite, K2S2O5 or K2SOs*S0.2, is prepared by saturating an
aqueous solution of potassium carbonate with sulphurous
anhydride, and then crystallising, or precipitating the resulting

\ metabisulphite with alcohol.

Decomposition of Calomel (J. R.—85/4).—It is difficult to

say exactly, as the actual result will depend largely upon the
conditions. For example, the mercuric chloride produced may
form a double compound with the excess of bromide, in addition
to which mercuric bromide and ammonium chloride will prob-
ably be formed, and metallic mercury set free.

Books Wanted (J. W.—85/3).— (1) The best book of the kind
is the ' Treasury of Botany ' (Longmans, 2 vols., 12s.). (2)

Lauder Brunton's ' Lectures on the Action of Medicines' (Mac-
millan, 10s. 6d. net), or Hale White's ' Text-Book of General,
Therapeutics' (Macmillan, 8s. 6d.)

Alcool Fioravanti (T. J. J.—84/33).—This was an official

preparation in the French Codex of 1866, but was omitted from
that of 1884. It was made by macerating a number of sub-
stances in alcohol, followed by subsequent distillation. The in-

gredients numbered sixteen, including elemi, styrax, galbanum,
myrrh, aloes, galangal, canella, ginger, cloves, nutmeg, and
others.

Sodium Thiosulphate (E. A. J.— 85/3).—The tank waste is

exposed to the air for a week or more, so as to oxidise the
sodium and calcium sulphides to thiosulphates. The calcium
is then precipitated by the addition of sodium carbonate, the

clear solution drawn off and concentrated by evaporation, after
which crystallisation is allowed to proceed. Or, the waste may be
mixed with sulphur and boiled with water for an hour, the
resulting calcium thiosulphate being subsequently converted
into the sodium salt by the addition of sodium sulphate.

Correction.

The Secretary of the Glasgow Chemists' Assistants' andi
Apprentices' Association writes to make the following correc-
tions in the report of the meeting printed at page 187 of last
week's issue :—In prescription 6, for mag. sulph., Jii., read 5iii.,

and for bi-carbonate read carbonate. -.The suggestion made
was to calculate the amount of potass, bicarb, required to react
with the magnes. sulph. Use an equivalent quantity of potas-
sium carbonate instead, then add the remainder of the bi-

carbonate and other ingredients.

BIRTH.

King. —At Market Square, Amersham, on February 6, the-

wife of E. Thos. King, of a son.

DEATHS.

Macgregor,—On February 6, Donald Macgregor, Chemist and
Druggist, suddenly, at Calcutta. Mr. Macgregor belonged to-

Edinburgh, and was at one time a partner with Mr. Garvie in

the well-known business of Duncan, Flockhart and Powell,
Bernard Street, Leith. He qualified in 1879 and has been a.

member of the Society since 1884. In 1888 he went out to

Calcutta to join his brother, James Macgregor, as a partner irh

the old-established and extensive business of Bathgate and
Company, Calcutta. About a year ago he retired from
business, and had taken up his residence tX Bertha Cottage,.

Strathyre, Perthshire.

Munn.-On February 1, Robert Munn, Chemist and Druggist,
Burnley. Aged 75. Mr. Munn had been in business in St. James
Street, Burnley, for many years, and for forty-three years was-

registrar of births and deaths. The residuary estate, amount-
ing to several thousand pounds, is left to the Victoria Hospital,.

Burnley.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK
Detection of Ozone.

Arnold and Mentzel find that the substance, ursol-D., recom-

mended by Chlopin as a reagent for ozone is not trustworthy,

the reaction only occurring in presence of acid. With acid-free

ozone only a very faint blue colour is produced, instead of a

violet or dark blue.

—

Ber. d. Deutsch. Chem. Ges., 1902, 531,

through Pharm. Zeit., 1902, 979.

Atropinium-alkyl Nitrates.

These are said to possess an advantage over ordinary atro-

pine salts in that the dangerous effects upon the central

nervous system are diminished, while the peripheral actions,

e.g., upon the eye are maintained. Atropinium-methyl nitrate

may be obtained by adding silver nitrate to an aqueous solution

of atropinium-methyl iodide. The precipitated silver iodide is

filtered out and the filtrate evaporated in vacuo to crystallisa-

tion.— Germ. Patent, 136,622, Bayer and Co.

Light Produced by Bacteria.

In the decomposition of meat, it has been shown by H.
Jlolisch that at a certain stage bacteria are developed which
produce light strong enough to throw a shadow. The bacterium

Micrococcus plwsphoreus was tested in a dark chamber and was
found to cause heliotropic curvature in the case of seedlings of

Lepidium sativum, Pisum sativum and Papaver wientale, but

failed to stimulate the less sensitive seedlings of Helianthus

annuus. Marked curvature also followed when the sporangio-

phores of Phycomyces nitens were exposed to the light from one
streak culture. — Sitzungsberichte d. Kais. Akademie der

Wissenschaften, Wien, 111, 141.

Irritation Produced by Species of Primula.

The irritation caused by handling the leaves of plants of

Primula ohconica is well known to many gardeners. The cause

has been traced to the secretions which are formed in the

glandular hairs. Nestler has shown that these secretions

readily crystallise out, and that by extraction and sublimation

pure crystals may be obtained, which give rise to throbbing
and inflammation. An examination of other species has shown
that similar symptoms are produced by varieties of Primula
ohconica. Primula sinensis, Primula sieboldii, and Primula
cortusoides. All these species are allied, and fall into the same
natural group.

—

Sitzungsberichte d. Kais. Akademie der Wissen-

chaften, Wien, ill, 27.

Fertilisation of Thuja.

While there is complete uniformity in the general scheme of

pollination and fertilisation which characterises the Coniferae,

detailed observations which have been made within the last

four years have revealed small features of distinction between
the various genera which promise to be of value for taxonomic
purposes. In the case of Thuja, according to W. J. G. Land,
such a character is found in the ventral-canal-cell, which is

not walled ofi from the ovum, and further, the nucleus may
persist and divide whether the ovum is fertilised or not. The
period of fertilisation is rather earlier for Thuja than for Pinus.
At the beginning of June the pollen tubes are already growing
into the nucellus, the archegonium initials are differentiated

early in the month, the ventral nucleus is cut of! about the
16th, and fertilisation is completed on or about the 20th.

—

Botanical Gazette, 34, 249.

Vol. 70. (Fourth Series. Vol. 16.) No. 1704,

Disinfectant Soaps.

F. Tonzig concludes, from an exhaustive examination, that the

addition of disinfectants to soap is useless. The disinfectants,

when combined with soap, appear to lose their specific action,

and so-called disinfectant soap is no more effectual than the

soap itself.

—

Monat. f. pr. Derm., 1902, 348, through Apot. Zeit.

Neutrality of Gelatin.

M. Bernard finds that all commercial gelatin has an acid

reaction, hydrochloric, phosphoric, or sulphuric acid being

detected in various samples. The author found the average loss

of weight after drying twelve houi^s at 100° C. to be 18 per cent.,

but the method of storage has considerable influence upon the

proportion of water, since gelatin absorbs moisture from a

damp atmosphere. The melting point of a 1 per cent, jelly was
found to be 19° C, the determination being made by attaching

cut-out portions of the jelly direct to the thermometer, and
observing the temperature at which the sharp edges became
rounded when immersed in water. A fresh piece of the jelly

should be used for each degree, and the time of observation

should extend over several minutes for each portion.— P/ian??.

Zeit., 1902, 1007.

Morphine Determination by Silver Nitrate.

The reducing action of morphine upon many reagents

—

e.g,^

iodic acid, molybdic acid, and ferric chloride—is well known,

and Reichard proposed to base a method for the determination

of morphine upon the reduction of silver nitrate. The method
was adversely criticised by Schidrowitz and Merck, and now
G. Heyl has conducted a series of experiments upon pure mor-

phine sulphate, to see under what conditions, if any, quantita-

tive reactions could be obtained. In his experiments the

precipitated silver was weighed, or the silver remaining ifi

solution was determined by titration according to Volhard's

method. Tables are given for results obtained with (1) an

aqueous solution of silver nitrate
; (2) an ammoniacal solution of

silver nitrate ; the conditions of time, temperature of reaction,

and proportion of silver nitrate to morphine being varied. The
net result is to show that even with a pure morphine solution,

the method does not give quantitative results, and is therefore

obviously useless for the determination of morphine in opium.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 1903, 37.

Substitute for Coffee.

" Gombo " seeds, or the seeds of Abebnoschus {Hibiscus}

esculentus, N.O. Malvaceae, have long been used for thickening

soups, and, as a reference to " Bentley " shows, in West
Africa as a substitute for coffee. M. Rattier, in La Nature,

now directs special attention to their use, claiming that

this " new substitute " gives a very agreeable preparation,

decidedly superior to many varieties of coffee, and some-

times even comparable with Mocha. It should be men-
tioned, however, that to obtain this result only well-selected

and ripe seeds must be employed, which have been roasted

with great care. The process which M. Rattier has found

to answer the purpose best consists in placing the seeds

in a coffee roaster and continuing to heat them as long as a

crackling sound is heard. When this ceases they should be

spread out on a marble slab, or upon any other object where
they will become cooled as quickly as possible. They are then

ground to a fine powder, and, after having been sieved, are

mixed either with milk or sweetened water. By a procedure

somewhat similar to that used when dough is required, a pro-

duct is obtained bearing a strong resemblance to chocolate,

which is very agreeable to the palate and still preserves quite

distinctly the special aroma which distinguishes the seed.

C
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Production of Balata.

The tree yielding this valuable form of gutta peccha

(Mimnsops balata) has been found by J. A. Bouty to be

abundant in the Amazon valley, where the inhabitants were

ignorant of its yielding this substance. He states that the

balata trees grow scattered and in groves, sometimes amounting

to forests many miles in extent, all over the states of Para and
Amazonas, and is informed that vast areas of the trees grow on

the banks of the Purus and Acre rivers, and other tributaries of

the Upper Amazon. The trees are said to yield three and a half

pounds of balata each, and a skilled operator can prepare forty

to fifty pounds in a day. The latex is first fermented and then

dried in the sun, and is then ready for shipment.

—

Imp. Inst.

Jown., 8, 305.

Ether for Forcing Plants.

Comparative experiments made in subjecting plants to the

vax^our of ether with others not etherised show that in the case

of lilacs (Souvenir do Louis Spath) an advance of ten days was
gained in twenty days over plants not etherised, but grown
otherwise under the .same conditions, and, moreover, that the

quantity of flower produced was three times greater. The plan

adopted in the nursery of Mr. Harms, of Hamburg, is to place

the plants in a hermetically sealed case, and to suspend inside

a vessel containing ether. The plants are exposed to ether

vapour for forty-eight hours, the' time of exposure and the

quantity of ether used varying according to time, temperature,

etc. On removal from the ether the plants are taken to an
ordinary forcing-house, when, after three or four days, the

flower-buds commence to expand, and, after eight days more,

the inflorescence is fully developed.

—

Gard. Chron., 32, 379.

Changes in Dried Gentian Root.

E. Bourquelot and H. Herissey point out that a mere com-
parison of the fracture of fresh and dried gentian root is suffi-

cient to demonstrate how great has been the chemical change
in its constituents. That of the fresh root is white, while the

inner portion of the dry root is brownish red. If the process of

drying be very carefully conducted, this change does not ensue
rapidly. But since the root with deep-coloured fracture is

preferred by druggists this is rapidly brought about by
exposing the root, before it is completely dried, to a kind
of fermentation. To effect this, the roots, about eight

or ten days after gathering, are heaped together. The mass
becomes heated and is turned over from time to time, so that

complete dryina; is not accomplished until all the pieces have

acquired the desired reddish tint. Gentian root which has under-

gone this treatment yields much less extractive than that which
has been carefully dried. The difference amounts to as much
as 27 per cent. Examination of the powder of the commercial
dried root shows that the sucrose, gentianose and gentiopicrin,

originally present in the fresh root, have almost disappeared,

while the aqueous extract prepared from the dried root contains
none of these original constituents. The powder contains, be-

sides the hexoses, glucose and levulose, which also exist in the
fresh root, those which are formed by the action of a ferment on
the sucrose, gentianose, and gentiopicrin of the fresh root. It

also contains a little gentiobose in the free state. The aqueous
extract contains only hexoses and gentiobiose, the latter contri-

buting slightly to the bitter taste of the preparation. Although
the yield is small, it is easier to prepare gentiobiose from either

the powdered root or from its aqueous extract than from the

fresh root, since, in the former, the accompanying gentianose has
been entirely split up and removed, while from the latter both
sugars are removed together, and are then extremely difficult to

separate.

—

Journ. Pharni. Chim. [6], 16, 513.

Dialysed Digitalis.

Golaz and Co. produce a dialysate from a tincture of fresh

digitalis, and standardise the dialysate by titration and

physiological tests.

—

Berl. Klinish. Woch., 1902, 753, through

Apot. Zeit.

Camphorosma Monspeliaca.

M. Cassan has obtained from this Chenopodiaceous plant 0 2

per cent, of a volatile oil, having an odour and taste like that of

bitter almonds, of sp. gr. (17" C.) 0 970. Its refraction index is

M„ \b" = 1-3724 : at -)-4° it crystallises. The plant on distillation

with alkaline water afforded a liquid base recogaised as propyla-

mine.

—

Schimmcl, Bericht, October, 1902, 23.

Structure of Quillaia Bark.

W. Mitlacher gives a very complete account of the anatomy
of quillaia bark, and accompanies it by illustrations, attention

being drawn particularly to the very remarkable and charac-

teristic bast fibres, which are coloured pale red by dilute sul-

phuric or hydrochloric acid, a reaction ascribed to the presence

of phloroglucin. The large and numerous prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate, the irregular bast fibres, and their coloration

by dilute mineral acids, .serve to characterise tha powder.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 749.

Castilloa Rubber.

Some interesting information concerning this indiarubber

has recently been published by Dr. C. 0. Weber. The latex is

contained in laticiferous vessels, which run longitudinally, and

a clear spiral cut around the trunk is, therefore, found to be

the most satisfactory method of obtaining the largest amount
of milk. By ordinary methods of coagulation the rubber con-

tains 9-13 per cent, of albuminous substances, which are apt to

become putrid. It has been found that if the latex is diluted

, with five times its volume of water, strained through cotton

gauze into well washed petroleum barrels, and to each full

barrel 8 oz. of formaldehyde be stirred in, the coagulation of the

albuminous substances is prevented, whether hot or cold water

be used, and the rubber separates after twenty-four hours as a

white mass of such stre"ngth and tenacity that it can be lifted

entire from the barrel. This crude rubber is porous and needs

to be cut into strips and well washed and dried. The strength

of the rubber so prepared is said to be superior to that of Para

rubber. It yields only 26 per cent, of resinous matter,

0 044 per cent, of ash, and no albuminous or insoluble con-

stituents. Dr. Weber has also shown that the amount of

resin present is greater in young trees than in older ones,

lessening from 42-33 per cent, in a two-year-old tree to 7-21

per cent, in one eight years old, and in different parts of

the tree from 7-50 in the leaves to 3 77 in the large branches,

down to 2-61 in a large trunk. It increases in quantity from

the root upwards. He advises that the trees should, there-

fore, not ba tapped until they are eight years old. It appears,

also, that there are three varieties of the tree, distinguished

by the colour of the bark. The best (alba) has a whitish

bark of yellowish or pinkish tint ; it is the hardiest kind,

produces a creamy latex, and yields the largest quantity of

rubber. Of the other two kinds, one (nigra) has a dark rough

bark, yields a thin milk, and may easily be bled to death by

tapping. The other (rubra) has a smooth reddish bark without

the longitudinal furrows present in the alba and nigra ; it yields

a small quantity of latex, and the rubber is not good.

—

India-

rubber and Gutta Percha Trades Journal, through Inqi. Inst.

Journ.
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PURITY IN DRUGS.*

Br MAKTIK MELDEUM.

'• Pure Drugs " lia« for years been the watchword of the

qualified pha.nna-cist, and even the proprietors of the modern

drug stores, whilst sneering at the claims of pharmacy to pro-

fessional rank, and decrying tlie profits claimed by pharmacists

< their due, have not dared to relegate purity to the back-

ground, although bringing cheaimess into special prominence.

Judging from the pharmaceutical press of the past few

mouths, the question of purity seems destined to bulk more

largely in the future than even it has done in the past,
,
and

methods of standardising, assaying, extracting active prin-

ciples, and of detecting impuritieis are seemingly being added

to every week. Under these circumstances, it might not be

amiss to examine the subject for a little in its broader issues.

In the purity of drugs (if we take the most general use of

the tei-m, that implying the ingredients or material of a

medical presciiption), there are three parties interested—the

medical practitioner who prescribes, the pharmacist who dis-

penses them, and the patient who swallows them.

The interest of the medical man lies in tlie fact that if the

drugs he obtains are not pure, he may get results very dif-

ferent from those lie anticipated. The life of his patient may
tje endangered, if not sacrificed, and liis reputation as a prac-

titioner suffer. Not so long ago it was the habit of * certain

.-chool of philosophers to sneer at the whole practice of medi-

cine as being empirical, and to designate it as the practice of

pouring drugs about which little was known into Ibodies of

which our knowledge was still less. This reproach,^however,

if just at one time, cannot now, at least, be applied by any

fair-minded person. Our knowledge both of the human body

aid of drugs is considerable, although doubtle.ss there is still

iiiucli to learn. That the science of medicine will ever be

reduced to a rule-of-tliree basis is as improbable as it is un-

desirable. ' Tlie physician will always have constitutional

idiosyncrasies to consider and complications of symptoms in

which tlie selecting of proper drugs will call for all his skill.

It is accordingly desirable that his work should not be further

complicated by having differences of potency in the drugs he

uses to combat disease, or the danger arising from the presence

of foreign impurities which may have disastrous effects. All

standardisation must have this object—therapeutic uniformity

in view. To obtain it is, as may be noted from recent dis-

cussions, a task calling for much arduous and patient research.

The interest of the patient in the purity i.s not infrequently

overlooked both by himself and the pharmacist who supplies

him with his medicine. Wlien a man calls in a physician, he,

as a general nile, send.s for what he conisidei's the most skilful

practitioner, not the cheapest, he can find. But after the

physioian has prescribed for him, and when he comes to want

liis medicine made up, he ceases to be dominated by the desire

to have the best, and, consequently, the safest, at liis command,

and follows what he considers the soiuid business principle of

buying in the cheapest market. That this is ever a good prin-

ciple, although a very natural impulse, is doubtful. In the

matter of drugs, the obeapest is the most dangerous, and once

the general public has gi-asped the fact, which ia at present

recognised by a too small minority, the position of the trained

phannacist will be rendered more secure. The average ihuman

being is not so dense but that, if properlj' brought home to him,

lie will realise the absurdity of discounting the skilled medical

addce he has paid for, and endangering his life by swallowing

di'ugs purchased at a piice which allows nothing for quality in

the medicine or skill on the part of the dispenser. The best

Paper read before the Pharmaceutical Society at an Evening Meeting
in Edinburgh, February 18, 1903.

method of driving this truth home is one which ooncems all

qualified pharmacists with a respect for their craft, and some

organised scheme for impressing on the public what is due to

themselves and due to pharmacists seems worthy of discussion.

Ck>nsidering now how the question affects ourselves as retail

pharmacists, it will, I tbink, be generally admitted that the

matter is one of vital importance. Purity in drugs and accu-

racy in dispensing are the two' main pixips on Avhich re«t tbe

claim of the phannacist to a j)rofessional status, and unless he

be in a position to guarantee both of these, his claims stand a

scant chance of recognition. In liow far, then, under present

circumstances, is it possible for the pharmacist to guarantee

from liis personal knowledge the freedom from impurities of

the drug he handles, and to what extent is that po.>4sibility ful-

filled? As regai'ds tlie presence of impurities or adulterations

in entire 'drugs, his training, if applied to his business, places

him in a position to detect these with readiness and cei"tainty.

For the larger leaves, roots, etc., a little careful examination

with the naked eye should be sufficient to acquaint anyone witli

a Imowledge of materia medica of the presence of any adulte-

rant. Foi' powdered drugs, vegetable, animal, or mineral,

the microscope forms a ready and reliable means of detecting

impurities and determining to some extent the quality of the

dirug.

With a view to determining the practical value of the micro-

scope, I have examined several chemicals and drags in powder
form, with the following results :

—
Alum.—Several samples were examined. All exhibited tbe

chai'acteristic alum crystals ; in two only was there any ap-

pearance of foi'eign matter, and that appeared to be due to-

dust, most probably of atmospheric origin^

Borax.—Here again there was little difference in the samples

examined. With one exception the crystals in all varied very

much in size, and were very irregular in shape. The excep-

tion mentioned was one invoiced as "fine, silky," and wa«
.softer to the touoli than the others. I noticed the crystals

were much more uniform and more regular in appearance. Many
of them siowed clean-cut triangular facets.

Cream of Tartar.—^In this case a marked difference in the
samples was noticeable. In two, which were of good quality,

the crystals were fairly miiform and clean-cut. In other two,

of inferior quality, the crystals were more opaque, broken, and
irregular, and there was present a considerable mass of small

fi-agments, so minute that it was difficult to say whether fhey
were of a crystalline nature or not. With the good grade of

Tartar the smallest particles were distinctly crystalline. In
this instance the microscope seems to form a reliable test as to-

quality.

Bicarbonate of Soda.—In this case, as in the cream of tartar,

tlie best grades were readily distinguishable by the uniformity
of the longisli hexagonal crystals, which were transparent and
well-formed. In the infeiior grades the crystals were more
irregular and opaque, and tliere were present particles of doubt-

ful ci^stalline origin. In one of the highest-priced brands in

the market, the crystals were found to be more massed to-

gether tlian in any of the others, due, presumably, to some
difference in the method of preparation.

Tlie inferior grades of cream of tartar and sodium bicarbo-

nate, when tested against the superior qualities, were found

deficient in neutralising effect.

Jiochelle Salts.—No practical difference was noted in any of

the samples looked at. The characteristic composite crystals

were clearly seen in all. And here, it may be stated, is one

of the advantages of the microscope. Each chemical substan-ce

having a characteristic ci-ystal, even when mixed with other

chemicals, their presence may often readily be detected. Thus,

in an instance which occurred in shop work, some seidlitz salt,

c 2
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vrhen mixed with tartaric acid, refused to eft'ei"vesce. A little

examined under the microscope revealed the fact tliat there

were apparently no bicad-bonate of soda crystals present, hut

what looked suspiciously like borax. Chemical tests verified

the presence of borax, which liad found its way there om

account of the failure of an apprentice to discriminate between

Sodii Bibor. and Sodii Bicarb.

Tartaric Acid.—-No difference was dtetected' in any of the

three samples of powder inspected. In all the crystals wea-e

fairly uniform, and under the mioroscojje bore much the sajne

appearance as the commercial crystals do to the naked eye.

Black Pepper.—Two samples were examined. The first,

svhicJi was of a fine quality, showed a large proportion of .starch

granules, with pieces of cortical tissue obsei-vable here and

there. In the second, which was of a much inferior quality,

fewei- starch granules and more cortical tis.sue were seen. There

was also present a considerable quantity of wood fibre. The

flavour and aroma of the second were much inferior to those of

the first.

White Pepper.—Three samples were examined. Two of these

indicated that tlie pepper liad been carefully ground and .sifted.

The third showed a much coarser-looking powder, in which,

however, no foreign substance could be detected.

Pimento.—Two samples were examined. Both wei'e of good

quality. LesiS starch wa.? obseiTable in tliese than in tlie black

or white peppers, and there was Ji greater preponderance of

fibrous tissue. Portions of the testa of the -seeds were plainly

discernible. These could not be traced in either of the previous

two.

HeUchore.—Cases having occurred where this has been given

by unobservant persons in mistake for white pepper, one

example was examined in order to compare the appearance. As
was to be expected, imder the microscope little resemblance to

pepper was .«©en. Starch grains were present, but the large

proportion of woody and cortical tissue indicated it to be oil

different origin than pepper.

Powdered Rhubarb.—Several samples were examined, and in

the whole of these the small starch granules were readily ob-

served. In the cheaper gi-ades, however, much more cortical

tissue was observed than in the finer qualities, due evidently

to the cortex having been less carefully removed in the case of

the cheap rhubarb. In two samples crystals of calciumi oxalate

(vere detected. One or lwo rough cxpeiiments were made to

ascertain whether the percentage of calcium oxalate varied'

much in the different gi'ades. Of the specimens examined, the

inferior qualities yielded slightly more calcium oxalate on

treating the ash with dilutei hydrochloric acid, neutralising and

precipitating with potassium oxalate solution, than did the

finer qualities. That this could be taken as a reliable criterion

of value I should not, hiowever, like to say. The calcium oxalate

was also extracted by treating the powder with hot dilute

hydrochloric acid, but by this process oi considerable amount

of colouring matter becomes mixed with the precipitate, aJid

renders it unsatisfactory.

Turmeric.—One sample was examined', in order to compare

the microscopic structure with that of rhubarb, to some of the

more highly-coloured samples of which it bears a superficial

resemblance. The large starch granules seen \mder the micro-

eoope lat once dispel any doubts, and would effectively detect

aiiy adulteration with this drug.

Ginger.—Several examples were examined, with the i'«sult)

that, as in the case of rhubarb, the cheaper qualities were found

to contain more cortical tissue than the finer. In the cheap

African gingers a large proportion of cortical and vascular

tissue is jn-esent. The starch granules in ginger form a veiy

reliable test as to its presence in a compound powder, such as

Gregory's Mixture.

Belladonna Boot.—Tlu'ee samples were examined ; two of

these presented the same appearance—that of a collection r)f

woody and cortical tissue, with a fair proportion of starcli

granules. In the third a larger proportion of starch was

noticeable, some of wliich had the appearance characteristic of

liquorice stairch—aggregate masses of wry small granules, the

granules of genuine belladonna .starch being larger, and rai'ely

found aggi'egated together. This indicated adulteration with

powdered liquorice. To verify this conclusion, some of the

powder was infused for two hours in distilled water, to which

a few drops of liq. anunonia were added. To the filtered in-

fusion excess of dilute hydrochloric acid was added, when a.

flocculent brownish-wliite precipitate was thrown down. This

was presumed to be glycynhizin, as a similar infusion of pure

powdered belladonna root yielded no precipitate.

Liquorice Root.—Two samples were examined. Both exhibited

a large proportion of the characteristic liquorice starch, and tlie

long, vascular fibres of the voat were readily distinguished.

tScammony Resin.—^Two samples were examined. One appeared

a very pure sample of resin, the other contained rather more
tlian a due proportion of fibrous material.

Scammony Vinjin.—Two samples were examined. Both were

apparently pure specimens. Greenish notes that the starch of

scammony occui's in characteristic grains. One peculiarity it

has when viewed by artificial light is that when the micro-

scope is sharply focussed on it the body of the grain is dark,

wliilst a small, clear spot shows up in the centre. In other

starches the whole grain is more or less translucent.

C'olocynth Pulp.—Four samples were examined. One of these

showed fragment of the seed, indicating that the pulj), previous

to powdering, liad not been properly freed from these.

Colocynth.—Two samples of powdered oolocynth were in-

spected. One showed nothing remarkable. In the othei' a

fair pi'oportion of starch granules were readily observed. This

at first suggested adulteration, but it seems that it is the custom

of the firm who supplied this sample to extract the seeds and

replace them by wheaten flour ; hence the presence of starch.

Opium.—Tlu-ee samples of powdered opium were examined.

The fii'st contained some extraneous fibrous matter ; the second

was a very pure specimen of the dried latex ; the third showed

the presence of some foreign crystalline substance. On esti-

mating, however, by the official process, the requisite per-

centage of morphine was found to be present, so the presump-

tion was that the powder had been " made down" in order to

meet the official requirements.

Jalap.—Three samples were examined. This reot shows

more starch than scammony, and the grains are larger. One of

the samples examined, however, bad even more than the due

proportion of .starch, and a close examination of the granules

indicated the presence of rice starch. Very little woody matter

is present in this drug, starch and resin cells constituting the

greater proportion of what may be observed under the micro-

scope. One point worth noting is stated by Greenish—viz.,

that in this root calcium oxalate occurs in cluster oiyst-als,

whilst in other roots belonging to the N.O. Convolvulaceae

which are sometimes used as adulterants, the calcium oxalate

occurs in acicular crystals.

Boric --Icirf.—Three samples were examined, the only varia-

tion detected being a .slight difference in the size of the

ciystals. These vary considerably in size in the same sample,

and some of them, considering the softness to touch of the

jpowder, seem remarkably large. Not a few of them cover

almost the entire field of a high-powei- microscope.

Tbe full value of the microscope is not by any means set

foi-th by the above few examples, but I hope enough has been

said to' show its practical utility. One point in its favour is

that of economy. The quantity of drug required for micro-
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copic examination is infinitesimal. Another point that may
)e mentioned is that tlie microscope occasionally forms a handy

means of ascertaining the ingredients of some of these powders,

^rhich every druggist in the coui'se of his work gets brought

o him that he may make up something similar. Recently I

iiad a small quantity of a dusting powdei- brought me, and was

requested, if possible, to supply the same. Examination under

the microscope showed boric acid, starch, and chinosol to be

t he ingredients.

As regards the purity of the ^hemicals which he handles,

tluinks to the high standard of pi-actical work now enforced

•>y the present syllabus, the pharmacist should be able to test

liese both volumetrically and analytically with such a degree

•f skill as to render his jwsitiou unassailable.

So far we have considered the j)osition of the phannacist as

legards drugs and chemicals. How does he stand in reference

to galenical preparations? In days gone by, the pharmacist

who took any pride in his profession manufactured the bulk of

his own galenicals, but in these days of keen competition the

habit, we fear, has to a considerable extent fallen into abey-

.ance, want of time, waste of .spirit, etc., being argued as reasons

for its non-continuance. That, however, it may still be earned
* out, and that profitably, was shown in a paper read at the

Pharmaceutical Conference last year.

In this domain of pharmacy, however, a cliange is at pi"esent

"taking place. Formerly, if a pharmacist seleoted good drugs,

fresh picked, for his tincture.s, infusions, etc., used the proper

iproportion-of the directed menstruum, and took precautions to

see that his drug was thoroughly exhausted, he had done his

duty. Now, however, a change has come over the scene. By
tlie old process it was found that the finished product, although
.prepared toy the same process andi the same grade of drug used,

did not always have the same therapeutic effect ; and in the
•ease of those containing alkaloids as their active principle, when
the aJkaloidal content was estimated, considerable discrepaaicies

there obtained. Now it has become the rule with the more
^potent drugs to standai'daiise the preparations obtained from
them—i.e., to ensure that the preparation shall contain a defi-

nite percentage of the active principle of the drug, or, in other
-woiids, be up to a ce-lain standard. The applicability of

'the piinciple of standardisation has been extended in the pre-

sent Pharmacopoeia, and is likely to be can-ied' further. The
question for the retail phannacist is, how is the matter going to

;afEect him? Can he make his own standardised preparations?

-What say is he to have in the fixing of standards, etc. ? Much
work has of late been done in this direction, but mostly by men
in large manufacturing establishments. These men have of

necessity more time, better conveniences and appliances for

standtoiising—in fact, one might say, it is pajt of their busi-

ness. But if the retailer allows the whole process of standai-d-

ising, and the sugge.sting of legal and medicinal standards, to

:pass into their hands, what, in a few years, will be his position ?

Will he not simply become a retailer of this oi- that company's
standardised fluid extracts, etc. ? Will his knowledge of the
jpotency of the drag be confined to the percentage placed by
the wholesale firm on their label? If so, will his education not
have been in vain? and if his education is not to be allowed
-t<> become so much u.seless lumber, what steps should be taken
to place pharmacy in such a position that the pharmacist will
have an opportunity of increasing that knowledge which he has
already obtained' and putting it to practical use, to the ultimate
gain of himself and the public?

And, after all, tJhere is no reason why phai-macists should not
standardise their own preparations and check the assaying ol
those they may have purchased from wholesale sources. For
scientifically accurate work the use of a chemical balance is

.doubtle.ss essential, but with careful manipulation the official

I processes may be carried out correctly enough for practical

I pui-poses with a good dispensing balance capable of weighing
to 0'25 grain, and, with the style of dispensing balance fur-

nished with a scale and pointer, one can weigh with practical

accuracy to 0'125 grain. I have checked the assaying of two
samples of liquid extract of nux vomica, two of liquid extract

of ipecacuanha, and three of tincture of opium obtained from
manufacturing fiims. In each case the Britisih system of weights

and measures was used, and the following results were obtained :

—With the first sample of nux vomica 220 minims were opera.ted

on, and rather over 2'75 grains of strychnine obtained. With
the second sample a similar quantity was u.sed, and practically

3 grains of .strychnine obtained. The discrepancy in the first

case was doubtless due to some slight loss during the assaying

pi'ocess, as when there is a .series of precipitations and solu-

tions, there is necessarily a risk of loss at any part of the

process. The official process has, however, evidently been

formulated to obviate los.9' of alkaloid so far as possible, and

to depart from it is ri.sky. As an experiment, I evaporated

each of tlie three chlorofomiic solutions from the extract

separately. The residue from the first weighed about 2 grains

(this was from 110 minims of liquid extract) ; the residue from

the other two was infinite-simal ; but on assaying a quantity

with the omission of the second two agitations with chloroform,

there was a discrepancy of about 5 of a grain. It was also

found that the mixture of the acid solution of the alkaloids

with the ferrocyanide of potassium solution should stand at

least six hours, as stated in the official directions. A little

longer may do 110 harm, but a shorter period results m loss of

alkaloid.

With the extract of ipecacuanlia, from 220 minims of one

sample 4 grains of to'taT alkaloids were obtained. From
110 minims of the second sample 2' 12 grains were obtained.

In the case of the tincture of opium, from half an ounce of

one sample 1'5 grains of morphine were obtained. One ounce

of each of the other two was operated on, the one yielding 3

grains, the other 3'75 grains of morphine.

The assaying process is undoubtedly somewhat tedious, but

the more considerable portion of the time is taken up by the

process of precipitation and separation, during which perioa

the ordinai-y shop work can easily be attended to, and the

actual time involved is not beyond what the majority of

pharmacists can spare. It seems desirable, however, that the

processes should be shortened so far as possible withont sacri-

ficing accuracy, and in this connection Mr. Dott's modification

of the official process for standardising opium is a step in the

right direction. It is less elaborate, and the residt, so far

as my experience goes, is quite a« accurate. I should have

'iked to have said more on the question of assaying and

standardising, but as my practical acquaintance with the sub-

ject is as yet somewhat limited, I frust those amongst you

with a wider knowledge of the subject than I have will supple-

ment the few notes I have given on the subject.

The question seems to me to be one of importance to phaima-

cists, as the trend of modern therapeutics is undoubtedly in

the direction of accuracy, and our pliarmaceutical standards

must be as accurate as it is possible to make them. With
some drugs the difficulty- is to fix on a definite principle as a

.standard. In the case of ipecacuaiiha , for example, it is still

an open question whether that should be standardised on its

emetine content or cephaeline content, or on the quantity of

total alkaloids, some authorities recommending one course,

others another. The total alkaloid assay, as adopted by the

Pharmacopoeia, seems, with our present knowledge, to be.

however, the safest.

It will necessarily take some time till a satisfactory solution

can be obtained to the questions involved in the matter of

fixing drug standai-ds, and it is to be hoped that (and of thi*

there seems every likelihood) pharmacists will take a leading
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jiart in this work, so tJiat it may tend to the further advance-

jiient of pharmacy.

In eonclu.sion, I would express my regret that in this paper
I have been a-ble to give .so little in the way of a practical

solutign of some of the questioiLS involved, but tru.st to, be

able to make amends at a future date.

REPORT ON COMMERCIAL SAMPLES OF PODOPHYLLUM
RESIN.*

BT A. Ers.SELL BENNET, F.O.S.

During the past two yeai-s it has been from time to time

brought under my notice by chemists and others that in making
tincture of podophyllum resin, B.P., the resin did not nearly

all dissolve, although it is distinctly stated under the charac-

ters of podophyllum resin as follows :

—
" Soluble, or nearly so,

in alcohol 90 per cent.
;
partly soluble in ether. It should not

yield more than 1 per cent, of ash upon incineration."

The name of " Podophyllum " appears to have been given to

this resin by a class of practitioners in America known as

" Eclectics," who had long been in the habit of prescribing

this remedy as representing the combined active principles of

the plant known as Podophj/llum pdtatinn. This so-called podo-

phyllin was prepared by making a strong alcoholic tincture of

the rhizome, recovering the spirit as far as possible by distil-

lation until of a syrupy consistepcy, and precipitating the

resin by pouring the extract into water, allowing it to settle,

then collecting, washing, and drying.

The North American Indians seem to have been acquainted

with the properties of the rhizome, and there is evidence of its

use by them as an anthelmintic and emetic. Catesby, in 1731,

describes the plant in his " Xatural History of Carolina," and

mentions in his book that the root, so-called—-doubtless mean-

ing the rhizome—is an excellent emetic. In 1820 podophyllum

was introduced into the U.S. Pharmacopoeia, and in 1864 it

found a place in the British Pharmacopoeia. Since then its

use in Great Britain has been general.

The methods of preparing the resin have varied from time

to time. Some manufacturers seem to have a preference for

precipitating with alum solution, others for water acidulated

with hydrochloric acid, while others, again, seem to prefer ex-

hausting with weak soda, and jirecipitating the re.sin in water

acidulated with sulphuric acid.

The official method is one in which there is formed no alka-

line .salt on precipitation, and. as there is no alum used, there

is no risk of its yielding more than 1 per cent, of ash upon

incineration.

In 1892 Mr. J. C. Umuey examined the Indian podophyllum,

and although it contains nearly 11 per cent, of resin, yet that

resin contained only about half the quantity of crystalline

picropodophyllin, to which its value as a cathartic is due.

There is to be met with in commerce an article manufactured

by some Genoan finiis, and known as " Podophyllin purissi-

mum." not B.P. Upon examination, it is completely soluble

in ether, pointing to the likelihood of its being that portion of

the resin of podophyllum soluble in that menstruum.

Podophyllum resin varies in colour from pale yellow to deep

orange-brown, and as the difference in intensity of colour is

caused by the different degree of heat used in the drying, its

colour is no indication as to its quality.

With a view to ascertain how far the commercial varieties

correspond vdth the B.P. characters, ten samples of the resin

wei'e obtained from various sources in the usual way, and were

examined as follows :
—

1. Solubility in Alcohol 90 pc7- Cent.—One gramme was

weighed and mixed with 20 Co. of the alcohol, and filtered

Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at an Evening Meeting in

Edinburgh, February 18, 1903.

into a previously tared platinum evaporating basin. The
alcohol was driven off by the heat of a water-bath, and the
residue, when it ceased to lose weight, was weighed, and the

percentage solubility calculated accordingly.

2. Pcrcaiiiir/f of Ash.~One gramme was weighed and in-

cinerated in a previously tared platinuin crucible until it

ceased to lose weight. The crucible was afterwards cooled in

a desiccator and weighed again, the necessary calculation being

made for arriving at the percentage of ash.

3. Sohibility in Ether.—This was done as in the case with

alcohol 90 per cent., special precautions being adopted for

keeping the ether from coming near a naked flame.

The results may be tabulated as follows:—

Num-
ber.

Solubility in Solubility Ash per-
Source. 90 per cent. in cent- Colour.

Alcohol. Ether. age.

1 Britisli .

.

80 oercent. 77' 5 per cent. 2-31 Orange.
2 Foreign.

.

84"
„ 76- 2 2-73 Yellow.

3 Foreign.

.

90 73- 1 2-90 Pale yellow.
4 British .

.

93 71-52 2-10 Pale orange.
5 British .

.

95 73- 0 0-75 Pale orange.
6 Foreign .

.

90 70- 0 1-43 Pale orange brown.
7 Foreign .

.

94 68 0 1-64 Deep yellow.
8 British .

.

88 69- 0 1-90 Orange brown.
9 British .

.

90 74- 0 1-39 Deep orange brown.
10 British .

.

86 76- 0 1-75 Orange brown.

No. 1 ash contained distinct traces of aluminium, ii'on, and

sulphates, and no starch.

No. 2 ash contiiined distinct traces of aluminium; iron, and

sulphates, and no starch.

Nos. 3 and 4 contained similar impurities as Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 5 contained no metallic impurities, wliile Nos. 6, 7, 8,

9. and 10 contained traces of aluminium and iron with sul

phates.

It will be observed from these results that a resin of podo-

phyllum soluble, or nearly so, in alcohol 90 per cent, i^

not a plentiful article in the market. I am not prepared t"

say there is not one, bub of this I am absolutely certain—

there is not one in the ten samples I have examined" which

can accurately answer the characters of the B.P.

From experiments already made, I am of the opinion tii. "

ihe degree of heat used in drying the resin, and its being ex-

posed to the air while being dried, -has a very strong action

upon it by oxidising part of it, and rendering it, therefore,

insoluble.

I had hoped to report the results of some investigations I

am making by using a vacuum cupboard for drying, and thu^

getting a very low lemperature without access of air, but cir-

cumstances over which I had no control have meanwhile pre-

vented their being completed. As soon as they are finished,

however, I hope to have the privilege of placing the results

before you at some futui'e meeting.

Thigenol.—The sodium salt of a sulphonic acid obtained

from a sulphur-containing oil has been introduced into phanna-

copedlcs under this name. It is one of the many substitutes

for ichthyol. and has the advantage of being readily soluble in

water, dilute alcohol, and slightly alkaliine solutions. It is

decomposed by mineral acids and by acetic acid, liberating the

combined sulphomic acid, of which it contains about 35 per

cent. In der-maftological practice it may be prescribed, either

in the fonn of ointments or of aqueous solutions. The former,

contaiming 20 per cent, of tiiigenol, form on the skin a bright,

brown, sligl3*ly adhesive pellicle whidh may easily be removed

bv washing with tepid water. It is odourless, and its st-aine

on linen are easily washed out.

—

L'Union Pharm., 43, 106;

ttfter Bullet, da Sciences P7iarm.
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PERFUNCTORY FORMALITIES.*

BY B. HASELWOOD JONES.

Perfunctory fonualities >:om€times give relief from the ex-

tremes of ceremony, and, so fax, they are to be commended ;

but on no other ;i«count can they be reckoned among tlie virtues

of a statutory examining body. To plunge at once into my
subject, I «ish to bring to your notice an instance of the de-

generation of one of the most important regulations prescribed

by the bye-laws of the Pharmaceutical Socieity, or, as I pi-efer

to call it, our Society.

The regulation in question deals with the essential pairt of a

phannaceutical career—that is to say, wdth the initial training

in the art of dispen-sing—and in theoi-j' it is designed to ensure

that each candidate for the qualifying examination shall have

passed an adequate pupilage in the phai-macy. But what do

we find in actual practice? Nothing ^but a filling up of more

or less meaningless forms. Tlie regulation I refer to is contained

'11 Bye-law 21, Section X., and it reads as follows:—
Charter, 21, line 253.—^All persons shall, at the time of

giving notice of intention to present themselves for the

Sliiior Examination, satisfy the Registrar that they have
attained the full ;ge of twenty-one years, and have been
registered as " apprentices or students," and that they have
foi- three yeaa's b^en practically engaged in tlie translation

and dispensing of prescriptions

The principle hei-e eminciated is that eveiy candidate for the

Minor Examination must prove, in a manner satisfactoiy to the

Registrar—who in this mivtter is, I take it, representing the

Board of Examiners—that ha has served a three years' prac-

tical engagement in the translating and dispensing of prescrip-

tions. There may be difficulties in the way of obtaining this

evidence—in fact, I can quite conceive that to be the case in a

large number of instances ; but the bj'e-law clearly imposes the

above obligation without extenuating circumstance, and

my contention is that, so long as the law stands, it siliould be

carried out in its entirety. If the law is out of harmony with

modem conditions, the logical a«id pi'oper course would be to

amend it ratlier than to compound a folly by administering the

regulations on the go-as-you-ple;ise jirinciple.

The obligations imposed by the Bye-Laws are, I may say,

repeated in the instructions to candidates printed in the Regula-

tions of the Bo;u-ds, but with a curious difference. The mamier

of ".satisfying " the Registrar- is vaguely set forth as though it

really did not matter very much, iiut a definite alternative is

offered, for which there does not appear any legal waiTant. Let

iiic read the paragraph refeired to:—
"When giving notice i,for the first time), a candidate for the

Minor Examination must have attained the full age of twenty-

one years, and must have been^ registered as an 'apprentice or

student.' He will, at the .same time, be required to produce a

Registr;u''s certificate of birth, and a certified declaration that

for three years he has been registered and employed as an
apprentice or student, or has otherwise for three years been

practically engaged in the translation and dispensing of pre-

.-criptioixs."

According to this wording, any " apprentice or student " who
had been registered for three years, and employed as such,

would be eligible for the Minor Examination, though he might
iiol have dispensed a single presci-iption hi his life. Whatever
may be the meaning or value of this alternative, the declara-
tion foi-m wiiieh a candidate has to fill up makes no mention of
It. but harks back to the bye-law and its full requirement of a
three years' practical training, and, furtheimcre, exacts the
countei-signature of either a phannaceutical chemist, a chemist

' Read before the Western Chemists' Association, Wednesday, Feb-
laary 18, 1903.

and druggist, or a medical practitioner, who is supposed to be

solemn witness to the fact that such training has been under-

gone. Neither the Bye-Law, the regulation of the Boards, nor

the declaration form coincide in then- language, but that is not

my chief ground for complaint. My purpose is to show that

the execution of this dechu-ation and its acceptance by the

Registrar—in fact, the whole business of ascertaining that can-

didates for the Minor fulfil the conditions laid down by the

Society—is a mere paper formality of the most perfunctory

kind. The foims are accejjted -vTithout question, and a large

number of the candidates who produce them cannot have had

the experience they are certified to have received. I believe

there is no case on record of a declai-ation foi-m for entry to the

Minor Examination being challenged or disallowed because the

Registrar was dissatisfied with the evidence of training. He
finds it much more practicable, from a business point of view,

to slielter himself beliind the certifying signature of the chemist

or medical man, and leave the question of ethics to> the con-

science of the candidate and his sponsor. I would like, at this

stage, to make it quite clear that I am not in the slightest

degree making my attack upon the Registrar, for I distinctly

recognise that he is not responsible for the slipshod method of

cariying out the Bye-Law, which as been sanctioned for so

nianj' years. He has no alternative but to regard as sufficiently

satisfactory each properly signed and certified declaration ; but

the seeming passiveness of the Council and the Boards of

Examiners in regard to such an imi)otent and inadequate regu-

lation is more open to censvre, or, at any rate, to critical

remark.

To justify my contention tl at a large number of candidates

can and do evade the conditions, which I have always been

taught by my pastors and masters in pharmacy were imposed
as muclr in the interest of the British pulilii' ;is uf the phar-

maceutical calling, let me pass in review three classes of

evidence.

First, I ^^•ill deal witli c;uses within my own personal know-

ledge, illustrating the laxity and inadequacy of the present

method of procedure. 1 can call to mind foua- definite instances

in wliich candidates were admitted to and passed the exami-

nation who had never been engaged in a pharmacj- or dispen-

sary ill their lives, and, in fact, had never even been apprenticed.

Their only experience of dispensing was gained in the course of

a year's study in a school of pharmacy, where classes in phar-

macy were held for one hourl)n two days a week. Such cases

may not be many, but they are more numerous than one

imagines, and the fact that a single one'is possible condemns, to

my mind, the pr.)cedm-e of entiy for examination.

Now for vicarious evidence. I am told by friends in whose

veracity I have absolute confidence that my four cases could be

easily matched by the expeiience of anyone who is engaged in

pharmaceutical teaching. One case was recounted to me of a

vouth who came from a British possession straight from school,

Iiad ten months in a London school of pharmacy, got liis pre-

cious declai-ation certified by a registered chemist, who could

not have known anytliing about him, and entered for the Mnor
Examination ^^'ithout difficulty. True, he failed to pass in

practical dispensing ; but is it fair either to the candidate or to

the examiner tliat he should have been allowed to dodge the

bye-law conditions? I have also been told of a candidate wlio

<jbtained his three years' practical engagement in pharmacy in

the chemical laboratory of a wholesale house ; and another (a

lady) who felt able to sign the declaration of entry after an

abbreviated training, two or three evenings a week, in the

dispensary of a small ho.spital.

Let an expert give his dictum on the subject. In his address

to the students of the School of Phannacy, Mi-. Edmund
White stated that in the Minor Examination it is in the prac-
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tical portions of the work, and especially in the practicJ know-

ledge of the ordinary duties of every-day pharmacy, that- candi-

dates are most lacking. Some of his colleagues on the Board

have remarked the same species of deficiency, and the reports

on the examinations of the visitors appointed by the Piivy

Council bear the same witness. In Scotland, as compared with

this countiy, apprentices have better opportunities. But Dr.

Marsliall repoTts that in 1902, of the 471 candidates examined

in Edinburgh, no less than 121 failed in practical pharmacy,
and he ascribes the large percentage of rejections to the wanit.

of proper training during apprenticeship on the part of many
students.

I attach even more, weight to tlie opinion of the proprietor
of one of the largest London schools of pharmacy. He told

me tliat the ignorance of students in the practical parts of

their business was deplorable. Numbers come to him as

beginners in these subjects, and have to learn them during
tlie months they are giving to the study of their other subjects.

But the Council of our Society has itself provided a tacit

acknowledgment, and the best evidence, of the absence of real

apprenticeship by the establisliment of a series of lectures and
l)ractical courses in phaimacy and dispensing in the Society's

school, and I may remind you that these have not been merely
arranged to give a finish to a well-exiierienced apprentice.

The syllabus covers the whole ground of these subjects from

the very beginning, and was evidently compiled to meet the

needs of the inexperienced. Incidentally, I may say, from my
own experience, they provide a very poor substitute for

apprenticeship in an actual pharmacy.

I think I have said sufficient to make good my contention

that the official methods of securing evidence of training are

inadequate and impotent—mere formalities, and perfunctory at

that.

Such formalities can in general be ended without disadvan-

tage ; but in this particular case they may better be mended.

The natural remedy to suggest itself is to require the Registrar

to make a critical examination of each declaration, and accept

none with which he was not satisfied. But this is obviously

an impracticable method of procedure. To question one would

be to make an insinuation of the veracity of those who had

signed the declaration ; to disallow one, an insistence of the

iiiveracitj'. The process would cause perpetual altercation, and

open a vista to the Registrar of endless appearances as a

defendant in cases of action for libel.

AVhat, then, is the remedy? My object to-night was to

direct attention to the evil, and I do not know that it comes

within my province as a candid critic to provide a remedy.

I am given to understand that it is extremely unwise for a

critic to attempt a constructive line of argument, and I .''eel

it to be so now ; but, at the risk of forfeiting for ever my claim

to be numbered with the wise, I propose to make a few sug-

gestions.

First, I would suggest that the hybrid Committee on Educa-

tion and Examination, which Mr. Newsholme introduced some

.six or nine months ago, and which the Council approved,

should give signs of vitality, and deign to look into this ques-

tion of training. On paper, the Committee is an ideal body

to do the work, as it consists (or was intended to consist) of

representatives of the two Boards of Examiners and of the

Council ; but is it actually in existence, and, if so, how can

the question be referred to it? I am beginning to think that

even the Committee is a perfunctory formality, for it has not

manifested any outward spark of life since its birth. Such a

body, if it met, would be infinitely more competent than any

individual to investigate the relationship now existing between

the means for practical training and the standard of examina-

tion, and to readjust such details in the general scheme of

administration as may liave become disturbed in the course of

years.

My next suggestion is that the term of pupilage might be

shortened. Three years' actual practice in the translation and
dispensing of prescriptions is, I think, hardly reasonable under

present conditions of pharmaceutical practice in Great Britain.

Why not recognise this, and arrange for, say, one year in an

approved pharmacy, or even the same period in an approved
dispensary or dispensing laboratory? There is nothing very

revolutionary in the idea. At present a " paper " period of

three years is imposed ; the student gets an actual three

months, and nobody cares. My substitute is twelve months'

actual woi'k in pharmacy in a place where the Boards of Ex-

aminers are satisfied the equipment and tuition are adequate.

Of course, the approving hy the Boards woidd necessarily

involve some sort of official inspection, but I am inclined to

think that such inspection would be all the better for school*

of phannacy and dispensaries, and all the better for the

Board of Examiners. Why, gentlemen, if the Council deemed
it expedient to caiTy out a scheme of school inspection, they

could practically impose a curriculum to-morrow, without the

.slightest necessity for amending the Pharmacy Act. What I

should like to see is a definite step towards systematic train-

ing, but none is ever made. The Council continue to utter

that blessed word " cunnculum " at intervals, and yet allow

the power given them under Bye-law 21 of Section X. to-

degenerate into a mechanical and farcical transaction. If they

believe in a curriculum, their faith has a peculiar faculty of

appearing to stultify itself.

My last suggestion is this : Would it not be practicable to-

alter the bye-laws so as to ensure an interval of three years

between registration as a student and entry for the qualifying

examination ? It may be objected that this is a " condition

precedent," and is abhorred by the Law Lords. Well, the pre-

.sent bye-laws provide for plenty of such conditions

—

e.g., age

of candidate, evidence of preliminary knowledge, and so forth

;

and I think it would not be difficult now, after so many reports

of Dr. Stevenson, to persuade the Privy Council to sanction

the necessary alteration. A three months' interval is already

jjeiTOitted, and if that be legal, so is a period of three years.

If this period could be established, I would roughly allot the

first year to practical and theoretical pharmacy, the second

year to chemistry and physics, and the thii'd year to materia

medica and botany. During the last two years the student's-

natural desire to earn something would lead him to take aa

engagement in a pharmacy, and, having had a twelvemonth's

sound training, such a student would be of greater value to -

his employer, and a much safer man for the public, than some

of the juniors under the present regime.

Gentlemen, these suggestions are, perhaps, crude, and dis-

play a want of acquaintance with the rudiments of adminis-

tration, but of one thing I am convinced, and it is this : it is

far better to have moderate conditions of entry to examina-

tions, and see that they are strictly conformed to, than to-

make a parade of a stringency which is a mere fiction. I have-

considered the initial fonnalities for entering our calling a

question of sufficient importance to bring before you, and I

trust you will deem it of sufficieivt importance to think about,

and. if necessary, to pass on to the Council of our Society.

In the stress of our endeavours to conserve our professional',

status, and to beat back the attacks that threaten with destnic-,

tion the essential principles of the Pharmacy Act, we are apt

to forget the duty of seeing that our own internal working code-

is without holes ; and surely no obligation is so important as

that which has for its objeot the exclusion from qualification,

of the crammed or imperfectly trained student.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Dentists Act, 1878.

Convictions at Pontypridd.

At Pontypridd, on Wednesday, February 11, 1903, \V. J. S-

Leslie and Corney Lewis were both charged with unlawfully

using descriptions implying that they were persons specially

qualified to practise dentistry, not being registered persons

under the Dentists Act of 1878. In each case a fine of £5,

including costs and solicitor's fee, was imposed.

Prosecution at Cardiff.

At Cardiff Police Court, on Friday, February 15, 1903, the

Stipendiary, Mr. T. W. Lewis, gave his decision in the case

against Mr. Templar iMalins, Queen Street, who was summoned

for using a description implying that he was a per.son specially

qualified to practise dentistry. The evidence was heai-di the

prev,ious weelc (P.J. [4], 16, 225). His Worship now dismissed

the oaise on the facts.

High Court of Justice—Cliancery Division.

Substitutes for Proprietary Pills.

Friday, February 15, 1903, before Ju.stic© Buckley. The

interim injunction gmnted in the Chancery Division on January

30 last, restraining the defendant, John H. Hopkins, who carries

on Ibusiness at Nottingliam, until the trial, fromi selling as

Beecham's pills, pills not of the plaintiff's manufacture, was

made perpetual.—Mr. Martelli, for tlie plaintiff, stated that

the interim order had not yet been drawn up, and counsel now
a.ppeareid for the defendant, and agreed to treat the motion as

the trial of the action.—Mr. Justice Buckley granted a perpetual

injunction.

Friday, February 15, 1905, before Mr. Justice Farwell, a

perpetual injunction was granted against Ellen Bignold, trading

as Waltei' Bignold, 45, Falcon Road, Clapham Junction. In

this case Mr. Overend was counsel for the defendant. Before

Islv. Justice Buckley, a pei-petual injunction was granted

against Fi-ederick Cresswell, chemist, 357, Battersea Park

Road. In this case Mr. Cockle appeared for the defendant.

In each of the above-mentioned cases the defendants agreed to

make an end of the litigation, and that the hearing of the

action should be treated as the trial of the action. All of

them consented by their coruisel to pay an agreed_ sum for

damages and costs, and that a perpetual injunction should be

granted. One defendant, Thomas Sharpe Beckett, chemist, of

Victoria Dock Road, Canning Town, who was cited to appear

before Mr. Justice Joyce, was not represented by counsel, nor

did he appear in person. Mr. Martelli, therefore, read affi-

davit evidence supporting the charge against him, and his

lordship granted against him an interim injunction till trial or

further order.

Liverpool Assizes.

Action for Damages.

At Liverpool Assizes, on Tuesday, February 17, 1903,

Philip Priest brought an action again.st Valentine Last, a

Liverpool chemist, to recover £850 as damages for injuries to

his wife caused by the bursting of an indiarubber hot water

bottle supplied by the defendant. After a few days' usage

the bottle burst and severely scalded the plaintiff's wife.

It was alleged that the bottle was made of defective materials,

and expert evidence was given on both sides.

The jury awarded the plaintiff £50 for expenses, and £100
as compensation, but, being unable to agree on a question put

by Mr. Justice Walton as to whether there was negligence

on the part of the chemist, they were discharged.

Explosives Act.

Prosecution at Mansfield.

At Mansfield (Notts.) Petty Sessions on February 12, 1903,

Mr. Benjamin Adams, chemist and druggist, Mansfield, was
summoned by Colonel Storey for an offence against the

Explosives Act on January 28. Mr. J. E. Alcock defended.

Colonel Storey said on the date in question he visited the shop

of defendant, and asked him if he had any gunpowder.

Defendant replied that he had at his premises off Clumber
Street. He went and found 80 lbs. of gunpowder in the

warehouse. Defendant took out a licence on March 28, 1900,

and this should have been renewed in March, 1901. The
licence, however, was not renewed. By Mr. Alcock: No notice

of the expiration of licences was sent by the County Council.

Mr. Alcock admitted the facts as related by Colonel Storey, but

pointed out that Mr. Adams had made no attempt to deceive the

Inspector when asked if he had any gunpowder. He had
forgotten to renew his licence at the proper time. His client

would never think of running the risk of prosecution for the

sake of Is. per year for the renewal of the licence. The Mayor
said he thought the County Council ought to give notice of the

expiration of licences, then there would be no excuse for anyone.

Defendant would be fined 10s. and costs.

Llanelly County Court.

Chemist's Claim.

Befoi-e Judge Bishop, at Llanelly County Court on ^Monday,

Februai-y 16, 1905, Mr. Morgan W. James, chemist and drug-,

gist, claimed the sum of £16 5s. 6d. from Messrs. L. Rose and

Co., Limited, 89, Worship Street, London, in respect of wine

supplied not of the quality agreed upon. Mr. Warner appeared

for the defendant comxjany, the plaintiff being repre.sented by
Mr. D. Rees Edmunds.
The plaintiff said that in February of last year he saw a

representative of Rose and Co., and gave him an order for

Tarragona wine. Subsequently the corks came out of the

bottles and the wine became unsaleable. The quantity was from

twelve to foui-teen gallons, and some goods were damaged by
the wine running out. He tested the wine, but not the sample.

Cross-examined : He received the wine on March 5 in a hogs-

head cask. They took a quantity of wine out of the cask about

April or May for the purpose of blending. The other wine was
a stronger wine, and kept Rose's all right. It would not do by
itself. He had submitted the wine to several firms for analysis.

Messrs. Rose had made a claim for payment before he had made
any complaint about the wine. The original action by Messrs.

Ro.se was fought out in the Shoreditch Coimty Court, and there

was judgment, with costs, against him. He told his solicitor to

settle, as he did not want to have any bother about it.

For the defence, it was claimed that the wine was in good

condition. In proof of this a sample of the wine was put in.

His Honour, in finding for the defendants, said that there was

no evidence that the wine was not according to sample.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POISONS.

The i-epoit. NUi)]ilHineiitniT report, and minority report of the

Departmental CJMinniii d i- appointed by the Lord President of

the Council to consnlur Schedule- A to the Pharmacy Act, 1868,

to report the alterations therein which they deem expedient,

and whether a third part should be added thereto, with a copy
of the minutes appointing the Committee, a list of witnesses

examined, and the minutes of evidence, hayo now been pub-
lished by tlie Rtati(inrry Office:—

REPORT.

To THE LoHD Presiuetct of the Council.
Mt Lord Duke,

1. The Committee appointed by your Grace " to consider the
Pir-st Schedule annexed to the Pharmacy Act, 1868. and to re-

port the alterations therein which they deem expedient ; and
also to consider whether a third sub-division might not properly
be added to the Schedule, containing substances which, whether
sold by pharmaceutical chemists or not, should be labelled or
otherwise distinguished, and, if so, to enumerate the substances
which, in their opinion, should be so treated," beg to, report
that they have sat' on ten days for the purpose of hearing evi-

dence, and that they have examined twenty-six witnesses,

namely :
—

Phaa-maceutical chemists (including the Presi-

dent, the Secretary and Eegistrar, and the
Assistant Secretary in Scotland, of the Phar-
maceutical Societj- of Great Britain) 8

Manufacturing chemists ..' 5
Consulting chemist 1

Representatives of a.gi'iculture and horticulture 5
Doctors of medicine 2
Patent medicine vendors 2
Coroner 1

Ironmonger's' representative 1

Dealer in photographic materials 1

26

2. Your Committee found it impossible to consider and re-

commend a rearrangement of the Poisons Schedule without
taking into account, first, the effect of the restrictive Sections of
the Pharmacy Act, 1868, upon certain trades and industries,

and, second, the changes which have taken pkce. especially in

agriculture and horticulture, since the passage of the said Act.
3. Your Committee had their attention forcibly dra^vii to the

great increase in the use of poisons in agriculture and horti-
culture since the passing of the Pharmacy Act. 1868. Sheep-
dips, u.sually containing strong poisons, have come into universal
use, and must be considered indispensable to the modern sheep-
farmer. Five and thirty years ago the killing of weeds, of
parasitical insects, and of fungoid growths upon growing crops
b.y means of poisono-^s substances was rarely, if ever, j)ractised,

but such poisonous substances are now to be reckoned among
the regular auxiliaries of agriculture and horticulture.

4. It was not possible for those responsible for the Pharmacy
Act, 1868, to foresee the degree in which these industries should
come to depend upon the use of poisonouis materials ; nor is it

credible that, had they done so, they would have enacted any-
thing calculated either to interfere with farmers and gardeners
obtaining them conveniently, or to enhance their price by creat-
ing anything in the nature of a monopoly.

5. Your Conunittee, therefore, feeling convinced that the
industries of agriculture and hoiticiilture cannot, be conducted
effectively on modern principles without the extensive use of
poisonous materials, felt it incumbent upon them, before pro-
ceeding to suggest rearrangement of the Poisons Schedule, to

ascertain wliether either or both of the above-mentioned un-
desirable conditions had been caused by the provisions of the
Pharmacy Act, and if so. whether relaxation could be conceded
without undue risk to human life.

Prosecution of Unregistered Sellers of Poison.

6. U^nder the law as it stands, certain poisons and poisonous
compounds (other than liquid carbolic acid for sheepwash or
other agricultural or horticultural purpose), «annot be legairy
retailed except by a registered chemist and druggist, and the

Pharmaceutical Society is cliarged. under the 15tli Section of the
Act, with the duty of proceeding against unauthorised vendors.

7. The administration of this Section has been characterised

by considerable uncertainty and irregularity, arising, your
Committee believes, out of the inadequate means at the disposal

of the Society, which has no staff of inspectors nor other regular
machinery for detecting the sale of poisons by unregistered

persons.

8. There is this further objection to the administration of

the Society's powers that they can only be exercised upon
voluntary information and by extemporised means, which
renders the working of the restrictive provisions the reverse of

uniform. For instance, in the West-Midland district of Eng-
land the sale by unregistered persons of poisons u.sed in agri-

culture and horticulture has been completely stopped in conse-

quence of successful prosecutions by the Pharmaceutical Society.

In part of Kent it has been stopped temporarily, whereas in

many parts of Scotland and the North of England it is con-

ducted by such per.sons with impunity. It follows from this

that the effect of the 749 prosecutions undertaken during the
six years 1896-1901 by the Pharmaceutical Society, and of the

numerous cases in which penalties were exacted without prose-

cution, has been very unequallj- felt ; for, while the law has
been enforced in some districts, it has been wholly inoperative

in others

9. Yoiir Committee are of opinion that the obligatirtn laid

upon the Pharmaceutical Society by the 15th Section of the

Act is unduly onerous, seeing that even the limited extent to

which they have taken action under it has involved them in a
net loss of £700 a year beyond the sums received as penalties,

which are due to be dealt with, a.s the Treasury may direct, but
which the Society has been allowed to retain.

Inconvenience to Farmers and Gardeners.

10. Inconvenience has been experienced by farmer.'' and
gardeners owing to the I'estriction of the sale of poisonous

material to registered chemists and druggists in such districts

where there i.« no such qualified tradesman within easy reach.

Your Committee are convinced that the inconvenience would
have amounted to a very serious interference with legitimate in-

dustry h.ad the provisions of the 15th Section been univer.sally

put in effect. For example, in the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland, where sheep-farming is the principal business of agri-

cidture. fanners are isometimes upwards of fifty miles distant

fvom the nearest registered chemist and druggist, and the sale

of slieep-dips is regularly cairied on by ironmongers and otlier

traders in contravention of the Statute.

11. A nur.seryman and florist in Kent gave evidence as to the

extreme inconvenience caused to cultivators when, owing to the

successful prosecution of a firm of seedsmen, the sale of weed-

killers and insecticides was discontinued by nurserymen. He
alleged that in horticulture there are numerous small cultivators

and amateurs who would use these materials if they could get

them, to the advantage of their greenhouses and gardens, but

that chemists and druggists do not know what to recommend,
whereas the nurserymen have knowledge of the proper remedies

and ought to be in a position to supply them.

Conveyance of Arsenic and Arsenical Compounds.

12. In the course of their inquiry the Committee had their

attention drawn to the manner in which arsenic, intended for

iiiidustiial purposes, is conveyed. Mi. Lytic, a manufacturing

cliemist, making sheep-dii>s and weed-killers, slated that he re-

ceived arsenic Iby rail or by ship, and he addend :
" We often re-

ceive the casks of arsenic with the contents ininning out on to

the cai-t." He stated that a small lot, say a four ton lot. wcmid

oome by train, and that arsenic not only might be, but was, dis-

tributed about the goods station. He stated that although the

rail\i ay companies have regulations as to the handling of dan-

gerous things, they are not acted upon, and cited the Crieff case

as evidence of the fact.

Asked if the barrels coming to him were marked " Poi.son " he

answered :
" Some of them, not all ; sometimes they are marked

'Arsenic' with a small .stencil : in other cases they have the'

word 'Poison.'" But he added "It is the exception they are

so markedi ; in fact, the only time that I recollect their being

marked ' Poison ' is when we have bought foreign ar.senic." Mr.

Lytle stated that foreign arsenic was packed in casks enclosed

in a second cask, which, iu his opinion, tended to make the
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carriage " absolutely .safe,"' but that such is never done in tlie

case of English goods. The witness stated that instaiices had'

been brought to his knowledge where unfortunate results had
followed from the careless way in which arsenic is handled in

t lie wholesale way. There was, he stated, a very geneial evasion
Ipy traders of the 17th Section of the Pharmacy Act. Arsenical

i sidue from oil of vitriol works—^sulphide of arsenic for example
—was sent .way to be treated, anS any packages were thought
jQod enough to hold it.

Your Committee fire of opinion that the conveyance of arsenic
Hid substances containing laige quantities of ai-senic under such
lixx observance of precaution is a source of danger to the public.

Recommendations.

15. Your Committee consider that it would be going beyond
their reference to suggest changes in the administration of the
15th .Section of the Phannacy Act. They are of opijiion, how-
ever, that i>i'eparations for use in connection with agriculture,
iiorticulture, or sanitation might be placed in a third part of the
^Schedule, to be sold only by licensed person-s and subject to
regulations to be made by the Privy Council.
Your Committee further recommend tiiat the traffic in arsenic

should be regulated either by an amendment of the Arsenic Act,
1851, or by more stringent enforcement of the provisions of the
17th Section of the Phai-macy Act, 1868.

14. Y'^our Committee beg to submit the following suggested
xlterations in Schedule A:—

Paet I.

Arsenic and its preparations, except any preparation pre-
IJared exclusively for use in connection with agi'iculture
or horticulture, and contained in a clo.sed vessel or re-
ceptacle, distinctly labelled with the woM " Poison," tlie

name oad address of the seller, and a notice of the
agricultural or hoa-ticultural purpose for which the pre-
paration has been made.

Alkaloids.—^All poisonous vegetable alkaloids and their
salts, and all poisonous derivatives of vegetable alkaloid.s,
except preparations of tobacco, or the alkaloids of tobacco,'
prepared exclusively for use in connection with agricul-
ture or hoi+iculture, and contained in a closed vessel or
receptaKjle distinctly labelled with the word " Poison,"
the name and address of the seller, and a notice of the
agriculturil or horticultural purpose for which the pre-
paration has been made.

Aconite and its prepai-atioiis\

Atropine and its preparations.
Cantliarides.

Cocaine and its salts.

Corrosive Sublimate.
Cyanide of Potassium and all metallic cyanides and their

preparations.
Emetic Tartar.
Krgot of Rye and its preparations.
Morphine and its salts and preparations containing one or
more per cent, of morphine.

Picrotoxin.

Prussic Acid and its preparations.
Savin and its oil.

Strychnine and its preparations.
Vermin Killers, containing ixiisoiLs included in Part I.

Paet II.

Acetanilide ;Antifebrin) and its preparations.
Almonds, essential oil of (unless deprived of prussic acid).
Belladonna and its preparations.
Cantharides, tinctui'e and all vesicating liquid pre]>aration.s

of.

Carbolic Acid and liquid prejjarations of carbolic acid and its

homologues containing more than thi-ee per cent, of those
substances, except any jn-eparation prepaied for use as
slieepwash, or for any other purpose in connection with
agriculture, horticulture, or sanitation, and contained
in a closed vessel, distinctly labelled with the word
" Poison," the name and address of the seller, and a
notice of the special pui-poses for which the preparations i

are intended. '

Chloral Hydrate and its preparations.
Chloroform
•Cocaine, preparation.? of.

Corrosive Sublimate, preparations of.

Diyitalis and 'ts preparations.
Morphine, preparations of, containing less than one per

cent.

jVtix Vomica and its preparations.

Opium and all preparations of opium and poppies.
Oxalic Acid and its soluble salts.

Precipitate, red.

Precipitate, white.

Mercuric Iodide.
Mercuric Sulphocyanide.
Stroplianfhui and its preparations.
Sulphonal.

P.\RT III.

Preparations containing arsenic exclusively for use in

connection with agriculture or horticulture, and con-
tained in a closed vessel or receptacle distinctly labelled

with the word " Poison, ' the name and address of the
seller and a notice of the agricultural or horticultural
purpose for which the preparation has been made.

Preparations of tobacco, or the alkaloids of tobacco, ex-
clusively for use in coimection with agriculture or horti-

culture, and contained in a closed vessel or receptacle,

distinctly labelled with the word " Poison," the name
and address of the seller, and a notice of the agricul-

tural or horticultural purpose for which the preparation
has been made.

Preparations of carbolic acid, or its homologues, for use
as sheep-wash, or for any other puipose in connection
with agriculture, horticulture, or sanitation, and con-
tained in a closed vessel distinctly labelled with the
word " Poison," the name and address of the seller,

and a notice of the special, purposes for which the
preparations are intended.

15.—Your committee beg to record their sense of the excel-
lent service rendered during the cour.se of this inquiry by the
.Secretary, Mr. E. B. Mashani.

We have the honour to be,

Your Grace's most obedient servants,

Herbert Maxwell, Chairman.
Alexander Cross.
T. E. Thorpe.
William A. Tilden.
Thos. Stevenson.
J. H. Harrison.

No^ ember 25, 1902.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT.

Relaxation of Restrictions of Sale for Trade and Technical

Purposes.

To THE Lord President of the CorNCiL.
My Lord Duke,

Whilst fully agreeing with the general report, which I

have signed along with my colleagues, so far as it goes, I am
of opinion tiiat the public interests would be promoted, and
no harm would ensue, if greater latitude were given in the
sale of such of the articles the Committee have been inquiring

into as are employed for manufacturing uses. The import-
ance of these substances has been established for the pur-
po-sea of agriculture and horticulture. It seems to me their

importance is equally great for trade and technical purposes.
If so, it is just as necessary to release their sale for these
latter purposes from the restrictions of an Act intended to

regulate the dispensing of poisons as drugs by pharmacists.
Pharmacy and the Pharmaceutical .Society have really no con-

nection with such matters at all.

The use of these substances (poisonous) for trade and
technical purposes is developing continually—it is certain to

increase every year ; and in these times, when all trades are so

actively beset by competition from abroad, no restrictions

should be perpetuated which are not absolutely called for.

As regards the public safety, the evidence presented has
made it clear that the present enactments do not afford pro-
tection, depending as they do upon the restriction of sale to
one set of persons (pharmaceutical chemists), and to them
alone. The actual risk occurs after the sale is effected and
when the article is in the hands of the consumer. And this
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IS pi'.iciicaiiy tUe *aine wlietUer tliei seller be a enemisi oi\

whether he be an ordinary trader.

To describe the sale of these articles for trade purposes as
" wholesale " transactions, and therefore outside the scope of

the Pharmacy Act, seems to me, in fact, incorrect, and at

best a subterfuge. They are often required in small quanti-
ties, bought in open shop, and pharmaceutical chemists have
som-3 show of title under the Pharmacy Act to claim a mono-
poly of the trade, with resulting high scale of profit and en-

hanced cost to consumers.
As it is manifestly impossible to foresee the developments

of trade or draw up now an exhaustive or permanent list of
articles proper to be placed "in the proposed Part III. to

Schedule A, 1 am of opinion that powers should be conferred
on some public authority to deal with the list of articles em
braced under this new Part HI. from time to time, as neces-
sity may require, and to control and prescribe the regulations
—^arious as these must be, probably different in the ease of
eacii article—under which the sales shall be carried on of such
substances as it may seem necessary so to deal with. A strong
case has been made out for the removal of all such matters
from the control of the Phannaceutical iSociety, which is a.

private association, existing for purposes quite apart from the
public interest. In my opinion, such control as the sale of
such substances demands should be elastic, automatically
adapting itself to the conditions of manufacture and trade
as such aiise. And as the Privy Council are in possession of
the best information and have the necessary well-qualified
staff, and have been long associated with this subject. I recom-
mend that an Act of Parliament should be obtained to place
full powers of regulating and controlling sales of such poison-
ous substances as may be required in trades and manufac-
tures in their hands, and so settle the matter on a permanent
basis, avoiding recurring recourse to Parliament, otherwise
necessary as new circumstances arise.

I suggest one other which I think might be dealt with
in any Act of Parliament which may follow this report—namely,
that country medical practitioners and their assistant* shooiid
be exempt from the operations of the Pharmaci- Act. It has
been brought out in evidence

—

(1) That the doctor's surgery in many districts is tlie

only place where drugs can be obtained, some of which are
poisons.

(2) That the doctor could not always be ui attendance,
and could' not afford to keep a fully qualified man to be
always on his premises.

(3) That occasions frequently arise in which the doctor's
assistant is compelled, during the doctor's absence, to dis-

pense prescriptions containing articles which are calleid

poisons ; that this is a general practice unavoidable in the
circumstances, and for the public convenience.

It therefore appears to me that power should be given to
looa.l authorities to grant licence-si to suitable persons to assist
medical men in dispensing prescriptions when it becoaneK neces-
sary to do so in the absence of the medical man, whether such
persons have passed the Pharmaceutical Society's examinations
or not.

I have the honour to remain.
Your Grace's most obedient servant,

December 10, 1902. Alexander Cross.

MINORITY REPORT.

To THE LoED President of the Oouncil.
Mt Lord Duke,

I. My appointment as a member of your Committee occurring

late in the inquiry, I did not have the opportunity of hearing
the views expressed by witnesses in the earlier stages, but 1

have been furnished with the minutes of evidence, and' lave
carefully considered, as a whole, the opinions put before the
Committee.
My review of the evidence, associated perhaps witJi the

special knowledge I happen to possess respectinsr the adminis-
tration of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, compels me to dissent from
the conclusions arrived at by the majority of your Committee
and expressed in the Report. Neither the conclusions nor the
recommendations made in the Report appear, from my point of

view, to be reasonably dedticible from the evidence taken during
the inquiry.

I accepted a seat on the Committee at the invitation of yoiu:

G-race and brought an open mind to tihe consideration of the

matters referred to us. My opinion is, therefore, based solely

upon my interpretation of the evidtence, an'd is an independent
and purely personal one,

II. From a comprehensive survey of the testimony submitted
by the twenty-six yt^itnesses examined, the chief imipression coiv

veyed is that a strong agitation against the salutary principle

undei'lying the Pharmacy Act—namely, the competent technical

training of the vendor—has been organised on behalf of manu-
facturers, proprietors, and agents of specifics containing poison

;

and that the demand for relaxation of the statutory restrio-

tions emanates not from agriculturists or from horticulturists,

but from those persons whose natural 'desire it is to promote the

sale of their owu particular preparations.

Only two witnesses who may properly be described as wers
of poisonous oompoundis furnished evidence, but neither of them,
stated that be had any practical difiiculty in procuring wlhat

was necessary for his own requirements, though one of them
desired to have the liberty of selling poisonous compounds with-

out formality of any kind.

The point is strikingly exemplified by the remark of a witness,

wno stated as a reason for objecting to the Pharmacy Act that

he could not readily introdtuce poisonous novelties through. '

chemists and druggists. That objection is distinctly a manufac-
turer's objection, and is the predominant note throughout the

inquiry. But I apprehend that some regard must be had to the

public side of Uie question, and, in my opinion, it is an imnor-

tant advantage that chemists and dimggists do act as a restraint

upon the deveiloiJmenit of the retail business in poisonous novel-

ties, and do to that extent carry out the object which the Legisla-

ture had in view in passing the Act.

III. A more detailed examination of the body of evidence

leads me to form the following conclusions :
—

(a) That the adtoiinistration of the Pharmacy Act by
the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain does not inter-

fere, and has not interfered, with the legitimate "use of'

poisons for technical or manufacturing purposes, and does

not prejudice or iiarass either agriculture or horticulture.

{&) That no real groundl is shown for tne relaxation of the

restrictions imposed on behalf of the nublic by the Phar-

macy Act, 1868, and that no departure from the sound
principle of that Act is warranted.

(c) That urgent necessity exists—though the point may
not be deemed strictly within the terms of reference—for

tiie efficient registration and supervision of every open
shop in which poison is sold by retail.

(d) Tliat it is expedient that the " putting up," packing,

storing, and conveyance O'f jioisons and poisonous com-
pounds should be subject to regulation.

IV.—(a) I refer to the evidence tendered by the Pharmaceif-
tical Society, and more particul-xrlv to that given by Mr, Oar-
teighe, a past President of the Society. His remarks appear to

merit quotation :
—

•

" The (restrictions of this Act do not apply in restraint

of any form of trade, agricultural or otherwise. The Act
was passed to prevent the distribution to the public in an
open shop of .S'mall quantities of poison. We have never
sought to interfere with the use of a poison, whether it

was placed in Part I. or Part' II., for the purpose of manu-
facture ; but when a poison is put into a popular form and
put into an open shop and the public are invited to buy it,

we conceive (and I think rightly), whiitever the demands,
of agriculture may be, that it is a danger to the public."

That the administration of the Pharmacy Act has proceeded'

on these lines is suppoi-ted by nearly all the witnesses who gave

evidence. On benalf of the Boundary Chemical Company,
Limited, it was admitted tluut their legitimate business had not

been interfered with. The same admissions are made by other

technical or manufactuiing witnesses, and it is difiicult to

extract from anything they said a genuine charge against the

Pharmacy Act. A number of complaints against the Pharma-

ceutical Society have been made, and I am bound to add that

many of them' were characterised by a considerable di-sregard

for fact, and want of knowledge, but as those charges were

wholly disproved by the R-egistrar and by the Assistant Secre-

tary in Scotland, tfiey may properly be ignored,

V.— (J) The evidence is not convincing that under the pre-sent

conditions any serious pinictical inconvenience has been experi-

enced by the'honel fide user in obtaining supplies of poisonous
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compounds for the needs of agiicult^ire and liorticulture. I fail

to find that it supports the view that there is any haiMiship

imposed by the Phm-macy Act. Nor do I find any justification

for assuming that the general tendency of the operation of the

Act is to enhance the price of agricultural preparations. Car-

bolic acid is no dearer, and its sale is no less, as the restdt of

being supplied through qualified channels. Furthermore, it is

difficult to imagine w'lat real advantage could accrue

to agriculture, or to agricultural users, if unqualified

vendors -were permitted to reap whatever pecuniary

benefit there may be in the sale of poisons, rather than

the persons already existing and specially created by
-statute for that purpose. At any rate I cannot, as a member
of the public, acquiesce in a special readjustment and relaxa-

tion of the Taw for the mere object of transferring alleged profits

from the pockets of one licensed class to another licensed class.

Relaxation of the restrictive provisions of the Act in the

manner suggested by Mr. Bowen-Jones, representing the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, is a departure from the prin-

ciple that safety to the public lies in the training of the vendor.

Only the most exceptional causes, based upon public necessity,

could justify such a backward step, and, in my judgment, the

evidence does not reveal the existence of rational cause or

urgent circumstance for even partial abandonment of such a

well proven statutory principle. I am of opinion that a third

schedule to the Pharmacy Act as suggested in the report of

your CJommittee is unnecessary, would be impolitic, and
would be unworkable in practice.

Attention may be directed to the statement of witnesses that

the number of persons in Great Brftain who aire registered as

being legally entitled to retail poisons is .sufficiently large to

ensure the adequate supply of all reasonable public requirements

in regard to articles coming within the schedule ; and I cannot

ignore the opinion of the Coroners' Society, expressed by its

representative before your Committee, that the restrictions

affecting the retail sale of jwisons and poisonous substances

should be increased rather than diminished

Yl.—(e) I am satisfied that the Pharmacy Act would be

a much more efficient safeguard than it is at present against

the carelessi selling of j)oisons, and the incompetent dispensing

of medicines if the Registrar appointed under the Act were

.vfci-engthened with powers to institute inquiries in any shop

where the p<ublic were led to believe pharmacy is being

practised. It is reasonable to admit that every citizen h iS a

right to ex|>ect that any shop in which a prescription is made
up or a jxiison sold shall be under tli© immediate and personal

control of a qualified man. This seems only attainable by a

«y.stem of registration of shops, and a draft Bill containing

provisions for e.stabli.shing and maintaining such a system has

been: drawn up by the Pharmaceutical Society of Greal Britain,

and is now, I understand, ia the hands of the Lords of the

Council.

ni.—(<2) In regard to the expediency of regulating the

packing, storing, and conveyance of poisons, whilst I may be

travelling somewhat berv'ond the precise limits of reference, it

appears to be midesirable to ignore the serioua risks to the

public shown by several witnesses to exist in the wholesale

handling of poisonous substances. One witness mentioned that

arsenic occasionally came to him in a leaking container, .some-

times labelled " Poison," and sometimes without any indication

of its poisonous nature ; that it is conveyed in ships or by trains

regaixiless of the use to which the vehicle may subsequently

be put. I ami gratified to find that my colleagues on the Com
mittee are in accord with my conclusions in this connection,

but I feel it would be inappropriate to discuss in this report

the wider question as to the nature of the regulations which
appear to be necessary.

Vin.—I concur in the suggestions of your Committee in re-

gard to the addition to Schedn!ile A of the Pharmacy Act of :
—

Part I.

Atropine and its preparations.

Cocaine and its salts.

Morphine and its salts, and preparations containing 1 pel

cent, or more than 1 per cent, of morphine.
Picrotoxin.

P.\RT II.

Aoetinilide.

Cocaine, preparations of.

Digitalis and its prepa>rations.

Mercuric iodide.

Mercuric sulphocyanide.
Morphine, preparations of, containing less than 1 per cent.

of morpHine.
Oxalic acid and its soluble salts.

Strophanthus and its preparations.

Sulphonal.

Most of the foregoing Oirticle* have been the subject of repre-

senta/tion to your Grace by the Council of the Pharmaceutical
.Society, and could have been added to the schedule naturally
as the result of the ordinary operation of Section II. of the
Pluirmiacy Act—the stiwtutory machinerj' provided for that
purpose.

I dissent entirely from the other suggested alterations to the

schedule for the reasons indicated in Paragraph (6) of this

report.

IX.—I recognise and have indicated in what direction I think
the law relating to the retailing of poison requires strengthen-

ing, and I respectfully submit to your Grace the suggestion

that it might be found helpful towards attaining a practical

basis for amending legislation if tlie Pharmaceutical Council,

as the administrators of the Pharmacy Act for thirty-four years,

were invited to confer with the representatives of the Lords
of the Council and of the Board of AgTiculture.

X.—I desire to be associated with the other members of yom
Committee in coi'dial recognition of the unvarying courte^ and
assistance received from Mr. Masih'j.m, who has acted as Secre-

tary to your Committee throughout the inquiry.—I have the
honour to be, my Loi-d Duke,

Your Grace's most obedient servant,

Deoeml>er 16, 1902. W.\lteh Hills.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, for
the information of dispensers

;
they deal with novel applications of

drugs and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly so-called.

Chelidonine.—Houd^ directs attention to the good results

obtained by the use of chelidonine, obtained from the root of

celandine, in cases of cancerous tumour, epithelioma and
malignant growths in general. The dosage recommended is

4 milligrammes three or four times a day. In the case of an
old carcinomatous diathesis, the daily dose may be increased to

ao or 24 milligrammes.

—

Rev. thirap. des alcalo'ides, through
Rm}. Med. Pharm.

Indian Hemp in Chorea.—Burton found that in a child
of eleven years, suffering severely from chorea, one dose of

eight drops of a fluid extract of Indian hemp was sufficient to

suppress the convulsions ; in whooping cough a dose of two
drops for a child of twenty-two months, given every three hours,
and in a child of five years a dose of five drops every four hours,
cured the whooping cough in a few days without causing any
cephalic or stomachic trouble.

—

Nouv. Remides, 18, p. 524.

Arheol.—According to Riehl, this alcohol CijH.a-.O is con-
tained in commercial sandal oil in quantities varying from 30
to 90 per cent. It is stated to have the same therapeutic
action as sandal oil, but to be without any disturbing effects on
the renal functions. It is, in fact, considered to be the active

principle of sandal oil. It is an oily, colourless liquid, which is

prescribed with success in gonorrhcBa in the form of capsules
containing 3 grains, ten or twelve of which may be taken daily.—Pharm. Centralh., 44, 81.

Butylchloral Antipyrin. — This compound, which has the
formula C16H17ON2CI3, occurs in yellowish crystals, melting at
70°-71° C, and is sublimable. Butylchloral hydrate, 10 Gm.,
is rubbed down in a mortar with antipyrin, 9 7 Gm., so as to
form a pasty mass. To this an equal quantity of water is

added and a few drops of strong HCl, and the solution warmed.
On cooling butylchloral antipyrin separates out. By dissolving

equivalent weights of antipyrin and chloral hydrate in warm
water and subsequently crystallising, the same body is obtained
in white crystals, melting at 68° to 69° C. Butylchloral anti-

pyrin is soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform, and in water
at 25° C, to the extent of 1 : 15. It gives a red colour to iroa
salts.

—

Pharm. Centralh., 44, 93; after Boll. Chini. Farm.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EVENING MEETING IN EDINBURGH.
Wednesday, Februaiy 18, 1903, in the Society's house, 36,

York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. Pkteb Boa in the chair.

Apologies for absence were intimated from Messrs. Doig,

Storrar, Ewing, Meldrum. Fras^er, Glass, Raffan, Dunlop,

Lindsay, Tumbull, Davidson, Walker, Lunan, MtfMurray,

Thomas, Lyon, Brodie, and Cummings. A communication

was read on

Purity in Drugs.

by Mr. Martin Meldrxim. (The paper is printed in full at

p" 235, et seq.)

Discussion.

Mr. DoTT agreed with Mr. Meldrum as to the value of the

micrcscope in the preliminary examination of a substance.

He did not think it was quite necessary to allow the solution

to stand with potassium ferrocyanide for six hours in esti-

mating mix vomica; he thought three hours would be about

sufficient. He was glad to find the author approved his (Mr.

Dott's) modification of the official process for estimation of

opium. The official one was fairly good, but in some other

Pharmacopoeias it was not so. In the Pharmacopoeia Japonica.

for example, though it was a modern book, the process was
very defective. Mr. Meldrum had touched upon one of the

difficulties in regard to standardisation—namely, the want of

or uncertainty as to pharmacological information regarding

active principles. Some years ago, at a conference. Professor

Leech dealt with jaborandi and its two alkaloids, which were
said to be antagonistic in their action; biit now that was said

not to be so. Again, it had been alleged that Rio ipecacuanha
should be used on account of the nauseating effect of cephae-

line, and because of its action on the kidneys, but now it was
said to be no worse than emetine ; it had also been stated that
hyoscyamine and atropine were identical in their action, but
now it was said atropine was much more powerful. These
discrepancies and variations were most puzzling, and one won-
dered .sometimes if ever they would reach finality.

Mr. Stephenson said there could be no doubt that stan-
dardisation was the question of the hour in pharmacy; he
was disposed to agree with Mr. Dott that in some directions
it was carried too far. It was unwise to fix standards till

they had clearly settled what was the precise action of the
active principle of the drug. In the case of ipecacuanha, it

was a well-known remedy for dysentery, and he remembered,
when he was in India, it was found that, when the drug was
freed from emetine, it was quite as active in the treatment of
dysentery, and its nau.seating action was avoided. He had
prepared some of the first de-enietinised ipecacuanha used in
India, and the doctor who employed it found its use con-
firmed its eflScacy, while the absence of the nauseating and
irritant action of the emetine was an advantage.
Mr. McGlashan said the uniformity of the Rochelle salts

samples might be due to the fact that there were very few
makers.

The next communication was a

Report on Commercial Samples of Podopliyllum Resin,
by Mr. A. Russell Bexnet, F.C.S. (See p. 238.)

Discussion.
Mr. Duncan said he had made podophyllin by the 1885

process, but found it too slow, and an emulsion was formed
which took a long time to separate. He found it much easier
to make it by the 1898 process, and had no difl[iculty in getting
it as a yellowish powder which wa.s entirely soluble in 90
per cent, alcohol. There could be no doubt that temperature
in drying affected the solubility of the product ; and to obviate
this danger the B.P. fixed a temperature of 70° F.

The percentage of ash in Mr. Bennet's samples was
excessive. Until such time as they introduced podophyllo-

toxin, he thought podophyllin should be rather called extract

of podophyllum than re.siu, just a.s wa^s done in the case of

extract of euonymin. The official resina podophylli was cer-

tainly a mixture. He was amazed at Mr. Bennet's re.sults.

Many years ago they had this subject discussed there, and

Mr. Bennet, on that occasion, read a paper in which it was
pointed out that one sample contained as much as 87 per cent,

of alumina and another 27 per cent, of sodium sulphate.

He thought that if they paid a decent price the.v should

have no difficulty in getting a resin which conformed to the

official requirements.

Mr. McDiarmid asked if sample No. 5 did not answer t e

B.P. tests. Squire said the insoluble matter should not ex-

ceed 10 per cent. It was only a matter of opinion.

Mr. McGlashan said he found the darker samples gave more

spirit-insoluble residue than the lighter.

Mr. Hill, in reply to Mr. MoDiarmid, said the B.P. re-

quired that it should be " soluble, or nearly soluble, in 90

per cent, alcohol." Obviously, it was a nxattei- of opinion, and

from the emphatic statement of Mr. Ben;iet he took it that he

did not think the word "nearly" went so far as 5 per cent.

Attention was directed to additions to the library : and on

the motion of the Chairman votes of thanks were awarded to

the authors of papers, and the meeting then closed.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.
Friday, Februaiy 13-, 1903. Professor S. Delkpine lectured

upon
Health Dangers in Food.

The purity of our food supplies was a matter of naitional

imix>rtance. Almast all articles of food were brought long dis-

tances, and these especially were liable to contamination, par-

ticulai'ly as in .some instances the main idea with the vendor

was the amount of profit he could get out of his goods. The

ar.senic scare of some months ago wa.s attributed to carelessness

on the pai-t of certain manufacturers of sulphuric acid, who
had not exercised sufficient care in tho preparation of their

goods. The Goveniment ought to exact a certain amomit of

expert knowledge on the part of those who prepared the food

of the public, which in this case had been lacking. In some

specimen.s of malt he hajd discovered traces of arsenic which

had been derived from the fumes of the coke used in drying it.

As the result of an analysis of coke soot, he had obtained no

less than 28 grains of arsenic to the pound. But food became

contaminated in other ways than in the process of manufacture.

In Manchester, for instance, a fog followed quickly on a fall

of snow ; one square metre of what before the fog had been

clean sno^ was found on liquefying to be sufficiently impreg-

nated with soot and other .substance to make the water inky

black, which, on analysis, gave traces of arsenic. Expo.sing

food to dust was responsible in a large number of cases for

much discomfort, not to say actual danger. In dust collected

at Streatham he had found arsenic, although not to such an

extent as in Manchester. Passing on to the recent oyster

scare, ft was clearly shown by the aid of photographic lantern

slides that sewage was actually diverted from its ordinary jxith

into the ponds. This was the cause of the tragic events at

Winchester and Port^smouth. Refrigeration helped consider-

ably in the pi-esei-vation of meat and milk, and was preferable

to boracic acid, formalin, and other largely used preservatives.

It wa,s a subject for careful watching and for action on the part

of the Legislature. The importance of the work .should be

officially recognised, a.nd was sufficiently engrossing to warrant

the time and attention of a special Stat« department.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

CrtMMrmcATiONS intended for publication siiould be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Poisons Bill.

Mr. Dobljs is an energetic man, and lie writes a good letter.

I understand he is a lawyer, and I cannot help thinking that

his energy might be put to better use than that of trying to

limit the scope of a sister profession, which has not been le.«s

useful to humanity than his own. He, with evident inadver-

tence, say.s :
" Hitherto the law . . . has required that

Miah compounds should be soldi only by properly qualilied

licraists." If he had weighed his words better he miglit have

left out the word " properly " ; but. as it stands, this is the

most import^tnt word in his whole letter. The Legislature has

staid long ago that it is " proper " that only men of knowledge
should handle poisons, the people endorse this, and even Mi-.

Dobbs inadvertently expresses the same oiiinion, and thereby

renders the whole of his letter a mere flapping of the wind. A
trade journal says our " reason for the continuance of this law

hius been so riddled with argument t-liat the wonder is it is

ever put fonvard at all." To what reason does this wise

jouraalist refer?—for he uses the singular number. I know of no
special reason put forward by dhemists for the contuiuance of

the Pharmacy Acts; but the State has put forward the reason

Mat, in the interests of the people, poisons must only be

mdled by "properly qualified chemists." and if any soj>hi.sti-

ited writer thinks he has riddled this reason, he may con-

ratulate himself on having demolished a reason which has now
en accepted as sound by every civilised- State in the world.

The tinith is, these men don't know what they are talking

about. Were we to enter into disputation with Mr. Dobbs, for

instance, over some law matter, he would certainly set our

argimients on a very low platform, and would probably not con-

sider them worthy of reply. This is exactly the view we take of

his arguments regarding pharmacy. Were it not that they may
prove se ious, not so much for us as the people, we wouFd not

reply to them. What can anyone think of men who see less danger

in casks and drums of concentrated solution of arsenic being

irted about the countiy without the control of "properly

• lualified chemists" than there is in the handing out of half an

ounce of a very weak solution of ar.senic in a. bottle whioli

cannot leak if well corked? It is justrin connection with these

heavj- poisons that our control is most required ; but, in good
truth, we are little anxious for the responsibility, and, for my
part, I don't see why gardeners can't keep their hoes going, as

their forefathers did, and so save us all from the terrible dangers

attaching to the use of these arsenical weed-killers. Were it

not that these suggestions constitute a menace to the root

principles of pharmacy law in this country, chemists would take
little interest in them, and I don't see that ironmongers or seeds-

men are any more enthusiastic. The whole agitation appears
to be in the hands of a few men, some of whom may have felt

the weight of the pharmaceutical arm in the past. If this is

the case, the fact that these men cannot confine their energies

within legal bounds affords no reason why the lives of people
who do not want weed-kiUers, and know, little about them,
should be endangered, and this is what free trade m these awful
poisons would amount to. Ironmongers and seedsmen, gene-

rally, may have little reason to thank these agitators in the

future, for when accidents occur, and wealthy men are found
connected with them, damages will be claimed, and these are

not the days of modest claims or modest grants in this respect.

I have said little about sheep-dips, because there is not, as a

ride, so much danger connected with them as there is with

weed-killers. Not content with fighting for their own hands,

tliese agitators must needs take on them the burdens of others,

and in addition to " agricultural " and " horticultural," they add

the word. " technical " to their Poisons Bill. This is the word

which is going to wreck all their hojies. There may be many
men in the House of Commons who do not see tJie diangers of

free trade in agricoiltural and horticultural poisons as we see

them ; but I hope no member of Parliament is so short-sighted

as not to see that when the word " teclinioal " is added to these

it is a.bsolute repeal of all pharmacy law in this country that

these men are fighting for. The word " teclinical ' can be made

to cover almost anything. We do not think His Majesty's

Govei-nment will be prepared to abolish pharmacy law. Leav-

ing these men and their stupidi agitation aside, however, I think

we migtht make something out of this concentration of attention

on our affair.s. Pharmacy law requires to be overhauled in this

oountiT, and by co-operating with the Government just now we'

might do something. Might not the Phai-maceutical Council

ofEer to discuss matters with representatives of the Privy

Council,, and in place of leaving ignorant outsiders to suggest

purely destructive pharmaceutical legislation, make an eflPort to

get sound, constructive legislation? If we ditl'ered on any point, \

that point would not be agricultural or horticultural poisons.

Dumfries, February 16, 1903. James Reid.

The Strength of Fluid Magnesia.

In reply to "An Ordinary Pharmacist" regarding the

.strength of Dinneford's fluid magnesia, 1 simply gave the

average amount obtained in three bottles which were pur-

cliased from retail pharmacists. I carried out the estimation

with N, H_2 SO^, using methyl orange as indicator, and checked

the results 'by ignition. Since then I procured three others, and,

ion determination, find that the average amount of carbonate

contained in them is 7-4 grains per fluid ounce. Very probably

I may have obtained old samples, but none of them had any

crystalline deposit, so that the original amount of magnesium

carbonate must have been present. Several igamples of other

maker.s were estimated by the same methods, and the lowest

was 9 and the highest 10 25 gmins per fluid ounce.

Edinburgh, February 17, 1903. Wm. B. Cowie.

The Preliminary Examination.

The following case ought, I think, to be sufficient to stir

the Pharmaceutical Council to amend the present regulations

regarding the first or preliminary examination for registiation

as a pharmaceutical student :—I have an apprentice nearly

sixteen yeai's of age who has obtained the junior certificate

of the Central Welsh Board ia the following subjects :
—

English grammar (distinction), Latin (distinction), Welsh

(distinction), mathematics (distinction), arithmetic (distinc-

tion), English' composition, geography, English literature, and

physics. It will be noted that he has obtained distinction in

five subjects; but the Pharmaceutical Council will not accept

this certificate ais being sufficient to sa4;isfy their requirements,

for the reason that it does not include a modern foreign lan-

guage. The Welsh language, no doubt foreign to most—if not

all—the members of the Pharmaceutical Council, is not

accepted by that body as a modern foreign language. I can

assure your readers that to many chemists in Wales Welsh
would be more useful than any modern foreign language. I

may say that the regulations of the Central Welsh Board will

not permit an outsider

—

i.e., one not attending the inter-

mediate school—to try their examinations, and, as my appren-

tice has left school for a considerable time, he cannot again

sit for the subject required to satisfy the Pharmaceutical

C'oimcil, so he has no alternative but to present himself at
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Liverpool (a distance of about 120 miles from here) for the

full examination of the College of Preceptors. This is surely

an unnecessary barrier in the way of a smart and intelligent

youth who is bent on a pharmaceutical career. The Univer-

sity of London has excluded foreign languages from the list

of subject* required for the matriculation, so why cannot the

PTiannaceutical Council meet the requirements of the age in a

similar way ? The Medical Council accepts the Welsh lan-

guage as a subject, so why cannot the Pharmaceutical Society

do so ?

Hugh Jones, M.P.8.

Blaenau Festiniog, February 17, 1903.

The " Indoor " System.
Your correspondent " Nemo," in this week's issue of the

r.J., hits the mai-k very well in his letter on "'How to Keep
Assistants." Undoubtedly, the principal reason so many assis-

tants go over to the stores is the greater liberty to be had in an

outdoor situation. iNot only do indoor assistants have to sur-

render all their liberty, in the same manner as a female

domestic servant, but they al.'<o have to take night duty after

business hours, for which, as a rule, they get no compensation

whatever.

Birmingham, February 16, 1903. T. F. Cox.

The " Patent " Medicine Trade.
In the i>erusal of my weekly Journal I have been somewhat

surprised to see latterly the amount of interest displa_ved by
various pharmaoeutioal associations in connection with the

P.A.T.A. Mr. Stephen's paper, read before the Hudderstield

Chemists' Association, and printed in the P. J., Febraary 14,

exactly expresses my sent^iments. With all due respect to the

P.A.T.A. in tending to soothe an existing malady, I contend

that the sooner chemists refuse to have anything to do with

"patent" medicine sales the better. Nothing is more deroga-

toiy to a scientific man like the chemist than to participate in

the sale of quack medicines, usually made by persons having no

pretensions whatever to medical or pharmaceutical science.

During my pharmaceutical career at one of our Universities,

there was presented fo the laboratory for analysis a sample of

one of these "guaranteed cures." The result showed it to be

an inert vegetable powder, upon the sale of which the manufac-

turer's profit worked out something near 500 iier cent. Two
j'ears ago I took over the control of my father's business, ;ui<l

cleared out a-ssoon as possible what stock remained of " patent "

medicines. Since then I have never kept a single "patent"
medicine. When asked for one, I tell the customer that I never

keep preparations of whose composition I am ignorant. I tell

them that I can make them up something of my own equally as

good, and in almost everj^ case I have been successful. What
have been the results of such an extermination? Not starvation,

as some who have never tried such a couree would presume,

through driving my business to the stores : but, on the other

hand, my income has steadily increased twofold, owing to my
own preparations giving greater satisfaction, and I have secured

by my pei*sonality—that bond of union which is so essential to

the professional man, and which distinguishes him at once from
the trader—confidence and an assiu-anoe to come again in case

of need. My advice to those who are comolaining of their bread

being taken out of their mouths by the limited companies is,

Become members of the Pharmaoeutical Society, act like pro-

fessional men, sell nothing in the form of remedies but those

of your own manufacture, and then, and not till then, will the

public be able to discriminate between the qualified chemist and
tlie drug-store dealer. Should legislation fail (though I have

no doubt but that a test-case would be successful if well sup-

ported) to suppress the use of our titles by limitedi companies,

we can, at least, by our conduct, worthily merit the name of a

calling which, though often maligned, has-been so faithfully

served in the past by such eminent men as William All«n, Jacob

Bell, Peter Squire, and William Martindale.

•' PHAEM.4CY Without Quackkrt ' (179/25).

February 16, 1903.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths by poisoning reported during the seven days

ended Wednesday, February 18, 1903, number sixteen, thus :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

2
1

1
/ 1

3

1

2
Morphine and Chloral Hydrate 1

2
1

Total 12 4

Chlorodyne.—A platelayer at Crofton drank the contents of

an ounce bottle of chlorodyne by way of a joke, ofiering to

drink another similar quantity for sixpence.

Chloroform.—A man died in St. George's Hospital, London,

while under chloroform. A woman died in Crumpsall Work-
house Hospital in similar circumstances.

Coal'gas.—A man at Belfast was suffocated by coal-gas.

Hydrochloric Acid.—An unknown man died at Bristol from

the effects of poisoning by hydrochloric acid.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—A young man was found dead at St.

Pancras from the effects of prussic acid poisoning

Laudanum.—Two cases of laudanum poisoning are reported

from Nottingham. In one case the deceased, a woman, had

been in the habit of taking considerable quantities of the drug

for fifteen years. In both cases the poison was thought to have

been accidentally taken. A woman at Manchester, who was a

confirmed laudanum drinker, died from an overdose. She had

bought a bottle from Boots, Limited, the directions on the label

giving the dose as from one to thirty drops for an adult.

Lead.—A painter at Birmingham died from chronic lead-

poisoning, the man having previously suffered from serious

illness through the same cause.

Morphine.—A man, who was found dead in a hotel at

Worcester on December 23, was stated by the medical witness

to have died from poisoning by morphine. James Waters

Harrison (59), a medical man in practice at Sheflield, died from

an overdose of morphine.

Morphine and Chloral Hydrate.—Dr. E. J. Gregory (74), L.D.S.,

died at Cheltenham from an overdose of morphine and chloral

hydrate, taken to induce sleep.

Oxalic Acid.—A labourer poisoned himself at Blackley, Man-

chester, with oxalic acid. A woman, at Greet, committed

suicide with the same poison.

Vermin Killer.—A woman at Bamsgate committed suicide

by swallowing the contents of two packets of vermin killer.

Non-fatal Cases.—The drugs used included laudanum,

carbolic acid, and tincture of cantharides. "Spirit of tar"

was given to a child by its mother, who has since been charged

with administering poison.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POISONS.

The Report of the Departmental Committee appointed by

the Lord President of the Council to consider Schedule

A to the Pharmacy Act, 1868, has at last been published,

and is reprinted in full at page 242 et seq. of this week's

Journal, together with the text of a Supplementary Report

by Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., and a Minority Report by

Mr. Walter Hills. The Committee consisted originally

of Sir Herbert Maxwell (Chairman), Mr. Alexander

Cross. Professors Thorpe and Tilden, Dr. ThOxMas Steven-

son, Mr. J. H. Harrison, and Mr. William Martindale,

but on the death of the last-mentioned member Mr. Walter
Hills was appointed to fill the vacancy. It will be re-

membered that the Committee was appointed by the Duke
OK Devonshire in June, 1901, primarily to consider

Schedule A and to report any alterations therein which

might be deemed expedient. At the same time, the Com-

mittee was desired to consider whether a third part might

not properly be added to the Schedule, that part to include

poisonous substances which might be sold, under certain

conditions, by duly licensed persons other than regis-

tered chemists.

In the General Report, which is signed by all the members
of the Committee except Mr. Hills, it is recommended

that various alterations should be made in Schedule A,

including the addition of the suggested third part, con-

taining (1) preparations of arsenic, (2) preparations of

tobacco or its alkaloids, and (3) preparations of carbolic

acid or its homologues, when sold in closed vessels or recep-

tacles distinctly labelled with the word " Poison," the

name and address of the seller, and a notice of the special

purposes — agricultural, horticultural, or sanitary — for

which the preparations are intended. The suggested altera-

tions in Part 1 include (1) the partial removal to the pro-

posed Part 3 of arsenic and its preparations, and of pre-

parations containing the alkaloids of tobacco ; (2)

the addition of (a) cocaine and its salts, (b) morphine
and its salts and preparations containing not less than 1 per

cent, of the alkaloid, (c) picrotoxin. The suggested altera-

tions in Part 2 include (1) the partial removal to the proposed
Part 3 of preparations of carbolic acid and its homologues ;

(2) the removal to Part 1 of preparations of morphine con-

taining not less than 1 per cent, of the alkaloid ; (3) the

addition of (a) acetanilide (antifebrin), ih) carbolic acid,

(c) preparations of cocaine, {d) digitalis and its prepaira-

tions, (e) soluble salts of oxalic acid, (/) mercuric iodide,

(g) mercuric sulphocyanide, (/t) strophanthus and its

preparations, {i) sulphonal.

It will be seen that, while in full agreement with the

General Report, Mr. Alexander Cross, in his Supple-

mentary Report, is anxious to release from the restrictions

of the Pharmacy Act the sale of all poisons employed for

trade and technical pm-poses, and, apparently with a view

to securing support for his proposals, he suggests that

powers now vested in the Pharmaceutical Society should

be transferred to the Privy Council, also that unqualified

pei-sons should be permitted to dispense and sell poisons

in doctors' surgeries. The arguments advanced by Mr.

Cross, however, are entirely refuted by Mr. Walter Hills,

who also traverses many of the statements in the General

Report, and generally opposes the recommendations of

the majority of the Committee. He denies that the

administration of the Pharmacy Act by the Pharma-
ceutical Society interferes with the legitimate use of

poisons for technical or manufacturing purposes, and

asserts that no real ground has been shown for relaxing

the principles imposed on behalf of the public by that Act.

At the same time, Mr. Hills is of opinion that urgent

necessity exists for the efficient registration and supervision

of every open shop in which poison is sold by retail, while

he considers it expedient that the putting-up, packing

storing, and conveyance of poisonous substances should be

subject to regulation. Other important alterations in

the existing pharmacy and poison law are suggested by Mr.

Hills, and the case for reform presented by him should be

approved by every chemist on the Register.

It is not anticipated that immediate steps will be taken

to give effect to any of the Committee's reeonuiieudations,

but the serious attention of readers of the Journal should

be given to the subject, as it may at any time

become necessary to oppose an attempt to amend the

Phamiacy Acts in a manner which is not consistent with

that care for the public safety which should ever be fore-

most in the minds of registered chemists. Public opinion

must be educated with regard to the bearing of the altera-

tions in the law proposed by Mr. Cross and other members
of the Committee on Poisons ; members of Parliament ought

to be kept fully informed of the course of events ; and last,

but not least, chemists and druggists who are not members
of the Pharmaceutical Society should be urged to throw in

their lot with those who will otherwise have to bear the

entire brunt of the attack that is, sooner or later, almost

certain to come. The attention of all the Divisional

Secretaries of the Pharmaceutical Society has already been

directed to the matter by the Secretary and Registrar, Mr.

Richard Bremridge. In addition, a copy of this week's

Journal is being sent to all Secretaries of Local Pharma-

ceutical Associations throughout Great Britain, in order that

they may be enabled to place the full text of the

Report of the Committee on Poisons before the members
of those bodies. In next week's issue of the Journal, a

copy of which will be sent to every person whose name
appears on the Register of Chemists and Druggists, the
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Report of the Departmental Committee will be reprinted,

with a digest of the evidence upon which the Report is

based, so that chemists and druggists generally may be

fully informed with regard to the existing position.

.THE SALE OF POISONS IN OPEN SURGERIES.

Two further letters from medical men on the sale of

poisons "in open surgeries appear in last week's issue

of the British Medical Journal. In the first letter, which

is signed John Brown, M.D., the writer states that " it is

nothing but impertinence on the part of the General

Medical Council to assist the Pharmaceutical Society in

its administration of the Pharmacy Acts, and in so

doing it is simply acting as a catspaw to that

Society." He adds that " the Pharmaceutical Society

itself is not so deeply ixiipressed as the General

Medical Council with the necessity that the dispensing of

scheduled poisons should be left entirely in the hands of

qualified persons. It has not advertised to those on its own
Register a notice equivalent to that published by the

General Medical Council, nor has it placed the names of

those members oh its own Register whose unqualified

assistants have been found guilty of selling poisons before

the Privy Council for erasure. In fact, the General

Medical Council has exhibited a zeal in the administration

of the Pharmacy Acts far in excess of the legal adminis-

trators." Commenting on the fact that, in December,

1900, a medical practitioner was summoned before the

General Medical Council for habitually employing an un-

qualified assistant to sell scheduled poisons, Dr. Brown
asserts that the General Medical Council seems to have no

fixed idea as to the nature of infamous conduct in a pro-

fessional respect. He does not assert jn so many words

that he regards it as a crime to assist in upholding the

law of the land, but such an inference is certainly justified

by the extraordinary remarks quoted. The concluding

absurdity of Dr. Brown's letter runs thus :
—" According

to Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, it was quite competent

for an apprentice or servant to make a sale of a scheduled

poison, and it is within comparatively recent times that the

Pharmaceutical Society obtained a decision of an opposite

tenour."

In another letter, signed with the initials " M.D.," the

whole case for the doctor-druggist is given away. " ]\I.D."

holds it to be unreasonable, if any person should suffer from
" such a common complaint as colic or toothache, and called

at the doctor's surgery and asked for a little laudanum,

that he should be refused because the doctor was not at

home and might not be for many hours." This is

presumably what Mr. Alexander Cross proposes

to make provision for, irrespective of any risk to the

public safety. The letter referred to concludes with

the reinark that " if chemists and druggists would keep

to their legitimate business and cease poaching on our

domain by prescribing, medical men in the AVest of

Scotland would be able to close their open surgeries to-

morrow." Put into other words, " M.D.'s " letter, if it

means anything, conveys the impression that, in the

writer's opinion, educated and examined pharmacists
" poach" on the doctor's domain by prescribing a simple

remedy for a common complaint, and that, so long as

such .a practice prevails, the doctor's housemaid or

boy-in-buttons ought to be allowed to diagnose diseases,

in addition to being permitted, in their master's absence,

to serve out laudanum (and presumably any other

scheduled poison) to " any member of the public " who
might be so injudicious as to go to an open surgery for

advice and medicine.

LIVERPOOL AND VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

The report of the Committee of Privy Council appointed

to consider the petitions of the Liveqiool University

College and Owens College, Manchester, for charters of

incorporation as independent universities, has be^n sub-

mitted to the King in Council. The Committee is of

opinion that the charters ought to be granted ; but as the

step invoh es issues of great moment, and as the effect of

the multiplication of uni\ ersities ought not to be lost sight

of, it is recommended that before finally agreeing upon the

draft charters sought, the authorities of the Yorkshire College,

Leeds, should have the opportunity of submitting a draft

charter incorporating a university in Yorkshire, and that

the institutions concerned should be invited to consider in

greater detail not only the pomts on which joint action is

desirable, but also the methods by which it can best be

secured. The Committee also considers that special rights

of inspection should be reser^ ed to the King as Visitor, and

that careful provision should be made in the charters to

secure an effective voice to external and independent

examiners in all examinations for degrees. His Ma.iesty

has approved the report.

LEAD POISONING AND WATER SUPPLIES.

The Local Government Board has issued a comprehensive

report containing the details and results of an investigation

which has been for several years in progress with regard to

lead poisoning. It had been previously established that

most moorland waters were acid in reaction and possessed

" plumbo-solvent " properties. Such waters are mainly

derived from rain falling on peaty gathering ground. Part

sinks through the soil, and comes to the surface as spring

water ; but the greater portion saturates the peat, and is

eventually washed out of its substance by successive rain-

falls, after more or less prolonged contact with the soil in

which the acid-forming bacteria referred to are abundantly

contained.

The longer and more finished report by Dr. Houston,

which is now issued, differs from its predecessors chiefly in

its full descriptions of all the details of procedure, of

chemical testing, and so forth, and in a completeness

which justifies the belief that the subject has been

practically exhausted. It confirms, in all essential aspects,

the provisional conclusions which had previously been

announced. Dr. Houston directs attention to the difference

which exists between the power of dissolving lead, which

seems to be peculiar to waters containing the acid products

of bacterial life, and the power of eroding bright lead, which

is comparatively harmless to the consumer, that power being

possessed by nearly all waters which hold free oxygen in

solution. It is stated that the property of " plumbo-solvency
"

will generally be destroyed when the water possessing it is

mingled with a large volume of neutral or alkaline water

derived from other sources. In other instances the process

of filtration through sand or of neutralisation by lime or
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whiting is adopted ; and in one of these ways the water

supplies which once were dangerous are now habitually

deprived of their power to act upon lead. It is declared to

be undesirable to rely wholly on any system of neutralising

a water, however well such a system may be designed to

guard against accident or negligence. It should Qrst be

ascertained whether acid water can be altogether rejected

from the supply, as by eliminating the drainage of special

peaty areas or by providing " leaping weirs," which ensure

that the first washings from the peat after a period of

drought are automatically cast aside. Given a water

supply habitually acid, or liable to become acid, the

neutralisation may be effected in various ways which Dr.

Houston points out. Perhaps the most satisfactory

method is ordinary sand filtration with the addition of some

neutralising material to the filter, and the subsequent

addition of a trace of sodium carbonate to the neutral

filtered water.

THE PURITY OF FOOD AND DRUGS.

From many difi'erent quarters come expressions of

doubt and- dissatisfaction regarding the provisions and

the administration of the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Apart from questions of interpretation which, being sub

judicc, are outside the bounds within which comment is

permissible, some of the provisions of the Acts are stated

to require more stringent administration or even amend-

ment. The Kensington Borough Council is one of the

bodies that have given attention to this matter. The

borough analyst has found certain samples of drugs taken

from local chemists to be adulterated within the meaning of

the Act, but has been debarred from taking action because

advantage had been taken of the disclosure clause. He
stated that in certain cases the disclosure was in such a

form that although apparently complying with the actual

requirements of the Acts, it was more or less liable to

prove misleading to the general public. The Council of the

Royal Borough has now decided that in view of " the way

in which the provisions of the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts

are evaded by means of what may be termed the

' disclosure defence,' a communication be addressed to the

Local Government Board, urging the necessity for amend-

ing the legislation dealing with this important question."

Possibly by the time that the Government takes action on this

point, the question will have been authoritatively settled as

to whether an external paper wrapping constitutes other

matter on the label, obscuring the " disclosure " of admixture.

A correspondent of the Times has contributed to that

paper an article reviewing the present condition of affairs

touching the intentional sophistication of articles of food.

It is remarked that although, since the passing of the first

Sale of Food and Drugs Act nearly thirty years ago, the

more gross and flagrant forms of adulteration have dis-

appeared, there still exist other forms of sophistication

equally dangerous bacause more scientific and difficult to

detect. The modern retail grocer does not possess suffi-

cient scientific knowledge to practise adulteration, in addi-

tion to which he is becoming more and more a mechanical

distributor of ready-packed goods. The writer of the

article proceeds to state that the only important forms of

adulteration now practised by the retailer are the substitu-

tion of margarine for butter, of chicory for coffee, and of

cotton-seed or other cheap oil for olive oil. The manu-

facturer does the rest, and is often quite willing to pay the

small fine inflicted on the retailer by lenient magistrates.

These gentlemen have frequently adopted so lenient an

attitude that the Home Office has recently issued to them
a circular advising larger peiialties. According to the Times

correspondent "it may be taken as an axiom that when a

shopkeeper is discovered in a serious breach of the Acts, it

is not a solitary offence, but part of a regular system of

fraud." This remark does not, of course, apply to prosecu-

tions instituted by over-zealous officials for purely technical

offences, where it is obvious to ordinarily constituted minds

that there is no intention to defraud. Another matter

which brings despair to the food reformer is the lamentable

ignorance on the part of the average magistrate of the

composition of foods, which renders him incapable of

appreciating the gravity or the triviality, as the case may
be, of the question at issue. The writer does not mention

that with regard to drugs, the analyst and the inspector

often exhibit as great an ignorance and want of appreciation

of the subject as the despised magistrate displays when
dealing with the commoner articles of food.

A serious matter to which attention is directed is tlie

growing use of preservative chemicals in food, and the

general degradation which is going on in several of the

most important articles of diet. Maize glucose, for

instance, is sometimes used by makers of jam and marma-
lade instead of cane sugar ; substitutes for malt are used in

some breweries ; and, worst of all, the roller fioiir mills

give a wheaten flour consisting almost wholly of starch.

As the remedy for the existing state of things, more
stringent penalties for sophistication are insisted on, while

the education of the public on the vital question of purity

in the food supply is considered very necessary. The one

great axiom which should be taken to heart is that cheap-

ness must sooner or later bring inferiority in its train.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO DIVISIONAL SECRETARIES.

The Parliamentary Watch Committee of the Pharma-

ceutical Society desires to acknowledge with thanks the

receipt of ^aluable political information from the Divisional

Secretaries of Great Britain, in answer to the circular letter

on the subject of the Draft Pharmacy Bill, which was sent

out on February 12. The Committee utilises the official

Journal for making this acknowledgment, as it is impractic-

able to write to each divisional officer. It is hoped that

as a result of the response to the Committee's invitation,

the Bill will be introduced at an early date, and will secure

a considerable measure of support.

IRONMONGERS AS POISON RETAILERS.

Replying to the editorial article in the Iionmongcr of

February 7, to which attention was directed in last week's

Journal, Mr. Thos. G. Dobbs has written to say that it

must be for the advantage of the community at large to be

in a position to obtain poisonous compounds for trade and

technical purposes with a minimum of inconvenience,

especially in e6untry districts where chemists' shops are

somewhat sparsely distributed. But Mr. Dobbs overlooks

the fact that chemists' shops are frequently to be found in

places which are unable to support ironmongers' shops,

and that the former are, on the whole, more numerous in

country districts.
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CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, February 12, 1903, at 75, Newman Street, W., Mr.

A. Lateeille, President, in the chair.

Mr. R. E. LowxsBBOUGH, Recorder in Botany, called atten-

tion to a note on a new source of thymol, which had appeared

in the Pharmaceutical Journal.

Mr. W. iS. Gltx-Jones then gave the following address on

The Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

There can be little doubt that the growing interference of

the State in matters affecting busines.s morality, public health

and safety is, within certain limits, of advantage to the com-

munity. Niimbers of statutes have been added during the last

haJf century which have for their object the protection of the

public rather than the punishment of the actual wrongdoer.

Numbers of quasi-criminal offences have been created, not the

least important of which are those connected with adulteration.

The principal acts dealing with drugs are the Food andl Drugs

Acts of 1875, 1879, and 1899. A perusaJ of these Acts will, 1

think, lead a careful readier to the conclusion either that the

intention of framers to deal wiitlh drugs was an afterthought,

or that this branch of ttie subject was regarded by them as of

subsidiary importance. It is also imjwrtant to notice how the

protection of,the British agriculturists seems to have been tacked

on to the original purpose—namely, the protection of the con-

sumer. This has been brouglit about by the Board of Agricul-

ture, who have now considerable powers under the Act. The

principal sections (6 and 7) imder wliich charges are brought

against chemists are those which make it aji offence to sell, to

the prejudice of the purchaser, an article not of the nature,

substance, and quality demanded, and to sell a compounded

drug which is not composed of ingredients in accordance with

the demand of pui-ohasei-s. There is nothing in the Act which

shows how the Court is to ari'ive at a decision as tO' what is

the nature, sub*ftance, and quality of the article demanded, or

of the compounded drug or its ingi-edients. In the original

Act nothing was said about standardis for food or drugs ; but

now the Board of Agriculture have power to set up prima facie

standards for milk, cream, buttei;, or cheese, and they have

already done so for some of these articles. The absence of

standards constitutes a great difficulty in the administration

of the Act. The last High Court dtecision on the subject of

Standards fob Deugs
goes a long way towards making the B.P. the official

standard. If ready-made standards are to be utilised,

the choice of the B.P. is, of course, the best ; but we must

recognise that at present the B.i'. is not pre^mred for Food and

Drugs Act purposes, and I would say, with respect, that the

Greneral Medical Council is not the body which sliould be solely

responsible for the compilation of suoh standai'ds. It is, of

course, clear that the purchaser is not prejudiced if, at the time

he purchases, he is made aware of the fact that he is not getting

what he asked for. The fact may be brought to his notice in

any way—verbally, or by notice put up in the shop. There is

another provision which excu.ses the seller, unless fraud or the

presence of an ingredient injurious to health is proved, if at

the time of delivering the article he supplies a iiotice by a label,

distinctly printed or written, to the effect that the article is

mixed. There is nothing in this section which says that the

purchaser's attention must be called to the label. In the recent

mercury ointment cases there were convictions, although .some

of the ointments were labelled " diluted," the magistrate hold-

ing that as the label was covered up with ojxique paper (a piece

of white demy wrapped around the chip-box) the label did not

comply with the section. This is an important decision for

chemists, and one which I hope will not be accepted without an
appeal to the High Court. The retailer is also provided with <a

means of defence in tliat he can plead a warranty. To do this
he must show that he purchased the article in question upon the-

strength of a written warranty, and tliat he sold the article in

the same condition as that in which he received it from the-

warrantors. I have known wholesalers

Object to Give Warranties

on the ground that they cannot be made responsible for-

the condition of an article after it has left their hands. A war-

ranty only makes them responsible for the condition in which'

they supply it. The onus is upon the retailer to prove he has

sold it in that condition. It is quite easy to draw up a war-

ranty ; it is equally difficult to say with certainty what the.

Court will not regard a« a written warranty. Recent decisions

show that the Courts do not take so narrow a view as they

once did. A chemist who desires a wananty with his goods

should be prepared to show that it was part of his contract

with the wholesaler tliat the good,s should be so warranted,

and shoftid then have an invoice or something m writing from

the wholesaler showing that it was mtended that a warranty

should apply to the goods, and that they were not sold by

description only. It is evident that the Legislature intends that

the retailer who wishes to escape responsibility mu.st take

special precautions when he buys the goods, so as to euable-

the authorities to punish the wholesaler in the event of a com-

plaint. Under the Act of 1899 foods may be .sampled in course

of deliveiy—^that is, an inspector can take a sample of food

from a parcel befor-e it actually reaches the hands of the retailer,

and can institute pi'ooeedings against the wholesaler direct.

Strang-e to say, this provision does not apply to drugs.

Again, sampling of foods at the port of entry is provided for,

and it is an offence to import any adulterated or impoverished-

article of fowl, except in packages beai-ing a name or desorij)-

tion indicating that the article has been so treated. Why this

has not been made to apply to drags I do not know. There is-

no real definition in the Act of

The Teem " Dettg,"

though it does say that the term shall include medicine fpr

internal or external use. High Court decisions do not help

vei-y much on this point, unless it is that they show that the

question is one of fact for the magistrate in each case, and

that it does not follow that once a drug always a drug. The-

judges decided that beeswax bought from a grocer was not a-

drug, though they .strongly hinted that if bought from a chemist

it might be. The adminTstration of tlie Act is in the hands of

the local authorities, aaid there seems no definite rule as to

who is to select the articles for analysis. Sometimes it is the-

inspector on his own initiative ; at other times the analyst

makes suggestions, and sometimes the Medical Officer of Health

seems to be consulted. But there is no universal system, and'

it is astonishing what different views are taken by the variou.s

authorities as to their duties under this Act. In some districts

it was a dead letter, but the Local Government Board have-

the power to enforce the Act where local authoi-ities neglect

to do so—and no chemLst can hope to escape for long a -visit

from the inspector. It is unsatisfactory that the fee paid to-

the analyst, 10s. 6d. per sample, is not remunerative when
articles requiring much work are submitted for analysis. The-

smallness of the fee may, in some measure, account for the

purchase of acet. soillae to test for acid strength, magnesia to

test for carbonate, etc. The analysis of articles where wilful

sophistication may be suspected is often complicated, and

lOs. 6d. is not a fair remuneration. The Magistrates' Court, as-

ft tribunal for deciding Food and Drugs Acts cases, is most

unsatisfactory. It is a busy Court as a rule, of great experi-

ence in dealing with drunks and disorderlies, black listers, and

petty larcenies, but by no means qualified to decide such com-

plex questions as the proper standard for, say, tr. benz. oo.-
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It often liappcns that expert witnesses, engaged at, say, ten or

twenty guineas each, lawyers and barristers are kept waiting

whilst the over-night charges are dealt with, or perhaps a stnng

of twenty or thirty inothei« and children explain in turn why
Jack or Bessie missed three days froni soliool last week.

Lawyere. and those who habitually attend courts, have also

little conception of the degradxtaon felt by the chemist—who
has, perhap*!. for twenty years held an honourable position in

his town—when he is herded with the average police court

crowd, waiting his turn to answer a charge of selling deficient

spirit of nitrous ether. Whatever the fine may be. the punish-

ment suft'ered by that chemist is out of all proportion to the

.seriousness of the crime. With

The Growth of Legislation

upon the lines of the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, Shop

Hours, Factory, Merchandise Marks. Weights and Measures,

etc.. there has sprung the need for special courts of first

instance to deal with these cases. It is unfair to the badgeless

cabbies, the licenceless dog owners, the black-listers,

the assaulters, and assaulted to have to wait hours listen-

ing to long explanations of 23 Geo. III., Chap. 62, as to a

dispute as to whether tinct. quin. ammon. requires a patent

medicine stamp. ^Nearly all the scientific questions arise on
matters of fact, and of these the magistrate is the sole judge.

Appeal can only be made to Quarter Sessions, a Court con-

sisting of moi-e magLstrates, but no better qualified to decide

the facts in issue. On points of law there is an appeal to the

Divisional Court, but no fui-ther. The present Lord Chief

Justice has strengthened that Court, so that three, instead of

two, judgee now decide these cases, but it seems amomalous that

a private di.spute about a chimney pot can be taken to the House
of Lords, whilst there is no appeail from a decision of the Divi-

sional Court upon a point which may be of the utmost im-

portance to a whole trade. In Admiralty cases the lower and
higher Courts are assisted by assessors, who advise the judges

upon nautical points. The judge in the Admiralty Court sits

with two Trinity Masters to assist him in this way. Surel,v

there is need for medical or pharmaceutical assessors in Food
and Drugs Act cases. The stipendiary who heard the mercury

ointment cases in Staffordshire is doubtless an able lawyer, but

his statement that the defendants had usurped the functions of

a medical man in supplying the " dilute " when mercury oint-

ment was asked for, .suggests that he should not have been

the sole arbiter in such oases. Might I throw out two hints

:

Never talk to the inspector after the sale has been made and

he has announced himself, and don't attempt to see him and

explain matters if you are served with a summons. In the next

place, always (providing you are not a C.D.A.-ite) get a lawyer's

advice. If he says there is no defence, you need not engage

him to plead guilty
;
go to court yourself and do that, but if

there is to be any fight, let him do it. It will pay better

in the end.

Discussion.

The President complimented Mr. CMyn-Jones on his lucid and

instructive address. He quite agreed with the remarks made as

to the present tribimal being uns-uitable, and as to the compila-

tion of the B.P. He thoug'ht tliere was a need for a legal man
with a knowledge of pharmacy.

Mr. FrouLKEs said chemists had not enough knowledge of

many Acts affecting their business, suoh as the Medicine Stamp
Duty Act.

Mr. Brixton agreed with Mr. Glyn-Jones that a knowledge

of such Acts might weU replace some of the botany in the

Elinor syllabus.

Mr. GooD.iLL disagreed with some of the drastic proposals

for change that had been propoxmded.

Messis. Sthother and M.\Tthews having spoken,

Mr. Pickering asked what a chemist was to sell when mer-
curial ointment was asked for.

Mr. MoRLEY and Mr. Garbed expressed appreciation of Mi\
Glyn-Jones's paper.

Mr. Gltn-Jones. in reply to the points raised ia the dis-

cussion, did not recommend a chemist to stay at home when,
summoned and send a solicitor into court. With regard to the

order being in the possession of the wholesale house, the latter

oould be required to produce it, a,nd, if the order were then not
forthcoming, the retailer could give evidence what the ordler

c-ontained. Chemists should see that they were represented on.

tlie health committees of town councils.

Mr. R. E. LowNSBEoxTGH proposed, and Mr. Snow seconded,

a vote of thanks, which was unanimously carried.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, February 12, 1903, Mr. J. Austen. President, in

the chair. Among.st others pi-esent was Mr. G. T. W. News-
holme, President of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

Mi-. M. H. i-TiLES, F.R.M.S., of Doncaister, read a paper,

illustrated by lantern slides, on

Infusorial Earths and their Uses.

Mr. Stiles commenced by remarking that the important

Ijart played in nature, and also in our daily life, by those

minute organisms whose structure and presence were mainly
revealed by the microscope wa.s becoming more and more realised

every day. Tlie study was not only deeply interesting, but

of great utility. The term infusoria, a« applied to the

organisms mainly instrumental in tlie production of what is

know as infusorial earth, is no longer correct. In the time

of Ehrenberg it comprised diatoms, de&mids, and many other

protophytes, such as volvox, all of which are now referred to

by the gi-eat majority of naturalists as of the vegetable king-

dom. Still, the name as given to the fossil remains of the

diatomacea is a convenient one, and, although erroneous, will

probably be ret'ained for many years to come. Fossil diatoms

constitute the great mass of infusorial eaxtJi. They are a family

of oonfervoid algas, each consisting of a simple cell, varying-

much in shape with the external coat consolidated by silex.

The presence of this is one of the most distinctive characteris-

tics of the group, and is the cause of the peculiar, and usually^

vei-y beautiful, surface markings met with throughout the

family. The indestructible nature of flint is well known, hende

the jjennanence of the skeleton after the cell contents are

removed by decay or otherwise. Thei-e were various modes of

reproduction of this most interesting family. Under favourable

conditions it takes place at a rapid rate, and therefore, given

suitable environments, the deposits assumed important dimen-

sions. Their distribution was universal, and almost wherever-

there was natural water they were to be foimd. As to the.

stmcture of the diatom, or rather the flinty ca^sing which

enclosed it, the entire casing was termed frustule, and con-

sisted of two plates or valves united by a band or zone. The
shapes of the individual valves were of infinite vai'iety, and
the markings with which they were covered' were frequently

disiwsed in patterns of great regularity and beauty, rendering

them most attractive even to the superficial observer. But.

beyond this, some varieties were beset with markings of such,

extremely delicate character that their successful resolution

forms ai test of the highest value for judging of the quality of

objectives. There can be little doubt that 'the improvements

which have taken place in the last fifty or sixty years in the

microscope have been greatly caused by the desire to produce
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and employ the most perfect lenses and condensers for the study

of tihie structure of this most iuteresting group of objects. Not-

withstanding their minute size, diatoms have played a not unim-

jwrtant imrt in building up the eai-tlf.s cnist. The accumula-

tion of their flinty skeletons at the bottom of lakes or of the

ocean forms beds of (considerable thickness, which in the course

of time, by changes of level, became converted into dxy ground.

In this manner the various infusorial earths have been pro-

cluoed, most of them in fresh Avater, judging from their simi-

larity to fresh water gatherings of the present day.

One of the most important deposits, probably the most impor-

tant from an economical point of view, is that which furnishes

Kieselguhr, which, as its name indicates, is of German origin.

The deposit covers a oon.siderable ai'ea in a thickly populated

district of North Gennany, lying between Hamburg and

Hanover, and in some places attains a thickness of 150 feet.

In colour it varies from cream to light iieddisli brown, the tint

depending on the amounts of iron oxide present. In its natural

condition Kieselguhr contains varying amounts of organic

matter, in addition to iron and alumina. The upper layers

are the purest, and the cause of this is obvious, for the organic

matter originally associated with the deposit has been in great

measure removed by the continuous percolation of water through

the mass, which is of an eminently porous character. Tlie

remaining organic matter is destroyed by calcination in small

furnaces, which are filled with thjB material and then ignited

at the bottom. When once started the process becomes con-

tinuous, for the deiJosit contains in its natural condition suf-

ficient combustible matter to en.sure this, and as fast as the

burnt portion is removed from below fresh material is su|>plied

above.

Dimatos is an infusorial earth of remarkable purity, im-

ported from Australia, about 100 miles up the country from

Melbourne, where it is found in a, basin extending over a con-

siderable area, but not of much depth. The name dimatos was
obtained by transposing the letters of the word diatoms. As
imported, it usually occurs in lumps varying in size from a

filbert to a walnut, sometimes a little larger. The finn of

which Mr. John Barclay, B.Sc. , is a member at one time had in

tJieir possession a solid block measuring 2ft. l)y 12in. by 12in.

Dimatos is .sncwy white in colour, and is believed to be

the purest infusorial earth obtainable. It differ.s: from- others

in that it is found in trade in it.S' natural condition, having

undergone neiiher chemical treatment, washing, nor calcina-'

tion. A chemical examination showed it to contain about 98

per cent, of silica, witii a trace of organic matter and a small

quantity of mineral salts.

Tripoli is a diatomaceous deposit met with in Bohemia and

Hungarj-, and is used in the polishing of metals. The well-

known Turkey stone employed for sharpening the finest edge-

tools consists of infusorial earth consolidated by heat.

Silicon is another variety of infusorial earth, of a pale cream

colour, Avhich has undergone partial consolidation by pressure.

This is sent out in conveniently shaped rablets, enclosed in a

case with a brush, and is used for cleaning jewellery and small

articles of jilate.

Berg-niehl, or mountain flour, is the name given to a de-

posit met with in Norway and Sweden, which the inhabitants

in limes of scarcity were accustomed to mix with their flour

in making bread. It has been suggested that it was employed

for the purpose of giving increased bulk to their loaves, but

as it contained a considerable amount of organic matter, it is

not improbable that it was used also for its nutritive value.

Deposits of a similar character are found in our own counti"y

in Dolgelly, in North Wales, in the I.sland of Mull, in Scot-

land, and at South Mourne, in Ireland. In other countries,

at Bei-muda and at Richmond, in Virginia, marine deposits

were found furnishing diatoms of great beauty and variety.

In France, Algei'ia, and Spain, and many other countries,

deposits of more or less interest were met with.

Coming to the uses of infusorial earths', Kieselguhr li.its

)n-obably met with the most general employment. Its cheap-
mess, the ease with which it is obtained, its comparative
puriiy, especially in the better grades, and its in.susceptibility

to chemical change under ordinary conditions, render it of

much value for many and varied purposes. It possesses great

absorbent power, a property which is taken advantage of in

the manufacture of dynamite from nitroglycerin. Combined
with a certain proportion of asbestos, and pressed into blocks,

which are afterwai-ds turned into hollow cylinders, it serves

as the filtering inedium of the well-known Berkefeld Filter.

During the late South African War no less than 20,000 of

these cylinders were sent out for the use of the troops. The
makers claim that' this form of filter is germ-proof, and this

contention is supported by excellent authority. Kieselguhr

has also many applications more closely associated with phar-

macy. Mixed with csrbolic acid in the proportion of, 10, 15,

Of 20 per cent, of the latter, it forms an ordinary disinfecting

powder, whilst the finer qualities serve as an excellent basis

for the preparation of carbolic tooth powder. In these case*

its neutral character is of great advantage, for the carbolic acid

remains in the free state, and is, therefore, more active. The
mode of emplo3'ing Kieselguhr in pharmacy he also men-

tioned.

Dimatos, from its great purity, serves as- an ideal filtering

medium for chemical and phannaceutical work. Its adviin-

tages are increased by its fluffy character, and the propei-ty it

uas of forming a fehy dejiosit on the surface of a filter.

Dimatos is also recommended for toilet and tooth powders.

Having given details of the diatoms found in dift'erent kinds

of infusorial earths, the lecturer proceeded to deal more closely

with their value for purposes of filtration.

In using infusorial earth as a. filtering agent, the following

method of procedui'e is found to answer well:—The filter-

paper, carefully pleated if a plain funnel be used, or merely

folded twice and opened out if a corrugated one be employed,

is first damped with a little of the clear liquid, or, if there be

none at hand of the same kind as that to be filtered, then

with a little diluted spirit of about the same alcoholic

strength, or water, as the case may be. For a J.3-inch paper

filter in a suitable funnel he generally uses about a table-

spoonful of the earih, and first mixes this in a mortar with a

few ounces of the liquid to be filtered. When a smooth paste

has been produced more liquid is added, .say up to half-a-pint,

and the whole then poured into the filter, which is at once

filled up to the brim. The powder soon settles on the paper,

and begins its work of clarification. Should the first few'

ounces of filtrate not be quite bright they should be returned

to the filter. Treated in this way, filtration is rapid and

efiective, and galenicals and other liquids which are refractoiy

under ordinary condition.s may be rendered quite clear and

bright in this manner. It is important to retain the powder

on the surface of the paper, and the object of moistening the

latter is to close up the pores so as to ensure this ; otherwise,

the minute particles of the x'owder become to a greater extent

embedded in the paper and retard filtration. The deposition

of a thin coating of siliceous earth on filters is also made use

of in the filtration of water for .sanitary purposes, especially

with those filters cimstructed of hollow cylinders or com-

pressed charcoal. In this way the sterilisation of water be-

comes much more complete and effective, which it seldom is

under ordinary conditions.

TTie slides with which the paper was illustrated—photo-

micrographs—were much admired. AH were the productio'i

of the author.
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Vote of Thanks.

Mr. C. 0. MoREisoK, in moving a vote of thanks to the

Kcturer, said he was certain, everj'one present had been deeply

interested in the subject -whieh Mr. Stiles had so ably laid

Iiefore them.

Mr. Newsholme, in seconding, said the lecture had been of

;i iiiost practical character. One was apt to look upon such

things as infusorial earths as of little interest, except from a

( ftmmercial sense, and when someone like Mr. Stiles went into

the .subject deeply they found that there was much in it that

>v;is interesting. There were many things that were used

vtensively which were looked upon practically as of little

due, but which, when investigated under the microscope,

't came exceedingly interesting.

Mr. Stiles suitably acknowledged the vote, and, at the

(,'que.st of the meeting, described the method of cleaning and

loanting diatoms, and also the apparatus and process ein-

1
loyed in the production of the photomicrograph.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, February 12, 1903, at Stoke-on-Trent. Mr. J.

VvEBiLL, J.P., President, in the chair. There were also pre-

-ut Messrs. T. C. Cornwell (Vice-President), Weston Poole

(Treasurer), Edmund Jones (Hon. Secretary). Bentley (Assistant

Hon. Secretary), Marson, Fearnley, Wrench, Morrison. Allison.

Hottomley, Mellor, and Challinor.

The P.A.T.A. Conference.

Mr. Edmund Jones submitted a list of sigTiature.s of chemists

III business in the district to a letter addressed to manufac-

turers of proprietary articles who had not yet joined the

P.A.T.A., and who were not represented at the recent Con-
ference.

:Mr. AvERiLL cread the letter which had been drawn up, in

iiich regret was expressed that the said manufacturers were
i.Ht present at the Conference, and that thus the opportunity
'afforded for mutual consideration was lost. The President

i mposed that the draft letter should be printed and forwarded
the manufacturers whose names were agreed upon,

Mr. T. C. Cornwell (Vice-President) proposed that a rider

uld be added, showing what a large proportion of chemists
.11 Xorth Staffordshire (which might be regarded as typical of

the rest of the country) had joined the P.A.T.A., and expi-ess-

ing the opinion that this eSectively disposed of the .suggestion

that the P.A.T.A. only i-epresented a small proportion of the
'itmist.s of the country.

This suggestion of Mr. Cornwell was accepted, and the

motion was then put and carried unanimously, it having been
explained that out of a total of fifty-five chemists in business in

the North Staffordshire district fifty-four had signed the draft

letter, foriy-six of whom were now members of the P.A.T.A.
Mid forty-one of the CD. A.

The Benevolent Fund.

A letter from the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Asso-

itions, suggesting that a subscription to the Benevolent Fund
of th« Society should be taken annually, was placed before the

meeting.

After discu-ssion, it was agreed to leave the matter over for

further consideration at a future meeting, but, on the sugges-
tion of Mr. Ayerill, it was agreed to send a reply to the
Association approving of the collection, and stating that the

-t time for it would be the annual dinner.

The Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. Edmund Jones proposed that a letter be sent to the
Federation meeting drawing attention to the resolution passed

at a previous meeting, urging upon the Pharmaceutical Society

the advisability of appointing inspectors to visit the chemists

throughout the country, who would explain the objects of the

Pharmaceutical Society and the advantage of membership.

—After discussion, it was decided to postpone the matter for

the present.

The President read a draft Bill from Mr. Bremridge, with a

letter asking for the names of any M.P.'s who might, with

advantage, be approached with the object/ of .securing their

support to the Bill when it should be introduced into Parlia-

ment.

It was decided that individual members of the Associatijon

should consult the M.P. for their division where possible.

Vote of Condolence.

Mr. T. C. Cornwell proposed a vote of condolence with the
widow of Mr. Baden Benger, whose death was so uni-

versally regTetted by the pharmacists of the -country.—Mr.
AvEEiLL seconded, and the vote was passed in silence.

Other Business.

Mr. E. M. Mellor promised to read a paper at the next
meeting of the Association dealing with the Poisons Laws and
the effect that the proposed legislation as to the sale of packed
poisons by unqualified vendors would have upon the chemist*
of the country.

Several members drew attention to the advertisement of
" Koko " now appearing, oflFering a. 4s. 6d. bottle for Is. 6d.

and 4d.- extra postage, and expre.ssing the opinion that it was
a most unfair mode of advertising. This was the general

opinion of the meeting.

Mr. BoTTOMLET, referring to the P.A.T.A. movement, men-
tioned a case in which he was asked for a bottle of Warner's
Safe Cure. He asked 4.s. 5d. for it, and the customer refused

to pay so high a price. After a week, in which doubtless she

had tried other patent medicine vendors in the town, she re-

turned for a bottle at the protected price. This showed the
effectiveness of the P.A.T.A. sj-stem of ensuring the main-
tenance of prices.

The remainder of the evening was spent socially.

READING AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, February 12, 1903, at Reading University Col-

lege, Mr. E. C.^rdwell presiding. A paper was read by Mr.
LuxMOKE, F.I.C., on

Scheele : His Life and Work.

Scheele, who lived in the eighteenth century, when chemical
knowledge was extremely limited, devoted all his energies to

ejcperimental chemistry. Starting in very poor circumstances

as an apprentice to an apothecary, he occupied every moment of

his spare time in chemical research. He did not atttempt to

theorise, but, managing to. obtain what books on the subject

were then in existence, repeated the experiments, and made
endless others in both organic and morganic cliemistry. Among
his discoveries and isolations mentioned by the doctor were

tartfiric acid, chlorine, baryta, the salts of manganese, oxygen,

uric acid, molybdium, glycerin, lactic and mueic acids. He
also investigated the action of .sunlight on silver chloride, and
discovered the identity of plumbago with charcoal and the

diamond. In 1777 he wrote his epoch-making treatise on " Air

and Fire," in which he showed a chemical knowledge far in

advance of his time, though, like his contempioraries. Caven-
dish and Priestley, he was still a believer in the phlogistic

theory. Although Scheele did a lot of work in investigating

Prussian blue, and succeeded in extracting hydrocyanic acid

from it, he never seems to have discovered that the latter body
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possesses poisonous properties. He died at the early age ol

forty-three years, ha.ving., in spite of his poverty and the great

disadvantages under which he laboured, succeeded in discovering

an immense number of nevr compounds, and did much towards

laying the foundations of modern chemistry.

EXETER ASSOCIATION OF CHEMISTS AND
DRUGGISTS.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Friday, February 13, 1903, Mr. E. Lemmon (Vice-Presi-

d^t) in the chair, there being also present Messrs. P. P.

Rowsell, E. P. Stone, J. W. Lake (Hon. Treasurer), H. Wippell

Gadd (Hon. Sec), P. Vinden, T. C. Milton, W. Aplin, and

Harris.

The P.A.T.A. Conference.

Mr. T. C. Milton stated that the Association was strongly

represented at the recent P.A.T.A. Conference, there being

present, in addition to himself, Messrs. H. Gadd, J. Hintou

Xjake, Rowsell, and Aplin. A very satisfactory set of resolutions

were put to the meeting. Although the Exeter chemists

did not take a great part in the speech-making

they closely watched the whole of the proceedings, and

thoroughly approved of the resolutions passed. He was con-

vinced there was a very good future for the P.A.T.A. There

was a strong feeling among the chemists of the country that if

proprietary articles were to be a success in this country, the

manufacturers would have in the future to allow a reasonable

profit to the vendor. It was arranged at the meeting that an

annual meeting should take place, and also that a meeting of

the P.A.T.A. should take place at the B.P.C. As the next Con-

ference would be so near as Bristol, he hoped this Association

would be strongly represented there.

The Chaikman said they were very much indebted to those

gentlemen who represented the Association at the recent Con-

ference. Undoubtedly something very tangible arose from the

meeting, and it appeared to him, from evidence on all sides,

that more such meetings would follow in the future.

Mr. Rowsell agreed with Mr. Milton that it was a most

remarkable business meeting.

Mr. Milton suggested that steps should be taken from time

to time to ensure that alterations or additions made to the

P.A.T.A. list were thoroughly well known amongst the vendors of

proprietary articles. He asked what means were being taken

to induce all chemists of the district to join the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Rowsell said some years ago he canvassed all the

chemists of the city, and he would be prepared to co-operate in

'the work of another canvass if thought desirable.

It was suggested that a petition, signed by all the chemists of

the district, asking proprietors to protect through the P.A.T.A,,

should be sent to the leading proprietors.

Mr. Rowsell therefore moved that arrangements be made
with the view to the holding of a joint meeting of chemists and
grocers at an early date to consider the matter.

Mr. E. Stone seconded, and the resolution was carried

unanimously.

The Benevolent Fund.

A communication was received from the Federation of Local

Pharmaceutical Associations, suggesting that, in view of the

.importance of keeping up the efficiency of the Benevolent Fund
. of the Pharmaceutical Society, it would be desirable that all

"Xjocal Associations should, once a year, arrange for a special

collection to be taken at the annual social gathering. It was
^pointed out that the Benevolent Fund, which was admitted to

iJbe a very deserving institution, was well supported individually

Jby the chemists of Exeter, and no resolution was come to.

NEWCASTLE-ON=TYNE AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
At Saville Row, Newcastle, on Wednesday, February 11,

1903, Mr. Merson presiding.

Mr. Clague gave an

X-Ray Demonstration.

Thiswas ratilier a, practical demonstration of the u.s© of X-Ray
apparatus and the capabilities thereof than a formal lectui-e.

The Tesla apparatu.s and a large Rulimkorff coil were shown in

practical applic<ation, and thfe influence of interruptors of various
kinds on the induction attainable was shown. Tiie Wehnelt
and CaldweU interruptors were explained a.nd .shown, a.s well
as a modification of the Electrolytic inteniiptor, which Mr.
Clague had devised. The Mackenzie-Davidson interruptor was
explained and shown in action. An interesting series of objects
were displayed on the fluorescent scre.en, while some members
submitted their bony framework and thoracic and abdominal
anatomy to the revealing power of the focus tubes.

At the meeting the following gentlemen were elected members :

—ilr. J. G. Murdock, pharmaoeutioal chemist, Newcastle

;

Mr. Davidson, chemist, Gateshead ; Mr. Russell, chemist, New-
castle.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.

Tuesday, February 17, 1903, the President (Mr. J. A.

Mitchell) in the chair. There was a large attendance of

members and others to consider

The Present Position of the P.A.T.A.

Mr. A. Hanson read a letter from the Secretai-y of the

P.A.T.A., including draft I'esolutioiis, which it was suggested

should be passed. He also presented a draft petition, which

it was suggested should be signed by every registered chemist

in Bradford.

Alderman Dunn said that he thought they should prepare i

petition of their own, expressing their views in their own
language, rather than accept any stereotyped form. He sug-

gested, also, that they should mention that at some future

meeting the chemists of Bradford would take into consideration

the question whether they should continue to stock the goods

upon which they had not a fair margin of profit.

Mr. Sii.soN said that he also thought that it i^as well to

prepare a petition of their own.

Mr. Wadbington said that he wished them to appoint <a

committee to canvass every member of the trade in Bradford

and the district.

Mr. Marshall said that the grocers were in a far stronger

position for action of that soi-t than the chemists were.

Mr. RoGEBSON said that Mr. Marshall's point appealed to

him particularly, because it was generally accepted as a prin-

ciple that in turning over an article the chemist spent 10 per

cent, in rent and rates and taxes. Therefore, a guaranteed

profit of 15 per cent, would not do.

Mr. Waddington proposed that Mr. Hanson's name should

be put before the Council of the P.A.T.A. as SecreUry for the

Bradford District. There had not been a Secretary of the

P.A.T.A. in Bradford since Mr. Pickard left the city.

The resolution was put and carried.

Upon the jJroposition of Mr. Hanson, seconded by Mr.

Stead, a resolution was unanimously passed emphatically

declaring the approval of the meeting of the action of thft

I
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P.A.T.A. in refusing to deal with the proprietors Mrho declined

to disclo.«e their identity.

Upon the proposition of Mr. Waddingtox, seconded by Mr.

Marshall, it was also resolved unanimously :
" That this

meeting of the chemists of Bradford and District has seen with

pleasure and satisfaction the recent additions to the protected

list, and' would encourage the Council of the P.A.T.A. to con-

tinue with unabated energy their valuable work for the trade

at large."

Upon the motion of the President, seconded by Mr. R. W.
SiLSON, it was .unanimously resolved: "That a statement of

our opinions be prepared and sent to the proprietors of articles

not at present upon the P.A.T.A. list."

A statement was drafted and signed by all present at the

meeting: and will be submitted to those who were absent.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

In the Pharmaceutical Society's House, 36, York Place,

Edinburgh, on Wednesday. February 11, Mr. J. W. Plender-

LEITH, President, in the chair.

Mr. .John Banks gave an address on

Photography in Theory and Practice.

Mr. Banks did not enter into the chemistry of photography,

but described in detail the processes of exposure, development,

printing, and finishing At the conclusion of the address Mr.

Banks gave a practical demonstration of the platinum, sepia

platinum, and carbon processes of printing. The lectuxe and

demonstration were followed by a discussion, and on the

motion of the Chairman a cordial vote of thanks was awarded

to Ml-. Banks.

WESTERN CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON).

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, February 18, 1903, at the Westbourne Restaurant,

Craven Road, Paddington, W., Mr. H. Ckacknell, Treasurer,

in the chair.

The Chairman explained his presence in the chair by stating

that the President and Vice-President were both suffering from

the vagaries of the British climate and were unable to attend.

He was sure all present hoped that Mr. Bowen and Mr. Rogers

would have a speedy recovery.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Mr. R. H. Jones then read a paper on

Perfunctory Formalities,

which is printed at page 239.

Mr. Jones dealt chiefly with the bye-law of the Pharmaceu-

tical Society which readis as follows :
—

All persons shall, at the time of givin? notice of intention

to present themselves for the Minor Examination, satisfy

the Registrar that they have attained the full age of twenty-
one years, and have been registered as " apprentices or

students," andr that they have for three years been prac-

tically engaged in the translation and dispensing of pre-

scriptions.

He showed] that it was practically impossible for the Registrar

in all cases to satisfy himself that the terms of the bye-law had
been complied with. He instanced cases where medical men
and chemists had signed certificates as to three years' practical

training in dispensing, though the candidate had probably never

dispensed a prescription in his life ; hence, the business of

ascertaining that candidates for the Minor had fulfilled the con-

ditions laid down by the Society became a mere paper formality
of the most perfunctory kind.

The Chairman thanked Mi'. Jones for bringing before the-

Association a matter of great importance to pharmacists. Their

great difficulty, as employers, was to secure assistants who hadi

any practical knowledge of their work. The average assistant

seemed to be " crammed," and the practical knowledge got out

of him was jm7. He cordially approved of Mr. Jones's sug-

gestion that an interval of three years should elapse between

registration as a student and entry for the qualifying examina-

tion.

Mr. Harrington said the ideal training for a young phar-

macist was a term of three years in a good-class pharmacy. The
trouble was, however, that m many country businesses appren-

tices got no experience of phai-macy proper. Therefore, Mr.
Jones's suggestion as to a' year's training in a good dSspeiBing

school was worthy of consideration.

Mr. E. White said his experience as an examiner was that

candidates lacked the actual technical knowledge required by
a phai-macist. The cause appeared to be that in the bulk of

chemists' shops no technical experience could be gained, because
the proprietor was simply the purveyor of other people's goods.

W^itih regard to Mr. Jones's remarks concerning the Committee-
on Education and Examination, he could only say that, although
the Committee had not yet met on account of certain obstacles
in the way, the authorities at 17, Bloomsbury Square were
fully alive to the position, and were quite in sympathy witih the -

views expressed by Mr. Jones. In regard to school training he
was strongly of opinion that if it were possible to get com-
pulsoi-y inspection of schools where students were trained, it

would go a long way towards solving the present difficulty.

Mr. WooLLONS. speaking as a London nharmacist who had
no dispensing, said that, in his opinion, a three years' appren-
ticeship in a chemist's shop was absolutely necessary in order
tliat the apprentice might learn what he might term "the
dirty work" connected with the business, during his early
days. He suggested that the Registrar's difficulty about the
certificates might be overcome by insisting upon tlie actual in-

dentures of apprenticeship being produced. He considered the
suggestion as to twelve months' training in dispensing at a'
recognised school to be a good one.
The Chairman said the diflSculty at present was not so much

that assistants did not know how to dispense prescriptions, but
that they had no idea how to uije the ordinary working tools of
a pharmacist—say, an ordinary evaporating dish, or a strainer
—in fact, they had no practical training in pharmacy.

Othei' members having spoken to the same effect, a vote of
thanks was accorded to Mr. Jones, on the motion of Mr. Hick,.
and the meeting terminated.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Tuesday, February 17, at the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool,

Mr. Laurie (President) in the chair.

Considerable tune was taken up in the discussion of altera-
tion of rules, as the Association was first affiliated with the
Tradesmen's Association, and now it was felt to be stronc
enough to stand alone.

"

The Year's Work.

Mr. Sanket (Hon. Secretary), in submitting his report of
the year's proceedings, referred to the satisfactoiy understand-
ing which had been arranged in the earlier closing of business
premises during the winter months as a saving in electric
light and gas; the active i>art taken in the P.A.T.A. Confer-
ence in November, by writing to some of the largest manufac-
turers of proprietaries, inviting them to attend the Conven-
tion held in London, which proved a great success, principally
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ilue to tlie energy of the Secretary, Mr. Glyu-Joijes, to whom
a vote of thanks was passed at a subsequent meeting. A reso-

lution was passed, and sent to Mr. Bremridge. suggtsting a

test case on the title question, or some other action being

taken to place the registered chemist in a moi-e satisfactory

position, with the result that Mr. Bremridge and Mr. Chater
visited Blackiwol during their tour north in Januai^, and held

<i. conference with the principal cliemists, explaining fully the

position of pharmaceutical politics to-day.

Mr. AsHTON (Hon. Treasurer) submitted the balance-sheet,

duly audited, which showed the Association wdth a larger

balance in hand than last year.

Election of Officers.

It was suggested that Mr. Laurie be President another year,

but he pi'eferred the honour to go round, so long as good and
capable members could be found willing to accept, and pro-

posed Mr. Turver (Divisional Secretai-y) as the President for

the coming year, speaking highly of the great interest he took

in pharmaceutical politics generally, and especially the local

Association, he being the originator and one of its most active

members. He also spoke of the good work accomplished by

the Association in discussing and taking an active interest ni

pharmaceutic;!! alfairs. Now, in this critical period it was

most important to have active members as officials, who
thoroughly understood the position. Mr. Johnson seconded,

and several members supported. Mr. Turver was elected with

applause.

Tse Peesident (Mr. Turver), in reply, thanked the members,

and said he always had interested, and should endeavour to con-

tinue to actively interest, himself -in pharmaceutical politics,

and that he would carry out his duties to the best of his

abilities by, if possible, increasing the usefulness of the Asso-

ciation. He also spoke of "Plain Facts for Thoughtful

Peopli," and suggested a copy be sent to each chemist in busi-

ness in the Parliamentarv division of Blackpool, together with

a circular from the Association' explaining the purpose for

which it Mas issued.

Messrs. Laurie and Keeley were elected Vice-Presidents

;

Mr. Sankev re-elected Hon! Secretary; Mr. Buckley was

elected Hoin. Treasurer; Messrs. Johnson, Ashtoh, Mayson,

Boothroyd, and Sykes were elected the Committee ;
Messrs.

Richardson and Greenwood were elected Auditors.

Mr. TuKVEK proposed a vote of thanks to the past-Presi-

dent, Mr. Laurie, speaking of the great interest Mr. Laune

had taken in the Society's atfairs for a number of years, and

of the real good work lie had accomplished.

Mr. AsHTON and several members supported, and the vote

was carried with applause.

DOVER CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wedne-sday, February 18, 1903, at 37, Town Wall Street, the

Peesident, Mr. Alderman H. Peake, J. P., in the chair. A
majority of the members was present.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and

confirmed, the Treasurer presented the accounts for the past

vear, which were adopted.

Election of Officers.

On th« motion of Mr. J. F. Beown, the President, who,

although retired from business for many years, continues to take

a lively interest in the affairs of the Association, was unani-

mously requested to retain his position for the ensuing year,

with the hearty thanks of the members for his past services.

Mr. R. M. Ewell was unanimously re-elected Secretary and

In respon.se to a letter of invitation from the Secretary of the

East Sussex Pharmaceutical Association, Mr. Ewell was asked

to attend as a representative of the Association at a conference

to be held at St. Leonards.

Report of tlie Poisons Committee.

The meeting were able to discuss the report of the Poisons

Committee submitted to the Houses of Parliament, and it was

felt that strong efforts should be made to defeat the propo.«al to

create a second body of licensed dealers in poisons, and also to

oppose Mr. Cross's recommendation, to exempt from the Phar-
macy Act doctors and their assistants who keep open shop for

the sale of poisons.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

MEETING OF LOCAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
February 13, 1903, at University College, Bristol.

Mr. J. W. WniTB reported that the Sub-Committee unani-

mously recommended the University College buildings as the

best for the meetings of the British Pharmaceutical Conference ;

that the Principal, Profe.ssor Lloyd Morgan, was much in

favour of their being used.

Mr. B. Allen proposed, and Mr. Turner seconded, that Mr.

White should write a letter to the College Council, asking for

permission to use the necessaiy room.s, and promising a sub-

scription to the College funds.

Programme.

The following programme was decided upon :
—

Moncfay, July 27.—Evening Reception at Royal Hotel, fol-

lowed by Dance and Smoking Concert.

Tuesday, July 28.—^Morning Sessions ; Lunch at Royal HoteL
Afternoon Sessions : Excursion to Bath.

Wednesday, July 29.—Ladie.s' Drive. Morning Sessions

:

Ltmch at Royal Hotel. Final Sessions : Garden Party at Zoo-

logical Gardens.
Thursday, July 30.—Whole-day Excursion to Chepstow ana

Wye Valley (Tintern), including " Symonds Yat and Speech

House if possible.

Sub-Committees.

The following Sub-Committees were appointed, all with

power to add to their number :
—

Financial.—Messrs. J. W. White, G. T. Turner, E. F. Young,

and H. E. Matthews.
Excursion (including Catering).—Messrs. G. T. Turner. E. F.

Young, J. Chandler, and H. E. Matthews.
Music.—Messrs. Turner, B. Allen, and E. W. Hill.

Ladies.—Mesdames Allen. White, Chandler, Plumley, iii'i

Matthews. Chairman : Mr. B. Allen.

Dance.—Messrs. J. Chandler, J. T. Good, and J. W. White
Reception.—Messrs. J. G. Plumlev, J. T. Good, and A. L.

Taylor.

Printing.—Messrs. Wliite, Turner, Young, Matthews, and

Bourne.
Hotels.—Messrs. E. W. Hill, A. L. Taylor, and H. E.

Boorne.
Assistant Seci-etary.—Mr. A. L. Taylor was appointed.

The next meeting of the Executive Committee will be held at

University College on Friday, February 27, at 8.30 p.m.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULAE.

Insecticide for House Plants.

Soft soap, 4 drachms
;
quassia, 72 grains

;
salicylic acid, 30

grains ;
methylated spirit, 5 fl. oz. ; water sufficient to make

24 tl. oz. Mix the soap and quassia with the spirit, and macerate

for several days, then filter and add the water. Apply with a

brush or spray.

—

Drngg. Circ, 46, 214.

Dentifrice Soap.

Precipitated chalk, 160; carmine (dissolved in solution of

ammonia), 4; powdered soap, 100; peppermint oil, 10 ;
syrup,

glycerin, and water of each, g.s. to ma.ss.—Drugg. Circ.,*S, 214.

Show-card Ink.

Pare asphaltum, 4 ; Venice turpentine, 2 ;
lamp-black, 1

;

spirit of turpentine, 16 fluid parts. Dissolve the asphaltum

and the Venice turpentine, then add the lamp-black.—iVo/.

Drtujg., 32, 277.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsiONAl. Secretaeies and other Members of tlie Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor Jjy sending local newspapers contain-

ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Meat Extract tor Sale.—At the Auction Mart last weak the

meat extrax.t known as " Carnos" was put up for sale, but was
withdrawn, the highest bid for the property being only £600.

Patent Office Catalogue.—A subject list of the works on
general science, physics, microscopy, philosophical instruments,

etc., in the library of the Patent Office, has been issued at 6d.

Proposed Arctic House for Kew.—In a letter to the Times.
Mr. John Miinro suggests that Kew Gardens should be fur-

nished with an Arctic Hou.se. where the dwarf willows and
other vegetation of the Polar regions might be seen.

Masonic.—The installation banquet of the Lodge of Fidelity

(No. 5) was held at the Freemasons' Hall, London, on Wed-
nesday^ February 11, when the chair was taken by W. Bro.

C. F. Partington, W.M. Among the officers of the lodge are

two phaiTOacists—Bro. W. Watson-Will. S.W.. and Bro. T.
W. Bobson, J.D.

The Abuse of Cocaine in India.—On November 29 the Phar-
macev/ ual Joiini'i! called Mention to the abuse of cocaine in

India, and the authorities have now begvm to take steps in

the matter. The Abkari Department wish to include cocaine
among intoxicating drugs in their schedule, and make its sale

governable by a licence. An interesting test ca,se was tried'

on Wednesday. February 4, Messrs. Kemp and Co., Limited.
Bombay, being the defendants.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—A lecture on "Personal
Incidents while Mountaineering" will be delivered by Dr. W.
Inglis Clark (Member of the Alpine Club, and Honorary
Secretary of the Scottish Mountaineering Club), in the Pharma-
ceutical Society's Hall, 36, York Place, on the evening of

Thursday, February 26, 1903, at 8.30. The lecture will be
illustrated with original limelight views, and all members and
interested friends are cordially invited.

Southampton Dispensership.—The Infirmary Committee of
the Southampton Guardians have recommended four candi-
dates for the appointment of lady dispenser at the workhouse
infirmary, to be interviewed bv the Board—viz.. Miss G. E.
.Stevens. Miss L. A. ^lorton. Miss S. L. M. Barton, and Miss
B. G. Austen. After a long discussion, it was decided to
defer the appointment for a month, many of the members
holding the opinion that it was unnecessai-y to appoint a

permanent dispenser.

Mineral Water Bottles.—The annual report of the Man-
chester and Distri( t Mineral Water Trade Association shows
lhat the nundier of bottles recovered from all sources during
the year amounted to 1.114.224. an increase of 154,776 on the
previous year, representing a saving of £7,000. Eighty pe.'

cent, of the manufacturers are willing to adopt a bottle
iharging .scheme, but the 20 per cent, who stand out prevent,
it is said, both themselves and others getting a fair return
for their money and efforts.

Petition to Manufacturers.—The Glasgow and West of Scot-
land Chenii.sts" Trade Association has sent to manufacturers
of patent and proprietary medicines and preparations a peti-
tion, voluntarily signed by 841 chemists and vendors of pro-
prietaiies throughout Scotland. The petitioners urge manu-
facturers of unprotected articles to establish fixed minmimu
wholesale and retail prices, and think that the best and most
effective method of protecting prices is for the manufacturers
Iq plac« their preparations on the P.A.T.A. list of protected
goods.

Bradford Chamber of Trades. - At the meeting of the mem-
l>ers of the newly-formed Bradford Chamber of Trades, held
on Febi-uai-y 12 at the Royal Hotel. Mr. A. H. Waddington,
chennst, was elected a Vice-President, Mr. B. Rogerson, che-

iiii.-,t. was elected Hon. Secretary, and Alderman H. Dunn,
chemist, was elected on the Council of the Chamber. Mr. J.

A. Mitchell, the President of the Chemists' Association, be-
comes a Vice-President of the Chamber by virtue of a rule
which gives that position to the President of each aifiliated

Association.

Kola Nuts.—In a letter from a London firm to the Director
of Public Gardens. Jamaica, it is stated that the chief cause
of the low ranae of prices now current for Jamaica kola
nuts is the fact that France, formerly a large buyev, now
imports dii'ect from Africa in large parcels. In a letter

fiom another firni it is stated that the great majority of

Jamaica nuts received in London are mouldy. It is thought
that there will always be a moderate demand at a low price,

but there is no prospect of a return to the higher prices of
previous years.

Attercliffe Dispenser's Salary.—The Sheffield Board of

Guardians has recently opened a Branch Dispensary at Atter-
clifEe for the convenience of the poor in the outlying districts of

the Union, this making a third dispensary. The others ;ue
the Central Dispensary and the Union Hospital, the duties of

dispensing being performed by a dispenser and an assistant
dispenser, both qualified under the Pharmacy Acts. Mr. Ant-
clitfe, who has been in the service of the Board for some years,

has just had his salary increased to £225, and the assistant dis-

penser, who will in future be an outdoor officer, will have a
salary of £105, rising by £5 yearly to £120

Carnegie Scholarships and Fellowships in Science and
Medicine,—The conditions are now published on which the
Executive Committee are prepared to receive applications for

the Carnegie scholarships and fellowships in science and medi-
cine. The positions are open only to graduates of Scottish
I'niversities, are of the value of £100 a year for one year
for the scholarships, and £150 a year for two years for the
fellowships. Knowledge of modern languages is one of the
factors that will be taken into account, while candidates' age.

special fitness, previous record, and programme of study and
research are to be stated on the forms of application.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The biennial Hunterian Oration'

was delivered in the theatre of this college on Saturday after-

noon by Sir H. G. Howse, the President. In the evening the
annual banquet took place in the library of the College, Sir

H. G. Howse presiding. Lord Roberts was among the guests,

and. after proposing his health, the President admitted him
to the honorary fellowship of the College. Lord Roberts, in
acknowledging the honour, bore testimony to the great ser-

vices rendered during the war by the Royal Army Medical
Corps and by many members of the medical profession.

Society of Chemical Industry.—A general meeting of the
Yorkshire section of this Sociely was held at the Town Hall,
Biadford. on Monday night, the Mayor (Aid. David Wade)-
presiding. The meeting was held for the purpose of select-

ing the date and making general arrangements for the annual
meeting of the Society, which is to be held this year in

Bradford. July 15 was decided upon, subject to the approval
of the General Council. Mr. J. B. Moorhouse was elected

treasurer, and INIr. W. M. Gardner secretary. The general
arrangements during the stay of the members in Bradford will

inclucle visits to the prominent seats of industry in the city

and neighbourhood, a pleasure excursion to Studley Royal, or

some other place to be decided upon, while the Chairman'
piou'ised to entertain the members on the evening of the first

day.

Wine Licences.—Licences for the sale of medicated wines-

have been granted to the following chemists and druggists :—

-

l\Ir. F. Beattie. Ashington, Northumberland ; Mr. C. Hare,
Liverpool Road. Birkdale ; Mr. A. Mander, Malvern; Mr.
Geo. Pattrick, Consett; Mr. John Gower, Llanelly ; Mr. J.

Wood. Ilkeston ; Mr. Wm. Lee. Castle Northwicli ; Mr. T.
Needham, Huddersfield ; Mr. W. G. Wallace, Howden ; Mr.
A. Wrigley, Leeds; Mr. E. M. Greensill, South Normanton
Mr. J, Sirnon. Chester; Mr. G. J. Kirkup, Newcastle, Staffs;'.^

Mr. J. Matson, Ramsbottom, Lanes. Applications for licences-
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-by the following chemists have been refused by the authori-

ties :—Messrs. Andrews and Russell, of Crewe ; Mr. W. Hol-
land, Nottingham ; Mr. R. Widdowson, Nottingham ; Mr. T.

Needham, Lindley; Mr. T. J. Oatley, Chorley. Licences

were also refused to the Leeds Co-operative Society's Drug
Stores, to Kitchen's Drug Stores, Hull; and to A. W. Holmes,
" druggist," Wigston, Leicestershire.

The First Chloroform Patient.—Dr. John Webb Watkins,
-said to be the first human being subjected to chloroform
under Sir James Y. Simpson, when experimenting with the

.iiew anaesthetic, has died suddenly at Newton-le-Willows,

Lancashire. He was a native of Towcester, graduated in

Lfniversity College, London, and obtained his M.D. in Edin-
Jburgh in 1856. It is said that one day in November, 1847,

Sir James Simpson and his then assistant. Dr. Matthews Dun-
can, were in the chemical laboratory of Professor Gregory at

Edinburgh University when Duncan got pos.session of every
liquid in the laboratory whicn he supposed "would breathe."
Of the four or five bottles, one was chloroform, which had
been suggested by Waldie, of Linlithgow, a chemist and
druggist. Duncan made trial of the chloroform on himself
and, being convinced that he had found the liquid he had
been in search of, reported to his chief. Either that night
-or the following, Sir James and his assistant, along with
Dr. Keith, experimented upon themselves, and with such
results as to lead to the announcement that Sir James had
discovered a valuable anaesthetic.

Twopenny Tube'Air.—The Pub'lic Health Committee of the
L.C.C. have caused eighty-eight samples of Central London
Railway air to be chemically examined, and twenty-four sam-
ples to be bacteriologically examined. The general result of
the chemist's examination shows that the quantity of carbon
dioxide was highest in the air of the carriages, the largest

quantity being 14-7 volumes in 10,000 volumes of air. and the
smallest quantity 9 6 volumes in 10,000 of air. Generally
about 78 per cent, of the samples collected contained more
"than twice as much carbonic acid as that found in outside air,

and 66 per cent, contained more than two and a-half times
as much. The chemist considers that samples of air taken
at any point on the railway should not contain more than
eight volumes of carbonic acid in 10,000 volumes of air—that
is, not more than twice the amount which is generally found
in tha streets. He suggests this standard of purity in view
of the fact that all the additional carbonic acid found in the
air of the tunnels has been produced by respiration, and is

therefore of a more objectionable character than that produced
by the combustion of fuel in the locomotives, or of gas or oil

for lighting purposes. The tube air does not compare un-
favourably with normal conditions as regards the micro-
organisms present.

Medicinal Plant Cultivation.—The Daily Tchyraph stated
that, " in answer to the request of a correspondent,
the Board of Agriculture applied to the Pharmaceutical
Society for an opinion on the subject of medicinal
plant cultivation, but the re.sult is hardly encouraging to
those wishful of embarking in the industry. Lavender,
which was introduced into England in the fourteenth centui-y,
»nd is now extensively grown at Mitcham and Hitchin. is said
to yield no profit at present prices. The foxglove, from which
digitalLs is obtained, is a biennial, and only the dried leaves
stripped from plants about to flower are of any use. Similarly,

henbane, from which hyoscyamus is extracted, appears to
possess medicinal properties when the .seeds are forming, the
first year's leaves being almost valueless. Like the foxglove,

deadly nightshade, from which belladonna is extracted, is

largely cultivated in Germany, where the labour for collecting

and drying is obtained more cheaply than in England. A
good yield is said to be about four tons to the acre, at £4 10s.

a ton. It is suggested that the demand for home-grown
aconite may possilsly increase. This drug is obtained from
monkshood, the plant whose root, "when the leaves and flowers

"have died, has sometimes been* mistaken for horseradish with

fatal results. Liquorice is extracted from an underground
stem grown in England, specially at Pontefract, in Yorkshire,

liut poppyheads are brought from North and Central India."

Science Scholarship Examinations at Oxford.—A conference
between a sub-committee of the Association of Public School
Science Masters and resident menibers of the University
interested in the teaching of natural science subjects has taken
place at Oxford. Mr. W. A. Shenstone, Clifton College, was
a member of the deputation. The propo,sals of the sub-committee
were that the science part of the examination should consist

of, first, papers and practical work in not more than six

subjects—physics, chemistry, geology, the natural history of
plants, zoology, and the elements of botany n.nd zoology—it

being understood that no candidate might take the elements
of botany and zoology if he took either the natural history of
plants or zoology. Of these six subjects candidates must not
offer more than two. The second recommendation was that
candidates who offered geology, the natural history of plants,

zoology, and the elements of botany and zoology, should be
required to take an elementary paper in physics, sisd chemistry.
The third recommendation was that candidates who took
physics should be required to take an elementary paper in

mathematics. It was agreed to approve of the recommenda-
tion of the deputation that there be two principal subjects of
natural science offered in scholarship examinations. A sug-
gestion was made that the subjects should be physics, che-
mistry, botany, zoology, and geology, but the meeting was
divided in opinion, the votes being equal, as to whether botany
and zoology should form one group or two. It was resolved
that, with the exception of candidates who take physics and
chemistry in the advanced part in the examination, an ele-

mentary paper in physics and chemistry should be required of
all candidates. It was further resolved that there should be
a limited practical examination in elementary physics and
chemistry, not confined to qualitative analysis.

Inter-Pharmacy Football League.—A smoking concert in

connection with the above League wiU be held on Thursday,
March 12, at " The Horns '

' Assembly Rooms, Kennington Road.
Mr. Michael Carteighe, has consented to take the chair, and
will present the Cup and medals to the winning team. This is

the first " Smoker " ever held in connection with the League,
but it is hoped that it may be an annual event, as it has been
felt for some time that the handsome Challenge Cup presented
to the League by Mr. Watson-Will ought to be handed over to

the winners in a more fitting manner than has been the case in

the past. The Committee of the League hope for the support
of all those interested in Pharmaceutical Football, and more
especially those "Old Boys" who have in the past competed
for the trophy. A good programme has been arranged, includ-

ing Mr. Sydney Gandy, and as the price of tickets has been
fixed at the low figure of Is., it will be seen that the League
intend to give good value for money. Tickets may be obtained
from the following representatives of the Clubs interested in

the League :
—" Square," Mr. B. Collett, 17, Bloomsbury

Square ;
" Metros," Mr. F. P. de Morgan, 160, Kennington Park

Road ;
" London," Mr. E. A. Webb, 323, Clapham Road

;

" Muters," Mr. H. Spencer, 325, Kennington Road ; or from
the Hon. Secretary of the League, Mr. W. B. Nelson, 323,

Clapham Road. The positions in the League to date are as

follows :

—

Team. Played. Won. Drawn. Uost. Points.

•I
... )

5 4 0 1 8
5 4 0 1 8

" Muters " 5 1 1 3 3
5 ,0 1 4 1

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. T. fl. Williams Idris has been selected as one of the

representatives of the London County Council on the new
Water Board.

Mr. D. T. Evans, chemist and druggist, of 1, High Street,

Margate, has been elected a member of the Committee of the
• Margate Chamber of Commerce for a term of three years.
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Mr. R. A. Robinson, according to the Times, will be no-

•iiiinated by tlie Conservative members of the London County
Council for the position of Deputy-Chairman on March 10.

Messrs. N. W. Robson and T. B. Rowell have purchased the

chemists' and druggists' business carried on at 15, Fore Street,

Hexham, by the late Mr. George Richardson, under the style

of Richardson and Co., and will continue the business under
the old style.

Mr. Sidney Smith, chemist and druggist, of 2, Cambridge
Oardens, and 1-c. Elphinstone Road, Hastings, announces that

he has purchased the prescription books connected with the

business lately carried on at Robertson Street, Hastings, by
Mr. Heaton, chemist and druggist.

Mr. Frank Norwood Lescher, one of the Auditors of the

Pharmaceutical Society, and Master of the Worshipful Com-
pany of Musicians, headed a deputation of the latter company
to the Prince of Wales on Thursday of last week and presented

to his Royal Highness, as President of King Edward's Hos-

pital Fund, a cheque for £866 2s., being a contribution from
'the company to the fund, derived from the sale of the

'Coronation jPrize March by Mr. Percy Godfrey.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. J and A. Churchill will shortly issue a new work on
the microscopical examination of foods and drugs, by Professor

Henry G. Greenish, Professor of Pharmaceutics to the Pharma-
ceutical Society.

Mr. J. E. Lockyer, wholesale chemist, 244 to 250, Evelyn
Street, Deptford, S.E., sends his new trade price-list of photogra-
phic chemicals and appliances. He is agent for the pharmaceu-
tical and chemical preparations of Mr. E. Merck, Darmstadt. Mr.
Lockyer's packed chemicals may be had weighed and packed in

bottles or parcels ready for sale to suit customers' requirements.

Messrs. Lorimer and Co., Limited, Britannia Row, Isling-

ton, N., have sent samples of their malt extract, and of malt
mth cod-liver oil. The firm has doubled its plant this season,

and also the sales for these lines. Both preparations are elegant
in appearance and pleasant to the taste, and are neatly put up
in cartons. It is stated that the malt extract is prepared in

vacuo below 120° F., a very important point.

Messrs. J. Wright and Co., Publishers, Bristol, send a
sheet of " operation nursing instructions," which it ig in-

tended should be given to the nurse in charge of the patient.

The instructions given apply both to the necessary prepara-

iiom before, and the care of the patient after, the operation.

The publisliers are prepared to supply the leaflets at the rate

of Is. per dozen or Ts. 6d. per 100, post free.

Messrs. Bratby and Hinchcliffe, Ltd., the well-known firm of

Aerated Water Engineers, of Manchester, Glasgow, London,
and Birmingham, have just issued their new Brewers' Catalogue
Ai Y," The catalogue is excellently got up, and contains
numerous particulars with illustrations of a number of

machines of different sizes for the manufacture of car-

bonated waters, together with bottle washing apparatus,
filtering appliances, and the like. Chemists who think of

buying a soda-water plant would do well to give attention
to the machines supplied by this firm.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

R. and T. J. Adams, Limited.—Tbi.s company was registered
on January 31. with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to carry on
the business of wholesale, retail, and manufacturing chemists,
druggists, drysalters, aerated water manufacturers, ammunition
manufacturers, varnish and colour makers, manufacturers of
isUEgical, photographic, and scientific apparatus, etc. No initial

public issue. Registered without articles of association.

British Botanical Association, Limited.^This company was
regietere<i on Februai-y 3, with 100 members, each liable for £1
in the event of winding up, to take over the portion of the
business of James Backhouse and Son, Limited, known as the
ScientiBc Department, carried on at Holgate, Yorkshire, and
to carry on tlie business of makers, producers, and merchants
of botanical and other scientific or microscopic specimens, educar
tional materials, and metals; as importers and purveyors of
tropical and other plants and specimens ; makers of and dealers
in lantern slides, contractors for fitting botanical museums, etc.

The first directors (to number not less than four nor more than
seven) are C. J. F. Atkinson, S. H. Davies, J. Backhouse, and
A. H. Bui-tt. Registered office, Botanical Laboratories, Hol-
gate, Yorkshire.

Yorkshire Chemical and Essence Company, Limited.—This
company was registered on Februaiy 10, with a capi-
tal of £1,000 in £1 shares, to cany on the business
of druggists, drysalters, makers of" and dealers in
chemicals, essences, drugs, and patent medicines, im-
porters of essential oils, mineral water manufacturers and
dealers, hop merchants and growers, malt factors, etc. No
initial public issue. The first directors (to number not less than
three nor more than seven) are T. Charlesworth (managing
director) and others to be appointed by the signatories. Quali-
fication, £5. Remuneration of managing director, £109 4s. per
annum. Registered office, 1, Carlton Street, Castleford, York-
pfiire.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re E. H. Hasselby, Chemist, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

The Official Receiver of the Brighton Bankruptcy Court
reports that he lias completed the realisation of the estate of

E. H. Hasselby, chemist and druggist, lately in businessi at
St. Leonards-on-Sea, Hastings. After meeting the preferential
claims and the costs, ihe is emabled to pay to the unsecured
ci>editors a first and final dividend of lOd. in the pound.

Re W. G. Lancaster, Chemist, Chesterfield.

The trustee (Mr. A. E. Mitchell, of 15a, Glumau Gate, Ches-
tei-field) under the failure of Wm. Geo. Lancaster, chemist and
druggist, of Marsden Street, and New Square, Chesterfield,

reports that he has completed the realisation of the estate,

which has yielded sufficient to pay a first and final dividend of

17s. in the pound, on the 17th inst.

Re John White, Chemist, Rotherham.

At Sheffield Bankruptcy Court, on Thursday, February 12,

1903, John White, chemist and druggist, Rothei'ham, was
represented by Mr. Kesteven. In reply to the Official Re-
ceiver, tlie debtor said he started at 97, Masborougb Street,

Rotherham, in 1880, and in 1895 he executed a deed of assign-

ment, under which his liabilities were £291 4s. 2d., and a divi-

dend of 5s. in the pound was paid. The estate was purchased
"by some friends, and for a time he caiTied it on as their mana-
ger. In June, 1901, he took to the business again. He had no
capital, but he took it at the price it cast his friends while it

was in their hands. They made no profit out of it. He attri-

buted his insolvency to want of capital, sickness in the home,
and keenness of competition. The examination was closed.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Douglas Hamilton Anderson and George Alexander, surgeons

and general medical practitioners, Barrow-in-Furness. Debts

will be received and paid by D. H. Anderson and G. Alexander.

Matthew Dobbs and Alexander Gordon Wilson, physicians

and surgeons, 8, West Terrace, The Leas, and at Lyell House,

Dover Road, Folkestone. Debts will be received and paid by

M. Dobbs, who will continue the business.

RECEIVING ORDER IN BANKRUPTCY.

George Perceval Adamson, Bachelor of Medicine, Birchfield

House, Birchfield Road, Handsworth.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and
list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procurmg patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.C., from whom any information on the subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

DEPHOSPHORISATION OF METALS AND METALLIC
MIXTURES. (No. 1.947, of 1902.)—H. J. Phillips, Church
House, Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire, and E. R. Blundstone, 14,

Great Smith Street, Westminster, S.W. Relates more especi-

ally to iron containing phosphorus, which may be in excess of

that which is admissible for what is known as the acid Besse-

mer process, and insufficient for what is known as the basic

Bessemer process, and consists primarily in the discovery that

such dephosphorisation can be accomplished by means of a

suitable carbide (particularly carbide of calcium) mixed with

the metal while in a molten state. In addition to the calcium'

carbide, any suitable flux may be employed, such as fluor spar,

calcium chl-oride, borax, carbonate of soda, etc., together

with any suitable oxide of alkali or alkaline earth metals, as

desired," such as lime, baryta, strontia. magnesia, soda, pot-

assa, etc., the proiwrtions of such materials to one another

ami to the metal depending on varying circumstances. The
dephosphorising mixture is placed hi the receptacle, and the

metal in a molten state is then run into same, and the whole

thoroughly sUrred. The result will be that the phosphorus

originally" contained in the metal will be removed therefrom,

and will pass into the liquid slag or flux, which will float on

the surface, and then can be easily removed by any suitable

means.
MASSAGE AND ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICAL APPARATUS.

(Xo. 2,201, of 1902. )~D. R. Paterson, Langham Mount, Lang-

ham Road, Bo-svden. Relates to the massage and electro-

therapeutical treatment of various" local diseases, and consists

of a rotary flagellator acting upon the surface of the skin.

The flagell'ating medium consists of a mixture of fine, flexible,

textile fibres, and fine, flexible, metallic spines, ada-pted to

be put in and out of connection with a suitable source of

electric supply. The flagellator may be mounted in a similar

manner to the rotai-y brashes used by barbers, and driven by

an electro-motor in any suitable way. The electric current is

supplied by way of a handle, or handles, or other suitable

part In "connection with the current supply, controlling

means are ehiployed, by which the strength of same may be

reoulated.

COMPOUNDS OF PHOSPHORUS AND SULPHUR AND
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING SAME. (No, 3,045, of 1902,)

—E W, Wheelwright, Greenhohne. Acock's Green, Birming-

ham, When phosphorus is added to sulphur, or mixtures of

these substances are heated at temperatures not below 165° C.,

they combine to form sulphides of phosphonis, Sesqui-sulphide

of phosphorus P4S3 may be prepared by adding phosphorus t*

'sulphur in the proportions indicated by the above formula. It,

however a greater proportion of white phosphorus than that

required to form sesqui-sulphide of phosphorus is used, products

are obtained of colours fro.n pale orange to rich crimson, accord-

ing to the quantity of phosphorus used, and this invention

relates to such compounds and the method of manufacturing

same. Processes are described whereby compounds of phos-

phorus and sulphur are heated and mixed together in propor-

tions in which white phosphorus is present in greater quantity

than is requisite for producing sesqui-sulphide of phosphorus

and afterwards extracting sesqui-sulphide of phosphorus there-

from by treating the mixture with a solvent therefor and then

recovering the sesqui-sulphide of phosphorus from its solution by
evaporation.
PROCESSES FOR PRODUCING ACETYL-DERIVATES OF

CELLULOSE AND 0XY-CELLUL08E. (No. 4,886, of 1902.)—

L. Landsberg, 5, Treustrasse, Nuremberg. Germany. Relates

to a process by which aoetyl-derivates of cellulose and oxy-

oellulose are easily produced. For example, hydro-

ceUulose which has b"een perfectly freed from sulphuric acid is

treated with a three to four ' fold quantity of acetic acid

anhydride to which 1 per cent, of anhydrous ortho-phosphorio
acid is added. The mass is then heated in the water bath with
constant .stirring, i.«o long as its consistency jjermits, to form
40° to 50° C, and the result is a tough gelatinous product.

When the reaction is complete the acetylised compound ia

.separated off by the addition of water, washed and dried. It

dissolves e;isily in chloroform, and after the evaporation of the

solvent, remains behind in the form of a transparent plastic

mass. If desired, pjTO-phosphoric acid may be employed in the

place of ortho-phosphoric acid. In producing acetyl-derivates of

oxy-cellulose, to the initial m^aterial is added three or four parts

by weight of acetic acid anhj'dride, to which approximatelj- ^ to

1 i>er cent, of concentrated .sulphuric acid is added, and the mass
is heated and stirred, washed and dried, etc., as before.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS. (No. 4,998, of 1902.)—G. A.

Simmons, 14, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell, E,C, Relates to

-clinical thermometers in which one or two constrictions are

formed in the bore for the purj^ose of obtaining what is known
as an "indestructible indication." Consists of an improved
formation of the chamber in wihich the constriction is made to

enable two constrictions to be formed in the .'ame clianiber,

thereby emibling a thicker colunm of mercury to be used while

retaining the desired speed of indication. According to thia

invention, the chamber is fomied of a triangular, conical or

other shape, which has at least one straiuht side, insti-ad of

elliptical or eye-shapedl as heretofore, which coincides with

the bore. Said straight side is subjected to heat in the usual

manner, whereby said side is sucked in towards the walls of

the chamber and foiins two constrictions, one at each side of

the chamber, with an intei-mediate small chamber, Ihis d<mble

constriction is caused by the fact that the faoe or straight side

of the chamber is of insufficient length to more than bridge

across from side to side of the triangular, conical, or otiher

i-haped chamber.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the aVove patents must be

filed at the Patent Office on or before March 21, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" MELANOGEN " ("Melano" disclaimed) for chemical sub-

stances used in manufactures, etc., by Farbwerke vorm. Meis-

ter, Lucius, and Briining, Hoechst a/Main, Germany, 250,152.

'^'MURALINe" ("Mural"' disclaimed) for chemical sub-

stances used in manufactures, etc., by W. Carson and Sons,

Grove Works. Lombard Road, Battersea, S.W, 251,397.
" CINNASALVOLENE " for chemical substances used for

agricultural and horticultural purposes, by F. Ashby. 47, Mark
Lane, E.G. 251.265.

'"CINNASALVOLENE" for chemical substances used in

medicine, by F. Ashby. 47, Mark Lane, E.C, 251,266.

"QUEENALINE" ("Queen" disclaimed) for ointment and

pills, by M. J, Pease, trading as Edgar and Co., 109, Queen's

Road. Bayswater, W, 246,284,
" LAWTON'S BLACK SALVE " label for a medicinal salve,

by P, Walker, 14, Monk Street, Wakefield, 250,274,

"ferroleum" label for a medicinal preparation, by the

Ferrolenm Co,, 86, Clerkenwell Road, E,C. 248,957.
" VIROL " for chemical substances for use in medicine, etc.,

by Virol, Limited, 152-166, Old Street, E,C, 251,002.

"GONNOLS" for an ointment for human use, by The

Science Development Co., Limited, 43, Monkwell Street,

E.C. 251,066.

"GONNOLINe" for an ointment for human use, by The

Science Development Co., Limited. 43, Monkwell Street, E.C.

251,402.
" SACCORA " for an internal remedy for dyspepsia, by J,

Birch, 37 and 39, Frederick Street, Rotherham. 251,088.

"VITALOIDS" ("Vital" disclaimed) for a medicinal pre-

paration, by T. Kerfoot and Co., Bardsley Vale Mills, Ashton-

under-Lyne. Lanes. No. 251,186.

"laxatine" ("Laxa" disclaimed) for chemical substances

used in medicine, by G. B. Loeffler, 83, Upper Thames Street,

E.C. 251.379.
" SUGONUM " for a chemical base for ointments, by Gale

and Co., 15. Bouverie Street, E.C. 251,462.
" ELIXOID " for chemical substances used in medicine, etc.,

by H. S. Wellcome, trading as Burroughs, Wellcome and Co.,

Snow Hill Buildings, E.C. 251,718.

Note.—Oppositions to the registration of above Trade Mark applications

i must be filed at the Patent Office on or before March 18, 190J.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, February 19, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals has again been by no means
active during past week ; at same time, the fact cannot be

overlooked that, as a whole, people are becoming somewhat
more sanguine as to the future course of trade. Cod Liver Oil

oontiBues to move upwards. Quinine is firmer in the specula-

tive market. Opium is tending higher, while Morphine is also,

at least, firmer in sympathy. We give below current quotations

for some articles of interest :
—

ACID BORACIC—Unchanged at 22s. per cwt. for crystals and
24s. for powder.
ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but steady, on basis of 5jd. to 6d.

for 35° ice crystal, in large bulk packing.
ACID CITRIC—Is very firm at Is. per oz. for crystals in 5 cwt.

casks, makers being unwUliiig to book contracts for forward
djeKvery.

ACID TARTARIC—Very firm at Is. to Is. O^d. per lb. for

English and ll^d. to ll|d. per lb. for foreign.

ASHES— Dearer. Pots: Montreal 29s., New York 28s.;

pearls 40s.

BORAX.—Crystals are still quoted 15s. per cwt., and powder
14s.

BROMIDES—Firm at lat." English makers' prices.

CINCHONA BARK.—The shipments for whole of last month
from Java, aft«r having been advised at a very moderate figure,

were afterward<s, as a correction, very t<angibly increased to

nearly a millions lbs. English, but were afterward,s again cor-

rected to the original much more moderate figure. For first

half of the present month the shipments of Cinchona Bark from
Java are advised as about 330.000 lbs. Dutch, which again
shows a decided falling off.

CODEINE—Steady at late reduction to 10s. per oz. for the
pure alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL.—1902 Norwegian Oil is any price between
250s. and 300s. per barrel, while new oil, for later delivery, as
the fish have apparently yet to be caught, is quoted 275s". It
may be confidently assiuned that present famine prices cannot
fail to .sensib'.y check consumption.
COPPER s'uLPHATE—Veiy firm, in sympathy with the

metal, at 21s. to 23s. 6d. per cwt.
CREAM OF TARTAR—Quiet, but steady, at 75s. per cwt.

for first white crystals, on the spot.

GLYCERIN.—Best white odourless, double-distilled, chemic-
ally pure 1260 s.g., in tins and cases, is unchanged at 69s.

per cwt.

JAPAN WAX.—Business has been done for New York at 58s.
c.f. and i., but the arrival price to-day comes 59s. 6d. c.f.

and i. Good squares on the .spot are quoted 60s. per cwt
MERCURIALS—Are steady at undianged prices.

MORPHINE—Is firm> in sympathy with opium, with but few
sellers at late low rates ; quotation is nominally unchanged at
4s. per oz. for the Hydrochlorate Powder and 2d. per oz. more
for the Crystalline Salt.

NITRATE OF SODA.—On the spot Refined £9 7s. 6d., ordi-
nary £9 6s. 3d.

OILS (fixed) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil has been dull and
fully 5s. lower, closing steady at the decline. London spot
pices £25 5s. to £25 10s., barrels £25 10s., month £25. March-
April £23 7s. 6d. accepted, May-August £22 7s. 6d. accepted,
Septemiier-December £21 15s. Hull naked spot £24 15s.,
month £24 7s. 6d., March-.\pril £22 5s., May-August
£21 7s. 6d. Rape Oil quiet. Ordinary Brown on the spot
barrels £22 15s. March-April £22 iSs. English Refined
spot £24. Ravison spot £20 15s., March-April £20 15s.
naked. Cotton Oil steady. London crude spot £21 5s. to
£21 7s. 6d., March-April £21 7s. 6d. Refined spot £22 10s.
to £23 15s. Hull naked Refined spot £20 10s., March-April
£20 15s., May-August £21. Crude spot £19 7s. 6d., March-
April £19 15s., May-August £20. Olive Oil.—Mogador £31,
^panish £31 to £33, Levant £31. Cocoanut Oil is firmer for
Ceylon, but quiet for Cochin. Ceylon .spot £28, February-
March £25 7s. 6d. c. i. f., March-May £25 5s. c. i. f., Apnl-

^- ^- Cochin spot £35, February-April

fnnf Iqb ^''t> V '
J-V

'^arch-May £26 lOs. c. i. f. Mauritius
spot ±,.i8. Palm Oil.-^agos on the spot quoted £28. Castor
UU firm. Belgian firsts January-June, £22 10s., seconds £20.

Barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2-^- per cent, discount. Hull
made.—(Prompt March-June or July-October delivery) Firsts

£22 10s. per ton, Seconds £20 per ton. Barrels included, de-

livered tree ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating
Oil.—Pale American spot quoted £6 to £7 5s., Black £5 15s.

to £6. Russian Black £5 5s. to £5 10s., pale £6 15s. to £7.
Turpentine very firm for near positions. American spot 43s.

4id. to 43s. 5d., March-April 43s. 10|d.. May-June 41s. 3d.,

May-August 39s. 3d.. July-December 37s. 3d., September-
December 37s. 3d. French spot 43s. Petroleum Oil dull.

Russian spot 4^d. to 4|d. American spot 5.(d. to 5gd., Water
White 7^d. to 7|d. Refined Roumanian spot importers quote
45d. to 4|d., and second hands '^d. Petroleum Spirit.

—

American ordinary 7d., deodorised 7|d. to S^d.
OPIUM—Is dearer. In Smyrnas an advance has taken place

of 6d. to 8d. per lb., according to quality, and of 8d. to lOd. per
lb. in Salonica. Here most holders have taken their stocks oft'

the market at former limits, expecting shortly to be able to

obtain better prices.

PHENACETIN—Is weak at 3.s. 3d. to, 3s. 6d. per lb. for

crystals or powder, according to quantity and make, for large

bulk paper packing.
QUININE.—Agents for B&S and Brunswick brands still quote

Is. l^d. i>er oz. for 1,000-oz. lots in lOO-oz. tins ; while the
speculative market has hardened, and it is reported that Is. Ofd.
has been paid for these brands on the spot and Is. 0|d. per oz.

for May delivery.

RESIN.—Common strained spot 6s., ex-wharf 5s. 7j^d.,

!March-May and April June sailer, ex-ship conditions.

SPICES.—Cloves : 20 bales Zanzibar sold, good bright at

3|d. to 4d. ; also 5 c-ises Penang unpicked darkish at &^d.

Ginger : Cochin mostly bought in, good medium brown Calicut
rough at 45s. Of Jamaica., 52 baiTcls sold, good ordinary to

middling bright at 38s. 6d. to 42s. 6d. Black Pepper : 37 bags
Singapore sold at 5|d. ; also 20 bass Wynaad at b{d. White
Pepper : 70 bags Singapore sold at 9^d. ; also 144 bags Penang
at 8|d. Chilies : 120 bags Japan sold, bold bright dark red at

26s. ; also 109 bags Zanzibar character, good bright red at 31s.

Cassia Lignea : 130 cases Ceylon sold, ordinary filse-packed at
39s. to 39s. 6d. Pimento : Of 322 bag.s- only 49 sold, good small
at 2|d.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Quiet. Grav 24 per cent.

London prnmirt. £12 10s, ; Hull prompt, "£12 8s. 9d. to
£12 10s.; Leith prompt. £12 12s. 6a.; Beckton, Feb.-Apl.,
£12 15s. ; Beckton terms prompt, £12 10s.

SULPHONAL—Continues to be oft'ered at very low prices
down to 4s. 3d. per lb., crystals or powder, for quantity .and in

bulk paper packing.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day"s Drug Auctions, which were comparatively very
small, consisting, a.s is usual, only of later arrivals which had not
previously been offered in public sale, passed off, as a whole,
extremely well. Areca Nuts, which have been scarce, sold at
20s. per cwt. for 38 bales good sound nuts. Cardamoms were
fairly steady, good bold selling at 2s. 8d. per lb., fair boldish
pale at 2s. Id. down to Is. 5d. and Is. for medium and small.
Seeds fetched Is. 3d. to Is. 5d. per lb., one large lot being
held for Is. 6d., which showed a somewhat firmer market. Gimi
Benzoin was steady at £6 17s. 6d. to £7 7s. 6d. per cwt. for
medium ^Sumatra seconds. Dra,oon's Blood sold at £7 17s. 6d.
per cwt. for dullish lump, fair bright ditto being held for £9 10s.
Rhubarb, small to medium high dried, was held for 8d. per lb.,

fiood bold round Canton for Is. 9d., second size selling at Is. 7d.
Ipecacuanha: Rio sold at from 5s. 9d. to 6s. 2d. per lb., some
small bags of Carthagena selling at 3s. lOd., which is, however,
below current value. Aloes : Curaooa sold without reserve at
16s. to 22s. per cwt., good Socotrine in kegs at 72s. 6d., fairly
hard Zanzibar in tins at 65s. Guaza has been sold privately
during the week at 3s. 6d. per lb. Sarsaparilla: Medium to fair
Lima sold at Is. to Is. Id. per cwt. Menthol crystals,
Kobayashi brand, sold without reserve at 20s. 9d. to 21s. 6d. per
lb. Dementholised Jajjan Peppermint Oil, also without reserve,
at 7s. lid. to 8s. per lb. for Kobayashi, and at 7s. 6d. for
Yazawa. Calumba Root : 15 bags fair sorts, part wormy, with
some stem, sold at 13s. per cwt. Jalap: 6 bales of hardly fair
riuality sold without resen^e at 5^d. Hyoscyamus Stalks' from
Alexandria, said to contain 1 per cent, of Hyoscvamine, were
held for 25s. per cwt.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulse
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the soUds are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Sale of Seeds (R. K. S.—85/25).—There is nothing in the
draft to which exception could reasonably be taken.

Artificial Shellac (J. C. H —85/14).—All we know about it is

that the substance is the subject of a German patent.

Unstamped Proprietary (W. L. M.—85/15).—A stamp must
be affixed at the time of sale in such a case as you mention.

Whiskey (S. E. A.—85/8).—What Squire says on the subject is

correct. Why not satisfy yourself on the point by tasting

both kinds ?

Flushing (S. E. A.—85/7).—It is probably due to indigestion,

and the application of suitable remedies may prevent it by
removing the cause.

Dispensing Pills (C. J. R. P.—85/22).- Use kaolin ointment
as an excipient, as recommended in ' The Art of Dispensing

'

and the ' Extra Pharmacopoeia.'

Preliminary Examination (E. 0.—180/8.)—No proposal to

abolish Latin as a compulsory subject has been made, or is

likely to be entertained at present.

College of Preceptors' Examination (S. E. A.—85/9).—We
should say it is not likely to be altered at present ; but why not

write to the Secretary of the College and inquire ?

Emulsifier (F. G. T.—85/24) —It is not on the market, l^ut

Mr. Langford Moore will doubtless inform you where it caii be

made, if you write to him at St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

London.

Inhalation (S. H.—85/10).— Place the magnesium carbonate

in a mortar, and triturate with the terebene and spirit. Pre-

sumably the patient has been instructed to add water, and the

object of the light magnesium carbonate is to suspend the

terebene in that liquid.

Dental Journals (0. J. R. P.—85/22).—The British Journal

of Dental Science, published by J. P. Segg and Co., 289, Regent

Street, W., and the Journal of the British Dental Association,

published by Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 8, Henrietta Street,

Strand, W.C

Ointment (C. P.—85/18).—It is certainly not Unguentum
BelladonnEe of the 1885 B.P., but it may be an ointment of the

same or similar strength, made from the green extract. It will

be difficult to test it, and your simplest plan will be to make a

little of the ointment as suggested.

Dentistry in South Africa (C. E. F. -85/23).—It is necessary

to be legally qualified, and we doubt if an unqualified person

would be allowed to practise. Apply to the Crown Agents for

the Colonies and Protectorates, Downing Street, London, S.W.,

for further particulars.

Bacilli (J. W.—85/21).—The names of the bacilli are not

correctly spelt in your letter, and we are, therefore, in doubt as

to what organisms you actually mean. The Bacillus enteritidis

occurs in cases of choleraic diarrhoea, while B. aaprogenes takea
part in processes of putrefactive decomposition. Consult Prank-
land's ' Micro-Organisms in Water ' (Longtaans).

BIRTH.

Austen.—On Monday, February 16, at 20, Dover Road,
Sheffield, to Mr. and Mrs. John Austen, a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

Bolton—Budd.—On February 4, 1903, at St. Michael'R
Church, Bowes Park, by the Rev. A. C. Almack, J. H. Percival

Bolton, M.P.S., Winchmore Hill, eldest son of J. H. Bolton,
Chemist and Dentist, Southgate, to Ella Maud Budd, eldest

daughter of J. P. Budd, of Bowes.
Owen—Smith.—On Wednesday, February 4, 1903, at Eccles-

hill Congregational Church, William Hibbert Owen, M.P.S., of

Middleton, Lanes., to Mary, second daughter of Jonas Smith, of

Stonehall House, Eccleshill.

DEATHS.

Calvert.— On January 26, Robert Calvert, Pharmaceutical
Chemist, Stokesley. Aged 54.

Clapham.- On January 18, Charles Frederick, the only son
of F. G. and A. Clapham, Medical Hall, Greenpoint, Cape Town.
Aged 4 years and 4 months.

Corrie.—At 11, St. Mary's Street, Bedford, on February 14,

1903, Isabella Ann Corrie, Chemist and Druggist, widow of

Charles Corrie, Chemist. Aged 83 years.

Seaton.—On Friday, February 13, 1903, at Pearson Park,

Hull, Alderman John Love Seaton, J.P., Pharmaceutical
Chemist. Aged 82. Alderman Seaton, in his early days, was
in active business as a chemist, but later in life he founded and
developed the successful business of J. L. Seaton and Co., oil

refiners, Hull. In 1889 he retired from business, since which
he practically gave the whole of his time to the municipal life

of the town. For thirty years he had been an Alderman, and
was Mayor of Hull in 1873-4. Alderman Seaton had filled

almost every public position of honour and dignity in the town.
He was a member of the Pharmaceutical Society.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

AlJ:. CoMMnNICATIONS TOR THE ' PhAKMACEUTICAI. JoURNAl ' mUSt be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the currenc week's issue, should reach th*
OfiSce not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,.
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' OfBce, 8, Serle-

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that
they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, an*
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.
Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size»

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.
Names and Formula should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used

to commence generic but not specific names.
Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate witlti the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

IiBTTERS, NESVSPAPERS, QUBRIBS, and other COM*
BIUTIICATIONS liave been received from Messrs. Atkins

Baldwin, Bellamy, Bennett, Boorne, Bottle, Braithwaite, Branson, Car-

penter, CoUey, Cowie, Cox, Cruickshank, Dolbear, Drewitt, Dunlop, Ewell,

Fauley, Gibson, Giflord, Hadfield, Harrison, Hart, Heap, Henry, Hill, Jack-

son, Jones, Kirkby, Lang, Lyon, MacEwan, McLean, Matthews, Maysqn,

Mumford, Napier, Nelson, Owen, Polgneen, Pretty, Priestley, Reid,

Reynolds, Rigby, Saunders, Scott, Spencer, Stamp, Stedman, Turner.

Tyrer, Umney, Walker, Wallis, Wass, Watt, White, Wills.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

,emon Juice.

K. Parnsteiner contributes an article of considerable length

n the examination of lemon juice, dealing with the methods

mployed, the composition of the juice, the influence of fer-

lentation, keeping, etc., and the composition of adulterated

pecimens. The article cannot be profitably abstracted.

—

'eitscr. f. Unters. der Nahrungs. zmd Qenussm,, 6, 1.

ialsam of Peru.

Balsam of Peru is generally considered to possess well-marked

ntiseptic properties. M. Piorkowski has tested it and found

bat even as much as 20 per cent, of the balsam produces but

ttle effect. Cinnamein and styracin, which are constituents

f the balsam, are only slightly more effective. In fact, such

ntiseptic properties as the balsam possesses are to be attributed

0 the cinnamio acid it contains, and its therapeutic value is

aainly due to the effective protective covering it afiords for

irounds.

—

Ber. d. d. Pharm. Oes., 12, 386.

iDierican Peppermint Oil.

During the past few months there has been a considerable

ncrease in the price of peppermint oil, and E. J. Parry

tates that adulteration of the oil has also increased to an

normous extent. He directs attention to figures representing

amples analysed in the ordinary course, and all representing

leliveries against contracts for pure oil. The specific gravity

if the oils varied from 0 880 to 0 904, and the optical rotation

rom -9° to -14°, while all the samples were insoluble in

,en volumes of 70 per cent, alcohol. The B.P. specific gravity

s 0-900 to 0-920, and solubility 1 in 4 of 70 per cent, alcohol.

Slot one of the samples examined dissolved in three volumes of

)0 per cent, alcohol, and not one separated any menthol when

;ooled to -WC. with the addition of a few crystals of pure

nenthol.—C. and D., 61, 948.

Liquid Antiseptic Soap.

The chief objection to the use of liquid ether soap- by

surgeons is the dry and hard state which the ether induces in

the skin. P. Antoine now publishes a formula for a liquid

antiseptic soap prepared without ether, which, it is claimed,

leaves the skin soft after use. He makes his soap by adding

caustic potash (50 Gm.) in strong aqueous solution to a slight

excess of almond oil (200 Gm.) and glycerin (100 Gm.), after-

wards incorporating 700 C.c. of distilled water by digesting on

a water-bath at 60°-70° C. for twenty-four to thirty-six hours.

.\ thin layer of unsaponified oil, which floats on the surface, is

carefully removed, the lower portion being a thick jelly, and

containing all the stearic acid]as potassium stearate, and most

of the oleic acid as oleate ; 900 Gm. of the soap as thus pre-

pared is digested with 100 Gm. of alcohol (in which may be

iissclved an antiseptic, such as /3-naphthol, or any desired

essences) for some hours at a temperature of 60° C. After

standing for some days minute crystals of potassium stearate

;eparate out and may be removed by filtration, the product

being perfectly clear, liquid, and homogeneous ( Union Pliarm.,

»4, 52). It is to be noted, however, that a liquid soap used for

mrgical purposes should have penetrating properties, and in this

•espect Antoine's preparation must of necessity be greatly

aferior to that described by E. White (P.J. [4] , 9, 296). It is

lifficult, again, to see where is the advantage of using almond
y\\ and glycerin instead of oleic acid.

Vol. 70. (Poubth Sebies, Voi-. 16.) No. 1705.

Theory of Plant-structure.

Potoni6 has published an explanatory account of his pericaulom

theory of the structure of plants. The plant is conceived of as

primarily originating from a dichotomising thallus, which, by
unequal development of the two limbs, gradually becomes a
sympodium. The leafy part seems to be formed as the outward

prolongations of the terminations of the dichotomising arms.

He concludes that in the highest plants the pith is to be

regarded as the " urachse," the peripheral tissues belonging to

the "pericaulom."—Through NaHire, 67, 351.

Liquid Sulphur Dioxide.

According to recent investigations, liquid sulphur dioxide is a

solvent in which a large number of substances, organic and

inorganic, are readily soluble. Prom experiments of Walden and

Centnerszwer, it appears that sulphur dioxide forms complex

compounds with many of these substances. Prom solutions of

potassium iodide in liquid sulphur dioxide, they have obtained

a crystalline compound of the formula KI-4S0.2, which melts at

+0°-26 C. Similar compounds are in all probability formed by

other salts, and the name of " sulphones " is ascribed to this

class of bodies.

—

Zeits. fur Phys. Chein., through Nature, 67,

352.

Amorphous Sulphur.

Alexander Smith and W. B. Holmes have discussed the

nature of amorphous sulphur. This so-called amorphous sul-

phur is formed when liquid sulphur is maintained in the

modern condition for some time, and its amount increases as

the temperature is raised. A method of determining the

proportion of amorphous sulphur in the liquid variety has

been worked out which depends essentially on the great differ-

ence in solubility of the iwo forms in carbon bisulphide. From
parallel determinations of the proportion of amorphous sulphur

and of the freezing point of the melt, it is shown that the

lowering of the freezing point below 119° -25 C. is proportiona

to the quantity of the dissolved amorphous sulphur. The mole-

cule of the latter in the solution of the soluble liquid form is

found to be represented by the formula S^.

—

Zeits. filr Phys.

Chem., through Nature, 67, 352.

Titanium Chloride as Reducing Agent.

A new reducing agent which promises to be of considerable

service is described by E. Knecht. Prom the analogy between

titanium and tin, it appeared likely that the chloride of titanium

on reduction would give a lower chloride TiOl^, analogous to

stannous chloride. The reduction of the acid solution of the

tetrachloride of titanium, however, produced the trichloride

already known instead of the expected diehloride, but this, on

examination, proved to possess remarkable reducing properties.

Whilst applicable to reduction in a similar manner to stannous

chloride, titanium trichloride is more powerful. Copper

salts can be reduced to metallic copper
;

sulphites may be

quantitatively reduced to hyposulphites, or, if the action be

pushed, sulphur is produced. By careful neutralisation with

soda, the titanium can be completely removed as the hydrated

oxide. The behaviour of titanium trichloride towards organic

substances is also of interest ; nitro-bodies are reduced

immediately to amines, and in the case of substances containing

more than one nitro group, the partial reduction is readily

effected. Azo-bodies are attacked so sharply that they may be

quantitatively estimated, and other reactions are given showing

the wide range of applicability of this reagent.

—

Berichte,

through Nature, 67, 352.

E
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Digestibility of Milk Constituents.

F. W. TunnicliSe has attempted to determine the digesti-

hility of the casein of various milks, natural and artificial. The
preliminary curdling, due to the acid and rennet, which occurs

in digestion influences the result by the fineness of the precipi-

tate. The precipitate of cow's milk thus produced is much
coarser than that of human milk. An attempt was made to

imitate natural digestion by first digesting a measured amount
of milk with acid and pepsin for one hour, then filtering and
digesting with pancreatin in an alkaline solution for three

hours. By this method human milk was found to be far more
digestible than cow's milk, or patent milk foods, some of the

latter being found to be even less digestible than cow's milk, i

The percentage of the whole found to be digested by this treat-

ment was, of human milk, 75-46 per cent. ; of cow's milk, 47-44

per cent., and of one of the dearest of the patent milks (labelled

"human milk") only 36 per cent.—Jovrn. of Hygiene, II,'

4, 1902

Adulterated Citronella Oil.

E. J. Parry and C. T. Bennett find that Schimmel's test

for the purity of citronella oil, though well adapted for the

detection of fatty oils or petroleum spirit, will not serve to

detect adulteration with small proportions of well-purified resin-

spirit. They have found that a mixture of 15 parts of a fairly

pure resin spirit with 85 parts of pure citronella oil has physical

characters similar to those of certain abnormal citronella oils

recently found on the market.

—

Chem. and r)riig., ez, 88.

Germination of Seeds.

The following experiments in germination, carried out by

M. P. Maze, afford matter for consideration. Fresh seeds,

namely, peas taken out of pods which had just ripened, and
fruits from maize cobs were sterilised, then sown in test tubes

containing distilled water, and the tubes were plugged to

prevent the entrance of bacteria or fungi. The peas failed to

grow at all, or in some cases the radicles did not manage to

emerge through the testa, but forced themselves in between the

cotyledons. The maize germinated but slowly. Other seeds

and fruits were then desiccated by placing them on sulphuric

acid for two or three days. The result was that in the case of

the maize germination proceeded rapidly, while the peas

showed normal growth and development. Whether the acid

acts as a stimulus or whether it is simply equivalent to desic-

cation, and whether desiccation is the teleological factor is not

discussed, nor is explanation of the experiments offered by the

author.

—

Comptes rend., 1 35, 1,130.

Photosynthesis Outside the Plant.

The suggestion that photosynthesis might be due to a ferment

action was postulated by Barauetzky. Not until two years ago

was any experiment forthcoming which lent support to this

theory, when Friedel announced that he was able to bring about

a disengagement of O without the intervention of living proto-

plasm. This experiment received no confirmation till L.

Macchiati demonstrated his experiments in Italy. He claims

to have obtained from dried leaves a powder containing the

chlorophyll pigments in an unaltered condition. From this

powder the enzyme can be removed, and a glycerin extract is

prepared. It is also possible to extract the ferment by another

process. The glycerin extract containing the green substance

fails to cause the disengagement of O till a small amount of the

ferment is added to it ; then O is formed -svith a corresponding

production of formic aldehyde. So that, according to these

experimenters, photosynthesis is due to a ferment, and the role of

the chlorophyll is to act as a peculiarly sensitive agent

—

Comptes

rend., 135, 1128.

New Film-Dressing for Wounds.
P. T. B. Beale has recorded the results of a year's experienco

in the use of thin films of " velvril," a substance used in

various trades for different purposes, as a dressing for wounds.

This substance is a cellulose derivative, and when in the form

of a film is transparent, slightly yellow in colour, absolutely

impermeable to all gases and fluids, tough, elastic, and durable.

It can easily be sterilised by any of the ordinary methods, and

can be immersed in boiling water for a long time without

undergoing any permanent change. It can also be easily dis-

solved in acetone, and the solution is quite unirritating even

when in contact with a freshly made wound. Beale has

found its use uniformly successful, all acute inflammatory con-

ditions seeming to abate rapidly under the influence of the

substance.

—

Lancet, 164, iii., 167.

Varieties of Cola Seeds.

Considerable attention has lately been paid to the botanical

sources of the several varieties of cola seeds that are known.

Schumann has pointed out that the cola seeds, with two largs

cotyledons, such as are met with in commerce and prized as the

best, are not derived from Cola acuminata, but from a distinct

species which he named C. vera. Warburg has now examined

specimens of cola trees from Ashanti and from Kpandu. In the

former case he finds slight difference in the floral envelopes

and in the andraecium, which indicates that it is possibly a new

species or variety of C. vera. As the andrsecium is lobed, he

proposes the name C. siiblobata for it. The Kpandu cola tres

possesses a stellate audrpecium borne upon a slender stalk, and

for this x'lant the name C. astrophora is put forward. Both of

these trees yield seeds with two large cotyledons.

—

Tropenpjl.t

through Apo'.. Ztg., 18, 35.

Quantitative Separation of Strychnine and Brucine.

Keller's method for the separation of these two alkaloids

consists in dissolving the mixture in 10 per cent, sulphuric acid,

adding 1/10 the volume of nitric acid (sp. g. 1-42) and digesting

for one hour and a-half. The mixture is then made alkaline

with ammonia and shaken out with ether-chloroform to

separate the strychnine, the brucine having been converted into

non-basic bodies by the action of the mixed acids. H. M.

Sordin has tried this method on known mixtures of pure

strychiiine and brucine, and finds that he can recover only

96 per cent, of the added strychnine. A number of experiments

are given which show that this loss is due to the action of the

nitric acid on the strychnine, but if weaker acid be used and a

shorter digestion allowed, then the results obtained are satis-

factory and within the limits of experimental error. The

author also recommends the use of soda in place of ammonia

for alkalising the acid mixture, since the strychnine extracted is

much purer and cleaner than when ammonia is employed;

also the use of chloroform in place of ether- chloroform, the

latter fluid always dissolving more of the aqueous fluid with

traces of alkali which remain in the alkaloidal residue after its

evaporation. The following method is recommended as giving

good results :—Dissolve 0-2-0-3 of the alkaloidal mixture in

15 C.c. of 3 per cent, sulphuric acid on a water-bath, add 3 C.c.

of a previously prepared and cooled mixture of equal parts

nitric acid (sp. g. 1-42) and water, and allow to stand exactly

ten minutes. Make the liquid strongly alkaline with caustic

soda, and shake with three successive portions of chloroform.

Filter the chloroform, and evaporate in a tared vessel. The

author recommends Bird's suggestion to add a little amyl

alcohol to prevent decrepitation and consequent loss of strych-

nine, the residue being dried at 135-140'' C. To avoid the

necessity for the prolonged drying, the residue may be titrated

with N/40 acid, using hsematoxylin as indicator.—Jrc/;i«'.

d. Pliarm., 240, 641.
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E ALKALOIDAL ASSAY OF CERTAIN POTENT DRUGS AND

THEIR GALENICAL PREPARATIONS.'

BY H. BECKDBTS.

Professor Beckurts has recently contributed to the Apotheker

itung a series of assays of drugs and their preparations that

re been carried out in his laboratory in Brunswick. The
ays were made by various methods, which may thus be com-
ed with one another, the final determinations of the alkaloid

ng, in accordance with the German Pharmacopoeia, volu-

tric. As indicator iodeosin is used, as suggested by Schmidt
1 Partheil, with the exception of cinchona alkaloids, for

ich hgematoxylin is recommended, iodeosin not answering
i purpose in this case.f

Aconite Herb.

a) Extraction of the Drttg by Redwood: s Metlwd ; Alkaloids

dken out with Chloroform.l—Twenty Gm. of dried and
wdered herb are extracted in a Soxhlet for three hours with
to 60 C.c. of a mixture of equal volumes of absolute alcohol

J chloroform, the alkaloid transferred to dilute sulphuric acid
i thence, after liberation with ammonia, to chloroform,
e chloroformic solution is evaporated to dryness and tbe
idue titrated.

Results :— (1) 0-375
; (2) 0-3882 per cent, of alkaloid.

[^>) Extraction as Above; Alkaloids Shaken 02it with Ether-
Imofomt (Schweissinger-Sarnoiu).— The method is similar to

3 above, but the final shaking out is efiected with ethcr-
loroform, half of which is evaporated to dryness and titrated.

Results :—(1) 0-372
; (2) 0-428 per cent.

(c) Extraction trith Acidulated Water; Alkaloids Shaken out
th Chloroform.—Twenty Gm. of the same drug were mixed
th 199 C.c. of water and 1 C.c. of dilute sulphuric acid and
owed to stand, with frequent shaking, for twenty hours in a
)sely corked flask in a warm place. After making good the
;s by evaporation, 150 C.c. ( = 15 Gm. of drug) were filtered off

d evaporated to 10 C.c. To this strong alcohol was gradually
ded until the liquid measured 100 C.c. After twelve hours the
uid was filtered off, the residue washed and filtrate and wash-
es evaporated to 10 C.c. Five C.c. of alcohol were then added,
d the alkaloid liberated by ammonia and shaken out with
loroform. The chloroformic solutions were evaporated to
jTiess and titrated.

Results :— (1) 0-40545
; (2) 0-44 per cent.

(d) Digestion luith Acidulated Water; Removal of the Alka-
ivith Ether-Chloroform.— Simila.t to (c) but using 40 C.c.

ether-chloroform and evaporating one-half.

Results :— (1) 0-3882
; (2) 0-4313 per cent.

These results with aconite herb may be tabulated as follows :
—

Process.

eld of alkaloid (1)

.

eld oi alkaloid (2).

(«) ('') (c) {<l)

0-375 0-372 0-40545 0-3882

0-3882 0-428 0--I4 0-4313

Abstract of a paper published in the Apotheker Zeitiuig, 18, p. 67.
'

I In the Apotheker Zcitung, 15, p. 14, Professor Schmidt gives the following
eans of testing the iodeosin as to its suitability for aljcaloidal assays:—" It
ould be a scarlet, crystalline powdei- soluble in alcohol with deep red,
id in ether with yellowish-red coloration; in water acidulated with a
ice of hydrochloric acid it is entirely insoluble. Into a white glass
itUe pour loo C.c. of water, and sufficient ether to form a layer of 1 Cm.
ep

;
add 1 drop centinormal hydrochloric acid and 5 drops of ideosin

.utmn (1 in 500 of alcohol)
; shake vigorously ; the aqueous layer should

.colourless.; add 2 drops of centinormal potash, and shake again ; the
ueoQs layer should now be pale rose red in colour." Not every sample
lodeosm sold in England will fulfil these requirements.
.
This IS practically identical with the method recommended by Dunstan

d Bajisom in 1884 for belladonna leaves
;
why Eedwood's name is

ached to it is not clear.

Keller found in aconite herb, 018 to 0-21
;
Schweissinger,

0-417 to 0 602.

Aconite Root.

The methods employed were the same as those used fo""

aconite herb. The process official in the German Pharma-
copoeia was also tried (c).

The results may be tabulated as follows :

—

Process. (") (6) (0 CO (<•)

Yield of alkaloid (1) . .

Yield of alkaloid (2) .

.

0-615

0-621

0 647

06125

0-6642

0-7074

0-625

0-6146

0-621

0-640

Other investigators have found the following proportion of

alkaloid :—Hager, 0-6 to 1-24; Keller, 0 87 to 123; Cfesar and
Loretz, 1-54

;
Merck, 1-28.

Extract of Aconite.

Two processes for the assay of extract of aconite were tried,

viz. :— (a) Beckurts', and (b) Schweissinger' s;

(a) Beckurts' Method.—2-5 Gm. are dissolved in 6 C.c. water

and 6 C.c. of alcohol. Two Ctc. of ammonia are added, and the

alcohol shaken out with chloroform. The chloroformic solu-

tions are evaporated to dryness, and titrated. Two different

extracts yielded 31056 and 37785 per cent, of alkaloid

respectively.

(b) Schweissinger's Method.—Two Gm. 'of extract are dis-

solved in 8 C.c. of water; 2 C.c. of ammonia and 40 C.c. of

ether-chloroform are added and well shaken. Twenty C.c. of

the ether-chloroform solution are evaporated to dryness, and

titrated. Two determinations for one extract gave 4-2702, and

4 85 per cent, of alkaloid. In extract of aconite Beckurts

found 4 71705 to 4-85 per cent, of alkaloid ; Dieterich found 1 25

to 194 per cent.

Belladonna Leaves.

Five processes of assay were tried, of which three (a), (b), (c)*

were the same as the corresponding processes for aconite leaves;

[d) by percolation (Dunstan and Ransom)
;

(e) Keller's process,

modified.

(a) Results:— (1) 5 0864; (2) 0-48263; (3) 0-47974; (4)

0-50575 ; (5) 0-51442 per cent, of alkaloid (calculated to atro-

pine).

(b) Result, 0-4585.

(c) Result, 0-4932.

(rf) Percolation (Dimstan and Ransom).

Twenty Gm. of dried and powdered leaves were percolated

with a mixture of equal volumes of absolute alcohol and chloro-

form until rather more than 100 C.c. of percolate were obtained.

This was then exhausted with acidulated water, the acid solu-

tion washed with chloroform, the alkaloids transferred to

chloroform, which was then evaporated and the residue

titrated.

Result: -0-4364.1

(e) Keller's Process, Modified.—Ten Gm. of the finely pow-
dered leaves dried over lime are mixed with 90 Gm. of ether

and 30 Gm. of chloroform. Ten Gm. of a 10 per cent,

solution of soda are then added and the whole shaken for

three hours. Ten C.c. of water, or sufficient to make the powder
agglomerate are next added, 60 Gm. of the ether-chloroform

solution filtered off, reduced by distillation to one-half and

- To facilitate reference the processes do not bear the same letters as in

the original paper.

i It must be observed that this is the process recommended by Dunstan
and Ransom for the assay not of belladonna leaves, but of belladonna rotit_

In fact, these investigators showed (P.J. [3J, 16, 237), thatit\vasjmpossibl3.

to extract all the alkaloid from belladonna leaves by chIoroform-.alcohol,_

and devised a process "by percolation with hot alcohol.

E 2
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shaken with 10 C.c. of centinormal hydrochloric acid. Sufficient

ether is now added, if necessary, to make the ether-chloroform

layer float, the acid liquid is separated, the ether-chloroform

wash and the acid liquid and washings titrated.

Results :— (1) 0 523
; (2) 0-516 per cent, of alkaloid.

The results may be tabulated as follows :—

•

Process. (a) (b) (c) «)

0-50864
0-48263
0-47974
0-50575
051422

0-4585 0-4932 0-4364 0-523
0-516

Belladonna leaves have been found to vary from 0-2 to 0-6 per

cent, of alkaloid.

Belladonna Root.

The processes are the same as those described under the

corresponding letters for belladonna leaves :

—

Process. (a) (6) (<;)

1

('0
1

(«)

0-55644
0-58956
0-52309
0-5202
0-53465

0-5163 0-5319 0-5404 ! 0-5433

05316 ' 0-5317
0-53754 1

i

The following percentages of alkaloid have been found ia

belladonna root :- Gerrard, 0 09 to 0-32
;
Kremel, 0-60 to 0-70

;

Redwood, 035 to 0-39; Keller, 0-66 to 0-67; K. Dieterich,

014 to 0 70 ; Csesar and Loretz, 0-509 to 0-859.

Extract of Belladonna.

The methods adopted were the same as those employed for

aconite leaves. The results were practically identical, viz. :

—

(a) 1-47968; (6) 1-46425 per cent, of alkaloid.

The following percentages of alkaloid have been found in

extract of belladonna :—Schweissinger-Sarnow, 0 786 to 1-040
;

Pischer-Hartwich, 1-8224; E. Dieterich, 086 to 1-62; K.

Dieterich, 0 636 to 2 20 ; K. Dieterich, 0 93 to 1-21
;
Bischoff,

2-43 to 2-45.

Cinchona Bark.

(a) Three processes were tried, viz. :— (a) Haubensak, (6)

Keller, (c) Ofificial German process.

(a) Haubensak's Process.—Twenty Gm. of dried cinchona

bark in very fine powder are well shaken with 20 C.c. of

alcohol, and 10 C.c. of 10 per cent, ammonia in a half-litre

flask. 170 C.c. of ether are added, and the flask shaken occa-

sionally for two hours. The ethereal solution is filtered, and

100 C.c. (= 10 Gm. of bark) shaken out with acidulated water.

Prom this the alkaloid is transferred, after liberation with soda,

to chloroform. The chloroformic solutions are evaporated to

dryness and weighed. To obtain good results the drug must be

in very fine powder.

Results :—Red bark gave fr-SSS, 7-22, 6-84, 7-335 per cent, of

alkaloid; crown bark gave 2 965, 2-925 per cent.

(b) Keller's Method.—Twelve Gm. of dried bark in very fine

powder are shaken for several minutes with 40 Gm. of chloro-

form and 80 Gm. of ether ; 10 C.c. of ammonia are then added,

and the whole vigorously shaken at intervals during an hour.

Ten Gm. of water are next added, and, on shaking again, the bark

agglomerates so that 100 Gm. (= 10 Gm. of powder) can be

poured ofi through cotton wool. The alkaloids are shaken out

with 50 C.c. of water and 2 C.c. of dilute sulphuric acid,

liberated with ammonia and extracted with chloroform-ether

(3 : 1). The alkaloidal solution and washings are filtered into a

tared fiask, evaporated to dryness, and weighed.

Results :—Red bark, 7-040
;
7-19; 7-09; 6-905; 6-97 per cent.

Crown bark, 2-944
; 3 001 per cent.

(c) German Official Method.—This process gave results

identical with those by Keller's process, but the titration with

heematoxylin is not to be recommended, it being practically as

easy to weigh the alkaloids, and the small proportion of im-

purity becomes negligible in comparison with the quantity of

alkaloid weighed.

Aqueous Extract of Cinchona.

Four processes were tried, viz. :

—

(a) Beckurts
;

(b) Schweis-

singer-Sarnow
;

(c) E. Dieterich
;

{d) Official German.

(a) Beckurts' Method.—TwoGm. of the extract are dissolved in

5 C.c. of water and 10 C.c. of alcohol, 5 C.c. of ammonia added,

and the alkaloids shaken out with chloroform. The chloro-

formic solutions are evaporated to dryness at 100° C, and

weighed.

Results :—7-525 ; 7-775; 7-920; 7-475; 7-45.

(b) Schweissinger-Sarnow's Method.—Two Gm. of extract are

dissolved in 8 C.c. of water and the alkaloids liberated with

2 C.c. of 20 per cent, ammonia and shaken out with 40 Gm. of

ether-chloroform (1 : 1). One-half of the ether-chloroform i&

removed, evaporated to dryness at 100^ C, and weighed.

Results :— 6-4 ; 6-2 per cent.

(c) E. Dieterich's Method.—Two Gm. of the finely-powdered

extract are mixed with 3 C.c. of distilled water, and 10 Gm. of

powdered quicklime added ; the crumbly mass is at once

extracted with ether for six hours in an extraction apparatus.

The ethereal solution is evaporated to dryness, and weighed.

Results:—5-9; 6-625.

(d) Official German Process.—Results :— 6-6
;
6-9

;
6-82

;
6-5

per cent.

Hemlock Herb.

Two methods were employed, viz. (a) digestion with acidu-

lated water and shaking out with ether-chloroform, and (6) ex-

traction with alcohol and shaking out with ether-chloroform.

(a) Process Similar to that Described under Aconite Herb (c).

—Prom the final small quantity of aqueous solution the alka-

loid is liberated by potassium carbonate, and transferred to

ether-chloroform, an aliquot portion of which is removed,

shaken with a measured quantity of decinormal hydrochloric

acid, and the excess of acid determined by centinormal soda.

Results :—0 0402; 0 0317 ; 0 03386 per cent.

(b) Twenty Gm. of powdered herb are exhausted in a Soxhlet

with 75 C.c. of alcohol. The solution is evaporated to a small

bulk, mixed with water, filtered, and the alkaloids transferred

by potassium carbonate to ether-chloroform, an aliquot portion

of which is treated as detailed in (a).

Results :—0 03175 ; 0 0349 per cent.

Extract of Hemlock.

Two processes were employed, viz. :— (a) Schweissinger-

Sarnow, and (6) E. Dieterich.

(a) Two Gm. of extract are dissolved in 8 Co. of watei*, the

alkaloids liberated with 1 Gm. of potassium carbonate transferred

to 40 C.c. of ether-chloroform (1 : 1) an aliquot portion of

which is treated as directed in (a).

Results (in two different extracts) :— (I) 0-635 ; (2) 0-4953 per

cent.

(6) Two Gm. extract arc dissolved in 3 C.c. of water, mixed

with 10 Gm. of powdered quicklime, and exhausted with ether.

To the ethereal solution 5 C.c. of decinormal acid are added, the

ether removed by distillation, the residue diluted and titrated

with centinormal soda.

Results :—(1) 0-6604, 0-6985
; (2) 0-4826, 0 4953.

{To be continued.)
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THE COMMERCE OF DRUGS.

BY J. H. HEAP.

In a series of articles of which this is the commencement

t is proposed to consider certain commercial features relating

10 the crude and chemical products with, which the pharma-

:ist lias to deal. More particularly, the object of the writer

vill be to indicate the principal markets and market places for

he products concerned, the routes through which the latter

)ass from their origin to their consumption, the forms and

lerms which are given to them in commerce, and the season*

>f the year at which they are plentiful.

The Editor, in making a request for these articles, expressed

I particulax wish that pictorial representations of original

)ackages containing crude drugs should be given, and this

I,

dea of illustrating the descriptions has extended to other

3ranches of the subject. It is thus hoped to collect matter

wid engravings of a kind not hitherto published. The writer

las found cause for comment on more than one occasion in

>h€ fact that the " commercial study of drugs " has been

strangely neglected in recent years. We have able pharma-

?ognosists at the present time, but in the development of theii

scieace there Lave been opened up fields of labour which

jccupy them in useful work, whilst preventing them contem-

plating one aspect of their subject, which has not only its own

peculiar interest and value, but serves to throw much light

indirectly on thie very questions tbey have primarily to con-

sider.

We see here, of course, only one more instance of the

sffects of specialism. In the days of Pereira and Hanbury it

was possible for one man to keep in touch with all sides of

the subject, and' it is noteworthy that in ' Pharmacogfaphia ' due

iraportance was attached to commercial data regarding materia

medioa. Hanbury, indeed, regretted that he was not able

to obtain more of such information. The feeling of regret at

this inability has been occasioned' also in some later pharma-

cogoosists, who hare been sensible that their duties md oppor-

tunities did not permit or afford them the means of gaining

this knowledge, even to an extent comparable with that

which measured Hainbury's inTestigations.

Whilst this feeling has caused a few pharmacognosists to

recognise the limitations necessarily placed on their work,

others have practically repudiated the necessity of studying this

side of the subject, and so have been led into perpetrating

many errors, both of commission and omission. On the one

hand they have r.epeated as statements of fact data which were

current and valid in the time of Hanbuiy, and on the other

they have passed over many new items of information whicli

were necessary to a proper imderstanding of their subject.

Examples of these faults have been given before, and it is not

necessary to cite them again here. Let it suflSce to conclude

this allusion to the neglect of the study of the commerce of

drugs by setting down the statement which will be oootro-

verted by few on reflection, namely, that apart from any
question of its own value, this study will often more easily

and more expeditiously reveal the origin and character of a
drug than direct inquiries into its botany or chemistry. Yet
to-day the commercial grouping and naming for drugs is,

generally speaking, in relation to the scientific classification

and terminology, as wide apart as the poles.

Perhaps someone with the necessary qualifications will

reduce the aloofness. The aim of the present writer is, of

course, a more modest one, but in selecting the title wliicli

appear-s for these articles he may be allowed an introduction

of the subject on a wider basis. OonfinLng himself now to th«

immediate matter in hand, he finds it most convenient to htgin

the consideration of the commerce of drugs by reference to the

chief market places at which they are collected and distributed

for consumption. Among these London, one is proud to say,

still takes first place.

Market Centres in London.

Phrases in which the word " drugs " appeeirs, to the exclu-

sion of "chemicals," "oils," etc., occur so often in the for«-

going paragraphs tE*t it is necessary to say here tha* oth«

<
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crude and tiiiislied products than drugs will be considered in

•what follows. For arrangement under the heads of their

market centres, the ai-ticles and substances to be dealt with

may be grouped as follows :
—

I.

—

Crude Pkoducts.

(a) Sold by Auction.

(1) Drugs (7) Castoreuin,

(g-enerally), (8) Isinglass,

(2) Cinchona bark, (9) Spioes;

(3) Vanilla, (10) Cinnamon,

(4) Gum arable, (11) Sponges,

(5) Varnish gums, (12) Drysiiltei^,

(6) Gum tragacantli, (15) Cacio butter.

(h) Sold Prii-attly, atnl not in Auction.

(1) Many drugs.

famous (iiuraway's Coffee House. Now tdiey are a fortnightly

event in Xo. 10 Rooni of tlie Commercial Sale Rooms, a

commodious building in Mincing Lane. For many years the

sales have taken place every other Thursday, commencing at

half-past t«n in the morning. Efforts were made more than

once to extend the interval between each auction to a month,

and at length, in ^October, 1899, a compromise was arrived

at. It was agreed that from the commencement of 1900 produce

once put up to auction should afterwaixJs be only brought to

the liammer again at monthly intervals, aaid the auctions were

fixed to alternate so that one sale .should comprise "new

goods " and the next goods new or old.

Considerable preparation is requii"ed for these auctions.

Citalogues have to be dra wn up and sent to a number of the

A BROKER'S SALEROOM

II.

—

Finished Products.

(n) Heavy chemicals, (rf) Essential oils,

(6) Fine chemicals, (c) Metals,

(e) Fixed oils, (/) Sundries.

All the articles in Class II., with one exception, are sold

entirely by private negotiation. The exception is quinine, which,

in the case of the Java article, is disposed of at auction or by

tender in Batavia. London is the only city where regular auc-

tions of the products mentioned under I. are held. Since the build-

ing of tlie new Commercial Sale Rooms all the public sales of

produce, with the exception of ca-storeum and sjwnges, have

been brought under the roof of this building. For a period

of thirty years previous to May 12, 1898, the drug auctions

were conducted in the New Com Exchange Tavern, in Mark
Lajie. Anterior to that they were one of the features of the

,VITH l)RU(iS ON SHOW.

regular buyers. Samples of some of the articles are to b«

placed on show at the brokers' offices, and other produce is

. to be displayed in bulk at the Crutched Friars Warehouse, a

building that we shall have to refer to again. On the Wednes-

day previous to a sale buyers miy be seen making the rounds

of brokers' showrooms, catalogues in hand, noting the character

of the lots and their value. They generally conclude their

peregrination by inspecting the goods on show at the wai*-

hou.se. Thus prepared, they ai-e ready to make their bids at

the auction next day.

On the Thursday buyers and brokers congregate in No. 10

room, and tlie auctions are opened by one broker (generallj

with a colleague or a.ssistant) ascending the rostrum and intro-

ducing Lot 1. Each broker offers the goods listed in his par-

ticular catalogue, and the order of precedence in the pulpit is
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cltled bv the drawing of lots. The miml^er of ciitalogues and,

latuirtlly, the amount of good.-; ofifeied varies materially. On
,he occasions when only " new " drugs are put up there is,

>f course, a smaller volume of produce for sale than at the

IK ntlilv sales, which include old and recent arrivals.

Drug Shows.

Con.>iiderations of fitness combined with the question of

rcononiy have long ago settled what drugs shall be shown in

)ulk,at the public .warehouse and what drugs exhibited by

rample at the broker.-*' rooms. It is obvious, on the one hand,

Crutched Fii-irs warehouse, ^o named after the street in

which it is situated, is one of the large storehouses owned by
the London n.nd India Docks Company. It is conveniently

near to Mincing Lane, and, being possesi^d of a fine light,

rjjomy floor on the top storey of one wing, it answers admirably,

and, in fact, almost exclusively the requirements for a drug-

showroom. The ix>ssession of such an exhibition floor also

brings to the dock company the warehousing of many di-ugs

m the same building, for the two things, warehousing and
exhibiting, must go together when one has to deal with the-

display of produce in bulk and to repeat the process of sliowing;

NO. iO ROOM OP THE COMMERCIAL SALE ROOMS.
Bii jiermusion of Chas. Smilli, Son, and Goiilnnd.

tbait certain articles cannot be satisfactorily sampled
;

thej

must be judged in bulk, and necessarily shown in original

packages. For these a large floor area is required, and the

accoflimodation of some spacious warehouse like that of

Crutched Friai-s is demanded. On the other hand, half i

dozen square inches on a table will suffice in the case of many
drugs to reveal the character and quality of several hundred-
v.eights, and the merctiant is saved the expense of exhibiting
the goods in a public warehouse. The packages themselves
are as a rule housed at one of the wharves or at Crutched
Friars, but tlie samples are brought up as required to Mincing
Lane, and thei'e put on show as occasion demands.

time alter time. Hence it comes about that Crutched Friars-

is the honxe and exhibition place for a number of importanlr

drugs dvring a respectable part of their life in London. The
ini]}ortance of these items of the drug auctions is demonstrated,

by the following list :
—

Aloes. Elemi. Ipecacuanha.
Benzoin. Gamboge. Myrrh.
L'lagoiio' blood. Guaiacum. Sarsiparilla.

Curious to siiy, rhubarb, ba.lsam of tolu, ylang ylang, and

musk are put on show in a different part of the warehouse.

Vanilla is a'Jto warehouse<l and exhibited at the same ware-

liou.-e, but again apart from the articles already named. Many-
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drugs vrliich are not sliowm at Crutohed Friars are, neverthe-

less, warehoused in these buildings. If we name the articles

placed on view at the brokers' offioes, we shaU complete the

list of the products offered in the drug auctions. It will be
uiider.stood that niiuiy of the products below are regulai items

in tie catalogues, whilst o^thers only make their appearance

occasionally. The asterisks against the names indicate that

the auction sales of the ooiresponding dmgs are negligable, the

prices realised not affecting the market in the least :
—

Aconite root. Dandelion root. Oil of eucalyptus.
Ajowan fruit. DiU seed. Oil of lemon.
Aloes, Cape. Ergot of rjne. Oil of lemongrass.
Ambergris. Fennel fruit . Oil of limes.

Ammoniacum. Galbanum. Oil of peppeimint.
Anise. GaUs. Oil of sandalwood.
Annatto seed. Gentian root. Oil of spearmint.
Antimony. Goa powder. Oil of gmgergraas.
Areca nuts. Gum Arabic. Oil rose.

Asafoetida. Honey. Opium.
Asphaltum. Jaborandi leaveei. OraJige peel.

Balsam of Peru. Jalap. Orris root.
Balsam of copaiba. Juniper beiries. Patohonli leaves.
Belladonna root. Kamala. Quassia chips.
Buchicleaves. Kiao. Quassia logs.

Calabar beans. Kola nuts. Qnillaia bark.
Caltimba root. Kousto. Quince seeds.
Camphor. Lime juice. Rhatany root.
Camomiles. Liquorice root. Saffron.
Camiabis indioa. ISIanna. ' Sandalwood.
Canella alba. Mastic. Scammony.
Cantharides. Menthol. Scammony root.
Cardamoms. Nutmeg paste. Senna leaves.
Cascara sagraida. Nux vomica. Senega root.
CascarQla. Oil castor. Senna pods.
Cassia fistula. Oil chaulmoogra. Squills.
Catechu. Oil cod liver. Storax.
Chiretta. Oil kananga. Strophanthus seed.
Coca leaves. Oil of aaiise. Tamarinds.
Coocidus indicus. Oil of bay. Thyme seed.
Uolocynth. Oil of cajuput. Tonquin beans.
Oroton seed Oil of cassia. Tragacanth.
Cubebs. Oil of cinnamon bark TTU-meric.
Cummin seed. Oil of cinnamon leaf. Wax.
Cuttle fish. OU of citronelle.

The Auctions.

As has been said, the aiictions commence at half-paiS"t ten in

the morning. Wholesale druggists, drug merohanits, and
brokers congregate at this hour in No. 10 room. The first-

named group themselves at two tables on each side of the

pulpit ait the head of the room. The remainder of the tables

aire occupied by export drug merchants and brokers, who are

not separated from each other so sharply. The importers of

the drugs ajre not conspicuous or regular attendants ; their-

interests are well looked after by the brokers. If one wished

to meet conveniently the heads of the leading London drug
houses he oould not repair to a better place than this room on
auction day. Among the most familiar figures ai'e those ol

Mr. F. H. Lescher, Mr. Chas. Unmey, Mr. Chas. Hodgkinaon,
Mr. G. B. Francis, Mr. J. C. Preston, Mr. King, Mr. Arnold
Baiss, Mr. Butler, Mr. Arnold (Burgoyne and Co.), Mr. Roger
Harvey, Mr. Hill, and Mr. Hicks, each in his accustomed seat

at the head tables. The imwritten law of the room prescribes

that every buyer and broker has his own particular chair, and
the new-comer cannot show his freshness better than by drop-

ping into a temporarily vacant seat belonging by usage to

another. Ousitom prescribes also the paying of special courtesy

to the home trade—that is, to the wholesale druggists whose
business it is to buy and prepare the drugs for pharmacists in

the British Empire. They are by no means the largest pur-

ohajsers of many important items of the auctions, a fact easily

understood when it is remembered that America' and the Con-
tinent draw from the London market a large portion of their

requirements, which are furnished through export merchant*,

brokers, and- commission agents. It has to be noted also that

since the progress made by a number of wholesale drug fimu)

in the provinces the purchases of the London houses do not

quite form so important a fraction of the dealings as was onoe

the case. Provincial druggists obtain most of their supplies

through the brokers.

The opeiatioiis of this mixed assembly will not strike the

casual observer as anytliing but a very dull affair. Occasion-

ally only is there an approach to excitement, and a® a rule th«

proceedings move quietly and respectably from beginning to

close. Seldom does anyone lose his temper, and there is little

of that keen rivalry for the securing of lots which we may note

at the tea auctions, for instance. Speaking generally, a large

proportion of the offerings is " bought in"—that is to say, after

an ineffectual effort to obtain a satisfactory bid, the broker

will pass by the lot with the remark, " Take it ouit at ,"

or " Bought in at ," or simply by mentioning the figure,

which in all three cases is generally appreciably over that at

which he would sell. For actual prices he is, of course, in-

structed by the owner of the goods, who, however, in many
cases dejiends on the broker for an expert valuation of the

lots. The owner may be simply the importer, or the shipper

abroad, or both jointly, or a previous purchaser—that is, a

seoandhand holder who re-offers articles for sale. From such

principals the broker usually receives his "limits," but he is

often given wide powers of discretion.

The brokers are the connecting link between the auctions of

drugs and those of other produce. Passing from dtTigs to

spices, or from spices to gums, we meet, as might be expeoted,

with a different class of buyers, but a produce broker may
handle all three forms of produce with equal familiarity. Some

of the oldest firms are, indeed, engaged in the sale of practi-

cally every form of produce which is sold in Mincing Lane.

They occupy themselves with drugs generally, cinchona bark,

spicas, gum arable, varnish gums, ivory, isinglass, and even

one or two other things. Of course, such firms have a large

staff and a competent head of each department. One of these

attends to the drugs, another to the spices, and so on, but the

names of the firms themselves are repeated on the cataJognee

for various classes of produce.

NOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, Etc.*

BY JOHN BARCLAY, B.SC. (lOND.), F.C.S.

(Continued from page 164.)

Balsam of Tolu.—We had occasion in our report of last year

to call attention to the unsatisfactory character of the official

test for this drug, and our research on the estimation of

balsamic acids in drugs of this class have enabled us to apply

our method to tolu with useful results. In the examination of

seven samples, we have found the proportion of matter Boluble

in 90 per cent, alcohol to vary from 74-7 to 86-2 per cent. The

percentage of free balsamic acid ranged between 8-8 and 18_

while the corresponding combined acid showed percentages of

from 7-69 to 26-62. These figures give evidence of a very

considerable variation in the value of commercial samples o!

this drug, and here again the importance of standardisation of

the preparations into which it enters is clearly shown. We

have already suggested a standard for amount of balsamic acids

present in compound tincture of benzoin, and in tincture of

tolu, and we see no reason why some standard for available aoid

in syrup of tolu should not also be made use of.

Mustard Oil.—Two samples examined both gave specific

gravities of 0 918, the one having a saponification equivalent of

3-918, the other 318-2.

* From the eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. SoothaH

Brothers and Barclay, Limited.
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A CHEMIST S ASSISTANT IN ALASKA.

It is not often that the prosaic life of an assistant behind the

counter of a chemist's shop is exchanged for the eventful and

thrilling experience which lias fallen to the lot of Mr. W. Q.

Vint, a son of Mr. T. D. Vint, chemist, of Hastings. After

listening to his story it is easy to see why he left the drug

trade—one day behind the counter is too much like the next.

Mr. Vint has only recently returned from Alaska, and he has

spent eome time in Dawson CSty and the Klondike district.

His journey from the States to the Klondike, and thence down

the Yukon by steamer, raft, and schooner to Nome would atone

supply material for a book. Last winter Mr. Vint was at

Nome, a four-year-old city on the coast of North-Western

Alaska. He got news of a strike of gold on the Arctic Ocean,

about 200 miles north of Nome, and started ofE alone, over ice

and snow, with a sled, containing aibout 500 lbs. of freight,

ICE IN THE BBHRING SEA.

including food, and drawn by four dogs. About one hundred

miles on the journey he was joined by another prospector, Mr.

G. A. Carpenter, and in a couple of weeks they reached

Kotzebue Sound, where they found gold and staked some

ground. On the return journey they were joined by Mr.

Hunter, to whom Mr. Vint attributed the saving of his life.

It is diflBcult to conceive" how any of them managed to survive

their awful journey home. They got shelter one night in an

abandoned igloo—an Eskimo hut. Thej' had left this shelter

and were in a terribly wild and unexplored oountry on the

watershed between the Behring Sea and Arctic Ocean when
they were caught in a terrific blizzard. For four days tbey

were without food, struggling in face of the blinding snow, not

soft flakes, but minute particles of ice, which cut like needles.

They had not seen the sun for six weeks. One dog after

another curled up .and was frozen to death and' everything had to

be abandoned, for the sled and its contents were frozen into

one mass. Their hands were frozen, so that they could not

untie a rope or fasten a button. Carpenter, a man well over

.six feet, got stiff with the cold, aaid Vint and his companion
dragged him miles over the ice until strength failed, and they
had to bury him in the snow. They buried the surviving dog
with him. They went another nine miles before Mr. Vint
[Iropped. He was able to wish his fellow-traveller " Good-bye "

and to urge him to keep going a little longer, but in a minute
or two was unconscious, and there lay on the frozen bed of the

river. Mr. Hunter went another mile and reached a camp.
He made the miners there understand that Vint and Carpenter

were behind, and two dog-teams were sent to recover them.

They picked Mr. Vint up, and Mr. Carpenter was found through

the boimding out of the dog they had buried with him. Next

day the rescued men were taken by dog-teams to Mr. Vint's

brother's camp, which was about thirty miles away. The
storm, during the continuance of which the temperature out-

side fell to 70° below zero, had abated somewhat, but it was

still terrible weather for travelling. Notwithstanding this, it

was necessary to take Carpenter into Nome, over one hundred

miles away, for mortification had set in. Mr. Vint's brother

and another prospector took him in by dog-team, travelling

day and night, and two days later Mr. Vint was taken to Nome
in the same way. Mr. Carpenter's hands and feet were ampu-
tated, but the poor fellow became insane, and eventually died.

Mr. Vint's nose, hands, and feet were badly frost-bitten ; he

was in a high state of fever, and did not recover for many

W. G. VINT AND TEAM.

montlis. He has consented to write a few impressions of the

goldfields of Alaska, which are here reproduced.
'

EXPERIENCES IN ALASK4.

BY W. G. VINT.

I am tlie son of a chemist, and have spent three years behind
the counter of a chemist's shop. I am just back from a pro-

specting trip through the Yukon River and Klondyke districts

and the oountry laying some 1,200 miles west, known as the
Seward Peninsula, in Alaska. Upon these grounds my friends

tell me 1 ought to have something to write about which would
prove intere-sting to the readers of the P.J. I do not agree

with my friends in this matter, for the Arctic goldfield* would
be about the last place I should recommend to those in search

of items of pharmaceutical interest.

Alaska contains over 500,000 square mil««, and the number
of chemists' shops does not exceed a dozen. The etocks in

thespe shops—us far a« variety is concerned'—ai« very much in

k«6ping with those found in the drug stores througihoTit ih«

Stat«e, minus the soda-fountain and iced drinks. For a man to

whisper " iced " drinks in an Alaskan mining camp would be

just a form of committing suicide. Four of these stores are in

Nome, «. new town of about 3,000 or 4,000 inhabitants, eituatftd

on the Behring Straits, under, the Arctic Circle. The others

are distributed amongst tliree other towns iu South-eastern

Ala«ka—Juneau, Sitka, and Skagway—to iwucib tihe nearesi of

which from Nome means a journey of 1,000 miles.

Alaska must wait for a local chemists' association. I
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am asked by chemists, who seem to have designs upon

the medical outfit trade with miners either on the trail

-or in outlying districts, what I took with me on iny

.travels, and what would be an ideal medical outfit. I

Jiave not been able to give my inquners much to hope for in

this direction, for gold prospectors in those regions live pretty

close to nature, and a natural life in the open air, even if it

is a rigorous climate, does not tend to make a man a con-

sumer of drugs. 1 did meet a fellow once whose sled contained

SNOWDRIFTS IN STREET.S OF NOME.

.-onie medicine In the shape of Perry Davis' Painkiller, but tlie

only use he appeared to make of it was to treat it as a thenno-

meter. When " Perry Davis " froze he knew it was colder than

it felt, and that it was time to unhitch the dogs and camp.

I never started a prospecting trip in a frame of mind which per-

mitted my giving serious thought to tJie question of what bodily

ailments I was likely to encounter, and whv.t vvduld be the

hest miniature chemist's shop to add to the dogs' load, but

I have no doubt it would be prudent to take a small

supply of concentrated medicine. A man who has to

travel over hundreds of miles of ice, whose sled is

drawn by five dogs, and who has to cany his tent,

stove, sleeping-robe, and food for himself -aid dogs for

six to eight week?, does not cany an ounce more than

he needs. If I were a chemist in business I would rather have

the contract for supplying the medicine required for one Arctic

exploring expedition than have the monoiwdy of supplying

drugs for the whole of the miners in Alaska. I was in Colorado

in 1899 when news arrived that gold had been struck on the

creeks ind in the beach siuids where Nome now stands, by
reindeer herders. Miners from Dawson rushed there 5own the

Yukon on the ice, a distance of nearly 1,800 miles. As the

sea pas,sage is closed for seven months in the jear. thos-e in

the States had to wait for the summer before they could

reach Nome ; but my brother and I detennined to attempt
the jouniey overland

—

i.e., from Seattle, a port on the Pacific

Coast, to Skagway, a distance of 1,000 miles by water ; thence
over the Chilcoot Patss, down the Yukon. via Dawson, roughly
speaking, 2,400 miles from Skagway. We reached Dawson,
but the dogs were played out, and, owing to the unusually early

breaking up of the ice, we had to wait until the state of the

river permitted of the passage of boats. My brother, with
two companions, started in a small boat, intending to take a

^'cut-oif " across country from a point about 1.300 miles down
the river^an unusually hazardous journey—and, after encoun-
tei-ing terrible haixl.ships, reaehed Nome, while I stayed in

Dawson, examining the mining industry, and finally

sliipped on a steamer to St. Michaels, at the month
of the river. We liad gone about 400 miles when
we stuck on a sand-bar. It looked like being there for weeks,

and as I did not want the whole smnmer to go before I got

to my destination, T had to move along somehow. I borrowed

a.i axe. cut down some timber, improvised a raft, and started'

down the river alone.

In a little over a week's time I had reached Rampart, a'

trading post about 300 miles lower down the Yukon, not

having seen anyone beyond a few Indians camped on the

banks, too far away to allow of my speaking to them. Within

a few hours of my reaching Rampart the steamer I had left

high and dry on the sand-bar came down—a rise in the river

had floated her off. My long journey alone had con.sequently

gained me no time. I continued my journey by the steamer

to St. Michaels, whence I took a small schooner to Nome,!

a distance of 125 miles.

When I reached Nome—the end of June, 1900—the rush

was on. Steamers were unloading their cargoes of humanity

and freight into lighters some two miles from shore, as, o)

cour.se, there was no harbour. The first boat had landed

about a month previous, and in that month had been built a

street one niile long of hastily constructed houses and .shops,

while on either side, for a couple of miles, the town stretched,

a " white city " of tents. Steamers loaded with passengers

and freight had towed up barges laden with thousands of

tons of toed and building materiel, boards, window-frames,

doers, etc.

Hundre:1s who had come up expecting to be able to pick

up off the beach, without any labour, enough gold in one day

to hist them a life-tinae were divipiwiuted, and some of the

steamers took back as many pas.sengers as they brought.

The chemist who was in this first rush brought his stock

and, most likely, material for building his shop, and his

belongings had to be sorted out from the chaotic mass of

outfits which had been pitched out of the lighters on to the

beach—that is. if they had not been swamped in landing.

WINTER SCENE IN NOME.

Having secured his building land, he would, with the helj.'

of carpenters, to whom he paid £5 or £4 per day in wages,

have his shop built in three or four days. There was no local

building authority to which he had to submit his plaas, and

-perhaps wait a month for permission to go on. The shop wa.^

painted outside and painted or papered within. The windows

would be of fair size, glazed with small panes of ordinary

glass. During that rush he, like all the other shopkeepers,

worked hard and did a rearing business.
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It was, at that time of year, perpetual daylight, and the

shop^ seemed to have no regular time for closing. When he

was hound to sleep, he locked the shop door and did with as

little sleep as possible. Business went on during the twenty-

foui' hours, and if you came across a closed door you knew
the boss of that place was enjoying a well-earned rest. A
druggist's assistant received from £30 to £40 a month. The
.saloons afid gambling-houses, of course, never closed, and

immense sums changed hands. Every conceivable gambling

ROCKING ON THE BEACH.

ganie flourished, from the simple "wheel of fortune to

" roulette " and the more aesthetic " faro "
; in fact, the reason

so many returned disgusted giving the country a bad name
may be attributed to this cause, .Suicides amongst these

" Argonauts " were frequent.

At that tin.e I cannot say there was a regular price for

anything sold by the chemist, or anybody else, except the

saloons, whose standard price fur drinksj was Is. ; the chemist,

like the rest of them, got the best pi-ice he could. Things,

of course, are settled down now. liut the chemist's profits are

still good, and, despite the fact that the drugs they sell are

never "divided into three parts. ' the quality is excellent and

up to the .standard. There was a good deal of typhoid, owing
to bad water and the utter absence of any sanitary measures

during the first season ; also some smallpo.x, which threatened

xn epidemic, but the latttr patients were isolattcl in a roughly

tonstructed hospital, in charge of the military.

There was practically no credit given, goods being paid fo^-

at the time of purchase, gold-dust being taken in payment ao

readily as the ordinary i urrency. everybody having small

scales for the purpose of weighing the gold when it was used
as a medium of exchange, and accepting it at the rate of

80 cents a dwt. , or $16 [jer ounce.

In the winter there are frequent cases of spinal meningitis,

due. 1 believe, to the intense cold. and. of coarse, a great

many cases of freezing, ranging from the insignificant but

painful frost-bite to the more serious cases which necessitate

the amputation of one or more limbs.

Latterly there seem to be a great many cases of appendi-

citis. Dr. E. M. Rininger. the pioneer practitioner of Alaska,
who did such splendid work amongst the sick at the foot of
the Chilcoot Pass in 1897, operated on no less than seven
tases in the course of five months, all of them successfully.
A doctor's visit costs £2. a consultation at the surgery £1

;

does not dispense his own prescriptions, and the chemist
?ets a dollar or a dollar and a-half for a 4 or 6 ounce mix-

ture. He has no distilled water; ordinary water is laid on

now in most of the shops for us© during the summer ; in the^

winter he gets his water from water-sellers, who cut holes in

the ice on the river, which is about 4ft. thick, distributing it

to their customers by means of a sled drawn by dogs. Five

gallon kerosene cans, containing the water, sell at three cans

for Is. The streets present a peculiar aspect in winter; as

the snow falls it is brushed off the pathway and piled into the

read. There it accumulates, rising higher and higher as the

winter proceeds, until the level of the roadway is about 10ft.

or so above the level of the pathway. The chemist would look

out of hi.s window and see the traffic, dog-teams, etc., proceed-

ing cn a level with the top of his window. Seeing that,

practically, access to Nome is by water, and that the coast

is icebound for some months in the year, the chemist has tc

get his winter supply before navigation ceases, and con.se-

quently has to carry a large stock and figure out carefully

what quantities he needs to carry him through. Here, again,

he runs a risk, as he cannot carry fire insurance. If possible,

the order for sunimer trade is sent by dog-team overland, so

th.'it the goods can come by the fii'st steamer. The arrival of

that boat is an event eagerly looked forward to, and the

exact moment of arrival is for weeks wagered upon, and
forms the principal subject of conversation. Crowds throng
the beach when at length, after many false alarms, she heave*
in sight. The passengers are always sure of a tremendous
reception, and are badgered by everyone who can get near
them for news from the "outside." One can then revel in

such luxuries as eggs, potatoes, oranges, etc., after having
be-jn deprived of them for months. I have seen potatoes sell

in Dawson for 5s. per lb. ; also three or four dilapidated

oranges and equally miserable-looking apples, which a self-

respecting greengrocer would throw away, exposed for sale

at 3s apiece.

' Corners " in commodities were frequent ; the winter before-

last coal sold for £20 a ton. Last winter I helped a druggist

BEAcH MINERS' TENTS ANU DltUG TENT.

friend to corner Fellow's Syrup by buying several bottles from
the other chemists at 14s. per bottle ; his object, I might say.

was not to get an exorbitant price for it, but he wanted to be
the only chemist who could .supply it.

Gold-mining, of course, is the only industry around Nome,
and is entirely placer or alluvial. The gold exists usually in

sma'i particles in more or less loose gravel

—

i.e., the deposit
accumulating during the . course of time from the waste or
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disintegration of exposed rock surfaces, either by glacier or

other action. The prospector's implements and methods are

crude, but sufficient to determine the value of the ground.

When on my last winter's trip to the Arctic Ocean I

simply uifed a pan, pick, and shovel. On coming to the ground

the formation of which, coupled with geological evidence, sug-

gested the presence of g'old, I would remove the snow, build a

fire, and thaiw the ground sufficiently to enable me to select

about a sackful of the gravel. This 1 wwuld take back to the

caibin, and there get sufficient water by thawing snow to " pan "

the dirt.

The pan is a circular dish of sheet iron with sloping sides,

about 14in. in diameter. This is about two-thirds filled with

the gravel and immersed in water, and a peculiar motion,

which I cannot describe exactly, is given to the pan. The
water washes away the lighter material, leaving a black residue

of magnetic iron and any gold which might be present. After

draining the water ofi a little quicksilver is mixed with the

black sand and gold, and an amalgam of gold and quicksilver

is formed, which on sublimation leaves the gold.

When the value of the ground is detei-mined in this way,

and gold in sufficient quantities is found, mining proper com-

mences. Except in cases of deep diggings this is only carried

on in summer time—from the middle of May to the beginning

of October ; but as during most of the summer it is light day
and night, they get two shifts in. The accompanying sketch

•hows the operation of mining by " rockers," by which the rich

deposits of sand on the beach were principally worked. The

gravel or sand is put on a sieve and washed through on to ft

piece of blanket, or, in finer gold, a sUver or copper plato

treated with quicksilver, and while the miner rocks ths

machine with one hand he continually bales water into it with

the other. The gold is collected in the folds of the blanket or

on the mercury plate as the dirt is washed through. On &

larger scale the same principle is adopted in sluicing, the gold

being collected on " riffles " on the bottom of the sluice-boxes.

Though there is gold in that country in large quantities, and

« stroke of luck will bring a fortune, the only certainties about

the life are hardships and privations. It is not the country in

which to serve an apprenticeship at gold-mining, and I would'

not advise a chemist's assistant to go there for gold without
first seeking mining experience in a more congenial climate.

VEGETABLE POWDERS AND THEIR DIAGNOSTIC

CHARACTERS.

BY PEOFESSOR HENRY G. GREENISH AND EUGENE COLLIN.

Section 6.—Powdered Woods.

The structural elements of which the official woods are com-
posed are limited in number, and also in the extent to which
they vary in size, shape, etc. ; in studying them, therefore, it is

necessary to pay particular attention to the minute details of

each of these elements. Diagnostic characters must be sought
not only in the shape and size of the wood-fibres, vessels, wood
parenchyma, and medullary rays, but also in the thickness of

the walls of the various elements, in the nature and distribution

of the pits, and in the nature of the cell contents.

Wood Fibres.

These, together with the vessels, make up the bulk of the
official woods, and are therefore the most numerous elements
met with in the powder ; the chief diSeeences they exhibit are

in the thickness of the wall, the number and nature of the pits,

and the nature of the contents. They exhibit their length to

the observer far more often than their transverse section, and

ro usually more or less broken by the pulverisation to which

they have been subjected, fragments from the central part of

the fibre being from this cause not unfrequently lacerated or

frayed at the broken ends. Sometimes they are isolated, but

more frequently they are in groups associated with vessels,

wood parenchyma, or portions of medullary rays. They may
also differ in colour, those of guaiacum, for instance, are of a

greenish-grey or brown colour, whilst those of red sanders wood

are red, and those of quassia are colourless. The last-named

contain only the remains of protoplasm, whilst the fibres of

guaiacum contain resin, and those of yellow sandal wood

contain oil.

Vessels.

All the official woods contain vessels, but as these elements

are comparatively fragile, pieces of them only are to be found in

the powder. Isolated fragments of vessels are always small, but

larger portions are often to be found surrounded or supported

by wood parenchyma or fibres.

Vessels may vary considerably in size in one and the same

wood, but the structure generally remains constant for the

same species. The thickness of the wall, and more particularly

the nature of the pits are often characteristic features, thus the

vessels of guaiacum wood are easily distinguished from those o

red sanders wood, or yellow sandal wood by their very numerous

small pits. If the vessels are large, small fragments showing

the transverse section and the thickness of the wall are some-

times to be found.

Wood Parenchyma.

Wood parenchyma is found in all the official woods. In

width the cells of this tissue closely approach the wood-fibres,

but in longitudinal sections they are seen to be much shorter

than the fibres. They also difier in having square ends and

thinner walls with numerous, simple, circular pits, the pits

of the wood-fibres being usually few in number, cleft, and

arranged in a left spiral.

Medullary Rays.

These are also present in all official woods. In the powder

they may present their transverse, tangential, or radial section.

In the first of these which is comparatively rare the cells are

rectangular, elongated, and arranged in one, two, or three rows,

In radial section the appearance is somewhat similar, but the

rows of cells are generally attached to wood-fibres, wood

parenchyma, or vessels. In tangential section they form oval

groups of cells inserted usually between the wood-fibres, the

groups varying in size according to the number of cells in the

height and width of the ray. In the powder fragments only of

these groups are usually to be found. The contents of the

cells and the pits on the walls may furnish useful information

as to the identity of the powder.

Calcium Oxalate.

As in all drug powders the presence or absence of calcium

oxalate crystals, their shape, size, and distribution must be

taken into account. In some cases they are irregularly scattered

through the cells of the medullary rays or wood parenchyma

in others they occur in regularly superposed rows of cells,

Guaiacum Wood.

The heartwood of Ouaiacum officinale, Linn. (N.O. Zygophyl-

leae).

Microscopical examination shows that there is but little

difference in structure between the sapwood and the heart-

wood ; in the latter the fibres are more strongly thickened and

lignified.

The wood exhibits the following structure :

—

The medullary rays are closely approximated, one cell wide

and contain a yellowish or brownish resin.

J
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The vessels are numerous, large, mostly isolated, and often

filled with resin. They are often wider than the distance

Fig. 81.

—

Gdaiacum Wood.

Powdered Guaiacum Wood.—o-., prismatic crystals o£ calcium

oxalate; rt., wood-flbres; pL, wood parenchyma; pv.,

walls of vessel ;
rm., medullary ray in radial section; r'm'.^

the same in tangential section ;
i'., pitted vessels in radial

section
;

v'., the same in transverse section ; v"., the same

in oblique section.

between two medullary rays, and the latter therefore

diverge to allow room for the vessels. In longitudinal

section the walls are seen to bear numerous small

pits.

The wood parenchyma forms narrow lines running

transversely to the medullary rays ; some of the cells

.contain prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate. Both

the medullary ray cells and those of the wood

parenchyma bear numerous simple rounded pits.

The wood-fibres are long, tapering, and often oblique

in direction. They are >very strongly thickened and

lignified, and contain -yeilowish-brown or reddish

resin ; the pits are numerous and arranged in a left

spiral.

The diagnostic characters of guaiacum wood are :

—

(a) The yellowish, brown, or red resin, with which

onost of the elements are filled.

(h) The one-celled medullary rays.

.(c) The vessels with numerous small pits.

{d) The calcium oxalate crystals,

Jamaica Quassia Wood.

The wood of Picraena excelsa, Lindl. (N.O. Simaru-

beae).

The wood exhibits the following structure :

—

It is traversed by medullary rays mostly two or

three cells wide, the constituent cells being radially

elongated, and having slightly thickened, pitted walls.

The tissue between the medullary rays is composed of wood-

fibres, vessels, and wood parenchyma.

The wood-fibres have moderately thick walls and,

when isolated, are seen to be very long, tapering

gradually to a fine point, and bearing scattered, left-

spiral, cleft pits.

The vessels are usually in groups of two or three

>

and frequently extend from one medullary ray to

the next. Their walls are moderately thick, and bear

numerous small pits which careful observation will

show to be areolated. They often contain an amor-

phous yellow substance.

The cells of the wood parenchyma are usually axially

elongated. In transverse section they appear square

or polygonal with moderately thickened, pitted walls.

They often contain large crystals of calcium oxalate

usually in superposed cells, each containing a single

crystal. This tissue is distributed in irregular con-

centric rings throughout the wood.

The wood of Quassia amara, Linn. {Surinam

quassia) is similar in structure, but the medullary

rays are usually one cell wide, and the calcium oxalate

crystals are much less abundant.

The diagnostic characters of powdered Jamaica

quassia wood are :

—

(a) The medullary rays, two or three cells wide,

(6) The presence of calcium oxalate.

(c) The long, moderately thickened fibres.

(d) The numerous small areolated pits on the

vessels.
1 e

Fig. 82.

—

Jamaica Quassia Wood.
PowDEBED Jamaica Quassia Wood.—ccr., crystal cells

;
cr., prismatic or

rhombohedral crystals; fl., wood-fibres; pi., wood parenchymal
longitudinal aspect; pv., wall of vessel; rm., medullary rajs in

tangential section; r'm'., medullary rays in radial section; icr.,

superposed crystal cells; i>., portion of vessel; t^'., the same with

(rayed wall.
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The wood
miaosse).

of

led Sanders Wood.

Ptcrocarpus santalinus, Linn.f. (N.O. Legu-

Yellow Sandal Wood.

The heartwood of Santalum album. Linn. (N.O. Santalacese).

The wood exhibits the following structure :

—

The medullary rays are one or two cells wide, the

cells having pitted walls and containing yellowish

globules of volatile oil or oleoiesin.

The vessels are rather large and usually isolated or

forming at most small radial groups. Their walls bear

numerous small areolated pits. They also contain

yellowish oleoresin, which is most abundant in the

vessels nearest the centre of the stem.

The wood-fibres, which with the vessels constitute

the bulk of wood, have thick walls and obliquely

pointed ends. They bear scattered cleft pits, and also

contain a little oleo-resin readily seen when the

fibres are isolated.

The wood parenchyma is small in amount. The

cells of which it is composed have moderately thick,

pitted walls, and are distributed in tangential rows

one or two cells wide, often forming irregular con-

centric rings. Some of them contain oleoresin, others

well-formed crystals of calcium oxalate.

The diagnostic characters of powdered yellow

sandal wood are :

—

(a) The volatile oil or oleoresin which is found in

all the elements.

(b) The medullary rays one or two cells wide,

(c) The vessels ivhich are mostly isolated.

(d) The ivood-fibres with obliquely pointed ends.

Fig. 83.—Red Sanders Wood.

PowDEEED Red Sanders Wood.—cr., prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate

;

wood-fibres, longitudinal aspect; pi., wood parenchyma cells'

rni., medullary rays in transverse section; I'm'., the same in tan-

gential section ; to:, superposed crystal cells; i., vessel cut longi-

tudinally
;
v., vessel cut transversely.

The wood exhibits the following structure;—The medul-

lary rays are mostly one, sometimes two cells wide ; the cells

have moderately thick walls, and ^re strongly radially elon-

gated
;
they often contain droplets of red resin.

The wood-fibres are polygonal in section, and have very thick

reddish yellow walls, with few pits
;
they are more or less regu-

larly distributed in tangential bands.

The wood parenchyma cells have thin pitted walls, and are

filled with droplets of red resin
; they are grouped in tangen-

tially extended bands, about four or five cells wide.' The
vessels are very large, and have very thick walls ; they are

mostly isolated, or in small radial groups of two or three ; like

the wood parenchyma cells they contain red resin. In surface

view the walls are seen to bear numerous large areolated pits.

Prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate are found in superposed

cells of the wood parenchyma, usually abutting on wood-
fibres.

The diagnostic characters of powdered red sanders wood
are :

—
(a) The red resin in the vessels and parenchymatous ceUs<

and the reddish colour of the ivood-flbres.

(b) The 7mmerous, large, areolated pits on the walls of tJie

vessels.

(c) The very thick walls^ of the wood-fibres which benr^rmly

scattered pits. . V ' '

Fig. 84.—Yellow Sandal Wood.

Powdered Yellow Sandal Wood.— cr., prismatic crystals of calcium

oxalate;./!., wood-fibres; p/., wood parenchyma; rm., medullary

rays out radially; r'm\, the same cut tangentially ; tcr., superposeS

crystal cells
;

r., vessel, longitudinal aspect ; r'., the same, cu»

transversely.
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THE HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY.
[1841 to 1852.]

BY JOSEPH IN'CE.

On May 11, 1841, Mr. Jacob Bell wrote as follows :—" In

the arts and manufactures, generally speaking, we can com-

pete with the whole world ; but in pharmaceutical chemistry,

ir the applicaticm of the science of chemistry to the art of

relieving the numerous maladies to which human nature is

liable, it mu«t be admitted that we are deticient. This defi-

ciencj may be attributed to the absence of any specific and

di.stinot course of education in this particular department ; to

the want of a sufficient stimulus to exertion in its advance-

ment ; and to the consequent neglect which degrades it below

its proper standard of importance."

It was true, he urged, that the Society of Apothecaries and

the Apothecaries' Hall were established for the purpose of

furnishing a uniform system of education, and that a com-

pulsory examination was required before a licence to practise

could be granted, but once duly qualified, the professional

duties of the apothecary absorbed his attention, laboratory

•wo. k was impossible, and even dispensing was neglected in

exact proportion to his medical success.

It was, therefore, deemed expedient that not only should

a, society of chemists and druggi.sts be created, but that there

should be established a School of Pharmacj' " as a prominent

feature in their Society."

Accordingly, at the first amiual meeting, held at the

Crown and Anchor, in the Strand, on Tuesday, May 17, 1842,

William Allen, F.R.S., President, in the chaii-, the repoi't of

the Council contained the following notice :

—

' School of Pharmacy Lectures.-—Three lecturers are ap-

pointed for the ensuing season—Dr. A. T. Thomson on
Medical Botany and Materia ]\Iedica, Mr. George Fownes on
Chemistry, and Mr. Redwood on Pharmacy.

Lectures.

" One course of lectures will be given on Medical Botany,
to commence in May and end in July, to consist of two lec-

tures per week, which will be delivered at eight o'clock in

the morning.
" One course of lectures will be given on Chemistry, to

commence in October and end in !March.
" One lecture to be delivered every week, at half-past eight

o'clock in the morning. _
"One course of lectures on Materia Medica and Pharmacy,

to commence in October and end in March—one lecture to

be delivered every week at half-past eight o'clock in the
morning. The lectures on Materia Medica to be finished be-

fore those on pharmacy are commenced."

To members, associates, and apprentices the fee was half-

a-gninea for each course, and two gumeas for each course to

persons not connected with the Society. Half of the latter

fee was to belong to the lecturers.

The lectures at the Square were given iu the room next to the

Library, at present devoted to botany and histology. It was
admirably adapted to the purpose, being any and well lighted.

What is now the Hanbury and Curator's room formed a sort of

antechamber, the folding-doors of which wea-e clo.sed at the

conunencement of the lecture. Late comers had to hsten peni-

tentially outside, and make good resolutions for the future.

The lecture table was placed at the upper end, paiallel with the

fireplace, now under the tutelary protection of Peter Squire's

medallion. Here it was that half the botanical course was given,
and the three professors of chemistry, materia medica, and
pharmacy discoursed. On Tuesday morning. May 17, 1842,
the course of lectures on botany was commenced. Forty tickets

had been taken. The early hour wa.s adopted to meet the conve-
nience of students coming from a distance, and' also to allow
assistants to return to their daily occupations within a reasonable
time.

A prizse was offered by the Council at the conclusion of the

course, when, owing to a misunderstanding, only eight can-

didates competed. The time appointed for the examination

was seven o'clock in the morning, and at nine o'clock the

answers were handed to the professor.

In more than one sense those were early times. Students

are more luxurious in their habits now, and apparently re-

quire more rest.

On opening the sealed envelopes, it was found that one

with the superscription " Spero " contained the card of Mr.

Robert Bentley, 338, Oxford Street (old street numeration)
;

date, August 8, 1842.

Owing to the uifluence and intervention of Dr. A. T.

Thomson, the latter part of the botanical course was ai'ranged

to be delivered at the gardens of the Royal Botanic Society

in the Regent's Park ; an opportunity was thus presented of

becoming familiar with the characters of nearly all our in-

digenous plants, as well as many exotics, by observing their

growth, structure, and general appearance.

Admission to the gardens was at seven o'clock in the

morning, permission to remain being given till ten o'clock

;

the whole range of the garden was free to the students within

the above-mentioned hoxirs, but the conservatories could only

be visited in small parties, under the guidance of the pro

lessor. Well do I remember these matutinal botanical ram-

bles and the hot tea and coffee, cake, and bread-and-butter

provided at a stall outside the gardens ; then the practical

demonstration after lecture, and the personally conducted

tour round the flower-beds.

Not seldom did Jacob Bell ride up on horseback and sit

in the museum lectui'e-room—a student, like the rest. It did

happen, however, in some lew cases, that an assistant who
had far to come and had started on his long walk without

breakfast overtasked his strength in the struggle to combine

the pursuit of science with business occupations. On May
31, 1844, these lectures were officially recognised by the

Apothecaries' Company in the following notification :

—

" Sir,—I am directed by the Court of Examiners of this

Society to inform you that they have i>laced your name (A.T.T.)

on their li.^ of recognised teachers of botany, and that certifi-

cates of attendance upon your lectures will be received by the

Court.
"Heney Blatch, Secretary."

A brief sketch of this most industrious and energetic lec-

turer may not be out of place.

Dr. Anthony Todd Thomson

was born at Edinburgh in January, 1778, and at the tune of

his death was in his seventy-second year. He received his

education in the High School, and subsequently jn the College

of Edinburgh, and he attended the last com-se of lectures

ever delivered by Dr. Black. He was the life-long friend of

Lord Brougham. Becoming a member of the College of

Surgeons in London, he rapidly acquired a large practice as

a general practitioner in Sloane Street. He was the first

to give a course of lectures in medical botany in London

(1810), and shortly afterwards he published his 'Conspectus

of the Pharmacopoeia,' which he sold for £20. The copy-

right was bought by Messrs. Longman and Co. for £600,

when the virork had passed the fifth edition.

In 1811 appeared the ' London Dispensatory,' of which many
editions have been required, the author apologising in his preface

tliat it had been composed among the distractions of an exten-

sive practice, and not" amidst the appliances of learned leisure.

The good doctor was no idle man, for he rose at five o'clock in

the morning, wote for three hours, spent the great part of the

day in visiting his patients, returned to a late dinner, and then

worked till two o'clock in the morning. This was more than com-
' jr.endable, but such a labour of Hercules depends as much on
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an iron constitution and habitual health as it does on an en-

thusiastic devotion to professional and literary duties. Detailed

reference to his contributions to medical, botanical, and general

subjects is unnecessary.

In 1826 he became a member of the College of Physicians, and

in 1828 Dr. Thomson was elected to the chair of Materia Medica

and Therapeutics in University College, a post he retained tiU

death. Subsequently he became Professor of Medical Jurispru-

dence in the same university, and late in his career he was elected

a IFellow of the College of Physicians. Most fortunate was it

for the students of the School of Pharmacy to have such a man as

instructor. The intermediate mornings of his official course he

devoted to demonstration or peripatetic lectures in the Royal

Botanic Gardens, and thus doubled the advantage offered to his

class.

Seventy-one pupils were entered to the opening course on

chemistry, the first prize being awarded to Charles Crack-

nell.

George Fownes, F.R.S.,

the first professor of chemistry elected by the Society,

was bom on May 14, 1815, and died January 31, 1849,

not having completed his thirty-fourth year. Age is

not to De reckoned by length of years, but by work accom-

plished. He was the eldest son of Mr. John Fownes, the

glover, of Coventry Street, Leicester Square, to whom he was

apprenticed, and with whom he continued until his twentj'-

second year. The business was peculiarly distasteful to his

frame of mind, and he was far morc'enamoured of the proceed-

ings of the Western Literary Institution and the companionship

of Mr. Everett, Mr. Henrj- Watts, and Mr. Robert Murray,

than of the process of manufacturing gloves.

In 1837 he was placed under the first-named gentleman, who
was then chemical lecturer at the Middlesex Hospital. So he

continued for two years with the exception of three months

spent at Giessen in the laboratory of Professor Liebig. Return-

ing from Germany, Prcfes.sor Graham invited him to assist in

the laboratory of University College, and twelve months after-

wards he relinquished this situation and beca.me chemical lec-

turer at Charing Cross Hospital. The structural arrangements

were defective, and his health suffered in consequence. In 1841

he lectured on chemistry applied to agriculture ; gave a course

on organic chemistry at the Royal Institution, and publislied an
" Essay on the Food of Plants."

In the summer of 1842 he was appointed Professor of

Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society, and entered upon

his duties in the October of that year ; at the same time he

delivered a complete course of lectures at the Middlesex Hospi-

tal. In 1843 he gained the Acton prize for his essay, entitled

" Chemistry as Exemplifying the '\5''isdom and Beneficence of

God." His private researches were many, amongst which may be

mentioned a paper on the "Existence of Phosphoric Acid in

Rocks of Igneous Origin " ; the " Artificial Formation of a

Vegeto-alkali," for which he obtained the gold medal of the

Royal Society ;
" Benzolin and Investigations on the Value in

Absolute Alcohol of Spirits of Different Specific Gravities." He
received the honourable title of F.R.S. in 1845. In 1844 he

published his ' Manual of Chemistry,' which passed through

several editions, and which, enlarged and ably edited, continues

to be regarded as a standard work. In 1845 he was ajipointed

Professor of Practical Chemistry in the Birkbeck Laboratory, at

University College, a post which he held until the time of his

death. The rapid decline of his healtli compelled him to relin-

quish all lecturing arrangements, and on the advice of Dr.

Bence Jones, he betook himself to the wanner climate of

Barbados, from which, unfortunately, he derived no material

benefit. Two of his latest literary contributions were on the
" Production of Furfurol," the idea of which was suggested by

a circumstance which occurred in Mr. Morson's pharmacy, and

on the "Manufacture of Sugar" in the island to which he had

repaired.

As a lecturer he was remarkable for a singular clearness of

explanatory description, given often under distressing circum-

stances. Some of his experiments, especially in organic-

chemistry, liad to be omitted owing to a difficulty in breathing,

painful at times to witness. While lecturing he kept his Manual

open before him, and carefully followed the printed text.

Possibly his habitual ill-health in some measure explained the-

peculiar sensitiveness of his character, a failing which those

around him did their utmost to dispel ; no shadow of personal

slight could ever have been intended, and the rare occasions on

which it might have been surmised were purely accidental, for

no one was held in higher esteem than the first Professor of

Chemistry at the Square.

Seventy-nine pupils were entei-ed to the opening course of

practical pharmacy, the first prize being awarded to John

Williams.
Theophi us Redwood,

the first official lecturer on phai-macy to the School, was the

pioneer of that educational movement which eventually placed

the British pharmacist on an equal standing with his Conti-

nental brethren. At the commencement of the Society's career,

Redwoodi was a tower of strength—^the faithfiil coadjutor of

Jacob Bell ; sub-editor of the Journal (then the personal

property of its editor) ; a constant contributor of papers bearing

on practical pharmacy dating from the one on " The Preparation

of Medicinal Extracts"; leader of the forlorn hope of the

evening meetings and chief speaker at those functions ; and,

lastly, the first to initiate a course of teaching directly applied

to the wants of the community of chemists and druggists. One

may note with feelings akin to gratitude that an effort is being

made to render the scholarship which bears his name worthy of

his reputation and of more tangible advantage to its holder.

To the supreme advantage of the School and to the Society

at large, Dr. Pereira had undertaken the charge of materia

medica. Seventy-nine students were in attendance, the first

prize being gained by Charles Cracknell. From this date the

Council determined upon an extension of the instruction to

be imparted in the ensuing season; the time necessary for this

purpose was increased to thi'ee days a week in summer, and

four days in the autxmin and winter.

Jonathan Pereira.

It waa my good fortune to be sent as a student to the

Boole de Pharmacie of Paris,' at which a very celebrated

author, but most uninteresting lecturer on materia medica, was

M . Guibourt. He had written an excellent book, ' I'Histoire des

Drogues Simples,' was the associate of Dumas, Bussy, Soubeiran,

and Chevalier, and was an undoubted authority upon his own,

subject. But the little man, with rather a shrill voice, ran

through his specimens, which crowded the lecture-table, in a

manner too rapid to be followed, and confined himself to a

technical description which awakened small interest in his

audience. A notable example of this catalogue raissonne ttyle

was his treatment of the sarsaparillas. When, there-

fore, I, in common with others, the two young Savorys,

Thomas and Charles, being amongst the number, listened

to Pereira, admired his brilliant exposition and his fine-

delivery, and found the hitherto dry subject lit up with

all the attraction which wit and anecdote and enthusiasm could'

invest pharmacology, we recognised both the genius of the

lecturer and the value of bis instruction. Nor did Pereira's

influence end here ; it awoke an interest in kindred studies, and

thus was aji' incalculable advantage ; besides which, the engage-

ment of so eminent a profe.ssor brought the School of Pharmacj

into direct public notice.
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" As an authoritj' in materia medica," ivrot« Jacob Bell,

"he waa without a rival in this country—we might say in

Europe." Jonathan Pereira was bom on May 22. 1804, and

iied on January 20, 1853. His decea^ie^ was occasioned by the

results of an accident on descending a stairciist; which led to the

Hunterian iluseum, and thus in the prime of life and in full

'njoyment of his mental faculties and bodily energy, and in the

midst of his professional activities, he was I'emoved from the

scene of his laboxirs in his foity-pinth year. Originally a

student at the Aldersgate General Dispensary and a pupil

It St. Bartholomew's Hospital, he was elected apothe-

cary at the former institution, having fir.st to qualify himself

For the post by obtaining the licence of the Society of Apothe-

taries. At the same time, with eminent success.' he undertook

private tuition, and, for the benefit of his clas.s, translated the

London Pharm'acopceia of 1824, and compiled tlie ' Selecta e

Pr.pscriptis,' which still remains a text-book for medical and
phannaoeutical students.

On June 3, 1825, he became a member of the College of

Surgeons, and in 1826 gave his celebrated lecture on " The
Rise and Progress of Chemistiy," which created uo .small sensa-

tion. Bromine, the recent di.scovery of BaJard, fonned one of

the illustrations. Pereira found a knowledge of Fi'ench and
(ierman indi.'>pensable for the further prosecution of his studies,

and accordingly engaged tutor's to instruct him in those

languages, and from this time he began to collect 'md arrange

on scientific jirinciples materials wliich were ultimately em-

bodied in his great work, ' The Elements of Materia Medica.'

He rose at six in the morning, and, thanks to a mairvellons

constitution, he was enabled to devote sixteen hours a day

to his various rese^rches.

"In 1832 he became Professor of Materia Medica in the New
Medical School in Aldersgate Street, and succeeded Dr. Gordon
as lecturer on chemistry at the London Hospital. He now
built a lecture theatre at an expense of £700 for the better

accommodation of his class, his income from his teaeJiing

engagements having risen to £1,000 per annum. Many iiniden-

tial friends questioned the wisdom of this step. He was unable

to a<;cept the chair of Chemistry and Materia Medica at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, since according to their bye-laws it

was necessary that he should, on becoming professor, relinquish

his position in other institutions. Once more he had to prepare

against time for an examination. On this occasion it was that

of the College of Physicians, whose diploma was requi.site in

order that he might be qualified for the post of assistaont

physician to the London Hospital. The authorities -were

;vnxions that he should become a candidate for that position.

The result was .successful. In 1839 he was appointed

examiner in materia medica to the University of Loudon. In

1842 Pereira delivered a lecture at Bloomsbuiy Square on the
" Modem Discoveries in Materia Medica," and the exposition

was so remarkable that it was determined, if jwssible. to secure

bis permanent services.

In 1843 he was induced to accept the chair of materia medica,

and from that date his name has been inseparably connected

with the pa.st and present prosperity of the School. The
impetus which he then gave to the cultivation of his favourite

department of research, and to the progres.s of pharmaceutical

education generally, remains to this day. Pei-eira redeemed

his subject from the disfavour witli which ii: had been regarded

in the student mind. He, like Daniel Hanbury. took no state-

ment on trust ; new drugs were obtained direct a-s original

packages from the importer, and the drawing was made from

tha sample thus received. Nor wa-s the professor satisfied \mtil

he had traced the importation to its .source. From the pages

(if Dioscorides and Galen," wrote his biographer, "to the pur-

lieus of the London Docks, nothing escaped him." Each lec-

ture was illustrated by a profusion of diagrams and specimens

;

while at the conclusion a row of microscopes was exhibited,

and afforded a practical examination of starches, vegetable

structure, and varied forms of crystallisation.

A cloud once (1851) passed over Pereira and his work.

Scurrilous articles api>eared respecting him in a weekly periodi-

cal, in which also his lectures were reported verbatim et

literatim.

The circmnstance has been mistaken for an episode in the

bitter opposition to the Society and its proceedings which was
not wanting in some quarters-. With that it had no connection,

being simply personal animosity exhaled in public. Pereira

appealed to the Council for protection, when this too-cautiously-

worded resolution was pas,sed' :
—"That, as Dr. Pereira objects

to the publication of his lectures delivered at this Institution,

this Council considers that it has not the power to grant per-

mission to any individual to take notes with a view to their

publication." What this meant it needs some ingenuity to

discover, and it was a mystery to the aggrieved lectiirer, who
repaired to Langham Place, the private residence of Jacob

Bell, with the full determination to stop tlie annoyance by

j)lacing his i^signation at the disposal of the authorities. The

following unauthorised statement appeared in a subsequent

number of the periodical referred to above:—"We beg to

inform our readers that, on the completion of Dr. Pereira's

lectures, we shall republish them in the shape of a book, the

sheets of w'hich (for the purpose of insuring their accuracy)

will be sent to Dr. Pereira for correction."

Thereupon Pereira wrote:—"Under the circumstances, I

have come to the determination to suspend the course until'

the Council shall have taken such steps as may be requisite

to prevent the continuance of these dishonest proceedings."

Then the students took tihe matter in hand, and they

petitioned the Council to induce Pereira to reoonsiJer Ms
determination, and that the lectures might be resumed :

" TriLsting that you, as the representati-ves of the members and
guardians of the interests of the Society, will not suffer the

ill-conduct of two or three individuals to deprive us and others

of this great privilege."

A declaration was drawn up, signed by the class (obviously

with some exceptions), and formally presented, in which tihey

declared tlieir disapproval of the conduct which had caused the

suspension of €he course, and emphatically denied any par-

ticipation in the transaction. Then it was resolved unani-

mously at a special meeting of Council, that publica-

tion without consent, and in defiance of remonstrance,

was piractical and dishonest. Once more the students

met and sent a memorial to the doctor :

—" That Dr.

Pereira be earnestly requested to resume his lectures upon
receiving an assur-ince signed by the class individually, to the

effect that they will adhere to the spirit of the arrangement

mutually entered into between the Society and himself." A
second deelaration followed. The professor resumed his lec-

tures on November 25, 1851, and met with an enthusiastic

reception, to which lie was wont to refer -with infinite pleasure.

In his i-esearches Pereira was aided by his Continental friends,

il. Gufbourt, Dr. Martius, Dr. Julius Martiny, and by other.s

of equal reputation ; and though brilliant as a speaker and in

his literary career, he was distinguished for accuracy of detail

and for the most prosaic and methodical habit of noting down
information which he -had industriously accumulated. His note-

book and memoranda on oaidamoms fuUy illustrate this ]>oint.

His various honours and successes need not be enumerated

here ; suffice it to say that his scientific pursuits were not

allowed" to clash with his medical practice. His ambition was
to become a leading London physician, and there seemed every

prospect tlwt his hopes would have been realised.

F
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To perpetuate Pei-eira's memory a medal was struck bearing

his name. It is offeiied annually as the highest prize which
can reward the diligent student. Nob being confined to the

Society's School, but ojien to all jjharmaoeutical chemists who
have passed the Major Examination during th« year, its pos-

sassion is much, coveted, and the keenest competition is stimu-

lated for its acquirement. How much the Phaimaceutical

Society, its Journal aaid School were indebted to the great

lecturer's aid ;uid to the prestige which his co-operation con-

ti-ibuted to all three, may be grntefftlly acknowledged and held

in I'emembriuice.

Never for a moment was it imagined that by an attend-

ance on a set of lectures, however good, a student could

become fully qualified as a ' pharmaceutical chemist, nor

at the date to which this account refers, could the-

courses be made generally available to young men
whose time was occupied in performing the duties of

assistants. The creation of a laboratory was the natural

sequence to the educational efforts already made ; the claim

and imperative need of such an establishment had never been

absent from the minds of the founders of the Society, but

it was expedient to hasten slowly before taking a step which,

though indispensable, involved serious consequences, financial

and otherwise. Would it, or, rather, could it, be fairly sup-

ported by the younger generation, who had by no means the

leisure they now enjoy, and, if so, might it not be desirable

to enlarge our borders and transplant the whole building

from its present locality to one offering far greater accommo-
dation and more adapted to the purpose for which it was
designed ? To the never-ending regret of some, this last

theory was not adopted. We learn from Mr. Bell that, ; s

far back as 1842 a plan was submitted to the Council to

construct a laboratory on the basement of the house in

Bloomsbury Square. The proposal was abandoned as being

premature, and was deferred for the time being. At the

fourth anniversary of the Society, May 20, 1845, the Council

were enabled to make the following report with respect to the

School .of Phai-macy, and as the statement is historical it

deserves to be placed on record :
—

" One of the most important progressive steps in this de

partment has been the establishment during the past year ot

a laboratory for practical instruction in pharmaceutical che-

mistry, which the Council are happy to state has proved most

successful, considering the limited scale on which it has yet

been carried out ; and they consider it their duty to recon)

mend a further amount of capital to this important part ol

the educational objects of the Society, having every reason

to believe that, if properly organised, it will not only greatly

benefit such pupils as may be enabled to attend, but also

prove a source of profit, rather than expense, to the Society,

and place it in a proper position to claim legislative protec-

tion.
'

Up to this date there had been laboratory accommodation

on a limited scale for ten workers, and the new one provided

for eighteen additional students, while Mr. Eedwood had a

private laboratory in the then Curator's room. The new-

departure elicited the warmest praise from Dr. Alexander

Ure. who said it contrasted favourably with the laboratories

of Germany, including that of Giessen, and most of those in

France. A complete illustrated sketch, including ground-

plan, arrangement of apparatus, benches, and detailed par-

ticulars of construction will be found in the Pliarmaceutical

Joiirmi!. Vol. V., 1845-6. pp. 314-524.

THE L.\BOR.\XORY OF THE PH.\RM.\CEUTICAL SOCIETY IN 1845 (NOW THE LECTURE THE.\TRE.)
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Twenty-six students entered the laboratory during the ses-

sion, but the Council had to regret the limited attendance

5n the- lectures. This was a pei-ennial source of uneasiness

ivhich sorely troubled the executive. As late as 1851 the

[Council had to report, " The only part of the School which

ias met with due encouragement is the laboratory, which

5 well attended, every place having been occupied during

learly the whole of the past session.

" The lecture-room has not been so well attended, and the

Council have again to express regret that this important means
jf education is not appreciated. The number of pupils in

;he several classes continues to be quite disproportionate

mth what might have been expected to be the demand, and
what is known to be the value of the instruction afforded."

,
The financial aspect was not encouraging ; there was an

iverage deficiency of £100 per annum during the first six

^ars of the laboratory, and the loss on the lecture account
unounted to upwards of £400 per annum. The educational
;aiu was that since the establishment of the School 183
;andidates passed the Major and Minor examinations, and
556 apprentices were registered. It must be admitted tliat

the long, lingering houis of business .stood like a lion

ilk the path of an assistant sixty years ago; masters
themselves lived under this traditional servitude. More-
3ver. so long as a youth knew that with no compulsory
jualification whatsoever he could pass from the apprentice
stage to that of an assistant, thence to the being a master
Dn his own account, when, in turn, he would set up a general
retail, with some pharmacy attached, it was vain to hope
;hat he and his companions would crowd the lecture-room, or
levote themselves to private study.

It was in 1847 that I entered the School of Pharmacy.
STo portico adorned the building—that was an inspiration of
Mr. Ellas Bremridge ; the passage through the entrance haJl

ed to a narrow stone staircase—still surviving—which co'n-

iucted to a dimly-lighted cellarage, to the right of which
ivere the domestic offices, and in front the laboratory of the
School. It was on the basement floor, immediately below
ihe present lecture theatre. At one end was the store-room,
where, before commencing work, we used to smoke, for the
liscipline was not severe.

The laboratory sufiered xmiquely from its underground posi-
tion, for fumes would rise, much to the annoyance of the
re.spected Secretary, and to the discomfort of the Council whilst
holding their deliberations ; irate messages from the upper re-
gions were not infrequent. By way of compensation there
was an excellent method of ventilation, invented by Professor
Redwood, who was the sole director.

It was at one time the fashion to under-rate its general
arrangement and e<iuipme.nt, and to contrast it unfavourably
with the Paris Ecole de Pharmacie in the Rue d'Arbalete. The
latter was a singularly unpretentious structure, and in spite
of professors of high and deserved reputation, the popularity
of its courses were somewhat overshadowed by the brilliant

demonstrations of Oi-fila at the Ecole de Medecine, and the
•summer lectures of Dumas.
As myself an old student of pharmacy in Paris, I may say,

tliat the construction of our laboratory in the Square, and its

various appliances, were quite equal, if not superior, to any-
thing to be seen in the French capital at this same date.
The conditions under which pharmacy is studied both in

France and England, have midergone such radical alteration
.iuring the past few years that ocmparisons once instituted
between British and Continental systems must be accepted in
t.he light of historical reminiscence. For the first time in

Great Britain the youth of pharmacy had the chance of follow-
ing a systematic course of traimng distinctly adapted to their

wants, and though the space was somewhat limited, and there

was too~much liberty, tlie students meant business, and came
determined to reap the full advantage placed witliin their reach.

Were all a pattern group of devotees? Not so. Some
'laborioush' pursued their studies ; others were less indus-

trious, and some trifled for a time, but turned from the error

of their way on the near prospect of examination.

Time passes, and after a long lapse of years it is diffi-

cult to recall names and faceis. My own recollection

includes John Baker Edwards, witli' one exception the

most diligent of our confraternity. We lad a printed list of

chemicals, their compounds, and pharmaceutical preparations,

di'awn up in pamphlet form. Edwards attacked this with a

vigour which caused much amusement ; at the' end of a few

months he had got through the whole series, when he inconti-

nently disappeared, and worked in the octagon laboratory up-

stairs at analysis and toxicology. Previous to tliis he essayed

the preparation of chloroform to the undisguised admiration

of his companions, who watched his proceedings with great

interest. There was excitement when the fir.st drops began to

distil over, for we had read about but had never seen the famous
anEesthetic. Next, the product was mixed with alcohol, and

thus made into an extemporaneous chloric ether, which was duly

lianded round to taste. Instantly the compound took effect in a

disastrous and unexpected manner
;
they began to sing and shout

and race round the benches. The tumult was at its height

when Redwood, startled by the uproar, ventured to appear in

time to witness a free fight, and one of the combatants reposing

in the sand-bath. Order was soon restored, and a short ex-

planation allayed the professor's fears. Another comrade was
Robert D. Grindley, of Che.ster, who gained the first laboratory

prize in chemistry and pharmacy ; also Samuel L. Ash, of

Plymouth, who was equallj' successful in materia medica. Late

in the session appeared a tall, slim youth, pale in fieature,

reticent in speec^h, who, from the moment of his entrance

to the day of his departure, was a marvel of unremitted per-

severance. We all recognised this at the time, and the re-

membrance of his determined assiduity remains as fresh as

ever. This was jahn Langdon Haydon Down, Whose subse-

quent career is too well known to need recording. Not for

him was the morning smoke, nor the occasional dissipation ;

no one more thoroughly acted upon the precept, whatsoever

thine hand findeth to do, do it with all thy might. The
foreign element was represented by an accomplished French-

man, Joseph Mailloux, of Port Louis, Mauritius, and by
Gerardo Jose da Nobrega, of impulsive temperanient, who
subsequently threw much light on the industry of cochineal,

and became a correspondent of Pereira. Every day, one

hour after lecture. Redwood found his way down the narrow

staircase and personally supervised the work ; he went from
bench to bench, without omission, correcting notes, explain-

ing, and advising. He was then in the 'very flush of his

activity. Diagrams (vide Attfield, pp. 65-67) were the

method of expressing decompositions, for it was before the

general introduction of chemical equations. Every diagram

in my own note-book was in the handwriting of the professor.

At various times the whole body of the students was invited

to his house in Montague Street and introduced to his family

circle. We may turn to the earlier volumes of this Journal

to know what Redwood was to the Society, to its evening

meetings, and to the School. A memoir describing his career

will be found in the Pharmacevtical Journal [3], Vol. XXII.,
1891-92, p. 763. Our session of 1847 had the suj^eme advan-

tage of a demonstrator named Benjamin Horatio Paul, whose
accurate memory and exceptional gift of explanation were

placed at the service of us all. He was familiarly known as

" Faraday," by which title he was invariably addressed. I
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venture to surmise that, in the midst of his oflScial duties, he

sometimes recalled the past, and turned to this period of his

life with unalloyed satisfaction.

Two years later the students ventured on a bold step :

they determined to organise a public school dinner on their

own account, the entire arrangements being under their

personal direction. It took place at the London Tavern.

July 17, 1849, with Dr. Copland. F.R.S., as Chairman. One
hundred and thirty- four were present, as Mr. Bell had given

the idea a word of praise.

" Originating as [the dinner] does amongst the students them-

selves, the proposition has been warmly seconded by many
of the members of the Society, who are desirous of en-

couraging this evidence of zeal in the cause of pharmaceutical

education among the junior members of our body."
Pereira spoke with admirable effect, and on that occasion

the writer of these lines, with fear and trembling, made his

maiden speech.

At the tenth session of the School (1851-2) every place in

the laboratory was engaged ; the chemical room upstairs was
called into requisition, and every compartment was occupied.

The lectures were made free to all members and associates

of the Society, as well as to registered apprentices. By the

passing of the Pharmacy Act of 1852, a new condition of

affairs arose, and with that change the.se reminiscences must
end. '

SOME CURIOUS INSECT REMEDIES—PAST AND PRESENT
BY GRAH.\M BOTT, F.L.S.

Familiarity with the employment of animal extracts in

medicine, such as brain extract, heart extract, orchitic extract,

the various glands, as bronchial glands, thyroid glands, and
the numerous other preparations from the tissues of animals,

as well as the medicinal use of their secretions, such as musk
and castoreum, excite not the slightest surprise or wonder in

the twentieth century. Yet it is with a smile of derision and
a sensation of astonishment that we look upon the medi-

cinal virtues attributed to insects in former times. Ai'e we
not simply reviving the ancient belief and the belief of a

century or less ago in the efficacy of zoological remedies in the

treatment of disease when we assert our confidence in the

re-animating and curative properties of animal tissues? At the

present day, abroad and in the rural districts of England,

unbounded faith is placed in the emplojrment of insects and
portions of animals as remedial agents, and few are unaware
of the request, even at the present time, for .syrup of fox's

lungs, crab's eyes, as well as several other preparations of a

superstitious age. That some individuals really believe that

the optic organs of the crab are at the present day used in

medicine, and not substances to which the name of crab's eyes

has been applied, iS an undoubted fact, as the author was
gravely assiu-ed by a person quite recently that crab's eyes

were the only remedy useful for a certain complaint, and when
questioned as to what he understood by that term seriously

replied :
" Why, the eyes of the ordinary crab."

In olden times the heart of the viper was esteemed as a

cure for numerous ailments ; now we employ the extract pre-

pared from the heart of a bullock, and believe it a good

cardiac tonic, and most useful in bloodlessness. Not only,

however, were tihese <ii£Eerent organs of the animal body

used internally, but they were considered equally valuable and

efficacious when employed in invocations, and were thought

absolutely essential when conjuring up the aid of the good genii

of health to chase away the evil of di.seaAse, particularly that

of the above-mentioned ophidian :
—

" And now to raise an altar he decrees
To that devouring harpy call'd disease

:

He spoke, and on the pyramid "he laid

Bay leaves and vipers' hearts."

And, again, in connection with that strange belief in the

potency of the heart to accomplish the impossible, perhaps

it would be most difficult to find a parallel with the following

amazing superstition which occurred in the middle of the

nineteenth century in the parish of Bodmin, in Cornwall, and ,
"

which was duly recorded in a local paper. A farmer of

that parish believed that some disease which his cattle had con-

tracted was due to them feeing 'bewitched, - and in order to

exorcise the malignant spirit, resorted to the expedient of

killing a chicken, extracting its heart, sticking it over with

pins, and then roasting it ! It is also curious to note that differ-

ent medicinal virtues were formerly ascribed to the blood and

gall of the chameleon.

That the common wood-lousie, known also as hog-lou*e,

ohuroh-bug, sow-bug, the systematic name of which is

Oniscus asellus, fonnerly described as a species of apterous

insect, shoxdd have figured as a remedy in the old pharma^

copoeias seems incredible. Yet' such is the fact. Moreover,

they were strongly recommended by eminent medical

mjen in the early part of the nineteenth century as

a diuretic and anti-spasmodic, and were also a pofralar

remedy for ague and consumption. Thus we find in a

popular work of that day on ' Domestic Medicine,' by ati

M.D., in.structions for the preparation and adnflnistration of

t<hat insect remedy for whooping-cough. " Wood-lice are

greatly recommended for the cure of chin-cough. Those wlio

choose to make use of these insects may infuse 2 oz. of them

bniised in an English pint of small white wine for one

night. Afterwards the liquor may be strained through »

cloth, and a tablespoonfui of it given to the patient three or

four times a day." A process repugnant to the refined phar-

macist of this the talbloid era, and a remedy that would

probably be more palatable minus the lice. It is said—and

it is interesting to note the derivation of systematic names—

that the generic name OniscTCs is derived from the Greek,

signifying an ass, because, like the ass, those insects require

much beating before they are of any use. Many other species

of millepedes were credited with wonderful virtues, the species

termed in Scotland Sclater being most esteemed in that country

-

at the time of their general employment for medicinal

-

purposes. Perhaps it should be mentioned that millepedes are

not true insects, 'being near relatives of spiders, and of the

family Crustacea.

To merely utter the word beetle not infrequently causes .i

shudder of disgust in those unacquainted with the beauties
|

of that insect, yet two s]>ecies of coleopteroiis insects, P

namely, Carabus chrysoecphalus and Carabus ferrugincus {Leislut

ferrugineus. Linn.), fine, large, carnivorous, ground

beetles, were much in vogue at no very remote period

as a remedy for that distressing complaint, the tooth-

ache. The mode of -using them was to oru.sh the beetle*

between the fingers, after which the squeezed mass was well

rubbed onto the affected tooth and gum—a primitive and some

what nauseous proceeding. Another beetle, the rose beetle, or

rose chiller (Cctonia aurata, Linn., order Coleoptera), is used by

the Ru,ssiaas, who appear to have a penchant for insect reme-

dies, in order to prevent the development- of that dreaded

disease, hydrophobia, and they declare it to be the only remedy

that wiU positively counteract the ill effects of the bite of a

mad dog. It appears, from directions first published in a

Russian journal, that the larvae of the common ro.se beetle is col-

lected and preserved in pots of earth until the time of then

1
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transformation into the perfect insect, when they are then

killed, dried, and stored, so as to retain the strong odour

which ther possess. The dose is from two to three beetles

reduced to powder, and spread upon bread and buttec, while

the effect of its admuiistration is said to be that of a narcotic,

inducing profound slumber, which extends over a period of

about forty hours. The cure is usually complete on the

patient awakening. Those other familiar and undoubtedly

useful beetles, cantharides, were also employed for the

Eame disease on account of their strong diuretic action, because

in that way it was considered possible to expel the poison.

It is recorded that Peter the Great, who was ever anxious for

the welfare of his subjects, paid a large sum of money for a

remedy for hydrophobia in which insects of the family Can-

tharidcc, namely, Meloe prosecirabacus, Linn.—found on paths

and grass in the spring—constituted the chief ingredient.

One species of that most wonderful and interesting social insect,

the ant, afforded in the past, and yields at the present a

curative agent to the followers of -^^sculapius. It is the red

ant (Formica rufa), an hymenopterous insect, found abun-

dantly in woods, which was considered most useful as a spinal

stimidant. and pi'obably with a certain amount of truth, since

they contain a well-kno\vn powerful acid. It is on that

accoimt that some persons, as we are informed by Charles de

Geer, find them pleasant to chew, and also make creams for

side dishes, to which those ants give the taste of lemon juice.

Present-day medical practitioners do not despise those insects

as remedial agents, for 'a preparation of . ants, viz., spu-it of

ante, is reoommendedl as a counter-irritant, and is included in

the armamentarium of the modem physician. The chrysalids

of the red ant have also been used as a remedy against dropsy,

and recommended as a carminative and diuretic.

Familiar to everyone is tihe heanipterous insect cochineal

iCoeeui cacti), mudh prized at tJhe present day in the country

as a remedy for whooping-cougii. It, 3,8 well as anottlher

specie.* of the cochineal insect. Coccus ilieit, commonly known
as kermes berries, were extensively \L«ed and recommended by
medicaJ men of former times. The celebrated Dr. Sydenlham,

in his woi'k on the practice of medicine, published 1607, give*

t<he following curious formula as good for plague and pesti-

lential fevers, in wfhidh ttlhey constituted one of the ingre-

dients:
—"Take of Venice treacle half a dram, of the electuary

of the egg one scruple, of compound powder of crab'.s-eye

twelve grains, of cocihinele eight grains, otf saffron four grains,

witih a sufficient quantity of the juice of keimes, maike a bolus,

whidh let him' take every sixth hour, drinking after it six

spoonfuls of tttie following julep," which consisted of:—
"Carduus water and compound scordium-water, each tJiree

ounces, of treacle-water two o\mces, of syrup of gillyflowers

one ounce, mingled , together to make a julep." Whatever
merit cochineal insects possess as medicinal agents, they have
proved of immense connnercial value

; yet when first introduced
in the Capary Isilands abouit the year 1827 the natives con-

sidered the insects as a pest and persistently endeavoured to

destroy them. TTic common eoackroach (Periplaneta {ElaU-i)

oritntalh), an orthopterous and well-known and most detested

insect, commonly but erroneously termed the black-beetle

—

TPhich, by tihe way, is not black—is uitilised in Russia and else-

where in the treatment of dropsy. It wa.s first employed with
marked success by a St. Petersburg physician, Dr'. Bogomolow,
in various disease accompanied with dropsy. The effect of its

administration is to increase the excreltion of urine and jto-o-

mote perspiration, thus it rapidly reduces the sweU-
ing caused by the serous ihumour. Of the powdered cockroac^h

0'5 to 1 Gm. is administered during the twenty-four hours.

An infusion and tincture is aJeo prepared. Tihe Bositon Journal
of Chemistry for 1878, commenting on the therapeutic axstion

of cookroadhes, remarks that tihey do not produce any irritation

of the kidnoyis, tlheir action in t(hai reypedt being unlike tihat

of cajitharides. The active sulbsit-ance ^T^hiclh Dr. Bogomolow
extracted from these insects is a csyst-ajline principle to wlhich

he applied the name antihydropin. Powdered "black-beetle
'

is a popular remedy in Russia at the present period, and the

crystalline body obtained from those insects—antihydropin

—

is employed in modern medical practice. We may truly exclaim

with the poeit:—
" Nor hill nor vale, as far as ship can go,

Nor margin of tilie gravei-bottom'd brook
Escape the rifling hand'—from stubborn shrubs
We wring their sky-reitiring virtues out,

And vex tlhem in tihe fire : nor fly nor msect
Nor writhy snake escapes our deep research."

Two other insects of the order Oithoptera are employed as

remedial agents. One is a species of gwisshopper, the sys-

temajtic naane of wthioh is Decticus verrucivorus, termed by

peasants wart-bit, as the specific name indicates. The peasant.s

of Germany and Sweden employ it for ridding tihemselves of

warts, and it is said that they make the insect' bite the warts

on their hands, when the fluid which flows fmm the insect's

mouth runs into the wound, and that tlie fluid has an astringent

action, wliidh caaises tihe excrescence to sJhrivel and disappear.

Tniie Oftheir orthopterous insect anciently employed in medicine

and mentioned by Dioscorides, 77 A.D., is tflie terrible and

voracious locust

—

Acridium {(Edipoda) migraiorivm. That

ancient physician declared that the thigh of the locust, pul-

verised and mixed with wine, was a specific against the bite of

the scorpion, and when mixed with the blood of the he-goat

valuable against leprosy, often effecting a complete cure. It

is well known that locusts are eaten as food by Eastern nations

—grilled, boiled, or mixed with flom- and butter, and then

baked. They are esteemed as a delicacy, and it is said that at

Bagdad they sometimes cause the price of meat to fall ! Prob-

ably readers are also aware that other nations have declared

them to be delicious as food, and particularly our cousins

across the Atlantic, as is instanced by the fact that Dr. Riley,

chief of the U.S. Entomological Commission, which sat a few
years ago to inquire into the best mode of exterminating those

pests, organised, at St. Loius, a banqiiet consisting of

locust* served up in numerous tempting ways. It may
be that the majority of insect remedies have no sub-

stratiim of reason for their employment medicinally, and tliat

the particular insect employed is connected in some remote way,
by the superstitious, with certain phases of a particular dis-

ease. For instance, in the case of tihe rose beetle it might be

thought thalt because those beetles have an aversion for water,

and thaA persons bitten by a mad dog also have a great horror

of water, as the name hydrophobia implies, therefore on the

strength of tlhart. coincidence there existed suflScient reason for

their employment for that particular di.sease. For that mode
of reasoning was prevalent with reference to tihe superstitious

regard of form and number as applied to the leaves and fruit*

of certain plants in the archaic times of the Druids, and to

wliidli our ancestors were so prone. Or perhaps those ascrip-

titious virtues may have simply arisen from that inexhaustible

fountain of unfathomable depth—the mind—on the as.sumption

that it was suggested to the patient thalt ceiHtain insects would
woA infallible cure wttien taken internally, and so great an

effect is produced by ithe resulting action of the mind upon thi

general nutrition of the body that good effects would neces

sarily follow from the better attitude of mind which the patient

would be induced to look upon his ailment. 'The virtues im-

puted to many dinigs at the present time undouibtedly have a

mental souroe, and Uhe wise and succeis.sful physician of to-day

administers a big dose of confidence and a s.niall dose of drugs.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.*

BY J. GILBBBT JACKSON, M.P.S.

Weights V. Measures.

The a\'erage amateui', after leaving school, comes very little

in contact with grains ;vndi tlraohms until he oommenceiS' photo-

graphy. Wheal a 2>liite-maJke(r proposes that (i oei-tain developer

is the beist for his maJse of x^lates, the amaterur loots upon, the

formulfp -with almost as much astonisliment and bewildenaent

as he would a. physician's prescription. He cannot tell you how
many grains to 51., or how many 51 to Ji. ; his school books are

11 U away down at tie bottom of a big box in tihe garret ; it is

too much fag to get them out and study them for a few minutes.

TOiat is the result? He makes off to the dealer and buys a

bottle of Hypo and Co.'s popular nostnun, called Developeone,

price 2s. 6d. Gremtlemen, I do not wish you to misunderstand

me at this point. I do not for on« moment suggest that Jones

and Oo.'s hydi-okinoaie is no good. I know from persnal ex-

perience that excellent negatives can be obtained from mainy

ready-made developers. I am also fully aware that several

meraibei's present have great faith in them and produce excel-

lent negatives ; but it is the principle I condemn. Chemistry and
experience teach me that when a developer is poured on an
exposed plate the Ag is reduced to the metallic »t)ate, and we
g*?t what is called a negative. 'Yes; but how and why?
What do you know about the secret formulse of a manufacturer?
How is it prepared, what are its constituents? How can you
modify your development? You can certainly use it more con-

centrated, or dilute it, or add a little bromide, andl then you
have finished ; but see flie difference if you make up your own.
You know exactly how many igraims of rediioer to tne ounce,

how much accelerator and how much restrainer ; the result is,

w hen you come to develop your plate, you know how to

mix and modify your developer. Buy la set of scales aaid

weights, study them, and make upi your own solutions
;
you

^vill be surprised how easily and quickly they can be put

together and modified in the dark room, and how much cheaper

they ai-e ; but the great secret is that you will gain a proper

knowledge of developing, you will learn practically iv/iy you
have a dense negative, or a thin one, and what to add to your
solution ill order to gain such and such a result which it is

lacking (never add it in a dish
;
always in a measure). I woidd

here like to urge the inexperienced amateur the desirability of

making notes when exposing a plate as to whether the subject

contained much or little contrast in order that his developer
may be mixed laooorddmgly. Captain Abney says the develop-
ment of a 'dry plate is in reality am art and science combined.
The art consists in getting the proper gradation, and the science

in mixing your solutions to obtain it. One of tJie difficulties

we have to contend with in weights and measures is that we
c-<>me both in contact with avoirdupois and apothecary weights.
In making up a solution it is always intended that when it statee
grains, scruples and drachms, the apoth. weights should be used—i.e., 480 gi-. to Ji. ; but if you buy an ounce of pyi-o. or car-

bonate from a dealer, unless you paiiicularly state, you will g&t
avoir, weights—i.e., 437 gr. to Ji. ; consequently, Ji. of thiis

dissolved in gx. of water would not be a 10 per cent, solution.

There is a time coming (and pray let it be soon) when we English
sliall be sufficiently enlightened to use the metric system
thi-oughout, and then all these little difficulties will disappear.

Making the Developer.

In the composition of the developer we must bear- in mind
c-eitain important facts:—(1) The character of the subject;-
whether full of contrast and vigour, or whether softne«*s and

' Read before the Sheffield Pharmaceutical and Chemical Society,
Wednesday, January 21, 1803.

detail are required. This is where our notebook comes in handy.
Tlius in an ordinaiy view we want vigour and brilliancy, amid in

cloud forms andl portraits we want detail and softness. It is

([uite evident that the isame developer will not do for both

classes of subject. (2) The exposure : whether correct, under,

or over exposure. (3) The colour and general printing quality

wanted. We cannot obtain a aiegative suitable for both bromide

and carbon at the same time. Contrasts in a negative are in-

creased by an increased proportion of the developing agent or

ixsduoer. By increasing the proportion of the alkali in the

developer, we make development proceed more rapidly, but tend

to produoe fog and reduce contrasts. By reducing the amount

of the alkali we reduce the tendency towards fogging, and make
development proceed more slowly, with increased contrasts.

The bromide in the developer has little direct influence upon
the contrasts in the image ; but for all that it is a very valuable

adjunct in developing. Its chief feature is to prevent fog by the

action of the alkali ; it tliuis indirectly prevents reduction of

coiiti-asts by extending the time of development and tends to

give more brilliant negatives. When bringing out details we
are concerned mostly with development on the surface, and

when gaining density it is with development below the surface.

One of the most .striking dififerenoee between the new and older

developers is the relation that exists between the rate of action

on the sui-face and deeper down. In pyi'o, i.e., the ditferent

parts of the image (except iu case of considerable over-exposure)

follow one another slowly. On the other hand, when using

metol, all the image comes out very nearly simultaneously.

Thus the rate of development at the surface is much higher in

the case of metol than it is with pyxo. This is the reason

why we successfully combine the " Detail surface developer
"

of metol, if I may say such a term, along with the " under-

neath of the density-giving pyro." A little time ago tbare was

an interesting article in the Photographic J^feivs, by 0. Win-

thorpe Somerville, and some sections of a supposed film. Ht
showed there that the molecules of Ag were suspended in

the emulsion in a state of comparative irregularity, and that

when light acts upon the film it must first touch the top layer

of particles. The instant a molecule of Ag haloid salt receives

light influence it renders itself liable to reduction when in

contacb with the developer, but it must be borne in miml

that the emulsion is not one compact mass, but the particli ^

are separated having a surrounding medium of gelatin in

wliich they are suspended. It struck me in reading this

article that metol and other modern developers are able to

reduce these surface particles, but not of such reducing poweri-

as pyi'o and hydrokinone. and consequently not able to pene-

trate to the particles of Ag lower down unless allowed to act

a long time

. The Chemistry of the Dry Plate.

It is not my intention to tell you a lot about this, but just

a little summaiy. The glass plate, celluloid or other support,

is coated with an emulsion made of gelatin, containing varying

proportions of what chemists call haloids of silver bromide and

iodide. The bromide may be considered the chief constituent.

The chemicals in some mysterious way are altered by the

light, white objects reflecting much light through the lens,

black or shadowed ones little ; consequently those parts of

the image (which we call latent in the film) corresponding to

white objects have been altered a lot, and the dark ones

very little. The salts are supposed to be now in a state of

sub bromides and sub iodides, but it is all supposition, and the

big authorities differ so much that it is useless for we little

people to discuss them. But w-hat we do know is thLs, that

when we subject the exposed plate to the action of the

developer, although to all appearances it is the same as beforp

exposing, those parts of the plate in which the light has aeted
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most strongly, producing- the greatest alteration in the sensitive

eubstajioes contained in the emulsion, are the first to show the
action of the developei- and appear as dark blotches on the
surface of the plate, and gradually grow darker and more
sharply defined as development proceeds, as in a landscape we
generally see the sky first.

What is Developing ?

Now, with regard to developing. What is it? In chemistry
we speak of reducing agents. These reducers are chemicals
which are eager after 0. They differ very much from oxi-
disers, whicli are agents hungering after H. Of reducers (or
developers) there is no end, but for convenience we speak of
pyro as the reducer. In the pure state pyro has but a
moderate tendency to absorb 0, and you wUl notice how well
it keeps in the bottle, showing very little discoloration, but in
the presence of alkalies or salts, which show an alkali reaction,
it will absorb 0 rapidly, and will quickly darken AgCL la
aqueous solution also it rapidly oxidises by absorbing 0 from
the H^O. Thi.s is shown by solutions turning brown and finally

black. A pyro solution thus completely oxidised has no
developing powers, but only stains. A freshly-prepared solu-

tion of pyro wiU develop a plate, but its action is so slow
that for all practical purposes it is iiseless. The addition
of an alkali accelerates the process of development by facili-

tating the oxidation of the pyro, causing the reduction of the
Ag salts forming the image aftei- exposure. The chemical
action of the development is as follows. The pyro or reducer,
as it is called, acts upon the Ag compound or metallic salts

in the latent image, and drags from it whatever sub-
stance it is combined with, and leaves the Ag in
the metallic state. These Ag compounds are mostly
bromides of Ag. A molecule of pyro (we speak of a molecule
;i« the lea.st- portion, of a substance that -can exis-t) attacks
another of silver bromide, and ecstracts, or, as we call it,

chemically reduces from it still more bromide, until finally,

when development is complete, the exposed portions of the film
are reduced to partly metallic Ag and partly compounds of Ag
and Br in varying proportions (oomijounds we know very little

about). But as each molecule of the Ag. compound is attacked
another substance is formed. These by-products are acids,
and acids in general have the property of stopping or restrain-
bg development. This is why we have our No. 2 soluuion
made of alkali, such as ammonia or caustic soda. The rate
of oxidation of the pyro can be modified and adjusted to cir-

cumstances by diluting or strengthening, adding or diminish-
ing the amount of the accelerator, or by adding a restrainer.
It is at this point where the knowledge of the constituents
of the developer is so useful. Pyn. is popular, and, well
understood, is an ideal developer. It has, however,' some
disadvantages, one of which is its rapid oxidation. This is

'

all very well in the developing baih, but not in the stock bottle,
as we put with it a preservative or sulphite. Jhese picto:--
vatives are generally acids, and act preservatively on, those
organic substances which, liie pyro, only become powerful
reducers m the presence of alkalies. All phenols, like pyro
and hydrokinone, when dissolved in an alkaline solution,
rapidly discolour. The benzine ruig of their molecule, that
usually stable compoimd, is rendered exceedingly unstaible
in the presence of 0 or any reducible substance. This is why
they are such excellent developing agents, but, being such
ready absorbers of 0, they form as by-products acids, chiefly
carbonic and acetic. The absorption of 0 and the formation
of dark-coloured oxidation products are prevented to a great
extent by the addition of sodium sulphite.

Using an acid as one constituent of the developer, sufficient
aikali must be employed in the other solution, not only to 2

neutralise the acid used as a presei-vative, but also fo have
excess of alkali to go an with develogment.

Sodium Sulphite.

The chief u.se of' sulphite in a developer is to prevent stain.

It also, perhaps, acts slightly as a preservative. By itself it is

not much of a reducing agent as compared with powerful
developers, or alkaline solutions of them. Without sulphite
the use of alkali, pyro produces an image of Ag in the gela-

tin, along with a yellow stain, due to oxidation of the pyro,

and in propoi-tion to the amount of sulphite added to the

developer the negative loses this characteristic yellow stain.

There is a great diversity of opmion with regard to these

stains, and I know of one leading amateur, whose strong forte

is lantern slide-making, who keeps his sulphite so low in the

developer to allow of the formajtion of this yellow stain,

claiming that be produces a better negative. I, however,

do not agree with him, and he had some trouble a short

tinie ago in using Edwards' Kristal lantern plates. Previously

he had been in the habit of using a faster make of plate, like

I'homas or Cadett. With the emulsion as used in these brands,

it is a great advantage to have a strong negative, as it is for

the fast bromide paper. That was where his stained negatives

came in so well, but a brand of plates of the gaslight variety

are more suitable to thin negatives than strong ones, as the

emulsion corresponds to that of a slow bromide paper. If the

negative is a good one to commence with, and shows good

pi'inting pro]>erties, there is nothing gained by a general in-

tensification. For certainty of result the image should con-

sist entirely of metallic Ag, and this image should be devel-

oped up to the proper printing density. When, however, it is

not possible, say through under exposure, to develop the Ag
image fully, the deficiency in opacity caused thereby should

be made up by after-intensification rather than by allowing a

stain image to be formed. It is possible for some of the newer

synthetical developers—amidol, e.g.—to be used without sulphite,

and they would scarcely produce any stain image. Their alka-

line solutions, however, darken very rapidly in the air. and it is

necessary to use an acid fixing bath after development, in

order to prevent yellow stain. These stains, I find, are also

more prevalent when the plate is insufficiently washed between

developing and fixing, and in cases where washing is difficult

it is well to run the plate through a weak solution of sulphite

as a clearing bath, and I often advocate this plan.

Fixing.

The object of the fixilig bath is to remove all traces of silver

bromide and iodide which have not been acted on by the

light. Hypo—^to be more correct, sodiimi thiosulphite—is

similar to sulphite of soda oruly in name. It may be made by

heating Na2S03+S=Na2S203, but it is not made like this

commercially ; it is a by-product of Na^OOj. The Ag com-

pounds of which we have spoken ave easily attacked, forming

.sodium-silver-tliiosulphite, and bromide of soda, and these salts,

all being freely soluble, are removed by washing. The salts

are only formed, and are only stable, in a considerable excess

of hypo, and if the fixing solution is weak or old, a small pro-

portion of a nearly insoluble double salt of silver and soda

hyposulphite is formed, and some of this is very liable to re-

main in the film, where it slowly decomposes, and dark sul-

phite of silver is formed. The same might occur if the solu-

tion was strong and the prints had not remained in it long

enough ; traces of the double salt may be deposited in thei

gelatin of the film. We have at the ^^resent day two speedy

hypo eliminators, one made by Messrs. Griffin, called Hypas,
and the other by Lumiere, called Thioxydant. I believe the

chemical action of these salts is a business secret, but I sup-

pose they work by forming new salts of Ag, which are more
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freely soluble in excexs of the hypo solution, and, therefore,

not rid of it more quickly. Hypo is a salt that cannot

be easily decomposed, for we should have free S present,

vhich might be retained in the pores of the paper, attacking

the Ag, and in time foriniug sUver sulphide. I fancy that in

tlie case of Griffin Hypax it is a case of oxidation.

In making a fixing bath many advocate an acid fixing one.

A simple one is made -nibh hypo and mertabisulphite. The

essential thing in an aeid fixing bath is uncombined sulphur-

ous acid. This is the stain-destroying compound ; it is the

thing which removes pyio stain. But one inipoi-fcant thing

must be observed in making an acid bath, and that is that the

tmcombined sulphui-ous acid must nob be allowed to pass into

the condition of uncombined sulphuric acid, for free HjSO^

decomposes hypo, depositing the sulphur, and when Ag com-

pounds are introduced into it such a bath gives rise to stains

and incomplete fixing. Xow, in contact with air, or water

containing air, H,S03 rapidly passes into H^SO^. so, in order

to prevent this, we must take care to have present some sul-

phite. When we use the metabisulphite (Salt in the bath we

put in both H^SOj and Xa.S03, so that any HjSO, which is

oxidised is at once counteracted by the sulphite, and a negative

or lantern plate developed T\ith pyro comes out free from

.•stain.

Toning.

When you buy a tube of gold, which is a double chloride of

gold and sodium, it is frequently acid, and it is important,

therefore, to neutralise it with a little chalk ; the least trace

of acid means the pre&ence of S, which then combine® with

the Ag. foi-ming AgjS. The toning is then due to S, and not

gold. This is why many condemn combined toning and fixing

baths. The chemistry of the toning bath is that the aurio

chloride (AuClj) is reduced to am-ous chloride; an atom of

Au is deposited and an atom of Ag takes its place

(AuCH-Ag=AgCl+Au). Other metals instead of Au may be

used for toning (or plating), such as Pb and platinum.

Printing Processes.

As a denier I ant often asked my advice witJi reference to the

mo.st .suitable printing piocess. A negative, however perfect,

is only a means to ;in enl, and often the l>est results are not

obtained because the jid'oper printing process is not taken.

I am a strong advocate of platinotype because of its sim-

plicity and the great power one h-is with it in modifying

re.sults. In tliie hands of an expeiienoed worker who imdier-

stainds the use of glycerin any result oan be obtained. 4

platin6tyi>e print is really an iron inint toaed with platinum;,

the .sensitive surface being a ferric salt.: light convei-ts the

salt into a ferrous one. which in its turn acts on platinoun

chloride, taking away the C'l. and replacing the ferrous image

by a fine deposit of Pt. Traces of the origmal iron are now
leadily removed by HOI, or, in other words, fixed. The
modificaticns which I mention ar« obtained chiefly by the

use of glycei-in. The principle on which this method depends

lies in the fact that light itself, acting alone, has no efifect on

the metallic platinum contained in the bath with which the

paper is sensitised, and the ])rovisional iron image, which is

what we see in the prir..ted but not developed Pt print, washes
ciway entirely when placed in an acidulated H^O. Hence it

follows that, no matter how deeply 'i portion of a print ma-y

appear to be printed, anless a developing solution is applied

to that poitiou it will wash out entirely ajs .soon as it is placed

in the HCl bath. Worldng on this fact and the knowledge

of tale insolubility of the sensitive surface in glycerin enables

us to paint any paiticular portion of the print with glycerin,

and So hold it back until the developing bath has acted on

tluit porfcicu which we wish to be brought out most prominent.

A variation of tones may be obtained by the use of a few drops

of a HgCl2 solution mixed with the developer for the cold

process, which gives a warmer tone to the finished print. Since

the advent of Hford's Platona paper we have become accus-

tomed to use potass, phosphate in conjunction with the oxalate.

I think the idea is to tend towards warmer tones, althofugh I

am not aware that the Platinotype Company recommend it.

In addition to the simplicity and the modification of the platino-

type process, which call forth so mrieh commendation, we'

have the knowledge of the i)erman)ency of the finished print,

as next to the carbon pi'ocess it is the best known permanent

one. However pretty and elegant a print may look, a pi'ocess

\^iiioh does not leave it pei-manemt is not to be advocated.

Excellent prints may be obtained by the silver chloride process

and toned with Pb, butt almost before they arrive home from

the exhibition they show signs of decay. Silver chloride prints,

however, are still popular, and aie likely to remain so, ptartiou-

larly with the raw ,ama.teur, and they are excellent for stereo,

prints, as the glos.sy variety show detail well. Speaking of

their permjanence, it is not so much the process which is to

be blamed, hut the manner in which the process is used. The
American Amateur Photoyrajjher has given some interesting

facts concerning this, in which it was advoca/bed that the

populaa- belief as to the cause of fading is insuffioient washing,

and I still believe that' this has something to do with it, for

if the hypo remains in the paper, eventually sulphide of silver

must be formed, and from the manner in which many amateurs

wash prints by having them in a pail and simply running water

into itj there is no wonder that such results are brought about.

It is, however, not so much the hypo which is to blame, but

the first formed double salt of hypo and silver, which no amount
of wasliing ^vill remove, which is the trouble. This first-formed

salt, although in-soluble in HjO, is soluble in a solution of

hypo, but only after a suflaciently prolonged action, so that if

the prmt i.s removed from the fixing haih before this salt has

been completely dissolved, it will inevitably turn yellow on

exposure to light. To secure the greatest possible j)ermanenoe

in a silver print it must remain in the fixing baith, not only

until the unaltered AgCl (which gives it a cloudy appearance

by transmitted light) has disappeared and has been couvertea

into the insoluble hypo and silver salt, but long enough after

that for it to be dissolved in the hypo solution, in ^which state

it is easily removed by wasliing. How long it is difficult to

«<iy, but it may l>e taken for gi-anted that both changes will

liave been accomplished after an immersion of fifteen minuter.

The fading of silver prints is sometimes attributed to the use

of combined toning and fi^sing baths, but a simple bath of hypo

and gold in which there is 1 Gr. gold to a sheet of papver wil'

give beautiful prints and are certainly permanent for a number

of yeai's. Good tones may be obtained by the addition of ai)

^cid to a hypo bath, which Lumiere states is due to sodium

pentaithionate. Advantage is taken of this faiot by using aluni

in the combined bath, and one made fi'om the following

formulae will be found to give a fine range of tones:—Hypo .

Jiii. ; Lead aoetiite, 51. : alum, gss. ; aq., sxvi. Dissolve the

hypo in the water, then tlie lead, and lastly the alum : stand

twenty-four hours and filter; it may be used over and over

a-a:n.

Bromide Prints.

Bromide prints, after thos^e of carbon and platinum, liave

ftlwaye l>een considered to be fairly i>ermanent, but many

amatem's. tired of seeing the continued biick and white, par-

ticularly in enlargements, have tried to tone them. Toned

bromides are far more unsatisfactory than toned-silver prints, as

they are not pennanent. but recently, beftire the Royal PhcKto-

graphic Society, Mr. Souieiville put forward a plan by whicii
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:be silver image of the bromide print may bo replaced by a

platinum one. Platinum, we know, is the most stable of all

metals, and in howevei- fine a state of divisio<n, is practically

indestructible by atmospheric conditions^ Carbon is also xm-

nilected by atmospheric influence. Silver in a perfectly pure

state is a stable meifciil, but inferior to the others, and more so

when in combination with a weaker metal. The image of a

Pt print, if perfectly worked, consists of pure platinum in a fine

state of division known as "platinum black," and is suppoorted on

paper. An image of an imloned bromide print is similaa- in every

w ay except that the metallic deposit is generally incorporated in

fi fli-m of gelatin, and is also supported on paper. In a pure

carbon print the image consists of lamp black contained in

the form of a mechanical mixture als-o supported cn paper.

Light has no influence on deposited Ag, Pt, or C ; the atmo-

sphere, were it pure, would also have no influence, since none

of the elements are affected to any photographic extent by

oxygen or nitrogen, but it is the other gases with which the

air is conianilnated which does the damage, the most impor-

tiint of which is H,S. On carbon and platinum it has no effect,

on pure silver very little—that is, metallic silver i-educed from

AgBr—^but an organic salt such as an albuminate or a gela-

^ tino-chloride, which has been reduced by the action of light,

much different ; for this salt the H^S goes for all it is

worth. A formulae suggested hy Mr. Somerville was pot.

chloroplat., gr. i., mercuric chloride, gr. i., citric acid, gr. .9,

I ji., and the tint produced i.s warm sepia.

Intensification and Reducing.

We now come to a chemically interesfting portion of photo-

graphic work—intensifying and reducing. The only way to

procure a perfect negative is to have a correct exposure and

a correct development; if this has not been done we shall have

negatives under the following heads :—Correctly exposed and

over developed, correctly exposed and under developed, ujider

exposed and over developed, under exposed and under

developed, over exposed and over developed, over exposed and

under developed. As you see, we may have a long range. No
variation of development can produce a negative precisely the

same as one which has been correotly exposed and correctly

developed, but as I showed ewlier on by the modification of

our developer we wei-e able to counttract to a great extent

«rrors in exposure. We have also another «hemical means of

Correction by intensifying and reducing. Now, in cases where

we have thin negatives resulting from \inder exposure^ over

expoeure, and under development, the two former seem

tci be contradictory, but we do have them from the causes

given, the, reason toeing that the deposit of Ag increases by

regulaj gradation, but is insufficient in quantity to resist the

light action on the paper
;

obviously if we can increase the

opacity of the deposit to light equally throughout the effect

will be similar to the one in which development had been

carried to the proper stage. This is the photographic process

of intensification. The increase of opacity may be accom-

plished either by obtaining the image of a colour which will

hold back the active rays of light, or by adding atoms of

n'.etal to those already in position.

Mercurial Intensification.

I think this is the most popular form. It is extremely
simple, but it is a process over which many amateurs stumble,
and then they say they won't try it again. The chief cause
of their failure is insufficient washing from hypo. No less is

it important to completely fix the plate, because if it is not
thoroughly fixed

—

i.e., all the white insoluble AgBr con-
verted into the soluble form—^no amount of washing, however,
long, will make the piste ready for intensification. The
mercury bath is made by dissolving HgClj in hot water;

strength does not much matter, about 1-15 is, I find, very

suitable. The negative is bleached m the Hg solution.

Chemically the mercuric chloride converts the Ag image into

silver chloride, becoming itself converted into insoluble mer-

curous chloride (calomel), which forms with the AgCl a double

compound of Ag and Hg. The insoluble mercurous chloride is

white and semi-transparent, and we make it opaque by the

application of NH,OH, ferrous oxalate, or other agents ; if the

bleaching process is thorough, it is obvious that the intensifica-

tion will be proportional throughout. The various blackenint;-

agents act in different ways v.pon the aisoluble white com-

pound. NH.,OH converts the mercurous chloride into a com-

plexed salt, which is a black compoimd of mercuiy and ammonia
(HgjClNH,). It has been proved that when a solution of

HgCl^ acts upon metallic silver, as it does when it acts upon a

negative in the process of intensification, the HgCla and

the metallis silver combine. It used to be taken for granted

that the silver took the CI from the mercuric salt forming AgCl.

and that the remainder mixed with the residual mexxurou,'*

chloride. Mr. Chapman Jones showed some time ago that it

was not a mixture of two chlorides which was formed, that the

mixture had neither the chemical or physical properties which

such a compound would be expected to have. He represented

it as a compound HgAgC'l,, and that the mercurous silver

chloride is a definite body and cotild easily be prepared in large

quantities. When a .solution of sodium sulphite acts upon a

mercuriouis silver chloride one-half of the silver and one-quarter

of the Hg remain in the jiure metallic condition, the remainder

of the metals dissolving

4HgAgCl,=Ag,+Hg+2AgCl+ 3HgCl,.

The developer (ferrous oxalate) converts it into metallic silver

and mercury. If you use. sulphite to blacken the negative and

it is too dense, dip it into a strong solution of hypo. But this

is only of use when the process is carried out imperfectly.

Insufficient sulphite will give an incomplete change and insuffi-

cient washing will leave some of the products of the reaction

that ought to be removed still clinging to the image or the film,

and if hypo has any appreciable effect on the image within a

few minutes, this proves that the action of the intensifying

reagents has been incomplete. It appears that the AgCl
separated by the action of the sulphite is not immediately dis-

solved, and if any remain, then the inteu'sification effect will be

increaised and hypo will reduce the image.

Reduction.

By reducing we mean the weakening of the Ag image, not to

a chemical reducing process, because photographic reducers

really act as oxidisers. When we have a negative in which there

is too much density or excessive contracts, the remedy lies in

general or local reduction of this opacity. By reduction the

surplus density is removed and contrasts rendered more har-

monious. The two chief reducers are Fanner's and ammonium
persulphate. The chemistry of the fanner is the conversion of

the Ag into silver and potass ferrocyaiiides which dissolve in

the hypo. The other popular reducer is jxTsulphate of ammonia.
The chemical action is not W'ell understood, and I would rather

leave it to more able hands than mine. There ha.s been some
considerable amount of discussion in i-ecent copies of the

journals, but no one appears to have arrived at a definite con-

clusion, but what we do know is that it is a very useful reducer.

Farmer's solution is also a good one, but it has the disadvantage

of reducing the whole of the photogi-aphic image, such as the

half tones and detail in the shadows (as' a rule, just the thing we
want), at the same time that it is reducing the high lights.

What is generally required is a reduction of the high lights, and
the shadows preserved. Now, persulphate has this remarkable
property, and about aZ^ per cent, solution is the most convenient
strength to use. It should always be fi«shly made. This' new
reducer has put a new power in our hands. The waterfall in
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sunlights can now be treated successfully by still exposing for

the sliadows in the ferns and banks developing nntil all the

detail is out, and afterwards reducing with persulphate. We
then say, Grood-bye to soot and whitewish. I've seen lots of

good negatives of our own woodland scenery spoilt by not

iidapting this plan. There are also several mechanical ways of

reducing, but these are outside my paper this evening.

LOCAL ORGANISATION.*

The Duties of Local Associations and How Their Utility Might

be Increased.

BY Ci. F. MEESON, F.C.S.

Local organisation during the past ten years has made vast

strides, and the utility of local associations is recognised by
everyone who follows, even cursorily, reports in the trade

journals week by week. I need not repeat several time-honoured

truisms regarding the advantages of unity and oo-operation.

We are all agreed upon that. I wish, then, briefly to point out

several of the duties which devolve upon local associations, and

to indicate one or two ways in which improvement could be

effected.

These remarks, please bear in mind, are my own personal

opinions, and are open to criticism by any or all present here

.to-night.

.Just as in the case of an individual chemist, whose firet and
chief en-d is to become i^roficient in his own business and to

laarn to mind it and leave his neighbour to do likewise, so ought
it also to be the constant endeavour of the individual association

to study the special needs of ite own members and order its

affairs to the best advantage of those who.se district it represents.

In certain communities, where the hoixd-fide dispensing chemist

is the rule, the organisation will neo€s.sarily be different from
that of a district such as oui'S on Tyneside, where " mixed

"

businesses predominate. Scientific subjects and papers of a more
or less technical character will be found possible and helpful in

the fonner, whilst the latter being, so to speak, out of touch to

a. great extent with the ordinary routine of the dispensing

counter, are more concerned about " trade " matters, and will

naturally be attracted by and derive assistance from meetings at

which " trade " matters take precedence in the programme.
Some of the duties of a local chemists' association are as

follows :
—

1. To create and sustain a fraternal feeling amongst all those

legitimately practising pharmacy in a given district, as given

this, all things are then ea«y. I have already said that the

chief end of the chemist is to mind his own business, but there

yet remains a duty he owes to his fellows. He must discharge

this duty by taking his share of association work undertaken

for the common good. Selfish indifference is the ruin of many
associations. It is not fair or generous to leave all the drudgery

of the executive to the .secretary. No one who has not filled

the position can appreciate the help members have in their

power to give or withhold.

2. To M-ganise and efficiently carry out such a programme of

meetings as is best calculated to assist members in their everyday
business. It may be entirely scientific, or practical, or entirely

social, or it may partake of any two or all of these characters.

Each association must be guided by the needs of its members.

Whatever the character, however, of the year's programme, let

it be carried out con amor^ by the whole of the members, not in

a perfunctory fashion, nor left to the secretary and the executive

to inin the whole organisation.

3. It is the duty of a local association to see that the rising

generation of chemists are provided with adequate facilities for

* Pa^r read before the Newcastle-on-Tyne and District Chemists'
Association, at Gateshead, Wednesday, January 28, 1903.

acquiring that training in the scientific portions of their calling

which is demanded by the requirements of the law for safeguard-

ing the public in its purchase of potent drugs ; and where such

facilities are furnished locally by private enterprise, it is

especially the duly of members of a local a.ssociation to see that

their "juniors" are allowed such reasonable time as may be

necessary to take advantage of courses of study.

4. A local association should be in close touch with the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Biitain, through that body's

Divisional Secretaries. In spite of all the carping criticism

perennially directed against the Society, it is undoubtedly the

organisation to which we must look for the removal of some of

the most serious of the disabilities under which we labour to-day.

We may not agree in toto with the actions of its executive—ihe

Council—but the fact remains that the Society is the only legally

recognised organisation of the drug trade, and it certainly will

not come any nearer our ideals if we stand aloof from it ! If,

however, we unite ourselves together in its ranks, we have the

ball at our foot. A small minoritj^ of i-egistered men compose

the Society. Why cannot the large majority join in? Then

there is some possibility of active work being accomplished!

It is a poor and selfish argument to say, " What has the Society

done for me ? Why should I join it ? " No ! Join it, and compel

it to do as you wish. I had the honour to be present in Htid-

dersfield last week at the annual dinner of the West Riding

Federation of Local Yorkshire Associations, and it was uhere

stated by the President of the Huddersfield Association that

every registered chemist in that town was a member of that

Association and also a member of the Pharmaceutical Society.

There's a record to be proud of ! We ought to aim at a similar

achievement in our own district here. It would mean a iot of

work, but the glory -vvould be all the greater. The undertaking

is formidable, but the end in view by no means impo.ssible.

5. It is the duty of a local association to cater specially for the

young members of the trade. You will bear me out when I say

that it is not always the man with the Major diploma whom
you find to be the most useful assistant. Why? Many an

unqualified man is a more valuable assistant than is a Ph.C,

simply because he has had a decent business training, and this

branch of education should not suffer in the hankering after

(jualification by examination. So also in association work. Yoa
cannot expect to keep up year by year the .standard of work

in a local association unless you train the younger men to take

the places of the pre-sent members in time to come—train them,

too, on a practical basis. The assistant is concerned, equally

with his employer, in the social and political problems of

present-day phannacy, and he ought to be welcomed and en-

couraged at our meetings. How else can he be expected to take

that interest which it is his duty to when he arrives at regis-

tration stage. There is, I am pleased to say, a marked change

coming over the personnel of our associations. Younger men

are coming forward and more energetic tactics are being

adopted. It is our duty to encourage this change and to offer

every inducement to juniors to study for themselves the ques-

tions of imqualified trading and other evils of that class. I

venture to say that fewer of our young registered friends would

lend their qualifications to unqualified corporations did they

realise how soon they would have to compete against thLs evil

should they enter into business on their own account. One of

our chief duties, then, is to cater specially for the rising genera-

tion.

6. It is the duty of local associations to have a perfectly

organised Parbamentary Coonmittee—a body in dose touch

with present and potential members of the House of Commons,

who represent and wish to represent the Parliamentary divi-

sions in their district.
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Sucli '1 (•ommittee is of supiciiie value in the event of any

legislation affecting our craft being meditated. At no distant

date we may require to act, and act promptly. That Poiscms

Committee Report looms ahead, aJid thei-e is grave danger of

the efforts of lialf a centuiy being swept away. Let us, then,

be ready. It is the duty of the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society to give us the lead, ours to give instant and uncompro-

mising effect.

7. It is our duty to strive for effectual administratii u of the

Pharmacy Acts, and to do this we must see to it that our own
hands are clean. We cannot claim our ju.st rights at the hands

of the law if we ooirselves transgress in the matter of unquali-

fied sales of poisons. The cariying out of this part of the

Pharmaceutical Council's duties is, I am aware, a difficult,

delicate, and thankless one. In smaller di.«tricts the Divisional

Secretary, rightly or wrongly, gets the credit (or shall I say

blame?) of any prosecutions undertaken for irregular sales of

podson, and I have thought that if a special, small committee

of, say, three members of a local association were to act in

conjunction with the Society's representative, much friction

would be avoided and greater freedom experienced in taking

steps to bring offenders to book and enforcing the provisions of

the Act.
.

8. We owe a duty towards unfortunate brethren in trade,

and the Benevolent Fund of the Pharmaceutical • Society de-

mands and should command our waim s\nnpathy. Local associa-

tions, in addition to each individual member contributing his

mite, should mike a point of having a special collection made
at either dinner or smoking concert every year. A " silver

"

collection at such functions would realise a handsome sum
yearly. MaJie it a recogni.sed part of the social function. I

commend this earnestly to our own and similar associations.

No fund is administered so cheaply as our Benevolent Fund,

and it were i great pit}'' did the usefulness of the charity suffer

—

as it is likely to do—through lack of adequate support.

9. The P.A.T.A. now comes foi-ward, claiming a share of our

time, OTii energies, and—our subscriptions. Again and again

I hear from retailers that they save their 5s. per annum on one

protected article alone. This, putting it on the lowest possible

plane, is good business. The fact that an unanimous suppoi-t

by the chemists of this countiy would ensure a very consider-

able increase all round in the profits now obtainable on many
proprietary articlevS is -surely worthy the prompt attention of

local as.sociation>s.

10. Lastly, but not leastly, a duty wider than the individual

duty I have jus-t mentioned is incumbent upon local associations.

There exists an organisation—to wit, The Federation of

Local Pharmaceutical Associations," embracing practically the

whole of the active associations in the countiy, and it is the

duty of individual associations to take an intelligent and active

interest in the affairs of similar orgaDisations. This may be

shown by social intercourse, by local federation of grouped

associations, or by sending forwaixl to headquarters suggestions

or items for discussion by other associations. In shoi-t, to keep

in touch with what is doing in other parts of the comitrj'.

Selfishness in the individual means apathy and inertia, in the

local association. S^eltishnesis in tlie individual asfociation

equally engenders feebleness in collective action when such

becomes neoes-ssaiy among«t similar organisations.

Organisation, as I have tried to- sketch it, might fitly read :—

•

O ne-mau associations cannot be successful—all must do their

part-.

Regular meetings, suited to the needs of the district, must be

arranged.

Q ive the juniors eveiy encouragement in their studies and yooi

lessen the risk of imqualified traders latei' on.

All should support the Phannaoeutical Society—it is tlie legal

head of the associations.

N othiug like beginning young—the juniors of to-day are thw
membei>i of to-morrow.

Influence witli yom- local M.P. is power in the Commons. The
Society needs all the influence It can get.

S ales of poisons by unqualified persons should be strenuously
discouraged. Chemists owe it to themselves to loyally
perform this duty.

A contribution to the Benevolent Fund is always welcomed by
the Treasurer. Keep it in mind annually.

T raders ought to subscribe to tlie P.A.T.A. It's a good invest-
ment.

I N union there is strength. Federation is the most effective

union.

O ur motto sboidd be :

Nil de.sperandum. The dnxg trade is not so bad, after all, as
--ome would try to make out.

PLAIN FACTS FOR THOL'GHTFUL PEOPLE.*

The art und mystery of pharmacy, ais the compounding and
disijen.sing of medicuies was ^^'ont to be described in the old

days, has lost nothing of its art, but, apparently, is quite av

much a mystery to the public as it was in the time of black

magiic, incantations, and spells. We no longer cure disease by

witolicraft, though super.stition still lingers. B^t the su|>er.stition<

of *his centuiy is vastly different from that of mediaeval Eiig-

luid, just as the darkness of ignorance differs from the blind-

ness ari.siing from false teaching. Then, knowledge was a special

l^rivilege of tlie few, laboriouisly acquired and sparingly im-

parbedj now, every man who has audacity and a tongue may
become a professional philosopher, .and raise a profitable follow-

ing on no more solid foundation than a windy glibness and a

veneer of plausibility. Medicine has ever been a chosen sphere

of operation for delusive teachers, and that part of medicine

dealing Avith the' prei>aration of remedial agents has been par

ticularly favoured with the attention of imtrained and incom-

l»teut persons wlio shrewdly foresee much worldly advantage

in deciying the professional practitioner and misleading the

nation.

Trading Rules not Applicable to Medicine.

The British public to-day is not without perceptiou of the

iiigh importance of competent skill and knowledge in the

physician to whom recourse is had in time of sickness, as well

as in the pharmacifit to whom is entrusted the responsible duty

of preparing the prescribed curative agent—in fact., it is jier-

fectly well recognised that the issues of life or death hinge

upon the adequate medioal training of the prescriber and the

standard of teclmical equipment of tlie dispenser. Yet know-

ing this, there are .still many people who never trouble to ascer-

tain whether their medical advice is obtained from a legally

qualified practitioner or that their medicines are furnished by

a jjersdn possessing a qualification under the Pharmacy Acts.

In other words, they cannot .separate the practice of the heal-

ing art from the general commercial pi'ocedure governing the

distribution of articles of food, clothing, or furniture. If it

be a question of purchasing ordinary household' requisites, the

prudent housekeeper naturally goes to the cheapest market,

and this may be found either at the establishments of com-

peting tradesmen or in one of those vast co-operative associa-

tions which are the most conspicuous feature of modern trading.

There can be no prejudice to the public m this method of

' Reprinted from a booklet which has been prepared for the purpose of

supplying the general public with an accurate statement of the case for

the qualified individual pharmacist, as opposed to the irresponsible

unregistered corporate entity. Members of the Pharmaceutical Society

can obtain copies of the booklet for distribution, with their own name and

address printed on the cover and any desired advertisement at the back.

Terms on application to Mr. A. J. Chater, 16, Bloomsbury Square,

London, W.C.
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purchsusing sugar, tea. coffee, or other household requisites;

for the nature of the aiticles di>e.« not call for personal pro-

fessional training in their handling, and the purchaser is weP

able to judge of quality, nor -irould he or she be endangered if

a mistake were made either in quantity m in kind. But in

the case of drugs, chamicals, aaid medicines, for which the

purchaser is an incompetent judge, the general principles of

iride nmat neoessarily l>e .suljordinated to considerations of

p' '>lic safety ; for errors in measuring or in compounding mean
inj vy, and may possibly have fatal consequences.

The Dispensing of Prescriptions.

Th'r <.li^pensing of presa'iptions and the compounding of

medicin.^i is a most responsible duty demanding the utmost

caxe, the mi)<t perfect aKsquaintanee with the nature and pro-

perties oi the potent substaaioes employed, and si>ecial know-
ledge lof tL ' .^cientific principles govenimg their phy.sical and
chemical action. The work, therefore, neoessita.tes the per-

>onal qualification of the dispenser, and no ordinaiy commercial

rule loau safely a;ply to the practice of tMs part of the business

of a pharmacist. Hence medical men as well as ordinary

citizens are directly and sseriously interested in demanding the

individual qualification of those who keep open shop for the

j-ale of medicine.*. ' But the difficulty is to ensure it. Faith
in a paternal Govemmemt has probably led to the opinion
that every shop now open for the snipply of medicines and
medicaments is under statutory regulation, and that no un-
qualified person is allowed to endanger the public health by
compounding remedies for the sick. As a matter of fact, no
such obviously needed protection exists. The ipharmacy laws
of this country are excellent in theory, inasmuch as they pro-
vide for the qualjficatiou of the seller; but in practice they
leave the public itself to seek its own protection, and the
natural working of hmnom nature imder stress of competition
inevitably gravitat«s towards the cheap market, ar,d chances
the risjis.

The Rislts.

No company or co-operative store can give a personal
guarantee to the community. No firm can be registered or
recognised under the Pharmacy Aot« as qualified to aot as
pharmacists and disjwnse medicines, and no incorporated asso-
ciation of traders can comply with the -stringent regulations
which are imposed by law uix)n quaiified chemi.sts. Twenty
yeai-s ago the House of Lords decided that companies were
outside the essential i^eotions of the law regxilating the com-
pounding, dispensing, and selhng of poison and potent sub-
stances ; and to-day a company may, if it chooses, carry on
five hundred businesses in Great Britain for the sale lof poisons
and medicines without the necessity for having a single quali-

fied man in the whole round of establishments—in fact, it may
act with perfect dmponity, as though the Pharmacy Act of

1868 had never Ijeen placed upon the Statute Book. An un-

fortunate omission in tlie law is thu.s responsible for the circum-

stance that a lar^e number of im,personal businesses all over the
country — variously denominated as " cash chemists " or
" disipensing stores," etc.—are being run on purely trading

lines, and are absolutely iiTesponsible.

Absolutely Irresponsible.

The condition 'of English law in regard to corporate bodies

is well epitomised' in the expression—which, by the way, is

credited to an eminent lawyer—that companies have " no soul

to be saved, or bodies to )ye kicked." but, in regard to financial

matters, this condition hns been recently modified by the

Companies Aot, 1900 ; it is only when the personal profes-

sional operations of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy are

involved that a compaiiv can escape punishment. The danger

of this looseness of tiie law is fully appreciated by the law

officers of the Oi-own, and it may be remedied some day, but
meanwhile the man and woman in the sti-eeit mu*t be left to
take their choice ^between the unrestrained corporate entity and
the strictly regulated and responsible i>hanaacist-.

To Avoid Risk.

If the public desire to secure the -protectdon which tJhe Legis-

lature, by passing the Act of 1868, evidently intended it should
have, thei-e is one effective way, and one way only :

—
Acc;apt only the guarantee of individual qualification.
JVIake sure that the open shop from which medicines

are purchiased- is under the personal supervision of a quali-
fied pPopriotor.

T)o not be jjei-suaded by the consideration that " Some-
body, Limited," may sell at a lower price. This is usually
accomplished at the peril of the safety of the purchaser.
Do not be misled by the general statements wliich can-

not be verified—it is easy to announce in the public Press
that " eveiy shop is under qualified management," but the
only real guarantee is the presence of the name of the
proprietor on the Register of Chemists and Druggists of

Great Britain.

This register of qualified persons, published pursuant to
Statute, is open to the public on applioation to the Regis-
trar of the Pharmaceutical Society. 17, Bloom-sbui-v Square,
London, W.C.

"

HOW SUGAR IS MADE IN HAWAII.

An interesting description of the manufacture of cane sugar
- in Hawaii has been given by Mr. J. N. S. Williams, in a paper

read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

and subsequently reported in the Morning Advertise?: The
method described is that in operation at the new sugar factory

of tllie Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company, incorporated

in iSan Francisco. The factory is situated in the Island of

Maui, and is designed to grind the enoi-mous amount of 3,600

tons of cane per day of twenty-fouv hours, which, when at it»

best, will yield about 550 tons of commercial sugar of about

95 per cent, pure sugar, while the amount of cold water

required for the condensers of the vacuum, evaporating, aud

graining apparatus in the plant is nine million gallons per day,

which is subsequently used for irrigating the canefields.

The First Process.

Once the cane has arrived at the factory the first business is

to weigh it by truck loads, and that having been done, it is

carried tp the crushers, which consist of two rollers, 26 in. in

diameter by 27 in. long, set horizontally one above the

other. They are of solid cast steel, having zigzag grooves

albout 2 in. deep and 6 in. pitch ruixning lengthwise of the

rollers. They perform a double duty, that of partially crushing

the cane and of partially cutting it up into about 6 in. lengths.

After passing the ci-usher, the mass then slides down an iroa

apron into the jaws of a three-roller mill, where it is crushed

under a pressure on the top roller of 230 tons. The crushed

cane is then sprayed with hot water and carried by an endless

apron conveyor made of steel slats on chain belting to the jaws

of the second mill, which is a duplicate of the first, but which

operates at a pressure of 320 tons on the top roller. Once

again the cru.shed cane is sprayed by hot water and then con-

veyed in a similar manner to the jaws of a third miU of the

same size as the first two, but with a still greater pressure

of 400 tons. There the cane gets its final crushing, discharg-

ing the bagasse, or cane refuse, in the condition of fine shreds,

containing from 44 per cent, to 48 per cent, of moisture, and

from 7 i^er cent, to 9 per cent, of the sugar originally in

the cane. By means of elevators the bagasse is then conveyed

to the furnace feeders, while the juice extracted from the

cane by the action of crusher and mills falls into the receiving-

pan underneath the mill hoasings, and runs thence to ao

automatic screening apparatus, through which it falls into »•
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reoeiving-tank capable of holding 1,000 gallons. It is then

pumped up to a juice-weighing madhine, while the screenings

are taken back to the mill for recrushing.

Chemical Treatment.

The juice is weighed in parcels of about 400 lb. , sampled,

and then dropped into the liming tanks, where it is treated with

lime and other reagents. It is then pumped through a high-

pressure heater, when it is brought up to about 230°

Fahrenheit under the corresponding pressure, cooled dow^l

to 205° Fahrenheit in a tubular cooler, which admits of

cold juice being pumped through in one direction while the

hot juice is being pumped through in the opposite, the cold

juice taking up the surplus heat in the hot juice, thus effecting

economj- of heat. After passing the heater the juice is dis-

charged into a series of settlmg tanks, where it is allowed to

stand until the impurities settle, when the clear juice is drawn
off into a receiving tank for the juice filters, and the settlings,

after being diluted with water and further treated with lime and

reagents, are drawn off into the receiving tank for the filter

presses, when the solids are finally separated from the clear

juice thoj held hack. ITie solids are discharged into the

se^ er to be mixed up with the irrigating water, and used as a

fertiliser for the canefields, Avhile the clear juice is discharged

into a receiving tank for the evaporator. The clear juice from
the settling tanks is then passed through sand filters to the

evaporator, whence the thick syrup is taken to the vacuum
pan. The cooked sugar, or massecuite, as it is called, after

being boiled and grained is now dropped into a receiving

tank or mixer, to whidh are attached the centrifugal drying

machines, revolving at 1,000 revolutions per minute. The cen-

trifugal force thus generated drives the molasses out through a

screen, leaving the grained and dry sugar in the machine.

The latter is discharged through the bottom by raising a valve,

the whole operation taking about eight minutes, and each

machine drying 3,000 lb. per hour, l^e sugar once discharged

from the centrifugal machine falls into a screw convej'or, and

ia carried by an elevator up to a large bin holding about 100

tons. It falls on the vanes of a rapidly revolving fan, w'hich

scatters it all over the bin, breaking up the lumps, separating

the grains of sugar one from the other and cooling it, tihe

latter being a very necessary operation, as sugars bagged warm
are liable to deterioration on a long voyage. The sugar is then

fit for use, all that remains to be done being to bag it for ship-

ment.

BACTERIOLOGY FOR PHARMACISTS.
BT B. TANNER HEWLETT, M.D., M.E.C.P., D.P.H.

Proftmor of (leneral Pathology ami Bucteriology in King's College, London,

Host students will be inclined to say that the schedule of

iubj»cts for the pharmaceutical examinations is full enough as

it is without any additions. To a large extent this is doubtless

true, but there are so many facts to he urged for the inclusion

of bacteriology in the curriculum, and it is such an interesting

»ubject for study that space ought to be found for an elemen-

tary- course at least in this branch of science.

Let us look at two or three of the directions in which bac-

teriology is of interest to the pharmacist. In the first place,

take the various infusions and decoctions of the Pharmacopceia.

Prepared as directed, the majority of them will keep but a
short time—a few days at most—and it would be impossible

in a small business house to supply the pharmacopceial pre-

parations, which after all are really what are prescribed, and
hence it is that the various concentrated substitutes have been
devised. In the large London houses where the pharmacopceial

preparations are supplied the various infusions, etc., are, I

l)elieve, made fresh every day or two. Then there are the

solutions for hypodermic use, the sterility

—

i.e., the absence of

germ life—of which is even of greater importance than with
the infusions and decoctions. For, if certain germs be present.

the injection of the solution hypodermically might be followed
(and such accidents have occurred) by blood poisoning or lock-
jaw. The Pharmacopoeia gives directions, it is true, for the
preparation of sterile solutions, hut unless the pitfalls be
reali.sed and the directions are intelligently carried out failure

will probably ensue. Similarly bulky injections of saline solu-

tions and of gelatin are now being employed in medical treat-

ment, and it is of the utmost importance that the phai-macist
should be able to prepare and to dispense these in a sterile

condition. Lastly, in after days, when the student becomes a
practising pharmacist, the ability to carry out elementary bac-

teriological examinations for medical practitioners will bring

him M ork in more directions than one and give him an improved
status.

Two hours twice a week—^four hours a week in all—extending

over two months might well be given to bacteriology, and in

this time the student should gain a good insight into the prin-

ciples sufficient to enable him to work by himself in after days.

The first two or three lessons might be devoted to the prepara-

tion and sterilisation of culture media, particular attention

being given to gelatin solutions. The use of the microscope, and
especially of high power and immersion lenses, and of the

condenser, should then be studied, and the student should

familiarise himself with the preparation of cover-glass speci-

mens of bacteria, the use of various stains and of Gram's
staining method, and should examine a series of types of micro-

organisms, commencing with the examination of yeast

—

e.g.,

brewer's yeast—and then of a mould

—

e.g., PcnieilUum glavcum,

-r-wliicli can always be obtained by exposing some gelatin

medium or bread paste to the air. The smaller forms miglifc

then be studied: a bacillus

—

e.g., Bacillus megaterium or

mycoidcs, a sarcina, a micrococcus, and a spirillum. A putre-

fying vegetable or meat infusion will give a variety of forms,

and by exposing a layer of nutrient gelatin to the air, moulds,

eai'cinse micrococci, and bacilli are always obtained. In addi-

tion to stained jjreparations, the student should also examine

the various organisms in the fresh and living state in hanging

drop preparations and the development of some fonn, such as

the Bacillus megaterium, might be followed from spore to spore

again. Next, the value of a. variety of culture media in the

differentiation and identification of organisms might be exem-

plified by a series of cultures of the Bacillus coli and Bacillus

typhosus, and facility in suh-cultuxing therebj'^ be obtained. As
regards pathogenic organisms, the tubercle bacillus and
diphtheria bacillus ought to be studied, and the methods of

identifying these organisms in sputum and by cultivation

respectively should be dealt with exhaustively, as these are two
examinations which the pharmacist could in after days carry

out for diagnostic purposes. Anthrax and tubercular tissues

might be examined in order to obtain practice in the prepara-

tion and manipulation of sections. Lastly, to obtain experience

in the isolation of organisms and in the manipulations necessary

for cultivating Ithem, two or three samples of water might be

examined bacteriologically ; if properly carried out this would

be valuable practice. Finally, some of the infusions and hypo-

dermic solutions of the Pharmacopoeia and saline solution

sliould be prepared and be examined microscopically and bac-

teriologically as to their sterilitj-, and then the method of

preparation could be modified by introducing bacteriological

technique and the results compared. The student might also

devise for himself methods and apparatus for the presei-vation

of these preparations aseptically and in such a manner tliat

they might be dispensed without introducing contamination

into the stock. I feel sure that the student of pharmacy

might go through some such course as this, inore or less

extended as time and circumstances permitted, with gi-eat

benefit, both as regards mental and manipulative training,

and, when in practice, in increased monetary retum.
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THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY'S BENEVOLENT FUND.

PARTICULARS RESPECTING THE FUND.

THIS Fluid, which was one of the objects for which the

rhannaceutical Socletj'- was founded, has atforded assist-

ance to many necessitous persons. Formerly, according

to the rules laid down in the Charter for its distribtuion, relief

could not be granted to i)ersons whose connection with the

Society had ceased. This was felt to materially restrict the

usefulness of the Fund, and advantage was taken of the oppor-

tunity afforded by the Pharmacy Act of 1868 to insert a clause

empowering the Council to grant aid, not only to members and

I'ssociates for the time being, but to all persons who have been

rir/isfercd as pharmaceutical chemists or chemists and druggists,

irhdhcr connected with the Society or not.

By the Charter of Incorporation, power is given to the Oouii-

cil to' transfer money from the General to the Benevolent Fund
;

'and for this reason, in framing the regulations of the Fund it

has been expressly provided that every member of the Society

shall have a voice in the election of annuitants. In the years

1842, 1843, and 1844, three several sums of £500 each were so

transferred. In those years the annual subscription to the

vSociety from a member was two guineas, instead of one as at

present. The reduction of the amount of these subscriptions for

a time precluded a further augmentation of the Benevolent

Fund from that source ; but the sums already granted, having

been invested in Consols, formed the foundation of a Fund to

which the Conncil has added from time to time the unexpended

income arising from interest, donations, and annual contribu-

tions, and by a further transfer of £500 from the General Fund
in 1870. In the year 1848 a public dinner whs held, which

yielded over £800 to this Fund ; and at the still more successful

special nieetings in 1867, 1877, and 1887, larger amounts were

contributed. At the decennial festival heldl in 1897 no less a

sum than £2,260 was added to the Fund. The ordinary anniial

contributions, which in 1860 were £491 Is., have now risen to

nearly £1,700, this latter amount being exclusive of donations.

The capital, pai^t of which is invested in freehold groimd rents,

now exceeds £34,300.

There were, in addition to the forty-two annuitants, over

sixty' cases in which assistance was given last year ; and when
it is'remembered that most of the applicants had famalies look-

ing to them for pai-tial or entire support, the number of persons

benefited must be taken as greater than these figures indicate.

Many changes in the conditions affecting pharmacy have

taken place since the Fund was commenced sixty years ago,

and each year an addition may be expected to the number of

applicants, more especially as, by the legislation of 1868,

already mentioned, the number of persons having a claim upon
the Fund was at least quadrupled. The number of potential

claimants upon the resources of the Fund may be realised when
it is remembered that there are more than sixteen thousand

names on the present Register of Chemists and Druggists, and

that, in addition, the applicability of the Fund extends to the

widows or orphan children of such persons, as well as to the

widows or orphan children of those who were formerly regis-

tered. The maintenance and development of the benevolent

side of the work of the Society is therefore the moral duty of

every chemist and druggist in Great Britain, and it is reason-
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able and Logical to expect that each will contribute, to the best

of his ability, towards the strengthening of his own Benevolent

Fund. The Benevolent Fmul of the Phaimaceutical Society

stands somewhat in the position of an insurance fund, from

which all hope that it may not be their lot to seek assistance,

but by an unfortunate course of events many of the most

prosperous ha\-e been only too glad to accept temi)orary or

permanent relief from it.

All genuine cases of necessity presented to the Council are

aided by temporary assistance. In 1865 the system of granting

annuities was- commenced : two of £30 each were then given

;

.the amount was in 1878 increased to £35, and in 1891 the

Council raised the amount to £50 per annum. A smaller amount

is granted to annuitants under sixty-five years of age, accord-

ing to regulations.' At the present time no less than forty-two

annuitants are in the enjoj-ment of an adequate fixed income

from the Fund.

All contributors of half a crown and upwards to the Fund

have votes in the election of annuitants. In. order, however,

to continue these annual elections, it is desirable that the in-

vested capital should be increased .sufficiently to insure from its

interest enough to provide means for these grants, which, when

once given, cannot be recalled ; and it is important that it

should be generally known that the interest from capital is in

sufficiiiit to pay the present increased annuities, now amounting to

about £2,000.

As a further reason for urging this, it is well to draw atten-

tion to the fact that the system of granting sums in casual cases

involves a considerable exjsenditure, amounting in 1902 to

nearly £950. The publication of such grants naturally bringt

further applications, which the Council will be unable to entM-

tain if too large a proportion of the annual subscriptions be

absorbed in the payment of annuities. The total casual grant!>

dui~ing 1902 amounted to £946 Os. Od. , the total paid in annui-

ties to £1,947 10s. Od., and the total relief granted was

£2,893 10s. Od.

RELIEF GRANTED DURING 1902.

£13 to the widow (aged 64) of a member who died in 1893.

She is in ill-health, and is striving to keep a home together

by letting lodgings (Shepherd's Bush).

£13 to the widow (aged 66) of a. chemist and druggist, whose

husband died some s&ven years ago, and left her without*,

means. She has had six previous gi'ants of £13 each.

The grant is administered by the Charity Orgauiisatwa

Society (Rotherhithe). .

£10 to the widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 38), who wa^

a subscriber to the Fund. Applicant's husband died in!

1896, leaving her with four young children, one of tjia

children Has been elected to the Masonic BenevolentJ

School. Applicant will apply in due course on behalf of

one of the others (Oxford).

£5 to the widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 72), whose

husband died in 1875. She has had sixteen grants of a

like amount, and is dependent on an only daughter, who

cannot afford to keep her entirely (Forest Gate).
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B12 to the widow (aged 68) of a chtniist and druggist, who
has had six previous grants of the same amount. Appli-

cant and her daughter are doing their best to maintain

themselves by dressmaking (Shepherd's Bush).

J15 to a former subscriber and associate in business (aged 55).

He has had a grant of £13 in 1900. He is in a dying

condition, and there are no friends able to adequately

assist (Ipswfch).

ElO to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 78) who lias

Jiad eight previous grants of like amount. Applicant is

unable to do any work for his suppoi-t, and is dependent

upon the grant of the Society and small allowances from

relatives (Tufnell Park).

313 to the widow (aged 68) of a member and subscriber, and
who was an annuitant on the Fund, and died on December
22, 1901 (Ci-oydon).

315 to the widow (aged 78) of a chemist and druggist who
subscribed' to the Fund. Applicant was an unsuccessful

candidate at the last election of annuitants (Worcester).

326 to a chemist and druggist (aged 69) who subscribed to

the Fund. Applicant was an unsuccessful candidate at

the last election of annuitants (Shii-ley).

513 to the widow (aged 61) of a chemist and druggist. Hus-
band was an annuitant on the Fund, and died in Decem-
ber, 1900 (Southall).

320 to the widow (aged 72) of a chemist and druggist. She
has had grants amounting to £43, is in feeble health, and
cannot earn anything, and a daughter who formerly helped

her is now incapacitated with rheumatism (Manchester).

310 to a former associate and subscriber (aged 57). Has been

doing locum work for some time, but now out of an en-

gagement owing to illness (Bayswater).

313 to a member and subscriber (aged 74). whose business

collapsed in 1886 through depression in the tin and iron

trade. He is unable to work, and has no friends. Since

elected an annuitant (Glam.).

310 to a former member (aged 51), who was m financial em-
barrassments, ajid' was out of an engagement (Peckliam).

!13 to a registered chemist and druggLst (aged 68) who
has had two similar grants. Applicant is almost Blind,

and is quite incapable of following any employment. He
has slight assistance from friends (Kennington).

313 to the widow (aged 55) of. a chemist and druggist. She
has had previous grants amounting to' £99. Apjflicant

does her best to support herself by teaching music. Is

in feeble health, and cannot do much (Walthamstow)

.

!13 to a registei'ed chemist and diuggist (aged' 78). He
suffering fromi the effects of an accident, and is unable
to work, and is dependent upon a daughter, who is mar-
ried and not in a good position (Bradford).

'10 to the widow (aged 63) of a pharmaceutical chemist who
died in 1897. She has had four previous grants of simiLir
amount. The grant is made to supplement contributions
of applicant's children (Clapham).

!13 to the widow (aged 28) of a chemist and druggist. Appli-
cant was left without means, and the grant was made to
enable her to get together a little connection in order
to support her child and her mother (Kilburn).

120 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 60). He had a

similar grant last year. Applicant suffers from epileptic

seizures, and has been laid up over five years. Since
dead (Camberwell).

113 to the widow of a member and; subscriber (aged 72). She
has had grant-s amounting to £128. This is an annual

case, and the grant is made to supplement the assistance

made by friends (Doncaster).

£10 to a former student of the Society (aged 32) whose health

lias given way. The grant was made to enable the appli-

cant to go to DaiTos (Luton).

£13 to a former member (aged 61), who ha& been doing tem-

poraiy work since 1895, tod now find's it diflScult to obtain

regular employment (Liverpool).

£10 to the widow (aged 66) of a chemist and druggist who,

prior to Jiis death in 1891, had two grants of £10 each.

Applicant has had grants amounting to £65. She is

unable to work (Birmingham).

£20 to a former member and subscriber (aged 92) who has had
four previous grants of similar amount. The grants are

made to supplement a fund raised by applicant'.^ relatives.

Since dead (Finchley).

£20 to the widow of a member (aged 76). She has had grants

amounting to £90. The grants are made to supplement

an income of £20 a year derived from money sunk in an

annuitj- (Highbury).

£12 to a fomier subsciiber of the Fund (aged 60). Has had

previous grants amounting to £46. He suffers from perio-

dical attacks of epilepsy and is unfit for any work (Horn-

castle).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 69) who has

had previous grants amounting to £46. He is confined

to bed with dropsy. Since dead (Liverpool).

£13 to a chemist and druggist (aged 68) who has had" one

similar grant previously. Applicant is past work, and is

living witli a sister whose oiily income is 8s. 4d. a week
from a local charitable trust (London).

£10 to the widow of a member and sub.scriber (aged 70).

Applicant depends on her daughter, who keeps a lodging-

house, but who (has been very unfortunate during the

past ,two years (Kensington).

£13 to the widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 70) wbo had

a grant in October, 1901, of £10, and died in January last.

The grant is made to supplement an allowance from the

Dental Benevolent Fund (Hants).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 76). He has

had three previous grants of similar amount. Applicant

is very infirm, and his wife is also an invalid. He has no

friends to help him {Castor).

£10 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 76) who has

had four similar gi-ants. Applicant earns a little occa-

sionally, but not sufficient to support himself without

assistance (Surbiton).

£5 to a regi<<-tered chemist and druggist (aged 51) who has

been in various situations, but bis Jiealth has broken

down and rendered him incapable of keeping a permanent

situation (London).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 80), who had

a similar grant in 1901. He is dependent upon a nephew
who has large family responsibilities, and cannot entirely

keep him (Kennington).

£13 to a member and subscriber (aged 64) who has had grants

of £25. Applicant is out of a situation, and the grant is

made to assist him until he can obtain work (Stratford).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 67) whosi?

health made it impossible to continue as locum (enens.

His children assist, but not suflSciently (Walthamstow).

£10 to the widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 41). She

has bad previous grants, amounting to £30. The grant
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is made to assist in the election of applicant's cbiWren

to an orphan asyhim. Since dead (Kettering).

£13 to a widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 77), who

trii'd to keep the business going, but had eventually to

give it up. Is without means, and is dependent upon hsr

two daughters, who cannot do veiy much (Darlaston).

£10 to the widow (aged 79) of a member who died in 1899.

Has had two previous grants'' oi similar amount. She is

entirely dependent upon her da,ughters, who are trying to'

run a small day school (Leeds).

£20 to the widow of a chemist and druggist (aged 61). She is

endeavouring to maintain her.'-elf by giving music lessons,

but finds she cannot get sufficient pupils to render outside

aid unnecessary (Cambenvell).

£13 to the widow of a member (aged 51) who has had grants

a.mounting to £73. Applicant suffers from tumour, and is

unable to work. She has no children, but a friend of her

husband assists to a slight degree (Towyn).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 71) who has

had previous grants amounting to £47. He suffers from

senile dementia, and is in charge of his youngest son—

a

ticket-collector earning 23s. a week. Since dead (Isling-

ton).

£20 to a former member (aged 74) who has had £59 in grants.

He has long been past work, and has been dependent upon

assistance given from the Ptfnd (Anstruther).

£15 to a former member and subscriber (aged 60) who had a

grant of a similar amount in 1901. He is trying to do his

best to maintain himself, but is handicapped by very bad
health (Chatham).

£13 to a registeiied chemist and druggist (aged 85) w*ho haS
to give up owing to declining health. He has two childi-en,

who are likely to be dependent upon him rather than a

source of help (Liverpool).

£20 to the widow of a member and subscriber (aged 57) who
has had £64 in grants. She does what she can to earn a

living by selling tea, but her health is getting very feeble.

She has no relatives or friends (Morecambe).

£13 to the widow of a registered chemist and druggist (aged

72) who has had two previous grants of like amount. The
grant is made to supplement an allowance of 5s. a week
from a relative (Newbury).

£15 to the widow (aged 52) of an associate who had grants

amounting to £15, and died in 1896. Applicant has one
daughter, who earns 6s. a week, and this is all she can
irely om (Wrexham).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 78) who had a

similar grant in 1901. Applicant is jjast work, and is

depending upon the help received from the Fund supple-

niented by assistance given by two sons (Hamniersmifli).

£13 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 69) who has had
previous grants amounting to £86. Applicant is deaf and
almost blind. He is quite dependent, and his children can
only give slight help (Goole).

£10 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 74), who had
to give up business last year, after twenty-eight years,

owing to feeble health and dwindlmg trade. He iias a
sick wife dependent upon him, and lia« no friend able to

give assistance. An unsuccessful candidate at the last

election (Westbury).

£13 to the widow of a member (aged 65). Has liad two pre-

vious grants of similar amount. She is trying to support

herself by charing or caretaking, but cannot earn any-

thing adequate (Llandudno).

£20 to a former member (aged 74). Gave up business some

years ago owing to ill-health, and has been for a long

time incapable of undertaking any form of occupation.

Has been entirely dependent upon his son-in-law, who is

unable to continue the assistance given iu the past

(Dalston).

£13 to a former member and suhscriber to the Fund, and nt

one time Local Secretaiy (aged 59). Has had two pi-evious

grantSj amounting to £15. He is trying to support, him-

self and wife by locum tenens work, but has been unable

for some time past to obtain sufficient engagements (Hal-

ham).

£10 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 59). His had

four grants am.ounting to £20. He endeavours to main-

tain himself by doing occasional locum tenens work. He lias

for some time past been unable to obtain sufficient engage-

ments to support himself and wife (aged 47) (Lewisham).

£13 ifo a widow of a member and suibscriber (aged 57). Has

had a previous grant of £13. She ihas been trying to make

A living by i-unning a small school, which is repi^esented

to only yield enough to cover expen.ses (Seaforth).

£13 to the widow of a member and subscriber (aged 69). .She

is dependent upon her own exertions in letting apartments,

and has a stepdaughter dependent upoai her (Motherwell).

£13 to a former member and subscriber (aged 78). Has hiid

four previous grants of a similar amount. He is in ill-

health and dependent upon an allcra^ance paid to him by

his succe.ssor in business (Ipswich).

£20 to a registered chemist and druggist (aged 73). Ha.s Irid

laj previous grant of a similar amouiit. He is unable to

do anything for his own support owing to failure of sight.

Two daughters assist to the best of tiheir ability (Pad-

dington).

'£10 to tlie widow of a member (aged 65). Has h;id fourteen

previous grants of a similar amooint. She is unable to do

anythling for her own suf[>port, and lives alternately with

her four sons (Birmingham).

£15 to the widow of a registered chemist and druggist (aged

69). Ha« had previous gi-ants amounting to £181. She

is entirely dependent U]X)n the amount from the Fund,

supplemented by a little sewing that she is able to do

occasionally (Crewe).

£13 to the widow of a registered chemi.st and druggist and

suib.sciiber to the Fund (aged 72). Has Jiad three previous

grants of a similar amount. She is dependent upon what

she can earn by a little occasional needlework, and the

assistance given by her brotlher (Louth).

£20 to a former associate and prizeman (aged 79). Has lad

two grants of similar aunounts. He is unable to do nny-

tbing for hLs own suip]>aHt, and is entirely dependMit ujwn

the amount from the Fund and the assistance rendered

by relatives (Pimlico).

£13 to the widow of a registered chemist and druggist (aged

68). Has had previous grants amounting to £59. She is

dependent upon the assistance given by her two daughters

and a son (Aucihterarder).

£10 to a former associate and subscriber to the Fund (aged

61). Was in business for twenty-five years, but had to

give up eaiiy this year owing to lack of capital. He haa

just recovered from a Kevere accident, and has a sister

dependent upon hdm (Wells, Somerset).
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisety on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all
communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Protection of Titles by Interdict.

The reprint of the important jvirts of the C.A. interdict

case in the P.J. of February 14, is of special interest to

pharmacists, and ought to convince those who hitherto

have been dubious about the re.su]t of a jjetition for inter-

dict by a phai-macist that there are good gi-ounds for

expecting a successful issue. The iwsition occupied by the
Pharmaceutical Society is in some respects similar to that by
the Societies of Accountants. Each was incorporated by Royal
Charter, and has for its principal object the exaction and main-
tenance of a high standard of education, and the conservation

and protection of the legal rights and properties of its

members. So far as an action at law with regard to titles is

concerned, the Phamiiiceutical Society is in a superior posi-

tion to the chartered societies, since the latter had to admit
the lack of any charter or legal authority for a proprietaiy in

the title " chartered accountant," and could only plead " use

and wont" since their incorporation, whilst the former, by
reference to the Pharmacy Act, can show that the Legislature

distinctly intended that the titles "chemists," "druggists,"
etc., were to be given only to those who passed the statutory-

examinations. In another respect, however, the position of

the Societies of Accountants differs from that of the Pharma-
ceutical Society. In order to earn the right to use the title

"chartered accountant," a person must not only pass the ex-

aminations laid down by any one of the Societies of Account-
ants, but also be elected to memberehip and pay a fee of

admittance. Therefore, the title " chartered accountant

"

(C.A.) is analogous to our "M.P.S.," and not to the titles of

"chemist," "druggist," etc.; and since companies of unquali-

fied persons carrying on business as chemists and druggists do
not use the title "M.P.S.," it is doubtful if a judge would
admit that the Pharmaceutical Society, like the Society of

Accountants, has a title to ask for interdict against such a com-

pany of persons.

Of course, it might be argued that, inasmuch as

the Legislature has entrusted the Pharmaceutical Society

with the regulating and carrying out of the stipulated

examinations, and has named its Registrar as the prosecutor

under the Act, it (the Society) has an interest in preventing

the titles resulting from these examinations being used by
persons who have not passed these, and, therefore, it has a

title to ask for interdict against persons doing so. Further,

it might be argued that, the Pharmaceutical Society being the

legal keeper of the Register of "chemists and druggists," it

has a title and interest to sue for interdict against persons not

on tlie Register who are attaching titles to their trading names
calculated to mislead the public into believing -that their

names are included in the official Register of "chemists

and druggists." In .support of tbis line of argument, attention

may be directed to that portion of the " opinion " of Lord
Kyllachy where he discussed the title and interest of the in-

coi-porated Societies of Accountants to sue for interdict. He
said :

" The Society holds a charter from the Crown, and that

charter prescribes (by itself or by the bye-laws which it

authorises) certain conditions of admission to membership. It

prescribes certain examinations and other safeguards which go

to secure the repute of the corporation, and it also prescribes

certain admission and other fees, whiob go to augment its

funds." By the Pharmacy Act it was ordained that, previous

to registration aiS a " chemist and druggist " and to the con-

foment of this degree or title, certain examinations must be
passed, and in connection therewith certain fee»s paid to the

Pharmaceutical Society. Now, if a company of unqualified

persons use the title " cihemist and druggist " in connection

with its trading name, the per.sons composing the company,

not having passed these examinations, and, therefore, not

liaving paid " certain fees which go to augment its funds," are

doing the Pharmaceutical Society material injury by sO' doing,

and, therefore, the Society has a title and interest to have

those persons interdicted. In connection with this point, it

should be noted that Lord Kyllachy stated that he was satis-

fied " that it is not necessary to pronounce any decree of reduc-

tion in order to open to the pursuers the question they desire

to try. The registration under the Companies Acts of a com-

pany under a certain name does not preclude a challenge at

common law of the use of that name."

For several reasons, it is much to be desired that the Phar-

maceutical iSociety should be the petitioner in an action for

interdict; but if such cannot be, an endeavour should cer-

tainly be made to raise the necessary funds to meet the ex-

penses in connection with a test interdict case, in which the

pursuer is a registered chemist and druggist and a directly

interested party. From the opinions expressed by the three

judges, it is almost certain that, in such an instance, inter-

dict would be granted. Lord Kyllachy stated that he con-

sidered it " a legal wrong that a person outside the corpora-

tion shall so act as to appropriate the status and reputation

of membership and the pecuniary and other benefits thence

arising and shall do so without complying with the conditions

which the charter pre'-cribes." The Lord Justice Clerk was
equally emphatic. For instance, he said :

" If that name, or

the initials representing that name, are held by everybody

to represent a certain quality in the person to whom they are

attached, then I say that a person daring to use the initials

that represent the name without having any right to do so

can be stopped."

If these opinions are applicable to membership of a cor-

poiation, such as the Society of Accountants, they are equally

applicable to registration as a chemist and druggist. To be a

Kicmbei- of a chartered accountants' corporation certain ex-

aminations must be passed, just as is the case before a person

becomes entitled to registration as a chemist and druggist

;

and i* an unqualified person, by using the title "C.A.," is

appropriating " the status and reputation and the pecuniary

and other benefits thence arising," then. In exactly the same

degree, is another unqualified person doing so if he publicly

exhibits the title " chemist " in connection with his name and
in a trading manner. The same argument applies to the

opinion of Lord Young anent " using language which will

mislead the public into believing that they are members of an

incorporated society, of which they are not members."

Thcugh a limited company of unqualified persons may, so

fav as the sale of scheduled poisons is concerned, be con-

sidered to fulfil the legal requirements by employing a regis-

tered chemist and druggist to supervise the sale of those

poisons, this circumstance ought not to be held as placing them
beyuiii the reach of the law with regard to the use of titles.

The two aspects of the cas«, though correlated, are yet

nifivkedly distinct, the former being but an assumption of a

Vvillin?, individual for the purpose of meeting an enactment

imposed for the protection of the public, the latter being

an infringement)—rather, theft—of the private property of

the unwilling individual. A qualified pharmacist, in an

action for interdict, would not ask that the defenders be re-

strained from retailing scheduled poisons, but simply that

the/ be. to quote the words of Lord Young, " interdicted from

G
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iK-iiu^ iV.i- professional purposes, or as a professional designa-

-fir,;, letters, or words, or abbreviations of

words calculated to lead the public to believe that they are"

registered chemists and druggists.

Edinburgh, February 23, 1903. W. Lyo>-.

Are Tarragona Wines Adulterated?

As Tarragona wines are being much prescribed by the medical

profession for aJisemi) patients, it is therefore of great im-

portance they should be obtained genuine. Milk and other

articles of food very properly are having a fair attention from

the inspector of food and drugs. The department might place

the above on their list. Having had trouble -H'ith a wine that

lennented and burst the bottles, I liave made many inquiries

;^^ to the genumeness of the»e Tarragona wines on the market.

I am not refen-ing here to any particular one, niy remarks are

general ;
my infonuation from various sources proves tha.t there

U a good deal of cheap, adulterated wine sold as Tarragona,

composed largely of British manufacture. A person connected

v. ith a large foreign wine firm informed me that there w;is more

what he called faking in cheap wines than any other article of

commieroe. To be a judge of wine by the taste, aroma, and

general appeai-ance one must have some considerable experi-

ence. I have applied a chemical colour test to a great many

samples of Tarragona I obtained from difi'ere.nt firms, and which

may be of interest. I added 1 draclmi (one teaspoonful) of a

solution of acetate of lead (30 grains to 1 oz.) to 6 drachms of

vviue ; dilferent samples were dealt with from tawny to dark

Tarragona. Tliey gave precipitates varying from grey to slatey

^'rey, the dark wine giving the slatey. When the precipitate liad

settled it left an almost colourless fluid, all the colouring matter

of the wine hairing been thrown down. But I had one which

j:ave a pinkish-grey precipitate, and after the precipitate had

settled, the fluid had a rich pink colour. As tlie lead solution

will precipitate all fruit and vegetable colours, I set about

fxperimenting what would give similar results. I tried cochineal

-nid various red woods, but the colour was thrown down in each

case, leaving a clear, almost colourless, fluid. The only colour I

found, wlien added to wine, to give a pinkish precipitate leaving

;i red flui .1, was aniline red, which led me to think that tlie wine

referred to was a mixture with aniline colour. If any chemist

or other person would like to follow up the testing to determine

•ivliat this colouring matter is, I shall be glad to forward a sample

of the wine.

Llanelly, February 24. 1903. MoEiiAX W. James.

not pay, but which would entail a considerable amount of risk

and responsibility without adequate recompense and) reward-

chemists are accustomed to tliis.

Worcester, February 24, 1903. John Twinberkow, Ph.C.

The Dangers of Arsenical Weed-Killers.

One object of the Committee on Poisons appears to he tn

l)romote the M ider distribution of arsenical weed-killer ; the

undoubted value of this preparation as a weed-dc.stroyer is moie

than counterbalanced by its extremely dangerous character.

Some time ago, when the virtues of the weed-killer were being

widely advertised, I iiad in my laboratory the viscera of tnu

animals that had met their deaths tlirough it-s use, wliich readied

me within a ilay or two of each other. One was the caise of a

cow which liad browsedi upon herbage contaminated by the

poison, the other and more remarkable one that of a dog—from

quite a different district—who had swallowed, aiter the manner

of his kind, a few blades of grass upon which the preparation had

been distributed. If the reconunendations of the Committee in

this respect pass into law, and are followed by the contemplated

extension of the use of the weed-killer, I venture to prophesy

that .such accidents will multiply, and perhaps not be conline<l

to animals but include human beings also, owing to a liberal

emploj-ment of the preparation in the kitchenrgaiden.

Shrewsburv, Fehruan- 24. 1903. Thos. P. Bltjnt.

A Safeguard for Chemists.

Will you allow me to suggest in tlie oojumiis of the ofhcial

Journal that, in view of the importance of the suggestions of

the Poisons Committee, it is very e.ssentiaJ that every regis-

tered person should, at least thl'^-year, immediately become

a member of the Pharmaceutical Society, and, by so doing,

support the Council ini its efforts to defend the interests of

the public safety, and that of our legal rights. Further,

should the members desire new blood on the Council, eacli

one should express that wish by only voting for those can-

didates at the ensuing election whom he or ihe wishes should he

elected, and no one else.

London, February 24, 1903. C. E. Pickerim;.

Agricultural and Horticultural Poisonous Preparations.

When in business I had a large agricultural connection, and
Mild quantities of the diffei-ent makes of sheep-dips, etc., but

not one of my own make. Under existing and probable circum-

stances, and if still in business of the sa.me^character, I should

at oirce " take the bull by the horns " and either make and
put up myself—or have manufactured and put up for me by one
or other of the well-known wholesale firms who make a lead

.f supplying retail chemists and druggists with packed phar-

maceuticals and preparations—arsenical and carbolic dips,

.reed-killers, plant-washes, etc., as proprietarieis bearing my
iiwn name and addre.*, and push and advertise them tliorougldy

ut, say, about half the price of the makes and specialties that may
now come into the hands and stock of ironmongers and seeds-

men vendors—even if I had to do this a.t little or no profit. I

should also cut other makes down to the lowest possible price,

uid then, I think, the tradesmen mentioned would soon get
tired of handling dangerous weapons, and of a trade that did

Limited Companies—A Suggestion.

As a means Jor preventing the lunher >preading of limited

companies (whose directors are not chemists, and who employ

qualified' men to cover themselve.s), and .so-called <.lrug stores, I

should like to suggest the following method.s for the coasidera-

tion of your numermis readers:—(1) Tliat the divisional

secretaries be authorised to obtain the names of eveiy chemist

and assistant in the services of such firms and send' them up to

the Registrar ; (2) That the Registrar keep a register of tliem

all, altering their addresses, etc., as advised by the divisional

secretaries, ^^^len any respectable pharmacist wanted either

manager or assistant, he could easily ascertain whetlier such

person was " listed" or not ; if he was I feel suie that he would

receive notice that his application was refused. At the .saine-

time it would keep the men who are now in the employ of these

firms from getting situations outside their present spheres, and

also place them in the hands' of their present employers. This

would result in a reduction in the wages now offered as an

inducement to men, who cannot f^te tliat theii- present apparent

friends would in the future be their greatest opponents ; and

consequently men w^ould not enter into their employ. Hoping

lliis suggestion may find many supi)ort*rs

—

Februaiy 24, 1903. " • Botolphus " (181/40).
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Lady Pharmacist.

BI LEONARD G-BANGE.

Times' Changes.

'i'wemity j'&w's ago the mention of the title lady pharmacist

wDuld have ottxised but a smile of derision to spread over the

urban© countenance of the stolid British pharmacist. At the

beginning of the twentieth century, hoM'ever, his views have

become modified to such an extent that he will talk com-

placently on the subject if lie will not go the length of avail-

ing himself of her servicas How many years have yet to pass

ero he will allow her a position of equality with Kim.self oaiinot

be foretold, since the pharmacist of to-day is akin to the rest

of his sex in reluctance to giving up his .supposed " superiority."

Circumstuioes, such as the incliiiiation of the young man of

to-day to put enjoyment and leisure before work, have given

her an opening, however, which she is diligently utilising, and

it requires no prophetic mind to foresee a time when she will

prove herself the equal, and i)erhaps in some respects the

superior, of the male pharmacist.

The Work Pertaining to the Practice of Pharmacy.

Although a shopkeaper, the pliamiacist is not called upon to

^how capacity for heavy manual laboui", liis work being mainly

• f a light nature, requiring concentration of mind, nicety of

manipulation, attention to details, careful observation and

scientific knowledge, raithec than mere bodily strength and

physical endurance. This, of course, refer* to pharmacy in

the properr sense of the term, not to the conglomerate dealing

in innumerable commodities, which 'n some places is considered

to be " practising the art of pbamiacy." In such places of busi-

ness mental ability and scientific knowledge are of but secon-

dary consideration, an intimate acquaintance with the price list,

< plausible manner of speech, and an elastic conscience being

Diisidered of infinitely greater importance. Taking pharmacy

however, according to the proper definition of tlie term, under

which of the enumerated headings can it be claimed that woman
..^ incapable oi satisfactorily following it as a profession? Is

she lacking in concentration of mind? Certainly not ; only the

bigot, ignorant of everything beyond his own narrow sphere,

would affihn it. It needs not an extensive knowledge of human

progress and the relative parts played by man and woman in

its various s^tages, to see tiliat woman, instead of being inferior

to man, is equal to him in this respect. Neither can it be

said that she is behind him in expertness and nicety of manipula-

tion ; indeed, it migJit be truthfully claimed that under this

heading she can give him points. The same may be said with

regard to attention to details and careful obsers-ation, it being

but a trite remark that though a woman may' be lacking in

irkitiative, it does not follow thait tlie same individual will be

incapable of giving cariful attention to tlie details of any work

she may be caUed upon to cariy out. A pharmacist may be a

veiT successful follower of the vocation and yet incapable of

" thinking in continents." At the begimiing of the twentieth

century Ls it necessary to advance arguments and proofs that

woman can, if she will, prove herself as capable as man ol

attaining distinction in the study of the sciences ? Surely not

;

but if there be a dooibter let him but refer to the prize lists

of our colleges and universities, and he will doubt no longer.

A survey of these wiU convince every reasonable individual that

the average success of the femaJe is greater than that of the male

student.

The Young Male Pharmacist of To-day.

That Waterloo was won on the playgrounds of Eton hae beew
so oftea dinned into our ears of late tliat it is perhaps advisable

to point out that supremacy of commerce is not affected by
exactly the same means as those which played so important

a part in the military campaign which culminated in the

historic event of 1815. This view does not seem, however, to

be appreciated by the average junior pharmacist of the present

time. There are exceptions, all honour and praise to these by
way of encouragement ; but to take a typical young man, what

do we find? A desire to contribute his best, no matter how
little it may be, towards imprj'^'ing the position of British

pharmacy and upholding the honourable position so long occu-

pied by his native country in the commerc-e of the world? Oh,,

dear no ! such sentiments appeal not to him. Thankfully shak-

ing the dust of school off his feet, attendance at which a " grand-

motherly " government hag forced upon him, this youth betakes

himself to pharmacj-, bethinking it will be "easy and gentle-

manl}'" s^ort of work, at which he will not be expected to soil

lus hands, and yet be able to gather in "enormous profits."

Very Aoon, however, he awakens from his dream. He finds it

ii-ksome to stay indoors for more than a pai-t of the day, and

instead of devoting liis attention to perfecting himself in his

work and improving liis capacities, his thoughts are occupied

with devising schemes of "rare fun" when his "day's servi-

tude" is completed. Full of conceit as to his abilities, mental

and manual, he thinks he ought not to be expected to spend any

of his time in increasing his knowledge beyond that which he

acquired under compulsion at school, and resenAs being shown

that his methods of work are open to improvement. As for

the Minor Examination, he looks upon it as but a nuisance and

a humbug, instituted and carried out by men just to persecute •

and amioj' one, " who has forgotten more than they ever

learned." Fully detei-mined to take life as easily and as en-

joyably as jwssible, this young man takes every opportunity

of larking and idling during the absence of the proprietor of

the shop. Moreover, his moral character is none too high, a

fact painfully apparent to those who have shared a class room

with him at a school of pharmacy. There he feels free to show

himself in his true colours. In this defect of character he is un-

fortunately encouraged by the nefarious traffic carried on in

some shops under the guise of remedying and allaying the

maladies of matdciud, traffic which Is looked upon with loathing

and disgu.st by eveiy right-thinking man and woman. As

already started, these remarks apply not to all the young men

of pliarmacy, but to a section of them, a section which, un-

fortunately, has too^ many representatives. These act not only

as a clog upon the wheel of pharmaceutical progress, but

depreciate the character of pharmacists in the estimation of

tlie public.

The Lady Pharmacist.

To exiXKse the worthlessness of a portion of the young men of

pharmacy may seem a roundabout way of provmg the fitness of

woman to practise the profession of phaii-macy, but such is not

the intention. What is intended by these remarks is to show

that tiiere are certain features of pharmacy of to-day which

it is desirable to eliminate if tlu standard of the profession is

to be raised, and that in the advent of the lady pharmacist, the

means of doing so is presented. How this is so will not be diffi-

cult to show. Only those women who are pi-epared to devote

their energies and abilities to the work will think of entering

the profe-ssion of pharmacy, because it will be apparent to them

that their osuccess will be dependent upon these. The giddy and

thoughtless will not enter, since they will see that work and

study will be essential to even moderate success. Hence by

G 2
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©noouraging women, to enter (tlie domain of pharmacy, pharma-
cists will not only be raising the intellectual standard of phar-
macy, but will give themselves the opportunity of dispensing
with the ser>"ices of undeisirable male pharmacists, and thus
remove an incubus frona the profession. Moreover, the presence
lof women of high moral and intellectual character must liave

a considerable influence in raising the status of pharmacy in the
estimation of other profess-ions asi well as in that of the public
at large. Naturally phannacist*' of a conservaitive turn of

mind will view the incursion of women with some dubiety, but
if they have the welfare of their profession at heart they ought
to encourage and not repel them, since much good is likely

to resnlt from their presence. Customers may at first be some-
what diffident, but that feeling will soon wear off wh«n they
have had an opportunity of seeing and appreciating the care

and neaAness which characterise their performance of their

duties. Prejudices die hard, and more especially when they are

directed against wonen, but as years roU by these prejudices are
becoming less and less acute, and it may be safely predicted that
ere long the position of the lady pharmacist will be firmly

established in the favour of tlie British public, and be admitted
to a deserved position of equality by those followers of the art

who desire and work for its improvement and greater utility.

The Pharmaceutical Preliminary Examination.

BY T. MABEN, PH.C.

The Society in a False Position. '

In a former pape^r (vide. P. J., November 22, 1902) I outlined

what I believe to be the duty of the Council of tJie Pharmaceuti-
cal Society in regard to the Preliminary Examination of students
of pharmacy. I hold that the Society ought to resume conduct-

ing this examination for reasons that may be very briefly stated.

In the first place, I consider it to be most undesirable for the
Sooiety to be placed in a position in which they are entirely

at the mercy of outside examining bodies. So far as I am aware,
there is no body in the kingdom requii-ing evidence of pre-

liminary education in those desirous of joining its ranks which
depends entirely on certificates from examining bodies on which
it can exercise no influence. It ]s, in my opinion, nece.ssary for

the protection of its own interests that the Society should have
ite own examination, although this need not preclude it from
accepting certificates from other examining bodies should the
examination passed be of a satisfactory standing. So long as
we depend solely on outside bodies we are unable to modify the
examination in any direction .should we wish to do so. By hold-
ing a Pharmaceutical Preliminary we would be able to reduce
or increase the standai-d as experience might suggest to be
desirable. For example, I hold that the Latin is much too
aev«re in those examinations that are recognised by the General
Medioal Council, and that an examination similar to the old
Preliminary, with simple, unseen Latin in place of Ctesar or
Virgil, if thought advisable, would be ample for our purpose.
On the other hand, .so far as I know, the Metric System is not
taken cognisance of in most of the examinations in our list, but,
in my view, it is most neoessary that this should form part of
the examination, while simple problems on mensuration might
be introduced with advantage. In passing, let me here remark
that if the advocates of the Metric System would approach our
education Ministers and have that subject introduced into the
•chool " codes," they would do more to advance their cause than
the passing of a dozen Acts of Parliament, for within a genera-
tion the system would come Into force by ite own inherent
reasonableness. My first point therefore, is that the Society
ought to have the control of the examination in order that it

might modify, if need be, the condition.", under which its ranks
are recruited.

Is Modification Necessary?

My reply to this question is distinctly, yes. I have olret^y
indicated in what directions modification is desirable, and it i«

not needful for me to repeat them. I may be told that niy

judgment is too sweeping, and that the facts are not »o black

as I have painted them, but I speak of whaf, I know to be true.

So far as Scotland is concerned, the average age at which boys
enter the drug trade is between fifteen and seventeen. On th*
whole, I should say that if a youth is to be properly trained

he ought to begin at sixteen. I find, as the result of inquiry,

that out of an area embracing more than a million people the

number of boys who left school in 1902 between fifteen and seven-

teen i>osse6sing such certificates as would be accepted by the

Society was under thirty-six. Even assuming that this insignifi-

oant proportion of boys had gone into pharmacy, it would have

been far below the number nonnally required to introduce fresh

blood into our ranks. But how many have gone into pharmacy?
To the best of my belief, not one. So far as I can ascertain,

of the few apprentices who have entered pharmacy in Glasgow
and district in the past two years, not one has been, or will be,

•ble to register as a pharmaceutical student without further

examination. For mast of these young men this means that ?he

entire apprenticeship is one long, weary grind at work, some
of which will never be of the least benefit to them, to the exclu-

sion of study that would be of solid value. Failing this weary

gi-ind, it means flooding the market with a host of xmqualified

men, who will some day be thom.s ia the flesh of the Society.

I consider it would be infinitely preferable to demand a much
iless exacting standard, and, better still, to insist that the

student be registered before his apprenticeship begins.

Tlie Deartli of Apprentices.

Unfortunately, the dearth of apprentices is not confined to the

large to^vns ; it extends to the country as well, and the result

k now being felt in those businesses which depend on assistants,

for already there is a regular famine due to the retention in the

countiy towns of juniors who used formerly to make a bee line

for the nearest large city, but who are kept on in default of any

appz^entices being forthcoming. This may not j'et be felt in

those higli-class businesses to which assistants flock for the

{)urpose of gaining experience or of being able to advertise

themselves in future as having been connected with the busi-

jnesses in question, but it is being sorely felt by the rank and

file of phai-macies throughout the < ountry. How acute the

pressure will be a year hence it ia not difiicult to foresee. Is

this dearth of apprentices due to the examination or to other

causes? To a large extent it is due to the severity of the new

examination, for I have had ample evidence submitted to me

of cases where suitable boys were prepared to enter the business

but drew back when they saw what was before them, and of

others where, after being some weeks at the business, the youths

had thrown it up on discovering the nature of the preliminary

exam. Moreover, I am told that there is not in the

country such a dearth of apprentices lin other businesses as i»

experienced in pharmacy. It is true that long hours and the

absence of half-holidays has an influence ia preventing lads

from becoming apprentices : but I know of many towns where

the pharmacists have half-holidays and fairly good hours, and

where there is the greatest possible difficulty. I believe that

here we are menaced with a real danger, and that the Oouncal

of the Society ought to look the facts squarely in the face.

Otiier Advantages to be Gained.

Amongs-t the advantages to be gained by the Society holding

the examination there is one very important fact that .should

not be overlooked. Students entering for the examination would

be brought into touch with the Society, and all through their
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future career the Registrar could ke«p in touch with them.

The value of this is inestimable. If I may be pardoned a remi-

iiiBoence, I should say that one of the most important steps

in my early career was due to the i>6ceiipt of a letter from Mi'.

Elieus Bremridge, aft^er I passed my " preliminai-y,'' now more

than a quarter of a century ago, inviting me to become a regis-

tered apprentice of the Society. I sent up my half-guinea and

i-ead the Journal with avidity week by week, and it is, I some-

times think, more the force of old association and the memoiy
of youthful enthu-siasm, rather than the sense of any present

advantage, that prevent-s me becomirLg one of the " lapsed

masses." The period of apprenticesliip is the most formative

j)eriod of a young man's life, and if during these critical years

his mental attitude towards the Society is de(tennined, there

will be .small chance of its being aflecte<l in future years. My
fear is that at present the attitude being formed is that of

anything but goodwill towards a society that demands standards

of prelinunary and technical education, and fees for registration

and examination, so utterly out of all jsroportion to the value

of the privileges attaching to the qualification atfter it has

been secured. It is possible, but extremely improbable that

there are many apprentices tliroughout the country who possess

the needful certificate and who have not registered. Assuming,

liowever, that they exist, they are unknown to the Secretary,

and he can no longer send a personal letter with a flattei-ing

invitation to join the Society, or a direct circular containing

information regarding the Society's School of Pharmacy. The

suit of this must be obvious. The Register of students of the

- iciety will grow " .small by degrees and beautifully less," and

0 pTObability is that those entering the School of Pharmacy

A ll! also bo a dimiiiishing quantity. Much of this uncertainty

could be avoided if the Society held its own examination and

were once more brought into touch with the student*-.

The FinanciaPAspect.

The fi^najacial point of view is, perhaps, not the most import

lant, but it is undoubtedly one of great couceni to aU who
Jiave an interest in seeing the Society strong in funds, and able

to carry out whatever course of action it may have on hand

without any fea'- as to the possible depletion of its treasury.

How far the treasury has already been depleted is known to

those who have paid any attention to the business transacted

month by month at the Council JBoard. The figures for the

past year liave not yet beeai submitted, but I shall be agreeably

surprised if there is not once more a drop of £2,000 in pre-

liminary registration income, as compared with the examination

fees of former yeai-s. Wlien the change was resolved upon a

few years ago some of us prophesied that there would be an

annual loss of £1,000, but ijo one dreamt that the loss would

be double that amount. The "inner cii'cle" now profess tliait

they were prepared for a drop in examination fees, but if

they would only tell the whole truth they would admit thait

they expected long ere thus to be recouped by registration fees,

*nd tlie more outspoken of them are bitterly disappointed with

the turn of affairs, while all of them view the future with th*

gravest alarm. Let me beseech the Council to retrace their

steps, and at once they wiU find hundreds of young men
throughout the country ready to enter for examination. What
I suggest Ls that the College of Preceptors sliould again conduct

the e.xamination for the Society ; that certificates from any of

the recognised examining bodies should be accepted for isuch

subjects as have been passed at one examination, provided the

remaining subjects are passed at one examination ; and that the

iee foil' a first examdnation, no martter for how many o» how
few subjects, be £2 2s., and for subsequent examinations

.£1 Is. ; the fee to include regi-stration as students without fui'-

ther charge. If this be done and the standard pitched not too

high, the present tension will be at once relieved to a marked
degree, and a more cheerful prospect produced all round.

The Ethics of Substitution.

BY GEO. P. POND

What is Substitution?

A great deal lias been said and written just lately about

substitution. The trade journals, the public da/Ay papers, and
busiiness firms have all joined in the cry of denouncing substitu-

tion. They have held it up to popular opprobrium, but have one
and all failed to explain definitely what they mean by the word.

Many have attempted such an explanation, but they can
scarcely be said to have given a just, reasonable, aaid complete

definition. The Pharmaceutical Journal says :
" All self-respect-

ing diemists will agree that substituting tradesmen are unfair

dealers." What does the writer mean by "substituting tradeS'

mjen " ? Doas he mean to charge chemists witli employing

grocers, oilmen, or qualified assistants? Or vice versd, does he

mean that grocers employ chemists instead of their own-men?
The Chemist and Druggist says :

" Substitution in essence and
in fact, is palming off one anticle foa* another." Palming off

.an fliTticle on a person is a fraud we all know, but to assert

that thi.s is the only meaning of the word substitution is to

limit most unwan'antably its signification, ajid to stamp

it with a mark of odium it by no means deserves.

Mr. Reid says :
" There can be no uglier word in pharmacy

than the word iisub.stitution." But it ought not to be difficult

to .show Mr. Reid tliaib there is not a prettier word in chemiigtry

or pharmacy than the one he is so ready to condemn. He also

says :
" The only meaning which can he attached tO' the word

substituition is that a chemist surreptitiously suppliesi an article

other than that asked for." This is, in my opinion, an attempt

to rob a beautiful word of its true meaning and application. To
surreptitiously (mark the adverb) supply one article for another

is a fraud of course, but to say that the word substitution has

no other meaning than this is a libel on the English language.

A Fuller Exposition.

The Anti-Cutting Record says :
" If an article is distinctly

asked for, nothing eis© can be honestly supplied without the full

knowledge and consent of the purchaser. To pass off on the

unwai'y purchaser a substitute is a mean fraud, and those

guilty of such practices should be expo<sed and punished. We
have nothing but condemnation for those who offer retaireus'

substitutes for advertised articles which are got up as nearly

like the article - they are initended to replace as is possible,

without coming witiliin the law." Thcs is the best exposdition

ifor the trader I have yet seen, but while we cain agi'ee with

everj- word or it, iit does not seem to go far enough in its

explanaition of the ethics of substitution. Like other state-

[ments on substiitutioii given to the public, it does not explain

the difference between substitution and imitation. So far from

doing so, it seems to imply, on the contrary, that substitution

and imitation are the same thing. Thds confusion ofi two words

and making them synonymous, is the root of tlie e\'il, and the

ifertile source of all the misunderstanding on the subject. It

is not that certain firms are unaware of the distinction. It

would he an insult to their intelicgence to say they were ignorant

of it. But it is tlieir initere,st to pe:rsuade the public that substi-

tution is nothing more nor less than imitation. To quote one

well known firm: " Suhstitutiou is a fraud." There may be

(some truth in the aphorism, from their point of view, but it

is curiously akin to saying " Alcohol is a cur.se," and is wortli

about as much for all practical purposes.
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Substitution versus Imitation.

Now from an ethical staiidpoinit siubsti'tubioni may be regarded

;ts Ml tdmas an absolute necessitj-. whereas imifcation is always

a. fraud. In otheir wards any 'attempt to imitate another's pro-

priotary article for one's own iidvanitage is equiwalent to an

attempt to defraud, and we must all a^ee with the condemna-

tion pronounced upon such imitators by the Anti-Cwtlmg

Record. At lall events, it seems fairly cleax, and I hope to

miake it isstili clearer later on, that stib.<it.itntion and unitation

are by no means synonymous terms, and for anyone to say

or wi'ite without further comment that substitution is

a fraud is to perpetrate a fallacy. In fact, I submit

that substitution per se, wheieby I mean the selling

of on© artaclo for another, may at times be perfectly

legitimate. All depends upon the particular circumstances

of the case, which have to be weighed and considered

before one can oome to any conclusiou about its ethical nature.

To jump at conclusions, and boldly assert tha/t all oases of sub-

stitution must necessarily be fraudulenit as only another instance

(of the cloudy, vague argumentation that passes as logic before

the eyes of ithe public. What then do we mean by unfair substi-

tution, or unjustifiable substitution? We may call it what we

like, so long as we qualify the substantive b}' some ill-soimding

.adjective or other. A well-known principle in logic says :

" Define your terms." Now, befoa-e going further, we may
apply that principle to our subject and endeavour to give a

cle;ir, definite, straig'htforwai-d aanswea' to the question. What
is unfair substitution, conside'red with regard to chemists and

tra ders in general ? We may ans-wer m a few words that it is

supplying one article for another legitimately demanded, with-

out the full knowledge and consent of the pm'chaser "
; and it

we ask whether it is unlawful to have recourse to substitution

as thus defined, every hone.st man will at once reply with an

emphaitic afiirmaitive. It is unquestionably wrong to palm off

sm-reptitiously on an unwaay i)urchas«r an article other than

what dis asked for. This seems an elementary law of ethics.

Legitimate and Illegitimate Demands.

But we must take notice of the phrase "legitimately de-

manded " in the definition. The words are important, and I

will explain the reason. Undoubtedly cases may occur in

which the would-be purchaser makes an unlawful and-

illegitimaite demand. For example, a man may enter

a chemist.'s shop to buy poison for homicidal purposes, or for

taking his own life. In this case his demand is in opposition

to the ethical law forbidding murder and suicide, and he has no

real right to the article he asked for. The mere fact of anyone

wanting a thing does nit give him a right to it. The chemist

is consequently not bound to supply the article asked for ; in-

deed, the obligation lies all the other way. He is bound to

refuse, lest he make himself accessory to the unlawful act con-

templated by the other. Of course, there must be some positive

evidence of the unlawful intention. It is not sufficient to

merely suspect, evidence must be forthcoming which brings with

it moral certainty or, at least, strong probability. With these

condition.s verified, it would be perfectly lawful and reasonable

for a chemist to substitute a harmless drug for the substance

demanded if he sees no other way out of the difficulty. And
there is scarcely a chemist of experience in the kingdom who
has not many times by his prudent substitution saved himself

and ottiers many unpleasant episodes before a coroner's jury.

Again, if a chemist is persuaded conscientiously that the

ignorance of a customer disposes him to danger in the use of a

particular medicine, and is certain that if he supplies him with

lit iserious detriment to the said person's health will result, he

is justified in substituting if he cannot persuade him to adopt

other remedies. In the case of a physician's prescription, every-

one knows that we are bound to supply exactly what is set

down. This is a general rule, though, like other rules, evea

this is not without its exceptions.

Justifiable Recommendation.

There is another case in which a purohswer asks-

for a certain article and the chemist recommends another

(of his own invention or not) which he 'conacien-

tiously considers superior to the one asked for, or at

least of equal value as a remedy. The purchaser listens to iS»

arguments adduced, considers them quite sound, and knowingly

and willingly changes his mind and buys, not the article sought

after in the first place, but the one recommended. (There is no-

absolute need even of his understanding the arguments. It in

quite enough if he allows himself to be influenced by his know-

ledge of the skill and probity of the chemist and believes in hia

word.) It is an abuse of terms to call this a case of unfair

substitution. There is nothing unfair and fraudulent about tliA

transaction at all. The chemist has a perfect right to recom-

mend his own goods or those he thinks the best, and the pur-

chaser has a perfect right to change his mind if he wants to do

so and feels that he is justified. There is no palming off one

article for another and no wrong is done to anyone. Even if

the chemist makes a greater profit by his own article, that does

not change the nature of the transaction, provided, of course,

that the said profit does not exceed the limit of fair dealing. No-

one is bound to tell a would-be purchaser how much he (the

vendor) gains on the article he sells. Again, if a chemist stores

another's medicines in his shop, it does not follow therefrom that

he is bound by commercial ethics to sell them, and them alone,

when he is of opinion that his own articles will suit a particular

case equally well, if not a great deal better. Is his mouth to-

be closed by the mere fact of having somebody else's stuff oa
his counter, and must he hand it over at once without a word
to whomsoever he finds, asking for it? Does he lose his right

to recommend 'his own goods because he aJso sells those of other

people ? No man could dream of maintaining such an opinion.

The Chemist's Position.

Of com^se, if ihe purchaser insists upon ihaving a certaia

article, then the chemist is bound to supply what is demanded,

and must not fraudulently substitute another. But to prohibit

»

man from legitimately advertising his own wares by recommend-

ing them to hus customers is practically telling him to shut up

shop and reth-e into the dignified seclusion of the workhouse.

There was a famous professor who often exhorted ihis scholars to-

clear their minds of cant. The same advice might well be given

to many who honour the substitution question with their atten-

tion. Without substitution chemists would be very often en-

couraging commercial frauds and putting life and health in

danger. Substitution by chemists is a great gain to the public

at large in innumerable instances. Substitution is laudable ia

preventing the sale of worthless and filthy medicines, thrown

on the market by persons who have no other motive but to

make money by gulling the public. Against such as these sub-

stitution becomes a moral obligation on the part of the chemist.

The opinion of a chemist, who knows what his own article i»

made up of, and who understands the nature and character of

the medicine, should be preferred to mere newspaper assertion*

about an article of which he knows nothing. Many articles now

before the public should never disgrace a chemist's shop by their

presence. In a word, if conscientious and prudent substitution

were not practised by the chemists, the public would fare very

badly. To conclude. I trust I have shown in the above remarl»

that substitution is a blessed necessity and neither a fraud

nor a curse.
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NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

New Bills.

Amongst the many Bills which have been brought in since

the opening of Parliament on Tuesday week is one in charge of

the Minister for Agriculture, to deal with the sale of adulterated

dairy produce. Another Government measure is to enable

effect to be given to the Brussels Convention, relating

to sugar. This is in charge of Mr. G. Balfour. Amongst
private members' Bills is one of Sir F. Powell to

amend the law relating to the qualification and tenure of

medical officers of health and inspectors, and to make further

provisions relating to superannuation allowances for such officers

and inspectors, and for other purposes. General Laurie is

responsible for two Bills, one of which seeks to amend the

Medical Act of 1858, and the other to amend the Medical Act of

1886. Mr. Ghanning has brought in a Bill to provide that no
prosecution under the Vaccination Acts shall be commenced
without the authority of the Guardians. Sir J. Batty Take has

introduced a Bill to amend the Medical Acts of 1858 and 1886.

Illicit Trade Commissions.
A very significant statement was made by the ],Lord Chan-

cellor in the House of Lords the other day in bringing in the

Prevention of Corruption Bill, a measure which, in oue form or

another, has been before Parliament for three or four sessions,

and has been a pet measure both with the present Lord Chief

Justice and his predecessor. The Lord Chancellor first said

that there was ample proof as to the extraordinary development
of the system of corruption which was delicately called " pay-

ment of commissions," but was nothing else than bribery. And
then he added, that the making public, by the repeated attempts

at legislation, of the facts connected with the system, had to

«ome extent increased it, for a great many people had learned

for the fi rst time how easy it was, by pressure upon others, to

obtain commissions. Unfortunately, the difficulties in getting

a Bill passed are very great in the congested state of public

business, which now is the normal state. The Lord Chancellor

can only promise to use his influence as "far as possible to get

the Bill passed. And, meanwhile, it may be supposed that a

•still larger number of people will " learn how easy it is " to do

what the Lord Chancellor seeks to prevent.

The Parcels Post.

From the reply made by the Postmaster-General to Mr.

liambert, it is evident that the Government are not disposed

farther to modify the Parcels Post arrangements in the

interest of traders. The question was put more especially with

reference to rates on agricultural produce, but Mr. A. Chamber-
lain replied that he had come to the conclusion that if any
reduction were made in the rates of postage on parcels it would
not be right to restrict it to parcels of agricultural produce,'and

-at present he did not feel able to recommend a general

reduction.

Lead Poisoning.

The Home Secretary has been questioned by Sir Clias. Dilke

to the working of the conipen.sation .scheme instituted by tlie

laster jxitters for injuries caused by lead. The hon. baronet

isked whether the Government had been informed by the

Potters' Association of the pvogres.s of the scheme, an^d of the

extent to which masters and men have co-operatetl to make its

advantages general. In hi.s reply, ^Ir. Akers-Douglas says that

he is informed that .seventy-two fiims have joined the Potters'

Assurance Association, and tliat thi-ee others are insured on the
same lines in other ways. ^Most of these firms are of importance
in the trade, and, as far as his information goes, the scheme

appears to be working satisfactorily, witli the exception that in

eight factories, as he understands, the men have refused to

submit to the noedical examination which is an essential part

of the scheme.

The Air in Factories.

^Ir. Shackleton has asked tlie Home Secretary to say what
number of employers were reported last year by the inspector

under the Cotton Cloths Factories Act, as having exceeded the

nine volumes of carbonic acid {carbon dioxide) in evei-y 10,000

volumes of air. Mr. Aker.s-Douglas, in his reply, ^>ys that

there were sixty-three cases, but in many of them the excess was
found only in one part of the slied, while in other parts the

proportion of cai'bonic acid was found to be below the prescribed

limit. No proceedings wei-e instituted on these reports. He does

not think that the inspectors are called upoiv to proisecute unless

a contravention of the Act in this matter is continued or re-

peated after notice from the inspector.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The number of deaths from poisoning reported during the

seven days ended Wednesday, February 25, 1903, is six only,

thus :

—

Poison. Accident.

Carbolic Acid ,

Hydrocyanic Acid
Laudanum
Opium
Other Poisons

|

j.

Total

Suicide.

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Middlesbrough committed

suicide by drinking solution of carbolic acid, obtained some time

ago. from the Sanitary Office.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—A tradesman, at Kingston-on-Thames,

committed suicide by taking prussic acid. Two drachms of

Scheele's acid was purchased from Mr. Harry Hodder, chemist

and druggist, Kingston, to whom the purchaser was well known,
all the statutory conditions of sale being duly complied with.

The coroner and jury, however, thought that greater care should

be exercised in future in the sale of such poisons.

Laudanum.—Reuben William Leathes, a traveller in

" patent " medicines, died at Greenwich after taking an ounce

of laudanum to " soothe his nerves."

Opium.—An unknown man, who was found dead in Highgate

Woods, was shown by the medical evidence to have died from

opium poisoning.

Other Poisons.—A working jeweller committed suicide at

Brighton by taking a dose of poison used for cleaning old metal.

A child at Clontibret, near Monaghan, found some poison,

which she ate with fatal results.

At an inquest held on a child at Manchester, the coroner and
jury remarked on Winslow's Soothing Syrup, which contained

morphine, being labelled only with a small notice stating that it

is labelled poison in accordance with Act of Parliament.

They thought that "poison" should be more prominently

marked on the bottle.

The poisons used in attempts at suicide were laudanum (2)

oxalic acid (2), phosphor paste, rat poison.
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THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

Examination Papers in Dispensing (3).

BY ARTHUR \V. NUNN, rH.C, F.C.S.

(1) Syr. simp 51.

Camphor . . . : 533.

Mucilag. acacioe §ss.

Aqua ad Jiii.

Ft. mist. §i. ter die sumend.

(2) Antim. tart , gr. xvi.

01. olivae 51.

Camphor gr.x.

Adip. benz ^ . . §i.

M. ft. ung., p, a. a.

(3) Calomel gr. ii.

Ft. pil. Mitte xii.

" One pill at bedtime."

(4) IMake 1 oz. Ung. lodi.

(5) Spread a menthol plaster, 4 in. by 4 in.

(1) The camphor in tliis mirtui-e is to be made into the form

of an emulsion. Proceed as follows :—Rub the camphor to a

smooth paste with a few drops of alcohol in a small mortar,

making it of tJie consisteiice of cream; then add the mucilage

of acacia in quantities of 2 drachms, 1 drachm, aaid 1 draohm,

stirring briskly after each addition. Ha-ring well stirred to-

gether, add the waiter gradually, finally the syrup ; transfer

to the bottle and fill up with water. The finished mixture should

be milk-like, and, even after standing a short time, no small

particles of camphor should be seen floating at tihe top.

(2) To maJie this ointment, rub the tartarated antimony to a
very fine ^wwder in a dry mortar, and transfer to a piece

of paper. Now dissolve the camphor in the oil by rubbing
them together in the mortar. When dissolved, stir in the tar-

tarated antimony, using plenty of pressure in order to levigate

finely (an important point). The benzoated lard can now be
added in small quantities at a time. When tihoroughly mixed,
place in a li oz. covered pot, that being the size most suit-

able for it ; cover with waxed paper and finish in the usual
mannei-.

(3) There are several excipients for calomel, but the best
and most frequently used is manna. Almost any plastic ex-

cipient will serve as well in this case, except glycerin of traga-
canth, which forms a spongy mass and makes the pills very
small. If manna be used it should be carefully scraped and
cleaned, only the whitest pieces being used. In this case
about 1 grain to each pill will be sufficient, and if then not
sufficiently soft to bind, use a very small quantity of syrup,
and well work the mass, using everything scrupulously clean.
Roll the mass out on a slab, usijig a broad ointment spatula,
wliich will be found more convenient, as the pressure can
be more easily regulated

; place on the cutters and divide in
the usual manner, bearing in mind that tlie whiter the finished
pill is the more marks it will score.

(4) This ointment being an official preparation, of course
reference may be made to the Phai-maeopoeia in making it, and
although doubtless many candidates know the quantities and
would trust to their memoiy, hoping thereby to increase their

chance of success, yet no examiner would favour suoh a. pro-

ceeding. Having calculated th& i>roper quantities for ono

ounce, weigh the iodine on a glass scale pan—or, failing that,

use a piece of waxed paper, balanced by a piece of correspond-

ing weight—place it and the potassium iodide in a mortar

and rub down gently. Now add the glycerin and rub to a

perfectly smooth paste, using a fair amount of pressure and

frequently scraping sides and pestle with a bone spatula.

Always carefully avoid contact with metals in dealing with

iodine. The lard can now be added in small quantities, and a

thorough mixing will finish tlie ointment. To examine it, smear

a small poi-tion on a piece of white pa.per and hold up to the

light ; no dark-red streaks .should be seen.

(5) Instead of melting the beeswax and resin together in a

porcelain evaporating di>h, it is a good plan, in order to avoid

the impleasant odour from the hot resin as far as possible,

to melt the beeswax previous to adding the resin, which should

be in small pieces about tlie size of a pea, not in a coajrse

powder. Stir these constantly whilst melting, using the flme
of the bunsen cautiously for the purpose. Set aside, and whilst

the mixture is cooling down prepare the leather and the shape,

, the latter being made of white jjaper and soaked in water to

make it adhere. Choose a piece of leather which is of even

thickness, easUy seen by holding up to a strong light. This is

an important point, as the melted plaster is so liable to soak

through the thin parts and stain the back of the leather. Pass

a warm plaster spatula over the leather to flatten it out, being

careful not to use too much heat, or the leather will curl.

Place the leather on an even bed of paper, and having placed

the shape in position, press it down evenly with a towel or

duster, and thus remove surplus moisture. Then rub the

required quantity of menthol lightly in a dry mortar, and the

temperature of the wax and resin being correct, stir in the

menthol quickly. As soon as it is dissolved, and when the

niixtm-e is on the point of thickening, pour on to the leather,

quickly scraping out as much as possible, and, using a slightly

wanned ointment spatula, spread it evenly over the leather.

Some pharmacists prefer to use the ordinaiy plaster sjmtula,

but, whichever is used, remember to heat it by placing it in

hot water, rather than in a bunsen flame. Directly it is

spread remove the shape. About 15 or 20 grains to eiitli

square inch will be the required quantity of plaster to use.

There are two important points to be remembered in the

making of this plaster : (a) Avoid too much heat, for fear of

driving off the menthol ; and (6) be careful not to pour the

pla.'-ter on the leather when too waim, or it will stain through.

Much practice is required in order to get a successful result,

as it 'is by no means an easy one to make.

The following has been tried as an alternative method, and

answers well :—Melt the resin and half the quantity of wax in

the same manner as before. Place the remaining wax in 3, dry

test tuBe and immerse in hot water up to the mouth. As sooa

as the wax is melted shoot in the menthol and immediately

cork the test tube tightly. Again plunge into hot water a little

above the temperature required to keep the wax melted. K
can thus remain until the wax and resin mixture have

cooled down to about 70° C, or even lower. The leather, etc.,

being ready and the temperature being right, pour the con-

tents of the test tube' into the dish, stir briskly, and pour

over the leather, spreading with a slightly warmed oint-

ment spatula, as before. The student is advised to try both

methods, and to keep to that which he prefers. It is perhaps

lumeoessaiy to mention that everything must be cleaned up by

the student after finishing the plaster. Some hot water in which

a .small quantity of caustic soda is dissolved will soon put

matters right.
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AGAINST THE WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE.

Is this week's issue of the Journal, readers are pre-

sented with a digest of the minutes of evidence taken

before the Departmental Committee appointed by the

Lord President of the Council to consider Schedule A
to the Pharmacy Act, 1868, together with a reprint of the

Report of the Committee, the Supplementary Report by

Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., and the Minority Report by

Mr. Walter Hills. A careful study of the evidence shows

very clearly that, whatever may be the merits of the case,

the repoi't signed by the majority of the Committee is far

from being justified by the facts adduced. The Committee

is ^aid to have considered the question referred to it from

two points of view. First, in the light of the restrictive

effect of the Act upon certain trades and industries
; and,

secondly, in connection %vith the changes which have been

effected in agriculture and horticulture since the passing of

the Act. Upon this process of consideration what unre-

futed evidence of a representative nature has been

tendered to justify the wording of the Report ? What
farmer, or sheep-raiser, or horticulturist has given testi-

mony to warrant the terms employed in the general con-

clusions of the Committee ? Reference is made to Connell,

Darlington, Cannell, and Bowen-Jones, as witnesses in

support ; but to what does their evidence aijiount ? Mr.

Connell is a solicitor, who was acting under instructions

from the only association complaining of the incidence of

the Pharmacy Act. He could mention no specific case of

prejudicial restraint on agriculture or horticulture, and his

Haddington case was not germane at all. Though re-

pvesenting the body which originated the agitation against

the alleged evil, he has had to disclaim all knowledge
of agricultural preparations other than sheep-dips. He
could supply no testimony of prices being enhanced by the

operation of the Pharmacy Act. Neither could he show
that the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land was cognisant of, or that its members felt, the

restrictive effects supposed to be in full operation.

The Society mentioned may, of course, be regarded as more
national in character, and possessing a much higher agricul-

tural status, than the institution revived by Mr. Alex.
Cross, which has taken upon itself the question of the sale

of poison.

Only one user of sheep-dip — Mr. DARLiNCiTON— was

called as a witness, although, if the allegation of incon-

venience were true, there would naturally be a large number
of actual users demanding to be heard. Even this user is

not a farmer but a " dipper," and he admits that he is

buying at 30 per cent, off face value, and has no incon-

\ enience in getting what he wants. His complaint—which

was not very emphatic—was, briefly, that the manufacturers

of his favourite brand of sheep-dip would not supply it to him
direct. He conceives the Pharmaceutical Society to be at the

bottom of this, but all his allegations against the Society

were subsequently disproved. The representative of horti-

culture, Mr. Cannell, did not complain of inconvenience in

obtaining the poisons required in his business, but rather

that he could not himself sell poisonous nostrums to cus-

tomers. The petition he presented from horticulturists)

which maintained the sophistical argiiments repeated in the

Report, was i^ot signed by himself, was admittedly organised

by the Solicitor to the Traders in Poisons, etc.. Association,

and was found, even on a casual examination, to contain the

signatures of a tailor, a merchant, and a printer. It seems

the re^erse of equitable to accept such evidence and

circumstances as justifying the words of the Report. Mr.

Bowen-Jones is quoted, but he had to admit that he could

not say that a great many instances of inconvenience or loss

to agriculturists have come to his knowledge. Moreover,

the majority of the items in his list of agricultural specifics

are not touched by the Pharmacy Act. This is a very

material point, but it is not even discussed by the Royal

Agricultural Society, and is quite ignored in the Report also.

In fact, the evidence tends to convey an impression of a

conclusion having been arrived at before the consideration

of essential factors—a chose jugee.

As regards prosecutions, we fail to find in the evidence

any proof of " uncertainty or irregularity " in the admini-

stration of the Pharmacy Act. The allegations to that effect

were all definitely disproved, and much more evidence to the

contrary could have been brought forward if it had been felt

that there was any doiibt on the point. The Pharmaceutical

Society's report on the cases taken up during the past

six years in itself disposes of the charge. This portion of

the Report may be based upon inference, but the deduction

is not sound inasmuch as an important factor has been
omitted from consideration, viz., the definite policy of the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society in authorising

prosecutions, as disclosed by Mr. Carteighe's evidence.

The Report indicates -that in the sheep-farming districts of

Scotland the strict letter of the law is not enforced, but that

circumstance is erroneously attributed to irregular admini-

stration, rather than to a broad interpretation of that

provision of Section 16 which deals with " wholesale "

transactions. The Council of the Pharmaceutical Society,

in cases where sheep-dip has been supplied direct from
manufacturer to farmer, has never interfered, and has

never manifested the slightest desire to harass an industry,

the conduct of which did not appear to involve a breach of

the spirit of the Pharmacy Act. The administrators of the

Act for thirty-four years ought surely to be entitled to

ordinary consideration for the absolutely national—as dis-

tinguished from parochial—view ^hey have taken in

authorising proceedings. To insinuate that the Society's

methods are such as to render the working of the Act;
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•' the reverse of uniform " is as undeserved as it is gra-

tuitous.

The General Report further states that " Inconvenience

has been experienced by farmers and gardeners," etc., etc.

Tliis conviction cannot have been derived from the evidence.

No farmer was called, and no gardener, except Mr.C.vxNELL,

who did not urge his own inconvenience. Nor did the five

representatives of agriculture and horticulture, who were

called, out of twenty-six witnesses, support that view.

The official representative of the Board of Agriculture

(Mr. Crawford) admitted that the complaints all came
from one source — the association resuscitated by Mr.

Alexander Cross, M.P. He was unable to say why no

complaints have been received from England and Wales.

It was also admitted that if the evil had been so acute

as represented, the Board would have heard more about

it. The Chairman of the Committee, himself, definitely

states that during twenty-one years of Parliamentary

life in a p irely agricultural Scotch constituency he

has not received a single letter from a farmer on the

subject. Mr. Crawford further admitted that no repre-

sentation as to excessive price of sheep-dijjs had reached the

Board, and that of the articles most recommended for

agriculture (outside sheep-dips) the majority are not covered

by the Poison Schedule, But the Report ignores the evi-

dence of the ofiieial representative of agriculture. That

may not really indicate partiality, but, to copy the language

of the Report, the manner of dealing with the testimony

of witnesses is calculated to give rise to that conviction.

It is due to the Pharmaceutical Society that its opinion

should be referred to—more especially in regard to the pro-

posed third part of the Poison Schedule. That opinion,

as the outcome of specialised knowledge, is that a third

part of the Schedule as suggested would be unnecessary,

undesirable, and ineffective. The "carbolic acid " basis of

scheduling is a bad one, since experience shows tliat it is

now practically impossible to restrict the improper use of

that poison. The terms of exemption in favour of agricul-

ture, etc., raise too many anomalies. What is an " agricul-

tural or horticultural " purpose ? Killing rats on a jfarm

might be, but killing them anywhere else might not be.

Dressing the skin on a living animal with arsenic (sheep-

dipping) is held to be agricultural, but dressing the skin of

a dead animal with arsenic might not be. In practice how
would the distinction be drawn ? Where does the principle

of the education of the vendor come in ? One of the Privy

Council visitors to the Phannaceutical Society's examina-

tions was recently urging the necessity for a compulsory

curriculum, but where is the ground for it if the vendors

of the bulk of such poisons as arsenic and carbolic

acid may be any Tom, Dick, or Harry who can secure a

local licence ? In conclusion, it would manifestly be

inviting danger to have a more extended use of derivatives

of the word " Poison," for it would be absurd, as well as

serious, to allow the public to regai'd arsenic, for instance,

as sometimes " poisonous " and sometimes a " poison,"

according to the use to which it is put. The list of

anomalies could, of course, be indefinitely extended, but

enough has been said to establish the charge, made by
Mr, Walter Hills in hi3 Minority Report, that the

Committee's conclusions are against the weight of

evidence.

EDUCATION AND THE VALUE OF A DEGREE.

The recent reconstitution of the University of London
as a teaching organisation, the proposed incorporation of

the Liverpool and Manchester Colleges as independeat

universities, and the efforts which are being made to effect

changes of system in the older institutions of Oxford and

Cambridge, have suggested that English methods of educa-

tion and examination stand in urgent need of reform. In

pharmaceutical circles advantage has been taken of this

feeling to press the claims of pharmacists to be stamped

with what is, rightly or wrongly, considered the " kali-

mark " of acquired knowledge or technical ability, namely,

a university degree. In this connection particular re-

ference may be made to the scheme propounded by 'Sir.

Tocher just a year ago (P.-7. [4|, 14, 188), and to the

paper recently read by Mr. William Kirkby and printed in

this issue (see page 322) ; both of those papers being

worthy of very careful study by those who recognise

the present and increasing importance of the education

of the chemist and druggist. As having some bearing on

the question of a iiniversity degree for pharmacists, atten-

tion may be directed to a most thoughtful article from the

pen of Sir William Ramsav, which appears in the Con-

temporanj Bevicw and deals comprehensively with the

value of a university degree in this country as acquired

in present conditions. Comparisons are drawn between

German and English methods of awarding degrees, verj'

much, it must be confessed, to the advantage of the former.

The system almost universal in preliminary examinations

in this country of subjecting candidates to examination

by external examiners who know them merely by the

number attached to their names, and of requiring answers

to definite questions, finds no place in Germany. There

the teachers are the examiners, the whole scholastic history

of the candidate is reviewed and the examination is

deliberately conducted, often lasting considerably over a

month. • In fact, nothing is left to chance ; a boy whose

career has been satisfactory on the whole is certain to pass."

Another point on which stress is laid is that science is

practically ignored in the schools. It is considered, and

with this view Sir William Ramsav heartily concurs, that

in universities as well as in pohjteclitiica or technical

schools the mind of a boy is not ripe for science, just

as jurisprudence and ethics are beyond his mental capacity.

Again, the kind of work carried on in the universities

differs radically from that expected from our Englisl;

students ; after one, or it may be two years' preliminary

training, a German student virtually acts as an assistaut

10 his professor, and carries out some research, literaiy

or scientific, in which the aim is the extension of old, or

the creation of new knowledge. In a word, he is taught to

think, and the whole system of training is so devised that

it may develop the intellect and lead to originality of thought.

The system, if not universally successful, is thought to

produce a better type of mind than that produced by

the English process of committing text-books to memory

rapidly, for the purpose of answering questions in examina-

tion papers. In the examination for a degree, instead of a

large number of questions, only one or two are set ; but

they are so chosen as to involve the writing of a small

treatise. The professors, having lived in contact with the

students for a year or more, are in a position to gauge their
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abilities, and to allow for temporary aberrations of mind.

There are few rejections, and the men who pass well deserve

their degrees. "Above all. there is no competition, for

scholarships when given (and they are rare) are always of

an eleemosynary character, and the holders' names are not

proclaimed on the housetops." American methods are

similarly described in some detail, the external examiner

l)eing almost unknoM^n, and the examinations themselves

[jlaying a much smaller part in that country than at home.
While Sir William Bajisay thinks that it is too much to

expect that the motives influencing a young man during

his university career should be altogether altruistic, and

that he should work with the sole desire to benefit man-
kind by increasing the sum total of human knowledge, yet

to imbue him with that spirit should be the aim of his

teachers. It is the power of independent thought, actuated

by that motive, which should be rewarded by a degree. It

may not be accompanied with great intellectual skill

—

patience and plodding are quite as good handmaids as

brilliancy and readiness—but only the teacher can judge.

Sir William Ramsay suggests that the system of com-
petitive examinations for scholarships, unfortunately so

common in this country, has a very unwholesome influence

on character. The help given should be distinctly

eleemosynary in kmd ; it should be given only to those

whose circumstances render it necessary, on consideration

of the whole career of the candidate and the verdicts of his

teachers on that career. The results of the present system
are in manj' cases most disastrous : not merely are the

wrong candidates often chosen, but they have implanted in

them a false ideal, and are tempted to acquire

the notion that the object of the acquisition of

knowledge is to gain sums of money. In this

country, except in school-circles, little value is attached

to the possession of a degree, while abroad and in

America men with degrees are sought for. There it is

known that they have to some extent at least acquired the

power of independent thought. "The fact is that in this

country the methods of training in school and in college,

and the requirements demanded from teachers have worked
in a circle, the effect of which is on the whole bad."

In summing up his conclusions. Sir Wm. Ramsay pleads

for a " Conservative reaction ; a reaction which shall carry

us back to the golden age, when master and pupil worked
together for the acquisition and production of knowledge.

. . . The reform must come from above ; and it

is gratifying to note that Cambridge has for some
years been offering degrees to those who spend some tune
in carrying out research. It is much to be hoped that the

results of this experiment may lead to a radical reform in

our universities, and a return to the older and sounder
methods which have been maintained in the United States
and on the Continent of Europe."

STANDARDS FOR MEDICINES—HEMLOCK FRUIT.

In connection with the subject of standards for medicines,
Mr. E. H. Farr, Uekfield, and Mr. R. Wright, Buxton,
ask us to state that they will esteem it a favour if any
pharmacist who possesses specimens of hemlock fruit

collected from plants under cultivation would forward a
small sample (i oz. or 1 o;;.) to "either of them. The year
of collection should be stated.

THE SOCIETY'S BENEVOLENT FUND.

At page 294 of tliis week's Journal will be found brief

particulars respecting the Benevolent Fund of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, and a long list of cases in which relief wa&
granted to necessitous persons during the year 1902. It

will be seen that as much as £946 was spent in the form of

casual grants during that year, while £1,947 10s. was paid

in annuities, the total relief granted during the twelve

months being £2,893 10s. Unfortunately the money in hand
did not suf3&ce to cover the expenditure, and the result was a

deficit of £117 at the end of the year. In view of the cathoUc

character of the Fund, such a state of affairs does not

reflect credit upen the thousands of chemists and druggists

who never subscribe to it. Advantage is, therefore, taken

of the exceptionally wide circulation of the Journal this

week to appeal to every non-subscribing chemist to send at

least half-a-crown to the Fund and to continue, if possible,

to give that amount, or more, every succeeding year. There
has been no appreciable falling off in subscriptions during

recent years, but the number of calls for assistance con-

tinues to increase, and it is greatly to be desired that the

good work of the Benevolent Fund Committee should not

be checked by lack of the necessary means.

' SIR WILLIAM HOOKER.

In the Amuds of Botany, Vol. XVI., No. LXIV., a sketch

of the life and labours of Sir William Jackson Hooker is-

given by his son. Sir J. D. Hooker, who himself is now
over eighty years of age, and still working at systematic

botany. The sketch is not merely interesting from an
historical and personal point of view, but represents

practically the history of British botany between the year&

1806 and 1865. It is difhcult to understand how so much
work could be done in a lifetime, except from our knowledge

of the fact that " he had at the age of twenty -one thoroughly

studied not only the flowering plants, but the mosses,

hepaticae, lichens, and fresh-water alga- of Norfolk, and had

discovered one of the rarest and most remarkable of British

mosses, viz., Biixbaumia aphylla." The paper contains-

an Appendix A, which gives a list, chronologically arranged,,

of all the author's works and papers, and an Appendix B,

in which the more important articles contained in the

journals edited by Sir W. J. Hooker are classified alpha-

betically under the names of the authors, and in geo-

graphical order, and thus form a useful index of the botany

of different countries during the first half of the last

century. The immense amount of work entailed in making

such lists indicates that the remarkable energy and working

power which characterised the father is still retained by the

son at his advanced age.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

A general invitation has been issued to all registered!

persons in the neighbourhood of Bristol, where this year's

Conference is to be held, to associate themselves with the

local Committee for the entertainment to be provided in

July. Anyone who has not received such invitation, and

wishes to join the Committee, is asked to communicate

with the local Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Harold E. Matthews,.

30, The Mall, Clifton.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procurmg patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information op t)he subject may be

obtained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inven-

tors ' will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

APPARATUS FOR LIFTING AND TRANSPORTING SICK
PEOPLE. (No. 20,475, of 1902.)—A. Gaiser, Obemdorf-on-the-

Neckar, Wurtemberg, Germany. Consists of a bar, both ends

of which are fork-shaped. The latter are fixed on the top ajid

bcrttom rail of the be>dstead by means of set screws. Three or

more rollers, revolving on pins, are arranged at intervals along

said bar. Over each roller a rope—connected with a curved

metal piece having two horizontal arms, to which canvas bands

are fixed by means of snap-hooks—is drawn and is wound on

puJleys or rollers at the end of the bar. All the rojyes may be
wound up simuJtaneoTis'ly by means of a crank handle oon-

nect.ed to suitable woi-m gearing. By this means the bed on
which the patient lies, which has been placed over the canvas

bands referred to above, may be completelv raised from off the

bedstead. The head or foot rollers may, however, be operated
separately if desired. The foirked ends of the bar may be de-

tached from the head and foot rails, and the whole apparatus
used as a hand-st-retoher, on which the patient can be conveyed
anywhere without disturbance.

DENTAL APPLIANCE. (No. 25,509 of 1902.)—R. Lamb,
Bee*h Hurst, Childwell, Liverpool. Relates to an improved
dental appliance for use in locating and extracting the nerve
in a more certain and expeditious manner than is possible

with the instnunent at present employed. It is also applic-

able to drills and the like. The bristle is held in a split

ihuck, which is tightened round the root of the bristle by a
nut working on a screw thread outside the chuck. The chuck
i.s connected to a handle by a flexible, closely-wound, spiral

spring. On the exterior of the nut is a circumferential groove,
which permits it to revolve freely on a loop or ring provided
at one end of a second handle. The said second handle is

used to guide the bristle to the nerve and to extract it after
the bristle has been inserted by turning the first handle. The
invention is applicable to drills by providing on the handle
a groove or pulley to receive the ring or loop of the second
handle.

Note.—Opposition to the errant of the above Patents must be filed at the
Patent Office, on or before March 21, 1903.

MANUFACTURE OF STABLE SALTS FROM PIPERIDINE
AND ANALOGOUS BASES, AND OF PREPARATIONS THERE-
FROM. (No. 1,790 of 1902.)—W. B. and A. Bishop, both of
48. iSpelman Street, N.E. Relates to the manufacture of above
products to be employed in the treatment of gout, rheuma-
tism, and allied disorders. The inventor.s have discovered
that piperidine forms a very stable salt with para-sulphamine
benzoic acid, which is crystalline and non-hygroscopic, whilst
it is not dLssociated by the heat of the water bath, and is

therefore particulaa'ly suitable for the prepai'ation of effer-

vescent preparations of piperidine. Example of quantities
used :—1 part piperidine is dissolved in 5 parts of water,
to which about 2 parts of finely-powdered para-sulphamine
benzoic acid is added. Warm the whole until dissolved, add-
ing a further small quantity of acid, if necessary, for complete
neutralisation, and allow it to cool. The salt easily crystal-
lises, and is filtered off. A further bateh of crystals may be
obtained by evaporation of the filtrate.

MEANS FOR PRODUCING CHLORATES OR PERCHLOR-
ATES OF THE ALKALI METALS. (No. 2,987 of 1902.)—R.
Threlfall, 30, George Road, Edgbaston ; and G. E. Wilson,
Park Hall, near Kidderminster. The present invention refers
o a means of keeping in solution a certain quantity of free
hypochlorous acid, whereby the production of chlorate may
be carried on at a high level of efliciency. Consists in subjecting

the electrolyte, from which the above compounds are to be
derived, to unequal anode and cathode electrolytic action, the
anode acting on the electrolyte being the greater, the excess
quantity of anode current bemg diverted to a subsidiary
vessel containing a cathode and an electrolyte. Said sub-
sidiary vessel forms a special feature of the invention. The
action of the current passing through the subsidiary vessel
produces therein an alkaline solution, and at the same time
produces a corresponding amount of chlorine in the main
electrolyte. The electrolyte is subjected to the current in
such a manner as to produce and maintain free hvpochlorous
acid therein.

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING GYRATORY MAGNETIC
LINES OF FORCE FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES. (No
21,736 of 1902.)—R. Trub and Co., Limited, Hombrechtikon^
near Zurich, Switzerland. The apparatus at present used for
the purjxjse of curing nen'ous complaints by means of electric
or magnetic lines of force consists of an electro-magnet, which)
is excited eithei- by a direct or alternating cuiTent. In the
latter case .sinuous lines of foi\:e are produced. The object of
the present invention is to produce gyratory magnetic lines of
force, by means of which the curative effects can be increased,
since the nerves or nen^ous system which are exposed to their
action are operated up6n in more diverse directions, and are
therefore stimulated in a higher degree. One of the more per-

manent magnets may be employed or electro-magnets rotating
on a cdinmdn shaft. They may be excited either by a direct
or alternating current. The action of the gyratoi-y lines of

force can )>e strengthened by placing the apparatus opposite
a block of soft iron of suitable form, so arranged that the part
of the body to be treated is located between apparatus and
block.

TEMPERATURE ALARMS. (No. 23,648 of 1902.)—P. Offeil-

hroich, 58, Bismarckstrasse, Offenbach a/M; H. Fuchssteiner,
Friedberg i/Hessen; and H. Rockel, 15, Lalorstrasse, Coblenz;
all in Germany. Relates to a sigmd thermometer by means
of which it is possible to indicate the variations in temperature
of the room or building in which it may be placed, without the

employment of complex and costly mechanism. Consists of a.

metal strip of readily-expanding metal, which, when expanding,
presses against an indicating device in connection with a source

of electricity, whereupon the indicator strikes against an ad-

justable pin or stop upon a scale, indicating temperature, like-

wise in connection ^^'itll the" .source of electricity, thus pro-

ducing an alann signal owing to the closing of the circuit.

Note.—Oppositions to the grant of any of the above patents must ba
filed at the Patent Office on or before March 28, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" ROE EMBROCATION " and device of biidl und .snake, for

an embrocation for hunwn use, bv the Mercer Oil Remedy Co.,

Regent House, Regent Street, W\ 250,444.

DEVICE OF FIREMEN, effecting entrance into a burning house,

and words " They tackle the trouble " (wording disclainwd), for

tablets of compressed drugs for internal use of man, by A. J.

Barnes, 1, Charlemont Street, Dublin. 251,653.

" NAMREH," for chemical substances for u(!e in medicine and

pharmacy, by R. and J. Herman, 11 and 13, Warbreck Moor,

Aintree, Liverpool. 251,679.

" OTO," for philosophical instruments, scientific instrumentf,

etc., by J. B. Jacquemin Bros., Limited, 65, Hatton Garden,

E.G. 251,661.

" PABULAM VITAE " and device of child, and bush (wording

disclaimed), for infants' and invalids' food, by E. W. Simpson,

11, King EdwaixlP.s Road, Hackney, N.E. 250,761.

"MUIRE" ("Muir" disclaimed), for perfumery, etc., by

Parke's Drug Stores, Limited, 173, High Street, Camden Town,
N.W. 249,867.

" MARLINA " ("Marl" disclaimed), for toilet articles, by

J. F. Marlar, 68, North Hill, Colchester. 251,052.

"JULIETTE," for perfumery, toilet articles, etc., by J. G.

Johnson. 8, Hanover Street, Hanover Square, W. 251,121.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be tiled at the Patent Office on or before March 25, 1903-
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thubsday, Febeuary 26, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals has continued very quiet

during the past week, and many complaints are heai'd that

there is so little doing. Opium and Morphine are higher, while

Codeine is so far unchanged. Quinine is also decidedly

higher, as far as the speculative market is concerned, as a

result of the advanced price per unit reported as having been

paid at to-day's Bai'k Sale in Amsterdam. Should the advance

be maintained, it i^s thought possible that makers may ad-

vance their prices for Quinine before very long. Cod Liver

Oil ( ontinues up in the .skies ; otherwise there are practically

no changes of any importance to record. We give below some
particulars and quotations :

—

ACID CARBOLIC—Steady at unchanged prices.

ACID CITRIC.—Sales have been made at Is. O^d. per lb. foi"

spot dt'livfry, and at Is. Id. forward for crystals in 5-cwt. casks.

ACID TARTARIC.—English is still quoted Is. per lb. on spot,

and foreign ll^d.

ANTIMONY—Quiet at £28 to £30 per ton for Regulus, and
£12 10s. to £13 10s., according to quantity and brand, for crude
Japan (Black Sulphide).

BROMIDES.—English makers still quote Pota.sisii Bromid.
Is. ll^d. per lb., Sodii Bromid. 2s. 2^d., Ammon. Bromid.
2s. 5d. Bromine is also unchanged at 2s. 2d. per lb. for case
lots (12 X 5 lb. bottles in a ca.se).

CINCHONA BARK.—The shipments at Java during Feb-
ruai-y were 655,000 Amsterdam lb., against 455,000 Amster-
dam lb. last yeiir, and 727,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1901. The
total for the two months is 1.242.000 Amsterdam lb., against
1,430,000 Amsterdam lb. last year, and 1,727,000 Amsterdam
lb. in 1901. To-day's Bark Sales in Amsterdam only com-
prise 5.283 packages (48,072 bales and 411 cases, conta,uiing
about 25,907 kilos of Quinine Sulphate, against about 45,000
kilos at last Amsterdam sale, and averaging 5-86 per cent.
Q.S. (as against 5-45 per cent, at last sale). It is reported
that price opened at 8 20 cents, which .shows a very consider-
able advance in values.

COCAINE—Is steady at 16s. pc-r oz. for the Hydrochlorate
in 25 oz. tins, and 2s. 6d. per oz. more for the pure Alkaloid.
CODEINE—^Is so far unchanged at 10s. per oz. for the pure

alkaloid, but will probably go dearer before vei-y long, in sym-
pathy with higher values of Opium and Morphine.
COD LIVER OIL—Market continues firm at 270s. to 300s. per

barrel, according to brand, quantitv, and holder, for 1902 Nor-
wegian Oil in tin-lined barrels of 25 gallons.
CREAM OF TARTAR.—First white ci-vstals, 77s. per cwt. and

pure 98 per cent. B.P. quality 82s. to 83.s. per cwt.
GLYCERIN—Quiet, but fairly steady at unchanged price.
IODIDES—The combined makers .still quote Potassii lodid.

8s. 9d. per lb., Sodii lodid. 9s. lOd., Ammon. lodid. 13s. 6d.
Iodoform. Crystals, powder, or precipitated, lis. 8d. Iodine,
resublimed, lOs. per lb. Commercial Iodine is also unchanged
at 6d. per oz. Buyers of Iodides would de well to make their
purchases from hand to mouth only.
MERCURIALS—Ai'e firm at unchanged prices, viz., 3s. O^d.

per lb. for calomel, 2s. 8^A. per lb. for corrosive sublimate,
3s. 4id. for red, and 3s. 7d. per lb. for white precipitate.
MORPHINE—Is dearer, and very firm at 4s. 3d. per oz. for

the Hydrochlorate powder ; the article will probably go dearer
as the advance in value of opium makes further progress.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil steady; London,

spot, pipes, £25 to £25 5s.
;

barrels, £25 5s. ; month. £25

;

March-April, £23 10s. ; May-August, £22 lOs. to £22 12s. 6d.
;

September-December, £21 15s. to £21 17«. 6d.
; Hull, naked,

spot, £24 7s. 6d. ; month, £24 5s.
;
March-April, £22 2s. 6d. ;

May-August, £21 7s. 6d. Rape Oil quiet
;
ordinaiy Brown,

on the spot, barrels, £22 lOs. to £22 15s.
;

March-April,
£22 10s. to £22 15s.

; English Refined, spot, £24
;
Ravison,

spot, £20 15s. ; March-April, £20 12s. 6d., naked. Cotton Oil
quiet

; London Crude, spot, £21 ; March-April, £21 ;
Refined,

s))ot, £22 lOs. to £23 15s. ; Hull, naked, Refined, spot,
£20 2s. 6d. ; March-April, £20 lOs.

;
May-August, £20 15s. to

£20 17s. 6d.
;
Crude, spot, £19 5s. ; March-April. £19 10s. ;

May-August, £19 17s. 6d. Olive Oil : Mogador, £31 ;
Spanish,

£31 to £33
; Levant, £31. Cocoanut Oil quiet

;
Ceylon, spot.

£27, ex-warehouse; February-March, £25 10s., c.i.f. ; Maroh-
May, £25 5s., c.i.f.

;
April-June, £i20 5s., c.i.f.

;
Cochin, spot,

£34; Ftbruaiy-March, £28, c.i.f.; March-^.uiy, £26 15s.,

c.i.f.
;
August-October, £26 10s., c.i.f.

;
Mauritius, spot, £27.

Palm Oil : Lagos, on the spot, quoted £c>i. Castor Oil easier
;

Belgian, February-December delivery, firsts £22, seconds £19,
barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount ; Hull
made, prompt and up to October delivery, firsts £22 per ton,

second.s £19 10s. per ton, barrels includled. delivered free, ex-

wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale Ameri-
can, spot, quoted £6 to £7 5s. ;

Black, £5 15s. to £6
;
Russian,

black, £5 5s. to £5 10s.
;

Pale, £6 15s. to £7. Turpentine
steady ; American, spot, 43s. 9d.

;
March-April, 43s. lO^d. to

44s. ;" May-June, 41s. 3d.
;
dune-August, 38s. 3d.

;
Julj^-Decem-

ber, 37s. 3d. ;
September-December, 37s. 3d.

;
French, spot,

43s. 3d. Petroleum Oil quiet; Russian, spot, 4^d. to 4id. ;

American, spot, 5id. to 5|d. ; water white, 7^d. to 7|d. ;
Re-

fined Roumanian, Tspot, importers quote 4id. to 4|d. ; and second

hands 44d. Petroleum Spirit ; Amerioaii, ordinary, 7d. ;

Deodorised 7|d. to B^d!.
.

OPIUM.—-Market is very firm, both here and in Smyrna, but

business has been restricted by holders' unwillingness to sell.

Quotations are, nominally : Druggists', 9s. per lb. ; ditto seconds

and manufacturing kinds, 8s. 6d. to 9s., according to quality.

Of soft shipping there is very little offering, for which very full

prices are asked. In Persian some business has been done at

old rates, say, 9s. 3d. to 9s. 6d. per lb. Reports as to prospects

of new crop are conflicting, but are generally unfavourable.

PHENACETIN—Is quiet, but somewhat steadier, at 4s. 3d. to

4s. 9d. per lb. according to make and quantity for crystals or

powder in bulk paper packing. It is thought not impossible

that an arrangement amongst the makers may be arrived at

which would mean that price would in all probability advance

again.

QUICKSILVER—Ls very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per flask from
the importer.
QUININE.—^Makers still quote Is. l^d. per oz. for B&S and

Brunswick brands of Sulphate, while partly in consequence of

the mo ierate bark shipments advised frcmi Java for Febi-uar^-.

and partly as a result of the comparatively small sale of

Cinchona Bark which is taking place in Ani,stevdam to-day,

price ill the sptculative market for above-named brands has

hardened to Is. Id. per oz., the Bark sale in Amsterdam,
having been repoi-ted to have opened at a very considerable

advance on average price of last sale.

SANTONINE.—Seoond-hand is sold out, and buyers have no^v

to pay first hand price, which is 21s. 6d. down to 20s. 6d. per

lb. (which latter is the price for 2 cwt. lots -in one delivery).

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable conies unchanged, the rupee

price of TN Orange remaining 58. The demand on the spot

keeps steady, but not active, with moderate sales at previous

full rates. Futures are extremely slow and prices nominal
in the absence of business. Call prices, Sellers: March TN,
120s.

;
April, 118s.

;
May, 117s. ;

June, 115s.
;

July, 114s. ;

August, 114s. ; no buyers.

SULPHONAL—Continues veiy much iu the dumps, and iu

consequence of pressure to sell on part of some outside makers
of the article, the tendency is still even iu a further downward
direction. Quotations vary from 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per lb.

for powder or crystals iu bulk paper packing.

VANILLA.—The good supply offered at auction—viz., 871
tins, met with an exceptionally irregular market; the demand
was less active, and only about 412 tins sold, prices, on the
whole, showing 6d. to Is. decline on last sales rates. The
feature of the sale was the small supply of really fine plum)3
beans of good flavour. Seycelles : Of 688 tins 400 tins sold,

fair to good, 8 to 8| inch at 22s. 6d. to 24s. 6d., 7^ to 8 inch
at 18s. to 21s., 7 to 7^ inch at 13s. to 17s. 6d., 6^ to 7 inch
at 10s. to 16s., 6 to 6^ inch at 9s. to 12s., 5^ to 6 inch at

8s. to lis., 3^ to 5g inch at 7s. to 8s. 9d. ; good splits. 6^
to 7^ inch at 9s. to 12s. 6d., 3^ to 6 inch at 7s. to 8s. ; comnirin,

7 to 8 inch at lis. 6d. to 12s., 6 to 7^ inch at 7s. to 9s. 6d.,

3 to 6 inch at 5s. 3d. to 7s. 6d. Madagascar : 7 tins sold,

fair, 7 to 8 inch at 16s. 6d., common 5^ to 8 inch at 10s. ;

various and mouldy 5s. to 8s. 6d. Mauri+ius ; Of 87 tins i

tin sold, common, 4 to 5 inch at 7s. Taiiiti : Of 19 tins 2
tins sold, without reserve, 5 inch at 3s. 6d. to 3s. 9d. Ceylon :

2 tins sold, common brown, various 5s.. mouldy 2s. 6d. The
remainder and 68 tins Bourbon bought in.
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TRADE NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

The Crown Perfumery Co., which has recently acquired the

business of Spiritine, Ltd., has added Spiritine to the protecied

list of the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Max Philipon, 3, Savage Gardens, Crutched Friars,

London, E.G., submits the price list of Messrs. H. Salle and Co.,

Paris, for whom be is sole agent in this country. He sends also

a list of the prices for quinine salts, ferri quin. cit., and other

preparations.

Soluble Cocoa.—Messrs. de Beer Bros, and Co., 28, Minoriea,

London, E.G., submit a tin of Messrs. A. Driessen's cocoa, for

which they are agents. The cocoa is very readily soluble in hot

water, and makes a thoroughly pleasant drink. It has been
highly recommended by several medical men, who have ex-

amined the cocoa.

Mr. Perry, Winchmore Hill, London, N., sends the new
supplement to his catalogue of hardy border and rock plants.

A number of plants of medicinal interest and value are grown
on Mr. Perry's farm. Mr. Perry is also prepared to supply,

free on application, his catalogues of perennials, water lilies,

aquatic plants, etc.

Young's Patent Hygienic Bin Co.—In future the bins supplied

by this firm will be sent from the depot, 72, Mark Lane, E.G.
They have already been largely adopted by a number of pharma-
cists, and are invaluable for storing chemicals, drugs, and such
articles as crushed linseed. A well-known wholesale house
uses the bins as packages in executing export orders.

Mr. William Poppelreuter, 54, Portland Street, Manchester,
and 19, St. Dunstan's Hill, London, E.G., sends Heinrich
Haensel's quarterly report on essential oils and fruit essences.

Most of the essential oils of the Pharmacopoeia have been
examined and reported upon, special stress being laid on
the terpeneless oil of lemon which the firm supplies.

Mr. J. E. Lockyer, wholesale chemist, 244 to 250, Evelyn
Street, Deptford, S.E., sends his new trade price-list of photogra-
phic chemicals and appliances. He is agent for the pharmaceu-
tical and chemical preparations of Mr. E. Merck, Darmstadt. Mr.
Lockyer's packed chemicals may be had weighed and packed in

bottles or parcels ready for sale to suit customers' requirements.

Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co., manufacturing chemists,
111, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., send samples of

their euthymol tooth-paste, shaving cream, and euthymol
cream. These preparations are now put up in a new style, in
embossed cartons printed in three colours. These toilet

articles thus present a very attractive appearance in keeping
with the excellence of the contents.

Messrs. H. and T. Ktrby and Co., Limited. 14, Newman
Street, London, W., announce that on and after March 1 next,
many of their specialties will bear the patent medicine stamp.
They ask chemists holding stock of their unstamped goods to
send a full list of any they have by them, in order that Messrs.
Kirby and Go. may ascertain if any are included amongst these
stamped lines. If so, they will exchange for others carrying
the stamp.

Messrs. Evans, Sons, Lescher, and Webb, Ltd., Liverpool and
London, have placed on the protected list of the P.A.T.A. such
of their articles as are advertised to the public. These include
the antiseptic throat pastilles (Liverpool Throat Hospital),
Cascara-Hawley capsules, Savaresse's capsules, Savar's cocoa,
wine, and capsules. For most of these articles the protected
minimum retail price is but little less than the face value, and
a good profit is assured to the retailer on all the articles.

Messrs. Bayley and Co., 94, St. Martin's Lane, London,
have held a special warrant of appointment as perfumers to
the reigning sovereign since the time of George III.' They
publish a very tasteful perfume brochure giving some details of
the history of the firm since its establishment in 1739. Apart
from the famous original Ess. bouquet, the firm puts up a
number of excellent perfumes and scented soaps, all of which
command a good sale in the highest circles.

The Altrincham Rubber Company.— This firm is now placing
on the market a new model time and instantaneous roller-

blind shutter, the J-plate size being priced at half-a-guinea and
the snapshot pattern at 7s., subject to discount. The same firm
supplies a great many varieties of shutter releases, including the
"anti-climatic" ; also waterproof camera cages, rubber focussing
cloths, etc. In fact, all kinds of rubber goods for use in the
photographic trade are obtainable from this firm, whose address
is Mossburn Buildings, Altrincham.

Messrs. Raines and Co., Photographic Works, Ealing,

i

London, W., send their new trade list. This is a most artistic

production, in which photographs of the firm's large premises
are interspersed with the terms for the various branches of

photographic work undertaken by Messrs. Raines and Co. This
work includes enlarging in bromide, carbon, and platinotype,

printing in all processes, prncess-engraving, etc., etc. Chemists
and photographic dealers who have work of this kind to place

should certainly ask for a catalogue from this firm.

A New Disinfectant.—A novelty in the way of disinfectants is

Morris's Flake Disinfectant, which is being manufactured on a
large scale by IMessrs. H. N. Morris and Co., of Manchester. It

is sold in 6d. tins and in Id. packets. The manufacturers claim

that it is pure, non-corrosive and non-poisonous ; that it is a pre-

ventive against small-pox, diphtheria, and other infections

diseases, and that it is an antidote for mosquito bites, moths in

furs, etc. When mixed with vaseline it forms an ointment
which is an excellent remedy for many skin diseases.

Messrs. Bratby and Hinchliffe, Ltd., the well-known firm oi

Aerated Water Engineers, of Manchester, Glasgow, London,

and Birmingham, have just issued their new Brewers' Cata-

logue "F." The catalogue is excellently got up, and contains

numerous particulars with illustrations of a number of

machines of different sizes for the manufacture of carbonated

waters, together with bottle-washing apparatus, filtering ap-

pliances, and the like. Chemists who think of buying a soda-

water plant would do well to give attention to the machites

supplied by this firm.

The " Marmite " Food Extract Company, Ltd., 40, Mincing

Lane, E.G., send a sample of their preparation. '-Marmice" is

a highly concentrated meat extract of the consistence of a stiff

paste, which will keep good for practically any length of time,

even after the cork has been removed. With boiling water it

makes a " cup " which is pleasant to take, and at the same

time eminently stimulating and digestible, while it may also be

used to strengthen weak soups, gravies, etc. " Marmite " is put-

up in 2oz., 4oz., 8oz., and 16oz. pots, retailing respectively at

7Jd., Is. l^d., 2s., and 3s. 4d.

The Chemists' Exhibition, 1903.—Tho Ninth Annual Ediibi-

tion, organised by the British and Colonial Druggist, will be-

held in the National Skating Palace, Argyle Street, Orford

Circus, during the five days from May 4 to May 8, 1903. The

site selected is an excellent one, the building being roomy and'

in a readily accessible position. The rules and regulations

have been published, and, with any further information rel8ti\ e

to the Exhibition, may be obtained from the Manager,

Chemists' Exhibition, British and Colonial Druggist Of&ceS:

44-47, Bishopsgate Without, London, E.G.
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Messrs. B. J. Edwards and Co., Ltd., photographic dry-plate

and film manufacturers, Castlebear Works, Ealing Dean, W.,

call attention to their iatest novelty, tlie " Kristal " magnesium
lamp. This is designed to form a convenient receptacle for

magnesium ribbon, and to serve as a holder while the ribbon is

being burnt. After each exposure the flame is automatically

extinguished, a short piece being left to enable a fresh length

to be drawn out, which is then measured round the circum-
ference as desired. AU lamps sent out are ready filled with
magnesium ribbon. The lamp sells for Is. 6d.

Messrs. James Woolley, Sons, and Co., Ltd., Victoria

Bridge, Manchester, submit a sample of their newly patented
adjustable truss. After the correct position has once been
found, all that is necessary is for the patient to remove it, and
firmly lock the pad into position by means of a small screwdriver

supplied with every truss. No further adjustment will then be
required when the truss is to be used agdia. It may be supplied

with ordinary chamois lined cork pad, with the firm's already
patented cushion pad, or with inflated rubber pads with the
better qualities. The cheaper qualities are supplied at 24s. per
dozen single, and 38$. per dozen double.

Messrs. Lorimer and Co., Ltd., Britannia Row, Islington,

N., have sent samples of their malt extract, and of malt with
cod-liver oil. The firm has doubled its plant this season, and
also the sales for these lines. Both preparations are elegant in
appearance and pleasant to the taste, and are neatly put up in
cartons. It is stated that the malt extract is prepared in vacuo
below 120^ F., a very important point. Another " packed "

preparation well worth the attention of chemists is Parrish's
Gold Medal Chemical Food, which bears a profit to the retailer

of a clear 100 per cent., as indeed do many of Messrs. Lorimer's
specialties.

Sylvan Pine Disinfectant.—This is a non-poisonous, natural
disinfectant made entirely from Norwegian pine. The prepara-
tion is non-staining, cleanly and fragrant, and may be used for

sick rooms, for the bath, or as a general household disinfectant.
The disinfectant has been tested bacteriologicaUy, and has been
found to be very efficient, a 1 in 100 dilution killing the
Bacillus typhosus in less than an hour using the " thread
method," and a 1 in 40 dilution killing the organism under
half an hour. It is put up in many sizes, from 6d. bottles to
18-gallon casks, and is supplied by the sole agent, Mr. G. T. W.
Nevvsholme, manufacturing pharmaceutical chemist, 27, High
Street, Sheffield.

Messrs. Waller, Malvine, and Co., wholesale and export
druggists, etc., 12, Castle Street East, London, W., send
samples of their developing cartridges and concentrated solu-
tions. The contents of a cartridge dissolved in water give a
solution ready for immediate use. The cartridges furnish a
very compact method of packing. For amidol, eikonogen, metol,
bydrokinone, and similar agents, the price per dozen boxes,
•each containing half a dozen cartridges is 7s. 6d. Each car-
tridge, it should be mentioned, makes 4 oz. or Boz. of solution.
The concentrated developers, for dilution, are neatly put up in
red boxes, and should command a good sale. We have also had
the opportunity of seeing a sample of hyposulphite of soda sent
•by the same firm. The crystals are perfectly transparent and
very regular.

Fancy Carton Boxes and Labels.—We have received from
Messrs. Wood and Rozelaar, 58b, Hatton Garden, E.C., whose
advertisement appears in this issue, a selection of boxes, cartons,
and label?, the production of the Kunstanstalt vorm. Etzoldund
Kiessling. A striking feature of the boxes that have come
under notice is their cleanness, the colours being in perfect
registtr and the labels evenly trimmed, whilst all the folding
boxes give evidence of care in their manufacture. The designs
of the productions are very attractive, and are the work of the
firm's own artists. The box used for three tablets of soap is a
patented box of very ingenious construction, and is made flat, to
admit of close storage and printing the chemist's name on the
lid. When filled with the soap it has every appearance of the
•ordinary hand-made box so far as construction is concerned.

The Medical and General Specialities Co., Manufacturing
Chemists, 300, Clapham Road, S.W., send a number of samples
of Boyd's antiseptic perfumes, such as eau de Cologne and
lavender water, which have been carefully tested and found to

be distinctly germicidal, being not only delicate perfumes, but
also preventatives of infection. Similar antiseptic properties
are possessed by the toilet vinegar, bay rum, and tincture for

the teeth and gums, all of which are specialties of the firm.
Boyd's pine-apple tonic and syrup, with the pine-hop tonic
bitters, are three preparations made from the expressed juice

(uncooked) of the fresh St. Michael's pines, and contain
cinchonidine, with other tonic and flavouring agents. Boyd's
banana malted food is another preparation that has received
high commendation from medical men, being rich in phosphates,
free from added sugar and starch, and readily assimilable.

Kamfolia Preparations.—Messrs. Allen and Hanburys,
Limited, Bethnal Green, E., send samples of their Kamfolia
preparations. These include soap, cream, tooth-paste, hair-

tonic, dentifrice, and liquid dentifrice. All the preparations
are tastefully put up, the cream and tooth-paste being in

collapsible tubes. The soap, which is delicately scented, retails

at 4d. a tablet, or Is. per box, the wholesale price per dozen
tablets being 3s. 4d., and that for the dozen boxes 10s. The
other preparations retail at Is. or Is. 6d. each, the wholesale
prices being 9s. or 15s. per dozen respectively. A supply of

empty cartons, boxes, etc., with a handsome show card, which
has also been sent for our inspection, will be supplied to

chemists willing to make a window display. All the " Kam-
folia " preparations are pleasantly perfumed, possess marked
antiseptic properties, and are well up to the high standard
reached by all the productions of the firm.

The " Martin " Poison Bottle.—The most remarkable feature
of the new poison bottle placed on the market by the Surgical
Supply Association, 35, Market Street, Manchester, is a deep
depression in which the finger may rest, just below the neck.
A thoroughly firm grip of the bottle is thus secured. Apart
from this, however, the distinctive nature of the bottle, which
does not stand upright, is manifested in other ways. One side,

that on which the bottle is intended to lie, is flat, the remainder
being curved, and the neck is in such a position (close to this

rounded surface) that the bottle may be filled with liquid with-
out any running out from the neck when the bottle is laid on
the shelf. It should also be mentioned that the bottle bears
the time-honoured corrugations and the word poison in large

raised letters. Customers ordering in quantities can have their
own names put on the bottles, which appear very strong,
durable, and distinctive.

Soap Bottle Cradle.—The swing cradle, illustrated below
has been brought out by Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Ltd.'

Leeds, for the use particularly of medical men and nurses. The
bottle, as will be seen, can be tilted without in any way
touching the bottle with the hands, and is particularly suitable

for ether-soap or other fluid soap. The prices are Is. 6d. for

the half-pint, and 2s. for the one pint size.
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Messrs. Wright, Layman, and Umney, Ltd., Southwark
Street, S.B., are desirous of doing all they possibly can for

chemists to obtain the sale of, and a good profit on, Wright's
Coal Tar Soap. The prices are protected so that buying £5
worth there is a profit of 20 per cent, on the selling price, which
should be considered satisfactory, considering that it is a stock
that does not depreciate, and can be handed over very readily.
Moreover, it is an item which is in constant demand. They also
issue orders for window displays to chemists, paying according
to the size and position of the window, and only requiring that
chemists shall take five times the quantity of soap during the
window display They have had a very great many applica-
tions for these window displays, and hear on all sides of
highly satisfactory results. This means practically a profit of

nearly 40 per cent, on the selling of the soap, ijresuming,
of course, that the window c3,nnot be utilised by the chemist
himself to better monetary advantage. They supply show
cards in colours, and also, free of charge, Wright's Goal Tar
Soap Doultou Shaving Mugs, and altogether the exhibit is an
effective, although, it is true, a severe one.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. T. F. Thorpe, of Earls Barton, Northants, has purchased
the chemist and druggist's business carried on at Woodstock by
the late Mr. Gudgen.

Mr. F. Tunbridge, chemist and druggist, of 32, Castle
Street, Reading, has been plaeed on the committee of the
Reading Early Closing Association.

Mr. F. W. Branson, of Leeds, gave an interesting demonstra-
tion of a recently devised method of producing ultra-violet rays
before the Yorkshire Section of the Society of Chemical Indus-
try on February 23.

Mr. W. Rackwood Cocks, of HoUydale, Torquay, son of Mr.
J. W. Cocks, jjliarmaceutical chemist, is one of those who passed
with liondurs the recent final examination of the Incorporated
Law Society, publi-shed on Friday.

Mr. Thos. S. Barrie, F.C.S., delivered a lecture before the
Sweet William Lodge of Free Gardeners on " The Underground
Life of Plants," on February 23. There was a crowded attend-
ance, and the lecture was followed with the keenest interest.

Mr. A. R. Baines, who has -been for nearly seven. years in
the employ of the Apothecaries' Hall, Ireland, has resigned
his position as conductor of the Apothecaries' Hall, on account
of failing health. The Board has accepted the resignation
with regret.

Mr. Joseph Roberts, of 17, Bigg Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
is about to retire from business. Mr. Roberts is prepared to
receive offers for the business, including the connection of
Messrs. Laylor, Gibson, and Co., which Mr. Roberts took over
some time ago.

Mr. A. W. Holmes, proprietor of the Wigston Drug Sfores,
Leicester, to wh nn a wine licence was recently refused, asks
us to say that, as he is not a registered chemist and druggist,
he should have been described as " drug store proprietor,"
and not as "dmggist." Mr. Holmes does not desire to shine
under a false light.

Messrs. L. J. Wells and Co. who have carried on busine.ss

as wholesale chemists for some time at 7 and 8, Union Yard,
Bradford, are giving up the business, and have had their
stock and fixtures sold by auction. At the same sale, Messrs.
Brooke, Parker, and Co., wholesale chemists, of Feversham
Street, Bradford, disposed of such of their stock as was
salved from the recent extensive fire upon their premises.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsioNAij Skcretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
ave requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Will. —The will of the late Mr. Henry Robert Fulstow HaJl,

piharmaoeaitioal chemist, of 3, Peel Street, Hull, has beeo
groved at^£2,418 10s. 8d.

Blood Poisoning from Pepper.— The Daihf Mail states that

using pepper to deaden the p^in of toothache has caused the
death of a man at Middlesbrough through blood-poisoning.

Wine Licences.— A. wine licence has been refused to the
Timothy White Drug Company, Limited, 3, West Street,

Paversham. A licence for the sale of medicated wines has been
granted to Mr. A. Cooper, 80, Gloucester Road.

Society of Chemical Industry.—At the meeting to be held on
Monday, March 2, at the Chemical Society 's Rooms, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, Mr. Thomas Tyrer, F.I.C., will read a paper

on " The Need of Duty-Free Alcohol for Industrial Purposes."

Burglary at an Edinburgh Chemist's.—On Saturday night,

after closing, the shop of Messis. King and Son, chemists and
druggists, 142, Marchmont Road, was entered and ransacked;
but the thieves seemed to have been scared, and ran off without

securing any booty.

Drug Standards in America.—A new drug laboratory hw
i-eoemtly been established in the Chemical Bureaoi at Waslung-
iban, with tlie object of investigating adulterations, testing

drugs and ensbablisihing imiformity in the standard of medical

substances for future State and national legislation. The
American Pharmaceutical Association has passed resolutions

approving of the new bureau.

Analysts' Reports.—Mr. M. A. Adams,- county analyst, report-

ing to the Kent County Council, states that during the past

quarter he has analysed fifty samples of drugs. Of these three

were adulterated. The county analyst for West Suffolk reports

that the only samples of drugs found to be adulterated last

quarter were two of spirit of nitre. The report of Mr. J. F.

Liverseege, F.I.C., Ph.C., public analyst for Birmingham
states that during the fourth quarter of the year 1902, seven

samples of Epsom salts, eight of borax, and five of iron and

quinine citrate were taken. On analysis, all were found to be

of good quality. Of thiee samples of Gregory's Powder taken,

one contained a large proportion of magnesium carbonate, and

the vendor was fined 10s. and costs.

The P.A.T.A.—During the first month of (the year no lees

than 250 new members joined the Proprietary Articles Trades

Asisociation. The Anti-Cutting Record states that a list is

being prepared of members of the Association, an-anged in

towns and districts, so that local influence may be brought

to beaJ on non-members ^ their neighbours who support the

movement. Recent additions to the protected Mst include tiie

sipecialties of Messrs. Evans Sons iJescher and Webb. Limi-

ted, Murray's Gout Specific, Spiritine, Plbul-Najia and Hasii-

no-Hana, etc.

The Poisons Committee.— In the W'stern Mwniiif/ News for

February 20 appears a letter from Mr. Robert Roper, of Ply-

mouth, Divisional Secretai-y of the Pharmaceutical Society,

cori'ecting some faults of omission in an editorial article on the

sale of poisons which had appeared in that paper. Mr. Roper

takes occasion to refer also to some of the more glaring anoma-

lies now existing, notably that caused by the casus omiisns in

the Act of 1868. whereby unqualified persons who band them-

selves together into a limited company have been construed by

legal decisions to be outside some of the provisions of the

Pharmacy Act.

The Sale of Cocaine in India.—At the Bombay Esplanade

Police Court, on Februaiy 4, the hearing was resumed in the

mm in which Messrs. Kemp and Co., Limited, and Messrs.

Spencer arid Co., of Bombay, were charged by the Bombay
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Abkari Department with seUing cocaine, alleged to be_ au iu-

toxicattng drug, without a licence. Without calling on all the
•witnesses for the defence, the magistrate gave judgment, stat-

ing that the prosecution had failed to show lihait coca.ine was
a drug which, like gauja or bhang, had an intoxicatang effect

a.s an ordinaiy consequence of its consumption, and therefore

<«squitted the defendants.

Dry Batteries.—A correspondent, who signs himself " Elec-

tron," writes to the Tivies :

—

" I have lately come across a large

number of glass cells imported from the Continent, and now
being sold in various parts of the country as dry batteries.

These apparently are larger and presumably of much more
power than an ordinary E.C.C. or Obach cell, but when tested

are found not to give out one-third of the power of either. I

have cut open three or four of these glass cells difiering in

iippearance, and found in each only a very small battery, the
lomainder of the cell being fiUed with sawdust and resin or

pitch. I think this ought to be exposed for the benefit of the

public, as these cells are got up so as to appear to be a bond-fide

large battery."

Sheffield College of Pharmacy.—On Friday, February 13,

the students of the Sheffield College of Pharmacy, accompanied
by Mrs. Turner and the Principal, went for a day's outing

into Derbyshire. The route was through Ringinglowe, over

the moorland by Burbage Brook. The heights of Higgar Tor
and Carl-Wark were p;issed on the left. Lunch was had at

the Ordnance Arms, Hathei-sage. A visit was made to

Hathersage Church and Little John's Grave. The male yew
trees are flowering. The return jomrney was by Grindleford

Bridge, Fox House, and Dore Moor. Sheffield was reached

at 8 p.m., after a most enjoyable and bracing walk of twenty-

two miles. Specimens of Asplenizim ruta murialis were seen

growing on the walls at Banner Cross, and the amenta and

female flowers of Corylus were collected at Grindleford.

"The Prescribing Quack."—In the Lancet of February 7,

there appeared a note animadverting very strongly upon the

conduct of Mr. F. E. Bustard, M.P.S., in sending out an
advertisement of a disgraceful nature, in the form of a card,

worded as follows :

—

Madam.—A word to the wise is sufficient. In all cases of Indigestioni

Persistent or Recurrent Headaches, Habitual Constipation, Anaemia, Bad
Legs, and other forms of Female Weakness or Irregularity, prompt atten-

tion is the only method of averting serious trouble.
If you present this Cai"d at my counter you will be shown at once into

my private consulting room. I charge nothing for advice and I WILL
HELP YOU IP I CAN. At any rate, a few minutes' strictly private con-

versation with a fully qualified Chemist will cost you nothing, and a few
herbs, a box of pills, or a bottle of medicine IF TAKEN IN TIME may
save you a great deal of suffering and expense.

I am, Madam,
At your service,

Fr\ncis E, Bustard,
(M.P.S.)

On the back of the card appeared a price-list of " Special Female
Pills," "Female Pessaries," "Soluble Quinine," "Female
Injection Powder," etc., etc. The matter was briefly com-
mented on in the P.J. of February 14, and the following note

has since appeared in the Lancet :—" We are glad to see that

our contemporary, the Pharmaceutical Journal, in a paragraph
on page 217 of the issue of February 14, agrees with our remarks,

the paragraph being beaded as above. Our contemporary
further says that ' as further action may be taken in the matter
it is not desirable to comment upon the circumstances at pre-

sent, but the hope may be expressed that no other registered

chemist is endeavouring to extend his business by unprofessional

means similar to those to which the Lancet has very properly

taken exception.' It is fair to say, further, that our contem-
porary states that Mr. Bustard has confirmed the accuracy of

our note, but that the card was withdrawn from circulation

about three weeks ago. We have, moreover, received the fol-

lowing letter, and we congratulate the Pharmaceutical Society
upon its prompt action ;

—

' Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,
' 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.

To the Editors of the Lancet.
' Sms,—I have observed the note in your issue of the 7th inst., headed

*' The Prescribing Quack," and have to inform you that the person therein
referred to is no longer a member of this Society and will not be permitted
to continue to use the initials " M.P.S."

' I am Sirs, yours faithfully,
' Feb. 16, 1903,' ' R. Bbembidge, Secretary and Registrar.' "

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Alleged Contravention of Section 17 at Glasgow.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd.

In the Sherifi's Court House, Glasgow, on Friday, February
20, 1905, before Sheriff Davidson, Messrs. Alexander Cross
and Sons, Limited, seedsaneoa, 19, Hope Street, Glasgow, were
charged, at ithe in^anoe of Richard Bremridge, Registrar luider
the Pharmacy Acts (with the concurreaice of the Procurator
Fiscal of Lanarkshire), with selling a quantity of arsenic as au
ingredient in a bottle of "The Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer,"
on February 6, 1903, in contravention oi Section 17 of the
Pharmacy Aot, 1868, in respect thatt (1) the arsenic was sold
to a person xmkaown to the seller and not introduced by a
person known to the seller ; (2) that before delivery of saia
arsenic the seller failed to register tihe sale in the poison book,
as required by Schedule F to the Phaiimacy Act, 1868, and
amended by ithe Pharmacy Act, 1869, and likewise failed to

take the signature of the purchatser or of the person who
introduced him; and (3) failed to label the bottle with the
naane or axidress of the seller, whereby they became liable to
a penalty of £5 sterling.

The following is an extract from the report of an analyst who
recently examined the contents of a half-crown bottle of the
" Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer "

:—
" It contains white arsenic (arsenious oxide) to the extent of not less

than 24 grains per fluid ounce."
" The bottle contained fifteen (15) fluid ounces ; the total amount of

arsenic is therefore not less than three hundred and sixty grains (360), or
about three-fourths of an ounce."

" The fatal dose of arsenic is about two (2) grains (' Dixon Mann '). The
bottle would therefore contain sufficient arsenic to poison 150 to
200 adults."
" The mixture ij made up with a syrup, probably prepared from a coarse

brown sugar."
" It appears to be a crudely prepared article—the arsenic in all

probability being roughly weighed out and added to the syrup contained
in the bottle, the whole being well shaken."
" I should estimate the total cost of the ingredients to be about three-

pence halfpenny."

Mr. Peter Moiison, jun., S.S.C., ajppeared for tlie prose-
cutor; and Mr. J. D. Campbell, writer, of Messrs. Borland,
King, and Shaw, appeared for the raspoudents.

!Mr. Campbell : There is a diftioulty about this complaint

;

it is lin the unusual form of being against a limited company.
I don't knofw how you <xm cite a limited company to appear
in a quasi criminal complaint to attend in Court, and I would
like to know wliat my friend proposes to say on that point.

Mr. Morison : Nothing ; it is being done every day.
The Sheriff : I have had it done a hundred times in a week.
Mr. Camipbell : Does your Lordsihip require the attendance

of anyone on" the part of the limited company, or can the com-
plaint proceed in their absence, or do I represent the limited

company ?

The Sheriff' : J^a a matter of fact, it is a matter of legal

decision. Any director of the limited coimpany or the business

manager or secretary may appear. A limited company cannot
be represented in

fl,
quasi criminal complaint by an agent. Is

there anything further?

Mr. Campbell : I suppose my friend will prove his citation ?

Tlie Sheriff : Do you ask for the citation to be proved?
Ml-. Campbell : Yes.

Mr. Morison : My answer to that is that your Lordship has

got the citation. There must be a prima facie evidence of

citaition, and my friend is here to represent the respondents.

Mr. Campbell : I am here at present as a memiber of the

public,

The Sheriff : Then nobody appears for the defence ?

Mr. Campbell : I waait to know if my friend tenders proof

of the citation?

The S'heriff : There is prima facie evidence of the citation.

;Mr. Campbell : Then I have certain objections to state as to

the relevancy.

The Sheriff : Does anyone appeal* for the respondents ?

Mr. damipbell : I am the solicitor to Alexander Cross and

Sons, amd I tender myself.

The Sheriff: That "is not ,a good tender. There must be

someone from the company.
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Mr. Campibell : I am the solicitor of the company, and under
tlie Companies Aot* I am an officer of the company.
The Sheriff: Ai-e you exclusively employed by this company?
jMt. Campbell : Certainly.

The Sherifi : You do no other businesvs as a .solicitor?

Mr. Campbell : Certainly I do, but under the Com^janies
Acts the (Solicitor of the com2>a.ny is an officer of -the company.
The Sheriff : When he is retained entirely as their solicitor.

Mr. Campbell : I think, with all deferen'oe, he oomies under
the recent Companies Act; a solicitor is responsible in. the
.same way as .i director or seoretarj- for an infringement of tllie

l)rovisions of the Companies Acts.

The Sheriff : I have heard this argument before, and I have
uecidied already. A solicitor is not entitled to aj»pear.

Mr. Morison : Proof of the citation is sufficient if the
execution is put in

The Sinerifi : It is j'fii'id facie j)roof of oito/tion.

Mr. Campbell : I submit to your Lordship that it is not
sufficient proof.

The Sheriff : It is sufficient proof in the circumstancas, but
it is ahvays open to a respondent to prove it is not good. This
is quite a regular and proper citation.

Mr. Campbell : Then I tender myself a« appearing for the
respondents.

The Sheriff : That is not, in my opinion, an appearance.
Mr. Campbell : Then I tender Mr. William Cross as appeairing

for the company.
Mr. Morison : Who is he ?

Mr. Camrpbell : He is a director of the company. I have
got objections to stat« both to the competency and to the
relevancy of this complaint. I shall deai first with the ques-
tion of competency, and I submit that the prosecutor has no
title to sue. Your lordship will notic-e thait this is a compJaint
under the Pharmacy Acts, the Pharmacy Aots being passed,
in the first place, to protect iiegist«red chemists from other
people trading as chemigts who are not registered. They foi-in

a society called the Pharmaceutical Society for the examination
and qualification of unregistered persons, /and to make certain
jtrovisions for the sale lof poisons and drugs. The complainer
here is the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society, and is

appointed mider the Pharmacy Act of 1852.

Mr. MorLson : I don't wanit to interrupt, but my friend is

aware of the decision of the High Court in the case of Dr.
Steele Smith, where the question has been decided against
him.
Mr. Campbell : I say that the Registrar who prosecutes

liere is an ofiioer of the Pharmaoeutical Society, appointed
under the Pharmacy Act of 1852, 15 and 16 Victoria, Chai>ter
56. I will read the preamble of that Aot to show the purpose
for which the Phaj-nwcy Aot Was pas-sed and the purpose for
which the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society was
nppoiuted mider that Act. The preamble reads as follows:—
" Whereas it is expedient for the safety of the imblic that
persons exercising the business or calling of pharmaceuitical '

diemists," etc. That is the preamble of the Phiai-ma/cy Act
of 1868, under which this complaint is brought. Your Lord-
ship will see. therefore, that the Pharmacy Aots were passed
for the pui-poses stated in the prea)mble,' and the Registrar
of the Pharmaceuitical Society was appointed to carry out the
provisions of these Acts. When I state the objectioai that
the complainer (hias no title to isue here, his want of title arises
through his want of interest. Your Lordship is aware that
private prosecutions are practically unknown in Scotland as
compared with England, thait duty being undertaken by the
Public Prosecutor, and it is only imder Statutes where
ftuitJiority is given to prosecutors thaA private prosecutions
exist, or Where they have an interest apai* from that. It is

well accepted law that a private prosecutor cannot prosecute
without intei-esrt. The complainer here has got no statutory
nutbority to prosecute, and if your Lordship will refer to the
section of the Pharmacy Act of 1868 under which this com-
plaint is brought, you will find it gets provision to prosecute
^or offe.ices under certain sections of the Act. but no power
is igiven hi'm to prosecute under Section 17, mider which this
complaint is brought. Under Section 15 of the Pharmacy Aot
of 1868. w*hich deals with unregistered persons selling certain
drugs \vn& jxiisons, the section finishes up by sa3dng that the
penalty may be sued for and recovered and dealt with in the
manner jirovided by the Pharmacy Aot for the recovery ol

penalties under ibhat Act. The Plharmacy Act of 1852 gives
the Registrai- of the Phaimaceutioal Society the righit to
prasecujte under these Acts, but when we come to Section 17
there is no provision whaitever giving Mr. Bremridge that
title to sue. In Section 15 it simply saj's that it shall be
unlawful for any per.son to do certain things, the penalty
being £5. Section 17 refers to selling ceitaki articles,

scheduled poisons, without taking the necestsary precautions.

I should jioint out that the respondents here, Alexander Cross
and Sons, Limited, are not alleged to be chemists or prac-

tising in any way a trade covered by tluit name. They are

dhemioal manure makers, and the article which is alleged to

have been .sold in tlie present case is a bottle of Ballikiuriin

Ant Destroyer The label on the bottle says " Ballikim-ain

Ant Destroyer will eradicate ants, wasjxs, cockroaches, and
beetles." This same point came up m this Court in 1895, a'c

the instance of the same person, when the Sherifi-Substitute

sustained the plea of no tiitle to sue on the grounds that I have
stated to your Lordship to-day, and the complaint wasf dis-

missed. Nothing has been done since that date hy the Pharma-
ceutical Society. In the year 1902 another complaint was
brought by therh, not against me, but against a Dr. Smith,

who kept a chemist's shop in the East-end of Glasgow. The
Sheriff-Substitute again .sustained the objection to Mr. Brem-
ridge's title ; but, on appeal to the High Court, they held

in that case that Mr Breimridge had a title to sue as Regis-

trar of the Phai-maceutical Society. That is the case that Mr.
Morison referred to. It is repoi-ted in 39 Scottish Law
Reporter, page 504. The case is Bremridge against Smith.

I will read the complaint in thalt case. It was a case under
the .same Act and under the same section against John Steele

Smith, Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, and
it charged him. with having sold to Mary Ross, residing at

394, Duke Street, Dennistoun, a poison within the meaning
of Part. 1 of Schedule A of the Act, etc. I am simply point-

ing out that that Smith case was a case against a per.son trad-

ing lis a. chemist, oanying on business as a pharmaceutical
chemist, he being a doctor, and not being registered under the

Pharmacy Acts. We are bomid to bow to the decision in

Bremridge's case as far as it goes, and it is binding on your
Lordship ; but tha t decision .prooeeded on the ground of

whether the prosecutor was excluded under Section 17, or

whether there was authority to liim under Section 17. Yet

he had ah interest to jwosecute as Registrar of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society. I quite .accede to thai, and I can understand

the decision of Bremridge v. Smith. Nothing can be more
reasonable tba.u thiat the Pharmaceutical Society should inter-

fere with or control doctors who are practising as chemists,

who are not registered under the Aots. It will be .straining

thalt decision considerably if it is to be held that the Pharma-
ceutical Society have any interest whatever apart from the

Public Prosecutor in controlling tlie manner in which Messrs.

Alexander Cross and Sons or others sell ant destroyers or

rat poisons, these not being connected with the Pharmacy
Acts or infringing in any way the rights of pharmaceutical

chemists. It is interesting, in dealing with Smith's case, to

see what was decided, because it was a stated case. The
rubric at first sight appeals to be very sweeping. It says

:

" Held that the Registi-ar appointed by the Phannaceutical
Society under the Pharmacy Acts, 1852 and 1868," etc. (reads).

Then we find on tlhie law of the question it was submitted to

the Court :
" Had the Registrar under the Pharmacy Acts of

1852 and 1868 in name and by authority of the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain a title to prosecute

the respondent under Section 17 of the Pharmacy Aot of 1868

for contravention of the provisions thereof?" That question

was answered in the affirmative, that the prosecutor had a

title to prosecute the respondent.

Mr. MorLson : Tlie Pharmacenitical Society prosecutes in

the public interest to prevent unregistered persons trading in

certain poisonous substances. Which such persons are not

entitled to sell.

Mr. Campbell : No ; the object of the Pharmaceutical

Society is set forth in the prea.mble to the Act ; it is to make
chemi.sts qualified, and it is in the interests of the Pharma-

ceutical Society for fees, if for no other purpose.

The Slieriff : You could easily get a regi.^stered chemist to

.*ell the bottle in question.
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Mr. Campbell : We will never get a registered chemist to
sell an ant killer. The other object of the foiimtion of tliis

Society is in the interests of chemists and of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society, that only registered q^ualitied persons should
dispense dinigSj and sell registered drugs, becajiise thei'e is a
risk of people being poison*^.

Mr. Morison : There is enough poison in this bottle of ant
destroyer to kill 300 people.

Mr. Campbell : On Ithe back of the bottle it says that this
is a poisonous compound, to ketp iit out of the reach of dogs.
That is what you would hardly expect on a bottle of FeUowes'
Compound containing stiyclinine. If it was a breach of the
law, ithen it would be Ithe duty of the Public Prosecutor, in

the public inteiest, to take it up ; but it is never the duty of

the Phamuiceutical Society, who have no interest whatever
in tiie selling of arsenical j)reparations such as this.

The Sheriff : It is just this intei-e.st that (they would rather
sell them themselves, being poi.sonous substances. Isn't thtt
their interest?

Ml". Campbell : With all deference, your Lordship is not
apprehending ,the object of this prosecution. The Phai'maceu-
tioal Society never suggested that they lhad any desire to sell

substances like this, or that chemists should sell them.
The Sheriff : I tliink I underytand the whole of your aigu-

meot.
Mr. Campbell : It has never been suggested that Alexander

Cross and Sons should register as chemists, or that the Society
wajited their own members to sell this i)rej)aration.

_ The Sheriff': May I ask if you have nuick more to say? I

am now due to a^pipear in the ordinary criminal count, and il

you require more time it is impossible for me to hear you
now.
Mr. Oimpbell : I will require a considei-aJble time, as I have

a number of objections to state.

Mr. ilorison : I' ,shall certainly not exceed fifteen minutes
with anything I shall have to say.

^ The Sheriff' : Shall I hear you after Ithe ordinary court is

over?
Mr. Campbell : I do not think that would give sufficient

time for all the objections I wish to state.

The Sheriff: Then I must adjourn the diet, and I continue

the cause to Fridiay, March 6, aft 1.30 p.m.

Prosezuiion under Section 13.

Pharviactutical Society v. James, othtrwise Jones.

Friday, Februaxy 20, 1903, at Bloomsbury County Coui-t,

before his Honour Judge Bacon, the Phamiaceutical Society of

Great Britain prosecuted E. H. James, alias Jones, an
assistant to C. C. Reece, trading as Squire, 97, Leighton Koad,
Kentish Town, for selling laudanum and soap liniment, not being
a per.son on the Register of Chemists and Druggists.

Mr. R. E. Vaughan Williams appeared for the Society, wfhile

defendant did not appear.
Geo. Steer said that on November 29 last he purchased the

bottle of laudaimm and soap liniment (produced). No one other
than defendant was present when the sale was made.
Mr. Hari-y Moon, clerk to the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical

Society, gave evidence to the effect that he had received the
bottle from the last witness, and handed it on in the same con-
dition to Mr. Tickle.

Mr. T. Tickle, analyst, said that he had analysed the con-

tents of the bott!e, which contained 20 grs. of opium, or 2 grs.

of morphine, sufficient, in fact, to cause death.

His Honour, after remarking that the bottle was not labelled

"poison," gave judgment for the amount claimed, with costs

for counsel and five witnesses.

Lincoln Assizes.

Saturday, Febi-uary 21, 1903, before Mr. Justice Kennedy,
Henry A. Gibson, chemist, Si>alding, was indicted for man-
slaughter. Strong liquid ammonia had been used in dispensing
a prescription in mistake for sal volatile. The jury found Mr.
Gibson guilty, with a strong recommendation to mercy. Mr.
Justice Kennedy parsed sentence of fourteen days' imprison-
ment in the, second division.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

The Sale of Glycerin.

Friday, February 20, 1903, Albiu Jetluo Lardent, a
herbahst, of 321, Southwark Park Road, wa& summoned for
selling glycerin adulterated with water.

iSIr. Thomas, who represented the Bermondsey Borough
Council, by whom the prosecution was instituted, called evi-

dence to the effect that the glycerin sold bj- the defendant
was adulterated witih' water to the extent of I'd per cent,
over and above the 2'25 per cent, allowed by the British
Pharmacojjceia.

'Six. F. E. Smith, Banister, proved to the satisrfaction of
tlie niiigistrate that glycerin would a;bsorb a great quantity
of water when kept in bulk and' tlie .si:.o|y[>er of the bottle or
jar being continually removed, tliough it was perfectly pure
Avhen manufactiu'ed.

Mr. Paul Taylor said there was no fraud, and the case would
l>e met upon the payment of costs.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

The Willow Bark Litigation.

Sarturday, Februaiy 21, 1903. A reclaiming note was lodged
on 'behalf of tlie puiisueris in the action by 5lessrs. L. Scliiltz

and Co., willow growers and exporters, Antwerp, against
Messrs. J. F. Macfarkn and Co., chemical manufacturers.
AbbeyEill Chemical Works, Edinburgh, agaiii^it Lord
Kyllachy's judgment recently given in favour of the defenders
in the action. The case was remitted to the )Sumuiar Roll.

High Court of Justice—King's Bench Division,

Evasion of Customs Duty on Saccharin.

^londay, February 23. 1903, before the Lord Chief Justice
of England and a Special Jmy. This was an action on behalf
of the Crown charging the defendant, Karl Frederick Kramer,
under the Customs Consolidation Act, 1876. with importing
certain paekages of saccharin-aniline under false descriptions,

and with being in possession of a. large amount of saccharin

in which the Customs duties had not been paid, and with
evading the pa^^nent of these Customs. The Crown claimed
to recover fi-om the defendant ijenalties fo the amount ot

£9,300. The defendant pleaded "Not guilty."

The Attornev-General, in opening the case for the Crown,
stated tha,t the" general natuie of the charge was that the

defendant imported into this country large quantities of sac-

charin to which aniline had been added. He had afterwards
vseparated the saccharin from the aniline. The defendant

entered on this busineisis in tEe summer of 1901, just after the

duty on saccharin had been imposed under the Finance Act

of that year, wihioh enacted a duty on sugar. The attention

of the authorities wa,s in August last called to the fact that

the defendant was dealing in saccharin. Under the Finance
Act of 1901 a duty of Is. 3d. an ounce was imposed on sac-

charin, and on any ai'ticle which contained saccharin, and so

duty was payable on the article in question, saccharin-aniline.

By "the Custom.s Consolidation Act, 1876, a penalty of £100
wats imiposed on every person importing dutiable goods of one
denomination concealed in packages of goods of any other

denomination, or a penalty of treble the value of the goods
in each rpackage, at the election of the Commissioners of Cus-

toms. TThe first fifty counts of the infoi-mation dealt with the

imporbation of these consignments under false descriptions,

and the last four counts dealt with the concealment of and
dealing in uncustomed goods and fraudulent evasion of Cus-

toms duties. The penalties to whicii the defendant had ren-

dered himself liable amounted to £9,300. The defendant

earned on busine.ss as a drug merchant, and had an office at

11, Rangoon Street, E.G., aiid works called the Clyde Works
in Aberdour S'treet. Bermondsey. The matter was brought

to the knowledge of the Customs authoritaes in August last,

and the premises were visited. Men were found leaving them
canying packages of saccharin, and on the premises at Aber-

dour Street were found 105 lb. of saccharin and 790 lb. of sac-
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cliarin and aniliue mixed. At Rajigoon 8tiieet 740 lb. of sac-
chai-in w;wj disoovered, and altogether itlie defendant was
found to be in possession of 1,240 lb. of .saccharin. A large
auioimt of correspondence came to light ; and it appeared that
the defendant had been carrying on this business of dealing
in isaccihaiin with a M. Givamden, of Yernie;-, near Geneva,
who had made these coDsignments to the defendant. At the
Clj-de Works in Aberdoui' Street there was a complete
apparatus for separating saecharin from the aniliue. il.
Givaiiiden explained to two men in defendant's employ the pro-
ce.ss of separating saccharin and ajoiline. During tbe year that
this illicit business was carried on large quantities of saccharin-
aniline were consigned by Givanden. The goods were de-

scribed as sulphate of aniline, and were passed 'by the Customs
officers. Tlhey were sent to London, and were delivered to the
defendant in Aberdour Street. The conespoudence that passed
between M. Givanden and the defendant demoiLstrated witliout
doubt the defendant's complicity in the,S6 frauds, out of which
very large profits had been made. The Cro\ra had elected to
claim the treble value of the goods in lieu of the £100 penalty
on each consignment.
Mr. Alfred Starkey, of the Solicitors' Department of His

^lajesty's Customs, said that on Augu.st 12 last he visited the
Clyde Works in Aberdour Street and met two men named
Brooke, faitber and son. Tliey were each carrying parcels. Tliey

all returned to the premises, wihej-e there was a warehouse with
a room partitioned off. It was funiislied with a boiler and
condenser with a lead worm, aLvo a receiver, and other
apparatus, and carboys of ammonia and .sulphuric acid. There
were full drums containing a. quantity of saccharin-aniline.

There was also a quantity of diy .saccharin. Altogether
there was 109 lb. of SEucoharin. The Brookes were carrying
fifteen tins of saccharin, ea«h of 2 lb. He then went to the

premises at Rangoon Street and saw the defendant there. He
also found a number of packages of saccliarin on wiliich the
defendant said he had j>aid no duty. Witness foimd a formula
at Aberdour Street for producing saccharin powder. Witness
traced a number of con.signnients of sacclxarin under the
dfe-scription of dry soap powder to jjersons in the country:

Altogether there were 1,240 lb. of saccharin in the defendant's

possession.

!Mr. Grain, at tbe close of this witness's evidence, said that

lie tbouglit he could shorten matters. He wais unaware of the
correspondence which had been read by the Attorney-General,

and in couisequence of it be hiad communicated with the defen-

dant, who bad placed himself unreservedly in his hands. In

these circumstances he had advised the defendant to withdraw
his plea of " Not guilty."

Under his Lordsihip's direction the jury then returned a

verdict of "Guilty" on all the counts of the information.

The Attorney-General asked for form;d judgment for the

Crown for £9,300.
Judgment was given accordingly.

The Taff Vale Case.

Febrimy 23, 1903. Mr. Eldon Bankes. K.C.. mentioned
to Ids Lordship (Mr. Justice Wills) that this litigation bad
been put an end to by an arrangement ; and he asked for judg-

ment for the plaintiffs on terms agreed, the main part of which
was that i^he defendants should pay £23.000 in ..satisfaction

of all damages and costs.

Mr. S. T. Evans, K.C., assented on the part of the defen-

dants, and judgment was accordingly entered.

Middlesbrough Police Court.

Selling Wine Without a Licence.

On Friday, Febrivaiy 20. 1903, J. H. Wrathwell, described as

A chemist, though the name given does not appear on the
Register of Chemists and Draggists for 1903. was .summoned for

selling wine without a licence.

Sergeant Kerslake stated' that he went into the defendant's
shop and purchased a bottle of wine for Is. 6d. Tbe defendant's
name was not on the register of licences.

yir. Wrathwell stated that he purchased the goodwill of tlie

business, and expected the licence went with it.

The Stipendiary imposed a fine of £5 and costs.

Nisi Prius Court, Liverpool.

Defective Hot-Water Bottle.

Wednesday, Februaiy 18, 1903. Mr. Horridge, K.C., m
tioived the ci»se of Priest v. Last, whidli was heard on the pr
vious day. It wiU be remembeaed that the jury awarded f
plaintiff £40 for expenses and £100 as compensiation, but d'

agreed on the question as to whether the defendant, Mr. Vale'
tine Last, chemist. Holt Road, had been guilty of negligen
in selling a hotr-water bottle which the jury found was not fit

foi' its purpose.
Mr. Honidge, for the defendant, said that on a future date

the question woidd be argued as to a warraiity being involved
in the sale.

Mr. Taylor, K.C., for the plaintiff, agreed, and his Lordship .

assented to this course.

On Tue.sday, Februaiy 24, his Lordship delivered judgment.
He found that plaintiff oould not recover damages for what his
wife had suffered, as there was no contract between Mrs. Priest
and the defendant. He would give judgment, however, for the
plaintiff for £40, the amount of the expenses incurred." A stay of
execution was granted, on condition that notice of api)eal "was
given within ten days.

Vice=Chancellor's Court, Dublin.

Ulster Chemists, Limited.

Thursday, February 19, 1903, before the Vice-Chancellor, the
oase of the Ulster Chemists, Limited, in liquidation, was
brought forward on a motion by the liquidator, Mr. Smylie, to
have several witnesses examine'd who were concerned with the
formation of the company. Messrs. S. Gibson, R. W. Mac-
Knight, and G. Pickering, all of whom were intimately con-
cerned with the flotation of the company, were severally" called
and examined. At the conclusion of the evidence, the Vice-
Chanoellnr said that lie did not think a case had been made out'

by the liquidator for further investigation, but allowed the
liquidator his costs for the proceedings.

Court of Correctional Police, Jersey.

Militia Service.

Saturday. February 21. 1903, Mr. George Le Seelleur.

chemist and druggist, 16, King Street, Jersey, was charged
with not answering to his name at the Town Arsenal, after

having been duly warned to. do so. For the defence it was
urged that Mr. Le Seelleur had served for five years in the
East Regiment, but the magis'trate said there had been aa
infringement of the law, and he was forced to impose a fine

of £1 or four days' imprisonment.

NEWCASTLE=ON=TYNE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

SMOKING CONCERT.
Wednesday. Febi-uary 25, 1903. in the H'jtel Metio-

pole, Newcastle. Mr. Mer.son ])residing over a good
attendance, which included His Worship the Mayor of

Stejmey. An excellent musical and humorous programme was
rendered by Messrs. Amott, Gray, Bloor, Skelton. Gowland,
Kidman, Layne. Hoffman. Thompson, the St. Nicholas Quar-

tette, the Cathedral Quartette, J. Kerse, Pope, Parkinson, and
otiiers. The Benevolent Fund of the Phaimaceutical iSociety

wais lienefited by a collection taken during the evening.

GLASGOW CHEMISTS' TRADE ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Thursday. February 19, 1903. at 94, West Regent Street,

Glasgow, Mr. J. W. Sutheeland, CHiainnan. presiding.

The C?HAiRMAN reported on the recent P.A.T.A. Conference

in London. He thought they might congratulate tliejnseJves

on the results achieved. He referred to the action of the

Association in attempting to shorten shop hours in Glasgow,

and to the report of the Committee on Poisons. He appealed

to the members to support the Glasgow candidate who had
consieiited to stand for election to the Pharmaeeutical Council.
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LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE.

Wednesday, Februaiy 25, 1905, at the Holborn Viaduct

Hotel, Mr. Albert Coopeb, in tlie chair. The other

members present were:—^Messrs. Betty, Burton, Campbell,

Clarke, Glyn-Jones, Pentney, iPond, Pellew, Truman, Watson
Will, Willson, and R. H. Jones (Secretary).

The 8ECRETAIIY read the minutes of the last meeting, and; Mr.

Feavee Claeke thanked the Association for their good offices

in an-anging the meeting of chemists at Gnivesend. That meet-

ing, he fl it sure, 'would have good, results.

Dividing the Subscription.

A long and somewhat heated discussion then ensued upon the

best method of div-iding the subscription (5s. a year) between the

central and branch associations. The question wa.* raised by
Mr. BrETON, who moved a lengthy i-esolution to the effect that

when a .subscription was collected by u branch, half should' go

to the cejitral association and half should be retained for ex-

penses by the branch, any balance to be remitted, from time
to time, to the central body. If the subscription was paid direct

to the central body, it was to be retained, unless money was
wanted by the branch, when the central body could remit to

the branch not more than half of the subscriptions so received.

Mr. Burton's main aTgxmient was that the financiaLrelations

between tlie central association and the branches ought to be

put upon a turn basis.

Mr. PoKD (as Treasurer) supported this resolution, .stroiigly.

It would, he argued, consolidate the financial position of the

Association.

The resolution then came in for some .severe criticism, opinions

being very divided.

"Mr. Betty wanted to know whiit it was prppoised to do with
sTibseriptions paid by North London members to the Associa-

tion before that brancli wa.f formed.

•Mr. Burton replied that ob'.nously they would) get half of

them back.

Mr. R. H. Jones suggested that it would be better to wait
until it was seen what the financial position was at the end of

the year.

Mr. Glyn-Jones's objection wa.s that there was too much
detail about Mr. Buiton's resolution. It would be better, he
thought, not to lay down a hard-and-fast rule. They might pass
some general rule that the central association and the branch
should each take half, and any difference could be adjusted at

the end of the year. If either wanted more money it could

be dealt witli specially.

Mr. WiLLSOX thought the central as.sociation should get more
than half the subscription, with which suggestion Mr. Pond
heartily concurred.
Mr. Burton still urged his point. The suggestion made by

Mr. Glyn-Jones was, he thought, " too indefuiite." The branches
wanted some definite idea how much they could spend. ^
Mr. Feaver Clarke asked why should not the central

dissociation receive all tlie subscriptions, and pay the expenses
of the brandies?

This brought Mr. Bettt on hi.% feet at once. It would not
be fair to the local associations, he urged, were they to collect

the subscription*?, .«end them to the central association, and
get nothing.

Finally Mr. Burton withdrew- his re.^^olution, ami the meet-
ing acce]>ter} a motion by Mr. Gltn-.Jonk.s—

' That the local brandies remit half the subscriptions col-

lected to the central association : and' that any balance at
the end of the year, after paying exjwnses, be aU-o re-

mitte<l to the Central Ass'iciation."

A Local Association for Richmond.

The Secretary stated that he had received a letter from
Mr. Palmer, of Twicken)iam. suggesting that the Association
should co:ivene a meeting of chemists at Riclimond with a
new to forming a local association for Riclmiond and district.
This wiis agreed to, the details being left to the Secretary to
carry out.

The Secretary also intimated that Mr. Bustard had re-
signed his membershipof both the Committee and of the As.socia-

tion. The meeting, in accepting the resignation, decided not
to fill the vacancy created on the Committee until the end of

the year.

Candidates for the Council Election.

Letters, it transpired, had been received from two candi-

dates, Messrs. Pickering and Walshaw (Huddersfield), who
wished to have their views placed before the Association.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. R. iH. Jones referred

to the fact that formerly two Scottish representatives sat

upon the Phaimaceutical Council, and suggested that the

L.C.A. should select Mr. Currie, of the Glasgow Association,

as a representative for Scotland.
Mr. Watson Well, asked to give his views, said, as a.

Scotchman, he would be pleased to see Mr. Currie elected.

He had been impressed by the way Mr. Currie carried things

through at the Dundee Conference, but was it wise to intro-

duce pharmaceutical politics into their midst ?

Mr. Glyn-Jones raised some amusement by statmg that he
trembled for the fate of any local association south of the

Tweed which dared to select a candidate for Scotland.

It was decided ultimately to let the letters lie upon the
table.

The P.A T. A. Resolutions.

The next matter dealt with was a letter received from the
P.A.T.A. Secretary, suggesting that the Association should
make an effort to give effect to the resolutions passed at the
P.A.T.A. Convention.
The questions at issue was the best method of doing this,

by petition^ or by deputations.
Mr. Burton favoured getting a petition signed by the Lon-

don chemists, but Mr. Betty thought this too cumbersome, and
suggested a deputation to wait upon manufacturers.
Mr. Pentney also supported very empKatically this latter

view. A deputation could use strong language and put the
issue straight before the proprietors. If the proprietors
wanted to be convinced by signatures, well, the L.C.A. could
soon get signatures for them.
Mr. Glyn-Jones pointed out that it was desirable to show

manufacturers that the majority of London chemists were
anxious for protection.

Ml'. R. H. Jones also thought that a petition was a per-
fectly feasible plan.

Mr. Pentney moved as a resolution :

—

" That the Secretary be empowered to write to the larger

proprietors to ask if they would receive a deputation."

This resolution was adopted, and Messrs. Betty, Cooper,
Pentney. and Vv'hite were elected to form the deputation.
On the sugge.stion of Mr. Pentney, it was decided also to

write to the P.A.T.A. Secretary regarding the placing of a'

distinctive label upon P.A.T.A. articles.

The Report of the Poisons Committee.

The Secrehry stated that Mr. Pickering had sent on a
resolution inviting their Parliantentary Committee to inter-,

view memljeis of Parliantent on the anomalous condition of
the Pharmacy Act, 1858, and upon the report of the Poisons
Committee.
The meeting recognised that something ought to be done,

and Mr. Pentney moved that the Parliamentary Committee
be a deputation to the Pharmaceutical Council after the next
meeting of the Council to confer as to the advisability of the
Association sending a circular letter to members of Parlia-

ment.
Mr. Pentney made a lengthy and vigorous speech in favour

of his motion. The L.C.A. wished to be "the power behind
the throne." and he thought the Pharmaceutical Council would
welcome their assistance.

Mr. Glyn-.Jones deprecated the proposed deputation to the
Council, and proposed that the resolution be remitted to the
Parliamentary Committee without any instruction from the
G.P. Committee. By the time the Parliamentary Committee
was ready to sit, instructions how to act might be received
from the Pharmacentical Council.
This v;as agreed to. the Secretary undertaking to obtain

from Mr. Breniridge the view of the Council on this question,
and to call a meeting of the Parliamentary Committee to
consider the matter.
This terminated the public business.
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BURNLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, Tebriiaiy 24, 1903, Ish: J. A. Heaton, President, in

the cliair.

Report of the Poisons Committee.

The President opened a discussion on the rejKii't of the

Commission on the sale ,of poisons, and indicated what he

thought would he the nature of the forthcoming Bill on the

subject. There was every reason to fear that the Bill would be

on the lines of the repont. If ironmongers and other traders

were allowed to sell the poisons already suggested in .sealed

packets, there was every danger that it would not stop here.

Theiie would probably be a clause in the measure giving the

Privy Council power to add other poisons to the Schedule from
time to time, and there was no telling where it woxild .stop.

Mr. W. 0. . Co.iTES si>oke a.t length on the subject. He
thought the chief point they, as chemists, had to work on was
to insist on the importance of personal qualification for the

protection of the public. The whole pui^pose of the Act of

1868 was to insist oh those who deaJt in poisons being qualified

men, who understood tilie action of poisons and their antidotes.

This was done in the interests of public safety, and if they as

chemists could not win on this they had nothing else to stand

upon. But he thought the members of the House of Commons
would revolt against the proposal. I'hey were, ais a rule, men
of 'Common sense, and wouldn't care for the wholesale distribu-

tion of poisons and increased dtyiger to their families.

Mr. Brown commented on the one-sided nature of the evidence

laid before the Commission.

Eventually a .sub-committee was appointed to witch the

pragtess of events in regard to the threatened Bill, and to call

the general body together when they thought proper.

The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

The PhaiTnacv Bill was next discussed. The opinion was

expressed that no definite action could be taken at present

beyond seizing the opportunity of waiting upon the borough

member on his next visit to the district.

Mr. Heaton said it would be their business to convince

members of Parliament that the indiscriminate sale of poisons

by unqualified men would be a serious danger to the public.

The matter was referred to the Parliamentary Sub-Committee

appointed to deal with the Poisons Bill, an early interview to

be .sought with the boi-ougli member.

The P.A.T.A.

Mr. Heaton introduced the P.A.T.A. question, and read

considerable coriespondence on the matter. He thought the

Association was now (assuming a practical shajje, and he ad'\'ised

all members to join and encourage it in eveiy possible way. He
suggested that a list of all the articles supplied by the P.A.T.A.

should be sent to eveiy patent me4icine seller in the district.

Mr. DoDSLET spoke approvingly of the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Beown said that for some time past he had not signed

any agreements, though hei had respectied them. He agreed

with the P.A.T.A., but some of the first who joined it should

have been the last, because they had not carried out the agree-

ment.

Mr. DoDSLEY thought it was hardly good policy to object to

supporting a good thing because there were a few black sheep

in the fold. He thought they would all derive financial benefit

from joining.

Other members spoke in support, and eventually, on the

motion of Mr. Tomiinson, seconded by Mr. Hirst, a resolution

was unanimously passed urging all members of that Association,

and all chemists in the district, to join the P.A.T.A. A .sub-

committee was appointed to cany out the working of the

agreement.

ABERDEEN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING. i

Monday, February 23, 1903, at Gordon's College. Mr. A.I
Chaig, President, in the chair. 1

Mr. James Patee.son read a paper, entitled :— '

The Sale of Poisons : A Retrospect and Prospect.

He said : I have chosen the subject of the sale^of poisons for

consideration at our meeting to-night because the report of the

Poisons Committee will shortly be laid' before Parliament, and

we are told, very confidently, by some that the Government
contemplate legislating on the lines of it during the piv^i-nt Ses-

sion. It strikes one as a somewhat singular coincidence that, ,is

we shall see later on, the attempts in the early sixties to pro-

mote pharmaceutical legislation came to naught chiefly because

they did not contain provision for regulating the sale of poisons,

and that the attempts made at further legislation in its interests'

in recent years have been hindered by a desire on the part of

some to undo the legislation then enacted.

What the recommendations of the report of the present Com-

mittee are we do not officially know,* but you mav have seen

in the Journal of January 3 a notice of a letter whic'ii appeared

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, signed by the Secretarv and Trea-

surer of the Traders in Poisonous Compounds, etc.. Protection

Society, in which it is stated " that the Government will shortly

bring in a Bill amending the Pharmacy Act on the lines sug-

gested bj- the Poisons Committee providing for the sale by

/iecnsed persons, in properly labelled and sealed bottles or

packages, of articles already described (viz., sheep-dips, insecti-

cides, disinfectants, and articles used for photographic pur-

poses), as supplied by manufacturers or wholesale dealei'S.

. Pharmacists are certain to endeavour to retain their

present privilege, and it is for the traders who favour a change

in the law to take care that the proposed alteration is made

thoroughly effective in their own interests." and then goes on

to suggest concerted action in interviewing members of Parlia-

ment in order to get their support to the Bill. Forewarned is

said to be forearmed, and so it behoves us to be sturing in order

that our interests and position may not be prejudiced.

In order to thoroughly comprehend the position from our

point of view, it may not be amiss to take, a retrospective

glance at the condition of matters prior to and during the

passing of the 1868 Act. The number of cases of accidenta"

poisoning became so frequent, through the indiscriminate sale

of poisons, that the need for legislation" to conserve the public

safety became clamant. During the ten years or so preceding

the passing of this Act various attempts at legislation, with

this end in view, were made in Parliament ; but, being all

based on imj)ossible or impracticable regulations for the sale

and storing of poisons, all fell to the ground. The Pharma-

ceutical Society had always felt it a duty to oppose these

attempts, because of the false security on which they were

based, and has ever enforced the pi-inciple that true safety lay

in insisting on a full acquaintance with the power of poisons

on the part of the vendor.

At this same time there were two bodies of chemists seeking

Parliamentary power to improve .the condition of pharmacy

—

viz., the Pharmaceutical Society and the United Society of

Chemists and Druggists. The rival Bills were sent to a coi»-

mittee, which refused sanction to either, mainly because of the

absence of regulations regarding the sale of poisons, although,

no doubt, a minor contributing cause was the want of agree-

ment among dhemists themselves. However, altliough not

* The report of the Committee, with a digest of the evidence, will l>e

found in this week's P.J.
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passin<; the Bills, the Committee, in their report to the House,

made this recommendation :
" That no person, except those

already in buNiness, should sell certain dangerous drugs unless

he be examined and registered." This was intended to give

practical effect to an oi>inion formed by a Committee of the

Ptivj Council appointed in 1863 to inquire into the subject, and

who reported " That the sale of poisons -vrould not be put on a

proper basis unless carried on by proper and competent

persons."

The principle for 'which the Pharmaceutical Society contended

had thus received acknowledgment from Parliament, so that

they felt themselves free to include regulations for the sale of

poisons in their next Bill. It was also clearly seen that, if

such a Bill was to have any chance of success, it was essential

that the ranks of pharmacy should be closed up and their imited

forces brought to bear on the passing of one Bill. This neces-

sity was realised by both parties and, after conference, the Bill

of 1868 was agreed upon. As the Act differs considerably from

the Bill as introduced, it will be interesting to you to have the

development it underwent traced, so far as the sale of poisons

is concemed, in its passage tlu-ougli the Houses of Parliament,

as this will supply a complete refutation of the statements

relied on by our opponents. We have some specimens of these

in the Journal of I'ebruary 14, where an extract from the

Hnrdirarr Trade Jouninl is given, from which I cull the follow-

ing :
" The present condition of affains is entirely due to the

rapacity of the Pharmaceutical Society,'' and from Oils, Colours,

ami Drysalteries I take this :
" The Poisons Committee, after

hearing the evidence of witnesses representing every section of

the trade, have come to the conclusion that the framers of the

Pharmacy Act did not intend to confer a monopoly upon one

section of the trading community, and that it has only been

the inteqiretations placed by the judges of the High Court upon

ambiguous phrasing that this monopoly bas been allowed to

continue.'

The Bill was introduced first in the House of Lords by Earl

Granville, who said: "Some years ago the Lord Chief Baron

Kelly, when a member of the House of Commons, introduced a

Bill upon this subject, and thereupon a second Bill was intro-

duced by another honourable member. The Bills were referred

to a Select Committee, and. objections appearing, neither passed

a further stage ; but the Select Committee passed a resolution

that no person ought to be allowed to sell poisons who had not

been subjected to an examination by a competent body. The

objects of this Bill is to carry out the views of that Select Com-

mittee." Now, I wish to call your particular attention to the

following provision whilch was conta,ined in Clause 16 of the

Bill as .submitted :
" Xothing hereinbefore contained ^h«ll

. . interfere with . . . the retailing of arsenic, oxalic

acid, cyanide of potassium, or corrosive sublimate for use in

manufactures of photography." Note also that the Schedule of

Poisons attached to the Bill as submitted did not have opium

included in it. There was not very much change made on it in

the House of Lords. The Duke of Marlborough called atten-

tion to the absence of opium from the Schedule, but did not

move its insertion. There was, however, a somewhat amusing

encounter between Lord Redesd'ale and the Marquis of Salis-

bmy, the former' wishing to have the shape of a poison bottle,

with a description of it, inserted in the Bill so, as it were, to

stereotype it for all time, into it poisons, whether solid or

liquid, were to be put. The effect of this would have been

that no deviation from that particular style of bottle could have

been nuidtr. nor could any other pattern of bottle have been

used, however appropriate, without a new Act of Parliament,

rhis was resist-ed ^y the Marquis, who deprecated such details

Jeing included in the Bill and, happily, the House agreed with

lim.

When the Bill reached the House of Commons it underwent a

very searching criticism, one of the keenest critics being Mr.
Robert Lowe. On reaching Clause 16 he moved to omit tlie

words, "nor with the retailiiuj of arsenic, oxalic acid, cyanide of

potassium, or corrosive subliniatc for vsc in manufactures," and
said :

" I think we ought to interfere with the retailing of these

poisons, because at present they can be retailed to any extent,

iii any shop, and by any person, which I am sure is a state of

things no honourable member can wisli to see peij>etuated. A
gentleman, a friend of mine, by way of exj^eriment, went into a

general shop in Oxford Street and asked for some cyanide of

potassium, when he was supplied, without question, witlh a

quantity sufficient to have poisoned the whole of the people

residing in Oxford Street. There are numerous instances of

poisoning through mistake from the facility of obtaining these

poisons. We profess to regulate the sale of poisons by this BUI,

yet we propose to leave the most subtle poisons to be sold by
ignorant and disqualified liersons because it is said they are

needed in ordinary manufactures and household duties. I think

it is most absurd to attempt such legislation as this." On a

division the words were struck out by a large majority. When
they came to the Schedules of the Bill Mr. Lowe moved " That
opimn and all other preparations of poppies and such other

poisons as may from time to time be added under the second

section of this Act" be inserted, and this was carried.

This mere recital of the facts makes it quite clear that the

Pharmaceutical Society, in place of being the rapacious entity

described by our opponents, really contented themselves with

proposing the irreducible minimum of legiskition on poisons,

and show that Parliament itself strengthened the measure in

the interests of public safety, and wouldl not tolerate such a

condition of things as our opponents are now endeavouring to

resuscitate. These facts further show that if the Poisons Com-
mittee really oame to the conclusion, which they are said to

have done—viz., "that the framers of the Pharmacy Act did

not intend to confer a monopoly on one section of the trading

community "—they must have reached their conclusion in

entire ignorance of the facts, for, as you see. Parliament more

than once affirmed the proposition that only men qualified and

registered should be allowed to handle those poisons. The

statement that judge-made law has widened the Act in favour

of chemists must surely be made in irony, for it has only

operated—in ways with which we are aU familiar—to our detri-

ment, against the manifest intention of the framers of the Act.

I crave your indulgence while I shghtly digress from the pur-

pose of the paper, to mention a part of the discussion which

has a bearing on a matter of much interest at the present time.

Lord Robert Montagu moved that the British Pharmacopoeia

should be a standard for the preparations contained in it. This

was successfully opposed by Mr. Lowe, who said :
" The British

Pharmacopoeia is, no doubt, an excellent work, and although it

has not been many yeai's before the public, no doubt it is work-

ing its way on its own intrinsic merits
;
speaking, however, cm

the opinion of medical men of eminence, it is not desirable that

it should be forced on the public by Act of Parliament, but

rather that it should be left in its present position." The in-

spectors under the Food and Drugs Act have, at their own

hand, succeeded in exalting it into such a standard without any

authority from Parliament. Seeing that Parliament decided,

on Mr. Lowe's motion, that it should not be so used, I ques-

tion the legality of so employing it now. This I leave to the

laivyers to argue out, and will now return to the main subject

of my paper.

Time has amiply vindicinted the wi-sdom of the action

Parliament took in strengt.hening the poison legislation,

and the Tomirks of Mr. Lowe are as apposite to

the subject now as they were when they were
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utteiied. Tli«ir forc-e ^vill appear all the greater when

I tell you that he did not do fso in the interest of the

Phai-nuiceutical Society ; indeed, he seemed rather prejudiced

against them, having moved that the initiative as well as the

controlling power in i^egard to the scheduling of poisons should

be vested solely in the Privy Councdl, aaid, when defeated at

fir!*, he returaed to the charge as often as the forms of the

House would allow.

If "retrograde legislation such as i.s hinted at were to become

law, it would be like the letting out of a large volume of

pent-up water, and you could not tell whither it would carry

you, for its destnietive force will not be stayed with carrying

before it sheep-dips, insecticides, or disinfectants, but will

afterwards embrace in its rusih all other dangerous medicai-

ments. If licences are to be given for the sal© of poisons by
unqualified persons, they must be given either to all and
s^indry applying or by arbitrary selection ; if the former

method be adopted, it practically m^eans a return to the evils

for wtich Parliament was forced to find a remedy in 1868, and

if tbe latter, it would certainly be felt to be a more grievous

and irritating restraint of trade than the present arrangement,

which has this merit, at least, ,that it is based on a definite

and intelligible ininciple. Should this new method, whether
free or resti-icted, 1>6 adopted, there will certainly follow in

its wake a recrudescence of the evils fonnerly experienced

;

and if proof be asked that this will be so, we have only to

l>oint to the effects produced from the unrestricted sale of

carbolic acid. Before it was soheduled the number of acci-

dental deaths and suicides which such unrestricted sale was
responsible for amounted to nothing short of a scandal.

Left us now see whether our opponents suffer any greater

disability in their business than do other large classes of

people where the question of the public safety is involved, and
whether we 'as chemists are more highly favoured than others

into whose keejnng the public safety is entrusted. In all such

legislation a certain amount of restraint of trade inevitably fol-

lows. I might illustrate tlie two proixeitions I have stated in

many Ways, but wUl confine myself to one which illustrates them
both. You know that on certain pai-ts of the coast and in

certain rivers pilotage, so far as passenger .s'teamers are con-

cerned, is compulsiory. We have suoh a stretch on the course

to London, viz., between the Sunk Lightship and Gravesend.

The London company here have both passenger and cargo

boaJts. The captains of the passienger boats have to take out

pilotage certificates ; the others do not require them. Both

sets of vessels sail exactly the same coui-se, and the one captain

is as able to navigate his vessel as the other. The captain

of a passenger boat takes suddenly ill, and another has

to ,go m charge. One of the cargo boat captains takes his

place. Well, although he has sailed this identical course for

many years and knows it thoroughly, yet he must take a. pilot

on board when he reaches the Sunk. Tlie public safety is

at stake now, the vessel being a passenger steamer, so the

Law says no matter what qualification the captain may have,

only those tested and authoi-ised by the proper a.uthorities

can be allowed to navigate a passenger ship between these

points.

Theie, is the t ise .of a man who has been examined and

'tesrted through all tiie stages prior to and including his taking

his master's certificate, and yet in the interests of the public

sarfelty the law restricts liim in the exercise of his calling.

This is a much (Stronger case than any that be put forward

by our opponents.

The further voyage from Gravesend to London presents con-

daltions quite analogous to our own. On that stretch pilotage

is absolutely eompulsoi-y. A sihip captain cannot pass the

examina-tion and pilot iiis own ship as in the other ca.se. If
the pilot he has eng-aged be Taking a ship up the river and a
s'Hglit laooident befall her machinerj- causing delay, or if, per-
chance, his tram from Graves€nd meet with a long detention
from any cause so as to prevent liim timeously keeping his

engagement, tlie ship may lose tbe tide, for only two or three
hours of it are available for vessels leaving the docks or
wharves. Yet until tlie pilot come on board, if no other one is

mcMtime available, the eaptain dare not let ,go his moorings
and proceed down the river. It does not matter although he
has perishable cargo on board which will be deteriorated by
the delay, although as regards other portions of it there

are urgent i-ea-sons for .-ipeedy delivery, no matter
how many i)eople may be disappointed by the delay,

there he must remain. The captain, having superin-

tended liLs ship going wet-kly up and down the river

for twenty or thirty years, is probably as competent to navi-

gate her as the pilot, yet, in the intere.sts of the public safety,

it is decreed that only one dLstinct class of qualified men shall

be allowed to undertake this particular work. That is our

posdtion exactly. It is not that we are favoured, only that

the exigerecies of the ca.se require it. Many of the London
company's shareholders may :hink of tliis £600 or so sptnt

on pilotage as useless expenditure, seeing their captains are

capable of doing the work, and this sum would imake a cofli-

fortable addition to the ,sum available for dividend, but they

will not be able to pcrs-uade Parlianient to sanotion such a

thing.

I intended to have touched upon the administration of tin-

Poisons Act and put forward some j)ractical suggestions, but

the paper has already ,grown :o ^ much greater length than

I anticipated, so that I must leave this part luitouched now,

trusting to find an opportunity later ,on. My excuse for the

length to which this paper 1i,ts- been drawn out is my belief

that in a clear and comprehensive view of the whole situation

lies the best preparation for the defence of our interests aiid

for defeating legislation which would endanger the public

safety. It may not be out of place here to note that our

interest in this was acknowledged by Parliament in 1868 as a

vested interest, and this position has been enormously

strengthened now, seeing that all who have entered the busi-

ness since have had, at gTeat expense, to obtain the qualifica-

tion insisted on bj' Parliament before being entrusted ivith this

particular work. Our candid friends and critics, who know

all that is in the mind of the P^-isxm Committee and the Govem-

ment, have said nothing as to their views on compensation.

This, however, is a thing thaT seems to be in the air just now,

and millions of money are raining d'own. Who can tell whether

fjome of the shower may noi fall on the parched and arid

plains of phai-macy when deprived of its vested iuterests?

S'o much about the retrospect ; what about the prospect? The

traders say :
" The reason the chemists put forward for a

continuance of this law has been so riddled with argument

that the wonder is it was ever put forward at all." This, if

true, does aiot look very promising, but possibly it is a .state-

ment as groundless as some others of theirs we have been cton-

sideriiig.

On the other hand, wlien I survey Ithe eilbuation and find

—

That P'iriiament has, ivfter frequent inquiry, declared

that only a special cla.ss of people should be eintnisted

with the handling of pc>isons, viz., those who had been

subjected to an examination by a competent authority

;

That in thus selecting a special class and testing them

by examination They were follo^-iing .a well-es-tablishe<l

precedent and acting on the only principle on which a

proper selection could be made

;
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Thaifc chemists y, eie seleobwl as th^ cuiss and the Pharma-
L eutical Society as the examining !xv;iy and administrators

f tih« Act;

Tliat the only fault found with tht-m is that they have
t laUYped on the conis of some pe-<>ple in safeguarding the

public safety;

Tliat Pai-liament felt oonKtrained w add to the sti-ingency

(if the Poisons Act in ordei' to make the measui'e suf-

hciently strong and' effective for coping ivith the evils of

uni-estiiict«d sale Trhicli it had been introduced to cure

;

That the same evil effects as were rampant when the

Poison Bill was .passed <\re still found to be the disastrous

concomitants of an unrestricted sale of poison,

I begin to take heart of grace, perceiving that we are en-

trenched in % very strong |x>sition—one not^ to be eiasily car-

ried by .assault—and that if we are true to ourselves and to

each oflier, and ample, timely, well organised and efficient

means are adopted for jnitting our case clearly and suCcinctJy

liefore the Government and membere of Parliament, one that

will prove to be impregnable.

As you will have observed, this paper av;i,s written befoie

the report of the Poisons Committee was issued. Notwith-

standing that it is now issued. I ha.v6 thought it better to

leave it as originailly written, chiefly because I 'liave_ no doubt

that their gloss of the report. • a.s mdicated in the extracts

from our opponents' journals, will be used in their endeavours

to influence members of Parliament, and because in it I have

virtually ttouched upon all the 'points affecting tis in the said

report.

The reasoning of Mr. Robert Lowe in making the provi.sion.s

(if the 1868 Act more stringent, as quoted by me, has utmost

force and cogency still, and really on the lines of it is the answer

whioh ought flo be g^ven to that part of the reference to the

C'onmiittee, as to whether a third division might not properly

lie added to the Poi.son Schedule. The history of the develop-

ment of poison legislation which I have traced mo.st effectively

-es of the reasoning and assumption of the report in

.!*phs 3, 4, and 5, on which the superstructure of its

I eeommendations are based, and emphatically so in its main
;-.s.«umption in No. 4, for i% makes it abundantly clear that

the logic of events inevitably brought Parliament to the con-

clusion that all STich poisonous compounds should only be

entrusted to the keeping of tbo^e who "oy examination were
found qualified.

If time had permitted me to deal wifh the administration

iif the Aot I would have shown how the weakness there, as

pointed out in the paragraph headed " Prosecution of Unregis-

tered Sellers of Poison." could be remedied by means for

which there is ample precedent, and through which the yearly

loss on prosecutions would be avoided, and leave the sum thus

sivved free for providing for the more etticient carrying out
i)f the Act. The next paragraiih is headed. " Inconvenience
t-i> Farmers and Gardeners." Mi-. Lowe".< logic disposes of all

such pleas, and I have further shown that they do not suffer

more—indeed, not so much—as otJier large classes of the com-
munity, who suffer restraint of trade in the interests of the
I'ublic safety.

In regard to their rec<-.miiiendations, all I have to say is that
the foundation being demolished, the superstructure cannot
stflnd,

Witli regard to the twi.. minority report-. Mr. Cross's sugges-
tion that the present ijowers exercised by the Phai-maoeutical
Society should be transferred to the Pri\-y Council was, as I
liave mentioned, disais-cd during the passage of the 1868

Act, and the reasons which induced Parliament to retain the

Pharmaceutical Society in the Act as the better authority

are as valid now as then. His other .suggestion about unquali-

fied aissistants carries absurdity on the fa<rt of it.

I am sure that you will agree with me that in Mi-. Hills'

rejjort we havejhe case stated in a veiy excellent way and
with g-reat moderation

Having thus briefly surveyed the main position of the attack-

ing iwrty, I see no reason to abate my confidenoe in the

strengtii of our position, which I have before indicoted.

After tile Ch.'WHmak had thanked and congratulated Mr.

Paterson, it was agreed to adjourn the discussion till Wed-
nesday evening, March 4, in order that the members might

have time to consider the paper along with the report of the

Poisons Comniittee. very few of the members having seen the

report till that day.

The meeting was very largely attended, and towards its

close Mr, J. Crtjickshaxk proposed that the Aberdeen Phar-

maceutical Association adopt Mr. Paterson as a canciidate for

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society. This was car-

ried unanimously. Mr. C'euicksh.'Lnk further proposed that

all present who were memljers Of the Pharmaceutical Society

should form themselves into a committee to promote Mr.

Paterson's candidature.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

CURIOUS DUST FORMS.
At the meeting of the Royal Society last week. Dr. W. J.

Russell described some curious _ forms which, under certain

circumstances, are assumed! by minute dust. In his experi-

ments he has generally employed magnesia dust, but similar

results follow from any other fine powder. They are obtained

by slightly warming a perfectly smooth plate, and then allow-

ing it to cool for a few minutes w^iile the dust is gently settling

down on it. This dust, in.stead of being scattered all over the

plate, assumes perfectly regular forms, dopendeiit on its shape.

When this is a square, the result is a cross or star, each of its

four rays resembling a very elongated laurel leaf, with the

sharper points lying in the four angles ; if the plate be tri-

angular, a ray proceeds from each corner ; if octangular, an

eight-rayed star is obtained, the form of the dust figure being

always determined by the number and position of the angles of

the plate. Glass is a very good material, but copper, eboni'.e,

cardboard, or other substauees also answer very well ; in fact »

the composition seems to matter little, but, to obtain sym-

metrical figures, the plate must be regular in form, smooth, per-

fectly horizontal, and both it and the surrounding atmosphere

must be uniformly treated. The deposit is also aHected by

placing anything near the plate ; for instance, an upright pm,

in contact with it, produces a definite deposit, which varies as

the pin is moved further away, or is placed above, below, or

on a level with the plate. Effects are also produced by sus-

pending glasses of different sizes and at different heights above

the plates on which the figures are being deposited. So long

as the surrounding atmosphere is at nearly the same tempera-

ture as the plate, only very imperfect figiues are formed ;
to

produce good ones, the difference should be about 12° centi-

grade. The magnesia dust, if examined with a microscope

directly after it had fallen, lies anyhow "
; but that in a few

minutes the particles become strung together, forming smalt

and irregular fibres. Not only so, but the dust, when first

deposited, can' be removed by the slightest touch; but if the

plate is kept for a week or a fortnight, it can be softly bnished

overvvithout damage to the figure.
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MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Wednesday, Febniai-y 11, 1903, at the Victoria Hotel, Mr.

Geo. Woolley, President, in the chair.

Mr. Wm. Kikkbt i-ead the follon^ing paper on

Pharmacists and a University Curriculum.

Although til© question, of pliaiinaceutical education ha« been

discussed at considerable length during the la<st two years, it

does not seem to me to be necessary to apologise for bringing

it under your notice once more. It has occupied the earnest

attention of our leadiers for a period of over sixty years, and,

notwithstanding the cynical attitude of some, is likely to con-

tinue to occupy the attention of our successors so long as they

are intent upon both financial and professioaial improvement.

It is a strange connmentajy upon the tea.ohings of those who
• have led pharmacists to believe that their best interests lie

in the adoption of commercial methods as distinct from, and
in preference to, professional methods based upon adequate

training, that the beginning of tli© new century should find the

whole commercial world given over to the belief that improved
commerce depends upon impi-oved educational facilities. Some-
times it does occur to one to ask whether it is worth while to

keep insisting upon the need for better ment^l training for the

rising generation, especially when we are told there is no demand
for it. What do we understand by "a demand" for it?

When the farmer or the gardener cultivates bis grotmd, does

he do so in response to some demand on the part of the soil ?

Certainly not ! He knows that in the ordinaiy course of nature,

if proper cultivation is adopted and seed sown and average

dimatic conditions prevail, he wUl get a crop of fruit with
seed after its kind. We are wishful to see the fruit before the

ground is tilled. This is not reasonable. But we have some indi-

cations of what fruit may be expected. Our predecessors in the

first half of the nineteenth century, if they could return, would
feel that tlie present position of pharmacy justified their

attempts at improving pharmaceutical education. Such a state

of things as that portrayed by Mr. Richard Phillips in 1842

(Pharm. Joum. 1, 2, 315, etc.) would be impossible to-day.

The education of the pharmacist was indeed in a parlous state

when it could be said that the following was " a fair sample

of the orders frequently received from a class of person® prac-

tising phai-macy in the north of England " in 1846. The order

was directed to " Potheceriy hall Newcastle upon tine," and
ram thus :

—" Sir I have sent for a Jeneral Statment of the

Prices of kimicle goods by weigh—^the tinker of ruburb tinker

of mer the tinker of cefardis the oil of carr the oil of Rodum
. the crous of sipiment the Price of Ebson Sorlts coster oil and

lodnom drops. Please to let me know if you sell the bottle

whose title is gragery's Stumick Pouder and the piice of it and
the price of ginger, theise goods is to Sell again, this Letter

Paid."t The advance in general and professional education

has placed us upon an altogether higner plane, from which we
may look down superciliously upon those who occupied a lower

plane, but upon which we cannot rest and remain in com-

placency. Another indication of what fruit may be expected

if high cultivation of the soil ijharmaceutical is carried out is

often pointed to as being undesix-able. I allude to the accomp-

lished phunnaeists who have studied at Bloomsbury Square

and other centres where a cunlculum is in force, who ultimately

forsake pharmacy for some higher professional calling. These

are pointed out as examples which our young men ought not

to be taught to emula.te. It does not seem to have occurred

to those who make tmfavourable comments upon these few

cases that, if the majority of pharmacis-ts were equipped to

the same degree the whole body would be raised in status.

t Pharm. Jonrn., 1, 6, 392.

Tliis leads us to consider the present condition of phamaoj
with a view to find out what are its educational needs. In
doing tlu.s we must avoid the danger of letting omx eyes rest

upon individual and extreme cases. There are three aspects
of this question—namely, its emoluments, its attainments, and
its status. It may well be asked whether the emoluments of

the average pharmacist are commensurate with his prolonged

apprenticeship, his expenditure of tune and money upon
scholastic training, and the passing of an exammation which,

I am infoi-med, as far as concerns its ohemistiy, is as severe

an ordea,! as that of any other professional examination m the

coxmtry. I here speak of the examination simply as such, and
not as an adequate test of a man's knowledge. When we caJl

to mind how few men win a competence from phannacy, w»

apart from some speciality which they may have grafted upou

it. and tlie many whose income doe.* not exceed £200 to £250
per annum, it must be confessed' that the financial outcome is

far from satisfactory. While not desiring to enter into a dis-.

cussion of pharmaceutical politics, it may be pointed out that

the ijresent condition of things is stated by some to be due in

a Large measure to a neglect of the cultivation of commercial

metliods in the pharmacy, aind to the failure of the Phaimv
oeutical Society to properly navigate the phaxmaceutical ship

amid legislative shoals. If these were correct in their views,

we should exi>ect to find a different state of affairs, .say, in the

United States, where pharmacy is conducted upon lines more

nearly resembling our own, than in Continental countries. Now,

so far from our sad vState beiiig due to the commercial shmrt-

comings of the English pharmacist and to the Pharmaceutical

Society of Great Britain, and being thus restricted to us,

we find that a precisely similar state of affairs exists in the

United States. I ca^nnot do better than quote a statement of

Dr. A. B. Huested, of tlie New York Pharmacy Board, ui

which, in treating of the present tendencies in the teaching

of pharmacy, he says :
" Notwithstanding the increase in work

and time demanded of the student of pharmacy, the nunibei

pursuing this study is greater than during any previous period.

It will be inferred from what has been stated that those who

are now engaged in retail pharmacies are more comjwtent than

their predecessors, and have a more tlTorough knowledge of the

agents in which they deal. This is true if the average educ;'-

tion is considered, but, nevertheless, commercial tendencifcH

have exercised a disadvantageous influence. The conditions of

trade in the past were such as to allow those pharmacists who

were so inclined to devote their entire time to the study,

care, and preparation of medicines. To-day the greatei-

part of the time of the pharmacis-t must be devoted

to the commercial side of his work, or he will soon

find himself without patrons, and, therefore, without the

means to carry on his business. Again, many, if not a majority,

of the agents in which he deals, may and must be had from the

large manufacturer. . . . When the eduicational attain-

ments of the retail pharmacist are considered, I question if he

has made the advance that the teaching of the schools wouW

indicate."* Dr. Huested seems to have clearly indicated tihat

the fault is not in the pharmacist, but in the conditions in which

he finds himself. This is undoubtedly true of this comitry. The

complaint that pharmacy does not provide a suitable livelihood

for its professor is as true to-day as it always has been, but no

more true. The fact is, one portion of trade after anotlier has

been separated fi-om pharmacy proper and appropriated by

another class until the small nucleus only is left in its naked-

ness and poverty.

In order to arrive at a correct valuation of tihe attamments

of the pharmaci.st we must not merely compare him with what

* Monographs on Education. 10:—'Professional Education,' by Junies

Russell Parsons, jnr. Department of Education for the United S'»tes

Commission to the Paris Exposition, 1900.
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lie was sixiy years igo; but I will ask you to oompare him
with the meu of other callings who started from almost the

same point as himself. Of these the principal are, I tliink , the

veterinaiy surgeon, the dentist, and the analyst. Without
attempting to pass in review the brancheis of knowledge in wliich

the pharmacist is supposed to be proficient, and remembering

th« proverbial odiousness of comparisons, I venture to say that

the three professions named, which in time past have been so

closely allied to phai-mucy, consist of men who have outstripped

the pharmacist in mental attainments. The same may be said

also of tlie status of these professions. In fact, in the profes-

.sions it seems unquestionable that the social status of any par-

ticular profession is not determined by the remuneration it can

oomniand, but by the jwsition it occupies on the ladder of know-
ledge. From what ha.s been stated we may conclude that the

emoluments, the attainments, and the status of the average

pharmacist are unsatisfactory. Opinions will differ as to tne

cause or causes of this state of things.

Whehi we pass on to think of the future of the calling, and of

the hopes and aspirations of its members, we mav seem venture-

Home. It is only by formulating a course of conduct for iJhe

future tliat a man lifts himself out of the ruck of the animal
world, and acquires couragB to meet the difficulties which would
otherwise overwhelm him. Just as men make provision, not
for the day to come, but for the years to come, so do com-
munities. Aitd the best statesman is he who can anticipate in

his mind the events of the future. Further, he knows that if

his policy is sufficientl};» strong and sound, it will help to shape
the future. Now, what are our aspirations? What is phar-

macy, and what is it to become? I take it that pharmacy is a

branch of the science of medicine vrthich is concerned witn the
collection and elaboration of remedies used in the treatment of

the sick. The i^harmaoist suspires to a position which will

i-nable him to demand that the oompomiding of medicines shall
lie entirely committed to hini, and be taken out of the hands
of a profession wiiich is so giievously overburdened by its mul-
tiplied func-tions that an increasingly large number of diseases
Iwve to be committed to specialists because of the inability of

the ordinaiy practitioner to make himself proficient in the whole
round of medical treatment. The pharmacist is not in such a
position yet. He sells hair-washes and other toilet requisites

;

he distributes proprietary medicines ; he is a perfimier, a dealer
iu paints and oils ; he is a purvej^or of cattle foods, sheep-dips,
Mul weed-killers. His jam«. sauces and pickles have already
been appropriated by the grocer. His paints and oils are
parssiog into the hands of the oil-diealer. But, supposing he
maiiages to retain his hold upon tfhe articles mentioned, is it

pretended that a cun-iculum and a stringent examination are
needed to qualify him to deail in them? At present it is his

distinction that he can sell scheduled poisons; but how long
will this continue to be the case with articles used for com-
mereial purposes? For such articles it is doubtful if the pro-
tection of the public demands anything more than a knowledge
en the part of the seller that a particular substance is a poison,
and a registration of the sale to afford a means of tracing the
huyer. The sale of sucli poisons is not highly esteemed by many
men in business, who wiU positively avoid selling registrable
poisons, because, they say, "they don't pay for the trouble."
r have no hesitation in saying that the average pharmacist of

to-day is educated up to the public demands, and examined
heyond them, except in so far as concerns the compounding of
medicines. And this is a duty he has to perfonn so seldom that
lip considers it a bore when it is presented to him. Even the
dealuig in galenical preparations of the Pharmacopoeia finds him
almost without i>ersonal responsibility, because he does not make
them himself ; he does not examine them ; but shields himself
behind the warranty of the wholesale manufacturer. The phar-
macist of to-day neither asks himself, nor does he find the public

asking, for an increase of education, still less for a university

education. But we are not going to pawn our hopes of tlie

future for to-day. When our statesmen liave acquired sutfieient

courage to face the problem of the separation of miscellaneous

business, including the retailing of poisons used in the arts,

from the art of pharmacy, then a class of men will be left who
will find it worth their while to undergo a careful training in

the sciences which form the fomidatdon of their ait, and be thus

placed in an advantageous position to approach the medical pro-

fession witli a view to a proper regulation of the functions of

eacli in the prescribing and compounding of medicines. The
medical man cannot do without the phannacist, and will rely

upon him more in the future, when the present distrust of

wholesale dealers, whose advertising proclivities are becoming
obnoxious, has spread somewhat more widelv. Until, however,

pharmacists submit themselves to an oflScially regulated curri-

culum the medical profession, and all other professions, will

continue to look upon them, not as profe.ssional men, but as

registered tradesmen.

In the present circumstances, it seems to me, all that can be

asked of the universities is to give facilities for pharmacists to

acquire degrees if they desire them. It is a matter for satisfac-

tion that so many of our young men do wish to avail themselves

of the best science teaching in the countrv. In order to obtain

a degree now they have to suffer the hardship of undergoing a

period of training for their pharmaceutical diploma, and then,

especiaily in a university demanding attendance upon cei-tain

classes for a certain period—as at Owens College—they have to

make further attendance upon lectures in order to fulfil the time

conditions or the subject conditions of the regulations for the

degree. The Pharmaceutical Society is not prepared to pei-mit

other bodies than itself to grant licences for the registration of

pharmacists. If it were so prepared it would be necessary to

consider very carefully the consequences of suoh a step. There

ijs now one portal into pharmacy. As soon as the gates are

multiplied the standards of efficiency will be multiplied, and

that wHl mean competition among the licensing- bodies, which
cannot be beneficial for the examinees or for the public. Let us

therefore maintaia one portal only. This is a state of thing.s

which other professions desiderate. These are two sufficient

reasons why we should ask the universities to improve the facili-

ties for pharmacists acquiring degrees, and for limiting our re-

quest to a plain degree in science, and not in pharmacy, which

would either mislead the public or would make the recipient

dependent upon first being a registered pharmacist, wJiioh is a

condition I do not think any university ought to be asked to

taks into account. A science graduate who lias taken his final

examination course in engineering, agriculture, or even

chemistry does not ask for—nay, he does not care for—a tag to

indicate that he is an engineer, an agriculturist, or or a chemist.

He experiences a gain in dignity by being a bachelor, or a

doctor, in science. To apply a qualifying term of any kind is

to diminish its value, and, in the case of pharmacy, to com-
plicate the legal aspect of the matter.

Before considering a scheme suitable for the consideration of

the university authorities, there are two matters relating to

students who enter for collegiate courses whjch require a little

attention. Those who have to train the ordinary phanuaceu-

ticaJ student find it somewhat laborious work, notwithstanding

that he possesses one great advantage over other classes of

students in that he is already familiar with the names and

appearances of many of the substances he meets with in the

course of his studies. But his deficiencies are of such a charac-

ter as to quite cancel this advantage. Like others, I have some-

times thought that if he could only acquire the rudiments of

chemistry and botany during his apprenticeship he would take

more quickly to his studies, instead of floundering about for

several weeks, or even months, in such a confused state of mind
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as to be quite ^^retched. My experience has satisfied me that

the difficulty is a radical one. It has to do with the general

preliminary education. Before embarking upon a course of

Bcientific training, pwticularly if it is to be of a technical cha-

racter, a youth must possess an adequate enuipment of general

knowledge, especially in the literary andl mathematical depart-

ments. If, as Mr. Levinstein stated in his address before the

Society of Chemical Industry last year, the question for trad*

and industi-y is efficient, non-specialised, secondary education,

how much more is it a question for a professional calling ? Too
frequently the general education of the pharmaceutical .student

is decidedly below that of the men entering the learned profes-

sions. It ought to be at least equal in literaay and mathe-

matical studies if he is not to waste valuable time when he is

pursuing his science studies. He mit^t be able to comprehend

the meaning of the words used by his teacher, and be able to

understand when a problem is solved or unsolved. The practice

of accepting scholastic certificates in place of the old preliminary

examination is good; but where a student proposes to enter

upon a collegiate curriculum the period between school and

college should not be unduly prolonged,^ otherwise he will lose

touch with his general studies. Thi.?, of course means a cur-

tailment of the apprenticeship, to which some persons attach

great importance, because in it they learned to dust bottles and

wash measures. Perhaps their cha.racters were improved

thereby, as such duties should tend to produce humility ; some-

times, however, they tend to produce its opposite. In any case,

I thinkamoi-e extended knowledge obtained during that period

would prove more profitable ultimately than expertness in

bottle-dusting, which an errH.nd-boy would perform for 6s. per

week.

The seooud matter to which I referred is the provision which

ought to be miitde for giving the exceptional man his ohance.

While we do our utmost to elevate the whole body, it is no

less a duty for u,s to keep a clear course for the muid that is

c^agerly alert, to reach, or outreach, the front rank. Not a

few deprecate the idea of making special facilities for such

students. Pharmacy, as represented by the Pharmaceutical

Society, has not pemiitted vsnch arid -souls to dominate. The

scholarships which are jirovided are a sign of the encouragement

given to earnest students, and the recent augmentation of some

of til© soholarsihips shows that the materialistic does not prevail

over the idealL^ftic. By making a university career available

for such men without entailing upon them an inordinate expen-

diture of time and money is another way in which we can help

forward the scientific racer. That this work is a profitabk

investment for the country was clearly shown by Professor

Dewar in his address to the British Association at Belfast list

year. He quoted from a paper in the Januarj' (1902) number ol

th^ North American Review, by Carl Snyder, in which the writer

said " it would be hardly too much to say that during the

hundred years of its existence the Royal Institution alone h^s

done more for English science than all of the English tjniver-

Kities put together. This is certainly true with regard to

British industry." Professor Dewar made a survey of the

expen.ses of the Royal Institution, and he foiuid that for the

hundred ji^ears, including Faraday's pension for thirty-two years,

the total amount was £119.800, or aai average of £1,200 i>er

annum. He truly says :
" You will come to the conclusion that

the exceptional man is about the cheapest of natural products."

The question of providing a university curriculum for pharma-

ceutical .s-tudenits by which they could be admitted to a degree

of the Victoria Univer.sity was frequently discussed by the

late Professor Leech .md myself, and it was at his request

tJiat I first j)ut a draft scheme upon paper. More recently

Professor Wild, who is greatly interested in the matter, Mr.

Grier and my.self have revised the original draft and put it into

a forai which might commend it to the university authorities,

providing it is thought, by phaimacists that it would meet tli.

needs of their more ambitiou'^ members, and, providing suffioieii'

men would take adviiaitage of it to make it worth the while

the college authorities making the requisite provision, for the

establishment of such new com«es of srtudy and such readjust-

ment of other course.s of .study as may be necessary. In order

that it may receive thorough discussion without any miscon-

ception as to its purport, I will repeat what I have already said

in another form. It provides for a student obtauiing a degree

in science s-ubstituting certain courses of pharmaceutical study

for other courses taken ty other classes of students. That is

to say, a jxharmaceutical student will by its means 1)6 able to

acquii^e a science degree more quickly than he can at the

present time, because liis pharmaceutical studies will be

accepted in lieu of other studies which are now required of

him. The degree will not confer upon him any pharmaoeutical

title, and it will not enable Mm to qualify as a pharmacist

He wHl still need to pass hit !Minor Examination, but when lie

likes—not necessarily before he is admitted to the degree.

Naturally, most men would qualify during some part of their

collegiate period.

-

FACULTY OF SCIENCE.
Ordinary Degree Courses.

First Year.

Preliminary Examination Course.

English Language.
English Histoiy (Mo.k;-a Hist.).

Mathematics.

Three of the following, ore tf which must be a language :
—

Greek.
Latin.

French'.

German.
J^llementai-y Meiihanict*.

Chemistry.
Geography.

In the optional subject* 'Jic pharmaceutical student woul

be reoommeuded to t«ke : Latin, elementary mechanics c

chemi.stiy, and French or German. Attendance in collc':'

clas.ses for this examination is not exacted by the university.

Second Year.

Intermediate Examination Course.

1, 2, 3. Three of the following: provided that of tlie thn
subjects selected one shall be Pure Mathematics or Appli*'

ilathematics or Biology.

Pure Mathematics.
Applied) Mathematics.
Physics, with Practical Work (2 hour.s).

Ohemistry. with Laboratory (4 hours).

Biology, Zoological and Botanical portions, Lectures i

Laboratory;.

Engineering. First Year's Coui«e, with Mechanical Dra^
ing and Engineering Laboratory (2 days per week ,

i

Engineering, Second Year's Course, with Mecli i

Drawing, and Engineering Laboratoiy (2 dav-

week).
Recommend Biology, Physics, and Chemistry.

Third Year.

Final Examination, Course.

1. 2. Two of the following :
—

i. Pure and Applied Mathematics.
ii. Physics and Laboratory (2 days).

iii. Chemistry and Laboratory (2 days).

iv. Zoology and Laboratory (2 days for three temiB).

V. Botany and Laboratory (1 day).

vi. Physiology and Practical Histology, with PhysK'

logical Labora.tory (1 day),

vii. Geology Lectures and Practical Work (2 houre)

with Palaeontology or Applied Geology Lecture'

and Demon.strations or Mineralogy, with Pr»f'

ticaJ Work [2 hours).
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viii. Mental and Moa-al Science.

or ix., X. Engineering, two courses, with Mechanical Draw-

ing and Engineering Laboratoiy (2 days).

or xi., xii. Engineering 2nd Yeai-, with -\iechamcal Drawing

and Engineering Laboratory (2 days), and

Physics, with Practical Work (9 hours).

3 Onr of the following to be presented at either the Inter-

mediate or the Final Examination, the standard being that

of the Intermediate Examination in either case :

—
i. Applied Mathematics.

ii. Logic.

iii. French.
iv. German. .

T. English Literatin-e.

vi. Surveying.

vii. Applied Mechanics.

viii. Pharmaceutics (including Pharmacognosy, Pharma-

ceutical Chemistry, and Pharmacy).

Reeom.mend Chemistry, Botany, and Phaiinaceutics.

No degree in science can be obtained without a three yeai's'

attendance upon the prescribed courses of study in the college.

Those students who pa.ss the preliminary examination upon

entering the college, and who pass the intermediate at the end

of their first year, can present thenrselves for the final exaimina-

tion at the end of the sceond yeai-, but they are rot permitted

to proceed to theii- degree until tliey have spent a further—

a

third—yeai' in study approved by the Board of Studies.

You will naturally wi>*h to be informed asS to the bearing the

oomses of study set forth will have upon the preparation of a

student for his Minor and Major eximinations. With Mr. Grier's

.a-ssistance I have compiled a table showing the approximate

number of hours which, under the scheme, would be devoted

*,i p ipli --ubject :
—

Intermediate and Final Courses.

iienustiy—Elementary

iiiology

Phvsic-

Botany

I'hannacognosy

I'iiarmacv and Pliaanmaceu-

Lectures, etc. .. 100. hour
Practical 180 „
Lectures 110 .,

Practical 200 .,

Lectures 60 „
l-'ractical 60 .,

Lectures 100 „
Practical 300 .,

Lectures 60 .,

Practical 180 „
Lectmes 80 .,

Practical 100 ..

Lectures 90 „
Practical 150 .,

Practical .. 300Pharmaceutical Chemistry

An inspection of the scliedule will reveal the fact that up to

the intermediate examination it is an ordinary science course,

and win provide the student with a mental equipment which

will serve him in any department of chemistry if he studies

the .subjects i-econiniended. The same is no les« true of the

final examination, to which are only added his particular tech-

nical subjects. The scliedule of hours will, I tliink, show that

adequate provision is made for giving him a thorough training

in his professional studies. These, however, are matters which
I am submitting for your discussion Provision could also be

made for an honours school, which would cover the chemical

analysis of foods and drugs, the microscopical analysis of foods

and drugs, pharmacology and therapeutics (to meet the re-

quirements of tlie examination of the Institute of Chemistry),

bacteriology, and toxicology, in addition to advanced chemistry

and pharmaceutics.

Pharmacists who satisfactorily pursue such a cour.se as the

ftbove will be in a position to demand to be heard in the coun-

cils of the ciedical profession, aiid will find themselves at

liberty to shake themselves free from the trammels of trade.

But this con.sideration is not pajt of my purpose, which has

been to try to show that advanced education cannot avail much
until there has been a, further differentiation in the pharmaceu-

tical community ; that it is possible to formulate' a university

cun-icidum to meet the wishes of those pharmacists who desire

a degree ; that such a scheme need not cause any difficulties

with regard to the licence to practice ; and to submit such a

sclieme for your <liscussion.

The discussion on Mr. Kirkby's paper was printed at page

224, in the P. J. <rf Februarv 14.'l903.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY OF THE PHARMACEUTIC,4L
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Tuesday, Febiuaiy 24, 1903, at the Holborn Restaurant,

Professor Hexet G. Greenish, Dean of the School, in the

chair. Among the guests were the President of the Phaima-
ceutioal Society, yiv. G. T. W. Newsholme ; the Vice-Presi-

dent, Mr. C. B. Allen ; Messrs. IMichael Cai-teighe, W. S.

Glyn-Jo>.ies, W. Hills. J. F. HaiTiogton, A. Cooper, J. C.

L^mney, A. C. Preston, E. White, H. Wilson, F. Bascombe,

F. C. J. Bird, Dr. A. P. Luff, Professors J. Nonnan Collie

and Palmer Wynne, the company numbering about 100.

After the loyal toast,

Mr. F. G. C. Walker, Senior Bell scholar, proposed tlie

toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

He welcomed all present that evening. The Council showed

itself of the utmost value in promoting the welfare of the

calling and the safety of tlie public. He would especially

mention the Benevolent Fund, which, lie hoped, would, before

long, be supported as it deserved. He considered that the

promotion of local organisation, undertaken by the Society,

was an evidence of the good work done. He and his fellow

students appreciated the keen interest taken in the iSchool

by the Council, as shown by the changes in the Lecture

Theatre, and in other ways.

The President, in res-ponding, complimented the proposer

of the toast on his speech. He himself was one of thos(3

imfortunate -people who had not been educated at the School

of Pharmacy. He said unfortunate, because he recognised that

those who were educated at the School of Pliannacy had a

very good start in life, which many of them made use of to

rise to very high positions. It had been his privilege in recent

years to be brouglit into veiy dose touch with the Pharmaceu-

tical Societ}' itself; in fact, in his earliest days, he became
associated with it as a student, immediately after he had passed

the Preliminary. He and his colleagues were anxious, not only

to work themselves, but to get others also to work. They
appreciated the work of their divisional secretaries throughout

tl* countiy, but he wanted to see them bacl^ed up by the

chemists and dniggists in the country, and Iielped on in their

great work. The Council wa.s honestly doing what it couifl

for the good of their calling. In the near future the men at

school to-day would have a great responsibility ; he urged them
not to forget what tlie School had done for Iheni, but to do

siomething for the benefit of the 'Society. The Benevolent

Fund ought to appeal to a greater number of people than ait

present. Local organisation was bound to do a great deal of

good. With regard to the Lecture Theatre, he thought most

of the alterations were due to a new broom—Professor Wynne.

Mr. MiCH.^Ei. Garteighe proposed the toast of

The School of Pharmacy.

His happiness in life pharmaceutically, consisted in this,

that he had gone through the mill. He recognised that among

them were some who Avere specially gifted
;

others, less
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gifted', but good plodlding woikei's. All were part of the

fraternity, p^ta^t of the pharmaceutical family to which he

belonged. They were on the road! to a great calling, out of

which had sprung brilliant .men. To belong to it was some-

thing to be proud of. He thought that in recent years there

was too much disposition to aim at a. penny or a halfpenny aiid

lose the respect of the people, and self-respect. There was,

in fact, a retrograde tendency. He had thought that the

young men would assert themselves to show they were not

mere trading machines. But what did tliey find? They found

combinations to aid traders ; sTich combinations should not

be formed, unless the recipients were clamouring to be so

aided. Now, many had to give up their individuality and

become tbe servant of the manufacturer. He hadi thought that

with the backbone of forty years ago it wouid have been

possible to achieve better results than had been achieved.

Forty years ago it was perfectly possible for a pharmacist to

get a living ; it was stated to be impo.«isible now. When the

Phannacy Act enacted that all chemists should be compul-soxily

trained with regard to poisons, he thought that all would take a

real live interest in their calling and .educate themselves. But

they found that the man, when trained and in harness, began

to wonder how to attract the support of the public. He looked

on the whole thing i.s a species of trade, and dropped right

down into the position of an ordinary tradesman. But if those

present were going to do that, God' help them ! Let them emi-

grate rather than do that. There was nothing to prevent anyone

of them from making a living if he showed that he was worth

it. The educated pharmacist had evei"5"thing before him. The

opportunities were as great as ever. Mr. Carteighe concluded by

referring to Professor.? Collie and Wynne, and stated that he

tliought the research work at the School of Pharmacy in the

future would fully equal the brilliant results achieved in the

past.

The Deax, Professor Greenish, in response, exi>ressed his

pleasure in seeing around them so many representatives, but re-

gretted the absence of Professors Green and Attfield ; Messrs.

Bremridge and Humphrey were also unable for one reason or

other to be present. He thanked Mr. Carteighe for his en-

couraging rema.rks, and for emphasising the necessity for making

use of their educational facilities. He himself and Dr. Luff,

who was present that night, had sat on tlie same bench years

ago. In those days microscopes were passed round, and held

up to the light. The first man might isee something, but he was

sure the others could not. He recounted some of the stejis in

the progress of the educational system at the " Square," especi-

ally in the establishment of the dispensing room and phannacy

laboratories, and in the new a-rrangements in the lecture theatre.

He thanked the Council and the Society for their help and

encouragement

;Mr. F. H. Moore proposed' the toast of •

Past Students,

or old boys, as he prefen-ed to call them. He recalled the names
of many past students who had reached high positions in phar-

macy, chemistry, or medicine. He instanced Dr. Attfield, Pro-

fessor Greenish, IVIr. Holmes, Dr. Luff, Mr. Oaiteighe, Mr.
Hills, and numerous others on the boaixls of examiners and else-

where. " Square " men had taken tliiitj''-four Pereira medals

out of thirty-eight. In the athletic world they had Mr. Llewellyn

and Mr. Fox, the well-known football players. He coupled

with the toast the name of Mr. J. C. Umney.
Mr. Umney said that he had' heard Redwood, Bentley, Green,

Holmes, and Greenish lecture at the "Square." He was thus

perhaps a comiecting link between the old and the new. He
referred to the present absence of education in therapeutics of

the medical man, and the consequent flourishing of so-called

""patent" medicines. To keep professionalism, he kniew no

better method than to attend the School of Phannacy, where he
was proud to have been a student.

Mr. Walter Hills proposed the health of

• Past Professors,

to wliich I'rofessor Nokman Collie, who was received with

much enthusiasm, humorouslj^ responded.

Mr. C. B. Allen, Vice-President of the Pliai-maceutical

Society, gave tlie health of

The Chairman.

During the evening an excellent musical programme, arranged

by Ml". Vivian C. Hewlett , was given by the students and their

friends ; all the arrangements for the dinner reflected credit

on the energetic Hon. Secretaries, Mr. W. H. Allen and Mr.

W. G. Northey.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, Februai-y 24, 1903, at the Royal Hotel, Bradford,

the President (Mr. J. A. Mitchell) in the chair.

The Secretary (Mr. D. S. Priestley) read a circular from Mr.

R. Broadhead, the Secretary of the West Riding Federation, in

which it was stated that the candidature of Mr. R. C. Walshaw,

President of the Federation and of the Huddersfield Associa-

tion, for the Pharmaceutical Council, had " the entire support

of the West Riding affiliated associations.

"

Alderman Dunn said he had not heard of any meeting of the

Federation at which he had not been present, except the one

being held that night, and he had never heard a whisper of this

candidature of IVIr. Walshaw's. He was entirely astonished

because the matter had not, so far as he was aware, been befori-

the Federation at all in any way. He therefore strongly objecttni

to tlie statement that the Federation approved of the nomina-

tion. When the West Riding Fedea-ation was fir.st mooted one

of the objections that he felt against it was that it was to be used

as a lever for forwarding the election of someone upon the

Pharmaceutical Council. He did not mean that Mr. Walshaw's

candidature was in anybo'dy's mind ; but he felt that the Federa-

tion ought to be used for larger purposes than that. Such a

statement as was contained in Mr. Broadhead's circular ought

not to go out without the m-embers being consulte<l. _

The President said Mr. Pollard, the President of the Wake-

field Association and the Vice-President of the Federation, wrote

to him some time ago saying that Mi*. Walshaw's name had been

.suggested by Alderman Robinson at the Huddersfield dinner,

and that Mr. Walshaw was willing to be nominated if the

Federation was unanimous on the matter. Mr. Pollard, there-

fore, said he was going to propose Mi-. Walshaw, and asked him

if he would second him, and he said tliat, though he had only

knovm Mr. Walshaw since the formation of the Federation, his

limited knowledge of him was quite favourable, and he should

have no objection to act in that way. He had heard nothing

whatever since, until the receipt of that circular from Mr. Broad-

head, and so far as he knew, the matter had never been men-

tioned in the Federation. Therefore, he could not imagine

how or when the condition which Mi\ Walshaw impeded of

unanimity in the Federation had been fulfilled. This circular

was certainly not warranted.

Mr. Marshall said that he was glad that this objection had

been raised, because it was certain that there was no justifica-

tion for the statement made in the circular, and personally he

would sooner support the candidatm-e of Mr. Ganie, who was

coming out for Scotland.

The President said that they should guard against letting

Mr. Broadhead's action influence their judgment of Mr. W?l-

I

)
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.shaw, whose address should be read' andi who should be treated

on just the same lines as the other candidates, that was accord-

ing to his merits and capabilities. jVIr. Walshaw could not help

wliat Mr. Broadhead had done.

Aldermaji Di'^n'N' said they were not discussing Mr. Walshaw's

merits at all.

The Ch^virmax said that if each of the associations had had

this notice of ili-. Broadhead's, and each knew that it had never

given its assent to Mr. Walshaw's candidature, the whole posi-

tion was ridiculous.

Mr. W.VDDiN-GTON said he thought tlie Association ought to

liter its protest by resolution against the action of Mr. Broad-

iiead

Alderman Dunn moved, and ;Mi\ Metcalfe seconded, the fol-

lowing resolution :
—" That this meeting, having considei'ed the

conimunication from the Secretary of the Federation, and having
heard from the representatives of the Association upon the

Council that that body had not considered any proposal as to

representation on the Council, is of opinion that the letter of the

Secretary of the Federation is unauthorised and unwan-anted,
lid that the Federation be so informed."

Mr. Waddington said if this sort of thing was to go on in

connection with the Federation, he should be glad to see the

Association out of the Federation.

Tlie resolution was then put and earned unanimously.
The Pkesidext impressed upon tlie members tlie necessity of

every chemist who could possibly do so attending the conference
with Mr. Bremridge, to be held on the following afternoon.

Mr. Waddixgton, in supporting Mr. IMitchell's appeal, .said

lie felt that they ought, as an Association, to send a resolution
of thanks to Mr. Walter Hills for the very excellent minority
report which he had put before the Privy Council on the Poisons
question. He thought, after reacling the whole of the evidence
through, as published in the trade Press, that Mr. Hills was en-
titled to special recognition of the services which he had en-
deavoured to render to the chemists and diniggists of the country.
Alderman Dunn said there was no doubt that Mr. Hills had

11 od his utmo.st endeavours to safeguard the interests of chemists
1 1 diTiggists.

Mr. Prie,stley: By sticking to the principle of the 1868
Act.

Mr. Metcalfe seconded the resolution, and it was carried.
Other action with reference to the Poisons Committee in sup-

port of the Pharmaceutical Council, was suggested, but the
Pkeside.vt, Mr. Waddington, and others, advised that it would
be belter to postpone action of any sort until after Mr. Breni-
ridge's visit, and that course was adopted.
Some matters of detail having been dealt with, the meeting

termmated.

GLASGOW CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' ASSIS=
TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, Febi-uaiy 18. 1903. Mr. W. L. Ccrrie, Hon.

President, read a paper, entitletl.

Chemists' Assistants.

He gave his views on what he considered should be their
aim in life, dealing first with their duty to themselves, and,
secondly, their duty and bearing towards others. Under the
former heading he urged all assistants to master all details, and
so be ready to meet any emergency. To the qualified man
he would say: "Never be a.bove your work." As to the

Pharmaceutical Society, there were endless possibilities of

what it could do, if supported by qualified assistants, as it

should be. The Poisons Committee's report was also discussed.

At the conclusion, Mr. Cun-ie was cordially thanked for hia

p;iil>er.

WEST RIDING FEDERATION OF CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATIONS.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, Februaiy 24, 1903, at Wakefield, Mr. R. C. Wal-
.,HAW (Huddersfield), President, in the chair.

,
The Poisons Committee's Report.

The President said it seemed to him that the principal point

of their resistance should be to the proposed third part of the

Poisons Schedule. In opjiosing this proposal, he thought they

should take the line of the safety of the public rather than

give x'l'ominence to their own position in the matter. Chemists

had to be examined for tlie sale of poisons, and it was to the

safety of the public that the sale should be retained in re-

sponsible hands. He controverted the suggestion that the

prosecution of unregistered sellers of poisons was uncertain.

He thought he could see in that suggestion the hand of the

enemy. There was also an assertion that the chemist charged

20 per cent, more for these commodities than the ordinary

trader. He considered they could safely deny that. He would
like to place on record the very gre:it debt chemists owed to

Mr. Walter Hills in this matter.

Mr. PiCKARD said he thought the inquiry had been con-

ducted on anything but fair lines. He noticed that one of the

gentlemen who formed the Inquiiy Committee was one of their

chief ojjponents—a large seedsman, Mi: Alexander Cross. His
idea was that a lot of vested interests had been manifested in

this matter. As to the action of the Pharmaceutical .Society

anent unregistered people selling polisons, there had been re-

peated instances in which the Societj^ hit the nail on the head,

and in one instance they tackled the very man who was on the

Inquirj' 'Committee. He believed lie was right in saying that

man had been prosecuted for selling an ant-kfUer which con-

tained arsenic. His idea was that there should be further

restrictions. The proposal was a farce, in his view, but it was

the thin end of the wedge, and they should oppose it to the

best of their abilitj-,

Mr. Norwood said, as regards the particular ant-destroyer
'

to which reference had been made some years ago, the bottle

was a 16 oz. one, and contained a mixture of honey and wate?

with lialf-aii-inch' of sediment, which proved to be arsenic, at

the bottom. The price was lialf-a-crown. The bottle was not

labelled poison, but was merely labelled "Dangerous to dogs.''

Whether it was the result of a prosecution, or a due regard

to the pilblic safety, he did not know, but the bottle had been

reduced 50 per cent, in size about, and the i>iiice not at all.

Mr. PiCKARD : And the same party is a member of the

Committee which has been selected to make inquiries into the

matter.

The President : This Committee has been appointed, I be-

lieve, at the instigation of Mr. Cross through the Board of

Agriculture!

Mr. PiCKABD : Then it is what I say—a farce.

The President: It is likely to prove of the nature of ;i;

tragedy.

Mr. PiCKAKD suggested that they should put forward a re-

solution pointing out that Mr. Cross was an interested party,

and that the whole proceedings were monstrous, considering

that he was a member of the Inquiry Committee.

'Mr. BiGBY : It would be better to attack the i:irinciple rather

than the man.
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The Hon. Shcretary said that liis opinion of the busiiiiess

connected with the report was that the mountain was in la-bour

and brought forth tlie usual ridiculous mouse. He agreed

with the President that, pecuniarily, it would not a^ect them
So very much if these suggested lines were acted upon, but il

was their duty to protest in the interests of the public, whom
they served every day of their lives against their own interests.

Chemists had reputations at stake, and raised questions fre-

quently when poisons were asked for which were of the utmost

value to the public.

Mr. Gledhill said he liad wondered whether really the

intention of the Poisons Committee was to protect the public,

or that they thought there was a surplus population wliich it

was desirous to get rid of. He thought, if it were clearly

shown to the Govermnent that the movement was not for the

interest and safety of the public, the new scheme would have

very little chance of becoming law.

Mr. PiCKAHD said that a remark whioli he had read with

great surprise was by Professor Thorpe, and was as follows :
—

" I do not understand how all this education in this particular

case, or what you claim as education, really puts you in a

better position than a reasonably int jlligent ironmonger's assis-

tant."

It was resolved, on the proposiition of Mi\ Pick.vrd, seconded

by Mr. Norwood—" That this meeting of the West Riding

Federation of Chemiists' Associatigns is unanimously of opinion

that the suggested addition of a third part to the schedule

would be fraught with danger to the public, and that the

e^^dence in favour of isuch a course is greatly outweighed by

the fact that poisons for all legitimate purposes are easily and

reasonably obtained from the thousands of registered chemists

and druggists who are in business throughout the country, and

whose interests and responsibilities are intimately assocdatetl

with the public convenience, as well as the public safety."

It was decided that copies of this resolution should be sent

to the Pharmaceutical Society, the Privy Council, and else-

where.

THE TEES=SIDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

February 18, 1903, at Tate's Cafe, ]Mr. W. R. Brackbnbxtrt

presiding.

The Senior Secretary read his report, which was very satis-

factory, the balance in hand being £4 10s. 2d.

Presidential Address

Mr. Brackenbttrt, in the course of his retiring address,

touched upon the good work done by the Association at it«

social meetings by bringing the different chemists together and

improving their friendly relations. He went on to say that

the committee meetings especially were of so pleasant a nature

that every member, did they know of this, would seek ofhce as

committeemen. He pointed out to the members that any

matters that cropped \ip in their daily routine, if addressed to

the secretaries, would receive every attention and help. He
urged them to give their hearty support to the Association, as

the organisation of chemists at any time, and especially at the

present, was most important. He advocated that in their

pharmacies side-lines taken up should be in strict keeping with

the chemist's business, and deprecated any lowering of the

professional standard. With regard to the question of tit'-es,

lie thought that chemists required to be protected from mis-

using their owv. titles. In Middles-brough especially they had

cash chemists, cheapest cash chemists, store chemists, drug

stores, pharmacy .>>tores, and medical halls, and, so far as he

knew, only one old-fashioned " chemist and druggist." To- such

a degree had the title been misused tnat one could hardly expect

the general British public to distinguish a legitimate qualified

chemist from a " pirate " shop. He considered that cheapness

should not be given undue prominence, for this reason—that

the public liked its drugs of good quality, and were perfectly

willing to pay n fair price. He concluded by saying that a

good tune was in store for chemists, and that the amount of

goodness depended on pharmacists themselves.

A vote of thanks was passed to the President for his address.

Election of Officers.

The retiring President proposed, and Mr. Close seconded,

that Mr. R. R. Bainbi-idge, of Stockton, be elected President

for the ensuing Association year. This was carried unani-

mously.

Mr. Bainbridge thanked the meeting for their kindness in

electing him to the chair, and said that although he would

have preferred a younger man being appointed, yet he would

do whatever he could to further the ititerests of the A.ssociation

and the members generally.

The I'emaining officers elected were:—Vice-President, Mi'.

Brackenbury ; Joint Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. Finlayson and

Thom|>son ;
Treasurer, Mr. Lee ; Executive Committee, Messrs.

Gregory and Round.

On the motion of Mr. Gregory, it was agreed to take a col-

lection for the Benevolent Fund at future meetings.

It was proposed by Mr. Brackexbtjrt that the Secretary of

the Pharmace'utical Society be asked if it would be feasible to

hold a conference of chemists of the district with regard to the

Poison Committee's recommendations, to be convened by the

Society. The Secretary for Stockton was instructed to write

Mr. Bremridge on this point.

- Mr. E. C. Bennison proposed that for next session a pro-

gramme be drawn up and a series of monthly meetings held.

Mr. Salmon seconded, and this was oirried.

Mr. Kellett proposed that during the "smokers'" and

other social meetings ten minutes be allowed for the discussion

of trade topics. This was seconded by Mr. Bennison, and

carried unanimously.

EASTBOURNE CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday. February 19, 1903, at the .Royal Restaurant,

Mr. James read a veiy interesting and instructive paper on

Alkaloids.

After the reading of the jmper, several questions touching

on the general properties of alkaloids- were satisfactorily

answered by Mr. James. All members are earnestly requested

to attend the next meeting on March 5, when a paper will

be read on " Feraients and Fermentation,'' by [Mr. 0. D.

Holmes, late of Eastbourne.

WEST HAM NORTH CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday, February 19, 1903, at 179, Earlham Grove,

Forest Gate, a meeting was held, at which it was decided to

fo'rm the above Association. The idea was taken up with a

good deal of enthusiasm, and bids well, from the promises of

membei'ship, to develop into a flourishing association. Among
those present were Messrs. Mitchell, Forbes, Eastman, Soper,

White, Hider, Skeates, and Gwinn. Mr. Harold Mitchell was

elected President, and Mr. F. Walter Gwinn Hon. Secretary.

'J'he Secretary's address is 143, Cann Hall Road, Leytoiistono.
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lALIFAX AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

On Thursday night, Feba-uaiy 19, 1903, at the Old Cock

lotel, Halifax, Mr. T. Briggs, of iSowerby Bridge, the Presi-

ent, in the chair. The ex-President, Mr. Gibson Dixon, occn-

lied the Wee-chair. Supporting the Chairman were Mr. F. P.

largeant (Leeds), Mr. J. H. Chaplin (Wakefield), Mr. S. N.

•ickard (Dewsbnry), Mi-. A. Hanson (Bradford), Mr. F. D.

'rossley (Manchester), Mi'. J. B. Brierley, Mr. J. Swire, Mr.

V. R. Black (Hon. Secretary), Mr. W. S. Thompson, Mr. H. O.

Srierley, and others.

The President submittedi the toast of " His Majesty the

Ling." after which Mr. F. D. Ckossley submitted the toast of

The Town and Trade of Halifax.

twas, he remarked, a good old town, although they did occa-

ionally meet with scoffers who reminded them of the ancient

liieves' litany—redolent of the gibbet
—

" From Hell, Hull, and

lalifax. Good Lord deliver us." In the old days when the

rorld existed practically on agricultural labour and the fruits

f the land, they must have found Halifax a somewhat barren

listrict to subsist in. But, whatever it was in the old days, it

ras now a testimony to the marvellous energy, industry, and

terling character of its people. But, to return to the trade of

lalifax, and particularly to the drug trade, he thought it

ronld bear comparison with any other town of its size in

England, and the geniality of the men in the trade, as shown

roiuid that table, would bear oomparison with the men in the

rade with those of any other town in the kingdom. The Halifax

'liemists' Association, under whose auspices they were met,

ras one of the oldest in the kingdom. The principles which

;uided their trade had not to be brought there : they began in

lalifax. He ventured to say that the " trade section " of the

Usociation was a model for any Association in the land.

Mr. H. Hebden, of King Gross, responded. In the first

ilace he thanked Mr. Crossley for his interesting remarks and

or the way in which he had spoken of their good old town,

'he trade of Halifax was of great importance, and it was being

;reatly assisted by the introduction of electric tramways ; but

le feared that it would prove a burden to the poor ratepayers,

,nd that money would have to go out of their pockets. He
liought that, for the present, at any rate, a " stopper " should

>e put on further extensions to the out districts- The town's

rade had been bad during the last two years—worse in the

etail trade than in the manufacturing. He understood that

uring the last eix months manufacturers had been busier than

ir the last twenty years, and still, in spite of that fact, shop-

eepers were ci-ying out fearfully about the quietness of trade.

ut their time would come I'ound. He explained the position

I this way : the general public, owing to previous bad trade,

ad got into debt, and it took them a time to get on to their

'€t. He hoped that retailers would soon experience the much-
loked-for improvement.

Mr. P. W. Swire was next called upon, the President intro-

iicing him as the youngest member of the Association.

Mr. Swire submitted the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

e observed that he scarcely knew why he should be selected

propose that important toast, because, in the first place,

' was not yet a member of that gi-eat Society. He almost
It that the Society itself was at fault in not according to

wng and newly-quaJified chemists such facilities aaid help to

come members, which the Society might well have given.

Mr. F. P. Sabgeant, of Leeds, responded. That toast, he
remarked, was the most limiportant one at a pharmaceutical
function, and he (felt honoured at having to respond to it.

The fact that it bad been, received so emthusia/siticaUy indioated'

that the Halifax Association at leaat recognised that the
Society should be supported. At no Itime in the Society's

history had that support been more necessary. Their duty
did not cease, however, when they remitted their guinea, with,

he hoped, a trifle for the Benevolent Fund ; but they should

also take an intelligent interest in the affairs of the Society

—

not calmly acquiesce in all the doings of the officials, but by
a friendly criticism tempered or emphasised by a fair leaven

of grumbling, they .should attempt to enforce the necessity

for lending a sympa/thetic ear to the needs of its ultra-metro-

politan members. ThaA was only possible through direct repre-

sentation, and he hoped ere long the West Riding Federatioa
might have its own representative on the Council. He had'

mentioned that tlie present was a critical time for pharmacy.
As most of them knew, an attempt was to be made to strike

at the root of the principle which underlay the Pharmacy
Aot of 1868. The preamble of that Act read :

" Whereas it if
expedient for the safety of the public that persons keeping
open Shop for the retailing, dispensing, or compounding of

poisons, and persons known as chemists and druggists should
possess a competent and practical knowledge of their busi-

ness," etc. Let them note that it was not merely the " persons

known as chemists and druggists," but "all retailfrs of

poisons," which it was expedient should be qualified. The
Act was not, therefore, solely intended to bring about the
quajification of the chemist, but to do away with the hetero-

geneous mass of petty tradesmen who prior to 1868 sold

poisons. It was considered prejudicial to the general safety

that men ignorant alike of the efifeots of poisons and of their

antidotes, and the education of whom held out no guarantee

of their discretion, should be the media for the lintroduotion

of excessively poisonous substances to the general public. Had
the conditions changed? Was it still not expedient that the

retailers of poisons should have a competent, practical know-

lege of their business? Was the safety of the public of less

concern now? So recently as 1899 regulations were put into

force which were troublesome and of problematic value

regarding the storage and sale of poisons by chemists. Was
it credible that now it should be suggested that poisons in'

sealed packets (which rendered them none the less poisonous)

shooild be sold by all and sundry without qualification simply

in licensing? It was intolerable that chemists should be

harassed by details as to the stopper of their laudanum bottles

on the one hand, whilst on the other the sale of poisons should

be entrusted to unqualified shopkeepers. The arguments em-

ployed by the oilman, seedsman, etc., were singularlj' fatuous.

They said the farmer could not obtain his sheep-dip because

there was no chemist in the village ! Where was the village ?

Did the farmer require his sheep-dip suddenly in the middle

of the night? Did he never go to market? Then, again, they

said the chemist, taking advantage of his mionopoly\ charged

exorbitMit prices. That was simply untrue. The profits which

mamifaoturers of weed-killers, etc., mode were simply fabuloas.

One firm sold a quantity of diluted honey and arsenic at 3s. 6d.

for an eight-ounce bottle. Mr. Dobbs, the secretary of a small

ring of these manufacturers, stated that the agents or unquali-

fied vendors had more practical knowledge of the uses

for which these articles were required than the

cheiriist'. That .statednent indicated a total ignorance

'

of chemists as a class. Wliere was the chemist

in an agricultural district who was unable to advise-

as to the use of necessary poisons on the farm ; or the photo-
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graphic chemist who cou'd not exphiiu the uses of mercuric

chloride? If any accident happened with a technical poison,

would a rush be made to the seedsman or to the chemist? A
supplementary report to the Poisons Committee report sug-

gested that country medical men and their assistants should be

exempt from the operations of the Pharmacy Act. That would

legalise doctors' shops, and the objections to that were obvious.

It would be interesting to obsen'e the attitude of the medical

fraternity to that suggestion. The objections which chemists

had to the recommendations uf the Poisons Committee were

based solely on principle, and not upon any desire to retail any

pecuniary advantage. The sale of poisons was not a profitable

business, and it was carried on for the convenience of the

public. The principle involved, however, was important, and

the proposal to introduce licensed, yet unqualified, dealers

in poisons must be opposed at all cost. Reioi-m of the Phar-

macy Act was certainly needed, but it was in the nature of

-extension of the Schedule—the inclusion of calomel, antifebrin,

and sulphonal, and such substances. There were drug stores iii

Leeds where a child might go, and on asking for a pennyworth

of castor-oil lozenges could be supplied with calomel lozenges

which, if eaten by th« child, would certainly be sufficient to

cause death. No chemist would supply such commodities to a

child. The registration of shops and their supervision, as sug-

gested by Mr. Hills in his minority report, was a matter requir-

ing attention. The duty of members of the craft was plain.

Let the^ipi first join the Society, and thus assist in the defence

of their common interests. Further, let them vote for prac-

tical man as members of the Council, and thus defend the in-

terests of the provincial retail chemist against the extravagant

machinations of ultra-educationalists and pharmaceutical

idealists.

;Mr. A. Haxsox proposed the toast of

The Halifax and District Chemists' Association.

He remarked that they always looked upon chemists as a body
of serious men ; at any rate, that was his experience of the

chemists of Halifax. In common witli other local associations,

it was doing a good work ; in fact, those associations tlirough-

out tlie countiy were proving of great benefit, and the best

thing they could do was to keep pegging away on the lines on
-ivhich they were working. Of course, it was no use crying over

w-hat had not been accomplished. They knew the Pharmaceu-
tical Society had done very little in some things, but it had
done its best. AVhat they needed to do was to strengthen their

organisations, to join the PliarmaoeTitical Society and their

associations, and if they did this, and then went in a solid body
to Parliament, it would listen to them. But as they were at

present, it would not listen to them, because they were not
sufficiently organised.

•Mr. W. R. Black responded. It was a great pleasure to

him to be able to respond to that toast and to repoit that their

Association was in a flourishing condition. They were stronger

numerically than ever, and during the year the advertising

scheme initiated by Mr. Crossley had done well, but could not

be proceeded with until after the decision on the ammon.-
quinine case. As they knew, that Association was not merely
a social organisation : it was chiefly a business concern ; and
it succeeded in ptitting money into the pockets of its members.
The " trade section " was doing a specially useful work. Many
members had taken up proprietary articles—each member dif-

ferent articles—and were re-selling them to other members
at wholesale prices. In this way some sixty proprietaiy articles

were being stocked, and thus members were being supplied at

actual rock-bottom prices. In that way the Association must
be putting a considerable S'um into the pockets of its member.s.

The men who belonged to their Association bad therefore a

lot to be thankful for. But they wanted iJiore support, and by
support he did not mean money, but the taking of more interest

iu its work and a better attendance at their meetings. Surely

one evening a month was not too much to ask for. In con-

clusion, he announced that next jnonth they were to have au

address by Mr. R. C. Wabhaw, of Huddersfield, the newly-

selected candidate for the Phai^maceutical Council.

Mr. W. S. Th(jmi'so.v submitted the toa.st of

Kindred Associations.

The different local pliarmacoutical a«sociation.s were, he said,

" kindred " iu the real sense of the term. They were

in touch with him in everything he did. That was the feeling-

that should exist among them all. To feel their organisations

as a protection about them in their daily business life ; a protec-

tion to each other, and a .security against even the suspicion of

shabby treatment. They had a trade camaraderie among them-

.selves, and were altogether nearer and dearer to each other in

consequence." At Halifax they were doing their level best to

support their trade as an industry.

Mr. .J. H. Chaplin, of Wakefield, responded. He thanked

them for their cordial reception of the toast. It was his fii-st

attendance at a Halifax gathering, and he was struck with the

cultivation of sociability so much in evidence. It was a pleasi-

ing feature of the signs of the times, and demonstrated the

hearty manner in which their Association was supported. In

the old, old days chemists were wont to look on their colleagues

as antagonists ; now, by means of their associations, they were

brought to regard them as brothers in the trade who could

mutually help each other, and on occasions lift each other a

rung, up the ladder of success. They were met in critical times,

when they were threatened with a deprivation of customs which

they looked ou as especially their ow-n. The Legislature which

had made their qualification as chemists more difficult was now
threatening to take away some of the privileges which those

qualifications secured. They must strenuously tight for their

rights and privileges, and it was by means of their associations

that they must unitedly meet this important juncture of affairs.

They must confederately, jointly, and collectively do this, for

in tliat way alone could their eft'orts be of much avail with the

House of Commons. Therefore, chemists' associations had a

great work before them and had a great power in their hands.

Of course, the keen competition at the hands of illegal traders

gave them great anxiety, but he was glad to find in Halifax

that the chemists had inaugurated a system of collective buying

which enabled them to compete with illegal traders on their

own ground. He trusted that chemists would no longer be

isolated, each working for his own interests ; but that all

would join associations, and thus bring about a grand day for

phannacy.

Mr. S. N. PiCKABD, of Dewsbury. also responded. The

need for local organisation among chemists was, he remarked,

too clear to need emphasising ; it was required alike for the

protection of trade interests, education, and for assisting the

Pharmaceutical Society. Local associations also promoted a

better feeling among chemists, enabled them to work on advan-

tageous lines with regard to price-lists, promoted the estabhsh-

ment of buying combines, and the discussion of various sub-

jects included in what he might term pharmaceutical polities.

Associations also afforded great assistance in obtaining members

for the Pharmaceutical Society, the P.A.T.A., etc. The Halifa.v

Association was an old one : it dated from 1868, and he was

pleased to see it was flourishing and more enthusiastic than

evei'.

At this point, the Mayor of Halifax (Alderman Wade), who

had Ijeen prevented by a previous engagement from coining

earlier, entered the room, and had a most cordial reception.

Responding to the toast of
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The Mayor and Corporation,
proposed by tlie President, be remarked on the pleasure it

gave iiim to meet the chemists of Halifax. Theirs was an
ancient and useful profession, and one for which he had always
entertained a great respect.

The toast of " Pa^t Officers." proposetl by the President,
was responded to by Mr. Gibson Dixon.
An interesting musical programme was supplied by Messrs.

II. Rickard and T. Bucklaud.

IVUDLAND PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, February 19, 1903, at the University, Birmingham,

Mr. G. E. Perry (President) in the chair.

Mr. J. CooLE Kneale. L.R.C.P., M.R.C'.S., Lecturer on
MaterLa Medica and Pharmacy at the Birmingham University,
read a paper on

Ancient and Modern Treatment of Disease,

in which he traced the history and treatment of disease by
medicine and surgery fro.m days prior to tlie Christian era. At
the outset Dr. Kneale mentioned that he first made acquaint-
ance with Binuiugham in connection with the art of pharmacy,
and therefore complied with especial pleasure to the request
made to him to read a paper. He expressed the opinion that
pharmacy had always been a badly-treated branch of medical
work. Amongst the causes that might be assigned for this, the
lecturer mentioned that until comparatively recent times the
pharmacist was not th« educated man he is to-day, and in many
cases high ideals had been sunk in the sea of " cutting " and
commercial quackery. In later days, however, there had
developed a professional side to the grand calling of the phar-
macist. The fields of modern research were open to the earnest
workers, and the time was not far distant, he thought, when
the professional would dissociate itself from the commercial as
effectually as the surgeons of old left the barbers and bathers
in order that they, even at great sacrifice, might establish a
noble art. It might be said that this was Utopian, but the
ti-end of moderu thought and work was opening up a new world
for those cultured men Tiud women who, in possession of scien-
tific knowledge, would be requhed to assist the medical profes-
sion to a degree undreamt of at present. Mr. Kneale pro-
ceeded to deal at length with the march of medicine and sur-
gery, and said that whilst it had always been progressive, it
was now triumphant. He paused to notice the recognised close
relationship in ancient times of medicine, surgery, and phar-
macy, and said the relationship existed to-day even more
strongly than then. It was bad argument to say tliere was, or
could be, independence of any one of them. The medical case
to-day might became the im-gical case of to-morrow, and to both
the handmaiden pharmacy offered her valuable aid. Coming to
modern treatment, the lecturer said it might be summed up as
a system based upon obedience to the laws of Nature, asso-
ciated with remain-s of the empiricism of the past, and as a
grand superstructure, the knowledge acquired by earnest men
and women working under conditions which were never possible
before. At the same time it was a fact that the old supersti-
tions and belies died hard,, as was evidenced from the opinions
expressed by customers and the demands they made to the
pharmacisc, and in the advertisements of those who traded upon
the credulity of the public. In conclusion, though it would be
presumptuous to suggest that the goal was reached, or was
even in sight, it could not be gainsaid that never in the world's
iistory had the desire for knowledge been greater. It remainedWW for each in his sphere to do his utmost to forwai-d lue

noble profession of medicine and surgery, attended by their
handmaiden, pharmacy.

On the motion of the President, seconded by Mr. A. W.
Gerr.vrd, the lecturer was accorded a vote of thanks.
In reply, Mr. Kneale said he hoped the Pharmacy Bill

would become law, not only for the sake of the pharmacist, but
also for the protection it would give to the public. It was au
intense annoyance to medical men to find, after ordering a cer-

tain remedy, that the patient had not made the expected pro-

gress, simply because the medicine had not been properly dis-

pensed. As for himself, he was always willing to entrust his

prescriptions to properly qualified chemists. This was a case

where it was necessary to protect the public against themselves.

As to the report of the Poisons Conunittee, he considered it

most unfortunate that the majority should have recommended
any relaxation in the sale of poisons. Though the public had .

not displayed much concern about the matter, it was one of

serious importance. It might be a little inconvenient not to he

able to get sheep-dip or weed-killer from the agriculturist or

tlie horticulturist or the drysalter
;

but, as against this, they

had to consider the public safety. Week after week the profes-

sional papers recorded lists of deaths from poisoning. Of

eighteen given in the previous week, sis were due to carbolic

acid, which was not a scheduled poison, and could be sold to

anyone. This should not be. In the public interest the sale

of poisons should be restricted to pi'operly qualified and trained

people, and he appealed to chemists and memhers of Parlia-

ment and the public generally to do all that was possible to

bring about this desirable state of things.

The President, alluding to a suggestion in the report that

certain preparations used in agriculture and horticulture should,

be allowed to be sold by others than qualified ehemists, said

this was a retrograde step. He urged that legislation should

aim, not at relaxing the present restrictions, but at making

them more stringent, and the suggestion made by the C-bm-

mittee showed, in his opinion, a lamentable lack of insight.

The Bii-mingham City Coroner, with a vast experience of poison-

ing cases, was opposed to any relaxation, and he was pleased

to' see that Mr. Walter Hills took the same view in his minority

report.

Mr. C. Thompson expressed his entire agreement with the

opinions of the previous speakers, and said experience went to

show that there was an absolute necessity for making the regu-

lations more strict. He was convinced tliat the opinion of

nine-tenths of the coroners in the country would be to this

effect, and thought something might be done in the direction

of influencing the public if this mass of opinion could be ob-

tained and tabulated.

Mr. A. W. Gerrard said that rather than see the puhlic

poisoned by Act of Parliament, they would welcome still further

restrictions, and, in the interests of the public safety, the sale

of poisons should be restricted to the qualified pharmacist.

CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' SOCIETY OF

IRELAND.

ANNUAL BLSI.NESS MEETING.
Thursday, February 19, 1903, in the Booms, Garfield Cham-

bers. In the absence of 'Sir James Haslett, M.P. (who apolo-

gised for non-attendance), ilr. Wm. Ltttle presided. The
annual report of the Committee and the Treasurer's report

were presented by the Hon. Secretary (Mr. W. J. Rankin).

The reports were very encouraging, and showed that the

Society had a balance at the end of 1902 of £25 14fi. 9d. Both
reports were adopted The officers and Committee were then

elected as under:—President. Sir James H. Haslett, M.P.,'
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Vice-President, Thomas M'Mullan, Wm. Doig, Wm. Jamison,

John Watson, J. M'Clement, J. P., and H. C. Backhouse;

Committee, Samuel Acheson, R. A. Jamison, James Brown,
W. Lyttle, S. E. Kee, W. J. Busby, J. M'Oonkey, James D.

Oarse, S. M'Dowell, R. Cambridge, J. Pracke:ton,"T. W. Rey-

nolds, W. J. Gibson, J. Richardson, James Gillespie, J. H.

Shaw, A. R. Hogg, S. Sufferin, 6. Hill, John Tosh, and Jacob

Walsh. Votes of tlianks to the officers and Chairman con-

cluded the meeting.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

SOCIAL EVENING.

Thursday, February 19, 1903, at 73, Newman Street, London,

W., Mr. Walter Hills in the chair. This meeting, from a

musical point of vievr, was, perhaps, the beist social evening

held in connection with the C.A.A. this session. There was

soane really good talent am.ong the vocalists, wfhile the accom-

panist performed his duties in a very satisfactory manner.

Thus everything went oS with a good swing, the result being a

most enjoyable evening. Mr. Hills made a capital Chairman,

and in responding to a vote of thanks moved by the Peesident,

Mr. A. Latreille, he referred to his connection with the Asso-

ciation in the past, as an individual pharmacist, and as Presi-

dent of t)he Pharmaceutical Society, and he complimented the

Association on its loyalty to the Pharmaceutical Society. Mr.

Hills also spoke in appreciative terms of the good work done by
the Association from a scientific, oratorical, and social stand-

point, stating that he haxi watched its proceedings with con-

siderable interest. He had been pleased to notice, from time

to time, that whenever the Association met for social enjoy-

ment the members did not forgeit their poorer brethren, but

ijivariably made a collection on beihalf of the Benevolent Fund.

The result of the collection that evening amounted to 13a. 6d.

As one of the governing body of the Pharmaceutical Society,

he might say that the Council was heartily glad to receive

money collected at such gatherings, because it showed that

when pharmacists met together they were not unmindful of

those who fell by the way. He congratulated the Association

on the musical talent displayed that evening. The following

took part in the programme :—Messrs. Victor Blin, Stewart

Donally, — . Easton^ Sydney Jamieson, A. Latreille, J.

Mawdesley, C. J. Strother, and D. R. Webb. Mi-. Arthur

Taylor was the accompanist.

NORTH=EAST LANCASHIRE CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

DINNER AT BLACKBURN.
Thursday, February 19, 1903, at the White Bull Hotel,

Blackburn. A complimentary dinner was given to the Mayor
of Blackburn, W. Famworth, Esq., J.P., Ph.C. Mr. Coun-

cillor T. Oritchley, President of the Association, presided over

a gathering numbering about fifty. After the loyal toasts,

Mr. Wm. Wells proposed the toast of the

Phariraceutical Society,

strongly advising every man in the trade to become a member.
Thanks to local associations, there were signs of a great

change, after the apparent inactivity which followed the mis-

judgment of twenty years ago.

Mr. R. Lord Gifford, in response, referred to the daring

attempt to undermine the Act of 1868 at the present moment
by Messrs. Dobbs and Gross, showing very clearly what could

be done by individual energy.

Mr. Councillor R. Shoerock proposed the health of

His Worsliip tlie Mayor.

He thought chemists should feel proud that one of their number
should be able and willing to fill so honourable a post as chief

magistrate.

The Mayor, in response, said 'he wa« very proud of the

Association and his connection with it, having been its first

Treasurer.

A number of other toasts were given, the proceedings

throughout being most successful.

RITISH OPTICAL ASSOCIATION.

NEW SYLLABUS AND REGULATIONS.

A new syllabus and regulations for tne exsuninations for the

membership and fellowship of the British Optical Association

liave just been issued. The scheme is entirely different from

anything that has yet appeared, being exceedingly comprehen-

sive and at the same time entirely devoted to optics and sigbt-

testing. The importance of these new regulations is enhanced

by the fact that the London County Council bias imder con-

sideration at present the matter of an optico-technical institu-

tion. The principal changes in the regulations for new appli-

cants are the extension of the age limit from twenty-one to

eighteen, compulsory British nationality, evidence of bench

work in the case of those under eighteen, similar evidence from

everyone after 1907. The optic grade is abolished, but thosi

who already hold the certificate will be excused that part in

future examinations. In the dioptric grade the lens and frame

sections are more clearly defined than before. A practical

optician who understands counter work will not find the least

difficulty in this section. Section II. is difficult, inasmuch as

the element of personality is strongly in evidence—systematic

practice in sight-testing is absolutely necessary. Section lU

includes the theory, physical, and physiological optics, anatoni;

of the eye, ethics, etc. The Fellowship syllabus appears on tlit

face of it to present considerable difficulty, especially if a higii

standard of marks is required for the diploma. The syllabus

can be obtained from the headquarters of the British Optical

Assooiation, 17, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY.

ANNUAL REPORT.

Part I. of the ' Proceedings of the Institute of Chemistry,'

which has now been issued^ contains the report of the Coimcil

on the year's working which is to be presented at the aimnal

general meeting on March 2. During the past year thirty-two

Fellows and thirty-one associates have been elected, and

twenty-seven new students have been admitted. It appears

that since the establishment of the examination in Therapeutics,

Pharmacology, and Microscopy in October, 1898, eighty-sij

Fellows and associates have passed, and thereby qualified them

selves for appointment as inspectors under the Sale of Food ant

Drugs Acts. At the examination held in January in this sub

ject, ten candidates presented themselves. Of these, three wen

Fellows, one was an associate, and six were candidates ;t

Branch " E " of the final examination for the associateship. Ic

addition to five of the latter, the three Fellows who enterec

were all successful, and were granted the special certificate ii

these subjects. These gentlemen included Mr. C. A: Hacii

man, F.I.C., Mr. A. H. Mitchell Muter, F.I.C., and Mr. Harr^

Wilson, F.I.C. The Council are pleased to note that a courst

for candidates desiring to take this examination has beei

arranged at the School of the Pharmaceutical Society. I'
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is stated that Dr. Bernard Dyer'.s term of office as examiner

in general, theoretical, and jjra/ctical cliemi.stry expires on
February 28, 1903. Tlie Council has decided that the
Library of the Institute shall be open to registered students
during the same hours as it is at present open to Fellows and
MBOciates. The report concludes with an expression of appre-

ciation of the services rendered to the Institute during a number
of years ia various capacities by Professor J. Millar Thomson,
the retiring President. The members nominated for election to

various offices are as follows :—President, David Howard
;

Vice-President, P. F. Frankland, J. M. Thomson, F. D. Chatta-
way ; Treasurer, A. Gordon Salamon.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.
Friday, Februaiy 20, 1903. Principal E. H. Geiffiths,

F.R.S., delivered a discourse on

The Measurement of Energy.
Among the varied results that had followed from the scientific

work of the nineteenth century, none stood more pre-eminent
than the doctrines of evolution and conservation of energy.
The honour for these was largely due respectively to Darwin
and Joule. But evolution had, so far, only shown itself pro-

minently in the organic world, while this principle of energy
had only been definitely proved for the inorganic. Though
there were few scientific heretics who still refused to admit the
doctrine, still reiteration was not proof, and there was still

room to .show practically, and more clearly than hitherto, how
undeniably valid it was. Briefly speaking, it might be summed
up in the proposition that " The energy of the universe is a
constant quantity," which meant that whatever changes might
take place in any system of bodies, whatever different manifes-
tations of motion might go on, the total energy at the end
would be the same as that at the beginning. This law, it should
be noted, had been enunciated by the physicists of the last cen-

tury, and was a direct sequence to the analogous law of "In-
destructibility of matter" broug'ht forward by the chemists of

the eighteenth century. One of the greatest physical problems
of the day consisted in converting the various forms of energy
into each other, and so measuring their relative values. This
had been found to be most easily possible in the case of mechani-
eal and heat energy, and a vast number of investigations had
been carried out with the object of fixing the mechanical equiva-
lent of heat. Joule was the first to attack the problem, and
the results he obtained, though subject to many corrections

ewing to later improvements, were enough to give him a place
rivalled by few among physicists. The three practical difli-

culties in the way of making the determination were the waste
of energy in the apparatus, its proper conversion into heat, and
the measurement of temperature. So long as the only instru-

ment for this purpose was a merctiry thermometer, many errors

were bound to come in. It was due to Professor Callendar tJiat

this difficulty had been so largely overcome by his invention of

the platinum thermometer. The question might be asked. Was
it worth while to take all this trouble to prove the law of con-

servation? As a matter of fact, however, the subject had a

practical bearing also, for on it depended the ultimate test for

tlie validity of electrical \inits, and already, as a result of the

later corrections that had been made, an appreciable error had
been found in the value of the ohm.
During the lecture Professor Callendar carried out a deter-

mination with an apparatus lately devised by himself, in which
it is found possible, by the use of a platinum thermometer and
a new form of mechanical action, to complete the whole experi-

ment with an accuracy of one part in 2,000 in less than ten
minutes.

SOUTH=WEST LONDON MEDICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday Februaiy 12, 1902. Dr Robert Hutchinson,

Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital and to the Hospital

for Sick Childi-eii, Great Ormond Street, W.C., etc., opened

a discussion on
Patent Foods

by delivering an address, which was subsequently printed in

tlie Lancet, and is now reprinted in abstract.

Dr. Hutchinson defines a patent food as a substance which is

manufactured by ai-tificial means from natiu-al food products, and

intended lo ba used as a substitute for ordinary natural foods.

Such foods are usually sold by pharmacists instead of being pro-

ciu'able from the ordinary dealers in common foods. The ideal of

an artificial or patent food would be a substance which was small

in bulk, which contsuned in that small bulk the maximum of

nutritious qualities, which was pleasant and stimulating to

the appetite, easily digested, and cheap.

Foods which contain extractives of meat stimulate the appe-

tite, but with that exception there is no patent food of which

it can be said that in the promotion of appetite it can suc-

cessfully compete with skilful sickroom cooking. Again, there

are very few artificial foods which are more easily swallowed

or chewed than any natural foods, because the first necessity

about a food which shall be easily swallowed is that it

jJiould be in a liquid form. Next, tiiere is no food which

presents a very great amount of nutriment in a very small

bulk, and it is physically impossible that it should do so.

Further, there is the question of digestibility. It is often

contended for artificial foods that they are mora easily

digested than natural foods, and many of them, the whole

group of peptonised foods, exist because they are pre-

digested. But there is a great deal of misconception about

the need for pre-digested foods. The necessity for pepton-

izing foods is greatly exaggerated, since there are very

few conditions indeed of the stomach and intestines in

which the digestion cf the food constituents is not carried on
quite well. The claim which, is often put forward for artificial

foods that they enable us to enrich the diet in certain con-

stituents is largely fallacious. We do not know enough to

enable us to make use of them. Finally, if there is one

generalisation which can, be made about all patent foods, it

is that not one of them is worth the money asked for it, and
that some of them contain a ridiculously small amount of

nourishment at the price.

With regard to the composition of the existing foods, the

following is a rough classification of most of the patent foods

at present in the market :
—

Classification of Patent Foods.
I. Foods intended to supply special nutritive constituents

:

1. Proteid foods.
(i.) derived from meat—meat powders : Leube-Rosenthal's Solu-

tion.
(ii.) „ milk

—

e.g., Nutrose, Eucaain, Protene, Plasmon.
(iii.) „ vegetable sources— e.3., Aleurone.
(iv.) „ mixed sources

—

e.g., Tropon.
2. Carbohydrate foods

—

e.g., malt extracts.
3. Fatty foods.

(i.> Cod-liver Oil Emulsion,
(ii ) Petroleum Emulsion,
(iii.) Pancreatic Emulsion.

4. Mixed fatty and carbohydrate foods— Virol, Virvis.
II. Beef Extracts (See Table I.).

MI. Bsef Juices (See Table II.).

IV. Peptonised Foods (See Table III.).

(a) Solid

—

e.g., Somatose, Peptonoids, etc.

(b) Liquid

—

e.g., Panopepton, Wine of Peptone, etc.

V. Infant Foods (See Table IV.).

The foods ip the 'first sub-group are intended to supply an

extra quantity of proteid. Some are derived directly from

meat ; tlhey are obtained by driving off the water at a low

temperature, leaving behind the dry fibre. ' By employing a

low temp&rature for this purpose the proteid matter in tho

meat undergoes no special alteration. The next sub-group
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consists of foods derived from milk. This is a large group
in which the proteid of milk—casein—has been separated out

in pure form and is intended to be added to other foods to

increase their richness in proteid. Casein presents many
advantages ; it is colourless, odourless, and tasteless, so that

it can be stirred into the food without the patient being aware
that it is there. It is free from nuclein compounds, so that
it can be taken by gouty people without risk of producing
extra uric acid in the body. A large number of prepara-
tions of casein have been introduced under special names,
and they are amongst the most useful of all the artificial foods
which have been introduced. The third class in this group
includes substances derived from vegetable sources. These
were introduced because people wanted to get a cheaper
source of proteid, animal .sources being necessarily expensive.
The last class in the first group consists of substances derived
from both animal and vegetable sources, obtained by washing
away the fat from waste substances, a powder resulting which
is practically free from odour and taste, which can be kept
indefinitely,

,
and is also rich in proteid.

The second sub-group includes those foods which are in-
tended to supply especially carbohydrates. The best example
are the malt extract.". These contain roughly the following
proportions:—Sugar, from 50 to 55 per cent.; soluble
starch, from 10 to 15 per cent. ; proteids, from 5 to 6
per cent.

; and ash, from 1 to 2 per cent. They were
originally made because they contained diastase, being pre-
pared by evaporating down an 'infusion of malted barley
at a low temperature, so that the ferment is not destroyed by
heat, and it was hoped that they would help the digestion
of other starchy foods by converting them into sugar. The
consequence of this view is that .malt extracts are necessarily
expensive, as they have to be produced very carefully in case
the diastase should be destroyed. If the medical profession
were to say that they only wanted malt extract for the sake
of Its sugar, then the cost of its manufacture might be re-
duced 50 per cent. Probably, the majority who prescribe it do
so because they want sugar. But what is the value of malt
extract regarded as a source of sugar? These prepaiotions
contain only half the weight of sugar that ordinary loaf-suu.n-
contains. Moreover, there is no proof that malt sugar is
much superior to other natural sugars. It is true that it is

partly digested, and it certainly seems to agree better with
the stomach than cane sugar. But such a substance as houev
contains wholly digested sugar, ready to be absorbed straight
into the blood, and honey contains a larger proportion of dex-
trose than does anything else. A pound of honey costs 9d. ; a
pound of malt extract costs 3s. ; and the honey is the better
source of sugar of the two. Unless diastase is 'wanted, there-
fore, it is wiser to order honey.

The third sub-group includes substances intended to supply
fat. The most important of these is cod-liver oil emulsion.
Here, again, we are met by the same question as in consider-
ing the malt extracts. Why is cod-liver oil emulsion orderpil ':

Wherein does the vii^tue consist? Is it for any particular
virtue in the emulsion or is it merely for the fat? If- i*

doubtful if cod-liver oil fat possesses any special virtues In
cream we get a more valuaible substance, because ordinuy
cream contains more than 50 per cent, of fat, and butter fat

1$ as easily digested and absorbed as the fat of cod-liver on,
besides having the advantage of being much more palatable
and considerably cheaper. As to petroleum emlusion, in a
sense it is one of the most, delusive (A all these artificial pre-

parations. It is certainly believed by many people to be a
substitute for cod-liver oil. But a mineral oil like petroleum
can never, by any chance, be absorbed into the blood,, and any

action of petroleum emulsion is purely local, and it cannot

feed any more than vaseldne wlhen rubbed into the skin.

Pancreatic emulsion is a fairly well-known preparation, and
is rather pleasant to taste. It is really emulsified lard flavoured

with clove oil. It keeps very well, and it is quite easy to take.

But it does .not contain more fat than butter, whicih contains bO

per cent., and lard is certainly not more digestible than is butter

fat. As long as there is butter in the universe, therefore,

there is no excuse, except a psychological one, for manufac-

turing pancreatic emulsion.

The fourth sub-division of the first great group includes

the mixed fatty and carbohydrate foods. Some of these are

preparations containing essentially malt extract and marrow
fat flavoured with lemon juice. Of course, such a prepara-

tion has a considerable amount of nutritive value. But there

is no great virtue in these preparations
; they contain a cer-

tain amount of fat and carbohydrate ; so does chocolate

;

chocolate contains more fat and more carbohydrate, while

ordinary toffee, Everton toffee, consists of equal quantities of

fat and carbohydrate without any water. So it is difficult to

see any use for the existence of these things so long as choco-

late and Everton toffee can be prescribed—except, of course, a

psychological advantage.

Table 1.

—

Shoiciug the Composition of Beef Extracts.

u
o •

'u ^ W;
do o

u- Bovril

Bovvil

1

Invalid Armou
Extrac Brand Essence

oi

O

>

Per Per Per Per Per Per
cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent.
18-3 44-4 21-82 15-55 87-17 25-02

Proteids 16-94 21-42 8-73 5-40 19-35

216 503
300 20-32 39-60 43-23 101 21-02

Mineral matter 23-6 18-32 17-16 25-91 1-39 1407
Ether extract, etc 18-6 4-12 1709

(Carbo-
hydrate.)

* Analysis by Tankard, t Analysis by Stiitzer (quoted by Voit, Uiin-

chener Medicinuche Woehnisehrift, No. 9. 1897). t Analysis supplied

by the Company. § ' Food and Sanitation,' December 16, 1893.
i

Analysis

by Dr. Candy (unpublished). ^. The Lancet, April 16, 1898, p. 1,060.

N.B.—" Vejos"isa purely vegetable product, but is included in this

table for convenience.

Beef extracts constitute the second main group. But beef

extracts, in the ordinary sense of the term, are of very little,

of any, food value. They contain hardly any proteid ; what

they chiefly contain are the extractives and mineral matters.

Experiment has shown that the extractives are only of

use in so far as they stimulate the appetite ; they have

no other action whatever—they are not foods, they are not

true stimulants, and they have no particular influence in the

body except that of increasing the appetite for other food.

So the place for them is in the kitchen and not in the sick-

room. That was fully recognised by Liebig, and was only

lost sight of by his successors. But then there came people

who tried to make meat extracts of food value. They added

to the extract meat fibre, and said that by adding this fibre,

one gives the preparation the value of a food, and so, in the

strict scientific sense of the term, we do. But a teaspoonful

of such a food is only equivalent to an ordinary piece of lean

meat about half a cubic inch in size (eight grammes), while

one cannot take a great quantity without producing diarrhoea

and thirst on account of the disproportionate quantity" of

saline matters and extractives which it contains. So the reply

to the statement that such a preparation is a food is tffat the

staitement is true in theory, but that if enough of it were given

t
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to serve as a food "t practice, it would certainly proiliKo un-

pleasant results.

Beef juices, which coniStiitute tILe third main class, come

under a dififerent heading from the extracts. As a matter of

fact, they contain the fluid proteid of meat in ah uncougulated

form. If examined with the spectroscope, it will be found

that most of them yield the spectrum of haemoglobin. Table

II. includes the re.sults of analyses of most of the common
beef juices. One such preparation contains a large proportion

of egg albumin. In fact, it is a preparation artificially en-

riched by the addition of white of egg, which is charged for

aa the juice of meat.

Table II.

—

Showing the Composition of Beef Juices.

.1 ater
J'lOteids

Extractives
Mineral matter

Per :
Per ; Per

cent. cent.
J
cent.

51-21 36-4 181-09
9-65 30-33

:
13-98

11-16 1916
I

3-40

10-84
!

9-79 1-02

Per
cent.
59-15
15-45
16-55
8'35

Per
cent.
44-87

38-01

17-12

Per Per
cent,

f

cent.
74-10

I
49-51

8-3 i
13-0

9-54 8 10
7-51 14-20

• Analysis by Dr. Candy. + Presenius (Leyden's ' Handbuch der Erniih-

rungstherapie '). : ' Food and Sanitation,' December 23, 1893 (Analysis by
Chittenden). § Analysis by Dr. Candy (unpublishedl. The Lancet
Analysis (quoted by the makers), Analysis by Dr. AttfieUl (supplied by
the makers). * Analysis by Dr. Candy.

Generally, it may be said of the beef juices, as of the ex-

tracts, that they contain relatively so little proteid and rela-

tively so much extractive and so much mineral matter that

they are practically not foods at all, because one cannot take

enough of them. " Meat juice " can be manufactured at an

Absolutely low price. Thus, take the white of egg, add an
equal quantity of water, and strain through muslin, then
flwour the mixture with any quantity of Liebig"s exti-act,

dissolved in a little Avarm water, which may be thought de-

sirable. The result is a preparation extremely rich in coagu-
lated albumin, which can be produced at a penny per ounce.

And it is ooie of which the patient can swallow a pailful, if

he can get it down, -syithout it doing him and harm.

Table III. shows the results of the analyses of a number of

peptonised foods. The first in the list is a very rich one.
containing 80 per cent, of digested proteid; if is tasteless,

odourless, and can be added to other foods. It luis the dis-

advantage, however, that if it is given in anything like large
qi'.antitie'i it is apt to produce diarrhoea, and for that
reason its use is seriously restricted in practice. It

is impossible to give enough of it to be of real ser-

vice to a patient without running the risk of producing
diarrh(jea, but the same is inevitably true of all peptone
preparations. As regards the liquid peptones, especially
peptone wines, they share all the disadvantages of medi-
cated wines. They are indifferent with regard to the wine, an.l
the other preparations which are added to that wine neither
redeem its original failings nor confer upon it any real nutritive
value. Moreover, paitienlts who use tlhem «re apt to slip into
the alcoholic habit unknowingly, whilst under the impression
that they are merely taking a food.

The last main group is that of infant foods. The number
of such foods is vast, and in order to introduce some kind of
order into them they are divided into three groups, as .shown

i;. iable IV. -Fii-st of all, those which are intended to be

eomplete substitutes, for human milk, on which a child may
be healthily reared withoiit further addition. They are,

jiractically speaking, desiccated milks—milks, that is to say,

from which all the water has been driven oflf, whilst other

constituents have been added. It i.s possible to feed children

heaJthilj' on these foods, though they are apt to be deficient

in fat. But the great drawback in regard to these foods is

tljtir cost. It is vastly more expensive to rear a child upon
jiie of them than upon fresh or even condensed milk. Next
conit. the malted foods and starchy foodls in which the

sTwch is supposed to have been altered by the action of a

ferment. Infants below six months old are not ex2>ected to

T.-iBLE III —Shnving the Composition of Peptone Preparations.

Preparation. Water.

Soluble
Proteids
(chiefly
Albu-
moses).

Extractives
and other
Non-proteid
Organic
Matter.

Mineral
matter.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Somatose 9-2 80-0 6-7
Carnrick's Peptonoids . . .

.

5-4 24-0 65-4 5-2

(mainly

Koch's Peptone
sugar)

4016 34-78 15-93 6-89
31-9 33-40 24-6 9-9

Brand's Beef Peptone .... 84-6 70 1-4

Denaeyer's Pei)tone l 78-45 1215 4-32 2 54
Darby's Fluid Meat: 25-71 30-60 3018 13-50
Arijiour's Wine of Peptone 830 30 12-9 1-1

Fairchild's Pauopepton .

.

81-0 3-0 15-0 1-0

(largely

1
sugar)

Peptonised Milk^ 87-5 1 1-76 10-04 07
i

(= sugar, fat,

1

and unaltered
proteid)

' Leyden's 'Handbuch der Ernithrungstherapie.' \ lbi<l. See also Von
Noorden Therapeutische MonaUheJ'te, .June, 1902. t Horton Smith's
Journal of Phijsiologij, Vol. XII., p. 42. 1891, and Leyden's ' Handbuch.'
; Horton Smith {loc. cit.).

take starch, and these foods have been introduced to meet that
nec(.,-.sjty. They are supposed either to contain no starch, or

tile starch which they do contain undergoes conversion into

dextrine and sugar in coui-se of preparation for the use of the .

child. The first of these classes is exemplified by a food
which contains no starch at all. It may be regarded for

practical purposes as simply a desiccated malt, extract, and
it bears to malt extract very much the same relation that
some of the foods of the first group do to condensed milk.

It :s only intended to be an addition to milk. In the other
class— namely, the foods in which the .starch is converted
during mixing—it will often be found that the starch has
uijdergone anything but complete transformation. Consider-
ing tlie rough haphazard way in which the food is apt to

be prepared in the nursery, those who trust to conversion
laking place under these circumstances are very rash indeed.

The last group is composed of those foods which make no
pretiriiCe of being ma.lted at all

; they are starchy foods

\inre and simple. Perhaps they have been baked so that the
strtVcL grains have been ruptured, but otherwise they are

floury preparations, and although many of them aie harmless

to clildren who ai-e able to digest starch, and although there

may fje .some use in them in the way of a change, yet they have
no real advantage over ordinary s'mple preparations, such as

baked flour or oat flour or any other ordinary cereal preparations.

For children below the age of six months they are to be avoided
altogether. In the case of adults who are confined to a semi-

fluid diet such preparations may occasionally be of service,

but an jiitelligent manipulation of flour, oatmeal, and infusion

<,i malt will make recourse to them very rarely necessary.
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Table IV.

—

Showing the Composition op Infant Foods.

Fooil. Water.
Pro-
teid.

Fat.
Carbo-
hydrate,

Mineral
matter.

~^ General Description and Remarks.

Per
cent.

Per
cent.
12-2

Per
cent.
26-4

Per
cent.
52-4

Per
cent.

2-1 The standard of composition to which artificial substances should conform.

Qroup I.

AUenbury No. 1 (for children] 5'7

below the age of three
months)

AUenbury No. 2 (for children
of from the age of three to
six months)

Horlick's Malted Milk.

Carnrick's Soluble Food

Nestl^'s Milk Food..

Manhu Infant Food

Mellin's Food
Gioup II.—Class A.

Group II.—Class 3.
Savory and Moore's Food 4 5 . 10-3 1'4 83'2

Benger'sFood

AUenbury Malted Food

Diastased Farina

Coombs' Malted Food

Nutroa Food

Desiccated cow's milk from which the excess of casein has been removed,
and a certain proportion of soluble vegetable albumin, milk, sugar, and
cream added. No starch present. Half an ounce in three ounces of water
for a child aged three months.

Resembles the above but contains some malted flour in addition. No starch
present. One ounce in six ounces of water for a child aged six months.

A mixture of desiccated milk (50 per cent.), wheat flour (26J per cent.), barley
malt (23 per cent.), and bicarbonate of soda (J per cent.). Contains no
unaltered starch when mixed. Three teaspoonfuls (equals 22 grammes) in
four ounces of water for a child aged three months.

A mixture of desiccated milk (37J per cent.), malted wheat flour (37iper cent.)
and milk sugar (25 per cent.). When prepared according to directions the
casein is partly digested, but a considerable amount of unchanged starch is

left. One part to be mixed with nine parts of water and boiled tor a few
minutes.

A mixture of desiccated Swiss milk, baked wheat flour, and cane sugar (30 per
cent.). More than a third of the total amount of carbohydrate is in the
form of starch. One ounce to be mixed with five ounces of water.

A mixture of desiccated milk and malted cereals. When prepared according
to directions contains a good deal of unaltered starch. A dessertspoonful
(equals 13 grammes) to be mixed with two and a hal ounces of water.

A completely malted food. All the carbohydrate in a soluble form. May be
regarded as a desiccated malt extract. Half a tablespoonful (about five

grammes), a quarter of a pint of milk, and a quarter of a pint of water for a
child under the age of three months.

Composed of wheat fiour with the addition of malt. When prepared according
to the directions, most, but not all, of the starch is converted into soluble
forms (chiefly dextrins). One or two tablespoonfuls (equals from an ounce
to two ounces) to be mixed with two or three tablespoonfuls of cold milk or

milk-and-water, and one-third of a pint of boiling milk, or milk-and-water
to be added.

A mixture of wheat flour and pancreatic extract. When prepared according
to directions, most, but not all, of the starch is converted iuto soluble forms.

The proteid is also partially digested as well as that of the milk used in

mixing it. One tablespoonful (about an ounce) and four tablespoonfuls of

cold milk, then add half a pint of boiling milk-and-water; set aside in a
warm place for fifteen minutes, then bring to the boil.

A mixture of wheat flour and malt. When prepared according to the direc-

tions it still contains some unaltered starch. Designed for children above
the age of six months ; one tablespoonful (about an ounce), a teaspoonful
of sugar, and three tablespoonfuls of cold water, mix and add half a pint of

boiling milk-and-water (equal parts).

A malted farinaceous food. When prepared according to the directions prac-

tically all the starch is converted into soluble forms. One ounce of food,

half a pint of cold milk, and two ounces of water. Heat slowly till it boils;

boil three minutes and sweeten if desired.

A malted farinaceous feod. When prepared according to the directions it

still contains much unaltered starch.

A mixture of cereals with the addition of a certain proportion of peanut flour,-

from which the somewhat bitter taste of the food and its high proportion of

fat are derived. It is a self-digesting food, but when prepared according tottae

directions only part of the starch is converted. One ounce of the food to be
mixed with one ounce of cold water and halt a pint of boiling milk-and-
water (equal parts) to be added.

Ridge's Food.
Oronp III.

Neave's Food . .

.

Frame Food Diet.

Opmus Food

" Falona "

Robinson's Groats

Kobinson's Patent Barley . .

.

Chapman's Whole Flour

Seott's Oat Flour

6-5

5-0

10'9

7-0

10-4

10-1

8-4

5-8

10-5

13-4

9'1

8-4

11-3

5-1

9-4

9-7

1-0 81-2 0-70

1-0 80-4 1-60

1-2 79-4 1-00

1-0 78-6 0-40

3-5 79-9 1-20

1-6 75-0 1-70

0-9 82-0 1'90

20 79'3 0-90

50 78'2 1-30

A baked flour, containing only 3 per cent, of soluble carbohydrates, the re-

mainder being starch. Recommended to be made with milk or water. Made
with water alone is totally insufficient food.

Resembles the above but recommended to be made with milk-and-water.

A thoroughly baked flour to which have been added cane sugar and some ex"

tract of bran. It is not specially rich in mineral ingredients, but nitrogen-

ous matters are abundant, and it contains much unaltered starch. One-
third of an ounce to be mixed with a breakfast-cupful of milk-and-water
(one part of milk to two parts of water).

A granulated wheat food. One teaspoonful to half a pint of milk. Starch
unaltered.

A mixture of cereals (oats, barley, and wheat), with a ground fat-containing

bean. The food is thoroughly baked, but contains a considerable propor-

tion of unaltered starch. A teaspoonful to halt a pint of boiling milk or

water, or half milk and half water.

Ground oats from which the husk has been removed. Rich in proteid and'

mineral matter.

Ground pearl barley, poor in every element except starch and mineral

matter.

A finely ground whole wheat flour. Not much superior in nutritive value to

ordinary "household" flour. Starch entirely unaltered.

A fine oat flour. Somewhat inferior in nutritive value to " groats." Starch

unaltered
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REVIEWS AND NO ICES OF BOOKS.

' A COUHSB IN BOTANT AND PHARMACOGNOSY.' By HeNRY
Kraemer, Ph.B., Ph.D. Pp. 584. Price «3.50. Phila-

delphia, U.S.A. : College of Pliannacy. 1902.

Comparatively few pharmacists realise the fact that in the

study of the crude drags derived from the vegetable audi

animal kingdoms they have at their disposal a field that is

peculiarly their own, and one that luey sliould strive to cul-

tivate, since it constitutes the foundation upon which the

proper preparation of a long series of galenical medicines is

based. The publication of a text-book that has for its abject

the education of the student of pharmacy in this most important

subject must, therefore, command serious attention, more
especially when it emanates from the pen of one whose labours

in this direction are so well known and whose ideas are pro-

bably untrammelled by conservative tendencies.

In his preface. Professor Kraemer points out that the work
is writt«n to meet his individual needs as a teacher of botany

and pharmacognosy, and ho hopes this statement will at once

explain its limitations and its scope. The object the author

had in view should naturally be carefully borne in mind in

attempting to form a correct judgment of the value of the

work. The subject-matter is divided into four parts—viz.. Plant
Morphology, Pharmacognosy, Reagents, and Illustrations.

The inclusion of plant morphology as a separate section of a

text-book of pharmacognosy is not usual, but possesses, doubt-

less, certain advantages. Thus, particular stress is laid upon
the inner and outer morphology. The cell contents, cell forms

and tissues, the structure of stem, leaf, flower, etc., receive

comparatively lengthy treatment, and this is especially the

case with such cell contents as starch and calcium oxalate.

These are considered in much greater detail than in any of the

current text-books of botany, since they are of high import-

ance to the . pharmacognosist as affording valuable diagnostic

characters. Many examples, too, are taken, with great advan-

tage, from the drugs with which the pharmacognosist has to

deal. No doubt, however, there are many pharmacognosists

who would with much justice prefer that plant morphology
should be studied from a purely botanical point of view before

it3 application to the solution of the problems of pharmacog-
nosy was attempted.

The second part of the work, that on Pharmacognosy, is

divided into two chapters, the first of which is devoted to the

study of the crude drugs, and the second to that of the powders.

The former receive very brief treatment, on the average less

than a page being devoted to each—a very short allowance for

such drugs as rhubarb, cinchona, opium, et*. Of this small

space nearly one-half is occupied by the description, which, as

a rule, is excellent, combining terseness with precision and

accuracy. On the other hand, the collection, preparation for

the market, etc., receive but very scanty attention, and the

constituents little more than enumeration. This is more par-

liculaxly noticeable with the drugs that are grouped together

imder the heading, " Exudations, juices, and other plant pro-

ducts," the desire for brevity leading apparently to statements

that are misleading, if not inaccurate. Thus it is scarcely cor-

rect to say that rubber is obtained by " allowing the milk

juice (of Hevea) to coagulate and dry," or that benzoin " flows

from incisions," and the statement that " the aloin is some-
times removed, as m the Curapao aloes, which may then be

sold for Cape " is at least ambiguous. Doubtless many of the

deficiencies are filled by the author in his lectures, after a
course of which the work may serve students for the purposes
of revision ; but, at the same time, such deficiencies detract

from the value of the work for use apart from such lectures.

The second chapter of Part II. (Pharmacognosy) treats of

powdered drugs, and as this is the first systematic attempt that

has been made to deal with such powders it merits careful and
critical examination. It deals not only with powders possess-

ing organised structure, but also with those that are un-
organised, and even with certain organic and inorganic well-

defined chemi-cal substances (sugar of milk, calcium phosphate).
They are grouped according to their colour, and each group is

divided and sub-divided according to the cell contents, cell forms,
€t<;., th'it are present. In this way a "key" is constructed by
which a jiowder may be identified, provided that it is one of

those treated of, and provided also that the scheme is prac-

ticable. Following upon the key are the detailed descriptions

of each of the powders.
Apart from the •undesirability of including definite chemical

substances, which are much better and more accurately idfen-

tified by chemical means, the primary grouping by colour can-

not be considered a happy one, for, in acWition to its being
very subjective, m&ny diugs change their colour by keeping,
and may therefore be looked for in more than one group. Nor
are the sub-divisions altogether satisfactory : not a few drugs
occur in two or even more sub-divisions

;
thus, camiabis indica,

cardamoms, and calumba may apparently contain or be free from
calcium oxalate. One would naturally expect to find some ex-

planation of such discrepancies in the descTiptions, but none
is there given. Indeed, the descriptions, which should be siiifi-

ciently detailed and exact to fully confirm the result of the

detennination by meajis of the key, are often defective ; as,

for instance, senna, buchu, coca, uva ursi, in none of which is

allusion made to the characters of the epidermal cells or stomata.

Many of these defects might, however, be easily remedied in

a succeeding edition ; in the meantime, it must be frankly ad-

mitted that Professor Kraemer has made a careful study of a

great number of drugs- and their powders, and has furnished a

means of identifying them, the utility of which cannot be

denied.

The illustrations which form Part IV. of the work are very
clear and well reproduced upon excellent paper. It is to be

hoped that Professor Kraemer's work will meet with the suc-

cess it merits.

' Elements of Pharmacy, Materi.a Medica, and Thera-
peutics.' By William Whitla, M.A., M.D. Pp. 637.

Price 10s. 6d. London : Henry Renshaw, 356, Strand, W.C.
1903.

This valuable little work, which has reached its eighth

edition in eleven years, is now so well known as scarcely to

require notice. The new edition includes a section on non-

official remedies which comprises over one hundred pages and
is practically new. A great number of crude drugs and syn-

thetic preparations are here enumerated, and brief, but quite

sufficient, and very useful notes on their action appended.
Students and physicians in practice will both welcome this

addition.

The section on pharmacy does not appear to have received

so careful a revision as the remainder of the work ; it exhibits

a want of precision and accuracy in expression that is dis-

tinctly irritating to a pharmacist, though possibly to the medical
student this may not be of much importance.

'Golden Rules of Refraction.' By Ernest E. Maddox,
M.D., P.R.C.S. (Ed.). Pp. 86. Price Is. Bristol: J.

Wright and Co. 1903.

This little book is intended chiefly for the help of general
practitioners, who may be commencing the study of refraction.

It is also admirably adapted as a first introduction to the sub-
ject for use by chemists who think of taking up the sale of

optical goods. Little knowledge of optics is presupposed, and
the calculations throughout are of the simplest kind. Despite
the unpretentious character of the book, the matter is well
arranged, and eminently readable.

' Refraction.' By Guy E. Druiff. Pp. 300, with 135 dia-
grams. Price, 10?. 6d. London : The Anglo-American
Optical Co. 1902.

The author has sought to give in this book all needful scien-
tific information as to the anatomy and physiology of the eyes,

the laws of refraction, the action of prisms and lenses, and the
conditions of perfect y,nd imperfect focussing. The worlc is thus
really a complete cmrse on sight-testing. The author con-

siders the use of at opine and similar drugs as unnecessary in

many cases, but this subject is eminently one for the oculist

to decide rather than the optician. From the point of view of

the medical man the book is in some respects unsatisfactory.

Thus, paralysis of accommodation following diphtheria in chil-

dren is very far from being of such rare occurrence as Mr.
DruifiE implies ; in fact, it is ordinarily looked for by the

medical man in such cases, and is of considerable importance.

The numerous diagrams are excellent, and the mounting of the

book all that could be desired.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.
BY A PHAUMACIST-PHOTOORAPHBB.

Prints on Matt P.O. P.—l'iiiit« on imtt printing-out p»per
and on plain salted p:iper may be prepared of very artistic

effect 'by toning in the following platinum batk. iNo pre-

vious washing is ueces«aiy, the prints being transferred to
the toning solution direct from the prkrtinjg-irame :

—
Chrome alum 45 grains.

Sodium chloride 30 grains.

Potassium cliloroplatinite 2 to 4 grains.

Water 20 ozs.

After toning they should be immersed for a few minutes in a
5 per cent, solution of sodium carbonate and fixed in hypo,
.solution, 5 ozs. to the pint. The tones obtained will vary from;

warm sepia to warm black, according to the proportion of

chloroplatinite used and the time of toning. It may here be
noted that the finest etiects in platinum toning are obtained
with plain salted and freshly-sensitised paper, and this remark
applies equally to gold toning, though it is generally lost

sight of in these days of ready-sensitised P.O.P.'s.

Plain Silver Printing.—Posxibly there may be some amongst
my readers who would like to verify the above statement,

and as the preparation of a paper for plain silver printing
is a very simple process, a few hints as to the necessary
manipulations may be of service. The paper cho.sen should
be of good and pure quality—Whatman's or Arnold's draw-
ing pajiers ai-e excellent—or the thinner pure papers, such
as those used for coating with albumen, are also- very
good. The sheets of paper should first be sized, to prevent
the image when printed from peoetratmg too deeply into the
texture, and so detracting from its brilliancy. Thia is best

effected by pinning each sheet to a clean board, and applying
evenly a thin coating of arrowroot paste—made by adding one
pint of water to one ounce of arrowroot and bringing it to the
boiling-point—with a broad flat brush. When dry, the siaed

paper should be marked to indicate the back, and either floated

upon or immersed for two niiniites in the following solution ;
—

Ammonium chloride 150 grains.

Sodium or potassium citrate 200 ,,

Distilled water 20 ounces.

It may be noted that the proportion of citrate employed deter-

mines the character of the prints, the more citrate, the greater

the contrast obtained, and vice-versd. The above proportion
•niW be found suitable for such negatives as wUi yield good
prints upon the ordinary gelatin printing-out papers. The
paper may now be hung in a warm place to dry, and being
then in an insensitive condition will keep indefinitely, and a
sufficient quantity for a season's use may be prepared with
very little trouble and in a short time. When required
for use, a piece of "salted" paper of the size of the
negative to be printed from is sensitised by floating it

face downwards for three minutes on a solution of silver

nitrate, 70 grains to each ounce of distilled -water, and
may be quickly dried by the fire, or, if not required immediately,
Ihung in a dry, dark plaoe till dry. I have an idea that ttie

former is the better method, as the more quickly the drying
is effected, the less danger there is of the silver solution peii*-

trating into the paper and causing either a mottled or sunken
appearance of the print. If used repeatedly, the silver .solu-

tion should be s-trengthened from time to time by the addition
of more nitrate, and filtered through cotton wool. As in this

method of prmting a considerable excess of silver nitrate i«

employed, it is advisable, to prevent silver staining, to coat the
negatives to be printed from with plain collodion, made by
dissolving 4 gi-ains of pyroxylin to each ounce of methylated
alcohol and ether in equal volumes. The operations of printing,

toning, and fixing are the same as for ordinary gelatin chloride

papers, but the most artistic effects are obtained by toning
with platinum, and if the above formula be employed, I think

it is advisable to give prints on paper prepared in this way a
slight washing in plain water previous to toning, in order to

remove some of the excess of silver nitrate, or there if a

liability to the formation of clots of silver chloride on the

surface, which may interfere with even toning.

"Matt" Printing-Out Papers. - Since writing the above
note on the preparation of plain salted paper for platinum
toning," I have received particulars of the sensitised papers
supplied by the "Mattos" Photo-Chemical Company.
Attention was directed to the productions of this com-
pany by some striking and artistic exhibits at the recent
exhibition of the R.P.S. at the New Gallery. The particular
advantage claimed for the " Mattos " papers seems to be the
use of a barium sulphate substratum with albumen, no
gelatin being employed, the makers claiming that paper so
prepared is likely to yield more permanent prints, it being
much easier to remove the last traces of sodium hyposulphite.
Fourteen kinds of paper are supplied ready sensitised, in sheets'

and in cut pieces, differing in surface thickness, texture, and
tint, so that the process is available for all descriptions of work.
The price seems to me to be fixed rather too high to allow of a
popular sale ; but the quality of the papers supplied will be
more likely to appeal to the more earnest and artistic worker
than to the general photographer. The thicker and rougher
varieties of paper are, I should imagine, excellently adapted for

printing from enlarged negatives. I have tried a specimen of
the smooth surfaced paper for contact printing, and find it of

very good quality, and yields a fine tone with the chloroplati-

nite bath. I would suggest, however, that papers of this class,

for smaller prints, should be made to print with rather more
contrast, which is more necessary than for those intended for

larger work.

Films versus Plates.—It has frequently been a matter of

comment that no manufacturer has yet seen his way to produce
flat celloloid films at the same popular prices as plates. Mr.
Percy Lund, according to the Photographic Dealer, has drawn
attention recently to this matter, and gives it as his opinion,

that as celluloid is no more expensive than glass, and presents

no greater difliculty in the operation of coating, there appears

no reason why the discrepancy in price should continue. Mr.
Lund balances up the advantages and disadvantages of plates

and films respectively very much in favour of the latter—but I

must confess, after considerable experience with both, having

used celluloid films as well as plates for some twelve years, that

my results upon glass plates are of more uniform excellence

than those upon films. This may be my own fault, but my
experience coincides with that of other workers. I find also a

disadvantage in the use of the film which is somewhat difficult

to account for, viz., that a rapid emulsion appears to be less

sensitive when coated on celluloid than on glass. Still, in spite

of the disadvantages, the lightness in weight, and the non-

fragility of the celluloid support would doubtless ensure the

popularity o£ the film, if it were produced at the lower price as

suggested.

Reduction of Over=Dense Negatives.—Excessive density ia

a negative may generally be regarded as being due to over-

development, and a negative which has been fully or over

exposed and its development either carried too far or a too-

energetic developer applied will require different treatment to

one which, on the contrary, has had insufficient exposure, and

the development then forced in order to bring out all possible

detail. In the former case the result will be a flat image,

deficient in contrast, and probably veiled by fog. This should

be carefully treated with the ferridcyanide and " hypo " reducer,

prepared by adding a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of

potassium ferridcyanide to a 5 per cent, solution of sodium

hyposulphite. This reducing agent will be found to remove the-

surface fog, and, as it acts more energetically upon the shadow

detail than upon the denser higher lights, it tends to increased

contrast. This mode of treatment is quite unsuitable for over-

dense negatives of the second-class, which are usually lacking

in scale of gradation and already excessive in contrast, so that

in printing no detail appears in the high lights when the-

shadows are fully printed. Such negatives as this, one has

been frequently told, are only fit to be consigned to the dust-

bin, which is doubtless true of extreme cases ; but very fair

prints can be often obtained from a negative with too great-

contrasts if it be reduced with ammonium persulphate, which

has the peculiar property, rather difficult to understand, of

attacking the high lights in a greater degree than the detail ia

the shadows. This salt should be employed in a solution of

from 2J per cent, to 5 per cent, strength ; it is usually slow ift
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afiecting the image at first, but once the action begins it

proceeds rapidly, and should be arrested by transferring the

plate to a bath of sodium sulphite of 10 per cent, strength. It

should be noted that when a negative has been hardened by
the use of alum or formaldehyde, the reducing action of the

persulphate will be exceedingly slow. Another very useful

application of the ammonium persulphate is for the removal of

halation such as that which so frequently appears around
windows on negatives of interiors ; for this purpose it is

applied in exactly the same way as above described, and no
fear need be entertained of its affecting the Uiore delicate

shadow details.

VETERINARY NOTES.

Cinematography.—Principal Williams, of the New Veterin-
ary College, Edinburgh, is the first veterinarian to employ the
cinematograph for the instruction of students in cases of lame-
ness. At a meeting of the Edinburgh Veterinary Medical
Society a case of " shivering " was shown, the symptoms being
most realistic. The animal was seen trying to back, with
quivering tail, elevated in the manner peculiar to this form of

spinal disease. Stringhalt was also shown upon the screen, and
the microscopic lesions and vascular changes were made the
subject of lantern demonstrations by Dr. Chalmers Watson.
The diagnosis of lameness is perhaps the greatest difficulty of

the youog practitioner, who may be called upon for an opinion
as a Uiueiie is he has never witnessed. By the aid of cinc-
maiogiiphy the student can be familiarised with the action o
animals affected with the rarer foims of lameness.

Cancer Research.—The Superintendent of Cancer Research
has taken the wise course of advertising in the veterinaiy
journals for "animals of any desoription bufiering from cancer . . .

in ordir that suuh animals may be purchased and forwarded
alive to him." Greater co operation between the medical and
veterinary professions has always been desirable iu the public
interest, but there has hitherto been a disposition on the part
of medical men to assume a superiority which has been
naturally reseated by veterinarians with a qualification follow-
ing upon a curriculum no less arduous than that required of the
human practitioner.

Oxygen Therapy.—The use of oxygen iu veterinary therapy
is being revived on the Continent, both for respiratory diseases
and for that peculiar malady affecting recently calved cows, and
known as "milk fever" or parturient apoplexy. For the
former it is, of course, inspired, but for the parturient trouble,
it is introduced into the mammary glands through the channels
in the teats, which latter are compressed, while the glands
themselves are manipulated with a view to forcing the oxygen
into the lactiferous ducts.

Prevention of Anthrax.—A new immunising serum wiiicL
fchall be botli active and passive is said to be the result of
esperiments carried out by Sobemheinj. With the aid of the
Prussian Ministry of Agriculture and tihie chief of the Veterinaiy
College of Halle, a large number of animals have been tested,
»nd the results are eminently satisfactory. According to the
Ikrlin. Woch., a herd in which the method of Pasteux had
failed were inoculated by the new plan, except sixty, for which
there was not enough serum available. None of the inoculated
'lied of anthrax, but the disease continued to spread among the
t-ixty. The simple eerum is also thought to be curative after
iuumals are actually attacked.

.Milk Fever in Cows.—An entirely diffei-ent view is taken ol
the patTiology of this scourge of the dair^' fanner since Schmidt,
of Kolding, introfluced the treatment of injecting the udder with
» eolution of iodide of potassium. It was formerly regarded
fts parturient apoplexy, and majiy veterinary surgeons in prac-
tice to-day will remember the s'pecimens of spinal cords pre-
"erv«d in the museum of the Royal Veterinary College, Camden
Town, which were shown to students a.s exa.mples of the con-
gested or apoplectic condition discovered, post mortem, in cows
ivhich had succumbed to the "disease. That there was some

dfgree of congestion and spinal pres.sure from superabundant
fluid witlliin the meninges is not denied, but that the so-called

apoplexy is a i-esult of auto-intoxication seems now to be pretty

well proved. Schmidt's treartanent was commenced on the

assumption tliat .som« toxic .material was developed in the
udder at the time of calving, and t'hat it might be neutralised

by contact with iodine in its least irritating form. Prac-

titioners who adoipted his plan were careful at first to avoid

introducing air when injecting the solution, but it was fcnnd

that the best results were obtained when atmospheric air was
accidentally admitted. It was also discovei-ed that not a few
cows which iind bo«n so treated fuiled to recover the milking

qualities which made them valuable, arnd a few were subject to

mammitis and abscess. It has been fomid that a solution of

chinosol, in the proportion of half a drachm to half a pint of

warm water, injected into each quarter of the udder, has all

the good effects of pot. iodid. without the ill consequences above
referred to. A still later treatment is that of injection of

oxygen, and its action is presumably the same, in neutralising

the toxic material which igiives rise to so-called miik fever. Ant i-

septic precautions, as the boiluig of instraments and cleansing

of the teats, are imporbant whatever remedy may be selecte<l.

Chino!*ol lia^s the advantage of caiTying both the medicaoient
and the antiseptic in itself. Massage is helpful in inducing some
slight irritatiooi of the epithelial layer of the alveoli md in

conveying the selected remedy throughout the gliinj.

DENTAL NOTES AND FORMULA.

Cleaning German Silver.—When German silver appliances,

for regulating purposes, etc., become discoloured through oxida-

tion, they should be dipped in hydrochloric acid, then washed
with a solution of sodium bicarbonate.

Cocainising Cavities.—Dr. Carpenter, writing in the Extract
Itevicw, recommends cocaimng the peridental member. The
ett'ect of the cocaine is to a great extent carried to the pulp of

the tooth. He finds that nine-tenths of the cavities by this

treatment can be prepared with little pain, and in many cases
without any pain at all.

Hot Fomentations.—The difficulty of applying constant hot
fomentations to the face can be overcome by using the india-
l ubber hot water-bottle, over which should be spread a piece of
flannel of s-uitjable size, moistened witj water. 15y tins means a
constant moist heat can be maintained without the frequent
changing which is always nece.sstiry by other method.s. The hot
water-bottle should not be too full, so as to allow the face to
sink into it, and adapt itself to any part required.

A Useful Alloy.—The following is given in the Dental Digest
as the formula for Bobbetr.'.s metal :—Copper, 1 ;

antimony, 2
;

tin, 8. The alloy is non-shrinking, hard enough not to batter,

and has a much lower fusing point than zinc ; also by adding
one part tin to five parts of lead for a counter die metal which
will not adhere if not poured until it thickens.

Compressed Air in Dentistry.—The use of compressed air

in dentistry is advocated by B. E. Saunders, in the
Dental Summary. The apparatus he has used consists of
a metal tank 36 inches high, 18 inches in diameter, capacity
18 gallons, .supplied with a gauge to denote the pounds
pressure, and two valves, a supplv valve and an exit valve.

After the air leaves the gasometer by its exit it passes through
a .second valve called the controller, which by manipulating with
a set-.screw gives the required amount of pressure at your hand
piece, in which is valve No. 3, which works automatically, at
the discretion of the operator, thus keeping the air blast, at
all times, under perfect control. The air compressor may be a
hand instrument, as a large bicycle pump, or may be run by
electricity or water pressure. In the treatment of pyorrhea
alveolaris a blast of air can be directed into the pockets, inflat-

ing them and so rendering the tartar deposits along the root
visible. After the deposits have been dislodged they
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may be successfully driven from the pockets by a blast

of air, and all pockets waished out and rendered

sterile by an atomiser containing the favourite formulae

solution of the dentist. In the treatment of dentine,

a blast of waarai air (about 112° F.) fi'om a hot-air syringe

directed into a cavity previously treated with an application of

ether, or better, an ethereal solution lof cocaine, gives amazing

results. In using warm compressed aar it is necessary to con-

sider the fact that expanding gases (suah as air leaving the

nozzle of a syringe) ai^e cooler tSxan when under constant pres-

sure, and if using the metal coil immersed in hat water, or the

electric coil, the air in the coil must be about 122° to produce

112° at the cavity. By the use of compressed air it i« possible

to more thoroughly disinfect and medicate a root canal tham by
any other method, as all portions are reached. Fistulae

absces-ses are also easily treated, sterilised, dried, medioaJted, i

and filled, by forcing the agents employed in tihe treatment into

the infected parts by a mild air ulast. Before taking impres-

sions the moutli is usually sprayed thoroughly witii a mdld

antiseptic, which removes the secretion of the mouth, and if

the impression is to be taken with modelling composition, the

saliva ejector is used, and the setting ha-stened by directing a

cold spray from the atom-iser on the compound, assui-ing a

more positiv^ result. Compressed air is a substitute for the

rubber bulb chip blower when preparing cavities, and a gentle

blast into the cavity while the bur is in operation not only

removes the debris, but prevents the tooth becoming heated.

Also a constant bla-st wihile using the paper -disk in finishing

fillings prevents to a large degree the unpleasant heating, and
allows the operator to work more rapidly. After cleaning teeth,

and in fact at the close of any operajtion, a warm spray from

the atomiser containing a pleasant antiseptic, not only tho-

i-oughly disinfects the mouth, but removes the colleotions and

debris,'and leaves the mouth in a more pleasant condition than

before the o^Deration. It is the most positive way to disinfecit

diseased lesions, and especially before and after extracting roots

and teeth. Not only is compressed aii- vaJuable in the operat-

ing-room, but in the laboratory, where it is a substitute, for

the bellows, when using the blow-pi^e for soldering and heatmg.

The flow of air is so constant and steady that it is par excel-

lence for soldering crowns or bridge work containing porcelain.

Its use is so imiversal in the dental office that it seems to play

an important part in nearly everything an ordinary dentist is

called upon to do. The instruments, tubes, spi^ays, and appara-

tus are easilv made by the dentist himself to suit special cases

—the principles of its"use are simple, the manipulation easy, and

the results positive and pleasant.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestion in therapeutics, for

the information of dispensers; they deal with novel applications of

drugs and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly so-called.

Chloretone to Prevent Post-Operative Vomiting.—L. W.
Bickle finds that the administration of a dose of 15 gr. of

chloretone, about two hours before the performance of an operar

tion, is a valuable meams of counteracting post-operative vomit-

ing, when chloroform is employed as the ansesthetic. In thirty-

Bix oases recorded, ohloretone failed' 'to prevent vomiting after

chloroform anaestliesiia in only three, and theise three were shown
to be exceptional conditiions, which predisposed tihem ifco tJi*

effects of (the narcotic.

—

Therap. Gaz., 26> 653.

Liver Extract in Organo-tlierapeutics.—Although it is known
tbsut Hippocrates gave extract of liver in diseases of tIhe eyes,

iit is not until recent years that the remedy has been used, on
a more scientific basis, by Trentas for the treatment of ocular

affections accompanying jaundice. Bras suggests the following

hepatic extract for use in sucfh cases :
—^Disintegrated liver

tissue, 10 ; macerate for twenty-four hours in glycerin, 10, add
boiled solution of salt (1:4), 5; maoeraie for half-an-liour,

filter, and sterilise. Dose, 3 C.c. by hypodermic injection.

Gilbert and Camot state that only the livers of animals fed on
milk should be employed, since these ore less toxic. They
reconunemd the use of liver powder which is obtained by scrap-

ing the gland with a knife and drying the pulp in vacuo at 27° C.

Dastre.and Floresco employ a papain digestion produot whiah
they prescribe in the form of an extract, m tablets containing
a doise, equivalemt to 38 to 40 grains of the fresih gland. Five
to ten such tablets ^tre given daily.

—

Rev. Mid. Pharm., 9, 552.

Sulpho-guaiacin.—Under this name quinine sulphoguaiaoo'
late has been introduced as a remedy for bronchitis and tuber-
culosis. It occurs in minute, yellow, bitter scales, which are
soluble in water and in alcohol. Sulpho-guaiacolic acid is first

prepared by heating together equal parts of guaiacol and H2S0i.
This is then neutralised with BaCOa, the mixture heatad to
drive ofi 00-2, filtered, and the soluble barium salt decomposed
with a solution of quinine sulphate. After removing the pre-
cipitated BaSOi sulpbo-guaiacin is obtained in a crystalline
form from the concentrated solution.

—

Pharm. Centralh.,
44, 79.

Atropine in Hernia.—P. Ostermaier reports on the efficacy of
atropine for mechanical obstruction of the intestines and for

disturbances of the function of the bowel. He cites a case of

strangulated hernia in which the hypodermic injection of

1/70 grain of atropine sulphate was followed by immediate
spontaneous reduction, although taxis had been previously
applied without effect for fifteen minutes. In four subsequent
oases, hypodermic injections of 1/70 to 1/45 grain of atropine
sulphate sufficed to bring about reduction, m another, a second
injection had to be given, and in a sixth, three were necessary.

No difference was observed in the effect whether the drug was
injected over the hernial ring or in other parts of the body as,

for instance, the forearm. Previous failures with atropine
injections are attributed to the smallness of the dose given.

The author states that 1/70 of a grain should be injected every
half-hour, until a maximum sum of 1/7 grain be reached, pro-

vided, obviously, that no toxic symptoms have been observed.

—

B. M. J. Epit., 2/1902, 92.

Carbol-Lysoform.—Eisner (Deutsch. Med. Woeh.) finds that

solutions of a mixture of crude carbolic acid and lysoform are

markedly more active as bactericides than solutions of similar

strength of its components. A mixture of one part of specially

prepared crude phenol and two parts of lysoform has therefore

been put on the market. Since this compound has bactericidal

power equal to that of pure phenol, while its toxicity and odour
are much less marked, it is claimed to be a valuable substitute

for that disinfectant.—B. M. J. Epit., 2/1902, 92.

Pyramidon.—Albrecht has found that small doses of pyrami-

don have an excellent effect on attacks of asthma, especially

when of reflex origin, which it relieves by allaying nervous

irritability. He gives it in doses of 0 30 Gm. several times a day
when there are repeated attacks. The camphorate or salicylate

must be given in slightly increased doses, 0 50Gm.oreven0-80Gm.
(Nouv. Bern., 18, 531). In dispensing pyramidon it should be

noted that when it is contained in a mixture with mucilage of

gum arable, a blue colour is developed if the mucilage is acid,

but disappears on the addition of ammonia to neutralise the

acid. It is therefore necessary that freshly prepared mucilage

only should be used. Deniges attributes the change to an

oxydase present in the gum, which is destroyed by heating the

fresh mucilage to 80°, and thus the coloration can be pre-

vented.

—

Schweiss Woch., 40, p. 589.

Eukinase and Pancreatokinase.—It has been shown by Paw-

low and Delezenne that the pure pancreatic juice has alone but

little digestive action on albumin and albuminoids, but that in

the presence of a trace of the peculiar ferment found in the in-

testinal walls, it acquires a very powerful digestive power.

Hallion and Carrion have given practical application to these dis-

coveriea. They have isolated and prepared the ferment from the

duodenal mucous membrane of the pig,which they name eukinase

which contains in a very active form Pawlow's enterokinase. In

order to avoid alteration of the ferment during passage through

the stomach, it is given either enclosed in gluten capsules, or

made into a paste with gluten and then divided into granules.

This latter form is specially convenient for administration to

young children. In addition to eukinase the authors have pre-

pared a combination of that ferment with pancreatin, which they

nskjne pancreatokinase, which is a powerful digestive agent.

—

Les Nouv. Bern., 1 9, 25.
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WHO'S WHO IN PHARMACY.

With the object of giving information concerning those who
ike a prominent position in pharmaceutical affairs, the Editor

as arranged for short personal notices to appear from time to

ime. Similar monographs will be published in future issues

f the Journal.

,LLEN. Charles Bowen. b. 1853. Apprenticed: J. L. Harvey
Penzance. Ph.C, 1876. Business: Allen's Pharmacy,
Kilburn, N.W. Mem. Council, Ph. Soc, 1885 ; Vice-Pres.,

lyoo.

TKINS, Samuel Ralph, J.P. b. 1828. Apprenticed : Thos.
Barling, Weymouth. Ph.C, 1853. Formerly in business

at Salisbury, now retired. Mem. Council Ph. Soc, 1876
;

Vice-Pres., 1882-87
;
Treasurer, 1899

;
Pres., B.P.C., 1887.

Mayor of Salisbury, 1874 ; for some years Mem. Wilts County
Council and other public bodies.

tOA, Peter, b. 1855. Apprenticed : James Dorman, Stranraer.
Andersonian Univ., Glasgow, 1877 (prize in Chem.)

;
Ph.C,

1890. Business : Peter Boa, 119, George Street, Edinburgh.
Examiner, Ph. Soc. (Scotland), 1892

;
Chrm., Executive,

N.B. Branch, 1899. Publications : Numerous papers and
notes in P. J., and other Journals.

:ARTEIGHE, Michael, F.l.C, F.C.S. App-enticed : C J.

Ridermacher, New Cavendish Street. Entd. School of

Pharmacy, 1862; medals in all subjects; Pereira medal;
Ph.C, 1863 ; Business : Dinneford and Co., New Bond
Street, London, W. ;

Auditor, Pharm. Soc, 1864: Ex-
aminer, 1866-1881; Member of Council, 1866-1870, 1881;
President, 1882-96; English Sec, International Pharm.
Congress, 1881; one of Founders of Inst, of Chem., 1877

;

Vice-Pres., 1835 1895
;
Vice-Pres., Society of Arts, 1890-95.

;OOPER, Albert, F.C.S. 6.1840. Apprenticed: C. T. Maggs,
Yeovil. Ph.C, 1864. Easiness: C-'oper and Co., Gloucester
Road, S. Kensington. Mem. Council Ph. Soc. 1900; Pres.

P.A.T.A., 1901 ;
Chrm., London Chem. Assoc, 1902; C.D.A.,

1902. Liveryman of the Spectacle Makers' Company.

:ORDER, Octavius. b. 1828. Apprenticed: Thomas Knott,
Exeter. School of Pharm., 1851 ; Ph.C, 1868. Business:
0. Corder, 31, London Road, Norwich. Examiner tio

Ph. Soc, 1874-1894; Mem. Council, 1895; Pres., B.P.C,
1893.

:R0SS, W. Gowen, J.P. b. 1848. Apprenticed : Cross (father),

Shrewsbury. Shrewsbury School; Ph.C, 1870. Business:
W. Gowen Cross and Son, Shrewsbury. Pres. C and D.
Trade Assoc., 1883-86; Mem. Council Ph. Soc, 1886; Vice-
Pres., 1892-95. Alderman, Shrewsbury, 1888; Mayor,
1895 ; Mem. and Vice-Chrm., School Board, 1895.

CUMMINGS, William, b. 1857. Apprenticed: Michael Cummings,
Alloa. C and D., 1886. Partner in Cammings Brothers,

• Reform Street, Dundee. Mem. Executive, N.B. Branch
Ph. Soc, 1902 ; Hon. Sec, Forfarshire Chem. Assoc.

;

Hon. Local Sec, B.P.C, Dundee, 1902.

DOIG, William, J.P., D.L. b. 1838. Apprenticed: David
Russell, Dundee. C. and D., 1863. Business : Wm. Doig
and Sons, Dundee. Mem. Executive, N.B. Branch Ph. Soc.
Mem. Dundee Town Council.

DOTT, David Brown, F.l.C, P.R.S.E. b. 1852. Apprenticed :

J. F. Macfarlan and Co., Edinburgh. Edin. Univ., 1870;
Ph.C, 1885. Partner in J. P. Macfarlan and Co., Edinburgh.
Examiner Ph. Soc, Scotland. Publications : Papers in
'Proc. Royal Soc. Edin.' ; in Pharm. J. ; and in Journ.
So:. Chem. Industry (chiefly on opium alkaloids).

ORUCE, George Claridge, M.A. (Oxon., Hon.), P.L.S. &. 1851.
Apprenticed: P. Jeyes and Co., Northampton. School of
Pharmacy, 1872 (Prize of Books)

;
Ph.C, 1874. Business :

G. C. Druce, 118, High Street, Oxford; Russell and Co.,
120, High Street, Oxford. Formerly Examiner, Ph. Soc.

;

Pres., B.P.C. 1901 2 ; Pres., Northampton Ph. Assoc., 1879

;

Oxford and District Chem. Assoc., 1899; Sherifi, City of
Oxford, 1897; Mayor, 1900-1; Fielding Curator, Univ.,
Oxford; Pres. or Treas. numerous Nat. Hist., Archaeol.,
Architect.; ahdT other Societies. Publications :

' Flora of
Oxfordshire,' 1885; 'Flora of Berkshire,' 1897 ;

' Guide to tho

Fielding Herbarium '
;

' North African Experiences '

Numerous papers in Journ. of Linn. Soc, Journ. of Botany r

and other Scientific Journals.

DUNLOP, Thomas. 6.1853. Apprenticed: W. M. Gilmour, M.D.,
Govan. Anderson's Coll., Glasgow, 1874; Free Church
Coll., Glasgow, 1875; Westminster Coll., London, 1880;
Prizeman in Prac. Chem. and Botany (Glasgow)

;
Ph.C,

1880. Business : T. Dunlop, Albert Cross, Pollokshields,

Glasgow. Mem. Executive N.B. Branch Ph. Soc, 1900.

Publications ; Occasional contributions to " Pharmacy and
the Allied Sciences."

FISHER, John H. b. 1855. Apprenticed: Wilson, Edinburgh,
Ph.C, 1878. Business : J. H. Fisher, Dunfermline. Many
years Mem. Executive N.B. Branch Ph. Soc. ; Mem. Town
Council, Dunfermline, 1897. Publications : Papers before

the Ph. Soc. in Edinburgh, and in P.J.

ERASER, Jonathan Innes, 6. 1855. Apprenticed: Wm. Robert-
son, Elgin. Ph.C, 1879. Business: J. I. Eraser, 9, Dundas
Street, Edinburgh. Examiner to Ph. Soc. (Scotland), 1893

GILMOUR, James P. b. 1860. Apprenticed: J. A. Clarke

Glasgow. Glasgow School of Pharmacy, 1898 ; Kinnin-
mont Gold Medal, 1900. C. and D., 1899

;
Dispenser

Victoria Infirmary, Glasgow, 1891-1901 ; Pres. Glasgow
Assistants' Assoc., 1899-1902. Business : J. P. Gilmour,
Cathcart Road, Glasgow. Mem. Executive, N.B. Branch
Ph. Soc. Publications : Papers in P.J., and before Ph. Soc.

in Edinburgh.

HARRINGTON, John F. b. 1853. Apprenticed : A. Harrington
(father), Rochford, Essex. South London School of

Pharmacy, 1872; C. and D., 1872. Business: J. F.
Harrington, 45, Kensington High Street. Mem. Council
Ph. Soc, 1898.

HARRISON, John. b. 1843. Apprenticed : J. Jackson, Oldham,
and J. WooUey, Manchester. Owens Coll.

;
C,.and D., 1868^

Business : J. Harrison, Sunderland. Councillor, Sunder-
land, 1881 ; Alderman, 1898. Mem. Council Ph. Soc, 1887

;

Vice-Pres., 1895. Mem. House of Laymen, Province of

York.

HENRY, Claude F, 6.1859. Appreyiticed : T)\xnc&xi, mockhg.Tt,

aud Co., Edinburgh. Heriot Watt Coll., Certif. in Chem. ;

C. and D., 1881. Business : C. F. Henry, 1, Brandon Terr,
Edinburgh. Mem. Executive N.B. branch Ph. Soc, 1894;
Piiblicacations : Papers and Notes bafore various Societies.

HILLS, Walter, F.C.S. b. 1847. Apprenticed: Wm. Gibbs,

Ryde. School of Pharm., 1869
;

Ph.C, 1870. Business:
John Bell and Co., 225, Oxford Street, London, W. Mem.
Council, Ph. Soc, 1881

;
Pres., 1896-9.

HODGKINSON, Charles. 6. 1842. Apprenticed : Clarke, Nettle-

ship, and Bailey, Leicester. School of Pharm., 1860 ; C.

and D., 1868. Partner in Hodgkinsons, Clarke, and Ward,
London. Auditor, Pharm. Soc.

HOLMES, Walter Murton. 6. 1848. Apprenticed : M. Mohun,
Ramsgate. School of Pharm., 1868

;
Ph.C, 1869. Business:

W. M. Holmes, 7, Belgrave Mansions, S.W. ;
Examiner,

Ph. Soc, 1891. Publications : Papers in P. J., and in

Journals of Linnean Soc, Geological Soc, and Croydon
Microscop. and Nat. History Club.

IDRIS, Thomas Howell Williams, J.P., L.CC 6. 1842,

Apprenticed : T. V. Lewis, Ebbw Vale. C and D., 1868.

Chairman, Idris and Co., Ltd., London. Formerly Thames
Conservator, Lea Conservator, Alderman, Borough of St.

Pancras ; Pres., B.P.C, 1903. Publications : Notes on
Essential Oils, two editions

;
Papers on Pharm. Subjects,

Fermentation, London Fog.

KERR, Charles. 6. 1835. Appi-enticed : The Glasgow Apothe-
caries' Co. Univ. and Coll. of Surgeons, Edinburgh, 1862-3-

(Prize in Prac Chem); Ph.C, 1868. Business: City

Pharmacy, Dundee. Mem. Executive N.B. Branch Ph-
Soc (for two years Vice-Chrm.)

;
Many years Pres. Dundee

Chem. Assoc.

LESCHER, Frank Harwood, F.C.S. h. 1842. Articled : Thomas
B. Evans, Liverpool. Univ. Coll. School, 1855 ; School of

Pharm. (Medals, Bot. and Mat. Med.) ; Pereira Medal,.

1868 ; Ph.C., 1868. Partner la Evans Sons Lescher and
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Webb, Ltd. Auditor, Ph. Soc. Director, Met. Life

Assurance See, since 1886 ;
Master, Worshipful Co. of

Musicians, 1902 ; Commander, Portuguese Order of Christ.

Publications: 'Guide to Modified Examinations'; 'Ele-

ments of Pharmacy '
;

' Recent Materia Medica ' (5th edit.,

1897) ; Numerous Papers in P. J., etc.

MABEN, Thomas, P.C.S. 6. 1855. Apprenticed: John Craig,

Hawick. Edin. Univ., 1876-78 ; Ph.C , 1880. In business,

Hawick, 1880-99. Co-Principal West of Scotland Coll. of

Pharm., 1899-1900
;

joined Literary Staff of Parke, Davis
and Co., London and Detroit, 1900. Examiner to Ph. Soc.

(Scotland), 1884-95, 1897-99 ; Member B.P.C. Formulary
Committee, 1886-99. Member Hawick School Board, 1896

;

Chairman, 1897-99. Member N.B. Executive, Ph. Soc,
1901. Publiticnis : Numerous papers.

MACEWAN, Peter, F.C.S. Apprenticed : J. Peebles, Lochee,

N.B. Dundee Science School, 1875-7; 1879-80. Ph.C,
1880., Asst.-Secretary in Scotland, Ph. Soc, 1882-6.

Editor, The Chemist and Druggist, 1899. Publications

:

'The Art of Dispensing,' 1888. 'Pharmaceutical Formulas,'

1898.

MARSDEN, Prosper H., P.C.S., 1895. fe. 1868. Apprenticed:

Chas. Midgley, Manchester, 1884. School of Pharmacy, 1888.

Ph.C, 1893 ; Lecturer in Pharmacy and Demonstrator of

Mat. Med., Univ. Coll., 1896. Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1902.

Publications : ' The Detection of Lead in Organic Fluids,'

with Dr. Abram, 1896. Papers in P. J., and on Radiographic

Work.

MATTHEWS, Harold E. 6.1875. Apprenticed: W.Griffiths,
Cirencester. School of Pharmacy, 1896 (Bell Scholar)

;

1st prizeman all subjects; Ph.C, 1898. Business: The
Mall Pharmacy, Clifton. Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1902.

jMpLDRUM, Martin, b. 1873. Apprenticed : J. Tocher, Dum-
fermline, Glasgow. School of Pharmacy, 1896-9. Kinnin-
mont Gold Medal, 1898. Ph.C, 1899; Business; M.
Meldrum, 150, High Street, and 35, Montgomery Street,

Irvine. Examiner, Ph. Soc. (Scotland), 1902.

NAYSMITH, Andrew b. 1858. Apprenticed: D. H. Burn,
.\rbroath. South London School of Pharmacy, 1879
(Prizes in Pharmacy and Mat. Med.) ; C. and D., 1879.

I3usiness : The Pharmacy, High Street, Arbroath. Mem.
Executive, N.B. Branch Ph. Soc.

NEWSHOLME, G. T. W., F.C.S. 6.1853. Ai)p-enticed : B.. Fell,

Huddersfield. South London School of Pharmacy ; Ph.C,
1876. Business : G. T. W. Newsholme, High Street,

Sheffield. Mem. Council, Ph. Soc, 1887; Vice-Pres., 1895;
Pres., 1900. Sheffield Board Guardians, Chrmn., 1896.

PARK, Charles J. b. 1854. Apprenticed : J. Dampney,
Plymouth. School of Pharmacy. Ph.C, 1880. Business:
C. J. Park, Mutley Pharmacy, Plymouth. Mem. of Council,

Ph. Soc, 1896; Pres., Plymouth Chemists' Assoc., 1894-5-9.

PECK, Ernest Saville, M.A. (Cantab). 6. 1866. Apprenticed:
G. Peck, "Cambridge. Herbarium Bronze Medal, 1884.

Ph.C, 1889. Partner in G. Peck and Son, Cambridge;
Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1899; Joint Sec, B.P.C, 1901.

ROBINSON, Richard A., J.P., L.CC ; b. 1849. Apprenticed:

J. M. Wimpenny, Bootle ; School of Pharmacy, 1872;
0. and D., 1872; Business: W. Maiden and Co.,

^95, Brompton Road, London, and Miller and Co., Tun-
bridge Wells ; Mem. of Town Council, Tuubridge Wells,

1896-1901 ; elected to L.CC for S. Kensington, 1896 ; Alder-

man, Borough of Kensington, 1900 ; Thames Conservator,

1900 ; Mem. of Council, Ph. Soc, 1902.

SPENCE, Alexander, b. 1868. Apprenticed: Christina M.
Spence and Robt. Spence, M.D., Linlithgow. Royal Public

Dispensary, Edinburgh, 1889-90. C. and D., 1890. Bailie

and Sheriff, Linlithgow
;
Trustee, etc., of numerous Guilds

and Fraternities ; Prison Commissioner, 1901 ; Mem.
Executive N.B. Branch Ph. Soc.

;
Freeman, Royal Burgh

of Linlithgow.

.STAMP, Frank U. . 6. 1874. Apprenticed: E. B. Stamp,
Hampstead. School of Pharmacy, 1895 (Bell Scholar);

Ph.C, 1896; Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1902.

STRACHAN, Alexander. 6. 1849. Apprenticed : D. M. Mackay,
Aberdeen. Aberdeen Univ., 1867-8. Ph.C, 1871. Business:
A. Strachan, Rosemount Place, Aberdeen. Sec. of

Aberdeen and N. of Scotland Soc. of C and D., 1877 to

1896 ; Lecturer on Mat. Med. and Pharm. to students of

Aberdeen Soc. ; C. and D., 1878-9 ; Mem. Executive N.B.
Branch, Ph. Soc. since 1882.

STORRAR, David, J.P. b. 1839. Apprenticed: Dron, Kirk-
caldy. High School, Kirkcaldy ; C. and D., 1868. Busi-
ness : D. Storrar, Kirkcaldy. Mem. Town Council and
School Board, Kirkcaldy. Lt.-Col. 1st Fife A.V. Mem.
of Council, Ph. Soc, 1890.

SUTHERLAND, John W. 6. 1S61. Apprenticed: Baildon and
Son, Edinburgh. Royal Coll. Surgeons, Edinburgh, 1881-2;
Prizeman, Pract. Chem.

;
Ph.C, 1885. In business, Dum-

fries, 1886-1897 ; now Managing Director, Prazer and Green,
Ltd., Glasgow. Examiner, Ph. Soc. (Scotland), 1894-7, and
from 1902.

SYMES, Charles, Ph.D., F.L.S. 6.1840. Apprenticed: R.Ellis,

Thornbury. School of Pharm.; Ph.C, 1860. Business:
Rodney, Central, and Exchange Pharmacies, Liverpool.

Pres. B.P.C, 1896-8 ; thrice Pres. Liverpool Chemists'
Assoc. ; Mem. Council, Ph. Soc, 1879-88, 1896. Publica-

tions : Contributions to P. J., etc., for 40 years.

TAYLOR, John. 6. 1855. ' Apprenticed : W. Blain, Bolton.

Manchester School of Pharm., 1877 (Prizes, Botany, etc.) ;

C and D., 1878. In business, Bolton, 1879-1902. Mem.
Council, Ph. Soc, 1900.

TICKLE, Thomas, B.Sc (London), A.I C. b. 1871. Ap-
prenticed: W. W. Brown, Exeter. School of Pharm., 189'ii

(Bell Scholar)
;
Medals, Chem. and Pharm. ; Ph.C, 1893

:

Pereira Medal, 1893 ; Redwood Scholar, 1893 ; Salter's

Research Fellow, 1896-8 ; Public Analyst, City of Exeter,

1901; Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1902. Publications: Numerous
chemical researches.

TOCHER, James Fowler, F.LC 6. 1864. Apprenticed: W.
Troup, Rhyme. Marischai Coll., 1885; Ph.C, 1890.

Business : J. F. Tocher, 5, Chapel Street, Peterhead. Ex-

aminee, Ph.C (Scotland), 1899; Analyst to Peterhead Cor-

poration, etc. Publications : Several chemical and an-

thropological papers.

UMNEY, Charles, F.LC 6. 1843. Apprenticed : Corrie, Bed-

ford. School of Pharmacy, 1862 (Bell Scholar) ; Medal for

Pract. Chem. ; Certificates" of Honour; Ph.C, 1862. Man-
aging Director, Wright, Layman, and Umney, Ltd., London;

formerly with J. Bell and Co., and Herrings and Co. Ex-

aminer to Ph. Soc, 1874-8
;
Auditor, Ph. Soc, 1879. Pub-

lications : Numerous contributions to P.J., etc. during

upwards of thirty-five years.

WANT, William Phillip. 6. 1865. Apprenticed: A. C. Cole,

Lee, S.E. School of Pharmacy, 1885 (Bell Scholar, 1885:

Medals, Bot. and Mat. Med.)
;
Ph.C, 1887. Sub-Editor.

British and Colonial Druggist, 1891 ;
Editor, 1901.

WHITE, Edmund, B.Sc (Lond.,), F.LC. 6.1866. Apprenticed-

J. S. Hewitt, Rochester ; School of Pharmacy (Bell Scholar,

1886); 1st prizeman in all subjects, 1887-8 ; Pharm. Soc,

silver medal, 1888
;
Demonstrator, School of Pharmacy 1888

;

Ph.C, 1888 ; Pharmaceutist to St. Thomas's Hospital,

1889 ; Examiner to Ph. Soc, 1893. Publications : (with

J. Humphrey) ' Pharmacopedia,' 1900 ;
' St Thomas's

Hospital Pharmacopoeia,' 1902.

WILSON, Harold, B.Sc. (London). 6. 1874. Apprenticed: R.

Gatenby, Bridlington, and W. Martindale, London ;
School

of Pharmacy, 1895-6 ; Medals, Chem., Pharm. ; Certificates

of Honour; Ph.C, 1896; Pharmacist, Univ. Coll. Hos-

pital, 1898 ;
Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1899.

WOOTTON, Alfred Charles. 6. 1843. Apprenticed : Peter Woot-

ton, Luton. Ph.C, 1865 ; "Editor the Chem. and Driuj.,

1869-99 ; Mem. Council, PlI. Soc:, 1900.

YOUNG, J. Rymer, J.P., P CS. 6. 1850. Apprentice<l : J. C.

Young, Warrington. Owens Coll., 1870 ; School of Pharm.,

:1872; Ph.C, 1872. Business: J. Rymer Young, and Hill

and Co., Warrington ; Medal of Royal Humane Soc, 1879.
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PRACTICAL NOTES AND F0R1VIUL;C.

Ointment for Chapped Hands.

Mutton suet, 3 ; spermaceti, 2 ;
yellow wax, 2. Melt

together and stir until nearly cold.

—

SouUiern Drug. Joiirn.,

1, 184.

Witch-Hazel Jelly.

(1) Mucilage of Irish moss, 4 oz. ; witch-hazel water, 4 oz.

;

glycerin, 6 oz. ; eau de Cologne, 5J oz.
;

borax, 30 gr. Dis-

solve the borax in the witch-hazel water, mix with 3 fl. oz. of

glycerin and the perfume ; add slowly to the mucilage,

previously mixed with the remainder of the glycerin. Allow to

stand for a few hours, then strain. (2) Powdered traga-

canth, 160 gr. ; glycerin, 5J oz.
;
water, 5i oz. ; witch-hazel

water, 5J oz. Rub the tragacanth to a smooth paste with the

mixed liquids. Berfume as desired.

—

Southern Drug. Journ.,

1 , 184, after Pharm. Era.

Milk of Roses and Elder.

Spermaceti, 24 gr. ;
powdered white soap, 90 gr.

; almonds,
4 oz. ; white vcax, 90 gr. ; almond oil, 90 gr. ; alcohol (90 per

cent.), 4 oz. ;
water, 1 pint ; otto of rose, 5 drops : oil of neroli,

10 drops ; essence of jasmin, 1 dr. ; essence of white rose, 1 dr.

Blanch the almonds, beat them to a smooth paste, gradually

adding water to form a thin cream. Melt the spermaceti and
almond oil together, add this to the soap previously rubbed
down with 4 dr. of water. Dissolve the perfumes in the alcohol

and mix all together.

—

Southern Drug. Journ., 1, 184.

Cooling Cream.

Quince seed, 1 oz. ; boric acid, 16 gr.
;
starch, 1 oz.

; glycerin,

16 oz.
;

liquid phenol, 30 minims; alcohol (90 per cent.),

12 fl. oz. ; oil of lavender, 30 minims ; otto of rose, 10 minims
;

extract of white rose, 1 fi. oz. ; water to make 64 oz. Dissolve

the boric acid in 32 fl. oz. of water, and in thi,s solution

macerate the quince seed for three hours, then strain. Heat
the starch and glycerin until the starch granules are broken ; to

this add the phenol. Dissolve the perfumes in the spirit, then
mix all together, strain and add enough water to make the
final product weigh 64 oz.

—

Pharm. Era, 28, 526.

Wrinkle Remover.

White petrolatum, 7 oz. ; hard paraffin, h oz.; lanoline, 2 oz.
;

water, 3 fl. oz. ; otto of rose, 3 drops
;

vanillin, 2 gr. ; alcohol

|90 per cent.), 1 fl. dr. Melt the paraffin, add the lanoline and
petrolatum, and pour the melted mixture into a warm mortar ;

incorporate the water with constant stirring ; when nearly cold
add the perfumes. The preparation should be rubbed vigorously
into the skin, as friction assists the absorbed fat in developing
the muscles, and also imparts softness and fulness to the skin.

—

Pharm. Era, 28, 526.

Beauty Blanch.

Distilled witch-hazel, 12 ; prepared cucumber juice, 12 ; rose
water, 6 ; essence of white rose, 6 ; glycerin of borax, 4 ;

pre-
pared talc, 4 ; zinc oxide, 2 ;

simple tincture of benzoin, 2.

Mix well.—Pfeam. Era, 28, 526.

Mouth-Wash for Offensive Breath.

Rose water, 5 ; hydrogen peroxide, 1. ]\Iix. To be used as a
imuth-wash.

—

Southern Drug. Journ., 1,211.

Cockroach Exterminator.

(1) Powdered borax, 20
; starch, 5 : powdered cacao, 3. Mix.

i2) borax, 1 ; lime, 1 ;
flour, 2 ; sugar, 4 parts.. Mix.—Spa^wZa,

Milk Powder.
Sodium bicarbonate, 1 ; milk, 500. Evaporate down to three'

'>arths its volume and gradually add, with constant stirring,
Jowdered sugar, 250. Spread the mass out on plates, dry,
'owder, and store in stoppered vessels. For use, dissolve six parts
>f the powder in 100 of water.—Ber. Med. Pharm., 9, 555.

Orange Flower " Skin Food."

White wax, IJ oz.
;
spermaceti, .k oz. : coco-nut oil, 1 oz.

;

lanoline, 1 oz. : oil of sweat almond's, 2 fl. oz. Melt together in

a porcelain dish and add orange flower water, 1 fl. oz. ; simple
tincture of bsnzoin, 3 drops. This is stated to be an excellent

preparation for the skin, which may also be used in massage for

removing wrinkles.

—

Pharm. Era, 28, 526.

Freckle Remover.

Mercuric chloride, 7 gr.
;

hydrochloric acid, 2 dr. ; sweet
almonds, 1 oz.

;
glycerin, 6 dr. ;

simple tincture of benzoin,

30 minims ; bitter almond water, g.s. to make 8 fl. oz. Blanch
the almonds and make them into a paste with the glycerin, to

which add 6 oz. of the bitter almond water. Add the tincture

of benzoin with constant stirring, then the acid, and lastly

the mercuric chloride, previously dissolved in 2 oz. of the water.
— Sotithc7-n Drug. Journ., 1, 183.

Aromatic Cachous.

Oil of cinnamon, 6 minims ; neroli oil, 12 minims
;
pepper,

mint oil, 30 minims
;
cloves, powdered, 40 gr. ; cardamom seedfe-

powdered, 80 gr. : vanilla. 2 dr : orris root, powdered, 2J dr. :

mace, powdered, 6 dr. : sugar, 5 dr. : chocolate, 3| oz. ; extract

of liquorice sufficient to mass. Powder the solids, add the oils,

and mass with the liquorice. Roll into small pills, which may
be silvered.

—

Southern Drug. Journ., 1, 209.

Sea-Foam or Dry Shampoo.

(1) Coco-nut oil soap, 2 oz.
; potassium carbonate, 1 oz.

;

alcohol (90 per cent.), 16 fl. oz.
; bay oil, 30 minims ; tincture

of turmeric, 30 minims ; water to produce 32 oz. Dissolve

the soap in a little water by the aid of heat. Add the potassium
carbonate, and more water to make up 16 fl. oz. When nearly
cold add the spirit in which the oils have been previously

dissolved. Filter. (2) Castor oil, 4 fi. dr.; solution of ammonia,
4 fl. dr. ; ammonium carbonate, 4 dr. ; alcohol (90 per cent.),

16 fl. oz. Water, to produce 32 fl. oz. Dissolve the oil in the

alcohol, add the liquid ammonia, then the ammonium carbonate
dissolved in the water. It may be perfumed v?ith bay oil or

other perfume, and tinted with turmeric as in formula No. 1.

—

Canad. Drugg., 14, 302.

DEATHS.

Bennett.—On February 18, Thomas Bennett, Chemist and
Druggist, Brighton, late of Penge. Aged 82.

McBride.—On February 20, 1903, at 18, Victoria Gardens,
Rutherglen, Robert McBride, Chemist and Druggist. Aged 31.

Soma months ago he was laid aside by pulmonary disease,

which has quickly cut him off.

Mcintosh.—On February 18, James Mcintosh, Chemist and
Druggist, Huntly, N.B. Mr. Mcintosh, who was a member of

the Pharmaceutical Society, was a native of Keith. He started

in business at Huntly over thirty years ago, and was held in

high esteem by all who knew him.

Reid.—On Tuesday, February 17, 1903, at his residence

in Anstruther, N.B., David Stevenson Reid, Pharmaceutical
Chemist. Aged 74. He was a native of Anstruther, where
latterly he was in business till a few years ago, when failing

health compelled him to give up all work. His name stands
second on the list of candidates who passed the first Major Ex-
amination held in Edinburgh on February 24, 1852. He
leaves a widow, who is in delicate health.

Trezise.—On February 18, 1903, at Birkenhead, Octavius
Edward Trezise, Chemist and Druggist. Aged 82. Mr. Trezise

was for upwards of half-a-century in business at Wellingborough.
He retired from business two years ago, after undergoing his

trial fit Northants Assizes for manslaughter through a mistake
in making up a prescription, by which a child lost its life. He
pleaded guilty, and, on undertaking to retire from business, he
was bound over to come up for judgment if called upon. He
was a member of the old Local Board at Wellingborough, a

local preacher in the Wesleyan Church, and for a long period

', superintehdeiit of the Stinday School.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ilNFORMA'pioN required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulse
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloorasbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Preliminary Examination (0. L.—85/26).—See reply to
F. H.," below.

Name and Address Wanted (A. H.—181/3).—We are sending
your letter to the person with whom you wish to communicate,
and he will doubtless write to you in due course.

Assistants to Companies (W. S. -181/16).—Your questions
would appear more fittiogly in the journal which published
the statement to which you take exception. Moreover, we
prefer not to advertise the company in question.

Preliminary Examination (F. H.—85/30).—'The Pharma-
ceut a ociety does not hold a preliminary examination now,
but Dodd's ' Complete Guide to Preliminary Examinations '

(offices of the Chemist and Druggist, 2s. 9d., post free) should
serve your purpose.

Book on Surgical Appliances (B. A.—85/27).—Probably Pye's
' Surgical Handicraft ' (John Wright and Co., Bristol. Price

10s. 6d.) would meet your requirements, but you might inquire
of Mr. H. Kimpton, 13, Purnival Street, London, E.G., whether
anything more suitable is published.

Nicotine Fumigator (W. T.—85/20).—We are unable to give

you the formula for the preparation you mention, but the
following was published in the P.J. some weel£s ago :—Dissolve
camphor, 2, in methylated spirit, 3 ; then add nicotine, 4,

mixed with water, 1. We shall be glad to know if you find this

formula answer.

Rapid Rectilinear Lens (C. B. B.—85/29).—This is a double
lens, composed of two symmetrical lanses, either of which may
be used as a long-focus landscape lens. The outer lens is of

ordinary flint glass, the inner being made of an extra light

flint glass specially prepared for the inventor. The lens is

non-distorting and free from spherical aberration. ^,

Nitro-Compounds (H. S.— 85/16).—The term is applied to

compounds containing the group nitroxyl (NO2) directly united,

by means of its nitrogen, to carbon. Ordinary gunpowder is

simply a mechanical mixture of potassium nitrate, charcoal, and
sulphur. You should consult a text-book of organic chemistry.

See, for example, Chapter xxii. of Perkin and Kipping's
' Organic Chemistry.'

Nut Oil (W. M. E.—85/17).—The oil may contain from 1 to

10 per cent, of free acid. The acid value can be determined by
dissolving a sample of the oil in a mixture of alcohol and ether,

then titrating with standard alkali, using phenol-phthalein as

indicator. Consult Lewkowitsch's ' Chemical Analysis of Oils,

Fats, and Waxes' (Macmillan, 253. net), a copy of which can be
seen in the Pharmaceutical Society's Library.

j|
l

Liquid Dry Shampoo (A. T. B —85/33).— (1) Borax and am-
monium carbonate, each 4 drachms; tincture of quillaia, 1 fl.

drachm ; oil of Myrcia acris, 10 minims ; rectified spirit,

5 fl. ounces; distilled water, g.s. to make one pint. (2) White
Castile s)ap, 1 drachm; rectified spirit, 7 fl. ounces; eau de
Cjlogne, 1 fl. ounce ; distilled water, 3 fl. ounces. Dissolve the
Boap in the liquids, then add solution of ammonia, 1 fl. ounce.

Soluble Glass (A. P. D.—85/28).—Your query is somewhat
unintelligible, since yoa do not say how you wish to use the

I
silicate, nor what you desire to effect. The addition of a
calcium salt will probably produce an insoluble precipitate of
glass (sodium-calcium silicate), while neutralisation by an acid
may be expected to cause the silica to gelatinise. Try add-
ing diluted hydrochloric acid or acetic acid until a turbidity
appears.

Malted Preparations (A. B. M.—85/12).— (1) Mix 1 fluid ounce
of Liq. Ferri Phos. Co. pro Syrup, with sufiicient malt extract
to make 16 fluid ounces. Since chemical food must be acid
to contain ferrous phosphate, the diastasio property must be
diminished in any malted mixture containing it, especially if the
mixture is to be kept for any length of time. (2) Add the
hypophosphites to the malt extract, in the form of a hot concen-
trated solution. Mix 1 fluid ounce of Liq. Hypophosp. Co.
pro Syrup, with sufficient malt extract to make 16 fluid
ounces.

Plague of Flies (H. and B.—85/31).—The reappearance of the
flies in the room on sunny days at the present time of year points
to the fact that they are hibernating. These hibernators are
mostly females, so as many as possible should be killed now.
It is not probable that these flies now come from the stables,
but it is almost certain that they have originally come thence,
or at any rate from horse manure or decomposing animal and
vegetable matter of that nature. This is the food of the larva of

the house-fly. The fact of the stables being clean inside may not
show that the stable litter is not carefully carried away some-
where, possibly near the house, and there left for the flies to

breed in. The only hope of a radical cure of the evil is to find
out where the flies breed and remove their food. Doubtless the
visitors now troubling your client are hibernators who have
passed the winter in the thick ivy. Possibly syringing this

hard with a strong jet of water would drive them away. Mere
spraying with a syringe would not be likely to be effective, as

the flies get right down against the wall, and would be out of

reach of anything but a powerful stream of water. Perhaps in

the summer spraying with quassia might do some good. It is

not likely that the strong-smelling oils will do much good now,
since, when the flies come out of their winter quarters, they
are more or less torpid, and do not seem to have full powers of

smell ; it is only when they are in full vigour that they seem
to be repelled or attracted by odours. Now is the time to kill

the individual flies, as each one destroyed represents a prospec-
tive brood.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, i(

intended for publication in the currenc week's issue, should reach the

OfBoe not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, it specially arranged for. Instructions from Members o(

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied bf
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given thrt

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addressee,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.
Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired 8ize,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Formulje should be written with extra care, all systematio

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters Dsed

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

I<ETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUHICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Bland,

Blunt, Blyth, Coleman, Cummings, Currie, Dolbear, Dowdy, Danlop.

Fisher, Harrington, Heap, Henry, Hill, Holmes, Hornby, James, Jones,

Judge, Kerr, Kirkby, Masham, Mumbray, Naylor, Naysmith, N^wsholme,
Orton, Palmer, Pickering, Sage, Sankey, Shadforth, Sinca, Stracban,

Taylor, Tocher, Twinberrow, Wardleworth, Williamson, Young.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Influence of Cold upon Bacteria.

In several previous researches Macfadyen and Macfadyen and

Rowland have shown that the temperature of liquid air (about

- 190° C), and of liquid hydrogen (about -252° C), acting for

a period of seven days and ten hours respectively, has no appre-

ciable effect upon either the vitality or functional activity of

bacteria. A. Macfadyen has now subjected a number of bacterial

species to the temperature of liquid air for a period of six

months with the same result—viz., no eftect upon the vitality

or activities of the organisms experimented with.

—

Proc. Roy.

Soc, Land., vol. 71.

l^eaction for Bence-Jones Albumose.

Many years ago Bence-Jones detected in the urine a peculiar

proteid body, which was afterwards termed "Bence-Jones''

albumin, and which has since been identified as an albumose.

Boston suggests a rapid test for this substance based upon its

high content of sulphur. The urine is filtered, and 15-20 Co.

are mixed with an equal volume of saturated sodium chloride

sDlution, shaken, and 2-3 C.c of a 30 per cent, caustic soda

solution are added and mixed, and the upper part of the mixture

is then heated to boiling, and a few drops of a 10 per cent, lead

asetate solution are added. A black colour, with the formation

of a biack precipitate after standing (due to lead sulphide), indi-

cates the presence of the Bence-Jones albumose.

—

Amer. Journ.

of the Med. Sciences, 124, p. 567.

Prussic Acid in Opening Buds of Prunus.

The part played by hydrocyanic acid or its compounds in

plant economy is practically undetermined. Although this

problem is not made any clearer, some facts concerning the

amount of prussic acid contained in plants have been brought

together by Prof. E. Verschaffalt. Taking buds of Prunus
laurocerasus and Pruims padus, the amount of prussic acid was

found to be greater in the developing shoots than in the buds.

This is not due to photosynthesis, for etiolated shoots contained

more prussic acid than the normal. No direct experiments

to show that the HON compound is formed in the developing

shoot could be devised, but it was demonstrated indirectly since

the adjacent internodes also show an increase in the amount of

prussic acid while the buds are developing.

—

Kon. Akadetnie van
Wetenschappen, June, 1902.

New Stain for Diphtheria Bacillus.

W. G. Schauffler has employed pyronin (Griibler) as a stain

for the diphtheria bacillus (Med. Record, N.Y., December 6,

1902, p. 895). The solutions employed are (1) filtered solution

of Loffler's methylene blue, 10 C.c, ; filtered solution of pyronin,
1"5 C.c. ; acid alcohol, 0 5 C.c. (2) the pyronin solution is a

5 per cent, one in distilled water. (3) the acid alcohol consists

of absolute alcohol, 97 C.c, and 25 per cent, hydrochloric acid,

3 C.c. The cover-glass preparations are stained for one minute,
and are then well washed, dried, and mounted. The bodies of

the bacilli are stained blue, the poles are a bright ruby red.

Bactericidal Effects of Blood.

A. E. Wright and F. N. Windsor have investigated the
bactericidal action which human blood serum exerts upon a
variety of microbes (Journ. of Hijgiene, II., No. 4, 1902, p. 385).

They find that human serum has a powerful bactericidal effect

Voi,. 70. (FoDBTH Seeies, Voi,. 16.) No. 1706.

upon the typhoid bacillus, and the cholera vibrio, while it is

without bactericidal action upon the Staphylococcus pyogenes
B. pestis. Micrococcus melitensis, and probably also upon the
Streptococcus pyogenes and B. diphtherun. Sterilised cultures
of those species of pathogenic micro-organisms which are killed

by the serum appear, in contradistinction to those species of

micro-organisms which are not affected by the serum, to possess
the power of directly abstracting a bactericidal element from
the blood.

Air of Factories and Workshops.

J. S. Haldane has made a number of determinations of t

amount of carbonic acid present in the air of factories and
workshops (Journ. of Hyrjicne, II., No. 4, 1902, p. 414). The
general average found was lO'l volumes of CO.2 per 10,000

during daylight or with electric lighting, and 17 6 during gas-

light. The maximum proportion of CO2 found by day was 46-2

volumes in a tightly- closed spinning-room. The consumption
of coal-gas largely influences the result. On the whole,

employers seem to be anxious to do all in their power to secure

satisfactory ventilation. The average amount of carbon dioxide

in the external air was 3-5 volumes per 10.000, tbs maximum
amount found was 65 volumes during a fog in the City of

London.

Purin Bodies of Food-stuffs.

The term "purin" has been applied by E.Fischer to %

nucleus, C5N4, which is present in such substances as hypoxan-
thin, xanthin, guanin, caffein, which" are related to uric acid-

The purin compounds are more or less soluble in the usual

solvents, crystallise easily, and form double compounds with

copper and silver salts. They seem to be derived originally from
nucleins. In food-stuffs purin compounds occur in the free state,

e.g., xanthin, etc., or " bound " as in nuclein. Purin bodies are

abundant in meats, and there is little difference between white

and dark meats in this respect. Peas, beans, oatmeal, asparagus,

and onions, among vegetable foods, contain much purin, and
accounting for the high uric acid excretion which follows their

ingestion. Prom several varieties of beer and porter purin

bodies have been isolated, and account perhaps for the harmful
nfluence of these beverages in gout. The continued daily

injection of hypoxanthin into rabbits hinders growth and
causes degenerative cell changes in the liver and kidney. The
urinary purin, principally in the form of uric acid, is increased

in feeding with fish, fowl, beef, beans, and beer. The faices may
contain unabsorbed nucleins.—I. Walker Hall, The Puriti

Bodies of Food-stuffs Manchester, 1901.

The Purinometer.

I. Walker Hall (loc. cit.) has devised an instrument for the

estimation of urinary purins for clinical purposes. The appa

ratus consists of a stoppered graduated cylinder, having a stop-

cock near the bottom, the bore of which is of the same size as

the cylinder, separating it from a small reservoir. Albumin, if

present, is removed from the urine by acidulating and boiling.

The apparatus is filled with the urine free from albumin up to

a special mark, the stop-cock being open, and the phosphates

are precipitated with a mixture of Ludwig's magnesia mixture,

talc, and ammonia. The talc markedly accelerates the sedi-

mentation of the phosphatic precipitate which, in a few

minutes, collects in the reservoir. When this has takea place

the stop-cock is turned, and then a special ammoniacal silver

nitrate solution with talc is added. This yields a precipitate of

a silver compound of the purin bodies, together with silver

chloride, and after standing, from the volume of the precipitate,

the percentage of purin bases is read off by the graduation.

'
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Water-soluble C»mpounds of Menthol.

A. Einhorm and S. Jahn publish a paper upon the production

of diethylglycocoU menthyl ester, the hydrochloride of which
is soluble in water and readily splits off menthol in the

organism. Similar compounds of camphor and borneol were

found unsuitable for medicinal use.

—

Archiv. d. Pharvi., 240, 644.

Santonin Reaction.

, The violet colour-reaction produced when santonin is heated

with alcoholic potash is said to be rendered more delicate by

first heating the ssantonin with alcoholic solution of ethyl

nitrite, and then adding a few drops of potash solution to the

warm liquid.

—

Jotirn. d. P/ian?i., through Zeit. d. Allg. Oesterr.

Apot. Ver., 1903, 34.

Proteid-free.Diphtheria Antitoxin.

T'roscher announces in the MiincJi. Med.
^
WocJienschrift the

preparation of an antitoxin free from proteids by a method to

be published shortly. This would appear to be a great ad-

vantage, since the presence of the large proportion of proteids

in blood-serum render.? this fluid particularly liable to putre-

faction.

—

Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 618.

Stramonium with Nettle Leaves.

G. H. Sieveking draws attention to the admixture of stra-

monium leaves with nettle leaves. A tisane prepared from the

adulterated leaves produced toxic symptoms. Such herbs and
leaves should, therefore, be scrutinised with care to ensure the

absence of toxic drugs.

—

D. med. Wochensclir., 29, 19, through

Chemiker Ztg.

Bacterial Disease in Turnips.

Ifl a paper published in 1901, Professor Potter published the

first results of his investigation of the disease in turnips caused

by Pseiidomonas destructans, showing that this bacterium pro-

duces both a cytase and a toxin. The cytase acts upon the cell

wall, causing it to swell up immediately, and after a time the

toxin kills the protoplasm. By means of hanging drop cultures

it was also observed that the bacterium can bore through the

cell wall. By means of sections obtained from material which

had been embedded in parafiin the details of the xsrocess were

more clearly demonstrated. The material was fixed in Miiller's

fluid, and the sections were stained with ruthenium red, which
colours the cell walls, and Lewit's method was followed for

staining the flagella. The experiments are more particularly

interesting, since they prove that bacteria alone are capable of

causing disease in plants.

—

Royal Society Proceedings, 70, 392.

Arsenical Yeast.

The use of organic preparations of metals is rather in vogue

in medical practice, and the demand for such has given rise to

a number of somewhat curious preparations. One of the latest

to make its appearance is a yeast containing arsenic, prepared

by growing yeast in beer containing relatively little arsenic, and
then inoculating another jbrew containing more arsenic from
the previous and weaker arsenical fluid. The final product,

after collection, washing, and drying, is said to be a yeUowish-

green powder containing a maximum of 0 3 per cent, arsenic,

but the proportion may vary according to variation in the

details of manufacture. No advantage can apparently be claimed

at present for this mode of arsenic administration, while the

possible variation injthe proportion of arsenic present is sufB-

ciently serious to prevent its extensive use in medicine.

—

A7m. de Pharm., through Schws. Woch. /. Chem. u. Pharm',
1902, 619.

Alkaloids of Calumba.
The yeUow colour of calumba has until recently been

ascribed to the presence of the alkaloid berberine, but Godrin
(Archiv. d. Pharm., 240, 146) .=itated that no berberine was present
in the drug. Gadamer has reinvestigated the subject (Archiv. d.

Pharm., 240, 450), and confirms Godrin's results, stating, how-
ever, that the drug contains two alkaloids which, though re-

sembling berberine, are in neither case identical with that base.-

—Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 632.

Chemistry of Strophanthus Hispidus^Root.
Karsten (Berichte Pharm.) finds that the fresh root of Stro-

phanthus hispidus contains strophanthin, and the bases choline
and trigonelline. The same bases have previously been detected
in the seeds of the plant by Thorns. The yield of strophanthin
was found to be 0 06 to 0 07 per cent. On hydrolysis it affords

strophanthidin and a crystallisable sugar, whereas the strophan-
thin of Thorns gave only an amorphous sugar when hydrolised.

The author attributes this difference to the more complete
hydrolysis, in his case, than was obtained by Thorns.

—

Journ.

Pharm. Chivi. [7], 17, 106.

Salicylic Acid in Food -substances.
Salicylic acid is frequently used as a preservative for foods

and drinks, and its presence in such substances as vrine, jellies,

jams, etc., is usually accepted as evidence of its intentional

addition by the producers. It must not be overlooked, how-
ever, that salicylic acid is widely distributed throughout the

vegetable kingdom, and its discovery is announced, from time

to time, in substances in which its presence has not hitherto

been suspected. In most cases the proportion found

is, however, very small, and much lower than that which
must be artificially added for preservative purposes, but

its possible presence as a naturally occurring constituent in

vegetable substances must always be borne in mind in giving

an opinion based upon the qualitative detection of small

quantities in foods and drinks. The observation of Ferreira da

Silva that traces of salicylic acid may be detected in natural

wines is confirmed by Desmouliere, who found from 0-0008 Gm.
to O'OOOl Gm. per litre, as well as about O'OOl Gm. per kilo, in

jams, jellies, and marmalades from the strawberry and raspberry.
—Bull, des Sciences Pharmacologique, 1902, 204, through.

Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 622.

French Oil of Marjoram.

It appears that so-called " marjoram " oil of the South of

France is not distilled from the true marjoram. Origanum mar-

jorana, but from Calamintha nepeta, the lesser calamint. P.

Genvresse and E. Chablay have investigated this oil, from

which they have isolated a new ketone, calaminthone, GioHicO.

The fresh, original oil is colourless, but gradually turns yellow

on exposure to the air. It is neutral in reaction, has the sp. g.

0-904 at 16° C, and the at, = + 18° 39 in chloroform solution.

On fractionating, three constituents were isolated, Isevopinene,

calaminthone, and pulegone. Calaminthone was isolated by

treating the fraction containing it with hydroxylamine as a

crystalline oxime from which, purified by recrystallisation from

alcohol, the ketone was regenerated. It is a colourless liquid

which boils at 208-209° 0. at 745^Mm., has the sp. g. 0-930 at

20° C, and the ac = 11°10'" at 21° C. in CHCI3 solution. Its

oxime, CioHioNOH forms fine white, silky needles, melting at

88°-89° C, and having the an = - 6° 7' in CHCI3 solution. Cala-

minthone is converted into menthol by the action of nascent

hydrogen. Its semi-carbazide, CiqHo : N-NH CO-NHj, crystal-

lises slowly in slightly yellow crystals which melt at 165° C.

—

Comptes rend., 136,387.
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DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.*
BT THOMAS TTHEE.

With the exception of the " denatured " or " methylated

"

form, alcohol has scarcely been at the disposal of the British

industrial community, and then only in a comparatively costly

form. Its production has been surrounded by complicated

arrangements for purposes of control, the more so probably by
reason of the very high duty imposed for revenue. The control

arrangements suitable in early days still prevail, practically un-

changed. Changes have been now and then made, but the
" attenuation " charge on the " wort " remains the same, with its

consequent demand for officers, and, what is even more im-
portant to-day, practically a doubling of the required plant. In

a word, the brewing, fermenting, and distilling processes, in-

stead of being continuous and in constant progression, are inter-

mittent. However desirable official control of processes may be,

the ultimate check is upon the alcohol sent out of bond for sale

or use. A duty of lis. per proof gallon is a serious matter, either

for revenue or for industry.

The following extract from the report of the Inland Revenue
Commissioners shows the claims on the distiller:

—"The duty
is almost invariably charged on the spirit finally produced by
distillation, but to guard against any abstraction of an article

so highly taxed in the process of manufacture, a presumptive
duty charge is raised against the distiller from the quantity
and gravity of the ' wort ' and ' wash.' It is based on the loss of
gravity that occurs during the process of fermentation, and is

technically called the charge from 'attenuation.' The loss of

gravity depends on the amount of the spirit produced, and is

greatest when the quantity of spirit produced is ako greatest.

Experiment has shown that at least one gallon of spirit should
be produced from every 100 gallons of 'wash,' for every 5° of
gravity which is lost ; and on this quantity, whether produced
or not, the attenuation charge renders the distiller liable to pay
duty, unless he can prove an accidental loss in the process of

distillation." In fact, the law does not contemplate that the
distiller will ordinarily be charged with a greater quantity of
ipirit than he actually produces, and therefore the first two
modes of charge are subsidiary to the third, and are intended
to act as a check upon the distiller by preventing the removal of

a portion of the spirit before it has been collected in the spirit

receiver and account taken of it for raising the duty charge.
The reason of the requirement that the brewing and distilling

periods shall be intermittent and to
^ a large extent distinct

is to enable a true account of the quantity and gravity of the
" wash " distilled to be secured, to make fraud difficult, and to
provide for a balance of the spirits produced and removed to
the spirit store being struck periodically. These elaborate pre-
cautions, though much less so now than formerly, are needful,
and show how very important, from a revenue point of view,
the distillation industry is.

The net receipt of spirit duty in the year 1901-2 amounted to
£18,490,779, a decrease of £1,633,224 compared with that of
the preceding year. Companng the number of proof gallons of
spirits distilled in 1901-2 with the number distilled in 1891-2,
there was an increase of 8,953,000 gallons, or 19 ixr cent. The
consumption per head of the population in 1891-2 was 1-05 proof
gallons, and in 1901-2 1-01 proof gallons. The number of proof
gallons of home-made spirits exported increased by 65 per cent,
between 1892 and 1902 ; while the total number of proof gallons
of home-made and colonial and foreign spirits methylated in-
creased by 49 per cent, in the same period.

If the officials of Excise are cognisant of the most improved
methods of the continent, especially Germany, it is reasonable to

Report of a paper read before the Society of Chemical Industry
March 2, 1903. (See p. 376.)

*

assume that no obstacles would be raised to changes which in-

volve more rapid and economical working, whether in conditions
or plant.

On the Continent, where distilleries are numerous, com-
paratively few are large. British distilleries for the most part
employ cereals, and, according to circumstances, molasses ; but
the quantity produced from molasses is small and inferior in

quality. Imported spirit is not as a rule inferior ; much of it is

excellent, but is not so suitable for whiskies. The coarser

variety of impoi-ted spirit suffices for denaturing by commercial

methyl alcohol (wood spirit) for the methylated spirits of com-

merce. It is chiefly produced from potatoes, which, with beet-

root, form the main agricultural staple of large parts of Ger-

many, especially the northern. Distilleries exist in consider-

able numbers under supervision even more strict than here.

They are, for the most, up to date and modern in construction,

and in' practically contirluous operation. By the application of

high scientific knowledge to increase and create, and the pre-

ferential effect of their patent laws, with enterprising and in-

telligent methods of business, German chemical and allied in-

dustries have grown apace. To some, but not the same extent,

a similar result has occurred in thrifty France.

It has been stated that distillation apparatus makers on the

Continent -^rore willing to erect the latest and most approvedl

plant iiere, on cuiuliuuu of receiving the residues, but that the

British system and regulations make this impossible. One
can appreciate the difficulty a British distiller has to meet, but

if the scrapping of plant could be faced in another national

industry—notably, that of steel—so, with the acknowledged

wealth of the general body of distillers, ought the same to be

possible, so that industries might return, dying ones revive,

and new ones arise. On the other hand, assuming the indus-

tries resumed and re-created, the Government would rise to the

occasion, and permit, as its staff and experience justify, much
more frequent working, instead of seldom, as now.

These observations are made in knowledge of the facts

of the agrarian needs of Germany in particular ; of the working

on the continuous system, of the combination of every collateral

interest of production of spirit, whereby, in fact, alcohol

becomes a bye, rather than the chief product. We are not un-

mindful of the tariffs against other nations—^the existence of

which enables that Government oo give abatement of duty ac-

cording to the position of the distilleries, size, output, differen-

tiating even between different industries and uses. At the

present moment the probabilities are that spirit will be dearer,

because there is no desire to export, and there is a desire to

promote their own industries still more ; but it costs money to

pay the rebate or bounties, and so long as uses can be found

and encouraged the Government gains—^the money does not

come out of the distiller's pockets, but the nation's.

It is neither permissible nor desirable to lead up to a dis-

cussion on the relative merits or demerits of any national fiscal

system on this occasion. But it is fair and reasonable to urge

that everything possible within tlie limits of the system

deliberately adopted shall be done for the creation and further-

ance of industries within the realm in which such system

operates. Competitors of other nationalities—friendly, perhaps

^as well they may be)—have under our fiscal system been greatly

favoured. Transport, insurance, and freig'ht at through r tes

have certainly favoured them. Local port and dock charges

and high internal freightage have not facilitated our own
exportation. Patent laws have hitherto distinctly protected

our rivals, and a misdirected Merchandise Marks Act (justi-

fied only in one direction) has given an unasked and gratuitous

advertisement to these same competitors—excellent customers,

no doubt, as the export returns show them to be ; so great,

indeed, as to outweigh by far the business with our own colonies.

B
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One cause is in a fair way to be removed by the operation

of the new Patents Acts and the rules of procedure. A further

cause may be in great part, if not entirely, removed by an

amendment of the Finance Act of 1902. Clause 8, paragraph

2, giving power to allow drawback or rebate on British-made

spirit, applied to specified industries, permitted ofiBcially as

need and discovery indicate—unless, indeed, such a general

administrative power exists, as would seem to be the case.

May we hope for a favourable consideration of this suggestion ?

Probably most persons are aware of the sensible concessions

and rules of the Excise relating to the exportation of spirituous

medicinal preparations, which came into force in 1889, after

much negotiation and diplomatic urgence. It is quite true

that tinctures and a very limited class of -spirituous prepara-

tions oould be expoi-ted under the old arrangement of the

Customs " special drawback or rebate upon exportation " (sub-

ject to conditions of bulk, etc.), but the regulations of the

last decade have been gradually extended and enlarged, until

tb^re is now no reasonable ground for complaint. Experience

has shown that the number of preparations might be, and hia

been, considerably extended, that mixtures even of pure spirit

might in certain cases be included—so far as an allowance upon

the spirit actually contained and mixed in the presence of an

officer. All this, be it noted, in the open premises of manu-

facturers or wholesale druggists who had become licensed as

" Compounders " and paid the annual fee of ten guineas, with-

out any locks, bolts, or bars.

The privilege as regards chemists is contained in an Act

passed in 1742. The Act imposed duties on spirits, allowed

drawback of the same in order to encourage exportation, and

required retailers of- spirits to take out a licence. Section 12

of the Act contains the following exemption:—
" Provided always, and be it enacted by the authority afore-

said, that tliis Act, or anything therein contained, shall rot

extend to any physicians, apothecaries, surgeons, or chymists,

as to any spirits or spirituous liquors which they may

use in the preparation or maiing up of medicines for sick, lame,

or distempered persons only."

It is curious to note that the principle of the drawback on

spirituous medicines was in essence recognised by the Act.

All this points to the feasibility of carrying on some indus-

tries in this country without overwhelming burdens or need-

less restrictions, and in part by the aipplication of an already

acknowledged principle. One does not, can scarcely, ask for

the system of bounties as in Germany or France. In the end,

as one has said before, the nation must pay, but one feels

convinced that the increased revenue from taxed profits, from

many sources related to the industries, from extended employ-

ment of labour, directly or indirectly, would go veiy far towards

recouping the State for liberal consideration as regards pro-

ducts in the manufactm'e of which spirit, denatured or plain,

plays a part. Nevertheless, manufacturers are bound to play

their part in employing the greaJtest economies, not only in plant

and processes, but in the utilisation of every useful by-product.

As Mr. David Howard and Mr. J. C. Umney point out, " It

is useless to grant freedom for alcohol for research, if freedom

is not granted for alcohol required as the result of research."

The value to technologists of the hoped-for concession of

duty-free spirit as it stood in Mr. Haldane's motion of Jime 11,

1902, disappears for us, who desire to recover lost industries

or establish new ones ;
spirit remaining 40 to 45 per cent,

dejirer than for our competitors.

The denaturing of methyl alcohol itself is necessary, for,

as most probably know, methyl alcohol may be a potable

spirit, and is dutiable here at the same rate as a " low wine,"

and according to absence of flavour, even as ethyl alcohol.

It is absolutely neces*-aiy in countries where wood spirit is

largely produced to secure the impotability of this alcohol.

In France the regulations for denaturing methyl alcohol

itself are definite, and it is clear that, as a rule, some form

of denaturing will be required as one condition of industrial

expansion, as in Germany, France, or Switzerland.

Denaturing of Spirit.—^Denaturing is either complete or

partial ; in the former case it is considered sufficient to

render the spirit undrinkable, and in the latter further

measures are taken to prevent illegal use of the spirit.

For complete denaturing a mixture is used consisting of

4 vols, of wood-spirit and 1 vol. of pyridine bases, to which

must be added, at the time of mixing, 50 grms. of oil of

lavender or oil of rosemary to each litre of the mixture. Of

this mixture, 2-5 litres are to be added to every 100 litres of

the alcohol to be denatured.

Complete denaturing may aJso be effected by the addition

of 1"25 litres of the above general denaturing agent, together

with 0-25 litre of crystal violet solution (hydrochloride of

hexamethyl-^)-rosaniline) and 2 to 20 litres of benzol to every

100 litres of alcohol.

For partial denaturing special denaturing agents are to

be added to every 100 litres of alcohol, these agents including

wood alcohol, shellac solution, camphor, turpentine, tar oil,

and other substances, according to the nature of the substance

to be prepared.

Great Britain and America suffer together industrially in th«

matter of alcohol.

A delegate from America states that " Ethyl colours cannot

be manufactured with taxed alcohol in competition with foreign

manufacturers who get their alcohol free of tax, for the manu-

facturers of Germany have tax-free alcohol, and are treated

very liberally by their Government in that respect. The tax

also acts as a very serious bar to the consideration of ethyl

alcohol in the inventive development of this important and

highly scientific industry in this country."

What is required is dluty-free alcohol for manufacture as well

as for research, for, as Mr. Umney stated in his letter to the

Times, December 18, 1902, it is futile to grant free use of

alcohol for research, when the final goal of chemical research

—

namely, the advancement of industries—cannot be carried out

under existing fiscal conditions. All that is asked is consistency

and equal conditions one way or another with our rivals—sub-

ject only, to Imperial conditions.

In reply to the questions formulated by the Joint Committee

and sent to members of the Society of Chemical Industry, all

those who have replied are in favour of the u.se of alcohol free

from duty for manufacturing purposes. The manufacturers of

fine chemicals and aniline dyes think that trade with our

colonies and other countries would be materially increased, but

the manufacturing pharmacists appear to be satisfied with the

existing drawback on exportation. All think that there is no

chemical product which could not be made in competition with

other countries if alcohol were duty-free
;

antipyrin, phenace-

tin, chlorethyl, and other substances are specified as example*

of products which it is now impossible to make in competition

with other countries.

It seems quite evident that to charge a duty on alcohol cripplM

a whole industry, hampers development, research, and stintf

progress. Alcohol must be free to the British manufacturer,

he must be able to handle it as he likes for his legitimate pur-

poses. He must be able to use it pure, to distil and re-distil it,

to extract and regain it from residue, and to obtain it in his

works in such a condition that he can easily rectify with as little

cost to himself as possible. In Switzerland deterioration with
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methyl violet or other suitable aniline dye is considered snffi-

eient. As all alcohol received by a manufacturer would probably

be entered in a special book, alcohol regained from residue

could also be entered as fresh arrival, specifying, of course,

from what obtained. Naturally, the free use of alcohol would

necessitate the erection of stills, which might be taxed, but

^liirhtly only, to ensure registration.

L'ndoubtedly free or^ cheaper alcohol is necessary for the

pioper development of the chemical and pharmaceutical interests

of this country. It is unjust to deny it. That these indus-

tries are fairly prosperous under present conditions is marvel-

lous. Measurably successful under their present disadvantages,

what could they not accomplish if they were placed on an

equality with German chemical manufacturers?

CORK versus RUBBER.*

BY T. H. PAGE, B.SC.

As it is well known to those who work with essential oils,

the terpenes, especially when hot, very rapidly attack rubber

corks, making them first swell and then become very soft and

sticky. This is most objectionable, not only because they are

disagreeable to handle, but they leave rubber on the necks of

the flasks, etc., and it will often get into a distillation flask,

and even into the condenser tube, discolouring and spoiling the

distillate. Having had occasion to carry out a lengthy frac-

tionation of terpenes under reduced pressure with a Young's
dephlegmator, I found it practically impossible to use rubber

stoppers, as they were not only in contact with the hottest

vapours, but sometimes even with tlie liquid itself, and would
have to be frequently renewed. To overcome these difficulties,

I find an ordinary cork covered with gimi an excellent substi-

tute. The gum used is the ordinary gum mucilage, but rather

thick. It is conveniently applied with a brush. The apparatus

is fitted together, exhausted, and the cork brushed over with

gum several times till a satisfactoiy joint is obtained. In this

way as good a vacuum is possible as with rubber. Working
with an ordinary Bunsen pump, there is no difficulty in getting

12 to 20 Mm. pressure, according to the water temperature.

Big holes, which sometimes occur, especially in large corks,

are best stopped with shellac or gum slightly softened in

water. The gum is not affected by the terpenes, but, hardening

as the distillation proceeds, forms a perfectly air-tight cover-

ing to tlie cork. In cases where the joint is frequently broken,

as in repeated re-fractionation, the gum remains somewha*
soft and flexible, and by simply brushing it afresh the joint is

very rapidly made. It is, of course, with tihe large corks that

this method is of the most use and value. I have used it with

corks up to If in. diameter. The same plan answers equally

well for where the delivery-tube of the flask goes into the

copdenser, ajid for the cork holding the thermometer. If the

*ebk of the distilling flask is perfectly straight and not turned
Ofwer, the corks have a tendency to slip in ; but this is readily

avjoided by cutting down a cork, rather too large, so a« to

fojm a ridge which rests on the edge of the neck. To workers
ini essentials oils this is invaluable, the obvious advantages
being :

—
1. The corks and gum are not affected by the oils, nor axe

the oUs affected by them.

2. The corks are not spoilt, and can be used repeatedly. I
have had one in use for over three months.

3. The joint is quickly made and is perfect.

4. Last, but not least, the difference in cost is very con-
sideraBle, especially with large sizes.

'Communication from tha Research Laboratories of the London
Essence Co.

SOME TYPICAL AMERICAN PHARMACIES AND
PHARMACISTS.*

BY THOMAS IIABEN, PH.C.

The New York Drug Club, where all the principal leaders in

New York pharmacy are to be met, is at the extreme top of a

fourteen-storey building, from which an excellent panoramic

view of the harbour can be obtained. Amongst the numerous

frequenters of it are Colonel Fitch, Mr. Fairchild, Mr. Seabury,

and many othere, including Messrs. Mayo and Keenan, of the

American Druggist, to whc)m I must express my indebtedness

for much information embodied in this paper.

One of the points that impresses a, foreigner in connection with

New York pharmacy is the apparent lack of central authoi-ity.

The practice of pharmacy in New York State is regulated by

law through a board composed of fifteen Inembers, which is

divided into three parts or branches, and each of which exercises

autonomous functions in its district. In the middle and western

PATHOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT OP THE RETAIL PHARMACY
OP ERASER AND CO., NEW YORK.

sections the members are elected by vote of all the registered

pharmacists in the respective districts ; while in the eastern

or New York City sectiou the franchise is restricted to the

members of certain organisations who are registered pharmacists.

With regard to New York City, with a pharmaceutical roll of

upwards of 1,800 registered pharmacists, the larger movements

in pharmacy are directed by organisations or societies, repre-

senting perhaps 50 per cent, of that number. Prior to the

organisation of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association in

1899, the old city of New York possessed no business organisa-

tion of pharmacists in which pharmacists of all nationalities

wei"e eligible for membership. The German Apothecaries'

Society was the most influential organisation in the city, but

its membership was restricted to pharmacists of German birth

or parentage. Notwithstanding this, the society was a most

important factor in pharmacy in the city, which is explained by
the fact that the Germans jiractically have a monopoly of

pharmacy in New York, though, curious to say, some rf the

most prosperous establishments are conducted by Englishmen

and Scotchmen,^ and many of the most important contributors

to the literature of phannacy in the United States are of English

or Scotch birth. The pharmaceutical Press is free from Ger-

man influence, the editors of the principal journals being either

native Americans or of English or Scotch birth or descent. The

services of English chemists are in demand, and Englishmen

Abstract of a paper read before the Chemists' Assistants' Associatiqn,

London, on Thursday, February 26, 1903.

C
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or Scotcbmen are to be found at the head of the chemical

laboratories of some of the leading wholesale chemists.

Reviewing the features of American pharmAcy as exemplified

in some of the principal New York businesses, the first to be

described is that of

Caswell, Massey and Co.,

who carry on three pharmacies in New York and three in New-

port. The business is a very old one, having been established

in Newport in 1780. The first New York branch was opened in

1859, the name of the firm being then Caswell, Mack and Co.

PHARMACY OF FRANK MAU3, KALAMAZOO, MICH.

This was subsequently changed to Caswell, Hazard and Co.,

and again, in 1876, to Caswell, Mas-sey and Co., when John R.

Caswell formed a partnership with William Massey. Mr.

Massey, who is a well-known figure dn New York life, social as

well as pharmaceutical, is an Englishman, he having gone to

Montreal with his father, the Rev. Samuel Massey, from

Cheshire, in 1854. Apprenticed to Lyman, Savage and Co.,

CASWELL, MASSEY AND CO., NEW YORK SALES DEPARTMENT.

Montreal, where he remained seven years, he began busine.ss in

Ottawa, where he was also seven years. When the King, then

Prince of Wales, was in Canada, Mr. Massey was one of the

Canadian team which defeated a team of Indians in a game of

lacro.sse, played for the entertainment of the Royal visitor.

Leaving Canada in 1869. Mr. Massey went to New York, and
he at once joined the seventh regiment of the National Guard,
in which he served with distinction, again for .seven year.«. In

1876, after seven years' connection with New York pharmacy,
he became a partner in the firm which bears his name, so that

the figure seven has in his case a fateful significance. He has
thrown himself into pharmaceutical life with great energy, and
is probably one of the oldest members of the New York College

of Pharmacy, in the affairs of which he has always taken the

deepest interest, and he was one of the founders of the Manhat-
tan Pharmaceutical Association.. Caswell, Massey and Co. are

one of the few remaining old conservative finns which give tone

PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT, ERASER'S PHARM.\CY, NEW
YORK.

to pharmacy in New York. Although surrounded by cutters,

proprietaiy articles cannot be purchased in any of their stores

under the established price, and it need hardly be said that the

firm resolutely declines to engage in the sale of liquors or auy

of the questionable side lines that have been added within recent

FRASER .AND C3 , CHICAGO; DISPENSING DEPARTMENT

years to the stock-in-trade of many otherwise respectable phar-

macies. They have a large wholesale connection for the sale of

their celebrated toilet specialties, and they employ in all about

a hundred people, while it is common knowledge among the

trade that they pay their assistants higher salaries than the

average, one result being that the hands are not constantly

changing ; on the contrary, several have been in the service of

the firm for periods of twenty-five and thirty years.
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Fraser and Co., New York and Chicago.

The pharmacies of Fraser and Co. are almost unique in the

United States, for they are purely prescription pharmacies, and

are representative of the few retail drug establishments which

realise in their operations the dreams of those who have pre-

dicted the ultimate separation of the trade in general articles

of merchandise from the more purely professional occupation

of prescription compounding and analytical work, which is

believed by a large number to be the true metier of the edu-

cated, scientific pharmacist. ;^Ir. Horatio N. Fraser opened

his first pharmacy in 1881, just nine years after he had
graduated from the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, where

he had studied under Proctor, Parrish. and Maisch. He
had previously been connected with Caswell, xxnzard and Co.,

and in 1878, while in the employment of this tirm, Dr. Robert

M. Fuller, of New York, came to him for advice and aid in

the development of his idea of putting up medicine in the form

of tablet-triturates, and it was Mr. Fraser who first elaborated

the processes for the preparation of these. Mr. Hazard declined

to take any interest in the new idea, and consequently Mr.

Fraser launched out into busine.^s on his own account. For the

first three years he experienced numerous difficulties, and at

one period the receipts for the day amounted to only one dollar

forty cents. But he never lost courage or abandoned hope, and

at last the tide turned, an almost exclusively prescription busi-

ness having been developed alongside the tablet-triturate in-

dustry. The services of nine licensed pharmacists are con-

stantly required in the prescription compounding department at

262, Fifth Avenue, New York, while an extensive and profit-

able depaitment of analytical and bacteriological examination

conducted under the direction of Dr. J. Bergen Ugden, for-

lerly Professor of Physiological Chemistry at Harvard Univer-

ry, who is employed at a large salary. The average monthly
• ceipts from this department alone amount to 1,500 dollars,

while the income from all departments of the retail pharmacy
amounted last year to 85,000 dollars, the receipts of the

Chicago branch for the same period amounting to 50,000 dollars,

i'he store is unique, original and complete—a prescription work-

shop with all counters and work open to inspection. No fancy

goods, no perfumes, no confectionery, no trade sundries ; but

' verything in the way of medicines arid sick-room comforts ^hai

physician wants. It has long enjoyed the patronage of the

•est physicians and families in the City of New York, and .'s

loubtless the most profitable drug store in the United States.

I

The Fraser Tablet Triturate Manufacturing Company was

fomed to develop the tablet triturate industry in 1888, and

incethen constant growth has necessitated the erection of new
. ctory buildings until the structures devoted to this business

now cover nearly thii-ty city lots at Eighteenth Street and

Eighth Avenue. Mr. Fraser is of Scotch descent, though his

1
father was a native American and his mother a Canadian, and

he exhibits many of the characteristic qualities of his Scotch

anoestry.

{To he continued.)

Cosmetics for Cold Weather.

Glycerin Cream.—Glycerin, 12 dr. ; white petrolatum, 9 dr.

;

hydrous woolfat, 3 dr. ; oil of rose, or ylang ylang, q.s. Witch-Hazel

Cream.—White petrolatum, 9 oz. ; white wax, IJ oz.
;
sperma-

ceti, IJ oz. ; distilled witch-hazel extract, 3 oz. Melt the solids

on the water-bath ; before they are cold, stir in the witch-hazel

extract and perfume as desired. Fever Blister Cold Cream.—
Camphor, 5 gr.

; arrowroot, 30 gr. ; bismuth subnitrate, 30 gr.

;

cold cream, 4 dr. Hebra's Cosmetic Cream.—Precipitated

sulphur, 1 ; diluted alcohol, 1 ;
glycerin, 1 ;

potassiuna carbo.

nate, 1 ; ether, 1. Shake up well before using.

—

Southern
Drug. Journ., 1 , 183.

FREE TRADE IN POISONS.*

An abstract of the report just issued by the Departmental
Committee appointed by the Lord President of the Privy Council
to con.sider Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act was printed in the
JJritish Medical Journal of February 21 (p. 459), but as the

report is important, we were about to say valuable, it may be

well to recall attention to its origin and purpose. A few

farmers, tired of girding at the weather, have discovered that the

fall in agricultural prices is to some e.xtent due to the restric-

tions placed, for the protection of the general public, by the

Legislature on the free sale of arsenic and other poisonous sub-

-staJiceis. Corydon has also confided to his Phyllis that next to

her love he most desires the reduction in the price of sheep-dip

which would inevitably follow the removal of liquid carbolic

acid from the Schedule to the Pharmacy Act, to which the united

efforts of the coroners and the medical profession have so

recently consigned it. Not dimly outlined in the background

is the enterprising manufacturer and novelty-monger, who fore-

sees a little profit could he but deal directly with Agrestis and

Meliboeus without, the intervention of the dreadful middleman

and the formalities of keeping a register of small quantities of

dangerous drugs sold across the counter.

Only two witnesses, says Mr. Walter Hills, who took the

place on the Committee rendered vacant by the death of Mr.

Martindale—only two witnesses who may properly be described

as users of poisonous compounds—furnished evidence, but neither

of them stated that he had any practical diflaculty in procuring

what was necessary for his own requirements, though one of

them desired to have the liberty of selling poisonous compounds

without formality of any kind. A witness stated as a reason

for objecting to the Pharmacy Act that he could not readily

introduce poisonous novelties through chemists and druggists.

Mr. Hills naturally does not see the difficulties quite in the same

light as the commercial gentleman. The concern of the medical

profession is naturally for the protection of the public. The

present system, uncertain as it is, does, in many places where

the Act has not been allowed to become a dead letter, afford a

slight amount of protection to the public.

There are still some drugs which it would have been wise on

the part of the Pharmaceutical Society to have moved the Privy

Council to include in Schedule A, but on the whole the restric-

tions have benefited the community. The introduction of a third

part to Schedule A, including, as the Committee proposes in its

Majority Report, preparations containing arsenic, tobacco, and

carbolic acid securely packed and labelled with the name and

address of the seller—marked dis1>inctly " poison," and dis-

tinguished, in all4hree cases, as for horticultural or agricultural,

and in the last case alternatively for sanitary purposes, is per-

haps not very objectionable. The Committee also suggest,

even for these novelties, that they .should be sold only by

licensed persons. We wish it had added, "and under restric-

tions as to registration of sale similar to those of the existing

Act." Such restrictions, so far relaxed as to certain articles,

might be still made probably sufficiently stringent to minimise,

though we fear they would not altogether prevent, poisoning by

misadventure. What we are less sure of is whether the ease

with which under these proposals deadly substances could be

procured might not lead to their use for criminal purposes.

Poisonous weed-killers, left about in the plant shed, might

readily enough find their way into the porridge pan. We have

only too much experience already of how the free dLstribution of

carbolic acid as a disinfectant has been abused. Many sanitary

authorities now decline to distribute it to householders at alL

* Reprinted from the Britiih Medical Journal, February 28, 1903.
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Arsenic is certainly not less dangerous, unless some of the old

restrictions be revived and enforced. The matter requires much
mature consideration.

In his supplementary report Mr. Alexander Cross makes a

•suggestion so extraordinary that it may be doubted whether it

need be taken seriously. He starts woth the proposition that

" in many districts a doctor's surgery " is the only place where

drugs can be obtained, that the doctor cannot afford to keep

a fully-qualified assistant always on his premises, that occasions

frequently arise in which the assistant is comj)elled during the

doctor's absence to dispense prescriptions containing articles

which are called poisons, and, finally, that this practice is

general, unavoidable, and for the public convenience. We do
not think that the custom is general or that there are many
districts in which it exists. It is not the custom of medical
practitioners to dispense prescriptions other than their own,
and we believe that the public convenience is met by the pro-

visions of the existing pharmacy Acts and by the regulations of

the General iMedical Council. But even if this were not so we
cannot think that the proposal to give local authorities power to

grant licences to suitable persons to assist medical men in dis-

pensing prescriptions- is one which can be entertained. Such a

system would create a new body of unqualified assistants, with a
kind of legal status, contrary to the intention of the Medical
Acts and to the policy of the General Medical Council. Mr.
Cross refers to the di.spensing of prescriptions, but, judging
from the general tone of his supplementary report, the suspicion

must arise that he has in view also the sale of poisonous sub-
stances for use for other purposes than as medicine.s, and that in

fact his supplementary report is a further plea in favour of the
oppressed farmer and gardener.

THE SALE OF POISONS.'
The report of the Departmental Committee appointed by the

Lord President of the Council " to consider Schedule A to
the Pharmacy Act, 1868, and to report the alterations therein
which it deemed expedient and whether a third part should be
added thereto," was issued last week. For some time past the
rumour had gained cuiTency that the Committee had decided
upon the adoption of a third part in the schedule which would
concede some relaxation in regard to the sale of poisonous
materials for agricultural and horticultural purposes. As a
matter of fact, the Committee has decided that such a part
might be added without undue risk to human life. On the face
of it this recommendation is of course directly opposed to the
vital principle of the Pharmacy Act which practically placed
the sale of poisons exclusively in the hand's of qualified persons
—that is to say, pharmacists who have been duly registered in

accordance with the provisions of the Act. The vendor of pre-
parations for use in connection with agriculture, horticulture, or
sanitation is not, according to the recommendations of the Com-
mittee, to be a qualified man, but only a licencee, the sale of

such preparations being subject to regulations to be laid down
by the Privy Council.

There can be no doubt that some inconvenience has been ex-
perienced by the agricultural and horticultural industries in
obtaining what are powerful aids to those businesses—namely,
arsenical sheep-dips and weed-destroyers. As a matter of fact,

large quantities of these preparations have been sold illegally

and in contravention of the requirements of the Pharmacy Act,
so that the Pharmaceutical Society has not been able to exer-
cise fully the powers conferred upon it with a view to restrict

the sale of poisons to registered persons. Now and then, how-
ever, action has been taken and convictions have been obtained.

Reprinted from the Lancet, February 28, 1903.

We have recorded in the columns of the Lancet instances in

which the proceedings were based upon the sale by seedsmen or

florists of a weed-killer containing ar.senic. Since these con-

victions were obtained some uneasiness has been felt amongst

the retailers of this class of poisonous preparation, many of

them hesitating to continue the sale for fear of the law beuig

carried into effect in their cases only. So far the Pharmaceu-
tical Society had scored some sort of»a triumph, and it cannot

be said that it was exceeding its duties in this matter in the

least degree or was pursuing a vexatious line of action. It

possessed full powers \mder the Pharmacy Act to restrict the

sale of poisons even for the specific purpose indicated. The
success of these actions, however, was the beginning of a strong

movement amongst the agricultural and horticultural interests

to secure the removal of the restrictions under which they

laboured, with the result that a Departmental Conmiittee was

appointed, and its conclusion now is that certain concessions

should be made. It is of opinion that preparations for use in

connection with agriculture, horticulture, or sanitation (includ-

ing arsenic, the alkaloids of tobacco, and carbolic acid) might

be placed in a third part of the schedule, and that they -should

be sold only by licensed persons and be subject to regu'ations

to be made by the Privy Council.

Although it seems to us that this recommendation suggests

a some\\"liat hazardous experiment, it must be admitted that

the arguments in favour of such recommendations being adopted

are not without force. It should be remembered that the Phar-

macy Act was drawn uji in 1868, at a time, t^at is, when there

could not have been the slightest idea that this Act would

ultimately apply to industries dependent upon the use of

poisonous materials. No one can contend for a moment that the

sale of a weed-killer or insecticide requires the supervision of a

particularly well-educated or qiialified person .such as is the

registered i^harmacist. But it is to be hoped that in the event

of the Committee's recommendations being adopted, at least an

intelligent person will be chosen. The Pharmacy Act in reality

apjjointed the registered phannacist to be the qualified vendor

of poisons intended for medical application, because obviously

only a responsible person with an accurate knowledge of poisons

should be trusted to sell or to dispense preparations contain-

ing them. The employment of poisons for agricultural pur-

poses cannot be said to relate in any way to the business of a

pharmacy. Wliilst, however, we are inclined to agree with the

Committee that the industries of agriculture and horticulture

cannot be conducted effectively on modem principles without

the extensive use of poisonous materials, we are by no means

certain that the relaxations suggested can be conceded without,

as the Committee puts it, undue risk, to human life. At the

same time, we are not sure that, if every hamlet and village

could have its qualified pharmacist who would be authorised to

sell poisonous materials, the public interest would be mo'fe

effectually safeguarded. The risk, it seems to us, begins after

the sale is effected and when the article is in the hands of the

purchaser. The Committee practically adopts the view that 'f

the number of registered pharmacists were increased—that iSi

if every little place in the United Kingdom could have its phar-

macy—there would be no necessity to extend the sale of poisons

to licen-sed persons or to persons who are not registered as

pharmacists. One complaint of the fanner and gardener »

that there are not enough pharmacists in the United Kingdom

to distribute the poisonous materials which taey require.

Therefore, the Committee suggests that an ironmonger or a

corn merchant might be licensed to sell these poisonous

materials where a pharmacist does not exist for the purpose.

On the other hand, iu a well and sensibly-written minority

report Mr. Walter Hills maintains that the demand for the
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relaxation of the statutory restrictions emanates, not from

agriculturists or from liorticulturists, but from those persons

whose natural desire is to promote the sale of their own par-

ticular preparations, and he cites the remark of a witness who
stated as a reason for objecting to the Pharmacy Act that he
could) not readily introduce poisonous novelties through phar-

macists. He points out that this is distinctly a manufacturer's

objection, and is, in fact, the predominant note throughout the
inquiry. Some regard, he adds, must -be given to the pubhc
side of the question and, in his opinion, it is an important ad-

vantage that pharmacists dio act as a restraint upon the develop-

ment of the retail business in poisonous novelties and do to

that extent carry out the object which the Legislature had in

view in passing the Act. Mr. Hills, we think, was wrong if he
thought that this admission could help his cause, for surely
this statement supports the contention of the rest of the Com-
mittee that the Pharmacy Act interferes with farmers and gar-

deners obtaining poisonous materials for a legitimate purpose
conveniently, and that the industries of agriculture and horti-

culture cannot be conducted effedivdy on modern principles

without the extensive use of poisonous material (the italics are

ours). We have misgivings as to the probable effect of the
Committee's recommendations should they be adopted in regard
to the exemption of industrial poisons from the provisions of
the Pharmacy Act. If the representatives of the trade are
right in stating that there are not sufficient phannacists in the
country to meet their needs, cannot this deficiency be made good
by appointing -intelligent licencees, not universally throughout
the country, but only in those thinly-populated places in which
it would not be profitable for a qualified druggist to pursue
pharmacy as a profession? AVe strongly urge that the number
of licencees should be strictly limited, and that the privilege
of selling industrial poisons should be extended only to those
districts in which the druggist's shop is within decidedly less

easy reach than the ironmonger's or other shops.
As to the additions which it is recommended should be made

to the Poisons Schedule the Committee is in the main agreed.
The additions to Part I. of Schedule A are cocaine and its salts,

preparations containing 1 per cent, or more of morphine, picro-
toxin, and vermin-killers containing poisons in Part I. The
additions to Part II. of the Schedule are acetanilide and its

preparations, preparations of cocaine, digitalis and its prepara-
tions, preparations of morphine containing less than 1 per cent.,
soluble salts of oxalic acid, mercuric iodide, mercuric sulpho-
cyanide, stroplianthus and its preparations, and) sulphonal. It
will be evident from two substances included in this list—viz.,
acetanilide and, sulphonal—that many drugs used for the relief
of pain and sleeplessness will have to be marked "poison.

'

Finally, Mr. Alexander Ci-oss in a supplementary report makes
the suggestion that power shouiu be given to local authorities to
grant licences to suitable persons to assist medical men in dis-
pensing prescriptions when it becomes necessai-y to do so in
the absence of the medical man, whether such persons have
passed the Pharmaceutical Society examination or not. Our
readers will agree with us in thinking that the suggestion is
too ridiculous to be discussed. We can hardly believe that Mr
Cross IS serious when he suggests that local authorities should
have the power to grant licences to suitable persons for dis-
pensmg prescriptions. What do "local authorities" as a rule
know about poisons? and how are they going to lav their hands
on suitable persons "

?

Glycerin Jelly.

Tragacanth in powder, 1 dr.; water, 2 fl. oz.
; glycerin 2fl ozJlake a paste with the tragacanth and add the glycerin -

Southern Drug. Jown., 1 , 183.
^

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1903.

Present :
—

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President

;

Mr. C. B. Allen, Vice-President

;

Messrs. Atkins (Treasurer), Cooper, Corder, Cross, Gif-

ford, Glyn-Jones, Harrington, Harrison, Hills. Park, Robin-
son, Savory, Southall, Syme.s, Wootton, and Young.
The S'ECKETARY read the minutes of the Februaiy meeting,

wliich were confirmed.

The President said he had received a letter from Mr. Taylor

regretting his inability to be present.

The SiECKETARY stated that a letter had been i-eceived f-om
a nephew of the late Mr. Benger, who wrote on behalf of

^Irs. Benger, acknowledging leceiift of the letter of sympathy
and the re.solution of condolence passed by the Council at the

February meeting. !Mrs. Benger wished to convey to the

Council her grateful appreciation of the kindly sentiments ex-

pressed by members of the Council concerning her late

husband.

Election of Members.
The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the curient year, were elected " Members " of the Society :
—

Lewis, Daniel ; TisbuiyBagshaw, Harold ; Oldham
Baxter, Thomas Moore ; Bourne
Bell, Charles

;
Wolverhampton •

Bott, Edith Beilby ; Kennington
Bromley, Albert Wm. : Hami^steacl
Clayton, James ; Birkenhead
Cleghorn, George R. ; Cape Town
Coates, Walter ; Earl's Court
Cormack, George ; Blyth
Currie, .John ; Glasgow
Cuthbertson, Lucy Maud M, ; Hull
Dalton, Francis ; Teddington
Deeping, Frederick T. ; Leicester
Dent, John Stephenson ; Strand
Dix, Henry Walter ;

Barry
Don, Charles ;

Kingston, -Jamaica
Douglas, John ;

Glasgow,
Duck, William George ; Cardiff
Edwards, Thomas C. ; Llandudno
Parr, Francis Wm.; Northampton
Furber, John ; Chesterfield
Furness, Walter; Accrington
Gateley, Stephen W. ;

King's Norton
Geeves, Charles M. ; Ijancaster Gate
Goodwin, Fred. .J. ;

Wolverhampton
Handley, Arthur ; New Cross
Harris, .Annie M. ; Merthyr Tydvil
Harrison, George ; Liverpool
Harrison, Thomas E. ; Sleatord
Hinchco, John H. ; So. Kensington
Izon, William ; Aston
Johnson, Frank ; Chester
Kirkby, Prank i

Boston
S. Africa

Llewellyn, Wm. Morris ; Honor Oak
Macnie, Margaret : Glasgow
Maltby, Frank ; Lincoln
McLaren, Arthur ; Glasgow
Oliver, Seth Harry ; Holsworthy
Phillips, William ; Tewkesbury
Poole, Arthur Walter ; Hackney
Purse, Allied H. M. ; Sunderland
Quant, Ernest; Torquay
Robinson, .Joseph E. ; Birch Vale
Shaw, William ; So. Kensington
Sims, Wm. Wedden : Pelaw Main
Smith, Poster ; Bradford
Spencer, Harry Herbert : Barnes
Stanley, Thomas

;
Accrington

Stevenson, William ; Sheepshed
Steward, Henry Clarke ; Eltham
Stooke, Frederick A. ; Kenuington
Tonking, W. O. H. ; Wellington, N.
Townley, Thomas T. ; Iveswick
Turner, A. W.

;
Westbury-on-Severn

Turner. William ; Leicester
Twidale, Herbert ; Nottingham
Wain, George G. ; Bakewell
Wavell, Edward Tharle ; Sutton
Wells, William George ; Maidstone
West, Cecil Maxe ; Retford
West, Robert Henry ; Walsall
Weston, William Arthur ; Ealing
White, Harold Percy; Manchester
Wigginton, John H. B.; Maida Hill
Williams, Llewelyn ; Beaumaris
Wolff, Hugo ; LiverpoolLewin, L B.; Oudtshoorn

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected " Student-Associates " of the

Society :

—

Bickley, Benjamin ; Chester
Birkett, Thomas G. ; Ulverstone
Clarke, Thomas John

;
Tonbridge

Cunningham, Samuel J.
;
Limavady

I3alton, George T. ; Northwich
Dyer, Joseph W. W. ; Bridgnorth
Halden, Francis ; Glasgow
Harry, Charles

;
Okehampton

Hockin, Arthur William ; Dartmouth

Kent, Edwin Horner : Cardift
Kibble, Caroline Baxter ; London
Mitchell, Cylena ; Edinburgli
Moss, Stanley B. ; Cirencester
Penney, Harry C. ; Chichester
Stephenson, W. ; Jarrow-on-Tyne
Temperton, Harry; Long Sutton
Whitehouse, Sydney P.; Workington
Wood, Isaac

;
Aspatria

Restorations to Society.

Several persons were restored to the Society upon payment

of the current year's subscription.

Restoration to Register.

William Henry Brislee, Infirmaiy, Bolton, having paid the

restoration fee of One Guinea, was restored to the Register of

Chemists and Druggists.
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Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee iiiclnded the following
figm-es :

—
Balance in February £2,276 7 11
Receipts ". 2,996 12 8

£5,273 0 7
Payments during February 2,684 10 3

£2,588 10 4

Payments to the amount of £2,443 2s. lOd. for tlie current
month were recommended.
The Seckbtabt stated that the following sums, which liad

been collected at social meetings of local associations and from
other sources, had been received on behalf of the iienevolent

Fund :

—

Chemists' Assistants' Association £0 13 6
Midland Pharmaceutical Association 2 2 0
Wolverhampton and District Chemists' Asso-

ciation 110
Certain chemists in North Paddington, col-

lected by Mr. R. H. Parker 10 0
Newcastle-on-Tyne and District Chemists'
Association 3 5 6

North of England School of Chemistry and
Pharmacy 0 8 0

£8 10 0

The President, in moving that the report and
recommendations of the Finance Committee be received

and adopted, said the Council was very much in-

debted to the various local associations and to others
who had subscribed to the Benevolent Fund. Such
amounts as were forwarded from time to time were very useful,

and he did not think that those who attended the smoking
concerts at which collections were made on behalf of the
Benevolent Fund were unduly taxed by remembering the claims
of benevolence.

Benevolent Fund Committee
The report of this Committee included the recommendation

of grants to the amount of £99 in the followmg cases :—
A member and subscriber (62) (Stroud).
Widow of a chemist and draggist (62). Has had pre-

vious grants (Southall).

Widow of a member and subscriber (59). Has had pre-
vious grant (Anerley).

Registered chemist and druggist (69). Has had previous
grants (Kennington).

Registered chemist and druggist (85). Has had previous
grant* (Cambridge).
Widow of a chemist and druggist (30). Has had pre-

vious grant (Kilburn).

Widow of a member and subscriber (50) (Chesterfield).
Two cases were not entertained.

The Vice-President moved, and it was carried, that the
report and recommendations of the Committee be received
and adopted.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.
The following report was .submitted by the Libraiy, Museum,

School, and House Committee :
—

The Committee met on Wednesday, February 11, 1903.
The usual monthly statements respecting the Society's
Libraries and Museums in London and in EdinWgh were
received, and particulars of these are published in the
Pharmaceutical Journal for February 14, 1903.
The School Staff attended and reported on their respec-

tive classes.

Proifessor Greenish expressed to the Committee his
appreciation of the very valuable assistance he had received
from the Demonstrators, the Salter and the Butt scholars,
and the students of the Sohool al.so, in preparing for and
carrying out the exhibition held on Tuesday, February 10.

It was very plea>sant to find several of the students coming

forward with spontaneous offers of help.

Professor Wynne called attention to the fact that there-
was no Board of Pharmacy at the London University. Ifc

was laiTanged that the StaJY Committee should make
inquiries in regard to this matter and report to the Scliool
Committee at its next meeting.
The Visitor to the School reported that Professor

Wynne's room required new furniture, and the Secretary
was requested to make the necessary provision.
The Secretary was authorised to make an application to

the Board of Inland Revenue for a supply of alcohol, duty
free, for use in the School and the Research Laboratories.

A communication was read from the Solicitor to the
George Heriot's Timst, requesting that the title deeds
relating to the Society's premises at No. 36, York Place,

Edinburgh, be sent to him for inspection, in order that the

casualty, now due for tive sa.me, may be ascertained. The
Committee authorised the deeds to be sent to the solicitor

through Mr. J. R. Hill.

The Vice-President reported that he had inspected the
lighting arrangements in the Chemical Museum, and was of

opinion that it would be advisable to substitute the electric

light for the present old and worn-out gas fittings. The
present arrangements give insufficient light, and could not

be easily maintained in proper repair. He recommended
that the estimate for installation (£17 5s.) be accepted.

The Committee concurs and recommends that the wort
be carried out at the earliest convenient time.

Research.

Professor Greenish reported that there would be two-

papers ready for the March evening meeting, namely :
—

" The Ash of Ipecacuanha Root," by Mr. A. G. C
Paterson (Butt Scholar).

"The Exhaustion of Some Official Drugs by Percola-

lation," by Mr. W. H. Lenton (Butt Scholar).

The President moved, and it was seconded by Mr. Hills,

that the report and recommendations of this Committee be re-

ceived and adopted.

Mr. WooTTON asked for further information concerning the

functions of the Board of Pharmacy of the t'^niversity of London.

The President said he was not quite in a position to say.

It was la matter brought forward by Professor Wynne, and

would have to be considered.

Mr. WooTTON said it almost looked as though the Board of

Phai-macy was thinking of having some degrees in pharmacy.

Dr. Stmes said it was very gratifying to see that papers were

coming forward from the Research Laboratory.

The motion was then carried.

The February Evening Meeting.

The President then moved the following:—
"That the cordial thanks of the Council be accorded to

Professor Greenish and Mr. Humphrey for the valuable

services they rendered in arranging and carrying out the

details of the i-ecent highly successful Exhibition of Appara-

tus and Appliances, held in the Society's premises."

He said he had very much pleasure in moving that motion, be-

cause he knew it was so well deserved. Those membere of the

Council who were present at the exhibition felt thoroughly satis-

fied with the result of that meeting. The motion referred to Pro-

fessor Greenish and Mr. Humiplney, because they had taken

the most active and prominent part in the arrangements for

the exhibition, but the demonstrators and students in the School

of Phannacy had also done their very best to make it a success.

The exhibition was so successful that he hoped it would

be repeated in the future, when the experience gained at the

February, meeting would doubtless tend to make the meeting

even more successful.

Mr. Hills seconded the motion.

Dr. Stiies said an exhibition of a similar kind used to be

held in connection with the Society's annual meeting. He
merely mentioned the matter because it might be considered

desirable to hold the next exhibition at that fime.
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The Pbesident said there was a good deal to be said in

favour of Dr. Symes' suggestion, but it must be remembered

that the annual meeting itself entailed a great amount of ^vork.

Still it would be a good opportunity for a number of couutry

members who would not otherwise be able to attend.

The motion was agreed to unanimously.

Appointment of Divisional Secretaries.

The President moved, and it was carried, that the following

he appointed Divisional Secretaries for the divisions speci

lied:—
FERBID.4.T, A. J Liverpool, Walton.
Gk.\y, J. H Liverpool, Exchange.
HiCKiN, W. E Birkenhead.
St.\nlet, Thomas Lanes., Accrington.

The President said that sjjecial thanks were due to

Mr. A. S. Buck, of Liverpool, who had been instrumental in

filling the vacancies in the list of Divisional Secretaries for the

Liverpool district.

Telegram from Mr. Carteiglie.

The President announced that he had Just received a tele-

gram from Mr. Carteighe to the effect that he was kept in-

doors by loss of voice and a cold. He (the President) was sure

the members of the Council would all be .sorry that Mr. Car-

teighe could not attend th_at meeting.

Date of tlie Annual Meeting.

The President moved, and it was agreed, that tlie sixty-

second annual general meeting of the Society be held on
Wednesday, May 20, 1903, at noon, to receive the report of

the Council, and to elect the Council and Auditors.

It was also agreed that the preparation of the annual report

be referred to the Library, ^Museum, School, and House Com-
mittee.

An Application from tlie Heriot Trust.

The S'ECRETART stated that an application had been receiverl

from the Heriot Trust, who might be te*med the ground land-

lords of the Society's property in Scotland, from which it

appeaired that there was a fee payable to the Trust of

£5 2s. 8d., because one of the lives on which the Society he(d

the property had fallen in, it being stated that a ceitain per-

son had died. The Society had no proof of thai statement at

the present moment, therefore the matter should be remitted

to the Society's solicitor in Scotland.

The President moved, and it was .seconded and carried, that

the application from the solicitor to the Heriot Tnist for pay-

ment of £5 2s. 8d. casualty in respect of the Society's property

ia Edinburgh be remitted to the .solicitor acting in Scotland

for the Society, with instructions to pay the amount if he is

satisfied that it is properly exigible.

Tlie Bell Scliolarsliip.

The TrCcO-surer was authorised to pay the sum of £15 to

1. ich of the Bell Scholars, being the second moiety of the

scholarship.

Journal Committee

The following report was submitted by the Journal Com-
mittee :

—

The Committee reports that it has met on two occasions

during the past month, and has discussed questions relat-

ing to the production of the Journal with Mr. Humphiey
and the representative of the publishing agents. The
Committee recommends that the next contract for paper
for the Journal shall be for unca.lendered paper, in accord-

ance with the sample submitted to the CVjmmittee.

The President moved, and it was seconded, that the report

of the Journal Committee be received and adopted.

Mr. Gifford said he wished to congratulate the Journal Com-
mittee and Mr. Humphrey on the very great improvement in

the Journal.

Mr. CoBDER said he quite endorsed what Mr. Gifford had said.

Dr. Syues said he was glad to know that it was intended to

improve the quality of the Journal paper.

Law and Parliamentary Committee.

The Secretary read the report of this Committee, which was
as follows :

—
The Committee considered the general policy of the

introduction of the draft Pharmacy Bill into Parliament.
It was resolved that the Watch Committee be instructed

to proceed with its efforts to secure tlie immediate intro-

duction of the draft Pharmacy Bill into the House of
Commons.
The Committee recommends that the Council resolve that

the articles mentioned in the Minority Report of Mr.
Walter Hills be added to the Poisons Schedule in pursuance
of Section 2 of the i'liarmacy Act, 1868.

Mr. Glyn-Jones moved that the report of the Committee be
received and adopted. The Bill referred to was adopted by the

Council two years ago, and it received the approval of the trade.

He was one of those who thought it was a pity that it was not
introduced into Parliament earlier. The delay had been due, he
thought, to the view of some members of the Council that no
step towards legislation should be taken by the Council until

tlie Privy Council had expressed an opinion on that Bill. He
was glad that the Committee had decided to take the first

active steps necessary towards getting the Bill upon the Statute

Book. Chemists generally believed in the Bill, and he thought

there could be no doubt that if that Bill became law it would be

an aid to the thorough and proper administration of the Phar-

macy Act. He also thought it would be useful to have the Bill

introduced at once, in that it would form the basis for discussion

in the House of Commons. Members of Parliament would have

something concrete before them. He supposed that in all

matters of legislation, before an Act was ultimately put on the

Statute Book dealing with any particular subject, that subject

had to be threshed out long before the Bill ever became the

subject of discussion in the ordinary way in the House of Com-

mons. He thought that whatever might be the ultimate fate of

tlie draft Pharmacy Bill, to have it introduced into the House

at once would be a help to any future legislation on pharmacy,

or on pharmaceutical matters, or on the sale of poisons. Whether
such legislation was to come from the Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Society or from the Government, or anyone else, he

thought that when the Bill, introduced by the Society,

was before Parliament and had been read a first

time, it would be an advantage, because it would be a

basis for educating the members of Parliament, and, he thought,

of creating some little public opinion on the su'bject. He also

thought it would be useful to have tlie Bill introduced into the

House of Commons, because it would provide all members of the

Society and the Divisional Secretaries with something definite

and concrete to write about when they communicate with their

members of Parliament. He might be told that the Bill was

already a draft Bill and that the attention of members of

Parliament could be directed to it. But what could members

of Parliament think of a Bill the framers of w^hich thought so

little of it that, apparently, they dare not take the first steji

to get that Bill on the Statute Book. It seemed to him that

the first thing that should be done bj- tliose m^Iio framed such

a Bill was to take the first steps towards making it an Act

of Parliament. Another thing which weighed with him very

considerably was that, of all people, it was the duty of the

Council to initiate legislation affecting pharmacy. But it had

been thought necessary to "stay their hand." He did not

quite follow that view of the matter. It was the natural thing

for any Council, such as the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society, entrusted with the carrying out of an Act of Parlia-
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iiicnt. if it found fl:i«s in that Act, to take steps to remedy

those flaws. He contended that it waS' nothing more than the

bare duty of the Council to take steps -with a. view to making
the Act efficient, and if the Council refrained from taking every

step that was open, it was not doing its duty. He hoped,

therefore, that the report of the 'Law and Parliamentary Com-
mittee would be adopted, and if that was done, it would, at

any rate, meet M'ith the approval of the vast majority of the

nienibj?rs of the Pharmaceutical Societ}'. In regard to the

additions to the Poisons Schedule, he did not think there wa-s

any difference of opinion. The Council had made representations

to the Privj- Council with a. view to getting certain articles

scheduled ; now they ha<d a report of independent experts who
reconunended the addition of those articles to the Poisons
Schedule, and, in his opinion, it was the Ibounden duty of the
Council to go bo the Privy Council again and ask that the
articles be scheduled.

Mr. Hareixgtox seconded the motion. He was very pleased

.that there was some prospect of getting the draft Pharmacy
Bill into Parliament. They had allowed the Bill to lie aside

pending the report of the Committee on Poisons. Now, he
thought, it would be the means of educating the country as to

wliat cheonlsts want. He hoped that chemists throughout the
country would give it their hearty support, and would join

the Pharmaceutical Society and the local o-rganisations, and do
all they could to push it forward. /

Mr. Young siii>ported the motion. The introduction of the
Bill into the House of Commons would be a means of educating
the country as to the requirements of chemists. The Bill

woiuld in any case have to rmi the gauntlet, and a great deal
of education would be required to get it through ; but he
hoi>ed that it would be passed.

Mr. Cooper also supported the motion. He thought that
tllie introduction of the Bill into Parliament would give
chemists an opportunity of showing their backbone. They
could unquestionably exert considerable influence with mem-
bers of Parliament if they had an opportunity of doing so,

and in the draft Pharmacy Bill they had something tangible,
reasonable, and definite with which to approacli members of

Parliament. He was convinced that now was the time to press
forward with the Bill.

ilr. Atkins (Treasurer) moved as an amendment :—
' That prior to the introduction of the Society's draft

Phannacy Bill into the House of Commons, the Council
should endeavour to ascertain whether the Privy Council
^vould be prepared to receive a deputation on the subject
before drafting legislative proposals in regard to the sale
of Poisons."

He had no objection to the introduction of the Bill into the
House of Commons, and he felt that the stronger it was backed
and the more ably it was discussed the better. He was quite

prepared to admit that time was all important; but the Bill

had not been introduced, it had not been backed, there were
no names attached to it. He was not prepared to ado}>t a.

pessimistic tone in regard to the Privy Council. It must be
admitted that tlie Privy Council was tlie predominant partner
with the Society in regard to legislation on the question of

poisons, and he had yet to learn that the Pri\'y Council, or the
Lord President of the Council, was not prepared to receive a
deputation from the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society.

The correspondence with the Privy Council shovred that the
Lord President liad expressed willingness at the opportune

moment to receive a deputation on behalf of the CouncU. But
if the Council pushed forward with the draft Bill they would
burn their boats and cut themselves adrift from the Privy
Council. He should like to have it definitely proved that thte

Council had no hope, and no chance, of securing the co-opera-

tion of the Privy'Council before proceeding with the Bill. He

felt certain that if the Council could secure that co-operation,
and if it could have the influence of a powerful department of

State at its back in regard to any new legislation, there would
be a possibility and a probability of carrying legisdatioa

through the House of Commons. But he did not hesitate to say

that without that influence chemists would have a difficulty ia

overcoming the powerful vested interests involved. Their one

great hope was to get the Department to adopt their measure.

The outcome of the report of the Committee on Poisons, he

presumed, would be that legislation would follow, and he

thought it was highly important that the CouncU should

endeavour to influence the Privy Council before it prepared,

any Bill dealing with the matter. He had every reason to

believe tliat a deputation from the Cormcil would be received

by the Lord Presidlent of the Council very quickly and

promptly, and he was confident that good would be the residt.

The Vioe-Pbesident, in seconding the amendment, said he

would reserve his remarks until later.

The President said he wished to .support the amendment,

but he thought, before proceeding further, it would be advLsable

to read the following two letters which had passed between Mr.

Bremridge and Mr. Fitzroy, Clerk to the Privy Council :
—

Letter to the Clerk .or the Council.

17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C., February 11, 1903.

Sir,—In your letter dated October 25, 1901 (No. 87,232),

you were good enough to say the Lord President " is of

opinion that when the report of the Committee appointed
to consider Schedule A to the Pharmacy Act, 1868, is

received, it will then be a convenient time to consider what
amendment of the law may be expedient to give effect to the

wishes of iht Society."

The Council of this Society understands that the report of

the Cjmniittee in question has now been received, and I am
instructed to ask that the Lord President will be good
enough to appoint an early date for the reception of a
deputation from the Covjioil of this Society, in reference to

the amendment of the law relating to pharmacy and the sale

of poisons.

I am, Sir,

yours faithfully,

(Signed) KicHARD Bremridge,
Secretary and Registrar.

Clerk to the Council,

Privy Council Office, London, S.W.

Reply from the Clekk of the Council.

The Clerk of the Council,

Privy Council Office, London, S.W.,
February 16, 1903.

Sir,—I have submitted to the Lord President of the

Council your letter of the 11th instant, and his Grace
instructs me to state, for the information of the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society, that his Grace has not lost sight

of the request of the Society, and, as mentioned in the
letter from this office of the 21st of March, 1901, a communi-
cation will be addressed to them as soon as, in the Lord
President's opinion, the time arrives at which any useful

purpose can be served by a deputation on the subject of the

law relating to phannacy and the sale of poisons.

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

(Signed) A. W. FiTZHor.

The Secretary and Registrar of

the Pharmaceutical vSociety,

17, Bloofiisbury Square, W.C

He supported the amendment because he believed that it was

the duty of the iCouncil to associate itself witli the Privy Council,

or rather to ask that body to receive a deputation from the

Society. He fully recognised that it was useless for the Pharma-

ceutical Society to tiy to get legislation without the Privy

Council at its back, Mr. Glyn-Jones had said that he could not

understand why the Council had delayed so long ;
why an eflFort
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had not beea made to try to get the draft Pharmacy Bill into

•Parliament. He thought Mi\ Glyn-Jones was aware of all that

had been done in the matter, and he was bound to say that he

- did not think the Council could have done anytliing else. After

receiving the letter, which had just 'been read, from the Privy

Council, it seemed to him that it would be extremely foolish

and impolitic at the present time to attempt to get the dxaft

Bill into Parliament, -svithout fii-st again asking the Privy Coun-

cil to receive a deputation from the Society. If the Lord

President of the Coimcil would not receive a deputation,

then the Society would! have to do the best it could in trying

to get its views discussed on the floor of the House

of Commons. It seemed to be assiimed that if, aris-

ing out of the report of the Committee on Poisons,

legislation was introduced by the Government, it would'

be on the lines of the Majority Report, but it was not

at all certain that such would be the case. There was a jpossi-

bility of legislation being based on the Minority Report. At

any i-ate, he was quite sure that the Minority Report would

be very carefully consideved. If the draft Pharmacy Bill was

introduced into Parliament now, and a Government Bill was

also introduced, it was bound to lead to an enormous amount of

confusion. Therefore he thought it was the duty of the Council

to go down to the Privy Coiincil office, if a deputation would

be received, and see if some good would noit oome of it. He
thought t.liey had every -reason to believe that the Lord Presi-

dent of the Council was anxious that there should be some

legislation dealing with the dispensing of medicines, and it

seemed to him not at all impiiobahle tliat the Lord President

of the Cooincil would adopt certain portions of the draft Bill.

Of course, objeotion might be taken to other parts of the

Bill, and the Society must be prepared to compromise and to

sacrifice some poitioiis of it. He believed that if the Society

could get into closer touch with the Privj' Comioil and the

Board of Agriculture very great good would! come of it. But
he was convinoed that if the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society at the present time introduced the draft Bill into the

House of Commons a very great amount of miscliief would be

done. Tlie Society was now on mouch better terms with the

Privy Coiuicil than fonnerly, because it had adopted regula-

tions for the storage of jjoisonis. Some of his colleagues on

the Council were aware that in the past, whenever an attempt
was made to approach the Privy Council in regard to phar-

maceutical legislation tthey were constantly met with the

inquiry as^to what steps the Society was taking to carry out

the promises made on its behalf at the time of the passing of

the Pliarmacy Aot, 1868. Now the Society had satisfied the
Privy Council on that point ; but if the dfaft Bill was intro-

d*uced at the present time he thought it would bei a mistake,
as there did not appear to be the least probability of getting

that Bill through tlie House of Commons. He knew that some
of the members of the Council thought the Bill should -be

brought in to "mate a splash," or, to put it in other words,
to show that the Society was alive. He was not one of those
people

; he believed that to introduce the Bill now, without
the sup]>ort of the Privy Council, would be a waste of

energy. If members of Parliament were approached on
behalf of the draft Bill now, it was e.xtremely probable that no
good would come of it, and when the time came for their re-

election, slu)uld the Bill be again 'brought foi-ward, they would
be so wearied that they would take no action in the matter.
He strongly urged the Council to first approach the Privy
Council before proceeding with the draft Bill, as, if its

support was secured, the Society would stand a far greater
chance of getting the Bill through the House of Commons.
He felt that was the best policy for the Council to adopt.

Mr. H.4HEIS0N, in the course of a long and eloquent speech,

strongly supported the motion. He did not at all agree with
the pessimistic tone of those who had spoken in favour of the
amendment. He thought there was a fair prospect of getting

the Bill through if i>ushed forward now, and, judging from
what had taken place during the past few years, he did not
think there was the slightest chance of getting th© support

of the Privy Council. Mr. Harrison briefly sketched the

history of the various attempts that have been made during

past years to promote pharmaceutical legislation, and he con-

tended that the Council had no grounds for supposing that

tlie support of the Privy Council could be secured. He urged
tha.t delay was dangerous, ibecause it the evils of company
trading, which the draft Pharmacy Bill was framed to remedy,
existed two years ago, they existed with ten-fold force to-day.

He strongly repudiated the idea that by proceeding with the
BiH the Council would be placing itself in antagonism to the
Privy Council. If the Department introduced a Bill of its own
dealing with the same subject, and the two Bills came before
Parliament, the probability was that a Select Committee of

the House would be api>ointed to consider the matter. In
regard to vested interests, the Council had lalways recognised

that, and he did not think that the vested interests would
become less powerful by waiting. The Council had no guar-

antee that the Privy Council would "assist in the matter,

therefore he considered the policy advocated by the sup-

porters of the amendment was a dangerous one.

Mr. Hills supported the amendment. He did not think it

would be wise at the present juncture to proceed with the
draft Bill, although he was not pessimistic regarding its

prospects.

Mr. Atkins : Neither am I.

ilr. Hills, continuing, said he believed the Society had the
sympathy, of tlie Privy Council in many of its aspirations and
desires, and he thought it was absolutely essential that the
Society should keep on the very best terms with the Depart-
ment. He agreed that by introducing the Bill into the House
of Commons members of Parliament would be educated, to

a certain extent, to the fact that there are certain grievances

under which chemists labour. But, as had been pointed out
bj' the President, there was a probability of weaiying mem-
bers of Parliament, and he did not wish to harass them, but

to strike at tlie proper moment, and get the best results.

Also, he was of opinion that the present was not the best

time to introduce the Bill. Eveiy member of the Council was
in favour of the Bill, and hoped to see it ultimately upon
the Statute Book ; the matter now before the Council

was purely a question of tactics. The Privy Council had

assured them that the Bill was not lost sight of, and he ven-

tured to think there were certain portions of the Bill, notably

that referring to the registration of shops, which would be

recognised in future legislation. There were also certain sug-

gestions in the Minority Report which, without rindne egotism,

he thought would receive careful consideration at the hands
of the Priv}^ Council and of the Board of Agriculture. There-
fore, he hoped the Council would pause before taking the
step which had been suggested by the Watch - Committee.
Mr. RoBiNSOX said he agreed that the matter before the

Council was a question of tactics, and he thought it was rather
ciuioiis tiiat the Law and Parliamentary Committee, which con-

sisted of practically the entire Council, should have recom-
mended that the draft Bill be proceeded with, and that the
following day the ainendinent which had been moved by Mr.
Atkins should be brought forward. He repudiated the view
that the introduction of the draft Bill into Parlianijent would
be regarded by the Privy Council as antagonistic. It was a
common practice for two public bodies each to bring in a Bill
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dealing with the same subject, with a view to the .matter being

referred to a Select Oommittee. He did not tliiuk the intro-

duction of the draft Pharmacy Bill into the Hoxifse of Com-
mons would do the slightest harm, therefore he thought the

mover of the amendment must show the very strongest reasons

why the Council should not adopt the report of the- Committee.

The Pkesidknt said several members had spoken of delay, but

he was «ure the supjioiters of the amendment did not wish •

for any delay whatever.

Mr. Gltn-Jones -said that if the amendment did not mean
delay he jshould be glad to know what was meant.

The President suggested that the difficulty might be met
by the insefrtion into the amendment of a time limit. He
thought the proposer of the amendment was not asking too

much by proposing that no steps be taken till the Council had

heard from the Privy Council.

Mr. Cross was glad to learn that the Pharmaceutical Society

had a partner in the Privy Council, but he was afraid that the

partner.ship for a long time had been a verj^ quiescent one.

He thought there was an element of delay in approaching

the Privy Council before taking any steps in the matter of the

draft Pharmacy Bill, and that it would serve no good purpose.

He supported the original motion very cordially, as he con-

sidered it embodied the best policy for the Council to adopt.

Mr. WooTTON said that if he thought the introduction of

the draft Pharmacy Bill would ibe at all antagonistic to the

Privy Council's views he should hesitate to supporti the motion
;

but he 'did not think the Privy Council would view it in that

light. He strongly, believed that the Society would be in a

better position for having the Bill in the House of Commons,
therefore he should vote for the motion.

Mr. Gltn-Jones, replying to the various jjoints raised, pointed

out that in jsroposing his motion he carefully avoided any

reference to difficulties with the Privy Council. He considered

that the tactics adopted by those who were responsible for thie

amendment were calcuhited to do very much more harm than

the introduction of the Bill into the Hous'e of Commons.

The Vice-Peesident, in supporting the amendment, said he

felt very much the responsibility of differing from a large num-
ber of his colleagues, some of whom had a far larger experience

of public work and tactical procedure than he had, but he did

think that a straight policy was the best to adopt. He felt that

at the present time the Coumcil was powerless to do anything

without the assent of the Privy Council. He was decidedly of

opinion that before proceeding with the Bill the Council ought
to approach the Privy Council with a view to securing its sup-

port. He did not wish any delay in the matter. But he

might refer to tlie tactical error which was made
over thirty years ago. He meant when the Pharmacy Act of

1868 was passed, and it was agreed that certain regulations

should be adopted by the Society in regard to the storage of

poisons. It was pointed out at the time that in all probability

the members of the Society would fall back upon their trading

instincts and would refuse to adopt such regulations. And
that was proved to be the case, certain members of the Society

being against the adoption of regulations. That was a

tactical error which had produced a great want of cordiality

between the Privy Council and the Society. Now that error

had been retrieved, he thought it would be a grave mistake to

renew the position created thirty years ago.

Mr. SotTTJiAiL supported the original motion. The amend-
ment, he thought, cliiefly dealt with what had already been,

done, and he saw no reason why the Council should write again

to the Privy Council before proceeding with the Bill.

Mr. GiPFOED spoke somewhat in favour of the amendment.
He was inclined to think that the Council should go a verj- long

way to get into touch with the Privy Council. There was every

reason to believe that the Privy Council was very dissatisfied

with the present .state of affairs in regard to companies trading

in pharmacy, and that the authorities were inclined to do some-

thing in the matter. Therefore, he thought it was in the highest

degree important to get into touch with and to influence a

body which was all powerful.

Dr. Symes, while sympathising with the supporters of the

amendment, was inclined to support the original motion. The

difficulty was to get the Privy Council to recognise the

urgency of the matter. If the supporters of the amendment

.

could assure the Coimcil that there would be no undue delay

by approaching the Privy Council again, he should be in-

clined to support them ; but if that assurance could not be

given, then he thought the original motion supplied the best

solution of the difficulty.

After a little further discussion the amendment was put to

the vote, seven voting for the amendment and ten against.

Mr. Atkins, speaking on the original motion, said he did

not approve of the action of the Watch Committee, because

he considered it was much too previous, he gave his reasons

for thinking so, and

Mr. Hills then spoke in reference to that part of the Law
and Parliamentary Committee's report dealing with the pro-

posed additions to the Poisons Schedule, after which

Mr. Gltn-Jones having replied to Mr. Atkins' remarks,

the oi'iginal motion was put and carried.

The Proposed Additions to the Poisons Schedule.

After some discussion,

Mr. Robinson moved, and it was seconded and carried, that

the recommendations of the Law and Parliamentary Com-
mittee regarding the proposecl additions to the Poisons Sche-

dule be referred to the General Purpo.ses Committee to con-

sider the exact wording of the suggested alterations."

The Report of the Committee on Poisons.

The Secretary then laid upon the table the report of the

Committee on Poisons and the minutes of evidence, which bad

been received from the Privy Council.

The PRESI13ENT said that, as all were aware, the report of

the Committee on Poisons had been presented to Parliament,

and it would now be necessai*y for the Council to consider what

steps should be laken in connection with it. At present it

was only a report, and he thought the Council should con-

sider in committee what steps, if any, should be taken in

reference to that report.

After discussing the matter in committee, the following

retolution was passed :

—

" That the Council expresses its hearty endorsement
of the Minority Report of Mr. Walter Hills on the De-
partmental Committee on Poisons, and instructs the Watch
Committee to take such steps as they may find expedient
to maintain the principle of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.

General Purposes Committee.

The Question of a Test Case.

The Secretary read the minutes of the General Purposes

Committee, which stated that the Committee had again con-

sidered the report of the Sub-Committee appointed in October

last' to consider the desirability of taking a te.st case for th&

purpose of getting a judicial decision on the question whether

limited companies could be prevented from using the titles

protected by the Pharmacy Act, 1868. After carefuUy con-

sidering the report, the Committee, with one dissentient,

recommended that it wa^ not expedient to take a test case,

either by proceedings under Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act,

1868, or by way of injunction or interdict.

VARiOTrs Congresses.

The Committee had also considered a communication from

the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, asking that delegates be-
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appointed to attend the Congress of the Royal Institute of

Public Health, to be held in Liverpool from July 15 to July 21

next, and recommended that Mr. John Harrison and Dr. Symes

be appointed to represent the Society at the Congress.

A communication was also considered asking that a delegate

be appointed to attend the 21st Congress of the Sanitary Insti-

tiite to be held at Bradford in July next, and it was reooia-

mended that Mr. A. H. Waddington be asked to represent the

Society.
^ The report and recommendations of the General Purposes

Committee were adopted, after which
The President stated that the Committee had con-

sidered several communications asking for delegates to be sent

to the International Congress of Applied Chemistiy to be held

at Berlin during Whitsuntide, and also a communication from
The Apotheker Verein ; but it was ascertained that none of

the members of the Council would be able to attend. He
mentioned the matter so that if any members of the Society

would like to attend the Congress at Berlin the Council would
be pleased to hear from them.

This concluded the public business.

DRAFT PHARMACY BILL, 1903.

DRAFT OF A BILL

To fwrther Regulate the Sale of Poisons also to Rfgulate

the Compounding of Medical Prescriptions and to

Alter and Amend the Pharmacy Acts, 18-52 and 186S.

Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, by end
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal and Commons in this present Parliament

assembled and by authority of the same a-s follows :
—

1. In this Act " the Society " .shall mean " the Pliarmaceu-

tical Society of Great Britain " " registered person " shaU

mean a PhannaceuticfSl Chemist or a Chemist and Druggist
" poison " shall mean a poison within the meaning of the

Pharmacy Act 1868 " Registrar " shall mean the Registrar of

the Society.

2. From and after the 31st day of December 1903 it shall

be unlawfid for any person or any company firm co-partnei-ship

or body of persons to keej) any open shop or .shops for the

retailing disjjensing or compounding of poisons or of medical

prescriptions unless each shop shall be bond fide conducted by
a registered person or to 2>ermit or suffer in such shop any
]x>ison to be retailed or any medical prescription to be retailed

dispensed or compounded otherwise than by or under the

supei-vision of a registered person also it shall be unlawful
for any person or any company firm co-i)artnership or bodj
of persons to keep any such shop unless the address of the

shop shall have been registered upon the Register of Shops
to be kept under this Act and the name and address of the

registered person to be in the bond fide conduct of the s'hop shall

have been registei-ed upon the Register of Persons in the

bond fide conduct of shops to be kept under this Act and also

it ^all be unlawful for any person or for any company firm

co-partnershop or body of persons to sell or to negotiate or

participate in the sale by retail of any poison at or upon any

place other than an open shop registered upon the .said Register

of Shops."

3. The address of the registered shop whereat a sale of poison

takes place shall be the address of the seller for the purpose

•of the labelling required by Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act
1868.

4. It shaU be the duty of the Registrar to make and keep a

Register of Shops and also a Register of Persons to be in the

bond fide conduct of shops in accordance with, the provisions of

this Act and to make such alterations in the .said Registers as

shall from time to time become necessaiy. No entry shall be
made in either of the said Registers until receipt by the Registrar
of a request in writing for the purpose by an owner of the shop
made in a form in that behalf appearing in the Schedule to this

Act. The Council of the Society may make regulations under
which either of the several entries in the said Registers may be

inspected or may be removed therefrom and under which a

certified extract of any entry may be obtained. There shall be

payable to the Society in respect of each request aforesaid and

also in respect of each certified extract aforesaid a fee of two

shillings and sixpence and also in respect of each inspection of an

entry a fee of one shilling. Any certified extract as aforesaid

under the hand of the Registrar shall without proof as to his

signature be evidence in all Courts and before all Justices of the

Peace and others of the matters thereby certified.

5. It shall be unlawful for any place other than a shop or

building separately rated to tlie poor to be entered or continued

on the said Register of Shops.

6. It shall be unlawful for one and the same registered person

to be at one and the same time entered upon the said Register of

Persons in the bond fide conduct of shops in respect of more than

one shop provided always that any entry upon the Register of

Persons in the bond fide conduct of shops may upon request in

writing signed by the person on whose application such entry

was made or the person whose name is registered and delivered

to the Registrar become removed therefrom.

7. It shall be unlawful for any company incorporated under

the Acts in force regulating Joint Stock Companies to retail

dispense or compound poisons or medical prescriptions unless the

business of such company shall be managed by one or more

Director or Directors who or all of whom shall be registered

persons not Directors of any other company carrying on the like

business and who .shall exercise all such powers of the company

as are not by the Companies Acts required to be exercised by

the company in general meeting.

8. The Registrar may from time to time either by letter

signed by him as Registrar or verbally by himself or by a person

authorised in writing by him for the purpose make such inquiries

as he shall think fit of any person I'etailing dispensing or com-

pounding poisons or medical prescriptions at or of any owner of

a registered shop and it shall be unlawful for such person or

owner to refuse or neglect to furnish (by writing signed by him

if so required) the information inquired for.

9. Any Registrar who shall wilfully make or cause to be made
any falsification in any matter relating to the said Registers and

any person who shall wilfully procure or attempt to procure any

registration under this Act by making or producing or causing to

be made or produced any false or fraudulent representation or

declaration either verbally or in writing and any person aiding

or assisting him therein shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanour in England and in Scotland of a crime or offence

punishable by fine or imprisonment and shall on conviction

thereof be sentenced to be imprisoned for any term not exceed-

ing twelve months.

10. The Society .shall have power by bye-laws duly confirmed

to authorise the persons from time to time appointed by the

Council of the Society to conduct examinations to require from

persons who shall present themselves for any examination

evidence of their having received systematic training in some
University or other place for learning approved by the Council

of the Society and to divide any examination into two or more

portions with or without an interval of time between the same

portions and to authorise the said Council to accept in lieu of

certificates of the said Examiners sucK certificates of competent

skill and knowledge granted by legally constituted Pharma-

ceutical authorities in the United Kingdom or in any Colony or
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Possession thereof as may to the said Council seem fitting pro-

vided always that no certificate shall be accepted which has been

granted to the holder without examination or which he has

obtained without having firet received such systematic training

as aforesaid and to prescribe the fees to be payable by persons

tendering for acceptance the certificates aforesaid of competent

skill and knowledge.

11. Any act or omission which would be an offence under the

Pharmacy Act 1852 or the Pharmacy Act 1868 if committed by
a person except the offence of selling or keeping open shop for

the retailing dispensing or compounding of poisons by a person

not registeied under the said Acts .shall be an oflfence if com-

inil^ed by any company firm co-partnership or body of persons

and raiy company firm co-partnership or Body of i5er.sons com-
mitting aJiy such offence shall be liable to the penalty by the said

Acts provided for the same.

12. For eveiy offence under this Act the offender shall be
liable to pay a penalty or sum of Five Pounds sterling.

13. Except where in this Act it is otherwise provided any
penalties incurred under or by virtue of any of the provisions of
this Act or the Pharmacy Act 1852 or the Pharmacy Act 1868
may be sued for recovered and dealt with in the mtoner pro-
vided by ^he Pharmacy Act 1852 for recovery of penaltie.* under
that Act without prejudice however to the provisions of the
Summary Jurisdiction (Scotland) Acts 1864 and 1881 and the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1887 with reference to pro-
ceedings thereunder taken in Scotland for any contravention of
this or either of the other before-mentioned Pharmacy Acts.

14. This Act shall not extend to Ireland.

15. This Act may be cited as the Pharmacy Act 1903.

SCHEDULE.—Part I.

Register of Open Shops.

.\ilcli'ess

of

Open Shop.

Particulars of Ownership.

In'the case of sole
Ownership.

In the case of two
or more Partners.

In the ease of a
Company.

Name and Address
of Owner.

Name and .Address
of each Partner.

Name of the Com-
pany and Name and
Address of eacli
lierson acting as a

Director.

Paet 2.

Register of Registered Persons in or to be in the bon&^fidc
Conduct of Open Shops

A'ldress of Registered
Open Shop.

Name and Address of
Owner Signing.

Name and Address of the
Registered Person in or to
be in the homi-fide conduct

of the Shop.

Past 3.

Address
of

Open Shop.

Particulars of Ownershin.

In the case of sole
Ownership,

In the case of two
or more Partners.

In the case of a
Company.

Name and Address
of Owner.

Name and .Address
of each Partner.

Name of Company
and Name and
Address of each

person acting as a
Director.

I make application for Registration of the above-mentioned

Open Shop.

Dated this .day of 19

Signature of Owner

Paet 4.

Form of Application for Registration of a Registered Person in

or to be in the bond-fide Conduct of a Registered Shop.

Address of the Open
Shop.

Name and Address of
the Registered Person
in or to be in the bond-

fide Conduct of the Shop.

Name of the Owner
making Application.

I make application for Registration of the above-mentione

registered person.

Dated this day of 19

Signature of Owner

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The number of deaths by poisoning reported in the

seven days ended March 4, 1903, is twelve, thus :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

1
Chloroform 2

1

Morphine 1

1

Poisonous Gas 1

1

Strychnine 1

1

Poison not stated 1

Total 5

Carbolic Acid.—A man at Cambridge committed suicide by

taking carbolic acid.

Carbon Dioxide.—A singular case of poisoning was investi-

gated at Cromford. A man employed at a brewery fell into a

vat of liquor, and died shortly after being pulled out, death

being said to be due to " shock and carbonic fumes."

Chloroform.—A man at Stockton, and a woman at Derby,

died under chloroform, administered for the purposes of opera-

tions.

Laudanum.—A man at Bilston committed suicide by taking

laudanum. An ounce was purchased from William Westhead,

described as a qualified chemist [but not on the Register of

Chemists and Druggists, 1903, of 38, Church Street, Bilston.

Morphine.—Dr. Mark Moore, Cavan, died from the effects of

an overdose of morphine accidentally taken. Dr. Moore went

to Miss O'Connor's shop and asked for solution of morphine.

As there was not enough made up in solution, deceased took

away with him 12 grains of morphine in powder.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Belfast died from oxalic acid

poisoning.

Poisonous Gas,—A man employed in the engine rooms of

some shipbuilding works at Cowes was overcome by fumes from

"patent " gas manufacturing plant, and died.
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Ptomaine.—A woman at Liverpool died after eating mussels,

death being shown to be due to ptomaine poisoning.
' Strychnine.—A man at Biddings committed suicide by taking

-trychnine.

Sulphuric Acid.—A little boy at Birmingham picked up a jug

containing vitriol in the yard of some tinning works, drank a

large quantity, and died.

Poison not Stated.—A man and his wife at Poplar both

attempted suicide by 'taking poison ; the woman died, but

the husband is recovering.

Attempted Suicides.—The poisons used included carbolic

acid, laudanum (3), salts of lemon, and other drugs.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

Cancer in India.

Questioned by Mr. Weir, Lord Geo. Hamilton writes that he
lias a.scertained from the Viceroy that in the existing condi-

tioBS of death registration in India he is unable to furnish

information which would justify any conclusions as to the

ynvalance or distribution of cancer among the general popula-

tion. The Government of India are considering the advisability

of requiring cases of cancer to be recorded separately in future

'u t1ie dispensary and hospital returns.

Early Closing.

Lord Avebury has again brought in his Bill for the early

closing of shops.

Compulsory Dipping of Sheep.

Writing in reference to a question put by Mr. Field, Mr.
Hanbury says that although there was a slight increase in the

I

number 6i outbreaks of sheep scab reported in Great Britain

I

last year, as compared with 1901, the numbers are still very
I much lower than in any of the last ten years before 1901. He
!

hopes that the effect of the Bill wliich he ha.s announced his

-( intention to introduce to enable local authorities to enforce the

;

compulsory dipping of 6heep will lead to a further reduction of

the disease. He gathers from the information before bim that

the legislation in New South Wales does not do more than
require the compulsory dipping of infected and suspected sheep,

and local authorities are already empowered to require this to

>e done under the Sheep Scab Order of 1898.

Garden Pests.

Amongst the new Bills brought in and read a first time in the

House of Commons is one, for which Sir Jas. Rankin is sponsor,

to provide for the eradication of disease and of injurious insects

amongst fruit trees in nursery gardens.

Trade Marks and Foreign Competition.

Sir H. Vincent, Sir H. Seton-Karr, Major Rasch, and Mr.
Field are sponsors for a Bill to restrain the false marking

I of foreign goods as British made. The Bill seeks to repeal

the 16th Section of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887, and
recites :

" Whereas it is expedient to make provision for pro-

hibiting the importation of goods which might be fraudulently

sold as being of British manufacture, he it therefore enacted
as follows :

—^AU goods of foreign manufacture are here^by pro-

hibited to be imported into the United Kingdom, unless the

word ' imported ' shall be conspicuously and indelibly stamped
upon each article, and any goods of foreign manufacture not

so marked shall be included among goods prohibited to be
imported, as if they were specified in Section 42 of the

Customs Consolidation Act, 1876.

Small-pox in England and Wales.

The President of the Local Government Board, writing in

reply to Sir MichaeLFoster, says that since the beginning of

the present year 2,397 cases of small-pox have been reported

to the Local Government Board as having occurred in 212

urban and fifty-nine rural districts. The outbreak is practically

confined to England and Wales north of Bdmiingham, but it is

chiefly in towns of Lancashire, Yorkshire,- and the North

Jlidlands that the disease is prevalent. Seventeen of the

larger towns in those districts have had a considerable number
of ca.se.s. . The sanitary authorities of the places concerned

have been very active in taking measures with a view to

stamping out the disease. Many of the places affected have

been visited by a medical inspector of the Local Government
Board, and in most of the other cases Mr. Long has cominii-

nioated with the sanitary authority on the subject. Mr. Long
adds that he will continue to watch the course of events and

to urge on the local authorities the adoption of any measures

wliich may appear to the medical advisers of the Department

to be desirable.

The Vaccination Act.

The Gov-.rnment have decided to renew the Vaccination Act
for another year, and to defer further legislation on the subject

of vaccination until next session. The object of this arrange-

ment, of course, is to prevent the reopening of the whole ques-

tion at present and thus save time. It is quite certain, how-
ever, that the continuance of the privileges of the " conscientious'

objector " for anotlier twelvemonth will best rongly protested

against in many quarters of the House.

Gun-Cotton.

The War Secretary, m reply to Captain Norton, states

tliat the gun-cotton which exploded in Woolwich Arsenal on

February 16 last, causing tlie death of two workmen Jind

injuring severely three others, was manufactured by a private

lirm, and not at Waltliam Abbey.

Adulteration of Butter.

The Minister of Agriculture has brought in his promised Bill

to deal with the adulteration of butter. The Bill prohibits

absolutely the sale of butter which contains more tlian 20 per

cent, of water, and while it allows butter which contains between

16 to 20 per cent, of water to be sold, it requires that the adul-

teration shall be declared. Irish firkin butter is excluded from

tlie operation of the Bill, excei^ting that the limit of 20 per cent,

of moisture must not be exceeded.

Early Closing of Shops.

In the House of Commons on Tuesday last there was a discus-

sion at the evening sitting on the subject of the early closing of

shops. Mr. Price moved, and Sir John Gorst seconded, the follow-

ing resolution :

—" That, in the opinion of this House, the unne-

cessarily long hours of labour in shops are injurious to the health

and well-being of all concerned ; that it is desirable tliat borough

and district councils should be authorised to obtain provisional

orders making sxich regulations in respect to the closing of

shops and the limitation of the hours of labour of shop workers

as may geem to them to be necessary for the areas under their

jurisdiction ; thu,s effectively carrying out the recommendation of

the Select Committee of the House of Lords on Early Closing of
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Shops, as embodied in parapraph 15 of the report of 1901."

Mr. Asquith appealed to the Government to give a definite

promise of legislation of their own or of support to Lortl Ave-

bury's Bill, which had beeVi introduced in the House of Lords.

The Home Secretary expressed sympathy with the early closing

movement. He thought that opinion had grown on this subject

very much during the last few years, and that they might safely

allow the borough councils to exercise the power suggested.

He was sure that they would not act in one way or another with-

out informing themselves as to the desire of the 2>eople of the

locality concerned. He could not promise that they would intro-

duce a Bill this year, having regard to the state of public busi-

ness, hut he was prepared to view with favour any measure that

might reach this House which was based on the resolution of the

Select Committee of the House of Lords. The motion of Mr.
Pi'ice was agreed to without a division.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be takea of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all
communications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Price of Prescriptions.

It has often struck me that tbe present system of charging

for prescriptions by sizes is absurd, and has given, and still

gives, rise to great difference in prices charged by chemists in

different parts of the country, and consequently the marked
bad impression on the public mind relative to chemists and
their charges. With a view to reform I have drawn up the

following suggestions :
—

(1) Fair charge ad valorem.

(2) Price charged in first case to be marked on the j'rescrip-

tion.

(3) Subsequent dispensers to charge and uphold the marked
price.

Explanations and remarks on (1) fair charge ad valorem.

By this I mean charge the customer retail price of drugs com-

posing ingredients (according to some well-known list

—

e.ri.,

the " Liverpool Chemists' Price List "), plus price of bottle, coi-k,

j)aper, etc., and a dispensing fee (of 3d. to uu., as to locality).

Example, Mixtuees, Lotions, Liniments, etc.

s. d.

% Pot. Bromidi 3ii- (a) at Id. per dr. = 0 2
3i- ib) at 8d. per oz. = 0 1
5iii- (c) at 6d. peroz. = 0 3

((/) at 2d. per pt. = 0 1

0 7
M. Ft. mist. sec. artem .

.

Checking (b) 0 1

Bottle, etc 0 2
" l/6th pt. ter die sumd." 0 6

1
~4

f/r

Pills should be always charged 9d. per dozen, plain or var-

nished, 3d. per dozen extra silvering. Exception only when one

or more ingredients are expensive^ such as codeine, etc., when
the retail price of it or them may be added.

Ointments to follow same idea. Retail price plus price of pot

and fee for dispensing.

Powders and Cachets, the same. Retail price, plus 2d. for

box, etc. , and fee for dispensing.

Suppositories, as per list, plus fee. By this system the public

obtain their medicine at fair price and the pharmacist gets fair

remuneration for his knowledge (for knowing how), time,

experience, etc. This plan has been followed by me for the last

six months, and the results have fully justified the innovation

up to date. Therefore I urge all my colleagues to adopt the

same plan and get iback something for their early phaima-

ceutical training and knowledge gained, and gained well, whilst

an apprentice and assistant.

(2) Every prescription should be marked by the first pharma-

cist who dispensed it according to this system, in plain figures,

or by some well-known "private mark"

—

e.g., fair custom

—

so that

(3) Subsequent dispensers should know how much to charge,

and so keep that prescription at its proper |mce, instead of

the "anything between lOd. to Is. 9d." scale now in vogue,

and so save the annoyance to the customer and compounder

at variation of charge. If there be a private mark on a

" scrip." that is known to read Is. 9d., Is. 6d., 'or 2s. 6d.,

be bold and charge that amount
;
you will always obtain it,

provided it has not already been to a cutter, when you should

stick to your guns and charge as this system.

The chemists and druggists themselves should be less sus-

picious and jealous of one another, not striving to outdo but to

help each other. What fools they are not to see this, when the

public, not their confreres, are their legitimate quarry. It has

been, and will always be, I hope, my aim to raise up our

calling in spite of troublesome times. It can be done, so let

each one do his best with that aim in view.

We are apt to belittle and run down our craft (it is fashion-

able to do so), and do not charge enough for our services,

which I contend are worth much more than we get, taking

into consideration the time, money, and energy expended

during early and qualification periods and the responsibility

entailed in business. Expenses are above 25 per cent, nf

returns, so it is desirable to obtain 50 per cent, profit on

returns before anything is really saved. And that is why we

only " exist," and barely that nowadays.

The drug and departmental stores fall into the same error

of charging too little. In their case expenses are more than

the average 25 per cent., hence I cannot see how they really

pay. Should anyone take the trouble to read this and adopt

any of the suggestions, I sincerely hope they will profit by

them. It only remains for me to say the idea is not original,

but an adaptation of Continental methods.

February 25, 1903.
•' Enthusiast " (182/19).

The Lady Pharmacist.

The Journal of February 28 is a grand one, and not without

its humour to boot, as witness the article on " The Lady Phar-

maci.st." Our thanks to the Editor, for it seems he means not

to let our sense of humour perish amidst the dry-as-dust topics

of pharmacy. What with " Poisons Committee Report,"

" Protection by Interdict," etc., etc., the really thinking phar-

macist has sore need for a little diversion. And, mind you,

you juniors, you wicked young ."camps, "full of conceit," "de-

vising schemes of rare fun;" whose " moral character is none

too high," you are threatened with a doom, for woman, the

root of all evil, is storming this citadel of pharmacy. But to

assume a more serious mood. Mr. L. Grange writes :
" The

inclinations of the young men of to-day to put enjoyment and

leivsure before work liave given her an opening." Supposing this

libel upon the " young men of to-day " to be true, I ask—and

let the reader decide—is this the real reason why women have

invaded pharmacy'' ilay I suggest that a desire for cheap

labour, on the one hand, and the necessity of earning a liveli-

hood, on the other, are the true causes? The statement made

by Mr. Grange seems to me to savour more of the raised finger

and paternal address than of a thoughtful investigation of the

question. Mr. Grange may boast a more extensive acquaint-
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ance with women than I, but I know but few who are capable

(if spending any length of time in thoughtful concentration,

ihey are usiiall}^ given to jumping to conclusions. Yet this is

t xcusable when males who write articles betray the same trait.

/ am not surprised to see female students gathering up prizes

and honours by the armful. The explanation is simple. As

regards phamiacy I can speak from experience. The young man
(may the gods ever preserve his vivacity from the baneful in-

fluence of orer-study !) has usually but a limited time for study-

ing. He may prepare while in business, then rush a college

. ourse. Not so the intellectual maiden. Resplendent and fully

it ease for the time, owing to the resources of brothers and

liaber that lay the golden eggs, she puts in full time at study

md healthful recreation, and then successfully enters an exam.

I can give several instances of females who. not having had

any experience in pharmacy, are studying at a certain college

for the Apothecaries' Hall certificate. And these are they to

xhom the pharmacist is " reluctant in giving up his supposed

-uperiority." The wonder is, not that they pass, but if they

hould fail. If ladies are anxious to compete with their

' rothers, and so vaunt their intellect, then let them assume the

- ime conditions, and let the contest be equal.

I know not Mr. Grange, but I imagine he must have had

•iceptional experience with those awful young men. Unde-

rables there are in most bodies of men, but most of the young

lien of pharmacy that I know are bravely studying, notwith-

landing the loss of energy occasioned by long hours and un-

iiippy conditions of labour. I am soriy that Mr. Grange has

.easion to cast such reflections upon us juniors. " By en-

(luraging women to enter the djimain of pharmacy, pharmacists

( ill be raising the intellectual standard of pharmacy." Think

' 1 that quotation, readers all ! I beg to doubt its soundness,

md fain would ask an explanation. Also, we are informed,

that lady pharmacists will " thus remove an incubus from the

l>rofession (by) the opportunity of dispensing with undesirable

male pharmacists." -I refer to my " Nuttall's," and find that

incubus means " a demon fabled to cause oppression
;
anything

that oppresses, like nightmare." Zounds! Tis enough!

Methinks this " man " is a lady disappointed in lore, and by a

junior, too !

London, March 2, 1903. A. E. Widgery.

Limited Companies—A Suggestion.

The letter by "Botolphus" under the above heading as one

which will find favour with a vei-y small but venomous fraction

of your readers. Had " Botolphus " the idea in his mind of

doing the qualified employees of limited companies a good turn,

he could hardly have chosen a better way of putting his point.

The relations between the companies and their employees and
l etween the latter and the majority of chemists are much more
I'lxlialthan your correspondent and many others have any idea

f. There are reasons for this, but one is no-doubt the fact that

\perience with an up-to-date company is a positive advantage

10 a qualified man who has eyes to see, and ears to hear, and

understanding to correspond. That a man who has so improved

his chances of successful business on his own account, and who
would be an acquisition to any progressive chemist, should

condescend to become the drudge of such men as " Botolphus " is

hard to believe. Two years ago I had a visit from, and a very

friendly chat with, an old employer of mine, and another (with

whom I served several years) told me onh' the last time I saw

him that " he would make room for me at any time." Sad, per-

haps, Ijut true.

The reference to an index cxpnrgatoriiis is unfortunate. I

could recommend more than one name without the least trouble.

Is it a matt'Cr of hours of labour, holiday.s and recreation, general

treatment, agreements, or stability of tenure, s;xve me from the

tender mercies of some chemists I have known, and could name I

To some people histoiy has no meaning and experience is useless.

We have to thank a chemist for the first taste of " cutting." I

well remember the time, and how the chemists in the town
where I was then living met, as in other places, to " consider the

position." The meeting was of the " never-say-die order," and

exhortations were sent to the chemists who were feeling the

brunt of the cutting to at all costs (their own, of course) " stand

out, never give in, and die in the last ditch if necessary." Meet-

ings to " consider the position " have been held uninterruptedly

ever since, and to the same effect. We are still being exhorted

to stand fast, hold out, and starve rather than give in, etc., etc.,

just as we were in the seventies, and there is just the same

disinclination on the part of some of these chemists to part with

their money or combine, no mattei how practical and feasible

be the object. I have said that to a chemist we owe the fii-st

" cutting "
; it is also a fact that the most e.xtrejne cutting was

practised for years, not by a limited company, but by a man
whose name apfiears on the Register. Some years ago, after a

time spent in one historic pharmacy, I applied for a situation in

another business of the same class in London. I had an inter-

view with a gentleman who was the managing director, a gentle-

man who, I was assured by persons in a position able to ascer-

tain the facts, was not a qualified chemist, but of a different

profession altogether. It is clear that there were unregistered

managing directors of important chemists' businesses before Mr.

Boot. This, however, by the way. I should have been engaged

at that place but for one thing—night duty was the bugbear

with me. I was informed that at this historic house, when an

assistant's turn came for night duty he only rarely undressed

—sat up, in fact, all night. I suggested (having had experience

of this kind of thing) that if it was considered requisite for an

assistant to be in attendance all night, the jiroper thing to do
was to *' engage a man specially for the work, and not expect the

men who, as a rule, worked hard all day to take on the night

work as well." I am still of that opinion
;
night work is for the

most part little more than an imposition. I can remember at

the most only two or three cases in twenty years really neces-

sitous. Imagine being called out of bed at two a.m. to serve a
certain noble duke with a seidlitz powder, and on another occa-

sion, at a similar hour, I received^ a command to go to the
Hon. Mrs. So-and-So's to poison a dog ! Only a Captain Kettle

could do justice to such cases ; but this is after all what some
persons would have us call higTi-class pharmacy. I am, like

Mr. Pickering, well-nigh hopeless of the present-day chemist's

assistant, but it appears that even he is somewhat restive under
the night duty and indooi system. In the words of some of the

worthies mentioned above, let me urge these assistants " not to

give in, to hold out at all costs, and to die in the last ditch, if

necessary," rather than submit further to such iniquities.

An opinion prevails amongst a certain cla.ss of chemists that

when a qualified man takes a berth with a company he in some
mysterious way become-s bajjtised afresh and stained indelibly,

inorally vad physically. We certainly do not, as a rule,

receive invitations to attend the meetings held by local

chemists, but otherwise I think I may say we receive all the

courtesies of life. In our businesses we can easily compare with

anyone and hold our own ; if we have had the best of experi-

ence in dispensing and high-class trade, rest assured that our

dispensing departments will be such as we have been accus-

tomed to. and no detail omitted to make that important depart-

ment of pharmacy equal to the best. In fact, with special refer-

ence to tlie company I know most about, it must be clear to

the most rabid of our detractors that the causes which hava
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led up to the wonderful succes.s of the best-known group of

comj)anies may be summed up in the one word efficiency. We
have arrived at a critical stage (so people say) in the history

of pharmacy, and whatever be thought or done, i# is clear that

a strong man is an absolute necessity. Cliemists will meet

and " consider the position " as heretofore—with the usu^l

result. Unfortunately, it is impossible to point to one really

strong man in the phaamaceutical ranks. There is one who
would make a splendid leader, but he is just outside. More's

the pity !

March 2, 1903. "Thirty Yeaks' Chemist" (183/5).

The suggestion of " Botolphus " in your issue of February 28

may be a veiy easy way of settling the matter, but it is

()b%'iously impracticable. The Registrar is not empowered to

keep a black list for the benefit of anyone, and the compiling

of such a list would be repugnant to the ideas of most English-

men. It would clear the air very considerably in this and many
other matters pharmaceutical if chemists would carefully ascer-

tain what measures are and are not possible of achievement.

But a solution of this question may come indirectly, and in a

way that many just at present dio not expect. A shoi-t time

ago I advertised for an assistant, and received more replies

than usual, a large proportion from young men employed by

drug companies who had been disUlusioned, and were beginning

to think that, after all, the old-fashioned chemi.st might per-

haps still have a chance of survival. They were beginning to

find out that it does not require a knowledge of the drug trade

to sell frames, portmanteaux, pocket books, soaps, perfumes,

and so-called patent medicines ; that chemists, qualified or

otherwise, are not needed for this sort of work, and that

directors of companies with an eye to larger dividends are

beginning to think the same. As one applicant pathetically

remarked, " They don't want us now
;
they are putting boys

in our place, and some of these little better than errand boys,

of course at much lower wages." Surely this is worth con-

sideration. There is an old saying, none the less true because

it happens to be in the Greek Testament, "What a man sows

that shall he also reap." If, therefore, a young man is .so

thoughtles.s as to help on a system which will make him a

poor man for life, will destroy his independence, he deserves

what he will get—the satisfaction of knowing, in the remote

contingency of his having a business of his own, that his income

has been permanently crippled by his own lack of forethought.

"Pharm.\kos" (182/2V).

The Liverpool Hot=water Bottle Case.

The effect of Mr. Justice Walton's decision in this case is that

on the mere sale of any article by a tradesman, over the counter,

there is an implied warranty that the article is fit for the pur-

pose, and this even if there is a defect in the article which could

not possibly be discovered by the exercise of ordinary judgment

on the part of the seller. This is a decision which carries the

law further thaa it has ev«r been carried before, and imposes

a very seriou.s responsibility uiK)n eveiy trade in the community.

It is the first decision since the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, in

which this interpretation has been put upon that Statute,

and I ami advised by counsel that the correctness of

the judge's decision is extreniely doubtful, and that

I have a good chance of success on appeal. As it

is obviously in the interests of all wholesale and retail

dealers that this decision should be reversed, I am advised to

ask the trade to assist me in their own interests in prosecuting

this appeal, as otherwise I may not be able to do it as effectively

as it should be done. I therefore respectfully ask for a contri-

bution to enable me to prosecute the appeal, notice of which I

have already given. A prompt reply would be esteemed. Con-
tributions may be .sent to me direct, or to my solicitors, Messrs.

Donnison and Edwards. 6, Castle Street, Liverpool.

80, Holt Road, Liverpool, V. Last.

Februaiy 26, 1903.

Income=tax Repayments.
Those of your readens who are in the- fortunate position of

being entitled to claim repayment of the whole or part of the

tax paid by them or deducted from their incomes since April 5,

1899, must lose no time in lodging their claims. Owing to the

high rate at which the tax has now stood for so long the amounts
repayable are con.siderable, and in the case of incomes not ex-

ceeding £500 might amount to upwards of £82. So many per-

sons fail to recover overcharges through not lodging their claims

in time, that we hope you will allow us to remind your readers

that the claim for the year ending April 5, 1900, must be lodged

before April 5 next. Where profits assessed under Schedule D
show a falling off for the current fiscal year notice of appeal

should be given and repayment claimed of any sum overcharged.

It is well to do this at once as it will settle the assessment for

next year. With iew exceptions all persons whose incomes do
not exceed £700 are entitled to exemptions or abatements, while

claims in respect of life assurance jiremiums can be made even

when the income exceeds that sum. Where the whole of the

income of the year has been received, claims for the repayment
of tax overpaid can now be made for four years, and we shall be

pleased to advise your readers, without charge, whether they are

entitled to any repayment in i-espect of tax deducted from rents,

dividends, annuities, etc., whether paid "free of income-tax " or

not, and also in respect of life assurance premiums, on their

sending us full particulars of their incomes from all sources and

a stamp for reply.

The Income-tax Adjustment Agency, Limited
London, March 4, 1903.

The Sale of Photographic Chemicals.

I think the attention of every photographic chemist should be

drawn to the evidence of Mr. C. Beck before the Poisons Com-
mittee ninth day. He was there to urge that sales of photo-

graphic chemicals should not be confined to chemists. Next
time any member of that firm enters my shop to urge me to

give him an order, I shall urge him to leave quickly. Some
newsagents, drapers, ironmongers, etc., are already taking it

up
;
perlfaps this firm would like every little tinker shop in all

towns to do so. Surely it must be for their own gain to urge

this.

February 25, 1903. " Photographic Chemist " (182/17).

The Title " Pharmacopolist."

I enclose a photograph of a tombstone in the churchyard at

Carlton-in-Cleveland, Yorks, which I took recently, because

of the title " pharmacopolist." I have never seen this title

before. Alderman Harrison, Pharmaceutical Councillor's estab-

ILshment at Sunderland, is well-known as " The Phannaco-

polium." The above title does not appear to have been u«ed

on labels, as I have not found any such among the stock of old

labels—simply the old-fasJiioned title " chemist and druggist."

It would be interesting to know if the title " pharmacoiwlisfc

"

was much used about 1844 to 1850.

Stokesley, February 25, 1903. Wm. Fobster, Ph.C
*»* The inscription on the tombstone photographed is " WilUam
James, son of Robert Calvert, Pharmacopolist, Stokesley."—

[Ed. P.7.]
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THE DRAFT PHARMACY BILL.

HK Council of the Pharmaceutical Society decided at

the meeting held this week (see page 353) to take steps to

get the Pharmacy Bill drafted in 1901 introduced into the

House of Commons, and it is understood that no difi&culty

is likely to be experienced in getting the Bill properly

backed by members of Parliament representing various

differing interests. The full text of the measure is

printed in this week's issue of the Journal (see page 359),

and, for the information of readers, the objects of what will

doubtless be known as the " Pharmacy Bill, 1903," are

here repeated, in the order in which they appear in the
" Memorandum " prefacmg the draft.

(a) To check the modern and growing practice on the

part of a duly qualified person to open and carry on
divers shops for the sale of poisons, whereby
adequate protection is not afforded to the persons

frequenting the same, by providing that every such

shop shall be under the bond fide personal conduct
and supervision of a duly qualified person.

ib) To put an end to the abuses at present attending

the hawking of poisons, and to better regulate the

sale of the same, by providing that no poison shall

be sold, except in a shop which shall first have been
duly registered.

(e) To provide for the maintenance of a register of

shops where poison may be sold, and also a register

of the dxily-qualified chemists bond fide conducting

each such shop, and to enable the Registrar from
time to time to make corrections in and additions to

the same.

((?) To provide that the compounding of prescriptions

shall be in the hands only of persons duly qualified

to sell " poisons."

(e) To require that companies keeping open shops for

the sale of poisons shall be managed by duly quali-

fied chemists as directors.

(/) To extend to corporate bodies certain of the

provisions of the Pharmacy Acts 1852 and 1868,

from which they are at present exempt by reason of

the decision of the House of Lords, in the case " The
Pharmaceutical Society v. the London and Provin-

cial Supply Association Limited." Law Reports,

1880, Appeal Cases, 857.

(f/ To facilitate the examination of persons desiring

to qualify as chemists and druggists, and to enable

the Pharmaceutical Society to accept certain certifi-

cates of kindred bodies in lieu of examination.

As will be seen, an attempt is being made by the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society to remove several

existing anomalies and to provide remedies for grievances

which have long afliicted chemists and druggists as a class.

A further important effect of the Society's proposals, if

accepted by the Legislature, will be to protect the public

safety in an enhanced degree. In view of the long discus-

sion on the subject, which took place at the meeting on

Wednesday, it may, perhaps, be as well to state that the

Council is perfectly unanimous in advocating the various

proposals embodied in the draft Bill. The only point at

issue on Wednesday was whether any further overtures

should be made to the Privy Council before getting the Bill

introduced. The supporters of the amendment moved by

the Treasurer were of opinion that, prior to the introduc-

tion of the Bill into the House of Commons, the Council

should endeavour to ascertain whetlier the Privy Council

would be prepared to receive a deputation on the subject

before drafting legislative proposals in regard to the sale of

poisons. The majority of the Council, however, were of the

contrary opinion, and ultimately it was decided to take

immediate steps to get the draft Bill introduced.

PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO THE POISONS

SCHEDULE.

Readers of the Jou.rnal will remember that, among the

recommendations of the Committee on Poisons was
one to the effect that certain important alterations

should be made in Schedule A to the Pharmacy Act,

1868, including the addition to Parts 1 and 2 of several

substances which are not at present scheduled as poisons.

The whole of the proposed alterations are indicated in

the list given in the Report of the Committee, which

has already been published in the Journal. As will be

seen, on comparing that list with the Poisons Schedule,

the proposed additions to Part I. are salts of cocaine

and morphine, preparations of morphine containing not

less than 1 per cent, of the alkaloid, and picrotoxin. The
suggested additions to Part II. are acetanilide and its pre-

parations, carbolic acid, preparations of cocaine, digitalis

and its preparations, mercuric iodide and sulphocyanide

soluble salts of oxalic acid, strophanthus and its prepara-

tions, and sulphonal. In his Minority Report, Mr. Walter
Hills recommended that all the foregoing articles except

carbolic acid and preparations of acetanilide should be added

to the Schedule. The Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

has now decided (see p. 358) to declare that each of the

articles mentioned by Mr. Hills in his Minority Report

ought to be deemed a poison within the meaning of tJie

Pharmacy Act, 1868, and a resolution to that effect will be

moved at the meeting of the Council next month.
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THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 0 POISONS

Fob the benefit of memibers of local pharmaceutical

associations and other chemists who are concerned about

the recommendations of the Committee on Poisons, it may

be stated that the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

is fully awake to the necessity of maintaining the principle

that, in regard to the sale of poisons, the best protection

for the public is the proper education and training of the

seller. Tlie report of the Committee on Poisons and the

minutes of evidence laid before that Committee have been

formally submitted to the Society by the Privy Council,

and a discussion on the subject took place on Wednesdaiy

(see p. 358), after which a resolution was adopted, express-

ing approval of Mr. Walteb Hills' Minority Report, while

the Watch Committee was instructed to take such steps as

may be found expedient in order to maintain the principle

of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.

It may be pointed out that there is no occasion for alarm

with regard to that point at present, but, inasmuch as the

introduction of the draft Pharmacy Bill into the House of

Commons may tend to precipitate matters, no opportunity

should be missed of educating public opinion, and, in par-

ticular, of making members of Parliament properly con-

versant with the existing state of affairs. Above all, it is

necessary that the chemists and druggists of Great Britain

should be agreed among themselves, with a view t^> united

action being tgken as soon as the Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Society decides that the time for action has ar-

rived. With that object in view, the Secretary of the

Society has for some time past been busily engaged in

attending meetings of divisional secretaries in different

parts of the country, for the purpose of conveying accurate

information and improving the Society's organisation. It

is also gratifying to note that the officers of local pharma-

ceutical associations are upon the alert, reports of meetings

at which useful discussions have taken place being con-

tinually received and published, in the Journal.

Much may also be done by individual chemists, in the

direction of educating those who are responsible for opinions

published in the lay Press. Important articles on the sale

of poisons are reprinted this week (see p. 351-2) from the

British Medical Journal and the Lancet, while, as illus-

trating the conflicting views which prevail, the following

extracts are taken from the numerous Press comments on

the Report of the Committee on Poisons, which have so

far appeared :
—

"Mr. Beadley, the Birmingham Coroner, when seen

by a representative of the Mail, said the general ten-

dency of opinion among those having to deal with, the

question in the jjublic interest was rather in the direction

of further restriction than of relaxation. ' I think,' he

added, ' it is only fair to say that my experience shows

that chemists are very careful in the sale of poisons, and

that they constantly do more than they are required to

do by law with a view to the safety of the public' "

—

Birmingham Daily Mail.

"There is, however, this difference between sales by

chemists and the ordinary dry goods stores : the latter

are more prone to draw the attention of the public to

poisonous novelties than the former."

—

Western Morning

News.

" No one will complain of the Commission's recommen-
dation in favour of a few further restrictions, except per-

haps would-be suicides and undertakers."

—

Manchester

Evening Chronicle.

" The Committee are opposed to a chemists' monopoly,

because farmers save 20 per cent, by purchasing from

manufacturers, and are sometimes fifty miles away from

a chemist's shop. The Pharmacy Act is also to be

strengthened by including in it, under one claoise or

another, every kind of poison sold."

—

Daily Mail.

"It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the Phamia-
ceutical Association sometimes makes recommendations

ostensibly in the public interest which are really prompted

by a spirit of trades unionism."

—

Birmingham Daily Mail.
" The conditions of modern industries make the mono-

poly vested in the licentiates of the Pharmaceutical Society

intolerable where it is a question of substances indispen-

sable for those industries. There seems to be a strong

case for change in the j)resent system of administration,

under which poisons can be obtained as easily as the most

innocuous commodity, so long as they are jjurchased whole-

sale."

—

Daily Ch ronicle.

" The Committee have very projjerly recommended a

greater strictness in the application of the Pharmacy Act,

so that it may include the wholesale manufacturer

One cannot prevent the sale of these poisons for agricul-

tural purposes ; nor is it desirable that the farmer should

be compelled to go to the expense of buying from a

chemist. It should, however, be easy to put a sufficient

restriction on buying wholesale to prevent accidents in the

conveyance and disposal of these death-dealing drugs."—

Pall Mall Gazette.

"It is recognised that the use of poisons in agriculture

and horticulture since the Pharmacj' Act of 1868 was

passed has so increased that further means for the dis-

tribution of these than exists in the drug trade are neces-

sary. In other words, they should be obtainable from

other than professional chemists and druggists."

—

Notting-

ham Dailij Ejcpress.

" It is suggested that such preparations should only be

used by licensed persons, but this flavours almost of a

tax being placed upon those articles, and will meet with

considerable opposition."

—

Brighton Argus,
" Apparently it is for agricultural purposes that tlie un-

restrained use of poisons is most general, and in any new
regulations care will have to be exercised not to hamper

an already injured industry."

—

Court Journal.

" The report contains much curious information concern-

ing the working of the Poisons Act. It shows -that, de-

spite the stringency of the regulations under whicli poisons

are sold, they can always be obtained uder various dis-

gu'ses, particularly if the purchaser has even the slightest

knowledge of the jargon of chemistry."

—

Manchester Dis-

patch.

" There is no cause for prohibitive restrictions, but

something should be done to obviate the committal of fatal

risks and blunders. We have often had to record pre-

ventable accidents through the keeping of poisons in ordi-

nary medicine-bottles, and the ease with which some dan-

gerous acids are obtainable is beyond question. We trust

some useful limitations and precautions may be adopted."

—Midland Daily Telegraph.

I
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" If the recommendations of the Committee are carried

out, the sale of such preparations will therefore be thro-\\ni

open to ironmongers among others, and it is probable that

manj' hardwaremen will avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity of adding a new department to their business."

—

Ironmonger.

"The Report of the Departmental Committee on the

Sale of Poisons is enough to make the hair of even the

calmest of men stand on end. Poisons have been .sold

apparently with the best intentions, not in pennyweights

and ounces, but in casks and hundredweights, without any
precautions against their improper use. It is for agricul-

tural purposes that the unrestrained use of poisons is

most general, and in any new regulations care will have

to be exercised not to hamper an already injured industry.

But- apart from wholesale poisons there seems to be quite

enough room for new regulations in such things to make
it seem wonderful that anyone is left alive to carry out

the reforms."

—

Court Circular.

" From the standpoint of general retailers, the recom-

mendations contained in the reports by the Committee
and Mr. Cross are of a satisfactory character. In fact,

they are more so than many were inclined to hope, let

alone wish for, and when they have the force of the law,

will break down an unjust monopoly, oiJen up a remu-
nerative business to the retail section of the trading com-

munity—-subject, of course, to the restrictions stipulated—

•

and relieve the general public from having to pay i^rices

which monopoly permits pi'ivileged traders to charge. The
opinion the Committee has formed of the Pharmaceutical
Society's administration of the Act is shared in hy Mr.
Cross, who makes out a very strong case for the removal of

all such matters from the control of the Pharmaceutical

Society—a private association existing for a purpose quite

apart from the public interest. In this connection it may
be mentioned that, as matters stand, paint manufacturers

and retailers are at the mercy of that Society. As evi-

dence of this, we have only to refer to the case which
occurred at Leeds last year, where the Society (sic) secured

the conviction of an oil and colour man for selling emerald
green, which, of course, contained arsenic. This fact

alone ought to induce paint manufacturers, among others,

to support the movement to have a Bill passed putting the

law on a fairer and more eqiiitable basis than it is at

present."

—

Oils, Colours, and Drysalteries.

Many of the extracts here quoted, and the last one in

particular, contain serious mis-statements, and it will be

seen, therefore, how important it is that journalists should

be properly informed, as well as chemists and members
of Parliament.

THE USE OF DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL.

The case for the use of duty-free alcohol for industrial

purposes has been admiraibly stated by Mr. Thomas Tyrek,
in the exhaustive paper which is very fully reported at

page 347 of this week's Journal. The paper was read be-

fore a thoroughly representative audience at a meeting of

the London Section of the Society of Oiemical Industry,

and it is no exaggeration to state that Mr. TTeer convinced

his hearers that to charge a duty on alcohol cripples a whole

industiy, hampers development and research, and stints

progress. As he explained at length, alcohol must be free

to tlie British manufacturer, who must be able to handle it

as he likes for his legitimate purposes ; he must be able to

use it pure, to distil and re-distil it, to extract and regain

it from residue, and to obtain it in his works in such a

condition as he can easily rectify with as little cost to

himself as possible. "In Switzerland deterioration with

methyl violet or other suitable aniline dye is considered

sufficient. As all alcohol received by a manufacturer would
probably be entered in a special book, alcohol regained

from residue could also be entered as fresh arrival, specify-

ing, of course, from what obtained. Naturally, the free

use of alcohol would necessitate the erection of stills, which

might be taxed, but slightly only, to ensure registration.

Undoubtedly free or cheaper alcohol is necessary for the

proper developmemt of the diemical and pharmaceutical

interests of this country. It is unjust to deny it. That
these industries are fairly prosperous under present con-

ditions is mai-vellous. Measurably successful under their

present disadvantages, what could they not accomplish if

they were placed on an equality with German chemical

manufacturers ?
"

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE PHARMACY ACTS AT GLASGOW.

In the action by the Registrar against Alexander Cross
AND Sons, Limited, 19, Hope Street, Glasgow, application

has been made to the Sheriff by the respondent's agent to

have the hearing of the debate on relevancy further ad-

journed on account of his having to appear in the Sheriff

Principal's Court, on the 6th inat. The Sheriff has granted

the request with consent of parties, and adjourned the case

to Friday, March 20, at 1.30 p.m.

HONGKONG BOTANIC GARDENS.

Mr. Ford, who for many years has been director of this

botanic garden, has resigned his appointment, and Mr. S.

T. Dunn, from the herbarium staff of the Royal Gardens,

Kew, has been appointed to the post. Owing to the recent

acquirement of land by the British Government near Hong
Kong, Mr. Dunn will, doubtless, have the opportunity of

turning his knowledge of economic botany to useful account

in advising as to the most suitable plants for cultivation.

He has knowledge, enthusiasm, and energy, tempered with

an unusual amount of common sense, and his appoint-

ment cannot fail to prove a most satisfactory one to the

colony, especially as he is known to be interested in the

practical or economic side of botany, and there is much yet

to learn concerning both the medicinal and economic

plants of the country.

EVENING MEETING.

At the evening meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society

to be held on Tuesday, March 10, three communications

from the Research Laboratories will be read. Mr. A. G. C.

Paterson, Butt Scholar, reports on " The Ash of

Ipecacuanha Root " ; Mr. W. H. Lenton, Butt Scholar,

deals with " The Exhaustion of some Official Drugs by

Percolation "
; and Mr. W. Garskd, Salters Research

Fellow, communicates a paper on " Sodium Sulphite; the

Official Quantitative Tests."
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

Monday, M;u'cli 2, 1903. a.t Darlington County Police Court,
Sarah M. Armstrong, Heigliington, was charged with selling,

on January 6, sweet spirit of nitre, which, according- to the
analysis made by Mr. Stock, was 36 per cent, deficient of ethyl
nitrit-e. Mr. T. M. Barron, who defended, called evidence to
show that spirit of nitre was volatile, and that it was impos-
silile, under any circumstances, to keep it from, losing strength.
Mi: Thompson said he did not suggest that the defendant had
been guilty of adlilteration. The Bench, after a brief consul-
tation, considered there had been no fraud in the case, which
they accordingly dismissed.

Edinburgh Court of Session.

Tlie Willow Bark Case.

Friday, Februaiy 27, 1903, the case of Maofarlan and Co.,
Edinburgh, v. Schiltz and Co., Antwei-ji, was enrolled on Lord
Kj'llaohy's roll by the pursuers.
Mr. Crabb Watt, for the defenders, appeared at his Lord-

ship's bar and stated that since they Md last been before him,
they had been trying to settle the whole matter, but they had
been unsucce.ssful. The interlocutor in the first case had been
reclaimed against, and in the second ease the motion was that
a mandatory be sisted for the defenders. No doubt his friend
w-ould ask, seeing that a mandatory had not been sisted, for
dfci-ee in terms of the conclusions of the summons, but in view
of the reclaiming note, he thought it would be unfair that such
a motion should be granted. He would therefore oppose that
motion if it should be. made, and ask his Lordship to sist that
action pending the result of the reclaiming note in the first

action. If it was once decided, he did not think they would
make any bones about the other action.

:Mr. Blackburn, on coming before his Lordship, stated that
the defender having failed to sist a mandatory, he had to move
that decree be granted in terms of the conclusions of the sum-
mons.
Lord Kyllachy said he had read the correspondence which

had passed between the parties with reference to a .settlement,
and Mr. Blackburn's clients must be much more confident ot
tiieircase than he was. He strongly advised them to consider,
as to a settlement pending the appeal. He had had great
difficulty in coming to a decision in the case, both as regarded
the main question at issue, and also' on the question of non-
timeous rejection. Pending the appeal, lie would sist the
second case.

Dentists Act.

Prosecution at Earlestown.

February 26, 1903, at Newton-le-Willows, Fredk. Taylor, of
Earlestown, late of Manchester, was charged by the British
Dentists' Association with fraudulently practising as a regis-
tered dentist. Mr. Turner, barrister, of London, who prose-
cuted, said a private detective visited defendant, and asked him
to examine his mouth, but he would not be tampered with
unless defendant could prove he was a fully qualified man.
Defendant said he was qualified, and produced a piece of parch-
ment purporting to be a diploma from the Medical Council.
Defendant was not a registered dentist under the Dentists Act,
and it did not matter because he was a bankrupt. Mr. Riley
defended, and said defendant had studied at Owens College,
but had not been able to become fully qualified. Defendant
was fined £5, including costs.

Brighton County Court.

Claim for Salary.

Tames Shilton, 20, Dean Street, chemist, claimed against the
Sussex Drug Company for £9 15s. for a month's salary. Mr.

,

Laidman appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. J. K. Nye defended.
The plaintiff stated that he was engaged as a branch manager
for Worthing, but was not sent there, and remained for some
four years in the company's establishment at Brighton, being
first at Church Road, Hove, then at Kemp Town, and then at

St. James's Street, Brighton. Towards the end of last year he
wished to leave, and gave notice. Just after this Mr. Dusart,
the managing director, desired him to leave the St. James's
Street establishment and go to Queen's Road. Plaintiff objected

on the ground that he did uot like to take the responsibility.

Mr. Dusart persisted, and plaintifi refusing to obey, a police-

officer was called, and plaintifi" was ordered out of the shop. His
Honour held that there was no excuse for plaintiff refusing to

obey the managing director, and gave judgment for defendant.

High Court of Justice.

The Kodak Prosecutions.

The cases Kodak (Ltd.) v. London Stereoscopic Photographic
Company (Ltd.) ; Kodak (Ltd.) v. Houghton and Co., and re

Trade Marks of Kodak (Ltd.), and re Patents, etc., Acts, 1883

to 1888, have occupied the attention of Mr. Justice Swinfen
Eady intermittently since January 28, judgment being delivered

on Wednesday, March 4.

The case for the plaintiff company, as set out by Mr. Fletcher
Moulton, K.C., is that Kodak (Ltd.) have registered as trade-

marks the words "Kodak," "Brownie," and "Bull's-eye,"

which are used in connection with various goods made by them,
and are understood by the trade and the public to indicate

goods made solely by Kodak (Ltd.) These goods have been
designated by the plaintiffs, the trade, and the public by a com-
bination of letters, such as " P. K." for Pocket Kodak,
" F. P. K.," for Folding Pocket Kodak, "C. K." for Cartridge

Kodak, and " B. E." for Bull's-eye, etc. The defendant com-
panies had, he argued, used these words and letters to describe

and to sell films not made by Kodak (Ltd.), and had, therefore,

infringed the plaintiffs' trade-marks. The plaintiffs, therefore,

asked for an injunction to restrain the defendants or their

servants or agents from applying these trade-marks to any films

not made by Kodak (Ltd.) and also for damages on account of

profits. In other words, the plaintiffs claim that if a dealer is

asked for a " P. K.," or Pocket Kodak film, he cannot lawfully

supply a film not made by Kodak (Ltd.).

The defendants' case is that they have made a perfectly legiti-

mate and well-recognised use of the words and letters which
form the basis of the actions, and further, they ask for a rule

to expunge the words " Kodak," " BuU's-eye," and " Brownie "

from the Register in Class 1, and the word " Panoram " from
both Class 1 and Class 8 of the Trade Marks Register.

Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady has heard the case practically

upon this motion to expunge the Kodak trade-marks from the

Register.

The arguments used by Mr. R. Neville, K.C., in support of the
motion were briefly (a) that the term " Kodak film " was in

use before the word " Kodak " was registered in Class 1 in

1891
;

(b) the Kodak Company was not registered until 1898,

and the term " Kodak film " could not therefore be said to

apply only to films made by that company
;

(c) the word
"Kodak" was not used in conjunction with the word
" camera "

; the plaintiff company did not sell Kodak Cameras,
but a " Pocket Kodak " or a " Cartridge Kodak."
Amplifying these arguments, Mr. Neville contended that not

only did the words " Kodak film " mean any film to be used

with a Kodak camera, but that before the word was registered

in Class 1 other makers than Kodak (Ltd.) were supplying

films and accessories for use with the various cameras made
by the plaintiff company. The plaintiffs admitted that a

dealer when asked for " a film for a Kodak " might sell a film

not made by Kodak (Ltd.), but not when asked for a "Kodak
film "

; the distinction, he argued, was an absurd one. The
plaintiffs further were attempting to make a word both dis-

tinctive and descriptive
;
were, in fact, attempting to make the

word " Kodak " apply to a new apparatus, and to the articles to

be used in the apparatus itself.

The plaintiffs then called several witnesses whose evidence

extended over several days. This evidence showed that when
orders for say a "No. 2 Bull's-eye Spool " or a "No. 1 F. P. K.
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Spool " were taken to the shops of the defendant companies,

spools not made by the plaintiffs were supplied. These facts

were, of course, not denied by the defendants, who contended

that they had a perfect right to supply any films they thought

fit, and that an order for a"F. P. K. film" means not

necessarily a film made by Kodak (Ltd.), but a film to fit a
" F. P. K." camera. The letters "F. P. K.," it was contended,

merely indicated the size of the films which were required. In

support of this contention Mr. Neville produced orders

sent by Kodak (Ltd.) in which the term " Brovraie

mounts " was used to indicate the size of the mount
required. The answer to this was that probably the

firm which was supplying the mounts had agreed not to supply

the same goods to any other firm. Evidence was also given

that there were no films made by any other than Eastman's
sold in this country before 1894, and the witness (Mr. Geo.

Davison, managing director of Kodak, Ltd.) said he was not

aware that Brownie films were made by Sandell Film and
Plates (Ltd.) before Kodak (Ltd.) registered the name for

films.

Another class of evidence was given on behalf of the plaintiffs

by witnesses connected with Kodak (Ltd.), by photographic

dealers (including Mr. Wm. Bates, chemist, Southampton ; Mr.

G. B. Currant, chemist, Hertford ; Mr. W. B. Hubble, chemist,

Workington; Mr. H. Wilson, F.I.C., Southampton; and Mr.

L. Newbigin, pharmaceutical chemist, Alnwick)
;
by representa-

tives of the amateur class, such as Viscount Maitland, Rev.

J. M. Bacon, Mr. Evan Marshall (a Housemaster at Charter-

house), Mr. R. C. Neville (a solicitor), and Drs. H. E. Armstrong
and J. P. Lockyer, and by the editors of several photographic

journals. This evidence was mainly to show that dealers and
the public generally understand the letters and abbreviations,
" B. E.," "F. P. K.," etc., to refer solely to goods made by Kodak
(Ltd.), and that to supply goods made by other makers, under
these designations, would be a deception. These witnesses were
severely cross-examined by Mr. Neville, who elicited the infor-

mation from some of the dealers that they had stocked other

films, such as the Wellington film, and that it would be difficult

to describe a " Panoram " film in any other way. It was
admitted that films are invariably ordered by indicating the

size of the camera, but Mr. Durrant said he would differentiate in

ordering by stating "a Wellington and Ward film for a Brownie."
Another witness, who stated that before signing the agreement
of Kodak (Ltd.) he had ordered Kodak accessories from other

firms than Kodak (Ltd.), was shown orders in which he had
subsequently used the names of Kodak cameras to indicate size

and not merely origin. The Kodak agreement came in for

some criticism ; one dealer objected to its being called an
" agreement," it was a " voluntary decision," he said. Another
dealer thought that both the company and the dealer benefited

under the new arrangement. If anyone suffered it was not
the public but the middleman. The businesses of some dealers

who had signed the agreement were referred to as " tied

houses." Other points brought out for the defence were that

the Kodak trade-marks referred to mounts, and that all the
cameras made by Kodak (Ltd.) were not listed as Kodaks,
such as the "Zenith" and "Weno" cameras.

Mr. George Eastman, the founder of the Eastman Com-
panies, gave some very interesting historical evidence, tracing

the evolution of the Kodak from 1888 to the present time
;

some fifteen different kinds of Kodaks having been put upon the
inarket. Dealing with the films, he stated that the superiority

of the Kodak film was due to its excellence of manufacture.
The method of manufacture was well known, but the manner
of compounding the emulsion was a valuable trade secret. Mr.
Neville cross-examined Mr. Eastman to show that the first

Kodaks made were not stamped " Kodak," and that a F. P. K.
(produced), made after 1898, bore no trade-mark.
Mr. Neville, in recapitulating his points upon the question

of the validity of the trade-marks, urged that the plaintifis

could not claim the exclusive right to use the word " Kodak "

for films merely because they had patented the article. If
" Kodak," he argued, was the name of a patented article it did
not prohibit anyone making accessories. He gave, as an
example, the case of the man who invented the game of " Ping-
pong," but that, he urged, did not give him the exclusive
right to make ping-pong bats and balls.

There was no evidence that the plaintiffs had used the
Kodak trade-mark or attempted to pass off other goods as
Kodak articles. The words "Kodak," "Brownie," etc., had

been used for some considerable time to designate accessories
to be used with Kodak goods, and the plaintiffs had so used
them themselves. The attempt which was now being made to
distinguish between accessories and films could, he urged, not
succeed. Another point was that the plaintiffs had not used
the word "Kodak "as a trade-mark upon the cameras first

made by them. At first, the word was used descriptively, and
they were now seeking to make it a distinctive one.

The evidence given for the defendants was briefly that they
had never passed off as the plaintiffs' goods articles not made
by Kodak (Ltd.), and that they had a perfect right to supply
any suitable film when asked for a " Brownie film " or F. P. K.
film, inasmuch as these terms did not necessarily imply a
demand for films made by Kodak (Ltd.).

Mr. E. W. Houghton said he had orders from all over the
kingdom, and covering several years, showing the general use
of these terms as described. He described the " Panoram " as
merely a panoramic camera ; his firm had one called the
" Cylindrograpli," which had been on the market since 1890.

He had moreover heard of no complaint by the plaintiffs to the
use made of the words now complained of until the present
action, although Houhgton's catalogue must have been in the
possession of the plaintiff' company.

The evidence which followed was mainly confirmatory. The
plaintiffs were aware that one firm had used such terms as
'' Kodak," " F. P. K.," etc. to describe mounts and albums since

1899, and it was shown that the Sandell Films and Plates (Ltd.)

had received orders for Brownie spools and films before the
" Brownie film " was registered. •

Dealers gave evidence that when asked for "F. P. K. " or
" Brownie film " they supplied any suitable film they had in

stock or asked the customer what make was required ; and an
amateur photographer said he would ask for an Eastman film

if he required one made by the plaintiff company. Mr. G. R.
Barclay (Messrs. Barclay and Sons, Ltd.) raised some amuse-
ment, and carried the war into the enemy's quarters by re-

lating that when he sent a written order for a " Scoat film
"

to one of the plaintiffs' shops, the messenger returned with a
" Brownie film."

Other manufacturers, dealers, and amateurs also gave
evidence that they considered a " Brownie film" and a "film "

for a "Brownie " interchangeable terms.

Some interesting evidence was also given by Mr. J. B. Haddon
on behalf of the Blair Camera Co (Ltd.). His firm, had, so he
stated, imported " Bull's-eye " cameras made by the Boston
Camera Co. up to 1896, and they had also made "Bull's-eye"
films to be used with the camera. This amounted to a claim
by the Blair Co. of being prior users of the term "Bull's-eye,"
and permission was granted by Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady for

the defendants to amend their pleadings in this respect if they
so desired. Mr. Neville, however, subsequently stated that the
defendants did not wish to press this point, but were quite con-
tent to leave their case as it stood.

Mr. Terrell, on behalf of the defendants, when recapitulating

the evidence, insisted strongly that the plaintiffs had nqt proved
that the defendants had passed off other goods for those made
by Kodak (Ltd.), and that the plaintiffs ought to have brought
the very strongest evidence to show that the words and letters

referred to indicated the goods of Kodak (Ltd.) solely. Instead
of that there was evidence that the plaintiffs themselves used
the word " Brownie " to indicate size.

Dealing with the word "Kodak" he argued that if a word
identified an article it could not properly be registered as a
trade-mark. An " invented word " in the Act meant a word in-

vented for the purpose of a trade-mark. Moreover if the word
had reference to the character of the goods, if it indicated the
size and purpose of the article, it could not be registered.

Mr. Moulton, replying for the plaintiffs, commenced by
throwing over the word " Panoram " which he admitted could
not be defended in face of the evidence which had been
given. There were, he maintained, several mistakes in the

arguments of his learned friends ; (1) they had failed to

recognise that the owner of a trade-mark could apply it

to any goods he liked—and only such as he liked—in

the class for which the trade-mark was registered
; (2) they had

apparently overlooked the fact that a trade-mark would
naturally become associated with a class of articles as well as

with the origin of the goods; (3) they had confounded the

date of registration with the date of usage, and (4) they mala-
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tained (wrongly) that a trade-mark became invalidated on
being registered for more than one class of article, if one kind
became associated with another kind, both of which were
registered.

Dealing with the name " Brownie " he pointed out that as

soon as the plaintiiis obtained the camera trade-mark, they
applied and obtained the film trade-mark, and it was beyond
doubt that they had used this name as a trade-mark of origin.

The word " Kodak," said Mr. Moulton, at the end of a speech
remarkable for its logical reasoning, had but one meaning, that
of goods made by the plaintiff company. The defendants
denied any " passing off," but his case here was a very simple
one, because, apart altogether from the question of registration,

the plaintiffs had acquired common-law rights in the name,
and a "Kodak" film could only mean a film made by Kodak
(Ltd).

Judgment.

The judgment delivered by Mr. Ju.stice Swinfen Eady on
March 4 is a victory for Kodak, Limited, all along the line,

except as regai'ds the word " Panoram." "Dealing with the
evidence on both sides as a whole," said his Lord.ship, " I am
quite clearly of opinion that the plaintiffs have established
that the descri]5tions and letters in question in these actions
mean the plaintiffs' films, and no others, and that the defen-
dants have wholly failed to establish that the same descriptions
and letters refer to size only, irrespective of origin. The pre-
ponderance of evidence in favour of the plaintiffs' contention
is, in my opinion, overwhelming. Indeed, I am not aware
that the defendants have been able t« prove any order for
films (where films other than plaintiffs' films were intended)
by the letters and descriptions in question—'No. 1 F.P.K.,'
' No. 1 Brownie,' nnd the like—be'fore the dispute arose be-
tween the parties in 1901, unless the name of some other maker
was also added, such as Wellington, Sandell, or the like, or
unless the case is that of an order to or sale by some other
manufacturer, and from the nature of the cai-e could only
refer to his own films." Reviewing the evidence as to the
use of the word ' Kodak," he added :

" In my opinion, the
plaintiffs have clearly established that the words Brownie.
Bull's-eye, Kodak, Cartridge Kodak, Pocket Kodak, Folding
Pocket Kodak, and the abbreviations of them as applied to
films describe and refer exclusively to the plaintiffs' films."
Coming lo the motion by certain of the defendant companies
to rectify the Register of Trade Marks by removing there-
from the registered trade marks, "Kodak," etc., Mr. Jus-
tice Swinfen Eady said: "With regard to ' Panoram,' this
word is obviously descriptive in its application to cameras and
films, and it has been conceded that the word cannot be de-
fended as a trade mark. An order as a,sked nnist therefore
be made so far as regards ' Panoram ' in both the classes in
which it is registered by the plaintiffs." With regard to the
word " Kodak," however, he held that it was quite clear that
the word, as applied to cameras, was not descriptive of any
particular pattern or type of camera, but was mei-ely an iri-

vented word applied by the plaintiffs to some of their hand
cameras, and to no other camera whatever. " If." he con-
tinued. " the applicants are not entitled to have the register
rectified by expunging the mark Kodak for films, it follows
that they are not entitled to have either Brownie or Bull's-
eye expunged. These words have no real reference to the
character or quality of the goods. The terms were respec-
tively applied simultaneously to new patterns of cameras and
to films. . . . The motion to rectify, therefore," con-
tinued his Lordship. ' fails except as regards the word ' Pano-
ram.'" Coming to the question of costs, his Lordship said :

" I am of opinion that no additional expense has been incurred
by either party, by reason of the mark ' Panoram ' being in-

cluded in the plaintiffs' claim in the actions, and in granting
the injunction as asked, except as to 'Panoram,' I must order
the defendants to pay the costs of the actions, with-
out any abatement by reason of the claim, including the
mark 'Panoram ' With regai'd to the motion to rectify, the
applicants are entitled to be allowed some costs, as the motion
has succeeded with regard to the mark 'Panoram.' although
the costs so incurred have been very small, because the motion
on this point was not contested. The proper order will be to
allow the motion as regards Panoram; to refuse it as regards
Kodak, Brownie, and Bull's-eye, and to direct the applicants
to pay to the respondents the taxed costs of the motion, less
the sum of £20."

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.

The Report of the Committee on Poisons.-^A letter on the
Report of the Comimitteei on Poixon.s, signed by Mr. J. P. Gil-

mour, has been sent to the Glas<iow Evening ' Neivs, with the
authority of the Glasgow and West of ScotJand Phai'miaceutical
A.s's6ciation. Mr. G-ilmour points out tliat the recommendatiicms
of the Majority Report as to the better regulation of tin
packing, labelling, and conveyance of ai-senic are merely a

minor element in the report, due to the disclosures of on"
witness, Mr. Lytle, who stated that he "often receivetll

the casks of arsenic with the contents running out ou to

the oart,'' and that the asks are rarely marked "Poisoti,'
the only exception being foreign arsenic. He adds :

" It is lo

be dbsei-ved that it is not chemists and druggists, but JTianu-

faoturers of, or dealers in, arsenic who are responsible Idr

such culpable carelessjieiss, and chemists will be the first to

welcome the principle of the recommendations in question,

inasmuch as they tend to extend and ensure that more effective

protection of the public which is the keynote of the Phar-
macy Act, 1868. Unlortunately, however, the principal con-

clusdons and proposafe of the Majority Report not only nullify

the benefit promised by the foregoing recommendations, but
threaten, if placed on the Statute Book, to abrogate the

Pharmacy laws, and to .set a.side their raison cVHre—namely,
the safety of the ijublic." In conclu.sion, Mr. Gihnour states

that the Association, in whose name and behalf he writes,

prefers to put the case on the broad basis of the safety and
welfare of the public. But something might also be urged in

defeace of a class of meu whose scanty statutory rights,

dearly bought by special training and examination, and
morally, as well as legally, guaranteed to them by the State,

are tho.-:e threatened with emasculation and ultimate extinc-

tion, at the instigation of a smaJl, but aggressive, group of

manufacturers and their agents.

Glasgow M.P.'s and the Draft Pharmacy Bill. -It is uuder-
etood that most of (he Glasgow M.P.'s have signified in a
guarded way their friendliness towaixls the draft Phannacy
Bill, and willingness to consider, and if necessarj' oppose, legis-

lative recommendations based on the Report of the Poisons

Committee.

The Protection of Prices.— The Executive of the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Chemists' Ti-adte Association hars issued

•a circular, restoring liherty of action to its membere with
reference to prices. A wholesale massacre of the tariff by
Boot, and the secession, or alleged seciiet disloyalt}', of many
members, ai^e said to have rendered this step imperative. The
Association is not going to break up, however, and the mem-
bers of the Executive are most anxious to massure their

conislhituents on this head. The Executive is actively prosecut-

ing its labours to establish an extended oompaot for minimum
protected prices between manufacturers, etc., and retailers.

Already a number of the former have signified their readiness

to set up private treaties or to join the P.A.T.A.

Mr. John Morley, M.P., and the Pharmacy Act.—The
following correspondence has passed between Mr. Andrew
Naysmith. chemii-t, Ajbroath, and the Right Hon. John
Morley, M.P. :—'"Kie Right Hon. John Morley, M.P.—
Dear Sir.—Committee on Poisons.—A Parliamentary paper

was issued the Other day giving the reports of the Depart-

mental Committee of the Privy Council to consider Schedule

A of the Phaa-macy Act, 1868. As a member of the Scottish

Executive of the Phawnaceutical Society^ and Local Secretary

in this diistrict, I take the liberty of pointing out to you that

registered chemists regard the report as calculated to

end'anger public safety, and that their views are

emibocfied in the Minority Report of Mr. Hills, which, I

trust, you will see your way to consider carefully anid support.—
^I am, your obedient servant, Andeew Natsmith." Mr.

Morley has replied as follows, under date February 21:—
" Dear Mr. Naysmith,—Thank you for your letter. I have

not happened to see the report, but if the subject appears in

the House of Commons I will take notes of what you say.—
With kind regards, yours faithfully, John Moblet."
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaeies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Wine Licences.—Licences for the sale of medicated wines have
hefii granted to Mr. G. A. Blown, cheniist, 78, High Street,
W illingtoii, Durham, and to Mr. J. C. Arnfield, chemist,

! oclcport.

Will.—The will of Mr. Gu.stav ilellin, who died on December
18. 1902, has been proved by the esecutore, the value of the
estate being sworn at £15,130. The settled property, which
has to be aggregated with the estate, is estimated at £204,993,
ind the value of the deceased's property in Germany is declared

be not yet estimated.

Junior Pharmacy Ball.—This annual function was held in
the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, on Wednesday, March 4,

and was in every way successful, a very large number attend-
ing. The stewards, committee, and the energetic honorary
secretary, Mr. Percival Trick, all worked well for the enjoy-
ment of the visitors. Mr. W. Warren presided at the supper,
after which the festivities were kept going merrily tUl four a.m.

A. Substitute for Disliorning.—The Board of Agriculture
have issued a leaflet describing how, by an application of

caustic potash to the horn-bud of young calves, the horns can
be prevented from growing, and thus the necessity obviated
for inflicting pain upon the fully-gi-own animal by sawing oii

the hoi'ns. The leaflet can he had free of charge and post
free from the Board of Agriculture, 4, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Harris Institute, Preston.—Dr. Crowther, lecturer on
ckemistiy, has obtained an appointment at Yorkshire College
as lecturer on agricultm'al chemistry. The Council of the
Harris Institute has been fortunate in securing the .services,

to the end of the present session, of Dr. N. R. Innes, F.I.C.
He is strongly recommended by Dr. Campbell Brown, of Liver-
pool University, and has had five years' experience in teaching

- the Ma.son College, now the University of Birmingham.

Chemical Society.—The following. changes in the officers of
the Society are proposed by the Council. The election is to take
place at the annual meeting to be held on Wednesday, March 25.
As President, Professor Tilden, F.R.S.. Treasurer ; as Treasurer,
Dr. Horace T. Brown. F.R.S. ; as Secretary, Professor W.
Palmer Wynne, F.R.S. ; as Vice-Presidents, Mr. W. R.
Dunstan, F.R.S., and Mr. David Howard. The annual dinner
of the Society is fixed for Wednesday, March 25, 1903, at the
Whitehall Rooms. Hotel Metropole, at 6.30, for seven o'clock.

Drug Tenders in Ireland.—At a meeting of the Glenties Board
of Guardians and District Coxuicil, a communication wa.s read
from a firm of Dublin chemists calling attention to the attempt
being_ made throughout Ireland to foster and encourage all
Irish industries. Public bodies have practically assisted these
endeavours by specifying th<at when supplies of certain articles
are tendered for they must be of Irish manufacture, and sug-
gested that w'hen the board are advertising for pharmaceuticil
preparations it should b© specified that none but tenders for
Irish manufacture will be received. The board unanimously
agreed to this.

The Kinninmont Prize.—The annual competition for this
prize, which takes the form oi a gold medal and books, will
be held in Glasgow next June. Tlie snbjeots are :— (a) Botany,
(bi Magnetism and Electricity. In the former snbjeot the
syllabus is considerably more comprehensive than the require-
ments for the Minor Examination, whiJie the syllabus in
nSgneti.sm and electricity is the same as the " Major " eylHbus.
Intending candidates wili please send in their names before the
end of April to the Secretary for the Committee, Mr. W. L.
Currie. 223, Byres Road. Dowanhill. Glasgow, from whom all
particulars may be obtained.

International Medical Manifesto on Alcohol.—The Council of
the British Medical Temperance Association has issued a mani-

festo containing a .statement of facts which are believed to

be scientificaify established to form a solid basis for the
practice of total abstinence. It was agreed on as a necessary
qualification tiat only those medical men should sign who are

themselves abstainers from alcoholic beverage.s. The mani-
festo ha/S been signed by 724 medical men, 296 belonging to

the United Kingdom, and the i-est to the United States of

America and European countries. The manife,sto sets fortb

various objections to the iisQ of alcoholic liquors.

General Medical Council.—It has been resolved by the Execu-

tive Committee of this body that the Lord President of the

Council be informed that the modifications proposed to be intro-

duced into the Projet d'Arrangement of the Brussels Conference,
September, 1S02, relative to tincture of aconite and extract of

belladonna, may. in their opinion, properly be made the basis
of an international agreement. Such agreement must, however,
be " subiect to the powers conferred on the General Medical
Council by the Medical Acts of 1858 and 1862," and the Com-
mittee therefore suggests that the adhesion of His Maje.sty's
Government to~ the agreement should be qualified by a proviso
to the above effect.

A Literary Chemist of Last Century.-In the February
Ldsure Hour appears an article by Mr. G. Hoklen Pike, on
" The Suburbs of Keats and Charles Lamb," which contains
an interesting reference to the late Mr. T- Tuff, formerly in
busines.s as a chemist at Enfield. Mr. Pike says:

—"In his
old age, about a quai<ter of a century ago, I have conversed
with the late Mr. T. Tuff, who could claim to have been one of
the acquaintances of the Lambs when they lived at Enfield,

and a.fterw.'irds at Edmonton. Dnring a lengthened period,
Mr. Tuff was the j^rincipal of the only druggist's establis-hmeiit

in the town. In the printed correspondence of Charles Lamb
there is a note addressed to tlie chemist, and which had en-

closed in it free orders for Covent Garden: Theatre. It is

not improbable that Tuff may have shown the possession of

knowledge and literary taste such as would commend him to

the friendly notice of a kindly nature like that of diaries Lamb.
Some years after the (feath of the latter, the cheniist published
a book relating to the histoi-y of Enfield which found some
favour, while it showed the bent of the author's mind. Mr."

Tuff, as I met with him, had a. fund of gossip which would
attract and interest a man like Charles Lamb when out on his

long morning rambles, while, as a chemist, he could justly,

take some pride in his competent knowledge of medicine.

After Mr. Tuff's death, his widow appears to have been re-

garded as a woman with a literary pedigree ; for when the

late Mr. Edward Ford—who ccmld reckon among his ancestors

Dr. Johnson's mother—published his ' History of Enfield ' in

the seventies, the profits, amounting to £140, were given to

Mrs. Tuff. The genial chemist of literary tastes would remem-
ber the Lambs in the late twenties, when Enfield practiciUy

remained what it had been through tlie eighteenth century."

The Advance of Surgical Science.—Sir Frederick Treves has

paid a visit to Dorchester for the purpose of formally opening

the new operating theatre at the Dorset County Hospital. The
theatre has been erected by public subscription, Lord Eldon
giving £500, Lord Ilchester £250, Lord Wimborne £100. and
Lord Portman £50. Sir Frederick Treves, in reply to a vote

of thanks, said that the ceremony that day represented a move-
ment the magnitude of which it was not at first easy to appre-

ciate. Twenty-five years ago that part of surgery which dealt

with operations was more or less discredited. It was singularly

disappointing and, he was sorry to say, singularly unsuccessful.

The amount of work that was then done through operations was
comparatively small. In the very largest surgical hospital in

Great Britain there was only one operating theatre, and that

was occupied only one afternoon a week. In that identical

hospital to-day there were five operating theatres, which, with
adjuncts, extended over a quxrter of a mile, and they were
occupied practically every day in the week. This was all due
to the introduction by Lord Lister of antiseptic surgery, which
had rendered operative treatment possible. There was no new
principle in operative surgery. There was no other way of deal-

ing with a noxionjs growth than by taking it out, but what
" Listerism " had done was to make these very obvious measures
possible and safe. The result had been the saving of many
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thousands of lives annually, and the rescue of still more
thousands from a state of hopeless illness. It had come about
that the operating theatre, which was once the least attractive

part of a hospital and the part that everyone endeavoured very
properly to avoid, had become a chamber of hope. All the
hideoiis horrors of the old systems of the operating rooms had
passed away. The performance of- important operative surgery
was no longer limited to London and a few great cities

;
opera-

tive surgery had spread all over the country, and now nearly
every provincial hospital had its own operating theatre. It was
all part of a general motement which would result in bringing
medical and surgical science to a higher level than had ever
before been attained in this country.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS.

Westminster College of Chemistry and Pharmacy.—On
Wednesday, Pebmary 25,1903, Mr. Thos. Maben, P.O.S., de-
livered a lecture, illustrated by numerous lantern slides, on the
preparation of antitoxic serum. There was a very large and
appreciative audience of students.

Inter-Pharmacy League Smoking Concert.—The Sub-Com-
mittee have been making considerable progress with the
arrangements for this concert, which is to be held at the Horns,
Kenniiigton, on Thursday, March 12. Tickets are selling weU,
but, as there are many tickets out wliich have not been re-

turned, the Committee would be glad to receive replies as soon
as possible. Among the artistes appearing are the following :—
Messrs. Sidney Jamieson (Director), Sidney Gandy, Harry
Greene, P. G. Bead, Wilfred Stracey, R. B. Hopkins, and Mr.
E. J. Jos© (accompanist). Mr. W. B. Nelson, of the London
College of Chemistry, etc., is in charge of the arrangements.

Leeds College of Pharmacy.—On Shrove Tuesday the students
of the Leeds College of Pharmacy had their annual excursion
to East Keswick. Starting at 10 a.m., the morning was spent
in practical botany. The corms of Ariim maculaUim, bulbs of

Hyacinthus nonscriptus, pistillate and staminate catkins of
- Coryllus avellanna, leaves of Digitalis purpurea, etc., being
noted, and other matters explained by Mr. P. Pilkington
Sargeant, P.C.S., the Principal, who accompanied the party.

, At 12.30 pancakes were served at the Wellington Hotel, after

which a football match took place between Mr. Shaw's team
and a team picked by Mr. Craven, the latter team proving the
victors. A substantial repast was provided at 4.30, and the
evening was concluded by an impromptu smoking concert and
whist drive. Mr. Wilkinson ably presided at the piano, and the
vocal music was supplied by a band of accomplished songsters.
It is understood that the College is shortly to be removed to
larger and more convenient premises.

Football : Intee-Phaemacy League.—Muter's v. Pharma-
ceutical P.O. On Saturday, the 28th ult., on their ground at

Wormholt Farm, Muter's were entertaining the " Square " men.
The ground was very wet and slippery, owing to the heavy
rain during the night. Muter's won the toss and played
with the wind. Before the game was ten minutes old the
"Square" forwards had scored twice, and at half-time had
increased their lead to four clear goals. In the earlier portion
of the second half Muter's showed improved form, but were
unable to beat the visitors' defence. During the last fifteen

minutes the " Square," with a strong breeze in their favour,
pressed heavily, but were unable to add more than one goal to
their score. Result: " Square," 5 goals ;

Muter's, wiZ. The
goals were scored by Smith (1), Llewellyn (2), and Hewlett (2).
" Square " team : Goal, Northey

;
backs, Paterson and Moore

;

half-backs, Williams, CoUitt (captain), and Robertson
;
forwards,

Allen, Hirst, Llewellyn, Hewlett, and Smith. Lines-
man, J. T. Cart. Metros, v. London. — Played at

Wormholt Farm on Saturday, February 28. Considerable
interest attached to this match, as also to the one between the
Square and Muter'.s on the same day, from the fact that if

either London or the Square drew or lo.st their match the
other would win the cup. As things turned out, both teams*

won, and have to play a deciding match at the Acton Athletic

ground on Saturday, March 7. The cup and medals will then

be presented to the winning team by Mr. Michael Carteighe
at the smoking concert at the Homs, on Thursday, March 12.
The game between Metros, and London was very stubbornly
contested, and during the first half Metros., with the assist-

ance of the slope, had somewhat the better of the game. The
very wet and slippery nature of the gTound interfered con-
siderably with the play. Metros, scored once, and led at half
time by one to nil. After half-time London, spuiTed on by
the vigorous shouts of their supporters, and made desperate
by the fact that the oup seemed slipping from them, put forth
all their energies, and scored twice through A. L. Jones and
Whitehouse, and, their play improving considerably, espe-

cially m the forward line, they ran out winners by 2 to 1.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. W. S. Nurse has been nominated elective auditor for the
borough of Eye, and will be unopposed.

Mr. R. B. Atkinson has been appointed chemist and druggist
to Retford Workhouse for the ensuing year.

Mr. John B. Foggitt, chemist and druggist, of 13, Nevill
Street, Southport, has secured new business premises at 187,
Lord Street.

Mr. John R. Taylor has been appointed Secretary of the
Workington Chemists' and Druggists' Association, in place of

Mr. G. D. Paterson, who has resigned.

Mr. Fisher, chemist and druggist, formerly manager with Mr.
J Harvey Bailey, Plymouth, has purchased the business of Jlr.

P. Ellis, Fore Street, Topsham, Devon.

Messrs. Parsons and Happold, chemists and druggists, of 4,

Eastcombe Terrace, Blackheath, have dissolved partnership.

The business will be continued by Mr. C. Happold.

Mr. W. Woodruff, chemist and druggist, has opened a new
pharmacy at Bramhall, the fittings of which, in mahogany and
plate glass, have been supplied by Ijlessrs. Ayrton and Saunders,
Liverpool.

Mrl E. W. Morris, head dispenser to the London Hospital,

has been appointed to the post of secretary to the hospital.

Mr. Morris will remain in charge of the dispensary in addition

to his new duties.

Mr. Frederick Child, formerly a representative of Messrs.

Burgoyne, Burbidges and Co., in the northern and eas em
counties, has acquired an interest in the firm of Manners and
Hopkinson, 66, Southwark Bridge Road, S.E., which he will

in future represent in the same districts.

Mr, C. E. Pickering, 52, Acacia Road, London, N.W., has

published his preliminary address as a candidate for a seat on

the Pharmaceutical Council. He is of opinion that fresh

legislation is urgently necessary to restrict the practice of phar-

macy, the use of titles, and the sale of poisons to duly qualified

persons. Mr. Pickering also favours such reforms as would

ensure that only qualified persons should receive appointments

as public dispensers, and is of opinion that no qualified person

who accepts an engagement with a limited company of un-

qualified proprietorship should be a member of the Pharma-
ceutical Society.

Mr. H. Knapman, B.A., son of Mr. J. W. Knapman, Librarian

to the Pharmaceutical Society, has still further distinguished

himself by winning one of the Smith's prizes at Cambridge. It

will be remembered that Mr. H. Knapman was second wrangler

in 1901, and was placed in Class I., Division I., in the second

part of the Mathematical Tripos last year. The Smith's prizes,

of which two are awarded annually for the best original essays

on any subject in mathematics or natural philosophy, are the

most coveted and honourable distinctions that the University

has to offer to graduates in mathematics. The title of Mr.

Knapman's essay was " On the theory of Optical Phenomena in

a Dielectric."
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of nevr patent application-s and

list of new applications for trade marks have ibeen specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, aigent for procuring patents and

registering trade mai-ks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.C., from whom any infoi-raation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors
'

Trill be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

FIXING OZONE IN LIQUIDS AND SOLUTIONS.- (No.

i

4,153 of 1902.)—Dr. A. Spranger, 35, Pentonville Road,

j

Idington, N. Relaites to improvements in fixing ozone in

I

liquids and solutions, amd has for its object the rendering of

the ozone preparations durable, so' as to be successfully used

for internal and external treatment of diseases of the hxunan

organisms and the blood. In cariying this invention into

effect the ozone gas is led into a watery, alcoholic, or etheric

solution of acetyl-hydride, corresponding to the formula.

HjOjH, such operation being continued until no more ozfone

^'as is ab-sorbed. This ozone preparation being free of nitrous

acid, of nitric and' hypooMorous, or chloric acid, may be

ndmiinistered in dosed quantities without causing any in-

jurious after-effects.

DISINFECTING AND DEODORISING COMPOSITIONS.
iXo. 5,238 of 1902.)—T. Unsworth, 14, Rishton Street, and

J. P. Miller, 52, Smith Castle Street, both in Livea-pool.

I

Relates to a combination of the following ingredients :
—

Plaster of Paris, permanganate of potash, whitening, gum
ara;bic, and salt, which are formed into blocks or tablets.

Said tablets are designed to be hung', by means of wires,

within water-closet cisterns or other places having a variable

height of water, which it is desired to render antiseptic.

When the water is at its highest point it covers and surrounds

the Wock and di.ssolve.s or softens its outside layer, and when
'lo water recedes by reason of the use of the flushing

jiparatus, said water carries away with it a portion of

I he block in solution or .susi>ension. Example of projjortions of

the ingredients used for forming the blocks or tablets :
—

•

Permanganate of potash 15 lbs., plaster of Paris 21 lbs.,

irhitening 4 lbs., gum arable ;^lb., and common ^salt ^ lb.

FIXING AND STOPPING MEDIUM FOR DENTAL PUR-
I
POSES. (No. 13.084 of 1902.) A. Masur. 16-18, Schweid-
' itzer Strasse, Breslau. Germany. Consists in a process for

production of a fixing or stopping medium for dental

ii-poses, characterised by the fact that, prior to use, there

v'added to the necessaTy constituents usually employed for

oducing a dental cement sub-stances of low melting point,

loh OS gutta percha, or other resins or resin-contaiiiing sub-

ance, wax. paraffin, etc., either singly or mixtures of all or

anj' of them, for the inirpose of enabling the new material to

i be converted into a plastic state again, by blowing hot air

1 upon it, evien after it has become completely hard by virt-ue of

I

its particular hardening power. The temperature of the mouth,
or even hot foods or fluids, is not^ sufficient to soften or melt
le new material. Various examples of proportions and
^redients are given.

*

CHLORINE SUBSTITUTION PRODUCTS OF 8-METHYL-
XANTHINES. (No. 27,485 of 1902.)—G. W. Johnson, 47,

uicoln's Inn Fields, W.C. (Communicated by C. F. Boeh-
iger and Sohne. Waldhof, near Mannheim, Germany.) The

inventors have discovered! that the hydrogen atoms ^ of the
S-methyl-group can be readily replaced by chlorine, and,
further, that by regulating the quantity of chlorine brought
into reaction it is pos.sible to. prepare mono-di- and tri-dhlor-

•^ubstitution products of the said 8-methylxanthines. The
implest way of carrying out the reaction consists in treating

a solution of an 8-metiiylx;uithine or a hydrochloride thereof
with the neces.sary proportion of gaseous chlorine. InSitead of
chlorine, other clilorinatdng agents such as .siilplburj'l chloride
may be used. Various examples are given. The new com-
pounds thus obtained are suitable for use as initial materials
for the prejiaration of pharmaceutical products.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES AND THE LIKE. (No. 28,274, of
1902).—G. Friedrich, 4 and 5, Stonecutter Street, E.C., and
of Cassel, Germany. Relates to above syringes, wherein the
])lunger is made to accurately fit the glass barrel. It has been
found that such syringes are often sma.shed when being tested,

prior to use, as to the air-tightness thereof. A medical man
will often press his finger on the nozzle and draw the plunger
outwards, in order to test the same. When he releases the
latter it will fly back inwards, and the better fitting the
plunger is the more forcibly does it collide against the bottom
of the glass barrel, often breaking same. Tb.e present inven-

tion is intended to prevent this, and consists of means for

causing the plunger when advancing, to compress some air

within a chamber remote from the nozzle, the speed of the
plunger being thereby diminished during the final part of its

stroke. Two examples are shown of the means used to attain

the desired end.

Note.—Oppositions to the grants of any of the above Patents must be filed

at the Patent Office, on or before April 4, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" SADI," for a sanitary distemper iimewash, by J. Douglas,

14, London Road, Far Cotton, Northampton. 250,831.

" INDIAN ROOT " PILLS," label ("Indian Root" disclaimed),

for pills, by W. H. Comstock, Comstock Block, Court House
Avenue, Brockville, Oat., Canada. 250,103.

"ANTI-ITIS," for a* medicine, by C. S. Moore, 85, Oak
Street, Danvers, Mass., U.S.A. 250,899.

"VERONAL" ("Verona" disclaimed), for a chemical sub-

stance, by E. Merck, Rheinstrasse 7, Darmstadt, Germany.
251,242.

" PACIDERMA " and device, for a cure for eczema and skin
eruptions, by J. Patersou, 3, Swallow Street, Piccadilly, W.
251,451.

"eubiose" (" Eu " disclaimed), for medicinal preparations,

by G. Crueseman and Co., 6, Llovds Avenue, Fenchurch Street,

E.C. 251,453.

"FERAX" ("Fer" disclaimed), for chemical substances, by

W. E. D. Shirtliff, 66, Goldhawk Road, W. 251,610.

" ORPHEUS," for philosophical instniments, scientific in-

struments, by Pathe Freres (London), Limited, 4, Dean Street,

High Holbom, W.C. 252,027.

" VESSMALT," for a food preparation, by J. J. Giles, Trumps
Mill, Virginia Water, Surrey. 251,392.

"LUCE'S SUPERIOR EAU DE COLOGNE" label, for eau de
Cologne, by Luce's Eau de Cologne Company, Limited, 36
and 40, French Street, Southampton. 249,652.

"hamara" ("Haniar" disclaimed), for perfumery, toilet

articles, etc., by R. B. Breidenbach, trading as Breidenbach
and Company, 48, Greek Street, Soho Square, W. 251,666.

" PINNORA," for perfumery, toilet articles, etc., by Vinolia
Company, Limited, Maiden Crescent,. N.W. 251,783.

"PEARS' COMPLEXION POWDER" label, for a complexion
powder, by A. and F. Pears. Limited. 71-75, New Oxford
Street, W.C. 251;629.

" TILIT," for a mouth-wash, by C. Krause, trading as Tilet-

Laboratorium Caroline Bernardi Nachfolger, 11, Kurprinz
Strasse, Leipzig, Saxony. 251,825.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade lUarks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before April 4, 1303.
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MARKET REPORT.

LoNBON, Thursday, March 5, 1903.

Businesis in Drugs and Chemicals has again been by no
means active during the past week, while the changes in value
are confined to a i-eduction in price of Salicylates, and an
advance in Quinine, Acid Citric, and Acid Tartaric. Bromides
are steady. Iodides so far without change. Quicksilver and
Mercurials firm. Sulphonal and Phenaoetin still in the dumjis.

Codliver Oil still booming. Opium tending higher. Morphine
and Codeine firm. Glycerin and Acid Carbolic quiet. Cojjper

iSulphate ver-y firm, and likely to be dearer in sympathy with
the metal. Shellafc weaker, on lower price advised by wire
from Calcutta. Cocaine steady at unchanged price. Santo-
nine firm. Antimony tending lower, both for Regulus and for

the crude. Cream of Tartar very firm. Oil Peppermint weaker.
Menthol rather firmer. We give below some quotations.

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but fairly sittady, on basis of 5^.
per lb. for 34°-35° C. ioe ciystal in large bidk packing.

'

ACID CITRIC—Is booming, price now asked being Is. 2d.

per lb. for crystals in 5-cwt. casks, while it is confidently

asserted that price will still further advance as the chief

consuming season approaches.
CINCHONA BARK.—At these Dutch auctions, the second

of the series, held in Amsterdam on the 26th. ult., the much
smaller supply of 5,255 packages was offered, as compared with
10,990 packages at the preceding sales, and 8,647 packages at

tlie corresponding auctions a year ago. There was a strong

market, and the bulk was disposed of, the quinine contents

being 26,900 kilos, of which about 5,300 kilos were bought in

A further important advance of 27^ per cent, was established,

the average unit being 8'20 cents, against 6-45 cents in

January last and 7-95 cents a year ago. This result is equi-

valent to about l^d. London pirity.

CODEINE—Is unchanged at 10s. per oz. for the pure alkaloid.

CODLIVER OIL—Continues at famine jsrices, 275s^ to 280s.

per barrel, according to brand and quantity being asked for new
season's Norwegian oil, while 1902 oil is any price between
250s. and 300s. per barrel.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Firm, at 77s. 6d. per cwt. for first

white crystals on spot, and 82s. 6d. to 83s. 6d. for the 98
per cent. B.P. quality.

GLYCERIN—^Is steady on basis of £67 per ton for the best

1,260 SG quality in tins and oases for 5-ton lots.

MORPHINE—Is firm at late advance to 4s. 5d. per oz. for the
Hydroclilorate Powder.
"oils (FIXED) AND SPIRITS Linseed Oil quiet: London

spot pipes, £24 5s. to £24 10s.
;

barrels, £24 10s.
;
month,

£23 12s. 6d.
;
April, £23 5s. ; May-August, £22 7s. 6d.

;
Sep-

tember-December, £21 12s. 6d. to"£21 15s.'; Hull naked epot,

£24; April, £22; May-August, £21 5s. Rape Oil quiet:
Ordinary- brown on the spot, barrels, £22 10s.

;
March-April,

£22 10s. ; vEnglisli refined spot, £23 15s. ; Ravison spot,

£20 10s.
;
March-April, £20 10s. naked. Cotton Oil quiet

:

London crude spot. £21
;

March-April, £21 ; refined spot,

£22 10s. to £23 10s. ; Hull naked refined spot, £20 2s. 6d.
;

March-April, £20 7s. 6d.
;

May-August, £20 15s., rather
buyers ; crude spot, £19 2s. 6d. ; March-April, £19 5s.

; May-
August, £19 15s. Olive Oil : Mogador, £31 ; Spanish, £31 to

£33; Levant, £31. Cocoanut Oil slow and easier: Ceylon
spot, £27, ex warehouse

; February-March, £25, c.i.f. ; March-
May, £24 15s., c.i.f. ; April-June, £24 15s., c.i.f. ; Cochin spot,

£34
;
February-March. £28, c.i.f.

;
March-May, £26 10s., c.i.f.

;

August-October, £26 5s., c.i.f. ; Mauritius s'pot. £27. Palm
Oil :

Lagos on the .spot quoted £28. Castor Oil firm

:

Belgian, February-December delivery, firsts £22, .seconds,

£19. barrels free, ex wharf, London, 2^ per cent, dis-
count ; Hull made, prompt and up to October delivery, firsts

£22 per ton, seconds £19 10s. per ton, barrels included, delivered
free, ex wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil:
Pale American siiot quoted £6 to £7 5s.

; black, £5 15s, t'o £6

;

Russian black, £5 5s. to £5 10s.
; pale, £7 56. to £7 10s. Tur-

pentine steady, ,auiet: American spot, 43s. 6d. to 43s. 9d. ;

April, 43s. lO^d. May-June, 41s. 3d. to 41s. 6d., June-August,
38s. 3d.

;
July-December, 37s. ^c].

; September-December'
37s. 4id. Petroleum Oil quiet and |d. easier for Russian

; spot
quoted 4|d. to 4^d. American unchanged

; spot, bid. to 5id. ;

water white, 7^d. to 7|d. Refined Roumanian spot importers
quote 4^d. to 4|d., and second hands 4|d. Petroleum Spirit:
American ordinary, 7d. ; deodorised, 7|d. to 82d.
OPIUM.—Reports from Smyrna confirm that, wliile there has

been further damage to the young plants by frost, little or no
l>rogress has been made with the spring sowings, owing to un-
favourable weather. The advance in values has made further
iwogress, and prices are now fully Is. per lb. above those ruling
about a month ago. Holders are verj' firm, while buyers so far

continue to hold off. Here a fair business has been done at
about last week's prices. Should the prospects for the new
crop not materially improve, a further advance in values must
nearly certainly take place.

QUININE—After being firm at Is. l^d. in .speculative market
for B and S or Brunswick sulphate, for l,000oz. lots in lOOoz.tins,

price has -sagged, and there are now sellers at Is. IJd. per oz.,

while makers of these brands have advanced price ^d., from
Is. l^d. to Is. 2d. per oz.

SPICES.—Ginger : Cochin mostly bought in, washed rough
medium and small at 36s. Jamaica steady ; 41 hall barrels
bold and medium bright sold at 44s. Cloves : 108 bales Zan-

zibar sold, fair at 3|d. to 3|d. Black Pepper : Singapore
bought in at 6d., and Penang at 5i^d. White Pepper : 13 bags
Ceylon sold at 8|d. to 9d., Singapore bouglit in at 9|d., and
Penang at 9^d. Cassui : 120 bales China twigs bought in at

23s. Nutmegs : 8 cases Bombay sold, defective, wormy and
broken at 4^d. to 5d. 21 boxes Singapore bougji- in, 65's at 3s.

Mace : 5 cases Penang bought in, good pale reddish at 2s. 8d.

Pimento : 350 bags sold at 2id. to 2 5/16d.

TAR.—Stockholm 21s 6d. Archangel 16s.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's catalogues were, as might be expected, compara-
tively lengthy. On the whole, extreme dulness prevailed,

owing partJy, no doubt, to so many lots being offered without
reserve.

ALOES.—Cape : About 40 cases sold at good prices up to

42s. per cwt. tor fine hard 'oright.

ASAFETIDA.—About 150 cases of very low quality offered

witliout reserve sold at from 2s. to 14s. per cwt., only 2 cases

realising the latter price.

BUCHU LEAVES.—About 75 bales were offered, a small

proportion of which sold at a reduction on late rates—viz., at

9d. for green rounds and 8^d. per lb. for ditto slightly off

colour.

CANTHARIDES.—Three packages of Russian files, which
are scarce, realised 2s. 5d. per lb.

CARDAMOM'S—Were in .small supply, and sold fairly freely

at rather dearer rates up to 2s. per lb. for fair bold pale

Ceylon. Mysore seeds realised from Is. 3d. to Is. 5d. per

lb., selling chiefly at Is. 4d., showing rather firmer prices.

DRAGONS' BLOOD.—One ca.s€ good bright native picked
sold at £10 10s., and 1 case dull lump at £8; other 3 cases

ditto at £7 to £7 2s. 6d. per cwt.

ERGOT OF RYE.—10 bags Spanish sold without reserve, 8
bags at Is. 2d. per lb. and 2 bags at Is. 3d. 8 hags Russian
slightly weevilly, also without reserve, sold at Is. 2d. per lb.

GUAZA—Was sold privately at 3s. 6d. per lb.

GUM BENZOIN.—Siam, which is very scarce, sold well,

medium free almonds at £23 10s. per cwt., and ditto, mainly
block-y, at £19; blocky seed at £6 to £6 2s. 6d. per cwt.
Siumatra, low seconds, sold without reserve at 82s. 6d. to

85s. per cwt., and medium to fair seconds at £5 10s. to

£6 7s. 6d.

IPECACUANHA—Was in fair supply, 15 bales of fine Johore
root selling at 5s. 6d. per lb., at which price a .small part of

the offerings of Rio were also sold, showing, therefore, a
reduction in value of the latter. SD sold at 4s. lOd. to

5s 2d. per lb. Of Carthagena, a few bales sold at from
3s 8d. per lb. to 3s. lOd. for good quality, poor qualitie.s

being unsaleabie.

RHUBARB.—Very little of the offerings sold. Bold flat

Canton fetched Is. 2d. per lb., trimming root Is. lOd., and
small flat Canton Is. Id.

SARSAPARILLA.—I.CCD. Lima realised Is. per lb.

Jamaica Sarsaparilla sold- at Is. 2d. per lb. for sound, and Id.

per lb. less for I.C.C.D.

I
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TRADE NOTES.

Shell Perfume Case.—Messrs. Marshalls, Ltd., of 27, Red
Lion Square, London, E.G., have just introduced an attractive,

though an unusual shaped perfume casket. It is covered in

velvet of various shades and colours

and supplied with assorted perfumes
at 9s. per dozen. During the
coming season, and especially at

seaside resorts, it should find a ready
sale. We are informed that already

a considerable number of orders

have been received for this novelty.

After the perfume has been used the
case can be utilised as a watch stand.

Messrs. F. H. Taylor and Sons, medical and photographic
glass merchants. New Wharf Road, King's Gross, notify that

they have been unable to despatch orders as promptly as they
would have wished, owing to the extensive alterations which
have been necessary to meet the large increase in their business,

especially in the departments of photographic glassware and
enamelling on glass. Their new kiln is now ready built for

working, and they will be able to give every satisfaction as soon
as the large forward orders on their books are clear. The
enamelling kiln is the largest of its kind in the British Isles,

and will be capable of turning out the raised letter four table-

spoon medicine tumblers and labelled dishes at the rate of

fifty gross a day. To ensure prompt deliveries in future they have
taken another warehouse in Pentonville Road, so as to have
;i large stock of plain glass in reserve.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Evans, Sons, Lescher and Webb (Colonial), Limited.—The
company of Evans, Sons. Lescher. and Webb, Limited, recently

formed to acquire the business of Evans, Sans, and Co., Liver-
pool, and Evans, Lescher and Webb, London, have, to enable
tJiem to cany out their Au.shalian business to the best advan-
tage, formed a small company, under the title of " Evans, Sons,
Lescher and W'ebb (Colonial), Limited," in whose name the
Australasian pirt of their bu.-jiness will for the future be carried
on.

Harkness and Mcintosh, Limited. — This company was
registered on February 24, with a capital of £10.COO in £1
shares to acquire the business carried on at 326-328, St. James's
{Road, Old Kent Road, S.E., as Harkness and Mcintosh, and to
carry on the business of minu'.acturers of and dealers in

' varnishes, oils, chemicals, drugs, drysalteries, etc. No initial

public issue. Rpgistered without sirticles of a'sociii I inn.

IR^gistered office: 328, Ss. .James's Road, Old Kent Road, S.E.

' "Sanitas" Company.—The annual general meeting of the
!"Sanitas" Gompaiiv, Limited, was held in London on Feb-
[ruary 25, the chairman (Mr. C. T. Kingzett) presiding. He
stated that the sales and reveni.e of the past year wn c 'I r

largest made in the hi.-itory of the company. No doubt 'heir
sales had been increased by the ui fortunate outbreak of pmall-
poT which had prevailed at the bf ginning of 1902. The balance
available for appropriation.was sulli ient to allow of the usual
final distribution of 1^ per cent , and a bonus of i per cent.,
making a total distrilfution for the jear of 7^ per cent. The
5um of £500 w:is placed to depreciation account, £1,500 to
jreserve, and a balance of £2,157 Os. lid. carried forward to 1903.
The report was adc'pted.

j

Wltham Drug, Wine, and .Spirit Company, Limited.—This
|:ompany wa-* registered on February 19, with a capital of £1,000,

^ -'haves, to acquire for £200 tlie bu.'-iness carried on by T.
;B. E. 'fliolander, as the Withani Drug, Wine, and Spirit Com-
;[«Jiy, at 11. Witham, Hull, and to carry on the business of
hemists, druggists, wine and spirit merchants and agents, opti-
lans etc. No mitial public issue. T. B. E. Tholander is to be
jne of the first, direc-tors. Qualification. £50. Remuneration
IS faxed by the company. Registered office : 11. W^itbam,

INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
Monday, March 2, 1903, at 30, Bloomsbury Square, Pro-

lessor J. M. Thomson, President, in the chair.

The annual accounts, the report of the Auditors, and the
report of the Council having been adopted, the Peksidest
delivered his presidential address, summarising the work of
the Institute since its foundation twenty-five years ago, ard
dealing with the regulations as to training and examination
for the associateship.

The officers and members of Council for the ensuing .year

w}re then elected, Mr. David Howard being chosen a.s Presi-
dent. Messrs. Adeney, Beilby, Chattaway, Frankland, Japp,
and Thomson were elected Vice-Pre.sidents, and Mr. A. iTor-

don Ralamon, Treasurer.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.
Tuesday, March 3, 1903, at the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool,

Mr. TrBVER, President, in the chair.

The Secretary, Mr. Sankey, read a letter from the Federa-
tion of West Riding Chemists' Associations, soliciting support
for their President, Mr. R. C. Walshaw, at the next Pharma-
ceutical Council election.

The Chairman opened discussion on the Poisons Committee
report, and spoke of such alterations in the poison schedules as
scarcely affecting Blackpool, but the pi-inciple was entirely

v^Tong. He also referred to the prosecution of a member
of the Committee, together with the large profits he was
anxious to make on the sale of the most dangerous ant-killer.

He spoke also in highly complimentary terms of the minority
report of Mr. Walter Hills.

Mr. Mayson referred to a leaderette on , the subject in the
Lancet.

Mr. Sankey considered the supplementary report of Mr. Alex.
Cro.'iS as purely for the benefit of the unqualified seller of

poisons, especially for agriculture and horticulture, and said

the reference to the high cliarges of chemists was ridiculous,

upon referring to his ant-killer costing about S^d. and sold for

2s. 6d.

'Sir. TXYLOR thought a deputation should be arranged to

wait upoii Mr. Hanbury.
On the proposal of Mr. Boothroyd, Messrs. Laurie. Turver,

John.-on, and Sankey were appointed a committee.

The President opened discussion upon the suggestion of

several members on the buying of " patent " medicines on the

best wholesvile terms from the makers.

The suggestion was warmly supported by Messrs. Carey,

Taylor, and Buckley.

On tlie proposal of Mr. Turver, Messi's. Johnson and Buck-

ley were ai)pointed joint Secretaries to make inquiries, and, if

tlioULiht prudent, to develop the idea.

TORQUAY CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday. February 21, 1903. Mr. Knight in the chair.

The Hon." .Secretary reported on certain step.s which were

being taken to prevent the sale of certain proprietary articles

at less than the minimum fi.xed prices. The manufacturers

had been written to.

Pharmacy Bill.

An interview had been held with Mr. Leyland Barrett,

M.P.. on the subject of the Pharmacy Bill, and that gentle-

man had expressed himself in s.ympatliy with the views of the

deputation which had waited on him. and had promised to

give his general support to the Bill.

The President introduced a discussion on the Bill, sum-
marising the points in the report of the Poisons Committee,

which he thought called for special discussion. He proposed

a resolution strongly approving of Mr. Hills' Minority Re-
port and congratulating him upon the same. The resolution

was carried unaniniousl.v.

In the ccurse of the discus.sion a number of members ex-

pressed agreement with the Minority Report drawn up by Mr.

W'alter Hills, and with the Pharmacy Bill about to ber

introduced.
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SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
(LONDON SECTION )

ORDINARY MEETING.

Monday, March 2, 1903, iL-. Walter F. Reid in the ohair.

There was a large attendance, including several Excise officials.

Mr. THOMA.S Tyree i-ead a paper on the

Need of Duty-free Alcohol for Manufacturing Purposes,

a report of which will be found at page 347.

Discussion.'

Mr. John C. Umnet said the object of any effective legisla-

tion of this kind must be the greate.st good of the gi-eate.st

number of British subjects, and it should be, in the best sense,

iuiperiali.stic in its tendency. There could be no question,

from the answers received to the questions sent, out by that

Society and the Chemical Section of the London Chamber
of Commerce, that everybody supi>orted duty-free alcohol for

manufacturing purposes, and there were really only two ques-

tions to be considered^—Woxdd the Revenue be affected? and
«ould any British industry be affected? He thought any
slight loss to the Reveinue, in the first place, would be

Tiiore than recouped by an increase iu the income-tax returns

and the general improvement in'trade, and he did not see that

any trade could be affected except that of the distiller. It

seemed to him that the distiller was amply protected by the

5d. per gallon extra on foreign spirits, and when they heard

that British distillery turned out from 50,000 to 60,000

gallons of spirit, whilst a similar establishment in America

turned out 300,000, it appeared to him that the sooner the

British distiller was compensated and got rid of the .sooner

would they get duty-free alcohol for manufacturing purposes.

Jlr. Chamberlain, in a speech on the sugar duty, said in such

matters you must not consider only a possible temporary

advantage, but the permanent result ; and in matters of

economics, if you coiild agree on a principle, you must accept

it, and act on it, in spite of any question of temporary ex-

pediency. That seemed to sum up their position. Their trade

with the colonies was hampered to an extent which made the

protection of the -spirit industry of Great Britain a very small

matter. He lioped ^h. Tyrer would live to see duty-free

alcohol generally used for manufacturing purj^oses.

Mr. Davjd Howaed said those who knew the small margins

on which chemical manufactures were now carried on would

agree that a difference of 5d. a gallon was a matter of no

.small importance. One cf the requisites to the use of pure

spirit was that methylated spirit could not be employed with-

out serious disadvantage
;

but, in the first place, even that

cost about double what the Geraian manufacturer paid for his

spirit. Again, on no account was duty-free .spirit to be used

for anything which might be used for human food. It was

hard to say what people would not eat ; arsenic was found in

some aiiricles of diet, and, at any rate, was largely used in

medicine, and yet you must not use spirit in its preparation if

you wanted to. In fact, it seemed to him that the regulations

were really introduced for the benefit of the dyeing industry

almost exclusively. The applicants must show that the indus-

try in question was of great national importance, apart froai

any question of personal profit ; but that could not be proved

before it was esta.blished, and by the time it was proved, a<nd

you were allowed to use it, the Germans would have got the

start. The only solution was something like the German

system, allowing alcohol to be used freely—of course, under

stT-ict supervision—^the duty being paid only when the manu-

factured article came out of the bonded warehouse. He did

not see that there was much advantage to be gained by any-

body except those engaged in the colour trade and explosives,

unless a great deal more freedom was granted than was
shadowed forth in the memorandmn. It would cei-tainly do
very little good to manufacturing chemists. It was another
example of fair words and foul treatment.

Sir Wm. Ramsay said his only experience of the matter wu.s

in the use of alcohol duty free for educational and scientific

institutions, and there they did not derive as much benefit m
might be supposed, because no one in this country manufac-

tuied absolute alcohol, which was said to be a chemical pro-

duct. He did not suppose they would be allowed to distil ii

themselves from rectified spirit, and their only alternative

was to puKchase it from Germany.

Mr. Grant Hoopee, after congratulating Mr. Tyrer on the

industry and ability he had displayed in this paper, said he

had shown that there was at least the possibility of usuig

undenatured alcohol for manufacturing purposes, and, although

there might at first appear to be great difficulties in the way,

he believed they would be found ultimately to be more apparent

than real. It occui-red to him that if distillers knew there was

a demand for the absolute alcohol to which Sir William Ram-

say had referred, that they would produce it. Though he had

undoubtedly a good case, he thought Mr. Tyrer had a little

magnified tlie difficulties with regai-d to the use of spirit. He

had shown that already about five million gallons of denatured

spirit was used, and though no doubt that cost a little more

than the cheapest possible spirit, it had greatly facilitated many

• operations. With regard to the differential duty, he believtf.l

the object was to secure the home manufacturer, and give him

a slight advantage over the foreigner, if possible. A great step

had been taken in allowing the use of a great many articles

which might be proved to be suitable for denaturing alcohol,

and it was now for the various trades which required such

facilities to put forward their particular circumstances, and

he felt sure no unnecessary difficulties would be put in the

way of their utilising spirit in the way best suited to them.

Mr. Oscar Guttmann desired to emphasise everything Mr.

Tyrer had said as to the absolute necessity of conceding the free

use of alcohol in connection with manufactures, a necessity which

was increasing from day to day. Dr. Silberaad, in his paper on

a former occasion, did not he thought realise how much alcohol

might be used in the manufacture of explosives. The solvent

used in this countiy for smokeless powder was acetone, but a

large portion of that could be replaced by alcohol to great

advantage. It might also be used in another way. At present

they had to erect drying houses to diy the grain powder, and

the new cordite introduced some time ago required double the

quantity of nitro-oellulose, and consequently twice the number

of drying bouses. Now, notwithstanding the greatest care, these

drying houses sometimes caught fire, in most cases burning

quietly, but occasionally you got an explosion, as happened

recently at Woolwich. If they could eliminate the whole process

of drying, as was done elsewhere, by introducing alcohol, which,

combined with part of the water contained in the nitro-cellulose

and was distilled off or pressed out, and what remained was used

as a component of the solvent, forming a mixture with the

acetone, a great source of danger would be got rid of. Nitro-

cellulose, when moistened with alcohol, was much less likely to

go off than when dry. A rough computation would show thai

from half a million to a million gallons of alcohol could be used

annually in drying this material and perhajw twice as much foi-

dissolving. There were many other industries in which unsatis-

factory and dangerous processes cf^uld be trnnsformed into profit-

|

able and safe ones if they were only free to use the most suitable ^

materials.
. , ,

Mr. Millard said he could speak of, the benefits derived trom

the regulation allowing of the exportation of tinctures in b)B')-

i
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but those facilities were not obtained all at once. The Revenue

authorities seemed to be feeling their way and seeing how far it

was safe to go, and he should like to see a round-table conference

between Mr. Tyi'er, Mr. Leah, arid perhaps one or two others,

to devise regulations under which duty-free spirit might be

used generally. He thought it extremely unsatisfactory to in-

sist on an individual application in each case, which led to what

might look like'favouritism. Manufacturers and working men sent

deputations abroad to see how things were done, and he would

suggest that the Board of Inland Revenue .should send a deputa-

tion of its inspectors to Germany to see how various articles were

manufactured in bond ; at any rate, a great step would be gained

if the authorities only grasped how easily facilities were afforded

there in comparison to what they were here. For instance, in

the manufacture of such articles as chloroform and iodoform the

use of alcohol was ab.surdly easy, whilst here the manufacturer

had to use an article which was practically 100 per cent, dearer

than that used by his foreign rival. They were all much in-

debted to Mr. Tyrer for the excellent manner in which he had

mar-shalled his facts.

Dr. SiLBEKA.\D pointed out that although it had been said that

it was of no use to allow alcohol to be used in research unless it

could also be used in manufactures, still, research was necessary

to ascertain what denaturing agents might be safely and ad-

vantageously used, and tlii.s considerably widened the field for

the use of such spirit.

Dr. ScHiDROwiTZ said he could not understand the attitude of

distillers, if, as he gathered, it was antagonistic to this move-

ment. It seemed to him that if duty-free alcohol were allowed

for industrial purposes, the distillers must largely increase their

business. At all events, they were well protected by the differen-

tial duty of 5d. per gallon. If that were not enough, they might

seek fresh sources of supply, and he might refer to a paper

recently read before the Canadian Section, in which it was

shown that starch could be obtained from the cassava root at

one-fifth of the cost of tliat obtained from maize, which was

generally understood to be the cheapest starch for spirit-produc-

ing purposes. There were surely large areas within the British

Empire where this root could be procured and shipped to this

country at very little cost. Potatoes might also be cultivated

to a much larger extent, both in England and Ireland, to the

benefit of the agricultural and other industries, including that of

the distiller.

The Chairman remarked that in England industry got very

little assistance from the State, and what little it did get was

only obtained as the result of great and continuous pressure. It

was very different in Germany, as was shown by the action of

the German Emperor on his last visit to this country, when he

wired over to Berlin, and in a few days one of the chief manu-

facturers of that city was over here with a coniplete collection

of information as to the industrial use.s of alcohol. There was

an exhibition now open in Berlin of the products of the potato,

and over the door appeared the sentence, " Thei-e you see what
there is in the potato." That was a quotation from a speech of

the Emperor William at a spirit exhibition a year or two pre-

viously. In Giermany every effort was made to utilise the pro-

ducts of the soil. At home we talked about bringing men back to

the soil, but the difficulty was to grow something which would

pay. No doubt potatoes could be much more largely grown in

this country than they were, though he thought Mr. Tyrer had
rather under-estimated the quantity ; in 1901 it was over three and

a-half million tons and in 1902 over three millions, though that

was a bad year, the average crop being about 65 tons per

acre, whereas in the former year it was" six tons. More potatoes

could be grown if they could be converted into alcohol, and
in time of war they would be available, if necessary, for food.

He had a table before him showing the enormous production of

alcohol in various countries, Germany being at the top with
nearly 23 million gallons of 100 per cent, alcohol, and Russia
second ; then came Austria with 6^ millions and France with 5^
millions. On© objection always raised by the authorities, that

if facilities were given there would be frauds on the Revenue, be
believed, was much exaggerated. Such frauds w'ere easily detected,

and were comparatively small in amount. He found that in

Germany, where there were such great facilities, in 1901-2 there

were only eighty-four persons convicted, and the amount of the

fines was only £2,307. It was no doubt a great advantage to

be able to u.se alcohol free for scientific purposes, and it seemed ex-

traordinary that no one in- this country jiroduced absolute alcohol

with that object. He should think there was a good opening for

some one who would go into that business. AVhen he was a

student in Germany lie did not remember that the students ever

made impoper use of the alcohol in the laboratory
;
they pre-

ferred to take it in a weaker form outside. With regard to ex-

plosives, it was quite true that alcohol could be advantageously

used much more largely than Mr. Guttmann had suggested. It

was twenty years since he started the present (method of making
smokeless powder, and used alcohol in the process ; but though
he used methylated spirit, which was not the most suitable, it

was too expensive for general use. Next year the French
Government took it up and used it for military -[jurposes, and
recently our own Government had done the same. In fact, he
believed it was with the idea of using alcohol for explosives that

the recent facilities had been granted.

Mr. Tyeeh, in reply, said the subject was so vast that it could

not be adequately dealt with, even in two hours, but he had
found such an amount of ignorance on the part of persons who
ought to have known the facts, and could easily have discovered

them if they had wished, that it occurred to him to give as com-
plete a resume as he could of the whole matter, so that there

should be no longer any excuse for misapprehension. He felt

certain that Dr. Squire could easily, if required, arrange a
method of improving existing arrangements consistently to every
condition imposed for the pui-poses of revemie. The great
desideratum was to shorten the process of distillation, and make
it continuous instead of intermittent. He was glad the Chairman
had referred to the incident attending the German Emperor's
visit, which he remembered reading at the time in a German
paper.

The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Tyrer, which
was earned unanimously.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.

VISIT TO ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

Friday, February 17, 1903. By invitation of Mr. Edmund
White, pharmaceutist to the hospital, and an old student of the

School of Pharmacy, the members of the Association visited

the dispensary, pharmaceutical laboratory, and other parts of

St. Thomas's Hospital. The party numbered about fifty, and
included Professor Greenish and Mr. Humphrey, in addition to

the demonstrators and students at the School. On arrival at

the hospital, tea was served in one of the committee rooms,
hung round with numerous portraits and engravings of various

distinguished people connected with the lio.spital in the pa.st.

The company then proceeded to the dispensary and pharma-
ceutical laboratory, where much interest wafS shown in the

various power-machineis. An illustrated description of the

department will be published in a later issue of the Journjd.

The students were afterwards shown the newly built X-Ray
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depaitnient, where a demoostratioii of the Finsen light and ol

the radio u-iaphic apparatus was given. The visit concluded
with an inspection of the new casualty department, in which
is another small dispensary. Mr. Wallis expressed to Mr.
White the thanks of the students for the very interesting and
enjoyable evenino- which they Iwd .spent, and for Mr. White's
kindnes-s in entertaining hi.s visitors and conducting them over
the building.

NORTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Friday, February 27, 1903. Owing to the indisposition of the

President (Mr. W. D. Mayger), Mr. E. C. Ashfobd presided

over a small attendance of members, consisting of Messrs.

Adams, F. C. Ashford, Lucas, Ingle, Gallimore, Gatehouse,

and Rolfe, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. Cowdery.
.There was a long discussion on the report of the Poisons

Committee, various opinions being freely expressed, but no
resolution proposed.

Mr. F. C. AsHroRD paid a high tribute of praise on the

action of Mr. Walter Hills, and the ability with which his

minority report was drawn up, and moved that a hearty vote

of thanks be sent to that gentlemaft for his fearless defence

of the chemist and his endeavours to safeguard their interests.

This was seconded by Mr. Ingle and carried unanimously,

and the Secretary was asked to communicate it to Mr. HUls.

GLASGOW ND WEST OF SCOTLAND CHEMISTS'

TRADE ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.

Tlmirsday, February 19, 1903, at 94, West Regent Street,

Glasgow, Mr. J. W. Sutherland (Chainnan) presiding.

As briefly reported last week, the Chairman spoke of the

Work of the Association and the Recent P.A.T.A.

Conference.

The Association, he said, had done a great deal of work since

the lasit general meeiting of the Association six months ago.

The Committee had' held seven different meeitings, and, in

addition, had sent delegates to the Conference in London, and,

alluding to tbe Conference, he would only say that it appeared

to all the delegates to be a most -successful one, and went to

show that the enthujsiasm that originated some two years

back had now spread over the whole country. He had heard

it said that phannaoists were very -bad Irasiness men, but if

those who said that had been present at that Conference

they would hare modified their opinion after seeing the

excellent way in which the business was conducted. There waa
no difficulty in getting men to speak, and tlie speeches were
admirable—^clear, dis^jnct, and pointed, asking for what they

wanted without any liedging wliatever. He thought, too, tbe.y

might congratulate themselves \ipon the results of the Con-

ference. He believed that the resolutions agreed to by the

Conference had had considerable influence upon the manu-
facturers and the proprieitors of proprietaries. A great many
proprietors had come into line with the P.A.T.A. since that

meeting was held in London. He was sorry to say that in

some cases manufacturers had not seen their way to agree

to the proposals submitted by the P.A.T.A., but yet great

number had made a commencement, and this month saw them

with the largest nuniber yet recorded on their list. Then, in

other cases, certain manufaoturers were willing to adlopt a
limiitod scheme of protection, and with these the Committee
of the Glasgow and Wesit of Scotland' Associiution were now in

negotiation. Their Committee would have preferiied full pro-

tection, but they accepted a limited scheme of protection rather

tlian nothing ajt all. Private arrangements were not vSatisfac-

tory, land they noped to have an arrangement whioh would be
binding on the whole country; but, as be said, their Com-
mittee had considered it better to accept a private arrangement

than nothing at all. Seven or eight manufacturers of well-

known articles in 'diiily request had agreed to a sclieme of

prices they had fixed, which they wanted the members to

adhere to. He thought they should adopt in a general way
a resolution thanking those houses who wei-e willing to protect

prices for the retail trade for considering the matter. In some
oases firms were not willing to concede anything at all, and

there was all the more reason, therefore, why they should

acknowledgft the concessions that bad been offered. Soon after

the Conference held in London, a certainbody of manufacturers,

supposed to conisist ohiefly of American bouses, made up their

minds to combine together for their own protection, which

meant 'the non-existence of pharmacists, because they simply

took uip the posiition of selling to anyone 'that liked to handle

their goods. That was a most unsatisfactory position to take

up. It was absolute folly for chemists as a body to quietly

hand out proprietaries on which there was no profit whatever.

Meanwhile, other manufacturers wei'e considering the whole

question, and the Executive hoped ait an early date to have

a scheme of protection from some of these firms. Mr. Suther-

land then alluded to the

Position of Affairs in Glasgow

as regards the " cutting " of certain proprietary articles included

in the list jji-epared by the local association, two years ago, on

whioh it was then agreed that cei-tain protective prices should

be charged. Up till qaite recently the arrangement made in

Glasgow was loyally adhered to. Lately reports had from

time to time been received by the Committee staiing facts

-ndth regard to " cutting "—certain fii-ms, it was reported, were
" cutting " oertam goods. A strict investigation was made

by the Committee, with the result i hat in a good many eases

the reports were found ti> be true. They had found that

in man.y oases in Glasgow proprietaiy articles were selling

below the prices agi'eed upon in the lists issued by the Asso-

oiiattion. In view of thait. fact, the Committee had considered

the whole question very carefully, and, looking to tlie injustice

that was being done those who had loyally adhered to the

Association's list, they had, very reluctantly, decided to\bring

before the members of the Association the question whether

they shovild not be allowed a certain aimount of freedom with

regard to certain goods which they bad not liad before since

the local list was drawn vip. He mig'nt mention that as the

result of the sitate of affairs tbev now had to acknowledge

that certain firms had given forirtal notice to the Committee

that they meant to isme new price-li.sit.s to meet the " cutting
"

that was going on, and only delayed taJiing action till the result

of that night's meeting was known. His ovm suggestion of a

possible solution of the dlifficulty was that the Association

might agree to a limited number of articles—^say, the principsl

articles in more commion use—on which the members might be

allowed freedom of action. It would be better to agree to an

arrangement of that kind than slaughter the whole of the

articles in the list. If thej- did not adopt some such proposal

as he suggested, they would probablv have to face the fact- of

certain firms withdrawing fi'om the Association. He did not

think the " cutting " was going to harass them much. The

Glasgow Association bad been the means of oonsolidating the
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trade tlirougliout the country, and if the combined associa-

tions could not manage to bring influence and pressure to beai-

upon the manufa<sturers now, he tbought the manufactiirers

would very shortly come to solicit the help of the cheanists.

Mr. Sutherland then stated that the Association had had

before it the question of

Shortening the Hours of Chemists

in Glasgow, but the Committee had not been able to tackle that

subject yet. That subject was an impoi-taiit one, and must be

tackled at an early date. Life was not worth living if they

could not live without having to stand behind their coimters

tiU ten or eleven o'clock at night. Every other man in business

had some time for relaxation, except the poor druggist, who was
made a football of, and hustled from piUar to post every day

of the week, including Sunday. It was tinie they were assert-

ing their mamliood, and taking upon themselves the responsi-

bility of men, taking -a reasonable view of things, and refu-sing

«o submit any longer to this luisatisfactory state of affairs.

The power was in their own hands. There was another pharma-
ceutioal question that was threatening their very existence, as

regards havuig any protection, of which they would probably

heao- eoiough in the next two or three weeks. He would
strongly advise every one of them when ey got their

Pharmaceutical Journal on. the following d to read very

carefully the report, and the aa'ticles dealing witu the report,

submitted to Parliament for an extension of the Poisons

Schedule. It would open their eyes. After reading that

report he would advise them to very carefully consider what it

meant to them, and, as voters, use their influence and position

to try and defea^ the dangers with which they were threatened

in that report.

Discussion.

The meeting afterwards discussed at considstf-able length

the suggestion of Mr. Sutheriamd to meet the "cutting"
movement that had recently been sprung upon the trade in

Glasgow, by issuing a selected number of articles from the
local protected list, on which might be allowed freedom of

action to cut the prices if they so chose. Several of the members
were in favour of slaughtering the local list in its entirety

—

gr\-ing freedom of action in regard to all the prices in the

Glasgow Association's list, but retaining the P.A.T.A. list

intact. Those who took this view of the situation asserted

thait to issue a reatriot'ed list giving the members power to

"cut" certain articles would be only averting the evil day.

On the other hand, again, there was a strong feeling that Mr.
Sutherland's proposal ought to be adopted, and this view was
ultimately agreed to unanimously, and tlie Executive Committee
were given plenary powers to select the articles on which
freedom of action is to be allowed the piembers.

In the course of the discussion it was mentioned that there

was no cutting in the Crossbill district, and that to reduce prices

again after fixing them was but stultifying themselves in the

eyes of the public.

It was mentioned, also, that in otlier parts of the country the
progressive action of the Glasgow Association had been watched
from its infancy, and that other districts looked to Glasgow to

maintain the prices on proprietary articles all along the line.

Complaint was made, too, that they were face to face with in-

creased rental, increased taxation, and increased salaries for

assistants. Some chemists were now selling certain articles

below cost prices. This was a foolish policy. They should
assert themselves to a certain point, and that point .should be to

have a profit on the goods they handled.

The proposal to give the Committee power to select the
articles on which freedom of action ds to be allowed, and which,
as stated above, was unanimously accepted, came from Mr.

Moir, who was cordially supported by Mr. Currie, Mr. Laimbie,

Mr. McMillan, and others

At the close of the discussion

The Chairman referred to the forthcoming elections for the

Pharmaceutical Council, and stated that there was a strong

desire to get another Scottish member on the Council. They

had a gentleman in Glasgow who was willing to stand, and he

appealed to the members to give hiiu their support, and so secure

another member on the Council from the West of Scotland

district.

This concluded the business. It had been arranged that the

monthly meeting of tlie Glasgow and West of Scotland Pharma-

ceutical Association should have followed the Ciiemists' Trade

Association meeting, but, owing to the lateneiss of the hoxir, the

pharmaceutical meeting was postponed.

LREDS CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.
/

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, March 3, 1903, at the Church Institute, the Pbesi-

DEiiT, Mr. F. W. Branson, in the chair.

Int rviews with Members of Parliament.

The Chairman reported the jjrogress which had been made
with the interviewing of members of Parliament on the subject

of the draft Pharmacy Bill, which had been resolved upon at

the last previous meeting. He stated that the Hon. Secretaiy

and he had had a long interview with Mr. Barran, one of the

members for Leeds. Whilst Mr. Barran was not entirely con-

verted to their views, he went a very long way with them. The
other local members of Parliament had been communicated with,

and he thought that, as they were all very accessible and were

quite equal to grasping such matters as appeared in the Phai--

macy Bill, the Committee would be able to do good work and

achieve some satisfactory results.

The evening was chiefly devoted to

Demonstrations of Apparatus.

The President introduced an improved ureometer, which he

has devised in consequence of the necessity 'having fallen upon
him to get more delicate estimations than the ordinary, and

which gives about four times the delicacy of the ordinary instru-

ments. Mr. Gough exhibited and explained a suppository press

made by Mr. Hearder, of Plymouth, and lent by Professor

Greenish. The press makes veiy evenly- divided and uniform

suppositories in the cold. Mr. Sudworth (Messrs. Sudworth
and Co., of Nottingham) displayed that firm's new tablet-making

machine to be worked by power, and, in addition to the experi-

mental making of tablets, took the machine to pieces to explain

its construction in detail. It is a rotary machine which is quite

new on the market. Only one movement is needed to determine

the weight and compression of tablets, and the demonstration

seemed to support Mr. Sudworth's claim that the machine is ex-

ceptionally clean in working. A smaller tablet machine, easily

adjusted to any counter, and worked by hand, was shown by
Mr. Leonard Salter, of Sunderland, as North of England agent
for Messrs. Allen and Hanbui-ys, Limited. Tliis is the " Duplex,"
which Mr. Salter stated turns out tablets of perfectly even size

at the rate of 150 a minute.

The members took a keen inierest in the exhibits, and ques-

tioned the demonstrators at some length, and at- the end of the

proceedings the President expressed the thanks of the Society

to those who had presented the exhibits.
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LIVERPOOL CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Thursday, February 26, 1903, at the Liverpool Royal Institu-

tion, Colquitt Street, the President, Mr. E. C. Cowley, in the

chair.

Messrs. E. T. Lewis and J. Clarkson were elected members.

A discussion on what had taken place during the hearing of

the " hot-water bottle " case was participated in by several mem-

bers, including Messrs. Kay, Dyke, Dutton, Wokes, and Symes,

the latter remarking that it was just such a case as the Chemists'

Defence Association was intended to defend, and that it was un-

fortunate that Mr. Last was not a member of that useful

organisation.—It wa.s decided to assist Mr. Last in bringing his

case to the notice of the trade, and in getting it carried to higher

courts.—The receipt of a circular from the West Riding Federa-

tion of Chemists' Associations, referring to the candidature of

Mr. R. C. Walshaw for the next Council election of the Pharma-

ceutioi*! Society, was acknowledged.—Dr. Stmes afterwards gave

a lucid explanation of the work of the Poisons Committee, criti-

cising freely the two reports, and indicating the weak spots in

that of the majority, following which there was a general

discussion.

The President, Mr. Cowlej', then proceeded to read a paper

by himself and Mr. Catford on the

The Preparation of Medicated Soaps at the

Dispensing Counter

which he illustrated practically by turning out a batch of soap.

Mr. Cowley said : It is questionable if a medicated soap is

of any remedial value owmg to the short period of time it can

remain in contact with the skin ; still it appears to be the cor-

rect tiling to order .soaps containing a medicament, but whether

it is through any faith in their virtue or a desire on the part of

the dermatologist to gratify his patients it would be difficult

to say.

For several years the market has been flooded with medicated

soaps of different manufacturers, each receiving a certain

amount of support from medical men, thus making it necessary

on the part of the dispensing chemist to sink capital in stock

that might be more profitably employed had he a simple way of

extemporising the article ordered as he does a mixture ora batch

of pills.

In this paper, which is meant to accompany a practical de-

monstration on preparing medicated soaps, it is not proposed to

enter into the technicalities of soap-boiling, but merely to touch

upon a few of the important points necessary to explain the

demonstration, and to that end the following definitions and
explanations are important :

—

A fat is a combination of glycerin with one or more fatty

acids. All commercial fats are mixtures, in other words, they

are esters of glycerol.

A wax is a compound of a mono-hydric alcohol with an organic

acid. It will be observed from these definitions that both fats

and waxes may exist in either a solid or a liquid state, for

example, Japan wax is a fat, sperm oil is a wax.

A soap is an alkaline salt of one or several of the higher fatty

acids.

The saponification number of a fat or wax is the number of

milligrammes of caustic potash required to saponify 1 Gm. of

the fat or wax. Strictly speaking, the saponification number is

the sum of the acid and ether numbers ; their determination is

described in the Pharmacopoeia under beeswax, and they fur-

nish very valuable data in ascertaining the purity of fats and
waxes. To determine these factors for fats, it is not, however,

necessary to provide quite so elaborate an arrangement as

described in the Pharmacopoeia. For the purpose of soap-

making it is only necessary to determine the saponification

number, or this can be found by reference to the published
literature on the subject. In the event of books of reference not
being at hand, the following saponification numbers will prove
useful :

—

Linseed Oil 187-6
Maize Oil 188-189
Cottonseed Oil 191-196
Sesame Oil 188-190
Rape Oil 170-178
Castor Oil 178-181
Almond Oil 187-195
Apricot Kernel Oil 192-193
ArachisOil 189-194
Olive Oil 189-192

Palm Oil 202
Coco nut Oil 253-257
Lard 195-196
Beef Tallow 195-7-200
Sperm Oil 123-147
Spermaceti 108-128
Beeswax 95-107
Carnauba Wax 93-95
Chinese Was 63
Japan Wax 220-222

The neutrality of a soap can only be satisfactorily ascertained

by applying a solution of phenol-phthalein in strong alcohol to

the freshly-cut surface of the soap, for by dissolving it in water

some of the alkalies are set free
; indeed, the cleansing properties

of soaps are entirely due to this. It, therefore, does not follow

that the corrosive action of a soap on the skin is due to its

alkalinity. The soaps made from some fats are more easily

dissociated than others ; marine soap made from coconut oil is

an example of ons that is very easily dissociated ; hence the

practice of introducing a certain amount of this fat into some
of the more expensive household soaps so that a lather may be

obtained in even comparatively hard waters easily, but the

action on delicate skins is disastrous, and certain forms of skin

diseases are said to arise from their use.

Fats can be easily saponified by aqueous solutions of alkalies

;

to saponify waxes an alcoholic solution must be used ; the pro-

ducts of saponification are hard if soda be used, soft in the case

of potash. In making soft soaps and the so-called " hydrated

soaps" the glycerin is retained ; it is eliminated by salting out

in making curd, mottled, and yellow soaps.

Superfatted soaps are those into which an extra quantity of

fats are worked in along with the perfumes or (jther additions.

For the extemporaneous preparation of soap it is evident that

the elimination of the glycerin is impracticable, indeed for a

medicated soap the presence of the glycerin is no disadvantage.

It, however, requires the use of exact weights of refined fats and

caustic alkali. The addition of alcohol hastens saponification,

and at the same time may be made the means of introducing

the greater number of the medicaments ordered ; others can be

introduced with the caustic alkali if soluble in water and in-

soluble in the alcohol. The bulk of the alcohol goes off if the

soap is left in a warm place for a little time. The product is,

however, somewhat wasteful, but this may be corrected to a

great extent by the addition of some wax.

A mixture of lard and wax had a saponification number of

150. It is evident that if this be calculated to represent the

equivalent of caustic soda, and if a somewhat smaller quantity is

used the finished article will be superfatted. Fifty-seven Gm.

of the mixture previously melted together was put into a vessel

on a water bath, and when liquefied, 6 Gm. of soda dissolved in

the smallest possible quantity of water and mixed with 30 C.c.

of 90 per cent, alcohol was added, then rapidly stirred until the

mixture was quite fluid. It must be quickly tran-sferred to the

mould as it sets rapidly. After leaving the soap in a warm

place for two hours it weighed 90-4 Gms. This can be used

as a basis for calculating the percentage of medicament,

which, of course, will be only approximate. Absolute accuracy

in unnecessary, and under the most favourable circumstances

can hardly be attained. On a number of experiments the loss

was about 10 per cent.

A working formula which may be used as a basjs for further

experiment is as follows :
—

•
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Lard 100 Gm.
Yellow beeswax 19'2 Gm.
Pure caustic soda 15 Gm.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) 60 Co.

One per cent. Medicament on this quantity = 1-8 Gm,

Melt the lard and the wax together ; dissolve the soda in the

smallest possible quantity of water and mix it with the alcohol

;

let the alcoholic soda stand on a water bath in a vessel with a

funnel in the neck until it is of the same temperature as the

fat, then mix them together and stir until quite clear
;
pour

into the mould while fluid.

It is important that the wax be free from paraffin, which may
be ascertained by warming it in a small flask with alcoholic

potash, having a funnel in the neck of the flask to prevent

undue evaporation. A pure wax should be perfectly dissolved

within half-an-hour.

At the conclusion of the paper, a vote of thanks was accorded

the authors, on the proposition of Dr. Stmes, seconded by Mr.

Stooedaxe.

The annual dinner of the Association is fixed for Thursday

next, March 12, at the Hotel St. Gteorge. Tickets may be ob-

tained from members of the Council or Mr. G. R. Tharratt, 55,

Myrtle Street, Liverpool.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, February 26, 1903, at 73, Nevnnan Street, Lon-

don, W., Mr. A. Laxreille, President, in the chair.

There was not a large attendance, probably on account of

the inclemency of the weather, but those members were well

repaid who attended to hear Mr. Thomas Maben's lecture on

American Business Methods: Some Typical Pharmacies and
Pharmacists.

Mr. Maben stated that the title of his lecture was some-

what general, but the selection was intentional as providing

more freedom to himself and more interest to his audience.

Having briefly referred to the pleasures of an. ocean voyage,

he commenced by showing some pictures of New York by
means of an excellent lantern. Among the first was a ground

plan of the city, on which he pointed out the principal

streets, the situation of some of the principal pharmacies,

and the business section. The New York thirty-storey build-

ings were described ; also the method of erecting them. Mr.

Maben then referred to the elevated railway and the tramcar

system, and went on to speak of the New York Drug Club (see

p. 349 et seq.). Pictures of several notfible New York pharmacies

were next shown, and a number of views illustrating the

manufacture of tablet triturates and compressed tablets. Com-
pressing machinery having the combined capacity of pro-

ducing many millions of tablets per day were also shown, as

well as sugar-coating pans and a slide showing the result of

one day's work in the factory of ^Messrs. Parke, Davis and
Co., where every day in the year 2^ tons of tablets are made.

Pill machinery was next shown and the method described

by which a uniform coating of gelatin is obtained without any

pinholes. The manufacture of suppositories, for the improve-

ment of which American pharmacists have done much, was
referred to and illustrations of machinery for cold compres-

sion were shown. Mr. Maben then gave some particulars of

Chicago and showed slides tracing its history from the year

1800, when the site now occupied by the city was a swamp,
to its present magnificence. He also exhibited photographs
of many of the most prominent American and Canadian phar-

macists. The substance of the lecture is printed at page 349.

The President moved that a hearty vote of thanks be

accorded to Mr. Maben for his most entertaining lecture.

This was seconded by Mr. Garsed, supported by Mr. Peter
MacEwak, and carried with acclamation.

Mr. Mjlben briefly replied.

Presentation of a Lantern.

Mr. H. HiCKET said that on behalf of Messrs. Parke, Davis

and Co. he had great pleasure in presenting to the Associa-

tion the lantern which had been used that evening to project

the pictures illustrating Mr. Maben's lecture. He hoped it

would be a source of amusement and also a means of ad-

vancing science at the meetings of the Association.

The President said the lecture that evening, following so

close upon Mr. Howie's lecture, showed what a great boon

a lantern was to the Association. He proposed that a very

hearty -vote of thanks be accorded to Messrs. Parke, Davis

and Co. for their kind present.

Mr. Britton seconded, and the motion was carried "vrith

enthusiasm.

The proceedings then terminated.

BARNSLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.
Thursday, February 26, 1903, at the Royal Hotel, Bamsley.

A discussion on the report of the Poisons Committee took

place. The recommendation that a third part should be added

to the Schedule was strongly condemned, ilso the manner in

which the evidence before the Committee had been prepared

by Mr. Dobbs and his society. An emergency committee was
formed, composed of Messrs. Tomlin, Billington, and Rigby,

to wait upon the member of Parliament for Barnsley division

should there be any likelihood of new legislation.

A circular was read from the Secretary of the Federation of

West Riding Chemists' Associations, asking for the support

of the Barnsley Association in regard to the candidature of

Mr. Walshaw for a seat on the Pharmaceutical Council. Mr.

Walshaw's election address was also read, and, after some dis-

cussion, it was unanimously agreed to support him. The
Secretary was instructed to invite Mr. Walshaw to address

the Bamsley Association at the next meeting.

Invitations to the Bradford and Wakefield dinners were

read. Mr. E. Nash for Bradford and Mr. H. B. Billington for

Wakefield were chosen to represent Bamsley Associaition.

Afterwards, Mr. H. B. Billington gave a much appreciated

and interesting address on " The True Science of Living."

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, February 25, 1903, in the Pharmaceutical

Society's House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. J. Plendee-

leith. President, in the chair.

A lecture, illustrated by lantern views of Lochs Doon and

Finlaa and the surrounding country, was delivered on

Haunts of the Drosera,

by Mr. Peter Boa. He said this was not to be taken as a

scientific, contribution, but was rather suggested by some

holiday experiences. He had taken interest in the Drosera

for many years, and had seen them growing on the Border

moors and in the remote moorland districts of Galloway and

Ayrshire, where his search for another sort of flycatcher

—

viz., trout—occasionally took him. The moist, mild climate

of Galloway and Ayrshire was specially favourable to the

growth of the Drosera, and the moors there were full of the

damp mossy ground which the plants liked. The round-

leaved Drosera rotundifoUa was very common, but the long-

leaved Drosera anglica was much less frequent. The latter

required a somewhat different site. It had larger roots and
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liked somewhat firmer ground where it could get a grip, as

its larger semi-erect leaves and longer flower stalk with larger

flower required considerable support. Round tiie edge of a

moorland loch where the peat stops a few yards from the

water and the intervening ground approximates to grass-land

was its favourite place. It got sufficient moisture from the

spray of the breaking wavelets and root-hold in the compact

ground. He had found Lobelia dortmanni growing in the looh

and Drosera anglica on the margin within a few yards of

each other. Loch Doon, in Ayrshire, w¥s 7^ miles long and

from a half to one mile wide, and 700 feet above set level.

Towards the head of the loch and on the north-western shores

of Lochs Derclach and Finlas, about 150 feet higher, Drosera

anglica grew in great plenty and luxuriance. He had not

seen it in such perfection elsewhere. As it is more common
in Scotland than in England or Ireland, it should be called

D. scotica. Droseras seemed undoubtedly to derive nourish-

ment from the captured flies, for the plants showed greater

vigour than others growing under the same conditions, but

without any fly-catching powers.

A cordial vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Boa, on the

motion of the Chairman.
Mr. Kelly, Hon. Secretary, submitted communications

from Mr. Pickering, and also from Messrs. Walshaw and
Broadhead, in connection with the election of the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society. On his suggestion the following

resolution was unanimously agreed to :
—

" The Association, while recommending members having
votes to consider carefully the claims of all candidates,
deem it inexpedient to express any opinion beyond saying
that they highly appreciate the services rendered for so

many years by Mr. Storrar, and trust he may again be
returned as a member of Council, and also that it is ur-

gently necessary that a second member of Council from
Scotland should be returned."

The meeting then closed.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Thursday, February 26, 1903, at Wynne's Cafe, Leicester,

the President, Mr. J. A. Butler in the chair.

Anoual Report.

The annual report was read and showed that, as a

result of the Committee's frequent deliberations, benefits

of a substantial character had been gained by the

whole trade. The membership of the Association had

been well maintained and a greater interest in pharma-

ceutical politics evinc^.d. The annual dinner, held in Novem-
ber, was a great success, and was attended by the largest

number on record suice the formation of the present Associa-

tion. The report was adopted.

Messrs. Hampton, Btjtler, and Hind gave very interesting

accounts of their visit to the P.A.T.A. Convention, and spoke

very hopefully of the ultimate good ^s a restdt of such gather-

ings.

Election of Officers.

Mr. Gr. J. B. Woolley was elected President for ensuing year,

with Messrs. J. A. Butler, Cleaver, and Handley (Loughboro')

as Vice-Presidents ; F. W. Goodess and A. D. Hearnshaw,

co-Secretaries ; G. Marfitt, Treasurer.

Messrs. Clear, Hind, Rowe, Thirlby, Ward, and Hampton
were chosen to act as Committee.

The general business having been disposed of, there was a

discussion regarding the Poisons Committee report, Messrs.

Handley, Harrison, Rowe, Dobson, Charles, and Btjtleb

taking part, the following resolution being carried with but
one dissentient :

—

" That this meeting of the Leicester and Leicestershire
Chemists' Association expresses concurrence with the
minority report of Mr. Walter Hills, and pledges itself

to assivst the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society in its

efforts to prevent the repeal of the essential principle of

the Pharmacy Act—namely, that the safety of the public
lies in the technical training of the vendor of poisons."

The Association decided to become affiliated with the Federa-

tion of Chemists' Associations.

WAKEFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, March 3, 1903, Mr. W. Pollard, President, in

the chair.

Mr. Pollard read an interesting paper on
Leaves.

He pointed out that the green leaf was the most important

and significant fact in organic nature, inasmuch as all life,

animal or vegetable, based itself in the last resort upon the

green leaf alone. In the green leaf were laid up originally all

the manifold materials which produced every part of every

animal or vegetable form of life. Storing up for us from dead

inorganic matter the green leaf was the universal provider

and prime manufacturer of organic life in all its phases. Every
tiny blade of grass became interesting to us when we remem-

bered that it was a marvellous, though minute, laboratory of

nature, in which intricate chemical changes were carried on.

He alluded to the important physiological processes in which

the chlorophyll of the leaf plays a part.

At the close of the lecture, which was well received, a hearty

vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Pollard.

EDINBURGH PHARMACY ATHLETIC CLUB.

LANTERN LECTURE.
Thursday, February 26, 1903, in the Pharmaceutical

Society's House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. Petkb Boa

in the chair.

Dr. W. Inglis Claek, Honorary President of the Club,

delivered a most interesting lecture, illustrated 'by upwards of

one hundred exquisitely beautiful photographic slides, on

Personal Incidents while Mountaineering.

Dr. Clark is a member of the Alpine Club and Honorary

Secretary of the Scottish Mountaineering Club, and in his

introductory remarks dwelt on the dangers and delights of

and the equipment and training necessary for his favourite

pastime. He then illustrated his topic by views taken in

Scotland, pointing out that one of the finest practising

grounds in the whole kingdom was the Salisbury Crags, within

the Edinbm'gh city boundaries. He then took his audience

to the West and North of Scotland, including summer and

winter ascents of Ben Nevis, where the ice conditions were

shown to be most interesting and beautiful, and hot equalled

anywhere in Europe. The company were then transported to

the Tyrol and Switzerland, where many exciting adventures

were encountered, and the expedition concluded with the life

history of a glacier from the summit to the ice cave and an

ascent of Mont Blanc.

The Chaieiian, in moving a vote of tlianks, highly com-

mended the objects of the Atliletic dub. It had many

branches, and, after the racy and deeply interesting lecfcuie

of their Honorary President, he would expect to find monm-

taineering added to their list.

The vote of thanks was passed with acclamation, and, on the

motion of Mr. J. P. Gibb, President, a similar vote of thanks

was awarded to the Chairman.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.

Friday, February 27, 1903. Dr. Adolf Liebiiaxm gave a

discourse on

Perfumes: Natural and Artificial.

Perfumes have been used in all countries where cultured civi-

lisation has prevaikd, partly because of their pleasant fragrancy

and partly from a general belief in their medicinal properties.

The Chinese and the Hindoos attained great proficiency in the

arts of fermentation and distillation. The documents of the

ancient Persians show that they were acquainted with turpen-

tine, vegetable perfumes, and distilled oils. The Greeks are

known to have obtained valuable aromatic substances, and the

rise of Roman power opened up new and extensive markets for

ointments, balsams, incense, and perfumes. Dry distillation

was a process known to have been u.sed in the eighth century,

and in the fifteenth century the distillation of the volatile oils

from lavender and rosemary was being carried on in the south-

west of France. In 1725 the " original ' Johanu Maria Farina

introduced eau de Cologne, which is still prepared according to

the original recipe. Nowadayts the streets of Cologne are iull

of those who claim to have inherited the mantle of Farina.

From a book published in 1728 it appears that essential oils

were known to consist of two factors, " a coarse resinous body

insoluble in water, and an ethereal substance, possibly gaseous."

Since then, through the brilliant researches of a number of

workers, prominent among whom were Cavendish. Priestley,

Lavoisier, and, later, Tilden, Shenstone, and Armstrong, our

knowledge of terpenes and other chemical constituents of the

volatile oils has wonderfully increased. There axe three main

processes for the preparation of perfumes:—(1) By extracting

the soluble constituents with eome general solvent, and after-

wards separating the oil itself by treatment with alcohol, which

leaves the fat behind. (2) Distillation with st«am. (3) Solu-

tion in acetone or other low-boiling liquid followed by evapora-

tion of the solvent. The second is the process most generally

employed. After suitable preparation of the raw material, dis-

tillation is proceeded with in a current of high-pressure eteam,

superheated steam, or with water. The condensed product is

separated by means of a separating funnel from water or other

distilled liquids. The oil obtained is distilled in vacuo to effect

purification.

Substances may have smells nearly identical and utterly

different chemical composition. As examples may be instanced

benzaldehyde and nitro-benzene. also natural and artificial

musk. All classes of organic compounds contribute to the pre-

paration of perfumes—hydrocarbons, alcohols, ketones, alde-

hydes, acids, esters, and so on, both of the " open-chain " and
" closed-chain " series. Gferaniol, an olefinic alcohol, has the

property of greatly improving the fragrance of a distillate from

mignonette or hyacinth to which the geraniol ha.s been added
before distillation. lonone—artificial violet—'is a ketone having
the formula CjgHjoO. Manufacturers of such artificial perfumes
have had great difficulties to contend with, principally the un-

reasoning prejudice on the part of the public. Dr. Liebmann.
however, is convinced that the synthetic products will continue

to gain favour, and is a firm believer in the possibilities of the

industry.

In the library, Messrs. Hearon, Squire and Francis, Ltd., by
request, gave a very interesting exhibit of fine and rare drugs,

including civet, otto of rose, musk jxkIs, orris root, benzoins,

specimens of aloes, strophanthus, vanilla, opium, flies in amber,
crystals of bismuth, nutmeg and mace, cacao fruits, clove plant.

I

Messrs. Stafford, Allen and Sons. Limited, had a good exhibit

1
of essential oils.

PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING,

Wednesday, February 25, 1903. Mr. Watson Baker gave a
demonstration and lecture on

X-Rays and High Tension Currents.

Many excellent slides were shown by means of the oxy-hydro-
gen lantern. The lecturer dealt with the work of Professor
Crookes, and said doubtless the experiments which he had made
previous to the actual discovery of the rays by Professor Ront-
gen were the means of that discovery being made. Further, in

dealing with its practical application in the location of foreign
bodies in the human system, much trouble and unnecessary
suffering would be avoided if surgeons would make a point of

utilising the services of X-Rays before making an incLsion, as
there was no practical reliance to be placed upon the word of

the patient in such cases, owing to the fact that nine times out
of ten the foreign body was situated higher or lower than the
spot indicated by the patient, and by their use the surgeon was
enabled to make one incision instead of two, and the patient
was relieved more si>6edily. Another interesting slide shown
was that of a dust picture, but the exposure took eight years. In
dealing with high tension currents as api>licable to the treat-

ment of disease, the lecturer said that where mains were avail-

able, it was necessary to introduce a transformer in order to

lower the voltage. It was of great practical value in treatment
of rheumatism and nervous diseases, immediate relief being ex-

perienced in nearly every case.

At the close of the lecture a vote of thanks was proposed
to the lecturer and his assistants for their interesting lecture

and entertaining demonstrations by Mr. Goodall, who also

begged leave to add that he was pleased to see the Association

was taking, up what he had always advocated—namely, the

admission of ladies. This was seconded by Mr. H. T. Samuel,
and carried with acclamation.

The Chaieman of the Council, Mr. W. Duff, hopedl all mem-
bers would remember the smoking concert on March 11 at

Stone's Restaurant, Ludgate Circus, and woiild take tickets for

themselves and friends, and turn up in strong force. The Presi-

dent of the Association, T. H. W. Idris, Esq., J.P., L.O.C.,

had kindly consented to take the chair, and had written saying

how sorry he was not to have been present that evening, but

he had to be in Liverpool. Tickets for smoking concert may be

had of H. T. Samuel, " Ravenscoiu't," Wilton Road, Muswell
HUl, or H. H. [Hewitt, Holborn District Dispensary, Clerken-

well Road, E.C.

CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' SOCIETY OF
IRELAND.

ANNUAL SOCIAL REUNION.

AVednesday, February 25, 1903, in the Assembly Hall, May
Street, Belfast. After tea the chair was taken by Mr. William
DoiG, who said he was very glad to see so many present and
especially so manj young people. That gave him hopes that

there would be great possibilities in the future. When he

thought of the advantages they had now he considered that

young men had many things to be thankful for. When they

thought of the men that had risen, it gave them something to

look forward to. After an exhibition of animated pictures by

Mr. A. R. Hogg, a number of musical items was given, and

a vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulue
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to ihe "Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Phenol-phthalein (A. S.—86/7).—It should never be used as
an indicator in such cases.

Canada (G. L. R.—86/3).—Write to the Registrar of the
Ontario College of Pharmacy, Gerrard Street East, Toronto,
Canada.

Egg Powder (G. L. R.—86/2).—Mix tartaric acid, 4 ozs.
;

sodium bicarbonate, 5 ozs.
;
ground rice, 12 ozs.

;
powdered

turmeric, 90 grains.

Starch Glaze (J. W. M.—86/12).— (1) Mix potato starch, 1,

with borax, 7. (2) Mix equal parts of powdered white soap and
French chalk.

Grammars (J. W.—85/34)<—Krisch's ' Technical School
French Grammar' (Murray, 2s. 6d.) ; Eve's 'Short German
Accidence and Syntax ' (Nutt, 2s.).

Charge for Medicine (W. T. 0.—182/49).—You should not
charge less than Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. for the smaller mixture, while
2s. 6d. would be a fair price for the other.

Dyeing Pearl Buttons (W. E. W.—86/13) —A saturated
aqueous solution of extract of logwood and aniline black (water-

soluble), made strongly alkaline with ammonia, will probably
serve your purpose.

Storage of Water (J. B.—86/9).—The solvent action of water
upon zinc is very marked in the presence of iron. If you must
store the water in an iron tank, the use of milk of lime is

probably the best expedient to resort to.

Books (G. B. W.—86/11).—MacEwan's ' Pharmaceutical
Formulas ' is the best work of the kind. The latest edition of

Cooley's ' Cyclopsedia ' was published in 1892, and the latest

edition of Beasley's ' Druggists' General Receipt-Book ' in 1895.

Custard Powder (H. L.—86/8).—We cannot undertake an
analysis of your powder. Try the following formula :—Mix
ground rice, one pound, with powdered arrowroot, half a
pound, colour with powdered turmeric, 90 grains, or Liq.
Croci, J fl. drachm, and flavour with essential oil of almonds,
10 minims. ,

Books on Poisons, etc. (R. H.—86/1).— (1) The best book of

the kind is ' Poison Romance and Poison Mysteries,' by C. J. S.

Thompson, (2) ' Homceopathy : What is it ? ' by Dr. A. P.

Palmer, Detroit, Michigan. This book is in the London
library of the Pharmaceutical Society, and may be borrowed on
application to the librarian.

Salicylates in Mixtures :(H. E.—86/10).—You will find

it difficult to avoid the formation of precipitates. Add a little

mucilage to suspend the precipitate and prevent it from ad-

hering to the bottle. In the first case the quinine may be pre-

cipitated both as hydrate and salicylate ; in the other instance
salicylic acid and quinine salicylate will be precipitated.

Leishman's Powder (H. O. H.—86/5).—It is made by
preparing (a) a 1 per cent, aqueous solution of medicinal

methylene blue (Griibler) made alkaline with 0 5 per cent, sodium
carbonate, and heated to 65° C. for twelve hours, and then
allowed to stand for ten days; (b) eosin, extra B.A. (Griibler)
1 in 1,000 aqueous solution. Equal volumes of the two
solutions are mixed in a large open vessel and allowed to stand
for six to twelve hours. The precipitate is then collected and
thoroughly washed. For use a 0-15 per cent, solution is
prepared with methyl alcohol. The powder is made by Griibler
and can be obtained from their agents (Kanthack, Baker, etc.).
It is used for blood films. For full details, see Brit. Med
Journ., Sept. 21, 1901, p. 757.

BIRTH.
Harries.—On February 26, 1903, at 10, Shrewsbury Road,

Bayswater, W., the wife of P. R. N. Harries, of a son.

DEATHS.

Amundsen.—On February 28, John Irwin Amundsen, Ghemiet
and Druggist, Sunderland. Aged 22.

Bennett. —On February 22, 1903, at his residence, " Stone-
leigh," Dutton, near Longridge, John William Bennett, Pharma-
ceutical Chemist. Aged 79. Mr. Bennett, who had been a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1850, for many
years had a business at 22, Market Street, Leigh, Lanes., but five

years ago, his premises being acquired by the Corporation for

street widening purposes, he retired from "business.

Uttley.—On February 22, Thomas Uttley, Chemist and
Druggist, Royton. Aged 54.

Whyte.—On February 26, Mrs. Whyte, widow of the late

James Whyte, Chemist and Druggist, Auchterarder.

Wilson.—February 26, 1903, Joseph Edward Wilson, son of

Joseph Wilson, of 11, George Street, Bath, Mr. J. E. Wilson
was a Student-Associate of the Pharmaceutical Society.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

A Mandal of Toxicology. By Albeet H. Belsdage,
A.M., M.D., Phar. D. Second Edition, revised and en-

larged. Pp. viii. -I- 375. Price 63. net. London: Balliete,

Tindall and Cox, 8, Henrietta Street, W.C. 1902. From the

Publishers.
The Diopteic Review. Compiled by J. H. Sutcliffe.

Vol. 6. Part 7. Pp. 60 + 629. London : The Gazette of the

British Optical Association. 1902. Prom the Editor.

Revue de.s Medicaments Nouveaux. By C. Crison.
Tenth edition. Pp. 422. Paris: J. Rueff. 1902. From the

Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

. All Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be

addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the currenc week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members 0/

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal mast be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 3, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied bj

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.
CoKEESPONDENTS should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, »no

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addreMes,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of »noBy-

mous communications.
. .

Dr-Winos For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink.

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in oertaiD

cases.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Antcl

'

Atkins, Audsley, Bailes, Baker, Barkes, Bingley, Blarney, Casoy,

Dimmock, Eberiin, Elms, Burster, Halley, Hanford, Harle, Har.

Hearnshaw, Hill, Horton, Hughes, Huskisson, Inee, Jackson, )

Jones, Kelly, Last, Lawson, Lawton, Lockyer, Lowe, Lyon,

Masham, Matthews, Miller, Nelson, Olive, Palmer, Pickerin

Pinchen, Poll, Powell, Priestley, Rigby, Robinson, Sargeant, ^

Schofield, Smith, Stokoe, Taylor, Tharratt, Trick, Vallet, Walker, .

White, Widgery, Williams, Wills, Wilton, Wood, Wootton, > i

Wyatt, Young.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Staining Plague Bacilli.

W. J. Calvert finds that in fatal cases plague bacilli are almost

;always present at some period in the peripheral circulation.

In staining smears, the characteristic bi-polar staining of the

bacilli is often not observed, unless the preparations be first

treated with absolute alcohol or by Gram's method, with sub-

'isequent light staining with dilute carbol-fuchsin or methylene

Mae.—Cenir.f. Bakt., Abt. Originale, xxxiii., 247.

Decomposition of Salicylic Acid by Mould.

F. E. Lott reports that an aqueous solution of salicylic acid

i(0-0866 Gm. per litre) after some time grows a number of mould

colonies with loss and finally total disappearance of salicylic

«cid. He has not been able to grow this mould elsewhere, but

i)elieves it to be one of the Ustilagineae. The decomposition of

ithe salicylic acid is markedly more rapid if the solution con-

tains a trace of ferric chloride solution. The author is now
•conducting experiments with stronger solutions.

—

Journ. Soc.

Ohem. Ind., 22, 4, 198.

\ntiariii : The \ctive Principle of an Arrow-poison.

The crude sap of Antiaris toxicaria, the upas tree, is em-

iployed by the natives of the Baram district, Sarawak, for

poisoning their darts. The active constituent, according to

€eligmann, is a glacoside, antiarin, having the probable

formula CjiHaoO,^, forms microscopic, needle-shaped crystals, or

sometimes flat plates, with a melting point of 208°-215° C, and

soluble in alcohol. It acts on the ventricle of the heart as a

poison of the digitalin group, it causes paralysis of the central

nerroua system, and produces transient clonic spasms of the

limitary muscles.

—

Journ. of Physiology, zxiz., 1903, 39.

Sugars of Muscle, etc.

W. A. Osborne and S. Zobel find that (1) the hydrolysis of

glycogen by saliva and Taka-diastase can proceed as far as

I 'dextrose. (2) The diastatio action of pancreatic juice and
' malt diastase at a temperature of 37° C. ends with the forma-

j
tion of maltose. (3) In these cases an osazone can be obtained

j

•from the products of hydrolysis in spherical aggregates of

I
needles, and with a melting point approximately of 153° C.

I

This is in reality maltosazone altered by the presence of the

1
osazone of a dextrinous body. (4) The carbohydrates of muscle,

I exclusive of glycogen, are dextrins, dextrose, and maltose, the

latter sugar predominating. — Journ. of Physiology, xxix.,

1903, 1.

Bacterial Origin of Gums of the Arabin Group.

R. Greig Smith has been led to the belief that many gums
-supposed to be the secretions of the higher plants might really

Qiave a bacterial origin, and now adduces experiments in support

j

-of this view (Ref. in Centr.f. Bakt., Abt. ii., Bd. x., No. 2, 1903,

p. 61). A medium was prepared from boiled potato juice with
acme saccharose and tannic acid. After sterilisation of this it

was inoculated with a suspension of the bacteria. A slime soon

"formed, and a solution of it was found to possess all the proper-

j

ties of gum acacia. The bacterium causing the change
;
aneasures about 0-6/i x 0'4/t, is not stained by Gram's method,
•does not form spores, and has one terminal, or several peri-

1
tricfaous fiagella : gelatin is slowly liquefied. Another species

•of bacterium seems to form an insoluble (metarabin) gum.
Vol. 70. (Pototh Sbrieb, Vol. 16.) No. 1707.

Essential Oils in the Economy of Plant-life.

Adverting to the well-known fact that moisture in the air

prevents radiation and consequent loss of heat, G. Henderson
suggests that emanations of essential oil from plants might
possibly prevent damage by night-frost during the period of

flowering, basing his suggestion on Tyndall's researches thirty-

two years since, on the presence of infinitesimal quantities of

essential oil in the air. Tyndall found that such presence in-

creased the absorptive power of the air as regards heat-rays :

taking dry air as 1, air saturated with moisture as 72, then

traces of essential oil rank as follows :—Rosemary 74, cassia

109, spikenard 355, and aniseed 372. The subject is an in-

teresting question for botanic investigation, since essential oils

are usually regarded as mere waste products.

—

Paper before

Limiean Soc, February 19, 1903.

Properties of Urea.

W. Ramsden draws attention to some remarkable properties

possessed by urea. Dry gelatin is dissolved in a saturated

solution of urea at room temperature until 40 per cent, is in

solution, the solution remaining liquid. If the urea be dialysed

out, the gelatin sets solid again. Coagulable proteids dissolved

in urea solution do not coagulate on boiling. They are con-

verted, even in the cold, into substances possessing aU the

properties of acid or alkali albumin, according to the original

reaction of the solution. The presence of urea enormously

accelerates the conversion of proteids into either acid or alkali

albumin, and causes this conversion when none would take

place in its absence. Globulins, caseinogen, acid and alkali

albumin, copper albuminate, fibrin, and even heat-coagulated

proteids swell up and dissolve in a saturated aqueous solution

of pure urea. The presence of urea has a marked accelerating

eSect upon peptic or tryptic digesting fluids. A saturated

solution of urea is a valuable histological agent, causing the

disintegration of the tissues into their constituent elements : a

dead frog becomes translucent and falls to pieces in a few hours.

Seeds of mustard and cress refuse to germinate after soaking in

a 5 per cent, solution for a few days. With palmitic acid urea

forms a crystalline compound.

—

Proc, Physiolog. Soc., 1902.

ii., 22.
•

Chemistry of Gratiola Officinalis.

F. RetzlaS has re-investigated the glucoside of Oratiola offici-

nalis, which is extracted from the herb, previously massed with

freshly precipitated hydrated lead oxide, by means of alcohol.

The glucoside is deposited in an impure condition from the

aqueous liquid after distilling oS the alcohol. It is purified by

digestion with animal charcoal, and precipitated by ether. On
recrystallising from alcohol, 50 per cent., pure glucoside

gratiolin occurs in snow-white, colourless needles, melting at

235°-237° C, and having the formula 6431170015. It is very

easily hydrolised, forming gratioligenin, CstHgoOio, which crys-

tallises from absolute alcohol. It is tasteless, and melts at

285° C. This, in its turn, is hydrolised into gratiogenin CgiHsoOj,

forming anhydrous, rhombic tablets, melting at 198° C. The

sugar which is formed at the same time as these two products

gives an osazone melting at 205° C, and is probably dextrose.

The following equations represent the process of hydrolysis.

CisHjoO,, 4- H2O = C.„HooO,o + CaHi^Oc

Gratiolin Gratioligenin

and

CsjHsaOia + HjO = Cn^mOs + CsHiaOo

Gratioligenin Gratiogenin.

It will be noted that these results differ from those obtained

(P /. [4] , 1 5, 295) by Imbert and "PaXch^te.—Archiv, 240, 561,
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Coluur Reaction for Narceine.

Wangerin thus modifies the original test of Arnold for nar-

ceine, substituting other phenolic bodies, preferably resorcin, for

the carbolic acid originally employed. From 0-01 to 0 02 Gm
of resorcin, 10 drops of H2SO4, and a few milligrammes of nar-

ceine are placed together in a watch-glass, and warmed on the

water bath. A bright, persistent, red colour soon appears,

ultimately changing to orange in ten or twelve hours. By sub-

stituting tannin for resorcin in the above test, a green colour is

obtained. On cooling and adding water, the colour is dis-

charged, but reappears on the addition of ammonia. Narcotine

and hydrastine are the only other bases which give this green

reaction with H.2SO4 and tannin. Other alkaloids are coloured

brown, except veratrine, which gives with H2SO4 alone a fine

red colour.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 916.

Nataloin and Homonataloin.

E. Ldger has further studied the aloins and their constitution,

his latest communication dealing with the aloins of Natal

aloes. Nataloin, for which he tentatively proposes the formula

C-23U2,iOio—that being most in accord with observed facts—is

less soluble in methyl alcohol than barbaloin. It is almost

insoluble in water or ether, but dissolves readily in acetic ether.

It behaves as a phenol, dissolving in solutions of the caustic

allialies. When warmed with dilute sulphuric acid, vapours are

evolved which redden aniline acetate paper (furfural reaction).

In acetic ether solution it is Isevo-rotatory. Nataloin reacts

with benzoyl chloride, forming tetra- and hexabenzoyl deriva-

tives. By the action of sodium dioxide the methyl ester of a

new emodin, which the author proposes to call nataloemodin,

is formed. This compound has the formula C10H1.2O5. Homo-
nataloin, C22H21O10, is found in the first fractions of a mixture

of the aloins. It presents all the characters of nataloin and
gives the same colour reactions with H2SO4 and HNO3. Its

solution in acetic ether has a slightly higher rotation than

nataloin. It yields the furfural reaction. On treatment

with sodium dioxide the same methylnatalo-emodin is obtained

as in the case of nataloin. By the action of benzoyl chloride

tetra and hexabenzoyl-homonataloins are obtained.

—

Journ.

Pharm. Chim., January, 1903, 13.

Constitution of the Aloins.

E. Leger has shown in previous notes that barbaloin and
iso-barbaloin yield the sam3 oxidation products when treated

with Na202, viz., methylisoxychrysasin, and that the chloro

derivatives of these sama aloins yield a single tetrachlor-

methylisoxychrasin, thus showing tha isomeric aloins to

contain a common group. Both form chrysammic acid on
treatment with HNO3 ; both give the furfural reaction.

Another product of the decomposition of the aloins by NaaOj
has been isolated in the form of a colourless syrup, and which
appears to be an aldo-pentose. From this it is inferred that

barbaloia may be regarded as a condensation product, with loss

of water, of methylisoxychrysasin and an aldo-pentose (methyl-

aldopentose). Barbaloin and iso-barbaloin appear to be iso-

meric with frangulin ; but, whilst the latter, a true glucoside,

is decomposed by dilute acid, the aloins are not. They behave
as ether oxides. Apparently the pentosic group in the Natal
aloins is less strongly attached to the anthraquinone group than
in the other aloins. On the other hand the anthraquinone
grouping in nataloin and its homologua appears to exist in a

latent state and only to be revealed under the influence of

Na202. These aloins, when treated with HNO3, yield princi-

pally oxalic acid with a small quantity of picric, whilst bar-

baloin yields a nitro-derivative of an oxyanthraquinone.

—

Journ.
Pharm. Chim., January, 1903, 52.

Cnronvosantonin.

According to C. Montanari the yellow substance formed by

the action of light on santonin, chromosantonin, has the same

composition and the same molecular weight as santonio,

C16H1SO2. Its derivatives, however, show some differences ia

solubility and optical rotation. It is more easily oxidised than

santonin, from which it differs probably in the position of the-

double linkages uniting the carbon atoms with the hydro-

naphthol nucleus. Chromosantonin is reconverted into santonin

by repeated crystallisations.

—

Berichte, 33, 234&.

New Constituents of Rhubarb Root.

E. Gilson has isolated two new glucotaitnoids, gVucogallm,.

Ci3Hj,;Oio, and tetrarin, C32H32O12, from Chinese rhubarb root.

Both glucosides have been obtained in a crystalline state.

Glucogallin, when pure, readily forms white or slightly yellow

crystals, soluble in alcohol 80 per cent., in methylic alcohol and

in water, sparingly soluble or insoluble in absolute alcohol and

most other organic solvents. In general reactions it so closely

resembles gallic acid that it has probably been mistaken for

that acid in previous investigations of drugs containing it. It

is distinguished from gallic acid by its insolubility in ether, ancl

by not coagulating albumin or gelatin. It melts with decom-

position at about 200° C. On hydrolysis it gives a molecule oE

gallic acid and a molecule of dextrose, thus :

—

Ci^Hii/Oio + H2O = C6H12O6 -f C7H,Av
Tetrarin, when pure, readily crystallises by slow evaporation ira

colourless, transparent, tabular, crystals, which melt with

decomposition at 204-205. On hydrolysing it is split up into

four distinct bodies, dextrose, gallic, and cinnamic acids, aud

rheosmin, C10H12O21, also a new body, as shown by the equation :

—

C.,2H320i2 + 3H2O = C.HioOc + C,Ho06 + CHgO. + CoHjjOi.
Rheosmin crystallises in long, perfectly white needles; it is

sparingly soluble in water and in benzol, but readily dissolved

in other organic solvents. It is soluble in caustic alkalies, fronv

which solutions it is reprecipitated by CO2. It melts at 7S'5.

and has the general properties of an aldehyde.

—

Gomptes rend.,.

136, 385.

Differentiation between Methyl-arsenates and Cacodylates.

J. Bougault finds that the solution of sodium hypophosphita-

in HCl, which he has found useful for detecting arsenic in

glycerin (P. J. [4], 15,86), also serves to distinguish between

methyl-arsenates and cacodylates, or to detect the presence-

of a trace of the latter in any excess of the former. If

to 10 C.c. of the acid hypophosphite reagent 1 C.c. of

solution containing a trace of cacodylate be added,

and the tube be corked, an odour of cacodyl will be-

developed after a time, even 0 0005 Gm. of sodium cacodylata

giving a perfectly distinct odour in twelve hours, but no precipi-

tate of arsenic. If, however, the quantity of cacodylate be

greater than the above, a deposit of arsenium is slowly formed

on the sides of the tube, which gradually increases in amount.

Methyl-arsenates behave quite differently. They give off no-

odour, and the whole of the arsenium in combination is set free

and precipitated at once. Consequently, to detect cacodylic

acid and its salts in methyl arsenates, it is only necessary to

dissolve 0 2 Gm. of the salts to 10 C.c. of the reagent, corking,

the tube, and allowing the mixture to stand for twcKc hours

when if only 0 0005 Gm. of cocodylate be present a marked

odour of cacodyl will be evident. To detect the presence of

other arsenical compounds in cacodylates, the same test is-

repeated again, employing 0-2 Gm. of the salt. No colour or

precipitate should be obtained ; the presence of 0-0001 Gm. ot

AS2O3 or AS2O5 will cause a distinct brown tint, or even a pre-

cipitate to appear.

—

Journ. Pharm. Chim. [7] , 1 T, 97.
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THE DETERMINATION OF ASH OF IPECACUANHA.*

BY A. G. C. PATEKSON,

Suit Scholar.

The General Medical Council having expressed a desire for

information relating to the percentage of the ash of various

crude drugs regarded as a test of their purity, Professor

(ireenish, in 1901, commenced a series of invef-tigationj? in tlie

direction indicated'. As a guide to these investigations, he

divided the crude drugs of the British Phiirai icopoeia into three

groups :
—

(1) Those potent drugs which must be bousht in powder,
I.wing to the inability of the averi^ge pharmacist with ineifi-

lient apparatus to produce a powder sufficientiv fine for dis-

pensing requirements. This class includes senna, ipecacumha.
rhubiirb, and jalap.

(2) Toxic drugs rai'ely used in very tine powder. These can

be ground to a coarse powder by any pharmacist for the

making of galenical preparations. Aconite root and bella-

domia root are examples of this class of drug. The physical

characteristics and the assay would' suffice in the classification

of the drug into good and indifferent grades.

(3) In this class would be placed drugs wh.'ch are neither

toxic nor used in very fine powder. Sumbul, serpentary, and

cascara are types of the drugs included in this class.

It was thought that those drugs found in Class 1 should

receive the first attention, comprising, as they do, drugs of

great importance both on account of their medicinal value

and because of their constant use in every pharmacy. Profes-

sor Greenish suggested ipecacuanha as a suitable drug on

which to conduct a series of determinations, it being a dnig
which has aroused considerable attention during the pa.st few
years, from the work which has been done upon its histology,

assay, and the three alkaloids isolated from it by Paul and
Cownley.

Ipecacuanha is a drug that, as it arrives in this country, is

of very varying quality. Not only are there two well-recog-

nised varieties—viz., Brazilian and Carthagena—but with each

of these a considerable proportion of stem may be admixed, as

well as quantities of earthy matter, sand, etc. Not only is

this the case, but a nimiber of roots and rhizomes of other

plants are exposed for sale under the name of ipecacuanha,

\nd actually find their way to a certain extent into the

cowdered drug of commerce.

Amongst such substitutes may be mentioned the following,

vhich are most frequently met with:

—

laiiidium ijncacuanha

N.O. Violaceae), known as white ipecacuanha
;

l^sychotrin

tinetica (N.O. Rubiaceae), in which no starch is found, its

place in the cortex being taken bj- sugar; Cryptotorync spiralis

(N.O. Aroidese), known as East Indian ipecacuanha, or East

Indian root ; and Jlichardsonia scnhra (N.O. Rubiactae), which
is imported from Rrazil.

The genuine drug, composed only of the Brazilian root, al.'o

varies considerabl3' in its appearance, being sometimes j)lump

and of good quality, sometimes thin and wiry. Some also has

been evidently subjected to some process of cleaning or

washing.

The root of Psychotria ipfcacuanha. cultivated in India, has

also been imported, till lately only to a limited extent; never-

theless, the 2)o£sibuity exists that in the near future this

variety may assume commercial importance, as recently coii-

•siderable quantities have been placed on the market. In addi-

tion to the genuine dimg of good quality, roots of inferior

quality, stems, and the substitutes above mentioned " were tx-

* Commanication from the Pharmacy Research Laboratory of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, reaJ before the Society at an
Evening Meeting in London, Tuesday, March 10, 1903.

amine<l. In the first place, it was considered desirable l.v

determine the percentage of moisture present in the drug, as

the suggestion has been made that sophistication by the addi-

tion of water was quite a possible contingency. It will bf

seen by the appended tables that this apprdu-nsion was- un-

founded
; the moisture varies between veiT narrow limits,

the average percentage of moisture in the f( w commercial
powders examined heing practically the same as that of the

fampks powdered by ourselves. In determining the amount of

moisture present, about 3 6m. of the powdered drug waw drie<l

at a temperature of 105° C, and- weighed at intervals until

there was a difference of less than a milligramme between two
consecutive weighings taken at an interval of at least an hour.

The ash was next determined, the method of i>rocedure being

as follows : — From' 2 to 3 Gm. of the powder was taken and

incinerated in a shallow platinum crucible, (supported on a

clay triangle over a Fletcher-Argand burner. Very gentle

heat was applied at first to prevent ignition, and so avoid the

ri.sk of losing particles of powder which might be caiTied away
by the rush of the ga.?es produced. When the drug wa.s

thorouglilj' charred the flame was gradually increased imtil a

dull red heat was obtained. The ash was cooled and weighed,

and the operation repeated to ensure complete incineration.

Not inconsiderable quantities of ipecacuanha root, especi-

ally of the Carthagena variety, arrive in this country in a

very dustj' and dirty condition, and would probably yield an

3sh containing an appreciable amount of .'and. In view of

this, it was considered desii-able to deteimine the. amount o-^

j-and present. This was done by treating the ash obtained m
the preceding operation with diluted hydrochloric .icid (1 in '',)

and applying gentle heat. The insoluble portions were filtered

<rut. ignited, and weighed. The weight of the residue wan

considered to be the amount of sand pre.^ent. With very few

exceptions the detenninations were conducted in duplicate.

The following figures were obtained :

—

Brazii-ian Ipecacuanhas.

Number and Nature of Sample.
Percentage

of
Moisture.

Picked Roots, Rio

)» »» "

Brazil. Ipecac. (Wiry and Stemmy)
,, ., (Lean and Stemmy!
„ .,

(Inferior, Dusty and
Stemmy)

,, (Stem, same bale as
No. 2) . . -

,, ,, (Mouldy Root)
(Stem)

Indian Ipecac. (Cultivated)

Average

11-34
11-79
11-29
10-68
12-11
11-22

10-72

12-43
10-62

11-35

Ash.

1-86
3-22

3-00
3-02

2-81
3-8

3-6

3-00
2-82
2-54

2-96

Insol.
in

HCl.

0-21

0-51

0-37

044
0-36
1-15

0-41

0-18

0-42

0-163

0 421

Sol.

in

HCl.

1-65
2-71
2-63
2-58

2-45
2-60»

3-19

2'82
2-4

2-38

2-54

Carthagena IpECACUAxnAS.

Number and Nature of Sample.

11. Picked Fine Root
12. Inferior Root
1?. Inferior Root •

14. Poor Small Dusty Root
15. Very Dusty and Mouldy Roo» . .

.

16. Poor Dusty Root
17. Stem from Fine Sample

Average

Percentage
0!

Moisture.
Ash.

Insol.
in

HCl.

Sol.
in

HCJ.

11-77 2-45 0-51 194
11-19 39 1-09 2 81

1100 4-76 1-45 3-31

11-12 5-95 1-59 4-36

11-71 5-1 1-68 3-^2

11-44 3-66 1*04 2-62

12-lE 4-78 1-48 3-3

11-48 4-37 1 2G 3-11
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Other Ipecacuanha Substitutes.

Number and Nature of Sample.
Percentage

of
ISJoisture.

Ash.
InsoI.
in

HCl

Sol.

in
HCl

18. (jT !/ vtocoTi/iic- spiTO-lis, Ej.1.. Fine
Clean Koot

20. loniilium, ipecacuanha

4-24
4-75
4-5
5-71

0-646
- 0 917
C-289
0-6

3-594
3 853
4-211
5- 11

Average 4-8 0613 4-187

Commercial Powdered Ipecacuanhas.

Number and Nature of Sample.
Percentage

of
Moisture.

Ash.
InsoI.
in

HCl.

Sol.

in
HCl.

22. Brazilian Powder
23. „
24. .,

12-12
10-62
11-03
10-3

2-9
3-3
287
8-35

0-5

0-75
0-445

418

2-4

2-55

2-425
4-77

11-01 4-50 1-47 3-03

It will be observed that the percentage of moisture varies to a

very slight extent throughout, whether powdered freshly by

hand or obtained in powder from the ordinary commercial

•sources.
'

The lowest percentage of moisture in any sample was 10-3

(No. 25), the highest 12-45 in No. 9, a mouldy sample of fair

Brazilian root. Probably any excess of moisture would tend

to the formation of mould, and powdered ipecacuanha con-

taining much excess would not keep well. When comparing

the yield of ash, it is evident that the range is not great, one

sample only (No. 25) showing a figure considerably above the

others. The explanation is to be found in the very large amount
of sand which it contained. The remainder varied from 1-86

per cent. (No. 1) to 5-95 (No. 14). In the latter case also the

rather high figure is due partly at least to sand. Fine samples

of picked Brazilian root show practically no difference from

very wiry and stemmy samples, or even from the stem separated

from the root in the yield of ash. Nor do the figures obtained

fromi Carthagena root show any marked difference from those

yielded by Brazilian root. In the lower varieties of Carthagena

root the percentage of ash is rather higher, but this again is

seen to be due largely to the sandy matter present. These
qualities seem particularly liable to such admixture. It seems,

therefore, to be impossible to distinguish Carthagena root from
Brazilian by means of the amount of ash, for means can easily

be found of freeing dusty Carthagena ipecacuanha from adherent
dirt by some process of cleaning or washing.

Tlie colours of the ash were very varied, ranging from almost
white to dark greyish-brown and red-brown. The ash of the

Brazilian drug wa« invariably lighter in colour than that of

the Carthagena drug, but no definite line of demarcation could

be fixed between the colours of the two varieties. A careful

incineration of large fragments of Carthagena root showed that

the red colour of tixe ash was found externally only, the cortex

and wood yielding an almost white ash. Whether the red

colour was due to colouring matter in the cork cells or to

particles of adherent earthy matter could, however, not be
determined. The substitutes examined also yield an amount of

ash only slightly higher than Brazilian root, the average of the

four samples examined being 4-8 per cent, against 3-22, which
was yielded by a good sample of Brazilian root, a difference in-

sufficient in practice to allow of the detection of even a very

large admixture of the substitute. The amount of ash does not

therefore of itself satisfactorily indicate the nature of the dru<'

from which it was prepared.

Turning to the figures obtained for sand, it is observable that,

as might be expected, a comparatively large quantity of sand
is contained by dusty and dirty roots. The figures for the ash
soluble in hydrochloric acid show in a very striking manner the
very slight variation in the quantity of their mineral constitu-

ents that these drugs exhibit.

The results obtained in our ash determinations accord closelv

with those obtained by Hauke (Ocster. Ztschr., 48, 398) in two
experiments—viz., 3-1 and 4-03 p&r cent. Figures of other

workens whom he quotes range from 1-98 to 3-22 per cent.

Umney (P.J. [4], 16, 692), in his paper on "Standards for

Drugs," recommends that the ash limit be fixed at 5 i>er cent.

As the result of these experiments, it is evident that the

amount of ash yielded by powdered ipecacuaniha root is a very
insufficient criterion of its quality. Probably a maximum of

4 per cent, of ash would not be exceeded by any good sample

of Brazilian root, and of this three-fourths at least should

be soluble in hydrochloric acid, and it is suggested that an

addition to that effect be made to the B.P. monograph on

ipecacuanha root. These results are very similar to those

obtained by Professor Greenish in the examination of senna

leaves, in which it was found that the total amount of ash was
of little value, but that the amount insoluble in hydrochloric

acid should be small, indicating the absence of excessive con-

tamination by dirt, etc.

Although it is, therefore, not possible by means of the ash

to distinguish between Brazilian and Carthagena root or to

detect the admixture of stem or of drugs other than ipecacuanha

there are other means by which such admixture can be satis-

factorily determined. The histological examination of ipecacu-

anha has shown that the wood of the root is characterised by
the absence of vessels ; hence the presence of any drug con-

taining vessels in its wood can be easily detected. This would

be the case with Cryptocoryne spiralis, lonidium ipecacuanha

,

Richardsonia scabra, and many other drugs. Psychotria

emctica is difficult to powder, and its presence could be detected

by reason of a violet colouring matter whioh is contained in

the cells of the cortex. Ipecacuanha stem contains vessels and

also stone cells which are not found in the root. The presence

of calcium oxalate in any other form but raphides would at

once indicate the presence of a foreign drug. Adulteration

with starch could be readily detected, owing to the character-

istic shape, size, and grouping of ipecacnanha starch grains. In

general Cartihagera ipecacuanha may be distinguished from

Brazilian by the larger size attained by its starch grains.

The largest single grains of Brazilian ipecacuanha starch never

exceed 22 microniillimetres, whilst those of Carthagena fre-

quently exceed this, often attaining a size of 33 micromillimetres.

It must, however, be remembered that many samples of Cartha-

gena root occur containing small starch grains which are practi-

cally indistinguishable from large starch grains found m
powdered Brazilian root of good quality.

The result of this investigation, taken in conjunction with

others previously published, show that

—

(1) The determination of the total ash yielded by powdered

ipecacuanha gives but a veiy slight clue to the nature of ths

drug powdered.

(2) That the presence of more than 1 per cent, of sand

generally indicates a dusty or otherwise objectionable root.

(3) That the microscopical characters of the powders, whilst

excluding many substitutes and impurities, do not satisfactorily

allow of Brazilian i-oot being distinguished from Carthagena.

Characters that will probably admit of the Carthagena powder

being distinguished from the Brazilian must be looked for in
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the differences in constituents contiiined in these roots, more

particularly the proportion of cephaeline to emetine.

In conclusion, I should like to express my thanks to Professor

Greenish for his suggestions .and for his supervision of the

various determinations and of the production of the paper.

THE EXHAUSTION OF SOME OFFICIAL DRUGS BY
PERCOLATION.* ;

BY WALTKR H. LEXTON,
Butt Scholar.

For some time past considerable attention has been de-

voted in this country to the preparation of liquid extracts,

'

the endeaa'our being made to devise rational processes for

their production. Although the credit of introducing this

form of medicament is generally given to American phar-

macy, Oaspari considers that it is more probably due ito Great

Britain, !is English preparation.s of this class were known
in America in 1834. The Journals of the Philaddphia College

of Pharmacy, now the American Journal of Pharmacy, of thi'

date, make no mention of liquid extracts, although formulae

and methods for making f^olid extracts are given. A search

amongst the journals and manuals of pharmacy of about this

period has failed to cle^r up the question of their origin.

The London Pharmacopoeia of 1850 contains only one liquid

extract—sarsaparilla—which was ordered to be made by

decoction and evaporation, with the subsequent addition of

alcohol as a preservative. This preparation is also mentioned

in Christison'-s 'Dispensatory' (editions 1843 and 1848), the

formulae quoted being those of the Edinburgh and Dublin

Pharmacopoeias. In the United States Pharmacopoeia of 1850

there are seven " fiuid extracts." Parrisht says: "Most of

those at that time made x>fficinal ihad been used, and were

esteemed standard remedies for several years previously."

They were all made bv displacement and subsequent evapo-

ration oil the percolate. Parrish gives a large number of

formulae for " unofiicinal fluid extracts," which were divided

into three classes—viz., (1) Concentrated syrups, made oy

evaporating a strong tincture to such a volume that, on the

addition of ithe prescribed amount of sugar, the required

volume would be produced
; (2) Concentrated tinctures, in

which alcohol is the chief, or exclusiive antiseptic agent;

(3) Oleo-resiiiiS.

In the British Pharmacopoeia of 1864 formulae for seven

liquid extracts are to be found. With the exception of

extract of male fern, they were ordered to be made by
extraction with water and subsequent concentration by
evaporation, alcohol 'being added to the concentrated liquid

as a preservative. In the edition of 1867 the same condition

of things obtains, and in the additions of 1874 another liquid

extract—liquorice—was introduced. Fi'om the time of the

introduction of liquid extracts into the B.P. in 1850 up to

tihe edition of 1885 little, if any, improvement was made m
the methods for their preparation. On the otner hand rapid

strides in this direction had been made in American phar-

macy, as the following excerpt from a report of an Evening
Meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society, held in March, 1873,

Avill .show:—"Mr. Umney placed on the table .several speci-

mens of fluid extracts which had been prepared according

to the formulae in the U.S. P.. published in January of that

year. They were all prepared by percolation, using a mix-
ture of alcohol, glycerin, and water as menstruum. The first

portion was resei-ved, and the remaining percolate evaporated
after the further addition of glycerin." The strength was

' Commnnication from the Pharmacy Besearch Laboratory ot the
Pharmaceutical Society, aa abstract o£ the paper being read before the
Society at an Evening Meeting in London, Tuesday, March 10, 1903.

t ' Practical Pharmacy,' 1859.

adjusted so that one fluid ounce reprv.'-enltd one ounce of

drug. "Mr. Umney was of the opinion that they far sur-

passed the British preparations, which were produced bj
several aqueous infusions of the drug and subsequent con-

centration by evaporation."

In the B.P. , 1885, a notable advance was madt on the methods
prescribed in the previous edition, in that percolation was
adopted in most oases, and the mensiruum was varied according

to the nature of the drug. In the edition of 1898 still further

improvements were introduced, which were the outcome of the

experience of a considerable amount of work by British pharma-
ci.sts. It must be admitted, however, that there is still much
room for improvement in this important class of galenicals, and

in spite of the ever-increasing signs of the CH)ming of the pure

isolated constituent, for medication, to the exclusion of galeaii-

cals, the fact must not be lost sight of that while they remain

with us they must be of the best, representing, as fur as possible,

the drugs from which they are prepared.

The process of percolation was first intioduced into pharmacy

by BouUay,* of Paris, who fully demonstrated its value in the

preparation of galenicals. The idea originated in the filter-preiss

of Count Eeal, whofe apparatus was first described about the

year 1815. Boullay worked first with Real's apparatus, and

found that displacement could be effected without pressure.

Continuous displacement was advocated, as it was shown that

this process gave the best results. It was found that the fu«t

portions of percolate were very concentrated, and that the

strengtli of those which followed decreased at a rapid rate.

The directions given in the British Pharmacopoeia for the

preparation of liquid extracts by percolation vary so con-

siderably from one another that even allowing for differences in

the nature of the drugs operated upon, there can be little doubt

that improvement may be effected in some at least of them. The
general plan followed is that of moistening the drug _with a cer-

tain specified quantity of menstruum, percolating, reserving the

first portion of percolate, evaporating the remainder, and adding

it to the reserve, finally completing the volume of the product.

The details, however, vary greatly in the various fluid extracts ;

thus, whilst for the liquid extracts of hamamelis and hydrastis

only eight fluid ounces of menstruum are usedl to moisten twenty

ounces of drug, for coca and cimicifuga, no less than forty fluid

ounces are taken for the same quantity of drxig.

Coblentz,t in speaking of the fluid extracts, says " the official

process (U.S. P.) is often objected to because of the employment
lof heat in part of the operation

;
however, it must be remem-

bered that from 75 to 90 per cent, of the activity of the drug is

represented by the reserved portion." It remain.1 to be seen

whether in preparing liquid extracts by the method official in

the British Pharmacopoeia so high a propoitioai of active con-

stituents is contained in the reserved portion. Katz,4: in a

paper dealing with the preparation of homoeopathic mother tinc-

tures discards the use of one and a-half times to twice as much
alcohol (by weight) as drug, and mace'ration for twenty-four

hours, or longer, and prefers to moisten witli just sufficient

menstruum to cause the drug to agglomerate, ,ind percolate after

twenty-four hours' standing. Katz says he lias ;»ssured himself

by accurate experiments of the superiority of this method. He
finds the weight of alcohol necessary to properly moisten

100 Gm. of drug varies from 27-5 (nutmegs) to 86 (Seelum

palustre, herb).

That this method is superior to the former is no doubt true,

but there are no experiments to show whether for each drug the

most favourable proportion for extraction has been selected.

Meulenhoff,§ when working on ergot, found that one-third

' BouUay (pcre etfils), Journ. de Pharm., 1833.

t ' Handbook of Practical Pharmacy,' 1895.

; Pharm. Centralhalle, 42, 253.

Pharm. Weekblad, 1902.
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the w^ei^ht of menstruum was the most favuurable quantity to

use fol- inoistfiiiug tliat drug. He quotes Smieets, who fo'Uud

tliat. if Hydrastis weie moistened with half its weight oi alcohol

the first ninety paHs of iiercolate eoiitained 65 jjer cent, of the

total alkaloid' ia the rhizome, with one-third of its weight 67

per cent., aaid with an equal weight 43 per cent.

It seemed, thei-efore, to be very desirable that a .'erles of

experiments sliould he uridertaken with tlie <i)>jcct :if ii^^criiain-

ing definitely whether some of the prouis-es of th,- I'hanna-

C'opoeia were as effective as they might be, and what conditions

would be the most favourable foi- rapid exhaustion in each case.

It' was decided t<i> direct attention particularly to the amount of

iiitaistnium used to moisten the drug, and to the rat© at wliich

t!ie removal of the active constituents was effected.

Liquid Extract of Coca.

Liquid extract of coca was first worked upon because the

oflicial method appeared to be veiy faulty, and also because

an accurate method for the determination of the total alkaloid

hhs recently been devised by Garsed.

The Pharmacopoeia direct.s that 1,000 Gm. of coca leavas in

No. 20 powder be moistened with 2,000 C.c. of 60 per cent,

alcohol. The first 750 C.c. of percolate are set aside, and the

percolation of the marc continued till exhaustion. The weak
[ercolates are now evaporated to the consistence of a soft

extract, and dissolved in the reserve, and the volume made up
to'1,000 C.c. Now it is evident that the sole object of reserv-

ing tlie first portion of the ijercolate is tliat part of the strongest

of the percolate shall not be exposed to the injurious effects of

a, high temperature. Suppose that as percolation proceeds the

whole of this 750 C.c. is ohtained without any diffusion of

the fresh menstruum taking place, with the consequent dilu-

tion- of the' saturated liquid, even then this reserve constitutes

little more than one-third of the menstruum used in moistening

the drug. It is, however, more than probable that a comiider-

able amount of diffusion does take place, so that the reserve

will possiblj' contain less than a third of the total soluble matter

and, provided that the alkaloid is dissolved out at the samo

rate as the' total s'oluble matter, will contain less than a third

the total alkaloid. That is to say that in the case under con-

sideration, probablj' more than two-thirds of the total alkaloid

is subjected to a high temperature during the evaporation of

the total weak percolates. It seemed desirable that, if pos-

sible, these conditions sliould be altered, so that the larger

portion of the active constituents of a drug should be contained

in. the first part of percolate, which is reserved, and it was
with the hop6 of being able to bring about this result that

the present woik was undertaken.

The liquid extract was prepared by closely following the

method of the Pharmacopoeia. Then preliminary experiments

were made to ascertain the smallest possible amount of men-

struum wliich could be used to moisten the drug in order to

obtain a product which could be properly packed in a perco-

lator.

In these experiments a good .'ample of Bolivian coca leaves

was used. They were ground to a No. 20 powder in the labora-

tory. Moisture, 12-8 per cent.
;

ash, 6' per cent.

Coca leaves in No. 20 powder were moistened with 60 per

cent, alcohol in the proportion of

—

(1) One-third the No. of C.c. for Gm. of drug.

(2) One-half the No. of C.c. for Gm. of drug.

(S) Equal the No. of C.c. for Gm. of di'ug.

(4)i Twice the No. of C.c. for Gm. of dru'^ B.P.

In the case of experiments (1), (2) and (3), the moistened

drug vfas placed in a tightly-closed vessel, and left for about

twenty-four hours. At the end of this time they were all con-

sidered to be in a suitable condition for packing. No. (4) was

allowed to remain for forty-eight hours as directed by the

Pharmacc|ia?ia. In this exi>eriment the product, obtained )s

not in at all a good condition for packing, as the

drug is far too moist to be properly packed, and' is

not sufficiently fluid to allow of the whole being

poured into a percolator, were such a proceeding considered

desirable. In each case the moistened dnie was packed

moderately firmly in a cylindrical glass percolator, and in ths

first three experiments the menstruum was added in small

portions (20 C.c.) at a time, leaving an hour and a half io

two hours between each addition. This was considered pre-

ferable to adding at once sufficient to saturate the column

of drug. (In experiment No. 4 (B.P.) the drug was practi-

cally «iturated with liquid. ) When the liquid began to drop

more merustruum was added and percolation allowed to pro-

ceed, a vessel containing a supply , of the menstruum being

inverted over the column of liquid, and in the usual manner,

in orde-v tliat the level might be kept constant. The percolate

was allowed to drop at the rate of about six or eight drops

per minute. In each case the first portion of percolate, equi-

valent to three -fourths the volume of finished extract, was

reserved, ojs directed by the Phai-macopoeia. The .subsequeut

percolates were collected in a .similar way, and the specific

gravity of each portion was taken and other character.s

noted.

In order to collect the.-e viercolates in definite volume,

without the necessity of continually watcnmg them, recourse

was h;id to a simple piece of automatic apparatus devised by

Wobbe. This cousi.-ts itf u wide-mouthed bottle fitted with a

cork iu which two holes are pierced. Through one of these

passes a short glass tube ibent at light angles; this serve;s

as, a deliveiy tube, and is connected up with the lower orifice

of the percolator by means of a piece of indiarubber tubing

about the length, of the percolator. Through the. second hoj?

iu the cork is fitted a straight piece of glass tubing of narrow

Ij'ore. and which .should not be shorter than the percolator.

The apparatus is adjusted by pouring into the ibottle a quan-

tity of liquid equal in volume to that which it is desired to

collect, and the leyel is then marked. When reouired for usjc,

the long vertical tube is brought on a level •with the mark,

and x>ercolatiou may be proceeded witli. The percolate ri-ses

in th,e tube
,
for, .some distance until, finally, as the pressure

becomes equalised, the liquid ceases to drop. The rate at

which percolation is allowed to proceed is regulated by

raising or lowering the receiver. It is, of course, essential

that all the fittings lie perfectly air-tight. In most cases this

apparatus acts .'iatisfactorily in ordinary work,
,
where a few

cubic centimetres more or less than the desired volume do not

prejudice the result. In this work, however, it was desirab'i

to .attain a greater degree of accuracy than was thus obtain-

able ; the, use of thi.s rarticular form of apparatus was

therefore abandoned after the firet set of experiments in

favour of anotlier ajiparatuis constructed on a similar prin-

ciple. A glass U tube, with connecting arm inserted near the

top, was substituted for the wide-mouthed bottle, the de-

liveiy tube heing fitted into one arm of the U and the ver-

tical tul>e into the other. The vertical tube can be adjust?!

to a nicety, and wiien once in position need not be removed

whilst collecting the same volume of liquid. With this modi-

fication the apparatus acts admirably, so that the desired

volume of percdate can be collected without further troufble

As the ])fcrcolates were collected the specific gravity of each

was taken, as it was thought that his would be a guide as to

the rate of exhaustion ; the total alkaloid and solid residue

were determined in the reserve percolates, and the alkaloid m
the total weak percolates was determined in each case. The

assay process used was that described by Garsed [I'-J-, 1--02,

i., 214). A definite volume of the liquid extract was heated on
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a ?(rater-bath. at a temperature not exceeding 80° C, until

most of the alcohol was removed, a little water being added

towards the end of the process. When cool, the liquid wsu*

made decidedly alkaline with ammoniimi hydroxide, and the

alkaline liquid transferred to a separator ; the dish wa.s then

carefully rinsed with water and ether alternately, the washings

being added to the liquid in the separator. The whole was

then carefully agitated for a few minutes and allowed to

separate ; the alkaline liquid was drawn ofi and again agitated

with ether, and after separation the agitation with ether was

repeated a third time. The mixed ethereal solutions were

washed with a small quantity of water, and then extracted

three times with 1 per cent, sulphuric acid. The mixed acid

solutions were made alkaline with ammonium hydroxide and

extracted three times with petroleum spirit. The mixed petro-

leum spirit solutions were washed with a little water, evapo-

rated to dryness on a water-bath, placed in a desiccator for

several hours, and weighed. When working on the reserve per-

colates it was found convenient to operate on 20 C.c, but with

the mixed weak percolate.s 50 or 100 C.c. were used.

The leaves were assayed by Keller's process, and also by per-

colating with ammoniated ether after the leaves had been mois-

tened with ammonia, the remainder of the process being carried

out as in tlie method for the assay of the liquid extract. The

mean of several experiments gave the figure 0 8 per cent, total

alkaloid in the leave.*.

{To be continued.)

SODIUM SULPHITE: THE OFFICIAL QUANTITATIVE TEST.*

BY WM. GAESED.

Saltern' Renearch Feltow.

About eighteen months ago, having occasion to examine a

sample of sodium sulphite, I used the official quantitative test.

In the course of several determinations, it became apparent that

the result could be considerably varied, according to the

conditions of the experiment. It was found that (1) The

dilution of the sulphite solution ; (2) The rate at which the

volumetric solution was run in
; (3) The presence of excess of

alkaline salts or mineral acids, each had a distinct influence on

the result. As the purity of the sample of sulphite then under

examination was unknown, the figures obtained in the different

experiments were of only relative value. Subsequently further

attention was given to this matter.

Sodium sulphite, commercially known as pure recrystallised,

was purified in the following manner :—A weighed quantity, in

large crystalline masses, was washed with distilled water (to

remove the exterior effloresced surface), dissolved in hot

distilled water that had previously been kept boiling for some

time, covered with a layer of melted paraffin (to prevent oxida-

tion) and allowed to cool. When cold, the solidified

cake of paraffin was removed, and crystallisation induced in

the supersaturated solution by gently stirring it with a glass

rod. The sulphite rapidly came down in the form of fine needles.

These were quickly filtered off at the pump, washed with a small

quantity of alcohol, pressed between sheets of blotting paper,

then spread out in a thin layer and left exposed to the air for a

few minutes to dry. This purified material was kept in a small

stoppered bottle, and was used for aU the experiments about to

be described. According to the Pharmacopceia, 1 Gm. dissolved

in 50 C.c. of distilled water should decolorise not less than 77 7

not more than 81 7 C.c. of a N/10 solution of iodine. This state-

ment assumes the reaction to take place according to the

following equation :
—

Na2SO.v7H.,0 + Ij -f H-jO = Na-jSOi + 2HI + 7H.,0.

A: pure substance of the formula Na.iSO3-7H.2O should require

' Commanioation from the Chemical Reseaicli Laboratory of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, read before the Society at ar_

Evaning Meeting in London, Tuesday, March 10, 1903.

79-27 C.c. of N/10 iodine. In the following series of experi-

ments, the distilled water used to dissolve the sulphite had been

boiled for some time to remove dissolved air, rapidly cooled

under the tap, the supernatant air in the flask displaced by a

rapid current of coal gas and the flask at once well corked.

A solution was prepared containing 1-997 Gm. sodium sul-

phite in 100 C.c. This is practically 1 in 50, as required by the

Pharmacopcfiia. Ten C.c. of this solution was used for each

experiment (= 0-1997 Gm. sulphite), and was measured from a

burette.

In the first three experiments the iodine solution was run in

in a steady stream until the end point was near, then drop by

drop, the flask being gently rotated to mix the contents.

No. oi

Experiment.
No. of C.c. of N/10 Iodine

Used.
Mean Percentage of

Na.2SO;;-7H-20.

1 15-3

15-35

15-4

)

|-

96-92

3

In the next three experiments the iodine was run in at the

rate of about three drops per second, the flask being gently

rotated.

No. of
Experiment.

No. of C.c. of N/10 Iodine
Used.

Mean Percentage of

Na-2S03-7H.20.

15-15

15-15

15-15

I 95-7

1

5

6

In all these six experiments, during the addition of the iodine

solution, a strong odour of sulphur dioxide was noticed. This

appears to be produced by the hydriodic acid first formed acting

on the sulphite according to the following equation ;

—

Na-.SOs + 2HI = 2NaI + SO2 + H.jO.

Seeing that in the last three experiments the titration was
more deliberately conducted, presumably a larger amount of

SO.2 escaped than in the first three, and this would appear to

account for the lower results obtained.

It was thought that possibly the presence of an excess of

sodium bicarbonate would prevent loss of SO.2, and give more
uniform results. Accordingly an excess of sodium bicarbonate

was dissolved in the sulphite solution before titration

and the following six experiments show the results. Experi-

ments 7, 8, and 9 are comparable with 1, 2, and 3, as regards

rate of addition of iodine, and 10, 11, and 12 are comparable

with 4, 5, and 6 :
—

No.' of
Experiment.

No. of C.c. of N/10 Iodine
Used.

Mean Percentage
of Na2S03-7H.,0.

15-15 I

8 15-1
1

95-5

9 15-15

10 15-0
)

11 14-8
1

94 1

12 14-9

No odour of SO-^ could be detected during the progress of any

of these experiments, but curiously .enough the results are

lower respectively than those obtained when no sodium bicar-

bonate is used. To ascertain if these lower results were due to

oxidation taking place in the original sulphite solution, another

titration, comparable in all respects to Nos. 4, 5, and 6, was

conducted, 15-15 C.c. of N/10 iodine were used, as before. The

lower results obtained when sodium bicarbonate is used can-

not then be due to oxidation in the original sulphite solution.

In the next series of experiments the sulphite was used in a

dilution of practically 1 in 500. In all cases the iodine was

B
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run in quickly, until the end point was near. Only a faint

odour of 80-2 was noticed.

No. Of
Experiment.

Grams, of
Sulphite Used.

No. of C.c. of N 'lO

Iodine Used.
Percentage of

Na)SO: 'TH.iO.

1 01997 15-5
\

2 0-1921 14-85 mean 97-6

3 0 1921 14-85 1

4 01921 14-8 97-2

5 01921 14-65 96-2

0-1921 14-4 94-5

7 ; 01921 14-6 35-9

8 0-1921 14-7 96-5

3 01921 14-6 95-9

In experiments 1, 2, and 3 of this set, the distilled water used

for diluting the sulphite solution had been preserved from

oxygenation by the use of coal gas in the manner previously

described. In Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7, the distilled water used had
been boiled for some time, and allowed to cool of itself, in the

laboratory. In Nos. 8 and 9, distilled water boiled for some
time and rapidly cooled under the tap, was used.

In the first three experiments of this set, where special

precautions against oxidation were taken, a high result was
obtained, 97-6 per cent, as against 96-9 per cent, when a

dilution of 1 in 50 was employed. This is what one would
expect in \iew of the loss of SOo that takes place when the

strong solution is used. In the remaining experiment of this

set, the gradually decreasing results appear to indicate rapid

absorption of oxygen by the diluting water, with consequent
oxidation of the sulphite. The fact that in No. 6 the result

was lower than in No. 7, may be due to an experimental error.

In the next series of experiments a varying dilution of sulphite

solution was employed, and with each degree of dilution two
experiments were madei one with a neutral solution of sulphite

the other with a solution acidified with hydrochloric acid.

The iodine solution was run in at the rate of about five drops

per second. In each case 0-2 Gm. sulphite was used.

No. of

Experi-
ment.

No. of C.c. of
N/10

Iodine Used.
Dilation.

No. of C.c. Ordi-
nary HCl in Sul-
phite Solution.

Percentage
of

NaoSO3-7H..,0.

1 15-2 1-50 none 95-8

2 15-4 1-100 5 97-1

3 14-4 1-500 none 90-8

4 15-3 1-500 5 96-5

5 13-1 1-2000 none 82-0

6 15-4 1-2000 5 97-1

This table reveals some striking peculiarities. Where a

neutral solution of sulphite was used (Nos. 1, 3, and 5; the

greater the dilution the lower the percentage. This is what
one would expect from previous experience, where water

to which access of air had not been prevented was employed.

Where an acid solution of sulphite was used (Nos. 2,

4, and 6), the degree of dilution does not seem to affect the

result. This fact seems to indicate that sulphurous acid itself

is much less prone to oxidation than sodium sulphite. Another

curious point is met with here. It will be remembered that

when employing neutral sulphite in a dilution of 1 in 50 an
appreciable amount of S0.> was evolved during the titration,

and 96 9 per cent, was obtained as the mean of three experi-

ments. Using an acid solution of sulphite in a dilution of 1 in

lUO one would expect a much greater loss of SO-^, but this

does not seem to be the case, since 97-1 per cent, was obtained

as a result.

It should be remarked that in all these titrations narrow-

necked Erlenmeyer flasks were used of a size proportional to

the amount of liquid under treatment, and as small as possible

with due regard to facility of manipulation. If beakers

be employed, results varying much more widely, according to

dilution, rate of addition of iodine, etc., can be obtained.

Neutral sulphites can be titrated by means of mineral acids,

methyl orange being used as an indicator. In the case of

sodium sulphite the reaction takes place according to the

following equation :

—

2Na,S08-7H.jO -f H2SO4 = 2NaHS0, + Na.jSO^ + m^O.
Sodium sulphite is alkaline to methyl orange, sodium acid sul-

phite and sodium sulphate are neutral. As far as I am aware

this was first pointed out by R. T. Thomson.*
Three experiments were conducted, using a N/10 solution o

sulphuric acid. In Nos. 2 and 3 the acid was run in quickly to

within two drops of the required quantity as found in the first

experiment. The dilution was I in 40. In each case 0-5 Gm
of sulphite was used.

No. of

Experiment.
No. of C.c. ol N/10

Sulphuric Acid used.
Percentage of

Na2808-7H20.

1 19-2 96-8

2 19-3 973

3 19-3 97-3

In a paper by Giles and Shearer, f dealing with the determina-

tion of sulphites, the following method is recommended :—The
powdered sulphite is weighed out, dissolved at once in a

measured volume of undiluted N/10 iodine, and the excess cf

iodine determined by means of N/10 sodium thiosulphate.

The method is said to give exact results :

—

Three experiments were conducted, using a varying excess of

iodine, and a constant percentage of 98-9 was obtained. In

each case 0-3 Gm. of sulphite was used.

No. of
Experiment.

No. of Co. of N/10
Iodine Taken.

No. of Co. of N/10
Iodine Used.

Percentage of

Na2SO,s-7H20.

1 24-9 23-53

]

299 23-53 !- 98-9

3 34-85 23-53
1

)

This method is easy of application, and, in my opinion,

should take the place of that at present indicated in the

Pharmacopoeia.

Giles and Shearer give a very complete account of a large

number of experiments, in which both iodometric and arcidi-

metric methods were tried. Their iodometric experiments are

not, however, on quite the same lines as my own, since they

ahvays ran the sulishite solution into an excess of iodine.

As a check upon the purity of the material employed the

amount of sulphate present was determined in the folio-wing

manner. Three C.c. of strong hydrochloric acid was diluted

with 50 C.c. of distilled water, and the whole rapidly boiled for

ten minutes to remove dissolved oxygen. Crystallised sodium

sulphite was then gradually added, and the solution again

boiled for five minutes to remove the last trace of SO-^. The

residual sulphate was determined as barium sulphate in the

usual manner. From 2 Gm. of crystallised sulphite, 0-014 Gm
of barium sulphate was obtained, corresponding to 0 0193 Gm-

of crystallised sodium sulphate, Na.2SO4-lOH.2O, or 0-96 per cent.

Composition of MiVtebial Employed.

Na.^SO:v7H.20 determined volumetrically 98-9 per cent.

Na.2SO4-lOH.2O „ gravimetrically 096 „

99-86 per cent.

' Chem. .Vf <i'», 47, 126,

t Juum. Soe. Chem. Jnil., 3, 197.
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CJJLTIVATION AND PREPARATION OF GINGER.*

BY G. SANDES.

The soil intended for planting with ginger should be well

tilled and carefully weeded. This should be done before plant-

ing, for if much weeding be performed while the crop is growing
u ater may come in contact with the rhizomes and cause them
tu rot. After planting, the soil is covered with banana fibre

, and farmyard manure. In dry situations irrigation must be

I
re.soi-ted to, to ensure the requisite amount of moisture ; in

I irnp situations the soil must be carefully drained, for stag-

int water is fatal to successful culture, the ginger under such

Lcumstances being attacked by black rot, and the rhizomes

, quire a bad odour and flavour. Commercial ginger consists

solely of the rhizome, which must not be confused with the

true root. The most esteemed ginger is that which has these

rhizomes in the form of straight "fingers" regularly developed.

This well-fomied growth can only be obt.ained in soil which has

leviously been well worked. The hai-vest takes place as soon

' 1 the stems of the plant turn white. If left after this period

the rhizomes throw up aerial stems, and become fciugh aird

I fibrous. The rhizomes must be lifted by a single thrust of a

I fork, so as to dig up the entire piece, all breaking and bruising

being carefully avoided ; this alone requires much practice to

effect with precision. All adherent soil is at once carefully

removed, together with the fibrous roots ; if these be allowed

I "to dry on the pieces of ginger cannot afterwards be obtained

white, and are liable to become mouldy. They are then at once

I

thrown into water and peeled. This peeling must be most
carefully conducted, only the epidennis being removed, since

1 cells immediately beneath it are richest in essential oil and
icsin. This operation is generally conducted with a narrow

I

blade sharp pointed knife, but some expert peelers use only

!
the fingers. As soon as they are peeled the rhizomes are thrown

I into water, which should be frequently removed if the .ginger

to be of the best colour. The pieces peeled during the day
e left in- the water during the following night. Some

planters add lime juice to this maceration water in order to

i
obtain a whiter ginger, but the jproduot thus treated is more

I
subject to attacks of mould than that treated with water alone.

! Citric ac-id or vinegar might with advantage be substituted for

lime juice. Another method is to throw the unpeeled ginger

into boiling water, but the result is not so satisfactory as that

obtained by cold maceration ; although subsequent peeling is

easier, this method is not employed in Jamaica. If boiling

be prolonged the ginger becomes dark in colour, and when dried

forms the so-called black ginger. When the ginger after drying

lot perfectly white it is sometimes coated with chalk; sul-

,
-lurous acid or bleaching powder are also sometimes used to

bleach the product, but such chemical treatment is not to be

recomniended. After washing the ginger is dried in the sun.

On the large scale this is done in a " barbecue," a paved and

, cemented surface slightly convex, situated so as to obtain the

; maximum exposure to the solar rays. Small planters use a
' drying hurdle, formed of pieces of wood placed side by side

;

and covered with banana or palm leaves. The ginger should

be carefully turned over during the process of drying at least

once daily. Six or eight days are generally required for the

process, duiing which the ginger loses about 70 per cent, of its

weight. Good ginger still retains 7 to 12 per cent, of moisture,

as shown by drying at 100° C. but- in badly dried specimens this

may amount to 25 per cent. In some seasons this sun drying

cannot be carried out, and the whole crop is, therefore, lost in

consequence of attacks of mould. Attempts have been made to

' From the Joum. d'Attrioilt. Troj)., 2, 204.

dry ginger without peeling it, but the .pi'oduct is black and

worthless. The same ill success has attended the use of a

desiccator, such as is used for fruit in North America. In

China a totally different method of procedure is adopted. The
ginger is rasped, so that it is obtained in the fonn of a powder,

which is then dried and used as a condiment.

THE CHARACTERS OF OIL OF C.TRON.

The oil known as oil of citron or cedrat {Citrus medico) has

for long been subjected to extensive adulteration—in fact,

many samples of so-called citron oil have con.sisted of nothing

more than a mixture of lemon oil with verbena. The London
Essence Company now publishes a pamjjhlet embodying re-sults

of researches conducted on the constants of the oil. In the

course of these researches a number of results have been
arrived at which should enable the chemist definitely to deter-

mine the purity or otlierwise of the oil.

H. E. Burgess, before the Society of Public Analysts, Octo-
ber, 1901, gave the constants of a .sample of citron oil, which
wa.s undoubtedly genuine, as foUow.s :

Sp. Gr. Rotation. Boiling
Point.

Citral.
Befractive
Index,

0-8513 -1-80'^ 13' 60--100- 6 per cent. 1-475

In January, 1903. Grulli published figures of samples of pujre

oil, specially pressed ; examination.s by himself and Staven-
hagen showed that the specific gravity and optical rotation

were practically the same as had been stated by Burgess.
Mixtures, however, prepared from citron oil, 30 per cent., with
lemon oil, sweet lorange oil aaid sweet lemon oil in different

proportion.s, 70 per cent., gave similar constants ; but the
mixtures lacked the opaque and silky appearance which is a
characteristic of the pure oil. The chemists of the London
Essence Company now point out that any such adulteratioai:-

are easily detected by distilling in vacuo 100 C.c. of the oil,

separating with two fractions of 10 C.c. and 80 C.c. each,

and steam-distilling the original oil, which should be carefully

measured.

In this way an adulterant of the kind described by Uulli
would show for the first fraction a rotation considerably lower
than the original oil, wherea.s it should be 6° or 7° higher for

citron oil. Again, the aldehyde content would be about 25
per cent., instead of 50-53 per cent, for a geaiuine oil. An
examination r)f this season's pure oil confirms the physical
constants previously published, these being: Sp.gr., 0-852;
Rotation, +80° 5'

; Ref. Index, 1-4749. The distillation figures
are given by the London Essence Company as follow :

Distillation.

Quantities in C.c. Rotations. Zeiss
Readings.

Refractive
Indices.

Aldehydic
Content of
3i-d fraction.

10 + 85^55' 71-0 1-4730

80 + 5' 71-9 1-4735

1
53 P.O.

7 -1-16" 30' 84-3 1-4806

It would now seem to be definitely proved that the figures

given above are correct, and that those workers who have pub-

lished constants materially differing from those given must
have worked -with oils of inferior quality.

C
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EVENING MEETING IN LONDON.

Tuesday, March 10, 1903, at 17, Bloomsbiuy Square,

London, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, Pi-esident, in the chair.

The President, in opening the proceedings, said he had re-

ceived a communication from Professor Greenish regretting

that he would not be able to be present, owing to an engage-

ment made previously to the arrangements for the evening

meeting. Professor Wynne was also unable to attend, owing

to ail attack of influenza Both gentlemen regi-etted their

inability to (be present, particularly as the three papers to be

read came from the Research Laboratory. The icommunica-

tions were on " The Ash of Ipecacuanha Root," by Mr.

A. G. C. .Paterson (Butt Scholar) ;
" The Exhaustion of Some

Official Drugs by Percolation," by Mr. W. H. Lenton (Butt

Scholar) ; and on " Sodium Sulphite : The Official Quantitative

Tests," by Mr. W. Garsed (Saltei-s' Research Fellow).

Mr. A. G. C. Paterson read an abstract of his paper on

The Determination of Ash of Ipecacuanha,

which is printed in full at page 387 et seq.

The President said it would, perhaps, be convenient to take

the discussion on each paper as it was read. Mr. Paterson's

paper had been extremely intferesting, and would be very

valuable.

Mr. J. C. Umney congratulated Mr. Paterson on the very

excellent work represented by his paper, which was especially

interesting as it came from the Research Laboratoiy. Mr.
Paterson had very kindly referred to his (Mr. Umney's) paper
dealing with the average ash yield ,of certain drags. He was
quite aware that the average ash yield of ipecacuanha given
in the paper referred to was set a little high—perhaps a little

higher than it should be—and 4^ per cent, might be

a better average than 5 per cent. Still, 5 per cent, repre-

sented a fair average. He was a little disappointed that

Mr. Paterson had not dealt with the question of the amount
of starch in different varieties of ipecacuanha. He had recently

examined some samples of Johore ipecacuanha which con-
tained, in some instances, very nearly half as much again of

starch as the Brazilian varieties. It would be interesting to

know whether Mr. Paterson had been able by microscopical ex-

amination to say for certain whether in powdered ipecacuanha
any Psychotria emctica and liichardsonia scabra were present in

the commercial specimens he examined. He wa.s sure Mr.
Paterson's researches would be veiy valuable to those who Lad
the compilation of the next British Pharmacopceia.
Mr. Paterson said he had not found any of the adulterants

mentioned by Mr. Umney, but it was on record that Crypto-
coryne spiralis had been found in both French and Belgian com-
mercial powders.

Mr. W. H. Lenton next communicated a paner on

The Exhaustion of Some Official Drugs by Percolation,

part of which is jninted at page 389 et seq.

The President having complimented Mr. Lenton on the ex-

cellence of his paper,

Mr. J. C. Umney asked whether Mr. Lenton had determined

the amount of cocaine in the final product of the liquid extract.

He had given some interesting figures as to the amount con-

tained in the reserve and the weak percolate, but not as to the

possible destruction of the alkaloid in the latter, therefore, the

final restilts were not given. There was undoubtedly destruc-

tion of cocaine in concenti ating the weak percolate, and it would
be interesting to know the final alkaloidal strength of the liquid

extract in order to make the experiments complete.

Mr, C. G. MooB inquired if Mr. Lenton knew of any means of

identifying the alkaloid in aconite liniments. It would be
interesting to know the amount of the alkaloid found, because

Barclay had suggested 0-25 gramme per 100 C.c. of ether-

soluble alkaloid as a standard in lin. aconiti. He (the speaker)

liad examined recently four .samplers and found O'lB, 0'28, 0 22,

and 0-30 gramme per 100 C.c. respectively, showing that

Barclay's suggestion was reasonable. The last sample was
known to liave been prepared from English aconite, the source of

the first three was unknown. In no case liad he been able to ex-

tract any crystalline aconitine or to form any crystalline salts.

He would be glad to know, therefore, if there was any new in-

formation on that point.

Mr. Hills wished to say one woi-d of appreciation of the

paper they had just listened to, and also of the paper by Mr.

Paterson, both of which had resulted largely from the liberality

of his friend, Mr. Butt. It seemed to him that these papers

were of an eminently practical cliaracter, and showed how highly

important it was that work of that kind should be undertaken

long before the probable appearance of the next B.P., 6o that

other workers could confinn the results arrived at. It also

showed how important it was that every drug should be treated

.separately and on its own merits. One point brought out by

Mr. Lenton was thst a less quantity of menstruum was nece.s.sary

than the amount mentioned in the present British Pharma-

copoeia.

Mr. Lenton, in reply, said Mr. Umney had raised a very in-

teresting point about the destruction of the alkaloid in con-

centration of the weak percolates ; but he (Mr. Lenton) had not

yet done any work with a view to elucidating the point, and lie

was, therefore, unable t-o answer Mr. Umney's question. ifv.

Moor had raised the que.stion of the total amount of alkaloid in

aconite liniments. Reference to the diagrams accompanying

the paper would show that the liniments prepared in the eoui^e

of this work contained neai'er 0 3 per cent, of alkaloid. He difl

not know of any means of identifying the alkaloid—he certainly

had not found that the alkaloidal residue crystallised at all. He

thanked Mr. Hills for his kind remarks.

Mr. W. Gaused then read his paper on

Sodium Sulphite: The Official Quantitative Tests.

which is printed at page 391 et seq.

The President said he was very much obliged to Mr. Garsed

for his paper, which showed that he had done a large amount of

very careful and accurate work, which was bound to bear good

results.

Vote of Thanks.

The President, before moving a vote of thanks to the authors

of papers, announced that the meeting that night would be the

last evening meeting of the session on account of Easter oc-

curring next month, when it would be almost impossible to liold

a meeting. The whole of the meetings held during the present

session, he ventured to think, had been very successful, and the

attendance that evening, taking the weather into consideration,

had been exceptionally good. He was sure the authors of the

papers would feel highly honoured that such a large number

had come to listen to their papers. He had much pleasure in

moving that a vote of thanks be accorded to Mr. Paterson, Mr.

Lenton, and Mr. Garsed for the valuable contributions they had

made to that meeting. He would like to take that opportunity

of saying that the Council of the Phai-mkaceutical Society ap-

preciated very highly the work that is being done

in the Research Laboratory. The Council also ap-

preciated the help afforded by those who had given money to the

Phaimaceutical Society for the purpose of carrying out research

work. The CoimcU was particularly grateful to Mi-. Butt, who

had provided two scholarships, and he thought it must be grati-

fying to Mr. Butt, who had just returned from a long holidiy,
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to be present to hear the contributions by the holders of his

«cholarships. The Council was also indebted to the Salters' Com-
pany, who for several years had given a sum of money to the

So<".iety for the purpose of carrying out research, and he was

sure the Salters' Company would be gratified to hear of the good

work that had bei^n done by the holder of the Salters' Research

Fellowship, Mr. Garsed.

Mr.' Hills, in seconding the vote of thanks, said he had

already indicated his appreciation of the pape-rs by Mr. Paterson

and Mr. Lenton, and he now would like to say how greatly in-

terested he had been in the paper bv Mr. Garsed. It showed

that he had done a large amount of Avork, and, as far as he (Mr.

Hills) was able to judge, it showed also that there was an im-

proved method of estimating the value of sodium sulphite of the

B.P.

The vote of thanks was accorded by acclamation, and the

meeting then adjourned to the Examination Hall for refresh-

ments.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, SCHOOL, AND HOUSE COMMITTEE.

At a jneeting of this Committee, held on Wednesday, March

11, 1903, the following reports were presented :
—

Attendance in Library.
February. Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

London Library 467 32 3 19

Circulation of Books.

February. Total. Town. Country. Carriage Paid.

London Library 195 95 100 IGs. lOJd.

Edinburgh Library . . 317 189 128 6s. lOd.

Donations to the Library (London).

Wellcome Chemical Research Laboratories, London :—Papers
{Nos. 28-32) by Messrs. Power, Jowett, Lees, and Potter.

•Mr. E. W. Bell, Spalding:—Goulard, Treatise on Preparations

of Lead, 1784.

Herr 0. Hesse, Peuerbaoh :—Zur Kenntniss der Cocabliitter,

1902 ; Zur Geschichte der China cuprea, 1902 ; Ein chin-

ologischer Exkurs, 1902.

Dr. L. Herlant :—Contribution a I'etude de I'acide nuoleique,

1902.

Eaole superieure de Pharmaoie de Paris :—Theses by MM.
Guillaumin, Hebert, Mounie, and Vournasos.

City of London College Calendar for 1902-3.

Mr. P. M. Bailey. P.L.S., Brisbane ;—The Queensland Flora,

Part 6, 1902.

Royal College of Physicians of London :—List of Fellows,

etc., 1903.

' Donations to the Library (Edinburgh).
Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland :—Calendar, 1903
Mr A Noble, Edinburgh:

—

Pharmaceutical Journal, 4th

I

3er., vol. 10-15, 1900-2.

PURCH.4.SE of Books.
The Committee authorised the purchase of the under-

mentioned works :

—

For the Library in Loudon.
Thorp, Outlines of Industrial Chemistry.
Ruddiman, Incompatibilities in Prescriptions

St Thomas's Hospital Pharmacopoeia.
Whitla, Pharmacy, 8th ed.

Gresswell, Veterinary Pharmacopoeia, 2nd ed.

Kirkes' Physiology, by Halliburton,

Hausbrand, Evaporating, Condensing, and Cooling Apparatus

For the Library in Edinburgh.
British Medical -Journal and Lancet, second copies.

Donations to the Museum (London).
Messrs. T. Christy and Co., London :—Specimen of the Seed

: Str ophanthus gratus.

Mr. J. P. Ellerington, London :—Specimen of the Root of

a species of Aristolochia', used in Uganda for dysentery.

Dr. Gates, St. Thomas's Hospital :—Fourteen specimens of

native remedies from the Soudan.

Professor H. G. Greenish:—Specimens of semi-double Scotch

Camomiles.

Applications for the loan of Herbarium specimens had been

received from Dr. Gates, and the secretary of the Chemists'

Assistants' Association, and for the loan of Museum specimens

from the Students' Association.

The Committee recommended that Rodriguez, Materia Medica,

Argentina
;
Hooker, Genera Pilicum ; and Flora of Tropical

Africa, vol. iv., parts 1-2, should be purchased for the Curator's

Library.

Attendance in the Museum.
Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

February 593 36 8 25

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy and Debtors Acts.

^ ^nalties Enforced at Barnsley.

Friday, Maixli 6, 1903. At Barnsley Couiiity Court, two

applications for the committal of defendants to prison in de-

fault of paying penalties were made to his Honour Judge

Raikes, on behalf of the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical

Society. The defendants were Frank .1. Willey and G. F.

Wiliey, sons of a chemist of King .Street, Hoyland. who, on

November 7 last, were proceeded against for unlawfully selling

poisons, and who consented to the imposition of penalties

amounting to £5 and costs in each case. Mr. Arthur Neal (of

Sheffield) now applied for their committal. The defendants

were represented by Mr. E. J. F. Rideal.

Mr. Neal, in opening the' case, said the penalties were ob-

tained under .Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act of 1868. Under

the earlier Pharmacy Act of 1852, by Section 12, the penalties

were recoverable in the Court for the recovery of small debts,

which now was the County Court. By the Debtors Act of

1869, Section 4, penalties were exempted from the beneficial

operation of that Statute. The section stated that there should

be no commitment for non-payment of debts, except in certain

cases, and went on to say, " There shall be excepted from the

operation of the above enactments (1) default in payment of

a penalty or sum in the nature of a penalty other than a

penalty in respect of any contract.'' Therefore, all the powers

which the Court then had, or had since acquired, to commit

for disobedience to its order to pay were preserved to it, and

the question that arose was, had the Court, at the time of the

passing of the Debtors Act, 1869, the power to commit, or

had it since acquii-ed the power? Well, he suggested that

every Court of Record—and the County Court was a Court

of Record—had an inherent right to enforce its orders by a

commitment; but, apart from that, the matter, he thought,

was put beyond doubt by Section bd of the Judicature Act of

1873 :
" Every inferior Court which now has, or which may,

after the passing of this Act, have jurisdiction in equity, or

at law and in equity, and in Admiralty respectively, shall,

as regards all causes of action within its jurisdiction for the

time being, have power to grant, and shall grant, in any pro-

ceeding before such Court, such relief, redress, or remedy, or

combination of remedies, either absolute or conditional, and

shall, in every such proceeding, give such and the like effect

to every ground of defence or counterclaim, equitable or legal

(subject to the provision next hereinafter contained), in as
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full and ample a manner as might and ought to be done m

the like cases by the High Court of Justice." That had been

the subject of several decisions to f^how what power ot com-

mitment the County Court had. The leading decision was

in the case of Martin against Bannister, a Court of Appea^

decision, in which it was held that the County Court had

power to enforce by commitment the disobedience of any ot

its orders—the specific case was the enforcement of an injunc-

tion That was followed by the case of Richards against

CuUerne in which the power was extended to interlocutory

orders of the County Courts, as well as to final judgments.

\o-ain in the case of the Queen against the Judge of the Lam-

heth 'county Court, it Tvas held that the County Court

hiid clear power to commit to enforce • its orders. The

Pharmaceutical Society was charged with the duty of

nrotecting the public against the sale of poisons by unquali-

fied persons. The Statute had given the remedy—by way

of penalty—and he submitted that the judge had power to

enforce this penalty by committing, without any evidence of

means, in the same way that could be done in the

case of a penalty enforced before the magistrates. In

the present ca.se he was not at all concerned to

appear to act, on behalf of the Society, harshly or vindictively,

and any order that might meet the convenience of the defen-

dants-^such as that the commitment must lie in the office

pending the performance of certain term.'—would satisfy the

Society. But it was desirable that there should be un expres-

sion of opinion as to whether these peiialtits were enforceable,

because the public required the protection which the Statute

gave. The matter had been inquired into in two County Courts.

The first of these cases was that of the Pharmaceutical Society

against Eaines, heard before Judge Collier at Liverpool in

October, 1901, where his Houom' held that he had jurisdiction

to make the order, and did so, upon terms as to instalments.

The other case had been before his Honour Judge Parry,

at Salford. who held that he had jurisdiction, but that

the particular case before him was not a nroper case -n

which to exercise it. On these grounds he (Mr. Neal) asiked

his Honour to make an order for the commitment of the de-

fendants upon such terms as he might think just. The defen-

dants had written suggesting that they should pay at the rate

of 10s. each per month. He was far more concerned with tlie

general principle than with its application to this particular

rase.

Mr. Eideal, for the defendants, first contended that Mr.

Xeal had not made out that it was unnecessary for him to

prove the defendants' ability to pay within the meaning of

tlie Debtors Act. To judge from a paper published in the

Journal of January 31 this year, the Pharmaceutical Society

were evidently of "opinion that the dithculty they had to con-

lend with was that they were unable to get a commitment

because of the inabi-lity to prove means in the great majority

(if cases. It very often happened that the poison was sold

by a boy in the stores. The writer of the article referred to

(see address by Mr. H. Ffoulkes, P.J. ante p. 131) .pointed out

that Sections 12, 13, and 14 of the Act of 1852 state that

' such penalty may be recovered by tue Registrar to be

appointed by" this Act, in the name and by the authority of

the Council of the said Society.' In Jingland and Wales the

penalty is recovered by the Registrar ' by plaint under the pro-

visions of any Act in force for the more easy recovery of small

debts and demands.' In other words, the penalty is recovered

as an ordinary small debt would be by proceedings in the

County Courts. One great difficulty hitherto has been that

where' upon conviction the penalty and costs have not been

paid, the Society has been unable to get a commitment be-

cause of the inability to prove means." Fiuther, referring to

d'rug stores and so on, the writer said :
" What happens is

that the company refuses to pay the fine ancf costs, while the

assistant has nothing upon which to distrain. The Society is

unable to show means, and practically they can do nothing

more " Mr Rideal, proceeding, did not say that the Statute

m question was absolutely a penal Statute and therefore ought

to be construed strictly. But he submitted that inasmuch as

it interfered with the liberty of the subject it should be con-

strued more strictly than an ordinary statute was. It was not

distinctly stated in the Statute which Mr. Neal had quoted

how the penalties were to be recovered, except as ordinary

.mall debts. If a person assaulted a bailiff a fine could be

inflicted, and the person could be sent to prison without

proving means, but he did not know of any form in the County

Courts Act that provided for committal in cases like the

^"Mr.'^Neal said there was form 294a :
" Order of committal

for breach of or neglect to pay an order."

Mr Rideal read the order referred to. and submitted that it

was not exactly what was wanted. However, he quite agreed

that the question was an important one, and was quite sure

that the Phamaceutical Society had no wish to deal hardly

with the two defendants. Both of them were apprentices who

had passed the Preliminary Examination, but not the Minor_

They were assistants to their father, who was a qual.faed

chemist. One was nineteen years of age and
f^-[.t-^^J-

two He submitted that the offer of 10s. a month v^hicl they

had made was ample. Of course it was for the Pdge to s^y

whether the Society, under the Statute, were obliged to give

proof of the defendants' ability to pay.

Mr. Neal. in reply, quoted Section 1 of the Debtors Act,

^%^is Honour, in giving judgment, said it seemed to him

that the point of law that he was ^sked to decide had no

business to be decided at all. Here they had a case of two

young people who had infringed the Act, and were liable to

penalties The question rai>ed was whether it was necessaw

or not for him to inquire into their means before makmg a co^

mittal order, or whether he should treat the thing as coiitemjT

of court or non-payment of debt, in installments^ or otherwise.

But the defendants had imide an offer to pay. between thei^

£1 per month, and with that evidence of means
^\'Jf^

uecelsary for him to go any further, as they admitted M
they had means. He should make an order for he pajment

£1 a month A.s the defendants had allowed three months to

1 bVbefore making the offer, they must pay the £3 at once^

followed by instalments of £1 per month. The o^^^r- -oMg
for the defendants committal to prison for twenty -one im.

to be suspended so long as the paj-ments were mace

Application for Committal at Liverpool.

Thursday, March 5, 1903. At Liverpool County Co^^t before.

Judge Collier, an unqualified chemist's assistant named Johu

Eames, recently in the employ of S. Stephenson, 270, Ken

sington. Liverpool, appeared on a commitment

the instance of the Council of the Pl^"™-'^,^
'^f

,f '^^

of Great Britain, to show cause why he should "ot be com

mitted to gadl for not complying witli an order of the Co^

upon him to pay £21 16s. in respect of penalties and ^
for having, as an unqualified assistant, sold poisons,

trary to the Pharmacy Act. 1868.

^ir C E Nield. solicitor. Liverpool, on behalf of tJi

So'cietv. stErted that on Januaiy 12 las* his Honour made^n

order "on the defendant for the payment of the money with n

fouvt.eu days from that date. The defendant had UV.H «
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oniply vith that order, and thus rendered himself lialble +o

sent to prison. The pi'es^ent application was that his

Honour would commit the defendant to prison.

.John Eamos. on being sworn, in reply to a question by the

a lge as to wliy he had not obeyed tlie order, said that he was

,<'t ia a position to pay. but if he was allowed time he would

try to find the money. He had left lii.s situation on account

'if iiie present proceedings, and he was now intending to go

me to Anglesea, and would endeavour to obtain the money
nin his relatives. Asked why he had left his late situation,

ij.' defendant stated that it was no frood him remaining there

ml going on being fined.

Mr. Xield informed Iiis Honour rhal this was the second

iiie the defendant had been before him. He had been ordered

I pay 4s. a month on the first occasion, and if papnent
was not fnfoi'ced he might go on acting as a duly qualified

assistant, ;ind the object of the present application was to put

.1 stop to that sort of thing. It was a serious offence ftgainst

lie public safety for an unqualified assistant to sell poison.-,

ml it was a serious grievance 'gainst other chemists who
iiiiaged duly qualified assistants,

i'he Judge : Are you doing no wurk at all now ?

The Defendant : Xo, nothing.

Mr. Nield ultimately said the Pharmaceutical Society was

ot desirous of sending the man to gaol, having regard to

what the defendant had stated, and he (Mr. Nield) suggested

an adjournment for a month to enable the defendant to see

.his friends and endeavour to obtain the nece.ssaiy money for

payment.

The Judg<J : I think tliat will be the best course to adopt.

The ca.se was thereui>on adjourned to April 6.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Baking Powder.

Saturday, March 7, 1903. At Shirehall, Norwich, H. P.

Randall, grocer, was summoned for selling baking powder

mixed with 45-68 per cent, of common ground alum, to the

prejudice of the purchaser.

The Chairman of the magistrates stated that, though it was

not proved that defendant was aware of the fact that alum

was present in this quantity, they felt compelled to impose a

fine of £20, including costs, or, in default, a month's im-

nrisonment. Leave to appeal wa.s granted.

High Court of Justice.—Chancery Division.

Alleged Infringement of Patent.

Bnilische Anilin und Soda Fahrik v. Chcmische Fahrik

Vormals Sandoz.

Saturday, March 7, 1903, before ]Mr. Justice Joyce. The

object ,of this action was to restrain the defendants from

infringing a patent belonging to the plaintiffs, under which

they manufactured a certain aniline dye. The plaintiffs'

id obtained an order giving them leave to issue a writ

lid serve notice of it upon the defendants, who carried on

usiness at Basle, out of the jurisdiction. This was an appli-

'tion by the defendants to discharge that order on the

_-'ound that they had done nothing witliin the jurisdiction

; this Court which constituted an infringement of the

aintiffsi' patent. The plaintiffs' patent gave them the sole

lid exclusive rig'ht to "make, use, exercise, and. tend" the

ivention within the United Kingdom. What the defendants

:
id done, shortly, amounted to this. They had through their

travellers solicited oi'ders for dyes made according to the

plaintiffs' jmtent from dealei's (but not consumers) in this

country, such orders, if accepted by the defendants, being

executed by delivery to agents of the purchasers at Basle,

and the question was whether this amounted to an infringe-

ment of the plaintiff's' patent.

Defendants argued that to con.stitute "vending" not

merely the contract to sell, but the sale itself, must take

place in England. Mere offering for sale in this country was
not an infringement of the patent.

Mr. Justice Joyce declined to decide the question whether
or not there iliad Ijeen an infringement of the pkintifi'.s'

iKitent. He obsen^ed that the common order of this Court
in a case of infringement was an injunction to restrain the

defendants from ".selling or offering for sale." Tliat being
so, he declined to stop this action and i-efused the motion
with costs.

Edinburgh Sheriff Court.

Alleged Dispensing Mistake

Thursday, March 5, 1903. At a pleading diet of Edinburgh
Sheriff Court, Alexander Wood, residing at Newburgh, Aber-
deenshire, ajxpeared before Sheriff Rutherfox-d, in ans\Ter
to a chiarge of alleged poisoning. Tlie indictment .<et

forth that on December 13, 1902, he was an assistant in the
shop of James Grant Anderson, chemist and druggist, 37,

Trinity Road, Leith, and was charged with the duty of com-
pounding six powders, each of which wasi to be composed of

5 grains of quinine sulphate. 5 grains of phenacetin, and 1 grain
of exalgin, for administration as medicine to the now deceased
Edith Lucy Hope Robson, then residing at 10. Netherby
Road, Leith. Instead of using exalgin, the accused is alleged
to have used .strychnine, with the result that each of the six.

powders was comiiosed of 5 grains of quinine sulphate. 5 grains
of phenacetin, and 1 grain of strychnine. Miss Rob.son, having
partaken of the powders so compounded, died as a result, and
the accused was charged with killing her. In rejjly to the
Sheriff", the accused said he was not guilty, and the trial was
fixed for March 16 in the High Court. Mr. Andrew Gordon,
solicitor, Edinburgh, instructed by Mr. VS". _t. Croall. solicitor,

Aberdeen, appeared on behalf of the accused.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

The Pharmacy Act, 1868.

The First Lord of the Treasury has been questioned by
Colonel Long as to the report of the Departmental Connnittve
of the Privy Council as to Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act.

1868. Colonel Long a.sked whether, in view of the eft'ect of

the report on agriculture, the Gcxvernment proposed to bring

in a Bill to give eff'ect to its recommendations. Mr. Balfour

replied that the report is under con.sideration with a view to

legislation at the earliest opportunity.

Boards of Guardians and Medical Requirements.

Mr. Brynmor Jone.3 lias 'asked the President of the Local

(lovernment Board whether he was aware tlvat dissatisfaction

had been expressed by boards of guardians in regard to the

operation of Section 26 of the Local Government Act, 1888 ;

and whether he would consider the propriety of bringing in a

bill to amend that section in such a way as to enable county

councils to make grants to boards of guardians towards the

costs of oflBcers of the union equal to the sums now in fact

annually expended by the guardians on the salaries, remunera-

tion, and superannuation allowances of such officers, and on
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dmgs and medical appliuuces. In his reply, Mr. Long says

that he has received representations from boards of guardians

with respect to this matter. The Royal Commission on Local

Taxation thought that the grant under the section referred to

should be a fixed amount, though they recommended that it

should be based on the expenditure of a later year than 1887-8.

He is not at present in a position to promise legislation on

the subject, - but the recommendation will receive considera-

tion in connection with any general measure relating to local

taxation.

The St. Louis Exposition.

From' a reply made by Lord Cranborne to Mr. Alfred

Davies, we learn that arrangements ai-e in course of being

made for British and Irish commercial displays at the coming

St. Louis Exposition. Gentlemen have been asked to serve

upon the body which is to represent this country, but its

composition, the question of its title—Royal Commission, or

otherwise—and the sum to be granted by the Treasury, can-

not be finally decided until the Government have more in-

formation as to the support which they may expect from those

interested in commerce and industry.

Illicit Trade Comirissions.

The Lord Chancellor's Bill for the prevention of corruption

—

in other words, of the payment of illicit trade commissions—has

been read a .second time in the House of Lords. In moving the

second reading, the Lord Chancellor said that the evil against

which the Bill was directed was not'confined to persons engaged

in trade ana commerce, but had invaded the pi-ofessions. There

were cases even of medical men accepting commissions without

the knowledge of their principals for services rendered or to be

rendered in the interests of trading firms. In reply to Lord

Burghclere, the Lord Chancellor said that the word "cor-

ruptly " would govern the interpretation of the law. Unless the

payment on the one side and the acceptance on the other was

corrupt, there would be no offence.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths attributed to poisoning and reported during the

seven days ended Wednesday, March 11, 1903, were sixteen in

number :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

_ 2
1

2
1

1

3 1

Nitric and Sulphuric Acids .... 1

1

1

1

I

9 7

Carbolic Acid.- -A woman at Bradford committed suicide by

taking carbolic 'acid. A man-servant in the employ of the Duke

of Fife committed suicide in Hyde Park by taking carbolic

acid.

Chlorodyne.-A clerk at Blackpool died from taking, by

misadventure, an overdose of chlorodyne.

Coal Gas.—A man and his wife at Connemara were found
suffocated by coal gas.

Curare.—An army officer at Watford died from poisoning by
curare, which it is thought was taken in mistake for cocaine.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man at Oldham drank hydrochloric

acid in mistake for whiskey, with fatal results.

Laudanum.—A boy died at Maltby from laudanum poisoning.

A farm labourer at Wakefield, and a man at Leicester died from
overdoses of the same drug, accidentally taken. A man v/a.i;

found dead at Edinburgh in, circumstances pointing to suicide,

three small empty bottles of laudanum being found by his

side.

Nitric and Sulphuric Acids.—A clerk at Catford committed
suicide by taking both nitric and sulphuric acid. The jury

expressed the opinion that such ' poisons " should not be sold

without a doctor's prescription.

Oxalic Acid.—This acid caused the death of a man at Lowes-
toft (suicide).

Ptomaine. — A boy at Morecambe died from ptomaine
poisoning caused by eating tinned salmon.

Strychnine.—A man at Riddings committed suicide by

taking ten grains of strychnine, purchased from Alfred Shaw,,

chemist, of Riddings. Deceased, who was well known to the

chemist, had stated that he required the poison to kill a cat.

Miscellaneous Cases.— A man at Highfield committed suicide

by drinking a quantity of " acid contained in a Yorkshire relish

bottle." Carbolic acid, oxalic acid, phos]phorus, salts of lemon

(2) were taken by would-be suicides. At the Thames Police

Court on Monday, a man was charged with killing his wife by

encouraging and persuading her to take a quantity of aqua

fortis. He was further charged with attempting to commit
suicide. The prisoner was remanded for a week.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,,
London, W.C."

The Lady Pharmacist.

Among- what section of those engaged in the occupation of

pharmacy is the prejudice against the inclusion of ladies in our

profession supposed to exist? Certainly not among the young

men who are so unfavourably compared with them by Mr.

Leonard Grange. They welcome them to a calling which caa

loose nothing, but may gain much, by their inclusion. Nor does

the i>rejudice seem to obtain appreciably elsewhere. The ladies-

in question need feel under no obligation to your contributor.

Such a discussion is not only unnecessary, but calculated tO'

impair the excellent i-elationts which already exist. In other

words, do tlie mischief which usually attends the effoi-ts of those

who amuse themselves by sending trash to the papers for the-

pleasure of seeing- their names in print? But, not content with

wasting his time in this manner, j^our contributor proceeds to

make a misquotation the basis of an unjust and vindictive attack

on the character of "the young male pharmacist of to-day,"

branding what he distinctly assert.s to be the average type

of the ynuth engaged in our calling with a chai-acter which would

disgrace a dock-yard labourer ! Granted that in pharmacy, as

in other spheres, there are undesirables, they are but the usual

miniirity. We claim as a class to be as earnest and cleaniminded

as thf youth in any other occupation, and can only say
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" Honi soit qui nial y pense " to a man who draws on his

"imagination to vilify us in this manner, and to assert that we
" depreciate the charact-er of pharmacists in tlie eyes of the

public." In conclusion, I do not think the ladies, whose posi-

tion he pretends to vindicate, will bo grateful to him for making

their cause the excuse to malign the moral character of those

with whom their occupation throws them in daily contact.

London, March 3, 1903. T. J. Stokoe.

Agricultural and Horticultural Poisonous

Preparations.

In thanking you for insertion of my letter in the Journal of

February 28, and in continuance of it, I send a copy of a resolu-

tion passed last Saturday at a meeting of the Worcestershire

Chamber of Agriculture, also at a meeting of the Worcestershire

Fwmers' Association. I understand a similar resolution has

been submitted to all such agricultural chambers and associa-

tions in the country, and will—probably without exception—be

adopted by them. Xo doubt this procedure will greatly accen-

tuate the adverse and unfair position chemists and druggists aie

being placed in through the retrograde recommendations of the

Departmental Committee on Poisons, and is a further instance

of fhe urgent necessity the trade should wake up aind be con-

sidering the means how best to combat the injudicious opening

I out of the sale of these dangerous poisonous compounds to

ignorant and unqualified dealers. Some of the evidence given

before the Committee appears to have been of a very misleading

character. For example, the evidence of a witness from this

locality was to the effect that the Phai'maceutical Society regu-

lated the selling prices of these articles, and could raise them,

if the Society thought proper, to the detriment and disadvantage

i of,the purchaser.

I ^^roester, March 10, 1903. John Twinbereow.

Copy of Resolution.
'• This meeting, being of opinion that undue restrictions

are at present imposed by the Pharmacy Act, 1868, on
agriculturists, horticulturists, and others in obtaining
poisonous compounds used in the course of their business,

and that it is expedient for the convenience of the public
and in the interests of trade that the law relative to the sale

of poisonous compounds (where required for horticultural

and agricultural purposes) should be altered and amended,
resolve that the Government be respectfully requested to

introduce a Bill amending the law in this direction, and that
a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the First Lord of

the Treasury, the President of the Board of Agriculture, and
to the Lord President of His Majesty's Privy Council."

Veterinary Doses of Arsenic.

'^uite recently chemists have declined to dispense published

^eriptions of mine which included arsenic, on the supposed

'luid of the dose being "fatal" or "dangerous." One. of

clients to-day asked me for a signed prescription, as his

cLiemist " would not accept the responsibility," although the

purchaser (a sulj.s-tantial farmer) was willing to sign the poison-

iik. The dose prescribed was six grains : for a farm horse.

- such refusal brings discredit to the prescriber, and causes

tlie owner of the animal much inconvenience, I appeal to you

to inform chemists as to the dose of arsenic which horses may
tate with safety. The text-book of the veterinary colleges,

'Veterinarj- Medicines." by Finlay Dunn, edited by Professor

' Queen, gives the dose as " tiro to ten ijrains.'' The same

ihority says ''the toxic dose is liable to considerable varia-

Kaufmans estimate is 240 to V^O grains. Berthe gave

mare affected with inveterate mange two. and afterwards

ee. drachms without injury. Hertwig gave eight horses

doses, beginning with twenty grains, and gradually increasing

to a drachm, continued for periods of from thirty to forty

diiys, but observed no bad effects." It is not en-

couraging to a busy veterinary practitioner to have his

prescriptions refused by, the pharmacist as " dangerous,"

and such gross ignorance of veterinary posology is a

disgrace" to a profession so highly educated in all that pertains

to human materia medica. Chemists lose much desirable cus-

tom among fanners, both for poisons and other medicines for

animals, fox the simple reason that they know nothing of the

subject, and treat it as beneath their dignity ; indeed, many
are so ill-advised as to sneer at the veterinary surgeon when he

tries to put dispensing in their way. The result is that, busy

or not, one dispenses his own medicines.

Hove, March 7. 1903. Harold Leeney, M.R.C.V.S.

" Pharmacopolist."

If your correspondent will turn to a good dictionary he will

find that " pharmacopolist " is a lineal descendant of the Greek

4>ap/xaKo - ttwXtjs, a seller of drugs. It was in use about the

time he mentions, as may be gathered from an address delivered

in Manchester in 1842 by Mr. James Woolley " On the Present

State of Phai-macy in Great Britain, ' in the course of which

he says :
" I speak from experience when I say that, as to the

application of many of the courses of these lectures to the

wants of the practical pharmacopolist, he might as well attend

lectures on surgery" (Pharm. Jovrn. [1], 1, 660).

Manchester, March 6, 1903. William Kiekbt.

Limited Companies—A Suggestion.

It may interest' such as " Botolphus " to know tliat there are

many now serving the " stores " who are more loyal to the

Society and send their guineas in a great deal more cheerfully

than many who ought to do so, and these men might have be-

come useful members of their profession had their lots been in

many instances brighter. " Botolphus " displays a. kindly and

fatherly interest for the future of those who have fallen by the

wayside, and, at the same time, offers a suggestion to utterly

ruin those who have chosen to work under more ihumane condi-

tions (better salaries and better hours), whatever the ultimate

result may be for themselves. Would " Botolphus " let his

assistants (had he any) work under the same conditions and in-

ducements as the "stores" offer? I venture to think that he

would not. Let chemists generally do as suggested in a recent

issue of the Journal—alter the present number of their assistants'

houre, growl less, and pay them a living wage, and perhaps the

present state of affairs will alter, but so long as they remain as

they are. so will the stores readily obtain smart men. There

are employers who give their assistants opportunities to help

them, improve their business, and better themwlves, and, un-

fortunately, there are employers who growl when the unfor-

tunate assistant tests a parcel of soda bicarb, from the whole-

sale house, as a waste of time and material. I have come across

both, and is the a.ssistant of the latter to be blamed if he decides

to go over to the stores and perform his duties in peace?

Manchester, March 9, 1903. " W. J." (184/41).

Mr. Walshaw's Candidature.

I wish to ask each hon. secretary to whom I sent a copy of

Mr. Walshaw's address to kindly cancel the circular signed by

me. It was quite unofficial, and as I am wholly and solely to

blame, I trust that Mr. Walshaw's prospects will not be affected

thereby. Mr. Walshaw still remains a candidate for the Council

quite independent of the West Riding Federation.

Batlev, March 10. 1905. R. Broadhead.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Pharmacist as a Student of Human Nature.

BY W. LTON.

His Opportunities.

In spite of the many worries and vexations incidental to

tlie practice of the calling of phannacy, he who is of an observant

and analytical turn of mind will find it is often a veritable

El Dorado in material for the study of human natm-e, and that

therein is to be found compensation in a. greater or less degree

for much that would otherwise be hard to bear. As Pope has

«o aptly put it, " the proper study of mankind is man," and in

the vairied characters his daily work brings him in contact with,

the pharmacist will find an ample supply of subjects for study

in his occasional moments of leisure. In this respect pharmacy

etands pre-eminent, for in no other trade or profession can the

many variations and phases of human nature and character

be 60 conspicuously seen. Even more so than the physician

or sui'geon does the pharmacist see the many-sidedness—the

strength and weakness, the nobility and meanness, the sincerity

and hyprocrisy—of the genus homo. He sees them in their

normal condition when they are free from the disturbing effects

of ill-health, and also in their abnormal condition, when trouble

in some form brings to the surface side phases of their character

which, in their ordinaiy life, are hidden from the eyes of their

fellow beings. He may likewise note what diversified forms

characters which othei-wise seem alike in every way assume'

when called upon to bear any of " the ills that human flesh is

heir to," and cannot fail to notice many instances of a splendid

physique being accompanied by a capacity for endurance of

bodily suffering which is the reverse of what might be expected.

Man's Endurance of Pain.

Not infrequently will he encounter a man of herculean build,

upon whose isplendid figure his eye loveth to linger and admire

its many perfections, a man to whom great pain would seem to

be an affliction easily borne, and vet when attacked by some

slight malady or subjected to some trivial operation at the

hands of his surgeon, will show a capacity for endurance which

many a chUd would put to shame. On the other hand^ he will

encounter some poor, decrepit specimen of manhood, to all

appearance bereft of physical strength and vitality, but who,

all the same, will bear prolonged pain and suffering without

sver showing by word or movement that it is causing him any

discomfort or inconvenience. The physically perfect man,

despite the many advantages Nature hath lavished upon him,

iH sometimes proved to be but a poor weakling when adversity

lays his rough hand upon his shoulder. In connection with this

X)art of the subject it has often come under the writer's notice

that women generally, and more especially married women,
have an exceedingly poor opinion of man's patience and en-

dnriuice under the stress of physical suffering. How frequent

is the remark, "The doctor says he is doing as well as can be

expected, but He has no patience, and is continually fretting

and moaning about hi.s illness." How much real truth there

is in this almost universal opinion ,of the gentler sex it would
be difficult to determine, but that such an opinion is prevalent

cannot be denied. His impatience and irritability might be
satisfactorily explained on other grounds than those of lack of

courage and endurance, but the point need not be dilated upon.

Man—Swelled-headed and Mono-maniacal.

Man in his commercial capacity is likewise an interesting

study, providing many types and occasionally affording con-

siderable amusement vrith his attempts at showing that his

knowledge of drugs and chemicals, their uses and their values.

is equal to, if not gi'eater than, that of the pharmacist. It is

but rarely that woman ventures to play this role ; she may
attempt to debate prices, but beyond this she seldom goes.

Man, however, is more arrogant, and his bump of combative-

ness more developed, hence a little disputing and debating is

quite to his liking. Strong in his faith of what some friend has

told him. or what he has read in some newspaper or periodical,

he will enter the lists against the pharmacist, and prove to

his own satisfaction that he is quite right and the pharmacist

quite wrong with regard to the action of some drug or chemical.

Especially amusing are tho.se who, by the aid of ' The Family
Physician ' or some similar work, diagnose their own ailments

and select a remedy. As a rule there is little the matter with

those men, but it pleases them greatly if they find their ini-

aginai-y symptoms fit in with those of a disease having a long

technical name. They roll the word or words, as the case may
be, in the mouth like " a sweet morsel," and sorely try the

patience of the busy pharmacist by reiterated and elaborated

descriptions of the peculiarities of the supposed disease. There

is another class who pin their faith on a single remedy, and on

whose powers of healing they arc always i-eady to orate at

great length. These mono-maniacs are for ever on the outlook

for oases of indisposition amongst their friends, and frequently

surprise these by discovering that they are suffering from some

malady before they themselves "feel out of their usual." Tlieir

special hobby, however, is to inteiTene between a patient and

the physician, to criticise and depreciate Hie diagnosis and

treatment of the latter, endeavouring, of course, to get the

patient to disregard the physician'.s treatment and try their

never-failing remedy. That these faddists sometimes succeed

in doing so is unfortunately too true, but when untoward re-

sults follow, they are always ready to declare that the blame is

not attachable either to them or to their remedy ; it is either

to the previous treatment of the physician or to some neglect

on the part of the patient to carry out the friendly advisor's

instructions. The faith of these faddists in themselves and in

their remedy is something wonderful to behold and beyond the

power of pen to describe.

The Pliarmacist— Half the Cure.

Those who suft'er from imaginary maladies are the most diffi-

cult the pharmacist has to deal with. Their curiosity as to

what is being prescribed for them is usually very great, and

considerable tact on the part of the [iharmacist is required to

ensure the patient's faith in the treatment prescribed for them.

Moreover, they must be treated with becoming seriousness oi

demeanour, for those imaginary invalids take a serious view of

their own condition, and expect others to treat it with equal

gi-avity. In such cases the pharmacist often plays a greater

part than the physician, for it is usually the opinion expressed by

the former that .settiles the question of faith in the physicians

treatment, and without this there would not be a cure. To

come it may seem such a course savours of duplicity, but this

is a mistaken view. His imperative duty is to aid the physician

in cariying out a certain treatment by means of drugs or other-

wise, and when questioned by a patient he should loyally give

support to the physician, the latter being the proper per.son to

know what is best suited for the case. Much more might be

written regai-ding the i)eculiarities of man, but limitations ol

space forbid it in the meantime.

Dentalin.

A new tooth paste, put up in collapsible tubes and known

as " dentalin," is prepared as follows, according to Mindes :—

Powdered hard soap, 70 ;
prepared chalk, 100 ;

benzoic acid, 5

;

thymol, 1
;

myrtol, 1 ;
peppermint oil, 4 ; massed with

glycerin, 140 to 150 parts.

—

Pharm. Centralh., 44, 80.
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THE GOVFRNMENT AND THE POISONS REPORT.

As will be seen on referring to the parliamentary news

published in this week's Journal (see p. 397), a question

with regard to the report of the Committee on Poisons has

been addressed to the First Lord of the Treasury, by

Colonel Long, Conservative member for the Evesham
Division of Worcester. In his reply, which was printed

instead of being given verbally, Mr. Balfour stated that

the report is under consideration, with a view to legislation

at the earliest opportunity. The department which has the

report under consideration is, of course, the Privy Council,

but it is not to be supposed that Mr. Balfour's reply

indicates that a Government Bill based upon the recom-

mendations of the Committee on Poisons will be introduced

at an early date. Indeed, it may safely be regarded as

nothing more than one of the usual official responses to

questions which admit of no definite reply for the time

being. At the same time, the introduction into Parliament

of the Pharmacy Bill promoted by the Pharmaceutical

Society, which event maj' be expected to take place almost

immediately, will probably have the effect of precipitating

action by the Government. We understand that the Bill

will be introduced by Mr. Thomas Lough, M.P. for

Islington W., with whom will be associated, as supporters

of the measure, several other prominent members of

Parliament.

While referring to this subject, attention may be directed

to a brief article on the recently-published recommendations

by the Departmental Committee appointed to consider

Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, in which the

Medical Press points out that those recommendations have

both a direct and indirect bearing on all classes of the com-

munity. ]\Iany deaths, accidental and otherwise, are due

to the fatal facility with which poisons can be obtained and

criminally or carelessly handled, but the Committee, by a

majority of its members, recommends an extension of the

facilities for the sale of poisons used in agriculture and

horticulture. While the Medical Press thinks there is un-

idoubtedly a great field of usefulness in both the pursuits

mentioned—as in the killing of weeds, the purification of

seed, and the cleansing of sheep—it is thought that the

particular recommendation mentioned, if carried out,

will involve the absurdity that a farmer can buy a

large parcel of arsenic, say a couple of stones weight,
from a dry stores dealer, whereas he would have to go
to a licensed jheniist for a medicinal dose of one-
fortieth or one-twentieth of a grain of the same drug.

The impression of our medical contemporary is that
the scientific chemist could find non-poisonous substitutes for

the operations of the farmer and the gardener, and the hope
is expressed that the labeUing of " patent " medicines con-

taining poison will be more stringently regulated, as well as

the constant compounding of prescriptions containing
poisons that have been long given to patients.

It is gratifying to notice that the protests of the leading
medical journals against the removal of restrictions on the
sale of poisons are being backed up by letters of protest
addressed to daily newspapers by registered chemists. In
one letter, which appeared in the Daily Chronicle, it has

been pointed out by " Pharmaceutical Chemist " that the
laws relating to pharmacy are old, and have not been
thoroughly revised since the passing of the Pharmacy Act
of 1868. He adds that the chaotic state of affairs which
afflicts those who distribute drugs and chemicals to the
public at large is truly deplorable, and that pharmacy,
instead of being the honourable profession which it was in-

tended to be when the Pharmacy Acts became law, is

rapidly becoming a field for speculation by capitalists and
limited companies. It should be clear, he continues, that

chemists who have to render professional services in their

own pharmacies are unable to compete with companies of

unqualified persons, which evade the law by employing
qualified chemists to handle the drugs and chemicals they

trade in. That being the case, the trained chemist and
druggist is threatened with the prospect of becoming, in

the immediate future, the servant of a company or capi-

talist. Such a development will, lie thinks, assuredly

have the effect of lowering the standard of the men who
are entrusted with the sale of poisons and potent prepara-

tions
;
indeed, it is already having its effect. Further,

it is insisted that a chemist's establishment is the last

place for an un.scrupulous man to enter, or one Avhose

object is gain rather than duty. Finally, it is urged that

it will be disastrous to doctors as well as the j)ublic in

general if there are not reliable and well educated men ap-

pointed for the retailing of medicaments and restriction of

the sale of poisons.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER.
Tn'A annual meeting to consider the arrangements for the

dinner to be held on Tuesday, May 19, and to appoint a

committee, was held at the Pharmaceutical Society's

house in London on Wednesday last. The following

gentlemen were elected to serve on the Committee :—The

President, Vice-President, and Treasurer of the Pharma-

ceutical Society, Messrs. Bourdas, Carteighe. Crack-

NELL, A. E. Ekins, Glyn-Jones, Gulliver, Hills,

Humphrey, R. H. Jones, Eobinsow, and C. Umnev. It

was announced that ninety gentlemen had already con-

sented to act as Stewards.
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THE JUDGMENT IN THE KODAK CASES.

The Photngrajihic Trade Association is issuing a circular,

in which reference is made to the fact that judgment has

been delivered in the Kodak cases (see P.J. ante, p. 369).

It is the opinion of the Council of the Association that

the thanks of the whole trade are due to those firms which

have so enorgeticallj', and at such personal expense and

trouble, contested the case, -which lasted for eleven days.

That lias Ijeen done in the interests of the trade, and

the fact that the actions have been contested and brought

to an issue is of great benefit, as it now clearly defines in

what waj" the trade names of Kodak, Limited, may or may
not be used in connection with films of other inanufacturers

than Kodak. Limited, so that dealers should have no diffi-

culty in future in avoiding all risks in the matter. So far

as films are concerned, Kodak, Limited, have established

their right to the words "Kodak," "Brownie," and "Bull's

Eye," when used by themselves, as trade marks denoting

their productions. It is, however, quite clear that any
manufaciurer, wholesaler or retail dealer, is at liberty to

supply any make of film to fit Kodak cameras, and

may refer to the name of the camera for which it is

required, provided such words as " suitable for," " adapted

for use in," to fit," or " for," are used in conjunction

with the name of the camera. Should a customer ask for a

"Kodak," "Brownie" or "Bull's Eye" film, or use any of

their abbreviations, such as "f'.P.K.," etc., without

specifying any special make, dealers and. their assistants

are warned not to supply films of another make than those

sold by Kodak, Limited, without making it quite clear

that the films supplied are not those of that firm's

manufacture. In all written orders, invoices, and receipts

for goods, other than those of Kodak, Limited, dealers

are warned to avoid the use of Kodak trade names,

while the advice to the trade from the Council of the

Association is:
—"Keep your trade open and free from

restrictions ; stock everything M'hich the public ask for ;

do not become a tied house, but reserve your freedom to

handle any maker's goods." All dealers are invited to

communicate at once with the Secretary of the Photo-

graphic Trade Association should any question arise in con-

nection with the sale of films.

IN DEFAULT OF PAYMENT.

Since the last issue of the Journal, applications have

been made on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society for the

committal to prison, for non-payment of penalties pre-

viously inflicted under the 15th Section of the Pharmacy

Act, 1868, of three unqualified persons. In one case, heard

at Liverpool, the case Avas adjourned in order that the

defendant might see his friends and endeavour to obtain

the money for payment, while in a case at Barnsley, where

two defendants were summoned, a committal order for twenty

-

one days was made, but was suspended on condition that

defendants should pay £3 at once, and instalments of £1

a month until the debt was paid off. This decision should

show that, in spite of the difficulties which the Society has

always had to encounter in enforcing payment of penalties,

any jjerson who trusts to the support of County Court

Judges in setting the Society at dr fiance is likely to suffer

the rude awakening of a committal to prison, in default of

prompt payment.

A NOTE OF WARNING.

The Inland Revenue authorities having taken steps in

regard to the sale of Jeyes' Lano-Creolin by a number of

retail chemists and druggists without a medicine stamp
being attached to the article, the Chemists' Defence Asso-

ciation and Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds Company, Limited,

have taken the matter up, and are in communication with

the Board of Inland Revenue on the subject. Meanwhile,

chemists and druggists should be careful not to sell the

preparation unstamped. With that misdirected zeal which

is so often the attribute of a Government department, the

Somerset House authorities seem to have considered it

easier or wiser to purchase a large number of bottles from

unsuspecting and guileless retailers, rather chan to put

matters right by a single letter to the manufacturers of the

preparation in regard to the sale of which the alleged

infringement of regulations has been committed.

THE EPIDIASCOPE.

This name has been applied to an instrument which has

been made at Jena for the Royal Medical and Chirurgical

Society, in order to throw on a screen a greatly magnified

image of any object placed in the apparatus, doing away
with the necessity for the preparation of lantern slides.

The working of the epidiascope is briefly as follows:—The
light emitted by the crater of the positive carbon of a

strong electric lamp falls upon the parabolic mirror of the

lamp, and is thence reflected in a nearly cylindrical pencil.

It next passes through a chamber which is filled with

rimning water aard absorbs heat rays, strikes another

mirror, and is thence reflected obliquely through the

diaphragm and upon the object immediately below. From
the object the light is diffusely reflected upwards, and the

cone of rays, meeting an erecting mirror, is finally reflected

on the screen. The invention is stated to render possible

a thorough examination of a morbid growth, while it also

promises to be of great value for lecture demonstrations.

Any object, such as a chart or picture in a book, can be

shown enormously magnified and in all its natural

colouring, without the necessity for a previously prepared

transparency.

THE BRITISH PHARMACOPEIA.

The latest statement of receipts and expenditure in con-

nection with the British Pharmacopceia, 1898, shows that

1,734 copies of that work were sold during the year 1902,

together with 176 copies of the Indian and Colonial

Addendum, 1900, and 3,500 copies of the Government of

India edition of that Addendum.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO DIVISIONAL SECRETARIES
IN SCOTLAND.

The Assistant- Secretary in Scotland of the Pharma-

ceutical Society desires us to say that, in connection with

the Society's scheme of local organisation, he has received

from divisional secretaries and other registered chemists in

Scotland a large number of valuable suggestions and much
useful information. It is impossible for him to acknowledge

the communications individually, as he would have liked,

and he therefore wishes to intimate through the Journal

that they will have his careful attention. He also takes

this opportunity of thanking his numerous con-espondents.
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PROPOSED ALTERATIONS IN THE POISONS

SCHEDULE.

l or the sake of comparison, a list of the articles in

Schedule A to the Pharmacy Act, 1868, is here ]3riiited side

by side with the revised schedule recommended by the

majority of the Committee on Poisons.

List of Poisons within the meaning of the Act.

Part I.

Aconite and its preparations.

AlK-(doi(h.—All poisonous vegetable alkaloids and their

salts.

Arsenic and its preparations.

Atropine, preparations of.

Contliarides.

Corrosive Sahlimute.

Cyanides of Potassium and all metallic cyanides and the

preparations of such articles.

Emetic Tartar.

Erfjot of Bye and its prepai'ations.

Prussic Acid and its preparations.

Savin and its oil.

Stryehnine and its preparations.

Pakt II.

Almonds, Essential Oil of (unless deprived of its prussic

acid).

Belladonna and its preparations.

Cantharidcs, tincture and all vesicating liquid preparations

of.

Carbolic Acid, and its homologues, liquid preparations ot

containing more than 3 per cent, of those substances,

except any preparation prepared for use as sheep-wash,

or for any other purpose in connection with agriculture

or horticulture, and contained in a closed vessel, dis-

tinctly labelled with the word " Poisonous," the name
and address of the seller, and a notice of the agri-

cultural or horticultural purpose for which the

preparation has been prepared.

Chloral Hydrate and it preparations.

Chloroform.

Corrosive Suhliiuate, preparations of.

'lorpliine. preparations of.

V((,r Vomira and its preparations.
I >imtm and all preparations of opium or of Poppies.

(i.ialic Afid.

Precipitate, Red (red oxide of mercury).

Precipitate, White (ammoniated mercury).

Vermin Killers.—Every compound containing a poison

within the meaning of the Act. when prepared or sold

for the destruction of vermm.

Proposed List of Poisons.

Part I.

Aconite and its preparations.

Alkaloids.—All poisonous vegetable alkaloids and their

salts, and all poisonous deri\ati\es of vegetable

alkaloids, except preparations of tobacco, or the alka-

loids of tobacco, prepared exclusively for use in con-

nection with agriculture or horticulture and contained

in a closed vessel or receptacle distinctly labelled with

the word " Poison," the name and address of the seller,

and a notice of the agricultural or horticultural purpose

for which the preparation has been made.

Arsenic and its pre^/a rations, except any preparation pre-

pared exclusively for use in connection with agriculture

or horticulture, and contained in a closed vessel or

receptacle, distinctly labelled with the word " Poison,"

the name and address of the seller, and a notice of the

agricultural or horticultural purpose for which the pre-

paration has been made.

Atropine and its preparations.

Cantharides.

Cocaine and its salts.

Corrosive Sublimate.

Cyanide of Potassium and all metallic cyanides and their

preparations.

Emetic Tartar.

Ergot of Bye and its preparations.

Morphine and its salts and preparations containing 1 or

more per cent, of morphine.

Picrotoxin.

Prussic Acid and its preparations.

Savin and its oil.

Strychnine and its preparations.

Vermin Killers, containing poisons included in Part I.

Part II.

Acetanilide (Antifebrin) and its preparations.

Almonds, essential oil of (unless deprived of prussic acid).

Belladonna and its preparations.

Cantharides, tincture and all vesicating liquid prepara-
tions of.

Carbolic Acid and liquid preparations of carbolic acid and
its homologues containing more than 3 per cent, of

those substances, except any preparation prepared for

use as sheep-wash, or for any other purpose in connec-
tion with agriculture, horticulture, or sanitation, and
contained in a closed vessel, distinctly labelled with
the word •' Poison," the name and address of the
seller, and a notice of the special purposes for which
the preparations are intended.

Chloral Hydrate and its preparations.

Chloroform

.

Cocaine, preparations of.

Corrosive Sublimate, preparations of.

Digitalis and its preparations.

Morphi)ie, preparations of, containing less than 1 per cent,

Nu,r Vomica and its preparations.

Opium and all preparations of opium and poppies.

Oxalic Acid and its soluble salts.

Precipitate, red.

Precipitate, white.

Mercuric Iodide.

Mercuric Sulphocyanide.

StrophantJiyis and its preparations.

S^llphonal.
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VETERINARY NOTES.

Health Resort for Horses.—Droitwich is enjoying a tem-

poiaiy notoriety as a saline bathing place for horses affected

witli rheumatism. It is remarkable how little horses do suffer

from this disease, considering the exposure to cold, they

undergo, and t/hat with their natural coats clipped off, and the

grease currycombed out of them which nature provides as a

protection against both cold and wet. It is generally agreed

that rheumatism is somewliat of a cloak to hide ignorance of

obscure lameness in horses, but the real thing does exist, and

is marked by sudden transference from one joint to another

and from one limb to another. Some rather amusing experi-

ences might be related in this connection. Several practi-

tioners have diagnofied lameness in different parts of difi'erent

limbs on various ocaisions, and the unfortunate owner of the

animal has deemed them all incompetents, owine to the eccen-

tric behaviour of the malady, about which the patient cannot

make a personal explanation, as can the unfortunate human
subject of rheumatism.

Dog Influenza.—This distressing malady has again made ts

appearance. _ It is commonly ushered in with rigors, excessive

vomition, and, later on, paralysis or cerebro-soinal-nieningitis,

followed by paralysis, or chorea. It is not the soit of thing

in ^vhich the counter-prescriber may hope to shine ; better

recommend a friendly "vet."

Army Veterinary Surgeons.—The Army Veterinary Depart-

ment is much nnder-olRcered. and the colleges have practically

boycotted the service by not recommending graduates to enter

it. The recent graduate on entering the Army gets an allow-

ance for two horses, a soldier sei-vant told off for his personal

wants, and pay at the rate of £250 per annum, but he is not

happy, because the prefix "Veterinary" Lieutenant does not

give 'him the same authority as the most recent subaltern on

£80 pay, without rations for two horses. It is not so much
that he objects to the "veterinary" prefix: he could endure

that, all the while the medical officer was called surgeon-

lieut-ena.nt, captain, major, or colonel, but he objects to ranK-

ing as an inferior to any other scientific branch of tlie Army.
The Army Medical Corps gives to officers the power over
" rankers " which belongs to combatant officers, and this the

veterinary officer does not enjoy under present regulations.

With an increased curriculum and a smaller entry of students

at the veterinary colleges, there is likely to be a decided short-

age of veterinary surgeons. The wi-iter (a quondam chemist)

is inclined to think that in the ranks of pharmacy men mig'it

be found to eiwy the i)ay and emoluments which the " vets.
"

despise.

Chinosol in Milk Fever.—A correspondent to the Veterinary
Record calls attention to the value of chinosol in the treatment
of milk fever in cows. Although the remedy is well known,
its value in this affection seems to be generally overlooked.
It is given as an injection, forty-five grains being dissolved in

a quart of tepid water, ten ounces of the solution being in-

jected into each quarter of the udder. No other drug is given,
and the administration of stimulants by the attendants strictly

forbidden.

—

Vet. Record, 15, 431.

A Substitute for Dishorning.—The following is the substitute

for dishorning recommended by the Board of Agriculture :

—

Clip the hair from the top of the horn when the calf is from
two to five days old. Slightly moisten the end of a stick of
caustic potash with water or saliva (or moisten the top of the
horn-bud) and rub the tip of each horn firmly with the potash
for aV)out a quarter of a minute, or until a slight impression
has been made on the centre of the horn. The horns should
be treated in this way from two to four times at intervals of
five minutes. If, during the interval of five minutes after
one or more applications, a little blood appears in the centre
of the horn, it will then only be necessary to give another
very slight rubbing with the potash. The following liree-

tions should be carefully observed :—The operation is best
performed when the calf is under five days old, and should

not be attempted after the ninth day. When not in use, the

caustic potash should be kept in a stoppered glass bottle in

a dry place, as it rapidly deteriorates when exposed to the air.

One man should hold the calf while an assistant uses the

caustic. Roll a piece of tinfoil or brown paper round the end
of the stick of caustic potash, which is held by the fingers, .«t

as not to injure the hand of the operator. Do not mois'en
the stick too much, or the caustic may spread to the s'in

around the horn and destroy the flesh. For the same reas m,
kcefi the calf from getting w«t for some clays after the opf;

tion. Be cai'eful to rub on the centre of the horn,

and not roimd the side of it. It is pointed out
that caustic potash is poisonous, and must, there-

fore, be kept in a safe place, while the" Board of

Agi iculture recognises that the chemist and druggist is the

P'"|.cr person to supply the substance by stating that t'lo

car.sti?' potash can he obtained from any chemist in the form
of a white stick.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. J. P. Gilmour, M.P.S., is opening new premises at 312,

Cathcarfc Road, Glasgow.

Mr. James Baynes, of Hull, has been appointed public

analyst to the Lincoln City Council.

Mr. William Dennis Cox, pharmaceutical chemist, of

Grantham, has been appointed by the Town Council as Overseer
for the Borough.

Mr. Albert Robinson, formerly of Cheetham Hill, Manchester,
has purchased the business of the late INIr. Luke Uttley,

chemist and druggist, Atherton.

Mr. Wilfred Lean, pharmaceutical chemist, announces that

he has again acquired the chemist's and druggist's business at

the Bengeworth Pharmacy, 24, Port Street, Evesham.

Mr. Thomas Swales notifies that he has started business at

24, Butt Court, Leeds, as a druggist's sundriesman, having
severed his connection with Mr. T. W. Simcock, in whose
employment he has been for the past twenty years.

Mr. John Gibson, M.P.S., Hexham, was entertained at a com-
plimentary banquet on Tuesday last, in recognition of his valu-

able services to the volunteer movement in Hexham and district,

and on his retirement from the 1st V. B. Northumberland
Fusiliers.

Mr. W. H. Delve, M.P.S., 310, Stretford Road, Manchester,
has purchased the prescription books (and all rights therein) of

the old-established business lately carried on by Mr. T. S.

Slater (late Kemp, formerly Slugg), at 254, Stretford Road,
Manchester.

Aid. J. A. Steward, chemist and druggist, of 27, High Street,

Worcester, has been appointed by the Town Council as a

Governor of the Royal Free Grammar School for a period of

five years. Mr. Steward has also been elected Chairman of the

Corporation Health Committee.

Mr. T. Connell Smith, of the firm of T. and H. Smith and
Co., has been presented with a handsome solid silver epergne,

by the employes of the firm in Edinburgh and Glasgow, on the

occasion of his marriage. The presentation was made by Mr.

James Smiles, Blandfield Chemical Vv^orks, the senior member
of the staff.

Powell and Barstow, Ltd.— The trustee of the business of

Powell and Barstow, notifies that he has sold the business as

from January 31 last, and as a going concern to Mr.

W. W. Page, who has transferred the same to a new company.
The business will in future be carried on under the name and
style of Powell and Barstow, Limited.
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Mr. Robert Wood, pharmaceutical chemist, Windsor, delivered

last week an interesting address before the Windsor and
Eton Scientific and Literary and Archteological Society on
carbon dioxide, dealing with its various physical states, pro-

duction, and uses. The lecture was illustrated by experiments
and diagrams, and was highly successful.

Alderman T. Scott Foster has been appointed a member of

the Drugs Committee of the Portsmouth Hospital. During the
past year Alderman Poster has had frequent occasion to criticise

this committee, and by reason of the special attention thus
directed to the purchase of drugs, it is stated that a saving of

no less than £240 was efiected. Though he at first expressed a
wish not to serve on the committee, the unanimous wish of his

colleagues induced Alderman Foster to consent to serve.

Alderman Richard A Robinson, J. P., who has been for seven
years a member of the London County Council, was unani-
mously elected Deputy-Chairman of that body on Tuesday last.

One speaker described Alderman Robinson as "the very incarna-
tion of common sense," while another referred to the efforts which
the new Deputy-Chairman had always made to cultivate cordial

relationship between the County Council, the Government, the
City Corporation, and the Metropolitan Borough Councils.

TRADE NOTES.

Marmite.—In the notice of this preparation in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal of February 28 (see p. 310), the substance was
erroneously described as a "meat extract." As a matter of

fact, Marmite does not contain meat, but is prepared from yeast,

and the extract, which closely resembles in appearance extract
of meat, is stated to have a food value equal to the latter, and,
to be more easily digestible.

Messrs. Allen and Hanburys, Limited) Bethnal Green, E.
wish attention to be directed to the fact that, through an
oversight on their part, the retail price of "Kamfolia" soap
was erroneously stated to be 6d. per tablet in their advertise-
ment in the P. J . of February 28. In order to meet the de-
mand for a high-class soap at a low price, the retail price of
"Kamfolia" soap is now 4d. per tablet, or Is. per box of
three tablets.

.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Warner-Oliver, Limited.—This company was registered on
February 16, with a capital of £100 in £1 shares, to carry on
the busiiiesis of wholesale or retail vendors of hair specialties,
hair-producers, hair dyes, hair restorers, hair tonics, toilet

requisites, chemists' sundries, and patent medicines, etc. No
initial public issue. The first directors (to number not more
than four) are A. F. Brown and S. W. Hagen. Registered
office : 217, Piccadilly, W^

Chromophot, Limited.—Tliis company was registered on
February 17. with a capital of £120. in £1 shares, to acquire
patents, inventions, and' right.s relating to the production of

photogi-aphs in natural colours, and to carry on the business
of photographers, film, plate, and camera iuakers, opticians,
chemists, photographers, printers, sliitioiieis. etc. No initial

public is.sue. The first directors (to number not less than two
nor more than five) are to be appointed by the signatories.
H. J. Wood is the first isecretarv. Registered office : Dacre
House, Victoria Street, S.W.

Eublose Company, Limited.— This companr was registered
on :Mareh 2, .with a capital of £2.500 in £1 "shares, to adopt
an agreement with E. Cruesemann. and to carry on the busi-
ness of artificial food and chemical manufacturers, chemists,
druggists, dry.saltt'rs, imi>ort«rs and manufacturers of chemical,
medicinal, and other preparations and proprietary articles,
makers of and dealers in photographic, surgical, and scientific
apparatus and materials, etc. No initial nublic issue The
first directors are G. Cruesemann. G. R. Schober, and 0. voju
V\iIlesnioes-Suhm. Qualification. 100 shares.

Boots Drug Companies.—The warrants for the usual quar-
?rly dividends on the following shares will be posted on March

31 to shareholders registered on March 1 : Boots Pure Drug
Company Preference shares ; Boots Gash Chemists (Eastern)

si>:( per cent, preference shares, five per cent, second preference

shares, and ordinary shares (at the rate of 12 per cent, per
annum) ; Boots Cash Chemists (Western) six per cent, prefer-

ence shares ; Boots Cash Chemists (Lancashire) six per cent,

preference shares ; and Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) six

per cent, pre^erence shares.

Permiol Manufacturing Company, Limited.—^This company
was registered on March 4, with a capital of £4,000 in £1
shares, to carry on the business of chemical manufacturers and
dealers, drysalters, chemists, di-uggists, manufacturers of and
dealers in chemical, industrial, pharmaceutical, medicinal, and
other preparations, compounds, cements, oils, paints, pig-

ments, varnishes, etc., and to adopt an agreement with R. G.

Brooke. No initial public issue. The first directors (to num-
ber not less than two nor more than seven) are to be appointed

by the signatories. Qualification, ten shares. Remunei-ation

as fixed by the company. Registered office : 16, Heywood
Street, West Gorton, Manchester.

Powell and Barstow, Limited.—This company has acquired

the well-known and old-established business of surgical instru-

ment makers, druggists' sundrymen, etc., at 58, Blackfriars

Road, London, S.E., which has hitherto been carried on by
Mr. Sidney Cronk, as tnistee, but which will in future be con-

tinued at that address under the style of Powell and Barstow,
Limited. Under the new management, with the advantage of

increased facilities in the way of improved machinery, the firm

hope to be in a position to give everv. attention to and meet
the requirements of their clients, thus placing the business on

a sound ,and up-to-date basis. All accounts, as from January 1

last, will be paid by the new company.

W.- Lambert and Co., Limited.—This company was regis-

tered on March 5, with a capital of £6,000 in £1 shares, to

take over the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

medicines and preparations now carried on as W. Lambert
and Co.. and to carry on the same and the business of drug-

gists' sundriesmen, chemists, druggists, chemical manufac-
turers, drysalters, etc. No initial public issue. The first

directors ai-e C. Sanger, E. P. Sanger, H. Sanger, E. Sanger,

and W. Sanger. The two first-named are permanent. Quali-

fication, £200. Remuneration. 5 per cent, of the gross sales,

divisible. Registered office : Seymour Works, 49, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's Bush, AV.

G. W. Laughton and Co., Limited.—This company wa.<;

registered on February 20, with a capital of £10,000 in £1
shares (4,000 preference) to acquire the business of rubber

manufacturers, manufacturers of chloride of sulphur, and all

chemicals used in the manufacture of indiarubber goods, etc.,

now carried on by G. W. Laughton at Croft Street and
Chatham Street, Clayton, near Manchester, and elsewhere, as

G. W. Laughton and Co., and to carry on the same, and the
business of chemists, drysalters, oil and calourmen, etc. No
initial public issue. The first directors (to number not less than
two nor more than five) are G. W. Laughton (managing
director), E. A. Fasnacht, and B. Whittaker. G. W. Laughton
may retain office while holding £4,000. Ordinary qualification,

£50.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

George May Lowe and James Stitt Thomson, physicians and
surgeons, Lincoln. Debts will be received and paid by J. S.

Thomson.
George Arthur Skinner and Harold Leader, general medical

practitioners, 279, Glossop Road, and 407, Fulwood Road,

Sheffield. Debts will be received and paid by H. Leader.

Thomas Henry Dod, William Henry Leitham, and Thomas
Frederick Driver, trading as Clay, Dod, and Co., wholesale

druggists and manufacturing chemists, 52, Anne Street, Liver-

pool. Debts will be received and paid by W. H. Leatham, who-

will continue to carry on the business under the same style as

hitherto.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and
list oif new a/pplications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.G., from whom any info.-mation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors
'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

MASSAGE APPARATUS. (No. 3,529 of 1902.)—G. H.
Pretzschner, Il€is.sigerstrasse 24, Dresden, Grermany. Relates
to a massage apparatus for use without a special driving appa-
ratus and independent of a power station. The resilient

strokes of spring-mounted vibrators an'anged in the same vane
of oscillation are obtained by means of a system of wheels.

The movement of the shear-like handles together and apart
cau.ses the wheels to revolve, and the vibrators attached to the
springs to shake. Below or at the side of the vibrators resilient

vibrators are arranged. In the same level with the latter,

when the apparatus is in operation, massage rubbing rollers

are arranged in order that rubbing and vibration massage can be
applied simultaneoufsly.

MANUFACTURE OF ACETIC ACID AND OTHER ACIDS OF
THE FATTY ACID SERIES. (No. 3,923 of 1902.)—H. von
Hochstetter, Troppau, Austria. Relates tO' an intermittent
process of manufacture, in which dry hydrochloric acid gas is

caused to flow over acetate of lime at a temperature but slightly

exceeding the boiling point of jioetic acid. The quantity of the
latter which is obtained by this process is almost equal to the
theoretical yield. As residue tliere rentitains perfectly dry
calcium chloride. The dry hydrochloric acid may be obtained
in the known manner by causing liquid hydiochloi'ic acid to

tiow into concentrated sulphuric acid and diying the gas thus
liberated. Instead of hydrochloric acid gas, other mineral acid
gases, for instance, the sulphurous acid gas given off by pyrites
burners, may be used for decomposing the acetate of lime. The
dry residue obtained by the latter treatment contains a high
])ercentage of sulphite.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF LEUCITE, AND MATERIALS
CONTAINING THE SAME. (No. 5,559 of 1902.)—J. 0. O'Brien,

6, Bank Street, Manchester. (A communication from' L. Pales-
tini, 52, Piazzi Barberini, Rome.) Relates to various methods
of treating the above material, which has not yet been used
-commercially, to obtain commercial products therefrom. Leucite
is found in volcanic material in the fonrn of crystals in a more
or less free state, and also as the principal mineral in various

volcanic rocks. In the first case it is sifted and treated, and in

the second case crushed and treated by the following methods,
according to the product desired therefrom :

-—(a) With sulphuric
acid, to obtain oi-dinary alum ; (6) with hydrochloric acid, to

obtain the double chloride of aluminium and potassium ; (c)

phosphoric acid, to obtain phosphate of aluminiumi and phos-
phate of potassium ; and (d) hydrofluoric acid, to obtain
silica, hydro-fluo silicic acid, alumina, potassium salts, fluorides

of alminium, and potassium, and fluo-silicates.

MASSAGE APPARATUS. (No. 6,627 of 1902.)—P. Lehm-
r,tadt, of la, Potsdamerstrasse, Berlin. Relates more particu-

larly to face massage apparatus, and consists of a set of instru-

ments which can be used one after the other, the form of the
instruments being determined according to the shape and form
of the part of the face for which they are employed and the
particular purpo.se for which they are intended. One instrument
carries at its end balls, by which the massaging of the face

may be performed. At the other end a roller is provided,
which is tapered towards its extremities and has ribs running
longitudinally across its periphery. The second instrument
carries at one end a plain long roller and at the other end a
single large ball. The third serves as a smoothing rod, one
end of which is flat and smooth, while the other end is

smooth and partly notched.

SURGICAL PAD FOR THE RELIEF OF A PROLAPSUS ANI.

(No. 20,736 of 1902).—F. M. A. Hanbury, 4, Rock Gardens,

Bognor. The pad is formed in the shape of a cone, and is re-

tained in position by means of a bandage attached at each end

to a belt to be worn round the waist, and it may be provided
with buckles or other suitable means of fastening'and unfasten-
ing, and also adjusting its length and varying the pressure.
The bandage pre^ses the side of the cone agalut tlie orifice of

the bowel with the point directed backwards, thereby affording
the necessary support to the bowel. The base of the cone
should be sloping, so that the longest side of such cone from
base to tip, which side is intended to be applied to the orilic«

of the bowel, should be somewhat longer than the opposite
side. The size of the pad varies according to the patient. An
ordinary size is 3 inches high on the longest side, 2^ inches on
the opposite side, and about 2 inches wide at the base. To
retain it in position it is provided with buttons or other suit-

able attachments at the base of the cone, whereby it may lie

readily attached to or detached from the bandage above
referred to.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above Patents must be fileil

at the Patent Office, on or before April 11, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" GELLODION," for chemical substances for use in photo-

graphy, by A. Edwsrds, Wharf Istreet, Warwick. 251,476.

" TRIANTINE," for chemical mediums for the use of artiste,

etc., by the "Titian"' Medium Manufacturing Vo.. 37, Surrev
Street, Sheffield. 251,576.

"ELSA-PILLS" ajid signature ("Elsa' disclaimed) for

veterinary pills, by E. V. Feller, Stubica, Croatia, Hungaiy.,

251,198. Also in respect of pills for human use. 251.199.

" ELSA-FLUID'' and signature (" Elsa " disclaimed) for medi-

cinal preparations for veterinary and sanitary purjooses, by'

E. V. Feller, Stubica, Croatia, "Hungary. 251,200. Also ia

respect of medicinal preparations for human use. 251.201. An
in re.spect of perfumery. No. 251,202.

" SOLVENTEM ' label, for insecticide, bv B. L. Phillips, 2,

Amen Comer, E.G. 251,884.

"THE GOOD SAILOR" label ("Good Sailor" disclaimed), fo

a sea-sickness preventative, by D. Landauer, 36, Fenchurc'

Street, E.G. 250,492.

"KASTILIS" ("Castile" disclaimed) for chemical substances,

prepared for use in medicine, etc'. , bv G. Billing. The Kastee'

Co., 48, Gordon Road, Wanstead. 250.853. Also in vespect o

perfumery, etc. No. 250,855.

TREE device, for embrocation, bv G. Ellis, 164. New King's

Road, Fulham, S.W. 251.218.

"'Q' TABLETS" label ('" Q ' Tablets" disclaimed), f

medicinal tablets, by the "Q" Medicines Co., Acme House-

Windermere, Westmoreland. 251,227.

" KUTICEA " (" Kuti " disclaimed), for a medicinal prepara

tion, by G. Moorhouse, Siindal, Wakefield. 251,373.

"FORTULES" (" Fort ' disclaimed"), for chemical substance

prepared for use in medicine, bv A. Bishop, Limited. 48, Spel

man Street, N.E. 251,824.

" REUNOL," for extemal and internal medicinal preparations-

by J. A. Gatehouse, 15, Methley Street, Kennin^on Par"

Road, S.E. 252,335.

"SARXCENE" ("Sarx" dii-claimed). for a preserved mea

food, bv H. P. Chick, 125, Upper Richmond JRoad. Putney,

S.W. 251,918.

CROSS device, for dentifrice, by L. L. Glerc, 4, Cours

Gourgues, Bordeaux. 249,797.

"DALTONIA" insurance soap ("Daltou" disclaimed), f;

toilet soap, by L. Herz and Co., 85, Fore Street, E.G. 251,21

GIRL'S HEAD device, and signature, for a hair preparatio

by K. Masjn, 359, Fifth Avenue, Ne\>- York, U.S.A. 251.24

"LOLA"' (251,829) and "VELVENIA" (251,833) for pe

fumeiy, etc., by E. Cook and Co., Limited. 10, Mark Lane, E.

"PANSISSUS" ("Pansy" disclaimedl. for perfumery, etc.

by T. Kerfoot and Co., Bardsley Vale Mills, Ashton-und^

Lyne. 251,955.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-u.ention

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before April 11, V*>i»
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, March 12, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals—and, in fact, also gene-
rally—has been somewhat more active during past week. There
are, however, not very many changes in value, either up-
wards or downwards, to record. The event ai the week has
been an advance of 50 per cent, in price of Bismuth. Quinine,
on the other hand, has declined in tlie spectdative market, in
consequenoej it would appear, of the une.\pectedly large ship-

ments of Cmchona Bark advised from Java for first half of

March. Sulphate of Ck>pper is dearer, in sympathy with the
higher value of the metal. Quicksilver and Mercurials steady

;

as also are Bromides. Iodides are being talked down, as a
resTilt of the apparent impassibility on part of the combined
makers to maintain the prices at present fixed in face of the
continued Japan and other outside competition. Codliver Oil

has still further advanced. Acid Carbolic fairly steady. Phen-
acetin and Sulphonal still very much in the dumps. Acid Citric

is dearer, as also is Acid Tartaric ; while Cream of Tartar remains
very firm. Opiimi and Morphine unchanged. We give below
the current quotations for some articles of interest.

ACID CARBOLIC—^Is steady on basis of 5^d. per lb. for

34-35° C. ice crystal, for quantity and in large bulk packing.

ACID CITRIC.—English makers raised tlieir price last week to

Is. 2iid. per lb. for crystals, in 5cwt. barrels, and decline to sell

for forward delivery even _at thifi price. It is thought that the
article will go still dearer.

ACID TARTARIC—Is very firm at ll|d. per lb. for foreign
aaid Is. O^d. per lb. for English. For forward delivei-y Is. Id.

per lb. has been refused.

ASHES.—Pots : Montreal, 32s.; pearls, 40s.

BISMUTH—Has been suddenly advanced 2s. 6d. per lb. to

7s. 6d. per lb. for the metal. Prices of salts have in consequence
been raised accordingly.
BROMIDES.—There is a good business doing at makers'

prices.

CINCHONA BARK.—At these auctions on Tue.sday, the third

of the series, large supplies were catalogued, the total of all

descriptions amounting to 2,816 pacKages, as compared with
711 packages at the previous sale, and 1,797 packages at the

corresponding sale a year ago. Two-thirds of the offerings

consisted of South American Bark, mostly Calisaya. There
was again a good demand, and the bulk found buyers, at and!

after the sales, at a further advance, th eaverage unit being a
full l^d., against Ifd. at the last sale and l|d. at this time la-^t

year. The result is fully up to the la.st Amsterdam sale. East
Indian : 601 packages offered and 5'26 packages sold, according
to analysis—-Succirubra, stem chips and shavings at 2|d. to

5|d., renewed ditto, fair to good, at 3d. to 5id. ; root at 3^d. to

5d., and sittings at 2^d. Officinalis, stem chips and -shavings,

ordinary to good at 2|d. to 5|d., renewed ditto at 5fd. to 7^d.
;

root, good at 6|d. to 7id. , branch at 4d. to 4|d. Ledger,
natural stem chips and branch at 3Jd. Ceylon : 69 bales offered

and 61 sold—Red, natural stem chips at 5d. to Z^d., root at

3|d. Officinalis, good natural stem chips at 6^d., and branch
at 3d. Java : 309 bales and 8 cases offered, and 189 bales sold—
Ledger, natural stem chips at 5-|d. to 9id., and root at l^d.
Red, natural stem chips at 4|d. to 8^d., and root at 4^d. to 7|d.

South American : 1,272 bales Calisaya offered and sold : Boli-

vian cultivated quills from 4|d. to 10|d., broken quill and chips
at 3|d. to 7^. Soft Columbian—55/ bales of old import offered

and 511 sold at 2d. to 4d. The next auctions are fixed for
April 21. To-day the comparatively large shipments of Bark
from Java for first half of the month (650,000 Amsterdam lbs.)

has tended to check the sanguine views to which result of
Tuesday's auction would appear to point.

CODEINE—Unchanged at 10s. per oz. for the pure alkaloid.
It is, however, anticipated that the price will be advanced
be'orc very long.
COD LIVER OIL.—The famine continues, and 300s. per barrel

has been. paid for best brand of Norwegian 1902 oil. Buyers are
holding off as regards new oil, being frightened at the high
figure asked.
CREAM OF TARTAR^Continues firm at about 77s. to 77s. 6d.

for first white crystals, and 82s. to 85s. per cwt. for the 98
•per cent. B.P. quality.

Gl-YCERIN—Quiet, "but steady, on basis of £67 per ton for
1-260 s.g., in tins and cases, for 5 ton lots.

IODIDES.—The combined makers so far made no change in

their jjrices. People are, however, talking of the possibility,

not to .say probability of a reduction at commencement of

April.

MENTHOL—Fairly steady at about 25s. 6d. per lb. for

Kobayashi brand, in case lots.

MERCURIALS Are veiy steady at unchanged prices.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil finn and about

5s. dearer: London spot pipes £25 10s. to £23 15s., barrel'

£23 15s. to £24, month £25 10s., April £23 5s., May-Aug.
£22 10s., Sept.-Dec. £21 15s. Hull naked spot £25, April

£22, Mav-Aug. £21 5s. Rape Oil firmer : Ordinarv Brown on

the spot 'barrels £22 10s.. March-April £22 10s. English Re-

fined spot £23 15s. Ravison spot £20 10s. to £20 15s., March-
April £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil quiet: London Crade spot

£20 10s., :March-April £20 12s. 6d. Refined spot £21 15s. to

£23 5s. Hull naked Refined spot £20 7s. 6d., March-April

£20 12s. 6d., May-Aug. £20 17s. 6d. Crude spot £19 5s., March-
April £19 10s., May-Aug. £19 17s. 6d. Olive Oil steady:

Mogador £31, Spanish £31 to £33, Levant £31. Cocoanut
Oil easier : Ceylon spot £27 ex-warehouse, Feb. -March
£24 15s. c.i.f., March-May £24 10s. c.i.f., April-June £24 10s.

c.i.f. Cochin spot £54, Feb.-:March £27 10s. c.i.f.. March-
May £26 5s. c.i.f., Aug. -Oct. £26 2s. 6d. c.i.f. Mauritius

spot £27. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28. Casto"

Oil steady: Belgian—Feb.-Dec. delivei-y, Ists, £22; seconds,

£19. Barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount.

Hull made (Prompt and up to end of the year deliveries)

—

Ists, £22 per ton ; f-econds, £19 10s. per "ton. Barrels in-

cluded, delivered free ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per cent.

Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 10s. to £7 5s.,

Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian Black £5 15s. to £6, pale

£7 5s. to £7 10s. Turpentine very firm, and dearer for all

positions: American spot 45s. 6d. to 45s. 9d., April 45s. 6d.,

May 42s., June 59s. 5d. to 59s. 6d., July-Aug. 57s., Sept.-

Dec. 37s. Petroleum Oil dull : Russian spot quoted 4^d. to

4-id. American spot 5^d. to 5id. Water White, 7^d. to 7|d.

Refined Roumanian spot Importers quote 4^d'. to 4|d., and
second hands 4;^. Petroleum Spirit: American, ordinary 7d.,

Deodorised 7|d. to 85d.

OPIUM.—There has been very little doing in this article

during the past week, values being nominally unchanged.
PHENACETIN—Is unchanged at 5s. 2d. to 3s. 5d. per lb. for

crystals or powder for quantity and bulk paper ['lacking.

QUICKSILVER—Is Very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per flask from
the importer.

QUININE.—Contrary to expectation, and in spite of the
very favourable result of Tuesday's Bark Sales in London,
price in .speculative market has sagged, partly, no doubt, in

consequence of the unexpectedly large bark shipments advised
from .lava for the first half of the month, and it would le
possible to buy B&S and/or Brunswick Sulphate for

l,000oz. lots in lOOoz. tins, for spot delivery, at Is. Ogd.
per oz., or perhaps even at ^d. less, makers' prices remaining
unchanged at Is. 2d. per oz.

SALICINE—Is steady at 15s. 6d. per lb.

SANTONINE.—Very firm at 20s. 6d. to 21s. 6d. per lb.,

according to quantity, the cheaper price being for 2cwt-. lots.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable to-day comes 53 rupees
buyers for TN Orange. There is a moderate demand on the
spot at previous full rates, including middling to good TN
Orange at 114s. to 117s. Futures have been more active, and
a knger business has been done than for some time past, the
markft being bettor. Nearly 2,000 cases TN are reported
sol.l, comprising Mai'ch delivery at 115s.. April at Ills, to
112o., May at 110s. to Ills., June at 107s. 6d. to 108s., and
Aayiiot at 106s. to 108s.

SPICES.—Ginger : Of Cochin 308 bags sold at 34s. to
36s. 6d. ; Jamaica in fair demand at rather better prices : 172
barrels sold at 36s. 6d, to 41s. 6d. Capsicums : 55 bales Bom-
bay bought in, yellow and reddish on stalk at 16s. Cinnamon :

14 bags sold, good cuttings at 8^d. Cassia Lignea : 108 cases
sold at 39s. to 39s. 6d. IJlack Pepper : 40 bags Penang sold
at 5d. ; also 11 bags Ceylon at 6d.

; Wynaad bought in at
6id. and Aleppy at 6id. White Pepper : 30 bags Singapore
sold at 9|d. Siam bought in at lOd. for good bold. Pimento :

Of 309 bags, only 54 sold at 2id.
SULPHONAL—Is still obtainable at 4s. 5d. to 4s. 6d. per lb.

for both crystals and powders.
THYMOL—Is offering at very low prices down to 6s. 3d.

per lb.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaoeutioal Sooiety
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspajiers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Bankruptcy.—S. Hassall, chemist and druggist, Newcastle-
under-Lyme. Under this failure the Official Receiver of the
Newcastle-under-Lyme Bankruptcy Court reports the pay-
ment of a supplemental dividend of Is. in the pound.

Royal Microscopical Society.—A meeting of this Society is

announced to take place at 8 p.m. on Wednesday next, the

18th inst., when Mr. J. W. Gordon, F.R.M.S., will read a paper
on "The Helmholtz Theory of the Microscope."

Supposed Spontaneous Combustion.—A fire, which recently

gutted the store-room of Mr. Rees, chemist, Grays, is supposed
to have originated in a barrel of linseed meal by spontaneous
combustion. There had been no fire in the room for over a
fortnight, and it was evident that the fire had its origin in the
barrel.

Expensive Drugs for Paupers.—The Chippenham Board of

Guardians has declined to adopt the recommendation of the
Local Government Board that the Guardians should provide
expensive drugs and medicines for paupers, instead of the
medical officers doing so, and paying for them out of their

salary.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club —The annual general

meeting of this club is to be held in the Pharmaceutical
Society's bouse, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, on Monday next,

at 9 p.m. Reports on the session's work will be received, officers

will be elected, and a proposed alteration in one of the rules will

be considered.

Linnean Society.—At an evening meeting of this Society to be
held on Thursday next, March 19, at 8 p.m., Mr. G. Glaridge Druce,
M.A., F.L.S., will read a paper on "Poa laxa and Poa stricta

of our British Flora." Messrs. Parkin and Pearson will present

a paper on " The Botany of the Ceylon Patanas. Part II.

—

Anatomy of the Leaves "

Relics of Ihe " Royal George. "--Mr. J. C. Stevens's monthly
sale of curios and relics from various parts of the world, held
on Tuesday last at 38, King Street, Covent Garden, included a
bottle of soda water, raised from the "Royal George," which was
sunk in 1782. About one-half of the liquid has evaporated, but
the cork and the wire fastening are intact. It was purchased
for 25^ guineas by Messrs. Stevenson and Howell, Limited,
manufacturing chemists, of Southwark Street, S.E.

Will.—The will of the late Robert Munn, who was for many
years in business as a chemist and druggist, at Burnley, has
been jjroved at £12,953 4s. 9d. gross, the net personalty
amounting to £12,614. He bequeaths £300 for the benefit of

the bellringers of Trinity Church, £400 to the Conservative
Party, £100 each to three other Burnley churches, and £50 each
to two other churches in the locality. The residue of the
estate, about £10,000, goes to the Victoria Hospital, Burnley.

Wholesale Chemists' and Druggists' Cricket Championship.—
The annual concert in connection with this championship is to

be held at the Holborn Town Hall, on Wednesday next, March
18, 1903, at 8 p.m., when the silver challenge cup will be
presented to the winners for 1902, the Wellcome C.C.
(Burroughs Wellcome and Co.). A number of well-known pro-

fessional artists has been engaged, and tickets may be obtained
from the Hon. Sec, Mr. E. Sibley, care of Davy, Hill and Co.
Southwark Street, S.E.

Wine Licences —Mr. Frank Moss, chemist and druggist, of

Kingswood and Staple Hill, Bristol, applied for wine licences

at his premises. Petitions were presented in opposition, and
the Bench declined to grant the licences. At Bradford, Mr.
Walter C. A. Bradley, " druggist," of 544, Manchester Road,

applied for a licence to sell medicated wines. The Bench
refused the application on the ground that Mr. Bradley was not
a qualified chemist. Applications for off-wine licences by Mr.
E. W. Rogers, chemist and druggist, Gateshead, and Mr. F. W.
Elliott, chemist and druggist, Bolsover, were refused.

Chemists and the Sale of Poisons.—The Daily Chronicle
has published further correspondence, in which it is pointed out
that the business of a chemist and druggist has largely been
reduced to the level of a distributor of other men's nostrums,
and that pharmacy, instead of being the honourable profession
it was intended to be when the Pharmacy Act became law, i

rapidly becoming a field for speculation by capitalists and limited
companies. " It will be disastrous to doctors as well as the
public in general if there are not reliable and well educated men
appointed for the retailing of medicaments, and restriction of

the sale of poisons. We can only look to Government for rec-

tifying matters, and they would do well to consult the pharmacy
laws of empires inferior to our own."

Cinchona Plantations in India.—The quantity of quinine dis-

tributed during 1902 was the largest on record, viz. :—11,978^
lb. By means of new machinery the bark is dealt with by the
shale-oil process instead of with fusel-oil in use before. The
total area under cultivation is 1,071J acres, of which 831J acres

are old, the remainder being composed of three extensions, the
expenditure on the total acreage working out at R. 47'10 per

acre. The year's crop amounted to 154,044 lb. of crown and
hybrid bark, but the annual yield required from the existing

plantations has been fixed, for the present, at 3,000 lb. of

manufactured quinine, and this amount is represented by
25,750 lb. of bark of 3J per cent, quality. Some important
scientific experiments were made on the Doddabetta estate

during the past year. Samples, of bark were taken from thirty-

eight trees, selected at random, but large and well-grown ones,

and their bark was analysed. The results in s6me cases were
extraordinary, some samples giving as much as 13-90 per cent,

of sulphate of quinine.

—

Chemical Trades Journal.

Portsmouth's Public Analyst. — The Portsmouth Town
Council is divided as to the appointment of a public analyst

for the borough, the office being vacant by the retirement of

Mr. J. Moore Murray, and the Council is rent with the con-

troversy as to whether it would be better to appoint a medical
man or an analytical chemist. Whoever is appointed is expected

to devote his whole time to the office and to analyse about

1,200 samples a year, and the salary has been fixed at £250 a

year, rising to £300 in two years. The Council are about

equally divided on the question, it being thought advisable by-

some members that a gentleman should be appointed with

medical qualifications, in order that, in case of need, he should

be able to act as locum tenens to the M.O.H. and the

medical officer in charge of the Infectious Diseases Hospital,

and in this case the salary was to be augmented to £300,

rising to £350. The matter was again keenly discussed on

Tuesday afternoon, when it was objected that whilst a few

medical men might be found with a sufficient knowledge of

analytical chemistry to qualify them for the post it was not a

common qualification of the profession, and the need of their

having a chemist skilled in analytical work was strongly

urged. For three months the Council has been at variance on

this subject, and the matter was brought up for settlement at

their last meeting. The Council of the Institute of Chemistry,

hearing of their perplexity, has written to them on the subject,

and their letter was now read. The Council point out that the

two professions of medicine and analytical chemistry had

nothing in common, and it was never contemplated that the

office of public analyst should ever be held by a medical man,

as was clearly indicated by Section 13 of the Food and Drugs

Act. The Council did not suggest that it was impossible to find

a medical man with the knowledge necessary, but it was rare

to do so. A medical man could not be expected to deal effi-

ciently with such problems as a public analyst had to

encounter, unless in addition to his medical training he had

been systematically trained in analytical chemistry, and was

experienced in the analysing of articles of food, and of drugs.

After an animated debate, approaching at times to a scene, the

motion to appoint a medical man was negatived by 27 votes

to 15.
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MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Wednesdav, Maicli 11. 1903, at the Vic-toria Hotel, the

Phksidext. "yiv. Geo. S. Woollev. in the chair.

Mr. KiBKBY stated that it \ra~s not intended that his scheme
:nr phaiTnaceutical students, set forth in his recent paper,

-hould b€ compulsoiy, but only for those going in for a degree.

Mr. J. (tRier then read a.paper on

Dispensing Problems,

mixtures, syrups, pills, and ointments being dealt with.

A number of que.stions were asked and answered.
Mr. Klrkby said solid and liquid clucose should never be

ibsent from the dispensing counter. Glucose and marsh-mal-
.ows he had found of great value in pill-making. Dispensing
T»-^s an art, but it was seldom pharmacists met with a real

po.ser.

The CHArR.MAX said a deceased Manchester doctor had onoe

prescribed as many as twenty ingredients in a certain medicine.

Membei-s present furnished amoising incident* relating to

«xtraordinary prescriptions that had come under their notice.

Mr. Grier was thanked for his paper, and the meeting ter-

minated.
Next week the report of the Committee on Poisons is to be
onsidered.

INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Monday. March 2. 1903, a* 30, Bloomsbury Square, Professor
John Mii.lar Thomsox, LL.D., F.R.S.. "President, in the
hair.

Annual Reports.

The annual accounts and the report of the auditors having
•een duly received. Professor Tildex moved the adoption of

tie wport of the Council, drawing attention to the increase in

lie men^be^s, in <>pite of heavy los.ses sust-ained by death,
ind also to the increase in the number of candidates for exa-
iiiuiation, not^withstanding that the Council have, within the
.ist few years, considerably raised the standard of the
egulations for admi.ssaon to the Insbitutte. He also endorsed
lie warm ti-ibute of appreciation accoi-ded by the Council to
he retiring President. Dr. Stevenson seconded the report,
vliich was then adopted.
Ballot for the election of censors having been taken, the

oDowing were declared elected: —Dr. AV. J. Russell, F.R.S.,
Dr. Thomas Stevenson. F.R.C.P., Professor .John Millar
Thomson. LL.D.. F.R.S., and Profes.sor Williaim Augustus
niden. D.Sc, F.R.S.
The meeting i>roceededi to ai^point auditors, and Messrs. H.

Ballantyne. A. R. Ling, and C. H. CriTsb were declared elected.

Presidential Address.

The President then delivered his address. As the Institute
has recently completed a quarter of a centuiy of existence,

Professor Thomson submitted a brief history of its work, from
its foundation to the present time. The address was dividend
nnder definite headings, the first poaition being a record of
tie origin and general progress. The President described
low the growing appreciation of the science of analytical
iiemist'iy from the utilitari;ui point of view led to the nece.s-

'^ity for an organisation for maintaining a standard of quali-
fication on the part of analvtioal and cons^ilting chemists.
The real origin of the Institnte was on a suggestion put
forward in 1872. by the late Sit Edward Frankland, at a
dinner given to Professor Cannizzaro on his appointment as
Fara<lay lecturer. I.ater. in 1876, he propo.sed to the Council
of tlie Cliemical Society that a class of Fellows, to be
styled Licentiates (or some analogous title) should be created
for the purpose of distinguishing bet-ween comipetent pro-
fessional chemists and those who professeid an interest in

chemistry as a science, and not as a means to ftaa-ning a
livelihood. The idea was not adopted, but it was decided to

found a new society, the Institute of Chemistry being formally

incorporated under the Companies Act on Ootolx-r 2. 1877.

Among those active in founding the Institute were men-
tioned Mr. Carteighe, Professor Hartley, the late Mr. Fredk.
Manning, Mr. Charles Tookey, and the late Dr. Alder Wright.
Professor Thomson himself was also a keen worker for the

Institute in its earliest history. He proceeded to relate its

progress under the successive Presidents—Sir Edwaid Frank
land. Sir Frederick Abel, Dr. William Odluiu. Dr. James
Bell, Professor W. A. Tilden. Dr. W. J. Russell, and Dr.

Thomas Stevenson. He dealt with the regulation.s as to train-

ing and examination of candidates for the associateship of

the Institute, showing how the standard of the requirei lents

for member.ship had been steadily raised, and he commented
on the consequent increasing recognition of the qualifications

"A. I.e." and "F.I.C." by Government and municipal aiuhori-

ties, and by the leaders of industry throughout the kingdom.
After reviewing the conferences on practising and proies-

sional questions held from time to time by the Institute, the

President referred to the development of the library, snd
concluded by expressing his personal satisfaotion in the

noaninaition of Mr. David Howard as his successor in the chair.

Election of Officers.

The officers and members of Council for the ensuing vear
were then declared elected.

The new President, being formally inducted, thanked the
Fellows and a.ssociates for the honour bestowed on him, and
declared the meeting dissolved.

Officers and Members of Council for the Ensuing Year.

President, David Howard; Vice-Presidents, Walter Ernest
Adeney, D.Sc, George Beilby, Frederick Daniel Chattaway.
M.A., D.Sc, Percy Faraday Frankland, Ph.D.. F.R.S.,

Francis Robert Japp, LL.D., F.R.S. , John ^Millar Thomson.
LL.D., F.R.S. ; Hon. Treasurer, Alfred Gordon Salamon.
A.R.S.M. ; Members of Council, Leonard Archbutt. Edward
•John Bevan, Bertram Blount, Horace T. Brown. LL.D..
F.R.S., James Caiperon, Charles Edward Cassai. Alfred
Chaston Chapman, Edwy Godwin Clayton. Edward Divers,
M.D., F.R.S., James Johnstone Dobbie, M.A.. D.Sc,. Ber-
nard Dyer, D.Sc, Thomas Fairley, Alfred .John Greenaway.
Henry Wilson Hake, Ph.D., Henry James Helm. Edwai-d
William Taylor .Jones, Julius Lewkowitsch, M.A.. Ph.D.,
William Walker James Nicol, M.A., D.Sc. Frederick .James
Montague Page, B.Sc, A.R.S.M., William Henry Perkin,
jun., Ph.D., F.R.S., William .Jackson Pope, Henry Richard-
son Procter. Percy Andrew Ellis Richards, Alexander Sooitt.

D.Sc, F.R.S., Joseph Wilson Swan, F.R.S.. Leo Taylor. .John
Augustus Voelcker, M.A.. Pli.D.

HUDDERSFIELD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, March 10, 1903. Mr. Stephens in the chair. Mr.
R. C. Walshaw, President of the Association, a^s a candidate for
a seat on the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, expressed
his views on several topics of importance. He first explained
the misunderstanding that had arisen in legard to his candida-
ture. He wished it to be publicly known that his candidature
was entirely apart from any use of the West Riding Federation
of Associations. The Huddei-sfield Association was at liberty to

consider his name with others as that of a suitable candidate
for the post. It was unfortunate that events should have hap-
pened as they had. Mr. Walshaw then commented seriatim, on
the various items in his election address, dealing with the pro-

tection which the Pharmaceutical Society should aflford to its

members, the scarcity of apprentices, and a compulsory curricu-

lum. He strongly criticised the report of the Committee on
Poisons.

Consideration of the address and a resolution on the subject

were postponed to an adjourned meeting to be held on April 1.
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday', March 5, 1903, at Burlington House, Piccadilly,

Dr. Perkin, sen., in the chair.

Mr. H. Bassett communicated a paper dealing with the

Mechanism of the Reduction of Potassium Bichromate by

Sulphurous Acid.

Experiments were carried out on solutions of potassium

bichromate and sulphurous acid without the addition of sul-

phuric acid, and also with the addition of the latter. In the

f. rst case the reaction probably went in the following manner,

yielding sulphate and dithionate.

K,Cr ,0.+ 4H2SO,, = KSOj+ CT,{SOi):,+ 6TEL.0

K.fiT,0- + 7H.2SO,= Cr.>{S206)3 + 7H,0+ K.^SOs

It was observed that, after the completion of the reaction,

which takes place almost immediately, no reaction for sulphate

could be obtained on the addition of barium chloride. This led

the author to propound the theory that some complex was
formed, probablv- -

KSO,
\

Cr,(SO,:

KSOj

This explanation is supported by numerous facts. In the

presence of sulphuric acid a similar result is obtained, the

complex—
KSO,

Cr.2(S04

KSOi

being formed. The author showed that when sulphuric acid is

added to potassium bichromate and sulphurous acid no imme-
diate precipitate is formed on the addition of barium chloride

to the solution, indicating that the SO, ions are taken up and

are no longer in solution. The amount of sulphuric acid which

could be added without producing any precipitate with barium

chloride was found to be about six molecules. With hydro-

chloric acid similar results were obtained ; but in this case the

precipitate, which is soon formed in the case of sulphuric acid

forms after allowing the solution to stand for some time.

In no case could any immediate reaction for chromium be

obtained with ammonia. It was found that from 4-5 to 6-0 per

cent, of dithionate was formed, whether the dichromate or

sulphurous acid was in excess. One molecule of bichromate

oxidises 3'18 molecules of sulphurous acid instead of 3 mole-

cules.

At the conclusion of the paper Sir W. Ramsay and others

congratulated the author on his work.

Dr. Divers protested against the term "dithionate." He
preferred the more correct word " hyposulphate.''

The next paper was contributed by Dr. H. A. D. Jowett,

on the"

Constitution of Pilocarpine (Part IV.).

On oxidatioti with potassium permanganate, isopilocarpine

yielded homopilopic acid, the constitution of which had been

shown to be C H -CH - OH - CH .
- COOH

I I

CO CH.,
/'

- 0
Subtracting the homopilopic residue from the empirical

formula of isopilocarpine led the author to suppose that the

remaining group was probably a glyoxaline or pyrazole ring.

' loreover, it was found that on distilling isopilocarpine with

soda-lime both methyl-glyoxaline and dr-methyl glyoxaline
were obtained. In connection with this point both glyoxaline
and pyrazole were studied and their reactions and properties

compared with those of isopilocarpine.

Glyoxaline. Isopilocarpine.

Liquid
Oxidation
Bromination .

.

Do. at 100'

Met h i 0 d i d e
with KOH .

.

strong base
(NH..-CH:i)NH3 & acid

all yield
xt. acid with N it Br

(NHj-CH.,) & acid

strong base
{NH.>'CH«)NH3 & acid
di b r 0 m -substituted

CiiHiiOjNaBr..,

(NH./CHs) & acid

Pyrazole.

weak base
C4HRN.2CO3H
compounds
C,5H,;N.2Bra

nil

From this it was shown that isopilocarpine contained the

glyoxaline ring. Passing on to a consideration of pilocarpine

the author said that on oxidation with permanganate homo-
pilopic acid was also obtained just as in the case of its isomer.

It also contains the glyoxaline ring. Both pilocarpine and
isopilocarpine are fairly stable bodies, but the former passes

into the latter on heating. The absorption spectra of the

nitrates of both bodies had been examined and had been found

to be identical. Dr. Jowett concluded by saying that probably

the two alkaloids were stereo-isomers.

Several other papers, of no pharmaceutical interest, were

read.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.

Friday, March 6, 1903, in the Lecture Theatre of the School,

Bloomsbury Square, Mr. Wallis, B.Sc, in the chair.

Mr. H. B. Fantham, A.R.C.S., gave a most interesting

paper, illustrated by specimens and lantern slides, on

Corals and their Structure.

Corals have been familiar objects since tlie days of antiquity.

The precious red corall has long been an article of commerce

in the Mediten-anean. but it is only since tlie eighteenth cen-

tury that the true nature and structure has come to be under-

stood. By the ancients they were regarded either as petrifac-

tions or as plants. Aristotle recognised the animal nature of

sea-anemones. Pliny held similar views, and so the matter

rested till the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 1727

Jean de Peysonuel discovered the animal nature of the red

coral, but his views were not published till 1751.

The hard calcareous substance to which the name "coral" i>

applied is the supporting skeleton of certain members of the

Anthozoa (old name Acfinozoa), one of the cla.sses of the

phylum^ Gcdnntera. Three typical animals belonging to the

Ccelentei-a are the fresh-water polyp or Hydra, the jelly-fish,

and the sea-anemone. The fundamental morphological idea of

a Coelenterate animal is a polyp or zooid. The tenn " ix)lyp
"

is due to a supposed resemblance between a Ccelenterate indi-

vidual and the Polypus or common octopus. Such a zooid is

essentially a hollow sac with a central cavity known as a

" coelenteron." The walls of the sac consist of two layers of

tissue—an "ectoderm" and an "endodenn"—-with an inter-

mediate gelatinous, non-cellular layer between, called the

" mesogloea."

In the common sea-anemone the coelenteron is not a simple

cavity as in Hydra, but is divided by "mesenteries" into

a number of radial chambers, liie mouth, too. is smik at the

base of a " stomodaeum." which opens into the coelenteron.

The Anfhotoa are divisible into two great sub-classes:—
(1) The Alcyonaria. with eight hollow tentacles and eight

mesenteries ; and {2i the Zoaniharia. usually with six mesen-

teries, but the number may van-, and is not eight. In the

Alcyonaria there is generally a calcareous skeleton of spicules

of calcium carbonate. Included in this suib-class we have forni!
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lii:e—AlcijmiHm digitatum , or dead men's fiugers
;
TuMpora.

\

the organ pipe coral, a colonial form, with tubular calcare3us

skeleton; Cofallium. rubrum, the red coral, with fixed, up-

right, branched colonies; Gorgonia, the sea-fan, of a light

pink colour, with horny axis; Pennatvla, the sea-pen, free-

^nimming, with flexible homy .stem; the blue coral, Jlelio-

i-o cceritlea, a •colonial form, with broad, upright, lobed

masses. This is an old form, with many extinct allies. Its

skeleton arises from pMes.

In the Zoantharia are included all the true corals, also the

i-anemones and the black homy corals, or Antipatharia.

The Madreporaria, or true corals, confonn so closely to the

atomy of the ordinary sea-anemones that they cannot be

vla.ssified apart from them. The skeleton is formed, not from

fused spicules, but as a isecretion from a special layer of ecto-

derm cellf. Ifc is largely coniposed of a series of radiating

plates or septa, and its structure is complicated. Though

appearing to lie within the zooid, the coral skeleton, or " coral-

lum," is moi-phologicaUy external to it, as is shown by develop-

ment.

The larvse of corals are free-swimming. There is a charac-

teristic "planula" stage. The corallum is only acquired after

fixation. It begins as a ring-shaped plate of ailcite, formed

tween the embryo and its surface of attachment. Mesen-

lies are next formed, and finally every septum is covered by

•old of endoderm, mesogloea, and ectoderm. The upper part

the zooid, when fully extended, projects for some distance

r^the lip of the skeleton-cup. Among coral skeletons the

|)ta many be eitJier perforate (as in the Perforata), or im-

perforate, as in the Aporosa. The zooid ascends as the cup

^rows, and forsakes the lower, older parts of the cup.

A large number of corals are colonial. The colonies are pro-

iced either by budding or by longitudinal division. There is

well-retognised order of Palaeozoic corals with septa

i mged in fours, the Tc/racoraUa or Bngosa.

Present-day corals are widely distributed, but the larger

iinber only occur in tropical seas, in shallow water, the me;ni

temperature of whicli must not be below 68° F. These con-

ditions occur in a belt of ocean » about 28° N. and S. of the

Equator. Coral formations may be classified as either fring-

ing reefs, or barrier reefs, or atolls. They are especially

numerous in the Pacific Ocean. Coral zooids are killed by fresh

wiiter.

The great naturalist, Charles Darwin, in 1842, brought

. iward a theoiy to accomit for .such formations. It was one

gf subsidence ; that all coral islands had a rocky base. Atolls

and encircling reefs ai-e formed round land undergoing a sloir

movement of subsidence, but the coral growth keeps pace.

Darwin's theory, accepted at the time, has of late years been

attacked. In 1896, however, an expedition was sent to Funa-

futrfor the purpose of boring. At first unsuccessful, a depth

of over 1,100ft. was finally reached. An examination of the

boring showed the existence of a mass of pure limestone to

that depth ; also the boring of a lagoon floor showed coral

-remains beneath a buried mass of calcareous algse and fora-

nii;iifera. - This lends support to Darwin's view.

According to our present state of kfiowledge, it seems that

coral reefs are formed wherever conditions suitable for growth
exist, whether the area.s ,,are of subsidence, of elevation, or at

rest, and they may be modified by the action of waves and
currents.

Questions were asked, which were satisfactorily answered
by Mr. Fantham. At the conclusion, Mr. Bennett proposed
that a heai-ty vote of thanks be accorded to the lecturer. Mr. W.
AiiEX seconded, and it was carried with applause. Mr. Fan-
tham responded, and the meeting was then adiourned.

The social evening will be held on Wednesday, March 18,

at wiiich Professor Collie will give an address.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 5, 1903, at 75, Newman Street. London, W.,
Mr. A. Lateeille, President, in the chair.

The business of the evening was " Short Papers," b}' members,

and the first paper was communicated by Mr. A. B. Bbitton,

the subject being

Synthetic Oils and Perfumes.

Mr. Britton said that the remarkable development of syn-

thetic perfumes of late years, though afl'ecting more nearly the

Large perfumer.s and soap makers, had a great interest for

chemists generally, as an increased knowledge of the chemical

composition of natural perfumes, and improved laboratory

methods and processes were largely responsible for it. The
term synthetic might be regarded as synonymous with artificial

—

or, as some would put it, substitutional. That, however, should

not be the case, for in very many instances the chemist produced

a more uniform preparation and provided a more regular supply,

thus obviating- any anxiety as to unfavourable climatic condi-

tions, and avoiding the extensive practice of adulteration so

familiar in the essential oil trade. Another, and, perhaps,

more important point was the comparative cheapness of the

chemical product. Mr. Britton then gave a brief description

of various synthetic oils and perfumes, which he divided into

two classes. Simple chemicals, as methyl salicylate, cjnnamic

aldehyde and terpineol representing essential oils, the value of

which depends upon one constituent ; and chemicals of a con>-

pound nature in which the effect of a particular perfume is

obtained by blending certain aromatic products in the strict

proportions in which their equivalents have been detected in the

naturally produced oil. He exhibited specimens, on cotton-wool

in boxes, of lily of the valley, linalool, ylang ylang, geraniol,

artificial otto, hyacinth oil, lilac (terpineol), jasmin oil,

aubepin (anisic aldehyde),' neroli ; and a few other specimens,

in tubes, of citral, eugenol, oil of cassia, oil of wintergreen, oil

of mandarin orange, eucalyptol.

Several of the synthetic products were exceedingly good

imitations of the natural products, and were favourably com-

mented on by members, the President remarking that the

artificial otto was excellent.

The next paper was by Mr. W. Matthews on

Tea.

Mr. Matthews gave an interesting account of the history,

growth, and cultivation of the tea plant, and of the preparation

of the various qualities of tea met with on the market.

Mr. R. E. LowNSBKOUGH then read a veiy comprehensive

paper on
The Umbelliferae.

Mr LowNSBKouGH explained the Ijasis on which the classi-

fication of plants began, viz., agriculture, domestic economy, and

medicine, and went on to show how the science of botany has

progressed from the time of Theophrastus, who lived 370 years

B. c. , to the present day. The group of plants which compris^ed

the subject of his paper was named by De Jussieu, in 1789,

the Umbelliferae, and that name had been retained. It was a
group of plants found in all temperate climates and in moun-

tainous' districts in the tropics. It produced spices, remedies,

poisons, and trade commodities subject to taxation in the

days of the great Roman Empire. Mediaeval Europe knew the

aromatic and remedial characters of many of its species, and
present-day commerce bowed before it and acknowledged its

greatneiss. The physician and the pharmacist utilised such

members as anise, dill, coriander, cumin, caraway, asafetida^

sumhul, ammoniacum, galbanum, hemlock, and fennel ; the

surgeon accepted thymol as a valuable antiseptic ; the green.-

grocer dealt in celery, parsley, carrots, parsnips, fennel ; tha
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housewife used sweet cicely, chervil, samphire, Alexanders and

archangel in her recipes for pot herbs ; the confectioner dealt

in candied angelica and eryngo, and largely used the essential

«ils of anise, caraway, coriander ; the horticulturists cultivated

fennel, sea holly, hare's ear, the giant ferulas, and cow parsnips

for garden decoration ; while the entomologist knew that the

flower-heads were often nurseries of many moths, and that the

hollow stalks were the haven of refuge of caterpillai-s for their

quiescent period of transformation into moth or butterfly.

And nature had its say in th© matter by producing members un-

gratefully designat-ed -by man as "weeds." Mr. Lownsbrough

then described the different varieties of plants comprising the

Umbelliferae and their uses. He also exhibited numerous

mounted specimens, lent by Mr. E. M. Holmes for the occa-

sion.

After a short discussion the proceedings terminated.

DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Monday, March 9, 1903, Mr. R. Gledhill (President) in the

chair.

Mr. G. Walker (Secretary) submitted the fifth

Annual Report,

which dealt in a comprehensive way with the various questions

considered during the year. After alluding to the fact that

the Association had withdrawn from the National Federation

of Local Associations, the report referred to the formation of

the West Riding Federation, which originated from an ex-Pre-

sident of the Dewsbury Association, and which, it was hoped,

would be of great benefit to chemists. Reference was also

made to the discussions which had taken place in the restric-

tion and protection of titles, the work of the P.A.T.A., the

conduct of the Journal, and other matters. A dispensing

price list had been adopted, and it was hoped this would be cf

benefit to members. In conclusion, the report stated that the

Association still endeavoured to maintain its reputation as an

active and progressive body.

Mr. G. N. GuTTERiDtiE (Treasurer) reported that the income

had amounted to £11 12s. S^d., and that there was a balance

in hand of T^d., as compared with £2 2s. S^d. twelve monthrs

ago. He explained that the expenditure had been somewhat
heavy, and also pointed out that the annual dinner resulted in

a loss.

The reports wei-e adopted.

Election of Officers.

Mr. Gledhill expres.^ed a desire to retire from the presi-

dency, but Mr. Ste.m) proposed his re-election, which was sup-

ported by several members, who all spoke of the valuable ser-

vices Mr. Gledhill had rendered to the Association.

The resoRution was passed unanimously, and Mr. Gledhill
briefly returned thanks.

Messrs. J. Rhodes and R. Broadhead (Vice-Presidents), G.
Walker (Secretary), and G. N. Gutteridge (Treasurer) were all

Te-appointed.

The President was appointed delegate to the annual dinner

of the Bradford A.«:sociation, and Mr. Stead to the .annual

<linner of the Wakefield Association.

A discussion next took place respecting the

Forthcoming Council Election,

the Secretary having received the addresses of Mr. V/alshaw
and Mr. Pickering, candidates.

Mr. Broadhead said he thought it would be better -to leave

the matter over lor the present. He referred to the circular

he had sent out respecting Mr. Walshaw's candidature, and
said that evidently his zeal had outrun his discretion. At the

same time, he thought the information he possessed warranted

him in using the name of the West Riding Federation in

endeavouring to ."ecure the election of Mr. Walshaw, its first

President. From investigations he made it seemed to be the

general feeling that Mr. Walshaw was the most suitable can-

didate for the suijport of the Federation. He had, however,

reckoned without Bradford, or, at least, without some mem-
bers of the Bradford Association. His (Mr. Broadhead's)

action in connection with the circular had been stigmatised :r~

unauthorised and unwarranted, and Mr. Walshaw had now
decided to stand on his own merits as an independent candi-

date. He believed Mr. Walshaw would receive the support of

members of associations connected with the Federation. He
admitted having sent out the circular cn his own initiative, but,

knowing the feeling of the various associations, he thought he

was warranted in saying what he did.

The President said it was unfortunate the circular was
sent out without the official sanction of the Federation, and

it was unfortunate that Mr. Broadhead (who was Secretary of

the Federation) happened to be a Vice-President of the Dews-
bury Association. Some people seemed to think that they at

Dewsbury had something up their sleeve, but that was not so.

Eventually Mr. Stead moved the following resolution:—
" That the Dewsbury and District Chemists' Association

is of opinion that the West Riding Federation should imme-
diately call a meeting of affiliated associations to discuss

the question of the Pharmaceutical Council election, with
a view to recommending suitable candidates to be supported
by the federated associations."

Mr. Pickard seconded the resolution, which was carried-

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MONTHLY MEETING OF COUNCIL.

Wednesday, March 4, 1903, at 67, Lower Mount Street,.

Dublin, Mr. George Beggs, Pi-esident, in tlie chair.

Examinations.

On the motion of the President, it was ordered that the

Phannaceutical Licence Examination, in April, shall be held ob

the 7th, 8th, and 9th of that month ; that on the first day tli«

candidates shall be examined in practical chemistry and phar-

macy ; that on the second day the examination shall be by

papers ; and that on the third day the examinatiodi shall be

oral.

A letter was received from Dr. J. A. Walsh, acknowledging:

his appointment as Lecturer in Materia Medica during the illnes?

of Mr. Hunt.

The Teaching of Chemistry.

Tlie following letter from the Irish department of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction, addressed to the Registrar, wa-s

read :
—

" February 16, 1903.

" Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 5th instant, I

have to infomx you that a First Class Certificate in the

Advanced Stage of Theoretical Inorganic or Organic

Cliemistry, obtained at the Local Science and Art Examina-

tions, held annually by the Board of Education (South

Kensington), is accepted by the department as evidence of

qualification to give theoretical instruction in the subject

of the certificate. To be recognised as qualified to give

practical instruction in cliemisti-y, a teacher is required to

hold a First Class Certificate in both the theoretical and

practical divisions of the examination. I have to add that

the degree of any university or diploma of any approved

technical college where chemistry s part of the degree or
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the diploma course will, for the present, he recognised as

qualifying to t«ach the subject ; but the department ha\'^e

intimated that they will at the earliest convenient moment

require proof that the teachers have also had a practical

course in an approved laboratory.
" I am, etc.,

"T. P. Gill."

Tlie President : I take it that for the present our licentiates

•would be eligible for any such positions under the department.

Mr. Grindlet : Is it a fact tliat one of our licentiates is at

present engaged in teaching under the department?

The President : It is. From the teaior of that letter I take it

that oiu- men are eligible for the positions.

Professor Tichbobse : I think their syllabus should be sub-

mitted to our School Comnaittee in order to see how far our

courses conform with it. An objection might be raised here-

after if it did not. I move that the syllabus be referred to the

Committee.

The President seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Election of Examiners and Members.

Mr. H. O'Connor was re-elected to conduct the Pharma-

ceutical Assistants' Examination.

Dr. R. Watt was re-elected to conduct the Registered

Druggists' Examination.

Mr. F. C. Large, of Athy. and Mr. D. J. MoGrath, of Carlow.

were elected members of the Society.

Reports and other business having been disposed of,

The Council adjourned.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF CAPE COLONY.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

February 12, 1903. Mr. G. Dabeoll, President, in the chair.

The Secretary presented his annual report. As a result of

the dinner held in May a surplus of £4 had been given to the

Benevolent Fund, which had been inaugurated dui-ing the year.

The balance of the Society was £53 6s. 3d. ;
this, though

^mailer than last year, left the Society in a sound financial

condition, the depletion being due to other than ordinary

•oxpenses.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded the Seoretaiy for

the efficient manner in which he had prepared liis report and

Tpvenue-sheet.

The Society is now some hundred strong, thirty new mem-

ners having been enrolled during the past year.

The President delivered an address, in the course of which

tie suggested that the Society should acquire premises where

dl the trade journals in the English language might be seen,

and a materia medica museum, with possibly a library, formed.

He regretted that in answer to his circular letter, sent to every

member, asking for suggestions to increase the popularity of

the Society, not a .single reply had been received. He a^lluded

to the possibility of amalgamation with the South African

Pharmaceutical Society, and thought such a step would be to

idd to the usefulness of both Societies.

The following gentlemen were elected officers for the year

1905-1904:—Mr. A. J. Rivett, Pre'Sident ; Messrs. J. A.

Mathew and J. S. North, Vice-Presidents ; Messrs. A. H.
Mathew, S. Johnson, G. Darroll, W. Froembling, Ph.D., G.

Hamilton, J. H. Cooper, F. Mathew, A. MaiT, Councillors

;

and Mr. .1. Dell, Secretary.

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to the retiring officers

of the Society.

Mr. Darroll gave an account of the inception and work of
the Benevolent Fund. This was formed in August, 1901, the

Society agreeing to contribute ten pounds annually. At the

general meeting in February, 1902, subscriptions to the amount

of fifteen and a-half guineas were promised. The fund now

amounted to about fifty-five pounds, and one grant had already

been made.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Darroll brought the proceedings to

a close.

CAMBRIDGE PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Friday, March 6, 1903, at the Bull Hotel, Cambridge.

Til© members discussed in detail the report of the Committee

on Poisons. General disagreement was expressed with the

majority report, and the action and minority report of Mr.

Walter Hills were unanimously upheld.

The Hon. Secretary announced a letter from Mr. R.

Bremridge. Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain, with reference to the resolution of the Cambridge

Association, expressing the unde^irability of prescribing pro-

prietary articles and .patent medicines. The Council bad now
decided it was not expedient to communicate with the

General Medical Council on the lines suggested.

A letter was also received from Mr. G. F. Merson, Hon.

Secretary of the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciatiors, stating that it had been suggested that in view of

the importance of keeping up the efficiency of the Benevolent

Fund of the Pharmaceutical Society, it would be desirable

that all local associations should, once a year, arrange for a

special collection to be taken at the annual social gathering-
dinner, smoker, or other similar functions.

The Chairman explained that the object of the meeting

was to discuss the proposed additions to the Poisons Schedule.

The members had probably had an opportunity of reading

the reports. The object of Mr. Alexander Cross, as an
unqualified man, was to secure free trade in noisons. That
was the very thing the Pharmaceutical Society and all phar-

macists had been doing their very utmost to restrict.

Chemists claimed there should be no temporising with the

Poisons Schedule. They should be no parties to acknow-
ledging even a suggestion from the Privy Council in the direc-

tion as indicated by Mr. Alexander Cross and those unquali-

fied traders who believed in wholesale distribution.

After some remarks by the Hon. Sec, Messrs. Parson,

White, and Peck,

The Chairman moved the following resolution :
—

•

" That this Association is of opinion that the postponed
draft Pharmacy Bill should be introduced into the House
of Commons without delay, and that the articles mentioned
in the minority report of Mr. Hills be added to the Poisons
Schedule in accordance with Section 2 of the Pharmacy Act,
1868."

Mr. Evans seconded the motion, which was carried unani-

mously.

Mr. Peck proposed and Mr. Parson seconded the follow-

ing:—
" That the thanks of all registered chemists and drug-

gists should be heartily accorded to Mr. Walter Hills for

his labours upon the Poisons Committee and the excellency

of his minority report, which, if acted upon, could only
work for the public welfare."

This also was agreed to unanimously.

It was agreed that the Hon. Sec. write to the local mem-

bers of Parliament—Sir Robert Fitzgerald (Cambridge

Borough), Mr. C. D. Rose (East Cambs), the Hon. A. Brand

(North Cambs), and Mr. W. Raymond Greene (West Cambs)—
expressing the views stated. Mr. Peck undertook to write to

the University members (Sir Richard Jebb and Sir Joha

Gorst).
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EASTBOURNE CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tliursday, March 5, 1903, at tlie Royal Restaurant, East-

}>oume.

Mr. Holmes gave a very interesting ]>aper on

Ferments and Fermentation.

Mr. Holmes began his paper 'by enumerating the various

kinds of ferments, explaining the use and occurrence of each.

He next gave an account of the metabolic changes which occur

in the leaf of a plant, explaining the action of the ferment
" diastase." Alcoholic and acetic fermentations were men-

tioned in turn. After the paper a hearty vote of thank.s was

accorded Mr. Holmes for his paper.

The short time which was left at the disposal of the meet-

ing was fully occupied in discussion.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Monday, IMarch 9, 1903, at the Star and Garter, Wolver-

hampton.

Messrs. J. Hyde, Rogers, C. Bell, and W. H. Hooton were
fleeted membera.

,
Mr. H. FoESTER read a pap^r on

The Metric System as Applied to Medicine.

One of the firet indications of a desire to introduce the metric

system into the Pharmacopoeia was changing the strength of

liquor strychninse, liq. arsenicalis, etc., from 1 grain in

120 minims to 1 in 100 fluid grains or 110 minims (1 gramme in

100 C.c). About fifty years ago Robertson, a teacher of English

and French at Paris, wrote :
" The time will come when a single

universal language will be spoken over the whole surface of the

globe. . . The unitj^ of weight, of measure, and of language

is as inevitable as the unity of mathematical laws." If this,

perhaps, Utopian idea is ever realised, no doubt so far as weights

and measures are concerned, the metric .system will be the one

to become universal. If adopted, it is to be hoped it will be

just as it is, without any attempt at variation, with the sup-

posed idea of making it more suitable of this country. We, do

not want a eet of decimal systems of weights and measures in

different countries varying more or less from each other, but one

only, identical everywhere. In the Pharmacopoeia the strength

of sulphur ointment has been changed from 1 in 5 to 1 in 10, and
of boric ointment from 1 in 7 to 1 in 10.^ It is difficult to sec

why, unless it i.s the fascination of the 10. Why not 1 in 8?

Would or could the present generation of medical men in this

country write their prescriptions in the metric system? Could
the majority of medical men who have written prescriptions for

ten or twenty years in the old way adopt the new method, they

would have to translate their doses from the old to the new
method, and the risks of miscalculations would be tremendous.

A new generation would have to be educated to give their doses

in the metric system. In cdl probability, for twenty years or

more after the introduction of the new system the pharmaci.st

would have to dispense prescriptions written some in the old and

some in the mew, the former deci-easing and the latter increasing

as the older generation died out. Mr. Forster is convinced that

our system is much better and far more satisfactory than the

metric as usually carried out on the Continent.

Mr. Weavek proposed a hearty vote to Mr. Forster for his

interesting paper, which was seconded by Mr. Gibson, and

carried unanimously.

[March 14; 190.S.

CARDIFF AND DISTRICT PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, March 4, 1903, at the Park Hotel, Mr. J. \.

Jones, President, in the chair.

Report of the Poisons Committee.

The President opened a discussion on the report of tin-

Commission, and pointed out the fact that chemists generally

were quite unaware of the great importance of this report, an:l

what it would mean to them if it should go to the House uf

Commons for their acceptance and be passed. The whole in-

tention of the Act of 1868 would Ije frustrated by the pi j-

-posed amendments.

Mr. MuMFOBD also spoke of the far-reaching effect such :t

measure would have, and of the necessity of putting their views

of the case clearly before members of Paxliameut.

The P.A.T.A.

The petition to those makers of proprietary articles who

have not thought fit to join the P.A.T.A. was laid before the

meeting, and the Secretary was empowered to have copies of

it, with the signatures of the whole of the chemists of tlif

district attached, printed and sent to each of the outstanding

firms.

Candidates for the Council.

A letter was read from the Secretary of the West Biding

Federation of Associations asking for the support of the mem-

bers for Mr. R. C. Walshaw, whose address was read andi-

generally approved, but no resolution was passed thereon.

WEST HAM AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.

Thur.vday, March 5, 1903, Mr. Habold Mitchell in : i

chair.

The Secretary read the correspondence that had pas-eil

since the last meeting in regard to early closing on Thursdays.

The Secretary was also directed to writ* to the Secretary of

the Pharmaceutical Society, asking him for advice as to tli-

best means of opposing the Poisons Committee Report.

The following gentlemen were electe| as the Committee r

the coming year:—^Messrs. Mitchell, Gwinn, Barnes, Fori' •

and Soper.

OXFORD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Monday, March 9, 1903, at Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford.

Election of Officers.

The following gentlemen were appointed to serve as officer-

for the enduing year :—President, Mr. G. C. Druce, M.A. :

Vice-Presidents, Mr. Clayton and Mr. Burbank ;
Hon. Secre

tai-y and Treasurer, Mr. J. Dolbear; Committee, Mr. Jessop.

Mr. Squire, Mr. Mathews, and Mr. Gilkes.

The annual report w>;s read and adopted, and the balance-

sheet showed a balance in hand of over £6.

Mr. Prior regretted to announce that he was about to sever

his connection with the Association on retiring from actitf

business. It was unanimously decided to elect him an hon.

member.
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GLASGOW CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' ASS1S=

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, Jlarch 4, 1903, <at 25, Bath Street, Glasgow. A
vei-y interesting paper was read by Mr. Law, dealing with

The Manufacture of Iron and Steel.

, Mr. L.AW, having ha3 great experience in the laboratories of

inm and steel works, wa.s able to treat his subject exhaustively,

going into the early history of iron.

Messrs. Combe, Culbert, and A. GiLMOrn took part in the

discussion which followed.

A motion was put on the table by the Secbet.\rt, Mi'. Fred

Bewglas, to alter the name of the Association fi-om "' Glasgow

Ciiemists' and Druggists' Assistants' and Apprentices' Associa-

tion" to the "Glasgow Chemists' Assistants' Association."

This motion will be discussed at the next meeting.

LINCOLN AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tliur.sday, Mardi 5, 1903, the President (Mr. Battle) in the

chair.

The following resolution was possed, and the Secretary was

instructed to send it to London for consideration at the next

Coimcil meeting:—
" This Association appreciates the visit of representatives

of the Pharmaceutical Society, and recommends the ap-

pointment of an official whose duty it shall be to visit the
different centres and' organise the trade throughout the
country. Such a step would tend to greater support of

the Society, and to united action being shown when neces-
sary."

Since the last meeting letters had been sent to nianufac-

lurers urging them to protect their goods by placing them on
tlie P.A.T.A. list. Out of twenty-five letters sent only six

replies had been received. The want of courtesy on the part

of the others was very severely criticised. It appeared from
some of the replies some manufacturers had private agree-

ments which were not well known to the trade. It was de-

cided to reoommend those manufacturers who have private

agreements for the protection of their goods to publish the terms.

The following resolutions were passed in regard to the report

of the Committee on poisons :
^

1. " That, having carefully considered the report of the
Poisons Committee, this Association does not approve of
the recommendation to form a third part of the schedule,
as it would be in opposition to the principles of the Phar-
macy Act of 1868, Avhich Act was passed for the public-
safety."

2. "Tliat tliis Association pledges itself to defeat the
recommendations of the Poisons- Committee in sueli a
manner as the Pharmaceutical Society ma.y think neces-
sary, and appoints Messrs. Battle and Elmitt as a deputa-
tion to explain our views to the local memberss of Parlia-
ment at the House of Commons when tlie Bill is intro-
duced."

3. " That the mmority report of Mr. Hills is thoroughly
approved."

It was decided to write to the city member of Parliament
(Mr. C. H. Seely), and to the members for the several divi-

sions iu the county_. calling their attention to the fact of the
possibility of pharmacy legislation from two different sources,

aiid asking them to be good enough to keep an open mind on
the subject, the Secretary to write to the divisional secretaries

in Lincolnshire acquainting them with the steps this Associa-

tion i»i taking.

GT. YARMOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION,

MONTHLY MEETING.
Thursday. March 5, 1903, at 156. King Street, Yarmouth,.

Mr. W. Sheppaed Poll in the chair.

The Secretary reported that the 'petition to the proprie-

tors of non-protected " patents," urging them to place theiix-

articles on the P.A.T.A.. had been signed by every chemist;

in the town, forty copies had been sent out, and replies were-

read from soine fifteen or sixteen fiims.

The report of the Committee on Poisons met with universal

disapproval, and it was decided that this imijortant matter-

should be further considered at a Jater meeting.

Two new members were elected. ,

STOCKPORT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.
Wedne.sday, March 4, 1903, at tlie County Restaurant..

Mr. William Dodge in the chair.

The minutes of last meeting and the. Secretary's rejiort

were read and approved.

Mr. W. P. Orrell then read a. very forcible paper on the

utility of the. P.A.T.A., after which it was proposed,

seconded, and carried unanimously that all the membersi-

should support the P.A.T.A.

Mr. Wilson proposed, and Mr. Formes seconded, that all

qualified chemists in the town be invited to join the Stock-

port Chemists' Association. This re.'-olution was proposed ia

order to include assistants or managers.
. After some dis-

cus-sion it was carried unanimously.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday. March 10, 1903, Mr. J. A. Mitchell, President,.

m the chair.

A paper was read by Mr. ,J. A. Dewhirst on

Air.

He described the composition of the atmosphere as at pre-

sent known, and dealt with many of the ascertained effects-

ji variations in the proportion of constituents. He dealt with

the relative retaining powers of the earth and the sun, moon,
and jjlanets

;
spoke of the influence of our atmosphere in con-

verting the sun's light into heat, and of the most recently-

discovered five constituents of air—argon, helium, krypton,,

neon, and xenon.

The discussion resolved itself niainlv into one on the fresh-

air treatment, the President and Messrs. Dunn, Hanson, W.-.d-

dington, Marshall. Xewboult, Rogerson, Gordon, and others

entering into it.

A vote of thanks was heartily accorded to Mr. Dewhirst for
his paper.

Mr. Waddingtox reported tliat Mr. J. L. Wanklyn, M.P.,
had promised his support in opposition to the report of the
Committee on Poisons. Arrangemen'ts were now being jnade.

for Mr. Bremridge to be introduced to Mr. E. Flower, M.P., -

and Capt. Greville, M.P., the other members for Bradford,

by Mr. Wanklyn, in London, with a view to their suppoi-t:

being gained also.

The question of inviting ladies to the annual dinner of the

Association was i-aised, and Mr. Waddixgton proposed that,

this course should be taken, but the proposition fell to the

ground.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulis
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the soUds are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Jacob Bell Scholarship (R. F —86/21) —You will find the
-particulars you require aud much more useful information on
ithe subject in an article published in the P. J., of July 26, 1902.

Dlive Oil (A. H. N.—86/22).—The blistering efiect could not
have been produced by olive oil alone, but withDut further
information we are unable to suggest what could have caused
the blisters to form.

Name of Seller (P. G. W.—185/37).—You will find it stated
in Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, that "for the purposes
of this section the person on whose behalf any sale is made by
^cany apprentice or servant shall be deemed to be the seller."

Ginger Ale Extract (C. P.—86/14).—Tincture of capsicum'
'.2 fl. drachms ; tincture of fresh lemon peel, 2 fl. oz. ; essence of

•vanilla, 30 to 40 minims; tincture of saffron, 2 fl. drachms;
iurnt sugar, 2 fl. drachms ; soluble essence of ginger, g.s. to

.make 1 pint.

Aerated Water Manufacture (W. C. B.—86/23).-A book
-which contains a number of recipes, and would probably suit

70U, is published by Messrs. Burgoyne, Burbidges and Co.,
"12 and 16, Coleman Street, London, E.G., who will probably
-send the book on application.

Boot Cream (R. B. C —86/17).— (1) Try the following :—
Dissolve gum arable, 4 oz., and powdered tragacanth, 30 grains,

in black ink, 6 fl. oz., by the application of gentle heat ; then
-add vinegar, 1 fl. oz. ; treacle, 1 oz. ; and methylated spirit, 1 fl.

oz. (2) Probably because of the presence of sulphuric acid.

Boiler Cleaning Compositions (J. F.—86/20).— We have no
information concerning the substance you mention ; it may
fee a mixture of spent tanners' bark with caustic soda or
•sodium carbonate. See Spon's ' Workshop Receipts,' second
rseries (E. and P. N. Spon, 5s.) for further infoimation on the
-subject.

Chemical (W. S.—86/18).— (1) See the article on bromhydrlc
acid in Watts' ' Dictionary of Chemistry,' which you can con-
sult in the Pharmaceutical Society's Library. (2) See the article

on lactic acid in Thorpe's ' Dictionary of Applied Chemistry.'

((3) Presumably the salt is recovered from the spent liquors by
•crystallisation.

Hair Dyes (W. B —86/24).—We do not know that there li

;any book specially devoted to the subject of hair dyes. You will

find a comprehensive article on the subject in the P J. of

February 23, 1901, while numerous formulae, with instructions,

^ire published in Cooley's ' Cyclopasdia of Practical Receipts'
--and MacEwan's ' Pharmaceutical Formulas.'

Optician (E. W. P.—86/19).— (1) We are unaware of any
•reason why a fee should not be charged and recovered in a court
of law if necessary. (2) The Association was not founded until

1895, but up to 1897 persons who had been in business for

several years were admitted without examination on supplying
satisfactory references that they were well known in the trade.

Acetanilide (R. B.—185/45).—The substances you mention
Are not preparations of acetanilide, as you will see on referring

to the B.P. monographs in which they are described. With
regard to your contention as to the labelling of poisons which
vary in potency, there is nothing to prevent you from indicating
on your labels that some are more powerful than others.

Books on Bacteriology (J. W.—85/34).—Hewlett's ' Manual
of Clinical and Applied Baoteriologv,' with an Appendix on
Bacterial Remedies, etc. (Churchill, 10s. 6d.) This deals with
methods of cultivating organisms, the preparation of tissues for
staining and mounting, the methods of investigation, direc-
tions for clinical examination in the case of specific diseases,
and antitoxin treatment. As a work of reference, use Crook-
shank's ' Manual of Bacteriology,' Lewis, 21s. You will see
from the notice at the head of this column that replies are
given with initials, not pseudonyms of correspondents.

DEATHS.

Broadbent.—On March 4, Harry Ralph Broadbent, Chemist
and Druggist, Stretford, Manchedter. Aged 35.

Gaubert.—On February 27, the beloved wife of Stephen
Gaubert, Chemist, Wembley.

Wilson.— On March 8, Thomas Wilson, Pharmaceutical
Chemist, Stowmarket. Aged 60.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Die Mikboskopische Analyse der Drogenpolver. By
Dr. LuDWiG Koch. Die Rhizome, Knollen, and Wurzeln.
Pp. 169-214. Lieferung 4. Leipzig : Verlag von Gebriider
Borntraeger. 1903.

The Medical Annual. Pp. 830. Price 7s. 6d. Bristol :

J. Wright and Co. 1903. From the Publishers.

First Aid to the Injured and Sick By Warwick and
TuNSTALL. Third and Revised Edition. Pp. xiii. + 236. Price
2s. 6d. Bristol: J. Wright and Co. 1903. From the
Publishers.

County Court Practice Made Easy ; or Debt Collection
Simplified. By a Solicitor. Second edition. Pp 152. Price
2s. 6d. net. London : Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange,
E.C. 1903. From the Publisher.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ar.i, CoMMDNicATioNS FOR THE ' Pharmaoedtioal Jocbnal ' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary. 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal * Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that
they will be returned if not found suitable.

CoKREspoNDENTs should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent wirh their uames and addresses,
though not necessarily for publication. No notice oan be taken of anony-
mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations shoi Id be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Formula: should be writtan with extra care, all systematic
names of plants and animals being und-rlined, and capital letters used
to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

liETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, -x-nO. other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been rece ved from IVfessrs. Adams,
Beeny, Bennett, Bewglas, Black, Brown, Casey, Cooke, Delve, Dowdy,
Ewing, Fielden, FinlaysoD, Frank, naubert. Gibson, Gilmour, Gwinn,
Heap, Hill, Howard, Ince, James, Jones, Josty, Kelly, Luflt, Martindale,

Moor, Mumford, Napier, Nash, Nelson, Nunn, Palmer, Phillips, Philp,

Pollard, Ridley, Sibley, Smith, Stephen, Stewart, 'lownley, Walton,
Watkins, Watson, Wigginton.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Adulteration of Powdered Capsicums.

According to Szigetis, powdered capsicums are liable to be

adulterated with oil, by which poor qualities are improved in

appearance, and realise 20 to 25 per cent, higher prices.

—

Ocst.

Chem. Ztg., 1902, through Phann. Ztg., 18, 118.

Santolina Chamaecyparissus.

According to Hockauf, the herb of Santolina clianiacy-

parissus, L., is successfully used as an abortifacient in

Styria. This property of the plant has not before been recorded,

and it is possible that inquiry may show its use to be more
extensive than at present appears.

—

Ocster. Ztschr., 41, 82.

Hetichrysum Italicum.

Hockauf has also microscopically examined the flower-heads

of HelicJirysum italicum, which have been offered as insect,

destroying' flowers. They may be distinguished from the

genuine by the absence of the T-shaped hairs, fewer bast fibres

and sclereids, and by the presence of pappus-liairs and
characteristic glands.

Influence of Sesame Cake on Butter.

A. J. Swaving finds that though butter and milk from cows
fed on cotton cake give Halphen's reaction (vide supra, pp. 61

and 126), with sesame cake this is not the case. The substance

(sesamin) that produces Baudouin's reaction (red coloration

with furfurol and hydrochloric acid), or Soltsien's reaction (red

colour with solution of stannous chloride in hydrochloric acid),

does not, however, pass into the butter.

—

Ztschr. f. Untcrs.

Nahrungs «. Genussm., 6, 97.

Composition of Colophonium.

W. Fahrion has communicated a lengthy paper on the com^
position of colophonium. He finds that American colophonium
consists principally of amorphous s^lvic acid (C.20HJ0O2) which
is easily converted by dilute alcohol into the isomeric crystalline

acid, which by long heating passes back into the amorphous
condition. It is. easily oxidised, yielding oxysylvic acids

CaoH2o(OH)Oo and C2oH.2f.(OH).20<, which are soluble in petroleum
ether. Further oxidation yields bodies of unkown nature which
are insoluble in petroleum ether. Colophonium also contains a
small quantity of a saponifiable substance, probably an anhy-
dride, soluble in petroleum spirit.— .Z'tec/ir. /. angeir. Chemie,
through Ztschr./. Unters. Nahrungs u. Genussm., 6, 80.

Test for Condurango.
The suggestion has often been made, and with some justice,

that qualitative reactions for the various galenical preparations

should find a place in the Pharmacopceia. E. Firbas contributes

a distinctive test for condurango. The lluid extract is freed

from alcohol by gently warming, and the crude gUicoside, condu-
rangin, precipitated by the addition of a saturated solution of

sodium chloride. The precipitate is shaken with chloroform,

which dissolves the condurangin, and then mixed with a liquid

consisting of equal volumes of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

and alcohol. On warming the mixture assumes a green colour,

which turns a beautiful greenish blue on the addition of a trace

of ferric chloride. This reaction, which is known as Lafon's, is

given by adonidin, oleandrin, sapotoxin and digitoxin, none of

which, however, is likely to be present.—Oes<er. Ztschr., 41, 57.

Vol. 70. (Fourth Series, Vol. 16.) No. 1708.

Fuchsine to Detect Bile in Urine.

Badouin uses a 1 : 200 aqueous solution of fuchsine as a
reagent to detect bile pigment.s in urine. Two test tubes arc
taken, one of which is three parts filled with urine, the other
with a similar volume of distilled water. To each two drops
of the aqueous fuchsine reagent is added. In the presence
of bile pigments, the reddish violet colour cf fuchsine is changed
to a deep orange colour. If the urine be very dark coloured it

should first be diluted with enough water to produce a normal
tint before adding the fuchsine reagent. The presence of bili-

rubin and of indican does not affect the reaction.

—

Repertoire

[3], 15,12.

Detection of Apomorphine in Morphine Hydrochloride.

Helch modifies the usual test for apomorphine in morphine
hydrochloride by substituting 5 per cent, potassium bichromate

solution for the potassium carbonate generally employed. This

brings about an immediate oxidation of the apomorphine, so that

on shaking out with chloroform a marked red coloration is

obtained with as little as 0 05 Mgm. of apomorphine in 5 C.c. of

30 per cent, morphine hydrochloride solution. Not only is the

reaction sharper with potassium bichromate than with potas-

sium carbonate, but it is immediate, so that it is not necessary

to wait for atmospheric oxidation to take place. — Pharm.
Centralh., 44. 95.

Physical Changes in Gum Acacia.

The changes that gum arabic undergoes after its collection

are described by A. Goetze. At first the pieces are transparent

and glassy, but when exposed to sun heat (or artificial heat)

they dry and, as a result of their brittle nature, crack. Such

cracked pieces are nearly snow white and easily break up.

Senegal gum is exposed to a less intense heat and the gum
itself is less brittle ; it contains, therefore, fewer cracked pieces

and broken fragments. Cape gum in this respect resembles

Kordofan gum, and is easily disintegrated. Indian, Persian,

Australian, and South American gum=!, on the other hand,

dry less and are tougher, and hence break up less easily.

—

Wiener Drog. Ztg., through P7iarw. Ztg., 18, 119.

Menthyl Ester of Glycoliic Acid.

The supply of derivatives of medicinal substances which

shall possess the physiological action of one or more of their

constituents without certain of their local effects or which shall

modify their taste, odour, etc., appears' to be fully equal to the

demand. Yet another has been added to the already long list

of such substances. It is prepared by heating glycoliic acid

with menthol for six hours to 175° C. The product is purified

by distillation i?! vac and recrystallisation from ligroin and

alcohol. It crystallises in glistening needles, is tasteless, free

from local action, and easily decomposed by alkalies and

alkaline carbonates.

—

Germ. Patent, 136,411, through Apot.

Zeit., 1902, 841.

Metallic Nucleinates.

Nucleinates of copper, mercury, silver, and iron may bo pre-

pared by adding the respective metallic oxides to a solution of

nucleinic acid and then an excess of alcohol. The nuclein-

ates are known respectively as cuprol, mercurol, nargol, and

ferrol. The precipitated compounds are soluble in water, and

do not respond to the tests for the metals a? shown by their

ordinary salts. Thus, the solution of ferrol is not precipitated

by ammonia or potassium ferrocyanide, while none of the com-

pounds are affected by hydrogen sulphide, except on lorg

standing. The therapeutic results are said to be'good, and it is

proposed to use them especially in ophthalmic practice and

as injections.

—

Schiv. Woch. f. Cliem. u. Pharm., 1902, 627.
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Determination of Starch in Yeast.

Wender publishes a simple method which is easily applied

and can be rapidly carried out by comparatively unskilled

persons. One or two Gm. of the sample are weighed out, rubbed

down with 10 Co. of water and 1 C.c. of iodine solution. This

mixture is placed in a graduated tube and centrifuged for three

minutes, when the depth of the blue-black layer of starch

iodide may be read off. The graduations on the tube give per-

centage of starch, and are based upon the results of experiments

with mixtures of yeast and potato starch.

—

Zeit. f. Untersuch.

d. Nahviings u. Genu'tsm., 1902, 1201.

Manganese Silicides.

P. Lebeau avails himself of the ease with which copper silicide

gives up its silicon to certain other nietals to prepare the two
silicides of manganese in a crystalline condition. Either an
alloy of copper and manganese is heated in the electric furnace

with silicon, or a mixture of potassium fluosilicate and
Mn^iOi is reduced by means of metallic sodium in the presence

of copper. The silicide MngSi thus prepared forms very

brilliant, prismatic crystals, which scratch glass, but not quartz.

By altering the respective amounts of manganese and silicon

the silicide MnSi may be obtained by either of the above
processes. This forms very brilliant, tetrahedral crystals, which
are harder than those of MuaSi, scratching topaz, but not
corundum.

—

Comptes rend., 136, 91.

Assays of Belladonna and Henbane Extracts.

G. Ortlieb has assayed a number of extracts of henbane and
belladonna, and obtained results that indicate the desirability

of further investigation. He finds that the alkaloidal value

diminishes on keeping ; that by the method official in the

German Pharmacopceia volatile and non-volatile bases, other

than the mydriatic alkaloids of the herb, are determined with
and calculated as the latter, and that these other bases may be

normally present in the herb, or may have been produced by

the action of bacteria, or of moulds. An extract yielding 184
per cent, of alkaloids was found to yield as much as 2 59 per

cent, if, at a certain stage in its preparation, it was sown with
spores of PeniciUium glaucum and the growth of these allowed

to continue for ten to twelve days. It is very important to

know definitely whether the alkaloidal assays at present in use
determine the proportion of therapeutically active alkaloid pre-

sent, or only a mixture of alkaloids of unknown and indefinite

composition,

—

Pharm. Ztg., 4B, 162.

Assay of Jalap.

A. B. Lyons contributes a paper on the assay of jalap. He
remarks that though the B.P. requires that not more than
10 per cent, of the resin shall be soluble in ether, no method is

there given of determining the ether-solubility. Lyons recom-

mends percolating the powdered drug with ether, using for

10 Gm. of the powder as much as 50 C.c. of ether. If the

powder be not very fine, hot repercolation with ether may be re-

sorted to. After exhausting the drug with ether, percolate

slowly with alcohol, collecting from 10 Gm. 100 C.c. of perco-

late. Evaporate 50 C o. of the percolate to 15 C.c, add 15 C.c.

of water, and evaporate to dryness. Digest the dry residue

with three successive portions of warm water, decanting after

each digestion. Weigh the dried residue as ether-insoluble

resin. Referring to Alcock's method {Pharm. Journal [3], 23,
107) for determining the total resin in jalap, the author finds

that a mixture of chloroform and alcohol in equal volumes
answers as well as amylio alcohol.

—

Pharm, Review, 21 , 61.

Examination of Essential Oils.

J. Walthcr publishes a paper on this subject, of which, the

following is a brief abstract :— Anise oil : Specific gravity, freez-

point, and solubility in alcohol are sufiicient for its valuation.

Presence of paraffin or spermaceti is shown by the solubility in

alcohol. Bergamot oil : Physical constants alone are not

sufficient. It should contain.not less than 32 per cent, of the
esters of liualool and geraniol by Kuttstorfer's process.

Lavender oil : This should contain not less than 30 per cent, of

esters. In terpeneless oils the proportion of esters is diminished

by the decomposition of the esters of geraniol during fractional

distillation. For the determination of phenols in oils the

method of Kremers and Schreiner gives sufficiently good re-

sults. Eugenol may be determined by converting it into its

benzoyl derivative (Thorn's method), which is difificultly

soluble. For the determination of carvon its conversion into

carvoxime by Kremer and Schreiner's process is not satis-

factory, but by using excess of hydroxylamine under certain

described conditions and titrating back the excess of this

reagent satisfactory results may be obtained. Lemon oil : The
chief points are its optical rotation taken in conjunction with

the results of fractional distillation. For the determination of

the aldehydes the author recommends their conversion into

oximas and titration of the excess of hydroxylamine. This oil

should contain 5 per cent, aldehydes. Sandal oil : Parry's

process for the determination of santalol with Schimmel's

modification requires a correction, since traces of acetic acid

may remain after saponification of the acetylisation product.

—

Farmaz. Journ., 1902, 751 ;
through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902,

345.

Adulteration of Centaury Herb and Gentian Root.

The adulteration of coarsely powdered herbs has of late fre-

quently been detected, and attention drawn to the desirability

of subjecting such drugs to very careful scrutiny. A. Vogl has

found centaury herb largely admixed with willow herb, and

gives the following directions for examining it which may be

usefully adopted in other similar cases :—Spread out the sample

upon paper, examine it with a lens, and pick out such frag-

ments as are necessary for the determination of the identity of

the drug (leaf, flower, stem, root), as well as any pieces that

appear suspicious ; transfer them to separate small dishes fiUed

with hot water. Some will be found exhibiting the margin

which, in the case of the willow herb leaves, will have small red

teeth. The venation can also be examined and compared with

that of other pieces. Fragments of the flowers will exhibit

morphological differences, etc. A small fragment of a leaf may
then be spread out, and examined under the microscope, after

clearing with chloral hydrate or potash. Centaury leaf is charac-

terised by the presence of a single quadratic crystal of calcium

oxalate in each palisade cell, whilst willow herb shows large cells

with raphides. From other fragments sections may be made and

examined. Calcium oxalate was further found to be present in

a number of other gentianaceous plants, particularly in the

genus Gentiana. This is directly opposed to Solereder, who

states that calcium oxalate has not been found'in any gentia-

naceous plant. Vogl also draws attention to the admixture of

the rhizome of G. asclepiadea with that of G. lutea, both in the

sliced and powdered state. In the sliced root it may be de-

tected by the presence of numerous unusually small, woody

pieces. The powder of gentian root contains hardly any lignified

elements other than the large reticulated vessels, whereas that

of O. asclepiadea contains abundance of lignified prosenchy-

matous elements and stone cells. Herein is another proof of

the necessity for carefully examining sliced, crushed ot

powdered drugs.

—

Oester.Ztschr., 41, 141.
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NOTE ON COPAIBA.*

BT E. W. MANN.

The note deals vsith the British Pharmacopoeia tests for

• paiba. and is mainly concerned with the reliability or other-

1 ise of the tests therein given to detect the presence of gurjun

i'.ilsaui. Some explanation may seem necessary for again taking

ui' this subject, seeing that .so much work has recently been

ne upon it. The primary reason was the difficulty ex-

(
crienoed in obtaining parcels of copaiba to answer the require-

ments of the B.P.. but it also seemed advisable to have as many
drtermination.s of acid and ester figure as possible, seeing that

n- inclusion of the.*e in a new B.P. monograph has been
lommended.

The following brief risumt of recent work upon this subject

ii iy be of interest :—
Dieterich (P.,/.. 1899. 1, p. 321; 1900, 1, p. 227) gives acid

[iiid ester figures for a number of varieties of copaiba and for

uurjun balsam, but does not correlate his results by reducing
i :th a factor to eliminate differences due to varying proportions

: oil and resin.

(reheand Co. (P. J.. 1900, 1. p. 312) give other figures on the

ine point.

E. Wightman Bell {P. J.. 1900, 2, p. 99), in a paper read
before the Briti.«li Pharmaceutical Confei'ence, gives a number
of very useful figures and also uses a " resin-factor " to make his

saponification figures comparable. This factor and the method
f allowed in obtaining acid and ester figures have been adopted

; doing the work necessary for this note. Mr. Bell, however,
obtains his factor from the total saponification figure, whereas
if the acid figure alone is used the difference between copaiba

and gurjun is much more marked. He also draws attention to

the fact that the greater number of the samples examined gave

oloiu'. reactions when tested according to official directions.

J. C. Umney and C. T. Bennett {P. J., 1901, l, p. 324), in

li^gesting an amended monograph for copaiba, discard the

'lour test with nitric and sulphuric acids, but do not give any
reasons for doing so. They also give a figure for acid resins

(equivalent to acid number 75'6) Avithout regard to the per-

"Reid before the Midland Pharmaceutical Association, Thursday,
March 12, 1903.

centage of oil that may be present except to say that it should

not be more than 45 per cent. The points to be settled resolved

themselves into the question, a copaiba gives colour reaction.s

when tested in the manner directed in the B.P., is this neces-

sarily adulterated with gurjun balsami? To obtain an answer

to this question a series of samples of copaiba and a specimen

of gurjun balsams were examined in various ways. It is, how-

ever, to be regretted that in the majority of instances it is not

possible to specify to what particular variety of copaiba the

samples belong, but three of the commercial^varieties are

represented.

The methods used were briefly :
—

1. Specific gravity.

2. Determination of resin. 1-5 Gro. of the balsam are heated

to 100°-105° C. in flat glass dish until of constant weight. Time
required is sixteen to twenty hours. It is necessary to observe

constant conditions to get concordant results.

3. Brit. Pharm. colour tests (a) H^SO.-fHNOj. (i)

HC.HaO.-l-HNOa.
4. Determination of acid and ester numbers with reduction

of these figures to a resin factor by dividing the resin percentage

by the acid or ester figure obtained. The method employed

was. as mentioned above, that described by E. W. Bell, and

consisted in titrating free acid in alcoholic .solution with

alcoholic semi-normal potash, esters being determined on same
solution by adding a known excess of the alcoholic potash,

boiling under I'eflux condenser for one hour, and titrating back

with semi-normal hydrochloric acid, phenol-phthalein being

used as indicator in both cases. Acid and ester figures repre-

sent the number of milligrammes of KOH absorbed by acids or

esters respectively for one gramme of the balsam.

5. Iodine absorption. Hiibl's method was first tried, but

found unsatisfactory owing to the occurrence of secondary reac-

tions, which rendered a sharp reading impossible. The method
used by Dr. Wij {Analyst, vol. xxiv., p. 257) gave much better

readings, but even in this case it was found necessary to use

exactly identical conditions, excess of iodine (this must be at

least three times that absorbed), to secure results in any way
concordant. The results obtained are recorded, but are of

negative value only. The results obtained are given in the

following table :
—

Variety. Sp. G.

;1' Origin not known

(2) Maranham

Maranham

ii Maranham

(5i Maranham

(6i Maracaibo

(7l Cartagena
(8) Origin not known

(9) Ditto .

(10) Ditto..

(11) Ditto.
(12) Ditto.
(13) Ditto.
(14) Ditto.

(15) Ditto.

(16) Ditto
(17) Ditto
(18) Ditto
(19) Ditto

(20) Gurjun Balsam

(21) Copaiba No. 2 (contain-
ing 10 per cent, gurjun) .

.

993

985

990

982

989

971
989

991

987

989

984
985

994
988
957

Resin.
Character of

Kesin.

Colour Tests
Acid

Figur
H.2SO4-1-HNO3. HA-l-HNOa.

54-2 Hard and brittle Very distinct Very faint 77-9

reddish purple pink
61-7 Do. Faintest linge of No colour 80-5

purple.
85160'2 Do. Distinct purple Do.

tinge
54-2 Do. Tinged purple Very faint 80-4

pink.
53-4 Do. Paint tinged Faint pink 80 4

purple.
48-8 Do. Distinct purple Distinct purplish 80-9

pink
53-4 Do. No colour No colour 72-3

57-9 Do. Distinct purple Do. 77-3

tinge
56-1 Do. Slight purple Slight pink 78-8

tinge
51-1 Do. Strong purple Do. 71-7

47-5 Do. Do. Distinct pink 71-3

57-2 Do. Tinged purple Very faint pink 84-8

59-4 Do. Do. No colour 86-2

54-9 Do. Do. Do. 83-4

55'9 Do. Faintest tinged
purple Very faint pink 85-5

58-0 Do. Do. Do. 86-3

55-8 Do. Do. No colour 85-3

£0-7 Do. No colour Do. 810
55-7 Do. Do. Do. 83'9

30-5 X)o. Very bright Bright purple 7'0

purple

58-6 Do. Very distinct Distinct purplish 72-6

reddish purple pink

Ester
Figure.

5-2

8-5

3-8

63

10-4

7.4

9-4
10-3

59

6-0
6-8

80
9 0

14-6

7-7
10-5

14-4

4-8
5-8
6-6

8-7

Resin ' Resin
Factor ! Factor

for
i

for

Acid. Ester.

0-696

0-766

0-708

0-674

0-664

0-603

0-739
0-749

0-712

0-712
0-666

0-675

0-689
0-660

0-654
0-672
0-654
0-626
0-664
4-36

0-807

10-42

7-26

15-84

8-60

5-13

6-60

5-68
5-62

9-50

8-52
6-99
7- 15
6-60
3-76

7-26
5-52
3-87

10-56
9-60
4-62

6-73

Iodine
Absorbed.

266-9

220-3

233-5

212-2

220-7

292-4

234-9
171-0

237-5

276-6
305-6
209-4
199-1

214-4

218-7
222-5
215-1
232-6

223-2
311-6

228-6

Oil
Factor

for

Iodine.

0-172

0-174

0-171

0-216

0-211

0-174

0-198

0-246

0-184

0177
0-172
0-204
0-204
0-211

0-202

0-189
0-180
0-212

0-198
0-223

0181

B
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It may be interesting to draw attention to the chief points
brought out by this table : —

Specific gravity, all sami)les examined were practically within
B.P. limits.

Amount of oil, two samples only (according to B.P. require-
ments) were .slightly deficient.

Colour .tests, action of a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids
on a carbon bisulphide solution of the balsam. Three only of
the sam'ples could be described as giving no violet colour ; in
the remaining .sixteen colours varying from a faint tinge to a
strong violet were obtained. Action of glacial acetic and nitric
acids on the balsam : Nine ..samples by this test gave no reaction,
the remainder usually giving depths of colour corresponding with
those obtained by previous test.

Acid number, reduced to resin factor. It will be noticed that
the figures obtained for copaiba samples vary within certain
fairly well-defined limit.s—0-600 to 0-770 vnll include the whole.
(4urjun balsam itself gives the striking figure of 4-36.

Ester value, iodine value, these were found to be too variable
*uid not suflSciently well defined from those obtained from gurjun
to admit of any use being made of them.
Having regard to the high figure given as re.sin-acid factor by

the sample of gurjun balsam and the comparatively small varia-
tion exhibited by the samples of copaiba, it would seem to be
scarcely reasonable to regard as adulterated sixteen out of nine-
teen of these latter, all procured from importers, etc., in the
ordinary way, but they must so be regarded if the colour tests
of the Pharmiicopoeia are to be applied and their indications
aooepted.

In conclusion, my thanks are due to Mr. H. Caulkin for
assistance given in making- the somewhat large number of ex-
penments necessary, and to Messrs. Southall Bros and Barclay
in whose laboratory the whole of the work was carried out

THE SUGGESTED STANDARD FOR TINCT. GENTIAN/E CO.*

BY GEO. E. PERRY, E.C.S.
Pha niiace n tica I Ch emisi

.

The Standard suggested for Tinci Gentians .Co. is a total
solid residue of 5 to 5-5 i>er cent, and a sp. g. ranging from
0-964 to 0-970. Personally I have not been able to obtain
these res-ults when making the tincture in accordance with the
directions of the Phai-macopoeia, and using English cut oi-a.nge
peel in its prei>aration. (The EngUsh cut ora-nge peel I have
always used in making this tincture on account of its superiority
in aroma.)

A gallon batch of the tincture made in my laboratory not
being of the .specific gTavity nor yielding the amount of solid
residue suggested by other workers, I prepared two separate
pints of the tincture for the purpose of this paper, using in
the one the English cut orange peel and in the other the
"cort. auraiit. exot." The results were practically identical,
total solid residues of 4-46 per cent, and 4-47 per cent., and
sp. g. of 0-9615 and 0-962 resi^ectively being obtained.

It would obviously be an easy matter to mate the tincture
of 5 per cent, or 5-5 per cent., or even a Wgher percentage,
of total solid content if a similar method to that adopted in
the Pharmacopoeia for the prei>aration of the .alkaloidal liquid
extracts were followed in the making of this and other tinc-

tures, for wliich a standaM of total solid residue is proposed.
The ingredients would thus be first macerated in a portion of
the menstruum, the total solid residue determined in the pro-
<luct, and the latter diluted with menstnium, «o that the
finished tincture should yield the exact amount of total solid

residue required. And if standards for these tinctures find a

' Read before the Midland Pbarmaceutical Association, Thursday, March
12, 1905.

place in the next Pharmacopoeia, probably some such method
will be adopted.

As the dii'eotions stond at pre.sent, it would seem that a total
solid residue of about 4 5 jwr cent, and a «p. g. of about 0-962
more correctly represents what is obtainable in making tiis

tincture in pbaamacopoeiul quantities and without any modifi-

cation of the pharmacopoeial process. A more complete ex-

hau.stion of the ma.terial and doubtless greater uniformity in

the product would result if, in making the tincture, the ingre-

dients were reduced to a more or less coarse powder before

being placed in the menstruum. Absolute uniformity, how-
ever, it would not be possible to get by this means.

THE EXHAUSTION OF SOME OFFICIAL DRUGS BY
PERCOLATION.'

BY -WALTER H. LENTON,
Butt Scholar.

(Continued from page 391.)

Experiments.

Experiment 1.—120 Gm. of coca leaves in No. 20 powder

were moistened with 40 C.c. of 60 per cent, alcohol. The pro-

cess of jjercolation already described was carried out.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected.

S.G. Assay.
Solid

Residue.

91-5 C.c.

90 C.c.
95 C.c.
105 C.c.

100 C.c.

0-9863
0-9610 \

0-9410 [

0-9176
1

0-9133

0-504 Gm. in 90 Co.

0-499 Gm. in total
weak percolates.-

13-23 Gm. in 90 C.c.

198 C.c. were pressed out. The assay process was carried

out on the expressed liquid, but on testing the acid liquid with

Mayer's reagent it was found to be practically free from

alkaloid.

Experiment 2.—120 Gm. of drug were moistened with 60 C.c.^

of 60 per cent, alcohol.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected.

S.G. Assay.
Solid
Besidue.

93 C.c.

95 C.c.

95 C.c.
96 C.c.
100 C.c.

105 C.c.

0-9957
'

0-9623 \

0-9320
0-9168 y

0-9133
0-9135 1

0-549 Gm. in 90 C.c.

0-411 Gm. in total
weak percolates.

14-652 Gm. in 90 C.c.

195 C.c. were pressed out. The assay process was carried out,

but total acid liquors gave only a slight cloudiness with

Mayer's reagent, not a distinct curdiness, showing that ex-

haustion was practically complete.

Experiment 3.—120 Gm. of drug were moistened with 120 C.c.

of 60 per cent, alcohol.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected.

S.G.

i

Assay.
Solid

Residue.

96 C.c.
95 C.c.

93 Co. !

100 C.c.
1

93 C.c.
1

96 C.C.
j

0-9990 0-540 Gm. in 90 C.c.

0-9635

1

n-Q»nn' !o-4128 Gm. in total

0-9157 r
^^^^ percolates.

0-9135)
1

1

15-102 Gm. in 90 C.c.

Drained and preased out 300 C.c. As regards alkaloid the sajme

remark applies aa in Experiment 2 ; slightly more cloudineM

' Commanication from the Pharmacy Research Laboratory of the

Pharmaceutical Society, an abstract of the paper being read before the

Society at an Evening Meeting in London, Tuesday, March 10, 1903.
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with Mayer's reagexit, indicating the paesence of a small but

negligible quantity of alkaloid.

Experiment 4.—B.P. method. 120 Gm. of drug were

"mixed" with 240 C.c. of 60 per cent, alcohol, and .set aside

for forty-eight hours in a closed vessel.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected.

S.G. Assay.
Solid

Residue.

90C.C.
87 C.c.
92 C.c.

87 C.c.

90 C.c.

93 C.C.

0-9680

0-9703
1

0-9475
0-9227 t

0-9147
0-9120

0-3285 Gm. in 90 C.c.

0'6030 Gm. in total
weak percolates.

9-854 Gm. in 90 Co.

Drained and pressed out 350 C.c. The liquid wbetn assayed

yielded a residue equivalent to 0-0090 Gm. of alkaloid ; tlie

residue when taken up with acidulated water gave a distinct

curdy precipitate with Mayer's reagent. This shows that the
i

Comparison

to have sufficient advantages to warrant its recommendation in

preference to percolation by an improved method. Moreover,

in practice only two macerations of the dmg would be used in

order to obtain the reserve, and this would resxdt in a oon-

siderably lower yield of alkaloid. The time and trouble taken

in the a.bove experiment would also .militate against its general

use, especially in the production of small quantities of the

liquid extract.

On comparing the figures given above it will be seen

that the amount of allcaloid in the reserve portion

obtained bv the B.P. method falls far below that of any
of the other experiments. In this case nearly two-thirds of

the alkaloid are contained in the mixed weak percolates, and
are thus subjected to prolonged heating whilst evaporation to-

a soft extract is proceeding. Experiments 2 and 3 show
results which are very close together—2 containing slightly-

more alkaloid in the reserve. The latter contains consider-

ably more than half the total alkaloid in the reserve

of Results.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experiment 3. Experiment 4. Experiment 5.

Pi-oportion of menstruum used to

Amoaut of alkaloid in reserve (90 C.c).

.

Amount of alkaloid in weak percolates

Solid residue in reserve (90 C.c.)

Proportion of alkaloid to solid residue

Proportion of alkaloid in reserve to

40 Co. for 120 Gm.
0-504 Gm.
0-499 Gm.
13-23 Gm.

1 : 26-2

1:0-99

60 C.c. for 120 Gm.
0-549 Gm.
0-411 Gm.

14-652 Gm.

1 :
26-6

1 :
0-74

120 C.c. for 120 Gm.
0-540 Gm.

0-4128 Gm.
15-102 Gm.

1 : 27-7

1 : 0-76

240 C.c. for 120 Gm. B.P.
0-3285 Gm.
0-6030 Gm.
9-864 Gm.

1 : 30-6

1 : 1-83

Pressure maceration
0-5535 Gm.

16-938 Gm.

1:30-6

drug had not been nearly so thoroughly exhausted as in any

of the preceding experiments. This point is worthy of atten-

tion, as it clearly demonstrates the fact that the pharmacopoeial

process does not so readily or so quickly exhaust the drug of its

active constituents as a process .such as Experiment 2, for

example. Another important point brought out by this experi-

ment is that nearly two-thirds of the alkaloids axe contained

in the weak percolates, and are, thei'efore, subjected to pro-

longed heating during the process of evaporation—obviously a

serious matter with au alkaloid which is so readily hydrolysed

as is cocaine.

Experiment 5.—Pressure maceration method. 250 Gm. of drug
weae moistened with 200 C.c. of 60 per cent, alcohol, and
allowed to stand for forty-eight hours ; on submitting it to pres-

sure 75 C.c. of liquid were obtained; 50 C.c. of menstruum
were added to the marc and allowed to stand for thirty-

fsix hours. On pressing 50 C.c. of liquid were obtained. 75 C.c.

of menstruum were added to the marc, and the whole treated as

before, when 50 C.c. were obtained ; 30 C.e. were added, and
the marc immediately pressed, yielding 15 C.c. In all 355 Co.
of menstruum had been used, and the drug pressed four timess,

yielding a total of 190 C.c. of liquor constituting the reserve.
The marc was macerated and pi-essed repeatedly until it was
practically exhausted.

Vol. of
Menstruum

Used.

Vol.
Collec-
ted.

S.G. Assay. Solid Residue.

355 C.c.

200 C.c...
200 C.c...
200 C.c...

200 Co...

190 C.c.

230 Co.
175 C.c.
135 C.c.
(1 week)
100 C.c.

10220

0-9420
0-9290
0-9320

^ 0-5535 Gm. in 90
) C.c.

)
1-1685 Gm. in

[ 190 C.c.

0-5855 Gm. in
y total weak li-

quors.

/ 16-938 Gm. in 90
j C.c.
1 35-558 Gm. in

( 190 Cc.

]
18-08 Gm. in

- total weak li-

quors.

™„ »»,oujuo i/uuduicM uy tma prvwss enow Oi Sllgnwy
higher figure for the alkaloid in the reserve, it does not appear

Although Experiment 5 (prefis-ire-maceration) ahowa aBlightly

higher figure still, it is not to be recommended as preferable

to Experiment 2, on account of the length and tediousness of

the process. Again, when ready for packing, No. 2 was con-

sidered to be in the best condition, and whilst 1 and 3 were
in fair condition, No. 4 (B.P.) was decidedly wet, and, then -

fore, not at aU suitable for packing. Somewhat remarkable
is the constant, though gradual, rise in the proportion of

.solid residue to alkaloid, the official process giving the

highest proportion of substances other than alkaloid in the

reserve. These experiments undoubtedly show that the official

process is very defective, the bulk of alkaloid being con-

tained in the weak percolates instead of in the reserve. The
most satisfactory results are obtained in Experiment 2, iii

which 120 Gm. of drug were moistened with 60 C.c. of men-
struum, both as regards condition before packing and the

high yield of alkaloid in the reserve portion. It is evident,

then, from these results that the B.P. method might wit a
advantage be modified, and the following alteration in the
official monograph is suggested:—"Moisten the powdered
coca leaves with 10 fl. oz. (or 500 C.c.) of the alcohol. . .

."

Liquid Extract of Cimicifuga.

The Phai-macopoeia orders 20 oz. of cimicifuga to be mixed
with two pints of 90 per cent, alcohol. From the results of

the experiments on coca it was inferred that in this case also

better results could be obtained by reducing the amount of

menstruum used in moistening the drug, and similar experi-

ments were accordingly carried out.

A good sample of cimicifuga rhizome was obtained and
reduced to a No. 60 powder, as directed by the Phamia-
copceia. The active constituents of the drug are resiiis, cimi-

cifugin, etc., soluble in 9") per cent, alcohol. In the absence
of any assay process for the drug, or galenicals prepared from
it, it was thought that the determination of the total solid

matter contained in the various percolates would be sufficient

for the present investigation. Preliminary experiments, as
before, were first tried in order to ascertain the smallest.

. B 2
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quantity of menstruum wliieli would yield a product suitable

for packing. 50 Gm. of drug in No. 60 powder were mois-

tened with 25 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol, and set aside ior

about twenty-four hours. At the end of this time the powder

appeared to be in rather a dry condition, but was found o

pack well. 50 Gm. of drug were moistened with 35 U.c. of

90 per cent, alcohol. This at first was too moist, but after

about twenty-four hours it appeared to be in a good con-

dition ; it did not, however, pack so nicely as in the former

case. Using larger quantities of alcohol produced wet, sticky

masses which were altogether unsuitable. From these results

it was concluded that the proportion of 25 C.c. of men-

struum for moistening 50 Gm. of drug was the lowest pos

sible quantity which should be tried.

Experiment 1.—200 Gm. of ding in No. 60 powder were

moistened with 100 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohbl. The process

of percolation was canned out as described under coca. After

about tweuty-four hours the drag was in good condition for

packing.

Vol. of Percolate
CoUectecl.

S.G.
Solid

Residue.

150 C.c. (re.serve) 0-8890 16-8 Gm.
150 C.c. 0-8425 > 9 045 Gm. in

150 C.c. 0-8368 y total weak
150 C.c, 0-8390 J percolates.

The drag was judged to be practically exhausted by the

absence of more than slight bitterness ; the last portion of

percolate was almost colourless. These experiments were

conducted with improved automatic apparatus, hence the

exact quantity of percolate collected.

Experiment 2.-—200 Gm. of drag moistened with 140 C.c.

of 90 per cent, alcohol.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected.

S.G,
Solid

Residue.

150 C.c. (reserve)
150 C.c.
150 C.c.
150 C.c.

0-8848
0-8480

1

0-8363
1

0-8380 '

15-72 Gm. in 150 C.c.

9-810 Gm. in total weak
percolates.

Experiment 3.—^200 Gm. of drug moistened with 200 C.c.

of 90 per cent, alcohol. This formed a semi-fluid mass whicti

could neither be packed ii^r poured into a percolator. This

experiment was not proceeded with.

Experiment 4.—B. P. 200 Gm. of drug were " mixed " with

400 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol. After standing for foi-ty-

eight hours there was a layer of liquid above the drug ; on

shaking up the mixture was quite fluid, and was poured into

a percolator and excess of liquid allowed to drain down. In
one experiment the drag did nob settle evenly, but left large

channels when the liquid had drained off. In another case

.slightly better results were obtained.

Vol. of Percolate
Collected. S.G. Solid

Residue.

150 C.c. (reserve)
150 C.c.
150 C.c.
130 Co.

0-8525
0-8515

)

0-8535 r

0-8500

'

7-290

15-867 Gm. in total weak
percolates.

Experiment 5.—Pressure maceration. 200 Gm. of dtnig

were moisteaed with 150 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol, and set

aside for forty-eight hours ; on subjecting to pressure 75 C.c.

of liquid were obtained. 75 C.c. of alcohol were then added
to the marc, which was again set aside for thirty-six hours

;

-on pressing, 60 C.c. were obtained. 15 C.c. of alcohol were

added to the. marc, which was again pressed at once, yielding

15 C.c. of liquid. Total reserve 150 C.c. Maceration with

alcohol and subsequent expression was repeated three times,

using 150 C.c. each time, 100 C.c, 115 C.c, and 105 C.c. of

li(iuid being obtained ou pressing.

Vol. of Liquid
Collected.

S.G.
Total

Residue.

150 C.c. (reserve)
100 C.c.
115 C c.

105' C.c.

0-8785
0-8545 1

0-8475 >
0-8515 )

13-185 Gm.
(8-592 Gm. in total

1 weak liquors.

Vacation between these two.

Comparison of Results.

Experiment
1.

200 Gm. with
100 C.c.

Experiment
2.

200 Gm. with
140 C.c

Experiment
4. (B.P.)

200 Gm. with
400 C.c.

Experiment
5.

Pressure
maceration.

Solid Residue in
16-8 Gm.

9-045 Gm.

15-7 Gm.

9-810 Gm.

7 290 Gm.

15-867 Gm.

13-185 Gm.

8-592 Gm.

Solid Residue in

total weak per-
colates

Total solid from
200 Gm. Root .

.

25-845 Gm. 25-530 6m, 23-157 Gm. 21-777 Gm.

These figures show that in the case of cimicifuga the best

results are obtained by moistening the drug with the smallest

possible quantity of menstruum. On comparing Experiments

1 and 4 it is seen that the reserve of Experiment 1 contains

considerably more than twice the amount of soluble matter

contained in the reserve of Experiment 4 (B.P.). Another

point worthy of consideration is that evaporation need not be

carried so far as is the case in can-ying out the present oflicial

process. Moreover, owing to the smaller amount of solid in

the weak percolates, it would be possible to .slightly increase

the amount of reserve, say, to fom'-fifths instead of three-

fourths the final volume. Tlie following nxperiment bears out

this statement :
—

A quantity of the finished liquid extract was prepared! hum
half of the reserve and weak percolates of Experiment 1. The

alcohol was distilled off under reduced pressure from 225 C.c.

of the total weak percolates, and evaporation under reduced

pressure continued until the residue became of a syrupy consist-

ence. When cold the residue was dissolved in 75 C.c. of re-

serve ; the final volume was about 90 C.c. instead of 100 C.c,

leaving a margin of 10 C.c.

Considering the low results obtained by the B.P. methods,

and that by altering the amount of liquid used to moisten the

drug these could be improved, it was uiought that the results

appeared to warrant an alteration in the pharmacopceial mono-

graph, and accordingly the following modification is suggested :

—"Moisten the cimicifuga with 10 fl. oz. (or 500 C.c.) of the

alcohol ..."
{To be concluded.)

Tsuga Douglasii.— A curious case of a woman being poisoned

by handling the branches and leaves of this tree while garden-

ing, and not washing her hands before eating, is recorded by

Neudorfier in the Centralb. f. Innere Medicin. The symptoms

were spasmodic convulsions, dyspnoea, and coma. Other

persons appear to have been more or less affected who were

working at the same employment. It appears probable, there-

fore, that the tree which is cultivated for ornamental purposes

contains some poisonous ingredient to which some persons are

more susceptible than othets.—Noiiv. Rem.. 1903, 65.
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SOME TYPICAL AMERICAN PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS.

BY THOMAS MABEN, PH.C.

(Concluded from page 351.)

The Manufacture of Tablets.

The credit for the introduction of compressed tablets belongs

to an Englishman, ^Ir. Brockedon, who as far back as 1844 took

out a patent for the compression of powdered drugs and chemicals

further, and in the early seventies it was in full swing. Many
years later Wyeth's tablets were introduced by two young

Americans into this country and advertised as a novelty, and

now the sale of tablets almost rivals that of pills. In the

preparation of tablets the powders are first milled, then granu-

lated by suitable means and, last of all, compressed. Brief

reference may here be made to the pharmacies of Mr. MiLhau

(Vicomte de Milliau, of the French nobility) and that of

TABLET COMjfRESSIN'G MACHINES.
By permission of Messrs. Parlr Davis and Co,

REVOLVING PANS FOR CHOCOLATE-COATING TABLEiTS.
By permi>mlo» o Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co.

into a solid mass without the use of gum or other adhesive The Hegeman Corporation.

material. In May of that year the editor of the Pharmaccu- This corporation is characteristic of another side of American
tical Journal referred to specimens of bicarbonate of potash

1 pharmacy. The business was founded by William Hegeman in

COMPRESSED TABLETS—THE FINISHED PRODUCT.
By permission of Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co.

<:ompressed by this method. The compressed pill did not
catch on in this country, but in America Jacob Dunton, of Phila-
delphia, took up the idea with enthusiasm. Following him
Messrs. .John Wyeth and Brother, of i-hiladelphia, and Messrs.
£^je^Davis. and Co., Detroit, developed the business still

'AbBtract of a paper read before the Chemists' Assistants' Association,
r^ondon, on Thursday, February 26, 1903.

1827, but the responsible owner and manager is now Mr.

George Ramsey, who was born in Mount Mellick, Queen's

County, Ireland, in 1853, and who emigrated to Canada nine-

teen years later. Graduating from Ontario College of Phar-

macy, he went to New York in 1879, and started with Hege-

man and Co. as a dispensing assistant or prescription clerk.

In order to accommodate his increasing business, Mr. Kamsey
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I'pceiitly acquired premises at 200, Broadway, for a sum ap-

j)r(iximatirig 980,000 dollars, and there he has erected a mag-

nificent building of six storeys. The pharmacy decorations are

expensive and ornate, eveiything being of the most beautiful

character, the onyx and bronze soda fountain and apparatus

alone costing 20,000 dollars. The business carried on here

consists of a cigar depar':ment, wine and liquor department,

soda fountain department—in which as many as 7,000 glasses

(if iced isoda have been dispensed in one day, the average

throughout the year being some 3,000 glasses daily—the drug

department, prescription department—where twelve clerks

dispense an average of 575 new prescriptions^per day—and the

laboratory department, the bead of which and the buyer of

the establishment is Mr. John Whitehill, a native of Dun-

fermline. Mr. Whitehiil served hi-s apprenticeship with Mr.

Tocher, now of Dumfries, and his native town offering little

scope for his ambition, he emigrated, and speedily found

employment in a Brooklyn phannacy. Joining the Hegeman
(.'oiporation in 1889, he has advanced by isuccessive steps to

the important position he now holds, his rapid advance being

f \ idence not only of his own ability, but even more of Mr.

'J'dcher's excellent training.

The Soda Fountain

The soda fountain is practically all-pervasive in the United

States. Even in Canada the fountain is a common sight,

though the climatic conditions are not so favourable. In

Toronto, one of the most successful pharmacists, Mr. S. A.

Bingham, makes quite a feature of the fountain trade. On
entering his store the fountain is situated to the left, and

behind tliis is the prescription department. To the light are

placed a number of small marble-topped tables, at which cus-

tomers can sit and enjoy their soda. At the back of the store

is a palm garden, where in the sumnier days a delightfully

cool and refreshing siesta may be enjoj-ed. Nearly every

druggist in the States has a formtaiu, and looks to it to pay
his rent, though so far as my observation goes comparatively

few dealt in liquor or wines, like the Hegeman Corporation,

but most of them were busy till far on in the night—11 p.m.

and later—^handing over drmks and smokes. There was
nothing about a well-conducted fountain trade that was in

the kast degree objectionable, but it is hardly likely that the

sale of iced drinks will ever become general in this country,.,

and if so the best friends of pharmacy will not be sorry.

'J'he average drug store in the city is confined mainly to-

fountains, cigars, sundries, and drugs; the trade in country

districts is very different, the druggist being also frequently

the stationer, the toy merchant, the dealer in wall-paper,

paints ajid oils, and even the liardware merchant of the

village.

Parke, Davis and Co.

Any description of Anierican pharmacy would be very in--

complete if reference to Parke, Davis and Co., of Detroit,

were omitted. The founder of this now huge concern was Mr.

Hervey C. Parke, of Detroit, who, with Mr. George S. Davis,,

first began in a very small way in 1867. To give some idea,

(if the relative expansion a view is here shown illustrating

the chimneys of the works. The first little building required

no chimney stack, but twenty years ago it was iiecessarj' to-

erect a stack 60 feet in height. Ten years later another was

erected 120 feet high, and last year a third, which is 175 feet

from base to summit. This stack is 25 feel square at the base

and 12 feet at the top. The flue is 7 feet in diameter through-

out, and is lined with fire bricks for a distance of 75 feet,

from the bottom, while nearly half-a-million bricks have beem

used in the construction of the stack. New engines and'

boilers have also just been introduced, the total hOrse-power

being now 1,200, The reputation of Parke, Davis and Co. doeis

not rest on their size, though they are unquestionably the

• ' largest concern of the kind in the world. It will be conceded

by most capable observers that it is to that firm more than,

to any other agency that we owe the present position held:

by standardisation in the estimation of medical men aud

pharmacists. Many years ago the question of standardisation

was fought out in the American law courts, Parke, Davis and

Co. being the defenders, and the result of that was that

tincture of nux vomica was standardised in the next issue ot
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the United States PhariHacoiioeia, the standard adopted being

^;racticaJly that of this firm. In order to carry out all the

•operations of the lirni in tlie manufacture of serum and of

-vaccine, and in the physiological standardisation of drugs a

perfect menagerie has to be kept up at Detroit, consisting of

om« 7,000 animals, including 200 horses, many heifers,

pigeons, fowls, dogs, rabbits, frogs, and guinea-pigs. The

progress of the finn has been very rapid—it has literally grown

"^'by leaps and bounds," till at this moment the floor space

-of the buildings contains an area of fifteen acres. AM the

^laboratories are open to the inspection not only of pharma-

-cists but of the general public, and in fact a ^'^sit to these

laboratories is one of the sights of Detroit. From ten in the

morning till late in the afternoon guides are ready to take

round parties eveiy half-hour, and at least two hours are

required to traverse the entire buildings. In addition to their

.other claims on pharmacy, Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co.

."introduced cascara, grindelia, coca, and many other valuable

-tiiTigs, a number of which now occupy positions in the leading

-!)harmacopoeias of the world.

Pharmacy in Chicago.

A feature that is specially characteristic of Chicago is the

jact that meiical men have their consulting-rooms in huge

iiuildirgs. Of these the Columbus Memorial Building may be

iken as an example, although there are at least two other

^Jmilar blocks. In the Columbus Building from 300 to 400

medicaJ men are consulted every day. There is a pharmacy

—

ilr-ing, of course, an exclusive prescription trade—on the ninth

tlcor, and on the top floor there is an analytical and bacterio-

logical laboratory iuid an extensive and valuable medical

library.

I will now conclude by showing a number of slides repre-

nting prominent American pharmacists—namely, Professors

iiemington, Philadelphia; John Uri Lloyd, Whelpley, Mis-

souri; Caspari, Maryland; Ryan, Detroit; W. C. Anderson,
Brooklyn ; Heebuer and others, Toronto ; and Bemrose,

Montreal. Also Mr. Muir, Registrar, Quebec Province ; Mr.
ray, the doyen of Montreal pharmacists; and M. Edmond
roux, of the city of Quebec,

THE ALKALOIDAL ASSAY OF CERTAIN POTENT DRUGS AND
THEIR GALENICAL PREPARATIONS.*

BY H. BECKURTS.

(Concluded from page 268.)

Henbane Herb.

The processes employed were the same as those adopted for

belladonna. The results of various assays of the same drug may
be tabulated as follows :

—

Process. (a) (*) (c)

Yield of alkaloid 0-0780J 0-08862 0-0771 0-09826

009537 0-07321 0-07128
0-0867 0-0722

0 08959

Our knowledge of the percentage of alkaloid in henbane is very

deficient. Particularly noticeable are the high percentages

found by Schmidt (lamina, 0-2762, 0 2861; petiole, 0-363,

0-365); and Ca!sar and Loret.z (2-625, 2 687,2 0191 !). (These

high percentages are quite inconsistent with the doses of the

galenical preparations as compared with the alkaloidal

content and doses of the corresponding preparations of bella-

donna.)
Extract of Henbane.

(a) Beckurts' Method.—Two different extracts yielded 0 8092

and 0-786 per cent, respectively.

(b) Schwevslnger-S<iryioio s Method.—A purchased extract gave
1-0982 per cent.

(c) Official Oerman Process. —Various extracts gave 0 92
;

0-99
; 100 ; 0 583 ;

0-56 per cent.

Ipecacuanha.

Three methods were employed, viz, :— (a) Keller's, and (b)

extraction with chloroform and alcohol as for aconite herb (a)

and (c) the official German process.

(a) Keller's Method with Final Titration of the Alkaloids :
—

Results v?ith four samples of the Brazilian drug :

—

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2-2352 .. 2-390 .. 2 106 .. 3 397
2-24536 .. 2-309 .. 2 006 .. 2 370

2-174 . . 2-3876

2-194 .. 2-2656

Results from three samples of the Carthagena drug, viz :

—

(1) Selected extra large roots
; (2) medium sized roots

; (3

drug as imported.

(1) (2) (3)

2 086 .. 1-903 .. 2-513

2-045 .. 1-944 .. 2-557

Results with the Singapore drug :

—

(1) 2 086.

2-106.

(6) Process as for Aconite Herb (a).—
Four assays of one sample gave 2-286 ; 2-2606 ; 2-3368; 2-3114

per cent.

(c) Official German il/ei/wd.—Results :— 2-2
;
2-25

; 219 ;
2-1

per cent.

In this method caustic soda is employed to liberate the alka-

loids ; this results in the loss of part at least of the cephaeline,

and the results are therefore too low.

In the method recommended by Frerichs and de Fuentes

(Archiv d. Pharm.), the alkaloids emetine and cephaeline are

liberated by sodium carbonate
;

psychotrine, not being freed

from its combination by this alkaloid, escapes determina-

tion, and the results are slightly (about 0 05 per cent.) too low.

Abstract of a paper i)viblished ia the Apotheker Zeituxg, 18, p, 67,
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Nux Vomica.

(«) Percolation with Dilute Alcohol.— Ten Gm. ot powdered

seeds were exhausted in a percolator with dilute spirit, and the

percolate evaporated to a thin extract ; this was dissolved in a

mixture of 10 C.c. of alcohol, 5 of water and 5 of ammonia, and
the alkaloids shaken, out with chloroform. The chloroformic

solutions were evaporated to dryness and titrated, under the

assumption that the alkaloid consisted of strychnine and

brucine in equal proportions.

Eesults :—2 395 ; 2 38 per cent.

(6) Digestion with Dilute Alcohol.—Instead of percolation^

digestion for twenty-four hours in a warm place, and filtration

of an aliquot portion was adopted.

Results: 2-2568; 2-271; 2-125; 203752 per cent.

(c) /veZZcr's.Vt'^/wi.—Results:—2-1112; 2-184; 21694; 2-2568

per cent.

(fZ) Official German Process.—Results :—2-08 ;
2-2

;
2-19

;
2-12

per cent.

The following percentages of alkaloid have been found ;

—

Dunstan and Short, 315 to 534; Kremel, 1-84 to 276;
Beckurts, 2176 to 2-384

; Keller, 2 64 to' 2 885
;
Landor, 2-73

to 3-13.

Stramonium Leaves.

The first four methods employed are the same as those

described under the corresponding letters for aconite herb.

(a) Result : 0-3179 per cent.

(b) Result: 0-3083 per cent.; 0-3198 per cent,

(c) Result : 0-3622 per cent.; 0-393 per cent.

{d) Result : 0 3323 per cent.; 0-3382 per cent,

(e) Keller's method.—Result : 0-375 per cent.

The following percentages of alkaloid have been in stramonium
leaves:—Schweissinger, 0 225—0 319 per cent.; E. Schmidt,
0-4 per cent.

NOTES ON CRUDE DRUGS, FIXED OILS, WAXES, ETC.*

BY JOHN BAECLAY, B.SC. (LOND.), F.C.S.

{Concluded from page 272.)

Oil of Stavesacre.—A sample of this oil prepared in our own
works gave us a percentage of mixed alkaloids corresponding to

2 66 per cent., and a saponification equivalent of 309 7. As we
have previously had occasion to remark, the nursery ointment
which we prepare from this drug is standardised to an alkaloidal

strength of 1-2 per cent.

Slippery Elm BarJt.—A sample of reputed powder from this

drug came into our hands during the year from a foreign

source. lo proved on microscopic examination to have a large

proportion of wheat flour, the presence of which was confirmed

by the great amount of starch found by chemical examination.

A comparison of this powder with some obtained in our own
mills proved the value of the test suggested by lieringer, and
mentioned in the ' United States Dispensatory,' 18th edition,

page 1,420.

Ginger.—The following figures shows the results of the

examination of three qualities of ginger of commerce are of

interest as indicating the proportion of oleo-resinous matter
present in the rhizome :

—

Jamaica. Cochin. African.

Percentage soluble in 90 per cent, alcohol . . 4-35 4-57 9-93

Percentage soluble in ether of 0-717 gravity 4-76 6 04 11 09

Capsicum.—A sample of Capsicum minimum yielded 15-67 per

cent, soluble in ether of specific gravity 0 717, and a sample of

Capsicum annuum gave 15-34 per cent, to the same solvent.

' From the eleventh annual laboratory report of Messrs. Southall
Brothers and Barclay, Limitecl,

POISONS FOR THE MILLION.*

BY AN ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.

The report recently issued by the Departmental Committee

which was appointed by the Lord President of the Council in

June, 1901, to consider the regulations concerning the sale of

poisons and report on any alterations which might be deemed

expedient, is a most extraordinary and anomalous document.

After deliberating for the space of twelve months or more, and

examining twenty-six witnesses, they have come to the remark-

able conclusions (1) That poisons are more used in agriculture

and horticulture than in 1868. (2) That the prosecution of un-

registered sellers is uncertain and irregular. (3) That farmers

and gardeners suffer inconvenience through the present restric-

tion of the sale of poisons ; and that the conveyance of

arsenic is lax. Truly the mountain has laboured and brought

forth a mouse ! Instead of recommending increased stringency

with regard to the sale of poisons, the Committee suggests that

the sale of preparations of arsenic and tobacco for agriculture,

and carbolic acid for agriculture, horticulture, and sanitation,

should be permitted by others than qualified chemists, which

would be tantamount to a condition of free trade in poisons'

Once it is rendered statutory that certain poisons can be

retailed by any tradesman, other poisonous preparations will

doubtless soon be added to the list, until the restrictions on the

sale of poisons become little more than a faroe.

With the recommendations of the Committee respecting the

revision of both divisions of the present poison schedule there

is little fault to find, and the addition of cocaine and its pre-

parations, and sulphonal, should do much to prevent the un-

limited sale and abuse of those drugs. But some further

revision of the regulation respecting the sale of poisons is also

necessary. There is no reason to doubt that those at present

in force are, on the whole, honourably carried out by chemists

who, indeed, often go beyond and exercise a wise discretion in

limiting and even refusing to supply a poison when they deem

it necessary.

Increased stringency is required respecting the sale of the pre-

parations of opium, which generally head the list of the poisons

employed for suicidal purposes. At present almost any person

may purchase laudanum by merely giving a fictitious reason to

the chemist for its use, and so long as it is a plausible one the

latter cannot refuse to supply, as the regolations only require

the bottle to be labelled poison, with the name and address of

the vendor. It is a common practice with those who wish to

obtain a considerable quantity of this poison to visit several

chemists' shops in turn and purchase small quantities in each

until they obtain the quantity they wish.

Photography has within recent years become a popular

pastime, and the dealers in photographic chemicals will usually

supply the most dangerous poisons ad lihilum to any one requir-

ing them. In fact, there are a dozen or more poisonous sub-

stances [capable of causing death in the most horrible forms

which are at present not included in the poison schedule, and

that may be readily obtained from unqualified dealers without

let or hindrance. The sale of poisons by wholesale druggists

also demands stricter regulations, as in many cases it is easier

to obtain poisons by the pound than by the drachm. In fram-

ing more stringent regulations regarding the sale of poisons the

first consideration should be the safety of the public, and not

the convenience of any particular class of the community,

farmers or otherwise.

The chief safeguard must be the complete restriction of the

sale of poisons to properly qualified persons, who by their

' Reprinted from the PaU Mall Gazette.
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technical and scientific training are rendered competent to

handle them. It should be made unlawful to sell the more

powerful poisons, which are included in Part I. of the schedule,

to the public, without a written order or proscription signed by

a duly registered medical practitioner, or unless the purchaser

should be accompanied by some person to whom he is well

known, and give a satisfactory reason for requiring it. It

should also be unlawful to sell any poisonous substance to any

person under the age of sixteen. Finally, no prescription con-

taining an appreciable quantity of a poisonous drug should be

allowed to be dispensed a second time without the written order

of the prescriber. This regulation would el^ectually prevent

many who have contracted the terrible habit of taking cocaine,

morphine, or other poisonous drugs, from obtaining their

supplies.
"

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

RESEARCH LIST, 1903.

The following subjects are suggested for investigation, and

the Executive Committee hopes that members of the B.P.C.

will undertake to work at one or more of these questions. New
subjects have been added to the list to replace those worked

out. The Hon. Secretaries wish to call attention to the fact

that a special fund has been raised to defray expenses connected

with research work. The Executive Committee will be glad to

receive applications from members for grants for the above

fund.

PLANT ANALYSIS.

(1) Arnica.—What is the active principle, and what are the

relative proportions of it in the root and flower ?

(2) Bay Berries.—An examination of the bitter principle of

the pericarps of bay berries is required.

(3) Cascara Sagrada.—What is the nature of the various

resins contained in the bark ? The cascara sagrada bark of

commerce apparently consists of two species, R. pursJuana and

R. californica, the latter having a much paler fracture. It is

desirable to ascertain how far these differ in activity, percent-

age of active principles, yield of extract, etc. (See ' Year-Book

of Pharmacy,' 1893, p. 131, and 'Year-Book of Pharmacy,'

1899, p. 134.)

(4) Castor Oil.—A research having for its object the isolation

of a purgative principle is required. (See ' Year-Book of Phar-

macy,' 1898, p. 184 ; 1898, p. 163
;

1901, p. 125. See Pharm.

Journal [4], 5, p. 84, and Pharm. Journal, [4] ,
II, p. 152.)

(5) Chamomile. — Research upon the bitter principle of

Anlhemis nobilis. (See Bulletin dc la Societc Chimiquc de Paris

[2], 41, p. 483.)

(6) Cimicifuga Racemosa {AcUca racemosa).—Further infor-

mation is needed on the chemical nature of the constituent or

constituents to which the rhizome of the plant owes its activity.

(See ' Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1885, p. 149.)

(7) Damiana is reported to contain a bitter substance, resin's,

and volatile oil. The liquid extract of the leaves now being

extensively used, a thorough, systematic examination of this

drug is desirable.

(8) Determinations of the total quantity of alkaloids in certain

plants, such as belladonna, at different stages of growth would
be useful,

(9) Euphorbia Piiulifera. — Required, a report upon the

chemistry of this drug.

(10) Fucus Vesiculosus.— The medicinal virtues have been
attributed solely to the presence of iodine and bromine. It is

not improbable that it may contain some organic constituent of

importance. A complete chemical investigation is required.

(11) Mezereon Bark.—What is the chemical nature of the

acrid principle of this bark ?

(12) Papaver Rhwas.—An examination of the red colouring

matter of the petals is required. •

(13) Stmaroiiba Bark. —A comparison of the constituents of

this drug with those of quassia wood is desirable.

(14) Strophanthus. — Information is desirable on the best

methods of separating the different active principles obtained

from strophanthus seeds :— (1) ' Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1898,

p. 54 and p. 162; (2) ' Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1899, p. 59; (3)

' Year-Book of Pharmacy,' 1901, p. 167 ; (4) Pharm. Journal,

[4] , 6, p. 385
; (5) Pharm. Journal, [4] , 6, p. 506.

(15) Taraxacum.—To what constituents are the cholagogue

and diuretic properties due ? To what extent do they vary in

roots when collected at different season of the year ?

(16) Veratrine.—Should a pure veratrine be included in the

British Pharmacopojia rather than a mixture of alkaloids now
official ? If so, suggest a process for its purification.

(17) Proximate Analyses of following drugs are required :

—

Cereus grandiflorus, Citrullus colocynthis, Cassia fistula and
Serenoa serrulata (Saw Palmetto).

CHEMISTRY.

(18) Adeps.—A satisfactory test for the presence of cotton oil

is needed. A good test for lard oil is required.

(19) Apomorphine.—Do solutions of this alkaloid retain their

potency after coloration has taken place ?

(20) Cotton Wools.—How far do commercial samples corre-

spond to the tests of the British Pharmacopoeia ?

(21) Ferri Arsenas.—The official list supplies only the means
of determining the amount of ferrous iron present. It has been

suggested that a method for the determination of the arsenic

content should be ordered. (vSae Pharm,. Journ. [4], 7, p. 530.)

(22) Glycerin —Required a good method for estimating this

substance, applicable if possible to pharmaceutical preparations.

(23) Ipecacuanha.—Experiments upon the method or methods
for the separation of the alkaloids are needed.

(24) Sodium Arsenate.—A better method of assay than that

now official would be welcome.

(25) Tannins.— The various methods employed for the

estimation of tannin in astringent drugs and preparations give

very discrepant results. Required, a thorough research into the

comparative result of these processes.

PHAKMACOPEDY AND PHARMACY.

(26) Botanical Sources of the following require investigation.

The varieties of asafetida and galbanum— the gum resin

opoponax—ihe so-called Syrian tragacanth—the large liquorice

root imported from Bussorah (probably Glycijrrhim echinata)

and the varieties of copaibas of commerce.

(27) Cannabis Indica.—Preparations of uniform strength of

this drug are a desideraium. Experiments are required as to

the best method of preparation and solvent. Experiments ace

also needed to determine the difference in yield of resin,

cannabin, and cannabinol between the guaza of Bomljay and

the ganjah of Calcutta.

(28) Compressed Drugs and Coated Pills.—Required, a report

on the strength and quality of the compressed drugs and coated

pills of commerce.

(29) Effect of Cultivation, Soil, Climate, and Time of

Collection on Medicinal Plants.—Compare the proportions of

active constituents of indigenous plants grown in diSerent

districts, and the edeot upon these constituents by time of

collection.

(30) Ergot.—The determination of the proportion of active

principles extracted from ergot by the official processes for the

various preparations.
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(31) Extractum Taraxaci Liquidum.—The specific*gravity and
proportion of solid residue appear to vary much in commercial

specimens. To what is this variation due ?

(32) Galenicals.—The action upon these of light and ordinary

exposure in a pharmacy.

(33) Hamamelin.—Should this be prepared from the leaves or

the bark '? Experiments on the relative efficacy of powdered

extractives from the two parts of the plant are desirable.

(34) Jaborandi.—The leaves as imported are much mixed vyith

stalks. Should the leaves be completely separated from the

stalks for the making of official preparations ? What is the

alkaloidal strength of old leaves, young leaves, and stalks ?

(35) Liquor Sennae Concentratus.—In this preparation the

senna is exhausted by repercolation ; in the liquor for preparing

syrupus sennse, B.P., a process of double maceration is employed.

Which is the better method ?

(36) Liquorice.—An examination of commercial samples of

" Block Juice " and " Stick Liquorice." with reference to their

purity and glycyrrhizin content would be of value.

(37) Olive OiL—It has been suggested that for some galenical

preparations purified cotton seed oil, arachis oil, or sesame oil

might be substituted for olive oil. A series of plasters, lini-

ments, ointments, etc. should be prepared with each of these

oils, and the resulting products compared.

(38) Oxydase.—The action of this and other ferments in

inducing change in galenical preparations such as liquid

extracts, etc.

(39) Pepsin.—A good method of assay— peptonising and not

merely determining the dissolving power of pepsin, suitable for

inclusion in P.B., is wanted. (See Allen, Pharm. Journal

[4] , 5, 561 ; see Mette's test in Scbiifer's 'Physiology.')

(40) Powdered Drugs.—The determination of the limits

within which adulteration of powdered drugs can be de-

termined under the microscope.

(41) Suppositories.—A compilation or determination of the

specific gravity of the medicaments more commonly prescribed

in suppositories in order that correct allowance may be made
for the volume of the same.

LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Iron Pills.

Friday, Marcli 6, 1903, at North London Police Court, Mr.
George Templeman, chemist and druggist, Devonshire Road,
Holloway, N . was ohaorged on an adjourned summons with sel-

ling iron pills deficient in ferrous carbonate to the extent of 65
per cent.

Mr. A. M. Bi-anunall prosecuted on behalf of the I.sllngton

Borough Council, and Mr. Kirby appeared for the defence.

The hearing of the case had been adjourned to enable a portion

of the pills to be submitted to analy.sis at Somerset House. The
report of the analyst confirmed that of the public analyst. It

was further .stated that the coating of the pills had been re-

moved before the analysis was made, otherwise tlie deficiencj- of

ferrous cart)onate would have been gieater.

Mr. Kirby, for the defence, said he relied on the twenty-

eight years' honourable and unblemished trading of liis client.

Probalbly, however, in the case of these pills, which were made
abroad, and unfortunately were bought without a warranty,

some mistake had been made in the mixing.

The Magistrate, Mr. Fordham, in giving his decision, hoped
that in future the defendant would take care to sell pills of the

British Pharmacopoeia strength. He imposed a fine of £5, with

£1 13s. 6d. costs, or fourteen days.

High Court of Justiciary, Edinburgh.

Alleged Dispensing Mistake by a Chemist's Assistant.

In the High Court of Justiciary, Edinburgh, on Tue.sd.iV;.

Marcli 17, 1903, before Lord McLaren and a jury, Alexander
Wood, residing at Newburgh, Aberdeenshire, was charged witli

having, on December 13, 1902—^^be being an assistant in the .shof>.-

of James Grant Anderson, clieniist and druggist, 57, Trinity

Road, Leith, and being charged with the dutj' of compounding
six powders, each of which were to be compo.sed of five grains

[Of quinine sulphate, five grains of phenacetin, and one grain

of exalgin, for administration as medicine to the now-deceased

Judith Lucy Hope Robson, then i-esiding at 10, Netherby Road,

Leith—instead of using exalgin, in compounding said powders,

used strychnine, which is a dangerous poison, with the

result that each of the six powdei-s was composed of five grain?

of quinine sulphate, five grain.s of phenacetin, and one grain of

strychnine, and the .said Edith Lucy Hope Robson, having p:n-

taken of one of the powders, died of poisoning by stryclinine-
" and was thus killed hy you."

Mr. McClure and Mr. Blackburn, advocates-depute, prusc-

cuted, and were instructed by the Crown Agent, W'. J. Dundas,.

AV.S. The prisoner was defended by Mr. Constable, instructed'.

by Andrew Gordon, solicitor.

The Court was crowded, and many ladies weie present.

The accused pleaded not guilty.

Charles Frederick Hope Robson, 10, Netherby Road, husband'

of the deceased lady, was the first Mitness. Examined by Mr.

McClure, witness said that Mrs. Robson was thirty-two at tiie

time of her death. About a fortnight before December 13 la.st

Mrs. Robson had been suffering from influenza, and was under-

the treatment of Dr. Wilson, Inverleith Row. On December 11

Dr. Wilson prescribed for her certain powders. These powders-

were taken by her on the evening of December 12, and on the-

morning of December 13, as she was still suffering from

neuralgia, lie was asked by iier to order a fre.sh supply of

powders. On the morning of the 13th, shortly after nine

o'clock, witness, on his way to business, called at the shoj) of
Mr. Anderson, chemist and druggist, Trinity Road. It was

from that shop the powders bad "been supplied on the 11th.

He took with him the envelope in which the previous powders

had been delivered, and the envelope bore the chemist's mark,

outside witli a reference number. Wlien witness called he saw

what lie took to be the assistant, but he could not say whether

it was the accused. He left the envelope with the assistant,

and gave the order. The next he knew of the matter was that

a message reached hi* ofiice about half-past ten o'clock to the^

effect that his wife was very ill. He went home at once, but his

wife was dead before he arrived. Dr. Wilson, who liad been,

attending his wife, was present at the house when he arrived.

Witness saw Dr. W^ilson take possession of an envelope contain-

ing |>owders, which was on the dressing-table. He saw thfr

doctor count the powders, and thought that tliere were five. He-

told the doctooL- that a fresh set had been ordered that morning.

Apart from influenza and neuralgia Iiis wife was in good health..

Cross-examined by Mr. Constable : There was not much light

in the shop when he gave the order. The .shop had just been,

opened. The as.sistant was not belund, but at tlie side of the

counter. The assistant took the order in an attentive and.

obliging manner.

James Murray, thirteen years of age, a shop boy in the em-

ployment of Mr. Anderson, said he remembered that on the

date mentioned he took a packet of powders from the shop to-

Mrs. Robson's house, on the instraction of the prisoner.

Agnes Smart, domestic servant, .said that in December last

she was in the service of 'Mrs. Robson. Slie took the powders

from the boy, and took them up to Agnes Rodger, the nurse..
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Some time later witness was asked to go to the house of Mi".

Stii-liug Paterson, to telephone for Dr. Wilson, and to ask

Mrs. Stirling Paterson, the deceased's sister-in-law, to come at

once. As Mrs. Paterson did not conie at once, the nurse went
to fetch her. Witness remained with Mts. Robson, who was
screaming, and in awful agony.

Agnes Rodger, who was employed as the children's nurse,

said that she remembered on December 11 receiving a prescrijv

tion from Dr. Wilson, with an instruction to take it to the

chemist. She took it and handed it to Mr. Anderson. Both
Mr. Anderson and Mr. Wood were in the shop, but she did not

know who made the powders up. Mi". AVood gave them to her,

and the prescription was sent lound later on. On the date

in question she saw Mrs. Robson, who told witness that she

had asked her liusband to order more powders. She did not

say that the others were finished. Mr. Robson went to busi-

ness about nine o'clock, and .she rem.^nibered being handed some
powders at Mr.*:. Robson's bedroom door by Agnes Smart. Mrs.

Robson was attending to the baby at the time. Witness left

the room to get hot water, and when she came back Mi'S.

Elobson was drinking out of a glass. That was about twenty
minutes after she had taken in the powders. jMi-s. Robson then
ivashed her face, and while drying it she asked for a drink of

irater, saying she felt sick and faint. About five minutes liad

elapsed between the time Mrs. Robson took something out of a

jlass, and her asking for water. Mrs. Robson then asked wit-

aess to help her to bed. About a quarter of an hour after Mre.

Elobson took a convulsion. Witness tried to relieve Mrs. Rob-
son. She lield her hands, sironged her face, and got her to

Ake some brandy.

By his Lordship : Did she say anything to indicate she

;hought she Lad been poisoned?—Witness : No, sir.

Witness, continuing, said that Mrs. Robson's face assumed
I terrible colour, and she seemed to have a difficulty in opening
ler mouth. Slie was for a time unconscious. Witness placed
ihe packet of powders on the dressing-table. Mrs. Robson
lever told her she had taken any of the powders.

No questions were put by the defence to this witness.

Robert G. Stirling Paterson, brother of the deceased, was next

;xamined. He said, on the morning in question, he was sent

or, and arrived at his sister's house a little after ten o'clock.

iVhen he arrived he found his sister in great pain, her face

^as moist and clammy, and her heart was beating very fast.

Ihe became unconscious, but recovering consciou-sness, she seemed
fl witness to take lockjaw. She closed her teeth, and pressed
ler head back as far as it possibly could go. There was a blue
na,rk across the upper part of the face and lips, and her head
ind neck became rigid.

At this stage Mr. Constable, counsel for the defence, said

16 was prej)ared to admit tliat :Mrs, Robson died from .sti-ycli-

une poisoning from powders compounded by the accused.
His Lordship said he thought that as the evidence had

idvanced so far they had better go on with it. He asked tlie

Advocate-Depute to take the witnes.ses as short as possible.

Mr. McClure said that he had intended to prove his case
ipart from all admissions.

James Wilson, M.B., CM,, 33, Inveileith Row, the medical
kttendant of the deceased, identified the prescription produced,
le ordered the powders to be taken every five hours. When
Mmnioned on the morning of her death he found Mrs. Robson
ying stretched on the bed. Her face was intensely blue, she
eas frothing at tlie mouth, and was just finishing a slight con-
nlsive fit. Her eyes were open, the pupils dilated, and abso-
utely insensible to touch. She gave a slight tremor a minute
iter and died. Afterwards witness examined the body, which
ras absolutely ligid, and he saw from its condition that tlie

oly drug to cause such a death was .strychnine.

After giving evidence as to the post-mortem examination

witness spoke to a visit he paid to Mr. Anderson's shop, where

he observed two bottles, one marked "exalgin" and the other
" strychnia crystals," The bottles were not standing together,

there was a space between them of from eiglit to ten inches. They
were in the same case, and on the same shelf. There were no

bottles intervening between the two battles. Mr. Anderson

said to him, " That bottle should not have been there, it should

have been in 'the back shop." There was nothing to indicate

that the stryclmlne bottle contained poison. It ought to have

been lied, or capjjed, or locked, or kept in a special cabinet, or

contained in a s])ecia! bottle which could be recognised by the

touch. One could easily have read the label if it was looked

at, and with the usual precautions the mistake need not have

occurred.

By his Lordship : Is it not the case that the making up of

prescriptions containing strychnine is very common?—.No ; not

in the .solid form of crystals.

Proceeding, witne.ss said that strychnine was seldom pre-

scribed except in food form. In further answer to his Lordship,

the witness said it was usually the salt which was used for

making the food prescription. In making up a medical pre-

scription there would seldom be occasion to use strychnia

crystals ; perhap.s once in six months, and perhaps not even

that. Continuing, the witness said that tlie bottle containing

the stryclinine crystals was smaller than rhe other. In answer

to another question by his Lordship, witness .stated that exalgin

t.iken in large doses might act as a poison. It was not labelled

as a poison imder the Pharmacy Act
Cross-examined by Mr. Constable : Looking to the similarity

of these two small bottles in size and shape, and the similarity

of the crystal powders inside, would you consider it a very

gross and culpable eiTor to mistake one bottle for another?

—

Well, of course, a man in dispensing exalgin frequently, who
had a certain kind of bottle in his mind's eye might quite easily

take another similar bortle and dispense from it without looking

at it, but still the label sliould have been looked at.

Foriher cross-examined, witness said that there had been no

case of death from exalgin. He was not aware that exalgin

was not often prescribed, or that he was an exception in the

prescribing of it. He had prescribed it almost daily for the last

twelve years, and it was in fairl.y common use. He knew that

the Phaimacopoeia (sic) refeiTed to the danger of making a mis-

take between strychnine crystals and exalgin crystals. He
was perfectly aware of the property of exalgin if given in

quantity.

Dr. Harvey Littlejohn gave evidence that from the post-

mortem examination it was found that Mrs. Robson was suffer-

ing from no disease that would cause death. One of the powders
\vas quantitatively analysed and found to contain 1"07 grain

of strychnine. He was satisfied that the deceased had died from

.--.trychnine poisoning.

Cross-examined by Mt. Constable : Assuming that your pre-

scription had been for one grain of strychnine, did the result

show that tha quantity had been very carefully measured?

—

It did.

Dr. W. Drinkwater, analyst, corroborated.

James Grant Anderson, chemist and druggist, 37, Trinity

Road, said he opened his shop .here in November, 1901. He
had other two branches, and he attended at the Trinity Road
shop, which was the principal one. The accused, who was

employed at the Trinity Road shop, was an unqualified assis-

tant. He was entitled to dispense exalgin, but he could not

dispense strychnine except und^r supervision. Witness engaged

Wood in March, 1902. He liad eight years' experience in a

good house in Aberdeenshire, and he was highly recommended

to him as a good man. He was careful and attentive to his

work. He seemed to be a well-trained man by the way he

went about his business in the shop. Asked as to how he
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M ould dispense sucli a prescription himself, witness said that he

had gone back hundreds of times, and spelt every letter of tlie

label so that there should be no mistake. On Thursday,

December 11, witness looked at the prescription himself, and

handed it to ^Ir. Wood to make up. The accused was not

entitled to make uj) scheduled poisons. Exiilgin was not a

scheduled jwisou. Resuming, witness .said none of the bottles

h;id been replenished since he opened the .shop, and there had

only been one oceasitin on which he required to use the strych-

nine bottle, tlie exalgin bottle having been used six times. Mr.

Wood made up tlie prescription on December 11, and witness,

on entering the shop on the morning of the 13th, found Wood
engaged in making up the powders. Witness suggested that he

would tinish the prescription, and let Wood finish his dusting,

but a customer coming in, witness went to speak to him, and

when he returned Wood was almost finished. The stryclinine

bottle had a poison label oh it when last used in May, 1902,

and it must have dropped off, with handling. It had the label

with the name of the article. It was not secured in any

other way than the exalgin. The drugs put into the poison

cupboard varied greatly in the degree of tlieir dangerous nature.

There were fourteen or sixteen bottles on the shelf, all con-

taining crystals.

Re-examined : There was a special duty upon any person

dispensing from the shelf to look carefully at the name of the

drug.

Dr. Colin Mackenzie spoke tt) the conversation he had with

the accused on the Wednesday following the accident, as to

whether he substituted stiychnine for exalgin. The accused said

he could not remember whether he looked at the label before

dispensing the drug.

John Rutherford Hill, pharmaceutical chemist, York Place,

was examined as to the precautions requued when prescriptions

were dispensed. He said it was a practice for everj- chemist to

look at the label of a bottle three times before making up a

prescription.

In cross-examination witness said that exalgin and strych-

nine were crystallised in the same form, and there was a chance

for possible error. But lie could hardly conceive in this case

how the error was made. Once, however, the ivrong bottle

was lifted without the label having previously been looked

at, there was practically nothing to notify the chemist ot his

mistake. The accused had given witness every facility in

investigating the circumstances of the accident.

John McLeod, Superintendent of Leith Police, stated that

Mr. Anderson had transferred the strychnine and exalgin to

different bottles after the accident. Witness got him to replace

them in the same bottles they were in when the accident

occurred.

The declaration of the accused was then read. In it he stated

that he received the prescrii>tion in question and made it up.

He was not aware that he committed an error in doing so. He
moved tlie sliding door of the poison case to the exalgin bottle,

and took it out, and used it in making up the prescription.

This closed the evidence for the prosecution. For the defence

two pharmaceutical chemists were called. One wa« Mr. Walker,
of Ellon, Aberdeenshire, and the other was his brother, who
is the manager of Mr. Anderson's shop in Newhaven. These
witnesses spoke to the good character of the accused. They
had found him a careful and tmstwoalhy lad, attentive to his

duties, and they never knew hin make a mistake.

Mr. Constable, in addres^ng the jury on behalf of the

prisoner, put forward the suggestion that each of the bottles

contained other substances than indicated on the labels, and if

in that case the bottle mai-ked exalgiu contained the other sub-

stance, then Wood was not to blame. Unfortunately, though

no doubt with the best intention, tne substances were changed

from the original bottles before any outside body could get

access to them. The accident, he said, occurred on a dark

winter morning, and when Wood made the mistake the bottle

had not that distinctive mark which the Act of Parliament

thoughitr necessary to prescribe just in order to avoid mistakes

being made.

Lord McLaren, in charging the juiy, commented on the fact

that it was oommon in the trade to keep medicines such as

exalgin, which were not poisons in the proper sense of the word,

unless taken in very large doses, in the same compartment along

with very deadly poisons which were scheduled in the Pharmacy

Act as poisons, and which required to be handled with special

and particular care. He hoped that the attention of the Phar-

maceutical Society would be directed to that point, and that

poisons which were specially dangerous should not be mixed up

with those drugs which were poison only when taken in exce.ss.

As his Lordship understood the law ot Scotland, if a persoa

when dealing with such dangerous substances did not read the

label, and used another bottle which came to his hand and dis-

pensed it, that amounted to criminal negligence. There was

nothing to sugge.st doubt that the bottle marked exalgin con-

tained exalgin, and that the bottles had been mistaken. It

struck him that when Mr. Anderson went into the shop on th»

morning in question and offered to take the prescription out of

accused's hands, he might have caused a momentary disturbance

of the accused's ideas, which might have led him to make the

mistake.

The jury then retired. In twenty minutes they returned a

verdict of not guilty, and the accused was discharged, his-

Lordship stating that he was very pleased to give effect to th^

verdict, which exonerated the accused from all criminal negli^

gence.

High Court of Justice—Chancery Division.

The Invention of the Dynamo.
^

On Friday, March. 13, 1903, before Mr. Justice Buckley, Dri

Henry Wilde, of Alderley Edge, Cheshire, who claims to be th^

inventor of a certain machine which he calls a dynamo, brought';

an action against Professor Silvanus Thompson, to restrain him

from attributing the invention to Faraday in two books by thflr

Professor.

On the application of counsel representing Dr. Thomi)Son,"

the statement of claim was struck out as frivolous and vexatious,

his Lordship holding that there was no libel in the statements.;

complained of. The action was also dismissed with costs.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

Selling Pills Without Licence or Stamps.

Wednesday, M%rch 11, 1903, at Pontypridd, James Davis,,

herbalist, canying on business at Coedpenmaen Road, Ponty-

pridd, was summoned for selling piUs without a licence and

without the Inland Revenue stamp. Mr. Hawkins, Somerset

House, appeared to prosecute for the Commissioners of Inhvnd

Revenue, and Mr. W. P. Nicholas defended.

Mr. Hawkins stated that the defendant, who was a herbalist, ,

had a sAm^ in Pontypridd and a .stall in the market plaee, where

he sold his pills.

Mr. Dixon, officer of the Inland Revenue, deposed to pur-
[

chasing a sixpenny box of the pills at each place, and he reoeived
j

a handbill recommending them a.s a cure for indigestion, etc.
'

Defendant said he was not aware that a licence was required, :

or that the boxes should be stamped.—Mr. Hawkins told the

Bench this was the first case taken up in the district, to show-

that a licence and stamps were necessary.—Mr. Nicholas rf^-

marked that the only thing that brought the defendant witbir.
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the Act was tJiat he kid published handbills which described

the pills as a specific remedy. He did not resist the case, and

rii)i>eale4 for the clemency of the court, as tlie defendant, who

had been a collier. Lid lost his health, and had been selling

"i. rbs and pills for years a-s a means of livelihood. He now

undertook to sell no more until he had taken out a licence and

purchased' stamps. Mr. Nicholas added that he w^shed that,

instead of taking proceedings against a man broken down in

health like his client, the authorities had proceeded against

(.ne of those who drove about in their carriages and wore

^lossv silk hat^.

The Bench imposed a fine of £1. including costs, in each of

t lie t wo first cases.

Selling Medicines Without Stamps.

On Tuesday, March 17, 1905, at Leeds, Mr. George Crawshaw.

chemist, of Headingley Lane. Leeds, was summoned, at the

instance of llhe Inland Revenue authorities, for having sold

-rtain medicines unstamped, wliioh, it was alleged, were liable

. ) stamp duty. The medicines in question were Friar's

ixilsam, Gregory's powder, antimonial mixture, compound

liquorice powder, extract of oascara sagrada, and dian-hoea

mixture. The Inland Revenue authorities were represented

by Mr. G. H. Dennies. barrister-at-law, London, and the

defendant by Mr. Alex Xeill, Bradford.

llie case for the prosecution was that the defendant handed

-u officer of the Revenue, who visited his shop, a price-list

i medioines, together with remarks as to the necessary doses

nd the remedies, thus, by holding out and recommending the

a-tides purchased, bringing himself within the meaning of the

Act, as being the original, or fii-st, vendor. The statements in

the list, argued counsel, constituted a public notice or adver-

tisement, within the meaning of the Act. The articles, it was

further- contended, did not come within the exemption cases,

^eeing that they ha<l been held out as beneficial.

Evidence as to purchase was given by Mr. T. Jameson, of

the Inland Revenue.

Mr. Neill argued that Mr. C'rawshaw's liat was not intended

to be a public advertisement at all, but simply a list of medi-

cines in general family u.se, with their uses and remedial

pro]>erties. He further contended' that the original, or first,

vendor wa.s the person who supplied the article in the first

place.

Mr. Crawshaw having given evidence, the stipendiary' magis-

rate, in view of the importance of the case, deferred judgment
T r a week.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The number of cases of deaths by poisoning reported during
the seven days ended Wednesday, March 18, 1903, was twelve,

thus :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

Ammonia 1
Carbolic Acid 2
Carbon ]\Ionoxide 1
Chloroform 1

1
Laudanum 1
Oxalic Acid 1
Phosphorus 1
Potassium Oxalate 1
Ptomaine • 1
Kind not stated 1

Total 6

Ammonia.—Aman at Bradford died through drinking in mistake

a pennyworth of ammonia which had been bought in a ginger-beer

bottle. The coroner warned the public against having ammonia
put in such bottles.

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Doncaster committed suicide by
taking carbolic acid, as did a carman at Cambridge.

Carbon- Monoxide.—A young man at Lambeth committed
suicide by making a charcoal fire in a small lumber room, the

crevices of the door having been carefully blocked up.

Chloroform.—A man died at the North Kensington Infir-

mary while under chloroform, given as an anaesthetic.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A Longton plumber mistook spirit of

salt for whisky, and died as the result.

Laudanum.—A man at Derby died in the local infirmary from
laudanum poisoning. Laudanum was also taken in an un-

successful attempt at suicide.

Oxalic Acid.—A Bristol cabman committed suicide by taking

this acid.

Phosphorus.—A woman at Bradford steeped two boxes of

matches in boiling water, and drank the infusion, with fatal

effect.

Potassium Oxalate.—At Uddingston, near Glasgow, the wife

of a miner took by mistake for a dose of Epsom salts a quantity

of salt of sorrel. She was immediately seized with violent pains

and, though medical aid was at once procured, it was impos-

sible to do anything, and she died two hours after swallowing

the draught.

Ptomaine.—A boy died at Lynn Hospital as a result of eating

mussels.

Kind not stated.—A young woman at Hornsey committed
suicide by taking poison, the nature of which was not stated.

Attempts at Suicide, etc.—A woman at Runcorn attempted
suicide seven months ago by drinking from a bottle of smelling

salts, and, having since then been unable to take proper food

has now died from malnutrition. A mixture of opium and
bromides was taken by another woman in an attempt at suicide.

Carbolic acid was used by another woman in a similar attempt.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

Hours of Closing Shops.

Lord Avebury's Shops (Hours of Closing) Bill has been

read a second time in the House of Lords after a long, un-

seemly, and—for the Upper House—unusual wrangle, not on

the merits of the measure, but on points of procedure can-

neoted with the question of whether this Bill or a Bill which
had been brought in by Lord Ribblesdale should have priority

of consideration. To those who hope to benefit by the pro-

posed legislation the wrangle is only of interest from the fact

that it indicated the existence of something like competition

between Unionists and Liberals in the sponsorship of this

legislation—a desire, really, to do something and have the

credit of doing it.

Both BiUs proceed on the principle of empowering local

authorities to make provisional orders establishing such regu-

lations as appear to them necessary with regard to the closing

of shops within their area ; but whereas Lord Ribblesdale

would wish the measure to be administered by the Local

Government Board. Lord Avebury prefers the Home Office ;

and whereas Lord Ribblesdale proposes that a provisional

order shall not come into effect until embodied in an Act of

Parliament, Lord Avebury leaves the matter to the Home
Office, holding that if Parliament agrees to the general prin-

ciple of this legisktion the determination of the exact hours

of closing in each area may be left to the shonkeepers them-

selves, the local authority, and the Home Office. An im-
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portant point of difference between the Bills appears to be

that, whereas Lord Avebury leaves the initiative to the shop-

keepers, the first steps in the ease of Lord Ribblesdale's Bill

might be taken by the local authority. Thus, as regards

those most immediately affected—taking them collectively m
each district—the voluntary principle is more respected ui

Lord Avebury's Bill than in the other measure. .

Lord Avebury's Bill having been read a second time, the

practical effect is to extinguish Lord Ribblesdale's Bill
;

that

is, it will only be proceeded witn in the event of Lord Ave-

bury's Bill being thrown out at a later stage. There is, how-

ever, nothing to prevent Lord Ribblesdale trying to amend

in the direction of his own aims the Bill of Lord Avebury

Registration of Firms.

In the House of Commoii.s Mr. Emmott has again broughfc

ill his Bill for the registration of firms and persons carrying

on business under trade names. The Bill was read a first

time.

The St. Louis Exposition.

The Prime Minister, replying to' Mr. Alfred Davies, stated

on Monday last that a Royal Commission representing both

Britisli and Irish interests would be appointed to make the

necessary arrangements for Briti.sh and Irish exhibitors in

connection with the St. Louis Exposition. The composition of

the Commission has not yet been settled in detail.

Preservatives in Milk.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has been asked by Sir

Edward Strachey what amount of preservatives, and what

kinds of preservatives, were found in the samples of fresh and

. sterilised milk imported from abroad, and examined in the

Government laboratories during 1902. Mr. Ritchie replied that

the samples of fresh and sterilised milk refen-ed to were (with

the exception of those taken from frozen milk, in which pre-

servatives are not employed) all examined for boric preserva-

tives, and for formalin, but in no case was either jx-eservative

detected.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Preliminary Examination.

The oontributions by Mr. Maben concerning the abolished

Preliminairy have opened up one of the real grievances of our

occupation, viz., the difficulty of obtaining apprentices. Mr.

Maben has albly proved that this state of matters is partly due

to the present cumbrous and roundabout method of getting the

beginner to qualify for registration as " Apprentice or Student,"

or, to put it othenvise, more appi^entices would be 'foi'thcoming

if the means of entering the business by the narirow and coiTect

path were made lesiS complicated. Supposing the supply of

apprentices under tlie present system' equalled the vacancies,

there still remains sufficient reason for restoring the former

method. I do not advocate tlie lowering of the standard, but

surely a body so numerous ought to have a preliminary held

under its own au.spioes. I was recently told by a teacher tliat

5v boy who could take the leaving certificate would never think

of becoming a chemist. A parent i.s scared when he learns

that his son must pass the Medical Preliminary. By all

means enable us to point candidates for honours pharmaceutical

to a restored Preliminary, let the conditions be what they may.

Lasswade, March 11, 1903. Feegtjs F. Stew-^et.

Greenock Chemists and the Poisons Report.

On Friday, March 13, the chemists of Greenock, with repre-

sentatives from Gourock and Port Glasgow, met in Ritchie's

Temperance Hotel to consider what action Hey should take in

view of the reports made recently by a committee of the Privy

Council bearing upon the Pharmacy Acts. After free expression

of opinion the minority report was unanimously approved of,

and a committee was appointed to draft a letter expressing the

opinion of the meeting, and replying to representations made in

the report of the majority, which letter, after approval by a

meeting to be called on an early date, should be forwarded to

the local member of Parliament.

Greenock, March 16, 1903. J, Anderson Russell.

The Name " Pharmacopolist."

I liave always understood the word pharmacopolist to mean
simply a " seller of di~ugs," to distinguish him from a druggist

who is also a " compounder." One occasionally meets with the

title in eighteenth-centui-y literature. 1 find in my notebook tlie

following extract, taken from the Sheffield Rerjistcr newspaper of

July 20, 1792, which may interest your correspondent:—"In
a town in Cumberland there is- a person who labours in all the

following vocations. He is a public baker, teaches a school,

sells goods by auction, keeps a druggists' shop, is clerk of the

chajjel, attends three markets weekly as a pharmacopolist,

preaches three times a week to a small society of Methodists, is

bellman of the town and sexton, and dyes silk."

Sheffield, March 16, 1903. John Atjsten.

Methyl=Arsenates—A Point in Nomenclature.
Referring to the note on methyl-arsenates in last week's

Journal, may I enter a protest against the spelling of this word
with an " e "? The name sodium methyl arsenate would appeal
to indicate a compound formed by replacing the hydrogen 'n

sodium arsenate by methyl, hence NajlCHjjAsO^ ; and the com-
pound represented by NajfOHjjAsOj, whatever its constitu-

tion, certainly cannot be an arsenate. In Watts' 'Dictionary'

CHgAsOIOH)^, which is the con-esponding acid, is tenned
methane-arsonic acid, and for the same compound Bernthsen's
' Chemistry ' gives the name methyl-ansonic acid. The analo-

gous phosphorus compounds RPOlOH)^ have been termed
phosplionic acids, though the name phosphinic acids has also

been applied to them. In the various papers on the compounds
in question which have appeared in French, the name " methyl-
arsinate" has been used, and this may be defensible, though
methylarsonate is clearly more correct if the constitution is, as

stated by Astruc, CHjAsOiONa)^ (Compt. rend., 134 , 660).

"Methylarsinate " has been variously rendered ih English by

methylai.'sinate and methylarsenate, but the latter name at

least appears to have no defence, and to be distinctly misleading.

- Sidcui', March 17, 1903. E. F. Habbiso.x.

Wholesale Houses and the Poison Regulations.

From time to time I have complamed to travellers of whole-

sale drug houses about not sending out poisons, scheduled and

otherwise, in regulation bottles, etc. I admit there are some

firms, notable exceptions. The regulations respecting the

storage, etc., of poisons have certamly been long enough in force

for wholesalers to put their house in order.

March 16, 1903. "Hid. Perohloe." (186/40).
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The Society's Council and the Apothecaries' Hall

Certificates.

I admire the way m which the Council of the Institute ol

Caiemistry has assisted the Portsmouth Town Council in

deciding to appoint an analytical chemist instead of a medical

man as public analyst (see P.J., March 14, p. 408). The

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society will perhaps follow the

example when occasion permits, and acquaint similar authori-

ties with the fact that a qualified chemist is a moi'e suitable

person to hold a position as dispenser than one possessing the

Ajxithecaries' Hall Certificates, and also point out tlie short-

comings of the "Hall" qualification as compared with the

pharmaceutical qualification, with its imbecoming and ill-

impressive title "Minor."

March 18, 1903. " W. A. D." (187/42).

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Pharmacist as a Student of Human Nature (2).

BY W. LTON.

Woman— For and Against.

The gentler sex and the children must not be overlooked

in a brief consideration of the subject, since they, as much as

man, are of deep interest to the observer, providing, more-

over, greater variety in moods and phases than is observable

among the sterner sex. Few, indeed, are the pharmacists who

will declare that they would rather not have women as cus-

tomers. Vexatious and tantalising they may sometimes be

with their petty fancies and dislikes; "uncertain, coy, and

hard to please " they often are, but, with all their foibles and

little weaknesses, are they not the most interesting things on

this earth, bringing with them, amidst their smiles and tears,

a gladsome and ennobling influence, which may be felt, but can

scai'cely be put into words ? Primarily, then, may be noticed

their wonderful patience and forbearance under the strain of

illness, and therein they contrast most favourably with man.

Weaker vessels they may be at the first alarm of an unsus-

pected danger, but, when prepared for suffering and forbear-

ance, they can usually show a fortitude and a capacity for

endurance which commands the admiration of every unbiassed

onlooker. Curiously enough, whilst they are cahn and patient

over their own troubles, they often, at first, display uncontrol-

lable excitement and hysterical tendency over those of others.

The steady, cool hand and the calm demeanour of the sick

room are absent then, but only for a time. When the first

flurry is over and the customary serenity has reasserted itself,

the halo of the " ministering angel " shines forth in all its

sublimity and glory. The loving tenderness and care, the

constant watchfulness and readiness to attend to—nay, anti-

cipate—the wishes of the sufferer, the gentle hand and kindly

word, the magnetic smile and soothing presence, bring to the

couch of suffering "a ray of peace and calm joy" which is

beyond the power of the physician or the pharmacist to give.

Woman—Commercial.

The most outstanding feature about woman in her capacity

of customer is her hesitation in making up her mind when
she has to choose one of two or three articles. After handling

*ach of these several times, she will take up one in a decided

manner, only to as speedily replace it. selecting another in-

stead. The little play may end here sometimes, not always.

for, whilst the selected one is being wrapped, she, in all

probability, is having " just another look " at the remaining

ones, unless something more interesting has caught her eye,

and there need be no surprise if, after the selected article ha.s

been wrapped, she should come forward with an apologetic
" Sorry to trouble you, but I would rather have this one
instead." This indecisiveness is not duo to her inability to

judge between two, but, rather, to a reluctance to be content

with one. In her afaires d'amonr sixe sometimes shows a similar

embarrassment, but these need not be touched upon here.

Another feature is her great regard for her personal appear-

ance. To ask her to use any remedy which would temporarily

stain the skin or leave a noticeable mark is often met vnth

an emphatic " No." She has then no hesitation in coming U*

a decision—she will rather bear her malady than do as re-

quested. She shows the same fastidiousness with regard to

wearing such things as respirators or smoked eyeglasses. Most
women fall an easy prey to the wily advertiser of nostrums,

more especially if he works into his advertisements some glow-

ing periods about a beautiful complexion and a stately figure.

Blandishments like these are more than a certain class of

women can resist if they have the wherewithal to make a

purchase, and, though they may occasionally ask for the phar-

macist's opinion regarding those wonderful concoctions, they

rarely take his advice if it be to have nothing to do with them.

It is like the tales told of snakes entrancing their prey by
fixity of gaze—they may hesitate and attempt to move off,

but, once the glamour is cast over them, resistance becomes

more and more feeble.

Woman—Conservative and Unsympatlietic.

By far the most disappointing feature about woman is her lack

of appreciation and faith in those of her sex who have joined

the medical profession. This is all the more strange since,

so far as man is concerned, she is ever ready to sympathise

with and aid his endeavours towards attaining and fulfilling

a position of public usefulness. That she should be inclined

to restrict the public usefulness of her sex can only be ex-

plained on the ground of a disinclination to break away from

custom, and of a disability to understand the economic changes-

incident to an unequal numerical expansion of the sexes.

Formerly repugnance was the more correct description of her

attitude towards the lady doctor, but latterly she has become

less intolerant, though still withholding the encouragement

and support which it is her duty to give. But it has always

been so with female emancipation ; progress is of the snail pace

order, and pioneers get "more kicks than halfpence." Slowly,

but surely, however, headway is being made, and, ere another

decade or two have passed, the position of the lady doctor

will be considerably different from what it is to-day, receiving

then, as she ought to be doing now, not only the hearty sym-

pathy and good wishes of her sex in the noble calling she has-

adopted as her bfework, but also their cordial support by
readily taking her as their medical adviser.

Children—As Seen in a Pharmacy.

Children do not, as a rule, give many opportunities for

observation and comparison, being too shy and reticent to

show themselves in their natural condition. A pharmacy is

to them a place of mysteries and imknowns, so different from

the other places of business they visit in the company of their

parents. A good method of attracting a child's attention and

arousing its intei'est, and thus making it show its natoi*, ia

to make it look at the show carboys in the window. If they

are so placed as to be almost wholly seen from the interior of
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the shop and are unobstructed in front, the child will see all

the street passengers, cabs, cars, etc., inverted. It is very

interesting to watch the faces of the children when this

phenomenon is fir.st brought under their notice. Some will

only give it a momentary glance, some will gaze at it in awe-

struck wonder, whilst to others it is but a source of merriment.

To watch some of them reminds one of Millais's famous pic-

ture, "Bubbles." There is often the same intensified expres-

sion of silent wonder, showing that, whilst the eyes are tak-

ing it in, the mind is trying to comprehend it and find an

explanation. If only we could read the thoughts that are

passing through the little ibrain, what a revelation they might

be to us, for, unfortunately, the child is never able to express

in words what it feels, and so it remains to us a sealed book.

The carboy test is a quick and reliable method of distinguish-

ing between a naturally intelligent and a naturally dull oi

stupid child, the facial expression being quite different. In

the former case the mind seems to be at once wakened into

activity, whilst in the latter the expression remains uncHanged,

or becomes more vacant and dormant, as if the mental power,

feeble at the best, had collapsed under the strain of the in-

comprehensible scene. Equally interesting are the quaint

questions which emanate from some of those children with re-

gard to things they see in the pharmacy, and many an enter-

taining conversation may be overheard when two or three

of them, are waiting for some prescription that is being pre-

pared, and they begin to discuss the various articles around
them. Those who care to do so piay take the hint and listen

when they have the opportunity. They will not only get

entertainment, but some insight into the workings of the

youthful mind.

Conclusion.

Within the limits of the allotted space it is impossible to

do more than briefly indicate some features of human nature
which are worthy of observation and study by the pharmacist.

To some pharmacists it may be that a custoiner is nought but
a buyer of his goods and chattels and a conveyer of currency

to his till, but there are many who take a wider view of their

position, and to such these jottings may be of some interest.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EXAMINATIONS IN LONDON.

Government Visitor's Report for 1902-3.

The following copy of a report from Dr. Thomas Stevenson

to the Lords of the Privy Council has been forwarded to the

Secretary of the Pharmaceut-ioJil Society for tlie information of

the Council :
—

Report oil the Examinations held by the London Board of

Examiners of the Pharmacutical Society of Great JJritain

during the year ending March 31, 1903.

March 7, 1903.

To THE Lords of the Council,

My Lords,—
I have the honour to report that 1 attended twelve examina-

tions conducted by the London Board of Examiners of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain during April, July,

and October, 1902, and January. 1903.

Minor or Qualifying Examination.

There was not a very large increase in the number of can-

didates examined as comjjared irith the preceding year—viz.,

1,096, as against 1,036—and the results are somewhat better.

Of the 1,096 candidates, 345, or 31.5 per cent., passed, and

753, or 68-7 per cent., failed.

Analysis of Failures (753).

Candidates Percentage
who failed. of failures.

Practical Chemistry alone 241 .. 32-0

Practical ChemiBtry and Practical Phar-
macy and Dispensing 123 .. 16"4

Practical PharmacyandDispensingalone 99 .. 13'2

Botany alone (practical and oral) 13 . . 1'7

Botany and Materia Medica (practical
and oral) 1 . . O'l

Botany and Chemistry (oral) 1 . . O'l

Botany and Pharmacy 1 . . O'l

Materia Medica (practical and oral) alone 31 . . 4'1

Materia Medica and Chemistry (oral). .. . 3 .. 0'4

Materia Medica and Prescriptions 2 . . 0'3

Materia Medica and Pharmacy (practical
and oral) 1 . . 01

Chemistry (oral) .alone 33 . . 4'4

Chemistry (oral) and Pharmacy (practical
and oral) 1 . . O'l

Reading and Writing Prescriptions alone 33 . . 4'4

Reading and Writing Prescriptions and
Pharmacy (practical and oral) 1 . . C'l

Pharmacy (practical and oral) alone .... 33 . .
4'4

Failed in obtaining the aggregate number
of marks for a pass 136 . .

18'1

753 1000

The.se results .show how defective the i-ejected candidates

were in the practical branches of their business, since no less

tliau 463 of the 1,096 candidates failed in practical examina-

tions. Yet this is a decided improvement on the results of

the preceding year. It appears to be too little understood or

appreciated Iby candidates that, in order to fit themselves for

tlie business of a chemist and druggist, something more is re-

quired, in the interests of the public, than a superficial know-

ledge of chemistry and pharmacy. The knowledge necessary

to test his ordinary wares for strength and purity, and the

ability to dispense with care, accuracy, and neatness, are

surely indispensable before starting his business
;

yet it is

m these portions of the examination that the greatest number
of failures occur. I am of opinion that a lack of systematic

training is the chief cause of these regrettable failures. Tha
Examiners seemed to me to conduct the examinations judi-

ciously, and to assess the answers of tlie candidates fairly.

Major Ex.\mination.

Eighty-three candidates ])resented themselves for this ex-

amination, as compared with 80 in 1901-2. Of these, 41, or

49'4 per cent., passed, and 42, or 50'6 per cent., failed. These

figures show an improvement in the quality of the candidates.

Analysis of Failures (42 1.

Candidates Percentage
trho failed, of failures.

3 71
11 26-2

Practical Chemistry and Materia Medica 1 2-4

Practical Chemistry and Materia Medica
1 2'4

Practical Chemistry and Chemistry .... 2 4'8

Practical Chemistry and Chemistry and
3 7'1

2 4-8

Botany and Chemistry and Physics 1 2-4

3 71
Materia Medica and Chemistry 1 2-4

Materia Medica and Chemistry and
1 2-4

3 7'1

Failed to obtain the aggregate number of

10 23-8

42 lOO'O

This is an excellent examination, and the standard is well

maintained. It is regrettable that so few. comparatively,

chemists and druggists presented themselves for this hieher

optional examination.

I am, my Lords, your obedient eervaint,

(Signed) Thos. Stevensox.
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THE DRAFT PHARMACY BILL.

Though the draft Pharmacy Bill has not yet been

introduced into the House of Commons, a special meeting

of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society is being held

this week to consider the matter, and there is every reason to

believe that the introduction of the Bill will not be delayed

many days. Meanwhile, chemists and druggists should

lose no time in making themselves familiar with the main

objects and provisions of the measure, the full text of which

was published in the Journal of March 7 (p. 359). Such a

course is especially desirable in view of the ill-tuiied and

unreasonable criticism to which certain details of the Bill

have recently been subjected. At the present stage it is of

the highest importance that there should be a clear under-

standing with regard to matters of principle ; the considera-

tion of details may safely be left until the Bill reaches the

Committee stage in the House of Commons, when due

attention will be given to representations from all interests

concerned, if properly brought forward. What is now

particularly necessary is that chemists themselves should

understand clearly why the Bill is being promoted, so that

they may be able to carry conviction as to the justice of its

provisions into the minds of members of Parliament and other

persons with whom it may be advisable to discuss

the matter. In the first place, it is to be noted

that Clause 2 is one of the most important in the draft

Bill, one of its objects being to put a stop to the branch shop

evil, by preventing any person or combination of persons

from keeping any open shop or shops for the retailing, dis-

pensing, or compounding of poisons or of medical prescrip-

tions, unless each shop is actually conducted by a duly

registered person. The Clause would also make it unlawful

for any scheduled poison to be retailed, or any medical

prescription compounded, except by or under the super-

vision of a duly registered person. Further, the Clause

provides—as suggested by Mr. Walter Hills, in his

Minority Pieport—for the registration of all shops where

poisons or medical prescriptions are retailed, dispensed, or

compounded, the particulars to be recorded being the

address of the shop, and the name and address of the person

actually conducting the business.

There should be no two opinions as to the necessity, in

the public interest, of getting Clause 2 passed into law, nor

regarding the importance from the same point of view, of

Clauses 5 and 6, which supplement it by virtually prohibit-

ing the hawking of poisons and by providing that a separate

individual shall be- held responsible for the conduct of each

shop. Any inconvenience which may be caused to a few

chemists and druggists—by preventing branch shops being

left in charge of unqualified individuals and by insisting

upon proper supervision of the sale of poisons and the com-

pounding of medical prescriptions—will be much more than

counterbalanced by the limitation of i^harmaceutical

functions to duly registered persons, and the increased

confidence which the public will be able to repose in those

persons, if the clauses in question become law. In

any case the public interest must be regarded as paramount,

and it may be taken for granted that no proposed

amendment of the Pharmacy Acts will commend itself

to the Legislature, unless it can be shown that the

amendment is required on grounds of public policy. On

such grounds alone will the business of limited companies

be interfered with, as provided in those clauses of the draft

Bill around which the conflict may be expected to centre

when the measure becomes the subject of discussion in

Parliament, and on similar grounds must be based all

arguments in favour of the proposals in Clause 10 for

improving the training of chemists and druggists.

It is, of course, useless to ignore the fact that all the pro-

visions to which reference has been made may be regarded

as contentious, but that is no reason why those who agree

that the cardinal principles of the Bill are right in the main

should endeavour to promote internal dissension in the

ranks of pharmacy, by ill-advised and baseless suggestions

that the draft Bill contains elements which are inimical

to the interests of individual chemists. The chief necessities

of the moment are to pull all together, and to keep

prominently in view certain points which may usefully be

brought forward when interviewing members of Parliament.

That course will prove helpful in securing support for the

measure, for it can easily be shown that those who

follow the pharmaceutical calling are not actuated solely

by motives of self-advancement, but are actually suggesting

that they should have imposed upon themselves the " in-

convenience of reform." Briefly put, the Pharmaceutical

Society's draft Bill is designed to remedy two serious

defects in the present law, and on that account it should

commend itself to the majority of the members of the

House of Commons. At present the Companies Acts

enable unqualified and incompetent persons to escape the

incidence of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. They may use

a chemist's title, and are under no obligation to conform to

the regula.tions imposed by Statute upon trained and

registered individuals. The draft Bill seeks to place com-

panies in the same position as individuals ; surely a reason-

able and logical proposal. The second point is that

under the existing legal procedure it is only possible

to prosecute the actual seller of a poison, while the real

offender—the employer who causes the offence to be com-

mitted—cannot be hit at all. That this is. in the eyes

of the non-pharmaceutical world, a piece of inequitable

trifling has been rendered very evident by the remarks made

from time to time by sheriffs and county court judges,

when they have been called upon to convict the unwilling

instruments of a contravention of pharmacy law. The

Bill would alter all this by making the master responsible

for the acts of his servants, to the undoubted benefit of the

public.
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REPORTS ON THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS.

The publication of Dr. Thomas Stevenson's latest report

(see p. 434) to the Privy Council on the examinations con-

ducted by the Pharmaceutical Society's Board of Examiners

for England and Wales coincides opportunely with the

efforts now being made to secure the mtroduction into

Parliament of a Bill which provides, among other things,

for the production by candidates presenting themselves for

examination of evidence that they have received systematic

training in some approved institution. It will be observed

that, of the 1,096 candidates who presented themselves for

the Minor or qualifying examination, 753, or more than two-

thirds, failed to satisfy the examiners that they were suffici-

ently well trained to entitle them to be registered as

chemists and druggists. The largest proportion of failures

occurred in the subject of practical chemistry, and it is

significant that no less than 463 candidates were found to

be insufficiently prepared in the practical subjects, while

136 failed because of general weakness in all subjects. A
very similar state of affairs has quite recently (see P.J. arite,

p. 105) been shown to prevail at the examinations in Edin-

burgh, Dr. G. Balfour Marshall having shown that,

during 1902, 203 out of the 471 candidates who presented

themselves for the qualifying examination failed in practical

work, while 40 failed to obtain 'the aggregate number of

marks for a pass.

Commenting on those results, Dr. Marshall was careful

to remark that the practical examination is not too severe,

but that the large proportion of rejections shows a want of

proper training on the part of many of the candidates. In

his opinion the present system of apprenticeship is at

fault, and " the large percentage of failures will continue

until compulsory courses of instruction are instituted, so

that, both by lectures and laboratory work in recognised

schools of pharmacy, students may be thoroughly and

systematically educated." Dr. Stevenson is] of the same

opinion, for he now states that the results which he reports

" show how defective the rejected candidates were in the

practical branches of their business " ; also that " it

appears to be too little understood or appreciated by can-

didates that, in order to fit themselves for the business of a

chemist and druggist, something more is required, in the

interests of the public, than a superficial knowledge

of chemistry and pharmacy." Further, Dr. Stevenson

states decidedly that a lack of systematic training is the

chief cause of the large number of failures in chemistry and

pharmacy.

It would be difficult to obtain stronger expressions of

opinion as to what is required in the interests of the public,

so far as the qualifying examination is concerned, and

—

though Dr. Stevenson's adhesion to the majority report of

the Committee on Poisons hardly appears consistent with

his care for the public safety as now expressed in

his report to the Privy Council—there is not the

slightest reason for imagining that either of the Govern-

ment visitors has written more forcibly than he felt

was necessary. In the circumstances, therefore, the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society appears to be fully

justified in asking the Legislature to give effect to Clause 10

of the draft Pharmacy Bill, which provides that the Society

shall have power to authorise its examiners to requii-e from

persons presenting themselves for examination evidence'"of

having received systematic training in some approved'

college or school. AVhatever other clause of the draft Bill

should fail to secure legislative sanction, it is sincerely to

be hoped that Clause 10 may find acceptance, so that the

systematic training of chemists and druggists may be

placed upon a sound and satisfactory basis.

THE SCARCITY OF APPRENTICES.

From some statements made at a recent meeting of the-

Glasgow and West of Scotland Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, and from the views which have been expressed in the

.Journal by Mr. Thomas Maben, it appears that the scarcity

of apprentices is, at any rate in certain parts of the country,

a question of burning interest for pharmacists. As bearing

upon the question, therefore, it appears useful to tabulate

figures from the Registrar's reports for the last six years.,

which show the number of persons registered as " students
"

during that period :

—

Registered as
Yeai-. Students.
1897 813
1898 778
1899 890
1900 1,217
1901 70
1902 116

It will be remembered that the last preliminary examina-
tion under the old conditions was held in July, 1900, and that

the increased number of entries in that year was ascribable-

to an attempt on the part of an unusually large number of

candidates to register before the new conditions came into

force. Some falling off in the number of names registered

was therefore to be expected in the years immediately

following the change, although, perhaps, it was not generally

anticipated that the swing of the pendulum would be quite

so pronounced as subsequently proved to be the case. As
helping to explain what happened in that respect, however,,

it is necessary to remember that, under the new conditions,

students who have obtained a certificate from one of the

recognised examuiing bodies frequently postpone the pay-

ment of the registration fee until immediately before the

qualifying examination.

It follows, therefore, that the dimmution in the numbers
of registered students is not necessarily so serious as might,

at first sight appear ; but before any conclusion can safely

be formed at^ least three years must elapse from the date-

of the change. At the same time there is apparently no doubt

that in parts of Scotland a scarcity of apprentices does exist

and presses hardly on those who have been accustomed in

the past to train young men in their pharmacies..

If the scarcity should continue, and become universal,

the outlook for the future is serious enough, since—in spite

of the probability that, when the new conditions for

registration of students make themselves felt at the-

Minor Examination, the percentage of successful candi-

dates at the latter will doubtless be considerably greater than'

at present—a continued scarcity of apprentices must neces-

sarily bring in its train a scarcity of qualified chemists and

druggists. Mr. Maben has suggested as a remedy the

reduction of the standard of certificates accepted for the

registration of students, but such a step, however much it

might relieve the present tension, would certainly meet

with much opposition from pharmacists who consider thafc

his proposals partake of a retrograde character.
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THE PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION.

A MESSAGE from Vienna states that Professor G. Von
Bbhring, the discoverer of anti-diphtheritic serum, has
reported to the Vienna Medical Society the results of a

number of experiments which he has made with tubercu-

losis serum. The experiments have been so far confined- to

calves and other animals, which he claims to have rendered

safe against tuberculosis by injection of a a serum produced

y drying in a vacuum the bacilli of human tuberculosis.

Professor Behring is unable to say that the serum will act

as a curative agent, but considers that, especially with
young children, success would follow its use as a prophy-
lactic. He is further of opinion that children fed on milk
from animals thus treated would absorb the antitoxin, and
be thus secured against infection.

Meanwhile the report of the Council of the National
Association for the Prevention of Consumption has been
.presented to the general meeting of members, and states

that much progress has been made during the past year.

In Prussia, the tuberculosis death-rate has dropped from
.31 per 10,000 in 1886 to 21 per 10,000 in 1900. During the

same period the -English tuberculosis death-rate has only
fallen from 24 to 19 per 10,000. This phenomenal drop in

Prussia is considered to be due to the widespread knowledge
of the infectious character of the disease with the increased

precautions taken by the working classes, and to the early,

systematic and State-aided resort to sanatoria. A number
of new branches of the Society have been formed in the

United Kingdom. The Council hopes the indiscriminate

expectoration in covered places of public resort, whicli has
already been made a penal offence in Glamorgan, may
shortly be made so throughout the country. Progress has
also been made by the Council in regard to the mor'e
efficient ventilation of work-places, and in the provision of

sanatoria, though great need still exists for the further pro-

vision of the latter.

ALCOHOL AS A FOOD.

No very definite conclusion can be arrived at from a study

•of the opinions of a number of eminent medical men and
chemists in France who have contributed to a discussion in

the pages of a French contemporary on the subject of the

alimentary value of alcohol. Those doctors who express

themselves with any decision hold for the most part

divergent views, and, when doctors differ on a question of

therapeutics, of course the pharmacist cannot pretend to

decide. The general deduction which it seems possible,

with some caution and reserve, to draw from the opinions

published, are :—First, that for some persons a certain

quantity of alcohol is at worst harmless
; secondly, that for

certain other persons a larger quantity of alcohol is at best

hannful.

THE WORD "TABLOID."

It is rumoured that an action at law is expected shortly

io arise between a well-known firm of manufacturing
chemists in the north of England, and Messrs. Burroughs,
Wellcome and Co., with regard to the use of the word
*' tabloid," and the latter firm, it is understood, has been
canvassing among certain pharmacists in order to obtain

support for its claim to retain the sole right to the use of

4hat word.

THE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER.

Dr. Macfadyen, of the Jenner Institute, has communi-
cated to the Royal Society a paper which promises an

efficient prophylactic and curative treatment of typhoid

fever, fiy crushing the microscopic cells of the typhoid

bacillus when frozen in liquid air, the poisonous intra-

cellular juices are obtainable apart from the living organism,

and the blood serum of an animal into which such juices

have been injected in small and repeated doses becomes
highly antitoxic and bactericidal. Experiments have proved

that, at least among the inferior animals, the serum is not

only protective against infection, but also curative

of typhoid fever already established. It may reason-

ably be supposed that what holds good in the case of

one pathogenic bacterium will also hold good in the case

of others. The work of extracting and investigating the

juices of other bacteria is now being carried on at the

-Tenner Institute. It may be pointed out that much im-

portance attaches to the isolation of the bacterial poison

from the living bacteria, and to the consequent possibility

of definite quantitative results being obtained. It is con-

sidered to be proved that the cells are completely broken

up by trituration when frozen hard in liquid air, but nothing

beyond mechanical release of the' poisonous juices seems to

be effected. Certainly the juice so obtained has the same
toxic properties as when directly elaborated inside the human
body by the living bacterium.

A BACTERIA LAMP.

Professor Hans Molisch, of Prague, has reported to

the Vienna Academy of Science the invention of a lamp
lighted by means of luminous bacteria, which he claims will

give a powerful light and be free from danger, thus being

valuable for work in mines and powder magazines. The lamp
consists of a glass jar, in which a lining of saltpetre and
gelatin inoculated with bacteria is placed. Two days after

inoculation the jar becomes illuminated with a wonderful

bluish-green light, emanating from the innumerable bacteria

which have developed in the interval. The light appears

brilliant for from two to three weeks, afterwards diminishing

in brightness. It renders faces recognisable at a distance

of two yards, and large type is easily legible by it. Professor

Molisch asserts that the lamp yields a cold light, which is

entirely safe.

THE TAFF VALE DECISION.

The Attorney-General has written to the Secretary of

the Inverness United Trades Council in answer to a ques-

tion with regard to the effects of the decision recently given

in what is known as the Taff' Vale case. Sir Robert
FiNLAY states that there has been much misconception as

to the effect of the decision, and that the funds of a trade

union, or similar association, are only liable for the acts of

its officials when the latter act within the scope of the

authority committed to them. In this matter the general

law of the land applies, that the master is not liable for the

unauthorised act of his servant, if it is committed for the

servant's own purposes, and outside the scope of hi.s

employment ; but the master is liable if the act is com-

mitted in relation to his service and in the interests, real or

.supposed, of the master.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DiviKioNAi. SECRKTARiEsand other Members of the Pharmafeutical Society
are requesteil to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Manchester Photographic Association.—The Mancliester
Amateur Pliotogriupihic A>(Sociaition is liokliug an exoellent ex-
lii'bition of plidograijlis in the Athenaeum this week. Land-
sca|>es are in great profusion, but there are some first-rate
portraits. A number of lantern .slides liave been sent in for
competition.

A Dispenser's Remuneration.—The Ipswich Board of Guar-
dians on March 13 considered an application from the workhouse
dispenser (Mr. Cornell) for an increase of salary. Mr. Cornell
pointed out that in 1901 he disjjensed 4.743 prescriptions, and
in 1902 4.603, an average of fifteen a day. ^is salary, £40,
less 16s. superannuation, be argued, v.as not suflBcient for the
work done. The matter was referred to a committee.

Grocers' Exhibition in Manchester.—At the Grocers' Exhi-
bition in the 'St James's Hall, Manchester, which closed on
Wednesday, tliere were a number of exhibits closely allied to
pharmacy. There were stands by the Vinolia Co., Limited,
Messrs. JewsJboiry and Brown, Manchester, with their mineral
waters, syrups, and cordials ; Liebig's Extract of Meat Co.,

H. N. Morris and Co.'s " Risko," ifclie new flake disinfectant,

etc.

Wine Licences.—The wine licence attached to a pharmacy
at Ellesm^re Port, has, been transfeiTed by the Ohester magis-
trates to Ml-. Thos. W. Robert??. Licences have been granted
to Mr. Walter Hitclmian, chemist and druggist. Gold Street,

Kettering (wines) ; and to Mr. Ernest E. Gascoigne Dennis,
chemist and druggist, 113, Adnett Road, Nortthampton. con-
ditionally on a lisit of wines to be sold being supplied to the
Bench before the licence ii; confirmed.

Pharmaceutical Mark Masons.—At the last meeting of the
Mark Lodge of Freemasons, St. Andrew's. No. 34. Bro.
Charles Swinn. phaimaceutical chemist, St. Mary's Pharmacy,.
Upper Moss Lane, Hulme, was installed into the chair of

Adoniram by the Worshipful Bro. John Lawrenson. chemist
and druggist, Stretford Road, Hulme, wlio is a P.M. of the
same lodge, which holds its meetings at the Masonic Hall,
Cooper Street, Manchester.

Royal Commission on Arsenical Poisoning.—The Royal
Conmiission on Arsenical Poisoning hope to be able to finish

their labours and present their final report before the end of the
financial year 1903-04. Since issuing their interim report in

July, 1901. they have, besides examining a considerable num-
ber of further witnesses, received reports from their assistant

Commissioner, and have instituted chemical inquiries as to the
presence of arsenic in articles of food and drink other than
beer, as to arsenic in malting fuel, and as to other matters.

Explosion of Chemicals.—Shortly after noon last Friday a

violent €xi)l(isi()n occurred in a mixing-ixiom at the premises
of the St. Jacob's Oil Conijinny, Limited, in Farringdon Street,

London. A quantity at chemicals was in process of being mixed
when, owing to some uuexiilaiued cause, it exploded with great
force. The room is situated on the top floor of the building,

and the explosion blew off a portion of the roof, besides doing
damage to tlie I'oom. Two men were engaged in the room at

the time, and one of them wa« severely burnt about the arms,
and was removed to a hospital. His companion escaped injury.

The Price of Drugs at Leeds Infirmary.—It was stated at

the annual meetnig of the Governors of the Leeds Infirmary,
on the 13th inst.. thar dnigs and surgical appliances cost the
institution £5,160 7s. 7d. during the year, a.s compared with
£4,830 Os. 5d. in 1901. The Cliairmaji (Mr. Charles Lupton),
commenting upon the cost per patient havirtg risen from
Is. lO^d. in 1901 to 2s. O^d. for 1902. alluded to the increased

cost of drugs, mentioning the fact that cod-Uver oil bad risen

from 3s. 9d. to 10s. per gallon. They used, he said, a great deal
of the oil in the institution, and consequently the enhanced
price made a material difference in their bill.

Chemical Toys.—A correspondent of the Times, who pre-

viously called attention to the alleged danger of some explosive

chemica.l toy.s, now states that Messrs. Statham are inserting

in the book describing their toys the following notice :

—
" We

desire to caution ijurchasers of thi.s book and om' chemical
cabinets not to perfonn the experiments on detonation, Nos.
98, 99, etc., as we have been informed it is illegal to manufac-
ture explosives, on however .small a scale. Vide Order in

Council, No. 15 of 1875. " The Order in Council refeiTed to pro-

hibits fireworks " consisting of or containing sulphur in admix-
ture with chlorate of potassium or other chlorate."

Chemists and the " Black List."—^At the meeting of the

Margate Town Council, on March 10, a protest was made against

the action of the police in ser\-ing upon chemists holding wine
licences a photograph and a description of a man who has been
placed on the "Black List." Councillor Macfarlane, who
brought the matter forward, said he knew it was the law, but

he thought that more discretion might be used in distributing

the photographs. Other members argued that the Cliief

Constable ought not to exercise any discretion, but serve the

cu'culars on everyone who held a licence, whether a chemist,

grocer, or publican. No action was taken in the matter.

Proprietary Medicines in Pennsylvania.—A Bill which has

been introduced into the Pennsylvania Legislature provides that

any and all proprietary or patent medicines prepared, sold, or

offered for sale in Pennsylvania shall contaiii. upon the label a

true and correct copy of the formula, ingredients or consti-

tuents of the medicines, together with a tpue and correct printed

statement in 'English of the several and respective quantities or

proportions thereof. No person shall be employed or engaged

in the manufacture and the mixture, compounding, or prcjiara-

tion of any proprietarj^ or patent medicine who is not a regular

graduate in pharmacy, and so registered under the laws of the

State of Pennsylvania. Persons violating the Act are liable

to a fine of 1,000 dollars (£200) and imprisonment for one year,

or both, oncrhalf the fine to go to the person furnishing the in-

formation.

Guide for Foreigners in France.— The Paris correspondent

of the Times ca.lls the attention of Engli.sh-speaking people to

a. practical and useful ' Manual of French Law and Commercial
Information' (Brentano), by a legal adviser at the L'nited

States Embassy in Paris. Mr. H. Cleveland Coxe. " For every

resident in France," it is stated, " questions arise daily upon
which it is almost impossible without formal appeal to a legal

adviser to obtain accurate and necessary information. The
rights and duties of the concierge, the embiyonic state of the

cheque, the laws of bankruptcy, the obligations of an automo-
bilist, the questions of guardians, pourhoire.%. buying and selling

horses, deaths, man-iages, .shipping, nurses, patents—all these

matters and a hundred others are treated concisely but ade-

quately, and with an authority and a talent which foreigners

abroad cannot fail to recognise."

The Supply of Drugs to Workhouses.—Swindon and High-
worth Board of Guardians, on !March 11. considered a recom-

mendation from the Local Government Board that in future

expensive drugs and medicines should be supplied by the Board
instead of by the medical officers. A committee recommended
that the prescriptions of the medical officer should be made up

by a chemist at the cost of the Guai-dions for one district only.-

It was explained that the medical officer of the district in.

question had been in the habit of dispensing about 4,000 bottles

of medicine yearly, and it would be a great convenience if the

poor had the prescriptions handed to them, and they wei-e

allowed to get the medicines from a chemist. The recommenda-
tion was adopted, and on it being resolved to advertise for

tenders for medicines one member expressed the hope that the.v<

would be of good qualitv. I'he Chairman said they would n'l"

go to any but good chemists.
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Prescribing Chemists.—Summing up the discussion which

lias been raging for some time past in the SheffielJ Daily Telc-

graj)h under the above heading, a member of the medical pro-

fesjsion hiis written to that naper to suggest that moie useful re-

sults would follow a serious combined effort on the part ot

the General Medical Council and the Pharmaceutical Society

to arrive at some understanding by which legislative measures

jnight lie framed for fixing the limits of practice in each
profession. "We are all waiting," he contiHues, "for those

Eiysian days when medical practitioners will be in a position

to "concede to the chemists the right to dispense every prescrip-

tion written, and, when these arrive, our happiness will be

completed by the State causing the makers of so-called patent

medicines to introduce something actually original, and pre-

venting the gulling the public into paying a stiff price for a

common rhubarb pill under the name of ' Tonikin's Tablet for

Thumb-ache.'

"

Appointment of a Lady Dispenser at Southampton.—At a
meeting of the Southampton Board of Guardians on Thursday,
March 12, exception was taken to the recommendation of the

Infirmary Committee to appoint a lady dispenser, Mr. Locke
giving notice that at the next meeting of the Board he should
move to rescind that recommendation.—The Vice-Chairman
(Ml-. H. Warren) having refeiTed to what had previously taken
place in regard to this apjKjintnient, said he proposed to test

the feeling of the Board by moving that Miss Austen (a daughter
of one of the membersi be appointed lady dispenser.—Mr.
Betteridge seconded.—Mr. J. Thomas moved to defer the matter
until after the next meeting, when the insult of Mr. Locke's
motion would have been determined.—Mr. Locke, in seconding

the amendment, thought the subject had not been given the

consideration it needed. A non-resident dispenser would have
been quite sufficient to have met all t-heir requirements. At
Portsmouth L^nion Infirmary, with 1,900 persons, they had
one non-resident dispenser ; at Southampton, with but 300, they
proposed to appoint a resident dispenser, which to him seemed
outrageous.—Mr. Parker said that in the interests of all con-

cerned, he should vote for the lady dispenser, and after a short

discussion, the amendment was put and lost. The proposition

that ISIiss Austen be appointed was then carried.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—^The annual general

meeting of (this club was held in the Pharmaceutical Society's

House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, on Monday, March i6.

Mr. J. P. Gi'iDib, President, in the chair. The annual report

showed that the yes.r had been a successful one, and that all

the sections had been well supported. The financial rex>ort- indi-

cated a balance from, last vear of £60 Is. 2d., income
£85 9s. 7d., total £145 10s. 9d." expenditure £88 18;;. 5d. The
balance. £56 12s. 4d., was the largest sum ever attained in the

history of the club. The reports having been unanimously
adopted, it was agreed to vote a sum of £2 2s. to the Benevo-
lent Fund of the Pharmaceutical Society, and that a letter of

thanks be sent to the Executive of tlie North Biitish Branch
for granting the use of the Society's room for meetings.

The following were elected office-bearers for the en.suing

year:—^Honorary President. Peter Boa: President. J. P.

Gibb ; Vice-Pi-esident, A. G. Patersou; Secretaiy, D. S.

Napier. Ruby Villa, Sciennes Gardens. Edinburgh: Assistant

Secretary, Harry Smith : Treasurer, A. C. Aitken, 73, Prince".<

Street, Edinbui-gh ; and as membei-s of Committee, Messrs.

J. D. Baillie, Charles Brown, W. J. Brown, J. Dickson,
John Harley, W. D. Richardson, and G. H. C Ro^vland ; and
as Auditore, ^Mes.srs. R. K. Kinninmont and George Somer-
ville.

An Old Sheffield Pharmacy Closed.—The once famous
druggist shop on Sheffield Moor, known to old inhabitants is

" SalisbmT's," has fallen on evil days, and last week came to

the end of its long life of more than three-score rears and ten.

being sorely disturbed at the last by the rude rattle of the

auctioneer's hammer. This shop, which stands at the corner
of Thomas {Street and the Moor, was established in 1831 by
John Middleton Salisbury, who by dint of great industry built

up a reniarkaible business, which he continued for upwards ot

thirty-three years. Salisbury was born at Hathersage (Offer-

ton Hall) in 1809, and at the age of fourteen was apprenticed

to John Webst-er. druggist, Fargate. Sheffield (a shop famous
for turning out successful pharmacists, W. V. Radley, Charles

Elliott, aud Benjamin Belk being among their number). S.yjn

after commencing business he became noted for his great cave

in the disjiensing and sending out of medicines, and for the

pride he took dn the neat appearance of his .shop. Several

si>ecialties of his were well known in the district, and com-
manded an extensive sale. He was often heard to. say that
his busine'ss demanded all his attention, and -this was one
reason why he took no prominent part in municipal or poli-

tical matters. He was a Conservative and a Churchman, and
was one of the first seat-holders in St. Mary's Church. That
Mr. Salisbuiy was a thoughtful man. posses-sed with keen
foresight, is shown from the fact that when the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain Avas founded in 1841 he became one
of it« first supporters, and. together with twelve other
founders, he formed the Sheffield branch of the parent Society.

Mr. Salisbury gave up business in 1864 in favour of his old

apprentice and assistant, Mr. William Ward, and died ten
years ago. at the rijje age of eighty-four. Mr. Ward continued
the business veiy successfully for another thirty-six years,

when he retired to enjoy the fruits of his labours During
the above period ilr. Ward filled many important offices. la
1865 he was elected President of the local branch of the United
'Society of Chemists and Druggists, and for more tban thirty years
was a member of the Council of the Sheffield Pharmaceutical
and Cliemical iSociety. and had the honour of being elected twice
its President. In 1868 he delivered a cour.se of lectures on
pharmaceutical chemistry before the students of the Society.

In 1879 th© Pharmaceutical Conference was held in Sheffield,

and Mr. Ward was elected Chainnan of the local Committee,
and he was also made a Vice-President of the Conference a
shoi't time before his retirement from business. Mr. Ward
was presented by the local pharmacists with his portrait n
acknowledgment of services rendered as Local Secretary of the
Pharmaceutical iSociety of Great Britain during a period of

twenty-one years. Mr. Ward still leads a very active life.

He is a lover of home, and prefers to do his duty in an'

I

about his native town. For the past two or three years ti'b

business has been carried on by Mr. Hampshire, but the trade
of former days is vanishing, and this accounts for the fixtures,
bottles, and stock being brought under the auctioneer's
hammer. The prescription-books and private recipes have
been transferred to Mr. Hampshire's LTpperthorne shop.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. Charles Kerr, M.P.S., of Dundee, is starting this week on
a trip to Palestine, and is taking his camera witli him.

Mr. W. W. Hole, pharmaceutical chemist, has accepted
an engagement at Bulawayo, and is to sail from England on
Saturday, March 21.

Mr. T. C. Cornwell, pharmaceutical chemist, of Hanley,
ha.s been placed on the Committee of the North Staffs Cham-
ber of Coimmerce.

Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J. P., L.C.C., and Lieut.-Colonel Clifford
Probyn, J. P., L.C.C., are members of the newly-constituted
Metro]xilitan Water Board.

Mr. H. W. G. Morris, chemist and druggist, has disposed of

his business art Charlbury, and will devote his whole attention
to his business at Chipping Norton.

Mr. Thomas Stephenson, pharmaceutical chemist, has ac-

quired the chemist's business formerly carried on by Mr. John
Brown, at 137. George Street, Edinburgh.

Mr. W. R. Hues, M.P.S., has 'Ijought from Mr. P. J, Ash-
field the two l)usinesses previously caiTied on b.v the latter at

Rhyl, (\hich will in future be earned on under the titles of

Asfifield and Co.. and the Rhyl Drug Stores.
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Mr. David Gilmour, pharmaceutical chemist, has acquired
the business au-ried on for so long toy Mr. Wm. L. Ker, at

6u, High Street, Dunfermline. Mi'. Gilmour also states tliat

he has taken into partnership his son, Mr. .John Gilmour.

Mr. William Cowie, chemist and druggist, has just pur-

chased the business carried on toy Mr. J. J. Nelson, at 6(*

CanonmilJs Bridge, Edinburgh. Mi'. Nelson intends to devote
his att-ention io his other business at Blyth, Northumberland.

Alderman F. Bird, M.P.S., Chairman of the Coventry
School Board, has leceived marked distnictiou in his native

city diu'ing the last week. A large and important set of .schools

to accommodate no less than 1,220 children, is about to be

built, and it was unanimously agreed at the last meeting of the

School Board to name these important schools the " Frederick

Bird Schools," in recognition of his long service in the cause

of elementary education. He was also elected a member of the

Municipal Charity Ti-ust, and has recently been re-elected an

alderman of tJie old city of .spii'es.

Mr. Cuthbert Robert Blackett, late Government Analyst

Melbourne, Victoria, who died on October 19, 1902, at the age
of seventv-one years, was one of the founders of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Australasia and an original member of the

^Pharmacy Board of Victoria. The son of an Kssex clergyman,

Mr. Blackett went to Victoria in 1853, but subsequently, in

1868, returned to Europe, and further prosecut-ed his pharma-

ceutical and chemical studies at Heidelberg. In 1887, after

•practising for .some time as a pharmacist in Fitzroy, Victoria, he

8ucoe«ded the late Mr. Wm. Johnson as Government Analyst.

Ml". Blackett .sat in the Victorian Legislative Assembly during

1879-1883, but it is in connection with pharmaceutical educa-

tion and legislation that his career is most interesting. The
deceased' name figures as No. 4 on the Victorian Register, the

date being March, 1877. From: that time, vnth one brief

interval, to the time of his death, Mr. Blackett had been a mem-
ber of the Pharmacy Board, of which he had been president

continuously since 1885. His connection with the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Australasia was also intimate, he having
been a founder in 1857, vice-president in 1873, hon. librarian

from 1875 to 1891, hon. secretary 1874-7, president 1878-81.

Mr. Blackett was a frequent contributor of scientific papers to

-the earlier meetings of the Society, lecturer on chemistry at the
Melbom-ne College of Phanjiacy in 1885, and for many years
examiner in chemistiy. His last oflBcial act was to preside at
the meeting of the Pharmacy Board of Victoria wliich authorised
•the appointment of delegates to New South Wales to deal with
"inter-State reciprocity. As an Australat>ian eontempoiary puts

it, " the story of Mr. Blackett's public life may be said to
be also the histoiy of Victorian pharmacy. A man of fine

principle, with high ideals, and always a gentleman, the passing
away of Mr. Blackett black-letters a page of Australasian
phannacy, in whose history he played a principal part through-
out 60 many years with conspicuous ability and' courteey."

Mr. John Gibson, Ref.D., F.C.S., M.P.S., of Hexham
Northumberland', who was entertained last week to a com-
plimentaiy banquet in recognition of his services to the volun-
teer movement in the district dm-ing fourteen years, has had a
notable career as a citizen-soldier. Mr. Gibson joined the Hex-
ham Company of the 1st V.B. Northumberland Fusiliers as a
private in 1889, at which time his father, Major J. P. Gibson,
V.D., M.P.S., was in command of the company. On March 29,

1899, Mr. Gibson, who had rapidly passed through the various
non-commissioned grades, was gazetted second-lieutenant, and
on July 26 of the same year, lieutenant. With the laudable
object of stimulating recmiting for the volunteers. Lieutenant
Gibson prepared a lecture on camp life, illustrated with magni-
ficent lantern views taken by himself. The lecture has been
received with success in a number of different towns. Lieutenant
Gibson is composer of the popular camp song of the regiment
and also of St. George'.s hymn for absent comrades, which wa6
frequently sung during the late war. At some brigade camps,
before he took his commission, Mr. Gibson di.soharged the

duties of sergeant-oompounder to the brigade hospital, being
specially thanked for his sex-vices by the brigadier. At various
camps he has oommanded the Bellingham Company, in the
absence of its captain, this, too, with conspicuous success.

Lieut. Gibson took a very active part in the formation of a

second company of the "Greys" at Hexham, and also in the

send off and reception of the various members of the service

companies that went out to the war from Hexham. The com-
plimentary dinner last week was attended by a hirge number
of those who have been identified with Mr. Gibson's work in

the volunteer force. Mr. W. C. B. Beaumont, M.l'.. wrote
from the House of Commons expressing regret at being unable
to be present, and testifying to the good work done hy Mr.
Gibson. Lieutenant T. W. Robson, of the Devon and Somerset
Engineer Volunteers, sent a telegram to the same effect. In

proposing the toast of the evening, " Our Guest," Colonel Lock-
hart, V.D., referred in eulogistic terms to the many services

rendered by Mr. John Gibson ;
" there was no concern in which

he took pai-t into which he did not enter with the utmost
enthusiasm. Whether inherited or cultivated, Mr, Gibson was
a man of diversified talent, and there was no officer wlio had
the- record that he had." Mr, Gibson who is shortly to be

married, has felt himself imable to give the-necessary time to

the work, and has consequently resigned his commission.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, March 19, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Cliemicals, although still very quiet,

iiius, if anything, showii a slight improvement during past few
days. With the exception of an advance in price of Veratrine,

and a trifling improvement in second-hand price of Sulphate of

Quinine, and always excepting a further enormou.s advance in

value of Cod Liver Oil, which may now be trulj- said to have
reached a famine price, there are no changes of any special im-

portance to record. Acid Citric, Acid Tartaric, and Cream of

Tartar are vei-y firm. We refer to particulars given below:—
ACID CARBOLIC—Steady at unchanged prices.

ACID CITRIC—Very firm at Is. 2^d. per lb. for crystals, on

spot, in 5 cwt. barrels. In view of advance in price of juice

to over £17 per pipe, a further advance in value of Citric

would appear inevitable. Makers still decline to sell for for-

ward delivery.

ACID TARTARIC.—English can still be bought at Is. O^d.

per lb. for spot deliveiy, but makers refuse to sell forward.

BISMUTH SALTS.—In consequence of late advance of 2s. 6d.

(to 7s. 6d. per lb. in price of metal), makers now quote the

Carbonate 8s. Id. per lb., and the Subnitrate 7s. 4d. per lb.,

the other .salts having, of course, also been proportionately

advanced.
BROMIDES—Are firm at makers' prices.

CAMPHOR—Is very firm at late rates.

COO LIVER OIL—Has reached the clouds ; 380s. per barrel

has been paid for best 1902 Noi-wegian, and 400s. per ban-el for

1903 oil. These famine prices cannot fail to check consumption,

but at present this can hardly matter, for the simple reason
- that apparently there is practically no oil to consume.

CREAM OF TARTAR—^Is vei-y"firm at 76s. 6d. to 77s. 6d.

[er c«t. for fir.st white crystals on the sjx)t.

GALLS.—China are firm, with sales to arrive March-April

steamer at 53s., c.f. and i.

GLYCERIN—Steady, on ba.sis of £67 per ton for best double

distilled 1.260 S(t quality, in tins and ca.ses, for 5-ton lots.

IODIDES.—The combined makers (o far maintain their

prices.

JAPAN WAX—^Dearer, and a good bu.sine«s has been done, fully

200 cases,* comprising spot <tt 67s. 6d. and buyers, seller."* now
asking 72.-;. 6d. to 75s., and foir arrival near at hand at 67s. 6d.

. f. and i. Hamburg.
MENTHOL—Is rather easier at 22s. 6d. to 25.s. 6d. per lb.,

K cording to quantity and brand, for good dry white crystals.

NITRATE OF SODA.—On the .s|x)t Refined £9 7s. 6d.,

ordinary £9 5s.

OPIUM.—For America a good business has been done it

about 8s. Id. per lb. for curi-ent quality, something like 250

cases 'having been sold at tliis price. The London market, is

quiet and without oliange for druggists' and manufacturing

Wnds, -while a usmall business has been pa.ssing in Persian at

ite rates—say 9s. to 9s. 3d. per lb. for good to fine quality.

OILS (fixed) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil dull and 5s.

easier: Loudon spot pipes £24 to £24 5s., barrels £24 5s.,

£24 10s.. month £24, April £23 12s. 6d., May-Aug.
£22 12s. 6d., Sept. -Dec. £21 15s. Hull naked .spot £22 15s..

April £22 5s., May-Aug. £21 12s. 6d. Ra^je Oil steady:

Ordinarv Brown on tlie spot barrels £22 10s.. March-Ainil

£22 lO.s. English Refined spot £23 15s. Ravison spot

£20 10s. to £20 15s., March-April £20 15s. naked. Cotton

Oil quiet: London Crude spot £20 10s.. March-April

£20 12s. 6d. Refined spot £21 15s. to £23 5s. Hull naked

Refined .spot £20 ,2s. 6d., March-April £20 7s. 6d., May-Aug.
£20 15s. Crude spot £19 5s., March-April £19 7s. 6d.. May-
Aug. £19 15s. Olive Oil quiet : Mogador £31, Spanish £31
to £35. Levant £31. Oocoanut Oil quiet : Ceylon spot

£26 10s.. Feb. -March £24 15s. c.i.f., March-May £24 10s.

c.Lf., April-June £24 .7s. 6d. c.i.f., Jime.-Aug. £24 5s. c.i.f.

Cochin spot £34, Feb.-March £27 10s., c.i.f., Aug. -Oct.

£25 15s. c.i.f. Mauritius si>ot £27. Palm Oil : Lago-s on the

spot quoted £28. Castor Oil easier : Belgian, April-Dec. de-

livery—Ists, £21 10s. ;
2nds, £18 15s. Barrels free, ex-

wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount. Hull made (prompt
and upi to end of the year deliveries)—Ists, £21 ,15s. per

ton; 2nd,s. £19 5s. per ton. Barrels included, delivered free

ex-wharf. London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil: Pile

American spot quoted £6 10s. to £7 5s., Black £5 15s. to

£6, Russian Black £5 15s. to £6, pale £7 5s. to £7 10s.

Tm'pentine : The market is firmer for spot. American spot

44s. 9d., April 43s. lO^d. to 44s., May 42s. 3d. to 42s. 6d ,

June 39s. 3d. to 39s. 6d.. July-Aug. 37s. 3d.. Sept. -Dec. 37t,.

to 37s. 3d. Petroleum Oil dull : Russian spot quoted 4^d. to

4id. American spot 5id. to 5id., Water White 7^d. to 7|d
Refined Roumanian spot 4^d. to 4|d. Petroleum Spirit •-

American ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d. to 8id.
OIL PEPPERMINT—^Has had a slump, and HGH is quoted-

uominally 16s. 6d. to 17s. per lb.

PHENACETIN.—3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb., according to quan-
tity and make, for both crystals and jiowder, in bulk paper
packing.
QUININE.—^Ttie speculative market after being weak at

Is. O^d. per oz. for spot, and at Is. O^d. per oz. for May
delivery for B«&S and/or Brunswick Sulphate for 1,000 oz. lots

in 100 oz. tins, has hardened to Is. O^d. per oz. on spot, and
^

Is. Ofd. per oz. for May. Makers of these brands made no-

change in their price.

SALICYLATES.—Acid Salicylic powder is now quoted Is.

per lb., and crystal-s Is. 2^d. (the physiologically pure article

being quoted 3s. 4d. per lb. in 1 lb. bottles) ; while Soda
Salicylate is quoted Is. 3id. per lb. for the powder, Is. 5^d.

per lb. for the crystals, and 2s. lOd. per lb. for the physio-
logically pure (the latter in 1 lb. bottles).

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable yesteixlay came rather lower
at 57r. 8a. for TN orange. Tlie narket is fully steady on the
spot, and about 200 cases have been sold, including TN, on a
basis of 117s. for fair. Futures, however, have been dull and
weaker for distant 2)ositions, but no business is reported, closing
with sellers of May delivery at 115s., and June at 110s.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—^Fii-mei". Gray 24 per pent..

London prompt £13. Hull prompt £12 17.s. 6d. Leith prompt
£13 to £13 2s. 6d. Beckton Mav £13 2s. 6d. Beckton terms
prompt £12 18s. 9d. to £13.
SULPHONAL—Is obt iinable at 4s. 5d. per lb. for crystals or

jxiwder in quantity and bulk packing.

TURMERIC.—Business continues on a small scale at late rates.

Fair Bengal quoted 13s., good bright Cochin finger 10s., and'
fair to good Madi'as at lis. to 13s. 6d.

VERATRIA.—^In consequence, it is stated, of scarcity and
dearness of the raw material, makers have advanced price oa.

per oz., to 5s. 6d. per oz. for the pure, and to 6s. 2d. per

oz. for the Sulphate. .

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's catalogues were 14 in number, none of which coukf
be described as lengthy. On the whole things passed off very
(juietly, and there were bargains offering for the fortunate
possessors of the needful ready cash. Ipecacuanha : Rio again
sold at lower prices, about 20 bales realising only 5s. to 5s. 2d.
per lb. Of Cartagena 2 bales sold at 3s. 6d. per lb. Rhubarb :

Canton medium round of good fracture was held for Is. 8d. per
lb. and trimming root at 2s. 2d. Shensi fair boldish round of
good fracture partly sold at 2s. 9d. per lb. Bold flat high dried
was held for 9<I. and medirmi ditto for 8d. Musk: Tonquin,-
China, pile 1, thin, blue and brown skins, held for 65s. ; while
old-fashioned pods, very skinny, sold cheaply at 35s. One tin

of Sawko thin blue skin of nice flavour was held for 72s. 6d.

per oz. Cardamoms sold at about steady rates, say lid. to
2s. 6d. per lb. , according to size and colour. Seeds sold well at

Is. 4d. per lb., at which figure a good business was done
privately. Gum Ammoniacimi: 4 cases good clean small to
boldish, part blocky, sold at 38s. per cwt. Cassia Fistula, fair,,

part old, .sold at the long price of 35s. per cwt. Sarsaparilla :

Jamaica part sold at Is. 2c(. per Ib^ Is. Id. being paid for very
rough. Good red native realised Is. Id. Wax: Jamaica sold)

at from £8 10s. to £8 I5s. per cwt., Zanzibar at from £6 15s.

to £6 17s. 6d. Aloes: Cape .sold' at from 32s. to 40.s., which
shows a slight decline. Buchu Leaves : Good green rounds
were firmly held at 9d. per lb., it be'ng stated that crop would'
be small. Peppermint Oil : A good quantity of Japanese un-

worked was ofifei-ed without reserve, and sold' at 7s. 6d. to
7s. lOd. per lb., showing a tangible decline in value. Coca
Leaves: Brownish green Ceylon sold at from 4|d. to 6d. per

lb. and good green Ceylon at" Is. Id. to Is. 2d. per lb.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following a-bridgments of new pa.tent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceuiical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any infonnation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors
'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

FOOD PREPARATIONS. (No. 6,305 of 1902.)—Dr. G.
Eichelbaum, Augsburgersti'ass© 11", Berlin, V^J., Germany. Re-
lates to a proce.>4.S' for producing a footlstutf similar to nie.at ex-

tract, consisting in mixing milk with a peptonising fervent,

and subjecting it to the operatio'ii of the said fernxent ; then
mixing therewith diluted mineral acids, and iieating, and after

the lacto.se contained in the milk has been split into its glucoses

by the action of the acids, neutralising the aciils ; then mixing
yeast with the liquid to ferment tlie glucoses obtainetl from the
lactose, and after feamentation i.s complete, filtering and con-

centrating the liquid. The process consi-sts of tlu'ee stages, and
it is the combination of the three stages or reactions which the
inventor claims aiS novel. The second stage consi.sting in the
inversion of the milk sugar for the purpose of subsequently
fermenting the monoglucosides thus dbtained is claimed to be
a new technical process, and may be carried out in the follow-

ing manner:—To 100 litres separated and sterilised milk, 15
Gm. tiypsin, and 400 Gm. carbonate of soda, are added, and
the mi.xture is maintained at a tempei-ature of 37° 0. for about
twelve to fourteen hours. Hydrochloi-ic acid is then added in

such quantity that the liquid contains about 1 per cent, thereof.

The mixture is then heated at about 100° C. for two lioiirs.

The acidity is now neutralised by carbonate of soda, and the
liquid fermented with good ordinaiy j'east for two days at a
temperature of about 30°-32° C. The resultant liquid is filtei'ed,

mixed ivith common salt, and brought to the desired consistency

of e.xtract, in the open air or in. a vacuum.

NEW PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDS. (No. 8,955 of
1902).—^H. E. Newton, 6, Breams Buildings, W.C. (eonmnmica-
cated by the Farbenfabriken vormals Freidrioh Bayer and Co.,

Elberfeld, GeiTnany). The inventore have discovered that the
hitherto , unknown alkyloxymethylic esters of salicylic acid

having the foamula :
—
/OH

>C0-0-CH2-0R

(R meaning an alkyl radicle, such as metliyl, ethyl, propyl, or

the like) possess great thera.peutio value. According to their

researchas this new compound can be obtaiiied by treating salts

of salicylic acid with halogen-methj'lalkyl ethers, having the

following general foiTOula :—X-CH,'OR (X meaning a halogen
atom, R meaning an alkyl radicle). An exami>le of a process

is given to which the inventors do not confine tliemselves, as it

can be varied within wide Ihndts without altering the nature

of the invention.

SYRINGES AND ENEMA SYRINGES. (No. 20,471 of 1902)

R. J. Renter and A. B. V. TaSs, both of 6, Well Street, E.C.
Relates to .syringes or enema syringes more particularly of the

type employed for human use. According to this invention the

delivery nozzle is formed with a hollow core terminating at

the inlet end in a chamber, in which is a double-valve seating

and a ball valve, or in lieu of a double seating there need only

be a .seating to prevent back flow, while the walls of the hollow

cor© may be provided with side lioles or openings to receive

the forward' flow. At the other ov delivery end of the core are

similar openings, .surrounded by a wall into which loosely

and adjustably fits a cap or plate, by whicli the outward flow

of the liquid can be more or less spread or sprayed as may be

desired. A suitable nozzle external to the chamber, for con-

necting to the liquid supply, is of course provided.

HOLDERS AND CASES FOR MENTHOL AND OTHER
MEDICAL AND LIKE MATERIALS. (No. 26,367 of 1902.)—

H. Sachs, 1, Niedstrassi, Friedenau, near Berlin, Germany.
In connection with this invention the menthol or the like
material is formed as a revoliible cylinder or roller, having a
spindle through the centre thereof, the ends of the said
spindle being held by a bent or stirrup-shaped piece. Said
bent piece is foi-med in two halves, each of -wTiich is provided
with a half-scre\\- ]iin. When the ends of the spindle, cany-
ing the menthol roller, have been placed in suitable holes, pro-

vided in each of t'he said halves of the stirrup piece, the
latter are brought together at the centre, and a handle or
knob is screwed on the threaded half pins, holding the halves
linnly in i)osition, and allowing the menthol or other roller to

revolve freely between them. I'he roller may also be com-
posed of several cylindrical, spherical, or like-shaped parts,

mounted on the spindle. Instead of being in two halves, the
bent or stirrup-shaped piece may be maide of spring material,

adapted to be bent apart for receiving or releasing the
menthol or like roller. A suitable case is provided for the

apparatus, to allow of inhalation through the nose and mouth.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above Patents must be filecl

at the Patent Office, on or before April 18, 1903.

New Trade Marlf Applications.

"LIFE GUARD BRAND" and device, for chemical sub

stances used in manufactures, etc., by the Lifeguard i'l

operative Society, Limited. 5, Regent Street, W. 244,569.

" KODOID,'' for photogi-aphic films, chemicals, etc., by
Kodak, Limited, 43, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 252,384.

"AGONSAIR," for a vei-min destroyer, by A. Hagm, 5, Bute

Street, Cardiff. 251,604. Also for a" hair preparation.

251,605.

" MORTIPEST," for chemical substances used for agri-

cultural, etc., purpo.ses. bv W. J. Bush and Co.. Limited,

28, Ash Grove. Hackney. N.E. 252,117.

" FOSTIT," for chemical substances used for agricultural,

etc., purposes, bv G. Souheur, Canal St. Pierre 1, Antwei-p,

Belgium. 252,15'3.

" AKOSINE" and device, for an embrocation, by C. !NL

Wilcox, 9. Wobmn Road, Bedford. 249.179.

" KOYOTO," for a patent medicine, bv Holt and Clegg, 34,

St. Peter's Street, Rochdale, Lanes. ^51.534.

"SICCEMA," for medicines, bv C. Gates, 166. St. Georgr s

Road, Glasgow. 251,709.

(Signatme) " H. T. GOULD," for a .medicine, by H. T.

Gould, 32, Delamere Crescent, Paddington, W. 251,941.

"BILBERINE" ("Bilberry" disclaimed *rir f-hemical sub-

stances for use in medicine, etc., by S. H. Ward, 48, Cranmt-i-

Street, Nottingham. 252.255. " .

" RESPITON," for medicinal compounds, by Dad Clieniie.il

Co.. 105, Chambers Street, New York, U.S".A. 252,338.

(Signature) J. F. WADDY, for medicated soaps, bv J- F.

Waddy, 22, New Bond Street, Bath. 252,353.

" COUSTICAN, ' for acoustic instruments, by J. S. Sawr^v.

20, Bucklersbury, E.C. 250,174. .

" LUCE'S EAU DE COLOGNE " label, for eaii de Cologne, by

Luce's Eau de Colofine Co., Limited, 36. French Street,

Southampton. 249,653.

"COOLARMA" (251,839) and -ESCORT" (252.243), fm

perfumerv, etc., bv Cook and Co., Limited. 10. Mark Lane,

E.C. ' • ,_- _
SENLIM," for perfunien-. etc.. bv W. H. Milnes, 616.

Birkbec-k Bank Chambers, W.C. 251.898.

" WOL-ROOT, " for perfumer^-, etc., bv H, F.ngel, 23, Par-

son's Green Lane. Fulham. S.W. 252,016.

"OSOLAIRE," for perfumery, etc.. by J. S. Collins, North
British Station Hotel. Edinburgh. 252,131.

"GRAZIELLA, ' for perfumery, etc., by F. Miihlens, Glockeii

gasse 4,711. Cologne, Germany. 252.330.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before April 18, 1903.
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COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

A. and F. Pears (Limited).—The directors declare the follow-

ing interim dividends : —On the preference shares at the rate

of 6 per cent, per annum ; on the ordinary shares at the rate

of 8 i^er cent, per annum.

Hickley and Co., Limited.—^This company was registered on
March 6, witli a, capital of £30,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an
agreement with iF. W. Alderton and A. J. CoUedge, of Alder-
shot, and to cany on the business of coaj, coke, and oil mei-

'

chants, ironmongers, dealers in provisions, drugs, chemicals,

and other commodities. No initial public issue. The first

directors (to number not less tlian two nor more than five) are

F. W. Alderton, A. J. Colledge, and G. E. Chambers (all per-

manent). Remimeration, £750 per annum, divisible.

. Homocea Company.—An extraordinary meeting of all classes

of shareholders of this company was held in London on March
13. The dhairman, Mr. A. M. iHooper. submitted a motion
for reducing the capital from £250,000 to £60.517. Many of

the preference shareholders advocated rediiction of the guaran-

teed dividend rather than of capital. The- chairman said it was
not the intention of the ordinary sharehc>lders to draw one
penny dividend for some years to come, but after paying the

preference shareholders to spend the surplus on advertising

pretty extensively. After a long discussion the scheme of the
directors was carried by the ordinary shareholders and rejected

by the preierence shareholders. A jyoll was demanded, when
the opposition of the preference shareholders was defeated by
proxies.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Be Andrew Mitchell, Chemist and Druggist, Parsonage Street,

Dursley.
The statement of affairs in this case shows unsecured lia-

bilities amounting to £155 3s. Id., and £7 10s. due to pre-

ferential creditors. . The assets consist of stock-in-trade,

£15 Is. 6d. and book debts £2 2s. 4d.. leaving a deficiency

of £145 9s. 3d. Debtor attributes his failure to "illness of
wife and self to a large extent."

Ee W. J. Evans, trading as " Evans and Son," 26, Albany
Road, Cardiff, Drug Store Proprietor.

At a meeting of creditors of this debtor, held' at the offices

of Mes9i-.s. Clarke and Dovey, Cardiff (Mr. Duck in the ohaar),

it was resolved :
" That the deed of assignment for the benefit

of creditors, executed by the debtor to Mr. C. E. Dovey, be
confirmed and registered, and that the realisation of the estaite

be left in the hand's of Mr. Dovey."' Want of capital, slackness

of trade, domestic illness, etc., were stated to be the contri-

butory causes of failure. A statement of debtor's affairs was
also submitted, which showed unsecured liabilities amounting

,- to £255 3s. 5d'. . and net assets £135 7s. Id., leaving an estimated
deficiency of £121 16s. 5d. The following are unsecured creditors

for £10 and upwards :
—
£ s. a. £ s. a.

Duck and Son, Cardiff .... 30 0 0 Horner and Son, London 16 5 3
Ellis and Son, Ruthin .. 19 16 0 John Sanger and Son,
Fletcher, Fletcher, pnd London 85 17 9
Son, London 17 16 0 Virol, Limited, London .. 14 18 0

Ren son Manufacturing
Company, London 15 3 10

The following creditors are fully secured :
—

John Evans, Llanybyther £25 | Evan James, New Quay £30

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Alfred Partridge Kingcombe and Charles Simpson, surgeons

and apothecaries, Towcester.
John McGibbon and David Harrower Balfour, pliyi^icians and

surgeons. 83-91, Dumiiig Road, and 124, Wavertree Road,
Liverpool.

William Parsons and Carl Happold. chemists and mineral
watei- manufacturers, 182, Westcombe Hill. Blackheatli, Kent.
Debts will be received and paid by Carl Happold, who will con-
tinue to carry uu the business.

SUNDERLAND CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Wednesday, March 11, 1903, at the Grand Hotel, Sunderland,

the President (the Mayor, Councillor Turnbull, J.P.) in the
chair. Among those present were . the ex-Mayor (Councillor
Kirtley), Aldermen Coates, Burns, Ranken, "and Harrison,
Councillor Annison, Drs. Sourfield and Middlemiss, Principal
Branford, Mr. F. M. Bowey, Mr. T. W. Biyers, Mr. C. Ridley
(Newcastle), and Mr. W. Atkins (Newcastle). Also present
were Messrs. R. H. Bell (Vice-President), Jno. Mitchinson (Hon.
Treasurer). A. W. Golightly (Hon. Secretary), Councillor
Thompson, Messrs. G. P. Fairman, Thos. Watson, C. Ranken,
A. D. Purse, J. G. Harrison, Robt. Robinson, W. W. Lead-
bitter, McLaren, Andereon, Whightman (Seaham Harbour),
E. C. Dobinson, F. Ranken, D. R,inken, Jas. Peacock, C.
Francis, J. W. Campbell, Capt. Baird, Wm. Kerse, and others.
—After a well-served dinner and the loyal toasts. Principal
Bbanfcrd submitted " The Pharmaceutical Society," which
was responded to by Alderman H.^erisojs^; "The Mayor and
Corporation," proposed by Mr. C. Rankex, responded to by the
ilATOR ;

" The vSunderland Chemists' and Kindred Associa-
tions,"' by Councillor Kietley, responded to by the Mayor and
Mr. Ridley ; and " Our Visitors." proposed by Mr. R. H. Bell,
and responded to by Alderman Burns and Councillor Annison.

WESTERN CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON).

ORDINARY IVIEETING.

Wednesday, March 18. 1903, at the W^estbourne Restaurant,
Craven Road, W., Mr. J. W. Bowen, President, in the chair.

The Chairman introduced a discussion on the

Report of the Committee on Poisons.

The majority report, he said, was against the weight of evi-

dence. The evidence of the prominent pharmacists who
appeared as witnesses was neglected, and undue prominence
given to that of a florist in Kent. The Pharmaceutical Society

had faithfully carried out its duties to the public. Mr. W.
Hills, one of the members of the Association, had issued a

calm and moderate report, full of sound common sense, whicn
could not fail to have effect.

Mr. Parker said the report appeared to have been fostered

by those who were interested in what they could get out of

the sale of poisons. The conclusions of the majority report

should be fought tooth and nail. The only safe method of

securing the safety of the public was in entrusting the sale of

poisons to persons with a competent knowledge of poisons.

But the whole principle was struck at. If the horticulturists

might buy ar&enic from an ironmonger, why could not a man
who wanted to kill a dog buy his prussic acid from an iron-

monger? The proposal was the thin edge of the wedge.
Mr. Philp thought that the most mischievous sentence n

the whole report was the last paragraph in Mr. A. Cross's sup-

plementary repoit. More attention should be paid to the x^ro-

posal therein contained than to the sale of sheep-dip.

Mr. I'. A. Rogers said the prompt reconmiendation of the

Pharmaceutical vSociety to schedule the substances suggested
was a public proof of that body's regard for the public safety.

He would ask his hearers to read particularly the last two
answers of the last witness before the Committee.

Mr. R. A. Robinson said the inquiry had been instituted to

see if there were any hindrance to trade, but no such
hindi'ance had been proved. It was very much a matter of

regret that some members of the Committee who wer« con-

versant with pharmacy—one or two. indeed, who had been
brought up in pharmacy—should apparently have regarded
pharmaceutical education as of little account. Though che-

mists might not be very strong in constructive legislation,

they ere a very powerful opposing body. There had already

been some consideraible preliminary success in getting M.P. s

to support or to back the Pliannacy Acts Amendment Bill,

and a special meeting of the Council of the Pharmaceutical
Society would be held on Friday, March 20, to consider the posi-

tion. But one point had to be faced, that many members of Par-

liament dealt either at the Army and Navy Stores or at Harrod's,

and would not support the clause which required that a quali-
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tied director should sit on the board of a limited company.

The Privy Council would have a difficulty in persuading the

House and the public that the addition of a third schedule was
in the public interest. Though in 1868 the Government pos-

sibly had not agricultural poisons in mind, they certainly had

.arsenic in mind in the framing of the Pharmacy Act of that

year.

Mr. R. H. Jones suggested the appointment of a Committee
to approach members of Parliament or in other ways to

oppose the recommendations. He thought it might have been

possible to present the case better by getting farmers, iron-

mongers, and others to give evidence in favour of the che-

mists' case.

The C'iiAiRM.\x moved, and Mr. Gulliver seconded, the

following resolution:—
" That this Association strongly supports the minority

report of Mr. Walter Hills on the Departmental Report
of the Privy Council on the Sale of Poisons, and earnestly
protests against any poisons being sold by others thaii

registered chemists, as being against public safety and
policy, as well as unjust to the legal position of chemists
under the Pharmacy Acts, and desires to strengthen the
hands of the Pharmaceutical Society in carrying out such
policy."

Carried unanimously.

Mr. R. H. Jones moved, Mr. Pabker seconded, and it was
(Carried :

—
" That the Committee of this Association be instructed

to take such steps as may be necessary to cany out the
objects named."

LIVERPOOL CHRMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Thursday, March 12, 1903, at the Hotel St. George. Liverpool,

Mr. R. C. Cowley, President, in the chair. A highly successful

-dinner took place on this occasion, there being a numerous
iissemblage, numbering, amongst many other well-known
gentlemen. Professor Boyce, Doctors Permewan, Murray-
Cairns, Nevins, and Symes, and Messrs. Peter MacEwan,
Edward Evans, jun., Edward Davies, and Prosper H. Marsden.
At the conclusion of the dinner the usual toasts were pre-

sented.

In proposing that of

The Liverpool Chemists' Association,

Professor Botce f-aid that although in the past he could not
-claim to have been as familiar with the wants and requirements

of the pharmacist as he might have been, latterly he had l>econie

so closely connected with pharmacy, through his work, tliat

'he really might say he was one of the craft. The Liverpool

•University was going to do considerably more for i)liaruuicy

in the future than had been attempted in the past, and would
-offer increased facilities for the study of bio-chemistry, and so

enable the educated phannacist to avail himself of the educa-

tional progress going on around him. The inauguration of a

^^chool of Serotherapy was what he looked for, and the develop-

ment of the teaching of pharmacy under the roof of their new
University. Of one thing he was convinced more and more every

day, and that was that in all knowledge there was i>ecuniary

profit, and that the better a man was taught, the more was he

capable of gaining both wealth and renown. Success meant
something more than merely passing exanuuations, and it coald

only be achieved by a man applying himself constantly to all

sides of his own particular profession.

The President, in reply, said he cordially agreed with Pro-

cessor Boyce as to the value of education, but, in addition, he

hoped for the time when their Association would take up
thoroughly matters of trade interest relating to the purely busi-

ness side of their calling. Chemists, to be ideal, .should be wtll

trained both in scientific and business knowledge, and this, he

thought, Avould come about shortly.

The toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society

was proposed by Mr. A. Stockdale (Blundellsands). who hoped

to see every man who passed his examination 'become thereby

a member of the Society, and compelled to register himself as

such. Then, and not till then, could the Society say it repre-

sented the trade. The Pharmacy Bill should again be intro-

duced by the Society at the earliest i^ossible moment, as the

longer it wa.s left in abeyance the greater the opposition to it

would be, vested interests by delay only becoming more firmly

established and more difficult to overcome. Scarcity of appren-

tices was another important and pressing item requiring oart--

ful consideration, and the abolition of the Preliminary Examina-

tion was in his opinion the chief cause of it.

Dr. Symes, replying to this toast, said the Pharmaceutical

Society was doing its best both to keep and to gain its i)opu-

larity with the trade. One of his earliest notions was similar to

that expressed by Mr. Stockdale concerning compulsory registra-

tion and membershii) of the Society. The Pharmacy Bill nas

the burning question of the day, and the report of the Poisons

'Committee and the Bill to alter the Poisons Act would have

to be fought by chemists with all possible vigour. Though the

Society had not been successful in passing Bills giving the

chemist all he wanted, it had, he ventured to say, at least been

the means of destroying Bills which aimed at the destniction of

what privileges the chemist still possessed.

In reply to the toast of

Medicine and Pharmacy,

given by Mr. A. S. BrcK, Dr. Permewan expressed his belief

in the expert whatever his profession or calling might be
;

therefore, it had been his practice (and he thought it was an

increasing practice) for the medical man to prescribe and the

pharmacist to dispense. Cliemists were not alone as regards

the qualification gi-ievanoe. As a. medical man, he regarded

the only advantage of being a qualified member of the medical

pi-ofession in this countiy was that in any case of trouble

the qualified man was penalised, whilst the unqualified practi-

tioner got off scot free. It was for the public welfare that un-

qualified men in any profession .should be suppressed.

Mr. Prosper H. Marsden, who also replied for "Pharma<;y."

said he would be pleased indeed to see the University of Liver-

pool doing something for pliarmacj', but at the same time, he

would remind Professor Boyce that there was at the present

time existing at University College a School of Pharmacy which,

/though it might not be of such dimensions as to require the

noble building spoken of by Professor Boyce to acconmiodate it,

still had continued its oijerations of some years with success,

and at the preseht time the holder of the Manchester Scholarship

was pursuing his studies there.

The subsequent toasts were " The City and Trade of Liver-

pool," proposed by Mr. J. Hocken, and replied to by Mr.

Edward Evans, jun. ; and " The Visitors," proposed by ]\Ir. T.

H. Wardlewobth, and responded to by Mr. Peter ]\IaoEwan,

who alluded to the absence of his old friend. Dr. Paul, late

editor of the Pharmaceutical Journal, whose knowledge of phar-

macy was not only exceptional, but might never be repeated in

histoi-y.

The musical part of the programme, contributed by Messrs.

J. J. OroU, Henry Smith, Jack Gough, Jolm Bain, and E.

Thompson, was very enjoyable, and the evening came to an

end about 11.30, with the singing of " Auld Lane Syne."
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SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL

SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, March 11. 1903, at the ilontgomeiy Hall,

Sheffield, Mr. John Aitsten, President, in tiie chair.

Mr. G. vSqttibe read a paper entitled

Random Thoughts.

He. said : We notice men who have not hitherto taken

any interest whatever in the doings of the Phannaceutical

iSociety, or the things going on around them for their

own benefit, but are now taking their share of the work

and administration of affairs, and in the increase of the

number of local associations this last two years I see for

the future that bond of union which we as' a body have

desired- so long. For this we are indebted to the Pharma-

ceutical iCouncil and to the admirable scheme of local organ-

isation suggested a few years ago by the worthy President,

and also to the energetic Secretary of the P.A.T.A., because

wherever Mr. Glyn-Jones went urging the claims of his own

association he also suggested forming local 'associations, and

great numbers were formed in this way, which are towers oi

strength to both the Pharmaceutical Society and P.A.T.A.

As a subscriber to the P.A.T.A., I am in sympathy with

some of its objects, and we must admit that it has done a

great deal towards combination and united action. As evi-

dence, let me refer to the recent convention held in London.

This was one of the best meetings of pharmacists in numbers

and enthusiasm ever got together.

The Sale of Peopkietabt Articles.

I cannoit help but think that much more has been dene to

boom the quack remedy business than was necessary, and I

think it is a pity that many pharmacists, as trained men,

should make such a fuss about selling other people's remedies.

The question of prices is a vexed one, and, in my opinion,

very dangerous ground to tread upon. All our businesses are

different, and wherever we go we cannot find two alike,

even in the same neighbourhood, and prices must be fixed in

accordance with the surroundings and our own idea of profit.

As regards the sale of proprietary articles, these should be

fixed by the manufacturers at face value, and until this is

done I fail to see the P.A.T.A. the source of benefit it hopes

to be. Unfortunately, I might say we are all in the position

of being bound to stock these articles, but. as far as po.s-

sible we ought to refuse to stock those that are boomed with

shameless advertisements. We all know what it is : given

plenty of capital to back it, sensational advertisements will

sell anything. Well-written, and, in many cases, imaginary,

testimonials are taken as gospel by people who ought to know
better. Instead o^ decreasing, the advertising quack is on the

increase, and the country is being gutted with remedies under

mythical names, much to the detriment of the British public.

In selling these advertised articles we, as pharmacists, are

encouraging and lending our good name to this shameless

advertising, because the public are bound to think, as long

as they can get them at a respectable pliai-macy, all that is

written about them must be true. I think it is high time

the Government took up the subject of promiscuous drugging

by tlie public and refused to allow any quack remedy to be

advertised and placed' on the market unless the formula be

published on each article, as in Italy and other European

countries. This would be a great deterrent for the manu-

facturers, as, having to publish the formula, they dare not

^vTite all the trash and humbug about them that they do now.

It would be better for us as a body and also for the public,

as it would %how them how easily they ha;d been gulled in

the past. We need not, however, hope for this change yet,

as so long as this business continues to be such a profitable

source of revenue to the Govemment the health and welfare

of the public and the morals of the advertiser will be over-

looked. We are not in business to make fortunes for thes"

manufacturers, so let us in all cases use our influences in

various ways to discourage the sales, and, as gentlemen, stand

on our dignity and refuse to be mere machines.

The Medicine Stamp Act.

While on this subject of proprietary articles, I should like

to mention tEe difficult position we are in as regards the

Medicine Stamp Act, and the raids that have been made all

over the country by the spies of the Inland Revenue authori-

ties. They ihave, as most of us know to our cost, visited

'

Sheffield, and, in a sly sort of way, carefully examined our

windows, and if anything doubtful has been seen made ^
purchase, but, of course, we have not had the benefit of the

doubt, and have had to pay. The annoying part about this

stamping of medicines is that there is no definite wording in

the Acts, and notliing to really indicate wliat is and what is

not a recommendation, and it is left to one of the officials at

Somerset House to pass judgment, and as there are frequent

changes in the officials, so there are frequent changes of ideas.

Send up a label, it will be returned not liable, and send

up the same label in twelve months, it will be returned liable.

This is what frequently happens. Another thing the authori-

ties know, that there is not the slightest intention to de-

fraud, and yet there is no mercy or warning, and if you are

judged guilty as an individual it is the cheapest way, how-
ever galling, to pay up. This is a very unsatisfactory state

of affairs, and a matter which I think the Council of the

Pharmaceutical vSociety could take up with proiJriety. P^har-

macists .'hould have the right to put on our labels the uses

and doses of all simple remedies ; but if we do so now, we
are liable to a fine, as the authorities at present read the

law. If a pennywortb of pills should be labelled in posses-

sive case, Blank's Stomach and Liver Pills, according to

Somerset House law this should have a l=^d. medicine stamp.

Such an anomaly ought not to be tolerated. Now, a few
words on the dispensing of proprietaries, then I have finished

on tliis subject. For thi.s we are not to blame, and we all

deplore the growing tendency of the younger medical men to

in-escribe factory-made products. They little realise what this

means for them and their patients in the future. To us it is

a serious matter, as in many cases we must break bulk to dis-

pense a prescription, and perhaps tliat article is not wanted
again, which means a dead loss on the transaction. Very often

it is a source of annoyance and delay to patient and chemist,

as the proprietary is unobtainajble in the city, and we must send

dii'ect, which means two days—a great deal to a patient who
is sick and hopes the medicine vriU do good. Hardly a week
passes but one has to write direct for somebody's make of a

simple remedy, which could be dispensed quite as well in cur

own pharmacies, if the medical man only knew his business.

It is no credit to them, and shows clearly their lack of training

and knowledga 'When we have prescriptions of this sort, I

think we are justified in refusing to brealc bulk, or in charging

bulk price for whatever quantity is wanted.

Company Phaemact.

The subject of company pharmacy has been talked and wric-

ten about until it is an old tale to all of us ; and I am
sure I cannot say anything about it that has not been said before

hundreds of times. That companies composed of seven indi-

viduals of whatever business may legally use our titles is, 1

think, beyond doubt, as a decision in the House of Lords is

final, until there is an alteration of the law. The Pharma-

ceutical Council have not by any means ignored this matter,.
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and it is only recently that the highest legal opinion has been
sought, with the result that the Society would not stand a
ghost of a chance of winning should they take a test case.

There has been a lot of agitation and pressure ujxjn the Council

to take this course, but now, I think, we all see the folly oi

lighting to lose. Some time ago I wa-s strongly in favour ot

a ifight, win or lose, as, after, all, it would educate the public

as to our true position. But that is all that can be .s.aid lor

it, and, on tlie other side, perhaps, it would open the eyes of

many traders, and make it a more serious matter to us than it is

now. Let those members of the Society who are still clamour-

ing for a test case—believing in sincerity that it would be to

our advantage—^take this as final, and devote their energies,

which will be welcome, to cases of more importance just now.

Report of the Committee on Poisons.

Now I come to the most important subject of all—the repoit

of the Poison.s Committee. To us this report is the most

important and interesting document that has been pub-

lished for many years, and the whole of the evidence

is well worth perusing. Altogether, twenty-six witnesses

from different parts of the counti-y were examined.

Of these eight were connected with the Pharmaceutical Society,

and these, with the Coroner for East London, were all who
gave evidence opposing any alteration in the Pharmacy Acts m
regard to the distribution of poisons unless it be further i-estric-

tions thereon. Of course, this on the face looks overwhelming

and no wonder that the report is what it is. But no unbia.ssea

mind can possibly say that the report is just, because it is

strongly against the weight of evidence. The evidence of the

whole of the witnes-ses who fa.vour free trade in poisons can

be summed up to one man, and that is Mr. Alexander Cross,

M.P. Although he was a member of the Committee, there

is no doubt that the majority of the witnesses were men of his

own nomination, and they liad been coached by him for their

evidence ; and, to put it plainly, Mr. Cross wishes to take

money out of the chemists' pocket to put it in his own, lana

others of like business, under the cloak of it being a benefit

and convenience to the farmers, horticulturists, etc., through-

out the country. There is no doubt that Mr. Cross is a man
of great perseverance, and once he sets his mind on a certain

thing he will try hard to get it, and being a member of Parlia-

ment helps him very much in his various schemes. H© must

also have great influence with his colleagues ; but I think his

enthusiasm will carry him too far, then there will be a bursting

of the bubble. His methods for gaining "his ends are not con-

sistent, and he will make any number of misstatements to

gain his purpose. According to Mr. Cross, only about 2,00u

men have been registered since the passing of the Ph.-,rmacy

Act, 1868
;
and, in bringing evidence before his Committee to

speak to the enormous profits mad© by the poor pharmacist

out of weed-killers, slieep-dips, etc., be has forgotten to tell

the Committee that he at the present time manufactures an

ant-destroyer which is composed of about : Ai-senic, 1 oz.
;

honey and water to 10 oz. A plain bottle, mind you. It is

certainly labelled poison, but in small type, and chargers

2s. 6d. Formerly it was 12 oz., but the size has been reduced,

and not the price. Profits, indeed ! and then grumble at the

pharmacist's 20 per cent, and try to take that away. The

Society have on hand a pro,secution of Mr. Cross for the sale

of this same ant-destroyer, and sui-ely the attention of Parlia-

ment wiU be called to his tactics in obstructing the course oi

the law by flimsy objections. I have put these few facts

before you about Mr. Cross in order to show what type of

man we have to fight. Of course, all his arguments against

the Society will be taken up and refuted at the proper time.

And here, again, we have to face our disadvantage in not hav-

ing our own member, who could take up the gloves against Mr.

Cross on the floor of the House of Common.s. So much for

Mr. Cross, through whose influence the Committee sat. Now
for his witnesses. Who are they and what is their object?
This might be asked regarding the pharmaceutical witnessi^s,

and it may be said, and was implied by the questions asked,

that we as a body are trying to prevent others from selling

these poisonous sheep-dips, insecticides, etc., in order to reap

the pecuniary benefits. This we can admit to some extent, Init

Ave have studied to do it. And are we not charged by Act
of Parliament? The State practically said. If you go through

a certain course of study and qualify, w© will allow none but

men so registered under the Pharmacy Act to sell poisons.

Gentlemen, it is the Pharmacy Act itself as far as we are con-

cerned, and, whatever is said about it being for our own bene-

fits, it is, and has been, our legal right, given to us as educated

men for the good of the public, and, if there is any benefit,

we are the people to have it. Well, according to Mr. Cross,

we ought to submit quite gracefully to these restrictions being

taken away from us, so that he and Eds fellow seedsmen, iron-

mongers, etc., may reap any benefit tliere is at our expense.

The Evidence Before the Committee.

llie whole of the evidence for a third part of the Poisons

Schedule was based on the following re;usons :
—

•

(1) That the use of poisonous substances for agricultura'

and horticultural purposes having increased enormously

during the last few years, these articles should be sold by all.

(2) That there are not sufficient chemists in country dis-

tricts to supply the demand.

(3) That the prices charged by the pharmacists is more

than charged, by other dealers.

(4) That pharmacists are not competent to advise as to the

use of these articles, not being practical men.

(5) That so long as a poison is jJacked and sealed it does

not matter by whom it is distributed, and if there is any

danger it is the same.

(6) The inconvenience caused to purchasers by having to

sign for, and give particulars of use, when
,
purchased from a

pharmacist.

These are reasons that any of us can easily prove to have

no weight, and none of the witnesses by their evidence proved

it to be the case. A lot of it was hearsay evidence and ima-

gination. Only one coroner—the Coroner for North-East Lon--

don—was examined, and his evidence was strongly in favour of

increased restrictions on the sale of all poisons, further addi-

tions to Schedules 1 and 2, and that there is not the slightest

necessity for a third schedule. Of all men who know any-

thing about the dangers of and the carelessness of the public in

the handling of poisons, coroners can give most valuable evi-

dence, and times without number have they and their juries

passed riders to their verdict that the attention of the authori-

ties should be called to, and greater restriction passed upon,

the sales of poison. This has been overlooked for a purpose

in the selection of witnesses, and had more coroners been

called I think the report would have been dift'erent.

The Pharmaceutical Society came in for a lot of severe

criticism, but I can leave that to be dealt with by the

Society itself ; sufiice it to say that it was from persons who,
under the circumstances, were prejudiced. Much of the evi-

dence was instructive, and part of that given by Mr.
Whiffen, re the sale of poisons by many chemists in jugs and
wine and spirit bottles, etc., is greatly to' be deplored, and,

I trust, will be noticed by those who are guilty and straight-

way abolished. I must express my admiration for the able

manner with which Mr. Walter Hills has dealt with his

minority report. It indicates a clear mind and full con-

sideration of all the evidence, and is a. report of which
members of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

should be proud and grateful. I regi-et that ft was not
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Mcked by Professor Tilden, who has evidently forgotten is

Mma Mater, and by Dr. Stevenson, who knows how thoroughly

ihe Pharmaceutical Society has done its work for public and

State.

Messrs. Antcliffe, ArsxEK, and Jackson having taken

oart in a discussion on some of the points raised by Mr.

Squire, a vote of thanks was unanimously passed to that

fentleman.

It was also resolved that the Society agreed with the

ninority report of Mr. Walter Hills, and thanked him for ic.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY.

VISITS TO UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

By the kind invitation of Dr. Travers, the students of the

Pharmaceutical Society's School of Pharmacy were recently

ible to attend two very interesting lectures on

Liquefaction of Hydrogen,

it University College. There was a large attendance at each

neeting, and the demonstrations were thoroughly enjoyed by all

present.

Dr. Travebs began his first lecture by giving a practical

iemonstration of the method employed for measuring the tem-

peratures at which liquefied gases boil under ordinaiy atmu-

ipheric pressure. The bulb of a gas thermometer was firs^t sur-

•ounded with ioe, and the position of the mercury in the gauge

narked 273°. The bulb was next surrounded by liquid air, and

the position of the gauge noted, and the experiment was re-

peated with liquid hydrogen. Some striking experiments were

ihen made with the liquid hydrogen, which was contained in a

Dewar vacuum vessel, plugged at the mouth with wool. On
removing the plug of wool, the cold vapour of hydrogen
iscended into the air, producing clouds of condensed air. A
ittle of the liquid gas was poured into a. small glass bucket, sus-

pended by a copper wire ; the rapidly evaporating gas was
ighted, and burned steadily with an almo.st colourless flame,

vh'ih from tlie lower surface of the glass bucket drops of lique-

ied air fell upon the lecture table, showing the existence within

t few inches of one another of two extremes of temperature, one
ilJout +2000° C, and the other -243° C.

The next experiment showed the formation of solid hydrogen.
For this purpose a vacuum vessel, containing liquid hydrogen,
ffas enclosed in a second vacuum vessel of liquid air ; a rubber
:ork closed the mouth of the hydrogen vessel, which was then
jonnected to an air-pump, and the pressure reduced to a few
nillinietres of mercury. After some little pumping the hydrogen
set to a solid mass resembling ice ; the tube was then removed
rom the liquid air and inverted, to show that the hydrogen was in

reality solidified. The enthusiasm of the meeting reached a
jlimax at this point, many interested spectators pressing for-

ivard to gain a nearer view of the solidified gas.

At the second meeting Dr. Travers showed how liquid hydro-
;en could be utilised-for the separation of the least condensable
jases from atmospheric air. A ga.s-holder containing several

litres of air was connected by a three-way tap to a small gla.ss

sulb, which could also be put into communication with a vacuum
tube, attached to a mercury air-pump. The glass bulb was
Srst connected to the gas-holder, and was then surrounded with
liquid air. Air from the gas-holder rapidly condensed in the
t)ulb to a liquid ; the vessel of liquid air was next removed
»nd replaced by a vessel containing liquid hydrogen, which was
itself immersed in a vessel of liquid air. The condensed air in"

;he bulb rapidly solidified, and the bulb was put into communica-
aon with the vacuum tube into which the uncondensable gaseous
lielium and neon rapidly difi'used from the bulb. An electric ,

discharge from an induction coil was passed through the vacuum
tube, and when examined by a direct vision spectroscope, the

brilliant spectrum of helium was obsei-ved. The lecturer then

gave a brief account of the stages of the evolution of liis latest

apparatus for liquefaction of hydrogen. The actual apparatus

emploj'e<l was exliibited, as also was the first experimental piece

of apparatus which had been made bj'' Dr. Travers himself in

liis earlier attempts to produce liquid hydrogen in quantity.

At the conclusion of the second lecture Sir William Rams.\t

proposed that a hearty vote of thanks be given to Dr. Travers

for his most interesting lecture. He also supplemented the in-

formation Dr. Travers Iiad given about the difficulties that had

to be surmounted in devising tlie liquefying ajiparatus, and ex-

pLained how unweai-ying pei'severance and mechanical skill had

eventually removed all obstacles, so that if at any future time

liquid hydrogen should be required in large quantities for com-

mercial purposes, a suitable apparatus was ready for use.

ABERDEEN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday. March 4. 1903, at Robert Gordon's College,

Aberdeen.

The Secretary, ilr. John Cruickshank, in presenting his

annual report, which was adopted, mentioned that, in spite

of a slight falling oil in the membership, the meetings had
been better attended than usual. The Association had lost

during the year one of its oldest and most esteemed members,
Mr. John -JohiLstone, who had twice served a term as Presi-

dent, on the last occasion holding oflSce for nine consecutive

years. His counsel and advice would be greatly missed. Mr.
Cruickshank then intimated that he was about to resign the
office of Secretary. He expressed his appreciation of the un-

failing courtesy, kindness, and consideration which had been
extended to hun during the seven years he had held office.

The' Treasurer's report was adopted, it showing a cash
balance in the bank of £45 7s. 2d.

The Association's Sciiolarships.

The report of the Education Committee showed that the
successful competitors in the competition for the Association's

scholarships at Robert Gordon's College were John Riachj
apprentice with Mr. W. Wallace and Adam Findlay, who
served his apprenticeship with Mr. C. Simpson. The Com-
mittee had considered the following questions :

—

(1) The present regulations for registration as phar-
maceutical students and their effect on young men seek
ing to enter the business.

(2) The large percentage of failures at the Mnior Ex-
amination and. coupled with that, the reason why stu-
dents of considerable experience in pharmacy, and who,
besides. Have done good work, both in school and labora-
tory, so frequently fail to pass.

The Committee was of opinion that those questions de
.served further consideration, and requested a remit from the
Association to make full inquiry and submit a report there-
anent.

The report and recommendations of the Education Com
mittee were agreed to.

The following office-bearers were elected for the ensuing
year :—President. William Giles; Vice-President. A. L.
Bruce; .Secretary, John Black, 295, Rosemount Place; Trea-
surer, James Paterson.

Thereafter, the adjourned discussion was resumed on Mr.
Paterson's paper.

The Poison Laws : A Retrospect and Prospect,
which was published in the I'.J. of February 28, 1903. Most of
the members present took part in the discussion, and several
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interesting pointis were elicited during the debate. In the course

"f his reply, Mr. Patkeson said that the report of the " Poisons

Committee of the Privy Council " was detrimental to the best

interests of the chemist, was entirely antagonistic to the evi-

dence given before the Committee, and must be resisted with

the utmost vigour. He greatly deplored the want of

solidarity among chemists, and thought that the present cir-

cimastajices gave a unique opportunity for combination among
the craft. He advocated adhesion to the Pharmaceutical

Society, and to the various local association.?, with a view of

strengthening their defences and presenting an unbroken front

to a common enemy.

READING AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 12, 1903, at Beading College, Mr. E.

Cardwell, President, in the chair..

A paper was read by Mr. F. F. A. Tttnbbidge on

Electric Tramway Construction,

in which the broad principles governing the transmission of

power by electricity were first elucidated, the necessity for

the electric circuit being complete, and the action of the

dynamo and motor being illustrated by diagrams. The chief

point of difference between an electric tramway and other

electrical transmission was that the connection had to be

made with a moving vehicle, and it was in the various methods

of maintaining that connection that the difference lay between

the rival tramway systems. With the storage battery

system that difficulty was entirely got over, but the great

weight of the cars—about sixteen tons for forty passengers

—

and the fact that there were always half the cars being

charged rendered it too costly to be successful. The plan

of using the two separate rails, insulated from each other,

as the go and return, as in the little beach railway of Volk's

at Brighton, had many disadvantages, both electrical and
mechanical, and was out of the question for ordinary street

tramway work, as was also the third rail system, though per-

fect for a protected railway as the Central London, on
account of leakage in wet weather and danger of shocks to

the general public. After mentioning the stud contact system

—which in this country, at least, had not met with any real

success—the working of the underground, or slot, and the

overhead system were explained and diagrammatically illus-

trated. The underground system, while possessing the ad-

vantages of neat appearance and absence of poles or overhead

wires, cost at least twice as much to construct as the over-

head, and repairs were much more difficult and complicated.

The details of track-laying in the overhead system—which
was the one to be used for the Reading tramways now in

course of construction—were then fully described. The reason

for rail-bonding and the various methods ot carrying out the

process were explained with the aid of diagrams and specimens

of actual bonds used. A series of photographic lantern slides

were then exhibited, showing the various stages of the work,
from the initial opening up of the road to the final paving.

The methods of suspension of the trolley wire by span wires,

single and double arm-posts, were illustrated by photographs.

Specimens of span and trolley wire, section and span wire

insulators, suspension ears, crown, flexible, and plastic bonds,

and an interesting collection of photographs, etc., were kindly

lent by Messrs. Blackwell and Co., who are doing the over-

head construction of the Reading tramways, and it is to be

regretted that so few members of the Association were p'

sent and thus able to avail themselves of the opportunity o

examining at close quarters what, in the future, will only b
seen from a distance.

GRIMSBY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, March 10, 1903, at the Oiberon Hotel, Griiwhy,.

Mr. T. Sneath in the chair.

It was decided that the annual general meeting of the Asso-

ciation should be held on April 7, and that an excursion should:

be org.inised during the .summer.

Candidates for the Council.

Letters vrere read in support, respectively, of tlie candida-

ture of Mr. Walshaw and Mr. Pickering, at the forthcominj;

Council election, but it was dedded not to recommend any

candidates until the full list of candidates had been published.

Committee on Poisons.

Mr DEwma opened a discussion on the reports of the Com-

mittee on Poisons. In the course of the discussion general

dissatisfaction was expressed with the majority report, and

the meeting approved of the minority report written by Mr.

Walter Hills. A small emergency Committee was formed to-

watch tlie progress of pharmaceutical legislation, and to inter-

view local members of Parliament if it should be considered

necessary.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 12, 1803, at 73,- Newman Street, London^

W., Mr. A. Latbeille, President, in the chair.

The Seceetaet, Mr. W. Matthews, having read the minutes of

the previous' meeting, which were confirmed,

Mr. H. S. CoTJPLAND read a paper on

Fusion and Solidification.

Mr. Coupland at the outset apologised for offering a purely

theoretical paper, but his apology was quite unnecessary,

because by referring to familiar phenomena, and discussing

what takes place in certain operations which are frequently per-

formed, his paper was an exceedingly interesting one. Fusion,

die stated, was defined as the process of conversion of a solid

into a liquid ; its converse was solidification. He then explained

the molecular theory of matter, i.e., that the molecules of every

body are in a state of agitation, and went on to show how heat

converts a solid body into a liquid state. He next dealt with

the phenomenon of superfusion or suffusion, and showed that the

converse of superfusion is not known, as it appears impossible

to raise the temperature of a solid above its fusing point without

liquefaction taking place, unless the pressure be altered. He
described Beckmann's apparatus for registering the tempera-

ture of bodies at the normal fusing point—^the temperature at

which the solid and liquid are in equilibrium, i.e., can exist

permanently in contact, without affecting each other. He then

referred to freezing mixtures, explaining the action of salt on

ice, illustraiting his remai-ks by diagrams taken from Walker's

'Introduction to Physical Chemistry.' Mr. Coupland con-

cluded his paper with a description of the various theories

propounded to explain the motion of glaciers.

The Peesident thanked Mi. Coupland for his very interest-

ing paper, and a short discussion ensued, in which, most of the

members present took part.

The proceedings then terminated
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MIDLAND PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

I'hursday, March 12, 1903, at the Biniiingham University,

G. E. Pehrt in the chair.

Mr. E. \V. ;NL4NN read a paper on

Copaiba,

wliiehis printed in full at page 419.

A brief discussion followed, in which the President, Mr.

Ali ock, and Mr. Baeclat, took part.

Mr. F. H. Alcook next read the following

Chips from a Pliarmaceutical Worksliop.

.Syrup of Iodide of Iron.—A sample was shown, which

had been preserved for many montks in good condition by
the addition of a few drops of sulphurous acid. iHe did not

.suggest this as an introduction, but it went to show that, like

other reducing agents, such a-s hypophosphorous acid, it ensured

preser\^ation.

Ferrous Svlp/iatc.—The author referred to the preservation of

"ferrous sulphate solution by the same means, and found that for

ixU ordinary testing in the chemical laboratory it did not interfere.

Exsiccated Ferrous Sul2)hutc.—The addition of a small quantity

-of sulphuric acid to the salt ensured a product which responded
•well to the B.P. tests. A sample prepared many months ago
gave 96 per cent, of the mono-aqueous salt, and at the present

-time it still was well above the official standard of 92-5 per cent.

• Test for Iron in Sulphuric Acid.—The usual plan with
•students is, when examining a salt, whether organic or inorganic,

to add sulphuric acid and warm. During this test it was found
that with codeine a blue colour was produced. This was found
to ;be due to traces of iron in the acid, and the suggestion was
made that it would readily show the presence of this impurity
in the acid.

Phcnacetin Test.—It has been found that if a solution was
•shaken out with amylic alcohol, ether, or chloroform, and the
•solution evaporated, a residue was obtained which dissolved
,in water, and behaved very characteristically with alkalies,
.alkaline carbonate, and alkaline salts, forming a violet or purple
colour. This was obtained also with such salts as borax,
potassium cyanide, sodium carbonate, etc., and the indication
WHS -s^ery shai-p. On subsequently heating this violet-coloured
solution with acids, the yellow colour invariably returned, and,
unlike phenol-phthalein, it was not destroyed by 00^ nor by
organic acids.

Barium in Strontium Salts.~Tb.ere> was apparently some diffi-

•<uUy in eliminating this impurity, for it seemed to be generally
found in the laboratory salts. The medicinal salts, however,
>ere generally found to be quite free, or nearly so, fromi barium.

Tincture of Nux Fowica.—The author had found that by the
- Use of benzoline, or what was popularly called sweet benzine,
^he fat was very conveniently removed from this pre-
jparation before proceeding with the usual process of
4issay, and, in addition, he had found that the use of
pho.sphoric acid in the same acid strength as the sulphuric acid
S^ave a clearer and cleaner ferro-cyanide to the alkaloids than

: Ihe sulphuric acid.

Extraction of Alkaloids.—During an investigation having for
its object the amount of extract of belladonna in some pills, it

wa-s found that emulsification was s-o persistent that all usual
remedies failed in effecting a separation of the aqueous liquid
•and the immiscible solvent. Recourse was (had to the method
brought before the Association twelve montlis ago by the Presi-
dent, viz., the Bonnema process of milk analysis by the addi-
tion of tragacanth. This taking to itself the whole of the water,
the ethereal layer was .separated absolutely free from colour.
-Further washing was easily conducted and the process saved.

Calx Sulphurata.—There was considerable difficulty in obtain-

ing tliis preparation in small quantities of a strength of even so

poor a percentage as that demanded by the B.P., viz., 50 per

cent.

!?odium Arsenate.—It held been suggested to determine the

strength of the salt by the use of standard acid and methyl

orange, but this method would not be acceptable, and none

would be good which did not state the amount of the arsenic

radical present. Attention was drawn to the method suggested

in Sutton's 'Volumetric Analysis,' namely, the reduction of the

arsenate by hydriodic acid and subsequent determination either

of the free iodine liberated or the arsenious compound obtained.

The author showed an €xi>eriment he had made by putting

together .sodium arsenate and neutral bai-ium chloride solution,

and stated that when these were mixed together no immediate

effect was produced, but after a few minutes a beautiful pearly

crystalline precipitate made its appearance, settling out well,

and if this was found to be of a constant composition and easily

\ra.s'hed, it might serve as a gravimetric process. He pointed

out that the clear liquor on the addition of ammonium hydroxide

invariably caused a further precipitate.

Calumba.—Attention was directed to a sample of a root

which seemed to be just now a eommou adulterant, and

which, as had been i)reviously noted in the Pharmaceutical

Juiinial, contained a much greater amoimt of ash than was

present in the official root.

Gentian.—The author discussed the presence of starch in

powdered gentian, and said he had frequently met this, which

wr-s an abnoi-mal constituent. He showed a root which had been

fotmci to the extent of 10 per cent, in a 5-ton batch, which

seemed to be somewhat of the nature of scammony root. Perhaps

some such adulterant as this might be the cause of the occasional

presence of starch in gentian. Mr. Alcock added that in the

same batch there was about 1 per cent, of Calamus acorus

rhizome.

Extract of Gentian.—This, together with the extracts of camo-

mile and liquorice, had not Ibeen obtained from commercial

drugs in the proportion usually stated in the books, and in-

vestigation had shown that in all cases the liquorice and the

gentian had not been sold as B.P. i^owders, but were intended

for horse powders. This went to show that when the retailer or

thi experimentalist desired these things it was necessary for

him to state B.P. The deficiency in the camomile was traced

to a curious origin. In the concave receptacle of the flower

heads of the camomile, whidh is usmHy solid, it was
observed when the yield was low that this portion had become
the home of a maggot, which, having eaten out the whole of the

centre, passed to others, and so throughout the ma-ss. This

curiosity would always be detected, because when the flower-

head was picked up the florets fell away. No doubt this sample

could be used for the preparations of volatile oil, but it could

not be used for making extract or other preparations.

Powdered Guaiacum.—Samples which he had met with were
found to contain as much as 17 per cent, of debris, chiefly woody
fibre, which would have to be taken into account if the prepara-

tion was used, say^ for a tincture. Complaint was made of

this, and it would seem that in powdered guaiacum no standard
was fixed for the amount of debris. A favourable sample was
considered to Ibe 8 to 10 per cent. The ash of all that he had
examined was normal.

Extractum Hyoscyami.—During the pa.st few weeks he had re-

ceived from an old student six well-formed cubical crystals,

which weighed together 0^42 Gm., the largest being about
0-1, and the smallest 0^05 Gm. In ilie letter sent .with them
it was stated that they had been picked out from this extract,

and the suggestion was made that possibly they were hyoscya-

mine. Tbey looked so fine that it was thought they had better

be shown to the meeting first, and examined afterwards.
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roiahred Ergot.—One sample contained 55 per cent, of

l:i^oi^^tul't . and the ash amounted to II' 1 per cent. It was,

therefore, not wi.se to keep the article in powder. The harder
coat of tlie whole drug protected it from absorption of moisture

and the ravages of acari. In the whole state the moisture was
found to be 11-57, and the ash 5-5 per cent.

Discussion.

Mr. JoHX Baeclat said, with regard to the preservation of

syrup of iodide of iron, that the addition of a preservative

could Hot at present be allowed until official sanction had been
given to it. He favoured tlie use of a strong liquor and dilution

as required. He had not found any difficulty in prei>aring ex-

siccated sulphate of iron when prepared in a water bath, and
with patieucf. especially if he began with a coarse powder.
As to the nux vomica, ihe prefeiTed to remove the oil from the
seeds by a suitable solvent, and then sub.sequent treatment in

the assay of the tincture was not necessary. He suggested that tlie

presence of .starch in gentian, seeing that it was not far removed
from gentian sugar, might be due to some condition of the root
when collected. The camomile flower illustration was some-
tliing like tliat obtained in the fig fruit, and the depasit wa.s no
doubt made by the female insect in the flower when the flower
was still young. With regard to the presence of crystals in the
extract of hyoscyami, he said this could not be an alkaloid.

Mr. LowTHER also spoke.

The rRESiDBNT contributed a

Note on Compound Tincture of Gentian,

which is printed in full at page 420.

In the course of discussion, Mr. Alcock said it would be better
to adopt the principle he suggested on a former occasion
(vide P.J. [4], 11, 415), of anaking all compound tinctures by
adding a simple tincture in the proper proportion. He felt sure
that a better preparation would be obtained, although he was
quite aware that it would entail additional expenditure.

Mr. J. Poole did not favour Mr. Alcock's suggestion, and
said he thought that when a prescription containing several

compound tinctures was ordered, the trouble of calculation
would not make the principle accejitable.

Til 5 meeting concluded with the customary votes of thanks.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

On Wednesday, ilarch 11, in the Pharmaceutical Society's

House, 36, York Place, Edinburgli, Mr. J. W. Plendeeleith,

President, in the chair.

Mr. Archibald Cueeie gave a most interesting and instruct-

ing lecture on

Some Bacteria, Toxins, and Antitoxins.

After a historical introduction, the lecturer dealt with tlie

functions, occurrence, shape, and multiplication, methods of

cultivation and enumeration, isolation and identification o^

species, and the relationship of bacteria to disease. He then

described the formation and action of toxins, and the production,

standardisation, and action of antitoxins.

Mr. John Hutcheon next read

Some Notes on the B.P. Syrups.

The author sugge-sted that in the case of all the syrups of the

Pharmacopceia the specific gravity should be given as a means
of checking the accuracy of a class of preparations wliioh did not

readily admit of any other standardisation.

On the motion of the Chaiejiax, Messrs. Currie and Hutcheon
were cordially thanked for their communications.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, March 12, 1903, at the Roebuck Hotel. Stoke-on-

Trent, Mr. J. Averill, Pre.sident, in the chair.

A letter was read from the Staffs County Council supporting
their inspector in the matter of the recent mercurj- ointment
prosecutions.

Mr. G'hallinor, Fenton, was pi-oposed as a member of the
As.sociation.

Ml-. Walshaw's election address was brought before the meet-

ing and read, and, after discussion, it was decided to leave the

matter for the present.

Mr. Ernest M. Mellor read a paper, entitled

The Report of the Committee on Poisons—A Criticism.

He pointed out that only one actual and disinterested

user of poisonous articles used in agriculture or horti-

culture was examined. Impartial evidence was of primaiy

importance, but this the Committee did not appear

to have realised. Mr. Crawford, the head of the

Intelligence Department of the Board of Agriculture, had
said that if the grievance had been generally felt the Board of

Agriculture would have heard more about it. He could not say

whether the demand for change was a consumer's demand or a

manufacturer's demand. Mr. Whiffen, another witness, could

not say that two sets of competing sellers, qualified and un-

qualified, would be an advantage. Another witness on the

agriculturists' side did not see that a signature an the poison

register for such poisons as arsenic would make known to the

purchaser that he was handling dangerous goods. From these

and other salient points brought out in the evidence for and

against alteration of the present laws on the ground of (1)

inconvenience to farmers, (2) expense incurred by them, the

author was forced to the conclusion, put so tei«ely by Mr.

Walter Hills in his admirable minority report, that " the evi-

dence is not convincing that under the present conditions any

serious practical inconvenience has been es^rienoed by the

bond-fide user in obtaining supplies of poisonous compounds for

the use of agriculture and horticulture." As regards expense,

the fact that the Committee did not say that they find that

existing regulations enhance the price might be taken as

indicating that the attack along that line had utterly failed.

As, however, the Committee seemed to have practically

ignored the actual buyers and users of the compounds under

consideration, and seeing that they might be considered to be in,

or very near to, the West Midland district, to which Mr. Bowen
Jones referred, he had mad© inquiries as to the opinions held by

a large number of the principal farmers and horticulturists in

the Uttoxeter dist'-ict of the Dove Valley, with which he was

well acquainted and which might be taken as typical English

agricultural land. The farmers, some of whom w^re

also horticulturists, one and all said they had no

difficulty in getting sheep-dip, weed-killer, etc.. and

certainly preferred going to the chemist for dt. One
farmer volunteered the statement that an ironmonger would not

know how to advise the use of sheep-dip so well as a chemist.

(He expected verbal advice, although sheep-dips were at the

present time fully labelled. ) All agreed that no advantage would

ai-ise, and possibly much mischief might be done, if unqualified

men were authorised to deal with poisons. They did not desire

any change in this district, and would not make any if they

could. The author had written to several jiersons, whose

replifts were read to the meeting. As regards ' horti-

culture on a large scale, Mr. E. Oilman, head gai'dener

of the Earl of Shrewsbury's estates, wrote from Alton

Towers as follows:—"I u.s-e a big lot of weed destroyer and

insecticides, and have no difficulty in getting them." The head

gardener to a Cabinet Minister wrote saying he thought the
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estrictions should remain as at present. W'th regard to the

langer to public safety, the Committee passe-d iver the evidence

if Dr. Wynn Westcott, representing- the Coroners' Society,

,nd other evidence calling for increased rath-^i than diminished

estrictions. In further pursuit of the utih:a.<ied expression

if opinion by those who oould speak with Authority on the

ubject, the author had also Avrittea to the coroners of

he Xorth-Eastem Disitrict of Staffordshire, and of the Stafford

)istrict. whose districts were piu'ely agricultural ; to Dr. B.

lej-wood Herbert aaid Dr. Thomas Bamford. of Uttoxeter,

ledical practitioners of long experience. J.nd high standing,

rith large and far-reaching ctmntry praictices ; and l istly, but

ot of least importance, in order to ascei-tiin the feeling of the

lolice, who are very closely interested in nh* proceeding.s, to

!aptain the Hon. G. A. Anson, Chief Con^st.able of Stafford-

bire. All the replies were read to tlie meeting, and were

ivourable to further restrictions being [)Uci?-d on the sale

f jx)isons and against the proposed rekxations. The

hief Constable of Stafford stated th.ir though sheep-

ips, etc., were already purchased in such l ir^e r|uantities that

Dy person who wished to make a criminal u.se of them could

0 so without difficulty, he thought that is reaard.s accidontal

oisoning the easier the saJe the more risk tiic-re was of aeci-

ents. " So long as the trade is coiidiuctsd under restrictions

nd only through chemists and druggi.sts, I think people are

kely to realise the necessity of treating th^© dip* as dangerous,

ut if they could buy them anywhere familiarity might breed

)ntempt." The author of the paper ooncludied by advocating

je employment by the Pharmaceutical Society of paid in-

)ectors for detecting the sale of poisons by unregistered i>ersons.

DiscrssioN.

The Ch.urman proposed a he<irty vote^ of thanks to !Mr.

[ellor for the trouble he had taken in <>btj,iaing the opinions

; various representative gentlemen, such j.s coroners, doctors,

B. In respect of the Poisons Report, he espre.-sed his appre-

ation of the admirable wcrk and minority .report of Mr. W.
ills, and felt that the chemists of the countiy were much in-

;bted to him for his services.

Mr. CoKxwELL (Vice-President) seconded, the vote.

>L-. Haxkinsox (Uttoxeter) .supported the mdtion, and said

1 could not help tlunking that the case before the Committee,

cm their point of view, had been very ba.Aly prepared. When
ley boiled down the list of the witnesses bh->y found very few

ho were unbiassed.

Mr. Blades (Leek) suggested that the^ sin^uld form a sub-

immittee to watch this threatened Bill and call the generiii

)dy of all chemist* together in the district to support the

ssociation in their efforts. He thought also that they might

)pToaoh Mr. Hanbury and explain mattetw.

The President thought that all who could should approach

leir M.P.'s on the subject.

Mr. Edmund Joxe.s said if other as.«oci.j.tiot".j would do what
r. MeUor had done (that was, elicit information from coroners

id others in their respective districts), tiiey would obtain

ich 1 mass of evidence as would tell, h-e thought, very strongly

[ainst Mr. Cross and those who joined vf^ith him in pressing

rward alterations of the poisons law. He thought that the

idence of the very serious cases of poisoning that have oc-

ired owing to incompetent and unqualifitvi dispensers in the

spen.saries of doctors dming the past, year or two would
irtle the House of Commons and terrify them into opposing

ly recommendations of this chiracter from Mr. Cross. Mr.
:oss was evidently bidding for the support of the members
r Scotland, where they kept open shop. Other ai^sociatious

the country, after reading Mr. Mellor's p-iper, would, no
lubt, take the oue given there and would obtain similar; in-

rmation from representative saurces, (vhicir -.vmtld add con-

siderably to their opposition to the leport of the Poisons Com-
mittee in the House of Commons.
The vote to Mr. Mellor was enthusiastically cirried. and

Mr. Edmund Jones's suggestion n the committee lieing- com-

po.sed of the whole Xoith Staff's Association was accepted by

the company and carried.

The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

The Ch.urman then referred to the draft Pharmacy Bill

which was brought' fonvaid in 1901. The North Staff.s Associa-

tion, he explained, had already approved the Bill and passed

a resolution urging the Council to proceed with it as soon as

liossible.

After a few remarks by Mr. Corxwell,

Mr. EoMrxD Joxes suggested that a resolution should be

pa.ssed to the effect that this Association approved of the

Council's decision to introduce a draft Phamiacy Bill into

Pa.rliament at tiie earliest possible opportunity.

This was agreed to. and the remainder of the evening was

spent socially.

PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL SMOKING CONCERT.

Wedne.sday, Mai'ch 11, 1905, at Stone's Restaurant, Ludgate

Circus, Mr. T. H. W. Tdbis, J.P., L.C.C., in the chair, sup-

ported by Messrs. Glyn-Jones, A. C. Wootton, and others. The

attendance was good, and the programme better ; in fa<;t, the

entertainment was a very decided success. The humorous songs

were niuch applauded, Me.ssrs. Vernon, Bourne, and W. J.

Dennis gaining much applause. At the close a vote of thanks

to the Chairman was accorded musical honours. All present

were invited to attend the next meeting of the Association, at

St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, on the 25th. when Mr. F.

Noad Clark would be giving a lecture and j)ractical demonstra-

tion on photomicrography, in fact, all dispensers in public

in.stitutions were invited

NOTTINGHAM AND NOTTS CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, March 11. 1903, at the Mikado Cafe, Long Row,

Nottingham, Mr. R. FitzHugh, J.P., President, in the chair.

Mr. A. RU.S.SELL Be.vnet, F.C.S.. read a paper, illustrated

by lantern slides, on

Some Modern Methods of Standardising Drugs.

Mr. Bennet rapidly sketched tho rapid advances made in

methods of standardisation during the last twenty or thirty

years, before which standardised preparations were practically

unknown. Physiological, as well as chemical, standardisation

was alluded to.

Messrs. A. Ebeklix, Beilby, and others, liaving taken pnvt

in a discussion on the paper,

The President moved, and the Vice-President, Mr. T. W.
Wilson, .seconded, a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Bennet for his

paper.

GT. YARMOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Thm-sday, March 12, 1903, at the Star Hotel, Mr. W. Shep-

pard Poll, President, in the chair. The fourth annual dinner was

held on this occasion, and there was a full muster of members.

A capital dinner was provided, and after the loyal toasts had

been duly honoured, Mr. J. S. Shearman proposed "The
Association." The President and Secretabt briefly replied,

and a most enjoyable evening was spent.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Informatiou required by readers will be published in tliis column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulae
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope tor reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Unstamped Proprietary Medicine (G. M.—86/27).—If dis-

pensed alone the preparation must be duly stamped. Note
that we cannot undertake to reply by post.

Colouring Matter (C. 0. W.—86/28).—It appears to be a
water-soluble aniline dye, probably chrysoidine. Tlie colouring
agent used mast be one which will not become pink in the
presence of acid.

Life Membership Fee (J. H. B. W.—188/20).—As the plan
you suggest is not feasible, your letter is not published. It is

an open question whether compulsory membership would be in
the best interests of the Society.

Black Colour (W. W. J.—86/29).—An oil-soluble aniline black
will probably serve the required purpose. Write to Messrs.
Williams Bros, and Co., Hanworth Eoad, Hounslow, Middlesex,
stating what you require and asking for samples.

Text-Books (W. R. H.—86/26).— (1) You cannot well improve
upon the list of books you mention, but you may find it desir-

able to add to it later. (2) The new Histological Microscope
offered by Messrs. F. Darton and Co., 142, St. John's Street,

Clerkenwell, E.C., or the Model Histological Microscope supplied
by Mr. C. Baker, 244, High Holborn, London, W.C., ought to

meet your requirements. Write to both firms for particulars.

White Oils (F. C. A.—86/25).—Add a grain of camphor and
ten drops of tincture of opium to each tablespoonful of any of

the recognised formulae, such as you will find at page 87 of

Beasley's ' Druggist's Receipt Book,' or at page 521 of ' Pharma-
ceutical Formulas.' The practice of recommending for

veterinary purposes an oil or compound for both internal and
external employment should not be encouraged by the pharma-
cist who does not wish to be classed with the quack medicine
vendor.

TRADE NOTES.

Nestle's Food.—We are informed that Mr. Henri Nestle has
addressed a circular letter to chemists, offering new and advan-
tageous terms for the sale of his infants' and invalids' milk
food. Should any of our readers not have received this cir-

cular, they can have copies on ipplication to 46, Cannon Street,

London, E.G.

A Dry-Closing Cachet Machine. — Messrs. Glover and Co.,
Goodge Street, W., are offering a dry-closing cachet machine,
the special feature of which is, as the name implies, that no
application of moisture is required in closing the cachets—an
obvious advantage when dark coloured powders are being used.
The machine, which is very simple and compact, is made in two
sizes, the prices being 12s. 6d. and 21s. respectively.

Messrs. Evans Sons Lescher and Webb, Limited, Liverpool
and London, send particulars and price-lists of the products of

the Liverpool Institute of Comparative Pathology, for which
the firm are .sole agents. In addition to the specially-prepared

glycerinated vaccine lymph, Messrs. Evans Sons Lescher
and Webb, Limited, are prepared to supply anthrax vaccine,

mallein, tuberculin, virus for rats and mice, etc.

A Chemist's Label Writer.—Messrs. George Glover and Co.,

Goodge Street, London, W., are introducing the " Signir

Apparates," devised by Pharmaceuten J. Pospisil, of Almutz

(Milhren). This apparatus is intended for use by chemists ia
printing their own labels for stock and shop bottles, and other
similar purposes. The method of procedure is very simple and
easily understood, the entire apparatus consisting of a few
stencils, a long brush with bristles at each end, two tablets of
colouring matter—red and black, and two small sponges, each
in a metal receptacle with cover. The whole is enclosed in a
small folding box, which, when closed, has the appearance of a
well-bound book, the cost of the apparatus is only 12s. 6d.

Perfection Enema.—Messrs. Maw Son and Sons, of Alders-
gate Street, E.G., have always been identified with numerous
improvements in eiifmas, and their latest pattern has many
advantages. To commence with, the round fancy cardboard
box, which can be supplied in various colours, is not only
more attractive in appearance than the ordinary box, but its

i';hape prevents the tubes from becoming kinked when not in

use. Another improvement is that the delivery valve beinjj

placed at the extreme end of the tube, it is easy of access, all

that is required being the removal of the bone rectum pipe,

and the valve can then be detached and repaired when neces-

sary. These enemas are supplied in the fancy cardboard boxes
alluded to at 40s. 6(1. per dozen.

BIRTHS.

Bain.—On March 14, 1903, at Penzance House, Bridge of Allan,

the wife of John Bain, Pharmaceutical Chemist, of a daughter

Park.—On March 12, 1903, at 23, Mutley Plain, Plymouth,
the wife of C. J. Park, Pharmaceutical Chemist, of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.

Blaker—Watt.—On February 4, 1903, at Cradock, Cape Colony,
Ernest James Blaker, M.P.S., Medhurst, Sussex, England, to

Nurse Anna ]\Iary Watt, Fraserboro', Aberdeen, Scotland.

DEATHS.

Michell.—On February 7, 1903, Thomas Guy Michell, Chemist
and Druggist, St. Austell. Aged 77.

Mill.—On March 17, at his residence, Hill House, Arbroath,
William Andson Mill, Chemist and Druggist. Aged 66. Mr.
Mill served his apprenticeship with the late Provost Shield,

Arbroath, and after passing his examination, was for some time
an assistant with Messrs. Duncan and Flockhart, Edinburgh,
but was soon assumed as partner of Mr. Shield. In his younger
days Mr. Mill was a keen sportsman and volunteer, and &
strong and expert swimmer.

Pearce.—On March 16, Percy Pearce, Chemist and Druggist,

Edmonton. Aged 67.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ai.L Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned it not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, an^
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses*

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.
Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

IiETTERS. NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Alcock*

Ashford, Barrie, Betty. Blakes, Braithwaite, Bromley, Brown, Clarke,

Coleman. Evans, Fordliam, Frank, Gibson, Gilmour, Hallaway,

Hanbury, Heap. Henry, Hill, Hopkins, Hues, Johnson, Jones, Kelly,

Lewis, Matthews, Mellor, Merck, Milne, Morgan, Palmer, Perry, Pilcher.

Playfoot, Priestley, Ransom, Rigby, Row, Samuel, Squire, Taplin, Tocher,.

Turner, Wain, Whineray, Wilson.
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Pharmacy and the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Determination of Plienois in Medicinal Preparations.

E. Barral employs the following method for the detection of

phenols in medicinal substances. A quantity of the substance,

containing approximately 0*20 to 0-30 Gm. of phenols, is

introduced into a 150-200 C.c. tubulated retort, with 75 C.c. of

water, and 2-3 C.c. of HCl. Distillation is then conducted until

40 to 50 Co. of distillate has been obtained. Another 40-50 C.c.

of Water is then introduced into the retort, and distillation re-

peated as before. Generally these two distillations will suffice

to remove aU the phenols, but to ensure this the second dis-

tillate should be set aside, and a third collected, a portion of

this being tested with bromine water. If it give indications

of the presence of phenol a fourth distillation will be necessary.

When phenols of high molecular weight are present these may
collect in the tube of the condenser or in the receiver. If this

occur the sublimate must be washed down with a small jet of

water. Any solid particles of phenol may be collected on a

tared filter, washed with water, dried over H2SO4, and weighed.

This will give the amount of insoluble phenols. The filtrate and
washings from which these have been separated are then treated

with excess of bromine water. After allowing the mixture to

stand for twenty-four hours the precipitated bromo-phenols are

collected on a tared filter. The dried precipitate is washed with
a little water, , dried over H.JSO4, and finally weighed. The
amount of bromine in these bromophenols is determined in the

usual manner as silver bromide after heating them to redness

with lime. The difference between 79/80 of the weight of

bromine found and that of the bromo-phenols gives

the amount of soluble phenols, assuming the phenols to be pre-

cipitated as mono-bromo-phenols. This weight added to the

weight of insoluble phenols gives the total phenols present.

—

Journ. Pharm. Chim. [7], 17, 98.

LsvO'Camphene in Lemon Oil.

This terpene, which was previously stated by Schimmel and
Co. to be a constituent of lemon oil, has now been definitely

isolated in a tolerably pure state by the chemists of the London
Essence Company.

—

C. cC D., 62, 476.

Amidol to Detect Ammonia in Water.

Manget and Marion find that diamidophenol or amidol gives

a yellow colour with solution of ammonia, and the reaction,

being extremely delicate, can be used to determine colorimetri-

caUy very minute quantities of ammonia, the colour being
easily seen even in a dilution of 1 in 1,000,000 parts. The
intensity of coloration is much superior to that obtained with
Nessler's reagent.

—

Armales de Chimie Anal., 8, 83.

Measurement of Low Temperatures.
To illustrate the differences obtained in measuring the same

temperature with thermometers filled with difierent gases,

Travers gives his results for the boiling point of oxygen and
hydrogen on the scale of various thermometers —

Oxygen b.p. (He) 90°-20, (H) 90°-10, (N) 89°-5, (0) 89°-0

Hydrogen b.p. (He) 20°-41, (H) 20°-22.

These results are in agreement with Callendar's calculations
based on a consideration of the physical properties of hydrogen
and helium, according to which the boiling point of hydrogen
on the absolute scale should beO° l lower than the boiling point
as given by a hydrogen thermometer, and 0° 1 higher than that
given by a helium thetmometer.—Nature, 67, 421.

Voc. 70. (PouBTH Sebies, Vol. 16.) No, 1709.

Oily Collyria.

Terson draws attention to the superiority of an oily solution

of eserine over the aqueous solution commonly used in

ophthalmic practice. He found it to be effectual when an

aqueous solution gave unsatisfactory results, and, if properly

prepared, to be well tolerated even if used continually over long

periods. The oil used should be previously washed with

alcohol to remove free fatty acids, then sterilised by heat ; the

eserine (free alkaloid) is dissolved in a little ether, which is

added to the oil, and the whole warmed until the ether is

evaporated. The oily solution is said not to become coloured

and to remain quite sterile if carefully preserved. Oily solu-

tions of other medicaments do not appear to possess much
advantage over aqueous solutions.

—

Bull, des Sciences Pharma-
cologique, 1902, 330 (Partie Professionelle).

Glycerin Test for Phenol in Creosote.

R. Michonneau finds that by dissolving creosote in glycerin

treating with water, and washing the creosote reliberated with

more water, a useful indication is afforded, by the lessening

of the volume of creosote thus treated, of the presence of

phenol. The test is thus applied :—15 C.c. of creosote are mixed
in a graduated tube with 5 C.c. of glycerin. The mixture is

shaken, and when solution is complete sufficient water is added

to bring the volume to 50 C.c. After thorough agitation, the

emulsion formed is allowed to separate, the volume of th&

separated creosote is read off, the supernatant liquid decanted,,

and replaced by a fresh addition of water up to the 50 C.c.

mark. Agitation, separation, and reading are repeated, and a

third washing with water is made, in a similar manner, after

decanting the second. 15 C.c. of pure creosote thus treated

separated from the second and third washing 14-3 C.c. of insoluble-

matter; the same creosote containing 10 percent, of phenol only

read 13-5 C.c. for the separation of the third washing. A mixture-,

of 20 per cent, of phenol with the creosote gave 15 Co. at the

third washing, and one with 40 per cent, of phenol only 12 C.4.

It is evident, therefore, that the method gives useful data for

the detection and approximate determination of the presence o£

phenol in creosote.

—

Joxirn. Pharm. Chim. [7], 17, 161.

Changes in Chloroform.

The opinion has often been expressed by English surgeons

who have visited German hospitals, that in Germany the use of

anaesthetics is not well understood. Very often narcosis is-

incomplete and patients are held by force, the German anses-

thetist being so highly scientific and well versed in the dangers

of chloroform administration—at least from an academic stand-

point—that he hesitates to utilise its beneficent properties to

the fullest possible extent. It is significant that several papers-

have appeared in current journals in Germany dealing with the

purity of ether and chloroform, and in some cases elaborate

processes are suggested for their purification, most of which
would appear quite unnecessary from experience in this

country, where the administration of anaesthetics is taught

upon essentially practical principles, and less attention is paid

to pharmacological experimental work. E. Falk publishes a
paper to show that the passage of oxygen through chloroform,

as in certain methods of chloroform administration, produces'

chemical changes in that fluid. He states that after the passage

of the gas for twenty minutes changes could be recognised in

the residual chloroform, in some cases hydrochloric acid, and in

others an acid having reducing properties being recognised, the
quantity produced being £;reater the higher the temperature
and the degree of illumination in the room.— D. med. Woch.^

1902, 862; through Chem. Zeit. Bep., 1902, 344. .

C
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Reaction for Peach-Kernel Oil.

A. Ghwolles thus modifies Kreis's test for the presence of

peach-kernel oil in almond oil. An equal volume of the oil to

be tested is' poured on fuming HNO3 sp. g. 1-4 ; then a like

volume "of a 1:1000 ethereal solution of phloroglucin is added.

The whole is well shaken. Peach-kernel oil gives a deep rasp-

berry red colour, inclining to violet. Almond oil, however,

gives only a faint rose tint. By comparing the tint given by
the reagent with pure almond, with that given by a suspected

sample, an admixture of 10 per cent, of peach-kernel oil may be

readily detected.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 109, after Chem. Zeit.

Cetraric Acid.

0. Hesse stated in 1898 that the cetraric acid, originally

isolated from Cetraria islandica by Knop and Schnedermann
in a crystallised form, was not actually present as such in the

plant, but was a decomposition product of another acid, proto-

cetraric acid, which was split up into cetraric and fumaric acid.

Previous to this Hilger and Buchner had failed to obtain Knop
and Sohnedermann's crystalline acid, but soon afterwards Zopf

asserted the correctness of the original workers. Reinvestigating

the subject, 0. Simon finds that the statements of Knop
Schnedermann and Zopf are correct, and that cetraric acid

exists in the free state in the plant. It crystallises in white,

bitter, silky, needles, having the composition C20H18O9. It is a

dibasic acid forming acid salts with monovalent alkalies, but

neutral salts with the bivalent alkaline earths. In addition to

this, fumaric acid was found to be present in the ether wash-

ings of the alcoholic extract of cetraric acid. In the ethereal

extract of the original plant, another acid, CigHjoOg, was isolated,

to which the name protocetraric acid was given, although it is

quite distinct from the acid so called by 0. Hesse, that being,

according to Simon, a mixture of true proto-cetraric, cetraric and

fumaric acids.

—

Archiv. der Pharm., 240, 521,

Ephedrine.

Nagai examined Ephedra vulgaris in 1878, and isolated

therefrom the alkaloid ephedrine. Merck found that th

plant also contained another base isomeric with ephedrine

which he named pseudo-ephedrine. Nagai, Ladenburg, Oel-

schlaegel, and Merck attributed to ephredine the constitution

—

' CsHj-CHa-CH-CHa-OH

NH-CHg
and to pseudo-ephedrine that of

CeHs - CH OH - OH- CHg

. NH-CHs

The author has re-examined ephedrine, using for his research

the base prepared by Merck. It is found to present no
characters of an aldehyde or ketone. It gives a mono-acetyl

derivative when the hydrochloride of the base is acetylised.

The free base gives a dibenzoyl compound with benzoyl

chloride, which melts at 115°-116° C. It, therefore, contains

one hydroxyl group and an NH group ; since it forms a nitre

compound it must be regarded as a secondary base. With
methyl iodide it gives two methyl derivatives, methyl-ephe-

drine, C10H14CH3NO, and the iodomethylate of methyl-ephe-

drine, from which the quaternary base

—

/CH3
CcHioOHN^gg'^

is liberated on treatment with moist silver oxide. The double
platinum-ephedrine hydrochloride has the m.p. 186° after

drying at 100° C. Its formula is (CioHi3NO-HCl)2PtCl<.—
Arehiv., 240, 481.

Test for Bile in Urine.

The following modification of Huppert's reaction for the

presence of bile in urine, which is much more sensitive than

the original test, is due to Nakayama. Five C.c. of the urine is

treated with an equal volume of 10 per cent. BaCU solution and

centrifugated. The precipitate is collected and boiled with

2 C.c. of alcoholic solution of Fe2Cli„ made by dissolving Pe.jCl,;

4 Gm. in a mixture of HCl, 1 Gm., and alcohol, 95 per cent., 99

Gm. In the presence of bile the boiled liquid assumes a bright

green or bluish-green colour which, on the addition of fuming

HNOa, passes to violet, then to red. This reaction will show

the presence of 1 : 1,200,000 of bile.

Microscopical Examination of Coal.

P. Netolitzky has devoted considerable attention to the

microscopical examination cf powdered coal, anthracite, lignite,

and animal as well as vegetable charcoal. The best means for

making the powder sufficiently transparent for examination

was to mix it with three times its weight of potassium chlorate,

add fuming nitric acid and warm on the water bath to 75° or 85^

C, keeping the mixture as much as possible in direct sunlight.

This treatment may be repeated if necessary. Lignite was thus

made to show its coniferous origin ; coal and anthracite yielded

less favourable results. Animal charcoal generally showed

indications of its source, as did also the ash obtained from it.

Vegetable charcoals could be identified and the wood from

which they had been prepared determined, provided they were

not too finely powdered. The distinguishing features of some

of the commoner varieties are detailed for the use of those

interested in the subject.

—

Pharm. Post, 36, 17.

Anthesterin.

Professor T. Klobb, of Nancy, has extracted from camomile

flowers a phytosterin, to which he has given the name of

anthesterin {Bull, des Sc. Pharmacolog. [5], 1, p. 6-10), As

long ago as 1884 Naudin extracted by means of petroleum

ether a hydrocarbon fusible at 64°, having the formula, CwH-io,

to which he gave the name of anthemene, and another body

fusible at 188-189°, which was not further examined (Bull. Soc.

Chim., 1884, 41). E. Annerman obtained a waxy substance

melting at about 130°, which was apparently a mixture of the

two bodies already mentioned, and a little fatty matter {Avier,

Journ. Pharm., V. 63). The second substance has been

further examined by Klobb, who obtained it by treating the

flowers with cold petroleum ether (35-70°) and concentrating the

solution by distillation until it forms a mass of crystals on cooling,

the greater part of the anthemene remaining in solution. The

crude anthesterin thus obtained is converted into benzoate

and the benzoate decomposed by saponification. Thus obtained

it corresponds to the formula CorHihO or C20H50O. It is very

soluble in benzene, chloroform, acetone, and acetic ether, bat

slightly soluble in methylic alcohol. It gives the following

reactions :— (1) With cold sulphuric acid an orange red color-

ation. (2) With sulphuric acid and 1 per cent, of nitrous acid

or nitrite of sodium a red-brown colour, which on contact with

air turns to reddish purple. (3) On evaporating with a little

hydrochloric acid and perchloride of iron, and adding chloro-

form, a violet coloration is obtained. (4) On dissolving in

anhydrous acetic acid and adding sulphuric acid to the liquid

kept cool, it gives a purple coloration like permanganate. With

the Salkowski-Hesse reagent (addition of sulphuric acid to the

chloroformic solution) the chloroform is not coloured, but the

subjacent liquid takes gradually at first an orange colour, then

red-brown, with a green fluorescence. The yield of the crude

anthesterin is only 2-4 Gm. to 2 7 Gm. per kilogramme of

flowers.
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ON THE USE OF THE BUCHANAN ABSOLUTE WEIGHT
HYDROMETER.*

BV ANDREW KING, F.I.C.

This instrument was designed by Mr. J. Y. Bucshanan, in

tlie Chemical Laboratory of the University of Edinburgh, in

1872, for u.se in the "Clialleiiger" Expedition. Originally, a serie.s

of six weights was nsed. The first and lighte.st of these was a

.small table, which was placed on the top of the stem, and which
acted as a resting-place for the others. The stem was divided

longitudinally into 100 ilm. If the iiu>trament floated without

MIX weight at 0 'Mm. in distilled water, <m placing the table

on the stem it floatedi at about 95. Only one observation

was made per sample of water, excepting in those cases when
with weight No. .4 it read near 0, then No. 5 was used, and a

reading got near 100. Those weights were not adjusted to any
multiple of the gramme. They were made of convenient dis-

placing weight, and then weighed exactly. Verj- early in the

cruise Mr. Buchanan found the importance of unvarying tem-

perature, and after he returned home he adopted the principle

of multiple readings, which has now develojMd into the I'egular

series of nine readings. Also he has now departed entirely from

the practice of making a table of volumes for all ordinary

atmospheric temperatures. Definite and sxiitable standard tem-

peratures- U.g., 8° C, 12° C, 15° C, 19-5° C.) are adopted,

and obsen-ations in distilled water at these temperatures are

multiplied.

Mr. Buchanan haA conie to the conclusion that it is not worth
while to reconmiend anyone to take the instrument to sea, as

very few have the patience to learn the accurate use of it at

sea. On .shore, of course, there are no difiiculties which cannot

be overcome, and the satisfaction of knowing that one has an

instrument of such precision is very great. No one, however,

should use such an instrvunent who is not quite capable of

weighing it and making weights for himself. In beginning to

use the instnunent these are the only two constants required

—

the weight of th« instrument and tlie weight of the weights

used.

Some Elementary Notions Relating to Density.

The density of a body is the ratio of its weight to its volimie.

The number which expresses this ratio varies according to the

imits of weight and of volume used. The most convenient \uiits

for this purpose are those of the metric system—the gramme
and the cubic centimetre—^because the gramme is by statute the

weight of 1 cubic centimetre of distilled water at 4° C or

its temperature of maximum density. The number which ex-

presses the density of a body, when these units are used,

expresses also iu gxamraes the weight of 1 cubic centimetre

of the body.

It follows from the fundamental specification of the metrical

system of weights and measures that the density of distilled

water at 4° C. is expressed by the number unity, and the density

of any other body, or of water at any other temperature, is its

specific gravity referred) to that of water at 4° C. as unity.

For the determination of the density of a body we require

two independent data—^viz. . the weight and the volume of a mass
of the body. Its weight is always determined directly on the

balance. If the body is solid, and has a regular figure, its

volume can be determined by mensuration. If it is liquid or

gaseous, its volume can be determined by enclosing it in a vessel

of regular figure, the volume of which can be detenniued by
men.suration. But the determination by mensuration of the

volume of a vessel is accompanied by so many practical diffi-

culties that the exactness of the result arrived at bears no rela-

*Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at an Evening Meeting in
Rdinburgh, Wednesday, March 18, 1903.

tion to that of the determination of the weight by means of the
balance, and the resulting quotient would participate iu the
inexactness.

As it is a fundamental principle of the metric system that
density of distilled water at 4° €. is unity, it is obvious that
if we fill a vessel exactly with distilled waier of 4° C. and
weigh it, and if we then fill the same vessel exactly with any
other liquid having the same temperature (4° C.) and weigh it,

the latter weight divided by the former weight expresses the
density of the liquid at 4° C. This is one of the ordinary
methods of determining the density of liquids. It would be a

very exact methodi if either there were no variations of tem-
peratiu-e, or if variations of temperature produced no alteration

-of the volume, either of the liquid or of the vessel. But we
know that there is such vai-iation. It may be veiy small, as in
the case of water at a temperature of near 40° C, but in.otjhei'

cases It may be very large.

If it were a general property of liquids to attain maximum
density at 4° C. , and if the solid material of the vessel had the
same property, then 4<^ C. would be generally adopted as the

temperature at which to determine the densities of liquids

.

Unfortunately, this property is peculiar to water, and it is

absolutely necessary for all accurate determinations of density

to keep exact account of the temperature.

The PyJcnomeUr.—The specific gravity of a liquid is deter-

mined in the pyknometer as follows :—The pyknometer is a

hollow vessel, with a large body and a narrow neck. It is

filled up to a mai-k in the neck with distilled water, and is then
allowed to stand in pounded and melting ice until such time as

it is judged to have assumed the temperature 0° C. The level

of the liquid is then adjusted exactly to the mark. The
pyknometer is now removed from the ice, allowed to assume
the temperature of the air, wiped dry and weighed. It is then

emptied, dried, and filled with the liquid whose .specific gravity

is to be determined, and exactly the same process is repeated.

The weight of the liquid divided by that of the distilled water

gives the specific gravity at 0° C. of the liquid referred to dis-

tilled water at 0° as unity.

The temperature is judged, not ascertained. The unceiiainty

thus introduced increases with the bulk of the liquid. It can-

not be mechanically mixed, and complete uniformity of tem-

perature takes place only by the slow process of diffusion. The
operation of weighing has to be repeated for every observation,

and only one determination is obtained. The time required also

is very great, owing to the difficulty of cleaning and drying the

pyknometer and of finally adjusting the level when the tem-

perature is supposed to have been x"eached.

The Buchanan Absolute>Weight Hydrometer.

If instead of filling oui- pyknometer with the liquid, we thrust

it into the liquid and load it until it exactly floats at the mark,

and take the temperature of the liquid (which can be done with

the utmost exactness), and then weigh the loaded pyknometer,

and if we then float it in distilled water which we bring to have

exactly the same temperature as the liquid and load the instru-

ment until it floats again exactly at the mark, and then weigh

the loaded instrument, the two weights obtained are the weights

of exactly equal volumes of the liquid and of distilled water at

exactly the same temperature, and the consequent density

obtained depends only on the exactness of the two weighings.

As the determination of weight is one of the most exact of

physical operations, the ratio of the density of the liquid to

that of distilled water at the same temperature is as exact as

it can be made by one determination. The Buchanan hydro-

meter depends on this principle of the reversal of the use of

the pyknometer.
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The hydroniet'er has a volume of about 180 C.c.

Its divided stem is 100 Mm. loiig, and displaces from
0'8 C.c. to I'O C.c. The maker, before sealing it up, loads it to

float at the bottom of the stem in distilled water of from 30° C.

to 40° C. (when it is intended for use in aqueous liquids). Its

weight in vacuo is once for all detennined with the greatest

;eare. A set of weights of .sucli form as caa he easily placed

on the top of the stem is provided, and eac'li of these is -weighed

with the greatest care. With these the effective weight of the

hydrometer can be increased at will.

The stem is divided into 100 Mm., and its displace-

ment or external volmne is from 10 to 11 Mm. per one-

tenth of a cubic centimetre. The hydrometer is floated in dis-

tilled water and loaded until it floats at about 4 or 5 Mm.
Its exact flotation line is observed and the added
weights noted. Then 0-1 Gm. is added, and the new flotation

line observed; then another 0-1 Gm. is added, and the flotation

line again read, ami so om by steps of O'l Gm. until the ninth

reading, which will be between 90 and 100 Mm. The tem-

perature of the water was brought as nearly as possible to

that of the air and observed exactly before the observations

ai-e made. When the observations ai-e finished the hydro-

meter is removed, dried, and put away, and the temperature

of the water taken again. The initial and final temperatures

shoidd not differ by more than 0-1° C.

An exactly similar series of observations is made with the

hydrometer in the liquid to be tested, wihich has been brought

as exactly as possible to the same temperature as the dis-

tilled water. The two mean temperatm'es should not differ

by more than 100th or 200th of a degree.

Each series of observations takes about twelve or thirteen

minutes, and in that time nine independent observations of

the displacement of nine different weights of each liquid

are obtained, and therefore nine independent observations of

the density. According to the doctrine of probability, the

mean of these nine observations should have thre« tmies the

precision of one observation.

The method is so exact that no precautions should be

omitted. A cylinder 14^ inches by 2| inches should be used.

There should be no dead water.

The temperatm'e must be within 1° C. of that of the room,

which must not vary sensibly. There must be no draught of

air, and no direct sunlight must fall on the apparatus. When
every precaution is observed the result is a set of specific

gravity determinations correct to the fifth decimal place.

This is the only method by whicii the specific gravity of

dilute solutions can be determined with such exactness as

permits of the measurement of the expansion or contraction

which accompanies change of concentration. Combined with the

necessary synthetical observations, it gives the easiest and
most accurate method of determining the total solids in water.

Densities up to that of saturated solution of sodiimi chloride

are easily determined.

For general use in the laboratory the displacement in dis-

tilled water of a few commonly occurring temperatures

should be determined with the greatest exactness and by
means of at least five or six series each. This, then, is done
once for all. The liquid to be tested is brought as nearly
as possible to the particular one of these temperatures which
is most convenient, and one or more series of observations

made.. The result is at once the specific gravity at the par-

ticular temperature referred to that of water at the same
temperature as unity.

In actual practice it is found convenient to determine the
displacement in distilled water at 50 Mm. of the stem as a
standard. To do this it is not necessary to load the hydro
meter till the reading is exactly 50. It may, however, be
brought very near this, and, by observing by how many

millimetres an extra load of 0-1 Gm. sinks the stem, a simple

ai-itlimetical calculation enables us to find the exact load

which would produce a reading of 50. By repeating this

several times we obtain a mean number which may be used

always as the displacement of the hydrometer in distilled

w^ter at reading 50 and the temperature under consideration.

Similarly, in using the hydrometer in any liquid whose
density is to be determined, we so regulate matters as to

get a reading nearly at 50, and by observing the number of

millimeti-es by which the stem is lowered by an additional load

of 0-1 Gm., we can calculate what load would have given us a

reading of exactly 50. In both cases the correction should

be very slight indeed, and so is not vitiated by experimental

error. Thus we get a comparison of the weights of exactly

equal volmiies of the water and liquid.

Again, suppose we had got as a constant number, by means

of repeated experiments, the displacement of the hydrometer

at reading 50 in distilled water of temperature 15° C, and

that the mean temperatm'e of the other liquid was not

exactly 15°, but idiffered from this by +0-05° C, that is,

was 15 05°. By taking advantage of constants previously

determined for the displacements of the hydrometer at read-

ing 50, but at temperatures above and below 15°, we can

easily calculate what the displacement of the hydrometer

would be in distilled water at reading 50. but at temperature

15-05° C.

This correction is again very slight, and the result arrived

at is the specific gravity of the liquid at 15-05° C. referred to

distilled water of 15-05° C. It may here be noted that the

specific gravity of a 5 per cent, solution of sodium chloride

(which is about 1-03) at 15° C. does not differ from its speci-

fic gravity at 15- 1° C. by as much as 1 in the fifth decimal

place, tiliat is jg.„ S .^.^ = ,5., S ,5., to tJie fifth decimal place.

An example may here be given of two sets of observations

of the specific gravity of a solution performed with two dif-

ferent hydrometers. The solution used was one of potassium

chloride, of such strength that there was 1 Gm. molecvde (74-5

Gm.) of puiie dry potassium chloride dissolved in 1,000 Gm.
of distilled water.

(<•)

(«')

(<)

(/)

n)

(0)

(a) Hydrometer Used.

Mean temperature of observation
(T=)

Mean reading (R)

Weight equivalent to 1 Mm. of stem
Added weights
Curreclion to added weights to given
R=tO

Corrected added weights to given
R=50

Weight of hydrometer in vacuo
Displacement for T° and R=50
Displacement in distilled water for

15' and R= 50
Difference in displacement in dis-

tilled water for 0-1' C
Correction to displacement in dis

T andR=50
Specific gravity of solution at T°

No. 13. No. 24.

15-01° C.
49-9 Mm.
0-009 Gm.
9-25 Gm.

15-00

50-90 Mm.
O-O09 Gm.
8-85 Gm.

•f 0 0009 Gm. 0 0081 Gm.

9-2509 Gm.
1840528 Gm.
193-3037 Gm.

8-8419 Gm.
175-5357 Gm.
184-3797 Gm.

184-9559 Gm. 176-4177 Gm.

0-0028 Gm. 0-0025 Gm.

0-0003 Gm. 0

184-9556 Gm.
1-045135 Gm.

176 4177 Gra.
1-045132

Thus the specific giwity 15.0, S ,5.0, obtained -with hydro-

meter 15 is 1-045155, and the specific gravity S ,5.0 obtained

with hydrometer 24 is 1-045152, and these veiy concordant

results depend on two entirely independent instruments with

constants entirely belonging to themselves.

The specific gravity so obtained of this solution of potaa-

siimi chloride may be taken advantage of to find the specific

volume of a solution consisting of 74-5 Gm. of potassium

chloride dissolved in 1,000 Gm. distilled water. If we divide

total weight of sudh a solution is 1074-5 Gm. If we divide

this by the specific gravity we get 1028-10 C.c. as the volume.
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The specific gravity of a solution containing 1 Gm. mole-

cule of potassium chloride dissolved in 2,000 Gm. water was
also determined in the same way, and the specific gravity

of this solution at 15-01° C. was found to be 1-02319. The
total weight of this solution was 74-5 + 2000 = 2074-5 Gm.
Dividing this by 1-02319, we obtain 2027-48 C.c. as its volume.

If there were no contraction on adding 1,000 Gm. of water
at 15° C. to the stronger potassium chloride solution, the

volume would have turned out to be 2028 10 C.c. The hydro-
metei- has shown as no other instrument could the reality of

the contraction, and would have done so had the contraction
been very considerably less than it actually is in this case.

(To avoid misconception, it should be stated that the mean-
ing attached to a cubic centimetre in the above calculation

is the voliune of 1 Gm. of water at 15° C, and not its strict

meaning.)

THE EXHAUSTION OF SOME OFFICIAL DRUGS BY
PERCOLATION.*

BY WALTER H. LENTON,
Butt Scholar.

{Concluded from page 268.)

Liniment of Aconite.

Considering that this liniment was prepared in a manner
similar to that involved in preparing the two liquid extracts
already treated of, it appeared desirable to carry out parallel
experiments on the percolation of aconite root, in order to
determine whether the re.sults already obtained! would be
confirmed in this case, and whether the conclusions arrived at
would be borne out.

A good sample of English-grown Aconitum napellus was
worked on.

As in the previous cases, an experiment was .set on carrying
out the pharmacopceial directions, and then others with vary-
ing quantities of menstruum. It was evidently desirable that
the amount of total alkaloid contained in the sample of root
under examination should be determined, in order to see how
far exhaustion was carried in the several processes, gieveral

methods of assay were tried.

Keller's process, slightly modified, was first tried. 12 Gm.
of aconite root in No. 60 powder were placed in a bottle fitted
with an accurately ground stopper; 90 Gm. of ether and
30 Gm. of chloroform were weighed in, and finally 10 Gm. of
10 per cent, ammonia. The whole was then thoroughly shaken,
and again shaken at intervals during ,two hours. At the end
of this time 10 C.c. of water were added, which caused the
powder to agglomerate, so that 100 Gm. of the ether-chloroform
solution coiild easily be poured off. This volume is reckoned
to be equivalent to 10 Gm. of root. The ether-chloroform
solution was shaken out three times with 1 per cent, sulphuric
acid, using 10 C.c, 10 C.c, and 5 C.c. The ethereal solution
was washed with 5 C.c. of water, and this aqueous solution,

^vhen tested for aJk;iloid with Mayer'.* reagent, gave no pre-

cipitate. The mixed acid solutions were rendered distinctly

alkaline with 10 per cent, ammonia, and the alkaline liquid

shaken out three times with ether-chloi-oform (ether, 6 ; chloro-

form, 1, by volume), using 25 C.c, 15 C.c, and 10 C.c. The
ether-chloroform solutions were mixed, and, after being washed
with 2 C.c. of water containing 1 drop of ammonia, were trajis-

ferred to a tared dish, and evaporated to diyness on a water-

bath. The residue was allowed to remain in a desiccator for

twenty-four hours, and then weighed. The mean of two con-

* Commvmication from the Pharmacy Research Laboratory of the
Pharmaceotical Society, aa abstract of the paper being read before the
Society at an Evening Meeting in London, Tuesday, March 10, 1903.

cordant results gave the figure 0-5 per cent. The residue was
almost colourless, and had the appearance of a varnish-like film,

which showed no disposition to crystallise, even after being
kept in a desiccator for several weeks.

Assay with Amylic Alcohol.

In view of the fact that the alkaloids of aconite are soluble

in amyUo alcohol, it was thought that this solvent might b«
suitable for the extraction of the total alkaloid for assay. Tlie

results were disappointing, as the drug did not percolate at

all readily ; and, after extraction with acid, and subsequent
transference to ether-ohloroform, the residue obtained on
evaporation was highly coloured, and the weight considerably

lower than that obtained in the foregoing experiment.

Assay with Absolute Alcohol.

10 Gm. of root in No. 60 powder were mixed with 3 C.c.

of 10 per cent, ammonia, and the mixture set aside for half an
hour; 10 Gm. of plaster of Paris were then added and
thoroughly mixed with the moist powder, and the whole set

aiside for two hours. The resultajit mass was redoiced to powder,

transferred to a paper thimble, and extracted in a Soxhlet

apparatus with absolute alcohol for about two hours. The
alcohol was removed by evaporation ait as low a temperature as

possible, using the foot-bellows to facilitate the operation. The
residue was then treated with 10 C.c. of 1 per cent, sulphuric

acid, and 10 C.c. of ether-chloroform, and transferred to a

separator. The dish was washed with further quaaitities of

dilute acid and ether-chloroform. The acid solution was drawn
off, and the ethereal solution extracted three times with acidu-

lated water, these extractions being added to the first acid

solutions. The mixed acid fiquors were then maid© alkaline with

anunoma, and the alkaloids transferred to ether-ohloroforni.

By this method the figure 0-55 per cent, was obtained.

EthetL-ctiloroform extraction in a Soxhlet. 10 Gm. of roolt in

No. 60 powder were treated with aimmonia and plaster of Pai is,

as described in the previous experiment, and then extracted Tii

a Soxhlet with ether-chloroform for three hours. The extr.ie

tion was continued for a further two hours with a fresh quaii

tity of solvent. The solution obtained in the first extraction

was treated as before. The residue, when dried and weighe<l,

gave the figure 0-54 per cent. The second ecxtraction yielded

0-04 per cent. Considering the tardiness with which thi-

alkaloid appeared to be extracted, it was considered advisable

to continue the extraction with chloroform alone. The chloro-

formic extraction yielded only a trace of alkaloid to acidulated

water. Extraction of the marc was continued with absolute

alcohoL The alcoholic solution, when assayed, yielded 0-02

per cent, of a colourless residue, which, when again taken up
with dilute acid, gave a distinct curdy precipitate on the addi-

tion of 'Mayer's reagent. As none of these processes appeared

entirely satisfactory, tihe method suggested by Farr and
Wright was tried, with slight modifications. 20 Gm. of root

in No. 60 powder were percolated slowly with a mixture of three

parts of 90 per cent, alcohol and one part of water until about

150 C.c. of percolate have been collected or the root is ex-

hausted. (Exihaustion is determined by removing the alcohol

from a few C. c. of percolate by evaporation, adding one or two

drops of dilute sulphuric acid, and then testing with Mayer's

reagent.) The aJoohcA is distilled off from the percolate at a

lo^v temperature, 10 C.c. of water being (wlded towards the

end of the procejss ; w'hen cold, 10 C.c. of 1 per cemit. sulphuric

acid are added and 10 C.c of cMorofform, the whole being

transferredi to a separator. The dash is then wasihed with a

further quantity of dilute acid and ohloroform in the usual

way. The chloroiform is drawn off and extracted with small

quantities of acidulated water, the aqueous solutions being

added to the first acid solutions. The whole of the acid
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solutions are then made alkaline Avith ammonia, and finally

slialken out "sritli.olilorotorm.

ConsideraWe difficulty was exi)eri«nced in extracting the

whole of the alkalloid—in faat, after repeatedly shading out

the alkaline liquid reactions for alkaloid could be obtained.

Doiibtless this is due to tlie aconine. whicli is reaidily soluble

in water, and hence is extracted from that solvenlt only with

extreme difficulty.

The best results are obtained by keeping the amount of acid

extracts a,s .small as possible, and shaildng out five or six times

with chloroform, using 10 C.c. each time. The yield of alkaloid

by this method is slightly liigher than by the other processes

which were tried. The mean of two concordant results gave

tlie figure 0'62 per cent.

Experiment 1.—200 Gm. of aconite root in No. 40 powder

were mixed w'th 200 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol,' and the mixture

set aside for tliree days. The Pharmacopceia dii'ects the mixture

to be "agitated occasionally." This was found impracticable

owing to the mixtm-e fonning a more or less solid mass, which
could only be stirred witli difficulty. On the third day a small

quantity of liquid was observed on the surface of the mass.

Owing to the condition of tbe mixture con.siderable difficulty was
experienced in packing it in the percolator. Wlien the fluid

ceased to flow more alcohol was poured on, and percolation

proceeded with, according to the directions of the Pharma-
oopceia. This method is by no means satisfactoi-y, for, in addi-

tion to the condition of the mixture being unsuitable for pack-

ing, the rate of flow of the percolate wa-s much slower than is

necessary for the proper exhaustion of the drug. In this

experiment, and also in 2 and 3, the percolate was collected in

quantities of 150 O.c. The specific gravity, total alkaloid, and
solid residue were determined in 'each fraction.

Assay Process Used for Aconite Percolates and Liniment.

The general method of procedure adopted was to evaporate

20 Cc. of the stronger percolates, or 50 C.€. of the weaker per-

colates, or liniments, at a low temperature (never exceeding
50° C), aiding the removal of the alcohol by means of a current

of air directed over the surface ; 5 C.c. of water were added
towards the end of the process^ and after allowing the contents

of the dish to cool 10 C.c. of 1 per cent, sulphuric aeid were
added, and finally 10 C.c. of ether-chloroform. After well

stirring w'ith ai glass rod, to dissolve particles of resin and oil

which had been precipitated by the water and acid, the whole
was transfen-ed to a separator, the dish well rinsed with 5 C.c.

,of the acid and 5 C.c. of ether-cliloroform, and the rinsings

added to the contents of the separator. This was then gently

agitated so that emulsification might be avoided. If the mix-

ture is at all violently shaken an emulsion is produced which
takes a considera.ble time to separate ; with chlorofomr alone

emulsification is even worse. The agitation with ether-chloro-

form is repeated, using 10 C.c. The etliereal solutions are

mixed and extracted twice with 5 Cc. of acidulated water,
which is then added to the first acid solution. The total acid

liquid is made distinctly alkaline with ammonia, and shaken out

four times with ether-chloroform, using 20 C.c. the first time,

and 10 C.c. each time subsequently. The mixed ethereal solu-

tions are washed with 2 C.c. of water containing a drop of

ammonia, and then evaporated to dryness in a tared dish ; the

residue is allowed to remain in a desiccator for about twenty-

four homrs previous to weighing. If chloroform alone be used
the weight of alkaloidal residue is practically the same as when
ether-chloroform is used ; but there is greater danger of emulsifi-

cation occurring than when the latter is used. The first alkaline

liquor may be shaken violently for five minutes with efcher-

chloroforni without causing any emulsion to forni ; in the case
of chlorofonn, ''•owever, greater care must be taken.

Experiment 1.

S. G. Total Alkaloid
in 150 C.c.

Solid Residue
in 150 C.c.

let—150 C.c 0-8640
0-8600
0-8550
0-8460

0-60 Gm.
0-375 Gm.

1 0 025 Gm.

9-420 Gm.
7-770 Gm.
8-265 Gm.

2na—150 C.c
3rd- 150 Cc. ......
4th- 150 C.c

Afte>r collecting the third percolate, a small portion of tk©
subsequent percolate was tested for alkaloid, when a distinct

cloudiness was produced on the addition of Mayer's reagent to
the acidulated aqueous solution of the soluble matter. A small

quantity collected after the fourth showed distinct opalescence

when treated in a like manner.

Experiment 2.—200 Gm. of aconite root in No. 40 powder wer«
moistened with 100 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol, and set aside in

a closed vessel for about twenty-four hours. At the end of this

time the drug was in a good condition for packing. After being

passed through a No. 20 sieve, the drug was packed firmly in a

cylindrical percolator. Alcohol was added in quantities of

25 C.c. at a time, leaving about two hours between each addi-

tion. When the liquid began to drop percolation was allowed

to jiroceed in the usual manner. In this experiment there was
no difficulty in regulating the rate of flow of the percolate.

S. G.
Total Alkaloid

in 150 C.c.
Solid Residue

in 150 C.c.

1st—150 C.c 0-8840
0-8560
0-8490
0-8450

0-970 Gm.
0-050 Gm.

}

-

13-680 Gm.
6-405 Gm..

7 005 Gm..

2nd -150 C.c
3rd—150 C.c
4th -150 C.c

The foui-th percolate, when treated with Mayers reagent,, iS

gave a cloudiness, indicating the presence of a small quantity of i

alkaloid. In view of the results obtained in Experiment 1, it

was not thought necessary to assay the third and fourth perco-

lates an this case.

Exi>eriment 3.—200 Gm. of aconite root were moistened with

50 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol and set aside for about twenty-

four hours, as in the previous experiment. It was then packed »

firmly in a cylindrical percolator. The drug was in rather a dry •

condition, but packed fairly readily. Alcohol was added in

small quantities as before, and percolation carried out as already "

described. In spite of the fac-t that the drug was in a some-

what dry condition, percolation proceeded evenly and satis-

factorily.

S.G.
Total Alkaloid

in 150 C.c.

Solid ReE'idue
in 150 C.c.

1st 150 C.c *0-8390
*0-8480

0-8465 )

- f

0-9100 Gm.
0100 Gm.

7-125 Gm.
4-455 Gm.
5-871 Gm.

2nd- 150 C.c
3id- 150 C.c
4th—150 C.c

The fourth percolate, on being tieated with Mayer's reagent,;

only showed the presence of a trace of alkaloid. The thiixi and.

fourth percolates were not assayed.

Comparison of Results.

Gm. of Alkaloid in Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experimeot 3

1st—150 C.c 0-600

0-375

0-970

0 050

0-910
0-1002nd—150 C.c

0-975 1-020
1-010 Gm
in 300 Cc.

^ In this experiment the drug had been dried in an air-oven at a Ipw

temperature before moistening with 90 per cent, alcohol,

.
I

j

j
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According to the assay by Faar and Wright's method, thcve

sliould be 1'24 Gm. of alkaloid extracted from 200 Gm. of root.

The table shoirs the superiority of the modified method of

percolation over thafb of the Pharmacopoeia. In Experiment 2

the first portion of percolate contains considerably m^re than
one and a half times as much total alkaloid as is contained in

the corresponding percolate of Expeiiment 1 (B.P.). Th«
figures obtained in Experiment 3 are only slightly lower than

in the case of Experiment 2 ; and are still considerably in

excess of those of Experiment 1. It is apparent, then, that

in the case of aconite root, as weW as in the case of coca leaves

aaid cimicifuga rhizome, a smaller quantity of menstruum than

directed by the Pharaiacopoeia. may vnlth. advantage be used to

moisten the drug before packing. From these experiments it

may be concluded that the best method' of preparing the lini-

ment of aconite is to moisten the drug in the proportion of

half a part by volume of 90 per cent, alcohol to one part by
Aveight of drug. In addition to the larger yield of alkaloid by
this method, another great advantage is that the drug is in a

good condition for packing, being just sufficiently moistened to

cause the powder to cohere when compre.ssed in the process of

packing. By this method a liniment can be produced by col-

lecting one fluid part of percolate for each pa,rt by weight of

drug, which will be stronger than one prepared by the B.P.

•method, where one and a half fluid parts are collected from one

ViWt by weight of drug. In fact, practically as much total

«ikaloia appears in the first percolate in Experiment 2 as in

both- the first, and second percolates of Experiment 1. Very
remarkable in the ca,se of this drug is the rapidity with

which at least the bulk of the alkaloid is extracted. In the

B.P., 1867, 20 fluid parts of percolate were collected from

20 fluid parts by weight of drug. In 1885 the quantity was
increased to 30 fluid part.s, in order, as the footnote explains, to

allow for the improved exhaustion of the root. But equally

^'Kid exhaustion could have been attained by reducing the quan-

of alcohol used to moisten the drug.

Commercial Liniment of Aconite.

It was thought that the examination of several sanvples of

liniments of aconite of commerce would be of interest ; accord-

ingly, several samples of B.P. and methylated liniments were
obtained, and a.ssayed by the -prooess previously described ; the

.solid residue in 100 C.c. was also determined.

Gm. of Alkaloid in
100 C.c.

Solid Residue in
100 C.c.

No. 1 0165
0-058
0-342
0-310
0-265

0-205

7-220
3-820

9-780
2-560
8-680
6-440

No. 2 (Meth.) .

.

No, 3 (Meth.) .

.

No. 4

No. 5
No. 6 (Meth.) .

.

These fe^v figures are sufficient to show a greait lack of uni-
foi-mity in the amount of total alkaloid contained in commercial
samples of the liniment. This was to be expected in the
absence of any standardisation for the liniment, or the drug
from which it is prepared. It seeras desiraible that some
standard for total alkaloid should be fixed, probably 0-25 or
0-3 per c-ent. could be attained without difficulty.

Summary and Conclusions.

It has been sho-mi in the foregoing experiments that when
liquid extract of coca is .prepared by the phai-macopceial method
the major portion of the alkaloid i.s contained in the weak perco-
lates, and is consequently subjected to a fairly high tempera-
ture for .some considerable time during concentration. That
this IS prejudicial to the resulting preparation is evident. By
reducing the amount of menstruum used in moistening the drug.

this unsatisfactoi-y condition of things may be reversed, and

considerably more than half the alkaloid may be obtained in the

reserve. The best results are obtained when the drag is

moistened with the menstraum in the proportion of half a fluid

part for each part by weight of drug. Another point worthy

of consideration is that the drug is in a much better condition

for packing when moistened -with the smaller amount than when
it is treated in the way directed by the Pharmacopceia.

In the case of cimicifuga similar results have been obtained

Hei'e again the B.P. method appears to be faulty, in that

practically two-thirds the total soluble matter is extracted in

the weak percolates. The process is also very messy, and alto-

gether unsatisfactoi-y. Even supposing that the effect of con-

centration is not so serious as in the case of coca, the condition

of the drug before packing is sufficient to" make an alteration

desirable. The best results wei'e obtained by moistening one

part by weight of drug with half a fluid part of the alcohol,

when practically two-thii-ds of the total solid is extracted in the

i-eserve. This modification also efi'ects a saving in the amount
of alcohol used, as practical exhaustion of the drags (coca and

cimicifuga) is attained much sooner than when canying out the

B.P. process. Tlie results from the experiments on liniment of

aconite fully bear oxit the conclusions arrived at iu the two
previous cases. With this preparation there is no concentra-

tion of weak percolates to be considered, but it has been sho^i-n

that the drag may be efi'ectively exhausted with a much smaller

amount of alcohol than is at present ordered if the drug be
moistened in the proportion of half a fluid part for one part by
weight of drug, and the resultant powder is in a workable
condition, instead of being in a semi-fluid mass, such as is

obtained when treated in the manner described by the Pharma-
capceia. In addition to this obvious advantage a stronger lini-

ment may be prepared by collecting one fluid part for each pait

by weiglit of drug, if that should be thought desirable.

Uniformity in the preparation is more es.sential, however,
than increase in its strength, and it is suggested that the
liniment should be standardised on the basis of total alkaloid.

Another aspect of the question is of interest, apart from the
utilitarian point of view in which the present paper has been
treated ; that is to detemine the rate at which alkaloids are

removed from drugs by solvents, and also the ratios of alkaloid

to non-essential constituents contained in the various frac-

tions. Further work is needed in this direction, and will pro-

bably be undertaken in the Pharmacy Research Laboratoiy at

no very distant date.

In conclusion, I wi.s'h to express my sincerest thanlcs to
Professor Greenish for his constant help and supervision of my
work.

A PURER METHYUrED SPIRIT FOR MANUFACTURING
PURPOSES.*

BY D. B. DOTT, F.I.C.

The recent paper of Mr. Tyrer (Society of Chemical Indus-
try) has brought prominently into notice the concession by the
Inland Revenue Board as to the use of duty-free alcohol and
the grave limitations which surround the concession, and
leave the British manufacturer still at a serious disadvantage
compared with his foreign competitor. Apart from the ques-
tion of duty-free alcohol, it would be a great advantage to
the maker of fine chemicals if we had a reasonably pure de-

natured spirit. As is genei-ally known, our Excise insist

on adding one-ninth volume of a very impure wood, naphtha
to the alcohol before it can be freely used for manufactures.
The German Government aJlow considerable latitude, per-

*Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at an Evening Meeting in
Edinburgh, Wednesday, March IS, 1903.
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mitting several variations in the method of denaturing accord-

ing to trade requii'ements, and there is no reason why our

authorities should not allow similar latitude, even extending

and improving upon the German methods. There is a popu-

lar idea that the alcohol must be denatured with something

which renders it imdrinkable. For retail purposes that is

quite correct; so far as it is possible to attain such a condi-

tion; but for manufacturing purposes it is only necessary

that the alcohol should be mixed with something from which
it cannot readily be separated, and the presence of which
renders the spirit easily identifiable and distinguishable from
the pure spirits of wine. The addition, for example, of one-

nineteenth volume of semi-purified wood spirit to rectified i

spirit gives a mixture of an odour unmistakably different

from that of pure alcohol, and even after repeated distilla-

tion, the methyl could undoubtedly be detected by any suit-

able chemical method. A purer spirit of this kind would
facilitate greatly the preparation of many active principles

and numerous substances used in medicine. The odour of the

ordinary spirit is always difficult to get rid of, in some cases,

peculiarly so, as in crystallising sodium salicylate. Not only
so. but in some instances the impurities of the spirit impart
colour to the product. I do not think there is the remotest
probability of the revenue suffering by such, a concession as
that proposed, and manufacturers would be placed on a fairer

footing.

NOTE ON THE RESIN OF PODOPHYLLUM RHIZOME.*
BY D. B. DOTT, F.I.C.

The resinoid precipitate obtained by mixing the alcoholic

extract of the rhizome of Podojjlujllum pellatum with water has

been in medicinal use for many years, and has been a subject

of investigation from the phaimaoological, chemical, and phar-

maceutical points of view. Tlie so-called resin was long ago

recognised to be a mixture. Professor Power, thirty years ago,

found the ether-soluble portion of the resin to be by far the

more active. This was confirmed by Klump, who found the

portion undissolved by ether to be practically inert. Podwis-

sotski (ii^ 1880) made a more elaborate investigation of the

resinoid, finding its activity to be due to a crystallisa-ble, very

poisonous principle, which he named podophyllotoxin. By
treating this substance with ainmonia, two compoimds were
obtained ; one of these, named picropodophyllin, being chemic-

ally indifferent, poisonous, and intensely bitter ; the other, called

podiophyllic acid, combines with the alkali, and when liberated

is fomid to dissolve in hot water, giving a solution strongly

acid to litmus. Podwissotski's results have, in the main, been

confirmed by Dunstan and Henry, and by J. C. Unmey. The
yield of resin varies greatly as stated by different observens,

from 1'6 to 6'6 ; but in many samples of rhizome examined I

have never found those extremes, Lohman (' Year-Book of

Phaimacy,' 1897) states thait no resin is found in the fresh

rhizome, but that it is developed after drying, and only reaches

its full amount after two years. Assuming this .statement to

be con-ect, it may partly account for the discrepant yields. The
variation would be of little importance unless it were proved

that the propoi-tion of podophyllotoxin also varies. So far as

I have noticed, that does not appear to have been demonstrated.

At present the British Pharmacopoeia contents itself with the

requirements of solubility in alcohol and in ammonia water, and

that the ash must not exceed 1 per cent.

Judging from papers that have from time to time appeared,

including the recent communication of Mr. Bennett, one would

be disposed to the view fhat there must be considerable diffl-

*Rea(J before the Pharmaceutical Society at an Evening Meeting in

Eainburgh, Wednesday, March 18, 1905.

culty in preparing podophyllin to attain the official standard.

It has been noted by more than one writer that the use of alum
or other aluminium salt in precipitating the resin, in order to

obtain a fine yellow colour, is responsible in many cases for

increased ash and increased insolubility in spirit. The employ-

ment of too high a temperature it drying is also credited with

being a source of mischief. As there are extremists who inter-

pret the Pharmacopoeia to mean that mere traces of insoluble

master and of ash must be left, it seemed interesting to deter-

mine the quality of a quantity of podophyllin carefully pre-

pared, but under ordinary conditions of precipitation and dfry-

ing. The ash left on incinerating was equal to 0'9 per

cent. The percentage insoluble in alcohol was 2'1. It is thus

evident that the B.P. limit of ash is not excessive, and that it

might properly allow 3 to 4 -per cent, as insoluble in spirit.

It is equally certain that tuere is no excuse for large percentages

of insoluble and of mineral matter.

The resin from Podophyllum emodi has received a fair aanooint

of attention, and has been rendered " official " so far as the

Indian and Colonial Addendum is concerned. It was at first

said to be equally active, if not more so, than the resin of

Podophyllum 2}eltatian, but later expeiience has not confirmed

that opinion. However, Dunstan and Henry and J. C. Umney
agi'ee that the active principles of both are the same. Conse-

quently, it is very jirobable that the resin of P. emodi may b«

treated in some way to render it therapeutically equivalent to

that of P. peltatum, and to answer all the official tests. The

B.P. requires solubility in solution of ammonia. This test the

ordinary resin almost completely answers, while that of P. emodi

becomes a gelatinous mass. When this mass is collected on »

filter and repeatedly washed with dilute ammonia solution, more

than half remains undissolved. This dries t o an apparently amor-

phous substance, not dissolved by either dilute alkalis or acids-,

and not reddening moistened litmus paper. When digested

with hot dilute hydrochloric acid, the solution rendered alka-

line and added to boiling Fehling's solution, no reduction

occurred. It is not readily, if at all, dissolved by ether, but

dissolves in chloroform and in acetone. In this manner it may

be obtained as a m;w^s of white crystals. When dried this-

substance indicated a melting-point of 212° C, but the ther^

mometer used has not been verified for high temperatures, and

a little correction may be required. It is pretty evident that

the substance is picropodophyllin, and the amount of the puri-

fied crystalline compound was 3-75 grammes from 100 grammes

of rhizome. The filtrate and ammoniacal washings were mixed

with acid in excess and the precipitate, after washing with cold

water, dried and weighed. It amounted to 2-04 grammes.

Notwithstanding the able work that has been done on this sub-

j^co there is a certain amount of obscurity about the chemistiy .

of podophyllin. Some books state that podophyllotoxin is the

active principle, others pricropodophyllin. Podwissotski

seem-s to have held that podophyllotoxin is a combination of

picropodophyllin with podophyllic acid, but Dunstan and Henry

indicate that the picro compound is obtained by hydrolysis, and

c»nnot be re-formed as it originally existed. At the same

tiro s although the picropodophyllin is stated to be poisonous,

iti pharmacological value and relationship to podophyllotoxin

have not been clearly stated. The question arises as to whether

the picropodophyllin exists ready formed in the P. emodi resift

or whether dilute ammonia in the cold is capable of producing it.

This much is certain, that the gelatinous mass foi-med by treat-

ling the resin of Podophyllum cviodi with ammonia solution

consists almost entirely of a compound having the properties-

attributed to picropodophyllin, and thart: it forms (potentially,

•t least) about half of the total resinoid precipitate, and that

it cannot exist in the same form as in the American resin.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and

concisel; on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by

the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,

London, W.C."

Suggested Standard for Tinct. Gentianae Co.

I note on page 420, in Mi-. George E. Perry's paper, that he

finds the extractive in tr. gentianae co. lower than certain pub-

lished standards. In July, 1900, I published 5 2 as an average

igure for the solids in tiis tinctme. Mr. John Barclay (Decem-

"ber, 1898) has suggested 5-0 and Mi-. J. C. Umney (November,

1902) 5-5. All figures, I believe, are in grammes per 100 C.c.

My object in wi iting is to show that none of these figures are in-

tended or should be used as prosecution limits, as I have figures

lower than these on genuine samples, and before any figure

can be accepted as a minimum a large number of astimations of

tinctures from different makers, both on the large and small

scale and from drags of different years, ought to be available.

Macfirlane (Inland Revenue, Canada) in his admirable bulletins

has found considerable variations in samples presumably

genuine. My lowest figure is 4'1, and .my liigiiest 6-0, out of

about eight or nine different samples. In this case, therefore^ I

have not ventured to suggest any figure as an actual standard,

as one may reasonably do in such cases of tinct. asafoetidae,

tinct. myrrhae, and a few others. I am veiy strongly of opinion

that no solids should be " made up ' to a given total solids in such

a. case as this—in the case of the two above named it is different,

but in the case of a drug like the one in question we ought to

know what are the natural variations, but not attempt to adjust

them so long as the official directions remain as they are at

present. Such observations as Mr. Perry's are valuable as

eerving to draw attention to points which, while tiey seem .small

in themselves, will, when sufficient data are collected, serve to

give^ more definite system of knowledge of the natural varia-'

tion of genuine galenical preparations.

London, March- 23, 1903. C. G. Moor.

With reference to Mr. Perry's paper on compound tincture

of gentian, read before the Midland Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, the following figxu'es may be of interest :
—

Specific Gravity.
0-963
0-967
0-967
0-969
0-965
0-967
0-966
0-962
0-966

Average 0 965

Total Solid Residue.
5-7 grammes in 100 C.c.
6-0 „ „ „
6-5

6-1 „
5-8 „ „ „
5-6

5-7

5-5 „ „ „
6'0

5-8

These results were all obtained on samples of the tincture

made on the manufacturing scale by a modification of the
B.P. process, by which the drugs are better exhausted than by
the official method. Mr. Perry's results, being based on samples
made in strict accordance' with the direction of the Pharma-
copoeia, might well be taken as minimum standards, and a

range allowed from 0-962 to 0 970 for specific gravity, and 4-5

to 6-5 for percentage of extractive. This would be much better

than making a strong tincture, and diluting it down to a defi-

nite percentage of extractive. At best, the determination of

total solid residue is but a rough test of quality, and extrac-

tive cannot be said to represent the active principles of the
tincture in the same sense as the alkaloids do in the alkaloidal

liquid extracts of the Pharmacopoeia. I can confirm Mr. Perry's

remarks concerning the superiority of English cut orange peel.

Exeter, March 24, 1903. H. Wippell Gadd.

Patent Law in the United States.

We have received information of important changes in the

United States patent law to the effect that the Senate, on the

3rd inst., passed a Bill (No. 17,085) to give effect to the pro-

visions of the Intel-national Convention, the Bill having pre-

viously passed the House of Representatives. The Bill wa»
signed by the President on the 4th inst., and now has the

force of law. The Bill provides for giving priority to appli-

cations filed under the International Convention, and also pro-

vides, in respect to applications filed otherwise than under the

Convention, that they shall not be refused by reason of the

invention being previously patented abroad, unless the appli-

cation for the foreign patent was filed more than twelve

months before the application in this country. The fourth

section of the Bill extends the right of filing caveats to

foreigners, so that, as the law now stands, any person,

whether a citizen of the United States or foreigner, may file

a caveat. The second section of the Bill amends Section 4,892

of Revised Statutes to the extent that oath may now be taken

before any notary public, judge, or magistrate having official

seal, and authorised to administer oaths in the foreign country

in which the applicant may be. This section of the Bill, how-

ever, requires that in case of oath taken before a foreign

notary, judge, or magistrate must be legalised. The third

section of the Bill amends Section 4,896 of Revised Statutes,

so that a foreign-appointed executor may apply for patent m
this country without being required to take out ancillary

letters of administration in this country. The importance of

this amendment in the American patent law has very far-

reaching effects, and will no doubt be of interest to your

readers.

London, March 17, 1903. J. E. Evans-Jackson and Co.

Cliemists and Nurses.

T have a grievance to ventilate against nurses in general.

In their " superior wisdom and knowledge " of drugs and

cheniitals and instruments, etc., and being conversant with

whflesale prices of such, they frequently step in between

chemists and their customers, to the detriment of the former

in .several ways, especially that of prices. The nurse is one

of the great obstacles with which a one-man pharmacist has

to contend, and the cause of a deal of annoyance and financial

loss to many pharmacists by suggesting to customers who can

really afford to pay that they can obtain such an article

much cheaper at So-and-So's Drug Stores. At such unfair

treatment and interference with chemists' customers and

prices I wish to most emphatically protest. It is

not the fii'st experience of the kind I have undergone

lately, and I think I alone am not the only sufferer, so I

suggest, with all due respect to "ministering angels." to

mind their own business, and not to interfere with the

chemist's customers and his charges, and let them bear in mind
"Live and let live." They get their fee of two guineas or

more per week (and some of them are dear at the price, too !),

for which they are bound to perform certain duties. Let them
i)enefit tJieir patients by strict attention to them, and not

curry favour by suggesting economy and cheapness to people

who are wealthy and can well afford, and are willing to pay

full prices, to say nothing of moderate and fair charges, for

goods and services i-endered. I know there are some highly

respectable and very nice members of the genus " Nurse,"

but they are all more or less tarred with the same brush.

Brighton, March 20, 1903. " Fair Play " (189/23).
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PARLIAMENTARY SUPPORTERS OF THE
PHARIVIACY BILL, 1903.

Mr. Thojias Lough, vlio is the intioducer of the Phar-

macy Act*. Amendment Bill into the House of Commons, has

represented West Islington for the past ten years, and enjoys

the reputation of being a man of strong political convictions,

•vrith a correspondingly Tobui^ coui-age in maintaining them.

He is a native of the sister isle, and one of the founders of

the Home Rule Union, and has published several politico-

Mr. THOMAS LOUGH, M.P.

(Islington, W).

historical contributions to the Irish question. On the busi-

ness side, he is connected with a Avell-known firm of tea mer-

chants. The Society is indebted to Mr. T. H. W. Idris and
Mr. John Holding for the really practical interest which the

ton. member is manifesting in pharmaceutical matters at the

present moment.

Mr. James Leslie Wankltx, one of the s]3onsors to the

pharmaceutical Bill, is eminently a practical politician, as

befits" the representative of so common sense a constituency

as^ Bradfortl Central. His commercial interests are iSouth

American, and he supports the present Government in its

policy of Imperial development. He is one of the young
men of the present House of Commons, being in his forty-

third year, and should have a good parliamentary career

before him. He ihas expressed himself sympathetically in

regard to pharmaceutical matters apart from the Bill, and

we are not disposed to be sui-prised at the fact, since it

appears that his tutor has been that enei'getic and well-in-

formed divisional officer of the fiociety. Mr. A. H. Wadding-
ton, of Bradford. Mr. Waddington has been ably seconded

by the Bradford and District Chemists' Association.

*
Mr. James Tomkix.sox, another .supjjorter of the Pharmacy

_

Bill, was returned for the Crewe Division of Cheshire in th»

Liberal interest in 1900. It is stat«d that he considers the

Bill to be both just to qualified chemists and valuable in the

public interest. Mr. Tomkiuson is an Oxford man, and comes

of a militaiy family. He has himself been on active service

with the Imi>erial Yeomaniy. The Council is indebted to Mr. J.

Mr. E. MARSHALL HALL, K.C.,- M.P.

(Lanes., Southport).

Cumming, of Crewe, for securing Mr. Tomkinson's interest in,>

the Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. E. M.\ESH.\LL Hall. K.C, who backs the new Phar-

macy Bill, is one of His ^Majesty's Counsel learned in the law,

and was- elected to represent the Southport division of Lanes.,

thr^ years ago. His name on the Bill will carry consider-

able weight, and the Society is to be cordially congratulated

upon sectiring the practical help of so able and- pertinacious

a member of the Bar. Mr. Marehall Hall is the son of a

medical man, and possesses a very accurate perception of the

anomalies which the Companies Acts have introduced into

medicine and pharmacy. He is a graduate of Cambridge, and

attained some distinction in the Mathematical School. The

thanks of -registered chemists and' druggists are due to Mr.

Righton, ilr, J, B, Foggitt, and Mr. G. Ball for the political

assistance they have rendered in interesting the member for

Southport in the Society's "Bill.

Mr. J. Henniker He.\tox. the member for Canterbury,

needs very little introduction to business men in this country.

He is quite an "old Parliamentary hand," ha\'ing been en-

gaged in pressing postal reforms on the not too willing atten-
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tion of Ministers since 1885. He is a colonial landlord, and

has commercial interests in New South Wales. HLs particular

mission in life is to mould the Post Office to the convenience

of the commercial ('ommunity ; in fact, to make the department

suit the public rather than the public fit in with official

traditions. His latest idea is to facilitate the delivery of

business letters by a system of decenti-alisation, which will

obviate the delay ensuing from dealing with letters, book

packets, circulars, and similar po.stal matter, in a lump.

Mr. Henniker Heaton gives St. ^Martin's le Grand very little

leisure and himself less, but he finds time to indulge in his

favourite pastime of chess. Even in this connection he is a

recognised oi'ganiser and Imperialist, for he is the originator

Mr. J. HENNIKER HE.A.TON, M.P.

(Canterbury).

the international Parliamentary chess matches between

Aiiierica and Great Britain, and is always to the fore in any-

thing of a world-embracing character. Mr. E. Bing. af Can-

terbury, is the divisional officer to whose influence the Society

owes Mr. Heaton's help.

Mh. Johx Burns, the well-known and highly esteemed

member for Battersea is a colleague of Mr. R. A. Robinson

on the London County Council, and has a Parliamentary

experience of ten years tacked on to an organiser's training

of nearly thirty yeai'S. A sound, shrewd, common-sense em-

bodiment of vigour, whose political views lean towards the

practical and material, ^h: Btirns has read his '>Mill on

Liberty' to advantage, and is of opinion that the well-being

of the community demands that the principle of free trade
"

must not be applied to the retailing of poison.

Mk. J. F. REMN.iXT represents, one might almost say.

Bloomsbury Square ; at any rate, he sits for the Holborn
division of Finsbtiry, in which constituency the Pharma-
ceutical Society's House is situated. The honourable gentle-

man has had a varied business training, having been a mem-
bei of the London County Council and the Thame,s Con-

servancy, and been associated with several large industrial

companies as director. He materially aids the Bill by his

support. Mr. Remnant will be personally known to many
members of the Society who. have attended regularly the

annual dinner, for he replied for the " House of Commons "

at the 1900 gathering in the Whitehall Rooms. On that occa-

sion he did a good deal to dispel the gloom which the Com-
panies Bill threw over pharmacists at the time. The fact

that Mr. Remnant has a sympathetic ear for pharmaceutical

wails is attribtited by some knowing persons to the

fact that he Ls a personal friend of Mr. R. A. Robinson, and

is closely acquainted with the Secretary, Mr. Bremridge. It

seems reasonable !

Mr. J. S. RANDLES, M.P.

(Cumberlancl, Cockermouth).

Mr. Ellis .J. Griffith, who represents the Welsh sup-

porters of the Pharmacy Bill, is a young barrister, who sits

for Anglesey as a Gladstonian Liberal. He is closely as.so-

ciated with educational movements in the principality, and

is said to be impressed with the educational work of the

Society during the past sixty years. Mr. T. H. W. Idris and

Mr. Glyn-Jones have been the pharmaceutical teachers of the

honourable gentleman.

Mr. J. ScuEKAH Raxdles. who has al.so promised to support

th© Bill, is the popular member of the Cumberland County

Council who defeated Sir Wilfrid Lawson at the last General

Election. The present representative of the Cockermouth Divi-

sion of the county is a Workington man, and is interested

largely in the Hematite Iron and Steel Co., Limited,

and similar concerns, which form the staple industry

of the neighbourhood. In politics he is a Liberal

Unionist of imperialistic tendencies, and he possesses the gift

of eloquence as well as a capacity for hard work. His phar-

maceutical education has been in the hands of the Working-

ton Chemists' and Druggists' Association and Mr. J. R.

ilas'on, the Society's Divisional Secretary, who has personally

"coached" the hoii. member on the subject of the Bill.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.*

BY JOHN BANKS.

Hhe piiotograpbic camera is in three parts—lens, camera

proper, and stand. The lens is the real picture-maker, the

camera simply a box for the excluding of all light except that

which passes through the lens, and with .several motions to

assist in the production of the picture. It is fitted with a

leather bellows to allow ofl focussing, a rising front (useful

principally in photographing buildings), a cross-front (used in

interior work), a side swing and a swing back (chiefly for pi'«-

serving the perpendiculars when camera is tilted), a ground-

glass for the focussing of the image, and a dark slide for hold-

ing photographic plates.

The stand should be rigid, and should possess a sliding por-

tion, f-o that the camera can be raised or lowered at will.

There is also the hand camera, used, as its name indicates, in

the hand. It is provided with a shutter, so that very rapid

exposures can be given, and has the advantage of convenience,

but its use is advocated xmly after an acquaintance with the

.stand camera.

Negative Production.

As the lens is the , real picture-producer, it is necessary to

have a good one, and if we have to select one we must know
something about it. It is not absolutely necessary to have

a lens. Pictures may he got with what is known
as a pinhole camera. Focussing is not necessary with

this ci'ude form of camera (although the image is

sharper at certain points than v at others), and size may
be regulated entirely by distance from object and distance,

on other side of pinhole at which plate is placed. This rulo

holds also with lense.s ; the rays at the centre simply cross at

the lens, and the size of the hnage is in direct proportion to

the distance of object from lens and the distance of the focus
of that object, long-focus lenses simply focussing further away
from the lens and giving image larger

—

i.e., if the object 's

12 ft. away and the image focussed i.s 12 in. from lens, then the
length of the image will be one-twelfth of that of the object.

This brings ns to what is known as the focaJ length of tlie

lens. The focal length depends entirely on the curvature of

the lens or component parts of the lens, and a lens is known
as short or long focus according to ths distance at which it

focusses, the comparative size of the image depending entirely

on that distance. If we wish to photograph the image of an
object of the same size as the object itself, then it is abso-
lutely necessary that the object be placed at the distance of

the focal length of the lens, and the lens will give the image
at an equal distance on the other side, .so that the focal length
of the lens may be found by halving the distance of the object

and image when image and object are the same size. (Of

course, this may at first be found by simply placing camera at

any point, and. if image is too small, simply moving it nearer.

)

Lenses are of many different fonns, the simnle one being
known as the single lens, which, unless of long focus, pos-
sesses a very round field, the "ocus of the image of such a lens

being formed of points equidistant from its surface.

A lens has to perfonn two functions—first, to bring all the
rays from one point to a focus at another point; second, to
bring the focus of all the points of its subject to a single plane.

The first can be got by perfect curvature and the use of only
the centre portion of the lens. The other cannot be got by a
single lens, and hence follows the single combination, or the
cementing together of two or more lenses of different curva-
ture. These lenses, however, had to be so accurately groxmd
that their price was rather high, and it was found that the
same result could be obtained by the use of two lenses, or

* Bead before the Edinburgh Chemists', Assistants', and Apprentices-
Association, Wednesday, February 11, 1903.

two combinations placed a certain distance apart. This also

corrected what is known as distortion

—

i.e., the bending of

perpendicular lines inward or outward. We shall come to the-

use of stops presently, but in the meantime we may say that

if the stop, or metal plate with a hole in it, was placed before

the lens, this bending gave what is known as barrel-shaped

distortion ; if behind the lens, hour-glass distortion. If be-

tween the lenses, the one fault corrected the other, so that

the double lens became known as a rectilinear lens. If the

two combinations of this lens were of equal focus—although
this is not necessary—it was also known as a symmetrical lens.

Lenses are now constructed of such perfection that the whole

lens imay be used and yet a flat field be obtained, and when
photographing objects in one plane

—

i.e., a drawing or any
flat surface—the use of what are known as stops, or dia-

phragms, is not an absolute necessity, but in inferior lenses,

and for obtaining depth of focus, the use of stons is necessary,

and the explanation of apertures, stops, and their designation,

and the term " depth of focus," is not advisable. We will

take, say, a 12-in. focus lens

—

i.e., a lens which focusses the

image of a very distant object at 12 in. Supposing the

diameter of the lens glass is 2 in., then the lens anerture is-

said to be P/6

—

i.e.. one-sixth of the focal length of the lens,

and a set of stojjs is provided with lens, cutting down the

available apei-ture of ]ight, but increasing the depth of focus

of lens, and these stops are also numbered in relation to the

focal length of the len.s—i.e., a stop of lin.-in diameter is F/12:

in a 12-inch lens and F/6 in a 6-inch lens, and the stop r/12

is 1 in. in a 12-inoh lens and i in. in ^ 6-inch lens.

Exposure in Relation to Stops.

Exposure is simply the time necessary to impress the imag©-

of a subject on a photographic plate. All stons of the same

number admit the .same amount of light with all lenses. The
"relative exposure required for stops is as the square of their

numbers, F/12 requiring four times as long as F/6, and for

convenience stops have been reduced to a standard, F/6, 8, 11,

16, 22, 32, 44. 64. each requiring approximately double the

exposure of the previous one.

All ordinary photographic pictures are said to have several

planes, the foreground being one plane, the middle-ground %

second, and the distance a third plane, and if we look at the-

picture formed by a lens of larger aperture, we will see that

while it is possible to get any one of these planes sharp, or'

in focus, it is not possible to set them all sharp at the same

time ; but by the introduction of a stop what is known as

depth of focus is obtained, depth of focus being sharpness in-

a line away from the camera, and flatness of field the acquir-

ing of sharpness in a line horizontal to the camera. In in-

ferior lenses the field of the 'ei)s is also improved by the in-

troduction of a stop, and the smaller the stop used the greater

is the depth obtained. Depth of focus is the same at th.9

centre in all lenses of equal focus, and is controlled away
from the centre by the field of the lens. It varies inversely

as the focal length of the lens. Depth of focus is greater m
short focus lenses than in long focus lenses, so that is why
short focus lenses are used in snapshot photography. More

depth is obtained with a stop of larger designation. Xow,

designation (or number) is not to be confounded with size.

All stops of the same size .give approximately the same deptk

in all lenses, but the 1-ui. stop is F/12 in our 12-inch lens and'

F/6 in our 6-inch lens, and F/12 requires four times the ex-

posure of F/6, but as with a short focus lens, in order to get

an object of any size we have to go very near, rendering th»-

apparent perspective wrong, it would be impossible to us8

short -focus lenses for all subjects.

This brings us to the consideration of the focal length of'

lens necessary for our different sizes of pictures. We will,

therefore, take the popular sizes—|-plate, ^-plate, iyi-plate-~
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and we will find that, given the average size of lens for i-plate

at 6 in., the i-plate lens would be 9 in., and the lA-plate 12 in.

The size of image given by the lens is proportionate to its

focal length, and we have only to commre the linear measure-

ment of the longest side of one plate with another in order to

find the comparative focal lengths of lens necessary

—

i.e., our

1/1 (85 X 6^) in its longest side is twice the length of our

O piate (4^ X 3i), and the lens necessary is one double the

focal length. This, of course, only means that the same

amount of subject will be included on 1/1, i, and ^-plate with

lenses of 12 in., 9 in., and 6 in. respectively. The covering

power of a 'lens depends on its quality and the distance its

component parts are apart, and has nothing to do with the

size of image given, but, all things being equal, each len

would also have the same covering- power. For ^ and

1/1-plate many workers, however, prefer lenses of longer

focus, the best picture being obtained by long focus lenses,

as the foreground, middle-ground, and distance are in more

pleasing proportion to each other. The flatness of field in

long focus lenses is, owing to less curvature of lens, generally

better than with short focus lenses, but, all things being con-

sidered, it will be found that a stop of the same size will be

required for our picture

—

i.e., F/6, F/8, and F/12—and our

comparative exposures will be be 1, 2. and 4 sec.

The only other point to consider in connection with lenses

is its fixed focus

—

i.e., the distance of object beyond which

all objects are sharp. This will be found absolutely at 100

times the focal length of the lens and practically at fifty

times, and this fact is taken advantage of in what are known
as fixed-focus cameras, and the fixed-focus image is at the dis-

tance nf the focal length of the lens. This can be found by

experiment, by focussing at an object a great distance away,

and marking on camera for fut'-re use.

We now come to the question of exposure in connection

witli platas which are made in three rapidities—fast, medium,

and slow—the difference in these rapidities being approxi-

mately as 1, 2, and 4. The slow plate is generallv out of

date, but for view work it is hard to find its equal in the

medium or special rapid brand which has now taken its place.

However, for those who use only one speed of plate the

special rapid is the one to be recommended. There are eo

many goool cmakes of plate now in the market that the tyro

in photography cannot go wrong with the medium brand of

any reliable make, although for special subjects certain make.s

may possess an advantage.

Development,

With regard to development little need be said to

indicate the action of the component parts of developei

and suggest remedies for faults. In order to develop

properly we must know the result required. We may
not at first be able to get that result, but by steadily

aiming at it we will become acquainted with the factors

which govenj development and the modification necessary

in the treatment of subject different, or in the acquiring

of different results. Exposure is relative to the development

employed, but as we use the developer which gives us the

best results, we expose for that developer, such exposure being

known as the correct exposure. It will be found in practice,

although it does not necessarily follow, that the developer

which gives us the ibest results is also the developer which
allows the greatest latitude over and under the correct ex-

posure.

All developers contain an agent (properly reagent) and an
alkali, and, as the behaviour of all agents and alkalies are to

a certain extent simDar, it will only be necessary to example
one developer giving comparisons with others, or recommend-
ing such when their use is considered desirable. We will

take the pyro soda, which may be called the safest developer.
Its constituents are :

—
Pyro 1 oz. Soaa carb 10 oz.
Potass. Brom i oz. Soda sulph 16 oz.
(Sometimes omitted) Water 100 oz.

Nitric acid 20 drops
Water 100 oz.
May be made to 10 oz.
stock, and diluted as
required.

Use equal parts.

Weakening developer lessens contrast. Corrective for

under-exposure.—^More may be accomplished in correcting

under-exposure by simply making developer and giving time

than is generally known. Plate may be also finished in a

non-bromide developer. Adding pyro gives strength to lights.

Steeping in pyro bromide solution also strengthens light and
checks shadows. Corrective for over-exposure.—If developing

a number of negatives it is better to have three dishes on
filled with water. If under-exposed, place in water and rock
slightly ; if over, rin.se and place in pyro bromide solution for

*»ome time, afterwards finishing in oi'iginal developer.

By using liq. anunoniee as alkali in place of soda, of the

strength of Ij oz. to 100 oz. water, greater latitude may be

obtained, correction for under-exposure simply consisting in

the addition of amnlonia to developer ; but care is required,

otherwise chemical fog may result, rendering negative in-

ferior or useless. Tentative development is often recom-

mended with this developer, consisting siniplv of beginning

with a veiy weak solution of developer, obtaining a ghost

image, and adding pyro or anunonia as required, or pyro may
be used full strength, and ammonia added as required ; but

this is not so successful where negative is much under-ex-

posed. On the other hand, if image is known to be under-

exposed, the best result may be obtained by flashing up the

image with an excess of ammonia and allowing it to gain

strength afterwards. This method is, however, not safe m
the beginner's hands.

Amidol, rodinal, and hydrokinone may be also used, aaid

the beginner is recoumiended to get one of the many tex -

books in which formulae of all processes will be found. Pjto-

.'•:oda and pyro-ammonia are professional developers, while

hydrokinone will be found the developer most in use with the

amateur. It is clean, cheap, as it can be used several

times, and with care produces very good negatives, but either

of the pyro developers allows of more latitude.

With regard to exposure in relation to subject, the rule is,

expose for the shadows. A sea and sky subject will re-

quire a certain exposure, the only shadow being probably the

trough of the waves; but introduce, say, the Island of Inch

Keith into the picture : although it may occupy only a

quarter of the picture, and the exposure required will pro-

bably be four times as long, the land constituting the

shadow, and the trough of the waves, if observed at all, being

nearer the lights. Again, remember that breadth of shadow

also counts. A piece of cardboard on which are drawn 100

lines will reouire one exposure ; di'aw these lines into five

broad bands, and the exposure will jjrobably be double, not

because there is more shadow in our card picture, but because

the shadows are broader. Exposure is greatlv a matter of

appearance. Colour also plays a part in exposure, the blues

being the most active and the greens and reds least. A
landsca]>e composed mainly of heavy tree foliage requii-es a

very long exjwsure, and the use of the yellow screen placed

in front of lens in conjunction with isochromatic plates R-e

advisable in this class of subject. Flower studies ard pai-:t-

ing reproductions are also improved by their use. Learn to

judge by light on ground-glass, taking account of lens, size of

plate, and time of year and day, and exposure will become %

matter of much more accuracy than generally obtains.
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POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

Sixteen cases of deaths by poisoning were reported during

the seven days ended Wednesday, March 25, 1903.

j

....
Accidenti. buiciue*

A TV!m OTl 1 Q.

1 -
n?i.mnTinrfi,'fpr1 Oil 1

2
1

Potassium Bichromate 1

1

1

Veno's Lightning Fluid 1

4

Total r 9 7

Ammonia.—A man at Bradford died from the effects of taking

a quantity of ammonia from a ginger-beer bottle in mistake for

soda water.

Arsenic.—A clerk at Battersea died from an overdose of

arsenic taken by an error of judgment. Death was thought to

be due to deceased having taken, after an interval, the same or

a larger dose of an arsenical medicine that he had left off with

when previously in the habit of taking the medicine.

Camphorated Oil.—A child at Middlesbrough was given this

oil in mistake for castor oil, and died as the result.

Carbolic Acid.—A domestic servant at Wandsworth Common
committed suicide by taking carbolic acid.

Hair Restorer.—A man at Glossop was poisoned by taking a

dose of hair restorer containing 1 per cent, of '• irritant poison "

(probably cantharides or ammonia).

Laudanum.—A man at Leicester was found dead in the river

Soar, his pocket containing an empty laudanum bottle. A
woman at Greenock died from laudanum poisoning.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Hyson Green committed suicide by
taking oxalic acid.

Potassium Bichromate.—A French polisher at Hackney
committed suicide by drinking a solution of potassium bi-

chromate.

Rat Poison.—The postmistress at Kilskeery, near Trillick,

Ireland, committed suicide by drinking a quantity of rat

poison.

Salt of Lemon.—A woman at Selby committed suicide by

taking " salts of lemon."

Veno's Lightning Fluid.—Half-a-bottle of Veno's Lightning

Fluid is reported to have caused the death of a woman at

Shirley, who drank the fluid by mistake.

Poisons not stated.—A woman at Liverpool, a man at

Nottingham, a man at Aberavon, and a child at Ledbury, all

died in circumstances pointing to poisoning, but the nature of

he poison was not definitely stated in the reports to hand.

Miscellaneous Cases.—Laudanum (4), a liniment, and "rat

poison" were taken by would-be suicides. A man at Leek was
ound guilty of having attempted to cause oxychloride of copper

to be administered to his wife with intent to murder. A man,
charged at the Central Criminal Court, London, with murdering
his wife by giving her aqioa fortis, was committed for trial. A

woman at Bolton was charged with attempting to take the life

oi her child by giving it carbolic acid. A man named Klo-

sowski, charged with murdering women by administering tartar

emetic, was found guilty on Thursday of last week.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Alleged Contravention of Section 17 at Glasgow.

Pkarinaccuiical Society v. Alexander Cross and Sons.

On Friday, March 20, 1903, in the Oourt House, Glasgow,

Sheriff Davidson resumed the hearing O'f the complaint against

Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd.. Glasgow, at the instance of

the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical 'Society. The complaint,

it mar be recalled, charged Messrs. Cross and Sons with an

offence under the Pharmacy Act of 1868, by iselling a bottle ^
of ' Ballikiuvain Aut Destroyer " which coutained poison, m y
contravention of (Section 17 of that Act (see ante, p. 313).

At the previous diet objection to the relevancy of the com-

plaint had been urged on ibehalf of the respondents, and on

the present occasion counsel's argument was resumed.

Mr. Campbell, M'ho appeared for the respondents, reminded

Ms Lordship that when the caise was lust before the court he

wa.s stating his objection that m this case tlie prosecutor had

no title to prosecute. He would explain to his Lordship the

manner in, which title was given 'to itlie Registrar of the Phar-

maceutical iSocietr to prosecute for certain offences under the

Phannacy Act. The preamble of the Pharmacy Act of 1868

stated tliat it was in the public interest- and safety that per-

sons keeping open shop for retailing, dispensing, or com-

pounding poisons should possess a practical knowledge of the .

business, and the Act made certain .provisions for dealing

with offences committed by chemists and druggists. It also

provided that chemists .should l^e registered and pass certain

examinations in order to prove their lltness for the business.

Sections 15 and 17 dealt with offences that could be prose-

cuted tmder these sections, and there was given an express

sitatutory authority to the Registrar of the Phannaoeutical

'Society to prosecute in these cases. In (Section 17 of the

Act, under -which Messrs. Alexander ,GVoss ajid iSons, Ltd.,

were being prosecuted, no istattttorv power was given to the

Registrar of the Pharmaceut'iical Society to 'prosecute. It had
been well said that in a nrivate prosecution the isrosecutor

nmst either liave a statutory .authority or an interest in the

question. That interest might toe of different kinds in en- '
.

'titling a jjerson to prosecute. It had been held in some
cases that the Registjar of tlie Pliarmaceutical Society prose-

cuting cases under this ..'€ction had an interest sufficient to

give him a title, but in Ithe present case the proper prose- .

cutor was the Public Prosecutor, or the Procurator Fiscal, -j

in the public interest. Counsel maintained, therefore, that
'

the cnniplaint was defective, as the Registrar of the Pharma- i

ceutital JSociety had iio statutoiy authority under Section 17,

which did not deal with chemists in particular, but with the

interests of the public. It would be somewhat .startling to

find tliat this section gave the Registrar of the Phanna-

ceuticiil 'Society statutory authority to prosecute. He argued

his case with the greatest confidence, for it had been already

decided in that court by his Lordship's precedessor, at the iii-

btiiiK-.- 'il irlie same persons and against the saone respondents.

Thai UL 1895, and it was then decided that the Registrar

of the Pharmaceutical Socierty had no statutory authority to

prosecute. . and had no interest, and the .comnlaint was dis-

missed, andl nothing had been done by the Pharmaceutical

Society against i-espondentK cai-r^-iiig on the same business
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until iliis complaint came up. He presumed that the pre-

sent pi'oceedings were founded upon n, decision given by the

C?ourt of Justiciaiv last year, it -was the case of Brenuidge

again.st Smith. That wa« a case where the Registrar of the

rhaiTiiaceutical Socieity prosecuted John Steel Smith. M.B.,

(J.M.. who was thi- proprietor of a chemist's busiue.ss carried

on by him in a shop in iSpringbuni Ro:id. Glasgow,

Hud w'ho was guilty of an offence of selliing a quantity

of medicine which contained strychnine as an ingre-

dient. That case came before Sheriff Fyfe, and it was

thrown out on the ground of title to i)rosecute,

A stated case was t^iken to the Court of Session, and the case

for the court to decide was, had the Regisitrar. under the

Pharmacy Act, and in name of the Council of the Pharma-

i-utical Society, a title to prosecute under Section 17? That

question wa,s answered by the judges of the Court of Ses-

sion in the affirmativ*. The court decided thait the Regi;-

trar of the Pharmaceutical Society had a good title to prose-

cute this doctor, who was trading as a chemist, and also

decided that the Regi.strar had an initerest. The court held

that the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society had )>een

created for the purpo.se of dealing with chemists, and that

he had an interest in prosecuting chemists who violate Sec-

tion 17 of the Act, But the present case was on totally

different ground.s. Here the Registrar had no authority by

statute 01 otherwise, or on the ground of interest, because

he had no interest. Therefore he had no judicial authority.

Counsel did not require to go pa.st a glance at the complaint

ol the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society, in order to

show that the former had no title to prosecute. The re-

spondent was cliarged with having .sold a bottle of Ballikin-

rain Ant Destroyed nvhich was here ^woduced to the court i,

and on the back of the bottle there were elaborate instructions

as (o how the insects were to be exterminated, and warning

gardeners to keep it out of the reach of dogs, Alexander

loss and Sons were not suggested to be chemists or drug-

gists of any kind, but were wholesale dealers iu chemical

manures. How could the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical

Society suggest that he had any right to prosecute this firm ?

I" here was no suggestion of a chemist, or of a druggist, or-

(if dispensing, or of infringing in any way the rights of

he Pharmaceutical Society, Dealing alone with chemists and

n gistered chemists, the Pharmaceutical Society could never

liave any concern, as a corporate, body, or as representing

•rtain interests, with the fact that his clients should sell a

rtain rat destroyer. The mere fact that the Pharmaceutical

-iiciety had here no title did not make Section 17 of the Act

loperative.

His Lordship : Your point is that, unless there is an in-

r-rest, there is no title to prosecute?

Sh' Campbell : Yes. That is my principal objection. But

I have other two objections which I wish to state.

His Lord<?liip : Ycxu had better istate thenx.

Mr. Campbell, proceeding, said his second dbjection to the

' i mplaint was that it was irrelevant in respect that it did not

ate the person by whose hand the sale was made. That is

the danger of prosecuting a limited liability company under

an Alt of this kind. By Section 17 of the Act it was pro-

\ ided that any person on whose behalf a sale was made by
ny apprentice or servant shall be deemed to be the servant

hi that case, the prosecutor had the right to pro.secute the

master for an offence committed by his servant. But it was

luite impossible for a limited liability company to sell. As
> lunited company, in its corperate capacity, it was physi-

ally incapable of passing a bottle to a person over the

ounter. As this sale must have been by the hands of a

servant, the complainers were bound to tell the respondents

who that person was.

- His Lordship : You meant the complaint fails' from want" of
specification ?

'

Mr. Campbell: Yes. His third complaint %\-a,s that his
clients were charged with three sejmrate offences under Sec-
tion 17—(1) [Of having sold a poison to a person unknown to
the seller

; (2) with having sold a. poison, and failed to make
an entry in a book; (3) with having sold a poison, and failed
to attach a label thereto bearing the name of the respondents.
Under Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act it was quite clear
that his clients would be guilty of an (offence, and convicted
•at the instance of the proper person, if they sold 'a poison
and failed to cbserve one or other of these conditions. But
the complaint was bad inasmuch as it asked the court to con-
vict Alexander Cross and ,Sons "of the offence aforesaid."
That would land the complainers in considerable difficulty if

they got the length of a proof, hr they say one offence
in the complaint, they will require t<.> innve all three offences,
and, failing that, the respondents would be acquitted, not-
withstanding the fact that .Section 17 makes it an offence if

the respondents bixve omitted to take one or other of the

precautions stated.

His Lordship : The Registrar is entitled to choo-se his own
offence and is entitled to jjrosecute it.

iMi-. Campbell said he would require to prove all three
offences, although they were not put alternatively. He pro-

ceeded to quote authorities where it liiad been lield fatal to

a oomfplaint if three offences were alleged and only one

proved. His clients were charged with three offences, in so

ftvr as he could be convicted three, times and on three dif-

ferent groundis. The complaint spoke only of an offence, and
he submitted that that was a fatal defect. On the three

grounds he haid stated—the want of title, failure in specifica-

tion, and three separate offences being charged while the

c«'ave in the complaint nifniioiied one—^lie asked tliat the

complaint he dismissed as irrelevant.

Mr. ISloriiSon, on behalf of the Registrar of the Pharma-

ceutical 'Society, submitted that the complaint was perfectly

relevant. Mr. Campbell had said that this was a complaint

charging the respondents with thiiee offences. He had no

warrant for maJdng such a suggestion. The complain,t was

that Alexander Cross and ,Spns, Ltd,, had been guilty tof an

offence within the meaning of the 17th Section of the Phar-

macy Act of 1868, and it pr-oceed* in libelling a single

'offence, and it {proceeds to inject into 'the coniolaint, and he

stibmitted properly, the words of the section of the Act, to

ishow in detail of what 'the offence charged consists. It was

perfectly apparent that, iu respect of this offence, lae crav-

ings ask for a penalty of £5, Avhereas if there had been three

offences they were entitled under statute to sue, and would

me. (for a £5 penalty for each offence. The woirds of the

Statute were quite clear.

His Lordship remaa-ked that yir. Morison need not pursue

this point further, as he was satisfied that the complaint wa?

in form.

Mr. Morison, turning to the objection that the complaini.

was bad in respect of want of specification, inasmuch as it

was not stated by whose hand the poison was sold, said his

answer to that was the section itself. He did not think it

mattered much whether a limited company could .sell or not,

although it was obvious they existed to manufacture and sell.

His Lordship said he was quite clear on that point also.

Mr. Morison came to the next objection—tliait of title to

prosecute. He thought the point was exceedingly thin.

He had never heard it suggested thatt a decision of the

High Court did not apply, and was not meant to apply, to the

construction of a statute. The question was, had the Regis-

trar of the Pharmaceutical Society title to prosecute the re-

spondents? The decision in the Court of Session, revening
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the judgment of the Sheriff, on this point, was sufficient.

Mr. Morisou quoted at lengtdi the deliveries of Lord

Young and Lord Pearson in pronouncing their judgment, the

latter of whom had declared that the Eegisti-ar of the Phar-

maceutical Society was clearly entitled to prosecute, and that

there could be no better prosecutor in the interests of the

public. He ridiculed the suggestion that the decision he

referred to was meant to apply only in cases where doctors

were prosecuted. The only exception made in regard to doc-

tors was in Section 3 of the Act of 1869, which protected

them in respect of medicines supplied to patients, and pa-

tients only. It said that nothing done under Section 17 of

the 1868 Act should apply to any medicine supplied by a
legally qualified medical practitioner to his patient. That
reference to a doctor was tot-ally inapplicable. The whole
policy of the prosecution was' tliat here they had a la-belled

poison, one of the most dangerous there was, and the Regis-

trar of the Pharmaceutical Society was entitled in the public

interest to prevent a contravention of the Pharmacy Act. He
maintained that the decision obtained in the Steele Smith case

ruled here. He therefore submitted that the complaint was per-

fectly relevant, and the complainer shoiild be allowed proof.

His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that be was of

opinion that the case of Bremridge against Steele Smith
governed the question of title, and he would allow the Registrar

of the Pharmaceutical Society to lead proof. He therefore re-

pelled the objections.

Some discussion took place regarding the fixing of a diet

for proof, Mr. Campbell declaring that he intended examin-
ing numerous witnesses, as this case was going to go further.

Mr. Morison protested against an inordinate length of time
being occupied with the case.

Ultimately, his Lordship fixed May 13 next for the hearing
of evidence.

Proceedings under Section 17.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Newsham.
On Wednesday, March 25, 1903, at the Preston Borough Police

Court, Thomas Newsham, the proprietor of the drug and photo-
graphic stores, 119, Moor Lame, Preston, was summoned, at
the in.stance of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, first,

for having sold oorro.sive sublimate to a person unknown, and, in
the second instance, for not making an entiy in a register before
the delivery of the same.

Mr. Robson (Manchester) appeared to prosecute on behalf of
the Society, and Mr. A. Blackhurst represented tie defendant.

Mr. Robson explained that the summonses were taken under
Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. The informations were,
laid by Mr. Harry Moon, an employee of the Society, and both
were in respect of the same sale of the same article on the same
date. One information was in respect of the sale of a poison

—

contained in the first part of Schedule A of the Act^to a person
unknown and to a person not introduced by any i>erson known to

the seller. The second information was in respect of the same
article, because New'sloam 'did not^ before delivery "make or
cause to be made an entry in a book to be kept for that purpose
stating the date of sale, the name and address of purchaser, the
name and quantity of article sold and the purpose for wliich it

is stated by the purchaser to be required, to which the signature

of the purchaser and of the person (if anj-) who introduced him
shall be affixed." On February 23 Mr. Arthur Foulds, of Man-
chester, visited defendant's establishment and purchased three-

pennyworth of corrosive sublimate, otherwise known as bi-

chloride of mercury. There were 437 grains in an ounce, and a
fatal dose was three grains. So the justices would see the im-

portance of a point like this being taken up by the Pharmaceuti-

jQal Society. The Society had to act in a kind of ministerial

capacity, and this furnished one of those cases they felt bound
to take up. They asked for the infliction of a penalty, for

dtefendant had neglected to comply with the section in any way.

Harry Moon, 17, Bloomsbuiy Square, London, deposed that

he was the informant in the case and gave instructions for the

purchase of the corrosive sublimate.

Arthur Foulds, 215, Brunswick Street, Manchester, inquii-y

agent, said he visited defendant's shop at 12.5 on the afternoon

of February 23 and purchased the article in question.

Mr. Robson: Had you known Mi'. Newsham previouslj^?

—

No.

Did he ask you your name?—No.

Did anybody introduce you to him?—No.

Was any entry of the purchase made in your presence?—No.

Were you asked to sign anything?—-No questions were asked

at all.

In cross-examination Iby Mr. Blackhurst witness denied that

when he went to the shop he first asked for photographia

plates. He made no mention of plates.

Mr. Blackhurst : Did you not also ask if he could recommend
something for intensifying negatives?—^No.

Do you know bichloride of mercury is used for that pur-

pose?—^I do not know what it is used for.

If Mr. Newsham had sold you a pound instead of an ounce,

or, in other words, if it had beBn sold wholesale, no offence

would have been committed?—^I cannot say that.

The Magistrates' Clerk (to witness) : Where did defendant

take the corrosive sublimate from?—Somewhere behind the

counter.

Mr. Blackhurst, addressing the court, said defendant was
the son of the late Mr. Newsham, chemist, Moor Lane. He
died a short time ago, and defendant had now gone in fi)r

photography. Newsham instructed him that Foulds called at

his shop and inquired for some special photographic plates,

and then asked if he could recommend anything for intensi-

fying negatives. Defendant thereuiJon mentioned bichloride

of mercury, and Foulds asked him to sell three-pennyworth,

which he did. Newsham, however, did not make a practice of

selling it, having purchased it for his own use entirely. Why
the Society should now proceed against his client under two
summonses he could not understand. Surely one was sufficient.

Newsham regretted what had taken place, and promised,

through liim, not to offend again.

The Chairman : I presume if he sold it for photographic pur-

poses he would not be exempt from the consequences?

Mr. Robson : No, sir.

The magistrates ordered defendant to pay a fine of 40s. and
CQftts in the first case and costs in the second.

Mr. Robson asked for advocate's fee, and this was allowed.

Companies Act, 1862.

A One-Man Company.

On Monday, March 16, 1903, at Durham Lounty Court, the

Official Receiver of the Durham Bankruptcy Court, Mr. J. A.

Longden, applied to Judge O'Coimor to nominate some other

person than himself to act as liquidator/ in the matter of Tom
Brown and Co., Ltd., of Walsingham. An order for the com-

pulsory windinig-up of the company was made on December
16, 1902. After Mr. Longden had submitted his report' with

reference to 'the appointment of a liquidator, and stated his

treasons as to why some other perslon should be .appointed

than himself, his Honour remarked that it was obviously a-

one-man company. The one-man company came within the

meaning of the Act of 1862, therefore it could not be said to

be illegal ; ibut there was no douDt that iu many cases it was
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resorted to only to avoid personal liability. This person's

case was an illustration of the abuse which, was often prac-

tised. Here they had a scheme to enable Tom Brown to

carry on, under the jjersnnated character of a limited com-
pany and with a limited liability, a business which, if he
caiTied it on in his own name as true owner, he could only

htive conducted under the terms of absolute liability. Here
they had a company formed by Tom Brown .as a pure specu-

lation to open and cany on a business of wholesale and retail

chemists and druggists at the risk of his creditors. The vir-

tual owner of this business could not be made liable for debts

couitracted by the company proper. If the company was
prosperous, apparently he carried off all the profit except

some unimportant fractions. Both the creditors and contri-

butories concurred in desiring the appointment of the Official

Receiver as liquidator. He did not think he could set aside

the decision of the creditors and contributories that Mr.

Longden (the Official Receiver) should act as liquidator.

High Court of Justice—King's Bench Division.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Hudson V. Bridge.

Wednesday, March 25, 1903, before the Lord Chief Justice

and Justices Ohannell and Wills. This was one of the CD. A.

appeal cases, supported by the Drug Trade Appeal Fund.

Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., and Mr. R. E. Vaughan Williams

(instructed by ^lessrs. Neve, Be'ck, and Kirby) appeared for the

appellant,, and Mr. Compton Smith appeared on behalf of the

respondents—the Tottenham Health Authorities. The a,ppellant

appealed against the decision of the Tottenham magistrates, in

a Food and Drugs Acts case brought against him on May 1,

1902, in resp6C"t to a sample of vinegar of squill, which the

public analyst stated was 40 per cent .deficient in acetic acid.

The main object of the appeal was to obtain a pronouncement
!iy the High Court upon the point whether the public analyst is

bound to state upon his certificate "whether any change had

taken place in the constitution of the article that would inter-

fere with the analysis " in every case where an article is liable

to decomposition, or whether he is bound to do so only in a

case where the decomposition would interfere with his analysis.

^Ir. Avory stated that there were tlu^ee points upon wli-ich

he asked the court to set aside the decision of the magistrates :

(1) Wliether the certificate of the public analy.st was good ; (2)

whether there was a standard for the article at all ; and (3)

whether there was any sale to the prejudice of the purchaser.

Tlie magistrates, in .stating their ca-se for the High Court,

submitte<l that the analyst, in his certificate, stated tliat he

was of opinion tliat the sample wa.s" deficient in acetic acid to

the extent of 40 per cent., and that he based this opinion upon
the British Pharmacopceia. The sample contained 2'5 per cent,

of acetic acid, and .should have contained 4'2 per cent. There

was no statement upon the certificate whether any change had
taken place whicli would interfere with the analysis.

The defendant had pleaded that vinegar of squill was liable to

decomposition, and that therefore the whole deficiency miglit

have been caused by decomposition. The deficiency of acetic

acid was immaterial, as it was used only to extract the medical

properties from the squills. There 5vas no report on the certifi-

ca.te that any change had taken place ; there was no evidence

of any prejudice to the purchaser ; andl there was no evidence

of any standard of quality for vinegar of squill.

The prosecutor, said the magistrates, maintained that the

certificate was in the form set forth in the Schedule to the Act
of 1875 ; that the article was not liable to decomposition within

the meaning of the Act ; and that vinegar of squill, being in

the British Pharmacopoeia, must contain 4 2 per cent, of acetic

acid.

Mr. Avory, dealing with the validity of the certificate, ai'gued

that in the case of butter, milk, or any article liable ta decom-

position, the analyst must specially report whether any change

had taken place in tlie constitution of the article.

The Lord Chief Justice: "Any decomposition that would

interfere with the analysis."

Mr. Avoiy maintained that it wa.s immaterial whether it

would interfere with the analysis or not. It didi not matter

which way he reported, but if the article was at all liable to

decomposition he must say on his certificate whether any change

had taken place. The justices relied upon the certificate, and

if it was deficient the case was not proved. It was not suffi-

cient for them to find as a fact that the decomposition was not

such as would interfere with the analysis. The magistrates held

that the decomposition was to be taken in a limited siense. But
they could not, in that way, get rid of the statement requiring

the analyst to say whether any change had taken place.

Mr. Justice Channell : The question is wheixier they are right

in their construction of decomposition.

Mr. Avory, continuing, stated that the magistrates agreed

that a decomposition did take place which produced a fungoid

growth ; that was usually evidence of decomposition. It was,

moreover, not a decomposition arising from evaporation.

Mr. Justice 'Wills said there were two kinds of decomposi-
tion : one which would interfere with the analysis and one
which would not.

Ml-. Avory admitted that the magistrates held that it was not

a decomposition which would interfere with the analysis, but
the analyst ought to have reported, on that.

Coming to the question of standard, Mr. Avory said that in

the case of Dickens v. Randerson, it was held that where an
article was asked for under its Pharmacopoeia name, the standard
set up by the B.P. must be followed.

Mr. Justice Channell : If the article is in the B.P., it is

prima facie evidence that it is the article the purchaser wants.
Mr. Avory pointed out that, while characters and tests

were given in the B.P. for acetic acid and dilute acetic acid,
there was no standard for the amount of acetic acid in vinegar
of squill.

The Lord Chief Justice : You mean that in some cases it

merely states how to make the article, and in some what it

ought to be when made.
Mr. Avory said that was so, but in this case the only use of

the acetic acid was to extract the medical properties from the
squill.

The Lord Chief Justice : Supposing you took out all the
acetic acid, what would the effect be ?

Mr. Avory : In that case it would not be vinegar of squill.

The third point, continued Mr. Avory, was whether the
sale was to the prejudice of the purchaser; was the article

of the nature, substance, and quality of the article demanded.
The justices could apply a clear test to mercury ointment,
but not so here. There was no evidence that the article was
not made according to the B.P.

Mr. Justice Channell : The real question is whether the
finished product contained 3-8 per cent, of acetic acid ; if it

did not, the purchaser did not get what he a-sked for.

Mr. Avory replied that the article, when freshly made, only
contained 3'8 per cent., and that a purchaser could not expect
to get it freshly made every day.

The Lord Chief Justice : He might ask for that made j'es-

terday.

Mr. Avory: Yes; "fresh from the macerating process."
There was evidently, continued Mr. Avory, a confusion in

the magistrates' mind upon this point. They admitted that

D
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the article was liable to decomposition, but added that it was

not the decomposition referred to in the schedule. There was

a standard, they maintained, for the amount of acetic acid

which should be found, but they did not say when that

amount should be found. The B.P. standard, he maintained,

could only apply to the newly-finished drug. In the case of

an article liable to decomposition from natural causes, it

should be stated what amount could be expected after a cer-

tain time. The magistrates did not find whether there was

prejudice or not.

The Lord Chief Justice : Acetic acid might be a good tonic.

Mr. Justice Channell : If he asked for it and did not get

it, he was prejudiced.

The hearing of the case was resumed on March 26. when Mr.

Compton Smith stated the case on behalf of the respondents.

His points were that the certificate was in the form as prescribed

by Section 21 of the Food and Drugs Acts, 1875. If the certifi-

cate was wrong, then the public analyst, being called by the

defendant to give evidence, cured any defect in the Oi^rtificate.

The decomposition mentioned' in the Schedule was the decom-

position of articles of food—milk and butter—but the article in

question was a drug, and it was only in a case where the decom-

position would interfere with his analysis that the analyst was
bound to state whether any change_had taken place in the con-

stitution of the article. The justices had found as a fact that

the decomposition to which vinegar of squill was liable was not

such as would interfere with the analysis, and in that respect

differed from decompo.sition in milk, butter, and the like.

Dealing with the question of standard, he quoted the case of

Dickens v. Kanderson, and argued that the article should have

confonned to the standard which was presumably set forth in

the B.P. , and " which chemists must not play with." By making
the article in the manner prescribed in the B.P. it was found to

contain a percentage of acetic acid ranging from 3'8 to 4'1, and

the seller was bound to supply an article conforming to this

standard. Although no definite standard was fixed in the B.P.,

the justices were entitled to assume that it should contain a

certain amount of acetic acid, otherwise the public would be at

the mercy of chemists. The article maght not have been made
with the right proportion of acetic acid, and the proper quantity

of squill would not therefore be taken up.

The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judg-ment, stated that, in

his opinion, ^vro points of objection to the conviction had been

raised. With regard to the question of the validity of the certi-

ficate, the second objection was so strong that he did not think

it was necessary to decide the case upon the first point. If the

certificate was bad, he was not prepared) to .say that it would
not have been cured by the evidence of the analyst. The
second objection was, however, fatal. It was immaterial

whether or not there was less acetic acid in the article as sold

than the purchaser would have required if he knew the drug had
been kept, because if it contained the right quantity when first

made, it was immaterial how much it contained later. Vinegar

of .squill projierly made would contain 4'8 per cent, of acetic

acid; that vinegar of squill, even if properly kept, by internal

action goes through some changa which reduces the amount of

acetic acid present, but still as a drug it was none the worse.

He was ot opinion that it was not material that the acetic acid

had diminished, and he was convinced that the conviction could

not be supported.

Justices Channell and Wills concun-ed.

High Court of Justice.—Chancery Division.

Naphtha Soap.

On Monday, March 23, 1903, Mr. Justice Byrne gave judg-

ment in a case in which an American firm of manufacturer^

of Fels-Naphtha soap sought an injunction to restrain Messrs.

Thomas Hedley and Co., Limited, from selling as "naphtha

soap" any soap not of plaintiff's manufacture.

His Lordship held that the name was descriptive, and that

the defendant.s were entitled to sell other soap as naphtha

soap. He therefore dismissed the action with costs.

Aberdeen Sheriff Court.

A Chemist's Lease.

On Friday, March 20, 1903, Mrs. Cruickshank, or Smith,

brought an action against Mr. John Alexander, chemist, and

druggist, 626, King vStreet, Aberdeen, to compel him to resume

at 57, High Street, Aberdeen, until the expiry next year of

his ten years' lease, the business of a chemist and druggist

previously carried on there by him, and to have removed from

the door and window the intimation that the business is trans-

ferred to other premises.

It appeared that the lease provided that the business was to

be carried on until the expiry of the lease as a chemist's shop

only, but that the business had recently been removed, accord-

ing to the prosecutrix, for the purpose of diverting business

to the new premises before the expiry of the lease.

Defender replies that he has not interfered with the stock

and fittings in pursuer's shop, which he proposes to keep open

till the termination of the lease, opening it for retail purposes

three hours daily, and otherwise using it as a store for his

drugs.

The record was closed.

Cork Assizes.

Bovril Slander Action.

On Saturdaj^, March 21, 1903, before Mr. Justice Gibson and

a special jury, the hearing was concluded of the case in which

Bovril, Limited, sued Frank Dillon, Cork, for £1,000 damages

for alleged slander uttered by him in having stated that hp

had been poisoned by drinking Bovril.

On counsel for plaintiffs having stated that their object

was not to extract damages, but to show that the imputation

against Bovril was unfounded.

His Lordship .stated that he thought that object had been
achieved, and entered judgment for the defendant with costs,

holding that defendant had not acted mala fide in the matter.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

Willow Bark Case.

On Friday, March 20, 1903, the judges of the First

Division were informed that the action and counter-action

between L. Schiltz and Co., willow-growers, Antwerp, and
J. F. Macfarlan and Co., chemical manufacturers, Edin-

burgh, with regard to a cargo of willow peelinas supplied 'o

the latter firm (see P. J., March 7, 1903, p. 368), had been

settled. The judges gave effect to the joint minute lodged

by the parties, and the case was taken out of Court, -he

terms cf settlement were not disclosed.

Medicine Stamp Duty Act.

Tlie Prosecution at Leeds*

Tuesday, March 24, 1903, at Leeds, the Stipendiary Magis-

trate announced that, pending certain decisions in the High
Court, the decision in the case against Mr. G. Crawshaw (see

ante, p. 431) would be postponed sine die.
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THE CHEMIST AS AN OPTICIAN.
BT JOHN GIBSOX, EEF. D., F.O.S., M.P.S.

I have made optics a special study for several years, and as
eye-testing is an every-day occurrence with me I venture to give
a few suggestions on the subject. In the first place, I should
say that study is the first and only foundation of succt'.ss. No
optician, however tricky may be his advertisement, however
excellent be his wares, can ever hope to make and maintain a
good optical connection, unless he is able (a) to diagnose ere
disease from error of refraction, and when it is necessary for
him to prescribe the correcting lemses they should only be those
which bring the ametropia eye to (or as near as it is possible to)

its emmetropic condition.

Secondly, study of the subject should be regular and con-
tinued, and persisted in from time to time, even after examina-
tions are over. It is impossible to have too many books bearing
upon optics—^^the easiest should be read first—as each book is

sure to reveal something original, and it is only ^ hen the
optician becomes, as it were, a storehouse of knowledge, that he
will be able to apjily it to the advantage of those who require
his skill and are willing to paj' him his necessary remuneration.
Whenever pcssible, it is advisable to attend a school of optics,

and if this is not possible a postal cour.se in the subject should
be taken. Before doing this the following books will give the
student a good grounding in his subject :—

•

' Refraction, a Simjile and Concise Treatise on Practical Sight-

Testing,' by G. E. DruiS, Ref. D., published by the Anglo-
American Optical Co., 47, Hatton Garden, London, E.(J.

{7s. 6d. net); 'Refraction and How to Refract,' bv James
Thorington, A.M., M.D. (7s. 6d. net); 'The Key to Sight-

Testing,' by Harry L. Taylor and William S. Baxter,
published by J. and H. Taylor, 54, Tenby Street North, Bir-
mingham.

After a sound theoretical knowledge has been obtained, it

must be remembered that it is always the best result that is the
actual goal to strive for, as every difficult case a good optician
is fortunate to receive usually proves a means of enhancing his

professional skill and reputation, because after all ordinary and
uncomplicated errors of refraction generally are attended to
by ordinary spectacle vendors with seeming satisfaction to the
wearer, but the clients who have already been to a dozen
vendors before they can get satisfaction are the most appreciative
euistomers, and the best in the long run. The confidence of

medical men is worthy of every consideration, but it is only to
be expected when the optician is capable of doing his work, and
does not interfere with or over-reach his duty to the oculist

and to the medical man who invokes his aid. Advertising
is an item which tends to promote the optical business, but the
optician should not pretend to replace the medical man or the
oculist ,, and, above all, he should be above decrying his com-
petitors or their goods. Lastly, receive all patients kindly and
courteously, and consider the time you give them as theirs, not
yours. However impatient or annoying your customer may be,

give him of your best^—^your skill and knowledge—and you will

be richer and he better for it, and vou will pai't and remain-

d2
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good friends. Always avoid' friglitening ycur customer, how-
ever bad his case may be ;

nothing is to be dreaded more than
entire loss of vision. If he requires an oculist send him to one,

but if he only needs suitable correcting lenses give him tliem,

;ind any necessary instructions ; but don't frighten him, as it is

neither necessary nor is it an act of kindness.

BOOKS ON OPTICAL SUBJECTS.
The follo\i'ing is a list of books reoommendedi as suitable for

candidates intending to sit for the examinations (see page x.) of

tlie Spectacle Makei-s' Company, or the British Optical Associa-

tion, or for chemists who, without intending to sit for those

examinations, are desirous of perfecting theii' knowledge as

ojiticians :
—

Visual Optics.
Hartridge's ' Refraction of the Eye.' (Churchill), 6s.

•The Optician's Manual' (The Keystone, U.S.A.), 9s.
' The Opticiam'.s Handbook ' (Gutenberg Press, 125, Fleet

Street, E.G.), 3s. 6d.

General Heat and Light.
Glazebrook's 'Heat and Light' (Cambridge University Press),

5s.

Glazebrook's ' Phy.sical Optics ' (Cambridge University Press),

7s. 6d.

Mathematics.
Pendlebury's 'Elementary Arithmetic' (Bell and Sons),

4s. 6d.

Hall and Knight's ' Elementa.ry Algebra' (Macmillan), 3s. 6d.

Hamblin Smith's 'Elementary Trigonometry' (Longmans),
4s. 6d.

Special Subjects.

Li addition to the above subjects, opticians will' also find it

necessary to possess a practical acquaintance of the use and
adjustment of the photographic camera, the microscope, the
projection instruments, etc., all of which' are fully dealt with in

the following works :
—

Traill Taylor's ' The Optics of Photography and Photographic
Lenses ' CWhittaker), 3s, 6d.

Gage's ' Microscope and Microscopical Methods ' (Comstock
Publishing Company, New York), 7s. 6d.

Glazebrook and Shaw's ' Practical Physics ' (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press), 7s. 6d.

Lewis Wright's ' Optical Projection ' (Dawbam and 'Ward), 6s.

ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL SIZES OF PLATES.*
ST.4NDABD SiZES OP ENGLISH PlATES CoNVEETED INTO

Metric Measures.
Inches. Centimetres.

3J by 3J (Lantern size) 8 2 by 8 2

4| by 3J (Quarter plate) 10-8 by 8 2

5 by 4 (American size) 12'7 by 101
6| by 3| (Streoscopic) 17-2 by 9 5

H by 4| (Double quarter) 16-5 by 10 8

6i by 4a (Half plate) 16 5 by 12 0

7 by 5 177 by 12-7

7^ by 5 19 0 by 12-7

8 by 5 20-3 by 12-7

84 by 6h (Whole plate) 215 by 16-5

9 by 7" 23 0 by 17 7

10 by 8 25-4 by 20-3

12 by 10 30-5 by 25-4

15 by 12 380 by 305
18 by 16 460 by 406
20 by 26 50 8 by 40 6
22 by 18 55-9 by 460
24 by 20 610 by 50 8

Standard Sizes op Continental Plates Qonverted into
English Measures.

(To nearest j^th inch.)
Centimetres. Inches.

9 by 12 3,2. by 4a

12 by 15 4fJ by 5J
13 by 18 5i by 74
18 by 24 7J by 9J
21 by 27 8A by lOU
24 by 30 9J by 11^
30 by 40 llj by 15f
40 by 50 15li by 19JJ

From the Photographic Dealer's Annual.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

BY C. F. TOWNSEND, F.C.S.

In the following list 1 have endeavoured to include all the
chemical reagents used in photography, giving their most im-
portant properties, method of preparation, where necessary, and
the purposes for which they are employed in photographic prac-
tice. Where it is a substance likely to be well known to

chemists and druggists I have not thought it necessary to give

particulars as to its method of preparation or properties.

Acid Acetic.—The glacial form, which crvstallises at about
34° P., contains 99 per cent, of acid and 1 per cent, of water. It

is employed in the dilute form in wet plate developers to
" restrain" the reducing power of the ferrous sulphate. It is used
also for dissolving ferric hydrate from bromide papers after

development with ferrous oxalate. It is sometimes employed
in dry plate developers. The commercial " strong " acid is

one-third of the strength of the glacial acid. Sulphurous and
sulphuric acids are sometimes present as impurities ; also hydro-
chloric acid, which can be detected with silver nitrate. The
glacial acid will dissolve pyroxiline or gun-cotton.

Gallic Acid has sometimes been used as a developer, but
its reducing action is comparatively slow.

Hydrochloric Acid is employed in the platinotype process
for dissolving the iron out of the paper. For this purpose it is

important that the acid itself should be free from any trace of

iron.

Pyrogallic Acid (Pyrogallol) is not an acid in the ordinary
sense of the term, being a 1 : 2 : 3 tri-phenol. As is the case with
ordinary phenol (carbolic acid), however, it forms a compound
with alkalies. A simple solution of pyrogallic acid oxidises

slowly in the air, but in the presence of an alkali the oxidation
proceeds very rapidly, the solution darkening first to a yellowish
red, then to a full red, and finally becoming almost black. In
spite of the introduction of new developers, such as hydro-
quinone, metol, amidol, etc., pyrogallic acid is still the most
used for developing dry plates. It should be noted that excess

of pyrogallic acid, in proportion to the alkali, acts as a
restrainer. Pyrogallic acid is obtained by the sublimation of

gallic acid.

Sulphuric Acid is used in the dilute state for dissolving

iron out of bromide papers after development with ferrous

oxalate. The pure acid should always be employed.
Citric Acid is an occasional constituent of developers, where

it acts as a restraint upon the reduction of the silver.

Acetone.—A condensation product from acetic acid having
the formula CHa-CO-CHa (acetic acid being CH3 GOOH). Mixes
in all proportions with alcohol and water. Its use instead of

alkali in dry plate development has been suggesed by Lumiere
and Seyewetz. The following is the formula suggested for pyro-

gallic acid :

—

Pyrogallic acid 9 grains.
Water 1 oz.

Sulphite of soda (crystals) 56 grains.
Acetone 12 minims

Acetone dissolves pyroxilin very readily, and can be used with
excellent results for the repair of celluloid articles.

Alum.—Common alum and chrome alum are employed in

photography—the former to prevent a plate frilling, i.e., the

gelatin leaving the glass round the edges of the plate. Chrome
alum is used as a constituent of dry plate emulsions. The
object again is to prevent frilling, and where plates are intended
for export a much larger quantity is introduced. It is often

advisable to give gelatino-chloride or printing papers an alum
bath in hot weather to prevent the gelatin softening.

Alizarin.—Alizarin is the colouring matter of madder, now
prepared artificially fromanthraquinone, which is itself obtained
from anthracene—one of the products of the distillation of coal.

A lake formed from it is used as a colouring matter in the
carbon process. Alizarin blue is employed sometimes as a

colour sensitiser for the red rays in making iso-chromatic

plates. Its formula is C17H.1NO4, alizarin being ChHhO^.
Amidol is diamido-phenol—CfiH3(NH.2)20H, that is to say,

pyrogallic acid with two of the OH's replaced hy NH.j, thus—

Pyrogallic Acid. Di-amido-pheuol.
(OH fNH^

CcHa OH CoH3-^NH2
(OH iOH

It is used for developing dry plates and possesses the peculiarity

that it does not require the presence of an alkali. It is a

crystalline white powder, which dissolves readily in water, but
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eps badly in solution. Bromides do not seem to possess

jch restraining action with this developer, and siilphite acts

an accelerator. With amidol the image comes up very

ickly, and care must be taken to leave the plate in the

veloper long enough to acquire sufficient density.

Ammonia.—The ordinary solution of the gas is employed

metimes as an alkali in pyrogallic acid developers. At one

ne it was almost the only alkali employed for this purpose,

it its place has been taken by sodium carbonate to a large

tent. Ammonia is unsatisfactory in the developer, as it

aporates and its strength is uncertain, lesults being equally

. Its. use is objectionable owing to its irritating action on

.e eyes and mucous membrane, and its tendency to deposit on

ery'thing in the dark room in the form of minute crystals of

Qmonium bi-carbonate. Ammonia is employed for " fuming "

nsitised albuminised paper, a process said to increase the bril-

mcy of the print.

Ammonium Bichromate.—Sometimes employed in place of

le potassium salt in processes depending on the action of light

1 gelatin. Its formula is similar to the potash salt, namely
IHij .CraO;, and it is made by neutralising chromic acid with

nmonia.
Ammonium Bromide.—At one time largely employed as a

istrainer in development, but the potassium salt is now gene-

blly used. Ammonium bromide is employed also in preparing

le collodion "iodiser" in the wet plate process.

Ammonium Carbonate is very occasionally used as an alkali

I development.

Ammonium Chloride.—In "salting" albuminised paper,

lat is to say, in adding the necessary chloride to convert the
Iver nitrate into chloride, the ammonium salt is used largely

;

.so ill preparing " chloride" papers.

Ammonium Citrate.—The most convenient form of this is

le solution, as the salt itself is deliquescent. The solution

in be prepared by neutralising citric acid with ammonia, as

I the B.P. It is used as a restrainer in developing chloride

lates and papers.

Ammonium Iodide.—Like the bromide this is employed some-
mes in the iodiser for collodion in the wet plate process.

Ammonium Oxalate is recommended in preparing platino-

?pe papers.

Ammonio Ferrous Sulphate, or iron alum, sometimes takes

le place of part of the ferrous sulphate in wet plate developers.

Ammonium Fluoride (NH^F) has formed the base of several

)mpounds used for obtaining an enlarged negative from a
nail one by causing the gelatin to expand under the action of

le fluorine. It is a useful reagent also for etching glass.

Ammonium Sulphide.—Sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia
)mbine to form NH4HS, which is colourless. On oxidation this

janges to (NH4).2S, and further oxidation results in compounds
)ntaining still more sulphur, and in the production of

OQmonium thiosulphate. It is employed for blackening the
leached image when the mercury intensification process is

sed, and in the intensification with lead. It is important
lat colourless or nearly colourless sulphide should be used,
mmonium sulphide is a dangerous substance to have anywhere
1 the neighbourhood of sensitive material.

Ammonium Sulphocyanide or Thiocyanate is a very deli-

uescent salt, and for this reason is better made up into a
0 per cent, solution when quite fresh. It is employed with
bloride of gold in toning gelatino-chloride ("printing-out")
apers. It is very soluble in water and in alcohol.

Aniline is employed in the aniline printing process.

Asphaltum or Bitumen, obtained usually from Syria, is the
ensitive substance employed in the line engraving or zinco-type
recess.

Aurantia is a dye obtained by the action of nitric acid on
iphenylamine, and is employed for colour sensitising the
mulsion for iso-chromatic plates ; also for preparing the colour
creens for iso-chromatic work.
Aurine is another non-actinic dye.
Barium Bromide and Iodide are occasionally used in the

Daking of cnllodion iodiser for the wet plate process.
Barium Chloride is used occasionally for " salting

"

Iburoinised paper and in making baryta paper.
Barium Sulphate is used in certain priniing-out gelatino-

hloride emulsions as a backing, and in the emulsion itself to
ecure a matt effect.

Benzene and Benzine.—The use of these two words often
iccasions much confusion. By benzene is usually meant C,-^e,
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the light oil obtained by distilling coal tar. By benzine, light

petroleum spirit. The two substances are entirely distinct

in their composition and properties, although both have a very
powerful solvent action.

Borax or Sodium Biborate is used on account of its faint

alkaline properties in toning baths with chloride of gold.

Cadmium Bromide and Iodide and the double salts with
ammonium are largely employed in preparing the "iodiser"
for the collodion in the wet plate process..

Calcium Chloride mixed with asbestos, or some other absorp-
tive material, is employed in the tubes used to stock platinotype
papers to ensure that the air is kept perfectly dry.

Canada Balsam is the cementing medium for lenses.

Caran:el is formed by heating cane sugar to about 400° F.
Although theoretically easy to make at home in a saucepan, in

reality it requires a good deal of experience to obtain a success-

ful result. Caramel is very soluble in water, and is deliques-

cent. It is employed either alone or combined with burnt
sienna as a coating for the back of the dry plate before exposure
to prevent reflection from the back surface and consequent
blurring of the high lights of the negative.

Carbon, in the form of lamp-black, is employed as a pigment
in the carbon process (see Gelatin).

Catechu, obtained by extracting powdered Bombay catechu
with water containing a small amount of alcohol, is employed
in toning or intensifying platinum prints. Every trace of iron

must be removed from the print before toning, as the catechu-
tannic acid would at once form an inky compound with it.

Cellulose is the chemical term for all purified forms of

vegetable fibre, etc., such as cotton wool, linen, etc. When
nitrated it forms several highly combustible compounds ; one
of which, di-nitro-cellulose, or pyroxiline, ic employed in the
form of collodion. Cellulose has many interesting forms and
derivatives. The xanthate formed by the action of carbon
disulphide upon mercerised Qotton wool {i.e., cotton wool
treated with caustic soda) re deposits pure cellulose under
certain conditions. The tetra-acetate also is highly interest-

ing, forming a film of remarkable strength, brilliancy, and
transparency, when deposited from its solution in chloroform.

Chlorophyll, the green colouring matter of plants, obtained
by macerating parsley or ivy leaves in alcohol, is sometimes
used as a eolour-sensitiser for iso-chromatic emulsions.

Collodion has played an important part in the history of

photography. It is the medium used as a vehicle in the wet plate

process, whilst the collodion emulsion dry plate was the first

step towards the gelatin dry plate. Collodio-chloride papers
are still employed. Collodion is di-nitro-cellulose dissolved in

a mixture of alcohol and ether. For the wet plate process it is

important that methylated alcohol or ether should not be used
as a solvent.

Copper Bromide is employed in a method of intensification

in which the insoluble cuprous bromide is formed in the
film.

Copper Chloride is used in Obernetter's process of making an
intaglio plate, by transferring the silver image on to copper.

Copper Sulphate acts as a restrainer in the ferrous sulphate
wet plate developer.

Cyanin, a complicated blue organic dye used as a colour
sensitiser for the red rays in iso-chromatic plates.

CoBrulein is also a sensitiser for the red.

Di-amido Phenol (see Amidol).
Eikonogen is sodium amido-/3-naphthol-/3-sulphonate, and is

used as developer. It is not convenient to use, as it dissolves

in water with difficulty and when dissolved deteriorates rapidly.

Eosin, a fluorescent dye used in iso-chromatic work as a
colour sensitiser for the green and yellow.

Erythrosin.—Another dye used for iso-chromatic work as a
sensitiser for the yellow and green.

Ferric Chloride is used for etching the zhio plate in process
work.
Ferrous Oxalate is used as a reducing agent in developers for

dry plates and bromide papers. Owing to its definite chemical
action the ferrous oxalate developer is employed in standardis-
ing plates for speed. Instead of using ferrous oxalate a mixture
of ferrous sulphate and potassium oxalate is actually employed.
In the developer ferrous salt is oxidised to ferric salt. If this
be exposed to light it is again reduced to the ferrous state.

Ferrous Sulphate is largely employed in photography as a
reducing agent (see Ferrous Oxalate above). The sulphate
itself is employed in the wet plate developer, but for dry plates

the oxalate is preferable. Various soluble colloidal forms of
metallic silver can be secured by reducing its salts with ferrous-,

sulphate.

Formalin or Formic Aldehyde is4he aldehyde formed by the-

partial oxidation of methyl alcohol, in the same way that ethyl
aldehyde is the result of partly oxidising ethyl alcohol.

Further oxidation leads to the production of acetic acid in the
case of the ethyl compound, and of formic acid in the case of

the methyl compound. Formic aldehyde renders gelatin in-

soluble, and is employed to harden the gelatin in the plate and
prevent it frilling in warm weather. It is a powerful antiseptic,

and is used to preserve organic mixtures from decomposition.
Gelatin is one of the most important substances used in

photography. It is obtained by boiling and animal membranes-
under slight pressure. It has the property of absorbing water
and swelling in the process, a comparatively small pro-

portion of gelatin being required to make water
almost stand upright. One test of good gelatin is that it will

absorb in the cold sufficient water to completely dissolve it

when warmed above 90° F., the solution setting to a jelly

again on cooling. There are two kinds of gelatin—hard and
soft—a mixture of the two being employed for emulsion making.
Gelatin forms a most convenient vehicle for the sensitive silver

salts in dry plates and in printing-out papers. In both cases it

is probable that the gelatin itself plays an important part in

increasing the sensitiveness of the silver salt. Gelatin is ren-

dered insoluble by exposure to light, and this action is greatly

hastened by the presence of a bichromate. The so-called carbon>

process and several photo-mechanical processes of reproduction

depend upon this. Another property is that whilst ordinary

gelatin before exposure to light remains " tacky," i.e., has a

tendency to absorb water and to repel grease, after exposure it

no longer does so. Other reproductive processes depend upon
this property. Acetic acid and several other acids dissolve-

gelatin in the cold, and advantage is taken of the action of

acetic acid to form a liquid glue or cement. Tannin combines-

with gelatin to form an insoluble compound.
Glue is a commercial form of gelation. Fish glue is largely

employed in the photo-mechanical processes.

Glycerin is used in developing platinum prints. The print-

is first of all coated with glycerin, and the developer, contain-

ing more or less glycerin, is applied with a brush. This allows

of local development.
Glycin (oxy-phenyl-glycin—CeHjOHNH CH-^ COOH) is 'one-

of the comparatively new developers. It is rather insoluble by
itself, but dissolves readily in alkali and sulphite.

Gum Arabic.—Several processed depend upon the use of this-

substance—notably the gum-bichromate process, in which

paper coated with bichromatised pigmented gum is exposed

beneath a negative. Washing—largely assisted by the judg-

ment of the operator—removes the portions not rendered

insoluble by light.

Gun-cotton (see Pyroxylin).

Gold Chloride.—The "gold chloride" known to photo-

graphers is a double salt of chloride of gold, and sodium or

potassium. It is always slightly acid, and it is well to neutra-

lise the solution with a little whiting. The gold .salt is

employed for toning silver prints, a process of electro-depoti-

tion taking place, gold being deposited in place of the silver.

Hydroquinone is one of the three diphenols—pyrocatechin

and resorcin being the other two. All are used or can be used

as developers, hydroquinone being employed very extensively.

The following diagram shows the relative composition of the

three bodies, the difference consisting in the arrangement of-

the hydroxyls in the benzene ring:

—
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Hydroquinone gives a rather dense negative, and for this reasom
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is frequently employed with metol, whioh gives detail rather

than density.

Hydrazine (N2H4) and
Hydroxylamine (NHj-OH) have been suggested as developers.

Hydrogen Peroxide is occasionally employed to get rid of the

last traces of thiosulphate (" hypo ") in prints after fixing. It

possesses strong bleaching properties, and is sometimes used
for that purpose,

" Hypo " (see Sodium Thiosulphate).

Hypochlorites. — All hypochlorites, such as solution of

bleaching powder or eau de javelle, reduce the density of the
silver image by oxidising and dissolving the metol.

Iron Salts play an important part in several photographic
processes. Ferric salts are reduced to ferrous salts by the action

of light, and although the reduced image is barely visible to the

naked eye, it can immediately be rendered so by the addition of

potassium ferricyanide, which causes the reduced image to

turn blue. If ferrocyanide be added a negative print is obcained
instead of a positive. In practice the printing paper is coated

with a mixture of ammonio-citrate of iron and potassium ferri-

cyanide, so that the paper contains its own developer, only
washing being required to remove the unacted upon salt.

Various modifications of this process are practised. Another
important application of iron salts is in the platinum process.

A mixture of potassium chloroplatinite and ferric oxalate is

employed on the paper. The light first reduces the ferric salt,

which in turn reduces the platinum.

Iron, AmmoniO'Citrate of (see above).

Lead Nitrate is used as an intensifier for weak negatives,

which are first bleached with a mixture of lead nitrate and
potassium ferricyanide, which is equivalent to lead ferricyanide.

The lead is then converted into sulphide with ammonium
sulphydrate. The increase in density obtained by this process

is very great.
j

Litlriunt Chloride.—This, as well as thd bromide and iodide,

is som-etimes employed in preparing collodion emulsions.

Mercury Perchloride is used for intepsiflcation, the plate

being first bleached with the perchloride, and then blackened
with dilute ammonia or redeveloped with' ferrous oxalate.

Methyl Orange.—A non-actinic organic dye, sometimes used

in making fabrics or papers intended to cut off actinic rays.

Metol (Methyl-para-amido-meta-cresol—G3H4-CH;vNHCH3-0)
is one of the best of the developers which have partly taken the

place of pyrogallic acid. It is very good for snap-shot work, as it

brings up detail in the shadows unusually well. Owing to the

rapidity with which the detail comes up in developing there is

a danger of not leaving the plate in long enough to secure

sufficient density. For this reason a mixture of metol and
hydroquinone is better than metol by itself.

Palladium.—This metal can be employed in place of platinum,

the sodio-chloride of palladium being the actual salt used. The
result on the printing paper is very similar to platinum ; but

as palladiimi is very much more expensive than the last-named

metal, and there is no particular advantage gained by the sub-J

stitution, it is rarely used.

Palladium Salts are sometimes used for giving a sepia tone^

to platinum prints, the palladium salt being added to the'

" sensitising " solution. Mercury salts have a similar effect.

Paramido-Phenol is used in the form of hydrochlorate as a.

developer (OgHj NHaCl-OH). It is very soluble in water and .

slightly in alcohol and ether, and in the form of hydrochlorate '

is known as Rodina'. It is a very satisfactory developer, and is

used in conjunciion with sodium sulphite and carbonate.

Petroleum Ether, otherwise known as benzoline, or benzine,

is used as a solvent for resins, grease, etc.

' Platinum, in the form of the double chloride with potassium,

is employed for toning prints, and in the well known platino-

type process. Platiuous chloride is nearly insoluble in water,

but the double salt, or potassium chloroplatinite is very soluble,

and this is the form generally used. The platinum salt itself is

practically unaffected by light, and an iron salt is the sensitive

constituent of the coating on the paper. On being developed in

a bath of potassium oxalate the iron reduces the platinum ;
so

thfi.t a platinum image instead of an iron one is obtained.

Potassium Bichromate possesses great importance in con-

junction with gelatin. Bichromatised gelatin becomes in-

soluble and undergoes certain other changes on exposure to

light, which is made use of in several ways, as in the carbon
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ocess, photogravure and half-tone engraving, collotype, etc.

nmonium bichromate is sometimes employed instead of the

tassium salt. (See gelatin.) Bichromate of potash, with

Iphuric acid, which is equivalent to chromic acid, forms an

cellent reagent for thoroughly cleaning glass or porcelain

atec, etc., which are required to be coated with an emulsion,

for other purposes where great cleanliness of the surface is

quired.

Potassium Bromide.—All haloid salts hinder the decom-

sition of silver bromide in presence of a reducing agent,

insequently, either potassium or ammonia bromide is added

the developer to restrain its reducing power, and allow the

position of the silver to proceed .selectively instead of as a

neral " fog " all over the plate. It is always advisable to

,ve a small amount of bromide present, say, 1 grain to the

nee of developer. In cases of over exposure further additions

n be made. In making emulsions a mixture of silver nitrate

d potassium bromide or iodide is employed, so as to obtain

e salt in a very finely divided state.

Potassium Carbonate is occasionally given in formulae for

velopers instead of the sodium salt. The only advantage it

ssesses over the latter is that it is more soluble. It is, bow-
er, much more expensive and troublesome to obtain in

actice, so that its use is not to be recommended.
Potassium Cliloroplatinite is the double salt of platinous and
tassium chlorides, its formula being KaPtCl^ (see Platinum).

Potassium Cyanide dissolves silver bromide, chloride or

lide, which has not been acted upon by light, forming a

uble cyanide with the silver. It is employed consequently
r fixing wet plates, and in conjunction with an oxidising

ent for reducing the density of negatives or prints.

Potassium Ferricyanide gives the well-known Prussian

ae colour with a ferrous salt, and it is employed for this

irpose in making the blue prints which are so much used for

producing plans and mechanical drawings (see Iron)

.

Potassium Ferrocyanide gives the reverse efiect to the last

It, iron prints developed with it coming out as a reproduction

the negative, the whites of the negative being white and the
rks blue (see Iron).

Potassium Iodide is used in making emulsions with silver

trate (which see).

Potassium Metabisulphite has the formula KjSaOs, or

iSOi SOi, and is prepared by passing sulphurous anhydride

b-,) into potassium carbonate until it is saturated. The meta-
sulphite is then precipitated with alcohol. This salt has a

nilar action to ordinary sulphite in preserving pyrogallic acid

)m oxidation and preventing the staining of the gelatin film. It

,8 the drawback, however, that on oxidation free sulphuric

id is produced, requiring an extra amount of alkali to

utralise it.

Potassium Oxalate is used as a constituent of the ferrous

alate developer, a mixture of ferrous sulphate and potassium
alate being equivalent to employing ferrous oxalate itself. It

used also in the platinum process in a similar way.

Pyrocatechin is the ortho or 1 : 2 di-oxy-benzene, the other

ro occupying the positions 1 : 3 and 1 ; 4, being resorcin and
'droquinone. It is employed as a developer in conjunction
th sodium sulphite and carbonate. It is readily soluble in

iter and alcohol.

Pyrogallol (see Pyrogallic Acid).

Resorcin is the meta or 1 ; 3 di-oxy-benzene. It has been used
a developer, but its amido compound—di-amido-resorcin

—

more frequently employed. It is very soluble in water and
cohol.

Rodinol (see Paramido-Phenol).
Rose Bengal.—An organic dye employed in ortho-chromatic
Drk as a sensitiser for the yellow and yellow-green rays.

Sctilippe's Salt (see Sodium Sulph-Antimoniate).
Silver, which is a beautifully white metal as ordinarily
lown, exists also in a peculiar colloid state, in which it is

iluble in water. There are several forms of this colloid silver,

it space will not allow of their description here. Silver

iloid salts (chloride, bromide, and iodide) are peculiarly
nsitive to light, and it is upon this fact that nearly the whole
photographic work is based. In making sensitive emulsions

le particular salt—chloride, bromide or iodide—is not used,
it a mixture of silvet nitrate with a soluble haloid, such as
iramon salt, ammonium chloride, potassium bromide, cad-
ium bromide, potassium iodide, etc., is employed, according to

CHEMISTS y. PHOTOGRAPHY

Above title would seem to be a misnomer, but it contains

a deal of truth, for there are still numbers of Chemists

against adding a Photo Branch to their business.

They are afraid of the detail. To such these words are

not addressed.

Now we affirm that the more detail the better—just like a

good photograph, in fact—as by the very multiplicity of

articles now known in the photo trade, a Chemist embraces

a greater number of customers.

All amateurs do not like the same plate, paper, or

developer, and this is just where the Chemist comes in, for

when Mr. A. tells him that he can't get on well with a certain

make of dry plate, the wise Chemist can suggest to him

another make— and in like manner a printing paper, a

developer, &c., &c., through the whole gamut.

Some Chemists, again, assert that photography is a craze

which is sure soon to die'^out. Everything seems, however,

to point to the contrary as we think for a moment on the

large amount of capital employed in the photographic

industry. Would such firms as Ilford Limited, Imperial

Dry Plate Co., Paget Prize Plate Co., Cadett and Neall,

Wellington and Ward, Elliott and Sons, and a host of

others, not to mention Makers of Cameras, Mount Cutters,

Dark Room Lamp Makers, &c., risk their capital on a

passing craze? We again say that the demand for Photo

Goods will grow larger yet.

The reason is not far to seek, for Human Nature is very

much alike at all times : so we observe that a boy wants to

do as his father did, and a younger brother imitates his

elder brother. Applying this to our present subject, we see

why the demand for Cameras does not decrease, but remains

very regular, and so long as Cameras continue to sell so long

must their adjuncts sell too.

Wc have said enough to prove that there is still plenty of

scope for Chemists to take up this trade, and we now leave

the question to be settled by any as yet undecided, just

saying in conclusion that now is the time to start,

and if we can help in any way, we shall be very pleased to

correspond or confer with any Chemist who desires to be

enlightened on this subject.

FRANCIS NEWBERY & SONS,

CHEMISTS' PHOTO SUPPLY STORES,

27 and 28, CHARTERHOUSE SQUARE,

LONDON, E.C.

March 28, 1903.
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the nature of the emulsion required. A double reaction occurs,

the silver haloid salt being formed, and the sodium or potas-

sium nitrate, together with any excess of the soluble haloid, is

removed by careful washing.

Silver Albumenate.—Silver forms a very insoluble compound
with albumen, and this fact has to be taken into account in

sensitising albumenised paper.

Silver Bromide is a yellow salt formed by double decomposition

between silver nitrate and a soluble bromide (see Silver). It is

insoluble in water, alcohol, and in acids, but soluble in

ammonia to a slight extent and in alkaline thiosulphates (hypo-

sulphites), cyanides and thiocyanates (sulphocyanides) .
A sub-

bromide is supposed to be formed by the action of light on the

bromide. At all events, the light-struck salt is much more
readily reduced to the metallic state than the ordinar

bromide.
Silver Carbonate is a yellowish salt formed by treating silver

nitrate with an alkaline carbonate. Like the bromide, it is

darkened by exposure to light. It has occasionally been used

in making emulsions. It is insoluble in water and alcohol, but

soluble in the ordinary haloid salts of silver.

Silver Chloride is a white salt, insoluble in water and
alcohol, but soluble in alkaline thiosulphates, etc., similarly to

the bromide. It is changed first to purple and then to black

by light. It is used for making gelatino-chloride and coUodio-

chloride papers and lantern- slide emulsions, and is present in

sensitised albumenised paper.

Silver Citrate is formed by double decomposition with

a soluble citrate, and is employed as one of the constituents of

gelatino-chloride emulsions.

Silver Iodide is obtained by double decomposition with a

soluble iodide, and is used in wet plates and in dry-plate emul-
sions. Silver iodide gives a harder and less detailed negative

than the bromide, which is inclined to give flat results if used
alone. Mixtures of bromide and iodide are usually employed.

Silver iodide is yellow and insoluble in water and alcohol, and
almost so in ammonia, but dissolves in other solvents similarly

to the bromide.
Silver Nitrate.—It is important that silver n trate used for

photographic purposes should be free from any excess of nitric

acid. It forms a double soluble salt with ammonia, and is

slightly soluble in alcohol. In water it is very soluble, but it is

necessary to use distilled water, as any haloid present will form
a precipitate at once (see Silver and the other silver salts

above).

Sodium Bicarbonate is used as an alkali in some gold toning
baths.

Sodium Carbonate.—Ordinary washing soda is somewhat
uncertain in strength and contains a certain proportion of

sulphate. For this reason the pure dry carbonate is much
preferable to washing soda for use as an alkali in dry plate

developers for which sodium carbonate is now almost entirely

used. There is a mono-hydrated form, but it is not often met
with commercially. By igniting the bicarbonate, pure normal
carbonate is secured.

Sodium Chloride is used for salting albuminised paper and
in many other ways for forming silver chloride by interaction

with the nitrate.

Sodium Hyposulphite.—True sodium hyposulphite is Na.2S02,

but the thiosulphate (which see) is usually designated hypo-
sulphite by photographers.

Sodium Hydrate is sometimes used in dry-plate developers
- instead of the carbonate. The advantage does not appear very
obvious.

Sodium Sulphite.—Confusion sometimes arises in developing
formu'se between the dry sulphite and the crystals which con-
tain seven molecules of water (Na.2SOn,7H20). It is prepared by
passing sulphurous anhydride (SO^) into solution of sodium
carbonate. Sodium sulphite is employed as a preservative for

pyrogallin acid and other organic developers, and to prevent
staining of the gelatin. Its use as a fixing agent, instead of
" hypo," has been suggested, but its powers in this direction

are very small.

Sodium Tungstate is used in gold toning baths. It is a com-
pound of soda and tungstic acid, and is soluble in water, but
insoluble in alcohol.

Sodium Sulph-antimoniate has the formula Na:tSbS4-9H20,
and is very soluble in water. It is employed sometimes for

toning bromide prints, to which it gives a reddish tint.

Sodium Thiosulphate is obtained commercially from the
tank waste of the alkali works, and has the formula
Na2S203,5H.20. It can be formed by heating sodium sulphite
with excess of sulphur. Sodium thiosulphate possesses the
property of dissolving silver haloid salts, and is employed almost
entirely for " fixing " negatives and prints by removing the
silver salt which remains unreduced. It forms first of all a
very sparingly soluble double salt, AgNaS.20s, and then a much
more soluble salt, Ag2Na4(S208)3. Consequently it is important
to have a large excess of " hypo " in the fixing bath. On
decomposition with an acid the thiosulphate is resolved into
free sulphur and sulphurous acid, both of which have an
injurious efiect on the print or negative ; so that an acid, or an
acid salt like alum, should never be introduced into the fixine
bath.

*

Thiocarbamide or thiourea, CH4N2S, has a tendency to

produce reversal if introduced into the developer. It is valuable
for removing greeij fog and pyro stains from negatives
Thiosinamine is allyl-thio-urea, CS-NHa-NH-CsHj. It has %

very similar action to thiocarbamide.
Uranium Nitrate is employed for toning bromide prints,

intensifying weak negatives, and in the uranium printing pro-

cess, where the uranium salt is reduced directly by the action
of light. It gives a rich red image. The reduced uranium
compound is very opaque to actinic rays, so that in intensify-

ing negatives care must be taken not to carry the process too

far.

Zinc Chloride has a very strong solvent action on paper,
cotton wool, or other forms of cellulose.

Zinc Bromide and Zinc Iodide are used occasionally in the
" iodiser " in wet-plate work.
PrimuUne is an organic dye of the diazo type, and possesses

the property of dyeing cotton without the assistance of a
mordant. The material is dipped in a solution of primuline
and dried ; then sensitised with a mixture of sodium nitrite and
oxalic acid, and dried again

;
exposed in the printing frame,

and then developed in various reagents, which give different

coloured results.

Pyroxyline, or gun-cotton, is the di-nitro cellulose produced by
the nitrating action of a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids on
cotton wool. It dissolves in a mixture of alcohol and ether,

and is then known as collodion. This is employed as a vehicle

for the sensitive silver salt in the wet plate process, in collodion-

emulsions, and in collodio-chloride papers.

Diphenol is one of the new developers, its composition being

di-amido-oxy-diphenol hydrochlorate. It is almost insoluble in

cold water, but soluble in hot water and in alcohol. As it will

not dissolve in the usual mixture of sodium sulphite and car-

bonate, it is necessary to use sodium hydrate instead of

carbonate.

Paraphenylendiamine is the hydrochlorate of the para, or

1 : 4 phenyl-diamine, Cf,H4(NH2'HCl)2. This developer is ve^
soluble in water and slightly so in alcohol. Sodium hydrate is

employed in the developer instead of the carbonate.

Ortol is the sulphate of methyl-ortho-amido-phenol mixed

with hydroquinone. It is employed as a developer in conjunc-

tion with sodium sulphite and carbonate.
Imogen Sulphite is probably a mixture of other already

known developers.

Tri-amido-phenol is the hydrochlorate of the 2:4:6 tri-

amido-phenol, C8H4(NH2 HC1)30H. It is very soluble in water,

but almost insoluble in alcohol. When employed as a

developer it is used in conjunction with neutral sodium
sulphite.

CONVERSION OF IMPERIAL TO METRIC MEASURES.
Minims, Drachms and Fl. Ounces to Millilitres; Pints to Lnus

Minims to Ml. Drachms to Ml. Ounces to Ml.

1 0-05916 3-552 28-412

2 0-11832 7-103 56-825

0-17748 10-655 85-237

4 0-23664 14-206 113-649

5 0-29580 17-758 142-065

6 0-35496 21-309 170-474

7 0-41412 24-860 198-886

8 0-47328 28-412 227-298

9 0-53244 31-964 255-711

Pints to Litres.

0-568
1136
1-705
2-273
2-841
3-409
3-977
4-545
5-111

Explanation of Table.—The first column represents the mimberof
minims, drachms, fluid ounces, or pints. Thus: 4 minims = 0'23e64

Ml. ; 4 drachms = 14-206 Ml. ; 4 fl. oz. = 113-649 Ml. ; 4 pts. = 2-273 Litres.
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RAINES Co.
Our Hgw 40pp. Catalogue of

DEVELOPING
PRINTING

ENLARGING
and every description of Photographic Trade Work

IS NOW READY

and will be sent post free to any Chemist upon application

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS

Telegrams ;

RAINES, EALING."

Telephone

:

64 EALING.

Raines & Co.
Photographic Works

EALING
LONDON, W.
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CHEMISTS AND THE OPTICAL TRADE.

The optical business

—

i.e., the sale of fipectacles, pocket
niaj,nifiers and microscopes, photographic lenses, optical lan-

terns, etc.—may be effected by persons without any special

knowledge of optical principles, but it can obviously be con-

ducted more satisfactorily by individuals who have been
pjfperiy trained with that object in view. Pharmaceutical
chemists ought to possess a fair nucleus of information on
which to base such a practical knowledge of optical princi-

ples as will prove of value from a business point of view,
and those who have not passed the Major Examination will

find it advantageous to make themselves conversant with the
subject of optics, as outlined in the following extract froni

the Major syllabus :

—

The undulatory theory of light ; reflection ; refraction

;

interference of light; propagation of light, the photo-
meter ; mirrors and lenses, the microscope

; decomposi-
tion of white light by a prism; the spectroscope, spec-

trum analysis; double refraction; polarisation, the polari-

scope ; influence of light in pronaoting chemical change,
the principles of the ordinai'y photographic procesess.

In commencing the study of optics or physics generally,
one of the best text-books to use is Cook's ' Physics' (Long-
mans, 2s. 6d.), which may be supplemented later by Aldous's
'Elementary Course of Physics' (Macmillan, 7s. 6d.). If it

be desired to pass the examinations conducted by the Spec-
tacle Makers' Company, or the British OiDtical Association,
more specialised works must be procured subsequejitly.
Whether the chemist who proposes to become a retail optician
intends; to pass one of those e^caminations or not, he ought
to regard a sound theoretical and practical knowledge of
optical principles as no more than the foundation upon which
to build a sound business. The chemist who embarks in the
spectacle trade ought to possess an elementary knowledge of
anatomy and physiology, in order to enable him to advise cus-
tomers about the choice of glasses, and Jo determine whether
or not an oculist should be consulted in particular ca.ses. A
skilful optician must be capable of discriminating promptly
between cases of refractive error and cases of disease, also
between simple optical cases and moi'e complicated ones, which
require medical or surgical treatment. He should -understand
the structure of the eye and the properties of light in so far
as they affect vision, and be conversant with the .shapes, pro-
perties, analysis, neutralisation, and transposition of lenses
The errors of refraction and accommodation ought also to be
familiar to him, as well as the methods of determining and
measuring those errors, including acquaintance with the trial
ca.se and its use. the principles and applications of test types
and charts, and last, but not least, the use of the different
instruments employed in testing and examining the eye. He
should also understand how to conduct an optical business,
\vhat stock to keep, how to read and write optica] prescrip-
tions, the conditions regulating the use of different kinds of
frames, the taking of facial measurements, and the methods
of fitting and manipulating frames so as to obtain the best
results from the lenses ordered.

The S.M.C. Examinations.
The Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers examines and

registers opticians with a view to protecting the public from
injury by the use of badly adapted spectacles, and the regula-
tions made by the Company in connection with the examina-
tion held under its educational scheme are as follow :

—

(1) No member of the optical industry can, except under
exceptional circumstance, become a freeman of the com-
pany until he has pa.ssed the theoretical and practical
examination hereby prescribed,

*

(2) All those entering for the examination must either
be actual freemen of the Company, or must undertake to
become so, when passed by the examiners.

(3) Candidateis may qualify at any age. but the freedom
and diploma cannot be given until they have attained the
age of twenty-one years.

(4) A candidate who satisfies the examiners in any of
the different sections of the examination may be excused
taking up such sections again. A private notice will be
sent to each candidate after the examination, notifying
him of the results. '

(5) The Company has the power to determine how many
times a candidate may compete.

A modified examination is held for those who have been in

the business some years, the condition of examination U
that seven years must have been spent in the opticaj business

as master or assistant.

An official form must be fully filled up by the candidate

when applying for examination, and sent to the Clerk of the

Company, Colonel T. Davies Sewell, Temple House, Temple
Avenue, E.G., at least fourteen days prior to the date of the

examination. The form must bear the signed recommenda-
tion of one or more magistrates, medical men. or members of

the Company, and also, when entering for the modified ex-

amination, that Of a wholesale optician who can certify to the

duration of the candidate's connection with the optical busi-

ness.

The examination fee is £3 3s., which must accompany the
application form. An extra fee bf £1 Is. must be paid at

each subsequent examination in the event of a candidate
failing to pass at the first attempt. Candidates who have to

take the full examination are advised to take it in two parts

—namely, the modified and the extra; for thus dividing the

full examination no extra fee is charged. The candidate hav-

ing passed the examination, a further fee of £4 4s. is payable
for Government fees and the freedom of the Company. If

the candidate can produce formal indentures of apprentice-

ship to an optician, or if at the time of his birth his father

was a member of the Company, the latter fee is £2 4s., instead

of £4 4s., the Govermnent stamp duty being £2 less. The
only other necessary payment by freemen is the subscription

of Is. per quarter (quarterage) paid by all members yearly at

midsminner.
Modified Examixatiox.

• Candidates who are qualified for the modified examination
are examined in the following subjects :

—

Light.—Elementary laws of light
;
simple laws of refraction

; the index;

of refraction ; refraction as applied to lenses and'prisms
; conjugate foci-

formation of images; simple laws of reflection as/applied to curved and
plane mirrors. 'saStii -.^imk

Optics Rel.\tin<; to Vision.—General anatomy ot the human eye. The
course of light passing through the media of the eye alone, and modtfled
by spherical and cylindrical lenses and prisms. Hypermetropia

;
myopia;

astigmatism ; presbyopia. Instruments commonly used for determining
the refraction of the eye :—Trial lenses- test types.—Astigmatic chart—
the optometer. The principle of the ophthalmoscope. The principle of,

and various form^ of, spectacles.
PE.1CTICAL WoEK IN Visu.iL OPTICS.—Testing a plane surface: measure-

ment of focal length of si)herical, cylindrical, and compound lenses ; use of

the spherometer or lens meter: measurement of conjugate foci; deter-

mination ot the axis of a cylinder, and the angle of deviation of a prism;
analysis and neutralisation of spherical, cylindrical, and compound lenses,

and lenses combined with prisms; transposing; centreing, and adjust-

ment of spectacle lenses and frames: face measurement for spectacles.

Knowledge of the materials and of the workmanship employed in the
manufacture of lenses and frames; use of pebble tester. Beading of

oculists' prescriptions ; giving out orders for lenses and frames.

There are three .sections in the modified examination :—An
oral examination in the theory of vi.sual optics, an oral ex-

amination in practical work, and a written paper.

Full Examination.

Candidates for the full examination are examined in the

following subjects, in addition to the subjects of the modi-

fied examination :

—

Elementary Mathematics.—Arithmetic: algebra to simple equations :

the measurement of trigonometrical angles; the elementary use of tables

of natural sines, cosines, and tangents, and of tables of logarithms and
reciprocals.
Heat.—A simple knowledge of the construction and use of instruments

for measuring temperatures, atmospheric pressure, and moisture.
Practical Woiik with Optical and Mathematical Instkuments.—

Simple experiments on an optical bench with lenses and mirrors. Umbra
and penumbra ; determination of the brightness of lamps and illumination

of surfaces by tlie shadow and grease-spot photometer, use of the Vernier

and slide-rule. The candidate will be also examined in the properties of

lenses, ircluding focal length, conjugate foci, spherical and chromatic

aberration, astigmatism, centreing, magnifying power, field of view, and
aperture, so far as they are connected with a practical knowledge of the

use and adjustment of one only of the following optical instruments; the

choice being with the condidate :

—

(A) The Photographic Camera.—The construction of various kinds of

j>hotographic lenses and the use and requirements of each ; use and
calculation of stops.

(B) The Microscope.—Experiments with simple and compound micro-

scopes ; the use of water and oil immersion lenses ; the use of the sub-

stage-illuminator ; the measurement of the index of refraction of a pl*'|

of glass or crystal by means of a microscope ; the use ot the eye-piece and

stage micrometer.
(C) Nautical and Scrveying Instrcments. — The sextant—its use

:

method of correction and adjustment, including tests—that arc and image

are in the same plane—that horizon-glass is set—that axis of telescope is

parallel to plane of arc—that the two mirrors are parallel with Vernier at

zero—other instruments of the class.
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Nn I UNITY
BRITISH MANUFACTURE '"•« «"""~

or 41 X 3| Plates

Open ready for use. Showing Hinged Back, with Hood or Focussing and Spool Chamber.

The No. 1 UNITY, as will be seen by illustrations, is a neat and up-to-date design of Roll Film Camera, made in well-seasoned
Mahogany, with nickel fittings, and covered in real Morocco, Focussing to scale or WITH RACK AND PINION, EXTEN-
SION 7 INCHES, rising and cross front, R "R. Lens, Automatic Shutter, with various speeds, and reversible View Finder.

• When required for plates, a special adapter is not necessary, but simply a plate-holder.

UNITY CAMERA, complete, £3 10s.
Double Plate Holder, 7s.

THE
Leather Case, 5s. 6d. Focussing Screen and Hood, 3s. 6d.

70s. fPlate Set

Mahogany Camera, having all

movements, including Long Ex=

tension and

SWING FRONT
{See lllustratioa).

One Double Dark Slide, R.R.

Lens with Iris Diaphragm and

Thornton=Pickard
behind Lens, Time and Instant

Shutter, threefold Tripod and

Turntable.

THE BEST VALUE

EVER OFFERED

4=plate Pembroke Set,

complete £3 10 0

Brass bound for all

climates 4 10 0

With B. & L. Automatic

Shutter and Series II.

Lens

With our Special No. 2

"Hanover" R.R. Lens

Waterproof Case

5 0 0

5 10 0

6 0

Complete Catalogue o£ Cameras for this season, with special terms, on application.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb ltd.
56, HANOVER STREET,

LIVERPOOL.
60, BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE

LONDON.
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(D) Projection Instruments.—Tne optical lantern ; sources of illumi-
nation; condensers and their function; use ot total reflection prisms;
projection of spectra

; polarised light,

In this examination there are also three sections :
—

" A
written paper in mathematics, a written paper in general
optics and heat, and an oral and written examination on the
selected optical instrument."

BRITISH OPTICAL ASSOCIATION EXAMINATIONS

The B.O.A. was founded in 1895, and up to 1897 respectable

candidates who had been in business for several years, and who
could supply good references as being well-kno-ivn in the trade
were admitted without examination. After tuat date such ad-

missions became very much more restricted, and in 1899 were
practically totally withdrawn, admission now being only by
examination.
The objects of the British Optical Association are as follow :

(1) The encouragement of (a) the science of optics and
(6) the art of the application of the science of optics to the
improvement of Inunan vision.

(2) The jirotection of the members of the Association
from influences inimical to the prosperity of the profession
of an optician.

(5) The doing all such other lawful things as are inci-

dental or conducive to the attainment of the above objects,

provided that the Association shall not impose on its mem-
bers or support with its funds any regulation or object
which, if an object of the Association, would make it a
trade xmion.

^

There are only two grades of examination—Membership and
fellowship. Certificated member.ship of the Association is ob-
tainable only by examination m the Dioptric grade. Certifi-

cated Fellowship is obtainable only by examination in the
Fellowship grade. Examinations for Membership and Fellow-
ship are held twice yearly in London only. The summer exami-
nation takes place about the last week in May and the winter
examination about the last week in November of each year.
The annual subscription of certificated members and fellows is

one guinea, payable on election and afterwards on October 22
yearly. This subscription entitles the subscriber to receive a
certificate of the Association, to attend the discussions and
meetings of the Association, to have postal use of the Library,
to be supplied free of charge with the Dioptric Review monthly,
and to receive such legal protection and support as the Council
may deem advisable. There is no entrance fee. If a candidate
for examination for any grade fails to present himself at the
examination or fails to pass such examination, he is entitled
to present himself at any subsequent examination for the same
grade upon payment of a fee of one guinea. Candidates who pass
in one of the sections and fail in the others may not be required
to sit for the sections in which they were successful. Candi-
dates who fail in any part of a section are required to .sit again
for the whole of that section. At every Dioptric examination
heldt after January 1, 1907, all candidate.*, assistants, and
masters, whatever age, must supply proof of having had at
least twelve months' actual experience at the bench or work-
shop of an optician.

The Dioptric examination.

This examination is open to both .sexes above the age of
eighteen. Candidates must have attained the age of twenty-one
before either membership or a certificate can be granted. The
fee for examination in the i^ioptric grade is £3 3s. This fee is

reduced to £1 lis. 6d. to such candidates as were members of
the Association previous to October 22, 1896. Members who
have passed the Dioptric grade are entitled to use the initials
D.B.O.A. after their names. The u.'e of other initials, such as
"M.B.O.A.," etc., is not allowed. Candidates are required to
satisfy the examiners in each of the following .sections: I., 11.
and III. (Candidates who already possess an optic grade certi-
ficate granted previously to December 31, 1902, are not
required to sit for Section I. (a) and (b), or Section III. (a).

But it is necessary in all cases to sit for Section II. (a) and (b)
and Section III. (b), (c). and (d) ).

Section I. (Phactic^l).
(a) The neutralising or "flattening ' by trial lenses of

about one dozen spectacle lenses (piano, "spherical, cylin-

drical, prismatic, etc., both singly and in combination).

The marking of centres, axes, and base lines with a wax
pencil or some other such means. The judgment of quality

and nature" of curvature of each surface of edged or un-

edged lenses in the matter of blemishes, colour, centring,

polish, workmanship, etc. The marking of an unedged lens

for insertion in an oval frame. A fair acquaintance with
the various extra or eccentric lenses sometimes iised in

isi>eot/aole work, isucih as Hyperbaiic, Olrthoscopic, Iso-

metric, Toric, etc., lenses. The comparison and analysis

of a pair of glazed spectacles with the WTitten prescription.

A knowledge of the signs used in optical prescriptions.

(b) The setting up and straightening systematicai.y one or

more badly twisted frames. (Marks wi.i be given for

method as well as results.) The judgment of the approxi-

mate wholesale commercial value of about one dozen frames
of different materials. (Kvidence of nationality is not

necessarily required.) Written remarks as to quality, style,

purpose, and general workmanship of the above. A fair

acquaintance with the various extra and eccentric patterns

of frames sometimes used in spectacle work for special

purposes. The measurement of a symmetrical or assymetri-

cal face for an eyeglass or spectacle frame. (Any .system or

rule may be used.)

Section II. (Pe.^ctical) (a) and (6).

(o) The personal subjective testing of one or more living,

subjects, either ametropes or emmetr6pes, artificially made
ametropic by means of trial lenses. Subjective methods
only must be employed. The candidate is required to

exhibit deftness wuii test lenses, familiarity with his test

case, and to proceed with the subjective examination on
similar conditions, as far as possible, as practised in his

own testing room. No. particular system or method is

exacted. Any defined method may be employed, but lie will

be expected to be thoroughly con'^iersant with the theoreti-

cal and optical principles underlying whatever system he
may use, and give reasons when required for any particular

step in the testing, (h) At the discretion of the examiners
candidates will be required' either to dissect roughly the

eye of a freshly-killed calf, sheep, or pig, and point out

to the examiners such commonly known parts as the iris,

lens, extra-ocular muscles, or to make similar demonstra-
tions from a model supplied by the examiners.

Section III. (Theoeetical), (a), (h), (c), (d).

(a) The nature of light ; Transmission of light ; Shadows
and Penumbra, Photometry ; the law of inverse squares

;

Refraction by prisms and lenses ; the Gauss theory ; Car-

dinal points ; Conjugate images ; Menisci ; Index of re-

fraction ; Critical angle ; Real and virtual images and
foci ; Formulae* and construction of images formed by
lenses ; Determination of focal lengths

;
Spherical and

chromatic aberration ; Caustics ; The decentration of

spherical and cylindrical lenses ; numeration of prisms
and lenses

;
Refrangibility

;
Dispersion ; On the surface

grinding of spectacle lenses and the manufacture of frames
;

On the optical ijrinciples of such instruments as are com-
monly used in the ordinary business of a dispensing op-

tician

—

r.y.
_ the tourmaline pebble te.ster ; On the transposi-

tion, addition, and subtraction of spectacle lenses.

(h) The optic system of the eye
;

optic axis
;

Angles
gamma and alpha ; Visual line ; Ocular spherical and
chromatic aberration

; Optometers or near-point measures ;

Influences of position of lenses from the eye ; The history

and mechanism of accommodation ; anomalies of the re-

fracting system ; Their history, diagnosis, and treatment
with lenses ; Optical functions of the pupil ; The light

sense and its measurement ; Fechner's law ; the colour

sense J After-images; The form sense; The measurement
and statistics of visual acuity ; The ocular movements

;

The law of Listing ; Measurement of convergence ; Rela-
tions between accommodation and convergence.

(c) The cornea ; Aqueous and vitreous humour ; Iris

;

Lens and cajjsule
;

Ciliary body ; Choroid ; Sclerotic

;

Retina
;

Optic nerve
;

Eyelids
; Lachrymal gland ; Con-

junctiva
;

Orbit; Ocular muscles; Macula lutea ; Ora
serrata.

* The candidate may be required to demonstrate practically some of the
constructions.
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1903 VALUE IN CHEAP cameras
' Clincher ' Camera.

Takes 6 plates or 12 cut films,

Specification. A Record 3ix2J Camera.

Body is made in wood and is strong.

Covering is neat black leatherette.

Lens is a single view with diaphragm.
Shutter is everset and gives time or

instantaneous exposures.

Finders are for horizontal and vertical pictures

Changing of the plates is absolutely certain.

Handle is of strong black leather.

PRICE

4/.
Complete in

Box with Book
of lustL-uotions.

' Standard ' Camera.
Takes 12 plates or 2i cut films, 4^x3^.

The advent of this Camera makes a new
record in camera production.

Specification.
Body is made in wood and is strong.

Covering is neat black leatherette.

Lens is a single view with diaphragms.

Shutter is everset and gives time or

instantaneous exposures.

Finders are for horizontal and vertical pictures.

Changing of the plates is absolutely certain.

Handle is of strong black leather.

PRICE

7/6
Complete in

Box with Book
of Instructions.

' Sketch ' Camera.
Takes 6 plates or 12 cut films, }Jx3i Ins.

The cheapest practical J-plate Camera ever made.

!> 1,,.,,,

Specification.
Body is made in wood and is strong.

Covering is neat black leatherette.

Lens is a single view with diaphragm.
Shutter is everset and gives time or instan-

ta,neous exposures.
Finders are for horizontal and vertical pictures. Bos™vith ^Book
Changing of the plates is absolutely certain. of Instructions.
Handle is of strong black leather.

PRICE

5/6

Skipper ' Camera.

ill
Skipper

Takes 6 plates or 12 cut films, i^xSl

A Marvel at the Price.

Specification.
Covered in handsome imitation black leather.

Lens is a good quality view.
Diaphragms, adjustable, F/U, F/22, and F/44.

Shutter, time and instantaneous with time catch.

View Finders, first quaUty ground-glass.
Infallible changing system.
5unk shutter release.
Handle, solid leather.

Bushes for tripod screw.

PRICE

8/6
Complete in

Cardboard Box
with Book of
Instructions.

W. BUTCHER & SONS
CAMERA HOUSE, FARRINGUON AVENUE, E.C.

NEW CATALOGUE OF CAMERAS NOW READY.
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('/) Strabismus ;
Diplopia ; Monociilar and binocular

vision ;
Phorometry ; irial ease appliances used in the

measurement of muscular imbalance
;

Stereoscopic exer-

cises ; Use of prisms in refraction anomalies.

The ethics of refraction ; The necessity for specialism in

refraction work ; The relations of the refractionist to the

general dispensing optician ; The general medical jwacti-

tioner and the oculist.

The Fellowship Examination.

Candidates for this examination must in all cases hold the

Dioptric examination certificate. It is open to prmcipals who
have held for one year the Dioptric certrticate of the Associa-

tion, and to assistants and managers who have held for two
years the Dioptric certificate of the Association. The exami-
nation fee required by the Association is £5 6s., un'.e.s's tlie

applicant was a member of the Association previous to October

22, 1896, in which case the fee is £2 12s. 6d. The certificate

grants fellowship to the member, and clearly shows the various

sections in which he has passed. Candidates are expected to

satisfy the examiner.s in the following sections: I., II., III.

Section I. (Practical), (a), [b], (c).

The candidate is examined at his own choice in one only

of the following divisions : (a), (b), or (c).

(a) The eyes of freshly-killed sheep, calves, or pigs will

be furnished to the candidates, who will be expected to

find and point out to the examiners such parts of the eye

as requh-ed.

(b) Candidates will be required to recognise certain eni-

bryological specimens and microscopical sections under the

micro.scope. Credit will be given for specimens previously

jirepared by the candidates.

(c) Recognition of external diseases. Models will be pro-

vided for the candidates, who will be expected to recognise

some of the commoner fonnis of disease evident from ex-

ternal observation.
Section II. (Practical).

(a) Examination of living subjects. One or more living

subjects is provided for examination. The candidates are

expected to make a thorough and searching examination,

objective and subjective, embodying the conclusions ar-

rived at in a written report on a fomi specially iirovided by
the examiners. The candidates are exiiected to be familiar

with methods nf focal illumination for diagnosis of cataract,

corneal opacities, etc. ; with the use of the ophthalmoscope
for ascertaining the condition of the fundus, vitreous and
lens; with the oplitlialmometer for estimation of corneal

curvature and clidiRtiiins therefrom; with the perimeter

for the field of vi^ion : with the retinoscope for estimation

of the reflection ; with the phorometer, etc. , for muscular
anomalies. Questions may be put to the subject by tlie

candidates with a view to aid iu diagnosis. The subjective

part (if required) of the examination by trial lenses occurs
at the close of the examination.

Section III. (Theoretical).

Separate j^apers (a), (*), (c), ((?), (c), of about one hour to one
and a half hour's duration each are set on the following sub-

jects :— '

(fi) Advanced physiologic and physical optics. The Dioi)-

tric apparatus ; The schromatic eye ; Ketinal images

;

Optical defects of the eye ; Functions of the iris and retina
;

colour perception ; Theories of accommodation
;

Regular
and irregular astigmatism ; The twisting properties of

cylinders ; Effect of spherical and cylindrical lenses on size

of retinal images ; Reflection in curved miiTors
;
Images of

Purkinje ; Pal.'-e images of the eye
;
Entoptic phenomena

;

The optical principles of o]>htTialmometry ; The optical

principles employed in the use of objective instruments.
(h) The development of the eye ; Optic vesicles ; Medul-

lary folds ; The ectoderm ; the mesoderm:
;

Optic stalk ;

Development of the lens, optic nerve, fibrous coats, vit-

I'eous humour, and eyelids ; The anatomy of the orbit

;

Eyelids
;
Conjunctiva ; The ocular muscles ; The lachry--

inal apparatus ; Fibrous tunics ; Choroid ; Retina,
;

Ciliary

body ; Iris
;
Optic nerve

;
Optic tract

;
Optic membranes

;

Ci-ystalline lens
;

Suspensory apparatus ; Blood vessels

and lymphatics of the eyeball, etc.

(c) The relations of the refractionist to the medical prac-

titioner and the optician ; Discussion of possible problems

ensuing therefrom ; The meaning of certain prefixes aiiil

suffixes in ophthalmological words and phrases; ilie

ethics, etymology, history, biography, and bibliography
of refraction and ophthalmology.

{d) The conditions of the fundus as seen by the ophthai-
'inoscope and their relation to refraction ; The appearances
and conditions of the retiexes in retinoscopy ; The uses

of perimetry, together with an acquaintance of the prin-

ciples underlying the various principles of known instru-

ments. Amblyopia, amaurosis and disturbances of vision

without ophthalmoscopic change ; Diseases of the eye and
common ophthalmic operations.

(e) Physiological action of the ocular muscles ; Field of

fixation ; Binocular and monocular perception of depth

;

etiology and measurement of strabismus
;
Diplopia ; Asso-

ciated movements
;
Heterophoria ; Anomalies of individual

ocular muscles
;
Optical and theurapeutical value of prisms

;

The various appliances suggested or used in prismetry and
measurements of muscular anomalies, together with the

optical principles underlying their construction ; Effect of

prisms on retinal imiages.

Further particulars concerning the examLnations held in con-

nection with the British Optical Association may he obtained
on application to the Secretaiy, Mr. J. H. Sutcliffe, 17,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.

THE CHOICE OF A MICROSCOPE.

As work with the microscojje is becoming more and more im-

portant for pliarmacists and pharmaceutical students, a few
notes are given here i-egarding some of the chief microscopes on

the market. It may be recalled, at the same time, that the sale

of microscopes and accessories constitutes a desirable addi-

tion to the chemist's business, and may be made
to yield much profit, direct and indire'ct. So far

as the chemist's personal requirements are concerned,
the chief essentials of a useful and fairly complete
microscope are a firm stand, a short body to take eye-
pieces of R.M. S. No. 1 gauge, a plain stage, with sliding bar,
fine and coarse adjustments, plane and concave mirrors, iri-

diaphragm, substage condenser, one or two eve-pieces, and
two objectives of inoderate angle, the 1 in. or f in. and ^ in.

or -g in. being the most generally useful. A similar outfit will

meet the needs of students of botany or materia medica, a.n-d

of most amateurs who propose to do serious wovk with the
microscope. A very great variety is ofl'ered bv the different
makers, attention being here restricted to microscopes which
have been proved to be satiisfactory.

Messrs. F. Darton and Co., Clerkenwell Optical Works,
142, St. John Street, London, E.C.. supply a great variety of

microscopes of the highest quality. In particular may be

noted the " 1903 histological " inicr()SC(ipe. of the firm's own
manufacture, 'which is fitted with improved spiral rack ad-
justment, divided fine motion with indicator, § in. and 5 in.

best English objectives, two' eye-pieces, swinging substage,
plane and concave mirrors, and solid brass base. The price

of this instrument, fitted in mahogany case, is £6 net. and
students of histologj- will find the microscope well worth the

money. A cheaper, but still a good microscope, is the

"Aiiaiyzer, " Avith the usual fittings, including double mirrors,
with crank arm for oblique illuminations, 1 in. and 5 in.

English objectives ; this microscope costs £4 15s. In addition

to these, Messrs. Darton and Co. supply a number of cheaper
instruments, all of which are good for their price, but it need
scarcely be pointed out that too much economy in the choice of

a microscope is always to be deprecated, as liable to lead to

unsatisfactory results. The instruments above described may,
however, be strongly recommended. It may be mentioned, in

passing, that Messrs. F. Darton and Co. supply ojitical goods
of almost every kind in addition to microscopes.

Mr. C. Baker, 244, High Holborn. London, W,C., also

makes microscones of the highest quality. The " Model His-

tological " Microscope, with fine and coarse adjustments,
double nose-piece, and § hi. and i in. objective.s. costs

£6 17s. 6d., and the "Advanced Student's" Microscope,
£10 10s. ; the " D.P.H. " Microscope is another excellent in-

strument, which costs only £8 8s. in its simplest fonn. with-

out objectives. A copy of Mr. Baker's list should l>e pos-

sessed by every chemist interested in microscopical work, as
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MAWS©N'S
^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \|/ ^ "J^ ^ -U^ ^ ^ vL^ \i/ ^ ^i/ ^ ^ \i/ \i/ w >Jv

Mawson's
Plates

THE CASTLE.
(Ordinary.)

Mawson'^

Plate

THE ELECTRIC.
(Special Rapid.)

THE MAWSON
(Extreme Rapidity.)

Mawson's Ortho A.

Dry Plates

Are reduced in price, and are charged

at ordinary prices.

The special features and the

sterling quality of Mawson's Ortho

A. Plates have been repeatedly

shown during 1902 by illustrated

articles in "Photogram," "Photo-

graphy," and the " Amateur Photo-

grapher."

Mawson's Ortho A.

Dry Plates

Are extremely rapid and can be used

for Hand Camera, Snap Shot, and

Ordinary Photographic work with-

out a Light Filter (yellow screen),

so that equipped with Mawson's

Ortho A. Plates and a Light Filter

the Photographer may adopt which-

ever course he prefers without hav-

ing to carry separate lots of plates.

Matvsons Flat Films

Varnishes, Developers, Spc,

Can be had through Wholesale Drug and Patent Medicine Houses, or from

Mawson & Swan
Mosley St., Newcastle=on=Tyne & 33, Soho Square, London
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it contains jxarticulars regarding a great varietv of accessories

and mounted objects.
, „ „, t j

Messrs. W. Watson and Sons, 313, High Holborn, London,

W'c. supply a "School" Microscope, which has no fine

adjustment, "but the diagonal rackwork and large milled

heads enable a 1/8 in. objective to be focussed with comfort.

The .stand alone, with stage, murors, eye-piece, and case,

costs £2 7s. 6d. ; with a 1 in. objective the price is £3 3s.,

and with a 1 in. and i in. objectives, £4 10s. The " Edin-

burgh Students' " Microscope can be adapted lor all purposes

for which a microscope is usually required. The most com-

plete form of this instrument, with 1 in. and i m. objectives,

co.sts £12 16«., but simpler forms, with the same objectives

and both fine and coarse adjustments, can be obtained for

£7 5s. and upwards.
, ^, , .,, t j

Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Limited, 68, Cornhill. London,

E.G., make a specialty of low-priced microscopes, their

"Star" Microscope, with fine and coarse adjustments and

I in. and s in. objectives, costing £4 15s. only. Their " Lon-

don " Microscope, an instinment on the Continental model,

costs £5 12s. 6d. with the same adjustments and objectives,

and the "British Student's" Microscope costs £5 19s. 6d.

All three instruments are well adapted for general use._^
Messrs. Bausch and Lomb, 35, Aldermanbury. London, E.G.,

supply a fine stand of the American type, with fine and coarse

adjustments, diaphragms, etc., for £6, including two eye-

piece and § in. and i in. objectives. A low-priced mstrument

for rough work is the " Continental " Microscope (A), of this

firm, with rack and pinion coarse adjustment and large stage

;

this is supplied with one eye-piece and two objectives-

divisible li and i in., and special 1/5 in.—for £2 17s. 6d.. and

answers well for the examination of starches drugs, etc.,

etc. Another form, with coarse and fine adjustments, double

nose-piece, one eye-piece, and § in. and g in. objectives, costs

£5 12s. 8d. , „ n

Messrs. James iSwift and Son. 81, Tottenham Court Koad,

London, W., have recently .introduced the "Discovery
'

Microscope, a student's instrument of the kind selected for

the ship Discovery." of the Antarctic Expedition. This instru-

ment, which is fitted with Swift's new patent fine adjustment,

f in. and i in. objectives, iris diaphragm, etc., sells for £6 15s.

Messrs. W. Johnson and Sons, 188, Tottenham Court Road,

London, Messrs. James Parkes and Son, Birmingham, and

various other makers, also produce low-priced but efficient in-

struments at prices ranging from about five or six pounds

upwards. Ciood second-hand microscopes and objectives by

.standard makers can frequently be obtained at greatly reduced

prices from •l^Tv. C. Baker, "Messrs. Watson and Sons, or

Messrs. Clarkson and Co., 28, Bartlett's Buildings, Hnlborn

Circus, London, E.G.
Messrs. Ross, Limited, 111, New Bond Street, and 51,

Cockspur Street. London, W., have recently produced an ex-

cellent " Students' Standard " microscope, fitted with the new
rack and pinion for direct acting fine adjustment, 2/3 in.

and 1/6 in. object glasses, including limb, trip'.e no>e-piece,

plane and concave mirrors, etc. This sells for £8, the cost

of the same microscope, with sliding tube adjustment instead

of rack and pinion, being £7 10s. Botli of these axe thoroughly

efficient and complete microscoin s fur students' use. This firm

supplies books on microscopy, microscopic objects, and speci-

mens of various kinds, photo-micrographic cameras, and the

Cambridge Rocking Microtome, 1900 pattern.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Photographic Conven-
tion of the United Kingdom is to take place at Perth, from
July 6 to 11, under the presidency of Sir Robert Pullar. The
Honorary Secretary of the Convention is Mr. F. A. Bridge,
East Lodge, Dalston Lane, London, N.E., who will be glad to

receive early intimation from those who intend to be pre-

sent, and asks that the subscription (5s.) may be remitted to

him in advance of the meeting. The Convention raeetings will

be held in the rooms of the Perthshire Society of Natural
Science, and the social programme includes a number of excur-
sions to places of interest, the annual dinner, a garden party,

conversazione, etc. There will also be held during the meeting
a trade exhibition of apparatus and pictures, and a special ex-

hibion of pictures taken at previous conventions. The following

papers will be given :
—

" Fact and Fashion in Photography," by
Dr. J. K. Tulloch ;

" Micro-Photography," by Dr. Gustav
Mann ;

" Cairo, the Nile, and the great Assouan Dam," by
Mr. A. L. Henderson. Mr. W. Agate will show a series of

slides illustrating " Egypt, the Desert of Sinai, and Palestine."

SOLUBILITY OF CHEMICALS USED IN PHOTOGRAPHY.'

100 parts Water Dissolve. Cold. Boiling. Formulae
2 . . 21 .. H3BO,— 50 .. CcHgO,

11-5 . . 100 .

.

C^H.^O^

„ Pyrogallic 50 . .
— CgHoO..^

76 . . 200 .

.

9 . . 422 .

.

A]2(S04)3(NH,).,SO,
9-5 . . 357 . Al2(S04).,K.,S04

Ammonium Bichromate 10 . 102 . (NH4)2Cr20,

,, Bromide .

.

92 . NH^Br
,, Iodide , , .

.

100 . NH4I
,, Nitrate. . .

.

199 NH4NO.,
,, Oxalate ,

.

4-5 .

.' 40-8
'.

(NH4),C204

,,
Sulphate .

.

66 . . 100 .

.

(NH4)..S04
35 . 60 . BaCl.2

5 . 10 . Ba(OH).,

,, Nitrate 8 . 35 . Ba(N0,)2
4 . 55 . Na2B467

Cadmium Bromide .... 100 CdBr.,

,, Iodide 100 . Cdl.,

Calcium Carbonate .... 00036 — . CaCb.,

„ Chloride . CaCl.j
n
1 . CufCaHA),

. Cu(N0s)2
n
1 . . Cu(S04)

. AuCI,,

Iron Ammonium Sul-

30 . 170 . FeS04(NH4)..SO/
,, Perchloride .... 140 . . 300 . . 'Fe-jCls

„ Protosulphate .... 20 . . 178 . . FeS04
46 71 . . Pb(C,H30.,).,

3 5 . . PbCl.,

4 6 . Phi,

„ Nitrate
Lithium Chloride . . .

.

48 . . 139 . . Pb(NOa).,
100 . . 133 . . LiCl

Magnesium Chloride .

.

200 . 400 . MgCJ.,

„ Sulphate .

.

91 . . 100 . . MgSOi
Manganese Chloride .

.

62 . 123 . . MnCla
Mercuric Chloride .... 5 .. 33 . . HgCIj
Potassium Bichromate 10 . . 102 . . KaCr^OT

,, Bromide . . .

.

140 . . 211 . . KBr
15 . . 190 . K3C0H5O7

,, Cyanide . . .

.

122 . KCN
,, Ferricyanide 40 82 ! . F.FeCyc
,, Ferrocyanide 28 .. 91 . . K4FeCy,;

,, Hydrate . . .

.

200 . KOH
,, Iodide 141

'.

'. 221
'.

. KI
,, Oxalate . . .

.

25 10 . . K2C2O4
30 . . 70 . . AgNC,

Sodium Acetate 35 ..150 . . NaC2H30
,, Carbonate . . . 50 . . 100 . . Na2C0,

40 .. 70 . . Na^CfiHsG,
61 . NaOH

,, Hyposulphite.. 50 ."

. 250
'.

. NaaS-.O;.

,, Sulphite 25 .. 100 . . Na.,Sb,

Strontium Chloride. . , 53 . . 102 . SrCla

„ Nitrate . .

.

. 20 .. 113 . Sr(NO;,).,

Tin Protochloride . .

,

170 . SnCl2
Uranium Nitrate 50 75 . U(N0.)2
Zinc Chloride 300 . ZnOa

50
'.

'. 95 . ZnSOi
* From the PhoiograiMc Dealer's Annual.

Embedding Microscopical Preparations in Paraffin.

M. Heidenheim recommends the following procedure for

embedding microscopical material in paraffin before cutting

sections. The object is first macerated in a mixture of alcohol

and carbon disulphide, then in pure carbon disulphide, after-

wards in solutions of increasing strength of paraffin in CSj,

finally in melted paraffin.

—

Pharm. Centralh., 43, 380.
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The 'BRITON' HAND
CAMERAS

LONDON MADE

No. 1 "Briton".. 5/-

No. 4 "Briton " 16/6
LONDON MADE

No. 2 "Briton " 10/.

0. 1 "Briton " takes 6 plates, 3J by 2J

0. 1a " Briton " takes 12 plates, 3J by 2J

0. 2a" Briton " takes 6 plates, 4J by 3

J

0. 3a " Briton " takes 12 plates, 4J by 3J

5/-

6/6

8/6

10/6

rhe

THE DAYLIGHT LOADING CAMERA

FOR FLAT OUT FILMS

No. 2 " Briton " takes 6 plates, 4J by 3J

No. 3 " Briton " takes 12 plates, ^ by 3J

No. 4 " Briton " takes 12 plates, 4| by 3J

10/-

12/6

16/6

'ENSIGN "T«s"'
" British Ensign " Camera, takes

Films or Plates, 4f by 3J Prom dS3 12 6

iViodei D " Ensign

'

Films or Plates, 5 by 4

Camera, takes

From £S 5 O

No. 1, ^ by 2J

No. 2, 4i by
3.i

£1 10 O

£2 12 6

Suitable
for use
in ail

Roll Film
Cameras.

ENSIGN FILMS.

Double

Instantaneous
OR

isochromatic.

Mr

Made by AUSTIN EDWARDS.

1

h HOUGHTON & SON, Ltd.,
88 and 89,

HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.
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ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S STANDARDS.

The series of standards adopted by tlie Society in 1881, and

modified in 1891, have been again carefully reconsidered by a

committee of exprt« appointed by the Council. Their recom-

mendations, which are embodied below, have been adopted

by the Council, by whose orders this schedule is now published.

Lens Diaphragms.

(1) That intensity ratio be defined as dependent upon the

r.ffective aperture (and not upon the diameter of the diaphragm)

in relation to the focal length of the lens.

• (2) That efieetive aperture be determined in the following

manner :—The lens shall be focussed for parallel rays. An
opaque screen shall be placed in the principal focal plane, the

plate being provided, in its centre (in the axis of the lens) with

a pinhole. An illuminant sliall be placed immediately behind

the pinhole, and the diameter of the beam of light emerging

from the front surface of the len« shall be the measure of the

effective aperture.

Note.—It will be found, except when the diaphragm is .situ-

ated dn front of the leijs, that the diameter of the diaphragm
itself is seldom identical with the effective aperture.

(3) That eveiy diaphragm be marked with its true mtensitj

ratio, as above defined, in the following order of sequence,

//II //1-4 . ./2 /72-8 . .//4 //5-6 . . f/8 /11-3 . .//16 //22/6 . . fji2 //45-2

//64, etc.

each diaphragm requiring double the exposure required by the

preceding diaphragm.
Should the greatest effective aperture of a lens not conform

exactly to one of the intensities sefr forth above,
this aperture should be marked in accordance with the definition

of effective aperture, but all succeeding smaller apertures

should be marked in •uniformity with the intensities recom-
mended in the above sequence.

Lens Mounts and Fittings.

(1) That the equivalent focal length of a lens be engraved
upon its mount.

(2) That the following series of screws for photographic lens

flange fittings be adopted, it being understood that, in order to
.'iecure free interchangeability, every male screw should, be made
.at least as small as these sizes and every female screw at least as

large;.—

•

Diameter in No. of Threads Core Diameters
inches. per incli. in inches.

1+ 24 0-9466
1-25 24 1-1966
1-5 24 14466
1-75 24 1-6966
2 24 1 9466
2-25 24 2-1366
2-5 24 2-4466

3 24 2-9466
3-5 12 3-3933
4 12 3-8933

5 12 4-8933
And upwards, advancing

by inches 12

The foiTti of thread is that known as Whitworth's Angular
Thread, and is designed as follows :

—

Two parallel lines, at a distance apart equal to 0-96 of the

screw pitch, are intersected by lines inclined to each other at

fifty-five degrees, as shown in the figure at A. One-sixth of the

vertical height of the triangular spaces so obtained is rounded
off both at the top and bottom, leaving the form of the «crew
thread as at B. The depth of this thread is 0-64 of the screw

• From the Protographie Dealer's Annual.

+ For screws less than one inch in diameter, the Royal Microscopical
Society's Standard screw should be adopted.

pitch. It should be understood that this is the theoretical form
of the Whitworth thread, but that for the purpose of securing

real interchangeability it is generally found necessary to use
chasers or other threading tools which have additional promi-
nence upon their points which come first into operation and are

subject to most wear. For this purpose an addition may be
made to the amount of one-tenth of the theoretical depth of

thread or to any less amount that may be sufficient.

(3) That every flange and adapter have a mark upon its front

to indicate the position of the diaphragm slot or index of any
lens when screwed home. The mark on any adapter should coin-

cide with the mark upon an.y flange into which it is screwed.

This mark should be placed at the point at which the thread

becomes complete at the shoulder of the flange or adapter.

Camera Screws.

That all screws fitted to cameras, either for attachment to

the stand, for fixing rising fronts, or other movable parts, be
either or | of an inch in external diameter, and in pitch

of thread and other details in accordance with the generally

recognised Whitworth standards for these sizes.

THE SALE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

Many of the chemicals enumerated in the following li-st

will be found amongst the ordinary stock of the pharmacist,

but the prices given will be found to differ somewhat from
the usual retail prices, while there are some chemicals included

which are not usually kept in stock by chemists. In regard to

the question of price, it is obvious that dispensing rates cannot

be charged for chemicals supplied for photographic purposes

;

the prices here given correspond to those which photographers
are accustomed to pay. Chemists who are in doubt regarding

the selection of stock, not knowing what chemicals to pur-

chase, or in what quantities they should procure them, should

write to Messrs. Harrington Bros, or Messrs. Waller, Malvine,

arid Co.. two firms which offer photographic chemicals bottled m
convenient quantities for sale to photographers. The bottles

are stoppered where necessary, and can be supplied either with

plain labels or with the chemist's^ own labels. In case' the

chemist should prefer to purchase the chemicals in bulk—as he

is certain to do if his photographic trade develops—he will fin^

the lists issued by the above-named firms a useful guide as to

the articles he should stock, and the relative quantities in which

h? is likel,y to require them.
Per Oz.

s. d.

Acetone —
Acid acetic glacial 0
Acid citric 0
Acid formic 0
Acid hydrochlor. pur 0
Acid nitiic pur 0
Acid pyrogallic 1

Acid sulphuric 0
Alcohol (0-795) 0
Alcohol meth. (64 o.p.) 3s. 4d. per gallon -
Alum 7 lb., Is.

Alum chrome 0
Amidol 2
Ammonia (0-880) 0
Ammonia bromide 0
Ammonia sulphocyanide 0
Anthion (ammonium persulphate) 0
Benzole (No. 1)

Borax
Calcium carbide (tins free) . . ,

—
Calcium chloride, exsic 0 1

Copper sulphate, recryst 0 2
Dextrine 0 1

Diogen (bottles free) 1 6
Diphenal (bottles free) (3 oz.) Is. 9d. —
Eikonogen (liottles free) 1 2

Ether meth (0720) 0 2
Formalin (bottles free) ... .4 oz. 9d. ; 8 oz., Is. 3d. —
Glycerin (1-260) 0 2

Glyein (bottles free) 2 0
Gold chloride Is. 9d. per tube; 20s. per doz. —
Hydroquinone (bottles free) 1 0

Iron ammonio citrate 0 3

Iron perchloride (dry) 0 2

Iron sulphate, pure —
Lead acetate 0 1

Magnesium powder (bottles free) 1 4

Magnesium ribbon 2 0
Mercury bichloride 0 4

Metol 2 6

Per Lb.
s. d.

0 1

0 8
3 6
2 6

1 6
0 6
0 10

0 8

1 3

0 6

14 0
2 0
2 0
J 0

4 0
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LOCSHYER'S SPECIALITIES.
LOCKYER'S HYDROQUINONE DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S METOL & HYDROQUINONE DEVEL0P15R .. 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S EIKONOGEN & HYDROQUINONE DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S PYRO DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S TONER & FIXER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle,

LOCKYER'S TONING BATH 4id. each ; in 1-doz. boxes, 4/- per dozen.

LOCKYER'S " EXPORT " TONING (in Dry Form) . . . . 1/- per case.

LOCKYER'S PROTECTIVE VARNISH (for negatives), matt or black 6d. & 1/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S INTENSIPIER (Mercury or Uranium) for weak negatives 1/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S COMPRESSED PELLETS PYROGALLIC ACID (1 gr. ea.) 6d. & l/-per bot.

LOCKYER'S CONCENTRATED TONING SOLUTION .. .. 2/- per bottle

LOCKYER'S " SPECIAL " SULPHITE OP SODA (J-lb. bottles) ' 8d. per bottle.

LOCKYER'S PYROGALLIC ACID IN CRYSTAL .... 1/- per oz.

J. E. LOCKYER, wholesale chemist, ^^*'SfSr'J:s.e.

LOCKYERSi

PHOTO

mounteb'

London

HARRINGTON'S
PURE

IG
CHLORO-PLATINITE of POTASH (Harrington's).

In 15-gi'ain tubes, or in bulli. The acknowledged Standard make.

GOLD CHLORIDE (Harrington's).
In 15-grain tubes, or in bulk. Guaranteed fnll weiriht and strength.

SULPHOCYANIDE OF AMMONIUM.
Our make has had the highest reputation of many years.

PYROGALLIC ACID. H.B.L. Brand.
Thoroughly reliable, and in^ extensive use.

SULPHITE OF SODA.
CRYSTAL and DRY CARBONATE OF SODA.
HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA. 1 gross in case delivered

G.B. for 20,'- net cash. Ordinary, or Pea Crystal. In bulk, or in

1-lb. Boxes or Canisters.

OXALATE, CARBONATE, and PHOSPHATE OF
POTASH.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS of every kind.
Either in bulk or in Bottles of all sizes.

Special Terms for the latter, with Customers' Xames on labels.

CHEMICALS for PROCESS WORK of every de-
scription.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

HARRINGTON BROTHERS,
4, OLIVEJR'S YARD, CITY RD., LONDON, E.C-

Manufacturers of Fine Chemicals for Laboratory,
Technical and Research Work.

Telegi'ams :
" Siccative, Loxnox."

T. H. POWELL'S
Compressed Developers

and Toning Baths
(Dating from 1889),

Should be in evepy Dark Room, and are in-

valuable for TraYellers, being Compact,
Soluble and Reliable, and give the finest

possible results.

May be obtained through all the usual Photographic
and Patent Medicine Houses.

T. H. POWELL, Photographic Chemist,

116, DENMARK HILL, LONDON, S.E.

ADDRESS PLIVTES

TABLETS IVIADE r

ENDOLITHIC MFG.C9.
6li FORE STREET. LONDONrc

H
I

WORKS:

I I DARMSTADT,
I

I
GERMANY.

CK' PYBOfillLLII! IIIIID
And all MERCK PRODUCTS may be obtained
through the opdinary trade channels or Wholesale
direct from

MERCK'S LONDON OFFICE:

16, JEWRY STREET, E.G.
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Per Oz.
s. a.

Ortol 2 6 .

Platinum bichloride, 15 gr. tube, Is. 6d. each .... —
Potassium bichromate —
Potassium bromide 0 3
Potassium carbonate (pure) 0 2
Potassium caustic (sticks) 0 3
Potassium chloroplatinite, 15 gr. tube, 2s. 3d —
Potassium ferridcyanide 0 3
Potassium ferrocyanide 0 2
Potassium metabisulphite 0 3
Potassium oxalate (neutral) 0 1
Potassium sulphocyanide 0 4
Kodinal (bottles tree), 3 oz. Is. 6d^ —
Silver nitrate 2 0
Sodium acetate , 0 1
Sodium carbonate (cryst.) —
Sodium caustic (sticks) 0 3
Sodium hyposulphite, 7 lb.. Is. ; 28 lb., 3s. 6d —
Sodium hyposulphite gran, in boxes free —
Sodium phosphate 0 1
Sodium sulphite —
Thiocarbamide (bottles free) 1 6
Uranium nitrate 1 6

Per Lb.
s. d.

0 8
2 9
1 6
1 3

2 6
1 6
2 9
0 10
4 0
5 0

0 10
0 6
1 6
0 2
0 3
1 0
0 6

Cai-amel, whicii is sometimes in demand for backing plates,

should not be usedl in the form of " Liq. Sacchar. Ust." ; the
best for this purpose is the dry form " crystal caramel," which
may be obtained from Lichtenstein and Co., iSilvertown
Chemical Works, London, E. Dextrine : White dextrine should
always be supplied. Pyrogallol should be stocked and sold in

1 oz. bottles. Scheriug's is the most popular, but the light fonn
of this has been declining in sale somewhat of late, owing to the
introduction of the heavier crystalline variety, which occupies
but one-eighth the space, and is consequently more convenient
a.s well as less expensive. This is supplied as " Pyraxe " by
Messrs. Fuerst Brothers, of 17. Philpot Labe, E.G., and also by
the agents for the " Actien-Gesellschaft fiir Anilin-Fabrika-
tion." Pyi'oxylin, usually employed for dry-collodion work,
should be obtained from Messrs. Hopkins and Williams ; that
prepared at " high temperature " should be specified. Schering's
" Celloidin " is also an excellent pyroxylin for photographic
purposes. Sodium hyposulphite should be in clean pea crystals,

and is supplied of excellent quality, in bulk and in one-
pound cartons, by Messrs. Waller, Malvine and Co., of

Castle Street, Oxford Street, W. This firm makes a special

feature of the supply of photogra.phic chemicals in packed
form and in bulk.

The " Three Spires " Brand Photographic Chemicals.

Messrs. Wyleys, Limited, manufacturing chemists, Coventry,
have devoted much attention to the production of pure photo-
graphic chemicals, and to packing them in a form convenient
ior handling by the retailer. Consequently there is a consider-

,
able demand for their " Three Spires " brand cartons and
bottles of chemicals for developing, toning, and fixing, etc.,

hence those photographic dealei-s who have not yet taken up
this brand will do well to apply for particulars.

Developers and Solutions.

Mr. J. E. Lockyer, chemist, 87, Evelyn Street, Deptford,

S.E., the maker of the well-known " Hydroquinone " and other

developers and solutions, makes a specialty of ready put-up

developers and solutions with customer's own name and address

printed on the carton. Mr. Lockyer also supplies chemicals in

small bottles, ready for sale, granular hyposulphite in cartons,

etc.

Powell's Compressed Developers and Toning Baths.

:Mr. T. H. Powell, M.P.S., pharmaceutical chemist, 116, Den-
mark Hill, London, S.E., supplies compressed photographic

developers. The pyro and soda developer is admirably adapted

ior all short exi>Dsures, and may be used for several consecutive

plates. Another important item in the list is the compressed
metol and hydrokiuone developer in Is. boxes. Powell's de-

velopers and toning baths are put up in the smallest compass
compatible with practical utility, and are invaluable to travel-

lers, whether by sea or land. Tliey are equally useful in the

dark-room, superseding bulky solutions, and being in a dry

condition the_y neither spoil nor decompose.

Schering's Cartridge Developers.

Messrs. A. and M. Zimmermann, 9 and 10, St. Maiy-at-Hill,

London, E.C, are the agents for Schering's Cartridge De-
veloper.<4—adm'ol, pyro, and hydroquinone. ^e cartridges con-

sist of cylindrical tubes, containing the developing agent, sepa-

rated from the alkali by a small piece of cotton wool and a

wooden plug. For use the contents of a cartridge are dissolved

in 4^oz. of water, the resulting solution being as enicient as

freshly prepared developers made according to the best for-

mulae. The cartridge developers, on account of their compact-

ness, easy handling, and ready solubility of contents, are

specially suitable for travelling photographers and amateurs.

They are sent out in boxes of ten, the pyi'o and hydroquinone

being retailed at 2s. 3d. and the adurol at 2s. 6d. per box.

Harrington's Photographic Chemicals.

Messrs. Harrington Bros., 4, Oliver's Yard, City Road, E.G.,

make a specialty of preparing chemicals for photographic andl

photo-mechanical processes, and their wholesale price list of .such

chemicals is one of the most convenient, of its kind, issued. A
special feature is the list of packed and bottled goods with

either plain labels or with the photographic dealer's name, and
Messrs. Harrington also make up developing and otner solu-

tions, in accordance with the dealer's own formulae, in suitable

bottles with appropriate labels.

Merck's Photographic Chemicals.

Mr. E. Merck, of Darmstadt, and 16, Jewry Street, London,
E.C, also makes a specialty of chemicals for photographic pur-

poses, including developers, etc., in the form of tablets and
cartridges. He publishes a booklet on the subject, which will

be found handy for reference.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC LIBRARY.

The following are the more important and generally useful

works which the chemist who is also a photographic deader

should possess :
—

Abney's 'Instruction in Photography' (Sampson Low, 6s.

net).

Brown's 'Photographic Apparatus' (Dawbarn and Ward, Is.

net).

Cole's ' Treatise on Photographic Optics ' (Sampson Low, 6s.).

Meldola's ' Chemi.stry of Photography' (Macmillan, 6s.).

Taylor's ' Optics of Photogiaphy ' (Whittaker and Co.,

3s. 6d.).

Townsend's ' Chemi.stiy for Photographers ' (Dawbarn and

Ward, Is. net.).

Wall's ' Dictionary of Photography ' (Hazell. Watson, and
Viney, 7s. 6d.).

Tbe ' British Journal Almanac' (Greenwood and Co., Is. net)

will also be found a most useful annual for reference.

Any other photographic works, including those dealing with

special branches, can be obtained from Messrs. Dawbarn and
Ward, Limited, 6, Faningdon Avenue, London, E.C, who will

send a complete list on application.

Metric Measures of Mass with Imperial Equivalents.

The Gramme (Gm.) equals ]!5-432 grains, and was originally the mass
of one- thousandth part of a cubic decimetre of water at 4° C. ; it is

now equal to the mass of one-thousandth part of a solid cylinder of
iridio-platinum 39 Mm, high and the same in diameter, a copy of which
is in the possession of the Board of Trade.

The 8ubdii'isio7i8 of the gramme are the
Decigramme (Dgm.) = O'lOO Gm.
Centigramme (Cgm.) = O'OlO Gm.
Milligramme (Mgm.) = 0-001 Gm.

The multiples of the gramme are the
Dekagramme (Dkgm.)

1'543 grain.
0'154 grain.
0"015 grain.

Hectogramme (Hgm.)
Kilogramme (Kilo.)

Myriagramme (Mygm.)
Quintal (Q.)

Millier or Tonne (T.)

10-0 Gm.
100 0 Gm.

1000 0 Gm. =

10-0 Kilo.
100-0 Kilo.

1000-0 Kilo.

0-3527 oz.
3-5274 oz.
2-2046 lbs.

22-0162 lbs.
1-9684 cwt.
0-9842 ton.

CONVEHSION OF METRIC TO ImPEKIAL UniTS.

Grammes -H 15-432 = Grs.
Grammes 0 065 = Grs.
Grammes -i- 1-296 = Sor. (Ap.).

Grammes 3 888 = Drs. (Ap.).

Grammes 0 032 = Oz. (Troy).

Grammes -h 31-104 = Ozs. (Troy).
Grammes x 0-035 = Ozs. (Av.).
Grammes 28-344 = Ozs. (Av.).

Kilogrm. x 2-205 = Pounds.
Kilogrm. H- 0-454 = Pounds.

CoN-(^ESiON or Imperial to Metric Units.

Grains
Grains
Scruples (Ap.).

Drachms (Ap.).

Ounces (Troy).

15-432 = Gms.
0-065 = Gms.
1-296 = Gms
3-888 = Gms.
0-032 = Gms.

Ounces (Troy).
Ounces (Avoir.)

Ounces (Avoir.)
Pounds (Avoir.)

Pounds (Avoir.)

31-104 Gms.

,

0-035 = Gms.
28-344 = Gms.
2-205 = Kilo.
0-454 = KUo.
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A. E. STALEY & Co.
" ^ 35, Jlldcrmanburp, €.C

Proprietors and Importers of the fotlowing Firms' Specialities:

The BAUSCH &> LOMB OPTICAL Co.'s
Microscopes, Centrifuges, Photographic

Shutters, Lenses, 6hc.

The PREMO CAMERAS
J\[ew Style Folding Cameras.

The BLAIR CAMERA Co.
Weno Folding Film Cameras.

CHAMBERS INSKEEP'S
Improved Ophthalmometers ^ Ophthalmoscopes

Self Luminous.

All kinds of Photographic Apparatus and Sundries.

PLEASE SEND FOR CATALOGUES : SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

JUNIOR
EXCEPTIONAL CAMERA

Covered waterproof Kera-
tol, holds 12 quarter-plates,

time and instantaneous
shutter, adjustable dia-

phragm, infallible change
action with automatic re-

gister.

1903
EXCEPTIONAL CAMERA

The smallest and most port-

able Hand Camera yet intro-

duced, holds 12 quarter-plates,

is fitted with superior short
focus Achromatic Lens, fitted

with Iris diaphragm, time,

bulb, and instantaneous shut-
ter, pneumatic and mechanical
release, two brilliant convex
View Finders, perfect change
action with automatic plate

register.

21/-

Telescopic Tripod Stand for above, in bronzed metal, 5/-

Stifi Waterproof Case for ditto, with shoulder straps, 4/6

F. DARTON & CO.
142, St. JOHN STREET,

CLERKENWELL
OPTICAL WORKS

LONDON.
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Hand and stand cameras.

The " Dalo Camera.—Last year Messrs. Geo. Houghton and

Son, Ltd., 88-89 High Holborn, W.C., introduced, for the first

time in the history of photography, the principle of dayhght

loading applied to stiff, flat-cut films. The Dalo " Camera,

which embodies that principle, is not only a novel mstrument,

but markb a distinct advance, inasmuch as the " Dalo " system

possesses the portability of the roll film combined vyiththe ease

of development of the glass plate. It has, also, the special ad-

vantage that each exposed film may, if desired, be removed

separately from the camera in daylight, without fear of fogging

those still remaining on the spool, which differs from all others

in being flat. The "Dalo" No. 1 takes pictures 3i by 2J in.,

and is sold retail at £1 10s. ; the " Dalo " No. 2 is a quarter-

plate camera, and is sold at £2 123. 6d. The Nos. 2a and 2c

" Dalos " are fitted with a focussing arangement, and sell at

£5 5s. and £8 ISs. respectively. Those who have not yet

handled this camera ought certainly to do so, as it is bound to

grow in popularity when it becomes better known, there being

no difficulty in its manipulation, and its 'advantages should be

obvious.

The " Briton " Hand Cameras.—The wave of patriotism

which passed over Great Britain during the period of the war

in South Africa has now somewhat abated, but there can be no

doubt that anything British still strongly appeals to the public.

Hence, Messrs. George Houghton and Son, Ltd., 88-89,

High Holborn, W.C., are placing on the market the " Briton "

series of hand cameras, each bearing a name-plate guaranteeing

it of London make. The No. 1 "Briton" takes six plates.

3J in. by 2 j in., and is sold at 5s. ; a similar instrument, to take

twelve plates, sells at 6s. 6d. Nos. 2 and 3 are quarter-plate

cameras, to take six and twelve plates respectively, and are

retailed at 10 i. and 12s. 6d.—the illustration shows the No. 2.

The best instrument of the series is the No. 4, which carries

twelve plates, 4Jin. by 3:|,in., price 16s. 6d. This is a really

good piece of photographic apparatus for the money, it being a

very close rival of the well-known "Holborn Guinea" Hand
Camera. Further particulars concerning the " Briton," and
also the latest improvements in the " Holborn " cameras, will

be forwarded to any reader of the P.J. on application being
made to the firm.

The " Junior Popular" Sanderson Camera Set.—This Camera
possesses practically all the advantages of the well known

" Regular Popular " model, manufactured by Messrs. George
Houghton and Son. Limited, 88 and 89, High Holborn,
W.C.. yet is introduced at a price which compares
favourably with the many O piate sets now on the mai'ket.

All who wish to have a "Sanderson" camera can now do so

at the popular price of £4 4s., and tJius become the possessor

of the most up-to-date instrimient it is possible to obtain.

New " Sanderson " Hand Cameras.—The " Regular " Model
Sanderson Hand Camera (price, -i-plate, £6 10s.), is so well known
to those interested in the photographic trade that no descrip-

tion of it is needed here, but it may be stated that several new
patents have been added to the present season's " Sanderson,"
and several new patterns have been introduced. The latter are

known as the "Tourist," the " De Luxe," the "Roll Film,"
and the " Junior " models. Although these models differ in

certain details, they are all built under the "Sanderson"
patents, and embody all the latest improvements. In the
"Tourist" Model Sanderson Hand Camera (price, ^-plate, £6),
the aim of the manufacturer has been to provide a lighter and
more compact instrument than the " Regular." The only differ-

ence between the "Tourist" and " Regular " models is that the
former does not possess the advantage of the extra extension of

bellows, the J-plate having an extension of 12 in. instead of 14J in.

The Sanderson " De Luxe" Hand Camera (price, |-plate, £10),
has been introduced for those requiring an instrument of the
most perfect finish and quality of workmanship it is possible to

produce. In addition to all movements of the " Regular

model, it possesses the advantages of an improved patent camera
body ; a rising and falling front with rack and pinion, admitting
of the most exact adjustment ; a focussing chamber, closed in

all round, which is detachable should the operator prefer to

use a focussing cloth ; and the patent stop plate to ' TJnicum "

shutter for holding the shutter open for focussing when set at

instantaneous speeds The " Junior " Sanderson Hand Camera
(price, J-plate, £5 lOs.), has been introduced with a view to still

further popularising the "Sanderson." It possesses practically

all the movements and advantages of the more expensive
" Regular " model, and yet is produced at the popular prices of

many of the American long focus folding hand cameras now on
the market. The " Roll Film " Sanderson Hand Camera
(price, J-plate, £6 17s. 6d.), is constructed specially to take
spools of daylight loading roll films, and is fitted with two
brilliant view finders, two spirit levels, and a patented arrange-
ment which facilitates the insertion and removal of the spool.

It has also a cross front which can be clamped in any position.

A plate adapter, complete with ground glass focussing screen,

can also be supplied. Further particulars concerning the
" Sanderson " Hand Cameras, which are generally acknow-
ledged to be the most perfect instruments it is possible to pro-

duce, will be forwarded by Messrs. Houghton and Son, Ltd,, on
application, mentioning the P.J.

The 1903 " Victo " Camera Sets.—The 1903 " Victo " Camera
his been much improved in design and construction. In
addition to all the essential movements—viz., double ext«n-
s'ca rismg front, reversing frame, and double swing back,
.so arranged that it can be pushed forward and clamped in any
position, it now includes a swing front and triple extension.
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This triple extension (20 inches in the ^-plate size) enables

the back combination of the R.R. lens to be used, and is also

essential for copying to the same size. The camera is of London
workmanship, beautifully made of polished mahogany and
well finished throughout. When closed, it measures only two
inches in thickness. It has a double, book-form dark slide,

of superior make, with special light-tight joints and spring
catches, achromatic rapid rectilinear lens of excellent quality,

with iris diaphragms, or " Beck " synmietrical ;
" Thornton-

Pickard " time and instantaneous, or "Popular" roller blind
shutter, with speed indicator, fitted behind the lens and
attached to front of camera; three-fold tripod stand, with
special top, or with fittings for turntable. The price of a
{-plate " Victo " set is £3. The " Victo-Unicum " set retailed

at £3 3s., is similar to the " Victo," but is fitted with a
Bausch and Lomb " Unicum " shutter, with ball and tube,
giving time and instantaneous exposures, the latter varying
from one second to 1/ 100th of a second. Messrs. George
Houghton and Son, Limited, 88-89, High Holborn, will be
pleased to forward particulars concerning the " Victo," or the
Victo-Unicum " camera sets to any chemist interested in

photography.

"Primus" Roll Film Cameras.-Under this name Messrs.
W. Butcher and Sons, Camera House, Farringdon Avenue,
E.G., issue a series of roll film cameras at prices ranging from
5s. upwards. These include the " Maxim," No. 1, No. 2, No.
3, and No. 5, sold at 5s., IDs., 21s., and 63s. respectively;
the folding "Little Nipper," at 10s. 6d. ; the "Pom-Pom,"
No. 2 and No. 3, at 22s. 6d. and 30s. respectively; the No.
2 " Carbine," at 42s. ; and the No. 4 " Carbine." This
camera, which is shown in the illustration, the firm claim, is

the finest roll film camera ever manufactured at the price

—

i.e., £3 12s. 6jJ. It is very substantially made to stand hard
wear in well-seasoned walnut, polished inside, and covered
with best morocco leatherette; it has red leather bellows,
aluminium base-board, sewn leather carrying handle, and new
pattnt spool-holders. The lens is a Primus-B^ck rapid rec-
tihneai', specially manufactured by R. and J. Beck, guaran-
teed, and is detachable for use on any other camera. The
shutter is the well-known Bausch and Lomb " Unicum

"

model. -The finder is reversible for horizontal and vertical
pictures, and is of the best brilliant form.

The "Unity" and "Pembroke" Cameras.—Messrs. Evans ,

SoDi Lescher and Webb, Limited, 56, Hanover Street, Liver-
pool, direct attention to their No. 1 " Unity " roll film and plate
camera, which is of English design and workmanship through-
out, with the exception of the lens and shutter, and the main
points of which are that it can be adapted for plates by merely
placing a dark slide in the back, no special adapter or carrier
being needed. Besides focus.sing to scale, it has a rack and
pmion motion. The focussing screen and hood is an extra and
an advantage, but is not a necessity. In reference to the

" Pembroke," this is an English-made camera, with special

swing front with extra long extension, best quafity R.R. lens,

and all the old advantages of the firm's " Pembroke " camera
retained. It should be noted that both of these cameras are

supplied only to registered chemists and dniggists, and any
inquiries for them made from the general public are referred to

the chemist of that neighbourhood.

The " British Ensign " Hand Camera.—This is a very com-
pact, portable camera of the folding type for plates or day-

light loading roll films, and was introduced by Messrs. Geo.
Houghton and Son, Limited, last year. This season's Model " E "

is a distinct advance, both in design, construction, and excel-

lence of workuxiinship ; its shape is flat at the back with a half-

roimded front, thus economising space. It has a falling base-

board and extending front, and in addition has the advantage of

a rising front. It has also a. patent infinity catch, adjustable

for either plates or films, which automatically fixe.s the front

when drawn out at the correct focus for di.stance. Another
important feature in this camera is the " Cornex " focussing

index—a patent focussing scale ujjon a new principle—which
shows at a glance what distance is most sharply focussed with
the largest stop, and at the same time gives the range of

distance which would be in focus when using either of the

smaller stops. The " Cornex " index thus shows the depth of

focus of the lens when using the various stops. By a novel
sliding arrangement the engraved .scale is adjustable, and the
same scale answers for either films or plates. A plate attach-
ment with focussing screen and slides can be fitted to the back,
permitting of the use of glass plates, thus enabling the possessor
to use either plates or films at will, as may be found desirable.

The single slides arc of metal, and exceedingly neat and
compact, being only ^ of an inch each in thickness. The price

of the "British Ensign" (Model " E ") complete for roll films

with " Beck " symmetrical lens f/8 and " Unicum " shutter is

£3 12s. 6d. for 4^ x 3J-, and £4 15s. for 5x4.

"Smyth's" Stereo Hand Camera.—This camera has been de-

signed to place before the amateur as compact a stereoscopic in-

strument as possible, yet capable of timiing out work of a very
high order. Small in bulk, being only two inches in thickness,

and weighing loaded but 24 oz., it is nevertheless a thoroughly
practical instrument. Neat and elegant in appearance, it ap-

peals particularly to the pedestrian and cyclist. The facility

with which photographs in relief can be executed by this instru-

ment should recommend it particularly to those who have been
deterred by real or fancied difficulties from practising stereo-

scopic photography. Single pictures may also be taken by cover-

ing up one of the lenses with a cap during exposure. The camera
is unobtrusive, easy to manipulate. The operator who has
attained a fair degree of skill with the ordinary camera will fuid

no difficulty in being equally successful with this instrument.
The lenses are of special construction, worki^ag at f/l'T, and
altliough only singlets, produce those crisp negatives at full

aperture, which many good-class doublets would require much
stopping down to obtain. In fact, at the large aperture of

fjl'l, they are capable of working at the same speed as many
of the highly-priced modern anastigmats. The shutter fitted to
this camera must nece.ssarily be quick and effective for such a
good-class lens, and both instantaneous and time exposui'es are
equally at the will of the operator. The price is £2 2s., and for
an extra 15s. a special enlarging apparatus may be obtained from
Messrs. George Houghton and Son, Limited, 88-89, High Hol-
born, W.C.

Cheap Hand Cameras.—Since Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons
introduced the "Little Nipper" hand camera some two years
ago many improvements have been made in that and other
cameras sold at a low price, but perhaps no better value has
yet been offered than in the series introduced this season by
Messrs. Butcher and Sons. These range in price (retail) from
4s. to 21s., and there can be no doubt that the "Clincher"

—

see illustration—is a great improvement on anything hitherto
offered at the same price. It takes six plates, or twelve cut
films, 3^ by 2^, the camera body being made of wood covered
with black leatherette. The lens is a single view, with dia-
phragm, and has an everset shutter, giving time and instan-
taneous exposures. The finders may be used for horizontal
or vertical pictures, and the changing arrangement is certain.
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In addition to the " Clincher," Messrs. Butcher and Sods are

offering the "Sketch," to retail at 5s. 6d. ; the " Standard," at

7s. 6d. ; the " Skipper," at 8s. 6d. ; the " Express

"

No. 1, at 8s. ; the " Express " No. 2, at 10s. ;

the " Express " No. 3, at 16s. ; and the " Express " No.
4 at 21s. Messrs. Butcher and Sons will be pleased to supply
further particulars concerning any of the above-mentioned
cameras on application, mentioning the P.J.

The "Exceptional" Hand Cameras.—Messrs. F. Darton
and Company, 142. St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., are
introducing two new. exceedingly well made hand cameras,

to which they have applied the name "Exceptional,"
which appears to be warranted by the fact that the

cameras are exceptiomilly good value. The "Exceptional" is a
magazine hand camera to carry twelve ^-plates and intended to

retail at £1 Is. Its chief features are compactness, an infal-

lible changing action, and an improved form of sheath-holder.

It is fitted with a single achromatic lens, iris diaphragms,

three speed stops, and a pneumatic relea.se. " The Exceptional

Film and Plate Camera" retails at £3 17s. 6d., and is of the

daylight loading and folding class, handsomely made of maho-
gany tln-oughout. It is fitted with rapid rectilinear lens,

Bausch and Lomb " Unicum " shutter, giving a varied ex-

posure from 1 to 1/lOOth part of a second, swing movement,
rise and fall front, and improved solid form mahogany dark
slide. Each camera, is fitted with English tripod screw, and
for 4s. 6d. extra a very light, compact, telescopic metal
tripod, is sujiplied. Also very good waterproof cases are sup-

plied in cloth, or imitation leather, with shoulder straps, r.t

4s. and 5s. each.

"Weno" and "Premo" Cameras.— At the show-rooms of

Messrs. A. E. Staley and Co., 35, Aldermanbury, London, E.C.,

may be seen some new patterns of the folding " Weno

"

camera. These goods are beautifully finislied, while' tlie prices

are moderate. With their " Focussing Weno," for every ex-

posure one spool of film can "be focussed. The cameras are

made in ^^-plate and 5x4 sizes. Several improvements have
also been made in the " Premo " cameras, which are now
stocked from the "Folding Premo," at 25s., to the "Premo
Supreme," at £29 10s. There is a full range between these
-two cameras, the firm having cameras to suit all pockets.
Messrs. Staley and Co.'s fine stock of Messrs. Bausch and

Lomb's microscopes may also be mentioned, and they will

be very pleased to forward their lists to any readers of the P.J

.

on application.

The R.R. "Cameo" Pocket Camera.—This camera is sup-
plied by Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons, Camera House, Farring-

don Avenue, E.C., in two sizes, ;^-plate and ^-plate, sold retail at

50s. andi 70s. respectively. The ^-plate camera is very com-
pact, measuring 5^ x 4 x 1|, and will easily fit the jacket

pocket. The total vi'eijht is only 20 oz. It is covered with,

morocco leatherette and is fitted with a Primus-Beck R.R. lens,

a removable ground glass focussing screen, Bau.sch and Lomb

"Unicum" shuttet, horizontal and vertical brilliant view finders,

two single metal dark slides, and screw and bashes for fixing

tripod. Tlie ^-plate camera is the one shown in the illustration
;

it measures 8 x 5| X 2, and weighs 3 Ib^ Each camera is

packed in cardboard box with book of instructions.

The " IHidg " Cameras.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons,

Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, E.G., have for several years

l>ast placed on the market a series of hand cameras known as the
" Midg," which have created for themselves an excellent

reputation for turning out good work. They range in price

from one guinea for the No. 0 " Midg," to four guineas for the

No. 4, but the No. 2, retailed at 50s.. may he taken as more or

less typical of the series. Tne appe<trance of the camera may
be gathered from the illustration. It is fitted with a Primus-

Beck R.R. lene, with iris diaphragm, fl%. fill. f;22. fjU, focus-

sing jacket arrangement for objects up to four feet, shutter

specially constructed to give time, bulk, or in.stantaneous ex-

posures, the latter from 1 second to 1/lOOth of a second, finger or

pneumatic release, two brilliant view finders, recorder showing
the number of plates exposed to twenty-four, cap for covering

lens, and screw for fixing the tripod. A really good serviceable

camera.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL SUNDRIES.

The " Ensign " Isochromatic Roll Films.—The introduction

of these films marks a new departure iu roll film photography.
Messrs. George^ Houghton and Son, Limited, who are placing

them upon the market, state that they possess all the .sparkle

and brilliancy of the older brands of Austin-Edwai-ds films, and
in addition are correctly sensitive to yellow and green, and are

therefore of especial value iu all cases where these colours pre-

dominate. It is well known to i)hotographer.s that the colours

orange, yellow, and green always appear too dark when photo-
graphed on an ordinary film or plate, whilst blue and violet

ai'e invariably rendered too light. With the isochromatic " En-
sign " film the various colours ai'e reproduced in monochrome in

their correct values. In portrait photography, golden or auburn
hair and blue eyes are correctly rendered, and freckles are less

noticeable. In landscape work, the different shades of foliage

and the clouds are represented far better than by ordinary film,

and distant objects, even in a hazy atmosphere, show more
clearly. It is quitt- unnecessary with this improved isochromatic

film to use a coloured screen for general work ; it does not

require any special developer, but may be treated in every way
exactly as an ordinary film, and it will be found to possess

remarkably good keeping qualities. The film being more sensi-

tive to red, and very much more .sensitive to yellow than ordinary

film, however, can be very easily fogged by using too bright a

light in the dark room ; care should therefore be taken to use

only a deep ruby light, and to shield the film as much as

possible during developing and the preliminary washing. Tbe
new films are sold at the same price as the "Ensign" ordinary

films, and are made in size.s suitable for all roll film cameras, in

spools of both six and twelve exposures.

Wellington Films and Papers.—The manufacture of sensi-

tive papers and fiinis has for many years past been a special

branch of photographic work, and perhaps no firm has devoted

more thought and care to the subject than Messrs. Wellington

and WaM. of Elstree (Herts.), the result being that their

.specialties are generallj- regarded by the photographic world as

par cxctthiiet. Tlie demand for photographic films and gaslight

papers is rapidly increasing with the introduction of the

numerous daylight loading roll film cameras now on the market,

and in oi'de'r to meet that demand ^Messrs. Wellington and'

Ward have extended their works, and this season are introducing

severa"! new specialties, particulars of which the firm will be

pleased to forward to any reader of the Plinrmaccnticnl Journal.

One of the latest introductions is the " Wellington " celluloid

films for all daylight loading cameras. These film.s are made in

all sizes from lA^x 2 to 7 x 5, and for either six or twelve

exposures; less "than six exposures are not manufactured, but

any size will be made if ordered.

Orthochromatic Plates, Light Filters, etc.-Messrs. Mawson
and Swan, Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 33, Soho

Square, London, W., publish a book, entitled 'Orthochromatic

Photography for Amateurs,' by Mr. Arthur Payne. In this the

correct translation of colours into monochrome by means of

photography is simply and practically explained, full directions

being given for the use of orthochromatic plates and light

filters. The author rightly points out that when correct colour

rendering is required, the selected plate and its own light filter

must always be used in conjunction with each other. The same
firm submits a pocket note-book for recording exposures and
• ither particulars of photographic plates, which should be useful

to amateurs. Another pamphlet, which produces a number of

excellent examples of work done with the firm's apparatus,

gives a number of developing formulae and full particulars of

several of the lines for which Messrs. Mawson and Swan have

so high a reputation. Payne's Exposure Calculator, which has

been sent by the same firm, is a slide-rule so divided as to give a

direct answer when exposing upon an ordinary landscape and
using a lens working at F/8 during the months of May, June,

July, and August. Any variations from these conditions may
he readily met by multiplying the exposure which is first found

lor the standard conditions by the requisite exposure factors

which are given at the back ef the slide-rule.

" Schleussner " Dry Plates.—The photographic dry plates

produced by the firm of Dr. C. Schleussner, of Franlcfort

a/Maine, have for many years enjoyed a high reputation on the
Continent. These are now introduced to the English market
through the agency of Messrs. T. Christy and Co.. of Old
Swan Lane, E.G., who .send us samples of three of the varieties—^viz., ordinary instantaneous; for shutter work: "Viridin"
orthochromatic, and also a plate specially prepared for pro-

ducing negatives by the X-ray process. 'The " Viridin " plat-e

appears to be a new production by this firm, and being espe-

cially sensitised for the yellow and green rays, is stated to bd
eminent)}' suitable for rapid landscape work, yielding more
correct colour values without the aid of a colour filter. We
have roughly tested the plates sent, with the following

results :—Three exposures were made upon a colour chart.,

the first ui>on the ordinary plate, the second upon the
" Viridin " plate, without filter, and the third upon the same
plate, using a light yellow colour filter, which prolonged the
exposure four times. The difference between the first and
second negatives was certainly marked, the colour values being

more correct in the second than in the first exposure, but the
third negative was, as might be expected, the nearest approach
to a perfect result. We also tried tliese plates in the hand
camera, using a lens aperture of flW, making an ex-

postu'e of 1/40 sec. with focal plane shutter, upon a sunlit street

scene. They were then developed in the same dish, using
rodinal (1 in 32), with no restrainer. The ordinary rapid

and the " Viridin " plate developed up in about the same
time, the negatives being fairly equal in quality, though the
latter yielded a slightly more brilliant result, both negatives being
clean and absolutely free from chemical fog. and though showing
slight under-exposure, were yet of excellent printing quality;

From the experiments made we conclude that the "Viridin"
plate is certainly superior to the ordinary for landscape pur-

poses without the use of a colour filter, though a properly-

adjusted filter is necessaiy to produce quite accurate results ;

and that both this and the ordinary are well adapted for short

exposures in the hand camera, being highly sensitive, free from
coarseness of grain, and capable of prolonged development
without producing fog. It may also be noted that in both
the hand camera negatives, especially in that upon the

"Viridin" plate, veiy good cloud effects were obtained.

Owing to the short time at disposal before going to press we
have 'been unable to submit the special Rontgen plates to-

practical tests. They are said to be of four times the sensi-

tiveness of the ordinary, of fine grain and rmiform quality, and
are recommended for all scientific purposes, especially photo-
micrography, stellar photography, and X-ray exposures.

The New Lens for 1903.—Messrs. Ross, Limited, 111, New
Bond Street. London, W.. are introducing a new lens, under the

name " Homocentric," which signifies the ideal definition

obtained when all rays of light emanating from any one point of

the object are converged by a lens again into one point in the
image. The new " Homocentric '" lens is said to possess this

definition to a degree hitherto unattained, and hence the name
given to the len.s. In the construction of photographic lens

systems generally, a certain residue of secondary spherical aber-

ration cannot be eliminated when a flat field is obtained. This
aberration, known as "spherical zones," tends to destrov the fine

detail, more especially in the centre of the ima.ge, and causes the

focus of the lens to vary with the aperture of stop u^ed, imperfec-

tions which are particularly injurious to the quality of the

image when enlarged, and in lenses of long focus. " Homocen-
tric "lenses are claimed to be absolutely free from these spherical

zones, and to have not the slightest variation in focus, whether
large or small diaphragms are u.sed

;
consequently they pos.sess

the most exquisite defining power, and enlargements from a

negative taken with a " Homocentric " lens are perfect in detail

and fineness of corUrast. The " Homocentric " lens, which is

semi-apochromatic. is specially suitable for three-colour and
other process work. It is symmetrical ; of four single meniscus

lenses, with sufficient space for between-lens shutters, and is

made in series of different relative apertures to suit various pur-

pose^. '• Homocentrics " are supplied to order in si)eci;il settings,

focussing from three yards to infinity by adjustment of the front

lens, and are accuratelj' paired for stereoscopic work at an

extra cost of 8s., the price of a ^-plate lens in this setting being

£5.
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Hand Camera Stands.— Messrs. George Houghton and Son, I

Limited, 88-89, High Holborn, W.C., have a good selection of

liand camera stands for the present season, two very compact

tripod stands at a low price being the " Bijou " No. 21 (5s. 6d.),

a. threefold tripod stand, specially use'ful for cyclists and tourists,

which is made of hardwood, beautifully polished, and fitted witti

a. self-locking catch, and tlie "Junior Cyclist'" (5s.), a

specially light and compact metal telescopic tripod, made in

brass, well-fini.'-hed, with blacked outer tube, It has an

extended height of 39 inches, and its length when closed is

15| inches.

The "Counterpoise" Studio Stand.—This stand is a great

advance in studio stand construction, and combines absolute

rigidity with simplicity and ease of adjustment. The
" Counterpoise." as its name implies, is a studio stand, which,
by a simple and ingenious arrangement, counterbalances the

weight of the camera and lens; thus the adjustment of rais-

ing or lowering the camera is accomplished in the easiest pos-

sible manner. An additional advantage is a slotted table-top,

to which the camera is attached by a screw-nut; upon this

the camera can be so adjusted that it is alway.s placed cen-

trally on the table, whether fully or partially extended, and
the weight being always central great rigidity and absence of

vibration are ensured. A brass slotted arm, which is attached
to the back of the camera, allows of a lateral movement ad-
justable at any point. The camera can also be tilted in the
usual manner, and can be clamped when at the desired angle.

The stand may be obtained of Messrs. George Houghton and
iSon, Limited, 88 and 89. High Holborn, W.C., in polished
pine, at £3 10s., or, in polished oak, at £4 10s.

The "Anti-Curl" Printing Frame.—The difficulty of printing

from films, arising from their tendency l^o curl up and become
creased' in the frame, is entirely removed by the introduction ol

the " Anti-Curl " printing frame. Both ends of the film are held
down quite independently of the back, and printing and examina-

tion of the prints proceeds with as much ease as when printing

from glass negatives. Messrs. George Houghton and Son,
Limited, 88 and 89, High Holborn, W.C., will be pleased to

supply further particulars as to ijrice, etc.

The "V.H." Full View Printing Frame.—Messrs. George
Houghton and Sou, Limited, 88-89, High Holborn, W.C., are

introducing a printing frame under this name which enables

the operator to view nine-tenths of a photographic print while
in the process of printing, and this without the slightest danger
of a slip or displacement of the print. This is an advantage
which all practical workers will fully appreciate. Especially in

portraiture, the importance of a frame which will admit of this

being .successfully accomplished' without mishap cannot be over-

estimated. The price of the quarter-plate size is 6s. jjer dozen.

Packed Photographic Chemicals.—Messrs. Waller, Malvine
and Co., manufacturers of fine and technical chemicals, 12,

Castle Street East, London, W., are putting up in very con-

venient form concentrated photographic .solutions in 2 by 2 oz.

and 2 hy 4 oz. bottles, making 20 and 40 oz. of .solution, in ruby
crocodile card-cases, to retail at Is. and 2s. each. Also develop-

ing, toning, and fixing cartridges, packed in ruby morocco-
covered boxes, each holding ^ doz. Other photographic
chemicals may either be had in bulk or packed in bottles. Full
particulars as to price, etc., may be had on application to the
firm.

Packed Photographic Chemicals.—Mr. Lockyer, 244 to 250
Evelyn Street, Deptford, S.E., sends specimens of his packed
preparations for the trade. It has been known by a large section

of dealers that he has provided developers, etc., ready for sale

without his name, retailing at 6d. and Is. per bottle. These
preparations, hydroquinone developer, metol and hydroquinone,
tDningand fixing and uranium intensifier are now put on the
market, under the title of the " Evelyn " Photographic Prepara-
tions, and can be obtained through the usual wholesale ware-
bouses. In addition to the above, Mr. Lockver has added this

year a series of twopenny bottles, viz. :- - Hvdroquinone de-

veloper, metol quinol, toning and fixing, and pyro soda ; the
latter in twopenny sealed tubes. Mr. Lockyer claims that,

owing to the fact of their being in bottles, these preparations
will keep in good condition for a very long time. Anyone
with a very slight knowledge of developers in general knows
that the ingredients wUl not keep long in paper packets, how-
ever well they may be packed. These are certainly the best

form of packing the much-sought-after twopenny lines. A new
and copyright design for 6d. and Is. labels have been adopted,

and customers can have their name and address printed on free

for one gross quantities and upwards. The discount is 33J per

cent, off retail price.

Photographic Mounts.— Mr. Edward Peck, wholesale photo-

graphic chemist. East Dereham, Norfolk, a.sks us to state that

he will be pleased to send post free a set of samples of mounts
on receipt of application. He keeps a large stock of goods,

\^ liich he is prepared to despatch the same day as order is

received.

Photographic Stationery.— Messrs. Ferd. Anthony Horle
and Co., 8, St. John's Lane, London. E.C , have an excellent

assortment of photographic stationery, including albums of

every description, and give a liberal discount to the trade,

amounting in some instances to 33 1/5 per cent. Evei"j- dealer

should procure a copy of the firm's price list. A cheap series

of albums have recently been introduced with green covers,

which should have a large sale on account of their good value.

The firm have also introduced a novelty in books for unmounted
photographs. These books resemble the familiar portrait

album with clasps. Similar albums can also be supplied with
two dozen loose leaves. These leaves can be replaced with
others at any time.

Photographic Sundries.—Messrs. P. Newberyand Sons, Char-
terhouse 'Street, London, E.C, while not photographic manu-
facturers, carry a large stock of photogi-aphic sundries, and
make a specialty of promptly executing all orders from
chemists who are also dealers in photographic goods. Messi's.

Newbery and Sons recognise that it is almost impossible for

many chemists, with onh' limited storing room, to keep a
full stock of all the numerous cameras and accessories now on
the market, hence they have laid themselves out to meet the
requirements of chemists by executing photographic orders
without delay. A special line put up by Messrs. Newbeiy and
Sons is the " Charterhouse " Photo-Mountant, to retail at 3d.

The "Aptus" Specialties.—Messrs. Sharp and Hitchmough,
103, Dale Street, Liverpool, submit particulars of their '-Aptus

"

Magazine Hand Cameras, made in England, which sell at prices
ranging between 10s. 6d. and 303. The same firm make a
specialty of roller enamellers, with highly polished nickel-

plated rollers and screw adjustment. The enamellers are sup-
plied with 6Jin. or 10 in. rollers, complete with spirit lamp. The
card and paper trimmers and cutters supplied by the same firm
are suitable for both professional and amateur photographers, as
well as for use in the office and manufactory. The " Aptus "

Enlarging Lantern is fitted with rising front and Russian iron
body, and is well adapted for use with any illumiuant

; the
makers, however, particularly recommend the use of incandescent
spirit. The lantern may also be used for projecting ordinary
lantern slides, and is, in fact, an ali-round science lantern.

Photographic Rubber Goods.—The Altrincham Rubber Com-
pany, Mossburn Buildings, Altrincham, direct attention to

their various specialties in high-class rubber goods, photographic
shutters, camera cases, etc., and wiU be pleased to send par-

ticulars to any person interested in the photographic trade.

The distinctive name adopted by the firm for their goods is

" Anti-climatic," and it is claimed that they are specially

suitable for the most trying climates. Another specialty of the
company is the Sanderson patent bromide printing machine,
price 30s., which has many advantages over the usual method
of bromide printing. Good discounts are allowed to dealers.

Enlargements.— Messrs. Myers and Frost, 42, Oxford Street,

Manchester, during the thirty-five years their business has been

established, have created an excellent reputation for photo-

graphic enlargements for the trade, and they now intimate

that they will be pleased to send a copy of their price-lii.t to

any chemist or photographic dealer on application.
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Enlarging, etc — Messrs. Raines and Co., Photographic

>rks, Ealing, W., -will be pleased to send a copy of their

!F trade list to any chemist or photographic dealer who' wisihes

place photographic work of any kind, including developing,

larking in bromide, carbon, or platinotype, printing, etc.

Enlarging, etc.—Messrs. J. Martin and Co. General Photo-

iphic Works, New Southgate, N., have for many years carried

a successful developing, printing, enlarging, and copying

siness, and the firm now make a special feature of taking,

?eloping. and printing cinematograph films. Those interested

)uld write for catalogue of prices and particulars concerning

s branch of photography.

Catalogue of Fine Art Photographs —Messrs. Erdmann and
banz, 116, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. send their catalogue

fine art photographs for collectors, artists, and designers,

e firm has for long been well-known to all art students.

)re interesting, perhaps, to pharmacist-photographers is the

:t that Messrs. Erdmann and Schanz are prepared to under-

:e the artistic colouring of photographs, enlargements, and
lilar work. Not only artists, but all collectors and art

ers should send for the catalogue.

)ptical Novelties.—Messrs. F. Darton and Co., 142, St. John
reet, Clerkenwell, E.C., have for some years past made
special feature of catering for the chemists' trade in optical

ods, and are continually introducing various improvements
the manufacture of ordinary and tinted spectacles, eye-

isses, etc. At the present time they are making several

provements in spectacles, and for the chemist-optician's

siness they recommend that only glasses of good quality

—

forked " glas.ses—should be stocked ; that is, if a good-class

siness is desired. Among Messrs. Darton and Co.'s more
•ent introductions is a high-power rapid action field glass,

solid leather case, to retail at 21s. It has large eye-pieces,

d, when once focussed, can be closed and used again without
Focussing. Then there are several new things in travellers'

;gles, one specialty being goggles with alumina frames,

lich do not tarnish, but keep their colour permanently,
otor-goggles can be had of numerous patterns and qualities

prices to retail at from 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. ; also very pretty
g-skin cases for motor-goggles. In regard to the trade in
ited spectacles, which is largely a sunnner trade, Messrs.
irton and Co. advise chemists at seaside and other holiday
sorts to lay in a stock early in the season, as experience
s shown that in the height of the season it is almost im-
ssible for manufacturers to meet the demand for really
od tinted spectacles.

Special Plate Sunk Mounts, 12 by 10, 45s. 1000 ; 10 by 8, 35s. 1000.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOUNTS
EDWARD PECK, Wholesale Photographic Chemist,

binets from 10s. C.D.V.'s from 3s
0; G.B.E. do., EAST DEREHAM, NORFOLK 1000; G.B.E. dom 22s. ea. 1000. from 12s. 1000.
11 be pleased to send post free a set of Samples of Mounts on receipt of
jlication. All goods are in stock and can be despatched same day as order
received. Largest Photographic Mount Warehouse in the Provinces.

MARTIN & CO.
{J. MARTIN, Associate of Pharmaceutical Society),

General Photographic Works,

EW SOUTHGATE,
LONDON, N.

NEW LIST
FREE.

Photographic Work
of every description carried through for

Chemists and Druggists at lowest rates.

Supplies, Repairs, Developing, Printing and
Enlarging on Shortest Notice.

ALL HIQH=CLA5S CAMERAS and LENSES
Send for List.

FRASER & ELRICK
Who received Two Eoyal Commands within a year

Opticians & Photographic Dealers

93, NORTH HANOVER ST, EDINBLRGH

npREASEYOU^^
Send -to

MYERS & FROST
The Manchester Photo Enlarging Company,

42, OXFORD ST., MANCHESTER,
For Price List of

NOTE CHANGE OF AODRESS.
ESTABLISHED OVER 35 YEARS.

Telegraphic Address : "ENLARGING," MANCHESTER,
Special Terms to " PHOTO DEALERS."

FERD ANTHONY HORLE & Co.
Telephone

No. 535 Holboi-n.

ALBUMS
FOR

Amateur Photographers

THE

"GREEN "SERIES
Cheapest in the Market.

Enamel & Bristol Boards
for Photo Mounts.

White & Coloured Patent {

8, St. John's Lane (Farringdon Station
LONDON, E.G.

Foils for Blocking.

LARGEST LONDON STOCKS.

Parchment Photographic Envelopes

Buff Paper Photographic Envelopes
I
Moire, Butterfly and Aurentum Photo-

^
graphic Envelopes

Cardboard Factories : Berlin and Dresden.
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SEND FOR . . .

SPECIAL

PRICE
LIST

OF

pi)Otograpl)ic

CDemicals

20% CHEAPER
I

than you are

20% BETTER
I

now getting.

EVELOPING
CARTRIDGES

Concentrated Solutions.

Packed in 2 by 2 oz. and 2 by 4 oz. bots.,

making 20 and 40 ozs. solution, in ruby

crocodile card cases, to retail at i/= and 2/=

each.

HYDROKINONE

METOL QUINOL

PYRO METOL

PYRO SODA ...

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz-

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

MALVINE DEVELOPER (to ;^^Serp^V.t. 3/6 doz.

(One Solution) a oz. bots.^^
7/ = doz.

INTENSIFIER, 3 oz., boxed ... 3/6 doz.

REDUCER, 3 oz., boxed 3/6 doz.

TONING, boxed, 4 oz. 3/6, 10 oz. 7/= doz.

TONING & FIXING, 4 oz. 3/6, 10 oz. 7/- doz.

Cartridges.
Developing, Toning and Fixing Cartridges. In Celluloid

Cartridges, packed in Ruby MoroccO'Covered boxes, each
liolding J doz., eacli Cartridge costs IJd.

Amidol, Eikonogen, Eikonogen Quinol \ 7/6 per

Hydrokinone, Brilliant, Metol, I

I boxes.
Metol=Quinol, Ortol Soda, Pyro= V f^etan'
Metol, Pyro Soda, Intensifier, i i/ =

Reducer, &c. /Per box.

PLATINUM TONING ... 10/ = doz. boxes.

GOLD TONING, & GOLD TONING &
FIXING 12/= doz. boxes.

SODA HYPOSULPH. RECRYST.
I cwt. kegs, 7/6 cwt. (kegs free).

,, ,, lib. cartons, 14/= gross.

SODA CARB. RECRYST., 2id. lb., cwt. keg 11/6

SODA SULPlilS RECRYST., our special

small Crystals ... 2^ lb., 14/6 cwt.

PYROGALLIC ACID CRYSTAL,
Malvine brand, ... i oz. bots., 6/= doz.

SULPHOCYANIDE AMMONIUM
RECRYST. ... i/= lb., .4 lbs. iid.Tb.

In bulk and packed in bottles.

These Preparations are packed in first-class Pharmaceutical style, and sell themselves.

WALLER, MALVINE & CO.,
Manufacturers of Pine and Technical Chemicals,

12, CASTLE STREET EAST, LONDON, W.
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.

The Pharmacy Bill, 1903, is now before Parliament, the

sponsors for the measure being Mr. Thomas Lough

(Islington, W.), by whom the measm-e was actually

introduced on Thursday, and the following seven represen-

tatives of different shades of political opinion :—Mr. John

Burns (Battersea), Mr. Ellis J. Griffith (Anglesey), Mr.

E. Marshall Hall, K.C. (Lanes., Southport), Mr. J. Hen-

MXER Heaton (Canterbury), Mr. J. F. Remnant (Finsbury,

Holbom), Mr. James Tomkinson (Chester, Crewe), and Mr.

J. Leslie Wanklyn (Bradford, Central). Mr. J. S. Randles

(Cumberland, Cockermouth), and other members of

Parliament have promised to support the Bill, the pros-

pects of which are, therefore, as favourable as can

reasonably be expected in the case of a privately introduced

and undoubtedly contentious measure. It is now essential

that active steps should be taken by chemists generally

to educate public opinion with regard to the objects

of the Bill, a process which should be facilitated by the

interest at present being taken in the details of poisoning

cases which have attracted more than an ordinary share of

attention. The great point is to dispel the mistaken notion

that the Bill is one which has been drafted exclusively in

the interests of chemists and druggists. As a matter ot

fact, it is likely to cause a certain measure of incon

venience to many of the class which the Pharmaceutical

Society represents, and, in stating the case for the Bill,

chemists should make a special point of the fact that it is a

measure drafted in the public interest, with the object of

making the restrictions upon the sale of poisons more
effective. It is proposed to do that by remedying the

two serious defects in the present law affecting the sale of

those articles to which reference was made in these columns
last week.

In the first place it should be explained how the

Companies Acts enable unqualified and incompetent
persons to escape the incidence of the Pharmacy Act of

1868, under which the sale of poisons is regulated. As is

well-known to readers of the Journal, it is found that indi-

viduals who fail to pass the qualifying examination of the

Pharmaceutical Society frequently convert themselves into

imited liability companies—some of which are so-called

" one-man " companies—and are thus able to do those

things which the Pharmacy Act prohibits them from doing

as individuals. Such persons may use a chemist's title

and are under no obligation to conform to the regulations

regarding dispensing or the storage and sale of poisons,

which have been imposed by Statute upon trained and

registered individuals. Any suggestion that chemists are

actuated solely by self-interest in this matter should be met
by pointing out that the Pharmaceutical Society is not

seeking to prohibit limited companies from keeping open

shop for dispensing medicines or selling poisons, but

simply insisting that it is essential — in the public in-

terest—that companies should be compelled to comply with

the same regulations as registered chemists and, in that

respect, be placed in the same position as individuals. The
second defect in the law, to which attention should be

specially directed, is that, under the existing legal pro-

cedure, it is only possible to prosecute the actual seller of

the poison, who is frequently merely an assistant in the

shop, while the real offender—the emploj'er who causes the

offence to be committed—cannot be proceeded against.

That inequitable state of affairs has been severelj- anim-

adverted upon by several county court judges and sheriffs,

when they have been called upon to convict unqualified

assistants who have been encouraged by their employers to

contravene the pharmacy and poison law of the country.

The Bill now under consideration would make the master

fully responsible for the acts of his servants in such cases,

besides providing means, such as do not at prestnt exist, of

ascertaining (1) in what shops poisons are retailed, and (2)

whether the persons in charge of the business at such

places are duly qualified or not.

It is instructive to note that the position at the present

time is strangely reminiscent of the conditions which pre-

vailed when the Bill which subsequently became the Phar-

macy Act of 1858 came before Parliament. Then, as now, the

occurrence of numerous poisoning causes had excited alarm,

and there was a demand for legislation to protect the

public. In 1863 a Committee appointed by the Privy

Council had reported that the sale of poisons would not be

put on a proper basis unless carried on by proper and com-
petent persons. Subsequently, when the Pharmaceutical

Society brought a Pharmacj' Bill before Parliament, the

Select Committee of the House of Commons to which the

measure was referred for consideration took exception to

the fact that it contained no regulations affecting the sale

of poisons, and recommended " that no person, except

those already in business, should sell certain dangerous

drugs unless he bs examined and registered." Accordingly,

the Society included regulations for the sale of poisons in

the next Pharmacy Bill introduced, but with the proviso

that the retaiUng of poisons for technical purposes—" manu-
factures or photography "—should not be interfered with.

That exemption, however, did not commend itself to Mr.
Robert Lowe, one of the keenest critics of the Bill, and
on his proposition the words relating to poisons required for

technical purposes were struck out of the Bill, a large

majority of the House of Commons approving of that

course. It will be seen, therefoi'e, that a Committee
appointed by the Privy Council originally suggested that the

sale of poisons should be restricted to proper and competent
persons, that a Select Committee of the House of Commons
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withheld its approval from a Pharmacy Bill because

it did not propose to carry that suggestion into effect,

and that the House of Commons itself refused to exempt
poisons required for technical purposes from the operation

of the Pharmacy Act of 1868. Such, in brief, are the steps

which led to the passing of the Pharmacy Act of 1868, in

its admittedly imperfect form, and to the conversion of a

strictly professional measure into what has been termed a

" wretched poison Bill." It can easily be shown, as was
done recently by Mr. James Paterson (see P.J. ante,

p. 318), that the necessity for i^rotection, which, existed in

1868, has lost none of its force now ; indeed, the fact that

criminals have now a wider field and better opportunities

in the increased resources of science would seem to render

further restiictions on the sale of poisons desirable. But
for arguments on this and kindred points, readers are

referred to Mr. Paterson's excellent paper already referred

to, a copy of which was sent to every chemist on the

Eegister in the Journal of February 28 last^

THE POPULACE AND ITS POISONS.

The trial of Chapman, or Klosowski, which has achieved

considerable notoriety, has had the effect of stirring up the

lay press to indignation at the insufficiency of existing

restrictions on the sale of poisons. A paragraph, which

originated with the Daily News, and has been copied into

other pajoers, refers to the " startling fact that on the mere

statement that the drug is required for the treatment of

animals, and without arousing the smallest suspicion, it is

possible to purchase enough poison to kill 560 persons."

The YorTishire Telegraph and Star, and the JrtsA Times,

in their editorial articles on the subject, fail in this connec-

tion to make any mention of the report of the Committee

on IPoisons, but Mr. J. J. Bernard writes to the last-

mentioned paper, pointing out that the comparative immu-

nity in Ireland from cases of poisoning is solely due to the

caution voluntarily exercised by chemists. He adds that

an enactment on the lines of the Committee's Report would

be a grave danger to the public and would very probably

result in an epidemic of poisoning. There is not the least

doubt that Mr. Bernard is right in his statements, the

first of which applies with equal accuracy to chemists and

druggists on this side of the Channel. But, in spite of

that, the majority of the Committee on Poisons has calmly

proposed to weaken the public's chief safeguard against

poisoning.

The report of that Committee has been widely com-

mented on in the lay press, but the Daily News of last

Monday is the first important daily paper to give pro-

minence to the views of chemists and druggists on the

Report. Two chemists have been interviewed on the

subject, the result being embodied in a well-informed and

sympathetic article, in which the interested motives of those

who raise the cry of " monopoly " are exposed to the public

gaze, and a part of the case for the Pharmaceutical Society

is briefly stated. The article cannot but be considered highly

satisfactory, for, however strong the views voiced at Chemists'

Associations or in these columns, the education of that

ignorant but influential body, the British public, is not after

all greatly advanced thereby. On the other hand, articles

such as that in the Daily News, and letters like that from

Mr. Bernaed in the Irish Times siould certainly have a

powerful influence for good on the British voter—apt as he i

to adopt for himself the opinions which he reads after break-

fast in his daily newspaper. It may be noted, by the way>

that the Glasgow Sheriffhas refused to yield to the objections

raised by Messrs. Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd., to the

relevancy of the complaint brought against them by the

Pharmaceutical Society, for the sale of ant-destroyer con-

taining arsenic, without complying with the provisions of

Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1368. The case, however,

will not be heard until May 13. Meanwhile members of the

Societywho may have to communicate with the Press or with

members of Parliament on the subject of poison legislation

need not be afraid of an action for libel or slander if they

mention without comment the following two facts ; (1) That

Mr. Alexander Cross was a member of the Committee on.

Poisons and signed the Majority Report, which proposes to

weaken the restrictions on the sale of poisons ; (2) That

Messrs. Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd., in which Mr. Cross

is a principal shareholder, are beingproceeded against by the

Pharmaceutical Society for an alleged gross breach of the

statutory conditions under which poison may be sold.

THE PROPERTIES OF RADIUM.

In a paper prepared for the Royal Society, and taken as

read at the meeting of that body on Friday last, Sir Wm.

Crookes describes the results of experiments with radium.

Radium, an element akin to uranium, is an astonishing

example of radiant matter. Brought near a screen of

sympathetic structure and material

—

Sidot's hexagonal

blende (zinc sulphide) is used—it causes phosphorescence

in the screen, the phosphorescence increasing and

diminishing as the screen is brought nearer or withdrawn

farther away. It is so energetic that anything which has

been in contact with it—glass vessels,
,

platinum wire, or

the human finger—becomes radio-active in its turn, and

will cause phosphorescence in the blende screen. If the

minutest particle of radium or its nitrate falls upon the

screen it becomes a brilliant speck of green light ; and when

these little specks of phosphorescent hght are examined

beneath a microscope their appearance is changed to a

meteor-shower of tiny sparks. Also, when a piece of

radium is brought close to the screen, and the phosphores-

cence is examined under the microscope, the surface of the

screen is seen to be sparkling with innumerable bright

scintillations, twinkling in and out like stars upon a black

sky. And these scintillations, it is reasonable to suppose,

are due to the bombardment of ions, each ion, as it is

hurled off on to the screen, causing by its disturbance of

the ether a luminous splash, large enough to be visible

under the microscope. Yet despite the ceaselessness of the

emissions, the mass of the radiatmg body appears to suffer

no diminution. A still more remarkable communication on

the subject has been made by M. Cukie, to the French

Academy of Sciences. He states that radium possesses the

property of continuously emitting heat without combustion,

without chemical change, and without any change in its

molecular structure, which remains spectroscopically iden-

tical after many months of continuous emission of heat.

Further, radium is said to maintain its own temperature at

a point I'S'" Centigrade above its surroundings. Apparently
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the substance has the
i
ower to gather up and convert into

heat some form of ambient energy with which we are not

yet acquainted. In a letter to the Times of Thursday, the

26th inst., Sir William Crookes revives the hypothesis

which he submitted to the British Association five years

ago. He then suggested that the atomic structure of radio-

active bodies was such as to enable them to throw off the

slow-moving molecules of the air with little exchange of

energy, while the quick-moving missiles would be arrested

with their energy reduced and that of the target corre-

spondingly increased. The energy thus gained by the radio-

active body would raise its temperature, while the surround-

ing air would get cooler. This energy, again, would be

employed partly in dissociating some of the gaseous

molecules and partly in originating undulations through
the ether.

MEDICAL ACTS AMENDMENT BILLS.

Two Bills, to amend respectively the Medical Acts of

1886 and 1858, have been introduced into the House of

Commons by General Laurie and other non-medical
members. Both Bills deal with the question of reciprocity

between the mother country and the colonies. Canada,
it appears, is outside the provisions of those clauses

if the Act of 1886 which provide for reciprocity between
ibe mother- country and the self-governing colonies,

Dy reason of the British North America Act of 1867. One
)f the Bills now introduced proposes to enable reciprocal

irrangements with regard to the control of education and
)ther matters to be entered into with the provincial

jovernments, and not with the Federal Governments, as

aid down in the Act of 1886. The other Bill provides that,

vhere the education and examinations at the principal

Colonial Schools of Medicine are in all respects the same
IS in the United Kingdom, medical men from Greater Britain

ihould, when proved to be properly qualified, be admissible

o serve the Empire in the medical branches of the Naval,
Vlilitary and Civil Services.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

The anniversary dinner of the Chemical Society was held
in Wednesday, March 25, at the Whitehall Kooms, Hotel
iletropole, London. Among those present were the
'resident of the Pharmaceutical Society, Mr. G. T. W
Jewsholme, Mr. Walter Hills, Mr. A. Cooper, Mr'
'I. H. Martin, and Professor W. Palmer Wynne."
'hree of the speakers were members of the celebrated
Jommittee on Poisons, allusions to which were made
ly Professors Thorpe and Tilden, and Sir Herbert
Iaxwell, M.P. Sir H. Maxwell, the Chairman o
he Departmental Committee, in responding for the
House of Commons," said that though different minds
eemed to draw different deductions from the evidence given
swas shown by the minority report of his friend Mr. Hills,'
e was sure all tried to arrive at the right conclusion. For
imself, though not an expert on chemistry, he felt that in
be majority report he was supported by three chemical
xperts. Fellows of that Society. The report was further
Jferred to by Professors Thorpe and Tilden, but no
renouncement of great importance was made on the
ubject.

A MATTER OF NO IMPORTANCE.

We are obliged to a correspondent who directs

attention to an article on " The Poisons Controversy," pub-

lished in a trade paper, copies of which are sent free to

chemists and druggists once a month. He also expresses

the opinion that it was an error of judgment to publish

such an article, written in a tone which indicates entire lack

of sympathy with chemists, in an issue of the paper which

was being largely circulated among members of the craft.

But the unwisdom of such a course is quite on a par with

the extreme ignorance betrayed by the writer of the tissue

of absurdities in question ; his opinions are not worthy of a

moment's consideration, since the malice he displays puts

him entirely out of court as a serious disputant.

THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.
The annual meeting of the general board of this labora-

tory was held last Friday, under the presidency of Lord
Raylbiuh. The annual report shows that subscriptions and

donations amounting to nearly £1,000 a year have been

promised by various scientific institutions and private

firms. Efforts are being made to render the laboratory

self-supporting by increasing the work done for firms and

private individuals. At the close of the meeting the

laboratory was inspected by representatives of Government
departments and scientific industry, as well as by several

prominent physicists, who have assisted its work.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY.
Membees of the Pharmaceutical Society who have not

yet paid their subscriptions for the current year are

reminded that unless they do so on or before Tuesday next,

March 31, their names cannot be retained on the Register

of Members. As a consequence they would not be entitled to

vote in connection with the forthcoming election of members
of Council or auditors, nor to attend the annual general

meeting of the Society on May 20 next, unless they

should be restored to membership by the Council during

the interval, after formal application to that effect and

payment of the subscription for the current year.

INSECURITY OF TENURE.
Some remarks made by the Prime Minister last week to

a deputation representative of the Licensed Victuallers

Defence League seem to deserve quotation. " Surely,"

said Mr. Balfour, " it must stand to reason that, if you
make property in licences absolutely insecure, no man of

position or substance will engage in the trade. And surely

it follows, if that be true, the next consequence is quite irre-

futable, namely, that a trade which must exist will fall

into the hands of men who have nothing to lose by mis-

conduct, who run the thing in a manner which may possibly

suit their own interests, but which must be inimical to the

j)ublic interest
;
and, by driving out all men of position and

responsibility from the holding of licences, you will inflict

not merely a gross injury upon them—not merely a great

hardship upon the classes who desire to make use of

respectable and well-conducted houses—but you will inflict

the greatest injury upon the cause of temperance itself."

With very little alteration these words might be applied to

possible insecurity of chemists and druggists in the statu-

tory right to the sale of poisons.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

The Beeswax Company, Ltd., notifies its removal to

2, Rangoon Street, Crutched Friars, E.G., to which address

communications should be made.

Zoological Society.— At a meeting of Fellows held last week.

Dr. Chalmers Mitchell was chosen Secretary of the Zoological

Society, in spite of considerable support given to the retiring

Secretary.

Fire at Leicester.—A fire has occurred at the private premises

attached to the pharmacy of Mr. Hampton, of Aylestone Road,
Leicester. The flames were confined to the cellar, and no
serious damage was done.

Wine Licences.—Wine licences have been granted to Mr.
J. W. Wright, chemist and druggist, St. James's Street,

Burnley, and to Mr. G. H. Moorhouse, chemist and druggist,

94, Yorkshire Street, Burnley.

The P.A.T.A.—The additions to the protected list this month
include Bow's Liniment, a series of Armour's Beef and Pepsin
preparations, Daltonia Soap, Hooper's Female Pills, Southall's

Aquarium Sea Salt and Puritan Marking Ink, and Renter's

Enema Syringe.

St. George's Hospital.—At a meeting of Governors of St.

George's Hospital held last week, it was decided, on the motion
of Sir Wm. Bennett, that in the event of a suitable site being
found, and of receiving an advantageous offer for the present

site, the Governors would be prepared to consider the question

of removal.

Poor Law Dispensers' Association. —A general meeting of

this Association will be held at Surrey House, Victoria Embank-
ment, W.C. (close to Temple Station) on Friday, April 3, 1903,

at 8.30 p.m. Mr. H. D. Keif will read a paper on " Notes of

Interest to Poor Law Dispensers." All Poor Law dispensers

are cordially invited.

Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art.—Mr. James J.

Dobbie, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry and C4eology in the
University College of North Wales, has been appointed by the
Lords of the Committee of Privy Council on Education in

Scotland, director of the Museum «f Science and Art, Edin-
burgh, as from April 1, 1903.

Bournemouth Pharmaceutical Association.—A social meeting,
partaking of the nature of a smoking concert, will be held at

the Albert Restaurant, Bournemouth, on Thursday, April 2, at

8 p.m. All chemists in the district are cordially invited.

The draft Pharmacy Bill, the Poisons Committee Report,
and other matters will be discussed.

Aberystwith College.- -Mr. David Davies, and other members
of the family of the late Mr. Edward Davies, Plasdmain, have
promised to undertake jointly the entire cost of the erection of
the proposed new chemical laboratories of the college. At a
meeting of the Council and Court of Governors, a vote of thanks
was unanimously passed to the munificent donors.

Linnean Society.—On Friday, March 19, 1903, Mr. G.
Claridge Druce, M.A., read a paper on " Poa la.va and Poa
stricta of our British floras." Mr. Druce has examined material
in various herbaria with a view of clearing up doubts as to the
correct naming of these two plants. Several Fellows took part
in the discussion which followed the reading of the paper.

International Exhibition of Hygiene. —A Paris correspondent
writes that, on April 17 next, the Minister of Commerce and
Industry will formally open in the Jardins de Tuileries, Paris,
an International Exhibition of Food, Cookery, arid Hygiene.
Foreign exhibitors should communicate with Mr. Victor Spitz,

81, Rue St. Denis, Pairis, who has been appointed secretary 61

the Foreign Section.

Prize-Giving in Manchester.—The prize-giving craze ha
spread to Manchester pharmacy. Mr. Charles Brown, Ph.C.
M.P.S., 161, Bury New Road, will, on Good Friday, present 5s.

to the boy or girl, under 16 years of age, who brings to him the

greatest number of coupons which are now being attached
to every article sold at his shop at not less than 3d. There is

a second prize of half-a-crown.

Fire in Perth Chemist's Warehouse.—About 8.30 on Monday
night, fire was discovered to have broken out in the warehouse
at 25, High Street, Perth, occupied by Mr. Thomas Harley,

chemist. The value of the injured property, which consists of

a very large amount of druggist's material, and the burning of

the roof and floor, is estimated at several hundred .pounds
The loss is covered by insurance. How the ^^fire originated is a
mystery.

Theft by an Errand Boy.—A lad named George Henry Good-
acre was charged at Leicester, on March 14, with stealing money
from a cash-box at the establishment of Messrs. Butler and Co.,

chemists and druggists, of Upper Conduit Street, Leicester.

The lad had been in the prosecutor's employ as errand boy, and
on being searched £3 lis. 4d. was found in his possession.

Prisoner, who pleaded guilty, was bound over under the First

Offenders Act.

A University for Yorkshire.—At a meeting of the Board of

Governors of the Yorkshire College held at Leeds on Thursday,
March 19, Mr. A. H. Dyke Acland moved that the Council be
authorised to prepare a scheme for the constitution of a
University in accordance with the terms of the Order in

Council recently made, and appealed for a uniform examina-
tion for secondary schools which would meet the necessities of

professions which called for a variety of entrance examinations,
the new examination to take the place of matriculation to the

Universities. The resolution was carried unanimously.

Wakefield Chamber of Commerce.—At a meeting of this

Chamber, held at Wakefield last week, a letter was read from
Messrs. E. A. Brotherton and Co., stating that they had for

some years exported ammonia products to Germany. Their
German correspondent now advised them that a new Customs
tariff had been adopted under which the duty on carbonate of

ammonia was very largely increased. It was to be feared that

this increased duty would have the effect of destroying or very

seriously crippling a trade which was a growing one, and pro-

mised well in the future. The firm asked the Chamber to urge

upon the Government the desirability cf insisting, as a cona-
tion to the commercial treaty between England and Germany,
on the cancellation of such an objectionable tariff. It was
decided to consider the letter at the next meeting.

Spectacle Makers' Company. March Examinations 1903.—
At the tenth examination of this Company, held at Car-

penters' Hall. London Wall, E.G., on March 4, 5, and 6,

1903. and opened by the jMaster of the Company, Right
Honourabk Sir Marcus Samuel. Lord Mayor, the following

candidates pa.ssed, and will in due course receive the diploma

of fellowship (thirty-nine candidates pi;eseiited themselves for

examinatiou ; 425 opticians in all parts of the United King-

dom hold this diploma) :—Passed the full examination : 0. W.
Dunsconibe, Bristol; F. A. Bateman, London; W. J. Wright,
London; L. Bayley. London; H. J. Daniels. Leicester; C. J.

Young, Ne.wcastle-on-Tyne. Passed Modified Examination :

F. Horstmann, Guildford ; H. W. Day, Saffron Walden ; W.
H. Heywood. London; C. P. Truscott, London; G. E.

Houghton, Margate; J. J. Froude, Isle of Man; H. G.

Smith, Downham Market; M. Richards, Burton-on-Trent;
J. McOwan. Crieff. N.B. ; H. E. Ebbage, London; W. P.
Barfoot, Hove; A. W. Turner, Durban. South Afric*.

Passed the Modified, to pass the Full Examination, before

Diploma : E. Thompson, London ; L. Verity, London ; H. A.

Hobbs. Eastbourne; H. C. Patey, London; W. H. Fowler,

Redhill; R. J. O'Sullivan, Sydney, New South Wales;
A. T. Thompson, Leigh, Lanes, v
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PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. T. M. Baxter, chemist and druggist, has been nominated

o the Bourne Urban Council.

Mr. Ralph Agar, chemist and druggist, has been nominated

or the South Bank Urban Council.

Mr. Llewelyn Jones, chemist and druggist, has been nomina-

ed for the Conway Board of Guardians.

Mr. Fredk, Jacks, chemist and druggist, Stone (Staffs.), has

)een nominated for a seat on the Stone Urban Council.

Mr. B. Broome, chemist and druggist, Woodford, has been

lominated for the Woodford Urban District Council.

Mr. Joseph Wallwork, chemist and druggist, of Elliot Street,

?yldesley, has been re-elected unopposed on the Urban District

Jouncil.

Mr. Thos. Edmondson, chemist and druggist, Cornmarket,

Penrith, has been nominated for the Penrith Urban District

jouncil.

Mr. Percy Knott, chemist and druggist, Blackburn Road,

Bolton, has been re-elected unopposed a member of the Board

»f Guardians.

Mr. Frederick- Tidswell, chemist and druggist, of Main Road,

Denholme, has been elected unopposed a member of the Urban

District Council.

Mr. John Dolbear, pharmaceutical chemist, High Street,

Dxford, has been elected unopposed a member of the Oxford

Board of Guardians.

Mr. James Ross Gwatkin, chemist and druggist, 49, Grand
i'arade, Brighton, has been re-elected unopposed a member of

he Brighton Board of Guardians.

Mr. Jas. E. Bush, M.P.S., vice-chairman of the Melksham
Jrban District Council, has written a small treatise on

'Modern Biological Sewage Disposal.

"

Mr. J. F. Brown, pharmaceutical chemist, of 1, Cannon
street, Dover, has taken over the prescriptions and family and
veterinary recipes hitherto made up by Mr. E. M. Stevens,

Jiemist and druggist, of 80, High Street, Dover.

Mr. W. Haigh, pharmaceutical chemist, of Northgate, Halifax,

s about to remove his business to more central premises. He
las taken the shop in Corn Market, at the top corner of Russell

street, where he will shortly commence to carry on his

)asiness.

Mr. E. Presley, chemist and druggist, St. Augustine's Parade,

Bristol, has taken over the prescription books and recipes of Mr.
3. Keen, pharmaceutical chemist, who has been obliged by ill-

lealth to relinquish the business which he has carried on for

ihe last twenty-one years at 90, Park Street, Bristol.

Mr. Councillor R. Woolley Walden, P.R.G.S., M.P.S.,

>5, Elizabeth Street, Eaton Square, S.W., Chairman of the

Public Health Committee, Westminster City Council, has been
ippointed by the Corporation to be its representative at the

[nternational Congress on Hygiene and Demography to be

aeld at Brussels from September 2 to 8, 1903.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Edward Ernest Brunsden, chemists' assistant, 15, Body

Road, Reading.
Cresswell Fitzherbert White, medical practitioner, Hill

Hou.se, Tenipleconibe. near Wincanton.
James Oraig and Edward Samuel Gooddy, physicians and sur-

j9ons, Llandudno.

TRADE NOTES.

Liebig's Extract of Meat Company, Ltd.—This company
announces that the registered office is now 4, Lloyd's Avenue,
Fenchurch Street, E.G., as from Saturday, IMarch 21, 1903.

Address Tablets.—The Endolithic Iilanufacturing Company
61^, Fore Street, London, E.G., supplies address plates in ivory,

bone, brass, ivorine, German silver, copper, etc., with lettering

engraved or in relief.

Glassware and Instruments. — Mr. Ewald Hildebrandt,
Gotha, supplies all kinds of glass instruments and apparatus,
making a speciality of thermometers, clinical and otherwise. A
price list, in English, will be sent on application.

Leeches.—M. Alexandre Kovaos, leech merchant, N. Becs-

kerek, Hungary, directs attention to the leeches he supplies in

the new '' conservator " vase, in which they remain preserved
without being exposed to damage, requiring no treatment or

cleansing. The price for the "conservator," containing 100
medium leeches, is 6s., carriage paid.

Eureka Weed-Killer.—This is a soluble weed-killer in powder,
put up by Messrs. Tomlinson and Hayward, Ltd., Lincoln, in

attractive tins. The goods are sold on condition of being
supplied only at full advertised prices. The firm also supplies

liquid weed-killer, but the powder seems the best line to

handle.

" Maltova."—The IMaltova Company, Limited, Leeds, sends a

specimen of the new and greatly-improved bottle now adopted
for their preparation. A special feature is the prominent rim
on the lid of the jar, which makes for cleanly and comfortable
handling. "Maltova" has now been taken up by several leading
hospitals, and an increasing number of medical men prescribe it

for their patients regularly in certain cases. In fact, it has had a

very successful dcbiit.

Sanitary Towels.—^Messrs. Southall Bros., and Barclay, Ltd.,

Birmingham, have introduced and patented two important
improvements in their well-known sanitary towels. The first

applies to the material from which the pad is made, the new
material consisting of an intimate mixture of absorbent and
non-absorbent fibres ; the former, being in excess, serve as a
vehicle, while the non-absorbent fibres prevent the clogging of

the absorbent fibres by compression, and give the pad an elas-

ticity which it would not otherwise possess. The introduction of

this patented absorbent material is probably the most important
contribution to the problem of mucus absorption since the ex-

periments originally conducted under the direction of Mr. Samp-
son Gamgee. The second improvement in the towels applies to

the attachments. These have hitherto consisted of folds in the
gauze used to envelop the " towel," but are now replaced by
specially manufactured loops of soft material, which may be
used for attaching the towel in numerous ways.

Seasonable Novelties.— Messrs. F. Newbery and Sons, during
a recent visit of a P.J. representative to their premises, at

Charterhouse Street, London, EC, intimated that, although
the old Newgate Prison is now being demolished, their well-known
Newgate sticky fly-papers will continue as heretofore. Tbey
also stated that, in addition to the penny perfumed amulets
issued by them for some time past, they are now selling a very
pretty line to retail at threepence, put up on cards of two
dozen. The firm have several other small lines which should
sell readily, including cachous, three dozen on a card, at 8s. per
gross. Brilliantine a la Violette, in bottles, neatly labelled,

with space for the retailer's name, if desired, instead of the
maker's name. Also Flavouring Essences, in bottles, similarly

labelled, retailing at 4d. and 6d. Modern pattern feeding-

bottles also are now put up by Messrs. Newbery and Sons, in

boxes, on which the retailer's name may be printed. An Easter
line, which is quite new, consists of Perfumed Souvenirs, in Is.

boxes, artistically decorated. Other seasonable novelties

include " Imperial " Lavender Smelling Salts, in bottles, at 4s.
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per dozen ;
" Old London Toilet Vinegar," at 4s. 6d. per dozen

;

"St. Paul's" Perfumed Water Softener; "Charterhouse"
Shamp )o Powder, in 2d. packets ;

" St. Paul's Bay Rum, in

6d. and Is. bottles ; and a very good line of " St. Paul's " Per-
fumes, in 5 oz. stoppered bottles, at 30s. per dozen. The latter

should readily sell at 33. 9d. each. Further particulars con-
cerning the above-mentioned articles will be sent to any reader

of the Journal on application to the firm.

A New Fountain Pen.—A fountain pen is a necessity of

existence to every business man at the present day,

and it is gratifying to find that a pen which, when
closed, can be carried in any position in the pocket,

without leaking, has at last been placed upon the
market by Moore's Non-leakable Fountain Pen Co.,

23, Fore Street Avenue, London, E.G. There are

now many different fountain pens in the market,
but in one respect or another they all fail to give

general satisfaction. As shown by the accompanying
illustration, this new pen is constructed upon entirely

different principles from other fountain pens, the
nib being withdrawn into the barrel when not in

use, and leakage of ink being then absolutely pre-

vented by screwing on the cap. A little cone in

the top of the cap plugs the end of the nozzle

securely, and a pin which projects from the cone
protects the nib from injury when the pen is

closed. When the pen is required for use, the cap
is screwed off and slipped on to the opposite end in

the ordinary way ; then, by giving the thimble, on
which the maker's name appears, a slight twisting

push the nib is carried^ out and the pen is ready for

use. The flow of ink is easily regulated and the

pen may well be regarded as an ideal writing instru-

ment, supplying a want which has made itself felt

ever since fountain pens came into general use.

The only precautions which it is necessary to

take are to keep the pen upright when pushing for-

ward or withdrawing the nib, and to push gently,

so as to avoid the ejection of ink which may be

caused by giving the pen a sudden jerk. The
pen is easily manipulated and it is undoubtedly
the best one yet designed. It can be had in various
patterns and sizes, with excellent gold nibs to suit

the taste and habits of the user. The prices range
from 12s. 6d. to 26s. 6d., and special terms will be
quoted to chemists upon application.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Southall Bros, and Barclay, Ltd.—The annual report of this

company, to be submitted to the general meeting of share-,

holders at Birmingham on Monday, March 30, shows that the
profit on the year's working is £13,330 16s. 7d. Ten per cent,

is paid on ordinary shares, £1,000 is carried to reserve, and
£1,766 Is. 6d. carried forward as balance to next account. Mr.
John Barclay, B.Sc, the director retiring by rotation, offers

himself for re-election.

Renson Manufacturing Company, Limited.—This company
was registered on March 7, with a, capital of £8,000 in £1
shares (6,000 six per cent, cumulative prerference), to carry on
iihe ibusiness of chemical and drug manufacturers, importers of,

dealers in, and agents for the sale of ohoniical products and by-

products, owners of mines and properties capable of supplying
natural <ihemical products. No initial public issue. Registered
without articles o4' association.

H. W. Greatbatch, Limited —This company was registered on
March 17, with a capital of £100 in £1 shares (twenty founders),

to carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

artificial teeth, dental apparatus, surgical instruments and
appliances, tooth powders, dentifrice, and druggists' sundries,

to extract and operate upon teeth, and to employ qualified per-

sons to act on the company's behalf as dentists, opticians,

pharmaceutical and analytical chemists. No initial public
issue. The first directors (to number not less than two nor
more than five) are H. W. Greatbatch (permanent governing
director, special qualification, half the ordinary shares), and
Mrs. H. A. Greatbatch. Registered office : 153, Burton Road
West Didsbury.

^

'

Chilvers.Johnson, and Co. (Limited).—This company has been
registered with a capita] of £5,000, in £10 shares, to acquire
the business of a Wholesale druggist, drysalter, and oil mer-
chant, now carried on by Mrs. E. S. Johnson, as Chilvers,
Johnson, and Co., and to carry on the busineiss of chemists,
druggists, drysalters, oil and colour men, manufacturers and
diealers in pharmaceutical, medicinal, chemical, makers and
vendors of electrical, chemical, photographic, surgical, and
scientific apparatus and materials, etc. The subscribers i-eside

in Oottingliam and Hull.

John Morgan Richards and Sons, Limited.—This company
was registered on March 10, with a capital of £100,000 in £1
shares, to acquire the business carried on at 46, Holborn
Viaduct, E.G., as John Morgan Richards, to adopt an agree-
ment with J. M. Richards, and to carry on the business of

patent medicine vendors and dealers, drug merchants, herb-
alists, manufacturing and dispensing chemists, druggists,
chemical manufacturers and dealers, drysalters, importers and
manufacturers of and dealers in proprietary articles, scents,
soap and surgical instruments and appliances, commission
agents, warehousemen, general storekeepers, etc. No initial

public issue. The number of directors is not to be less than
three nor more than five. The first are : J. M. Richards, J. M.
Richards, junior, and N. M. Richards, each of whom may re-
tain office for life. Qualification, £100. Remuneration for

J. M. Richards, £1,000 per annum ; of J. M. Richards, junior,
and N. M. Richards, £500 each per annum.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re Reginald Betts, Chemist, Framlingham.
The Official Receiver of the Ipswich Bankruptcy Court

intimates that, under the bankruptcy of Mr. Reginald Betts,
chemist and druggist, of Framlingham, it is intended to pay a
first and final dividend, and all debts must be proved by
April 4.

Be Andrew Mitchell (trading as Mitchell and Co.), Chemist
and Druggist, late of Parsonage Street, Dursley, and now of

Loddon, Norfolk.
This debtor came up for his public examination at Gloucester

Bankruptcy Court on March 17, before Mr. Registrar Hartlaad.
The accounts show gross liabilities amounting to £162 133. Id.,

of which £155 3s. Id. is due to twenty-eight unsecured
creditors. The assets are estimated to realise £17 3s. lOd., and
the deficiency is £145 9s. 3d. The Official Receiver said there
was nothing for the creditors, the distress having yielded

nothing for the rent creditor. Debtor stated that he had been
in business for twenty years. He purchased the Dursley
business from Mr. Emms for £300, and he had about £50 to

go on with. In 1900 the profits and the business began to fall

off, and he had then for the first time, owing to illness, to

employ an assistant. In 1899 he found himself in diiiiculties,

and he assigned everything to a trustee as security for the

payment of the composition. He, however, paid the 10s. in the

pound, and the trust deed never took effect. He sold the

business in 1902, and, having paid off everything, he had
between £70 and £80. With this he opened a wholesale

chemists and druggists' business at Dursley ; but it did not

pay a living. In November, 1902, he executed another deed of

assignment to Mr. Afford, of Norwich, as trustee for his

creditors. His stock-in-trade, which cost him over £100,

realised only £15 Is. 6d. The examination was closed. The
following creditors have proved :

—

T. H. Lloyd and Co.,
Leicester

Gardner, Thomas, and Co.,
Bristol

£ s. d.

4 15 11

9 10 3

F. F. Fox and Co., Bristol.

.

Jas. Townsend and Sons,
Exeter 1 13

s. d.

4 11
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MARKET REPORT.

LoxDOK. Thcesdav. March 26, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals can hardly be described

as having been active during the pa„st week. Cod Liver Oil

has reached the enormous price of 465s. per barrel for new oil.

while last year's oil is quoted only a few shillings less money.

Acid Citric, Acid Tartaric, and Cream of Tartar very firm.

Bromides steady. Quicksilver and Mercurials finn. Iodides

unchanged. Acid Carbolic quiet. Phenacetin and Sulphonal

without change. Quinine quiet in speculative market. We
give l)elow the current quotations for some articles of chief

interest :

—

ACID CARBOLIC—Fairly steady on basis of Sjd. per lb.

for 34"-35° C. ice crystal in large bulk packing, other quali-

ties being quoted in proportion.

ACID CITRIC—^Is veiy firm, one of the best makers quoting

Is. 3d. per lb. for oiystals in 5 cwt. casks for spot, while for

forward delivery, makers decline to sell forward.

ACID TARTARIC

—

Is very fimii at l.s. 0^. to Is. Id. per Ih.

for spot delivery, makers declining to .sell foiiwaTd.

BROMIDES—Are very .steady at luichanged prices. Tiz.,

Is. ll^d. per lb. for Potasisii Broniid.. 2s. 2^d. for Sodii Bromid.,

and 2s. 3d. for Ammon. Bv mvid. Bromine is also unchanged
at 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. per lb.

CAMPHOR—^Remains quiet, but Ja^wn Crude conies higher

at 160s. c.f. and i. for April-iLiy shipment. English refiners

still quote BelLs 2s. 3d. and Flowers 2s. 2d. ner lib.

COCAINE.—There has been considerable buying, caused to a

great extent by the rumour that .stocks of the crude article

have -ill been bought up at constantly higher prices, and that

an advance in price of the refined article is possible, not to

say probable. So far price remains unchanged at 16s. per oz.

for the Hydrochlorate in 25 oz. tins, and 2s. 6d. per oz. more

for the pure alkaloid.

CODEINE.—A fair busine.ss hag been done at full prices.

Quotations are 10s. per oz. for the pure Alkaloid, 8s. per oz.

for the Phosphate, and 9s. per oz. Muriate and Sulphate Salts.

COD LIVER OIL.—People thought last week that the climax

had been reached. The enoi-mous prices then reported have,

however, been quite eclipsed this week, as much as 465s. per

barrel of 25 gallons having been paid for best new Norwegian

Oil ; while the value of 1902 Oil is from 430s. to 450s. per barrel.

It is stated that Cod Liver Oil of inferior quality has been sent

back from the United States packed in barrels bearing well-

known and favourite brands. Caution is therefore advisable.

COPPER SULPHATE—Is a trifle easier in sympathy with

the metal, quotations being nominally £22 to £23 per ton.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Is very firm on basis of 76s. 6d. to

77s. per cwt. for first white crystals, and 82s. 6d. to 83s. 6d.

for B.P. 98 per cent, quality.

GLYCERIN—Steady at £67 per ton for best white chemically

pure 1-260 SG quality in tins and cajses for 5 toil lots, smaller

quantity being quoted liigher accordingly.

IODIDES.—The combined makers still quote late prices,

which are 8s. 9d. per lb. for Potassii iodid, 9s. lOd. per lb. for

Sodii iodid. 13s. 6d. for Ammon. iodid, lis. 8d.- for Iodoform

crystals, powder, or precipitated, lOs. for Iodine resublimed.

Comniercial Iodine is also unchanged in price ait 6d. per oz.

JAPAN WAX—Offers to arrive at 67s. 6d. c. f. and i.. but

no sales are reported. Spot parcels are quiet at 72s. 6d.

MENTHOL.—Kobayashi Crystals are quoted 22s. to 22s. 5d.

per 1h.. according to holder and quantity.

MERCURIALS—Are firm and in good demand at unchanged

prices, viz., 3s. O^d. per lb. for Calomel, 2s. S^d. for Corrosive

Sublimate, 3s. ^d. for Red Precipitate, and 3s. 7d. per lb. for

White Precipitate.

MORPHINE.—A fair business has been passing at full prices,

which vary from 4s. 2d., per oz. . according to quantity, for the

Hvdrochlorate Powder, and 2d. per oz. more for the Crystalline

Salt.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil 2s. 6d. to 5s.

easier with a moderate business -passing. London spot pipes

£23 iOs. to £25 15s., barrels £24. month £24, April £23,

May-August £22 5s. to £22 7s. 6d., September-December £21

lOs' Hull naked spot £22 5s.. April £22 2s. 6d., May-August
£21 5s., September-December £20 lOs. buyers. Rape Oil

quiet. Ordinary Bi-own on the spot barrels £22 lOs., March-

April £22 10s, English Refined Spot £23 10s. Ravison Spot

£20 10s. to £20 15s., March-April £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil
quiet. London Crude spot £20 10s., March-April £20 12s. 6d.

Refined spot £21 10s. to £23. Hull naked Refined spot £20
2s. 6d., March-April £20 5s., May-August £20 12s. 6d. Crude
spot. £19 2s. 6d., March-April £19 5s., May-August £19
12s. 6d. Olive Oil : Mogador £51, Spanish £31 to £33, Levant
£31. Cocoanut Oil firm. Ceylon spot £26 10s., Feibruaiy-
March £24 10s. c.i.f., March-May £24 10s. c.i.f., April-June
£24 10s. c.i.f., Jime-August £24 IOs. c.i.f. Cochin spot £34,
Febniaiy-March £27 5s. c.i.f., August-October £25 15s. c.i.f.

Mauritius spot £26 10s. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted
£28. Castor Oil : Belgian, April-December delivery, Ists
£21 10s., 2nds £18 15s. Barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2i
per cent, discount. Hull made (prompt and up to end of the
year deliveries) : Ists £21 15s. per ton, 2nds £19 5s. per ton,
ban-els included, delivered free ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per
cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 10s. to
£7 5s.. Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian Black £5 15s. to £6,
pale £7 5s. to £7 10s. Turpentine dull and lower. American
spot 44s., April 43s. 6d.. May 41s. 9d.. June 38s. 6d., July-
August 56s. 6d. to 56s. 9d., September-December 56s. 6d. to
36s. 9d. Petroleum Oil dull. Russian spot quoted 4^d. to ^d.
American spot 5id. to 5id., Water White 7^d. to 7|d. Rou-
manian spot ^d. to 4|d. Petrolemn Spirit: American ordi-
nary 7d.. Deodorised 7|d. to S^d.
PHENACETIN—Is being offered at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per

lb., according to quantity and make, for both both crystal*
and powder, in large bulk packing.
QUININE.—]M;tkers of the favourite B&S and Brunswick

brands stdl quote Is. 2d. per oz. for the Sulphate for 1,000 oz.
' lots in 100 oz. tin*, while in the open market price has again
weakened to Is. Oi^d. per oz. for spot delivery. To.-da.y the tone
is perhaps a trifle fii-mer, witli, however, practically no business
passing.

SANTONINE—Is veiy finn at 20s. 6d. to 21s. 6d. per lb., the
lower price being for 2-cwt. lots taken in one delivery.
SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable yesterday came" unchanged

iit 56 rupees for TN Orange, but information from private
souues reports a much firmer market there. The market
here ha.s. in consequence, been strong and dearer. The de-
mand for spot parcels continues, and a fair business has re-
sulted at full to dearer rate,3, TN Orange selling on a basis of
117s. For arrival about 200 ca.ses TN have been sold, afloat
at 113s., and March-April steamer at 110s. c. f. and i. Fu-
tures are strong and more active at 3s. recovery. About 2,000
cases have been sold. May delivery 116s. 6d. to 117s.
.June at 112s. to 114s. 6d. and buyers. July at 114s., August
at Ills. 6d. to 112s., and September at Ills, to Ills. 6d.
SPICES.—Ginger : Cochin mostly bought in, fair washed

rougli at 42s. ; of Jamaica 217 barrels sold, mostly new
arrivals, at full rates: good ordinary at 40s. to 40s. 6d.. good
middling to fair bright at 43s. 6d. to 48s. Cloves : 100 bales
Zanzibar sold at 3|d. to 3Jd. Black Pepper : 173 bags Singa-
pore sold at 5|d. to 5-|d. Wliite Pepper : 113 'bags Singappre
sold at 9|d. to lO^d. Chillies : 14 bags Nyassa sold, good
bright at 46s. 6d., fair red at 43s., yellowish at 41s.; 40
bales Zanzibair sold at 30s. 6d. for dark red and stalky.
Capsicums-: 236 i>ackages Bombay bought in ; 16 bags Nyas'sa
sold, small to bold dark red off stalk at 50s. to 39s. Cassia
Lignea : 40 boxes sold, fair selected at 46s. Mace : 8 pack-
ages West . Indian sold, good pale flaky .at 2s. 7d., fair pale
and reddish at 2s., fair red at Is. 9d. Pimento: 67 bags sold
at 2^d.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Is strong and deai'er on basis
of £13 10s. for Gray 24 per cent. London prompt.
SULPHONAL—Can be bought at 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. i>er lb.,

according to make and quantity, for both crystals and powder,
in bulk packing.
VANILLA.—The moderate supply brought forward at the

auctions met with a restricted demand. 512 tins were ofiFered'

and only about 171 tins sold, prices being generally rather
easier. 'Seychelles : Of 417 tins 167 sold, fair to good, 8^
to 9 inch, subject, 25s.

; 7^ to 8 inch, at 17s. to 20s. subject;
6't to 7i inch, at lis. to 15s. 6d. ; 6^ to 7 inch, at 9s. 6d. to
13s. ; 3^ to 5^ inch, at 7s. 6d. to 8s. 3d. ; fair to good splits,

44 to 8 inch, at 6s. 6d. to lis. ; common and foxy, 3 to 7
inch at 4s. to 8s. 9d. ; various and mouldy. Is. 6d. to 5s. 6d.
Mauritius : Of 55 tins 4 sold, fair to good, 7^ to 8^ inch, at
19s. : 7 to 7^ inch, at 15s. 6d. ; 5 to 7 inch, at 10s. 6d. ; splits,

9s. The remainder, including Bourbon and Tahiti, bought in.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any info-mation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors
'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

MANUFACTURE AND PRODUCTION OF NEW DERIVA-

TIVES OF THE ANTHRAQUINONE SERIES (No. 9,195 of 1902).

—H. E. Newton, 6, Breams Buildings, W.C. (Communicated

by the Earbenfabriken vornials T. Bayer and Co., Elberfeld,

Germany.) On heating anthraquinone-beta-sulphonic acid with

primary aromatic amines, such as aniline paratoluidine, or the

like, new condensation products are obtained which represent

valuable intennediate products for the production of ether

anthraquinone derivatives and of dye-stuffs. Example :
10

parts of the toluidnie salt of antliraquinone-beta-sulphonic acid

and 100 parts of paratoluidine are heated to from 160-190° C.

whilst stirrmg. When all is dissolved and the new condensa-

tion product has been precipitated in the reaction mass, the

latter is allowed to cool down to 7,0° C, double the quantity

of alcohol is added, the crystals are filtered off, washed and

dried. The new body thus obtained represents orange needles.

The process proceeds in an analogous manner if instead of

paratoluidine another primary aromatic amine

—

c.rj., aniline

—

be used.

PROCESS FOR THE DECOMPOSITION OF ESTERS OF
FATTY ACIDS (No. 211,111 of 1902).—W. Connstein, of 16,

fialzufer, Charlott«nburg, Germany. Relates to the decompo-

sition of fats on a large scale by means of the ferments con-

tained in many plants. Example : 6 kilogrammes of ricinus

seed, 100 kilogrammes of tallow, palm oil, blubber (train-oil),

or other fats, 20 kilogrammes of water, and 100 grammes of

concentrated sulj^huric acid are mixed together until an emul-

sion is j)roduced. This emulsion is allowed to stand until there

is obtained as a result an approximately (juantitative splitting

np or decomposition of the neutral fat. The products of such

decomposition (the fatty acids of the resijective fats or oils,

and glycerin), separated by the usual methods, such as pressing,

filtering, etc., are of so high a degree of purity that an
equivalent could otherwise be obtained only by resorting to

uncommonly expensive processes of purification. The addition

of acid is not absolutely necessary in cariying out the above
process, but may be replaced generally by treatment calculated

to bring about an acid reaction.

SUPPOSITORIES AND LIKE PRESSES (No. 26,825 of 1902).—
H. Jenny, 53, Roischacherstrasse, 8t. Gallen, Switzerland. The
object of this invention is to piovide a press whereby supposi-

tories, pessaries, and the like can be j)roduced cold in large num-
bers. Consists of a press, containing a die, composed of a num-
ber of plates having holes with suitably shaped bottoms, for

receiving the preparation of which the .suppositories, etc., are to

be madte ; of a cLami) having a base plate, a set screw and a
13r€ssure plate adapted to hold the said die, of a screw-threaded

spindle engaging in the said die and furnished with a handle, of

a cross-piece on the said spindle having suspended punches cor-

responding in number, size, and position with, and adapted to be

forced into, the above-mentioned holes, containing the prepara-

tion by means of the said screwed spindle. The punches

referred to are furnished at their lower ends with an exchange-

able die.

TREATMENT OF 8 METHYLXANTHINE DERIVATIVES
FOR THE ELIMINATION OF THE 8 METHYL GROUP THERE-
FROM (No. 27,532 of 1902).—G. W. Johns.ju, 47, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C. (communicated by C. F. Boehringer and Soehiie,

Waldliof, ne;ir Mannheim, Germany). Refers to a previou.s

specification, No. 526 of 1901, wherein the products of ti new
class of xanthine liomologues is described. The inventors have
now discovered means whereby the 8-inethyl group can be

eliminated, the reaction enabling, starting from' uric acid, the

valuable xanthine derivatives, theobromine, caffeine, theophyl-

line, and the like to be prepared bj- a .simple and economic

method. Example : One part by weight of S-triclilor-methyl

theobromine is dissolved in 130 parts by weight of hot water,

the .solution being boiled in a reflux condenser, whereupon
carbon dioxide is evolved. When the reaction is completed the

solution is concentrated slightly by evaporation. On cooling

the theobromine separates out and c»n be purified by re-

crystallisation from water. Other examples are given. What,

the inventors claim is the elimination of the 8-methyl group

from 8-methylxanthine derivatives by the hydrolysis of the

afoi-esaid 8-trichlormethylxanthines.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above Patents, except

No. 27,532 of 1902, must be filed at the Patent Office, on or before April 25,

1903. Opposition to No. 27,532 of 1902 must be tiled on or be fore -April 11, 1903;

New Trade Mark Applications.

" PROCOL," for photographic developers (chemical), by H.
Brown. 107. iNIansfield Road, Nottingham. 252.561.

HAND GRASPING LIGHTNING (device), by G. Ellis, 164,

New King's Road, Fulham, ,S,W.. for veterinarv embroca-
tion. 251.219.

"CHLORINOl" ("chlorine" disclaimed), for disinfecting

powders, bv R. Armstrong. Saul Street Works. Preston.

251.618.

"GONOSAN.'' for chemical substances for use in medicine,

etc., by L, F. Riedel, 12 13, Gerichstrasse, Berlin, 251.o21.

' COMPRIMETTES." for compi'essed chemical tablets, by
Rrbert.s and Co., 76, New Bond Street, W. 252.272.

" SYNIODULES," for pills, capsuies, etc., by La Societe

Lepinois'and Michel, 7, Rue de la Feuillade, Paris. 252,381.

" LONART," for chemical substances u.sed in medicine, etc.,

bv George Potter and Sons, 44, Liddle Road, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. 252,403.

" LYGOSIN," for medicine for human use, by Vereiuigte

Chininfabriken, Zimmer and Co., Gesellschaft mit beschranjc

ter Haftung, 45, Darmstadtberlandstras.se, Frankfort-on-Main.
2.--.1441.

" BICPHONE." for philosophical instruments, .scientific in-

struments, etc.. by H. V. Askhani. 146a, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C. 252,273,

" MAj-tCTA '' label, for a bevcage consisting of Liebig's .'Ex-

tract of beef and e.xtract of cocoa leaves, by R. Walsh and
Co., 15, Scotch Street, Armagh. 250.033.'

"MALTICO" (word, device, and label) ("Malt" disclaimed),

for infants' food, bv Taylor and Sons, Kingston Cross Dairy,

Kingston Cross, Portsmouth. 250,867-8 and 252,216.

" LUCE'S EAU OE COLOGNE " label, for eau de Cologne,

by Luce's Eau de Cologne Company, Limited. 55 and 40,

French Street. Southampton. 249,651.

"ORCHIDOL" ("Orchid" disclaimed), for perfumery. l>y

Actien-Gesellschaft fur Anilin-Fabrikation an der Treptower
Biiicke. Berlin. 251,684.

THREE SPEAR HEADS. cros.sed, for perfumery, etc. by

Holt, Bros, and Company, 81, Dale Street. Liverpool,

251,531.

"VOLOSCI." for a hair restorer, bv C, G. Bowerman, 279,

City Road, E,C. 251,749.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of an.v of the above-mentioned

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before April 25, 1303.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

SPECIAL MEETING OF COUNCIL.

FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1903.

Present :
—

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President;
Mr. C. B. AiLEN, Vice-President

;

Messrs. Atkins (Treusiii-er), Coider, Cross, Gifford, Glyn-Jones,
Harrington. Harrison. Hills, Robinson. Savory, Storrar, Symes'
Taylor, Wootton, and Young.

The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Gltx-Jones, on the
. invitation of the Peesident.

described the steps \vluch had been taken to carry out the
decision of the Council in regard to the introduction into the
House of Commons of the draft Pharmacy Bill. He explained
that sonic ten or twelve [Members had consented to back the
Bill or otherwise suiiport it, and that a conference between
these ^lembers and representatives of the Council had leen
arranged to take place on ^Monday, 23rd inst., in one of the
Committee Rooms of the House. He suggested that those
who were to represent the Society on tliat occasion should be
empowered to act as the circum.'-tances seemed to require.

After prolonged discussion, the following resolutions were
adopted :

—
" That the President. Vice-President, Messrs. Glyn-

Jones. Robinson, and Wootton be. empowered to meet
members of Parliament and discuss with them the pro-
spective legislation on pharmacy."
"That the Parliamentary Watch Connnittee be re-

quested to take steps to promote an active campaign on
behalf of the Pharmacy Bill immediately on the intro-
duction of the Bill, and generally to co-operate with the
Special Committee to promote the piogresf? of the Bill."

The Council acknowledged its indebtedness to the Vice-
President. Mr. Glyn-Jones, Mr. Robinson, and the Secretary,
for the valuable work they had done during the past fortnight,

and expressed appreciation of the assistance rendered by Mr.
T. H. W. Idris and ^Ir. J. Holding in connection with the
iatei-viewing oi Members of Parliament.

EVENING MEETING IN EDINBURGH.
Wednesday, March 18, 1903. at 36, York Place, Edinburgh,

Mr. Peter Boa. Chairman of the North Bnitish Branch, ii»

chair.

If. Andrew Kixg. F.I.C. read a paper

—

On the Use of the Buchanan Absolute-Weight Hydrometer.
which is printed at page 455, and also gave a practical denimi-
stration of the use of the instrument.

Mr. DoTT said this appeared to be a very accurate method
of determining specific gravities. The present plan of using
the specific gravity bottle was unsatisfactory, narticularly in

the case of volatile and expensive materials. If this method
was found so suitable for saline solutions it might be made
availaible for pharmaceutical preparations. The pylcnometer
method was very accurate, but exceedingly slow. The weak
point about all glass instriunents was their liability to break-
age. There could be no doubt that the hydrometer was the
ideal means for taking specific gravities. The metal hydro-
meters use^l by the Excise were durable, but never quite
accurate.

Mr. McDi.AEMiP >add some points occurred to him as likely
to interfere with the delicacy of this instrument. With nine
different weighing.*., and the presence of moisture on the stem,
and evaporation in the case of volatile liquids, he thought
there were many possible sources of error. He also thought
it would be difficult to read correctly the point on the stem

—

'

" i^. -e of a syrupy liquid.

Mr. Hill siiid the most striking feature of this communi-
cation was the extreme delicacy to which hydrometric deter-
minations had been carried by this linstrument of Mr
Buchanan's. They were accustomed to regard the hydrometer
as a very convenient but not always strictly accurate method
of ascertaining the density of liquids. When accurate results

were wanted they had recourse to the specific gravity bottle

and the pyknometer. but both methods were attended by c on-

siderable practical inconvenience. Mr. King had confined

himself to saline solutions, but he presumed the method could

be made applicable to oils, syrups, alcohols, ethers, etc. In

the case of many of these liquids, the specific graviity was tlie

readiest means of a.scertaining their purity and ouality. He
hoped, therefore, that at some future time Mr. King might
give them the results of a research as to the applicability of

the instrument in this direction.

Mr. Kixcj, in replying, said up till now the instrument had
only been u.sed for taking the density of dilute aqueous .saline

solutions, such as occurred in the case of the ocean waters.

Up to the density of a saturated aaueous solution of sodium
chloride the readings were absolutely exact with the instru-

ment exhibited. It required a weight of 1"3 Gni. for such a

solution, and anything above tliat made that particular in-

strument top-heavy. Surface viscositv and the wetting of the

stem interfered very little, and^ any error apneared only in

the seventh place of decimals. No doul)t a modification of

the instrument could be devised which would render it adapt-

able for volatile and viscous liquids.

Mr. I). B. DoTT. F.I.C, F.R.S.E., then read a

Note on the Resin of Podophyllum Rhizome,

which is printed at page 460. He said he had given this note

in an incomplete state, as it was promised for that evening.

He had hoped to have some more complete results to laj^ before

them, partly as to the relative medicinal value of the two

kinds of podophyllin, but he was not yet in a position to state

any results of that kind.

Mr. DoTT also read a paper on

A Purer Methylated Spirit for Manufacturing Purposes.

At the conclusion of this paper, which is printed at page

461.

i'L-. Glass said that Mr. Dott's paper on podophyllin

indicated that there was still some work to be done in elu-

cidating the rel;ltion between the two varieties. He thought

it would be a great advantage to the trade if a purer snirit

was allowed to be used', for manufacturing purnoses, and espe-

cially for manufacturing chemicals. It could be mixed with

isome less objectionable substance, which would prevent its

use for other than legitimate purposes.

Mr. Hill said there were two interesting jirolblems in Mr.
Dott's communication on podophyllin which he hoped he

would carry to a satisfactory solution. These were—-first, the

possibility of so treating the resin of Poclophyllum emodi as

to transform- it into podophyllotoxin ; and, secondly, the

further investieation of the pharmacolog}'- of picropodoniivllin.

Regarding methylated .spirit, all must admire the ability and
pertinacity with which Mr. Thomas Tyrer had followed p
this important question. The concession he had secured was,

however, so ihedged roimd with restrictions as to seem like

giving a gift with one hand and taking it back with the other.

It was a most unfortunate fiscal arrangement that so large a

proportion of the money required in the government of the

countij' was derived from Excise duties on alcohol. It not

only obstructed all social reform connected with public health

and public morals, but so s-trangled British industries as t-o

place the nation in the second rank among chemical manufac-
tui'ers. He thought a pure methylated spirit, such as that
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shoiwu by Mr. Dott. might be permitted to be used without

risk of damage to the Revenue. It was not likely that a.

British manufactuiier, payuig a licence <yi £10 and giving a

bond for £1,000, would risk bis reputation and his money by

attempting to take any improper advantage of such liberty, and

he believed, if only the Revenue would try, they would find

that such confidence would be abundantly justified.

Mr. Dott, in replying, said he agreed with Mr. Hill. They
were not the only country which taxed alcohol, for in the

United States and Grei-many that was done. But a duty of

lis. on the proof gallon wa.s out of all proportion to the valu;

of the original sulbstance, and greatly in excess of that im-

posed in any other country in the world.

Vote of Thanks.

Attention was directed to additions to the Library, and,

on the motion of the Chairman, a coi-dial vote of thanks was
awarded to the authors of papers, aft-er which the meeting

closed.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Thursday, March 19, 1903, at the Holborn Restaurant, Mi'.

A. Latreille, President, in the chair.

This, the twenty-fifth annual dinner of the Association, was
attended by a very large number of persons connected with

wholesale and retail pharmacy, among those 23re*ent being Mr.
G. T. W. Newsholme, President of the Pharmaceutical Society

;

Mr. C. B. Allen, Vice-President of the Societv ; Mr. J. W.
Bowen, President of the Western Chemists' Association (of

London) ; Dr. J. Atkin Swan, Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones, Mr. W.
Lamond Howie, and many others well known in London
pharmaceutical circles. ,;

After an excellent dinner and the us^lal loyal toast, Mr. R. E.

LowNSBROUGH proposed the toa.st of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. Lownsbrough said that at the twenty-four annual dinners

tlirough which tlie C.A.A. had successfully steered, the toast

of " The Pharmaceutical Society " had always been a j)rominent

one. The Society had survived those twenty-foiu- trying

or<ieals, and the Association was now enabled to add another

to the list and count the silver jubilee of what really were the

e.xpressions of its good wishes to. and confidence in, the Council

of the Pharmaceutical Society. The Council was the minor
of the Society, and was so true and perfect a minor that its

friends and opponents saw reflected therein their own indi-

vidual opinions. Some saw professional aims reflected when
trade and scientific work parted company ; others saw trades

unionism, and saw the time when all chemists would join the

Society for mutual protection ; others saw educationalism pre-

paring the chemist for the customer who would be developed by
the new system of secondary education ; others^—spiteful oppo-

nents—saw a Society chartered nominally for public benefit,

organised only for private aims. A Society with .such adapt-

ability, he thought, ouglit never to laok support, and' if its

present was rather stormy, its future ought to be a roseate one.

He had great pleasure in coupling with the toast the name of

Mr. G. T. W. Newsf.olme. whose energy and ability needed no

words of his to extol them, and his kindness at being at the

beck and call of the C.A.A. and kindi-ed associations showed

the interest he took in young phannacy.

Mr. Newsholme, who was heartily received, thanked the

Association for its kindly invitation to him, as President of the

Pharmaceutical Society, and Mr. Lownsbrough for tfte

kind way in which he had proposed the toast of th«
Society. It was not the first time that he had been privileged

to accept the hospitality of the C.A.A., and he wished to take

that opportunity of acknowledging on behalf of the Society tlie

ready help which the Association had on a great many occasions

given to the Phannaceutical Society of Great Britain. Those

present had probably seen it stated in the Pharmaceutical

Journal from time to time that tlie President of the Society, at

meetings of the Council, read out a list of donations received

on beialf of the Benevolent Fund, and in that list the name of

the Chemists' Assistants' Association frequently appeared. He
therefore took that opportunity of thanking the Association for

tlie help it had given to the Society. With reference to the

toast prox^osed that evening, he must say he had always found

that, whenever it was proposed, the toast of the Pharmaceutical

Society was cordially received at every public function that he

had had the honour of attending, and he did appreciate most

highly the hearty manner in which the toast had been received

that night. It always gave him the greatest pleasure as Presi-

dient of the Pharmaceutical Society to see how heartily the toast

was received, but on the present occasion he was bound to con-

fess he only heard tihe remarks of the proposer of the toast very

indistinctly, therefore he hoped he might be pardoned if he had

not quite caught the drift of those remarks. He thought the

line taken by Mr. Lownsbrough was, on the whole, complimen-

tary to the Society ; but, if he understood him rightly, he

thought 'Mr. Lownsbrough was inclined to the opinion that the

Council of the Societj- did not appear always to represent the

pharmacists of the country. If that were so, he wished to say

at once that the Council of the Society was representative

of the whole of the pharmacists of the country ; at any rate,

lie knew that the members of tlie Council had tried to do their

level best for pharmacists. It might be that the Council was

not always understood, but that applied also to more august

bodies. He thought it might be said that lue present Govern-

ment had been frequently misunder.stood, and other Govern-

ments in times past had also been misunderstood. But what-

ever Government it happened to be, whether the Imperial

Government or the governing body—the Council—of the Phar-

maceutical Society, it had been elected by the con-

stituencies, and therefore if it did not do what it

was considered it ought to do, the^re usually came an oppor-

tunity for the constituencies to .show their disapproval. In

regard to the Council of the Pliarmaceutical Society, such au

opportunity would occur veiy soon, when, if the members of

the Society were so inclined, they might turn out one4hird of

the present Council. He did not suggest that one-third of the

Council should be turned out, nor, on the other hand, did he

ask those present to vote for the retiring members of the Coun-

cil at the forthcoming election ; but he did say, emphatically,

tliat the Council in the past had done its best for pharmacy, and

whatever Council was elected in the future, he believed would

also do its best. Th© Council of the Society had felt

keenly the enormous grievances that pharmacists suffered

from
;
but, unfortunately, it had been powerless to avert the

difficulties. Whether the Council would in the future be able to

remove those difficulties he did not know ; he did know, how-

ever, that he and liis colleagues were only too anxious to lemove

them, and to create an ideal state in pharmacy. They were

going to do their best to get as near that ideal as tliey could.

At the present time tliere were great difficulties before phar-

macists. All in that room knew that a report had recently

been jiresented by a Departmental Committee which wa-s ap-

pointed by the Lord President of the Council to consider the

sale of poisons and to ascertain whether any alteration in the

existing Schedlule of the Pharmacy Act was desirable. He was

not gC'ing to say what action the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society would take in reference to that report, but he would

say that the Council was fully alive to the interests of the
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counti-y and of those who followed the calling of pharmacy.

There was another matter to which he would like to refer.

Pharmacists w«re well aware that for some time past

a Pharmacy Bill, drafted by the Council of tlie Pliar-

maceutical Society, had been lying in a pigeon-hole at the

Privy Council Office. Perhaps the Council of the Society had

left it sleeping too long, and the only explanation was that the

Council had been perfeci/ly loyal to the Privy Council in the

matter. When fresh phai-maceutical legislation was contem-

plated nearly two years ago. and the Privy Council was ap-

proached, they were told that when the Committee on Poisons

i)ad presented its report, then there might be .some necessity

for new legislation, and the Lord President of the Council

•nould probably ask for a deputation from the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society. That time had now come. The report

of the Committee on Poisons had been presented, and the

Pharmaceutical Society had reminded the Lord President of

the Council of the answer madfe to the communication sent from

the Society two years ago. The Lord President of the Council

had replied to the effect that he had not forgotten the matter

and that a commimication would be addressed to the Society

as soon as, in his opinion, the time arrives at which any useful

purpose can be served by a deputation on the subject of the

law relating to pharmacy and the sale of poisons. That reply

hanng been received, the Council had decided that some steps

should be taken to introduce into Parliament the Pharmacy

Bill drafted some time ago. He was not then in a position to

say what would happen, but all present knew that in dealing

n-ith Bills of any kind it required an euonnous amount of

energy to get them through the House of Commons. They

knew "what happened in regard to the Bill introduced in 1898—

a simple Bill to consolidate the Pharmaceutical Society—what a

large amount of work that entailed ; how mucli more, tlien,

would be the effort required to get the ijresent Pharmacy Bill

through Parliament? There was too much Parliamentary business

already to allow that Bill to get through veiy easily, but there

was no doubt that if the chemists of the country' were perfectly

united and definite in their demands, there was some chnnce

of getting legislation which would benefit pharmacy. He saw

ciround him that night many men who were his .seniors in years.

He knew that the constitution of the C.A.A. was a very broad

one, and that there were associated with it many who hid occu-

pied, and were occupying, very prominent positions in life

Many were connected with the large wholesale houses, and he

was very glad to meet them. But. apart from those, there were

in that Association a considerable number who were acting as

assistants who would some day become membei-s of the Phar-

maceutical Society, proprietors of businesses—^it might be in

the provinces or in one of the numerous London boroughs—and
to those he would like to say that he believed it to be the duty
of every pharmacist to take some part in the public life of his

district, not necessarily in connection with politics. No one

had a greater objection than he to introducing politics into

local public affairs and, personally, he was only a Poor Law
Guardian, but he had found that his presence on the Board
had been to the advantage of the Sheffield Board of Guardians.
He was not speaking in any sense egotistically, but he firmly

believed that it had been to the interest of the Board that one
of its members was a chemist. The Board had gradually learned

to appreciate what pharmacy meant, because he had taken

every opportunity of insisting upon the appointment of qualified

dispen.sers by the Board, and by that means his colleagues had
l>egun to understand what the Pharmaceutical Society is ajid

what its intentions are in reference to pharmacy. Therefore,

he strongly urged all pharmacists who had the opportunity of

taking some little share in public affairs to do so, because, as

public men. they would be brought into closer touch with th*

local authorities and witu members of Parliament, so that when
the time came to press the claims of pharmacy, they would be

able to exercise a much greater influence than they otherwise-

( would. During the next twelve montus there would be a

tremendous fight in connection with the Pharmacy Bill, and ifc

would be to the advantage of evei-y individual pharmacist to

get into touch with the member of Parliament for his division.

The new system of Divisional Secretaries of the Pharmaceutical

Societ}" had done much to bring the Society into closer toTicJi

with members of Parliament, but he would again urge upon

pharmacists the necessity of their getting upon public bodies in

their own districts. On behalf of the Phai-maceutical Society

he cordially thanked those pres^ent for the kindly manner in

which they had received the toast.

Mr. W. Lamond Howie proposed the toast of

The Chemists' Assistants' Association.

Mr. Howie, refening to the fact that the Association had
existed for a quarter of a century, said it spoke well for the

work of any society or association for it to liave its flag flying-

for twenty-five years and still at mast-head. He alluded to-

the great benefit derived by the members of such an Associa-

tion as the C.A.A. ,
particularly those members who took the

trouble to prepare papers and otherwise took an active interest

in the Association, and he expressed the hope that the courage,

adroitness, and courtesy exercised and developed at the weekly

meetings of the C.A.A. would produce some phannaoeutical

general who would repair the errors of the past, and through'

whose in.strumentality the future of an educated, high, and well-

paid pharmacy would be fimily established. Then there would
be no " Pharmaceutical Society "—that horrid word odorous of

trades unionism would have been dropped, and No. 17, Blooms-

bury Square would have become the College of Pharmacy
under the wing of the University of London; and when Mr.
Bremridge's successor was asked by some minister of the Crown
how many pharmacists were represented by the College, it

would not be for him to say one-third or one-fourth, but h&
would be able to say that every pharmacist in Great Britain

was a licentiate of the College, and that many of them were
graduates in pharmacy of the University of London.
The Pkesidext, Mr. Latreille, in responding to the toast,

thanked all for the very kind way in which it had been received.

He referred to the work of the Association during his term of

office, and urged upon those old members of the Association
who were now employers to point out to their assistants the

great benefit thej' would confer upon themselves by joining the

C.A.A. He maintained that the Association was the best pos-

sible training-ground for the young pharmacist, and that if

assistants would join in larger numbers, and take an active

part in the work of the Association, they would be better phar-

macists and better citizens for the experience so gained.

Mr. A. B. Bkitton proposed the toast of

The Visitors,

which was responded to by Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones.

A good programme, consisting of songs, recitations, and:

selections on the siilver bells, was rendered during the evening.

WAKEFIELD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Wednesday, March 25, 1903, at the White Horse Hotel,

WaJvefield, Mr. W. Poll.\ed. President, in the chair.

Mr. F. PiLKiXGTON Sarokant, F.C.S., proposed the toast

of the "Pharmaceutical Society." In the course of his speech he
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criticised the Minor Examination. The toast was replied to

Tjriefly by Mr. A. R. Briggs.

Mr. W. Stead ijropo.sed, and Mr. Pollaed replied to, the

toast of " The Wakefield and District Chemi.sts' Association."

Mr. Maud (Pontefract), submitted "Kindred Associations."

Mr. Waddington and Mr. Billington responded.

A fuller report of the dinner is unavoidably postponed till

next week.

EASTBOURNE CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS-
ASSOCIATION.

SMOKING CONCERT.

Thursday, March 19, 1903, at the Royal Restaurant, East-

bourne, Mr. Ancock, President, in the chair.

The programme, which included the names of the following

gentlemen, Messrs. Groves, Iviiiney, Morgan, Pallinger, Ston-

ham, and Cornwall, proved to be exceptionally good, songsi

being indulged in, with short intervals, for two hoiirs.

At the conclusion, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

the perfonners.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

Ordinary Meeting.

Wednesday, March 18, 1903. Professor Emeeson Reynolds
was in the chair.

The first paper was by Mr. Chapman, on the

Essential Oil of Hops.

Three samples had been worked on, which had been distilled

by Messrs. Schimmel from Bavarian hops, 1894 crop, Califor-

nian and Bavarian, 1901 crop. On submitting the oil to

fractionation under reduced pressure, a large portion came over

between 32° and 84° ; the thermometer rose rapidly to 155°

—

the intermediate fractions being very small—and the remainder

distilled between 155° and 160°. The first and last fractions,

together constituted about 80 per cent, of the total. The first

fraction after further purification was shown to be identical

with the aliphatic hydrocarbon myrcene, obtained by

Power from bay oil. This body is inactive, has three double

linkages, and has the formula CjoHig- When exposed to oxygen

or the atmosphere, the substance absorbs oxygen and its

viscosity is increased, thus accounting for the thickening in oil

of hops when exposed to the air. The fourth fraction was

chiefly inactive linalool ; and the fifth consisted of the linalyl

ester of isononoic acid, CgHisO.j. The last fraction was almost

entirely humulene, a sesquiterpene which had been isolated by

the author in a previous investigation. The oxidation products

were next studied. Chromic acid mixture yielded valeric,

succinic, and unsymmetrical dimethyl-succinic acids. Alkaline

permanganate forms the first two, but not the last-named acid,

whilst nitric acid effects complete degradation. The rotatory

power of the oil was slight, the three samples having -fO-30,

-0 20, -0 03.

In the discussion which followed Dr. Power referred to recent

work on caoutchouc, and pointed out the analogy between

myrcene and the underlying hydrocarbons of rubber.

Mr. Chapman then contributed a short note on a compound

of

Dextrose and Aluminium Hydroxide,

which had the formula 3C6Hi20o-5A1.203 llH20. The substance

was insoluble in water, but was decomposed by it on prolonged

boiling.

After a furtber contribution by Dr. Crossley on " Dihydro-
resoroin," Dr. Dobbie dealt with the

Constitution of Cotarnine.

Solutions of cotarnine in ether and chloroform were found to

give spectra which were practically the same as those of hydro-

cotarnine, the structure of which is not in dispute ; on the

other hand, the salts of cotarnine gave results which differed

considerably from those obtained for the base. Dr. Dobbie
3onoludes that the structure of cotarnine is correctly repre-

sented by the carbinol formula of Decker,

^CH-OH

< yN-CH,

-cmCHi
whilst its salts must be represented by the ammonium base

formula,

^CH

CHo

^N-CHs-Cl

-OH2

Dr. Divers then briefly read from a paper by Messrs. Ray and
Seh, on the

Decomposition of Mercurous Nitrite by Heat.

When heated under suitable conditions mercurous nitrite is

decomposed, with the production of mercurous nitrate, some
nitrogen peroxide, and small quantities of oxide, metal, and
basic nitrate. The authors explained the reactions by sup-

posing the substance to exist partly as HgNC), and partly as

HgONO. Dr. Divers considered that the mercuric oxide

might be accounted for by the action of the heat on the nitrate

first formed.

HALIFAX AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS-

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, March 18, 1905. at tlie Old Cock Hot«l, Halifax,

Mr. T. Briggs, Pi'esident, in the chair. The principal item on

the agenda was an

Address by Mr. Walshaw,

of Hudder.sfield, a candidate for a seat on the CouncU of the

Pharmaceutical Society. He said a most determined attempt

was being made to allo^' certain poisons to be sold by others

than those who had already passed through a severe training

and who had .satisfied the examiners of their Society a.s to their

fitness to be registered as chemists and druggists. Their busi-

ness was being exploited more and more by

Limited Companies,

who had been declared by the Law Courts to be out.side the

Pharmacy Act, because they were impersonal, and therefore

incapable of being summoned. These companies boldly usurped

their titles and altogether infringed the spirit of the Phannacy

Act of 1868. Therefore, any and every candidate should be

asked to state plainly what views he held on these important

questions. If the Society had kept the function of protection

more in view, and exercised it as it might have done, they would

have had some attempt ere this to alter by legislation the

unjust decision of the House of Lords. It was not conceivable

that, if an amending Bill had been brought forward immediately

after that decision and thedr case properly stated, any Grovern-

ment could have i-efused to consider the absurd position created

by that decision. In his opinion the
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/Standard of Educ ation

secured by tlie stringency of the examinations was quite high

enough. A mistake sras, he thought, made a short time ago

by the Society in deciding to cease holding its own Preliminary

E.taniination. He was in favour of a compulsory curriculum,

if it was carried out in conjunction with the division of the

Minor, and he would make the division of the Minor run on

verv broad lines. If a person passing the Minor Examination

was to become automatically a m«mber of the Society for me

year in which he passed the examination—the membership to

be continuedl only if the subscription was paid at the beginning

of a fresh year—it was very likely a large proportion of the

persons passing the examination would remain members of the

^ ' iety. As to the majoritj- report of the

Committee on Poisons,

he was strongly opposed to it, and altogether failed to see

why a Committee composed as that was should have been ap-

pointed at all. He was in favour of legislation on the lines of

the draft Pharmacy Bill, which the Council had wisely decided

should be introduced at once into Parliament. Some of its

pri>visions would need revision in certain details ; but, in the

main, the Bill would meet many of the evils they complained of.

In his opinion, if the Piivj Council were to introduce a Bill

based on the majority report, it would be the best thing that

could happen to them, providing, of com-se, that their draft

Bill was only there as well, because they cou... then ask that

the two Bills, embodying the views of both sides, should be

referred to a Select Committee of the House of Commons, and

thus secure an opportunity of stating the case for the chemist

and druggist as it had never been stated before. If elected, he

would endeavour to perform the duties honourably and straight-

•forwardly, always keeping in view the fact that the Society was

formed as muci for tlieiv protection as for their education.

Discussion.

An interesting discus-sion followed, in the course of which iMi\

Clement Fielding suggested that companies should be obliged

to show the name of their responsible qualified manager on their

signs and labels. He asked Mr. Walshaw if he were connected'

with any improtected proprietary article, drug store company,

01 wholesale drug house. Mr. Walsh.aw replied in the negative,

and condemned the action of prominent members of the Council

interested in proprietarv articles. They had done nothing to

ensure a profit. The vote of confidence in Mr. Walshaw was

passed.

GLASGOW CHEMISTS' AND DRUGGISTS' ASS1S=

TANTS' AND APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday, MaiOi 18. 1903, at 25, Bath Street, Glasgow,

Mr. W. W. MoiLisox. President, in the chair.

The repoit^s of the Seceetaet, :Mr. Fred Bewglas, and Mr.

J. J. Stuegeon, Ti-easurer, were submitted and adopted, the

balance-sheet showing a balance on the right side.

The office-bearers and Committee for next session were

elected :—Hon. President, Mr. W. L. Currie ; President, ilr.

W. W. Mollison; Vice-President, Mr. R. G. Combe; Hon.

Secretary, Mr. Fred Bewglas, 733, Dimibarton Road, Par-

tick: Treasurer, Mr. J. J. Sturgeon. 4, North Street,

Anderston. Committee. Mes<?i-s. W. Barbour, W. Culbert,

B. Gfeckbum, H. Law, J, F. Dryman. D. M. Cutcheon, G. M.

McKenzie. J. Lynn, C. Xicolson, G. Orr, W. Flett, and D.

Watt.

Tlie motion by the Sechetaet that the Association be known
,in future as tbe Glasgow Chemists' Assistants' Association

was unanimously agreed to. A vote of .sympathy was extended

to Mr. M. Cutcheon in his illness. The Association pledged itself

to support Mr. W. L. CiUTie in his candidature for a seat in

the Pharmaceutical Counsel.

The office-bearers and Committee of last session were thanked
for the services rendered. The session just closed was the

most .successful yet of this Association as regards the number
of members.

PROPRIETARY ARTICLES' TRADE ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OF COUNCIL.

Thursday, March 19. 1903, at Temple Chambers, Temple
Avenue, E.G., Mr. A. Tebbutt in the chair.

The Executive Committeee reported that since November
twenty-eight firms had joined the Manufacturers' Section, which
was a record increase, and 500 retailers. Copies of the reso-

lutions passed at the Convention - had been sent to all the

manufacturers of proprietaries sold through the drug trade.

The following resolutions referred to the Council bj" the

Convention had also been under consideration :
—

'That it be a recommendation of this Confei^ence to

the Council of the P.A.T.A. that they should register a
distinctive trade mark and label, and that P.A.T.A.
proprietors be requested to affix such a label to all their
articles, in order that retailers and their assistants should
know that the article was protected, and that P.A.T.A.
proprietors be recommended to attach to their original

packages a statement that -the article is a P.A.T.A. article,

and giving the minimum retail prices."
" That tliis Association begs to draw the attention of

manufacturers to tho necessity of adopting a scale of

prices for co-operative stores, so as to prevent these esta-

blislunents from selling their goods to the public at prices

lower than the manufacturers' own protected minimum."
"That the Council of P.A.T.A. be advised to send to

each local pharmaceutical association a list of members of
the P.A.T.A. in their district, and that the local asso-

ciations be asked to do all in their power to increase the
membership locally."

In regard to the first, the Committee have ascertained that

it would be impossible to get the whole of the proprietors to

mark every individual paoka/ge. There were several difiiculties

in the way, which prevented their recommending the Council

to adopt that part of the suggestion. In the opinion of the

Committee, however, they thought that the second part of the

suggestion might well be commended to the proprietors, so

that it mny be distinctly shown on tihe original packages that

the goods were P.A.T.A. articles.

With reference to Resolution 2 the Executive recommended
that the President and Secretary be requested by the Council

to interview the managers of the various wholesale co-operative

societies with a view to coming to some arrangement.

As regards the third resolution, tihe Executive had given

instructions fo liave the register of members arranged in

towns, and this had been accomplished. Instructions have
also been given that local associations should receive such

lis1>, and should be asked to assist in increasing the memlbership

locally. Tlie Executive reported the correspondence which
had passed between Mr. Fisher, representing the recently-

formed Manufacturers' Association, from which it appeared

that a deadlock had arisen owing to the decision on the

part of those on whose behalf Mr. Fisher acts, not to

divulge their names.

On the motion of ]\L-. Edgaji, seconded by Mr. Rowsell, it

was decided that the Seci'etary be instructed to write to Mr.
Fisher stating that, whilst the Council were anxious to discuss

the question of protection with the gentlemen represented by
him, they were unable to depart fr6m their former decision

not to submit proposals to firms who desired to remain anony-
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mous, and to express a hope that Mr. Fisher would soon be

in a position to disclose the names of those firms who woiild

be prepared to consider proposals made hy this Council.

In reference to the recommendation as to labelling, the

Chairman explained that, unless any system of marking,

suggested by the Council, were universally adopted by the manu-

facturers, he thought it might prove a source of danger, and

would be likely to provide, an excuse to those who cut the prices

of articles not so marked. Mr. Pond moved a resolution that a

distinctive mark should be placed upon each individual article,

but, after long discussion, his resolution was withdrawn, and

the recommendation of the Executive acted upon, as was

also the recommendation as to the resolution affecting co-opei-a-

tive stores.

Mr. RowsELL drew attention to the fact that a number of

grocens and others, who were not chemists, were not sufficiently

informed as to what articles were upon the P.A.T.A. list,

and, upon his ^solution, the Executive Committee were in-

structed to take into consideration the whole question of re-

tailers being notified of P.A.T.A. prices.

It was also decided to ask the Executive to make arrange-

ments for an excursion up the Thames in connection with the

annual meeting this yeax.

ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

Wednesday, February 18, 1903. Dr. Abthtje W. Rowe,

F.R.S., read a most interesting paper on the

Photo-Micrography of Opaque Objects,

and illustrated his remarks by a most beautiful series of

photographs showing the minute structure of calcareous

" tests " of many typical fossil " sea-urchins " and Bryozoa, or

moss polyps, found in the British chalk formations.

Not only did the pictures awake the aesthetic taste of the

artist, but served also to demonstrate practically how useful a

servant photography may become in the hands of an enthu-

siastic amateur. As Dr. Rowe pointed out, it would have cost

quite a small fortune to produce equally good drawings of the

six hundred or more specimens which lie had photographed. In

one or two oases, the photographs exhibited were the only

record obtainable of certain specimens which had, unfortunately,

come to an untimely end, and it was suggested that curators

of museums would do well to have their best and rarest speci-

mens carefully photographed, so that a faithful record might

be4 preserved in case of the accidental destnic-tion of the origmal

specimen. As to the process of photography itself, Dr. Rowe

stated that the illuminant he had found most useful was an

incandescent gas burner. Theoretically, the process is extremely

simple ; but when put into practice many unforeseen obstacles

have to be surmounted. The lenses used had focal lengths

vai-ying from six inches to one and a-half inches, no lens of

higher power being used. A stop of three to ten millimetres

in diameter was used in most cases, and with ordinary plates an

exposure of from twenty seconds to three or four minutes w^as

all that was necessary. The special detail to which attention

must be paid is the production of an illumination most suited

to throw into relief the furrows and tubercles on 'the specimens.

Every specimen must be studied especially on its own particu-

lar merits, and one frequently has to think for a long time

before hitting off the exact degree of illumination for any given

object. Illumination was obtained from one direction only, and

sometimes it was desirable to photograph a specimen under two

different conditions as to illumination, each of which brought

out cleai'ly certain special features. The hints given in

this paper might be turned to much useful purpose by

any persevering amateur photogiapher for the accurate por-

trayal of the features of officinal drugs, especially the seeds

and fruits. Many serviceable suggestions might be gleaned

by experiments from the extremely useful series of articles

on photo-micrography by Dr. Edmund J. Spitta, published

in the Pharmaceutical Journal from April to December, 1898.

Should several workers make experiments in thif direction, an

accurately-kept record of the exposures and other technical

details woidd render a comparison of results of extreme service

to all interested in the subject of photo-micrography with low,

powers. An additional difficulty that would beset the phar-

macist in making such photographs is the variation in colour

exliibited by drugs, whereas the fossil specimens shown were,

generally si>eaking, white in colour. This obstacle could pro-

bably be successfully surmoimted by the use of backed iso-

chromatic plates and a yellow screen.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND PHARMA=
CEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Thursday, Maixh 19, 1903, in the Association's rooms, West

Regent Street, Glasgow, Mr. W. L. Currie in the chair.

Tablet Making at the Dispensing Counter

was the subject of a paper by Mr. H. P. Arthur. The pro-

cess generally adopted^ he said, w^s to granulate Hhe material,

dry it, and lubricate by spraying with a solution of vaseline

in ether. This method was quite suitable for making large

quantities of tablets, but when only a dozen or two were

required something quicker was desirable. At the meeting

of the British Pharmaceutical Conference last August, Mr.

Edmund White suggested the use of an excipient composed

of ol. theobrom., 1 part ; p. amyli, 3 parts. This formed a

somewhat granular powder, of which one part was to be

mixed with four parts of the material to be compressed.

This method worked, on the whole, very well in practice.

Its great advantage lay in the saving of time, a dozen tablets

taking no longer to maJce up than as many powders. The

tablets kept their shape well, and would stand some knocking

about, but still could be easily crushed between the fingers.

There were one or two substances

—

e.g., p. rhei co. and sodii

salicylas—with which he could not get a satisfactory result.

Occasionally one was confronted with a prescription for a

tablet not usually stocked, or to be made from a particular

formula; in these cases he would suggest that Mr. White's

method be given a trial. .

Crystalline salts, .such as pot. brom., ammon. chlor., could be

compressed without any excipient. It seemed to him that the

chemist who did not possess a tablet machine was distinctly

behind the times.

Mr. D. Black sVibmitted some

Dispensing Notes,

dealing i^articularly with the dispensing of adrenalin. He
prefaced his remarks with a description of the physical char-

acters and therapeutic pi-operties of the substance. He then

instanced a number of prescriptions in which adrenalin was

ordered that indicated the l>e,st method of dispensing in each

case.
No. 1.

Cocaine hydrochlor gr. ix.

Solution adrenalin 3iss.

Iodine gr. iv.

Aq. laurocerasi 5ii.

Glycerin to Ji.

This formula is absolutely incompatible, as iodide of cocaine

is precipitated. The foimula might be serviceable with the

omission of the cocaine hydrochlor. A difficulty would
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le dissolving of the iodine; the author failed to obtain com-

ete solution of the iodine in the glycerin inside forty-eight

)urs. With 6 gr. potassiiun iod. solution was effected in

few minutes.
No. 2.

Solution adienalin chlor S"-

Plumbi aeet gr. x.

Otto rosse miv.

Solution boroglyceride in aq. ros.

5 per cent ad Jviii.

Fiat coUyrium et color per chart,

his formula, at first, makes a perfectly bright and cleai'

)lufcion, but, after standing a few hours, a reddish flocculent

recipit-ate is formed, due to some reaction between the adrena-

n and lead acetate.

No. 3.

Pulv. ac boracic 51.

Solution adrenalin 3i.

Lanoline ad %i.

'his can easily be made by rubbing up the boric acid with the

moline on a slab and t3ien working in the adrenalin solution,

ut takes a little time. An easier and probably better way is

) use just enough heat to melt the lanoline, incorporate

drenalin, and rub up with the acid.

No. 4.

Cocaine hydrochlor gr. x.

Sol. adrenalin chlor 5i.

Aq ad m200.

To be used as an application. Here the cocaine easily dis-

Dlves in 100 minims water, the solution adrenalin is added,

nd the 200 minims is made up with additional water. A
erfectly clear solution results.

No. 5.

5 Homatropine hydrobrom gr. i.

Cocaine hyd , gr. ii.

Chloretone ; gr. i.

Sol. adrenal, chlor 3ii.

The only difficulty here is the .solubility of the chloretone,

; being very insoluble in water—about 1 in 400. By rub-

ing to a fine powder and then triturating in a glass mortar

or a time with the adrenalin solution, a clear solution is

ffected in a shorter space of time by heating the chloretone

rith the adrenalin solution in a test-tube, but this is not

d\-isable, as a camphoraceous odour is given off, probably due

0 the decomposition of the chloretone.

No. 6.

^ Protargol gr. x.

Sol. adrenalin 3ss.

Aq. dest ad .^i.

The protargol is triturated in a gla.ss mortar, with water,

1 drachms, till dissolved, the adrenaiin added, and finally the

olution made up to the necessary volume.

No. 7.

Sol. adrenalin chlor. jiii.

Chloretone gr. vi.

Sol. boroglyceride in aq. rosa; duplex, 5 per cent., ad. sviii.

By trituration with the boroglyceride solution the chloretone

libsolves with no further trouble.

NORTHAMPTON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.
Friday, March 20, 1903, the President, Mr. W. D. Mayger,

a the chair.

The Hon. Secretaht read a letter from the Secretary of the

lederation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations, urging the

Association to renew their membership of the Federation ; and
b -was proposed and seconded that this should be done, but on
show of hands the motion was lost.

Mr. F. CowDEBT urged that the Benevolent Fund was more

desei-ving of the support of local associations, and moved that

a donation to be sent to that Fund to supplement the subscriptions

sent by individual members of the Association ; but, at the

suggestion of Mr. Ad.^ms, the meeting agreed to defer the

motion till the annual meeting of the Association.

It was unanimously decided to hold the annual dinner on

Thursday, April 16, the arrangements for which were left in

the hands of the President and Hon. Seci-etary.

The annual busine.ss meeting was fixed for Friday, May 1.

The President announced that Mr. John Bingley, J. P., of

Northampton, who had held the position of Local Secretary to

the Pharmaceutical Society for close on thirty years, and' who

had reoently been appointed Divisional Secretary, had informed

him that he intended to relinquish that jiosition. It was the

duty of the Association to express great gratitude to Mr.

Bingley for his thirty years' faithful service. Personally, the

President could say that a more straight and honourable gentle-

man than Mr. Bingley he had never known. As his successor

has to be appointed in the autumn the matter was deferred till

the annual meeting.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS,' ASSISTANTS,' AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL SUPPER.

Friday, Maixh 20. 1903, in the Imperial Hotel, Market

Street, Edinburgh, Mr. .J. W. Plendeeleith, President, in

the chair. Messrs. J. G. Sclater, Vice-President, and Albert E.

Kelly, Secretary, acted as croupiers, and more than seventy

sat down to supper, including Mr. W. L. Currie, President,

and Mr. J. P. Gilmour, Hon. Secretary, of the Glasgow and

West of Scotland Pharmaceutical Association. After an ex-

cellent supper, including Ballikinrain pudding, which appeared

to posse.ss exhilarating properties,

Mr. W. L. Currie proposed the toast of the

Pharmaceutical Society and Board of Examiners for

Scotland.

At this moment, he said, tJie position of affairs was critical.

He had recently been looking back, and it was interesting to

note that on April 5, 1841, the Pharmaceutical Society was
founded, and at the very beginning three objects were

avowed. These were (1) public safety, (2) the education of

the phai'macist. Some were inclined to think they were over-

educating him now, but he did not think that had yet been

proved, though the matter required looking into; (3) the pro-

tection of the interests and privileges of those engaged in

the practice of pharmacy. Some held that the Pharmaceutical

Society could interfere in purely trade questions, and he held

that opinion to be correct. But they had very important

intereS'ts of a professional chai'acter, and these they might
quite properly strive to conserve. He believed a great oppor-

tunity was lost in 1880 by not appealing to the country then.

Now they would probably have to submit to the inevitable

on the question he referred to—namely, the store difficulty.

But there was another big fight in front of them. He referred

to the determined attack that was being made by certain

traders against the principle of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, on
which the existing poLson legislation was based. It would
be their duty to be ready to meet that attack and repel it.

By its incorporation the Society became a political power, and
could claim to be heard and consulted. He thought it was
a most improper thing that the Committee on Poisons should

have been appointed without ever communicating with the

Pharmaceutical Society, which was the administrator of the

Pharmacy Acts. Their position and rights must be main-
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tained. He therefore strongly urged them to join tlie

Society as the only body through which they could fight and

accomplish what they desired. The Board of Examiners

consisted of benevolent men who, he . doubted not, were

anxious to pass every candidate.

Mr. Bo.4, in responding, said the very existence of the

.Society depended on the support it got from associations such

as theirs. It was the enthusiasm of young men which pro-

tected them from pessimism and supplied that energy which

was an essential of the progress of any society. At the pre-

sent time, and in the near future, the Society needed all the

support that could be got, and he hoped the advice of Mr.

Currie would be acted upon. It was desirable that they

should have a sound, level-headed Council, and, should the

approaching election result in Mr. Currie's becoming one of

the number that would be secured, and Scotland's due re-

cognition as being fairly entitled to two members would be

obtained. He would certainly, they could all vouch, be an

addition to the social side of the Council. As to the Board
of Examiners, he greatly- regretted that on the' last occasion

he had to tell so many candidates that they had failed to

satisfy the examiners, and he trusteo there would be a big

improvement in that respect next time.

Mr. J. P. GiLMOL'R in proposing the toast of the

Edinburgh Chemists', Assistants', and Apprentices'

Association,

said the fact that it had been in existence for twenty-five

years was a point in its favour, and the columns of the

journals testified to the good work it had done. He noticed

they had been going in for astronomical studies, and that

reminded him of Emerson's remark, "Hitch your waggon to

a star." It was good to have an ideal, and he recommended
them to act on Emerson's advice, even though their feet

might be in the mud.
Mr. J. W. Plexderleith. in replying, said that was their

year of sejni-jubilee, and the session was quite up to the

record. The prizes had been well competed for, and the

membership was good. One element in their continued suc-

cess, he believed, was that the papers read were by their

own members, and he would commend that to other associa-

tions.

Mr. RuTHERFOBD Hill proposed the toast of

Kindred Associations

to which Mr. W. S. Gla.s.s. President of the Edinburgh Dis-

trict Chemists' Tiade Association, responded. Songs, etc.,

were contributed by Messrs. Currie, Bertram, Shaw, Kelly,

Sandison, G. Rowland, E. Rowland, Gilmour. Duncan, Mur-
ray, Horsburgh, Campbell, and Tait. Mr. James A. Crich-

ton, as usual, was an efficient accompanist. The whole
arrangements reflected much credit on the committee in charge
of them.

TEES=SIDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 19. 1903, at Tate's Cafe, Stockton, the

President, Mr. R. R. Bainbridge. in the chair.

Mr. E. C. Bexxisox, Ph.C, delivered a lecture on

Malaria and the Mosquito.

The lecture began by giving the substance of Hippocrates'

writings on this ancient subject, and traced the history of

the disease down to the discovery of the living parasite of

malaria. Surgeon-Major Ross, when in India, definitely set-

tled that niosquitos were the hosts of the parasites, and that

man was only an intermediary host in the cycle. The lec-

turer proceeded to describe the three stages of malaria, and
showed the development of the parasite in man by means of

excellent lantern slides, which portrayed upon the sheet most
clearly the growth and fertilisation of the cause of trouble.

He went on to say that the standard remedies for the disease

—quinine and cinchonine—had no effect on the parasite when
in the corpuscles, but only on the gametocytes. The methods
of prevention of the disease were three—suppression of mos-
quito.s, prevention of infection of and by mosquitos. The
first-named desideratum may be obtained by the draining of

the stagnant pools upon the surface of which they breed, or,

failing that, the distribution of ordinary petroleum upon the
surface of the water. The second might be brought about by
iiLsisting that all malarial cases should wear nets. The third

nietho ! was, however, the best one—the prevention of mos-
quito bite, and -this was the only successful one. It was a
curious thing that the insects loved darkness so much that, in

the daytime, human beings were hardly ever bitten by them.
At the close of the lecture. Mr. Gregory proposed, and Mr.
BbackexXbtjet seconded, a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Bennison, and also to Mr. Sudlow, who manipulated the lan-

tern. A number of questions were put, after which the
meetin*- discussed the coffee and sandvdches.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND CHEMISTS
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING AND DINNER.

Thursday. March 19, eL903, at ithe .Cen|tral Hotel. Carlisle,

Mr. John Hallaway, President, in the chair.

A number of representative .pharmacists of the district

laittended this, tihe firsjt- annual meeltling of the Association.

After the adoptiion, with some amendment, pf the 'rules

di'afted 'by tflie Ooanaiitltee, and the election of Mr. J. B.
Mai'on. Workington, .as Vice-President, it-he company sat

down to dinner.

Presidential Address.

The President expressed his sense of the honour done bim
by electing him as fii-st President of the Associaitlion. He re-

called that the Association had recently 'been formed as tlie

re'sult of a vasit pa.'d to Carlisle Ibj' representaitives of the

PhjtU-maceutical Society. After referring jtio the reports of

the Commirtftee on Poltsons. and paying a 'tribute to the Jate

Mr. Martindale and tO' Mr. Hills for the work they had done

on tliat Oomonittee for chemists, tiie President alluded to the

danger that specialties, now |S0 largely prescribed, t**ou1<1

supersede the imeidicines and prei>arations of the Phannacopceia.

He would have liked to see a. test ease brought against limited

ccJmpanies for the use of title. As for the P.A.T.A., the

advertised face value <#iould be the price of every article,

whatever the nrofit. The training of apprentices and the long

hours of business were other subjects dealt wiith. He con-

cluded fey proposing the toast of the

Cumberland and Westmoreland Chemists' Association,

which was heartily honoured.

Mr. FiSHEE next proposed the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

He had not been a member for some years, but ivtes so con-

viiilced of the desire lof the Society ,to represent and to work

for iprovinaial pliarmacists tha!t he intended to resume mem-

bership. He believed that this was the iwav to preserve

their interests.

Mr. J. RuTHEREOED HiEL, in jesponding, spoke of the

value of local associations and of the work of the Phanria-
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ceutical Society. It 'could ,not truthfully "be said to-day that

chemists and druggnsts were other than a united body. As

citizens and pharmacists specially cognisant of the danger,

they Trere called upon now tto defend the principle .of the Act

of 1868. yir. Hill concluded by a reference to the Benevo-

lenft Fund.

Mr. T. Ridley proiposed the toast of

The Craft,

coupling with the toast ithe name of Mr. Thomas Maben, a

Scottish pharmacist wtom they were "lad to welcoone.

Mr. Maben responded, congratulating the Association on

its auspi)ciou.s inauguration ; he looked forward to a long and

useful career for tihe Association.

Mr. NiCHOL proposed the heialth of the '' Visitors," and a

hearty vot« of thanks to the Secretary fbrousr'ht the proceed-

ings to a close.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
(LONDON SECTION )

SPECIAL MEETING.

Monday, Mareh 16, 1903, at Burlington House, Picoadilly,

W., Mr. W. F. Reid in the chair.

Mr. H. D. RjcroiOND read a paper on

The Standardisation of Analytical Methods

He argued that, as the sum of human knowledge was

greiater than tJtie knowledge .of any one man, and that the

sum of seTeitil intellects ,wa's greater than the mean intellect,

it would be well, rather than leave to each individual the

choice of a good method of analysis, to appoint a Commitltee

to investigate the errors in analytical work and their causes,

with a view of obtaining in future more uniform results.

While in the hands of one man a good method might give

eorrect results, with another man the same system might

give rise to discrepancies. A study should be made of the

different conditions observed by different workers, and a

comparison of results so obtained would lead to a standard

met.hod. The lau;thor desoribed method's emisloyed in the

quantitative determination of faitty acidis, etc.

Mr. A. R. tLiNG followed with a paper on 'the subject of

standardisation of analytical methods as apolied to brewing

materilals. In the course oi the discussion which followed,

Mr. A. C. Chapman sftated thki he thought in eases where

a crimninal charge (depended on .the result of "an analysis,

standardised methods of work were necessary, but in other

ca-ses they were unnecessary.

Mr. Otto Hehner considered istandardisatdon of methods

to be impnacticatole, and thought ,it would hinder competi-

tiion and the progress of analytical sfcience.

Mr. A. Gordon .Salamon and pther memlbers joined in the

discussion, and the meeting terminated.

NORTH=EAST LANCS. CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Tuesday, March 24, 1903, at the White Bull Hotel, Black-

bum.

Mr. R. Lord Gifpord gave a report of the proceedings
of a special meeting of the Pharmaceutical Council, which he
had attended on the previous Saturday. He said that natmally
they would ibe anxious to know what the bxisiness was tliat

required an extraordinary meeting of the Council. Frankly,
he had been disappointed, as he could discover no adequate

reason foi' a special meeting. At the same time, the meeting

wa.s a revelation, and an indication of the stirring times that

were coming. A Committee, he said, was reappointed, consist-

ing of Mr. Gljm-Jones and Mr. Robinson, with Mr. Wootton

added. Their (business was to see members of Parliament, and

to secure the introdnction of the draft Bill. . In addition to

this, a movement was to be initiated to educate their own

body and the public, and to impress members of Parliament.

This was all very admirable, though North-East tancashire

might reasonably hold the opinion that such policy had been

better adopted years ago, when first advocated 'by the members.

They had declared in that district that members of Parliament

could be interested, and that their question was internally

interesting to the thinking public. The Coiuicil seemed

to be finding this true, much to its surprise. However, that

was the inevita.ble consequence of being right. Time justified.

He lamented that whilst they were properly working the

House of Commons, they were not at the same time pressing

their attentions upon the Privy Council. He thought the

proper policy was one of activity at all points, through, the

Commons and the Privy Council, and more especially through

the Act of 1868. He was siu-e that was the policy of the

Association. He claimed the establishment of a personal

principle, and should be satisfied with nothing less.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, March 24, 1903, at the Royal Hotel, Bradford,

the President, Mr. J. A. Mitchell, in the chair.

Mr. W. W. Stead read a paper on

Some Curiosities of Plant Life.

He spoke first of the varieties of plants which act as

fly-traps, and described the action of the leaf, and then of

the pitcher plant, which contains enough water to drown
insects, which they appear to utilise as food. Dealing with

orchids, he alluded to the characteristics of the ladies' slipper

variety and others, particularly dwelling upon the vanilla

orchid and the manner of applying its fruit to pharmaceutical

uses. The cactus family he alluded to in a. specially interesting

way, for the reason that he is himself a cultivator, and he
pointed to attractive features which are little suspected by the

casual observer of this plant with a thousand varieties. He
expressed the opinion that no plant gives so much plea_sure in

return for as little attention as the cactus does. A most in-

teresting account was given of the worship of certain varieties

of cacti by the Mexican Indiaiis.

A vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Stead.

The President reported that he had received a reply,

which he read to the meeting, from the firm to which he had
alluded at the last meeting as supplying goods direct to a
retail purchaser. The firm in question replied that they
could not refuse to accept any unsolicited orders, from whom-
soever they might come. The reply was considered decidedly
unsatisfactory.

Further progress was reported with the movement for press-
ing manufacturers who are not now connected with the
P.A.T.A. to get their products put upon that list.

A letter was submitted which outlined a scheme for co-

operative buying which has been laid before a considerable
number of associations, and involved the formation of a local
limited company and the renting of special premises for the
distribution of goods. It was decided to let the letter lie upon
the table.

The 'detailed arrangements for the dinner of the Association
on April 7 were completed.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes acoompany the queries.
Bepiies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
re^tered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communioation on the same subject. When formulea
are given without deSnite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
direoted envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
cotmuunioations.

Trade-Mark (T. F. G.—86/32).—Trade-marks for toilet

articles are inoluded in Class 48.

Grey Dye (M. M.—86/34).—A very dilute solution of aniline
black would probably do what is required.

Poison Label (A. F.— 87/1).—The manufacturer will be
liable if he sells the article without previously labelling it

poison.

Books (R. R. L.—86/31).—The same books are not used at

aU places. Consult the educational issues of the Lancet and
British Medical Journal, published in September last.

Optical Society (J. S.—87/8).—There is no " easy way." You
will find full information on the subject in the P.J. Photo-
graphic and Optical Supplement, published this week.

Draft Pharmacy Bill (C. E. P'.—188/21).—Your interpreta-

tion of the clause to which you take exception is incorrect, and
no good purpose would be served by publishing your letter at

the present time.

French Journal (W. T.—87'3).—The Journal de Pharmacie
et de Chimie is published by M. Octave Doin, 8, Place de
rOd^on, Paris. It is published on the 1st and 15th of each
month, and the annual subscription is 17 francs.

Coloured Urine (H. G. M.—87/2).—An aniline colour is

present. It may be methylene blue, which has been ad-

ministered medicinally, or some other blue dye may have been
used to colour sweets which have been eaten by the patient.

Production of Potassium Chlorate (C. B. B —87/6).—

A

description of the electrolytic process would occupy more space

than we can spare in this column. You will find full particulars

in ' Pharmacopedia,' which you can consult in the Pharma-
ceutical Society's Library.

Books for the Minor (0. W. P.—87/9).—See the Educational
Supplement to the Pharmaceutical Journal, July 26, 1902. The
book you mention is the best of its kind, but if you have not

studied before you will require others in addition, as it does not

deal with the elementary principles of botany and chemistry.

Toning and Fixing Bath (S. H. F.—86/30).—Try the fol-

lowing :— (1) Sodium acetate, 40 grains ; sodium sulphite, 1

grain ; ammonium sulphocyanide, 20 grains
;

gold chloride, 2

grains ; distilled water, 10 ft. ounces. (2) Sodium phosphate

and ammonium sulphocyanide, each 15 grains ; sodium hypo-

sulphite, 240 grains
;
gold chloride, 1 grain ; distilled water,

2 fl. ounces.

Short-Beam Dispensing Balance (A. W. J.—87/3).—We
are uaable to trace the advertisement you mention, but it would
probably be Mr. W. Stone, 41, Gloucester Street, London,

W.C., Messrs. Philip Hains and Co., Edmund Street, Birming-

ham, or Messrs. F. E. Becker and Co., Hatton Wall, London.
All three firms supply inerpensive short-beam balances, suit-

able for dispensing purposes, and will send you full particulars

on application.

Books, etc. (W. S. B.—87/7).— (1) We are unable to recom-

mend books on these subjects, but the following are recent

works :—Eccles' ' Hernia ' (Bailliere, 7s. 6d. net)
; Mauley's-

' Hernia ' (6s. net) ; Whitman's ' Orthopaedic Surgery ' (Kimp-
ton, 25s. net). Write to the medical publishers whose adver-
tisements appear in the Lancet and British Medical Journal,
for particulars of saitable works. (2 and 3) We have no in-
formation upon these subjects. (4) The book is not yet
published.

Cleansing Drench for Cows (W. R. K.-86/33). -Try the fol-

lowing formula :

—

Pulv. Ergotse 5ss.
Potas. Nit 3iij,

Pulv. Zinglb
.

.' 5i.

Pulv. Aloes Soc 3ij.

Magnes. Sulph jxii.

To be given in a quart of warm gruel, ale, or cider imme-
diately after calving.

Toning and Fixing Solution (T. C. H.—87/5).—The formula
you send is one of the worst examples of its class ; the effect of

the alum and acid is to decompose the sodium hyposulphite
partially, free sulphur being deposited ; this with the lead
salts produces lead sulphide, hence the blackness of the deposit
on standing. Our experience is that the addition of alum and
lead salts to the toning and fixing solution serves no useful

purpose and tends generally to want of permanency in prints
treated with it. The following simple formula wifi be found
to keep well when mixed, and to answer well for any make of

P.O. P. :—Calcium chloride (crystals), 2 drachms ; ammonium
sulphocyanide, 50 grains ; sodium hyposulphite, 1^ oz. ; water
to 8 fl. oz. Dissolve, and add gold chloride, IJ grains (in

solution, 1 gr. in 1 fl. drachm). If alum be used to

harden the gelatin, as is necessary in hot weather, or if

the prints are to be squeegeed upon ferrotype or glass plate tO'

produce a high gloss, they should be immersed in a 10 pet

cent, solution of ordinary potash alum or a 5 per cent, solu-

tion of chrome alum, after toning and fixing and half an hour's
washing, the washing to be continued for at least half an hour
after a five to ten minutes' immersion in the alum bath.

DEATHS.

Bancroft.—Thursday, March 19, 1903, at her residence,

Harrison Road, Halifax, Mrs. Sarah Bancroft, widow of the

late Mr. Anthony Bancroft, chemist and druggist, Halifax.

Aged 69.

Bentley.—Monday, March 23, 1903, at Glenhaven, Tun-
bridge Wells, Marian, widow of the late Professor Bentley,

F.L.S., M.R.C.S., some time Professor of Botany to the Phar-

maceutical Society.

Hobbes.—Sunday, March 22, 1903, Alfred Edward Hobbes,

chemist and druggist, Rochester. Aged 55. Mr. Hobbes had

been connected with the Pharmaceutical Society as an associate

and member since 1875.

Yeatman.—Sunday, March 22, 1903, at Cricklewood, N.W.,
Arthur Yeatman, chemist and druggist. Aged 73. Mr. Yeatman
was for many years in business at Kentish Town.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Commdnications foe the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be

addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late a»

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

I^BTTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COll-
MUNICATIOHS have been received from Messrs. Bernard,

Bewglas, Bird, Black, Blarney, Booth, Butt, Cony, Cowdery, Dotchm.

Dunlop, Eberlin, Gibson, Heape, Hill, Howorth, Judge, Maben, Meyer,

Nelson, Palmer, Pickering, Pike, Priestley, Roe, Rose, Spite, Shaley.

Taylor, Turner, Vint, WooUey.
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Pharmacy and the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Standardisation of Digitalis Preparations.

Ecalle has published the results of experiments on the

determination of the digitalin of the French Codex, which is

identical with the German digitoxin of Schmiedeberg. Accord-

ing to Keller, this crystallised French digitalin is the most

active of all the glucosides found in and isolated from digitalis.

The process decided on by the author was tested on a solution

of digitalin mixed with an inactive dissolved extract (Triticuvi

repcns). 0-236 Gm. of crystallised digitalin was dissolved in

5 C.c. of alcohol at 90° and mixed with a solution of the extract

in distilled water, the volume being made up to 150 C.c. This

solution was treated with 25 C.c. of a 1 in 10 solution of neutral

acetate of lead, and the volume made up to exactly 200 C.c-

After well stirring jind filtering, excess of lead was removed

from the filtrate by the addition of sulphate of sodium, and the

determination of digitalin proceeded with on an aliquot part of

this filtrate. The solution was extracted by repeated treatment

with ammonia and chloroform, the chloroformic residue redis-

solved in chloroform and placed in a tared beaker. To this

was added a mixture of 10 parts of ether (0 720) and 70 parts of

petroleum ether. The mixture was carefully shaken and left to

settle, the beaker being covered with a clock glass. The clear

liquid was decanted as far as possible, the remainder

evaporated on a water-bath, and the residue dried by hot air and

desiccation. After cooling the beaker was weighed, and the

weight of digitalin was found to be practically identical with

that used.

—

Journ. de Pharm. et de Chini., 17, 5,

Arnold's Guaiacum Test for Distinguishing Boiled Milk.

Weber concludes from his researches that this test is vei 7
suitable, being simple, while the reagent—guaiacum tincture

—

is easy to obtain and keeps well. The test is not available in

presence of formaldehyde, but answers both with sweet and sour

milk and with whey. Samples of guaiacum tincture which are

not transparent are not to be used, while it is advisable to test

the reagent from time to time upon asample of unboiled milk.

—

Milch. Ztg., 1902, 657, through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902, 327.

New Test for Impurities in Olive Oil.

Hans Kreis advocates the use of phloroglucin, in the solid

state or in ethereal solution, to replace resorcin in Bellier's

reaction for detecting impurities in olive oil. The best reaction;i

are obtained with ethereal solutions of 1 per cent, strength ; if

equal volumes of nitric acid, the oil to be tested, and the

ethereal solution of phloroglucin be shaken carefully, it is

noticed that with oils of arachis, sesame, cotton-seeds, nuts,

peach -kernels, and castor oil, the ethereal solution of the oil,

which floats on the top, takes a magnificent raspberry-red

coloration. In the same conditions olive oil, lard, and butter

oils do not give any coloration, or, at the most, a pale reddish--'

yellow tint. When the plan is used with oil of sesame, the

acid layer takes an intense greenish-blue colour, and the oil

turns red. If ether be then added, the latter turns violet, then
on shaking with a little water the last-named takes a deep blue

colour, while the ethereal layer becomes reddish brown.

—

Revue
Internal, des Falsifications, February, 1903; through Chem.
News.

Vol. 70. (Podhth Sebies, Vol. 16.) No. 1710.

Vetiver Oil.

P. Genvresse and G. Langlois have investigated vetiver oil,

and find that by redistillation with steam about one-third of

the oil is carried over, of which the first portion is lighter than
water, the later fraction heavier. The light oil contains the

sesquiterpene Vciivene, C]6H'.24, a mobile, colourless, almost
odourless oil

;
sp. gr. at 20° C, 0-932

; [ajn + 18° 19' , it boils at

135° C. at 15 Mm. and 262°-263° 0. at 740 Mm. The portion

of the steam distillate heavier than water gives, on saponifica-

tion, the alcohol Vetivenol, CisHaoO, a clear, yellow, viscous

liquid, sp. gr. at 20° C. 1011, ;
[a] = -f53°43'. It boils at

169°-170°C. at 15 Mm. It isacetylisable. On dehydration it forms

a sesquiterpene, probably vetivene. The non-volatile residue of

steam distillation is odourless, and consists of a mixture of

vetivenol with an acid. The same acid was isolated from the

products of saponification when vetivenol was liberated. It

has not been obtained in a crystalline state, nor does it yield

crystalline salts. It is a white viscous body, becoming brown on
exposure to the air. The composition of the silver salt approxi-

mates to the formula -ALgCisHojOi. The odorous principle of the

oil, which is only present in very small quantity, appears to be

an ester of this acid and vetivenol. It is very easily saponified,

even by water.

—

Comptes r-end., 135, 1,059.

Destruction of Organic Matter in Toxicology.

Bruylants recommends the use of compressed tablets of

potassium chlorate instead of crystals of this substance when it

is used with hydrochloric acid for the destruction of organic

matter. The tablets are not so rapidly attacked as the crystals

and sink in the liquid, while the more regular evolution of the

chlorine gives better results.— .4nn. Pharm., 1902, 310; through

Chem. Zcit. Rep., 1902, 326.

Determination of Mercuric Chloride in Surgical Dressings.

Denner's method is as follows :—The gauze is extracted with

sodium chloride solution, and the mercury precipitated there-

from by hydrogen sulphide. The sulphide of mercury is

collected, washed, and treated with an excess of standard

iodine solution, which reacts according to the equation—
HgS + 21 = Hgl,, + S,

and the excess of iodine is determined by titration with sodium

thiosulphate. G. Freriohs publishes a modification of this

method which appears to save much time, and is applicable to

the fabric without previous extraction. He places the material

in a funnel, and saturates it with a dilute ammonium sulphide

solution. It is then washed freely with water, then with water

acidulated with hydrochloric acid (to remove the last traces of

ammonium sulphide), and finally with more water. The sul-

phide of mercury is entirely retained in the fabric, and no loss

need bs feared during the washing. The fabric, which is grey

to black according to the proportion of mercury present, is

then expressed, placed in a wide-mouth stoppered bottle, and

treated with a known quantity of N/10 iodine solution diluted

with water. After thoroughly mixing the contents of the

bottle by agitating or stirring, the excess of iodine is deter-

mined by K/10 sodium thiosulphate solution, using starch

mucilage as indicator. Each C.c. of iodine solution used up
during the process corresponds to 001355 Gm. mercuric

chloride. The author states that his method gives results

agreeing with Denner's original process. By spreading the

material out on a plate, and drenching with dilute ammonium
sulphide solution one can easily determine, by the colour pro-

duced, whether the antiseptic material is evenly distributed

while those accustomed to the method can determine very

nearly, by the eye alone, the proportion of mercuric chloride

present.—.4^0?. 1902,834.
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Determination of Ulycerin.

Many of the methods previouslj in use for the determination

of glycerin have proved to be inaccurate or difficult of execution,

the best for general use, perhaps, being that in which potassium

bichromate is employed. A. Chaumeil suggests that the diffi-

culties of the bichromate method may be obviated by substi-

tuting iodic acid, which, besides being a most energetic oxidising

agent, has the advantage of not being destroyed by sulphuric

acid, however concentrated the latter may be. The oxidation

of glycerin by iodic acid in the presence of sulphuric acid is

complete, the reaction proceeding as follows :

—

5CsH,(OH)3 + 7I2O.5 = I5CO2 + 2OH2O + 7I2,

from which it is seen that five molecules of glycerin liberate

seven molecules of iodine. In making the determination, a frag-

ment of marble is placed in the distilling flask, the CO2 evolved

maintains a slight pressure in the apparatus, and prevents

absorption. The receiver contains potassium iodide solution,

in which the iodine dissolves when it comes over. The iodine

is readily determined by standard solution of sodium hyposul-

phite. Where the glycerin contains chlorides, the author

does not eliminate the latter by a preliminary treatment

with carbonate of silver, as has been recommended elsewhere,

but titrates the glycerin directly, and subtracts from the

volume of the hyposulphite used that accounted for by the

chlorides.

—

Chem. Netvs, after Bull. Soc. Chim., xxvii , 12.

Nicolicin.

A remedy introduced in Germany uhder this name for com-

bating the morphia habit has been found to consist of a liquid

extract of cinchona containing salicylic acid, glycerin aud
morphine (probably as sulphate). The proportion of morphine
found by various observers is not the same, but varies from

2 to 4 per cent. This discovery has given rise to much discussion

and is commented upon by numerous Continental medical and
pharmaceutical papers.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 1902, 876, 907 ; I'harm.

Centralh., 1902, 505, 650 ; Deutsch. Med. Woch., 1902, 892.

Absorption Spectra and Chemical Structure of Alkaloids.

Dobbie and Lauder have examined the absorption spectra of

papaverine, narcotine, and other alkaloids of the same group.

They find that those which are most closely related structurally

give similar spectra. For example, narcotine only differs from
hydrastine in containing an additional methoxyl group, and
their spectra are almost identical, but quite distinct from those

of corydaline, from which both difier considerably in structure.

Alkaloids which differ essentially in structure, even when their

molecular formula3 are the same, give dissimilar spectra.

Stereoiaomeric alkaloids give identical spectra. The authors

have made use of the absorption spectra of laudanine and lau-

danosine to deduce the chemical constitution of these

alkaloids, both of which were discovered in opium by Hesse.

The spectra are shown to be practically identical with one
another, and, further, to resemble very closely the spectra of

corydaline and tetrahydropapaverine. The authors suggest,

from a consideration of the spectra, together with the facts

already known concerning these alkaloids, that the diSerence

between laudonosine and corydaline may consist in the absence

from the former of the methyl group which is present in cory-

daline, and is the partial reduction of one of its rings.

C.,.2H,70,N - CH.i-hH2= C,iH.,,04N.

Corydaline. Laudanosine.

Though the utilisation of absorption spectra may be of limited

application in the determination of the general molecular

structure of alkaloids, a preliminary spectroscopic examination
will often give a clue to the constitution of an alkaloid, and
greatly facilitate the chemical investigation.

—

Proc. Chem. .'Soc,

19. 7.

Itetol-caffeine.

G. Griggi suggests the use of caffeine-sodium cinnamate as a
diuretic instead of cafieine-sodium salicylate. It is obtained by
dissolving together caffeine, 10 6, and sodium cinnamate (hetol),

8 5, in warm water, 40, and evaporating the solution, filtered,

while hot, to dryness on the water bath. Thus obtained, it

forms an amorphous, odourless, bitter powder with an alkaline

reaction, soluble in two parts of water. It is said to be pre-

ferable to caffeine-sodium salicylate or benzoate, since it does not

produce any ill effects on the heart or kiiaeya.—Pharm. Zeit.,

47, 900, after Boll. Farm. Chim.

Mercury Ointment.

It has been found, in the determination of the mercury in

this ointment, by treatment with ether to remove the fat, that

the ethereal liquid contains appreciable quantities of mercury,
probably as oleate. The residual mercury still contains com-
pounds insoluble in ether which prevent it running together, as

is the case with pure metallic mercury. These may be removed
by treatment with ethyl acetate, and finally hydrochloric acid.

In the case quoted the total quantity of combined mercury in

the ointment, and reducible from the various extracts by means
of stannous chloride, was equivalent to 4-4 per cent, mercuric

oleate. On the other hand, freshly prepared ointment was
found to contain no mercurial compounds, the formation of

which appears to be due to age and rancidity. The well-known

suggestion to add a small portion of an old sample in making a

fresh batch of mercury ointment would therefore appear to be

associated irj some way with the property of these mercurial

fat^y compounds in assisting to "kill" the fresh mercury. In

the United States Phatmaoopoeia 2 per cent, of mercuric oleate

is added in making the ointment, a procedure no doubt based

upon the same property noted above.

—

SUid. Apot. Zeit. ,1902-i,

through Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 652.

Naphthalin in VolatileXOils.

Heiue and Co. announce that they have found naphthalin in

the c il of clove stalks, and also in the oil of styrax bark. It is

stated that naphthalin has not hitherto been found among the

constituents of volatile oils.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 1902, 779, through

Pharm. Centralh., 1902, 631.

Action of Hypobromites on Amides.

A. Lapworth and W. W. S. Nicholls have studied the action

of hypobromites on certain amides with the idea that the

change might depend on the formation, at an intermediate

stage, of alkyl and cyanate ions, which would subsequently

unite to form an alkyl carbymide, as indicated in the following

equations :—
+

CH,-C0NH.2 + Br^ = CH, + CNO + 2HBr,
+

CH3 + CNO = CH3-N:C;0.

In endeavouring to imitate the conditions supposed to obtain

during the reaction, potassium cyanate was warmed with

potassium methyl sulphate in alkaline solution
;
methylamine

was easily isolated, but in comparatively small amount. An
examination was made of the bye-products in the preparation

, of methylamine from acetamide and of aniline from benzamide,

particular attention being paid to the possibility of methyl

alcohol and phenol or their decomposition products being

formed, but no direct evidence bearing on the point was

obtained. From benzamide, under these conditions, benzylidene-

dibenzamide, is almost invariably obtained. This is probably

not produced from benzaldehyde formed at an intermediate

stage, as the aldehyde does not condense with benzamide under

/ the experimental conditions.

—

Proc. Chem. Soc, 19, 23.
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ANNATTO (BIXA ORELLANA).

BT JOHN B. JACKSON, A.L.S.

The rapid approach of the month of April, when the

Government year commences and official changes are usually

made, and when it is announced that the Department of

Agriculture will extend its operations by taking over from

H.M. Office of Works the great botanical ©stalblishment at

Kew and further extend its usefuhiess in many other direc-

tions, even to the extent of looking after the fishes in the sea,

Mr. 'Hanlbury's influenee and powers for good are being dis-

cussed in agricultural districts, especially where much atten-

tion is given to dairy produce. A good deal of interest and
speculation has been aroused of late on the subject of butter

and milk adulteration, in which it is admitted that formalde-

Annatto (B/xa orellaiui).—Showing flowers and fi-uits.

hyde and annatto are generally used, the former as a pre-

servative and the latter as a colouring agent. Though both

are harmless, especially in the extent to which they are used,

they are, nevertheless, adulterants. The use of a harmkss

preservative in articles of food or medicine, especially those

liable to rapid change, would seem to be more defensible

than the addition of colouring matter, however innocent the

substance itself may be ; but those who supply the public have

to a certain extent to conform to the public taste, and the

use of a simple ingredient like annatto is, to say the least,

preferable to others of a more questionable character.

Though the annatto plant (Bixa ordlana) can scarcely be

called a medicinal plant, it has some such uses, and, in con-

sideration of its importance in other directions, and that its

seeds form a regular article of import to this country, a few
words on it.s history and character may not be out of place

at a time when it is likely to become more talked about.

Originally a native of South America, the plant, which is a

graceful shrub or small tree, bearing handsome white or

pinkish flowers, has become widely distributed toy cultivation

in the West and East Indies, Tropical Africa, and other

tropical countries. In India, where the plant is very

generally cultivated, the white and pink flowered forms appear

to be equally abundant. Dr. Watt says these cannot be re-

garded, botanically, as varieties, but they are recognisable,

and, curiously enough, the natives of India regard the former

as indigenous, while they readily admit that the latter is an

inluiduction, Roxburgh even seems to have regarded thi^-

white-flowered form as indigenous, but modern botanists do

not support this view. In 1833 a contemporary of Roxburgh,
who regarded the annatto as a recent introduction to India,

wrote as follows :
—

" The Bixa, an American plant, is now
rapidly spreading over Bengal, the inhabitants having found

it a useful yellow dye, which they employ to give their cloths

A temporary colour in the Dolyatra, or Festival of Krishna;

with this, also, they colour the water, which, on the same
occasion, they throw at each other with squirts. For these

purposes it is well qualified, as the colour easily washes out

and the infusion has a pleasant sirell. By them it is called
' Lotkan,' and they say tha* before it grew commonly in the

country the dry fruit was brought from Patna, Probably
some other fruit was then brought, and its use has been

superseded by that of the Bixa, to which the natives have

given the old name, as thei'e can be no doubt of its being

an American plant, and its fruit could scarcely have beeti-

brought here from the West Indies, In many parts it is

called European turmeric."

The most valuable part of the plant is the seeds, which arc

contained in somewhat heart-shaped fruits, which dehiste

when ripe, and are then of a brown colour, covered with stiff

shai'p prickles, somewhat similar to those of the edible chest-

nut, and are a very good illustration of protection or defence

assumed by some plants. The seeds, which are small, have a

coating of red waxy pulp, which forms commercial annatt'i

by soaking the seeds in water till the colouring matter is

separated, when it is strained off and evaporated to the

consistency of dough or putty, when it is formed into rolls

ov cakes and dried, the former being known as roll, and the

latter as cake annatto. Simmoodsi, in bis "Tropical Agri-

culture," «ays "that the Indiaiis prepare an annatto greatly

superior to that which is brought to us, of a bright, shining

red colour, almost equal to caimine. For this purpose, in-

stead of steeping and fermenting the seeds in water, they

rub them with the hands, previously dipped in oil, till the

pulp comes off and is reduced to a clean paste, which is

scraped off from the hands with a knife and laid on a clean

leaf in the shade to dry. Mixed with lemon juice and gum,
it makes the crim'son, paint with which the Indians adorn their

bodies,"

The uses of annatto in this country are quite well known

—

namely, for giving the pale yellow or flesh colour to cheese,

and for heightening the colour of butter, besides which it is

sometimes used in confectionery, in silk dyeing, as well as

to give an orange colour to some varnishes.

The seeds are unported into this country in large quantities,

the various forms of annatto being a special branch of manu-
faoture, with which some well known names have been long

associated.

The raw pulp from the seeds has astringent properties,

while the seeds themselves are cordial, astringent, and febri-

fuge. The properties of the plant itself are astringent and'

slightly purgative, and it has a reputation in India in the-

treatment of dysentery and diseases of the kidneys.

B
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THE PHARMACEUTICAL COUNCIL ELECTION, 1903.

IN view of the approach of another election for seats on the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, and of the re-

proach that electors frequently know nothing about

the candidates, the following brief personal notices are given

of all the candidates for office :—

•

Mr. A. Sidney Campkin, J.P., of Cambridge, is again coming

forward, undeterred by foi-mer failures. Mr. Campkin has been

for nineteen years a member of the Cambridge Town Council,

and has also been Chairman of the Board of Guardians. He is

a prominent Oddfellow, having been -Grand Master of the Man-

chester Unity, while he holds a unique record for long service

as a Director of the Order. He and his sons have been pro-

minently identified with the Cambridge Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation, of which Mr. A. S. Campkin has been President. If

elected, Mr. Campkin will be an addition to the number of

chemists on the Council who have learnt in iiublic life how
public business should be conducted. He is fifty-six years

of age.

Mr. Albert Cooper, of South Kensington, is well known as

the proprietor of one of the best dispensing businesses in

London. For all that, he sympathises very strongly with the

P.A.T.A., of which he -was President two years ago. He is

also closely connected with the London Chemists' Association

and the Chemists' Defence Association. His speeches on the

Council have been for the most part in connection with the

Benevolent Fund, in which Mr. Cooper takes a very deep

interest. He is sixty-two years of age, and was first elected at

the memorable election of 1900, which brought much new
blood to the Council.

Mr. W. Gowen Cross, J. P., of Shrewsbury, has been a

member of the Council for seventeen years, during three of

which he was Vice-President. In addition, he is an Aldennan

of his Town Council, and has " passed the chair," being Mayor
in 1895. He is convinced that in order to get the help of the

Privy Council, that department musfc be shown that the

Pharmaceutical Society is "in dead earnest." Mr. Cross is

fifty-four years of age, and was one of the witnesses before

the Departmental Committee, of which his namesake was so

]n'ominent a member. As a representative of an agricultural

<li«trict, Mr. W. G. Cross was able to give particularly valu-

able evidence.

Mr. William L. Currie, of Glasgow, like Mr. Campkin, has

stood for the Council before, and was for many years a memtber

(jf the Executive of the North British Branch, being Vice-

Chainnan of that body for four years. Mr. Currie has been

President of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Pharmaceutical

Association for more than ten years, and is now Chairman of

the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations. Mr.

Currie, who is forty-five years of age, seeks to increase the

Scottish representation in Bloomsbury Square, and it is hoped

that fhe " splitting " of the Scottish vote will not result in

the exclusion of Mr. Currie, who has a very strong following,

not by any means confined to Glasgow or even Scotland.

Mr. Walter Hills, of Oxford Street, London, is a gentleman

iibout whom little can be said that is not perfectly well known
to readers of the Society's Journal. Elected in 1881, Mr.

Hills has sat on the Council ever since, and he was chosen

President on the retirement of Mr. Carteighe in 1896. Mr.

Hills was a member of the Committee on Poisons, and his

Minority Report has earned the universal commendation of

pharmacists, since he protested strongly that the Majority

Report was not justified by the evidence before the Commit-
tee. He was born in 1847, and his vote and influence are

usually cast in favour of a cautious and well-considered policy,

rather than on the side of those who cherish more or less

visionary projects of reform.

Mr. James Paterson, of Aberdeen, received over 1,000 votes

when he stood for the Coiuicil at the election in 1901. Mr. Pater-

son then stated that he thought the company pharmacy problem
had not been tackled so boldly as it might have been. Mr.
Paterson has performed a vast amount of public work as a

member of the Aberdeen Town Council and the Kincardine-

shire County Council, also as a Harbour Commissioner and
magistrate. For several years he sat on the Executive of the

I

North British branch. He is deeply interested in the subject

' of pharmaceutical education, and in his election address two
i years ago stated that he thought it the duty of the Council to

found a comprehensive system of provincial education, and to

obtain financial assistance from the Government in carrying it

j

out. Mr. Paterson favours a compulsory curriculum.

Mr. David Storrar, J. P., Kirkcaldy, was trained in the

shop of which he is now proprietor, and at which he has

canned on business for over forty years. He was with Mr.

,

Peter Squire in Oxford for a short time before he succeeded

j
tt) liis 25resent (business, whTch is one of the oldest in the

"kingdom of Fife." Mr. Storrar has been on the Council for

thirteen yeai's. and for the last two years has been the only

Scotch member, but represents provincial retail pharmacy.

{

He is an advocate for cliange of representation upon the

I

Council, to promote healthy circulation of opinion, and both

J

at the last election and this has only offered himself as a can-

didate to assist in retaining a Scottisih element on the Council.

He hopes that one or more of the other Scottish candidates will

be returned on this occasion, so as to allow of his retirement

i

later. Mr. Storrar is sixty-three years of age, has filled a

' number of public and municipal offices at Kirkcaldy, and has

;
gained distinction as Major and iLieut. -Colonel of the 1st Fife

1
Artillery VoTunteers.

Dr. Charles Symes,' of Liverpool, had a seat on the Council

from 1879 to 1888, and again from 1896 down to the present

time. He has been President of the British Pharmaceutical

Conference and (thrice) of the Liverpool Chemists' Associa-

tion. Dr. 'Symes was born in 1840, in Somersetshire. He has

been for many years a prolific contributor to a number of

literary and scientific societies. On the Council he has alway.'s

shown a great interest in educational matters : he is particu-

larly wishful to see the "Minor" divided, and -feels convinced

that the Council possesses powers to divide it.

Mr. John Taylor, of Bolton, Lanes., who is forty-seven years

of age, was first elected to the Council of the Phai-maceutical

Society in 1900, when he secured e'lection by the narrow

margin of one vote. A short time previously, in February of

that year, Mr. Taylor read an exhaustive paper before the Man-

chester Pharmaceutical Association on the "Outlook in Phar-

macy," which attracted a great deal of attention at the time.

Mr. Taylor carried on business in his own name at Bolton

from 1879 to 1902, since which time he has been a travelling

representative of a well-known firm of photographic manufac-

turers. He has thus particularly good opportunities of getting

into touch with the rank and file of retail chemists and

druggists.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE COUNCIL, 1903.
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Mr. Richard C. Walshaw is tlie Divisional Secretary for

Huddersfield and the Colne Valley division of Yorkshire, and
President of the Huddersfield Chemists' Association and of

the West Riding Federation of Chemists' Associations. Mr.
Walshaw is forty-one years of age, and a Yorkshireman by birth.

His view.s on. the more pressing questions in the phai-maceutical

politics of the day have already been expounded to numerous
audiences in Yorkshire.

Mr. 'A. C. Wootton first secured election to the Council as

one of the new members at the hard-fought election in 1900,

when, with Mr. Cooper and Mr. Taylor, he was recommended
by Mr. Glyn-Jones' sympathisers to the electorate. Mr.
Wootton, who is fifty-nine years of age, was for thirty years
editor of the Chemist and Druggist. "W nat Mr. Wootton
does not know of the chequered history of pharmaceutical
politics during the last thirty-five years may safely be said
to be not worth knowing.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly andconcisely on one side of the paper only and must be- authenticated bythe names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken ofanonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery allcommunications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbuvy Squkre
J-iOnaorit W.C,

The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

Granted the necessity for the amendment of the Act of 1868,
it seems a pity to introduce unnecessary contentious matter. A
clause which insists upon a complete board of qualified, or,
rather, registered, chemists is bound to be fought with con-
siderable fierceness. So far as oonc«rn.s. the practice of com-
pany pharmacy, it is generally considered that these large con-
cerns are here for good, and must be recognised, the main
objects of the Phannacy Acts, viz., the safety and protection
of the wublic, being safeguarded by the provision of a qualified
manager in each branch. In the largest and best-known of
these companies it is well known that this provision is, and has
been for years and years, made, and made to an extent alto-
gether foreign to the usual practice of chemists and druggists.
Further, it would be easy to prove to any body of unprejudiced
men that the interests of the public are considered and safe-
guarded to the ifullest extent, and in such matters the well-
regulated company pharmacy, with its relays of qualified men,
must, in the nature of things, compare very favourably with the
establishments of persons who have merely a staff of youths, or
whose assistance is only dntermiittent andl quite irregular. There
are other matters which it would be quite ea.sv to mention,
knowing the facts, where the company phannacy comes out
with great advantage, but 1 don't want to write with the object
of getting np a controversy. Discussions on company phaa--
ma<jy usually are all one-sided. On the one side are the people
who know, and on the other those, who do n(?t know and the
people to whom " the wish is father to the thought." I should
prefer to put the question seriously, whether some understand-
ing could not be arrived at between the conflicting parties,
mutual concessions and compromises which would lead to a fairi
if not satisfactory, issue. I am in a position to see and hear
both sides of the question, and would ask seriously why—the
practice of phannacy by companies being taken as unassailable
—some compromise could not be arrived at? Unless great cai-e
1.S exercised, we shall be making ourselves ridiculous over addi-
tion.s to the Poisons Schedule. Fancy labelling a powder con-
taining three grains of antifebrin " poison " ! or one with a
little caffeine citrate and antifebrin mixed. This is a reductio
ad ahsurdvm which will reflect little credit upon us as a reason-
able body of men. The indiscriminate use of the word
"" poison " is lamentable ; we label arsenic poison, and we label

morphia and ipecac, lozenges similarly. The word does not, it

seems to me, convey the same impression it used to do. If we
are to label a simple headache powder " poison," it would be
only logical to put the same signification on the whisky bottle

!

Cannot we hit upon some qualification of the word whicii will

better suit the needs of these comparatively harmless medicines ''.

Speaking generally, the restrictions on and regulations regard-
ing the sale of poisons are ample. What is wanted is some
hold on the purchaser. The blue-fluted bottje, distinguishable

by touch, loses its value if we are unable to ensure that the

poison is retained therein.

March 26, 1903. ' Thiety Years' Chemi.st '"

{188/47).

Chemists and Nurses.
I endorse the remarks of " Fair Play " as to nurses' inter-

ference in charges for sick-room requisites, and think certain

wholesale houses are responsible, as nurses have been charged

cheaper rates than a chemist would have to pay. The social

position of nurses is above that of chemists in Government
hospitals, if not oflScially, certainly in practice, as a head

dispenser of years' standing testifies. The snubbing endured

at the handls of some medical officers makes it a grievance

chemists cannot be more independent. In fact, the dispensary

seems to be subsidiary to everything else, instead of holding

a position equal to any of them. I sold an Ingram enema to a

qualified nurse, who returned it with the complaint it would

not work at all. jOn examining it I found the vulcanite tube

fixed on the wrong end, and surprised her when I proved its

perfect condition on the alteration being made. As to high

charges, nursing institutions look after their own interests, and

do not study the pockets of families when sending out meinbei s

of the staff. I engaged a nurse for my wife, but removal to

hospital in two days released the nurse, for which a week's

charges were made ; but nurse was immediately sent to another

case. The nurse, a* such, was sympathetic and skilful, but I

took her place during the night, and kept up the clinical record

and dieting, etc., without making any error. Fair and re-

munerative (not excessive) charges are perfectly justifiable, and

it is a pity that nurses and even doctors cannot be taught to

respect them.

March 30, 1903. "A. S." (189/43).

Early Flowers.

The spring-like weather which we have had for already a con-

siderable period this year has produced marvellous effects on

plant life in, at least, certain parts of Derbyshire, and vegeta-

tion is quite a month in advance of what it has been in previous

years. With your permission I should like to enumerate the

variety of specimens I was glad to notice in the course of a

country ramble last week-end. It may give a useful idea, to

those wishful of making a commencement of this delightful

hobby, of what may now be looked for :

—

Saxifraga tridactylites,

Cheiranthus cheiri (apparently thoroughly wild), Empetrum
nigrum (on the moors—-both male and female flowers), Ulex

europcBus, Bumex acetosella, Erophila vulgaris, Veronica

hederu-folia, V. agrestis, Cerastiuin glomeratum, Tussilago

farfara, Eanunculus ficaria, Anemone nemorosa, Vinca minor,

Oxalis acetosella, Primula vulgaris, Chrysosplenium altemi-

folium, C. oppositifolium, Merctirialis perennis, Adoxa moschatel-

Una (growing in the moist hedgebanks luxuriantly), Cardamine
hirsuta, Nepeta glechoma, liibes grossularia, Potentilla fragari.

astrum. Taraxacum officinale, Lamium album, L. purpureum^

Caltha palitstris, Petasites vulgaris, Taxus baccata, Abies larix,

Corylus avellana, Aliius glutinosa, Populus tremula, P. nigra^

Ulmus campestris, Salix caprea, and a variety of mosses and
liverworts.

Sheffield, April 1, 1903. N. S. Goodtee.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.
Wecln€sday, April 1, 1903, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme,

President, in the chair. The otlier members of Council present

were Messrs. Allen (Vice-President), Atkins (Treasurer). Car-

eiglie. Cooper, Corder, Cross, Gifford, Harrison. Hills, Robin-

son, Savory, Symes, Woottou, and Young. Mr. Glyn-Jones

arrived aiter the public business had been transacted.

The Secbetaby read the minutes of the March meeting,

and of the Special Meeting of the Council held on March 20,

which were confirmed.

The Pkesident said he had received a letter from Mr.
Park, regretting his inability to be present, owing to an im-

portant engagement.

Election of Members.
The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected " Members" of the Society :
—

Barclay, Robert Wilson; Moffat
Barlow, Franklin ; Eastbourne
Battle, John Scoley ; Lincoln
Bonner, Clifford G. ; London
Bosward, G. G. ;

Bishop Auckland
Clark, Alexander John; Edinburgh
Clarke, H. J. ; Norton-on-Tees
Coe, Hedley ; Bath
Cook, George R. ; Cleethorpes
Crawford, Andrew; Greenock
Cnlbert, William Spence ; Glasgow
Cuttle, Arthur E. ; Scarborough
Docker, .Tames ; Greenock
Duke, Alexander C. ; Willesden
Eaton, Harry Oswald ; Leeds
Farquhar, J. McKelvie ; Greenock
Florance, John Draper ; Hanwell
Fordham, Sidney H. ; Oxted
France, Hugh A. ; Krugersdorp
Fraser, Alexander ; Forres
<3ower, Herbert C. A. ; Bungay
Grant, Peter ; Battersea
Hall, Arthur ; Leytonstone
Hallam, Albert E. ; Wandsworth
Haynes, Alexander ; Derby
Hendry, Simon; Inverness
Jones, Henry David ; Brompton
Lyall, David W. ; Camberwell
Macdougall, Dugald ; Greenock
Macintyre, Archibald C. ; Greenock
MacLennan, Roderick ; Edinburgh
McCowan, John ;

Glasgow

McNeill, John Lucas ; Greenock
Michie, Lawrence P. : Paisley
Millhouse, Edward; Gravesend
Newboult, Robert : Cheadle Hulme
Owen. William ; Islington
Padwick, William G. ; Mottingham
Pattinson, William ; Hexham
Plumley, Herbert James ; Bristol
Raper, Edward ; Hampstead
Ray, William Frederic ; Fleet
Rees, Arthur Howell ; London
Robinson, Albert; Atherton
Robson, Nicholas White ; Hexham
Scorgie, Alexander; Glasgow
Skidraore, James S. ; Nantwich
Skinner, Ernest P. ; Cape Town
Slight, Franklin ; Nottingham
Smith, George William ; Oakham
Smith, H. G. ; Downham Market
Still, David Usborne ; Woolwich
Stott, Oswald Barker ; London
Taylor, Archibald ; Greenock
Taylor, William S. ; Inverurie
Troup, William, jun., Rhynie
Walker, George John ; Lincoln
Wanless, Fredk. A. ; South Shields
Watson, William A. ; Inverness
White, John Alexander

; Edinburgh
Willis, Francis Edward ; Lee
Willson, Harry Briggs

; Rugby
Wilson, Matthew ; Greenock
Wright, Walter ; Brixton

Wright, William Bruce ; Greenock

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions for

the current year, were elected " Student-Associates " of the

Society :

—

1 Hur.st, Harold 0. ; High Ackworth
I

Jones, Arthur L. ; Liverpool
!
Love, William Landels

; Kirkcaldy
I
Lovegrove, 6. E., jun. ; New Barnet
Sharp, E. J. ; Melton Mowbray

Boyle, Joseph ; Glasgow
Clegg, Stanley Hazell

; Wantage
Eaton, Walter

;
Brigg

Etchells, Herbert H. ; Chepstow
Flood, Arthur

;
Brockley

Gardam, William John ; Ripon
Harpham, Frank ;

Nottingham
Hipkin, E. A. ; Barton-on-Humber

Targett, Edgar James ; Bolton
Ventham, Alfred John : Devizes
Wiglesworth, Michael Henry

; Blyth
Williams, Thomas D. ; Camberley

Several persons were restored to membership of the Society

upon payment of the current year's subscription.

Restorations to Register.

The names of the following persons who have made the

required declaration and jsaid the restoration fee of one guinea

were restored to the Register of Chemists and Druggists :

—

Edward Dunmore, 47, Hamlet Court Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
'Stephen Wright Harrison, 154, High Road, ChiswiCK, W.
John McCowan, 176, Castle Street, Glasgow.
George Whyte, 1, Strand, Southampton.

Letter From a Divisional Secretary.

The Pbesident said that while dealing with the election of

members lie would like to say that the Secretary had received

a letter from Lieut. John Gibson, Divisional Secretary for

Hexham, who pointed out that of eighteen registered che-

mists in his district seventeen were members of the Phar-
maceutical Society. Mr. Gibson thought that was a good
liing, not only for the members, but also for the Society. He

iihe Presidi-nt) thought the Council was greatly indebted
to Mr. Gibson for the trouble he had taken in the interests

of the Society. He might also say that as the outcome of the
meetings held by the Secretary and Mr. Chater, and Mr.
.J. Rutherford Hill, in different parts of the country, it" was
veiy gratify, ng to find that a number of persons had sent

hp their names for election as members. He thought the

thanks of the Council were due to Mr. Gibson, and that his

example might well be followed 'by Divisional Secretaries in

other districts.

Report on the Examinations in London.

The Secbetaey i~6ad a letter from the Privy Council, with

which was enclosed Dr. Thomas Stevenson's report to the Pr'vy

Council on the examinations of the Society held in London dur-

ing the year ending March 31, 1903. (See P. J., March 21,

1903, p. 434.)

Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee included the following

figures :
—

£ s. d.

Balance in March 2,588 10 4

Receipts 4,445 19 10

7,054 10 2

Payments during March 2,439 6 4

4,595 3 10

Payments to the amount of £1,563 14s. Id. for the current

month were recommended.
The Pbesident, in moving that the report and recommen-

dations of the Finance Committee be received and adopted,

said the receipts were veiy large, but that was not unusual at

this time of the year, the amount ibeing made up largely of

fees for examinations and subscriptions of members of the

Society. He wished to direct attention to the fact that the

Council had received the sum of £10 10s. from the Committee

of the Pharmacy Club, and he thought the thanks of the

Council were due to the Pharmacy Club for sending such a

donation each year.
.

Mr. Giffobd seconded the motion.

Mr. WooTTON said there was one point in the Benevolent

Fund account for the past year to which he would like atten-

tion directed. It would appear, from a casual glance at the

account, that there was a balance in hand of £59 7s. lOd.,

but on the other side of the account the sum of £159 6s.

showed as owing to the donations and legacies, thus leaving

the Fund practically £100 short. He thought it should be

understood that the Benevolent Fund was £100 short of what
had been expended during the year, as the amount of £159

should be added to the accumulated fund.

Mr. HiLL.s said he thought the matter to which Mr. Woot-
ton had directed attention would furnish the President with

an excellent opportunity of explaining the position of the

Benevolent Fund at the annual meeting.

Mr. Cbos.s said this was not tlie first time that the Council

had been indebted to the Legacy Fund when the Benevolent

Fund receipts had fallen short of the expenditure.

Mr. Robinson suggested tliat it might be explained in the

annual report that while the financial statement in connection

with the Benevolent Fund showed a balance of £59, that was
not really so, as there was a sum of £159 due to the accumu-

lated fund.

Mr. Atkins thought a note to that effect was necessary,

particularly as during the present year the Council would have

to make a special api>eal on behalf of the Benevolent Fund.

The report and recommendations of I he Committee were

then adopted.
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Benevolent Fund Committee
The report of this Committee included the recommendation

of grants to the amount of £74 in the following cases:—
A member and subscriber (76) (Exeter).
A registered chemist and druggist (58) (Richmond, Sur-

rey).

The wido^r (71) of a chemist and druggist, who has had
previous grants (Medstead).
A foriner associate and subscriber (52) (Sheffield).

The wido\\- (67) of a chemist and druggist, who has had;
previous grants (Edgbaston).
The widow of a member and subscriber (73). who has

had previous grants rriiorne Levels).
Two cases were deferred for further consideration, and five

cases were not entertained. The death was reT^orted of Mrs.
Martha Jones, of Liverpool, on March 7, aged 80, who was
elected an annuitant on the Fund in 1903.

The V'ioe-Peesident moved, it was seconded by Mr.
Atkins, and carried, that the report and recommendations of
the Benevolent Fund Committee he received and adopted.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.
Tlie following report was .submitted by this Conmiittee :—

The Committee met on Wednesday, IVLirch 11, 1903.
The usual monthly statements respecting the Society's
Libraries and !Museums in London and in Edinburgh were
received, and 2>articulars of these are published in the
Pharmaceutical Journal for March 14, 1903.

School.
Professors Green and Greenish attended. Professor

Wynne was unable to attend, owing to illness. The report
of the School Staff respecting the' Board of Phai-macy at the
London Lfniversity wa.s deferred. On the suggestion of the
School Staff, the Committee a^ecommends that the school
prizes be distributed towards the end of June in each year,
instead of at the inaugural sessional meeting in October.
It was also recommended that at the termination of Mr.
Fantham's engagement, at the end of the Ea.ster vacation,
Mr. Cart, one of the Bell Scholars, be asked, .subject to his
passing tlie Major Examination in April, to undertake the
duties for the remainder of tlie session ; and tliat an
honorarium be paid to him for his services.

The following an-angements were ordered in regard to
the Easter vacation :—^Tlie Library and Museum will be
closed from 2 p.m. on Thursday. April 9, until 9 a.m. on
Tuesday, April 14. The office will be closed from 5 p.m.
on Thursday, April 9, until 9 a.m. on Tuesday, April 14.

The School will be closed on Saturday, March 28, until
9 a.m. on Wednesday, April 15.

House.
A report from Messrs. Parkinson and S'on was submitt-ed,

recommending the painting of the outside front of tJ e
Society's premises and other necessai-y work. The Com-
mittee, after discussion, ordered the work to be done, -sub-

ject to the appi-oval of the President and Vice-President in
regard to certain deta,ils.

A letter from the electrical engineer (Mr. Nettley) wa.s
read, stating that the number of lights (namely. 200), for
which he had undertaken the maintenance for £10 a year,
liad now been considerably exceeded, and would be a'dded
to shortly. He applied for a proportionate increase in the
amount paid to him for maintenance. The Committee
recommends that the payment made on this account be
increased to £15 a je'-iT.

The Committee recommends fliat Mr. Carteighe be re-
appointed as the representative of the Society on the Com-
mittee of Management of the Chelsea Physic Garden.

AxNTTAL Report.
The preparation of the draft annual report was left in the

hands of the President.

Rese.vrch.
Professor Greenish repoited on tlie work now proceeding

in the Research Laboratory.
A letter from one of the Society's representatives on the

Pharmacopoeia Conference was considered, and the further
consideration of the subject matter was defen-ed until the
next meeting. The next meeting of the Committee was
arranged to take place on April 7.

The President, in commenting on the report of the
Committee, referred to the recommendation of the School

Staff that the scliool prizes be distributed in June, instead of
as heretofore in October. He pointed out that hitherto it has
been found that in October some of the prize-winners were
frequently many miles away, and thus were not able to be
present to receive their awards; also the October meeting
was really the occasion for the inaugural sessional address to
the new .students. While there might be some disadvantages
in having two meetings instead of only one, it was thought
advisable that the prizes should be distributed in June. He
moved that the report and recommendations of the Libraiy
Committee be received and adopted.

Mr. Walter Hills seconded the motion.

Mr. Atkins endorsed the President's remarks about the
distribution of the prizes in June. It had been a misfortune

that at the October meeting so many of the recipients of

prizes were unable to attend to receive their prizes. He
thought that fact seemed for the moment to imply that the

receipt of a medal or a certificate was not very valuable. If

the prizes were distributed in June he thought it would give

greater prominence to the delivery of the inaugural address.

Dr. Stmes said he supposed the advisability of painting tlie

outside of the Society's House each year had been carefully

considered by the Committee.

The President said the matter had been considered, and it

was thought advisable to paint the outside each year ratlier

than every three years.

The motion was carried.

Ttie Worit of the Butt Scholars.

The following reports were submitted by Professor Henry G.

Greenisli, Dean of the School of Pharmacy :
—

Report Upon the Work Done in the Ph-usmact
Research Laboratory by Mr. W. H. Lenton, Butt
Scholar :

—
The subject selected was an inquiry into the rate at

which, under varying conditions, some of the official dmgs
ai'e exhausted in the preparation of fluid extracts or similar

preparations. The drug first operated upon was coca

leaves. It was percolated with the official menstruum,
using, however, varying quantities of this for the purpose
of moistening before packing. The percolate was received

in fractions, the specific gravity was determined, and the

assay made as thought desirable. Theoretical considerar

tions would indicate that the less the quantity of

menstruum used for moistening, the more rapid would l>e ^'

the exhaustion of the dnig. In practice, however, it ap-

peared that the smallest quantity of menstruum was not

best adapted for rapid exliaustion"of the drug, even though
the percolation could be satisfactorily carried out. The
official quantity is much too large, and the process must

^

be design ited veiy imperfect. It appears, from the experi- "

.

ments made, that tliere is an optimum in the quantity ot

menstruum used for moistening, which must be ascertained

by experiment. The method of exhaustion by pi^essure-

niaceration was also contrasted with that of percolation, but

although in this particular case the conditions were ui;- .

usually favourable, the method showed but a very slight ..

improvement over that by percolation. During these ex-

periments the necessity of an automatic means of arresting ^
percolation when definite quantities of percolate had been

^

obtained became evident, and after some experiments a ,1

simple but efficient apparatus was devised. Cimicifuga wa.<

the next drug experimented on. In this case the smallest

quantity of menstruum thuit would bring the drug into

•I condition suitable for packing proved to be the best for

extraction ; it was. however, much smaller than that used

for coca leaves. Here, also, the official method jnovefl to

be verv imperfect. Pressure-maceration yielded a less

favourable result. Aconite root was then operated upon

as for the production of aconite liniment. In tliis case,

as in that of coca, the smallest amount of menstruum did

not produce the most favourable result. There is an opti-

mum that can be determined by experiment. This drug

yields at least the greater part of its alkaloid with remai'k-

able facilitv. so that the official method, although, pharma-

ceuticallv. " almost unworkable, yields, in regard to the

exhaustion of the drug, fairly favourable results. The
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results of these experiments invite iuvestigation with other

chugs. I hope to be able to prosecute the inquiry, which
will be materially aided by the experience gained during

the foregoing experiments.

Repobt on the Wobk Done by Mr. A. G. C. Patersox,
Butt Scholar :

—
The General Medical Council having expressed a wish

for information concerning the percentage ash of crude
drugs and their p6wdei-s, regarded -is a, test of their purity,

it was considered desirable that a further atldition should

be made to the investigations that have already been car-

ried out in the Phai'macy Research Laboratoiy on this sub-

ject. Ipecacuanha root vvas selected for examination and
a number of samples representing the various qualities of

the dnig and some of the substitutes that appear on the

market were collected. It was decided to extend the exami-

iwtion to the determination of the moisture and of the per-

centage of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid. The deter-

minations were, with very few exceptions, made in dupli-

cate and the conclusions drawn from the means of concor-

dant assays. Tlie results have shown that in this drug, as

in senna leaves, capsicum fruits, and, to a certain extent,

cardamom seeds, the percentage of ash does not afford any
.satisfactoiy criterion of the purity or quality of ipecac-

uanha root or the powder prepared from it. Comj)aratively

little variation was found m the amount of ash j'ielded by
the various roots or stems examined, whether of genuine

iljecacuanha or of substitutes, of ipecacuanha roots or

^tems. The percentage of ash insoluble in hydrochloric

icid shows, as might be expected, greater variation. Many
hales of ipecacuanha, especially the Cai'thagena variety,

contain much dust and dirt. Such roots yield a rather high

ash, much of which is insoluble in hydrochloric acid. A
high figure for the ash insoluble in acid indicates in all

probability a dusty root. As, however, this du.st and dirt

can be, and sometimes is, removed by a process of cleaning

or washing, it is evident that the ash can be reduced so as

to fall within normal limits. The quantity of morsture con-

tained in the root and in commercial samples of powdered
ipecacuanha showed little variation. The yield of ash

proving practically valueless for the purpose of establishing

the good quality or freedom from adulteration of powdered
ipecacuanha, other means must be sought for attaining this

object. They are to be looked for in the microscopical

examination of the powder and in the deteimination of the

quantity and composition of the alkaloid contained in it.

The microscopical charactei-s of ipecacuanha root and its

sTiBstitutes have been sufficiently examined. It is evident

from such investigations that Carthagena ipecacuanha is

the only one which cannot be distinguished with sufficient

accuracy from the Brazilian root. In view of the fact that

the former is excluded from the official description, the

inability to distinguish tlie two varieties is important, and
points to the desirabilty of a sufficiently simple and accurate

process for the determination of each of the two principal

alkaloids present.

The President moved, and it was seconded by Mr. Hills

and carried, that the reports on the work of the Butt Scholars

'dopted.

Appointment of Divisional Officers.

The following were appointed Divisional £<eeretaries of the

Society for the divisions specified :

—

Burton, P. H Bethnal Green (S.W.).
Barnard, A. P Bethnal Green (N.E.).
Pembleton, F. P Derbv.
Westmacott, G. L Manchester (N.W.).
Lewis, D Salford (W.).
Baily, E Kent, Lsle of Thanet.
Jackson, D Wednesbury.

Journal Committee.

i'he following report was submitted by the Journal Com-
Tiiittee :

—
The Committee reports that it has consulted with Mr.

Humphrey in regard to matters affecting the Journal. A
letter from Messrs. Wnimer and Co., with •stimate and
samples of paper for the Journal, was submitted to the Com-
mittee, and also a communication from Mes.srs. Saunders
and Son, Limited, on th-e .same subject. The Committee

recommends that the contract for the twelve months from
July 1 next be placed in the hands of Messrs. Saunders and
iSon, Limited.

The President moved, and it was carried, that the report

and recommendations of the .Journal Committee be received

and adopted.

Nominations for Council and Auditors.

The Secretary reported that there had been sixteen nomina-

tions for the S3ven vacant seats on the Council. The follow-

ing eleven nominees had expressed their willingness to accept

office if elected :—

Campkin, Algernon S Cambridge.
Cooper, Albert London.
Cross, W. Gowen Shrewsbury.
Currie, William L Glasgow.
Hills, Walter London.
Paterson, James Aberdeen.
Storrar, David Kirkcaldy.
Symes, Charles Liverpool.

Taylor, John Bolton,
Walshaw, Richard Carnelly .. Huddersfield.

Wootton, Alfred Charles .... London.

The following five had not expressed their willingness to

accept office :

—

EwiNG, James Laidlaw Edinburgh.
Idris, Thomas Howell W London.
Jones, Robert Haselwood .... London.
Maben, Thomas Glasgow.
Mackenzie, James Edinburgh.

Three other nominations were invalid on account of the

nominees not having complied with the conditions set forth in

Bye-Law 3 of Section 5.

The Secretary reported that he had received the following

five nominations for Auditors, and that all the nominees had

expressed willingness to accept office if elected :

—

Butt, Edward Northway London.
Hodgkinbon, Charles London.
Lescheh, Frank Harwood London.
Umnky, Charles London.
Y.\tes, Francis London.

Dr. Symes asked whether it was not advisable to state the

grounds upon which the three nominations referred to were

invalid.

The Secret.^ry said the subscriptions luad not been paid.

Dr. Symes thought it would be a good thing to state that,

as it might induce members to send up their subscriptions

earlier.

The Secretary pointed out that, under the new Bye-laws,

both the nominator and the nominee must have paid their

subscriptions ; it might occasionally happen that, while, the

nominator had paid his subscription, the nominee had not.

School Prizes Examination.

The Secretary read the report of the School Prizes Exami-

nation, which had been received from the Dean of the Schoo'

of Pharmacy, and stated that the General Purposes Committee

recommended that the prizes be awarded to the successful

competitors.

The President moved, and it was seconded by Mr. Hills

and carried, that on the recommendation of the General Par-

poses Committee, the following awards be made in respect of

the School of Pharmacy Prizes Examination: —
BOTANY,

Silver Medal A. Trentham Maw.
(

Nora Renouf.
Certificates of Honour -: -p^,,,! I A. Norman Hirst.

( ( Bernard Collitt.

_ CHEMISTRY.
Silver Medal Bernard Collitt.

f J. Trevor Cart.
Certificates of Honour

, ^_ Norman Hirst.
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REVENUE ACCOUNT, 1902.
EXPENDITURE

To Annuities . . . . .
."

Carriage of Books and Parcels.

.

Certificates of Death
Examinations :

—

Minor and Major :
—

Fees to Examiners and Travelling Ex-
penses

Refreshments
Apparatus, Drugs, Chemicals, Print-

ing, and sundry charges

£
500
10
22

England
and Wales.
£ n. d.

1729 14 10
80 18 2

Scotland.

£
703
40

391 4 10 116 15 6

2201 17 10 860 6 6

2201 17 10
England and Wales . . .

.

Gas, Electric Light, Water. Coal, Cleaning Materials, etc
House Servants—Wages
Journal: Balance of account . . .. ..

Law Costs .

.

Library :—Librarian's Salary
Purchase and Binding of Books
Library Association Meeting .

.

Museum :—
Curator's Salary . . . .

Assistant's Wages and Sundry Expenses for
Bottles, etc

North British Branch :

—

Assistant Secretary and Clerk—Salary
Taxes and Insurance .. .. ...

Members of Executive —Travelling Expenses, etc.

Repairs to Building
Fuel, Light, Water, Cleaning, Service, and Miscel-
laneous Expenses . . . .

Evening and other Meetings ..

Postage :—General
Journal . . . . . .

1367 10 Q

552 14 10

391 15 1

Register—Balance of Account
Rent, Taxes, and Insurance..
Premium on Leasehold Redemption Policies .

.

Repairs and Alterations
Electric Service and Fittings
Salaries Secretary and Registrar, and Clerks
School of Pharmacy:—

Stipends of Professors and Share of Fees .

.

Lecturer, Assistant Lecturer, and Demonstrators,
and Wages of Porters

Apparatus, Chemicals, Specimens for Lecture
Classes, Prize Medals, Certificates, and printing
and posting prospectuses

Stationery, Engi-aving, Printing and Office Expenses
Calendar:—Balance of Account ..

Sundries . . .... . .

Restoration of Pictures
Cost of conducting Scholarships Examinations
Medals—Council and Herbarium Prizes
Subscriptions of Delegates to Sanitary Institute and Institute of

Public Health
Travelling Expenses—Council and Committees
Refreshments for Council
Pharmacopoeia Research Committee
Local Organisation Expenses :—Meetings, etc. .

.

Teleiihone Service

Balance added to Accumulated Funds

3062 4 4
417 16 1

294 18 0
1360. 19 4

422 2 2

266 2 10

263 5 11

844 9 6

421 6 10

541 12 6

883 19 0
53 6 10

1107 15 5
20 15 0

839 4 3
128 2 6

1151 4 1
115 4 7

1595 4 0

2311 19 11

312 15 6
119 3 6
21 7 4
21 15 0
19 5 1

3 9 6

5 5 0
383 19 8
38 4 9
89 4 &
11 1 0
21 0 0

16306 14 1
1104 8 7

£17,411 2 8

By Examination Fees :—

1588 Minor

98 Major

INCOME. £ s. d.

. . 9035 14 0

262 11 0

9299 5 0
116 Registration Pees as Apprentices or Students 243 12 0

Restoration Fees 12 12 0

9555 9 •
Interest on Investments:—

Ground Rents .145 14 g

Rent of 15, Bloomsbury Square 182 0 2

327 14 i
Library—Legacy, from the late William Martindale for pur-

chase of books 17 19

School Fees 1175 jj 5

Subscriptions :

—

5295 Members 5559 15 q

619 Student-Associates 324 19 6

liife Subscriptions 451 10 0

6336 4 6-

£17,411 2 8

BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1902.

LIABILITIES.
Sundry Creditors
Examination Fees in Advance
School Fees in Advance .

.

Accumulated Fund as on December 31, 1901
Add Balance of Revenue Account as above

s. d.

35572 13
1104 8

£
1299
2194
666

3
7
-36677 1 10

£40,836 9 5

ASSETS. £ i.

By Freehold Ground Rents at Paddington Green, at cost 5551 5
Freehold House in Edinburgh .. .. ,, . . 193110

„ „ Additional Building . . ., . . 3111 4

*Leasehold Premises :—
Galen Place „ .. 10606 10

15 and 16, Bloomsbury Square. . .. ,. • . 9527 5

17, Bloomsbury Square and 72 and 73, Great
Russell Street, valued at

Sundry Debtors
Cash :

—

In Treasurer's hands
London and Westminster Bank
Chairman of Executive in Scotland

49 8
2230 10

4 17

£ *. i.

5000 0 0
-35727 IS »

2823 16 10

2284 16 11

£40,836 9 5

The above assefs are exclusive of a Museum and a Library, as well as Furniture and Fittings, in London and Edinburgh. Tlie copyright of the

Phabmaceutical Jodenal is also not included.

* Note,—The leases of these properties are insured under a Capital Redemption Fund for £25,000.

li
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3ENEVQLENT FUND.
EXPENDITURE.

[•o Annuities
Grants
Interest on Loan :—

From the Orphan Fund
From London and Westminster Bank .

.

Stationery, Printing, and Postage .

.

J'urohase of Fencing at Shortlands .

.

REVENUE
£

1947 10
915 8

35 0
360 0
40 15
5 0

ACCOUNT, 1902.
d.

I

, INCOME.
C I By Subscriptions
0 I

Ground Rents
[

Dividends
0 I Donations and Legacies
0 I Rent of " The Elms," Strawberry Hill

£ «.

1592 6
1340 2

148 7
159 6
122 19

Balance Added to Accumulated Funds
3303 13 5

59 7 10

£3363 1 3 £3363 1 3

BALANCE
LIABILITIES.

?o Loan :

—

Orphan Fund..
London and Westminster Bank

London and Westminster Bank-
Balance on Current Account

Mscomalated Funds as per Balance Sheet, December
31, 1901

Add Balance of Revenue Account

SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1902.
ASSETS.

£ s. il. By Freehold Ground Rents at :—

1000 6 6 Battersea

9000 0 0 Broomwood Park
West Kensington
Shortlands, Kent10000 0 0

117 17 3

34582 14 11
59 7 10

34642 2 9

£ s.

12213 0
7454 7

5809 2

8910 13

£ s. <l.

£44,760 0 O

Freehold House at Strawberry Hill . . ,> •

Freehold Land at Shortlands . . . . „ • •

£5000 2J per cent. Consols (cost)

St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railway 4 per
Cent. Bond

Camwal, Ltd :—Ordinary fully-paid up £1 Shares
Preference do.

Sundry Debtors
Annuities paid in Advance
Cash :

—

LondonandWestminsterBank—Donation Account 277 1

Treasurer Current Account 5 IS

34387 2 11

2323 8 0
787 14 6

5470 3 4

100 0
200 0
50 0

650 0
508 15

282 16 2

£44,760 O O

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZE FUNDS ACCOUNT, 1902.
Balance of Income
.January 1, 1902.

Income
1902.

Expenditure.
1902.

Balance
December 31, 1902.

Bell Memorial Scholarships
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.

10 19 11 56 7 4 60 0 0 7 7 3
Pereira and Hills Prize Funds 16 10 4 14 13 2 14 0 9 17 2 9
The Burroughs Scholarship 73 13 3 27 0 0 100 13 3
Manchester Pharmaceutical Association Scholarship 75 17 6 24 9 6 17 0 0 83 7 0
Redwood Memorial Scholarship 156 0 11 17 7 9 20 0 0 153 8 8
Hanbury Memorial Fund 11 8 2 11 0 0 22 8 2
E. Northway Butt Scholarship 150 0 0 150 0 0

ORPHAN FUND.
(Founded by Thohas Hyde Hills, 1891.)

'o London Orphan Asylum for Edwin Bennett
'urohase of £300 2j per Cent. Consols
(alance, December 31, 1902 :—London and Westminster Bank

£
30
282
61

By Balance, Jan. 1, 1902 :—London and Westminster Bank
Subscriptions
Interest on Invested Capital .

.

Interest on ±'1000 lent to the Benevolent Fund

£373 12 9

£ s. d
318 15 9

5 19 6
13 17 6
35 0 0

£373 12 9
The Capital Account of this Fund consists of :— £ s. d.

Two and three-quarters per cent. Consols 655 O O
Amount lent to the Benevolent Fund 1000 O O

?o Annuity
lalance, December 31, 1902 : -London and Westminster Bank

WATERALL LEGACY.
f <i.

24 0 0
16 7 10

£40 7 10

By Balance, January 1, 1902:—London and Westminster Bank
Dividend on £982 14s. lOd. Consols

£ s. d.

13 7 6
27 0 4

£40 7 10

AUDITORS' REPORT.
We, the undersigned Auditors, have examined the foregoing accounts of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, and find them

lorrect. We have inspected the Deeds relating to the House Property and Ground Rents, and also find that there were standing to the
kccount of the Society at the Bank of England, and in the hands of the Society's Bankers, on December 31, 1902, the several securities
lamed in the Balance Sheet of the respective accounts.
In addition to the above, the following Securities were standing to the credit of the Society on December 31, 1902 :

WateraU Legacy
Pereira Memorial Fund m ji-v. j. n i

Bell Memorial Fund Two and three-quarters per cent. Consols

Hanbury Memorial Fund )

Redwood Memorial Fund Great Indian Peninsula Railway Annuity, Class B
HiUs Prize Fund Russian Bonds
Manchester Pharmaceutical Asso- ) Manchester Ship Canal Co. 4 per cent. Debentures. . . . £700 0 0

ciation Scholarship Fund. . . . ) Two and three-quarters per cent. Consols 52 4 6

John Cripps Legacy Account—India 3| per cent. Stock 1702
The Burroughs Scholarship 4 per cent. New Zealand Consolidated Stock

Note.—The above figures refer to the amounts of stock held.

E. NORTHWAY BUTT
F. HARWOOD LESCHER
CHARLES UMNEY

March 24, 1903. FRANCIS YATES

982 14 10
100 0 0

2050 0 0
400 0 0
26 14 3
316 8 0

752 4 6
1702 10 0
720 0 0

- Auditors»
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PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Silver Medal Thomas Llewelyn.

^ ^ , „ ( F. HowABD Moore.
Certificates of Honour

| ^^^^ Rbnouf.

MATERIA MEDICA.
Silver Medal A. Norman Hirst.

J
Thos. Llewelyn.

Certificates of Honour
\ g_ Walmsley.

Proposed Additions to the Poisons Schedule.

The Secretary read a minirte of the General Purposes Com

mittee. appointing the President, Vice-President, Mr. Glyn-

Jones. and Mr. Hills as a sub-committee, to draw up a reso-

lution to add the articles mentioned in the Minority Report of

Mr. Walter Hills to the Poisons Schedule.

The President said, in reference to that paragraph, that

when the General Purposes Committee came to consider the

proposed additions to the Schedule, it was found there were

some little difficulties in the way, and it was thought better

to refer the matter to a small committee, which wa-s expected

to report to the next Committee meeting.

Mr. Robinson said he much regretted the delay in the

matter of the proposed additions to the Poisons Schedule. A
month ago it was only put off on account of the wording of the

proposed additions, and now it was again delayed. He saw

no reason for that delay. He might say that he understood

the second reading of the Phamiacy Bill was also delayed

until May 11.

The Redwood Scholarship.

Mr. Carteighe said he had conferred with the Society's

solicitors with reference to a slight modification of the Red-

wood Scholarship Trust Deed, and the solicitor had drafted a

formal resolution, which, if passed, would enable the Council

to invest the money received from the persons mentioned by

him at a previous meeting, and referred .to in the draft resolu-

tion, together with the interest which had accumulated in

connection with the Redwood Scholarship, amounting alto-

gether to £523 4s. The Redwood Scholarship Fund would

then consist of over £1,100 invested in Great Indian Penin-

sula Railway Stock.

The President then moved, and. it was seconded by tlie Vice-

President, and carried, that the following resolution be entered

upon the minutes of the Council :
—

" That, in the matter of the Trusts of the Indenture

made the 18th MarcJh, 1887, being the Deed of Trust of

tlie Redwood Scholarship, whereas tihe said Indenture con-

tains a clause whereby it is provided that if and so often

as it shall anct may appear to mis Council to be for the

furtherance of the objects of the said Indenture, it shaCi

be lawful for and tbis Council is thereby expressly em-
powered and authorised to alter, vary, or amend the Trusts

thereby declared to Iionour the name of Theophilus Red-
wood. And, whereas, it appears to this Council to be for

the furtherance of the objects of the said Indenture to

alter, vary, or amend the said Trusts in manner hereby
appearuig. Now, therefore, this Council doth hereby
resolve and declare that the words in the said Indentiu-e as

follows :
' Once in eveiy year, or so soon as convenient

thereafter, and if and when a. fit and proper, or the most
fit and proper, recipient for the same, in the opinion of me
said Council, may be found, award the income for a year
received from tlie said Trust Fund, or such part of the

same, or of any accimiulations of income, as the said

Council may in its discretion think proper,' sliall as from
the passing of this resolution be abrogated, and that for

the words so abrogated there shall be substituted words as

follows :
' From time to time when and as the said Coimcii

shall see fit, and if and when a fit and proper, or the most
fit and proper, recipient for the same, in the opinion of the

said Council, mav be found, award the income for a year,

or so much of the income theretofore accrued, received, and
in liand from the said Trust Fund, whether original or

augmented, as the said Council may in its discretion think

proper." And, whereas, for the purpose of and augmen-
tation of the Fund heretofore subject to the trusts of the said

Indenture there have by Michael Carteighe, in the .said

Indenture mentioned, been contributed or collected sums as

follows:—viz., by Michael Carteighe, £100; in the names
of the late F. Baden Benger and of Stauden Paine, £100

;

by Stephen Darby, £100 ; by Hei-man Woolley, £100
;
by

John Howden Hugill, £50; bv Isaiah Bourdas, £25; by
Alfred Southall, £25; bv Dr,' A, P, Luff, £10 10s. ; by
Dr. John Attfield, F.R.S".. £5 5s. ; by Dr. W. A. Tiiden,

F.R.S., £3 3«. ; and the same, together with a sum of

interest, have totalled £523 4s., and the said £525 4s.

ha,s been invested in the purchase of £ Great Indian

Peninsula Railway Stock in the name of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society of Great Britain. Now, thei-efore, it is

resolved that the said sum of £ - Great Indian Peninsula

Railway Stock be accepted as in augmentation of the sum
of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway Stock in the said

Indenture particulars mentioned, and be held on all the

Tru~sts henceforth applicable to and as Trust Funds subject

to the said Indenture."

The President next moved the following :
—

That the cordial thanks of the Council be conveyed
to the subscriber,s to the Redwood Scholarship Augmenta-
tion Fund, and to the Society's Solicitor, Mr. Wm. Flux,
for his valuable assistance in arranging the details in

connection with the Trust Deed.

He would like to have added another name to that resolution

—viz., the name of Mr. Carteighe, whom thej' were all glad

to see again at the Council, and to know that he was a little

better than he was at the last meeting. The Council was

entirely indebted to Mr. Carteighe for the increase of the

Redwood Scholarship Fund. He had had the. matter at heart

for a very long time, and a considerable amount of money
had been got together by him. As one of his colleagues

had remarked at a previous meeting, no other person could

have done it. He (the President) thought the members of

the Council were agreed that their thanks were due to the

persons who had subscribed to the Fund, and to Mr. Flux

for the interest he had taken in the matter, and especially

were they grateful to Mr. Carteighe for the pains he had

taken.

The Vice-President heai-tily endorsed what the President

haid said, and seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Carteighe then moved, and it was seconded by Mr.

Robinson, and carried, that the Treasurer be authorised to

invest the balance of the amount of the Redwood Scholarship

in Great Indian Peninsula Stock.

Mr. Carteighe also moved, and it was seconded by Mr.

HiLL.s and carried, that the Treasurer be requested to pay

!Miss Hooper, the Redwood scholar, the sum of £20 from'

the scholarship fund, in addition to the £20 already paid to

her.

The Burroughs Scholarship

Mr. Carteighe then said he had seen Mr. Flux with regard

to the Burroughs Scholarship, and he was of opinion that the

Council would incur no liability on the deed if a Burroughs

scholar^was appointed from time to time as the Council thought

fit. He, therefore, moved, and it would be seconded by Mr.

Wootton, that the Burroughs Scholarship be advertised, and

that the sum of £50 be paid to the scholar for the sc'S.?iou

1903-4. This was agreed to.

Correspondence,

Prelimik.vrt Certificates.

The Secretary read a communication from the London

Universitv with reference to a School Leaving Certificate,
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similar to tlie Scotch Leaving Certificate, which it was desired

ffiat the Society should adopt. He also read a letter from

the College of Preceptors in reference to a change that has

been made by the College, and by other examining bodies in

connection with the subject of Euclid. They were now taking

applied Euclid

—

i.e., geometry, and it seemed that, according

o the preliminary regulations as now worded, applied Euclid

s prohibited.

I'hese communications were referred to the Boards of

Examiners.

The Secretaev then stated that an application had been

made by Mr. Th. Brand that his matriculation certificate

(Geman) be received in connection with the registration of his

name as a pharmaceutical student.

It was decided that his application be granted, subject to the

approval of the Board of Examiners.

Die Phaemaceutische Gesellschaft zv Riga.

The President said a letter had been received, signed by

the President and Secretary of the Riga Pharmaceutical

Society, conveying their heartfelt tlianks for the good wishes

of the British Society sent to them on the occasion of their

cf ntenary.
Dispensing ix Public Institutions.

i'he Seceetaey read a letter from the Secretary of lue

Public Dispensers' Association, with which was enclosed a

resolution passed at a recent meeting of the Association, to

the effect that the serious attention of the Pharmaceutical

Society should be called to the absolute necessity of an im-

portant addition to the preamble of the draft Pharmacy Bill

—

i.e. : It is expedient, in the_ interests of the public safety

(having regard to tl^e large number of poisonous substances

daily distributed in public institutions), that none but duly

registered chemists shall compound, dispense, or distribute

such poisons.

Local Associations and the Poisons Report.

The Secretary read a letter from Mr. W. J. I. Philp,

who wrote on behalf of the Westei-n Chemists' Association (of

London), directing attention to a resolution passed at a recent

meeting of that Association, supporting the Minority Report

-of Mr. Walter Hills (see aii/e, p. 444).

Similar communications were also read from the Hon. Sec-

retary of the Leicester and Leicestershire Chemists' Associa-

tion (see ante, p. 382), and from Mr. Birkbeck on behalf of

the Lincoln Chemists' Association (see ante, p. 415), the

iatter enclosing a copy of a letter which it was proposed to send

to members of Parliament in the district covered by the Asso-

ciation.

These communications were referred to the Special Committee
having charge of the Pliarmacy Bill.

International Congress of Applied Chemistry.

A communication was read from Mr. Armstrong, Hon.
Secretary of the English Organising Committee of the Inter-

national Congress of Applied Chemistry, which is to hold its

meetings this year at Berlin. Mr. Armstrong asked that dele-

gates be appointed by the Pharmaceutical Society to attend

the Congress.

Letter from Mr. Pickering.

The Secretaey read a letter which had been received from
Mr. C. E. Pickering, with a request that it be read at the

Council meeting. He stated that, having learned that he had
been nominated again as a candidate for election to the

Council, he desired to say that he would make arrangements
to be i-egularly in attendance should the members duly elect

him. Indeed, with the intention of standing again this year for

election, he had been steadily canvassing the various associa-

tions for support since the beginning of Januarv by means of

a. circular, a copy of which he enclosed.

Mr. Cooper asked what was the official procidure in the

case of persons, being nominated who had not paid their sub-

scriptions.

The Secretary said they were duly notified : but in the pre-

sent case it was not a matter of the subscription, as Mr.

Pickering had not been nominated at all.

The Suggested Board of Reference.

The Secretary said a letter had been received from Mr.
Walter Davenport, Secretai-y of the London and Country Vine-

gar Brewers' As.sociation, in which he pointed out that there

wa,s at present no recognised! standard for vinegar, and Mi-.

Walter Long, tiie President of the Local Government Board,

had directed attention to a suggestion that a Board of Refei-ence

should be established representing every department concerned.

H© was, therefore, writing to ask that the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society would give his Association all the assist-

ance it could to get the Board of Reference established.

Mr. Oaeteighe pointed out that some four or five years ago
the same matter was before the Council, and a certain decision

was an'ived at. He suggested that reference be made to that

decision, and that a communication be sent to INIr. Davenport
on the same lines.

IMr. Hills said he thought the Council was in general sjTn-

pathy with the .suggested Board of Reference.

The, matter was referred to the fieneral Purposes Committee.

The Pharmacy Bill.

The President said Mr. Robinson had somewhat forestalled

him in a reference he had intended to make in regard to the

Pharmacy Bill—viz., that it was down for second reading on
May 11. He did not know that he could say anything more
in reference to it. The Bill had been introduced into the

Hou.se of Commons, and a special Committee had been appointed
to look after the interests of th© Bill in the Hou.»e. The Com-
mittee had interviewed several members of Parliament who had
promi.«ed to. support the Bill. He wished chemists generally

to know that the Council was very carefully watching legislation

in reference to pbannacy, and when the proper time came they
would be instructed! what *teps to take, and they might rest

assured that the Council would be ready to act when the critical

moment arrived.

That concluded the public business.

MAJOR EXAMINATION QUESTIONS (LONDON).
April, 1903.

CHEHnSTRY.
Time nlloned, Three Hovrx.

(Six questions only are to be attempted; and of these, at least two must be
taken from Part II.)

Paet I.

1. Give three examples of substances which flisxociate on being heated,
and explain how the dissociation is made evident. Explain in what respects
(if any) dissociation differs from decomposition.

2. Describe and explain by equations the action of aaimonia on solutions
of the following:— (n) chlorine, (h) copper sulphate, (c) magnesium sulphate,
(d) mercuric chloride, {<-) alum, ('') silver nitrate.

3. Ten litres of air are ozonised so as to contain one per cent, of ozone;
what alteration of volume will the air undergo and how much iodine will
the ozonised air liberate from a solution of potassium iodide? (I = 127.)

4. Give exact directions for preparing (a) potassium diohromate from
Cr20:;, (b) crystallised sodium carbonate from sodium hydrogen carbonate,
(c) potassium perchlorate from potassium chlorate, {di cuprous chloride
from cupric chloride. Explain how you would distinguish between the two
substances in each case.

5. Give the formulae of some of the chief natural sulphides. Explain how
substances of the same composition can be prepared artificially, and
describe their properties. How is the solubility of certain sulphides in a
solution of an alkaline sulphide to be explained? What chemical change
takes place in ammonia sulphide when it becomes yellow ?

6. How is gold found in Nature, and how is the metal isolated from the
materials with which it is found ? With what elements is gold classified
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and why is it classified with them ? Give the formuloe ot some compounds
of gold.

Part II.

7. Give examples of anhydrides, chlorides and amides of organic acids

and describe their preparation and properties.

8. What products are obtained when the following substances are
oxidised:— Urea, toluene, cane sugar, acetone, naphthalene? Explain
how you would effect the oxidation in each case.

9. Give an account of the changes which glycerol undergoes (n) when
heated alone, (?)) with hydrochloric acid, {<) with hydriodic acid, ((/) with,

nitric acid, (e) with oxalic acid.

10. Explain the general chemical character of essential oils and of

camphor.

PHYSICS.
Time allowed, Three Hours,

(Only sis Questions to be attempted.)

1. What do you understand by the expressions "critical temperature"
and " critical pressure " as applied to gases and vapours? Describe an
experiment to illustrate your answer.

2. Find the specific heat of a substance 50 grammes of which at 80' Centi-
grade placed in 100 grammes of water at 1(F C. give a final temuerature of
15^ C.

3. Exactly describe the methods which you would adopt to examine the
sj)ectra of air, iron, lithium, sulphur. '

4. If the illuminating powers of two sources of light are as 4 to 1, and
they are 4 metres apart, find how far from the more powerful light a screen
must be placed in the straight line .ioining the two sources of light, so that
it may be equally illumined by each of them.

5. Describe the construction of a Clark cell. To what uses is this form
of cell put?

6. Explain the object of using a substage condenser in examining sub-
stances with a microscoiJe. What do you understand by the terms
aplanatic, achromatic, and apochcomatic as applied to objectives and
condensers ?

7. Find the best arrangement for obtaining current from 24 cells where
the external resistance is 3 ohms and each cell has an internal resistance
of 2 ohms.

8. Show that in the process ot distillation with steam for purifying a
liquid immiscible with water a high molecular weight of the liquid will
compensate for a low vapour pressure at or about 100^ C. in rriaking the
process successful.

BOTANY (THEORETICAL)- -A.

Time allowed, Two Honrs,

(Three questions only to be answered.)

1. Give an account of the phenomena of Germination, and state what
conditions must be fulfilled before germination takes place.

2. What is cambium? What is its function? Explain how a Dicotyle-
donous stem increases in thickness.

3. Write a brief account of the general principles of the classification of
the seed-bearing plants.

4. Describe the structure and modes of reproduction found in Miicor and
EuroUnm.

BOTANY (THEORETICAL) -B.
Time nlloireil, Two Hours.

(Three questions only to be answered.)

1. Write a brief account of the general principles of the classification of
the non- seed-bearing plants.

2. Describe concisely the structure of a vegetable cell. Explain the
effects produced by placing a living cell alternately in a solution of common
salt and of i)ure water.

3. Describe the general structure and modes of reproduction of Agaricus
and Puccinia.

4. Give a general account of Transpiration in a green plant, and .state
especially the conditions under which it takes place to the greatest extent.What effect has Transpiration on the temperature of a plant ?

PRACTICAL BOTANY.
Time allotccd, One Honr and a Half.

1. Determine the nature of the specimens A and B, and give reasons for
your determinations.

2. Make one transverse section of C. Make a drawing of the section
with lettered references.

3. Write an account of D. Determine the order to which it belongs and
draw its floral diagram.

MATERIA MEDICA—A.
Time allotred. One Hour.

(Two questions only to be answered.)

1. Give a process tor the preparation of acoViitine, and state how its
purity may be determined. Discuss its relationship to the other alkaloids
with which it is associated in aconite root.

2. Describe the characters of the different varieties of aloes with which
you are familiar, and account for difterences in their appearance. Give
their geographical sources and state what you know of their constituents.

3. How is creosote obtained? State what you know ot its ccmposition
Does the kind of material used in its manufacture have any influence on
the nature or proportion of the constituents present?

MATERIA MEDICA—B.

rime nllowed, One Honr.

(Two questions only to be answered.)

1. How can Apomorphine Hydrochloride be preparred and its purity
determined ? What is its relationship to Morphine and to Codeine.

2. Classify the following products and broadly indicate their composi'
tion :— ,

Ammoniacum, Benzoin, Catechu, Myrrh, Asafetida, Galbanum,
Kino, Copaiba, Storax, Scammony, Canada Balsam, and
Common Frankincense.

3. What is the composition of Beeswax ? What tests would you apply in

order to ascertain its purity ? Carefully explain the reasons for applying
each test you mention, and briefly compare the action of the reagents on^

beeswax and on the substances with which it may be adulterated.

PRACTICAL MATERIA MEDICA.
Time tillan-ed, One Hour and a Half.

1. Identify the drugs provided. Carefully state on what features you
base the identification in each case.

2. Prepare (and leave for inspection) two sections showing the structure
of the drug provided. Illustrate your remarks by means of a lettered
sketch. Identify any cell contents present, and state the methods you
employed for their identification.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY EXAMINATIONS.*

Session, 1902-3 ; Advanced Course.

PRACTICAL MATERIA MEDICA.
1. Examine, sketch and describe the epideimis ot the inner surface of

the perisarp ot capsicum fruit. Leave preparations mounted in glycerin,

for inspection.

2. Determine the characters of the starch in tlie rhizome given you, and
make suitable sketches.

3. Examine tiie powdered official drug given you. Determine, as far as
you can in the time at your disposal, the morphological nature of the
original drug and the leading characters of the powder.

MATERIA MEDICA.
1. How would you proceed to examine caraway oil and anise oil with the-

view of determining their purity and quality ? Describe exactly the
apparatus you would use.

2. Describe the chief commercial varieties of blistering beetles. Give
processes for the extraction and determination of cantharidin.

3. Discuss briefly the results of recent investigations bearing upon the
assay of foxglove leaves.

4. Describe the principal reactions for the detection ot suberised cell

walls, and show how these may be utilised in the examination of powderect
drugs.

PRACTICAL BOTANY.
1. Investigate the specimen A, and write a short account of its structure.

Leave microscopic specimens and sketches to illustrate your memoir.
2. Refer the flowers B, C, D, E to their Natural Orders, givin youi"

reasons.
{A detailed deseription of the _flou-ers in not required.)

3. Comment on the specimens F, G, H. .

BOTANY.
(Only four questions to be attempted.)

1. Give an account of the general structure and mode of life of the-
Ascomycetss. Describe carefully the development of the reproductive
apparatus in a selected case.

2. Describe the structure of an anatropous ovule and trace its develop-
ment from the placenta till its maturity.

3. What do yon understand by circunututation 1 Upon what physiolo-
gical peculiarities does it depend ?

4. Give some account of the characteristics of the Natural Order
Euphorbiaceie ; and point out the chief features ot two of its leading,
genera. What are the affinities of the Order ?

5. Draw the floral diagrams typical of the Natural Orders Caryophyl-
lacesErOeraniaceoe, Crucifer.ie, LabiatiP, Saxifragaceie, and Orchidaceae.

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.
N.B.—Only three chemical and two physical questions are to be

attempted.

1. Discuss the general characters ot the zinc-cadmium-mercury group of

metals. What are the chief ores of zinc, and how is the metal isolated
from one of them ?

2. Describe fully the preparation in the pure state, the properties and
the reactions of any two of the following substances:—Chloral hydrate,
lactic acid, resorcinol, phenylhydrazine.

' The time allowed for each of the following papers was three hours
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3. What do you understand by fermentation? Illustrate your answer
by reference to the various steps involved in the conversion of rither starch
or cane sugar into ethyl alcohol.

4. How do you account for the existence of four forms of tartaric acid,

and how may ordinary tartaric acid be prepared from any one of the
others ?

5. What is acetanilide ? How is it prepared and how can it be identified ?

Discuss the action of chlorine on acetanilide with especial reference to

the course of substitution in aniline derivatives generally.

6. What is " latent" heat? Describe how the latent heat of steam can
be determined, and calculate its value from the following data;

—

Wt. of aluminium calorimeter = 45 grammes.
Wt. of calorimeter and cold water = 195'51 grammes.
Temperature of cold water = 22-5 C.
Final temperature = 37 5^ C.

Wt. of calorimeter and water at end of expt. = 199'51 grammes.
Sp. ht. of aluminium = 0 202.

7. Describe and explain the apparatus used to measure the resistance of

an electrolyte. What useful information may be giined about acids and
bases from a study of their electrical resistances V

8. What is polarised light? Explain the production of polarised light

by reflection, and describe the apparatus used.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Time aUoiced, Six Hours.

Analyse qualitatively the given mixture.

Determine, by volumetric methods only the amounts (in grammes per
litre) of ferrous and ferric iron in the solution lettered.

Determine by a gravimetric process the amount (in grammes per litre) o*

iron in the solution numbered.
K.B.—Before co'iimeiieing the volumetric or gravimetric exercine write out

tilt at^'ottnt ot the method you propo-fe to atlopt autl submit it to the Examiner.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The fatal cases of poisoning reported during tha seven days

ended Wednesday, April 1, 1903, number fourteen, thus :
—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

2
1

1

Ether 1

Laudanum 1 1

1

1

4

Total 7 7

Alcohol.—-A child, five years of age, died at Eist Anstey,

Devon, from the effects of drinking gin.

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Bournemouth and another at

Southampton took carbolic acid, which was bought from a

chemist, all the statutory conditions of sale being duly com
plied with.

Chloroform.—A man died at the Eye and Ear Hospital,

Bradford, while under the influence of chloroform, administered
as an anaesthetic.

Coal Gas.—A lady journalist died at Battersea '' by mis-

adventure," death being due to coal gas poisoning, probably

associated with the action of chlorodyne, a trace of morphia
being found in a post-mortem analysis.

Ether.—A woman at Armley died under ether, administered

for the purpose of a dental operation.

Laudanum.—A fish-dealer at Derby committed suicide by

drinking the contents of two bottles of laudanum. A man at

Cleveland died from laudanum poisoning.

Morphine.—A child at Horfield was given a dose of soothing

syrup containing morphine, death ensuing. Severe censure

was passed by the jury on the woman who made up the concoc-

tion.

Ptomaine.—A child at Ledbury, who died three weeks ago, .

has now been certified to have died from ptomaine poisoning.

Poisons Not Stated.—A Leeds publican committed suicide

by taking a liniment. A domestic servant at Hornsey com-
mitted suicide by taking a "white powder, labelled poison," the
nature of which was not definitely stated. A man was found
poisoned on Hampstead Heath ; near by was a ginger-beer

bottle containing crystals. A man was found dead at Picca-

dilly Circus, having apparently poisoned himself by drinking

some strong acid.

Attempts at Suicide.—A number of these are reported, the

drugs including laudanum, oxalic acid, and salt of lemon. A
girl attempted suicide with the aid of the heads of lucifer

matches.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

The Sale of B.P. Medicines by Chemists.

Farmer r. Glyn-Joncs.

Thursday, March 26, 1S03, in the Lord Chief Justice's Divi-
sional Court, before the Lord Chief Justice, and Justices Willr>
and Gliannell. This and the following cases were briefly

reported in last week's issue of the Pharmaceutical .TonrnaL

This case was originally heard by Mr. Dickinson at the
Thames Police Court on May 16, June 6, and June 25, 1902.

It arose out of a prosecution by the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue under the Medicine Stamp Duty Act (52 Ceo. III.,

cap. 150, Section 2), against Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones for selling-

unstamped, at his shop at 159, East India Dock Road, Popkr,
E., on April 8, 1902, a bottle of ammoniated tincture of quinine
which bore the following label : —

AMMONIATED TINCTURE OF QUININE B.P.
A Well-kxown and Hiuhly-recojimended Remedy

rou
INFLUENZA AND COLDS.

Dose.—One teaspoontui in water every four hours until relieved.

It was contended by the defendant that the bottle in question
came within the special exemption in the Schedule to the Act
52 Geo. III.

, cap. 150, which is in the following terms :—
" And! also all mixtures, compositions, or preparations

whatsoever mixed or compounded with or prepared from
medicinal drugs, medicated or chemical prejianitions or
compositions, or other ingredients beaiini;- different de-
nominations, or having different properties, qualitiefs.

virtues, or efficacies, which shall be uttered or vended by
any such surgeon, apothecary, chemist, or druggist as
aforesaid, or by any such person who hatli served as a
surgeon in the navy or army under any such commis-sina
or oppointment as aforesaid, the different denomination,
properties, qualities, virtues, and efficacies of which mix-
tures, compositions, andl preparations as aforesaid arc--

known, admitted and approved of in the pr&servation, cure,

or relief of any disorder, malady, ailment, or complaint in-

cident to or in anywise affecting the human body, and
wherein the person mixing, compounding, preparing, utter-

ing, or vending the same hath not nor claiirts to have any
occult secret or art for the mixing, compounding or prepar-
ing the sarne, nor hath nor claini.s to have any exclusive
right or title to the mixing, compounding or prepar-

ing or to the vending of the same, and which mixtures,
compositions, or preparations have not been, are not, nor
shall hereafter be prepared, uttered, vended, or exposed to
sale under the authority of any Letters Patent under the

Great Seal, nor at any time heretofore have been, now are,

or shall hereafter be by any public notice, advertisement, or
by any written or printed papers or handbills, or by any
labels or words written or printed, and affixed to or de-

livered with any such packet, box, bottle, pot, phial, or
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other enclosure aforesaid, held out or reconiniended to tlie

public by the owners, proprietors, makers, compounders,

origina-l or fii-st vendors thereof as nostrams or proprietary

medicines, or as specifics, or as beneficial for the prevention,

cui-e, or relief of any .such distemper, malady, ailment, or

complaint as aforesaid."

The defendant, it was argued, was not the owner or pro-

prietor or maker or compounder or original or first vendor of

the ammoniated tincture of quinine within the meaning of either

of those words in the special exemption referi-ed to, and that

the words " owners, proprietors, makers, compounders, original

or first vendors " meant, when applied to that case, the person

90 dealing ut ith ammoniated tincture of quinine at the time of its

first introduction as a medicine. It was proved that the article

had not been held out or recommended by such per.sons in the

manner provided in the Statute as being beneficial for the pre-

vention, cure or relief of any ailment affectang the human body

at the time of its first introduction as a medicine, and that

therefore the article came within the exemption. The magisrtrate

adopted that view, and dismissed the summons.

It was against this decision that the Crown appealed. The

Solicitor-General and Mr. S. A. T. Rowlatt appeared for the

Inland Revenue authorities, and Mr. Asquith, K.C., Mr. H. D.

Bonsey, andl Mr. Galbraith repi-e.sented the respondent.

The Solicitor-General said the main point in his argument

was that the respondent was the original or first vendor of the

dutiable article. The article did not become dutiable until

a label was put upon it, and that being so, it followed that

the person—and the only person—who was the ^rst vendor

witliin the meaning of the Act, was the person who, by

putting on the label, made it a dutiable article. If notj a man
might purchase, in a pei-fectly legal way, any drug, and,

bec.iuse he had purchased it from somebody else, might im-

mediately affix a label making it a specific remedy for a

disease, and the Crown would lose all the duty. The man
who, it was intended, should pay the duty was the first

man who put the drug into circulation as a dutiable article

—

it could go through half-a-dozen middle men without paying

any more duty. Section 5 of the Act (42 Geo. III.) provided

that " nothing in the Act should extend to any mixture com-

pounded from medicinal drugs which should be vended

By any such . . . chemist and druggist, the denomina-

tions of which were known and approved for the prevention

or cure of complaints." This, like the exemption in later

Act, at present binding, referred to doctors' prescriptions.

A lengthy argument ensued as to the exact meaning of the

word " thereof " in the phrase " original or first vendors

thereof." The Solicitor-General argued that the tax was

always on the packet, not the medicine itself, and that if a

man broke a gallon tin and filled a numlber of small bottles,

the duty would have to be paid twice.

Mr. Asquith, in reply, said the object of the Act was not to

tax pharmacopoeial drugs, but proprietary medicines. The

word "thereof" must mean "of the ding." Unless the

original vendor put the drug on the market in such conditions

as to make it liable to duty, it was not liable to duty, and

never was intended to be.

The Solicitor-General, in replying, said that it had been

argued that the Act (52 Geo. III., c. 150) only applied to pro-

prietary medicines, but this was a mistake, because the section

taxed not merely what came within the definition of " pro-

prietary medicine," nor what came under Letters Patent, but

also all drugs which would otherwise be untaxable, if a " re-

commending " label were put on them.

At the conclusion of the arguments, their Lordships con-

ferred, and the Lord Cliief Justice announced that the matter

would be considered, and judgment will be given later.

Recommendation on Label.

linHsoin IK Sanguiiietti.

Thursday, March 26. 1903, before the Lord Chief Justice

and Justices Wills and Channell. The facts precedent to this

appeal were that the Commissioners of Inland Revenue had
prosecuted, under the Medicine Stamp Duty Acts, Mr. F.

Sanguinetti, chemist and druggi.^t, 120, Uxbridge Road, Ealing,

W., in respect to the sale of a box of pastilles, which was un-

stamped, and! vi'hich boi-e a label as follow.s :
—

PURE GUM PASTILLES.
INFLUENZA.

Delightfully Soothing to Singers and Public Speakers,
Must be kept in a cool place.

The Inland Revenue authorities claimed that the label was
liable to duty as coming within the general charge in the

Schedule to the Act 52 Geo. III., cap. 150, as under:—
" All other . . lozenges . . to be used or applied

externally or internally as medicines or medicaments for
the prevention, cure or relief of any complaint incident to
or in anywise affecting the human body . . exposed to
sale by any person or persons whatsoever . . which have
been . . by any public notice or advertisement, or by
any written or printed papers or handbills, or by any label

or words written or printed, affixed to or delivered with any
. . box . . or other enclosure containing the same,
held out or recommended to the public by the makers,
vendors, or proprietors thereof a« . . beneficial to the
prevention, cure or relief of any . . complaint incident

to or an any wise affecting the human body."

They contended that the word " influenza " was printed on

the label to induce the public to consider that the pastilles were

beneficial for influenza, and that the words " Delightfully sooth-

ing to singers and public speakers ' were a recommendation of

the pastilles as beneficial for such complaints of the throat a.s

are common to singers and public speakers.

It was ai'gued on behalf of the defendant that the word " in-

fluenza " on the label was used merely to distinguish the pastilles

from several other kinds of pure gum pastille.'^ which are asked

for by the public under their respective names. It was further

contended that the words "delightfully soothing." etf., did not

refer to any complaint incident to the human body, and that

the word " influenza " alone did not constitute a recommendation

that the pastilles were beneficial for that complaint.

The justices concurred in this view, and the Crown sought

to have this decision set aside.

In giving judgment the Lord Chief Justice said: We are

of opinion that there really can be but one construction put

upon this label. The words, if they are to be read together,

are " Pure Gum Pastilles. Influenza. Delightfully soothing

to singers and public speakers." I think the real reading of

this is "Pure Gum Pastilles, Delightfully soothing to singers

and public speakers. ' Then to that is added or inserted the

word "Influenza." What meaning can it possibly have except

that they are good for influenza, and that does seem to me
to be a di.'-tinct statement that they are beneficial to a com-

plaint affecting the human body. It has nothing to do with

any other label, and I think the magistrate ought to have

convicted.

The case, he continued, would be sent back to the magis-
^

trates, with a direction to convict, and costs would be given *.

to the appellants.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Liniment of Soap.

Hoots, Cash Clii muis. Limited, v. Con-ling.

Thursday, March 26, 1S03, in the Lord Chief Justice's Divi-

sional Court.

In this case Boots, Cash Chemists (Southern), Limited, had
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been prosecuted by the Islington Borough Council, under

Section 6 of the Food and Drugs Acts. 1975. in respect to a sale,

on August 22. 1901, at their shop, 167, Upper Street, Islington,

of 6 oz. of liniment of soap, which on analysis was found to be

made with methylated spirit. The case was heard before Mr.
D'Eyncourt, when it was argued on behalf of the defendant/s

that at the time of the sale Boots were not the owners of the

busines-s, nor the occupiers of the premises, but Messrs. Days
Metropolitan Drug Company, Limited, and tliat, therefore, no

offence had been committed by them. Further, they were pre-

pared to offer evidence that there was a commercial standard

for liniment of soap apart from the British Pharmacopoeia, but

the magistrate ruled that, in accordance with the judgment in

the ease of Dickens c. Randerson, this evidence of a commercial

standard for an article in the British Pharmacopoeia was inad-

missible. In his decision he held that at the time of the sale

tlie business belonged to Boots, Cash Chemists, Limited, who
were convicted and sentenced to a penalty of £20 and £10 10s.

costs.

It was against this decision that Boots appealed, and the

questions for the consideration of the Court were : Was the

magistrate right in finding that the sale was a sale by the appel-

lants, and was he ju.stified dn refusing to accept evidence of a

commercial standard outside the British Pharmacopoeia?

The appellants were represented by Mr. Asquith, K.C., Mr.

Macmorran, K.C., and Mr. Bonsey ; and Mr. Danckwerts,

K.C., Mr. Newtou Crane, and Mi-. Courthcpe Monroe appeared

for the respondents.

Mr. Asquith quoted various dates from documents relating to

the sale of the business, contending that the agreement to

purchase was not actually signed until October 14, and that th«

business wa« being carried on by Days as the agents or trustees

of Boots. If that point were decided against him, there remained

the question. Was the magistrate correct in his ruling that upon

evidence being tendei-ed of a commercial standard outside the

British Pharmacopoeia he had no right to admit it? Mr.

Asquith instanced cotton wool. Must all cotton wool sold

answer the requirements of the British Pharmacopoeia?

The Lord Chief Justice said tliat in respect to that article

evidence might be very material as showing a commercial

standard. He added that in his opinion there was nothing

in the case of Dickens r. Randerson which went so far

as to prohibit evidence of that kind. The British Pharmacopoeia

was only primd-facie evidence, and had not the force of an Act

of Parliament.

Mr. Danckwerts, in replying for the respondent, put in docu-

mentary evidence to show that at the time of the purchase the

business belonged to Boots. Coming to the question of a

standard, he argued that when a preparation in the B.P. was

asked for and something differently compounded froni the B.P.

was supplied, it should be labelled differently. According to

Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, 1852, no one could compound a

B.P. preparation except according to the formularie.s of the B.P.

The Lord Chief Justice said that the real point Mr. Danck-

werts had to answer was, Could he show that no evidence of

any other article, compounded in some other way, should be

admitted as a point of law ?

Mr. Danckwerts replied that a B.P. preparation could not be

compounded lawfully in any other way than that prescribed in

the B.P., and any evidence which the defendants might have

brought forward would only have gone to show that they were

doing an illegal act. They persisted in selling under the B.P.

name something not made according to the B.P, It was not

intended to prevent people selling something different to the

B.P. article, but they must sell it under another name. The

defendants had committed an offence under the Pharmacy Acts.

Mr. Bonsey rose to refute the arguments of Mr. Danckwerts.

Compounding was not an offenct- : n chemist could sell anything

he liked, and he was not bound to sell only those things that

were in the B.P. Many things in c-ommon use were introduced

into the B.P., and becaii.se their composition became slightly

varied, were persons to be prohibited from selling the old article?

The object of the B.P. was to be a record of the way articles

were to be compounded as between the medical man and the

chemist, and it was not intended that when an article was in-

cluded in the B.P. its sale as aii article of commerce was to be

destroyed. If the public wanted the B.P. article, they should

ask for it as such ; there was no obligation upon the chemist to

ask which was wantedi.

Tlie Lord Chief Justice, in giving judgment, held, with

regard to the first point, that the sale was made by, and on

behalf of, the appellant company. With regard to the second

point, he thought the case should go back for the magistrates

to see what the evidence was. The question could not be judged

u priori. It was clear that the magistrate thought that the case

of Dickens v. Randerson laid down a wider rule than it did.

He did not think that Mr. Justice Phillimore meant to lay

down that nothing could be looked at except the B.P., and the

magistrate was wrong in ruling that, under the decision in the

case of Dickens v. Randerson, no evidence of a commercial

standard was admissible. The case must go back for the

evidence to be heard, whatever the probable result might be, and

the ultimate effect of this upon the question of standard must be

further considered. The cost* of the proceedings would abide

by the event.

Mineral Water Syphons.

On Friday, March 27, 1903, before Mr. Justice Wright, the

action of Barnet Aerated Water Company v. Findlater and Co.

was brought to recover the price of certain syphons, cases, and

bottles belonging to plaintiffs. Under an agreement, defendant*

were supplied with mineral waters by the plaintiff company, the

arrangement being that the bottles should' be returned within

thirty days, and, if not returned in good condition, the value

was to be paid. The defence was that plaintiffs had distinctly

undertaken the responsibility of the syphons not being re-

turned in consideration of being paid 2s. per syphon instead of

Is. 9d., which defendants had formerly paid Messrs. Idris.

Plaintiffs repudiated this suggestion, and said it was not likely

they would undertake such a risk, seeing that they were selling

the mineral waters at a price which only left them a profit of a

farthing per syphon.—His Lordship said it was most improbable

an arrangement should have been made on the terms suggested

by defendants, considering the cost- and value of the syphons.

Judgment would be entered for plaintiffs for £123 lis. 2d.
,
to

be reduced by the value of any syphons returned in good condi-

tion.

Fertilisers and Feeding^Stuffs Act, 1893.

Thursday, March 26, 1903, before the Lord Chief Justice and

Justices Wills and Chaunell. This was a case stated by Alder-

man Smallman, sitting at the Guildhall Justice Room. The

West Sussex County Council preferred an information against

" The Chemical Works, late H. and E. Albert," for unlawfully

causing or permitting an invoice of seventeen tons of Thomas's

phosphate powder, sold by them, to be false in a material par-

ticular. The article was described as containing 38 to 45 per

cent, total phosphates, whereas analysis showed 31 per cent,

only. The Alderman had fined the company, which now

appealed, but their Lordships dismissed the appeal.
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Manchester County Court.

Minimum Price Agreement.

On Friday, March 27, 1903, before Judge Parry, the Sales

'(Jompany, Limited, London, sued Messrs. Hall Bros., Rupert

Works, Radcliffe, for twenty guineas for alleged bi-each of

agreement. The defendants had agreed to the plaintiffs' terms

not to sell to retaileiis below the fixed price, viz., lOO bars for

16s. 8d.. to be retailed at 2;^d. per bar. The defendants had a

customer at Middleton, named Frankland, and the plaintiffs

discovered' that on one occasion in August last Frankland re-

ceived a rebate of 3d. on his account for Fels Naphtha

Boap, which was contrary to the terms of the agree-

ment the defendant had signed. The plaintiffs had

written to the defendant claiming the twenty guineas,

and asking to which charity it should be devoted.

This not being done, action was taken.—Mr. Frankland gave

evidence den_ying that he received 3d. off his soap account. He
got a discount of Is. on a general goods account, including soap,

of £2 15s. 2d., and then, as the defendants' representative had

not a cigar in his possession to present him with, which was a

usual thing, and as he didjiot want to go out for a drink, he

took 3d. with which he was to buy himself a cigar.—The Judge

did not consider this a breach of the agreement, and gave a
verdict for the defendants, each party to pay their own casts.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
BY OUB PARLIAMENTAEY EEPEESENTATIVE.

Irisli Boards of Guardians and the Supply of Drugs.

The President of the Local Government Board has been asked

by Sir John Rolleston whether he was' aware that in the forms

of tender for drugs issued, by the boards of guardians in Ireland

the preparations of an American firm are specified, and whether

he would explain why British drug houses mmnufacturing similar

preparations were excludied from the list. The question was
answered by the Iri.sh Chief Secretary, Mr. Wyndham, who said

that he was not aware that the preparations of an American firm

had been included in the list of medicines prescribed by the

Local Govenunent Board for Ireland. He suggested that Sir

John should communicate to him the particular of the prepara^

tions in question.

Scientific Research in India.

The Secretary of State for India has been asked by Mr.

Schwann to say what is the present jxysition of Mr. JanivSetjee

N. Tata's scheme for a scientific research institution in India,

what .support has been given to the scheme by the Governr

ment of India, and whether the correspondence, including Sir

W. Ramsay's report, will be placed! before Parliament.—Loi-d

Geo. Hamilton replied that he imderstood that Mr. Tata's

scheme for a scientific instdtution is for the time being in abey-

ance. He does not propose to publish any correspondence on
the subject.

The Beer Poisoning Commission.
From a reply made by Mr. Grant Lawson (for Mr. Long) to

questions by Major Rasch, it appears that the Commission on
Arsenical Poisoning in Beer will shortly finish taking evidence,

and will then prepare their final report. It is not yet certain,

however, when it will be presented.

Hop Substitutes.

The President of the Board of Agriculture has been asked
if the total amount of hop substitutes—19.422 lb.—given in

the recent return of Brewers' Licences, is the total amount

used in brewing ; and whether substitutes that are added after

the brewing is completed are included in this return.—^The

reply was to the effect that the brewers' returns of hop sub-

stitutes, on -which the figures in the Brewers' Licences Return

are based, should include, and—so far as the Board of Inland

Revenue are aware—do include, all hop substitutes, whether

used in the actual process of brewing or added to finished beer.

Early Closing of Shops.

The Earl of Wemyss purposes, on the motion for the third

reading of Lord Avebui-y's BOl for the Early Closing of Shops,

to move the following amendment:—"That legislative inter-

ference with freedom of contract and the liberty of labour of

full-grown persons is contrary to the hereditary rights of a

free people ; that those rights are taken away by the Shops

(Early Closing) Bill, and that this House declines to proceed

further with a measure huitful alike to trade and' industry,

which would press cruelly on small Shopkeepers and their

working-class customers, and for the fii^st time in modern legis-

lation limit the hours of free adult labour."

The Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Jas. Bailey, the member for the Walworth Division,

and Mr. Gilhooly, the member for the Western Division of

County Cork, have both given notice to move the rejection

of the Phannacy BOl. The measure stood on the order

paper for second reading on Tuesday last—twenty-third ou

a long list of Bills of private members—but, of course,

could not be reached on that day. The Bill now stands for

second reading on May 11.

Sheep Scab.

Mr. Hanbury's Sheep Scab Bill was read a second time by

the Commons on Tuesday last, and refeiTed to the Standing

Committee on Trade. Under the existing law the local

authority has power to order dipping only in cases where the

disease has broken out in their district, or as a preliminary

to an order for removal. The present Bill will enable the

local authority to order dipping apart from these conditions

where it is deemed necessary as a preventive or precautionary

measui'e.

Irish Poor Law Medical Service.

Dr. Thompson has inquired of the Irish Chief Secretary

whether he will appoint a Royal Commission to inquire into

the grievances oY the Irish Poor Law medical service, and also

into the question of the administration of the Poor Law. Mr.

Wyndham has replied to the effect that the Government is

about to appoint a Commission to consider the general

question of the amalgamation of unions and the amelioration

of the condition of all classes of destitute poor in work-

houses. The grievance of the Irish Poor Law medical officers,

which can only be remedied at the ratepayers' expense, is

another matter, and any amendment of the law on this subject

would be highly contentious. He should, therefore, be sorry

to see it brought within the scope of a Commission through

which it is hoped to ensure a more economical administratin

of the Poor Law.

Adulteration of Butter.

Tlie Sale of Adulterated Butter Bill was on Tuesday last

read a second time in the House of Commons, and referred to

the Standing Committee on Trade. No division was chal-

lenged in respect to either motion, a clear evidence that the

Bill is not meeting with any very strong opposition from any

quarter.
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THE PHARMACY BILL.

The Pharmacy Bi]l, 1903, has now been printed and, in

.addition to the names of the eight members of Parliament

given in last week's Journal, bears the name of Mr.

Arthur Osmond Williams, M.P. for Merionethshire!

Avhose support is likely to be of considerable value.

The Bill was down for second reading on Monday
last, but as was anticipated it was not reached that

day. The date of second reading is now fixed for

May 11, but the probability is that it may not make any

f\u-ther progress for some time to come, the more especially

as it has been blocked by two members of Parliament, and

it is announced that the Drug Companies' Association has

decided to offer vigorous opposition to the clauses afiecting

limited companies. The opposition of Mr. James Bailey

(Xewington, Walworth Division) may perhaps be explained

•by the fact that he is, as we understand, a du-ector of

Harrod's Stores, Ltd. The motives influencing Mr. J. P.

-tiiLHOOLY (Co. Cork, W.), who has also announced his

.intention of moving the rejection of the Bill, remain to be

disclosed. Meanwhile, as Mr. Glyn-Jones has advised the

chemists of North London (see p. 518), it isVlesirable that

«very chemist and every chemists' association should be

ready to a,ct in the direction of influencing Parliament in

favour of the Bill. The time has now come for showing
what local pharmaceutical organisations are really worth, by
taking steps to create a Parliamentary ojjinion which may
make itself felt in Government quarters. There is, in Mr.

Glyn-Jones' opinion, no prospect of securing legislation on
the lines of the Bill, unless the Government takes the

matter in hand, and there is no hope of the Pharmacy
.Rill becoming a Government measure until members
of Parliament have been educated on the subject and

their sympathy is secured. Some striking remarks

were made by Mr. Glyn-Jones with regard to the

tendency which has been manifested to take the

Pharmacy Bill line by line, and sentence by sentence, and

to subject it to detailed criticism. Such a course, at the

present juncture, is undoubtedly a mistaken policy, as it

will be time enough to discuss details when Parliament

shows itself likely to adopt the principles of the measure.

To quote Mr. Glyn-Jones, " The Bill has been drafted after

months of careful thought and discussion by the official

head of the trade—the Pharmaceutical Council; it has
been endorsed by the trade generally, and, though it is

doubtless possible to pick holes in it here and there, the

whole trade will be more usefully employed,.at this stage, in

working might and main to secure for the principles of that
Bill the support of individual members of Parliament."

It is interesting to note with what approval the Bill

appears to have been received by the lay Press generally. The
Times gives a summary of the proposals embodied in the Bill

without comment, but a clear grasp is shown of the reasons

which have prompted its introduction, thus : "It is alleged

that individuals who fail to pass the qualifying examination
of the Pharmaceutical Society frequently convert themselves
iato limited liability companies, and are thus able to do all

those things which the Pharmacy Act prohibits them doing
as individuals." The Morning Post, Standard, Daily
Telegraph, Daily Chronicle, Morning Advertiser, Morniuf/

Leader, Echo, Grocer, Yorkshire Daily Post, Yorhshiye

Herald, Leicester Post, and numerous other papers have
paragraphs couched in very similar terms to that in the

Times. The Swansea Leader and the Eastern Morniny
News consider the Bill to be " the direct outcome of the

recommendations of the Departmental Committee." The
Dundee Advertiser thinks that the provisions of the Bill

" are so obviously in the p iblic interest that it is difficult to

see on what ground objection can be made to them." The
Glasgow Herald, a paper which presumably has a circula-

tion among Mr. Alexander Cross's constituents, prints a

favourable notice of the Bill, adding that " rejent poisoning

cases have shown tliat some alteration of the law .is abso-

lutely necessary in the general public interest." The Daily
Mail and the Birmingham Daily Mail consider that the

Bill, if it becomes law, would act as a check on the habit of

" secret drug-taking, so prevalent in certain circles."

It has, however, been left to the Daily News to

champion the cause of the registered chemist and druggist

with much vigour and persistence. That paper publishej

extracts from the analyst's report on the contents of a

certain ant-destroyer, a sale of which is at present the

subject of legal proceedings, and expresses the hope that

the organisation which has the matter in hand will

take steps to have the danger stopped. Mr. Lough's

Bill is held to be a " useful little measure for

making the restrictions on the sale of poisons more
effective." The Daily News has

. akso seized on the

weak point in the evasive answer which, as reported

in our columns last week, was given by the Home Secre-

tary to a question asked in the House of Commons. Mr.

Akers-Douglas said, it will be remembered, that some
of the recommendations of the Departmental Com-
mittee were in the direction of legislation for increasing

the restrictions on the sale of poisons. " But," says

the Daily News, "the point which was made in our

article last Monday was that ' some of the recommenda-

tions ' of that Committee were quite in a contrary direc-

tion, and in these columns we drew attention to a

characteristic example of the kind of chemical manufacture

in the interests of which this relaxation of the poison laws

is proposed." The Daily News is to be congratulated both

on its grasp of the subject and on the concern which it

shows for the safety and interest of the public.
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MR. HALDANE ON SOME QUESTIONS OF LAW.

Mr. E. B. Haldane, K.C., M.P., contributes to the

Contemporary Review an interesting article based on the

state of the law relating to labour disputes. A few

trenchant sentences contained in the essay seem to be

capable of another—and to pharmacists more interesting

—

application. Whether an individual, a company, or a trade

union, the principal is always held liable when agents

acting within the scope of their employment—in other

words, in the course of accomplishing what they are paid

to do—commit a legal wrong. " For a trade union to claim

an exemption which neither a millionaire nor an individual

labourer could assert a right to, would be to set up a claim

of privilege." To Mr. Haldane's mind " it is plain that an

act done by one person may be quite lawful, and yet when
the same act is done by a number of persons in concert it

may be unlawful, quite apart from any doctrine of con-

spiracy The question is in each case one of

fact, to be determined on the merits of this particular case,

and to be judged by the common-sense view of plain men.

. . . . The course of the reformer, and indeed the duty

of any Government must therefore be to endeavour to put

the law into an intelligible condition." To accomplish this

purpose, Mr. Haldane suggests the appointment of a

commission to report on the state of the law, and to say

what it ought to be. " Such a commission should be small,

and, above all, should not be representative of special

points of view. It ought to be of a judicial or scientific

character." It will be noticed that this distinguished

lawyer does not recommend that a commission formed to

report on defects in an Act of Parliament should include,

as one of its members, a person whose firm or assistant has

actually been proceeded against under that Act. Perhaps

the Privy Council authorities will make a note of that fact ?

RADIUM.

The Times has published further correspondence supple-

menting its previous article on the subject of radium and
its remarkable properties. An anonymous writer suggests

that the " radium effect " ought to be reduced to a point

very near extinction in a vacuum, if the hypothesis of Sir

William Crookes be correct, that the energy of the sub-

stance is replenished from the movements of the molecules

of the surrounding air. Sir William Crookes, in reply, points

out that even when a bulb is exhausted to a millionth

of an atmosphere, it still contains more than a trillion

molecules, quite enough to produce all the effects named
in his hypothesis, Mr. William Ackroyd points out

that if, as is probable from its atomic weight and other

characters, radium is to be placed at the end of that group
of elements in the periodic classification which includes the

alkaline earths, it will follow that radium compounds have
a maxivium of X-ray absorption and radiative property.

These qualities are probably reinforced by another physical

feature, extremely low specific heat, which will contribute

to a -minimum of absorption of rays -other than X-rays,

aiding in the production of a maximum of radiant effect.

To a letter on the same subject from Dr. Johnstone
Stoney, the Times gives the honour of large type. Dr.

Stoney says that the mystery of radium is one of a very

large number of mysteries in nature all of which may with
probabihty be referred to a power which nature possesses of

making available the energy which is stored up in gases and
liquids in virtue of there being differences between the acti-

vities of their individual molecules at each instant of time.

The molecules of a gas or of a liquid travel about with

different speeds
; they also differ in the acti^•ity all the time

going on within them. Some of the . molecules impinge
upon any body immersed in the gas or liquid ; and when-
ever those that are moving most swiftly, or those of which
the internal events are most vigorous, can produce an effect

upon that body which the more sluggish molecules cannot
produce—in all such cases energy is transferred from the

adjoining air or liquid to the body immersed in it, and the

air or liquid becomes cooler. This energy in radio-active

bodies appears to be largely expended in emitting electrons,

but also partly in radiations, some of which are ordinary

heat radiations. In organic Ufe it is employed in a multi-

tude of ways ; in some bacilli the whole energy which they

expend in producing organic compounds seems to have this

source ; while throughout every organism, where there is

living protoplasm, this seems to be one of the agencies

which enable it to do work. Energy can be obtained

from this source only at a moderate rate, because the air or

liquid from which the energy is derived becomes cooler in

the act of yielding it up, and warmth has to be restored to

it by the ordinary processes of radiation, convection, and

conduction. Accordingly the rate at which its warmth can

be re-acquii-ed by these processes limits the rate at which

it can persist, without diminution, in yielding up energy to

the body immersed in it.

ORE-FINDING BY ELECTRICITY.

A field demonstration of the electrical system of locating

ore devised by Messrs. Daft and Williams has been given

in North Wales. An alternating current of high potential,

30,000 volts or more, is taken from the terminals, the

generating coil to two metal electrodes which are pushed

an inch or two into the earth ; from these electrodes

lines of force spread out in both the horizontal and

vertical planes, their presence being detected by means

of a deUcate telephonic receiver connected to a second pair

of iron rods, similarly driven into the earth. Normally the

intensity of the electrical disturbance is greatest, for a given

distance from the point of distribution, along a line passing

halfway between the electrodes at right angles to the line

joining them. If, however, the ground is not homogeneous,

but is interrupted by a metalliferous deposit, the lines

of force are deflected from their normal arrangement,

When, therefore, the telephonic receiver gives silence or

faint sounds where a louder sound would from its position

be expected, there is reason to suppose che existence of

some metallic deposit in the vicinity, and by suitably

moving the receiving electrodes until the sound reaches a.

7naximum, the position of the deposit can be located with

considerable accuracy. In an unknown country the

distributing electrodes would be placed perhaps 200 yards

apart, and the receiving instruments might be set up half a

mile away. This method of ore locating has met with no

little success, metal being indicated by this method and
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found where the ordinarj' mining signs did not suggest

the existence of minerals. Altogether, there would seem to

be a useful future before this cleverly devised variety of

" divining-rod."

NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN.

Thk New York Botanical Garden is exhibiting a vigour

and vitality that speak well for its future development.

Although only in its infancy it has already four publications,

a journal, a bulletin, memoirs and contributions from the

N.Y. Botanical Garden. At least two millionaires are on
its board of managers (Mr. A. Carnegie and Mr. J. Pierpont
MoRGAx), and the Mayor of New York as an ex officio

manager. Now it is establishing resident research scholar-

ships, of the value of fifty dollars per month, to be held for

six months at one time. Different members of the garden

staff are apparently allowed to explore for definite periods

in unexplored districts, and to visit foreign countries to get

new ideas and learn of improvements in methods of work.

Thus there have been collecting trips in Texas and New
Mexico, Montana, Arizona, Sonora, Florida, and Porto Rico,

and visits to Kew and European botanic gardens. Publica-

tions by members of the garden staff, whether published

in the garden periodicals or elsewhere, are recorded as

papers published by the garden staff, a liberality somewhat
unusual in public institutions. Professor H. H. Rusby is

curator of the economic collection, and the staff includes

consulting chemist and honorary photographer, but not an

entomologist or fungologist, the insect and vegetable pests

being apparently' left to the Government Department of

Agriculture to deal with. It may be hoped that when the

American continent has been explored, the energies of the

staff may be turned to account in exploring Arabia and

Persia and other portions of the old world whence medicinal

products are exported, the botanical source of which has

been undetermined for hundreds of years.

IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOLARSHIPS.

At the Comicil meeting on Wednesday, Mr. Carteighb
was able to announce that the arrangements have now been

completed for increasing the value of the Redwood Scholar-

ship, in accordance with the scheme explained by him at

the .January meeting, the capital of the Scholarship Fund
now exceeding £1,100 Further, the suggestion of Mr.

WooTTOx, that the Burroughs Scholarship should also in

future be awarded every second year, is to be acted

upon, so that in future the Redwood and Burroughs

Scholarships—both of much greater pecuniary value than

at present—will be awarded in alternate years.

THE MEDICAL AND DENTISTS' REGISTERS FOR 1903.

The ' Medical Register ' for 1903 has just been received

from the publishers—Messrs. Spottiswoode and Co.,

Limited. It is a bulky volume of 1,690 pages, and shows
that the number of persons whose names were added to the

Register during the past year was 1,275, as against 1,318

during the year 1901, whilst 96 persons had their names
restored. On the other hand, 1,051 names were removed,
for various reasons. The total number of names in the

Register on December 31 last was 37,232, being more than

1,000 above the average for the last five years, and more
than 8,000 above the average for the last twenty-five years.

The ' Dentists' Register ' for 1903, for a copy of which we
are also indebted to the courtesy of the publishers, consists

of 240 pages, and contains 4,617 names, as against 4,641

last year, including those of 2,106 licentiates in dentistry,

2,466 other United Kingdom dentists, 3 colonial, and

24 foreign (American) dentists.

THE FORTHCOMING COUNCIL ELECTION.

At the election to fill the seven vacant seats on the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, the members will

be called upon to make their selection from a list of eleven

names, including those of seven candidates—Messrs.

Cooper, Cross, Hills, Storrak, Symes, Taylor, and

WooTTON—who are offering themselves for re-election. The
other candidates are Messrs. Campkin (Cambridge), Currie

(Glasgow), Paterson (Aberdeen), and Walshaw (Hudders-

field). Intere^sting particulars concerning all the candidates,

with portraits, will be found at page 496 of the present

issue of the .Journal. Three nominations were informal,

because the proposers or nominees had not paid their

annual subscriptions to the Society for the present year,

while the friends of Mr. Pickering, who had announced

himself as a candidate, appear to have overlooked the fact

that nomination in accordance with the Society's Bye-laws

is an essential preliminary.

THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER.

The arrangements for the next annual dinner of the

members of the Pharmaceutical Society and their

friends, which is to be held at the Hotel Metropole,

London, on Tuesday, May 19, have now been settled

by the Committee appointed for that purpose. Im-

portant features of this year's arrangements are that

it has been decided to send an invitation to the presi-

dent of every local pharmaceutical association in Great

Britain, as well as to each Paiiiamentary supporter of the

Pharmacy Bill, and a formal reception will be held by the

President of the Society half-an-hour before the time fixed

for the dinner. It has also been decided by the Committee

that, in view of the inconvenience which has been caused in

former years by overcrowding of the tables due to late

applications, no tickets for the dinner will be issued later

than Saturday, May 16. The tickets (price 21s. each, in-

clusive) are now ready and can be obtained of the

Hon. Secretary of the Dinner Committee, Mr. Richard

Bremridge, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., who
requests us to state that all applications must be accom-

panied by remittances.

THE SALE OF LANO-CREOLIN.

The Secretary of .Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds Company,

Limited, informs us that the claims made by the Board of

Inland Revenue on retail chemists and druggists in respect

of the sale of lano-creolin and certain other preparations of

creolin unstamped have been settled bj' a payment by the

company. Further negotiations are now in progress, pend-

ing the result of which the company sends out all the

preparations stamped.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Seohetakies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society

are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-

ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

-Wine Licence. -The Margate Bench, on Wednesday, granted

a wine licence for the sale of medicated wines only to Mr.

V. J. Woolls, chemist and druggist, of 72, Northdown Road,
Margate.

Spurious Beeciiam's Pills —A man at Bolton has been sen-

tenced to one mouth's imprisonment for obtaining money by
false pretences by selling piUs in Messrs. Beecham's boxes to

various grocers, the pills not being Beecham's pills at all.

Researcii Scliolarsliip.—For research work in chemistiy, Mr.
Rufus Gaunt, B.Sc. an old boy of Batley (near Leeds) Grammar
School, has- just been awarded by the 1851 Exhibition Commis-
sioners the scholarship of £150 a year for two years. To
continue his studies Mr. Gaunt goe.s to Leipsic.

Chemists as Bacteriologists.—In the final examination for

certificates of merit in the bacteriology class of the Edin-

burgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, conducted

by J. Taylor Grant, M.D., B.Sc, Archibald Currie, pharma-
ceutical chemist, Leith, and Alexander McCutcheon, chemist
and druggist, Edinburgh, stand second on the list, with
85 per cent, of available marks.

Tlieft from an Edinburgli Chemis^t.—In Edinburgh Police

Ooiu't last week a boy, seventeen years of age, pleaded guilty

to a. charge of stealing a large number of ai-ticles and commodi-
ties from a chemist's shop in Deanhaugh Street, where he was
employed ais a messenger. The articles, valued at £3, included
toilet soap, perfumes, pills, feeding-bottles, and bottles of

drags. The accused was placed under the First Offenders Act
and under £5 caution.

Eau de Cologne Duty in Jersey.—-To encourage the manu-
facture and exportation of eau de Cologne and other perfu-

mery, " The States of Jersey," at their last sitting, decided to
allow a rebate on as small a quantity as two gallons : hitheito

the quantity required has been six gallons. This will

naturally give a very great impetus to trade, as it will enable
chemists in England and the Colonies, who are usually small
buyers, to deal direct with the manufacturer.

Tlie " Times " Competition.—A feature of the advertisement
columns of most of the papers this week has been the an
nouncement made by the Times of a new compttition in which
scholarships of great value, tenable at the universities and
other educational institutions, or, as an alternative, large
sums of money, are offered as prizes for the solution of
examination questions on a variety of different subjects. The
competition has been organised in order to attract attention to
the new edition of the ' Encyclopaedia Britaunica.'

Wills.—Undpr the will of Mr. Frederick Baden Benger. of
The Grange, Knutsford, and of F. B. Benger and Co., Limited,
Strangeways, Manchester, manufacturing chemist, who died on
Januai-y 28, aged 63, and whose estate has been A-alued at
£420,807 gross, there are legacies of £500 each to the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 'Animals (Manchester
Branch), to the Children's Hospital at Pendleburv, the Northern
Counties Hospital for Chronic and Incurable Diseases, and the
Manchester Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Throat
and Chest. The will of the late Alderman J. L Seaton, J. P., of

Hull, pharmaceutical chemist, oil refiner, some time Mayor of

Hull and Provincial Grand Master of Freemasons for the
North and East Ridings of Yorkshire, who died on Febmary 13
last, has now been proved. The estate is of the gross value of
£51.713 10s. 9d., with net personalty £40,996 12s. 5d.

Poison in Ginger-beer Bottles —The Wistn-n Chroaich has
printed coiTespondence suggested by a case at Bradford, where
a man died from the effects of drinking liquid lanmonia from a
ginger-beer bottle. Messrs. Henry Trask and Sons wix>te say-

ing that they frequently received mineral water empties bear-

ing the poison labels of different tradesmen. This letter drew

a reply from IVL-. Alfred Wright, pharmaceutical chemist, the

Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society for South
Somerset, pointing out the improbability of a chemist supply-

ing in such a bottle any liquid likely to prove harmful if taien

internally. Messrs. A. Newton and Co., Hendford, -wTrite

expressing their willingness to give £5 to any charitable object

in the town, on proof being given that any such sale has taken

place in their establishment.

Royal Institution.—The following are the lectme arrajige-

ments at the Royal Institution after Easter:—Profe&.sor Allan

Macfadyen, three lectures on "The Blood and Some of Its Pro-

blems""; Professor G. H. Darwin, two lectures on "The
Astronomical Influence of the Tides " (the Tyndall lectures) ;

Professor E. J. Garwood, two lectiu-es on " 'The Work of ice

as a Geological Agent " ; Professor Dewar, three lectures on

"Hydrogen: Gaseous, Liquid and Solid"; Professor S. H.

Vines, two lectures on " Proteid-Digestion in Plants"; Pro-

fessor J. A. Fleming, two lectures on " Electric Resonance and
Wireless Telegraphy " ; Professor Langton Douglas, two lec-

tures on "The Early Art of Siena" ; Hamish MacCunn, Esq.,

two lectures on " Music " (with musical illustrations) ; and Pro-

fessor Silvanus P. Thompson, two lectures on " The De Mag-
neto and Its Author : (1) The Book, (2) The Man." The Friday
evening meetings -will be resumed on April 24, when a dis-

course will be given by the Hon. R. J. Strutt on " Some Recent
Investigations on Electrical Conduction " ;

succeeding dis-

courses will probably be given bv Professor William J. Pope,
Mr. Rider Haggard^ Dr. D. H. "Scott, Dr. J. A. H. Murray,
His Serene Highness Albei't Prince of Monaco, and other

gentlemen.

Spectacle Makers' Company.
—

^The Lord Mayor, as the
Master of the Spectacle Makers' Company, received at the-

Mansion House, on Thursday, March 26, the diploma-holder.s

associated with the company. The conversazione was held m
connection with the tenth examination held under the aus-

pices of the Guild, certificates being received fi-om, all parts of
the kingdom, while others hailed from South Africa, New
Zealand, and Ceylon. The guests were received in the Saloon
by the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress, supported by Alder-

man and Sherift' Sir George Truscott, Slieriff Sir Thomas
Brooke Hitching and Mi-. Thornethwaite (the Warden). The-
company included the Astronomer Royal (Mr. W. N. M.
Christie), 'Sir William Crookes. Sir Thomas Dewar, M.P., Sir

Thomas Hunter, and Colonel T. Davies Sewell (Clerk). A
series of demonstrations and experiments with wireless tele-

graphy and "musical" arc lamps was carried out, while in

the Long Parlour there was a loan exhibition of optical and
scientific instrum-ents. Among the firms exhibiting were
Messrs. F. Darton avid Co., Mr. J. Hicks, Messrs. S. Maw,
Son. and Sons, and Messrs. Ross, Limited. One of the more
exciting events of tlie evening was the unexpected explosion of

a vacuum tube while experiments were being made with th&
X-ray apparatus.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. J. Hookes Kennard, M.P.S., has been appointed Overseer
of the Poor for Denbigh.

Mr. W. J. Barnes, chemist and druggist, of Dover, has been
appointed overseer for the borough for the ensuing year.

Mr. H. P. Hearder, chemist, 26, Westwell Street, Plymouth,
has been appointed an overseer of the Borough of Plymouth.

Mr. Daniel Hollow, M.P.S., has purchased the business carried

on since 1866 by Mr. J. G. Netting, at 159, North Road,
Plymouth.

Messrs. H. T. Netten and E. T. Wood, chemists, of Stone-
house, Devon, have been nominated candidates for the ensuing
election of the Stonehouse District Council.

Mr. John Twinberrow, Worcester, has written to the Worcester

Herald on the subject of horticultural poisons. The letter gain*
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point from the fact that Worcester is the centre of the agitation

for relaxing the restrictions on the sale of poisons.

Mr. Wm. Twiss, chemist and druggist, of Hunstanton, and
Mrs. Twiss, celebrated their golden wedding on March 25. Mr.
Twiss has carried on business in Le Strange Terrace for a long
period. Mr. and Mrs. Twiss received many congratulatory
messages.

Mr. William Flux, Waterton, Cirencester, head of the firm of

Flux, Thompson, and Quarrell, solicitors to the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain, has been placed by the Lord Chan-
cellor on the Commission of the Peace for the County of

Gloucester.

Mr. Herbert A. Old, M.P.S., who has been dispenser at the
Boyal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, City Road, sailed on
Monday last as a member of a party of 2,000, who are emi-
grating to N. W. Canada to found a settlement. Mr. Old will

act as dispenser to the settlement.

Mr. Alderman K. D. Simpson, J. P., M.P.S., has been appointed
a member of the Education Committee for Lindsey, Lincoln-
shire. The committee consists of twenty-four members,
eighteen county councillors, of whom Mr. Simpson is one, and
six members representing the various educational systems in

the county. The committee take over the work of education in

the county from April 1.

Mr. W. H. Delve, M.P.S., who has been sole managing director

»f " Delves, Limited," has now taken over the whole of the
business of the company from March 25, 1903, and intends
3arrying on the same under the style of W. H. Delve, wholesale

ind retail chemist, at the same address, 310, Stretford Road,
Manchester. All moneys owing to or by " Delves, Limited,"
will be received or paid by him.

Mr. John A. Jennings, M.P.S., who has for some time been
senior dispenser under Mr. Edmund White at St. Thomas's
Bospital, has been appointed bead of the pharmaceutical
iepartment at the London Hospital, in succession to Mr. E. W.
Morris, appointed House Governor and Secretary. The laboratory

it " London " has recently been entirely refitted, and Mr.
rennings' new position will offer full scope for his energy and
bbility.

Mr. R. Feaver Clarke, of Gravesend, has met with a share of

;hat ingratitude which is so often the public man's reward.

Sir. Clarke, who has served the cause of secondary education in

jravesend as member of the Education Committee for twenty-
ive years, as chairman of the School Managers, and also as a
nember of the Town Council and School Board, has not been
ihosen as a member of the committee which comes into office

inder the new Act on May 1. Mr. Clarke has for years been an
kctive worker as local or divisional secretary of the Pharma-
;eutical Society.

Mr. James Martin, of the firm of Messrs. J. Martin and Co.,

)hotographic enlargers, New Southgate, N., a notice of whose
vork appeared in the Photographic Supplement to last week's
Fournal, spent five years in the laboratory of the Pharma-
:eutical Society, partly as assistant to the late Professor Red-
wood. Mr. Martin subsequently took up photographic work,
md has been a voluminous contributor to the British Journal

)f Photography. He was also responsible for the articles on
' Photography " in Chambers' ' Encyclopeedia.' Mr. Martin
vas for many years an Associate of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Messrs. Ayrton and Saunders, 34, Hanover Street, Liverpool,
ntimate that they have completed arrangements with Messrs.
lenry Gilbertson and Sons, 11, St. Andrew Street, Holborn
Circus, London, by which they take over shortly their stock
ncluding all the specialties of the firm, their name plates

for dispensing and feeding bottles, copper plates for tooth-paste

and other pots, and all stamps and dies used for their box-top
bottles, and in future any of the well-known specialties of this

firm will be ordered and supplied from their Liverpool ware-
house. The goods will be supplied on the same terms and con-

ditions as by the old firm.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Evans Sons Lescher and Webb, Limited.—Dividend warrants
for the preference shares in Evans Sons Lescher and Webb,
Limited, for the term ending March 31, 1903, were posted on
Tuesday last.

Be J. W. Thomas and Co., Ltd.—During the i)as week
meetings of the shareholders and creditors in connection with

the above company, carrying on the business of chemists and
druggists at Market Street, Hebden Bridge, have been held. A
resolution was passed by the shareholders to the effect that the

company could not, by reason of its liabilities, continue its

business, and that it was desirable to wind up the same,

and that Mr. Cress, Crabtree, chartered accountant, Hebden
Bridge, be appointed liquidator for the purposes of such

winding up.

Tylers' Drug Stores, Limited.—This company was registered

on March 24, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to acquire

the business carried on at 9, High Street, Marylebone, as

Tyler and Co., and to carry on the business of wholesale and
retail chemists, druggists, patent medicine manufacturers and
vendors, herbalists, tobacconists, grocers, drysalters, commis-
sion agents, druggists' sundriesmen, etc. No initial public

issue. Colonel E. G. Lloyd is Ihe first director. Qualification,

£50. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered office :

9, High Street, Marylebone, N W.

F. Green and Co.; Ltd.—This company announces the issue of

5,000 six per cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each, pay-

able 5s. on application, 7s. 6d. on allotment, and 7s. 6d. one
month after allotment. The object of the issue is to enable the

directors to provide additional working capital, and to acquire

the business of Preemans". Veterinary Chemists, Birmingham.
During the last few years, rivalry has existed between the two
firms, and the present amalgamation is thought to be likely to

lead to the advantage of both. The directors are W. M. Free-

man, F. H. Proaser, Ph.C, T. S. Prosser, and John Freeman,
M.P.S. List of subscriptions will close on or before Monday,
April 6, 1903.

Southall Bros, and Barclay, Limited.—The annual mepting
of tliis company was held on Monday, under the presidency of

Mr. T. Barclay. The report sliowed that there was a profit

of £13,330 16s. 7d., and it was proposed to pay a second

half-year's dividend of 5 per cent, on preference shares, and
of 10s. per annum on ordinary shares; to place £1,000 to the

reserve fund, and to carry forward £1.766 Is. 6d. The chair^

man, in proposing the adoption of the report and balance-sheet,

referred to the extensions of the premises in Dalton Street,

and the decisifin an-ived at last year to erect a new factory

at Saltley. The former were nearly complete^ and plans for

the latter would be ready shortl.y. Proceeding, Mr. Barclay
spoke of hi.s visit to the cod-liver oil factory in Norwaj^.

The season, he said, had beei* most disastrous, owing to the

continuous storms and the presence of large quantities

of the hairy seal. The fish were also poor in quality, and
whereas in ordinary years 390 livers produced a hectolitre of

oil, last season 7.500 vrere required. Only once previously did

he remember such a state of thing.s, and that was twenty
years ago, when oil was at famine prices. The report was
approved. Mr. J. Barclay was re-elected on the directorate,

airid Messrs. Howard, Smith. iSlocombe and Co. were reap-

pointed auditors.
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TRADE NOTES.

Easter Holidays.—Messrs. T. and H. Smith and Co., of City
Road, London, E.C., announce that their premises will be closed
on Friday, Saturday, and Monday, April 10, 11, and 13,

Motor Cars for Parcels Transport.—The General IMotor Car
Company, Limited, has given particular attention to the con-
struction of light delivery and collection cars for parcels.

Though the cars are built generally to standard patterns, the
individual needs of the purchaser can be met with very little

trouble, the average cost of the finished car, v^hich has accom-
modation for one person besides the driver, working out at from
100 to 120 guineas.

Sterilised Paraffin Wax.— Mr. Franlj A. Rogers, 327, Oxford
Street, London, W., sells sealed bottles of sterilised paraffin wax
for subcutaneous injection, as originally made for the initial

oxperiments in Great Britain Four different kinds are supplied
the respective melting points being 104° F., 111° F., 115° F.'

and 136
' F. Mr. Rogers similarly supplies an injection syringe

for use with the paraflin wax. The syringe has three needles,
curved and straight, and an ingenious arrangement enables the
syringe to be worked with one hand, and the amount injected
to be exactly regulated.

Maw's New Feeding Bottle.—Messrs. S. Maw Son and Sons, 7 to

12, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C., are placing on the market
a " Universal" Feeding Bottle, which is similar in shape to the
" Hygienic " previously noted in these columns. The milk does
not touch any of the fittings when the bottle is laid down. The
bottle has no angles, and both teat and valve may readily be
reversed for cleaning purposes. Complete in box, with brush,
the retail price is Is. We have also received, in addition to the
above. Maw's registered teat fastener, which fits most feeding
bottles with wide mouths, and prevents the teat slipping off.

These fasteners sell at 2d. each.

Materia Medica Collection.—At 16, Jewry Street, E.C., the
London office of Mr E. Merck, manufacturing chemist,
Darmstadt, Mr. F. Boehm is showing a very fine collection of

materia medica specimens, suitable for use in medical or

pharmaceutical schools. A representative of the Journal has
had the opportunity of seeing the collection. The specimens
are admirably chos-en to show the diagnostic features of the
drugs, and are in tall cylindrical glass jars, covered by black
celluloid caps. The collection includes 300 different drugs,
including all the important non-official drugs, as well as those
in the official materia medica. Each item of the collection can
be examined without the specimens being handled more than
is desirable. ' Merck's Drug Collection, No. VIII,' certainly

merits the close attention of proprietors of places of learning
where a knowledge of drugs is imparted.

The Focussing Weno Camera.—This is a new design of

camera eonb-truotion, int«nd€d to inee.t the demand of the

aidvanced amateur, the camera being so constructed as to use

daylight loading film and liave the advantage of focussing the

object of full size upon a ground glass. The section of the

camiera embodying the film chambers telescopes, and when drawn
upward a spring actuating ground glass adjusts itself auto-

matically in the Ba,me focal plane as the film, which allows focus-

sing and centring- the object accurately. After focussing, the

film section is puslied in position, and. at the same time, the

ground glass moves backward to its original place. This focus-

sing improvement does not in any way hinder the use of this

camera as a eimple snap-sh(]t 'uutfit, as focussing can be

accomplished in the usual mannt-r by use of the graduating

scale. The front bed is fitted with a rack and pinion for fine

iocU/Ssing, and the standa.i-d hais a rising, falling, and sliding

djustment. The shutter i.s the latest imi>i-oved B. and L. auto-

matic, with retarding device, making exposures from 1/lOOth to

1 eeoond with ^reat accuracy, also time exposures of any dura-

tion. The shutter being of standard opening permits the fitting

of any high-grade lenses. A brilliant reversible finder, with

hood, and socket* for attaching tripod for horizontal and vertical

pictures, are provided. For inice-s and other particulars applica-

tion should be made to Messrs. Ross, Limited, 111. New Bond
Street, London, W.

A New Tablet Machine. —Messrs. Allen and Hanburys,
Ltd., Betlinal Green, who recently placed on the market a

hand-tablet machine, which has met with much success, and
has been very favourably commented on, are now about to

introduce an entirely new machine for manufacturing pur-

poses. A working model of the new tablet machine, driven

by electric power, has been shown and described to a repre-

sentative of this Journal, who saw perfect tablets being turned

out at the rate of 1,000 a minute. Not more than one tablet,

however, is compressed at the same moment, so that no com-

pressing power is lost. Thirteen punches rise and fall while

they are being earned round a circular revolving wheel. The
up-and-down movement of the individual punches is regulated

bj"- a "switchback" groove in contact with the heads of the

punches. The punches strike the dies at both sides of the

machine, twice in each revolution, but. owing to their uneven

number (thirteen), nut simultaneously. Each lower die, when

one ta'blet is ejected, is drawn down, and pa.'^ses under a

rapidly agitating feeder, nearly vertically placed, a point

which" makes for great rapidity of working, lue powder is

then immediately Stamped by 'the fall of the corresponding

upper punch. There is, of course, a feeder at each side of the

machine, as the compression is effected twice in each revolu-

tion. The machine has ball bearings, the punches are driven

by two pairs of conical j-ollers, which present a flat face to

to the edge of the punch lieads, and the punch bodies are

adjustable, so that different sized tablets can be made without

the necessitv for different sized punch bodies, and dies of

different sizes can be screwed on to the same punch body.

A handle can be fitted for manual working, where power is not

available. Simple devices are provided for regulating at will the

pressure used in compressing and for making all necessary adjust-

ments. The machine undoubtedly represents a great advance

on anything of the kind previously placed on the market;

one is inclined to wonder if tliere is any limit to the number of

I
tablets that the world will swallow, or to the rate at which

this enterprising firm will be prepared to produce them.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, April 2, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Cliemicals has been by no means
specially brisk during past week. The changes have been an
advance in price of Cocaine and Santonine. God Liver Oil is

practically non ist; that is, none, or as good as none, available

acs far as Norwegian is concerned, last year's oil being ex-

hausted, while the new oil has so far failed to come to hand.

Quinine is in the dum^is. Opium, Moi'phine and Codeine quiet,

but steady. Acid Carbolic quiet. Quicksilver and Mercurials

firm. Glycerin without change. Acetanilide, Phenacetin, and
Sulphonal still offering at very low prices. Bromides and
Iodides unchanged. Acid Citric rather easier. Acid Tartaric

and Cream of Tartar firm. We give below some quotations,

a* also a regumr. of to-day's London Drug Auctions :
—

ACID BORACIC—Crystals 22s., powder 24s. per cwt.

ACID CARBOLIC—Is Steady at 5^1. per lb. for 34°-35° ice

,
crystal for quautitj- and in bulk packing.
ACID CITRIC—Is rather wt-aker at Is. 2d. per oz. for crystals

in 5-cwt barrels. In view of the near approach of the consum-
ing season, a better demand will nearly certainly set in, which
can readilv lead to an improvement in pric-e.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—Quiet at £13 10s. to £13 lis. 3d.

for Grav 24 per "cent. London prompt.
ASHES.—Pots : Montreal 30s. 6d. : pearls 40s.

BORAX.—Crystals 13s., powder 14s. per cwt.
CINCHONA BARK.—^I'he shipments at Java during March

were 1,040.000 Amsterdam lb., against 680.000 Amsterdam lb.

last year and 864,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1901. The^ total for

the three months is 2,282,000 Amsterdam lb., against 2,144,000
Amsterdam lb. last year and 2.612,000 Am.'-terdam lb. in 1901.
To-day's bark sale in Amsterdam is reported to have opened
at 7-50 cents, which means a reduction in price of about 10 per
cent.

CHLORATE OF POTASH—Is still quoted 2Jd. to 3d. per lb.

for both crystals and powder, spot London.
COCAINE.—Makers have advanced price Is. 6d. per oz., to

17i. 6d. per oz. for the Hydrochlorate in 25-oz. tins, and Is. 9d.
per oz. for the pure Alkaloia, to 20s. 3d. i>er oz. It is, however,
possible to buy at below these figures from second hand.
COD LIVER OIL.—Late enormous i^rices are still asked, viz.,

470s. to 500i5. per barrel for 1903 Norwegian for deliverv in about
three weeks" time

; while 1902 Oil is practically exhausted. For
fair Newfoundland very high price.s are asked, the supply of this
being also ref<tricted ; while there are, of course, cheaper offers
of adulterated and stinking rubbish.
COPPER SULPHATE—Is quofed £22 to £23 10s. per ton.
JAPAN WAX—Quiet on the spot at 72s. 6d. For arrival 75

cases afloat to Hamburg liave been sold at 65s. c. f. and i.

MORPHINE—Steady, but unchanged, at late rates.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Lin.seed Oil closed steady

forward. London spot pipes £24. barrels £24 5s. to £24 10s.
(solely from E. I. seed about 5s. to 10s. per ton premium),
April £23 12s. 6d., May-Augu.«rt. £22 15s., September-December
£21 17s. 6d. Hull eatsier: naked spot £22 10s., month
£22 2s. 6d.. May-August £21 12s. 6d., September-December
£20 12s. 6d. Rai)e Oil steadv. Ordinai-v Brown on the spot
barrels £22 10s., April £22 10s. English Refined spot £23 10s.
Ravison spot £20 10s. to £20 15s. ; April £20 15s. naked.
Cotton Oil quiet. London Crude spot £20 5s., May-August
£20 12s. 6d. Refined spot £21 10s. to £23. Hull weak ; naked
Refined spot £19 17s. 6d., April £20, May-August £20 7s. 6d.
Crude spot and month 19s.. May-August £19s. 5s. Olive Oil :

Mogador £31. Spanish £31 to £33, Levant £31. Cocoanut Oil
steady. Cevlon spot £26 10s.. April £24 12s. 6d. c.i.f., April-
Mar £24 10s. c.i.f.. April-June £24 10s. c.i.f.. June-August
£24 10s. c.i.f. Cochin spot £34, April-June £25 17s. 6d. c.i.f.,

August-October £25 15s. c.i.f. Castor Oil easier. Belgian,
April-December delivery, Ists £21. 2nds £18 10s. Barrels free,

ex wharf, London. 2^ per cent, discount. Hull Made (prompt
and up to end of the year deliveries) : Ists £21 5s. per ton,
2nd £18 15s. per ton. Barrels included, delivered free ex wharf,
London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricatini> Oil : Pile American
spot quoted £6 10s. to £7 10s.. Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian
Black £5 15s. to £6. pale £7 5s. to £7 15s. Turpentine : The
market opened weak, but subsequenTiy dL<;played considerable
firmness. American spot, after 42s. 9d. taken, closed 43s. to

43s. 5d., May 41s. 6d. to 41s. 9d., June 38s. 3d., July-August

36s. Ijd., September-December, after 36s. taken, closed 36s. 3d.

Petroleum Oil : The market continues very flat, and. Russiaa

importers have reduced their price id., as follows: Si)ot 4d.

to 4^d. American unchanged ; spot S^d. to 5id., Water White
7^. to 7|d. Roumanian spot 4id. to 4|d. Petroleum Spirit

:

American ordinary 7d., deodorised 7|d. to 8^d.

OPIUM.—Thei-e'is no change to report, business in the article

helving been practically at a standstill during past week. Should

the threatened trouble in Eastern Europe assume serious dimen-

sions, it might possibly have a not unimportant influence on this

article.

QUICKSILVER—Very firm at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from the

importer, nothing offering from second-hand,

QUININE.—Agents for the favourite B&S and Brunswick
brands still quote Is. 2d. per oz. for the Sulphate for 1,000-oz.

lots in 100-oz. tins ; while in the open market price receded to

Is. O^d. per oz. for the brands mentioned above, in consequence,

partly, of the by no means moderate shipments of Cinchona Bark
advised from Java for the -whole of the past month.
ROSIN—Quiet. Common strained sjjot 6s. 6d. to 6s. 9d. e.x

wharf, for shipment 6s. 4^d. pi'ompt .steamer, 6s. April-June,

5s. 8d. July-Sept, sailer, ex sliip terms.

SANTONINE—Has again been advanced Is. 6d. per lb. to

from 22s. to 23s. iper lb., according to quantity for bulk pack-

ing.

SHELLAC.—^The Calcutta cable came unchanged yesterday at

59 rupees for TN Orange. The shipments at Calcutta during the

past month were heavier than expected, and show a comparative
increase of 11,200 cwt., the total to all parts being 27,700 cwt.

against 16,500 cwt. last year. The London statistics show a

slight increase of deliveries over landings, but the stock of

Orange has further depreciated to the extent of over 1,600 cases.

Garnet and Button having increased over 1,400 cases. This
market is steady on the spot., and moderate sales have been
effected at sSout previous rates, ordinary to fair TN selling

at 115s. to 117s. Futures close steadier, after a moderate busi-

ness. The sales comprise about 1,000 oases. May delivery TN
at 117s. to 116s. and buyers, August at 113s. and since reported
at 112s., and September at 112s.

SODA NITRATE.—Spot commercial £9 5s. Refined £9 7s. 6d.

per ton.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's sales comprised 15 catalogues, several lengthy, the
point most worthy of notice being the large number of lots

offered without reserve, a result, it may be assumed, of late
failure in the Lane.
IPECACUANHA—^Was in improved demand, Rio selling at

from 5s. to 5s. 3d. for good quality, and Caitiigena at from
3s. 6d. to 3s. 8d. per lb. for only fair, 4s. being asked for

good. Balsam Tolu sold without reserve at Is., quality leav-
ing something to be desired. Gamboge, offered without re-

serve, sold exceedinglj' well under the circumstance, the
drop in value as against prices lately paid being vei-y slight.

Good bright blocky pipe realised up to £18 5s., pickings
selling at from £15 15s. to £16 5s. Gum Elemi : 15 eases

good pale sold at rather cheaper rates, viz., 65s. to 67s. 6d.
per cwt. Oil Peppermint HGH sold without reserve at from
13s. 3d. to 14s. 4 cases Wayne County at 5s. 3d. to 5s. 6d,
per lb. being also offered practically without reserve. Car-
damoms were in good supply, but were difficult of sale,

good bold pa.le Ceylou Mysores fetching up to 3s. per lb,,

medium to good seeds selling at Is. 2d. to Is. 4d.
Cubebs. alsa without .reserve, sold cheaply at from 30s. to 33s.

per cwt. Buchu Leaves: A fair quantity of fair green rounds
sold at 8d. to S^d. per lb. Sarsaparilla : Fair Lima sold at from
ll^d. to Is. for damaged. Tonka Beans : Some foxy Paras' sold
cheaply at 6^d. to 8d. per lb. Star Aniseed Oil : 2 cases sold at

3s. 6d. per lb., an unprecedentty low price. Dragons' Blood:
2 cases good, bright, reboiled lump, with a small percentage of

dull, sold at £9, fine bright, seedy lump at £8 7s. 6d., medium
bright lump at £7 17s. 6d. Turmeric : Madras finger, slightly

wormy, sold cheaply at 9s. to lO.s. per cwt. Gum Myrrh sittings

sold at 61s. to 69s. ; fair sorts held for 87s. 6d. Aloes : 10 cases

good Socotrine in tin-lined cases sold cheaply at 61s. per cwt.,

1 case dullish Cape at 33s., and some good liveiy Curatjoas at

29s. Balsam Copaibae : Good Cartagena sold at Is. 7d. per lb.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors
'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF VANILLIN AND
OTHER ANALOGOUS BODIES. (No. 4,909 of 1902). — E. L.

Froger-Delapierre, 25, Rue de Belfort, Courbevoie (Seine),

France. Re'.ates to a process for the manufacture of vanillin

and other analogous bodies which is based iipon the oxidising

action of terpenes, sesquiterpenes, and the like upon phenolic and
other Bodies, essence of cloves, cugenol, or iso-eugenol, acetyl-

eugenol, or analogous substances. Example as applied to the

manufacture of vanillin :—^An air current, previously purified of

all carbonic acid matters, is caused to pass through essence of

turpentine heated to 30°-35° C, according to its viscosity. The
current is then passed into an apparatus furnished with baffles

heated to 80°-90° C, and thence over a layer of iso-eugenol,

maintained at about 100°, with a speed of 125 litres nf active

air per houi-, and for a time proportionate to the quantity of

vanii-in to be obtained, which may reach as much as 42 per

cent, at the first action.

PRODUCTION OF MONO-FORMYL A -A, NAPTHYLENE-
DIAMINE B, OR B, MONO-SULPHONIC ACID (No. 8,195 of

1902).—Dr. F. Gaess, Freiburg. Baden, (jJermany. Tlie inventor

has found that ddformyl A.-A^ napthylene-diamine B, or Bj
mono-.sulphonic acid can be transformed into niono-fonnyl
A, -A, naj)thylene-diamine B3 or B^ niono-sulphonic acid by
boiling its thin aqueous .solution with A,-A„ napthvlene-diamine
B3 or Bj mono-sulphonic acid. Example:—24 kilos of A, -A,
napthylene-diamine B3 or B, mono-sulphonic acid are boiled

with 14 kilos of sodium format f, or an equivalent quantity of

another fomiate, and 80 kilos of 75 per cent, formic acid in

conjunction with a reflux condenser until a tested portion is no
longer susceptible of being ddazotised. Then the excess of

formic acid is completely distilled ott', preferably in vacuo, the

residue is dissolved in about 300 kilos of water, 24 kilo» A, -A,
napthylene-diamine B3 or B, mono-sulplionic acid are stirred in,

and the whole is boiled as long as a tested portion gives a

strong effervescence with sodium nitrate.

MANUFACTURE OF NITRIC ACID AND OXIDES OF
NITROGEN (No. 8,300 of 1902).—Dr. W. Ostwald, of 2/3,

Linnestrasse, Leipzig, Germany. Consists in leading a mixture
of ammonia gas and air in the proportions of at least 7 mole-
cules of oxygen and 2 molecules of ammonia at a temperature
above 300° C, over catalysators, made of a combination of solid

platinum, and finely divided platinum, which favours the oxida-

tion of ammonia to nitric acid without causing the production
of nitrogen in any considerable amount, care being taken when
leading the gases over the contact bodies that the products
formed are in contact with tht catalysators only for the 1/lOOth

part of a second. The gases which are led to the cala'ysators

are partially heated on their way by being brought into con-

tact with the pi'oducts of the reaction, whicli are being led
away from the catalysators. An apparatus for carrying out
the latter pai't of the process is shown and described.

INVALIDS' COUCHES (No. 9,807 of. 1902).—0. Ladem-ami,
Molkenmarkt 6, Berlin, Gennany. Relates to a couch, compris-

ing three i)arts connected to each other by joints, each of the
three parts being so arranged as to be capable of being inde-
^lendently moved in such a way that the three parts can be
brought into an extended or contracted position by the stretch-

ing of, or changes in the pressure exerted by, the person
resting upon the couch, one part moving about a fixed point
of support, and the two other parts moving about points 0'

support th-it change their position through the turning of th
first mentioned part. A modification of this method of con-

struction is .shown and described in the specification.

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CARBONIC ACID BATHS (No.

28,561 of 1902).—E. Kopp, 122c, Potsdamerstrasse, Berlin,

Germany. Relates to a process for preparing carbonic acid

baths, which are frequently used in the treatment of nervous

affections, m which the development of carbonic acid, and, if

desired, the scenting of the liquid in the bath, is effected in

a uniform manner. It consists in using a mixture of acetic acid

and chloride of calcium, to which some etheric oil may be added
for the purpose of scenting, for the purpose of setting fret

carbonic acid in the bath into which bicarbonate of .soda has

been previously poured. A modification is described consisting

in using pine needle extract instead of etheric oil. It is ex-

pressly pointed out that, instead of acetic acid, other acids

may be u.sed which are solvents of etheric oil or pine needle

extract.. The calcium chloride can also be replaced by other

neutral salts, soluble iii acetic acid.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above patents must be
filed at the Patent OfHce on or before May 4, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

IRIS," for bichromate of pK>t.assium, by R. Wedekind an<l

Co. Commandit gessellschaft, Rheinuferstrasse 5, Uerdingen of

1., Rhine, Germany. 250,911.

" FORGET-ME-NOT " and device, for chemical substances used

in agriculture, etc.. bv S. H. Ward, 48, C'ranmer Street, Not-

tingham. 249,960.

• PARO-NIKA," for cattle medicines, by Baker and Son, 15.

Eastgate Square, Chichester. 250,769.

" ASILLICIDE," for chemical .substances used in agriculture,

etc., by W. J. Bush and Co., Limited', 28, Ash Grove, Hiicknev,

N.E. '252,524.

' VIXOL " label, for a catarrhal specific, by H. F. Hoveler,

trading as the Vixol Svndicate, Limited, Lambeth Hill, E.G.

251,209.

"OCULONE" ("Oculo" disclaimed), for a curative lotion

for the eyes, bv the Oculine Co., 61, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

251,235.
*

" KOLAYO," for chemical substances u.sed in medicine, etc.,

by Laboratoires Sautei- Societe par Actions, 57, Rue de Lyons,

Geneva, Switzerland. 252,511.

" BISEDIA," for chemical substances used in medicine, etc.,

bv Giles, Schacht and Co., 52, Royal York Crescent, Clifton,

Bristol. 252,630.

'[ BILBERETTES " (" Bilberry'' disclaimed), for chemical sub-

istances used in medicine, etc., bv S. H. Ward', 48, Cranmer
Street, Nottingham, 252,641.

" MICROKAM," for photogr.^phic, telescopic, spectroscopic,

and microscopic apparatus, bv R. T. Rossiter, trading as J.

Browning, 78, S-trand, W.O. 252,619.

" CREAMOTA " ("Creamo" disclaimed), for a food prepara-

tion, by C. Gray, 12, Gall'owav Street, Maxwelltown, N.B.
248,620'.

•• NUKOL," for toilet articles, etc., bv the Junon Toilet Supply
Co., of 14, Southampton Street, Stra.iid, W.C. 250,455.

"ROSIMOHLEA" ("Rose'' disclaimed), for perfumery, etc.,

by J. W. Thornton, trading as the Rosimotilea Co., 40,

Alexandra Street, Southend-on-Sea. 251,698.

" CROUTIENA," for a liair wash, by J. H. Mosheimer, 9,

Station Parade, Streatham, S.W. 2(52,201.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before May 1, 1903.
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SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

YORKSHIRE SECTION.

Monday, March 30, 1903, at "the Midland Hotel, Bradford,

Mr. J. E. Bedford in the chair.

Messrs. F. W. Kioh-A-Bdson, F.I.C., F.C.S., Nohman H.-vnson,

and Walter Mann presented a paper on

Tintometric Estimation of Chrome in ,Cloth, Etc.

In the fltet place the authors dwelt upon the advantages of

using Lovibond's tintometer for colour investigations. Mr.

Richardson, who read the paper, stated tha.t in many respects

this instrument and its standard sets of glasses do for colour

analysis what the 'balances and weights do for gravimetric

analysis, and enable one to keep a fairly exact record of the

analysis of any colour or isolution wliich has been examined.

In deteimining chrome in cloth the substance is incinerated and

the ash fused with a mixture of chlorate and carbonate of

potash ; the filt€red solution of the fused mass is made to a

definite volume and the yellow colour observed in the tinto-

meter. A table is given, so that instead of having to compare

with a .specially prepared standard solution, all that is necessary

is bo refer to the table. Results show the accuracy of this

process. For very minute amounts, say a 40,000th part of a

grain of chromate, the property which chromic acid shows for

liberating iodine from potassium iodide in the presence of acid

is made use of, the blue colour with starch being tintometrically

determined.

Messrs. F. W. Richardson and Pekct Hollixgs presented a

paper on

The Tintometric Estimation of Nitrites and Nit?ates in

Waters, Etc.

ITieir purpose was to show how unreliable the chief colori-

metric processes in vogue are, and also that, apart from this,

if the 'water contains nitrites as weii as nitrates, the former

are sure to be oxidised when the water is evaporated down

for the estimation of the nitrates by the ordinary phenol-sul-

phonic processes. It is also found that the phenol-disulphonic

acid, acting in the cold, gives very much better results than

the ordinary phenol-sulphonic acid solution, which has to be

employed in the usual way, heating for certain periods on a

water bath with the water residue. With Lovibond's tinto-

meter the a -naphthylamine and suliphanilic acid process gives

the purest red, and one readily comparable with Lovibond's

colour uhits. Sulphonic acid and xesorcin give a pure yellow,

but the conditions for obtaining perfectly uniform results

with these very delicate tests are still under consideration.

The ordinary methods of applying the Griess-Ilosvay tests

were criticised, and improvements involving the use of alcohol

were indicated. The authors, when dealing with a water con-

taining both nitrites and nitrates, boiled down with a little

hydrogen peroxide in crder to ensure complete oxidation of

the nitrites ; the phenol method being then applied to the

residue, and the colour produced by the nitrite, after conver-

sion into nitrate, heing allowed for after the nitrite has been

determined.

Messrs. W. M. Gardner, B. North, and A. H. Taylor

presented the results of some experiments in

The Methods of Standardising Potassium Permanganate, and

the Use of this Substance for the Volumetric Estimation

of Iron.

They stated that they had been led to make this inquiry by

a desire to ascertain, if possible, the cause of the discrepancy

between the gravimetric determination of iron and the volumetric

determination, and the.ir impression that there was something

wrong with the standardising of the permanganate, which
might account for that difference. They had not found the

cause of the difference, but had arrived at the following con-

clusions :—(1) That an accurate pennanganate solution may

readily Ibe prepared by cry.stallising the salts twice from a solu-

tion which does not come in contact with oxidisable material,

the crystals being dried at 100° C. in a crystallising dish,

after draining off the mother liquor; (2) that, if necessary to

standardise it, either from ammonium oxalate or oxalic acid,

ferrous ammonium sulphate may be used with extremely accu-

rate results; (3) in the estimation of iron in a commercial

sample of metallic iron it may be preferable to standardise

the potassium permanganate solution with iron wire, but the

method is only reliable when the gi-aphitic caribou present is

removed by filtration previous to titration.

All these papers were discussed at considerable length, and

votes of thanks were awarded to the authors.

ABERDEEN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

COMPLIMENTARY SUPPER.
Tuesday, March 31, 1903, at the Bon-Acoord Hotel, Aber-

deen, Mr. Wm. Giles in the chair. Messrs. A. L. Bruce and

G. Ogilvie acted as croupiers.

The occasion was a complimentary supper to Mr. John Cruick-

shank, late Secretary of the Association, on his departure from
Aberdeen.

The Chairman, in proposing Mr. Cruickshank's health, and
presenting him, on behalf of the Association, with a purse of

sovereigns, alluded to the valuable services Mr. Cniickshank had
rendered to pharmacy as Divisional Secretary of the Pharma-
ceutical Society and as Secretary of the local Association.

Mr. Cruickshank suitably responded. The proceedings
throughout the evening were of a very enjoyable nature.

FEDERATION OF LOCAL PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATIONS.

Copies of the following letters are being sent out to all loc:il

phannaoeutical associations, whether federated or not :
—

-

Forthcoming Council Election.

The Hon. Secretaiy Association.
Dear Sir,—In view of the approach of the annual election

of members to serve on the Pharmaceutical Council, it is

suggested that, immiediately the nominations are published,
your Association should arrange a meeting at which the
names 'Of candidates might be subm'itted, with a view to

selecting for support those gentlemen who, in the opinion of

the meeting, are best qualified for this important work. It

is also suggested that your Executive Committee take such
steps as miay be deemed jjroper to ensure that, as far as

possible, every chemist in your district who is a member of

the Society shall exercise his privilege and record his votes.

I take the liberty of addressing this request to you in the

hope that interest in the election may be stimulated, and
that the number of voters who do not, as a rule, fill in their

voting papers may be considerably redtuoed.

I am, dear Sir,

yours very faithfully,

(Signed) Geo. F! Mebson, Ho7i. Secretary.

Poisons Committee Report.

The Hon. Secretaiy Association.

Dear Sir,—My Executive think it advisable that; members

of Parliament should at once be approached in this matter.

Without in any way attempting to forestall the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society, or to embarrass its officials in

whatever line of action may be decided upon, it is suggested

that a letter on the lines of the copy herewith enclosed

should be sent to members, or preferably as a memorial

signed by all registered men in the Parliamentary division

or" divisions covered by your Association. It ls felt that

such a communication would pave the way for further cor:

respondenoe, or, better still, for a personal interview by

deputation, at such time when a plan of campaign has been

foi-mulated and prompt decisive action becomes imperative.

Meantime a small " Watch Committee " 'might be formed to.
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oo-operate witli the divisional nffieer of the Pharmaceutical
Sooi«-ty as occasion requires.

Yours very faithfully.

(Signed) GEO. F. Mebsox. Hon. Sicritarij.

Copy of Suggested Letter to Members of Parliament.

Poisons Committee Retokt.

Sir,—A report by a Departmental 0<>nimitt«e. which may
have a most important bearing on the .-ale of certain jjoisons

used in connection with agriculture and horticulture, has-

been presented' to both Houses of Parliament. The report
recommends—and the i-ecommendation is based on most in-

adecjuate evidence—that the sale of such poisons does not
require any special training nor supervision, and that the

interes"ts of tho.ve who carry on agricultural and horticultural

pui-suits are interfered with on account of the difficulty and
unnecessary trouble alleged to be experienced in obtaining

supplies. That the.se statements have no foundation on fact^s

can easily be proved. In 1868 the Legislature enacted, after

very careful inquiry, that the education of the vendor was
the only safeguard to the public in the regulation of the

sale of poisons. That conclusion still holds good, and with
great-er force now than then ; while as to the alleged incon-

venience referred to, no evidence vras given which could

logically justify such a finding. Had some of the lea-ding

manufacturers of poisonous sheep-dips. etc. . been called as

witnesses, there is good reason to believe that they would
have shown tliey were quite satisfied with the present legal

channels for the distribution of their goods. The Primt
Minister has stated, in reply to a question in the House of

Commons, that " the report is under consideration with a

view to legislation at the earliest opportunity." When such

time arrives ^ will again communicate with vou. Mean-
we

time ^ think it advisable, and would respectfully
we

ask you to re.serve your opinion upon the questions involved.

I am,
We are.

I am,
gjj.^ yo^rs very faithfully,

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND

APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

W^ednesday, March 25, in the Pharmaceutical Society's house,

36, York Place. Edinburgh, Mr. J. W. Plexderleith, President,

in the chair

The minutes of la-st meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Joseph Tait read the following paper on

The Ether Solubility of Citric Acid and Tartaric Acid.

During some recent analytical work it was necessai-y to know
the absolute and oompaiative solubility in ether of citric acid

and tartaric acid'. On referring to the usual authorities they

were found to vary so much as to be quite useless. This varia-

tion is made apparent by the following table :
—

S0LTJBIL.1TY OF CiTEic Acid and Tartaric Acid in Ether.

Lippmann
United States Pharmacopoeia..
Bouigoin
Roscoe and Sclioi lenimer
Danisli Pharmacopoeia
German Pharmacopoeia
Italian Pharmacopoeia
Japanese Pharmacopoeia
Swiss Pharmacopoeia
Hager
Squire
British Pharmacoptjeia
Sadtler and Trimble
Attfield
Perkin and Kipping
Watts
Wurtz

Citric Acid.

1 in 11

1 in 18
1 in 44

Tolerably easily
1 in 50

Sl'ghtly so'nble

Insoluble

Tartaric acid.

1 in 250

1 in SO

Insoluble
Almost insoluble

Insoluble
1 in 40

Difficultly soluble

Insoluble

Of counse, it is not easy to say whether any of the above
solubilities are correct, because it i.s not clearly stated what is

meant by ether, nor is a temperature always given. The presence
of water or akohol would make a very decided diffei-ence in the
solubility. The published figures being so discrepant, it was
necessary to make a fre.sh deterniination, and the re.snilts are

given below in the hope that they may be useful to others

Citric acid and tartaric acid of ascertained purity were em-
ployed, and commercial ether, absolute ether made from
methylated spirit, and absolute ether made from pure ethylic

alcohol were used as solvents. The acids in fine powder were

macerated in the solvents at the temperature of 15° C. for some
days with frequent agitation. The amount of acid dissolved by

a given weight of solvent was estimated gravimetrically and

confirmed by titration T\ith sodium hydroxide. The results are

as follow :
—

Solubilities of Citric Acid and Tartaric Acid at 15 C .

Specific
Gravity
at 15 C,

Citric Acid.
Tartaric
Acid.

Commercial Ether 0-737

0'719

0-721

1 in -B

1 in 30

1 in 40

1 in 20

1 in 118

1 in 196

Absolute Ether from Methylated Siiirit

Absolute Ether from Pure Ethyl Al-

1

cohol )"

In each ease three dfeterminations were made, and the figures

given are the mean. It will be seen that they differ from all

the published statements, the nearest being those of Bourgoin.

The nearest whole number is given, and it is believed that the

results are a near approximation to .strict accuracy.

The reading of the paper was followed by a discussion, taken

part in by Messrs. Garrow, Hill, Plenderleith, Rowland, and

Sclater.

Mr. J. R. Hill then described an interesting

Collection of Drugs,

consisting of specimens from Mincing Lane drug sales, and

examples of the sale lists. The specimens included aloes,

Ceylon areca nuts, benzoin, dragons' blood, gamboge, ipecacu-

anha root, guaiacrmi resin, and sarsaparilla. These had been

sent for exhibition by Mr. Peter MacEwan, together with some

explanatory notes.

Mr. Hill also introduced the subject of the

Origin of Names, etc.

He explained that hunting up the origin of anything was not

only interesting, but furnished such an association of ideas as

to be a most powerful aid to memory. He illustrated his sub-

ject chiefly by reference to the origin of words, such, for

example, as ipecacuanha from the Peruvian words ipi, a root,

and cucuunhd. the name of a district in which the plant grows

abundantly, and sarsaparilla fromi the Spanish zarza, a bfamble,

and parilla, a vine, in allusion to tlie appearance and habit of

the plant. So, also, tracing the origin of the chemical formula

KCIO3, for example, they were carried back along the line of

history to the very genesis of chemical knowledge, and were

able to realise the gradual dawn of the full light of present-day

knowledge.

Election oi Auditors.

Messrs. McEwan and Ferrier were elected Auditors, and, on

the motion of the CnAiBirAX. votes of thanks were awarded to

Messrs. \LicEwan and Tait, and to Mr. Hill, who liad arranged

tile meeting.
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LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (NORTH
LONDON BRANCH).

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tliursday. March 26, 1903. at :Messrs Idris" Works, Pratt

Itreet (by kiiid permission), Mr. T. H. W. Idrls., J.P.,

i.C.C, in the chair.

The Secretary (Mr. R. B. Betty) stated that since their

ist meeting the following gentlemen had become members :

—

lessrs. TalintjTe, Bowie, Davey, Brodribb, Wilkinson, Ed-
lond. Bately, Parker, Lorrimer. Williams. Davies, Saunders,

'hipp, Melbourn, Davidson. Williams, Holding, Warrell,

lurison, and Fletcher, which brought their number up to

10. being one of the largest associations in the country,

'hty ought to feel proud that three of their members—viz..

lessrs. Cooper. Glyn-Jones. and Wootton—had been instru-

lental in bringing forward the Pharmacy Bill, and two more
f their members—viz., Messrs. Holding and Idris—had
reatly helped in getting it introduced into the House of

ommons. Their finances were in a healthy condition. Ar-
ingenient^ had been made with the management of the Che-
lists' Exhibition by which he would be enabled to send two
ckets of admission to each member of the Association. « The
ext meeting would take place after the central association in

lay.

Mr. T. H. W. iDKis, J.P.. L.C.C., read a i>aper on

The Report of the Committee on Poisons.

He began by pointing out that the Committee on Poisons

ras the outcome of an energetic agitation by proprietors and

nanufacturers of secret poisonous compounds organised before

he public by Mr. Dobibs. of Worcester, a solicitor acting in

he interests of these manufacturers, and promoted in the

louse of Commons by Mr. Cross, a maker of these poisonous

ompounds, who has "been and is being prosecuted by the

Pharmaceutical Society. The whole report of the Committee

s based on a series of unsound assumptions :
—

(1) That there has been a great increas.e in the use of poisons

1 agriculture and horticulture.

(2) That the users of these preparations have found difficulty

1 obtaining these poisons from chemists.

(3) That a monojjoly by chemists has enhanced the price, and

liat it would be for the benefit of agricultm-e for the present

estrictions to be modified.

These ap>iear to have been taken for granted by the pro-

iioters of the agitation, and the evidence taken before the

.'ommittee was decidedly contraiy to all the assumptions.

So evidence whatever was given as to the increase in use

>f poisons for these purf)oses, and published statements nf

he sale of poisons in former times appear to sufcrest a totailv

ipposite conclusion. What does appear clear from the evi-

lence is that the makers of secret poisonous compounds for

hese purposes have found them profitable, and that they are

inxious to push them without having to conform to the legal

'"egulatious or to the discretion of trained, Qualified, and ex-

)erienced sellers, in the public interest. There are abundant

Uustrations in the evidence of the most glaring and reckless

nisstatemeuts made by witnesses with a view to supporting

heir objects. The majority report is on the lines of these

jreconceived assumptions, and the more carefully the report

s studied the more clear it appears that the findings in the

•eport were based on these assumptions, found and prepared

Jefore the evidence was heard, and adhered to in opposition to

:he weight of evidence. The supplementary renort of Mr.
"ross is ridiculous, and appears to have been instigated by
mimus towards the Pharmaceutical Society, but the minority

eport by Mr. Hills is unassailable from every point of view.

If it were desired that poisoners should obtain arsenic readily

in its most dangerous and seductive form nothing could suit

the purpose better than Cross's Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer.

No chemist would, in the exercise of his disci-etion. make
such a preparation, or sell it knowingly. Fortunately for the

public the chemist is not only able to recommend the most
suitable tiling, and to tell whether it is poisonous, but also

very frequently to recommend a prompt antidote. If

poisons are really required for the benefit of agriculture, it

must be desirable, in the interests of agriculture and of the

public, that such dangerous secret compounds as those manu-
factured by the firm with which Mr. Alexander Cross,

M.P., is connected should be absolutely iiroliibited. The
Boa.ixi of Agriculture might appoint unbiassed men to find

out how far the use of poisons is really necessary for these

purposes, as there are a large number of substances which

can be used for those purposes practically, if not quite, as

effectively as poisons, without their dangers ; but if it is

found to be desirable that poisons should be used, then let

them i;ecoinmend mixtures for this purpose, so made as to

reduce the danger from- poisoning to a minimum. But every-

thing is secondary to the principle embodied in the whole of

the legislation regarding the sale of poisons, in this and every

other civilised country, that the discretion as to the vending

of poisons should be left in the hands of men who are trained,

qualified 'hy examination, and have .experience to gij^de them
in exercising their discretion in their responsible duties. The
Pharmaceutical Society is blamed in the report of the Com-
mittee on Poisons for not having been sufficiently active.

There is, no doubt, some ground for that statement, as the

Pharmaceutical iSociety has frequently been afraid to move,

sometimes because it feared the opposition of intere.sted

traders, and at other times because it feared that it might not

have the full support of the chemists of this country. But all

chemists must now determine that the safetv of the public

shall be their first consideration, and let no netty fear of not

being properly remunerated ever enter their thoughts. If

they continue so to act in the public interest as to deserve

remuneration, they may rest ;i<surfcl that they shall have it.

The Pharmacj- Act just introduced does not go far enough in

many respects, but although chemists may not all agree as to

what we ought to claim, let them detennine that their repre-

. sentative body, the Pharmaceutical Council, shall be unstint-

ingly supported, and that the determination of the majority

of the Council which becomes the policy of the Council as a

whole, shall be unreservedly supported. Most important of

all, every chemist and druggist should set about educating

the public, educating his representative in Parliament, and

taking every means in hisj po«ea- to bring pressure upon

legislators to do that which is most necessary for the

safety of the public. All chemists should make them-

selves masters of every detail of the subject, take care to im-

press those views on influential electors in tlieir own district,

and. by themselves and through other electors, take care that

members of Parliament are fully informed of what is necessary

to be done.

Discussion,

Mr, J. C. TTmxey considered that the evidence given by

Mr. Coroner Westcott before the Committee was among the

best; he should have liked a member of the wholesale trade

to give evidence, as it would have thrown a good deal of light

on how poisons were distributed.

Mr. Pentxey said he considered Mr. A. Cross a very sharp

business man, but chemist* did not consider that the indis-

criminate sale of poisons would be advantageous to the public

good, so every means should be taken to strengthen their position

by interviewing members of Parliament in regard to the Phai'-

macy Bill. He thanked Mr. Idris for his very valuable address.
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;Mr. Glyn-Jonks said the a-ppointnifiit (jf the Committee

and its report reflected much credit upmi the energy and

astuteness of Mr. Cross and of :Mr. Dobbs, the prime

movers in the agitation. Twenty-six witnesses gave evi-

dence. Seven of the witnesses were representatives of the

Plua-maoeutical 'Society, who were there" to ansAver the case

brought against the present law. Five M-ere members of

firms manufacturing proprietary articles containing poisonfS,

anil it was to their interest clearly that there should be

as many distributors as possible of their proprietaries. The
list included two doctors from Scotland, who had nothing much
to say in support of Mr. Alexander Ci'oss's views, but who cer-

tainly had an axe to grind with respect to open doctors' shops

being left in charge of unqualified assistants. The Secretary of

the Ironmongers' Federated Association had little information

to impart as to the difficulties o'f agriculturists. The Secretary
]

of the Patent Medicine Vendors' Defence Association and the

manager of the patent medicine department of the Co-operative

Wholesale Society also gave their views on the unfairness to

those they represented in that they were not allowed to sell

,
poisons. They had no personal acquaintance with the difficul-

ties of the down-trodden agriculturist. !Mi-. Beck, of R. and J.

Beck, Limited, dealt with the Schedule from the point of view

of the photographic trader, and said there was no difficulty in

obtaining potassium cyanide. The head of the Intelligence

Department of the Board of Agriculture thought it possible

that the I'egulations interfered with sheep dip.s. A
nurserymen at Swanley seemed to be more troubled about

the restrictions which prevented him selling than of

the difficulties which his customers might encounter if

they had to make their purchases from someone else. Dr.

Voelcker, the chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society, was
not quite up to date on his insecticides, and had to be reminded
by Mr. Cross that a nicotine 2>reparation which he had just

told the Committee he did not know was in use amongst agri-

culturists, was actually the article about which Mr. Cross had
consulted the doctor some years ago. The most important
witness ha.d no poisonous proprietaries to sell, no personal

interest to serve, and was competent to .speak from personal

knowledge of the dangers from poisoning—Dr. Westcott,

Coroner for North-East London. His evidence stood out as the

reply to the second-hand hearsay evidence brought together by
intierested wire-pullers. He said : —

•

" I do approve of the present restrictions, and I am
authoiised by the Coroners' Society to come here and say
that in their opinion the restrictions should be increased,

rather than diminished."

It was amazing that, influenced solely by the evidence produced,

. any member of the Committee other than Mr. Cross could have

signed the maljority report. The Privy Council would surely

not produce a Bill without first giving the Society an oppor-

tunity of laying its views before them. The position chemists

should at pre.'-ent take up wa» that it had not been proved that

any reallj' serious grievance existed, and that if such a grievance

were at any time shown, the Society' would be prepared with

suggested modifications of the present Pharmacy Act to meet

that difficulty. Mr. Glyn-Jones concluded by referring to the

Pharmacy Bill now before Paidiament. He regretted the

tendency to pick the Bill to pieces sentence by .sentence. Now
was the time for 'showing the value of local organisations and to

educate and secure the sympathy of members of Parliament.

When Parliament showed itself likely to adopt the principles, it

. would be time enough to discuss details.

Mr. Woo'iTOX urged on the meeting the necessity of giving

all the help they could to the Pharmacy Bill, as he knew that

,the Privy Council were anxious to raise the status of phai--

.macy in this country, and he was sure the Government would

take up the Bill when once they saw chemists were united and^

in earnest.

Mr. Foot could not understand how Mr. Cross became a.

member of the Committee, since it wa« necessary that he .shoul

give an unbiassed opinion on the evidence brought before t"

Comanittee, and a firm with which he was connected had he

prosecuted by tlie Pharmaceutical Society for the illegal sale

poisons.

EXETER ASSOCIATION OF CHEMISTS AND
DRUGGISTS.

SPECIAL "VIEETING.

Tuesday, ^Nlarch 31. 1903. Mr. E. Lrmmon in the chair.

The Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. H. WiPPELL Gadd, Hon. Secretary, exolained that

letter was sent to Sir Edgar Vincent, M.P. for the cit.y, up

the subject. He (Mr. (i;wkli subsequently, appointmen

had an interview with him in the Loliby of the House of Co

mons. His view at the out.set seemed to be this :
" T

Poisons Committee having been appointed, the House o

Con^nons would aecei)t its conclusions. Your case is repre-

sented by a hopeless minoi-ity on the face of it. Only one

member lia.s reported favourably to von, and naturally the

House of Commons will come to the conclusion that the

majority report is the correct one." After some conversation,

however, iSir Edgar Vincent recognised the unfairness of

limited companies being allowed to trade as chemists and drug-

gists without passing any examination. He did not know

tliat at all, and lie said at once that it wasi unfair. He gene-

rally i)romised to keep an open mind on the subject, and asked

to be informed later on when anything did not come on. The

Pharmacy Bill having now been introduced, another letter wa.<

sent to Sir Edgar Vincent on Friday, recounting the-object.s

of the Bill, and asking for support.

Mr. J. HiNTON Lake moved that similar letters be sent to

the whole of the members of Parliament in the countv, and

that their attention be also called to the danger and the in-

justice of the proposals contained in the report of the Poison.*

Committee.

;Mr. D. R.EID seconded, and suggested that samples of

highly poisonous preparations which are being oifered in ordi-

nary bottles by unqualified vendors should be obtained and

shown to members of Parliament, to emphasise the danger of

their being sold by unqualified persons.

The resolution was carried unanimously, as well as the sug-

gestion by Mr. Reid, and it was further resolved to ask the

Plymouth District and the Torquay Association to support tbe

action of this Association by sending similar letters to tbe

Parliamentarj' representatives.

CARDIFF AND DISTRICT PHARMACEUTICAL

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, March 25, 1905, at tb- Park Hotel, Cardiff,

the Presidekt, Mr. J. A. Jones, in the chair.

It was proposed by Mr. Reynolds (Barry) and seconded by

iVIi-. A. Hagon that the time for the next and following or-

dinary meetings should be 8 p.m., instead of 3 p.m., as at

present, in order to meet the convenience of the majority of

members. The proposition was c>arried unanimously. A dis-

cussion then ensued as to the possibility of* carrying on the

meetings during the summer months in an nitdoor form, to
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ivoid the break which occui-s betweea May and OctcAer. On

he proposition of Mr. Hagon, seconded by Mr. Lee Jones, a

esolution was passed in favour of devoting the hist Wednes-

lay afternoon in each of the summer months to excursions,

;o places of general interest in the neighbourhood, and a com-

nittee was appointed to arrange the same.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

FORMULARY COMMITTEE

Tuesday, March 23, 1903, at 16, Bloomsbury Square. Present

—Mr. X. H. M.*.RT1N, in the chair ; Messrs. Abraham' (Liver-

)ool), Bird, Harold Wilsodi, Naylor, Ransom, and J. C.

Jmney.

Letters and telegrams regretting inability to attend had

seen received from Messrs. Boa, Wells, Wright, and Dr.

Symes.

The Secretary had also received from Mr. Peter Boa a most

useful series of suggestions and comments on formulse, which

iras greatly appreciated by the Committee.

Since the last meeting many of the forniulaj in the pro-

visional list then recommended had undergone ti'ial, and con-

siderable progress had been made. The Committee, having

iiscussed at length each separate formula, and carefully ex-

jmined the specimens of the preparations corresponding

thereto, instructed the Secretary to draw up an account of the

work done in its present stage, for circulation amongst the

members of the Committee.

WAKEFIELD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Wednesday, March 25, 1903, at the White Horse Hotel,

Wakefield, Mr. W. Pollabi^ President, in the ohair.

The President having given the loyal toasts,

Mr. F. PrLKiNGTON Sakgeant submitted the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

He said the Society was one the success of which was of

vital intei-est to all of them, and yet, in common with many

af liis fellow members, he always regarded it with mixed feel-

ings. Though he would yield to no one in his loyalty to the

Society, he was not an miqualified admirer of it, and' he

laelieved that the critical member, the candid friend, was »

far more valuable asset to the Society than he who quietly

acquiesced in all that was done by it. Whilst there were some

stagnant associations with whom to venture an opinion cou-

traiy to the dictates, of Bloomsbury Square was a crime, there

was a gradually increasing number of associations whose mem-

bers appreciated the f wjt that the best service that they could

perform for the Society was individually and collectively to

criticise the action of the Pharmaceutical Council, promote

discussions on subjects of general interest, and stimulate an

interest in pharmaceutical politics. To that latter class he

believed the Wakefield Association belonged. The Pharmaceu-

tical Society would be more widely supported if it did not

in the first place alienate the student. The Minor Examinar

tion as a test of a man's qualification was a farce. The
UoveiTiment inspectors uttered periodically the well-worn

^jlititudes that students presented themselves insufficiently

prepared, and that their training was deficient. In some few
cases such might be the case, but the enormous percentage

of failures was not primarily due to that, but rather to the

strain of having to pass in so many subjects at once, which
wa-s more than most men could bear, and failure was simply

due to lack of staA-ing pon er. A man should not be required

to pas8 any one subject more than once. But whatever the

points on which they might differ from the leaders of the

Society, there was a need at the present time of a call for

unity. As a class, chemists had influential enemies, and they,

(by methods the morality of which they need not discuss, had

»-orked up an agitation, the present result of which was the

report of the Poisons Committee.

Mr. A. R. Briggs briefly acknowledged the toast, and

empliasised the point that whatever might be thought of the

Society, the fact was that the Society was fighting the enemies

of the chemists in the kingdom as a whole.

Mr. W. Stead (Heckmondwike) proposed the toast ol

The Wakefield and District Chemists' Association.

He referred to the part he had taken in stimulating the forma-

tion of the Association, and his pleasure at seeing that it was

taking so intelligent a part in pharmaceutical politics. He
asked them to aim at getting every chemist in their area to be

members of the Pliamiaceutical Society.

Mr. Pollard replied to the toast. He said they felt that

they had all derived benefit from being connected with their

Association during the past two years, and hoped to derive

•till further benefit in the future.

Mr. M.WD (Pontefract) proposed the toast of

The Kindred Associations.

He said the Associations had registered a wonderful devekyp-

ment of unity in the trade, which in some senses sadly needed

a real trade union.

Mr. Hebdex (Halifax) seconded, and the toast was duly

honoured.

Mr. A. H. Waddington responded to the toast. He said that

he attached the greatest importance to the eft'eot which the local

associations had) had in causing an increase of the membership
of the Pharmaceutical Society and in enlarging the interest of

the chemists of the country in the work of the Society. As to

the present matter of the report of the Poisons Committee, he

thought that the present circumstances were not such as to

justify the depression which some chemists appeared to feel on

that question. Locally they might still do a great deal dn the

way of interviewing members of Parliament. He urged them
not to depend upon writing to members, but to be certain of

ieeing them personally. In regard to the criticism of membere
of the Pharmaceutical Council, he urged that if they wished to

displace some of them they should be verj'' careful indeed not

to put worse men on the Council. Some of the members of that

body, at) any rate, only required a backing from the chemists of

the country to enable them to do very valuable work indeed.

Mr. H. B. Billington (Bamsley) also responded to the toast.

The toast of " The Visitors " was proposed by Mr. G.

Hodgson (Hemsworth), and responded to by Mr. Bboadhead
anij Mr. Pickaed, and the proceedings ended.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, March 31, 1903, the President, Mr. W. Pollard,

in the chair.

AIj-. J. H. Chaplin read a paper on

The Passing of the Apprentice.

Mr. Chaplin said the incre;ising mercenary spirit of

the age was the first reason for the difficulty, inasmuch as the

sole thing which appeared to be considered was the achieving

of financial results at the earliest moment. The second reason

was that now the calling did not bring with it a place in the

social scale commensurate with the education required. A
third reason was the inordinate desire for playtime. He had

made careful inquiry as to whether the scarcity of apprentices,

wliich wa's so marked locally, applied generallj-, and found that

that was so.
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Messrs. Whalet, Judge, and Duttox having spoken,

The PifEsiDENT said, in regaid to remuneration, that he

had always acted on the principle that an apprentice cost

him £50 in the five years. If the youth was an indoor appren-

tice, and paid £50 premium, he would cost £20 a year to

keep, and if, on the other hand, the youth was an outside

apprentice, it was only fair to pay him £50 in the five

years. That was his way of looking at it from the master's

point of view.

Mr. Judge said he had no doubt that the public, seeing the

development of the big drug stoi-es, thought that the chemists'

position as a whole was rapidly deteriorating.

Mr. Hodgson said that no doubt the long hours and the

need of passing the examination were the chief deterrents.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Chaplin concluded the proceedings.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday, March 25, 1903, at the rooms of tire Society,

Burlington House, London^ W., Profesisor J. Emekson Rey-

nolds, F.R.S., in the chair.

The President, after sketching the progress of the

Society during the past year, and referring to the d«\ths

of Sir Frederick Abel, Dr. Gladstone, Dr. Schunck. Sir W. U.

Roberts-Austen, Professor Hummel, and Mr. G«orge Griffith

(organising secretary of the British Association), called

attention to the publications of __some recent reports on

progress in chemical research, and urged, the publication of

similar digests. He mentioned that this year would see the

centenary of Dalton's statement of his atomic theoiy, which

ro.se, as Nernst truly said, " by a«ingle effort of modern science,

like a phoenix from the aslies of the old Greek philo.sophy."

He urged tlie study of " comparative chemistry " of inorganic

compounds. There were few inquiries of greater interest than

those involving inorganic isomerism, which was now either com-

pletely ignored or only slightly mentioned. Polymerism, or

molecular condensation, was well known to exist in many in-

organic compounds, as in the oxides of nitrogen, vanadium,

niobium, and tantalum. Silicon showed a great analogy to

oarbon, and it was highly probable that some of the native

silicates were benzenoid combinations of SSiOj. Tlie more

familiar cases of isomerism were the nitrites and sulphites, and

isomerism had also been observed in the tluosulphates and the

salts of the phosishorous acids. Attention was directed to

some cobalt, platinum, and molybdenum compounds which

showed this peculiarity. Another analogj- between carbon and

inorganic co'mpounds was the curious and interesting catalytic

action, refen-ed to by Bredig under the title of " inorganic

ferments." Colloid platinum solutions acted on many .substances

in the same way and under similar laws as enzymes. The whole

subject was little known, but it suggested that the broader

study of inorganic chemistry, especially in the light of our

knowledge of tlie "organic" division of the science, was well

worthy of much greater attention than it had received of late.

Annual Dinner.

In the evening the anniversary dinner was held in the

Whitehall Rooms, Hotel Metropole, the President (Professor

J. Emerson Reynolds, F.R.S.) in the chair. The company

present, numbering 130. included Lord Kelvin, Sir Herbert

Maxwell, M.P., Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Sir W. S. Church,

Sir W. Ramsay, Sir William Abney, Mr. A. B. Kempe, Pro-

fessor T. E. Thorpe, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Mr. D. Howard,

Mr. J. Swinburne, Professor Tilden, Mr. Dunstan, Dr. Messel,

and Dr. A. Scott (Hon. Secretary), in addition to the Presi-

dent of the Pharmaceutical Society and other representative

o'' pharmacy, as reported in last week's Journal.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, M.P., who responded for the Hous
of Commons, .said he was glad to see around him tlios

who had got him through very difficult and unfamiliar paths.

He had lately been engaged in an inquiry, in which his ex-

perience would have been of very little use had it not been

for the assistance derived from Fellows of that Society. He.

referred to the Committee appointed by the Privy Council not

long ago to inquire into the working and

Amexdsient of the Pharmacy Acts.

He was glad to see his friend Mr. Hills there, because,

although tliey did not see quite eye to eye upoai the

results of that inquiry—they did not put quite the .same

con.struction on the evidence—^lie was sure each was perfectly

ready to give to the other full credit for faithful dischai'ge ot

duty according to his lights. He gathered from numerous

letters received from various parts of the country that the

report had not given satisfaction to a very important profes-

sion in the country—the members of the Pharmaceutical

Society. Well, if that report depended upon himself alone, he

need not as.sure them that he sliould have serious misgivings

:

but he was indebted to the Chemical Society for the aid which

was rendered by their ex-President, Professor Thorpe, by their

President-elect, Professor Tilden, and by Dr. Stevenson. He
thought that when these names were appended to the report

of that Committee the report would not be treated as a docu-

ment ill-considered or unfounded upon sufficient evidence.

When they .considered how greatly the use of poisonous sub-

stances had been increased in agriculture, in horticulture, and

in various other industries, since the jxassage of the Pharmacy

Act in 1868, they would agree tliat some justification existed

for coming to the conclusion that a relaxation of the restric-

tions imposed in that year upon the sale of these substances

had become urgent, if not necessary. That, at all events,

was the honest view to which tfle majority of the Committee

arrived. He was glad of this opportunity of ofFeriiig his

thanks for the assistance which was given by distinguished

Fellows of the Society.

BARNSLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 26, 1903. at the Royal Hotel, Bamsley.

The meeting was addressed by Mr. R. C. Walshaw (Hudders-

field), on his

Candidature for the Pharmaceutical Council.

Mr. Walshaw repeated the views which he his already ex-

pressed on the subject, making as a particular point that "the

Pharmaceutical Society exists as much for our protection as for

our education, and that protection should be as far as possible

extended to anything and eveiything that affects our interests

as chemists and druggists."

Mr. J. P. Norwood asked, if Mr. Walshaw was elected,

woidd he be willing to take action against grocers selling pare-

goric substitute when paregoric was asked for, to which Jlr.

Walshaw replied in the affirmative.

Mr. H. B. BiLLiNGTON proposed a vote of thanks to Mr
Walshaw for his address. He considered Mr. Walshaw an

eminently suitable candidate, knowing as he did the require-

ments of the provincial chemist.

Mr. J. P. Norwood, in seconding, urged upon all present the

necessity of using eveiy endeavour to secure vote.<» for Mr.

Walshaw, believing that the time had arrived for putting on
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le Council men \vlio were conversant with tlie difficulties that

temist* were at present labouring under.

Messrs. Ellisson, Tomlin, Nash, and Rigby also supported,

eneral agreement wjs shown witli ^Ir. Walshaw in his sur-

:ise tliat members of the Council should refuse to protect

leir proprietaries.

A resolution that the Barnsley As.«ociation supi)ort the candi-

iture of Mr. Walshaw was unanimously ciirried.

Mr. W.VLSH.\w suitably replied to the vote of thanks, and
! meeting terminated.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, March 26, 1903, at 73, Newman Street, London,
^, !Mr. A. L.\TRELLLE, President, in the chiir.

The programme for this meeting, was a paper by Mr. H.
FOULKES, who had intended to make a communication con-

sming the produc-tion of colour in nature, but, his essay on

»at subject not being quite completed, he gave a very lucid

cpcsition of

The Pharmacy Bill, 1903.

Mr! Ffoulkes was fortunate in being, probably, the first to

niouuce publicly to an a.ssociation of pharmacists that the

harmacy Bill drafted by the Council of the Pharmaceutical
Bciety of Great Britain had been formally introduced into the

!ouse of Commons by Mr. Thomas Lough, M.P. for Islington,

i^.. that day. On the other hand, he was unfortunate in

aving a small audience. Mr. Ffoulkes, at the outset of his

smarks, brieflj' sketched the political history of the Pharma-
!utical Society since the House of Lords decision in the case

F the Pharmaceutical Society r. Tlie London and Provincial

upply Association. Limited, in 1880, also mentioning the

•tempt made by the Lord Chancellor to amend the Pharmacy
ct, 1868, in 1899. He then dealt with the present Pharmacy
ill, and in a very clear and explicit manner explained the

jrious clauses of the Bill, summing up the main provisions of

le Bill as follow :

—

(1) Every " open shop," whether owned by an individual
or a corporate body, must be bond fide conducted by a
regi.stered jserson.

(2) The .sale of poisons and the compounding of medical
prescriptions (whether containing a poison or not) must
be conducted in an " open shop " (whether owned by an
individual or corporate Dody) by or under the supervision
of a registered person.

(3) Every " open .shop " must be regi.stered, and the per-
son in the bond fide conduct of the shop mu.sl also be regis-
tered.

(4) Every retail sale of poison must take place in a regis-

tered open shop."

(5) No shop or building not " separately rated to the
poor" can be registered' as an "open shop."

(6) No medical prescription may be compounded in a
doctor's surgery unless the surgery be registered and in

Jhe bond-fide control of a registered person.
(7) The address of the seller for the purpose of labelling

under Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act. 1868. mu.st be the
address of the registered shop whereat the sale of a poi.son

. lakes place.

(8) No registered person mav be in the bond-fide conduct
more th^n one registered stop at a time.
i9) The director or directors managing the business of a

joint stock company must be registered persons, nor may
they he directors of any other company carrj-ing on a like
busine.'s.

(lOi The imposition of a curriculum.
(11) Power to divide, the Examination into two or

more portions, with or without an interval of time between
each.

(12< Power to accept certificates of other bodies in lieu

of the Examination, upon evidenc-e of a systematic train-

ing being shown.

(13) Corporate bodies brought under the provisions of the
present Pharmacy Act and the draft Bill, are inhibited from
using chemists' titles.

Mr. Ffoulkes pointed out that it was not an easy matter,

under the most favourable circumstances, to successfully steer

a Bill through the Legislature, and the present Pharmacy Bill

was of such a character that it would be unreasonable to expect

it to go through as a private Bill—^it could only go through

as a Government niea»sure. Therefore, the aim of every chemist

should be to do what he could to create such an opinion of the

Rill, inside and outside the House of Commons, as would

ju.stify the Government in taking charge of the measure. He
also pointed out that Avhile the Bill might l>e open to the

charge of faulty drafting, it was not policy for chemists to

critici.se and oppose the Bill on that ground, thus creating a

division in. their own ranks
;
they ought rather to sink any

little differences of opinion, and as one united body give the

Bill their hearty support, leaving any little jwlishing up to be

done during the passage of the Bill through Parliament.

The President thanked Mr. Ffoulkes for putting the new
Bill before them in a more understandable form. He thought

it was a matter for congratulation that the Bill had been intro-

duced into the House of Commons at the present time.

Mr. PiCKEBixG. while supporting the Bill as a whole, thought

Clauses 7 and 11 needed amending, as they seemed to give

unqualified coi^porate bodies a loom standi which they do not

at present possess.

Other members having spoken on tlie necessity of united

action on the part of chemists in supporting the Bill, a vote of

thanks was accorded to Mr. Ffoulkes. and the meeting

adjourned.

CHEMISTS' MANAGERS' AND ASSISTANTS' SOCIETY.

SMOKING CONCERT.

Wednesday. March 25, 1903, at the Tudor Hotel, O.xford

Street, Mr. J. Fitzgerald in the chair, supported by Dr.

H. A. Dutch and ilr. G. Cullwick. Amongst the visitors

were noticed the Hon. Alfred N. Hood, Captain L. A. Wil-

liams, F.Z.S., Messrs. A. H. Solomon, H. Wilson, H. R.

Coke, P. Boxall, and others.

The programme was excellent, including clever sleight of

hand tricks, songs, a dramatic recital, violin solo, and a

clarionet solo. A most enjoyable evening was spent, and

the concert proved a financial success.

PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, March 25, 1903. at St. Bride's Institute, an

illustrated lecture on

Photo-Micrography

by Mr. F. Noad Cl.\kk, was thoroughly enjoyed by all present.

The slides shown were for the most part Mr. Clark's own work,

and by means of a powerful arc light showed the photo-micro-

graphs to great advantage. At the commencement Mr. Clark

reminded his audience that there was a vast difference between

photo-micrography and micro-photography, the latter being, as

the name implies, microscopic photographs of large objects.

Rapidly detailing the apparatus necessary, he showed that this

branch of work did not need a large outlay or elaborate appai a-

tus, but that anyone with a knowledge of photography and

microscopy could, with practice, speedily obtain good results.

At the close a vote of thanks was carried with much applause.
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EDINBURGH DISTRICT CHEMISTS' TRADE
ASSOCIATION.

Thursday, March 26, 1903, in the Pharmaceutical Society's

house, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. W. S. Glass, Presi-

dent, in the chair.

The Question of a Test Case.

INIr. MacphkrsOiV asked if any reply had been received from

the Council anent the resolution forwarded on the question of

a test case for interdict. He was informed that Mr. Brem-
ridge had written to say that the connnunication had been

submitted to the Special Committee charged with the con-

sideration of the titles question, and would therefore have

careful attention.

Mr. C. F. Heney read the following paper on

Territorial Representation.

The subject of territorial representation on the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society had been a topic of discussion for

.several years previous to 1892, but in that year it was brought

specially into prominence by a paper read before the Midland
Counties Chemists' Associations by their Pretsident, Mr.
Charles Thompson In that paper Mr. Thompson explained

his scheme as follows :

—
" Each Councillor should be elected

by a particular district; he should represent a certain de-

finite body of pharmacists, and be responsible to that body
for what he does and for what he says, at least once a year

;

he should meet his own constituents at his own centre and
address them, while they in turn would address him. By
that means he would get to Itnow the views held in his dis-

trict and impart new. We should have at the head of each

centre—which would constitute a branch of the Society—

a

Councillor with twenty or thirty local secretaries, as the case

may be. These sections would each have its President, Sec-

retary, and Treasurer, and in all large towns there would be

no reason why a certain number of other members, according

to the number of chemists residing in the district, should not

join in these provincial councils." Mr. Thompson proposed to

Divide the Couxtry
into sixteen districts, one large London district, and fifteen

others. London would have six representatives, and each of

the others one each. By this scheme Wales would
have two representatives and Scotland three. Mr.

Thompson further proposed that each district should

have a grant of from £20 to £30 a year to pay the

rent of a room and to meet other expenditure, that each

should send a report of work done and its balance-sheet

armually to headquarters. To get over the difficulty, which

miglii require to be met in a case where no one in a district

desired to act on the Council, Mr. Thompson would allow

that district to choose a capable councillor from some other

district to represent them, as is done by many Parliamentary

constituencies at the present time who are represented by what
are known as " carpet-baggers." The advantages which Mr.
Thompson considers would aconie from his scheme are : Greater

local interest in all tire affairs of the Society, a large increase

in tire number of members of the Society, which number, Mr.
Thompson anticipates, would be doubled, the utilising of the

rooms in each district for holding meetings of pharmacists

and for classes for pharmaeeutical students. Mr. Thompson's
scheme was very favourably received at the time, but was,

however, gradually lost sight of, ajid nothing definite was
done to realise it. Recently, however, renewed interest has

been taken in the subject, and a stiiimlus has been imparted

to it by the Federation of Local Associations, who have re-

mitted the subject to tJie various societies composing it for

their consideration and report. One reason why

Me. Thompson'.s Proposal
is still at sea and has not reached the desired haven seems to

me to be that he rather overloaded the ship. His scheme
consists of two parts

—

viz., territorial representation and the
establishing of a scries of branches of the Pharmaceutical
Society tlu-oughout the country. Territorial representation^
could be realised without the second part of the scheme being
carried out, at least, in the meantime. It would also more
likely prove a success, as it would not involve an expenditure
of some £300 or £400 per annum to the Society, which would
be incurred by tlie carrying out of the complete scheme.
The representative of each district could meet his constituents,

and. in Mr. Thompson's expressive phrase, "address them
while they would also address him " once a year. This would
only involve the cost of the circulars calling the meeting and
the rent of a room or hall for one night. No doubt, through
time, permanent rooms would be obtained and a branch estab-

lished, but this should be left to grow gradually into shape,

and not be tacked on to the other part of the scheme, as it

is not requisite to the carrying out of territorial representa-
tion per sc. I need not refer at any length to the

Different Views
which have been expressed as to the scheme. In October last

Mr. Merson, President of the Newcastle and District Che-
mists' Association, and Secretary of the Federation, warmly
supported it. In December Mr. Walshaw, President
of the Huddersfield and District Association and a candidate for
Council lionours, expressed himself in an address to his Society
as strongly in favour of the scheme, but the resolution which his
Society passed is open to criticism. This resolution embodied
the idea that each councillor should represent "a given geo-

graphical section of the United Kingdom." It would have been
better to have urged that each councillor should represent a
certain number of members, but probably this is what is in-

tended, each geographical area being made large or small, so

that the number of members it contains shall be, as nearly aa

pofisible, the same a6 that of other areas and each i-eturning one

councillor. In a paper contributed to the Pharmaceutical

Journal on January 17 last, under the head of " Personal Views

on Current Topics." " Spectator " rather throws, or attempts

to throw, oold water on such a scheme. By the wayj it is

interesting to note that not only members of the Society, but
" spectators " and " onlookers," take a kindly interest in our

affairs. "Spectator" says that "when representation is terri-

torial dt is not repi'esentative, and when it is truly representative

it has nothing to do with territory." This, however, seems to-

me to be taking

A Vert Narbow View

of the case, because it would be quite possible to divide th&

United Kingdom into twenty-one territories, not equal, but

some large and some small, so as to give to each territory onfe

representative. In other words, supposing the membership of

the Society numbers 5,734 registered chemists—^this being the

number of unembers at the close of 1902—that would give 273

members to each representative. The country would be divided

up into teiTitories, each containing as nearly as possible this

number. Or it might be more conveniently aiTanged by giving

the larger towns a proportionate number. If London contained

1,500 members, the metroi>olis of England would return sis

members to the Council. The South and East of Scotland, in-

cluding Edinburgh and Dundee, would return one member, and

the West and North, including Glasgow and Aberdeen, one

member also. In all the divisions proposed by Englishmen

which I have seen Scotland is generously apportioned three

members, but as the membership of the Society in Scotland

does not exceed 600, and as Scotchmen are proverbially modest,

no doubt—as twice 273 comes to 546—the lesser number of
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representatives would be deemed sufficient in the meantime.

L'he idea of territorial representation is tlierefore a feasible one,

i>ut that does not settle, the question, Is it advisable to adopt it ?

The Chief Objection Ukged
>eems to be that such a scheme would tend to hinder the best

nen from coming forward, because if a certain district con-

fined three excellent men capable of being on the Council, the
iervices of two would be unavailable, but this difficulty could
tasily be got over by two other districts adopting the.ee gentle-

nen as their representatives. There can be no doubt but that

he scheme would create greater local interest in the Society

ind its work. It would do so because it would bring each
epresentative into closer touch with his constituents than is the
:ase at present, if even it can be said that under the present

ystem the representative is at all in touch with his constituents,

xcept through the columns of the journals, and the amount of

liscuseion which takes place in Committee of the Council too

iften prevents even that. Again, the countiy would be better

epresented as a whole. The present Council i.s made up as

oilows:—There are nine from London, one from the South-
Vest of England, one from the South of England, one from the

ilastem Counties, one only from the whole of the Western
,'ounties, none from Wales, four from the Liverpool and Man-
hester districts, one from Yorkshire, one from Newcastle, and
ne from Scotland. This leaves large tracts of country without

ny direct representative. There isi no representative, for

istance, of the large district between Salisbury and Birming-

ani, embracing such towns as Bristol, Bath, Oxford. Chelten-

am, and Hereford. The district on the East Coast from York
[> Peterborough, embracing many large towns, has no repre-

entative, neither has the whole of the North-West of England,
nd Scotland has only one representative. Now, when we also

ear in mind that

The Conditions of Tbade Differ
eiy much in different parts of the country, it becomes all the

lore necessary to have representatives from various districts

ho understand those peculiar conditions, who could bring the

ants and grievances of tho.ee districts directly under the notice

f the Council, and to whom the Council could apply for any
pecial information which it may desire with regard to those

ants and conditions. The conditions of trade prevailing in

le North of England, for instance, differ very much from thone

sist^nt in London, and even places so comparatively near as

rlasgow and Edinburgh are distinct in this, that in the former

.system of drug supply by means of doctors' shops is very

revalent, whereas in this city it is scarcely known. Again,

The Argument in F.wouu
t tenitorial representation might be illustrated fum the system

[ representation in the House of Commons. Con.siderable

iterest, as we all know, is taken in Parliamentaiy elections,

lach constituency has one or two representatives only, and
le pei-sonal element enters into the contest to a, large extent,

he question may fairly be asked how much less interest would
e taken in these political contests if, instead of small divisions

E the larger towns and of the county returning one member,
irger areas were made, each to return, say, twenty-one votes

'.stead of one. It seems to me that the trouble entailed in

iqniring into and examining the credentials of twenty-one

mdidates would lead to much less interest being taken in

arliamentary elections than is the case at present, when the

ersona! element enters so largely into each contest. The
>me system applied to phamxaceutical affuus would tend,

lerefore, to bring about increased interest. In tliis connection

should be borne in mind that, taking the average vote given

)r the last three years at Council elections, only a small pro-

ortion over one-half of the members voted. This, I .should

ly, does not so much arise from a want of interest in pharma-

ceutical politics as in a want of knowledge of the qualifications

and even personality of the various candidate.*, a state of affairs

which could not occur, at least to any extent, under a system of

territorial representation. ^Mucli more might be said, but I feel

that I have occupied enough of your time at present,

discussion.

The Ch.ubman said this was a very important matter.

They wanted representation in a more direct form, and thought

that would be secured if members were elected for a defined

district. Each district would have a say, and could direct their

repi'esentative as to how they wished him to act. In this

way they might be able to get the management of affairs in

London more in accordance with tlieir own wishes. He thought

that on principle the idea commended itself to them, and

the objections that had been urged against it Were trivial.

Because of the advantages they would receive he thought they

would be inclined to adopt it, though it would probably

take some time to bring it into operation. It would stimulate

interest, and cause questions to be well considered before

they came up for discussion in London. With regard to the

representation of Scotland, it was a matter of arrangement

whether there should be two or tlu'ee members, but one for

the northern division, one for the mid division, and cne for

the southern division would work very well. He thought

such an arrangement would have the effect of greatly adding

to the membership of the Society.

Mr. Henry remarked that the present election of the School

Board in the city was interesting in this connection. It

could not for a moment be said that the community was not

interested in education, and yet, apparently, little interest was
being taken in the election. That was due to the fact that

each ratepayer was asked to vote for fifteen persons, many of

whom he could not know much about. If the town was
divided into dis-tricts, with one or two representatives from
each, they would be personally knovm to the electors, and
much greater interest would be created. He thought the same
applied to the Council. He moved:—

•

"That this Association is of opinion that a system of
teiritorial representation would possess many advantages
over the present system of election of members of the
Council of the Pharmaceutical Society."

This was seconded by Mr. Brindle, and passed unanimously,
and ordered to be forwarded to the Federation of Local

Associations.

Report of the Committee on Poisons.

The meeting considered the report of the Committee on
Poisons privately, and, on resuming, it was moved by Mr.
Gl.\ss, seconded Dy Mr. Kich.^Rd.son, and unanimously re-

solved :
—

" That this Association disapproves of the report of the
Committee on Poisons, and also of the supplementary
report by Alexander Cross, Esq., M.P., but approves of

the minority report of Mr. Walter Hills, as representing
the principle embodied in the Pharmacy Act, 1868, be-

lieving that the best protection of the public in regard
to the sale of poisons is the education and training of

tlie vendor. The Association also promises to support the
Council in any efforts they may make to defeat the pro-
posals of the Poisons' Committee's report. Further, this

Association would respectfully suggest to the Council
that they should at once declare by resolution, as pro-

vided by Section 2 of the Phannacy Act, 1868, that the

additions to Schedule A, suggested by Mi'. Hills, should
be given effect to."

Otiier Business.

It was remitted to the Committee to arrange for the annual

picnic. Mr. George Somerville, Hope Park Terrace, was.

elected a member of the Association. The Association then

considered private business.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
INPORMATION required by readers will be published in this column as

early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulie
are given without deHnite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Army Medical Service (A. B. G.—87/11).—You will find full
information on the subject in the Lancet of August 30, 1902.

Microscopic Stains, Etc. (D. M. M.—87/12).—There is no
legal restriction on the sale of such articles unless they contain
scheduled poisons.

Royal Appointments (R. T.—87/16).—You must hold a war-
rant from the Lord Chamberlain's Department or from the
Comptroller of the particular household.

Cleaning Mercury (R. H.—87/10).—Since the dirt rises to the
surface, you might place the mercury in a stout vessel with a
tap at the bottom, and draw it ofi after standing for some time.

Terpineol (G. J. M.—87/15).—The liquid terpineol of com-
merce—a mixture of isomeric compounds—is prepared by the
action of dilute sulphuric acid on terpin hydrate. For details
see Gildemeister and Hoffmann's book, ' The Volatile Oils.'

Book on the Human Hair (W. C. B.—87/17).—Either of the
followirg should suit your requirements:— (1) 'The Hair and
its Diseases,' by D. Walsh, M.D. (Bailliere, Tindall and Cox,
London. Price 2s. 6d. net). (2) ' The Care of the Skin and Hair,'
by J. Startin, M.R.C.S. (J. Wright and Co., Bristol. Price 2s. 6d.).

Manicure Preparations (E. W.—87/14). — (1) So-called
" putty " powder is tinted with carmine and perfumed with
otto of rose and oil of neroli, or other suitable perfumes ; (2)
Make the "putty " powder into a smooth paste by the addition
of a sufficiency of the following mixture :—Glyoerin,'| lb.; 90 per
cent, alcohol, 2 fi. dr.

;
liquid cochineal, 1 &. dr. ; ess. bouquet,

2 fl. dr.; otto of rose, 1 drop; rose water, to 8 fl. oz.

Situation in China (G. R. B.— 87/13).—The salary you are
offered is a fair one for an unqualified assistant if it is to be
paid in gold, but you will find that the increased cost of living
is about fifty pounds per annum. You ought to intimate that,
if the salary is paid in silver, you will expect to receive the full

equivalent in accordance with the current rate of exchange.
Thanks for your suggestion, which shall receive attention. See
the P.J. of December 7, 1901, pp. 657-8, for some information
which may interest you.

CORRECTION.
Edinburgh Chemists' Association —Mr. J. R. Hill asks us to

point out that the -word "not" should follow "could" in the
report of Mr. W. L. Currie's speech, at page 485, column 2,

line 18 from bottom. The error was in the report as received.

DEATHS.

Borchert.—On March 14, 1903, Heinrich Theodor Gustav
Borchert, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Netley, Southampton. Mr.
Borchert had been a member of the Pharmaceutical Society since
1873.

Hughes.—On March 24, 1903, Hugh Griffith Hughes, Chemist
and Druggist, Holyhead. Aged 89.

Laing.—Wednesday, March 18, 1903, at Port of Spain,
Trinidad, West Indies, Robert Laing, of Aberlour. Aged 33.

Mr. Laing had built up by his own industry and perseverance
an extensive business as a chemist at the English Pharmacy
Farm, Trinidad ; he also carried on business as a mineral water
manufacturer at San Fernando.

Martin.—March 14, 1905, at Birmingham, John Martin,
Chemist and Druggist, formerly of Falmouth. Aged 35.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Technique des Analyses Chimiques. By J. Tarbouriech.
Pp. 509. Price six francs. Paris ; A. Maloine, 95, Boulevard
Saint-Germain. 1903. From the Editor.
Berichte Ober Land und Forstwirtschaft in Deutsch

Ost-Aprika. Heft 3, 4, 5. Pp. 205-390. Heidelberg: Carl
Winter's Universitatsbuchhandlung. 1903. From the Pub-
lishers. :

Limiied Liability, 5th edition. Pp. 68. London : Curtis,
Gardner, and BoxweU, Ltd., 25, College Hill, E.C.
Advantages Demonstrated. Pp. 40. Price 2s. 6d. net.

London : Curtis, Gardner and Boxwell, Ltd., 25, College Hill, E.C.
The Botanic Brewers' Guide, with Special Hints and

Notes on the Production of Beers so as to avoid infringement
of the Excise Regulations. Pp. 40. Price Is. 6d. net, post

free. London : Potter and Clarke, 60-64, Artillery Lane, E.
The Medical Register. Pp. 1-1,690. The General Council

of Medical Education and Registration of the United Kingdom.
London ; 1903. Spottiswoode and Co., Limited, 54, Grace-

church Street, E.C. From the General Medical Council.

The Dentists' Register. Pp. 1-240. The General Council
of Medical Education and Registration of the United Kingdom.
London : 1903. Spottiswoode and Co., Limited, 54, Grace-
church Street, E.C. From the General Medical Council.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Theophilus Hoskin and Wilfred Newell Soden, Surgeons,

Accoucheurs, and Apothecaries, Amhurst Road, London, N.
Debts will be received and paid by Theophilus Hoskin.

James Crowther Naylor, David Savillo, and Robert Thorn-

ton, surgeon dentists, Leeds and Ilkley.

Ernest Shrubsole and Albert Edward Bettridge, dental sur-

geons, 36, Harmer Street, Gravesend, and 290, St. Margaret's

Bank, Rochester, Kent. ^

Henry Hides, Thomas Colman, Joseph Wilson, Minnie

Pepper, and William Ridding, proprietors of "Dr. Kings
Dandelion and Quinine Bilious and Liver Pills," 145, Ber-

mondsey Street, London. Dissolved by effluxion of time on

July 31, 1902.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmacedtical Jocrnal ' most be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, il

intended for publication in the curreno week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late aa

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members ol

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, LondoD,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given thai

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.
Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired siae,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. 8ha9-

ing by washes i^ inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Pobmul.« should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters useo

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints op Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reprodnoe all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is stnotly

reserved.

I.BTTERS, NEWSPAPBRS, QUERIES, and other 001I-
HUHICATIONS bave been received from Messrs. Ashfield.

Atkins, Baker, Barrie, Baxter, Benjamin, Betty, Bird, Brown. Campk";.

Casey, Clayton, Coleman, CoUey, Cruickshank, Cummings, Davis, Duo-

deridge. Fielding, Flood, Gadd, Gavin, Gerhold, Gibson, Gilmour, Goodyei

,

Grindley, Hawksworth, Henderson, Hill, Hinrichs, Holford, Ho''""'

Horner, Johnson, Jones, Kermath, Lake, Linden, Maddison, Mann, Matz,

Merson, Moulton, Muir, Orton, Paterson, Phillips, Pierce, P^ettj,

Priestley, Rowell, Samuel, Sankey, Sargeant, Southall, Stacke, Tarent,

Taylor, Tocher, Walker, Walshaw, Wardleworth, Watson, Whinera>.

Whiston, Wootton, Wright.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

iardenia Oil.

E. Parone reports on the essential oil of gardenia flowers,

ibtained by extraction with, vaseline oil, by which method a

ield of 0 07 per cent, of a pale yellow liquid was obtained,

laving the sp. g. 1-009; boiling at 204' C. The principal

lonstituent was benz)'l acetate, but the peculiar odour is due to

tyrolyl acetate. Besides these, the oil contains linalool, linalyl

.cetate, terpineol, and methyl anthranilate.

—

Phariii. Era, 28'

50, after Boll. Chim. Farm.

Saininar 0 I.

H. Haensel gives the following characters for the essential oil

if dammar resin :—Yield, by steam distillation, 106 per cent,

if a golden yellow, very bitter oil ; soluble in benzol, chloroform,

arbon disulphide, acetic ether, and absolute alcohol. Sp. g.,

I 9352 at 21° C. ; it is optically inactive, and begins to distil at

105' C. Sixty per cent, distils over at 240- C. ; this fraction

las the sp. g. 0*9157 ; another 30 per cent, distils at 265° C. The

esidue is resinous.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 715.

HI of Genista Tinctoria.

The dried flowering herb of Genista tinctoria is stated by H.

laensel to yield 0 023 per cent, of a concrete volatile oil, melting

it 36° C, and congealing at 31° C. ^ The fluid oil is dark brown,

rith an aromatic, pleasant odour ; sp. g., 0 89 ; it reddens blue

itmus paper. The oil comfiaences to distil at 80° C. At 100° C.

kbout 5 per cent, of a light yellow oil is obtained. A further

.Oper cent, distils between 100 and210° C, which is dark brown,

Phe major fraction distils at about 280" C.

—

Pharm. Post, 35,

fl5.

Ml of Birclibuds.

Haensel describes the essential oil of birchbuds as being

ragrant, of deep green colour, having the sp. g. 0-9592 at 20° C,

ind the opt. rot. + 6® 25'. The oil is not perfectly clear at

!0' C; at 17° C. it throws down a precipitate of minute crystal-

ine spangles, at 14° C. it becomes thicker, and at -45° C. ceases

lO be fluid. It is perfectly soluble in ether, amyl alcohol, chloro.

orm, acetic ether, and absolute alcohol
;
imperfectly dissolved

)y petroleum ether, and insoluble in glacial acetic acid, carbon

iisulphide, and solution of caustic potash. The yield is 6-25

per cent.

—

Pharm. Post, 35, 715.

tlsmostatic Value of Calcium Chloride.

Bertignon emphasises the fact, which is often disregarded,

;hat CaCl.2 is a haemostatic of the greatest value, succeeding

vhere ferric chloride, antipyrine, ergotin, and other drugs have

iailed. It is indicated in haemorrhages of all kinds, and in all

naladies presenting haemorrtiagic complications. Hsematemesis,

jsematuria, enterrhagia and metorrhagia are all rapidly arrested

Jy CaClo. A case was cited of the cure, by its means, of acute

jeneral purpura, in which other remedies had failed. Germain
3^e states that CaCU is better tolerated by the stomach than
iny other coagulating body, and had given good results in grave

baematemesis. Bertignon prescribes it as follows :—Pure crys-

;alline calcium chloride, 60 grains; syrup of opium (Codex),

J drachms
;
water, 4 ounces. To be taken (at intervals) in

twenty-four hours, and renewed as long as the haemorrhage
lasts.—l/ed. Press, 74, 575.

Vol. 70. (Podhth Sebies, Vol. 16.) No. 1711.

Maizin, a New Albuminoid from Maize.

E. Donard and H. Labbe find that Indian corn contains a

peculiar albuminoid, to the extent of 4 to 4 5 per cent. To this

they attribute the somewhat formidable formula, CiHiH^iooNnAijS.

Maize flour is first deprived of its oil by treatment with pure

benzol, then extracted with hot, anhydrous amylic alcohol,

in which the albuminoid is soluble. The amylic solution is-

then mixed with pure benzol, which precipitates the maizin in

he form of flocks. It is collected, washed with benzol and

dried in vacuo. It may also be extracted by treating the mixed
albuminoids obtained by Ritthausen's method (extracting with

dilute alcohol) with hot anhydrous amylic alcohol, in which

maizin is alone soluble. It forms a white, very fine, light

powder, insoluble in water, either hot or cold ; it is partially

hydrolised by prolonged boiling with water. It is soluble in

ethyl and methyl alcohols, and in acetone—more readily in the

warm solvents than in cold. It is precipitated from these

solutions by ether. It is not dissolved by saline olutions not

by dilute acids, but when boiled with the latter, develops a

peculiar odour. It is, however, readily soluble in dilute

alkalies, even when the amount of alkali present does not

exceed 0-05 per cent. Amylic alcohol, when cold, only dissolves

traces of maizin ; but when hot it takes p 11 to 115 : 100. It

is similarly dissolved by the higher alcohols by the aid of heat.

—

Comptes rend., 135, 744.

Antiseptic Power of Colloidal Silver.

E. Cohn states that colloidal silver cannot be found in the

blood forty-five minutes after its introduction into the blood

stieam. It is apparently precipitated in the various organs of

the body, but thes;e precipitates were found to be devoid of

bactericidal power.— Centralbl. Bakter., 1902, 804, through.

Chem. Zeii. Rep., 1902, 331.

Barium Ammonium and Barium Amide.

When gaseous ammonia is passed over metallic barium, nO'

reaction is obtained, according to Mentrel, above 28° C. But if

the temperature be reduced, a reddish-brown solid is formed,

which, when the temperature falls below — 23° C, is transformed

into a blue liquid. Towards —50° C. this separates a deep

blue oily substance, sparingly soluble in the liquefied ammonia,
which it tints pale blue. If the temperature be allowed to rise

above —15 C, the barium ammonium formed is converted into

barium amide. Barium ammonium appears to have the formula

Ba (NHs),;, while H. Moissan has shown that calcium am-
monium is Ca(NHs)). It would appear, therefore, that the

metals of the alkaline earths combine with more ammonia as

the atomic weight rises. Barium ammonium ignites on con-

tact with air, and is energetically decomposed by water. It

absorbs oxygen at low temperatures, and with NO.j gives a solid

white barium hyponitrite, Ba(N0).2. Carbon monoxide also

combines with barium ammonium, in ammoniacal solution,

forming a new compound, barium carbonyl, Ba(C0).2, which is a

yellow solid, decomposed, without explosion, on contact with air,

or when heated. When gaseous ammonia is passed over barium
heated to about 280° C. the greyish liquid at first formed
becomes green, and finally red, as the temperature rises. This

is due to the formation of barium amide, Ba(NH.2)2. This com-
pound boils at 460° C. ; at 650° Can orange-yellow solid body is

formed, which does not remelt below 1,000° C. If this be allowed

to cool in a current of ammonia it reassumes the liquid condi-

tion at about 400° C. These changes are due to the transforma-

tion of barium amide, Ba(NH2).2, into the nitride, BasN.i, by

heat. On cooling, this nitride is reconverted into the amide.

Lithium amide is found to behave in a similar manner.

—

Comptes rend., 135, 740.

C
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Quinia Jamaicensis.

To this plant belong the beautiful seeds known as velvet

seeds, which are occasionally seen at exhibitions in which

Jamaica products are shown. It is a shrub found on the

mountains of St. Ann's, and belongs to the natural order

Clusiaceae. At present these beautiful chestnut-coloured

silky-coated seeds are rare, but deserve cultivation for orna-

mental purposes.

—

Agricult. News, i., 265.

Ked Colouring Matter of Alkanet.

A. Gawalowski finds that the red colouring matter of the root of

Anchusa tincforia consists of two red pigments, one of which is

turned blue by alkali, the other green. The latter, obtained in

the benzol extract of the root, the author names anchusic acid.

The former, extracted by means of ether-alcohol, is named
alkannic acid. Both give characteristic coloured salts of

metals.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 817, after Oesterr. Zeit. fiir Pharm-

Formaldehyde in Milk.

Yet another test is given for the detection of this preservative

in milk. If amidol be sprinkled upon the surface of the

sample to be tested a salmon colour appears after some
minutes with normal milk, but if any formaldehyde be present

a canary-yellow colour is at once produced. The test gives this

result with milk containing 1 in 50,000 of formaldehyde, and is

said to be applicable to other food substances.

—

Jourii. Pharm.
Chim., 1902, 532, through Apot. Zeit., 1902, 841.

Boric Acid in Milk.

C. B. Cassal and Henry Gerranz state that the turmeric test

for boric acid may be improved by the addition of oxalic acid.

They test for free or combined boric acid in milk or other foods

by first drying and burning the residue to an ash. It is well to

add a little caustic baryta solution before evaporation and

incineration, as otherwise small quantities of boric acid might

be lost. The ash is treated with a few drops of dilute hydro-

chloric acid, then with a saturated solution of oxalic acid, and

finally with an alcoholic solution of turmeric. The mixture is

then dried on the water bath and the residue is taken up with

a little spirit. If boric acid is present the spirit will be coloured

a more or less intense magenta red. The test has been used for

quantitative determination.

—

Lancet, 164, iii., 185.

Crystals in Leclanche Batteries.

The crystals which form in this battery have the composition

ZnCl2(NH3)2. The ammonium chloride attacks the zinc, forming

zinc chloride and sets free the ion NH4 ; this arriving at the

carbon plate disengages hydrogen, which escapes or is reduced

by the manganese dioxide, while the ammonia combines with

the zinc chloride to form the double compound, which is

deposited on the carbon.

—

Ber. d. Deut. Cheni. Ges., 1902, 3,405;

through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902, 321.

Lenigallol for Non-Parasitic Skin Diseases.

W.N. Clemm (Therap. Monats.) advocates the use of lenigallol

in the treatment of eczema following scrofula or rachitis. He
;
pplies it in the form of a 20 per ceiit. paste, with starch or

^asoval, and allows the application to remain in situ for several

days. Another method is to powder the lenigallol on the

affected surface and cover it with protective strapping. Although
the cases treated were stubborn and of long standing, yet they

cleared up under the above treatment with lenigallol in two or

three days to a fortnight.—iJ. M. J. Epit., 1 /1903, 4.

Dwarf Black Pepper.

W. E. Broadway, Curator of the Botanic Station in

Grenada, describes a black pepper in cultivation there which
gives a never-failing crop, has a dwarf habit and is a non-climber

;

the ordinary black pepper is a strong climber and gives irregular

crops. This variety has Ijeen distributed to the Botanic Station

at St. Lucia.

—

Agric. News, 2, 67.

Jecorin.

A substitute for cod-liver oil has been introduced under this

name. It contains chlorhydro-phosphoric acid and calcium

lactophosphate, of each, 0-5 ; lactic acid, 0 25
;
phosphoric acid,

3-0
;

iodine, 0-5
; ferrous iodide, 0-375

;
compound extract of

wormwood, 5, with sufficient fruit juice or vegetable extractive to

•make 100 parts, and give a pleasant flavour to the mixture.

—

Oesterr. Zeits. filr Pharm., 56, 823.

Coco-Nut Meal.

Attention is being directed to the value of the meal left after

expressing coco-nut oil, as a cattle and horse food. It is said

to be increasing in favour with the dairymen of California

every year. Whilst it contains an equal quantity of fat as com-

pared with linseed or cotton cake it contains 4-6 per cent, more

starchy and saccharine matter, but about 10 per cent, less

proteids (Agricult. News, i., 259). Linseed cake is said to

give a characteristic yellow tint to the fat of animals ed on it,

but this would possibly noi be the case with coco-nut meal.

The experiments made in the French Wdr Department indi-

cate that as a food for horses it is equal or even superior to the

same weight of oats.

Ethyl Alcohol in Essences and Medicinal Preparations.

T. E. Thorpe and John Holmes describe a method of deter-

mining ordinary alcohol in essences and medicinal preparations

containing essential oils and volatile substances, such as ether,

chloroform, benzaldehyde, camphor, compound ethers. The

method has been used for some time past in the Government

Laboratory, and has been found to be both accurate and of very

general applicability. It is as follows :—25 C.c. of the sample,

measured at 15-5°, are mixed with water in a separator to a

bulk of from 100 to 150 C.c, and common salt is added in

sufficient quantity to saturate the liquid. The mixture is now

shaken vigorously for five minutes with from 50 to 80 C.c. of

light petroleum boiling below 60°, and after standing for about

half an hour the lower layer is drawn oft into another separator

extracted, if necessary, a second time with petroleum, and then

introduced into a distillation flask. Meanwhile, the petroleum

layers are washed successively with 25 C.c. of saturated brine,

the washings added to the main bulk, which is neutralised if

necessary, and then distilled, and the distillate made up to 100

C.c, and its relative density determined at the standard tem-

perature in the usual manner. The results thus obtained re-

quire a small correction from the circumstance that, as the

alcohol present is distilled into four times its initial volume, the

errors of the spirit tables are necessarily quadrupled. The mean

error of the tables at below 40 per cent, proof (for example,

0-972 sp. gr.), may be set down as 4-0 2 per cent, of proof spirit,

and hence the observed determinations, expressed as percentage,

of proof spirit, require a subtractive correction of 0-8 per cent.

Tables have been prepared of results obtained on preparations

actually made in the laboratory and containing known quanti-

ties of ethyl alcohol as evidence of the accuracy and general

applicability of the method and of the degree of variation,

which may be expected to occur between the results of different

operators.—Proc. Chem. Soc, 19, 13.
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THE COMMERCE OF DRUGS (2).

BY J. H. HEAP.

Most inberas-tjng to ihe phannacisrt. after th« drug auctions

are those of cinchona bark. It look.>! at first as if this article

should be included in the drug sales, and so it is to a

Kmited extent On reflection, however, it is evident that the

larirest buyers of cinchona must be the manufacturers of quinine,

and as these are not interested as quinine makers in other crude

drus>s, an auction of cinchona itself is required. This takes

place monthly in London and once every five weeks in Amster-

dam. In the former city it is fixed for Tuesdays ; in the latter

Number " One " Room.

The auction purchases in London are effected in Numbet
"One" Room of the Commercial Sale Rooms, and in the

assembly which ifieets monthly at one o'clock the English,

German, French, Dutch, Italian, and American factories are

represented As these form a remarkable group of manufac-

turing chemists, their names are here given. In England we
have three factories making quinine—Howards', Whiffen's,

and the Imperial ; in Germany there are those of Boehringer

and Sohn, Brunswick, and Jobst and Zinuner ; in Holland the

Amsterdam Chininefabriek ; in France those of Pelletier (Soc.

PRODUCE MERCHANTS AND BROKERS IN MEMBERS' ROOM, COMMERCIAL SALE ROOMS.
{Pliotoflmph reproduced by permiuion o Messrs. Smith, Son, and Oowland.)

for Thursdays. At each of these the quinine factories are the
chief ])urcha.sers, but a number of bark merchants and bark
dealer are regular buyers avs well. They in their turn make
a business by splitting up their purchase* among British and
Ciontinental wholesale druggists. The latter obviously could
not spend their time in sampling goods and attending an auction
in which only a very limited part of the offerings wa.s of
interest. As every pharmacist knows, official cinchona barks,
which in the London and Amsterdam market* are " druggists'
hark," are not selected for their quinine content alone. The
omc-hona of the British Pharmacopoeia is red bark, and this is
aot the principal kind for the quinine manufacturer. Hence the
Muohona auctions offer proportionately few purchases for
iniggists' purposes, and the great bulk 'of the business pa&ses
»«tw«en the importers and the famous houses who make the
'.ka:o:ds.

du Traitenient de Quinquinas), Pointet and Girard, Thi-

boumery and Dubosc, Taillandier, and the Pharmacie Centrale;

in Italy the Fabbrica Lombarda of Milan, and the works of

Dufour Fratelli ; and in America those of Powers and Weight-

man, the New York Quinine and Chemical Company, Rosen-

garten and Sons, and Keasbey and Mattison. Of the English

houses, Howards' is represented personally by Mr. David

Howard ; the others buy vicariously. The German factoriM

have each their buying and selling agent, who purchases bark

and sells the quinine on the London market. American

quinine is hardly known on this side as an article of sale,

but the manufacturers have their bark-buying agent, ^

attend.s and is one of the chief purchasers at the auctions-

French quinine is offered for sale in England, but does not

find much demand ; in this case, again, however, the makers-

buy bark in London. So ii is with the Italian factories..
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•whilst the Dutch is generally associated with one of the three

•chief German conceras.
, , t

Needess to say. cinchona bark is not bought by these lac-

tories on appearance. Samples of the lots are regularly ex-

hibited at the brokers' offices before the auctions, but several

days in advance other samples have been drawn and sent to

the chief buyers, whose chemists make their tests and report

as to contents. The lots thus receive their valuation, and

the agents are instructed accordingly. The modus opcraiidi

of offering the lots is exactly the same as that at the drug

auction.s, but there is this agreeable difference, that a much

larger proportion of the ofierings is usually sold, and the

bidding is miuoh more interesitang. The rapid clearance of

(Strings of one parcel is also another feature that strikes a new-

comer. The first lot of a particular series having been

knocked down to one buyer, the remainder will generally

follow as a matter of course, the broker generally hammering

them off as though a mere form. Occasionally a competitive

buyer will break in with a higher bid, and then he may

secure the rest at the advanced figure, or divide this re-

mainder with the first purchaser, who picks up the biddmg

at the enhanced value when dropped by the second buyer.

The number of catalogues at these auctions varies from six

to twelve, and the quantity of bark put up fluctuates materi-

aUy. That at the London auctions of last vear is given

below :
—

East
Indian.

.January, packages.
February ,,

March „
April „
May „
June ,,

July
August „
September „
October „
November „
December - .

169
554
713

1,775

1,697
952
716
655
916
105
319
271

Total packages offered.

.

Ditto, 1901
Ditto, 1900

8,865
9,348

18,360

1902.

Total packages offered . . 22,086

Total weight offered 3,830,0001b.

otal weight sold 2,850,000 lb.

It will thus be seen that the unit is the price per

hundredth of quinine per pound of bark, or the price per

1/100 lb of ouinine in bark form. If bark contains 3 per

cent, of quinine, one pound of bark holds 3/100 lb. of quinine,

and if the i>rice of the bark is ^d. per lb., then 3/100 lb. of

quinine costs A^d., or 1/100 lb. l^d.-that is, the unit .is

l^d. per lb. of bark. Knowing the percentage of each lot or

string, it does • not require a moment's thought to set

down the unit. As for the greater part of the bark tlie buyers

.simply pay according to the quinine value, these units will

approximate very closely, although the prices for the bark

itself may vary materially. Thus we can have harks selhng ;il

Ceylon. Java.
South
Ameri-
can.

African
Jamai-

ca.

69 101 625

168 107 572
141 41 253 123

287 884 1,274

426 139 1,063

265 956
141 41 1,062 =

3 291
42 104 529 222

34 142 645
•37 65 542 378

67 55 357 147

1,689
2,969

3,214

1,969
2,427

2,482

8,693
6,813

8,980

870
837
107

0
290

3

1901. 1900.

24,684 . . 33,164

4,370,000 1b. .. 6,625,000 1b.

3,500,000 lb. . . 4,420,000 lb.

The London " Unit."

When the auctions are concluded the brokers and agents

calculate the average unit selling price. To discover this, one-

must know the weight of bark sold, the percentage of qumiiie

sulphate contained, and the price paid per pound of bark.

There are two or three obvious ways then of finding the unit.

For instance, the price of the lots will for the most part show

repetitions on about a score of rates. One would notice, on

examining the catalogues, that figures for the bulk of the

bark would zigzag in this style down the margin—3|d., 3|d..

4id., 3d., 4id., 6d., S^d., 4|d., 4|a., 3|d., ^d., and so on,

so that the gradations between certain limits would vary by

eighths of a penny, and would be recurrent. We should, there-

fore, have, on sorting these, a certain number of pounds sold

at 3d., a certain number at 3^d., and so on. In addition,

there would be exceptional cases of lots selling, notably above

and below the limits of the general variation. Now, the per

centage in quinine of each lot or string being known, we can

.get at once the unit for that lot or string. Suppose, for in-

stance, the percentage is 3, and the price paid is ^d. per

Ih., then the unit for that particular lot is l^d. per lb.

CO-SIMEUCIAL SALE KOOMS. MINCING LANE.

prices such as 3d., 34d., 3id., S^d., and yet showing the same

unit, the difference in the percentage of quinine aco°""t>°y^

the difference in price of bark. Nevertheless, there would>

a limited range of difference in the units, and m analysu^

theTatdogues'at the end of .sale we should get a result some-

thing like this :
—

(«) 60 000 lb. of bark sold at a unit of IJd. = 75,000 pence.

i-S :: :

''

:: :: »-JS ::

Total, 250,000 lb. of bark sold for 342.500 pence.

342,500

The average unit is thererore JUst un e.- 14a.

230,0C0
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This, sti'ictly speaking, is the result which should be in view

when the unit per pound of bark is being calculated. But it

may well be that such a method of calculating would not re-

present the average pi-ice paid per 1/100 lb. of quinine. Sup-

posing, for instance, that the bark selling at the lowest unit

-price were lower in content than the rest, as is generally the

case, then the proix>rtion of quinine sold at that unit relative

to the proportion at other units would not be the same as the

corresponding proportions of bark. If, say, the 60,000 lb. of

bark above held 2 per cent, of quinine and the 40,000 lb.

4 per cent., then, of course, (a) bark multiplied by unit would

'Hot be to (e) bark multiplied by unit as {a) quinine multiplied

Ton'

LEWIS & PEAT,

GarraMay's Coffee House,

Thiirsilay, July 20. 18«o,
To Ltlc. M,^r- D GRAY k SONS,

TUB rOLLOWtMO (lAODS TU

Pyirr, Cifforft tir Co.

Sai'iaway's I'olfec Iloiisf,

*Ca.*Nt)E ALLEV. C01lNnil.L|

Thubsday, July 20tli. ISOS.

4.50 Serous SofI ( oliiniliiaii) a .

57 Ditto Rei !

33 Ditto/
BroKO Guis

•smplu at it, HiacinG; Luae.

ICS CaBcsi
. i .

(P"»l<" Oil

4 Cases Capt Aloes

3 Bales Onelia Leaves

li Boxes B.iUniii Tolu

aO ScroDs < oniiiiio Seed

4 Bag< C ir(l.<inum9

3 ,. Sa.^..rras Nuls

On sbev at Billiter Street Warebouae.

IJS Tins Tonquini

I Gr.iio

in Bovo V..uilla

7q Cuscs Rhubuil,

Ob iter at ^enctiurch Street Waretioiue.

H Bales Snrvaparilhi

Od iJitv at St EaUtarlnt Docks.

6 CiSes Gum Benjiimio

4 „ Bee>' Wax

Oc ck«v at LoDdoQ Docks

«l B»g« Cape Argol

Oq ohflv at Bull Whart Upper Thames St

139 Baakcls Roll Annallo

1 (ask t

H Butts Jalap

6 Barrels Guinea Grains

7 Cxses 0|>iuui

II Sdi'iis While <:um

17 Cwt. Coba H»\
2 task* flogaJcre Brcsfiai

G Bnrrelit Gum Sandrar

2 Bales l.iqnoriee Root

2 Tins Uexie.tn Vanilla

CONDITIONS OP SALE.

;tv:-.'ir.'-.r:

Price, Gi£ford & Co.,

BROKE IIS,

Rednced fac-similes of old drug catalogues, Uindly lent by Mr. Ralph K.
Harvey, of the hrm of Barron, Harveys and c3o.

by unit to (e) quinine multiplied by unit, but as (a) quinine

multiplied by unit to (e) quinine multiplied by unit divided by
2. In other words, calculating per 1/100 lb. of quinine simply,

we should tend to raise the average unit by reducing the pro-

portion sold at a low unit. At the same time, a truer estimate
is obtained of what quinine itself costs in bark form.

The Amstekdam " Unit."
"We may here, in order tci complete discussion of this point,

refer to the difference between the Amsterdam and the London
average unit. The latter, as already said, should represent
price in pence per lb. of bark per hundredth of quinine;
the former, on the other hand, represents price in cents
(Dutch) per half-kilo of bark per hundredth of quinine. Now,
a Dutch cent is equal to one-fifth of ft penny, and the half-

kilo being rather more than a pound, the Dutch unit is regu-
lajrlry about five times as many cents as the English is pence.
This, however, is not a sufficiently clo.se calculation even for
ordinary commercial purposes, and there is need of a more
careful conversion of one figure into the other. Examples are

not wanting of persons closely interested in baric who would
not like to be asked just how this conversion should be made,

and who are really puzzled to explain the relation of the two
prices. A trade paper, appealed to on this point some years

ago, published an elaborate mathematical formula, which as

one feature assumed that it was necessary to know the per-

centage of bark sold at the respective units. This, of course,

is quite beside the point, and a simple factor is arrived at by
working out the following proportion :—We take the half-kilo

as equal to 17 640 oz., which is only an error of about 0 02
per cent., and five Dutch cents as equal to one penny, and
we work out the ratio, which shows that the Dutch unit

n. ir fc c. wooniionsE .

10 fit

SOLD BY AUCTION

LONDON COMMERCIAL SALE ROOMS

UUICIN'O LANE

TUESDAY. MARCH 10th. 1903

&l ONE o'clock

223 Bales EhM India ) CINCHONA
9ti do Java \ BAliK

OSCAl. TBBWS TCTO)" CONDITIONS

r tilmilt 14 Oajv

l^nst iiiJin Ciueboiia Uark

LEWIS & PEAT,
AT THE LONDON

COMMERCIAL SALE ROOMS

Tuesday, 10th MARCH, 1903,

At ONE uClock.

165 Bales Calisaya >,

657 Do. Sott Colnmbiaji,

m|il 2aili Murth. 19('3, Wiilioui Discouni o

I Tlie Uin

. M-,„l,,

722 Bales BARK, at per lb.

V.^ Olid- Itiaiu h. a .Mollcnd...

I'd- Magsi,- H.Misli, a Llierpool.

Febroiirj. \Wi
Pinal Hei^-liing ITlli FeU. 19U3. Landing Wtigbu

I')

Reduced fac-similes of present-day bark catalogues.

is to the English unit as 17-640 x 5 is to 16. The English

unit, from this, i.s seen to be converted into the Dutch unit if

multiplied by 17-640 X 5/16, and the Dutch into the Englisli

if multiplied by 16/17 640 x 5. The first gives an improper frac-

tion of 441/80 as the multiplier, and the second one of 80/441.

which are respectively almost exactly 11/2 and 2/11, 80/441

being taken as 80/440

—

i.e., allowing an error of about 0-04 per

cent. So that, if we multiply the Dutch unit by 2 and

divide by 11, we get the English equivalent unit, and if we
multiply the English unit by 11 and divide by 2 we get the

Dutch equivalent unit, the one being in cents per half-kilo

and the other in pence per pound. A Dutch unit of

11 cents per half-kilo is thus an English unit of 2d. per

pound. There is no need, of course, to know anything of the

content of the bark offered or sold to turn one into the other.

In Amsterdam the unit is regularly worked out on figures

that are accessible to all interested parties. The catalogues

give the following particulars:—!Mark, percentage of quinine

sulphate, number of lot, number of ickages, description of

\
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bark. All persons concerned, therefore, being in possession of

oatalogues and prices, muist arrive at the same unit. The

method of working is that already described, with the charac-

teristic that the calculation brings out the units which have

been realised for quantities of quinine. Thus, the result will

be as follows :
—

The equivalent of 6,905 kilos, quin. sulph, sold at a unit of 6i cents.

n 2,390 „ „ „ 7

2,163 „ „ „ 7i .,

„ 4,591 „ „ ,. 7i „

„ 1,073 „ ., „ n
420 „ „ „ 8

56 „ „ 8i „

The average, therefore, would be about 7 cents per hun-

dredth of quinine sulphate per half-kilo of bark

—

i.e., 1/jd per

lb. English. There are other features of the Amsterdam
auctions that are worthy of note, but these will come more

fittingly at a later stage in the articles.

Bark Price and Qttinine Cost.

Since practically all the bark sold at the London and Am-
sterdam auctions is turned into alkaloil, the obvious bearing

of the unit selling rate is its effect on the price of the chief

alkaloid. The value of bark is naturally looked upon as regu-

lating that of quinine, and the unit of the one being known,

the next question is. What ought to be the price of quinine?

To answer this we have, of course, to consider the cost of

extraction and the manufacturer's profit. Needless to say, no

hard-and-fast figure can be given on either point, but as

regards the cost of making, which is the chief of these two

considerations, a ve'y close estimate is possible. Starting

with the bark unit at, say, Ijd., we have 1/100 lb.

—

i.e., 16/100

ounce—of quinine sulphate, costing l^d. whilst still in the

bark. Now, it has been found by a Java factory that

the cost of extraction is as near as possible 3d. per

oz. European manufacturers obtain their solvents cheaper

than do the Dutch Government ; on the other hand, they

have extra expenses in carriage of bark and sundry

related items. In short, however, the writer believes

from -variou.s inquiries that 3d. an oz. added on to the

price of quinine in bark fonn closely represents what the

quinine costs the makers when ready to leave the works. We
have, therefore, at a unit of l^d., quinine costing per oz.

in finished form:—100/16 x l^d. + 3d. = l^d. To this the

manufacturer has to add his profit.

'

In dealing with these figures one is able to show how the fluc-

tuations of the bark unit should not be expected to maintain the

same proportion to the quinine value. It is not a very uncom-
mon occurrence to meet with a statement calling attention to the

fact that with bark at, say, l^d., we had quinine at Is. Id.,

-whereas with the former at 2^d. quinine is only Is. 7d. A cal-

culation is then made to indicate that to keep the same ratio

.juinine should be over Is. 9d. Rememberingj however, that

the cost of manufacturing, per se, is stationary in relation to

the cost of bark, we see that this factor—the expense of pro-

duction—must be removed before the comparison is made.

The contrast is then not between Is. Id. and Is. 7d., but

between lOd. and Is. 4d., and we note that l^d. is to lOd.

as 2id. to Is. 4 2/3d. ; so tliat if quinine in the one case is

Is. Id., in the other it ishould be Is. 7 2/3d. to maintain its

relation to cost, there being, therefore, a difference of only

2/3d. in comparison with an actual price of Is. 7d.

So much for accurate calculation of the units and true gaug-

ing of the relation between bark price and quiaine value. It

remains to be said, however, that in actual practice the reckon-

ing out of an average unit is by no means thoroughly under-

taken in [London. No figures as to analysis are published and

no official unit is possible., What happens, as a rule, is that

by such a process as has been given two or three of the buyers

calculate the unit with their own analyses as basis. Probably
they only carry this out with a portion of the lots, with, that

is to say, those which they have purchased or were most
desirous of purchasing. In this way several buyers may com-

pare notes on the result deduced from their respective pur-

chases, and a consensus of opinion is arrived at. The brokers

are generally the ones to crystallise this
; they in some cases

have a representative lot of analyses as a guidance in tlieir

own catalogue, and they collate the opinions of the buyers. By
such means the London unit is settled and made known. The
Amsterdam method, on the other hand, admits of thorough cal-

culation. Yet on this system divergent results are possible,

for analysts do not agree in their findings and wide differences

are not uncommon ; so that when, as is frequently done, the

figures of two assayers are published, by systematically taking

the lowest one would obtain a materially higher imit than

another who takes the highest. Practice, however, has

settled among the Dutch brokers what analyses shall be taken

as basis. But into this point we must not be led under the

present heading of our subject.

In the first instalment of these articles, see page 272, issue of

February 28, the following articles should have been marked

with an asterisk, indicating that the auction sales of such

products are negligible, the prices realised not affecting the

market in the least !

—

Antimony Manna
Asphaltum Oil, Castor
Camomiles Oil of Lemon
Camphor (crude) Oil of Sandalwood
Galls

i

Opium
Saffron.

Several other items depend for their sales to a very small

extent on the drug auctions, but it would not be strictly true

to say that auction prices never affect the market in them.

THE VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CHLORAL
HYDRATE.*

BY C.\RL G. HINEICUS, PH.C, ST. LOUIS, MO., V.S.A.

Chloral hydrate, discovered by Liebig in 1832, became medici-

nally important in 1869, when Liebrich discovered its hypnotic

properties. It is now manufactured in enormous quantities, the

United States importing annually a few years ago 75,000 lb.

Chloral hydrate has long been officially recognised, as is

evidenced by the Austrian, German, American, British, aud

Frencli Pharmacopceias. These standards all give tests of

purity, only the British, however, giving quantitative valua-

tion. T!he B.P., 1885, ordeirs ddst;ill«lbion wiilth slaked lime, and

tihe B.P., 1898, states:
—"In presemoe of alkaline substances

chloral hydrate is decomposed and chloroform is liberated. If

4 6m. lie heated with 30 C.c. of 'the volumetric solution of

sodium hydroxide, no more than 6 C.c. of the volumetric solu-

tion of sulphuric acid should be required to neutralise the soda,

which remains free on the completion of the reaction."

It is an old custom in the chemical laboratory of the St^

Louis College of Pharmacy that all methods applied are sub-

jected to controlling examination independent of the authority

under which they have been published. Even the high regard

which the tests of the British Pharmacopoeia enjoy in this

laboratory could not dispense with this practice.

Giieat was our astonishment upon finding that the directions

of the B.P. gave results varying from 180 to 200 per cent., while

understanding the term "heating" to meaji warming till all

odour of chloroform had disappeared. It then became ueces-

sai-y to make a thorough examination of the volumetric determi-

nation of chloral hydrate, trying to ascertain the influence ot

* Read before St. Louis Chemical Society, and communicated by tlofi

author.
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quantify operated on, time of reaction, temperature, and

(Strength of alkali used.

The following table gives t-hei-esults obtained :
—

Sebies a.

Preliminary tests, using 1/76 N/'2 alkali calculated to N/2.

No. Weight. Time and Temperature. C.c.N/2A)k.
used.

Ditto per
Gramme.

1

2

3
4

5

1-1537

11365
1-3715

1-4158
1-4334

30 minutes, cold
10 minutes, warm
10 minutes, warm
10 minutes, warm
20 minutes, warm

14-60
31-90
36-99

34-91

41-46

12-65
28-07

26-96
24-96
28-90

Series B.

Ordinary temperature ; time varying N/2
; 1,000 alkali used.

Nn Weight. Time and Temperature. C.c.N/2AIk.
used.

Ditto per
Gramme.

6
7
8

- 9

0-9970
1-OOOO
0-9995
0-9762

15 minutes, cold
30 minutes, cold
1 hour, cold
2 hours, cold

12-40
12-49

12-51

12-33

12-44

12-49
12-52

12-63

Series C.

Warming ; time varying.

No.

10

11

12

Weight. Time and Temperature.
C.c. •N/2Alk.

used.
Ditto per
Gramme.

0-9988
1-0024
0-9962

1 minute
7 minutes

15 minutes

12-98
21-91

25-00

12-99
21-87

25-10

Series D.

Common temperature.

No. Weight.

1-000

0-997

a998
0-598

Promptness of Reaction. C.C.N ;2Alk.
used.

Ditto per
Gramme.

13

14

15
16

Immediately.
Almost immediately.
7 min. standing
2 min. stirring

11-58
12-08
12-40
7-45

11-58
12-12
12-42

12-46

Series E.

Test properly applied to different brands.

No. Weight. Time. C.c.N/2Alk.
used.

Ditto per
Gramme.

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

0-9984
0-9981
1-0028
10146
0-9790
0-9948
0-9863

3 min., stir clear
5 min., stir clear
2 min.. stir clear
2 min., stir clear
2 min., stir clear
2 min., stir clear
2 min., stir clear

12-47
12-39
12-30

12-50
12-21

12-32
12-19

12-49 Brand A
12-41 Brand A
12-26 Brand B
12-21 Brand B
12-47 Brand C
12-44 Brand C
12-36 Brand D

Series P.

Protracted warming, N/10 alkali, reduced to N/2.

No. Weight.
Time and

Temperature.
C.c.N/2Alk.

used.
Ditto per
Gramme.

24

25
0-9817

10070
: h. 20 min.; to 75^

3 h. 45 min. 52-76^
32-98
36-55

34-23 Brand B
36-29

In most cases about 1 Gm. of substance is taken, and the

mount so taken is accurately weighed to 1/10 Mgr. This
ubstance is then dissolved in 50 C.c. water (exoept A and D),

measured amount of alkali is added {N/2 except A and Nos.

1
8, 24, 25). The treatment of this solution is briefly specified

1 column 3 under the designation " Time and Tempemture."

At the end of the time so specified the excess of the sodium

hydrate wa.s determined, using phenol-phthalein as indicator

(except No. 20, where litmus was used) . Thus the amount of alka-

line N/2 solution used becomes known, and is recorded in column

4. Division with the exact amount taken (column 2) gives the

number of C.c. N/2 alkali actually consumed (column 5) per

griimme of chloral taken; these figures are therefore com-

parable.

As already stated by Liebig himself (' Handb. d. Ohem.,' ii.

Abth., 1843, p. 769), chloral hydrate yields, when treated with

alkali, chloroform and fomic acid, CCl3C0H-H20 = CCI3H+ H-

COjH. Accordingly, one atom of chloral hydrate, 165-5, yields

one of formic acid and one of chloroform, therefore neutralises

one of sodium hydrate ;
consequently each cubic centimetre of

normal sodium hydrate represents 165-5 Mgr. of chloral hydrate.

Hence 1 Gm. of chloral hydrate requires 6-0423 C.c. of N. alka-

line hydrate, or 12 0846 C.c. of N/2 alkali as used by us. The

B.P. evidently considered this to be the reaction in question,

since it says: "4 Gm. should not require less than 24 C.c."

for the theoretical value just stated is 24-16 C.c. per 4 Gm.
A single glance at the table of results given showsi that this

theoretical amount 12-085 C.c. per gramme is always exceeded,

in many cases more than doubled, and in the last two even

trebled.

But while this result seem.s utterly to condemn the proce.ss,

a closer study of the process has convince-d me that the process

is very excellent if used tmder proper conditions here deter-

mined. Dissolve an accurately weighed amount of chloral

hydrate in 50 to 100 C.c. of water, run in excess of N/2 alkali

(15 C.c. per gramme taken). When a turbidity due to sepa-

rated chloroform is noted, .swing till perfectly clear (one to two

minutes). Titrate back with N/2 acid ; the difference is the

amount of alkali used.

Nos. 19 and 20, made with Brand B, recognised as the leading

make, occurring in transparent crystals, agree, exceeding the

theoretical value, 12- 09 C.c, by 0-1 C.c. N/2 only. Tliis shght

excess may be due to a slight acidity, which all brands show
in aqueous solution. This acidity we have not as yet found

time to determine with high accuracy. Taking for the present

12-2 C.c. N/2 as the valuation of the best chloral hydrate in

the market, the process by rapidly completing the reaction

within two minutes at common temperatures is perfectly re-

liable. It is highly probable that a portion of this excess is due

to dic&loraldehyde hydrate (= 130), which may result from

process of manufacture or keeping.

We are now able to consider the statements of tKe leading

authorities on this question. Herman Kolbe, ' Organ. Chem.,'

Bd. i., 1854, p. 756, states: "By aqueous alkalies chloral is

very readily decomposed at common temperatures (formula

alieady given)^ into ohlorofoi-m and formate. With strong

alkali chloride also results from a secondary decomposition oi

the chloroform. Hence the advantage of using much water in

dissolving the chloral as we direct."

Victor Meyer (and Haffter), Beric/fte d. D. Chem. €fes., 1873,

p. 600 : Volumetric estimation of chloral is a " process such that

any druggist can, without recourse to other than alkalimetric

estimations, get good results." He finds change is instantaneous

with normal alkali, but with N/10 the change does not take

place except on heating, and then not completely, so that this

reagent is not serviceable. As each C.c. N alkali represents

165-5 Mgr., N/2 or N/10 is preferable, but V. Meyer states N/10
does not decompose chloral even on heating completely. No. 18

was made with N/10 in the cold, the chloral was also dissolved

in 50 C.c. water. The reaction was complete in five minutes

;

the first statement is therefore erroneous. Nos. 24 and 25 were
made with N/10 warming ; the reaction was not only complete,

it is treble the theoretical amount called for by V. Meyer.

This second half of the sentence of V. Meyer is also not true.
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This shows that even in the Zurich University a simple method
of volumetric analysis (V. Meyer) occasionally is not correctly

carried out.

The ' National Dispensatory,' 1884, p. 430, neither quotes

the author correctly nor gives the correct method of working.

Jungfleisch, ' Manip. de Chim.,' 1893, p. 654, says :
—

" Cliloro-

form is not readily dissolved, and consequently not sensibly

attacked by aqueous solutions of the alkalies. It is precisely

this fact which results where chloroform forms in presence of

mixtures charged with excess of alkaii," as in his direction for

making chloroform by distilling chloral with excess of alkali.

If you will place a few cubic centimetres of chloroform in a

l>8aker, cover with alkali solution and very gently wann, and

when aU odour of chloroform has disappeared, test liquid for

chlorides, a heavy precipitate with silver solution results.

Armand Gautier, ' Chimie Organ.,' 1896, p. 131, directs

boiling chloral with excess of titrated sod%, titrating excess of

soda with acid. The difference is formic acid. It is needless to

say that this direction is faulty, as proved above.

Hager, ' Pharm. Praxis,' 1900, p. 792, directs that we shall

add an excess of N alkali, wann slightly (sic), and titrate back

with acid, using phenol-phthalein as indicator. This warming
slightly may be construed differently by different chemists.

Observe our Series C, in which we warmed over a gauze re-

moved an inch from a low llame. Even No. 10^ which just

turned clear at tlhe end of one m'inute, on titration .ihtnved

excess of alkali used ; in addition, the liquid contained abun-

dance of chloride.

It will be evident, from the inspection of the experimental

results given in our table and here partly discussed, ^liat even

a .simple volumetric test has been introduced, accompanied with

serious errors by a renowned authority, and carried from one

standard work to another encumbered with specific conditions,

which, as we have proved, necessarily lead to totally erroneous

results, reaching from 100 to 300 per cent, of the value to be

determined.

RECENT WORK IN BOTANY.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Zoospore Formation in Valonia Oralis.

This small unicellular, Kadder-like alga, a member of the

chlorophycese, has been placed by some authorities in the

special genus HaUcystis. The formation of zoospores has been

observed by Kuckuck. By elaboration of part of the proto-

jtlasm the spores differentiate at definite points inside tiie cell-

wall ; here the wall becomes transparent, and is finally absorbed,

allowing the spores to escape. Meanwhile, the ce.i appears not to

lose its turgidity, and later on a fresh formation and extrusion of

spores may take place. At no stage in the proce.^s is a cell-wall

formed.

—

BcricMe der dcutschen hot. Oesellachaft, 20, 355.

Debarya Oesmidioides.

This little-known genus of the Zygneinaceae is characterised

by having the walls constricted at the junotion of two calk.

The species is a new one, found in iCornwall, and described by

W. West. The method of conjugation is peculiar. The cells

of the filament separate, and fusion takes place between two

isolated cells. The connecting tube is very short, and the

large square zygospore extends into both cells of the filament,

so that in conjunction with the four free ends the appearance is

very much that of a Desmid. The writer has previously put

forward the view that the Desmids are a degraded group of tlie

Conjugatae in which the filamentous character has been lost,

and ,along with the degradation of sexual reproduction there

has been an increase of morphological complexity. This view

is favoured by the zygospore condition in this specie* of

Deharya. —Journal of Botany, 4t, 39.

' First Aid to thk Injtjred and Sick.' By F. J. W.uiwiCK.

and A. C. Tunstali.. Third and Revised Edition. Pp.

236. Price 2s. 6d. Bristol : J. Wright and Co. 1903.

In the third edition of this work, described as an advanced

ambulance handbook, several corrections have been embodied^-

and some illustrations improved smce the lost edition was pub-

lished. Both the authors have had great experience in ambu-

lance work and as lecturers, and their handbook may b«

strongly recommended to those who, from the nature of their

business or as amateurs, are interested in the subject.

'Revue des Medicaments Nouveaux.' Par G. Ceikon.

Tenth edition. Pp. 436. Price, 4 francs. Paris
:

Rueff

et Cie. 1903.

In the tenth edition, M. Crinon has introduced a number of

new remedies which have made their appearance in the course

of the year just ended. Among the more notable additions are

Adrenalin, Bismuthose, Ciyogenin, Mesotan, and others of a

similar type. The plan of the work remains the same as in

previous Veai>s : under each substance are found indicated suc-

cessively the method of preparation, physical and chemical pro-

perties.' distinctive characters, physiological and therapeutic

action, suitable pharmaceutical preparations, and dose. Inere

is no reason to think that the volume now published will receive

any less favourable welcome than has been accorded to previouB

editions.

'Botanic Beewees' Guide.' Second edition. Pp. 40. Price!

Is. 6d. London: Meissre. Potter and 01«rke, Artillerr

Lane, E.G. 1903.

The demand for the first edition of this little book, published:

in 1899, has necessitated the issue of a second edition. As the&;

noted in the
.
Journal, the recipes, notes on herbs used in thf

manufacture of botanic beverages, together with the extracte-

from Acts of Parliament, seem thoroughly well adapted to-

enable all brewers of bot-anic beer to meet the popular tastfr-

and, at the same time, to comply with the Excise regulations.V-;

' County Court Practice Made East,' or debt collectio^

simplified. By a Solicitor. Second Edition. Pp. 1®.

Price 2s. 6d. London : Effingham Wilson, Royal TSti

change, E.C. 1903. .

'

Probably few business men are obliged to give credit for

small sums to such an extent as dispensing chemists, and the-

enforcement of payment is often found a matter of great

diflaculty. Tthiis anonymous book, whidli has now reacihed a

second edition, is worthy of perusal by thoee who are obligedi

to apply to county courts for enforcement of debts. Tl*

book is for the most part clearly wi-itten, in spite of thfr

extraordinarily involved sentence with which it opens. How"-

ever much the latter part of the book may iustify its title-

in making county court practice "easy," the introductorj

paragraph cannot be said to "simplify" either debt collec-

tiou or anything else.

'
A. Manual of Toxicology.' By Albert H. BRUNDAGt

Second Edition. Pp. viii.+375. Price, 6s. net. London:

Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox. 1902.
_

The second edition of this book, published, as it is, within *

year of the original edition, indicates that Dr. Brundage M

manual has achieved eonsiderable popularity. Dr. Bruudage

who is connected as professor or examiner with several c

leges and institution^, in the United States, deals compreten-

sively with the identification and effects of all kinds of ""'«>i»S-
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So mucli of the book is valuable to vo.idois in any country, but

from the Appendix, which is devoted' to such miscellaneous

- subjects as poison laws and inconipatibles in prescriptions,

English readers will not derive much benefit. Under the

heading of poison laws in Great Britain no mention is made of

more than one schedule. " Pulv. Tu'.ly " occurring in a pre-

scription requires elucidation to the ordinary British phar-

. macist.

A Research ON the Eucalypts,' especially in Regard to

Their Essential Oils. By R. T. Baker, P.L.S., and H. G.

Smith, F.C.S. Pp. 293. Price 15s. Sydney: W. A.

Gullick, 1902.

The authors, who are respectively the Curator and Economic
Botanist, and the Assistant Curator and Chemist to the

Technological Museum, New South Wales, have published a

typical research work, since the chemical part of it rests on a

sure botanical foundation, while its scientific character would

be a credit to any institution, and its commercial value, as

contributing important information concerning a national

industry, cannot fail to be very considerable.

Oat of 120 described species of Eucali/pttts, growing in New
South Wales, not less than 111 have been obtained and investi-

gated. Hitherto the commercial production of eucalyptus oil

has been based upon nearness of supply to the place of manu-
facture rather than upon a careful investigation of the chemical

characters and physiological properties of the various oils, con-

sequently the oils in commerce have varied considerably

in flavour and constituents. This has arisen greatly from the

difficulty in discriminating species, owing to systematic

botanists having often described species from dried specimens,

in ignorance how far the bark, the wood, and the mode of

growth of the trees might differ. The trees of the large genus
Eiicahjptus probably form three-quarters of the whole vegeta-

tion of the Australian continent, and, as is usual in many large

genera, the species are very difficult to classify. IJentham

remarks in the ' Flora Australiensis,' p. 213, concerning the

Eucalijptus genus:—"Many of the trees differ widely in the

texture of their bark and the specific gravity of the wood, and
to all intents and purposes are perfectly distinct from each

other, yet agree very nearly with ordinary characters by which
species are regulated, so that a written description, especially

from dried specimens, may be applied to half-a-dozeu

different kinds of gum. Indeed, this has frequently been the

case, as might easily be shown by referring to the various

works which have been written on the subject."

Dr. Woolls, a well-known authority on the eucalypts, also

states :
" Trees placed by botanists under one specific name would

never be so considered if studied in Nature, for their specific

differences are so marked that no one would think the trees

were one and the same species." Studied from this point of

view, the authors have been compelled to separate plants,

hitherto considered as one species, in which they find that the

bark, wood, habit of growth, and chemical constituents of the

tree are different, but constant in individuals presenting the

same characters.

The authors have observed a remarkable relation between the
character of the network of veins in the leaves and the

chemical constituents of the oil contained in the plant, so that

the venation may ha taken as an indicator of the chemical
bodies present, in known species, or likely to be present in un-

examined species. Illustrations of types of these differences

are given in excellent figures of the leaves of different species.

Thus E. corymbosa has feather-veined leaves, and the lateral

veins almost at right angles to the mid-rib, and such leaves

)8how pinene as the chief constituent, and an absence of

phellandrene in the oil. In E. botrijoides similar lateral vein^i

are united at their circumference, and in such leaves eucalyptol

is present as well as in pinene. In E. globulus the lateral

veins form a more acute angle, and are more branched, indi-

cating the presence of eucalyptol and pinene, but an absence of

phellandrene. In E. aimjgdalina the lateral veins have a very

acute angle, and are looped at their ends, indicating a pre-

ponderance of phellandrene and the presence of the peppermint

ketone (piperitone). The authors have therefore classified the

species, according to these facts, into seven fairly definite

groups, viz. :

—

(1) Those containing pinene, and practically no phellandrene

nor eucalyptol.

(2) Those yielding up to 40 per cent, eucalyptol, besides

pinene, but no phellandrene.

I (3) Those yielding over 40 per cent, of eucalyptol, besides

pinene, but no phellandrene. (a) Those containing the same,

but on which the pinene diminishes, and aromodendral (an

aldehyde with the odour of cuminaldehyde) makes its appear-

ance. E. dumosa, E. oleosa, and E. cneorifolia are included in

this section of the group. (6) These containing the same as 3, but

ill v/hich phellandrene begins to make its appearance. This

section includes E. melliodora and E. ovalifolia only.

(4) Those in which eucalyptol does not exceed 30 per cent.,

but in which pinene and aromodendral are largely present, but

no phellandrene.

(5) Those in which eucalyptol does not exceed 30 per cent.,

but in which pinene and phellandrene are present.

(6) Those in which eucalyptol does not exceed 30 per cent.,

the oil consisting largely of phellandrene and piperitone. This

group includes E. amygdalina, E. jnperita, and two other

species, (a) Those in which eucalyptol is almost absent, the

oil consisting chiefly of phellandrene and piperitone.

(7) Those that do not fall readily into the above group. In

this group are placed E. macarllmri, in which the oil consists

chiefly of geranyl acetate, and some free geraniol. E. aggregata,

in which the oil consists principally of amyl alcohol combined

with eudesmic acid. E. virgata, in which the oil consists

largely of eudesmol. E. apiculata, in which the oil contains

about 20 per cent, of piperitone, no phellandrene, and very

little eucalyptol. E. citriodora, in which the oil consists of

90 per cent, of citronellol with a little citronellol and geraniol.

A full account is given of the new chemical bodies obtained by

the author from eucalyptus oils, which are most easily obtained

from the following species ;—Eudesmol from E. virgata and

E. macrorhyncka ;
aromadendral, from E. cneorifolia ; eu

desmic acid, from E. aggregata ; piperitone, from E. dives or

E. radiata; aromadendrene (a sesquiterpene) from E. hcema-

stonia.

The pinenes (Iwvopinene and dextropinene) are said not to be

distinguishable from those of turpentine, so that adulteration

with turpentine oil could only be detected by an abnormal

amount being present in any particular oil. The pinenes are

most abundant in E. hitvopinea and E. dextropinea. Free acids

occur in eucalyptus oils, and the brown colour in the crude oils

is said to be due to iron dissolved by them. The work con-

cludes with some excellent illustrations of the modes of collec-

tion of the leaves and distillation of the oils employed in the

bush, and with synoptic tables of the various oils and their

oharacteristics.

The authors may be congratulated on having published a most

valuable piece of research work in the natural history of drugs,

and on their bold treatmmt of a very difficult problem. Their

work will probably lead to greater consideration being paid in

the fature by systematic botanists to tha chamical, structural,

and individual characteristics of plants, taken as a whole, thaa
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hitherto. The problems attendant on plants intermediate in

character between different natural orders will probably in this

way be more easily determined, as in the case of Duboisia' and
Omphalocarpum.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

On Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at Market Weighton, Mrs. Annie
Collins, Holme-on-Spalding Moor, was summond for selling

sweet spirit of nitre not of the standard recognised by the

British Pharmacopceia. A fine of 5s. and costs was inflicted.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

On Thursday, April 2, 1903, at Driffield, John Wm. Dob-
son, grocer, of NafEerton, was summoned for selling sweet
spirit of nitre which was not up to the B.P. standard of

strength.

Five ounces of the drug were purchased at defendant's

shop, and the public analyst, Mr. Baynes, certified that it

contained only 0'96 of nitrous ether, instead of 1-75 per cent.

Defendant stated that he thought the drug was up to the

standard. He had written to the manufacturers, but they

declined to accept any responsibility after the article left

their works. The drug was very unstable article, and lost

strength immediately the bottle was opened.

The Chairman (!Mr. H. Holt) pointed out that grocers could

obtain a written guarantee. They were disposed to give cre-

dence to defendant's statement, and he would only be fined

10s. and costs.

Sal Volatile.

On Thursday. April 2, 1903, at Driffield, John Stockton,

shop-keeper, of Nafferton, was smnmoned for selling 4^ oz. of

sfil volatile which was deficient in ammonia to the extent of

29 per cent. William Hall, his assistant, was similarly sum-

immeid.

For the defence it was stated that the drug, which was very

liable to evaporation, had been in stock for four years, and
during tfiaA period only 8 oz. had been sold.—Each defendant

wiis fined 5s. and costs.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

Sale of Medicines Unstamped.

On Monday, April 6, 1903, at the Mansion House Police

Court, London, George Peter Pond, chemist, Fleet Street, was
summoned before the Lord Mayor, at the instance of the Inland

Revenue, upon eleven summonses for selling preparations to be

used! as medicines for the prevention, cure, and relief of dis-

orders affecting the human body, without a stamp denoting the

duty charged being affijced thereto.

The defendant pleaded guilty.

Mr. G. H. Denniss, barrister, prosecuted, on behalf of the
Inland Revenue ; Mr. Slater was counsel for the defence.

Mr. Denniss said that out of seventeen proprietary

articles purchased at the defendant's shop, only four

bore the Inland Revenue stamp. As to two others

of the seventeen, satisfactory explanations had been
given to the Inland Revenue as to why the stamps had not

been affixed. The defendant was liable to a penalty of £10 on
each summons. The chemist claimed to be the proprietor of the

preparations in question. His was a retail business only.

Mr. iSlater, for the defence, said the offence was an over-

1|
sight, as the person who packed the bottles had forgotten to

affix the stamps. One of the cures against which complattits

had been made was an eye lotion. Were this labelled merely
" Eye Lotion," it would not require a stamp, but as it -was

labelled, "Eye Lotion, Good for Inflammation," it did require

a stamp. Similarly, "Arnicated Solvent Plaster" might be

sold free of duty, whereas a label, " Arnicated Solvent Plaster,

for Corns and Bunions," necessitated the stamp. In respect

of a cure for liver complaints he might plead not guilty, claim-

ing that in this case the medicine was all right legally, and

did not require a stamp. In view of the recent decision in

the High Courts, the defendant vrould plead guilty to a}l

the summonses.

His Lordship imposed a fine of 10s. and 2s. costs in ead»

case—£16 12s. in all.

Court of Session, Edinburgh.

Alleged Improper Use of Chloroform.

On Wednesday, April 1, 1903, the Lord Justice Clerk tried

an action in which Mrs. Margaa-et Dunlop, or Gillies, Spring-

we'l ir'lace. Stewarton, Ayrshire, sued Dr. John Cunninghajn,

Righ Sti-eet, Stewai-ton, for £1,000 damages, in respect of

t-ie death of her husband, Andrew Gillies, joiner, which, she

averred, was caused by culpable neghgence on the part of

the defender. The issue put before the jury was whether,

on Juiy 13, 1902, in the house occupied by the pursuer, her

husband lost his life while under the influence of chloroform

-administered by the defender, though the fault of the

defender, to the loss, injury, and damage of the pursuer.

The case was reported in the Inset to last week's Journal.

The evidence for the defence, given on Thursday, showed

death to be due, not to suffocation, but to syncope. The jury

returned a unanimous verdict for the defender, for whom

judgn;eTit was given.

Aberdeen Sheriff Court.

A Chemist's Lease.

Wednesday, April 1, 1903. Judgjnent has been issued by

Sheri'f Henderson Begg, in the action brought against Mr.

Jolhin Aiexander, dhemist. and dtniggiat, Aberdeen, to

compel him to resmiie business as a chemist and

druggist, at certain premises vacated by him at High

Stiieet, Aberdeen, in accordance with the terms of an agree-

ment (s€e p. 470).

The Sheriff finds that defender is bound to use the mop

in question as a chemist's and druggist's shop, and as thit

only. With these findings, the Sheriff has continued U»

caase to enable defender to state whether he will give effect

to thesv3 findings, and in what way.

High Court of Justice.—King's Bench Division.

A Nitrous Oxide Patent.

On Thursday, April 2, 1903, Mr. Justice Wright, sittiBg

without a jury, heard the case of Coxeter and others t'.

Maistor. Plaintifts are manufacturers of nitrous oxide gaa,

at Highgate, London ; and the defendant, Mr. Robert Marston,

is a chemist, at Leicester. By an indenture, made in January,

1902, it was stated that defendant had granted to plaintifl*

the soh right to make use of his inventions relating to tie

manufacture and use of nitrogen and nitrous oxide from

atmospheric air; the defendant also covenanted to erect,

within a certain tune, plant to produce 5,000 gallons of nitrous

oxide per eight hours, at 20 per cent, less cost than by the
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ordinary process. Plaintiffs ask&d for aii order for specific

perfoimaiice, or, as an alternative, £6,650 damages.

Defender claimed that the plaintifis had acted wrongfully,

vhicli justified him in violating the agreement, and counter-

claimed for £2,000 damages.—On the suggestion of his Lord-

ship the parties came to terms, and further legal proceedings

were abandoned.

Pharmacy and Debtors Acts.

Committal Order at Liverpool.

On Monday, April 6, 1903, at Liverpool County Court, the

case of John Eames, formerly an unqualified! assistant in the

employ of Mr. S. .Stephenson, chemist, Kensington, Liverpool,

again came before his Honoui- Judge Collier, on an adjourned

application for committal to prison.

Mr. 0. E. Nield, solicitor, Liverpool, appeared on behalf of

the .Council of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, at

•whose instance the proceedings Tvere taken. The Society, on

March 5 last, applied to the coui-t for an order for the committal

of the defendant Eames, on the ground tliat he had disobeyed

an order of the court, made on January 12 last, requiring him

to pay, within fourteen days, the sum of £21 16s. Od., for

penalties (and costs) inflicted on him for having on two

occasions sold poisons, he not being qualified to sell

poison. On that occasion the defendant stated to his

Honour that he had left his late employ as a chemist's

assistant, and that if he were afforded time lie would

go to his home in Anglesea and endeavour to raise the

moifey from his father or other relatives. The case was ad-

journed to the 6th instant, to enable the defendant to take this

course. On the case being called on Monday, there was no

a.ppearance on his behalf and Mr. Nield asked for the com-

mittal order.

ITie Judge intimated that Eames had sent a letter to the

court from Talwen, Llangefni, offering to pay 6s. a month, and

stating that he was still out of work, and that his father, a

rural postman, wais not in a position to pay the money for him.

Mr. Nield, after conferring with Mr. Harry Moon, from the

ttffice of the Registrar of the Society, asked his Honour to make
the committal order, on the understanding that it would not

be acted upon so long as the 6s. a month was paid.

The Judge expressed concurrence.

Mr. Nield : As I understand, there will be a committal order

flnd there will be no limitation of time. If he fails to pay
the 6s. a month he is liable to go to gaol and to be kept there

until he ihas purged his contempt.

I'he Judge said that would be so.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, for
the information of dispensers

;
they deal with novel applications of

^rags and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
-uictly so-called.

Servatol Soap and Servatol Marble Soap.—These are two

proprietary soaps which are introduced for disinfecting the

hands. They are stated to contain, the first, 1 per cent, of

gilvet cyanate in a neutral soap basis ; the second, 2 per cent, of

the same antiseptic, with 55 per cent, of finely powdered
marble, combined with a soap basis.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 47, 938.

Camphossil.—Under this name a condensation product of

camphor and salicylic acid has been introduced as an antiseptic

and antipyretic, chiefly for intestinal affections, in which it is

given in doses of 7^ gr. It is a crystalline unctuous,

deliquescent mass, with a camphoraceous odour. It is almost

tasteless, and is insoluble in water.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 48, 88.

CItarin.—This is sodium anhydromethylenecitrate. It is

given to increase the elimination of uric acid, in cases of gout

and rheumatism, in doses of 30 gr. twice or three times a

day.

—

Phaim. Centralh., 44, 151.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths by poisoning in the six days ended Tuesday,

April 7, 1903, number thirteen, thus :

—

Poison.

Carbolic Acid
Chloroform
Hydrocyanic Acid ....

Laudanum
Oxalic Acid
Phosphorus
Potassium Bichromate
Rhubarb Leaves
Kind not stated ....

Total

Accident. Suicide.

Carbolic Acid —A woman at Manchester committed suicide

by taking over three ounces of carbolic acid. A man at Man-
chester poisoned himself with the same substance.

Chloroform.—A man died under chloroform at St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, London.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—A man at Durham took prussic acid,

sixpennyworth of which he obtained from a local chemist " to

poison a big dog."

Laudanum.—A man at Colne bought two separate three-

pennyworths of laudanum, and took the whole with fatal eSect,

A woman at Gateshead committed suicide with laudanum.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Camberwell committed suicide by

taking oxalic acid.

Phosphorus.—A child at Nottingham died from-sucking the

heads of matches ; medical evidence showed death to be due to

phosphorus poisoning.

Potassium Bichromate.—A French polisher committed sui-

cide at Gateshead by taking potassium bichromate.

Rhubarb Leaves.—At Enfield a woman died after eating

about two tablespoonfuls of rhubarb leaves. Medical evidence

showed death to be due to the action of " some irritant poison,"

irttroduced into the system.

Kind not stated.—^A commission agent at Richmond poisoned

himself. A glass worker at Smethwick died, apparently from

poisoning ; the inquest was adjourned in order that an analysis

of the contents of the stomach might be made. A coloured man
at Swansea died after taking a liniment containing poison.

Non-fatal Case.—Mr. Wilson Barrett, the well-known actor,

has had a very narrow escape from death. According to the

Liverpool Daily Post, Mr. Barrett was supplied by a Manchester

chemist with a pill containing a large dose of aconitine. Owing

to an error in dispensing, double the maximum dose of the

alkaloid was administered, and for a long time Mr. Barrett was

in a critical condition, but he rallied and eventually recovered

after digitalin had been subcutaneously injected.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, SCHOOL, AND HOUSE COMMITTEE.

At a meeting of this Committee, held on Tuesday, April 7, 1903,

the following reports were presented :

—

Attendance in Libeaey.

March. Total.

London Library 551

Highest.

38

Lowest. Average.

6 21

Circulation of Books

March. Total.

London Library .... 244

Edinburgh Library . . 364

Town.

133

231

Country.

Ill

133

Carriage Paid,

fl Is. IJd.

5s. 9d.

Donations to the Libeaey (London).

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, London :—Medico-
chirurgical Transactions, vol. 85, 1902.

Royal Dublin Society:— Scientific Transactions, ser. 2,

vol. 7, pts. 14-16, and vol. 8, pt. 1 ; Scientific Proceedings, new
ser., vol. 9, pt 5 ; Economic Proceedings, vol. 1, pt. 3.

Guy's Hospital, London :—Calendar, 1902.

Pharmaceutische Gesellschaft szu Riga :—Geschichte, 1803-

1S03, von P. Lichinger.

Capt. F. W. Hutton, F.R.S., Christchurch.N.Z. .—Presidential
Address to the Australasian Association for the Advancement of

Science, 1902.

Wellcome Chemical Research'^Laboratories, London :—Papers
No. 33-4, by Mr. P. E. F. Perredes and Dr. Power ; The Inter-
national Conference for the Unification of the Formula; of

Potent Medicaments, by Dr. Power.

Messrs. G. Street and Co., Ltd., London :—Street's News-
paper Directory, 1903.

Mr. P. C. T. Barford, Kjobenhavn :—Alkaloid-bestemmelse i

Extractum Nucis Vomicae og i Tinctura Nucis VomicEe, 1903.

Mrs. T. Howard Hall, London :—Pereira, Materia Medica,
3rd ed., vol. 1 and vol. 2, pt. 1

; Muspratt, Chemistry, 1853-61,

2 vols.
; Pharmaceutical Times, vols. 1-3.

Ecole Superieure de Pharmacie de Paris :—Theses by F.
Chauvel and E. Schmidt.

Purchase of Books.

The Committee authorised the purchase of the undermen-
tioned works :

—

Schmidt, Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch der Pharmaceutischen
Chemie.

Plimmer, The ChemicarChanges and Products Resulting from
Fermentations, 1903.

Attendance in the Museum.

March.
Total.

695
Highest.

50

Lowest. .'Vverage.

3 26

Donations to the Museum (London).

IMessrs. French and Plucknett, London :—Specimen of

Chinese Insect Wax, recently imported.

Messrs. Burroughs and Wellcome :—Fine specimen of

Salioigrin in Crystals from the Wellcome Chemical Research
Laboratory.

Mes.srs. T. and F, Smith and Co. :— Fine specimen of

Meconate of Xanthaline, the] new alkaloid obtained from
opium.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULA.

Unna's Paraform Collodion.

Paraform (trioxymethylene), 1 ; alcohol-ether (alcohol, 90 per
cent., 2 ; ether, 1), 1 ; flexile collodion, 8. Mix the paraform

in very fine powder with the ether-alcohol and add the collodion.

—Rev. Med. Pharm., 9, 553.

Application for Mange in Dogs.

Soft soap, 4 ;
jS-naphtliol , 1 ;

storas, 2; tobacco extract, 3.-

To be applied to one-third of the skin, at the most, for three

consecutive days. After three applications, wash the whole

body, using carbolic soap.

—

Pharm. Era. 28, 627.

Concentrated Boric Solution.

A concentrated solution of boric acid may be obtained by

mixing eq\j,al parts of powdered borax and boric acid. Tha-

mixture will give a 16 per cent, solution with water at ordinary

temperatures.

—

Rev. Med. Pharm., 9, 555.

Shampoo Liquid.

Soap, 4 oz.
;
potassium carbonate, 1 oz. ; alcohol (90 per-

cent.), 10 fl. oz.
;
water, to make 32 fl. oz. Dissolve the-

shredded soap in 20 fl. oz. of water by the aid of heat ; dissolve

the potassium carbonate in the hot solution. Allow to cooli-

then add the spirit and enough water to make the final volume

32 fl. 07. It may be coloured or perfumed as desired.— C'a«a<i.

Drugg., 14, 302.

Washing Fluid.

The Parisian laundresses are said to use a liquid which has

remarkable cleansing properties ; all kinds of laundry, linen,

cotton, or woollen fabr'cs may be perfectly washed by its means,

without the use of a brush or scrubbing board. It is called

" blanchisBine," and is stated by C. Boettiger to have the

following composition :—Caustic potash, 8 ; (methylated) spirit,

20 ; olein, 24
;
glycerin or vaseline, 2; turpentine, 4 ;

ultramarine,

2; water, 100,000. Mix. Sufficient of the liquid for the

articles to be washed is placed in the copper, and about one-

third of the quantity of soda generally used is added. Mix and

boil for two hours, when the clothes will be perfectly clean.

Boiling may be dispensed with if the clothes be first soaked,

and then scrubbed or beaten.

—

Nat. Drugg., 32, 330.

Sodium Lactate Solution for Dispensing.

This salt, which is frequently prescribed in aqueous solution,

either alone or combined with sodium arsenate, is not met with

in commerce in a form suitable for medicinal use. As usually

obtained, by the double decomposition of calcium lactate and

sodium carbonate, it is either acid in reaction or containa

notable quantities of lime. As thus prepared, too, in the form

of a glassy mass, it is not convenient to handle, since it is

almost impossible to remove it from the containing bottles

without breaking them. To obviate these undesirable features

Manseau proposes to employ for dispensing a 50 per cent, solu-

tion, obtained by neutralising a known weight of the syrupy

acid with sodium bicarbonate, aiding the reaction and the

accompanying evolution of CO.^ by the heat of the water-bath

and the addition of a little water. When reaction is completB

and the liquid, after driving off the last traces of COj, i

neutral to litmus, sufficient water is added to produce a 50 pot-

cent, solution of the salt. The solution thus obtained keeps

well without alteration, and is very convenient for use.

—

-

Bull, de la Soc. de Bordeaxix, 42, 54.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Draft Pharmacy Bill.

Having a few days at my d.spofa", I have .spent some iioms

this week in interviewing members of Parliament at the House

of Commons on the Jiill whicli is now down for second reading.

Touching on tlie piratical nature of unqualified company phar-

macy, many members have asked' me " What does it matter who
supplies the money so long as each shop must have a qualified

manager in charge?" "That is just my point," has been my
reply, these corporations are outside the present pharmacy
laws, and need not engage qualified men at all." In every case

l)()liticians have been suiijrised to learn such i.s the fact, and,

what is more, in each instance I have had no difi&culty in con-

vincing them of the justness of each clause of the proposed new
law. It is the imperative duty of every examined man to

defend his own interests by convincing his local member, at

least, of this anomaly of the present laws. As a matter of fact,

some of these companies do employ a qualified "manager" in

each branch. " In the largest and best-known of these companies
it is well known that this provision i«, and has been for years

and years, made, and made to an extent altogether foreign to

the usual practice of chemists and druggists.'' This is half

the truth. The other half should be known as well. These

men are nominally managers ; but actually they are not. Tliey

are really placed there to protect the companies' \inqualified

servants when selling poisons from being prosecuted. They do
not buy the goods they sell, neither can they guarantee they
receive the finest qiuUity of drugs they may order in every

case. They do not engage their own staff, neither is their 'word

taken that any of their subordinates are unsuitable ; but their

statement is siibject to investigation by an "inspector." Under
these circumstances how can "Thirty Years' Chemist, ' or any-

one else, contend that the safety and protection of the public is

being safeguarded by tliem? Such " managers ' are injuring the

practice of pharmacy and themselves by submission to such

nile, which I vouch for on the highest possible authority

—

namely, that of one of their principal departments—and con-

sidering such injury, to say nothing of loss of dignity, they
ehould receive at least an extrU two guineas a week as remunera-
tion. They might then be treated with proper respect, and
underpaid at that. It is a problem that so far I have failed

to solve, how these educated, qualified gentlemen are made to

appear contented with their jjositions. itn ordinary mechanic
is much better off. The enigma is, these poor, deluded fellows

are murdering themselves financially, and pretend to be happy.

London. April 7. 1£03. C. E. Pickeeing.

The Incompatibility of Pharmacy and Quackery.

A paragraph which appeared in the I'. J. Inset of last week
in reference to a preparation to be known as " Stricnofine" ap-
pears to me to be worthy of the attention of phamnacists
generally. I am presuming that the same was intended to be
serious, and ask the privilege of your space upon that basis. So-
called pat«it or proprietary medicines of the more blatant type,
"pushed" by "literature" in the familiar omnipotent strain,

have always been the hiu noire of the pharmacist, because in the
majority of instances the proprietors of these professed " omni-

cures " are not chemists themselves, but merely ordinary traders,

whose returns are dependent upon tho ignorance of a too

credulous public. Their position is legally unassailable, nor

is it possible to appeal to their common sense to desist from their

absurd and harmful assertions, because they probably believe

in them. If they do not, then they regard trafiSc in medicine in

the light of any other commercial transaction, and are quite

oblivious to the harm which they may be the means of inflicting

upon their unfortunate Imhitues. When, however, a pharma-

ceutical chemist jiroposes to launch upon the market one of these

wonderful " cure-alls," in my opinion the ca.se is different, and'

he exposes himself to the adverse criticisms of all chemists in-

terested in the welfare of pharmacy. Mr. Wills has certainly

displayed considerable ingenuity in naming his compound,
though he does not intimate whether the accent ehould be placed

in pronunciation on the ".stric," the "no" or the "fine.'' Pre-

sumably on the latter, though I am inclined to think that the

adjective would be difficult to select which would adequately

describe such a compound, one which embodies the treatment of

five medical men—there are medical men and medical men, bjr

the way—for five different parts of the human body—" nerves,,

heart, brain, stomach, and liver respectively "—and all for the

proverbial Is. l^d. a bottle. If Mr. Wills could induce two
other medical men to contribute ingredients for the lungs and
kidneys, the compound should be a veritable " elixir vitae." To
use an Americanism, Mr. Wills' idea is quite " slick." and it will

not be his fault if it does not " get right there." While recog-

nising the fact that the chemist who does not sell his own
specialties and " push " them with all the energy he possesses*

is left behind, I contend tJiat it is- possible to do this in many
other ways than that of trespassing on ground which unques-

tionably belongs to the medical man, and, further, that a chemist
who puts upon the market such a compound as " Stricnofine " is

said to be, and expects his confreres to aid him in its distribu-

tion, insults their intelligence. The retailing of such a compound
under cover of a Government stamp, especially when owned and
retailed by a qualified chemist, could only have one effect on
every self-respecting medical man to whose notice it was intro-

duced, and would certainly not conduce to increase that co-

operation between physician and phannacist which I imagine
would be to their mutual advantage.

Folkestone, March 6, 1903. Chakles T. Allen.

Proprietary Foods.

My attention has been called by Messrs. Horlick and Co. to

the fact that, in an abstract of an address given by me on
"Patent Foods," which appeared in your issue of February 28
last, I have stated that the amount of fat in their malt-ed milk
is 3 per cent., a's compared with 26-4 per cent, in dried human
milk, instead of 9 per cent, as they claim for it. As my analysis
was made three or four years ago, I have submitted this pre-

paration to a fresh examination, and found in it 7-8 per cent,

of fat by one method of analysis and 8-9 per cent, by another.
I think, therefore, that there can be no doubt that 2 per cent,

maybe taken as representing in round numbers the amount of
fat which "Horlick's Malted Milk" contains. I am sorry if I
have given an erroneous impression of its nutritive value, for, as
I pointed out, the presence and proportion of fat in foods of this

description mu*t be regarded as a most important factor, and I
am glad to take this opportunity of correcting my previous state-

ment, especially as it has always been my desire to deal quite
fairly by the merits of the proprietary foods.

Queen Anne Street, W. Eobekt Hutchinson.
April 6, 1903.
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Additions to tlie Poison Sciiedule.

As I observe tkaA tihe Oourucal, or a sulb-coinmiittee of tbat

body, lia* not yet decided on the wording of the resolution by
whioli additions ai'e to be made to tlie Schedule of Poisons, 1

should like to be allowed to suggest that antipyrine, trional,

caffeine and its salts, with possibly oUoralaanide and paralde-

hyde should be added to Part n. of the Schedtule, as well as

sulphonal and antifebrin. It is to be hoped, also, that if tihere

is any reasonable probability of sanction from the Privy Council

an attempt will be made to schedule both mineral acids and

caustic alkalies. With regard to the liquid preparations of

morplune, the suggestion is that those of 1 per cent, strength

or more sbould be placed in the first part. Tbis, of course,

includes the B.P. liquors as well as the hypodermic injection,

but shuts out the tincture. Considering the enormous number
of suicides with laudanum, I think this might very well be

included in Part I., the line being drawn, say, at 0'5 per cent,

of morphine.

London, April 8, 1903. J. Wilson.

Chemists and Nurses.

I happen to have a dispensing business in a popular health

resort, and am therefore possibly able to see the position of

affairs better than many pharmacists. That an undesii-able state

of matters does exist is undoubted. Tiis is largely due to the

treatment mieted out to chemists by many of the medical pro-

fession, first, by a good deal of " patronage " and then by the

fact that many a doctor considers himself a sort of heaven-sent

assessor of our charges. Can we imagine what the result would

be if a chemist ventured to even suggest what fee a doctor

should charge? Nurses notice all this, and do not hesitate to

imitate. Chemists themselves are often to blame. I know of

instances when nurses are given goods and also money, no doubt

with the object of seeking favom-s. This may be legitimate, but

is it self-respecting or dignified ? Nurses should be treated' some-

what in the same way as doctors and dentists. But why grovel

to avoid their displeasm-e or to court their favour ? Wholesale
houses are to blame, too. I know that ait least one of the most
widely-known sundries houses will supply nurses direct with
single articles at wholesale rates. Is this fair to their other

customers? Not only does it "do" the chemist out of a small

profit, but tends to put nurses on the same footing as the phar-

macist. Why should wholesalers try to " make the best of both
worlds "? But this phase of the subject chemists can soon settle

if they so will it.

April 6, 1903. "P. H. C." (191/42).

I have read with interest the letters of "Fair Play" and

"A. 8." upon the above subject, and I am constantly suflfering

in the same way as the former. But neither of your

correspondents expresses an opinion as to the cause

of the prevalent disaffection of nurses towards their

j)atients' own chemists. May I ask. Does ' Fair Play,
'

"A. S.," or, indeed, anybody with any Knowledge of

the trorld, seriously think that nurses prefer their own
shops from motives of economy—and that, forsooth, in the in-

terests of their rich patients? The real rea.son is that at their

favourite shops they get a commission, jJerhaps for politeness

called a discount. With this system in vogue it is as easy as

it is amusing to imagine how economical these " ministering

angels " are when purchasing at these shops, and how careful

they are in the sick room that no waste .should occur! "A. S."
raises a comparison, odious and unnecessary, as to the relative

social position of the chemist and the nurse. The chemist has
a well-understood po.sition as a tradesman. But people who

[April 11, 1903,

take " tips " (politely called presents) from their patrons, and-

commissions or discounts from tradesmen, have usually also a

very well-defined position—in the kitchen.

Brighton, April 6, 1903. " CrNicu? " (191/33).

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
BY OUR PARLIAMENTARY REPBESENT.\TIVE.

Analysis of Whisky.

In the House of Commons on April 2, Mr. T. M. Healy

adced the Chancellor of the Exchequer whether he had auy
offioial reports showing that guarantees and statements as to

age affixed by bleJideris to whisky bottled in bond were often

false or exaggerated
; and, if eo, would be explain why such

marking of whisky was allowedl under Government auspices

where age was a vital point
;
why the Revenue Boards of

Customs and Excise refused to officially guarantee the age of

whisky bottled in bond, which they knew to be oorreot, but

allowed incorrect descriptions to be used by blenders ; whether

he was aware tliat certificates of analysis from leading analysts

to give colour to frauds were often placed) on the bottles, also

under Government supervision ; and whether he would issue

instructions to put an end to all these practices in Government
warehouses. Mr. Ritchie replied to the effect that he was not

aware of ajiy such official reports as were referred to in the

question. The question of exercdaing control over labels was

one which could not be adequately discussed within the limits

of a question andl answer in the House. The practice of the

Revenue Board was to prohibit the use of labels which implied

a Government guarantee, or that foreign spirit was Britisli.

Some of the other points mised by the hon. member were matters

which came under the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, and were

largely matters of administration on the part of local

authorities.

Medical Officers and Volunteers.

The First Lord of the Treasury was, a few days ago, asked

by Mr. Remnant whether he would consider the advisability

of including a volunteer medical officer among the members
of the Royal Commission to be appointed to consider the

volunteer service. The War Secretary replied, stating that he

could not promise to include officers of the various depart-

mental corps on the Commission.

The Budget.

The House of Commons adjourned for the Easter recess

on Wednesday and reassembles on the Tuesday after

Easter week. On the following Thursday the Budget statement

will be made.

Cremation and Poisoning Cases.

The Home Secretary was asked, on April 1, by

Mr. John Ellis whether his attention had been drawn

to the case of Severino Klosowski, who was convicted on

March 19 of murder by ])oisoning, and in connection with

whose trial two bodies had been exhumed after burial of

some years, in respect of which grave suspicion attached to the

prisoner of similar poisoning ; and whether, having regard to

such cases, he would take steps to secure that any rules and

regulations issued under Section 7 of the Cremation Act, 1902,

should provide against cremation being used to dettroy evidence

of crime. Mr. Akers-Douglas, in his reply, stated that he has

prepared regulations under Section 7 of the Cremation Act, 1902,

based on the recommendations of a committee which he
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appointed to advise him on the subject. The report of that Com-

mittee shows that the chief point to which they directed their

attention was the necessity of providing, as far as possible,

against cremation being used to destroy evidence of crime. It

is, added the right hon. gentleman, impossible to have an abso-

lute safeguard under any system ; but he' is confident that

if the bodies to which the question refers had been

presented for cremation under the proposed regulations the en-

ouiries to be made would<iiave been much more searching than

I uy required under the present system of certification before

burial ; and they might have led to the immediate detection

of crime. The regulations will lie on the table for forty days

before coming into force.

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Sportsmen and the Sale of Poisons.

BY HENRY JOHNSON.

Interested Witnesses.

The Report of the Committee on Poisons appointed by the

Lord President of the Privy Council deserves the serious con-

sideration of every shooting man. Thi.s report will be read with

mingled feelings of amusement and amazement, culminating

ill righteous wrath and indignation, by every lover of gmi and

dog. This Committee, to use its own words, has " sat on ten

days for the purpose of hearing evidence," and has examined
twenty-six witnesses, five of whom were representatives of

what is vaguely described as agriculture and horticulture. One
of these, described as a nurseryman and florist in Kent, gave

evidence to the effect that, owing to the successful prosecution

of a firm of seed dealers, the sale of poisons was discontinued

by nurserymen. From this I infer that this gentleman's interest

ill horticulture was divided between the cultivation of plants

and the sale of poisons ; indeed, his intere.sit in the latter

appears to be at least as great as his interest in the former.

I sincerely hope that the remaining four witnesses for " Agri-

culture and Horticulture " were more representative than thi.s

one. The two arguments which appear to have influenced the

Committee most are that fetish, " The Restriction of Trade,"

together with the twin goddess " Monopoly.'' Tt would be diffi-

cult to conceive an example which would represent more

typically the " question-begging epithet." Is it possible to

imagine two more rickety, wheezy, asthmatical old idols than

tiiese toothless, doddering old hags, with shaking heads and

palsied limbs, who artfully conceal the hollowness of their pre-

tensions and their real design under a cry of " Poison for the

People " ? They ought to have been decently interred long ago.

Truly we are living in an age of reform, when we find one of

the most powerful Governments of modem times, after yielding

to the clamour of an interested class and refusing to pass the
" Pistols Bill," an innocent little measure framed, I believe,

to prevent hooligans from shooting down inoffensive people,

about to consider calmly whether poisons shall be sold practi-

cally indiscriminately. 0 Liberty, what things are done in thy

name

!

Poison for Partridges.

It is .stated in the report (Paragraph 3) that " Five-and-thirty

years ago the killing of weeds, of parasitical insects, and of

fungoid growths upon growing crops, by means of poisonous

•substances, was rarely, if ever, practised ; but such poisonous

^ubstances are now to be reckoned among the regular auxili-

aries of agriculture and horticulture." This is an astounding

statement, and if it be not the exaggeration of an interested

class desirous of introducing some poison novelty, it becomes
incumbent upon country gentlemen, who spend time and money
in rearing pheasants a,nd partridges, to make systematic and
searching inquiries into the premature decease of the chicks,

and to make sure that the rainy season, or the exceptionally

dry season, is actually responsible for the death of the birds,

by submitting them to a competent analyst for examination. If

poison is found in their crops, then the whole system of game
preserving must be altered to suit these modern and necessary

(sic) conditions, cr abandoned altogether.

Another Danger.

What is to prevent a malicious individual who co(nsd<iera tJiat

he has a grievance against a sportsman, probably because he

has been fined for poax>hing, from strewing poisoned grain in

the rides imder cover of darkness? The sin^est preventive of

crime is the absolute certainty of detection. What risk does

a loafer run when purchasing arsenic without giving his name,

occupation, and the use to which he intends to put the poison,

without even signing a book, from a nurseryman who has hi/d

no training in the sale of poisons, and who lacks that intuitive

knowledge only to be obtained by training and experience in

detecting the truth of the purchaser's statements? Absolutely

none. It is an undisputed fact that the poisoning of animals

—

of dogs in particufar—is on the increase, and the curious thing

to be noticed concerning it is that this poisoning breaks out in

a district in the fonn of an epidemic. One theory which ex-

plainjB these epidemics is, when the poisons are first put on the

land they are naturally on the foliage of the grasses near the

surface, and are thus easily accessible to dogs, who isre con-

stantly eating grass and are thus poisoned. After a lapse of

time these poisons are washed down by the rain into the soil

out of reach, and thus the epidemic ceases. Thirty pounds

reward was offered some little while ago for information which

should lead to the conviction of the person who caused the

death by poison of a valuable retriever, and although this

reward was guaranteed by prominent gentlemen in the county

where it occurred, nothing was discovered. Now, the questaon

naturally arises, was this dog maliciously poisoned, or did he

eat a few blades of grass which had been impregnated with one

of these weed-kiUers which this Committee assert, as stated

above, to be " the regular auxiliaries of agriculture and horti-

culture " ? Whether farmers do or do not use arsenic in agri-

culture I do not pretend to say ; I can only assume that they

desire to, from the recommendations of the Poisons Committee,

Avliich would place this deadly substance, which hajs hitherto

required a special Act of Parliament to prevent its wrongful

in Part III. of the suggested Poison Schedule, in order

that it may be sold in any little general shop.

The Poisoning Fiend.

Were some rooks, which a deputy-chief constable drew my
attention to, poisoned by deeign or accidentally by some

"modem" farmer using "the regular auxiliaries of agricul-

ture " ? The latter theory seems to be a likely one viewed in

the light of this remarkable report. That they kept falling

down dead as they flew home in the evening was certain, and it

wag this fact which made it so difficult to ascertain where they

picked up the poison. Hardly a week passes without the
" doggy " papers record the malpractices of what they style the
" poisoning fiend, " and it is an abominable state of things that

it should be necessary to do so. The regulations concerning the

purchase of poisons require to be made stricter not more

lenient, and the Committee would have been acting more in

accordance with the dictates of common sense had they recom-
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mended " that a staff of competent inspectors be appointed and

paid ont of the public funds to assist the Pharniaceutical Society

ill carrying out the law, the inspectors to be under the direct

•controlof the Privy Council," which would relieve the Pharm a-

oeutical Society of "the i-eproach often cast at them of employing

spies. They appear in Paragraph 7 to be well aware of the

necessity of such a staff. It is too much to demand of this

Pharmaceutical Society, a society supported by private money,

that it should protect the public entirely at its own expense.

Why they should be accused of employing spies I know not. I

suppose that to b© logical a policeman is a spy when he enters

.a public-house to spy out drunken people, a gamekeeper a

spy, when he detects poachers. Would-be wrong-doers take

delight in calling them so. The Pharmaceutical Society

have evidently roused the ire of someone by their

prosecutions. Let them heed him not, but press forward

fearlessly, confident that they possess the moral support of every

sensible man iji their crusade against the unrestrained and

illega,! sale of poisons. If these. recommendations become law,

the only safe coiu'se for the owner or lessee of sporting rights to

pursue is to have inserted in his agreement with the tenant a

clause forbidding the use of dangerous poisons on the land.

The Questions for Sportsmen.

Every man accustomed to dogs knows ho^r readily they will

bolt any piece of decaying ofial that they come across, such as a

piece of dead bird, and if the bird happens to be a poisoned one

the result is disastrous. When shooting driven birds the risk it

not so great as wRen shooting over dogs, for in the latter case

every square yard of the ground is hunted, and there is plenty of

shooting done over dogs even now, particularly on the " off

days." The questions which sporting men have to decide for

themselves are :—(1) Are the fair fit-Ids of this country to become

the dumping ground for detestable poisons in order that manu-

facturers may fatten on the profits- derived irom the sale of their

abominable concoctions? (2) Are dogs to be poisoned, feather

and fur ruthlessly destroyed, at the dictation of an interested

class of poison-novelty mongers, who simply desire to destroy or

render impotent one of the most useful Acts in English law?

Chemists and the Photographic Trade.

BY " W. -J. C."

Disadvantages of "Cheap" Apparatus.

The issue oi tiie Photographic and Optical Supplement to

the P. J. for 1903 marks the opening of another photogiaphic

f-eason, and the steadily gi-owing interest in photography on

the part of the public should induce chemists to make the most

«f their oi>portunities for profit during the period of what is

literally "while the sun shines." As was pointed out in the

J". J. Photogi'aphic and Optical Supplement of last year, it is,

generally spe;\king, not advisable to cultivate the sale of the

cheaper forms of cameras to any great extent, owing to the

subsequent disappointment to the purchaser upon discovering

the limitations to snioh instruments, and, following the same

line of argument, it may be remarked that a aiovice who can

be perauaded to purchase a stand rather than a hand cairieia

at the outset is more likely to develop a keen interest in

photography, and tl«is adopt it as a lifelong recreation rather

than as a passing fancy. The fact remains, howevea', that a

large part of the public has been educated into the idea that

the abilitj' to " press the button " is almost the only requisite

for taking a photograph, and the chemist must therefore be

prepared to cater chiefly for such purchasers.

(jiving Explanations.

One of the most frequent causes of dis.satisfaction with the

photographic goods trade on the part of chemists is the waste

of time entailed by explanations and instruction given to this

type of customer ; but this may be remedied to a certain

extent by stocking an adnurable booklet entitled ' Photo-

j?rai)hic Faults and Failures,' written by Rev. F. G. Lambert,

and published by Messrs. Ciidett and Neall. In the great

majority of cases the complaints which beginners make may
be traced to some error of omission or commission on their

part, .'o that, in anj' paaticular instance, all that is needed is

to point out their mistake in the booklet, and to suggest that

its purcha.se (its selling price is only twopence) will teach theni

how to avoid such mistakes in future. The chemist should

certainly be prepared to " do the' rest "—not, however, him-

self, but by utilLsing the help of one or other of the trade en-

largers and printers, most of whom are now bidding for sudi

business in addition to that of their professional customers.

Before deciding to place one's business with any one such

firm a few inquiries should be made, as not oady do the prices

charged by these firms vaay, but—what is of equal importance

—so does the promptitude with which they execute orders
;

and this, especially to chenii.sts at seaside and tourist resorts,

is an important point.

Printing, Packed Developers, etc.

In taking orders for printing it is as well to remember that

with dense negatives very often not more than one print a day

can be made by the printing-out processes, and that if any

number of prints is required one of the numerous varieties of

bromide paper should be suggested instead. Enlargements

also offer scope for business ; a most artistic picture may fri--

quently be obtained from an average negative by making, for

instance, a sepia-toned bromide enlargement on cream crayon

jjaper. There is no doubt that the present craze for pictorial

postcards will continue for some time, and advantage of this

should be taken by offering to mi\ke them fromi the customers'

own negatives. The packing of developers and other photo-

graphic chemicals in the form of cartridges, etc., in an attrac-

tive manner has now been brought to such a stage of perfec-

tion by two or three firms that it is eminently advisable to

carry these goods in stock. They are undoubtedly a con-

venience alike to novice and expert, and thus a good demand
is assured, while their price admits, in many cases, of a fair

margin for profit.

Cultivating Friendly Relations.

The numerous circulars which photographic goods dealers

have received dm-ing the last year vdth. reference to the trade

dispute which has recently culminated in the lawsuit already

reported in the P. J. have very much resembled the memorable

efforts made by both Codlin and Short to i>ersuade little Neil

that he, and not the otheT, was "the friend." Readers of the

P. J.
,
however, will be able to weigh the respective arguments

for what they are worth, and, applying them to their owu

particular cases, to judge what coiu-se to pursue in the matter.

Friendly relations should be cultivated with the local photo-

graphic society .>-hould there be one in the neighbourhood. In

most of these .societies it will be found that the secretary is

the mainstay of the whole body, and once on good teams \rith

him the goodvvill of the other members will invariably follow.

It frequently happens in .such societies that new apparatus for

the dark-room, an enlarging or projection lantern, is to be

bought ; and the committee, in their zeal, imagine that they

can buy more cheaply by going direct to the makers, wiiereas

a minute or two's conversation would convince them otherwise,

and the chemist gain profit by the transaction.
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THE PRESS ON THE SALE OF POISONS.

In an ai-ticle commenting on the Pharmacy Bill, the

•Grocer asserts that the Pharmaceutical Society is, in that

measure, making another attempt to take away the drug

branch of the grocer's trade ; b it it is not apparent from the

context on what ground that assertion is niade, and, as a

matter of fact, it is absolutely baseless. Judgmg from his

remarks about the scheduling of preparations containing

more than 3 per cent, of jarbolic acid or its homologues, the

writer of the article in the Grocer appears to be perturbed

because grocers are now unable to supply poisonous disinfec-

tants along with butter and sugar, but that hardly

justifies him in charging the Pharmaceutical Society with

taking action for the purpose of increasing the trade

of the chemist, rather than safeguarding the public. He
savs it is " comforting " to learn from tho'se in a position to

judge that the chemist's trade in disinfectants has not in-

creased of late, " doubtless for the simple reason that when
people want to buy a cheap and handy disinfectant they

do not like tlie formality of signing the chemist's book."

The ignorance displayed in the passage quoted is simply

deplorable, as the writer of the article ought to know well

that no such formality as signing a book is required when
disinfectants of the kind in question are sold. It would be

•charitable to assume that he also writes concerning

matters of which he is ignorant when he states

that the public now either go without disinfectants,

or else "buy one of the numerous articles contain-

ing less than 3 per cent, of carbolic acid, and con-

sequently of little use for sanitary purposes." Possibly,

however, he is right on the last point, and the public is

being imposed upon by grocers who sell useless articles

when disinfectants are required. But surely it is un-

<reasonable to cast the blame for such fraudulent practices

upon the Pharmaceutical Society, because—on the sugges-

tion of the Privy Council and after many strong expressions

of opinions from coroners—that body has studied the public

health and convenience. Again, it is difficult to see why
the sale of disinfectants should be regarded by grocers as

"a kind of birthright," which they ought to make an effort

'to win back. But their champion was evidently deeply'

imoved when he penned his mischievous call to arms.

A much more reasonable view of the situation is taken

by the (idrilrriens' Chronicle, which—while pointing out

that " the object of the Pharmacy Bill is to protect the

public more effectually than at present against accidental

or wilful poisoning "—insists that recent events have

emphatically shown the necessity for some further enact-

ment, and states that " all will agree in principle that the sale

of poisons should be effected with as many and as efficient

safeguards as possible." As has happened in the case of

several newspapers, the Gardeners''- C'/o'OH tcZc appears to see

some connection between the Pharmacy Bill and the Report

of the Committee on Poisons. That, not unnatural, associa-

tion leads the writer of the article under consideration to

turn from the objects of the Bill to the question of the use

of poisonous substances for agricultural or horticultural

purposes. It is stated that of late years such substances

have become actual necessaries for the cultivator. The
opinion is expressed, howe\ er, that such dangerous substances

should be duly and conspicuously labelled " Poison," and sold

in sealed packages, or in bottles or other receptacles of

distinctive form and appearance, while a register of sales

and of pei-sons to whom the poisonous substance is sold,

should also be kept. But the Gardeners' Chronicle does not

think it is necessary, in this class of cases, to insist on the

vendor being either a pharmaceutical chemist, or a chemist

and druggist. To do so, it is asserted, would be ' to create

a monoi^oly that, however justifiable in some cases, is not

requisite in the case, say of horticultural sundriesmen or

seedsmen dealing with poisons in bulk, not intended for

human consumption, and which are adequately labelled."

Reverting to the subject of the Bill, the Gardeners'

Chronicle ihiixkB the good intentions of the measure are

likely to be frustated by undue infringement of the

liberty of the subject calculated to excite antagonism. At
the same time, it is admitted that in the past liberty to

vendors has degenerated into danger to purchasers. Thus, it

is asserted that, on various occasions, highly poisonous sub-

stances and mixtures have been purchased without the

slightest restriction or inquiry, and in some cases th'ere

has been no indication on the package or receptacle of the

poisonous nature of its contents. Samples of weed-killei s,

insecticides, and other substances have also been sent on
various occasions to the office of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

without any specific indication of their dangerous character.

Had any attempt been made to buy those articles from a

chemist, both purchaser and vendor would rightly have
been subjected to various formalities, from which the seeds-

man, the corn-chandler, the ironmonger, and the sundries-

man have till lately considered themselves exempt. In

conclusion, the Gardeners' Chronicle expresses the opinion

that it should not be difficult to frame an enactment which

shall provide all reasonable safety to the public in the sale

or purchase of poisons without hampering legitimate trade

by whomsoever conducted.

THE PHARMACY BILL.

A COPY of the Pharmacy Bill has been received by the

Lancet, which states that the objects of the Bill are good,

inasmuch as they tend to check the abuses which are at

present connected with the sale of poisons. Our medical

contemporary has every wish to place the sale of poisons
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under strict control, and cordially agrees witli tire authors

of the Bill that companies should be brought within the

provisions of the law.

SOME MISCONCEPTIONS.

At a meeting of the Halifax and District Chemists'

Association, held on Wednesday, March 18, an election

address was delivered by Mr. Walshaw, a candidate for a

seat on the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society. The

report of that meeting arrived too late for publication in

the issue of the Journal for the same week, but it duly

appeared the following week. The reason for the delay

should have been obvious, but it is regrettable to learn

that, during the brief interval an impression prevailed in

the Halifax district that the report was being suppressed

" at the instigation of the Council." It indicates a deplor-

able state of affairs that calumnious statements to such an

effect should gain currency, the more especially since there

is no instance on record of such suppression of matter

being instigated by the Society's Executive. Another case

of eccentric misrepresentation is reported this week from

Dewsbury, where Mr. Beoadhead has, apparently, felt

himself justified in making inaccurate statements con-

cerning the manner in which the blisiness of the Council of

the Pharmaceutical Society is conducted. Moreover, he

has again unwarrantably attacked the pharmaceutical Press

by falsely asserting that the journals are " all tied down

to a class." Some time ago Mr. Broadhead was reported

as having complained that "all the three trade journals

gave preference to the case against a title, whilst the case

in favour of the title had been relegated to that dust-heap

of pharmaceutical twaddle—the correspondence columns."

It is not so many months since Mr. Broadhead himself

was a steady contributor to the correspondence columns of

the pharmaceutical Press, and, apart from that, it is dis-

tinctly untruthful to state that the Pharmaceutical

Jojirnal, at least, is either "tied down to a class" or

has given preference to " the case against a title " in the

manner state .

POISONS FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

In the excellent paper dealing with the sale of poisons for

agricultural use, which was read before the London

Chemists' Association by Mr. T. H. W. Idris and reported

in last week's .Journal, a strong point was made of the

secret nature of some of the " proprietary " and poisonous

compounds now sold for such purposes. If—and this has

not been proved—it be essential that poisons shall be used

in agriculture at all, it must, as Mr. Idris remarked, be

desirable, in the interests both of agriculture and of the

public, that the sale of dangerous compounds, put up in

seductive forms, and not labelled by their right names,

should be absolutely prohibited, and that the proportion of

every poisonous ingredient of such a compound should be

duly made known and certified. Mr. Idris, however, did not

content himself with destructive criticism, but proceeded to

put forward what seems to be an eminently practical and

constructive proposal. The Board of Agriculture, he

suggests, should appoint unbiassed me n to find out bow far

the use of poisons is really necessary for agriculture, and.

if they find it necessary, should recommend mixtures for

the purpose, distinctive in colour, disagreeable in taste, and
objectionable in smell. No chemist and druggist would
have any difficulty in accomplishing these three purposes

without detriment to " sheep's clothing " or to any other

material to which the substance might be applied. " Further,

having recoimnended the most effective mixtures in the forms

least dangerous to the public, let them—the unbiassed men
nominated by the Board—;fix the price at which the

mixtures are to be sold." The circular recently' published

by the Board of Agriculture advocating caustic potash as a

substitute for the dishorning of cattle, recommends that it

should be bought from the chemist, and gives full par-

ticulars for its use. That circular forms a precedent for the

course suggested by Mr. Idris. The present time is un-

fortunately either too late or too early for the Board of

Agriculture to adopt such suggestions
; but, if the Majority

Report of the Committee on Poisons should meet with

the obli\ion it deserves, Mr. Idris's proposals might then

fitly receive further consideration. It may be noted that

the Board of Agriculture is not a body that has any inherent

objection to external suggestions as such, for that depart-

ment has throughout the history of the agitation lent an

all too-willing ear, if not too lively an intelligence, to the

demands of those who, in the exaggeration of their regard

for " sheep's clothing "—and, incidentally, for monetary

profits connected with its cleansing—have shown that

" inwardly they are ravening wolves."

RADIUM EMANATIONS.

Energy continues to be given out by correspondents of

the Times on the subject of the remarkable properties of

radium, as well as by the metal itself. Sir William

Crookes' statement that as it is at present impossible to

obtain a vacuum with less than a trillion molecules, the

properties of radium continue in such a "vacuum" practi-

cally undiminished, has come in for some criticism from

two anonymous writers. " Ignoramus " remarks that what

Sir Wm. Crookes asks his readers to believe is that " a certain

perfectly definite form of physical energy is exactly propor-

tioned in intensity to the number of gas molecules present

when it is exerted on the walls of the containing vessel or

on the end of a column of mercury, but that when it is

exerted upon a radium salt, its intensity bears no propor-

tion whatever to the number of the molecules which are its

source." " Physicus " makes a very similar point, and goes

on to say that actual experiment has. already disproved Sir

W. Crookes' hypothesis, for M. Curie has found that

radium maintains a temperature above that of its surround-

ings, even when prevented by a suitable coating from

selecting and arresting the quick-moving molecules of the

surrounding air. Sir William Crookes, in his reply,

remarks that ratio has nothing to do with the matter, and

that the physical effects in the rare gas will be imcompar-

ably greater than in the dense gas. Though it is true that

air at an exhaustion of a millionth of an atmosphere is a

million times less dense, the mobility of the molecules is

at the same time enormously increased, their mean free

j

path being lengthened from about the ten-thousandth of a

i
millimetre to about a hundred millimetres. Instead of
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dmost continuous matter, molecular actions can be con-

iemplated individually ; the average molecule is free to

3bey its own laws with but little interference, and hence

;he phenomena, thermal, electrical, and mechanical,

jbserved in "high vacua," in spite of the trillions present.

ANTI-QUACKERY CRUSADE IN GERMANY.

The first public meeting of a newly-formed Society for

ihe Repression of Quackery was held on March 8 at

3erlin. Among the members are many of the general

public as well as medical practitioners, The object of the

society, according to the British Medical Journal, is to

inlighten the public mind as to the harm done by quackery

io the public health, and as to the proper care of the sick,

[n furtherance of these objects, a regular propaganda is to

le instituted. Public meetings will be held and addresses

lelivered ; leaflets will be distributed, and other means of

iducatuig the man in the street will be adopted. The

Society also proposes to take part in the meetings of

juacks, in order to confute their arguments and expose

heu' misstatements. A weekly journal is to be founded, in

vhich all the misdeeds of quacks will be published and

)rought to the notice of the police authorities. The Society

vill do its utmost to influence legislation for the repression

)f quackery and to ensure the enforcement of existing laws.

Che subscription has been fixed at mark, in order to make

ihe membership of the Society accessible to all who are

nterested in the promotion of its objects. Several

uembers of the Prussian Chamber have already ined the

50cietj'.

UNDERGROUND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

By invitation of the directors of the International Wire-

ess Telegraph and Telephone Company, a series of demon-

trations has been given at the Alexandra Palace of

apparatus constructed, under the Orling-Armstrong patents,

0 transmit and receive signals and speech through the

[round without the use of wires or any other material

lonnections. The distinctive feature of this system is that

iommunication is carried on through the ground and not

hrough the air. With regard to distance this remarkable

act, it is stated, has been proved—that the deeper in the

iarth the principle is applied, the further the communica-

ion can be carried. The demonstrations last week were

it distances of 400 or 500 yards. Sir Gerard Smith, who
!onducted the operations, explained to those present that

.he experiments, though illustrating only a part of the

Drhng-Armstrong system, were intended to prove beyond

loubt the practicabUity of utilising earth currents of

;lectricity for social, commercial, and military purposes by
ielegraphy or telephony without the use of wires, or the

imployment of a mast, or other erection requiring support,

rhe system was by no means perfected ; it was, indeed, capable

)funhmited development, and it had already been applied and
itilised for commercial and social needs for short distances.

5ir Gerard Smith then referred to the great value of the

lystem in its application for military pui-poses, especially the

ixplosion of mines. It would be possible by the system of

yntonisation to explode any given number of underground
nines, and in any desired order, without interference with

one another. The demonstrations began by the explosion

of two bombs, or mines, at a distance of between 300 and

400 yards, which was successful. Examples of the applica-

tion of the system to telegraphy and telephony were also

given. Sir Gerard Smith observing, in regard to the

telephone, that the distance taken in that instance was
sufficient to show that the transmission, not only of the

human voice, but of musical sounds, had, by the Armorl
system, been successfully accomplished for the first time

without wire communication between the transmitter and

receiver. Other demonstrations were given, and were

regarded as satisfactory.

OSSIBLE SOURCE OF DANGER.

Care for the public safety requires that a watchful eye

should be kept upon the Sheep Scab Bill, which has been

introduced into Parliament by the President of the

Board of Agriculture. Clause 3 of the measure provides

that local authorities may provide, fit-up, and maintain dip-

ping places or tanks, and afford to the public the use thereof,

and of " all necessary appliances and materials in connec-

tion therewith," upon such terms and conditions as the

local authority may think fit, any sums received by the

local authorities being applied by them towards the dis-

charge of their expenses under the Diseases of Animals Act,

1874. Mr. Hanbury is probably not aware that, in pro-

moting this Bill, he is possibly helping to provide means
for evading the provisions of the Pharmacj' Act, 1868,

which regulate the sale of poisons.

THE NEXT MEETING IN EDINBURGH.

On Thursday next, April 16, a meeting of the Pharma-

ceutical Society will be held at 36, York Place, Edinburgh)

at 11.30 a m. Three papers are to be read. Mr. Wm.
Duncan contributes a paper on " Liquor Arsenii et

Hydrargyri lodidi " ; Mr. David Brown deals with " The
Location of Salicin in Willow Bark "

; and Mr. Peter Boa
communicates a note on " Compound Tincture of Gentian."

WESTERN CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON).

We are asked to direct special attention to the fact that

the next meeting of this Association will be held at the

Norfolk Square Hotel, London Street, Paddington, W.,

close to the Great Western and Metropolitan Railway

Stations. The Norfolk Square Hotel has now been chosen

as the regular place of meeting for the Association.

PETERBOROUGH CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting held on Thursday last, of the chemists

of Peterborough and the district, under the presidency

of Mr. .T. Pearson, it was unanimously decided o

re-form the old Peterborough Chemists' Association,

under the title of the Peterborough and District Chemists'

Association. The following committee was appointed :

—

Messrs. .J. Sturton, Calcutt, F. Whitwell, Cornelius

Bayley (Uppingham), F. Oldham (Wisbech), H. E. Noble,

with Mr. .J. E. Saunders as hon. secretary ^j?'o tcm.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DiTisioNAL Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaoeutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Hull Public Analyst.— Hull City Council has appointed Mr.

J. Baynes as public analyst, at a salary of £200 per annum.

Society of Chemical Industry (Nottingham Section) —On
Tuesday, March 30, 1903, at Nottingham, Mr. M. L. Archbutt
in the chair, the annual meeting of the section was held.

After a short business meeting, Dr. F. Clowes, of London,

contributed papers dealing with the air of the Central London
Railway and the action of distilled water on lead respectively.

Fire.—^On iStuturday moi-ning tihe Ediinfoiurgli Fire Brigade

was called to an outbreak of tire in the shop at 189, Gorgie

Road, occupied by Mr. J. D. Walker, chemist and
.

druggist.

The fire originated in a back room, used as a store, and which
contained a large quantity of danigs. These wea-e aid deslti'oyed,

and the room was very much damaged. The front shop and its

contents were also severely damaged by water and smoke.

The Antitoxic Treatment of Disease.—To illustrate a paper

read by Dr. Bushnell, of Plymouth, at the meeting at Exeter

last week of the South-Western Branch of the British Medical

Association ijie following specimens were shown by Mr. H.
Wippell Gadd, F.C.S., and Dr. W. H. Martindale :—Anti-
typhoid serum, antidiptheritic serum, antistreptococcus serum,

antibiibonio serum, antitetanus serurOj tuberculin Kochii, serum

syringes, concentrated glycerised pulp, vaccine tubes, lancets,

collecting spoon, clamp used in lymph collecting, vaccine

expeller, etc.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—A ge^ieral meeting of

the above club was held in 36,York Place, on Thursday, April 2,

Mr. A, G. Paterson in the chair. The purpose of the meeting

was to discuss the advisability of forming an " Eleven-a-side

Football Team " from club members. The resolution was pro-

posed by Mr. C. R. Brown, and unanimously carried that an

eleven should be organised. Mr. John Harley, 104, South

Canongate, was elected Secretary, and Messrs. C. R. Brown,
Hadden, Mackay, Murray, McDougall, Richardson, E. O. Row-
land, Weir, as members of Committee.

Cash Dispensing Chemists.
—

" ' Fish-eating knives ' is a quaim;

phrase that one sometimes sees in sab; catalogues. But in tiie

London Road, Southwark, there is a new shop upon which

appears this inscription in huge letters: 'Cash Dispensing

Chemists.' This mii^ht inean many things. Does it mean that

cash dispenses chemists, or th'it chemists dispense cash ? If the

latter, one would be glad to know the conditions. Or perhaps

it means that the chemists dispense with cash, and make up
prescriptions free of charge. Or, again—but the possibilities are

maddening !

"—From the Daily Chrornch.

Drug Contracts in Ireland.—At the meeting of the Guar-

dians ftf the Birr Union last week a letter was received from

the Local Government Board stating that it was observed,

from the proceedings of the Birr Guardians at their meeting

on March 21, that the Guardians proposed to accept the tender

of Messrs. Golden and Co., chemists and drucffists. Birr, for

the supply of medicines to the Union for the year at an abate-

ment of 20 per cent, on the prescribed prices, although they

had another tender before them from Messrs. Leslie and Co.,

chemists and druggists, Dublin, offering an abatement of 25

per cent. The Local Government Board also observed that

Messrs. Golden, in tendering, offered to make good any rebate

that the Local Government Board would not recommend the

Treasury to grant. The Local Government Board considered

that if this course were to be permitted it would put an end

to all legitimate competition for the supplying of medicine

contracts, and they, therefore, requested that the Guardians

would be good enough to entinist the carrying out of the con-

tract to the film whose tender was the lowest. It was de-

cided by the Guardians to ask the Local Government Board to

reconsider their decision on the subject, on the grounds that

the difference in the tenders was trifling, and that the balance
of convenience was in favour of a local firm of chemists and
druggists—VIZ., Messrs. Golden and Co., Birr.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

IWr. W. Jesse Williams, pharmaceutical cliemist, of Cardiff,
has been appointed overseer for the parish s>l St. John's.

Mr. J. W. Burchnall, of London, has purchased the business
carried on since 1890 by Mr. James Argue, at 60, Queen Street,
Ramsgate, Thanet.

Mr. E. T. Wood and Mr. H. T. Netten have been elected mem-
bers of the Stonehouse District Council, Mr. Wood being re-
turned at the head of the poll.

Mr. A. H. M. Purse is opening a new pharmacy at New
Durham Road, Sunderland, the fittings, in mahogany and
plate-glass, having been supplied by Messrs. Ayrton and
Saunders, Liverpool.

Messrs. J. L. Smith and Co., Limited, have taken the phar-
macy recently vaiOa.ted by Mi-. T. S. Slater, chemist, Stretford
Road, Manchester, to whom thej- are also transferring their

business at their Newcastle Street shop, some half-mile distant.

Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J. P., L.C.C., was installed on Monday,
April 6, as Worshipful Master of the Galen Lodge of Free-
masons, No. 2,394, in succession to Mr. Michael Carteighe.
The ceremony was ably performed by Mr. Frederick Bas-
combe, P.M.

TRADE NOTES.

Disinfecting Block.—Messrs. W. and P. Walker, Ltd., 6,Water
Street, Liverpool, send us a new perforated disinfecting block,

which they are placing on the market. The cubical block has a
stout wire attached, by the aid of which it may be hung in any
convenient position in the air, when it slowly evaporates, or in a
cistern, when the disinfectant is gradually dissolved. The odouB
of the block is fragrant and pinous.

Creolin Preparations.—The Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds Com-
pany, Limited, give notice to their customers that the Inland
Revenue authorities have declared "Creolin (Medical)" to be

an entire drug and exempt from duty. " Creolin (Medical)

Capsules" are likewise exempt. " Lano-Creolin," however, on
account of the wording of the existing label, is liable ; stocks on
hand should be returned to them to be re-labelled \y\th. a new
label which will render this preparation also exempt.

A New Inhaler.— Messrs. S. Maw, Son, and Sons, 7 to 12,

Aldersgate Street, London, E.C., send a sample of their new
" Sanatorium " Inhaler, which is being largely used in sana--

toria both in England and on the Continent. It is an

improved modification of the old Mackenzie inhaler, and is with-

out doubt one of the best forms of antiseptic inhaler upon the

market. It is supplied in a card box, with a bottle of formalde-

hyde solution for inhalation. The price is 27s. per dozen,

bronzed, or 30s. nickel plated.

Wright's Coal Tar Soap.—Messrs. Wright, Layman, and.

ITmney, Limited, 48, Southwark Street, E,C., who recently

placed Wright's Coal Tar Soap specialties on the protected list

of the P.A.T.A., are now advertising the article very exten-

sively in the lay pre.ss. The soap bears a profit of practically

20 per cent, to" the retailer, this profit being considerably in-

creased if the chemist makes a window display. The fiim 19-

prepared to give consideration to the question of advertising m
local papers where such an advertisement may be expected by

local chemists to lejid to increased business. It cannot bs-

said that this firm does not recognise the value of co-operation-

between retailer and manufacturer.
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COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Meggeson and Co., Ltd.—The warrants for the half-yearly

interest on debentures and preference shares, and on interim

dividend on the ordinary shares in this company were posted to

the shareholders on April 1.

Belsize House, Limited.— This company was registered on
April 1. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi-

ness of a rest home or establishment for the reception, board,

lodging, and medical treatment of persons suffering from
diseases of the nervous system and habitual use of drugs, to

adopt an agreement with J. H. Chaldecott, L.R.C.P., Lond.,
and F.F.P.S., Glasgow, and to supply to resident or non-

resident patients trained nurses, medicines, chemicals, medi-
cal and surgical appliances, medicated and other baths, etc.

No initial public issue. The first directors (to number not
less than two nor more than three) ^re to be appointed by the

signatories. Qualification, £100. Remuneration as fixed by
tlie company. Registered office, 122, Cannon Street, E.G.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re S. Halliday, Chemist and Druggist. Cleckheaton.

The Official Receiver of the Bradford Bankruptcy Court
reports that he has completed the realifsation .of the above
debtor's estate. The »s.set.s, after meeting the preferential

claims and the costs, will allow of the payment of a fir.st and
final dividend of Is. 6|d. in the pound.

Re Edward Walter Foulkes, 7. Highland Terrace, Ramsgate,
fonnerly in business as Pelham's Medicine Co., at 188,

Fleet Street, London. E.G.
This debtor applied to Judge Sir W. T. Selfe, at Canterbury

Bankruptcy Court, on March 51, for his discharge from bank-
ruptcy. The Deputy Official Receiver (Mr. A. K. MowU) stated

that debtor failed with liabilities amounting to £644 4s. Id.,

and a deficiency of £611 16s. 6d. The judge suspended the

discharge for four years.

Re Edward Ernest Brunsden, Chemist's Assistant, 14, Body
Road, Reading.

In this case, which came before tlie Reading Bankruptcy
Court, last week, the liabilities were put at £71 Is., and the
la-ssets (a watch and chain) at £1, leaving a deficiency of

£70 Is. The OflScial Receiver's report stated that the

unsecured liabilities were in respect of co.sts of pro-

ceedings taken against the. debtor by his wife for a

judicial separation. The cause of insolvency was stated

to be "My wife's petition for judicial separation and pressure

for the paj-ment of costs incurred thereby." In reply to

questions, the debtor said that Messrs. Brain and Brain (his

wife's solicitors) took out a judgment smnnions against him
for the payment of his wife's costs (£50), and it was in

consequence of that action that he filed his petition. His
father found the £10 Bankruptcy Court fee. He was now
an assistant to his father at a .salary of £80 a year. He did

not defend the proceedings which his wife brought against

him because he had not the means to do so. If he had de-

fended the case undoubtedly he would have won. The Offi-

cial Receiver said that unless some satisfactory arrangement
was come to about the wife's alimony he should apply to the

Court for an order against the debtor, and in the meantime
he would ask that the public examination be not closed. The
Registrar assented, and the case was adjourned until the next
Court.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Alexander Brodie Creak and William Robert Murison,

general medical practitioners, Erith, Kent.

Sidney John Roberts and Arthur Cressee Underwood,
physicians and surgeons, Warwick.

David Goyder and William Foster Rawson urgeons and

general medical practitioners, Marley House, Grove House,
Bradford.
Benjamin Edward Reina Newlands and Arthur Robert Ling,

analytical chemists, 2, St. Dunstan's Hill, London, E.G. Debts
will be received and paid by B. E. R. Newlands.

WHO'S WHO IN PHARMACY.

With the object of giving information concerning those who
take a prominent position in pharmaceutical affairs, the Editor
has arranged for short personal notices to appear from time to

time. Similar monographs will be published in future issues

of the Journal.

ABRAHAM, A. C, P.I.C. b. 1853. Apprenticed : Clay and Abraham,
Liverpool. Edin. Univ., 1874-5; School of Pharm., 1876
and 1878 (Medal, Chem. and Pharm.)

;
Ph.C, 1878. Busi-

ness, Clay and Abraham, Liverpool. Pres., Liverpool Chem.
Assoc.. 1885-86, and 1897. Mem. Council, Ph. Soc, 1889-

94. Publications : Numerous papers in P.J. and else-

where.

ATTFIELD, John, M.A., Ph.D. (Univ. Tiib.), F.R.S., F.I.C. ;

b. 1835. Apprenticed: W. P. Smith, Walworth. School
of Pharmacy, 1850 (1st prizeman in all subjects). C'. and
D., 1868; Prof, of Chem., Pharm. Soc, 1862-96: Pres.,

B.P.G., 1882-84 ; Mem. of Council, Chem. Soc, 1874-78 ;

of Tnst. Chem., 1880-87; one of three editors of B.P., 1885 ;

Editor B.P., 1898. Publications : ' Chemistry, General,
Jiledical and Pharmaceutical,' 1867, and numerous papers
and notes.

BASCOMBE, Frederick, F.I.C. b. 1851. Apprenticed: T. B.
Groves, Weymouth. School of Pharm., 1873 (Medal,
Chem.; Certs. Pharm., Bot., Mat. Med.)

;
Ph.C, 1873.

Director of Laboratories, Fletcher, Fletcher, and Co., Ltd.,
Holloway, N. In business at Brixton, 1886-96. Examiner
to Ph. Soc, 1896.

BATESON, Thomas, J. P. b. 1833. Apprenticed : Joseph Severs,

Kendal. Ph.C., 1868. Business; Severs and Bateson,
Pharmaceutical Chemists, Kendal. Town Councillor

;

Chairman of School Board, Kendal ; Mem. of Council
Ph. Soc, 1896-1900.

BOTTLE, Alexander, J.P., M.R.C.V.S., F.C.S. b. 1817. Ap-
prenticed : Jno. Knowles, Sandwich. King's Coll., London,
1838; St. Bartholcmew's Ho'spitaJ, 1839; R. Vet. Coll.,

London, 1838-9; Ph.C, 1841. Business: Alexander
Bottle and Co., Dover. Mayor of Dover, 1878-9

;
Formerly

Chemist and Analyst to JJover Gas Co., now Director

;

Mem. of Council, Ph. Soc, 1858-99
;
Vice-Pres., 1873-6, and

1888-92. Publications :
' Thesis on the Formation,

Structure, and Diseases of Bone' ; communications to

scientific periodicals.

BRANSON, Frederick Woodward, F.I.C. b. 1851. Apprenticed :

P. Jeyes, Northampton. King's Coll., London, 1881-83

(Clothworkers' Science Prize)
;
Ph.C, 1878 ;

Chairman,
Reynolds and Branson, Ltd., Leeds. Pres., Leeds Chem.
Assoc., 1900-2; Hon. Sec, Yorks. Anglers" Association,

1895-1902
;
Mem., Eden Conservancy Board, 1898-1902.

GLASS, W. S. b. 1856. Apprenticed : Geo. Tocher, Friockheim,
Forfarshire. Heriot-Watt Coll., 1894-5; Ph.C, 1895.

Business: J. Robertson and Co., George Street; W. S.

Glass, Morningside Road, and North Bridge, Edinburgh.
Pres., Edin. and Dist. Chew. Trade Assoc. Publications :

Papers before the Ph. Sic. in Edinburgh at Evening
Meetings.

TOCHER, John. b. 1852. Apprenticed: A. Reith, Aberdeen.
Ph.C, 1875. Business : J. Tocher, 84, High Street, Dum-
fries. Mem. of Executive N. B. Branch Ph. Soc, 1899.

Publication : Abstract of changes in B.P., 1898.

UMNEY, John Charles, F.C.S. b. 1868. Apprenticed: The
late W. Martindale. New Cavendish Street, W. School of

Pharm., 1889 (Medals, Prac. Chem.); Ph.C, 1890. Director,

Wright, Layman and Umney, Ltd , Soutliwark Street,

London. Chairman, Chem. Sec, London Chamber of

Commerce
;
Vice-Pres., London Chem. Assoc. ; Hon. Sec,

Drug Club; Hon. Treas., B.P.C. Publications: Numerous
contributions to P.J. on Pharmacy, especially on Chemistry
of Essential Oils.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Wednesday, April 8, 1903.

As might have been expected, business has assumed quite a,

holiday appearance, and no increased activity can be hoped for

until the latter part of next Tveek—if it comes then. With the
exception of a renewed slumj} in Quinine, thei'e are no changes
of any importance to record. We give below some quota-
tions :

—
ACETANILIDE—Is quoted 8id. to lO^d. per lb., according to

make, quantity, and packing.

ACID CARBOLIC.—Quiet but steady, on basis of b^d.

per lb. for 34°-35° C. dee crystal for quantity and large bulk
packing.

ACID CITRIC—Is a shade harder at Is. 2d. per lb. for

crystals in 5 cwt. barrels.

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at Is. 0|d. per lb. to Is. Id. i>er lb.

for English, and Is. per lb. for foreign.

BRCMIDES—Are in good demand at late prices—viz., on
basis of Is. ll^d. per lb. for Potassii Bromid.
CINCHONA BARK.—The third of the series of Dutoh auctions

was held in Amsterdam yesterday. The increased supply of
8,936 packages was brought forward, jagainst 5,235 packages
at the previous sales, and 6,780 packages at the corresponding
sales last year. There was a good demand, and the larger pro-
poaition was disposed of, the Quinine contents being 38,550
Hlos, of which 8,300 kilos were bought in at a reduction of 7
per cent., the average unit being 7-65 cents, against 8-20 cents
last sale and 8-60 cents at this time last year. This result is

equivalent to Ifd. London parity, against l^d. at the previous
sale. The shipments of Bark fr6m Amsterdam for March
totalled 1,050,000 Amisterdam lbs., which had the effect of up-
setting the market to a certain extent.

COCAINE—Is firm at late advances, anything offei'ing below
makers' price of 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz. for the hydrochlorale
in 25 oz. tins being promptly snapped up.

CODEINE.—Very firm on basis of 10s. per oz. for the pure
alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL.—The famine continues, whether the future
results of the fishings will bring any relief appears more or less

problematical
; ceiiainly the present high figure will tend to

check the use of the article
; but, on the other hand, unless the

position undergoes a material change, there will be no Nor-
wegian cold liver oil to use.

COPPER SULPHATE—Rather weaEer, in sympathy with the
lowei- price of the metal, at £21 10s. to £23" per ton.
CREAM OF TARTAR—Firm at unchanged prices.

GLYCERIN—Is firm at £67 per ton for 1'260 s.g. quality, in

tins and cases, for 5-ton lots.

_
GUM ARABIC—Notwithstanding an interval of eight weeks

since the previous auctions, the supplies brought fomard
at those held yesterday were on a small scale, totalling' only
708 packages of all descriptions. East Indian Giun met more
demand at fully steady prices for Kurrachee and Oomra, but
Soudan sorts were slow of sale and all bought in. A few
packages of Aden brought steady rates. East Indian, 256
packages offered and 141 sold. Kurrachee, good pale yellowish
rather small sifted, at 25s. ; small ambery ditto at 22s. 6d.
to 23s., fair pickings at 17s. to 17s. 6d.. red at 14s. 6d.,
ordinary dark at 10s. 6d., pale clean siftings at 16s. 6d.,
ordinary dusty at 12s. Cawnpore, good red pickings bought
in at 18s. to 20s. ; Oomra. dark little blocky at 16s. ; block at
9s. ; Ghatti, fair palish at 25s

; part blocky at 20s. Scented
Bombay bought in at 21s. to 25s. Aden, 183 packages offered
and 29 sold ; boldish reddish and specky sorts rather scented,
without re.serve, at 17s.; dusty siftings at lis. Pale sifted
bought in at 30s. to 32s., fair reddish sorts at 25s., pickings
at 18s. to 20s., clean red siftings at 13s., and dusty at 12s.

Soudan sorts, 258 packages offered and bought in : good pale
soft Turkey sorts at 36s.. brownish ditto part small at 32s. to
32s. 6d.. pale amber hard at 32s., and .pale glassy sifted
Massowah at 32s. Australian, of 11 bags 7 sold at 14s. to
15s. The next auctions are fixed for Mav 7.

GUM OLIBANUM—Firm, but quiet. 422 cases offered and
42 sold, including good garblings at 27s. 6d. ; fair to good
pale drop bought in at 40s. to 50s.. ordinai-y badly garbled
at 30s., woodv to fair garblings at 24s. to 27s.. and siftings at
21s. U 22s.

IODIDES.—The combined makers made no change in prices,

which remain, therefore, on basis of 8s. 9d. per lb. for Potassii

lodid.

JAPAN WAX—Is quiet aaid rather easier. On the spot small

sales have been made at 71s., and further sellei-s.

MENTHOL—Is steady at 22s. 6d. to 25s. per lb. for

Kobayashi brand, according to quantity.

MERCURIALS—Are firm and in good demand at unchanged

prices.

MORPHINE.—One of the makers advanced price to 4s. 4d.

per oz. for the hydrochlorate powder; the article can, how-

ever, still be purchased in quantity at 4s. 2d.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—^Linsee'd Oil .steady ;
London,

spot, pipes, £23 10s. to £25 15s. ;
barrels, £23 15s. to £24

(solely from E. I. seed, about 10s. to a.5s. per ton premium)
;

month, £23 12s. 6d. ;
May-August, £22 10s.

;
September-

December, £21 12s. 6d. ;
Hull, naked, spot, £22 2s. 6d. ;

May-
August, £21 12s. 6d. ;

September-December, £20 15s. Rape
Oil steady ;

ordinary Brown, on the spot, barrels, £22 10s. ;

May-August, £22 10s.
;

English, refined, spot, £23 10s.
;

Ravison, spot, £20 15s.
;
May-August, £^;0 15s. naked. Cotton

Oil dull ; London, erode, spot, £20
;
May-August, £20 10s.

;

refined, spot, £21 10s. to £23 ;
Hull, naked, refined, spot.

£19 17s. 6d. ;
May-August £20 5s. ;

crude, spot, £18 17s. 6d. ;

May-August, £19 5s. Olive Oil: Mogador. £51 to £55;
Spanish, £32 to £53 ; Levant, £31 to £33. ^ocoanut Oil : The
market is quiet for Ceylon, but dearer for Cocliin. Ceylon,

spot, £27; April, £25 c.i.f. ;
April-May, £24 17s. 6d. c.i.f. ;

April-June, £24 17s. 6d. c.i.f.
;
June-August, £24 15s. c.i.f. ;

Cochin, spot, £54 ;
April-June, £26 10s. c.i.f. ;

August-October,

£26e.i.f. Palm Oil: Lagos, on the spot, quoted £28. Castor

Oil dull : Belgian, AprU-Deoem er delivery, firsts £21, seconds

£18 10s., barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount

;

Hull made (prompt and up to end of the year dieliveries) , firsts

£21 5s. per ton, seconds £18 15s. per ton, barrels included,

delivered free ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating

Oil : Pale American, spot, quoted £6 10s. to £7 10s. ; black,

£5 15s. to £6 ; Russian, black, £5 15s. to £6 ; pale, £7 5s. to

£7 15s. Turpentine in moderate demand ;
American, spot,

43s. 7id. to 45s. 9d.
;
April, 43s. 7id. to 45s. 9d. ;

May, 41s.

to 41s. 3d. ; June, 38s. to 38s. 3d. ; July-August, 36s.
;
Septem-

ber-December, 36s. Petroleum Oil dull; Russian, spot, 4d. to

%d.
;
American, spot, S^d. to 5id. ; water-white, T^d. to 7|d. ;

Roumanian, spot, 4^. to 4|d. Imported in the " Tuscarora,"

from Batoiim, 2,002,424 gallons. Petroleum Spii'it : American,
ordinary, 7d.

; deodorised, 7fd. to S^d.

OPIUM.—Market is quiet, but steady. There have been
some sales here this week of Salonicas, for manufacturing
purposes, at 10s. per lb.

PARAFFIN WAX.—Grade 2d. to 2id. Refined od. to 3|d.

PHENACETIN—Is quiet at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb. for

both crystals and powder.
QUICKSILVER—Firm at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from the im-

porter.

QUININE.—As a result of lower prices realised for cinchona
bark at the Amsterdam sale on Thursday last, makers reduced
price for B&S and Brun.swick id- V^^ oz. to Is. 1^1. per oz.,

for 1,000 oz. lots of the sulphate in 100 oz. tins ; while in

the .second-hand market price declined to Is. i)er oz. sellers,

at which, however, the tone is now just a shade harder again.

The landings during March were nil oz. and the deliveries

94,272 oz., making the stock on March 31. 3,382.272 oz.

against 3,442,320 oz. in 1902.

SANTCNINE—Is steady at the late advance.
SHELLAC The auctions yesterday pa.ssed off without in-

terest, and 135 cases Second Orange offered were all bought in,

including a good bright J in circle at 120s., and reddisli livery

broken at 116s. Of 226 cases Button only 7 .sold, pale broken
at 114s., and good circle 2's at 112s. 6d. ; the remainder bought
in, fair firsts at 135s. to 140s., and dark resinous at 100s. to

110s. Privately the demand continues slow, and only a re-

stricted business ihas be«n done, but holders are firm. Fair

TN Orange quoted 117s., casli terms. Future^s are strong and
dearer and anore active, with sales of fully 2,500 cases, compris-

ing April delivery TN at 116s. to 117s., May at 115s. to 117s.,

June at 113s. to"ll6s.. August at 112s. to 113s. 6d., .md since

reported at 114s., and Septembei at 112s. to 113s.

SULPHONAL.—Both cry^ials and powder are still obtain-

able at 4s. 5d. to 4s. 6d. per lb.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments- of new patent applications and
list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from oflScial sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Regdnald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.G., from whom any info-mation on the subject may be ob-

tained. Trade Mark Notes' and 'Patent Notes for Inventors'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

PRODUCTION OF OZONE (No. 2,174 of 1902).—J. r. Hoyne,

4, Royal Marine Road, Dublin. Relates to the production of

ozone, and has for its object to provide an apparatus in which
a relatively greater quantity of ozone can be produced by the

expenditure of a small amount of current. Consists in the pro-

vision of means for the production of oxygen by electrolysis in

an apparatus for the production of ozone, and further consists

in circulating water or air through the gla.ss tubes for the pur-

pose of cooling tliem and preventing cracking. Consists lastly

in the provision upon the spiral conductor arranged outside the

glass or other similar tubes, of wires of a smaller section than

the main spiral conductor, by means of which spaces are formed

for the bnish discharge. In order that the object of this in-

vention may be attained the air to be ozonised may be em-iched

in oxygen ; or oxygen alone may be ozonised so that relatively

greater amounts of ozone may be produced for a small expen-

diture of current.

X-RAY TUBES TO BE USED FOR THERAPEUTIC TREAT-
MENT, AND FOR RADIOGRAPHY OF SMALL AREAS, SUCH
AS IN DENTAL WORK (No. 5,611 of 1902).—A. 0. Cossor and

H. S. Hohne, both of 54, Farringdon Road, E.G. Relates to

the production of a new X-Ray tube by means of whidi the

a<rtive area of radiation may be governed, thereby preventing

the application of the X-Rays to the healthy tissue, and reduc-

ing the probability of skin troubles which have sO' often

attended the treatment by the kind of X-Rays at present in

use. The object of this invention is attained by making the

tubes of a glass which will not allow the X-Rays efiEectively

to pas.s—lead-glass, amongst others, being the kind preferred.

Facing the anode is joined on to the bulb at any suitable angle,

and of any convenient size, a tube of kad-glass. At the end of

the tube furthest removed from the bulb a window of such

glass as will allow the X-Rays to pass freely is let in. For

this purpose sodium, lithium, and didymium glass is used.

MANUFACTURE OF HYDROXYLAMINE (No. 10,094 of

1902^.—G. W. Johnson, 47, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. A
conmiunication from C. F. Boehringer and Sohne, of Waldhof,

near Mannheim, Germany. Relates to the production of

hydroxylamine by electrolytic redaction of free nitric acid.

Example 1.—An electiolytic cell is separated into an anode

chamber and . a cathode chamber. The cathode cliamber is

supplied with 6 kilogrammes of 50 per cent, sulphuric acid,

and the ant)de chamber is supplied with a similar quantity of

sulphuric acid. Each chamber of the cell is provided with a

cooling apparatus. The cathode consists of well-amalgamated

lead, and the anode of pure lead. A current of 1,000 to

10,000 amperes per square metre is sent through the batn, and

the cooling apparatus brought into action in each chamber,

2 kilogramme* of a 50 per cent, solution of nitric acid are

slowly added to the bath by a dropping apparatus ; the addi-

tion being at such a rate that evolution of hydrogen is at all

times just apparent at the cathode. During tlie operation

the liquid of the cathode chamber is kept energetically stirred

and the temperature in the chamber is not allowed to rise

above 20° C. The reaction is carried on until a test of the
cathode liquid proves that there is no further nitric acid

therein. The resulting hydroxylamine is then isolated as

sulphate or chlorhydrate by any suitable known methods.

VAGINAL NOZZLE FOR SYRINGES AND DOUCHES (No.

13,840 of 1902).—A. B. Cruickshank 1, Passage de I'Elysee

des Beaux A;-ts, Place Pigalle, Paris. Relates to vaginal

nozzles constructed in such a manner as to ensure the injected

liquid reaching every part of the vagina. Said nozzle is

constructed with bulbous parts at (1) its upper end, (2) at or

about the middle portion of its length, and (3) at its lower

end ; said parts being traversed longitudinally by external

grooves. Such bulbous parts partially plug up the vagina,

so that the liquid injected can only escape slowly along said

grooves, thus fonning a column of water entirely around the
nozzle. In this way the folds of the vagina as well as the

neck of the womb are thoroughly cleansed.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above patents must be
filed at the Patent Office on ov before May 11, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" PAvJARiTO," for chemical substances used in manufactures,

etc., by Goodlass, Wall and Co., Limited, 42-44, Seel Street,

Liverpool. 252,137.

JAPANESE LADY (label), for chemical products used in manu-

factures, etc., by Ghemische Pabriken vorm. Weiler-ter Meer,

7 Rheinuferstrasse, Uerdingen, Rhenish Prussia. 250,757.

" LYXO," for size of all kinds, etc., by F. L. Bartell, trading

as the Polysulphin Co., 3, Kensington Place, Brislington, near

Bristol. 252,744.

"TORFIT" ("Torf" disclaimed), for disinfectants, by

Ghemische Fabrik. vormals Rud. Grevenberg and Co., of Hen-

selingen, near Bremen, Germany. 252,568.

" REUNOL," for veterinary and sanitary preparations, by

J. A. Gatehouse, 15, Methley Street, Kennington Park Road,

S.E. 252,956.

" SOLOTO " label, for a curative preparatioUj by E. Presley,

12, St. Augustine's Parade, Bristol. 248,481.

" SYLVIA," for medicated soap, by A. Descroix, 79, Mark
Lane, E.G. 251,001.

"ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTERS" label, for medicated

plasters, by the Allcock Manufacturing Co., 22, Hamilton

Square, Birkenhead, and 274, Canal Street, New York, U.S.A.

250,709.

" QUINCAMPH," for medicines for human use, by W. M.
Bramley, 77, Rookery Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

252,398.

"METATA" ("Meta" disclaimed), for pills, by E. S. D.

Taplin, 27, Sutherland Place, Bayswater, W. 252,542.

" BILBEROID " ("Bilberry" disclaimed), for chemical sub-

stances for us in medicine, etc., by S. H. Ward, 48, Granmer

Street, Nottingham. 252,640.

"AFRIDOL" (252,746), "NOCTAL" (252,747), and " SATU-
ROL" ("Baturo" disclaimed) (252,748), for a pharmaceutical

product, by the Farbenfabriken vormals Friedrich Bayer and

Co., Koenigstrasse 27, Elberfeld, Germany.
" NERVOL " ("Nerve" disclaimed), for chemical substances

for use in medicine, etc., by A. S. Wehner, 57, Holborn Viaduct,

E.G. 252,974.
" COQUETTE," for philosophical instruments, scientific in-

struments, etc., by Pathe Fr^res (London), Limited, 4, Dean

Street, High Holborn, W.G. 251,662.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade Marlts must be filed at the Patent Office on or before May 8, 1903.
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EXETER ASSOCIATION OF CHEMISTS AND

DRUGGISTS.

SPECIAL MEETING.

Tuesday, April 8, 1803, in the City Guildhall, Exeter, Mr.

E. Lemmon in the chair, a joint meeting of the Exeter Associa-

tion of Chemists and Druggists and the Grocers' Association

was held to discuss the question of the sale of " patent medi-

cines, particularly in connection with the

Proprietary Articles Trade Association.

Mr. P. F. RowSELL, a member of the Executive of the

P.A.T.A., explained that about six or seven years ago it was

felt necessary that something should be done to prevent the

extreme cutting which was going on in this coimtry in the sale

of patent medicines, and a movement which resulted in the for-

mation of the P.A.T.A. was initiated by a gentleman slaving

away at his mortar and pestle in the East End of London, a

gentleman at that time practically unknown except to his^ own

neighbours, but whose name was now known wherever the

English language was spoken—Mr. Glyn-.Jones, the Seeietary

of the P.A.T.A., who, away down in the East End, was saying

to himself, " Why should I be slaving away day after day, night

after night, selling tnese patent medicines for practically no

profit whatever? " Things went on for some time, and at last

he devised a scheme which he thought would prevent cutting.

He thereupon waited upon the large patent medicine vendors

and got them to join together for a meeting. He then put his

plans before them, and he was very much backed in his efforts

by Mr. Charles Sanger, who said, " Yes ; there is something in

your plans ; there is a good deal in them, and I am prepared

to support them by puttuig the things of which I am the pro-

prietor on to the protected list." His plans were to get the

manufacturers to unite in giving the trade a fair profit. Twenty

per cent, guaranteed profit to the retail dlealer and 10 per cent,

profit to the wholesale dealer were con.sidered a very fair basis

to go upon. It had been necessary sometimes to slightly modify

those tei-ms. The protected articles were to be put upon the

P.A.T.A. list, and anyone who sold under a minimum retail

price would be put upon what was known as the black list—

a list that had done a great deal of good in preventing cutting.

He estimated that there were about 500 articles protected, and

if anyone was put on the stop list he would not be supplied

with any of those articles on the list. A man could not afford

to ignore the list. Some of the biggest cutters in this country

had tried to cut the P.A.T.A. articles, and some had had to

come round and go on the list, because they had not been able

to obtain supplies. The wholesale trader was bound down not

to supply any man on the stop list. The different chemists'

associations throughout the country had been invited to write

to the different proprietors who had not yet protected their

articles, and the Exeter Association, in discussing the matter,

thought it would be well if they oould call the grocers and the

representatives of the different stores in the city together, that in-

stead of the chemists writing alone to these proprietors, it would

have greater weight if the body of dealers in their patent and

proprietary articles in the city wrote. It was a matter in which

the grocers and stores of the country were as muchlnt-erested

as the chemists. They wanted to get a living and a fair profit,

and it was only right that every man who was a tradesman

should be assured of a reasonable profit. At the meeting of

the Exeter Association it was suggested that grocers were not

able to be kept posted up with the latest information in regard

to the P.A.T.A. list as well as chemists could be, and he

brought the matter up at the last committee meeting of the

Association in London. It was regarded as a mo*-t impoi-tant

subject, and it was refeiTed to a committee to go thoroughly

into it and to bring up a" report as to the best means by wliich

all dealers throughout the country in patent medicines and pro-

prietary articles could be kept informed of the alterations in or

additions to the list week by weeK. and month by month. Only

that day he had a note from the Secretary callmg a meeting in

London on Thursday afternoon to consider a very important

article in which they all dealt very largely, as to whether it

should be placed on the list on somewhat revised terms. They

would not allow exactly P.A.T.A. terms, but the Association

had passed a resolution by which they could accept terms that

would come as near as possible to the rule laid down.

Mr. S<AWDTE (a grocer) was informed that the P.A.T.A. list

was sent to all chemists throughout Great Britain, and any

subscriber of 2s. 6d. could have it sent month by month. Mr.

Sawdye said he did not do very much in patent medicines, and

he did not cjire if he did anything at all, but he was willing to

join in the movement. If each trader was supplied with the

list from time to time it would simplify matters very much.

A person might now be excused if he unintentionally sold below

the price because he did not know the facts.

The Chairm-IN said that had been a point overlooked by the

A.s.sociation. Attention was called to it at the last meeting

of the Exeter Association, and this meeting was really the out-

come of it. Now that the matter had been brought before the

P.A.T.A., .something definite might be done.

Mr. J. H. La.ke agreed with Mr. Rowsell as to who were

entitled to the list and how it could be obtained. He knew of

two or three grocers in the city who subscribed the 2s. 6d.

for it.

Mr. T. C. Milton said at the time he made the .suggestion

at the meeting of the Exeter Association he thought it was of

the highest importance that all vendors of patent medicines

should have a notice every month of any patent medicine that

had been added to the list.

The OnAiRM.\N said he took it that there was but one feeling

amongst all of them who sold patent medicines—that they all

wanted to get a reasonable profit, and that they all realised it

was no use trying to get an unreasonable profit in these times.

What they wanted to get as far as passible was a system of

uniform prices adopted.

Mr. Mole, on behalf of the Grocers' Association, moved a

resolution heartily supporting the recommendation to write to

all proprietors whose articles were not on the P.A.T.A. list.

He thought grocers would only be too glad to help in any effort

to put all things they possibly could on the list.

Mr. Matthews (grocer) seconded the resolution, which was

carried unanimously.

A discussion then took place as to what proprietors .should be

written to. Mr. Kino (Secretary of the Grocers' Association)

said some proprietary articles were discus.sed by his Associa-

tion, but they could not touch them, and they decided that the

prices must remain ; but no doubt if tliey were put on the

P.A.T.A. list things would be altered. This meeting was

thoroughly representative of those grocers who sold patent

medicines and proprietary articles, but many grocers did not

think it necessary to attend as they did not deal in them.

Mr. H. W. Gadd (Hon. Sec. of the Chemiste' Association)

stated that before the large meeting of chemists, held in

London in November last, his Association communicated with

fifty-four proprietors whose articles were not on the list. A
good many acknowledged the letter, but very little had come

of it, though one or two had since, he believed, placed their

articles on the list. Still, the list would form the basis of

the list of manufacturers to whom the joint as.sociations could

now write.
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Mr. RowsELL said there was no doubt, from what he heard

at the last meeting of the P.A.T.A. in London, that a large

number of the Aisierican proprietors were on the point of

doing something. He had a communication to-day with re-

gard to one of those American articles, which no doubt would

be put on before very lonn;. They only wanted a few more

hundred letter.* from all parts of the country and along they

would come.

It was resolved that the preparation of a list of proprietors

who should be communicated with be left to the hon. sees,

of the two associations, and subnutted for final approval.

Mr. jMilton said he should like to see some definite action

taken so tJiat all vendors of proprietary articles and patent

medicines should be kept informed of any addition to the

P.A.T.A. list.

Mr. King undertook to bring the matter before his Associa-

tion with the view to members either joining the P.A.T.A.
or subscribing for their journal. Several grocers signed their

names as intending subscribers.

On the motion of the Chairman", seconded by Mr. J. H.
Lake, the Mayor vva,s thanked for the u.se of the Guildhall

and on the motion of Mr. Ro" sell, the Chaiiman was thanked
for presiding.

A letter, signed by Mr. H. Wippell Gadd, has been sent to

all the representatives of Devonshire in the House of Com-
mons, drawing attention to the Pharmacy Acts Amendment
Bill, and pointing out some of the more glaring inconsistencies

in the Report of the Departmental Committee on Poisons.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at 67. Lower Mount Street,

Dublin, the President, Mr. George Beggs, in the chair.

The other members of Council present were :—Mr. John-
stone Montgomery, Vice-President; Mr. James Tate, Mr. W.
Vincent Johnston, Mr. John Smith, Mr. W. F. Wei's, Mr. P.

Kelly, and Mr. Brown.

Letters of thanks from the University, Birmingham, and the

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S., for donations of

copies of the Society's Calendar were received.

Practical Chemical Work.

tn connection with the case of an applicant who had done

only part of the hundred hours of practical chemical work

forming part of the qualification for the Licence, and who
sought to complete that course, an informal discussion took

place as to whether the present regulation on the subject was

sufficiently specific in its terms to ensure an attendance at the

whole of the course, and to exclude the case of a student

attending the same parts of the course at different times. The
existing regulation requires a certificate of having " attended

a course of practical chemistry of not less than three months'

duration in the laboratory of one of the institutions recognised

by the Society." One of the members suggested that the regu-

lation was susceptible of amendment.

Reports from Committees.

Reports from the five committees were dealt with, including

one from the House Committee, submitting estimates for the

repair of damages which had been done to the house by the

resent storm and by a fire.

Removal of Names.

On the motion of Mr. Wells, seconded by the Vice-Phesi-

DEXT, the names of six pharmaceutical chemists, seven chemists

and druggists, and twenty-two registered druggists—from

whom no replies had been received to registered letters making

inquiry as to change of residence—were struck off the rolls of

membership
Other business of a routine character having been disposed of,

the Council adjourned.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS-
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at the Star and Garter Hote

Wolverhampton, Mr. F. A. Willcock in the chair.

Mr. W. GoWEN Cross, of Shrewsbury, gave an address on

Pharmaceutical Topics.

He said : It has occurred to me that the best plan that I can

adopt in addressing you to-night is to jot down a few notes

under the above heading, and to be prepared to enlarge upon
them if necessity arises in our subsequent discussion. The first,

and what I can justly claim as the most important, subject to

touch upon is

The Pharmacy Bill,

which, as everyone knows who feels the least interest in pharma-
ceutical parliamentary procedure, was introduced into the

House of Commons by Mr. Lough last Thursday night,

and which a circular, dated March 27, signed by our
worthy Registrar, Mr. Bremridge, informs me bears upon
its back, in addition to Mc. Lough's name, those of Messrs.

J. Burns, Ellis Griffith, Marshall Hall, and others. This cir-

cular is sent me, I am informed, 'in order that you may keep

the registered men in your district fully acquainted with what

is going on—and that j-ou may be in a position to put into

operation such local influence as you may possess in favour o£

the measure." Gentlemen, I pass that intimation on to you,

well knowing that you have already recsived from the same
source something very like if not identical with it, because it i

Part op a Scheme

which the Pharmaceutical Council has recently perfected fo

securing in each parliamentary division that close touch bstweea

the House of Commons and itself without which no pharmacy
legislation of a beneficial character is—humanly speaking

—

attainable. It is necessary, however, to present one's case in as

an attractive shape as possible, and it may not be out of place to

look up material for that purpose in our jottings this evening

I do not myself say that it is a perfect Bill—that it embraces

all which we have a right to claim—nor that its passing through

Parliament will be an unmixed blessing to pharmacy. But I

will venture to assert that it is a just Bill, and one which, if

passed into law, will to a great extent rectify the relations which
at present exist

Between the Public and Ourselves.

This Bill proposes an alternative for destruction, and
passed, would at least place the chemist on equal terms with his

contemporaries, and it embodies all that the country in this

twentieth century are prepared to legislate on behalf of any
section of the community. This is a levelling-up " measure all

round, and we start (I think very properly), in our enterprise by

proposing " to set our own house in order.'' Now, what does the

Bill propose '? In the first place, joint-stock companies would

be placed under the same restraints as a qualified chemist

;

secondlj-, it would secure the titles to those properly entitled to

them
;
thirdly, it would secure the public, that at any rate in

a shop where pharmacy is practised, their medicine shall be dis-

pensed under the actual control of a properly qualified man
;

fourthly, it would register shops and their managers so that

any irregularitj may be traced
;

fifthly, it would render the

employer liable for any law-breaking he incites, and secure that
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the penalties incurred shall be recoverable from the real culprit.

Surely, it is time for us to make some definite assertive move at

this juncture. For more years than I care to count, we have
been drafting Bills, interviewing Government Departments,
especially the Privy Council. We have mourned repentant over

our faults, and done our best to atone for them. As to the

Report of the Committee on Poisons,

any impartial person reading the evidence must feel a real sur-

prise at the majority report. No doubt it was an oft-repeated

and apparently genuine, though really a fancied grievance, which
misled some of the members who signed it, and when the addi-

tional evidence, which we shall at the proper time supply, comes
before them, they will be as anxious as ourselves that any future

legislation shall be founded on Mr. Hills' excellent minority

report. I hope and believe that the Council were wise in

launching the Bill as a private measure. I trust it may
stimulate the Government to action when it is demonstrated to

them that a large force of opinion of every shade of politics

in Great Britain views this legislative project of the Pharma-
ceutical Society with favour, and when we explain to our

representatives that we are not fighting for a monopoly but for

the protection of the public, we shall not lack the sympathy of

those whose duty it is to serve the public.

At the conclusion of the address an interesting discussion took

place, in which Messrs. Perry, Gerrard, Gibson, Coleman, Will-

cock, etc., took part. Subsequently, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Cross.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, April 2, 1903, Professor Tilden, President, in the

chair.

Dr. FoESTER communicated the first paper on the

Dioximes of Camphorquinone and other Derivatives of

Isonitrosocamphor.

Three dioximes of camphorquinone (distinguished as a, /3, 7)

were described by Manasse ten years ago, and a fourth (5) had

been claimed by an Italian chemist two years since. Dr.

Forster finds that the melting points of the three, as given by

Manasse, were too low, whilst on purification the fourth dioxime

proved to be identical with the pure j8-dioxime. The author has

however, succeeded in isolating a fourth, having a melting

point of 199°. The crystallographic structure of the latter is

quite distinct from all the others, and its rotatory power is also

very different. The specific rotatory power of the pure dioximes

is: -98, -24,4-12,-1-83 respectively. Another point of interest

in this work centered on the experiments with isonitroso-

camphor. This on benzolating yielded two compounds—one

yellow the other colourless. The yellow body on hydrolysis

gave an isomer of isonitrosocamphor and not the original

substance. It melted at 114°
; on further heating it solidified

at about 132°, and again melted at 152°, the melting point of

the original substance.

Professor Armstrong complimented the author on his very

interesting researches. He was of the opinion that the formula

of camphorquinone was not correctly expressed
; probably these

ox mes were polymolecular.

Dr. Croft Hill read a paper on

Enzyme Action.

This was a continuation of the work on the synthetic action

of enzymes. The author has obtained a new biose, which he

calls revertose. This substance gives an optically inactive

osazone. Dr. Croft Hill concluded by expressing the belief

that probably all ferment action would be shown to be

reversible.

In the discussion which followed several speakers criticised

the methods of purification adopted by the author, and
Mr. Armstrong raised some interesting points showing the

uselessness of the melting points of the osazones as means of

identification of the substances : he thought he could make an
osazone melting at any temperature he chose.

Professor Palmer Wynne then read an abstract of a paper

by Mr. Clayton on
Discoloured Rain.

The rain contained a deposit which was of a terra-cotta colour ;

solid matter was present to the extent of 23'6 parts per 100,000.

The deposit consisted of silica, 67'5 percent. ; with alumina and

ferric oxide, etc. The author considered it to be wind-borne

dust, and it was not necessarily carried from long distance.

Mr. Mill (Librarian of the Royal Geographical Society)

differed from the author as to the source of the deposit. He
had had some fifty samples forwarded to him from widely

separated parts. They were being analysed, and their

composition would probably throw some light on the matter ; in

his opinion it was not local dust, but rather, he thought, it had
been carried in the upper regions of the atmosphere.

GREAT YARMOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Thursday, April 2, 1903, at 156, King Street, Great Yarmouth,

Mr. W. S. Poll in the chair.

The Secretary read several letters dealing with various

matters, including the Council Election and the Report of the

Committee on Poisons. With regard to the latter it was

decided to write at once to the borough and county members.

The Secretary next read his fourth

Annual Report,

and was again able to congratulate the members on the con-

tinued success of the Association. They had held nine meetings,

well attended, and at which several important matters had been

discussed. The annual outing in June, though lacking in

numbers, was favoured by fine weather and most enjoyable.

The annual dinner last month had been another great success.

As Treasurer he was pleased to report a good balance in hand.

The reports were unanimously adopted.

Election of Officers.

Mr. W. Sheppard Poll, President ; Mr. H. Palmer, Hon. Sec.

and Treasurer ; and Messrs. Shearman, Male, and Roberts, Com-

mittee, were all re-elected.

A hearty vote of thanks to the officers for their services

during the past year concluded the business.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

MANCHESTER SECTION.

Friday, April 3, 1903, at lUe Technical School. Mauche.ster,

Mr. Ivan Levinstein in the chair.

On a vote beanjg taken as to wliether tlhe meetings of tiie sec-

tion should be continued' to be held in the chemical theatre or

elsewhere, a large majority were in favour of remaining at the

school, and only seven against it.

Election of Officers.

Mr. Ivan Levinstein's leim of office having exp.ired, Mr. J.

Carter Bell, who has held the ixist of Secretarr for twenty
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years, was appointed Chairman of tiie Section for the ensuing

year.

Mr. J. Hiibner was appointed 'Secretary in the room of Mr. J.

C5arter Bell.

Tlie five retiring members of the Committee were : Me.s-sr.s.

W. Brown, J. Graven, H. Grinishaw, W. Heys, and H. Porter.

'fhe five elected were : Messrs. H. Grinrsliaw, G. J. Fowler,

B. Hart-, W. E. Ray, a.nd F. Scudder.

Dr. J. Biirger and Mr. H. C. Clauahan were elected auditors

After an adjourned discussion on the paper read at the last

meeting by Or. Bailey and !XIr. B. Hart on " Sulphuric Acid

Cliambers,''

iilr. Herbert Porter read a paper on

Draughts and Currents in Vitriol Chambers.

His remai'ks were illustrated by a number of diagrams and a

.splendid model with a plate-glass chamber, in which the

various experiments could be readily seen by the audience.

Thei'e wa:* no discussion.

STOCKPORT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at the County Restaurant, Stock-

port, Mr, Wm. Dodge in the chair. The minutes of last

meeting, which included the resolution " that all qualified

chemists in the town be invited to attend the meetings and

become members," were read and confirmed. Mr. Buckley
proposed, and Mr. Ahfield seconded a resolution, which was

carried unanimously, that the " Chemists' Defence Association

is worthy of every chemist's support." A discussion followed

on the sale of medicated wines, etc., and on other trade items.

POOR LAW DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Friday, April 3, 1903, at Surrey House, Victoria Embank-
ment, W.C. Mr. Montagu G. Smith, President, in the chair.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. H. D. Kelf, Ph.C.) read a brief report

of the Committee's work. The number of members was gradu-

ally increasing. Several names had been added to the Locum
Tenens Register, and it was hoped full use of it would be made
during the coming summer, or in cases of illness.

Mr. Kelf then read a short paper, entitled '' Notes of Interest

to Poor Law Dispensers." The following questions were briefly

discussed, which affect the dispenser in common with the other

officers in the service :—The Proposed Central Superannuation

Fund, Defence Fands, Conditions of Poor Law Service,

Paddington Guardians" proposal of stoppage of pay in sick-

ness, etc.

These remarks were listened to with much interest, and a

very useful discussion followed.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, April 2, 1903. at 75. Newman Street, London.

W., Mr. A. L.4TRE1LLE, President, in the chair. There was

a good attendance, the evening being devoted to

"Short Papers" and an Exhibition.

Mr. R. E. LowxsBaoxJGH, the R€Cord€r in Botany, said

that dming the course of a recent walk into the country he

had gathered thirty-one different flowers, and had brought

eleven of the specimens of wild llowers, already in full

bloom, to that meeting. These included :—Ground ivy

(Nepeta glechoma), pi'leiwort (Eanuiiculus ficaria), red dead

nettle (Lamium fjurpureum), male and femiale flowei^s of dog's

mercury (Jilo'curialis perennis), coltsfoot (Tussilago jnrjara),

red campion (Lychnis diurna), wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella),

mugwet (Galium cruciata), beaked parsley (Anthriscus

vvlgaris), and the tuberous moschatel (Adoxa moschatdlina),

a small, slender plant with green flowers, which is the only

British relative of the common ivy, and specimens of young
umbelliferous plants, showing the cotyledonous leaves. Mr.
Lownsbrough also showed, under the microscope, living speci-

mens of mite,s' found in some crushed linseed which had been

stored in the dark, the linseed having assumed the appearance

of fine sand. He had also mounted specimens of the flowers,

leaves, and fruits of StropJianthiis divergens, a plant confined

to Southern China. The flowers are cylindrical, and are

remarkable tbi' the long filamentous lobes of the petals. The
fruits are composed of two hard woody follicles, about 6 in.

long, and very divergent. This plant had been sent from

Bong Kong by a former member of the Chemists' Assistants'

Association, Mr. A. Franklin, who is attached to the Govern-

ment Hospital there.

Ay Automatic Filter.

A piece of apparatus for the continuous and automatic fil-

tration of liquids, invented by Mr. Newton Spyer, was also

A

FILTERING APPARATUS, SHOWING RUBBER CORK WITH TUBES

shown. It consisted of an indiarubber cork pierced by two
pieces of glass tubing 3 in. or so in length, one projecting a

little further through the cork than the other, and terminat-

ing in a point. A quarter of an inch from the other end of

this piece of tubing a side hole is cut. This apparatus is

inserted in the neck of the bottle containing the liquid to be

filtered, and this is inverted over a filter, so that the gla.ss

tubes are below the level of the filter rim. The liquid rise*

Ln the filter to the level of the side hole in the tube, when
the outflow is automatically checked. The liquid sinks to

the level of the ends of the tubes, and a gentle stream of air
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begins to pass up the side hole tube and again fills the filter

until automatically checked as before. The rise and fall of

liquid in the filter being limited to the quarter inch between

the side hole and end of tube, this saves the necessity of
" feeding " the filter, or of fearing that the filter will over-

flow.

The President thanked Mr. Lownsbrough for his exhibit,

especially for bringing the filtering apparatus. It was an

exceedingly
.
simple and inexpensive arrangement, and would

be verj' u'^.^eful indeed in a small pharmacy.

Anim.al Glands and " Sapota Seeds."

Mr. W. Matthews tllien ^owed a series of animtvl glands,

kindly lent for the occasion by Mr. F. A. Roger.s, of Oxford

Street. T1h'6se included specimens of the lymipiiiatic glands of

the ox, tlhymms glands of the sheeip, smprai'enal ca.psu'les, spleen-

of the calf, thyrodd glands of the sheep, and the jjiancreas of

the hog. He also exfliibited soine iseedis taiken from a parcel

libelled " Sapota Seeds." Mr. Matthe'vvs said he had been

uniable to find out wihat the seeds acitually were, and (he should

be gliid if anj^one could enligihten him. No one present could

identify the seeds, but on a speoiimiea beiing su'bsequently

shown to Mr. ' E. M. Holmes, the Curator of tiie Plliai'ma-

ceutical Society's ^Museums, he stated that in all probability

they wei^e the seeds of LucAima mammosum. Tlh'is is a large

tree of the natural order Sa,po-taoe8e, gmwing in the AVest

Indies and tropical Ameaioa, where it is cultivated for the

sake of its fruit, wliidh is called mjirmalade, or natural mar-

malade, on account of its oontaiiaing a thick, agreeably-

flavoured pulp bearing some reseaniblajice in appearance and

taste to quince marmalade. The fruit is somewhat egg-

sha<ped, and hence is sooneitimes cajled the vegetable egg. It is

thrciO to five inches long, covered wiitlli a rusty-coloured skin,

and containing usually a single hai-d seed.

Other Mattees.

Mr. Br.iTTON ag'ain directed attention to the labels i'^sued by

a certain firm of ijaiarmaceiutioal manufacturer.^ with pi-epanx-

tions to be used for dispensing purposes. He produced two

labels the wording of which ihe considered objeotionabde, and

also a, thirl laibel worded in sudh a maamer that, wthHe it

warned the pliaj-maoist not to soli tlbe preparation without an

Ihland Revenue stamp, no objection could be taken to it on
' the ground of the manufacturer appearing to dictate to the

pharmacist what he must do and what he must not do with the

preparation after it came into his possession.

Mr. Garsed then made a few remarks on the interesting

ohemioal fact that hydrogen peroxide had recentlj^ 'been ob-

tained in lorystalline fonn, and he also referred to the ciu-ious

subst.ance radiimi.

Tlie Peesidext thanked those wiho had contriibuted to tihe

success of the evening's i>rogramime, and made special refer-

ence to the specimens of iSlrophantJras divergens sent by Mr.

Franklin from Hong Kong. He said) it was very gratifying

to know that Mr. Franklin still took an interest in the pro-

ceedings of the C.A.A., and the memlbers, he was sure, would

wi^ to convey to lliim their cordial .thanks for the trouble 'he

iiad tiken to procure the specimens.

BRADFORD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Tuesday, April 7, 1903, at the Royal Hotel, Bradford, the

President (Mr. J. A ilitchell) in the chair, supported by the

Mayor of Bradford (Alderman David Wade), the ex-Mayor (Mr.

W. C. Lupton), the President of the Phamaceutical Society

t(Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme), Mr. W. Gowen Cross (Shrewsbury),

and Mr. W. L. Currie (President of the Federation of Pharma-

ceutical Associations), and about fifty of the chemists of Brad-

ford and otlier towns in the West Riding of Yorks.

The loyal toasts having been honoured, Mr. A. H. Wadding-
ton proposed the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society,

ajid, in doing so, advocated such measures as the division of

the Minor Examination, the revival of the Preliminary Examina^

tion, and the restoration to the Society's Divisional Secretaries

of the duty of collecting subscriptions.

Ml-. Newsholme, in i^ply to the toast, expressed lii^

plea.sure at reaching Bradford after two previous attempts

which were not successful. He was all the more glad to be

with them because the Pharmaceutical Society recognised with

thanks the great amount of attention that the Bradford Asso-

ciation bestowed on phannaceutical topics. He could not pre-

tend to forecast what might happen to Mr. Lough's Bill, which

was down for a second reading on May 11 ; but the reason why
that Bill had been introduced into the House of Commons was

that by its means attention might be drawn to the anomalies

iinder which the chemists of the countiy suffered, and that ai,

least the way might be paved for legislation next year. It was

hoped that when the time for legislation to be proposed by tlie.

Privy Comicil came, thei?e Bills might be put together an]

referred to a Grand Committee or a Select Committee, and then

the whole cpiestion of the present position of pharaiacy would

be brought up and evidence would be asked' for, and out of that

might come a Bill which might not only be to the advantage

of the public, but also to the advantage of the pharmacist. As
to the report of the Poisons Committee, it was evident that

that had no relationship to the evidence which had been brougla

before that Committee, for the whole of that report might just

as well have been made before the Committee sat and before

the evidence had been heard, and it had been a waste of money to

bring people from all parts of the country to give that evidence.

Alluding then to the suggestions made by Mr. Waddiugtou, he

said that whilst he was in favour of the division of the Minor

Examination, he and his colleagues did not see their way to

it unle,=s there was a compulsory curriculum, and he did! not

desire that the time would come when the Minor Examination

AvoulcLbe taken in separate subjects. He did not regard any

scheme which would allow candidates to take one subject at

once as worthy of the name of education. Such an examination

did not give any proof of knowledge. It suggested that a

man's brain would only cairy one subject at once. Theie

must in the case of the pharmacist be some projier evidence of

training. He did not at all regret that the Preliminaiy Eximina-
tion had been given up, as Mr. Waddington did. The standard

of that examination was far too low to be at all satisfactory,

and the Council had no power to rai.se the standard, and, there-

foi-e, he agreed that the proper thing to do was to give it up.

There were some examinations at the present day which were

at as low a standard as that Preliminary Examination was;
but it was not in the interests of pharmacy that they should

encourage or select the lowe.?t standard of examination. He
also disagreed with Mr. Waddington a.s to the restoration to

Divisional Secretaries of the duty of collecting subscriptions.

Local orgi.nisation must, indeed, be encouraged, and he hoped

that the Secretaries would visit their fellow chemists in their

area much more often than once a year ; but chemists were
educated men who could surely be looked to to send their sub-

scriptions to London, and the Secretaries would gain weiglit and

influence with their fellows by having different purposes than

the collection of .subscriptions in their vi.'-its. Speaking of the

complaint of the lack of apprentices, he urged them to i-egard

that as a passing difficulty only, and to remember that not long
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•ago the ci-y was that too many young men were coming into

pharmacy. If tiey would look at the Pharmaceutical Journal

for that week they would see that the number of students who
liad entei-ed during the pist year was three times as many as

in the previous year, and tliat surely suggested that before long

they would be likely to recover to some extent the position

which they seemed to think they had lost in regard to that

matter. They must remember that the great increase of elec-

trical departments and other movements of the sort which offered

occupation for youths without taking up so much of theii" time

as pharmacy did were entering largely into competition with

them, and musl; make some such change as appeared to be

necessary under these conditions. In conclusion, he urged the

need of the building up of organisation so that they might make
41 united effort to prevent such legislation as was threatened as

a result of the Poisons Coumiittee's report.

Other toasts followed, and were spoken to by the Mayor of

Bradford, Mr. Lupton, Mr. Currie, ]Mr. Cross, ^Mr. Mackay,

Mr. D. S. Priestley (the Secretary), :Mx-. Worfolk (Ilkley), and

other members and visitors. The speeches were interspersed

with entertainment provided by Messrs. Jno. Walker, C. S.

Fletcher, Sol Taylor, A. T. Ba'iles, W. L. Cunie, and H. G.

Button, with Mr. Arthur Hanson at the piano, and the pro-

•ceedings terminated at a late hour

HIDDERSFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, April 7, 1905, at the Y.M.O.A. Rooms, Hudders-

field, :Mr. R. C. Walshaw in the chair.

Correspondence.

Letters were read refening to the forthcoming election to

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Another communication was from the Federation of Local

Pharmaceutical Associations. This letter dealt with the Coun-

cil election, the usefulness of the Federation, and ine report of

the Committee on Poisons.

The Chairman reported that Sir James Kitson, M.P., had

-Stated that he would not be in his division untd the Easter

recess, but he had communicated with Sir .lames Woodhouse,

the member for the Huddersfield division, and it was suggested

that the two representatives should at Huddersfield jointly

receive a deputation of the Huddersfield Association. fhe

President went on to state that he had arranged with Messrs.

Calvert and Needham, and they three would form the deputa-

tion.

It was decided that Mr. Stephens should be also nominated

as a member of the deputation from the Colne Valley.

The Council Election.

Mr. Needham remarked- that the Council had done some good

work, but had been slow.

The Chairman observed that if there was any point on which

•criticism might be suggested it was the fact that on the Council

there were gentlemen who owned proprietary articles and who
did not protect prices.

The Hon. vSecretary drew up a resolutioii, which was
unanimously adopted as follows :

—
" That before each election the Federation of Local

Pharmaceutical A.ssoeiations should send to each affiliated

Association a list of the candidates for election, and state

against each name whether or not the said candidate adopts
and supports the principle of the protection of prices."

A motion was heartily adopted, on the jiroposition of Mr.

Spxjhk, seconded by Mr. Neeuham, adopting Mr. Walshaw as

a candidate, and pledging the members to use all legitimate

means to secure the election of the President.

DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.
^Monday, April 6, 1903, at Dewsbury, Mr. R Gledhill

President, in the chair.

The Forthcoming Council Election.

The Secbetart,- Mr. G. Walker, read a letter from the

National Federation of Local Associations calling attention

to the forthcoming Council election, and asking the Association

to support those who weiie best qualified for the work. A
second letter had reference to the Pharmacy Bill, and it was
suggested that local members of Parliament should be com-

municated with on tile subject. Another letter from the same

body drew attention to the forthcoming annual meeting of

the Federation, and asked for suggestions. It was stated

that the Dewsbury Association had withdrawn from the

Federation, and that they would, therefore, have no locus

standi.

Mr. W. L. Currie wrote forwarding copies of his election ad-

dress, and asking that it should be considered.

yix. Walker further reported that a circular letter had been

drawn up by himself and the President, and forwarded to Mr.

Walter Runciman, M.P., of Dewsbury, who had replied as

follo'WS :
—
" Dear Sir,—I liave received the circular letter from the

Dewsbury and District Chemists' Association. I am
maintaining an open mind on the question which you
have brought before me, and when the Government intro-

duces such Jegislation as the Prime Minister has led us

to expect, 1 shall take no action without awaiting the

opinion of your Association."

This reply was regarded as very favourable.

Mr. R. C. Walshaw explained his views on pharmaceutical

politics. He thought they had power under the present Act

to prevent the misuse of titles. He would prefer not to bind

himself until he knew why the decision of the Sub-Committee

had been arrived at. The question he thought was, Would the

new Bill protect the title if a test-case were brought under the

old Act and failed. He thought Clause 11 was intended to

cover that. But Clauses 7 and 11, he thought, nullified one

another. It almost required a lawyer to interpret tihe Bill. If it

passed he did not think the Bill would prevent companies taking

the title. If Clause 7 were thrown out they might have a chance

of getting the Bill through, and Clause 11 would then pro-

tect the title. He was in favour of legislation on

the lines of the present Bill, but would like to see some

alterations made in it. He had understood that at least

one of the retiring members would not seek re-election.

If he had known they would aU stand again, he would not have

stood. He did not want to lay himself open to the charge

that he was a critic only, and had nothing to substitute for the

Bill. For that reason he did not want to say much about it.

Mr. Beoadhead said he thought Mr. Walshaw's candidature

was quite as much justified as that of any man who had not sat

on the Council. He would not be misled by specious argument,

but would make an honest and ftraightforward representative.

One reaeon why his candidature was justified was because the

business of the Council had not of late been conducted in a
straightforward and honest manner. The trade journals were
all tied down to a class. The interests of the higher classes, the

first-class dispensing interests, were looked after best. They
all passed the examination, and there ought to be no class dis-

tinction in pharmacy. They could not expect a hybrid Bill like

this to be any good. What did they want with a bastard Bill?

On "one hand it claimed the highest educational powers and on
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the other it dealt with limited druggists and companies. The
other Bill was called a wretched Poisons Bill j this was a oon-

templible Companies Bill.

Mr. Stead jjroposed a resolution thanking Mr. Walshaw for

his address, approving of his candidature, and recommending
members of the Dewsbury Association to do their best to secure

his return. Mr. Walshaw wae the right man to attempt to bring

about a better state of things. Mr. Stead also suggested that

the Dewsbuiy representatives should raise the question of the

Council election at the next meeting of the West Riding Federa-

tion, and have the matter thoroughly thrashed out.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. GtUtteeidge and passed,

and Mr. Walsh.iw briefly responded.

Mr. G. Walker and Mr. Pickard were appointed delegates to

the next meeting of the West Riding Federation.—It was de-

cided to consider the selection of candidates for the Council elec-

tion in camera.

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Thursday, April 2, 1903, Mr. J. A. Heaton, President, in

the chair.

Annual Reports.

The Secretary gave a review of tlie proceedings since the

last annual meeting.

Mr. DoDSLEY reported that there was a balance in hand of

£3 14s. 7d. This would have been considerably reduced had
it not been that their President refused to take his expenses

for attending the British Pharniaceutical Conference.

On the motion of Mr. Coaits, seconded by Mr. Hurst,
the reports were adopted.

The President expressed his gratification at the fact that

the Association appeared to be entering upon a period of re-

newed life and activity. Certainly they, as chemists, were
living in stirring times. The Phannacy Bill had been backed

pretty strongly in Parliament, but it behoved them to put all

the pressure they could on the local members to secure its

adoption. Equally important was the threatened legislation

on poisons. Mr. Heaton warmly conmiended the P.A.T.A.
and said he was looking to this to be of substantial benefit

to them in theii- business.

Election of Officers.

The Chairman expressed the opinion tJiat the offices should

go round, and suggested a new President for the ensuing
year. Mr. Heaton, however, was strongly urged to accept the

post for another term, and, on the motion of Mr. Coates,

seconded by Mr. Hurst, he was unanimously reappointed.

Mr. J. A. Barlow was elected Vice-President. Mr. Brown
asked to be relieved of the secretarysJiip, but he was induced
to accept it for another year and imanimously reappointed, as

was Mr. Dodsley, the Treasurer. The Committee was re-

appointed, with additions.

On the motion of Mr. Coates, a hearty vote of thanks was
awarded to the officers for theii- past services.

On the proposal of Mr. Lawton, Mr. Barlow was added
to the Parliamentary Conunittee.

Other Matters.

A discussion followed on the best means of making the

P.A.T.A. thoroughly effective in the district, and it was
arranged to call the P.A.T.A. Committee together in the

following week.

The Secretary submitted conmiunications from the Federa-

tion on the prospective Poisons Bill. After some discussion

it was decided, on the motion of Mr. Barlow, to write to

Mr. Mitchell. M.P. for Burnley, and Mr. Shackleton. M.P.

for the Clitheroe division, asking them to keep an open mind
on this subject, and also requesting them, upon their next
visit to the constituencies, to receive a deputation on this

matter, and also upon the Pharmacy Bill.

The subscription to the Pharmaceutical Society was next
discussed. Mr. Dodsley expressed the opinion that if the

subscription were reduced from a guinea to half-a-guinea it

would at least double the membership and mean no financial

loss in the long run.

Other members supported this view.

Mr. Coates said there was the Journal to consider. Having
allowed for this, there would be nothing left out of half-a-

guinea.

Mr. Dodsley thought the increased revenue from advertise-

ments through the enhanced circulation would adjust matters.

It was finally resolved that the Secretary write, giving

notice of motion for the next meeting of the Federation to

consider the question.

THAMES VALLEY CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

INAUGURAL MEETING.
Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at Richmond, Mr. Alfrkd Higcs,

J. P. (Kingston), in the chair. The meeting, as was reported in

the " Inset" of last week's Journal, was held under the auspices

of the London Chemists' Association.

Dividing the business into three issues, which he asked the

meeting to discuss separately, Mi-. Higgs asked those who were

present to express their opinions on the Pharmacy Act Amend-
ment Bni, the report of the Committee on Poisons, and the

advisability of forming a local a.ssociation for Richmond and
the adjoining towns and districts.

The Pharmacy Bill

Mr. Gl\-n-Jones accepted the Cliairman's invitation to say

something about the Society's Bill, and explained its provisions

and ends. He said he did not see an immediate prospect of

getting the Bill through Parliament; but, like Plimsoll, Lub-

bock, and others, who had ultimately been successful, it was

for dhemiistts to try awd try again to secure legislation, wlbioli

was, after all, in the p^iblic interest. This could not be done

imless the Pharmaceutical Society had' the support of indi-

vidual chemists and their associations throughout the country,

and he strongly advised them to form a local association, which

would add—as he could say from his experience—very much to

the impression they would make on M.P.'s in their districts.

Mr. A. Cooper having addressed the meeting,

Mr. Bowen, President of the Western Chemists' Asisooiation,

followed in a well-pointed speech, in which he referred to the

advantages of local organisation, and to the reasonable nature

of the Pharmacy Act.

Messrs. Peake, Clements, Edwards, Parrott, and Hawthorne

joined in approval of this measure, and Mr. Palmer moved,

and Mr. Peake seconded, a resolution expressing approval of

the Bill. The motion was carried unanimously.

The Poisons Report.

The report of tTie Committee on Poisons came in for little

discussion, the opinion being held tEat the better course was

to a.ppoint a Watch Committee, with power to take action if

necessary, if the Government were unwise enough to introduce

legislation on the lines of the majority report. Nearly eveiy

local chemist had a word to say about the formation of a local

association, and it is very satisfactory to add that they were

unanimous in supporting a resolution of Mr. Clements to do

so. The name of the Association is to be the Thames Valley

Chemists' Association, and twenty-two ait the meeting ex-

pressed a wish to join it. From the tone of the discussion at

the meeting, it certainly has the nucleus of an active and
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suergetic organisation. A provisional oouunittee wa^ appointed

Lo taJce the neces.sary steps to form the Association, consisting

of Messrs. Palmer (Twicke«iham), .Bunker (IVickenham), Higgs

(Kingston), Pan-ott (Richmond)j Clements, Harvey, and Haw-

thorne (Brentford).

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.

Friday, April 3, 1903, the Uuke op Noethumbekl.\kd in the

chair.

Lord R.iTLBiGH gave a lecture on

Drops and Surface Tension.

In the well-known experiment of water rismg inside a capil-

lary tube to a higher level than that at which it stands outside,

the phenomenon is a compromise between the tendency of the

»vater to come in contact with the glass, and thus creej> upwards,

iiiid the tendency of gravity to pull it downwards. Water is

[1 liquid which tends to wet glass, but if mercury, which

does not have that tendency, be employed, the opposite effect

is to be seen, and the liquid does not rise inside the tube so

high as it does outside. Wben the flat side of a. glass tube is

pressed against the inner side of a glass vessel containing mer-

cury, the latter is expelled from between the two glass surfaces.

The weight of a drop of liquid depends partly on the surface

tension of the liquid, partly on its density, and is also afliected

by the diameter of the tube and the force of gravity. All

tliese have to be taken into account in calculating the weight of

a drop. C'ceteris paribus, the weight of a drop varies with the

diameter of the tube from which it falls. The surface tension

of wat-er in a tube is reduced by contact with ether vapour,

and water, held in an indented tube closed at the top, comes

rushing out when ether is brought below it. Soap films when
veiy thin, and agitated by a slight breath of wind, show various

interesting and beautiful colour changes. Some interesting

phenomena depend on the contact of materials with water not

perfectly pure. For example, fragments of camphor dropped on

pt rfectly clean water are immediately set in rapid rotation. But
if the siu-face be at all greasy, even to the extent that could be

produced by dipping the finger in the water for a few seconds,

the rotation stops, to begin again if the greasiness is removed.

A thickness of oil amounting to two^miiiionths of a millimetre

is sufficient to stop the rotation from taking place. Extremely

small amoimts of grease have no effect on the surface tension

;

the first degrees of contamination produce no alteration at all,

and it is only after a certain quantity of grease has been

added that the alteration is noticeable, though it then increases

very rapidly. About half the amount of oil necessary to stop

the camphor rotating is required to affect the surface tension.

But one-millionth of a millimetre may be supposed to be about

the diameter of an oil-molecule ; hence short of the point where
the surface tension altered there is only a single layer of oil-

molecules on the water. Why the surface tension is altered

by a greater number may be indicated by an analogy. If a

lew marbles were floating sparsely on mercury, they would not

offer any particular resistance if one pushed them together to

one side of the vessel ; but there is great resistance if they
are so numerous as completely to cover the mercury surface,

and if on being pushed together they have to mount one on top
of the other.

MONTHLY MEETING.
A general monthly meeting of the members of the Royal

Institution was held on Monday, April 6, 1903, his Grace the
DcKE OF NoBTHUMBEHLAND in the chair. The following were
elected members :—Miss M. G. Anderson, Mr. Harold Brown,

Mr. T. W. Chitty, Mr. H. T. Crosby, Mr. R. A. Hadfield, Mr. W
W. Pope, Miss S. F. de Rodes, and Mrs. G. Orr Wilson.

LIVERPOOL CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Tliursday, April 2, 1903, at the Royal Institution, Liverpool,

the President, Mr. R. C. Cowley, in the chair.

Election of Members.

The following gentlemen were elected members :—Me.•^srs.

Cl»e, Chabot, D. H. Evans, Nail, Prebble, Plevin, Palmer,

Tirebuck, G. R. Jones, Roue, Lloyd-Jones, Lodge, Straweon,

Shaw, Thompson, R. Smith, H. K. Jones, Heathcote, Maugh-

lin, and Wall.
'

This addition to the roll of members was due to the individual

efforts of Mr. J. J. Clarke, pharmacist to the Liverpool Shire

Hospital.

On the motion of Mr. T. H. W.^bdleworth, ^Monsieur Aubon

Altan, pharmacist, of Bucharest, Rouniania, of the editorial

.staff of Bulefinul Farmaceutic, was elected a correspondiug

member of the Association.—In seconding the motion, Mr.

WrATT said it would be an honour to have such a well-known

and able pharmacist on their roll of foreign members, and for

that reason, as well as that he was personally acquainted with

Monsieur Altan, whom he met at the International Congress of

Pharmacy at Paris in 1900, he had particular pleasure in sup-

porting Mr. Wardleworth's proposal.

Mr. Currie's Candidature.

A letter from Mi-. W. L. Currie relative to his candidature at

the coming election of members of the Pharmaceutical Council,

had been received, and the Pkesidekt, Mr. Cowley, comment-

ing thereon, asked members to support Mr. Currie by their

votes and interest.

A Cachet Apparatus.

A handy piece of apparatus for comipressing and measuring

powders for cachets was then exhibited by Mr. H. Wyatt, jun.,"

who showed it in operation both as a powder divider for general

use at the dispensing counter, and as a cachet filler and closer.

Its advantages when used in either capacity were obvious,

cleanliness in use and accuracy of dosage being the chief. It

was made by E. Lenglen, of Paris, and had been brought to Mr.

Wyatt's notice by a French pharmaceutical friend.

The Peesident afterwards introduced a discussion upon the

Report of the Committee on Poisons,

traversing the statements made by the witnesses generally on

the side opposed to the Pharmacy Act as it stands at present, but

at the same time severely criticising the case as presented by the

Phannaceutical Society's witnesses, who, he opined, had been

very badly coached in their evidence. For the minority report,

however, he had nothing but praise.

Dr. Symes, Messrs. T. F. Abraham, Wardleworth, Stockdale,

McKay, J. J.. Clarke, Wellings, Homblower, and Wyatt also

took part in the discussion, at the close of which Mr. T. F.

Abraham proposed and Mr. McKat seconded the following

resolution :
—

" This meeting desires to record its .strong disapproval
of the report of the Poisons Committee and its approval of

Mr. Hills' minority report, and offers its assistance to the

Pharmaceutical Society in case necessity should arise."

On the Pre.sident putting this to the meeting, it was passed

with unanimity.

A paper by Monsieur Auboii Altan, of Bucharest, on " The
Legal Position of Pharmacy in Roumania, ' translated fromi the

French by Mr. Prosper H. Marsden, was deferred to the next

meeting owing to the lateness of the hour.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Bepjies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulae
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to ilie " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Medical Degrees (H. C. T —87/23).—Such a person is entitled

to call himself a physician and surgeon.

Phailnacists on Steamers (M. E.—87/20).—We are not aware
that any such vessels carry pharmacists as dispensers.

Microscopy (G. B. W.—87/25) —Cross and Cole's 'Modern
Microscopy ' (Bailliere, 33. 6d.) should meet your requirements.

Hair-Dye (G. S. D.—87/26).—A vegetable hair-dye is pre-

pared by dissolving ammonium anacardate in water, and that

is probably what your sample consists of.

Disinfecting Solution (R. S. S.—87/19).—Unless it is a sale

by wholesale to a retail dealer, the provisions of Section 17 of

the Pharmacy Act, 1868, with regard to labelling and registra-

tion, apply to the transaction.

Tin Oleate (J. M. E.—87/21).—The proportion of stannous
oxide to oleic acid is 134 parts to 564 ; but the compound is

best prepared from stannous chloride by double decomposition
with sodium oleate solution.

Miscellaneous (R. H.—87/18).— (1) It is understood to be a

solution of morphine in sherry, the same strength as tincture of

opium. (2) A glass and ebonite syphon is advertised by Messrs.

0. Berend and Co. Ltd., Basinghall Avenue, London, E.G.

(3) Wood's ' Common Objects of the Microscope ' (Routledge, Is.).

Tabloids (J. T.—87/24).—You are right in assuming that the

word " tabloids " was registered as a trade mark subsequently
to " tabloid.'' The date of application for registration of the

word "tabloid" in Glasses 3 and 42 was March 14, 1884,

whereas the date of application for the word " tabloids " was
January 27, 1885. In the latter case, the word was not
registered separately, but as part of a design, being enclosed in

an ornamental border. The word had been in use previously,

and occurred in advertisements which appeared in November,
1884, i.e., prior to the date of registration.

BIRTH.

Sturton.—Wednesday, April 8, 1903, th« wife of S. A. Sturton
Ph.G., Divisional Secretary for Hammersmith, of a son.

MARRIAGE.

Swift—Holt.—Thursday, March 26, 1903, at Christ Church
Woodhouse, by the Rev. A. Whorlow, M.A., Ernest Radclifie

Swift, M.P.S., chemist and druggist, Huddersfield, to Sarah
Ann, eldest daughter of Mr. James Holt, farmer, Newhouse,
Sheepridge, Huddersfield.

DEATHS.

Bridges.—Sunday, April 5, 1903, Charles William Bridges,

Pharmaceutical Chemist, 24, Sloane Street, S.W. Mr. Bridges
was a member of the Pharmaceutieal Society.

Cox.—Monday, April 6, 1903, Arthur Hawker Cox, Chemist
and Druggist, St. Martin's Place, Brighton. Aged 89. Mr.

Cos, who was founder of the firm of Arthur H. Cox and Co.,
pill and tablet manufacturers, Brighton, was a member of the
Pharmaceutical Society. He entered early into public affairs,

was one of tlie first members of the Town Council ; was made
an Alderman in 1853, and served the office of Mayor three times.
He resigned his seat on the Council in 1901, owing to ill health.
In politics. Alderman Cox was a Liberal.

Hanbury.—Thursday, April 2, 1903, at Dynevor House, Rich-
mond, . Surrey, Sarah Jane, wife of Cornelius Hanbury, only
daughter of the late Frederic Janson. Aged 73.

Litchfield.—Wednesday, April 1, 1903, at Longton, William
Litchfield, Chemist and Druggist, Staf!ord Street, Longton.
Aged 56. Mr. Litchfield had been in failing health for some
time and died from pneumonia and heart aSection. He was
the son of the late Mr. Litchfield, chemist and druggist, of

High Street, Longton, and returned to his native town afcer

some time spent at Leamington, Coventry, and Rugby. As a
botanist he vvas well known all over the county, and last

November he resigned his position as a member of the

Corporation.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

The ANATOJiy of the Stem op Debris Uliginosa, Bentk.
By P. E, F. Perrkdjes, B.So., P.L.S. Pp.10. London: The
WeUcome Chemical Research Laboratories, 6, King Street,

Snow Hill, E.G. From the Director. 1903.

The Chemistry of Dehris Uliginosa, Benth. By
Frederick B. Power, Ph.D. Pp. 25. London: The Well-

come Chemical Research Laboratories, G, King Street, Snow
Hill, E.G. From the Director. 1903.

The Photo-Miniature, with Illustrations. Pp. 449-512.

Price 6d. London : Dawbarn and Ward, 6, Farringdon
Avenue, E.G. January, 1903. Prom the Publishers.

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. By Prank Clowes,
D.Sc, and J. Bernard Coleman, A.R.C.Sc. Sixth Edition.

Pp. xxiv. -f- 602. Price lOs. London : J. and A. Churchill,

7, Great Marlborough Street. 1903. From the Publishers.

The Rationale of Telepathy and Mind-Cure. By C. W
Leadbe.'^teii. Pp. 24. Price 6d. London : The Theosophical

Publishing Society, 3, Langham Place, W. 1903. From the

Publisher.s.

Physics and Chemistry. By H. E. Corbin, B.Sc. (Lond.),

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., and A, M. Stewart, B.Sc. (Lond.), with
128 illustrations. Second Edition. Pp. viii. -i- 438. Price

6s. 6d. London : J. and A. Churchill, 7, Great Marlborough
Street, W. 1903. From the Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All CoMnnrNicATroNS fob the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the tharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.
Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.
Names and Formula; should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used

to commence generic but not specific names.
Reprints of Articles cannot be supi^lied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Argue,

Birkbee*, Boehni, Cockburn, Coleman, Collitt, Dulierly, Durrant, Edwards,

Featheistone, Heap. Hill, Hutchinson, Keif. Kelly, Meggeson, Orton

Palmer, Philp, Remers, Stanley, Thomas, Walker.
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Pharmacy and the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Isopyroine an Alkaloid from Isopyrum Biternatum.

G. B. Frankforter has isolated a new base, isopyroine,

C.28H4tiN09, from the roots of Isopyrum biternatum, which differs

from the base isopyrine obtained by Hartsen from I. thalictroides,

together with another base, pseudoisopyrine. The roots were

first extracted with dilute hydrochloric acid, 1 : 250 ; this

aqueous extract should have contained Harsten's isopyrine, but

that base could not be isolated, although the alcoholic solution

of the dried extract gave alkaloidal reactions. On treating the

residual marc with alcohol acidified with hydrochloric acid, the

new alkaloid was extracted. The alcoholic extract was con-

centrated by evaporation, treated with ammonia, and filtered.

The precipitate, redissolved in HCl, was again precipitated with
ammonia, and filtered. The two filtrates were bulked, shaken
out with CHCI3, and the CHCl;; extract, after being made acid

with HCl, allowed to stand, when crystals of isopyroine hydro-
chloride were deposited. Recrystallised from water, this formed
long, fine, prismatic needles melting at 255-257° C. It formed
a double platinum salt melting at 238° C. The free base
liberated from the hydrochloride by means of NaOH and
crystallised from alcohol, melted at 160' C. On drying at 100° C.

it lost its crystalline structure.

—

Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc.

25, 99.

Rubidium and Caesium Hydrides.

H. Moissan has obtained rubidium hydride, RbH, in the form
of a crystalline sublimate by passing pure dry hydrogen over

metallic rubidium in a tube the lower portion of which is heated
to 300- C. The hydride condenses in the cooler portion of the
tube, in the form of colourless, ruicroscopic prismatic needles
in a white mass. The density is about 2 0. Heated in vacuo,
the hydride is dissociated below 300° C, giving the metal the form
of a brilliant liquid, which, at this temperature, does not attack

glass. Caesium hydride is prepared in a similar manner ; but
metallic C£Esium is less easy to manipulate than rubidium, since

it takes fire with the least contact of air, so that it is difficult to

free it from the covering of naphtha in which it is preserved.

The hydride formed is less volatile than that of rubidium, some-
times forming a crust covering the metal. Its brilliant crystals

are more flattened than those of rubidium. Its density is 2 7.

Both hydrides ignite in fluorine, forming fluorides and hydro-
fluoric acid. They also take fire with liquid chlorine ; when
this action is incomplete, rubidium hydride yields a green sub-

chloride, caesium hydride gives an orange-yellow residue. Both
combine readily with bromine, but with iodine heat is necessary

to bring about combination. Both take fire in oxygen at

ordinary temperatures, as well as in atmospheric air. In pure

dry nitrogen they give when heated a mixture of nitride and
amide of the respective metals ; this is decomposed by water

with the evolution of ammonia. This reaction distin-

guishes these hydrides from those of potassium, sodium, and
calcium. Both hydrides are rapidly decomposed by cold water
without incandescence, forming the metallic hydrate and
evolving hydrogen. Although unattacked at ordinary tempera-

tures by CO2, on warming the hydrides in an atn;osphere of that

gas marked action takes place, a formate of the metal resulting.

In a rapid stream of SO-j they ignite, forming sulphide and
sulphate ; but if the gas be introduced slowly the hydrosul-

phites Rb2S204 or CS2S2O4 are obtained. In gaseous or liquefied

ammonia they are slowly transformed in amides.

—

Comptes
rend., 1 36, 587.

Vol. 70. (Foubth Seeies, Vol. 16.) No. 1712.

Sitosterol in Maize Oil.

A. H. Gill and C. G. Tufts find that the cholesteiin body

present in maize is not, as stated by Hoppe-Seyler and Hopkins,

cholesterol, but a body having a lower melting point,

which they have isolated and found to be identical with the

sitosterol found in wheat and rye by Burian. It occurs in what
appear to be broad needles, which are shown by the microscope

to be composed of long thin .laminae, longer than broad, and

pointed at the ends. It melts at 138' C. Cholesterol melts at

146°-147°. Sitosterol acetate melts at 127-1° C, the benzoate

at 142-142-5° C, and the propionate at 108-4°. These melting

points not only closely agree with those of Burian's sitosterol

from wheat and rye, but are practically identical with those of

Reinitzer's hydrocarotin.

—

Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc., 25, 251.

Salicylic Acid in Fruits.
*

F. W. Traphagen and E. Burke confirm the statement of

Fortes and Desmoulieres (P. J. [4], 13, 523) as to the occur-

rence of salicylic acid in strawberries
;
they go further and state

that it is a natural constituent of many other fruits. They
find it in strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants, plums,

black cherries, apricots, peaches, Concord grapes, crab-apples,

standard apples, and oranges. In a few instances the amount
was approximately determined. Currants gave 0 57 Mgm. per

kilo of fruit
;

cherries, 0 4 Mgm.
;
plums, 0 28 ]\Igm.

; crab-

apples, 0-24 Mgm. ; and grapes, 0-32 Mgm. The fruit was dis-

tilled with phosphoric acid, the distillate extracted with ether

and the ferric chloride reaction applied to the distillate. Check
analyses with known quantities of salicj'lic acid with this

method showed that only a portion of the acid was recovered in

the distillate, so that the quantity actually present in the above

named fruits will be greater than the amount found. In addi-

tion to these fruits, salicylic acid was detected by the same
method in tomatoes, cauliflowers, and scarlet runners.

—

/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 25, 242.

Methyl Alcohol in Absinthe and other Alcoholic Liquids.

Considerable attention has lately been directed to the quality

of the popular liqueurs, from a hygienic point of view. Of these

absinthe and vermouth have attracted most attention. The
following method of detecting added methylic alcohol in

absinthe and other alcoholic liquids is due to Sangle Ferriere

and Cuniasse. The liquid is distilled, and 50 C.c. of the distillate,

made acid by the addition of 1 C.c. of H2SO1, is treated with

5 C.c. of saturated solution of IvjMuaOg. Any methylic alcohol

present is thus oxidised into formaldehyde. The mixture is

allowed to stand for a few minutes, when the colour should be

distinctly brown, without any red tinge due to excess of

K2Mn20fi. If this excess occur it must be removed by the

addition of a few drops of tannin solution. The solution is

then rendered faintly alkaline with Na-iCOg, filtered, and treated

with 2 C.c. of al per mille solution of phloroglucin and 1 C.c. of

strong KOH solution. In the presence of added methylic alcohol

a marked red colour reaction will be obtained. A faint yellovrish

rose or violet colour may be neglected, since alcohol derived from
wine may contain a minute trace of methylic alcohol : any
material addition thereof, however, in sufficient quantity to be

remunerative, is at once and unmistakably shown by the test.

A confirmatory reaction may be obtained with gallic acid. The
alkaline filtrate obtained as described above is made acid with

dilute H2SO4 ; a few grains of gallic acid is dissolved in the

liquid and then a little strong H2SO4 is allowed to flow down the

side of the vessel so as to form a layer beneath the aqueous

liquid. In the presence of formaldehyde derived from methylic

alcohol a blue colour will form at the zone of contact.

—

/ Annates de Chim. Analyt, 8, 82.

b2
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Determination of Iodine in Fucus.

E. Weiss has examined Fucus vesiculosis, and concludes

that the iodine is present in the form of an organic com-
pound, thus confirming Eschle {Zeitschr. f.phys. Chem., 1897).

The best method of determining the amount present is by
cautiously fusing with caustic potash, adding potassium nitrate,

and igniting until the residue is white. From a solution of this

residue the iodine is liberated by fuming nitric acid, and shaken

out with carbon disulphide. The disulphide solution is well

washed with water, and the iodine titrated with N/10,000 thio-

sulphate. In an extract prepared fay Merck he found 0 0889

per cent, of iodine.

—

Oesterr. Ztschr., 41, 429.

Peppermint Oil Adulterant.

C. T. Bennett has discovered 15 per cent, of purified acetin,

a mixture of the three acetic esters of glycerin, in a sample of

peppermint oil. It can be produced fairly cheaply by heating

together glycerin and glacial acetic acid for several hours. The
adulterated peppermint oil was normal in general appearance,

odour, and taste, but the physical and chemical characters were

quite different from those of a pure oil. The author has been

unable to devise a ready test for the adulterant, though the

B.P. solubility test is fairly effective when acetin is present in

any but small quantity.

—

Chem. and Drug., 62, 591.

Glycerol in Crude Glycerins.

J. Lewkowitsch deals with methods for the determination of

glycerol in crude glycerins. A number of results, which he has

published, show that agreement between results obtained by the

bichromate and acetin processes is only obtained in the case of

pure lyes, and that the bichromate method yields too high
results if the lyes are impure. Unfortunately, the acetin method
lends itself only to fairly strong crude glycerins. The author

experimented with the method proposed by Zeisel and Panto,

based on the conversion of glycerol by hydriodic acid into iso-

propyl iodide with liberation of free iodine, but the results so

obtained were far from encouraging. Chaumeil's method of

oxidising by iodic acid in presence of sulphuric acid (see P.J.

ante, p. 490) has the disadvantage that all impurities oxidisable

to carbon dioxide are reckoned as glycerol.

—

Analyst, 28, 104.

Separation and Determination of Cantharidin.

Puran Sing, after reviewing the published processes for the

isolation of cantharidin or the assay of the " flies," gives the

following as being the most satisfactory for the purpose. The
first method, due to Nagai, consists in acidifying 25 Gm. of the

powdered beetles with hydrochloric acid, and extracting the
mass in a Soxhlet with boiling chloroform. On distilling o£E

the solvent, the crystals of cantharidin, which separate from
the oily residue, are washed with ether. These ethereal

washings are evaporated, the fatty residue saponified ; the dry

soap thus obtained is treated with a solution of alum, which
dissolves only the cantharidin. On evaporating this on the
water bath, the cantharidin separates out, when it is collected

and added to the washed main crop of the chloroform extract.

The second method is original. Twenty-five Gm. of the beetles is

mixed with 200 C.c. of a 5 per cent, by volume solution of nitric

acid, and evaporated to dryness on the water bath with a little

plaster of Paris. The dry powdered mass is then extracted

with chloroform. On evaporating the solvent, the cantharidin
which crystallises out is accompanied by a yellow oily liquid

. which, however, is readily removed by washing with a little

alcohol or ether. The nitric acid used in this method oxidises

the fat of the beetles, and renders it more easily soluble, and
therefore more readily removed from the accompanying can-

tharidin.

—

Journ. Pfearm. Jap., through c/bwrn. Pharm. Chim.

m, 17, 73.

New Cinnamon Adulterant.

W. Schmitz reports that he has recently met with samples of

powdered cinnamon bark adulterated with powdered galangal
rhizome. A histological examination showed the presence of

yellowish-brown splintered fragments, unattacked by acids and
alkalies, but turning black with ferric chloride. As no yellow

oil-cells could be observed, the author concludes that the

galangal rhizome had probably been previously extracted.—

Analyst, after Zeit. fiir Offcntl. Chem.,190Z, 32.

Characteristics of Jaborandi.

A. Duval publishes an account of the various jaborandis of

commerce, including a few species of Pilocarpus, the leaves of

which are not in commerce. The work consists chiefly of

histological details and the author arrives at the conclusions

that the leaflets of P. jaborandi are characterised by possessing

a complete ring of wood in the midrib, a single layer of palisade

cells, glandular hairs that are not sunk in deep depressions of

the epidermis and long simple hairs. In 1897 Geiger published a

similar and very complete description of the structure of various

jaborandi leaves.

—

BioU. dcs Sciences Pharm., s, 41.

Male Fern Adulterants.

It has for some time been well known that the rhizomes of

other ferns than Aspidium filix-mas are gathered and sold as

male fern, and that the official extract of male fern has been

made from rhizomes thus adulterated. 0. Penndorf has

devoted considerable attention to this subject, with the fol-

lowing results. As far as Germany is concerned the only other

ferns likely to be gathered are A. spinulosum and Athyrium
Mix femina. The rhizome of the latter is easily distinguished

by the steles, of which there are only two, both of them being

of large size and dumb-bell-sbaped. The rhizome of A. spinu-

losum cannot, however, be distinguished by this means, as the

steles closely resemble in shape and in number those present in A.

filix-mas. Lauren, however, showed that the margin of the scales

on A. spinulosum bears numerous small glands, whilst on the

scales of A. filix-mas only two are to be found, both situated

at the base, the margins bearing short emergencies, consisting

of two parallel cells. The examination by Penndorf of twenty

samples, drawn from various parts of Germany, showed that in

no less than twelve the rhizomes of A. spinulosum were present

in quantity varying from 5 to 90 per cent, by weight of the

drug, the average being as much as 40 per cent.

Liquid Extract of Male Fern.

Samples of liquid extract were then obtained and examined.

They exhibited very marked differences in appearance ; in

thirteen out of twenty there was a considerable amount of

crystalline precipitate, in the remaining seven little or none.

The crude filicin was first determined, and found to vary from

6-6 to 18'3 per cent., eleven samples falling between 12 and 16

per cent. The extracts were next examined for aspidin, which

occurs in yellow crystals, melting at 124°-125° C, and is found

in A. spinulosum only. Contrary to expectation aspidin was

found in but one extract, which is rather remarkable, seeing that

the rhizomes are so largely adulterated with A. spinulosum.

Other workers have, however, observed sudden differences in

the nature of the extract from one and the same source. The

amount of total filicic acid varied from I'O to 7'3 per cent., that

present in solution varied from 0'4 to 3-0 per cent., the dif-

ference being the acid, which separates out in crystals, and is

found in the deposit of many extracts; As the activity is due

only to the dissolved filicic acid, and this shows very considerable

variation in the amount present, Penndorf thinks it desirable

that the rhizome should be standardised.—42>of/ieA;er Zeituwj.,

19, 141.
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ENZYMES A POSSIBLE CAUSE OF TINCTURE DEPOSITS.'
BY PROFESSOR KUNZ-KRACSE.

Every pharmacist will have observed that in the great

majority of tinctures a deposit gradually forms in larger or

smaller quantity. Tinctures must be regarded as more or less

complex solutions of organic and inorganic compounds in

various menstrua, and as such they will be governed by the

laws to which ordinary solutions are subject, especially those

relating to changes produced by alteration of the concentration

and by alteration of temperature. Tinctures may become turbid

therefore if the menstruum evaporates or if the temperature is

lowered, from which it follows that a tincture prepared at a

temperature of 15-20° C. should be kept at that temperature,

and not in a cool cellar, the temperature of which may be as

low as 10° C.

In addition to changes due to these causes intramolecular

changes also occur due to other causes that are not at present

thoroughly understood, such, for instance, as the separation of

dU from tincture of cantharides, gum from tincture of myrrh,

resin from tincture of aloes, phlobaphenes from various

istringent tinctures, and so on. The deposit that forms in

tincture of galls is produced by the transformation of gallo-

uannic acid into ellagio acid, which is far less easily soluble.

Tincture of litmus loses its colours by sufiering a reduction

whilst astringent tinctures deposit phlobaphenes as a result of oxi-

dation or of hydrolytic processes. Sunlight has long been known
to be an important factor in the changes observed in tinctures,

[n this case they are generally instances of reduction. Many
tinctures become paler in colour when exposed to sunlight, as

tincture of saffron does, whilst others darken (tincture of rhu-

barb and valerian).

In addition to the changes induced by sunlight various altera-

tions are caused by the enzymes naturally present in the plants

which pass into the drugs and into the tinctures prepared from
them. These enzymes Professor Kunz-Krause classifies as

follows :- -

(1) Hydrolytic enzymes which enable the substances they act

upon to take up one or more molecules of water, and split up
into other bodies

;
amongst such enzymes the following must

bs numbered :— (a) Diastase, inulase, cytase, which convert

starch and other polysaccharides or polyoses of the formula

C,;Hio0.5 into various soluble compounds, (b) Invertase,

maltase, lactase, trehalase, rafSnase, and melizitase which
convert bioses of the formula C12H22O11, such as cane sugar,

maltose, lactose, etc., into monosaccharides (monoses). (c)

Lipase, which splits up fats into fat acids and glycerin, (d)

Emulsin, which splits up amygdalin into benzaldehyde-cyan-

hydrin, and glucose, (e) Urease, which converts urea into

ammonium carbonate. (/) Pepsin and trypsin.

(2) Autolytic enzymes, which effect decomposition without
the absorption of water :

—

(a) Zymase, which converts glucose

into alcohol and carbon dioxide. (6) Myrosin.

(3) Coagulating enzymes :

—

(a) Rennet ferment, which coagu-

lates milk, (b) Thrombose, which coagulates blood, (c) Pec-

tase, which converts the so-called pectins into gelatinous

masses.

(4) Oxidising enzymes or oxydases : —(a) Laccase, which was
isolated in 1883 from the Japanese lac tree. (6) Tyrosinase,

which oxidises tyrosin and other aromatic compounds, (c)

Oanoxydases, which decolorise wine, etc. (d) Various oxy-

dases of animal origin.

Recent investigations have shown that oxydases are very
widely distributed in the vegetable world, and are probably the
principal causes of the changes due to oxidation that are ob-

served in tinctures. Very possibly also other enzymes con-

'Abstraot of article in the Pharmaeeatiiche CtntraVtalle, 43, 659.

cerned in the metabolic processes of the plant are also present

in tinctures, and not without influence on them. Probably an
enzyme of the nature of lipase is influential in decomposing the

fats naturally present in seeds, and thus increasing the acidity

of tinctures. These and other similar problems must for the

present await solution.

THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE APOTHEKER AND
DROGISTEN IN GERMANY.

BY ENGLISH STtTDENT IN GERMANY.

In a previous article on " The Training of Pharmacists in

Germany" (ride, P.J. [4], 14, 432), reference was made to the

paternal way in which the development of the pharmacist from

apprentice to apotheker is assisted and controlled by the State,

and the necessary concession to be obtained before a phar-

macy can be opened was also mentioned. In further contmu-

ance of its fatherly care, the Government proceeds almost to

provide the apotheker with an income by saying that he is the

only legally qualified compounder of prescriptions and by
restricting the sale of many medicaments to him alone. The
State, however, directs how much he shall charge for making

up a prescription, allowing him, according to a tarift", a certain

amount for each operation and ingredient, and, having made
it up, he must mai-k the total charge for it in plain figures on

the prescription itself. Hence, the German apotheker has

practically a monopoly of dispensing, and such things as " Ca.sh

chemists," " Prescriptions dispensed at half the usual charges,"

etc., which we see at home in England, have no terrors for

him, for the simple reason that they do not exist.

There is a certain class of business " Droguerie " carried on

by the drogisten which, to a certain extent, competes with

that of the apotheker ; it infringes on the latter only slightly,

but it will be interesting to study the position of the drogist

and his relation to the public and the law—or, rather, the law

first and the public a bad second.

The drogisten carry on what may be called a general trade ;

they sell crude drugs, chemicals, essences, spices, perfumery,

soaps, fixed and essential oils, colours, varnishes, etc.—in fact,

many articles needed for general household purposes. They

may, perhaps, be defined to a certain extent as a kind of

.superior grocer. They are not " professional " in any pharma-

ceutical sense of the word, and are only tradesmen, and, as

such, are subject to Gennan commercial law.

To begin business as a drogist no official concession or sanc-

tion is i-equired (except for the sale of poisons, spirit, explo-

sives, or denaturised salt), and the only duties to be performed

are to register the business in the " Handelsregister " (trade

register), and if drugs or chemicals which are used for

medicinal purposes are included among the wares for sale (as

would be done in the case under consideration) to inform the

local police authorities.

If the carrying on of a business in such articles is likely to

endanger the public health and safety it can be officially pro-

hibited, and such prohibition, holds good for at least one year.

If the intention of the dealer to sell drugs is not officially

notified, or if the sale is continued in spite of the prohibition,

a penalty is provided. This is a monetary one up to £7 10s.

(150 marks), or four weeks' imprisonment in default.

The special regulations and laws afiecting the drogisten more

particularly are:—^The Imperial Ordinance of January 27,

1890, relating to the trade in medicaments, its amendment of

November 25, 1895, relating to vetei-inary remedies ; the

poison law, a Food and Drugs Act of May 14, 1879, and a law

of July, 1887, relating to the use of dangerous pigments hi

articles of consumption.
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The Imperial Ordinance of January 27, 1890, confines the

sale of almost all medicaments to the apotheken. It consists

of two schedules, one (A) which contains those galenicals and

preparations which may not be sold or kept for .sale except by

an apotheker, while Schedule B contains a list of drugs and

chemicals, the sale of which is similarly restricted. The

following is a translation of its requirements:— -

§1. The preparations set out in Schedule A may only be sold

or .kept for sale as remedies in the apotheken. This applies

without distinction, whether the prejparations contain medi-

cinal substances or not.

This regulation does not apply to dressings (bandages,

gauzes, waddings, etc.), to mixtures for the preparation of

baths, or to soaps. It applies only to artificial mineral waters

if their constitution does not correspond to that of a natural

one, and if they at the same time contain antimony, arsenic,

barium, chromium, copper, free nitric, hydrochloric, or stil-

phuric acids.

§2. The drugs and chemical preparations of Schedule B may
only be kept for sale or sold in the apotheken.

§3. These regulations do not apply to the wholesale trade,

nor to the retail sale in apotheken, or those public institu-

tions which are places for research or teaching purposes, and

are not at the same time hospitals.

Schedule A.

1. Decoctions and infusions.

2. Caustic pencils.

3. Extracts in liquid or solid form (extracta et tincturae),

except tinctures of arnica, valerian, benzoin, and myrrh. Pine

needle extract, meat extract, raspberry vinegar, coffee extract,

liquorice juice, malt extract (plain and with iron), cod liver oil,

or lime, tea extract, and extract of juniper.

4. Dry mixtures of salts or powdered substances, or of the

two together (pulveres, salia, and species mixta), except smell-

ing salts, salicylic dusting powder, salts prepared from natural

mineral waters, or are prepared to imitate such waters, and
Brausepulver (pulvis aerophorus), either plain or mixed with
sugar and oils.

5. Liquid mixtures and solutions (mixtures et solutiones),

including mixed balsams, preparations of honey and syrups,

except spiritus formicarum, eucalyptus water, fennel honey,

fruit juices boiled with sugar, Hofmann's drops, spirits of

camphor, spirits of soap, cod liver oil with peppermint oil,

pepsine wine, mel rosae, and white sugar synip.

6. Filled capsules of gelatin or starch-paper, except those

which contain copaiba balsam, cod liver oil, castor oil, bicar-

bonate of soda, tartaric acid, or pulvis aerophorus.

7. Electuaries.

8. Liniments, except lin. amnionise.

9. PastUles, pUls, and granules, except pastilles prepared

from natural mineral waters, or to imitate the same, pepper-

mint and sal ammoniac pastilles, and whey pastilles.

10. Plasters and salves, except court plaster, soap plaster,

corn plasters, pitch plaster, mustard plaster, cold cream, lip

salve, poplar ointment, salioylated tallow.

11. Suppositories in every form.

Schedule B.

This includes an alphabetical list of some 215 drugs,

chemicals, and their derivatives. It would take up too much
space to give the list in full, but some idea of its comprehen-

siveness may be gainea from tlie fact that it includes among
the chemicals from potassium iodide and phenacetin to pilo-

carpine, and from rhubarb root to the leaves of Rheum toxico-

dendron among the drugs.

This ordmance was amended by that of November 25, 1895.

§1. This adds to Schedule A, No. 11, Cereoli (Wundstab-

clien). To Schedule B it adds hydrobromic acid, camphoric

acid, basic bismuth salicylate, lithium salicylate and diuretin,

and removes bismuth salicylate.

§2. This adds to the exceptions of Schedule A, which may be
sold by the drogisten under No. 3, tincture of aloes for

veterinary use. To No. 5 liquor plumbi (with a maximum con-

tent of 2 per cent, by weight of lead acetate), cresol soap

solution, mixtures of Hofmann's drops, spirits of camphor,

and spirits of soap with each other, if the separate consti-

tuents are indicated on the label. These are all for animal use.

Under No. 10, lead, boric acid, turpentine, and zinc ointments,

all for veterinary use and hoof-dressing.

The field of the drogist as regards phaiinaceutical wares is

thus fairly well restricted. There are, however, still left to

him toilet articles, such as cosmetics, hair pomades, mouth

and hair washes, perfumery, etc., as long as no medicinal

virtue is assigned to them. They are also allowed to sell

(subject to the poison regulations, an account of which will be

given later) vermin killers, so long as the vermin do not cause

a disease

—

e.g., itch.

Various and manifold penalties are provided for any infrac-

tion of these regulations, but, considering the fact that Ger-

man conditions do not obtain in England, nor are likely to

do so, they are not worth investigating in detail.

The drogist has thus a considerable ])art of the field of phar-

maceutical wares removed by law out of his sphere of action,

and the phai-macist, as a reward for his course of studies and

special qualifications, is allowed to reap the benefit and to

come into his own. As was mentioned in the article pre-

viously referred to, official permission must be obtained before

an apotheke can be opened, and as the number of apotheken

is regulated according to the size of a town, so again the field

of competition is further restricted. The concession, as far as

the writer of these notes has been able to find out, is almost

of a personal character, and cannot be delegated or given to a

company. This, however, is a state of affairs which will pro-

bably not come to pass in England until the millennium arrives,

if then.

RECENT WORK IN BOTANY.

Sexuality in the Lichens.

More evidence suggesting the occurrence of sexuality among

the fungal constituents of certain lichens is adduced by E.

Baiu-, whose previous paper on Collema furnishes the strongest

argument as yet obtained in favour of this view. In Parmelia

acctahxtlum & number of carpogonia are grouped close together,

and between them lie the spermogonia. Only some of these give

rise to apothecia, while a considerable number of carpogonia

remain abortive. Fully developed carpogonia with trichogynes

were observed also for Pyrenula nilida and Perlusaria com-

munis, the latter being a genus in which a previous investi-

gator had failed to find these organs. A useful resume of our

knowledge of reproduction among the lichens is given by the

writer.

—

Flora, 86, 319.

Amides as a Nitrogenous Source of Food for Thallophytes.

For ex,periments connected with this investigation M. L.

Lutz made use of the algse, Protococcus miniatus and Raphi-

dium polymorphum, and the fungi Aspergillus niger, Asper-

gillus repens, and Penicillium glaucum. These were grown in

culture solutions in which different amides were substituted for

the ordinary nitrates. The qualitative results obtained with

the fungi showed that assimilation takes place when the amides

of acids of the fatty series were supplied—except aoetanilide—

but not when benzamide or salicylamide was substituted. The

best results were obtained with asparagin and urea. In all

oases where bacteria were excluded no traces of ammonia were

detected, so that the author concludes that the amides were

absorbed without being convei-ted into ammonium salts by fer-

ment action. The quantitative resuRs obtained with the algie

were 5xsm\»,v.—Bulletin de la Soc. Bat. de France, 28, 325.
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THE DUTY OF CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS AND

APPRENTICES.*

BY W. L. CURBIE.

Every calling, be it trade or profession, has its ups and

downs in the existence of each individual, and it is the duty

of everyone, belonging to whatever calling is affected, to sup-

port and uphold it to the utmost of their ability and power,

[t appears to nie that the present time will be a momentous

3ne in the history of pharmacy. It has in one way gradually

receded from the high-water mark it reached in 1868, till now
ane wonders whether there is any hope at all for its continued

sxistence. And what has caused it? Why is it that the high

bopes engendered by the State recognition of our craft, and

vhich called forth the remark from a well-known writer after

ihe Bill becaiqe law :
" Henceforth we enter upon a new era

in pharmacy." Why is it all changed? I do not mean to say

that we iave not as good, if not better, men as pharmacists

;han we had then, nor that they are wanting in energy and

enterprise, when it suits them as individuals ; but I say that

we have not too many men gifted with the power of seeing and

knowing that in order to secure the greatest amount of good

[or the greater number, individuality must to a great extent

je kept in the background if unity and progress are to prevail.

Small petty differences of opinion must give way to broad-

minded views, which usually tend to consolidation. Further,

ihe ideas fostered in many minds as to the necessity for the

jxistence of and the powers that belong to the Society which

controls the calling which w© follow, are so twisted and imper-

fectly understood that it is little short of man^ellous things are

is favourable as they are. Unity is strength, and the persistent

ivithholding from contact with those whose opinions might

ae of great value, has undoubtedly placed us in a worse position

than we otherwise might have been. In order that I may the

setter impress upon you my meaning, I propose to-night giving

rou my views on what I consider sbt5uld be your aims in life,

md in doing so wish to disclaim any desire to be egotistical

Dr convey any idea of self-superiority. I therefore divide my
subject into two parts—first, your duty to yourselves ;

second,

four duty and bearing towards others.

Duty to Self.

I am assuming that you have begun your business career

with the object of providing for yourself a competent living

;

and in doing so I think I hear some of you remark, " If I had

it to do over again I would select some other calling." And
ivhy should this be so ? I hear it said on all sides that the drug

trade is done, the invasion of our rights by drug stores and

limited companies have taken away a great deal of our business

Mid that what is left to us is so trivial and unremunerative it

is not worth while having. This has been the cry for a long

tune, and I daresay will continue to be with many. I hope,

however, that I speak to those who mean to remedy this con-

stant cry of discontent, this ever-recurring topic of Dead Sea

fruit, and who mean to find some fragrance yet left in the

remnant. There is no need to be discouraged by hearing con-

stant grumbling. It may take a long time to reach the top,

or even to get a view of it ; but there is a top, and by hook

or by crook it should be your endeavour to get there. For the

progress of mankind it is essential that you make up jour mind

that "Honesty is the best policy." Act so tiiit you nan

make the best of the world, and be above the narrow considera-

tions of mere profit and loss. Regard your own peace of mmd,
the approval of your own conscience, the delight of a good

and honoured name, and the respect of your fellow-men, as

superior to money consideration. Use every means in your

* Read bsfora the Glasgow Chemists' and Druggists' Assistants' and
ipprentioes' Association, Wednesday, February 18, 1903.

power to succeed, get understanding, value wisdom and a

Clear conscience, but never lose your personality. I am opti-

mistic enough to think that our profession is not yet done,

that there is a fair competence in it to those who are able to

take advantage of the opportunities it presents ; and never

forget this—that the individuality belonging to the chemist

can always be maintained by consistent attention to the details

of his business. Your duty is to master all the details, and

so be ready to meet almost any emergency which may arise.

Do not exhibit to those who come in contact with you during

business hours the slightest tendency towards hesitation. Al-

ways be ready to act—it gives confidence, and ever has its own
reward. Impress your customer with the feeling that you are

in earnest in your work, andl you may be quite sure the effort

will not go for nothing. To the junior assistant who has to

contend with difficulties in many directions from the fact that

he has probaibly more on his mind (I refer to his preparing

for examination), I would say, never be above making an

inquiry in reference to the details of your duties. You take

a situation on the understanding that you have certain things

to do as your share of shop-work. If you are not quite familiar

witli the nature of such work, do not, as I have known many
do in order to make a show of ability, be above asking how
it is to be done. Be honest to yourself, and so place yourself

on the best footing in the eyes of those whose duty it may
be to supervise you. You immediately gain their confidence

by showing that you will not attempt to unknown flights of

discovery. Rome was not built in a day, no more can you

acquire all your knowledge in the earlier years of apprentice-

ship. We all know of the brilliant youth whose testimonials

and acquirements (on paper) are such as to make one believe

they have discovered a perfect treasure, but whose uctual

work is hardly describable. It does not take long to find out

the capable youth in the drug trade. My advice is, tkcrefoie :

Make no pretence of knowledge or acquiremea.s, as yovr work

will soon exhibit it.

To the qualified assistant I would say : Never be above your

work. We constantly hear of men who, the moment they

obtain their qualification, make up .their mind to be done with

shop-irork. Never was a greater mistake made, and I am sorry

for such. They have a very poor conception of what life is

or of the responsibilities which attach to themselves in the

position they may be called on to occupy. As employers I

don't expect they would feel ashamed to do a bit of dusting or

even pack a hamper if it should be necessary ; but I have known
of assistants who, even in an emergency, rather than lower

their dignity preferred to lose their appointments. In such a

case a little knowledge has been a dangerous thing. If not a

good employee, then certainly not a good employer. Each

man must be the architect of his own fortunes, and in the

failure to perform any duty attached to the cariying on of the

business he goes the wrong way about obtaining the desired

end. A good workman is not ashamed of his work, and it is

quite as much the work of the qualified assistant to see that the

shop he is in is kept in proper order or to do it, as it is

the work of the junior or apprentice. There is no disgrace in

using a duster, and the habit once acquired is not readily

forgotten. You expect the time to come when you will have

some one in the same position you now occupy. What will be

the result if you are not able to direct the course of precedure

even to your own satisfaction. Those who go about with their

eyes open cannot fail to see the results of imperfect work. You
cannot expect the shop to keep you unless you do your duty

and look after the shop, and that is not accomplished without

work. Every man's experience in any trade or profe.?sion

proves how common an occurrence it is for men to raise them-

selves from a humble to a high and respectable position, and
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simply by industry and honourable conduct raise themselves
to a first-class position in society. But if you want to advance
in the -world you mu.st not trust to others, lou must rely on
yourself. Use your own resources, and you will come out at the

top.

Further, it is useless being discontented with the position

We occupy. The desire to improve our position is one thing
;

being discontented at the position we occupy is quite another.

Observe and understand things as they are. Have perse-

verance and lose no opportunity of qualifying and preparing

yourself for that " tide in the affairs of men which, taken at

the flood, leads on to fortune."

In reading a pamphlet the other evening I came across the

following paragraph relative to success in life, and I cannot do

better than repeat it here. The twelve qualities absolutely

necessary for a man to possess if he wishes to succeed are :
—

Health, education, observation, industry, perseverance, punctu-

ality, calculation, prudence, tact, truthfulness, and integrity.

If such qualities are considered necessary for any ordinary

business man, I think they are specially applicable to those who
follow the calling of the dispensing chemist. We are called

upon to exercise each one of them every day of our lives, and
I don't know if it would not be a good jilan to have them
written out in bold characters and hung up in a prominent
place in the pharmacy and read over every day. Just look at

them again :
—

Health.—An absolute necessity for our enjoyment of life.

Education.—An indispensable condition if we are to carry

on our work. ^

Observatiox.—A habit which is easily acquired and of the

greatest value.

Industby.—Without which there can be no great result.

Perseverance.—Gets over all difficulties.

Arrangement.—Prevents many mistakes, and must exist in

every shop.

Punctuality.—Not only as to time, but also in dispatch.

Calculation.—Necessary in all our work.
Prudence.—Prevents the tongue of scandal from wagging.
Tact.—Saves many a quarrel.

Truthfulness.—Stands when everything else will fail.

Integrity.—Always leaves an honourable name behind.

I could enlarge upon those to such an extent that even when
the millennium arrived I might still be talking. Such, how-

ever, will not happen on this occasion. What I wish to im-

press upon you to-night is this fact, your duty to yourself is to

practise those habits I have mentioned to the full. Live

eimply. Strive to lead a pure, prudent life. Have a contempt
for all things mean and base, and your youth will pass with its

vigour unconsciously into age, with its wisdom.

Duty and Bearing Towards Others.

In considering this important matter, I would not be fair to

myself or just to you if I did not put my candid views before

you in plain English. Up to this point I have confined myself

to the general question. I would now like to drive home my
pre\'ious remarks, and show that the logical outcome of them
should bear fruit if my observations (have been correct. You
have entered the profession of pharmacy as a means to 'an end
after a prescribed period of training. You have successfully

qualified and obtained the prize for which you have been striv-

ing. How are you going to use it? Well, at one time it would
not have been a difficult matter to decide. Now I think it

gives rise to considerable difference of opinion. In the ordinary

course of events, had things gone as they were in 1868, when
no. co-operative stores nor limited companies were thought of,

the probability is that after one or two years of further ex-

perience you would have embarked in business on your own
account, and probably succeeded.

Now all that> is altei-ed, and I would like to ask you what
can be done to bring about a result that will give us a better

standing in our calling. Any improvement on the existing

state of affairs can only be brought about through the medium
of the Pharmaceutical Society, and by your staunch support of

it. I am quite aware that I hei-e tread on very debatable

ground, but I have no doubt whatever on this point, that no
matter what the Society has not done, what it has done has

all been in the direction of improving the position of the

che»nist ; while as to what it could do if it had the support of

qualified assistants, as it ought to have, there is no end to

the possibilities.

Up to this point I have not made any special mention of the

Pharmaceutical Society and its work, nor to j-our relations

towards it. I hold no brief to plead on its behalf, nor can I

say that I am at one with all its policies, but Ij reoognise that

my duty and youi's is to support to the utmost of our ability

the Society, which has given us the right to do certain things

and claim certain rights, and to do all in our power to further

its interests for the benefit of all in the same boat.

Chemists are, as a rule, men of more than ordinary intelli-

gence, and necessarily so. but why it is that they do not see it

to be to their advantage to unite and work together for a com-

mon end passes my comprehension.

Almost every other trade or profession in the country are so

organised that jvhen occasion requires they are at once ready to-

act with decision and telling effect. Petty differences should

be set aside ; the cry should not be what ha.s the Society done

for us, but what it can do, and if each individual would only

listen to reason and sink selfishness and self, if the counsels of

bear and forbear could only prevail, the i>olicy of consolida-

tion, rather than disintegration, adopted, we would soon be on;

a different footing. It is frequently stated that chemists are a

very narrow-minded class of men, blind to their own interests.

They do not seem to get above thinking in the same manner in

which they dispense, i.e., in small quai tity. I am compelled'

to say that frequently I have found such to be the case ; the

limit of their horizon is bounded by the four walls of their shop,

and to discuss any subject having a wider view of affairs is out

of the question. But there are also broad-minded men among

us, men who have seen the absolute necessity of sinking self

and joining with heart and goodwill to benefit the greater

number.
' Your duty as young men is to cultivate the habit of thinking

for yourselves. Because some of your companions have *

grudge against the body politic on account of imaginary

grievances, and refuse to be associated with it, that is no-

reason why you should act in the same way. Depend upon it,

the time will come when he will admit his error and give his

unqualified support. Opposition to the powers that be will

only retard progress, but cannot stop it. The only recognised'

body which can approach Parliament with the object of having

our wrongs righted is the Pharmaceutical Society, and it is

well to recognise this fact. Make it your business therefore to

find out why you axe not an integral part of it, and I feel satis-

fied that, casting prejudice aside and analysing every phase of

the question, you will arrive at the decision that if after all your

hard work to succesfifully qualify you are to have any abiding

result, the Pharmaceutical Society deserves your heartiest

support.

Diomorphine is another name for Bruegelmann's solution

which is thus composed :—Dionine, 10 ;
morphine, 1 ; water,

100. It is given in asthma by hypodermic injection. It is

claimed that the prolonged use of the injection does not

induce the acquirement of the morphine habit.

—

PJmrm^

Centralh., 44, 151,
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THE RATIONALE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

BY C. F. TOWNSEND, P.C.S.

Although the photographic section of a chemist's busi-

ness is very much of a season trade, it seems to me that it

might be made much more regular and permanent if he under-

stood more of its rationale—I am referring not so much to the

art side as to the chemical and scientific side. So many
problems arise in connection with the practice of photography,

especially amongst the neophytes, of whom such a large crop

springs up every year, that it is well worth the while of the

chemisrt; and druggist to lay himself out to solve them. To do

this satisfactorily it is essential that he should cultivate a

thorough acquaintance with the why and wherefore of the

chemical reactions which take place during photographic

operations. He should keep himself in touch also with the

progress which is being made on the scientific side of photo-

graphy, not simply for his own information, but in order that

he may hand on this knowledge to his customers. A certain

proportion of these belong, of course, to the " press the button "

school, but many of them possess possibilities of something

better if their interest in the subject be only aroused. But
there are a certain number of amateur photographers in every

iistrict who work steadily at the art science all the year round,

ft is these steady-going enthusiasts whom the progressive

chemist and druggist should attach to himself, and enthusiasm

can only be attracted by enthusiasm. Moreover, he will find

that the cultivation of an interest in the scientific side of

photography will act as an excellent menta tonic and will

sause him to feel a much closer interest in the progress of the

purely pharmaceutical side of his work.

-Ipart from the general chemistry of photography, there are

many subdivisions of interest to the intelligent worker.

Even now we are practically in the dark as to what really goes

3n in the photographic gelatin dry-plate when it is exposed and
Jeveloped. The difierent compounds of silver used in photo-

graphy, and especially those remarkable modifications of silver

itself, upon which Carey Lea threw so much light, form a most
interesting study and give plenty of subjects for discussion with
3Ustomer-enthusiasts. The important part played by the

bichromates in photography forms another department of study

juite by itself. The curiosities of halation and reversal are

3ontinually cropping up in conversation with amateurs, and a

fight understanding of the problems involved will enable a

chemist to help many an amateur out of a difficulty. And such
bielp is much appreciated and remembered.

In the early days of chemistry many of the most important
Jiscoveries were made by pharmacists and apothecaries.

Scheele, Humphry Davy, and many of the greatest men in the

liistory of chemistry were simply druggists, and it was only the

spirit of research and the thirst for fresh knowledge which
arged them on to their great discoveries, which were aihieved
with home-made apparatus under much greater difficulties than
the chemist and druggist labours at the present time. If he-

icsires to follow in the footsteps of Scheele, there is plenty of

opportunity for research in photography, and much of the work
still to be done is of a simple character, which only requires

jntbusiasm and patience. There must be slack seasons in the

>rear and quiet times in the day when such work could be
andertaken.

To take up such work with success, however, a more advanced
jnowledge of the chemistry of photography than the average
ihemist and druggist possesses is essential. Moreover this same
mowledge is required to answer satisfactorily many of the posers

vhich are placed before the chemist by the inquiring amateur in

he ordinary course of business. The study of silver and of its

:alts which are sensitive to light appears to be the natural

starting point for anyone who desires to obtain an insight into

the chemistry of photography, and I propose to deal with that

subject in the first place.

Silver and Its Salts.

In its ordinary state silver is a white metal, and, like all, or

nearly all, elementaiy solid suhstances, is insoluble in water.

Under certain conditions, however, silver appears to assume a

colloid or gelatinous form, and in that Htate to dissolve readily.

Apart from their connection with photogTaphy, these soluble

forms of silver—for thei-e appear to be more than one—are

intensely interesting to the chemist on account of the imusual

properties they possess and the intrinsic beauty of some of the

forms they assume. In addition to the ordinary white fooro

there seem to be at least four other modifications, although all

of them are not soluble. Tlie first form is obtained by mixing

solutions of silver nitrate, sodium citrate, and ferrous sulphate.

The liquid becomes black on mixing and must be shaken vigor-

ously for several minutes. It is then allowed to settle for about

a quarter of an hour, and the liquid portion is decant-ed off,

leaving a lilac-coloured, gelatinous material behind. If spread

on paper and allowed to dry it forms a blood-red layer, which

changes gradually to a metallic blue when half diy and to a

dead blue surface when quite di-y. If allowed to dry in the mass,

various colours and lustres are produced. If dissolved in water,

the gelatinous material form.s a blue solution, from which

other varieties may be obtained. Another form is deep red in

solution, but is precipitated by ammonium nitra1)e in a state

which may be either matt black, blue, or green whilst moist. On
drying, however, it assumes a brilliant metallic surface having

a bluish-green tint. An insoluble form is obtained from the

soluble variety by the addition of magnesium sulpliate. Different

reagents will redissolve it, borax solution giving brown,

Glauber's salts yellow-red, and ammonium sulphate red. The

late Mr. Carey Lea, who discovered these interesting substance*;,

found in one case that the insoluble variety changed suddenly to

a .soluble form of its own accord, giving a beautiful rose-red

liquid. The films produced by spreading the insoluble variety

on paper give gorgeous effects of colour, varying from j-ellow

to blue through a whole series of brilliant metallic greens. The
colours seem to depend to a great extent on the amount of wash-

ing the material has been subjected to. If it ha.s not been

washed at all, the film has the appear-ance of bright blue metal,

but the blue seems to disappear gradually in washing, until

finallj- almost pure yellow is obtained. When spread on glass

very perfect mirrors are secured. Another variety, again, is

of a dark bronze hue when moist, but if dried in lunv[3.s or spread

on paper it has , the appearance of burnished gold. If this

variety be kept perfectly dry, it changes to a more brilliant

yellow On exposure to sunlight, but, in presence of moisture it

changes to ordinary silver of great beauty in the course of a few

days. These are only a few out of numerous vaaieties obtained

hy Mi-. Carey Lea, whose papers on 'the subject, published in

the Journal of the. Chemioal Society a few years ago, read like

some fairy tale of science.

In addition to these forms of silver itself, Carey Lea did much
valuable work upon the reduced haloid 'compounds formed by
the action of such substances as ferrous sulphate upon silver

chloride^ bromide and iodide. He named these compounds, of

which there appear to be a considerable number, photo-salts.

Even now their composition has not been accmately determined,

but the evidence in our possession would seem to show that they

are not simple compounds of the formulse Ag^Cl, Ag,Br, and
AgjI, as many have supposed. There is some probability that

they are oxychloi-ides of some such formula as AgOCl, but whilst

their composition is .so uncertain it is unsafe to even indicate

their composition by a formula. Suffice it to say that these salts

contain less chloride, brtmride, or iodide than the ordinary
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haloid salts of silrei-, and may be regarded as stepping Btonea

between silver chloride, etc., and metallic silver.

Another suggestion as to their composition is that these re-

duced compounds resemble lakes. If sulphate of alumina be

added to a solution of organic colouring matter, and then pre-

cipitated with an alkali, it will carrv down with it the Avhole

of the colouring matter, and it is surmised that the photo-

salts resemble these lakes. To take the photo-chlorides

alone, they appear to be numerous, varying in colour from

white, through flesh colour, pinlc, rose, copper-red, reddisn

purple, and chocolate, to black. Most of these must tie

familiar to my readers on ordinary silver albuminised paper

and printing-out paper (gelatino-chloride) when exposed to

light in the printing-frame. The compounds are stable in the

dark, but change rapidly in the light.

The red photo-dhloride can be obtained by adding to a solu-

tion of silver nitrate a solution of sodium chloride in slight

excess, dissolving the precipitate in ammonia, and adding

solution of ferrous sulphate to the ammoniacal silver solution.

The black precipitate is allowed to subside, the clear liquor h.

poured off, and the precipitate washed by decantation. It is

then 'boiled with dilute nitric aoid, washed free, boiled with

dilute hydrochloric acid, and again washed, when the reddish

photo-chloride will be secured.

The rich purple photo-'bromide is obtained as follows:—
Dissolve 3 Gm. of isilver nitrate in 100 C.c. of water, and add

ammonia until the precipitate first formed has just re-dis-

solved. This solution is then poured into 100 C.c. of water

oontfaining 6 Gmi. of ferrous sulphate. To the mixed solu-

tions are added 2 Gm. of -pure caustic soda, dissolved in 25

C.c. of water, which is followed by the addition of 2^ Gm.
of potassium bromide dissolved in a little water. The dota-

tion is slightly acidified with dilute sulphuric acid, washed

thoroughly by decantation, and then with dilute nitric aciJ

(1'36 specific gravity, mixed with five times its bulk of water).

Although the wet plate is now little used, it is interesti ig

to say a few words about it in connection with that very

elusive entity, the photographic image. The wet plate con-

sirt'S essentially of a film of collodion containing silver iodide,

and there is always an excess of silver nitrate on the plate,

but care is taken, by the addition of a little dilute nitric acid

and by isaturating the silver nitrate with potassium iodide, to

insure that no sub-salts are present. After exposure in the

camera the plate is developed bv pouring over it a solution

of ferrous sulphate, made acid with acetic acid. If the latter

were omitted the silver would be reduced over the whole

plate, but the addition of the acid hinders this reduction and

permits it to proceed slowly and selectively. We know from

actual experiment that light has a reducing action upon all

metallic salts. Chlorine is given off from silver chloride under

the action of light, mercuric salts are reduced to mercurous

salts, ferric to ferrous, etc. This is a matter of actual experi-

ment ; consequently, it is quite reasonable to assume that a

similar action takes place when the photographic plate,

whether wet or dry, is exposed tO' light. If this be the case,

it is obvious that unless some substance be present which will

absorb the bromine, iodine, or chlorine given off, the effect of

the light may be hindered or even destroyed by the re-com-

bination of the free halogen with the reduced salt, and Poitevin

showed that this was actually the case. He squeezed a collo-

dion film containing silver iodide, but free from excess

of silver nitrate, on to a glass plate, and squeezed a similar

film on to a silver plate, and exposed both of them in the

camera under similar conditions. On development an image

was faintly discernible on tJie glass plate, but was much
more marked on the silver plate, showing that the silver

had assisted the action of the light by absorbing the free iodine.

In an ordinary collodion wet plate there is always an excess of
free silver nitrate, which will absorb any iodine or bromine
given off, whilst in the dry plate a highly absorbent organic

body—gelatin—is present.

It is well known that by placing two metals in a conducting
medium and joining them by a wire an electric current is pro-

duced, and Bhose has shown in quite recent experiments that

two pieces of the same metal will give a current under such con-

ditions if one of them is in a different molecular state to the
other, such as a strain produced by a twist, etc. It is quite

clear that the sensitive particles in the photographic plate,

which have been exposed to light, are in a different state to

those which have not, and it is not unreasonable to assume tluit

each of these exposed particles forms a little electric couple with

the next particle. When the developer or reducing agent is

poured over the plate the reduction would naturally take place

more rapidly in the neighbourhood of these little couples than in

other parts of the plate, and the reduced particles of silver would
equally naturally attach themselves to the particles in question,

as in ordinary processes of electro-deposition or electrotyping.

In the wet plate the excess of silver nitrate offers a reserve store,

whence silver can be obtained to build up the image, and ex-

amiination of a wet plate film under the microscope after develop-

ment shows that the image is actually built up in this way.

In the ordinary gelatin dry plate quite a different state of

things exists. There is no excess of silver nitrate to form, a

reserve store of silver, and the particles of silver bromide and

iodide are embedded in a highly complex organic substance

—

gelatin. Microscopic examination of sections of wet and dry

plate films after development show that the structure of the two
films is quite different. The former is built up of large, com-

paratively coarse particles of reduced silver, whilst the image

in the latter has a somewhat spongy texture, being composed of

filaments of reduced silver, instead of large particles. It can be

seen also tliat the image proceeds down into the film from the

particles on the surface which have been acted uijon by light,

instead of being built up upon them as in the wet plate. From
the structure of the dry plate, which consists of particles of

silver bromide and silver iodide, either interspersed through a

comjjaratively thick film of g'elatin, or in loose combination with

the gelatin itself, the image must be built up on development

from the reduction of the particles in the depth of the film. It

is still an open quest.ion how far this development from the

surface can proceed. On the one hand an image has been

developed right through a very thick gelatin film, and Abney

exposed an ordinary gelatin plate in the camera and afterwards

squeegeed a silver collodio-bromide film on to its surface. After

development the films were separated, and it was found that

each film contained an image. To my mind this seems to show

that development can proceed in either direction from the

particle on the surface which has been acted upon by light, and

that the distance into the film which is capable of reduction

depends u2>on the strength of the electric current proceeding

from the particle in question. It is a matter of common know-

ledge that if a plate be under-exposed no amount of development

will succeed an producing a satisfactoiy image in the shadows.

In the wet plate, on account of the excess of silver nitrate

present, development has to proceed under highly restrained

conditions, a very weak developer—ferrous sulphate—being em-

ployed in the presence of free acid. In the gelatin, dry plate,

however, there is no free silver nitrate, and the silver bromide

and iodide are not so accessible to the developer, being embedded

in gelatin. Consequently a much more powerful reducing agent

can be used, and an alkaline solution can be employed in the

place of the acid one. Ferrous sulphate, or, rather, ferrous

oxalate, can be used for dry plates, but its action is slow and in
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practice it is only employed in making standard detenninations

of the speed of plat-es. The materials actually employed are

pyrogallic acid or some other phenolic compound in combina-
tion with an alkali, usually sodium carbonate, but sometimes
caustic soda or ammonia. The last-named is very unsatisfactory,

as it gives very varying results, and ammonia fumes in the dark
room may have an injui-ious eflFect upon any sensitive material

stored there. * The formulae given for development are of a most
varied cha.racter, but I have found by experiment that the best

results are obtained ivhen the reducing substance is in chemical

proportion to the alkali. With pyrogallic acid the proportion

would be 2 gr. of " pyro " to 7 gr. of washing soda. Any
increase in " pyro " acts in a similar way to an ajcid as a re-

strainer. The presence of soluble haloids, such as potassium
sromide or even common salt, hinders the reduction of the silver

md makes development slower. As will have been gathered
Tom what I said about the influence of acids on wet plate de-

relopment, anything which hinders the wholesale reduction of

;he silver tends to make the deposition more selective and to

ncrease the contrast ; whilst an excess of alkali or an increase

>f strength in the developer tends to produce a general deposit

f silver all over the plate, and thus to reduce the contrast.

}onsequently an over-exposed plate should be developed with

)lenty of bromide in the solution, which should be a weak one.

The .compounds formed by the oxidation of pyrogallic acid

and some of the other organic developers stain the gelatin

p^ellow, and this stain has a marked influence upon the print-

ing value of the''negative. As this staining effect is not under

my jproper control, and any advantages secured from its pre-

lence must be entirely of a haphazard nature, the .scientific

worker always eliminates it by the additiSh of sodium sulphite

)r potassium meta-bisulphite. It is well to add sufficient sul-

)hite to ensure the entire absence of staining. With pyro-

fallic acid 20 to 30 gr. to the ounce, according to the

trengt'h of developer, is suflScient. With hydroquinone

ather less may be used. Three times the amount is required

rith eikonogen, about the same amount with metol, somewhat
ess with glycin, ;ibout a quarter with rodinal. whilst with

imidol about half the quantity required for pyro is necessary

;

rat in this case sulphite has an accelerating instead of a re-

arding effect on the developer. Nearly all these developers

)ossess certain advantages, but pyrogallic acid still heads the

ist as the most reliable and satisfactory in experienced hands,

^or general use, especially by the amateur, a mixture of metol

nd hydroquinone is undoubtedly the best. It is clean in

Forking, does not stain the film, and for this reason can be

mployed for developing plates and papers, bromide or other-

rise, with proper dilution. Metol seems to cause a more in-

ense reducing action than pyrogallic acid, and thus allows of

reduced exposure for the plate, buu it hardly fj-ives sufficient

ensity to make a good printing negative by itself. Hydro-

uinone gives a dense negative, so that by the combination

f the two proper detail and density are both secured.

After development it is necessary to remove from the plate

he unreduced silver salts still remaining, and with this object

he plate is .soaked in a solution of .sodium thiosulphate, which

'issolves out all silver salts which have not been acted upon

y light. tSilver is said to form first a very slightly soluble

hiosulphate, and then a double salt with excess of the re-

gent ; consequently, it is advisable to use a strong solution

f thiosulphate, a 40 per cent, solution being the best strength

)r negatives. On exposure to the air thicsulphate turas acid

tirough oxidation, and the acid, as fast as it is formed, reacts

'ith the remaining thiosulphate, breaking it up into free

iilphur and sulphurous acid, both of which have an injurious

ffect on the' silver in the plate, so that it is never advisable

) use a stale fixing bath.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all
communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsburv Square,
London, W.C."

The Council Election and the Bill.

Prior to your article, entitled " Some Misconceptions," I

knew nothing of the impressions of the Halifax Association,

which is a body quite ca£able of taking care of itself ; but as

the misconception of that Association is used as a sort of pre-

paratory prejudice to give greater colour to what you term my
"eccentric misrepresentation," I am quite willing that Halifax

should share any comfort that may be derived from my efforts

to .show that its misconception and my misrepresentation are

based on peculiarities having a similar origin. In my remarks

at Dewsbury 1 had more particularly in mind the sub-Com-

mittee appointed by the Council to investigate the question of

the titles. As far as we are able to judge by reports, that Com-
mittee lias never given any reason either for its existence or its

decision. Tlie most important question affecting our professional

status, and deserving of the fullest and most open consideration,

is suppressed at the instigation of the Council. Whilst the case

was before that Committee it was supposed to be sub judice, yet

during that time an editorial appeared in the Journal making

positive a.ssertion to the prejudice of our view of the case.

Beyond mere surmise and opinion we get ho definite informa-

tion. " Vested interests," inside and out. influence to a great

extent the policy of the Council. These vested interests are

understood to be the capital and goodwill commercially invested

in pharnijacy, as opposed to the time and money for study and

examination, professionally invested but entirely overlooked as

being of very little interest either vested or otherwise. As

three-fourtlis of the revenue of the Society is derived from

members who have no so-called vested interests, but who have

interests which call first and foremost for the consideration of

the Council, but that body being otherwise importantly engaged,

it follows that the large majority of the supporters of the

Society is not constitutionally represented. The statement that

this is the fault of the large majority is partially true, but

does not alter the fact. The Journal, though ostensibly the

organ of the Society, is actually the instrument of a small

minority, and the exponent of that policy of compromise whicli

has wrought so much evil in the past, and is now extending its

influence indefinitely into the future. Leading articles have

ajipeared pointing out the modern tendency of trade towards the

limited liability fetisii, and instancing old pharmaceutical houses

as having adopted these modern methods, great stress being laid

on the 'Opinion that the spirit of the times demanded that such

companies should be recognised as corporations and not as

individuals, in spite of the fact that the whole constitution

of the Society, from the Charter to the present time, has nothing

wliatever to do with companies as such, but only

with individual registered chemists. This being con-

sidered the crux of the situation, a Bill is now before Parlia-

ment, which, if passed, will destroy the traditions of the past

sixty year.s, and in return for this vandalism will maiiily in-

crease the obligations of the individual andi confirm his position

as a mere automaton. Criticism of the Bill is general enough
outside our ranks, and it is false .'entiment to refrain entirely

from criticism from inside, for whilst we are giving away certain

of our rights and privileges, we have hostile critics who will not

be content until every shred of _security is sacrificed in the

interests of grasjiing capitalism. The Pharmaceutical Society
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boasts that it is unsophisticated and undiijlomatic. It is. The
strength of the Society lies in principle, and it is only on

principle that it will be understood by the world. AVe need

not imitate the tactics of the Privy Council Committee on

Poisons. There was enough sophistry in that inquiry to make
wholesale poisoning a cardinal virtue, and the broadcast dis-

semination of deadly substances a national philanthropy. Unle.ss

every principle of public safety is warped by the waj's of un-

scrupulous iinancialism, from jerry building to company promo-

tion, unless the sense of the nation is destroyed by greed of gain,

the poisons inquire is the best thing that could have happened.

It has partially awakened the public to a sense of danger and

the necessity of fresh legislation, an awakening, however, which

could have been done much more effectively by the detennined

action of the Pharmaceutical Society. As far as the Bill is con-

cerned, I must admit it is approved of by the large (majority of

registered chemists in a proverbially philosophic sort of manner

—it is looked upon in a " drowning men catch atst'raws " attitude

by many who are endeavouring to secure its entry on the

Statute Books. As far as I can gather, all the new candidates

for seats on the Council approve of the Bill, and their only

definition- of fresh legislation to protect- the titles is contained

in that measure. They agree practically in toto with the work

of the old Council ;
they bring forward, as far as has come to

light, no charge of inefficiency against the retiring members
;

they wish to take up the tools of old and experienced -n orkmen,

and, as novices, continue the same style of work, and their onlj-

vindication is the fickle whim of change. Surely it savours of

base ingratitud£ that any one of those who have borne the heat

and burden of the day should be turned out by another who
would, by his own admission, only serve the electors on the same

old lines, but with less experience and less knowledge, and

whose candidature can only be justified by his suppoi-ters' lust

of "new blood." Judging by the published opinions of new
candidates, they, and the electors generally, seem to be satisfied

that the present Council has done good work in the furtherance

of the Bill and the decision regarding titles, and it is only com-

mon fairness that the retiring members of Council should have

an opportunity of reaping their reward in the consummation of

their efforts. Perhaps the new candidates, in sporting parlance,

may be " dark horses," but we want an openly expressed, de-

finite, and different line of policy, or there is no reason for

change. I shall be charged with sui>i5orting Mr. Walshaw, but

I must leave that subject and the consideration of some of your

strictures for the present.

Batley, April 14. 1903. R. Beo.\dhead.

The Council Election.

It would be highly gratifying to many in the North could

three members of the Council be claimed as representative

Scottish chemists, and, apparently, that in itself would be

favourably regarded by chemists generally throughout England
as well as in Scotland. It is persistently stated, however, that

Mr. Paterson, of Aberdeen, cannot fairly be considered repre-

sentative of Scottish pliarmacy ; that he is not, and never has

been, engaged in regular retail pliarmacy : and that while the

Register gives his qualification as having been in business before

August 1, 1868, his business now is really and truly that of a

manure merchant. If these statements be true, which, so far, I

have no reason to doubt, it is unfair for the electorate to be kept
in ignorance of them, but if they can be denied or modified, cor-

rection should be made without dela,v. It would be amazing in-

deed should British chemists at this date knowingly appoint to

represent them on the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society
_any gentleman whom they could not regard as a chemist in

practice and reality as well as in ntune. The other Scottish

candidates, Messi's. Storrar and Carrie, are well known as being

good specimens of Scotland's chemists, with minds for Englisli

needs as well.

Greenock, April 13, 1903. J. Axderson Russell.

The Removal of a Misconception.

I wish to correct a statement that appeared in ypair last is-sue,

to the effect tliat " an impres.sion prevailed in the Hahfax
district that the report (of Mr. Wal.shaw"s meeting) had been

.^<uppressed at the instigation of the Council.'' No sucli impres-

sion is prevalent here. The mistake seems to liave arisen

through the misconception of a remark made by myself to our

reporter.

W. R. Black. Hon. Sec,

Halifax and District Chcmisti-' Association.

Halifax, April 11, 1903.

The Press on Substitution.

A great 'deal of balderdash is going the rounds of tlie

papers about substitution. Every chemist who believes his own
particular nostrum to be better than the one asked for is jjer-

fectly light to recommend it. I think if any one has a right t«.

comi)laiu it is the qualified man who finds his goods ousted by

any patent medicine humbug who can beg, borrow, or steal the

lucre to puff" his wares in the newspapers. Did Mother Seigel

discover Barbados aloes, or Messrs. Black and White that

powders could be pressed into any shape you like? I trow not.

For my part I never say my goods are just as good ; I say

tliey are a great deal better, as you get them at first hand from

the person responsible for tiiem. After thirty years belund the

counter one does not care much for the.se things, but young

beginners are sometimes easilj- bluffed. To such I would say

imitate everything wortli imitating
; discourage the sale of such

as are not. No tradesman wortli his salt will convert himself

into a mere automatic deliverer of other people's preparations.

I/ondon, April 14, 1903. E. Waebbu,.

Degradation of Aucuba Japonica.

The female of A. japonica was a favourite ornamental slirub

in Great Britain for upwards of a centuiy, but it produced only

blossom, until Mr. Robert Fortune introduced the male plant,

since when abundant crops of bright red fruit have appeared, to

the delight of horticulturists all over the oountiy. Lately, how-

ever, there has been a remarkable teratologic change going on

—

the assertive character -of the male plant and the subserviency

of the female, whose leaves have loet their beautj' and in some

instances their coloration also. The male plant has assumed the

appearance of its partner in foliag<' and still more noticeably in

bearing fruit. Meantime the female presents a most deplorable

appearance. In a small roadside garden on the Kew Road may

be seen a remarkable instance. There are five male plants,

7 ft. in height, in vigorous growth, with an abundance of fruit,

whilst two female specimens, scarcely 3 ft. high, seem -as if

apologising for their existence. So .strange an anomaly may be

referred for the consideration .of advanced botanists and physio-

logists. The changed character of the inflorescence is noticeable.

Deal. April 14, 1S03. R. Goodwix Mximbrav.

Formaldehyde in Milk.

The formaldehyde test given on p. 526 of last week's Journal

seems to be a repetition of that of Manget and Marion, details

of which you had previou.sly given {P.J., 69, p. 491), with a

slight error in the extent of dilution—5,000 instead of 50,000.

The amidol test is a verv good one.

April 15, 1905. ' " Chemicus " (192/48).
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LEGAL INTELLIQENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Olive Oil.

On Tuesday, April 7, 1903. at North London Police Court,

Arthur Goodrich, oil and colourman. of 1, Wellinnton Road,

Bow, E.. was summoned for having, on March 4, at 69,

Chatsworth Road, Hackney, sold as olive oil a quantity of

hydrocarbon or mmeral oil which was not of the nature,

substance, and quality demanded by the purchaser. Mr.

Kirby, for the defence, said that he wished, on behalf of his

client, to plead guilty, but at the same time to say that a

regrettable mistake had occurred, the assistant having by

accident taken the oil from the wrong bottle. In cousidera.tion

of there being good ground for supposing that a genuine

mistake had been made, a fine of 10s., -with 2s. costs only

was imposed.

Wimborne County Court,

A Question of Joint Liability.

Before his Honour Judge Philbrick, K.C., Mr. F. vS. Seymour,

cheniist, brought an action against Mr. and Mrs. J .
T. Randall,

of Dulwich, and formerly of Wimborne, to recover £27 3s. Id.,

balance of an account.

Mr. :M. Raymond was for the petitioner, and jSIr. H. W.

Dibben represented Mrs. Randall.

A letter was read from Mr. Randall, in which he stated that

he vras touring with a di-amatic company, and that he received

35s. a week a.s wages. Of that sum he contributed £1 a week

towards his wife's and children's maintenance, which left him

15s. a week to live upon. He offered to pay 10s. per month.

Hi.s Honour observed that that was an answer to the caise so

far as the husband was concerned. With regard to Mrs.

Randall, joint liability would have to be proved.

Ml'. Raymond said tlie account hud been running a good

many yeai-s. The goods were the ordinary goods supplied by a

chemis-t. and included toilet requisites for Mrs. Randall. The

account was jjlaced in Mr. Randall's name. During their resi-

dence m Wimborne the defendants lived in a large house, and

Mrs. Randall was a person of considerable private meajis. She

had, since she left the town, written to the petitioners stating

that owing to the depreciation of Australian securities her in-

come had been reduced from £400 to £200 a year. Her husbandj

when in Wimborne, earned a little in his profession as a teacher

of music. In Jiunuary of 1902 Mrs. Randall wrote stating the

facts of her reduced income, and that two of her children

were wholly dependent on her, and the other two were only

partly off her hands. She lioijed Mr. Sejonour would not pro-

ceed against her, as she was anxious to piy every farthing she

owed him, intimating that he could look to her for payment of

the account. In February last she sent a post-dated cheque

! £5, and explained that she was not allowed to anticipate

income. In a further letter she said her income was made
over to her entirely.

His Honour said it was evident that the wife had promised

to pay a debt for which she was not liable, as it was in the

name of her husband, who was the head of the household. As
she was the only one with means she had written tlie letter,

but he did not think she was a party to the primary obliga^tion.

To make her a party he thought consideration must be shown.
He gave a verdict for the petitioners as agiinst Mr. Randall,

and, after an investigation as to defendant's means, made an
order of 10s. liw month in accordance with his offer.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the eight days ended Wednesday, April 15, 1903,

eleven suicides and seven accidental deaths from poisoning were

reported :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

2
2

2
2 3

1

1
1

1

1

1 1

Total 7 11

Carbolic Acid.—A Southampton nurse committed suicide in

a railway train by taking carbolic acid. - A young woman died

at Heaton from carbolic acid poisoning.

Chloroform.—A merchant,-at Lowestoft, died under chloro-

form, administered for the purpose of an operation for appendi-

citis. A woman at Croydon died in similar circumstances.

Hydrocyanic Acid.—Mr. C. W. Bridges, pharmaceutical

chemist, of Sloane Street, Chelsea, aged 61, and Dr. A. E.

Buckell, of Chichester, committed suicide by taking prussic

acid. A series of unfortunate circumstances had combined to

unhinge Mr. Bridges' mind.

Laudanum,—A man at Louth took by mistake an overdose of

laudanum with fatal effect. A young child at Penwortham died

from an overdose of laudanum, contained in a soothing syrup.

A man at Portobello and another at Hull committed suicide by
taking laudanum. John Young, chemist's assistant, of

Hudson Road, Sunderland, who had served in South Africa,

took a fatal dose of laudanum at Hounslow on Easter Day,
while of unsound mind.

Lead.—A stereotyper's assistant died in the Holborn Infirmary,

London. Death was certified to be due to lead poisoning, from

which he had previously suffered when working at a printer's.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Lakenham took a quantity of oxalic

acid, which resulted in his death.

Phosphorus.—A cab proprietor at Kensington died from

acute phosphorus poisoning, caused by taking rat poison.

Ptomaine.—A lady died at Weedon from ptomaine poisoning,,

said to be caused by eating tinned sardines.

Sulphuric Acid.—A man at Birmingham died from the effects

of vitriol poisoning.

Kind Not Stated.—A domestic servant at Hornsey committed

suicide by taking poison, the nature of which was not definitely

specified. A woman at Bramley died from poisoning. She

bought what was thought to be wormwood from a hawker,

made an infusion, and drank the liquid. A post-mortem

analysis showed death to be due to gastro-enteritis, caused by

some strong irritant poison, presumably of vegetable origin.

Some noxious herb had apparently been mixed up with the

wormwood. An inquest at Swanley Junction, Kent, on the

body of an elderly man who died in circumstances suggesting

that he had been poisoned, was adjourned for a month, in order

that a post-mortem analysis might be made.

Attempted Suicides.—The attempted poisonings reported

include two with laudanurn, and one with oxalic acid.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Nostrum Evil.

BY A. W. BROMLEY, M.P.S.

The Possibility of Remedy.

Is it possible to attack proprietary medicines effectively?

Yes, I thiiik so. They are a great and growing evil, though

i-eoognised as such by .comparatively few. They yield profit

to various people (including the Government), which, w© may
be sure, will be very unwillingly relinquished. They are

eiigerly bought by millions, and mistaken for blessmgs by

thousands. And yet, with all mis in their favour, I think,

if properly attacked, they are doomed. Why? Because

they are an evil. Evil h^as always existed, but individual

evils have always ijerished. There is a grand law in society,

in Nature, and in commerce, that tJiat which is bad dies.

The system of exteneively advertising proprietaries is at

best a fey.stem of spending a shilling to obtam half-a-crown

for a ishilling article ; a wasteful transaction, though veiy

]>rofitable to the ntian who gets the extra sixpence. Medicinal

proprietaries may be divided into two classes—those which

*re advertised to the public, and those which are advertised

to the medical profession. The manufacturers of the latter

class affect to despise preparations which are lauded to the

public
; they are fond of the phi'a^e " pharmaceutical pre-

paration." The concoction of the market-place quack is,

though inelegant and unscientific, a pharmaceutical prepara-

tion. Tlxe "patent medicine" manufacturer has two victims

only—the consumer and the pharmacist, the former being the

dupe. The " pliarmaceutical preparation " manufacturer has

three—the prescriber, the patient, and the pharmacist, the

first-named being the dupe. Proprietary toilet preparations

are, of course, not included in either class, and certain

special articles (meat extracts, imjwrted waters, etc.) are also

excluded. How is the attack to be made ? Not by legisla-

tion. Parliament will never suppress an evil which half the

electorate condones and the other half does not condemn.
Nor by boycotting schemes. These are legally and morally
wrong. It is peimissible to joreaoh your opinions, but not to

compel your audience, by means of physical arguments, to

accept them. To tell a man when he is wrong is kindness,

but to prevent him using his own judgment is tyranny.
The proprietary .system, like all humbugs, must be attacked
by exposure.

Concerted and Individual Action.

An " Anti-Quackery Association," prei>ared to spend one
or two thousand pounds per annum, would do good. The
presidents and vice-presidents should ibe eminent medical
men, and its managing staff' level-headed pharmacists and
medioal practitioners. Its functions would be to expose the

evil to the jiublic and the medical T>rofession by means of

expert lectures, didactic literature, etc., and to attack it in

any other legitimate way the association's officers discovered,

ft curiously hapijens that the pharmacist is practically the
only person who knows the proprietary system sufficiently

well to condemn it intelligently. It becomes, therefore, his

duty to take up the task. In doina: this inaccurate, intem-
pemte, and libellous statements must be avoided, and abuse
must not be mistaken for argniment. Destroy the mantle of

mystery and dissipate the halo of magic. It is unwise for the
pharmacist to say solemnly that he does not know when asked
what " Aperient Acorns " contain. He should know if he can,

and tell when he knows. A man who liad paid T^d. for a

drachm bottle of liquid was disagreeably surprised to learu

that the " funny smell " he remarked upon was the odour of

wood naphtha, value about half-a-crown. a gallon. The

"patent medicine " user is not a fool : he is merely duped

and misled. He will accept truth and reason as readily -as

he has accepted fallacy and falsehood. He is often also a

very economical person, who has invested Is. l^d. to save a

doctor's fee, and when he learns that about a third of his

.shilling has been spent in luring it out of his pocket he feels

hurt.

Medical Dupes.

In dealing with medical dupes one has a more difficult task.

A doctor once asked the writer: "Have you ? I've

heard it's sriilendid stuff." He was told that there could not

be anything veiy wonderful albout it, as it was merely a

mixture of phenacetin and two other common drugs. " An
excellent combination," he remarked, and began to wi'ite i

prescription for the nostrum. Asked why he did not order

the drags, he .«aid the quack name was more convenaeiit.

When told that the preparation was worth 7d. per ounce,

but was sold for 4s., he replied: "That doesn't hurt you or

me ; the patient pays for it." This is a t3^pical case ; this

unfortunate gentleman did not seem to realise that, besides

lending himiself to a system of robbery, he was prostituting

his intellect and setting aside an important part of his costly

training. Another incident iwiU illustrate how the habitual

prescribing of proprietary articles ma-^ nullify a part of the

medical man's education. Two English doctors, father and

son, arrived «t a hotel in Paris. The younger had a Sead-

aohe, so he stepped into the j)harmacy next door. His French

was rasty, but he pronounced the name of his favourite head-

ache nostram. The pharmacist shook his head. He men-
tioned two or three others with the same result, and went
away in disgust, remarking that " modem drags " appeared

to be unknown in France. Then the old gentleman caJled

upon the i>harmacist. His French also was bad, but he hap-

pened to speak good materia medica, was understood, and i"*-

turned to prove that drugs were obtainalble in Paris if one

asked for them pioperly.

A Few Humbugs.
What an abominable fraud is the spurious synthetic

remedy ! Two or three -n ell-known drugs are mixed together,

given a fancy name, and sold at five to ten times their .value.

The medical .profession are told that these drugs are com-

bined hj a special process, and the names and fonnulae of

the drags used are blended to produce a systematic name and
foi-mula for the nostram. Then follow " clinical reports," in

which the grandiose styde of advertisement is distarded for

the terse brevity of scientific data. Nor can I see any good
reason for making, say, liquid extract of cascara twice the

official strength, selling it at five times the price of the official

preparation, and inducing prescribers to order it by claiming

for it special virtues. Another form of humbug is to take a
drag too valueless to be known beyond the region of its own
habitat, publish exhaustive botanical, chemical, and medical
treatises on it, which if accurate would secure a place in the

front rank of remedial agents, and prepare and advertise one
or more preparations of it. This is a truly ingenious fraud

;

competition is avoided, the drag boomed being too worthless
to have a i>lace on the market.

Fundamental Considerations.

Advertisement is a necessary business force, but extenedve

advertising is a waste of the world's material. It is energy
devoted to diverting trade fi-om normal to abnonnal channels.
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It i« an unsound reply to say that advertising gives us cheap

literature and finds work for thousands. Justifiable adver-

tising would give us all the cheap literature we need, and if

unproductive laibour were abolished its dependents would not

suffer ultimately, but all workers would enjov more leisure.

Again, those wio substitute (to use a popular word), in the

public demand, an article which yields the chemist a poor

profit for one which yields him a good one, increase the

number of persons necessary to support him, and so deprive

the public of a number of useful servants. Imagine a village

just large enough for one chemist, whose profits average 40

per cent. Gradually half his turnover is converted into small

profit ^ales, and he does not feel justified in staying, i'hus

the whole village (not the nostrum-buyers only) is deprived

of its chemist.

Side Issues: An Anomaly.

English law will not grant a monopoly to a class who make

themselves specially efiicient to perform certain respon.sible

duties. It is an undue interference with the liberty of the

subject to protect the community from charlatanism ; but if

the monopoly is claimed as the result of enterprise (which may
mean avai-ice and arrogance) it is allowed. A man may in-

vent a convenient name for tin kettles, register it as a trade-

mark, advertise it until the correct tei'm is discarded for his,

and then insist that no utensil shall 'be sold under the new

name unless made by him. Another may take two of the

three syllables of the name of a common drug, add an affix,

advei-tise a preparation under the constructed name, and pre-

vent others from using a coinage from the same original

word by declaring their monstrosity to be an imitation of his.

Imitation.

If abuse would effect it, we should by now be convinced

that imitation is the foulest of crimes. If so. what a pain-

fully ci-iminal world this is ! There has only been one com-

pletely original man, and he owed his uniqueness to the fact

that he had no human predecessors. Were the claims of

mme, who loudly prate of right and justice, quoting the

Bible and the philosophers in support of their case, to be

allowed, we should have the whole field of lucrative activity

divided into areas, labelled, " Mine ; let none work here."

Nothing could be more ridiculous than these diatribes against

imitation. Progress is dependent entirely upon imitation,

and the value of the world's great originals is in proportion

to tlie extent to which their teaching has been adopted. May
I be permitted to pour a little contempt on the man who
sees a good idea which he would be perfectly justified in

adopting, and yet does not give himself, his employes, and

his customers the benefit of it?

Price Protection.

It may be suggested that the pharmacist is inconsistent in

selling preparations of which he does not approve, and still

more so in combining witii manufacturers to regulate the sale

of such preparations. It is the ret<ailer's duty to sell what-

ever remedies he is asked for, provided he is sure their effects

are not directly injurious. Further, he is quite justified in

adopting any legitimate means to secure reasonable profits. I

see no inconsistency in combining with proprietors to pre-

vent cutting, and with the medical profession or anyone else to

prevent quackery, if no undertaking is given to either incompat-

ible witli the agreement with the other. While discussing

this point, it seems necessaiy to protest against the attitude

of generosity adopted by most manufacturers in joining the

P.A.T.A. One gentleman thought he was putting it very

politely when be announced that he had joined as " an act of
|

justice" to the retailer. Purely voluntary justice is gene-

rosity. The adoption of anti-cutting arrangements by a
manufacturer is an act neither of generosity nor justice, but
of policy. The P.A.T.A. has done much for the retailer, but
it ha,s done more for the manufacturer, for it has saved the

latter's neck. It was at one time suggested that anti-

cutting arrangements were illegal. Has any manufacturer re-

flected what would have happened if that had proved to be

the case? I believe it would have meant a long, bitter, and
many-phased struggle between retailers and manufacturers,

resulting ultimately in the destruction of the latter. That
destruction, I feel confident, is only postponed, not prevented.

THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN DISPENSING (4).

BY AETHUR W. NUNN, PH.C, F.C.S.

(1) ^. Deo. Aloes Co. B.P.
Make one-quarter the quantity.

(2) Bismuth Subcarb 5!.

Sodii Bicarb \yU.

Pulv. Tragacanth gr. iii.

Aqua ad Jvi.
Misce fiat mist., §ss. t. d. s. post cib.

f

—

(3) Ext. Aloes Bbd gr. iii.

Ft. pil. i. Mitte xii. To be pearl coated.

(4) I^ Suppos. Plumbi Co.

Mitte vi.

(1) In making this decoction the chief precautions to take

are (a) to guard against the loss of aroma, and (6) the loss of

alcohol from the compound tincture of cardamoms by adding
it to the liquid when too hot. It will be as well for practice to

use the metric weights and measures in this case, and the

quantities will read as follow :—
B.P. Quantity to take.

Extract of Barbados aloes, 10 Gm 2-5 Gm. 1^
Myrrh, saffron, potassium carbonate, of [-^

each, 5 Gm 1-25 Gm. 's
Extract of liquorice, 40 Gm 10 Gm. J ^
Compound tincture of cardamoms, ) • ^

300 C.c 75 C.c. I 5
Finished product, 1,000 C.c 250 C.c. j 9 "

Following the directions in the Pharmacopoeia it will be noted

that certain ingredients are to be boiled with distilled

water for five minutes, and the question arises, should the ingre-

dients be added to boiling water and kept in that state for five

minutes, or to the cold water which is to be brought to the

boiling point, and the boiling continued for five minutes ? It

may be taken that the latter method is the intention. A suit-

able vessel for the purpose is an enamelled saucepan with a

good fitting lid, or a Florence flask, using a glass funnel and a

smaller flask filled with cold water, as a condenser. The
decoction having to- stand for two hours before straining, it

will be necessary in the examination room to proceed with

the making of it at once.

(2) The mixture should present no great diflSculty if dispensed

as follows:— Rub the powdered tragacanth with the bismuth

sub-carbonate and sodium bicarbonate in a dry mortar, and
when intimately mixed, add all at once 2 drachms of water and
rub smoothly, using great care to rub down any lumpy portions,

now add more water in quantities of 1 drachm for the first

ounce, then more freely until the bottle is about three-fourths

full, then strain through muslin if any gritty particles
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be present, afterwards rinsing the muslin through with suffi-

cient water to fill the bottle. The straining may not be

absolutely necessary, although advisable, as both bismuth sub-

carbonate and subnitrate frequently contain small gritty par-

ticles which will not yield to the pressure of the pestle.

(3) These pills being composed of extract of aloes entirely will

require the addition of some harmless powder of a woody nature

to prevent any tendency to pitting, but any such addition will

increase the size of the pills, and that is a disadvantage when
the latter are to be pearl-coated. The addition, if any, of about

one grain to each pill of powdered liquorice or marsh-

mallow root would meet the requirements of the case,

and the smallest quantity possible of syrup or concen-

Siiijpository.

(1) Tannin 2 graii:

<2) „

(1) Iodoform 2 graii

<2) „

(1) Ext. Belladonnse Vir 1 graii

(2) „ „ „ ....

<1) Plumbi Co . 4 grains in

o{ med
2) ., „ 4 grains in

of met

not be filled straight away, but there should be a passing back-

wards and forwards in pouring in the melted suppositories. A
suppository mould is usually marked 15 grains, i.e., water measure.

But 15 grains of water will occupy less space than 15 grains of

theobroma oil (sp. g., about 0-950), and it is advisable, where
time admits, to check the capacity of a new mould by slightly

greasing the interior, filling with melted oil of theobroma, and-

after it has hardened by cooling, trimming the tops, and weighing

each suppository. The capacity of the mould used In the

experiments below, although known as a 15-grain mould,

was found when tested by the above method to hold 12J
grains only of oil of theobroma, and using it for the suppositories

named, the following tabulated results were obtained :

—

ength.

IS in each

ns in each

1 in each

each suppos
licament
each suppos
iicament

Number
calculat'd

for

Quantity of Oil of Theo-
broma taken.

Capacity
of

Mould.

Each Suppository
Weighed. Residue. Loss.

7
6

lOJ X 7 = 73i grains
llj X 6 = 69" „

12* grains 13 grains 7 grains
Nil

4 grains
3* „

7

6
lOJ X 7 = 73* „
12 X 6 = 72' „

13* grains 3 grains
Nil

3* grains

3f „

7

6

llj X 7 = 80J „
12* X 6 = 75 „

12 grains grains
Nil

6* grains
9" „

7 8J X 7 = 59§ „ Fills 5* Supp ository Holes only.

6 11 X 5 = 66 14J grains Nil 3 grains

' By loss is meant the quantity which could not be removed by scraping.

trated compound decoction of aloes should be used

as the massing agent. When rolled and nicely rounded

place aside for a time to harden. The following method will

prove useful for pearl coating small quantities of pills, twelve for

instance :—The pills having become fairly dry and hard give

them a thin coating of tolu, 5ii., in ether, §i. ; this will prevent

to a great extent the white coating from becoming discoloured.

Set aside for a short time to allow the ether to evaporate, and
making a coating solution of tincture of tolu, syrup of tolu,

and mucilage, equal parts. Procure a covered 1 oz. pot, and

place in if about 40 grains of dry and very finely powdered
French chalk. Now cover the pills with the above coating

solution by putting them in a chip box, and using about as

much as would be used in varnishing pills. The pills being

well covered with the solution, transfer to the pot containing

the chalk, replace the cover, and shake rapidly with a rotary

motion for about two minutes or so. Now turn them out of

the pot, wipe it quite clean, and putting the piJls back, con-

tinue the rotary motion until a good smooth surface is produced.

Should the coating at this stage appear too thin (which prob-

ably will be the case) repeat the process of coating with solu-

tion and French chalk, but this time rubbing the solution

round the sides of the chip box. After shaking with the chalk
for a few minutes, separate the pills from the superfluous chalk,

and polish by shaking in a clean pot. If the process be properly

performed a most satisfactory coating will be produced.

(4) Before proceeding to advise on the making of these sup-

positories, there are points which should be cleared up or at

any rate become the subject of useful and instructive discus-

sion. Should quantities for seven suppositories be taken when
making six ? From the experiments below only one conclusion

can be arrived at namely, that, when dealing with harmless
drugs, C.J/., tannin, it is immaterial, but when making supposi-

tories containing powerful drugs (morphme, 1 grain in each, for

instance) or lead and opium suppositories, undoubtedly quanti-

ties of the medicament^for six only should be taken, a,ndi sufficient

oil of theobroma or other base used to exactly fill the six holes in

the mould without any remaining over. Again, in filling, in order

that the drug may be more evenly distributed, each hole should

The above results will no doubt be subject to criticism, but

the general (though erroneous) procedure was purposely adopted

in making for seven, i.e., to deduct the quantity of medicament

from that of oil of theobroma required (in these cases 12i grains)

to fill each suppository hole. This being done to point out errors

that may be made. True, had each hole been regarded as holding

15 grains of oil of theobroma, and the quantity of medica-

ment deducted from 15 grains the results would be nearer the

mark in these cases, but the uncertain capacity of an unknown

mould forbids this procedure. The conclusions arrived at,

then, are these, dealing with one suppository :—
Regard a mould marked 15 grains as holding 13J grains of

oil of theobroma.

For 2 grains tannin in suppository, deduct 1 grain from the

quantity of oil of theobroma.

For 1 grain tannin in suppository, deduct nothing from the

quantity of oil of theobroma.

For 2 grains iodoform in suppository, deduct J grain from

the quantity of oil of theobroma.

For 1 grain iodoform in suppository, deduct nothing from

the quantity of oil of theobroma.

For 1 grain Ext. Belladonnse in suppository, deduct nothing

from the quantity of oil of theobroma.

For Suppos. Plumbi Co., B.P., deduct IJ grain from the

quantity of oil of theobroma.

And so on, always having regard to the specific gravity of the

drug employed, whether light (tannin) or heavy (iodoform),

and always make for six, filling the mould by passing back-

wards and forwards. Surely it is much more satisfactory to

make for six, and use up every particle of the drug (even if each

hole is not quite full providing each is evenly filled) rathei

than to make for seven, and filling six with much uncertainty

as to the strength of the suppository. In the examination

room the student may be told to make for seven suppositories

when six are ordered. In this case matters will be easier, the

intention of the examiner being no doubt to note the quality of

the finished article rather than accuracy as regards strength,

the dispenser being supposed to know the exact capacity of the

mould with which he is accustomed to work.
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POISON IN THE PRESS.

Judging from the tone of similarly worded articles which

have been published in different daily newspapers, it would

appear that manufacturers of secret nostrums and other

packed goods have a particularly thorough system o^

influencing certain editors and inducing them to publish

articles in which the horrors of recommendation by a retailer

of non-advertised for advertised goods, and particularly

medicines, are enlarged upon with all the familiar un-

truths. No less than three London "dailies" have

thus simultaneously pandered to the manufacturer of

quack remedies. One, a newspaper of exceptional

" yellowness " and notorious inaccuracy, has seen fit

to publish, under characteristic headlines, a somewhat
lengthy article containing what the writer is pleased

to call "a serious exposure " of alleged systematic trickery

practised by retail chemists and druggists. He hypocritically

laments that ''unfortunately there is no trade in which all

kinds of trickery are so systematically practised as by some
retail chemists," and he excels the regular purveyors of

fiction by asserting that it is a startling and deplorable

fact that many chemists do not hesitate to depart from the

directions given in prescriptions, by substituting cheaper

and inferior drugs in order to increase their profit."

No good purpose could be served by refuting in these

columns the ridiculous assertions constituting the alleged

"exposure," evidently designed as they are to further the

sale of secret nostrums. But the articles published in the

daily papers in question merit some little attention for more
than one reason. No evil can be remedied by a policy of

laissex faire ; far better is it to investigate the predisposing

cause, and, by combating that, to nullify indirectly its ill

efifect. Again, no sensible tactician neglects to improve the

occasion when the underhand strategies of his enemy are

made manifest. Lastly, from a purely literary standpoint,

a study of the articles in question may puove instructive.

That point has already been established clearly by our con-

temporary, the Grocer, which prints side by side long

extracts from two of the papers which have given promi-

nence to the articles. The recurrence of strictly parallel

passages from the different papers s noteworthy. Compare,

for example, the following :

—

This practice is common at

all sorts of shops,—at those
of chemists, grocers, wine
and spirit purveyors, drapers,

dealers in photographic ma-
terials, and also at restaurants,

public- houses, and railway

bars.

. . . . practised by all

sorts and conditions of dealers,

by grocers, hab?rdashers, wine
and spirit dealers, fancy goods
shops, china shops, chemists,
purveyors of temperance
drinks, dealers in photographic
materials, at railway refresh-

ment bars, and at restaurants.

If further instances be required, the following phrases which

occur in articles published simultaneously in dilYerent news-

papers may be quoted:—"A bad copy at a lower price,"

"cheap and inferior imitations," "fraudulent imitations,''

' unscrupulous imitations," " pirates of commerce," " the

pirate in the chemist's shop," " trade pirates." Two of the

papers advance the contention that when a trader substitutes
'• something of his own " he is ignorant of the composition

of the latter, as well as of the " genuine " article. No pro-

prietary article is specifically named, but numerous references

are made to brands of liver pills, table-sauces, and photo-

graphic films, while the allusion to "oxygen ovals"

suggests that manufacturers of compressed medicaments
have been able to influence the writer in some degree. The
constant use of the word "pirates," now familiar in this

connection, and a study of the advertisement columns of

the three papers, may enable the thoughtful reader to make
a tolerably good guess whence the founts of inspiration spring.

But whatever may be the source of inspiration,

enough has been quoted to demonstrate conclusively that

the almost simultaneous appearance of three such similarly

inaccurate and spiteful articles in different papers

is something more than a mere literary coincidence.

It is really astounding that the editors of three London ,

daily newspapers should have consented, by suppressing

the name of the author, to accept the responsibility for so

unique a farrago of nonsense, cheap copy though it doubtless

is. Such prostitution of the press is melancholy enough ; but

a comforting assurance is that only the least intelligent of

those who are content to read daily this sort of cheaply

melodramatic and sensationally insensate " literature," are

likely to be influenced in the slightest degree by such

wretched balderdash. It might tend to prevent a repetition

of meretricious vapourings of this nature if all chemists,

grocers, photographic dealers, and other traders assailed,

who have been accustomed to subscribe to one or other of

these "leaders of public opinion," were immediately to

" substitute " other periodicals. For it may be surmised that

the efforts of the nostrum-mongers were not confined to

three particular newspapers
;
and, if that be true, the great

body of the daily press is to be congratulated on its refusal

to swerve from the paths of rectitude at the bidding of

advertisers who seek to mislead the public.

A MATTER OF BUSINESS.
HosTi;-iTY to the Pharmaceutical Society shows itself in

many and marvellous ways. Numerous instances could

doubtless be recalled, if specific examples were not rendered

pautfuUy unnecessary in view of the continued abstention

of so many registered chemists and druggists from member-
ship of the Society. One reader of the Journal points out
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that perhaps no more instructive, if uninstructed, account

of the reasons for such hostiHty is to be gained than

that which is revealed in the course of a conversation with

some of the candidates for the quahfying examination, who,

at this and other seasons of the year, are wont to

congregate in Galen Place, London. He states that the chief

objections seem to be based on the manner in which the

Society's income is spent. Thus, the ten-guinea fee for

examination is a constant source of complaint, and the two or

three pensions given by the Society to aged and retired

servants are a perpetual grievance ; while the money alleged

to be " thrown away " on the School, or " lost " on the Journal

is productive of further allegations on the part of those

who know nothing of the work and teaching of the formeri

and consider that a weekly journal, for which no charge is

made to practically the whole of its readers, should yield an

annual profit to its proprietors ! To each of the complaints

above enumerated, a full, and to the impartial mind, con-

clusive answer may be furnished without difficulty. Such

answers, indeed, have already been given sufficiently often,

but it may not be without value to attempt a brief survey of

the matters which determine an individual's attitude towards

the Society by the time he becomes ready to present himself

for the Minor Examination.

The youth is apprenticed, it may be, to some member
of the Society in the provinces," whose pharmaceutical

education and "Major" certificate, if he possess it, seem

utterly wasted in a place where neither the dispensing of

prescriptions nor the home manufacture of galenicals

is practised ;
where, indeed, the education of the pharmacist

is, from circumstances within or withov^t his control, turned

apparently to no account. The master's loyalty to the Society

is manifested, perhaps, by the annual payment of his

subscription, with a donation to the Benevolent Fund, and^

sometimes, the exercise of the franchise at Council elections.

Not having personally made money directly out of his edu-

cation, he tacitly allows his apprentice to consider that

education as such has small advantages. His personal and

financial interestedness in the success of the School and the

Journal may be shown, oddly enough, by an entire lack of

mental interest in both. Possibly he does not realise, or

refuses to acknowledge, that the status of the pharmacist

has been, and is being, raised more by the indirect agency

of education at the Society's School of Pharmacy than bj'

any other cause. When the annual balance-sheet shows a

supposititious " loss " on the Journal account, and a

trade contemporary which ought to know better un-

fairly points to that as a " serious drain on the

Society's resources," it may not occur to such a pharma-

cist to take pencil and paper, and so find out that the cost of

the official organ is approximately three-halfpence per copy,

including postage, to each member. Still less, probably, does

it occur to him, when he places an order with a wholesale

house for goods advertised in the Journal, to mention that

such advertisement has attracted the order. Yet that would

only be the application of a very elementary principle of

business, the advancement by an individual of the pecuniary

interests of a concern in which he is a " shareholder."

It is hoped that these remarks may not be construed into

a sign of any lack of sympathy with the provincial chemist

in his brave struggles against trying circumstances ; nor is

it suggested that the type of pharmacist described is the

best or most universal. Nor is he the most hostile to the
Society, for the constant raillery at the " inactivity " or
" uselessness " of the Society, indulged in still by some
registered persons, has not been laid to the charge of this
pharmacist. But, to return to the apprentice, that which
it is here desired to emphasise is the effect produced on the
mind of a young man by the attitude and actions of his
master. The first effect is in most cases to make him ready
to believe that the ten-guinea fee which he pays for the
examination is spent on the up-keep of the School of
Pharmacy. This he holds to be a place where the idle sons
of West-end chemists waste their own time and other
people's money. He is given to understand that the
Society's examiners have instructions not to " pass " more
than 25 or 30 per cent, of the candidates, in order that the
additional fees may enable the Society to pay the pensions
already referred to. After one or two " complete courses

"

of three months' duration, at an inefficient place
of instruction, he fails at the examination, and is

filled with a asting rage at the Pharmaceutical Society

and all that pertains to it. When he finally does satisfy

the examiners, he considers that his education is finished,

and is only slightly, if at all, less hostile to the Society than
before. " What has the Society done for me ? " he asks.

"Why, forsooth, should I pay an annual subscription?"
If any should think that this statement of case for the

individual agamst the Society is lacking in vigour, it should

be remembered that the individual whose attitude has been
described is neither extremist nor fanatic, but an average
and ordinary specimen. It should not be difficult for

those members who take a loyal and active interest in

their Society and its institutions to prevent the malady of

disaffection from seizing or retaining hold of such impres-

sionable youths as may be exposed to the ravages of the

bacillus of misrepresentation and may come within their

sphere of influence. It is by appealing to the commercial
instinct and business principles, no less than by invoking the

sense of duty or of ethical obligations, that united support

for the interests of the whole body of registered chemists and

druggists, and of the Society with which those interests are

bound up, is most likely to be obtained.

ARTHUR HAWKER COX.

By the death of Mr. A. H. Cox, J. P., briefly announced
in last week's issue, at the venerable age of 89, the Pharma-
ceutical Society has lost one of its oldest members, and the

town of Brighton one of its most respected and valued

inhabitants. A Londoner by birth, he was apprenticed at

Northampton, afterwards entering the employ of Dinne-

foed's New Bond Street. When quite a young man he

went into business at Brighton, where he established the

factory for coated pills, which has become so well-known.

A man of considerable intellectual attainments, Mr. Cox's

sense of public duty led to his election as a member of the

Brighton Board of Guardians in his twenty-ninth year,

since which time his record of public service was being

constantly' added to for more than fifty years.

Mr. Cox was an earnest Liberal in politics, and

was at different times closely identified with the Ballot

Society, the agitation against the Corn Laws, the Anti-

Church-Rate Society, and the foundation of the Town
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Council in 1854. Elected an Alderman in 1859, he was

placed on the Commission of the Peace ten years later, and

was Mayor of Brighton in 1869, 1882, and 1883. He had

been President of the local Natural History Society,

Chairman of the Outfall Sewers' Board, and a Director of

the Brighton Aquarium. It was not until November, 1901,

that Alderman Cox resigned his seat on the Town Council,

when a vote of thanks was engrossed on vellum and presented

to him by his colleagues. Among the reminiscences of the

deceased gentleman was that of an important County Court

action brought agamst him some fifty years ago by a railway

company for test purposes. The question at issue was
whether the company could compel people to sign a receipt

admitting goods to have been delivered in good order and

condition. The judge summed up in favour of Mr. Cox,

but the jury could not agree, and the point was left un-

decided. Alderman Cox was essentially a man of business

talent and administrative ability, and he never spared

himself when the public good was concerned.

THE RISKS OF THE DISPENSER.

Ix an address recently delivered by Dr. Nestoe Tieakd,

and reported in the Lancet, some instances are recalled

from Dr. Tiraeu's own experience, where the dangers

of the use of hypnotic and other drugs have ex-

tended to the presoriber and the dispenser. One
of the earliest arose from the patient altering the pre-

scription before sending it to the druggist. One drachm
of chloral hydrate was prescribed with three ounces of

water for three separate doses on alternate night. The
patient drew a stroke of the pen after the iirst }iumeral,

thus converting a 20-grain dose of chloral hydrate into a

40-graan dose, and, not content with this, took two such

doses (80 grains) with only an interval of half an hour.

Happily for the prescriber and dispenser, this large dose

excited the patient instead of depressing him, so instead

of dying from heart failure he spent the night in wild

delirium. Had the result been fatal the prescriber would

have found it difficult to prove that he had not carelessly

written a prescription with two long-tailed numerals, and

the dispenser might haA-'e been asked awkward questions

as to his reasons for sending out 40-grain doses without

referring to the prescriber.

Tincture of cannabis indica has also afforded two in-

teresting examples. Five doses had been taken without

marked effects, good or bad, but with the sixth and last

dose toxic symptoms appeared. The mystery was not

very great : no mucilage had been given to suspend the

resin, nor were there any directions to shake the bottle,

so probably the whole active ingredient of the six doses

was taken in a single dose at the end. In another in-

stance with cannabis indica the minimum pharmacopoeial

dose of the tincture was prescribed for a highly nervous

patient. The usual toxic effects of an overdose of

cannabis indica were produced, but the smallness of the

dose and the disparity of the result were puzzling. The

patient admitted having drunk the medicine from the

bottle, and having inadvertently swallowed more than a

double dose, thus at once relieving both the prescriber and

the dispenser from all further responsibility.

Dr. TiRABD points out that whenever a misadventure

occurs after a drug has been taken the friends gener-

ally prefer to cast responsibility on the prescriber or

dispenser, rather than to allow that the death was due

to suicide or to an overdose taken by accident. Those

addicted to the use of hypnotics do not always play the

game fairly ;
they may obtain the desired drug bj"- sub-

terfuge, and when once it is in their possession they may
conceal the fact owing to shame, while this concealment

may lead to consequences which they cannot have antici-

pated. Dr. TiEARD has known a bottle labelled " sal

volatile " to contain a strong solution of morphine. This

bottle was kept in a cupboard in the bedroom, and at the

request of a semi-delirious patient it was given to him
by the nurse, with a fatal result.

UNPROFITABLE DIPLOMACY.

In a letter printed at page 565, Mr. Broadhead gives a

characteristic exposition of the rudiments of diplomacy

as understood by him. So far as the political

principle can be isolated from its really admirable

literary setting, it would appear to amount to this

—whenever a council of war is necessary to ascertain

your position in a given campaign, invite the enemy to

participate in the discussion ! In other words, our corre-

spondent would replace the shrewd wisdom of Brer Babbit

by the more showy but less advantageous converse, " stand

high, and say as much as you can." That anyone should

imagine it to be necessary to give reasons to the world

for every act or omission of the executive of a voluntary

society is bordering on the inexplicable. What becomes

of administration if the chosen administrators are not to

be permitted to exercise a reasonable amount of discre-

tionary power ? The Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

may be as inefficient as it is painted by certain pharmaceu-
tical artists with a taste for glowing colours, but it is un-

doubtedly right in refraining from making public the evi-

dence and the ai-guments upon which was based the decision

in respect to "the most im2>ortant question affecting our

professional status." The more momentous the question,

the more need there is for delicacy in the handling, and
even Mr. Broadhead will scarcely advance '" the fullest

and most open consideration " l)y potential company pro-

moters, as a model method of dealing tactfully with phar-

maceutical difficulties. Yet, to what else does the publicity

fetish lead ? The registered chemists of Great Britain might

very well take a hint from the tradesmen on whose behalf

Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., and Mr. Dobbs are working,

and entrust their case to those who hold the ends of the

political wires. " Beyond mere surmise and opinion," the

seedsmen, ironmongers, and the other members of the

beneficent entourage of agriculture knew nothing definite

of what was going on ; and lo ! the resulting effect is the

misleading of two Departments of the State, with the

fabrication of a dossier of magnificent untruths that will

take years of persistent effort to counteract. Would the

same heaped up measure of success have been possible if

the member for Camlachie had been forced to exhibit his

full hand—his motives and reasons—to the scrutiny of

every shopkeeper in his own line of business? Such a

thing is inconceivable ; for the game could then easily have

been spoilt by the Pharmaceutical Society in the early

stages.
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NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
BY OUE PABLIAMENTAEY EEPEESENTATIXT;.

Mineral Waters in tlie Far East.

Lord Cranborne replying to Mr. Weir in the House of

Commons on Tuesday week, said that his Majesty's Consul at

Kobe would be requested to include in his next Trade Report
any particulars respecting the export of mineral waters for

Kobo and Osaka (Japan) that he may be able to obtain.

Irish Only Need Apply.

In the House of Commons recently, Mr. Field asked
the Irish Chief Secretary whether he would explain why the
Local Government Board objected to Boards of Guardians
specifying that tenders for only Irish manufactured pharma-
ceutical preparations would be received. In his reply Mr.
Wyndham said that some Boards of Guardians in Ireland when
recently advertising for the annual supplies of medicines for the
sick poor, stipulated that only tenders for Irish manufactured
pharmaceutical preparations would be received. This action
appeared to have been suggested by a Dublin firm of manu-
facturers. Such a proposal, if adopted, would restrict free and open
competition by excluding English and Scotch firms from
tendering for these goods, and was not one in which the Local
Government Board in the interests of the taxpayers at large
could approve. Mr. Wyndham added that the hon. member
doubtless was aware that one-half the cost of drugs and
medicines was recouped to local authorities out of moneys
provided by the State.

Sugar Imports.

Replying to Sir James Woodhouse, Mr. G. Balfour stated that
the total import of refined sugar imported into the United
Kingdom in 1902 was 919,491 tons, and of unrefined sugar,

658,909 tons. He was unable to say when the Sugar Convention
would again- be brought under the consideration of the House.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Seceetakies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Will.—The will of the late Mr. Cliristoplier Stamp, chemist

and druggist,. Grimsby, has 'been proved at £7,955 grosN.

Holiday Closing.—The chemists of Wigan and district

have decided to observe the half lioliday on the Wednesday in

Whitsun week, and the Wednesday following August Bank
Holiday, in addition to the other Wednesdays iu the year.

A "Heavy" Drug Bill.—Sevenoaks Board of Guardians
is so alarmed at the Workhouse drug bill, which amounted
last quarter to £19, that they have decided in future to purchase

drugs from wholesale houses, instead of from the local chemists.

Kinninmont Prize Competition.—^Intending competitors are

reminded that April 30 is the last day for names being re-

ceived. Particulars may be obtained from, and names sent to,

tihe Hon. Secretary, William L. Currie, 223, Byres Road,
Dowanhill, Glasgow.

Gresham Lectures.—On April 21, 22, 23, and 24, at 6 p.m..

Dr. E. iSymes Thompson, F.R.C.P., Gresham Professor of

Medicme, Will give a niunber of lectures on " Digestion," in

continuation of the previous course, at Gresham College,

Basinghall Street, E.G. These lectures deal more particularly

witli food.

A Dispenser's Salary.—At the meeting of the Ipswich Board
of Guai-Jians, on April 9, it was recommended that the salary

of the out-relief dispenser, Mr. Wm. Cornell, should be in-

creased from £40 to £50 a year. On 'objection being raised, it

was pointed out that Mr. Cornell devoted four or five hour.s a

day to the work, and last year made up between 4,000 and 5,000
prescriptions. The increase was granted.

Northern Chamber of Commerce.—At a meeting of the
Newca.stle and Gateshead Chamber of Commerce a communica-
tion was read from the Traders in Poisonous Compounds Pro-
tection Society, asking the support of the Chamber in regard
to their action " for the extension of tlie Pharmacy
Act, so tliat duly recognised agricultural agents may
retail poisonous compounds, when these are for agricultural

purposes, under proper restrictions." The Chamber agi-eed to

support the application.

An Enterprising Chemist's Advertisement, from the -Vus.? .-

Daily jS'civs, is here quoted:—"Easter entertainments, 1903^

In connection with the opening, about the 6tli of April, of the

Gildredge Pharmacy, 85, Terminus Road, Eastbourne (near the

station), by Mr. W. T. Martin, chemist and druggi.st (by ex-

amination, with honouTs), registered dentist, etc., cinematograph
exhibitions and concerts will be given at the Central Hall, Sea-

side Road, on April 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. For particulars see

po,sters,_ handbills, etc."

Analyst's Report.—In the annual report of Mr. R. A. Crippe,

F.I.C, presented to the Town Council of Bournemouth, of which
borough he is public analyst, some interesting remarks are made.
Mr. C'ripps refers to the numerous "mercury ointment" prose-

cutions ;is very unwise, because if the B.P. ointment weie uni-

versallj- supplied to the public, the dangers of mercurial saliva-

tion Mould be serious. Two out of nine samples of Eastou's

Syrup examined wei'e found to be deficient in ferrous phosphate,

due probably to the syrup not being freshly prepared lor s^ile.

New Hungarian Pharmacopceia.—A correspondent of the

Mcdicat Press annoiuices that, iu consideration of the fact that

seventeen years have elapsed since the publication of the last

edition of the Hungarian Pharmacopoeia, the Sanitaa-y Com-
mittee of the city of Buda-Pest has decreed that a new Phannii-

copoeia shall be compiled and issued as soon as jjossible. The
Board of Indu.stry and Commerce requested from the Sanitary

Committee the allowance of the free sale of caustic soda, witii

the restriction that grocers must supply their customers with

printed cautions relating to its being poisonous. This request,

however, has not been complied with, and both poisoning and

adulteration will be made .more difficult on tht' advent of the

new Phamiacopoeia.

Drugs and Pauperism.—At the meeting of the Cardifi 13oai.l

of Guardian.s on April 9, .some discussion took place relative to

the inadvisability of supijlying children at the workhouse dis-

pensary with medicine. Mr. W. B. Taylor, dispenser, stated

that during last montli he had dispensed 3,409 prescriptions, and

in two-thirds of the cases the medicine so prescribed was handtsd

to cliildren under fourteen years of age. Most of the bottles of

medicine contained poison in dangerous quantities, and if all the

contents of a. bottle were drunk by a child- it would probably

cause death or at be.st a narrow escape from death. Only

the other day he refused to sujjply a little girl of six with a

mixture of aeonife and belladonna. The action of Mr. Taylor

was endoiM'il liy the Committee, and a resolution was passed

recommeniluiL; ilie Board to di'soontinue the present system.

University of London.—Advanced Courses of University Lec-

tures in Botany.—The Board of Studies in Botany, realising

that the reconstitution of the University affords an admirable

opportunity for organising a fairly comprehensive scheme of

;iilv,niei'il and post-graduate instruction in botany, have drawn

up and submitted for the approval of the senate a scheme of

lectures and subjects, the genei-al idea being tliat each course

should deal with a definite branch of botanical knowledge, or

with the more general aspects of the science, and should extend

to about ten lectures. Tlie .sclieme extenids over the years

1903-1906, the programme for 1903-1904 being as follows:—
1st Term: A. D. Hall, Esq., M,A., "The Plant iu Relation

to the Soil" ; 2nd Term: Prof. H. Scott, F.R.S., "The Lycop-

sida"; 3rd Term: Prof. J. Reynolds Green, F.R.S,, The

Metabolic Processes of Plants."
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The Society's Annual Dinner. —'Among tliose who liave ac-

cepted invitations to attend the annual dinner of the members
of the Phanaaceiitical Societj- and their friends are the fol-

lowuig members of Parliament:—Messrs. Marshall Hall, K.C..
Henniker Heaton, and Randies. iSIi'. T. Lough has also pro-

mised to attend if possible. As already announced, invita-

tions have b€en sent to the Presidents of all local Pharma-
ceutical Associations in Great Britain, and it is hoped that a

numiber of them may be able to be present.

Tlie Report of the Committee on Poisons.—The Hospital

makes the following very pertinent obsen-ations, in an edi-

torial comment on the proposals to relax the restrictions on the

sate of poisons :
—" It must be conceded that the use o7 sheep-

dips, Tveed-killers, and other poisonous preparations employed
by agriculturists has largely increased during the past twenty
years, but to make this fact an excuse to relax the present

restrictions on the sale of poisons would not only be a most
unwise and retrograde step, but also be dangerous to flie

public safety. The extraordinary suggestion made in the

supplementaiy report by another member of the Committee,
that the local authorities should grant licences to suitable un-
qualified persons to assist medical men in dispensirg pre-

soriptious, when it becomes necessary to do so in the absence

of the doctor, scarcely needs serious consideration. We cannot
conceive what good could accrue from legalising a class of

im(fualified traders in poisons, such as the village grocer,

ironmonger, or general store dealer ; on the contrary, such a

course could only be fraught with serious danger to the com-
munity. The main safety of the public imdoubtedlj^ lies in

the entire restriction of the sale of all poisonous substances to

duly qualified persons, and it is to be hoped that when the
Legislature comes to deal with any amendment of the Pharmacy
Act this course will be strictly adhered to, and that the regu-

lations for the sale of poisons will be increased in stringency

instead of being relaxed."

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. A. H. Allen has been re-appointed public analyst for

the city of Sheffield.

Mr. F. Tidsweli, chemist and druggist, of Denholme, has

been elected a member of the L^rban District Council.

Mr. B. Broome, chemist and druggist, of Woodford, has

been re-elected a member of the L'rban District Council.

Mr. George Averill, pharmaceutical chemist. Rugeley, has

been elected a member of the Rugeley Urban District Council.

Mr. Percy Knott was returned unopposed for North Ward for

the third time, at the recent elections of Guardians for the

Bolton L'nion.

Mr. A. Butterworth, chemist and druggist, of Ashton-under-

Lyne, has purchased the business of T. G. Hughes, Limited,

Bradley Green, Biddulph, near Congleton, Clieshire.

Mrs. Fred Reynolds has just published a new novel, with

the title of " The Man-with-the-Wooden-Face.' It is very good,

and likely to prove even more successful than any of its pre-

decessors.

Mr. G. B. Pickworth, Blackburn, has been seriously ill for

some time past, and, we regret to learn, is still in so serious a

condition that he cannot be removed for the absolute rest and
change which his medical attendant considers necessary. Mr.

Pickworth is well known as the Hon. Secretary of the North-

East Lancashire Chemists' Association, and be has recently

been the recipient of a message of sympathy from the Com-
mittee of that body. His speedy recovery is sincerely hoped for

by all who know him.

TRADE NOTES.

Craddock's Medicated Blue Soap.— Messrs. Barclay and
Sons, Limited, 95. Farringdon Street, London, E.C., have been
appointed sole wholesale agents for Craddock's Medicated
Blue Soap, supplied in sticks for shaving, or in cakes.

Photographic Catalogue.—Messrs. James Woolley, Sons, and
Co., Limited. Victoria Bridge, Manchester, intiuiite that they
will be pleased to forward, post free, a copy of their new photo-
graphic catalogue to any applicant. The catalogue comprises
ne<arly 200 pages, fully illustrated, and, in addition to particulars

of the firm's " Victoria " cameras, gives information concerning
numerous other cameras and photographic accessories generally.

Standardised Tinctures.—Messrs. Southall Brothers and
Barclay, Ltd., Birmingham, are ofiering twelve corbyn quarts of

the most commonly used pharmacopceial tinctures, each of

them standardised to a guaranteed percentage of active
principle or extractive matter. The price for the set, bottles

and carriage free, is £3 10s. net, a considerable reduction on
the total face value at list prices. The offer holds good for one
month.

Cooke Lenses.—^Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson, Limited,
of Leice.ster. send a copy of the latest edition of their catalogue
of photographic lenses, and state that they will be pleased to
supply a free copy to any of our readers on application. This
list contains several new features which should be interesting to
all photographers and photographic dealers. Thei-e are useful
notes on " How to Focus " and " How to Preserve Lenses," and
a (Special ai-ticle* by William Taylor, F.R.P.S., on "The
Principles of a Lens' Action," as well as a "Table of Conjugate
Foci " and an illustrated description of the manufacture of
lenses.

Price Lists and Catalogues.— Messrs. T. Howard Lloyd
and Co., St. James' Street, Leicester, send their quarterly price

list of drugs and pharmaceutical preparations, together with
an illustrated catalogue of surgical instruments and the three
half-yearly supplements just issued. The latter deal respec-
tively with— (1) Pills, capsules, tablets, etc. ; (2) veterinary
medicines and requisites ; (3) chemists' specialties, packed for

retail sale. This supplement contained a coloured inset, from
which an idea may be gained of the attractive style in which
the counter s])ecialties are put up. Copies of any of the
above lists will be forwarded by the firm on application.

"Ensign" Film Competition.—Mes.srs. Geo. Houghton and
Son, Limited. 88-89, High Holborn, W.C., direct attention to a
competition for jjhotographs taken on ' Ensign '" Daylight Load-
ing Roll Films (made by Austin Edwards). Ninety-two prizes*

of a total value of £100 are offered, the highest prizes in Class 1

—for pictures 2^ x 2^ and smaller—being £3 10s., and the lowest
10s., and in Classes 2, 3, and 4—for pictures 3^ x 2^ and larger

—highest prize in each class £5, lowest £1. All photos, entered
for competition must I'each Messrs. Houghton and Son, Limited,
before October 31. 1903, and the results will be published and
prizes distributed during November. Further particulars will

be isupplied by the firm or by photographic dealers selling the
" Ensign " films.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Be Alexander J. Duncan, Chemist d Druggist, 82, King
Street, Aberdeen.

This debtor has granted a trust deed for behoof of his cre-

ditors. Claims against the estate should be lodged with tue

agent for the trustee, Mr. H. C. B. Forsyth, solicitor, 173a,

LTnion Street, Aberdeen.

-Re W. S. Fulleylove, described as a Chemist, High Street,

Blackheath, Stafifs.

The Official Receiver of the Dudley Bankruptcy Court report*

that he has completed the realisation of this debtor's estate,

with the result that the unsecured creditors will recei_ve a fii'^t

and final di^adend at the rate of Is. 2Jd. in the £. This is

payable on April 22, at the Official Receiver's office, 199,

Wolverhampton Street, Dudley.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, TnrESDAY, Apeil 16, 1903.

As might liave been exi>ected, business in Di-ugs and
Cliemicals, so far from having been in any degree active, has
so far hardly resumed the normal phase. There are absolutely
no changes in value of any importance to report, either in an
upward or downward direction. Quinine is sick. Opium quiet.

Cod Liver Oil still in the clouds, with, however, practically
nothing doing in the article. Phenacetin and Sulphonal still

being offered at very low prices. Bromides are firm, as also
is Camphor. Acid Carbolic steady. Iodides unchanged.
Quicksilver and Mercurials quiet, but firm. We give a few
quotations below :

—
ACETANILIDE—Is quoted 8d. to lO^d. per lb., according to

make, quantity, and packing.

ACID BORACIC—Crystals are quoted 22s. per cwt. and
powders 24s.

ACID CARBOLIC—Is rather firmer on basis of b^d. per lb. for
34-35° C. ice crystal dn large biilk packing, the other qualities
and packing being quoted at proportionate pric«s.

ACID CITRIC—Firm at Is. 2d. per lb. Higher prices are
looked for.

_ACID TARTARiC~Is very firm at Is. Id. for English and Is.
per lb. for foreign. Makers will not book forward.
ALUM.—Lump, £5 10s. to £5 12s-. 6d., and Ground £6.
ANTIMONY.—Quiet at £27 to £28 per ton for Eno-lish

Eegulus, and £11 i>er ton for Crude Japan (Black SulphideK
BENZOLE.—80 per cent., 8d. ; 90 per cent., 9d., prompt,

London.

BICARBONATE OF SODA —Landed, £7 5s.

BICHROMATE OF POTASH—3d.
BICHROMATE OF SODA—2^d.
BLEACHING POWDER.—English £5 2s. 6d.
BORAX.—Crystals, 13s.

; powder, 14s. per cwt.
CAUSTIC SODA.—70 per cent, white, £10 10s. 60 per cent.,

£1 less.

, u"*f
BARK.-The shipments at Java during the first

halt of the month were 631,000 Amsterdam lb., against 470 000
Amsterdam lb. last year, and 455,000 Amsterdam lb in 1901
COCAINE—Firm at late advance.
CODEINE—Firm at unclwnged price, viz., 10.s. per oz. for the

pure Alkaloid. It is thought that the article will be advanced
an price before very long.

. COD LIVER OIL.—Total yield of the Norwegian fisheries
appears to have so far only been about 1,500 barrels, of which
about one-third was disposed of early in the year or in latter
part of 1902. This does not leave much for future consump-
tion (no joke intended). New Oil is quoted 480s. per barrel
i.o.b., but buyers naturally hold off.

COPPER SULPHATE-Easier at 21s. 6d. to 22s. -6d. per cwt
CREAM OF TARTAR—Quiet at 76s. to 77s. per cwt. for fir.st

white crystals and 82s. for 98 per cent. B.P. quality.
GLYCERIN-Steady at £67 per ton for 1,260 KG quality in

tins and cases for 5-ton lots.

IPECACUANHA.—Market is decidedly firmer. Cartagena
which was selling at 3s. 9d., has since been sold at 4s. per
lb., and now it is difficult to (buy good qualitv at 4s. 3d. Rio
is firm, but unchanged, at 5s. 3d. to 5s. 6d. per lb.
MENTHOL—Kobayashi brand is quoted 22s. to 22s. 6d. per

lb., according to quantity and holder.

MERCURIALS—Are steady at unchanged prices.

MORPHINE—Is very firm and expected to be dearer. Quota-
tions are nominally unchanged on basis of 4s. 2d. to 4s. 3d. per
oz. for the Hydrochlorate i>owder.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil: The market is

fii-m for spot, but easier foi'ward. London spot pipes £24 to

£24 5s., barrels £24 5s. (solely from E. I. seed about 10s. to
15s. per ton premium), month £24 2s. 6d., May-Aug. £22
17s. 6d., Sept. -Dec. £21 17s. 6d. HuU naked spot £22 IDs.,

May-Aug. £21 15s., Sept. -Dec. £20 15s. Rape Oil quiet.
Ordinary Brown on the spot barrels £22 10s., -May-Aug.
£22 10s. English Refinedl spot £23 10s. Ravison spot

£20 15s., May-Aug. £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil steady.

London Grade spot £20 10s. paid, May-Aug. is £20 15s. Re-
fined spot £21 15s. to £23. Hull naked Refined spot £20 2s. 6d.

buyers, May-Aug. £20 7s. 6d. paid and buyers. Crude spot

£19 5s., month £19 5s., May-Aug. £19 10s. Olive Oil:

Mogador £31 to £33, Spanisli £32 to £33, Levant
£31 to £33. Cocoanut Oil easier. Ceylon spot

£27, April £24 12s. 6d. c.i.f., April-May £24 10s.

c.i.f., April-June £24 10s. c.i.f., June-Aug. £24 7s. 6d. c.i.f.

Cooliin spot £34, April-June £26 10s. c.i.f., Aug.-Oct., £26
c.i.f. Turpentine steady, quiet. American spot and April

quoted 431s. 9d., May 39s. 9d., June 37s. 9d., Jkly-Aug.

35s. 7id., Sept. -Dec. -35s. 9d. Petroleum Oil dull. Russian

. spot 4d. to ^d. American spot 5|d. to 5id., Water White

7id. to 7fd. Roumanian spot 4^d. to 4|dl.

OPIUM—Is without change, with but verv little business

jmssing. Here a few cases of manufacturinff Tokats h%ve

changed hands at 10s. per lb., while in the producing districts

people are waiting, until it is more definitely known what the

results of the spring sowings will probably be. A few oases

have, however, been bought for American account at 8s.

OXALIC ACID.—2|d. to 2Jd. net, delivered free London.

PHENACETIN—Is quoted 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb., for botli

ci-ystals and powder in bulk paper packing, according to quan-

tity and make.

POTASH CHLORATE—Is being.offered in quantity and from

first hands at 2^d. per lb. for crystals.

PRUSSIATE OF POTASH.—English makes, 5^d. Becktoii,

4id.

QUICKSILVER—Is very steady at £8 12s-. 6d. per bottle from

the importer, second-hand not offering.

QUININE.—^The market for best German brands continues

dull, at llfd. for B&S and/or Bi-unswick on the spot, and Is.

sellers for August delivery, but no sales are reported.

ROSIN—Quiet. Common strained spot 6s. 6d. ex-wharf,

afloat 6s. 5d., Aisril-Jime 6s., July-September 5s. 6d., ex-ship

terms.

SANTONINE—Is very firm at late advance.

SENEGA ROOT—Has been sold at 3s. 6d. per lb., but 3s. 8d.

is now asked.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable came yesterday 3 rupees

higher at 61 rupees for TN Orange. The market here con-

tinues very firm at hardening prices. On the spot a fair

business has 'been done in fair to good TN Orange at 118s.

to 119s. 6d. cash or short prompt. For arrival 100 cases TN
April-June shipment sold at 114s. 6d. c f and i and buyers.

Futures are firm and again dearer, with a fair business doing.

The sales comprise 1,200 cases TN April delivery at 120s.

and buyers, May at 120s. 6d. to 121s. and sellers, June at

119s. to 119s. 6d., August at 117s., and September at 115s. 6d.

to 116s. 6d.

SODA.—Crystals, barrels quoted 65s., bags 62s. 6d.

SODA NITRATE.—Refined, £9 7fe. 6d. ; commercial, £9 5s.

per ton.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA—Quiet. Gray 24 per cent. London

prompt, £13 10s. to £13 lis. 3d. Hull prom^jt, £13 8s. 9d.

Leith prompt, £13 10s. to £13 12s. 6d. Beckton not quoting.

Beckton terms prompt, £13 10s.

SULPHONAL.—Both crystals and powder can be bought at

4s. 3d. per lb. for quantity and bulk packing.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list 0(f new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any infonniation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors

'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

PRODUCTION OF CHARCOAL SPECIALLY APPLICABLE
FOR USE IN DECOLORISING AND PURIFYING SACCHARINE
AND OTHER LIQUIDS (No. 7,119 of 1902).—C. A. Halse, 22,

Rue de Viarnies, Paris. Relates to a process of carbonising

wood, sawdust, wood shavings, and the various kinds of cellu-

lose. Consists in mixing any of the above materials, reduced,

if necessary, to a granulated condition with a suitable amount
of sulphuric acid, in a miser furnished with stirring gear,

and subsequently transferring the mixture to a kiln or retort

made of suitable material, where it is carbonised at as low a

temperature as possible, which may vary from 100° to 200°

C, according to circumstances. The acid is removed from the

crude charcoal in any convenient manner. The latter is then

washed in running water and thoroughly dried. Such char-

coal may be freely washed with diluted hydrochloric acid after

having been used for anj^ purpose.

APPARATUS FOR ADMINISTERING GAS TO DENTAL
AND OTHER PATIENTS (No. 7,932 of 1902).—A. McDonald,

45, South William Street, Workington, Cumberland. In the

apparatus which forms the object of the present invention the

two bottles are supported on a stand, and their nozzles are

pi'essed against a pad or washer, so that the mssages therein

communicate with a valve chamber in the stand. The cocks

of the bottles are then opened, and the proportion of the gasea

admitted to the valve chamber regulated. A valve in the

valve chamber, which is adapted to be operated by foot action,

regulates the passage of the gases from this chamber to the

tube and face or mouth-piece ; with this arrangement, there-

fore, both hands of the dentist or operator are at liberty, and
he is free to give his whole attention to the patient, whilst

the regulation of the gas is effected by a slight movement of

the foot.

PROCESS FOR OBTAINING IN ONE OPERATION ALL THE
EXTRACTS, SOLUBLE IN WATER, CONTAINED IN TAR (No.

8,515 of 1902).—M. C. M. Fixier, 7, Rue du Ohateaudun, Paris.

Consists in melting at a temperature between 60°-100° C a

mixture of tar and commercial alkaline carbonate, this mixture

being obtained by progressively adding the alkaline carbonate,

in a receptacle in which the tar is heated, until the effervescence

cea«es, then adding sufficient cold water to dissolve the products

in soluble combination (an excess of water is not injurious),

decanting same, precipitating the liquid thus obtained by

means of an acid such as sulphuric acid, and, finally mixing, in

a hot state, the precipitate obtained with a quantity of alkaline

carbonate, progressively added until the effervescence ceases.

The product is in the foi-m of paste, and contains all the soluble

constituents of the tar used.

PROCESS FOR THE CARBONISATION OF ANIMAL AND
VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES WITH OR WITHOUT THE PRO-

DUCTION OF BY-PRODUCTS (No. 100 of 1903).—0. Ricklefs,

25, Stau, Oldenburg, Germany. Consists in keeping the sub-

stances to be subjected to the carbonising operation immersed

in a bath, the melting point of_ which is somewhat above the

boiling point of the hydrocarbons fonned during the distilla-

tion and the volatilisation of which is to be eflfected, until the

process of distillation and carbonisation is finished, which can

be recognised by the cessation of the rising of the gas bubbles

to the surface of the bath from the interior of the same. The

vapours developed) by the operation are collected by a hood

arranged above the container for the bath, and they are then

conducted to corresponding condensers, where they are solidified

and the liquid hydrocanbons and water vapours are precipitated.

Tlie gases which have escaped condensation may be used for

heating the bath.

NOTE.-Opposition to the grant of any of the above Patents, must be

filed at the Patent Office, on or before May 18, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" DAMARLINE," for cheinical substances used in manufac-

tures, etc., by Day and Martin, Limited, 49-60, Borough Road,

S.E. 252,749.

"THE ILFORD" label, for photographic goods included in

«lass 1, by Ilford, Lunited, Britannia Works, Roden Street,

Ilford, E. 252,580.

" PAINTOLENE '.' (" Paint " disclaimed) and " TURPAINTOIL,"

each for chemical substances used in manufactures, etc., by

Alexander, Fergusson, and Co., Limited, 58-48, McAlpine

Street, Glasgow. 252,773-74.

" SEPOL," for photographic chemicals, by John J. Griffin and

Sons, Limited, 20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

252,841.

" PRESERVALINE " ("Preserve" disclaimed), for food pre-

servatives, by the Preservaline Manufacturing Co., 41-43,

Warren Street, New York, U.S.A. 251,106.

" LAROLA," for chemical substances used in agriculture, etc.,

by M. Beetham and Son, Imperial Lane, Cheltenham. 251,788.

" FEKTO," for disinfectants, by W. Smith and Co., Potter

Grange, Goole, Yorkshire. 252,348.

" FUCHSOL," for insect destroying preparations, by S. Fuchs

and Co., Mariahilferstrasse 76, Vienna. 252,672.

"DR. DE SANCTIS'S RHEUMATIC AND GOUT PILLS " label,

for pills, by lEdward Cleaver, 39, Great Portland Street, Oxford

Street, W. 250,967.

" FURONCULINE," for pharmaceutical products, by La
Zyma Societe Anonyme de Bacteriologie Industrielle, Montreux,

Clarens, Vaud, Switzerland. 251,553.

"NEUROSTAL" ("Neuro" disclaimed), for chetaical sub-

stances prepared for use in medicine, etc., bj' A. Mueller, M.D.,

5, Dorotheenplatz, Leipzig. 252,062.

"CINNAKOL" and device, for chemical substances prepared

for use in medicine, etc., by J. B. de Alzugaray, 24-5, Suffolk

House, Laurence Pountney Hill, E.C. 252,285.

" PHILOSOID," for a substance being a cure for alcoholism,

by K. Friend, 90-91, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C. 252,971.
_

" PAGOR," for binoculars and other optical goods, by C. P.

Goerz, 4-5, Holbom Circus, E.C. 253,141.

" WR," eau de Cologne label, for eau de Cologne, by Bamett
and Co., 126-128, Bristol Street, Birmingham. 251,677.

"SALUNDIA" ("Sal" disclaimed), for perfumery, etc., by
G. W. Goodwin and Son, Ordsall Lane Soap Works, Manchester.

252,143.

" SABOL." for perfumeiy, etc., by Vinolia Co., Limited,

Maiden Crescent, N.W. 252,897.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Offioe on or before May 15, 1903.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

EXAMINATION RESULTS (LONDON).

April, 1903.

MAJOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined 29

„ failed 11

18

Mann, Ernest William; Birmingham
Maw, Arthur "trentham ; London
Pine, George Centenary ; London
Pratt, John Edward ; London
Renouf, Nora; Jersey
Sambrook, John Thomas ; London
Stooke, Fredk. A. ; New Brompton
Walmsley, Stephen Elliott .Kings-
ton-on-Thames

Beale Ceilings; London.

Baker, Oharles BatUard ; London
Cart, John Trevor ; London
Collitt, Bernard ; London
Hirst, Alfred Norman ; London
Kirkland, Arthur ; London
Knape, Henry ; Burnley
Lewis, George Walter ; "London
Llewelyn, Thomas ; London
Lyall, David Watson ; London

Wickham, 'xi.os.

EXAMINATION RESULTS (EDINBURGH).

April, 1903.

MAJOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined and failed 3

MINOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined. . . . > 152

„ failed 98

Barclay, James W.; Dunfermline
Bartle, George; Newcastle-on-Tyne
Biggara, John William ; Whitehaven
Bird, Albert Edward

; Rugby
Blaydes, Herbert Ingram ; Leicester
Bryce, Adam Whiteford ; Lanark
Chisholm, Charles H. S.

;
Glasgow

Craig, Edwin Forbes ; Aberdeen
England, Thomas Arthur ; Sheffield
Fenton, Peter; Coatbridge
Findlay, Adam ; Udny, N.B.
Praser, William ; Conon Bridge, N.B.
Frew, Williamina; Dingwall
Guthrie, Robert; Glasgow
Hodge, William H. ; Wolverhampton
Hughes, John Gerard; Southampton
Hutcheson, Robert; Inverness
James, William Doidge; Leeds
Johnson, John Albert ; Lincoln
Kearney, William John ; Duns
Kendal, John William ; Sunderlan
Kinnis, W. D. ; Newcastle-on-Tyue
Leslie, William ; Falkirk
Love, William Landels; Kirkcaldy
MacGregor, Alexander; Leith
McPhail, John; Newcastle-ou-Tyne
Marshall, Frederick W. ; Gateshead

Masterton, Wm., David; Coatbridge
Milne, Thomas ; Old Meldrum
Ogilvie. William

;
Peebles

Raffan, John ; Rothiemay
Bankine, Andrew L. ; Cardenden
Reid, Alex. Smith ; South Shields
Russell, James Reddie

;
Edinburgh

Sanderson, Joseph R.
;
Whitley Bay

Shand, Adam L. W. ; Aberdeen
Stewart, Adam ; London
Strickland Herbert C. ;

Brandsby
Sutherland, Alfred Lohn ; Aberdeen
Sutherland, James Durie ; Arbroath
Taylor, Alexander

;
Glasgow

Thirde, John Ingram ;
Edinburgh

Thom, William B. P. ; Glasgow
Thompson, Harry G. ; Blackburn
Waldron, J. J.; Newcastle-on-Tyne
Walker, James : Glasgow
Walton, John Borrows; Birtley
Watts, Albert Arthur ; Sheffield
Webster, Magnus Herd; Buckie
Webster, Richard R. ; Edinburgh
Welch, James

;
Edinburgh

Weston, M. P. ; Newcastle-on-Tyne
Willis, Ernest; South Shields
Wilson, William ; Ossett

ABERDEEN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Tuesday, April 7, 1903, iji Gordon's 0)llege, the Vicb-

PsE,siDE>,-T, A. L. Bruce, in the absence of the President,

in the chair. There Tvas a goodly attendance of members.

^Ir. Ritchie read a pajier entitled

A Sketch History of the Aberdeen Chemists and Druggists

The Society of Chemists and Druggists of Aberdeen was
formed in 1859, with tlie laudable object of improving the con-

ditions of the assistants and apprentices, the improvements
being the shortening of the hours of labour and -the establish-

ment of a library. With the advent of the examinations, classes

were formed in the various subjects, so that young men might
acquire the requisite knowledge to enable them to pass the

examinations. As the stringencv of tjie examinations became more

maa-ked, the Aberdeen Society had also advanced from time to

time, till now they had one of the finest equipped .schools of

pharmacy in the country. He was strongly of opinion that local

associations should do more than they had hitherto done to

establish such schools over the countiy, it being a duty they

awed to those entering the ranks of pharmacy.

ANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday, April 9, 1903, in the Victoria Hotel, Manchester,

Mr. €rEO. S. WooLLEY, the President, in the chair.

Mr. J. C. KiDD, Hon. Secretary, read the

Annual Report,

which detailed the various meetings held during the session.

The total number of members both at the beginning and end of

the session was ninety-three.

Mr. A. J. PiDD, Hon Treasurer, submitted the balance-

sheet. The balance in hand on the year's working was over £4.

The Phesident, in moving the adoption of the report and

balance-sheet, said it was time something was said to the trade

generally about- the apathetic way in which they regarded all

the organisations maintained in their interest. It was no use

for gentlemen taking no part in the work going on to cry out

afterwards when some matter affecting their interest cropped

up :
" What is the Pharmaceutical Society doing? " At all

events, members might devote one night a month to the con'

sideration of their own affairs, and certainly they might devote

vone evening in the year to attend the annual meeting, and to

hear the report of the year's worldng. The work done this year

had been very satisfactory. Though the meeting that was called

to hear the address of Mr. Glyn-Jones had been advertised by

tlie sending out of bOO circulars, but only about fifty people

attended. On the other hand, the conversazione at Owens Col-

lege was very well attended, but the solid business of the

Association was left to those few who reallj- devoted them-

selves to the interests of the trade.

Mr. W. KiEKBX (Seconded.

Mr. H.4iERY Keiip, in supporting the motion, said he should

like to suggesi that they might excite a little more interest in

the minds of those members who did not attend then' meetings

if the annual report were printed and circulated amongst them.

The suggestion was favourably received, ^and the matter was

left in the hands of the Council to carrj' out.

Mr. WooDEUFF .suggested that a catalogue of the books in

the library of the Association should be sent out witli the

report, and this also wa~s left to be submitted to the Council.

The report and balance-sheet were tlien adopted.

Election of Officers.

The new Coimcil for the en.suing year was elected as fol-

lows : —Messrs. J. Grier, W. Kirkby, H. Kemp, J. C. Kidd, W.

Lane, D. Lewis, A. J. Pidd, F. W. Einger, G. S. Woolley,

G. L. We.stmacott, and J. Wild.

Mr. G. S. Woolley was unanimously re-elected President.

Messrs. Hairy Kemp and W. Kirkby were re-elected Vice-

Presidents.

Mr. Pidd was re-elected Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. Kidd Hon.

Secretary.

Mr. A. L. Blair was appointed Auditor, in the room of Mr.

Blytou, resigned.

Mr. Waltox, who was appointed Librarian of the Associa-

tion, promised to prepare a catalogue of the books.

Mr. KiEKBY said the Association should have a full set of

the Pharmaceutical .Journal in their library, also of the trans-

actions of the Conferences.
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!Mr. Ke31P. on behalf of his colleaf^ues on the Council, said

votes of thanks had) been given to many people for the

assistance they had rendered, but nothing had been done in the

way of thanking the President for his services. Mr. Woollej-

liad paid all the bills. The least thej' could do was to i>lace on

record their thanks to the President for his generosity, which

enabled the Council to carry out the most unique function of the

year.

Mr. KiP.KBY seconded. The conversazione, he said, was a

credit to the Association. Their thanks were due to the

President for his generosity. They knew how whole-hearted

he was in pharmacy—particularly ^lanchester pharmacy—ever

ready to forward its interests, and full of encouragement to

everybody.

Mr. G. Wilkinson supported, and the resolution was carried

with much applause.

Presentation of Address to Mr. WooUey.

Mr. Kemp, on behalf of his colleagues on the Council, said

it was his jjleasure to ask the President to accept a simple

testimonial of their regard' for him and his work.

The testimonial consisted of a framed illuminated address, as

follows :
—

Manchester Pharmaceutical Association.
' To George S. Woolley, President of the Association.

" Dear Sir,—We, your colleagues on the Council of the
Mvmchester Pharmaceutical Association, desire to express
to you our sense of appreciation of the many and valued
services which you have rendered to pharmacy in your
capacity as President of this Association, as well as to your
very generous action in providing the means whereby the
recent conversazione was carried to such a successful issue,

so as to constitute it an altogether unique function in the
history of Manchester pharmacy."

The address bore the signatures of the two Vice-Presidents

and the members of the Council.

Mr. Woolley said the testimonial was a great surprise to

him. He appreciated it very highly, and considered it the

greatest and most honourable compliment that had ever been

paid to him, with, perhaps, one exception, in his life. He
begged to thank his colleagues for their kindness and for the

grateful way in which the testimonial had been presented to

him.

Mr. Kemp proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. J. Grier and

Mr. W. Kirkby for " the enormous amount of labour " they

undertook in connection with the conversazione.

The President seconded the motion. It was the organisers

of a conversazione that made it a success, and no one had done
so much to make the recent gathering .a success as the two
gentlemen whose names had been put before them. The Owens
College authorities had been thanked ah'eady, but it was h;<

well to mention it now.

A vote of thanks was passed to the Secretary, Mv. Kidd, for

his sen-ices during the year.

The New Pharmacy Bill.

The President said they must be prepared to carry out the

instructions of the Council at any moment in order to assist the

carriage of the Bill through Parliament.

Mr. KiRKBY said the effusions of newspaper corresjX)ndents

should be laid before the Council, and they should be pre-

pared to answer their opponents, and, if jjossible, have the last

say in the matter.

Mr. Ringer said the drug companies were already working
very hard in the matter.

Mr. Kemp said they were only waiting for the signal to

move.

After further discussion the meeting terminated.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION,

MONTHLY MEETING.

Tuesday, April 7, 1903, at the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool, Mr.
TuBVEit in the chpir.

Correspondence.

The Secket.vhy read a letter from the Secretary to the

;
Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations, suggesting

the Blackpool Association should a.sk the members to interest

themselves actively in the Pharmaceutical Council election, so

that greater interest be taken in electing tlie best representatives.

; for such important work.

I

In reply to a communication, the Seceetaey read letters from

I

the President of the Board of Agriculture, fixing a date to

: receive a deputation from the Preston and Blackpool associii-

' tioiis on the poisons report and draft Phannacy Bill, and from

i
Mr. Worsley Taylor, the member for Blackpool, stating he would

!
receive a deputation at some convenient date after Easter.

A letter was read from Mi-. W. L. Cun-ie, soliciting the sup-

: port of the Association at the Council election ; the decision was
,
postponed until such time as the different candidates had ex-

pressed their views.

Wholesale Buying.

Mr. Johnson reported the result of his canvass of the local

chemists on- the wholesale buying of proprietaries, only two
;
being reallj^ enthusiastic, the others being either opposed or

neutral. Unfortunately the strongest supporters were absent.

Mr. Johnson was thanked for his trouble, and his report allowed

to lie on the table.

GRIMSBY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' AND
DRUGGISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Tuesday, April 7, 1903, at the Oberon Hotel, Grimsby, Mr. C.

WiLLSON, Vice-President, in the chair.

Annual Report.

This referred to the P.A.T.A. Conference last November, to

the steps already taken by the Committee to enlist the aid of

local members of Parliament in opposing the report of the Com-
mittee on Poisons, and to the establishment of a library in con-

nection with the Association. The repoit, together with the

Treasurer's accounts, was adopted.

Other Business.

The officers of the Association were re-elected.—It was re-

solved to hold general meetings quarterly.
—

^The Association re-

solved to support the following seven candidates for the Ooun-

cil :—Messrs. Cooper, Cross, Currie, Hills, Symes, Walshaw,
and Wootton.

BOURNEMOUTH AND DISTRICT PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursdiay, April 2, 1903, at the Albert Restaurant, Bourne^

mouth, Ml'. Worth, President, in the chair.—It was imani^

mously decided to use all possible means to support the minority

report of the Committee on Poisons.—It w;us decided that a

whole-day outing should be arranged, and that ladies should! be

invited. The second Wednesday in June was suggested as a

convenient day.
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HARROGATE AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

PRELIMINARY MEETING.

Wednesday. April 8, 1903, at the Salisbury Hotel, Harrogate,

Mr. R. H. Davis in the chair. There were also present Messrs.

Atkinson, Dawson, Eynon, Gordon, Handford, Kirk, Parkin,

Pattinson, and AVood.

Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Handfobd, Divisional Secretary, stated that the meeting

had been called to consider the Pharmacy Bill and to take steps

to secure the support of the member for the division for the

Bill. After discussion, a resolution was unanimously carried,

on the motion of Mr. Etnon, seconded by Mr. Pabkin, in

favour of the Bill.

A deputation was appointed to wait on Mr. Wharton and

endeavour to secure his support for the measure.

Formation of the Association.

The question of forming a chemists' association for Harrogate

and district was discussed, and it was decided to take steps to

form such an association. A committee was appointed to make

the necessary arrangements, and Mr. C. E. J. Eynon was elected

President, and Mr. Handford Secretary and Treasurer pro-

visionally.

WESTERN CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON).

SMOKING CONCfiRT.

Wednesday, April 15, 1903, at the Norfolk Square Hotel,

London Street, Paddington, the new headquarters o£ the Asso-

ciation Mr. J. W. BowEN, President, in the chair. Owing

perhaps to the fact that a dinner of the Phaimacy Club had

been arranged for the same evening, there was a poor atten-

dance of members, and an interesting musical programme was

submitted, under the direction of Mr. Henry Prenton, who has

several times undertaken similar duties. The music, however,

was not up to the usual standard.

suitably replied. After the lecture several matters of business

had to be dealt with prior to dispersing. The meeting terminated

about 10.45 p.m.

NEWCASTLE=UPON=TYNE AND DISTRICT

CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, April 8, 1903, in the Hotel Metropole, Newcastle,

Mr. Meeson, President, in the chair. It was unanimously

decided that Mr. Geo. Eoggin, Bedlington, Northumberland, be

invited to accept the position of President for next session.

Mr. Payne, F.C.S., was called upon to deliver a lecture or

paper, entitled

Orthochromatic Photography in Practice.

The lecture was very graphically illustrated with innumerable

limelight views, showing comparisons between subjects taken

on ordinary photographic plates and those taken on specially

colour-corrected plates. Though Mr. Payne modestly asserted

that he dealt with the subject merely from a scientific

point, his illustrations clearly proved that much is gained in

artistic effect by the proper use of colour-con-ected plates. His

lecture, which lasted one and a-half hours, was full of interest,

especially to those connected with photography, and was

listened to thi-oughout with the greatest attention, several

questions of a technical character being afterwards asked of the

author," and replied to by that gentleman.—On the motion of

Mr. Clague, seconded by Mr. Btjcklet, and supported by

various prominent members. Mi*. Payne was accorded a very

hearty vote of thanks for his services, to which Mr. Payne

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

EXAMINATION RESULTS.
Preliminary Examination.—The following passed:—W. M.

Keys, G. R. Hifle, W. F. Ellis, J. Duggan (D. O'Goiman and

P. O'Callaghan), R. Bates, W. F. Kirby, P. P. Cofifey, J. R.

Waddell, J. J. Walsh, T. J. White, and T. W. Hadden. Eleven

candidates were rejected.

Pharmaceutical Licence Examination.—The following passed :

—W. H. Howl, R. I. Eccles, W. Baxter, H. C. Smyth, C. R.

O'CaiToll (D. Rea and J. P. E. Wright), W. Corriden, C. P.

Fair-weather, H. G. Parker, and J. J. Bolger. Fifteen candi-

dates were rejected.

EXETER ASSOCIATION OF CHEMISTS AND

DRUGGISTS.

Letter to Devonshire M.P.'s.

As briefly reported in last week's Journal {see p. 549), a

letter signed by Mr. H. Wippell Gadd, Hon. Secretary of the

Exeter Association of Chemists and Druggists, has been sent to

all the representatives of Devonshire in the House of Com-

mons, directing attention to the Pharmacy Bill, and j)ointing

out some of the more glaring inconsistencies in the majority

report of the Committee on Poisons. Since the letter may
well serve as a model to chemists who ai-e disposed to attempt

to influence their representatives in Parliament at the present

time^ the text of the communication is now printed at length.

Peoposed Ph.abmacy Act Amendment.

" 97-100, Fore Street, Exeter,
" April 7, 1903.

" Dear Sir,—On behalf of the members of the above

Association, I beg to draw your attention to the Pharmacy

Bill, which was introduced into the House of Commons ou

the 26th ult. by Mr. Thomas Lough.
" The object of this Bill is to remove defects which have

been found to exist in the Pharmacy Act of 1868.

"By that Act it was enacted:—
"

(1) That only persons qualified by examination as

chemists and druggists or pharmaceutical chemists may

—

" (a) Sell poisons.
" (b) Keep open shops for the sale of poisons.
" (c) Take the title of chemist and druggist or phar-

maceutical chemist.
"

(2) That such qualified persons must

—

" (a) Conform to the regulations provided by the

aforesaid Act for the storing and selling of

poisons.
' " (4) Compound medicines accordin^^ to the Phar-

macopoeia.
" By a decision of the House of Lords it has been decided

that the foregoing sections do not apply to limited liability

companies, the result being that seven unqualified persons

can legally do collectively what no one of them can do as

an individual.
" The only way of enforcing the Act against limited com-

panies is by taking civil proceedings against the assistant

actually performing the sale.
" In many cases where this has been done, the assistant's

plea has been that he, the seller, has no means, and conse-

quently no penalty has been recovered, and the law has

continued to be broken with impunitv.
" The present Bill seeks to make the employer (whether

an individual or a company) liable for the ])enalty. and to

prevent poisons being sold and dispensed at branch shops
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by luiqualified assistants, whether, such shops are owned by
individuals or companies.

" Front this brief summary of the Bill, a copy of which I
enclose, we think you will agree that it is a measure which
should, in the interests of the conmiimity, be passed into

law, and we trust you wUl lend your valuable support to
this end.

" Another matter to which we desire to call your atten-
tion is the report of the Departmental Committee ap-
pointed by the Privy Council to consider whether any
alterations shall be made in the Schedule of Poisons
attwhed to the Pharmacy Act., 1868.

" This report recommends that a third part be added to
the Schedule, allowing certain highly potent substances
used in agriculture and horticulture to be sold by dealers
other than chemists and druggists or phamiaceutical
chemist*-.

" The Prime Minister has stated, in reply to a question
in the House of Conrnions, ' that this report is under
consideration with a view to legislation at the eai'liest
opportunity.'

" You will therefore see that on the one hand, it is pro-
I)osed to extend the original Pharmacy Act, and on the
other to nullify its fundamental provbions.

" We woald especially call your attention to the evi-
dence given before the Committee bv Dr. Wynn Westcott,
the Coroner for North-East London.

" He stated that he approved of the present restrictions,
and he was authorised to say by the Coroners' Society,
that in tlieir opinion the restrictions should be increased
rather than diminished.

" In regaid to scheduling poisons, no more striking
argiuiient could be put forward tlian the case of carbolic
acid. The average number of deaths in his district for
six and a-half years, prior to carbolic acid being
sclieduled, was six per year. Since it was scheduled,
the deaths from carbolic acid had been two in eighteen
months. He was certainly of opinion that no poisonous
substances or preparation's should ever be, under any
circiimsfances. sold to anyone but by a chemist. That
opinion was the result of his experience. A chemist
A\-ould sell a parcel he knew to contain poisons with much
ureater care than an ordinary vendor would. In selling
packed ' poisons, even if properly labelled, there was

a greater risk in a grocer's shop than in a chemist's.
He had every reason to believe that cliemists and

druggists carried out the regulations imposed by the
Phamiacy Acts.

" In the event of small quantities of weed-killers and
insecticides being required by a fanner or horticulturist,
he supposed that the local chemist would be able to supply

"The only argument in favour of the report is the
allegation that it is difficult for farmers and horticulturists
to obtain the poisonous compound.? that they need for
their work.

"Little evidence has been brought in support of this,
and the fact that there are, over ten thousand chemists
in business in Great Britain, shows that no real hardship
is likely to be caused.
"We .shall be glad if you will grant an interview to

a deputation from our Association, at some time and
place convenient to yourself, to discuss this matter more
fully, before May 11. the date on which the Bill is
down for the second reading. We could then show you
concrete examples of the careless wav in which deadly
poisons are being offered to the public by unqualified
vendors.
"Apologising for troubling you at some length, and

trusting you will give your attention to this matter of
urgent public importance, I have the honour to remain,

" Your obedient servant,
" H. WiPPELL Gadd."

With the omission of the first nine words and the last

paragraph but one, together with the necessary alterations in
iddres.s and signature, Mr, Gadd's letter might, with advan-
tage, be copied by any chemist and druggist, and sent to his
:epresenf.itive in the House of Commons.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMUL/E.

Furniture Polish.

White wax, 100
;
water, 180

;
potassium carbonate, 1 ; oil of

turpentine, 160. Boil the wax in a tared vessel in 60 parts of

the water in which the potassium carbonate has been dissolved

make up the weight of the water lost by evaporation ; stir until

cold and then add gradually the turpentine, stirring until a

perfect emulsion results. Then add at once, with constant sti»-

ring, the rest of the water, i.e., 180 parts. If the emulsion be

not perfect, add a little more turpentine oil. To use the cream,

smear a little of it on a thin soft rag, go over the part to be

polished and polish with a flannel or woollen cloth. This

cream answers equally well for leather, upholstery, imitation

leather or marble.

—

Oesterr. Farb. unci Lack. Zeit., through

Nat. Drugg., 32, 331.

Microsol.

This new antiseptic disinfectant, which occurs as a green

paste, acid in reaction and having an odour of sulphurous acid,

consists, according to G. Pendler, of copper sulphocarbolate, 10
;

copper sulphate, 75 ; free sulphuric acid, 2-3, and water, 12 per

cent. It may be prepared by heating phenol, 5, with strong

sulphuric acid, 6, to 120-150° C, until a portion of the mixturfe

when tested with water is found to be entirely soluble. On
cooling, the mixture is dissolved in water, 10, the solution satu-

rated with copper carbonate and filtered. Copper sulphate, 75,

is then added, with sufficent water to make a thick paste. The
product thus obtained is an excellent and cheap disinfectant

;

in a 2'5 per cent, solution it is very efficient for the disinfection

of closets, cellars, stables, etc.

—

Pharm. Zeit., 147, 599.

Keratin Coating for Pills.

In order to ensure that pills, intended to act only in the

alkaline secretion of the intestines, should not be disintegrated

in the acid gastric juice, they should be coated with

keratin in the manner directed below. Pills containing salts

of metals, alum, creosote, acids, or tannin, should be coated with

an acetic acid keratin solution. Those containing alkalies,

soap, bile, metallic sulphides, or digestive ferments, should be

treated with an ammoniacal keratin solution. For certain

neutral bodies, such as naphthalin, either the acid or alkaline

solution may be employed. The acid solution of keratin is

made by digesting keratin, 7, in acid acetic (50 per cent.), 100

for twenty-four hours in a gentle heat, then straining through

glass wool. The alkaline keratin solution is obtained by dis-

solving with gentle heat, and frequent agitation, keratin, 7, in

solution of ammonia (10 per cent.), 50 ; alcohol (90 per cent.),

50, finally straining through cotton wool. To avoid any faults

in the coating, the pills must be perfectly dry, and not be

massed with any vegetable powder which will swell in the

presence of moisture. The best excipient is one composed of

beeswax, 1 ; cacao butter, 9 ; and sufficient inert powder, such

as kaolin, charcoal, or French chalk. After rolling, they

should first be coated with cacao butter, then burnished by

rolling in a little powdered graphite. They are then to be

fixed on needles, and dipped in the suitable keratin solution.

Generally ten such immersions will be necessary to ensure

perfect coating. The coating is sufficient when a pill containing

one grain of calcium sulphide, coated as a test, gives rise to no

sulphurous eructation one hour after it has been swallowed.

According to Yvon the following varnish answers all the pur.

poses of keratin, and is much less troublesome to apply:—
Salol, 4 ;

tannin, 1 ;
ether, 20. Coat the pills evenly with this,

and dry.

—

Schweiz. Woch. fllr Chem., and after Bioll. Soc.

Pharm. dc Lt/oii, 40, 439.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

BV A PHARMACI8T-PH0T0GRAPHEE.

Colour Printing.—At an evening meeting of tlie Society

of Arts, held a few weelis ago, an interesting paper on

colour printing was read by Mr. H. Dalziel, the head of the

Camden Press. The lecturer described the- method of chromo-

lithography, and also the photographic three-colour process as

applied to the production of coloured prints, and stated that,

though the latter was capable of yielding more accurate results,

the former was in more favour, on account of the greater

facility with 'which a large number of copies could be dealt

with. Amongst those present were Sir H. Truman Wood (the

secretary), Sir William Abney, and Messrs. Carl Hentschel, G.

Jones, and Joseph Pennell. The discussion which followed the

reading of the paper tended to express the belief that with the

exercise of greater care in the working details the three-

colour process will eventually supersede chromo-lithography,

and that much of the inferior and discrediting work done by

the former method was due, not to any inherent fault in the

process itself, but to the necessity for greater accuracy in

working. Mr. Joseph Pennell, in a characteristic speech,

criticised most uncompromisingly the specimens of colour-

printing shown, from an artist's point of view, in which respect

some certainly left much to be desired, but was compelled to

admit that if certain specimens on view of three-colour work
had been produced legitimately by that process without being

touched by hand, it was a colour-printing method which was
capable of producing good results.

Colour Photography for Medical Purposes.—On a recent

visit to Messrs. Sanger Shepherd and Co., I was informed
that their method of colour photography had been success,

fully employed by them for medical purposes, a photo-

graph in accurate colouring of a particular form of skin

disease having been obtained ; the electric light being employed
for the exposure. The British Journal of Photography, in

chronicling the fact, remarks that this seems to open up a new
field of usefulness for the colour process ; such prints having
usually to be obtained by the lengthy and expensive method of

making in the first place a drawing in water-colours to be after

wards reproduced by means of chromo-lithography, the results

obtained by the photographic method " being more reliable and
satisfactory in every way." Whilst, however, in no way depre-

ciating the value of the three-colour process for this class of

•work, I am inclined to the opinion, as a practical worker of it

myself, that in the hands of any but a very careful worker of

considerable expertness, the results would be very liable to be

misleading and unsatisfactory.

A Copper Toning Formulae.—In an article on lantern slide

making contributed to the Bromide Monthly, Mr. J. Mayland
Snape gives the following formula for obtaining warm tones
on lantern plates by the copper-toning method :

—

{a) Potassium ferricyanide 1 oz.

Water 9 ozs.

(6) Copper sulphate (crystals) 1 oz.

Water 9 ozs.

(c) Potassium citrate 1 oz.

Water 9 ozs.

The toning bath, which should be freshly mixed and thrown
away after use, is made by adding first 3 drachms of A, then

3J drachms of B, to 3 oz. of C. In this solution the slide quickly

changes in tone from black to warm purplish-black, then
'through brown and reddish-brown to red. If only moderately

warm tones are desired, the solution should be used in a more
diluted form. Probably this toning method, which seems to

have no recorded drawback on account of its interfering with

the permanency of the image, would be equally applicable to

prints on bromide paper, when it would be necessary to use a

weaker solution than given above. I remember trying it some

long time since for this purpose, but only experimentally, and

found the red tone obtained too crude and metallic for my
taste

;
possibly this later formula may produce better results.

Development of Platinum Prints.—In the development

of platinotype prints by the hot bath process, I have noticed

that distinctly warmer tones are obtained by using a bath

which has been several times heated, colder blacks resulting

from the use of a freshly prepared solution, and colder

tones still if the developing solution be faintly acidified.

The repeated heating of the solution of the neutral salt

apparently has the effect of rendering the bath slightly

alkaline by the conversion of a minute proportion of the

oxalate into potassium carbonate. If this be the case, it allows

a little latitude in choice of tone which may be useful. The

Ilford Company in the instructions given for the development

of their " cold process " Platona paper, recommend the use of

potassium phosphate with the neutral oxalate, stating that the

solution should be rendered acid by the addition of a small

proportion of oxalic acid. When the potassium phosphate was

first recommended for this purpose, I am under the impression

that the acid salt, KH-iPO^, was intended, by the use of which

cold steely black tones were obtained. The use of the oxalic

acid with the ordinary phosphate, K.HPO4, is probably intended

to produce the same result, but in my own practice I prefer for

the greater proportion of subjects the tone obtained by the use

of a simple solution of neutral oxalate, one ounce in 8 fl. ounces

of water.

VETERINARY NOTES.

Mange.—A visitation of sarcoptic mange in the Salford,

Manchester, and Sheffield districts has caused local authori-

ties to put the laws into operation which in ordinary times are

but slackly administered. It is an offence to expose for sale or

pass through the streets with a. mangey animal, and two men

have been fined at Sheffield for such breach of the law. The

sarcopts show a peculiar capacity for multiplication in certain

eeasons ; what those conditions are is not known. Great mva-

.sions of ladybirds, or field voles, or parasites of man .and

beast and plant, are noted from time to time, and even legis-

lated against, but natural laws usually rectify the balance

T)efore the slow, cumbrous, and often impotent machinery ol

Parliament can be forged and put into operation. Mange of

this sarcoptic variety is never absent from among the ponies

of the Shetland Islands; it has apparently the same opi^r-

tunities for spreading to the whole of the animals in one season

as in another, but now and again, at intervals of perhaps

twenty years, it suddenly becomes so virulent that many pomes

actually die from the irritation, loss of sleep, and starvation.

Remedies for Mange.—Sulphur i.s a specific for mmge ;
the

trouble consists in its application. The old-fashioned lotion

of train oil and black sulphur serves well enough, but for

stabled animals something is wanted which will effectually

destroy the parasites in harness and saddlery without injury

to those expensive materials. The creosote emulsions and coil

tar derivatives generally are fatal to the sarcopts if brought
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into actual contact, but a harness pad with ridges of accumu-

lated grease is a sufficient retreat for a few pregnant females

•during a perfunctory disinfection, and but a few days will be

needed to reproduce a new and vigorous stock. A cheap and

efficient application can be made by boiling together tlor.

sulph. and calcis hydras in the proportion of four parts of the

fomer to one of the latter, and 100 of water, for half-an-hour.

It should be applied warm, or immediately after washing with

.soft soap.

Choking In Cattle.—The relation of a number of cases of

choking in cattle in the Veterinary Itecord points to the con-

clusion that too much haste in using a probang or other instru-

ment to pusJi on the obstacle is to be deprecated. Many rup-

tures of oesophagus are thus caused, and with fatal termination.

Carters, cowmen, and others without any knowledge of

anatomy are prone to violent measures, under the quite erro-

neous impression that the choked animal will die if not quickly

relieved. As a matter of fact, many hours, and even days, may
pass without serious consequences, so long as the lining mem-
brane is not injured. The gullet is a musculo-membranous tube
capable of great distension without injury, and the paralysis

wliich temporarily results from lodgment of a substance, too

large to be passed on is a less evil than the forcible removal
by a carter's whip or anything that comes handy as a substi-

tute for a proper probang. Probably in nine cases out of ten the

administration of small quantities of linseed oil will do all that

is necessary in softening the morsel and lubi-icating the canal.

Readers interested in cattle will do well to prescribe oil while

waiting for the services of a veterinary .surgeon.

Canine Dentistry.—Quite half the number of dogs kept as

pets are in need of dental assistance before they are four years

old. At about fifteen months of age the first signs of tartar

appear on the tushes, or large comer teeth, increasing as time
goes on. The pre-molars are next invaded, then the large

molars, and lastly the small incisors, although these latter

may be otherwise diseased before the molars. The effect of any
large accmnulations is to push back the gums, and this is fol-

lowed by chronic periodontitis, loosening of the teeth, ulcera-

tion of the gums, fsetor of the breath, and chronic indigestion.

The causes wliich are observed to act on the human mouth are
the same in the dog, and the deposit is very rapid in the case
of those with habitually acid stomachs. Scaling with suitable
instruments at least once a year is necessary to preserve the
teeth in dogs predisposed to this trouble. In advanced cases
the wh'ole of the teeth may be extracted to the advantage of
both patient and owner.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

'Die Eohstofpe des Pflanzenbeiches.' By Dr. Julius
Wiener. Parts 11 and 12. Leipzig: Wilhelm Engel-
mann. 1903.

These two parts contain the remainder of the fruits and the
Beoond section of the woods. The latter is the work of
Professor Wilhelm and occupies the bulk of the two parts. In
it over 104 different woods of technical importance are dealt
irith, their structure described, and in many instances the
appearance under the lens figured. Some method of identifying
in unknown timber would have been very acceptable here, as
Ihe consultation of so many descriptions for that purpose is not
Jnly very tedious, but very confusing. Dr. Wiesner's work is

»ow completed and forms two volumes, comprising altogether
learly 2,000 pages. That here and there inaccuracies, more

particularly in the commerce of the substances treated of, are

to be found, must naturally be expected when one considers the

axtent of ground covered by the work and the conditions under
which it has been produced. They do not, however, militate

against its value. On almost every crude material of technical

importance valuable information can here be found and great

loss of time in searching the literature can be avoided. It is

sincerely to be hoped that no great length of time will elapse

before a third edition will be wanted and produced.

' Die Mikhoskopische Analyse deh Droguenpulver.' By
Dr. LuDwiG Koch. Part 7. Price 3 Mk. 50 Pf. Leipzig :

Gebriider Borntraeger. 1903.

The seventh part of Dr. Koch's atlas of powdered drugs deals

with gentian, ipecacuanha, liquorice, ononis and rhatany roots.

The descriptions and plates are equal in every respect to those

of the preceding parts which have been noticed from time to

time in the pages of this Journal. Perhaps one would like to

have seen the characteristic perforated tracheids of ipecacuanha

more conspicuously represented in the plate than they are, but,

of course, it is not possible to see them easily unless the

powder is treated by means suitable for isolating the

elements (e.g., potassium chlorate and nitric acid). Such
treatment, however, is not recommended by Dr. Koch, although

many microscopists would not consider an examination of

powdered ipecacuanha complete that did not include the

destruction of the starch, the concentration of the lignified

elements into a small compass and their separation from one

another. In this way alone can an accurate knowledge of

their shape be attained.

'Quantitative Chemical Analysis. ' By F. Clowes, D.Sa,

and J. Bernard Coleman, A.E.G. Sc., Dublin. Sixth

edition. Pp.602. Price IO3. London: J. and A. Church-

hill. 1903.

The sixth edition of this book, which retains its place as the,

best work on practical quantitative analysis for "Major"
students, does not differ very materially from those earlier

editions on which the reputation of the work is based. The
section on organic chemistry has been revised, and processes

for determining molecular weight by elevation of boiling-point

and for the analysis of aluminium alloys have been added. A
few new woodcuts have been introduced, and several alterations

and additions made. Among the latter are tables of logarithms.

It may be noticed that the atomic weights now given with the

table are those which are recommended for the year 1903 by
the International Committee which recently reported on the

subject. As those who have worked with " Clowes and Coleman "

know, the lucid and thorough descriptions of methods and pro-

cesses, with full directions for practical work, constitute a

special feature.

' The Advantages op Limited Liability.' Pp. 40. Price
2s. 6d. net. London : Messrs. Curtis, Gardner, and Boxwell,
Ltd., 25, College Hill, and 62, Cannon Street, E.C.

The business of the publishers of this work is that of " Com-
pany Specialists," the firm undertaking the preliminary work
in the formation of limited liability companies of all kinds. The
advantages of trading as a company, and the risks of partner-

ships where liability is not limited, are clearly and forcibly set

out. To show some of the dangers and responsibilities of such

partnerships the Partnership Act is freely quoted. The same
firm issues gratis a useful little pamphlet on the same
subjects.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulse
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Addresses Wanted (S. Z.—87/29).—We are unable to supply the
information you ask for. Your best plan will be to advertise
your requirements in suitable newspapers.

Specific Gravity (S. M.—87/30).— Presumably you mean
liquid extracts. If that be so you will probably find an ordinary
specific gravity bottle answer your purpose as well as anything.

Nux Vomica (G. G. M.—87/34).—The ordinary dose of the
powder for cattle is from one to two drachms, twice or thrice
daily ; for horses from half to one drachm is usually given.
There must be a serious risk of poisoning in administering such
large and frequently repeated doses as you mention.

American Journal (S. M.—87/30).—The Druggists' Circular,
published monthly at 100, William Street, New York

; foreign
subscriptions, 2 dollars per annum. If a more purely scientific

paper is required, get the Pharmaceutical Review, published at
Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A., at 2 dols. 50 cents per annum.

F.I.C. Examinations (A. S. B.—88/2).—You will find full

information on the subject at pages 11 and 12 of the
P.J. Educational Supplement, published July 26 last. For a
copy of the official syllabus, write to the Secretary of the
Institute of Chemistry, 30, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.

Manicure Preparation (T. P. T.—87/28).—It is usual to pre-

pare the nails by lathering them well with soap and warm
water. Possibly something like the following might answer
the purpose :—Dissolve soft soap, 60 grains, in distilled water,
2fl.drm.,addtinctureof quillaia,lfl. drm., andmakeup tolfl.oz.
with perfumed spirit.

Carbon Tetrachloride (R. L. H.—87/33).—We cannot say
which is the cheapest method. One recognised method consists
in passing through a red-hot tube carbon bisulphide saturated
with chlorine, the resulting mixture being subsequently treated
with potash or milk of lime to remove sulphur chloride, after

which the tetrachloride is distilled off.

Royal Appointments (R. T.—87/31).—Obviously you must
make a formal application. In the case of the King's house-
hold, address your application to the Board of Green Cloth,
Buckingham Palace, London ; in other cases to the Comptroller
of the particular household. No application is likely to be
considered unless you supply goods to the household in question.

Gargarisme (W. R. S —87/32).—It is probably the Oarga-
risme au borate de soude of the French Pharmacopoeia, which
is prepared by dissolving 1 part of borax in 50 parts of rose

water and adding 10 parts of honey of roses. Possibly the last-

mentioned ingredient is replaced by glycerin, since the pages
of which you quote the numbers contain monographs on borax,
glycerin, and rosewater respectively.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Climate, containing an article on Malaria by Louis W.
Sambon, M.D. Vol. 4, No. 15. Pp. 219-256. Price 6d.

London Travellers' Health Bureau, Leyton, E. April, 1903.

From the Publishers.

A Treatise on Materia Medica and Thekapetttios, Iitolttd-

iNG Pharmacy, Dispensing, Phaemaooioot, and Adminis-
tration or Drugs. By Rakhaldas Ghosh, L.M.S., Oal.

Univ. Vol. II. Pp. 169 — 656 + XX. Price 5s. Calcutta:
Hilton and Go., 109, College Street. 1903. From the Pub-
lishers.

Squibb's Ephemeris of Materia Medica, Pharmacy,
Therapeutics, and Collateral Information. January, 1903.

Pp. 140. Brooklyn, N.Y. : E. R. Squibb and Sons. 1903. Prom
the Publishers.

The Man- with-the-Wooden-Face. By Mrs. Feed Reynolds.
Pp. 312. London : Hutchinson and Co. 1903. A well-written

and interesting tale, the heroine of which is a music teacher

who, in an unexpected sort of way, makes the acquaintance of

a man whose " wooden mouth seemed quite incapable of the

levity of a smile." But he learns to smile quite naturally as

time wears on, and, in the end, she lays her soft cheek against

his and tells him that " it isn't wooden, at all, really."

MARRIAGES.

Judge—Goodyear.—On Monday, April 13, 1903, at St.

John's Church, Wakefield, 'by the Rev. 0. D. H. Macmillan,

M.A., Joe Judge, Secretary of the Walcefield and District

Qieanists' Assockition, to Ivy Louise, only daughter of Cap-

tain H. 8. Goodyear, St. John's Villas, Wakefield.

Moorhouse—Tattersall.—On Tuesday, March 31, 1903, at

Accrington Road Wesleyan Chapel, Burnley, by the Rev. Isaiah

Jones, G. H. Moorhouse, M.P.S., Burnley, to Rhoda, daughter

of Mr. Richard Tattersall.

DEATHS.

Coles.—On March 22, Alfred Case Coles, Chemist and Drug-

gist, Bournemouth.

Lambert.—'On March 5, Thomas David Lambert, Chemist

and Druggist, Askrigg (Yorks). Aged 65.

Pullan.—On April 11, John Richard Pullan, Chemist and

Dmggist, Harrogate. Aged 69. Mr. Pullan, who had Ibeeii a

member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1883, was a native

of Harrogate, and was well known by many visitors to the

town. He sei-ved his apprenticeship to Messrs. Waite and

Gascoigne, and eventually succeeded to the business. When
a young man Mr. Pullan excelled in lawn tennis and

cricket, and later was for some time treasurer of the Harrogate

Cricket Club. He was also a director of the Harrogate Con-

servative Club, and was a prominent Freemason, being one of

the earliest members of the HaiTogate and Claro Lodge, of

which he was Worshipful Master in 1870-71.

Roberts.—On April 13, John Lyddon Roberts, Pharmaceutical

Chemist, Millom, Cumberland. Aged 66.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications fob the 'Pharmaceutical Journal ' .must he

addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, il

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late aa

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London)

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
. j t.

Contributions sent tor the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.
*

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications. = • j •

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Sb«a-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

Names and Formula? should be written with extra care, all systematio

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters useo

to commence generic but not specific names.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. AntcliOe,

Atkins, Back, Barnes, Black, Coleman, Cripps.Currie, Davis, Elling,Ferrall,

Gilmour, Handford, High, Hill, Jones, Judge, Lloyd, Mackenzie, Monro,

Moss, Napier, Rigby, Sankey, Selleck, Swift, Thompson, Thorpe, Tocher,

Tschirch, Watson, Wilkie, Williamson, Zdanowicz.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK
Jdentification of Cineol.

E. Kremers, continuing his suggestions for improvement in

the U.S.P. n onographs on the volatile oils, proposes that use

might be made of the property of cineol to combine with iodol,

C<I<NOH. To a solution of a few drops of cineol in three times

its volume of petroleum ether, a few crystals of iodol are added

and dissolved by agitation. Upon standing greyish-green

crystals of the double compound are deposited on the side of

the test tube.

—

Pharm. Review, 21 , 170.

Hyoscyamus Muticus.

It is interesting to note that the investigation of Hyoscyamus

muticus at the Imperial Institute, and the results obtained

showing its unusual richness in hyoscyamine (see P.J.^

December 22, 1900, p. 73), have led to the importation of the

drug. Several bales have recently been sold by Messrs. Lewis

and Peat, of Mincing Lane. The form iu which the plant is

ofiered is that of broken stalks, and with only traces of leaves

and a few capsular fruits gathered apparently late in the season.

The purchasers, it may be presumed, are manufacturers of the

alkaloid. :

Solubility of Boric Acid in Hydrochloric Acid.

W. Herz has made some experiments to determine whether

the statement in Dammer's ' Handbuch der Anorganischen

Chemie,' to the effect thatp boric acid is more soluble in hydro-

chloric acid than in water, is correct, and finds, on the con-

trary, that the opposite is true, the solubility steadily

diminishing with increasing concentration of the hydrochloric

acid. The solubility of bjric acid in pure water was found to

be 0 907 gramme equivalents per litre ; while in 9 51 normal
hydrochloric acid the solubility is only 0-338 gramme equiva.

lents.— Zeits. anorg. Chem., 33, 335, through Analyst.

Artificial Camphor.

A company has been formed in New York, under the title of

" The Port Chester Chemical Company," for the synthetical

manufacture of camphor. It has a capital of a million dollars,

and has issued 10,000 shares of 100 dols. each. The process is

protected by a patent. The manufacturers propose to make a

purer camphor than the natural substance, for whereas the

crude drug of Formosa gives only 88 to 90 per cent, of pure

camphor, the artificial substance will contain 99 per cent. The
manufactory will be in Fox Island, and is expected to turn out

2,000,000 lb. per annum, which is about the quantity that the

United States uses at present, or about one-quarter of the world's

production. The immediate manufacture will at first probably

not exceed 600,000 lb. The camphor will be made from oil of

turpentine, each barrel being estimated to yield 98 lb. of

camphor. Reckoning the present price of turpentine at

5J cents per lb. and the selling price of camphor at

50 cents per lb., the business should be a paying one, provided

that the Japanese do not lowec the price of the natural product

and that the United States are not by over-production obliged

to export it. The production of natural camphor, according to

the report of the American Ooniul in Formosa, amounts to

300,000 lb. in Japan, 220,000 lb. in China, and 7,000,000 lb. in

Formosa, the production in the last-named island being a

monopoly under the control of the Japanese Government,
affording an annual revenue of 800,000 dols.

—

Schimmel's Report,

April, 1903, 14, ^

Vol. 70, (Poubth SEima, Vol. 16.) No. 1713,

Constituents of Java Coca Leaves.

0. Hesse has extracted four definite compounds, not of the

nature of alkaloids, from the leaves of coca obtained from Java.

These bodies are (1) Cocacitrin, C23H32O17, a yellow crystalline

compound and three molecules of water, melting at 186°. This

appears to be a glucoside, yielding a sugar, cocaose, which may
be identical with dextrotalose, since its osazone meets at 180° C.

(2) Cocacetin, CioHj.jO;, forming yellow needles with three

molecules of water of crystallisation. This melts at 260°-265''.

(3) Cocaflavin, Cs^HagOig, which forms yellow crystals with

four molecules of water. It yields dextrose and galactose on

hydrolysis with dilute sulphuric acid, and is, therefore, pro-

bably a glucoside. (4) Cooaflavetin, containing two methoxy

groups, forms greenish-yellow needles with three molecules of

water and melts at 230°.

—

Journ. fur Prakt. Chcm., 66,

401.

Perfumes as Disinfectants.

CalveUo has shown that a 7 to 8 per cent, emulsion of cinnamon

oil, and a 11 per cent, solution of oil of thyme, act as well as a

1 per cent, bichloride of mercury solution, and Marx has found

that terpineol, heliotropin, vanillin, and other substances pos-

sess similar properties. A 1 per cent, solution of terpineol

kills anthrax in a few hours, and a 10 per cent, solution staphy-

lococcus. This action is considered by Marx to be due to the

power of these substances to set free active oxygen, since

terpineol in substance or in vapour immediately sets free

iodine, although heliotropin and vanillin do so only after

some hours.

—

Schimmel's Report, April, 1903, 81.

Chemistry of Carana Elemi.

A. Tschirch and 0. Saal have added carana elemi, derived

from Protium carana, a native of Northern Brazil, to the list of

elemis previously examined (P./. [4J , 15, 127, 316). It contains

isocareleminic acid, C40H56O4, which is amorphous, melting at

75° C, 2 per cent. ; this is removed by shaking out the ethereal '

solution of the resin with Am.2C03 solution ; careleminic acid, :

C40H56O4, which crystallises from a mixture of methyl and' ;

ethyl alcohol in well formed needles, melting at 215° C, 8 per

cent.; carelemisic acid, C87H56O4, which is amorphous, melting 1

at 120° C, 10 per cent. ; both these are removed after the

elimination of the isocareleminic acid, by shaking out with

the 1 per cent. NaOH solution. Carelemisic acid is separated' ;

from the mother liquor after removing careleminic acid by
crystallisation. The residue, after the removal of these three

acids, gives, when steam distilled, 10 per cent. 'of essential oil.

This is a fragrant yellow liquid with an odour recalling that of

a mixture of fennel, dill and lemon oils. On fractionation it

gives a colourless, pleasant smelling fraction between 170°-172° G.;

a denser yellow fraction between 172°-200° C. ; and at higher

temperatures, a viscous brownish acrid product. Strong H2SO4
gives a cherry red colour reaction with the first fraction. The
resinoid residue of the steam distillation gives caramyrin,

CsflHsoO, melting at 175° C. It is separable into a and jS-amyrin,

the former melting at 181°, and the latter at 192° C. Cara-

myrin is identical with the amyrins isolated from other elemis.

The two amyrins are separated by taking advantage of the

different solubility of their respective benzoic esters in alcohol,,

80 per cent.
;
a-amyrin benzoate is soluble, (9-amyrin benzoate

insoluble, in that solvent. The mother liquor, after crystallising

out the caramyrin, contains the indifferent careleresene,

C27H40O2, which is amorphous and melts at 75°-77° C. It forms

from 30 to 35 per cent, of the original elemi, which also

probably contains traces of bryoidin. —4»'c^t''y. der Pharm.,

241, 149.

B2
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LIQUOR ARSENII ET HYDRARGYRI lODIDI, B.P.*

BY WILLIAM DUNCAN, PH.C, F.C.S.

Since the introduction of this liquor a number of formulae

have from time to time been suggested for its preparation.

The orig-inal, published by Donovan in the Dublin Medical

Journal for November, 1839, is:
—"Triturate 6 08 grains of

finely levigated metallic arsenic, 15-38 grains of mercury, and

50 grains of iodine, with 1 drachm of alcohol, until the mass

has become dry, and from being deep-brown has become pale-

red. Pour on 8 oz. of distilled water ; and after trituration

fo;r a few moments, transfer the whole to a flask, add 5 drachm

of hydriodic acid prepared by the acidification of 2 grains of

iodine, and boil for a few moments. When the solution is cold,

if there be any deficiency of the original 8 oz., make it up

exactly to that measure with distilled water. Fina.lly filter."

Til© other formulae, with the exception of Soubeiran's, are

similar to Donovan's, the only di£fei-ence being in the quan-

tities. Soubeiran, having failed to get all the arsenium into

.solution when following Donovan's process, suggested solution

of arsenlous and mercuric iodides in boiling water as a more
expeditious and successful method, which it certainly is. This

is the process—solution of the salt in cold water

—

mwde
official in the 1885 Pharmacopoeia, and retained in the 1898.

Donovan's is tedious, and the product more apt to liberate

iodine than Soubeiran's, but both yieild solutions identical in

oomposition and practically in strength.

Donovan's Solution.

Arsenium 6'08 grains = 017J per cent.

Mercury 15'38 grains = 0 439 per cent.

Iodine SO'OO grains = 1'428 per cent.

Alcohol 1 drachm.
Hydriodic acid i drachm.
Distilled water to 8 oz.

B.P. 1898 (Soubeiran's).

Arsenious iodide .... I'O Gm. = 0164 per cent, arsenium,

Mercuric iodide I'O Gm, = 0 441 per cent, mercury,

r495 per cent, iodine.

Distilled water to 100 0 cubic centimetres.

Various statements have been made regarding the composi-

tion of Donovan's solution, but not one, so far as I can learn,

based on actual examination of the liquor. Donovan himself

•believed that the two iodides in the presence of water com-

bined to form an iodide of artenium and mercury—a salt

analogous to Rochelle salt. Pereira, Christison, and Redwood
held the same opinion. The official title, " Liquor Arsenii et

Hydrargyri lodidi," is in accordance with this view, bnt the

English translation, " Solution of Arsenious and Mercuric

Iodides," treats it as a solution of two iodides. The 1885

Pharmacopoeia used the singular " iodide," but in a note says :

" The original Donovan's solution contained nearly 42 grains

of each iodide in 10 fl. oz." i'he 1898 B.P. is more
•cautious :

" 110 minims correspond to 1 grain ar.venious iodide,

Aslj, and to 1 grain mercuric iodide, Hgl^."

Soubeiran believed that an iodohydrargyrate of arsenic is

formied, Kane that it is a solution of arsenic and mercuric

iodide in hydriodic acid, Remington that in dissolving no
chemical change occurs.

It will be observed the quantities prescribed are practically

in the same projjortions as the molecular weights of arsenious

iodide, 452-2, and mercuric iodide, 450-6. Tliis, possibly, has
suggested the idea of a double iodide.

I have prepared the liquor from tlie elements and from the

salts, and have satisfied myself that the products are identical

in nature, but, for the purpose of this paper, a quantity of

*Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at a meeting in Edinburgh,
Thursday, April 16, 1903.

solution was ma/de by the official process from salts previously

proved to be pure. Commercial arsenious iodide being so

liable to vary, it is essential that ASI3 be used, as otherwise

the liquor will contain either free iodine or be deficient in

arsenic.

The resulting liquor was distinctly acid, titration with

N/10 NaOH showing an aoidity of 0-73 per cent., calculated

as HI.

Four ounces were evaporated in vacuo at normal temperature,

and it was observed that as the solution became more and more

concentrated, minute colourless crystals separated out, which

on examination proved to be arsenious oxide.

Four ounces were then evaporated by a gentle heat, with

similar results—^deposition of arsenious oxide first—the solu-

tion ultimately leaving a brick-red, apparently deliquescent

residue, which b}-- treatment with ether or potassium iodide

could be separated into soluble mercuric iodide and insoluble

arsenious oxide.

Four ounces were now placed in a separator and washed re-

peatedly with carbon disulphide. On evaporation of the

carbon disulphide, a minute quantity of arsenious iodide was

left. The washing was repeated with ether. The ethereal

solution was distinctly yellow, but not from free iodine. On
evaporation it left a yellowish-bro-srn residue, slightly

deliquescent and distinctly acid. This proved to be mercuric

iodide and hydriodic acid. The aqueous residue of the

original solution was now examined. It was free of mercury,

but contamed arsenious oxide and hydriodic acid, the quantity

of the latter being much less than would be required to form

arsenious tri-iodide with the quantity of arsenium present.

These results indicate that Donovan's solution contains

neither a double iodide nor an iodohydrargyrate, but is really

a solution of arsenious oxide, with a little undecomposed iodide,

mercuric iodide, and hydriodic acid, the most of the acid being

combined with the mercuric iodide, forming the soluble mercuro-

iodic acid, H^Hgl^.

Arsenious tri-iodide, like ail compounds of weak bases with

strong acids, on solution in water rapidly dissociates into the

oxide and acid, the degree of hydrolysis depending on condi-

tions of temperature and' dilution. In the preparation of tliis

liquor part of the liberated liydriodic acid combines with the

mercuric iodide forming the readily water-soluble iodide. If

it were the case that mercuric and arsenious iodides combined

to form a more soluble combination, the more concentrated the

solution of arsenious iodide the more abundantly should it

dissolve the mercuric iodide, but we find solution only takes

place on dilution—that is, the more hydriodic .acid set free

the more mercuric iodide dissolves. One gramme of arsenious

tri-iodide, if hydrolysis were complete—which it never is—
yields 0-841 gramme hydriodic acid—a quantity sufficient to

combine with and dissolve 1-493 grammes mercuric iodide.

The official liquor, seeing that equal weights of the, iodides are

taken, will thus contain a little free hydriodic acid, the presenc«

of which gives the tendency of Donovan's solution to colour,

on exposure to light and air, from the acid breaking down into

water and iodine. When this occurs, the liberation of iodine,

a reaction sets in between it and the arsenious oxide present,

the latter becoming oxidised into ar.senic acid, and the former

becoming hydriodic acid :
—

As,0, -f 41^ -1- lOH.O = 4H3ASO, -f 8HI.

The quantity of free iodine, therefore, never becomes exces-

sive, but the arsenious tri-iodide becomes almost entirely

arsenic. An eight-yeai--old sample which had been stored in an

ordinary whit© glass bottle was found to contain 0-0201 pei

cent, of free iodine, but the arseniiun was entirely in the form
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of arsenic acid. Arsenious oxide in Donovan's solution can

be accurately determined by titration with, iodine.

The tendency of the liquor to liberate iodine can be checked

by adding sufficient alkali to neutralise the free liydriodic acid,

and if the demand for the preparation be such, as entitles, it

to official recognition, it would be advisable that this be

^one in the next Pharmacopoeia. Seeing it can be readily made
in 1 few minutes at the dispensing counter, it is better not to

keep it in stock. As, however, an aqueous solution of arsenious

jside, mercuric iodide, and potassium iodide is not only more
^table, but probably possesses all the medicinal virtue of

Donovan's solution, there seems little reason for its retention.

The official method of preparing the present liquor is faulty.

I'he Pharmacopoeia orders the s ilts to be triturated " with

rater until nearly all is dissolved." As the supposed insoluble

lortion is arsenious oxide, the solution is indefinite in its

irsenic strength. The United States Pharmacopoeia direc-

;ions, to "continue trituration until all is dissolved,'' are

ireferable.

NOTE ON COMPOUND TINCTURE OF GENTIAN.*

BY PETEK BOA, PH.O.

A communication from Mr. George E. Perry in the Pharma-
futical Journal of March 21 reminded me of some experi-

nents which I had been making, during the last six months, as

ime permitted, with this tincture. My observations had been

lirected, not towards its extractive value, but towards its

lavour-

For some years I have observed that tincture of gentian has

alien off in popularity, both with prescribers and the public,

'he tincture of the 1885 Pharmacopoeia was spoiled by the

iienstruum being too strong in spirit, which took too much
if the indigestible terpinous constituents out of the orange
»eel. The tincture, in consequence, repeated, and patients

aid it did not agree with them.

The menstruum ordered in the 1898 Pharmacopoeia, being
reaker in spirit, remedied this, but the 25 per cent, inci-ease

u gentian, accompanied by a prolongation of the time of

[laceration, makes the tincture so bitter that it is genuinely
lupalatable. In the 1885 tincture the flavour was too much
or the 'bitter; in the 1898 tincture the bitter is too much for

he flavour. The compound infusion of gentian has increased
tt popularity. I never heard anyone say that it had disagreed
rith him. Its success ia due to the harmonious adjustment of
larour and bitter. It is, in fact, a well-balanced preparation.
Although we speak of gentian as a tonic, it cannot be taken

eriously as such, in the general sense in which we speak of
mchona, for example. Its use is mainly as an api^etiser and
igestive stimulant. In this direction it has no rival among
he official bitters. To render it unpalatable is, therefore, to
poil it for its chief use. For this purpose thr bitter is wanted
B a form acceptable to the sense of taste. The little ante-
irandial stimulant which custom sanctions on occasion is dis-

reetly medicated by just a " dash " of bitter.

I had often, in making compound gentian mix;ture of the
867 Pharmacopoeia, been impressed by the good results obtained
ly a maceration of only four hours. The preparation con
ained quite a sufficiency of bitter, but x bitter that tasted
lean and crisp, and did not linger too long in one's mouth.
On consideration, it seemed to me that tlie pharmacopoeial
ime of maceration—namely, seven days—wa.s likely to bring
uto the tincture the more rank-tasting constituents of the
oot. We all can appreciate the diflference l>etween a cup of

'Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at a mostirig in EdinburRh.
nuraday, April 16, 1903.

tea that has stood on the leaves for ten minutes and one that

has stood for half an hour.

When I had made some tincture by macerating for a shortish

period I found that it had a fi-esiher, more inviting, taste than

the official tincture. Then I had a series of trial batches made
with macerations of different lengths of time, and, on com-

paring them, it became evident that the product of even a
short maceration—say of twenty-four hours—while nicer thaa

the pharmacopoeial tincture, was still unnecessarily bitter.

Next I had the gentian reduced by one-half—that is, to 1 oz.

to a pint^—retaining the other ingredients in unchanged quan-

tity, and macerated for twenty-four hours. The result was

a very nice tincture indeed. The aroma and t isbe weie excel-

lent. It was certainly bitter enough, but not so repellently

so as the official tincture, while the flavour of the orange and

cardamoms was agreeably perceptible. The extractive fi-om

this tincture I found to be 2-92 per cent.

As I have already stated, the amount of extractive was *
secondary consideration in my experiments. However, when
I found that a tinctui'e mide with half the gentian and mace-

rated for only twenty-four hours gave a residue of practically

3 per cent. , I thought that a tincture made with the full official

ingredients, but with the twenty-four hour maceration, would

yield a residue not far short of that recognised as rea-sonable

for the official tincture. Two determinations were made of
.

c'ach, and the average results were as undernoted :
—

Pharmacopoeial tincture

Twenty-foar hour ,,

Sp.G.
0-9574

0-9639

4-603 per cent, residue,

4-433 „

A diflerence only ofJ C170 per cent, residue.

I may add that the tinctures had been standing for about

a. couple of months, and the deposit, which always occurs after

making, had completely settled. My results approach closely

to those obtained by Mr. Peny. The figures given by Mr.

Wippell Gadd in the Pharmaceutical Journal, ^Lay 28, are

high. As they have been obtained, he says, by a " process

by which the drugs are better exhausted than by the official

method," I fear they cannot be accepted as evidence in regard

to the official tincture.

The residues from the respective tinctures were taken up
with a little water and compared as to taste. The advantage

in point of flavour in favour of the product of the shorter

maceration was even more noticeable in them than in the tinc-

tures—the former was a clean bitter, tlie latter had a rank

after-taste.

As a sequence of the results obtained in my experience, I

have no hesitation in suggesting that in the formulas for com-

pound tincture of gentian in the next Pliarmacoi^oeia the gen-
'

tian be reduced to 1 oz. to a pint and the time of macerar

tion restricted to twenty-four hours, instead of being pro-

longed to seven days. It is not desii-able to exhaust the marc •

in this tincture; we only want to get its fresh, appetising

content. In the present Pharmacopoeia tinctures are mainly
prepared by the two processes of percolation and maceration.

Recent communications, such as those from our ^'wiety's

Research Laboratory, tend to show, however, that a slight

modification of the hard-and-fast official process gives different

results as regards extraction of a drag's active constituents.

In the 1885 Pharmacopoeia two strengths of spirit were chiefly

employed. In the present Pharmacopoeia we have a variety of

strengths, the idea being to suit the strength to the drug.
In our next Pharmacopoeia we may have this principle extended
to processes.

I have to express my thanks to my pupil. Miss Jean Sinclaii',

for her careful assistance in preparing the tinctures for the
purpose of this paper.
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NOTE ON THE LOCATION OF SALICIN IN WILLOW BARK *

By DAVID BROWN, P.I.C., F.E.S.E.

About the end of 1901 a large branch was broken by the

wind from a tree

—

Salix purpurea—growing in my garden. It

was a male plant. As there seemed enough of bark to supply

the means of testing the truth of an opinion I had formed that

the bulk of the salicin wa.s located in the inner bark, I had

several analyses made with a view to determine this point.

The bark was air-dried, and consisted of three well-defined

layers, differing in thickness, colour, and taste.

The inner one, " A," was very thin, of a deep yellow colour,

and very bitter.

The middle one, " B," was a good deal thicker than " A,"'

almost white, and also very bitter.

The outer one, " C," was very much thicker than the two

others, of a dirty grey colour, and distinctly bitter.

The whole bark contained 5'8 per cent, salicin.

A. The inner bark contained 11-3 per cent, salicin.

B. The middle bark contained 8-0 per cent, salicin.

C. The outer bark contained 2-5 per cent, salicin.

It appears, therefore, that while salicin exists in all parts

of the bark, it is found in largest quantity in the inner, next

in the middle, and only in comparatively small quantity in the

outer bark.

Samples of bark taken from the same tree in the spring of

1893, and also in the autumn of 1894, were found to contain

the following quantities of salicin:—
Spring, 1893 = 7-38 per cent.

Autumn, 1894 = 6-66
,,

This points to the presence of a larger percentage in spring,

when the tree is bursting into vigorous growth, than in the

autumn, when it has finished its year's work.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' Indiaetjbbek and Gtjtta-Percha '
: A complete practical

treatise on indiarubber and gutta-percha in their historical,

botanical, arboricultural, mechanical, chemical, and elec-

trical aspects. Translated from the Fi'ench of T. Seelig-

mann, G. Lamy Torrilhon, and H. Falconnet, by John

Gbdde.s McIntosh. Pp. 402, with 86 illustrations and

bibliography. Price 12s. 6d. net. London : Scott, Green-

wood and Co., 19, Ludgate Hill, E.G. 1903.

The authors, who are respectively a technical chemist, an

indiarubber manufacturer, and a mechanical engineer, have

produced this treatise as a insult of a general study of the

already existing works on the subject, which they have been

enabled to classify, combine, or alter as a result of their per-

sonal experiences. In addition to the description of methods

of mamifacture and analysis, the culture and " acclimation

"

of the indiarubber plant, and the methods of obtaining the

latter, are fully described. The second part of the book deals

in a similar way with gutta-pereha, its climatology, ciilture,

extraction, and treatment. The book suffers from the defect

of being too literally translated, and indeed the style in which
it now appears is throughout far from attractive. An example

of this may be quoted :

—" Is he not far removed from the

settlers who would buy his harvest from him? And the far

from conscientious dealers, are they not there for the express

purjKjse of working upon his extreme distress on his return,

* Read before the Pharmaceutical Society at a meeting in Edinburgh,
Thursday, Ap 16, 1903,

and to acquire dirt-cheap the product of his work?" The
constant and repeated use of the first person is irritating in

the extreme. " We shall not insist further upon th« point,

so as not to repeat ourselves in the second part of this chapter,

in which we shall treat," etc. A useful bibUography is ap-

pended to the book.

' The Chemistry of Indiarubber,' including the outlines of a-

theory on vulcanisation. By Carl Otto Weber, Ph.I>.

Pp. 314, with plates and illustrations. Price 16s. net.

London: Charles Griffin and Co., Limited, Exeter Street,

W.C. 1902.

The first chapter of this comprehensive work gives its name
to the book, and deals at some length (115 pages) with the

colloidal state itself, the constituents and physical properties

of Indiarubber, its chemical behaviour, the action of heat, the
vulcanisation of indiarubber, with the outlines of a theory ot

vulcanisation itself. Other chapters are devoted to considera-

tion and descriptions of the analytical methods of examining
gutta-percha, indiarubber, rubber articles, and rubber substi-

tutes, the methods of analysis being principally due to the late

Dr. Robert Henriques. Vulcanisers and sulphur carriers, india-

rubber solvents, and colouring matters, are the subjects oi

consideration in some of the later chapters, the whole being
rendered easy of comprehension by means of tables, diagrams,
and illustrations. Dr. Weber laments that this country, whicb
was the cradle of the indiarubber industry, has fallen, and i»

still falling, to the second or third place, or "to no place at

aU," among nations engaged in the industry. This the author
considers to be due to the fact that all forethought and present
research is sacrificed to the reaping of immediate profits, the
future being left to take care of itself entirely. " Manufacturers
should clearly realise that indiarubber, and the industry con-
nected with it, offer wide fields for scientific research, the
exploration of which has already commenced

; and the india-
rubber industry of the future will belong to whatever country
may take the lead in the scientific investigation and elaboration
of its problems."'

'Chemistry of the Terrenes.' By F. Heusler, Ph.D.
Translated Ly rH.4Ncis J. Pond. Pp. 457. Price 17s.

net. London
: J. and A. Churdhill. 7, Great Mariborough

Street. 1902. »

This excellent translation embodies, in addition to the well-
known work of Dr. Heusler, the results of numerous investi-

gations on the terpenes, which have been conducted since the
original publication of the book in Gei-man. After a clearly

written introduction, the author proceeds to discuss the hemi-

terpenes and terpenes proper, hydrocarbons, and oxidised com-

pounds related to the terpenes. The latter are divided into tlic'^e

%vhich cannot be regarded as derivatives of the hydrocymenes
and tho.se which may be so regarded. The derivatives of the

hydrocymenes are again, subdivided into substances which con-

tain two ethylene linkages, those which contain one ethylene

linkage, and those without an ethylene linkage. . The amido-

derivatives of the terpenes are classified in a similar manner

to the oxidised compounds. The last sections of the book

deal with the olefinic members of the terpene series, the sesqui-

terpenes and the polyterpenes. No fault caa be found with

the printing, whioh is throughout excellent, while the arrange-

ment and the subject-matter itself are alike of the best. The

whole should prove indispensable to those who desire to keep

abreast of modem chemical researches on the essential oils.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

JftEETING OF THE NORTH BRITISH BRANCH EXECUTIVE.

Thursday, April 16, 1903, at 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr.
Peteb Boa in the chair. The otiier members present were
Messrs. Boa, Cummings, Doig, Dott, Dunlop, Fisher, Gilmour,
Henry, Maben, Mitchell, Naysmith, Nesbit, Si)ence, Storrar,

.Strachan, Tocher and Wilson.

Proposed University Training for Pharmacists.

The General Purposes' Committee reported that replies of a

very satisfactory kind had been received from all the four

Scottish Universities regarding the scheme for .securing a univer-

sity training for pharmaceutical students and) the institution

of a science degree in pharmacy. In the case of Aberdeen tlie

scheme as submittsd had been approved, while in the case of

Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews there were some slight

matters of detail on one or two points which were still under
consideration.

It was remittedl to the Committee to continue the negotia-

tions and report.

Report of the Committee on Poisons.

The General Purposes Committee also reported that it had
been in communication with the Council of the Society regarding

matters arising in connection with the Report of the Privy
Council Departmental Committee on Poisons, and that a com-
munication had been received from the Watch Committee.

The Committee was requested to continue to co-operate with

Divisional Secretaries in Scotland in any action that might be

necessary.

Annual Report and Election of Executive.

The report of the Greneral Purposes Committee having been
approved, the Executive then went into Committee to consider

the annual report, which was approved and ordered to be for-

warded to the Council. It was also resolved that the next

election of Executive take place on Thursday, June 18, 1903,

and that the Chairman and Vice-Chainnan be appointed scruti-

neers of the voting papers, with power to add to their number.

The Preliminary Examination.

Mr. Maben then proceeded to speak on the subject of the

preliminary examination, and moved—
That the Executive respectfully suggest to the Council

that circumstances seem to justify the conducting of a
preliminary examination by the Society itself, and that the

matter might be considered by the Council.

He said that, in order to secure calm, deliberate, and thoughtful

discussion, the proposed resolution had been drafted! in as

inoffensive terms as possible. There were two distinct sets of

circumstances to consider—namely, those dealing with the

supply of the raw material from which pharmacists are made,

and those which deal with the future of the Society itself. If

the supply of pharmacists was completely exhausted, the Society

would ultimately cea.se to exist. But the converse was not

equally true, that if the Society ceasedi to exi.st pharmacy would

also do so. As the circumstances relating to the Society were of

least importance to them, he would not take up time by alluding

to those, but would deal only with the circumstances as they

affected the future of pharmacy, and of what he knew to be the

case in Scotland, though he believed the state of matters was

much the same in England. The supply of apprentices had been

practically cut off, and even the few high-class pharmacists who
still commandad the pick of the market got apprentices without

registrable certificates to begin with. At the other entl of the

scale were a number of men who took as apprentices youths

who should only be message-boys, without realising the respon-

sibility they incurred regarding the future of those lads.

But the great bulk of the pharmacists in the country were

not getting apprentices at all. They were told that pharmacy

was adjusting itself to the present conditions^ that more

apprentices were being registered, and that the number would

increase, but only 185 had been registered since the la;t

examination held by the Society nearly tliree years ago.

At that examination 541 young men failed to pass. Assuming

that the 185 came from that 541—and that was a strongi

assumption—what had become of the other 356? Had they

given up the struggle, and left the business, or were they

grinding away yet for the purpose of getting through, or had

they lapsed into that mass of unqualified men which

makes so much illegitimate, if not illegal, business possible?

As to the causes of the deficiency of supply, they were told

that the electrical and engineering professions were attracting

numbers of likely young men, but, so far as his experience

indicated, those young men belonged to a rather better class

of society than that from which pharmacists came. It was also

said that the love of atliletics was so great that young men
declined to enter a profession or trade in which they did not

get scope for that, but he did not think that explained the

difficulty either. There was a similar difficulty in other

businesses, but not to the same extent as in pharmacy. Long
hours were partially to blame, and if pharmacists would
remember that apprentices were human, and would allow them
some leisure time to enjoy athletics and play, it would help

a little. But the main cause of the deficiency of apprentices

was the present educational standard. The Education Depart-

ment haid been following a tendency in the minds of many
Scotchmen to discard classical education for commercial sub-
jects, and the result was that the great mass of the boys
throughout the country did not know Latin when they reached
the age of fourteen, and now few boys, even in the secon-

dary schools, were being taught that subject, although in

commeroial and modem subjects they were very well educated

indeed. This want of Latin largely accounted for

the difficulty they experienced in getting apprentices,

and the raising of the standard had accentuated it.

When a likely boy presented himself to a pharmacist and

had the requirements pointed out to him, he generally went

to his teacher, who told him that it would take years of hard

study, with the hours he had, to pass, and that the position

was not worth the toil. The result was that the boy decided

to have nothing to do with it. Even a conscientious pharma-

cist would give him the same advice. The fact was that the

pharmacist had been living on false j)retences to a considerable

degree. The Society had been narrowing the gateway of educa-

tion in order to keep up the idea of pharmacy as a profession.

But the public preferred an honest trade, with something afc

the end of it, rather than a profession the difiiculties of

entering which were so great and the privileges and emoluments
so very few. The Society should keep the examination in its

own hands instead of delivering it over into the hands of ouit-

side bodies, over whom it had no control. Those examina-

tions were getting stiffer, and the Society could not interfere.

They had been speaking about a university scheme for pharma-
cists, but he felt that was a purely academic subject, which was
of no earthly interest to pliannacists as .such, and never would

be. With regard to the College of Perceptors' Examination,

the papers in December last were headed "• Certificate Examina-

tion," but those given in March were headed " Professional
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Preliminary Examination." It was the same examination,* the

second-class, or junior, but some experts to whom he had

sliown the papers stated that those for March were much
stiffer than the December ones.

The Assistant-Secretary here pointed out that the papern

w*re given at different examinations, but

Mr. Maben said he did not see wliat right the College of

i'receptors had to give pharmaceuticil students much stiffer

papers when they entered for the same examination.

Mr. Mitchell explained that it was the fault of the candi-

diite in not asking for the proper paper.

Mr. Maben said it was not the .fault of the candidate in the

case he referred to. What he advocated was that the Society

should take the examinations again into its own hands
;
they

would soon find out what the standard ought to be, and regulate

the thing accordingly. If it involved reducing the standard,

that would be a very natural thing to do. If it was found that

men came up* to the standard, by all means let them keep it>

up. He did not call for a reduction unless absolutely neces-

saiy, but he contended that the Society could not tell until

it took the matter into its own hands.

Mr. Fisher liaving formally seconded the motion, it was

a,greed to postpone the discussion till the next meeting of the

Executive, after which the meeting closed.

MEETING IN EDINBURGH.

Thursday, April 16, 1903, at 36, York Place, Edinburgh,

Mr. Peter Boa in the chair.

Mr. William Duncan, Ph.C, F.C.S., read a paper on

Liquor Arsenii et Hydrargyri lodidi, B.P.,

wliich is printed in full at page 686. In opening the discussion

which followed,

Mr. DoTT said Mr. Duncan had handled the subject in an

txhaustive and thoroughly scientific manner. They were apt

to 'issnrae that when a substance passed into solution it

remained in the same form, but that was veiy frequently not

io. This subject was not only of chemical, but also of tliera-

l)eutic importance, because it was well known that the

passing of the arsenious into the arsenic condition influenced

ilie activity of the arsenium.

Mr. Lothian (Glasgow) said he 'had for some time taken

an interest in the arsenious tri-iodide. He had tried the

method of making it by fusion of the elements together, but

found that the product very often contained some free arsenium.

He fomid that samples in the market contained free arsenium

or free iodine. Hager suggested that the fused mass should

be digested with caibon bisulphide and the tri-iodide recovered

by .spontaneous evaporation, but it was only sparingly soluble

in the bisulphide. Donovan's solution was a very interesting

This statement is based upon a misapprehension, as shown by the
following notice issued by the College of Preceptors :—" Special Notice.—
The Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain have discontinued their
'First' (Preliminary) Examination, and will accept in place of it the
College of Preceptois' Certificate Examination (First Class or Second
Class). In order to satisfy the requirements of the Pharmaceutical Society,
caiididates must pass in the following six subjects :— (a) English Grammar
and Composition, (b) Arithmetic, (c) Algebra, ((?) Euclid, (e) Latin, (/) a
modern foreign language. Candidates may either take all the required
subjects at one Examination, or they may take part at one Examination
and the remainder at another. The Certificate Examinations are held
four times a year, viz., the General Examinations in -July and December!
and the ' Professional Preliminary ' Examinations in March and Septem-
ber. The Regulations respecting these Examinations may be obtained
from The Secretary, College of Preceptors, Bloomsbury Square, Loudon,
W.C." If candidates who fail to pass the General Examination in July or
December are not disposed to wait six months before presenting themselves
a second time, they may enter for the "Professional Preliminary " Ex.
amination in September or IVIarch, the case may be, but it must not,

OB that account, be assumed that the standard of the two examinations is

the same.—Eu. P.7.

example of balanced reactions. The hydrolysis of the trir

iodide into i^rsenious oxide and hydriodic acid would vary witl>

the degree of dilution. With regard to Mr. Duncan's sngge.s-

tion to add an alkali, he observed that Bouchardat recommended
the addition of potassium iodide, and he thought that might

well be put into the Pharmacopoeia foimula. He had noticed

that in his original formula Donovan u.sed arsenium, iodine,

and mercury, but Hebra gave arsenious oxide, iodine, r,n(f

mercury. They could not have a satisfactory liquor unless

they used something more definite than the commerciaT

arsenious tri-iodide.

Mr. Tocher (Dumfries) said they were much indebted to

Sir. Duncan for a very interesting and practical paper, and

he moved that they give him a cordial vote of thanks.

Mr. Duncan, in rejjly, said he made the arsenious tri-iodide

for his experiments, as he found the comnjercial article was-

never twice alike. The method he adopted was to decompose

arsenious chloride by means of jjotassium iodide and crystallise-

the product from its solution in carbon bisulphide,

in which it dissolved to the extent of 1 in 15. He had not

recommended th-it Donovan's solution should be retained ii»

the Pharmacopoeia in a modified form, but that it should be-

deleted, as it could readily be prepared as ordered by using,

arsenious oxide, pota.ssium iodide, and mercuric iodide.

Mr. David Brown, F.I.C., F.R.S.E., communicated .a

Note on the Location of Salicin in Willow Baric,

which is printed at page 588. After the note had been read,.

Mr. DoTT .said though Salix purprtrcu yielded a large per-

centage of salicin, it could not be used as a source of the

article, because it was not plentiful, and the willow was noir

used in ba.sket-making. Of course, the different layers were-

not so distinct as a metallic lamina, and could not be absolutely

separated ; but the results were approximately accurate, and'

indicated that the distribution of salicin was analogous to that

of some other active principles.

Mr. Stephenson said, with regard to the variation in tiie

percentage of salicin, that might be due to climite or situation,

as in the case, for examjile, of Cannabis indiea.

Mr. Hill said the paper really contained three analyses of

one plant, the third analysis being at the end of 1901, when it

contained 5-8 jier cent, of salicin. Tiis confirmed the observa-

tion made in the pajjer read at the Dundee Conference by

Potter and Jowett on the variation of salicin in willows. One
thing that struck him in the results of Potter and Jowett was

the very small percentages they reported. In many cases the

species of Salix, which was supposed to be used in the making

of salicin, was reported as yielding none at all. They gave

very long list of species of Salix, which was ,a difficult genus.

Perhaps the actual plants used had been submitted to ;i

botanical expert, but, if not, it would be interesting to have

them examined, to determine whether they might not have

been working with a hybrid which yielded a less percentage.

The greater percentage of salicin at the beginning of tlie season

suggested that it might act as a stimulant or tonic in th«

economy of the plant as it did in therapeutics. He did not

think it had been previously pointed out that the inner bark

contained the bulk of the salicin. Salix purpiurca was a peculiar

bushy willow, and did not grow upwards, but spbl up into

small branches, spreading outwards. For that reason, although

richest in salicin, it was not i>ractically available for the manu^

facture of salicin.

A vote of thanks having been accorded to Mr. Brown,
Mr. Petkr Boa, Ph.C, read a

,

Note on Compound Tincture of Gentian,

,
the full text of which will be found at page 587. At the con-

clusion,
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Mr. Stoesar asked if Mr. Boi bad a.sctrtained whether the

<diflFerence lay in the gentian or in tlie aromatics?

Mr. Lothian said this note suggested to him the idea of

iaking wine as the menstruum for this preparation. These wines

were very popular on the Continent, and contained a less per-

centage of alcohol. They might have a vinuni gentianee instead

of a tinctura.

Mr. W.'VTSON (Glasgow) said he had adopted this suggestion

for a considerable time. A wine of gentian, made with sherry,

1 oz. to the pint, and, macerated for fort\--eight hours, gave a
very piiilatable and efficient bitter tonic much superior to the
harsh-tasted tincture.

Mr. Stephenson said whatever might be said as to the
diminishing popularity of tincture of gentian in this country, he
could say that in India, where the natives were prohibited by
Iheir religion from tasting the juic-e of the grape, .such tinctures

Trere extremely popular.

Mr. Hexrt said he also found that the use of tincture of

gentian had fallen off. The old mistura gentianae was much
more agreeable and, in Edinburgh at least, was very largely

prescribed, and he did not understand why it had been deleted

from the Pharmacopoeia. Mr. Boa's sugge.stion to make the

tincture more palatable was a great improvement.
Mr. Mitchell (Inverness) suggested that the fresh orange-

peel might be used.

Mr. Cttmmings (Dundee) pointed out that in the American
formula the ingredients were powdered together so that the

•gentian absorbed the flavour from the cardamoms and orange

peel.

Mr. Maben eaid he thought the terpeneless oils of orange and
lemon, which kept indefinitely, might be used with advanxage
in all these tinctures in which the peel wa.s an ingredient.

!Mr. Hill said he had an opportunity of comparing the two
tinctures, and there was undoubtedly a marked difference in

flavour in favour of the modification suggested. It was remark-

able that in twenty-four hours' maceration they got a tincture

which contained practically as much extractive as in seven days.

With regard to the greater jjalatability and the remark of Mr.

Lothian about using wine, it occurred to him to utter a word
of warning lest they should become vendors of tipples, as many
of their American coiisins were. He believed that one of the

greatest objections to so-called medicated wines was that,

4hough not perhaps prohibited by their religion, as the natives

of India were, many natives of this country used such wines

Teally as a tipple, although they professed to be abstainers.

That was the chief objection to any alcoholic menstruum under

the name of wine.

Mr. Boa, in reply, s;aid he was quite sure the difference was
d'ue to the gentian and not to the aromatics. There was at one

time a wine of gentian which was made with orange wine. To

make a wine with sherry, as mentioned by Mr. Watson, struck

him as a case of spoiling good sheri-y. He quite agreed with

\Mr. Henry as to the superiority of the old mistura gentianse,

and it met Mr. Mill's difficulty by giving a. weaker alcoholic

menstruum without resorting to wine. He had tried the fresh

peel, but was not satisfied that it gave so good a bitter as the

dried peel, though it gave a nice flavour. He did not agree

as to the use of terpeneless oils. There was a want of body in

the flavour given by them. As a matter of fact, they were not

used by themselves. Those who employed them made a tincture

from the peel and fortified it with the terpeneless oils.

Additions to the Library and Museum.

Attention was then directed to some additions to the Library

'and to donations to the Museum of a series of willow barks by
Messrs. J. F. Macfarlan and Co., Edinburgh, and a collection

of commercial samples of drags by Mr. Peter MacEwan, London.

The meeting was then adjourned^ for luncheon.

Tlie Pharmacy Bill.

After luncheon there was a private conference on the Phar-
macy Acts Amendment Bill, the measure being explained in an
able speech by Mr. Storriir. The discussion was also taken
part in by Messrs. Glass, \V. L. Currie, D. McLaren, J. P. Gil-

mour, Dunlop, and Henry. The meeting unanimously supported

the BiU, and agi'eed that steps s^hould be taken to secure the

intelligent support of member.s of Parliament. The meetinj;

was closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman.

EXAMINATION RESULTS (LONDON).

April, 1903.

MINOR EXAMINATION.
Candidates examined 309

,, failed 209

passed 100

Barker, Donald, W. E.: Loudon
Baxter, Cvril H. M. ; Bourne
Beacher, Ralph E. 0. ; Sheffield
Beale, Percy A. B. ;

Northampton
Belton, John Pearson; Leicester
Bickley, Benjamin

;
Shrewsbury

Bisacre, Ernest J. ; Southborough
Blades, Harold Arthur; Leek
Blarney, Francis Williams; Truro
Busvvell, Thomas H. ; Lutterworth
Catr, William ; Preston
Carson, Robert Wm. ; Bradford
Clapp, Reginald J. ;

Birmingham
Clarke, Thomas John; Tonbridge
Coghlan, Frederick D. ; New Barnet
Collins, Joseph Coupland ; Nelson
Cooper, Herbert Hudson ; London
Cooper, Walter Mel 1 ; Sheffield
Cragg. William; Lincoln
Cranshaw, Walter W. ;

Bingley
Dale, John George ; Stockton
Dallimore, Prank; Ormskirk
Dinwiddle, Edward J. ; Dumfries
Eaddie, Walter; Doncaster
Eminson, Herbert; London
Evans, Nathaniel John; Laugharne
Evans, William Ellis; Liverporl
Parnworth, Samuel Pass ; Bolton
Field, William James; Reading
Furness, Tom Edgar ; Chesterfield
Gibson, Geo. Edward; Southampton
Goddard, F. Brettell; Bournemouth
Gough, John ; Shrewsbury
Green, William

;
Westbury

Gregory, Edward ; Stockton
Griffith, Robert Wra.; Pwllheli
Halkvard, George Wm.; Manchester
Hardy, Charles; Barraby Moor
Harry, Charles

;
Okehampton

Heaton, Thomas ; Accrington
Hewitt, Neville Charles; Cowes
Hockin, Arthur Wm.; Dartmouth
Howse, Leonard Aug.; Margate
Hoyle, Ernest; Birchvale
Hugall, John Robert ; Sunderland
Humphrej's, Ernest B.; Goodmayes
Jeffrey, John Edwin ; London
Jenkins, John Daniel ; Swyddffynon
Jones, William Bowen; Llandilo
Kermode, John William; Castletown

Laddiman, Ernest John; Norwich
Lee, William

;
Nottingham

Low, William Arthur; London
Massif , Duncan ; Crewe
Middleton, Herbert George ; Askevn
Miller, Edward ; liondon
Mitchell, Alfred ; Birkenhead
Mortimer, Harold ; Cleckeaton
Nancavrow, Samuel ; Perranporth
Nolan, Walter; Manchester
Oakley, Prank : Lichfield
O'Callaghan, Chas. W.; Nottingham
Opie, Arthur Thomas; Redruth
Peel, Wilfrid; EUand
Phillips, George W. ; Cemmaes
Pidlock, John Hurley; Tipton
Pinnington, Arthur ; Bootle
Plattin. Spencer H. ; Fakenham
Reed, Frederick H.

;
Birnstaple

Richards, Philip D.; Nintymoel
Roberts, John Owen ;

Towyn
Rogers, Tudor R. A.; Tarporley
Ruston, Edward

;
Richmond, S.W

Salter, Francis S. ; London
Sellers, William E.; Naflerton
Shilcock, Sydney J. ; Atherstone
Spanton, George F.

;
Ramsgate

Sparkes, Wm. W. P. ; Hereford
Squires, Seth Steggall; Leicester
Steward, Augustus W. ; Sydenham
Stokoe, Thomas Joseph ; Hay
Swaby, Harry Coupland ; Lincoln
Taylor, William G. ; Bournemouth
Thomas, David Jenkin

;
Barry

Thomson, Mabel; Herne Hill
Tildesley, Robert Wm. ; Parkgata
Tolmie, John ; Inverness
Tozer, Robert M.

;
Salisbury

Tremlett, Percival Gordon; Ryd3
Trythall, Thomas A.; Camborne
Walker, Bernard

;
Gainsborough

Ward, John Frederic ; Colchester
Webb, .\lbert Edward

;
Brighton

West, Francis Paynter
;
Wadebridge

Whatmough, Wilfred X.
;
Wigan

Wilkinson, Ernest E. ;
Otley

Williams, Allan O. ;
Pontypridd

Williams, James C. ; London
Wood. John; Ramsgate
Wood, John Frederick

;
Rugeley

Registration as Apprentices or Students.

Certificates by approved examining bodies were accepted from

the undermentioned sixty-six persons desirous of registration as

Apprentices or Students :

—

Allen, Mary C. ; Malvern Link
Barnes, Wilfred ; Wigton
Bat?man, Francis C. L.

;
Reading

Beer, Chai'les Edward; Royston
Bennett, William ; Rothwell
Berry, Cecil

; Edinburgh
Binns, John E. ; Manchester
Bottomley, Sarah Jane; Halifax
Bowness, William John ; Plimby '

Bratley, Arthur Larder ; Pontefract
Brelsford, Frank ; Oldham
Briggs, Sidney T. ; Darlington
Butcher, Francis C. ; Colchester
Chambers, Lewis ; Halifax
Cooks, William ; Oldham
CoUiiis, Daniel Boss ; Dundee

Cowhy, Catherine Mary; Buttevant
de Faye, Clement Breton; Jersey
Epstein, Harry; Manchester
Falconer, Adah ; New Barnet
Gatenby, Harold ; Bridlington
Harding, Frank Arnold ; Southsea
Harrison, Arthur Wm. ; Southport
Harrison, Steph. W., jun.; Chiswick
Hayes, .John ; Leeds
Herraon, Reginald; Bridlington
Hyde, Hugh Goddard; Romiley
Isaacs, David Lionel ; Cardiff
Jenkins, David Hyatt; Tonypandy
Johns, William John C. ; Truro
Kershaw, Joseph H. ; Todmorden
Kittle, Ernest Arthur h. ; Hotriiam
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Lin 5olne, William ; Ely
Miller, Arthur B. ; Birmingham
Mitchell, James A. ; Inverness
Mizzi, Lino; Clapham
Morrill, George Francis; Sutton
Morton, William E. ; Huntingdon
Patton, Thomas; South Shields
Pettifer, Thomas Pettifer; Eydon
Pickup, Richard Ernest; Dukinfield
Plowright, Edith M. : King's Lynn
Rees. John Richard

;
Tewkesbury

Saunders, Stanley I. ; Streatley
Short, Latimer James ; Bristol
Smith, Sydney ; South Lambeth
Soanes, Ernest Albert ; Laktnham
Squires, Ernest Percival ; Lincoln
Starr, Vernon H. ; Hammersmith

Stubbs, Henry ;
Welshpool

Thomson, Donald ; Tenterden
Thornton, John Richard; London
Tims, William Marvin ; Weymouth
Tinker, Mary Emily ; Manchester
Varley, William ; Harrogate
Watkinson, Harry R. ; Walkden
Watkinson, J. W.,jun.; Walkden
Wesley, J. S. Permewan ; Penzance
Wheeler, Frank ; Kennington
Whitby, Arnold Spencer ; Yeovil
Whitel Charles Stewart; London
Whiteley, Frederick W. ; Ripponden
Williams, Henry Ivor ; Bradford
Williams, John ; Dinas
Willis, Sydney Harman ; Gravesend
Worton, Percy Lyndon ; Elland

COUNCIL PRIZES EXAMINATION PAPERS.

. Monday, April 20, 1903.

BOTANY.
Tim( : 10 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

(Only four questions to be answered.)

1. Describe in minute detail the structure of a grain of wheat. Give also
notes on the morphology of the various parts, and on their nutritive value
as human food.

2. Give a general account of the effect of climate and external conditions
on the form of the plant-body.

3. Describe the course of life and mode of nutrition of Ascomycetou^
Fungi, selecting as illustrations at least one saprophyte and one parasite,
which should be named and described in detail.

4. Give a general account of the construction of the flower in the
Banunculacese, specifying also the leading modifications of it.

5. Describe how the Gametophyte shows-reduction as we pass from the
Pteridophyta to the Seed- bearing Plants.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

MATERIA MEDICA.
Time : 11.30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

1. State the principal alkaloids obtained from Cinchoia Bark. Give a
process for their extraction and separation. Name the principal varieties
of Bark, and say which are official.

2. Describe (a) the root, (6) the leaves of the Belladonna plant. Give the
botanical name and habitat. State what alkaloids are obtained from the
plant, and give the respective percentage contained in the root and leaves.

3. What are the characters of Rhubarb root ? What are the geogra-
phical and botanical sources of the species from which it may be obtained ?

To what active principles are its properties due ?

4. How would you distinguish the presence of--
(rt) Seal Oil in Cod-liver Oil ?

(b) The oil of Eucalyptus Amygdalina in that of E. Globulus ?

(c) Styrax in Balsam of Tolu ?

(d) Guaiacum Resin in Scaramony Resin ?

CHEMISTRY.
Time ; 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

1. Give an account of what you know regarding comjiounds of Carbon,
Silicon, and Tin corresponding to the general formulae R02,M.2R03,RS2,
M.2RS:i, where R may be either C or Si or Sn, and M may be either K or
Na or NH4. Give methods for their preparation, and indicate briefly their
relations to one another.

2. Give methods for the preparation from Acetaldehyde of its more impor-
tant polymers, and state what you know as to their constitution and pro-
perties.

3. What volatile substmce is formed on heating a mixture of Potassium
Acetate and Arsenious Anhydride ? Give an account of it and of its chief
derivatives.

4. What reasons can you give against the formula HO for water, taking
H = 1 and O = 8, and in favour of the formula H2O, taking H = 1 and
O = 16? Give reasons for the acceptance of any generalisation or hypo-
thesis necessary tor your argument.

Methylene Blue in Tubercular Ulcerations.—L. R6non and
E. Geraudel have obtained excellent results from the applica-

tion of methylene blue to ulcerations of the tongue and soft

palate in five cases of advanced chronic tuberculosis. The ulcera-

tions rapidly healed, and in three cases completely cicatrised. In

all the general condition improved vastly with diminution of

the pain, which, before treatment, rendered the taking of food

almost impossible. So marked was the benefit derived that

the authors are experimenting with the internal administra-

tion of the remedy in cases of phthisical intestinal ulceration, the

results of which will shortly be published.

—

Bull, gin, de

Thirajr., 145, 221.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Lime Water.

On Wednesday, AprU 8, 1903, at the South-Western Police-

Court, before Mr. Shell, Mr. C. R. Toyne, chemist, Twelly

Street, Wandsworth, &^.W., was prosecuted by the Wands^

•worth Borough Council in respect to the sale of lime water

which was alleged to be deficient in lime. The certificate of

the Public Analyst (Dr. Muter) stated that the sample wis

deficient in lime to the extent of 30 per cent.

The Defendant, who pleaded guilty, said he vras very sorry.

The Magistrate said he supposed it happened through care-

lessness.

Mr. Ward replied that it was probably so, as defendant hod

a branch shop.

The Magistrate said lime water was not very valuable, aird

imposed a penaltj' of 40s. and 12s. 6d. costs.

At the same Court, a summons was heard against Messrs.

Durbin Bros., 106, High Street, .Wandsworth, S.W., also io

respect to lime water. In this ca.se the deficiency was 75 pei

cent, of lime.

The Defendants pleaded guilty.

The Magistrate asked what the excuse was in this case.

Mr. C. H. Kirby, who appeared for the defendants, said the

manager of the shop was prepared to gire evidence that the

lime water was made according to the directions given in the

British Pharmacopoeia. The loss of lime was entirely due to tine

solution coming into contact wdth the air.

The Magistrate said that as in this case the deficiency was
greater he would impose a penalty of £3 and 12s. 6d. costs-.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

On Wednesday, April 15, 1903, at Leven Police Couri,

Thomas Burnham, grocer, Hornsea, was summoned under the

Food and Drugs Act for selling sweet nitre which only con-

tained 01 per cent, of nitrous ether instead of 1'75 per cent-,

as required by the Pharmacopoeia as a minimum.
Defendant stated that he expected the sweet nitre was up to

the standard required. He produced a letter from a. firm of

wholesale chemists in Hull from whom he had purchased th«

sweet nitre, in wliich it was stated that at the time when jt

was purclia.^€d from them it was up to the required strength.

It w'as pointed out, however, that sweet nitre was of a
volatile nature, and that it had been purchased eighteen monti^s

ago.

Defendant was fined £2 and costs.

On Monday, April 13, 1903, at Warwick Petty Sessions,

Frederick Smith, Fenny Compton, grocer, was summoned for

selling, on February 23, sweet spirit of nitre, which was not

of the nature, substance, and quality of the article demanded,
but was deficient of 100 per cent, or thereabouts of ethyl

nitrite.

Mr.' F. G. Bennett, Inspector of Weights and Measures,

proved the charge.^ He produced the certificate of analysis

of Dr. Bostock Hill, the County Analyst, which showed that

the drug contained practically none of its active ingredient,
'

no doubt due to evaporation, and was therefore useless.

Defendant, who said he must plead guilty, stated) that the

spirit of nitre had not been tampered with. It had been in

stock some time, and had probably lost its strength through

the cork, which he produced, having been eaten away. He
believed the bottle should have had a glass stopper, but jt

was just as it came to him, and he thought it would keep ail
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sight. He had kept the shop for between thirty and forty

years, and he had never been before the Court before.—The
<Jhairnian said the Bench did not tliink there had been any

wilful attempt fo defraud, but still the public must be pro-

tected. Defendant would be fined £1 Is. 6d., including costs.

—The amount was paid.

Iron Pills.

On Wednesday, April 22, 1903, at the Clerkenwell Police

Court, before Mr. Baggallay, Mr. Albei-t T. Horiatt, cliemist,

35, Junction Road, N., was summoned, mider the Sale of Food
and Drugs Acts, in respect of a sale of iron pills w^liich, the

analyst '.s certificate stated, were 40 per cent, deficient in fei^'rous

carbonate.

Mr. Bramall prosecuted for the Islington Borough Council,

s-nd Mr. C. H. Kirby defended on behalf of the Chemists'

Defence Association.

Mr. Kirby said he wished to take an objection as to the service

of the summons. The article was purchased on March 5, but

the summons was not se'rved until April 3—that was to say,

not until twenty-nine days, exclusive of the day of purchase.

Section 19 of the 1899 Act read that " any prosecution . . .

shall not be instituted after the expiration of twenty-eight days

from the time of the purchase." Proceedings were not instituted,

ke contended, until the summons was served. Quoting from a

irritten judgment given by Mr. Fordham at North London,

Mr. Kirby argued that this supported the view that the mere
laying of the information did not institute prosecution. In

respect to an article liable to decomjjosition it was nece-sary

that the defendant should know at the earliest possible moment
whether he was being prosecuted. If the mere laying of the

information was sufficient, the summons might not be served

upon the d€fenda,nt for some considerable time, and he might

be prejudiced thereby.

The Magistrate tliought that the previous case had been

decided by Mr. Fordham on entirely different grounds.

Mr. Bramall said that iron pills were not perishable ; iron

would be the most imperishable thing one could g€t. The

constniction of the Act sugge.sted by Mr. Kirby would defeat

the ends of justice. The Act might become inoperative in many

Kises. He gave many instances from other Acts where the

laying of the infoi-mation was recognised as the commencement

of the prosecution.

The Magistrate held that the first legal step in such a prose-

cution was obtaining the summons, which was done by laying

a.n information before a magistrate, and from that moment pro-

ceedings were instituted. The objection to the summons there-

fore failed.

He undertook to state a case if asked to do so. Leave was

granted, upon the application'by Mr. Kirby, to send the reserve

sample to Somerset House.

After formal evidence of purchase had been given, the case

was adjourned to a date to be fixed subsequently.

Folkestone County Court.

The Transfer of a Business.

t3n Thursday, April 16, 1903, at Folkestone County Court,

before Judge Sir W. T. Selfe, Messrs. Shirley Bros., Limited,

wliole-sale druggists, London, sued Mr. Edward J. Bishop,

chemist and druggist, of Folkestone and Dover, for £12 Is. lOd.,

a/lleged to be due for goods snipx^lied.

The question at issue was whether sufficient notice had been

given to plaintiffs of the transfer of the business to a Mr.
Higgins.

The Judge was satisfied that ample notice had been given,

*ad gave judgment for the defendant, with costs.

Medicine Stamp Duty Act.

Sale of Toothache Tincture Unstamped.
On Wednesday, April 15, 1903, at the West Ham Police

Court, before the Stipendiary, Benjamin Bowman, barber, 13,

Beckton Road, Canning Town, was summoned for exposing
for sale a certain preparation liable to .stamp duty, to wic,

"Bowman's Consolatio," a toothache tincture, without having
a paper cover and Label provided by the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue upon it.

Defendant said he was a barber, and he sold a tincture to

the officer the same as he would sell hair dye.

Mr. Gillespie did not know whether hair turning grey

would be an ailment of the human frame, and imposed a fine

of £2 and 10s. 6d. costs.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths from poisoning reported during the seven days
ended Wednesday, April 22, 1903, number fifteen, thus:—

Poison. Accident. Suicide. Murder.

1

3
Chloral Hydrate .... 1

/

Chloroform 2
Hydrochloric Acid .... 1

1
Oxalic Acid I 1

1

1
Kind not stated 2

Total 6 8 1

Belladonna.—An inmate of Lisnaskea Workhouse, South
Fermanagh, died from the effects of drinking a quantity of

"belladonna lotion," in ignorance of its contents.

Carbolic Acid.—A man at Wigan, a woman at Darlington,

and a woman at Peckham committed suicide with carbolic acid.

Nothing remarkable was disclosed in evidence as to how the

poison was purchased in these cases.

Chloral Hydrate.—An overdose of this drug, accidentally

taken, caused the death of Mr. T. C. Palmer, J.P., Chemist and
Druggist, Grimsby.

Chloroform.—A man at Halifax, and a young girl at Lynn,
died in hospital under chloroform, administered for surgical

operations.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A woman at Westminster drank " spirit

of salt" in mistake for whiskey, and died from the effects.

Opium.—A young man died in the Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen

from opium poisoning.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Upper HoUoway committed suicide

by taking oxalic acid, after giving some to his infant child with

a similar fatal result.

Sulphuric Acid.—A labourer at Coundon committed suicide

by taking a quantity of this acid.

Vermin Killer.—A young man at Warwick poisoned himself

by taking vermin killer.

Kind not stated.—A woman at Dalston committed suicide by
taking poison. An elderly man was found dead at Kettering ;

papers on the body pointed to his being Mr. J. L. Rowney
Bartlett, described as a chemist (but not on the Register of

Chemists and Druggists, 1903), who had recently been engaged

by a Birmingham firm to manage a business in Leicestershire.

A bottle of poison was found in his bag.

Attempted Suicides are reported with laudanunx, oxalic acid

(2), and sugar of lead.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

CoMMCNiOATioNS intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be takeia of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Council^Election.

In Tour last issue there was a letter from Mr. Russell,

Greenock, making pointed allusion to my candidature in the

following terms:—"Mr. Paterson, Aberdeen, cannot fairly

be considered representative of Scottish pharmacy ; that he

is not, and never has been, engaged in regular retail phar-

macy ; and that his business now is really and truly that of

a manure merchant." What in this is matter of opinion I

leave to be dealt with by those responsible for bringing me
forward, and will only touch on what is matter of fact. I

may inform him that I served a regular apprenticeship to the
business in all its branches, including dispensing, having had
charge of the dispens-ary for several years ; that I have all

my life b«en in clo.'e touch with the retail trade ; that in one
branch of my business, not connected with the manure trade,
I have long had, and now have, customers, members of the
trade, many of them also members of the Society on both
sides of the border, among whom I regularly travel, and am
thoroughly conversant, from persopal contact with the mem-
ber.s, both in towns and in the country districts, with their

difficulties, needs, and wishes. I have always understood
that membership of the Society was the test of eligibility for

election to the Council, and never beard of any rule, written
or unwritten, making it a sine qua non that only those engaged
in retail pharmacy, and remaining in it, should be eligible for
a seat on the Council.

Turning now to the opening sentence of his letter, I must
confess it is somewhat of an enigma to me. It reads: "It
would be highly gratifying to many in the noi^h could three
members of the Council ba claimed as representative Scottish
chemists, and apparently that in itself would be favourably
regarded by chemists generally throughout England as well
as in Scotland." Well, if thi.s be so gratifying to those north,
and so favourably received by members generally, one natur-
ally wonders why Mr. Russell's friends have put forth such
strong efforts to confine the nominations from Scotland to
their two nominees. I have always deprecated being put
forward for the reason that Scotland is entitled to two, or
any particular number of representative.s, preferring so long
as the election to the Council is on its present footing to
trust the members to put me there if satisfied with my fitness
for the work. If Scotland, however, is to be territorially
treated, then some method would require to be formulated for
giving the whole members in Scotland a voice in the selection
of those who are to be put forward as their candidates at an
election. Hitherto there has been no attempt to attain this,
but there has been in this election more than one effort made
by a caucus, with no representative character, to select can-
didates, and, as far as possible, make them pose as the selected
of Scotland. Having made their choice, their next step is to
try and coerce all others to fall in with it. The Aberdeen
Association on both occasions declined to be caucussed. I
think it only fair to them and justice to myself to make clear
my position in this matter, and show to members of 'the
Society how the thing has been manipulated.
In the end of January I had a communication from a gentle-

man in Edinburgh stating that he did not know whether it

was my intention to stand again for election on the Council,
but said it' was only fair that I should know what was being

done, and enclosed a copy of a circular he was sending out
by instructions of a meeting of several members of the Execu-
tive and examiners—an informal meeting, held recently after

a General Purpose Committee meeting. The circular was
addressed to local secretaries, inviting tliem to give their

opinion of a gentleman named as a second representative for

Scptland, the intention being, if replies were favourable, to-

present a ;request to that gentleman to stand, assuring him
that he had the members for Scotland at his back. I replied

that, regret having been expressed from manj' quarters that.

I had not been nominated lai^t year, and having been asked

if I would stand if nominated, I had said I would, and added :

" Perhaps you will allow me now to say that I do not think it

wa.s a happy inspiration which came to your caucus—viz., to

attempt to turn the local secretaries, who are officials of th&

Society, in their official capacity into electioneering agents,

for a particular candidate." I was told I liad misunderstooci

the circular, and was favoured with a paraphrase of its mean-

ing, which a detailed examination of it would not bear out-

What became of the requisition has never been made public,

so I cannot tell whether it was presented or not. Possibly

the west was too strong for the east of Scotland ; at any rate,,

the net result of this caucus meeting is seen in the running of

Mr. Currie along with Mr. Storrar. Of course, th^^ are quite

entitled to run any candidate they choose, and in whatever

combinations they may select, but they have no right to bfr

considered as selected by or for Scotland on the basis indi-

cated.

Aberdeen, April 20, 1903. James Patekson.

Having adopted Mr. Pater.fon as a candidate for the Council,.

Mr. Ru-ssell's criticism of that candidature would seem to

reflect upon us, as an association, for having mide an uns-nit-

able choice. We were quite aware that such an argument wa»

being used against him by some in the supposed interest of

their own nominees. We were able to appraise this at its true-

value, and that will be seen to be not very much wiien we state-

tliat those who are most keenly urging it against his candi-

dature, only some two years ago, when it seemed to suit their

purpose, put forward and strongly supported one who ha(f

ceased to liave any connection with the trade. We do not-

require to go very far back in the history of the Council to findf

men elected who had ceased to have any connection with the*

trade, but yet whose wide knowledge and experience of mattei*

phai-maceutical were of value in the work of the Council. Yoir

hear no word of this in th^ North, where the work Mr. Paterso»

has done in the interest of pharmacy is well known and appre--

ciated. His most ardent supporters are to be found among the-

younger members of tlie trade, who have felt the advantage

which such work had brought within their reach. There are-

very few men who have a wider knowledge of the retail trade-

in all its ramifications. He is constantly in touch with it, botb

in city and county, England and Scotland. His connection witb

the manure trade, notwithstanding Mr. Russell's sneer at it>

is at the present time a distinct advantage and a very con-

siderable point in favour of his candidature. Is it not a manure-

merchant who has been the mainspring of the agitation for

relaxing the poison regulations? Who, then, more competent

to checkmate his endeavours than one conversant with the out*

and ins of that business ?

As to Mr. Paterson's fitness to represent Scottish pharmacy,
the following extract from our late &:*ecretary's letter, sent ia

response to a communication from Glasgow on behalf of Messrsi

Storrar and Currie's Committee, may suffice for answer :
—" Yoa

as'k in re.spect of a candidate, ' Will he make a good represen-

tativcy and is he n-- suitable candidate?' The answer to thee»
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questions will be largely determined by the nature of the work

which will li« to the hand of any one elected. At the present

time the work to Be done is to oppose the recommendations of

the Poisons Committee, promote phaimaceiitical legislation,

and put our educational system on a proper basis. For such

work Mr. Pater.son has had a large and varied experience, both

in drafting Bills, meeting opposition to them, and carrying

them through Parhament. His paper on ' Poison Legislation,'

as it seems to us, is the only one of the many which set the

whole thing in a clear light and shows the hnes on wliich the

opposition could be most effectively met. His codification of

the pharmacy legislation was very highly spoken of, and showed
his ability to deal with such things, and his experience of

Secondary and Technical Education is considerable and rather
unique of its kind." We trust this will satisfy any who may
be in doubt that in Mr. Paterson we have one who will prove
not only a fitting representative of Scottish but of British
pharmacy as well .

William Giles, President,

John Black, Secretary,

Aberdeen Pharmaceutical Association.
. Aberdeen,

April 20, 1903.

Scotland expects every English pharmacist member to do
his duty by the N.B. Section of the Society in helping on
the return of Mr. W. L. lOurrie to a seat in the Council at the
coming election. We in Scotland recognise that of oui'selves
we can do nothing, and that hitherto our English brethren
have given us the right hand of (fellowship in electing Scots
representative pharmacists to the General Council. We think,
however, that the Council has not been weakened thereby. In
appealing to them on behalf of Mr. W. L. Currie, we think
the Council will be strengthened by his presence therein.
I am pleased to see his candidature supported and approved by
many Englishmen. His views on matters phannaceutical
have been before the electorate for years, and should commend
him to every thoughtful member of the Society. We want
strong men now if we ever did. Strong and pliant, without
being too pliable—such is the councillor-elect Scotland has to
offer, and with practicaJly unanimous voice des^ires the Society's
members in the sunny south to lend their aid. Our Mr.
Storrar has already an assiu-ed position among English phar-
macists, and may safely be left to their care. I am alf:o of
opinion that the Council would be more representative and
better with Mr. Campkin a member. Finally, for the general
welfare, be assured that

—

It will lessen the gripe of our pharmacal worry,
And give zest to the Council to spice it with Cunie.

Larbert, N.B., April 21, 1903. Alexr. L.ung.

While thoroughly in accord with Mr. Anderson Russell's

contention that it is "unfair for the electorate to be kept in

ignorance " of the true business of candidates for the Council,

I should not, like him, see anything " amazing should British

chemists knowingly appoint to the Council any gentleman

whom they could not regard as a chemist in practice and
reality as well as in name." For these same British chemists

have done so before, when they elected Mr. A. C. Wootton
three years ago, and pos.sibly on other occasions outside my
personal recollection. If Mr. Wootton, who has not been in-

business for thirty-five years, is a suitable candidate, why not

Mr. Paterson, whose business, as I am given to understand

by my friends from the distant North, is very closely con-

nected with phannacy proper? Personally, I consider that

any registered .man who is a subsci-ibing member to the Society

should be allowed to stand on his own merits, irrespective of

his business, always provided that he is not carrying on his

business in an unprofessional manner as the proprietor of a
cheap drug store. And this leads me to express the earnest

hope that Mr. John Taylor will not lose his seat at the forth-

coming election, on the ground that he is no longer in business

on his own account. He has shown himself, both before and
since his election to the Council, a level-headed man, with a
keen appreciation of the needs of the times ; and I should be
sorry indeed should the temporary unpopularity from which
his firm now suffers, for no fault of his, conduce to deprive

the Society of his services as a member of the Council.

London, April 21, 1903. J. Wilson.

The Bill, Some Comments, and—Mr. Broadhead.
I alluded last week to the Sub-Committee appointed to

investigate the question of the title, and the article per-

tinently headed " Unprofituble Diplomacy" is devoted entirely

to dealing with my criticism of the manner in which that

Committee left things alone. The line of argument suits me
very well. I quite agree that ever since 1880, except in

matters inimical to our interests, the Council has followed the
" old Brer Rabbit " diplomacy bo the bitter end ; it has done
very little else but "lie low and say nuffin." Blighted by
discontent and distrust in our own ranks, attacked at all

points by jealous enemies, condemned as a mere trade mono-
poly by our outside critics, the professional principle, which
is the only basis of our statutory privileges, sneered at ahd
sacrificed by our internal government, membership of the
Society remaining, in spite of all efforts, at a pitiable

minoritj'', avoided as a career by youths of any ambition, and

with the claims on the Benevolent Fund stretched to the

uttermost, surely the position of pharmacy to-day is a grim
commentarj on the success of the " Brer Rabbit " diplomacy.

The illustration of the " Council of War," in relation to-

the question of titles, is useful as an exposition of the pre-

ference given by the Journal to our opponents. Even the

rudiments of diplomacy, as understood by me, would not

lead me into such idiocy as either to invite the enemy to the

discussion, or reveal to him the plan of campaign. There was
no plan, and no campaign was intended. Tlie Sub-Committee

on Titles was not a council of war at all, it was a council of

"Brer Rabbit" diplomacy.

To pursue the illustration on the titles' question, we occupy

the position of a government which complains that an injustice

is being done on that xx)int, but that the wrongdoers are too

powerful for us to flight. The members of the government

"stand high and say as much as they can" in support of

their enemy's encroachments. The official organ of the

government publishes every possible argument and excuse in

favour of an enemy whose action they admit is piratical

and of doubtful legality. Invidious comparisons are made
in that organ between the " convincing arguments " in favour

of our opponents quoted from published reports, and the

" extraordinary quotations " from the same source of the

upholders of our rights, who, without admitting the considera-

tion of failure, would answer trucklers in the words of the

late W. S. Oaine :
" It ds better to be beaten in a good cause

than not fight at all." In that particular phase of the

ofl&cial attitude with its council of compromise, it is diflScult

to realise that anyone but the enemy took part in the dis-

cussion, all the preference being given to his side of the

ques-tion. Many members of the Society, who resent the ano-

malous condition of affairs, are lulled by the promise of

"fi-esh legislation" as a remedy for these abuses. Is such a

promise either warranted or justified by the legislation now-

being attempted? The effect of the Bill, even if passed as it
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stands, will be to le|gali»e for ever the use of the titles by

anyone with .sufficient capital ito get the protection of the

Oompanies Act, and the cover of "one" qualified man as a

pro forma direc-tor
; or, more likely, the Bill will corroborate

the official view that companies of unqualified persons can use

the titles as unconditionally as if no Act of Parliament

existed. Is the position of the promoters of the Bill, i.e., the

Council, an upi-ight one with reference to the directore' clause ?

The avowed intention was tliat all directors should be

qualified, and, quite recently, such has been understood by
member?. Yet we find that the sponsor of the Bill has

been given to understand by the promoters, i.e., the Council,

that " one " director was their intention.

The principles of the Council are as vague as its finances.

Whilst one nxember of that body says it has plenty of

money, another suggests a subscription to meet the expenses

of a test-case, and others rail at the cost of defending, on

principle, the only statutory privileges which are, at present,

as -well defined in pliamiacy as in any other profession. A
mixed and unstable diplomacy of compromise, inconsistency,

and vacillation has marked the Council for its own, and

registered chemists, as a body, will learn the cost of such

instability only, I fear, when it is too late. If the members
of the Society are satisfied that the policy of the past is

the best policy for the future, they will return the seven

retiring members of the Council. The fact that no candidates

with well-defined programmes opposed to the present regime

have been brought forward proves that the members of the

Society are labouring under a grave misconception. Mr.

Ourrie is on all-fours with the present Council, in that he

admits existing abuses should be met by "fresh legislation."

The Bill will not remedy the abuses he mentions, and if it

is passed, " fresli legislation " will be an impossibility. Messrs.

Paterson and Oampkin have not yet stated any particular

line of policy which would justify a chanige. It would be

valuable to know whether Mr. Campkin holds to liis old

policy of no comtpromise on tlie titles, or whether he thinks

fresh legislation would be of any service. Mr. Walshaw is

worthy of .support., as he makes a strong point of his view that

there should be a ra/tional method of taking members of the

Society into the confidence of the Council, so that its policy

oould be clearly understood and its line of action on matters

affecting us as a. body one which is readily comprehended and

not subject to the variations of diverse personal opinions. Mr.

Walshaw intended to stand as the representative selected by
the West Riding Federation voicing the views of that organisa-

tion. As an independent candidate, he will not be influenced

by any particular shade of opinion, and, having an open mind,

a thorough knowledge of the provincial business and a deep

interest in the welfare of the craft, I feel sure that, if elected,

he will act without prejudice in such a manner as will tend

to the support of the constitutional basis on wliich our

existence rests, and which can only be upheld by looking at

everyday questions from a higher standpoint than that of

mere personal interest and convenience.

Batley, April 20, 1903. R. Bro.\dhead.

The Duty of Chemists' Assistants and Apprentices.

It would be a good thing for pharmacy if the Pharmaceutical
Society would reprint the very excellent paper on this sub

ject by Mr. W. L. Currie, printed in the I'harmaceu/ical

Journal of last week, in pamphlet form, and have it circu-

lated amongst assistants. There must be some hundreds of

men who would welcome the sound advice contained therein,

and guide their future by those preceiHs so lucidly stated.

When a man exhibits such wisdom as is contained in this

paper he proves to be a leader well worthy of a responsible

position in the Council which governs the art and practice of

pharmacy. :

London, N.W., April 21, 1903. C. E. Pickering.

Local Organisation.

Uix)n full consideration, I have com© to the conclusion that

local associations, as at present being formed (wliich, after a^l,

will have only local influence), are useless for furthering our

permanent and substantial interests, and for protecting them

in our reLationship with the public. Something much more

comprehensive is, in my opinion, needed. I feel constrained

to say that I am disappointed that so little cs^W* de corps is

exhibited by pharmacists and such small comprehension of our

essential needs necessary to protect us against the commercial

spirit. The essentials for the maintenance of our past and

rapidly-disappearing relationship with the public, from a

semi-professional and business point of view, seem to be little

understood, if at all. The maintenance of pharmacists as a

body, totally distinct) and apart from other shopkeepers,

seems to me to be the " crux " of our position. If we surrender

that position we are simply left in ordinary competitive com-

mercial relationship with village hucksters, grocers, oil-shop

keepers, et hoc genus omnc. I deduced from conversations I

have had with a few fellow chemists that it was the opinion of

the gentlemen to whom I spoke that the commercial and

trading aspect of our business should Be maintained in preference

to the pharmaceutical side, if one or the other has to go over-

board. The inference .seemed to be that we could not maintain

both. Perhaps not, but it behoves us to retain that part which

will provide us with a " living, wage." I maiintain that the

retention of the " Proprietary Articles " business (with all due

respect to the temporary beneficent efforts of the P.A.T.A.) is

the weak t>oint in our armour. We should reject the whole lot.

If we are to retain our past position in the world of medi-

cine, we must retain our "Poison Link." If that is broken we

are lost for ever. But it seems to me that many " chemists,"

or " pharmacists," or whatever they may be called, do not

realise that all they seem to want is to " sell things," which is

pure commercialism, a foundation upon which the retail " drug

trade " can never live and survive. In fact, this is the very

disease from which we are at present suffering. Now, what

I would suggest is this—that if local associations ai'e to be

fonned—and they must be—and are to have any real force,

they should be coincident with the district over which each

divisional officer or local secretary presides, and that the local

associations should be federated, and should be entitled and

emi)owered, through their elected representatives, to co-operate

in all matters with the Pharmaceutical Society. Then would

the Council be able to say that they were truly representative

of the " craft " ; and it would then be possible to ascertain

what the majority of the "craft" require. I would further

su,ggest that instead of being asked to pay an annual guinea

subscription to the Pharmaceutical &ocietyj members of their

respective associations should be required to subscribe 10s. 6d.

(in lieu of the present 5s. subscription) annually to their local,

associations, which would be required to pay all over and above

working expenses, to the Phannaceutical Society. I cannot but

think that this plan would bring more grist to the mill, and

would tend to make the central body not merely an examining

machine, i>erforming only police duties, but a truly representa-

tive body. And I verily believe that more enthusiasm and good-

fellowship would be aroused than the present patchwork, make-
shift, and laissez-faire system brings about. [We must throw
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«ver tie whole of the " proprietary " business ; it is our oiilj

salvation, under existing conditions, in regard to medicines.

Of course, if a man likes to sell a piano, a penny whistle, or a

cofSn as a side-line, there is no earthly reason why he should

not do so. But if a " chemist " {sic) is to live nowadays he must

insist (through his unanimous association) upon supplying to

th« public no preparation except his own preparations, or those

which he might supply under his own name and guarantee.

I certainly believe that the public (with all its faults) if driven

to select their medicines, between shopkeepers and pharmacists,

would, with only a short period of " anarchy " intervening,

resort to the "pharmacist." Among a nation of sybarites we
Diust maintain our position while we can.

April 21, 1903. "Dodo" (193/29).

The Home Counties Nature-Study Exhibition.

The Association which held the very successful Nature-Study

Exhibition last year was organised for that purpose alone, and
has been dissolved. It suggested, however, in its official report,

that the movement with which it was so prominently identified

could, for the present, be best advanced by local organisations,

the activity of which it had already noted with satisfaction.

In order, therefore, that the work may be continued in the

south-eastern counties of England, which are more or less in

touch with the metropolis, and as an outcome of the efforts of

delegated members of the "Middlesex Field Club and Nature-

Study Society " and the " Selbome Society," a Home Counties

Nature-Study Exhibition is being organised in London on defi-

nite lines, and will be held this year, it is hoped, in the gardens

of the Royal Botanic Society, at a time convenient to teachers.

Lord Avebury, F.R.S., is Chairman of the Committee, and the

list of patrons already includes :—the Countess of Bective, Lady
Frederick Cavendish, the Marquess of Ripon, the Earl of Aber-

deen, the Earl of Stamford, the Bishop of Hereford, Lord
Herries, the Rt. Hon. R. W. Hanbury, M.P., the Rt. Hon.
Henry Hobhouse, M.P., Sir George Kekewich, Sir Joshua
Fitch, Sir Philip Magnus, and the officers of the recent Nature-

Study Exhibition ; Sir John Cockbum, Mr. C. S. Roundell,

and Mr. J. C. Medd. Upon the Committee will be found such

well-known naturalists, educationalists, and public people as the

'Rt. Hon. James Bryce, M.P., the Rt. Hon. Jesse Ceilings,

M.P., the Hon. Walter Rothschild, M.P., Sir John Hutton,
Mr. G. Herbert Morrell, M.P., Mrs. Brightwen, Mrs. Franklin,

.
Mrs. Owen Visger, Prof. Henslow, Prof. Boulger, Mr. A. D.
Hall, Mr. Richard Kearton, Mr. C. J. Cornish, Mr. M. E.

Sadler, Mr. Harold Wager, Mr. A. J. Shepheard, Br. Kinimins,

and Mr. H. Macan. On behalf of the Executive Committee, and
as members of the Executive of the late Nature-Study Exhibi-

tion Association, we venture to bring the undertaking to your

notice, and to intimate that after carefully considering the re-

sults and reports of last year's exhibition, the Committee has

drawn up a scheme with schedules, which may be obtained from
the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Wilfred Mark Webb, at 20,

Hanover Square, W., who will gratefully receive all offers

of help in the form of prizes, donations, subscriptions, and sug-

gestions as to exhibits. We sincerely trust that this effort to

localise and to pronaote the nature-study movement will meet
with the ready sympathy and support of all interested in a

branch of education so full of promise.,

Mart Gurnet. R. Hedger Wallace.
.Frederick Oldman. Wilfred Mark Webb.

J. Martin White.

20, Hanover iSquare, W.,
April 14, 1903.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

BY OUK PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVE.

Early Closing Bill for Shops.

Tliis measure, the text of which 'has now been printed as

amended in the House of Lords, has come in for considerable

criticism in a portion of the daily Press. The Standard con-

siders that in framing bhe provision authorising the County or

Borough Council to " fra.me such classifications of shops,

according to trades as they may deem necessary, having

regard to the circumstances of the locality," the Lords

cannot 'have realised what an enormous extension of adminis-

trative interference this would mean, or how mnoh work of

extieme delicacy it would entail. It is also thought that the

principle of local option, which is only another way of express-

ing local compulsion, would operate very partially, and inflict

much hardsliip on individuals. Our contemporary hiolds that

the Bill aims at establishing a degree of control over adult

labour whiich has never been contemplated in this country, and

ought not to be tried without thorough discussion.

The Work of the Board of Agriculture.

Speaking on Tuesday, in defence of the estimates for the

Board of Agriculture, Mr. Hanbury stated that he was agreed

that there was a necessity for establishing a uniform system

of weights and measures througbout tlie country, but this was

a matter in which, unfoitunaitely, the Government were far

ahead of public opinion. With regard to the analysis of feed-

ing stuft"s, he admitted that, so far, it had not been a success,

owing chiefly to the objection of the small farmers to pay bhe

fee or to disclose the name of the manufacturer. He had been

in communication with several County Councils on the suibject,

and it had been arranged that in future they would act through

the chief constables and inspectors of police, who would taike

the samiples, so that the small farmers should have nothing

to pay for the analysis and no name should be disclosed.

An Effect of the Sugar Convention.

The new Financial Secretary to the Treasury (Mr. A. EUiot)

stated in the House of Conmions on Wednesday, in reply to Mr.

Lough, that under Article 2 of the Sugar Convention it will be

necessary to place sugar refineries in this oountiy in bond. The

cost of supervising the refineries^ when bonded, will be borne

by the Crown, as in the case of ordinary bonded warehouses.

It is too soon, added Mr. Elliot, to estimate accurately what

the cost amount to, but there will be considerable compen-

satory additions to the revenue.

Medical Referees.

From a reply made by Mr. Cochrane to Mr. S. Onnsby-Gore,

it appears that the number of cases in England during 1902 in

which a reference was made to the medical referees under the

Worltmen's Compensation Act was eighty-f-ix. Thirty-nine of the

references were by county court judges, the remainder by

arbitrators and arbitration committees. The number of re-

ferences in 1901 was eighty-three. The number of references in

Scotland during 1902 was sixty-one, and in Ireland two.

The Budget.

The Budget was introduced on Thmsday by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, who stated that he proposed to take fourpence

off the Income-tax and to abolish the Corn Duty.
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

An Appeal for a Policy.

BY " SPECTATOR."

A Vacancy for a Napoleon.

Now that the effervescence produced by the publication of

the Departmental Report on llie Poison Schedule has subsided,

and the excitement attending the launching of a Pharmacy Bill

upon Parliamentary waters is no longer with us, one may calmly

leview the position with a reasonable probability of perceiving

relationships and preserving a regard for perspective. Looking

at the events of the past five months from a ijurely academic

point of view, I am struck witli the insistence of one dominant

note, manifesting itself in verying degrees of intensity through

all the hysterical outpourings of a terrified calling, which have

foxuid expression in the trade Press or on pharmaceutical plat-

forms. At every meeting, in every article, in every item of

correspondence on the burning subjects, one finds a plaintive

recognition that the time has arrived when " something must be

done " ; and each assemblage of chemists and each writer in

the journals formulates a different programme of undirected

energy, or fabricates a hasty panacea seasoned to personal taste.

There is a general disposition to co-operate ; there is an ainount

of loyalty to the Society that is as "consolatory as it is extra-

ordinary, but all considerations are over-ridden by the impera-

tive sense of doing something, and there api>ears to be no

strong imperial leadership to consolidate effort or inspire con-

fidence. That is the note I seem to hear throughout the recent

period of stress—the wail of the leaderless, the cry of those

.who are willing to act and are anxious to act, but have no

definite guidance from headquarters.

Lost Opportunities.

It would be unjust to say that the Council and its executive

officers have been either indifferent or inactive ; on the con-

trary, I have personally had ocular and aural demonstration of

more than one well-conceived attempt on the part of what may
be called " the office " to organise local political effort in extra-

anetropolitan districts ; but my point is that whatever work
has been done lacks the force and continuity of definite policy ;

in fact, the records available to an onlooker like myself only

show me spasmodic exiiortations to the rank and file to be ready.

In themselves such exhortations are admu-able, but they are

wanting in the power of convincing when repeated too often.

If a general'.s strategy comprises only the order " attention," it

will go badly with" the troops he commands, and it does seem a

thousand pities that the Council should let it be supposed that
" local organisation " is the only bow in the official quiver. If

ever there was a favourable time for a progressive policy it is now.

Thanks to the report of the Privy Council Poisons Committee
the interest of chemists and dniggists throughout the country

is thoroughly aroused, and in the whole history of the So.ciety

no greater unifying instrument has been offered to the Council.

Moreover, the over-reaching pertinacity of the " Free Traders

in Poison " is doing much to prepare ParliameJit and the public

for more .systematic legislation in regard to the sale of dangerous
substances, and the dispensing and sale of medicines. If the

Council would undertake the inconveniences of phannaceutical

sovereignty much might be made of the occasion ; but other-

wise it must be addedl to the growing list of lost opportunities,

that mars the fair page of the Society's record. Some little

time ago an appearance of leadership gleamed forth in a miotion

remitting to the Law and Parliamentary Committee the task of
formulating a policy in regard to the sale pf poisons used in
agriculture and horticulture, but I look in vain for a report

from the Committee on the subject. The Committee decided
to go on with the Pharmacy Bill, and the Council, after a

somewhat unedifying debate, confirmed the decision ; but the
connection between the Bill and the Privy Council Report is not
strikingly apparent, and no official intimation in regard to the
latter has, so far as I have been able to ascertain, been issued.-

I can quite realise that it might be deemed inadvisable to taka
any action until the Government had brought in a Bill to give

effect to the Report, and although I think differ«ntly, I should

be ready to acquiesce in the opinion of the twenty-one experts
who sit at the Council table ; but if that be considered the wiser
plan of procedure why should there be any hesitation in defi-

nitely stating the fact to local officers and associations? Surely
if it he wise to stay our hands, it must be unwise to leave a
number of groups of chemists up and down the country to un-

wittingly petition and memorialise M.P.'s in a go-as-you-plea*e

fashion. If, on the other hand, Parliamentary representatives
oxight to be approached on the subject, it is scarcely conducive
to increased admiration of the Society's methods to allow
registered men to obtain their information and advice from
anyone who feels disposed to give it.

Administrative Oscillations.

I am inclined to think that it would be something in the

nature of a "staggerer" if we could know the opinion of, say,

the Privy Council respecting the indcfiniteness and instability

of the proceedings at Bloomsbury during the past ten years.

Nearly every period of active policy seems to have been incon-

sistent and incompatible with the preceding period of alert-

ness, and, whether this be attributable to mistrust of perma-

nent officials, carelessness of Councillors, or reflected want of

cohesion in the general body of chemists and druggists, it is

distinctly pernicious, and calculated to damage the status of

the Society in the eyes of the public. Perusal of the appen-

dices to the Report of the Poisons Committee, more particur

larly the short summary of the provisions of various Bills

pigeon-holed at Whitehall, or a contemplation of the inade-

quate presentation of official evidence at the Committee itself,

will illustrate what I mean without going into detail. If

other examples were needed, I might point to the " high-

frequency " policy in the matter of bye-laws or the indecision

regarding the question of titles, or the mysterious procedure in

the conduct of business reflating to Pharmacopoeia revision. •

In fact, it must appear to the department under which the

Society works, and to public bodies generally, that, phaxm^-

ceutical policy is a thing sui generis which no mortal can pre-

tend to understand. I freely recognise the political uses of

an intelligent inconsistency occasionally, but when the want

of relationship seems likely to develop mto what rugged old

Carlyle liked to call " murky nothingness on boil " ; when

members of ability like Mr. Broadhead are summarising our

history as a muddled past and an obscure future, and the whole

calling is drifting aimlessly at a time when concentration is

most essential
;

then, methinks, it is time to appeal to our

elected representatives to evolve a definite course of action

and. carry it out strenuously and fearlessly. We are on.

the eve of a Council election, and declarations^ 6l

faith—more or less composed for "the gallery"—are the

order of the day. I am old enough not to repose implicit

trust in election addresses, but, after i-eading some of the

manifestoes already issued, I add to my private Liturgy, " from

insidious doctrine and fantastic experiment ifl- statesmanship,

good Lord deliver us."
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THE USE OF HYPNOTIC POISONS.
It will be remembered that the Committee on Poisons

has recommended that antifebrin and sulphonal should

he added to Part II. of the Poisons Schedule, and a

reader of the Journal has recently suggested (see ante,

p. 538) that trional, paraldehyde, and other potent sub-

stances should also be scheduled as poisons. Evidence in

favour of such a course is furnished by Dr. Nestor
TiRAED, who—in the address before the Therapeutical

Society, to which reference was made last week—deals

with the dangers attending the use of these and similar

unscheduled hypnotics. Not many years ago the ordinary

•remedies for sleeplessness were opium and its prepara-

tions, chloral hydrate, and potassium bromide, but, in

a manual published in 1901, no less than fifty such reme-

dies are enumerated. Dr. Tirard advance.s the following

propositions :—(1) The various hypnotics may all involve

danger, (2) the conditions under which they may procure

undesirable results are not always dependent upon the

dose, (3) the danger may be Hmited to the patient, (4) the

danger may involve the prescriber or the dispenser, (5)

before the employment of a hypnotic, the bare symptom,

sleeplessness, is perhaps the least important factor to be

considered. As with sulphonal, so with trional and tetfonal,

toxic symptoms may follow the prolonged use of moderate

doses. In some cases, the results of taking trional have led

to collapse and death. Several cases of habit with paralde-

liyde have been recorded, and agree in showing that this

drug produces mental and physical deterioration similar

to that which results from chronic alcoholism. Hallucina-

tions and mental failure have been met with, following its

wse. Dr. Tirahd quotes a case, which has come under his

personal notice : A woman, who had taken fifty 5-grain

.tablets of sulphonal, was found in a profound state of

coma, and was only saved by the most prompt and vigorous

•treatment. " Here wo are dealing with a drug which is

generally regarded as a safe, if somewhat uncertain and
inconvenient, hypnotic, and I do not see how to prevent
*such an occurrence «30 long as proprietary preparations can
he purchased with the present facility."

.
Dealing with the hypodermic administration of hyp-

notics. Dr. Tirard insists that the administration of

«ome hypnotics by hypodermic injection is fraught with

numerous dangers which no doubt contribute largely to

the favour which greeted the introduction of the more in-

soluble group of drugs such as sulphonal and trional. He
points out that the hypodermic syringe was full of risks

when it passed into the hands of the public, since it eiv^

couraged the frequent use of hypnotics, induced the formatioa

of the drug habit, and led to the employment of mcreasing

doses and to the possession of strong solutions or of com-

pressed drugs which were always liable to be. wrongly emr

ployed. The chief disadvantage of the hypodermic use of

hypnotics is, however, to be found in the difficulty expe-

rienced when an overdose has been employed. " When an

overdose has been taken by the mouth some of it may be

returned by vomiting or by the use of an emetic or by the

stomach-tube, or it may be rendered inei't by the adminis-

tration of some other drug which may render it insoluble

before it has been absorbed from the stomach." But when
given hypodermically all the modes of treatment mentioned

are barred, and the safety of the patient depends on the

employment of a i>hysiological antidote which may hinder

activity sufiiciently long to allow time for elimination.

Attention is further directed by Dr. Tirard to the

necessity of bearing in mind the fact that, even when,

for the individual case, a suitable hypnotic has been

found, there is a certain risk in repeating moderate

doses. As a rule the dose has to be increased gradually,

especially when the cause has not been ascertained

or satisfactorily dealt with, but with some drugs

—

e.g.,

sulphonal, trional, and tetronal—the danger appears to

lie in the total quantity taken, even though, each dose

may have been small. " But perhaps the greatest danger

of all is incurred when the patient is given a pre-

scription for a hypnotic, and this danger has certain

analogies with the medicinal employment of alcohol.

Many of us believe that at the height of fever or in

conditions of collapse alcohol is often necessary, but It is

never recommended to our patients for indefinite use,

still less for increasing doses. Armed with a prescription

for a hypnotic, patients commonly go on taking the drug

long after the relief of the special circumstances for wliicli

it was prescribed, and the prescription may be used to

facilitate the acquisition of large quantities of a dangerous

drug obtained, perhaps, at several establishments in small

amounts." Notwithstanding the relief which many have

derived from the use of hypnotics, Dr. Tirard is in

favour of any step which tends to prevent their adminis-

tration except by the medical man or under his imme-

diate directions. He has seen so much of the dangers

of hypnotics that he would prohibit their sale to the

public, or would allow them only to be dispensed to a

freshly dated prescription, which should be retained by

the druggist or returned to the prescriber. But before

that suggestion can be acted upon, it will be necessary

that the distribution of all hypnotics should be restricted

to properly trained individuals, by adding them to Part II.

of the Poisons Schedule.

THE BURROUGHS SCHOLARSHIP.

Pharmaceutical chemists who are desirous of obtaining

advanced instruction in chemistry and pharmacy are re-

minded that application for the Burroughs Scholarship!

which is now of the value of £50, with a bench in the

Research Laboratory, also material and apparatus, should be

in the hands of the Secretary and Registrar, 17, Bloomsbury

Square, London, W.C, on or before Tuesday, May 12, 1903.
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A COMMITTEE ON SHEEP-DIPS.

It -would appear that the question of the sale of poisons

for agricultural purposes is not likely to be considered

seriously by the Government at present, since a further

complication has been introduced by the President of the

Board of Agriculture, who has appointed a Departmental

Committee to investigate experimentally and to inquure

into and report upon the following matters :

—

1. The composition and essential constituents of

efficient dips and other preparations for the treatment

and dressing of sheep, and their effect upon the animal

treated or dressed and upon the parasites and other

organisms for the destruction of which they are used.

2. The methods in which such dips and other pre-

parations should be employed, and the appliances and
facilities requisite for the purpose.

3. The times and intervals at which sheep should be

treated or dressed, regard being had (a) to the life-

history and characteristics of the sheep-s^ab Acarus

and of the other parasites and organisms of sheep

which require external treatment, and (6) to the prac-

tical conditions under which sheep-farming is carried

on in various parts of the United Kingdom.

The Committee appointed by Mr. Hanbury consists of

the following gentlemen—viz., Mr. Laurence Hardy, M.P.

(Chairman) ; Sir Henry Hall Scott, Dr. Thomas E. Thorpe,

C.B., F.R.S., Director of the Government Laboratory; Mr.

J. Bowen-Jones, Professor John Richard Campbell, B.Sc
,

one of the Assistant Secretaries to the Department of

Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland ; Mr.

A. C. Cope, M.R.C.V.S., Chief Veterinary Officer of the

Board of Agriculture ; Mr. Matthew Flanagan, J.P., of

Tomona, Tulsk, County Roscommon ; Mr. M. Hedley,

F.R.C.V.S., Chief Inspector of the Department of Agricul-

ture and Technical Instruction for Ireland ; and Dr. William

Somerville, one of the Assistant- Secretaries of the Board of

Agriculture. Professor Winter, M.A., will act as Secretary

to the Committee. It may be pointed out that Dr. Thorpe
was one of the signatories of the Majority Report of the

Committee on Poisons, while Mr. Bowen-Jones gave

evidence before the Committee in favour of relaxing the

restrictions upon the sale of poisons.

DANGERS TO ANIMAL LIFE.

The editor of Country Life commends to the serious

consideration of landlords and sportsmen the article by
Mr. Henhy Johnson in a recent issue of thifs Journal,

in which the danger to game and other birds, arising

from the use of poisonous weed-killers, was strongly

emphasised. Striking evidence in support of Mr.
Johnson's argument is also furnished by a paragraph

in the Field, in which it is stated that at a meet of the

Craven Hounds, on April 9, several of them exhibited

symptoms of poisoning. " One bitch died in agony almost

immediately, while another is still suffering from the effects,

and two dog hounds are hardly expected to hve. The cause

of death was found to be strychnine." If such occurrences

take place under the existing poison regulations, it may
well be asked what would be likely to happen if the present

restrictions on the sale of " agricultural " poisons were re-

laxed ? A correspondent of the Field briefly refers to poison

legislation, though he does not seem very thoroughly con-

versant with the law on the subject. " Legislation," be

remarks, " although on the whole good, may now and then
prove troublesome and vexatious, as has been the case with
poisonous insecticides and weed -killers, which at present
may only be purchased through a licensed chemist, and not,

as was formerly the case, through any horticultural

sundriesman." If insecticides containing scheduled poisons
have been sold by any horticultural sundriesman since

1868, it has been contrary to law, and at the risk of a
penalty.

Mr. Johnson's article has also attracted the attention of

a leader-writer on the staff of the Morning Post, who hopes
that the questions may soon be definitely settled, whether
wild animals would eat foliage after it had been sprayed with
poisons, and whether the fact of their doing so would be
injurious. To the latter point the answer is self-evident, but
it might be well for chemists and druggists resident in the

country to collect and forward to "headquarters" any
evidence with which they may meet in support of Mr. John-
son's contention that the use of poisonous sprays does con-

stitute a danger to animal life. If that were proved, the
Morning Post considers that the use of such sprays would
have to be further regulated, even if it were by Act of

Parliament. Another instance of the dangers to animal
life resulting from the indiscriminate sale and unintelligent

use of powerful drugs is reported from Boston, Lincolnshire,

A waggoner was fined the full penalty of £5 and costs for

administering a quantity of "green copperas" and
sulphuric acid to four horses. One valuable mare died

from the effects, and the others were for a time injuriously

affected. A contemporary suggests that the Board of

Agriculture might issue a leaflet pointing out to farmers that

the common practice of administering poisonous drugs to

horses, in order to improve the appearance of the animals,

is liable to prove dangerous.

THE SALE OF MEDICATED WINES.

At the annual meeting of the Middlesex Confirmatioa

Committee, held on Saturday last before a full bench of

magistrates, under the presidency of Sir Ralph Littlee,

C.B., K.C., a very unusual step is reported to have been

taken. Four licences which had been provisionally granted

to chemists in the Brentford and Willesden divisions for the

sale of wines were refused. Sir Ralph Littler said that>

if such licences were confirmed, there was nothing to pre-

vent chemists from selling champagne, although they under-

took not to sell anything but medicated wines. " These

undertakings were of no value. Where would this, if

sanctioned, stop ? " It would be interesting to know
whether Sir Ralph Littler has ever come across any

instance of a registered chemist and druggist breaking his

word, and endangering his reputation by selling cham-
pagne, and, if not, on what grounds he gave utterance to the

remarkable pronouncement above recorded. Again, it may
reasonably be doubted if this legal luminary knows that the

effect of the decision will be that cjrtain preparations of

undoubted medicinal value will be unobtainable in the

Brentford district from those who have been educated and

trained to have a knowledge of the medicinal contents and

properties of the wines. For there are a number of such

wines which, though medicated, are not judged to be

sufficiently unpalatable to be non-excisable.
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THE ENEMY'S MOVEMENTS.

One of the more recent steps taken by Mr. Dobbs, of

Worcester, on behalf of the Society for the Protection of

Dealers in Poisonous Compounds for Trade Purposes, con-

sists in making the suggestion to Chambers of Commerce
throughout the country that a resolution should be

passed, urging a relaxation of existing restrictions on the

sale of poisons for use in agriculture and horticulture. We
have received a copy of the resolution, which was submitted

last week to the Plymouth Chamber of Commerce. It is

worded as follows :

—

" This meeting, being of opinion that undue restrictions

are at present imposed by the Pharmacy Act, 1868, on
horticulturists, agriculturists, and others in obtaining
poisonous compounds used in the course of their busi-

ness, and that it is expedient for the convenience of

the public and in the interests of trade, that the law
relating to the sale of poisonous compounds (where re

quired for horticultural or agricultural purposes) should
. be altered and amended, resolve that the Government

be respectfully requested to introduce a Bill amending
the law in this direction, and that a copy of this resolu-
tion be forthwith forwarded to the First Lord of the
Treasury (the Right Honourable A. J. Balfour), and
the President of the Board of Agriculture (the Right
Honourable R . W. Hanbury), and to the Lord President
of His Majesty's Privy Council, and to the Members of

Parliament representing the constituencies in this

district."

Happily, Messrs. C. J. Park and Freeman W. Hunt were
afforded an opportunity of attending the meeting at

Plymouth, and explained the true position of affairs, with
the result that the resolution was not carried. On the

other hand, the Chambers of Commerce of Heckmondwike
and Newcastle and Gateshead have adopted a similar

resolution, while the Manchester Chamber has remitted the

matter for consideration by its Chemical and Produce
Sections. All this would seem to emphasise the necessity

tor chemists and druggists taking what part they can in the

public life of their district, so as to be in a position, like

Messrs. Park and Hunt, to defeat the tactics of the

enemy. It may be added that the Council of the Pharma-
ceutical Society has decided to take steps to ensure that

Chambers of Commerce and other bodies whom Mr. Dobbs
aiay approach shall also have the opportunity of hearing

arguments against the proposal to render the sale of poisons

more easy. With that object divisional officers of the
Society have been requested to keep a watchful eye on
prospective meetings of such associations, and chemists
generally are now asked to use their influence in the

matter.

CHEMISTS AND NURSES.

Referring to the correspondence in this Journal on the
relations between chemists and nurses, it is pointed out in

wi editorial note in the Hospital that, where the means of a

aatient are limited, a suggestion by the nurse that drugs

my be purchased at a lower price than at the local

jhemist's is often an act of kindness, though the reason
for that statement is not obvious. When patients are

wealthy, our contemporary thinks there is no reason for

such a hint. But surely the Hospital does not consider

ihat poor patients should be dosed with inferior drugs, as
ihey would be—without effecting any real economy—if

they purchased their medicines of unqualified vendors. It

is only fair to add that the Hospital does not believe

that the suggestions made by nurses are, at all generally,

prompted by mercenary motives. The great body of

dispensing chemists will also prefer to believe that mosb
frequently such interference with the relations between

the patient and the chemist is due to an excess of zeal,

not to say officiouaness, over discretion, rather than to

impute mercenary motives to the members of a moat self-

sacrificing and honourable profession.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY.

The fifth International Congress of Applied Chemistry

is to be held this year, during the first week in June, at

Berlin. Numerous scientific societies in this and other

countries have decided to send representatives. The Editor

of the Pharmaceutical Journal is in a position to supply

pamphlets on the subject to any members of the Pharma-

ceutical Society who are interested in the Congress, or full

particulars may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary of the

English Organising Committee, Mr. Frankland Arm-

strong, Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, London, W.

REMOVAL OF FURTHER MISCONCEPTIONS.

Mr. Broadhead has characteristically returned to the

charge, in a letter which has been slightly shortened by the

omission of some irrelevant remarks concerning the mis-

conception satisfactorily removed by Mr. Black in last

week's issue of the Journal. For the rest, it is gratifying

to learn that Mr. Broadhead is convinced of the justice of

our criticism of his former letter. To sum up his present

interesting column or so of breezy invective, it would

appear that Mr. Broadhead disappi-oves of the Pharmacy
Bill now before Parliament, is not satisfied as to the

soundness of the principles of the Council, and does not

think those of the candidates for the vacant seats are much
sounder. To the expression of his ViCws there can be no
reasonable objection, but in two instances at least our

correspondent does not exhibit his normal amount of

perspicacity. The "Sub-Committee on Titles "was most
undeniably a "Council of War" in the sense that all the

available arguments pro and con., including Mr. Broad-

head's own opinions, were submitted to the careful

examination of experts, lay and technical, and it is a little

ungenerous to poke fun at the Committee simply because

it was felt that open advertisement of a weak position

was scarcely consistent with sound policy. The second

point upon which Mr. Broadhead and, perhaps, some of

his colleagues are at fault is the assumption that the Bill

promoted by the Council provides for the legalisation

of the use of professional titles by companies in whose
shops a qualified servant is employed. The precise

contrary is the fact, as careful examination of the Bill itself

will demonstrate.

A WARNING TO LONDON CHEMISTS.

We are informed by the Secretary of the Chemists'

Defence Association that samples are being taken in

London by inspectors under the Sale of Food and Drugs

Acts of calamine, zinc oxide, and " linseed, liquorice, and

chlorodyne " lozenges.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

The Ammoniated Tincture of Quinine Case.—We understand
that the judgment in this case will be delivered on Friday
morning of this week

Early Closing.—At a meeting of the Cleckheaton Trades-
men's Association on Monday it was reported that some of the
chemists of the town were keeping their places of business
open after regulation time, and a committee was appointed to
interview the " disloyal " chemists.

Lead in Cream of Tartar.—Mr. T. G. Joyce, B.Sc, F.I.C.,
has written to the Globe to the effect that while English-made
tartaric acid and cream of tartar contain certainly not more
than infinitesimal quantities of lead, it is in certain foreign
acids and cream of tartar that lead is not infrequently to be
found.

The P.A.T.A.—The [Proprietary Articles Trade Association
is to be congratulated on having secured an important addition
to the list of protected articles in Scott's Emulsion. Other
recent additions include Atkinson and Barker's Royal Infants'
Preservative, "Ish," Marmite Food Extract, Kehotah kidney
tea, Morse's Indian root pills, and Tetol preparations.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.- This club held their spring
holiday competition at Gullane, on Monday, 20th in.st., in
delightful golfing weather. Twenty-two members turned out and
spent a most enjoyable day. Captain's prize and Giteon Handicap
Medal were won by Mr. Duncan McLaren, 98—10=88; 2nd
prize. Ml-. H. D.Alexander, 93—4=89: 3rd prize, Mr A. J.
Dey, 111—18 = 93.

Analyst's Report.—Mr. F. W. Richardson, the Bradford
City Analyst, reports that during the quarter ending March 31
he examined 127 samples of food and drugs, and found only
two cases of adulteration of drugs, these being a 'Sample of
paregoric which contained less than half the official amount
of opium, and another of tincture of rhubarb whidh did not
Conform to the 1898 Pharmacopoeia, as it had been made
without glycerin.

Public Dispensers' Association.—A general meeting will be
held at St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, Ludgate Circus, E.G.,
on Thursday next, at 8 p.m., to elect auditors for current year,
and to settle the question of title by which members should be
called officially, as per Mr. Idris's suggestion. Al'o, to select
suitable candidates for Pharmaceutical Council, to consider the
draft Pharmacy Bill. Messrs. Duff and Peck will report as
to progress re hospitals.

University College of North Wales, Bangor.—At a meet-
ing of the Council of this college, on Wednesday last, the
resignation of Dr. Dobbie a.s Professor of Chemistry was
announced, in consequence of his appointment to the Director-
ship of the Museum of Science and Art, Edinburgh. It was
resolved to fill the chemistry chair at the June meeting of the
Council, and meanwhile to place the department under the
charge of the senior assistant lecturer, Mr. A. Lauder, B.Sc.

Medical Man Sent to Prison.—Dr. Edward Moore, for-
merly practising in Manchester, has been sent to prison for
three months with hard labour by the city justices for obtain-
ing by false pretences a box of surgical instruments from the
Surgical Supply Association, Market Street, on August 8,

1901.
,
He had been arrested on leaving Durham gaol, after

serving a term of imprisonment for obtaining money by false

pretences. He had also been convicted for a like offence in
Hull.

The Secret Nostrinn Evil.—An excellent plan for combat-
ing the methods of the secret nostrum-monger is for the pharma-
cist to paste on all proprietary medicines of secret composi-
tion, before sale, a notice to the effect tuat he does not know
what is in the concoction, and assumes no responsibility what-
ever as to its composition, quality, or in other way. A sugges-

tion to this effect has recently been put forward in America,
but the plan lias been in operation in this country for .some

years past.

Guardians and Drugs.—^At a meeting of the Guisborough
Board of Guardians a report was submitted on the question

of storing drugs at the workhouse, the Local Government
Board having written that, in the interests of the sick poor,

all medicines required for use in the workhouse should be

provided at the cost of the Guardians, and not at the cost of

the Medical Officer, as hitherto. The question was referred

to the Visiting Committee, after a long discussion, in the

course of which it was stated that the annual cost of the drugs

would be about £10.

Discretion in Dispensing.—The Lancet of April 18 con-

tains a leading article based on a consideration of tne paper

read by Mr. Donald McEwan before the Pharmaceutical

Society in Edinburgh on the " Limits of Discretion in Dis-

pensing." While generally approving of the paper, the Lancet

does not deliver itself of any very novel views on the relation-

ship between jDrescriber and dispenser. Our contemporary
does, however, remind its medical readers that when a phar-

macist refers, in case of doubt, to the prescriber, the latter

should always be grateful, even when no error has been made,
if the dose ordered be unusually large or small.

Opium Consumption in Australia.—An anti-opium confer-

ence was held recently in Melbourne, at which Mr. Check
Hong Cheong, the local head of the Chinese Mission, said

that, though for the past ten years the Chinese population in

Australia had been steadily decreasing, the importation of

opium had scarcely lessened at all owing to its increasing use

by Europeans. Thfe amount of opium consumed per annum
in the Commonwealth was fifty thousand pounds weight,

of which less than four hundred pounds was used medicinally

in Victoria. He knew between 700 and 800 confirmed

smokers of the drug in Victoria alone, many being in good

positions.

The Fraud on the Label.—The imaginative American jour-

nalist who has been induced by the manufacturers of certain

proprietary articles to wite a fictional serial on " substitution
"

for the Daily Mail, has now rested awhile from his labours.

Having made the best of a very bad case, he had the grace to

conclude his last article with the statement that he " has desired

to make it clear throughout that no attack is made upon the
great majority of tradesmen, who scrupulously uphold our {sic)

high traditions of national integrity. But that there is a con-

'

sideraible minority of traders who violate those traditions has
been, proved ( 1)—and may be proved by anyone who cares to

take the trouble of personal experiment—only too conclusively.
'

A Chemist's Medicine Vindicated.—At an inquest held at

Sheffield, on April 21, relative to the death of a woman named
Jane Furniss. it was stated that the deceased, who suffered

from palpitation of the heart, purchased some medicine from
the pharmacy of Miss Amy Williams, St. Philip's Road, and
four doses were taken. Miss Williams, called as a witness,

said she gave deceased the usual prescription for the com-
plaint. If the patient had taken the whole of the contents of

the bottle it would not have hurt her. The Coroner said he
was satisfied that the medicine was perfectly harmless, and
probably did neither harm nor good. The only way in which
it would kill anyone would be for a person to be drowned in

it. A verdict of "Death from natural causes" was returned.

Suffocated by Acetylene.—^According to the Paris correspon-
dent of the Daihj Mail, M. Laumonnier, a Paris pork butcher
living in the Rue Cler, went to a shed in a neighbouring
street where he kept Ms motor-car, intending to clean and
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repair it. He was accompanied by Rene Bousquei, a lad of

sixteen, one of his apprentices. Tliree houi-s elapsed, and as

M. Laumonnier did not return to dinner a servant was sent

to the shed. To her horror she saw on opening the door her

employer and the boy lying prostrate and unconscious on the

door. Near them was "an acetylene lamp, the generator of

which hivd been detached, thus liberating the noxious fumes.

Two doctors were called, who endeavoured for two hours to

restore respiration, but without success. The deadly fumes had

done their work.

The "Daily Express" on Poison Suicides.— T/ie Daily

Express of Tuesday, April 21, comments on the large number

of suicides by poisoning during the last few weeks, and

publisJies an interview vnth a " prominent . member of the

Pharmaceutical Society on the subject." This gentleman

told his interviewer that poisons gave more trouble than they

were worth from a commercial point of view, and stated that

since the scheduling of carbolic acid, the number of deaths

from this aoid had been greatly reduced. On the other hand,

spirit of salt is said to be " going up as a means of suicide.

We want that scheduled next. . . Of this I am sure. If

there is any laxity it lies witli the Lw rather than the

chemists; and, indeed, I do think poisons are iu many

instances too accessible to the general public."

Society of Cliemical Industry — Scottish Section — The

annual busmess meeting of the Scottish Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry was held in the Windsor Hotel, Glas-

gow, on Tuesday night. Dr. Frew was in the chair.—The

Secretary, Dr. Gray, submitted the report for the year. The

membership at March 31 was 515, in comparison with 314 a

year ago. Five meetings had been held, at which the average

attendance was twenty-five, and nine papers were read. Office-

bearers were appointed as follows :—Mr. T. L. Patterson, Chair-

man ; Mr. D. J. Playfair. Vice-Chaiimaiij ; members of Com-

mittee, Mr. J. Arnold Fleming, Mr. J. Falconer King, Mr. J. S.

ALicarthur, and Mr. M. A. P^irker, with Mr. G. H. Gemmell,

for a period of two years, to replace the late Mr. W. Ivison

Macadam.

Royal Photographic Society —In commemoration of the

Jubilee of the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain,

the forty-eighth annual Exhibition, to be held at the New
Gallery, 121, Regent Street, London, W., from Thursday,

September 24', to Saturday, October 31, 1903, will be divided

into the following five sections :—(l) A loan collection of pic-

torial photographs illustrating the progress and the present

position of photography as an art
; (2) a loan collection of

scientific and technical photographs illustrating the progress

and the present position of photography as a science
; (3)

pictorial photographs selected in accordance with the esta-

blished regulations that follow; (4) general professional

work ; (5) photographic apparatus and materials. Particulars

may be obtained of the Secretary of the Royal Photographic

Society, 66, Russell Square, London, W.C.

Fires.—A serious fire occurred on Monday last at the phar-

macy of Mr. J. Waters, chemist and druggist, High North-

gate, Darlington, damage being done to the extent of between

£600 and £700. The fire is stated in a newspaper report to

be due to camphorated oil boiling over and the floor becoming

ignited. The loss is •understood to be fully covered by in-

surance. A fire occurred on the evening of Good Friday at the

business premises of Messrs. Carlton ana Son, chemists and

druggists, of High Street, Horncastle. The outbreak occurred

on a staircase, and was quickly subdued, but considerable

damage was done by water.—Another fire broke out on Wednes-
day morning in the upper portion of the premises of Mr. E. S.

Wootton, J.P., chemist and druggist, of High Street, Margate.

Tlie Fire Brigade quickly subdued the flames, but damage was
done by water. At the time of the outbreak Mr. Wootton
was attending a sitting of the Borough Bench.

A Hospital Drug Supply.—A long time was spent by the

Isle of Thanet Joint Hospital Board on April 15 relative to

the drug supply to the hospital. It was recommended that a

local firm of chemists should be appointed to supply drugs for

the half-year, but a member considered that it was advisable

to contract for drugs on the ground of economy. In reply,

it was stated that it was not desirable to keep a large stock
of drugs at the hospital with no one to look after them. The
Matron was not a chemist, and the Medical Officer was not
at the hospital very long. They might have a number of

drugs which were perfectly useless, and when they wanted
something absolutely necessary a local chemist might refuse

to send it to the hospital if they got the rest of their drugs
from London or elsewhere. An amendment that drugs should

in future be openly contracted for was lost by a large majority.

Californian Syrup of Figs.—The Supreme Court of the

United States has just decided that the alleged trade-mark of

the Californian Fig Syrup Co., consisting of tlie words " byrup
of Figs" or "Fig Syrup," is invalid. It is likely, thinks our
American contemporary, the Pharmaceutical Review, that the
company anticipated this disastrous result, for a year or more
ago it registered as trade-marks the words " Calafig " and
" Califig," probably with the idea of changing the name of the
product should the company lose this case. The language of

the Court was severe :

—" Our conclusions are that the name
' Syrup of Figs ' does not, in fact, properly designate or
describe the preparation made and sold by the Californian Fig
Syrup Co. so as to be susceptible of appropriation as a trade-
mark, and that the marks and names used for the bottles, and
upon the cartons and wrappers containing the bottles, are

so plainly deceptive as to deprive the complainant coppeiny
of a right to a remedy by way of an injunction by a court of

equity."

Medical Self-Advertisement.—The Lancet prints an amus-
ing letter from a correspondent on self-advertisement in the
medical profession. After recounting the modern "Bob Saw-
yerisms " of giving ambulance lectures, of being appointed
surgeon to a football club, and of having a large portrait ex-

hibited at the local photographers, the writer continues as
follows:—"To set up a brass-plate in a neighbouring town
or village where one has no residence, regardless of the fact

that a member of the medical profession is already located
there, is held to be merely progressive ; even to allow one's
name to appear on on the lintel of a druggist's shop in similar

circumstances seems to be condoned, although it is question-
able if this does not go perilously near 'covering.' But woe
betide the luckless wight who dares to print his name and
address on his ovni medicine labels, for if he does he will have
the medical Press down on him like a cartload of bricks and
be boycotted by his righteously indignant professional

brethren."

Disappearance of a Manchester Chemist.—Some surprise
was occasioned in the neighbourhood of Hulme, Manchester,
on Tuesday, the 14th inst., when the shop of Mr. John
Lawrenson, chemist and druggist, Stretford Road, which had
been closed for four days, was not opened. A notice had
been left on the glass door of the shop stating that the pre-

mises would be closed until Tuesday. This was put up or»

the Thursday before Good Friday. The shop remained closed

on Tuesday and also on Wednesday, and on Thursday, at

noon, one of the officials connected with the Overseer of the
Poor applied to GMr. E Brierley, the second Stipendiary at

the City Police Court, for a warrant for the arrest of John
Lawrenson for a sum of £9 19s. for poor rates. The appli-

cant stated that he had reason to believe Mr. Lawrenson con-

templated leaving England for some foreign country. Mr.

Lawrenson, he added, had left his premises on Tuesday, after

disposing of his stock to a large firm of chemists. Two bailiffs

had been found in possession for a debt of over £80.—^The

Stipendiary granted the application.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. A. Sidney Campkin, J.P., has been re-elected Vice-Chair-

man of the Cambri(%e Board of Guardians.

Mr. John B. Foggitt, pharmaceutical chemist, of Southport,

is transfening his business from 13, Nevill Street to 187,

Lord Street.
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Mr. T. Brewis, chemist and druggist (Brevris and Mcintosh),
has been unanimously elected Chairman of the Portsmouth
Board of Guardians.

Dr. Donald MacAlister, Chairman of the Pharmacopoeia
Committee, has been elected a Corresponding Member of the
Sooiete de Pharmacie de Paris.

Mr. P. J. Ashfield, chemist and druggist, ivho recently

di*pc'S-td of I'is business at Rhyl, has ass-umed tlie duties of

managing v'.ireotor of the Queen's Palace, Ehyl. He has also

been elected as a member of the Rhyl Urban District Council.

Mr Aslifield has alrea.dy done mjich public service on the

Rhyl Town Improvement Association, and has been con-

spicuously identified with numerous social functions and
athletic institutions.

TRADE NOTES.

London Essence Co.—We have received from the London
Esstnce Company, George Street, Caanbervvell Green, an
advance copy of the first issue of their report on essential oils,

which they intend to issue hatlf-yearly. The firm wi]l be liappy

to send a copy to readers of the Journal on anplication.

Photographic Catalogue.—Messrs. Evans, Sons, Lescher,
and Webb, Ltd., 56, Hanover Street, Liverpool, have recently
issued a new price list of photographic materials. The list is

one of the most complete in the trade, and a stock of all the
articles is kept. Quantities, however small, can be enclosed
with other goods, ihe firm Ixas added field and opera glasses,

a line which can be taken up with advantage by those dealing
in photographic goods.

Advertised
Price.

Is. IJd.
2a. 6d.

4s. 6d.

Invoice Price to Minimum Whole-
Trade for

Quantities of not
less than £5.

Per Doz.

.. 9s. lid. ,

. . 19s. Od.

.. 36s. Od.

fale Price (less

?i p.c. for orders
of £1 and over).

Per Doz
. lOs. 8d. ..

. . 20s. 6d. ..

. . 38s. 9cl. .

.

Minimum
Retail Price.

Is. Od.

Is. lld.

3s. 8d.

Mr. T. Ralph, chemist and druggist, of Dover, has removed
lis business from 32, High Street, to No. 21, in the same
thoroughfare, during the rebuilding of the former premises.

Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones, Middle Temple, passed the Easter
examinatron of the Council of Legal Education in Evidence,
Procedui-e, and Criminal Law, being placed in the first class.

Mr. A. F. Heald, of Cambridge and St. Mary's Hospital, has
been granted the certificate of the Society of Apothecaries
of London, entitli*g him to practise medicine, surgery, and
midwifery.

Mr. Thomas Jenkins has been compelled by ill-health to
retire from the managership of the Pont Street business of
Me.ssrs. Bradley and Bourd.is, Belgravia, London, a positioir

which he has held for many years.

Messrs. Ayrton and Saunders, 34 and 36, Hanover Street,
Liverpool, inform the trade that they are at present unpacking
the stock of Messrs. Gilbertson and Son, of London, which,
they have removed bodily to Liverpool. This will be accom-
plished in the course of a few days, when all orders will be
executed without delay. Messrs. Ayrton and Saunders will be
glad if Messrs. Gilbertson and 'Son's customers will send on
all orders in future direat to Liverpool as, by so doing, a
day's post will be saved. An arrangement can be made
by which all goods ordered, whetliier large or small, will be

sent to London carriage paid. In fact, a daily consignment

of such goods will be despatched.

Scott's Emulsion.—Me.ssrs. Scott and Bowne, Limited, 10
jiaid 11, Stonecutter Street, London, E.C. . have this week issued
to the trade a circular-letter, dated April 20, 1903, announcing
that, having decided to protect the selling price of Scott's
Emulsion, they have placed that preparation on the list of the
P.A.T.A. , and its sale will, on and after April 20, be governed
in accordance with the rules of the Association. The prices
fixed are as follow :

—

Terms, nett cash in thirty days. As this decision has been
arrived at in order to secure to the trade a fair profit on Scott's

Emulsion, the proprietors hope that it will meet with the
cordial approval and support of the trade, and, from the
number of favourable replies already received in response to

their letter, the firm have every reason to believe that the
addition of Scott's Emulsion to the P.A.T.A. list will be' satis-

factory to all concerned.

COMPANY INTELLIGENCE.

Carews, Limited.—^This oampany was registered on April 3,

with a capital of £300 in £1 shares, to acquire the business

carried on at 8, Queen Street, Cardiff, as A. CareW, and to carry

on the business of teeth specialists, manufacturers of and dealers

in artificial teeth, and dental, chemical, surgical, and anatomical
apparaitus, etc. No initial public issue. R*gistered without
articles of aseociation.

Branson's Drug Stores, Limited.— This company was regis-

tered on April 6, with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to carry

on the business of chemists, druggists, dispensers and dealers

in drugs, chemists' sundries, surgical instruments, patent

medicines, fancy articles, etc. No initial public issue. Regis-

tered without articles of association. The first directors are

J. Branson, T. Greenall, and F. H. Palmen. Registered

ofiice : 49, Dalton Road. Barrow-in-Furness.

Robinson's (of London and New Yorli), Limited.—This com-
pany was registered on April 6, with a capital of £1,200 in £1
shares, to manufacture and deal in all substances and appara-

tus capable of being used in the business of dentists, and to

carry on the business of manufacturers and fitters of teeth, etc.

No initial public issue. Registered without articles of asso-'

ciation. The firvt directors are R. S. Robinson. E. Davis,

and W. Witt. Registered office : 16, Poultry, E.C.

Fulham Dental Parlours, Limited.—This company was regis-

tered on April 9 with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to take

over the business carried on by W. W. L. Whitlock at 531,

Fulham Road, S.W., or elsewhere ; to practise dentistry in all

its branches ; to cany on business as chemists, druggists, mani-

curists, chiropodists, and optician.s, etc. No initial public issue

The first directors are W. W. Whitlock (permanent managing
director) and H. E. M. Whitlock. Qualification, £35. Remu-
neration as fixed by the company.

LONDON GAZETTE NOTICES. If PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

William Henry Pimblett and Archibald Ramsay, physicians

and surgeons. Bow Lane and New Hall Lane, Preston.

John Shaokleton and Thompson Helliwell, trading as
" Orinerod, Taylor, and Son," drysalters and manufacturing
chemists. Sun Vale Works, and Strines Mill, Walsden, near

Todmorden. T. Helliwell will continue the business under the

same style as heretofore.

Arthur Edward Blacker and Herbert Elvvin Harris, general

medical practitioners, Clifton. Bristol.

David Arthur and Howel Buckland Jones, general medical

practitioners. Shepherd's Bush. Debts will be received and

paid by D. Arthur.

Herbert Child and Edward Lycett Cropp, general medical

practitioners, Reading. Debts will be received and paid by

E. L. Cropp.

Harry Burton and Joseph Arthur Jenkinson, surgeons and

apothecaries, Marple, Cheshire, and Marple Bridge, Derby.

Debts will be received and paid by H. Burton, who will con-

tinue the practice.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, Atbil 23, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Ciiemicals continues extremely quiet,

md many complaints are heard. Tliere are practically no
changes in value of any kind to record. Cod Liver Oil con-

tinues at famine prices, and it looks as if same would be main-
tained, for the present season at least. Quinine continues a

dead letter as far as the speculative market is concerned.
Gentian Root is dearer, as also is Ipecacuanha. Add Tartaric
ind Cream of Tartar firm. Acid Citric quiet, but fairly steady.
Opium, Morphine, and Codeine quiet, but firm. Cocaine firm.

Phenacetin and Sulphonal quiet and unchanged ; same may
also be said of Bromides and Iodides. Quicksilver and Mer-
curials firm. Camphor steady. Glycerin unchanged. We
give below some quotations for articles of current interest :

—
ACETANILIDE—Dull and weak at 8id. to lO^d. per lb., ac-

cording to make, quantity, aiKrpacking.
ACID BORACIC—Powder 24s., crystals 22s. per cwt.
ACID CARBOLIC—Is steady at S^d" to 5|d. per lb., according

to make, for 34°-35° C. ice crystals in large bulk packing.
ACID CITRIC--Quiet, but steady, at Is. l^d. to Is. 2d. per

lb. on the spot.

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at Is. 0-|d. to Is. Id. per lb. on the
spot, witi practically no sellers for forward delivery.
ALUM.—Lump £5 12s. 6d., ground £6 per ton.
AMMONIA SULPHATE—Flat at £13 lOs. for gray 24 per

.ent. , London prompt.
BROMIDES.—English makers still quote on basis of Is. ll^d.

per lb. for Potassii bromid. There are, however, rumours that
3heaper offers from America may possibly again upset prices
liere. Buyers should therefore only buy from hand to mouth,
in order to keep on the safe side, as the article is practically
certain not to advance in value.

CAMPHOR—Quiet but steady.
CINCHONA BARK.—At these periodical auctions, on Tuesday,

;he fourth of the series, the total offerings of all descriptions
(Fere about the same as at the previous sales, viz., 2,912
[)ackages against 2,816 packages, which compares with 4,248
packages at the corresponding auctions la.st year. The offering.s

igain comprised a good proportion of South American bark,
riiere was good competition, and two-thirds found buyers at

fully the rates obtained at the March sales, the average unit
being a full l^d. This is an improvement on the last Dutch sale,

when the result was on a parity of Ifd. East -Indian : 1,301
packages offered and 1,040 packages sold, according to analysis :

5uccirubra, stem chips and shavings, fair to good at 3|d. to 5^d.,

ordinary at 2d. to 2{d. ; branch at 2ld., root at 2^d. Officinalis,

natural s-tem chips, from S^d. to 7d. ; renewed ditto, from
5|d. to 8d. ; branch at 3|d. to 6|d., root at S^d. to 6^d.

Ledger, branch at 3^d. Ceylon : 249 packages offered

md 195 sold ; Red chips and shavings at 2|d. to

5d. Officinalis, natural stem chips at 4|d. , ditto re-

newed at 3id., root at 5|d. Ledger, stem and branch at 4|d.

Java : 95 bales offered and bought in. South American : 447
bales Bolivan cultivated Calisaya offered and 286 bales sold,

t}uill at b^d. to 8|d., broken and chips at 6|d. to Y^d. Of 583
bales soft Columbian 282 sold at 2d. to 3|d. 154 bales Cuprea
offered and bought in. African : 85 bales offered and sold,

broken quill at 5^d. The next auctions are fixed for May 19.

COCAINE—^Is very firm at 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz. for the

Hydrochlorate in 25oz. tins, the lower price being for 200oz.

lots. It is stated in some quarters that a fuither advance is at

least possible.

COD LIVER OIL.—Quotations vary from 4856. to 500s. ,
per

barrel (tin-lined barrels of 25 gallons), f.o.b., for best new 1903

Norwegian Oi^ while last year's Oil is practically non est.

CODEINE—Is unchanged at 10s. per oz. for the pure alkaloid,

9s. per oz. for the Muriate and Sulphate, and 8s. for the Phos-

phate salt.

COPPER SULPHATE—Quiet and easier, in .sympathy with the

metal, at £21 to £22 per ton.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Firmer at 78s per cwt for first

white crystals on spot, and 83s. 6d. to 84s. for 98 per cent.

B.P. quality.

CALLS.—China are dearer to arrive, business having been

done at 55s., c.f. and i.

GENTIAN ROOT—Is firm at 20s. 6d. to 21s. 6d. per cwt.

for good dry red root, as against 18s. 6d. per cwt., at which

the article was obtainable not very long since.

GLYCERIN—Is quiet and unchanged at £67 per ton for best
white odourless, double distilled, chemically pure 1260 S.G.
quality in tins and cases for 5-ton lois

IODIDES—Are steady at unchanged prices.

IPECACUANHA—Is again dearer arid in good demand, Cartha-
gena being now quoted 4s. 6d. per lb., and Rio 5s. 6d. per lb.

MERCURIALS—Are firm and in fair demand at unchanged
prices.

MORPHINE—^Is very firm at 4s. 2d. to 4s. 4d. per oz. for the
Hydrochlorate powder, and 2d. per oz. -more for the cryS;tallino

salt, ^vith, however, but little business passing.

OILS (fixed) and SPIRITS.—'Linseed Oil closed firm for

spot, but quiet forward : London spot pipes £23 10s. to

£23 15s., barrels £23 15s. to £24 (solely from E. I. seed about-

15s. per ton premium), month £23 15s. to £23 17s. 6d., May-
Aug. £22 12s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. £21 12s. 6d. Hull naked spot

£22 7s. 6d., May-Aug. £21 12s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. £20 12s. 6d.

Rape Oil dull : Ordinary Broivn on the spot barrels £22 10s.,

May-Aug. £22 10s. English Refined spot £23 10s. Ravisoii

spot £20 15s., May-Aug. £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil steady:
London Crude spot £21 5s., May-Aug. £21 5s. Refined spot
£22 to £23 15s. Hull naked refined spot £20 5s,, month
£20 5s., May-Aug. £20 10s. Crude spot and month £19 7s. 6d.

buyers, May-Aug. £19 7s. 6d. buyers. Olive Oil : Mogador
£31 to £33, Spanish £32 to £33, Levant £31 to £33. Cocoa-
nut Oil quiet : Ceylon spot £26 5s., April £24 5s. ci.f., Apiil-

May £24 2s. 6d. ci.f., ApriLJune £24 ci.f., June-Aug. £24
ci.f. Cochin spot £34, April-June £26 10s. ci.f., Aug. -Oct.

£26 7s. 6d. ci.f. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28.
Castor Oil dull : Belgian—April-Dec. delivery, Ists £21 ;

2nds",

£18 10s. Barrels free, ex-wharf, London 2^ per cent, dis-

count. Hull made (Prompt and up to end of the year de-

liveries)—Ists, £20 15s. per ton
;

2nds, £18 10s. per ton.

Barrels included, delivered free ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per
cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £6 10s. to

£7 5s., Black £5 15s. to £6. Russian Black £5 15s. to £6,
pale £7 5s. to £7 10s. Turpentine : Spot armly held, and
very extreme prices quoted—viz., American spot 44s. 6d. to
44s. 9d., April 43s. 6d., May 38s. 3d., June 36s. 3d. to 36s. 6d.,

July-Aug. 34s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. 34s. l^d. to 34s. 9d. Petro-

leum Oil unchanged : Russian spot 4d. to 4^d. American
spot 5id. to 5|d., Water White 7^d. to 7|d. Roumanian spot

4id. to 4|d. Petroleum Spirit: American ordinary 7d., Deo-
dorised 7|d. to 8id. .

^

OPIUM—Is unchanged, with practically nothing doing.

There is a rumour that, following the failure of the autumn
sowings, the spring sowings are also now seriously endangered.

Should this prove to be correct, it can hardly fail to have au
important effect on future course of prices.

ORRIS ROOT—Is still offered at very Jow figures, fair Floren-
tine sorts being quoted 22s. 6d. per cwt. nett, ci.f., London,
At this price it can hardly pay to collect and dry the root,

while, however, on the other hand, there can hardly be any
doubt that consumption of orris root has considerably
decTcased since the new syntheticaJ perfumes came on th&
market.
PHENACETIN—Is still quoted 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d per lb., ac-

cording to quantity and make for both crystals and powder in
bulk paper packing.
QUICKSILVER—Is very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle

from the importers.

QUININE—Quiet and without change, as far as makers' price?
are concerned, while in the speculative market there is practir

cally nothing doing, nearest price being ll|d. per oz. for B&S
or Brunswick Sulphate, for 1,000 oz. lots in 100 oz. tins for

-spot delivery.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable yesterday comes unaltered at

62 rupees for TN Orange. A steady, quiet trade continues to be
done on the spot at full rates, TN Orange selling on a basis of

120s. for fair, ca^h terms. Futures opened dull, but closed

steadier. The sales includ'e 800 cases, May delivery at 119s..

July at 117s., August at 116s. 6d. to 117s., and September at

115s. 6d.

SODA NITRATE.—Refined is nominally £9 10s. per ton on
spot, and ordinary £9 7s. 6d.

SULPHONAL.—^The market appears to be completely

swamped, in addition to which it is believed that consumption

of the article has decidedly fallen off. It is possible to bu)^

both crystals or powder at 4s. 3d. per lb. for quantity and Ttt.

bulk packing.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and
list of new applications for trade marks have been specially-

compiled from oflBcial sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and
registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.G., from whom any info'-mation on the sub'jeot may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors

'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

MANUFACTURE OF A NUTRITIOUS PRODUCT FROM
IMAIZE OR OTHER VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES (No. 8,876 of

1902).—E. Douard, 11, Rue EdouaixJ Detaille, Paris, and H.
Labbe, 30, Rue du Luxembourg, Paris. Consists in obtaining

by one operation the nitrogenous and the oily or greasy matters

from maize or other vegetable substances. Example of the

process employed :—The maize is first crushed or broken up, and
then digested or levigated with boiling anhydrous amylic alcohol.

The amylic solution is then precipitated by a hydrocarbon, tetra

chloride of cai;bon, oxide of ethyl or other suitable precipitant.

The precipitate is separated and thoroughly washed in order to

free it from the amylic alcohol, and finally dried in any suitable

stove or drying chamber. The result is a white, light, tasteless

.and odourless powder giving from 15-5. to 16 per cent, of nitrogen

-by titration. The exhausted maiza may be employed in brew-
ing, for which it has become suitable owing to the extraction of

the oily and nitrogenous' matters originally contained therein.

PROCESS OF TREATMENT OF SACCHARINE SOLUTIONS
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF NITROGENOUS MATTERS AND
POTASSIUM PRODUCTS RICH IN FERTILISING ELEMENTS
AND MEANS FOR CARRYING OUT THE SAID PROCESS (No.

15,266 of 1902).—A. Vasseux, 37, Rue de Mons, Hal, Brabant,
Belgium. Consists in separating the potash from the organic

material of the low wines of molasses or other saccharine solu-

tions by the addition of sulphuric acid, which traasfonns the

potash into a sulphate. The sulphate of potassium can be ob-

tained by treating the low wines with a soluble sulphate, for

example, sulphate of ammonia, which will give by double de-

composition sulphate of potassium and recoverable ammoniacal
salts. By employing filter presses and first washing the sulphate

^ith the weak solution of a preceding operation, and ending with

a solution saturated with sulphate of potassimn, a very saleable

product is directly obtained. The syrup of the low wines ridded

of the potassium salts ought to be dried up to obtain the nitro-

genous manure. A special closed ajjparatus, working under a

vacuum, for effecting the latter process is described. Glycerin is

obtained as a supplementary product.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING TUBER-
CULOUS AND CATARRHAL COMPLAINTS IN HUMAN BEINGS
-AND ANIMALS (No. 454 of 1903).—R. Schneider, 52, Krau.sen-

.stiasse, BerUn. The inventor has found that the gas arising

from the following composition :—Folia eucalypti pulverata,

7'5 ; oleum eucalypti maculatae var. citriodorse, 4'5

;

flores sulphuris, 63 ; and carbo ligni pulveratus, 25

.(mixed with an exceedingly fine and uniform powder

and heated for about twenty to twenty-five minutes on

a suitable jjlate of ceramic substance at a temperature not

exceeding 50-70° Celsius) has the effect of curing the above

oomplamts, if inhaled by the patient for a few hours per day

for a suitable period. The treatment should continue for a

few weeks at least. A special kind of spirit lamp is described

for obtaining a unifoim heating of the powder.

SERUM AND LIKE CONTAINERS AND INJECTING DEVICES

<No. 651 of 1903).—A. J. Boult, 111, Hat ton, Garden, E.C.

(Communicated by T. J. Lynch, Marietta, Lancaster, Penns.,

U.S.A.). Relates to a container for serum or other medicines

to be administered hypodermically,
,
and an injector for such

medicines, more particularly for the administration of diph-

theritic anti-toxLn. The inventor's chief object is to prevent

air being admitted to the serum after it has been bottled at

the laboratory. The apparatus consists of (1) a tubular body,

containing the serum, having a neck at either end, said necks

being hermetic illy sealed by means of rubber stoppers ; (2) a

hypodermic needle pointed at both ends, and having an enlarge-

ment about the middle thereof, by means of which one end

is forced through one of tlie iubbcr stoppers of the tubular

body above referred to ; and (3) an air bulb having a hollow tube

connected therewith adapted to be forced through the otlier

rubber stopper of the said tubular body.

CASEIN SOLUTION (No. 2,949 of 1903).—W. A. Hall, 11,

Broadway, New York, U.S.A. Relates to casein which has

been precipitated with muriatic (hydrochloric) acid, and which

hitherto could only be used in the arts iu a small way owing to

its thickness and heavy mass. The present invention aims at

secxiring a thin solution of same by the use of phosphate of

soda, and is carried out in the following manner:—The

muriatic acid casein is formed into a solution by the addition

thereto of 10 per cent, to 15 per cent, of its weight

of phosphate of soda, preferably trisodium phosphate,

mixed with one to three parts, by weight, of water to

each part of casein. Snich a mixture will form a t^iin solution,

which can be employed for many purposes in the arts.

Another advantage of this solution is that it does not injuriously

effect the enamel on lithograpliic stones.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above Patents, must be

filed at the Patent Office, on or before May 25, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" GO-WHIT,"' for photographic sensitive plates, by Gowen-

lock and White, 11, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C. 253,183.

" PRESERVALINE" and device ("Preserve" disclaimed), for

food preservatives, by the iPreservaline Maniufacturing Co.,

41-43, Warren Street, New York, U.S.A. 251,105.

" PINCARBOL," for solid and liquid disinfectants, by Mac-

Govvan Bros., 10-16, Maguire Street, Liverpool. 252,467.

'• RISCO," for chemical substances used for agricultural, etc.,

purposes, by H. N. Morris and Co., Gorton Brook, Lancashire.

252,789.

" PECTORAL COUGH BALSAM " label, fpr a cough bdJsam,

by S. Falkiier, 448, Kingsland Road, Hackney, N.E. 241,871.

"VANNO" ("Van" disclaimed) (251,004) and "PANNA"

(251,005), for a medicated pastille, by E. G. Baker, 2, New

Bond Street Buildings, Bath.

" SHARE'S COUGH PILLS " label, for cough pills, by G. W.

Share, Glenalmond, Egmont Road, Sutton. 251,813.

" ASEPTINOL," for an ointment, by the Aseptinol Manufac-

turing Co., 21, Clay Street, Baltimore, U.S.A. 251,322.

' ASMARGO,'' for cough ciues, by P. F. Brittain, 110, Cannon

Street, E.C. 252,150.

" LACTAGOL " ("Lacta" disclaimed), for chemicaT sub-

stances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy (252,851),

and for substances used as food or as ingredients in food

(252,852), by E. T. Pearson, 93, Neuerwall, Hamburg.
" IXIO,," for chemical substances prepared for use ill medicine

and pharmacy, by J. C. Meacher, 61, Stroud Green Koad,

London. 255,077.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before May 22, 19W.
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WHO'S WHO IN PHARMACY.

ERILL, John, J.P. b. 1835. Apvrenticcd . W. Fowke and
Son, Stafford. Ph.C, 1868. Now senior partner in firm of

J. and H. A. Averill, Stafford. Charity Trustee and
Governor King Edward VI. Grammar School, 1873 ; Vice-

Chmn., 1898; Chmn., 1899 ; Mem. Town Council, Stafford,

1866-69, 1876-86
;
Mayor, 1877-78

;
Deputy Mayor, 1878-79

;

Alderman, 1878-86 ; some time Chmn. various Committees,
including Finance and Health; J.P., 1879; Chmn. Con-
servative Assoc., 1880-86 ; Commissioner of Taxes, 1893

;

Member of School Board and Vice-Chmn., 1898 ; Member
of Governing body of Voluntary Schools Assoc., 1900 ; Pre-

sident N. Staffs. Chemists' Assoc. since 1897. Publication:
' An Abstract of the Stafford Charities, 1895.'

VING, James Laidlaw, J.P. b. 1852. Apprenticed : J. Ewing,
Dumfries. Edinburgh Univ., 1869-70 ; C. and D., 1870.

Partner in Duncan, Plockhart and Co., Edinburgh. Chmn.
of Executive, North British Branch, Ph. Soc, 1891-99

;

Chmn. Board of Examiners for Scotland, 1896-99.

iMPSON, Robert, 6. 1833. Apprenticed : Dr. Harrison,
Piccadilly, Manchester. Studied medicine at Manchester
Medical School and Koyal Infirmary, 1852 and 1853. Owing
to illness relinquished his intention to practise medicine.
Ph.C, 1864. Has been in business at Bowdon and Alderley
Edge, Cheshire

;
Piccadilly, Manchester ; and Islington,

London. Mem. of Council, Ph. Soc, 1872 to 1898; Trea-
surer, 1590 to 1898.

:RSON, George F„ F.C.S. b. 1866. Apprenticed: Robert
Burnett, Fraserburgh, N.B. Edinburgh Royal Dispensary

;

School of Pharmacy, 1887-8
; Ph.C, 1891 ;

formerly Prin-

cipal (and Founder) of North of England School of

Pharmacy, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1892-1898 ; now partner in,

and- superintendent of laboratories of Wilkinson and Simp,
son, Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Pres., Newcastle and Dist-

Chemists' Assoc.
;

Vice-Pres., Tyneside Microscopical
Society ; Hon. Sec. and Treasurer, Federation of Local
Pharmaceutical Assocs. Publications : Sundry contribu-

tions on Practical Pharmacy.

lYLOR, W, A. Harrison, F.I.C. b. 1854. Apprenticed : W. P.

Carlton, Horncastle. School of Pharmacy, 1875 (Silver

and Bronze Medals, Chem. and Pharm.)
;
Ph.C, 1875 ; now

Director and Chemist, Hearon, Squire, and Francis, Ltd.,

38, Southwark Street, S.E.
;
Examiner, Ph. Soc, 1885

;

Hon. Gen. Sec, B.P. Conf., 1886-1901; Sec, B.P.C.
Formulary Committee, 1886-1902. Publications ; Numerous
papers read before the Conference and elsewhere.

JUIRE, Peter Wyatt. b. 1847. Apprenticed : Peter Squire,

London. School of Pharmacy, 1854 (Certif. Botany
and Materia Medica). Ph.C, 1866. Business, Squire
and Sons, Oxford Street, London, \V. Publications

:

Squire's ' Companion to the British Pharmacopoeia,'
' Pharmacopoeias of the London Hospitals,' ' Companion
to the Medicine Chest,' ' INIethods and Formulas Used
in Preparing Tissues for Microscopic Work,' and numerous
papers and notes.

fRER, Thomas, F.I.C, F.C.S. b. 1842. Articled to H. S.

Wildsmith, Wolverhampton. Royal School of Minea,
1860-2. Formerly chemist and technical manager, and
then partner in the firm of May and Baker, Battersea.

Now managing director, Thomas Tyrer, and Co., Ltd.,

Stratford. Was first Sec. Southern Div. of the Soc. of

Chem. Industry ; afterwards successively London Secretary,

Chmn. London Section, President 1896. For several

years Chmn. Chemical Section London Chamber of

Commerce. Publications : Several papers before the
British Pharmaceutical Conference, Society of Chemical
Industry, and other bodies.

OOLLEY, George Stephen, b. 1837. ApjJrenticed : James
Woolley, Manchester. Owens Coll., 1853 ; School of

Pharm,, 1857; Ph.C, 1858; Managing Director, James
Woolley, Sons and Co., Ltd., Manchester ; Mem. of Council,
Ph. Soc, 1870-72 and 1878-1888; Vice-Pres., B.P. Conf^
1887

;
President, Manchester Pharmaceutical Association.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULAE.

Preservative Solution for Anatomical Preparations.

Formalin, 60
;
glycerin, 120 ; alcohol (methylated), 30 ; water,

1,000. Mix. The glycerin need only be employed when it i»

necessary to keep the preparation soft. The liquid may be-

made perfectly colourless by filtration through animal charcoal.
With thick objects, such as liver and lung, incisions should be-'

made in the mass to facilitate the entrance of the liquid. Very
thick preparations require more formalin, for these the amount,
may be increased to 80 or 100 parts.

—

Pliarm. Ccntralh,, 44, 16L

Fluid Extract of Tolu Balsam.

Tolu balsam, 250, is dissolved in alcohol, 80 per cent., 500,
and the solution mixed with water, 250. The mixture is then
distilled until 350 parts of distillate has been obtained, which
is set aside ; the residual balsam is washed with suc-

cessive quantities of warm water, until these washings, after

filtration, weigh 650. This is mixed with the distillate afc

first obtained, and the weight of the whole adjusted to 1,000.

—

Pharm Ccntralh., 44, 82.

Laundry Blue Tablets.

Ultramarine, 6 ;
washing soda, 4 ;

glucose, 1 ; water, g.s.

Mass to a thick paste ; roll into sheets and cut into tablets.

—

Drugg. Circ, 46, 214.

PRESTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Monday, April 20, 1903, at No. 1, Garstang Road, Preston.

The members considered the best methods of strengthening
the hands of those who are about to introduce the Pharmacy
Bill, and also discussed the report of the Committee on Poisons.

Correspondence.

Mr. Williamson, the Hon. Secretary, said he had received »
letter from the Blackpool Association inviting taem to take-

part in a deputation to wait on Mr. Hanbury, M.P., at Pres-
ton. This had been done, and the meeting, from which ii;.

was hoped much good would arise, had been fixed for Wednes-
day. A letter had also been received from the Federation of
Local Associations urging the members to approach their

Members of Parliament. He need hardly say this had been
done, and that, so far as interviews were concerned, the Pres-
ton Association had done evei-ything possible to advance the
cause they had at heart, and would continue to do everything-

po.ssible Ln that direction.

Mr. Hadfield thought it would not be a bad idea, to invite

the coroner to furnish particulars of all cases of poisoning in

which the deaths could be traced to the indiscriminate sale of
poisons.

Mr. Arkle remarked that deatlis from all cases were duly
scheduled in the Registrar's mortality statistics, and that the-

uiformation was within easy reach to those who desired it.

The Hon. Seceetabt was of opinion that nothing would be-

lo.st'by inviting the Chief Constable to publish the regulations-

governing the sale of poisons, but, after some debate, it was
decided not to press this forward at the present juncture.

Mr. Aekle commented on the great difficulty which appeared

t-o exist in the definition of the term " wholesale transaction."

Mr. Williamson thought selling for re-sale would constitvtu

a wholesale transaction. He urged that the regulations with
regard to the storage and sale of poisons should be sent to every

chemist, whether qualified or not.

• It was thought advisable not to take any steps until after

May 11.

The promised interview with the President of the Board of

Agriculture has unfortunately had to be postponed. On Tues-

day Mr. Hanbuiy received a summons to attend a Cabinet

meeting, and at once left for London. In conveying this to

the Association, Mr. Hanbury intimated his -willingness to

receive a deputation at an early date, either in London or io

Preston,
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BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Friday, April 17, 1903, at 16, Bloomsbury Square. Present :—

Mr. T. H. W. Idris, President, in the chair ; Mr. Holmes and
Mr. Naylor, Vice-Presidents; Messrs. Leo Atkinson and
Edmund White, Messrs. Eansom and Peck, Hon. General
Secretaries; and Mr. Heam, Asaistanit Secretary.

Votes of Condolence.

The Secretaries reported the receipt of acknowledgments,
from the families of the late Mr. John Moss and the late

Mr. H. Collier, of the votes of condolence passed at the last

meeting.

Mr. Natlor moved, and Mr. Ransom seconded, the follow-

ing resolution relative to the death of the late Mr. Baden
Benger, which was unanimously carried : —

"The Executive Committee records with very deep
regret the great loss to the iConference caused by the
death of F. Baden Benger. Mr. Benger filled tie ]x>sition

of Honorary Secretary of the Conference from 1871 to
1884, and presided at the meeting at Bath in 1888. In
addition to his scientific attainments his tact and courtesy
were employed unreservedly for the benefit of the Con-
ference, and contributed largely to its success. The mem-
bers of the Committee desire to express their deep sym-
pathy with the widow in her bereavement."

The Secretaries were instructed to send a copy of the

above resolution to Mrs. Benger.

Other Business.

An application for a grant of £2 from the Research Fund
was approved.

The suggested publication of a General Index to the Year--

Books from 1886 to present date was then considered. After

some discussion, in which the desirability of the publication

of a new Index was generally approved, it was decided, on the

motion of Mr. Natlor, seconded by Mr. Holmes, that the

Secretaries should ascertain the approximate cost of the

work, and report to the next meeting.

Mr. Ransom reported his correspondence with the printers

of the Year-Book relative to its earlier delivery to members.

They agree (under certain conditions) to guarantee delivery

'by November 1, and the contract was approved.

The question of members in arrears with their subscriptions

was then discussed, and the Secretaries were instructed

{under Rule JH.) to remove the names of those who were

five years in arrear.

Mr. Stiles Wm. G. Rich, of Brisbane (who was present at

the meeting, and signified his accejitance of the appointment),

was appointed Colonial Secretary for Queensland.

Eight gentlemen, having been duly nominated, were elected

to membership.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND PHARMA-
' CEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, April 16, 1903, at 98, West Regent Street, Glas-

gow, Mr. W. L, CuERiE in the cliair.

Mr. Thomas Maben gave an addres-s, illustrated with lan-

tern slides, on a

British Pharmacist in America.

Mr. Maben dealt with many of the principal pharmacies in

New York, Chicago, and Toronto, dealing with the methods

of business in America, and with the personality of many of

the more prominent pliarmacists.

At the close a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.

Maben.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.

GENERAL MEETING.
Wednesday, April 22, 1903, in the Montgomery Hall, Shef-

field, Mr. C. F. Cabr in the ohair.

Mr. John Austen, President, read a paper, entitled

A Few More Notes on Old Sheffield Druggists.

Mr. Austen first quoted at considerable length from the

journals of John Acton, which he came across a few months
ago. Mr. Acton was a druggist in Union Street, and his

diary gave a full and lucid account of the daily hap-

penings in a druggist's life seventy years ago. He
was bom in Wakefield in 1799, and came to Shefiield,

as apprentice to Mr. George Hawksworth, druggist, High

Street, on November 8, 1815. Six years later <he became

assistant to Mr. George Jervis, of Westbar, where he stayed

a year, and, after three years in Worksop, he settled in Union

Street in 1824. Writing in his journal in 1838, he gave au

account of his

Early Beginnings in Business,

and contrasted them with the beginnings of another

Sheffield druggist, Mr. Oldham, of 16, Angel Street, who

had just been made a bankrupt. " Oldham," he wrote,

" commenced business about four and a-half years ago,

and his stock and goodwill amounted to £1,600. The

goodVill was £400, which sum is more by £150 than

I had to commence with. I began business with £250—

£200 of my father's money and £50 that I had saved whilit

at Worksop as an assistant. My drug stock, shop fixtui«s, and

house fixtures amounted to £163. So I had £87 to spare whea

all was paid for, and I soon took £100 to the bank. What a

great deal I have to be thankful for. Oldham, with his £1,600,

a gentleman. Acton, with his £250, doing all sorts of work

daily. Oldham, in less than five years, a bankrupt. Acton,

in fourteen years, worth four or five times as much as be

began with. It shows what sobriety and industiy can

accomplish." Acton frequently mentioned his heavy days of

\nrk. He kept no assistant, not even an errand boy. All the

work of the shop was done by himself, and if he went out his

sister, who lived with him, attended to customers during his

absence. The following are some of the numerous

Entries in the Diary.

" November 19, 1834. I got my hamper of London

drugs this morning, which I have been expecting for ten

or twelve days. I gave the pony a dose of physic tlie

first tiling." "ilay 21, 1835. I have been busy nearly all

day with grinding paint." "July 23, 1835. I liave been

busy to-day in making paper bags." "September 7, 1835.

I have been busy to-day in grinding indigo." "October 26,

1835. I (have been very busy to-day in various sorts of work.

After I had taken the pony to the field I commenced pump-

ing spenn, seal, linseed, and boiled oils. I then packed up

empties and sent by coach to Messrs. Johnson and Com-

pany. I theii varnished the counter sides and also the gig

boxes. I also gave the gig wheels another coat of green

paint, and that makes six coats—four coats of lead colour

and two of green—two coats of varnish will complete that

job." Acton took a deep interest in his fellow druggists i

and noted down a good many items of interest respectiug |

them. In 1838 he said :
" When I was out of my time there

were sixteen druggists in Sheffield. I have been counting them

up to-day, and there are fifty. Seventeen have failed anci

nineteen given up since we got settled here." Among otber ,
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old druggists mentioned was David Doncaster, an

old Haymarket druggist, wlio b«gan business at No.

16 in that thoroughfare in 1825, and died in 1827. The
shop had first been opened in 1823 by Edward Bingham. A
druggist's business at No. 19, Haymarket (the shop now occu-

pied by Mr. George Squire) was established in 1851 by John

Hay, who, in his advertisement, after refening to the compre-

hensiveness of his stock, announced that he had " a large selec-

tion of fancy articles, hair brushes, smelling and toilet bottles,

perfumery, Havannah cigars and the best snuffs, cattle medi-

cines of the finest and best quality, oils, paints, colours,

varnishes, etc." In 1853 the shop was in the hands of Mr.

T. B. Adams ; in 1855, Mr. James L. Hulett ; in 1858, Mr.

J. W. Powell, of London ; and in 1840, Mr. James Savory,

schoolmaster, of Whiston, near Rotherham, took it over in

the interests of a young pupil named William Henry Merry-
weather. The latter, in 1842, when just twenty-one years old,

became

A Member of the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain. He subsequently became a surgeon, and prac-

tised in Howard Street until 1880, when he died. A notable

druggist was Williaon Collier, who was born at Wisbech, Cam-
bridgeshire, in 1806. After studying for the medical profession in

London he became assistant to the original Dr. Shaw, of Atter-

cliffe. Then the chemist of Attercliffe dying, he took the S'hop.

A few years later he took a second shop in Allen Street, and in

1857, relinquishing the other two, he established himself at No.

79, Sheffield Moor, which was at the time the most modern

shop in Sheffield, and was fitted up with counters and drawers

of solid maJbogany. During his career he also had shops at the

bottom of Townhead Street and the corner of Broomhall and

Devonshire Streets. He retired in 1866, and died in 1872. He
left two sons, both in the medical profession. Other old

Sheffield druggists were Thomas Webster, his son John, Mr.

Huddiestone, the first Hon. Secretary of the Sheffield Pharma-

ceutical and Chemical Society, and others. The shop

at the corner of Broomhall Street and Devonshire Street,

already referred to as having been occupied by Mr. Collier, was

in 1855 sold by him to Mr. James T. Swindell. On the oppo-

site side of the street resided a Dr. Cheetham, and the two

came in for a good deal of friendly banter from the neighbours,

chiefly on account of their somewhat suggestive surnames. The
situation, however, grew rather more serious, and bore a much
more tragic aspect when it became known one day that Cheet-

ham had eloped with Swindell's wife. Facts of interest also

present t<hemselves in the lives of Matthew Darling (1818-1892),

Henry Cockayne (bom in 1820), Edward Wilson (1825-1882),

and Dr. James Allan, M.A., Ph.D. The last-named played an

important part in the history of chemistry in Sheffield. The

son of an Edinburgh surgeon, he was born in 1825. He studied

in Germany, and in 1849 began to practise as a professional

chemist in Manchester. In 1854 he removed to Sheffield, where

he taught and lectured on chemistry, physics, and medicine, in

the Wesley College, the Collegiate School, and latterly in the

School of Medicine ; and also conducted a

Private Analytical Practice.

In 1864 Mr. Alfred H. Allen, the present City Analyst (to

whom he was not related), became his assistant. About this

time there was inaugurated the Sheffield School of Prac-

tical Science and Metallurgy, the prototype of the present

colleges. It had its headquarters at the Collegiate School, and

was opened by the Duke of Devonshire. Dr. Allan was the pro-

fessor of chemistry, the Rev. G. B. Atkinson lecturer on mathe-

matics, and there were also chairs of metallurgy and engineer-

ing. In 1864 Dr. Allan was President of the Literary and

Philosophical Society, and in 1865 he was elected President of

the local branch of the United Society of Chemists and Drug-
gists. He died in March, 1866, at the age of 40. The lecfurer
also dealt with the careers of Joseph Ibbotson (1855-1891)'

and of Mr. Henry E. Ibbitt, who was born in 1840, and still

carries on business m the city. He had some remarks on thai
gentleman's father and grandfather, and gi-eat-grandfather, who
were silver chasers and modellers. The great-grandfather, wht>
came to Sheffield in 1764, was employed by Joseph Hancock, the
first maker of large goods in the well-known old Sheffield plate.

The lecture was illustrated by portraits and druggists' relics.

Discussion.

The Chairm.an said the paper had been most interesting.

He suggested that Mr. Austen's two papers should be printed >

Mr. G. Squire proposed a vote of thanks to Mi-. Austen, and
Mr. J. Ellinor seconded.

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme su,pported both the resolution

and the suggestion that the papers should be printed. li
Would be well for the Society, with the permission of Mr.
Austen, to have them printed—they could not spend thei?

money in a better way. The difference between a chemist's

business of the time mentionfed by Mr. Austen and the present

day was very striking. Some people thought that the restrio

tions that were, in force now had largely interfered with the

business of chemists and druggists. There was no doubt aboufi

that, but Mr. Austen had perhaps referred to the bright side

of the picture. Nowadays people did not realise the immense
amount of dama,ge and mischief which resulted from the old

freedom in respect to the sale of poisons. Hundreds of infant

lives were sacrificed every year through the indiscriminate sale

of poisons. The lives of the public were now far better pro-

tected than they were then, but whether this was altogether

for the financial advantage of the pharmacist was of coursa

quite another matter.

The resolution was carried with heartiness.

The Council Election.

Mr. W. L. Currie, President of the Federation of Chemists'

Associations, and on© of the candidates for the Council of the^

Pharmaceutical Society, wrote asking for the support of the

Sheffield Society, but no resolution was taken, the matter being

left with the individual members.

THAMES VALLEY DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OP COMMITTEE.

Tuesday, April 21, 1905, at Kingston-on-Thames. The busi-

ness of the meeting was to put into execution the steps necessary

for the due working of the Association.

After mature uiscussion a set of rules was drafted ; the annual

general meeting is arranged to take place during April in each,

year, and the subscription payable by members, 5s. yearly. The
officers were duly appointed, and include:—President, Mr.

Alfred Higgs, J. P. (Kingston) ; Vice-President, Mr. J. Parrott

(Richmond)
;

Treasurer, Mr. C. J. Palmer (Twickenham) j

Auditor, Mi-. H. F. Peake (Twickenham)
;

Secretary, Mr. F.

Harvey (Surbiton). It is contemplated that the Association in.

this district, which includes, amongst others, Barnes, Putney,

Mortlake, Kew, Brentford, Hounslow, Richmond, Twickenham,

Teddington, Kingston, Hampton, Molesey, Merton, and

Wimbledon, will be well supported, and although it is at present

the last of chemists' associations, it will not be numerically the

least. The motto adopted is, in the opinion of the Committee,

appropriate, and especially applicable at the present time to the
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craft generally, if the Pharmacy Acts Amendiment Bill, now
before Parliament, is to be added to the Statute Book. The
motto is " Nihil Sine Unitate.

"

The Secretary has asked us to state that he will be pleased

to receive the names of chemists desirous of becoming members.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Thursday, April 16, 1903, at the Grand Hotel, Hanley, Mr.

J. AvEEiLL, J. P., President, in the chair.

The annual reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were read,

the latter showing that, in spite of an exceptionally heavy year

in the matter of expenses, there was a balance at the bank.

Mr. Averill was, by ballot, unanimously re-elected President,

and Messrs. T. C. Cornwell and W. Oldham were re-elected

Vice-Presidents. Mr. Edmund Jones was re-elected Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. T. Bentley Assistant Hon. Secretary, and Mr. Weston
Poole Treasurer. The officers were cordially thanked for their

past services, and a tribute was paid to the Hon. Secretary in

respect of the work he had done on behalf of the Association at a

oonsiderable sacrifice of time and labour.—In responding Mr.
Jones said it afforded him pleasure to dio all he could on behalf

of the Association, even though at times pressure of business

rendered it difficult for him to do as much as he would like.

ANNUAL DINNER.
In the evening the annual dinner jeas held, under the chair-

manship of Mr. J. AvEHiLL. There were also present :—Messrs.

Hugh W. Adams (Coroner for the N.W. Division of Stafford-

shire), W. Gowen Cross, and W. S. Glyn-Jones (London), mem-
bers of the Pharmaceutical Council, and a large number of

pharmacists of the district.

Apologies for non-attendance were announced from, amongst
others, the North Staffs M.P.'s, who in their letters promised
to watch the Pharmacy Bill.

The loyal toasts having been honoured, Mr. C. J. Wain pro-

posed
The Pharmaceutical Society,

observing that the Council of that body were promoting legisla-

tion in Parliament which would raise the tone of the profession

and give its members a standing which at present they did not

possess. He strongly deprecated the action of certain chemists,

who, whilst willing to receive all benefits which might accrue

to them from the action of the Council, remained sitting on the

fence, a brainless, lazy, self-satisfied people, who seemed to

bave nothing else to do but to criticise those who were doing

the work.

Mr. W. GowEN Cross, J.P., in re.sponding, said that the

alumni of the Pharmaceutical Society would be a credit to any
association in the country.

Mr. W. S. Gltn-Jones, who also replied, said that he thought

there was a danger of chemists and of local associations making
a little too mucli of the Report of the Committee on Poisons.

H« thought they might rest assured that Parliament would
need to be thoroughly satisfied that the alleged difficulty of

obtaining agricultural poisons did exist before they tampered
with the present excellent restrictions placed' on poisons. That
being so, whilst it was very necessary that pharmacists as a

trade should improve their machinery of organisation, both for

this purpose and for the Pharmacy Bill, he did not know that

the time had yet come when they could usefully do more than
direct the attention of members of Parliament to tlie Pharmacy
Bill.

In submitting the health of

The President of the N S.C.A.

Mr. D. H. Oxen said that in Mr. Averill they had a gentle-

roan second to none. The fruits of Ms abilities were visible in

the strength of their Association, which was to-day one of the
healthiest in Great Britain.—The toast was musically honoured,
and, the President having acknowledged the compliment, Mr.
W. GowEN Choss, J.P., proposed the

North Staffordshire Chemists' Association.

He congratul ited the Association on its recent large accession of
members and upon the efficiency with which it carried out its

discussions. He warmly complimented Mr. Mellor, of Hanley,
on his paper, recently read before the Association, dealing with
the Poisons Bill, which, he said), would be of immense service

to the Pharmaceutical Society when tlie time came for action to

be taken.

Mr. CoENWELL, in reply, said that the profession had awakened
to a fuller appreciation of the situation in which they stood.

The way in which the profession had rallied proved that there

was nothing like a good opposition to pull men together.—Mr.
Weston Poole also responded.

Speaking in acknowledgment of the toast of the visitors, in-

troduced! by Mr. S. C. McKee, Mr. Hugh W. Adams, Coroner

for the N.W. Division of Staffordshire, said that there was one

case that had come before him officially in regard to the sale

of poisons to which he would like to call their attention. Prob-

ably they recollected the case to which lie referred—it was one

in which nicotine was sold from a florist's shop. In all his exjie-

rienoe—and he held something like 250 inquests a year—he never

came across a case in which an accident had happened in a

more simple way, and had the sale of poisons been restricted, as

he hoped it would be, that most unhappy case could not possibly

have arisen.

Messrs. Faithfull, Hakvet, and Vinet also responded.

Other toasts followed, and the speeches were interspersed with

capital musical selections, sketches, and recitations.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

VISIT TO PAPER WORKS.

Wednesday, April 15, 1903. About thirty members of the

Association, by kind permission of the proprietors, visited the

Inveresk Paper Works, Musselburgh. They were received by

Mr. J. Edington Aitken, analytical chemist, by whom they were

.shown over the mill, and had all the different stages fully ex-

plained. The particular process followed was the

Making of Paper

from Esparto grass (Stipa tenacissima). A visit was first jwid

to the machinery for dusting out foreign matter from the com-

pressed grass, and then to the boilers in which it was being

boiled with caustic soda under pressure. At this stage the plant

employed in the alkali regeneration process was examined. It

is on the principle of a reverberatory fumace for concentrating

the dirty caustic liquor from the boilers. After evaporation of

the liquor the soda and refuse (consisting mostly of vegetable

matter) is raked over the top of the furnaces so as to burn out

the organic matter and convert the NaOH into Na^OOj. The

carbonate is dissolved in water and filtered through a bed of

ashes. Lime, CaO, is then added and precipitated as CaC03,

leaving a solution of NaOH once more. All tlie NaOH, except

about 2 per cent., is recovered. The lime used is brought from

Yorkshire, where it is obtained nearly pure, i.e., 99-9 per cent.

CaO. The carbonate of lime is used by bottle manufacturers in

the district. The process of washing the boiled pulp free of

alkali, bleaching and treating with anti-chlor was then seen.

The pulp was now washed by passing over wire gauze, coloured,

size added, and all the water drained off. The drained pulp

was then carried on canvas cloth and passed between rollers,
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Thich pressed it into sheets and then to the burnishers. Fric-

ional electricity is developed at this stage, and some of the mem-
)ers got a pretty strong electric shock by touching the paper as it

;ame off the heated steel burnishers and was wound on a wooden
spool at the end of the process. By touching the paper with

jiie hand and a stream of coal gas with the other, the gas was

gnited. Water is obtained from a number of well.-?, but as these

io not furnish a sufficient supply, there is a. special process for

purification of water from the River Esk, on the banks of which

;he works are situated.

On the motion of Mr. J. W. Plendekleith, President, a

jordial vote of thanks was awarded to the mill owners and to

Mr. Edington Aitken, who had so clearly explained all that was
seen. Mr. Edington Aitkeij, in his reply, .sa.id he was a mem-
>er of their Association more than twenty years ago, and had

eft pharmacy to go into this special line of technical chemistry.

NORTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Thursday, April 16, at the Black Boy Hut el. Wood HiJl,

Northampton, Mr. W. D. Matgeh, Pre.sident, in the dhair.

Supporting him were the Mayor of Noi thaniipbun (Aiderman T.

?urser), Dr. A. C. Clifton (an ex-cihemi.st), and others. After

Ive loyal toast,

Dr. Clifton proposed the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society.

^fter reminding the gathering that he was a homoeopathic

shemist before he quaiffied as a medical man. the genial doctor

wid that the chemists' curriculum of study and examination

Tere almost equal to those of the medical profession, and he

hought that the chemist deserved more recognition as a pro-

essional class t.haai they sometimes got. Chemists had to meet
{igantilc oompetitors, but they miglit as well think of trying

o .«top the tides as to try to turn aside the oour.se of trade or

ihe march of events. Then chemists had aUo to contend with

lispeosaries. But, whatever the competition against them,

ihey nmist make up their mind to work in su-oh a way tliat t^hey

rould be able to hold their own against all comers, remember-
ng that union is strength.

The Matoe saibmitted the

Northampton Chemists' Association.

le said that he was a firm believer an trade or^ranisationf?, amd
;o he was glad to see that the NorthamptiML cliemists had
rnided themselves togetlher for their mutual b*nefit. He was
10 believer in these price-cutting syndicates, and he ihoped that
he chemists would insist on a fair living profit from the goodis

hey sold. The chemists of Northampton had the oomfidence
if ithe inhabitants, and if they asked a fair and reajsona.bie price

or tlheir goods they need never fear that thuv would be wiped
•nt.

Mr. F. C. AsHFOBD briefly responded.

Other Toasts.

ill-. E. C. AsHFORD toasited' "The Visitoris," coupled with the
lames of the Mayor, Dr. Clifton, and Mr. A.*ton.

air. W. McKiNNEiL proposed the liealth of "The President."'
Vfter speaking highly of the President's personal qualities and
•usiness ability, Mr. McKinneJi declared! that the next genera-
ion would see the trade in proprietary articles drift exclusivefly
ato the hands of the large stores, while the ch^emisftsi would be
he only persons allowed to dispense medioinjs and make up
•rescriptions.

The President, wiho was received with the singing of " For

he's a jolly good fellow," said the Association hadi not yet

realised aJl that he would like it to ibe. During the yea;r, iiow-

ever, it had been instrumental in conferring one great benefit

upon the chemists of tlie town by securing universal closLn.g at

eight o'clock in the evening and two o'clock on Thursdays. He
was noit at all pessimistic as to the future of their trade. Not-

withstanding all the difficidties lie Jiad to contend with, the

'chemist gave personal application to ibis business ; if lie had

a thorough knowledge of the business, land if ihe possessed

common business activities, there was not only a living to be

gained, but a lititle besides.

Mr. McKiNNELL proposed " The Health of tlie Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. F. Cowdery," in appreciative terms, and Mr. Cow-
DERT suitably replied.

Subsequently, Mr. J. Flinton Harris, ou behalf, of tlie

as.sistants, bore testimony to the advantages and benefi;bs gained

by the earlier hours of dosing secured through the influence of

the .dissociation. The condition of the assistants of iNorthamp-
ton was better than in any either town he knew.

LINCOLN AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, April 16, 1903, the President, Mr. Battle, in the

chair.

Since the last meeting, letters had been sent to tlie meiriber

for the city (Mr. C. H. Seely, M.P.), and to all the Lincolnshire
members, calling their attention to the fact of the possibility

of pharmacy legislation from two different sources, and asking
them to keep an open mind on the subject until tihe Association
is able to approach tfliem more definitely. The Secretary read
replies which had been received from sieverail of the members,
saying on such a gi-ave question as the am-eration of poison
laws they should be pleased to receive a depuitation.

Letters were read from divisional secretaries in the county,
some of whom found it impossible to keep well in touch with
memibers of tihe Society, owing to the wide area of their district.

Mr. W.ATSON presented the address of Mr. Cume, and moved
that he be suppoi-ted by the memibers. This was carried.

It was decided also to support the following .-—Messrs.
Cooper, Cross, Hills, Symes, Wootton, and Storrar. The meet-
ing considered the address of Mr. Currie was a very pradticabla
one, and particularly approved of the paragraph" re prelimin-
ary examination and the scarcity of apprentices.

PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS-
ASSOCIATION.

LETTER TO MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.
It is reported that most satisfactory replie'S have been re-

ceived from members of Parliament in Cornwall and parts of
Devonshire in answer to a letter sent by the Association,
asking attention and support for the Pharmacy Acts Amend-
ment Bill, 1903.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

EXAMINATION RESULTS.
Pharmaceutical Assistant Examination. —John Montgomery,

J. W. Hatch passed. One candidate was rejected.

Registered Druggist Examination.—M.a,Tge,ret M. O'PIanagan,
William Doig, A. S. McDowell, William Saliabucy passed.-
Three candidates were rejected.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Infobmation re(}ui7ed b; readers viill be published in this colnmn as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Keplies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
snbsequent communication on the same subject. When formula
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Manicuring (A. R. S.—88/7).—We regret we do notinow of

any book oa che subject.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (C. B.-88/10).—
The Clerk of the Company is Colonel T. Davies Sewell, Temple
House, Temple Avenue, London, E.C.

Acetic Acid (P. B.—88/9).—We do not understand your re-

quest for a formula. The strong acid is generally sold for the
purpose, with instructions for diluting it as required.

Dentist (A. F.—88/8).—There is nothing in the Act to inter-

fere with the practice, but the General Medical Council might
take exception to it if the matter were brought under its

notice.

Honey and Glycerin Cream (P. B.—88/9).—Try the following
and let us know how it answers :—plarified honey, 1.; glycerin, 5;
hydrous wool-fat, 1^ ; white soft paraffin, 4J. Mix the wool-fat
with the soft paraffin and the glycerin with the honey, then
incorporate the whole.

Disinfecting Candles (J. H.—88/4).—You are not likely to

find any suitable substance which will not decompose during
combustion, nor anything possessing disinfectant properties

and at the same time giving off a pleasant odour. Formalin
and carbolic acid suggest themselves as substances which may
serve your purpose, if combined with some strong perfume. For
example, you might soak the wicks in a strong, perfumed,
alcoholic solution of carbolic acid.

DEATHS.

Blunt.—On April 20, William Henry Blunt, Chemist and
Druggist, Birmingham. Aged 64.

Briggs.—On April 16, Joseph Briggs, Chemist and Druggist,

Leeds. Aged 59.

Edgeler.—Oa April 17, William Bicknell Edgeler, Chemist
and Druggist, Petersfield, Hants. Aged 61. Mr. Edgeler had
been a member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1869.

Farnworth.—Thursday, April 16, 1903, at Blackburn, Walter
Parnworth, J. P., Mayor of Blackburn, Pharmaceutical Chemist.
Aged 37. While driving through Blackburn in a trap, the horse
took fright and bolted. Mr. Parnworth was thrown out on to

his head and died the same day. Mr. Farnworth was a native
of Blackburn, was born in 1865, and was the only surviving son
of the late Mr. William Parnworth, chemist and druggist. After

a course at London University, Mr. Walter Parnworth passed
the Major Examination in 1890, and retired from business, in

which he had succeeded his father, at the end of 1894. Last
November he was elected Mayor of Blackburn, and as recently
as February 19 was entertained to a complimentary dinner by
bis colleagues of the North-East Lancashire Chemists' Associa-

tion, of which he was the first treasurer. Mr. Farnworth took
great interest in the local charities, and was a prominent Free-
mason and Oddfellow. The funeral on Monday was attended by
numerous representatives of public bodies in the district, the
North-East Lancashire Chemists' Association being represented
by Messrs. T. Critchley, A. Hindle, R. Lord Gifiord, J. Need-
ham, and A. Garland.

Grindley.—Thursday, April 16, 1903, at his residence, Zion
Lodge, Rathgar, Dublin, George Howell Grindley, M.C.P.S.I. Aged

65. The deceased had been for twenty-seven years a member, and
for six years Treasurer of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland,
and was a Freeman of the City of Dublin. He was apprenticed
at the age of 15 to Jlessrs. Boileau Brothers, chemists and
druggists. Bride Street, Dublin, and subsequently entered into
business on his own account at 2, Westland Row, Dublin. In
1878 he was admitted a member of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Ireland, and ever afterwards took the deepest interest ia
pharmacy, and everything connected with the business. He
had rendered valuable services in connection with the trade in

matters of law, education, and committee work, his experience
and common sense being of the greatest value at the Council
meetings of the Pharmaceutical Society. He was strongly

opposed to the " cutting
'

' of prices, regarding such tactics as
demoralising. Mr. Grindley was of literary and musical taste.

His remains were interred in Mount Jerome Cemetery, Dublin,

on Monday last, 20th inst.

Marshall.—On April 11, at Newcastle-under-Lyme, Gervas
Marshal], Chemist and Druggist. Aged 86. Mr. Marshall

was trained for the ministry in the Baptist Church, and for

some years he was co-pastor with the Rev. J. Harbbttle, his tutor,

at Accrington. A breakdown in health compelled him to

relinquish the ministry, and he then commenced business as a
chemist and druggist, at Accrington, where he traded for a
great many years. Subsequently he went into business at

Cheadle, and only retired from commercial life, in consequence

of ill health, last June.

Palmer. — On April 21, Tom CliSord Palmer, Chemist
and Druggist, Grimsby. Aged 45. Mr. Palmer, who was a

borough magistrate, was the son of the late Alderman Palmer,

an ex-Mayor of Grimsby, and was a member of the Board ot

Guardians and a leading member of the local Constitutional

Club. His death was due to an overdose of chloral hydrate

accidentally taken.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

The London Essence Co., Camberwell Green, London, S.E.

Half-yearly Report. March, 1903. Prom the Publishers.

Tests and Reagents. Chemical and Microscopical. By
Alfred I. Cohn, Ph.G. First Edition. Pp. iii. -|- 383. Price

3.00 dols. London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd. 1903. From
the Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' most b«
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal mast be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Setle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
CoNTKiBUTioNS Sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied bj

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned it not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Sbad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Formulae should be written with extra care, all systematio

names ot plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters usea

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COIf-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Barr, Birk-

beck, Black, Boa, Broadhead, Burkill, Clarke, Dryerre, Ferrall, Field-

send, Finlayson, Gilmour, Haddock, Harvey, Heap, Hearne, Johnson.

Jones, Kelly, Laing, Lord, Maben, Martin, Palmer, Phillips, Samuel,

Smith, Stevenson, Sprague, Tschirch, Umney, Waters, Wnribeity, WUSon-
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK
Oil of Amber.

Messrs. Schimmel and Co. have compared the oommercial
article with the genuine product, and find that there are marked
differences, especially in the optical rotation, which in the

genuine varies from +22°-30 to +26° ; and in the commercial
from +3° 4' to 12° 55' (in one case —1° 53'). The sp. gr. of the

commercial article is lower, as well as the ester number, but the

saponification number shows a marked difference, varying from
2-1 to 12-7, whereas the genuine is fairly constant between 5-1

and 6-5, Both the oils are soluble in 4 to 4J volumes of 90 per

cent, alcohol.

—

Schivimel's Report, April, 1903, 12.

Pyrophosphorous Acid.

V. Auger has obtained pyrophosphorous acid, H4P.i05, which
has not been previously isolated, in the form of colourless

needles melting at 38° C. It is very deliquescent, and is im-
mediately hydrolised in the presence of water, forming phos-
phorous acid. When PCI3 is treated with a little water a thick

oily liquid is formed, from which A. Besson had previously en-

deavoured in vain to isolate H4P2O5. If, however, more PCls in

the form of vapour be carried, by means of a stream of COj,
through this oily liquid, a thick clear liquid results in twenty
hours, from which crystals of H4P2O5 separate on exposure over

KOH and recently fused P2O5. The same result is obtained by
agitating together for five hours a mixture of H3PO3 and PCI3,

the latter in excess.

—

Comptes rend., 136, 814.

New Organic Lead Compounds.
A. Colson finds that when red lead, PbgOi, is dissolved at a

temperature of 35° C, with constant agitation, in glacial acetic

acid, and the filtered solution is cooled to 12° C, long white
flattened needles are obtained which analysis shows to be bad
tetracetate, Pb(C2ll302)4. It is, in fact, the compound anhy-
dride of acetic and normal plumbic acid Pb(0H)4. When
treated with water it forms four molecules of acetic acid and lead
dioxide, thus :—Pb(C2H302)4 + 2H2O = Pb02 + 4C2H3O2H. Ex-
cept to obtain crystals, filtration after treating the PbsOi with
acid is not necessary, since the white magma obtained is com-
posed of almost pure lead tetracetate. In a similar manner, by
dissolving the white precipitate obtained with propionic acid in

excess of that liquid, long needles of lead tetrapropionate,

Pb(C3H502)4, were obtained ; also the tetrabutyrate, Pb(CiH,02)4,
with butyric acid.

—

Comptes rend., 136, 675.

Platinised Alumininm Vessels.

Aluminium has been very much used for various purposes.

Since its production at a comparatively low price ; and on account
6f its lightness would form an ideal material for evaporating
basins were it not so readily attacked by chemical reagents.
In determining total solids in water, for exarcple, it is found that
the presence of much carbonic acid, chlorides, or iron causes
the inner surface to become corroded. A. Gawalowski describes

a process by which aluminium dishes may be platinised and
rendered resistant to such influences. The surface to be platinised

is cleansed and repeatedly rubbed over with a solution made as

follows :—To a 5 to 10 per cent, platinum perchloride solution

potash solution is cautiously added until the liquid gives a
faintly alkaline reaction with phenol-phthalein. After platinis-

ing, the surface is treated with a 5 to 10 per cent, solution of

oxalic acid and rapidly washed with water. The aluminium
should be free from iron.

—

Ztschr. anal. Chem., 1902, 618
through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902, 353.

Vol. 70. (Foueth Sebieb, Vol. 16.) No. 1714.

Erepsin in Fungi.

C. Delezenne and H. Mouton find that the Basidioinycetes

contain a digestive ferment similar to erepsin isolated by Cohn-

beim from the mammalian intestinal mucous membrane, and

having the same power of disintegrating peptones and albumoses.

Among the fungi experimented with, Amantia viuscaria, A.

citrina, PsalUota campestris, Hypholoma fasciculare, and others

showed the presence of a very active form of erepsin. I nciden

tally, PsalUota campestris was found to contain but little kinase

although it was very rich in the erepsin ferment. This would

appear to throw doubt upon the statement of Hamburger and

Hekma that erepsin and kinase are identical.

—

Comptes reiid.,

136, 633.

Reagent for the Recognition of Hydroxyl Groups.

L. Tschugaeff finds that magnesium iodo-alkylates of the

general formula RMgl, which react with water, according to

the equation, RMgl + H2O = RH + MglOH, may be used

also for the recognition of hydroxyl groups in acids, alcohols,

phenols, and oximes. Thus magnesium iodo-methylate gives

methane, which may be collected and measured, and a

magnesium compound, MglOR, which is often crystalline,

according to the equation R-OH + Mgl-GHs = CH4 -f Mgl OR.
Prom this compound the original hydroxyl compound may ba

regenerated by the action of water. The reaction between the

hydroxyl-containing substance and the magnesium iodo-

alkylate may be carried out in ethereal solution.

—

Ber. d. d.

Chem. Ges., 1902, 3,912, through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902, 354.

Antiferments.

The inability of the intestinal juices to digest living tissues,,

as is exemplified, for example, by the existence of animal parasites

in the intestine, or by the stomach not digesting its own walls,

has given rise to much discussion among physiologists,,

E. Weinland now states that by adding alcohol to the juice

obtained by expressing parasitic worms a precipitate is

obtained which has powers antagonistic to pepsin and'

trypsin, so that fibrin impregnated with it is rendered resistant

to the action of proteolytic ferments. The author believes that

the parasites are thus protected from digestive action in the-

intestines of animals by the presence of substances in their

tissues which can inhibit the action of digestive ferments.

—

Ztschr. Biolog., 1902, 1, through Chem. Zeit. Rep., 1902, 358.

Determination of Hardness in Magnesian Waters.
The presence of magnesium salts in water is well known to

interfere with the determination of its hardness by means of

soap solution by Clark's method. W. Peters recommends ar

method of dealing with such waters which appears to be a

modification of Hehner's method. 100 C.c. of the water are

neutralised with N/10 hydrochloric acid at boiling temperature,

using alizarin as indicator. This gives a measure of temporary
hardness, since the neutralisation of the acid depends upon the

presence of magnesium and calcium carbonates which are

precipitated by boiling the water. The neutralised water is

then treated with an excess of equal parts of N/10 solutions of

sodium hydroxide and carbonate, boiled a few minutes, allowed:

to cool, made up to 200 C.c. with distilled water, and filtered.

In 100 C.c. of the filtrate the excess of alkali is determined hj
titration with N/10 hydrochloric acid, using methyl-orange as

indicator, and from the amount of alkali found the quantity-

consumed in precipitating the magnesium and calcium salts as

carbonate may be calculated. The author gives a table showing
that the results agree fairly well with the results obtained from
the same samples by gravimetric analysis, but no mention is

made of the influence which would be exerted by the possible

presence of alkali carbonates.

—

Apot. Zeit., 1903, 25.

B2
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Blue Colour in Hydrangea Flowers.

Considerable discussion has recently taken place in the

columns of the Gardener's Chronicle concerning the cause of

the blue colour that occurs in the usually pink flowers of

Hydrangea hortensia, no satisfactory explanation having been

offered as to the conditions under which the flowers present

this colour, some considering it to be due to the presence of

iron, others of alumina, and others again of slate in the soil.

Darwin {' Animals and Plants under Domestication,' Vol. II.,

c. xxiii.) says alum directly influences the colour of flowers.

I>ut no one seems to have thought of analysing the pink and

ilue flowers respectively, and ascertaining what chemical difier.

ence exists in them. The pink colour is so easily changed to

hlue in many flowers by alkali, that the solution of the problem

may be simple enough from a chemical standpoint.

Cycas Circinalis.

The fruits of this plant, which are regarded in the Dutch

East Indies as poisonous, have been examined chemically in the

pharmaceutical laboratory of the Rijks Universitat of Utrecht,

by J. VanDonjen. He finds that the seeds contain a glucoside

which is poisonous ; a mouse, to which a small quantity, dis-

solved in water, had been given on bread, dying in twenty-four

hours. The glucoside has only been obtained in an amorphous

condition. It is a light yellow powder, soluble in water and

diluted alcohol, but insoluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, ben-

zol, methyl alcohol, acetone, and petroleum ether. It does not

contain nitrogen. With tannin it gives a precipitate soluble in

excess. The glucoside has been named Pakoeine, after the

native name, " Pakoe Hadji."

—

Pharm. Weekblad [4], 16,309-

313.

Precipitation by Organic Bases.

E. T. Allen has experimented with phenyl-hydrazine and
aniline as precipitants for metallic hydroxides. The weak
organic bases, such as show little or no alkaline reaction with

indicators, cannot, on account of the hydrolysis of their salts,

precipitate the strong metallic bases, but only the weak ones,

which are practically insoluble in very dilute acid. The pre-

cipitate may be either the hydroxide or a basic salt. The con.

centration of free acid in solutions from which the metallic

hydroxides are separated must be quite small. Aniline quan-
titatively precipitates the quadrivalent and weakly basic

elements, titanium, zirconium, cerium, and thorium, as well as

iihe trivalent elements, iron (ferric), aluminium, and chromium,
dn certain conditions, from dilute and slightly acid solutionsi

which may be of chlorides, nitrates, or sulphates. The same
statements apply to phenyl-hydrazine, except that eerie and
ferric salts are reduced by this reagent to salts of comparatively

strong bases, which are precipitated incompletely or not at all.

Zinc, cadmium, mercury, cobalt, and nickel, when sufficiently

concentrated, form difficultly soluble addition products with

phenyl-hydrazine. With aniline, also, zinc, cadmium, and
mercury give similar compounds. The strongly basic elements,

magnesium, barium, calcium, strontium, manganese, and
ferrous iron, are not precipitated. Beryllium, when present

alone, is not precipitated by aniline, nor by phenyl-hydrazine,

except from sulphate solutions. Separations from ferrous iron

depend upon the reducing power of phenyl-hydrazine as well as

its weakly basic nature. Aniline cannot be substituted for it

here, but all the separations from beryllium may be done
equally well with aniline. It has also been noted that phenyl,

hydrazine will accurately separate minute quantities of alumina
-(and probably also the weaker bases) from large masses of iron,

—/cum, Amer, Chem. Soc, 25, 421,

THE RELATION BETWEEN CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION, ILLUSTRATED BY

FAMILIAR DRUGS.*

BY WILLIAM GAESED,

Taking a general survey of the realm of organic chemistry in

its relation to medicine, one is struck by the fact that, as a rule,

there is a similarity in the medicinal properties exhibited by

compounds of any particular class. Generally speaking, the

members of the paraffin, or open chain series, are more or less

anaesthetic and hypnotic in their action, take for example :

—

The Hydrocarbons.—Methane, CH4
;
ethane, CaHo, etc.

The Alcohols. — Ethyl alcohol, CaHsOH ;
amyl alcohol,

CsHiiOH, etc.

The Ethers.—Ordinary ether, C2H5OC2H5.

The Aldehydes.—Ordinary aldehyde, CHgCOH.
The Ketones.—Acetone, CHa-CO-CHg.

In the benzene or aromatic series we find most of our antipy-

retics :—Quinine, acetanilide, antipyrin, phenacetin, etc. ; and

most of our antiseptics : phenol, the cresols, naphthols, resor-

cin, hydroquinone, benzoic acid, salicylic acid, salol, betol, etc.

Two notable exceptions are the antiseptics iodoform and

formaldehyde, which are members of the paraffin series.

General Anjesthetics and Hypnotics.

The substitution of halogen for hydrogen atoms in the above-

mentioned compounds intensifies their action, and the further

the substitution goes the more powerful the product, thus

methyl chloride, CH3CI, and ethyl chloride, C2H5CI, and the

corresponding bromine and iodine compounds are more

markedly anaesthetic than the gaseous hydrocarbons them-

selves, but less so than the di-substituted bodies, such as

ethylene bromide and methylene chloride. The well-known

trisubstituted body chloroform, GHCI3, is more powerful than

any of these, but in turn gives place to carbon tetrachloride,

COI4, which, however, is too dangerous for ordinary use.

Ordinary aldehyde, CH3COH, is more of an irritant and anti-

septic than a hypnotic, but trichloraldehyde, CCI3COH, is a

valuable hypnotic and in a hydrated form constitutes the official

chloral hydrate. Moreover, as a rule, the higher members of

any particular series are more powerful than the lower ones

within certain limits. The polymerisation products of aldehyde,

viz., paraldehyde (CH3COH)3, and metaldehyde (CHsCOH)!,,

have marked hypnotic properties. Tertiary amyl alcohol

(GH3)a(G2H5) ;
COH, commonly known as amylene hydrate, is a

much more powerful hypnotic than ordinary alcohol. Acetone,

CHj CO-CHs, is not a well-marked anaesthetic, but the next

higher homologue, propione, C2H5-CO'C2H5, is more so, and

phenyl methyl ketone, or acetophenone, CsHs-CO-CHa, is a

hypnotic well known in pharmacy under the name " hypnone."

Another series of hypnotic bodies includes " sulphonal " (di-

ethyl-sulphone-di-methyl-methane), " trional " (di-ethyl-sul-

phone-methyl-ethyl-methane), and " cetronal " (di-ethyl-sul-

phone-di-ethyl-methane) :—

CH, CH3 C2H5

SOo-CH. ^S02'C2H5 ,S02'C2H5

j

\S02 C2H3

CH3

\S02-C2H5

C2H5

! ^SOa-CaHs\ „ , o^g^
I

xgOa-^anj

C2H5
Sulphonal. Trional. Tetronal.

Of these three substances sulphonal is the least, and tetronal

the most powerful, trional being intermediate. The activity

seems to depend entirely upon the number of ethyl groups

present in the molecule, sulphonal has two, trional three, and

tetronal four. A similar body containing four 7nethrjl groups

» Abstract of a paper read before tbe Chemists' Assistants' Association

January 29, 1903,
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_-wa3 found to be quite devoid of hypnotic power. This peculiarity

is further illustrated by the two bodies methylal, CHj

:

{O-CHj).,, and acetal, CHsCH : (O CaHs)^. Both have hypnotic

properties, but ihe latter, containing two ethyl groups, is much
more efEectual than the former, which contains two methyl

jgroups.

The " urethanes " form another group of hypnotic substances.

They are esters of carbamic acid which it will be noticed is

<losely allied to urea. Ethyl urethane or ordinary urethane is

the only one that has had any popularity.

NH^-COOH. NH./COOC2H5.
Carbamic acid. Urethane.

Antipyretics and Analgesics.

Urethane seems to form a connecting link between the

iypnotics and the antipyretics. If a hydrogen atom in the

ITHi group be replaced by a simple or a substituted benzene
«ing we get substances having well marked antipyretic

properties.

C^HsNH-CO-OCaHs. HOCcH,—N<
\C0-0C,H5.

•* Euphorine," "Neurodine."

C2H50-C6H4-N<
\OOOC2H5.

Thermodine.

«'Euphorine" is phenylurethane, "neurodine" is acetyl-para-

hydroxyphenyl urethane, " thermodine " is the corresponding

«thoxy derivative.

In the latter half of last century the well-known antipyretic

properties of quinine induced chemists to attack the problem of

£nding out its constitution with a view to making it synthetio-

-aJJy. In neither of these objects were they completely suc-

cessful, though they made considerable progress. They found
ithat quinine was a complex derivative of quinoline, and in the
•course of their experiments produced several quinoline deriva-

tives possessing antipyretic properties to a greater or less ex-
tent. Among these were " kairine " and "thalline." They
possessed other properties of an undesirable nature, however
«nd never became popular.

The first synthetic antipyretic to gain any degree of popularity
was acetanilide, the antipyretic properties of which were acci-
dentally discovered about the year 1886.

Acetanilide is a derivative of aniline, one of the hydrogen
atoms in the NHj group being replaced by an " acetyl " radicle
<OH3-C0—).

CHCH CH

)CH CHa-CO-NH-c/

CH CH
Aniline.

CH

CHsCO-NH-C^

ch"

CH CH
Acetanilide (phenylacetamide).

_CH CH3 CH CH\ I

^ \
^C-OC^Hs CH3-C0-N^ \cH

"CH CH^CT
Phena«etin (ethoxyacetaniJide). Exalgin (methyl phenyl

acetamide).
It was, however, frequently found to cause undesirable toxic

symptoms, and chemists turned their attention to the problem
of modifying its molecular structure so as to eliminate if

possible this toxic tendency. Other derivatives were soon
introduced which claimed to be more or less free from these
objectionable properties. Of these probably phenacetin is the
most successful. Chemically it is para-ethoxyacetanilide.
Other substances of a similar nature are benzanilide, and
methacetin

;
the former is allied to acetanilide, and contains a

benzoyl (C0H3CO— ) instead of an acetyl radicle, the laoter is

para-methoxyacetanilide, closely allied to phenacetin.

It the second atom of hydrogen in the NH2 group of aniline be

replaced by a methyl group, we get exalgin, which chemically is

methyl phenyl acetamide. It is a powerful analgesic, this pro-

perty being more pronounced than the antipyretic property. It

is much more soluble in water than the other substances men-
tioned.

The comparative insolubility in water of acetanilide and
phenacetin being inconvenient, chemists again sought to

improve matters by the production of soluble substances which
should at the same time retain the antipyretic properties un-

impaired. It is a well-known fact ^hat as a class sulphonic

acids are soluble in water, hence, sulphonic acid derivatives o£

acetanilide and phenacetin were prepared and the sodium salts

introduced into medicine under the names respectively of

" cosapyrine " and "phesin." These being soluble bodies act

more quickly than the mother substances, but they do not

seem to have as yet displaced them to any great extent, Other

attempts to obtain soluble bodies were made by introducing

various other acid radicles in place of the acetyl group. The
following substances are of this nature, but they have the

same nucleus as phenacetin. Using glycocoll (amidoacetic acid,

NH2'CH2'COOH), we get the substance known in pharmacy as

" phenocoll," which, owing to to the basic nature of the amido
group (NHo), can unite with acids to form salts soluble in water.

The salicylate is known as " salocoll "
;
" lactophenin " is the

lactic acid derivative; "apolysin" and "citrophen" are citric

acid derivatives. There are several othars of a similar nature.

It will be noticed that the formulse of nearly all the above-

mentioned antipyretic bodies can be referred to the general

type, R—NH—Ri, where R represents an acid radicle of the

fatty series, and Bi is a variously substituted benzene ring.

(In one or two, as in exalgin, where the second hydrogen atom
in the NH2 group is also displaced by a radicle, the general

type would be R^
\N—Ri ) Their common antipyretic property

r/
seems then to be in some way associated with this particular

grouping.

A slightly diSerent type of compound ^is antipyrin. Chemi-

cally it is phenyl-di-methyl-isopyrazolone.

CH NH C'CHa N-CHj OH CH

>N_C<^

/ \=
CH CO CH CH

\

CH

/
/
CO

\nh )cii

Isopyrazoloae. Antipyrin,

Here we have a double ring system, and the general grouping

is not quite the same as that found in the acetanilide deriva-

tives. Here the grouping is RN—Ri, where Ri again represents

a benzene ring, whilst RN represents another ring of which the

nitrogen atom itself forms a part. The introduction of a methyl

group into the benzene ring gives us the substance known as

"tolipyrin" which is said to be more active than anti-

pyrine. The introduction of a di-methyl-amido group

/CH3
—N<^ into the pyrazolone ring gives us the substance

CH3
known as " pyramidone " which claims to have three times the

activity of antipyrin. Antipyrin has been combined with

many other substances with a view to modifying in various ways
its physiological action. As types of these, " salipyrin " and
"ferripyrin," combinations with salicylic acid and with ferric

chloride respectively, may be mentioned,
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Antiseptics.

Most of our antiseptics are members of the benzene series.

Nearly all of them also have powerful antipyretic properties, but

as a rule their toxic nature prohibits their employment in this

direction. They are for the most part (a) hydroxy derivatives
;

(6) esters of the hydroxy derivatives ;
(c) acid or hydroxyacid

derivatives, of benzene and its homologues. Most familiar to

all of usisphenol, or monohydroxy benzene, CgHjOH, commonly
known as carbolic acid. The introduction of a second OH group

increases the toxic and antiseptic power, and according to the

position it takes up we get pyrocatechin (ortho-di-hydroxy-

banzene), resorcin (meta-dt-hydroxy-banzene),andhydroquinone

(para-di-hydroxy-benzene)

,

OH OH OH
/\0B. /\ /\

OH \/
OH

Hydroquinone.PyrocateshiD. Resorcin.

The efiect of the position of the second OH group is in-

teresting, Hydroquinone (the para compound) is the most
toxic, pyrocatechin (the ortbo compound) comes next, and
resorcin (the meta compound) is the least toxic.

The trihydroxy benzenes are even more powerful than the

di-compounds. Pyrogallol or pyrogallic acid is the only one of

interest. It appears then that in the benzene series an increase

in the number of OH groups is accompanied by an increase in

toxicity. This is in striking contrast to what we find in the

fatty series, where substances containing a large number of

OH groups are invariably of a harmless nature, glycerin,

for example, C3H5(OH)3, and the sugars, of which glucose

(CH20H-(CHOH)4-COH) may be taken as a type. Anisol,

CeHsOOHg, is the methyl ester of phenol
;
guaiacol,

(1) (2)

CgH^-OH-OCHs
is methyl ester of pyrocatechin. It is used in a variety of com-
binations, as carbonate, benzoate (" benzosol "), etc.

The cresols are hydroxy toluenes, CHa-CfiH^-OH (ortho, meta,

zene", where it will be remembered the para compound
(hydroquinone) was the most active. Gallic acid is tri-hydroxy-

benzoic acid, C6H2(OH)3-COOH.
It is interesting to note that the introduction of the

sulphonic acid group (SO3H) into the benzene ring is

accompanied by a diminution in toxicity. Benzene su>-

phonic acid, CeH.5S03H, is much less poisonous than

benzene; phenol sulphonic acid, CoHi OH SOsH, is less toxfe

than phenol, the sodium salt of the para compound, is

official under the name sodium sulpho-carbolate. The same

applies to the introduction of the carboxyl group (COOH).

Benzoic acid (CoHsCOOH) is less poisonous than benzene (CoHg).

Salicylic acid (OsHi-OH COOH) is less poisonous than phenol

(CoHjOH).

Another type of antiseptic is found in the substances, salof

(phenyl salicylate), bstol (/3-naph^hol salicylate), and benzo-

naphthol. They pass through the stomach unchanged, but

they are broken up by the alkaline secretion of the intestine

into their constituents, which then exert their antiseptic:

action. These substances are termed intestinal antiseptics.

Local Anesthetics.

Phenol and some of the allied antiseptics also possess distinct;

local anaesthetic properties, but they are too much corrosive to

be of much use in that direction. Passing over such substances

as methyl chloride, ethyl chloride, etc., which by rapid vapori-

sation produce intense cold, and so cause local anaesthesia, we

come to the alkaloid cocaine, with the anaesthetic properties oi

which we are all familiar.

Chemically it is the methyl ester of benzoyl-ecgonine. Whea
heated with water it is gradually hydrolised, a molecule of

water being taken up, methyl alcohol split off and the substance

benzoyl-ecgonine, containing a COOH group, is left. Whea

heated with dilute mineral acids, a further hydrolysis takes

place, another molecule of water being taken up, benzoic acid

split ofi and the substance ecgonine is left, containing th&

groups COOH and CH-OH (see diagram of Cocaine,

a-Eucaine, and i3-Eucaine). The vertical dotted lines

H —i— OH i

CfiHsCOO"—|==:CH

CH3—i—OOCCH

IHO —:— H \

iCH —CH2 CH,—

NCH3
Cocaine.

CH2

CH

CeHjCOO- C-COOCHg

CHa
''^^^^^

CH2

CH3—C-CHff. CHg-C—CH,

CgHsCOO—CH-

CH2 CHg

and para). They are said to be stronger antiseptics than phenol.

a- and jS-naphthol bear the same relation to naphthalene that

the phenol does to benzene.

OH
.,/\/\ OH

a-Naphthol. ^-Naphthol,

The a compound is said to be a stronger antiseptic than the

jS and less poisonous.
(1) (2)

Salicylic acid, or ortho-hydroxy-benzoic acid,CGH4'0H*C00H,

is a useful antiseptic, but it is a curious fact that the isomeric

meta and para acids have no antiseptic properties. This case

presents an interesting contrast to that of the di-bydroxy ben-

CH3—C r^^» <5H8- CH

N-CHs
Eucaine A.

show where the splitting takes place. It is a curious

fact that neither ecognine nor benzoyl-ecgonine have any

anaesthetic action. If the methyl group in cocaine be

replaced by other radicles, such as ethyl, C2H5, or propyl, C3H7,

the substance still retains its properties as a local anaesthetic.

On the other hand, the s ibstitution of any other acid radicle in

place of the benzoyl group almost invariably results in an ex-

tinction, or, at any rate, in a diminution of the anaesthetic

properties. Cinnamyl cocaine, for instance, is a much less

powerful anaesthetic than cocaine.

The capability to produce local anaesthesia seems in some way

to be closely associated with the presence of the benzoyl group

(CeHsCO—), the introduction of which into the molecules of the

alkaloids, morphine, quinine, cinchonine, and others, confers

upon them distinct local anaesthetic properties. When the
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constitution of cocaine had been satisfactorily demonstrated,

although it has not been found possible aotually to prepare it

synthetically, yet chemists were soon able to build up sub-

stances of an allied constitution, which were found to

\possess anaesthetic properties. Two of these are now
familiar under the names eucaine A, and eucaine B. The
formulae indicate their constitution, and show their relation

Mo cocaine.

It wiU be noticed that both contain a benzoyl group.

'These two synthetic substances are said to be superior to

icocaine in that they are less toxic and more stable.

The Mydriatics.
Cocaine has the power of dilating the pupil of the eye, but the

substance with which we usually associate this property is the
alkaloid atropine. Chemically, atropine is closely allied to

cocaine. On hydrolysis it takes up a molecule of water and
yields tropic acid and tropine, the latter substance is very closely

allied to ecgonine.

tiHaOHi H— OH
!

CiHjCHCOO UCH
OH

I

C«H5-CHC00-CH

CH CHa CH2

-CH2—-CH-j— CH CH3—

c

—CHg. CHs— CH

N-CHg NCH
Atropine. Euphthalmine.

Tropine and tropic acid can be recombined to form atropine
but other acids can be used instead of tropic acid, and curiously
•enough som» of the substances thus produced are mydriatics
-others are not.

'

If benzoic acid be used, it is significant that the benzoyl-tropin^
-produced is a local ansesthetic. The ortho-hydroxy-benzoic
•acid (salicylic acid) derivative has no mydriatic properties, but
•the meta-hydroxy benzoic acid derivative is a mydriatic. The
Tuandelic acid (phenyl glycollic acid CgHj-CH OHx

I ), derivative
COOH /

possesses well-marked mydriatic properties, and is known in
pharmacy as " homatropine." It claims to be superior to
atropme m that it is less poisonous, and the mydriatic effect
passes away sooner. The substance known in pharmaay as
-euphthalmine" is a synthetic body very closely allied to
eucame B. The nucleus is the same in both substances.
i!.ucaine B is the benzoic acid derivative, euphthalmine is the
mandelic acid derivative. It is said to closely resemble homa-
Jiopine in its action.

Conclusion.
It will be convenient to consider here one or two points thathave not been touched upon under any of the above headings

Caffeine, as is well known, has stimulating properties
; the mere

ofrnff
^° '"^^^ molecule

completely alters its action, and instead of a stimulant we get abody possessmg hypnotic properties. Apomorphine is morphme

wTthbt.
''^^^ ^''^''^«*^<i by heating

Ind Ww'""'. ' expectorantand hypnotic and a powerful emetic. We know but little ofthe constitution of the alkaloid aconitine. On hydrolys s i

?vdt;"'"
benzaconine. The latter, on fourth

hydro ysis sphts up into benzoic acid and aconine. AconitineIS, we all know, a most violent poison, benzacohine and

aconine are comparatively innocuou 3. The p)isonous proper-

ties of aconitine seem then to be in some mysterious way
associated with the presence of an acetyl group (CHs-CO—).

NOTE ON THE DETECTION OF RAW MILK AND
FORMALDEHYDE.

BY J. E. SAUL, TH.C, F.I.C.

During some recent investigations I have observed a very

striking reaction of raw milk which may prove useful in the

examination of sterilised or scalded milk. On treating milk

with a solution of orthomethylaminophenol sulphate [ (OH)'

Cr,H^-NHMe], H,SO„ and then adding hydrogen peroxide

solution, a very vivid deep red colour is produced. Milk that

has been previously boiled and cooled remains uncoloured, a

faint pink only developing on standing. The red colour is so

strong and pronounced that so little as 1 per cent, of raw milk,

if added to heated milk, may be detected with ^ase. A con-

venient way to apply the test is as follows ; Tp 9 or 10 U.c.

of the milk add 1 C.c. of a recently prepared 1 per cent,

aqueous solution of orthomethylaminophenol sulphate j^nq

(then one drop of commercial hydrogen peroxjda ^glijtjpr^ (ftrfoj

3 per cent.). The red colour d^yelops witblB tfeiptj^ seeond*-

if there is ajjy jw milk present in the sample. Any slight

t'm^Whi^^^ subsequently appear should be disregarded,

it IS Important to obtain the best results that excesg of
hydrogen peroxide should not be added, as it tends to weaken
and bleach the colour. Dilute acids do not affect, caustic
alkali destroys, the colour. The presence in the milk of boric
acid, bomx, formaldehyde, or sodium carbonate or bicar-
bonate does not interfere with the reaction. If the milk has
become sour the acid should previously be neutralised.

It seemed interesting to note the temperature at which the
active agent in the reaction was destroyed. Milk maintained
at 70° C. for one hour still reacted readily ; if kept at 75° C.
for half an hour It failed to give the colour. It would appear
that the milk loses its power to react at about the temperature
at which enzymes are destroyed. It will be seen, therefore,
that although the test will not prove .that a milk has been
properly sterilised by heat, yet any sample giving the reaction
cannot have been heated sufficiently, or must after sterilisation
have been mixed with raw milk. The reaction did not appear
to be due to the casein. Milk from which all the fat and pro-
teids separable by saturation with magnesium sulphate had
been removed still gave the colour. The probability is that it
IS caused by the presence in milk of an oxidising enzyme de-
structihle by heat. This test is not open to tlie ojjjections which
have been urged against the potassium iodide' and guaiacuip^
tests, and it is equal in delicacy to the paraphenylenediamine?
reaction.

As aiificulty may be experienced in obtaining the amino-
phenol derivative I have mentioned, it may be found con-
venient to use the photographic developing agent sold under
the name of "ortol." This s-ubstance appears to be a mixture
ot ortiiomethylammophenol sulphate with quinol. The latter
body may be removed from it by extraction with ether In
practice, however, the presence of a small quantity of quinol
may be ignored, as it does not interfere with the reaction—
indeed, it may slightly assist it.*

The reaction will serve as one method of distinguishincr
orthoniethylaminophenol from its isomer paramethylamino"
phenol. The latter body gives a pale cafe au lait tint to the

1 Mild,. Zeit., 1902, 31, 17-8, 81-2, 113, 145-6. 2 Journ. Phani. [6], 7. 569
also abstr. Chem. Centr., 1901, i., 799, 800, 861. 3 Storch, Bie J. Cent,:, 189S,

f897^2n
' PuPOUy- abst. Analyst
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milk. Its sulphate is well-known to photograijhers under the

commercial name of "metol."^

It may be worth while recording the result of some experi-

ments with orthomethylaminoijhenol sulphate as a test for

the presence of formaldehyde in milk. I noticed that on
adding nine or ten volumes of milk to a 1 per cent, solution

of the salt, and allowing the mixture to stand, a pink colour

is gradually jiroduced in the presence of formaldehyde. The
reaction is quite distinct where the milk contains 1 part in

100,000 of formaldehyde, or more. The length of time neces-

sary for the tint to develop varies considerably with the tem-
perature. On further investigation it appeared that the re-

action is really an acceleration of the development of a colour
which ultimately is produced in milk free from formaldehyde.
This, and the fact that formaldehyde shares the property with
other aldehydes and ketones, seriously diminishes its value as a
test. It will not, therefore, compare with the modified sul-

phuric acid reaction of Hehner^ or the recent "amidol"
(1 :2 :4— diaminophenol hydrochloride) test of IManget and
MMionJ—BriHsh Medical Journal.

NICOTINE AS AN INSECTICIDE.

BY BOTANICDS.

As civilisation progresses and scientific knowledge increases
the application of knowledge finds its outlet in the
formation of new lines of business, 6r in the differentiation of
old ones. Thus, the original alchemist has developed into the
manufacturing, dispensing, or pharmaceutical, the operative,
the analytical, the photographic, and the packet or store
chemist. There is evidently also room for the agricultural and
horticultural chemist, with a special knowledge of plant diseases
and their remedies, plant foods or manures, and the special re-

quirements of all plants cultivated to a large extent. Such
knowledge can only be acquired by a chemical examination of

the substances each plant takes out of the soil and the form in
which they are absorbed. Whether the necessary knowledge
of poisons and of agricultural chemistry can be best obtained
by a chemist undergoing a course of lectures on horticulture
and agriculture, or by a horticulturist attending a course
of lectures on chemistry, and passing the examination of the
Pharmaceutical Society in order to sell poisons used for plant
diseases, the future must show, but it will probably depend
upon the business capacity of the persons concerned and their

recognition of the fact that in differentiation and specialisation

there may be salvation.

As showing how prejudice is being unfairly created against
chemists, it may be pointed out that, in the Journal of

the Boyal Horticultural Society, a few months ago, Mr.
G. E. Williams dealt with the use and value in horti-

culture of nicotine, and suggested that all respectable

nurserymen, seedsmen, drysalters, etc., should be licensed

to sell poisons for agricultural, horticultural, or industrial

purposes. He said: "If a person requires a little advice as to

which insecticide to use, or as to what is the best substance to

kill some fungoid growth, and how much to use and how to

use it, is he likely to go to the same shop from which he obtains

his cough mixture, pills, or teething powders ? No, a man may
be very clever in compounding potions that will ease or cure

certain diseases of the human body, and yet be absolutely

ignorant at curing diseases common to plants. Every man to

his trade or profession. It is rather annoying, if one goes to a

pharmaceutical chemist, and asks for something to kill green-

fly, and is recommended to use Bunkum's fly-papers ; or com-

5 Zeit. angw. Chem., 1897, 171-4. Analyst, xxi., 94. ^ Comptes rend.,

135, 584.

plains that he is troubled with mealy-bug, and finds a three-

penny tin of Keating's powder oSered as a remedy. But if one
goes to a reliable nurseryman or seedsman, and asks for advice

on horticultural matters, he generally obtains the information^

he wants."

To proceed to something more practical, two methods-
of applying nicotine are recommended by Mr. Williams

(1) By bringing the vapour in contact with the plants

requiring treatment
; (2) by applying a solution to the plants-

affected. The former method is usually adopted when it is

desired to cleanse all plant life in a hot or cold house, while the

latter is more economically used when individual cases require-

treatment. For vaporising, as nicotine has a high boiling-

point (250° C), the less beat that can be applied to

vaporise it the more potent as an insecticide will the

vapour be. It is also important that the vapour should be-

given of£ as rapidly as possible. These requirements are met
by mixing nicotine with a volatile substance which prevents-

the temperature from rising too quickly when heat is applied,

and also causes the nicotine to be rapidly vaporised, the vapour

of the liquid with a low boiling-point carrying mechanicall7

with it the greater portion of the nicotine with which it-

has been mixed, just as glycerin can be distilled in the vapour

of water. Of the preparation in commerce, sold under the

name of "fumigating compound," half an ounce is required to-

fumigate 1,000 cubic feet.

When the solution of nicotine is required to be applied

directly to a plant it is mixed with other substances that cause

it to adhere to the leaves, and the mixture diluted with water

for use, and used with a spraying apparatus. The common use

of tobacco paper or rags gives rise to the formation of pyri-

dine, which, Mr. Williams states, is distinctly injurious to plant

life. He recommends the use of nicotine for aphides, woolly or

American blight, scale, mealy-bug, and red-spider, but scale

insects can probably be more effectively dealt with by the

vapour of hydrocyanic acid, and it rests with chemists to

devise a method by which that can be employed safely and

effectively.

EFFECTS OF POISONS ON INORGANIC FERMENTS.*
BY H. 0. JONES.

The so-called inorganic ferments are finely divided metal?,

particularly platinum, in so-called colloidal solution, the con-

dition being obtained by dipping bars of the metal in pure^

water, and passing an electric current fromi one bar to the

other through the water. It has already been established that

such " solutions" accelerate by catalytic action the oxidation of

alcohol to acetic acid, decompose calcium formate in the sam«»

manner as certain bacteria, and effect the inversion of can©

sugar in a manner strictly analogous to the action of invertase.

Hydrogen peroxide, again, has been decomposed into water and

oxygen in the same manner by the colloidal solutions of met-als

as by the ferments in the Iblood. A relation between the col-

loidal metals and the enzymes, far more striking than those

previously known, has now been discovered. It is well known

that the enzymes are vei-y sensitive to certain substances which,

in infinitesimal quantities, may retard or entirely prevent their

action. Thus, hydrocyanic acid, carbon bisulphide, hydrogen

sulphide, and other substances, when present in mere traces,

may interfere seriously with the action of certain fennents. It

has ibeen shown that the merest trace of substances like the

above may similarly interfere with the action of the colloidal

solutions of the metals—may " poison " the finely-divided metals.

It is with this suhject that the investigations under notice

have dealt. Bredig and Ikeda have worked with colloidal solu-

* Abstract from the Johns HopMns Hospital Bulletin, 13, 134.
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tions of platinum, and have studied quantitatively the rate at

•which these decompose hydrogen peroxide. Solutions of cer-

Ttain poisons of different strengths were added to the colloidal

solution of platinum, and the rate determined at which the

latter, after it had been poisoned, decomposed hydrogen

peroxide. The velocity of the decomposition was found to

diminish when the poison had heen added to the colloidal solu-

tion, and the amount of diminution depended upon the amount

•of poison present. Even when the solution of hydrocyanic acid

used contains only 1 Gm. molecular weight in twenty million

litres of the solution, the action of the platinum is considerably

lessened. Another interesting fact is that as time increases the

most dilute solutioais of hydrocyanic acid have less and less

•effect—the colloidal solution of platinum is recovering from the

poison. A similar feature is shown with the still more powerful

poison, cyanogen iodide. It has also been shown that tlie

•enzymes in the blood and ferments can recover from the

poisonous action of minute traces of hydrocyanic acid. Iodine,

-which is itself a powerful poison on the blood, acts also as an

intense poison on the colloidal metal, but with this substance,

the colloidal solution cannot recover at all from the poisonous

«Sects.

In a manner exactly analogous to that described, Bredig and

Ikeda have studied the poisonous action of about thirty sub-

stances on colloidal solutions of platinum. The strongest poisons,

in addition to those already enumerated, are mercuric chloride,

ihydrogen sulphide, sodium thiosulphate, carbon monoxide,

phosphorus, phosphine, arsine, mercuric cyanide, and carbon

bisulpiiide. From the effect of some of these substances the

platinum was aJble to recover, as in the case of hydrocyanic acid

4md cyanogen iodide, while the action of others remained per-

majient, as with iodine. A general agreement is establislied

between the action of poisons on organic and inorganic ferments,

-and Bredig concludes that these analogies are not accidental.

As in the case of colloidal catalysers in these reactions enor-

mously developed surfaces are mvolved, so it is probable that

the same condition obtains in the action of ferments, enzymes,

Jblood corpuscles, oxidising and catalysing organic substances.

The organism develops its enormous surfaces in the tissues

And colloidal ferments not only because it requires osmotic pro-

cesses, but on account of the veiy great catalytic activity of

.-such surfaces. If the war for existence which living matter

must wage is a war about free energy, certainly of all forms of

free energy the free energy of surface is the most important

for the organism." The author would refer the action of the

colloidal solutions of the metals, the enzymes, and catalysis

;generally to the surface energy possessed by these substances.

We are thus led one step nearer to the solution of the nature of

catalysis, which underlies so many of the processes of living as

well as dead matter.

NOTEiON THE PREPARATION OF IODIC ACID.

BT ERNEST BOYLE.

The process recommended in all available text-books was per-

formed as follows :—20 grains of iodine were warmed in a flask

with 100 grains of pure fuming HNO3, sp.g. 1-5. After eight

hours' contact, little or no action had apparently taken place,

.and the mixture was then gently heated, the flask having a long

upright tube attached to prevent loss of iodine. The heat was
maintained for four hours, loss of HNOj being supplied during

the operation, and the result was the same as before. The con-

tents we're then allowed to stand in a warm fume chamber,
without the application of heat, for four weeks, no satisfactory

result being visible. It would seem that there is required a

suggestion for a better process, such as could be performed in an
ordinary pharmaceutical laboratory.

FILMARON, THE ACTIVE CONSTITUENT OF MALE
FERN EXTRACT.'

BT DR. F. KEAPT.

It has long been known that the administration of extract

of male fern has occasionally given rise to severe toxic

symptoms, and has in some instances been followed by fatal

results, but the reason of such occasional toxic effect has never

been satisfactorily established, nor the substance that causes it

isolated.

Robert was of opinion that the entire activity of male
fern was to be ascribed to the volatile oil contained in the

rhizome ; but this is certainly not the case, as the oil is present

in but very small quantity, and consists principally of harmless

constituents, such as free fat acids, etc.

Poulsen, in 1892, maintained the existence of an amorphous

filicic acid in addition to the crystallised acid, and the vermifuge

property of the rhizome was ascribed to the former. The crystal-

line acid was re-christenedfilicin,andwas found to be convertible

into the amorphous by solution in alkali and reprecipitation by

an acid. The author, and, independently of him, Gallas,

showed that there was no chemical difference between the

amorphous acid and the crystalline. Poulsen's physiological

experiments were also not altogether conclusive, and, later,

Bohm, who investigated the constitution of filicic asid, accepted

the identity of the amorphous and crystalline acids as well

established.

Kraft considers that variation of the modes in which the ex-

tract is administered is the cause of the varying effects that are

produced. The active substances that have been isolated are

powerful poisons when injected into the blood, and it is, there-

fore, desirable to induce them to exert their influence upon the

tapeworm, but to prevent them from passing into the circula-

tion of the patient.

The investigations made by Bohm and his pupils resulted in

the discovery of three new substances, viz., flavaspidic acid, alba-

spidin, and aspidinol. Kraft was able to confirm the presence

of these three substances, and discovered two others in addition,

viz., flavaspidinin and an amorphous acid. The pharmacolo-

gical examination of the latter has proved conclusively that it

is the anthelmintic constituent of the rhizome, and to it the

name of filmaron has been given.

Pilmaron is a bright, yellowish-brown powder, insoluble in

water, difficultly soluble in cold methyl or ethyl alcohol and
petroleum spirit, but very soluble in the other general solvents.

Its solubility in petroleum spirit distinguishes it from aspidinol

and the filix-nigrins. The separation of crystals from its solu-

tion in carbon disulphide indicates the presence of flavaspidic

acid, from its ethereal solution aspidin, and from its acetic

ether solution filicic acid. The rhizome contains about 5 per

cent, of filmaron.

When dissolved in acetone it slowly decomposes into filicic

acid and filix-nigcin
;

boiling alkalies in conjunction with

nascent hydrogen split it up into filicic acid and aspidinol or

their decomposition products ; with diazoamidobenzol it yields

the azo-compounds characteristic of filicic acid and flavaspidic

acid. Its empirical formula is Ci7H540i(3. It probably contains

four butanones, one of which is identical with aspidinol, whilst

the other three together are identical with filicic acid ; two of

these three are identical with albaspidin or flavaspidic acid.

Jaquet has examined all these constituents pharmacologic-

ally. Aspidinol was destitute of any particular action. Neither

filicic acid, either crystalline or amorphous, nor flavaspidic

acid, nor combinations of these two bodies in doses up to 0 5 or

0 8 Gm. had any appreciable anthelmintic action. Albaspidin

* Abstract of a paper published in the Pliarm, Zeitung., iQ, 215,
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in doses of 0-5 Gm. exhibited a slight action, but filmaron in

doses of 0-5 to 0-7 Gm. was successful in thirty cases, including

children of seven years, without exception. There is, there-

fore, no doubt that this is the active constituent of male fern

rhizome.

Further details of the experiments made with this body will

shortly be published.

THE CONTINUITY OF PROTOPLASM.*

BY DK. HENRY KRAEMEB.

The results obtained by a number of investigators tend to

ehow that there are two kinds ot continuity of protoplasm,

one through openings in the pores, which apparently occur

in the larger number of cases, and another in which the

threads of protoplasm extend through walls in which there

are no pores. Several investigators have even expressed the

view that probably every cell is connected with its neigh-

bouring cells by protoplasmic threads. That there is a con-

tinuity of protoplasm has become almost a fundamental prin-

ciple in botany, it being considered necessary in the transmis-

sion of ii-ritation currents and in the distribution of proto-

plasm, and such bodies as starch grains and oil globules,

intact and quickly from cell to cell. Dr. Henry Kraemer now
presents some of the results of his studies on the structure of

the starch grain and cell wall, in the belief that tliey will

throw some additional light on tliR subject under considera-

tion.. These results seem to offer a different explanation for

the phenomena observed by the investigators already men-

tioned in their studies on the continuity of protoplasm. In

other words, the appearances described by these authors indi-

cating a continuity of protoplasm are due to a peculiarity in

the structure of the cell wall, which is made manifest by the

reagents emjjloyed, and which bears an analogy to the struc-

ture of the starch grain. After the application of very

numerous stains. Dr. Kraemer is able to make the following

deductions :
—

(1) The starch grain, a.s also the cell wall, is made up of

alternate lamellse of colloidal and crystalloidal .substances.

(2) Physically, the structure of the starch grain and cell

wall are quite similar, although chemically different ; the pre-

ponderating substance in the starch grain is granulose, while

in the cell wall the fundamental substance is cellulose, which

may preponderate or exist in varying proportions.

(3) The crystalloidal layer in the starch grain, consisting

chiefly of granulose, is coloured blue with iodine or chlor-

zinc-iodide, whereas in the cell wall this layer, consisting

chiefly of cellulose, is coloured blue only with chlor-zinc-

iodide.

(4) The colloidal layers in both the starch grain and cell

wall take up and hold various aniline dyes, the layers being,

however, more clearly defined in the starch grain, particularly

potato starch.

(5) In .starch grains, as in cell walls, there are radial clefts

or colloidal areas, which under certain conditions also take up
and hold various aniline stains.

(6) The plastid at the periphery of the starch grain may
be compared to the protoplasm of the plant cell, each con-

tributing to the growth of successive new layers. In the cell

wall the mode of growth is centripetal, whereas in the starch

grain it is centrifugal.

The author states that all writers since the appearance of

Gardiner's work in 1884 have fallen into the error of sup-

posing that a certain aniline dye could be regarded as a

differential stain for protoplasm, whereas the fact of the

' Abstract of a paper read before the American Philosophical Society.

matter is that many colloidal carbohydrates, such as mucilages-

and pectin, and oils and other substances as well, take up
these stains. Dr. Kraemer concludes by asking " If the sub-
stance in the cell wall which takes up the stain is protoplasm,,
what is it in the starch grain?"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly an*
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken ot
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, alp
communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square.
London, W.C."

The Council Election.
I aon indebted to two of your correspondents in your issu&

of Saturday last for the mention of my name in connection
with the forthcoming Council election. Owing to the large
amount of support accorded to me lasit year, I feel it a dvttj,

to those 1,300 and upwards of friends who then so kindly
assisted my candidature to again accept nomination. My views
on general pharmaceutical policy are well (known, and, throug'fi

your valuable colunuis and elserwhere, have been frequently

placed before the electorate, that I have not considered it

necessary to issue and post a lengthy address. With reference

to tlie protection of titles land the necessity for fuither legist

lation, my opinions are unchanged. There is no finality in

this direction, and although I consider the too-long-delayed

Pharmacy Bill now hefore the House Oif Commons an evidence
of the desire of the Council to further the interests of qualified

and registered chemists, and protect them against the unqualified

trader, financier, and company promoter, it does not go as

far in that direction as could ibe wished. I, however, havft

done, and sliotdd continue to do, my utmost in such influential

quarters as I am able to secure recognition and support at the
hands of those aible to give it. Proimotion of Bills in Parlia.-

ment is costly and tedious, Ibut lafter the decision of the House-

of Lords in 1880 it became absolutely necessary for our pro<-

tection, and I feel confident the Council would have received

support from chemists in all directions in any effort to secure

redress from the grievance and injustice lunder which they

have since that time laboured. The introduction of the Bill

this year, and the subsequent comments thereon by the Press

throughout the country, cannot fail to have a distinctly educa-

tional effect upon the public generally. I am fully cognisant

of the responsibility attached to a representative, and, if

elected on this occasion, shall endeavour to assist to the utmost

of my power all administrative and executive proposals as

may toe calculated to promote and protect the interests of

chemists generally.

Cambridge, April 27, 1903. A. Sidney Campkin.

Mr. Paterson, in his letter in your issue- for the 25th, i*

entirely wrong as to the part taken by Gla.'igow and the west

of Scotland in the inception of Mr. W. L. Currie's candidature-.

The facts are as follow:—The circular letter mentioned by

Mr. Paterson was received in the Glasgow district by a number

of representative men other than Divisional Secretaries, and

at an Association meeting it was agreed that Glasgow should

ally itself with Edinburgh and other centres in an effort to

induce a distinguished Edinburgh pharmacist to stand

for the Council. When that gentleman declined to accept

nomination on account of his pre-occupation with local

public appointments, it was spontaneously suggested by

the leading representatives of Edinburgh and the east

that if a suitable nominee were forthcoming from the west

he might be adopted as a joint candidate. Accordingly, when.
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Mr. W. L. Currie was proposed, as the result of a requisition

from all parts of Scotland and England, the east cordially

endorsed his nomination, and is working as loyally and strenu-

flusly as the west to ensure his return as a colleague to Mr.
fitorrar. These plain and easily verified facts effectually dis-

pose of the gratuitous and, indeed, offensive assertion that Mr.
Currie's candidature has been engineered by "a caucus with no

representative character," which has exerted a sinister coercive

•control over the parent caucus, whose scheme miscarried.

These innuendoes are evolved " from such stuff as dreams are

made of." From the outset—^when, by-the-way, there was no
definite announcement of Mr. Paterson's intentions—Mr.
Currie's candidature has been conducted on open and straight-

forward lines. And a reference to the list of names appended
to his Election Committee's circular letter ought to dissipate

«bnce for all the grotesque delusion that his candidature is due
to local wire-pulling. With reference to Messrs. Giles and
IBlack's letter, which reproduces a passage in the reply of the

former Secretary of the Aberdeen Pharmaceutical Association

to a communication of which I was the author, I am constrained

to observe that Messrs. Giles and Black maladroitly contrive

to suppress the real issue raised by me. I wrote with friendly

intent, stating what I conceived to be the logic of the situa-

tion, waiving the discussion of the relative merits of the can-

didates as inevitably unprofitable. I urged that as Mr. Currie
was nominated and backed by associations representing three-

fourths of the Scottish electorate and a large body of English

voters, and that since there did not appear to be any vital

aifference of policy between Messrs. CuiTie and Paterson, the

-common sense course seemed to be to combine in furtherance of

'the candidature of the man with the strongest organised fol-

lowing, and so regain for Scotland the last Scot on the Council.

This is the crucial question for practical men who have no time
for splenetic personalities, and they will best answer it by
-voting for candidates of the stamp of Messrs. Storrar and
Ourrie.

Glasgow, April 27, 1903. J. P. Gilmour.

Mr. Pat-erson's reply is neither frank nor fair. He does not tell

.electors what his business has been any time within the last

thirty-five years, and we can only believe, in face of his non-
jdenial, that "really and truly a manure merchant" is a fair

•description, though that calling may afford opportunity for

-trading in other things as well. It is a " far cry back " to the

"days of his apprenticeship, and a claim of having been engaged
in "regular retail pharmacy," based upon the experience of a
youth having the charge of a " dispensary " for three years

while an " apprentice " to the wholesale (as he states

in another place), reminds us of the fable of the frog

-which tried to make itself appear as big as a bull

•and burst in the attempt. I make no .sneer at his

business, as implied by the Aberdeen Association officials,

whose advocacy of Mr. Paterson would have had more
weight had they frankly explained his position, when ad-

mittedly they knew it was considered of importance to electors.

.•"They think him most competent to checkmate the efforts of

the other manure merchant, who would like all the rest to be

jnade retailers of poisons, but his checkmating competency was
.not apparent when that other secured in aid of his design the

-whole influence of the ipisinfirmed Highland Agricultural

Society, without one single word having been raised to en-

lighten or oppose. No objection whatever is made to Mr.
Taterson being presented as a candidate, but strong objection

made in that he was not presented in his true colours. No
-one likes to be deceived. The Aberdeen writers of both letters

^5hould be more specific as to whom their allegations are in-

tended to apply. If intended against me, they are not true,

although I have indicated my approval of the candidature of

Messrs. Currie and Storrar; thei-efore I am not called upon

lO acknowledge them further.

Greenock, April 28, 1903. J. Anderson Russell.

On an Appeal for a Policy.

The officiaLJoumal of a Society like that to which we belong

is exercising one of its most important functions when it is em-

ployed in the very necessary duty of removing misconceptions.

Unfortunately the present condition of affairs is to some extent

due to the prevalence of ideas which have been conceived in

ignorance, and allowed to develop without any attempt being

made to dispel them by the rays of official light and truth. I

am obtaining enlightenment, as eveffy honest seeker after know-

ledge does, and at the same time I ireceive encouragement to

still further prosecute my researches into the datk and in-

scrutable arcana of pharmaceutical affairs. The assumption,

however, that I am convinced of the justice of the editorial

article of April 18, is scarcely wan-anted by my letter of last

week. I expressed dissatisfaction with the style of diplomacy

advocated, to which I would also add that the allusion to Messrs.

Cross and Dobbs and the seedsmen, gardeners, and ironmongers,

as represented by trade organs, was not a happy example of

keeping quiet and saying nothing. These people for a long

time have had a great deal to say, and they have said it loud

enough and often enough to do a good stroke of business for

themselves. I should be the last to advocate tlie Pharmaceuti-

cal Society emulating such methods, though I think we might

take a lesson from them in the art of making an impression.

In the editorial on the " Removal of Further Misconceptions,"

I recognise the kindness in removing irrelevant matter, the in-

clusion of which, if it were irrelevant, would weaken my argu-

ments and lessen the interest in what is called my " column or

so of breezy invective." I am not quite clear on the subject of

the " Sub-Committee on Titles," as to whether publication of

information in the Journal is considered to be " open advertise-

ment." If so, then the Pharmaceutical Journal so thoroughly

and openly advertised our weak position, and gave the greatest

public prominence to the side most detrimental to

our own interests, both before and during the sitting

of the Sub-Committee, that there was nothing left for the Com-
mittee to report unless it said something in favour of our view of

the question, and did a little bit of advertising of our strong

position, an improbable tiling to expect in face of the tradi-

tions of the Council. As to sound policy, no policy can be sound

which IS so complex and reticulated that its own exponents do
not understand it. The sound things are always simple, only

the shams and rotten ones require such intricate scaffolding to

keep them from falling. Careful examination of the Bill, and

its apparent weakness even before it is submitted to the analyti-

cal tests of the Legislature, confirms me—^I have no colleagues

—

in the assumption that its effect will be contrary to what its

promoters intend. It is pleasant to be assured differently, but

it is very difficult to feel convinced when you reflect tliat it may
have to be submitted to what is called a common sense judicial

decision. Some years ago I condemned what is known as the
" Widow's Clause," and pointed out the difficulty of satis-

factorily dealing with existing abuses while the 16th Clause of

the Pharmacy Act remains unmodified. I was assured at that

time by some of our leaders that I was wrong in my views ; and
the fact that the Council has made no investigation of the

question confirms the general opinion that a concession granted

on certain conditions in exceptional and deserving cases can
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have no bearing on the general administration of the Statute.

If we are in any doubt on this matter would it not be possible

for the Council to devise a scheme which would modify the

present conditions without causing any hardship?

There are, as pointed out by " Spectator " last week, many
reasons for the " administrative oscillations " at Bloomsbury

Square. The want of cohesion in the general body of chemists

and druggists is the effect of inherent distrust in the Council.

Harsh criticism of the per.-^onnel of the Councillors' takes the

place of sympathy and appreciation, and this is due to ignorance

on both sides. Take the few isolated spots in the kingdom

where local organisation is sometliing more than a name, where
associations keep in constant touch with affairs, and know
various members of the Council as real live men, and not in-

visible figure-heads, and there, and only there, you find that

the Pharmaceutical Society is a representative body. What
has been done here and there should be done everywhere. But
such a process is not looked upon by those who cling to the old

order as one of unmixed blessing, because it would entail the

breaking down of a traditional hierarchy. The vague distrust

of the pharmaceutical silver spoon, or the progressive with an
axe to grind, is all the more powerful for evil, because it is

ghostly and indefinite. The majority of those registered undec
the Pharmacy Act look upon its administrators as oppressors

who neither know nor care for their difEoulties. It is even
said that the Council chamber itself is not free from the influ-

ence of the modem mountebank. It js said that the Council is

as the members of the Society make it. This is only partly
true, for the members have no choice. We are drawn into

lukewarmnesa and apathy owing to lack of incentive. The
invertebrates do not think it worth while securing a vote, and
the enfranchised will scarcely take the trouble to record the
votes they have. The men of grit, and .strength, and ability,

the men we really require, are so actively engaged in the busi-
ness .struggle, which of recent years has become more intense,
that they are justified in hesitating to make the sacrifice. The
example of our Colonial Legislative Assemblies and other
bodies, which cannot draw their energies entu'ely from rich
men, strikes me as peculiarly applicable to the needs of pliar-

imacy. Paid members of the Council, each receiving a modest
honorarium of two guineas per diem, with travelling expenses,
would not only bring forward some of the right material, but
would ensure a fair division of labour between the town and
country members. I have given some consideration to this
subject, and I am quite convinced that by the payment of
members of the Council we should secure activity, efficiency,
and that great desideratum—a living interest in our affairs
throughout every grade of the phainnaceutical world.

Batley, April 28, 1903. R. Bkoadhead.

The Use of Hypnotic Poisons—A Remedy.
I have read your editorial note on above with interest, the

latter part of which is most important to chemists. For the
public safety it is very desirable that prescriptions containing
certain poisons and h3-pnotic poisons should be retained by the
dispenser, filed, or returned to the prescriber, as desired. The
remedy is very simple, and lies in the physician's own hands.
They have merely to write (in Latin preferably) at the bottom
of the prescription, "To be retained," "To be repeated once,
twice, or thrice," as the case may be, and the pharmacists will

see to it. A case in point. Last week I " dispensed " this

"prescription," which bore the stamps of over twenty-five

well-known pharmacies:—
^ Tabs. Hypod. Morph. Sulph., gr. J.

(B. W. and Co.)

- (Dated)" 21/4/02 (and signed) G. L.

The patient has repeated it twice since first copied, and good-

ness alone knows how many times from each of the twenty-five'

others. Now, if the prescriber had ordered the prescriptioa

to be petained by the first compounder, the patient would not.

in all probability have become the confirmed morphomaniac h&
now is. Cannot something be done to draw the attention o£

our medical friends to this remedy?
Brigliton, April 24, 1903. C. A. Blamey.

The Sub Committee on Titles.

I am reluctant to interfere, but cannot allow the statement,

in this week's Journal to pass without comment. You say (see-

P. J., p. 601) "The Sub-Committee on Titles was most un-

deniably a 'council of war,'" etc., etc. I take exception to
this, and declare the exact opposite is the fact.

Blackburn, April 28, 1903. R. Lorb GirroRD.

*^* The foregoing letter is inserted, since Mr. Gifford appears to wish it^

but his view cannot be regarded as that of his colleagues.

—

[Ed. P.J.J

The Public Dispensers' Association.

I enclose a copy of a letter which is now in the hands of

each of our registered members, for the purpose of drawing:

the attention of the various members of tue House of Com-

mons in their locality to a very serious omission from the Bill

now before the House. It is singular that those responsible-

for framing the Bill should have omitted such a clause as sug-

gested in the letter, seeing that all other societies connected

with medicine do not allow persons to practise unless they hold,

a statutory qualification. I may add the attention of the Phar-r

maceutical Society was called to the matter.

Highgate, N., April 27, 1903. H. T. Samuel,

[Enclostjhe.]

The Public Dispensers' Association..

Headquarters

—

St. Bride's Institute,

Bride Lane, E.G.

Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir,—Seeing that a Bill is now before the House of
Commons, prepared by the Pharmaceutical Society, for amend-
ing the Pharmacy Acts, may I bring before your notice Jfe

matter which the above-named Association and I individually-
consider would be a necessary addition to such a Bill before it
became law? Briefly, it is this : As the law now stands (i.e.,.

the Pharmacy Act, 1868)—which, I would remind you, waa-
drawn up for the public safety—those who sell and dispense,
poisons in an open shop are required to have been examined
by the Pharmaceutical Society as to their fitness to carry out-
such work, and al.so to be placed on the Register of the Society-
in question. But, sir—and here the anomaly of the law be-
comes apparent—no such restriction is imposed upon those who
dispense and distribute poisons in the many large public in-
stitutions throughout the United Kingdom, and yet these in-
stitutions, being founded for the most part for the poorer and
uneducated classes, who are even more in ignorance of the-
nature of poisons than those who make their purchases at the-
open shop of the chemist, are under no obligations to have-
their dispensing carried out by qualified and registered che-
niists, simply because they are not open shops for the sale and
dispensing of poisons within the meaning of the Act. Any
person can, therefore, without breach of the law, dispense poi-
sons so long as they are not offered for sale. We would, there-
fore, ask you, sir, if you would Ldii the attention of the House-
to this serious defect, and endeavour to so amend the Bill a»
to make it imperative that, for the safety of the public, except,

when such is done by a medical man, dispensing should only
be carried out by those persons who have by examination of
the Pharmaceutical Society proved their fitness to handle and
dispense such poisons, and are, in consequence, on the Society's

Register. In conclusion, let me state that more poisons in a
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single day are dispensed in public institutions th<an in any

one open shop in twelve months.

Believe me to remain, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Member of the Public Dispensers' Association.

Address

The Bitterness of Tincture of Gentian.

The statement by Mr. P. Boa that the official tincture of

gentian is unpleasantly bitter suggests that there may be a

possible cause for this that has perhaps been overlooked. It is

well known in the wholesale trade that there is a "white"

gentian root, which is much more bitter and has less flavour than

the ordinary root technically distinguished as "red" gentian.

Mr. J. Slinger Ward drew my attention to this fact some years

ago, stating that the white root came into commerce at

intervals, and was disliked in the retail trade on account of its

excessive bitterness. On examining some specimens and com-

paring them with the roots of other species I could find no

difference between the two, but on inquiry found that the

eentian intended to be sold as " red " root was usually laid in

heaps before drying, and allowed to heat a little, and during

this process the natural yellowish white colour darkened to a

yellowish brown internally, and the characteristic flavour

became developed, together with a certain amount of sweet-

ness, which, I am told, makes it more fit for the distilla-

tion of the emian-geist or gentian spirit used in Switzerland.

It will be noted that the colour is stated in the 1898 P.B. to be

of a nearly uniform reddish yellow, and this is a point

that requires attention, if the flavour and bitterness of

the tincture and other preparations of gentian are to be as

uniform as care can make them. The white gentian is simply

the root dried at once after collection.

London, April 27, 1903. E. M. Holmes.

The Dispensing of Suppositories.

In Mr. Nunn's paper published in the Students' Column of

the Journal of the 18th ult., thei-e are one or two points with

which I can hardly agree. First, regarding the preparation of

dec. aloes co., he raises a point as to whether the ingredients

should be added to boiling or cold water. Surely there is no

doubt whatever about this. If the Pharmacopoeia intended

boiling water to be used it would liave stated so, as it does,

for instance, in the preparation of inf. rhei. Then as regards

the preparation of suppositories. In the first place, when six

are ordered, should one make six or seven? Knowing the

capacity of the moulds, the weight of medicament can easily 'oe

calculated, and a mass containing the right proportion of active

ingredient obtained. If suflicient for seven be made, the moulds

can then be completely filled, and, when cool, the superfluous

fat scraped off, the suppositories being left with a flat base.

Surely this is much better than partly filling the moulds by

guesswork, and turning out suppositories with bases of all

shapes. Then as to the capacity of the mould. It is stated

that one should regard the capacity of a mould marked 15 grains

as holding 13^ grains of oil of theobroma. Why ? Taking the

s.g. of ol. theobroma as 0"950—the figure given by Mr. Nunn,

although he seems unaware of the possible causes of variation

{P.J. [4], 6, 69)—then a 15 grain mould would hold 15 X 0-950

= 14'25 grains of oil. Again, when 2 grams of tannin are

ordered in a suppository, one is told to deduct 1 grain without

experimental justification, but if 1 grain be ordered, nothing is

to be deducted. Surely this is hardly logical. There is a

slight jKiint, too, about greasing the mould. To grease a mould
is quite uimece«sary; if it be placed on ice, or in cold water

in the winter, for a few minutes, and the mass poured in when
it is nearly setting, suppositories can be turned out which
are much cleaner in appearance than they would otherwise be.

London, April 29, 1903. Ernest Gaui,'.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ended Wednesday, April 29, 1903,

thirteen deaths by poisoning were reported, including two cases

of suicide by taking mineral acids :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide. Murder.

1 1

Hydrochloric Acid .... 1

1 1

1

Potassium Cyanide .

.

2
1

1

Total 1 8 1

In addition, three cases of laudanum poisoning were reported,,

but it was not stated whether the drug had been accidentally or

purposely taken. It will be noticed that the proportion of

suicides is exceptionally large this week.

Chloroform.—A medical student, who had been addicted to

the morphine habit, committed suicide by burying his face iu

a sponge saturated with chloroform. A man died in the

Sussex County Hospital, Brighton, under chloroform, adminis-

tered for an operation.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man named Frost, aged 33, at

Islington, drank a large quantity of spirit of salt some weeks

ago, and after lingering in hospital died last week. A verdict

of suicide was returned.

Laudanum.—A woman, at Derby, died from laudanum poison-

ing. A man at Glasgow was found to have died from a similar

cause. A man at Leamington died from an overdose of

laudanum.

Morphine.—A doctor's widow at Tottenham and her child

died from the efiects apparently of morphine poisoning. Re-

duced circumstances seem to have led the lady to poison her

child, and take her own life.

Nitric Acid.—A woman at Manchester committed suicide by

taking nitric acid, a bottle of which she found in the laboratory

of her husband, a microscopist.

Potassium Cyanide.—A Militia captain committed suicide in

a hotel in the City by taking potassium cyanide. A jeweller at

Clerkenwell, who had lately been drinking heavily, committed

suicide by taking potassium cyanide. The jury returned a.

verdict of suicide.

Rat Poison.— A woman at Dalston committed suicide by

taking a quantity of rat poison containing strychnine. The

poison-book of the chemist from whom the substance wa&

purchased had been duly signed.

Miscellaneous Cases.—At the inquest on the body of J. L,

Bowney, described as a chemist, who died at Kettering, in cif-

cumstances pointing to the possibility of poisoning (see last

week's P.J.) a verdict of " death from natural causes " was-

returned. A man at Dover committed suicide. He turned on

the gas after shutting all windows, then took poison, and>

finally, shot himself.

Attempted Suicides.—The drugs used in attempts at suicide

nclude carbolic acid (2), laudanum, oxalic acid, red precipitate,

and " spirit of salt."
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NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
BY OUR PABLIAMENTABY EEPEESENTATIVE.

Early Closing of Shops.

The House of Lords on Tuesday read the Shops (Early Closing)

Bill a third time, by 43 to 19, an unusually decisive majority

for a measure of this character in their Lordships' House. The

Bill has still to run the gauntlet of the Commons, and it is

therefore quite premature to assume that it will become law this

year. It has the support of the Government, however, and the

Liberal?, following the example of Lord Ribblesdale, will also

give it their benediction. If it does not pass the Lower Hoiise

It will be less for want of widespread sympathy for its objects

than from the difficulty of " driving two omnibuses abreast

through Temple Bar." The congestion of public business in

the House of Commons is so chronic that unless the Govern-

ment take up a Bill themselves and determine to get

it through, and unless there is absolute unanimity regarding it

in every quarter of the House, it can never be considered really

safe until the Royal Assent has been given to it. And, of

course, it is very rare that there is " absolute unanimity " on a

measure. There are sure to be some sympathisers with the

Earl of Wemyss in the Commons—men who seem to elevate

the principles of the Liberty and Property Defence League into

a sort of religion. It was significant of the feeling of the House
of Lords that although they listened with great patience while

the Earl of Wemyss fulminated agairist Lord Avebury's Bill they

proceeded to a division, after hearing Lord Ribblesdale on behalf

of the measure, and Lord Avebury in reply to the Earl of

Wemyss. Lord Avebury was quite successful in showing that

freedom of contract between employer and employed is not

interfered with by the Bill, but in some quarters enthusiasm

for the measure will be somewhat diminished by an admission

which the Earl of Wemyss—perhaps unintentionally—drew
from him. The noble earl had said that the Bill would also

interfere with the hours of adult labour. No, said Lord Ave-

bury, it will not. Yes ; but the shops will be closed earlier,

exclaimed Lord Wemyss. There is nothing in the Bill,

rejoined Lord Avebury, to prevent persons working after the

shops are closed. Lord Wemyss positively " chortled " at this

admission, as though he saw a glorious possibility of the Act

being overridden. Of course the theory of Lord Avebury is that

if the shops are closed the shopkeepers and assistants will cease

working. But those who are inclined to think that the spirit

of compromise has played too great a part in the framing of the

Bill will point to Lord Avebury's admission as to the strict legal

limitations of his measure, and be the more inclined to call its

value into question.

International Exhibition at St. Louis.

Lord Cranborne, replying to Sir A. K. Rollit, states that a

Royal Commission, of which the Prince of Wales is President,

has been appointed to advise as to the organisation of the

British section of the St. Louis International Exhibition. A
sum of £30,000, to be increased as may be found necessary, is to

be put down in the Estimates to meet the expenses. The office

of the CommiEsion is at 47, Victoria Street, S.W.

Sir Michael Foster.

The well-known physiologist, whose change of front with

regard to the Government created such a stir among graduates

of London University recently, delivered on Wednesday his

first ispeech as a regular member of the Opposition. The occa-

sion was the .second reading of the London Education BUI, and

Sir Michael Foster obtained an attentive hearing.

The Pharmacy Bill.

The latest indication of opposition to the Pharmacy Bill

comes from Sheffield, Mr. Batty Langley (Attercliffe) having

given notice that he will oppose the second reading. Mr. Jesse

Boot is understood to have been busily engaged in the attempt

to influence members against the measure.

The Duty on Corn.

In answer to Sir Howard Vincent, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer stated that the remission of duty recently proposed

in the Budget applies to all goods named in the First Schedule

of the Finance Act, 1902. (See Pharm. Journal [4] , 14, 328

)

Medical Officers.

From a reply made by the President of the Local Government

Board to Dr. Farquharson, it appears that twenty-six County

Councils in England and Wales have appointed medical officers

of health. In eleven of these cases the officer gives hia whole

time to the duties of the office.

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Ammoniated Tincture of Quinine Case.

BY HEEBERT FFOULKES.

The Ground of Action.

The decision which was given by the Lord Chief Justice

and Justices Wills and Channell in the Divisional Court

on April 24, in the appeal case of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones

(better known as the ammoniated tincture of quinine case),

cannot fail to have a very far-reaching effect upon the drug

trade. In order to iiest the construction to be put upon the

meaning of the special exemption in th« Schedule to the Act

of 1812 (52 Geo. III., c. 150), Mr. Glyn-Jones sold to an

Inland Revenue officer, at his shop at Poplar, a bottle of am-

moniated tincture of quinine, which bore upon the label the

following inscription :
—

" A Well-known and Highly-recommended Remedy for

Influenza and Colds."

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue instituted a prosecu-

tion, claiming that the preparation did not come within the

exemption referred to, but was liable to duty. The case came

before Mr. Dickinson upon several occasions at the Thames
Police Court, who finally decided that the ammoniated tinc-

ture of quinine, as sold by Mr. Glyn-Jones, was exempt from

duty, and he accordingly dismissed the summons. The Inland

Revenue authorities appealed against the magistrate's deci-

sion, the appeal being heard in the Divisional Court on March

26. The Solicitor-General ably argued the case for the Crown,

and Mr. H. H. Asquith, K.C., appeared for the respondent.

The Court, evidently recognising the difficulty and import-

ance of the case, reserved their judgment, and on April 24, in

concluding a written judgment, which occupied some thirty-

five minutes in delivery, Mr. Justice Wills announced that the

Court had decided to dismiss the appeal.

The Effect of the Decision.

The result is one upon which every chemist has good cause

to congratulate himself, for it will remove to a very consider-

able extent that disability under which pharmacists have

suffered in recommending preparations of such authentic
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therapeutic value as ammoniated tincture of quinine. Tlie

necessity to retail preparations of this character (if recom-

mended for the cure or alleviation of ailments for which they

are recognised to be beneficial) under the aegis of a so-called

" patent medicine stfimp " was not only a degradation of the

medicine itself, but tended to reduce the pharmacist to the

level of a common huckster of quack nostrums. This feeling

has been expressed on many occasions by pharmacists, and

the new ruling confirms the view that it was never intended

to tax medicines of known thei'apeutic value when sold by

chemists. All persons who had " served a regular apprentice-

ship to any surgeon, apothecary, chemist, or druggist " were

exempted in the first Act of 1785 (23 Geo. III., c. 62) from

the necessity to take out a licence annually under the Act,

and although the Act of 1785 (25 Geo. III., c. 79) enacted that

every person selling medicines liable to stamp duty should

take out a licence, an exemption was made with respect to

preparations approved of in the cure or relief of ailments when

sold {inter alia) by a chemist or druggist who had served a

regular apprenticeship. The exemption was further confirmed

in the Act of 1812 (52 Geo. III., c. 150), and it appears strange

that it should have been allowed to be in desuetude for over

ninety years. Great credit is due to those who have un-

earthed this ancient and musty privilege from beneath an in-

crusted mass of legal custom and jorocedure, and have fought

for and vindicated its authority. The " official " interpreta-

tion put upon the exemption has been undoubtedly a great

factor in the case. Somerset House has argued that the " first

vendor " within the meaning of the section was the first person

who sold the preparation as a dutiable article, and it is the

refusal of the Divisional Court to accept this fallacious but

specious argument which has given the exemption the neces-

sary vitality to make it operative. It has disposed finally of

the argument that the exemption " did not take any medicine

out of the general charge of duty that would otherwise fall

within that charge." The decision is especially satisfactory

because the Court, in refusing to recognise the interpretation

which for ninety years has been placed by the Crown upon this

section, has given a judgment against which there can be no

further appeal. It is clearly evident that His Majesty's judges

have threshed out the Acts for themselves, and those who

were present and heard the arguments put forth by Mr.

Asquith on behalf of the respondent cannot fail to recognise

that the arguments which the Court adduced in support of its

finding were far more weighty and telling than any urged

by Mr. Asquith himself.

How Far the Exemption Extends.

The decision having been given, what does it really amount

to? There may be a tendency on the part of pharmacists to

stretch the exemption further than the interpretation which

has been placed upon it by the Court will allow, and this

error must be carefully guarded against. At first sight it

would appear that everything in the Pharmacopoeia, when sold

by a chemist, may be recommended for the ailment for which

it is indicated, and for the treatment of which it has been

included in the oSicial volume ;
this, however, is not so, and

the question as to what preparations come within the exemp-

tion will be a matter, in almost every instance, for careful and

sometimes prolonged research. In the first place, any pro-

prietary right on the nart of the vendor must clearly be

avoided. It will not do to say "Specially prepared by

Smith," for the exemption specifically states that it applies

only when the vendor neither " Hath, nor claims to have, any

exclusive right or title to the mixing, compounding, or pre-

paring, or to the vending " of the preparation. In order to

obtain the benefit of the new decision the following conditions

must be fulfilled, as far as the chemist is concerned :
—

•

(1) The preparation must be " uttered or vended " by a

chemist or druggist who " hath served a regular apprentice-

ship."

(2) The properties of the preparation must be "known, ad-

mitted, and approved of in the preservation (prevention), cure,

or relief of any disorder .... incident to or in any

wise affecting the human body."

(3) The person

—

i.e., the chemist
—"mixing, compounding,

preparing, uttering or vending " the preparation must not

(a) have, or claim to have, anj'' occult secret or art for

preparing it

;

(b) have, or claim to have, any exclusive right or title

to preparing or vending it.

(4) The preparation itself must not

ya) have been, nor be " prepared, uttered, vended, or

exposed to sale under the authority of any letters patent

under the Great Seal "
;

(b) must not in the past, present, or future have been,

or be, held out or recommended to the public by any

advertisement or by any handbill or label by the

(1) owners,

(2) proprietors,

(3) makers,

(4) compounders,

(5) original or first vendors,

as a

(1) nostrum,
^

(2) proprietary medicine I for the relief or cure of

(3) specific, or I
any ailment.

(4) as beneficial. )

Precautions to be Observed.

Clause 1 in the foregoing tabulation will, presumably, bring

every registered chemist within the exemption, but it remains

to be seen whether the Inland Revenue Commissioners will

make any attempt to confine this privilege to chemists and

druggists. The exemption would apparently place joint-stodc

companies and corporate bodies generally outside the scope of

the section, since a company cannot be regarded as a " chemist

who hath served a regular apprenticeship." Clause 2 would

extend the exemption to all preparations included in the

British Pharmacopoeia, and also to other medicines of fully-

established repute, such as the B.P.C. formulas, provided they

did not come under the disabilities enumerated in Clause 4.

Clause 3 clearly indicates that the vendor must not claun any

proprietary rights in the preparation, or that his method of

preparmg it is better than or different from that of any other

vendor. Clause 4 will provide the only real stumbling-block, for

it will be necessary to trace evei-y preparation back to its original

source (sometimes a very difficult matter), and to ijrove, for

instance, that Dr. Dover (the original or first vendor of Dover's

Powder, within the meaning of the section) did not by "any

label .... or words written or printed, and affixed to

. . . . any packet" of Dover's Powder, recommend it as

beneficial for the relief or cure of any ailment. The late Mr.

Alpe, in his work on the Medicine Stamp Duty Acts, states

that " it was by no means unusual for physicians of eminence

to be the proprietors of some pill or powder or salve, and

the example of Sir Hans Sloane and Dr. Mead, both of whom

were leading men of their day, was largely followed." The

example referred to was the advertising the composition of

their medicines in the newspapers of the day. Then, again,

there would be the difficulty of finding the originator of, say,
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compound tincture of rhubarb, and showing that he had not

recommended it. There are, further, in the Pharmacopoeia

preparations such as liquor picis carb., liq. pancreatis, and

tinct. chlorof. et morphinse co., in respect to which it might

be contended that they first appeared as proprietary medicines.

These instances are not suggested as limiting unduly the

usefulness of the present decision, or as presenting insurmount-

able obstacles, but merely to indicate that care must be exer-

cised with regard to the preparations recommended by phar-

macists, as covered by the exemption.

Maker or Compounder.

The defendant in this case (Mr. Glyn-Jones) did not prepare

the anxmoniated tincture of quinine himself, but purchased it

from a firm of wholesale druggists, and it might be inferred from

fhis that the retail vendor, in order to come within the exemp-

tion, must not himself compound the preparations. There is

nothing in the judgment which favours this view ; the whole

trend is entirely in the opposite direction. Mr. Justice Wills

said :
—
" The difl[iculty is to ascertain who are the persons meant

in the ' .special exemption ' by the ' owners^ proprietors,

makers, comisoiuiders, original or first vendors thereof

—

i.e., of the mixtures, compositions, or preparations' to

which the Clause refers ; for it is clear that such words as
' makers, compounders,' cannot refer to the immediate ante-

cedent, which included ' bottle,' ' pot,' and ' jshial,' their

application to which would be alisurd.'
'

The "compounder" here is in the same category a^ the
"" original or first vendors," and means the person who com-

pounded the original recipe. As strengthening this view, Mr.

• Justice Wills added further:—
" If, however, the article is compounded of drugs or

cheanicals as to which there is no -secret either of denomina-
tion, quality, efficacy, or mode of manufacture ; if it is in

no sense a proprietary or patent medicine, if the person
who originally introduced it to the public is not, and no
person has become, the owner and proprietor, not of the
bottle or box or jar in which the compound is sold, but of

the mixture or compound itself, so that it is not the com-
mon property of all the world, and has never advertised it

as a specific or as possessing remedial jsroperties ; and if it

is made up, or sold by a duly qualified person, it is exempt
from duty."

It is clear, therefore, that there is no necessity for the pharma-
"cisit to purchase the article from a wholesale house, but he can

-compound or " make oip " the preparation himself.

A Pyrrhic Victory ?

BY LEO .4TKIN80X.

"The Case of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones.

The recent decision of the Divisional Court in the ammoniated
-quinine case will possibly evoke considerable jubilation amongst

"those who have suffered in the past from the inconsistent and
arbitrary attitude of the Inland Revenue authorities. It is,

Jiowever, questionable whether the majority of those who sup-

plied the funds for those proceedings have quite realised the

full effect of this ruling. To the niind of the viTiter nothing

more disastrous for legitimate pharmacy has occurred since the

clamour for reducing the " Patent Medicine " licence. Although

it is now decided that ammoniated tincture of quinine may be

sold with a recommendation, there remains abundant material

for future litigation. It is by no means clear that the exempting
clauses do not apply equally to " any other person whatsoever

licensed to sell any of the medicines chargeable with Stamp

Duty." Certainly the exemption could not apply specifically to
" registered chemists," since they had no legal existence until

fifty years after the Stamp Act was placed on the Statute

Book ; until 1868 anyone was a chemist and druggist who had
a mind to .so describe himself. Furthermore, this judgment
does not in any way define or fix any limitations on the " different

denomination, properties, qualities, and efficacies of mixture,

composition, and preparation as aforesaid known, admitted and
approved of in the cure or relief of any disorder, ailment, or

complaint incident to or in any way effecting the human body."

The Properties and Uses of Drugs.

Therapeutic information, in the sublime wisdom of the medi-

cal Council, was considered outside the province of pharmacy,
and the man who handled drugs, etc., best left in ignorance of

their properties and uses, consequently this information finds

no place in recent pharmacopoeias. In the B.P., 1898, am-
moniated tincture of quinine has no known, admitted, etc., pro-

perties, so that clearly what constitutes those known, admitted,

etc., properties, must be looked for outside the national Pharma-
copoeia. The older pharmacopoeias (London, Dublin, Edin-
burgh) invariably after de.scription of drug, composition, mode
of preparation, etc., gave a very full record of medicinal pro-

perties and uses—as also Thompson's 'Dispensatory,' Royle,

Martindale, etc. May we not, therefore, logically assume that

all preparations described in standard medical work.s—this wants
defining—are within the scope of exemption? The Solicitor-

General, in concluding his arguments, said that " if the conten-
tion of his opponent was correct, anyone might affix this recom-
mendation, and wider ones, to any drug he pleased, and say,
' this is not a proprietary medicine, but composed of some com-
mon ingredients, and therefore I am not liable to be taxed.'

"

A Possible Difficulty.

In any case, wliatever the limitation may be, either in regard
to the vendor or article vended, it is certain the Inland
Revenue authorities alone can take action against infringe-

ment of exemption clauses ; the serious question is whether,
under existing circumstances, they will do so. You cannot,
as in the well-remembered case of the Pharmaceutical Society
neglecting and refusing to perform its paramount duty, apply
for a mandamus for compulsion, so the practical outcome of
this truly Pyrrhic victory is not to be contemplated with
placid equanimity. Is it not conceivable—nay, probable—that
ere long every "known, admitted, and approved medicine"
will be sold freely, with such amplitude of descriptive matter
that the purchasing public will soon feel just as much confi-

dence in having their medicines handed them by the shop boy
as by the most intelligent and educated of pharmacists? One
of the few advantages remaining to the legitimate pharmacist

rested on the fact that when his customers required certain

drugs, etc., his personal opinion was requisitioned and appre-

eiated. A descriptive label, and any boy will in future dis-

jDense with his intervention. Pharmacy, in anything like a full

sense of the term, may well be said to be an effete avocation,

and the sooner the bottom is knocked out of it and we get io

pure commercialism the better. One certain result of this

judgment is to add materially to the facilities of drug dealing

by all stores, companies, and cutting chemists. One can see

the wisdom of the chief contributor to tlie Drug Trade Appeal

Fund. In a circular just issued by the Chemists' Defence Asso-

ciation they modestly claim to liave won for the trade (Cutter

and Co.) a very valuable position, and deprecate any indi-

viduality, etc. It is a question of doubtful discrimination

which to admire most, the methods of the advertising Ency-

clopaedia Britannica or those of the Chemists" Defence Associa-

tion.
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A CHEMIST'S PRIVILEGE.

The result of the ammoiiiated tincture of quinine case

(see p. 624) fully confirms the opinion which has been

maintained in these columns for many years past, that the

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts reserve to chemists and

druggists, and certain other specified persons, special

privileges in regard to the sale of articles otherwise liable

to duty. As far back as 1843, it was pointed out in the

Pharmaceutical Journal that the statutes on the subject

make a clear distinction between persons qualified by edu-

<iation and persons authorised by licence to sell medicines,

any preparations and compounds of legitimate character

which are sold by chemists and druggists not being

subjected to duty, while similar articles sold by grocers, oil-

men, hucksters, and other unqualified persons are liable.

As recently as February 22, 1902, attention was again par-

ticularly dh-ected to this point, in an article wherein it was
pointed out that, in addition to the various specific exemp-

tions of medicines from liability to stamp duty, there is an
apparently wider statutory exemption of medicinal j^repara-

tions " having different properties, qualities, virtues,

or efficacies," which "are known, admitted, and ap-

proved of in the prevention, cure or relief of any
disorder, malady, ailment, or complaint incident to or in

any wise affecting the human body." So far as " entire

drugs " are concerned, the exemption from liability to

stamp duty is contained in the following words (52 Geo. III.,

150) :—" All medicinal drugs whatsoever which shall be

tittered or vended entire without any mixture or compo-
aition with any other drug or ingredient whatsoever by any

surgeon, apothecary, chemist or druggist who hath served

a regular apprenticeship, or by any person who hath served

as a surgeon in the navy or army under any commission or

appointment duly entered at the War Office or Navy Office,

or by any other person whatsoever licensed to sell any of

toe medicines chargeable with a stamp duty."

But there is afurther general exemption of " all mixtures,

compositions, or preparations whatsoever mixed or com.
poimded with or prepared from medicinal drugs, medicated or

chemical preparations or compositions, or other ingredients

fcearing different denominations, or having different proper-

ties, qualities, victues, or efficacies, which shall be uttered

or vended by any such surgeon, apothecary, chemist, or

druggist as aforesaid {i.e., ' who hath served a regular

apprenticeship ')•••• the different denominations,

properties, qualities, virtues, and efficacies of which

mixtures, compositions, and preparations as aforesaid are

known, admitted, and approved of in the prevention, cure,

or relief of any disorder, malady, ailment, or complaint

incident to or in anywise affecting the human body, etc.,

etc., etc." Until the proceedings were instituted in the

ammoniated tincture of quinine case, the extent to

which this exemption applies practically had never

been defined. Mr. Alpb was of opinion that its appli-

cability is small ; but as has been pointed out in the

Journal, the statement given by him as a reason for that

opinion—viz., that the exemption "does not take any

medicine out of the general charge of duty that would

otherwise fall within the charge "—did not appear to be

sufficient, especially as Mr. Alpe admitted that the exemp-

tion is " the converse of the general charge of duty," and

that "it indicates the classes of preparations that were not

intended to be taxed." It remained to be shown what
those preparations were and the question was asked in the

Journal :— Do common household remedies and Pharma-
copoeia preparations, such as tincture of rhubarb, ipecacu-

anha wine, Dover's powder, chalk mixture, etc., come
within the scope of the exemption as remedies whose
qualities, virtues and efficacies are known, admitted and

approved of ?
"

The uncertainty which prevailed in regard to the

liability of compounded drugs, especially when recom-

mended for the relief of any disorder for which they are

approved remedies, has now been largely dispelled by the

judgment reported at page 630. The effect of that

judgment, generally speaking, is that chemists and druggists

who have served a regular apprenticeship can sell, without

liability to stamp duty, most of the medicinal preparations

of the B.P., and possibly many others, with a recom-

mendation for the prevention, cure, or relief of cer-

tain ailments. According to Mr. Justice Wills,

the liability to stamp duty still remains if the

original owner or first vendor of the preparation has

advertised it as possessing remedial qualities. If, however,

the article is compounded of drugs or chemicals as to which

there is no secret ; if it is in no sense a proprietary or patent

medicine, but is the common property of all the world

;

if the first maker or vendor has never advertised it as a

specific or as possessing remedial properties, and it is made
up or sold by a duly qualified person, it is exempt from
duty. The whole scheme of the Acts appeared to Mr. -

Justice Wills to strike with chargeability medicines im-

ported from abroad and medicines which particular persons

can make to the exclusion of others. He said :
" Where a

specific name affords any substantial recommendation and
gives any value to the article, there is sure to be some per-

son who can prevent other people from using the same
name for his compound. The same may be said of secret

preparations, proprietary and patent medicines, and as the

advertisement or public recommendation as a curative agent

is to stamp the article with chargeability, it is reasonable to

conclude that the makers, vendors, or proprietors, upon the

fact of advertisement or recommendation by whom the

future as well as the present chargeability is to depend;'
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must be persons who can exercise a choice as to whether the

article shall or shall not be put upon the market with

accompaniments or accessories which will make it for

ever afterwards Uable to duty." The fact that the only

persons who are to pay the duties are those by whom the

article shall be first sold, and that they are to pay the

duties before the articles are first sold, was considered by

the judges to point strongly in the same direction, and

they added that if the respondent must be considered the

" first vendor " because he was the first person to sell the

mixture in a shape in which it could be taxable—that is,

with a label recommending it—the result would be that

the exemption never could take effect at all, for no case

could come within it except cases which the taxing enact-

ment did not hit. The appeal was therefore dismissed with

costs, and Mr. Glyn-Jones is cordially congratulated upon

the result. There may be other pharmacists who view the

matter from a similar standpoint to Mr. Leo Atkixson

(see p. 626), but time alone can prove how far the pessi-

mistic opinions expressed by the latter are justified.

THE SALE OF NOSTRUMS.

The report of the Departmental Committee on Poisons

has recently been the subject of comment in an editorial

article in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, a

periodical published at Boston, Massachusetts. It is re-

called that from 1887 to 1896 the law in that State limiting

the sale of poisons was in many respects similar to that

existing in this country. In 1896, however, the active

interference of a certain " Patent Medicine Trust " was

able to secure the enactment of an amendment providing

for the exemption of both patent and proprietary

medicines from the action of the law. During

the present session the subject of the unrestricted

sale of certain poisonous proprietary articles has again been

raised, particularly in connection with certain dangerous

coemetics. The State Board of Health was consequently

asked to I'eport what legislation it considered necessary for

the protection of the public. Numerous proprietary

articles were collected and analysed, and many were

found actually to contain dangerous poisons. The Board of

Health has therefore recommended that the law relating

to the sale of poisonous proprietary medicines, which was

in force prior to 1896, would, if re-enacted, provide a

greater degree of public protection than is possible under

existing statutes.

The body which was instrumental in securing the

exemption of proprietary articles from the requirements of

the Massachusetts Poison Laws has an imitator in this

country, a body at Liverpool rejoicing in the elaborate title,

in itself a misnomer, of the •' Patent Medicine Vendors'

Defence Association, Ltd." That Association exists, as its

officials do not scruple to admit, solely for the defence of

the interests of the proprietor and vendor of poisonous

nostrums. Prospective alteration in the Pharmacy Acts has

stimulated the Association to activity, and the present is

evidently regarded as a favourable occasion for the issue

broadcast of a pathetic wail for subscriptions. An appeal,

printed in large type on paper of gaudy hue, which has

been sent to numerous " drug-store " proprietors, grocers,

and herbalists, is couched in the following terms :

—

" An appeal 1 To all patent medicine vendors, drug
store proprietors, herbalists, and others, whose inte-

rests are now seriously threatened, we now ask fo^

your immediate support in your own interests, and to

strengthen the hands of this Association to effectively

carry out the plan of campaign against the monopo-
lists. The new Pharmacy Bill and additions to the

Poison Schedules are the orders of the day, but we are

in close touch with all the opposing societies, Membere
of Parliament, and Parliamentary Agents, who are

watching your uiterests, and, at an early date, we shall

circularise the House of Commons on your behalf.

Therefore it will be obvious to you that financial

assistance is absolutely necessary."

With this appeal is circulated a number of pamphlets

giving some amusing information as to past work of the

Association. Great credit is taken for the successful defence

of " our member, W. H. Delve, Esq., of Manchester," a.

grocer who escaped conviction in 1893 on a point of law.

Another time, " through our solicitors' efforts, two actions

were adjourned several times "
; not a very great

triumph, it might be thought. A cleverly-worded sentence

is that in which the scheduling of carbolic acid is.

referred to :
—" We also .... presented a petition to

the Privy Council in regard to the action of the Pharma-

ceutical Society in endeavouring to place carbolic acid

within Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act, which viTas

successful." The nostrum-mongers' association seems to

think that this heroic deed should be of great help in

attracting subscriptions.

In another circular, issued by the Association, it is

stated that in six years "203 (out of 352) penalties

were levied for selling proprietary medicines which

are in constant demand, and which it is absurd to

treat as poisons." It may be supposed that the meaning,

of this is that the " patent medicine vendors
'"'

consider it " absurd-" to take precautions—for that is the

real meaning of the phrase, " to treat as poisons "—when
selHng any proprietary medicine containing poison. The docu-

ment also states that the " 25,(XX) patent medicine licence

holders maintain that they are as qualified" to sell these pre-

parations—which it is, of course, absurd to treat as poisons

—as are the 8,OCX) chemists and druggists spread over Great

Britain. The fact that most of the chemists and druggists

in Great Britain are licence holders is carefully ignored, and

it is ungrammatically asserted that "these figures needs

no comment." Drug-store proprietors, herbalists, etc.,

are requested in the circular to send to the offices of

the Association the labels now used for such substances?

as " Pyrogallic Bichromate " —whatever that may mean

—

nitric and hydrochloric acids, which the Pharmaceutical

Society is falsely alleged to be attempting to schedule, ani

other substances, " inasmuch as some of the evidence givei>

before the Committee [on Poisons] is totally inaccurate

and misleading, with regard to the distribution of the

above substances by drug dealers." The circular, through-

out which a delightful disregard for grammar and accuracy

is shown, concludes with the statement that " it should be

noted that acetanilidum and its preparations have beea

proposed to be scheduled by the Pharmaceutical Society,

and now only awaits {sic) confirmation by His Majesty's

Privy Council. This will set up another monopoly , . . .

in Kaputine headache powders well-known to the trade atf

'
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an absolutely safe remedy." Most people will doubtless

prefer to rely upon the opinion of Dr. Hubbard, and that

of Dr. Wynn Westcott and other cotoners, as to whether

antifebrin is an absolutely safe remedy, rather than trust to

the ipse dixit of "the trade," or even of so doubtfully im-

partial and indisputably ignorant a person as the writer of

the circular under notice.

DISCRETION IN PRESCRIBING.

A CORRESPONDENT of the LoMcet makes suggestions for

ensuring that prescriptions shall be used only as the pre-

acriber intends, and by those for whom the medicine has

originally been ordered. He instances the habit of some

general practitioners of sending all prescriptions to a certain

chemist, with whom arrangements are made that these

shall be copied out and retained, no charge being made to

the patient by the chemist, and no prescription ever

repeated except by an order from the medical man. " The

plan works well for all concerned, and is not very

costly to the medical man, and yet well worth

the chemist's while. If necessary the chemist will send

the medicine." It may be asked whether the Lancet's

correspondent is really so innocent as he seems as to the

true nature of many such arrangements. The plan works

well enough for the prescriber, who charges the patient two

shillings or so for the medicine, while the chemist, who

prepares and sends it out, receives sometimes as much as

sixpence. The chemist only enters into such an arrange-

ment on the "half-loaf " principle, and because otherwise he

would not be able to get any dispensing to do at all. Where
" ordinary " prescribing is done, as by the consultant, it is

suggested, in the letter under notice, that the letters s. q. n.

(sine quibus non) should be added to the prescription. "An
out-of-date prescription could not then be made up for any

one presenting it except, of course, at the chemist's own risk,

and to do so would come to be regarded as ' unprofessional

'

dispensing—in reality, illicit prescribing. If a consultant

,sees a patient sent to him by his medical attendant, the

prescription should be sent to the latter, not given recklessly

to the patient himself." To the last quoted suggestions no

reasonable exception can be taken, but the hope may be ex-

pressed that an " arrangement " such as that already

alluded to may similarly come to be regarded as an un-

professional or illicit act on the part of the medical man.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER.

The Annual Dinner Committee has arranged for a

selection of vocal music by the Court Quartette to be given

on the occasion of the dinner at the Whitehall Rooms on

Tuesday, May 19. The following members of Parliament

have expressed their intention of being present if possible :

—

Mr. Lough, Mr. Marshall Hall, Mr. J. Henniker Heaton,

Mr. A. Osmond Williams, Mr. Remnant, Mr. Scurrah

Eandles, and Mr. J. L. Wanklyn. The dinner this year

promises to be of a specially representative character, and

among the guests will be a number of prominent pharma-

cists in their ofl&cial capacities as Presidents of Local Asso-

ciations. Application for tickets, one guinea each, should

be addressed to the Honorary Secretary to the Dinner

Committee without delay, as it will not be possible to

«eser\ e seats after May 16.

PREVENTION OF DISEASES OF FRUIT TREES.

A Bill has been introduced into the House of Commons
by Sir James Rankin (Leominster) to provide for the eradi-

cation of diseases and injurious insects from fruit trees ia

nursery gardens. The Bill provides for the establishment
of a special department of horticulture and pomology to

form part of the Board of Agriculture, and of a board of

advice for the purpose of assisting in the work of the de-

partment. It is proposed that this board of advice should

be composed of officials of the Board of Agriculture, repre-

sentatives of fruit growers, and nurserymen, with a paid

State entomologist of practical experience in horticultural

science. The special duties of the board of advice would
be, among others, to advise as to the treatment to be

adopted for the prevention and cure of diseases affecting

trees and plants, and the extirpation of injurious insects in-

fecting them.

LEAD POISONING IN EARTHENWARE WORKS.

From a return compiled by the Home Office for the

House of Commons on the subject of lead poisoning in

earthenware and china works, it appears that both the

number and proportion of such cases are lessening con-

siderably every year. Thus, the number of lead poisoning

cases reported among workers in this industry decreased

from 249 in 1899, to 200 in 1900, while in 1902 the figures

had fallen to 87. Similarly, the proportion of cases, which

was 3'9 per hundred persons employed in 1899, was only

1'4 per cent, last year. The proportion of women affected

is more than double that of men. Corresponding figures are

also given of the number of cases of lead poisoning for all

other industries under the Factory and Workshops Act,

This return also shows a very satisfactory diminution,

namely from 1,009 four years ago to 721 last year. The
number of deaths, and the severity of the sj'mptoms among
the non-fatal cases, have also undergone a sensible reduction.

THE RIGHT HON. R. W. HANBURY.

The death of the President of the Board of Agriculture

has come as a great shock to members of the House of

Commons, and indeed to the whole country. A melan-

choly interest attaches to the recollection of the late

Minister's sympathy with chemists and druggists, as shown

by his readiness to meet a deputation from the Preston and

Blackpool Chemists' Associations on the subject of the

Pharmacy Bill and the Report of the Committee on Poisons.

It is much to be hoped that the late President's successor

at the Board of Agriculture may be a man of as broad a

mind and as strong a character as Mr. Hanbury himself.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

We are asked by Mr. W. Atkins, Hon. Secretary of the

Newcastle-on-Tyne and District Chemists' Association, to

direct the attention of all members of the Pharmaceutical

Society in that district to the notice (see Inset) of a special

meeting which will be held in the Hotel Metropole, New-

castle, on Wednesday evening next.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

The Sale of B.P. Medicines by Cliemists.

Farmer v. Glyn-Jones.

On Friday, April 24, 1903, in delivering the unEtnimons con-

(sidered judgment of the Lord Chief Justice and Justices Wills

and Channell in the above case, which was heard some time

ago (see ante. p. 503), Mr. Justice Wills said: The appellant

is an officer of Inland Revenue ; the respondent is a registered

chemist and druggist, holding a licence for the sale of medi-

cines liable to 'dluty under tie Medicine Stamp Duty Acts. The
respondent sold, on April 8, 1902, to an olticer of the Inland

Revenue, a bottle with a label affixed, containing the following

words :
" Ammoniated tincture of quinine. A well-known and

highly-recommended remedy for influenza and colds." It had,

however, no stamp.
Recapitulatory.

Proceedings were taken by the appellant against the respon-

dent under 52 Geo. III., c. 150, s. 2, for selling this bottle

without a stamp. The magistrate dismissed the summons,
being of opinion that no stamp was necessary. The appellant

has prosecuted the present appeal by way of a case stated

under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts—20 and 21 Vic, c. 43,

e. 2, and 42 and 43 Vic, c. 49, s. 33, and the rules made under
the latter Act. Section 2 of 52 Geo. III., c 150, provides
" that if any person or persons, whether licensed or not, shall

utter, vend, or expose to sale, or ^offer to keep ready for sale,

whether for foreign or home consumption, or buy or receive or

keep for the purpose of selling by retail, either on his, her,

or their own account, or on the account or behalf of any other
person or persons, any packet, box, bottle, pot, phial, or other
inclosure containing any of the drugs, herbs, oils, waters,

essences, tinctures, pills, powders, preparations or composi-
tions mentioned or set forth in the schedule annexed to this

Act, without a paper cover, wrapper or label," pursuant to

44 Geo. III., c. 98, or 42 Geo. III., c. 56, "duly stamped for

denoting the duty charged on such packet, box, bottle," etc.,
" being properly and sufficiently pasted, stuck, fastened, or

affixed thereto, so, and in such manner, as that such packet,
box," etc., "cannot be opened and the contents poured out or

taken therefrom without tearing such stamped cover, wrapper,
or label, so as to prevent its oeing made use of again, then
and in such case the person or persons offending " shall be
liable to a penalty of £10.
The schedule begins with a list of about 600 named powders,

pills, essences, tinctures, lozenges, and preparations of every
description, including " foreign medicines of all kinds except
drugs," and provides as follows: "And also all other pills,

powders, lozenges, tinctures," etc., "medicated herbs and
waters, chemical and officinal preparations whatsoever, to be
used or applied externally or internally as medicines or medica-
ments for the prevention, cure, or relief of any disorder or

complaint incident to or in any wise affecting the human body,
made, prepared, uttered, vended or exposed to sale by any
person or persons whatsover, wherein " (a) " the person making,
preparing, uttering, vending or exposing to sale, the same
hath or claims to have any occult secret or art for the making
or preparing the same, or " such person " hath or claims to

Lave " {b) " any exclusive right or title to the making or pre-

paring the same, or " (c) " which have at any time heretofore
been, now are, or shall hereafter be prepared, uttered, vended
or exposed to sale under the authority-of any letters patent
under the Great Seal, or " (d) " which have at any time here-

tofore been, nor are, or shall hereafter be by any public

notice or advertisement or by any written or printed papers
or handbills or by any label or words written or printed,

affixed to, or delivered with any packet, box, bottle," etc.,
" containing the same, held out or recommended to the public
by the makers, vendors or proprietors thereof as no-strums or
proprietary medicines, or as specifics or as beneficial to the
prevention, cure, or relief of any distemper, malady, ailment,

disorder or complaint incident to or in any wise affecting the

human body." The schedule continues as follows :
" Special ex-

emptions," of which the first is " All drugs named or contained in
the book of rates . . . referred to by the Act of Tonnage and
Poundage" of 12 Charles II., "and in another book of rates"
referred to by the Act of II Geo. I., c. 7

;
secondly, all drugs

" uttered or vended entire without any mixture or composition
with any other drug or ingredient whatsoever by any surgeon,
apothecary, chemist, or druggist," or other person duly qualified

as therein specified ; thirdly—and this is the part of the exemp-
tions more especially material in the present case

—
" all mix-

tures, compositions, or preparations whatsoever, mixed or com-
pounded with or prepared from medicinal drugs, medicated or
chemical preparations," etc., " bearing different denominations
or having different properties, qualities," etc., "which shall be
uttered or vended by any such surgeon, apothecary, chemist, or

1 druggi.st," or other such person, " as aforesaid, the different

denomination properties," etc, " of which mixtures," etc., " are
known and approved of in the preservation, cure, or relief of

any disorder, malady," etc., "affecting the human body, and
wherein " (a) " the person mixing, compounding, preparing,

uttering, or vending, the same hath not nor claims to have any
occult secret or art for the mixuig, compounding," etc., "the
same, nor "

(6)
" hath no clainis to have any exclusive rfght or

title to the mixing, conifpounding," etc., " of the same, and which
mixtures," etc. ,

" have not been, are not, nor shall hereafter

be prepared, uttered, vended, or exposed to sale under the

authority of any Letters Patent under the Great Seal, nor at

any time heretofore have been now, are, or shall hereafter be

by any public notice, advertisement, or by any written or printed

papei s or handbills, or by any labels or words written or printed

and affixed to or delivered with any such packet, box, bottle,"

etc., "held out or recommended to the public by the owners,

proprietors, makers, compounders, original or first vendors

thereof, as nostrums or proprietary medicines, or as specifics or

as beneficial for the prevention, cure, or relief, of any sucb

distemper, malady, ailment or complaint as aforesaid."

Findings.

It is found in the case (1) that ammoniated tincture of quinine

is a mixture of medicinal di-ugs, bearing different denomina-
tions, and having different .properties

; (2) That the aomnoniated
tincture of quinine—the subject of the present enquiry—was pre-

pared in accordance with a formula published in the British

Pharmacopoeia of 1898, and that the letters "B.P." upon the

label were mteuded to indicate that it was so prepared ; (3)

that the denominations, properties, qualities, virtues, and
efficacies of ammoniated tincture of quinine, are known, ad-

mitted, and approved of in the prevention, cure and relief of

influenza and colds, and that influenza and colds are ailments

affecting the human body ; (4) That the respondent has not and
does not claim to have any occult secret or art for, nor any ex-

clusive right or title to the mixing, compounding, or preparing

or vending of ammoniated tincture of quinine ; (5) That it has

not been, nor is prepared or sold under the authority of any
Letters Patent under the Great Seal

; (6) That the respondent
is not the originator of ammoniated tincture of quinine. It was
first introduced as a medicine several years ago, and is in

general use, and in general sold by chemists throughout the
country. The ammoniated tincture of quinine, the sale of which
gave rise to this case, was bought by the respondent from the-

wholesale chemists who compounded it, and who sold it without
any such label as the respondent used, and without any recom-

mendation of any kind
; (7) Except that the label in que.stioa

was affixed by the respondent, the owners, proprietors, makers,
compounders, original or first vendors of ammoniated tincture

of quinine, never held it out or recommended it to the public

by any public notice or advertisement, or by any written or

printed papers or handbills, or by any label or words written

or printed and affixed to or delivered with any packet, box,

bottle, etc., containing the same as a nostrum or proprietary

medicine, or as a specific or as beneficial for the iprevention, cure,

or relief of any distemper, malady, ailment, or complaint inci-

dent to, or in any wise affecting the human body, and tie
persons aforesaid have not nor claim to hav^e, any jnore than
tlie respondent hmiself, any occult secret or art for the mixing,
compounding, or preparing the said tincture, nor any exclusive

right or title to the mixing, compounding, or preparing, or to

the vending of the same, nor was it ever prepared, uttered,

vended, or exposed to sale under the authority of any Letters'

Patent under the Great Seal.
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OwNEK, Makek, or First Vendor Liable.
Unless, therefore, the respondent, by affixing the label in

question, has brought himself within the description con-
tained in the last .portion of the " special exemptions " of the
schedule to 52 Greo. lU., c. 150, and is the "owTier, proprietor,

maker, compounder, original or first vendor thereof," the
tincture he has sold falls in every respect within the " special

exemption," the tinctures so sold and the bottle containing it,

I ought to add. The difficulty is to ascertain who are the per-
sons meant in the " special exemptions " by the '' owners, pro-
prietors, makers, compounders, original or first vendors there-
of"

—

i.e., of the "mixtures, compositions, or preparations"
to which the clause refers ; for it is clear that such words as
"makers, compounders," cannot refer to the immediate ante-
cedent, which includes "bottle," "pot," and "phial," their
application to which would ibe absurd. Great light seems to
be thrown upon this question by the words " at any time here-
tofore have been, now are, or shall hereafter be . . . held
out or recommended to the public" as beneficial for curative
purposes. Then it is' iplain that, whoever the owner, proprie-
tor, etc., within the meaning of this part of the section may be,
if he once issues an advertisement or affixes a label containing
a recMnmendation of the preparation as of curative efficacy, the
subject-miatter of ^uch advertisement or recommendation, or
rather of the bottle, etc., containing it, is affected with a per-
petual liability to stamp duty. This consideration alone seems
sufficient to show that a retail chemist who buys in the ordinary
course of business an article which, till it got into his hands,
was within the exemption cannot be within the designation of
"owner, proprietor, eta," of the preparation. Indeed, the
Solicitor-General was driven to the argument that " o\TOer,
proprietor " referred to the la.st antecedent, and meant owner,
etc., of each (particular bottle or phial sold. It has been
already shown that that application of the phrase would
make the passage absurd. It cannot be supposed that
the maker of the glass bottle can by any act of his deter-
mine its liability or non-liability to duty when contain-
ing a substance which he could have no object in puffing,
and which the owner of the bottle and the substance coufd
not prevent him from puffing if he were so minded. Thus far
we have dealt only with the very words of the exemption itself.
It is de.sirable, however, to go more deeply into the matter and
see whether the view expressed is consistent with and borne out
l^y the rest of the legislation upon the subject. We may start
with the Act of 42 Geo. III. , c. 56, because that Act recited that
the earlier Act (25 Geo. III., c. 79) had been much evaded, and
repeated not only the former duties, but all powers and authori-
ties contained in that and any subsequent Acts for levying and
collecting the same. Section 2 of 42 George III., c. 56,
granted ad valorem dutie.s on every "packet, box, bottle,"
etc. (using the same language in that respect as the Act of 52
Geo. ni.), "containing any drags, herbs, pills," etc., " or other
preparation or composition whatsoever used or to be used ex-
ternally or internally as medicines or medicaments for tlie

prevention, cure, or relief of any disorder . . . affecting
the human body." The duties were the same in amount as
those now chargeable. Section 3 provided that the duties
should be payable by the "owners and proprietors or makers
and compounders or original and first vendors " of such drugs,
etc., "or other preparations or compo.sitions laforesaid, and"
" should be charged upon and paid in respect of every packet,
box, bottle," etc., " with any such contents as afore.said " before
the same should be first sold by or delivered out of the
custody or possession of the owners, proprietors, makers, com-
pounders, original or first vendors thereof for sale either
wholesale or retail, either for foreign or home consumption or
otherwise, and before the same " should " in any way be uttered,
vended ... or exposed for sale, or offered or" kept ready
for sale, and not in bulk, in any shop, hous:e, or other place bv
any such owner, proprietor, etc., or any person on his behalf."
This is still the law. The 4th and 5th sections contained ex-
ceptions closely resembling, if not identical with, those now
appearing as " special exemptions," and provided by Section 4
that nothing in the Act shall extend to charge any drug or
drugs named in the two books of rates referred to in the Acts
of 12 Charles 11., c. 4. and 11 Geo. I., c. 7, nor any medicinal
drug unmixed and sold by a regular surgeon, apothecary, etc.,

nor (Section 5) "any mixtures, compositions," etc., compounded
with " ingredients bearing different denominations or having
different properties, qualities," etc., uttered or sold by any

surgeon, apothecary, etc., " as aforesaid the different denomina-
tions, properties," etc., "of which mixtures," etc., "are
known " and proved as curative " and wherein the person mix-
ing, comj)ounding," etc., " the same hath not nor claims to
have any occult' process "or "exclusive right or title to tha
mixing," etc., "and which . , , have not been, are not,

nor hereafter shall be prepared, uttered," etc., under "Letters
Patent under the Great Seal, nor at any time heretofore hava
been, now are, or shall be by any publick notice," etc., "held
out or recommended " as curative " by the owners, proprietors,

makers, compounders, original or first vendors thereof." It
seems impossible to doubt that the "owners, proprietors," etc.,

here (Section 5) designated are the same persons as those men-
tioned in Section 3 as the persons who are to pay the duties,

before they put the wares into circulation ; and it surely must
be for them to say whether or not they will, by advertising it

as possessing curative properties, at once obtain the advantage
of such advertisement, and subject the article at once and for

all time to the disadvantage of having to pay duty. Sections.

8 and 10 of the same Act require " persons making, compound-
ing, preparing, uttering, vending, or exposing to sale, or keep-

ing ready for sale any such drugs," etc., "or any packets,

boxes, bottles," etc., "with any such contents as aforesaid

which are subject to the duties " to take out licences and t»

procure from the Commissioners of Stamps covers, wrappers, or
labels, to be affixed to the packets, boxes, etc., in which tha
dutiable articles are sold. Section 19, in order to obviate doubts
on the subject, provides that all articles enumerated in the
Schedule to the Act shall be dutiable, and all similar articles,

and also all preparations wherein the person preparing, selling,

etc., the same has or claims a secret process or exclusive right,

or articles prepared, etc., under Letters [Patent, which hereto-

fore have been, now are, or shall be advertised in any way as

curative by the makers, vendors or proprietors thereof, and the
persons uttering or selling the same shall be charged with the

duties imposed on licences. It will be observed that this Sec-

tion, though giving an extensive application to substances or

articles to be charged with the duty, makes no change as to the

persons who are to pay the duties, and that the incidence, so

far as relates to persons, is still regulated by Section 3. The
importance of this remark is emphasised by the fact that the

Section does enlarge the class of persons required to take out

licences. Seeing that by Section 3 the duties imposed by the

Act are to be paid by the " owners and proprietors or makers
and compounders or original and first vendors " of the dutiable

articles, and that if they are once so advertised by the makers,

vendors and proprietors they become permanently affected with

duty, it cannot toe doubted that notwithstanding the difference

of language, the " makers, vendors or proprietors " mean the

same persons as those designated by the fuller phrase of
" owners and proprietors or makers and compounders of

original and first vendors " of the drugs or preparations. By
43 Geo. in., c. 73, the Act of 42 Geo. III. was amended. By
Section 1 an amended and enlarged Schedule (like

the former schedule, only a list of specific prepara-

tions made by the Act specifically liable to duty)

was substituted for the former Schedule. By Sec-

tion 2 it was provided that any person who should

receive from any proprietor, compounder, or original or firsfi

vendor (a phrase obviously meant to have the same scope as-

the longer phrase in Section 3 of the Act of 52 Geo. III.)—or

any agent of such person—any article subject to dutv, for the

purpose of selling again without the proper label affixed, and
who shall not within ten days either return the article to the

person from whom he received it, or give information to the
Commissioners, should be liable to a fine, thus obviously

carrying out. the idea that the duties were to be paid by the

person who first put the article into circulation. The frame-

work of these Acts was altered by the Act of 44 Geo. III.,

c. 98. which repealed all the duties under the care of the Com-
missioners of Stamps of every description, but preserved the

machinery for incidence and collection. It brought together

all such duties in two schedules, A and B. each of which is

headed " Stamp Duties." The duties now in question are in

Schedule B, under the head " Medicines." and impose upon
every packet, box, bottle, etc.. containing any drugs, etc., or
other preparation or composition used or to be used exter-

nally or internally as medicines or medicaments, etc., uttered

or vended in Great Britain, the same ad valorem duties as
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before, ending with a duty of one pound upon every packet,
box, bottle, etc., which, with its contents, should exceed the
value of 50s. It continues with a schedule (with this Schedule
B) of .some hundreds of specified articles and collects, first all

Ihe pi'evious general descriptions of dutiable articles, and then
the exceptions under the title of " Special Exemptions." Ex-
cept in a few matters of description and arrangement of no
.assistance in construing the Acts, it is indistinguishable from
the schedule to the amending Act, 52 Geo. III., c. 150, and it

'js only noticed as showing how and when the legislation im-
posing the duties took the form of a schedule embodying both
incidence and exemptions.

Chemists and Druggists Specially Privileged.
The duties are still payable under Section 3 of 42 Geo.

311. by the " owners or proprietors or makers and com-
pounders or original or first vendors " of the prepara-
tions, the obligation of the retail dealer being, if he
receives any dutiable article—and it will be dutiable, and
dutiable for ever, if the original owner of the prepara-
tion has once advertised it as possessing remedial quali-
ties—to return it to its vendor or to inform the Cbmmis-
>sioners. If, however, the article is compounded of drugs or
t;hemicals as to which there is no .secret either of denomina-
tion, quality, efficacy, or mode of manufacture ; if it is in no
sense a proprietary or patent medicine ; if the person who
-originally introduced it to the public is not and no person has
become the owner and proprietor, not of the bottle or box or
jar in which the compound is sold, but of the mixture or com-
pound itself, so that it is not the common property of all the
world, and has never advertised it as a specific or as possess-

ing remedial properties ; and if it is made up or sold by a
duly qualified person, it is exempt from duty. In short, the

description in Section 3 of 42 Ge». III. of tlie persons charge-

able with the duty, that of persons recommending it by adver-

tisement, label, or other like means as curative in the portion

of the schedule of 52 George III. which affects it with duty,

and tlie description of the person by whom it must not have been
"SO advertised if it is to escape duty contamed in the " special

•exemptions," though in somewhat different words, all mean
"the same thing. The whole scheme of the Acts appears to be

"to strike with chargeability medicines imported from abroad
a.nd medicines which particular persons can make to the exclu-

sion of othea-s. The long list in the schedule consists of articles

«f this nature. Where a specific name affords any substantial

recommendation and gives any value to the article, there is

sure to be some person who can prevent other people from
using the same name for his compound. The same may be

eaid of secret preparations, proprietary and patent medicines,

and as the advertisement or public recommendation as a cura-

tive agent is to stamp the article with chargeability, it is

reasonable to conclude that the makers, vendors, or proprie-

tors, upon the fact of advertisement or recommendation by
whom the future as well as the present chargeability is to

depend, must be persons who can exerci.'e a choice as to

whether the article shall or shall not be put upon the market
•with accompaniments or accessories which will make it for

•ever afterwards liable to duty. The fact that the persons, the

only persons, who are to pay the duties are those by whom
the article shall be first sold, and that they are to pay the

duties before the articles are first sold, points strongly in the

isame direction. We may add that, if we were to adopt the

•Solicitor-Generars argument that the respondent must be con-

sidered the "first vendor thereof" because he was the first

person to sell the mixture in a shape in which it could be

taxable—that is, with a label recommending it—the result

Tvould be that the exemption never could take effect at all, for

no case could come within it, except cases which the taxing

enactment did not hit. The article sold by the respondent

seems to us to have been sold by a person and under condi-

tions which bring it within the " special exemptions," and this

appeal must therefore be dismissed with costs.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Methylated Soap Liniment.

On Tuesday, April 28, 1905, at the Clerkenwell Police Court.

lEhe case of Boots Cash Chemists, Limited, v. Cowling came

before Mr. D'Eyncourt as the result of the judgment in the
Divisional Court (see ante, page 504).

Mr. D'Eyncourt said that he thought it was desirable he
should know what the issue was before the evidence was brought
before him.

Mr. F. W. Beck (for the company) said that the High Court
had sent the case back definitely for evidence u])on the question
of a conunercial standard, and that the Court held that the case

of Dickens v. Randerson did not go so far as to preclude

evidence of a commercial standard apart from the Pharma-
copoeia. He would confine his evidence strictly to the question

of a commercial standard.

Mi. D'Eyncourt said that it would be necessary first to estab-

lish the existence of a commercial standard. Assuming that

this was established, it would then be necessary to prove that

there was an article known in the trade as soap liniment which
was different from that compounded in the Pharmacopctia.
Supposing this was established?

Mr. Beck said he would contend that methylated soap lini-

ment was so well known in the trade that persons applying for
" soap liniment " expected to get the article made with methy-
lated spirit, especially when sold at the price of 2d. per fluid

ounce. He would confine his evidence to that point, because

there could be no projudice to the purchaser if he got what he

might be reasonably expected to get.

Mr. Bramall argued that the Court did not say that the case

of Dickens v. Randerson was not a good authority, and that

when a drug is in the Pharmacopceia, and when it is asked for

by its Pharmacopceia name, it is reasonable to suppose that

that is what is wanted. He also reserved the right to call

rebutting evidence if he thought it necessary.

Mr. D'Eyncourt fixed, provisionally, the afternoons of May 12

and 13 for hearing the evidence.

Pharmacy and Debtors Acts.

Committal Order at Liverpool.

At the Liverpool County Court on Tiiesday last, his Honour
Judge Shand heard an application by Mr. C. E. Nield, solicitor,

on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, for

an order of commitment to prison of Wyatt Barford, an unquali-

fied assistant in the employment of W. Jones and Co.
,
chemists,

159, Strand Road, Bootle, for having disobeyed an order of the

Court made on August 11 last, whereby it was adjudged that

the Pharmaceutical Society recover from him a penalty of £5
and costs for having sold poison, contrary to the provisions of

the Pharmacy Act, 1868. It was ordered that the amount with

costs be paid by instalments of 5s. a month. Since that date,

however, he had only paid three instalments, and he was now
in default to the extent of 25s.

Barfoot, on being called into the box, stated that he would
in future pay the instalments regularly, but he had not been

able to do so hitherto.

Mr. Nield asked •that the committal order should be made on

the understanding that it would not be enforced so long as

the payments were regularly made. The Society did not wish

to press unduly hard on the young man, and he (Mr. Nield)

would be content if the order were so made.
The Judge : You say you will go on paying it now?
The Defendant : Yes, sir ; I will try.

The Judge : Whatever happens, you must pay this regularly.

(To Ml'. Nield) : Do you want me to make a committal order

and suspend it?

Mr. Nield : Yes, sir.

The Judge : Do you agree to that—that there shall be an
order of attachment, and you must pay 5s. a month.
The Defendant : Would you make it 4s. ?

Mr. Nield intimated that he would not object to the reduc-

tion with the promise that the 4s. a month would be paid

regularly so that the order of commitment need not be enforced.

Iodoform Poisoning.—A. H. Muir reports a case where,
during the progress of an operation, more than half-an-ounce of

iodoform dropped into a cavity in the thigh of a patient. More
than a day afterwards, the patient had a rigor, the tempera-
ture rising to 104°, and vomited several times. Quinine and
brandy were administered, and the patient gradually recovered.

—Lancet, 1 64, 960.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsioNAi. Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaoeutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Information Required.—A correspondent asks for the ad-

dress of the British agents of Messrs. lorj- and Eaton, makers
of cupels.

Will.—The estate of the late Mr. W. R. Fox, chemist and
druggist, Bethnal Green, who died on January 10 last, has been
sworn at the gross value of £40,232. The net personalty
amounted to £12,578.

Society of Chemical Industry.—The next meeting of the
London Section will he helcl at the rooms of the diemical
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, on Monday, May 4,

when Dr. Julius Leiwkowitsch, F.I.C., will read a paper
entitled " Problems in the Fat Industiy." The meeting is to
commence at 8 p.m.

Tlie Metric System in Prescriptions. -It is suggested in
the Polyclinic that the General Medical Council should autho-
rise the presentation of the doses in the British Pharmacopoeia in

metric terms—^placing, if this is deemed necessary, the present
terms as alternatives, though of inferior precedence—and " text-

books, lectures, students, prescribers and dispensers " will

follow. The writer considers that by the omission of metric
doses from th« 1898 Pharmacopcsia a great opportunity was
lost for helping forward the use of the metric system in me'dicine
and pharmacy.

Tlie Prescribing of Tabloids.—A medical man has written
to the Lancet calling attention to the dangers of self-medica-
tion with powerful drags following on the prescribing by
physicians of such medicaments in the form of compressed
ta'bloid's. "If the medical attendant ds so foolish as to order
a bottle of tabloids for any particular patient, he may rest

assured that his patient will in future 'prescribe for himself,
and cease to trouble liis medical adviser. . . If we cannot
write prescriptions in the orthodox way, it is high time we
ceased to exist as a profession.''

Nottingham Chamber of Commerce.—At a meeting of the
Nottingham Chamber of Commerce, on Tuesday night, 28th
ult., Mr. F. Acton, J.P., Chairman of the Parliamentary
Bills Conomittee, drew attention to the Pharmacy BUI, and
suggested that, while supporting the general principle of the
Bill, the Chamber should express its dbjection to Section 7,

dealing with the appointment of chemists only as directors. It

was absurd, he said, that in isuch cases as Boots, Limited, where
an immense number of shops all over the country were con-
cerned, it should be enacted that all the directors should be
registered under the Pharmacy Acts. Mr. G. Wigley sup-
ported the suggestion, which was agreed to.

A Greeic Doctor's Medicine.—At an inquest in the Kensing-
ton Coroner's Court, a list was enumerated of medicines pre-

scribed for a patient by Mi-. H. M. Dakhyl, a Greek, who had
studied medicine albroad, but has no English qualificatioin. The
drugs included " anti-solerotic plasters " of potassium and
ferrous iodides; "derivative snuff," containing salicylic acid;
" the energetic solution ' for gargling, containing carbolic acid

;

a " compound resolutive syrup " of a mercury salt and potas-
sium iodide, and other medicanes of high-sounding titles.

The charge for the whole, excluding advice, wa^ over a
guinea. The jury expressed the opinion that foreigners should
not be allowed to practise medicine in this country without
examination.

The Ammoniated Quinine Case.—Commenting on the result
of the Inland Revenue's appeal in the Divisional Court, the
Pall Mall Gazette thinks that the conscientious zeal of the
Inland Revenue has run away with its discretion, and that the
case betrayed a disposition to wrest the law beyond its reason-

able interpretation. Upon the principle enunciated by the
Board, " it would seem that bottled ale might be rendered
a patent medicine if the puiblican chose t-o label it as a remedy
for thirst." The Pall Mall Gazette continues that it is very
advisable that in bringing the machinery of the law to bear
upon the private trader a public department should act with a
certain judicial responsibility of its own. The Medical Press
considers that it may be taken as settled that medicines pre-

pared in accordance with the directions contained in the British:

Pharmacopceia can be advertised without contributing to the
revenue.

Fire.—About six o'clock on Tuesday evening a large quantity
of methylated spirit in a thirty-gallon cask in a shed at the

rear of the stores of Mr. E. Jeans, chemist and druggist,-

Embden Street, Moss Side, near Manchester, took fire, la-

close proximity to the spirit were twelve-gallon casks of sweet

oil and turpentine. The methylated spirit created dense flames,,

which speedily set the shed on fire. Mr. Jeans, with the assist-

ance of other members of his establishment, was successful in

getting the oil and turpentine out of danger, but the spirit ancf

the shed were utterly consumed. The local fire brigade arrived'

after the flames had been extinguished. The damage to pro-

perty was not considered serious ;
but, unfortunately, a youth-

on trial as an apprentice, named Joseph Modi, was burnt, and'

had to be placed mider medical care. The fire owes its origin,

Mr. Jeans believes, to the fondness of his errand boy for

cigarettes, which he had lighted in the shed for a quiet smoke-
This lad escaped injury.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.— All the ties in the first

round of the " Hole and Hole " Competition have now beer>

played, and the following is the order of play in the second
round . Ties require to be played by May 9.

Handicap Handicap^
Holes. Holes.

5 . . . . Wm. Lyon against James Stotfc .... 0
4 .... Geo. Lunan „ James Pi«lay .... 2.

0 .... D. S. Philp „ W. G. McNab .... 4

3 .... W. M. Manson „ John Bowman .... 7

10 .... J. G. Robb „ C. F. Henry .... &
6 D. Mason „ D. N. Wylie .... S.

5 . . . . Jas. Finlayson „ P. R. Beattie .... 7
1 .... H. D.Alexander „ Geo. Robertson .... 4
7 . . . . Jas. Anderson „ J. C. Laird .... 3
8 .... G. F.Anderson „ W. B.Cowie .... S
2 T. Miller, a bye.

Unqualified Prescribing in Sheffield.—A woman died at Shef-
field after taking medicine prescribed and dispensed by Miss
Amy Williams, stated to be the iproprietor of a chemist's shop,
but not on the Register of Chemists and Druggists. Although'
at the inquest, as reported in last week's issue, Miss Williams
was exonerated from blame in the matter, a correspondence has
arisen on the subject in the Sheffleld Daily Telegraph. M.r^

Pater, Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society, andi

Mr. Antcliffe, Hon. Secretary of the Sheffield Pharmaceutical
and Chemical Society, have both pointed out that Miss Amy
Williams is not a registered chemist and druggist. An anony-
mous correspondent of the same paper, signing himself " sur-

geon," remarks how eager medical men are to condemn "un-
qualified chemists," and laments that so many members of thei

medical profession in Sheffield dispense their own medicine.
He continues :

" I will say this for the Pharmaceutical Society^
it endeavours, to the best of it-s ability, to protect its associates

and members, as well as the public, from the unqualified
chemist. This at its own expense."

Victoria University, Manchester.—The Manchester and
Liverpool dlianters have heen prepared, and are now awaiting
the final approval of the Privy Council. The charters provide
means by which those who are undergi-aduates can proceed
under the new constitution to their degrees under the same
conditions as at present, and special provision will be made ir»

case the Yorkshire charter is not complete to meet theii*

needs. The draft charter in the case of Manchester provides
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that there shall be included in the University faculties of art,

science, law, medicine, music, and teclinoilqgy, and such other
faculties as may from time to time be constituted. Under this

general provision the University will he able to constitute the

proposed faculty of commerce, and also a faculty of theology,

in favour of which the laJte University Court passed a resolution

:Some time ago. All the old governors of the University except

those who represent the Livei-pool College will continue to be
memlbers of the University Court.. In the case of Leeds the

governors representing the college will 'continue in office until

they secure their charter. It is thought that the Manchester

and Liverpool chai-ters will be granted at the same time.

Bradford Early Closing Movement.—Messrs. J. A. Mitchell

((President), R. H. Marshall, and D. 'S. Priestley (Hon. Secre-

tary), represented the Bradford and District Chemists' Asso-

ciation at a Conference held on Monday last at Bradford, on the

invitation of the Bradford Branch of the Shop Assistants'

Union, to consider the pos.sibility of eai'lier closing. With the

exception of the Shop Assistants' and the Hairdressers' Asso-

tciation's representatives, there was unanimous agreement that

it was impossible to accomplish anything more than had been

done by voluntary effort. It was eventually decided to appoint

a sub-committee consisting of one of the delegates of each of

the bodies represented at the Conference, except the Shop
Assistants, who were to have two representatives, with a view

to concerting measures for a united support for Lord Avebury's
Bill. Mr. MTtchell was appointed to act for tlie chemists on
the Committee.—An important step forward in the movement
for the closing of all shops in Bradford on Sundays, was taken

.at a meeting of the Mmiicipal Sunday Trading Committee on
Tuesday, when it was decided to isSue a circular and a form of

oonsent to all who at present open on Sunday, and thus to make
^ division between those who are willing to comply voluntarily

and those who are not. The circular states that the object of

the Committee is to obtain the closing in a friendly manner.
It is added that a large number of shopkeepers have
already complied as a result of the action of the Com-
mittee, and that all the remainder are willing and glad to

close if there can be general agreement on the subject. By the

form of consent which accomjjanies the circular, the shop-

keeper, if he signs it, agrees to close on Sundays henceforward
from a day to be fixed by the Mayor.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. W. Kirkby, of Manchester, has been elected a Fellow
of the Chemical Society.

Professor Henry G. Greenish has been elected a correspond-
ing member of the Societe de Pharmacie de Paris.

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell was elected secretary of the

.'Zoological Society on Wednesday, receiving 530 votes against

336 recorded for Mr. W. L. Sclater.

Mr. T. Ralph, of High Street, Dover, was erroneously
described in these columns last week as a " chemist and drug-
;gist." Mr. Ralph's name is not on the Register of Chemists
-and Druggists, 1903.

Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J. P., L.CC, presided on Tuesday
Tiight at a public meeting that was held under the auspice.; of

the London Welsh Support Committee at the Queen s Hall,

Xangham Place, in reference to the Penrhyn quarry dispute.

Mr. E. W. Pollard, B.Sc, Ph.C, of Ryde, has won the

prize offered by the University Correspondent for the best list

of corrections and suggestions for Lowson's ' Botany.' Many
•of the suggestions put forward by Mr. Pollard are of interest

to students of pharmacy.

Mr. Robert Reavley, Jarrow-on-Tyne, who passed the Major
Examination a year ago, after studying at the "Square," has

received an appointment as analyst to Messrs. D. Waldie and
Co., chemical manufacturers, Calcutta. Mr. Reavley sails for
India about the end of !May.

Mr. Geo. Jas. Gostling, J.P., C.C. (East Suffolk), Stow-
market, was for the third occasion unanimously re-eletted
Chairman of the Urban District Council, and a third time Vice-
Chairman of the East Stow and Thedwastre Board of Guar-
dians. Mr. Gostling has now sat continuously for twenty
years without a break.

Mr. Wm. Hole (who has represented Messrs. Gilbertsou

and Sons, of London, for many years in the West of England
and South Wales) will still continue to call upon his friends

in those districts in future, and will carry a complete set of

samples of Messrs. Gilbertson and Son's and Ayrton and
Saunders' goods. Mr. Hole has covered the ground for twenty-
five ye.ars.

TRADE NOTES.

Marmite Food Extract.—At the Cookery and Food Exhibi-

tion, now b«ing held at the Albert Hall, the Marmite Food
Extract Co., of 40, Mincing Lane, London, has been awarded
a gold medal.

Woodcock's Ammonia Foam.—Messrs. Ayrton and Saunders
have purchased tlie business of Woodcock's Ammonia Foam,
and in future this article will be supplied direct from 34, Han-
over Street, Liverpool.

' Pharmacal Notes.'—The current number of this quar-

terly publication, published by Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co.,

contains a number of interesting illustrations of the methods
of manufacture of pepsin. The i)ublication will be sent free

of charge on application to the literary dejiartment of the firm,

at 111, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

" Smyth Stereo " Hand Cameras.—This is a light and com-

pact little stereoscopic hand camera, offered to the amateur at

a price within the reach of all. Messrs. George Houghton and
Son, Ltd., 88, High Holborn, London, W.C., the agents, feel

sure that this branch of photography will attract many new
devotees. The model for glass plates sells at 42s., and that

for roll films at 21s., the price in each case including a suit-

able stereoscope for viewing the pictures.

Chemists' Exhibition.—Stiles, Limited, intimate that they

are exhibiting at the Chemists' Exhibition (National Skating
Palace, Argyle Street, Oxford Circus, W.), where they will

have the very latest productions in soda fountain construction,

and will have fountains in actual operation. They will be glad

to send admittance tickets free of charge to those who can

arrange to pay a personal visit to the exhibition, and will also

allow credit for the return railway fare from any station in

Great Britain on the purchase price of any of their fountains.

Early application should be made to Stiles, Limited, 72-74,

Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

Soda Fountains.—For those chemists who are prepared to

invest only a small amount in the purchase of an apparatus
for dispensing aerated waters, Messrs. Barnett and Foster, of

Elagle Wharf Road, supply pillar fountains in various designs,

at prices ranging from £1 10s. to £5 15s., which are easily filed

on the counter or on a bracket in any convenient position, and
have the additional advantage that they can be easily stored

away at the end of the season. A few weeks' fine weather will

ensure sufficient profits amply to repay the outlay on these

pillar fountains. The designs are attractive, and a descrip-

tive illustrated list will be forwarded to any reader of this

Journal on application to the manufacturers.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thuksdat, April 30, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals during past week has been

extremely quiet, not to say dull. With the exception of a

continued slump in price of Sulphate of Quinine in the specula-

tive market and a slight advance in price of Chloral Hydrate,
there are no changes either upwards or downwards of any im-

portance to record. Cod Liver Oil continues at famine prices.

Bromides and Iodides are unchanged. Opium, Morphine, and
Codeine quiet but firm. Quicksilver and Mercurials steady.

Phenacetin and Sulphonal still in the dumps. We give below
the current quotations for some articles of interest :

—
ACETANILIDE—Dull at S^d. to lO^d. per lb., according to

quantity, etc.

ACID BORACIC—Crystals 22s., powder 24.s. per cwt.

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet but steady at S^d. to 5|d. per lb.

for 54°-35° C. ice ciystal in large bulk packing.

ACID CITRIC—Quiet at Is. l^d. to Is. 2d. per lb. for crystals

in 5 cwt. casks.

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at Is. Id. per lb. for English, and
Is. O^d. for foreign.

ANTIMONY—-English Regulus £27 per ton, and Japan
crude (black sulphide) £11 to £12.
BORAX—Crystals 13s. per cwt., powder 14s.

BROMIDES—Are firm at unchanged price, on basis of

Is. lljd. per lb. for Potassii Bromid.
CHLORAL HYDRATE.—^Makers advanced price 2d. per lb.

to Is. 9d. per lb. for crystals for quantity in large bulk packing.
CINCHONA BARK.-^rhe shipments at Java during April

were 1,065,000 Amsterdam lbs., against 990,000 Amsterdam lbs.

last year, and 791,000 Amsterdam lbs. in 1901. The total for

the four months is 3,347,000 Amsterdam lbs., against 3,134,000
Amsterdam lbs. last year, and 3,403,000 Amsterdam lbs. in

1901.

COCAINE—^Firm at 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz. for the Hydro-
chlorate in 25-oz. tins.

CODEINE—Unchanged at 10s. per oz. for the pure, the Salts
being quoted at the visual diffei-ence.

COD LIVER OIL—^Continues to maintain its enormous price.

Of course, everyone is buying only from hand to mouth, but it

is a question if larger orders could toe placed at all. Best
i-t orwegian 1902 oil is quoted 490s. to 495s. per barrel, and new
ditto 500s.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Firm at 79s. per owt. for first white
crystals on the spot, and 83s. 6d. to 84s. 6d. for 98 per cent.
B.P. quality.

GLYCERIN—Steady at 67s. to 68s. 6d. per cwt., according
to quantity for best 1,260 S.G. quality in tins and cases.

GUM ARABIC.—Soudan sorts have been in good demand at
dearer prices—^viz., 31s. to 34s. per cwt. for hard and half-hard
Gum.
MENTHOL—^Is somewhat firmer at 22s. to 22s. 6d. per lb.

for Kobayashi brand.
MERCURIALS—Are firm at unchanged prices.

MORPHINE—Quiet, but steady at unchanged prices, on basis
of 4s. 2d. to 4s. 4d. per oz. for the Hydrochlorate powder and
2d. per oz. more for crystals.

OIL PEPPERMINT—Has been in good demand at 8s. to
8s. 6d. per lb. for dementholised Kotoayashi, and 14s. 6d. to

15s. for HOH.
OILS (fixed) AND SPIRITS.—iLinseed Oil steady : London

spot pipes £23 15s. to £24, barrels £24 (solely from E. I. seed
about 10s. to 15s. per ton premium), month £23 17s. 6d. to
£24, Mav-Aug. £22 12s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. £21 12s. 6d. to
£21 15s. Hull naked spot £22 5s., May-Aug. £22 10s., Sept.-
Dec. £20 12s. 6d. Rape Oil firmer inclined : Ordinary Brown
on the spot barrels £22 10s., :May-Aug. £22 10s. English Re-
fined spot £23 10s. Ravison spot £20 15s., May-Aug. £20 15s.

naked. Cotton Oil firm: London Crude spot £21 10s., May-
Aug. £21 lOs. Refined spot £22 10s. to £23 15s. Hull naked
Refined spot £20 2s. 6d.. Mav-Aug. £20 7s. 6d. Crude spot
£19 5s., May-Aug. £19 5s. Olive Oil : Mogador £31 10s. to

£33, Spanish £32 10s. to £33 10s.. Levant £31 10s. to £33.
Cocoanut Oil quiet : Oevlon spot £26 5s.

,
April-May £23 15s.

c.i.f., April-June £23 15s. c.i.f.. June-Aug. £23 12s. 6d. c.i.f.

Cochin spot £34, April-June £26 c.i.f., Aug.-Oct. £25 15.s.

c.i.f. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot quoted £28. Castor Oil

e<asi€r : Belgian, May-Dec. delivery—Ists, £20 10s. ; 2nds,
£17 15s. Barrels free, ex-wharf, London, 2^ per cent, dis-

count. Hull made (prompt and up to end of the year de-

liveries)-T-lsts, £20 10s. per ton; 2nds, £18 5s. per ton.

Barrels included, delivered free ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per
cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted £8 15s.

to £10, Black £8 10s. to £9 10s. Russian Black £5 15s. tc

£6, jxale £7 7s. 6d. to £8 2s. 6d. Turpentine quiet. American
spot 42s. 9d., May 38s. 3d., June 35s. 9d., July-Aug. 34s. 3d.

to 34s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. 34s. 3d. to 34s. 6d. Petroleum Oil:
Russian spot 4d. to 44d. American spot 5^d. to 5|d. Water-
White 75d. to 7|d. Roumanian spot 4id. to 4|d. Petroleiun

Spirit: American ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d. to 85d.

OPIUM—Unchanged, with but very little business passing

either here or on the other side. From Smyrna it is reported

that American buyers are holding off, in hope of a decline ia
value, while holders, on the other hand, appear to be equally

determined not to give waj'. It is thought probable that this

state of affairs will continue for about another month, by
which time a more or less reliable opinion as to prospective

outturn of new crop will be able to be formed. Arrivals in

Smyrna up to 24th inst. have been 5,016 cases, against 3,129
cases for same period of previous year. It is believed that
the considerable rise in value of silver must liave the effect of

proportionately enhancing price of Persian Opium.
PHENACETIN—Quiet at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb., according;

to quantity and make for both crystals and powder in bulk
paper (parcels.

QUICKSILVER.—Very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from
the importer.

QUININE—Dull and weak at llfd. per oz. in the open market
for best German brands of sulphate for 1,000 oz. lots in lOO
oz. tins for spot delivery, and at Is. per oz. for August delivery.

SPICES.—Ginger : Nearly 800 packages Cochin offered and
mostly bought in, fair bright medium and bold washed rough ati

38s. to 40s. 335 barrels Jamaica sold, fair to good bright at 50s.

to 57s., middling at 45s. to 47s., and common at 41s. to 44s.

Cloves : 4 cases Ceylon picked rather dark sold at 6^d. ^ Black
Pepper : 17 bags Singapore sold at 6d. WTiite Pepx)er : 198
bags Singapore sold at 9|d. to lO^dl. Chillies : 30 bags Japan
sold, fair bold bright at 26s. Capsicums : 10 bags Egyptian
sold, fair Natal character off stalk at 45s. Mace : 19 j)ackages

West Indian sold fair to good pale at 2s. to 2s. 4d., good red
at Is. lid., broken at Is. 9d. Pimento : Of 455 bags 113 sold,

greyish to good at 2|d. to 2Jd.
SULPHONAL—'Very quiet at 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per lb. for-

both crystals and powder for quantity in bulk paper packing.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's Drug sales were lengthy, comprising just twenty
catalogues, but demand generally was slow, it being as a rule
difficult to effect sales. Cardamoms were in large supply, and
only a comparatively small portion sold at an average decline of
about 2d. per lb. Seeds were unchanged at Is. 3d. per lb.

Ipecacuanha wag in fair demand at higher prices, say, up to
5s. 8d. per lb. for Rio and 4s. 6d. per lb. for Cartagena.
Aloes: Socotrin© good kegs held for 72s. 6d. per cwt., and tin-

lined cases sold cheaply at 60s. Curacoa sold at 14s. to 17s.

per cwt. Areca Nuts were in better supplv, and sold at lower
rates from 13s. 6d. to 14s. 6d. per cwt. Chinese Cantharidesr
9 cases, offered without reserve, sold at Is. 6d. per lb. Chiretta
sold without reserve up to l|d. per lb. Calumba Root : 50 bags
pickings sold at 7s. per owt. Ergot of Rye, both Russian and
Spanish, offered without reserve, sold at Is. per lb. Dragons''
Blood was offered more freely, good bright reboiled lump selling-

at £9 5s. per cwt. down to £7 56. per cwt. for dull. Gum
Benzoin was in large supply, medium seconds Sumatra selling

at £5 17s. 6d. to £6 5s. per cwt. Dull Siam block sold at 90s.

to 95s. Gamboge : Good pipe realised £16 to £16 15s. per cwt.,
very blocky selling at £15 5s., and pickings at £14 7s. 6J.
Jalap : 13 bags sold without reserve at 5^d. to 5|d. per lb.

Rhubarb : Medium flat high dried sold at 8d. per lb. , Canton
flat at Is., and pickings at lOd., bold round at Is. 8d. Without
resei-ve some flat Canton realised 8id. to 9d. -per lb. Oil Cassia
5 cases 76 per cent. Cinnamic Aldehyde sold without reserve at
2s. 6d. per lb. Gum Myrrh : 2 cases fair picked fetched £5 15s.

per cwt., 2 bags pale siftings selling at 72s. and 4 bags dark
mixed at 55s. Good sorts were held for 87s. 6d. per cwt. Nur
Vomica : 10 bags medium Cochin sold at 8s. 3d. per cwt.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any information on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors

'

will be supplied free on a/pplication.

New Patent Applications.

lEAR TRUMPETS {No. 9,771 of 1902).—T. W. Messenger,
Quorn, South Australia. Consists in the construction of an
instrument in which one or more ear trumpets having down-
wardly projecting ear pieces are arranged within a frame-
work, which may toe supported on the top of the head, and
which is in itself adapted to fomi the crown of a hat, cap,

or other head covering. The downwardly projecting ear

pieces are made extensible and witli flexible joints, and the

framework may be covered with any suitable material. Fur-
thermore, the trumpets are all an'anged within the frame-
work, so that their open mouths extend towards the front,

and are adapted to bear upon the forehead. In this way
use is made of the well-known fact that the transmission of

the sound Waves is considerably assisted by a portion of the
instrument bearing upon the bones of the head. When form-
ing part of the framework of a hat care must be taken that

the open bell mouths of the trun^pets are only covered with
loose openwork material, whereby the sound waves may be
allowed to enter the said mouths.

IMPROVED TREATMENT OF COD LIVER OIL AND PRE-
PARATIONS OF THE SAME FOR MAKING THEM MORE
EASILY ASSIMILABLE AS FOOD (No. 11,410 of 1902).—J.
Barclay, The Linthurst, Bromsgrove, Worcester. Consists in add-
ing to and dissolving in or mixing with cod liver oil or cod liver

oil preparations, carbonic acid, whereby the .said cod liver oil or
preparations thereof are made more assimilable as food as

revell as more palatable, and the tendency which the said oil

or oil .preparations have to become rancid is wholly or in

great part reduced by reason of the existence in each bottle

containing the oil or oil preparations of an atmosphere of

carbonic acid instead of air. The quantity of carbonic acid
aidded is about equal to 1 per cent, by weight of the carbonic
acid as gas. To facilitate the solution of the carbonic acid, the
temperature of the oil or oil preparations is preferably
lowered.

MANUFACTURE AND PRODUCTION OF NEW PHARMA-
CEUTICAL COMPOUNDS (No. 11,882 of 1902).—H. E. New-
ton, 6, Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. (Commrmicated
by the Faxbenfabriken vormals Friedrich Bayer and Co., Elber-
feld, Germany.) The inventors have found that new com-
pounds possessing great therapeutic value can be obtained on
treating with formic aldehyde, nucleinic acids (of animal or vege-
table origin), or bodies which can be obtained from nucleinic

acids, by treatment with alkalies or the like, such as nucleothy-
minic acid or thyminic acid, and the like. The new bodies thus
obtained are from whitish yellow to brown powders, their

alkaline salts being soluble in water. They split off formic
aldehyde on being heated with water. Example : To a solution

of 50 parts of the sodium salt of nucleinic acid (prepared from
Kperma of herrings) in 250 parts of water, 25 parts of a 40 per
cent, watery solution of formic aldehyde is added. The result-

ing mixture is then gently heated on tlie water-bath for some
hoiirs. By the addition of alcohol, the new production is

precipitated. It is filtered off, washed with absolute alcohol,

and dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid. Other examples are

given in the specification.

IMPROVED CHEMICAL SOLUTION FOR TREATING PHOTO-
CRAPHIC PAPERS (No. 28,284 of 1902).—M. Bauer, Montclair,

New Jersey, U.S.A. Relates to the forniation of a new
chemical compound containing the following ingredients and
mixed in the following manner :—(A) Collodion (2^ per cent,

gun cotton), 4 oz.
;

fulminating gold, prepared from 1 grain

gold chloride and 1 minim of 26 per cent, ammonia water
j

lithium chloride, 5 grains (or an equivalent quantity of other

chloride). (B) Silver nitrate, 45 grains; glycerin, 45 minims;
rect. alcohol, 150 minims. (C) Pour B into A and shake
thoroughlv. (D) Citric acid, 15 grains, dissolved in alcohol 60

minims. "(E) Add to C and shake well. (F) Add to D, 15

minims castor oil, previously dissolved in alcohol 60 minims.

The above emulsion is applied to the surface of the material

upon which the photograph is to be printed. After exposure,

the print is placed for five or ten minntes in a solution of

sodium chloride, then into a fixing solution of sodium hypo-

sulphite, and afterwards well washed in pure water. It is now
ready for monntmg, as the toning and printing are done to-

gether at the same time. The photograph is of a permanent

bluish-black tone.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above mentioned Patents

must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 1, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

"P. E. B. " and bath device, for .chemical sub.stances used in

manufactures, by the Pure Enamel Bath Co., Limited, 17, Cole-

man Street, E.G. 250,207.

"THE ILFORD" label, for photographic goods in Class 1,

but not including glvcerin. by Ilford, Limited, Britannia

Works, Rodeu Street," Ilford, E. 252,580.

" RICKSHA BRAND " and device, for chemical substances

used in manufactures, etc., by A. Fergusson and Co., Limited,

38-48, McAlpine Street, Glasgow. 253,007.

" DAISY " device, for chemical substances used in agricul-

ture, horticulture, etc., by Puritas Disinfectants Co., Limited,

13, Wellington Street, Leicester. 251,890.

"CARBOLIMO" ("Carbol" disclaimed), for disinfectants, by

Poulsom and Williams, 6, Stanley Road, Bootle. 252,979.

"GALLICIN" ("Gall" and "Gallic" disclaimed), forchemical

substances used in medicine, etc., by chemical works, formerly

Sandoz, Fabrikstrasse Co., Basle, Switzerland. 251,589.

" CHINAPHENIN" ("China" disclaimed), for medicine for

human use, by Vereinigte Chininfabriken Zimmer and Co.,

Gesellschaft m'it Bischriinkter Haftung, 46, Darmstadterland-

strasse, Frankfort-on-Main. 252,442.

"OZOTE" ("Ozo" disclaimed), for a medicine, by W. B.

Picken, 35, Agamemnon Road, West Hamps-tead, N.W.

252,618.

LINIMENT (signature) label, for a liniment, by A. J. !Mil!-

ward, 34," Gloucester Avenue, New Lenton, Nottingham.

252,721.

"LICORICINE" ("Licorice" disclaimed), for a medicine, by

Mandall and Co., Limited, Tower Works, Tower Street, Stock-

ton-on-Tees. 252,854.

" CHOLOGEN " ("Cholo" disclaimed), for medicinal pre-

parations and tablets, by H. Rosenberg, 4, Rankestrasse,

Berlin. 253,036.

" SPRINTOLINE," for a medicine, by P. R. Lewis, 7, Guild-

hall Square, Carmarthen. 253,208.

" FORMOGEN," for chemical substances used in medicine, by

Knoll and Co., Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine, Germany. 253,305.

" OPAX," for patent medicines, by G. Pearson, the Medical

Carbon Company, 17, Angel Row, Market Place, Nottingham.

253,457.

" FILMARON," for pharmaceutical preparations, by C. F.

Boehringer and Sohne, Waldhof, near Mannheim, Germany.

253,495.

"LUCE'S EAU DE COLOGNE" (Flag) label, for eau de

Cologne, by Luce's Eau de Cologne Company, Limited, 36 and

40, French Street, Southampton. 249,650.

" PELCIBA," for perfumery, etc., by H. J. Johnston-Lavis,

Villa Lavie, Beaulieu, Alpes Maritimes, France. 252,208.

" HOTSPUR," for perfumery, etc., by C. Thomas and Brothers,

Limited, Broad Plain Soap Works, Bristol.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before May 29, 1903.
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NORTH KENT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OF COMMITTEE.
Wednesday, April 29, 1903, at Gravesend, Mr. D. U. Still

[Woolwich), Vice-President, in the chair.

An interesting discussion took place upon the forthcoming

Council Election.

It was unanimously decided to strongly recommend by circular

bo all registered chemists in the district coveredl by the Associa-

tion the importance of taking a personal interest in the election,

find, to record their votes in favour of Messrs. Cooper, Cross,

Durrie, Hills, Symes, Stomr, and Wootton.—It was further de-

cided to strongly recommend the great value of the CD. A. and
P.A.T.A. organisations to all chemists in business, with the

bope that those who were not already members would see the

necessity of joining forthwith.—The first general meeting of

members was fixed! to be held at the Clarendon Hotel, Gravesend,

)n Wednesday, May 27, at seven o'clock.

The Secretary has asked us to state that he will be glad: to

receive the names of chemists in the district desirous of becom-
ing members. The subscription for membership is 5s.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.

MEETING OF COUNCIL.
Tuesday, April 28, 1903. The Council considered the election

io the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, and recom-

nended local members to vote for Messrs. Camipkin, Cooper,

Uross, Ourrie, Hills, 'Storrar, and Taylor.

BOLTON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, April 8, 1903, at Talbot's Restaurant, Deansg<ite,

Bolton. Mr. John Tatlob gave a risume of his work on

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, together with a

statement regarding the course he should pursue if again elected

JO. the Council.

The Present Position in Pharmacy.
Mr. Taylor said : The time for which I was elected a mem-

ber of the Council will expire next month, and as, in response

to many requests from various parts of the country, I am
offering myself for re-election, I thought it well to give,

through you, an account of my work of the past three years. I

will also take this opportunity of stating on wha,t grounds I

seek re-election. At the time of the election three years ago

we had all come to the decision that the position of the com-

panies practising pharmacy could no longer be left in its

then, and now, unsatisfactory state. The main point was,

Shall the Council in any legislation it may seek to get enacted

move in the direction of regulation or of suppression of the

companies ? I went on to the Council with closed mind to this

extent, that unless the difficulty of the policy of suppression

was too great I would support it strongly. I was not blind

to the difficulties of that policy, and I am bound to say that

during the discussions in the Council when debating the ques-

tion of principle I was forced to the conclusion that there was
no way out of the difliculties of pharmacists on the side of

suppression of the companies. There only remained, then, the

question of how should we bring the companies within the

scope of the Act we sought to amend? Many and long dis-

cussions took place on this point, and their outcome was the

seventh clause of

The Bill Now Befoee P.oiliament.

rhis, if it became law, would be as much as we could reason-

tbly ask if we are not to suppress the companies. It is far more

than they will sit down to without strong opposition. I doubtf

if Parliament will sanction it, for Parliaments in general, ancf

this in particular, have a sublime regard for vested interests.

The Legislature may not accept the principle, but as we put it

forward as being in our opinion necessary to retain in all its

fulness the idea of " qualification " in pharmacy, as applied to
both individuals and companies, then, if the Legislature does
reject it, it must devise with the Council some other plan of
meeting the same end. As an additional aid in carrying out'

the principle of the Act of 1868, the Bill provides for the
registration of shops, a provision which has been receivecF

dubiously by some people. I think myself that if the same
end could have been obtained by a general Act it would turn-

aside the danger that we may get to the practice of register-

ing shops and not individuals. That danger is not near of

immediate, and, at all events, the principle received the unani-

mous support of the Council. One other clause of great im-

portance in the Bill is the first, which provides for the fining-

of principals as well as assistants for breaches of the 15th

Section of the Pharmacy Act. Some such provision is neces^

sary if the Act is not to remain a dead letter in a large number
of instances. Employers put unqualified men in charge of

shops and practically compel them to break the Act. Whem
fined the man has no means of paying, and in many cases he
" leaves," and there is no remedy against the employer. See-

ing how such a clause might operate to the disadvantage of the

great number of chemists who carry on trade without a quali-

fied man, I, for one, scrutinised this clause keenly. I am satis-

fied it is a proper one to insert. Without it we cannot hope

to get a real observance of the Act, and we should simply put

ourselves out of court if we attempted to legislate in a one-

sided manner. Then the Bill gives the Society power to insti-

tute a curriculum. This has my full and hearty support. You
may take it for certain, I think, that whenever the Bill

becomes law that permissory clause will not be used without

due consideration for all concerned, but unless one holds the

opinion that a chemist does not need to be specially educated

to any great extent, I think the examination returns show,

the need of insisting on a properly arranged course of study.

I do not think we should consider too much the question of

whether it pays or does not pay an individual to enter the

ranks of pharmacy. Apart from the many long meetings

necessary for the preparation of the draft BUI, the work of

the Council is the administration of the Pharmacy Acts and

the conduct of the general business of the Society. The

Abministbation of the Phaiim.\ct Acts

is carried on by the General Purposes Committee, which is a

private meeting of the Council. Other Committees are tha

Finance, Library and House, Benevolent Fund, and Emergency

Committees. Of these I was a member of the Benevolent Tun<f

Committee. The work of this Committee is very interesting-

and of great unportance. It is carried on -with the greatest

care, and yet the cases are dealt with sympathetically. Every

claim is strictly investigated, and if there be any doubt as to

its genuineness or circumstances which make it difficult for the-

Committee to decide what is the proper course to pursue, it

is deferred, and, whenever the conditions permit, a personal?

inquiry made by a member of the Committee. At some time-

or other every member of the Committee has performed thi»

duty, and at his own expense. Whenever possible it is made-

a condition that if we do anything for the applicant such rela-

tions as may be in a position to do even a little shall also help>

In this way is the efficient and economical working of the-

Fund secured. I cannot tell you how many meetings I have-

attended or how many speeches I have made, but I think I

may fairly claim that I have been an efficient member of tha

Council. The only speech which I care to call to your notice;
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is one with regard to Mr. Wootton's motion that we support

the principle of Lord Avebury's Early Closing Bill. I sup-

ported that strongly, because it was one of the few cases in

which the Council could do anything to affect the conditions

of the trade. You know here in Bolton that I have always
been an earnest advocate of the half-holiday in the interests

of the single-handed pharmacist and the assistants and appren-
tices. Now, with regard to my candidature for another term
©f office, I had decided, seeing my altered position as not being
in business on my own account, to retire from the Council

;

hut very strong pressure has been put on me to seek re-elec-

tion. Any difficulty as to my going up for Council meetings
has been obviated by my employers very generously giving me
discretion in the matter. It is usual, in the course of these

elections, to submit to candidates questions as to their views
on matters of importance relating to the trade. I am ready
to answer any such questions. One or two I may anticipate.

With regard to the agitation for

A Test Case on Titles,

I wish to say that I could not support one being brought. It

would cost a large sum of money, would not define our posi-

tion any more than it is now defined, and it seems to me its

principal result would be to enrich the lawyers. Some people

talk light-heartedly of raising £1,000 with which to fight such
an action. If they will consider tliat this sum has been diffi-

cult to raise for the Drug Trade Appeal Fund, I think they
will not be sanguine of raising it easily to fight an action on

titles. I think Mr. Glyn-Jones could tell them something

about this. When it was decided to raise the fund, I under-

took to bring the matter to the notice of chemists wherever I

liad the chance. Circulars were supplied to me for this pur-

pose, and I tried my best. I met plenty of sympathy for the

fund and as many excuses for not helping. In saying this I

am not seeking to reflect on the generosity or self-helpfulness

of chemists ; I am only pointing out that it is one thing to

raise £1,000 on paper and another thing to do it in fact. But
I am sure of this—if there were any chance of a test action

doing any good at all cost would not be allowed to stand in

the way. Those who clamour for such an action overlook one

fact of first importance, namely, that the decision in the House
of Lords settled a principle oi law, and not simply a question

of fact. That principle is this, that by the drafting of the

Act of 1868 companies are placed outside of its operations,

and all responsibilities created under the Act are strictly of

an individual character. The decision wis arrived at on the

question of "keeping open shop." It seems clear to me that

this decision and the principle involved are equally applicable

to the question of title.

The Scaeoitt of Apprentices,

the question is being raised of re-establishing the first examina-

tion. This examination was abolished before I was elected to

the Council, and therefore I am not called on to justify it. At
the time it was done, it appeared to me to be a reasonable

thing to do, and on the whole seems to have worked well. I

see no reason why the step should be retraced, except that some

people think that it would remedy the scarcity of apprentices.

This result would not, I think, be inevitable. The argument

seems to be that in raising the .standard we have cut off rich

sources of supply, and that if it were lowered again we should

a-egain the lost ground. We might to a small extent, but I am
of opinion that the scarcity is due to much more remote causes.

In the first place, the apprenticeship system is everywhere

giving way. In the shopkeeping trades^ where there is no

question of examinations, the ciy is the same :
" We cannot get

apprentices." On the other hand, the industrial trades are

Tinable to find places for all who apply. The employers have

plenty of choice, and by giving preference to those lads who

can produce certificates from a technical school, are really

setting up a system of industrial entrance examinations. Every
year hundreds of boys and girls pass the Oxford and Cambridge
Local Examinations, and their certificates would be accepted

by the Board of Examiners. Yet they do not come our way.

Why? I Ibelieve the reasons are mainly economic, and they are

acting equally in businesses where the necessity for examinations

doas not exist. I should like to see this question thrashed out.

There is only time to say to-night that I am not at present

prepared to support any going back in this matter. Though
not in business, I am personally interested in the question, for

I am thinking of putting at least one of my girls to learn the

trade. At the same time I admit that the position will be

modified if we have to submit to any weakening of the safe-

guarding of the public as to poivons, by the mstitution of any

mechanical i>rovisions, such as are contemplated by the report of

the late Committee on Poisons. If " regulation " is to be sub-

stituted for " personal qualification " it appears to me, not only

the first but the last examination also will need reconsideration.

For it will mean that the State has cast aside the principle that

the sale of poisons needs the services of a specially trained

class of men. There remains to be considered

The Repoet of the Poisons Committee.

That report and the legislation it recommends, constitute tlie

gravest danger we, as a body and the public, have to face. You

are all familiar with the history and report of the Committee.

Great and persistent efforts will be needed to turn the danger

aside. I do not see that we can consistently, with our liistoiy

and position, do anything but offer the suggested change the

most uncompromising and ceaseless opposition. It is not with

me a question of what the Legislature will do. They may insist

on making a change ; I would let them make it on their own

responsibility. It is said that whether we will or no, the State

will insist on some modification of the Pharmacy Act, if it is

convinced that there exists a necessity for such a change, in the

interests of horticulture and agriculture. That means if certain

commercial interests can successfully nobble the officials. When

one remembers the fate of the Automatic Couplings Bill, of the

Telephone bargain, and one or two similar things, one can but

feel that they may succeed. My position on the matter is this.

I have done, and will do, all I can to defeat this attack on the

Pharmacy Act, and I will not agree to any compromise on the

principle of that Act, so far as it applies to the distribution

of poisons by qualified men. To my mind tliis is a iwinciple

which is not affected by the needs of any industry. With

reference to my candidature, I want to say that though not now

in business for myself, my interest in pharmacy is not at an

end. My sympathy with pharmacists is as strong and true as

ever, and I am in a position to do more for pharmacy in general

and the Society in particular, than before. One of the reasons

which decided me to stand again is that it was pointed out to

me that I could do more, coming, as I do, into contact with

some hundreds of retail chemists several times a year, than when

I was settled in this town of ours. My three years on the

Council has brought me many friends, given me experience I

highly value, ibroadened my outlook on things, and given me

openings for service which, I trust, have not been wasted. If

I am again elected it will be my aim, wliilst preserving mj
independence of judgment, to co-operate with my colleagues in

promoting the interests we have in common.

At the conclusion of the address it was discussed at length,

and it was unanimously decided to give Mr. Taylor all the

support that was possible. Ultimately it was resolved that the

members present should support Messrs. Taylor and Ciirrie,

and leave the choice of other candidates to each individual

voter as he thinks proper.
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BURNLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OF THE P.A.T.A. COMMITTEE.

Thursday, April 23, 1903, Mr. Heaton in the chair.

Mr. Dodsley was appointed Secretary.

It was resolTed that the Secretary be requested to prepare

a list of the most sale;ible articles included at present in the

P.A.T.A., that the list be printed! and copies sent to all the

chemists who are members of the Association, and that an inti-

mation be given when additions are made to the same.

It was decided that members of the lOommittee should call

on the chemists in their respective towns, asking them to join

the P.A.T.A., and showing them the advantages.

The Secretary was instructed to write to a number of proprie-

tors, asking them to place their preparations on the P.A.T.A.
liet.

The Chairman drew attention to the circular letter from
Messrs. Scott and Bowne with respect to their emulsion being
placed on the P.A.T.A. list. It was decided that the advance
in prioe should take effect on May 1,

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING,

Friday, April 24, 1903, at Albemarle Street, London, W., the

Duke of Northumberland in the chair.

The lecture was given by the Hon. R. J. Sthtjtt, who dis-

cussed

Some Recent Investigations in Electrical Conduction.

The mere fact that a gold leaf electroscope coiild be worked
at all showed that the air conducted electricity, if ait all, to a

very slight extent, at least for potential differences of the order

of 200 volts. It could, however, be rendered a conductor in

•various ways

—

e.g., by exposure to flame, to Rontgen rays,

and to Beoquerel rays, such as were given off by radium com-
pounds ; and this conductivity was not a merely instantaneous

effect, but lasted for an appreciable time. In proof of this,

air which had been exposied to Rontgen rays retained

its power of diischargiDg an electroscope even aiteil

it had been blown along a considerable length of india-

rubber tubing. As for the relation between the current

in the substance exposed to these agents and the electro-

motive force, while in a metallic or electrolytic conductor the

current was proportional to the electromotive force as expressed

in Ohm's law, in a conducting gas the state of affairs was
different, since the current increased much less rapidly than the

electromotive force, and finally a limit was reached where in-

crease of the electromotive force had no further effect on tlie

current. Investigation showed that the leakage of electricity

from the electroscope varied largely in different gases under the

influence erf the Rontgen and Becquerel rays. Thus with

Rontgen rays sulphurous acid gave eight times and methyl

iodide seventy ttimes as much leakage as air in similar conditions,

but with Becquerd rays the leakages from the same two sub-

stances were only increased twice and five itimes respectively,

the conductivity produced in the gases in the latter case being

sensibly proportional to their densities. Although it was long

cloubted whether ordinary air wias able to effect the discharge

of an electroscope, Mr. Wilson, of Cambridge, had lately proved

that it could, and, investigating the rate of discharge occurring

with other gase«, he found these to be effective in the same
ratio as under the influence of the Beoquerel rays. This sug-

gested that the leakage under the Becquerel rays and in

ordinary air was identical in kind, though not in degree. Mr.

Stnitt had carried out experiments, using various linings to

the vessels employed, and found that with zinc the leakage

wiis very small, with platinimi tliree times as great, with

uranium nitrate 12,000 times as great, while with the strongest

radium preparations the effect would be intensified enormously

—to something like 12,000,000,000 times. His results thus

agreed with the hypothesis that the discharging power appa-

rently possessed by ordinary air was due to slight emanations

of Becquerel rays from the walls of the containing vessels.

Mr. Strutt had experimented with the vapour of mercury at a

bright red heat, and found that the conductivity of such vapour

was approximately the geometric mean between the conduc-

tivities of air and of ordinary liquid mercury. If it were

possible to cany on experiments with mercury at the critical

temperature, there was no reason to doubt that its conduc-

tivity would be the same as that of liquid mercuiy.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

April 22, 1903, Professor Tilden, F.R.S., President, in the

chair. The first paper was by Dr. Donnan and Mr. le Ros-

SIGNOL on

The Reaction Between Potassium Ferricyanide and

Potassium Iodide.

The reaction was carried out in neutral aqueous
,
solution, ferro-

cyanide and! a periodide (KI3) being formed. The rate of the

reaction varies with the concentration of the solutions. The

authors consider the reaction to be quinque molecular, and put

forward the theory that the fen-icyauogen complex ionises, and

that these ions further react with the ionisation products of the

iodide.

Sir William Ramsat said that these polymolecular reactions

were of great interest. He thought this was the only known
case of a quinque molecular reaction.

This was followed by a paper by Mr. Bargee describing a

microscopic method for

The Determination of Molecular Weights.

This work arose out of a botanical research, during the course

of which it was noticed that when two drops of liquid of

different vapour tension were enclosed in a confined space the

liquid of higher tension distilled on to the drop of lower tension

until an equilibrium was reached. The author makes use of this

by enclosing drops of the solution of the substance, alternating

with drops of the pure solvent in a sealed capillary—the drops

being carefully measured by means of a micromieter eyepiece.

These are measured from time to time until equilibriimi is

reached. Comparisons are made with known substances taken

as standards, from which the necessary calculations can be made.

Professor Palmer Wynne then read m abstract a paper by
Professor Hartley dealing with

The Spectrum of Pilocarpine Nitrate.

This referred to the work of Dr. Dobbie in connection with

Dr. Jowett's paper. The author considers that the spectra

therein ascribed to pilocarpine and) isopilocarpine nitrates belong

to nitric acid and are not due to the alkaloids themselves.

Dr. Dobbie, in the course of his reply, said that Professor

Hartley had admitted that tlie spectra were slightly modified.

His contention was that they were modified! to the same extent

with both pilocarpine and its isomer, and that therefore these

two substances, in all probability, could not differ from one

another in molecular construction to any great extent.

Dr. JovTETT also spoke in support of Dr. Debbie's argument.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Sale of Arsenical Sheep Dip (S. C—88/14).—Unless the tran-
saction come under the head of " sales by wholesale to retail

dealers in the ordinary course of wholesale dealing," the sale

must be effected by a duly registered person.

Liquor Calcis (J. H—88/15).—There is always a risk of loss

during filtration, but you can readily satisfy yourself on that
point by applying the B.P. test. Why not draw oS the clear

solution with a syphon, as suggested in the B.P., instead of de-

canting or filtering ?

Preserved Eggs (A. W.—88/13).—We are not aware that any
observations on the subject have been published, but there does
not appear to be any reason why the solution of sodium silicate

should have any ill-effect in preventing hatching, provided the
eggs are not kept too long.

Weight of Theobroma in Suppositories (A. S.—88/12).—The
table relating to medicaments in suppositories was not
published by White for reasons given in a subsequent paper,
P. J., January 22, 1898, p. 69. It is usual to make an allowance
for the oil displaced by the medicament, but in the absence of

any experimental work the allowance can only be approximately
accurate, and based upon the specific gravity of the substance.

Blaud's Pills (W. J.—88/23).— The formula for Blaud's
ferruginous pills was devised in 1831, made official in the French
Codex of 1866, and copied without alteration in the present
Codex, The following is a translation :

—

Ferrous sulphate, dried and powdered 30 Qm.
Potassium carbonate, dried and powdered 30 Gm.
Gum acacia, powdered 5 Gm.
Water 30 Gm,
Simple Syrup 15 Gm.

The gum is dissolved in the water by the heat of a water-
bath, the syrup and ferrous sulphate added, and the mixture
stirred till homogeneous; the potassium carbonate is then
added and the application of heat continued, the mixture being
constantly stirred with an iron spatula until it acquired a
pilular consistence. The resulting mass is divided into
120 pills, which are to be dried in a stove and silvered. In a
modified process suggested in 1841 (see P.J., 1 , 70) equal parts
of ferrous sulphate and potassium carbonate were made into a
mass by the aid of honey.

BIRTH.

Toone.—On April 2, 1903, at Exmouth, Devon, to Mr. and
Mrs, A, H, Toone, a son.

MARRIAGES.

Duffin—Hubble.—On Tuesday, April 21, 1903, at Kensington
Congregational Church, by the Rev. Sylvester Home, Charles
William DufSn, Wakefield, to Esther, third daughter of Mr.
Stephen J, Hubble, 61, Castelnau, Barnes,

Hurn—Lincoln.—On Monday, April 27, 1903, at Holy Trinity
Church, South Heigham, Norwich, by the Rev, John Collis,
William Henry, chemist, eldest son of Matthew Henry Hurn,
to Cecilia, only child of Nathaniel Lincoln, chemist, both of
Norwich,

Jones—Jones.—On Wednesday, April 22, 1903, at Llangollen,
T, Carno Jones, Science Master, County School, to Mary
Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Humphrey Jones, pharmaceu-
tical chemist, Llangollen,

Patterson—Scott.—On Wednesday, April 22, 1903, at Whitley
Bay Presbyterian Church, by the Rev, J, Cochrane, M.A.,
assisted by the Rev, T. Wardrope, of Hirst, Ashington, George
Rae Patterson, M.P.S,, of Hirst, late of Hexham, eldest son of
the late R. Patterson, Winnipeg, Canada, to Jane (Jeannie)
Scott, youngest granddaughter of the late Matthew Scott.

DEATHS.

George.—On Monday, March 2, 1903, at Brunswick, Australia^
Joseph George, Chemist. Aged 73. Mr. George was bom in Peb-
worth, Gloucestershire, and emigrated in 1852. From 1853 till his
death he was in business in Brunswick, of which town he was-
Mayor in 1884-85. He was one of the founders of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Australasia in 1857, and was President from
1891 to 1896. He was also for some time President of tha
Dental Board of Victoria.

Hatrick,—On Monday, April 27, 1903, at Edinburgh, of pneu-
monia, Ralph Maynard Hatrick, third son of James L. Hatrick»
Aged 22.

Johnson.—On Tuesday, April 21, 1903, William Henry John-
son, Chemist and Druggist, Salford, Aged 64.

Jones. — On Saturday, April 25, 1903, at Medical Hall,
Connah's Quay, Flintshire, after a short but severe illness,,

Kenrick Lloyd Jones, Chemist and Druggist, Aged 60 years.
Mr. Jones had been in business about thirty-five years—the last;

thirty years in Connah's Quay. He had been a member of the
Pharmaceutical Society since 1876,

Menhinick —On Monday, April 27, 1903, Charles Henry Pootfc
Menhinick, Chemist and Druggist, Plymouth, Aged 40,

Robinson.—On Monday, April 27, 1903, suddenly, at Lancaster,
Aid. Benjamin Robinson, Manufacturing and Pharmaceutical
Chemist, Salford. Aged 72. The deceased gentleman was elected a.

member of the Salford Corporation in 1885, was subsequently
elevated to the aldermanic bench, and was mayor of the borough:
in 1889 and 1890, He was also for some years a member and
chairman of the Salford Board of Guardians. Mr. Robinsoo
was the son of the late Mr. William Robinson, of Kellett, Lan-
caster, and was educated at the Bolton-le-Sands Grammar
School, At the age of sixteen he was apprenticed to Mr, Ed.
Jackson, of Lancaster, chemist and druggist. In 1851 he wend,

to London, where he passed his Minor and Major Examinations
of the Pharmaceutical Society, After serving four years as head
assistant in a London house, he returned to Lancashire, anci

eventually opened a drug business at the comer of Cross Lane
and Broad Street, Pendleton, where he carried on a sucoessfuE

business for about twenty-five years. Retiring from the retail

trade, he built works in Church Street, Pendleton, and became
a manufacturing chemist, which he continued up to his death.

Mr. Robinson filled many important offices both apart from and
in connection with the Town Council. He also laid the founda-
tion stone of the Royal Technical Institute, which institution,

on its erection, was opened by the Prince of Wales, then Duke
of York. Mr. Robinson was a Justice of the Peace for Salford-,

He had for a long time been a member of the Pharmaceutical
Society.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must b«
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, il

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
OfBce'not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late a»
Thursday, it specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of tho
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London,
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given thai

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

IiBTTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COH-
HUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Atkins,

Bellamy, Black, Bott, Clarke, Clements, Cockburn, Coleman, Cooke, Cum-
mings, Duffin, Elliman, Ewell, Faulkner, Forster, Gibscn, Gosthng»

Grimble, Gwinn, Hanbury, Hatrick, Heap, Hopper, Hudson, Jackson,

Jones, Judge, Knott, Lawson, Mayer, Nicholas, Orton, Passmore, Pollard,

Russell, Samuel, Simpson, Sinca, Smith, Soden, Taylor, Toone, Walsham»
Wright.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

detection of Arsenic in Glycerin.

Bougault states that in glycerin sold for pharmaceutical

urposes he has found 3 to 5 Cg. of arsenious anhydride pe'

itre. For its detection he recommends the sensitive reagent

f Engel and Bsrnard, which is prepared as follows :—Dissolve

0 Gm. sodium hypophosphite in 20 C.c. of water, add 200 C.c.

f pure hydrochloric acid (sp. g. 1-17), and filter out the precipi-

ate of sodium chloride. The test is performed by heating

Co. of the glycerin with 10 C.c. of this reagent by immersion
a boiling water, when a brown colour or precipitate appears if

rsenic be present. Even with 1/100 milligramme of arsenic

he coloration is produced, and a visible precipitate settles to

he bottom of the test-tube after standing a few days.

—

Chem.
',eit. Rep., 1902, 175.

onstitution of Apomorphine.
The great difference between the physiological actions of

lorphine and apomorphine, although their empirical formuloe

ifier only by H2O, has often attracted attention, though the

roblem is yet far from solution, R. Pschorr, with his pupils

!. Jaeckel and H. Pecht, have recently published a paper
ttacking the problem from the chemical side. By the Schotten-

iaumann method they obtained a di-benzoyl derivative, a

ssult which is in contradiction to Dankwortt's conclusion that

pomorphine contained only one hydroxyl group because he
nly obtained a mono-acetyl apomorphine. It contains a

srtiary nitrogen atom, the iodo-methylate having been prepared

y Hofimann's method, and the di-methyl apomorphine iodo-

lethylate by the action of potassium hydroxide splits off

ri-methylamine, while a phenanthrene compound is also

btained which may be oxidised by potassium permanganate to

i-methyoxy phenanthrene carboxylie acid. From their results

t is concluded that apomorphine is a phenanthene-quinoline

erivative. Pschorr proposes the
.
following constitutional

ormulse :

—

N(CH3)

HOIOH.,

Apomorphine.

-Ber. d. D. Chem. Ges., 1902, 4,377.

Morphine,

)ried Yeast.

Albert, Buchner, and Rapp describe a process for preparing a
tried yeast which shows no loss of activity on keeping. The
'east is freed from water as far as possible by strong pressure,

mmersed in acetone, rubbed through a .sieve, and again washed
Tith acetone. After ten minutes the acetone is poured off and
he residue filtered with suction to remove the acetone, then
reated with ether for three minutes. The ether is removed as

;ompletely as possible, the yeast spread out to dry and the dry-
ng completed by heating to 45° C, The use of acetone in place
if alcohol appears to be a great improvement, since the former
educes the activity of the yeast much less than the latter,

fhe product is described as an almost white, dusty, sterile

iowder.- Ber. d. D. Chem. Ges., 1902, 2,376, through Pharm.
Zentralh., 1903, 36.

Vol. 70. (Foubth Sebies, Vol. 16.) No. 1715.

Antithyroidin.

P. J. iMoebius prepares a serum from herbivorous animals
whose thyroids have been removed, the animals being slaugh-

tered seveml weeks after, and their blood used for the pre-

paration of the serum. It is recommended as a remedy for

Graves' disease. The milk (dried) of the animals was found
to be less useful, and the flesh (dried and powdered) appeared
to be inactive.

—

Miinch. Med. Woch., 1903, 149; through

Apot. Zeit., 1903, 83,

Remedy for Scale Insects.

At St, Lucia a beetle of the ladybird family (Coccinellidse),

has been discovered which has been observed to eat scale

insects, and as these are the greatest pests to orange growers

and cultivators of the mango, the discovery will, it is hoped,

prove a very valuable one, especially as these insects are not

easily killed by spraying with ordinary insecticides. The
beetle is of a steel-blue colour, with small red spots on its

head. It has already been imported into Barbados, and would

be a great boon to florists in this country if it would live in

this climate.

—

Acjric. Neivs, 2, 70,

Hodgsonia Kadam, Miq.

The seeds of this Cucurbitaceous plant have been examined
in the laboratory of the Koloniaal Museum at Haarlem
by J. Sack. The plant is a native of Sumatra, and is a

climber, yielding fifty to one hundred fruits per plant.

The oil of the seeds is used locally. The seeds have a bitter

taste, and yield on pressure a fat of the consistence of butter,

of a yellow colour, and almost odourless. According to Sack's

analysis they contain 681 per cent, of odourless and tasteless

fat, 21-5 per cent, of albumen, no starch, 2*6 per cent, of ash,

3 7 per cent, of cellulose, and 3-5 per cent, of water. The fat

consists of 80 per cent, of triolein and 20 per cent, of tri-

palmitine,

—

Pharm. Weekblad [4], 16, 313-315.

Iodine Soaps.

Herbert Skinner publishes the formulte for various prepara-

tions in use at the Great Northern Central Hospital. Particular

attention has been bestowed on iodine and oleic acid prepara-

tions. The advantage of such a preparation over alcoholic

solutions of iodine lies in its non-staining properties ; even the

stain resulting from a 20 per cent, solution will yield when
necessary to soap and water. The author gives the following

formulse :

—

lodi resublimat } oz.

Acid oleic J fl. oz.

Alcoliol 3 fl. drms,

Liq. ammon. fort. ., 1 fl, dim.

This makes a soapy paste soluble in all liquids except

fixed oils.

lodi resublimat 1 oz,

Ac. oleic 2 fl. oz.

Liq. ammon. fort 3 fl. dvms,
Ol. pavafHn. alb ad 1 pint.

This form is stated to have almost ousted alcoholic solutions

of iodine at the hospital. A still better result for external use

may be obtained by dissolving 1 oz. of iodine in 5 oz. alcohol,

with 1 oz. of solution of ammonium oleate (made from oleic

acid and "alcoholic ammonia "), the product being made up
to the pint by the addition of glycerin. Solution of the

potassium oleate, used by Skinner instead of soft soap as a

vehicle for tar, formalin, and similar medicaments, is not suit-

able for iodine preparations, as combination takes place too

rapidly, and the compound becomes colourless.

—

British Journal

of Dermatology, 15, 4, 125, .
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White Precipitate.

C. Kollo has examined fourteen samples of ammoniated mer-

cury and finds the propoation of mercury in them to vary from

72-99 to 79-09 per cent. He attributes this variation to the

fact that the processes given in the various pharmacopoeias

show differences in detail, -vrhich are sufficient to account for

the variability in the composition of the products. Only the

British Pharmacopoeia (which requires 78 to 79 per cent.)

makes any statement as to the percentage of mercuiy obtain-

able from ammoniated mercury. The author recommends the

process of the Ph. G., 4th edit., which closely resembles

the B.P. process, except that the foi-mer directs the precipitate

to be washed with a definite volume of water, and dried at

30° C, without exposure to light.—PAorm. Post, 1903, 53.

Heroine and Morpliine.

The colour-reactions and reducing properties of morphine

are in many cases dependent upon tlie presence of the phenolic

hydroxyl groups in tlie morphine molecule. In heroine the

hydrogen of these groups is replaced by the ftoetyl group

CHjCO—heroine being di-acetyl morphine, hence the two

substances show certain differences in their reactions, although

they are so closely related. F. Zemik finds tha.t heroine

melts at 170° C, and its hydrochloride at 2o2°-255° C,

these figures differing slightly from those given by other

workers. Heroine can be extracted from alkaline solutions

by agitation with ether, (wherea^ morphine is extracted only

by amj'l alcohol or etthyl acetate. In various reactions

which entail the use of strong hydrochloric or sulphuric acid

the two alkaloids show a similar behaviour, probably because

the heroine is hydrolised and ytelds morphine, which responds

in the usual manner. Heroine gives no coloration with

ferric chloride, and does not reduce potassium fenicyanide

or iodic acid, since these reactions depend upon the presence

of the hydroxyl group. In nitric acid, specific gravity 1-4,

heroine dissolves with production of a yellow colour, passmg

on warming to a greenish-blue, which afterwards fades to

yellow. This appeans to be the most characteristic reaction,^

since it is not given by morphine, codeine, or any other

alkaloid. Goldmann's reaction depends upon the presence of

the acetyl groups, and is can-ied out by heating the alkaloid

-with dilute sulphuric acid and then with alcohol ; the acetic

acid resulting from the hydrolysis gives ethyl acetate,

recognised by its odour, with the alcohol.—-Z?c?-. d. d. Pharm.

Ges., 1903, 2, 65.

Reactions of Liquid Fluorine at - 187° C.

H. Moissa,n and J. Dewar,' investigating further the influence

of low temperatures an chemical affinity, have obtained ?ome

interesting and curious results with liquid fluorine at -187° C.

With many substances violent combination is found to take

place at this low temperature. Two difficulties had to be over-

come in the course of- the .experiments, the great hygroscopic

energy of bodies cooled to ^ 100° C, hy which they are often en-

veloped in a solid layer of ice ; and the fact that wlien combina-

tion takes place it is sometimes only superficial, forming an

envelope of insoluble matter which prevents further action. The
fluorine employed was absolutely dry and free from HF, and

was contained in a quartz tube of larger diameter than the

sealed glass containing the matter, absolutely dry, to be added
to it ; this substance was cooled previous to use by immersing
the tube in liquid air. By breaking off the sealed end and
raising the tube, a little of the contents could then be allowed to

fall into the liquid fluorine maintained at .— 187° C. Under these
conditions iodine is without action, althougli it takes fire in

gaseous fluorine at ordinary temperatures. Liquid oxygen also.

has no action, and when mixed and allowed to boil the two

component liquids volatilise at their respective boiling points.

Sulphur burns at once in liquid fluorine with an intense blue

flame, the sides of the apparatus being covered with crystals of

sulphur hexafluoride, which quickly volatilise. Selenium com-

bines with even greater explosive violence, but tellurium is

without action ; so is nitrogen. Amorphous phosphorus com-

bines with liquid fluorine with incandescence, forming phos-

phorus pentafluoride. Arsenic unites with great violence, and

the product of a fine blue flame ; while antimony is not even

deprived of its metallic lustre by immersion in liquid fluorine.

Carbon, silicon, ana boron are without action on the liquid, but

particles of charcoal or lamp-black takes fire in the gaseous

fluorine in the upper portion of the tube, being extinguished as

soon as they fall into the liquid. Sodium remains bright, but is

coated superficially with a transparent layer of sodium fluoride.

Potassium does not react at first, but after about twenty seconds

combination takes place with a violent explosion. Arsenious

anhydride, silica, and boric anhydride are inert towards liquid

fluorine, but lime reacts with explosive violence and incan-

descence. Anthracene also causes an explosion, but iodoform i»

taot affected ; nor is sugar, mannite, or morphine.

—

Comples

rend., 13 6 , 785.

Therapeutic Action of the Ipecacuanha Alkaloids.

C. Levvin (Archiv. Intern. Pharmacodyn.) finds that the toxio

symptoms developed by cephaeline closely resemble those of

emetine. Both irritate the mucous membrane, but the sub-

cutaneous connective tissue is not irritated by contact with

either. Both bases are cardiac poisons, but emetine has a much
more marked action on the heart than cephaeline. Cephaeline

acts more on the kidneys. The lungs show no abnormal

changes after death from emetine poisoning, but with cephaeline

slight extravasation of blood may occur. Cephaeline is un-

doubtedly the better emetic, while emetine is the better ex-

pectorant.

—

Pediatrics, 15, 120. [Compare also P.J. [4], 1,

405, 435, where Wild anticipates the above results.]

Solid Fluorine.

H. Moissan and J. Dewar have obtained fluorine in the solid

state. Having found that the element, when quite free from

hydrofluoric acid, is without action on glass, it was possible in

the experiments to enclose fluorine in a glass vessel with thin

walls and to expose it to the cooling influence of liquid hydrogen.

When a sealed tube of fluorine was immersed in boiling liquid

oxygen no trace of condensation took place. With liquid

hydrogen, however, on. gradually lowering the tube into the

vapour condensation slowly took place, a yellow liquid being

formed, which resumed its gaseous form on being raised out

of the vapour of the boiling hydrogen. On again cooling Ihf*

tube in the vapour and finally plunging it in the liquid hydrogen,

the yellow fluid fluorine gradually solidified. When the tube

containing the yellow solid was left for some time in the liquid

hydrogen, until the temperature was only 20-5° above absolute

zero, the solid yellow fluorine became white. In this respect

fluorine resembles chlorine, bromine, and sulphur, which also

become colourless at an extremely low temperature. The

temperature at which fluorine solidifies is about 40° absolute or

— 223° C. Although physicists have thought that at absolute zero

all matter may be inert' and no chemicil action may take place,

this is proved to be far from being so with solid fluorine and

liquid hydrogen. It was found that at a temperature only

20-5° above absolute zero, -252-5° C, a small fragment of

fluorine brought into contact with liquid hydrogen, combined

with such violence as to shatter the conktining tube, ?nd,

becoming incandescent with the heat evolved, to set fire to the

liydrogen.

—

Comptes rend., 13 6, 641.
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THE ORIGIN OF BLAUD S PILLS.

BY JOHN HUMPHREY.

In a communication to the Bulletin general de Thc'rapeulique

(Paris), published in September, 1831, a Dr. Cottereau stated

that a provincial medical man had, some time previously, com-

municated to the Academie royale de Medecine the composition

of certain pills which he had found efficacious in cases of

chlorosis. Without stating of what the pills consisted. Dr.

Cottereau proceeded to say that a pharmacien named Guillard

made pills, presumably similar, from the following formula :

—

5 Sous-carbonate de potaese 5ii.

Sulfate de fer en cristaiix, bien purs 3ii.

The potassium carbonate and ferrous sulphate were triturated

together and made into forty-eight pills, which were afterwards

silvered. The difficulty caused by the liberation of the water

of crystallisation from the two salts, during the decomposi-

tion which took place, was at first overcome by adding powdered

liquorice, marsbmallow, or gum arabic. But the pills thus

obtained were inconveniently large, and the process was, there-

fore, slightly modified, the trituration of the salts being pro-

longed for one and a quarter to one and a half hours, after which

18 grains of powdered gum arabic was added. Sometimes sodium

bicarbonate was used instead of potassium carbonate, the

pills being then more readily made, but they were found to

become too hard and liable to chip.

Blaud's Original Formula.

Early in 1832 there appeared in the same journal a protest

from Dr. Blaud, head physician of the Hospital of Beaucaire,

Gard, and a corresponding member of the Academie royale de

Mddecine, who stated that the formula published by Dr. Cot-

tereau was not identical with that which he had devised. The
authentic formula was given by Dr. Blaud as follows :

—

Sulphate de fer en poudre fine %i.

Carbonate de potasse sec en poudre fine Ji.

The powdered salts were mixed intimately in a mortar and

made into a mass with a sufficiency of mucilage of tragacanth

and powdered liquorice, the sole object of the latter being to

prevent the pills adhering to each other. The mass was

divided into ninety-six pills, which must have weighed about

10 grains each.

In the Journal de Pharmacie for March, 1841 (sea Pharm.
Joum., 1, 70) M. Felix Boudet pointed out that M. Simonin,

of Nancy, had suggested the following improved process for

making Blaud's pills :—Equal parts of ferrous sulphate and

potassium carbonate were separately reduced to fine powder

and then triturated together until they began to liquefy

;

sufficient clarified honey was then added to render the mixture

quite fluid, after which the mass was evaporated over a slow

fire until it acquired a pilular consistence.

Repeating the process, M. Boudet obtained 130 grammes of a

dark-green, ductile mass, by mixing 100 grammes each of ferrous

sulphate and potassium carbonate, and 50 grammes of honey,

the latter addition being recommended as a preventive of

oxidation. At the same time, M. Boudet expressed a doubt

whether the exposure of the mass to the heat of an open fire was

advisable, and he therefore devised the following method :

—

Sixteen grammes of ferrous sulphate was powdered and dried at

a temperature of 30° to 40° C, and then triturated until reduced to

a fine powder ; an equal weight of powdered potassium carbonate

was next mixed intimately with the ferrous sulphate, and

about 12 grammes of honey added, reaction then taking place

and the mass becoming green. The product was claimed to be

more durable in composition than that obtained when Dr.

Blaud's original formula was followed.

' No further modification of the formula appears to have been

published until the ' Codex Medicamentarius ' of 1866 appeared.

The formula there given is as follows :—

Pilules ferrugineuses de Blaud.

PiLDL.i; D. Blaud.
Sulfate de protoxyde de fer purifie, dessccli^ et puIv(Sris(5

trente grammes. 30
Carbonate de potasse pur, dessichd trente grammes. 30

Gomme arabique en poudre cinq grammes. 5

Eau trente grammes. 30

Sirop simple quinze grammes. 15

The gum was dissolved in the water at the temperature of a
water-bath, the syrup and ferrous sulphate were then added,

and the mixture stirred till homogeneous ; the previously

powdered potassium carbonate was then added and the applica-

tion of heat continued, the mixture being constantly stirred

with an iron spatula until it acquired a pilular consistence.

The resulting mass was divided into 120* pills, which were dried

in a stove, silvered, and preserved in a well-closed bottle. Each
pill should weigh about 40 centigrammes.

The same formula is still official in the ' Codex Medicamen-
tarius ' and, according to Mr. Joseph Ince (Pharm. Joum.,
April 18, 1894), is regarded by Dr. Blaud's nephew, M. August©

Blaud, as now representing the original formula.

Vallet's Pill-mass.

With regard to -Vallet's pill-mass, which closely resemble*

Blaud's pills in composition, the original formula was communf-
cated to the Academie royale de Medecine in February, 1837, and
published in the Joit,rnal de Pharmacie of June, 1838. It was
as follows :—

Sulfate de fer cristallis^, r^cemment pr^pari
d'aprte la methode de Bousdorff 500 grammes.

Carbonate de sonde pur 588 grammes.
Miel blanc tr^s-pur 306 grammes.
Sirop de Sucre Q.S.

As the product was stated to be more definite in composition and
less likely to alter on keeping than Blaud's pills, Vallet's

formula, having received the approval of the Academy, was sub-

sequently made official in the 1866 Ccdex, where it is given as

follows :

—

Pilules de Protocarbonate de Fer selon la Formule de Yallet.

Pilule cum Protocabbonate Ferri.
Protosulfate de fer pur et cristallis6 mille grammes. 1,003

Carbonate de sonde cristallis6 douze cents grammes. 1,200

Miel blanc trois cents grammes. 3C0

Sucre de lait trois cents grammes. 300

Sucre blanc Q.S.

The same formula is still official in the Codex, under tha

name of Pilules de carbonate ferreiik, or Pilula cum carbonate

ferroso. It is, however, worthy of note that, in a letter published

in the Journal de Pharmacie for January, 1839, Dr. Blaud took

exception to the claim that Vallet's formula yielded a superior

product to his original formula, and he referred incidentally to

the fact that he had published the formula for his (Blaud's)>

Pilules anti-chlorotiques more than six years previously.

British Formulae for Blaud's Pills.

In the course of years several different formulse for Blaud's

pills were devised by Ince, Martindale, and other British-

pharmacists, and a number of papers and reports of discussions

on the subject were published in the Pharmaceutical Journal

during the year 1887. Ultimately a formula for Pilula Ferri

(Blaud), devised by Mr. Thomas Maben, was published in the

B.P.C. Formulary (1887), and subsequently became official in the

Additions (1890) to the British Pharmacopoeia of 1885, under

the name of Pilula Ferri, or Iron Pill, a footnote stating that

" This Iron Pill is commonly known as 'Blaud's Pill.'" The

" In the Codex Medicamentarius ' of 1884, the same quantity of mass,

is directed to be divided into 200 pills.

B2
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formula for Pilula Ferri, now offieial in the British Phiarma-

copoeia (1900), differs from the preceding one in several

respects, and the name " Blaud " is not officially used in con-

nection therewith, but the formula may fairly be regarded as

the direct outcome of the action taken by representative British

pharmacists to secure general acceptance of a recognised

standard for Blaud's pills.

THE GELATINISATION OF TINCTURE OF KINO.

BY EDMUND WHITE, B.SC.(L0ND ), F.I.C.

Fharmnceutist to St. Thomas's Hospital.

The cause of the gelatinisation of .tincture of kino has long

been a puzzle to pharmacists, the more especially as the change

does not occur invariably, some specimens of the tincture having

been known to keep unchanged, without special precautions, for

long periods of time, whilst others undergo gelatinisation

shortly after being made. The occurrence of the phenomenon
has tended to render impossible the use of a valuable astrin-

gent remedy in medicine, since it has hitherto been im-

possible to secure that the preparation shall be available in

good condition except for a varj'ing period after manufacture.

Probably an investigation of the stock of this preparation in

the i>harmacies of the United Kingdom would show, at the

present moment, hardly any to be in a fiuid condition. The
observations hitherto made have been of a conflicting nature,

and the cause of the gelatinisation has been attributed to

oxidation by exposure to air, to the action of light, to changes

of temperature, and to loss of solvent by evaporation.*

Various methods have been proposed for preventing the

•change
; but, sooner or later, all have proved to be ineffective,

and it still remains to find a satisfactory method. Wood sug-

gested the addition of glycerin (P../., 31, 142) to the tincture

as a preservativ-e, but subsequent experience has shown
that this is inoperative (J. R. Hill and Duncan, P.J.,

and J. R. Hill, P.J., 64, 417). The employment of glycerin

may in some cases have served a useful purpose in ensuring that

the stopper of the containing vessel shall remain moist and
more perfectly exclude air, since, as I shall show later, the

access of air is one of the factors which operate to produce the

gelatinous condition of the tincture.

It is noteworthy that the late Professor Redwood showed,
more than fifty years ago (see P.J., 1-, 403), that the change
which takes place in the tincture of kino corresponds closely

with that which is known to take place in the cnide drug.

All the chief varieties of kino, including that official in this

country, exude as reddish juices, which harden into brittle,

•dark-coloured substances, and, unless freshly-gathered, tend
to become blackish and insoluble, the explanation usually given
being that the effect of atmospheric oxidation is to convert the
kinotannic acid into phlobaphenes (see P.J., 12, 496),

and 49, 221). In any cafee, the fact remains that, on account
of the alteration produced in the composition of kino, appa-
rently by oxidation, the drug as found in commerce always
contains more or less insoluble colouring matter (phlobaphenes).

In the form of kino-red, some insoluble matter is deposited

when kino is boiled in water and the decoction allowed to
• cool. A similar decomposition takes place when the surface of

a cold, filtered aqueous solution of kino is freely exposed to the

air for a long period of time.

Redwood found that the gelatinous .substance dejwsited from
tincture of kino is identical ^vith the insoluble colouring

matter found in varying proportions in the crude drug, and, as

is well known, the a.^tringent property of tincture of kino is

* Haselden, P.^r, 31, 182; Bamford P.J.,39, 232; Rother, P.X, 39, 89.

ifound to decrease in proportion to the extent to which
gelatinisation—and consequent loss of tannia—has taken place.

As bearing upon this question, it may be pointed out that,

after experimenting with numerous eucalyptus kinos, which
closely resemble East Indian or Malabar kino in composition,

J. H. 'Maiden (see P.J., 49 , 221 and 321) found that tinctures

made from eucalyiHus kinos under two years old did not

gelatinise within twelve months, and that no kinos gelatinised

except clear ruby ones, which were entirely soluble in alcohol.

Very old ruby kinos were found to gelatinise within a month
or two. Maiden recommends that no kino should ibe used for

making tincture unless it is completely and readily soluble in

cold water, without leaving any gelatinous ruby-coloured

residue of pulobaplienc. He agrees with Redwood that the

gelatinous deposit from tincture of kino consists wholly or

mainly of softened phlobaphenes, and has proved by experiment

thai irsolu))le phlobaphenes break down after a longer or

shorter period of digestion in alcohol, forming the familiar

substance which ha.s been likened in appearance to red-currant

jelly. But, though the loss of tannin may be due to oxidation,

it still remains to be shown how the decomposition is effected.

It is not obvious why simple exposure to the atmosphere should

suffice to convert the tannin in kino into phlobaphenes, and

that explanation fails entirely when we find that tincture of

kino preserved in filled and hermetically sealed vessels still

tends to gelatinise, the change Ibeing only extended and not

entirely prevented, while it proceeds rapidly when access of air

is allowed.

The problem remained in this condition until 1900, and in

May of that year Mr. E. M. Holmes suggested that I should

undertake its investigation. Mr. Holmes, in a letter published in

the Pharmaceutical Journal (P.J., 64, 399), had invited those

who had samples of the gelatinised product to forward them to

him, with an account of their origin and manufacture, and the

conditions under which they had been stored. In response to

this letter a large number of samples were received by Mr.

Holmes and given to me. To the senders of those (P.J., 64,

447, 477) I wish to tender my thanks, not only for the samples,

but for the valuable notes which accompanied most of them. A
consideration of these notes showed that while all the factors

mentioned above were not invariably connected with the pro-

duction of gelatinisation, no one of them could be excluded! as a

possible cause. In order to exclude one factor, the possible

variation in the origin of the i-aw material, Mr. Holmes obtained

from the Reporter on Economic Products to the Indian Govern-

ment a sample of Malabar kino duly authenticated as to its

derivation from the jAaJii Pterocarpus marsupium. This pre-

caution was a.bsolutely neoessaiy, since in commerce many so-

eaUed kinos are found, the term being applied to the inspissated

juices of plants belonging to widely separated natural orders,

the products possessing in common the character of translucent

reddish fragments with an astringent taste due to some form of

tannic acid. The kino of the British Pharmacopceia is directed

to be obtained from Pterocarpus marsupium, hence attention was

directed, in the fli-st place, to the official product. On receipt

of the kino from India an investigation of its composition and

the constitution of derivatives obtained therefrom was com-

menced, .since it appeared impossible to approach the gelatini-

sation problem on the basis of the scanty information available

fts to the nature of its constituents. This work is still in pro-

gress, and has proved excessively t-edious, owing to the diffi-

culties which are involved in the investigation of bodies of the

tannic acid group, for these substances have not yet been ob-

tained in a crystalline condition.
.
Moreover, as will be evident

from what follows, the composition of kino is in a continual

state of change from the moment the juice issues from the tree.

Some of tlw work relating to the constitution of kino is in a
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>rward condition, and will be ijublislied shortly, but in this

aper I propose to deal broadly with the problem of the

sktinisation of its tincture, the probable cause of which, as

'ell as the means for its prevention, have been revealed during

be progress of experimental work of a purely chemical nature.

In November, 1900, I prepared by the official process 500 C.c.

f tincture from the sample received from India. The product

ras stored in a wide-mouthed bottle with a well-fitting stopper,

1 order that portions might easily be removed from time to

ime for experimental purposes. From a consideration of the

lublished literature of the subject and the notes accompanying

he samples of gelatinised tincture received in response to Mr.

lolmes's letter, it appeared that gelatinisation had occurred,

a one sample or another, under all conceivable conditions,

litherto no one had suggested the possibility of enzyme action,

nd a portion of the freshly-made tincture was therefore placed

a a bottle and immersed in boiling water for one hour. This

lottle was then set aside and almost forgotten during the

irogress of the investigation. About six months ago, or about

wo years after manufacture, the main and unheated portion

if the tincture showed signs of viscosity, which gradually in-

reased and finally ended in the whole setting to a fim jelly.

)uring the two years the bottle had been opened from time to

ime, in order to withdraw samples for experimental purposes,

[his had always been done with a pipette, .so that the stopper

md neck remained free from tincture, the stopper having been

Eept lubricated with vaseline to prevent it becoming fixed.

)n examining the portion which liad been heated in November,

L900, I. found it perfectly fluid, although it had been kept in

t corked bottle not veiy efficiently closed. A portion of the

contents was now placed in a di-sh covered over with a

Deaker, so as to exclude dust but allow free access of air ; after

several weeks' exposure no increase of viscosity is obser-vable.

i fresh sample of tincture from the same parcel of kino wis
then prepared and exposed to the air side by side and mider

the same conditions as the heated sample ; after a few days

it commenced to thicken, and in about ten days was gela-

tinous and almost free from astringent taste. The heated

sample meanwhile remained fluid and showed no diminution in

astringency.

A careful consideration of the facts of the case led to the

conclusion that the disturbing agent is probably an enzyme^
perhaps an oxydase such as that (laccase) which causes the

clear latex of the la!c tree, Rhus vermicifera, to form a rich,

dark-coloured, insoluble varnish when exposed to the air.

Another—and, perhaps, more closely analogous—example pre-

sents itelf in the case of cenoxydase, an enzyme which has

been shown to cause wine to lose its colour, and deposit a

red-'brown precipitate. This enzyme appears to act upon
the tannins present in the wine, since the change does not

take place in wine from which the tannins have been removed.

The change can also be prevented by heating the wine to a

suitable temperature, so as to destroy the enzyme, and in this

connection, it is interesting to note that, in 1886, R. Rother

(see P.J., 46, 67) claimed jermanence for a tincture of idi<3

which had been prepared by the aid of heat, though he attri-

buted the preservative effect to the addition of catechu to the

tincture, and ignored the possible destruction of the disturb-

ing agent by the application of heat.

A valuable summary of our knowledge relating to Malabar

kino will be found in the ' Agricultural Ledger,' 1901, No. 11,

by D. Hooper, and an account of the methods of collecting

kino therein contained may explain the variation in the

results observed by different experimenters in working at

this problem. Hooper states that one method—introduced

recently by J. G. F, Marshall—consists in collecting the juice

and boiling it so as to concentrate it arid facilitat-e removal of

mechanical impurities, which rise to the surface. Samples of

kino so prepared would probably not be liable to gelatinisation,

owing to destruction of the enzyme by heat, but on this point

thtre is at present no evidence forthcoming.

I publish this preliminary communication in order that

othei-s may confirm, or otherwise, the results which have

been obtained from this authenticated sample of Malabar

kino. Meanwhile, I am expecting a further supply from

India for the continuance of the experiments necessary to

prove the presence of the enzyme which appears to be essential

to the process of gelatinisation.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

Wednesday. Maj' 6, 1903, at 17, Bloomsbury Square, Lon-

don, Mr. 6. T. W. Newsholsie, President, in the chair. The
other members of the Council i)resent were Messrs. Allen

(Vice-President), Atkins (Treasurer), Carteighe, Cooper,

Corder, Cross, Gifford, Glyn-Jones, Harrington, Harrison,

Hills, Park, Robinson, Southall, Storrar, Symes, Wootton,

Young.

The Secbetabt read the minutes of the meeting held on

April 1, and they were duly confirmed.

Election of Members.

g tendered their subscriptions

elected " members " of the
The following persons, havin,

for the current year, were

Society :
—

Appleyard, Herbert ; Edinburgh
Beacher, Ralph E. O. ; Sheffield

Bird, Albert Edward ;
Rugby

Bleehynden, A.; Newcast!e-on-Tyne
Burke, William Dixon ;

Margate
Butierworth, Alfred ;

Biddulph
Chesworth, Colin P. ; Blackheath
Cooper, Walter Mell ; Brixton
Cotterill, Samuel ;

Congleton
Dainty, Jabez E. ; Great Grimsby
Dallimore, Frank ; Ormskirk
Davies, Caradog ; London
Dugan, Hugh M. ; Aberdeen
Emlyn, James 8.

;
Southampton

Gladstone. Arthur ; Middlesbrough
Goagh, John ; Liscard
Halkyard, George W. ; Manchester
Harry, Charles ;

Okehampton
Heath, Sidney ; Manchester
Heynes, Thomas E. ; Gloucester
Holifield, Edward J. ; Chelsea
Houghton, Herbert ; South Shields
Huband, George T. ; Birmingham
Hughes, John G. ;

Southampton
Humphreys, Ernest B. ; II ford

Ironmonger, Herbert L. ; Chiswick
James, Ernest W. H.

;
Southampton

Jones, David L. ; Colwyn Bay
Jones, William Bowen ; Handilo
Kirkpatrick, Arthur C. ; Leith
Leicester, Charles ; Darnall
Lodder, Arthur E. ; Bournemouth

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected "student-associates" of

the Society

:

Lucas, Arthur ; Blackburn
Maddison, Edwin Robson : Brotton
Mallinson, Jas. Edwd. ; Folkestone
Mason, Peter ; Durban
Morris, Gerald Arthur ; Rochester
Mortimer, Harold ; London
Pattinson, Hedley; Whitley Bay
Peel, Wilfrid ; Elland
Pinnington, Arthur

;
Liverpool

Pollard, Jonathan ;
Burnley

Porter, George Hilton ; Gravesend
Raffan, John

;
Huntly

Richards, Philip D. ; Nantymoel
Rivett, Arthur Jas. ; Cape Town
Robson, Thos. ;

Nevvcastle-on-Tyne
Scruby, J. C; Harrismith (Transv'l)

Shaw, Sam Thorpe ; Golcar
Spanton, George F. ; Barfrestone
Sparks, Percy ; London
Spouncer, Stanley Y.

;
Gainsborough

Stirling, David Alex. ; Dunoon
Thomson, Mabel ; Heme Hill
Thursfield, John H. ; Kettering
Tildesley, Robert W. ; Rotherham
Tolmie, John

;
Birmingham

Tremlett, Percival Gordon ;
Ryde

Try thall, Thos. Arthur; Camborne
Turner, Alfred William ;

Lydney
Variey, Edwin Gisborne ; Swansea
Waugh, Herbert L. ; Halifax
Webster, Richard R.; Edinburgh
Whatmough, Wilfred A ;

Wigan

Allen, Mary C. ; Malvern Link
Bateman, Francis C. L. ;

Reading
Beer, Chas. Edwd. ; Royston
Bennett, William ; Rothwell
Berry, Cecil ; Edinburgh
Bottomley, Sarah Jane ; Halifax
Bowness, William John ;

Plimby
Briggs, Sidney T. ;

Darlington
Browell, Benjamin C. ;

Clapham
Butcher, Francis C. ; Colchester
Campbell, Arthur George ; Thirsk
Chambers, Lewis ; Halifax
Cherrington, George E. ; Newark
Cocks, William ; Oldham
Cresswell, Henry Edwin ; London
Day, Harold Davis ;

Dewsbury
Epstein, Harry ; Manchester
Portnam, Walter J.; Willenhall
Gilliatt, Alice ; Boston

Gray, Archibald John ; Longhton
Harrison, StephenW.,]un.; Chiswick
Kittle, Ernest Arthur L,; Horsham
Lincolne, Wil'iam ;

Ely
Manfull, Claud ; Nottingham
Mosley, Wilkinson ;

Driffield

Naylor, George ; Blackpool
Pegg, George C. ; Burton-on-Trent
Phillips, John ;

Trawsfynydd
Ravenshaw, John; Wellington
Rees, Harding M.; South Norwood
Smith, Sydney ; South Lambeth
Starr, Vernon H. ; Hammersmith
Thomson, Donald ; Tenterden
Waterhouse, Percy ; Hull
Whitby, Arnold Spencer ; Yeovil

White, Charles Stewart ; London
Williams, Henry Ivor ; Bradford
WilUams, John; Dinas
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Several persons were restored to the Society upon payment
of the current year's subscription.

Restorations to Register.

Tlie names of tlie following persons, who have made the

required declarations and paid the restoration fee of one

guinea, were restored to the Register of Chemists and Drug-

gists : —Thomas Groves, 29, Belvedere, Bath
;
Henry John

Hickes, 68, London Road, Grantham; Ewen Macdonald, 11,

Woodland Terrace, Liverpool.

Diplomas to Pharmaceutical Chemists.

A diploma, stamped with the seal of the Society, was
granted to each of the undermentioned persons, who have been

duly registered as pharmaceutical chemi&ts :
—

Baker, Charles Ballard
Cart, John Trevor
Collitt, Bernard
Hirst, Alfred Norman
Kirkland, Arthur
Knape, Henry
Lewis, George Walter
Llewelyn, Thomas
Ljall, David Watson

Mann, Ernest William
Maw, Arthur Trentham
Pine, George Centenary
Pratt, John Edward
Renouf, Nora
Sambrook, John Themas
Stooke, Frederick Arthur
Walmsley, Stephen Elliott
Wickham, Thomas Beale Collings

Dr. iStmes, referring to the number of persons restored to

membership of the Society, asked if those persons got a second

notice.

The Seceetakt : A third. I have sent three notices tliis

time, because it was the first year that the nejv Bye-laws came

into operation.

Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee included the following

figures :
—

£ B. d.

Balance in April 4,595 3 10

Receipts 1,747 5 2

Payments during April
6,342 9 0
1,563 14 1

4,778 14 11

Payments to the amount of £2,433 17s. 4d. for the current,

month were recommended.

The Peesident moved, it was seconded by Mr. Walter
Hills, and carried, that the report and recommendations of

the Committee be received and adopted.

Benevolent Fund Committee.

The report of the Benevolent Fund Committee included the

recommendation of grants to the amount of £94, in the

following cases :
—

Registered chemist and druggist (77). Has had previous

grants (Caistor).

Registered chemist and druggist (80) (Llanegryn).

Widow of a member (77). Has had previous grants

(Highbury).
Widow of a chemist and druggist, who had grants

previous to his death (69). Has had previous' grant

(Liverpool)

.

Widow of a chemist and druggist (59). Has had pre-

vious grants (Kew).

Former associate and subscriber (54) (Walthamstow).

One case was deferred for further consideration, and

another was not entertained.

The Vice-Peesident, in moving that the report and recom-

mendations of the Committee be received and adopted, said

it was noticeable that the candidates who applied for relief

at the meeting of the Committee the previous day were con-

siderably older than usual, and relief was granted in almost

every case, one case being deferred for fui-ther consideration.

Amongst the cases which the Committee had to deal with was

one of an extremely exceptional character—^viz., the case of

an old gentleman in Wales, who had been carrying on business-
up to a very advanced age—ne<arly eighty years—when ha
met with a great calamity in the form of fire, his premises,
being absolutely burnt out. His stock and goods were not.

insured, so that his whole means of obtaining a livelihood had:
been swept away. He was very much esteemed in the dis-

trict, and the local people .shortly after the fire met together
and formed a .small committee to help the old gentlman, the.

result being that a sum of £140 had been collected for his.

benefit, and the Benevolent Fund Committee had been asked
to supplement that. After considering the case the Com-
mittee felt that it could not very well spare more than £25 ;.

hence the Committee had given £25, in the hope that the-

total amount of the subscription would be made up to £200.

In view of the old gentleman's advanced age, it was pro-

posed by the local committee to invest the sum raised in an,

annuity, and for £200 it was hoped to get enough—about £40
a year—to keep the old gentleman for the rest of his life..

This was a case which commanded their best charity, and he

appealed to anyone who would like to help this pai-ticular case

to do so.

Mr. Robinson asked if there was any objection to giving;

the address of the committee.

The Vice-President said there was no objection, and th&.

address should be given in the Journal report (see below).

Mr. Haerington seconded the motion of the Vice-President.

Mr. Atkins said he should like to emphasise the necessity

and merit of the case mentioned by the Vice-President. It-

was really a very touching case. As a departure had been-

made from the usual course of not mentioning names, he might
say that he hoped the £200 would be obtained in order toi

secure £40 a year for the old gentleman for the remainder of-

his life.

The report and recommendations of the Committee were:

then adopted.

Local Associ.4.tions and the Benevolent Fund.
The Vice-Peesident said that among the pleasurable duties.;

of the Benevolent Fund Committee they had the satisfaction of
receiving several sums collected at festive gatherings and senfc i

on behalf of local associations. The Committee had received'^'

from the North Staffordshire Chemists' Association £2 2s.r|

and from the Tees-side Chemists' Association £1 6s., in addr--tf"

tion to a number of other donations which had 'been sen^

from time to time. Mr. G. F. Merson, the Hon. Secretary;

of the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations, somaK'^

time ago sent out a circular to the federated associatioiMt'v;

reminding them of the existence of the Benevolent Fund, anftr.';

that the Committee in charge of the Fund would always btt

happy to receive donations. It was satisfactory to know
that Mr. Merson's appeal had fceen very cordially responded to,_

and the Benevolent Fund Committee was extremely grateful

to him for bringing the matter before the local associations^

as there was no doubt that before the end of the year the

total amount received as the result of his appeal would repre-

sent a respectable contribution.

The Seceetaet at this point intimated that the treasurer of

the local fund mentioned by the Vice-President in connection,

with the grant to the old gentleman in Wales was the Rev.

W. Davis, of Llanegryn, Merionethshire. It was also stated!

that the name of the candidate was Hugh Pugh.

Library, Museum, School, and House Committee.

The following rerport was submitted by the Library, Musijum^

©cIkioI, and House Committee:—

•

The Committee met on April 7 and 21, 1903. The usual

monthly statements respectmg the Society's Libraries and

Museums in London and in Edinburgh were received, an4
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particulars of these are published in lh'» I'harmcc.ilunl

.Journal for April 11, 1905.

The School Staff i-eported on the various classes. An
:application from a student who passed the Major Examina-
•tion in April to be allowed to continue working in tiic

Laboratory until the end of the session was acceded to,

and the Dean of the School was authorised to deal with

any other application received from other students who
are eligible, and to report to the Committee at its next

meeting.

The Committee had under consideration the installation

of electric bells as fire alarms, and, generally, the question

ef protecting the Society's premises against fire. The
Vice-President was requested to confer with the School

"Staff and the Secretary, and report as to the practicability

of improving the fire drill and appliances.

The Curator was authorised to prepare a report of the

additions to the Museum during the past seven years, and
it was also decided that in future a report of the addi-

tions to the Museum be prepared and presented to the

^Committee each year.

Tie Secretary reported the result of the application that

had been made to the Inland Revenue authorities for

permission to use duty free spirit for research work. Vto-

iessor Greenish and the Secretary were authorised to

take the necessary steps to fulfil the conditions requirsd

by the Inland Revenue Supervisor.

Messrs. Parkinson's account for £154 5s. 5d. wa.s sub-

mitted, approved, and referred to the Finance Committee.

Communications from Mr. Lansdown, the Society's sur-

-veyor, were read to the Committee, reporting on some of

-the properties belonging to the Society.

The draft annual report was considered, amended, and
•ordered to be sent to each miember of the Council for con-

•sideration at the next meeting (see page 649).

Professor Greenish reported on the work in progress in

the Research Laboratory.

The Pkesident moved that the report and recommendations

©f the Committee be received and adopted.

Mr. W.4LTER HiXLS seconded.

Mr. WooTTON thought it would be interesting to know
jrhat were the conditions required by the Inland Revenue
Supervisor before giving permission for the use of duty-fres

spirit for research work.

The Vice-Pkesiben't said that among the conditions were

those that the spirit should be supplied in gallon jars, which
must be kept in a properly-secured cupboard, and be taken out

pne by one as required, and that some one person should be

j.esponsible for the proper keeping and use of the spirit. In the

present case Professor GreenisJi was i'€sponsible.

Mr. WooTTON : They do not send an inspector.

The Secret.^rt : We are liable for inspection.

The President intimated that the paragraph refen-ing to

the annual report would be taken at the end of the public

fcusiuess

The motion was then put and carried.

Appointment of Divisional Secretaries.

The Pbesident moved, it was seconded by Mr. Rtmer
YovNG, and carried, that Mr. F. Walter Gwinn, of Leyton-

stone, be appointed Divisional Secretary for West Ham (North),

and that Mr. A. Craig be appointed Divisional Secretary for

Aberdeen North.

The Pkesident said the appointment of Mr. Craig was ren-

^dered necessary, owing to the resignation of Mr. John
Cruicksliank, who had acted as the local officer of the

Society in Aberdeen for many years, and had done very good
work for the Society in that district. The menibership in

Aberdeen had been well kept up by Mr. Cruickshank, and
the thanks of the Council were due to him for his verj-

good services.

Pharmacopoeia Conference.

The President stated that he had received a letter from

Mr. Charles Ekin, who wished to resign his position as a.

member of the . British Pharmacopoeia Conference, compo.«ed

of certain members of the Pharmacopoeia Committee of the

General Medical Council, find Dr. Inglis Clark and Mr.

Ekin as representing tli_e Society. He moved that the re-

signation of Mr.. Ekin be accepted, and that the thanks of the

Council be accorded to Mr. Ekin for his services.

Mr. Hills seconded the motion, and spoke in appreciative

terms of the services rendered by Mr. Ekin in connection with

the Pharmacopoeia Conference.

The motion was carried unanimously.

Reports of tlie Boards of Examiners.

The following reports were received from the Boards of

Examiners :
—

Engl.\nd and Wales. '

A2Jril, 1903.

Candidates. Passed. Failed.

Major 29 ... 18 ... 11

Minor 309 ... 100 ... 209

338 ... 118 ... 220

Certificates were received from sixty-six persons, who had
applied for registration as " apprentices or students." One
other certificate submitted by Richard Barnett, of Chester,

was found, on reference to the examining authorities, to

have been fraudulently manipulated, and the Board ordered
the circumstances to be reported to the CouncU, with a view
to eoirsidering what action should be taken.

A letter was read from a Minor candidate who was re-

jected at the last examination for using unfair means. The
Secretary was directed to inform the candidate that the

Board) was not prepared to reopen the question.

A member of the Board reported having sent one candi-

date from the examination room for being found with
printed and written memoranda contrary to rule. The
Board resolved that the candidate in question should be
classed as having failed, and tliat the circumstance should
be reported to the Council, without, however, mentioning
the name of the offender.

A communication was read suggesting the desirability of

recognising " Welsh " as coming within the category of a
"modern foreign language." The Board, after careful con-

sideration, expressed the opinion that Welsh could not be
deemed to come within the above-quoted wording of the
regulations.

Communications from the London University respecting

the aweptance of the Matriculation Certificate, and from thte
College of Preceptors regarding the substitution of
" geometry " for " Euclid " in the Oxford and Cambridge
local examinations and by other examining bodies, were
read. The Board referred the letter from the London
University to the Standing Committee for the purpose of

ascertaining the precise significance of the term " matricu-
lation in the medical faculty." With regard to the accept-

ance of "geometry" in place of "Euclid," the Board is of

opinion uiat it should be empowered to do so, and that the
Council should be asked to consider the desirability of modi-
fying the Bye-laws accordingly. The Boardi also expressed
itself in favour of Bye-laws which would permit the Board
itself to adopt such immaterial modifications in the practice

of accepting preliminary certificates as might be found
necessary from time to time.

The Board desired the Chairman to convey to the Council
the opinion that the Council should take steps to have the
regulations of the Boards brought into conformity with the
Bye-laws in regard! to the conditions of entry for the Minor
Examination.
The Board recommends that a committee be appointed by

the Council (including representatives of the two Boards)
for the purpose of considering questions relating to the work
of the Boards, or bearing upon pharmaceutical education
and examination. There is a strong feeling on the part of
the Board in London that certain long outstanding question*
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within the scope of such a committee need urgent consTdera-

tion.

Scotland.

Ajsril, 1903.

Candidates. Passed. Failed.

Major 3 0 5
Minor 152 » 54 98

155 54 101

The Board in Scotland agreed that the Matriculation

Certificate of the University ol London should be accepted,

provided "Latin" be one of the subjects passed to obtain

the certificate. It was also agreed that a pass in the alter-

native "Geometry " Papers in the College of Preceptors'

Second-class Examination should he recognised in place of

the "Euclid" paper, when such a certificate is presented.

The President, in dealing with this report, referred to

the case mentioned in the first paragraph, and stated that

the certificate- sent in was an Orford "Local" certificate, and

was found to have been tampered with, certain subjects

having been added to the certificate. He thought the best

course of dealing with the matter would be to pass some such

resolution as the following:—
"That the case of Richard Bamett be left in the

hands of the President and Vice-President for the purpose

of communicating with the Oxford Delegacy."

This was agreed to.

In regard to the case of the Minor candidate referred to, he

appealed to the Secretary, who ipfoi-med him that the Council

was not prepared to re-open the question. With reference to

the letter from the London University as to the acceptance

of the Matriculation Certificate, and to the communication

from the College of Preceptors regarding the substitution of

" geometry " foi- " Euclid " in £he Oxford and Camlbridge local

examinations, there seemed to be a little doubt in the minds

of some persons as to what "geometry" meant, and whether

" geometry " should be tnken as meaning applied Euclid.

Mr. Carteighe s-aid he thought it was a pity that the

Boards of Examiners did not take a little responsibility upon

themselves.

The President said the difficulty arose through the Board

in Scotland agreeing that a pass in the alternative " Geo-

metry" Papers in the College of Preceptors Second-class Ex-

amination should be recognised in place of the " Euclid

"

paper. The report of the Board of Examiners for England

and Wales expressed itself in favour of Bye-laws which would

permit the Board itself to adopt such immaterial modifications

in the practice of accepting preliminary certificates as might

be found necessary from time to time, and it was suggested

that the Council .should take steps to have the regulations of

the Boards brought into conformity with the Bye-laws. The

Council would probably remember that there appeared to be a

difference between Bye-law 21, referring to apprenticeship,

and the regulations for Minor candidates, which did not

appear to cohere with each other. In regard to the last para-

graph in the report of the Board of Examiners for England

and Wales, he might remind the Council that last July the

Council passed a res-olution that a hybrid committee should be

formed, consisting of six members of the Council, including

the President and Vice-President as ex-offieio members, two

members of the London Board, and two members of the Board

in Scotland, beheving that this small body would be exceed-

ingly useful. It was, of course, understood that the com-

mittee would have no administrative authority, but that it

should confer on matters of importance in connection with

education and examinations, and report to the Council

periodically on the various matters considered. The London

Board felt very strongly about the matter, and had suggested

that the Council should appoint a committee in order to deal

with matters which it was important should be considered as
soon as possible. Members of Council all knew how difficult it

was for the Board to deal with such matters—matters which
were very much better dealt with by a small committee,,

where they could be thoroughly threshed out. He felt veiy
strongly about the matter, and had been very disappointed"

that the members of the Scotch Board had not seen their-

way to nominate two members of that Board. He hoped they

would see the importance of the matter, and would allow:

two members of the Board to sit on the proposed committee.

He, therefore, moved that a committee be appointed, and!

that two members of the Board of Examiners for Scotland"

be requested to act on the committee.

Dr. Stmes seconded the motion.

Mr. Glyn-Jones moved, as an amendment, and it was.

seconded by Mi-. Storeae, that the matter be referred to the
General Purposes Committee for further consideration.

After a long discussion, both the original motion and the
amendment were withdrawn, and the matter dropped.

Jacob Bell and Manchester Scholarships.

The President moved, and it was agreed, that Mr. EL
White and Mr. Pinches be invited to conduct the Jacob BelS

and Manchester Scholarships.

Mr. Gltn-Jones said he should like to record, on behalf of

his fellow-countrj'men, his thanks to the Boards of Examiners-

for placing on record their opinion that the Welsh language:

is an ancient one, and that those who speak that language

are not foreigners.

The E. Northway Butt Scholarships.

The President said he had received a letter from Mr-
Lenton, the Senior Butu Scholar, who wrote to say that h*
had accepted an appointment with a Liverpool firm, whicle

wo'.vld r.ecessitaie his resigning the Butt Scholarship. The-

r.esearch Committee had considered this matter, and it was
thought desirable that Mv. Lenton's resignation should ba
accepted, and l^'rofessor Greenish was requested by the Com-
mittee to consider whether there was any other student who»

would be a satisfactory Butt Scholar for the remainder o£

the session. Professor Greenish had since intimated that,

Mr. Henry Knape was willing to accept the Scholarship for
J

the remainder of the session, and he recommended him as aE

suitable person for appointment to the Scholarship. He (th».

President) moved that Mr. Henry Knape be appointed Butt

Scholar for the remainder of the session.
"

This was agreed to.

Report of the North British Branch Executive.

The President said each member of the Council was in'

possession of the report of the North Bi-itish Branch Execu-

tive, and he, therefore, moved, and it was agreed, that th»

report be received and entered upon the minutes. The fol-

lowing is a summaiy of the report:—• .

The report referred to the co-operation of the officers-';

in Scotland in carrying out the work of the Society, anif

in forwarding the Council's scheme of organisation. The"

evening meetings have been very successful, and fairly"-

well attended, and a repetition of the experiment of a.

morning scientific meeting was fully justified by the

result. A slight increase has been noticeable in th»

cii-culation of books from the Library, fcut nothing is

reported in i-egard to the Museum. The cash account

shows a totaJ expenditure of £1,297 5s. lOd. on the

North British Branch during 1902, 'being an increase of

about £75 on the amount expended during 1901. Reso-

lutions passed at private meetings, expressing concurrence,

with the minoi-ity report of Mr. Walter Hills, and support

of the Pharmacy Bill, were included in the report.
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The Council Prizes Examination.

The Seceetart stated that the report of the Board of

Examiners on the Pereira Medal and Council Prizes competi-

iion had not yet been received.

Portrait of Mr. Payne.

The Secretary said that at the time of the Jubilee of the

Society portraits were published of all the past-Presidents of

ihe Society, witli the exception of Mr. Payne, the second

President, whose relatives he had been unaible to trace. About
.a fortnight after the publication of the portraits a lady

^lled at his office, and said she was a daiigliter of Mr.
Payne, and that she ihad a portrait of her father, which she

would like to come to the Society after her death. She had

•since died, and the portrait had been sent to him, also the

following letter:—
"4, Mount Ararat Road, Richmond, Surrey.

" May 4," 1903.
"Dear Sir,—^With regard to the portrait of Mr.

Payne, which is coming up from Shrewsbury to-morrow,
I thougiht you mig'ht like the following scanty information.
The name of the artist is unknown, but he was a young
painter (of no great eminence at the time) in whom Mr.
Payne was interested. The portrait is considered to be a
very fair likeness of Mr. Paj'ne, except that the expres-
sion is rather too hard.

" Mr. Charles James Payne had one child—Elizabeth

—

who manied Rev. Frederick Smith, vicar of Holy Trinity,

Tareham, Hants. Mrs. Smith died on July 13. 1900. and
there sui-vive her four children—'Mrs. Coan, Mrs. Allen,

Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
"It was my grandmother's wish that the portrait, after

lier death, should be given to the Pharmaceutical Society.
" As her only grandchild, and with the assent of the

rest of the family, I have much pleasure in seJiding it to

vou,—I remain, yours trulv,

"R. B. CoAN."

The Secretary stated that Mr. Payne was the first Vice-

President of the Society, and, on the death of Mr. W. Allen,

lie became President. There was in the Council Room an

illuminated addres.s to Mr. Payne, which was dated 1844.

The President said he was sure it was the wish of the

Council that a letter be sent to Mr. Coan, who had 'been so

^ood as t-o forward the portrait to the Society. It was ex-

ceedingly interesting that the Council should have the pos-

session of the portrait of one of its early Presidents.

Mr. Robinson : I see he was President in 1844.

Pharmaceutical Reciprocity.

The Secretary reported that a letter had been received

from the Pharmacy Board of New Soutli Wales intimating

that in future the Minor and Major certificates of the Society

vould be accepted for registration in New South Wales.

The Society's Seal.

The Council then gave authority for the seal of the Society

to be affixed to the transfer of Great Indian Peninsular

Hallway stock, and to a lease in connection with the Society's

property at Shortlands.

The Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. GiFFORD said that a statement had been made in the

public Presfs to the effect that Mr. Lough, M.P., understood

that the presence of one qualified director on the directorate

of a limited liability companj-, cai'rying on business as

•chemists, would be satisfactory to the promoters of the Bill.

He would like to know who was responsible for giving Mr.
Lough such an impression.

The President directed Mr. Gifford's attention to the word-
ing of Clause 7 of the Bill.

ilr. Harbison: That is the last statement of the Council
on the question.

Mr. GiFFORD said the statement had been made that all

tlie directors must be qualified.

Mr. Young : You want to know by what authority that

statement was made to Mr. Lough?

Mr. Wootton said there was no doubt that the Council

meant that whether there -was one director or ten, those

directoi-s must be qualified. There could be no doubt as, to

what the Council meant.

Mr. Glyn-Jones said that as the member of the Council

who came in contact with Mr. Lough, he knew of nothing

said 'by him to Mr. Lough which might lead him to think

that the Council meant anything other than that all the

directors should be qualified if there were more than one.

This ended the public business, and the Council then went

into oommitteie to consider the Annual Report, the text of

which, as approved, is here given.

Sixty-second Annual Report of the Council.

An increase in the number of candi-

EXAMINATIONS. dates presenting themselves for the

qualifying examination during the year is

to be recorded ; 1.549 having been examined, as against 1,479

in 1901. The number of successful candidates was 468, and the

percentage of rejections was 69^78
; which compares unfavour-

ably with the percentage of 66-39 noted in the preceding year's

statistics. For the Major Examination 95 candidates were

examined, and 50, or 52-63 per cent., failed. One hundred and

sixteen persons were registered a,r, " Apprentices or Students

"

on production of certificates of preliminary knowledge in accord-

ance with the Bye-laws—a notable increase on the two preceding

years, which affords reasonable ground for the as.sumption that

the new conditions of registration entered upon in 1900 do not

tend to operate with undue restrictive force.

The Privy Council Visitors, reporting on the examinations-

in London and in Edinburgh, testify to the adequate standard

of the statutory test of competent knowledge, as well as to the

fairness and thoroughness which characterises the work of the

two Boards. Both Dr. Stevenson and Dr. Balfour Marshall

reiterate the necessity for systematised instruction in the sub-

jects of the exanimation.

The meetings in London have been
EVENING better attended during the past session.

*

MEETINGS. The chief feature of the February
meeting was a highly successful exhibition

of new and scientific 'apparatus and pharmaceutical appliances,

which was much appreciated by the members of the Society

and their friends. The Council is indebted to Professor

Greenish and Mr. Humphrey, to whom the detail work of

organising and carrying out the necessary arrangements was
entrusted, and to Professor Herbert Jackson and Mr. F. Goldby
for assistance in the form of short popular demonstrations

during the evening. Communications from the Research

Laboratory were presented at the March meeting by the two
Butt scholars—Messrs. Lenton and Paterson, and by the

Salters' Fellow, Mr. Garsed. A valuable discussion on " Drug
Standards " was opened by Mr. J. C. Umney in November, and
was resumed by Dr. Attfield, F.R.S., and Mr. W. S. Glyn-
Jones in December.

In Edinburgh, papers have been read by Professor Bower,
F.R.S., Messrs. Danald M'Ewan, J. P. Gilmour, Thomas
Stephenson, Martin Meldrum, A. Russell Bennet, Andrew King,

William Duncan, David Brown, Peter Boa, and D. B. Dott.

All the papers and discussions are recorded in the Pharmaceutical

Jfiumal.
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The progress of these important depart-

LIBRARY AND ments is chroiticled month by month in

MUSEUM. the published reports of the Library,

Museum, School, and House Committee,

pad it is only necessary to state that both the Library and

Museum are adequately organised to meet any demands that

may be made upon them by students or members. Donations

of books and specimens have been as numerous and as accept-

ab'.e as formerly, and the Council has authorised additions by

l^urchase, whenever it has seemed necessary, in order that the

departments might be kept well abreast of modern require-

ments. The collections are properly arranged with a view to

complete accessibility and consequent usefulness, and the mem-
bers of the Society have reason to be proud of the possession

of such efficient aids to pharmaceutical knowledge. If students

more generally availed themselves of the privileges which the

use of the Libraiy or Museum confer, a possibly beneficial

effect on the examination statistics might result.

The appointment of Professor Collie to

SCHOOL. the chair of Organic Chemistry in the

University of London necessitated his

retirement from the position he had filled with such success in

the School of Pharmacy. The Council has had the good for-

tune to secure the services of Professor Wynne, who was
appointed to succeed Professor Collie in July, and whose
address in October at the openipg- of the School furnished a

suitable opportunity of introducing him to the members of the

Society. A considerable amount of money lias been expended
in improving the School equipment and appliances. The altera-

tions in the Lecture Theatre will, it is believed, commend
themselves to the members generally.

The Regulations, to which reference was
POISON made in the last report, were passed at a

REGULATIONS, special meeting of members On May 28

and confirmed by the Privy Council on

July 4. Intimation of the inclusion of " liquid disinfectants
''

in the statutory Regulations was sent at once to every person

W'hose name appeared on tlie Register of Chemists and Drug-

gists, and a copy of the full Regulations, suitably prepaied for

convenient reference in the pharmacy, was placed- by the

Society at the disposal of the trade. A very general acceptance

of the offer resulted. The Government Departments were also

jiromptly notified of the steps taken by the Society in the

public interest.
_ i

A Committee of Inquiry into the con-

JOURNAL. ditions imder which, the Journal is pro-

duced and published was appointed by the

Council last year, and has investigated fully the various details

connected with production, printing, and distribution. Certain

recommendations were submitted to the Council with a view to

facilitate the work of the Journal Department, and were

adopted. The Editor of the Journal having placed his resigna-

tion in the hands of the Council, Mr. John Humphrey was

asked to take charge of the Journal until June, and a small

Advisory Committee was appointed to confer with him. In con-

.sideration of Dr. Paul's services to the Society during the

thirty-two years he has held the post of Editor, an annuity of

£300 was granted him in January.

The Departmental Committee on

PARLIAMENTARY. Poisons, which was appointed by the

Privy Council in June, . 1901, reported

in November last, and recommended that preparations for use

in connection with agriculture, horticuiture or sanitation

might be placed on a third part of the Poison Schedule to be

sold by licensed persons, not necessarily registered chemists

and druggists, and subject to regulations to be made by the;

Pri^-y Council. Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., wi'ote a supple-

mentary report urging a more wide-spreadmg application of

the principle of a third sub-division of the Schedule ; and

Mr. Walter Hills presented a minority report expressing the

opinion that the conclusions of the main report were not

deducible from the evidence given before the Committee,

Copies of the reports, together with extracts from the evidence

given, have been sent to every registered chemist. In view oi

the Departmental Committee's reports, and having regard ta

the absence of any indication that the Privy Council was pre-

pared to give early consideration to the views of the

Council of the Society in regard to pharmaceutical

legislation, it was deemed expedient to take steps tc

introduce into Parliament the draft Bill of 1901, which

had been in abeyance during the Departmental inquiry.

The Bill was introduced by Mr. Lough, M.P., on March

26, and bears the names of the following members of

Parliament as suiiporters :—Mr. Marshall Hall, Mr. Remnant„

Mr. John Burns, Mr. Ellis Griffith, Mr. Wanklyn, Mr. Henniker

Heaton, Mr. Tomkinson, and Mr. Osmond Williams. The-.

Parliamentary Watch Committee is prosecuting an activa-

campaign in favour of the Bill, and the help of every registered!,

chemist in Great Britain is earnestly solicited in the efEorts

which are being made to secure attention for the views-

embodied in that measure. The Council appreciates^ thes

valuable and practical assistance of divisional officers, members.

ol the Society, and others.

Considerable progress has been made in.

LOCAL the development of the organisation ofe

ORGANISATION, the Society, and useful conferences have-

taken place between the Secretaiy and

registered chemists at the following centres :
—

Home District—London, Bournemouth, Dover, K»sb

Ham, Gravesend, Hastings, Southampton.

Midland Z^jsiric^—Birmingham, Bradford, Leeds, Nortt*-

ampton, Nottingham, Leicester, Sheffieiu.

Eastern District—Boston, Lincoln, Peterboro'.

Western District—B-nstol, Cardiff, Exeter, Plymouth^

Swansea.
Xorih-JFestern District—Blackpool, Carlisle, Liverpool,

Manchester, Preston.

North-Eastcrn District—Newcastle, Stockton.

In Scotland, the Assistant Secretary, acting under the direction-

of the Secretary, has conducted similar conferences at Aberdeen,

Dundee, Edinburgh, Dumfries, Glasgow, Maud, Inverness, audi

Greenock.

The practical vaiue of the work accomplished during the

year in the direction of stimulating local interest in the Society

and in the important political questions which chemists and

druggsts are called upon to face, has been manifested in a

highly gratifying manner by the formation of several new

associations and the revival of some whicli had fallen intb

a languishing condition. The Council has the satisfaction of

recording that the Society now has in its local organisation i

valuable and effective means of influencing public or parliamen-

tary opinion. In large measure this is due to the ungnidging

services of the Divisional Secretaries and the cordial co-opera'

tion of local associations.

Five additional annuitants were electerf

BENEVOLENT in December last, the financial condition

FUND. of the Fund not being such as to justify

the Council in offering a larger number oi

annuities. The expenditure during the year was U!4,862, or

about £100 in excess of the income available for distributioir,

and payments have only been met by temporarily using con

tributions belonging to " Donation " account. There is urgent
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need for more annual subscriptions, or it will be impossible for

the Council to maintain even the present modest measure of

relief granted to deserving applicants for casual assistance.

Three hundred and forty cases of alleged in-

' L'EGAL. fringement of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, were

reported to the Registrar during the past year,

and were fully investigated. In those cases in which

Sratisfactory evidence could be obtained the Council authorised

the Registrar to take proceedings. A list of these 125 cases

was published in the Registrar's report of February 7 last, and
it is gratifying to note that each contested case was decided in

favour of the Society.

In some instances, after judgment for penalties had been

obtained, the defendants have m<ade no attempt to pay the

fjnount, and consequently the Council has had recourse to the

Debtors Act, 1869, with a view to obtaining attachment orders.

In four of such cases County Court judges have made orders

pf committal, and it is hoped that such a course of procedure

will have a salutary effect.

In several eases proceedings were taken in the police courts

for infringement of the 17th Section of the Act, with satisfactory

results.

.

The Executive of the North British

N,B. Branch reports that the Society's

BRANCH. premises in Edinburgh are in good
order and that the work of the Society

Ls efiBciently carried out.

The death of the following has to be

OBITUARY. recorded :—F. Andrews, J. Johnston, John
Robbins and T. B. Groves, former mem-

bers of Council; John Moss and P. B. Benger, former members
tt the Board of Examiners for England and Wales ; Sir F. A.
ALbel, Bart., an honorary member

; and S. J. Gunn, (Harrow),
E. IV. Harris (Merthyr), J. H. Bowling (Pembroke Dock), J.

Paton (Edinburgh, South), and R. Storie (Dalkeith), Divisional
Officers.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

30MMTJNICATIONS intended tor publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all
communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsburv Square,
"London, W.C."

The Council Election.

Whetlier the rumour which reached this place about the
doings of the caucus be correct or not, the a^-count of the

situation given by Mr. Gilniour in his letter of last week
does not tally with the account in the circular issued by him,
along with others, in favour of the candidature of Messrs.
Storrar and Currie. That circular says :—

" Having secured the conj'ent of Mr. Storrar to be one
of two Scottish candidates, a committee was formed for
the purpose of securing the services of another. . . .

This committee has pleasure in submitting for your
appi-oval the name of Mr. W. L. Currie, of Glasgow."

The consent of Mr. Storrar to stand as one of two candi-

dates was given to the small, irresponsible committee, which
issued the circular to Divisional Secretaries, as mentioned in

my last letter, and it was they who set about securing the
services of the second candidate mentioned in it. This com-
TOittee it was, therefore, which had pleasure in submitting
the name of Mr. Currie. Clearly, then, his nomination was
the work of this caucus. A very remarkable thing about
the whole business is the extraordinary reticence maintained
Tegaiding it. One would have imagined, considering the im-

portance seemingly attached to it, that there would have been

an account of the presentation of the requisition to the

gentleman first selected, and his reply to it, inserted in the

trade journals, or that at the very least there would have

been a paragraph announcing the fact and the decision. Those
to whom the first circular was sent might not unnaturally

have expected to be informed of the result. N<i publicity

has been given either as to that or subsequent proceedings

of this committee on a subject which was, according to them,

of \'ital interest to the whole of Scotland. Verily it is most
unusual and altogether unaccountable. Doubtless it sets forth

m ire eloquently than any words of mine could the hole-and-

corner nature of the proceedings, and betray si a consciousness

that their method of procedure in selecting a candidate for

Scotland would not stand the light. Mr. Gilmour says :

" From the outset—when, by-the-way, there was no definite

announcement of Mr. Paterson's intentions, etc." Let me refresh

his memory a little and put the attitude of myself and the

Aberdeen Association on this question of candidates to repre-

sent Scotland in a clear light. This I will do by a quotation

from our late secretary's letter to him :

—

" Your committee, you say, feel that a renewed effort

should be made to eFect a reduction of Scottish candi-
dates. This is a matter which, if it was thought neces-
sary, should have been considered before any selection
of candidates took place, and should have been gone about
in an entirely different fashion from this and the former
Edinburgh attempt, which both seem to run on the same
lines."

Now it is evident that a renewed attempt implies a pre-

vious attempt, and such an expression could only be made use

of hy one who had made a prior attempt, 'or who had a
thciough acquaintance with the circmnstances connected with
it. The two attempts were evidently made by the same com-
mittee. As, in reply to the first attempt, I stated that I had
been assured ot nomination, and had agreed to stand, neither

the committee nor Mr. Gilmour need have been in any doubt
as to my intention long before, when, according to him,

there could have been any word of Mr. Currie's selection.

I would not have troubled myself to discuss their tactics

had it not been that, from, the tenour of their remarks, they

would have sought to fix on me, or on the Aberdeen Associa-

tion, the onus of the failure, should they not succeed in

carrying through their scheme, as a further quotation from
the letter previously mentioned will show :

—

" You will require to find some other solution of the
problem than that which, in your letter, you suggest if

you are so anxious to avoid what you describe as a
serious and deplorable, because avoidable, misfortune."

I thought this the more fitting time to make the situation

quite clear and save any recruuination afterwards.

Aberdeen, May 4, 1903. James Patehson.

Having been requested to reply to Mr. Paterson's statement

anent the circular sent by me as Secretaiy of the Committee

to Divisional Secretaries in Scotland, I beg to say that there

never was any foundation in fact for Mr. Paterson's suggestion

that the Committee sought " to turn the Divisional Secretaries

into electioneering agents for a paiticular candidate." At the

time the circular was sent out to Divisional Secretaries a copy

was also sent, as a matter of courtesy, to Mr. Paterson, and

when, in replying, Mr. Paterson made the above suggestion,

I at once wrote him to the above efi'ect, but he has evidently

not accepted my assurances. As the most representative body
of men in the country, the opinion, and opinion only, of Di\a-

sional Secretaries was asked on two questions, and when they

gave that opinion the matter ended so far as they were con-

cerned. They were never asked, nor was there ever any inten-

tion to ask them, even in their private capacity, to do anything
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further than express their opinions, and such an idea' as their
being turned into "electioneering agents" is therefore absurd,
and not flattering either to the Divisional Secretaries or to the
Committee. I may add that the answers received were almost
unajiimously in favour of the course suggested by the Com-
mittee, whose aim was, if possible, to bring about unanimity
and to secure the election of a Scotchman, who, we" felt, would,
if we could induce him to become a candidate, raise the (Scot-

tish representation on the Council to its former status. In my
letter to Mr. Paterson I also wrote :

—
" The objection urged against your good self is—I will be

quite frank—thai you are neither in the retail or whole-
sale drug trade, and this lact would tell against your elec-
tion."

In reply to this Mr. Paterson said that there were others on
the Council who were not connected with either the wholesale
or retail

; but this seems to me to answer itself. The great
body of the electors are—like Mi. Storrar and Mr. Currie—
retail chemists, and it may be urged that the interests of the
other members are already sufficiently looked after. The
present situation with regard to this election seems to me to
be, so far as Scotland is concerned, as loliows :—(1) Mr. Stor-
rar's long services to the Society merit his re-election

; (a) the
return of Mr. GifTord two years ago, in place of the late JMr.
Johnson, deprived Scotland of the second representative which
she has had for nearly half a century, and the Committee, who
are responsible for Mr. Currie's candidature, is composed of all
classes of electors on both sides of the Border, who regard him
as a fitting representative from the West, and a worthy suc-
cessor to Daniel Frazer and John Borland. For these and
other reasons the electors are asked to give a vote to Messrs.
Storrar and Currie.

Edinburgh, May 4, 1903. Claude F. Henrt.

The Bitterness of Tincture of Gentian.
Mr. E. M. Holmes, in Saturday's Journal, suggests that in

making compound tincture of gentian I may have obtained
the excess of bitterness by using white gentian root instead
of the official variety. While I am not sure that I should not
be displeased at Mr. Holmes's suggestion that tlie official
gentian root might be unknown here, I am plea.sed to be able
to assure him that the root used in making the tinctures was
undoubtedly the official sort, and very good root to boot. As
soon as I saw Mr. Holmes's letter I wrote to Mr. J. Slinger
Ward, whose name he mentions in connection with the matter,
and he very kindly sent me a specimen of the white gentian
root, which I had never encountered outside a museum. With
this by me for comparison, I have gone over my stock of
gentian root in case a scrap of a similar kind had" found its
way into it, but I have not found a trace of such.
Edinburgh, May 5, 1903. Peter Boa.

The Preparation of Iodic Acid.

Anent the note on the preparation of iodic acid, by Mr.
Ernest Boyle, in last week's Pharmacetiiical Journal, I find that
small quantities may Ibe prepared fairly quickly by boiling
gently 1 part of very finely powdered iodine with 5 to 8
parts of fuming nitric acid in a flask with a long neck, on
a sand bath, and passing through the boiling liquid, by means
of a gas-holder or foot-blower, a gentle current of air to drive
off the oxides of nitrogen produced, w-hich have a reducing
action on the iodic acid. Unless this is done, a condition

of chemical ~ equilibrium results, and the reaction becomes
stationary, as much iodic acid Ibeing reduced as there is

iodine oxidised ; this seems to have been your correspondent's

experience. I find it better to prepare the fuming nitric acid

than to buy it, by distilling the nitric acid (s.g. 1-42) mixed
with thrice its weight of strong sulphuric a«id. Hie mixture
of iodic acid and nitric acid, after all the iodine has beea
oxidi.sed, is transferred to an evaporating basin, and eva-

porated to dryness, then heated carefully to about 200° C. to
expel all traces of nitric acid. To the residue of iodine pent-
oxide water is added, and the solution evaporated on the-

water ibath to obtain crystals of iodic acid. For the de-
scription of an apparatus, by means of which larger quanti-

ties of iodic acid can be quickly prepared, vide note by Scott

and Arbuckle, P.J. [4], 12, 110.

Glasgow, May 4, 1905. John Lothian.

The Dispensing of Suppositories.

In reply to Mr. Gaul's letter, whicli appears in the Journal

of May 2, I may say that the directions with regard to dec-

aloes CO. have been misunderstood by more than one studenfi

to my knowledge, hence my reason for clearing anj' doubt,

which may have existed. With regard to suppositories-

moulds marked 15 grains and regarded as holding 13i grains of

theobroma—this quantity was suggested as being a gooci

average capacity of an unfamiliar mould. I am quite aware-

of the variation of the s.g. of oleum theobromatis, and I

believe ahout (that being the word I used) 0'950 is a fair-

average—see Maiscli's ' Materia Medica.' All figures given wer*

justified experimentally ; unfortunately, however, by an obvious

printers error, some were omitted ; for instance, 2^ grains, i»

line 11, column 2, 570, should read 12^ grains, and in the-

table iodoform suppositories should read 2 grains in each.

It must be left to the choice of the student as to whether it-

will be better to slightly grease the mould before using, anj

make quite sure of the result, or to omit the greasing and rua

a risk, slight as it may be, of the suppositories stic^king.

Sydenham, May 5, 1903. A. W. Nunn-.- "

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Marylebone Police Court.

Serious Charge Against a Dispenser.

On Thursday, INlay 7, 1903, at Marylebone Police Conrt,

before Mr. H. Curtis Bennett, Robert Jubb, aged 40, de-

scribed as a dispen.ser, living at 50, Guilsborough Road,

Willesden, was charged on a warrant " for that he did offer

himself as a servant to Boots, Cash Chemists, Limited, witin

a false, forged, and counterfeit certificate and character,"

whi. h purj crted to be the certificate of one C. Willmer;.

stating that he had been in the service of that gentleman,

whereas in truth and fact he had not. Mr. F. W. Beck,

solicitor, who appeared to prosecute, said his clients had a»

large number of shops in different parts. In December last

year they received a letter signed "A. H. Dee," asking for ai*

appointment with lite firm. A form of application was

accordingly .sent to the address given, and was filled up and

returned in the name of A. H. Bee, who represented himself

as a qualified - chemist, gave the date on which;

he pasi^ed his examination as February 20, 1899,

and gave as references Mr. Willmer and Messrs.

Parke's Drug Stnres. It had now been discovered that

his name was not Dee at all. This was brought to light ia

a rather peculiar way. It was suggested that the firm did

not employ qualified chemists, and in order to show that this

was not true, the firm published in the Daily Mail a cwmplete

list of all their branches, together with a list of all the quali-
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fied men engaged at them, including the name of A. H. Dee.

Subsequently a letter was received from Mr. A. H. Dee, a

gentleman carrying on busines.s as a chemist at Earlsfield, wlio

explained that he was the only Mr. Dee upon the Pharma-
ceutical Register, and asked for an explanation of the advertise-

ment, as he had never been employed by Messrs. Boot, [t

was then found that Mi-. Willmer did not live at 91, Cliurch

Road, Willesden, the address given on the letter purporting to

come from that gentleman, and that the only gentleman

of that name on the Register carried on business at

Tottenham. The prisoner, it seemed, had' merely called

at 91, Church Road, and received the letter addre.s.sed

to Mr. Willmer from Messrs. Boots. It was obvious,

said Mr. Beck, that the letter of Mr. Willmer
was written in a disgui.'ed handwriting, and that it corre-

sponded with the handwTiting in the letter purporting to come
from A. H. Dee, besides which, the water-mark on both

letters was exactly the same. That being so, it was clearly a

case of forgery.

Arthur ii. Dee, chemist, of 274, Earlsfield Road. Wands-
worth, identified the prisoner as Robert Jubb, who about fifteen

years ago wa« a fellow dispenser with him at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital. He had not seen him for eleven years. He believed

Lim to be thoroughly capable of dispensing medicines, and
always understood that he held the Pharmaceutical Society's

quAilification. It might be that he was qualified by the Apothe-
caries' Society. Witness added that it was very painful to him
to have to appear against the prisoner, and he had no idea it

would come to that when he wrote to the prosecutors.—Cross-

examined : He did not know the prisoner had been a dispenser

at Guy's Hospital for six years. The letter purjFjrting to be

written by him was not written with his knowledg'e or authority.

Chai'les Willmer, chemist, 118, Salmon Lane, Limehouse,

denied all knowledge of the prisoner, and said he did not live at

91, Church Road, Willesden, and did not write, or authorise to

be written, the letter bearing hi-s^ name.

Detective-Sergeant Burrell proved! the arrest. In reply to

the warrant, the prisoner said :
" They cannot do that, can

they? My name is not Dee; it is Jubb. I am sorry ; I did it

for a good purpose."

The magistrate ordered a remand, and refused to admit the

prisoner to bail.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Spirit of Sal Volatile.

On Wednesday, April 29, 1903, at Sproatley, near Hull,

James Soutter, of Hedon, chemist and druggist, and his assis-

tant, Alfred PI Markham, were summoned for selling sal

volatile not of the required .strength. Sergeant Pottage con-

ducted the case on behalf of the County Councd, .stating that

on the 6th of last month he went into the defendant's shop

and purchased five ounces of sal volatile. He was supplied by-

Mr. Soutter's assistant, Alfred Markham, to whom he paid

Is. 8d. He divided it into the three usual portions, sending

one sample to the County Analyst, Mr. Baines. The drug was

found to be 30 per cent, deficient in ammonia.

Mr. Soutter, who ably defended his own case, claimed that

according to the date of the analyst's certificate the drug was

analysed on the 10th, which was three days after its receipt,

before it was tested. The prosecutor purchased spirit of sal

volatile, which was somewhat different from sal voUitile. The

article in question was spirit of volatile, and he sold it in as

good a state as it could be kept. The defendant also argued that

the samples were not properly taken. They should have been put

in glass-stoppered bottles. This contention could be proved

by two samples he had sent privately to be analysed. The one

stoppered with an ordinary cork showed a deficiency of 6 7,

while tliat in a glass-stoppered bottle showed 1-73 deficiency,

which could be explained by opening the bottle for serving out

in business.

The Bench respited judgment on payment of costs, 3s.

Blaud's Pills.

On Thursday, April 30, 1903, at the Lambeth Police Court,

before Mr. Plowden, Parke's Drug Stores, Limited, were sum-

moned by the Camberweli Borough Council for selling, at their

branch at 120, Rye Lane, Peckham, g'.E., iron pills which were

not of the nature, substance, and quality of the article de-

manded. The case was briefly reported in the Inset of last week's

Phannaccjitical Journal. 'Sir. Marsden prosecuted for the

Borough Council, and Mr. C. H. Kirby defended.

Mr. Pardoe, assistant to the Inspector, said he asked for

iron pills. The assistant who served him asked : Do you want

Blaud's Pills ? He replied : Yes, if they are iron pills. The

assistant replied that they were Blaud's Iron Pills.

In reply to Mr. Kirby, he said the receipt stated " Blaud's-

Pills, Is. 4d." The carton and the label on the bottle bore

the description "Iron Tonio Pills (Blaud's Formula)." When
the Inspector came into the shop the assistant pointed to the

label and said they were sold as Bla,ud's Pills.

Mr. W. E. Groom (the Inspector) corroborated, and, in

reply to the magistrate, ,s<iid that the assistant did not say

they were not iron pills. He put in the certificate of the

Public Analyst, which stated that the pills were " deficient in

ferrous carbonate to the extent of 56 per cent, of the total

amount that should be present."

Mr. Kirby took a technical objection to the certificate, on

the ground that it did not disclose an offence, inasmuch as it

did not indicate what the standard was.

The ^Magistrate : It does not state what an iron piU is.

Mr. Kirby said he could not say whether a bad certificate

could be cured by the evidence of the analyst, but a certificate

in proper form was a condition precedent to the proceedings.

Ml-. Marsden : The certificate states that there is 56 per

cent, less ferrous carbonate present than there should be.

Mr. Plowden : That is misleading ; it does not state what

amount should be present.

The Magistrate having held that the prosecution were en-

titled to place the analyst in the witness-box.

Dr. F. L. Teed (the Public Analyst), in giving evidence to

support his certificate, said an iron pill should contain 20 pel

cent, of ferrous carbonate. The pill in question contaiiied 8-8

per cent, only, and was consequently 56 per cent, below the

proper standard. His certific-ite, he argued, was all right;

it showed what the pill should contain and what it did contain.

The Magistrate : What it should contain can only be inferred.

In reply to Mr. Kirby, he said that he took his standard

from the British Pharmacopoeia. It was not necessarj' to say

where he got his standard.

In reply to questions by the Magistrate, he said there was

only one official iron pill and only one official Blaud Pill.

The Magistrate : Suppose I don't believe in the iron pill of

the Pharmacoiiceia, is there no hope for me?
Dr. i'eed : Any druggist will make a pill from any formiria.

The ^Magistrate : The purchaser only wants a tonic
;
ought

Blaud's Pills to contain 20 per cent, of ferrous carbonate?

Dr. Teed replied that the fonnula for Blaud's Iron Pills had

never been published, but the Pharmacopoeia (probably as the

result cf analysis) had adopted what it believed to be Blaud's

formula.

Mr. Kirby put it to Dr. Teed that the formula, for iron pills

in the present Pharmacopoeia differed from that in the Adden-
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dum to the previous Pharmacopoeia, which stated "This iron

pill Is commonly known cas Blaud's." They could not, there-

fore, both he Blaud's Pills
;
they differed in ingredients, in

proportions, and in process.

Dr. Teed replied that Blaud's PHI was a combination of

ferrous sulphate with an alkaline carbonate, and that there was

only one " official " iron pill.

Mr. Kirby also pointed out that in the French Codex there

were .two iron pills—one being given as Blaud's formula, and

one as that of Vallet. If the Codex formula—in which

potassium carbonate was used—was Blaud's formula, it was

not identical with the British Pharmacopoeia pill.

In reply to Mr. Marsden, Dr. Teed said that whatever

formula was taken, the pill in (question was deficient in ferrous

carbonate.

In reply to the Magistrate, Dr. 'leed again affirmed that

Df. Blaud never published his formula. Then, said the Magis-

trate, no one can really say what a Blaud Pill is.

In giving his decision, Mr. Plowden said that the purchaser

had asked for iron pills. The vendor said, Will you take

Blaud's Pills? and the purchaser replied, Yes, if they are

iron pills. The response was Yes, they are Blaud's Pills.

The question was, had the purchaser received Blaud's Iron

Pills? No one knew what Blaud's Iron Pills really were; the

foi-mula had never been published. The Phai-macopoeia got the

formula by analy.sis, and annexed it, and the vendor evidently

did his best to sell Blaud's Pills, and the purchaser was con-

tent to receive them if they were iron pills. He dismissed the

summons and granted a guinea costs.

Mr. John James, 37, Vestry Road, Camberwell, was sum-

moned for a similar offence. In this case the analyst's certifi-

cate stated that the deficiency was 70 per cent, of the total

amount of ferrous carbonate that should have been present.

The pills were labelled " Pil. Ferri B.P. (Blaud)."

Mr. Pardee (cross-examined by Mr. Kirby) said that the

defendant asked, Wliat do you mean by iron pills? The

witness replied that they were required for anaemia, but he

denied that the defendant then said, I think you want Blaud's

Iron Pills.

Mr. Groom gave formal evidence of purchase, and

Dr. Teed supported his certificate, adding that he had fre-

quently analysed iron ijills and found them correct.

To Mr. Kirby he said that his certificate stated that the pills

might have contained 16-2 per cent.jof iron. Tliis was prob-

ably put in as sulphate of iron. He would not admit that

18-2 per cent, was, in the language of the Pharmacopoeia,

" about 20 per cent."

The Magistrate : What has become of the iron?

Dr. Teed : It is in the form of ferric iron, and not feiTOUS

iron. The medicinal effect would not be the same ; more of

the pills would have to be taken.

Mr. James's version of the purchase was that when he was

lasked for iron pills, he said, What do you mean? The man
looked confused and did not seem to know, but said he thought

they were required for anaemia. Witness then recommended
him the Blaud's Iron Pills, which he sold for anaemia.

The Magistrate: What do the letters "B.P." mean?
Mr. James : British Pharmacopoeia.

The Magistrate : Then you sold them under a certain descrip-

tion ?

Mr. Kirby objected to the form of the certificate, and argued

thaifc the conversation that transpired was a disclosure, not-

withstanding the description on the label, that the pills were
not being sold as iron pills of the Pharmacopoeia,.

The Magistrate said that the vendor clearly undertook to

sell iron pills B.P., and that a deception had been practised

upon the purchaser. If the description had not appeared upon

the laFel the case would have been the same as the previous

one. He ought to have sold the B.P. pill. The purchaser did

not get what he asked for, and had been prejudiced to the extent

that he would have to take more of the piUs to get the same

effect. He imposed a penalty of 20s. and 38s. 6d. costs.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

A Limited Company Fined.

On Saturday, May 2, 1903, at Westminster Police Court,

the South Kensington Pharmacy Company, Limited, of Station

Buildings, South Kensington, were charged, at the instance

of the Inland Revenue, on six summonses with selling medicines

liable to stamp duty without a stamp.

Mr. Dennis, prosecuting for the Inland Revenue, said that

this was really a bad case of intention to avoid payment of the

duty, stamped boxes of particular preparations being exhibited

in the shop window, while those of a similar cl)aracter kept

inside for the purpose of sale bore no stamp whatever. In a

previous year the defendants had had their attention called to

stamp irregularities, and the Commissioners of Revenue then

consented to deal with it and impose a warning penalty of £5

in lieu of taking proceedings.

Mr. Kenuard, for the defendant company, said they -pleaded

" Guilty," but these sales of unstamped boxes were quite by

inadvertence.

Mr. Shell, the magistrate, said that it seemed to him a very

fraudulent business, because after these people had been warned

they put these decoys in the window.

Mr. Kennard : I will ask your worship not to put it like

that. They have proprietary articles in the window, and very

rkely have tried to sell their own manufactured pill preparations

to a customer inside.

IS'Ir. Sheil imposed a penalty of £5 on each of the six sum-

monses, and the costs.

Influenza Pastilles.

On Monday, May 4, 1903, at the Brentford (Middlesex)

Petty Sessional Court, before a Bench of Justices, presided

over by Mr. Montague Sharpe, the case of Mr. F. J. San-

guinetti, 120. Uxbridge Road, Ealing Dean, W., who was

charged by the Inland Revenue authoiities with selling, un-

stamped, a box labelled " Pure Gum Pastilles—Influenza,"

was finally di.sposed of. Mr. Denniss, who represented Somer-

set House, explained that the case had been remitted hy the

High Cou)t (nde Fh . J., April 4, 1903, p. 504), with direc-

tions to the justices to convict.

Mr. S. H. Kirby, who appeared for the defendant, said that

the case was fairly and fully argued upon its merits, but

that the respondent started with a disadvantage, as the judges

had seen the labels on the boxes, and appeared to have made
up their minds before heai'ing the arguments. The judg-

ment was certainly not very illuminating. He had the short-

hand notes of the case, and perhaps the magistrates would

like to read the report.

Mr. Sharpe asked who the judges v/ere.

Mr. Kirby said they were the Lord Chief Justice and Jus-

tices Wills and Channell—a good Court, he admitted.

Mr. Sharpe said there seemed nothing for them to do but

convict.

Mr. Kirby argued that it was a very technical offence ; the

defendant was misled. In a circular issued by Somerset

House it was stated that cough mixture, etc., would not be

held liable, and the defendant could see no difference between

that and "pure gum pastilles—influenza."'
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Mr. Denniss said that the circular referred to contained

instrrcticns intended merely to guide the Revenue officers.

It was simply a question of revenue; if articles were recom-
mended the duty must be paid.

Mr. Sharpe said that the Bench were of opinion that a
nominal fine would meet the case. There would be a con-

viction in obedience to the High Court, with a penalty of

5s and the costs of the Court, lis. 6d. in all.

Worship Street Police Court,

Charge of Theft.

On Mond.-iy, May 4, 1903, John Todd, described as a fire-

man, was charged with being concerned in stealing and
receiving ten copper jars of oil of bergamot, value £60, and
five four-gallon cans of oil of mirbane. The jars of bergamot
were stolen from a barrow belonging to Messrs. Beck and
PoUitzer, wharfingers, of Thames Street, who had the goods
for delivery. Their value was said to be £50 wholesale. The
mirbane had not yet been owned. On the application of the

police a remand was ordered

Vice=Chancellor's Court, Liverpool.

Medical Ethics.

On Monday, May 4, 1903, at St. George's Hall, Liverpool,

before Vice-Chancellor Hall.

It will be remembered that an action was brought last

November by Evans Sons Lescher and Webb, Limited,

manufacturing chemists, against Mr. William Alfred Jones,

to recover a considerable sum which it •was iinderstood was
to go to the benefit of the hospital. On that occasion

{P.J. [4], 15
, 473), the Vice-Ohancellor made an order for

payment by Mi'. Jones into Court, of all sums received by him
from Messrs. Evans on account of the hospital, and, by
agreement 'between the parties, a scheme was made for the

application of further funds arising from the same source

for the benefit of the charity. Under these two heads a

sum of £1,400 was now in Court, but the medical men asso.

ciated with the hospital refused to accept it, because the

British Medical Association and the Medical Council con-

sidered it unprofessional for medical men to be associated

with any hospital deriving benefits from the profits of a pro-

prietary medicine. The doctors had decided to retire from the

management of the charity, and, on account of the professional

difficulty. Ho other medical men could !be found to take the

work. A new scheme, therefore, became necessary.

- Mr. M'Master, on behalf of the Attorney-General of the

County of Lancaster, asked that as a basis the medical men

should be restrained from disclosing the formula. By the agree-

ment between the parties Messrs. Evans Sons Lescher and

Webb, Limited, were to pay royalty in consideration of being

permitted to be the sole manufacturers and vendors of the

I)astilles. There was an implied undertaking on the part of the

doctors not to disclose.

• Mr. Cochrane, for the doctors, urged that there was no

undertaking on the part of his clients whatever, and if com-

pelled by the Medical Council they would have to disclose.

In further argument it transpired that the medical men had

no intention to disclose, unless compelled by the professional

authority, and that would not imply publication to the world at

large.

After further discussion it was agreed that in any new scheme

which might be made it should be stated that the doctors had

no such intention. The Vice-Chancellor agreed to eliminate

the order for the payment of the moneys out to the trustees of

the hospital, and it was arranged that the parties should agree
upon a settlement and make a fui-ther application to cany it

into effect.

Apothecaries Act.

An Appeal Dismissed.

On Wednesday, May 6, 1903, in the King's Bench Division,

before the Lord Chief Ju.stiee, Mr. Justice Wills, and Mr. Justice

C'hannell, a herbalist, named Purdue, appealed! from a decision of

the Bow County Court judge imposing upon him a penalty of

£20 for practising as an apothecary in contravention of the
Apothecaries Act. The case made against the defendant Pur-
due, a herbalist, by the Apothecaries' Company, was that in

July, 1902, he .saw at his shop, and attended at her home, a
woman named Sarah White. It was stated that the defendant,
finding the woman was suffering from pneumonia, told the
woman's friends to send for a doctor, and also wrote to the dis-

trict medical officer about the case. The woman ultimately
died.

The appeal was dlismissed with costs, and leave to appeal
further was refused.

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Mr. Glyn-Jones on His Victory.

BY A P.J. INTERVIEWER.

The course pursued by Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones to decide
once for all tlio liability of chemists and drviggists to " stamp "

well-known and recommended medicinal preparations, in the

sale of which no proprietary right is claimed, has aroused
such widespread interest, and may prove to be of such far-

reaching importance that it may not be without value as an
object lesson briefly to describe the steps which led to the

inception of the case. Equally interesting, and perhaps of

more practical importance, is a consideration of what may
be expected in the future to result from the judgment which.

Alverstone, L.CJ., Wills and C'hannell, J.J., recently pro-

nounced. As it was quite certain that the respondent in the

case was in a . better position than anyone else to give a
historical account of the pavt proceedings, and in at least as

good a position as most people to prophesy as to the future,

the present -nTiter sought an interview with the gentleman

through whose efforts the National Exchequer is to be

deprived of some of its hard-earned " three-halfpences." As a

result, it is possible to speak of the case with, at any rate,

.some degree of confidence in the " copy " being free from

inaccuracy.

How the Case came to be Taken Up.

For sixty years or more it had been felt to be a grievance

that a chemist could not recommend and fully describe the

goods he sold without bringing them into the category of

quack medicines by the use of the duty stamp. This feeling

was more than once expressed in the pages of the Pharma-
rcntical Jouriuil, and was clearly voiced by Dr. Symes in 1897

in the course of his pi'esidential address to the British Pliarma-

ceuLical Conference, delivered at Glasgow. A still more

recent pronouncement on the subject appeared in this Journal

(February 22, 1902, p. 162), when it was pointed out, dis-

tinctly and in terms, that the scope of the exemption of

known and approved remedies had never been defined, and
that it would be well if an endeavour were made in a court

of law to get the point decided, whether common household

lemedies and Pharmacopoeia preparations actually came within

the exemption or not. Of tho.'^e who read the article in which

a test case of the kind was advised, one individual only had
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the courage and the foresight to act upcii the r^Uijge-lion.

That person, as the woild of pharmacy knows, was jNIr. W.
S. Glyn-Jones. Mr. Glyn-.Jones, as he told a representative

of this Journal during the present week, had often thought

the matter over, biit then set himself to arrive at a definite

personal conclusion as to the scope of the exemption. His'

view, with which that of Mr. Kirby, a partner in the firm

of solicitors who act for the Chemists' Defence Association,

coincided, was that both the intention of the framers of the

exempting clause and, which was more important, the rijtnal

wording of the clause itself, meant that a chemist mif^ht sell

a B.P. article -vrith a recommendation, and without r duty-

stamp.

The Initial Steps.

On March 19 last year Mr. Glyn-Jones told the members of

the Western Chemists' Association that he had taken steps to

sell such an article with a label, to which he had himself

directed the attenlion of the Somerset House authorities. It

is amusing to recall that, after

Mr. Glyn-Jones had issued his

challenge, he received a very

courteous letter from Somerset

House, giving liim an oppoi'-

tunity for reconsideration of his

position, and for withdrawal of

the "offending" label As Mr.
Glyn-Jones X'^rsisted, the de-

partment took up the challenge

with a will, and, after the ad-

verse decision of the magis-

trate, took the case to the

higher Court. Mr. Glyn-Jones

told our representative that he

was encouraged in his action

by a perusal, in the British

Museum, of an abstract of the

Medicine iStamp Acts by a bar-

rister named Price. This ab-

stract was published in 1830,

and was quoted at soma
length in the Pharmaceutical

Journal of August 1, 1843 ([i.],

3, 50). Mr. Price was
strongly of opinion that where
there was no recommendation
such as Ihe retailer would
apply to an article of his own there should be no liability,

Unless, of course, by reason of other conditions, the article sold

was outside the scope of the exemption. The next

:step was the founding of the Drug-Trade Appeal Fund,
to which, it may be mentioned, every member of

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society contributed, and
-through which the successful defence of the case has been
accomplished.

MR. W. S. GLYN-JONES,.

chemist and druggist, may sell to a retailer a 'packed'
B.P. article with a recommendation on the label." Mr.
Glyn-Jones thinks that the exemption cannot apply either

to limited companies or to executors of a registered chemist
wh) are carrying on business under the "Widow's Clause." In
practice, however, this must be left for the Inland Revenue to

settle. He is, however, clearly of opinion that well-known
compounds other than those in the B.P. will escape liability

in .similar conditions. A.s Mr. Glyn-Jones under.s-tands the
decision, he would have won the case even if he had been the
actual " compounder " of the particular batch of ammoniated
tincture of quinine in question; but it is understood that

in other quarters different views are held on this

point. Asked as to lozenges, Mr. Glyn-Jones said :
—" For

the present, at any rate, it would be wise for chemists not
to attach a recommendation to any lozenge in the original

schedule (52 Geo. III., c. 150), whether now in the B.P.
or not. This schedule includes benzoin, Lorehound, ipeca-

cuanha, tolu, and other lozenges ; but peppermint and ginger

lozenges were subsequently de-

clared to be exempt if sold

purely as confectionery." Mr.

Glyn-Jones, again, is not sure

whether a compound once liable

to duty remains so if sold later

under another name, as, for

example, in the case of lapsed

patents. His personal view is

that in that case liability would

IJrobably be avoided. This is

supported by the tone of the

judgment, which imftlied that

the Court considered it unrea-

sonable that a man could make
a preparation liable to duty

when he is not (or is no

longer) in a position to control

the sale. But, as Mr. Glyn-

Jones pointed out, the burden

of proof is always with the de-

fendant to show all necessary

reasons why his article comes

within the exemption, and
chemists should be careful how;

they proceed in any such

case.

Some Doubtful Points.

Mr. Glyn-Jones i.s. still in doubt as to what would happen
in certain eventualities. Asked what would happen if com-
pound rhubarb pills were recommended for mania or rheu-

matoid arthi-itis, Mr. Glyn-Jones replied that he thought
those ailments might not be considered to be among those for

which the pills are a well-known and approved remedial

agent. "It is an open question, too, whether wholesalers,

who have not served a regular apprenticeship to a

The Possibility of Legislation.

In reply to a question as to the possibility or probability

of new legislation, Mr. Glyn-Jones gave our representative to

understand that he considered it most unlikely that Somerset

House would initiate any such action. StiU more strongly does

he think that the House of Commons would never consent to

legislation based on the claim set up by the prosecution in the

recent case. "In the past they have been willing to accept

smaller (penalties, because magistrates, even when they felb

bound to convict, have shown that they think that the

official interpretation of the law makes the Acts ridiculous."

Mr. Glyn-Jones concluded by saying, with reference to some

fears that have been expressed as to the value of the deci-sion,

" A chemist would be the only man wh^ has goods to sell from

whom you would expect an expression of fear lest his customers

should learn the merits of the goods he sells. The more the

public learn of the usefulness of the good old-fashioned B.K
remedies, the better it will be for pharmacy."
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SHOPS (EARLY CLOSING) BILL.

The Shops (Early Closing) Bill, -niiicli was introduced by

Lord AvEBrKY, has passed its third reading in the House

of Lords, and is under the charge of Mr. A. Cameron Cor-

BETT, M.P., in the House of Commons. It is not by any

means being received with the favour which it deserves.

More than one daily newspaper has devoted a leading article

to criticism of the Bill, one objection being that the prin-

ciple of local option—" which is only another name for local

compulsion "—is in itself unlikely to work out satisfac-

^orilJ^ It has not been noticeable, however, that logical

arguments have come to the aid of specious epigram in

support of this contention. In some other quarters the Bill

is regarded as impracticable in certain details, and the

Parliamentary Committee of the Grocers' Federation has

suggested a number 6f amendments. The chief of these

with which chemists and druggists are concerned is that

which would alter the wording of Clause 9. As at present

framed, this clause provides that nothing in the Act shall

prevent a pharmaceutical chemist or chemist and druggist

supplying drugs, medicines, or medical or surgical appli-

ances after closing hours. The Committee of the Grocers'

Federation proposes to omit the words " pharmaceutical

chemist or chemist and druggist," and to substitute the

•words " any shopkeeper." The Grocer, in alluding to this

and other suggested amendments, expresses the opinion

that any such controversial proposals may, if pressed, lead

to so much discussion that it will become impossible for

the Bill to get through the House of Commons.
An account of an interview which a representative of the

Journal had with Lord AvEntTRY on May 7 will be pub-
lished in next week's Journal, but meanwhile a short sum-
mary of the principal provisions of the Bill for which he

has worked so strenuously may not be out of place. First

of all, the Bill is based on a unanimous vote of the House
of Commons passed in 1893, to the effect that it was desir-

able to give to local authorities such powers as might be
necessary to enable them to carry out the general wishes
of the shopkeeping community with reference to the hours
of closing. The present Bill suggests that the different

classes of shopkeepers in any locality should be authorised
to memorialise the local authority, and that the local

authority should then be empowered to close the shops at the

hour named in the ajiplication. Another provision is that

the local authority should be given powers to enact one

half-holiday a week. On any day other than that for which a

half-holiday has been ordered the hour of compulsory closing

is to be not earlier than seven o'clock in the evening. If,

however, it should appear that more than one-third of a

class of shopkeepers affected are opposed to the continu-

ance of the oi'der, the central authority may revoke the

order so far as it affects such class of shops. The section

exempting chemists and druggists provides that the shop

shall not be open after the hour of closing, except so far as

may be necessary for the specified purpose of supplying

medicines, drugs, or medical appliances.

It will be recognised by most pharmacists, who as a

class are among the chief sufferers from long hoiirs of

labour, that the Bill contains much that deserves their

hearty support. In fact, the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society and numerous local associations of chemists have

already expressed approval of the measure, and this leads

to a suggestion that such associations may now give valu-

able assistance to the Bill. The chief danger to the Bill lies

not in the strength of the opposition as such, but in the effect

on the Government which that opposition may cause. What
is particularly wanted is that time and facilities should be

given by the Government for the progress of the measure

in the House of Commons. In order that this object may
be achieved it is very desirable, as Lord Avebuey himself

told our representative, that the Prime Minister and the

Secretary of State for the Home Department should be

impressed with the undoubted fact that there is behind the

Bill a strong body of support among the shopkeeping

classe^. This may well be done by sending resolutions

to those Ministers and to other members of the

House of Commons from local associations of registered

chemists and druggists, who should, at the same time,

make it quite clear that the adoption of any such unwar-
ranted and unwarrantable amendment as that suggested by
the Committee of the Grocers' Federation as an addition

to Clause 9, would arouse the opposition of every pharma-
cist in the country. For this would undoubtedly be the

case. Not only so, but the intentions of the promoters of

the measure would be to a great extent frustrated.

THE TRADE OF THE GREAT NATIONS.

The decay of British trade has been the subject of

numerous and strongly-worded articles in the Press, the

apathy of manufacturers has been constantly and publicly

condemned, and the mother-country has received from the

highest quarters the mandate to " wake up." The natural

result of these lamentations has been that it has become
the almost universal opinion that Germany and the United

States are surely wresting from Great Britain the com-
mercial supremacy which used to be hers. Anything, there-

fore, which tends to show that the popular idea is ex-

aggerated or unfounded, should command both the attention

and the approval of the patriotic Briton. Of this kind is a

remarkable, lengthy, and convincing article contributed by
Mr. Mark Warren to the current number of the Con-

iemporary Beview. The writer has considered the figures

for the total general trade, exports and imports of the

United Kingdom, Germany, France, and the United States
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during the past twenty- five' years. In general trade Great

Britain's lead is as great now as it was at the beginning of that

period, and in no part of that time has England's premier

position been seriously menaced. The total trade of each

of the countries named has increased, and in the year 1901,

the last for which all figures are available, the value of the

trade of the United Kingdom was 880 million pounds,

while that of Germany, the second nation on the list, was

some 560 millions only. A diagram of the " special

"

import trade—that is, articles of merchandise imported for

home consumption only—shows a similarly encouraging

state of affairs. In the table of the export trade of articles

of home production, the United Kingdom was displaced

from the head of the list by America in 1898 and again in

1901, intimate rivalry apparently existing in this branch

between the two countries. Germany and France stand at

a considerably lower level. Mr. Warren, however, explains

that Great Britain's position is much better than it appears

in this respect, on account of its unique position as the world's

commission agent and carrier. The value of England's

" invisible " exports is enormous, and the apparent excess of

imports over exports is accounted for by the peculiar position

of England as the world's banker. Its shipping, banking,

commissions, investments, etc., yield immense profits,

which have to be paid in goods •, it is this which brings

about the preponderance of the imports of merchandise.

In addition to the large increase in the mercantile marine

of this country in recent years, English merchants own a

huge amount of shipping under foreign flags.

It is pointed out that an export trade of a high aggre-

gate value does not necessarily mean a prosperous con-

dition of national industry. To this the over-production

of German merchandise in 1901, when a glut of produce

had to be exported at ruinously cheap prices, bears eloquent

witness. England's trade, however, is profitable as well as

large, while the acquired capital of England contrasts

favourably indeed with the indebtedness of America. A
division of imports and exports into articles of food, raw
materials, and manufactured articles, is particularly instruc-

tive. Nearly one-half of the total imports into the

United Kingdom consists of articles of food, while only

about one-sixth consists of manufactured articles. The

proportions of manufactured goods in the imports

to Germany and America are very much larger. Turning

to the exports, a similar classification shows that

in spite of the largely increased exportation of coal

—

classified as raw material—the enormous proportion of 80'6

per cent, of the special exports of the United Kingdom
consists of manufactured articles, this proportion not being

approached by any of the nations. A table, compiled bj-

Mr. Warren, shows the annual value of trade per head of

the population during the last quarter of a century. At the

end, as at the beginning of that period, the value per head

of British trade is twice as great as that of either France or

Germany, and more than three times as great as that of

the United States. Throughout all these tables there are,

of course, fluctuations, but these are within comparatively

narrow limits. Severally, and as a whole, the tables

" prove that ' the complete and lamentable decay of British

commerce ' is a malignant myth."

Mr. Warren has dealt with the subject in the broadest

manner, and a summary of the trade of the nations in

particular branches of commerce has not been considered

material tc prov3 the main point of the essay. It would

have been instructive, if such figures were readily available,

to compare the trade of these four countries in chemicals

and drugs. Unfortunately, the systems of classification are

by no means uniform, so that comparisons are difficult. It

is known, however, from other sources, how vastly the

chemical trade of Germany has developed to the detriment

of chemical industry in this country. The report of the

Committee of the Technical Education Board of the London
County Council (see P.J. [4] , 15, 49) showed to how great

an extent scientific, and particularly chemical manufactures,

are now in the hands of the Germans. Similarly, the

report of Consul-General Swabach on the trade of Germany
for 1902, shows that the exports from that country
" drugs, colours, and apothecaries' wares " increased in

value from £17,734,313 in 1901, to £19,687,219 in the

following year, an increase of more than 10 per cent. The
only consolation for those interested in British chemical

industry is to be obtained from the knowledge that thefr

country does on the whole retain its position in general

commerce, for this is a fact on which Mr. Mark Warrf^n's

article permits of no doubt whatever.

TEST PRESCRIPTIONS.

A.N annotation in the Lancet deals very practically and

effectively with certain allegations that have been made to

the effect that pharmacists " substitute " cheap for more
expensive drugs when dispensing prescriptions. Not long

ago, our contemporary secured samples in response to a

test prescription, and submitted them to careful analysis :

the results were entirely satisfactory. In the first instancCi

a prescription was presented containing liquor arsenicalis

and tinctura ferri perchloridi as its important constituents.

The amount of arsenic in the mixture worked out at 0'036

grain per half fluid ounce, and the iron at 0'91 grain per

half fluid ounce. In one prescription the amounts of arsenic

and iron found were 0'038 grain and I'O grain respectively.

At another shop the medicine was found to contain 0-045

grain of arsenic and 1'46 grain of iron respectively per half

fluid ounce. On another occasion quinine hydrochloride

with hydrobromic acid was ordered, 5 grains of the

former and hydrobromic acid equivalent to 1'82 grain per

fluid ounce. The amounts of quinine hydrochloride and

hydrobromic acid found in the medicine made up at one

shop were respectively 5'05 grains and 2'0 grains. At
another shop the amounts respectively found were quinine

hydrochloride 4'90 grains and hydrobromic acid 1'80 grain

per fluid ounce. In a third instance a mixture was ordered

containing per fluid ounce 10 grains of ammonium bromidei

5 grains of sodium bromide, and 5 grains of potassium

bromide. Analysis subsequently showed 11'06 grains of

ammonium bromide, 4*50 grains of sodium bromide, and
5*2 grains of potassium bromide. It is proposed to con-

tinue this inquiry, but meanwhile the results so fai- show

that as a rule prescriptions are made up with distinct

accuracy. The Lancet, which always adopts a commendably

fair attitude towards pharmacists, remarks : " according to

our experience the pharmacist, much to the credit of the.

pharmaceutical profession, may be trusted in general to

make up prescriptions or to sell drugs exactly as they aro
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Ordered." It is noted, however, as a matter that is not as

it should be, that the annual returns under the Sale of Food

and Drugs Acts show that the number of samples of drugs

officially examined is small compared with that of samples

of food. Our contemporary suggests that this may be due

to greater difficulty in examination and analysis ; a more

probable cause, however, is the knowledge that analysts

and inspectors have of the much greater purity of drugs,

and—this in some cases only—of their own ignorance as to

what requirements drugs should fulfil.

PHARMACY BILL PROSPECTS.

• The adjournment on Tuesday night of the debate on the

Irish Land Bill will necessitate Supply being taken on

-Monday, May 11, the night fixed for the second reading of

the Pharmacy Bill. The Post Office vote will be the first

question dealt with in Committee on Monday, and the

second reading of the Pharmacy Bill may be deferred in

consequence.

MOSQUITO PLANTS.

A GROWING specimen of tha i' mosquito plant" (Ocimum

viride) has been brought to England from Northern

Nigeria, and accepted by the authorities "at Kew Gardens,

XVhere it may now be seen. The odour of the leaves has a

resemblance to those of eucalyptus and wild thyme, and is,

according to a correspondent of the Times, extraordinarily

•efficacious in driving away mosquitos from a room in which

a growing plant is placed. In addition, the natives of

Nigeria use the leaves to make an infusion for use in cases of

malarial fever, and consider it superior to quinine. It

may be mentioned that in 1878 Mr. E. M. Holmes, writing

on the use of this plant as a febrifuge in Liberia, pub-

lished in this Journal (13] 8, 563), a note on the plant, and

suggested that its odour and properties might be due to

thymol. This, however, does not seem to have been

definitely determined. Sir George Birdwood points out

in the Times that allied basils have been used from

time immemorial by the Hindus as a defence against

anosquitos and a prophylactic in malarious districts.

When the Victoria Gardens and Albert Museum were

estabUshed at Bombay, the men employed in the works

•ivere at first pestered by mosquitos, and, as a result, suffened

tonsiderably from malarial fever, but after planting the

idistrict with "holy basil" and other basils, the plague

of mosquitos was abated and the fever consequently dis-

appeared. Sir George Birdwood remarks that he found

myrrh a good protection, and that he has never known

natives who used much cinnamon or cloves in their daily

diet to suffer from malarial fever or die of cholera.

A correspondent of Nature recently stated that he had

found the papaw tree, Carica papaya, to have the effect of

keeping away mosquitos and other insects in China.

Another communication from an officer of the Indian

Medical Service has appeared in the British Medical

Journal. On the authority of Watts' ' Dictionary of the

Economic Products of India', this gentleman states that

though the juice of the leaves of Ocim,um gratissimum, is

Used in medicine among the natives of India, the plant has

not there acquired anyreputation for driving away mosquitos.

The tree which is supposed in India to have the most effect

of this kind is the " neem," or margosa tree (Melia

azadirachta), the bark of which has often been found of

value in the treatment of periodic and intermittent fevers.

It is also a popular custom to sleep under the " neem " at

night time, as the tree is said to ward off fever. Though it

is doubtful whether the margosa tree does keep oft"

mosquitos, the dried leaves when burnt give off an acrid

irritating smoke which effectually kills the insects.

THE "SUBSTITUTION" BOGEY.

Ix the May issue of Advertidng there is an article offering

suggestions for the removal of the drug trade deadlock.

The suggested way out consists in the giving a rebate to

chemists who will undertake to abstain from what is known
in the trade as " substitution." Writing on the same sub-

ject of " substitution " to the Leeds Mercury, under the head-

ing ol " The ' Just-as Good ' Dodge," a chemist points

out that there is another side to this question. He says :

" Every qualified chemist has spent years in preparation for

and has duly passed examinations proving that he has a

proper knowledge of drugs and skill in the use of them.

By one of the sweet inconsistencies of the law, however, no
sort of qualification at all is required for making and vend-

ing patent medicines
; and, in point of fact, very few of the

proprietors of these goods have any such qualification or

knowledge. When it is also remembered that these pro-

prietors pay enormous sums in advertising, surely there is

nothing improbable in a chemist's assertion that he can
provide the public, not only with remedies 'just as good,'

but much better, at less cost. A man who tries to pass off

one article as if it were another is committing a fraud, but

one who seeks to sell what he has confidence in surely de-

serves no censure in a land of free trade and open competi-

tion."

HANBURY MEDAL AWARD.

We understand that the adjudicators appointed under
the Hanbury Medal Trust have awarded the gold medal this

year to M. Eugene Collin, of Paris, for the prosecution of

research in the natural history of drugs. The award is

signed by Professor Vines, President of the Linnean Society,

and Professor Tilden, President of the Chemical Society, in

addition to the President of the Pharmaceutical Society, the

President of the British Pharmaceutical Conference, and
Mr. MiCH.usL Carteighe.

THE LIVERPOOL CHEMISTS' PRICE-LIST.

The thirteenth edition of the well-known price-list issued

by the authority of the Council of the Liverpool Chemists'

Association has now been published. The prices have been

revised throughout and numerous additions made. These

include new drugs, and also the regulations for keeping,

selling, and dispensing poisons. The book is interleaved

throughout with plain ruled pages. Copies, price Is. 6d.

each, may be obtained through wholesale houses, or from

the Honorary Secretary of the Liverpool Chemists' Asso-

ciation.
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IN DEFENCE OF THE PHARMACY ACT.

On Api-il 22 the f-€ci'etary of the Pharmaceutical Society

sent letters to all the divisional officers of the Society, warn-

ing them of the efforts that were being made to induce local

agricultural societies, farmers' clubs, and Chambers of Com-
merce to pass resolutions in support of the report of the

Privy Council Committee on Poisons. It is highly satisfac-

tory to note that the issue of that circular and the note on

the subject in the Journal have had a good effect. It will

be remembered that more than a fortnight ago the Plymouth
Chamber of Comsnerce declined to support Mr. Dobbs' pro-

posal. Further communications are now to hand, and it

is a very hopeful sign that the energy of the

Pharmaceutical Society is not proving to be fruit-

less, but is receiving loyal support in many parts of the coun-

try. It may here be mentioned that, at the instance of the

Council, a pamphlet has been prepared embodying the princi-

pal argiunents against the majority report of the Departmental

Committee. Many copies of the pamphlet have already been
issued, and any memlber of the iSociety who is desirous of

furnishing himself with material on which to base communi-
cations with members of Parliament sliould make application

for the pamphlet to the Secretary and Eegistrar, 17, Blooms-

bury Sq^uare, London, W.C
Hanley.

Mr. E. S. Insuil, who is a member of the Pharmaceutical

Society, as well as a fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society,

writes as follows :—

-

" I see in last week's Journal that you refer to Mr.
Dobbs' resolution, brought forward at the Chamber of
Commerce at Plymouth. This is a similar resolution to
one which is being sent hy Mr. Dobbs to all the horti-

cultural societies, etc., together with two folio sheets
of foolscap ruled for signatures. At the last meeting
of the Hanley Horticultural Fete's Committee (of which
I am a iriember) this resolution was quietly brought for-

ward at the end of the meeting by the Secretary getting
up and saying, 'Oh, Mr. Chairman, I want you to sign
this petition,' etc., etc. I explained our position to this
meeting, with the result that the committee would have
nothing to do with tho resolution; but this thing was
done very neatly, and would undoubtedly have been
carried had no one been present to explain.

"Hanley, April 30, 1903." G. E. Insdxl."

Torquay.

On Friday, May 1, the Trades Committee of the Torquay
Chamber of Comjnerce considered a similar proposal. Mr.
T. F. March, M.P.S., was present, and was able to show
the other members oi the committee the true nature of the

suggestion, with the result that the resolution was dropped.
Mr. J. Young, the Hon. Secretary of the Torquay Chemists'
Association, had already prepared the way by sending to the
Torquay Times and fioutJi. Devon Advertiser an excellent

letter, pointing cut the dangers of free trade in poisons.

Staffordshire.

At a recent meeting of the Staffs Chamber of Agriculture, a
circular sent out by the Phannaceutical Society, relative to the

attempt l>eing made to mislead the public respecting the sale

of agricultural and horticultural preparations which contained
poisons, was read, and Mr. Lewis explained that all the

Society wanted to do was to prevent dangerous poisons being

sold by incompetent persons. The Society was endeavouring
to prevent the sale of poisons without proper restrictions.

Dewsbury and Heckmondwike.

Mr. Gledhill. of Dewsbury, has been successful iu pre-

venting the resolution being passed at the Dewsbury Chamber

of Commerce, and has hopes that the Heckmondwike Chambe~
which recently passed such a resolution in ignorance of th

real state of affairs, will annul it at the next meeting.

Huddersfield

Mr. R. C. Walshaw has taken steps to secure that no sucfi

resolution a.s that drafted by Mr. Dobbs shall secure the

support of the Huddersfield Chamber of Commerce.

Bradford.

Mr. A. H. Waddington has been in communication with

the Chairman of the Wool Section of the Bradford Chamber,
with the probable result that the communication will not

receive the sanction of that body.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ended Wednesday, May 6, 1903,

twelve deaths from poisoning were reported.

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

4
Hydrochloric and Oxalic Acids ....

5 7

Ammonia.—A woman at Edinburgh died from the effects of

taking a quantity of ammonia, whether accidentally or inten-

tionally was not reported.

Arsenic.—At the adjourned inquest on a labourer, who died

at Smethwick on March 31 from arsenical poisoning, a ver-

dict of " Suicide " v?as returned.

Hydrochloric Acids.—A man at Shepherd's Bush committed

suicide by taking " spirit of salt."

Hydrochloric and Oxalic Acid.—A woman at Stoke Newing-

ton committed suicide by taking both hydrochloric and oxalic

acids, death being due to the combined effects of the two acids.

Laudanum.—A man at Leith,who had been refused laudanum

by a chemist, obtained a considerable quantity by sending a,

messenger for small doses to different places of business. He
then poisoned himself by drinking the whole quantity. A
woman at Margate, who was in a weak state of health from

dropsy, died as the result of taking twenty-five drops of

laudanum, which she had been in the habit of taking for sleep-

lessness. A lady at Portobello, who was said to have been in

the habit of taking eight ounces of laudanum daily, renewed

the habit after six months' interval, and died" as the result. A
bank clerk died in Bloomsbury as the result of an accidental

overdose of the same drug. A lady at Shepherd's Bush died

from a similar cause.

Potassium Cyanide.—A soldier of the Royal Field Artillery

committed suicide at Clogheen, Co. Tipperary, by taking potas-

sium cyanide. The substance is used in the army for cleaning

gold lace.

Salt of Lemon.—A woman committed suicide at Battersea by

taking salt of lemon.

Attempted Suicides. — A large number of unsuccessful

attempts at suicide by poisoning are reported, the substances

used including carbolic acid, friar's balsam (?), laudanum (2),

oxalic acid (2) , and match-heads soaked in water.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

The following abridgments of new patent applications and

list of new applications for trade marks have been specially

compiled from official sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal,

by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent for procuring patents and

registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate Hill, London,

E.G., from whom any infomation on the subject may be ob-

tained. ' Trade Mark Notes ' and ' Patent Notes for Inventors

'

will be supplied free on application.

New Patent Applications.

MANUFACTURE OF USEFUL PRODUCTS FROM HYDRO-
CARBONS OF THE ACETYLENE SERIES AND DERIVA-
TIVES THEREOF (No. 8,787 of 1902).—C. Mourcu, 84, Boule-

vard St. Grermain, Paris. Consists in the manufacture of new
acids from hydrocarbons of the acetylene series, said hydro-

carbons being near homologues of heptine, and octine,, by caus-

ing sodium to react with the hydrocarbon at the temperature of

ebullition of the hydrocarbon, and in the proportion of ajjproxi-

iiiately one atom of sodium to a molecule of the hydrocarbon,

t hereby a sodium compound of the hydrocarbon i.s obtained,

passing a current of carbonic acid into said compound, whereby
the acid is obtained as a sodium salt, and finally freeing and
purifying the acid. The following new articles of manufacture
are obtained by the above process : —Methj-l-6-lieptine-2-oic-l-

acid, methyl-7-octine-2-oic-l-acid, dekine-2-oic-l-acid, dodekine-

2-oic-l-acid', metliyl-7-octene-6-ine-2-oic-l-acid, methyl-7-octene-

4-ine-2-oic-l-acid. New ethers of acids of the acetylenic hydro-

carbons can be obtained by subjecting said acids to an etherify-

ing process, or by subjecting the sodic compound obtained by
n>mbining the said homologues with sodium, to the action of

chloroformic ethers C'l-COOR.

APPARATUS FOR ADMINISTERING ANAESTHETICS (No.

9,137 of 1S02).—S. R. Hatch, 149, Whiteladies Road, Clifton.

Bristol. Relates to improved means of administering
ar.aesthetics, and has particular reference to the face-piece or
mask. A special feature of the construction is the ease with
which the face-piece or inhaler may be rendered aseptic after

being used, so that all danger of the conveyance of germs from
one patient to another will be avoided. Consists of an inhaler
or face-piece constructed of front and back portions d'etachably
connected, and provided with a removable fitted diaphragm of
absorbent fabric distended on a frame fitted within the end
part of said inhaler, in combination with a supply tube terminat-
ing in close proximity to the diaphragm. The face-piece is pro-
vided with a pneumatically-inflated rim pad of rubber to ensure
a close fit to the face of the patient. The front and back por-
tions are detachably connected! by means of a bayonet fastening.
This back portion is fitted with a small bore tube, a funnel, and
a dix>pping nozzle, the latt-er situated in close proximity to the
upper part of the absorbent diaphragm before mentioned.

SANITARY TOWELS, OR PADS FOR ABSORBING DIS-
CHARGES, WHICH IMPROVEMENTS ARE APPLICABLE TO
SURGICAL DRESSINGS (No. 13,034 of 1902).—T. Barclay,
senior, and T. Barclay, junior, directors of Southall, Bros.,
and Barclay, Limited, Lower Priory, Bii-mingham. The
object of the inventors is to increase the absorbent property
of the towels or pads and surgical dressings, as well as to
give them a softer and more pliant, or ela.stic, character.
Consists in making the gauze-covered pads or surgical dressings
wholly, or the bodies or foundations only of the same, of a
compound material composed of an intimate mixture of an
absorbent material, such as disintegrated wood, cellulose,
or cotton wool, with a non-absorbent material such as non-
absorbent cotton. The inventors do not limit themselves to
•the particular combination mentioned above, but claim as
their invention the new compound of an absorbent material
.with a non-absorbent material for the purpose above-men-
tioned.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HERNIAL BANDAGES OR TRUSSES
(No. 26,086 of 1902).—G. Harrison. 11 and 12, Southampton
Buildings, W.C (Communicated by V. Brocclii, 21, Via Saa
Paolo, Milan, Italy.) The important feature of the truss in

this invention consists in the special arched form of double
curvature of the pads or cushions, this form being obtained
by means of a similarly arched steel core of double curvature,

so that the cushions adapt themselves perfectly to the groin,

another feature being the arrangement of elastic bands, of
leather bhnds, of elastic rolls, and, finally, of a junction
band ; the bandage being laced above at the lumbar extre-

mities, passing over the- iliac ridge, and traversing anato-

mically (without necessity for pressure) the base of the basin

at the abdominal i-egion, passing over the groin, and sur-

rounding completely the root of the thighs, and terminating

its path upon the right and left-hand flanks, the two branches

of the bandage being connected upon the pubis by means of

an elastic bridge piece.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 8, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

"SIMACO" (252.185), chemical substances used in manu-
factures, etc. ; (252,186) chemical substances used in medicine,

etc.

"HYTRA" (252,181), chemical substances used in medicine,

etc. (252,184), perfumery, etc., all in the name of W. Blythe
and Co., Limited, Holland Bank Chemical Works, Church,
Lancashire.

"GRAPHOID" ("Grapho" disclaimed), for chemical sub-
stances used in manufactures, etc., by Brady and Martin,
Northumberland Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 253,487.

" UNAL,'' for chemical preparations for use in photography,
by Actien-Gesellschaft fur Anilin Fabrikation, an der Trep-
tower, Iniicke, Berlin. 253,559.

"PYNOLIMO," for deodorisers and antiseptics, by Poulsom
and Williams, 6, Stanley Road, Bootle, Lanes, 252,980.

" ELECTROLYSIA (" Electroly " disclaimed), for chemical
substances used in agriculture, etc., by the Electrolytic Alkali
Co.. Limited, Cledford Bridge, Middlewich. 253,197.

"HAZELINE" label ("Hazel" disclaimed), for a medicine
for human use, by H. S. Wellcome, trading as Burroughs,
Welkomo an'd Co., Snow Hill Buildings, E.G. 251,717.

"SPIM," for chemical substances used in medicine, etc., by
C. B. Knox, the Spun Co,, Johnstown, N,Y., U.S.A. 252,393.

"BETULINA" label ("Bctuline" disclaimed), for a medical
compound, bv H. Clayton, 9, The Village, Old Charlton,
Kent. 252,810.

" CHITON," frr medicine for internal human use, by W.
M. Holmes, 7, Belgrave Mansions, Grosvenor Gardens, S,W.
253,203,

" PAPTI," for chemical substances used in medicine, etc.,
by F. A. Zimmermann, 3, Lloyd's Avenue, E.G. 253,242.

"NUXIN" ("Nux" disclaimed), for a medicine, by M.
Curtis and Co., Limited, 51, High Holborn, W.C. 253,356.

" POLLANTIN " ("Pollan" disclaimed), for chemical sub-
stances u'ed in medicine, etc., by Ichthyol Gesellschaft Cordes;
Hsrmanni and Co., 21, Bohnenstrasse, Hamburg. 253,609.

"MULTIFEX" ("Multi" disclaimed), for photographic
apparatus, by R. and J, Beck, Lunited, 68, Cornhill, E.G.
253.471.

" LISSIORET," for photographic, etc, apparatus, by the
Rotary Photographic Co., Limited, 14,' New Union Street,
Mcorfields, E.G. 253,557.

" IMPERMIETTE," for bandages- (medical and surgical),
etc., by the Liverpool Lint Co., Mark Street Mill, Nether-
field Road North, Liverpool. 252,873.

"trefolene" ("Trefoil" disclaimed) (252,020) and
"MARJORA" (253,517), for perfumery, etc., by the Vinoliai
Co.. Limited, Maiden Crescent, N.W.
Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentionefl

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 6,1305,
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MARKET REPORT.

'. London, Thtjbsdat, May 7, 1903.

"Business in Drugs and Chemicals continues deplorably quiet.

Ohanges, either upwaras or downwards, there are practically

none to record, with exception that price of Saccharin has been
reduced. Quinine continues in the dumps. Cod Liver Oil still

up in the clouds—in fact, higher than ever. Glycerin steady.

Acid (Jarbolic quiet. Acid Citric quiet. Acid Tartaric and
.Cream of Tartar very firm. Acetanilde, Phenacetin, and
>julphonal still offering at very low prices. Cocaine
Jirm at late advance. Bromides, Iodides, Quicksilver,

and Mercurials unchanged. Oi)ium, Morphine, and Codeine
•unchanged. Camphor quiet. Santonin very firm at late

advance, it being considered certain that price will be still

'.further advanced. We give below the current quotations for

some articles of interest.

ACETANILIDE

—

Is quoted S^d. to lO^d. per lb., according

to make, quantity, and packing.

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but fairly steady, at 5^d. to 6d.

per lb. for 34-,35° ice crystal, in large bulk packing, according

to make and quantity, other qualities being quoted at propor-

tionate prices.

ACID CITRIC—Quiet, but steady, at Is. l^d. to Is. l^d.

^er Yh. for crystals in 5 cwt. barrels.

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at Is. Id. per lb. for English on
spot, and Is. O^d. for foreign, with practically no sellers for

.forward delivery.

AMMONIA SULPHATE

—

Ts. dull on basis of £13 per ton for

Oray, 24 per cent. London prompt.
ASHES.—Pots: Montreal 30s. 6d. j pearls 40s.

' BROMIDES—^Are unchanged at Is. ll^d. for Potasi^ii bramid,
2s. 2^d. per lb. for Sodii bromid., and 2s. 3d. for Amnion,
/bromid. Bromine is also unchanged at 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. per

]b., in cases of 60 lbs.

CAMPHOR—Quiet and unchanged at 2s. 3d. per lb. for

Bells and 2s. 2d. for Flowers, tablets being quoted at pro-

^.portionate prices, according to size.

COCAINE.—^Firm at 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz. for the Hydro-
chlorate in 25 oz. tins, the lower figure being for 200 oz. lots.

CODEINE.—Steady at 10s. per oz. for the purei alkaloid, 8s.

'per oz. for the Phosphate, and 9s. per oz. for the Muriate and
Sulphate salts.

COD LIVER OIL—^Is still up in the skies. 1S02 Norwegian
©il is hardly obtainable at any price^ as much as 540s. being
quoted for small lots, while for best new Norwegian, which is

stated to be notliing like so good as last year's oil, 520s. per

"barrel of 25 gallons is asked.
COPPER SULPHATE—Quiet at £20 10s. to £21 per ton on

-the spot.

CREAM OF TARTAR.—Very firm at 79s. per cwt. for first

white crystals on the spot, and 83s. 6d. to 84s. 6d. per cwt.
-for 98 per cent. B.P. quality.

GLYCERIN.—^Steady and unchanged on basis of £67 per
ton for 5 ton lots of best 1,260 SG quality in tins and cases.

IODIDES—Are unchanged at 8s. 9d. per lb. for Potassii

'iodid., 9s. lOd. per lb. for Sodii iodid., 13s. 6d. for Ammon.
iodid., lis. 8d. per lb. for Iodoform crystals, powder or

.precip., and lOs. for Iodine resublimed. Commercial Iodine

js also unchanged at 6d. per oz.

MENTHOL—Is dearer and very firm at 24s. to 24s. 6d. per
db. for Kobayashi in case lots.

MORPHINE—Is firm at 4s. 2d. to 4s. 4d. per oz. for the

Hydrochlorate powder, and 2d. per oz. more for the crystal-

line salt.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS—^Linseed Oil firmer. London
spot pipes £23 10s., barrels £23 15s. (solely from E. I. seed

about 10s. per ton premium), month £23, June-Aug.
.£22 7s. 6d., >Sept.-Dec. £21 12s. 6d. to £21 15s. Hull naked
spot £21 15s., Maj'-Aug. £21 12s. 6d., Sept. -Dec. £20 12s. 6d.

Eape Oil firm. Ordinary Brown on the spot barrels £22 15s.,

lJune-Aug. £22 15s. English Refined spot £23 15s. Bavison
spot £20 15s. to £21, June-Aug. £21 naked. Cotton Oil

steady. London Crude spot £21 10s., June-Aug. £21 10s.

Refined spot £22 5s. to £23 15s. Hull naked Refined spot

£20 7s. 6d., May-Aug. £20 12s. 6d. Cnide spot £19 7s. 6d.,

May-Aug. £19 l'2s. 6d. Olive Oil : Mogador £31 10s. to £33.

Spanish £52 10s. to £33 10s., Levant £31 10s. to £33.

Cocoanut Oil firm. Ceylon spot £26, May £23 10s. c.i.f.,

May-June £23 12s. 6d. c.i.f., June-Aug. £23 12s. 6d. c.i.f.

Cochin spot nominally £33, April-.June £25 7s. 6d. c.i.f.,

Aug.-Oct. £25 5s. c.i.f. Mauritius £25 10s. Palm Oil: Lagos
on the spot quoted £28. Castor Oil dull. Belgian, May-Dec.
delivery, Ists £20 10s., 2nds £17 15s., barrels free, ex-wharf,
London, 2^ per cent, discount. Hull Made : (Prompt and up
to end of the year deliveries) Ists £20 10.*. per ton, 2nds
£18 5s. per ton, 'barrels included, delivered free ex-wharf,
London less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American
spot quoted £8 15s. to £10, Black £8 10s. to £9 10s. Rus-
.sian Black £5 15s. to £6, pale £7 7s. 6d. to £8 2s. 6d. Tur-

pentine quiet and easier. American spot 42s. 9d., May
39s. 6d., June 36s. 4^d., July-Aug. 35s. l^d., Sept.-Dec.

35s. l^d., Jan. -April 36s. to 36s. 3d. Petroleum Oil.—Russian
spot 4d. to 4^d. American spot S^d. to 6|d. Water White

7id. to 7|d. Roumanian spot 4|d. Petroleum Spirit:

American ordinary 7d. , Deodoiised 7|d. to Qi^A.

OPIUM.—^Last advices from Smj'rna state that prices have

been firmly maintained during i^ast month, with buying both

for the United 'States, for England, and the Continent, and

also for account of native speculators. General opinion ap-

peal's to be that when new crop has been collected prices will

rule fully Is. per lb. higher, as dealers in the interior vrill, in

face of a small yield, ahniost certainly pay full prices, which
fact caflicnot fail then to react on price of last year's opium, and
which may then be expected to advance in sympathy. Prices

ruling in iSmyi-na are 7s. 7d. to 7s. 8d. per lb. for mamifactming
according to quality and ooiidition. On this side a fair business

has been 2>assing in manufacturing Tokats at 9s. to 9s. 6d.

per lb.

PHENACETIN—Still offers at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb. for

botJi crystals ana powder, for quantity and in bulk paper
packing.

QUICKSILVER—Is very .steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from
the importer.

QUININE.—The German makers still quote Is. l^d. per oz.

for the favourite B&>S and Brunswick brands of Sulphate, for

1,000 oz. lots in lOO oz. tins, while these same brands can be
bought in the open market at ll^d, to llfd. per oz. for spot

delivery.

SACCHARIN.—With object, no doubt, of driving the "sub-
stitutes" which are being offered out of the market, price of

Saccharin has been reduced to 45s. per lb. for the 550
strength, 4Cs. for the 475, and to 36s. per lb. for the 350
strength. Even at these reduced prices, and allowing for the

20s. per lb. duty, the Saccharin Corporation is doing very
well, actual co.'t being probably only a few shillings per lb.

SALICINE—Is steady at 15s. 6d. per lb.

SANTONINE.—Firm at late advance to 23s. per lb., it being

stated that price will probably be further advitnced in the not

too distant future.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable came yesterday unchanged) at

60 rupees value for TN Orani;e. The market continues ex-

tremely firm, with a good demand for futures, distant positions

participating, and fully 1,500 cases have changed hands at an

advance of 2s. to 2s. 6d., the market closing quieter. May de-

livery at 124s. to 125s., June at 122s, to 123s. 6d., Julv at l21s.,

September at 118s. to 119s., October at 118s. to 119s". Novem-
ber at 117s. to 117s. 6d., and December at 117s. to 117s. 6d.

The spot demand is ratJier slow, but holders are very firm, fair

TN Orange being now quoted 122s., cash terms.

SPICES.—Ginger: 796 paeka es Cochin offered and 125 sold,

native-cut medium at 53s., small and tips at 42s. 6d. ; fair washed
rough bought in at 40s. About 1,000 packages Jamaica sold,

fair to goodi bright at 52s. to 58s., middling 46s. 6d. to 49s. 6d.,

oidinary at 41s. to 45s. Cloves: 120 bales Zanzibar bought in

at 4d. "Black Pepper: 56 bans Sintjapnre sold, fine heavy bold

at 6i-d., also 186 bags Tellichervv at 6^d., and 210 bags Aleppy

at 6d. White Pepper : 40 ba^s Singapore sold at 9|d. to lOgd.,

Penang bought in at 9id. Capsicums : Only 2 bales Bombay
sold, ordinary red stalky at 10s. Cinnamon : 10 bales Tellicherry

sold, bright cuttings at 7^d. ; 25 bales Ceylon also .sold, good

cuttings at 9d. and quillings at 6^d. Mace : 19 packages West
Indian sold, faij to good pale at 2s. Id. to 2s. 4d., good reddish

at Is. lld. to 2s , broken at Is. 9d. to Is. lOd. Pimento: 71

packages bought in at 2^d. to 2|d.

SODA NITRATE.-Refined on spot £9 12s. 6d. per ton, and

commercial £9 7s. 6d.

SULPHONAL—Can still be bought at 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per

lb. for both crystals and powder, in bulk paper parcels.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DivisiONAi, Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

East Sussex Pharmaceutical Association.—The annual meet-
ing of this Association \. ill be held at tlie I'Minburgh Hotel,
\Varrior Square, St. Leonards-on-Sea, on Tuesday,^May 26,
and the annual dinner will take place on Thursday, May 28.

Thames Valley District Chemists' Association.—The first

general meeting of this newly-formed Association has been
fixed for Wednesday, May 13, 1903, at 8.50 p.m., at the Kings-
ton Hotel, when it is hoped to have a representative gather-
ing. The Association is showing signs of decided activity.

London University.—Graduates desiring to be present at
Royal Albert Hall, on Wednesday, Juna 24, at 9 p.m., when
honorarj- degrees will be conferred on tlie Prince and Princess
of Wales, Lord Kelvin, and Lord Lister, are requested to
make application to the Principal of the LTniversity before
Saturday, May 9.

What is the Board of Trade ?—Some amusement was caused
in :Mr. Justice Big^ham's Court on Monday by Mr. Danckwerts,
K.C., referring to the Board of Trade as a non-existing de-
partmeni;. It was managed, he said, by a committee of the
Privy Council, which never sat. The President was president
of nothing.

The Sale of Potassium Cyanide in South Africa.—A sub
committee of th'e Council of tlie Chemical Met illurgical. Society
of South Africa has been formed to investigate the nature of

potassium cyanide poisoning, the remedies, antidotes, and
treatments, with a view to discovering the most efficacious

procedure in ciises of poisoning, and to recommend the same
for generaT adoption in the industry. Immense quantities of

potassium cyanide are used in South Africa in the extraction
of gold.

The Cocaine Habit in Chicago.—A Grand Jury which has
been sitting in Chicago, to report on the sale of dangerous
drags in Illinois, and especially in Chicago, reports that there
is an alamiing groM'th in the sale and u>e of cocaine. The
Grand Jury has urged that legislation on tlie subject is called

for, and recommends that the police authorities shall take
active steps to suppress the evil. A particular cause for

complaint is that some druggists dispense or sell the drug
without a medical prescription.

Religion and Science.—Lord Kelvin, speaking last week,
after a lecture given at University College by the Rev. Pro-
fessor Henslow on " Present-Day Rationalism," said that
science positively affirmed creative power, an influence other
than physical, dynamical, or electrical forces. Lord Kelvin
is of opinion that the phrase " fortuitous concourse of atoms "

is utterly absurd in respect to the coming into existence, or

the growth, or the continuation of the molecular combinations
presented in the bodies of living things.

Food or Medicine ?—At a meeting of tlie Kirkcaldy Parish
Council attention was drawn to an item of £26 in the accounts
for " malto eucalypt " as medicine supplied to poor patients.

The clerk stated that Dr. Proudfoot had written saying that
the " Malto-Eucalypt " he had been ordering for chronic
tubercle cases was a medicine, not a food. It was stated that
this stuff was costing 2s. 6d. a bottle. The Council resolved
to send a sample bottle to the Local Government Board, so

that they might decide whether it was a food or a medicine.

A Chance for Inventors.—^The Council of the Society of

Arts is offering, under the terms of the Benjamin Shaw trust, a
prize of a gold medal, or £20, for the best dust-arresting
respirator for use of workmen in industries where danger

through dust or particles of iron, steel, etc., renders such an
apparatus necessary. The conditions of the competition may
be obtained on application from the Secretary of the Society
of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C., to whom specimens
should be sent by competitors before the end of the cuiTent>

year.

The U.S.A. Pharmacopeia.—The British Medical Journaf
states that the work of revising the United States Pharma-
copoeia, which has already occupied three years, will not ba-

completed before next October. A sub-committee has recently

liad under discussion the formulation of a definite standard

of serums for the new edition of the Pharmacopoeia, but it is:

understood that the committee does not deem it practioable

to adopt the suggestion that the National Government should

estahlisli a ibureau for testing and certifying to the strength

I
and purity of diphtheria antitoxin.

Opiical Legislation.—The Council of the British Optical
Association sends particulars of a new optical scheme which has-

been framed as a preparatoiy measure to securing legislative-

powers for the protection of opticians. It is proposed to estab-
lisli a Register of Opticians, including the names of persons who
have been engaged at least five years as master, assistant, or
workmen, in the selling of spectacles, or general optical trade_

Chemists who are interested in the subject should communicate,
with the Secretary of the Association, 17, Shaftesbury Avenue,,
London, W., wlio will send full particulars on application.

A Coroner's Stock of Poisons.—The accumulations of te«
years at the Manclie.ster City Coroner's office were cleared out'

on Wednesday afternoon jireparatory to the advent of the new-
coroner. There were alxiut 150 bottles of poisons, from prus.sic

acid to carbolic acid. Between forty and fifty pieces of corii

and rope that had been used by suicides, besides revolvers,
knives, and daggers, formed part of the collection. The prussicr

acid, strychnine, chloroform, and other deadly poi.'^ons were,
with the ropes, committed to the flames, and the carbolic acid,

was poured into the sewers. Four samples of arsenical beer
also went the same way.

The Indigo Tiads.—Consul-General Hertslet, in his report
on the trade of Havre for the year 1902, remarks that indigo,

.

one of the articles of colonial produce sold on the Havrer
terminal maiket, is imported from two countrieg only—India
(chiefly from Bengal) and TJuatemala. Trade has for somer
time past been in a very depi-essed state, and there has been a
marlked decline both in the importations and the prices. The-
imports of Bengal indigo into Havre in 1S02 only amounted to
1,614 ca.ses, against 2,314 cases in 1901 and 3,296 cases in-

1900. This continued falling-off in the importations is due
to the competition of artificial indigo, made in Gennany,
which seriously threatens the verj- existence of the trade inr

natural Indian indigo in the Havre market.

A Chemist Robbed.—At Fareliam, Stewart Gammell Graham,
a chemist's assistant, was charged with stealing a quantity of
tobacco, and other articles, belonging to William Octavius,-

Smith, chemist, of West Street. Fareiiam, in whose employ he
has been,—The prosecutor .searched the pi'isOner's room under a
warrant, and found therein the articles which formed the sub -

ject of the charge, the total value of which was set down at
£3 4s. 3d.—^Prisoner admitted his guilt to Superintendent Hack,,
who was jn-esent at the search, and now told the Court that he-

was bitterly sorry for what he had done,—The Court sentencecC
the prisoner, who had been cautioned as to his conduct by the
prosecutor after forty-eight hours' acquaintance, to three'
months' hard labour, the 'Chairman observing that he had becD,
guilty of systematic robbery.

Robbed by an Errand Boy.—At Workington, on April 29,
Albert Edward Johnson, aged 13, was charged with stealing-

£21 los. 9d. in money, a cheque, and a banker's pass-book,
the property of Mr. W. B. Hubble, chemist and druggist, of
Harrington Road, Workington, on April 28. Mr, Hubbl©
stated that on tlie day named Ire sent the lad, who had
been in his employ as errand boy for three weeks, to th&
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bank witli a large envelope, containing the money, cheque,
and pass-boojc. As he did not return he sent to the bank,
.and found that Jolinson had not 'been there. Later, the x>ass-

ibook, cheque, and two £5 notes were picked up, and the
.accused was aiTested at Whitehaven with all the money
except 13s. 4^d. in his possession. The Bench bound the
lad over under the First Offenders A.ct.

Drug Stores and the Licensing Act.—At Ormskirk, on
May 1, Edward T. Byron, of St. Helen's, manager to Messr.s.

Waller and Riley, " cash chemists," of St. Helen's and other
places, was summoned for a breach of the Licensing Act, by
selling intoxicating liquors in such a manner as he was not
authorised so to do. It appeared that the defendant was the
iolder of a retail wine and spirit licence for Waller and Biley's

premises at St. Helen's, and that on Marcli 17 or 18 the firm's

traveller called upon a person at Skelmersdale, and took
an order for spirits, which was delivered by a carter. The
jjrosecution contended that there was no written order or

any order to appropriate the goods at the licensed place of

the defendant. For the defence it was argued that no
offence had been committed, but the Bench convicted, and
iimposed a fine of £5 and costs.

Alcohol in Quack Medicines. —A youth, Daniel Boland, was
•charged on remand at Blackpool, on April 5, with being drunk
.and disorderly. At Monday's Court it was stated that the lad

was drunk, and that when seen by Dr. Dunderdale some time
^afterwards he was declared to be under the influence of drink.—Mr. Callis now defended, and said that Boland was subject

to fits.—Dr. Dunderdale said that when he examined the

defendant he had every symptom of being drunk. The only
thing 'he could not under.«tand and witli which he was not satis-

fied was that his breath did not smell of drink. He had since

found out that the defendant had been in the habit of taking
quack medicines that contained a large proportion of alcoholic

drugs. That would account for the symptoms of drunkenness.

—

In discharging the defendant the Bench expressed the hope
that in future Boland would obtain medical advice and not
!bother with quack medicines, or how could they expect the
police to properly discharge their duties.

A Noble Lord's Satire.—Speaking at the annual general
•meeting of Ihe Army and 'Navy Co-operative Society, Limited,
Lord Eburj% Chairman, referred to the Pharmacy Bill in

these terms :

—" Another Bill was before Parliament, pro-

moted by chemists, and supported by Socialists, iipparenlly

for the only reason that it was aimed against stores, which
they honoured with their disapproval. One of the objects

•of the Bill was to prevent joint-stock companios from selling

drugs unless their directors were qualified cliemi.sts. There
•were in the Society's drug department twenty-four p-iisons

who w'ould ibe fully-qualified under the Act to open and
-carry on a chemist's shop, and he thought that it would be

rather hard upon the army of their members if the directors'

ignorance of chemistry were visited upon them by shutting

up this department." "The phrases "supported by Socialists"

•and "prevent selling drugs" are particularly happy touches.

No doubt the shareholders at the meeting were duly im-

pressed by th« noible lord's perspicacity and veracity.

Amsterdam Drug and Chemical Trade.—Consul Robinson,
xeporting on the trade of the Port of Amsterdam for the

•year 1902, states that the increasing consumption of artificial

indigo (indigotin), though it has greatly diminished the im-

portation of Bengal and Java indigo, has not banished these

descriptions from the market, and it appears probable that

there will be always a demand for them sufficient to absorb

the reduced culture'. The total imported into the Netherlands

in 1902 was:—Into Amsterdam 1,407 chests, into Rotterdam
1,625 chests. Prices for natural indigo were firm and steady

throughout the year, and for the superior descriptions,
" warm process," 4s. 6d. to 4s. lOd. per lb. was readily

paid. It is not anticipated that prices are likely to decline

further for the present. The import of quinine bark in 1902

Tpcas large, and pirices were in consequence depressed, dropping

from l^d. per unit in January to 0-90d. per unit in August,

recovering in the latter part of 'J\e year, and closing in

December at Id. per unit. The production of sulphate of

quinine was 714,400 lbs. in 1901 and 705,000 lbs. in 1902, and
was sold at prices averaging 1^39d. per unit.

Pontefract Chemist and His Books.—At Pontefract County
Court, on Wednesday, Judge Raikes, K.C., heard an action
brouglit by Wilham Hodgson, chemist, Hemsworth, near Ponte-
fract agamst John William Gibson, a painter, Hemsworth, to
recover £3 6s. 8d., goods sold.—Mr. Scholefield was for plaintiff,
and Mr. Catterdall defended.—The case for the plaintiff was that
defendant had gone to the s'hop on a busy Saturday night and
asked for his account. Some of the items had not then been
posted to the ledger, and in the hurry three entries in the waste-
book were omitted from tlie account. They were the cause of
the present action.—Defendant, on the other hand, said he had
paid for everything he had had, and liis memorandum book, ium which he entered particulars of all goods he ordered, con-
firmed this statement.—His Honour, in giving judgment, said
that the books of plaintiff were unworthy of credit. There
was an item of 1901 on an otherwise blank page, following a
single entry of 1902 on a page previous. In oMier ways the
books were not reliable. The object of books was to enable a
person to refresh 'his memory, whereas the ledger was posted
up m a way which he did not at all -understand. He could place
no reliance upon them, and his verdict would be for the defen-
dant.

The " Lancet" on Medicine Stamps.—In a note on the result
of the decision in the High Covrt on what is known as the
ammoniated tincture of quinine case, the Lajicct remarks that
medicine-stamp duties "were presumably never intend'^d to
operate in any way for the public good. They do not check,
or even tend to cheek, the sale of quack nostrums, which
has increased to an enormous and dangerous extent. On the
contrary, the Inland Revenue stamp upon a box or bottle
is often regarded by ignorant people as a form of Government
recognition and approval bestowed upon a "' remedy " of excep-
tional excellence, and thus furthers its sale. Indeed, in some
cases the quack, who has only to buy the stamps and affix

them •nathout any formality being observed, or even his
name being known, • not unfrequently points to them as a
guarantee of merit. It may well be asked whether in these
more enlightened days the Government of a highly-civilised
community can be justified in increasing its pecuniary re-

sources by affording an apparent sanction to the sale of
nostrums which in many cases are likely to prove injurious to
health, and which, even if they are merely incapable of any
effect, at all events are used by their vendors to deceive and to
rob the poor and the ignorant."

Improvements in the Postal Order System.—The Postmaster-
General has made arrangements for the introduction of con-
siderable improvements in the postal order system :—The num-
ber of denominations will be increased from fourteen to forty—

•

one for each complete sixpence from 6d. to 20s. Not more than
one order will, therefore, in future 'be required to make up any
sum not exceeding £1. The poundage •will be on the same
scale as at present—namely, ^d. under 2s., Id. from 2s. to

10s. 6d., l^d. from lis. to 20s. The form of order will 'be

simplified, and a numbered counterfoil will be attached, on
which particulars of the order can be entered, and which is

intended to he retained by the sender for reference. Some of

the new denominations of order will be on sale at post-

offices on July 1 next, and the issue of the whole series is

expected to be complete by January 1. These additional

facilities for the transmission of small sums of money will he
accompanied by modifications in the practice followed as

regards the purchase of postage stamps from the public at

post-offices—a practice which has been found to be liable to

serious abuses. On and after January 1 next such purchases

will be subject to the following regulations: — (1) Every per-

son tendering stamps for sale will be required to fill up a

form stating the value of the stamps, together with his

name and address. (2) Payment will be made by means of a

money order sent by post to the address of the vendor. (3)

The commission charged to the public on purchases of stamps

will be raised from 2^ per cent, to 5 per cent., which will

cover the cost of postage and commission on the money
order. (4) No smaller amount than one pound's worth of

stamps will be purchased from any one person.
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PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. A. Pollard has purchased the chemist's business carried

oil at Wingham, near Canterbury, by Mr. C. E. Palmer.

Mr. C. Leicester, chemist and druggist, of Oldham, has

purchased the business of Mr. H. Watts, Darnall, Sheffield.

Mr. H. Watts, M.P.S., of Darnall, has purchased the

branch business of Mr. A. Thompson, 32, King Street, Stret-

ford.

Mr. E. W. Bell, chemist and druggist, of Spalding, has

been appointed district agricultural analyst to Holland County
Council.

Mr. J. C, Arnfield, pharmaceutical chemist, of 7, Lower
Hillgate, Stockport, has been elected Vice-President of the

Stockport Tradesmen's Association.

Mr. Albert J. Horton (from Messrs. Squire and Son, chemists

on the establishment of His Majesty the King) has taken over

the business of chemist and druggist at 197, St. James Road,
Croydon.

Alderman Bird, chemist, Coventry, has been elected chair-

man of the new Education Committee. Alderman F. Bird has

been chairman of the late School Board seven and on the School
Board thirty-three years.

Sir Williain Ramsay has been nominated for the office of

President of the Society of Chemical Industry, in succession

to Mr. Ivan Levinstein. The annual general meeting of the

Society will be held on July 15.

Mr. J. A. Buckley, chemist, Church Street, Blackpool, is

to tit up the chemical laboratory for the new Board Schools at

South Shore. Mr. Buckley provided the instruments and
chemicals now in use in the Devonshire Road Schools laboratory.

Mr. D. C. Hill, (Thompson's Drug Co.), of Ashton-under-
Lyne, has purchased the stock and fixtures of the business of

Mr. J. Lawrenson, Stretford Road, Manchester, but it is not

known whether the premises will remain a pharmacy.

Mr. Arthur R. Ling, F.I.C., having completed the equip-

ment of his new laboratorj' at 74, Great Tower Street,

London, E.C., is now prepared to carry out anal}'Ses of all

commercial materials and products, and to advise manufac-
turers on chemical matters generally.

Messrs. Vince and Barker, chemists and druggists, Lan-
caster, have dissolved partnership. The business at Clieapside

will be carried on in future by ^Ir. Jas. Vince, under the style

of Vince and Co. Mr. John Faulkner Barker will carry on

the other business of the firm at Xew Street, Lancaster, under

the style of W. H. Bagnall and Co.

Mr. H. Rogers Jones, M.P.S., recently manager of Mr.
Bowden's pliarmacy in Broadway. Wimbledon, and for several

years with Messrs. Bradley and Bourdas,. 6, Pont Street,

S.W., has taken over the business and premises lately built

for Mr. T. C. Edwards (who is obliged to abandon business

on account of impaired health) at Llandudno Junction, North
Wales. ,

Messrs. Kemp and Son, manufacturing chemists, are about
to remove their business from Horncastle to Liverpool,
in consequence, it is understood, of an amalgamation with
Messrs. Ayi-ton and Saunders. Mr. W. H. Leuton, who has
been for eighteen months working as Butt scholar in the Phar-
macy Research Laboratory of the Pharmaceutical Society, has
been appointed to take charge of the galenical laboratory of
the firm.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' A History or Hindu Chemistry,' from the earliest times to
the middle of the sixteenth century, a.d. By Praphull.v
Ch.^\dra Rat, D.Sc. Vol. I. Pp. 79 -f 176 + 41. Price-

12s. 6d. net. London : Williams and Norgate, 14, Hen-
rietta Street, W.C. 1902.

A book on Hindu chemistry by the Professor of Chemistry
at the Presidency College, Calcutta, written under the inspira-

tion, as the author states, of M. Berthelot, must necessarily

command respect. In India, to a greater extent even than in

Europe, chemistry has been evolved chiefly as the handmaict
of medicine. Moreover, " the efficacy of the drug alone was
by no means considered sufficient unless backed by the kindly
interposition of the deities." It will, therefore, be at once obvious,

that the subject is one with great possibihties, which have been
fully realised. Extracts from the theories of alchemists of tho
A3'ui-vedic period (from the pre-Buddhistic era to circa 800,

A.D.) are full of interest. When the subject of the original

Blaud's Pill is attracting attention, it is amusing to I'lecall that
one of the earliest of the Hindu authorities mentions " pill

iron compound," into the composition of which " pyrites and
the rust of iron enter." Elsewhere, Dr. Ray mentions that
lead and tin were described as verniifuges, and powdered tin

rubbed for seven days together with the creamy portion of
curd was recommended for internal administration. For the-

external treatment of ulcer, an application of copper sulphate,
iron sul^jhate, orpiment, realgar, alum-earth, red-ochre, and
rock-salt was prescribed. Gold dust, mixed with lotus seed
and honey, was used as a tonic. The fumes of
" horn " (hartshorn) were " recommended " a.s- giving relief

in hiccough, though no record can be found of a
" patent " medicine stamp being considered necessary
Extracts giving a clear idea of the progress of chemistry
in the later periods are equally interesting. In the latro-
chemical i>eriod—1300 to 1550, a.d.—the principal poisons
kno^m include Aconituni ferox. Sirychnos nux vomica. Datura
stramonium, and the bile of animals. Dr. Ray's book furnishes
abundant material for further quotation, but enough has been
said to show how entertaining a perusal of the volume must bo
to those who have a knowledge of European chemistry and!

therapeutics in the twentieth century.

Ax 'Index to the Complete Encyclopedia Britannica.'
Vol. XXXV. of the complete work. Pp. 1,092. London :

Adam and Charles Black, and the Times. 1903.

There is no greater work in the English language than the
' Encyclopaedia Britannica' and the index to the complete work,,
now published, is the biggest thing of the kind ever attempted.
It consists of nearly 1,100 pages, and contains more than 600,000
entries, everything in the preceding thirty-four volumes that
could be indexed being duly dealt with in sucli a manner as to
enable owners of the work to realise, for the first time probably,
what a wealth of information this one-book library contains.

An explanatory note at the beginnmg of the volume renders the
work of reference extremely simple, and it may be said without
exaggeration that no such exliau.stive index has ever been com-
piled before. The addition of the index renders the ' Encyclo-
paedia,, Britannica' of immeasurably greater value than ever the
work could have been without it, and the possession of the com-
plete work makes the average man independent so far as books
of reference are concerned.

DOVER CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

QUARTERLY MEETING.
Wednesday. May 6, 1903, at 37. Town Wall Street, Dover, the

President, Mr. H. Peake, in the chair.—The minutes of the
previous meeting having been read and confirmed, letters from
the Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society and the Secretary
of the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations were
readi and discussed.

The British Pharmaceutical Conference.

The Secretary, Mr. Ewell, was appointed a delegate to attend

the Pharmaceutical Conference and the annual meeting of the
Federation, to be held at Bristol.
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The Council Election.

An interesting discussion upon the forthcoming Council elec-

tion took place, and it was decided to urge on all the members of

'the Society in the district the necessity for taking a personal

interest in the election, and send in their voting papers, seven

joi the candidates being selected for adoption.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Tuesday, May 5, 1903, at the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool,

4:he President, Mr. Turver, in the chair. Messrs. Laurie,

-Johnson, Ashton, Boothroyd, Greenwood, Moyson, Sykes, and

Sankey were also present.

The Late Mr. Hanbury.

A letter was read from the late Mr. Hanbury regretting,

Sthrough being called to a Cabinet Council, at not receiving a

•deputation, as arranged when he was in Preston, and hoping

to at some near future date.

Mr. TxjRVER spoke feelingly of the great loss the country

iias sustained by his death, as he took such an active interest

"an his department, and suggested a vote of condolence be

isent to Mrs. Hanbury.
Mr. (Laurie seconded, saying Mr. Hanbury's sympathy and

Ikindness were much appreciated by the Association's Parlia-

aientary Committee.

The Council Election.

Letters were read from Mr. John Taylor and Mr. Currie

soliciting support at the Council election. The President

spoke highly of the good qualities of Mr. Taylor, and con-

'."videred he was a most capable representative, being thoroughly

'in touch with the retail trade, and a man of good administra-

Jtive abilities.

Mr. Laurie strongly supported the claims of Messrs. Storrar

and Currie, saying Scotland should be represented by not

Jess than two members on the Council, as the Scotch Council

was only a committee.

The Hon. Secretary advocated the claims of Messrs.

Walter Hills and Gowen Cross for the aJble work they had done

in the Poisons Committee inquiry.

Mr. Boothroyd praised the energy and ability of Mr. Wal-

j?haw whom he knew personally as an enthusiastic chemist,

who would uphold the dignity of the Council.

There being a general desire for some new members, it wa^i

-finally resolved to recommend the Association to vote for

Messrs. Walter Hills, Cross, John Taylor, Campkin, Storrar,

'Currie, and Walshaw, and endeavour to obtain a full poll

from this district by encouraging every member to return his

voting paper filled up with the selected candidates, tlj^reby

taking serious interest in the election.

The Pharmacy Bill.

The President introduced the Pharmacy Bill for discussion,

.saying chemists could not take too great an interest in its wel-

fare. He considered the registration of shops and qualification

of directors two of the most important clauses, referring to the

case which occurred in Birmingham ^^hen upon a limited com-

/pany being prosecuted, they said each shop was managed by a

-qualified chemist, and upon the manager being called, he said

Jae was not qualified.

Mr. Laurie did not see what benefit the retail chemist would

obtain from the Bill, and thought great difficulty would occur in

the registering of branch shops unless they sold poisons. He

would like to see the prosecuting transferred to another

.authority, and did not cohsider it our duty to criticise, as the

Bill was the result of careful consideration of the Council, and

whatever its defects, it was the best they could produce, and

should be loyally supported.

The P A T.A

Mr. Sankey mentioned the P.A.T.A., referring to the pro-

gress made since the convention by the frequent addition of more

or less well-known proprietaries, including Scott's Emulsion,

and advocated greater support. Only one member present was

not a subscriber, and he handed in his subscription to Mr.

Turver, the local representative.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

THE SOCIETY'S JUBILEE.

The Royal Photographic Society completed in February

last the fiftieth year of its existence, and the Council has

invited every fellow and member of the Society, the mem-
bers of the affiliated societies, and all connected with photo-

graphy, to take a personal part in the official celebration of

the event. The Society was inaugurated in the year 1853,

and has enjoyed the continued patronage of the Royal family

.since its foundation. The advancement of photography and

its applications has been the special care of the Society

throughout its existence, and its career has been closely

identified with the progress that photograhpy, both as a

science and an art, has made during the past fifty years.

Practically every event of any moment that has occurred in

the photographic world since 1853 has come under the

Society's notice, and there is every reason to expect a future

of still greater prosperity and usefulness. It has already-

been announced that the Council has decided to celebrat

the Jubilee by a

Congress of Photographers,

to which all the fellows and members of the Society, repre-

sentatives of the affiliated societies, and delegates from as

many photographic centres as possible will be invited. The
Congress will be opened on Tuesday, May 19, at the New
Gallery, 121, Regent Street, at 8.30 p.m., when the President
will deliver an address This will be followed by a con-

versazione, when the President and Council will receive th:.

Society's members and guests. On Wednesday, May 20,

the Society's House, 66, Russell Square, at 3 p.m., there

will be a meeting at which papers will be read, and in the

evening there will be ^ dinner at the Frascati Restaurant, at

7.30 o'clock, when it is hoped that the fellows and members
will be present in large numbers In order to welcome the

delegates and representatives and other visitors who have

been invited to take part in the congress. In connection

with the congress there will be a special exhibition at the

Society's rooms of objects having interest in the history of

photography, and the Council will be glad to receive, on

loan, for this exhibition any examples of early processes or

pieces of apparatus which members and others have in their

possession. The Council hopes that this exhibition, though

small, may represent the various stages of photography from

its infancy to the present day. The commemoration of the

jubilee will not cease with the congress, of which details are

given above. It is intended that the annual exhibition shall

be distinguished by features which will mark the present year

as one of more than usual significance. There will be a spe-

cial invitaticn pictorial section, in addition to the esiablished

pictorial section, and the scientific and technical section will

be entirely collected by direct invitation, both having for

their object the illustration of the progress and present posi-

tion of photography.
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CAMBRIDGE PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

EVENING MEETING.

Friday, May 1, 1903, in the Cambridge University New

Museums Lecture Theatre, Mr. A. Sidnfy Campkin, J.P., in

the chair. The large audience included the Mayor of Cam-

bridge
t

Professor G. Sims Woodhead gave a lecture on

Toxins and Anti-Toxins,

with special reference to tlie causes and neutralisation oi

disease. Professor Sims Woodhead intimated that in one

lecture he could only touch the fringe of the vast subject, but

he hoped they would be able, after a short time, to grasp at

any rate a few of the important facts in connection with the

production and cure of disease, as they now understood it and

as was now actually brought into practice. They knew, for

example, that there were certain diseases, one attack of which

protected against a series of others. They knew, for example,

that after an attack of scarlet fever the patient was more or

less protected against future attacks of the disease ; they knew

that, in connection with small^wx, there was a condition known

as vaccinia which acted specially as a protection agaiii§t the

disease of smallpox. They had a whole series of similar diseases,

and from those cases they might argue that there must, during

the course of one of those diseases, be certam changes in the

fluids of the body, as a result of which the disease-producing

organisms were no longer able to attack oi' invade the human

body. As an exam2>le demonstrating the action of toxins and

anti-toxins, the Professor took diijlitheria. He explained the

attack of the diphtheritic organism on the throat and the

subsequent circulation of poisonous toxin so i^roduced over

the body. The diphtheritic growth in the throat was a kind of

manufacturing of a very virulent poisonous material. The

lecturer spoke of the steps leading up to the discovery of

The Diphtheria Anti-Toxin.

It was found that the cells of the body would actually produce

a substance which would neutralise the poison. It was an

exceedingly fortunate thing that the horse was found to pro-

duce an excellent anti-toxin for the treatment of diphtheria

and tetanus. Professor Woodhead explained the method of

extracting anti-toxin from the horse. The toxin, in ever-

increasing quantities, was injected, and the animal produced

a substance for neutralising the toxin. The serum of anti-

toxin obtained from the horse was of such power that l/400th

part of a drop was sufficient to neutralise ten drops of toxin.

In the treatment of diphtheria they used the anti-toxin pro-

vided by nature in the horse, and so stopped tile disease

because they neutralised the poison. That was a, very impor-

tant thing, because even, under the most favoiu-able conditions,

when tliere was an attack of diphtheria there was always some

degenerative change taking place in the tissues, the muscles

of the heart, and so on, and it might take a very long time,

under normal conditions, for the anti-toxin to be formed, and
it might take a very long time for the tissues to recover their

normal condition. But if tliey could introduce the anti-toxin

at an early stage they prevented degenerative changes, and
therefore the patient recovered much more rapidly. On the

other hand, if they allowed the process to go on too long before

they introduced the anti-toxin they would tind that the patient

would die in spite of any quantity of anti-toxin, simjjly for the

reason that the degenerative changes had already taken plax;e,

and as they could not make good the damage done by the
toxin tlie patient died. Some people said anti-toxin failed in

certain cases. It was bound to fail in some cases, because the

.damage to the patient was already done. If they could stop

the disease before the damage was done the patient must!

recover; if they did not stop the damage the patient must^

die, or at any rate must pass through a very critical period.

Some Statistics.

Before the anti-toxin period, out of 7,932 cases admitted-

there were 2,481 deaths, or a percentage of 31-3. In 1894 they

began to give a small amount of anti-toxin, and the death-rate

came down to 29 per cent. In 1895 anti-toxin was made ii>>

considerable quantities for cases of diphtheria, and though it

was what they now called exceedingly weak, the death-rate-

was reduced to 21'5. The}^ then increased the strength of- the:

anti-toxin, and on one occasion he ventured to remark that at

the beginning of the twentieth century they would have the-

death-rate down to 15 per cent. In 1898 they had the mortality

down, not to 15 per cent., but to 13-1 per cent. The mortality-

was still decreasing, and if it were possible to get evei-y case,

of diphtheria witliiu twenty-four hours of the onset of the

disease, the death-rate might be brought down to 5 per cent>

Discussion.

The President spoke appreciatively of the interesting and

instructive nature of the address, and proposed a hearty vote,

of thanks to Prof. Woodhead.

The ^L\YOR OF Cambridge seconded.

Dr. Stanley Wood and Mr. E. Saville Peck (Vice-Presi-

dent of the Association) §uppoited. Mi'. Peck remarked that,

they were somewhat behind their Continental friends in matters,

of this kind. An anti-diphtheritic serum had appeared in the-

G-erman Pharmacopoeia. One wondered whether the time

was not ripe for some such serum to be included in the Britisk

Phannacopceia.

The vote having been accorded,

Professor S'ims Woodhead replied. He said he thought it

was a very great pity that they had not, at any rate, some-

official department for the testing, examination, and super-

vision of the preparation of anti-toxins. They ought to ba
official, or at any rate Pharmacopoeia substances. It was
simply a question of vaccine matter over again. Until they

had some body that would undertake the control, and perhaps

even the distribution, of these various substances, which were
far more important than most of the Phannacopoeia prepara-

tions ; until they had some official control over these materials,

they would not make the same advance that was being madi
in other countries, especially Germany, where they had Govern-
ment inspection and Government control, and where every

anti-toxin sent out had to pass through the hands of specially-

appointed officials, who guaranteed tlie strength and j)urity of

all these various substances. He hoped at no distant time they

would be in the same position as they were in Germany. Then
the medical men would have much more confidence in the
material with which they were working. At present th»
matter was almost entirely in the hands of private bodies or
in the hands of the colleges of physicians and surgeons who
had taken it up as a public duty—one which they ought not
to have to look after, but which they felt they were compelled
to look after until the Government took the matter up. They
had to look to these colleges for the guarantee of the puritj-

of these substances.

GREAT YARMOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Thursday, April 30, 1903, at 156, King Street, Great Yar-
mouth, Mr. A. E. Richmond in the chair.

In reply to a communication re the report of the Committes
on Poisons, letters were read from the borough and countj-
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members, both piomising to reserve judgment until the Govern-
ment brought in a Bill dealing with the matter.

It was unanimously decided that it was not expedient to take

any further action with regard to the report or the Pharmacy
Bill at present.

The annual excursion to Potter Heigham was fixed for June 11.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING.
Wednesday, April 29, 1903, in the Pharmaceutical Society's

House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. J. W. Plendekleith,
President, in the chair.

The Seceetabt, Mr. A. E. Kelly, read the

Report of the Prize Committee.

Twelve candidates had competed for prizes during the session,

being a larger number than in previous years, and the stan-

dard attained by the winners had been uniformly good. The
loharmacy prize, presented by Mr. J. Laidlaw Ewing, had
feeen gained by George Steven (Messrs. Paton and Finlay), 27,

Bruntsfield Place ; and the second prize in the same compe-
tition, presented by Mr. William Aitken, Durham, had been
gained by George Smith {Mr. Peter Boa), 49, Ashley Terrace.

Mr. Rutherford Hill, in the unavoidable absence of Messrs.
Ewing and Aitken, presented Mr. Steven with Perkin and Kip-
ping's ' Organic Chemistry,' Newth's ' Practical Inorganic

Chemistry,' and an interleaved ' Britisli Pharmacopoeia, 1898,'

and Mr. Smith with Lowson's ' Botany ' and Ne^vth's ' Inor-

ganic Chemistiy.'

Annual Report and Financial Statement.

The Seceetaet then read the annual report, and the
Teeasueee, Mr. E. Osmond Rowland, read the financial state-

ment, from which it appeared that the session had been fairly

successful, and the meetings had been better attended than
•during the previous session. A new feature was a lecture with
practical demonstration on photography, and it was hoped a
night would be set aside during next session for papers and
discussions on this subject, which bulked so largely now as a
side-line with many pharmacists. Twenty new members had
joined during tlie session, and, after removing names of those

"who had left, the membership remained practically the same.

There was a balance of £1 18s. 3d. at the begimiing of the

session and it closed vi^ith a balance of £1 4s. lOd., showing
that the expenses had slightly exceeded the income. vSeveral

suggestions ;were made for curtailing the expenditure, or rais-

ing sufficient to meet the annual outlays, and these were
remitted to the iCommittee. It was recommended that the
sum of £1 Is. should be voted to the Benevolent Fund of the

Pharmaceutical Society, as a small acknowledgment for the

much-valued privilege of meeting in the Society's House.
On the motions of Mr. G. H. C. Rowland, seconded by Mr.

A. Ctjeeie, and Mr. Cuerie, seconded by Mr. Hutcheon, re-

spectively, the reports were adojsted.

Election of Office-Bearers.

The following were elected office-bearers for next session :
—

President, Archibald 'Currie, Ph.C.,; Vice-President, A. E.
Kelly

; Secretary, J. W. Plenderleith, 6, North Bridge Street,

Edint)urgh ; Assistant Secretary, H. N. Cox
; Treasurer, E.-

Osmond Rowland, 117, Prince's Street; as memibers of the
Committee

: Misses J. Glass and D. Watson, and Messr?.
H. L. Cairncross, J. Hutcheon, J. Gr. Sclater, G. Smith,
O. Steven, and J. Tait; and as Prize Committee, the Presi-

dent, Vice-President, and Secretary, and Messrs. W. B. Cowie,
W. Duncan, and G. H. C. Rowland.

On the motion of Mr. G. H. C. Rowland a cordial vote of

thanks was Swarded to the retiring office-bearers and the

Pharmaceutical Society.

It was agreed to adjourn the discussion on the Preliminary

Examination to a subsequent meeting.

TEES=SIDE CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

SMOKING CONCERT.
Wednesday, April 29, 1903, at Tate's Cafe, Stockton, the

President, Mi-. R. R. Baiubz-idge, in the chair.

The Chaieman gave an account of the work done by the

executive committee, and the deputation appointed to inter-

view the Member for Stockton, Sir Robert Ropner.

The Sale of Proprietaries.

!Mr. Thomson inaugurated a discussion on the P.A.T.A. Mr.

Thom.son enlarged on the good work done by that body, and

said that by i^lacing a transgressor on the stop list they had a

lever which no single proprietor could ever hope to have. He
urged the members of the Association to back up the P.A.T.A.,

which was doing its best to secure a reasonable profit on the

sale of articles whicli before were not worth bothering about.

He regretted, however, that there seemed to be a weakness

in its administration, which arose through some dealers who
did not receive notices of advances and were, perhaps uninten-

tionally, underselling those who promptly put up their prices

on receipt of the AX', record. He suggested that the Associa-

tion help the P.A.T.A. by sending out a monthly list of all

advances of local interest, both to members and to other

dealers.

Mr. E. C. Bennison, while expressing his sympathy with all

that Ml-. Thomson liad said, was sorry to see that chemists

made such a fuss about those articles. He emphasised the

necessity of each chemist, as a trained man, making his own
preparations and pushing them. He mentioned a case quoted

in the British Medical Journal, in which a patient had been

taking some of the backache pills now before the public.

After two days she broke out in a rash which necessitated

medical advice. Instead of pushing the sale of goods which

had results like these, why not cultivate a sale for the

products of their own brains, assisted by their own personality.

Mr. Geegoby said that the public came to the chemist for

these proprietary articles, and he was bound to keep them. la

case of breakage of an article with a small profit, he advised

that the bottle be returned to the maker with a note, explaining

circumstances. In most cases the maker either replaced, or

paid the full retail value of the broken articles.

The discussion was continued Iby the Peesident, Mr. Sudlow,

and others, after wliich Mr. Finlayson moved that the Secretary

of the Chemists' Association send out from time to time, as

occasion required, notices of those articles put on the P.A.T.A,
both to members and other dealers. This was seconded by Mr.

Sudlow, and carried unanimously.

Supper was then announced, and afterwards the company

present were entertained in a vei-y enjoj-able way by Messrs.

Sowerby, Sudlow, Thomson, and Widdeus, ]SIr. John Robinson

officiating at the piano. A hearty vote of thanks to the artistes

brought a capital evening to a close.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

SMOKING CONCERT.
Thursday, April 30, 1903, at 73, Newman Street, London,

W., Mr. A. Lateeille, Prwident, in the chair. There was a

good attendance at this, the last, social meeting of the session,

and an excellent progi-amme had been arranged by Mr. R. E.

Lownsbrough. The artistes included many old friends and
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several new ones, notably Mr. Alvery and Mi'. Town, who
gave recitations, as did also an old member and past President

of the C.A.A.. Mr. T. Morley Txylor, who was given a most

hearty reception. Duriiig an interval a collection wa.s made
on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society's Benevolent Fund,

Jialf-a-guinea being contributed by fhe members and frienda

present. A special vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Lowna-
Lrough for arranging the programme.

PETERBOROUGH AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

FIRST MEETING.
Thursday, April 23, 1903, at the Angel Hotel, Peterborough,

Mr. J. H. Pearson in the chair. The report is reprinted from
the Inset of last week's Journal.

Mr. &AUNDERS, the acting Hon. Seci^taiy, reported that he
Lad had forty-four letters from chemists expressing their desire

to join the Association.

Election of Officers.

The following officers were then elected :—President, Mr.
J. H. Pearson ; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. John Stuiton, J. 8.

Prior, and F. Oldiam; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. J. E.

S'iunders. It was decided that the Association should be
affiliated with the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciations. It was unanimous-ly decided to foi-ward letters to the

local members of Parliament, asking them to reserve their

opinions upon pharmacy legislation until the Phai-macy Bill is

discussed in the House of Commons.

NORTHAMPTON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Friday, May 1, 1903, at the Black Boy Hotel, Northamp-
ton. Mr. W. D. ALwGBR, President, in the chair.

The Hox. Secretary, Mr. F. Cowdery. presented his

Annual Report.

One member had resigned during the year, as he could not
attend the meetings, but two chemists were seeking election

at that meeting. Eight meetings had been held during tie

year. That day was the first anniversary of the inauguration

of the early closing movement among the members of the Asso-

siation. The Association was to be congratulated on the

success of the movement. He was rather afraid that the Asso-

ciation had allowed the social side of their meetings to obscure

the educational objects of the Association, and he urged that

in future one short paper should be read at each meeting.

He had collected £12 12s. for the Pharmaceutical Society and
£7) 6s. 6d. for the Benevolent Fund—a more successful result

than before. The report concluded by describing the annual

dinner as a great success, and by thanking the revered Presi-

dent for his generous hospitality at the dinner.

Mr. W. McKiNNELL moved tliat the Report be adopted, with

thanks to the Hon. Secretary.—Mr. GATEHorSE seconded, and
the proposition was carried uanimously.

Mr. Cowdery then submitted his statement as Treasurer.

The year commenced with £1 4s. lid. in hand, and ended with

a balance of £1 Is. 3d.—The balajice-sheet was adopted unani-

mously.

Election of Officers.

Mr. E. C. AsHFORD moved the re-election of the President,

whose personal qualities and abilities he eulogised.—Mr. Cow-
HERY seconded, and Mr. McKinnell heartily supported, and
thanked the President for the thorough way in which he sup-

ported the early closing movement when it was first men-
tioned at the Association mee^ijags.—The proposal was adopted

with hearty applause.—The President, who was heartily re-

ceived, said that he yielded to no man in his desire to further

the interests of the chemists of Northampton. He did not

consider that the A.«sociation had yet accomplished its objects,

and he urged that there was room for very great improvement
in their action, and especially in their attendances.

Mr. A. Armitt and Mr. E. C. Ashford were re-elected Vice-

Presidents, and Ml'. F. Cowdery was re-elected Hon. Secre-

tary and Hon. Treasurer. Mr. H. 0. Wilson and Mr. H.
Rolfe were elected members of the Association.

Other Business.

Mr. E. C. Ashford proposed that as Mr. John Bingley,

J.P., the local Divisional Secretary to the Pharmaceutical
Society, had given intimation of his intention to resign that

post, the Association recommend the Society to appoint Mr.
Cowdery to the post.—Mr. F. C. Ashford seconded, and Mr.
Ingle supported. The motion was carried unanimously.

At the suggestion of Mr. McKinnell, seconded by Mr.
Ingle, the Association decided to meet monthly through the

summer.

Mr. F. C. Ashford urged the Association to take steps to

secure the sympathy of local members of Parliament towards
the attitude of the chemists to the report of the Poisons Com-
mittee. After some discussion, the Hon. Secretary was re-

quested, to write to all the local M.P.'s, asking tliem fo'r the

pre.sent to preserve an open mind upon the report of the

Poisons Committee and the Pharmacy Bill.—The President
promised to interview isome of the local members of Parliament

if the Association wished it.

Mr. McKinnell proposed, and it was unanimously resolved,

that the Association continue to be affiliated with the Federa-

tion of Local Pharmaceutical Associations.

WEST RIDING FEDERATION OF CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATIONS.

GENERAL MEETING OF DELEGATES.

Tuesday, May 5, 1903, at the White Horse Hotel, Wakefield,

the President, Mr. R. C. Walshaw, in the chair.

It was resolved that the holding of the proposed meeting at

Leeds should be further postponed.

Regret was expressed that Halifax was again imrepresented

at the Conference, and the Secretary was instructed to write

to the Halifax Association expressing that regret, and the

hope that it would throw its influence into the scale in aid

of the work of the Federation.

Some discussion occurred upon a resolution which had been

sent by tlie Bradford Association, objecting to the action of

the Secretary, Mr. R. Broadhead, in sending out a circular

in favour of the candidature of Mr. Walshaw, in the name of

the Federation.

Mr. Broadhead said he had issued the circular without

desiring to give offence to anyone, and had simply acted upon

the general feeling that he knew to obtain in the West

Riding.

The President said that when the question was raised

by Bradford Association he at once took means of disassociat-

ing himself from the action which had been taken, and made it

clear that his candidature was a personal matter, and not a

West Riding matter.

It was agreed that the incident should be considered as

closed, with the Secretary's explanation, and it was resolved,

on the motion of Alderman Dunn, seconded by Mr. Rigbt:—
"That the Federation cannot be pledged to anj^ line

of action without the full consent of the Federation in

general meeting."
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The Pkesident informed the meeting that an Association

las ibeen formed at Harrogate, and upon his suggestion a re-

solution was passed congratulating the Harrogate chemists

upon their action, and inviting them to affiliate with the

Federation.

Resolutions from Chambers of Commerce.

The Pkesident also called attention to the need which

existed for action in opposition to those who were trying to

obtain resolutions from the West Riding Chamlbers of Com-

merce in favour of the majority report of the Poisons Com-

mittee. He said that he had taken steps to secure opposition

to any such proposal which might he brought foi-ward before

the Huddersfield Chamber.

Mr. Gledhill (Dewsbury) said that the fact that resolutions

had been passed by the Heckmondwike aiamlber of Commerce

and others was to some extent due to the fact that the notice

from Bloomsbury Square had com© too late. That was the

case at Heckmondwike, but he was glad to say that the facts

had since been put before the Chamber, and he had reason

tO' hope that at the next meeting the resolution would be an-

nulled. He had taken action in Dewsibury, and the Chamber

of Commerce Ifiere had declined to pass the objectionable

resolution.

The President moved a resolution congTatulatmg Mr.

Glyn-Jones upon his success in the test-cases, and said that it

rather reflected upon the Pharmaceutical Society that they

bad not made their members aware of the privileges which

Mr. Glyn-Jones had brought to light.

The resolution was passed unanimously.

The question of the advisability of promoting Mr. Wal-

shaw's candidature as a nominee of the Federation was then

discussed, but it was determined, on Mr. Walshaws own

advice, to leave the matter where it stood at present.

PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Thursday, April 30, 1903, at St. Bride's Institute, E.G., th«

President, Mr. T. H. W. Idris, J.P., L.C.C., in the chair..

The Council invited discussion on the question of the

Titles,

by which their registered members should be designated by th&

various governing bodies which they represent instead of the

present title
" Dispenser." This was following up a suggestion

made by Mr. Idris in his presidential address at the annual

meetinc^ held in January last. Two appropriate tides were

suggested as being considered suitable, and these were supple-

mented by two others at the meeting.

Mr. Samuel, on behalf of the Council, said that it had been

decided to propose, first, that of " Dispensing Chemist," sug-

gested by Mr. Welford ; second, that of " Chemist," suggested

by himself.
'

Mr. Ideis put forward the title which had been adopted by

the Midland Chemist Dispensers' Association—i.e., "Chemist

Dispenser."

Mr. A. Smith proposed that the designation should be simply

that of " Dispenser of Medicines."

Mr. Welford, speaking on behalf of his proposition, faid

it was necessary thit a title, which would not clash with any

other, and would yet convey an /intelligent meaning to the

general public, be chosen, and he thought they had such a

one in " Dispensing Chemist."

Mr. S iMXJEL, on behalf of his own proposal, said the reason

why he chose " Chemist " was because it wa-s more embracing,

and did not limit one to dispensing pure and simple, since public

dispensers were called upon to perform many other operations

the coming Council

were Messrs. Hills,

Ihan that of dispensing, such as analysis of drug samples ani

other matter, but he was not at all biassed, and he held by the

discussion of the Council to adopt whichever was selected by

the meeting as being most suitable.

Much discussion followed, and, being put to the vote, it

was decided by n, large majority in favour of " Dispensing

Chemist," one only voting against it.

Other Business.

The names selected ^for support at

election of the Pharmaceutical Society

Campkin, and Wootton.

The Phai-macy Bill, together with the Privy Council Com-

mittee's report, were then discussed. The need of having a

clause inserted restricting dispensing in public institutions to

registered chemists only was admitted on all sides, and the

letter sent to Parliamentary members was api^roved, as was als»

the letter which has been drafted for transmission to the Privy

Council, the General Medical Council, and the Coroners' Society,

It has been drawn up on similar lines to that to members of

Parliament, but a special clause ha^ been inserted pointing rot

the increased danger to the public if such a suggestion a« that

of Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., as embodied in his supplemen-

tary report, were to become law

—

i.e., that "Local authoritie.?

should have power to grant licences to suitable persons to assist

medical men in dispensing prescriptions, when it became neces-

sary to do so in the .absence of the medical man, whether ruch

persons have passed the Pharmaceutical Society's examination

or not." Moreover, it was pointed out in this letter that it was

not the intention of the Association to offer any opposition t<>

the Bill, but that such restrictions as were suggested were

absolutely essential for the public safety.

BARNSLEY AND DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

CHEMISTS*

Barnsley.

from Mr.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, April 30, 1903, at the Royal Hotel,

Amongst other correspondence, a communication

W. S. Glyn-Jones was read in reference to the

Ammoniated Tincture of Quinine Case. * '

The following resolution, moved by Mr. H. B. BiLLiNeTOi#,

seconded by Mr W. Bellamy, was unanimously passed :— .

" That the Barnsley and District Chemists' Association

express their best thanks to Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones ani
the CD.A. for the point gained for chemists as a result

of the action brought by the Board of Inland Revenue
.against Mr. Glyn-Jones for selling (unstamped) am-
moniated tincture of quinine with a recommendatioD
thereon."

Messrs. J. P. Norwood and E- Nash were appointed dele-

gates to attend the W. R. Federation meeting.

WAKEFIELD CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, May 5, 1903, at the White Horse Hotel, Wake-

field, the Pkesident, Mr. W. Pollard, in the chair.

A jiaper was read by Mr. W. R. Maud, of Pontefract*

on a

A Scheme of Co-operative Buying,

which proposes to carry co-operative action considerably

further than has so far been attempted.

In the course of a general discussion, approval of Mr. Mauds,

scheme was expressed, and it was resolved that the Wakefield.

Association should take up the advocacy of the scheme,,

and arrange to introduce it to the other associations in the

Weet Riding.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Friday, May 1, 1903, the Tkeasureb, f?ir James Ci-iclitou

Browne, in the chair. The report for 1902 mentioned that the

number of members elected during the year was sixty-two, as

compared with forty-four in 1901, that the Prince of Wales

had become a Vice-President of the Institution, and that a

collection of medals, orders, autographs, portraits, and books

which Belonged to Faraday had been received from the execu-

tors of the late Mr. Thomas Deacon, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

and had been placed with the other Faraday relics possessed

by the Institution. Votes of thanks were passed to the officers

and professors for their services during the past year, and the

following gentlemen were nnanimously elected officers for the

ensuing year :—President, the Duke of Northumberland

;

Treasurer, Sir James Crichton Browne ; Secretary, Sir William

Crookes.

In the course of the meeting Professor Dewar said a few

Tvords about the experiments on the interaction of

Fluorine and Hydrogen
at low temperatures, which had recently been carried out in

the laboratories of the Institution with the aid of fluorine sent

over from Paris by M. Moissan, who had discovered that it

twas possible to store the pure gas in glass vessels, provided

(they were perfectly dry and free from any trace of organic

anatter. These experiments, he said, upset our ideas about the

isbeyance of chemical reactions at low temperatures, for it

was found that liquid fluorine at -200° acted on hydrocarboiis
with evolution of heat, and tliat there was still combination
vrhen free hydrogen was employed. Hydrogen and fluorine

feeing the only two gases that combined of themselves without
the aid of heat or other external agent, it was, therefore, of
interest to see what would happen if both were in the liquid
.-state. Since fluorine was solid at the temperature of liquid
hydrogen, it was not possible exactly to carry out tliis experi-
ment, but when a glass tube cont<uning 50 C.c. of fluorine was
placed in about 150 C.c. of liquid hydrogen and broken when
the fluorine was solid, the result was the combination of the
two elements with extreme violence, proving, as M. Moissan
«aid, that there was a low temperature chemistry to occupy the
attention of scientific workers.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

DEPUTATION TO MR. JAMES BAILEY, M.P.
The South London Committee of the London Chemists'

Association made a canvass of the chemists in Walworth and
immediate neighbourhood recently, and were able to obtain tlie

signatures of every registered chemist in those districls (in-

cluding those of the managers of drug stores) to a protest to
Mr. Bailey's action in preventing the disrassion of the Society's
Bill in Parliament. As a result,' in answer to a request, Mr.
Bailey readily agi-eed to receive a deputation of the London
Chemists' Association and Walworth chemists. A number of
•gentlemen accordingly waited upon him on Wednesday after-
Hoon, May 6, and we understand Mr. Bailey exhibited a veiy
approachable state of mind. After some representations had
been made to him, he said he was very strongly of opinion that
it was right aud proper that eveiy shop for the retail of
poison and dispensing of medicines should be registered—that
these duties should only be performed by qualified chemists.
He approved of the provision in the suggested Bill that the
Registrar should have the power to see that they were
•obeyed,; but, in regaixi to Clau.se 7 of the Act, it was
laughed at in the House. It was impossible and unworkable.
If the Pharmaceutical Society would delete it, or amend it,
so as to accord with reasonable and acceptable public neces.n-
ties, the Bill would have his support and influence.

THE CHEMISTS' EXHIBITION, 1903.

LONDON, MAY 4 TO 8.

During the seven years which have elapsed since the

Chemists' Exhibition was previously held in the National

Skating Palace, Argyll Street, London, W., various halls and

other places in London and the provinces have been utilised to

"house" the annual display of
,
pharmaceutical preparations

and druggists' sundries, organised by the British and Colonial

Druggist; but it has probably never occupied a building which

lends itself so effectively for the purpose as the National

Skating Palace—its abode from May 4 to 8 this year.

The Exhibits.

On entering the Palace visitors were confronted with an

exhibit which for beauty of design has seldom, if ever, been

equalled in the annals of the Chemists' Exhibition. The ex-

hibit consisted of Vinolia preparations, which were arranged in

a manner so pleasing to the eye tliat an inquiry was made of

the gentleman in charge—Mr. Henry P. Mason—as to who had

carried out the work of displaying the various articles shown,

and the reply was " Mr. Frank Severn." The Vinolia Company
is to be congratulated. Vinolia toilet soaps, household soaps,

shaving soaps, cream, powder, dentifrices, and perfumes are

so well known to readers of the P.J. that they need not be

described, but attention may we^l be directed to Vinolia Olive

Oil Soap and to the " Waneeta " series of soaps and perfumes.

These are quite new lines, and are likely to come prominently

to the fore in public favour in the near future. Another popular

line comprises Vinolia fancy caskets of perfumes. Leaving

Vinolia in the vestibule, visitors passed on to the entrance

tier, where, to the left of the entrance, Messrs. Parke, Davis

and Co. had a fine show of their standardised pharmaceutical

and biological preparations. Mr. Vincent Wood's exhibit

next claimed attention, and here were sIiowti specimens of the

various bandages, belts, absorbent wools, elastic hosiery, etc.,

of which he is the manufacturer or agent. Near by was Mr.

H. Silverlock's stand, exhibiting the latest designs in medical

labels and chemists' printing generally. Edwards's " Har-

lene " Co. also occupied a stand on the entrance tier, where
" Junofloris," a highly concentrated colourless fluid, for pre-

serving cut flowers in water, was exhibited.

A little further on was a line collection of pic-

tures sent in by competitors in the B. <£• C. D.
photographic comi>etition, and over to the extreme
right of the entrance was the reception-room, where visitors

were regaled with coffee and othei beverages. This room de-

serves a reference in passing, if only on account of the portraits

on the walls of pharmaceutists and others who have figured from
time to time as " celebrities" in the pages of the cfc CD., the
collection forming an interesting picture gallery. On leaving

the reception-room one paused a moment, before descending to

the skating rink, to admire the attractive picture formed by the

blending of colours at the various stands, together with the

tasteful decorations. The numerous visitors and those in

charge of the stands were also worth watching, for amongst
them might be noticed many well-known faces of pharmacists
and representatives of wholesale houses, while it was interest-

ing to notice how lady visitors accepted the samples offered by
some of the exhibitors. Some received them with a courteous
" Thank you," while others literally swept them into oiieii bag
or satchel with an eagerness wl.ich seemed to indicate that

".samples" were the object of their visit.

Descending to the " rink," which Bad been boarded over to

accommodate the stands, the first articles that attracted the
attention of a P.J. representative were the galvanised steel

bins shown by Young's Patent Hygienic Bin Company, which
are now largely used by exporters in lieu of packing cases.

A new feature of this exhibit was the 'special coaj bunkers
now made by the company. Over the way were displayed
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Pasteur (Chamberland) Filters of various kinds, including

household 'filters, pressure filters for attachment to water service

pipes, and atmospheric pressure filters for travellers, several

of these filters being very suitable for visitors to the seaside,

prices ranging from one guinea ui>wards. The Berkefeld Filter

Company also had an exhibit comprising their drip, pump,

pressure, and other filters, a novel demonstration of tlie effec-

tiveness of the drip filters being given. A glass filter was filled

with a mixture of water and aniline blue and placed over an

empty glass receptacle ;
very soon clear water began to drip

through, leaving the aniline blue clinging to the sides of the

upper vesssel and to the filtering cylinder. This firm also showed

a very useful tourist's filter retailing at 7s. 6d., as well as a

small suction pump supplying one and a-half pints of filtered

water a minute.

Pharmaceutical Peepabations and " Stjndeies."

W. Mabtindale, of 10, New Cavendivsh Street, London,

W., had an exhibit which, while of a scientific and pharmti,-

ceutical character, clearly indicated the modern trend of events

in pharmacy ; for one of the special features of this exhibit was

a section devoted to "packed" goods. The "Extra Pharma-

copoeia " was, as usual, much in evidence, also the urea appa-

ratus, urine test-case, and burette stand designed by Dr. W.

Harrison Mai-tindale. " SoUets " of percliloride, and of binio-

dide for prepiring antiseptic lotions of various strengths,

were shown, together with sterilised dressings, " Lysoform

"

disinfectant, ointments in collapsible tubes, and numerous other

preparations. ^

ME.SSES. Weight, Layman, and Umney's exhibit ;lso

demonstrated very forcibly the demand that has been created

for "packed" goods and concentrated preparations, particu-

larly, in this instance, in regard to photographic chemicals.

They had, of course, a fine show of packed pharmaceuticals,

including compressed tablets on show-cards, but the special

feature of the exhibit this year was the photographic section,

where " Globe " photograjAic tablets and solutions were on

view, together with a collection of photographs prepared with

the " Globe " products. There were also some very fine crj^stals

of potassium ferrocyanide shown, in addition to terpeneless

essential oils and a good display of Wright's Coal Tar speciali-

ties, which included coal tar soap m tin boxes for use by

surgeons, Wright's Sapo Carbonis Cannibus, and Wright's Coal

Tar Shaving Soap in tablets and sticks. A special line of fancy

soaps in boxes was intended for sale with the chemist's own

name and address printed on, and there was also a good line

in specially superfatted shaving soap.

Messes. Allen and Hanbuets, Limited, occupied a stand

opposite that 'of the Southwark Street firm, and here was

exhibited a working model of the Rotary Tablet Machine re-

cently described in these columns; also specimens of the

" Duplex " Tablet Machine intended for use at the dispensing

counter and retailing at £5.

Messes. F. Newbeey and Sons had a good show of W. K.

Warner and Co.'s preparations, druggists' sundries, and

cameras and photographic sundries. Several new articles were

exhibited, amongst others being a hygienic feeding bottle, to

sell loose, at 4s. 6d. a dozen ; a new com solvent bottle fixed

in box-wood and fitted with an improved stopper; a new

enema, guaranteed for two years ;
" Lnperial Lavender Salts

"

on cards at prices ranging from 3s. 9d. to 9s. per dozen ;

powder puffs in special box with transparent cover; six as-

sorted clinical thermometers, on card, at 8s. 6d., and numerous

other saleable articles.

The Ceown Peeeumebt Combany had a very pretty exhibit,

among the latest additions to the " Crown " series of perfumes

being Crown Gloria, Crown Noel, and Crown Lysia, put up in

unique-shaped bottles, with an elegant French designed label

and case. The latest lines in soaps introduced by this firm in-

clude Crown Lotus Lily, Crown Cyclamen, Crown Lemzion,

Crown Toilet Otto, and Crown Violet Oatmeal, the latter being-

put up three tablets in box to retail at Is. This firm also showed
" Spiritine " put up in various forms.

Messes. Heaeon, SgriBE, and Feancis, Limited, invited

special attention to their gelatin capsule and compressed tablet

departments andl to their pharmaceutical preparations generally.

They had also an interesting exhibit of veterinary medicines

prepared to meet modern demands, including dog pills and im-

proved-shape physic balls for horses. Their packed specialties,

granular effei-vescent prejiarations, glycerin and coal tar soaps,

concentrated soluble essences, and nou-excisable coca wine, were
well worthy of attention. Tlie "Sweet Pea" perfume is a
special line introduced by this firm, together with " Avon
Violet " toilet preparations.

Messes. CiyssswELL Bbothees and Schmitz, of Red Lion

Square, W.C., had a huge exhibit of sponges and chamois
leathers in all qualities and sizes.

Wyleys, Limited, of Coventry, exhibited ex:ample;S of official

pharmaceutical preparations, non-official compounds, specialtieB

packed for retail sale, granular effervescent preparations and
salines, sugar-coated and chocolate-coated pellets, aromatie

digestive chocolate tropels, ophthalmic ointment tubes, stan-

dai'dised tinctures and fluid extracts, veterinary preparations, etc.

Messes. Thomas Chbistt and Co., Old Swan Lane, E.G.,

made a prominent feature of Sanger Shepherd and Co.'s outfits

for photography in natural colours, and showed specimens of

work done by the Sanger Shepherd process. They also ex-

hibited packets of Dr. Schleussnei's photographic colour-sen-

fitive plates. Christy's collapsible tubes were also promi-

nently displayed, together with filling and closing machines,

cachets and cachet machines, suppository machines, toilet pre-

parations, druggists' sundries and pharmaceuticals.

Messes. A. De St. Dalm.4s and Co., of Leicester, had a

veiy attractive exhibit, comprising their well-known plasters,

bandages, and other surgical accessories.

The Condensed Egg Syndicate, Limited, 85, Tooley Street,

S.E., showed six varieties of condensed egg, suitable for various

pharmaceutical purposes, such as in the making of cod liver oil

emulsions, white oils, cod liver oil with malt and egg. etc. ; also

" Ovumalt," a concentrated nutrient food said to be prepared

from fresh eggs and extract of malt.

The Elephant Chemical Company, Neate Street, Camber-

well, S.E., exhibited disinfectants, including caibolic powder

in tins, sanitary fluid in bottles, chloride of lime in bottles,

" Extermitasi " in fluid and powdered form, dbinfectant

tablets, naphthaline in crystal and candle form ; also carbolic

tooth powder, calcium cai'bide, cloudy ammonia, etc.

The Standabd T.ablet Company, of Hove, had a good dis-

' play of their compressed drugs, many preparations bemg

shoATO which chemists might adopt as their own, both for

dispensing purposes, and as profitable proprietary specialties.

Those who were unable to visit this exhibit should write- for

a copy of the firm's price list.

Messes. L.«iont, Cobliss and Co., 11, Queen Victoria

Street, E.G., exhibited their "Marvel" whiriing spray

sjTinge ; also Mennen's borated talcum toilet powder, tar-tar

soap ; Dr. Sanche's oxydonor, etc.

The Tasmanian Eucalyptus Oil Company, Limited,

Rochester Buildings, Leadenhall Street, E.C., in addition

to their eucalyptus oil and eucalyptus preparations, exhibited

"Silky Fibre" aseptic face handkerchiefs, toilet pocket books,

hou.seiiold toilet books, "Velvetta," a new make of medicated

paper of velvety softness, alumijiium combs, and sundries.

Petol, Limited, 6, Union Road, Cambridge, showed petol

preparations. Petol is a recently-introduced scientific prepara-
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tion made on a vegetable bas«, and it is claimed to possess re-

markable powers as an antiseptic and curative application for

wounds, etc.

Messes. Tuxbridoe and Wright, of Reading, exliibited tlie

"Fly Cemeterj-," "Viko" insect destroyer, " Catcho-0 ' fly

|iaper. Dr. Mackenzie's catarrh cure smelling bottle, Cole's

Family Ointment.

Infants' and Invalids' Foods were largely rgpiesentel.

C'lieltine Foods, Limited, of Cheltenham, exhibited their spe-

I iitlties, including soluble maltose food, milk-cocoa, milk

liocolate, diabetics', antemics', .and dyspeptics' food, biscuits,

iud bread. Yegos, Limited, 55, New Broad Street, E.C.,

howed their specialty, and Moseley's Food, Limited, of

Stockport, had an attractive exhibit of Moseley's Food—

a

preparation more particularly- intended for infants, invalids,

and the aged. The Protene Company, Limited. 56, Welbeck

Street, Cavendish Square, W., exhibited protene—a milk

jiroduct in fine white powder, possessing neither taste nor

-.u.ell. which may be incm-porated with solid- and liquid

food.s, so as to increase their nourishing value to any desired

extent, without its presence being otherwise apparent.

Side Lines.

Photographic Goods were well to the fore, for. in addition

111 the displays of photographic chemicals and accessories by

" liole-sale liouses, such as Newben-'.s, and Wright, Layman and

Umney's. several photographic manufacturers had stands.

^Messrs. Chas. Tyler and England Bros., Limited, 79, Copen-

hagen Street. N., made a special feature of film cameras, rang-

ing in price from £1 Is. upwards. They had also an interest-

ing series of mounted photographs showing the various mounts

manufactured by them, while probably the latest thing in sun-

dries was a new printing frame, which allows the whole of

the print to be examined at once. Another useful article

ihown was the "Boyce" Negative Holder, which enables the

negative to be transferred from one di.sh to another, or to be

washed under the tap without the fingers touching the chemi-

cals, water, or the plate. Mr. A. C. Jackson. ''Ilex" Works.

Stoke Newington, N., exhibited hand cameras, and the "lies'"

^
shutter, which is made in two forms—one to work behind tho

'. l«ns and one to work in front. Messrs. J. Theobald and Co.,

-\lbemarle Works, Hounslow, W., showed hand and stand

lueras of every description ; also photographic apparatus and

-undries. stereoscopes, and stereoscopic slides, opera and field-

- glasses, optical lanterns and lantern slides. A specialty of

this firm is that a £100 free insurance policy is given with

every camera. Paul Metz, 65, Edgbaston Street, Birmingham,

exhibited various developers and photogi-aphie papers, includ-

ing Toneit ' combined toning and fixing paper, and ''Rem-

brandt " paper for weak negatives ; also camel hair pencils and

paint-brushes, etc.

X-Ray and Othek Electrical Apparatus were exhibittd by

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Limited, of 18, Finch Lane,

E.C., and by Hariy W. Cox, Limited, of 11, Cursitor Street,

Chancery Lane, W.C. , who make a specialty of giving instnic-

tion in high frequency and radiography. Mr. Archibald J.

Wright, of the Islington Electricil Works, Upper Street, N.,

had an interesting exhibit of small dynamos and motors, pocket

accumulators, electric lamps and jewellery, electric batteries,

telephones, etc. ; while the Consolidated Supply Co., 9, London

Street, E.C., showed various electiical novelties.

American Soda Fountains were not quite so much to the

fore on this occasion as in previous - years. Messrs. Stiles.

Limit'ed. of Gray's Inn Road, W.C, were largely in evidence,

liowever. and had a very good show of fountains and foun-

tain accessories ; while the General Automatic Delivery Com-

pany, Limited, of Cannon Street. E.C.. shr>wed "Arcanum"
mineral-water fountains, and Messrs. Farrow and Jackson.

Limited. Great Tower Street, E.C., had a fine exhibit of

aerated water machinery, syrup-making plant, and new soda

fountains. Mi'. R. J. Renter, 6, Well Street, Jewin Street,

E.C., also showed a soda-water machine; Messrs. Rawsco, of

Little Edward Street, N.W., exhibited syphons and mineral

Walters : and Messrs. Eugene Geraut and Vo., Farringdon Read,

E.C. , had a stand showing their seltzogenes, syphons, seltzo-

gene. charges, and sauces. Messrs. C. Oppel and Co., 'Milton

Street, E.G., had a stand exhibiting Friedrichshall natural

aperient mineral water.

Optical Appliances were shown by the Automatic Sight-

Testing and Optical Supply Company, Limited, 65, 66, Chan-

cery Lane, W.C"., and by the Anglo-American Optical Com-

l)any, 47. Hatton Garden, E.C.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

The Asbestine Safety Light Comi'.\ny. Lumited. 16. St.

Helen's Place, E.C. exhibited their safety night light, which

is patented and has the registered trade mark " Carbona." This

system of lighting is also applicable to lamps for vehicles, table

himp.s, photographic dark-room lamps, and domestic purposes

generally. Absolute safety is claimed to be the dlis-tinct feature

of the patent, there being no free oil to cause an explosion.

The Steel B.\hrel Comi'any. Limitud, Phoenix Wharf, Ux-
bridge, had specimens of their electrically-welded steel barrels,

casks and drums on view ; also specimens of fittings for steel

barrels, such as bungs, taps, etc.

The Salt Union, Limited, 41, Enstcheap. E.C, had some

sample bags of Droitwich brine ciystals on view, this being a

special preparation which when dissolved is said to be identical

with the brine used in the celebrated Droitwich baths. The
company also showed samples of their "Star" brand table salt.

Papier Poudre, Limited, 25, Somerset Street, W., exhibited

papier poudre in dainty books for the pocket, " Ma.'-soline '' or

hygeia skin food, Circassian Facial Cream, Creme Poudre,

Poppoea Bath Powder, etc.

Other Exhibits included Messrs. W. Sudworth and Co.'s

tablet machines,' Messrs. Herbert Mason and Co.'s " Reigate
"

expres.« carriers and trucks. "Malloween" preparations, shown

by the Holme Preparations Co., 54, Norfolk Street, W.C. ; The
Quick Cure Co.'s specialties, the " Empire " bath cabinet,

"Oowana" toilet and shaving soap, Messrs. Currie, Thomson
and Co.'s inibber goods, Messrs. John Sanger and Son's special-

ties, Erasmic toilet soap, laboratory accessories exhibited by
Messrs. Bennett, Sons and Shears, Limited; the "Genv"
Supply Co.'s bath cabinet, pure-water still and steam cooker;

fountain pens, shown by the Jewel Pen Co., and by Moore's

Non-Leakable Fountain Pen Co.
;

gold paints and bronze

powders, by A. E. Gutmann and Co. ; Mrs. Ada S. Ballin's

imblications and inventions, Messrs. J. M. Davis and Sons'

surgical goods, trusses, etc.
;

designs for showcards, posters,

etc., exhibited by Mr. Jack Edwards, of King's Mansions,

S.W. ;
" Antexema," a non-poisonous healing cream for skin

diseases ; glycinerated calf vaccine, DoUs's Aromatic Iron Milk,

Leslie's plasters, antiseptic dressings, etc., Luce's eau de

Coh)gne, Pond's tooth paste, Paine and Co^'s malt extract and

cod liver oil, and Wills' " Stricnofine."

The Imperial Band, under the direction of Signor A. Pelle-

grini, performed selections of miuic each day.

Cultivation of Lemons. — Bonavia points out that few

plants are more sensitive to differences of climate and soil than

those of the genus Citrus. Thus a variety with thin skin and

plenty of juice may become thick skinned and dry in

another locality where the soil and climate are different. Lime
is one of the most important considerations ; if the soil does not

naturally contain lime and iron, these must be introduced. Leaf

mould forms the best manure.

—

Journ. iVAgriculi. Trop., 2,525 .
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as

early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,

even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.

Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When lormulie
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to ihe " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Showcards (J. S.—88/27).—In the circumstances you do not
^appear to be responsible.

Heroin (G. W. L —88/29).—It is a derivative of morphine—
-diacetjl-morphine hydrochloride.

Executors (P. S. S.— 88/21).—(1) It is lawful to do so. See
Section 16 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. (2) No.

Adrenalin (G. W. L. —88/28).—Its chemical constitution has
not yet been determined, but it possesses the characters of an
alkaloid and readily forms salts.

Marking Inks (W. H. H.—88/25).—The chief difierence is

that inks requiring the application of heat contain a silver

salt, while the others are usually aniline inks.

Veterinary Book (W. T.— 88/26).—You cannot do better than
purchase a copy of ' Veterinary Counter Practice,' which you
<:an obtain from H. Kimpton, 13, Furnival Street, London,
E.G., at 3s. 6d. net.

Euphorbia (J. A. B.—88/24).—The juice of several African
species of Euplwrbia is employed by the natives to poison arrows,
but the plant properly known as " Christ's Thorn " is the
Paliurus aculeatus. (Ehamnacese), and is not poisonous.

Belladonna (S. H. P.—88/19).—It is impossible to say who
was the " first discoverer " of belladonna. The plant is first

mentioned in the ' Grand Herbier,' published in Paris about
1504. Refer to ' Pharmacographia ' for further information on
the subject.

Purification of Coal Gas (T. J. J.—88/18).—Space will not
j)etmit of a description being given here, but the processes you
refer to are described in Vol. Ill, of Spons' ' Encyclopaedia,'
which may be borrowed from the Library of the Pharmaceutical
Society, on application to the Librarian.

Apochromatic (G. W. L.—88/30).—The term is applied to

microscope objectives which are more accurately corrected
than ordinary achromatic lenses, the secondary spectrum being
removed and the spherical aberration uniformly corrected for

different parts of the spectrum, so that there is a practically
perfect concentration of the light rays in the image.

Normal Solution (A. W. H.— 88/16).—The volumetric solution
cf sulphuric acid in the B.P. is a normal solution ; the number
of grammes in a litre is half the molecular weight because the
acid contains two replaceable atoms of hydrogen. For a sub-
stance like hydrochloric acid, which contains only one atom of

hydrogen, a litre of normal solution contains, of course, the
molecular weight in grammes.

Extraction of Glycerin (E. G. E.—88/17). -You will find it

difficult to do what you suggest, but you might try the effect of

pouring the melted composition into a bladder, and suspend-
ing it in a vessel containing hot water, subsequently removing
the excess of water from the glue by evaporation. A more
economical plan would probably be to mix the old composition
with some new, containing a larger proportion of glycerin than
was originally taken.

Oxybutyric Acid (W. W.-88/22).— (1) It is ^-hydroxy
butyric acid which occurs in urine. If the liquid containing it be
acidulated with sulphuric acid and shaken with ether, the
ethereal layer leaves the hydroxybatyric acid as a viscid deli-
quescent syrup when evaporated. '.Vith ferric chloride the acid
yields a claret or violet-red colour similar to that produced by
aceto-acetic ether. (2) We do not Ijnow this ji:ethod; the acid
is volatile in a current of steam.

CORRECTION.
Formula.—In Mr. Saul's paper, printed in last week's Journal,

at page 617, a figure dropped out in printing the formula for

ortho-methyl-aminophenol sulphate. The formula should
have read [(OH)-C,-H^-NHMe]2,H2SO„.

MARRIAGES.

Rollin—Noble.—On Wednesday, April 23, 1903, at South
Shields, St. Aidan's Church, by the Rev. Wm. Noble, M.A.,
Rector of Chilton, Candover, Hampshire, uncle of the bride,

assisted by the Rev. L. D. Evans, E.A . Vicar of the Parish, and
the Rev. E. M. Wolstencroft, Vicar of St. Simon's, Charles
Rollin, B.Sc, F.G.S., eldest son of J. 0. Rollin, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, and Annie Mary (Nina), only daughter cf Councillor J
Noble, South Shields.

Yates—Yates.—On Tuesday, May 5, 1903, at St. Luke's
Church, Weaste, Salford, by the Rev. C. P. Wilson, Francis
Harold Yates, Chemist and Druggist, Blackpool, to Edith
Hannah, only daughter of the late Charles Barker Yates, of

Manchester.

DEATHS.

Lee.—On Wednesday, April 29, 1903, i.iaara Caroline, wife of

-John Cuthbert Lee, of Barton-on-Humber.

Massie.—On Friday, April 24, 1903, James Michie Massie,

Chemist and Druggist, Kelso.

Price.—On Tuesday, April 28, 1903, at Southsea, Charles

•John Price, Chemist and Druggist, ol South Wimbledon.
Aged 42.

Worsley.—On Monday, April 27, 1903, William Worsley,

Chemist and Druggist, Standishgate, Wigan, Lanes.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ai.L Communications for the ' PHARMACE-aiiCAi. Jouenal' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week s issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members ol

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' OfBoe, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
CoNTRiBnTioNS sent for the Editor's approval shooJd be acoorapanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of ihe paper only, and

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Dravpings Fob Illustrations should be esecated twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Pormulb should be written with tstra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints oi' Articles cannot be supplied unles? the authors comiuuni-

cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations publishefi in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

IjBTTERS, newspapers, queries, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Barne,

Bennison, Brown, Buckley, Cowdery, Craven, Demoripux, Ekins, Fin-

layson, Gwinn, Harvey, Heap, Henry, Hcvenden, Jones, Lee, Lewis, Ling,

Lothian, Love, Mander Matthews, Noble, Nundy, Nunn, Palmer, PaterscD,

P.igby, Sage, Samuel, Sankey, Sart;eant, Sims, Stedman, Taylor, Tharratt,

Townsend, Umn \Va Walker, White, Wood, Worsley, Yates.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK,

Antidiphtheritic Serum.
M. Chiadini shows that this serum becomes inactive after

four years keeping, while its activity is considerably diminished

after three years. It appears to keep well for two years. The
activity may be lost without any obvious alteration in the

appearance of the fluid, while the presence of antiseptics or

•exposure to light under ordinary conditions appears to exercise

little influence upon the change.—Journ. de I'harm. ei Ch.,

1903, 30.

Chloroform in the Preparation of Calf Lymph.
In place of glycinerated lymph vaccine, A. B. Green, in a

paper read before the Royal Society, recommends the use of a

vaccine from which extraneous bacteria have been eliminated

by the use of a saturated solution of chloroform in distilled

water. It is stated that the extraneous bacteria are eliminated

in from one to six hours, but the specific ^erm remains fully

potent for vaccination. After the chloroform has done its work

it can be evaporated off entirely, and another advantage is that

the vaccine could be distributed within a few hours of its

collection from the calf.

Milk— Boiled and Unboiled.

Yet another method of distinguishing boiled from unboiled

milk is described by F. Schardinger. Fresh milk, 20 C.c, with

1 C.c. methylene-blue-formalin solution warmed to 40-4b° 0.,

discharges the colour, while fresh milk with methylene blue

alone remains coloured. With boiled milk the colour is dis-

charged in neither case. The required reagents are prepared by

mixing 5 C.c. saturated alcoholic methylene blue, 5 C.c.

iormalin and 190 C.c. water, and for the simple solution 5 C.c.

sat. ale. sol. of the blue with 195 C.c. water. Sour milk

always discharges the colour of the methylene blue formalin

solution, but only occasionally the colour of the simple blue

solution.— Unters. Nakr. u. Genussm., 1902, 1,113.

Nature of Collargol.

M. Hanriot considers that collargol, and probably other forms

of colloidal silver, are not, as hitherto supposed, simply silver in

the colloid form, but salts of a peculiar acid, coUargotic a-cid.

When a solution of collargol is submitted to electroly.sis, the

black deposit formed on the positive pole, which has hitherto

been considered to be metallic silver, is found to be this acid.

It dissolves in alkalies with a characteristic red colour. When
solutions of collargol are precipitaited with silver nitrate at the

moment precipitation is complete no trace of silver is left in

solution either as collargol or as nitrate. The precipitate, too, is

not merely metallic silver. W^ith ammonia it gives the charac-

teristic red solution of collargol. If copper sulphate or barium

nitrate be employed: as precipitants, the precipitate obtained in-

variably contains traces of the respective salts. Other observers

have noticed that it is impossible to obtain colloidal silver

absolutely pure. Carey Lea has found 98' 1 per cent, of silver to

be the highest degree obtainable ; when this is exceeded the

result is ordinary meitallic silver. In addition to the electroljd;ic

method, the author has isolated collargotic acid as a black

• powder by treating solution of collargol with dilute acetic acid.

It i8 insoluble in water, but dissolves in alkalies and alkaline

carbonates giving red solutions. It is considered probable that

in commercial collargol the acid is combined with ammonium.—
Comptcs rend., 136 , 680.

Vol. 70. (PouETH Semes, Vol. 16.) No. 1716.

Mixed Glycerides in Olive Oil.

D. Holde has obtained from olive oil a mixed glyceride of

oleic and pilmitic acids, having the formula C3H3(0wH3jO.!)

(Ci7Hs302).2, which, by the action of Hiibl's iodine solution,

yielded a crystalline chloro-ioiine addition product. The
presence oE these mixed glycerides may serve to explain

why oil', yielding a considerable proportion of fatty acids of

high melting point, do not solidify at correspondingly high

temperatures, since these mixed glycerides remain flaid at

ordinary room temperatures.

—

Ber. d. D.Chem. Ges., 1902, 4,306.

Titration of Formaldehyde Solutions.

H. Sohiff recommends the following simple method :—Dilute

10 C.c. of the formaldehyde to 200 C.c. with water, and neutra-

lise the solution. Dissolve 0 5 Gm pure ammonium chloride

in 3 to 4 C.c. water, add 10 C.c. of the diluted formaldehyde, and

titrate with potassium hydroxide, using litmus as indicator, as

for an acidinietric titration. The calculation is based upon the

following equation :

—

2NH4CI + 3CH.,0 + 2K0H = N.2(CH.i)3 + 2KC1 -f SH^O.

Since IKOH = l^CHjO, IC.o. N/1 KOH is equivalent to 0 045

Gm. of formic aldehyde.

—

Chem. Ztg
,
through Pharm, Zeit.,

1903, 109.

Normal Saline Solution.

For intravenou.s infusion aftgr great loss of blood, for

washing wounds in surgical operations, and as a vehicle

for subcutaneau'S and intravenou.s- injection of various

substances, it has been customary to employ a solution of

common saU—the so-called " normal " saline solution—whose

osmotic equivalent was assumed to be the same as that of blood

serum. The advantage of such a saline solution lay in the fact

that both animal and vegetable cells are excessively sensitive

to changes in the osmotic strength of the fluid in which

they are bathed or immersed. Both blood-serum and
vegetable cell-sap have a certain osmotic power, due

to the saline substances dissolved in them, and it

is found that when immersed in distilled water the

blood corpuscles, e.tj., become distended, absorbing water

and giving out their saline substances until equilibrium is

established between the fluid internal and external to the cor-

puscles. On the other hand, when immersed in concentrated

saline solutions they shrink, owing to the withdrawal of water

by the stronger osmotic power of the surrounding fluid, this

action proceeding, as in the previous case, until equilibrium is

established. Destruction of the blood corpuscles follows in both

cases if the disturbing cause acts beyond certain limits, so that

for surgical use it is of great importance to use a fluid which

shall be isotonic with blood serum and exercise the least pos-

sible disturbing influence upon the living cells of the tissues.

The strength hitherto in use has varied beween 0 6 and 0 7 per

cent, of sodium chloride, but, from the reinvestigation of the

subject by Dr. Fritz Engelmann, it appears that 0'9 per cent,

more nearly corresponds to the requirements in the case of man
and other mammals. The selection of lower concentrations

seems to have been due to the use, in the first place, of such

saline solutions in physiological research upon the lower

animals—particularly in experiments upon the maintenance of

excitability in excised muscle - nerve preparations of such

animals as the frog. It should be observed that there is no
necessity to imitate the quantitative composition of the blood

serum so far as the relative proportions of the various salts pre-

sent are concerned, but only to secure that the saline solution

shall be isotonic with it, and sodium chloride is used for this

purpose, since it is the salt which is present in preponderating

proportion in the tissues.

—

Deutsch. Med, Woch., 1903, 53.
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KINO : AN INVESTIGATION OF ITS CONSTITUENTS.

Part I.—The Alleged Existence of Kinoin in Malabar Kino.

BY EDMUND WHITE, B.SC. (LOND,), I'.I.C.

Pharmaceutist to St. Thomas's Hospital.

In May, 1900, Mr. E. M. Holmes, the Curator of the
Museum of the Pharmaceutical Society, handed me a number
of samples of tincture of kino which had gelatinised, with the
suggestion that I should investigate the cause of this well-

known phenomenon. A few preliminary experiments were
sufficient to show me that the subject could not properly be
dealt with unless one first reinvestigated the chemistry of kino,

itself.

Our knowledge of the chemistry of kino, or, rather, the
statements which appear in the text-books, are chiefly based
on the work of Etti, whose results were published in the
Berichte in 1878.

' On referring to the original papers by
Etti and several other workers at about the same period it

appeared necessary to reinvestigate the whole subject. Etti's

results may briefly be summarised as follow's :
—

From a sample of Malabar kino he obtained a crystalline

eulbstance named kinoin, to which he attributed the formula,

Ci^HijOg. Elementary analysis of this substance gave (1)

C = 60-91 ; H = 4-59. (2) C = 6108 ; H = 4-52. This
substance was colourless, gave a red coloration with ferric

chloride
; when heated to 140° C. it lost water, and was

converted into a red siibstance, which Etti considered was
identical with kino-red. Kino-red he prepared also by boiling
the kino with water and allowing the solution to cool. From;
the elementary analysis alone of this substance, which wa^
only obtained as an amorphous precipitate, Etti concluded
that its formula was C^gH^O,, ; that is to say, two molecules
of kinoin less one of water. The red substance, when heated
to 160° C, again lost water, and formed what Etti described as

the second anhydride of kinoin, and to which he ascribed the
formula C2„H,„0,(,. Thus far, the resoilts appeared accordant;
but notwithstanding, on searching through the literature re-

lating to the subject, I was unable to find that any subsequent
observer had Confirmed Etti's results, although several,

notably KremeF and Bergholz^, had declared that they were
unable to find kinoin by following Etti's method for its

extraction.

In ' Pharmacographia,' second edition, page 197, a reference
is made to kinoin, the authors stating that they had obtained a
crystalline substance from Australian kino, but they do not
state that they had tested the substance, or proved that it was
identical with Etti's kinoin. Fliickiger", at a later date,

claims to have obtained kinoin bc^th from Malabar and
Australian kino, but gives no proof of its identity. In his

account of kinoin, Etti stated tjhat when heated with
hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube to 120°-130° C,
the gases issuing from the tube when the end was
unsealed burnt with a green flame, which Etti inferred

was due to methyl chloride, and hence that kinoin contained a

methoxy-group. At that time the method of Zeisel for the
detection or determination of methoxj'l was unknown, hence
Etti's recognition was purely qualitative, even if one admits
that it was sufficiently good to that extent. Kaoult's method
and Bedkmann's modification for the determination of mole-
cular weights were also unknown, and hence Etti depended
entirely upon the results of his combustions of kinoin for the

detftrminatien of its formulr.. On looking more closely into

1 Berichte, 1878, p. 1,879.

i American Journal of Pharmacy , 1883, p. 267.

3 ' Inaugural Dissertation,' Dorpat, 188. ,
4 'Pbtrmac. A. Pflanzenr.,' 1891, p. 225.

Etti's figures for the percentages of cai<bon and hydrogen ire

kinoin, his selection of the formula appears to have been;

guided chiefly by the fact that he observed this green flame,
which he attributed to methyl chloride, and to the detection
of pyi-ocatechin and gallic acid in the liquid contents of the
sealed tube experiment with hydrochloric acid. None of these:

decomposition products were determined quantitatively, but
Etti's formula for kinoin contained the residues of the three sub-

stances mentioned, in the proportion of one molecule of each.

It appeared, however, that the formula he selected was not.

closely in accord with the results of his combustions, and,

inamiuch as it was very essential to determine accurately tlie

constituents of Ikinoin, I determined first of all to prepare,

that substance by Etti's method, and subject it to those

processed referred to above, which were not available in Etti's

time. It should further be noted that Etti did not give the loss,

of water-which resulted upon heating his kinoin successively

to 120° C. and 160° C, although this would have furnished

material confirmation for the foi-mulse for the two anhydrides

which he deduced only from their elementary analysis. Etti's-

process for the preparation of kinoin was as follows :
—

The substance was powdered and shaken into boiling dilute

hydrochloric acid. After cooling, the liquid was decanted

from the heavy deposit of kino-red and shaken with several

successive quantities of ether. The ethereal residues were

then recrystallised from hot water and the crystalline pro-

duct dried in a desiccator over sulphuric acid. By this process

Etti stated that he bad obtained from Malabar kino 1^ per

cent, of crj'stalline kinoin.

Working with 100 Gm. of a trade sample of Malabar kina

taken from stock, I obtained only an ether residue weigh-

ing between 1 and 2 centigrammes, a quantity quite insuffi-

cient for purification and investigation. The experiment

was repeated with two other trade samples from different

sources with a similar result, and also on another sample

given to me by Mr. Holmes, and believed by Mm
to be genuine Malabar kino. iSeeing that these results did

not accord with those of Etti, because from the united

residues I failed to obtain the sr.bstance resembling kinoin,,

and only a small crop of crystals having an acid reaction, I

applied to Mr. Holmes for a sapply of kino authenticated

as to its origin. Through his kindness I received from the

Indian Forest Department two large consignments weighing

nearly 500 Gm. each, and duly authenticated as to their

origin, because it appeared quite pos.iible that Etti's kina

might not have been Malabar kino at all ; in fact, in commerce
one meets with a great many varieties of this substance,

and the name kino is applied in trade to the numerous

plant juices obtained from a very great variety of plants

belonging to different natural orders, which form red trans-

lucent tears or masses on desiccation. These commercial

varieties of kino have therefore in common only their physical

appearance and astringency due to some form of tannic acid

or tannin. 400 Gm. of this Indian kino was then subjected

to Etti's processes, and the ether-residue was found to weigh

considerably less than 1 Gm. in the impure condition; it

formed a semi-crystalline pinkish crust on the glass basin in

which the final evaporation had been conducted. This resi-

due was treated with a little boiling water, filtered hot to

remove some amorphous, reddish brown flocks, and set aside

over sulphuric acid in a desiccator. From this solution a

crop of oolourlesis, prismatic, need lie-shaped crystals was

obtained, and, after recrystallisation, found to weigh

0 074 Gm. The mother liquors, by further concentration,

yielded a smaller crop of crystals, which were too small in

amount for recrystallisation. According to Etti, I should

have obtained about 6 Gm. of crystallised kinoin; it was
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llierefore evidently necessary to compare the properties of

my crystallised substance with those attributed by Etti to

'kinoin. A portion of the crystals heated in the water-oven

"becanic opaque and formed a vi^hitish powder, and, after

heating until they ceased to lose weight, the loss was found

to be equivalent to 10'62 per cent. The substance was tiien

heated in an air-bath, the temperature being allowed to rise

gradually and the effect carefully and continuously noted.

No further change occurred either in the weight or appear-

ance of the substance up to 160" C, whereas, according to

Etti, kinoin lose.s water at 140°, and is converted into red

Ivino-tannic acid. The melting point of the dried substance

was determined, and found to be 189° C. ; a minute portion

of the original crystals was then tested with ferric chloride

and found to give a green coloration, turning to intense

Tiolet on the addition of lime water or a small portion of

sodium bicarbonate. The crystals also had an acid reaction.

The quantity at my disposal was insuificient for- elementary

analysis, but the behaviour when heated, the percentage

loss of water, the melting point of the anhydrous substance,

and the colour reactions, show that the substance I had

obtained was protocatechuic acid. Protocatechuic acid cry-

stallises with one molecule of water, which it loses below

100° C, this loss corresponding to 10-46 per cent., my results

being 10-62 per cent., while the melting point of the anhy-

drous substance, according to most authorities, is 190° C.

These characters, taken in conjunction with the colour reac-

tion mentioned above, are indicative of protocatechuic acid,

and at least leave no doubt that the substance I obtained was

not Etti's kinoin. Reference to Kremel's paper mentioned

above shows that the writer failed to confirm Etti's results,

without, however, clearly demonstrating what really was the

nature of the substance he obtained.

Inasmuch as the commonly accepted views as to the

chemistry of kino are based upon Etti's work, it became still

more necessary to continue the investigation, in order to

determine the composition of the constituents of true Malabar

Tvino. A further crucial test having a direct b:aring upon

Etti's work was made by subjecting the authenticated kino

to the action of liydriodie acid in Zeisel's apparatus, when no

precipitate of silver iodide was obtained. Inasmuch as Etti's

results are based upon the assumption that both kinoin and

kinctaimic acid and its anhydrides contain a methoxyl group,

it is evident that this result, taken in conjunction with my
results of the examination of the ether extract, show that his

results are altogether inacceptable. That may be due, and

probably is, to the fact that his sample of kino was not really

Malabar kino, but only a trade sample derived from an

altogether different source.

CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL APPARATUS.
BT H. JOHN HENDERSON, PH.C.

It is often said that only bad workmen find fault with tiieir

lools. This expression is, however, a mere verbal definition,

which, by repetition, has been accepted by some as a real defini-

tion. It remains to be proved whether bad workmen only err

in this respect. I will, therefore, simply deny the truth of the

proposition, and leave the proof of it to others. There are those

who consider it a virtue in a man to make shift with what an

American wovld style, "any old thing." Such a one would gaze

with pride upon a dispenser of medicines who uses a four-ounce

conical measure for measuring every fluid prescribed, from

prussic acid to simple syi-up. There are others who consider

habits like these vices, and at the risk of being thought peculiar

"by the members of the first class, I must say that I deem them
to be vices also.

A skilful carpenter is able to smooth a plank with an adze

-in a most wonderful way under conditions which render the use

of the plane impossible. No valid re.i>ou can, however, be

adduced to show that the carpenter .should always use the adze,

the use of which calls for greater skill, when the work can be

done more ea.'iily with the plane. It follows as a natural sequence

that, given two men of equal merit, the one supi)lied with the

more suitable and more exact tools will do his work more expedi-

tiously at the very least, than his less-fortunate brother ; and
it is the imperative duty of all workers, in every field of labour,

to improve their tools in such a way that the work may he

done more accurately, more neatly, and more speedily—a con-

summation earnestly to be desired by any and every man.

Pharmacists, and members of crafts closely allied to it, are

not wanting in inventive ability, as reference to any catalogue

of chemical apparatus will show. Tyrer's modification of the

apparatus for the application of Marsh's test for arsenic, and

Kirkby's modification of Gutzeit's test, may be cited as exam-

ples. The pharmacist is not to blame for many of the inherent

bad qualities of his tools, for attention has been drawn to them

so often that it is a weariness of the flesh to recapitulate them.

Simple yet admirable suggestions were .made years ago concern-

ing spatulas and pill knives. The former should be correctly

balanced, the latter nearly square at the point. The advantages

of these improvements are self-evident to any practical man,

therefore it is unnecessary to enumerate them. It is a simple

matter to remedy the fault in the pill-knife, a hard chisel, a

hammer, and a grindstone being the only tools required. It is

a far more difficult task to correct the balance of a faulty

spatula ; a novice would more easily correct the balance of a
faulty fly-rod.

The Jinnee, who presides behind the coloured bottles, is a

long-suffering individual. Harassed by Poison Committees, rated

like a schoolboy by coroners who ought to know better, these

things he may endure, but the inaccurate, badly-formed specific

gravity bottle, never ! A specific gravity bottle to hold exactly

50 Gm. of water at 15-5° C. was once ordered, and, incredible

as it may appear, it actually came up to specification; the

counterpoise was incorrect, but the whole outfit, with tin case

complete, only cost a trifle over eleven shillings, and yet the

vulgar say that pharmacy is all profit. This bottle is the only

perfect specific gravity bottle I have ever had supplied to me.

In form it was egg-shaped, with the bro.id end for the base,

the stopper did not protrude beyond the neck, which was of

moderate diameter, and it was not specially made to retain

air-bubbles.

To take S2>ecific gravities lipidlj wit!; a bottle it is essential

that the bottle should hold some simple fraction or multiple of

100, in grammes, usually 50. When used with the counterpoise

and the metric weights, simply multiply the weight by 2, and

place the decimal point, e.g. :—Weight minus counterpoise

equals 49-384 Gm., specific gravity equals 0-98768; a time-

taving mathematical device, known to most, which reduces the

chance of arithmetical error to a minimum. There are sold flasks

with two marks on the neck, one to indicate the amount the

flask holds, the other indicating the amount it delivers. Extreme

accuracy cannot be expected of these, and after testing a few of

them with distilled water they were fomid to be unsuitable for

the purpose required
;
they were therefore returned with an inti-

mation to the cfl'ect that they failed to deliver correctly. A reply

was received asking if they had been tested with mercury !

Accurately graduated apparatus can be obtained if a high

price is paid. It is impossible to speak in too glowing terms of

the graduated flasks, burettes, etc., stamped at the Reichs-An-

stalt, in Cliai-lottenberg. From the point of view of extreme

accuracy they are perfect
;
yet I wish the measuring jars were

of the diameter of the commoner kinds, instead of resembling a

burette on a foot, as it is sometimes convenient to wipe a jar

out dry with a cloth.
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Jena glass retorts are immeasurably superior to tJie older

form in Bohemian glass. They excel the latter in diirability

and icorrectness of shape. They are not made stoppered for

some reason, and .they are usually too long and too wide in

the neck, some of the larger ones (2,000 C.c.) being over

eight«en inches long, and with a bore so large as to compel

the use of an adapter, notwithstanding the fact that the internal

diameter of the conden.^ing tube was 0-75 inch.

The space occupied, by a Liebig's condenser is already suffi-

ciently great without adding two feet more to its length. The

neck of a retort need not exceed one foot in length at the very

outside. It is oiten advisiaible to draw the neck off at the desired

length, and to join a sliort piece of Jena glass tube on the

end. Unless this is done, the glass, gradually splinters away.

A retort treated in this manner is most convenient to use, for

the short piece of glass tubing, being of a less diameter than the

indiarubber tubing on the end of the condensing tube, is

easily inserted and as easily withdrawn. The cone-like con-

itriction at the joint when jambed up tight makes the whole

thing air-tight, thus dispensing with an adapter.

Separators of the best form suitable for assay work are

difficult to obtain, and the whole cause of --e trouble lies in

the fact that they are not ispscially made for the work they

are required to do. The usual thing supplied is a separatory

funnel used for adding liquids to closedl flasks. No standard

form is adopted, sometimes they are nearly spherical, rarely

pear-shaped; some have holes in the stop-cock nearly an eighth

c.f an inch in diameter, others are of such bad glass and are

so iiTegukrly blown that they fracture when warmed on the

water-bath. The stopper is often pointedi ju.st where the fore-

finger is required to pi^ess firmly during the violent agitation

necessary foi- the complete extraction of alkaloids, and th«

tap is fitted with a dangerously light glass finger grip, and

liable to snap off if turned firmly when fixed.

The most suitable form of separator has a stopper with a flat

top which does not protrude into the interior, and is ground^flat

beneath. Bolth stopper and stop-cock are of solid glass. The

exit tuibe should not exceed an inch and a-half in length, and

is ground off at an angle, and the bulb des.cends straight into

the stop-cock, a foi-m which facilitates separation. A sketch

of such a sieparator has been submiittedl to a prominent fu-m of

glass-blowei-s of diemioal apparatus, and the price quoted was

72s. per dozen, a most unreasonable figure, considering that the

ordinary form is 36s. per dozen.

The best weighing dish for alkaloids is that designed by

R. A. Cripps, and figured in his ' Galenic Pharmacy '
at page

272. This dish is now obtainable in Jena glass, and may be

heated on a water bath without fear of fracture. The most

useful form of water bath is Bicchi's. It can be quickly heated,

which is a great desideratum when using the bath intermit-

tently ; it has a defect which should only need pointing out

to be remedied. Water baths will boil dry occasionally, even

when fitted with a constant level arrangement, especially if the

supply tap works at an uneven pressure—a common fault in

manufacturing works. The bath is left proi)erly regulated for a

few moments, and then someone turns on a big supply tap and

the flow through the bath ceases. The small quantity of

water is quickly evaporated, and the brass union, into which

the pipe connected with the water supply is screwed, melts

<!ut which would not hapj^en if the union were brazed into

the bath and not soldered ; a small hole drilled through the

outer ring to allow the steam to escape will prevent the ringt.-

bumping up on account of the pressure.

There is a small point concerning the hot-air oven which is

worthy of attention. The bottom of an oven in constant use

IS quickly de!^troyed by the action of the flame upon the metal.

Tliis is prevented to some extent by rivetting a thin sheet of

copper over that portion of the bottom which is exposed to

tlie flame. The oxide of copper falling on the mushroom head

of the burner seriously interferes with the action of the gaa-

rcguliitor by blocking the fine gas-holes ; this gives to the over*

that dirty, untidy appearance so dear to the Bohemian of

Science, who considers that slovenliness and knowledge ai'*

synonymous terms. To those who think otherwise I would

recommend the substitution of a thin sheet of mica for the

copper, and they will be charmed with the result..

Some reagent bottles are fitted with flat round-topped stop-

pers—only a Kipling can do full justice to them when they

stick. If the base of a Wedgwood mortar were square it might

be possible to keep it firm while triturating mel boracis, but
" as it isn't we cair only wish it was," and patiently wait for

the day to dawn when the British Pharmaceutical Conference

shall appoint a committee to design and recommend standanj

forms of apparatus for pharmaceutical assay work, and any

other improvement in manufacturing apparatus that they may
consider desirable. Makers will then perhaps be able to supply

a suitable article at a reasonable price.

THE RATIONALE OF PHOTOGRAPHY (2).

BT C. F. TOWNSEN'D, T.C.S.

Halation and Over- Exposure.
It is obvious that with such a film as that upon the ordinary

dry plate, in which more or less opaque particles are scattered

through a comparatively transparent medium, there must be a

good deal of scattering of the light which falls upon the sur-

face of the film. Each particle of bromide in the film wiH
absorb a certain amount of a ray of light falling upon it, an'i

reflect a certain amount, and probably refract yet another por-

tion. If the light be not verj^ intense, and the angle at which
the raj's strike the plate be not too much inclined to the perpen

dicular, the greater portion of the light falling upon each se.nsi-

tive pai-ticle will be absorbed, but even in the best of case-

there must be a certain amount of scattering. The moi c

intense the light falling upon a particular part of the plate the

greater will be the scattering of the rays. Moreover, this

diffusion of light will be rendered much more serious if the

light which has passed through the film be reflected from the

back surface of the glass. On striking the front surface of the

glass the rays will be first refracted, and will then be reflected

from the back surface in a different direction, cau.sing a very

considerable diffusion of light upon again reaching the sensi-

tive film. In photographs of interiors, where there are strong

contrasts, such as well-lighted windows in some parts of the

room and deep shadows in others, unless special precautious

are taken, each strongly lighted portion will be surrounded lU

the negative by a halo caused by the diffusion of the light. The

greater part of this may be prevented by coating the back of

the plate with a composition, which will prevent reflection of

light by absorbing all the rays which fall upon it. The usuat

composition employed for this purpose is a mixture of caramel

(burnt sugar) and burnt sienna, with a little gum tragacanth or

"thin starch paste in dilute methylated spirit. I have obtained

quite satisfactory results with caramel alone, leaving out the

sienna.

In addition to the reflection of light, another factor has to

be considered—namely, what is known as reversal, owing to

prolonged exposure to light. It is well known that, given a

change of conditions, all, or nearly all, chemical reactions ar^

reversible. If steam be passed over red-hot iron filings, oxide

of iron is formed and hydrogen is given off ; but if hydrogen

be passed over heated oxide of iron, steam is re-formed. This

is a matter of experiment which anyone can verify for himself.

The explanation is that in the first case there is a large excess

of steam which removes the hydrogen-from the sphere of action
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in the neiglibourhood of the iron particles as fast as it is

formed, and thus prevents any recombination between the

cxjgen which has become attached to tlie iron and the free

iiydrogen. In the second case, the hydrogen is in excess, and
aus fast as particles of water vapour are formed by its action

upon the iron oxide, they are removed from tlie neighbour-

hood of the iron by the current of hydrogen. In the photo-

graphic plate, supposing, as seems probable, the particles of

silver bromide are decomposed by the light with liberation of

free bromine, it is not unreasonable to suppose that if tuis

action be carried a long way by prolonged exposure, suffi-

cient bromine might accumulate to commence a recombination

with the reduced silver salt. Although this might not go

the whole way back to the re-formation of the original silver

.bromide, yet it might proceed sufficiently far to render the

deposit in the over-exposed portion thin after development
•compared with the rest of the plate. The microscopic examina-

tion of sections of negatives seems to show tlxat the silver

particles in the over-exposed or fully-exposed portions of the

plate ai"e in a different physical condition to the particles

which have received only a moderate exposure. The silver

in the former case seems to be more closely compacted,

so as to offer a much smaller obstruction to the passage of

.light. Even in a section of a portion of a negative which has

received what may be termed an average or normal exposure,

it will be noticed that the particles of reduced silver

«n the surface which have received a considerable

amount of light compared with the deeper parts of

the film are comparatively large in size and fewer

in number. Deeper down in the film the particles

of reduced silver are .small and plentiful, and otfer a much
greater resistance to light than the particle.s in the upper layer

near the surface. In an over-expo.'-ed plate it will be seen

that whilst there is plenty of detail and density in the fore-

ground and .shadows, the sky and high lights have become

ihin, and present little or no contrast to the other portions of

the negative.

By carrying this over-exposure to extreme length?—as, for

lesample, by exposing a dry plate in the printing-frame behind

ii negative to bright sunshine—it is possible to secure com-

plete reversal, a second negative being produced instead of a

j)Ositive. This process is sometimes used in practice to secure

a duplicate negative instead of going through the process of

making first a positive, and then a negative from that. The

presence of certain chemicals in the developer greatly assists

reversal, the most important being sodium hypophosphite, thio-

sinamine, and thiocarbamide. The last-named sub.stance is

useful for removing stains from the negative after develop-

ment. Pyro stains, and the green fog which sometimes occurs

on negatives which have undergone prolonged development in

an un.safe light, are all amenable to treatment with a weak

solution of thiocarbamide to which a little citric acid has

been added.

Oil of Bay.

In a paper on the preparation of concentrated oils in the

West Indies, Mr. J. H. Hart points out that there is a variety

of Pimento acris which yields a volatile oil differing materially

from the ordinary bay oil used to make bay rum, in having a

distinct lemon odour, and which is distinguished as lemon bay

oiL Messrs. Schimmel and Co., who have examined the oil,

report that it contains citral {West Ind. Bull., iii., 171). The
circumstances which control the formation of citral in plants

form an interesting problem for physiological botanists. Only

a few years ago a variety of ginger grown in Fiji was found to

bave a well-marked lemon flavour (see Pharm. Jouni. [3],

22, 802).

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Proceedings Under Section 15.

On Tuesday, May 12, 1903, at Bi.hop Auckland County

Court, before his Honour Judge O'Connor, J. T. Maughan,
described as a wine and spirit merchant and general dealer, of

Coundon, near Bishop Auckland, was proceeded against by the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain for the amount of

penalty incurred by defendant on March 24 by having sold

or kept open shop for the retailing, dispensing, or compound-

ing of poison—-to wit, morphine—contained in and forming

part of the ingredients of a compound known as Dr. Bows'

Liniment, contrary to ths provi.vions of the Pharmacy Act,

1868. The amount claimed was the penalty of £5.

Mr. R. S. Holmes, of Newcastle, appeared for the plaintiff

Society, and Mr. Booth (Bishop Auckland) defended.

Mr. Holmes explained the provisions of tiie Act under which

action was taken, after which evidence was submitted to the

effect that defendant's premises were visited by a Mr. Spencer

and an assistant (Miss Horne), of Newcastle. The young lady

said she entered the shop, purchased sixpennyworth of scent,

and then asked for twopennyworth of laudanum. An assistant

behind the counter said he was sorry they were out of it. She
noticed several bottles of Bows' Liniment on the counter, and
when she got outside she told Mr. Spencer, who gave her half-

a-crown, and sent her in again to purchase a bottle. She pur-

chased a bottle for 2s. 3d.

In reply to Mr. Booth, Miss Horne said the assistant did

not take the bottle from a drawer. Mr. Maughan was not in

the shop.

Mr. Spencer also gave evidence, and, in reply to Mr. Booth,

he said he was not instructed to endeavour to trap the defen-

dant, but to proceed there and buy poison from him.

Mr. H. Moon, clerk to the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical

Society, gave evidence as to the authoritj' for the proceedings,

and Mr. Holmes handed in an admission of defendant that

Bows' Liniment contained poi.-on.

In reply to ^Nlr. Holmes, Mr. Moon said that twice in 1884

and once in 1885 J. T. Maughan, of Coundon, sat for the Pre-

liminary Examination and failed.

Mr. Booth submitted tint actual sale by defendant must be

proved in order to recover the penalty, and he quoted the

case of the Pharmaceutical Society !'. Wheeldon. The person

who sold, and not the ma.ster, he contended, was responsible.

His Honour : Was not th;it a case which decided that an un-

qualified assistant was liable a.s well as the master?

Mr. Booth : No, your Honour.

His Honour : I think it established the liability of the assist-

ant. Let us have the whole case.

After further quotation of the case, his Honour pointed out

that the offence was not only of actual sale, but of " keeping

open shop."

Mr. Holmes said the master was liable under general law

for the acts of his servant. There was evidence in this case

that the master kept open his shop for the sale of poison, and
that was sufficient.

Mr. Booth said he wished to call evidence.

Defendant was then called, and he stated that a while ago

he had a child ill, and the doctor prescribed Bows' Liniment.

He could not get any in the village, so he sent to Messrs.

Williamson and Simpson, of Newcastle, for half-a-dozen

bottles, for which he was charged 12s. 6d. Four of these

bottles were used, and the others were in a drawer in the

shop. His assistant was only engaged about a fortnight pre-

vious to this sale, and in going over the stock with liim he
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distinctly told him this Bows' iLiniment was not for sale.

Dr. Campbell jj^ive evidence of having ordered the use of the

Kniment.

The shop assistant, a young man named West, said he was

distinctly instructed not to sell this article, but he forgot

About it at the time. There was none on the counter, and

when the young lady asked for it he got it from a drawer.

Mr. Holmes asked his Honour to find, as a fact, that the

liniment was exposed for sale on the counter. If defendant

forbade the sale it was quite evident the assistant did not

regard it as an express instruction in view of the fact that

he so readily sold it so soon after.

His Honour said the evidence of the medical man might be

perfectly correct, but he was not concerned with the reason

why the liniment was obtained in the first instance. He had

to consider whether it was sold and whether it had previously

been exposed for sale. Whilst defendant's story as to his

instructions to the assistant might be true, yet he did not see

how he was to reject the evidence of the witness wdio spoke

to the purchase. She actually went in to purchase one thing,

and noticed this Bows' Liniment at the time. Then she went
out and got money to make the purchase. He thought he

must believe the evidence that the bottle was on the counter,

and he would hold that it was there for the purposes of sale,

because it so appeared to the witness. The assistant had no

business to sell it' in any case, and the master was not allowed

to sell it. It was a question of common law that, the master

was responsible for sale by his agent, but in any ca-se he kept

an open shop for the sale
;
therefore, what defendant had done

brought him within the terms of the Act, and he had no

option but to give judgment against him. He did not know
whether plaintiffs pressed for the penalty.

Mr. Holmes said he was afraid they must ask it. This was
for the protection of the public, and they had been put to con-

siderable expense in the cate.

His Honour agreed that the object of the Act was the pro-

tection of the public, and gave judgment for plaintiffs for £5
and costs.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Camphorated Oil.

On Monday, May 4, 1903, at Over Police Court, Harold
C. Whitby, chemist and druggist, of 58, High Street, Over,
was summoned for selling a compound drug contrary to the

demand of the purchaser. Inspector A. Timmis, inspector under
the Food and Drugs Act, projecuted. Frank Davenport, of

Crewe, stated that at the request of Inspector Timmis he went
to the defendant's shop and purcha.'ed 4 oz. of ciimphorated
oil, for which he paid 8d. When witness told him that he had
purchased the oil for the inspector, the defendant offered to
take it back again. Inspector Timmis said he went in the
shop on receiving the oil from the boy, and informed defendant
it would be submitted to the public analyst. He a-ked him why
lie wanted the simple back again after the boy had purchased it,

and defendant said that he wanted to see whether it was all

ffight. The certificate of analysis by Dr. Carter Bell .showed
that the liquid was deficient in camphor to the extent of 43
per cent., and contained mineral oil instead of olive oil. A
label had been placed on the battle, on which appeared the
words: "Camphorated Oil, made from Olive Oil."—Defendant
•stated that he went to the stock bottle in which he kept the
camphorated oil, and found only 2 oz. in it. Without a second
thought he gave the boy campliorated va eline oil. He
went on to say that they only made a pint at a time. One of the
reasons for this was that in winter time there was much diffi-

culty in keeping olive oil in a liquid state. The oil which he
gave to the boy had never been sold before as camphorated

oil. He offered to let the inspector have what remained in

the bottle tor the purpose of analysis.—Inspector Timmis said

he did not remember the defendant offering him any commodity.

Even if he had done so it would have been a farce for him to

have accepted it.—Defendant was fined iOs. and costs, amount-

ing in all to £1 lis. 9d.

On Saturday. May 9, 1903, at Thames Police Court, before Mr.
Dickinson, several foreign "druggists" were summoned by the

Stepney Borough Council for selling camphorated oil which was
deficient in camphor from 40 to 90 per cent, of the amount re-

quired by the British Pharmacopoeia.

The defence was that defendlants' customers wei-e Russians^

vho did not like the camphorated oil of the strength required by
the British Pharmacopoeia, and it was made up in accordance

with the instructions laid down by the Russian Pharmacopoeia.

Mr. Dickin-son, in imposing penalties, said if defendants chose

to keep "drug shops" in England they must sell them accord-

ing to the standard laid down in the British Pharmacopoeia.

Iron Pills. ^On Wednesday, May 6, 1S03, William George Brooks, a
herbalist, carrj-ing on business at Southampton Street, Camber-

well, was summoned by Mr. W. E. Groom, food and drugs

inspector to the Camberwell Borough Council, for selling as

iron pills pills which were found ui)on analysis to contain.

100 per cent, of matter devoid of ferrous carbonate.

Inspector Groom stated that when he explained to the d«^

fendant that the pills had been bought for the purpose of

being analysed the defendant replied, "I did not notice that

he said ' Iron Pills.' They are female pills. There is no iroa

in them."

The Defendant gave evidence on his own behalf. He said'

he had been in the shop for eighteen years, and had never sold

iron pills during the whole of that time. The inspector's,

assistant came into the shop and asked if he kept " Royal

Pills." He replied "Yes," and after asking the price, Pardoe

asked for thr'je dozen. He served Pardoe with three dozen;

pennyroyal pills. Pardoe did not ask- for iron pills.

Mr. Francis came to the conclusion that iron pills were-

asked for, and ordered the defendant to pay a fine of 20s. and

17s. 6d. costs.

Methylated Soap Liniment.

On Tuesday. May 12, 1905, at the Clerkenwell Police Court,

the hearing of the case against Boots, Cash Chemists, Limited,

who are charged with' selling a soap liniment compounded witb

methylated spirit, was resumed before Mr. D'Eyncourt.

Mr. Bramall, solicitor, prosecuted for the Islington Bm-ough

Council, while the defendants were represented by Mr. McMor-

ran, K.C.. and Mr. Bonsey.

Mr. Mc'NIorran explained that the case had been remitted from
'

the High Courts for the magistrate to hear evidence whether

there was a commercial standard for soap liniment other than

that of the B.P. If there was a well-known commercial article,'

different from the pharmacopoeial preparation, but soli

undier the pharmacopoeial name, then, he contended, 'the

sale was without prejudice to the purchaser. If the magistrate

found upon a point of law, the case might have to be sent back.

The question was whether the substance bought was of the

nature, substanca, anJ quality of the article demanded. The

Court seemed to tliink that the magistrate had given too wide a

definition to the judgment in the case of Dickens v. Randerson.

L'ndoubtedly, if a purchaser asked for a drug under its pharma-

copoeial name, there was prima-fncie evidence that he was en-

titled to get the pharmacopoeial article. Mr. Justice Phillimore,

in giving his judgment in the above-mentioned case, had stated
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tTiat the defendant had not attempted to prove that there was a

•commercial standard for the article in question. In this case

lie would prove that soap liniment made with methylated' spirit

was a commercial article, and that it was so made before the

B.P. was established, and that it had been made in the same way
for many years before 1864. The Phannacopoeia included many
articles which were purely of a commercial character, such as

starch, sugar, brandy, sherry, and the various soaps. Soft soap

was known widely as an article of commerce. Would a person

asking for soft scap expect to get soft .soap of the B.P. ? It was

not, however, so much what they might expect to get, but what
t5iey might reasonably expect to get at the price which was

<rnarged. With regard to pure drugs it was different. In the

case of White r. Bywater, in which the article in question was
tinet. of opium, it was shown that there was no commercial

standard for this article apart from the Pharmacopoeia. Sherry

.und brandy, which were commercial articles, were in the Pharma-
copoeia for the purpose of being compounded in prescriptions,

and it was neceasary in this respect that there should be a fixed

standard of quality. Methylated spirit was the same as rectified

spirit, with the addition, for Inland Revenue purpo.'es only, of a

little wood naphtha, and for external use there was no diiferen-ce

between the two. He then dealt with the statutory authority

for making methylated spirit (governed by the Act 43-4 Vic,

c. 24. part 2), pointing cut that the use of methylated spirit was
•authorised by the Board of Inland Revenue for four pharma-

copoeial preparations only, one of them being soap liniment.

'This showed, he argued, to what extent the legislation recognised

the fact that soap liniment could be made with methylated

spirit. He thought he could' say nothing more eloquent than

tiiat as to there being a commercial .standard for soap liniment

made with methylated spirit. He would call evidence to show
tiiat in all the London hospitals soap liniment was made with

methylated spirit, and that this was also supplied to the Army
in South Africa. If he could prove that the article known as

soap liniment was commonly made with methylated spirit, and
that when asked for under this name the methylated liniment

was iLsually supplied, then he would establish his case.

In the hearing of the case in the High Court the Lord Chief

Justice had stated that the question of price would have had a

very important bearing on the case.

Mr. Bramall pointed out that Mr. Justice Channell had added

iJiat it might be that the shopkeeper ought to have asked the

purchaser which he wanted.

Mr. McMorran : Quite so ; but, he continued, the price was
important in this way. Six ounces of soap liniment had been

supplied far 4^d., i.e., |d. an ounce, and that if the case were that

the purchaser had .paid the price of the liniment made with

rectified spirit there would have been .strong evidence of fraud,

and tb,at he had paid for something he did not receive. The
price charged, however, was |d). per ounce, and tlie ordinary

price of rectified spirit, upon which duty had been paid, was

Ijd. per ounce. This pointed conclusively to the fact that there

•w-as no fraud. The mere fact of an article being in the B.P. did

not take away the right to sell a commercial article by the same
name at a price which shewed that there wasi no evidence of

fraud. He then dealt at some length with Section 15 of the

Piiarmacy Act, 1868, contending that the word " compounding "

there meant the compounding of medical prescriptions or the

compounding by an unqualified person. He might also, he

added, argue that the soap liniment sold was not a medicine of

the B.P., but a ccmmercial article soldi under the same name.
The seller did not profess to sell it as a Pharmacopoeia prepara-

tion, but as a commercial article.

The Magi.«trate said that it was diifficult to say what was a

medicine or what was a dinig.

Mv. McMorran : Quite so. If soap liniment were ordered in

a prescription it .should be compounded according to the Pharma-

copoeia. The question was net so much what the average person

would' expect to get when he asked for soap liniment, but what
it was customary to sell when soap liniment was asked for.

The Magistrate said that under Section 6 it was the article

" demanded," and that Mr. McMomin must show that tlie pur-

chaser got what he demanded.

Mr. R. Bannister. F.I.C., stated that he had been for thirty-

.seven years in the Inland Revenug laboratories. Methylated

'spirit was first introduced in 1855; in 1870 the manufacture of

soap liniment with methylated spirit was permitted. Its use,

however, was prohibited in anything to be used internally.

In 1880 a Spirit Act was passed, whereby no one could use

methylated spirit unless by licence, and instructions were
is'ued regarding its use by chemists. He gave a detailed his-

tory of the introduction and use of methylated spirit in the

arts from 1855 upwards. It was not possible to sell a liniment

made with rectified spirit at the price charged. In the Calen-

dar issued in 1903 by the Pharmaceutical Society, the body
who enforced the Pharmacy Acts, it was stated that methy-

lated spirit might be used in the manufacture of soap liniment.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bramall, he admitted that the refer-

ence in the Calendar was an epitome of the Inland Revenue
regulations. He did not look at these regulations from the

view of the Pharmacy Acts. He had received applications

from retail chemists for the use of methylated spirit, but could

not say how many such applications had been received during

the last five years of his services in the Inland Revenue labora-

tories.

Mr. Bramall said that he had used the word "defiled" in.

connection with the addition of naphtha to rectified spirit. He
used the word " defiled " in the Inland Revenue sense, and he

fully explained the process of methylation. He would always

expect to get the methylated liniment when he purchased soap

liniment from a chemist.

Re-examined by Mr. McMorran, he said that in the manu-

facture of methylated, spirit for medical purposes it was allowed

to be made with the addition of wood naphtha only, no petro-

leum being added.

Dr. Edmunds, who had been physician to several London
hospitals, said that if soap liniment was ordered in a prescrip-

tion that made with rectified spirit would be used. The methy-

lated liniment was sold for popular use. He would expect to

get the methylated liniment if he asked for soap liniment. It

was the article commonly known as soap liniment. The differ-

ence in price was very marked. The price he thought a fair

test of what the purchaser was getting. There was no differ-

ence medically between the two liniments. Some hospitals

ui ed no spirit at, all, but water. Squire's ' Hospitals Pharma-

copoeia ' sho'ved that the London hospitals, withoujti exception,

used methylated spirit in the manufacture of soap liniment.

In reply to Mr. Bramall, he said that the chemist was bound
by the Pharmacopoeia in compounding prescriptions, but with

many popular remedies he was not bound by the Pharma-
copoeia, but by the general run and practice of the trade.

Dr. F. J. Smith, F.R.C.S., deposed that the London Hos-

pital used fifty gallons a month of methylated spirit. He had

been unable to find that any London hospital made soap lini-

ment in any other way. He ordered it frequently in hospital.

He stated in his opinion the public had r.o right to meddle

with the British Pharmacopoeia, and that if they did so they

deserved to get anything that was given to them.

The Magistrate : You think they ought to have a prescrip-

tion ?

Dr. Smith : Certainly.

The Magistrate asked why was not methylated spirit pre-

scribed in the Pharmacopoeia ?

Dr. Smith replied that he could not say, as the methylated

was as good as, if not better than, tlie rectified.
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sir. Bramall said lie had his doubts about this, and handed

round a bottle of Boots' Methylated Soap Liniment for the

clourt to smell.

Mr. C. A. Hill, F.I.C.,. F.C.S., said lie was a partner in the

firm of Davy, Hill and Co., Soiithwark, a firm establis'lied in

1755. His firm had supplied soap liniment for many years to

the trade made with methj l.ited spirit. The cost of the lini-

ment made with methylated spirit was about 9d. per pound,

but 2s. 9d. per pound when made with rectified spirit. About

four tons of the methylated liniment had been supplied recently

to the Army, all made with methylated spirit. The sale of

methylated liniment was larger than that made with rectified

.spirit.

Ill reply to Mr. Bramall, he said his experience went back

to twelve years in the whole.':ale trade. His firm did not

supply Boots. Limited. He was there to give evidence in the

interests of the trade generally. If he sent his servant for

soap liniment he would expect to get that made with methy-

lated spirit.

In reply to the Magistrate, he said that, apart from the lini-

ment supplied to_the Arm.y, etc., he' sold about four of that

made witii methylated spirit to one made with rectified spirit.

Mr. F. W. Truman, chemist, 71, Old Kent Road, said he

had been forty years in business. He sold soap liniment to

all classes of persons, and invariably that made with methy-

lated spirit if soap liniment were asked for. He had a pint of

soap liniment made with rectified spirit in his shop, and it

had been unopened for some years. s could only remember
one customer who had shown any knowledge that there were
two soap liniments. If he thought that anyone was trying to
" get at him " he would bring out the old pint. He would not

think that he would be doing wrong in giving the liniment

made with rectified spirit if merely asked for soap liniment.

Re-examined by Mr. McMorran, h& said that when asked
for soap liniment he felt justified in .selling the methylated lini-

ment, provided he charged the ordinary price for that article.

When the 'case was resumed on Wednesday, Mr. Henry
Potter, of tihe finn of Potter and Clarke, manufacturing
chemists, said tihat when soa-p liniment was ordered his firm
invariably sup2Jlied that mack with methylated spirit. He
corrohorated Mr. Hill's evidence as to price, and in other
respects.

The Magistrate asked whether the wholesale profit on the

methylated liniment was larger than on that made with
rectified spirit. Witness replied that the profit was prac-

tically the same.

On Mr. Bramall referring to something which Mr. C. Umney
was alleged to have .said, Mr. McMorran asked Mr. Bramall
whether he intended callin ^ 'Mr. Chas'. Umney as a witness.

The answer being in the negative, he stated he objected to

Mr. Pottea- being questioned as to what Mr. Umney had said

when the latter was not present to give evidence.

Mr. Edwin Waring, c'hem,ist, Nottingham, said he had
been twenty years with Boots, Limited. They kept both the

rectified and methylated at all their establishments, but sold

forty times more of that made with methylated spirit. If soap
liniment was asked for it was customai-y to sell that made with
methylated spirit.

Mr. Bramall tried to get witness to admit that Boots sold

drugs cheaply in order to attract business, and that they

captured much business which previously went to the old-

fashioned chemists.

Witness replied that their drugs were sold cheaply in order

to afford the same facilities to poor people that the Army
and Navy and the Civil >Service Co-operative Societies did for

better-class peopie.

" But," said Mr. Bramall, " Boots is not in business from

philanthropic motives, but to make money, and the object
must be to attract customers by low prices."

Witness said that Boots manufactured other preparations

in the Phamacopoeia according to a commercial standard,

such as aconite and .belladonna liniments, camphor liniment

and soap liniment; all made with methylated spirit. They
also sold soft soap and turpentine made according to commer
cial standard. It transpired that Boots oaow labelled soa-

liniment as made with methylated spirit, " in consequence

these proceedings."

Mr. McMorran : I see nothing to object to in that.

The Magistrate : No, a very proper thing to do. He di

not think that if the assistant informed the customer that th

article was made with methylated spirit it would driv

customers away.

Dr. Milson Roberts and Messrs. J. Faull, S. Cook, J. R.

Butler, G. J. Baldwin, F. W. Mays, and A. E. Spreckley'

registered chemists, all gave evidence to the effect that ther"

was a commercial standard for soap liniment, after wliich th

further hearing of the case was adjourned to June 9.

Marylebone Police Court.

The Charge Against a Dispenser.

On Thursday. May 14, 1903, at the Marylebone Police Court;.

Ml-. Curtis Bennett again had before him the case of Rober'

Jubb (40), who was charged on a warrant with offering himself

as a servant to Boots, Cash Chemists, Linuted, with a false'

forged, and counterfeit certificate of character (see ante,.

p. 652).

Mr. Hill pleaded guilty on behalf of his client, and urged ii>

mitigation that wliile it was true he was not qualified by the-

Pharmaceutical Society, he had held the certificate of the-

Society of Apothecaries for sixteen years.

Mr. Curtis Bennett said it was quite clear that the prisoner

wi'ote the certificate of character because he only held a

dispenser's certificate, and had no qualification to act as

manager in a chemist's shop or dispense poisons. By doing,

what he had he might have got Boots, Limited, into serious

trouble, for it would never probably have been discovered

but for the company issuing their advertisement. Taking

into consideration that the prisoner had been in prison one

week, he imposed a fine of £5, with 5 guineas costs, or, in

default, two months' imprisonment. The accused was.

allowed until Saturday to pay the money.

Companies Acts.

A One-Man Drug Company.

On Monday, May 11, 1903, at the Edmonton County Courts

an application was made by Mr. Naldrett, barrister, on behalf

of Messrs. John Sanger and Sons, wholesale druggists, of 2,

Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W., for the compulsory wind-

ing-up of "Williams' Pure Drug Co.," Ponder's End. Mr.

Fuller, barrister, suijported on behalf of Messrs. Allen and

Hanburys. Limited, who were also creditors, and Mr. Bartley

Dennis appeared in opposition.

The case for the petitioners was that the company was

formed in October, 1900, with a capital of £500, in^£l shares.

Mr. Robt. Williams, managing director, held 494 shares, an*

six other persons one each. The company became indebted to

Messrs. John Sanger and Sons to the extent of £102 19s. 7d.

for goods .'supplied. It appeared that in February the com-

pany issued a debenture for £490 in favour of Mr. Ebenezer

Gibbons, one of the signatories to the articles of association,

and father-in-law of the managing director, and it was regis-

tered on the 26th of that month. When the debenture was
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ifsued in February Mes-srs. Sanger and Sons were pressing the

company for payment, and on tlie date of the judgment obtained

by the petitioners a meeting of the company was held, at

which a resolution was passed for the voluntary winding-up

of the company. Mr. Richard Lewis, a signatory to the articles

of association and a chemist of Enfield, being appointed as

liquidator. The petitioners alleged that it was a one-man

company, that the debenture was issued in anticipation of

their action for the recovery of their debt, and that there had

been undue preference given to Mr. Gibbons.

His Honour said that the practice was for a voluntary wind-

ing-up to be continued under the supervision of the Court.

Mr. Naldrett contended that in thi.s case there should be an
investigation, and that, therefore, the winding-up should be
compulsory.

Mr. Hartley Dennis contended that a compulsory order was
not necessary in order to attack the debenture. There was
power for any creditor to go to the Court in a voluntary winding-

up and apply for a debenture to be get aside, so that the dilatory

and costly process entailed under a compulsory order could be

avoided. He asked that the voluntary winding-up should be
continued, with Mr. Lewis as liquidator.

His Honour said that as Mr. Lewis was practically the nominee
of Mr. Williams, who created the debenture, it was not probable,

unless it was done from outside, that any step woul-d be taken
( 1 test the validity of the debenture.

Mr. Dennis replied that Mr. Lewis would consent to have an
issue raised as to whether the debenture should be set a-side or

not.

His Honour suggested a winding-up under the supervision of

the Court, and the appointment of an independent liquidator.

Mr. Dennis consented, and that course was adopted.

In tie meantime his Honour directed that Mr. Lewis should

act as receiver and manager of the business for the Court, and
keep a proper account.

On the application of Mr. Naldrett, costs were granted
against tihe company.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, SCHOOL, AND HOUSE COMMITTEE.

At a meeting of this Committee, held on Tuesday, May 12, 1903,

the following reports were presented :

—

Attendance in Libbaby.

April. Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

London Library 271 25 4 12

Circulation op Books.
April. Total. Town. Country. Carriage Paid.

London Library 169 89 80 fl Os. 9d.

Edinburgh Library . . 3 79 227 152 6s. lid.

Donations to the Libeaey (London).

Royal Society of Edinburgh -.—Proceedings, Vol. 23. 1899-

1901.

College of Preceptors, London :—Calendar, 1903.

Messrs. E. R. Squibb and Sons, Brooklyn :—Ephemeris of

Materia Medica, etc., Vol. 7, No. 1.

Mr. J. H. ^Liiden, Sydney:—A CVitical Revision of the

Genus Eucalyptus, pt. 1, 1903.

Anonymous donor ;—Lemery's Farmacopea Universale, 1742
;

Spielmann's Pharmacopcea Generalis, 1783 ; Wylie's Pharma-
copoeia Castrensis Ruthenica, ed. 3, 1818 ; Codex Medicamen-
tarius, sive Pharmacopoea Gallica, 1818, and French translation,

1819 ; Codex Medicamentarius Hamburgensis, ed. 2, 1845

;

James's English Dispensatory, 2nd ed., 1752; Geofiroy's Trea-
tise of Substances Made Use of in Physick, 1736 ; Hoffmann's

Acta Laboratorii Chemici Altdorfini, 1719
; Conspectus Historiae

Medicorum Chronologicus, 1761 ; Lives of British Physicians,

1830 : Bell and Redwood's Progress of Pharmacy in Great

Britain, 1880 ; Chiarlone and Mallaina's Historia de la Par-

macia, 1847 ; Creteur's Histoire des Chirurgiens et des Apothi-

caires d'Audenarde, dite des SS. Cosmes et Damien, 1882 ;

Benevenuti's La Condizione Giuridica del Parmacista, 1879 ;

Lamaestre's Service Medical et Pharmaceutiquo dans les

Societ^s de Prevoyance et de Secours Mutuels, 1861 : Dupuy
and Ricard's Manuel de I'lnspecteur des Pharmacies, 1880 :

Pournie's Des Rapports des Mddecins et des Pharmaciens avec

les Societes de Secours Mutuels, 1861 ; Graunt's Observations

upon the Bills of Mortality, 1676 ; Pitt's The Craft and Frauds

of Physic Expos'd, 3rd ed., 1703.

Prof. Dr. A. Tschirch, Berne :—Thirty pamphlets on various

subjects by various authors.

Mr. Prosper H. Marsden, Liverpool ;—Buletin Farmaceutic,

January-April, 1903.

Donations to the Libeaey (Edinbuegh).

Royal Society of Edinburgh -.—Proceedings, Vol. 23.

Messrs. E. K. Squibb and Sans, Brooklyn :—Ephemeris of

Materia Medica, etc.. Vol. 7, No. 1.

PUECHASE OF BoOKS.

The Committee authorised the purchase of the under-

mentioned books :—

•

For the Library in London.

Halliburton's Essentials of Chemical Physiology.

Farmer's Practical Introduction to Botany.

Klocker's Fermentation Organisms.

For tlie Library in Edinburgh.

Halliburton's Essentials of Chemical Physiology.

Attendance in the Museum.
Total. Highest. Lowest. Average,

April 406 34 5 17

Donations to the Museum (London).

Mr. C. M. Geeves, London :—Curious specimen of plaited

Horseradish Root, found in roots imported from Belgium.

Mr. T. H. Wardleworth, Liverpool:—Specimen of Jaborandi

Leaves, from the River Plata. Specimens from Abbeokuta of

the following ; Leaves, Flowers and Pod of Strophanthus gratus,

Leaves and Flowers of S. sarmentosus, Inflorescence of Cassia

podocarpa, Leaves and Flowers of Rauwolfia vomitoria ;

Leaves and Flowers of Jatropha curcas, Lsaves, Flowers, and

Fruit of Melia azedirachta.

Professor Dr. Tschirch, Berne :—Specimen of Aloin from

Uganda Aloe?, Nataloin from Natal Aloes, Emodin and Chry-

sophanic Acid from Chinese Rhubarb, Emodin from Rhamnus

frangula, Amyrin from Manilla Elemi, Rhamnocitrin from

Bhammis cathariicus, Glycyrrhizin from Liquorice Root,

Aleuritinic Acid from Shellac, Gurjun-Resinol from Gurjun

Balsam. Specimens of Resin from Pinus maritima, Abies

excelsa, and Abies sibirica.

Mr. F. Ransom, Hitchin :—Specimen of Hyoscyamus muticus,

Mr. H. Vaughan Morgan, B.Sc, London :—An Album of New
Zealand Ferns.

Messrs. MacNaught Bros., Greenock ;—Specimen of Maize

Oil.

Messrs. J. F. Macfarlan and Co. :— Specimens of Willow

Barks, as follows -.Salix fragilis (rood scorce), good, badly

harvested or damaged, probably two years old, twigs. Salix

viminalis (Wada), bark, twigs. Salix triandra (Rhens or

Rens), bark, twigs. Salix purpurea,' twigs. Peeled twigs and

foreign material present as adulterants in original bundles of

rood scorce.
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Donations to the Museum (Edinbubgh).

Messrs. J. F. Macfarlan and Co., Edinburgh :—A similar set

of specimens to those enumerated above.

Mr. P. MacEwan, London :—Commercial specimens, of dif-

ferent qualities, viz. : Siam Gum Benzoin, fine almonds, inferior

pickings, pea and bean size almonds, pale grains ; Sumatra
Benzoin, good and inferior ; Siam Gamboge, fine pipe, inferior

pipe
;

Dragons' Blood, fine, inferior reed ; Socotrine Aloes
;

Barbados Aloes ; fine Guaiacum Resin from the West Indies
;

Ipecacuanha, cultivated root from Bahia, cultivated root from

Johore, grown in coffee plantations ; root from Matta Grosso,

Brazil
;

Sarsaparilla, genuine grey. Vera Cruz, and wild or

native!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be takea of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed "Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C."

The Council Election.

I reigret to find that Dr. C. Symes's name has been omitted

from the list of the .six candidates recommended for support

hy the Newcastle-on-Tyne and District Chemists' Association,

and hope that the members of the Society resident in this dis-

trict will make him the seventh candidate for support. Dr.

Symes has a long and honourable record"' of service as member of

the Council, and his non-return at the present jimcture would,

in my opinion, be a serious loss to our Society, wliich stands

in need of leaders who, whilst loyal to the decisions of the

majority, are capable of bringing an unbiassed and independent

judgment to bear on questions affecting the well-being of the

craft, and such Dr. Symes's past record proves him to be.

Frank R. Dudderidge.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, May 11, 1903.

Will you allow me space in tlie Pharmaceutical Journal to

urge all the members of the Pharmaceutical Society to at once

fill in and return their voting papers? ihere never has been

a time like the present when chemists are expected to express

their opinions. They can do so this year in an unmistakable

manner by voting only for the retiring members of the Council,

if satisfied with the past and present policy; but, should the

members desire a change in the future policy radically distinct

from the present, then all the names of the retiring members
should be struck out, so that new blood may go on the Council.

London, N.W., May 13, 1903. C. E. Pickering.

I see that Mr. Claude Heniy has, by request, come to the

assistance of his confreres in the west ; j)erhaps, then, I may
be permitted still further to trespass on your space with a

reply. He quotes the following from a letter to me—viz.,

" That you are neither in the retail nor wholesale drug trade,

and this fact will tell against your election "
; and then adds

this :
" In reply to this, Mr. Paterson said that there were

others in the Council who were not connected with either the

wholesale or retail ; but this seems to answer itself." What I

did reply to him was as follows :
—

" Well, let us look at this matter in the light of past
history and present-day fact. If you can carry your mind
back to the election two years ago, did not you and your
present associates strongly support a candidate who had
no connection with the wholesale or retail dnig trade?

Did not your then candidate and myself poll a very much
larger number of votes than the other two Scotchmen who
had a connection with the trade? I was a member

of the North British Branch, having then no closer con-

nection with the trade than I have now. So much for

past history ; what about present-day fact ? Is not the
case that there are men presently on the Council who
have no connection with the retail or wholesale drug trade ?

This completely knocks the feet from your theory, and
shows. how utterly untenable it is."

When given in full, my reply bears a somewhat different com-

plexion from that which Mr. Henry's epitome would isuggest,

and I leave your readers to judge of the faimes.s of his way of

putting it. Concerning the other question, as to whether his

circular did or did not commit Divisional Secretaries to become

electioneering agents for a particular candidate, I stated quite

frankly in my letter in your issue of the 25tn ult. that he dis-

claimed my view of the proceedings, but in my correspondence

with him I told him I could not accept his disclaimer as to the

practical effect of it. As to the two questions which he says

were addressed to Divisional Secretaries, I could not find them
in the circular, even after being told what they were intended

to be, viz. :— .

(1) As to the desirableness of increasing the number of

Scotch members of the Council to two

(2) The propriety of approaching Mr. with a view

to his nomination.

Mr. Henry tells us that, having given their opinion on these

two points, the matter ended so far as they were concerned.

Perhaps he will now explain why this most excellent plan, as

he considers it, was not adopted again when a new candidate

was chosen. Surely what was considered essential to be done
for the fii-st nominee cannot have become unnecessary in the

case of the later selection of the caucus. His whole letter but
fuither illustrates the sore straits they are in to give some
semblance of speciousness to their proceedings.

Aberdeen, May 12, 1903. James Paterson.

An Appeal.

Readers of the Journal have doubtless noticed the report of

the Benevolent Fund Committee, and the reference there made
to the sad case of Mr. .Hugh Pugh, chemist, Llanegryn,

Merionetlishire, whose premises were totally destroyed by fire

last March, he himself barely escaping with his life. As the

fixe occurred at night, nothing—not even his wearing apparel

—

was saved, and, having no (relatives to help him, he has been

totally dependent on the kindness of his' neighbours. The
esteem and respect iu which he was held are shown by the

practical sympathy of the neighbourhood, which has taken the

shape of a subscription of £140. The Committee of the Bene-

volent Fund have made a thorough investigation, and the kind

and sympathetic remarks of the Vice-President and Treasurer

show the necessity and merit of the case. As Mr. Pugh is eighty

years old, it is out of the question to start liim in business

again, and the intention of the local committee is to raise a

fund to .liurchase an annuity of £40, and the Committee of the

Benevolent Fund have made a grant of £25 towards this object.

The amount required is £214, and not £200, as was thought

at first. We therefore require another £50 to complete the

fund. We, the .undersigned, are thoroughly cognisEint of the

facts, and can recommend this " forlorn and shipwrecked

'brother " to the kindly charity of your readers to insure him

a sufficient provision for the evening of his days. Any subscrip-

tion, however small, will be gratefully received by the local

Treasurer, the Rev. W. Davies, Llanegryn, or by the under-

signed.

Isaac T. Lloyd,

267, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

London, Richaed Thomas,

May 11, 1903. 13, Upper Baker Street, N.W.
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A Prescription Difficulty.

Below is the copy of a scrip which came in to-day. It had

been dispensed in Plough Court, at B ts' Stores in the

City, a place in Norwood, and also at Torquay.

Esq. Dr. .

Lombard Street.

B Ammon. brom 3iss.

Tr. nucis vom Si.ss.

Aq. camph ad Ji.

M. ft. mist. Mitte Jviii.

3i. t.d.s.p.c.

29/10/02. W. A. A.

Naturally, as I had no chance of an interview with the

patient, I dispensed as written: — Teaspoonful dose, Jiss.

of nux and bromide, and aq. camph. ad Jviii. It came
somewhat as a shock to me to learn from the patient

that he had always had an eighth-part dose, having given

no instructions to that efiect. May I ask for a reason

for making an eighth-part dose of 51. in an eight-ounce

mixture ? Either the man should have been decently buried

before this or the "ad ji. " has been ignored, and the quantity

made up to Jviii., giving bhe same dosage in water, which is not
ordered. I should like the opinion of your readers as to the

correct solution.

Cromer, May 11, 1903. Cyril J. C. Goodyear.

The Formula of Exalgin.

I was very much interested in Mr. Garsed's paper on pages

614, etc., of last week's Journal, but I think the formula of

exalgin should be as follows ;
—

CH3 CH

CHo-CO-N—

C

CH CH
instead of the formula you published. You will notice that the

N in the journal is given a position in the benzene ring.

Sheffield, May 6, 1903. F. W. Whitworth.
Our correspondent is correct. The error was overlooked by Mr.

Garsed in correcting the proof of his paper. It should also be noticed that,

in printing, the numeral was accidentally broken off the CH2 group on the

left hand side of the formula for atropine, at page 617.— [Ed. P.J.]

Heroin and Morphine.

In a note in the Journal (p. 642 of current volume), founded

on a paper by F. Zemik in the Bcrichte, it is stated that

:

" In various reactions which entail the use of strong hydro-

chloric or sulphuric acids, the two alkaloids [morphine and

diacetylmorphine] show a similar behaviour, probably because

the heroin is hj-drolised and yields morphine, which responds

in the usual manner." It is not generally known that diacetyl-

morphine is very easily decomposed by the stronger acids, even

in the cold, and for this result it is not necessary that the

acids should be present in large excess. In this aspect of in-

stability the derivatives from acid radicals diflfer completely'

from those of alcohol radicals, methyl- and ethyl-morphine

being as stable as morphine itself. It is obviously of import-

ance that no excess of acid should be used in making solutions

of the diacetyl compound.

Edinburgh, May 9, 1S03. J. F. iLvcr.VRLAN and Co.

A Case of Drug-Rash.

In the British Medical Journal of April 25 is described a case

of drug rash which I think may be of interest to chemists,

especially in some districts where the sale of the proprietary

medicine named is a large one. " On February 11 a young

domestic servant noticed an itching rash on her face and neck.

Her temperature was 99 8°, tongue furred, the fauces infected

and some malaise. During the next twenty-four hours the rash
spread over the wiiole body, being especially vivid and almost

confluent in the groins. It closely resembled the rash of scarlet

fever. Ou inquiry the doctor found that two days previously

she had been taking the much-advertised remedy, ' Daan's

Backache and Kidney Pills.' He isolated the patient; there

was no peeling, and some days later he obtained a copy of the

pamphlet which is issued with the remedy. In it is stated:—
' We have known of some cases where they have driven the

poisons aaid impuritres out of the body onto the skin in the

form of a red rash.' 'It is one of the best results that could

liappen.' ' Don't stop taking the pills ' !" Upon inquiry I find

this is by no means an isolated case, and the doctor suggests

that comment on the last two extracts would be iiseless, with

which I think most chemists will agree.

Stockton-on-Tees. May 4, 1903. E. C. Bennison.

Matter for Comparison.
If you can find room to publish the two enclosed slips together

in your valuable paper, please allow me to comment upon them

a little. I am a M.P.S., and if I was miad enough to pass the
" Minor," I hope I am not mad enough to accept the position

offered to a qualified man. There are not many of us who
would like'To be mitrried on SOs. a week, and if that as what w©
are estimated at, I should' recommeird the unqualified men to

apply for the other positions (see enclosed slip), where he can

be well paid, and even if the work is a trifle unpleasant, he does

not require any special training.

Newcastle, May 5, 1903. W. Wedden-Sims, M.P.S.
Enclosures.

From Advertisement in P.J. From a Local Newspaper,

""PjISPENSER Wantea, on June 1, "The members of the National
at the Norfolk County Asylum, Labour Union (through Mr. Peter

Thorpe, Norwich; salary, 30s. per Millen, delegate) employed by the
week, outdoor ; no allowances ; must Newcastle corporation as ash-tub
be single and possess the Minor men and chargeraen have applied
qualification of the Pharmaceutical for advanced wages of 2s. and 43. per
Society; preference given to candi- week respectively, the chargemen
date accomplished in any way in also requesting one week's holiday
photography, music, etc.; hours, 9 in the year. The ash-tub men are
till 1, and 2 till 6 ; no Sunday duty.— now paid at the rate of 21s. per
Apply to the Medical Superintendent, week, but they contend that their
enclosing photo and two references." work is of a most disagreeable

character, and merits the advance
requested.'

The Public Dispensers' Association.

Will you permit me to remove, through the medium of your

columns, what may be an erroneous impression, gained on

reading the circular letter to members of Parliament, as sent

out by this Association to its registered members (see P.J.

ante, p. 622), i.e. :—The Association does not wish in any way
to impede or oppose the progress of the Bill, but only to, if

possible, have an additional clause inserted, 011 the point

suggested, when the Bill goes into Gonunittee. Our Society is,

as a whole, too lo}'al to the Phannaceutical Society to wish

to work in any opposition, but we must act for ourselves at

times like these. We are a growing body, and we must learn

to walk alone some time ; we cannot always be carried nor

left behind. Oiu" motto is unwritten, but it is " Progress," and

we are striving to do so. There is no one who will help us,

if we do not help ourselves. We wish the Bill every success,

and that it may have the necessary little clause inserted which

we ask should surely be the desire of every registered chemist,

either in retail or institution, it is only fair. Moreover, only

three names were selected for support at Council election. This

was an oversight ; there should have been seven. Will members

of the Association kindly note and make selection of the four

wanting ?

Highgate, N., May 5, 1903. HLvrry T. Samuel,
Hon. Sec.
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CHEMISTS AND THE EARLY CLOSING OF SHOPS.

A Chat with Lord Avebury.
BY A JOURNAL INTERVIEWER,

Introductory.

The proposal, emanating from the Parliamentary Committee
of the Grocers' Federation, that Lord Avebury's Bill should he

amended .so that " any shopkeeper '' might sell drugs after

closing hours, suggested an interview on the subject with Lord
Avebury himself. A preliminary letter brought by return of

post a courteous reply making an appointment for Thursday,
May 7. A visit to St. James's Square on that day enabled
the writer to laj' before Lord Aveburj' some points in connection
with the position of the

chemist and druggist, and
to hear the noble lord's

views on the subject of

his Bill.

not often that enough money is taken by a chemist and druggist
after the shop is shut to ))ay for the cost of the man who remains
'on duty.' But it seems that no other arrangement is possible,

seeing that it i.s regarded as essential that the sick should be
able to obtain medicine in an emergency."

On which Side is the In=

convenience ?

Lord) Avebuiy was
quite aware of the restric-

tions of the Pharmacy
Act', land consequently at

once saw that it would
only be a certain propor-

tion of medicines that

grocers would be able to

sell ; also that inconveni-

ence and danger might
possibly result if messen-

gers were sent to such

tradesmen for medicines

which the latter would
noti be entitled by statute

to supply. "You know,"
he continued, " the

grocers' argument will be

that it is a matter of con-

venience, in districts

where there is no chemist

near, for drugs to be ob-

tainable from other shop-

keepers. I am not saying

that I hold that view my-
self, but may they not use that argument? " The writer was able

to reply that, as there are ovex 16,000 persons on the Register

of chemists and druggists, no difficulty in finding a chemist is

likely to be encountered. "I will consider the question very

•carefully before I accept the suggested amendment," was Lord
Avebuiy's promise. " And if you can find time to write down
what you have been telling me, I shall be able to talk over the

chemists' objections to the grocers' amendment with Mr.
Cameron Corbett, who has charge of the Bill in the House of

Commons.

"

To Help the Bill.

Lord Avebuiy showed the writer a document giving the names
of over 300 local associations of shopkeepers which were in

favour of the Bill. This included a number of associations of
chemists and druggists. On being informed that several
such associations had been fomied since the list was
prepared, Lord Avebury said, " Well, it would he a great help if

these other associations would let us know their views on the

Bill, and send them to the

Prime Minister, the Home
Secretary, and membera of

Parliament. I am con-

vinced we have a strong

majority in the House of

Commons, if only the

Government will give time
for the progress of the

measure. It is therefore

important that the Govern-
ment should be kept in-

fomied as to the views of

shcpkeeping classes with
reference to the Bill."

Other

THE RIGHT HON. LORD AVEBURY.

Clause 9 of the Bill.

" As originally drafted," said Lord Avebury, " the Bill con-

tained no clause exempting chemists at all. But it was pointed

out to me that it was necessary that an assistant should remain
indoors, prepared to supply medicine when necessary, so the
present Clause 9 was inserted. You will notice that tlie shop is

only to be kept open just so far as may be necessary for the sale
of drugs, medicineis, and medical appliances. The chemist would
put his shutters up, and let out all his assistants but one at the
closing hour. I have been given to understand that it really is

Other Bills and
Suggestions.

" Sir J. Blundell Maple
was quite wrong when he

feaid that the Bill had pre-

viously been defeated in

the House. That was a

very similar Bill to that

recently introduced by Sir

C. Dilke, but our present

Bill is quite different, and
is based on a unanimous
vote of the House of Com-
mons in 1893, on the re-

port of House of Com-
mons Committees of 1895

and 1896, and (with the

provisions insisted on by Lord Salisbury) of the House of Lords

Committee of 1901. A suggestion has been made that

we should include a clause that no assistant should be

kept at work more than half an hour after the shop

was closed. That proposal, however, would be inter-

fering with the hours of adult labour, as Lord Wemyss says,

and I feel convinced that Parliament would not accept it."

It may be mentioned that a resolution in favour of Lord Ave-

bury's Bill was carried at a meeting of the Thames Valley

District Chemists' Association, on Wednesday evening, and

copies of the resolution were sent to the Prime Minister and

Home Secretary.

The Pharmacy Bill.

Lord Avebury expressed himself in full sympathy with the

Pharmaceutical Society in its attempts to suppress the evil

of the unqualified " one-man " company, and showed that he

already had more than a passing acquaintance with the principal

provisions of the Pharmacy Bill. " Anything that I can do to

assist the Pharmaceutical Society I will do," was a remark which

brought to a close a very pleasant, and, perhaps, not entirely

useless, interview.
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SOMERSET HOUSE AND THE TEST CASE.

In view of the importance of the judgment recently

delivered by Mr. Justice Wills in the case of Farmer v,

Olyn-Jones (see P.J., ante, p. 630), and the fact that

there exist serious differences of opinion with regard to the

effects of that judgment, it has been thought desirable to

ascertain how the Board of Inland Revenue views the

matter, and to what extent, if any, the practice of the Board

is likely to be modified in the immediate future. A represen-

tative of the Pharmaceutical Journal was therefore sent

to make inquiries at Somerset House, where he was
received by a courteous but cautious o&cisil, who expressed

his regret that he was not authorised to say anything

officially about the matter, but was yet good enough, when
pressed for a personal opinion, to express some " entirely

^inofficial " views on the subject. Rethought that if Mr.

<ilyn-Joxes had been the actual " maker or compounder "

of the ammoniated tincture of quinine, the sale of which

unstamped constituted the basis of the recent prosecution,

the Inland Revenue authorities would have won the case-

The suggestion that such an interpretation of the judgment

of the High Court would give rise to an absiirdly anomalous

position merely elicited the reply that the responsibility for

any such absm'dity rested with the judges who had given

the recent decision. Moreover, it was' added, the decision

did not cover anything but the actual case before the

Court, and, if it was desired to ascertain how the law would

be interpreted in other circumstances, chemists had better

take steps to institute another test case—a course to which

he Inland Revenue authorities would not take exception.

It was impossible to ascertain whether the Board would

continue, as an act of grace, to indicate if labels submitted

to them render the medicines in connection with which it is

reposed to use them "liable" or "not liable " to Medicine

stamp Duty, the general reply to all inquiries on that and

similar points being that the Commissioners had not yet

had time to consider ^hat chan e, if an;", the recent judg-

ment would necessitate in their practice. As a matter of

fact, no further information could be extracted by our repre-

sentative, though he urged the desirability, in the interests

of chemists who wish to comply with the law, of publishing

a definite statement on the subject. His efforts, however,

were not fruitless, for the following letter has since been

received :

—

INLAND REVENUE,
Somerset House, LpNDON, W.C.

May 12, 1903.

Sir,—With reference to the enquiries recently made
by a representative of the Pharmaceutical Journal
in regard to the judgment of the High Court in the case

of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones. I am directed by the Board
of Inland Revenue to acquaint you that, after careful

consideration of the matter, they do not consider that

the judgment necessitates any change in their practice

except in this respect, that, in the case of the sale by a

qualified chemist or druggist of a known, admitted and
approved remedj', no claim to Medicine Stamp Duty
will arise, if the formula of the preparation is stated or

is indicated by such words as " Prepared according to

the British Pharmacopoeia " or the letters " B.P.," and
if it can be showji that the preparation was not recom-
mended by the " owner, proprietor, maker, compounder,
original or first vendor thereof."

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

The Editor of the H. Bartlett,

Pharmaceutical Journal, Secretary,

It may be gathered from this letter that chemists who are in

do ibt as to the wording of labels for any " known, admitted

and approved remedy " may send specimens of those labels

to the Board of Inland Revenue, with a reasonable prospect

of having them returned, marked " liable "or •' not liable
"

to Medicine Stamp Duty, as the case may be. That, at

any rate, is the course which chemists are advised to

follow, rather than depend exclusively
.

upon ex jyarte

statements which may, or may not, accord with the views

of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, or their legal

advisers.

For the rest, it should be noted that the Board interprets
.

the exemption as applying only to preparations sold by
qualified chemists and druggists, of which the formula is

(1) stated on the label, or (2) published in a recognised work,

such as the British Pharmacopoeia,a reference to the formulary

being duly indicated. But—and this is a matter of extreme
importance—the fact that the formula is duly stated, oi: pub-

lished in a recognised formulary, will not secure exemption
for the preparation unless it can be shown that it was not

recommended by the " owner, proprietor, maker, compoun-
der, original or first vendor thereof." The point still remains

in doubt whether the Board of Inland Revenue considers

that no claim to Medicine Stamp Duty will arise it an other-

wise exempt preparation is made or compounded by the

chemist or druggist who sells it. In other words, it is

desirable to know whether a chemist who sells such a pre-

paration as ammoniated tincture of quinine, made by
himself, would be regarded as the " maker or compounder "

of that preparation within the meaning of the Statute. If

so, he will be compelled to purchase such a preparation

from wholesale druggists when he wishes to recommend it

as a " known, admitted, and approved remedy," and the

onus of proving that he did not make or compound it will

probably be thrown upon him, in the event of the prepara-

tion at any time constituting the basis of legal pro-

ceedings.
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CUI BONO ?

It was evidently " in the bond " that the Daily Mail

should refuse to print any letters controverting the recent

series of infamous libels entitled " the Fraud of the Label.''

Information has been received of a large number of letters

which were sent by chemists and druggists on the subject, and

were, as it appears, all consigned to the waste-paper basket,

while effusive letters of thanks and congratulation from

guileless manufacturers of proprietary articles were being

inserted daily in the correspondence columns. Mr. H.

WiPPELL Gadd had the happy thought of writing to Truth

on the matter, and in a sympathetic editorial note Mr.

Gadd's letter receives support. The lie about the test

prescription dishonestly dispensed by eighteen out of

twenty chemists in a provincial town was, perhaps, the

very worst of the thoroughly bad series of misstatements in

the Daily Ma il. A tacit though, as might be expected, not

an expressed confession of the falsity of that particular gem
among the expensive jewels which the editor of the Daily

Mail accepts from advertisers is contained in a recently

published reprint of the articles. ' The Fraud of the Label,

a Warning to Dishonest Tradesmen' (London, Limpcs^

Bakek, and Co., St. James's Street, price 6d.' net), is the

title of a booklet reprinted from the Daily Mail and
Daily News, certain "slight" alterations having been
made " so as to embody information gathered since they

were first written." One of the slight alterations is

the omission of all reference to the test prescriptions

alleged to have been dishonestly dispensed.

It is, of course, hopeless to expect the Daily Mail to

give as much prominence to the withdrawal of the

objectionable libel as to its original publication. The re-

printed booklet, humorously enough, concludes its " work
of exposure by giving some brief extracts from articles

which have dealt with our subject." Those articles are

from local newspapers in all parts of the country
;
they

only serve to strengthen the disgust which right-thinking

persons will feel at the extent to which the degradation of

the British press has proceeded. The source . of the

articles, which could only be vaguely surmised before, is

not yet quite obvious, but it is interesting that an

advertising agency in Fleet Street publishes a journal

called Advertising, which claims to have set itself some
months ago to arrive at a satisfactory solution of what is

termed the deadlock in the drug trade. In the May
number the following highly significant statement is

made :
—" Fortunately, we have been assisted materially

in ' Our Greater Mission ' by the daily press, which has

rightly devoted considerable space and time to educating

the general public against the immorality of substitution."

He would be dull indeed who could not divine whether any
quid pro quo was exchanged for the " material assistance "

of the daily press.

Reference was made last week to the scheme proposed in

the May issue of Advertising for the removal of the

alleged drug trade deadlock. A letter, which has been

sent out broadcast with reprints of the article in

which the scheme is unfolded, states that the luatter

has been pursued from an entirely independent standpoint

and without bias. The idea is conceived, so pharmacists

are asked to believe, in the joint interests of manufac-

turers, retailers, and purchasers of proprietary medicines.

Indeed, the only persons whose interests have not been
consulted would seem to be the advertising agents. At.
any rate, the ostensible purpose of Advertising is to "hold
out an olive branch of peace between manufacturer anj
retailer." Briefly, the proposal is that, for the sake of a-

rebate of 20 to 25 per cent., retail pharmacists and others-

should pledge themselves under a substantial penalty not
to offer any substitute for advertised nostrums. The
chemists thus registering themselves would, at the same
time, agree not to sell below the minimum price fixed.

After recounting the gain to all concerned, it is stated thafc
" the advertiser would like very well to be relieved of the
necessity for warning the public against substitution."

It is not difficult to see how great are the advantiges
offered by the scheme to manufacturers and their

advertising agents. At first sight, too, there would appear
to be some slight benefit for the retailer, provided he is,

and wishes to be, nothing more than the mechanical distri-

butor of quack remedies. But for the trained pharmacist,
the medical man, and the general public, the advantage*
certainly represent a minus quantity. The sufferer from
" backache " will have no need to consult a medical man>
he will go to the chemist and ask for Blank's backache
pills, a largely advertised nostrum. The chemist is not t»
utter a word of warning as to the notoriously harmful
effects of the pills, but he is to supply them, pocketing »
profit of 20 per cent, as the price of his silence and loss of

self-respect. The best cure for any disease will presumably
be that which is most largely advertised. For every article

bought the public must pay the cost of the extensive adver-

tising, for with all the pretended philanthropy of the scheme
it is not seriously contended that the manufacturer sells

these nostrums solely to please the retailer or to benefyk

the public. Indeed, if any such preposterous contentioa

were advanced, it is difficult to see who would believe it.

In brief, the scheme will not do. Timeo Danaos et donff,

ferentes. Business must be very much worse than it ai,

now before tlie pharmacist will consent to have any tefc

or part in voluntarily reducing himself to the level of an
automatic machine.

AN UNSUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT IN INDIA.

From the Times of India it appears that the Laxman
Meran Chemical and Pharmaceutical Laboratory will be closed

at the end of June. The laboratory was opened at Eajkot,

Kathiawar, in 1898, Laxman Wala, Chief of Thana Deoli,

having given 30,000 rupees for the building and its furniture,

and the State's general fund having supplied the necessary

money for apparatus and upkeep. Mr. H. L. Lee, Ph.C, a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

was appointed head of the Institution, the original aim

being to give to a number of natives instruction in Europeao

methods of making extracts and tinctures. There wete

usually twenty students in attendance, most of them being

practising " vaids." The students were taught arithmetic as.

a preliminary subject, instruction being given also in

pharmacj', chemistry, materia medica and botany, witl*

practical work in these subjects. Of the sixteen who passed;

the examination held at the conclusion of the first course,

the greater number commenced to practise as " vaids," but,

the after-results were far from satisfactory. There was
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unfortunately, no demand for extracts and tinctures

prepared in the new way, customers objecting to the new
fashioned medicines on the gi-ound that they contained

alcohol. The second important object of the institution

was to investigate and report on the character and proper-

ties of the herbs used in native medicine. It has not been

found, however, that this object has been satisfactorily

Ewhieved. Whether from dislike to revealing hereditary

secrets, or because there was nothing much to reveal,

practically no gain, to European knowledge resulted. Very

[ew drugs used by the natives are quite unknown in Europe,

though some are very little known. An interesting point

is that a few of the native drugs are considered as good as

ihose prescribed in Europe for the same ailments, the only

lifference being that each country uses what is most
;asily procurable ; for instance, turpeth root in India takes

ihe place of jalap in Europe. Various suggestions have

jeen made with regard to the future of the institution, but

IS none are considered to be practicable, the laboratory is

10 be closed.

THE PISTOLS BILL.

Thf. Bill to regulate the sale and use of pistols, as

imended by the Standing Committee on Law, has a strong

resemblance in some of its provisions to the Pharmacy Act

3f 1868. Pistols, like some poisons, are not to be sold by

retail unless the seller " shall before delivery make, or cause

to be made, an entry in a book to be kept for that purpose,

the date of such sale, the name and address of the pur-

chaser," and other entries. The penalty for the contraven-

tion of any of the provisions of the Act is fixed at a maxi-

mum of £5. The Bill would make it unlawful to sell by
retail or let on hire a pistol to any person, unless at the

;ime of such sale or hire the purchaser either produces a

»un or game licence, or gives proof that he is entitled to use

I gun without a licence. The Bill has been introduced by
Mr. Helme, and is backed by Mr. M. W. Ridley, Mr. Her-
SEitT Gladstoxe, and Mr. Sttjaet-Woetley'.

BRITISH CERTIFICATES IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
The Governor of New South Wales has approved of the

egulation made by the Pharmacy Board of that state

inder the provisions of the Pharmacy Act, 1897, relating to

he acceptance of British certificates. The regulation is

rorded as follows :

—

" On and after the first day of February, 1903, any
person who shall hold a certificate or diploma of com-
petency as a pharmaceutical chemist, or chemist and
druggist, from the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain, shall be entitled to be registered by the Board
on complying to the satisfaction of the Board with the
conditions contained in Regulation No. 50 of this Act."

'he conditions of that regulation involve the production of

be certificate, the signing of a statutory declaration by
he holder, and the payment of the prescribed fee.

THE ALEXANDER CROSS CASE.
The action in the Sheriff Court, Glasgow, brought by the
'harmaceutical Society against the firm of Alexanber
^Eoss AKD Sons, Limited, imder Section 17 of the
Pharmacy Act, 1868, was fixed for Wednesday last, but
wing to the indisposition of one of the witnesses for the
lociety, it was arranged, with the consent of the defenders,

that the hearing of the case should be postponed till

.June 8. By a curious coincidence, that is two days before

the day fixed for the second reading of the Pharmacy

Acts Amendment Bill in the House of Commons.

ANOTHER CORONER'S EVIDENCE.

Mr. John Harrison, Coroner for East Essex, has written

to a correspondent as follows :

—

" I Rave read report of ' Poisons Committee.' In

my opinion any relaxation in the present restrictions

on the sale of poisons would result in grave public

danger,
" Yours faithfully,

" Braintree, May 1, 1903." " John Harrison.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

A General Meeting of the local Conference Committee

has been summoned to meet at University College, Bristol,

on Friday, May 15, at 8.30 p.m. The Executive Committee

will report the arrangements that have been made for the

reception and entertainment of the Conference, and the

meeting will appoint additional members to serve on the

sub-committees. The Hon. Secretary has asked members to

signify at this meeting the particular class of work they will

be willing to undertake during the Conference,

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER,

The arrarlgements for the Annual Dinner of the Pharma-

ceutical Society have now been completed, and we are asked

to announce that the President, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme,

will formally receive the members and their friends at the

Hotel Metropole, at 6.30 p.m., on Tuesday next, instead of

6.45 p.m. as stated on the tickets. It is particularly desired

that members will endeavour to arrive as early as possible,

in order that a fitting reception may be given to the guests,

including the Presidents of Local Associations, a large

number of whom have intimated their intention of being

present. A further important point to which attention

must be directed, is that Saturday, May 16, is the last day

upon which applications for tickets can be received by the

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Richard Bremridse,

THE ELECTION OF COUNCIL,
The voting papers for the election of seven members on

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society were sent out

last week, and should be returned to the Secretary not later

than twelve o'clock noon on AVednesday, May 20, being

the day of the Annual Meeting. Members attending that

meeting, however, may deliver their voting papers per-

sonally at any time before the business is concluded.

IN DEFENCE OF THE PHARMACY ACT.

At Greenock on Tuesday, May 5, a deputation of local

chemists, consisting of Messrs. A. MacNaught (Divisional

Secretary), J. M. Farquhar, and J. Anderson Eussell,

had a highly satisfactory conference with the members of

the Lower Ward of Renfrewshire Agricultural Society at a

largely attended meeting. A prominent local farmer

occupied the chair, and at the close of the conference a

seedsman and general merchant congratulated the deputa-

tion on their presentation of the case, and stated that he

thought all the present restrictions on the sale of poisons

were necessary.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsioNAL Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society

are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-

ing items o£ intsreet to chemists and druggists.

'

\

Pjrtsmouth Public Analyst.-The Portsmoutb Town Council

on Tuesday appointed Mr. E. Russell, of King's College,

London, Public Analyst for the Borough at a salary of £250 per

annum, rising to £300 by two instalments of £25 per annum
each. Mr. Russell has been Senior Demonstrator at King's

College since 1889.

The Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—The preliminary

ties of the Five-a-side Football Competition for the possession

of the " Anderson Challenge Cup " will be played at Powderhall

Ground, on Friday evening, May 22. First kick-ofi at 6.30 p.m.

The final tie will be decided at the Club's Twelfth Annual

Sports, on Wednesday, June 3, entries for which close on May
27, with D. S. Napier, Hon. Sec, Ruby Villa, Sciennes

Gardens.

Chemists' Ball.— At a Committee meeting held on Monday,

by permission of the Pharmaceutical Society, at 16, Bloomsbury

Square, it was resolved that the sum of ten guineas from the

funds of the ball be paid to the Benevolent Fund. The usual

votes of thanks were passed to the officers, and the Hon. Secre-

tary (Mr. A. J. B. Cooper) was instructed to make arrangements

for next year's ball to be held at the Whitehall Rooms, Hotel

Metropole.

Royal Society.—The following fifteen candidates have been

selected by the Council of the Royal Society to be recommended
for election into the Society:—Dr. W. M. Bayliss, Professor

T. W. Bridge, Dr. S. M. Copeman, Mr. Horace Darwin, Mr.

W. P. Hiern, Mr. H. R. A. Mallock, Prof. D. Orme Masson,
Mr. A. G. Perkin, Prof. E. Rutherford, Prof. R. A. Sampson,
Mr. J. E. Stead, Mr. A. Strahan, Prof. J. Symington, Prof. J. S.

Townsend, and Mr. A. N. Whitehead,

The Hofmann Medals.—The two gold Hofmann medals,

established in 1888 in connection with the seventieth birthday of

the well-known chemist, August Wilhelm von Hofmann, for

award to distinguished foreign scientists, have been conferred

by the German Chemical Society upon Professor Henri Moissan,

the well-known French chemist, and Sir William Ramsay. The
latter will receive his medal when he visits Berlin next

month to attend the Fifth International Congress of Applied

Chemistry.

Alexandretta Liquorice Trade. — Consul Barnham in his

report on the Vilayets of Aleppo and Adana for the year 1902,

states that the American Tobacco Trust has bought out the

most important liquorice firms in New York, Baltimore, and
Philadelphia, which formerly purchased the root direct from
Syria, and has accumulated a stock of about 90,000 tons, which
is sufficient to supply the American market for nearly three

years. It has, therefore, no further need of supplies from
Alexandretta, so that large stocks remain unsold in the hands
of the former contractors. The liquorice root exported last

year was shipped in fulfilment of contracts concluded before the
formation of the trust.

Why Use Postal Orders ?—A correspondent of the Daily
Chronicle suggests that postage stamps should be used for the

transmission of money instead of postal orders. No incon-

venience would arise from their use, the poundage would not

have to be paid, and the Government would have the use of the

money without interest for the longer pariod which would elapse

between the purchase of stamps and their final use for postal

purposes. The answer, of course, is that if stamps of small

value were used, there would be some little trouble in calculatirg

the value of a number of such, and if sixpenny or more valuable

stamps, there would be a difficulty in using them for postal

purposes. In addition, with stamps, any such check as is

afforded by the signing of apost-office order would be impossible.

Fires.—On Saturday afternoon fire was discovered to have
broken out in the store of Mr. Hetherington, chemist, Tilli-
coultry, and in a remarkably short space of time the roof had
fallen in. The fire brigade were in prompt attendance, and
were fortunate in confining the fire to the store. It is not
known how the fire originated. Damage to the extent of fully
£200 was done, which is partly covered by insurance. On
Tuesday a fire was discovered on the premises of Messrs. Idri&
and Co., Ltd., mineral water manufacturers, in Pratt Street^
London, N.W. The local fire station is only a few yards away',
and a strong force of men was soon on the spot. The fire brok&
out at the chemical laboratory at the rear of the main block.
After some arduous work, the brigade succeeded in subduing the
flames. The fire was not of so serious a nature as to intedera
with the regular course of business.

The Johnston Laboratories, Liverpool.—The new laboratories
to the University College, Liverpool, for researches in tropical
medicine, bio-ohemistry, experimental medicine, and compara-
tive pathology, which have been provided through the
generosity of Mr. William Johnston, of Liverpool, were opened
on Saturday by Mr. Walter Long, M.P., President of the Local
Government Board. Mr. Long, in opening the laboratories,
spoke of the great need there was for such laboratories. There
was a very close connection between the development of that
form of science known as preventive medicine and of com-
merce. The School of Tropical Medicine in Liverpool had
already been productive of conferences of the greatest possible
value, not only between members of the school and people
engaged in commerce, but between distinguished men from the
colonies and foreign countries. Not only had the sum of about
£200,000 been contributed to the University fund, but it waa
an epoch-making incident that the city was willing to be rated
for the purpose of maintaining University training in this
direction.

Assistant Examinerships in the Patent Office.—An open com-
petitive examination for not less than twenty-four situations a»
Assistant Examiner to the Patent Office will be held in London,
commencing on July 21, 1903. Applications must be on the
prescribed forms, which may be obtained from the Secretary of
the Civil Service Commission, and must be sent to him at
Burlington Gardens, London, W., not later than July 2, 1903.
The salaries commence at £150 a year, and rise by annua)
increments of £15 to £450, There is prospect of promotion to
higher classes, such promotion depending on special merit, and
on the occurrence of vacancies. Candidates must be between
twenty and twenty-five years of age on the first day of the exami-
nation. Awards will be made on the aggregate of marks obtained
in the following subjects, none of which are obligatory :—(l)
English Composition (maximum, 200 marks)

; (2) Plane and
Solid Geometry (300) ; (3) Mechanics and Mechanism (600)

;

(4) Chemistry, chiefly inorganic, including practical analysis

(400) ; (5) Electricity and Magnetism, with practical work
(400) ; (6) General Physics, with practical work (600) ; (7>

French or German, translation from the language (100),

Birmingham Analyst's Report.—From his appointment as

City Analyst of Birmingham in March last down to the end of

the year, Mr. J. F. Liverseege, F.I.C., Ph.C, received and
reported on 1,233 samples, of which 961 were taken under the
Sale of Food and Drugs Act. Of sixty-eight drugs, five samples
were found to be adulterated. This is equivalent to 7 per cent.,

and is a little better than in previous years. One sample of

camphorated oil contained only 86 per cent, of the proper
amount of camphor, but the vendor convinced the magistrates
that the deficiency was due to the camphor not having been dis-

solved at the time of sale. Three of the samples contained,
notably, more camphor than the B P. requires, but Mr
Liverseege did not feel justified in calling this excess adultera-

tion. One of seven samples of compound tincture of benzoin

was slightly deficient in strength, containing 167 Gm. per litre

of solid matter, while the quantity present in the others varied

from 174 to 226 Gm. As to white precipitate ointment, the

report says that only two of five samples received were of the

proper composition. One contained 13 per cent, of white pre-

cipitate instead of 10 per sent.—the proper quantity— probably
as the result of carelessness in making. Another was deficient
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of three-quarters of the correct quantity of white precipitate,

and had, in addition, 12 per cent, of zinc oxide. In another

9J per cent, of zinc carbonate had been used instead of 10 per

cent, of white precipitate. The fat used was not parafSn oint-

ment, but probably lard. None of the three adulterated

samples was obtained from registered chemists.

Vichy Water.—An important meeting will be held during the

first week in June at the Vichy State Springs, to inaugurate

the opening of a new wing to the establishment, at which cere-

mony the English Ambassador will be present. Apropos of the

King's visit to Paris, the director of the company writes that

they had orders to forward a supply of the " Celestins " by
" Grande Vitesse " direct from the Spring to the English Em-
bassy for his Majesty's use during his stay in Paris, i

Hatching of Preserved Eggs.—With reference to a reply

recently given (see p. 640) to a question as to the possibility of

hatching eggs preserved in water glass, a correspondent expresses

the opinion that in the preservation the pores of the shell are

closed and that consequently no hatching is possible. It

appears, however, from a statement in the Globe that a
Leicestershire gentlerhan preserved an egg by the water-glass

method for a year, and at the end of that time he put the egg
under a hen, and a healthy chicken was hatched.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. J. Campbell Fell has resigned the post of analyst and
works chemist to Camwal, which he has held for nearly six

years.

Mr. R. A. Cripps, F.I.C., has been reappointed Public Analyst
for the County Borough of Bournemouth for a further term of

one year.

Mr. G. A. Morris, M.P.S,, has purchased the business
previously carried on by Mr. E. J. Green, at 24, High Street,

Rochester.

Mr. J. W. Sampson, F.C.S., Ph.C, M.P.S., has purchased the
business carried on successfully by Mr. H. Alcock, M.P.S., for

the past twenty-five years, at the Cleveland Pharmacy, Bath.

Councillor J. Crosby Robson, pharmaceutical chemist, has
been appointed by the Redcar Urban Council as Educational
Manager for the schools of Coatham, Warrenby, Kirkleatham,
and Wilton.

Messrs. Slann and Davies, Brokers, 51 and 52, Fenchurch
Street, E.C., have admitted into partnership Mr. Jas. Souter
and Mr. T. J. Taplin. Mr. Taplinhas been for many years with
Messrs. Lewis and Peat, drug brokers.

Professor Edwin Ray Lanltester, M.A., LL.D., P.R.S., has
been appointed by the Board of Agriculture to be an additional

member of the departmental committee appointed on the

8th ult. to investigate experimentally and to report upon
certain questions connected with the dipping and treatment of

sheep.

Mr. George Swinnerton, who passed the "Minor " after a

course at the School of Pharmacy two years ago, has purchased
the business of the late Mr. William Litchfield, Longton, Stafis.

Mr. Swinnerton states that he will endeavour to conduct the
business on the same lines as before, and the association of

pharmacy with horticulture will be continued.

Professor W. H. Perliin, Ph.D., F.R.S., and Dr. Alexander
Scott, P.R.S., have been appointed by the Senate of the
University of London to act as Examiners in Chemistry at

Examinations above the Matriculation for the year 1903-04.

The examiners in experimental physics are Mr. C. V. Boys and
Professor Trouton ; and in botany, Professor R, W. Phillips and
Dr. D. H. Scott.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The number of deaths by poisoning reported during the seven
days ended Wednesday, May 13, 1903, was twenty :

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

Alcohol 1X
Ammonia .

Arsenic I
Carbolic Aoid 1 3
Cocaine 1

1

1
2

1

1

1

1
1

1
Weed-Killer 1

1

9 11

Alcohol.—Alcoholic poisoning, combined with excitement,,
caused the death of a man at Durham.
Ammonia.— A man at Manchester committed suicide by-

taking a quantity of liquid ammonia.
Arsenic.—A man died at Leytonstone from arsenical poisoning

from the wall paper, which was found when tested to contaia
arsenic.

Carbolic Acid.—A man at South Shields committed suicide
by taking carbolic acid. A hospital nurse died in West London-
from carbolic acid poisoning. A woman at Hackney acciden-
tally took a fatal quantity of carbolic acid in mistake for brandy.
A boy, aged 14, committed suicide at West Dulwich in circum-
stances characterised by the most deliberate premeditation.

Cocaine.—Mr. Geoffrey Whitworth, dental surgeon, Rochdale,,
died from an overdose of cocaine, accidentally taken.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man at Brentford took sixpennyworth-
of spirit of salt.

Hydrofluoric Acid.—A man committed suicide at a London-
theatre by drinking this acid, which is used there for " frost-
ing " lamps.

Laudanum.—A pedlar committed suicide at Wigan by taking:
four ounces of laudanum. A man at Jarrow committed suicide-
with the same drug.

Lead.—A coach-painter died at Birmingham from pneumonia,,
accelerated by lead poisoning. Coach-painting is not officially-

regarded as a dangerous trade, in spite of the numerous cases-
of blood-poisoning caused by it.

Nicotine.—A boy, aged fifteen, died at Tredegar, Mon., frora
nicotine poisoning set up by the habitual chewing of tobacco.

Oil of Cloves.—An old woman at Bristol died after taking
half an ounce of oil of cloves, with some oil of almonds, as a
remedy for bronchitis.

Salt of Lemon.—A woman on the Shaftesbury Estate, South-
London, committed suicide by taking salt of lemon.

Strychnine.—A doctor's housekeeper at Longton took " two
doses of strychnine," with fatal effect.

Sulphuric Acid.—A coachman at Islington committed suicide-

by drinking sulphuric acid.

Weed-Killer.—A gardener at Melford, Suffolk, died after
drinking a poisonous weed-killer.

Kind Not Stated.—An unknown woman committed suicide^

at Stoke Newington by drinking a mixture of two poisons.

Attempted Suicides.—Attempts at suicide are reported with
ammonia, belladonna, carbolic acid, laudanum, oxalic acid; and
salt of lemon.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

New Patent Applications.

PREPARATION OR MANUFACTURE OF PLANT JUICES FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES (No. 8,076 of 1£02).--M. Ritter, 4

iScbillerstrasse, Breslau, Germany. Consists in grinding fresh-

j)lucked plants and! forming same into a paste. To 250 parts of

-plants are added twenty-five parts of the ashes of the respective

-jDlants and twenty-five parts of flour made from the seeds of the

:plants. Thereafter the compound is for a time exposed to the

influence of the sun's rays, concentrated through a burning

glass. It is tlien filled with water andl exposed again and again

to the sun's rays. When this has been done the liquid is cleared

.and alcohol added thereto to keep it from decomposing. The
procedure adopted can be variously modified. By these means^

l.he medical power of the juices is rendered more permanent.

TREATMENT. OF CRUDE ALUM FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF OBTAINING ALUMINIC AND POTASSIC COM-
POUNDS (No. 8,302 of 1902).—U. Alvisi, 12, Via Carlo Alberto,

Rome, and F. Millosevioh, Regio Licco, Benevento, Italy.

Alum is dissolved in hot water. Slaked lime is added while the

solution is continually stirred. It is then allowed to settle.

The liquid is decanted and filtered. The precipitate is pressed

out by centrifugal machines, and washed in said apparatus' to

deprive it of all its sulphate of potassium. The solution is

e-vaporated, and the product filtefedi jn a heated condition, and

allowed to crystallise. The precipitate formed is treated in lead-

lined tanks with just the quantity of sulphuric acid that is neces-

sary to attack the calcium aluminate, according to the follow-

ing equation : --AUOiCaO + 4H,SO, = A1,(SO,)3 + OaSO. +
4iT20. The aluminium suliphate thus formed remains in solu-

tion, and is separated by filtration from the calcium suljjhate.

The solution is concentrated and the aluminium sulphate crystal-

iised and purified by known methods.

VAPOUR DISINFECTING APPARATUS (No. 10,714 of 1902).

—W. E. Thurslield. Gunipoldskirchen, near Vienna. Re-

lates to a formalin disinfecting apparatus, in which the ve.'sels

f*or generating steam or formalin vapour with their respective

blow-off out'ets are so arranged that the steam is completely

saturated with formalin vapour. Consists of a water boiler,

with a suitable beating burner, out of which boiler the steam

passes first into a mixing chamber and finally escapes through

.a blow-off opening. If the boiler is a vessel for the evapora-

tion of formalin. Tile parts of the boiler and of the formalin

receptatle, which are heated by the burner, are calculated to

insure a uniform evaporation of the water and formalin. The
steam and formalin vapours must mingle in the niixing-cham-

-ber before they escape through the blow-off opening. The
Jatter is provided on the top of a removable nozzle, which

.at the same time serves for filling the formalin vessel.

MANUFACTURE OF ALBUMIN (No. 10,962 of 1902).---A.

Jolles, 4, Schottenring, Vienna, Austria. The inventor's

• object is to obtain albumin in a form in which it is odourless,

tasteless, and has been decolorised, so that it is suitable for

:a nutr'tive material, either by itself or mixed with food.

Process :—Tj the blood, blood clot, a magma of blood cor-

puscles, or the erythrocyte-albumin obtained therefrom, in

its natural state I add a poison for enzymes, such as sul-

phurous acid, in very dilute solution. To the solution is

These abridgments of new patent applications and particulars of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official

sources, for the Pharmaceulical Joiinial, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
^or procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, 66, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., from whom any information on the subjects may be
oljlainrtl. Mr. Barker will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
'Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on application.

added enough alkali to ensure that the albumin, even after
the addition of hydrogen peroxide and boiling, shall remain
dissolved. The inventor considers ammonia the best alkali

for this purpose. To the alkaline solution is added hydro-

gen peroxide, and the whole is then boiled. When the de-

colorisation is judged sufficient, the alkali is neutralised by
dilute acid, and the albumin thus precipitated is filtered and
piirified, as u.«ual.

NoTK.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 16, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" PURALB," for chemical substances used in manufactures,

etc., by Blanc Suedois (Swedish Wliife), Limited, 3, Crown
Court, Old Broad Street, E.G. 253,627.

" CRANBOR," for chemical substances u^ed in manufactures,

etc., by J. Townsend, Limited, 19, Crawford Street, Port

Dundas, Glasgow. 253,644.

" CHLOROSIL " (" Chloro " disclaimed), for chemical sub-

stances used in agriculture, etc., by R. Armstrong, Saul Street

Works, Pr&ston. 252,456.

"JEYESOL" (253,052), "jeyzol" (253,053), "jeyesine"
(253,054), for chemical .substances u-sed in agriculture, etc., by

Jeyes' Sanitary Compounds Company, Limited, 64, Cannon

Street, HC.
" GARTH-HAY." for veterinary preparations, by T. Crossley,

100, Bootle Street, Preston. 253,464

" KYNOL," for a disinfectant, by W. Gregory, 31, Fore

Street, Wellington, Somerset. 253,629.

"ARVEM," for chemical substances for ufe in medicine, etc.,

by The Arvem Manufacturing Co., Gallagh, Tuam, Co. Galway.

250,023.

"RUBIRUBE" Oil label ("Ruby" disclaimed), for oils for

human use, by Hutton and Co., 5, Post Office Avenue, South-

port. 252.452.

" PENERGOL," for medicinal prej>aratiors, by J. Fye and

Son, 9, Linton Street, N. 252,481.

"JEBDEE" (252,557) and " BOOCUP " (252,800), for

chemical substances for use in medicine, etc., by J. B. Donald-

son, 2, Kempshott Road, StreatJiam.

"GRANNY MERWOOD'S" label, for chemical preparations,

for use in medicine, etc., by G. A. Bevan, 27, Milton Street,

E.C. 252,786.

"ANTHRASOl" (253,306) and " STYPTOL "' (253,307), foi

chemical substances used in medicine, etc., by Knoll and Co.,

Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine, Germany.

" MINCORICE," for liquorice, medicated lozenges, etc., by

T. White, Selby. Yorkshire. 253,431.

DEVICE of a leg enclosed in a shield for a cramp preventative,

by A. .Lamplough. 2, Finsbury Square, E.C. 253,444.

" ICAN," for chemical substances used in medicine, etc., by

H. Lavender, 41, Victoria Road, Charlton. 253,704.

" POSILINE," for perfumery, etc., by Vinolia Co., Limited,

Maiden Crescent, N.W. 252,566.

" ADONA," for toilet paste, by Clarkson and Co., 4, Fen-

church Avenue, E.C. 252,970.

Note —Opposilion to the registration of above-mentioned Trade Marks

must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 13, 1903.

Dressing for Patent Leather.

Melt wax, 22, in olive oil, 60 ; remove from the heat, and

when nearly cold mix in turpentine oil, 20, and spike lavender

oil, 10.

—

Nat. Briigg., 3 3 , 64, after Seifcnsicd.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, May 14, 1903.
Business in Drugs and Cliemicals continues exceedingly quiet

as a rule, althougii in some articles there has been a certain
anioimt of buying where an advance in value was thought not
improbable ; this especially applies to Cocaine, a rumour being
abroad that, owing to an outbreak of bubonic plague in Callao,
the €xport of the crude article might be inteiliered with.
Opium is dearer and very tirm. A veiy considerable advance
in Cream of Tartar is stated to be likely to take place, which
wiH also affect Acid Tartaric, and also probably, in a less

degree perhaps. Acid Citric. Morphine is tirm, in sjTnpathy with
the crude Drug. Quinine, after being very weak in the specu-
lative market, lias again somewhat stiffened up, in spite of

the by no means inconsiderable shipments of Cinchona Bark
from Java for the first half of the present month. We give
below some quotations:—
ACID CARBOLIC—Steady at 5^d. to 5|d. per lb. for 34-

35° C. ice crystal in large bulk packing.
ACID CITRIC-Quiet at is. Id. to Is. l^d. per lb. for

crystals in 5 cwt. barrels for spot delivery.

ACID TARTARIC—Very fimi at Is. Id. per lb. for English
for spot delivery, and Is. O^d. to Is. 0|d These prices are,
however, only nominal, in view of the position of Cream of
Tartar.

ANTIMONY.—Regulus is quoted £27 to £28 per ton, and
crude Japan (ulack Sulphide) £12 10s. to £15 10s., according
to quantity and brands.
BROMIDES—Are quiet at unchanged price, the fear of

Anieiican competition still hanging as somewhat of a pall
over the market. Our readers will do well for tihe present
to ,-;over their requirements only from hand to mouth.
CINCHONA BARK.—Shipments from Java for the half month

are advised as over 620,000 Ams-terdam lbs., a quantity per sc

in excess of what was desired or expected.

COCAINE.—The report that the bubonic plague had broken
out in Oallao has caused somewhat of a flutter. Second-hand
parcels have been ipractically cle.ired off the market, and
makers are very firm at late quotations—viz., 17s. to 17s. 6d.

psr oz. for the Hydrochlorate in 25 oz. tins, at which pric^

considerable .«ales have been effected.

COD LIVER OIL.—Best Norwegian 1902 oil is quoted from
500s. to 520s. per barrel, and 1903 oil at about same figures.

What will happen unless the position changes, of which there
apperirs to be but little po.ssibility. not to say probability,

when the consuming season recommences in the autumn it is

ditfifult to foresee or to foretell.

COPPER SULPHATE—Quiet at £20 to £21 per ton on the
spot.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Is reported likely to be much dearer
in. consequence of damage done to the vines on the Continent
by fro.'t.

GLYCERIN.—Best refined 1.260° S.Gr. quality is still quoted
£67 per ton for 5-ton lots in tins and cases.

IODIDES—^Are quiet, the Convention prices being still main-
tained, in spite of continued competition from Japan and other
outside sources.

MENTHOL—^Is firm at 24s. to 24s. 6d. per lb., according
to holder, for Kobayashi, in 1 to 5 case lots.

MORPHINE—Is firm, in sympathy with Opium, at nominally
unc'hanged price, say 4s. 3d. to 4s. 4d. per oz. for the Hydro-
chlorate powder.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil opened strong,

particularly for month oil, which advanced about 10s. ; sub-
sequently less firmness was apparent, but the feeling at ths

close was steady. London spot pipes, £23 15s. to £24; bar-
rels, £24 to £24 5s. (solely from E.I. seed about 10s. per ton
premium), month, after £24 7s. 6d. paid, closed £24 5s. ;

June-August, £23 5s. ; September-December, £22 5s. Hull
naked spot, £22 IGs. ; May-August, £22 5s.

;
September-

December, £21 53. Rape Oil steady. Ordinary Brown on
the spot barrels, £23

; June-August, £23. Englisli refined

spot, £24 5s. Ravison spot, £21; June-August. £21 naked.
Cotton Oil firm. London crude .spot. £21 10s. : June-August,
£21 10s. ; refined spot, £22 5s. to £23 15s. Hull naked re-

fined spot. £20 10s.
;
May-August. £20 12s. 6d. ; November-

April, £19. Crude spot, £19 12s. 6d. ; Mav-August, £19
12s. 6d. Olive Oil: Mogador, £31 10s. to £33. Spanish.
£32 10s. to £33 10s. ; Levant, £31 10s. to £33. Cocoanut

Oil quiet. Ceylon spot, £25 15s.; May, £23 12s. 6d. c.i.f. ;
May-June, £23 10s. c.i.f.; June-August, £23 10s. c.i.f.

Cochin spot nominally, £33; April-June, £25 7s. 6d. c.i.f.;.

August-October, £25 5s. c.i.f. Mauritius, £25 10s. Palm
Oil : Lagos on the spot, £27 10s. Turpentine firm, but slow.
American spot, 42s. 9d. to 42s. lOid. ; May, 39s. l^A.

; June,
36s. 7id. ; July-August, 35s. 6d. ; September-DecembeiS
35s. 6d. ; January -April, 36s. 3d. to 36s. 6d. Petroleum Oil
steady. Russian spot, 4^d. American spot, 5^d. to 5id.
Water White, 7id. to 7id. Roumanian spot, 4fd.
OPIUM.—Considerable sales have been made in Smyrna.,

both for America and for account of speculators in the interior,
and price has advanced 8d. to 9d. per lb., to 8s. 4d.-8s. 5d. per
lb. for current tale quale. The spring sowings are reported
to have suffered from drought, while the hot cfry wind is also-

stated to have caused serious damage, and it is believed that
the yield will now be considerably smaller than was previously-
anticipated.

PHENACETIN.—A really reliable make can be bought at
3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb., according to quantity and packing.
Less reliable qualities are being hawked round at something-
below these figures. Our reader.s ,should be careful only to buy
well-kno^^^l makes, and from a really reliable source.
POTASH PERMANGANATE.—Small ciystals in 1 cwt. kegs-

are oft'ered in ton lots at 33s. 6d. to 34s. 6d. per cwt., accord-
ing to make.
QUICKSILVER—Is very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle

from the importer.
QUININE.—In spite of the .certainly not very moderate ship-

ments for the half-month, the speculative market has becom«'
a trifle harder at ll^d. per oz. for B&S and/or Brunswick
sulphate, for 1,000-oz. lots in 100-oz. tins, and at ll^d. for
August delivery, while makers of these brands still quote
Is. l^d. per oz.

SENEGA ROOT.—Price has been advanced to 4s. per lb., at
which there are stiU sellers, although it is stated that 4s. 2tl.

per lb. has been paid.

SODA NITRATE.—Refined is quoted on spot £9 12s. 6d. per
ton, and ordinarj' £9 7s. 6d.

SULPHONAL—Can be bought of inferior make at 4s. per lb.,

while reliable makes are quoted 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per lb. At
present low figure our friends would be well advised to only
buy the very best.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's drug sales, whicih were intermediate, at which'
only fresh airivals and " with reserve " parcels are offered,

went off slowly. Cardamoms : The large total of 600 packages,
came under the hammer and met with a very fair demand,,
considering the large offerings at full prices for good and
fine, and at Id. per lb. decline for the lower grades, fine bold
Ceylon Mysores selling at 3s. to 3s. Id., good mediums at

Is. 6d. to 2s. ; other grades from 95d. to Is. ; seeds were in

good demand at Is. 3d. Rhubarb, medium flat, high dried,

sold at 8d. per lb. ; bold flat Canton at Is. 7d. Ipecacuanha i

Rio was slow of sale at 5s. 6d. to 5s. 9d.
;

Carthagena
realised a marked advance, and sold up to 4s. 9d. per lb.

Jalap : 20 bags sold without reserve at 5d. to 5^d. per lb.

Gentian; 60 bags sold at from 17s. 6d. to 18s. per cwt. gross-

for nctt. Buchu Leaves : 32 ibales rounds, newly arrived,,

were offered, but with slow demand, only a few bales selling,

at Is. per lb. for good green, and at lid. for slightly yel-

lowish. Areca Nuts sold at from 14s. to 14s. ^d. per cwt.
for sligihtly wonny. Calumba Root : Good sorts, but slightly

wormy, sold at 19s. per cwt. Gum Benzoin : Low seconds.

Sumatra sold at 90s. to 92s. 6d. per cwt.
;
good seconds ditto

realising up to £6 5s. Dragons' Blood : Good bright seedy
lump sold at £8 per cwt., good reboiled Uuiip being held for

£9. G..miboge tended lower, good bright sottish Siam mixed
with Saigon selling at £12 5s. to £12 10s. per cwt. Balsam
Tolu was slow of sale, 19 cases realising Is. per lb. for goad
to lid. for di'ossy. Cassia Fistula was cheaper at 30s. to-

31s. per cwt. Jamaica Honey in barrels sold at 18s. to.

22s. 5d. per cwt. Mu«k : Dampish thick-skinned Tonquin
pods sold at 35s. per oz. Coca Leaves : Good green Ceylon
sold at Is. per lb. ; brown at from 3fd. to 6d. As a matter
of fact, very many of the lots offered failed to elicit bids..
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MONTHLY MEETING OF COUNCIL.

Wednesday, May 6, 1903, at 67, Lower Mount Street, Dublin,

the President, Mr. George Beggs, in the chair.

The Late Mr. George Howel Grindley.

The President, after referring in feeling tei'ins to the loss

sustained by the death of Mr. Grindley, moved the following

resolution :
—

" The members of tlie Council having heard with deep
regret of the death of their old and esteemed colleague,

George Howel Grindley, who for twenty-two or twenty-
three years was a member of the Council, and for five years

of that time its Honorary Treasurer, desire to place on
record their appreciation of the valuable ser\'ices rendered
by him to the Society during the twenty-seven years that

he was a member of it, and also of his extreme courtesy

and fidelity to the trust reposed in him by his brother
pharmacists and registered druggists ; and to express to

his vridow and children their sincere sympathy with them
in their irreparable loss."

The Vice-President seconded the resolution, and after Mr.

"Wells had spoken in support it was adopted unanimously.

A letter was read from Mr. Howel T. Grindley, son of jSIr.

Cleorge Grindley, conveying the thanks of Mr. Grindley's widow
and children for expressions of sympathy with them in their

bereavement.

The Botany Lectuffership.

A letter was read from Dr. J. N. Laird, stating that as

lie was about to leave Ireland, he had,' with the permission

of the President, arranged with his brother, Mr. Arthur H.

Laird, who was a First Honour man in Natural Science of

'Trinity College, Dublin, to take charge of the botany class

in the Society's school, pending the appointment of his suc-

cessor.

The President said he had appointed Mr. A. Laird tempor-

arily on finding that Dr. Laird had to start at once for

Xiiverpool. He proposed that they retain the sendees of Mr.

Arthur Laird for the remainder of the session.

Mr. Wells seconded the motion, which was unanimously

-agreed to.

Examinations.

Reports of the Examiners showed that at the recent April

-examinations twenty-nine candidates offered for the licence, of

whom eleven passed ; seven registered druggist candidates

offered, of whom four passed ; three pharmaceutical assistants,

of whom two passed ; and twenty-four at the Preliminary

Examination, of whom thirteen passed.

The President moved that the following clause be added to

the Regulations dealing with the Preliminary Examination :
—

" No candidate shall be adjudged to have passed in any
language who does not exhibit a competent knowledge of

grammar."

He proposad to add this clause to the following, which already

•exists in the Regulations:—
"No candidate vvdll be allowed to pass should he not

obtain 20 per cent, in each of the other compulsory sub-

jects; in awarding marks, spelling and the quality of the

handwriting are taken into account."

'By adopting his proposal the Council would conform to the

suggestions of the Privy Council.

The motion was seconded and unanimously agreed to.

Mr. J. Michie was re-elected Examiner for the Practical

Pharmacy Division of the Licence Examination.

Several reports were dealt with and other business disposed

of.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS-

ASSOCIATION,

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, May 6, 1903, at the Star and Garter, Wolver-

hampton, Mr. F. A. WiLLCOCK in the chair.

Mr. Gibson gave a paper entitled

Extracts from ' Gerard's Herbal,' Dated 1597.

Mr. Gibson stated that some time ago he found in a second-

hand bookshop an old book, entitled ' Gerard's Herbal,' with
date 1597, and) thought he would like to read it, and so bought
it, but time did not permit him to make much use of it except

at odd moments, but he was very much interested in what he
did read, and when asked to give a paper to the Association, he
thoughti a few extracts from it miglit interest the members, but
found a great difficulty in picking and choosing out of some
1,700 pages;- The work is dedicated to "the Right Hon. Sir

William Cecil, Kt. and Baron of Burghley, Master of Court of

Wards and Liveries, Chan, of the University of Cambridge,
Knight of the Garter, Privy Councillor, and Lord High Treasurer

of England," under whom Gerard seems to have served some
years as a sort of curator of his lordship's garden, and to
have acclimatised a number of foreign plants, etc. After the

dedication follow letters of commendation in Latin andi Eng-
lish from many no doubt eminent men, including one from
St. Bredwell, a physician, in which he finishes up by quoting-

Hippocrates :
" The art of physic truly excelleth all aits, how be

it thi'ough the ignorance partly of those that exercise it and
partly of those that judge rashly of physicians it is accounted
of all arts the most inferior." Also, the letter speaks of

chemisti-y in the same strain. He then advocates the erection of

a laboratoiy by the sweet gardisn of flourishing simples. -

In a preface we read "That God of infinite goodness and
bounty hath by the medium of plants bestowed almost all

food, clothing, and medicine upon man, and also we owe
(for the most part) our houses, shipping, and infinite other

thing.?, though some of them have run through divers shape,

as this paper whereon I -write, that first from seed becomes
flax, then after much vexation thread, then cloth, yet un-

willing so to forsake the seivice of man for which God had
created it, again it comes (as I may term it) to the hammer,
from whence it takes a more noble form and aptitude, to be

employed to sacred, civil, foreign, and domestic uses." The
author then goes oil to say that he -wdll acquaint the courteous

reader from what fountain this knowledge may be dra-«'n, by

showing what authors have delivered to us the history of

plants and after what manner they have done it. He men-

tions Solomon, who certainly would not have meddled with the

subject if he, in his wisdom, had not known it worthy himself

and exceeding fitting. About some 200 years ago—this is 1433

—learning began again to flourish, divers began to loathe and

leave the confused and barbarous writings of the middle times

and go back to the ancients. One of the first was Hermolaus

Barbaras, Patriarch of Aquileia, who translated Dioscorides and

wrote a commentary on him in five books. After him came

Marcellus Virgilius, Sec. to the State of Florence. About
this time John Ruellius, a French physician, translated

Dioscorides into Latin. The Germans began also at this lime,

one of them, Otho Brunfelsius, wrote a work in three parts,

printed in 1630. Next to him came Hieronymus Rufus, who
wrote chiefly of plants growing in Germany. After mentioning

several mor« authors, we come to Mr. John Gerard, bom 1546,

in Cheshire, from whence he went to London, and betook him-

self to surgeiy, of which worthy profession he became a master.

He died in 1607, ten years after publishing this work, which is

divided into three books, the first dealing with grasses, rushes.
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bulbs, or onions, rooted plants, described in 118 chapters, 'ine

second book contains the description, place, times, names, nature

and virtues of all sorts of herbs for meat, medicine, or sweet

scullery use, and has 531 chapters. The third book treats of

trees, shrubs, rushes, fruit trees, rosins, gums, roses, heath,

mosses, and some Indian plants and other rare plants not men-

tioned! in the first book, mushrooms, etc., in 171 chapters and

an appendix of thirty chapters.

Of the sugar cane he learns " that the reeds, when
newly gathered, are cut in small pieces and put

into a trough made out of one whole tree, wherein

they put a great stone like a millstone,^ to which they

tie a horse, which draweth it round and so crush and

grind the canes as we do the bark of trees for tanning, but in

some places they use a great wheel wherein slaves do treat!) and

walk, whilst some turn the wheel with water. The canes, after

being brought into powder, are put into cauldrons with a little

water, which they boil until there is no more sweetness left in

the canes. They then strain through mats, boil unto the con-

sistence of honey, which, when cold, is like unto sand in appear-

ance, and ao is can-ied to all parts of Europe, where it is purged

and refined to that whiteness which we see."

Of ginger he .says " it is most impatient of the coldness of our

northern regions, for he had brought some from the West Indies,

and it has given forth green leaves in the summer, but at the

first frost it perished."

In the chapter on lilies, he says " there is a lily which Ovid

calls Hyacinthus, from the boy Hyacinthus, of whose blood he

feigngth that this flower sprang when he perished as he was
playing with Apollo, for whose sake Apollo did print certain

letters and notes of his mourning." He speaks of henbane and
how mountebank tooth drawers do pretend to get a worm from
the tooth by steaming the mouth with the seed. He praisej

the rose for its beauty, virtues, fragrant odoriferous smell, and
because it is the honour and ornament of the English sceptre.

It is reported that the Turks can by no means endure to see

the leaves of the rose fall to the ground, because some of them
have dreamed that the first or most ancient rose did spring out
of the blood of Venus, and others of the Mahomedans say it

sprang from the sweat of Mahomet.
A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Gibson was proposed by Mr.

S. Phillips, seconded by Mr. Godsell, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Gibson suitably replied.

An interesting discussion took place on the Council election,

and it was decided to leave the matter open.

The President drew the members' attention to the annual ex-

cursion, which takes place July 23.

EXETER ASSOCIATION OF CHEMISTS AND
DRUGGISTS.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Tuesday, May 12, 1903, Mr. E. Lemmon in the chair.

Letters to Members of Parliament.

Mr. H. Wifpell Gadd reported that in accordance with the
resolution of the previous meeting, he had written to the mem-
bers of Parliament for the county, asking their support to the
Pharmacy Bill, and drawing their attention to the
anomalous state of the law. He had received replies from Sir
Wm. Walrond, Sir Edgar Vincent, Mr. P. B. Mildmay, Mr. C.
Seale Hayne, Mr. F. L. Barratt, and Mr. H. E. Kearley, who
generally promised to give the matter their careful consideration.
Sir Wm. Walrond expressed hi-s willingness to see Mr. Gadd at
the House of Commons. He also wrote :

" I should think it very
doubtful if Mr. Lough would find time to proceed with his Bill

unless it is an unopposed measure." Sir Edgar Vincent wrote : —

" I quite agree as to the importance of the subject, and you may
be assured it shall have my best attention." Mr. F. L. Barratt

wrote that he had already had an interview with the representa-

tives of the Torquay Chemists' Association on the subject.

The Chairman said he had also spoken to Mr. Lambert, M.P.,
on the subject, and Mr. Rowsell stated that he had written Mr.
J. W. Spear, M.P., who replied:

—"I approve of the steps

being taken to amend the Act, but I do object to difficulties being-

put in the way of agriculturists in getting sheep-dips."

The Ho.v. Secketaet stated that he had drawn up a lengthy

list of proprietors who should be approached with the view to

their articles being placed on the P.A.T.A. list. The list now
awaited a meeting of the Grocers' Association for its confirma-

tion.

Annual Report.

Mr. H. WiPPELL Gadd presented his annual report:—The

J ear had been exceptionally busy, the members having met nine

times. Amongst the subjects discussed had been that of phar-

maceutical education, which was debated at meetings held in

April and June last, and at a conference with the Principal of

the Royal Albert Memorial College.- The report detailed the

progress of the Association in other respects.

The Hon. Treasurer (Mr. J. W. Lake) presented the state-

ment of accounts, which showed a small balance in hand.

The report and accounts were adoj^ted.

Election of Officers.

The Chaikiian moved the election of Mr. F. W. Vinden as

President for the ensuing year, this being seconded by !Mr.

J. W. Lake, and carried unanimously.—Mr. Vinden having
taken the chair, thanked the members, and proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Lemmon for the able way in which he had carried

out the duties of President during the illness of Mr. Stocker.

He also proposed that a votei of thanks be also accorded Mr.
Stocker for the services he had rendered, together with a vote

of s}-mpathy with him in his illness, and an expression of hope
that he would speedily recover.

Mr. Rowsell seconded, and the resolution was carried

unanimously.

Mr. H. Wippell Gadd was re-elected Hon. Secretary, Mr.

J. W. Lake Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. C. R. M. Clapp Hon.
Solicitor, and those gentlemen were heartily thanked for their

past services.

On the proposition of the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Gadd,
Mr. Stocker was appointed Vice-President for the ensuing year.

The P.A.T.A.

The Hon. Secretary reported the receipt of a letter from the

Executive of the P.A.T.A., suggesting that a canvass should be

made of non-members with the view to their joining the

P.A.T.A. The matter was left in the hands of Mr. Gadd and

the Local Secretary of the P.A.T.A. (Mr. Rowsell).

DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

LAST MEETING OF THE SESSION.

Monday, May 11, 1903, Mr. R. Gledhill, President, in the

chair. A letter was received from Mr. G. Walker (Cleck-

heaton) resigning membership of the Association, giving as his

rea-'on that he was unable to attend the meetings. The letter

was allowed to lie on the table, and the President promiised to

see Mr. Walker with a view to inducing him to withdraw the

resignation. A brief report of the meeting of the West Riding

Federation was given by the' Skcretary, Mr. G. Walker.

Allusion was made to the Report of the Committee on Poisons,

and it was stated that the Chambers of Commerce in the dis-

trict were being approached on the matter.
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, May 7, 1903. The Chairman announced that the

Council had awarded the LongstaSe Medal to Dr. J. W. Pope,

for his paper on " Stereo-isomeric Comi^ounds of Elements other

than Carbon."

The chief papers of the evening were two by Dr. T. M.
liOWBY, on " /3-bromonitrooamphor and /3-bromocamphoryl-

oxime. The Influence of Impurities in Conditioning Dynamic
Isomerism," and oh " The Spontaneous Decomposition of

Nitrocamphor."

The first paper dealt mainly with the influence of traces of

acid or alkali in afiecting the rotatory power of the solution.

The change of rotatory power was due to the catalytic action of

tA\e impurity in bringing about iso-dynamic changes within

the molecules. These changes were retarded if not entirely

-arrested when the solutions were perfectly neutral and kept

:away from light.

The second paper treated of the polymerisation of nitro-

camphor with elimination of water and nitrogen. This reaction

was brought about by the impurity of the nitrocamphor under

observation, pseudo - nitrocamphor being present in small

«,mount. The change continued until an equilibrium was
eventually established between the pseudo and the true nitro-

oamphors.

A rather animated discussion followed, in which Drs. Lap-

"WORTH, FoRSTER, and JowETT took pUrt.

Dr. LowRY showed a new and ingenious form of potash bulb

"upon the efiiciency of which he commented most favourably.

A paper by Mr. E. G. Hill, on " The Active Constituents of

J3utea frondosa," was taken as read, on account of the length of

trhe previous proceedings.

5T0CKP0RT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

"Wednesday, May 6, 1903, at the_ County Restaurant, Stock-

port, Mr. Dodge in the chair.

Mr. Obton read a paper on " The Advantages of Member-

ship of the Pharmaceutical Society."

Mr. Roberts, M.P.S. (dlispenser at the Stockport Infirmary],

proposed the following resolution, which was carried unani-

mously:—" That this Association request the borough members

to support the Amendment to the Pharmacy Bill, proposed by

the Public Disi>ensers' Association, in the House of Commons,

and that a copy of this resolution should be sent to the Council

of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain."

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

LECTURE BY PROFESSOR DEWAR.

Thursday, May 7, 1903.

In the course of a lecture on hydrogen at the Royal Institu-

Idon, on the

Manipulation of Liquid Gases,

Profe.ssor Dewar employed, for the first time in public, a new
device which represents an important imi:)rovement in the

manipulation of liquid gases, and will, he anticipates, soon be

adopted in other low-teniperature laboratories. Its purpose is

the transference of such liquids, in particular of liquid hydro-

gen, from one vessel to another without lo^s by volatilisation.

It is a development of the Dewar vacuum-vessels, and consists

essentially of a vacuum-jacketed conduit, a narrow tube, which

actually conveys the liquid, being enclosed in a larger tube, and
the intervening space exhausted of air. This double tube is

bent into a U-shape, and one end of it passes through an india-

rubber stopper in the vessel from which the liquid is to be drawn
off. So long as this end of the tube is above the level of the

liquid nothing issues from the orifice except a little hydrogen

vapour, but if it is lowered into the liquid the evaporation of the

hydrogen in the vessel affords sufficient pressure to force the

liquid out along the tube, the flow being immediately

stopped when the tube is lifted again. For the first time in

this country, also. Professor Dewar, by the aid of liquid hydro-

gen, showed fluorine liquefied and solidified, the element being

seen fir.st as a colourless gas, then as a yellow liquid, and finally

as a whitish solid.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.
{SOUTH LONDON BRANCH.)

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, May 13, 1903, at the Horns, Kennington, Mr.

F. W. Trumax in the chair. There was a good attendance.

The Pharmacy Bill.

The C'h.urman said the first business of the meeting was the

consideration of the Pharmacy Acts Amendment Bill. There

was not much probability of its passing this year
;
but, in the

meantime, it was well for chemists to be prepai'ed. He referred

to the recent interview between South London chemists and

Mr. Bailey. M.P.. ar.d said that on most points they were suc-

cessful in convincing Mr. Bailey that the Bill was a reasonable

one, but in regard to Clause 7 Mi-. Bailey, as a director of

several companies, was strongly ojjposed to it, and stated that,

in his opinion, it would wreck the Bill in the House of Com-

mons. He (the Chairman) thought therefore tliat it would be

well to aj)proach the Pharmaceutical Society and endeavoair to

get Clause 7 either amended or deleted. If that were done he

believed the Bill would pass through the House of Commons
easily and without oiiposition.

Mr. Wilson thought the Bill was a fairly decent give-and-

take measure ; but, in his opinion, it did not sufficiently uphold

the professional status of chemists, and he believed a much

better Bill could be introduced if the present Bill did not

become law.

Mr. Betty said that if Clause 7 were deleted and the Bill

passed, it seemed to him that chemists would be in a worse

position than at present, because it would give limited com-

panies a status under the Pharmacy Act which they do not

now possess.

Mr. White, referring to a letter wnich has been sent to

members of Parliament and to a recent advertisement issued

by a limited company, said that he thought the chemists whose

names appeared in that advertisement ought to petition that

the letter be withdrawn or they would withdraw their names

from the list of employees of the company.

Mr. Glew felt that chemists ought to be represented in Par-

liament by a pharmacist.

Mr. R. H. Jones said he had hopes that the President of

their Association—Mr. Idris—would be elected for East St.

Pancras at the next election. With regard to the Pharmacy

Bill, he thought there was rather too much crying for the

moon on the part of chemists. If they would study the his-

tory of past attempts to secure pharmaceutical legislation,

they would find in the Bill a great deal that no one could

reasonably expect Parliament to sanction. If the present Bill

were passed . it would greatly enhance the value of personal

qualification, and the inunediate result would be that assistants'
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salaries would increase. Those who emploved assistaivts would

not, perhaps, appreciate that ; but it would be a great adv^an-

tage to chemists who ran their business single-handed, because

it would make it more difficult for companies to can-y on the

business. With regard to Clause 7, they must not only look

at it from their own point of \'iew, but also from the point of

view of the public.

Mr. Obeex, after further discussion, proposed that the

Association support the 'Pharmacy Acts Amendment Bill as it

stands.

Mr. Upfill seconded the motion.

Mr. J. W. DotrGi,.\s proposed, as an amendment, that

Clause 7 be amended or deleted.

Mr. PowELi. seconded the amendment.
On being put to the vote, the amendment was lost, and the

original motion was then put and carried.

Report of the Committee on Poisons.

The Chairman then introduced the subject of the report of

the Departmental Committee on Poisons, speaking in apprecia-

tive terms of the minority report of Mr. AValter Hills. He also

read extracts from a pamphlet issued by the Pharmaceutical

Society, "Reasons for Disagreeing with the Report of the Privy

Council Committee on Poisons," and said the reasons given were

practically unanswerable.

Mr. White, in a forcible speech, condemned the majority

report, and supported the minority report, and he proposed the

following :
—

" That the Poisons Committee report Ls strongly con-
demned by this meeting, and that the minority report is

one very well worth upholding."

Mr. Wilson seconded, and the motion was carried unani-

mously.

Shops (Etfrly Closing) Bills.

The Chairman then referred to the Early Closing Bills

brought in by Lord Avebuiy and Sir Charles Dilke, and after

some discussion,

Mr. Bettt moved that the meeting support Lord Avebury's
Bill.

This was seconded, but Mr. Wilson moved an amendment
on the ground that if he were compelledl to close his shop at

seven o'clock in the evening it would ruin his business.

Mr. White seconded, and said that one-half of his business

was done between the hours of nine and eleven p.m., inasmuch
as his shop was in the midst of a working-class population, who
did not arrive home from work until after eight o'clock.

On the amendment being put, it was carried' by -eleven to
seven votes.

The P.A.T.A. Convention.

The Chairman moved the following :—
"That this meeting recanimends the members of asso-

ciations represented at the P.A.T.A. Convention, ' to refrain
from exhibiting for sale unprotected and luiprofitable
articles, or any advertising matter connected with them,
and that they should take every legitimate means of dis-
couraging the sale of such articles.'"

Mr. Green secondedl th« motion.

Mr. Douglas said that in his opinion the P.A.T.A. had been
a splendid thing for drug stores, as it had helped largely to
keep them alive.

Eventually the motion was put and carried, and it was stated
that postcard's from 250 South London chemists had been re-
ceived supporting the motion.

Several new members were then proposed, and afterwards
Mr. Glew showed a small quantity of radium and described

its properties, illustrating his remarks by means of an X-ray
screen.

OXFORD AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Tuesday, May 12, 1903, at the Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford,

Mr. G. C. Deuce, M.A., President, in the chair. Mr. Thorpe,

of Woodstock, was unanimously elected a member of the-

Association.

The Secretaey reported that three replies had been received)

in reply to the letter addressed to the University, city, and
county members by the Association respecting the report of the-

" Poisons Committee," all of which were in sympathy with the

chemist. It was decided not to approach the members at

present on the subject of the Pharmacy Bill.

The next meeting will be on October 13.

TORQUAY CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Wednesday, May 6, 1903, at the Pavilion Hotel, Torquay,

Mr. Knight in the chair.

Mr. Knight gave a brief outline of the business transacted

by the Association during the past year, and congratulate<f

members upon the good work accomplished.

Mr. Horner proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Knight
for the genial and efficient manner in which he had discharged

the duties of Chairman.

This was seconded by Mr. Bourne, and carried amidst
applause.

Mr. Knight returned thanks.

Election of Officers.

Mr. Fowler proposed the election of Mr. Newlyn as Presi-

dent for the ensuing year.

This was seconded by Mr. Young, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Newlyn thanked the members for the hoaour conferred

upon Km.
Air. Rawling was elected Vice-President.

Mr. Horner (Hon. Treasurer) presented a statement of

accounts for the past year, showing a balance in hand, and
also stated that every chemist in Torquay was a member of the

Association.

Mr. Horner was heartily thanked for his services.

Mr. Bourne was elected Hon. Treasurer.

Mr. Young was thanked for his work as Hon. Secretary, and
was re-elected.

The Hon. Secretary reported that he had made satisfactory-

arrangements in several cases of underselling of P.A.T.A. goods

by grocers. Mr. March had efifectually quashed a suggestion

that the Torquay Chamber of Commerce should support the

alteration of laws relating to sale of poisons for agricultural

and horticultural purposes.

Mr. March was cordially thanked for his successful efforts.

The Hon. Secretary was desired to endeavour to organise a
dinner, and, if possible, obtain the presence of Mr. Bremridge

or some representative of the Pharmaceutical Society at the

function.

THAMES VALLEYDISTRICTCHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, May 13, 1903. The Association considered the

confirmation of rules and the Pharmacy Bill. A Committee of

Management was also elected. A fuller report of the proceed-

ings is unavoidably deferred till next week's issue.

On the propo'Sitioii of Mr. Bettv, it was resolved that the:

Association should support in its entirety the Shops Early

Closing Bill, introduced by Lord Avebury. The Chaikmant

considered the Bill a very useful measure.
" Success to the Association " was carried with acclamation,

and the proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readera will be published in this column aa
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formults
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Mixture (T. J. E.—39/5).—You may expect to get a precipi-
tate containing bismuth and magnesium carbonates.

Trade Mark (D. K. M.—89/6).—You must apply to the Comp-
troller of the Trade Marks branch of the Patent Office, 25,
SDuthampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

London Catalogue (H. E. C—88/31).—The ninth edition is,

we believe, the latest. It was published by George Bell and
Sons, 4, York Street, Covent Garden, London, in 1895, at la.

Sugar Bleach (A. P. C—89/3).—It is probably a solution of

calcium sulphite in sulphurous acid, known commercially as
bisulphite of lime, but if you wish to know more definitely

you should subject the solution to analysis.

Typewriter Inks (A. E. D.—89/1].—They are usually prac-
tically the same a,'i the inks used for rubber stamps, equal parts
of glycerin and the strongest alcohol being used as solvents
for suitable aniline colours. We do not know that there is any
satisfactory substri.ate for the glycerin.

Labels (P. A.—88/35).—As you will see by referring to the
article at page 687, the Board of Inland Revenue does not,
apparently, intend to discontinue the practice of indicating
whether labels submitted to them are " liable " or "not liable

"

to duty. In case A doubt, therefore, you will find it safer to
submit your labels to the Board.

India-Rubber (TI. C. A. G.—88/32).—We are unable to advise
you how old rubb r can be worked up again, but you will find
descriptions of p;'ocesses for the regeneration of vulcanised
rubber in Seeligmann's ' India-Rubber and Gutta Peroha ' (Scott,

Greenwood and C )., 12s. 6d. net). We do not know of any book
which would help a novice to make rubber tubes.

Opodeldoc lodatum (J. H. C—89/2).—The formula in the
Swiss Pharmacopieia is as follows:

—

Lard or butter 50 parts.

Alcohol,

Solution of caustic soda (30 per cent.), of

each 25 parts.

Saponify in a flask over a water-bath, then dissolve in—
Alcohol SCO parts.

Add—
Sodium iodide,

Water of each 50 parts.

Oil of lemon 10 parts.

Finally, mix and filter the product.

MARRIAGE.

Gibson—Burke —On Thursday, May 7, 1903, at Hexham,
St. Mary's Catholic Church, by the Very Rev. .Canon Cooke,
John Gibson, PCS., of Messrs. Gibson and Son, chemists,
Hexham, to Ellen Clara, elder daughter of the late P. J.

Burke, of Rangoon, Burma. At home, Roseneath Cottage,
Hexham, June 2 and 3. No cards.

DEATHS.

Bailey.—Recently, Wm. Bailey, Chemist and Druggist, Rail-
way Road, King's Lynn. Deceased, who commenced life in a
humble way as porter at the Lynn and West Norfolk Hospital,
filled the post of dispenser at that institution for nine years,

and thirty-three j ears ago he established himself in business as

a chemist and druggist at King's Lynn.

Birkett.—Friday, May 8, 1903, at Westbourne Rectory, Sussex,
Edmund Lloyd Birkett, M.D. Camb., F.R.C.P., Lond. Aged 89.

Dr. Birkett in 1874 adapted A. T. Tliomson's well-known Con-
spectus of the Pharmacopoeias of London, Edinburgh, and
Dublin.

Green.—On Monday, May 4, 1903, John Green, Pharma-
ceutical Chemist, Deal. Aged 71. Mr. Green was a life

member of the Pharmaceutical Society, and had been a member
since 1863. The cause of death was heart disease, following
pneumonia.

Hindle.—On May 7, 1903, James Hindle, Chemist and Druggist,
Wirksworth. Aged 70. Mr. Hindle, who was also a dealer in

cattle food and an insurance agent, was the oldest retired non-
commissioned officer—quarter-master-sergeant—in the Derby-
shire Volunteer Battalion, and had received the long service

medal. His death was caused by being thrown from a conveyance,

Hoff.—On Friday, May 8, 1903, suddenly, in the City of

London, Leopold Hofi, founder of HoS's Malt Extract
Company, Limited. Professor HoS was found dead in his office

by a clerk. Death is believed to be due to sudden failure of the

heart.

Loverock.—On Saturday, May 9, 1903, Henry Loveroek,

Chemist and Druggist, Stourbridge. Aged 75.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

City of Birmingham.—Repoet of the Public Analyst
FOR THE Year 1902. By J. P. Livebseege, F.I.C., Ph.C.

From the Publishers.

TransACTIONS of the Grant Medical Society op Bombay,
from February, 1902, to March, 1903. Prom the Publishers.

The Photo-Miniature. Vol. IV.. No. 48. March, 1903.

Commercial Photography. Pp. 561-612. Price 6d. London:
Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd. March, 1903.

The Pocket Therapist. By Thomas Stretch Dowse,
M.D.Abd., F.R.C.P.Ed. Third Edition. Revised and enlarged.

Pp. 397., Price 6s. 6d. net. Interleaved, price 83. 6d. net.

Bristol : J. Wright and Co. 1903. From the Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All CoMiinNiCATioNS fob the ' Phaemaceutioal JonHNAL ' must bB

addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, i(

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, it specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must ba

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.
Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, othervfise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned it not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Sbaa-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and FoRMULiE should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters aaeo

to commence generic but not specific names.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Lord Avebury,

Messrs. Bartlett, Betty, Bird, Bott, Clarke, Coleman, CoUishaw, Corte,

CuUwick, Davey, Deed, Dolbear, Dudderidge, Evans, Ewell, Fell, FerraU,

Gower,Goyne-Stevens, Green, Harlow, Hooper, Horton, Kirkby, Macfarlan,

Mei'son, Morgan, Morris, Mumbray, Napier, Orton, Pine, Quant, Sharraan,

Stokoe, Swinnerton, Thomas, Wardleworth, Waters, White, Whitworth,

Williams,
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK.

Changes in Plant Constituents During Germination.

Two papers on this subject appear in the same journal, and

tlie same general result is obtained that when seeds are germi-

nated in solutions containing no phosphorus, the stored organic

sources of phosphorus become changed in part into inorganic

phosphates. L. Iwanow, working with seeds of Vicia saliva,

grown in the dark, found that the inorganic phosphates in-

crease rapidly in amount till at the end of a month they formed

more than 90 per cent, of the total phosphoru.s-containing sub-

stances. His evidence tends to show that tnis gain is at the

expense of phosphoru-s-containing proteids and other insoluble

bodies, and that the lecithin practically remains unchanged.

This result is criticised by W. Zaleski, and is attributed to

irregular conditions caused by keeping the seedlings so long

in the dark. In the wuse of Lupinus angustifolius Zaleski

fouiid that in the stem no diminution of proteid, phosphorus,

or lecithin takes place, but such does occur in the cotyledons,

so that the increase of phosphates in the stem is due to changes

which are wrought in the cotyledons,—7?cr!cA<f dn- rleutschen

hot. Gesellschaft, 20, 366 and 426.

Proteolytic Enzymes in Plants.

Vines records a number of new facts relating to the distribu-

tion of proteolytic enzymes and of tryptophane in plants. He

proves that the juices or tissues of the most widely different

plants so act on certain proteids, whether contained in them or

added to them, as to give rise to a substance giving a reaction

similar to that of tryptophane with chlorine water. Trypto-

phane itself has not indeed been definitely isolated, but strong

presumptive evidence is adduced which justifies the assump-

tion that the substance in question is actually tryptophane.

Vines has demonstrated the presence of a proteolytic enzyme in

a number of different natural orders of the Phanerogams, and

also in the Fungi and Pteridopbyta. He is confident that it

will also be discovered in the Bryophyta and the Algse. Though

in some cases, such as the melon and the mushroom, the

enzyme may be regarded as a vegetable trypsin, this view cannot

be extended to others. In foliage-leaves, stems, and roots, the

enzyme seems to correspond with " erepsin," an enzyme formed

in the mucous membrane of the small ntestine, which

actively proteolyses peptone and casein, but does not act upon

the higher proteids. The protease generally associated with

depositories of proteid nutriment such as seeds, fruits, and

bulbs seems to be a trypsin. Vines' observations have been

taken during the period between August and November only :

investigation of leaves at different times of the year would

probably yield much additional information. The most in-

teresting point which has been brought out is that the proteases

are now brought into line with the enzymes concerned with the

carbohydrate metabolism of the plant. The proteolytic enzyme,

like diastase, is everywhere present, and just as diastase facili-

tates the transference of temporarily deposited starch, so the

proteolytic enzyme renders possible the distribution of the

elaborated proteids. The peculiarity of " insectivorous " plants

is now limited to this—that their enzyme is poured out at the

surface, so that it digests proteids supplied from without by

the captured insects, whereas in ordinary plants the enzyme is

retained within the tissue to digest the proteids that are there

totvaei.—Annals of Botany, 17, 65.

Vol. 70. (Foubth Sebiks. Vol. 16.) No. 1717.

Chemical Products of Bacillus Coli and B. Lactis Aerogenes.

L. F. Rettger has studied the decomposition products pro-

duced by these two organisms when grown on a medium
composed of infusion of meat with coagulated egg-white,

incubated anaerobically in hydrogen. After two or three

weeks the following products were found in cultures of

Bacilliis coli : a large quantity of indol, much sulphuretted

hydrogen, mercaptans, leucin and tyrosin, together with

phenol compounds and skatol - carboxylic acid, buc no

albumose, peptone, oadaverin, or putrescine. After three or

four weeks decomposition had proceeded further, and only

indol, leucin and tyrosin remained unattacked, the other pro-

ducts having been decomposed with the formation of water,

carbon dioxide, marsh gas, etc. The Bacillus lactis aerogenes

proved to be much less active than the Bacillus coli, a period

of three or four times as long being required by the former to

bring about the same amount of decomposition as that needed

by the latter.

—

Amer. Journ. of Physiol., viii., 4, 284.

Lecithin.

Owing to the difficulty in preparing substances of the

lecithin group and their comparatively high price many
commercial samples are more or less impure. Lecithin should

be soluble in its own weight of absolute alcohol or chloroform a

property which may be utilised for the detection of proteids,

phosphates, and glycerophosphates, these being insoluble in the

two fluids mentioned (a previous statement of Moreau was to

the effect that lecithin should be soluble in four times its

weight of warm chloroform.

—

Tide P.J. [4], 15, 653). The
most important test is, however, the determination of the

relative proportions of phosphorus and nitrogen. The former

occurs to the extent of 3-80-3-90, according to the source of the

lecithin, and the latter about 1-72 per cent. Pure lecithin con

tains the two elements mentioned in quantities proportional to

their atomic weights, i.e., as 31 : 14, or in the ratio J| = 2-21.

Any departure from this proportion indicates impurity. The
phosphorus may be determined in the ash as pyrophosphate of

magnesium and the nitrogen by Kjeldahl's method on the

original substance.

—

Journ. de Pharm. et de Chim., through

Schtv. Woch.fUr Cheni. u. Pharm., 1903, 93.

Hyper pyrexia and Coagulation of Cell Globulin.

When the body temperature rises above 106° or 107° F., and re-

mains at this for any length of time death ensues, the condition

being known ashyper-pyrexia. The cause of death has been disputed

but W. D. Halliburton and F. W. Mott suggest that it is due to

the coagulation of one of the proteids, cell globulin, of the cells

of the nerve centres. It has been shown by Marinesco that a

temperature of 117° F. is immediately fatal to mammals, and
this is the coagulation temperature of neuro-globulin. Such a

temperature is, of course, unknown in man even in hyper-

pyrexia, and Halliburton and Mott surmised that the proteid in

question would coagulate at a lower temperature if it were kept

at that temperature a sufficient length of time.' This proved

correct, and it was found that if neuro-globulin were heated for

an hour or two it coagulated at 108° F., but not below

this. This temperature, it will be seen, coincides almost with

the dangerous temperature. It is a little high, perhaps, but it

has to be remembered that the temperature as ordinarily taken

in the axilla or mouth is a degree or two below that of the

internal blood, and therefore of the nerve centre. Halliburton

and Mott conclude, therefore, that the physico-chemical cause

of death from hyper-pyrexia is due to the coagulation of the

cell globulin of the nerve centres, and perhaps of other cells of

the body.

—

Archives of Neurology, Vol. II.

A
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Crystalline Zinc and Cadmium Sulphides.

By passing the vapour of zinc chloride in an atmosphere of

CO2 over certain metallic sulphides, such as stannous sulphide,

heated to redness, double decomposition occurs, stannous

chloride and zinc sulphide are formed, the former is volatilised,

and the latter deposited in the form of long white or amber-

coloured aoicular prisms. Antimony sulphide reacts in a simi-

lar manner with zinc chloride, but since it is more volatile than

stannous sulphide, better results are obtained with the latter.

Cadmium sulphide is obtained, according to G. Viard, by a

precisely similar operation, in the form of reddish-brown or

orange-yelow dendritic crystals, formed of hexagonal scales and

prisms, terminated by pyramids.

—

Comptes rend., 136, 893.

New Colour Reaction for Alcohols and Allied Bodies.

Gavard finds that when a little ether is cautiously floated on

the surface of a few C.c. of a 5 to 20 per cent, solution of potas-

sium nitrite in strong sulphuric acid, an intense blue colour,

which pervades the whole liquid, is formed in a few minutes.

This vanishes on shaking, but reappears on standing, and con-

tinues to be reproduced after many successive agitations. The
reaction is best obtained between 15° and 30° C. It does not

take place at—20° C. It is obtained with many alcohols, esters,

sugars, and similar bodies. Liquids give the sharpest reaction.

With solids, a minute particle should be floated on 1 or 2 C.c.

of the reagent, and before charring can occur 1 or 2 C.c. of

water added. The colour will develop on standing, but is less

intense than that given by liquids.

—

Vourn. Pharm. Chim. [6]

,

17, 374.

Some Reactions of Syrup of Tolu Balsam.

In Continental pharmacy syrup of balsam of tolu is met
with in three forms ; that prepared according to the official

process of the Codex, by digesting the balsam in water (similar

to the process of the B.P.) ; that obtained by the precipitation

of tincture of tolu balsam with syrup ; and a third form, pre-

pared by mixing a distillate of tolu balsam with simple

syrup. A. Astruc and J. Cambe find that these syrups

behave difierently towards reagents. The syrup, prepared

according to the official directions, alone liberates iodine from

a solution of potassium iodide in sufficient quantity to give a

yellow tint to the mixture, or a blue reaction with starch. The
other two varieties of syrup are without action on potassium

iodide solution. Alkalies give a greenish-yellow with both the

official syrup, and that prepared from tincture, which disappears

on the addition of an acid. The syrup prepared from the

distillate gives no such colour. It is, therefore, possible, by means
of these tests, to differentiate between the official syrup and
those prepared by the above indicated extemporaneous methods.
— Journ. Pharm. Chim. [6], 17, 367.

New Staining Method for Flagella.

Gemmelli claims to have devised a method for staining bac-

terial flagella which gives beautiful results, is easy to carry

out, and always succeeds. If these claims be borne out in prac-

tice it will indeed be a valuable method. Two solutions, A and
B, are prepared. Solution A consists of potassium permanga-

nate 25 centigrammes, distilled water 100 C.c. ; Solution B, 20

parts of a solution of chloride of lime (0-75 Gm. in 100 C.c.

distilled water), are mixed with 1 part of a solution of neutral

red (1 per cent, in distilled water). Cover glasses, prepared in

the ordinary way, are immersed in solution A for ten to twenty
minutes, washed in distilled water, placed in solution B for

fifteen to thirty minutes, and again well washed in distilled

water, The duration of immersion depends upon the species of

bacterium treated.

—

Centralb.f. Bakt., xxxiii., 1903, 3 1 6.

[May 23, 1908.

Solubility of Phosphorus.

Phosphorus dissolves very slowly in most of its solvents, and
frequent agitation for weeks is required before saturation is

effected. C. Stich has determined its solubility in the following

liquids, the weights given being the weights of phosphorus in

100 Gm. of saturated solution:—Almond oil, 1-25; oleic acid,

1-06; liquid paraffin, 145; water, 1-0003; acetic acid, 96 per

cent., 0-105.—Pharm. Zelt., 48, 343.

Basic Mercuric Salicylate.

H. Lajoux points out that only the basic mercuric salicy-

late,

should be employed in medicine, and not the normal or true

salicylate (CoH40H-COO).2Hg. Prom the profound manner in

which the cliemical and therapeutic activity of the mercury is

modified in the former compound, the author calls this " dis-

simulated " mercury salicylate. Although containing 59-52 per

cent, of mercury, it may be prescribed in pills in doses of J

to 1\ grains per diem, and even as much as 5 grains per diem

may be given in certain cases, and is well tolerated. Its modi-

fied therapeutic action, due probably to the phenolic character

of the compound, is analogous to that of the cacodylates com-

pared with ai.-senious acid. It has hitherto been generally

administered by hypodermic injection, suspended in vaseline

oil. It is now suggested, however, that it should be dissolved

in 4 per cent, solution of ammonium benzoate or salicylate, in

the presence of a slight excess of ammonia. These solutions

are extemporaneously prepared by dissolving benzoic aoid 3 51

Gm., or salicylic acid 3-561 Gm. in an exact equivalent of 10 per

cent, ammonia solution in a stoppered graduated cylinder, aiding

solution, if necessary, by the application of gentle warmth on the

water-bath, neutralising if needful with a few drops of ammonia,

then adjusting to 100 C.c. with distilled water. The injection is

prepared by rubbing down in a glass mortar basic mercuric

salicylate, 1 Gm., with 50 C.c. of either of these solutions of

ammonium salicylate or benzoate, adding just enough dilute

ammonia to effect solution, ignoring the trace of greyish

insoluble matter which may sometimes be met with, diluting

to 100 C.c. with distilled water, and filtering. This solution is

unaltered by heat at 120° C. ; it may, therefore, be sterilised
;

but this is not really necessary on account of the great

antiseptic power of the mercury compound. The basic " dis-

simulated " mercuric salicylate may at once be distinguished

from the normal mercuric salt by its behaviour towards

hydrogen sulphide, by which, in the cold, its solutions are only

blackened after a considerable time and when boiled turn

yellow, then brown, and finally throw down a precipitate of

mercuric sulphide. Ammonium sulphydrate added cautiously

does not affect basic mercuric salicylate solutions ; in excess, it

gives a yellow colour ; when heated a precipitate is formed

as with hydrogen sulphide. The normal salt is at once

precipitated by these reagents.

—

Journ. Pharm. Chim. [6],

17, 438.

Active Principle of Digitalis.

H. Ziegenbien contributes the results of a number of deter-

minations of the physiological activity of two samples of liquid

extract of digitalis, and one of tincture. Although all three

preparations contained approximately the same percentage of

digitoxin (0-23, 0 23, and 0 25) the tincture was just twice as

active as the fluid extracts. Ziegenbien regards these results

as additional proof that the activity of digitalis leaves and pre-

parations made from them cannot be judged by the proportion

of digitoxin they contain.

—

Apoth, Zeit ., 18, 280.
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MYLITTA LAPIDESCENS: LITTLE MAN'S BREAD.

BY DAVID HOOPER, P.C.S.

An inquiry having recently been made regarding the " little

man's bread" of the Nilgiris, it would be desirable to place

together the information wo possess on the subject. This

curious underground fungus is supposed to be allied to the

trufHes, and is used in Southern India as a food and medicine-

In 1860 Dr. E. J. Waring forwarded to Mr. Daniel Hanbury
some specimens of these tuberiform productions, and they were

critically examined by Mr. M. J. Berkeley and Mr. P. Curric.

These specimens had been dug out from the chalk-beds iu the

mountains between Travancove and Tinnevelly, and the hill-

people were in the habit of bringing them into Trevandrum for

sale. They are much esteemed by native doctors for various

complaints, and are regarded as diuretic. The Tamil name
according to Dr. Waring, is Black Pallagnm, Pallagum signi-

fying a medicinal substance. The fungus frequently appears on

the Nilgiris, and the Badagas, Karumbars, and other hill tribes

call it " God's bread," or "little man's. bread." The Badaga

name is Pandhiiar= ivia,tt, or little man; MMnft = food, and

buUhi = a parcel. The tradition is that long ago there was a race

of dwarfs on the Nilgiris, and on the occasion of a fight with

the giant inhabitants of the hills, the former were defeated, and

while running away they dropped their diminutive loaves of

bread, which are called " little man's food " to this day.

In 1889 the fungus was very plentiful in the Government

Cinchona Plantations at Naduvatum, and the specimens were

found over a wide area about one foot beneath the surface of

the ground. Tea planters on other parts of the hills, between

5,000 and 6,000 feet elevation, have noticed their periodical

occurrence on their estates, and the coolies are said to collect

and cook them for their meals. Mr. Proudlock, of the Botanical

Gardens, Ootacamund, has obligingly forwarded me a few of

these peculiar structures within the past month.

The fungoid bodies are like small tubers, having a black,

finely wrinkled surface, and the inside is white, and marked

with veins, and a section under the microscope shows the

division of the tissue into areolate, similar to that exhibited by

hypogaeous fungi. In a fresh state they have a waxy consis-

tence, but when dry they are hard and horny. Some fresh

slices immersed in glycerin for several weeks showed no

crystalline formations, and starch was entirely absent. The

largest sized tubers, which are rounded or ovoid in shape, weigh

about ten grammes, while the smaller ones weigh only one

gramme. (Figures of Mylitta lapidescens were published in

Joum. Lin. Soc, Vol. xxiii. (1860), t. 9, p. 97, and reproduced

ju Hanbury's Scioice Papers, p. 202.)

The dried fungus yields about 1 per cent, of carbonated ash.

Boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid a solution was formed

which reduced Fehling's test. It was chiefly affected by boiling

soda solution, which resolved it into a slimy mucilage. The

composition of mylitta has been investigated by Dr. E. Winter-

stein, of Zurich, and the results appeared in Archiv. der

Pharmacie, 233 (1895), p. 398. The chief constituent is a

slimy substance obtained by prolonged heating with alkali,

which is similar to Tollen's carbohydrate, saccharo colloid.

The composition is as follows :—Water, 4 56 ; ethereal extract,

O'lO
;

protein substances, 2-36
;

analogues of ehitin, 0-91

;

fungus cellulose, 2 80 ;
sacoharo-colloid, 88-98

;
ash, 0 20.

In the Simla HiUs a truttie-like body is derived from Melano-

gaster diirissiimis, Cook«, which is similar to the " Little man's

bread " of Southern India. It is, however, different in compo-
sition, as it contains a crystalline sugar, an odorous fatty

principle, and about 8 per cent of proteids. The base of the

tuber consisted of a carbohydrate forming a slimy mucilage

when boiled with soda solution, and resembled saccharo-colloid

in its properties.

THE DETERMINATION OF EUGENOL IN CLOVE OIL.

BY E. C. SPUEGE, B.SC.LOND., A.I.C.

Pharmaceutical Chemist,

On aoootint of the large demand for eugenol, the determina-

tion of eugenol in clove oil has become of some importance, and

is an analytical operation of frequent occurrence to those engaged

in dealing with essential oils. Three methods are employed to

detennine the engenol, viz., those of ThomM, Umney, and,

recently, the method of Verley and Bolsing. Thorns' method
is supported by Umney and Parry, who both consider Umney's
uietliod, even when modified, to be inaccurate (P.J. [4], 15(

496, 640). The method of Thorns is very tedious, and hence

very undesirable from a i)ractic<Tl point of view. My own
exi)erience of it has been that it does not give results more

accurate than the absorption method of Umney. I have tliere-

fore undertaken some experimental work with the object of

testing the method and comparing the results with tliofce

obtained by Umney's and Verley and Bolsing's methods.

The method of Tlioms was described by him in the Berichle

der Pharmaceutischen Gesellschaft, I., 278, and is given in prac-

tically the same words in the works on essential oils by
Gildemei.ster and Hoffmann, and Parry. The method is as fol-

lows :—5 Gm. of clove oil are weighed into a beaker of about
150 C.c. capacity, and subsequently 20 Gm. of 15 per cent,

sodium hydroxide solution and 6 Gm. of benzoyl chloride
are added. The mixture becomes warm, and is shaken as

vigorously as possible till the benzoyl eugenol formed is

solid and in small granules-. This takes a few minutes.
After cooling, 60 C.c. of water are added, and the mixture
is wai-med till the benzoyl ester is melted. It is

then allowed to cool, and the liquid is filtered from the

solid cake of benzoyl eugenol; 60 C.c. more water are added
to the cake in the beaker, which is warmed till the cake
melts, cooled, and the aqueous liquid! again filtered. This
process of wa.shing is repeated a third or fourth time. Any
small particles of benzoyl eugenol adhering to the filter are

removed and added to the bulk. The still moist beuzoyi

eugenol is covered with 25 C.c. of 90 per cent, alcohol by
weight and gently warmed till it dissolves. The beaker is

removed from the water-bath and stirred till the benzoyl
eugenol separates out in small crystals. Tlie liquid i.s then
cooled down to 17° C, and the precipitate is transfeired to a
small tared filter (9 Cm. diameter). The filtrate i.s collected

in a graduated cylinder, and about 20 C.c. of filtrate are
obtained. The precipitate i-s then washed with sufficient 90
per cent, alcohol by weight to make the filtrate measure 25 C.c.
The precipitate and filter are transferred to a tared weighing
bottle and dried at 101° C. till constant in weight. To the
weight of the benzoyl eugenol thus obtained 0-55 Gm. must be
added, as that amount is dissolved by 25 C.c. of 90 per cent,
alcohol by weight at 17° C.

Since the molecular weight of benzoyl eugoiiol ia 26a and
tliiit of' eugenol 164, if

—

a be the weight of benzoyl eugenol obtained,
b, the amount of clove oil taken,

164 X (a + 0-55) x 100
= per cent, eugenol.

268 X i

In his original paper Thorns shows by experiments on pure
eugenol that the formation of the benzoyl compound is quan-
titative, but he did not test the method on mixtures of

eugenol and caryophyliene. Messrs. Schimmei, whose figures

iwe invariably to be regarded with respect, tested the method
ou pure eugenol and on two mixtures of pure eugenol and ter-

pene, with the result that they found the method accurate to

about 1 per cent. (Semi-annual Beport, April, 1892.) They
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remark, however, that the method is not suitable as a prac-

tical phannacopoeial test on account of the length of time re-

quired for its performance.

The method of Verley and Bolsing [Bcrichte, 3 4, 3,359),

is based upon the fact that acid anhydrides react vigorously

upon phenols and alcohols in presence of excess of pyridine,

with the result that in many cases the combination of pneno)

and acid anhydride is formed quantitatively and almost instan-

taneously. Thus, in the case of eugenol and acetic anhydride,

eugenyl acetate and acetic acid are formed, the free acetic acid

combining immediately with the pyridine to form pyridiue

acetate. The method is as follows :— mixture of 120 C.c.

acetic anhydride with 880 Gm. pyridine is prepared. On addi-

tion of water to this pyridine acetate is fonned, which reacts

to alkali and phenol-phthalein like acetic acid ; it can there-

fore be titrated. The titer of 25 C.c. of this mixture is deter-

mined with N/2 KOH solution. About 2 Gm. of the clove oil

is weighed into a flask of about 200 C.c. capacity, 25 C.c. of

the acid mixture added, and the flask is then warmed on the

water bath for a qmrter to half an hour without a condenser,

experiments liaving shown a condenser to be unnecessaiy.

After cooling, 25 C.c. of water are added to the contents of

the flask, wliich are shaken and titrated.

Since 1 mol. eugenol = 1 mol. acetic acid = 1 mol. KOH,
If a = No. of C.c. N/2 KOH required by 25 C.c. of the

pyridine mixture,

y = No. of C.c. N/2 KOH required after esterification of

the clove oil,

a = weight of clove oil taken,

X - y X 1-164 X ICQ
: = per cent, eugenol.

2 X a

Tlie authors give results obtained by their method and by

tbe methods of Thoms and Umney. I abstract the following

fable from their paper :
—

Verley and Bolsing's results

ing to the method of

—

Table I.

Percentage of eugenol accord-

Pure eugenol
Eugenol, 85
Terpene, 15

Eugenol, 90
Terpene, 10

Eugenol, 95
Terpene, 5

Clove oil, P. and F,

Clove oil, Lautier.
Clove oil, .f

,. ,. 'J

Clove oil, French.

Verley and
Bolsing.

Umney. Thoms.

100

} 84-4 85-3 81-5

1
89-5 90-90-5 87-2

j

95-9 95-95-3 91-4

76-15 77-0

74-04 75-0

80-6 95-0 79-7

81-8 94-0 79-6

82-5 82-0

59-4 60-0 52-8

The aiuthors remark that the results obt-ained by Thorns'

method depend very largely on the manner of working, and, on

account of the time required, another method is very desirable.

They note that the method of Umney gives accurate results

with mixtures of eugenol and terpene, and also with some

clove oils, but they state that with veiy many oils Umney's

method (using 3 to 4 per cent, potash solution) gave 95 per cent,

eugenol, against about 80 to 85 per cent, by Thoni-s and' their

own methods. They conclude, therefoi-e, that Uinney's method

only possesses a very moderate accuracy. As I shall show latet,

thi.s difference in the results is chiefly due to the fact that by

Umney'g method the eugenol existing as ester in the clove oil

is determined as well as the fre^ '.ugenol. Since Thoms did not

make experiments with mixtures of eugenol and terpene, it

appeared likely that the conection of 0-55 Gm. for the benzoyl

eugenol dissolved by the 25 C.c. of 90 per cent, of alcohol by

weight might be inaccurate, for the presence of ter[>ene would

probably make a dift'erence to the solubility.

To test this supposition, mixtures of pure eugenol (s.g. 1-072

at 15° C.) and terpene free from eugenol and eugenol esters

(s.g. 0-9059 at 15° C.) were pi-epared and treated according to

Tlioms' method. The benzoyl eugenol in the 25 C.c. of wasii-

iiig's was then determined by saponification and titration with
N/2 .acid. Tlie following results were obtained:—

Table II.

Experiment.

Mixture
Taken.

Benzoyl
Eugenol
Weighed.

Benzoyl
Eugenol
found in
Washings
by Titra-

tion.

Per

Cent,

of

Eugenol

found

by

Calculation

from

Total

Benzoyl

Eugenol.

Per

Cent,

of

Eugenol

found

by

Calculation

using

Thoms'

Correc-

tion

of

0-55

Gm.

Terpene, 10 . . 1

Eugenol, 90 . . )

Terpene, 40 . . )

Eugenol, 60 . . (

I.

IX.

in.

4-152 Gm
4-503 Gm.

4-920 Gm.

5-167 Gm.
5-816 Gm.

3-944 Gm.

0-8937 Gm.
0-7460 Gm.

0-8268Gm.

89-34

89-17

59-33

84-26

86-52

55-89

In Experiment I. the crysrtallisation was effected by keepini?

the liquid sub 17° for a quarter of an hour and KtiiTing, wliilst

Experiments II. and III. wei-e treated similarly for half an hour

and twenty minutes respectively. These times are more than

one, would infer to be necessary from the directions given by

Thoms.

The 1-iboratoiy temperature whilst these experiments were

made was from 14° to 15° C, so that the correction ought to

be .smaller than TEoms' figures, if anything. The results show

that the correction of Thoms gives results which are about 4

per cent, too low. Verley and Bolsing's figures (Table I.)

confiim this, for their results by Thoms' method on mixtures

of terpene and eugenol are about 3-5 per cent, too low. In

oiMler to check the methods of Verley and Bolsing and of

Umney, I have applied them to the same mixtmes of eugenol

and terpene. The results, together with the figures obtained

by Thoms' method, are given in Table III.

Table III.

Per cent, eugenol by the method of—

•

Thoms.

With Thoms'
Correction.

With
Correction
found by
Titration.

Umney.
Verley
and

Bolsing.

Eugenol, 90. . . .
|

Terpene, 10. . . . 1

Eugenol, 60 )

Terpene, 40 )'

84-26
86-52

55-89

89-34

89-17

59-33

90-91

62-1

88-98
89-42

eo-16

In woikiiig Verley and Bolsing's method, for greater con

venience I employed only 10 C.c. of a rather stronger pyri-

dine mixture (18 acetic anhydride to 82 pyridine) and about

2 Gm. clove oil. The 10 C.c. were measured in a specially

accurate pipette, and since great care is necessary in the

measurement if so small a quantity be used, I am disposed to

think that the use of 25 C.c, according to Verley and Bolsing,

is better.

{To be continiud.)
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VEGETABLE POWDERS AND THEIR DIAGNOSTIC
CHARACTERS.

BY PROFESSOR HENRY GREENISH AND EUGENE COLLIN.

Section 7.—Powdered Barks.

The cells and tissues contained in barks exhibit, as a rule,

nuch less variety than those contained in leaves, flowers, seeds,

ir fruits, and, consequently, in powdered barks there are fewer

tiagnostic characters available for the purpose of dis-

inguishing such powders from one another or from other

)owdered drugs. In studying this section, therefore, the

tudent must pay particular atlention to the details exhibited

•y the various elements present.

It is desirable, first of all, to point out the difference that

xists in the definition of the term " bark." Modern botanists

pply the term bark to to those tissues of the stem that are cut

K by successive phellogens, and consequently become dried up,

jrming a layer of varying thickness, composition, and character

n the outside of many stems. Pharmacognosists, on the other

and, understand by bark all the tissues of the stem exterior to

be cambium, and include in the term, therefore, bast, pericycle,

ndodermis, cortex and epidermis, together with any tissues

liat may be formed in these. Should secondary growth have
[iken place, then the tissues thus produced, in so far as they are

xterior to the cambium, are included in the term bark. Older

arks will therefore contain secondary bast in addition to

rimary, secondary cortex in addition to or in place of primary,

ork in place of epidermis, and possibly also outer bark (the

bark" of botanists).

Neither vessels nor tracheids are to be found in barks except

a. those few instances in which the bark contains abnormally

.eveloped bundles. These elements therefore would, if found in

powdered bark, indicate adulteration, but care must be taken

a drawing such a conclusion, as commercial barks sometimes
etain small portions of the wood of the tree yielding them,
rom which they are with difficulty separated. Amongst cell

ontents starch and calcium oxalate are perhaps the most
tnportant. Starch has already been alluded to, and the

tudent will be well acquainted with the means by which
tarnhes may be distinguished from one another.

Calcium oxalate may be entirely absent (sassafras bark), or

t may be present in one or more distinct crystalline forms
prismatic, rhombohedral, rosette, acicular, sandy, etc.).

n some barks it assumes only one form, but in many there

3 more than one present ; the rosette and the prism are most
iammonly found in the same bark, but in cusparia the prism is

Lssooiated with bundles of acicular crystals (raphides) ; the latter

ire generally agglomerated into bundles and enclosed in large

A'al cells. Usually the crystals are irregularly scattered through-
>ut the parenchyma of the bark, but in some instances they are

estricted in their distribution. Thus, in caneUa bark, each cell

)f the medullary rays contains a rosette crystal of calcium
)xalate, while the bast parenchyma is free from it ; in the
wmegranate similar crystals are arranged in regular concentric

ines in the bast, but are not found in the medullary rays.

When two forms of crystal, such as the rosette and the prism,

locur in the same bark, the rosettes are generally scattered

;hrough the parenchjrma, but the prisms are restricted to the
;ells abutting on the sclerenchymatous cells or bast fibres ; these

)ften form long axial rows of small superposed cells, each
)f which contains a single crystal.

Sclerenchymatous tissue is sometimes absent, sometimes pre-

ient in considerable quantity ; in the latter case the size, shape
md thickness of the wall may afiord valuable indications of

dentity. Secretory tissue of any kind is characteristic ; suffi-

cient reference to tissue of this kind has been made when
dealing with leaves.

The presence or absence of sclerenchymatous fibres (bast

fibres) is important. They are more generally found in stem-

barks than in root-barks. If present, the details of the elements,

their thickness, the thickness of the wall, the number and shape
of the pits should be observed.

The following are the chief tissues met with in barks :

—

(1) Cork.—The cells of which this tissue is composed are

usually rectangular in transverse section, tangentially elon-

gated, and arranged in radial rows. In surface view they are

polygonal and isodiametric. Their walls are generally thin, but
sometimes they exhibit a thickening on one or more sides

;

they are often brown, and sometimes contain a brown amor-
phous substance.

(2) Cornea;.—The cortex consists of parenchymatous tissue in

which groups of collenohyma are sometimes developed on the

outer margin, that is abutting on the phellogen from which the

cork has developed. The remainder of the cortical paren-

chyma is composed of rounded or tangentially elongated

cells which are readily distinguished from the cork-cells by
their larger size and more rounded shape, as well as by the

absence of suberisation. This tissue often exhibits distinct in-

tercellular spaces. It frequently contains groups of sclerenchy-

matous cells, usually in greater number and larger size than
the bast ring. Secretory tissue of various kinds is also often

found in this region.

(3) Bast.—The bast ring is composed of medullary rays

alternating with bast rays ; the latter are composed of bast

parenchyma and sieve tissue, with which there may be associ-

ated bast fibres, splerenchymatous cells, and the varying forms
of secretory tissue.

The cells of the bast parenchyma are usually smaller than
those of the cortical parenchyma, and more regularly arranged.

The bast fibres may be isolated or grouped. They vary in size,

shape and thickness of wall, as well as in other details. ' The
sieve-tubes, which are present in every bark, also exhibit differ-

ences in size as well as in the size, number, and position of the

sieve-plates. They require special treatment to enable them to

be well observed, but may, under certain circumstances, prove

useful in the identification of a bark.

The tissue of the medullary rays is usually found in the

powdered drug in the form of plates of parenchymatous cells,

which are all elongated in the same direction, and transversely

to the long axes of the bast fibres or bast parenchyma. They
may contain starch, colouring matter, calcium oxalate, etc.

Alder Buckthorn Bark.

The bark of Bhanmus frangiola, Linn. (N.O. Rhamnaceas).

The bark presents the following structure :

—

(1) Cork, varying in thickness according to the age of the

bark. It is composed of a number of rows of flattened cells

with thin walls and bright, purplish-red contents ; in surface

view the cells are polygonal.

(2) Plielloderm, usually very narrow ; the cells resemble those

of the cork in shape but they do not contain any red substance,

and the walls are not suberised.

(3) Cortex, the cells of which are mostly tangentially elon-

gated, those abutting on the phelloderm being coUenchyma-

tously thickened. This tissue is characterised by the presence

of numerous cavities containing mucilage, and by the absence

B
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of sclerenchymatous cells (compare cascara sagrada bark). Many
of the cells contain rosette crystals of calcium oxalate.

(4) Bast-ring, containing numerous tangentially elongated

groups of bast fibres, and traversed by medullary rays one or

two cells wide. The bast fibres have very thick walls and are

surrounded by cells containing calcium oxalate in very uniform

prismatic crystals. The sieve-tubes are large, and have large

sieve-plates on oblique walls.

The diagnostic characters of powdered alder buckthorn bark

are :

—

(a) T]ie cork cells with characteristic red contents.

(b) The bast fibres with crystal cells.

(c) The absence of sclerenchymatous cells.

(d) The presence of mucilage cavities.

(e) The bright purplish colour yielded by the contents of the

parenchymatous cells in contact ivith caustic alkali.

Fig. 85.

—

Alder Buckthoen Bark. >' q

PowDEBED AuDER BucKiHOEN Baek. — col., coUenchyma of the cortex

:

<•»•., prismatic and rosette crystals
; fl., bast fibres with pitted

walls
;

I., I'., bast in longitudinal and transverse section ;

p.c, p'c'., cortical parenchyma, in longitudinal and transverse^
section

;
yJi., phelloderin ; rm., r'm'., medullary ray in tan-

gential and radial section ; «.«'., cork, in tangential and transverse
section

; tc, rows of crystal cells.

Cascara Sagrada.

The bark of Ehamnus purshiana, B.C. (N.O. Rhamnesc).
The bark presents the fcfllowing structure :

—

(1) Cork, composed of several layers of small, flattened cells
with brown contents

; in surface view these cells are polygonal.
(2) Cortex, the cells of which are tangentially elongated.

Near the cork these cells are collenchymatous in character,
forming a more or less continuous band of thickened cells. This
tissue contains numerous large groups of sclerenchymatous
cells, the individual cells of which are of irregular shape, and

have very thick, striated, pitted wails. The parenchymatous
cells abutting on these groups of sclerenchyma often contain

prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate, whilst in the remainder
of the cortical parenchyma numerous rosettes of calcium

oxalate are to be found.

(3) Bast-ring,—This tissue is traversed by medullary rays

from one to four cells wide. It contains numerous, narrow,

tangentially elongated groups of thick-walled bast fibres upon
which parenchymatous cells containing prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate abut. These latter cells are arranged in

long vertical rows, and their contents are very conspicuous in

longitudinal sections. The sieve-tubes are mostly wide, and
bear large sieve-plates on oblique walls

;
they can by suitable

treatment be detected in the powder. The bast-ring contains in

addition smaller groups of sclerenchymatous cells and

numerous rosettes of calcium oxalate.

The diagnostic characters of powdered cascara sagrada

are :

—

(a) The conspicuous bast fibres accompanied by calcium

oxalate crystals.

(b) The groups of sclerenchymatous cells, or fragments of such

groups.

(c) The small cork cells with reddish-brown contents.

(d) The large sieve-tubes with oblique plates.

(e) The purplish colour produced luhen the powder is treated

with a caustic alkali.

PowDEREB Cascaka Bark.—coU, collenchyma of the cortex ; cr., prismatic

and rosette crystals; fl., bast fibres; I.', bast in longitudinal and

transverse section
;

y<c, ji'C, cortical parenchyma in longitudinal

and transverse section ; ph., phelloderm ; rm., medullary rays, tangen-

tial section; r'm'., the lame, transverse section ; the same,

radial section ; s., «'., cork, in surface view and section ; sc., scleren-

chymatous cells
;

te., rows of crystal cells.
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Cascarilla Bark.

The bark of Croton eluteria, Bennett (N O. Euphorbiaceae).

The bark presents the following structure :

—

(1) Cork.—This tissue varies considerably in extent, and the

cells of which it consists exhibit a very remarkable structure.

They are strongly thickened and lignified on the outer tangential

have very thick walls which, in surface view, often exhibit de-

pressions. The secretion cells are rounded or polygonal; in

longitudinal section they are rectangular, or bluntly conical,

and are often superposed to form a transversely septate tube.

They contain either a reddish-brown substance insoluble in

alkali, or droplets of oleo-resin.

The cells of the bast parenchyma con-

tain small grains of starch, or prismatic

or rosette crystals of calcium oxalate. In

radial sections the cells containing the

latter are arranged in vertical rows.

The diagnostic characters of powdered

cascariUa bark are :

—

(a) The characteristic secretion cells.

(6) The bast fibres.

(c) Thcjcork cells with their remark-

able thickening and calcium oxalate

crystals.

(d) The calcium oxalate crystals.

{To be continued.)

NOTES ON ECONOMIC BOTANY.

BY E. M. HOLMES, F.L.S.

Fig. 87.

—

Cascarilla Bark

Powdered Cascabiixa Bark.— a., starch grains; cp., prismatic or ihom-
bohedral crystals; cr., rosette crystals; cs., secretion cells

bast fibres; f'l'., the same, in transverse section; bast, radial

section; the saiiie, in transverse section ; cortical paren-
chyma, longitudinal section; the same, transverse section ;

ph., phelloderm
;
nn., medullary ray, radial section

;
r'm'., the same-

transverse section
; s., cork cells, showing surface view of the

inner wall with granular calcareous deposit; s'., phelloderm cells

in transverse section
;

si., cork cells showing surface view of the
outer thickened wall; ji'i'., the same in section; (s., superposed
secreting cells

;
vg., sieve-tubes.

walls, and the thickening extends over part of the radial walls,

the cells thus assuming, in transverse section, a horse-shoe
shape

; the inner tangential walls and part of the radial walls
contain innumerable minute crystals of calcium oxalate em-
bedded in them, and present therefore a granular appearance.
la surface view the cells appear polygonal, and uniformly
thickened when the outer wall is focussed or thin walled, and
filled with a granular substance when the inner wall is

focussed.

(2) Phelloderm, consisting of several rows of radially arranged
cells, containing prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate, colouring
matter, oi droplets of oleo-resin.

(3) Cortex, usually narrow, and composed of polygonal or
rounded cells, containing prismatic or rosette crystals of
calcium oxalate, sometimes of very large size, and droplets of
oleo-resin.

(4) Bast-ring, generally of considerable extant, and traversed
by numerous, narrow, medullary rays containing a brown sub-
stance or prismatic or rosette crystals of calcium oxalate.
The bast rays contain numerous secretion cells and also bast
fibres. The latter are either isolated or in small groups

; they

Tu-chung Bark.

This bark, valued as a tonic by the

Chinese, and selling at 4s. to 8s. per

lb., is remarkable for containing an
abundance of a kind of indiarubber,

although curiously enough it is not

used by the Chinese as a source of that

product. Fifteen years ago the tree

yielding it was absolutely unknown. It

is now growing in the Royal Gardens at

Kew and is being cultivated in plantations in Prance and
distributed by the well-known horticultural firm of Vilmorin,

Andrieux and Co. It is remarkable in that it can be culti-

vated with success in a temperate climate. Although the

plant has been exposed to a temperature of 8° Cent. (17° F.),

it has not sufiered in the least from the low tempera-

ture (Gard. Chron., 33, 104). Some writers state that it yields

indiarubber and others gutta percha. When the bark is broken

across, numerous silky fibres can be drawn out for an inch or

more, but they do not show much elasticity. In any case the

bark should be worth growing for the Chinese market at the

price quoted. A description of the plant will be found in the

Pharm. Journ. [3] , 21 , 738.

Limes and Lemons.
Some analyses made by the Government Analytical and

Agricultural Chemist at Antigua on varieties of the lime, to test

the acidity of the juice of the ripe fruits, have proved that the

juice of the ordinary lime contains 36'15 grains of citric acid

per ounce, and that of the spineless variety 37-73 grains, as

against 30-32 from the Sicily or Villa Franca lemon, showing

that the spineless variety is the best for citric acid manufac-
ture or for lime juice. The fruits were grown at the Botanic

Station, Dominica. Citrate of lime recently sent from this

island was sold in London at the current rate. It showed 68-9

per cent, of citric acid, and realised £2 48. per cwt. Mr. P,

Watts [West Ind. Bull., iii., 152) is of opinion that when the

citrate is made of uniform and dependable quality, it will

replace the concentrated lime juice at present exported, and
when once the cost of apparatus is defrayed, it will pay better

to manufacture the citrate.
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THE AGAVE IN FLOWER.

BY BERTRAM COCKBOBN, PH.C.

A plant of a .species of agave

—

Agav. attnuiata—is at present

in bloom in the Glasgow Botanic Gardens, and for the past five

or .six weeks it has attracted a great deal of attention. As it

rarely happens that a sight like this is to be met with, the

readers of the Pharmaceutical Journal may be interested to see

the reproduction of a photograph which was taken after the

plant had been some three weeks m bloom. The Agave

allemiaia is, of course, closely allied to the so-called " century

plant," the Agave americana, and, like it, flowers only after

it has stored up a sufficiency of reserve material, this some-

times not occxuTing till many years have elapsed.

The agave is principally foujid in Mexico and South

America, and many of the sj)ecies are of large size ; the

leaves, which are massive, fleshy, and spiny-toothed, form a

large spreading tuft, from the centre of which rises the flower

stalk. The species best known in this country, the Agave
americana, is almost stemless, whereas it will be seen from the
illustration that the Agave attenuaia possesses a stem which
in this particular case is about five feet in height, and with a
diameter of some four inches. The liard and fleshy leaves of
the Agave americana are very durable, and continue to grow
for many years, sometimes reaching a length of six feet, and,
as they are situated close to the ground, they cover quite a
large surface. The plants are long in arriving at maturity—
so long, that there has arisen the popular, but erroneous,
idea that they flower only once in 100 years, hence tlie name.
Ja reality, they flower only once, but "the period of maturity
may not be reached for ten, twenty, forty, or even seventy
years, the length of time depending on the influences under
which they are placed. Having acquired its full growth, the

plant produces its giant flower stem, which grows with great

rapidity, and may rise as high as thirty or forty feet. Aftei

inflorescence is complete, the plant dies, althoug-h new planU

may be formed round its base by means of suckers.

The plant appears to have been introduced into Europe about

the year 1560, but it was a century later before reference i»

made to its flowering, which occurred in Paris in 1663. The
flowering of the agave was at first so unusual a phenomenon

that its 'ippearance was apparently always carefully chronicled.

One flowered in Lambeth in 1698, and sdme half-dozen within

the next fifty years. Two plants about fifty years of age

flowered at Hampton Court in 1743, their respective heights

being twenty-seven and twenty-four feet. The tallest on record

—it reached forty feet in height—was one which bloomed in

the garden of the King of Prussia. There are not many
references during the nineteenth century, but one flowered in

Kew in 1861, and probably it has seldom, if ever, flowered in

this country since that date.

The Glasgow plant, here illustrated, is growing in the cactus

house—the " Chamber of Horrors " of a recent writer—among
aloes, euphorbias, opuntias, and other pronounced xerophytee..
The inflorescence is a pendant raceme, four and a-half feet long,
with very many flowers in pairs in the axils of bracts. An
interesting feature is the very distinct male and female stage
of the protandrous flower, the axis presenting an entirely

different appearance, according as stamens or pistils are mature.
The flowering season is almost over, and already the leaves

are beginning to wither. In a short time the agave, exhausted
by the process of reproduction, will have given up its life for
the sake of the species.

THE GENESIS OF BOTANY.

BY F. C. LASCELLES.

From a^ historic point of view botany is probably the
oldest; of the sciences. No people are known, however rude
and barbarous, who;^have not been found with some knowledge
of certain plants,

Animals were led to use various herbs for their medicinal
properties by instinct, and man with his higher intelligence, no
doubt, first came to employ them as food, and so discovered
any remedial virtues they might possess. Thus he became
acquainted with those that relaxed and those which con-
stipated, and probably by fatal results also those that were
poisonous. As mankind multiplied and spread over the face of the
earth, this primitive knowledge grew snd increased, and was
handed down by tradition from one generation to another,
The'earliest known records of herbs being employed medicinally
are found on the clay cylinders and tablets of the Babylonians,
which were written about 4000 years B.C.

These early people attributed the cause of disease to the
malevolence of evil spirits or demons, and to combat their

influence and drive them out of the body, they burnt certain

herbs, which operation was accompanied by charms and incanta-
tions, with the object af invoking some more powerful spirit to

exorcise the evil one. Several roots and herbs, including man-
drake, garlic and a species of mint, are mentioned on tablets as

having been employed at this remote period in the treatment of

the sick.

From the ancient Egyptian papyri we know that by far the

greater number of substances employed by this nation as

remedial agents were of vegetable origin. ,

A- knowledge of botany was essential to the Egyptian
physicians, and as early as 3000 years b.c. they described

plants that grew in their courftry and noted their medicinal
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properties, as instanced in the following paragraph translated

from an ancient papyrus. " The herb called Smut. It grows

on its beUy (creeps) like the plant Q'eclet. It has blossoms like

the lotus and its leaves look like white wood."

The Egyptians thought that the kindly healing plants

sprang from the blood and tears of the gods, while Pliny

records that, " Homer attributes the glory of herbs to

Egypt." He also enumerates various plants, etc., that were

used by the ancient Egyptians in medicine, including opium,

acanthus, sycamore, pomegranate, ladanum (Cistus ladani-

ferous), myrabolam, cypros, elate, almonds, olives, dates, figs,

castor-oil plant, cnicus or atractylis, and others.

The Hebrews employed herbs largely in their medical treat-

ment, and at least sixty plants, roots, and fruits are mentioned

in the Old Testament Scriptures.

The ancient Aryans examined and studied all the herbs that

came under their observation, and classified them roughly into

groups according to their actions.

In the Ayur Veda, the earliest Hindoo work on medicine,

which is supposed to have been written by Brahma, a large

number of herbs are recommended for their remedial virtues.

€haraka, who flourished during the Vedic period about 340 b.c,

•enumerates fifty groups each consisting of ten herbs, while

Sushruta, another early Hindoo writer on medicine, arranged 700
herbs in thirty-seven sets according to their common properties.

Chinese knowledge of botany is as old as their medicine and
dates from a period of great antiquity. They have a tradition

that the Emperor Shen Nung, the father of agriculture and
medicine, who is supposed to have reigned about 2700 b.c,

first sowed the five varieties of grain, proved the virtues of

herbs, and wrote the first treatise on medicinal plants known as

Shen-Nung-Pen-Ts'ao-King or classical herbal of Shen-Nung,
which became the foundation of all later works on the subject.

This book consists of three parts and enumerates, according to

the Pen-Ts'ao, in all 347 medicinal substances, 239 of which
arc herbs.

From the account given by Li- Shi-Chen of this work, it

appears at first to have existed only in verbal tradition, but
authorities agree that it is one of the most early Chinese writings

on botany.

It mentions the following plants, which are still used in

medicine : — Liquorice, rhubarb, gentian, mallow, aconite,

madder, ginger, cinnamon, Croton tiglium, Gelsemium, Vera-

trtim nigrum, Podophyllum, Coptis, Cimicifuga, Polijgonatum,

Folygala, Ca^uiabis, Ranunculus scleratus, Acorus calamus,

Polygonum bistorta, Tussilago farfara, Solanum dulcamara,
Byocyamns niger, Prunella vulgaris, Artemisia and Inula. The
following are mentioned as poisons:

—

Croton tiglium, Veratrum,
aconite, and lang-tu.

Another very early work dealing with plants, and known to

the Chinese in ancient times, is the Rh-ya, which, according to

tradition, has been handed down in part from the twelfth
century b.c. In it are enumerated nearly three hundred plants
and as many animals. A later and purely botanical work is Nau-
Pang-Ts'ao-Mu-Ch'nang, which was written by one Ki-Hau,
an author of the Tsin dynasty (264-419 a.d.). It is divided into
four divisions, viz., herbs, trees, fruits, and bamboos, and con-
tains a complete description of seventy-nine plants indigenous
to Southern China>

The Gothic nations had a considerable knowledge of worts
which they used in healing, and they drew their remedial agents
almost entirely from the vegetable kingdom. In fact, the whole
foundation of primitive medicine, so far as it was rational,
rested upon the empirical knowledge of the property of certain
herbs, and their efiect on the human body, which was first

gathered from experience, handed down by word of mouth, and
then, at a later period, committed to writing.

The word " herb," which was used in early times as a generic

name for plants and parts of plants, is of very ancient origin.

The word " drug " also is from the Anglo-Saxon Drigan, " to

dry," for in early times drugs generally consisted of dried herbs.

The term " simple " was applied to a herb when it formed the

simple constituent or ingredient in the medicine.

In ancient Greece the first botanists were the gatherers of

medicinal plants.

So far as our present knowledge extends, the earliest work ex-

clusively devoted to plants is that of Theophrastus, which is

entitled 'The History of Plants,' and was written about 330 b.c.

Hippocrates, the father of medicine, who lived some hundred years

previous, enumerated 300 herbs that were used medicinally in

his time. Aristotle also compiled a list of trees, shrubs and herbs,

but the work of Theophrastus may be considered to be the first

of the old herbals or early books devoted to the enumeration and

description of plants, with their medicinal and other uses. Un-

fortunately no manuscript of the ' History of Plants ' is known
to exist.

The author was the favourite pupil of Aristotle, and his suc-

cessor as head of the Lyceum. He was born at Eresus,

a town in the Island of Lesbos, about the year 371 b.c. In

early life he came to Athens, and first studied under Plato, but

afterwards sat at the feet of Aristotle. On the death of

Aristotle, who left him his library and manuscripts, he suc-

ceeded to his master's work. He upheld the Aristotelian

doctrines with great ability, and by his eloquence, which was of

the highest order, it is recorded that he attracted at one time an
audience of over 2,000 students. He died in the year 286 b.c.

His work, ' The History of Plants,' is generally pronounced to

be the most excellent of the botanical writings of the Ancients

that have come down to us. He wrote as a philosopher with

the most comprehensive aims, investigating the structure

geography, culture, and economic uses of plants, but his work
was not exactly in that form which was likely to pave the way
to a classificatory system.

This work was first printed in Greek, at Venice, without

date, and a second edition in Latin, at Treviso, in 1483,

copies of which are now very seldom met with. Aldus published

an edition in 1495, which was followed by another in 1498. No
further edition appears to have been published until 1644. The
latter was printed at Amsterdam, and was translated into Latin

by John Bodseus, who also added notes and commentaries

referring to the works of Dioscorides, Pliny, and other early

writers, displaying considerable care and research.

Following Theophrastus came Dioscorides, who was not only

the real father of the science of botany, but of pharmacy also.

Pedacion Dioscorides was born at Anazarba in Cilicia, and was a

Greek physician who lived in or about the second century. He
gathered a great portion of his botanical information during his

travels with the Roman Army, which he accompanied as

physician on several of their expeditions into Greece, Asia

Minor, and Gaul. In the preface to the first part of his

book he states that, having consulted all who had written

before him upon materia medica, he had added to it from his

own experience, having travelled over many countries for the

sake of confirming by observation what he had learnt from

books, and what he himself discovered he had added to the whole.

In this work, which is entitled ' Materia Medica, Things Pit for

Medicine,' he describes each plant separately, giving the colour,

size, mode of growing, and comparison of the leave.3 and roots

with those of other plants well known. He also gives the

medicinal properties and uses of the herbs. His descriptions in

many instances are very vague and short, a matter which has

caused much confusion among his numerous commentators.

He enumerates in aU 700 plants.

{To he concluded.)
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THE FOUNDER OF THE JOURNAL.
BY WILLIAM KIRKBY, F.C.S., F.L.S.

To obtain a correct idea of the character and influence of a
man it is essential that he should be Tie#ed in true ijerspective
with his surroundings, and that stereoscopic vision should be
brought to bear upon the picture. These essentials can only be
secured when the view is taken at a sufficient distance of time
to permit the observer to study not only the origins of events,
but also the general trend of communal currents ; but the
distance must not be so great as to make it impossible to repro-
duce in the mind the circumstances of the time in which he
lived. It seems to be an impossibility to present a picture in
relief of the heroes of bygone ages, or even of foreign nationality.
The environment is not realised by the observer, because of his
unfamiliarity with the fundamentals of the life of that era or
nation. When there exists a good acquaintance with the modes
of life of the period in which a man lived, together with a view-
point adjusted so as to bring within the picture the elements
necessary to exhibit the man in his true proportions, as related
to his fellows and the episodes of his times, then there should
not be much difficulty in realising the man in relief, in three
dimensions—with his virtues, his weaknesses, his aspirations.
The present time is not an unfavourable one to take such

a glance at Jacob Bell. We have travelled fast during the
last half century ; but we have not come so far as to have lost
touch with the thoughts and feelings, with the influences and
episodes of his day. At the same time, we are sufficiently far
removed to be able to put him into his niche in the history of
pharmacy.

Bell's Literary and Artistic Tastes.

Jacob Bell had literary and artistic tastes which exhibited
themselves at an early age. When he was only sixteen he
wrote an essay on War occupymg 140 pages ; for this he was
awarded a prize at his uncle's school. He also associated him-
self with a schoolfellow of the name of Ford, in the production
of a manuscript magazine bearing the proprietarv title of the
Bellford Gazette, which was devoted to a humorous and some-
tmies grotesque presentation of school gossip. He was facile
in the use of the pencil when applied to caricature and humorous
sketchmg, and he seems to have seriously intended cultivating
the art of drawmg, as we find that after he was apprenticed
to his father as a pharmacist, he was placed in the morning
class of the School of Art conducted by Henry Sass, and that
iie studied painting under the tuition of H. P. Brigas R A
Bell's nature, however, was penetrated by avenues %ening
upon too many fields of activity and pleasure to allow of that
whole-hearted service necessary for the development of the
artist

;
but his studies brought him into contact with men in

whose society he found pleasures excelling, perhaps, even those
ot artistic production. His own perceptive powers were
quickened and illumined, and his artistic sensibilities were
enhanced, but above all he had the great satisfaction of find-
ing that he was able, in many ways, to stimulate the zeal of
his artist friends. He bestowed upon them, under the guise
of a sincere and ministering friendship, a patronage which was
all sweetness. It was not to be Bell's portion to make his
artistic proclivities manifest through the handicraft of art ; but
his name will always be associated with two painters who'liave
left an indelible impress upon British art of the Victorian era
—Edwin Landseer and W. P. Frith. The latter' tells an
anecdote which shows how Bell's various, often conflicting,
interests interfered with and cut short his drawing studies!

1 ' My Autobiography,' W. P. Pritb, R.A., Vol. 1, lg87.

Writing of students expelled from Sass's School, he says that •

one
" was my olfl friend Jacob Bell, so well known afterwards
as the intimate and valued friend of Sir Edwin Landseer, the
purchaser of so many of that great artist's works, and, I
may add, of my ' Derby Day '—all eventually bequeathed
by him to the National Gallery. Bell went through the
drawing from the flat with much tribulation, and at last

began the fearful plaster ball, in the representation of which,
he had advanced considerably ; but he had also arrived at

the limit of his patience, and on one fatal Monday morning,
after witnessing an early execution at Newgate, he drew'
the scaffold and the crimihal hanging on it in the centre of

the hall. We were grouped round the artist, listening to
an animated account of the murderer's last moments, when.
Sass appeared. The crowd of listeners ran to their seats

and waited for the storm. Mr. Sass looked at the drawing
and went out of the studio—a pin might have been heard \
to drop. Bell looked round and winked at me. Sass re-

turned, and walked slowly up to Mr. Jacob Bell, and'

addressed him as follows:—'Sir, Mr. Bell; sir, your
father placed you under my care for the purpose of making,
an artist of you. I can't do it ; I can make nothing of you.

I should be robbing your father if I did it. You had better
go, sir. Such a career as this,' pointing to the man hang-
ing, ' is a bad example to your fellow students. You must
leave, sir! ' ' All right,' said Bell, and away he went."

Relations with Artist Friends.

Bell's relations with his artist friends were most intimate.
,

In 1840 he visited the Continent, and was accompanied by Sir

Edwin Landseer, who was in poor health at that time. The-

tour lasted for about four months. Frith has himself given

us an idea as to the intimacy existing between Bell and himself.

" Mr. Bell," he says^, " was very useful to me in procuring
models. Few people have a more extensive acquaintance,
especially amongst the female seXj than that possessed by
Jacob Bell ; and what seemed singular was the remarkable '

prettiness that distinguished nearly all these pleasant

friends. I had but to name the points requireti, and aii^,,_

example was produced.
"'What is it to be this time?' he would say, 'fair or

dark, long nose or short nose, Roman or aquiline, tall figure

or small? Give your orders !
' The order was obeyed in

a manner that perfectly astonished me. I owe every female

figure in the ' Derby Day,' except two or three, to the forag-

ing of my employee."

How Jacob Bell became the owner of the " Derby Day " i»

best told in Fritli's words :
—

" Mir. Jacob Bell had desired me to paint an important

picture for him so soon as I found a subject agreeable to

his taste and my own. On seeing the sketch of the ' Derby
Day,' no time was lost in deliberation, for I was com-

missioned to paint a picture five or six feet long at a prioo

of fifteen hundred pounds ; the copyright being reserved to-

me.

'

By tlie time Bell was twenty-five years of age he had fonmd

the nucleus of a collection of paintings which became famous,

and which ultimately comprised such well-known works as " The

Sleeping Bloodhound," "The Shoeing," "Alexander and

Diogenes," " Dignity and Impudence," " The Defeat of Oomus,"

"The Maid and the Magpie," by Sir Edwin Landseer; "The

Horse Fair," by Rosa Bonheur ; and) others almost equally

well-known, by Frith, Wai^d, O'Neil, Lee, Sidney Cooper, and

Charles Landseer. The choicest of his possessions, numbering

about twenty pictures, were bequeathed by him to the nation.

The richness of the National collections in the works of Edwia

Loc. cif.
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Landseer is due to Jacob Bell, Mr. Vernon, and Mr. Sheep-

shanks.

His benefits were not confined to individual artists. He was

greatly interested in the question of copyright, and brought to

the consideration of the matter his business acumen, which led

him to see that artists had not hitherto availed theniselve.« of

the privileges and advantages which belonged to them. His

assistance and advice contributed very largely to placing artists

in the position of being able to better appreciate theii- rights

in the reproduction of their works.

Bell as a Writer and Disputant.

Bell wrote a number of papers of general pharmaceutical

interest, but his characteristic style was only displayed in the

leading articles of the Pharmaceutical Journal. It may be that

the responsibility attaching to a signed article loaded his pen,

and prevented him from giving play to the gentle satire which
otherwise gave sparkle to his presentation of a subject. The
first series of the Journal makes escelleait reading, the style

being in many articles modem journalese of the refined type.

Bell had a happy knack of disposing of his opponents with an

lapithet or a phrase which, while not approaching a sneer,

excited a ridicule that was acute. The " Medical Protection

Society," which was formed in 1849, he rechristened " The Medi-

cal Bread and Cheese Society." His retort upon the editor of

the ChemiaV was unanswerable, and strictly to the point. This

paper had referred contemptuously to the establishing of the

Pharmaceutical Journal in connection with the Pharmaceutical

Society, in these words :
—

" The Pharmaceutical Society is a sad but apt illustra-

tion of the saying, ' Parturixmt montes nascetiir ridiculus

mus . . .' This Society, on its formation, had our sup-

port, which we soon found ourselves obliged to withdraw."

In a paragraph headed " Bii-ths. Bell replied :
—

" Thus it seems that the birth of a ' mouse ' on one side

of the mountain has occasioned the appearance of a ' rat ' on
the other."

The ' Historical Sketch of the Progress of Pharmacy in Great

Britain,' written by him in 1842, is a document of more than

ordinary value. It occupies only 143 pages, but its terse style

exhibits clearly the figure of the history of pharmacy which it

enfolds. He conveys a large amount of information respecting

the older materia medico and the compounding of medicines by
the apothecaries and physicians of the 16th, 17th, and 18th

centuries ; but it is selected so as to produce a curious interest

in the reader's mind. The early practice in literary composi-

tion which he cultivated, allied to 'his inmate fear of taking

himself too seriously, produced a style which was terse, nervous,

and sparkling.

Mental Traits and Science Studies.

The present st^te of knowledge concerning heredity does not

render speculation as to the transmission of mental traits a pro-

fitable occupation ; but it is interesting to note as a fact that

the father of Jacob Bell was a strict Quaker, with, as his son

tells us, a profound distrust of himself, and no slight reason

to distrust his fellows. The son, on the contrary, was attracted

by the gaieties of social life, and bore himself with a poise

which commanded the respect of his associates, and fortified him
to speak with his enemies in the gate. The versatility 'of his

youth caused him to gather up hungrily experiences of every

kind. Eager in the pursuit of art, he was equally eager in the

pursuit of science. What a wonderful equipoise he discovered !

There is no danger of a man becoming a rationalist, and no
danger of becoming a bigoted dogmatist, who cultivates reason

and sentiment. Bell's science studies consisted in the attendance

at the lectures on chemistry at the Royal Institution, and at the

1 Pharmaceutical Journal, [1], 1, 357,

lectures on the practice of physic at King's College. Chemistry
and zoology appear to have had special attractions for him.
His bediHjom at the house of business in Oxford Street he had
converted into a laboratory, where he repeated the experiments
which he had witnessed at the Royal Institution. At his

ifather's house at Wandsworth he indulged his taste for com-
parative anatomy, sometimes to the annoyance of the rest of

the family, by preparing the skeletons of animals.

While it may be that Bell's fir.st impulse to study science

was the outcome of a naturally inquiring mind, there is good
reason to believe that the importance of science as a branch of

a liberal education became an established conviction. In 1845

there appears in the Pharmaceutical Journal ([1], S, 103) an
article on " The Progress of Pharmaceutical Science," contain-

ing sentiments on this subject which should appeal to all

pharmacists to-day

—

" Duiing the last few years so great an advancement has
taken, place in science generally that not only chemists,
but all persons with any pretensions to education, are ex-
pected to be more or less acquainted with the principles
which regulate the laws of Nature and chemical constitu-
tion of ordinary bodies . . . Under these circumstances
it was not likely that the chemists would continue plodding
on in the mechanical routine of their business without
making some efifort^ either individually or collectively, to
keep pace with the times ; and the value of scientific attain-

ments to the pharmaceutical chemist was increasingly felt.''

His interest in the provision of chemical teaching was very

great, and he kept himiself thoroughly informed as to the pro-

gress of this branch of science in diEFerent parts of the world.

(It is clear that he possessed what he calls a " curiosity and
desire for enlightenment on the subject." When Professor

Hoffman was appointed superintendent of the newly established

College of Chemistry in Hanover Square, he expressed regret

that it was
" necessary to send out of the country for a chemist to

carry on this undertaking ; for while we are naturally
desirous to see our own ooxmtry keeping pace with others
in scientific reputation, we cannot but feel that our national

credit is diminished by the appointment of a foreign pro-

fessor."

The Foundation Laid by Bell.

In order to appraise the value of our attainments to-day, it

is not sufficient to observe the size and character of the stones

which we are laying in courses upon the building, but we must
also view the structure from a distance and ascertain what

progress there has been in the height of the building, and it

may be that it is necessary to examine the relation of the

superstructure to the foundation. When we consider tlie

foundation which Jacob Bell laid for pharmaceutical science,

and the workmanship which he and his renowned coadjutors put

into that foundation, and then raise our eyes to the building

placed t'hereon by his successors, we are not overwhelmed by

the progress that has been made. The corner-stone of his build-

ing was materialised in the Pharmaceutical Journal. The title-

page of the first number bore this significant statement :
—

" Instituted as an experiment for the purjvose of illustrat-

ing the advantage of Scientific Discussion."

Referring to the pharmaceutical meetings which were at first

held at his house in Oxford Street, he says :
—

"The object contemplated in these meetings is the ad-

vancement of the Art and Science of Pharmacy and Pharma-
ceutical Chemistry,"

and in his paper " On the Constitution of the ' Pharmaceutical

Society of Great Britain,'" he writes:—
" When we consider the advancement of art and science

generally in this country, it is a matter of surprise and
regret that pharmacy and pharmaceutical chemistry do not

receive that scientific support which is conceded to them ia

other nations in Europe and in America."
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Then with a glance into the future, he considers :
—

" The pharmaceutical chemist has before him an extensive

field for discovery and research. The preparation and pre-

servation of vegetable substances—the separation of the

active from the inert constituents of drugs—the formation

of new compounds—the adaptation of scientific principles to

the various operations of pharmacy, and many other practi-

cal details, furnish the means of much philosophical in-

struction, and require assiduous application and constant

study.'"

His interest in science for its own sake and for the sake of the

infant society, which he did so much to foster, induced him to

seek the help of his distinguished medical and chemical friends

to contribute to the discussions at the pharmaceutical meetings.

Although the bond of union among chemists at that time was

due to the inimical character of Mr. Hawes' Bill for the

amendment of the laws affecting the medical profession, mutual

interest and satisfaction were found by the members of the

Society in the monthly scientific discussions inaugurated by

Bell, and maintained by him and Kis friends. He succeeded

in endowing pharmacy with a scientific character. By enlisting

the co-operation of such men as Dr. Alexander Ure, Dr. Andrew

Ure, Dr. A. Todd Thomson, Professor Braude, Dr. PereLra, !Mr.

G. Fownes, Mr. R. Phillips, Dr. A. B. Garrod, Professor

Donovan and others equally famous, the young Society acquired

a reputation, in the then somewhat circumscribed world qf

.science, which marked it out as worthy of professional patron-

age. During the period! of eighteen years, comprising the

time from the establishment of the Journal to his death. Bell

contributed about a score of papers ujton matters relating to

practical pharmacy ; but he was ih love with science for its own
sake, and retained his association with it as a Fellow of the

Chemical, Linnean, and Zoological Societies of London, and as

a member of the Royal Institution and of the Society of Arts.

The Education of the Pharmacist.

When a survey is taken of Jacob Bell's politico-phamaceuti-

cal career there is discernible a definite series of phases of

thought and work which is significant. But, for the present,

it is enough to note that the dominant idea running throughout

the whole is the elevation of pharmacy on to a plane at least

equal to that of Germany and America, and, if possible, on to

an equality with the other two branches of the healing art

—

medicine and surgery. He had no doubt that the initial step

in the process must be education—education of two kinds and

synergistic. The education of the phannacist and of the public

must react, as he clearly foresaw, upon one another. To bring

about the education of the pharmacist, the pharmaceutical meet-

ings were established to stimulate the ideas of the better class

men and to furnish an example to those who were content with

a mixture of trades of which pharmacy was riot always the

better part. The Pharmaceutical Journal was the organ to

disseminate the views and publish the doings of the leaders of

the new movement. The man in business was brought under
the influence of the best of the science of the day by the inclu-

sion in the Journal of copious extracts from foreign and other

periodicals and by the publication of some of the more general

lectures of the professors appointed to the Society's School.

The men who were persuaded to join the Society must of neces-

sity pky a very important part in the education of their cus-

tomers. At that time the apiiearance of a new periodical—
especially a scientific one—was a matter of some moment, and
mast of necessity play a very important part in the education
of their customers and in raising them in the estimation of their

medical friends. Bell considered that the chief means that
ought to be adopted for the education of the plharmacists and
tlie public alike was the establishment of a sdhool of pharmacy.
Pharmacists, he says in 1841',

" consider that their own interest, as well as the safety and
welfare of the public, demand that no person shall become
an apprentice in their business who has not had the ad-

vantage of an a/dequate fundamental education, and that
no person shall dispense medicines who has not undergone
an examination as a test of his competence to perform that
important office."

In addition to enhancing the reputation of the pharmacist and
promoting the safety of the public, Bell expected three other

results to ensue which even yet are not consummated. The
mere statement of them must prompt us to ask whether he was

too sanguine, or whether the education which pharmacists have

undergone is not lacking in some one or more respects. The
co-operation of pharmacists and medical men in the production

of the Pharmacopoeia is necessary to ensure " a uniformity in

the efficacy of the compounds described, a perspicuity in the

nomenclature adopted, and the absence of all ambiguous terms."

The general elevation of pharmacy brought about by education

would not only make its professors more competent to assist in

compiling the national fonnulary, but
" the laboratory of the chemist would be resorted to by
the medical men without reserve whenever any experi-

mental inquiries required practical investigation,"

and physicians would have greater security than they had

hitherto that their prescriptions would be accurately com-

pounded.

Views on Prescribing and Dispensing.

Bell also looked forward to the solution of a problem which

is still the crux of pharmacy. Upon this subject his remarks

are so a propos and, I think, so weighty that I make no excuse

for quoting them in fuIP :

—

" We shall not discuss the pix>priety of druggists j"''-'-

scribing for patients, nor tflie expediency of apothecaries

trading in drugs ; the subject is mentioned merely for the
purpose of urging the necessity of avoiding any controversy
which is iounded on considerations of a mercenary nature,

and which is, therefore, foreign to the object under our

consideration. If apothecaries and druggists would, with

a desire for mutual benefit, meet together and adjust their

grievances in such a manner as to obviate the evils com-
plained of on both sides, the result would tend to extin-

guish all existing jealousies, and promote the harmony and
prosperity of the profession at large. By raising the phar-

maceutical department to that degree of consideration to

which it is entitled, and which it holds in other countries,

we shall affordi to the chemist and druggist an inducement
to confine himself as closely as possible within his own
province. The more his mind is occupied with the details

of the pursuit on the right exercise of which Ms respect-

ability would depend, the less likely would be he to inter-

fere with the interests of the apothecary by giving medical

advice. So far from placing chemists and druggists in an
invidious or adverse position with reference to the medical
profassion, the obvious tendency of the Pharmaceutical
Society will be to separate pharmacy from the practice of

medicine, by placing it on its own basis, and upholding it on
its own merits. A regular course of study and an examina-
tion, being compulsory alike in each department, this cir-

cumstance alone would i-emove the temptation which now
exists to embrace the occupation of the druggist for the

sake of escaping the ordeal, and would tend! more than

any direct legislative enactment to check irregular practice."

An Object of Paramount Importance.

The third result which Bell expected was that education would

promot-e what he calls an object " of paramount importance "

—

the union of all parties in the pharmaceutical body. " Zeal," he

says, " in the advancement of science is incompatible with selfish

controversy." He was, like his coadjutors and their successors

down to the present day, more concerned about internal dis-

sensions than about extei'nal opposition. His pregnant remarks

1 Pharmaceutical Journal [1], 1, 8. 'i Pharmaceutical Journal [1], 1,12.
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upon the lack of progress of the Pharmaceutical Society are

worth pondering :
—

" The progress of the Pharmaceutical Society would have
been still more rapid had it not been for the circumstxince

that all the attempts which have heretofore been made to

unite chemists and druggists have been unsuccessful. Somo
of our brethren, aware of this fact, have beeh discouraged

from joining in a similax undertaking by the impression that

the same result will take place. But it should be remem-
bered that the abortive efforts alluded to have been con-

. ducted on plans totally different from those which are now
in progress. Tlicy have all had reference to the pecuniary
regulations of ' the trade '—the prices of drugs, the closing

of shops, the limitation of the houre of business, and other
restrictive arrangements, which, instead of cementing us
in the bond of good fellowship, have appeared to foster and
augment that reciprocal jealousy and distrust which is fatal

to every kind of improvement. But the Pharmaceutical
Society is not based on sordid and mercenary principles. To
disclaim all regard to our own interest would/ be hypocrisy

;

but we may honestly tissert that in assembling together for
Bcientific improvement, and in organising ourselves for

mutual advantage, wo lay aside those feelings of rivalry
which appertain to the ' mere tradesman ' in the endeavour
harmoniously to concert such measures as are likely to
elevate our professional character. By raising our standard
of qualification and cultivating liberal sentiments towards
eaoli other, we cannot fail to extend our usefulness, and tilius

to identify our interests with those of the public."'

We thus see that Bell expected education to make the pharma-
< .St indispensable to the medical practitioner, that at would
.Insist in the solution of the reciprocal difficulty of druggists

counter-prescribing and medical men drug-selling, and) that it

would promote the union of pharmacists. In addition to these

beneficial results he anticipated

" that the scientific arrangements which we propose will

become, in great measure, our means of defence ; the two
grand objects of our Society, protection and improvtmeiit,

are mutually dependent on each other."

It may be thought that Ja^ob Bell was an idealist in the

matter of education ; but those who carefully read liLs writings

will come to the conclusion that he was guided not alone by
desire or by instinct^ but by a logical mind which had informed
itself concerning tftie history of tJhe matiters •which he discussed,

and which calmly considered all the environment of his own
day. His views upon this subject, in so far as they relate to the

discord which wrecks pharmaceutical trade associations, have
been verified again and again, and will continue to be verified

so long as human nature remains as it is. The elements of

^)ermanency are altogether lacking in such questions as standard

|>rices, and restricted Ibours of employment. The professional

corporations maintain their status because the discussion of

matters even remotely affecting pecuniary competition are

stringently debarred. In his opinion, when every member of

t!he pliarmaceutical body had been equally educated and ex-

amined, everyone would be equally worthy of the confidence of

the medical profession and the public. No one can say that he

•was wrong because his views have not yet been put to the test.

He would be the last to consider examination as an eflScient

eubstitute for education, I have by no means given an exhaus-

tive account of Jacob Bell's ideas upon pharmaceutical educa-

tion ; he not only thought and felt deeply on the subject, but

he empiha^sed his written words hy ka;ving in his will a sum
of £2,000 to be a.ppropriated to the furtherance of it.

Bell as an Organiser.

Before attempting to deal with the evolution of his work in

the organisation of phaiTnacy, we must refer to his extensive

knowledge of the conditions prevailing in pharmacy in various

civilised, and even semi-civilised, parts of the world. In the

1 Pharmaceutical Journal [1], 1,41,42.

first volume of the Journal there are articles on the state of

pharmacy in France, Russia, the United States, Ireland, and

Germany. In subsequent volumes we find other articles re-

turning to a consideration of these countries, and others dealing

with other countries, such as Denmark, Hungary, Brazil, Spain,

Turkey, Mexico, Portugal, Poland, Austria, Prussia, Sweden,

Guernsey, the Crimea, Moldavia and Wallachia, Belgium, China,

and. lastly. Great Britain. The remarkable series of articles

by Mr. Richard Phillips, " On the Present State of Pharmacy
in England," and published by Mr. Bull in the Journal, pro-

duced a powerful impression. When we remember that Bell

was proprietor as well as editor of the Journal, and regulai-ly

lost upon it throughout his ownership a sum of from £30 to

£60 "per annum; and -when we further consider that these

articles were published in the second volume of a paper which

was founded in the hope of bringing pharmacists within the fold

of the Society, of which it was ostensibly the organ, w© arc

compelled to admire the noble courage of the man who admitted

to his Journal a most scathing indictment of the very people

he hoped to conciliate. Jacob Bell cannot be accused of being

a time-server any more than, as we shall see, he can be accused

of being a visionary.

To give an account of Bell's career during the last eighteen

years of his life would be to write the history of pharmaceu-

tical politics for that period. It is, however, quite imnecessary

as it has already been done by the late Dr. Redwood in the

second part of the ' Progress of Pharmacy,' which is supple

meutary to Bell's own ' Historical Sketch of the Progress ot

Pharmacy in Great Britain.' But in a few sentences we may
try to trace the influences which he brought to bear upon the

organisation of the Society. When Mr. Hawes' Bill was aban-

doned, and for some time afterwards, Bell was imhued with the

notion that because pharmacy was a branch of the medical pro-

fession, any effort to reform that profession ought to include the

refoi-mation of pharmacy. He made an attempt in 1841 to get

pharmacy admitted to the Medical Section of the British Asso-

ciation, but was not successful, as his paper^ was returned by
the Secretary as being " deemed by the Committee unsuited

to the immediate objects of the section." From it we gather

that Bell claimed that pharmacy is a distinct

"and yet an inseparaWe branch of the science of medicine.
But it is not recognised as such by the profession generally

X, this country, nor is it admitted on its own merif.s into
medical discussions."

In referring to the anniversary of the Society in 1812 he
s.ays :

—
" We have taken the first step toward's placing ourselves

on a permanent and sound basis, as a body independent in
ourselves, and yet constituting a section of the medical pro-
fession."

In 1843 there was a prospect of the Government introducing

.a BiU for medical reform, the prospect of chemists and druggists

being ineludedl in this was not only anticipated by Bell, but
evidently gave him some satisfaction, as, after arguing that if

education and qualification are necessary for the prescriber, they
are also equally necessary for the dispenser.

" We may therefore conclude that some provisions with
reference to chemists and druggists will be comprised in the
Medical Bill, and it is our duty to exert ourselves at the pre-
sent crisis in establishing our own department on a credit-
able foundation."^

And at a later date, when Sir James Graham's Bill (1844) was
under consideration, we find him writing

"that any Act of Parliament professing to regulate the
medical profession, and making no provision for the proper
cultivation of pharmacy, is not what it professes to be.'"*

2 " On the State of Pharmacy in this Country,"
PharmacetiticalJournal [1], 2, 678.

4 Pharmaceutical Journal [1], 4,153.

c
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TMs was in October, 1844. Three months afterwards—

January, 1845—his views completely changed, and' he surren-

dered an idea wMoh lie had cherished veiy warmly.

" We are therefore no longer in doubt whether the

chemists ought to be comprised in the Medical Bill, or

whether they ought to be provided with a Pharmaceutical

Bill to regulate their body. The circumstances above de-

tailed furnish strong grounds for believing that the latter

is the right course."

The cause of this change is to be found in his realisation of

the fact that the various cliques in the meAiical profession were

so intent upon scrambling after their own interests that if

pharmacy were included its claims upon the attention of Parlia-

• ment would be obscured by the dust of battle raised by the con-

tending medical factions. This question we have dealt with

rather fully for two reasons. It illustrates Jacob Bell's character.

He was not liamited by tiliat bugbear of little minds—consis-

tency, and he could surrender his most cherished notions if they

in any way hindered him in carrying on the work he had in hand.

Although the end did not justify the means, he was prepared to

try all honourable means to accomplish a work which everyone

must confess was absolutely altruistic. Our second reason is

that the change of view which he experienced was the starting

point of his crusade for a Pharmacy Bill, which he seems at

onoe to have decided must be made to embrace the sale of

poisons. It is well for us to remember that Bell approached

the subject of poisons quite deliberately, and wrote about it at

great length. And it is clear that he never contemplated the

possibility of pharmacists making the absurd mistake of separat-

ing poisons into two classes—commercial and medicinal. The

sale of poisons must be controlled, and no one but a qualified

man is competent to control it. The seller must ascertain the

purpose for wliich a poison is going to be used, and how shall

he judge of the (truth of t/he answer unless he is acquainted with

the properties of the article? Bell's arguments are to be com-

mended to all pharmacists because of their logic and because

of their freedom from the taint of class prejudices which do not

appeal to laymen.

Later in his career he dealt with quackery and the adultera-

tion of foods and drugs. These matters were not treated by
him simply as items of general information, but were set

forth in aspects which should appeal to the professional senti-

ment in his readers. It was a part of his policy of organisation

to create a sense of unity by writing upon subjects which were

interesting and of moment to every grade of pharmacists ; but

there was no pandering to the commercial instinct.

The Formation of the Pharmaceutical Society.

In tlie formation of the Pliarmiceutical Society Bell was con-

tent to accept as members the chemists and druggists as they

were, and trusted by education and examination to improve the

race as years went on. It was thus established on a broad basis.

NotwitTistanding this, there was much dis&itisfaction, especially

concerning the subscription. There is no doubt that the per-

sonal sacrifice of leisure and money which he himself made
induced many persons to join who would otherwise have held
aloof. In the provinces a considerable following was obtained
by the formation of what were called branch societies having
local officers. This arrangement secured the attachment of the'

best pharmacists in the larger towns. It ansjvered so well that
lectures in scientific and pharmaceutical subjects given under
the auspices of some of these provincial bodies were more
numerously attended than those in London. Space *does not
permit of me dealing with Bell's work upon the Pharmacy
Bills, with which he was so intmiately connected ; I have
been more intent upon showing the attitude of the man himself
towards art, science, and pharmacy. His labours in the cause
of the art which he loved were unbroken for eighteen years.

To carry out his campaign with any £ope of success he tells us

in his last written presidential address, when his voice had
already proclaimed its last message, that at the outset he armed
himself with the following rules of action ;

—
" 1. Never to take offence at any reception, however cool,

abrupt, or even rude. 2. Not to be discouraged at a cold

shoulder. 3. Not to look down on a man because he has
a small shop or lives in a back street. 4. Never lose sight

of the main object from a mistaken notion of dignity and
self-respect. 5. Never be goaded into a quarrel or loss of

temper."

In conclusion, I think I cannot do better than present to

the readers of the Journal the last paragraph of Bell's Lst

address, without making any comments thereon:—
" In some respects tliis treatment was calculated to dis-

courage and dishearten those who had been labouring for

-so many years for the good of the public, and who felt

entitled to some acknowledgment of such services. But it

is, on the other hand, satisfactory to find how much can
be and has been effected, notwithstanding the apathy ana
indifference of the Government. By perseverance the So-

ciety possesses the power of carrying out the.desired object

sooner or later. No Bill relating to the subject could be

carried without the aid of practical men. In the meantime
the work is progressing gradually, and so long as thfl

Society continues to proceed with zeal and unanimity, it

has the power to protect the public from the consequences
of any foolish theoretical legislation, of which we have
lately seen some examples, and, sooner or later, we may
reasonably hope that the pharmaceutical body will b*)

placed in its proper position in the profession, although

some of us may probably not live to see the complete reali-

sation of our fiopes."

SKIN DISEASES OF ANIMALS.

BY "CENTAUE."

The skin troubles of animals are very much like those

of the human subject, but most of them are amenable to

Ueatment. If we except one form of eczema, it may be

said that they present no great difficulty, and remedial

measures are almost invariably successful. Skin troubles are

widespread, both among wild and domesticated animals, and

in certain seasons lead to the death of the affected, if not

properly treated. Among wild animals it is not rare to find

foxes so emaciated by mange as to be run into and " broken

up " by hounds, without affording any sport to the pursuers.

Members of the feline tribe are found in such case that they

are unable to defend themselves.

The semi-domesticated ponies of the Shetland Islands have

suffered from skin diseases from time to time which have led

to the death of no small number. Sheep, whether wild or

doroesticat«d, are perhaps the most troubled of all species

with skin parasites.

The domesticated animals with which we are principally

eoncerned are all subject to erythema, or simple hyperasmia,

of the upper layers of the cerium, with some little infiltra-

tion of the membrane of malpighi (dermatitis erythematosa).

Often evanescent in the larger domesticated animals, our

attention is seldom asked to this disorder, unless it takes a

se\erer form, such as is known to horsemen as " mud fever."

Tho subjects we are more frequently called upon to treat are

to be found among dogs, both sporting and pet dogs. The

former entertain many risks to the nude portions of the skin

by entering long grass covered with snow, or wet with dew,

crisp with frost, or by drought rendered sharp, and readily

wounding the thin integument covering the belly and thigts

and between the fore limbs. While hunting hedgerows and

under many other conditions of th« chase, sporting dogs

suffer superficial as well as deep injuries from burrs and
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thorns, which lead up to an erythematous condition of the

skin. In the case of pet dogs, we have to take into con-

sideration their luxurious habits, lying upon carpeted floors

.".nj soft rugs, exposed to the direct rays of the fire, and

then, for sanitary reasons, turned out into the cold without

preparation. A still more fruitful source of erythema with

pets is the practice of washing them with soaps in which

there is an excess of alkali, or a proportion of carbolic acid,

calculated to destroy parasites, but having a most irritating

effect upon the skin.

Clinical Symptoms.—These consist in bright red patches of

the cutaneous metfnbrane, due to arterial excitement, as

evidenced by the pressure of the fingers upon a given spot,

and reduction of the colour until the pressure is removed.
Kome degree of swelling accompanies the more severe attacks,

but this is exceptional, nor is any acute irritation evinced by
the patient, save in those cases affecting horses, and pre-

viously alluded to as "mud fever."

Simple cases of erythema in dogs may excite considerable

alarm on the part of their owners, but the duration of the

malady is commonly short, if not accompanied' by itching

and followed by wounding by the patient's own efforts to

allay it with teeth and nails ; when this has taken place there

will be more or less desquamation of the cuticle. A darkened
area remains for some little time, but is gradually carried

away.

Treatment.—The general experience of practitioners favours
the administration of a purgative, followed by salines. In the

horse, a dose of aloes, from four to eight drachms as a ball,

and in conjunction with the usual drachm or two of pulv.

zingib., or half-drachm of oapsicxun ; in the ox—it is a more
frequent visitant of fatting cattle than of dairy stock or

"stores"—a pound of sodee sulph., or mag. sulph., with 2 oz.

ot pot. bicarb., followed by daily ounce doses of the latter.

Dogs and cats may have a dose of cascara, followed by
proportional quantities of pot. bicarb., which they will often

be fouiid to take in savoury foods. Two to 10 gr. is a fair

reckoning for dogs varying in weight from 5 lb. to 30 lb.

With regard to topical applications, these are only needed
where itching it a prominent symptom. Sporting and ken-
nelled dogs generally may receive a liberal inunction with
ling, zinci ox., to which acid carbolic, m. x. ad unciam, has

been added.

We are precludedi from usdug greasy preparations when
lap dogs are the subjects, amd for these ichthyol, acid eali-

cvlic, glycerin and neutral soaps are advised. Freidberger
i-ecommendfi a 10 per oent. solution of argent, nit., but this

will not do for the white-coated and pink-skinned dogs of the

Maltese, Pomeranian, and fox-terrier class.

The writer has found a one in five glycerin lotion answer
as well as anything. Lead and other agents, as creolin 4

per cent., may be employed for horses and cattle, but with
dogs and cats we have always licking on the part of the

patient, fatal consequences following in some instances. There
is an erythema which is prolonged if not chronic, and this is

best treated witii small doses of arsen;.c. Horses may begin

with 5 gr. daily, and take an increasing quantity until a

maximum of 10 gr. is reached. Cattle bear a rather larger

do«e. Dogs and cats should not receive more than one-

thirtieth to one-tenth of a grain ; and the drug should not

be suddenly withdrawn, but given in diminishing doses when
the malady has nearly disappeared.

Nettle Rash— Urticaria.

Horses, cattle, dogs, and pigs are subject to this erythema.

It is quite a common trouble among horses, not infrequent

in swiiie, and comparatively rare in dogs and cattle. With-
out any premonitory symptoms, and in a few minutes , it

\

\

will sometimes attack a horse upon the road in warm weather

and after a deep draught of cold water. In other cases, it

would seem to be a sequel to various digestive disturbances.

In appearance it is an irregularly distributed eruption of

oval or roundish patches, more or less soft to the touch, not

pitting on pressure, but offering moderate resistance. Whila
no part of the body can claim immunity, it has a disposition

to affect the head and neck, the sides of the arms and body,

skipping the flank, and perhaps the quarters, but the latter

often show elevated hairs, which are found to cover widely

separated eminences. One side of an animal may be almost

clear of the eruption, while the other is thick with it. The
suddenness of its appearance and disappearance probably

gave rise to the term nettle rash, which it in some respects

resembles in the human subject; but the hairy covering of

animals prevents nettle stings, save about the muzzle of high-

bred horses, the nose and eyes of dogs, and, rarely, the

under parts around the genitals, where, as before noticed,

the skin is thinnest; but these are the parts where nettle-rash

or urticaria does not come. It is easily distinguished from
other skin maladies by the rapidity of its development.

Febrile disturbance, accompanied by dulness or languor of

the individual, is often marked, and some irregularity of the-

bowels and alteration in the appearance and composition of

the urine. The swellings may be absorbed in a few hours,

or remain for a week.

There is but little subsequent desquamation, yet the nutrition-

of tihe hair buJIbs i« ncit infrequently interfered witJi to such an
extent as to cause a change of colour in tlie lhairs and white

spoits or patches mark the animal until the nex't moult, and in

some oases permanently. This, is ralther a remarkable feature

of a skin disease of so commonly evanescent a oharaoter, when
it is considered how muidh the integument will endure froBr

other causes without such interference with the colouring of

the coat.

The causes of nettle rash are still obscure, but there is »
general consensris of opinion among practitioners that digestive

disturbances are responsible in most cases, and it has been

thought to be due to damaged fodder, as mow-burnt hay,

kiln-dried oats, sea-borne and musty cereals of foreign origin.

When, in a large stud of horses, bad forage excites polyuria,

or exerts a purgative influence upon tihem, there is an absence

of urticaria, and this suggests that such forage is the cause of

both, and that treatment should be of such a kind as natiu'e

herself adopts in those oases in which the ill consequences are

thrown off by the emunctories. Hence it is a common and'

apparently successful custom to give a dose of aloes sufficiently

strong to act as a purgative, and follow it up vrith diuretics,

as nitrate of potash and the sulphates of soda and magnesia.

These appear to cut short the eruption and prevent a second

cro^ of swellings, w<hidh is not rare where the animal receives

no care. It is important at once to remove the cause and feed'

upon the soundest forage obtainalble. If itching and rubbing

accompany the disease, a lotion may be prescribed consisting of

hyd. perchlor., gr. x., ac:.d hydrocyanic dil., 4 drachms, glycerin

2 ounces, aqua Jx. Liquor plumfbi in various proportions ia

also employed, and a homely remedy to allay itching is found

in malt vdnegaa-, 1 part ; water, 3 parts.

It is not advisaJble to use anything >buit dilute glycerin for

dogs, on account of the determined manner in which they lick

off poisonous agents.
|

{To be continued.)

Glove Cleaning Powder.

Prepared chalk, 1^ oz. ;
quillaia bai-k in powder, 2i oz. ;

powdered cream of tartar, 7^ oz. To be applied with a, da,mi>

.sponge; dry, and brush off.

—

Amcr. Drugg., 42, 127.

C2
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S CONVERSAZIONE.

Friday, May 15, 1903, at Biulington House, London, W.

Sir Willam Htjggins, President, received the guests, among

whom the Prince of Wales and the Duke of Teck were con-

spicuous. The chemists present included Sir W. Crookes,

Sir H. Roscoe, Sir W. Ramsay, Drs. Thorpe and Clowes.

Physicists were represented by Lord Rayleigh, Sir Oliver

Lodge, and others, while among the guests were a number of

persons well known in London pharmaceutical circles, Pro-

fes.sors Norman Collie, Reynolds Gre<;n, Palmer Wynne, and

Greenish, and the Deputy Chairman of the London County

Council being noticed.

The exhibits of

Physical Apparatus

were particularly numerous. Dr. Morris Travers showed two

constant volume hydrogen thermometers for the measurement

of temperatures between 0° and —253°. Callendar's tem-

perature-compensated barometer, which was also shown, con-

sists of a bulb containing air, and communicating with the

top of a vertical tube. The lower end of this tube communi-

cates with a wider vertical tub© open to the atmosphere at

the top, and also with a second bulb surrounding the air

bulb. The lower portion of the tubes and the annular space

between the two bulbs contain oil. The volumes of the bulbs,

etc., have been adjosted so that the level of the oil in one of

the tubes does not vary appreciably with the temperature, but

only with the pressure.

An experiment by Mr. 0. W. Richardson illustrated the

conductivity imparted to a vacuum by hot carbon.

The " Elasmometer," a new form of interference apparatus

for the determination of the elasticity of solid substances, is

designed to measure the amount of binding suffered by a thin

plate of the substance investigated, when supported ijear its

ends against a pair of platinum-iridium knife-edges, under a

known weight applied at its centre. It consists of an

elaborate apparatus for the support and adjustment of the

plate and knife-edges; a measuring microscope, reading in

two rectangular directions by a new method to the thousandth

of a millimetre, for measuring the dimensions of the plate in

situ J- a specially constructed form of balance, one end of the

beam of which carries an agate point, through which a pres-

sure is applied under the centre of the plate equal to the

weight in a pan suspended from the other end; a delicate

control apparatus which only permits the weight to operate

extremely slowly and restrains the bands from passing too

rapidly for accurate counting ; and an interference apparatus.

The optical apparatus of the dilatometer previously exhibited

is utilised for the transmission of the hydrogen light to the

interference appai-atus, and as observing apparatu.s.

Great interest was shown in the new coherer, as applied

to wireless telegraphy, shown by Sir Oliver Lodge and Dr.

Alexander Muirhead. The coherer consists of a steel wheel,

which rotates so that its edge touches a pool of mercury,

throuoh a film of oil. the deooherence being automatic. A
fraction of a volt is used in the detecting circuit, which

works a siphon recorder as the receiving instrument. The

sending post of a station was also shown. Another exhibit

which attracted more attention than anything else was that

by >Sir William Crookes, illustrative of the properties of the

emanations of radium. There were autoradiographs, photo-

tographs of radium emanations, luminous effects of radium

emanations, and an ingenious little instrument which Sir

William Crookes calls a spinthariscope, intended as a con-

venient contrivance to show tlie scintillations of a piece ot

radium nitrate. A solution of i-adium on a small plate formed

a permanent lamp, which might really be of practical use.

The
Biological Exhibits

included five specunens of Hydrophida;, the poisonous .sea

snakes which swarm round the coasts of India. The ex-

hibitor, Dr. Leonard Rogers, stated that their poison is the

same as that of the cobra, being mucli morfe virulent thau

"rattlesnake poison." A domestic fowl_ (stuffed), showing

true hermaphroditism, was exhibited by Mr. Shattock, in

conjunction with Mr. Seligmann, of St. Thomas's Hospital.

Miss E. R. Saunders showed a number of growing stocks,

which proved that when glabrous cream and white stocks are

crossed with each other, or with glabrous plants of other

colours, the offspring are all hoary; when, however, colours

other than white or cream are crossed together, the offspring

are all glabrous. This fact illustrates the atavistic appearance

of a structural character in the heterozygotes, resulting from

crnss-breeding.

Among the bacteriological exhibits were Dr. Green'.sr

method for the purification of calf lymph by means of

chloroform water, and Macfadyen and Rowland's apparatus

for the disintegration of micro-organisms by mechanical

crushing when frozen by means of liquid air. Both of the.se

have already been mentioned in the Journal, though from a

conversation with one of the inventors of the latter process

it appears that their intention was not to make any facts

publi: previous to this conversazione.

Chemical Exhibits.

The chemical exhibits were not very numerous or of con-

spicuous importance, with the exception of the radium
already mentioned. Professor T. E. Thorpe, Eoreign Secre-

tary of the Royal Society, showed an electrolytic apparatusi

for the detection and determination of minute quantities of

arsenic in beer and brewing materials by the generation of

arseniuretted hydrogen. The apparatus consists of a small

glas.s vessel, open at the bottom, placed within a porous cell,

which itself stands in a cylindrical glass vessel surrounded

by cold water. A band of platinmn encircling the poroui

cell forms the anode, and the cathode consists of sheet plati-

num, cone-shaped, suspended in the glass vessel. The elec-

trolyte is dilute sulphuric acid, and tJue hydrogen and
arseniuretted hydrogen generated at the cathode are dried

and passed through a heated glass tube, when the arsenic is

deposited. The electric current, if taken from .the main
si'pply, is reduced to the required intensity by passing

through a rheostat consisting of incandescent lamps, and a

number of tests can be carried out simultaneously.

Dr. T. K. Rose, of the Royal Mint, showed a number of

specimens of gold of the British Imperial Standard, which

is made brittle and unfit for coinage by the presence of minute
traces of tellurium, lead, bismuth, and other metals. When
the part of lead is present in 4,000 of the gold, the annealed

substance is quite ductile ; but with a similar or a rather

laigei' quantity of tellurium or bismuth the gold is brittle

when annealed. The effects of these impurities are removed
by the presence of cuprous oxide dissolved in the metal.

Photographs of the minute structure of the gold were ex.-

iiibiteti to show that changes in the quality of coinage bars

are accompanied by profound changes in the micro-structure

of the metal.
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER.

HE Annual Dinner of the members

of the Pharmaceutical.lSociety of

Great Britain and their friends

was held on Tuesday,, May IH,

1S03, at the Whitehall Kooms,

Hotel Metropole, Mr. G-. T.

Wilkinson Mewsholme, Presi-

dent, ill the chair. As will be

seen from the list of guests, which

appears at the end of this repoiPt,

the company included pharma-

cists from France and Ireland, as well as fromi all parts of

Great Britain, while other visitors represented several of the

most distinguished and learned societies of the country. The

large dining hall was quite full, and, indeed, not a few app-i-

cations for tickets on Monday and Tuesday had to be refused

for want of accommodation. The spur tables were presided

over by the Vice-President (Mr. C. B. Allen), the Treasurer

No. 17, Bloomsburt Square in 1903.

(Mr. S. R. Atkins, J.P.), the Secretary (Mr. Richai-d Brem-

ridge), Messrs. Isaiah Bourdas, A. Cooper, J. Humphrey, and

Chas. Umney. The programmes were illustrated by pictures of

the Society's premises in Bloomsbury Square and of Bloomsbury

Square two hundred years ago : the illustrations are here repro-

duced.

The President, who was assisted by the Vice-President and

the Treasurer, received the guests between 6.30 and 7.0 p.m.,

and after a dinner, the excellence of which seemed to be the

subject of general agreement, the loyal toast was proposed

from the chair and was duly honoured.

The President then proposed the toast of

The Houses of Parliament.

Ho said he did not propose to inflict upon his hearers any garru-

lous eulogy of law-givers in general or the British Parliament in

particular. Pharmacists might have reasons for not being par-

ticularly enthusiastic in regard to the legislative machinery of

the country, buit they cordially recognised and appreciated the
labours—frequently very arduous—of those gentlemen whom
they sent to St. Stephen's to do their talking for them. They
were fortunate in having present Mr. Henniker Heaton, Mr.
^Lirshall Hall, Mr. Remnant, and Mr. Randies—distinguished

members of the House of Commons who had been fearless

enough to endorse the Pharmacy Bill—and he hoped they

would be accorded the welcome they deserved. Letters express-

ing regret at their inability to be present had been received

from Ml-. Wanklyn, M.P., and Mr. Osmond Williams, M.tP.

He coupled with the toast the names of Mr. Remnant, to whom
he might perhaps on that occasion refer to as the hon. mem-

ber for Bloomsbury Square, and Mr. Marshall Hall, a gentle-

man to whom the Society was much indebted for practical

interest in its Bill, and for lively sympathy with the profes-

sional grievances of its members.

Mr. J. F. Rem.v.^nt, M.P., said it was not the first time that

he had been given the honour of responding to that toast at

the annual banquet of the Pharmaceutical Society, aiid he felt

that he was quite among old friends. Last year he had to

respond second, but as he now seemed to have been promoted,

perhaps he was expected to speak for the House of Lords. Ha
was not yet a member of that House, but ambition was a great

thing! He had been glad to help the Pharmaceut'c-^l Society

ti 1
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Bloomsbury Square in 170!j.

by backing the Pharmacy Bill, and would do anything he oould

to help the Bill on. With reference to pharmaceutical educa-

tion, he might perhaps be allowed to say, when the subject of

education for London was occupying the attention of the House

of Commons, that if the Society could provide that their young

men, after passing the Preliminary Examination, should undergo

a uniform and systematic course of training, the large number

of failures at the extremely stiff examinations later on would

be greatly reduced. He was very grateful for the cordial re-

ception of the toas{t-.

Mr. E. Marshall Hall, K.C., M.P., after thanking the

President and members, said that if some easily-diffused stimu-

lant, or a course of tonic, could be administered at regular

intervals to the members of the Upper Chamber, the delight-

ful air of somnolence which seemed to pervade it would cease

to exist. He recognised the constitutional necessity for an

Upper House, but would like to see its members elected by tlie

Peers themselves. The House of Commons was a most wonder-

ful institution ; no place had such a remarkable way of shedding

its fascination. Once a man became a member, he reaUsed

how small a factor he was in that great and imposing body.

Some were never tired of hearing their own voices ; the only

people who became tired were the others ! His friend Mr.
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Eemnant would, however, give him a good character in that

respect ;
when, however, he thought that he ha.d anything

more t-o say, or knew anything more of a subject than those

who had been speaking on it, he would endeavour by some

means or other to catch the Speaker's eye, and if he succeeded

would proceed to deliver himself. So long as Mr. Lough sat

in the House there would be no lack of speeches. He (Mr.

Marshall Hall) had always taken great interest in the study,

though not the absorption, of drugs. He had the misfortune

to be the son of a doctor, and his father, for whom—God bless

him I—he always had a greater respect than for anyone else,

did somehow find him in odd corners weighing out quantities of

drugs, showing that the doctrine of heredity was concerned in

the matter. He took a great interest in the British Pharma-

copoeia, a copy of which was always by his bedside, and he

could never understand why "Dr. Rutherford,'' whose name
seemed always printed in italics, should invariably disagree with

ether people's theories about the action of drugs ! To be

serious, he was going to say something with which they might

not all agree ; but he had a way of saying what he thought,

and it was best to he candid. The Pharmacy Bill, as drafted,

was unworkable, but if chemists could not get the whole loaf,

they should be content with half. The gentleman who' cried

" No ! no !
" must starve. He had a complaint to make of those

who followed the honourable profession of a chemist. He had

the highest possible respect for ^chemists, to whose skill and

care lives were safely entrusted—even the dispensing of

such things as a two-hundredth of a grain of hyoscine

hydrobromate could be relied on—^but he wished chemists held

a still higher opinion of themselves. If their profession had
deteriorated, it was because they themselves liad neglected the

professional for the trading portion of their work. The means

of protection should be similar to those in force with the Incor-

porated! Law Society. The Pharmaceutical Society should

agitate for plenary powers, and should bring influence to bear

against those evils which they were anxious to remedy. They
could not hope to set the hands of the clock back. Many years

ago, before public bodies stepped in to regulate the purity of

drugs, it was necessary that the owner of a chemist's business

should have the confidence of all. Now things were different,

and the ordinary chemist could very well do much of his ordinary

business by the agency of unqualified assistants or shop-boy.s.

So long as there was no distinction in the eyes of the public be-

tween the trained pharmacist and the sundriesman, so long

would it be difficult for Parliament to give protective legisla-

tion. But the Pharmaceutical Society could recognise two
classes of chemists, and could make it a breach of etiquette to

eerve limited companies. They would' however, never get a

House of Commons, which, so far as lie could see, would be more
liberal than ever in the future—for Liberal would join Conser-

vative in the struggle of the future between Constitutionalism

and Socialism—they would never get the House of Commons
to enact that every director of a limited company carrying on the

business of a chemist must be a qualified chemist and druggist.

As education improved! and increased, concerted efforts became
impossible of suppression. "What could well be insisted on was
that the responsible manager of a chemist's business or depart-

ment should be responsible for the acts of all his assistants. It

sl'.ould be regarded as a rule of etiquette that men should not

accept such positions with limited companies except on the un-
derstanding that they should have absolute control of the part

for which they were responsible. He was very anxious to help
the chemists of the country to put themselves back into the
position which they ought to occupy ; but it was for them to

laise the standard from within and see that all were worthy of

jnotection. Then they could rely on Parliament coming to their

aid and protecting them.

]n .submitting the toast of

The Medical Profession,

the Pebsident said it was his duty and pleasure to propose it,

as it was a toast which pharmaci-sts always received with the

utmcet cordiality and sincerity. They were pleased indeed to

greet the two great branches of the healing art represented thei-e

that night in the presence of such distinguished men as Sir Wil-

liam Selby Church, Bart. (President of the Royal College of

Physicians), and Sir Henry Howse (President of the Royal
College of Surgeons), and he felt encouraged to say that their

presence was a gi-atifying sign of the sound relationship that

continued to exist between medicine and pharmacy.

Sir W. Selbt Church, Bart., in responding, expressed his

sincere thanks for the cordial manner in which the toast had
been proposed and received. The present would, he thought,

ever be one of the most interesting times in the history o£

medicine. They had seen in their generation a greater revolution

in the theory of medicine and disease than any generation had
seen before, and greater probably than would ever happen again.

Ihe past few years would always be remarkable in medical

history. With the advances in medicine and surgery, scientific

pharmacy might be said almost to have arisen. There were,

howevei, some disadvantages in spite of the good effects. The
pharmaceutical profession seemed bent on bewildering medical

practitioners 'by the number and variety of the weapons which

they placed in their hands. The synthetic chemist daily turned

out new compositions, each of which was said to be superior to

its immediate predecessor. Such a multiplicity of drugs was dis-

tinctly embarrassing. Medical men thanked chemists for the

increaeed purity, but not equally for the multiplicity of dnigs.

The question arose to his mind, was the utility of such drugs

proportional to their numbers? In their pride in their know-
ledge of chemistry and physiology men nowadays were apt to

secrn the pharmacy of their forefathers. Doubtless a large num-
ber of the pharmaceutical products of the old days were

remnants of superstition, but now they were in a dense fog.

Agaan, could the action of organisms on cells in vitro be in-

variably atssumed to correspond with the action on the animal

body? And he must utter a word of warning. If physicians had

need to be careful in the use of drugs, the general public should

be careful in the use of so-called chemical foods, which,

according to their proprietors, would ward off all diseases, and

peihaps even overcome death itself. Pharmacists should dis-

courage the public as much as possible from making use of

these chemical foods. It was quite clear that there had been

a change in the condition of the population attacked by diseases

duiing the last 200 years. At the beginning of that time,

potatoes were not generally used, and certainly not enough

vegetable food was taken in winter. The result was a general

scorbutic taint at the begiiinijng of spring. Perhaps the in-

fusions of old lierbs, the aqua of 200 j'ears ago, were of great

use in counteracting these scorbutic symptoms. He would

I t. mind them of the words of Sydenham :
" How I may make a

patient vomit, purge, or sweat, or cool him, any druggist'*

shopboy can tell me, but it is a very different thing to say when

(me or other medicine should be used." The right use of

remedies in their right places was the actual summit of ih»

physician's art. Sir Benjamin Brodie had said with truth that

lie wlio knew the actions of a few drugs thoroughly was more

likely to benefit his patient than was one who had a shghter

acquaintance with all the di-ugs of the Pharmacopceii. Lately

t.here seemed to have been a return to some extent to the doc-

trines of the father of medicine, Hippocrates ; for example

he would mention the open-air treatment of phthisis, and the

greater trust in light, warmth, air, diet, and regimen. Lately

also, the medical mM had been able to make use of otl'

sources of assistance. An example was found in the elecu
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light treatment of lupus. He must not be understood to throw-

any discredit on drugs; drugs, properly used, must always

remain of the greatest value. The whole world was greatly

indebted to pharmacists. Tliis country especially was indebted

*o the Pharmaceutical Society, which had done so much m the

i)ast to raise the status of chemists, and would, he felt sui-e,

do even more in the future to raise the phannacist to hia

proper position.

The Pkesident next proposed the toast of

The Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland,

coupled with the name of Mr. G. D. Beggs, the deservadly

popular President of the sister Society. The popularity of Mr.

Beggs was not confined to the Emerald side of St. George's

Channel. He had made a host of friends amongst the members

«f the pharmaceutical calling in Great Britain, and those wiift

Jcnew his professional, administrative, and social virtues could

very cordially congratulate the Irish Society on the m;ui vrlio,

ior the time being, guided its destiny. The two Societies were

•doing similar work, and were often rewarded with similar

misunderstanding, so that they had a common bond of sym-

pathy, and a fellow feeling for each others woes. He would like

t-o assure Mr. Beggs that, although an Irish member of Parlia-

ment had blocked the Bill, the Society lie represented had no

more cordial and since well-wishers than the membei-s of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

Mr. Beggs, President of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Ireland, said that after the eloquent speeches to which they

had listened, he thought that he might weary them, but he

would be wanting as an Irishman if lie did not try in some way

to respond. They looked with favour on the kindly feeling

existing between the two Societies. They in Ireland could not

give much beyond moral support to the British Society, but

they wished the Pharmacy Bill eveiy success. Both Societies

required % great deal more than they had. Parliament had no

xight to subject chemists to examination, to give them their

position, and then to take away from them their titles and

allow their use by limited companies. Why should Parlia-

ment allow seven men to do what one man could not? He was

glad to hear the President of the College of Physicians express

alarm at the multiplicity of remedies. It remained with

physicians not to take up those remedies. Why should there

"be so many forms of tabellae and tabloids? Surely the B.P.

was large enough for the medical man to prescribe from ! As

ithe tendency now was, one might expect to see in the Addendum
to the B.P. *He latest "patent" medicine list and the latest

xutting prices. It was time a stop was put to such a s-tate

of things. He concluded by returning cordial thanks for the

Icind manner in which the toast had been received.

Sir A. RijCKER, Principal of the University of London, felt

it a great honour to be asked to propose the toast of ' Yo-or

Noble Selves," in other words, of

The Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

The work of the Society had akeady been refeiTed to thit

evening. He could endorse what Mr. Marshall Hall had said

with regard to the wonderful trust the public placed in the

jnen who dispensed their medicine. They Jiad more fear of

poison in their food or their beer than in their medicine. He
did not pretend to be quite au fait with all the difficult questions

which agitated their minds, but although he failed in technical

knowledge of pharmacy, he thought that anyone interested in

science would find himself in touch with the pharmacists of

'Great Britain. He saw present Mr. R. T. Glazebrook, of the

National Physical Laboratory, the foimding of which had

brought him into contact with the Pharmaceutical Society.

>''tandardisation,was being recognised as more and more essen-

tial in all branches of work, and the National Physical Labora-

tory \fas the national expression of the need for accuracy. A;

to education, under the auspices of the Pharmaceutical Society,

men of eminence were training students of distinction. The

University of London, which was trying to get into touch with

the wants of London, might also get into touch with the

Pharmaceutical Society. In the teaching of the London Uni-

versity there was no place for theology, and no want of har-

mony. Might the harmony long continue ! There was a

growing feeling that it was in the higher education, of the

masters as well as of the people, that the country had most to

seek. He had no doubt that in the laboratory of the great

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain they would find men
ready and willing to carry out researches which would push

still further back the bonds of ignorance, and willing to work
for the degrees of the University. The University had been

doing all it could to make degree* more sought after, for

instance, in the throwing open of degrees to graduates of other

universities. Since October 1, 190 graduates from) Oxford, Cam-
bridge, Colonial, and other universities had entered the Univer-

sity of London to take ordinary degrees or to pursue research

and obtain the doctorate. He hoped that among these might be

found many pharmacists, and that the University and the Phar-

maceutical Society might move forward hand in hand. He was
reminded of the share which one of the earliest members of the

Pharmaceutical Society had in founding the Yorkshire College,

Leeds—the late Mr. Richard Reynolds—who was, he thought,

the first member of the Pharmaceutical Society to obtain the first

place in three diffeiient subjects. Yorkshire College owed much
of its success to him. If Mr. Reynolds had done good work in

the past at Leeds, Mr. Newsholme was doing similarly good

work now in Sheffield, which might soon become a university

town. He coupled with the toast the name of Mr. Newsholme,
President of the Pharmaceutical Society.

The President, in response, thanked Sir Arthur Riicker for

his kind and eloquent references to him and to the Pharmaceu-

tical Society. It was difficult to respond adequately, but he did

so with great pleasure, believing as he did fully in the Pharnia-

ceutieal Society. He would first refer to the closing remarks of

Sir A. Riicker, dealing with the question of universities in York-

shire. The previous day he had attended a meeting as a mem-
ber of the Court of Governors of University College, Sheffield, to

consider the desirability of Sheffield having a university of its

own. He had also attended a meeting of the citizeiis of the

town, when it was unanimously decided that Sheffield should

have a separate university. There was some difference of

opinion owing to the recent gi-eat split in Victoria University..

When Leeds was left in the cold, they agreed to have a separate

university, but they would not have Sheffield. Sheffield was
thus put on Its mettle, and decided alio to have a separate

university in order to be able to educate their own men in the

steel industry, and compete with the whole world. Sheffield and

Leeds had nothing in common as regards their industries, but

there was no ill-feeling between them. To return more closely

to the subject, they all respected the University of London.

The Pharmaceutical Society might take much credit that no

small portion of the gxeab advances that had been made in

botany and materia medica, as well as in chemistry and phar-

macy, had been due to the Pharmaceutical Society and its mem-
bers. AVhen they remembered that one of the earliest public

laboratories for practical chemistiy was that of the Society, and

when they read its history, they concluded that they had a very

large part to play. In the Pharmacy Act three great principles

had been laid down for the Society to act upon—education, pro-

tection, and benevolence. These three principles had been

carried out in every respect. One other matter he must mention,

that up to the present the Society had not been able to establish

a uniform educational curriculum. It was an old story, but it

must be insisted on, and no position in reference to the Uni-
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Tensity of London was possible unless they had some uniform

and thorough system of training. The best thing, he was quite

sure, was a three years' training. If they could show the

University that they had such a curriculum, recognition from the

University of London would doubtless be obtained. The only

way of advance was by education, and by showing to the world

that pharmacists were something more than a mere trading body,

and deserved .something more than they got at the present time.

The President then gave the toast of

Local Pharmaceutical Associations.

If he had not imposed upon himself a self-denying ordinance

not to make a speech to-night, he would be inclined to let

himself go on the toast of " Local Associations," which he

had now to place before them. They were aware that local

organisation was his pet subject ; but he was convinced that

the efficiency of the general body-politic depended upon the

thoroughness with which these local centres were organised.

In other words, imperial unity could only be made possible by

local unity. The local associations of Great Britain were potent

factors in the promotion of district unity, and the Pharmaceu-

tical Society had strong reasons to publicly recognise the work

they were doing in the direction of consolidation. He coupled

with the toast the name of his friend Mr. Oiles, of the Aber-

deen Pharmaceutical Association, which was the oldest phar-

maceutical association in the country. Indeed, he was not

sure whether the Pharmaceutical Society ought not to have

been established in Aberdeen.

Mr. William Giles responded to the toast. Like the Phar-

maceutical Society, the Aberdeen Association had always held

the promotion of pharmaceutical education as one of the most

important objects of their work. Another most helpful work

was the support which they gave to the Pharmaceutical Society.

Since the paper which Mr. Newsholme had written two or

three years ago, it was gratifying to find the number of local

associations of chemists and druggists which had sprung up.

The Pederation of Local Associations had done much good, and

always held as its chief function the support of the Pharmaceu-

tical Society. The time had now arrived since the recent ad-

vances in scientific knowledge and social conditions, and in

consequence of changed surroimdings, when every qualified man
should be a member of the Pharmaceutical Society. He thanked

them very cordially for their reception of the toast.

The concluding toast, proposed by the President, was that of

Our Guests.

He mentioned particularly M. Eugene Leger, President of the

Paris Society of ' Pharmacy, with whose name the toast was

coupled. They also had with them Dr. Glazebrook, of the

National Phy.sical Laboratory, Sir A. Riicker, the Master of

the Society of Apothecaries, the President of the Society ol

Public Analysts, the President of the Imtitute of Cliemistry,

the Master of the Salters' Company, and other distinguished

men, all of whom they heartily welcomed. He was sorry that

he was unable to propose the toast in the language in which

M. Leger would best understand it, but hoped that Professor

Greenish and Mr. Walter Hills would explain anything which

was not clear. He regarded it as a great privilege to have among
them a gentleman from France who followed the same calHng

as themselves. He had noticed with pleasure the intimate

relations between this country and France ; at heart, the two
countries lovecTand respected one another.

M. Eugene Legee, who on rising to respond was received

with special heartiness, spoke at first in English, and thanked

the Society for the honour done to the Paris Society by inviting

its President to that dinner. Although a stranger, he found

himself among friends, and wished all prosperity to the Pharma-

ceutical Society of Great Britain. Continuing in French, M.
Leger apologised for not concluding his speech in English,
Each of them naturally felt a preference for his own country.

In France, the greatest liberty was allowed to the political

press, but the English must not think that the Anglophobe
utterances in the press represented accurately the feeling of

the country. The mere fact of distance was no barrier in these-

days of telegraph, telephone, and locomotion ; and ihere was
to-day a great bond of union between the savants of the dif-

ferent countries, and certainly among doctors, surgeons, anS
pharmacists. He thanked the President, the Secretary, Pro-

fessor Greenish, Mr. Hills, and Mr. Lescher for their courtesy

in entertaining him.

An excellent programme of concerted vocal music, for which,

owing to the able manner in which the President dealt with the

business, there was plenty of time, was submitted by the Court

Glee Singers, under the direction of Mr. F. Henry.

LIST OF GUESTS.

A complete list of the guests present at the dinner, with the

names of the various associations of chemists and druggists,

.scientific and other bodies represented, is given below. It wil!

be noticed that the number of per-sons present was over two
hundred.

Allen, C. B. (Vice-President)

Anderson, G.

Antcliffe, H.
Arnold, H. R.

Arnold's Friend

Arrow, J. J.

Arrowsmith, A. R.

Atkins, S. R. (Treasurer)

Attfield, Dr. J., F.R.S.

Averill, J. (N. Staffs. Asso-

ciation)

Bainbridge, R. R. (Tee«-side

Association)

Bateman, T. H.
Battle, J. S. (Lincoln

Chemists' Association)

Beddard, John
Beggs, G. D. (Pharmaceutical

Society of Ireland)

Bessell, J.

Bishop, E. K.
Boa, P. (Executive, North

British Branch)
Bolton, H. N.
Bolton, H. N., juD.

Bourdas, I.

Bourdas, John
Bowen, J. W. (Western

Chemists' Association)

Branson, F. W. (Leeds Asso-

ciation)

Bremridge, R. (Secretary)

Brown, G. A.
Browne, W.
Buddies, W.
Butt, E. Northway
Carteighe. M.
Garter, R. W.
Cassie, R. L.

Castle, J. W.
Chalmers, W.
Chaney, H. J. (Standards De-

partment, Board of Trade)

.Chater, A. J.

Church, Sir W. S., Bart.

(Royal College of Physicians)

Clarke, J. (Croydon)

Clarke, R. Feaver
Clayton, W. F.
Clayton's Friend
Cooling, T.

Cooper, A.
Cooper, H. Creemer
Cottle, Dr. Wyndham
Cracknell, H.
Cross, W. G.
Currie, W. L. (Glasgow and
West of Scotland Associa-

tion)

Davey, —
Davies, Thos.
Davis, W. A.
Dixon, R. D.
Druce, G. C. (Oxford and Dis-

trict Association)

Edden, T. L.
Ekins, A. E. (St. Albans)
Ewing, J. Laidlaw
Fairley, T. (Society of PubUc

Analysts)
Fitzhugh. R (Nottingham
and Notts. Association)

Pcggerty, —
Foster, E. D.
Frampton, Dr. J.

Francis, Alan
Francis, W. H.
Prankish, Dr. W. J.

Fuller, J.

Gerrard, A. W.
Gifford, R. L.

Giles, Wm. (Aberdeen Phar-

maseutical Association)

Glanville, Dr.
Glazebrook, Dr. R. T. (Physi-

cal Society)

Glvn-Jones, W. S.

Goldby, Frank
Greenish, Professor H. G.

Gregorj', A. C.

Gulliver, W. F.

Harrington, J. F.

Hart, G. E.
Harvey, Ro?er M.
Heaton, J. Henniker, M.P.
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List of Qutsis— (continued.]

Higgs, A. (Thames Valley As-
sociation)

Hill, Aubrey
Hill, E. W.
Hills, Dr. Roland
Hills, Walter
Hodgkinson, C.
Hodgson, C. E. (College of

Preceptors)

Holmes, C. J.

Howard, David (Institute of

Ohemistrv)
Howe, F. G.
Howie, W. L.

Howse, iSir H. (Royal College

of Surgeons)
Hugill, E. A.
HugiU, J. H.
Humphrey, John
Idris, T. H. W., L.C.C. (Lon-

don Chemists' Association)

Idris, jun.

Jackson, C.

Jones, G. E.

-Jones, R. H.
Xeall, J.

King, Hy.
Xansdown, G. A.
Latreille, A. (Chemists' Assis-

tants' Association)

L6ger, Eugene (Societe de
Pharmacie de Paris)

"Leng, R.
Lescher, F. Harwood
Xewis, D. L.

Tiinstead, E.
IMacEwan, P.

Iklarshall-Hall, E., M.P.
Martin, C.
Martin, N. H.
Martin, T.
Martindale, W. H., Ph.D.
Massey, S. J.

Maw, A. Trentham
Maw, C. Trentham
Mayger, W. D. (Northampton

Association)

Meldrum, M.
Merson, G. F. (Newcastle As-

sociation)

MiUard, E. J.

Miller, A. J. (Tasmanian
Pharmaceutical Society)

Mitchell, H. (Weet Ham and
District Association)

Mitchell, J. A. (Bradford As-

sociation)

Moon, H.
Morson, A.
Morson, T. P.

Moul, F.
Navlor, W. A H.
^Tewshobne. G. T. W. (Presi-

dent)

Pain, R.
Park, C. J.

Parkes, R. J. R.
Pearmund, H. S. (Tunbridge

Wells, etc., Association)

Perredes, P. E. F.
Perry, G. E. (Midland Phar-

maceutical Association)

Preston, Lieut. -Colonel A. C,
V.D.

<3uarrell, W. H.
Randies, J. Scurrah, M.P.
Eansom, F.

Raper, J. R.
Remnant, J. F., M.P.
Rich, S. W. G. (Queensland

Pharmaceutical Society)

Ridgwell, J. B.
Ridley, R.
Roberts, R. 0.
Robinson, R. A. (Deputy
Chairman L.C.C.)

Robinson, R. A., jun.

Robinson, W. P.

Rogers, F. A.
Rcgerson, W. J.

Eovle, H. W.
Boyle, J. W.
Riicker, Sir Arthur (Principal

of th£ University of London)
Salter, F.
Savory, A. L.
Shannon, R. J.

Sheiwood, N.
Sliilleock, A.
Shorrock, Councillor R. (Dar-

wen Association!

Silverlock, H. T.

Smith, J. H.
Society of Apothecaries

(Master)

Spurling, —

•

Squire, G.
Squire, P. W.
Stacey, P.

Stevenson, Dr. T.

Stooke, A. (North Kent Asso-
ciation)

Street, Col. A. W. F.
Street, Edmund
Taubman, —
Thurston, J.

Tickle, T.
Tornkirs, W. R.
Truman, F.
Turney, J. D. (Plymouth,

etc.', A.ssociation)

Umney, C.

L^mney, J. C.

Vasey, S. A., F.I.C.

Waitt, J.P.
Walker, H.
Walker, H. J. D.
Want, W. P.
Warren, F. W.
Warren, W.
Watson, —
Weld, —
Weston, S. J.

Weston, T. Iliffe (Master,

Salters Companv)
Whiffen. T. J.

White, Dr. Percival

White, Edmund
Wigginton, A.
Vv'illcack, F. W. (Wolver-
hampton Association)

Williiims, T. R.
Wilson. Harold
Wilson, Jas.

Wink, J. A.
Wink, J. G. S.

Woolley, G. J. B. (Leicester,

etc., Association)

Woolley, S. W. •

Woosnam, W. W.
Wootton, A. C.

Wretts, J. R.
Wright, A.
Wriaht, H. C.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

Wednesday, May 20. 1903. at 17, Blnomsbury Square,

Loudon, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President, in the chair.

The other members present were Me.S!-rs. Allen (Vice-Presi-

dent), Atkins (Treasurer), Carteighe, Cooper, Corder, Cross,

Gifford, Glyn-Jones, Park, Robinson, Symes, Taylor, and

Wootton.

Several members and student-associates who had paid their

subscriptions since May 6 were restored to their respective

positions.

The Council, having arranged the order of business to be

transacted at the annual meeting, adjourned.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

BY OUR PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVE.

Analysis of Coal.

In the Commons, Mr. D. A. Thomas has asked the Secre-

tary to the Admiralty how far the experiments directed

towards preventing the deterioration of coal when stored have

proceeded; and, seeing that the deterioration which takes

place in weathered coal is 5aid to be physical rather than

chemical, whether he would arrange that a chemical analysis

should be mac'e of the coal at the beginning and close of

each further experiment. Mr. Arnold Forster replied that

experiments ?or the purpose of ascertaining the result of

storing coal under water are in progress. Chemical analyses

are made at intervals, but sufficiei t time has not yet elapsed

for a complete and satisfactory report to bs furnished.

Prevention of Typhoid.

Mr. Gerald Balfour, replying on Monday la-st to Mr. Seymour
Ormsby-Gore, stated that the question of preventing the spread

of typhoid' fever is primarily one for the sanitary authorities.

He does not think that the appointment of a special inspector

of oyster beds by the Board of Trade is necessary. He added,

however, that the Board of Trade are considering with the Local

Government Board whether in particular cases joint action

might not be taken by the local sanitary and fishery authorities,

with a view of preventing the discharge of sewage in the neigh-

bourhood of oyster beds, or, where that is impossible, of induc-

ing the owners to move the oysters to another site.

Adulterated Spirits.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has been questioned on this

subject by Sir Edward Strachey. The hon. member asked

whether the right hon. gentleman was aware that German spirit

made from potatoes and roots is imported into this country and

sold as Scotch or Irish whisky, and that under the existing

methods of supervision any potable spirit, German or otherwise,

can be mad« up and sold as genuine whisky ; and that English

spirit, 'made largely from molasses, is shipped from this country

to France and returned and sold as brandy ;
and, if so, whether

he would consider the advisability of appointing a committee of

inquiry into the matter. In his reply Mr. Ritchie says that he

is aware that allegations in the sense indicated have been made,

but he has no official knowledge that would enable him to con-

firm or to refute them. The matter was very fully examined by

the Select Committee of the House of Commons in 1890, and he

doubted whether any advantage would result from a fresh

inquiry.
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Oil Fuel.

Some interesting references to the subject of oil fuel were

made in the course of a defcate on the Navy estimates a few

days ago in the House of Commons. It having been stated

on the part of the Admiralty that experiments with oil fuel

for the Navy were still in progress, Mr. Runciman pointed

out that the supply of oil fuel in the world is in singularly

few hands. Even the wells in the Far East have been to a

large extent secured by an American Trust. He urged, there-

fore, that before committing themselves to oil fuel, the

Admiralty should be quite sure of their ability under all

circumstances to command an adequate supply. Later on

Mr. Gibson Bowles observed that if we could not get oil in

this country that would be a strong reason against using it.

He pointed out, however, that we have large quantities of

shale in this country, stretching from sea to sea. It begins

at King's Lynn, where there are 600 ft. of it, and extends to

Portland. The hon. member did not know whether the

whole of the shale at King's Lynn was oil producing, but
large portions of it were. It transpired that the Admiralty
have made experiments with this King's Lynn oil. Mr.
Arnold Eorster, referring to the remarks of ^Ir. Runciman,
said that with regard to the question generally, experiments
with oil fuel have been tried with success, but the Ad-
miralty are fully alive to the desirability of proceeding with
great caution in the matter. Oil, if employed at all to any
large extent, will be employed in such a way that should the
supply fail recourse can be had to coal without impairing the
efficiency of the ships.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULyE.

Quinine Hair-Wash.
Quinine sulphate, 1 ;

glycerin, 30; eau de Cologne, SO
;
bay

rum, 60; rose water, 330.

—

Amer. Drugg., 42, 100.

Glycerol of Glycerophosphates.
P. W. Street prescribes the glycerophosphates in the form of

a glycerol thus :—Sodium glycerophosphate 7^ grains
;
quinine

glycerophosphate, 1 grain ; iron glycerophosphate, 2 grains

;

glycerin, 1 drachm ; citric acid.^.s. to dissolve the salts. M.S.

—

To be taken in water before each meal.

—

Med. Record, through
Therapist, 12, 20S.

Nutritive Enema of Cod-Liver Oil.

Zeuner prescribes a nutritive enema of cod-liver oil, as fol-

lows :—Pancreatin, 5 Gm., inspissated ox-gall, 0 5 Gm.
;

salt, 1-5

Gm., are dissolved in water and digested for two hours with cod-

liver oil, 250 Gm., with frequent agitation
; eucalyptus oil, 3

drop?, is then added. The emulsion thus obtained is adminis-
tered by rectal injection in doses of 60 to 100 Gm., after being
warmed to the temperature of tha body and well agitated.
Pharm. Centralh., 44, 152.

Modification of Formula for Asiatic Pills.

DaJilos suggests that instead of massing the arsenious acid,

in fine powder, with black pepper and gum as prescribed in

the Codex formula for Pihda cum cicido ctrscuico, that the arsenic

should be dissolved in glycerin and massed with pepper and
powdered gentian, thus :—Arsenious acid, 50 Cgm., is dissolved
with heat in glycerin, 3 Gm. ; the solution is poured on pow-
<lered black pepper, 5 Gm., and sufficient powdered gentian
added to form a ma.ss which is divided into 100 pills. These
do not harden in the manner of those prepared with gum, and
the arsenious acid being in solution, is less likely to cause
gastric irritation than when in the form of powder.

—

Xouv.
Jlem.^ 19, 148.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The deaths by poisoning reported in the seven days ended[

Wednesday, May 20, 1903, number eight:

—

Poison. Accident. Suicide, Uncertain.

Alcohol and Laudanum 1

Arsenical Weed-killer... 1

Belladonna Liniment. 1

1

1 I

1

I

Total : 3 3 2

Alcohol and Laudanum.—A man at Birmingham died from
" alcoholic poisoning, accelerated by an overdose of laudanumJ"

Arsenical Weed-killer.—A boy at Streatham drank a quantity

of arsenical weed-killer from a bottle labelled " black-currani

wine." Another bottle, labelled "plums," also contained some
of the poison. So far as can be gathered from a brief news-

paper report, no eSort seems to have been made at the inquest

to discover how the weed-killer came into these bottles.

Belladonna Liniment.—A woman at Southend committed
suicide by taking belladonna liniment. The liniment was
supplied, on the order of a medical man, by Bell's Drug Stores,

Southend.

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Leicester died from carbolie

acid poisoning, the acid having been self-administered.

Laudanum.— A man died at Southend from landannns
poisoning, 6 drachms of the drug being bought for threepence from
Bell's Drug Stores, Southend. This is the second case of poisoning

in one week in which this firm was concerned {vide supra). Tha
laudanum was sold by Ernest Frederick Fursdike, whose nam&
does not appear on the Register of Chemists and Druggists,

1903. The jury were unable to say whether the laudanum was
taken accidentally or intentionally. A miner at Ashingtort

died after purposely drinking 3 fl. oz. of laudanum.

Opium.—A Liverpool merchant died from an accidental over-

dose of a preparation of opium, taken as a sleeping draught.

Oxalic Acid.—A young woman at Bournemouth died from
oxalic acid poisoning, but the jury at the inquest were unable

to show how it had been administered.

Attempted Suicides. —On a man being charged last week afc

the Liverpool Police Court with attempted suicide, it transpired

that a quantity of arsenical vermin kill-er had been obtained.

When the poison was bought, the purchaser had stated that it

was required for destroying a dog. The magistrates expressed

the opinion that more care should be exercised in the sale of

such poisons. Liquid ammonia, furniture polish, and laudanum
were also used in attempts at suicide.

With reference to a case of poisoning at Brentford with

hydrochloric acid, reported in last week's issue at page 691, a

correspondent writes as follows:—"The man purchased six-

pennyworth of spirit of salts from an oilshop, the bottle being

labelled ' St. Julien,' with ' Poison,' the former being only

partially covered by the latter. The bottle contained about

26 oz. ; the man drank 2 oz. or 3 oz. only, or about one penny-

worth, but that quantity v.'as sufficient to cause death in a few-

hours."
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

New Patent Applications.

MANUFACTURE OF NITRO PRODUCTS FROM PETRO
1.EUM OR MINERAL OIL DISTILLATES (No. 9,416 of 1902) —
L. Edelanu, 49, Str. Romulus, and G. A. Filiti, 26, Ktr.

T.C. Bratianu, Bukarest, Roumania. Consists in the treat-

ment of petroleum fractions of a specific gravity of 0 87 ,„nd

higher ivith a mixt;ire of concsntrated or fuming sulphuric

acid and aitric acid, whereby the desired nitrd-products

separate as a percipitate on treatment with water. In a

modification of the piocess the petroleum distillate, bdfore

its nitration, is treated with small quantities of sulphuric acid

for the separation of the resinous decomposition producti
produced by the distillation. The nitro-products obtained by
these means are suitable for use in ths manufacture of cellu-

loid (as a substitute for camphor), explosives, varnishes, brown
to black dyes, etc.

SANITARY TOWELS OR PADS (Xo. 14,747 of 1902).—T.-

Barclay, and T. Barclay the younger, both directors of

Soutlvall Bros, and Barclay, Limited, of Lower Priory, Bir-

mingham. The object of th« present invention is to facilitate

the attachment of tapes to the towels or pa(ls in applying
them to the person of the wearer, and to effect economy iti

the gauze employed for covering said pads. The inventors

'first produce endless rings, perferably of stockingette material,

by making a long tube of the said stockingette material, :ind

then by a series of cross cuts dividing the .said (tube into a

eeries of endless rings. One of these rings is laid on each

end of the pad, and the ends are then turned ove& the

rings of material and the turned-over parts are fewn so as

to form gussets for retaining the rings in place on the ends

of the pad. The tapes can be passed through the rings much
tnore easily than is the case with towels or pads as at

present nsed.

MASSAGE APPARATUS (Xo. 5.563 of 1905).—L. King, Bar-

dolfes, Knebworth, Herts. Relates to a convenient form of

apparatus by means of which the massage treatment may be

self applied. Consists in forming a receptacle of some flexible

material, such as chamois leather, which will not act delete-

riously ujjon the skin of the body, and charging same with

shot or other substance of granular form ; the charged recep-

lacle being suitably attached to a rigid frame or backing which

may be furnished with a handle or other convenient means for

use in manipulating the apparatus. The best results have been

obtained by filling the bag or receptacle nearly to its full

extent with what is commonly known as buck shot. The in-

ventor does not limit himself to this, however.

MANUFACTURE OF THEOPHYLLINE AND THE PRODUC-
TION OF AN INTERMEDIATE PRODUCT (Xo. 5,901 of 1903).—

G. W. Johnson, 47, Lincoln's Inn Fields. W.C. (Communicated

by C. F. Boehringer and Sohne, Waldhof, near Mannheim,
Germany). Relates to the manufacture of theophylline by

treating 8-chloro-caffeine with chlorine in a suitable medium,
then heating the resultant 7'8 dichloroeaffeine with water, and

then reducing the 8 chlorotheophylline thus formed. Example
ef the preparation of 7'8-dichlorocaffeine :—23 Gm. of dried

chlorocaffeine and 100 cubic centimetres of phosphorus oxy-

cWoride containing 9 6m. of chlorine gas in solution are

* These abridgments of new patent applications and paiticulars of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official
sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
for procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., from whom any information on the subjects may be
•obtained. Mr. Barker will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
'Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on application.

heated to a temperature of 100° C. in an air-tight vessel, and
the temperature is maintained for about nine hours. The
whole is then allowed to cool, and the phosphorus oxy-chloride
is distilled off in vacuo. After the distillation is completed
the new compound, 7'8-dichlorocaffeine is left as a residue in

an almost pure state. When dissolved in hot methyl-alcohol
it crystallises into long needles united to form wart-like aggre-

gations which melt at 145° C. Another example shows how
the above product may be transformed into 8-chlorotheophyl-

line. This again can be reduced to the valuable therapeutic

agent theophylline in any known or suitable way.
Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents

must' be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 22, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" STAR AND CRESCENT BRAND " and device for sulphate of

copper, by Bessler, Waechter and' Co., 18 and 19, Fenchurck
Street, E."c. 253,097.

"ARMOURITE" ("Armour" disclaimed), for chemical sub-

stances used in manufactures, photography, etc., by W. Brown,
Sons and Co., Parkhouse Works, Kinning Park, Glasgow.

253,583.

"MICROBIA" ("Microbe" disclaimed), for chemical sub-

stances used in manufactures, photography, etc. (Xo. 253,655).

and for chemical substances used for veterinary, sanitary, etc.,

purposes (253.656). by the Electrolytic Alkali Company, Limited,

Cledford Bridge, Middlewich, Cheshire.

" AHOY,'' far preserving and disinfecting substances, etc.

(252,227), pharmaceutical preparations, etc. (252.228), and per-

fumed, toilet and shaving soaps, etc. (252,230), by Chemische

Werke Hansa Gesellscliaft mit Beschriinkter Haftung, Am
Briiggeweg, Hemelingen, near Bremen, (jermany.

" NEGROGENE " ("Xegro" disclaimed), for oils for preserv-

ing animals" hoofs, by Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited,

51, Threadneedle Street, E.C. 255,172.

CINNAKOL'' and device, for disinfecting soap, etc. (253,491),

toileti articles, etc. (253,492), by J. B. de Alzugaray, 24-25,

Suffolk House, Laurence Pountney Hill, E.C.

' " SALOCREOL " ("Sal" disclaimed), for chemical substances

used in medicine and pharmacy, by Chemische Fabrik von Hej--

den Actitn-Gesellschaft, 57, Leipzigerstrasse, Radebeul, near

Dresden. 251,912.

" DIOGEN," fcr an antiseptic disinfectant, etc., by the Oak-

land Chemical Company, 464, West Broadway, Xew York,

U.S.A. 253.539.

" NABOT," fur ointment for human use, by J. Paterson, 243,

Allison Street, Crossbill, Gla'igow. 253,635.

"BOROFAX" ("Boro" disclaimed), for chemical substances

u^ed in medicine and pharmacy, by H. S. Wellcome, Snow Hill

Buildings, Holborn Viaduct, E.C." 253,744.

" SANCOS " (" San " disclaimed), for medicines for human use,

by W. E. D. Shiriliff, 66, Goldhawk Road, W. 255,787.

" AROZALL," for a tooth powder, by A. M. M. Paske, 16,

Rotheay Place. Bedford. 251,765.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 20, 1903.

Eumydrine.— This name has beien applied to atropine-

methyl nir.rate, which is 'claimed to be an efhcient mydriatic,

althoiigh possessing only one-tenth the toxic power on ths

central nervous system exercised by atropine sulphate, and
has practically no secondary reactions in the doses employed,

such as detract from the value of crd;rary atropine salts.

—

Pharm.

Zeit , 48, 324.
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LEGAL INTELLIQENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Compound Liquorice Powder.

On Wednesday. May 20, 1903, at the Wimbledon Petty

sions, before Mr. C. TyiTell Giles .and other magistrates, M*-.

Henry Knight, pharmaceutical chemist, of 19, Merton EoaJ,

Wimbledon, was summoned at the instance of Harold Ha'-

greaves, the County Inspector under the Food and Drugs Act,

for selling compound liquorice powder not of the nature, etc.,

demanded. Mr. F. W. Beck appeiired for the manufacturejs of

the powder, who, he said, were primarily responsible.

Mr. Hargreaves said that on April 8 he went to defendant's

shop, and was served by an assistant with a bottle of com-

pound liquorice powder, for which he paid Sjd. He then

divided the sample in the usual way and submitted one portion

for analysis. The analyst's certificate was to the effect that the

sample contained moisture, 3-8 per cent. ;
sulphur, 5-2

;
senna,

liquorice root, and sugar, 91-0; total, 100; deficiency in sul-

phur, 3-1 per cent. Witness went on to say that, according

to the British Pharmacopoeia, compound liquorice powder should

contain 8-3 per cent, of sulphur.

Replying to Mr. Beck, Witness said he was aware that of

all the ingredients in the compound, sulphur was the cheapest,

but it was the most medicinal.

Mr. Beck said that was a matter for future consideration.

Replying to the Chairman, Witness -said compound liquorice

powder was a recognised article of commerce, and was largely

recommended by nurses and doctors. Anyone asking for it

expected to get the well-known article and the same article

everywhere.

Mr. Beck said he fully admitted that compound liquorice

powder should be made according to the form of the Pharma-

copoeia, but he suggested, as an answer to this case, that from

a general point of view it was unwise to take proceedings in

re'pect to cases in which there was no suggestion of fraud

against the person who sold, and where the ingredient which

was deficient was, as a matter of fact, the cheapest one in the

composition. He could not put that forward as a legal answer,

though he had a legal answer which he would presently give.

. Asamalter of commerce nobody wouid think of putting in a

deficient quantity of sulphur, and it would be a far more serious

matter had the quantity of sulphur been excessive and some

of the dearer ingredients "deficient. It was quite possible in

this case that inasmuch as the 100 per cent, was made up,

there might have been some mistake in mixing on the pait

of the wholesale people. If so, it was against themselves, .md

r.ot against the purchaser. He had to raise a point of law

upon the analyst's certificate which he thought wu
fatal to the - prosecution. The Act stated that the cer-

itificate must be in the form provided by the(

schedule. In the schedule to the Act of 1875 t;ie

form was given, and, according to that, the analyst must state

all the parts, "or ths percentage of foreign ingredients."

Now, it was not suggested there were any foreign ingredients,

and the analyst, after setting out the amount of moisture

and sulphur, went cn to limip all the other ingredients to-

gether, instead of which he should have stated the exact

proportions of everything he found. He had entirely omitted

the fennel fruit, which, with the senna and liquorice root,

formed the most important ingredients. He was bound to state

the whole of the things he found, because it was quite possible

that the sulphur and other things, if out of proportion, might
Combine to make some other chemical substance, and so alter

the whole thing. He quoted a case decided by Justice

Hawkins in 1896 (Fortune v. Anson, L.J., vol. 15, page 61),

in which his Lordship held that " a defendant is entitled to

have the quantities of all the constituent parts set out in

detail,'' and " the certificate must give data on which a magis-

trate can act without' further evidence." The certificate in

this case was not, in its present form, he submitted, sufficient

to support a conviction.

The Chairman said the magistrates were inclined to take

JMr. Beck's view, that this was a case of adulteration, aad not

of abstraction, and that the certificate was not in a form

which gave them all the information they were entitled to.

Therefore, in fact, they could not find that there was an in-

fringement of the law in regard to this particular article, and
the summons would be dismissed.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

Sale of Medicines Unstamped.

On Wednesday, May 20, 1903, at the South-Westem Police

Court, Mr. Richard Banbury, chemist and druggist, carrying on
business in the Walworth Road and at Lavender Hill, was sum-
moned by the Board of Inland Revenue for selling medicines of

his own preparation without the same being stamped, as required

by the Medicine Stamp Act.

Mr. Shaw, who represented the prosecution, said that circum-

stances pointed to the suggestion that there was a deliberate

attempt to avoid the Stamp Duty.

Mr. Haime, in defence, drew attention to the fact that the

Board had issued seven summonses against his client when one,

he should have thought, would have been sufficient to meet the

justice of the case. They were not satisfied with one, but went
about collecting information for others. To pile up summonses
in that manner was, in his opinion, absurd and vexatious. The
unstamped medicines were sold in error, and the fault hardly

rested with the defendant, for, as he had two places of busi-

ness, he could not be at both at the same time, andl was
boimd to delegate the work to others.

The Magistrate supported the Board in this decision as to the

issue of summonses, and imposed penalties and costs amounting

to £7 14s.

Medical Acts.

Unqualified Practice.

On Monday, May 18, 1903, at Marlborough Street Police

Court, Thomas Dixon, of Great Portland Street, was summoned,

before Mr. Denman, for unla.wfuUy practising as a doctor. Mr.

Bodkin prosecuted on behalf of the Medical Defence Union,

and ]Mr. A. Newton appeared for the defence.

Mr. Bodkin isaid that Dixon was not a medical man, but he
apparently c<iiried on a dispensary at 147, Great Portlajidl

Street, where, the evidence would show, he acted as a doctor,

and signed a certificate in the name of Dr. Cowen.
Evidence having been given in support of the case for the

prosecution,

Mr. Newton, in defence, said that the defendant' bad for

eighteen years been employed by doctors of hig-h repute, and was
only engaged by Dr. Cowen as assistant. He was one of the

unfortunate ones who had not passed his examinations. He had

not been discharged from his situation.

Mr. Thomojs Richard Cowen, F.R.C.S., etc.. of Half-Moon

Street, *aid that Dixon was only his assistant, and had now:

been discharged from his service for having acted as he did.

Mr. Denmain said that there was no doubt that the defendant,

an unqualified person, had acted in an unauthorised manner.

He must pay a fine of £10 and £10 10s. cost.s, with the altemi-

tive of two months' imprisonment.
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Factory and Workshops Act.

On Wednesday, May 20, 1G03, at the Majylebone Police Court,

Messrs. Alien and Hanburys, Limited, appeared before Mr.

Kennedy, by their manager, to answer two summonses under

the Factory and Workshop Act, for neglecting to limewash the

rooms at their surgical instrument manufactory at 57, Weymouth

Street, W.; within a period of fourteen months, and for failing

to keep a register containing particulars as to the young persons

employed there, etc.

The evidence showed that a register had been kept, but it

had been mi.slaid since August last.

Mr. Kennedy found the defendlants guilty, and imposed a. fine

of £3 on each summons, with 14s. 6d. cosrts, £6 14s. 6d. in all.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and

concisely on one side ot the paper only and must be authenticated by

the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be takea of

anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,

London, W.C."

A Prescription Difficulty.

Considering sixty-four doses rather a large and dangerous

quantity to dispense, the firms named by Mr. Goodyear had

evidently dispensed the prescription as an 8 oz. mixture, with

li. for a dose, which would practically mean the same thing.

Nevertheless, the correct translation of the prescription would

be to dispense the sixty-four doses as ordered'. But whether

correctness or safety becomes the more important factor in such

, cases is a point of very great imjportance. I, myself, in the

absence of the prescriber, would have voted for safeity, as when

sixty-four doses are dispensed the ammonia might set free some

of the strychnine, with the formation of an insoluble strychnine

bromide.

Criccieth, May 18, 1903. John Williams.

From the composition of the prescription referred to by Mr.

Goodyear in last week's Journal, I should have concluded that

the writer intended ad ^viii. and p. for a dose, ajid dispensed

it accordingly without hesitation, Mitte evidently being an

(iversight and M. ft. Mist, being distinctive.

May 13, 1903. "Discbetion" (199/49).

Patent Medicine Vendors' Defence Association,

Limited.

My attention has been called to an article in the P.J. with

regard to the above, and I wish to point out that that Associa-

tion ceased to exist some years ago, and that my connection

with it ceased at that time. The Secretary of that Association

has evidently started another concern of a similar kind, but,

from inquiries made, he has no authority to use the names or

the committee of the first association for his present purposes,

and I have written informing liim that my name must be with-

drawn from any printed or other matter he may use, and that

if it be so used after this date without my permission I shall

place the matter in my solicitor's hands.

Manchester, May 19, 1903. W. H. Delve, M.P.K.

The Preparation of Iodic Acid,

The following easy and rapid method for the preparation of

iodic acid, which has been found very useful in this laboratory,

may perhaps be of interest to Mr. E. Boyle and others- of your

readers. It is frse from the disadvantages of the nitric acid

prccess described by your Glasgow correspondent in this week's

issue of the Journal. Tlie i-equisite qua,ntity of iodine is

covered with a hot concentrated solution of potassium chlorate,

and a few drops of nitric acid added. A violent evolution of

chlorine at once takes place. As soon as chlorine ha.s oea^edl to

be evolved, the liquid is cooled, when potassium iodate crystal-

lises out. If ' the iodic acid is r6(j_uired as a reagent for the

identiScation of moriphine, the washed crystals of potassium

iodate may be dissolved in miter, and an equivalent quantity

of acetic acid added. The solution i,s then ready foi' use.

For the preparation of crystallised iodic iicid, a solution of

barium chloride is added to the aqueous solution of pota.ssium

iodate, when barium ioditte is precipitated %s a white crystalline

powder. This salt is washed with water and decomposed by
the actio.*! of dilute .sulphuric acid, when barium sulphate is

produced, the iodic acid remaining in solution. It nxay then

be obtained pure by crystallisation. The above details are

taken substantially from Roscoe and Schorlemmer's ' Treatise

on Chemistry.' The reaction is interesting as an instance of

the element iodine turning out chlorine from one of its com-

pounds, according to the following equation :—2KCIO3 + I, =
2KIO3 +.CI2.

Sheffield, May ,18, 1903. Aenold R. Tankard.

A Fluorescein Solution.

In the Journal of January 4, 1902, page 19, there is

an extract from the Dru(jgi.sts' Circular on " A Novel Show
Bottle," in which attention is directed to the optical effects

of a very dilute solution of fluorescein. Having had occasion

to prepare the 2 per cent, solution of fluorescein with 3 per

cent, of sodium bicarbonate—noted in Martindale's 'Ex. Ph.'>

eighth ed., page 144—I became somewhat sweet upon trying

the " Novel Show Bottle " in my own window ; the results

beiing, on the whole, eminently satisfactory—at least, for

about twelve months. As a further experiment, I was
induced to try the following manoeuvre, the somewhat remark-

able results of which induce me to send you this communication.

A plain, upright glass jar, five or six gallon capacity, was filled

with the ordinary cistern water, sixty drops of the solution

of fluorescein being added. The jar was covered with a loose-

fitting lid, gnd made for seme months. to serve as a column
to support a show-table in the centre of the shop. It was
optically a beautiful object, presenting every shade of bright

emerald by reflected, and a deep golden by transmitted, light.

Gradually, however, the liquid began to assume a foetid

odour, and this increasing, I thought it best to throw it

all away with the exception of about two gallons, bottled

up tight and kept in the window, to see if any further change

would happen. Soon after being placed in position, certain

growths were to be seen fixed to the neck of the bottle and

growing downward by definita nodes and internodes
; now,

after about twelve months, there is a beautiful cobweb-Uke

attachment all through the fluid, still in vigorous and well-

defined growth. I must, of course, bring all this to an end

;

but before doing so, if any readers of the Journal with bacterio-

logical leanings would like to see the specimen here, it is on

view for another few months.

Marylebone, N.W., May 18, 1903. J. C. Htslop.

" Advertising's " Scheme.
I would earnestly implore all chemists and drug-store pro-

prietors to give serious consideration to this scheme. I have

taken Advertising for scmje time now, and have seen the efforts

of the proprietors to get at the veiy kernel of this question. We
now have the result of their labours. There is no more en-

thusiastic admirer of the P.A.T.A. than myself, but it is foolish

to ignore the fact that many large advertisers will not fall into

line with tiie Association, and if an alternative scheme will

appeal to both manufacturer and retailer, let us by all means

support it ; there is room for both. All that the manufacturers
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ask is that if, for instance, Beecham's Pills are asked for, they

shall be supplied -sv ithout trying to thrust down the customer's

throat some other preparation. This is a perfectly legitimate

diemand. If your advice is asked, that is another question. I

trust chemists will embrace this opportunity and make a bid for

better times.

Northwood, May 12, 1903. H. B. Sharman.

An Explanation.

With reference to your report of May 9 of a County Court

action, amd headed "A Chemist's Books,'' I think it o;ily fair

to my employer to give you the following particulars. The
amount «ued for was >£2 3s. 8d., not £3 6s. 8d., a-s in your

report. I made the first account direct from the day-book

to a billhead at a time when we were very busy, and, unfor-

tunaitely, omitted certain items. Mr. Hodgson told me I must
give the purchaser a folio in the ledger and post it up before

sending out another account. I did so, but, as our ledger was
practically full (a new one was on order, and this was the

last account posted in the old ledger), I posted it on a spare

page between two older accounts wliich were closed. I did

not know that this was not a creditable system of bookkeeping,

which the judge coidd not understand, as I believe it is a

practice often followed by tradesmen. I took the case to

Court, as it was my omLssion, and I Ixad delivered the goods,

Mr. Hodgson's solicitor considering it, after a careful examina-

tion of the books account, a simple case, and one not. requiring

Mr. Hodgson's attendance at the Court. The faiUt, if any. wis
mine, and I shall take it as a great favour if you will insert

this expdanation in your next is.sue.

Hemsworth, Wakefield, May 18, 190^. E. Moodt.

Convolvulus Sepium.

This is one of the most attractive, graceful plants that

ornament our hedgerows, and it appears to be possessed of

qualities of an unsuspected nature. I obtained a pound
of the underground creeping stems, just bursting into

leaf, and proceeded as follows :— (1) It was thoroughly

•ponnded in a marble mortar. (2) The mass covered

in clear rain water and macerated twelve hours,

then squeezing, and a second maceration. A certain sticki-

Tiess clung to the hand, apparently from a resinoiLs quality,

insoluble in water. The residuum was then spread to diy in

the sun, but remained clammy until perfectly di-y. (3) A con-

siderable quantity of fecula remained at bottom of vessel. (4)

Half the supernatant liquor was evaporated, yielding about
3iii. of soft extract. (5) Subsidence of remaining half was a
muddy sediment. Specimens of each preparation accompany
this note. All the products are nearly inodorous, but the taste

is disagi-eeable, harsh, and nauseating. One grain of the fecula

had the same qualities, and in addition caused partial suppres-
sion of urine. I am induced to submit thesie simple prepara-
tions to your notice, liojjuig that the subject may be considered
worthy of investigation in the research laboratory. My thanks
ore due to Mr. Stewart Dunn, Ph.C, for kind assistance in
above recorded investigations.

Deal, May 12, 1903. R. GooDwiff Mumbrat.
*t'The plant was examinerl in 1857, and was found to contain a resin

which resembled jalapin and had a drastic purgative action. The aqueous
product and extract seem, therefore, to be unsuitable preparations. Further
investigation of the resin would doubtless yield interesting results —
[Kd. P.J.]

Linseed and Tadpoles.

I collected some frogs' spawn, which developed in due
coarse into about fifty tadpoles, which I kept in a large wide-
mouthed bottle, about three-parts filled with water. Having

had them about two months, I thought I would give them a
feast. Some linseed meal being close at hand, I put in about
a tablespoonful,;, to my surprise, on looking next morning, not
one of the little biack fellows was alive. Can any reader give
information on the above, and how should tadpoles be fed?
May 4, 1903. "Spa" (197A8).

A Novel Suggestion.

Reading ' Ilford's Manual' the other day, I thought of

one use for photography which has not yet, to my knowledge,
been employed. Could not a combined flashlight lamp and
camera be made for our police who have to face the dangers of

dark alleys in our towns at night, and have on many an occasion

been stunned or maimed to such an extent as not to be able to

recollect what had happened and trace out the culprit. If

such a lamp could be obtained, it would perhaps be the means
of saving many a valuable life. By his flashing his lamp on
him, and thus obtain at the same time a record of his features,

which would only require to be developed, and if small magni-
fied by means of a lens. I trust such an idea will be of use to

those manufacturers who, like myself, are

May 11, 1903. " Lovees of the Force" (198/46),

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Some Notes on the Economics of Retail Pharmacy
BY W. GOYNE-STEVENS, JUN.

Theories and Principles.

" The theory that all value, and consequently prices, de-

pend upon forces operating through demand, and not upon
' costs ' or expenses of production, has led to an interminable

squabble amongst academic economists, and has been made
tke basis of new fundamental theories." Now, " the

theory " and resulting fundamental theories have really

no application at all to the business of retail pharma-
cists, whatever their grade may be and whatever . it

may liave to do with the " market " and the wholesalers.

If allowed to operate to its fullest and most logical extent,

this commercial theory can only culminate in disaster

for pharmacy proper and pharmacists in an individual

capacity. I feel assured, noting the trend of our business,

that it cultivated and allowed its fullest tether, this " theory
"

and piinciple, as quoted, must inevitably lead to the extinc-

tion oL pharmacists as such. What is the ratio between the

cost of our "material" (as likewise that of doctors, lawyers,

etc
,
etc.) and the value of services rendered? Certainly it

cannot, or should not, be based upon a foundation of com-

iriercial economics. If insistence upon such a policy be con-

tinued, nothing but ultimate disaster can result. Of course,

I would not argue for a moment that trading can be

eliminated altogether, but it should be subsidiary, and irot

predominant, as it is now with the bulk of the craft. I

should feel envious (if envy were not forbidden to Christians)

of those fortunate members of the minority who, by or

through past reputations, fortuitous circumstances, or excep-

tional position, are still able to maintain and conduct the

business of a pharmacist as their main occupation.

Temporary Effect of " Protection."

I am in the very fullest .sympathy with the objects of the

several associations which have been or are being formed,

which objects I take to be the protection of our " living wage,"
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together with improving our daily conditions of life. At the

same time (a personal opinion only), I feel convinced that

their efforts, however praiseworthy, must have only a tem-

porary effect in attempting to save ourselves from our enemies.

One has only to consider and compare tlie average annual

I'eturns of a pharmacist with the same of any other business

conducted in open shop—whose latter profits are commercial—

to come to the conclusion that either a chemist's (pharma-

cist's) profits are quite inadequate, or that the other people

are making an unfair profit, if both are supposed to be con-

ducted on commercial principles. Pharmacists must soon

decide whether they are to be satisfied with a profit on

goods sold or a fee for service.? rendered upon the claim i

of a special qualification, which latter the public do not at

present recognise, by reason of our deliberate competition

with "the other people." A pharmacist should supply medi-

cinal goods and material th<at cannot be obtained at any other

place. 'When a pharmacist undertakes to supply, and does

supply, stuff that may be obtained at any shop, he throws

away his trump card. And yet the pharmacist, as is well

known among us, is the first to be attacked for making
disproportionate and unfair profits and for unscrupulous deal-

ing (vide daily, weekly, and monthly Press). It has often

l<een said and written, within my cognisance, that chemists
" rob " the public. Our loot doesn't oQme to much. So, there-

lore, I argue that a commercial system of profits won't do
for us at all.

The Ideal Policy.

I agree with the writer of the notes under the pseudonym
"Dodo" in advocating large local associations, federated, and
all in intimate touch with Bloomsbury Square, and the fvinda-

mental policy of those associations—to which all chemists, in

business or out of it, should be invited to subscribe—to be, that

tlie whole craft unanimously refuse to stock or supply any pro-

prietary medicinal preparations whateoever other than their

own, or under their guarantee. I quite recognise that such a
policy would be quite chimerical or utopian without absolute

unanimity amongst us, but, with that unanimity, we should
at last find ourselves in a secure position, and could defy
all the powers that be. " Unanimity, unanimity, una-

nimiry,"' must be the watchword ! I feel certain that

the ultimate solution of our difficulties will lie in

the adoption of some such policy as the one I have
outlined. We are at present obnubilated ; let us be careful

lh£tt we are not expunged and become extinct altogether,

else it may be that our bones and our bottles, fossilised, may
be discovered by future paleontologists and be preserved in

the museums of future "motor" generations. It would be a
great honour, no doubt, but no con.solation to us and our
lamiiies.

Appropriate Quotations Paraphrased.

" King Serpent, hurled into his unexpected waterj' dominion,

did at least bite, and assert credibly that he was there ; but
as for the poor King Pharmacy, tumbled hither and thither

as thousand-fold chance and other will than his might direct,

how happy for him that he was indeed wooden, and doing

nothing for his own salvation, could also see and understand

nothing beyond the length of his nose ! It is, indeed, a dis-

tracted business." Again, "Innocent brother pharmacist, why
wert thou not an obscure substantial "maker of locks, or of

Ijevogyratory sugar ; but doomed in that other far-seen craft,

to be a seller only of world-follies, unrealities, things self-

destructive, which no mortal hammering could rivet into

coherence, taking vehement counsel of the vehement uncoun-

selled, sorrowing over altered times, yet with sure hope of

better." The foregoing are appropriate quotations (slightly

paraphrased) from Carlyle, a text upon which each and every

pharmacist may construct his own sermon to his confreres.

The Pharmacist's Business.

The bleak and uncongenial present character of the daily

occupation of nearly every pharmacist in business for himself,

who, entering the (business with an absorbing interest in it,

or an affection for it, or even when forced into it, with

a promise and expectation of good things to come, must surely

be repugnant to the majority who have been through the mill.

To acquire a knowledge, usually very complete, of the subject/S

upon which they are examined, and then to find, when they

attempt to apply their acquired knowledge and skill to their

every-day business, tliat they receive no credit whatever from

the public for their laboured acquisition, must surely be galling

to the conscientious mien. And further, to be obliged to con-

duct a kind of business that any person with a very superficial

knowledge of drugs and " patents " might carry on must be an

unsatisfactory position for a man with a special qualification.

Now, what is the chief cause of the anomalous position in

which pharmacists find themselves? I reply, the retention of

the P. A. business, upon which subject I have written before.

When the public find that we are competing virith ordinaxy

retailers they logically place us on the same level. Of course, in

this argument I am not referring to "side lines," but to

strictly medicinal preparations, which ought to be paramount.
If a man chooses to carry on the business of a pharmacist and
of a brickfield proprietor simultaneously, he is at perfect liberty

to do so ; no one, I am sure, will say him nay. He would not
sell another man's bricks (unless second-hand)

;
therefore,

d fortiori, he should not sell another man's medicine, other
things being equal, and it is those other things we want tO'

equalise. "He who bath ears to hear let him hear." \Vnose
fault is it that we do ont receive credit from the public for
knowing our bu.siness? Entirely our own.

Competition and its Conditions.

We have chosen to place ourselves in competition with
"others," therefore we must submit to the conditions which pay
the others but do not pay us. Therefore, my final argument
is this, that the medicinal goods which we are to supply must
be our own ; we can buy them where we like or make them
as we please. We shall then be competing, not with the
"others," but between ourselves— i.e., on equal terms. The
majority of us have lost our 'dispensing, t..erefore we must
fall back upon our only other asset, that of experts in the
knowledge of drugs and their preparation for the public use,
especially as the public has elected in these latter days to
presume to select their medicines. Andl if the public must
select the medicines they want, or think they want, from
either the pharmacist or the "others," if they choose the
"others," then will the pharmacist know that the public no
longer require his services. If my conclusions are not logical

I should be glad if someone will tell me so. I know the first

reply which I might expect to receive would be from the pro-

prietors of advertised proprietaries ; to them I reply, sell

them yourselves, as we pharmacists would our own in com-
petition with you, or get the "others" to sell them for you.

Our qualification has a greater claim upon the public patron-

age than your advertising claims. We pharmacists, as a united

and unanimous body, are quite willing and able to compete
with you. Any fool can buy and sell a thing at a marginal

profit. That, sir, is my last word upon what I consider

should be the essential and fundamental policy of any local

organisation of retail pharmacists.
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THE STUDENTS' COLUMNS.

Lessons in Dispensing (I).

It being the desire of the Editor to make the Journal of as

great interest and utility to the undergraduate as to the graduate

in pha.rmacy, it is intended to give periodically in these columns

practical lessons in the art of dispensing prescriptions. This

it is thought will meet a much-felt want on the part, of those

young pharmacist's who unfortunat-ely are precluded from obtain-

ing that practice in the art whioli it is so desirable they siiould

have. Whilst it is intended to give illustrations and examples

of every variety of medioament, and to give advice as to their"

preparation, it must not be supposed that this is done with

the sole intention of enabling the student to show a passable

proficiency in the examination-room, but to give the unproficient

an opportunity of making themselves expert and skilful workers
in the ordinary pharmacy, where the dispensing of physicians'

prescriptions forms an im2>ortant part of the daily work. In
arranging the system to be followed out in these lessons, it has,

after consideration, been decided to deviate from tbe usual
method of arrangement under gi'oup headings (such as mixtures,
pills, emulsions, etc.) generally adojrted in treatises on dis-

pensing. On account of limitations of space, these lessons; can
only be given intermittently ; and this being so, it is thought
the interests of the student will be better served by including
in each lesson examples from various groups with short instruc-
tive notes attached to each. This will not only give variety
t« the student's exercises, but give him instances from which
lie may deduce the method to be followed in dispensing pre-
scriptions (akin to the examples) which may be given to liim
in the pharmacy. In taking advantage of these lessons the
student is counselled to spare no effort in endeavouring to accu-
rately fulfil the wishes of the pr^scriber, and at the same time
give evidence of his skill in elegant dispensing. It may be
mentioned here that the prescriptions to be .given have not been
compiled! for the purposes of these lessons, but are copies of
authentic prescriptions brought under the notice of the writer.
Should any student be in a position to supply copies of instruc-
tive and interesting prescriptions he will be conferring a benefit
on his fellow students by sending them to the Editor for
insertion in subsequent lessons.

(1) 01. morrhuse,

Syr. calcis lactophos.,

Aq. calcis, aa jiiss. or 71 00 Ml.*
Sodii hypophosphit 5!. 3-88 Gm.
Mucilag. acaciae 5iv. „ 14 20 Ml.
01. cassisB iTvvi. „ 0 30 Ml.

Ft. emuls.

This is a typical prescription for a oombijiation of cod-liver
oil with sodium and calciimi salts, and it is evident that the
physician intended the product to measure 8 fl. oz.

The indicated quantity of mucilage is not sufficient, however,
to produce a stable and satisfactory emulsion, and therefore it

is advisable to use 4 dr. of powdered acacia in place of the

mucilage. If an additional quantity of mucilage were used the

final volume would' exceed 8 fl. oz. The first step is to dissolve

the sodium hypophosphite in oz. of the lime-water, tKen

place the powdered acacia in a dry mortar and triturate it with

the cod-liver oil and the oil of acacia. Now add (all at once) the re-

served ounce of lime-water and rapidly triturate until the oils

are emulsified. The remaining portion of the lime-water is now
added in small portions, the emulsion being well ti-itui'ated

* Although cubic centimetre (C.c.) is commonly used in place of milli-

litre (Ml.), the latter is preferred for these columns because it is the
correct term.

after each addition. Add the .syrup of lactophosphate of

calcium in a similar manner, and adjust the volume to 8 fl. oz.

by means of distilled water. A modified method, safer though

not so expeditious, is to add the oil of cassia and 1 02. only

of the ood-liver oil to the powdered acacia ; then 1 oz. of the

lime-water, and, after an emulsion is formed, the remainder of

the oil in small portions. Another method (the best of the

three) consists in triturating the powdered acacia with one

ounce of the lifne water, so as to form a mucilage, then gradu-

ally adding to this the oils, occasionally thinning down the

emulsion by the addition of a portion of the remainder of the

lime water in which the sodium hypophosphite had been dis-

salved. In triturating emulsions the student should keep the

pestle straight up, and rotate it for the mosl; part in the

centre of the mortar^ using wrist action only; Whole arm

action is not only clumsy and tiresome, but is less adapted to

the work.

(2) % Ferri sulph. exsic gr. Ixxii. or 4 67 Gm.
Potas. carb. gr. xii. „ 078 „

Pulv. nucis vom gr. xii. „ 0-78 ,,

Acid, arseniosi gr. ss. „ 32 00 Mgm.
Conf. rosjB g.s.

Ft. mas., at divid. in pil. xxiv.

In this prescription it isi obviously the intention of the

physician to give iron in the form of ferrous carbonate, but he

is considerably out of the reckoning with regard to the proper

quantity of iwtassiirm. carbonate. That, however, is by tlie

way. At present we have only to consider the- best method

of dispensing it with the quantities as written. It is con-

sidered by some pharmacists to be an error of judgment to u.se

confection of roses as a massing agent when an iron salt is one

of the ingredients, because the tannin contained in the confection

will combine with the iron to form tannate of iron. Tlie

quantity formed is so smail, however, that it is questionable

wisdom to interfere with the prescribers' selection ; but two

methods will be given to afford practise for the student. To
dispense it as written, weigh out the 72 gr. of sulphate of iron,

and i)ut about 10 gr. in a thoroughly dry mortar ; then place the

arsenious acid on this and triturate carefully, gradually adding

the remainder of the iron salt. In another mortar reduce the

potassium carbonate to fine powder and mix it with the pow-

dered uux vomica. Now mix the contents of the two mortars

and add sufficient confection to form a mass which is a trifle too

dry to roll out. Set aside for an hour, giving it a vigorous

working every five or ten minutes. At the end of an hour

the reaction vrill be complete, so that the pills may be sent

out without any risk of .subsequent cracking. They should l>e

protected by a coating of pill-varnLsh, composed of juniper gum

(1 part) dissolved in ab.solute alcohol (2 parts)/ The other

method Ls to mix the four powders as above ; then add 3 drops

of glycerin and sufficient syrup to form a soft mass. Set aside

foi" fifteen minutes, triturating occasionally, when the reaction

will be completed, and the mass can then be made of a suitable

firmness by the addition of a mixture of powdered acacia (5

parts) and powdered tragaoaaith (1 part).

(3) Hydrarg. oxid. flav gr. iv. or 0-25 Gm.
01. amygdalae.

Aq. destillat, aa 5ii. „ 7-10 MI.

Adep. lanae hydros 5iv/ ,,
15'55 Gm.

Pfc. ungt.

Place the oxide in a mortar and rub with five or six drops

of the oil of almonds imtil a perfectly smooth paste is formed

;

then incorporate this with the hydrous wool fat, after which

add the remainder of the oil in small jwrtions, and, finally, the

di.stilled water, likewise in small portions. Never use a warm
mortar for an ointment like the above.
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THE PHARMACOPEIA AS A STANDARD.

Though the British Pharmacopoeia is not a standard for

drugs under the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, it has been
legally recognised as the standard for medicinal preparations
which have been made official in the Pharmacopoeia, when
those preparations are asked for by the official names or

synonyms. There is also an increasing tendency on the part
of magistrates to accept the statements in the Pharmacopoeia
as evidence of the existence of recognised standards for

medicines, and defendants consequently find it necessary
at times to prove that popular articles with similar names
to official medicaments differ in composition from the
latter. Generally speaking, however, it is desirable

that chemists and druggists should conform to the B.P.

standards whenever possible, unless it is definitely under-

stood that B.P. articles are not required. Whatever the

exact legal position may be, such a course cannot fail,

ultimately, to improve the position of chemists and
druggists as the recognised retailers of articles required for

medicinal purposes, and a multiplication of standards for

such articles should, therefore, not be encouraged. At the

same tune, there are occasion's when the retailer may be in

doubt as to what articles he ought to supply, and the

following notes have been compiled with the- object of

serving as a guide in such special cases :—

•

Blaud's Pills.—Though the name " Blaud" is not offici-

ally used in connection with the B.P. Pilula Ferri, or Iron

Pill, the official formula was devised in order to meet a de-

mand for a recognised standard for Blaud's pills. Chemists

would, therefore, do well to recognise that fact and act

accordingly.

Camphorated Oil.—This name is an official synonym of

B.P. Linimentum Camphorse, or Liniment of Camphor, and

it is inadvisable that chemists should endeavour to secure

legal recognition for any other than the official formula.

Gregory's Powder.—This preparation is sometimes prepared

with magnesium carbonate, but should not then be sold as

*' Gregory's Powder," except with a distinctive name and
an explanation to the purchaser. In Gregory's Powder
made according to the B.P. formula, a certain amount of

magnesium carbonate may sometimes be found, owing to

the partial conversion of the magnesium oxide by absorp-

tion of water and carbon dioxide from the air.

Lime Water.—This preparation should always be made
strictly in accordance with the B.P., and preserved as sug-

gested in the official monograph. There is no excuse for

selling lime water below strength.

Liquoricfr Powder.—The Compound Powder of Liquorice

is frequently intended when " liquorice powder " is asked for

and, in such instances, the practice of supplying a prepara-

tion made otherwise than according to the official formula

is to be deprecated.

Magnesia.—When "magnesia" is asked for, light or

heavy magnesium carbonate is the article required in many
instances, but care should be taken to ascertain definitely

whether that be so or not. In case of doubt, the

light or heavy magnesium oxide should be suppHed. It

should also be noted that magnesium oxide may become
partially converted into carbonate if kept exposed to air

and moisture for any considerable length of time.

Mercury Ointment.—The official article known by this

name is seldom required, the milder preparation of the

London Pharmacopoeia or the B.P.C. Formulary being much
safer to use. But the latter should not be supplied when
" mercury ointment " is asked for, until it has been made
clear to the customer that the article differs in strength

from the official ointment. The milder preparation should

also be labelled " diluted mercury ointment," or some
equally distinctive name should be employed.

Milk of Sulphur.—The official Sulphur Pracipitatum or

Precipitated Sulphur should invariably be supplied when
" milk of sulphur " is asked for, unless the customer ex-

presses a preference for the preparation containing a certain

proportion of calcium sulphate.

Seidlitz Powders.—These powders should be made strictly

in accordance with the B.P. formula. Stronger powders

are sometimes required, but in such cases the difference in

strength should be intimated to the purchaser, in addition

to being clearly indicated on the label.

Soap Liniment.—Though this and other liniments may,

with the sanction of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue,

be made with methylated spirit, liniments so prepared

cannot reasonably be regarded as the strict equivalents

of the official articles. Methylated liniments should,

therefore, be supplied only when there is a definite under-

standing as to what they are

—

i.e., less expensive articles of

equal value as remedies to the official articles, but not

identical in composition with the latter.

Spirit of Nitrous Ether.—This spirit, which is also known
officially as " Sweet Spirit of Nitre," readily deteriorates, and

care should, therefore, be taken to preserve it in well-closed

vessels, preferably in a cool, dark place and in small

bottles, as recommended in the British Pharmacopoeia. A
preparation which contains less than 1"75 per cent, by
weight of ethyl nitrite (vide B.P. monograph) should not be

sold for medicinal purjjoses.

Tinctures,—Various tinctures, such as tincture of Indian

hemp, tincture of kino, and compound tincture of

rhubarb, tend to deposit on keeping, apparentlj' as the

result of changes produced by enzymes present in the

crude drugs. It appears probable that the keeping pro-
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perties of such preparations may be improved by immersing

the bottles containing the freshly-made tinctures in boiling

water for one hour, as recently suggested by Mr. Edmund
White (see P..T. ante, p. 645).

In conclusion, it appears desirable to state that members
of the Pharmaceutical Society — if at any time they

happen to become involved in difficulties with regard to

purchases made by inspectors appointed under the Sale of

Food and Drugs Act—should at once ,send full particulars

to the Secretary of the Society, who will always be found

ready to advise them. One of the primary objects for

which the Society was founded was the protection of those

who carry on the business of chemists and druggists, and

any assumed deficiency in that respect is due entirely to

the fact that members have been slow to, appeal to head-

quarters for advice when needed.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL DINNER.

The Annual Dinner of the Pharmaceutical Society, the

speeches at which are reported at some length at page 715,

was an unqualified success. The Local Associations of

Chemists and Druggists officially represented by their

Presidents were sufficiently numerous to give a proof of the

greatly improved system of organisation among registered

persons, and of their sense of i-elationship to the parent

Society. An innovation which seemed to commend itself

to the members present was a reversion to the practice

pursued at the Royal Academy banquets, whereby the

President proposes all but one of the toasts. Mr. News-

holme, at the end of three eventful years of office as

President, proposed all the toasts which fell to his share

briefly, yet without any omissions of importance, with the

result—unusual for the Society's diimer—that there was

ample time for a musical programme to be performed, while

the great majority of the guests remained until the very

end of the proceedings. The most notable speech was that

of Mr. Marshall Hall, M.P., who bade his hearers

realise that Clause 7 of the Pharmacy Bill would never

succeed in receiving Parliamentary sanction. That may
or may not be the case, but Mr. Marshall Hall is

very decided on the point, and should not be blamed

as he has been because he was courageous enough to

express his opinion so openly. His remarks anent that

part of a chemist's business which could be performed

by any one were not received with universal approval,

and from some remarks made at the annual meeting on

Wednesday, it would appear that Mr. Marshall Hall was
not clearly understood. He in no way belittled the chemist

and druggist or his occupation, but only repeated in some-

what forcible language what is, after all, nothing more than

a truism, namely, that some part of the business of a

retail chemist does not require individual training or

scientific knowledge. Mr. Marshall Hall, as his other

remarks clearly showed, has a very sound perception of the

fact that another part of the chemist's work does call for

these requirements.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The Jubilee of this Society is being celebrated this week,

the proceedings commencing with a Teception on Tuesday

night at the New Gallery. Sir W. de W. Abney, F.R.S.,

President, gave a short address, and commented on the

developments in photography during the last half-century.

On Wednesday an exhibition was held at the Society's

house in Russell Square, illustrating the history of photo-

graphy, with examples of early processes and pieces of

apparatus.

THE FOUNDER OF THE JOURNAL.

The appreciative survey of Jacob Bell's life and work,

presented to readers of the Journal in the present issue

(see p. 708 ct seq.). should appeal to members of the

Pharmaceutical Society with especial force at the present

time, when the old order is changing, slowly but surely, and

there is a danger of old traditions being entirely lost sight

of by the majority, in the rush of new and not invariably

nobler ideas. Attention may, with advantage, be particularly

directed to the passages from Bell's last presidential

address, with which Mr. Kirkby concludes his admirable

and scholarly article. The " rules of action " are com-

mended to the consideration of all Divisional Secretaries of

the Society and such other members as are disposed to take

an active part in furthering the interests of the body to

which they belong. The last paragraph of all, from Bell's

farewell address, has a still wider application, being as true

to-day as it was when written nearly fifty years ago. In

conclusion, attention may be directed to the fact that an

excellent portrait of Jacob Bell has been specially

reproduced to illustrate Mr. Kirkby's article, the plate

being inserted in this week's Journal. A limited number of

copies of the portrait have been printed on large paper, in a

form suitable for framing, and any member of the Society

can procure a specimen on application to the Editor, if a

postal order for one shilling be sent to defray the cost of

packing, postage, etc.

CHEMISTS AND MEDICAL PRACTICE.

Mr. Dennis Vinrace, L.S.A., of S. Kensington, who has

before now given signs of a certain anxiety to thrust his

name upon the attention of the public, has recently

written to the Doily Graphic expressing sympathy with a

"herbalist" who was heavily fined for illegally practising

as a medical man. Mr- Vinrace wonders if this man

would have been prosecuted if, instead of being a " herba-

list," he had been a qualified chemist. " While ' herbahsts

'

and men who, although they have had a medical training,

have been unable, for some reason or other, to take a

qualifying degree (sic), are made the objects of prose-

cutions, the digressions of chemists into the sphere of

medical work are apparently regarded with indifference by

the governing bodies of the medical profession." Mr.

Vinrace, of all people, must be aware that a " degree " is

not necessary for medical quahfication and practice, and

the reference to a qualifying degree, whether intentionaUy

so or not, is certainly misleading, and justifies criticism in

respect of his other statements. The attack on the General

Medical Council and the ill-natured remarks about chemists

are equally unjustified. An instructive commentary is

furnished by the report, at page 722 of this issue, of

the successful prosecution of a man who, like those whomi

Mr. Vinrace champions, had been unable to obtain even

the most easily won medical qualification. The defendar/t

y was prosecuted because he had definitely represented him-
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self as a medical man, and had given a medical certificate.

If any chemist were found to act in this way the medical
authorities would not require any goading from busybodies

to induce them to adopt the very proper course of insti-

tuting legal proceedings.

DALTON CENTENARY.

The Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester
celebrated on Tuesday and Wednesday the centenary of the

discovery by John Dalton—who was formerly Secretary,

and afterwards President of the Society—of the atomic
theory. Arrangements have been made for a report of the

proceedings, which will appear in the Journal in due course.

Meanwhile, it must suffice to state that Professor F. W.
Clarke, of the Columbian University, Washington, who
has been presented with the Wilde medal, delivered

on Tuesday the Wilde lecture on the atomic theory.

He showed that Dalton's atomic theory put chemistry
for the first time upon an absolutely general quantitative

basis. In the growth of chemistry since his day the guiding

clue has been the atomic theory. From 1820 to 1850 the

growth of chemistry was mainly on the organic side, but

every step proved was dependent upon Dalton's theory.

The conceptions of compound radicals, the laws of substitu-

tion, or the theories of chemical construction were among
the great advances. The discovery of isomerism was
specially important. Without the atomic theory chemistry

would be a mere dust-heap of facts. The acceptance of

Dalton's atomic theory led to two other problems of great

interest. What is the nature of the atom ? And is all

matter one at bottom or of many kinds ? On the latter

subject most philosophical chemists are now of the belief

that our elements are not ultimate, and the only evidence in

favour of this elementary nature is the fact that with pre-

sent resources it is impossible to decompose them. On the

other hand, the evidence of the spectroscope as applied to

the heavenly bodies seems to show that it is possible that

the evolution of planets from nebulae have been accom-

panied by an evolution of the elements themselves. Pro-

•fessor Rutherford's studies of the phenomena of radio

activity have produced evidence pointing in the same
direction, and it begins to seem probable that radio

activity is a phenomenon of atomic decay. As to the

nature of the atom, Professor Clarke's opinion coincides

with J. J. Thomson's conclusion— that the atoms are

clusters of small corpuscles. The ultimate corpuscles are

all equal to one another—that is, they are all alike.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL WORK.

The report of the statistical officer to the London County

Council on the census of London, 1901, has just been

published. Mr. Harper urges the desirability of informa-

tion being obtained in the census which will indicate the

place of occupation of persons residing in different districts.

This information is regarded as essential for the adequate

-consideration of the locomotion and housing requirements

of London. The number of so-called " chemists and

-druggists"—a term which here has no limited reference

to those registered under the Pharmacy Act—in the

.County of London in 1901 was 5,921, of whom 835 were

women and girls. The proportion of persons so employed to

the whole population was 1*3 per 1,000, of whom 0-18 were
of the female sex. No less than 885 so-called chemists and
druggists were under twenty years of age. The decade 1891-

1901 was distinctly a period of increase so far as concerned

the proportion of persons employed as chemists and
druggists. The number so employed rose in those ten

years from 4,668 to 5,921, the proportion per 100,000 of

population showing a similarly well-marked increase.

Holborn and Hampstead are the boroughs in which the

greatest numbers of chemists and druggists in proportion

to population live, while Woolwich, Stepney, and Poplar

are the poorest in this respect.

The Improvements Committee has had under considera-

tion the question of planting trees in the new streets between
Holborn and the Strand, it being desired to arrange for

some suitable species of tree other than the frequently used

plane tree. In " Aldwych " plane trees and acacias will be

planted alternately; in "Kingsway" plane treea and
ailantus trees, while in the widened Strand plane trees only

will be used. The Parliamentary Committee expresses

r^ret that, owing to the Thames River Steamboat Service

Bill having been rejected by a Committee of the House
of Commons, there is no likelihood of an efficient steam-

boat service being established on the Thames in the near

future. It is, however, generally recognised, even among
those who were responsible for the promotion of the Bill

by the Council, that a heavy charge would have fallen on
the rates if the Bill had been allowed to pass. It is a cause

for satisfaction to note that the greatest City of the Empire
is no longer so much behind other towns in the provinces

and on the Continent in respect of electric tramways as has

been the case for some years. Cynical individuals are not

wholly to blame if they regard the transports of joy in which

South London indulged on Friday of last week, with a some-

what melancholy amusement.

A UNIVERSITY FOR SHEFFIELD,

At a Council meeting of the Sheffield Pharmaceutical and

Chemical Society, held on May 15, the following resolution

was adopted on the motion of Mr. John Austen, President,

seconded by Mr. G. Squire :
—" That the Council of the

Sheffield Pharmaceutical and Chemical Society views with

pleasure the growing interest taken in local educational

matters, and heartily approves of the action of the Council

of University College in its application for an independent

University for Sheffield, and believes that such University

will be loyally supported and will be a lasting gain to the

city and district." As will be seen from Mr. Newsholme's

speech at the Annual Dinner (see page 717), the people of

Sheffield are thoroughly in earnest in their intention to

establish a University.

THE COUNCIL ELECTION.

The result of the election for the seven vacancies on the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society was declared on

Thursday afternoon (see p. 736), when the following were

declared duly elected:—Messrs. Cooper, Cross, Hills,

Storrar, Symes, Taylor, and Wootton, the constitution of

the Council thus remaining unchanged. It is satisfactory

to note that the number of voting papers returned on this

occasion was more than five hundred in excess of the

number returned last year.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING.

I -f/df̂ ^^lMf^A^

sixty-second annual meeting of

l^l&Hn^p^^ the Society was held at 17, Blooms-
^'^^HSfe^Byr bury Squai-e, London, on Wednes-

rIIbISB W K '^^y' ^^^^ o'clock

J H^^HhB Lfi
'^^^ Secretary having read the

^ yBrHji 'y Jh notice convening the meeting, the

- a annual report of the Council was
"•^ - ' taken as read, and the President

ihen dieJivered his address.

The President's Address.

The President said : Grentlemen,—In introducing to you
the sixty-second annual report and financial statement, I

think I may, without reservation, congratulate you upon the

bnproved financial position of the Society. When I occupied

this chair last year I had to apply a veneer of optimism to

an adver.ve balance of £1,654; but my present duty is the

much more congenial one of inviting your attention to a credit

balance of £1,104. And I want you to see in that circimi-

stanee the dawn of a new series of—I will not say fat

years

—

hut years of full usefulness, with the Society full

of vigour and the war chest amply lined. We are about

£2,758 better off at the end of 1902 than we were at the

commencement of that period ; and this encouraging result has

been brought about not simply through increased revenue,

but also through diminished expenditiu^e. The Examination

Account has yielded £1,248 increase during the year, and I

am tempted here to take a little credit to myself for having

predicted this recovery a year ago. Speaking last May on

the revenue from examination fees, I said there was no

reason to regard the heavy drop in the account as permanent

or progressive, and that a return to the normal condition

would come about sooner, perhaps, than some pessimistic

Blinds anticipated. Well, we have got more than half-way

back to the normal in the course of a single twelve-month,

and I see nothing on the horizon to lead me to suppose

that the immediate future will produce anything to impede

the natural and healthy flow of candidates towards the

examination room. We are sometimes accused of de-

liberately attempting to restrict the supply of duly qualified

men, but the fact that 1,549 persons were, in 1902, willing

to voluntarily submit themselves to the test we exact by
virtue of the Statute is sufficient to aibsolve us from any charge

of trying to "rig the market" in qualified men. At any rate,

if ajiy such attempt has been made it has proved singularly

unsuccessful, to judge from the figures put before you in

the report. Even the increased requirements in preliminary

knowledge, which the Council was told would practically

annihilate the class of " Apiprentices or Students," do not

appear to have been so fatally destructive as the prognosti-

cations led one to anticipate. In the first year of the

new conditions only seventy pharmaceutical students were

registered ; in 1902 116 registered, and during the first

half of the current year the Registrar has already addeu 108

Barnes to the list of "Apprentices or Students." There is

a sign of vitality in those figures, gentlemen, and an indica-

tion that Pharmacy is not without latter-day attractions for

decently educated youths in Great Britain. And we ought
to be thankful that we are now drawing our raw material

from more reputable sources. I am proud to have been
associated with the reform that shut out from our calling

the ill-educated lad, and the young man of inferior mental
calibre ; but reforms of tliis kind impose their temporary in-

conveniences, which reformers feel quite as much as the

persons reformed. We have all experienced the immeaiate

effects of the radical reform of 1900, and it is a great satis-

faction to me to be able to point out any hopeful sign that

the end of the probationary period is drawing nigh. I

hope that those members of the. trade who have given up hope

and are cogitating on the possibility of going back to the

days when examinations were lighter and assistants more

plentiful, will think over what I say, and will allow the

principle we laid down three years ago an adequate time to

mature.

The School of Pharmacy.

In regard to the other items on the revenue side of the

balance-sheet, you will notice that the School fees show a slight

increase, being nearly £50 more than in the previous year. The

Society has not, however, derived any direct pecuniary satisfac-

tion from this circumstance, for the expenditure side shows a

more than compensating addition of £134. That may be taken

as a well-defined instance of the " rapacity " of the Society.

The same tiaditio:nal "thirst for guineas" prompted the Council

to spend a further £550 or so on the proper renovation of the

School premises, and in making the Lecture Theatre comfortable

for students, as well as adequately equipped' for the professors

and demonstrators. I suppose that few intelligent laymen

would be disposed to believe that the Pharmaceutical Society^

in its desire to promote the education of " chemists and drug-

gists," expended upon its School last year no less a sum than

£1,680, yet it is a fact that the School did involve the net ex-

penditure of that .sum during the period covered by the account

before you. My chief object in giving you these figures is to

rub in the fact that if members of the Society make these sacri-

fices for technical education they are justified, in equity, in

exacting a recognition of the same from the public whenever

opportunity present.?. We are so used to doing public work

and receiving public misunderstanding by way of payment that

we have almost lost the faculty of self-justification. It is about

time we began to operate upon our own trumpet.

Membership of the Society.

The amount received from membens' subscriptions reveals a

shririkage of £163, a matter that passes my comprehension. I

have been through a number of past financial statements, and

I am being forced to the conclusion that when the Council i»

particularly active in its duties, membership shows a tendency

to decrease. Why we should be expected to make political

bricks for people who begrudge the necessary contribution of

straw is one of the pharmaceutical mysteries I shall probably

never succeed in unravelling, and it is a little- depressing t»

realise that with all our efforts at organisation, and all the grim
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incentives to unity in the shape of Poison Committee reports or

similar attacks on the principles upon which the calling is based,

the Society is no stronger numerically than it was three years

ago. I say three years ago, because I realise that I have

occupied the presidential chair for three years. Therefore, it

is convenient for me to look over the figures for those three

yeajs and to go back to the day when I was elected

President ; and, as I have already stated, we have

no more members now than we had three years ago.

The Society is continuallj' being appealed to to do this,

that, and the other ; resolutions are continually being pass<ed

pledging 't(he trade ito support the Council, but the very sup-

port most needed—-the moral support of a membership sub-

itantially identical wiUi the Register of Chemists—is per-

sistently withheld. I have never yet heard a valid reason given

for not joining tlie Society, but during my term of office as

President I ihave heard hundreds of excuses, some of them io

flimsy in character tfhat tbey make one blush for one'.s calling.

These remarks ar° obviously not applicable to you, gentlemen,

who not only feel it a privilege to be associated with the

Society, (but take the troufble to come here and give the

Council the benefit of your views. But they are applicable to

many with whom you are brought into daily contact, and I

would ask you to convey to them in all seriousness the trutih

that they are jeopardising the success of the Society's efforts

on tlieir behalf and cutting themselves off from the help of

wliioh they stand so much in need.

The Pharmaceutical Journal.

In the matter of expenditure I am glad to note a decided

economy in the production of the Journal. The various changec

made have resulted in a dimdnution of the cost of production by
£924. At the same time tlhe Journal has been steadily ua-

proved in character and scope. In fact, you have a better

official organ at less cost, and I think the determination of the

Council, wfliicn I announced last year, that you should 'hav«

money's worth, is on the high road towards realisation. Tba
full effect of the clianges briefly sketched in the pamgraph of

the Report before you cannot yeit he seen. The matter i.s still

to a certain extent suh judice, but I am hopeful that the ulti-

mate result will be to make our Journal a real living organ

of intercommunication between tlhe memibers, and a generally-

esiteemed record of scientific progress in pttiarmacy and the

allied sciences. Wliilst I am on tliis subject, may I say that

memibers do not seem to fully realise the value of the property

they possess in the Journal. Comrparatively few of the five or

Bis tihousand persons who are shareholders in it ever put forth

a single effort to recommend it as an advertising medium or as

a vehicle for the publication of what is going on in their par-

ticular district. That strikes me as quite a novel attitude for

business men in this business age to take in connection with

a concern into which they are putting money, and I commend
tthe point to your careful consideration. I cannot leave this

Bubjeot without a reference to tlhe past services of Dr. Paul

and tilie present services of Mr. Humphrey. The Council has

granted Dr. Paul an annuity of £300, and I venture to think

that you will join me in expressing the hope that he may enjoy

his otium cum dignitate for many years to come. In regard to

Mr. Humiphrey, we look forward to extracting from him a

goodly portion of* the useful work wfhioh we know he has in

ihim, and I cannot pay liim a higher compliment than that.

Law Costs and Other Items.

Law cases have been £1,030 less costly this year, mainly be-

cause we have no .specially expensive oases to contest in

England or in Scotland ; but we may not be so fortunate

another year. We have a case pending in the Glasgow Court/j

wliicih may invoilve oonsiiderable expense. But the Council ha.s

no dhoice in the performance of thes>e public diities, and whilst

tlhe administration of the Act is in their hands considerations

of cost must be sulbordinated to those of public policy. The
fact that 340 cases of alleged infringement ihave been dealt

with during the year for £422 speaks well for the economical

conduct of the Registrar's statutoiy fumotions. The cases

occurred in vaiious parts of Great Britain, and the diifficuiWies

of obtaining and sifting evidence migiht well have involved a
bigger sum. One point of interest in connection with the

legal poi'iion of oui" woi'k merits remark, and tlhat is that the

English Coui'ts liave shown a di'iposiition to deal with

defendants wlio are contiunacioiiis after oonviction. In four

instances we have succeeded in obtainiivg orders for oomanittal

in default of payment of fines, and the result may probably be

an increased respect for the Phaimiacy Act. In Scotland, as

you know, imprisonment follows defaiilt, an"d recent procedure

in Engiland has now proved that, in certain oircumstanices, a

similar result may follow the disregard of an order of the

Court here. I do not know tlhat the other items of expendi-

ture call for special comment, but I shall be ready to explain

anything concerning wliiicli you may desire further information.

Tlhe library cost £17 more, but the museum £43 less, than

last year. The cost of the North British branch is actually

£143 in excess of tlhe preceding year, but a bill of £126 for

repairs to the building accounts for most of the increase.

We have oiirselves a big accoimt for repairs and alterations,

and you might be disposed to tliink £1,151 a rather extra-

vagant outlay. But, as I have already told you, £550 of thoti

amount represents money expended in bringing the School pre-

mises up to modern requiiremente! ; and you must also bear in

m'ind that the extent of the Society's buildings renders iti

imperative to have pretty frequent recourse to the builder.

The House Committee takes oare tlliat nothing is don© whdc;h

is not necessaiy, and eveiy account is carefully scrutinised

before being passed for payment. Per contra, you have a

liouse wJiioh is in perfect condition, and one in which you may
feel a justifiable pride.

The Redwood Scholarship.

There is an item in the statement at page 3 which I just

want to refer to. It does not arise out of the report, but it

is in reference to the Redwood Scholarship. I do not wish to

speak to you about the figures relating to that Scholarship, but

I do want to say something about the addition to the Scholar-

ship. You are possibly aware that largely through the influence

and exertions of Mr. Michael Carteighe, the Redwood Scholar-

ship has been increased in value. You will remember that the

Council has hitherto only been able to award the sum of £20
a year to the holder of the Scholarship ; but through the very

great exertions of Mr. Carteighe the Redwood Scholar will

now be able to draw £60, but the Scholarship will only be

awarded biennially. It is only right to say that this increase

is entirely owing to the wonderful exertions of our friend, Mr.

Carteighe, who has raised the sum of £508 18s. in order to add
to the value of this Scholarship. I feel quite sure you will be
only too glad to know how interested Mr. Carteighe has been

in this Scholarship and 4»ow successful he has been.

Local Organisation.

I am not going to .say much about the £11 Is. which
appear.s to represent the amount of local organisation work done
during the past year. As a matter of fact, the bulk of the
very valuable work done by the Secretary in the provinces
was performed during the first three months of this year, and
will be reflected in the next financkil statement. But that item of

£11 Is. affords a very convenient opportunity for me to aoknow-
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iedge, on behalf of the C'ouncil, the debt of gratitude we owe

to the Secretary for " taking to the road" in the interests of

phamacy. With unpretentious samples, comprising a-' bottle of

poisoned honey and a list of the iniquities of a rather promi-

nent seedsanan, he lias brought home to regi.stered chemists

in various parts of England and Wales, more forcibly than

aaytliing else could do, what it is they have to fight and the

necessity for concerted action. To my mind, notliing so impor-

tant has been organised in this house as the Secretary's

tour, and I venture to think that it will not be disadvantageous

for our interests if he repeats his peripatetic course of instruc-

tion without undue interval. With the Secretary's name I

must associate that of Mr. J. Rutherford Hill, who has done

ior Scotland what Mr. Bremridge has done for England and

Wales. I want also to mention the name of Mr. Chater, who has

acted as what I may call curate to the Secretary during his

tour into the provinces. He has accompanied the Secretary,

and has done exceedingly valuable work in that connection.

I wish also at this moment to say that in our ofiBcers—Mr.

•Ohater, Mr. Moon, Mr. Jon?s, down to the office-boy, we have

officers whose whole interest is centred in the work of the

Pharmaceritical Society. I want to say this, at the end of my
term of office, and to acknowledge the very great help I have

received not only from the Secretary, but from everyone in his

office.

The Pharmacy Bill.

I expect you wiH naturally look for some words from me
i-especting the Pharmacy Bill now before Parliament. Well,

I may sum up the position in a very few words. The second

reading is postponed till June 10, and the Bill has reached, the

dignity of decorati<Jh in the shape of five blocking

"

motions. The . outlook is, therefore, not particularly

bright, and it would be unwise to entertain any extravagant

hopes ' of progress. Nev-ertheless, the Bill is doing

xiseful educational work, for it is crystallising political opinion

on the subject, of pharmacy law amendment. The majority of

the House of Commons is quite in accord with the principle of

ihe Bill, though certain strong objections are entertained to

what is know as the directors' clause. The C'ouncil has furnished

each M.P. with its view in regard to that clause, and has taken

steps to correct misrepresentations which have been made whole-

'sale to members of the House by those who do not view the

Society with favour. The mere presence of this Bill on the

notice paper, if it does nothing more, will, on the one hand,

instruct Parliament in regard to the unsatisfactory condition of

the law, and, on the other hand, may instruct us as to what
legislators think is unreasonable in our demands.' If that double

tuition be thoroughly conveyed to the parties concerned we shall

be distinctly nearer a sound baisis for satisfactory legislation,

and on that ground I claim that the action of the Council in

securing the introduction of the Bill has been justified. Ihar>dly

dare to venture on naming those gentlemen who have made it

possible for the Council to secure the support of the M.P.'s who
iiave backed the Bill. I see one or two prominent helpers before

me, and I must specially acknowledge the help of Mr. John Hold-

ing in influencing Mr. Lough to take charge of the Bill. But it

is invidious to particularise when so manj'^ willing officers have

^lelped. It may not be ungraceful for you, gentlemen, before

you leave to adopt a formal vote of thanks, to the M.P.'s who
have supported our measure, for they would no doubt appreciate

your recognition, and if you knew the vast additional cor-

respondence the care of your interests has imposed upon them,

you would think they well deserved that recognition.

The Obituary.

My only remaining duty now is to refer to the l ist paragraph

in the anMual report, and that is the " Obituary." I need not

refer to that paragraph at length, becau.;« at several meeting.s

of the Council reference has been made to gentlemen who have

died. I notice that Mr. Andrews, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Bobbins,

and Mr. • (iroves, 'former members of Council, have died

during the year. I had the pleasure of being acquainted with

all those gentlemen, and one realisies that each of them lived to

a long age, and that practically during the whole of their lives

they did very great service to the Pharmaceutical Society.

There are others who have died, viz., Mr. John Moss and Mi.

Benger, who were at one time members of the Board of

Examiners for England and Wales, and also Sir Frederick Abel,

who frequently attended the annual dinner of the Society. We
shall miss his presence in the future as we missed it last nigiit.

I need not say anything more except that we regret their deatli.

I now move that the report and statement of accounts as pub-

lished be received and adopted.

The Vice-President (Mr. Allen) seconded the motion.

Discussion.

Mr. Mackenzie said that this was an important period of

their history, and it was the duty of everyone who had given

consideration to what had been moving within and without tlie

Society to come and express their feelings with the intention

of doing the very best they could in order to help on the great

work which they all had at heart—namely, the double interest

which they had in having that honourable yet highly respon-

sible vocation which they followed improved, not only by

education, but also by all practical means which lay within

their power. To any reflective mind the question arose after

sixty-two years of experience : What progress had they made ;

wliat had they done to accomplish the twofold purpose em-

braced in the principle of their institution? He feared, after

all was said and done, they too much resembled the Jews of

olden times, who for forty years wandered in the wilderness :

they had been wandering about, and consequently their pro-

gress was still in the distance, although it could be acquired

if they set about it rightly. A study of their constitution was

enough to convince any open mind that a radical change was

req^uired if they were to benefit as a Society or were to becoms

of practical assistance to the members of the Society as well

as the public. He had been a member of the Society for over

thirty years, and had always fought for a full recognition of

their legal status ; in those early days he took a great iitterest

in the history of pharmacy, and he was as resolute to-day in

the endeavour by all means that were fair to get that recog-

nition wliich they one day hoped to obtain. The knowledge

of what had tran.3pired since the days to which he had referred

was of great advantage to anyone occupying his position. He

hoped they would obtain the great fulcrum by which men migh^

use the benefits for their fellows and themselves, and thereby

establish a position which could be obtained by no other

means ; but before they obtained that they mus-t develop a

sound and healthy constitution with capable brains. Thei:-

Council had devoted great attention to education, to the utter

—

and he said it fearlessly—neglect of those other things on which

their very existence as a Society depended ; in fact, their

position to-day was emphatically much worse than it was

before 1868. To his mind one point was clear—namely, th.it

they had reached a point when a change _>vithin t!io constitv-

tior, of the Society must be made, or resolute action required ti>

be taken outside the Society. At the present time they had

abouit 15,000 names on the Register; of that number only

5,000 (in round figures) were members of the Pharmaceutiai 1

Society, a margin of 10,000 looking on awaiting developments.

He was convinced there was a remedy for what was complained

of, and he humbly ventured to submit one to the Council

for their consideration on the present occasion. He

would like to see appointed a strong committee of inquiry, com-

posed of ail equal number of members of Council and of the
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senior members of the Society, and he would suggest for the

Committee's consideration :
—

" (1) How all members on the Register may become
members of the Pharmaceutical Society.

" (2) How may the members of Council become more
representative than at present by the adoption of a terri-

torial system or otherwise.

" (3) Should voting papers be addressed to one or more
persons apart from an oflBicial of the Society.

" (4) That the former mode of Preliminary Examinations

be reverted to with a more moderate system of fees.

" (5) That fees for the Minor Examination with credit

for foill marks attained be made more consisitent with the

advantages the Society is able to confer.

" (6) That consideration be made of the past marks for

the Minor Examination representing assistants' qualifica-

tion with moderate fees, a higher fee to be payable on

beginning business to constitute in all cases life member-

ship of the Pharmaceutical Society, but subject to the

jurisdiotion of the Council in case of unbecoming conduct

demanding the removal of their name from the Register of

members.

,

" (7) That the present rules, laws and by-laws be care-

fully considered at meetings convened in four or more chief

centres of Great Britain by the member of the Pharmaceu-

tical Society, and the finding of those meetings be remitted

to the Council for their consideration.

"
(8) That the legality of the Council granting pensions

to retired officials be fully ascertained.

"
(9) That the present mode of conducting and publish-

ing the Pharmaceutical Journal be carefully considered and,

if possible, evidence got to show how it may be conducted

as a financial srccess.

" (10) What would be the best mode of enlisting the

sympathy and co-operation of the whole of the registered

chemists at present in business in order to establish an

exclusive claim to our titles as such.''

There were other points which were not beyond their con-

sideration, and amongst them was the case of a trading com-

pany in the City of London which prevents a chemist giving a

man a gargle for a sore throat—he referred to the Apothecaries'

Society. Why should chemists sit down under a condition of

things which belonged to an antediluvian age? He maintained

that, as they were liable to be prosecuted for such a thing, they

ought in fairness get a certain amount of help in order to

firmly establish their .position upon a legal basis. This could

be obtained if most of those on the Register became members
of the Society : the desirability of this was patent to every-

body. The method he proposed for doing this was what at

piesent obtained in Scotland with regard to legal bodies.

There they had a curriculum for young men who, after passing

that examination successfully, remained assistants until they

paid the fee, when they became members of the society and

solicitors of the Supreme Court of Scotland, and could practise

on their own account, paying one fee down and done with it.

There was no reason why they should pay an annual fee.

Mr. Carteighe observed that that did not apply at all. They

must continue to pay an annual subscription.

Mr. Mackenzie observed that it was a tax.

Mr. C.4ETEIGHE did not care whether it was a tax or not.

Everybody who was a chemist or druggist should pay a guinea

ii year.

Mr. Mackenzie thought it would be worth having if every

person who derived a pecuniary interest from compounding pre-

scriptions should be a registered chemist ; it might be difficult

of attainment, but it was worth getting. They should look to

Parliament for a plain, honest Bill to make good the defects in

the Act of 1868, and] if they went forward in the right way he

was convinced they would get what they wanted.

No other observations being offered on the address, the

Pkesident put the resolution, which was carried imanimously.

Proposed Vote of Thanks to M.P.'s.

The President then called on Mr. Boa to move a resolution.

Mr. Carteighe inquired if notice had been given of it, as b»
resolution should be moved without notice.

The President observed that it arose out of his address.

He had referred to their indebtedness to certain members of

Parliament, and he thought it would be convenient to move a

resolution of thanks to them.

Mr. Carteighe suggested it would be a very feeble and sickly

thing to do. He took it the Council would at the end of the

Session indicate their thanks as representing the members a^i

large for the work which those gentlemen had done, and iii

was the perogative of the Council to do so.

The President considered the resolution in order.

On the motion of Mr. Betty, seconded by Mr. Campbell,

it was agreed that Mr. Boa should propose the resolution.

Mr. Boa said the resolution was placed in his hands to move
by permission of the President, and he personally had no axe to

grind in the matter. The resolution was :
—

" That this meeting of members of the PharmaceuticaJ
Society tenders its best thanks to Mr. Lough, and' aleo to
Messrs. Marshall Hall, Remnant, John Burns, Ellis Griffith,

Wanklyn, Henniker Heaton, J. Tomkinson, and Osmond
Williams, whose names appear on the back of the Pharmacy
Bill in support thereof."

He had great pleasure in moving the resolution, because ihe was
of opinion that, whatever might be the fate of the Bill now
before the House, they were all indebted to those gentlemen

for the interest they had taken in the matter.

Mr. Campbell seconded the resolution.

Mr. Carteighe, on a point of order, could not understand

why members should be asked to pass a vote of thanks to

gentlemen for doing that which was very largely part of their

duty to perform, before the duty was ended. It was like a meet-
ing of working-men who thought that by having fifty hands
instead of five they were going to produce a very much greater

effect on their members. Their Coimcil was a deliberative body,

and represented the Society with all the powers granted to it by

Parliament and by charter, and to ask the members of the

Society when they were considering their annual report to

propose a vote of thanks for services not yet completed seemed

to him absurd, and he hoped the resolution would be with-

drawn.

Mr. Campbell did not wish it withdrawn. The members of

Parliament had done something for which they ought to be

thankful, they had introduced a Bill which, if passed, would do

the Society a gi-eat deal of good, and he thought it was only

right they should reward them with a little sympathy for the

w ork they were doing.

Mr. Gltn-Jones supposed that nobody could vote against

the resolution, but before it was put he should like to point

out that it was a good many more than seven members of Par-

liament they would require to thank. Of course, the intro-

ducer of the Bill was entitled to be specially thanked ; but he

was not sure they were wise in singling out .particular members
and associating them with the Bill. There were a number of

resolutions arising on this which did not appear at first hand,

and he hoped at this juncture the resolution would not be^

pressed.

Mr. Hills desired to adopt the same line as Mr. Glyn-Jones

and' Mr. Carteighe. It seemed to him rather an undignified

proceeding on their part to thank members for doing that
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which they were asked to do as a iiublic duty ; and until it

was brought to something like a successful issue it appeared

to him, with all respect to those who moved the resolution,

it would be quite out of place to pass it.

Mr. Mackenzie was thoroughly at one with what Mr. Glyn-

Jones had said, because if they did this to-day they would
be making a precedent for to-morrow.

Mr. Stooke said those who were present the previous evening

at the dinner took exception to the remarks which Mr. Marshall

Hall, whose name appeared on the Bill, made against chemists.

He persistently told them that they were only doing what any

eiTand boy could do, and when he was called to order repeated

it. He then proceeded to give instances to show that Mr.

IMarshall Hall's statement was unfounded, when
Mr. Caeteighe rose on a pointi of order. He was sure they

would recognise that members of Parliament might take a

different view to themselves, but he thought it would be incon-

venient in a meeting like that to indulge too freely in castigation.

Mr. Stooke only desirecll that those who were not present

at the dinner should be informed of what occurred.

The President had net the least objection to the resolution

being withdrawn, although he did not see what harm it

would do, and it might do good. It was because they had
great difficulty in getting members of Parliament to interest

themselves in the Bill that he asked Mr. Boa to propose the

resolution. It was not thanking them for completing their

labours, but thanking them for what they had done so far.

Mr. Boa explained it was not a matter he personally had

brought up ; he was smiply moving the resolution as a matter

of form, and he v/as entirely in their hands if they wished it

withdrawn.

Mr. Cami'bell could not agree with that view ; he thought

as a body they were thankful for what had been done. Last
year he drew the attention of the Council to the state of the

trade with regard to advertisements, and was told this Bill

would remedy it. The Bill had been produced, and he

thoroughly agreed with it. On further consideration, how-
ever, he thought, perhaps, it would be as well to withdraw the

resolution.

The resolution was accordingly withdrawn.

The Proposed Test Case and Stamp Duty Exemption.

The Phesident then asked Mr. Theophilus Nicholls to bring

before the meeting a resolution of which he had previously given
notice.

Mr. Theophilus Nicholls did not think he was called

upon to apologise for bringing forward this matter ; but he
felt that the outlook with regard to the art of pharmacy
had been so low for the last few years that when a little blue
sky was seen on the horizon, as it were, it lay with the
Council and those helping them to make their voice heard to
effect what they desired. He did not wish to find fault with
or to throw mud upon the previous action of the Council
during the last nineteen or twenty years, but he did feel that
there had been, at any rate, a stone lifted off the grave pre-
pared by Mr. Justice Hawkins some years back, when he
saddled the act of the man who did the deed as the act of the
salesman. Mr. Justice Hawkins most distinctly' laid it

down that the seller was the culprit, and in that sense they had
a new issue to go upon. The British Dental Association had
been taking action for the last few years with regard to in-

fringement of the Dentists Act, and he considered the Dentists
Act was run upon the same lines as tfie Pharmacy Act. In the
cases that had been brought before the judges under the
Dentists Act the culprits had been, as it were, punished by
implication. A man carrying on a dental practice need not
call himself a dentist, and on the same lines he held that a man
who infringes the Pharmacy Act need not call himself a

chemist. If it was done by fifty conniving at one, surely there

was a new issue to be raised in all company pharmacy by implica-

tion. Taking that into consideration, he urged the Council to

obtain a c^se strictly upon those hnes by implication. A man
who sold his patent drugs or dispensed his patent medicines

at a stores, and did it in the face of the Pharmacy Act, did

it in connivance with those who found' him the means and

weapons of doing it, and he considered that the issue to be

raised by the Pharmaceutical Society might be raised in such

a manner that it would be decided on a new basis entirely, and

not on what the Legislature intended when they framed the

Pharmacy Act of 1868. The state of things eixisting now and
the state of things existing twenty years ago was altogether

so different that they were to be viewed in another light, and
therefore, if a case were brought before the law lords in a
collective sense, by which he meant with regard to connivance

and conspiracy, it was his firm conviction that they would get

the last -decision of the House of Lords reviewed, and some
hope, at any rate, would be given to a trained man when he

became a pharmacist, as they recognised that his position would
he made clear to the public.

Mr. Campbell desired to second the resolution.

The President jointed out that Mi-. Nicholls had moved no
definite resolution, although he presumed he (Mr. Nicholls)

intended to move the one he had given notice of.

Mr. Nicholls said he would divide his resolution if it was
the wish of the meeting.

The President observed that Mr. Nicholls had given notice
of a resolution, and he could accept nothing but that.

Mr. Nicholls, as. to the second part of the motion, said the
Phai-macy Act provided that all pharmacists should undergo a
certain training and pass a certain examination, and they were
expected to follow a standard work called the British Pharma-
copoeia. They gave a man a calling, but took away his weapons
to gain a living. The Pharmacopoeia being the guide and text-

book of medical men and of the judges in the Courts, and the
handbook of the chemists themselves, all the preparations con-
tained in it should be entirely open. There could be no objec-
tion on the part of the authorities to allow them bo go a good
many steps further than even Mr. Glyn-Jones had fought so
hardly and successfully for. There was such a book as Squire's
' Companion to the Pharmacopoeia,' and in that were ail the

medical properties and all the prescription notes. Surely the

chemists who had been to such hard labour in order to pass their

examinations should be entitled to make use of that book, and to

put up all those preparations with their full doses and full pre-

scriptions as a remedy free of stamp duty? They wei-e skilled

men, only one step behind medical men, but with regard to fi o-

tection they have none. He asked as a quid pro quo that the

Pharmacopoeia should be at the command of any trained and
qualified man to make what use he thought best of it in order
to obtain an honest living. In conclusion he moved:—

" Seeing the very slender chance of a Pliarmacy Bill ever
becoming law, and taking into serious consideration the
insecure position of pharmaceutical titles and the unsatis-
factory state of pharmacy law, the Council are reauested
without delay to have recourse to a test case to settle once
and for all the q^uestion of ' company pharmacy,' and dis-
pensing of prescriptions ; further, the Council are requested
to move in the direction of obtaining exemption for all

registered chemists and druggists and pharmaceutical
chemists from stamp duty on all nostrums prepaid and
sold by them retail only."

Mr. Griffiths said he had undertaken to second the resolution

for the reason that so much doubt had been thrown upon the

possibility of their ever getting Clause 7 of the BUI now before

the House of Commons passed into law. There was not the

slightest doubt that if the Bill should pass as it was now with
that clause it would be most desirable ; but they would have to
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reckon with the eontingency that that clause would either be

entirely deleted from the Bill or very considerably altered, and

he did" not think it would interfere with the Council's action in

promoting the Pharmacy Bill if this recommendation were

carried to have another test case to see if the decision of the

law lords twenty years ago could not be altered, as during that

time circumstances had so much altered. Of course, there was

a great difficulty in dealing with the question of pharmacy

legislation on account of the peculiar position which the chemist

held, partly as a professional and partly as a business man, and

if he might make a small comment on what fell from the Presi-

dent with regard to the apathy of a great many chemists in the

country, he thought perhaps possibly in the past the Society

had not quite sufficiently recognised the dual nature of their

business and posibly hadi not shaped their policy accordingly.

This had been brought before his notice more particularly since

he had acted as Divisional Secretary for what he supposed was

one of the most isolated and thinly populated constituencies in

this country. He had always noticed, so far as he had been^

able to gather the opinion of his brother chemists, they recog-

nised that in the .«mall towns the pharmacist was a public

necessity, but, although a public necessity, the public require-

ments were not sufficient to provide liim with a livelihood, and

he was therefore obliged to go into other branches of

business to obtain that livelihood. He thought that was one

of the reasons for the apathy, and one which, perhaps, the

Council of the Society had not sufficiently taken into con-

sideration. That was the principal rea.son for his supporting

the resolution. He thought the question of stamped medicine

was also one which the Council of the Society might take into

consideration on the lines of this resolution, especially after

tTie splendid victory of Mr. Glyn-Jones, who had obtained

exemption for well-known medicines and the Pharmacopoeia

preparations sold with a recommendation. This resolution

seemed to hit what he thought was one of the weakest

points in their position, and that was the position

with regard to stamped medicines altogether. They

were endeavouring to raise not only their social status,

but their financial status. Certainly their social status

would not be raised by lending themselves to the patent

medicine proprietor, and, excepting in so far as they showed a

fair ratio of profit, he did not think they had much to do with

their financial status. He would like to make an appeal to the

chemists throughout the country with regard to these stamped

medicines and the way in which they were advertised. He
thought one of the weakest points in their armour was that

they were lending themselves to the advertising proprietors,

from whom they got nothing in return. He thought if they

wanted to improve their social status and their financial status

the best thing they could do was not to lend themselves to the

advantage of patent medicine proprietors, the character of

whose advertisements wa:s bad on the one hand and untruth-

ful on the other.

The President wished to make one ob.servation with refer-

ence to the resolution. He did not think there was the slightest

necessity for Mr. Nicholls to give notice of it, because the

Council were at all times fully alive to the things mentioned

there, and were quite prepared, when they realised that the

proper time had arrived, to deal with some of the que.stions

mentioned in it ; but the Council had definitely made up its

mind that it would not take up a test case. Mr. Nicholls did not
say exactly what kind of test case he wished to be taken, but

he (the President) thought they all understood what he meant,
and that was in reference to the titles principally used by
limited companies.

Mr. NiCHOLi-s said that was not so. He most distinctly stated

that the test ease should be taken up on the lines of the prose-

cutions under the Dentists Act. He maintained they could

make a law by implication or association by finding the funds

and not being themselves actually the sellers.

The President thought it was difficult to distinguish the

poiut raised, but if the Council saw there was :uiy possibility

of dealing in a satisfactory manner with the question raised by-

Mr. Nicholls, they would not hesitate to seize every oppor-

tunity that presented itself. With regard to Mr. Griffiths's

observation that the business of the chemist and druggist was

rather of a dual character whicli the Council hardly realised,

he wanted to say that the members of Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Society were not angels, they were not living in a higher

plane ; but they were men living in a mundane world, and

realised to the full what the business of a chemist and druggist

was. One heard complaints or statements that the Council did

not do this, that, or the other ; it was an old story ; but, as he

and his predecessors had said, the Council was what the members
made it. Mr. Griffiths had supported rather strongly the state-

ment made by Mr. Nicholls in reference to the slender chances

of the Pharmacy Bill passing into law ; but he, the President,

would ask them for time in regard to this. The Bill was now:

before the House of Commons, and they were doing their level

best to further the Bill, and if it was passed it would do away

with all the grievances of the mover and seconder of this resolu-

tion. Mr. Glyn-Jones, with his great experience of the Courts,

would know what to do with the second part of this resolu-

tion, and therefore he (the President) thought it would be

better if the resolution were withdrawn and the Council left

to do their best when the occasion arose.

Mr. Burton suggested that the resolution be divided into

two pa.rts, which he thought would give it a better chance of

discussion. Some time ago the London Associatioti sent a

deputation to the Council putting forward their views with

regard to having a test case, and it' was argued at that time

that one point which had never been tried in the English

Courts was open to the Council, and that was that they should

proceed against the separate persons of a company. That had

been tried in the Scotch Courts ; but, unfortunately, the

decision went against them. He thought it a great pity it was
ever taken in the Scotch Courts, because there was no appeal

to the House of Lords. That deputation having laid its views

before the CouncU very fully were promised an answer. That,

if his memory served him rightly, was in October last, and he
did not tljiink the deputation had yet received an answer,

although the Council had had plenty of time to consider the

question and come to a decision. He considered it one of the

great mistakes the Council made in conduqting its business in

secret committee so much as they did. He could quite under-

stand that it was diplomatic to do so sometimes ; but surely

the decisions which they came to on those points which it was
diplomacy to discuss in secret could be conveyed to members,
or they could give them some inkling of how the thing was
proceeding. It was a great mistake that the Coimcil did not
take the members more into their confidence with regard to the
business conducted ; if they did so it would help to get a few
more members. In conclusion, he moved as an amendment :

—
' That the resolution be taken in two parts, the second

part commencing with the word ' Further.' "-

Mr. C.4MPBELL seconded the amendment.
"Mr. Nicholls wished to support the amendment. The

reason he .suggested a t.es;it aist'i was Ibeoause tHie British

Dental Assooiation had succ-;eded in all their actions by
implication.

The Phesident then put the amendment, which, he de-

clared, was lost.

Mr. Wkight (Yeovil) hoped the Council would maintain its

equilibrium, and not be led away by what they had heard that
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morning, and fritter the Society's money away on a test case.

The members had great confidence in their Council, and they

had had legal advice that they were "not likely tto succeed by
any sudh case fbeing carried into court. With regard to the

.stamip quesition, he failed to see wlhy so muCh was made of

it. He ihad (been dn (buBiness thirty years, and had never

been accustomed to see on labels a recommendation of the

puj>pose for "wliioh the drug 'Was used', and he (had always

l)rided (himself on Ijeing able to disiplay his knowledge to his

customer w'hen he was asked whalt was the dose or how was

it to be used, which "he preferred to havin^g it printed on

the label. If that were done they would not have the condition

•of things to which Mr. Marshall Hall referred the previous

night.

Mr. Glyn-Jones pointed out that Mr. NichoUs had been

unfortunate in using the word "nostinim" at the end of

his resolution. His speech, and that lof his seconder, all went
in support of a right which he (Mr. Glyn-Jones) believed

eveiy chemist Jiad at the present time—namely, of stating

if they thought fit what were the uses of the medicines in the

Pharmacopceia or Squire's ' Companion to the Pharmacopoeia,'

subject to a few exceptions. The resolution asked that regis-

tered cliemists and druggists should be allowed to sell their

own noistrums, etc., free of stamp duty; for himself be

should be sony if the Inland Revenue were able to x>oint to a

single ohemist who held up his hand asking for a regulation

by wbich Ihe would be able to recommend his own nostnuns.

They had the right to claim wliat the Legislature gave them

ninety years ago—that was, the right to sell well-known pre-

parations which were not their own nostrums free of duty.

Mr. Stooke wanted it established that it did not concern the

Inland Revenue whether they manufactured the article or

purcliased it, so long as they adhered to the Pharmacopoeia

and to the published formula of popular preparations
;

they

should have a right to call it any name they liked without

fear of a petty prosecution by the Inland Revenue authorities.

Mr. M-4CKENZIE pointed out that the resolution opened up a

very wide question, and it had occurred t^ him whether it

would not be wise to remit the question to the Council and

ask them to take it into consideration with legal advice, with

a view at no distant date of asking the Legislature to give

them a clear Act with regard to the question of stamp duty.

The SoLiciTOE (Mr. Flux) said, apropos of what he thought

was the drift of resolution in part, that any idea that the House

of Lords of to-day would reverse or modify the decision of the

House of Lords of twenty years ago had better be buried at

once. The decisions of the Hoase of Lords upon precisely the

same facts, which he understood the observations had been

addressed to, were, like the laws of the Medes and Persians,

unalterable. They might get them altered by Statute, but thoy

could never get the House of Lords at this time to reverse i,r

modify the decision of the House of Lords of another time upo:i

the same facts.

Mr. ]SL\CKENZiE observed that the House of Lords passed a

Bill in 1832 repealing the Corn Laws.

The SoLiciTOE replied that that was legislation; he was

referring to the judicial powers of the House of Lords. Tlie

House of Lords of this day, not in its legislative capacity but

in its judicial capacity, was as much bound by the decision

of the House of Lords twenty years ago as an inferior court of

this country would be.

Mr. Mackenzie, with all deference, took exception to this

ruling, and reminded the solicitor of the Spanish proverb,
" A wise man changes his mind, but a fool never."

The Solicitor thought they would agree that the House
of Lords was not the wise mau.

The origiinl motion was then put and lost by a very large
majority.

Appointment of the Scrutineers.

The Pbesidext said the next business was the appointment
of Scrutineers to e.xamine the voting papers for the election of

Council.

The Secbetart then read a list of names of those gentlemen
who had been nominated to act as Scrutineers, and their

appointment was unanimously agreed to.

The Registers.

The Pbesidext then directed attention to the following

registers, which were placed before the meeting in compliance
with the Act of Parliament. The Register of the Members
and Student-Associates of the Society, Register of Pharmaceu-
tical Chemists, Register of Assistants, Register of Appren-
tices and Students under the Act of 1852, and the Register of

Chemists and Druggists under the Act of 1868.

Appointment of Auditors.

The President announced that the following gentlemen had
been nominated as Auditors for the ensuing year :—Messrs.

Butt, Hodgkinson, Lescher, Umney, and Francis Yates.

No other gentlemen being nominated, the gentlemen men-
tioned were declared duly elected as Auditors for the ensuing

year.

Vote of Thanks.

Mr. W. Cureie (Glasgow) proposed that a cordial vote of

thanks be accorded to the President and Council for the services

rendered during the past year, and to the President for his

services in the chair that day.

Mr. R. Feaver Clarke (Gravesend) said he had very great

pleasure in seconding the motion.

The thanks of the meeting were tlien accorded by acclama-

tion, and the President having replied, the meeting ad-

journed till three o'clock on Thursday afternoon, May 21, to

receive the report of the Scrutineers (see below).

ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING.

Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President, in the chair.

The adjourned meeting for receiving the report of the

Scrutineers was held on Thursday, May 21.

The Chairman of the Scrutineers, Mr. E. N. Butt, read the

following report :

—

Scrutineers' Report.

We, the undersigned Scrutineers, appointed at the Sixty-

second Annual General Meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain, do hereby certify that we have examined the

voting papers committed to us, and report the following ;—

Voting papers reported by the Secretary to have been issued 5,780

Voting papers received 3,076

Voting papers issued, but not returned 2,704

Voting papers received 3,076

Voting papers disallowed :—

Informal 28

Received by post, too late 11
- 39

Voting papers registered 3,037

Hills, Walter 2,709 I Cooper, Albert 1,824

Storrar. David 2,267 |
Taylor, .John 1,684

Cross, William GowEN 2,210 Curkie, William liiTTLE. ... 1,427

Symes, Charles 2,193 Campkin, A. Siuney 1,402

WooiiON, Alfred Charles 2,122
|
Walshaw, Richabd C 896

Paterson, James 721

E. NoaTHWAY BoTT, Chairffi^in.
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Bennett, R. R.
Castle, J. W.
Cracknell, H.
Douglas, J. \V.
Garsed, W.
GoLDBY, Prank
Gulliver, W. Fred.
GWINN, F. W.
HoBBS, A. E.

SCEUTINEEES.

Holding. John
Holmes, W. Murton
Jacks, D. R.
Melhuish, a. R.
Merson, Geo. F,
MORLEY, C.
Parkott, John
PiCKABD. W,
Powell, T. H.

Rogers, F. A.
Shacklock, J. H.
Stamp, F. U.
Thomas, Richard
Warren, W.
Weston. S. J.

YOUNO, S. FiBHER

The New Council.

The President, as Chairman of the meeting, then declared

that the following gentlemen would constitute the Council for

the ensuing year :

—

Allen, Charles Bowen, 20, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.
Atkins, Samuel Ralph, Market Place, Salisbury.

Carteighe, Michael, 180, New Bond Street, W.
Cooper, Albert, 80, Glojcester Road, S.W.
CoRDER, Octatius, 31, London Street, Norwich.
Cross, William Gowen, 70, Mardol, Shrewsbury.
GiFFORD, Richard Lord, Salford Bridge, Blackburn.

Glyn-Jones, William Simuel, Endsleigh, Palmer's Green. N.
Harrington, John Frederic, 45, Kensington High Street, W.
Harrison, John, 33, Bridge Street, Sunderland.

Hills, Walter, 225, Oxford Street, W.
Newsholme, G. T. Wilkinson, 27, High Street, Sheffield.

Park, Charles James, 23, Mutley Plain, Plymouth
Robinson, Richard Atkinson, 195, Brompton Road, S.W.
Savory, Arthur Ledsa.m, 143, New Bond Street, W.
SouTHAiL, Alfred, 17, Bull Street, Birmingham.
Storrar, David, 228, High Street, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

Symes, Charles, 14, Hardman Street, Liverpool.

Taylor, John, 210, St. George's Road, Bolton.

WooTTON, Alfred Charles, " Barrymore," N. Finchley, N.
Young, John Rymer, 40, Sankey Street, Warrington.

The President, continuing, said he found that this year there

svtie 332 more voting papers issued, and 503 more received

back from the members ; hut there was still only about 47 per

t^ent. of the members of the Society who took any interest

in the Council election. Last year 19 informal voting papers

were received, as against 28 this year, and 13 were received

too late, as again.st 11 this year—a total of 32 against 39. He
might, perhaps, be allowed to take that opportunity of con-

gratulating his colleague, Mr. Walter Hills, upon being again

returned to the Coimcil. Of course, nobody had the slightest

(]<iubt that he would be returned, and that at the head of the
pell. He need hardly say that aU the candidates could not be
elected, and, while he was glad that his old colleagues had been
letui-ned to the Council, the unsuccessful candidates must not
tiike that fact as a want of respect for themselves ; but. having
worked with the successful candidates for the past three years,

he was glad that they had all been re-elected. He begged to

mcve, on behalf of the members of the Society, that the best
thanks of the members be accorded to the Scrutineers for their
valuable services. It was exceedingly good of the gentlemen
who had come to do service to the Society without remunera-
tion, except the thanks of the members. He was sure that the
members of the Council fully appreciated the excellent ser^•ice

rt-ndered on these occasions by gentlemen who were all busv
men, but who gave their time and service in the interest of the
Society. He would also hke to thank the Chau'man of the
Mcrutineers—Mr. Butt—who had acted in that capacity for
lie did not know how many years. They all knew the splendid
organising and business ability of Mr. Butt, and it was largely
due to his ability that the counting of the votes was now con-
ducted with such efficiency and rapidity.

Mr. Hills seconded the vote of thanks. It was. he thought
very satisfactory to find on such occasions that there were
always members ready to come forAvard to give their .services as
scrutineers. He might als^ say how glad he was to .see Mr. Butt
:igain superintending the counting of the votes.
Mr. BtjTT having replied on behalf of the Scrutineers, the

proceedings terminated.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Noi^s in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, (or
the information of dispensers; they deal with novel applications of
drugs and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly so-called.

Treatment of the Morphine Habit.—M. Halleck recom-
mends the use of a hypodermic injection every night of

l/60th grain of strychnine sulphate, ^ of a grain of codeine

sulphate, and o^th of a grain of hyoscine hydrobromate in,

sterile aqueous solution for those addicted to the morphine
habit. In several cases the habit has been quite suddenly
broken off, and all craving for the drug lost by this treatment.

—

Lancet, after Neiv York Med. Record, April, 1903.

Thjroid Extract in Hsmophilia and Hsematuria.—E. Fuller

details two cases of haematuria in hsemophilic juvenile patients-

in which the administration of 5 gr. of thyroid extract three

times daily gave excellent results, the bleeding stopping, and
the general condition of the patients improving. Another
ease is recorded in which haematuria due to prostatic disease^

where surgical intervention had been unsuccessful, was cured

by the similar administration of thyroid extract.

—

B. M. J,

Epit, 1/1903, 52.

Mercury lodo-cacodylate Injection.—This compound is

stated to give similar results to mercury cacodylate when ad-

ministered by subcutaneous injection, but not to cause the

pain which prevents the extensive use of the former salt

in many cases where it would be useful. The injection is thus

prepared :
—^Mercury cacodylate, 1, and acid cacodylic, 2, are-

dissolved in water, 75 ; sodium iodide, 1, is dissolved separately

in water, 5. The two solutions are mixed and made up to-

100 fluid parts with distilled water. The solution may then

be sterilised. Each C.c. contains 3 Cgm. of mercury iodo-

cacodylate, which is therapeutically equivalent to 4 Mgm. of

Hglj. The dose is 1 C.c. to be injected daily into the

gluteal region.— p/inim. Zfit., 48, 325.

Sodium Thiosulphate in Caries.—Claret recommends the
application of a saturated solution of sodium thiosulphate by

means of a small plug of cotton wool to the foetid cavity in

dental caries. The plug of wool thus moistened is left in situ.

for a day, covered with a dry plug, and is removed daily. In a
few days the unpleasant odour and taste are entirely removed.

—

Bull. gen. de Therapcut., 145, 214.

Mirmol.—Ranelletti has given the name mirmol to a clear,

colourless neutral liquid containing 10 per cent, of formaldehyde
and 0'3 per cent, phenol, which is employed as a haemostatic dis-

infectant and hardening agent for morbid growths, and also

as a general disinfectant. The name is derived from mi'P/"'??

an ant, since formic acid is the oxidation product of formalde-

hyde. It is apphed first as a wash to ulcerated or cancerous

surfaces in the form of a 0'5 or 2 per mille dilution in water,

then absorbent wool moistened with a 1 :9 solution of mirmol
is placed over the surface, and the whole covered with another

layer of wool moistened with mirmol, and a piece of gutta

tissue is placed on top. The parts which are not required to

come in contact with the dressing are protected by a coating

of glycerin or vaseline. After being left on for twenty-four

htiurs, the dressing is removed and renewed, the strength of

the solution being increased to 1 :4 if desirable. The hardened

portlon.s of the tissue should be removed before applying a

fresh dressing. The treatment has been useful in carcinoma

of the buccal cavity, of the female generative organs, in lupus,,

and similar affections.

—

Thcrap. Monais., I7i 155.
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CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Thr.vsday, May 14, 1905, at 73, Newman Street, London,

W., Mr. A. Latreillk, President, in the chair. This being

the annual general meeting of the members of the Chemists'

Assistants 'Association, one of the first items of business was

the appointment of scrutineers to examine the voting papers

for the election of Council, and Messrs. Pickering and J.

Parker were selected.

Annual Reports.

Mr. William Matthews (Hon. Secretary) read the report

of the Council for the past session, giving a brief resumi

of the work transacted, and stating that the membership of

the Association now stood at fifty-four, with thirty-three

patrons. Twenty-four meetings had been held during the

session, and the average attendance had been eighteen.

Mr. C. J. SiROTHER (Treasurer) presented the financial

statement, showing receipts £51 2s. 6d., which, together with

balance brought forward from previous year, amounted to

£120 14s. 3d. The total expenditure for the session had

been £46 12s. Id., leaving a balanoa in hand of £74 2s. 2d.

The President moved that the report of the Council and

the financial statement be received and adopted.

This was seconded by Mr. Jones, and agreed to.

Election of Council.

The Scrutineersi then presented tfieir report, and the

President declared that the following had .been elected as

the Council for the ensuing session :—Messrs. A. B. Britton,

W. 'Garsed, H. Haylings, D. C. Jones, A. V. Johns, A.

Latreille, E. E. Lownsbrough, W. Matthews. W. S. Parker,

J. W. Peck, C. J. Strother, E. Thompson. G. E. Town, S.

C. G. Tweedy.

A vote of thanks was accorded to Messrs. Pickering and

Parker for their services as Scrutineers, and to Messrs.

Morley and Vallet, who had kindly audited the ax:'C0unts.

Alteration of Rule 4.

Mr. Frost, in pursuance of notice of motion given at the

last annual meeting, moved that Rule 4, which read :
" The

Council shall be elected at the annual meeting of the mem-
bers, the voting to be conducted by means of papers, which

shall be issued by the Secretary, with full instructions," should

be altered to read :

—

" The Council shall be elected at the' annual meeting

of the members, after due notice has been given to the

members that nominations must be forwarded to the

Hon. Secretary on or before April (date to be fixed),

the voting Lo be conducted by means of papers, which
shall be issued by the Secretary, with full instructions."

Mr. GooDALL seconded.

Mr. Matthews said he wished to propose a slight amend-

ment to the motion, to the effect that nominations must be in

the hands of the Secretary twen{.y-one days before the annual

meeting, instead of leaving the date to be fixed.

Mr. Frost and Mr. Goodall having intimated that Iiir.

Matthew's suggestion would meet their views, it was unani-

mously decided to alter Rule 4 to read as follows :

—

" The Council shall be elected at the annual general

meeting of the menibers, the voting to be conducted by
means of papers, which shall be issued by the Secretary,

with full instructions. Nominations for camdidate.s must
be in the hands of the Secretary twenty-one days before

the annual general meeting, due notice to that effect being

previously given to the members.

President's Valedictory Address.

The President then delivered his valedictory address, in

the course of which he briefly referred to the programme of

the session, which he considered had upheld the reputation

of the Association, but at the same time confessed to a feeling

of disappointment that members had not given more support.

At the social evenings, which had been most successful, the

usual "whip-round" for the Benevolent Fund was taken, the

amount from the five evenings being £2 lis. 2d. He com-

mended this way of benefiting the Fund to other associations.

He also stated that a suggestion had been made that next

session at least one " Cinderella " should be held, and he

thought the suggestion should be considered by the new
Council. In regard to the, prizes offered by the Association,

there had been no applications for the prize for practical

work, but the Essay Prize, consisting of the Association's

silver medal and £5, to which is added a copy of Remington's
' Practice of Pharmacy,' had been unanimously awarded by

the Prize Committee to Mr. S. T. Frost for his paper on
" The Products of the Bee." The cheque and the book are

kindly presented to the Association by Messrs. Burroughs

Wellcome and Co. The President concluded his address by

expressing his appreciation of the support he had received from

his colleagues on the Council and from the members during the

session.

On the motion of Mr. Garsed, seconded by Mr. Strother,

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Latreille for his

services as President of the Association during the past ses-

sion, and Mr. Latreille having replied, the session 1902-3

terminated.

LIVERPOOL CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Thursday, May 14. 1903. at the Royal Institution, .
Liver-

pool, the President, Mr. R. C Cowley, in the chair.

Messrs. Scott, Royal, and Phillips were elected to member-

sQiip.

It was suggested by Dr. Stmes .itihat as the " Hot Water

Boittle Case" had gone to appeal, and as it involved a question

of great moment to tllie trade at large, a subscription s'hould

be opened to assist in meeting the expenses incurred. This

wa-5 agreed to, and the Pre?ident notified mem'bers tJiat he

should be haippy to receive sums of money for that purpose.

Mr. Thabk.\tt asked if such a thing 'as a 'belladonna plaster

causing blistering was of usual occurrence. He Tiad sent out

lately one of American make on an indiarubber basis, and the

patient complained of extensive and painful blistering of tihe

parts.

Tlie President and Dr. Stmes said, that belladonna did irri-

tate some sensitive skins, tlhe President adding that ibella-

donna root extract was more pi-one to do so, lie believed, than

the green extract.

A question was asked by Mr. M<?Caig relative to the circular

of the P.A.T.A. concerning manufacturers and the Protected

List. What was (being done by the Association regarding it?

In common witli ot'hers, Mr. A. iS. Buck stated lie (had been

working up his district and had visited the dhemists in the

Aibercromiby Division of Liverpool, wihebher they were sub-

scrilbers_ to the P.A.T.A. or not. He had found them in syni-

ipathy witfli the movement, and had no difficulty in inducing

them to sign the memorial.

Mr. Prosper H. Marsden then read a paper by Monsieur

Anton Altan, of Bucharest, on tilie

Legal Position of Pliarmacy in Roumania.

The paper will be printed in full in a future issue of the

Journal.

At the conclusion the President proposed a cordial vote of

thanks to Mr. Altan for his contribution, and also to Mr.

Prosper H. Marsden for translating it from the French. The
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position of pliaiuiacy in Roumania was very clearly defined,

and tihe educational requirements iiartioularly struck liim as

being stiff.

Tlie vote was seconded by Mr. Wv.\tt, junr., who gave a

fiupid sketch of *lie present and ipa-st condition of Roiuniania

and its institutions, educational and i>olitical. He liad been

thrown in contact with mkiny Roumanians at various times,

tvluch had aixDUsed his int€rest in their country and stimulated

him to obtain such information as was .possible as to its history,

language, and people. One of the few British pharmacists he

liad met who had ever been there was Dr. B. H. Paul, lately

editor of the Pharmaceutical Journal, and from hkm he had

derived many interesting details chiefly relating to the state

of tlie country in the early fifties."

A paper wiliich was to have been read by the President was

postponed to the next meeting, owing to the lateness of the

hour.

GLASGOW ANDIWEST OF SCOTLAND CHEMISTS'
TRADE^ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE.

Tuesday^ May 12, 1903.

General satisfaction was expressed at the action of Messrs.

Soott and Bowne, Hood, Armour and Co., Bow, etc., in having

recently prot'Cctedi the prices of their several proprietaries

either privately or by placing them on the P.A.T.A. list.

Members of the Association wei-e recom-mended to show their

interest in the specialties of these firms and their appreciation

of their action.

It was decided that, in view of the good work that has been

achieved by the P.A.T.A. and CD. A., an effort should be made
not only to ensure the support of present members of these

associations, but to enlist the suppoit of those who. although

not members, have been equally benefited by their successful

efforts. For this purpose twelve members were appointed as

District Secretaries of the P.A.T.A.

It was moved by Mr. Cxjebie, seconded by Mr. M.^cKie, and

tinanimousiy agreed, " That Lord Avebury's Early Closing Bill,

as stated, meets with the approval of this Association, and that

a copy of this resolution be sent to Lord Avebury."

WEST HAM AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
*

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, May 14, 1903, at Earlham Hall, Forest Gate, Mr.

H. Mitchell, President, in the chair.

Early Closing Movement.

The Chairman explained that there luid been a widely-ex-

pressed wish amongst the chemists of the district to close their

respective pharmacies on Thursdays. The Association had now
brought its members into line, and, with only one exception, it

was decided to close at two o'clock, and to entirely suspend

business for the day. This only applied to Forest Gate, but the

Association was airanging for Lej'ton and Leytonstone, and

hoped to hand in a favourable report by the next meeting.

Alteration of Rule and Other Business.

Mr. Cleland proposed, and it was seconded by Mr. Jones,

that Rule 4 be altered in order that " quarterly meetings " be

read as " monthly meetings." Tliis was caiTied unanimously.

It was proposed by Mr. Babnes, and seconded by Mr. Sopeb,

that a committee be formed to draw up a syllaJbus of the meet-

ings to be held for the ensuing year. The existing committee,

it was suggested, would best carry out these arrangements if

granted power to add to their number. This was carried

unanimously.
j

In recognition of the services of the Early Closing Association,

it was proposed by Mr. Jones, and seconded by Mr. Johnson,

that a cheque for one guinea be sent to the Secretary, together

with the thanks of the Chemists' Association.—This was carried.

After a vote of thanks to the Chaiman, the meeting ad-

journed.

THAMES VALLEY DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

FIRST GENERAL MEETING.

Wedmesday, May 13, 1903, at Kingston-on-Thames, Mr.

Alfred Higgs, J.P., President, in the chair. A brief report

of this meeting was given last week.

Mr. Bowen, President of the Western Cheanists' Association ;

Mr. R. H. Jones, Secretary of the London Chemists' Associa-

tion ; Mr. R. B. Betty, Secretary of the North London
Chemists' Association, were present, in addition to a represen-

tative attendance of the memlbers of the Association.

Rules of the Association.

The Hon. Secbetabt, Mr. Fredeilick Harvey, read the pro-

posals which were comprised in the minutes of the proceedings

held at Richmond the previous month at the inception of

the Association. A set of rtdes had been drafted by the

provisional committee, the Chairman drawing particular atten-

tion to Rule 2. (a) The consideration and discussion of all

matters affecting the interests of chemists, (h) The promotion

of friendly and social intercourse amongst chemists. Com-
menting on the first paragraph, he said the Association would
be in no wise antagonistic to the Pharmaceutical Society, but,

on ithe contrary, assi&t and support it, quoting wlhat the Presi-

dent of the Pliaranaceutical Society had publicly stated, " that

he waa .satisfied the more local assoaiations there were the

better it would be, not only for the Pharpiaceutieal Society

but for the craft itself.'" It would be a trade association and

look after such matters as were outside the charter of tlie

Pharmaceutical Society, instanoing that, in his opinion, the

Medicine Stamp Acrt, required very .serious amendment. As
an association they would appnoadi the local miember® of

Parbament with more validity than they could do singly, either

on the Pharmacy Bill or any measure inimical to chemists.

The previous evening he had the opportunity of

speakiing to Mr. Skewes Cox, M.P. for the division,

who expressed his willingness to meet a deputation from this

Association. Further, members of the Association would take

more interest in the Pharmaceutical Council elections if they

,
had opportunities of discussing the merits of the respective

candidates ; also something might be done in the way of getting

traders' railway tickets to London, so that members might be

able to send their messengers to town for urgent orders without

losing money on the transaction. An occasional lecture on some

trade topic would' be both interesting and in.structive. He was

impressed with the necessity of promoting friendly and social

intercourse amongst chemists, and a launch trip on the river, a

drive through picturesque Surrey, or even a seaside trip would

contribute to this end, whilst a visit to some of the manufactur-

ing industries would afford pleasure and information.

The Pharmacy Bill came in for considerable discussion, in

which the President, Messrs. Bowen, Jones, Betty, and others

took part. It was suggested that if Clause 7 was insisted upon

in its entirety, the prospect of the Bill becoming law might be

.uncertain.

Mr. WooLCOCK (Hounslow) recommended that this Committee

inquire of the Watch Committee of the Pharmaceutical Society
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the best mode of procediure in order to ensure the passing of the

Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Betty proposed a resolution that this Association should

support the Shop Hours (Early Closing) Bill now in the House

of Commons, and that the Prime Minister, the Home Secretary,

and Lord Avebury be informed of the resolution. The reso-

lution was carried.

Mr. Palmee (Twickenham) spoke of the advantages associa-

tions offered to create and keep up good fellowship.

Mr. Btjkke, Mr. Peake, and several others spoke in favourable

terms of the prospect of the Association.

The Seceet.abt announced that the number of chemists who
had: already signified their intention to become members of the

Association had exceeded his most sanguine expectations, up-

wards of sixty having joined, which exceeded the Association

of that important and large city of Bristol.

A vote of thanks to the President closed the proceedings.

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Thursday, May 13, 1903, (Mr. J. A. Heaton, President, in
'

the chair.

Pharmacy and Poisons Legislation.

The Secretary reported that, in accordance with the reso-

lution at the last meeting, he had written to the local M.P.'s

with regard to the report of the Committee on Poisons and

the Pharmacy Bill. Mr. W. Mitchell, M.P. for Burnley,

had replied that the matter should hav-e his attention. Mr.

Shackleton, M.P. for the Clitheroe division, said he should

be pleased to receive any information on the matter that the

Association might desire to forward to him. Arrangements

had not yet been completed with regard to an interview with

the two members.

The P.A.T.A.

The minutes of the P.A.T.A. Committee, submitted by Mr.

Uodsley, Secretary, set forth that the Secretary had been

reqxiested to prepare a list of the most saleable articles in-

cluded at present in the P.A.T.A., and that copies be sent

to all the members of the Associa'tion, also that members of

the Committee call on the chemists in their respective towns,

asking thejn to join the P.A.T.A. The Secretary was directed

to write to a number of firms, asking them to place their

preparations on the P.A.T.A. list. The matter of a com-

mittee being formed for buying "patent" medicines direct

was next considered, and a number of suggestions put for-

ward. Letters had been sent to a number of firms to ask

them to place their preparations on the P.A.T.A. Messrs.

Owbridge and Fennings wrote, saying that the matter was

receiving consideration.

Messrs. Parke, Davis and Co. wrote :
" We have your

esteemed letter requesting us to place our preparations under

the protection of the P.A.T.A., and have caiefuUy noted all

you say in this connection. Before taking any action in this

matter, we shall esteem your fuither advice upon the follow-

ing points :—(1) Which of our many thousands of prepara-

tions do you consider to be eligible for such protection as

you recommend? (2) Please name the percentage on the net

cost of an article that your Association has declared to be

a satisfactory working profit."

The proprietors of Beechani"s Pills enclosed the cu-cular

letter sent to the P.A.T.A. Conference, and intimated that

they had nothing to add.

The representative of Messrs. J. M. Richards and Co. wrote :

" A meeting of our association of manufacturers will be held

on Thursday, the 30th inst., and some plan to assist in the

circumstances which you point out continues to be under

serious consideration, and we hope to be able to arrive at

something practical. I therefore hope to be able to com-

municate something definite shortly."

The PRE.SIDENT and others expressed satisfaction at the

tone of the replies on the whole, and the President sug-

gested that a further list of firms be written to.

On the motion of Mr. Bablow, seconded by Mr. Tom-

LINSON, the minutes of the P.A.T.A. Committee were unani-

mously approved.

Mr. Hirst moved that the Secretary write to a further

list of finns, and this was adopted.

Substitution.

A letter was read from Adveriisitig re substitutes. Mr.

Coates discussed the interests of chemists in this matter, and

eventually moved that the letter lie on the table ; this was
seconded by Mr. Barlow, and agreed to.

Pharmaceutical Council-

After some discussion, it was decided to support the follow-

ing for election to the Council :—Messrs. Cooper, Cross,

Currie, Hills, Taylpr, Walshaw, and Wootton.

Chamber of Commerce.

On the motion of Mr. Butterworth, seconded by Mr.

Barlow, it was decided that the Association should join the.

new Burnley and District Chamber of Commerce. Mr.

Heat on was selected as representative.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.
Friday, May 15, 1903.

Dr. D. H. Scott, Ph.D., F.R.S., discussed

The Origin of Seed-bearing Plants.

He would confine his remarks, said the lecturer, to the simpler

seed-bearing plants, the Gymnospems, aind particidarly to the

Cycadacese. After describing the manner in which the seeds

are borne in this group of plants, their structure, and the

method by which fertilisation is efifec-ted, Dr. Scott set himself

to answer the question : From what group of the Cryptogams-

did the Spermajihyta arise? The condition of heterospory was

known to have existed in aU the three main divisions of the

Pteri'dophyta, for midoubtedly some horsetails of the Palseozoic

period were lieterosporous. Equisieta, however, might be sum-

mariJy iiejected as ancestors of the Speimaphyta. Lycopods

were more probable, and many botanists had at various times

upheld their claims. The fern group, however, in the opinioa

of the lecturer, was the group from which Spermaphyta might

be said to have sprung, the Filicineae alone showing evidences

of tiansitional forms. In many respects the cycads had feni-

like characters, the arrangement of the pollen sacs being

similar to that of the spores on the fertile leaves of the fern.*.

In the Mesozoic period, the Cycadacese were very abundant,

and were spread all over the world
;
they were not, as now, a

mere family, but a great class, and some showed distinct

(parallelisms with the Angiosperms. Among the plants of the

Palaeozoic jjeriod there were a number of fern-like i>lants, many
of whioh never showed signs of fern-Tike fructification, in spite

of the otherwise fern-like fronds. Though too much reliance

slhould not bo phiced on a resemblance of anatomical characters,

the aMsumed relationsliip was in this case corroborated by

numerous fossil-sections available for study. New light had

been shed during the last few months on the nature of the

reproductive organs of these Palaeozoic plants, and the position

of tlie " Cycado-filicese " a.s seed-bearing plants was now
definitely e.'-tablished, at any rate for some plants of tie group.
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The seed itself was moderately complicated and well-organised.

The conclusions drawn would probably not lie limited to

Cycadaceae, but might be expected to extend to the whole of

tlie Gymnospenns when further research hadl bee* undertaken.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.

VISIT TO WOOLWICH ARSENAL.

On Thursday, May 14. the members of the Association took

train at Cannon Street for Woolwich Arsenal, and after

heroic endeavours on the part of the South-Eastern Railway

oflScials, arrived there near the specified time. The memljers

then made their way to the gates, and, after being closely

scrutinised by the policeman on duty, presumably to see that

they were all "British subjects and over fourteen years of

age," were broken up into three contingents, each being pro-

vided with a guide. The first place to be visited was the

general shop, filled with a network of intricate machinery, in

which such articles as nuts, bolts, time fu?e cases, etc., were

made. In this department about 1,100 men are employed.

It was rather astonishing to see a brass rod being bored into

as easily as a gimlet bores into wood. Next cajiie the
" model room," in which were accurate models of every kind

of shell, ranging from the old-fashioned "case shot" to the

majestic 16-inch shell, which weighs something near one ton.

Some of the larger ones were stated to cost about £50 to

produce. Much interest was taken in the process of making
bullets. A continuous pipe of lead is forced out of a die

by hydraulic pressure (known as lead squirting), -and is

afterwards cut up and fashioned into its proper shape. The
cartridge shells, in which the bullets were destined to be

placed, were seen in their various stages of manufacture, and

then the party came to the regions of big guns and shells.

Huge monsters in different stages of manufacture, some being

rifled, others being wrapped with wire, of which some—and
these not the largest—needed as much as fifteen miles, others

being invested in an outer thick jacket of steel. Other points

of interest in this section were the great " steam hammer " and
the huge " radial crane," the latter of which has a building

to itself, and is jealously guarded from the too close inspec-

tion of inquisitive visitors. Perhaps the most intere.sting part

of all was the Bessemer steel process, wihich was breathlessly

watched while great cauldrons of molten metal were tilted into

the immense pear-shaped converters ; then the latter swung
into position, and a blast of air forced through. A rush of

flames at the mouth signified to the receptive minds of the

students that the carbon was being burnt away, and when
this disappeared a quantity of molten Spiegeleisen was run

in ; then the mixture was poured into moulds and cast into

shells. The inspection of this brought a highly interesting

visit to a close.'

BRISTOL PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Friday, May 15, 1905, at the University College, Bristol.

Mr. G. T. TuRXER, Vice-President, in the chair.

A discussion took place upon the doings of the " Dealers

in Poisonous Substances Association " and the best means to be

used for counteracting their influence in the neighbourhood.

The Hon. Secretary read a letter received by him from
Mr. Glyn-Jones, of the P.A.T.A.. asking the Ass-ociation to

use its influence to obtain more chemists in the district to

join the P.A.T.A. The letter stated tliat the P.A.T.A. had
made gratifying progress since the convention held in London.

Mr. Glyn-Jones also acknowledged that Bristol had an ener-

getic local secretai-y of the P.A.T.A. in the person of Mr.

A. G. Kee^^lll, and that the Bristol list of membership was a

very fair one. The matter was left for Mr. Boorne to arrange

with Mr. Keevill.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING.

Friday, May 15, 1903, at the University College, Bristol, to

discuss the final arrangements of the programme for the enter-

tainment of the visitors to the forthcoming annual meeting. In

the absence of the President, Mr. J. W. White, who is away
from home, Mr. G. T. Tuen'ek, Vice-President, took the chair.

LfCtters of regret at non-attendance were received from several

of the Local Committee.

Mr. Turner, at the outset, explained that the meeting would
have been held at an earlier date, only certain difliculties had

arisen with regard to the catering at one of the stopping places

on the day of the long excursion, Thursday, July 30. The
matter had, however, been arranged satisfactorily, and he was
able to present in detail the whole of the proposed programme.

—After some discussion as to the merits of Symonds Yat and
Monmouth for the tea, the former place was decided upon, and

the whole of the arrangements were approved of.

The Hon. Local Secretary was instructed to get the invitation

circulars and books of tickets printed without delay, so that

they would be ready for circulation amongst intending visitors

by the end of the present month.

A letter was read by the Secbetart from Mr. F. Ransom, ask-

ing for the names of the books which would be acceptable to the

Bristol Pharmaceutical Association to be provided for out of the

Bell and Hills Fund.—This matter was left for the Secretary to

arrange with the Local Executive Committee without delay.

Other business occupied the remainder of the meeting.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. F. H. Moore has been appointed analytical and works

chemist to Camwal, Ltd.

Mr. W. Dawson has been appointed chemist to- the Slough

Urban District Council for the ensuing year.

Professor J. Norman Coliie, P.R.S., has been elected a

member of the Council of the Royal Geographical Society.

Mr. Horace Finnemore, pharmacist to Guy's Hospital, is

sufiering from diphtheria, for which he is being treated in tha

isolation ward at that hospital. His numerous friends in

pharmacy will wish him a speedy return to health.

Mr. F. W. Thompson, pharmaceutical chemist, has purchased

the business at 22, High Street, Old Brompton, Chatham,
lately carried on as a branch business by Mr. A. E. Farrow.

The business is a very old one, having been established in

1812.

The Earl of Onslow, G.C.M.G., who has been Under-Secretary

of State for the Colonies under Mr. Chamberlain, has been

appointed to succeed the late Mr. Hanbury as President of the

Board of Agriculture. The Hon. Ailwyn Fellowes, M.P., will

represent the Board in the House of Commons.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, AIat 21, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals has been far from active

during past week. There have 'been a few changes, but none
of any very special importance. Veratriue is dearer, Eserine

lower. The advance in Oream of Tartar and Acid Tartaric con-

tinues. Acid Citric is also dearer ; as also is Menthol. Makers
of Quinine have reduced their price a trifle, while in the

speculative market value remains practically unchanged at

nearly 2d. per oz. less than makers' price for the Sulphate.

Bromides, Iodides, Quicksilver, and Mercurials are unchanged.
Senega Root is dearer. Cod Liver Oil still at famine prices.

Glycerin steady. Phenacetin and Sulphonal still very much in

the dumps. Opium and Morphine very firm, makers having

slightly alivanced their price for the latter. Cocaine very firm

at late advance. Shellac is a trifle off on lower advices by wire

from Calcutta. Tuesday's London Cindhona Bark auctions went
fairly well. We give below current quotations for some articles

of interest.

ACID BORACIC.—Powder 24s. per cwt., Crystals 22s.

ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet but steady at 5^d. to 5|d. per lb.

for 54°-35° C. ice crystal for quantity and large bulk packing.

ACID CITRIC—^Is firmer, makers quoting Is. 2d. per lb.,

while it is possible to buy from second hand for spot delivery-

at Is. l^d. per lb. for Crystals in 5 cwt. barrels.

ACID TANNIC—Has been advanced, and is now quoted Is. 9d.

per lb. upwards, according to quantity and make, for the best

leviss puriss quality, in 1 cwt. cases.

ACID TARTARIC—Dearer and verj firm at Is. Id. per lb. for

foreign and Is. l^d. per lb. for English.

ALUM.—Lump, £5 10s. to £5 12s. 6d. ; ground, £6.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—^DuU on basis of £12 17s. 6d. to

£12 18s. 6d. for Gray 24 per cent. London prompt.
ANTIMONY.—Regulus £28 to £29 per ton, and crude Japan

(Black Sulphide) £12 10s. to £13 10s., according to brand and
quaiiitity.

ASHES.—Pots : Montreal 30s. 6d. ; Pearls 40s. May-June,

30s.

BORAX—Unchanged at 13s. per cwt. for Crystals and 14s.

for jHDwder.

BROMIDES—Are in steady demand at imchanged prices.

There is, however, some American potash bromide on the

market, which is said to contain a high percentage of chloride,

and therefore not to be in accordance with the requirements of

the B.P., which is being offered at Is. 8d. per lb.

CALUMBA ROOT—^Is firmer, the cheap lots of sorts which
were offering having been cleared off the market.
CINCHONA BARK.—For these periodical auctions, the fifth

of the series, held to-day, moderate supplies were catalogued,

amounting to 1,706 packages of all descriptions, against 2,912

packages at the preceding sales and 3,324 packages at the cor-

responding auctions a year ago. There was a good demand,

and the bulk of the offerings found buyers at some improve-

ment on the last Dutch sale price of 1 5/16d., the average unit

being Ifd., against- l^d. at the previous London auctions. East

Indian : 720 packages offered and 426 sold, according to

analysis : Succinibra stem chips and shavings at 3^d. to 3|d.

Officinalis, ditto, good at 6id.. ordinary to fair 2id. to 4d. ;

renewed chips, good rich at 8^d., fair at 3|d. to Z^d. ; root,

ordinary to good at l;|d. to Sid. ; branch at lid. to i^d. Ledger

chips at 2|d. Ceylon : 180 packages offered and .sold. Red
stem chips and shavings, ordinary to fair at l^d. to 3|d., re-

newed ditto at 4id. Ledger renewed stem chips at S^d. Java :

17 bales offered and sold : Succirubra root at 3|d. to 6^d.,

hyhrid branch at 7d. Ledger branch at 7|d. South American :

488 bales Calisaya sold : Fair Bolivian cultivated quill at 5^d.

to 6id., thin broken at 3|d. Soft Columbian : 301 bales offered

and bought in. The next auctions are fixed for June 9.

COCAINE—^Is very firm at late advance from 17s. to 17s. 6d.

per oz. for the Hydrochlorate in 25 oz. tins.

CODEINE—Unchanged! on basis of 10s. per oz. for the pure

Alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL—Is practically unchanged on basis of 500s.

per barrel for good non-congealing Norwegian.

COPPER SULPHATE—Quiet at £20 to £21 per ton for spot

delivery.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Dearer and very firm at 84s. to 85s. per
cwt. for first white crystals on spot, and 88s. to 88s 6d. for

98 per cent. B.P. quality powder.
GLYCERIN—Is without change at £67 per ton for best 1,260

S6 in tins and cases, and for 5-ton lots, smaller quantity being
charged higher in proportion.

IODIDES.—Convention prices remain in force.

MENTHOL—Is dearer, at 25s. to 25s. 6d. per lb. for Koba-
yashi.

MERCURIALS—Are steady and unchanged.
MORPHINE—Is higher, in sympathy with Opium, at 4s. 4d.

per oz. for the Hydrochlorate Powder, in quantity and in bulk,
and 4s. 6d. per oz. for the Crystalline Salt.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil firmer. London
spot pipes £23 5s. to £23 10s., barrels £23 15s. (solely from
E. I. seed about 5s. to 10s. per ton premium), month
£23 12s. 6d. to £23 15s. (£23 15s. has been paid), June-Aug.
quoted £25 2s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. £22 2s. 6d. Hull naked spot
£22 5s., May-Aug. £21 17s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. £21. Rape Oil

steady. Ordinary Brown on the spot barrels £23, June-Aug.
£23. English Refined spot £24 5s. Ravison spot £21, June-
Aug. £21 naked. Cotton Oil quiet. London crude spot
£21 10s., June-Aug. £21 10s. Refined spot £22 5s. to £24.
Hull naked Refined spot £20 2s. 5d., June-Aug. £20 5s., Nov.-

'

April £19. Crude spot £19 5s., June-Aug., £19 5s. Olive
Oil : Mogador £31 10s. to £33. Spanish £32, Levant £31 10s.
to £35. Cocoanut Oil quiet. Ceylon spot £25 10s., May-
June £23 c.i.f., Jime-Aug. and Aug.-Oct. £23 c.i.f. Cochin
spot nominally £55, April-June £25 5s. c.i.f., Aug.-Oct. £25
c.i.f. Mauritius £25 10s. Palm Oil : Lagos on the spot
£27 10s. Castor Oil steady. Belgian, May-Dec. delivery,
Ists £20 10s., 2nds £17 15s., barrels free, ex-wharf, London,
2^ per cent, discount. Hull made : (Prompt and up to end
of the year deliveries) Ists £20 10s. per ton, 2nds £18 10s.
per ton, barrels included, delivered free ex-wharf, London,
less 2i per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot quoted
£3 15s. to £10, Black £8 10s. to £9 10s. Russian Black
£5 15s. to £6, pale £7 7s. 6d. to £8 2s. 6d. Turpentine very
firm and dearer forward. American spot 42s. 9d., May
40s. 9d. to 41s.. June 58s. to 38s. 3d., July-Aug. 36s. 9d.,
Sept.-Dec. 36s. 9d., Jan. -April 57s. 9d. Petroleum Oil steady.'
Russian spot 4^d. American spot 5^d. to 5|d. Water White
7|d. to 7|d. Roumanian spot 4|d. Petroleum Spirit : Ameri-
can ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d. to 8id.
OPIUM.—Here a fair amount of business has been passing in

manufacturing stuff at 8s. 6d. to 9s. per lb. From Smyrna no
change is reported, market remaining very firm both there and
on this side.

PARAFFIN WAX—Crude 2^d. to 2id. Refined 3d. to 3|d.
PHENACETIN.—Good brands are obtainable at 5s. 3d. to

3s. 6d. per lb. for both crystals and powder, in bulk paper
parcels.

QUININE.—Makers of the favourite German brands reduced
price ^d. per oz., to Is. Id. per oz. for the sulphate, for 1,000-oz.
lots in 100-oz. tins, while in the speculative market it has been
possible to buy at ll|d. for spot, and at ll^d. for August de-
livery.

TAR.—Stockholm 21s. 6d., Archangel 16s.

RESIN—Dull. Common strained spot 5s. 9d. ex wharf, and
5s. 3d. to 5s. 4^d. July-September sailer ex ship terms.
SANTONINE—^Is very fii-m at the late advance to 23s. per lb.,

it being confidently asserted that a further advance in price
will follow.

SENEGA ROOT—Is again dearer, 4s. 3d. per lb. being now
asked.

SHELLAC-—^The Calcutta cable yesterday came lower at 64
rupees for TN Orange. The market remains quiet, with htble
business passing on tflie spot, but prices are firm at 124s. to 125s.

for fair TN Orange. For arrival 200 cases TN near at hand sold

at 124s. 6d. c. f. and i. Futures are firm, but quiet, with sales

of 500 cases TN, June delivery, at 127s. 6d. to 128s., and
December at 122s. to 123s.

SODA NITRATE—Quiet at £9 12s. 6d. per ton, for refined

on the spot, and £9 7s. 6d. for ordinary.

SUGAR OF MILK—Is dearer, 55s. to 60s. per cwt. being now
asked for finest powder.
SULPHONAL.—Best brands are quoted 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per

lb. for both powder and crystals for quantity and bulk packing.
QUICKSILVER—Steady at £8 12s. 6d. per 'bottle from the

importer. ^ .

•
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THE COMMERCE
BY J. H.

The Gum Auctions.

Having described the routine of the drug and bark auctions,

there is -less to note in the case of the other public sales of

produce. Since these articles were planned, however, one or

two noteworthy developments have befallen the Mincing Lane
periodic auctions. We have observed, for instance, that arabic

and varnish gums were offered at auction regularly, and up to

recently each fortnight has seen a public sale of one or other of

these, save when holidays have made an interval. At such

times, as in drugs and other things, there has been a gap in

the fortnightly sequence. But only for this cause has a date

been missed. Otherwise throughout the year the gum and drug

juctions have alternated on Thursdays, the day allocated to gum
being in similar way alternately taken by the arabic and varnish

SAMPLING A FEW BALES OF BARK.

iescriptions. Whilst drug sales thus occurred fortnightly, arabic

md varnish gum auctions each fell monthly. The order was
therefore as follows :—drug, arabic gum, drug, varnish gum,
Img, arabic gum, drug, varnish gum, and so on, through the

iwelve months.

The Commercial Sale Rooms are also the locale for the gum
Bales, and their own particular room is Number 2. A strange

hour of the day is selected for the auction. Those in varnish

gums commence at twelve o'clock, those in araibic at half-past

twelve—or, rather, should begin at that time ; neither buyers

nor sellers, however, stickle for punctuality in this matter.

In that respect the former differ from their similarly-placed

triends at the drug auctions, who ihave on occasion made a

delay of ten minutes the cause for a serious half-hour's debate,

[f one were to read on the arabic catalogue the words " Doors

open at 12,30, bidding to commence at 12.40," the exact order

of events would be very nearly represented. Or, perhaps, in

place of " bidding," we should understand " offering," for the

ictual making of bids is a process that requires a lengthy period

af stimulation. And that .brings one to a recent occurrence

to which allusion has been made. The gum arable auctions

were some months ago suddenly and temporarily suspended,

fet no one was surprised. It must have been dreary work for

brokers to go through these catalogues, for auction after auc-

tion the sales were ridiculously small. Habit, however, had

OF DRUGS (3).

HEAP.

caused them to be regarded as an unalterable fixture. Never-
theless, as everyone knew, business had passed more and more
out of auctions into the field of private negotiations. Prac-
tically all purchases had come to be made in this way. Not
one cause, but several, gave this tendency to dealings. The
effect of competition is to create a race for priority. Everybody
wants to get there first with his bid or his offer, as the case
may be. Improved postal, telegraphic, and telephone com-
munications act as keen pace-makers. Another effect of com-
petition is to engender suspicion. No one is desirous of letting

his neighbour know what he is doing ; all tell their affairs to

as few people as possible. Such circumstances militate against
public auctions at lengthy intervals. One cannot, however,
become reconciled easily to the abandonment of an old-time

SHOW OF VANILL0E8 AT CRUTCHED FRIARS WAREHOUSE.
Bij permission of Messrs. Chas. Smith, Son and Ooifland.

function of this character, and although these causes liave re-

duced the gum arabic auctions to a mere form, it is pleasant

to note that the latter are still a periodic function in Mincing

'Lane.

We leave present observations on " gums " with one further

remark : these product.s are of the class which can readily be

sampled by small lots, consequently their value is gauged by

buyers with the aid of a few pounds displayed at the broker's

rooms. Coming next to

Vanilloes,

as the " Lane " likes to call them, we have to note a compara-

tively recent change. Some three years ago these were regu-

larly included in the drug auctions. As the offerings of the

beans became more important, a lule was made that whenever

the lots exceeded a certain number the vtinilloes should be taken

by them.selves before the drugs. On this phn and on these

occasions each broker who had vanilloes included in his cata-

logue with the drugs, offered the.se lot by lot, and then gave

way to that broker next in succession who also had vanilloes

to sell. Thus the vanUla was dispo.sed of before the miscel-

laneous collection of drugs was approached. The first hour

was generally set apart for this portion of the business, and

at the end of that time the assembly of buyers underwent a

cliange in character, druggists, etc., displacing the select few

who were only interestefl in the vanilla. But this preliminary
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hour was lengthened by force of circumstances, and, as the

offerings of vanilloes became heavier, the time proved quite

insufficient. The next obvious step was the holding of the

vanilla auctions on a separate day, and now a certain Wednes-

day in each month sees one of these sales in Mincing Lane.

The Ibrokers tlu'ough wliom business in vanilla is effected

are all of them concenied' in the general trade in drugs. In

the case of those offering gums two firms, at least, are

practically never heard of at the drug auctions. As to

sampling, we meet with a more important differei ce between

the two. Vanilla is an expensive product. It is sold by the

pound, and the whole offerings of an auction, amounting to,

say, 500 tins, can be exhibited in a room measuring 20 feet

square. A difference in quality exists between almost any two
tins, and one cannot adequately r6j)iesent the merits of even

one tin by a portion of its contents. All this means that the

whole of the lots must be shown, and the vanilla to be sold

is, therefore, exhibited at Crutched Friars warehouses, having

there the honour of a special showroom. By inspecting the

lots as displayed, brokers, dealers, and the chief consumers,

who are the well-known chocolate manufacturers, gain their

basis for bids.

tamarinds, tapioca, chillies, and one or two others. Cinnamon
bark forms a separate auction, which is only held quaiterlv.
In the spice auctions cinnamon quills figure only occa;sionally,

the regular item being the " chips." We shall see also, later,

when dealing with the products under their separate heads,

that the auction sales of pepper and cloves are not of great

importance. The form of catalogue, methods of procedure,

etc., at these public spice auctions are practically what have
already been described in the case of drugs and bark. All

the articles are valued by samples on show at the brokers'

offices.

The Drysaltery Auctions.

These fall every alternate Tuesday, but, like the auctions

in gum, they have become a shadow of their former self. The
range of articles which they cover is fairly wide. It includes

shellac, button lac, seedlac, gambler, turmeric, plumi>ago, China

and Japan galls, argol, and myrabolanes. Seldom is it, how-

ever, that the majority of these figure now in a single auction.

Cacao Butter.

Cocoa, or cacao, butter is an article that pharmacists would

hardly conceive as important efnough to call for auction sales.

WORKING TRAGACANTH—1.

Tragacanth, Castoreum, Isinglass.

In the list on page 270, issue February 28, these three

auctions were named in sequence. The share of the druggist's

interest in them is obviously very limited, and it is not
necessary to say much about them. The auctions in traga-

canth are not held on any regular dates. Many months often in-

tervene between them, and the desirability of a public sale

is a matter decided upon by the two (brokers who do almost

the whole of the first-hand business in the gum. The isinglass

auctions are held monthly on Tuesdays.

The castoreum auctions are unique, in so far as they are a

survival of the day when the auctions themselves were held

in brokers' rooms, in the same way as one sees now an
auction of pictures at Christie's. Bark was once sold in

this manner at the rooms of Messrs. Lewis and Peat, and other

produce used to be offered at the office of the particular broker

to whom the sale was enti-usted. So nowadays the castoreum
imported by the Hudson Bay Company is sold at the offices

of this company, whilst, subsequently, on the same day, other

importations will be offered at two or three brokers' offices.

Spices and Cinnamon Auctions.

The spice auctions, which occur weekly, bring up for public

sale the following articles :—Black pepper, white pepper, cloves,

ginger, nutmeg, cassia, pimento, cinnamon, arrowroot.

WORKING TRAGACANTH-2.

Yet the production and consumption of it are sufficiently large

to warrant the offering of it once a month at the cocoa auction.

CWeum theobromatis is thus unique in being the only article

manufactured in this country which is put up regularly to public

auction in Mincing Lane like a crude or semi-manufactured

product from abroad.

The Sponge Auctions.

These are the only auctions among the number coming under

notice which cannot be called public. By their arrangement

and conduct they are kept as quiet and exclusive as possible.

They resemble the auctions of castoreum in tliat they are not

held in the Commercial Sale Rooms, but the resemblance stops

there. Sponges are not sold in the broker's offices, but at the

wharves in which they are stored, and which are familiar to

Mincing Lane and neighbourhood under the names of Dow-

gate, Nicholson, and Bull. The sales occur at regular inter-

vals ; one Tuesday witnesses an auction at two of the wharves,

and the Monday which follows a fortnight later sees a sale at

the other wharf. The day on which the two wharves partici-

pate is apportioned so that the lots at one warehouse are

tSken in the morning, and those at the other in the afternoon.

No catalogues are printed for these auctions, and needless to

say, no samples are di.stributed. One broker has the whole

business in his hands, and only about a dozen buyers are present.
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These are members of an ad hoc association, the principles of

irhicli are stringent on two points—^first, that no one shall be a

aiember who supplies the public direct
;
secondly, that no new

members shall be admitted at all, if possible. The importers

n ho offer the sponges are limited to three houses, yet so close

is the understanding in this trade, that any would-be importer

vrhn tried to " cut in " and do business independently of the

TRAGACAXTH SHOW AT A BROKER'S OFFICE.

issociation arrangement would see himself effectually nonplussed

)r forced to accept a ruinous price. If such a man found him-

«lf the consignee of a parcel of sponges his only rational plan

^-ould be to offer it through one of the three recognised

nercliants. No dealer could take his wares, and should he for

! moment conceive the idea of selling direct to a large retailer, he

S'ould find that no retailer nor class of retailer has a trade for

EXAMINING ISINGLASS.

ill the varieties of sponge which have to be taken up in order

X) import the article. If, further, he is going to set himself the

;ask of dealing with all the classes of trades through which

iponges pass to the consumer, he is attempting a far-reaching

)roceeding with limited resources and against a well-equipped

)rganisation.

The merchants are thus well pi-otected against fresh competi-

ion, and they observe a protective attitude in turn towards

the dealer. They -sell to no one unless he is a member of the-

assofciation. The latter is composed of firms who cover the
various classes of retailers and trade-users. They often deal

with these retailers, etc., in things apaii, from sponges, and
in that respect they have a position which a sponge merchant
cannot gain. Among themselves competition is keen enough to

give buyers favourable prices, and they know their busine.«s

thoroughly. At the auctions they take their seats around a

space on the floor, and as each case is brought forward their

valuation of its contents has to be quick and accurate. One cas-e

thus shown may represent any number of sponges, from those

contained in its individual self to those comprised in a string

of fifteen cases or more.

The broker names a price, and as a rule bidding commences
below this figure. Occasioudly a buyer, anticipating keen com-
petition for a lot, and eager for it himself, wUl make &ure of

possession by at once accepting the case or cases at the price

proposed. This, if not reached by gradual bidding, the broker
is bound to take.

VETERINARY NOTES.

BY " CENTATJE."

Distemper Vaccines.

A committee of veterinary surgeons, consisting of the Prm-

I

cipal of the Royal Veterinary College (Prof. M'Fadyean) and

,
other eminent veterinary siirgeons, and a medical man, has

undertaken to carry out a series of experiments to test the value

of Physalix's and other distemper serums which have gained

!
great credit upon the Continent, but met with a poor recep-

,
tion in this country. Mr. Sewell (one of the committee) con-

ducted some vaccinations, which were very unsatisfactory^ in his

opinion, and Mr. Gray, an equally eminent canine sui'geon,

and also upon the committee, arrived at an opposite coii-

olusion, as the result of a still larger number of inoculations

or " vaccinations," as it is for convenience termed. Readers

interested in the subject may assist the committee by pro-

viding puppies between six and sixteen weeks of age. Breed

or 3ize as of no consequence, the sole condition is that they

musE be healthy. A nominal payment of five shillings will be

made for each puppy. Communications should be addressed

to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. , W. Hunting, 20, Fulham Eoad,

London, S.W.

Injections of Air in W\\V. Fever.

Schmidt's treatment of ttis malady by injecting into the

I

udder, through the teats, a solution of iodide of potassium,

I

was followed by the employment of chinosol in a similar

manner. It came about in a curious way. A veterinary

surgeon waii sent for to attend an urgent case, and a youth

in charge of the place during the "vet's" absence, was afraid

to supply so potent a drug, and dispensed chinosol instead.

The result was so successful that it was recorded in a veterinary

periodical, and practitioners all over the country found it

answei' quite as well as iodide, without the unfortunate-

sequelae occasionally attendant on the free use of that

din'g. Numerous experimenters have since thought that the

benefit is due, not to any chemical compotind so much as to

accidental introduction of air, in injecting the fluid. Berg-

strand says :
" As for injections of air alone, in cows recently

attacked, their value is unequalled—every case recovers."

Jacobsen claims to have cured 150 cases with air alone. Other

cases treated with air and with pot. iodide solution recovered^

but the period of illness was prolonged.
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PRACTICAL PHARMACY AT ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

The pharmacist who has never worked an a hospital is rather

apt to regard hospital-pharmacy as something much less scientific

than the ordinary dispensing of prescriptions. It is sometimes

thought that the principal duty of a hospital dispenser consists

in rapidly pouring into beer-bottles or sauce-bottles a quantity

of black draught, measurements being supposed to be arrived at

by guesswork. The best advice to any who may hold any such

opinion would be to recommend a visit to one of the great

hospitals in London and' the provinces, in many of which

pharanacy is now practised in a manner which would surprise

«ome of those whose experience is confined to retail business.

Of the dispensaries at the hospital.s of the metropolis, probably

ti'one i.s so well fitted for the practice of i)harmacy at its best as

laboratory may show what excellent results have been achiev

under Mr. White's direction. It will be remembeiied that tM
members of the School of Pharmacy Students' Association paid

a visit to the hospital in February last, a brief report appearing

in the Pharmaceutical Journal oi March 7 (see page 377).

The Dispensar}'.

This is a spacious and lofty room, with four complete gets

of dispensing bottles for the more commonly used drugs. At one

side of the dispensary are the two out-patient windows, where

during the greater part of the day dispensing is in active pro-

gi'ees, two dispen.sers being busily engaged at each window.

On the opposite side of the room the dispensing for the

7

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL, PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORY.
HYDRAULIC PRESS, STILL FOR MEDICATED WATERS, AND STEAM PAN.

that at St. Thomas's Hospital. The head of the department, Mr.

Edmund White, is well known as the author of a number of

useful researches, as an old prizeman of the School of Pharmacy,

and as a member of the London Examining Board of the Phar-

maceutical Society. Hie immediate predlecessor at the hospital

was Mr. Sidney Plowman, who, after an exceptionally success-

ful career at the Square, and a short tenure of otRce at St.

Thomas's Hospital, left the paths of pharmacy and qualified as

a medical man. Mr. Plowman is now a Fellow of the Royal
College of Siu-geons, and Lecturer on Materia Medica and

Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society of Australasia.

It wOl thus be seen that the authorities at St. Thomes's
Hospital have for some time been impressed with the importance
of having the services of a thoroughly efficient pharmacist, and
an illustrated description of the dispensary and pharmaceutical

"wards" is carried on. Arranged in partitions acroes the

breadth of the dispensary are duplicate sets of the large jars

containing stock mixtures. No attempt is made to make these

in a concentrated form, but all are made of the required strength.

Several contain fresh infusions as the vehicle, such being freshly

made once a day or more often if required. Concentrated in-

fusions are only used in exceptional circumstances. The jars

are fitted with taps of glass or brass, which permit of rapii

dispensing. Poisons are all in actinic fluted bottles, the more

potent being kept in a special cupboard under lock and key.

Aqueous tinctures, which the uninformed are accustomed to

associate with hospital pharmacy and—this with more justice

—

with " doctors' dispensing," are a thing unknown. For all that,

several economical arrangements, such as an aqueous emulsion

of chloroform with tincture of senega to replace spirit of
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chloroform, are in force. These,, of course, are only em-

ployedl wh€re there is no question of any loss of

active principle being incurred as a result of the economy.

Xhe problem of how to keep ouitments and ointment knives

clean and ready for use has been successfully solved by Mr.

White. The ointment jars have no lids, but are protected

from dust by a slanting hinged wooden door, the whole ap-

pearing as a series of bins. Over each jar Langs a spatula of

boue or wood suspended vertically from a peg.

Near to the dispensaiy is tbe large and well-arranged

Laboratory.

Here all the galenicals and many other preparation.s req.uireu

in the dispensary are made. Mr. White justly prides himself

have each a capacity of about thirty gallons, while a smaller

pan holds some three galloas. Each pan is fitted with a tap for

regulating or shutting off the steam eupply, while above each

is a cold-water tap and a conical chimney for carrying off

steam. Each morning some twelve gallons of compound in-

fusion of gentian, and smaller quantities of less frequently used

infusions are made in these pans.

Drying Pan. and Cupboard.—Since the recent purchase of a
drying cupboard the flat steam-jacketed drying pan is not so

much used in the laboratorj^ as previously. Along the base of

the drying cupboard, which is lined with zinc throughout, runs

a deeply sinuate steam^ pipe, air entering small inlets near the

floor of the cupboard, and the hot air leaving by a chimney at

the top. About a dozen shallow shelves fit into the cupboard.

ST. THOM.\S S HOSPITAL, PHARMACKUTICAL LABORATORY.
WORKING BENCH.

Bn being as far as possible independent of the manufacturer

;

extracts (liquid and solid), tinctures, eSei-vescing preparations,

medicated waters, " fluid magnesia," dialysed iron, and many
chemicals, such as hydrocyanic acid, bismuth salicylate and
subgallate, acetic ether, being made in the laboratory, where
analytical work is also carried on. On entering the laboratory,

attention is first arrested by a large boiler. This serves the
double purpose of distilling water and of supplying steam to the
jacketed, pans, drying cupboard, ointment melter, etc.

The Still.—On leaving the boiler the steam entens a worm
condenser in a large wooden tub, through which cold water
circulates. The receiver below has a capacity of about 100
gallons. Forty to fifty gallons a day is the average quantity of

water collected. The boiler ig fijled by means of a " donkey-
pump."

Steam Pans.—Four of these are used, all being swing copper
pans with steam jackets and copper lids. The three larger pans

Still for Medicated Waters.—This is a shallow copper still,^

lined with block tin, and designed especially for the distillation

of medicated waters. When the hood is removed the lower

part may be used as an evaporating pan, and is provided with

mechanical stirrers of various sizes and shapes to increase the

rate of evaporation.

Hydraulic Press.—With this a very considerable pressure,

amounting to fifty or sixty tons, can be applied to tincturft

marcs. The action is that of the ordinary Bramah press. Thia

press, together with the still for medicated waters, and one of

the steam pans, is shown in an illustration.

The Working/ Bench.—This is a table, some 14 ft. in length,

with a solid teak top. Water and gas are both supplied, with,

several taps at intervals along the bench. Three waste-pipes to

carry away water from condensers ai"e let into the table. The

presence on this table of a combustion furnace, gas apparatus,

and of numerous flasks and burettes gives evidence that practical
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chemistry is capable of actually useful application and does not

exist merely for examination purposes. As a matter of fact,

Mr. White and his assistants are able to devote a certain amount
of time to analytical work and research.

At the back of this bench is an improved arrangement for

filtering imder pressure, with attachments for two filtering

^asks, and a mercury manometer to show the amount of pressure

obtained. Standing at one end of the bench is Gallenkamp's

vacuum-distilling apparatus, in which the running water which

condenses the distillate also acts as a pressure-reducer. This

is particularly used at St. Thomas's for evaporating at a low

temperature, &nd for the preparation of hexamethylene tetra-

mine and some other substances which require evaporation in

vacuo or absence of air.

machines deriving power from the same source. The shaft

makes about 180 revolutions per minute, but some of the con-

nected machines, having smaller pulleys than those on the
shaft, work more quickly. The emulsifying machine (capacity

five gallons) has a water-bath underneath the chamber, a fact

-which enables Mr. White's paraffin-wax emulsion, used through-

out the hospital as a surgical shaving cream (see P.J. [4], 15, 139),

to be readily made. This machine, like aJl the others, is provided

with both fast and loose pulleys. The emulsifier is easily emptied-

by tilting, is closely covered, and, as the whisk-beater is quickly

taken out, can be cleaned without diflBculty. Large quantities

of emulsions of cod liver and castor oils are made therein. The

emukifier and most of the other machines are made by Messrs. •

J. Baker and Sons, Willesden Junction, and 58, City Eoa4,

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL, PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORY.
ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Power Machines.—Within the last year Mr. White has had
in.stalled a number of machines to be used with power supplied

by electric motors. Of these the most important is the

Disintegrator.—-This machine, supplied' by J. H. Carter, of

Dunstable, is worked by an electric motor of 4 h.p., the motor
being of the Langdon Davies pattern. The cast-iron beater in

the percussion chamber revolves at a speed of more than 4,000

revolutions per minute, the drug being thrown against per-

forated cast-iron screens. Besides being used for barks, roots

and the like, the disintegrator is used for powdering such sub-

stances as alum and borax, which are bought in crystals.

Above a chimney at the top of the chamber is a balloon to

receive dust and to ensure a proper current of air being driven

through the machine. The strap from another electric motor
runs over a driving-wheel on a long shaft, on which are a

jiumber of pulleys at intervals, no fewer than nine different

E.G. The powder-mixing and sifting machine is fitted with

double revolving mixers in the hopper, in addition to brush

agitators, which move backwards and forwards over the sieve

beneath. A sliding door at the bpttom of the mixing hopper

regulates the flow of material into the sieve. By means of this

machine large quantities of powders can be rapidly mixed and

sifted. The drawer at the base, which collects the sifted

powder, holds more than sixty pounds of borax in fine powder.

For grinding small quantities of drugs, where it is not desired

to use the disintegrator, a disc-mill, also connected with the

driving-shaft, is used. The material is placed in a large thistle-

shaped hopper, the supply thence to tne mill being i-egulated

by a door at the top of a sloping movable shoot. The material

is then ground between two corrugated revolving discs, which

have a diameter -of twelve inches-. As one of the discs is

movable, the fineness of the grinding can be regulated by bring-
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ng it nearer to or further from the fixed disc as required.

for mixing ointments in the cold, Baker's " Hodgkinson

"

lough-kneader is used in this laboratory. In this machine, the

lirection in which the pulleys turn causes the steel mixing arms

0 bring the materials into the centre of the drum or body of

he machine. The machine is tilted by drawing out a small

ipring bolt at the side, when the drum may be completely in-

erted and the contents discharged.

Pills, of which a large number are kept in stock, are made in

Pindar's piping and cutting machines, power for the latter being

lerived from the driving-shaft. There is also a small

nachine in which the mass can be made, by means of strong

•evolvipg kneaders made of .^teel. This apparatus was made

>y Werner, Pfleiderer, and Perkins. Another feature of the

laboratory is the aerated-water machine, for filling syphons by
band. By this machine several dozen syphons are filled daily,

rhe pumping of water into the reservoir is effected, like most
ather operations in this interesting laboratory, by power, while

the gas is automaticaily delivered at a constant pressure f^om
;he cylinder in which it is contained by the interposition of an

reducing valve, set at 180 lb. pressure to the square inch. In

iddition to the machines already described, a " paint-mixer
"

used for glycerin pastes), eccentric pill-coater, and stirrer, derive

power from the revolving shaft. Once the installation has been

made and the various machines bought, the cost of the elec-

tricity used is extremely small, and the advantages of electric

power over steam power are too obvious to be enumerated.

Compressed tablets are used in the hospital to an increasing

extent, and such as are used are made on the spot. Allen

>nd Hanburys' machine and the " Freck machine are both

used. Lightly-compressed tablets of mercury and chalk,

readily crushed to powder, are dispensed for out-patient

children instead of powders, much of the dispenser's time being

thus saved. Tablets of dried thyroid, nitroglycerin, and

numerous other substances are also made.

No mention has here been made of the large steriliser,

where all the dressings used in the hospital are rendered

aseptic, or the refrigerator, which, besides making ice, cools

the mortuary, larder, and other parts of the hospital. Enough,

however, has been written to prove that at any rate those

medical men who are educated at St. Thomas's must see

pharmacy at its best at the time when their impressions of

pharmacy are formed, a fact which enhances the value of the

excellent work there conducted under Mr. White's direction.

Another example of the '' progressiveness '' of the hospital

authorities at St. Thomas's is the newly-built and fitted

X-Ray Department.

In one room is a very
,
large electrical converter, for

converting the alternating current into a continuous cur-

rent. The powerful arc-lamps for the treatment of lupus and

other skin diseases may also be seen. In this the rays of the

light are concentrated on to the skin by means of quaxtz

lenses, cooled by running water. A still more recent

apparatus which is deserving of mention, is the lamp
in which iron electrodes are used, giving ultra-violet rays.

The bactericidal effect of these is much more rapid than with

the "Finsen" light. In another room the greatest interest

is aroused by the radiographic apparatus, including a

powerful induction coil giving a 12-inch spark, and an excel-
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lent Crookes tube. The Mackenzie Davidson break, in whicli

contacts are made and broken very rapidly by means of a

rotating arm rapidly coming into contact with mercury, is

used instead of the ordinary spring contact interrupter. Not
only may the bones on the hands be seen on the fluorescent

screen, spread over with barium platino-cyanide, but the

X-Rays may be directed through the body, the heart-beats

being plainly discernible on the screen.

Casualty Department.

The newly-built casualty and out-patient dex>artment,

the fitting of which is now approaching completion, contains

spacious waiting-rooms, operating-rooms, etc., for which all

the most recent hygienic devices for cleanliness have been

embodied. There is also a small dispensary quite apart from

the main dispensary of the hospital, which has just been fitted

under Mr. White's direction. The wooden fittings are of

teak, the walls of white glazed tiles with rounded edges (these

being adopted, it may be mentioned, in all the new parts of

the building)
;
poison bottles of fluted actinic glass, the whole

room being a model of what a " one-man " dis.pensary should

'be.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

' Physico-Chemical Tables,' for the use of analysts, physicists,

chemical manufacturers, and scientific chemists. By John
Castell-Evan.s, F.I.C. Vol. I. C5hemical Engineering

and Physical Chemistry. Pp. 548. Price 24s. net. Lon-

don : Ohaxles Grifi&n and Co.
,

Limited, Exeter Street,

Strand.' 1902.

Chemists, physicists, and chemical manufacturers will find

in this compilation a vast number of formulas, equations, and
mathematical tables, which include in their scope every prob-

able working range of temperature, pressure, etc. The
author has endeavoured to ensure that the tables, even in the

most involved and delicate investigation, may never cau.se in

the final results any error that may not be the inevitable out-

come of the experimental processes. Hence, in spite of the

array of figures and the number of decimal places in some of

the tables—which, it must be confessed, look a little terrifying

—little, if anything, has been included in the volume that is

not essential where great accuracy is desired. The nomencla-

ture used is throughout that employed by English chemists,

with the exception that the termination -ol has been used for

aromatic hydrocarbons, following the German custom.

Beeichte ubee Land und Poestwietschaft in Deutsch
OsT Afeika.' Parts 3, 4, and 5. Heidelberg. 1903.

These reports from the German East African Colonies again

show the activity with which the Germans are there prose-

cuting the cultivation of various plants. They include a further

report on the tsetse fly, analyses of various soils, the prospects

of the coffee plantations, and a number of detailed reports from
the various stations.

'The Medical Anntal,' 1903. Pp. 959. Price 7s. 6d.

Bristol: J. Wright and Co.

This indispensable work of reference for medical men has

now attained its majority, the volume for 1903 being the

twenty-first of the series. The resume of the principal advances
in the different branches of medical science during the past

year is as comprehensive as ever. The book has been carefully

revised and is tolerably free from en-ors, though the substitu-

tion of the word "scapula" for "scalpel" at page 175 in the

description of an operation is an obvious slip. The Annual may
be commended to the notice of those who have not made its

acquaintance in previous years.

' Technique des Analyses Chimiques, a l'Usage des
Phaemaciens.' Par J. Taeboueiech. Pp. 509. Prioft

6 fr.
, Paris: A. Maloine, Rue de rEoole de M6decine»!

1903.
'

:

This manual is designed to enable French pharmacists effec-

tually to conduct such chemical examinations of pharmaceu-

tical products or medical analyses a^ may be necessary in the

course of their business. The author is of opinion that up to the

present no suitable text-book in the French language has achieved

this eminently desirable object. With the object of facilitating

calculations, M. Tarbouriech has provided an equation at the

end of each quantitative process, by means of which the

required percentage may at once be found. While this may
have advantages where time is the only object, it tends to the

discouragement of originality and independence on the part of

students, who may in most cases be trusted to rely on a for-

mula rather than on the dictates of common sense. In addition

to the ordinary processes of pure chemical analysis, practical

details are given for the examination of soaps, foods, wine,

beer, milk, urine, gastric juice ; also for a large number of phar-

maceutical products, such as antipyrin, opium, essences, and the.

like.

' The Photo-Miniatuee.' Vol. IV., No. 47. February, 1903.

Kallitype Process. Pp. 513-560. Price 6d., post-free, 7Jd.

London : Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd., 6, Farringdon Avenue,

B.C.

A full, and, in spite of such Americanisms as " right here,"

lucid explanation of the Kallitype process by Mr. Henry Hall,

who is of opinion that Kallitype is as permanent as the Solio or

Velox class of papers, and has other advantages which they do

not possess. The photographic " notes " should be interesting

to pharmacists and photograpers in the United States.

' Squibb 's Ephemeris of Materia Medica, Pharmacy,

Therapeutics, and Collateral Information.' By E. H.

Squibb, M.D. January, 1903. Pp.140. Brooklyn, N.Y.

:

E. R. Squibb and Sons.

The first number of the seventh volume of this periodical pub-

lication deals with most of the more important and newer

remedies which have been the subject of investigation. The

author in his preface states, probably with good reason, that

there has been a decided revulsion of late among members of.

the medical profession against the too eager adoption of sorae

enthusiastically recommended products. Without retarding

rational investigation, this comparative apathy may have had

a wholesome effect, though the Baconian epigram, " He who

will not apply New Remedies, must expect New Evils," has

lost none of its truth.

' A Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus.' By J. H.

Maiden. Part I. Pp. 47, with four plates. Price 2s. 64

Sydney : W. A. Gulhck. 1903.

The author is Government Botanist of New South Wales

and Director of the Botanic Gardens a/t Sydney. He has

thus had exoeptionii opportunities for personal study of the

genus. Mr. Maiden deals successively with the variations in the

ganus, the doubtful species, and the non-eucalypts described

as eucalypts. A list of works consulted should prove useful,

but Mr. Maiden laments that both literature and types are very

much scattered. He asks that European botanists will assist

him by sending specimens and drawings. Though the essay

has no pretensions to rival Mr. R. T. Baker's book, recently

reviewed in the Journal (April 11, 1903, p. 533), it will vo

• doubt be received by botanists with much interest.
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TRADE NOTES.

Hair Preservation.—The seooml edition of Dr. Leftwioh's

book ou the presei-vation of the hair, which was recently re-

viewed in our columns, has now been puiblished by Messrs.

Simplvin, Mai-siall, and Co.

The Anglo-American Optical Co., of 47, Hafcton Garden,
K.C, and Mr. (luy E. Di-uift, the author of ' Refradtiou,'

deaire to annoiuice tliat neither they nor he are connected
with any other optical firm in this country. »

Liquorice Confectionery. — Mr. Taylor White, Liquorice

W orks, Selby, Yorkshire, has obtained the liighest award iu

the foa-m of a gold medal for liquorice confectionery at the

Grocers' and Confectioners' Exhibition, held at Leeds in

February of this year.

Messrs. Evans Sons Lescher and Webb, Limited, announce
that they have opened a new lime-juice warehouse at Bainham
Street, Tooley Street, London, S.E., which will enable them to
execute more readily their orders for lime-juice products in

London and the South of England.

Messrs. Ayrton and Saunders, 57, Parr Street, Liverpool,
have recently fitted up the following shops witli plate-giass

and mahogany fittings in eich case : Dr. P. Murphy and Co.'s

Medical Hall, Oan'idc-on-Suir, and Mr. A. Lucas's new shop
at 53, Chapel Street, Mill Hill, Blacktourn.

Messrs. Barnett and Co., manufactuiing pei-fumers, of

Bristol Street, Birmingham, supply to clhemists only a solid

mahogany show-case free, witJi an assortment of their per-

fumes. Particulars of the outlay, which shows a profit of

more than 100 per cent., will be sent to any of our readers
nil application.

Proprietary Articles Trade Association.—The following articles

are to be added to the P.A.T.A. protected list this month:—
Bunter's Nervine and Dentine, D. and W. Gibbs' .soaps, Dr.

LjTiu's Fig Remedy, Karnoid preparitions, Kaye's Worsdell's

pills, Puriline tooth preparations, Revivine, Dr. Rooke's pre-

parations, St. Jacob's Oil and Vogeler's curative comj)omid, etc.

Briar Violet Perfume.—Messrs. Thomas Kerfcot and Co
Ashton-under-Lyne, near Manchester, have sent a sample of

their " Briar Violet " perfume, the sale of which has lately

been increasing considerably. The perfume is very pleasant,

and tastefully put up. Information as to temis can be ob-
tained by readers of this Journal on application to the
manufacturers.

Egyptian Food.—Messrs. Symington, Digestive Pood Specia-
lists, of Bowden Steam Mills, Market Harborough, di-aw

attention to their Egyptian Food, which they have made
for the past thirty years. It consists of the proteid of len-

tils combined with other nutritious substances, and is par-

ticularly recommended in cases of chronic dyspepsia, and for

'Ifiicate children and infants.

Photographic Chemicals.—Messrs. Harrington Brothers
manufacturing chemists, 4, Oliver's Yard, City Road, London
E.G., send a copy of their Wholesale Photographic-Chemical
Price-List. Photographic solutions of all kinds are made up
from customers' own formulaer The firm also supplies chemicals,

ready bottled for sale. List C should be asked for by those
interested.

Aseptic Absorbent Cotton.—Messrs. Bauer and Black, of

Chicago, will in future supply their handy packages of absor-

bent cotton enclosed in air-tigliit wrappers, thus preserving the

contents from either dust, germs, or moisture, and at tihe

same time adding to the attractive appearance of the packages,
as the wrappers are produced in the usual good taste whidi
characterises the manufactures of this firm, whose European
agents are Messrs. H. P. Thompson and Co., of Aldersgate
Street, E.G.

Photographic Competition. — Messrs. Barclay and Sons,
Limited, 95, Farringdon Street, London, announce a photo-
graphic competition for amateur photographeis, five casli

prizes of the value of £5, £3, £2, £1, and 10s. respectively

being offered for the best prints from negatives taken with a
Barclay 45s. hand caonera. The intention of this competition
is that it shall be mutually advantageous between photographic
dealers and the firm. The competition will close on October
31, 1903. Further particulars may be obtained from Messrs.
Barclay and Sons.

New Toilet Requisites.—Messrs. F. Newbery and Sons, Char
terhouse Square, London, E.C., send samples of toilet requisites

which seem likely to prove thoroughly worthy of the attention
of retailers. The powderetl pumice stone, in glass bottle, with
perforated metal lid, is pleasantly i>erfumed, &.nd costs 4s. a
dozen bottles only. Brilliantine, clear or cloudy, in screw-
topped bottles, vrith plain labels, or with customer's name and
address, costs 7s. per doz. Medicine glasses, with niuiim
measure, in case, are very cheap at 7s. 6d. per dozen. Readers
of this Journal may obtain further particulars of these and
other novelties on application to the firm.

Marvine Geloids.—These meat and fruit lozenges, which are
palatable and quench the thirst, are not only in favour with
invalids, but will attract custom from cyclists and others on
accoimt of their portability. From an analysis of them
made by the Lancet, confirmatory evidence was obtained re-

garding the statements made concerning their composition

;

and it was found that they contain well-known nom'ishing
and stimulating ingredients without any objectionable pre-
servatives. They dissolve reaai^y in the mouth, leaving a
distinct, but pleasant taste of beef extractives and cocoa.
The manufacturers, Messrs. A. Marvine and Co., of 80,
Fann Street, Grolden Lane, London, B.C., will be glad to
coiTespond with chemists with regai'd to window displays
and advertising matter.

Soda Fountains.—We recently acknowledged the receipt of

the illustiated booklet issued by Messrs. Stiles, Limited, of

72-74, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C, describing the
" Matthews " American Soda
Fountains. The introductory

section deals with the early liis-

toiy and grovrth of the American
soda fountain, and is followed by
full details concerning the prin-

ciple of construction and the

method of di^ensing the bever-

ages. Space is also devoted to

the subject of " profit," and no
less than eighty recent testi-

monials from purchasers express-

ing the opinicms of those who
have had these fountains in use

for one or two seasons are given.

One of them which we <i[uote is

from Mr. W. J. Hallett, of

Bath, who writes as follows:—
" In regard to the Matthews Fountain you installed last year,

I am glad to testify to the excellent workmanship, finish, and
handsome appearance of the machine, and consider it quite the
finest ornament a chemist could place in his shop, and as an
investment, I find that by careful and intelligent working, the

profit is astonishingly good compared to what we usually ex-

perience in present-day business. My relations also with
ilessrs. Stiles, Limited, have always been particularly pleasant

and agreeable." The booklet is issued with an attractive

cover lithographed in colours, and Messrs. Stiles will forward a

copy to any readers of tlie .Journal who write for one.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Quick Work.—At 1.30 p.m. on the 18th inst. a cart backed
into the plate-glass window of Mr. Edwin Yewdall, pharmaceu-
tical chemist, Wade Lane, Leeds, and at 5 p.m. a new window
had been put in by the sliop-fitters.

Royal Photographic Society.— technical meeting will be

held on Tue.sday, May 26, at 66,' Russell Square, at 8 p.m.

Mr. St. Lawrence Carson will read a paper entitled " The
Correction of the Various Aberrations in a Photographic Lens."

Fire.— On Saturday, May 9, a disastrous fire broke out in

i^erwick, Shetland, which involved the premises occupied by
Mr. Porteous, chemist and druggist. The premises were
severely damaged, but it is understood that most of the loss is

covered by insurance.

Society of Chemical Industry.—The last meeting of the

session of the London Section has been fixed for Monday
next, May 25, when the following papers will be read and
discussed:—(1) " Neatsfoot Oil." (2) "The Nitric Acid
Test for Cotton-Seed Oil." By Messrs. J. H. Coste and
E. T. Shelboum.

Glasgow Technical College.—The opening of the new Techni-
cal College at Glasgow, by the King and Queen, on Thursday
of last week, attracted a large audience, which included
most of the leading citizens of the town. The institution,

\yhich is the largest of the kind in the country, has been
erected at a cost exceeding £200,000.

Memorial to Alderman B. RobinSon.—A marble bust is about
to be placed in the Royal Technical Institute, Salford, to the

memory of the late Alderman B. Robinson, manufacturing and
pharmaceutical chemist, who was Chairman of the TecEnicrd

Instruction Committee from its inception in 1889 to his de ith,

about a month ago. Subscriptions are limited to two guineas.

Twenty-five guineas have already been subscribed.

Mr. Thomas Nevin, late of J. J. Graham and Co., pharma-
ceutical chemists, of Westmoreland Street, Dublin, was made
the recipient of a handsome present on the occasion of his

leaving Dublin for Canada. The presentation, which consisted

of a purse of sovereigns, was made on Saturday evening last, at

the " White House," D'Olier Street, where a very pleasant and
enjoyable evening was spent, under the able guidance of Mr. D.
L. FitzPatrick, L.P.S.I.

Glasgow Bowling Competition.—The draw for the Bur-

roughs Wellcome's prize competition for Glasgow bowlers is as

follows :—Mr. Watson v. Mr. Adam ; Mr. Greig v. Mr. Hous-

ton ; Mr. Frew v. Mr. Cairpcross ; Mr. Galbraith v. i.ir.

Kitchen ; Mr. Currie v. Mr. D. Moir ; Mr. Gordon v. Mr.

Thomson ; Mr. Walker v. Mr. J. Moir ; Mr. Robinson v. Mr.
Wallace. The first-named in each case is the challenger, and
has the option of playing on his own green. Result of games
to be sent to Mr.* M. Wallace before June 8.

Royal Institution.—On Tuesday next. May 26, at five o'clock,

Professor Edmund J. Garwood delivers the first of two lectures

.at the Royal Institution on "The Work of Ice as a Geo-
logical Agent." On Thursday, May 28, at the same hour. Pro-
fessor J. A. Fleming commences a course of two lectures on
' Electric Resonance and Wireless Telegraphy "

; and on Satur-

<lay, May 30, at three o'clock. Professor S. P. Thompson begins

a course of two lectures on "The De Magnete and its Author."
An extra discourse on Friday evening, June 19, will be
delivered in French by Professor Pierre Curie on "Radium."

The Treatment of Consumption.—A telegram to the Times

from Berlin, dated May 13, says :

—
'.' At to-day's sitting of the

Berlin Medical Society" Dr. Danelius and Professor Sommerfeild

read papers on a new remedy for treating con.sumption called
' Sanosin.' It is claimed for this remedy that it stops cough-
ing and fever and night sweats, and causes the patients to

gain weight. A number of persons were exhibited before th6

members of the society, most of them being described as workers
who had regained their capacity to earn a livelihood from the

administration of sanosin, iby means of which its inventors pro-

fess to be able to arrest the progress of consumption even in

its advanced stages."

A Challenge.—^Writing to the Leeds Mercury, in reply to a

letter condemning the practice of substitution, " Chemist

"

makes the following offer :

—" Let us take sLs well-known and
widely-advertised medicines, and send them, with six of what
he would call ' inferior imitations,' to any competent analyst,

removing address labels, and having identifying marks mutually
agreed upon. If the repoit is that a majority of the advertised

remedies are superior, I pay the analyst ; if otherwise, he pays

;

and in either oiise the result be published." The above is an
excellent and practical suggestion for publicly refuting the

allegation that advertised medicines are superior in quality to

those prepared by the retail chemist.

The Drouet Institute.

—

Truth has frequently had occasion to

refer to the Drouet Institute for the Deaf. In last week's
issue the Institute is again referred to as a " quack swindle,"
a patient having died after being treated at the Institute. In
the opinion of a medical witness at the inquest, proper treat-

ment would probably have saved the life of the patient. Truth
refers with some scorn and much justice to the fact that many
of the London papers, including the Daily Telegraph, Daily
Mail, and Tit Bits, accept advertisements from the proprietors

of the Drouet Institute. "Luckily," continues Truth, "the
majority of the customers have nothing the matter with theni

which any chemist's assistant could not cure."

Currency in the Straits Settlements.—The report of the

Committee appointed by the Colonial Office to consider the

currency in the Straits Settlements and the neighbouring Malay
States has now been issued. The Committee considers that,

while a gold standard should not be pressed on the Straits

Settlements against the wishes of the Government and the
people, no objection should be raised by the Imperial Govern-
ment to the principle of the change, if the Government of tli«

Settlements decide in favour of an alteration from the silver to

the gold standard. Such a change is considered quite practic-

able, but it is thought much inconvenience would be caused by
placing the cunency and the system of accounts on a rupee
basis.

The New Tropical Disease in Man.—A report has been re-

ceived by the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine from
the Senegambia expedition. Dr. Dutton and Dr. Todd,
\vTiting from McCarthy Island, in the Gambia, state definitely

that trypanosomiasis is prevalent over the whole of the
British colony of the Gambia. They have now complef^ed
the examination of over 1,000 natives. They have also dis-

covered that trypanosomiasis i» extremely common among all

the horses there, and is chiefly responsible for the great

mortality in those animals. Dr. Dutton and Dr. Todd liave

now left the Gambia to continue their researdhes into the

disease in the French Senegal settlement, which adjoins that

of the British.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.—The second competition
this year for the " Gibson Handicap Medal " was played during

last week on the Braids in windy weather, which was against

low scoring:—1st, Mr. Wm. Lyon, 102—15 = 87; Mr. George
Robertson, 101—13 = 88, and Mr. James Stott, 88, scratch, tie

for second and third places; Mr. H. D. Alexander, 97-1=96,
and Mr. James Finlay, 101—5 = 96, tie for fourth place. Draw
for third round of " Hole and Hole " Competition :—Mr. C. P.

Henry against Mr. James Anderson, Mr. H. D. Alexander
against Mr. G. F. Anderson, Mr. James Finlayson against Mr.

T. Miller, Mr. D. S. Philp against Mr. John Bowman, Mr.

James Finlay against Mr. D. N. Wylie. Mr. James Stott

receives a bye.

Agricultural Chemistry.-^At the International Congress of

Apjtlipd Chemistry, which is to be held at Berlin on June 2

to June 8, Dr. A. Frank, of Charlottenburg, will deal

with the utilisation of the free nitrogen of the air for

agricultural and industrial purposes, the manufacture of

nitrates and of salts of ammonia with atmospheric nitrogen.

Dr. Emmerling, of Kiel, will discourse upon the simplification
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and unification of &ie methods of soil analysis, and Dr. Im-

luendorf, of Jena, upon the function of carbonate of lime

in arable soils. Dr. Th. Remy, of Berlin, will submit a

bacteriological study of arable soils, and Dr. L. Hiltner, of

jMunich, will deal with the effects of bisulphide of carbon

upon ba^^teria and upon soil fertility. The damage done to

vegetation by smoke and fumes from chinmeys—not un-

familiar as a source of litigation in this country—will be

dealt with by Dr. Wislicenus, of Tharand.

Serious Fire in Belfast.—One of the mo.st serious fires which

has occurred in Belfast in recent years took place early on

Monday morning at the premises of Messrs. J. and J. Haslett,

North Street, of which Sir James Haslett, M.P., is the prin-

cipal pi'oprietor. The upper and rear portions of the building

were destroyed, while damage was also occasioned to a ware-

house next door. The flames penetrated to a portion of the

premises where a large number of oil barrels were stored, and

these exploded. The report was heard a long distance away.

The entire force of the brigade was employed for four hours,

and it was with difficulty that the adjoining property was
saved. Haslett's establishment was burned to the ground in

1892, and the now demolished buildings were then erected at a

cost of £14,000. The value of stock is estimated at upwards
of £15,000. Three firemen were injured in their attempts to

save the buildings.

Tlie "Agricultural Poisons" Campaign. — Against the
numerous failures of ilr. Dobbs' attempts to persuade provincial

bodies to commit themselves to a resolution for free trade in

poisons must be set a partial success at Nottingham. At a
meeting on Tuesday, ;May 12, of the Notts Horticultural and
Botanical Society, it was resolved to ask the Government to

introduce a BiU amending the restrictions imposed by the
Pharmacy Act on horticulturists, agriculturists, and others in

obtaining poisonous compounds used in the course of their busi-

ness. The minutes of the Chemical and Produce Sections of

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce referred to a letter from
the " Society for the Protection of Traders in Poisonous Com-
pounds," which had been remitted to them for consideration.

The Chamber was invited by the Society to adopt a resolution

in favour of legalising the sale of these materials by agricul-

tural agents and seedsmen as well as by chemists. The inves-

tigation not ha\'ing been concluded by one of the sections, it

was resolved that they should be requested to consider the
question at a joint meeting and report to the Board.

The Chemist and the Grocer.—Last week Mr. George
Browness, F.C.S., Analy.st to the Bournemouth and District
Grocers' Association, addressing the members upon trade sub-
jects, said that the busines-ses of the cJhemist and grocer dealt
with so many ai-ticles in common that it was difficult at times
to determine what was the legitimate province of either trade.

He reminded tliem. however, that aU the poisons contained iu

Schedule 1 of the Poisons Act could only be sold by duly
qualified chemists, who are compelled to enter the sale of such
poisons in a book kept for the purpose. The lecturer warned
grocers not to handle goods containing poisons, especially men-
tioning cough lozenges containing moi-phine ; and if any of

them manufactured such articles he suggested the advisability

of omitting from their formula any preparation of poppy,

i

Proceeding to define the respective spheres of chemist and

i
grocer, he said that the chemist had to deal with medicines
and poisons as such, and the special training he acquired was
necessary to the manipulation of drugs, and his skill essential

I

in preparing prescriptions. On the other hand, the grocer had

j
to do with dietetics and the supply of household requisites. A
very large proportion of his,business had to do with the handling

'I of foods, and the scientific study of food was capable of very
I great development.

Ayrton, Saunders, and Kemp, Limited.—Considerable interest

and curiosity among chemists throughout the country were
aroused by the announcement in the Pharmaceutical Journal of

May 9, respecting the amalgamation of the well-known firms
' of Ayrton and Saunders, Liverpool, and W. H. Kemp and Sons,

;

Horncastle. We are now in a position to give further details

j

of the combination, a principal reason for which is to be found

\
in the preference shown by the retail trade for sending mixed
orders wherever po.isible, instead of dealing with a nimiber of

different houses. In order that the manufacturing department

for pharmaceutical products may be as thoroughly equipped as

possiblej the laboratories will be under the special care of Dr.

Charles Symes, Ph.D., who will be assisted by Mr. W. H.
Lenton, who is well known in London as a Northway Butt
Scholar in the research laboratory of tlie Pharmaceiitical

Society. These names will suffice to ensure the efficiency of the

department. The firm will, in addition, continue Dusines.s

as druggi.sts' smidriesmen, drug and spice grinders, shop-

fitters, etc. Fuller jjarticulars touching the prospectus of the

company which is being floated will be given next week. Tiie

subscription list for the 5 per cent, preference shares will be

open from Tuesday, May 26, till Saturday, May 30.

The Mercurial Ointment Prosecutions. — At the quarterly

meeting of Staffs County Council on May 12, the Food and

Drugs Sub-committee reported that they had considered a

letter received from the North Staffs Chemists' Association

rekitive to the mercurial ointment prosecutions iu the country.

They stated that the upholding of bhe conviction in January,

1901, must be known to all chemisits' associations, if not to

every chemist, and having regard to the wording of the Higli

Court judgment one would have expected that steps would have

been taken to get two sorts of mercury ointment placed in the

B.P. After this decision, though not for moPe than a year, it

might be reasonably expected tliat the inspectors should take

samples to ascertain the practice in the county, and what were
the results? Thirty-seven samples in all were taken, and of

those twenity-four contained the B.P. full standard of 48'5 of

mercury, and thirteen samples only wei'e below that standard,

while no two of those samples had exactly the same proportion

of mercury. There were thirteen varieties of deficiency—from
21 per cent, to 82 per cent. In the debalfce which followed the

presentation of the report, it was stated that the North Staffs

Chemists' Association had pointed ouit that there were cases in

which children's health might seriously suffer if the ointment
contained a large percentage of mercury. The old B.P. con-

tained a mercury ointment and a diluted mercury ointment,

but there was no mention of the latter in the new B.P. As
the conviction had been upheld on appeal, it might have been
thought that the chemists' associations would have got the
diluted ointment inserted in the B.P. With such a divergence

as 21 and 82 per cent, one must be weaker than was sometimes
required, or the other much stronger, so that the Commilttee
were justified in taking proceedings. It was decided to send
a copy of the Committee's report to the chemists' association.

Electric Cfo;ks. —The Times describes an electric clock pro-
duced by Messrs. R. M. Lowne and Sons, Catford. Their
system includes an electrically driven pendulum and an elec-

trical method of transmission by wliich the time measurements
obtained by it are shown on any desii-ed niunber of dials.

The pendulum is essentially a gravity pendulum, though the
impulse, which is given once a minute, i.s derived, not from the
fall of a weight, but from the release of a spring put in tension
by an electro-magnet. To close the circuit at the required
instant there is a rotary contact-maker, which is worked by
gravity, the pendulum at each complete double vibration lifting

a light arm, which on its fall moves on, step by step, a rachet-

wheel attached to the contact-maker. This arrangement, which
is so light that it may be worked by a watch-movement, is used
to control not only the electro-magnet which gives the impulse
to the pendulum, but also a pair of magnets which by a second
step-by-step mechanism drive the hands of the clock or clocks.

An important feature of the electrical arrangements is that the
circuit is closed only for the minimum time in which the neces-

sary movements can be performed ; hence there is a very small

consumption of current, and the makers claim that a couple of

dry cells will last for two years or Leclanche cell.s for four. This
one-minute electric impulse can further be used to actuate an
independent striking accessory, with a striking-plate such as is

found in many clocks ; this is simply included in the electric

circuit, the necessary motive power being derived from a spring,

automatically wound by the agency of the periodical electrical

impulses from the pendulum, or the striking hammer may be

worked by a separate battery and relay. By cutting the

striking-plate in an appropriate way it can also be used to con-

trol a steam siren or hooter so as to sound at certain desired

intervals only, and for different lengths of time. Messrs.

Lowne have an electrically-maintained seconds pendulum,

which, they state, has been running continuously for the last

five years.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulse
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the soUds are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply, No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Plaster of Paris for Rats (P. H.—89/39).—Mix oatmeal, 2;

sugar, 1 ;
plaster of Paris, 6.

Burning Colza (J. D.—89/42).—Dissolve naphthalin, 1, in

paraffin oil, 4, and add colza oil, 16.

Spirit Gum (R. J.—89/41).—Dissolve pale amber resin, 2, in

rectified spirit, 8, then add castor oil, 1, and perfume as

desired.

Weighing Dishes (A. J. P.— 89/9).—The weighing dishes

designed by Mr. Cripps can be obtained from Messrs. Gallenkamp
and Co., 21, Sun Street, Pinsbury.

Dispenserships in Naval Hospitals (A. H.—89/37).—Apply to

the Director-General of the Medical Department of the Navy,
Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.

Effervescing Saline (S. P.—89/35).—Mix neutral sodium
tartrate, 63 ; tartaric acid, 14 ; and 'sodium bicarbonate, 23.

after drying separately and powdering.

Clause in Indenture (H. R. B.—89/10).—Wo see no reason

why the insertion of the clause should render the indenture
invalid, but if you have any doubt in regard to that point

you should consult a solicitor.

Small Tin Boxes (R. W. T.—89/11).—The following are

makers of tin boxes for all purposes :—Messrs. A. Lloyd and
Sons, Ltd., Mill Street, Dockhead, London, S.E. ; The Tinplate

Decorating Co., Ltd., Neath ; Messrs. G. and T. Coward,
Carlisle.

Cement for Pestle Handles (A. P.—89/40).—Melt sufficient

black resin, and incorporate thoroughly with it one-fifth its

weight of very fine silver sand. Make the pestle hot, pour in a

little of the mixture, then force the handle well home, and set

aside for a day before using.

Seltzogene Charges (W. J.—89/36).—For the three-pint size

take sodium bicarbonate, 420 grains, and tartaric acid, in small

crystals, 340 grains. Five-pint : Sodium bicarbonate, 640 grains
;

tartaric acid, 520 grains. Eight-pint : Sodium bicarbonate,

1,280 grains ; tartaric acid, 1,040 grains.

Cooling Powders (H. W.—89/7). -The antimonial powder is

the cause of the trouble. Reduce the quantity of that ingre-

dient or, better still, omit it entirely, and increase the quantity

of sugar, using milk sugar in preference to cane sugar. Another
formula is as follows :—Potassium chlorate, 2 grains

;
precipi-

tated chalk, 4 grains.

Block Starch Gloss (H. C— 89/38).— (1) Dissolve boric acid

and borax, each 5, in a little boiling water
; (2) Heat stearin

and white wax, each 1, with sufficient caustic soda solution to

saponify them. Mix the two solutions, add enough caustic

soda solution to make a clear liquid, then evaporate until a

portion of the mixture sets solid when removed. Finally, run
into slightly oiled moulds.

Colouring Billiard Balls (R. F.—89/8).—Remove all traces

of grease by immersing the balls in benzol for a few minutes,

then rinse with fresh benzol, wipe dry, and immerse for a few

minutes in a mixture of equal parts of dilute nitric acid (1 in 3)

and stannous chloride solution (10 per cent.). Next immerse the

balls in the dye-bath, prepared by dissolving spirit-soluble aniline

dye in methylated spirit until the required tint is obtained ; after

a sufficient depth of colour is obtained, remove and dry the
balls, finally polishing with a little linseed oil.

DEATHS.

Evans.—On May 17, Roger Jones Evans, ChemLst and Dnig-
gi.st, of 157, Great Homer Street, Liverpool. Mr. Evans had
been a member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 190O.

Grove.—On Monday, May 18, Thomas William Grove,

Chemist and Druggist, Kiddenninster. Aged 68.

McPherson.—On Wednesday, May 13, Neil McPherson,
Chemist and Druggist, Alford, Scotland. Aged 25. Mr.

McPhersoii passed the Minor Examination of the Phanna
cftutical Society in January, 1902.

Ronchetti.—On' May 15, 1903, TEomas Angelo Ronchetti,

Chemist and Druggist, Thomaby-on-Tees. Aged 49. Mr.
Ronchet'ti, who had been connected with the Society as an

associate and latterly a.s a member since 1877, died at Scar-

borough of lieaii; diseaise, from which he had been suffering for

three or four years. The funeral took place at Thornaby on

Tuesday, May 19.

Squire.—On May 14, 1903, James Squu-e, Chemist and Drug-

gist, Queen Street, Oxford. Aged 56. Mr. Squire, who joined

the Pharmaceutical Society as an associate in 1871, and was
connected with the !?iociety from that time till the present,

left home on Thursday morning. May 14. for a bicycle ride

round Wytham and Godstow, but he was taken ill during the

ride, and died by the roadside. At the inquest on Saturday

the medical evidence showed tha-t death was due to syncope

following atheromatous degeneration of the aorta and displace-

ment of the heart due to <^besity. A verdict of death from

natural causes was retumedf, and ihe jury tendered their

sympathy to the family in their bereavement. Mr. Squire went-

to Oxford from Windf?or as manager to Mr. Walsh, who then

earrieil on a chemis-t's business in Queen Street, Oxford. About

ten _Yeai-.s ago ^h: Walsh retired into private life, and Mr. Squire

took over the establishment, which by his business aptitude

he largely extended. He was widely known and respected.

Townley.—On Tuesday. May 19, William Bennett Townley,

Chemist and Druggist, Landport. Aged 73.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications for the 'Pharmaceutical Journal' must be

addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the curreno week's issue, should reach the

Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,

W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be

addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

CoNTRiBnTioNS sent tor the Editor's approval should be accompanied by

stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned it not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and

must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Drawings For Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Formula: should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters use

to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-

cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Antdiffe,

Beckett, Coats, Da^is, Dunlop. Edwards, Fawcett, Finlayson, Grittiths,

Gwinn Harvey, Heap, Henderson, Hooper, Hyslop, Lildesley, Macnaugbt,

Merson, Moocly, Parker, Paterson, Philp, Pinyon, Retauss^, Robinson,

Samuel, Stevenson, Sutcliffe, Tankard, Thompson, White, Williams, Wood,

Wyatt, Yewdall.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK.

Use (or Phosphorescent Bacteria.

By growing a phosphorescent bacterium, Micrococcus phos-

phoreus, in a suitable culture medium, in large one to two litre

flasks sulficient light is produced to see the time by a watch or

to read a thermometer at a distance of one to two metres. On
a clear night also such a culture is visible up to a distance of

over sixty paces. Professor Hans Molisch, of Prague, suggests

therefore that such phosphorescent bacterial cultures might be

employed in the place of lamps where there are inflammable
vapours or other substances, -or in powder magazines. Since the

culture flasks may be sealed up they might be lowered into the

water, and serve to attract fish at night instead of bait. The
light given off by colonies of phosphorescent bacteria is sufficient

to obtain a photograph of the colonies themselves.

—

KaiskrKche
Akad. der Wis&enschaften, Vienna, March 12, 1903.

Filtration Experiments.

G. F. Horsley publishes tlie results of some experiments in

filtration. He finds that wh»Te tihe funnel is strongly ribbed, so

that there is no impediment, caused by the sides of tlie fuimtl,

to the filter paper fulfilling its functions, the theoretical law as to

the velocity of fluids in thin tubes holds good. The results of
experiments show that if it is wisried to use the mmimTun
quantity of wash liquid, the quantity of liquid on the filter-

paper must be kept small throughout, and that the time of

working cannot be quickened cr delayed by any changes in the
method of adding the wash liquid, provided the up^jer edge of

the paper be attended to. To minimise the drudgeiy of filtra-

tion, without affecting the time of washing, each addition will be
made as large as possible, the precipitate being allowed to cfiain.

—Chcm. ycvis, 87, 237.

Development of Sporidia from Teleutospores.

According to the standard figures which represent the forma-

tion of germ tubes from the teleutospores of Uredines, as, for

instance, Pwcinia graminis, these tubes either give rise at once
to sporidia or ba.sidia, or an appreciable length of tube is

- formed before these are cut off. V. H. Blackman tried the

effect of growing teleutospores in hanging drops and moist air.

The results formed a marked contrast, 'llie tubes germinating
in water continued to gi-ow without cutting off sporidia until

they emerged out of water into air
; on'y a small portion had

the necessary vitality to grow so far. In moist air the germ-
tubes gave rise to sporidia directly or after forming a very
short length of filament. The teleological factor was not deter-

mined.

—

Xcw Phytologisi. 2, 11.

Arsenic in Eggs.

G. Bertrand consider.? that arsenic is normally present in all

parts of the animal organism, and not as advanced by Gautier,
confined to certain organs. In support of this theory he finds
that the eggs of fowls, kept for several generations in an en-
closure in Paris, contain measurable quantities of arsenic in all

parts. The yolk contains most ; of the 0-005 Mgm. present in
each egg, at least 0 0025 Mgm. was found in the yolk. The
white contains the least, but tlie skin, although weighing little

in comparison with the other parts, is relatively very rioli in
arsenic, containing as much as, and even more than all the white,
0-15 Gm. of this membrane being sufficient to give a marked
ring of arsenic—C'o?;i/5^f.? rend., 13 6, 1,083.

Voti. 70. (PoPBTH Seeieb, Vol. 16.) No. 1718.

Distinctive Reaction of Hydrastinine.

A. Jorissen finds that the salts of hydrastinine may be dis-

tinguished from those of most other alkaloids by the powerful
reducing action thty exert on Nessler s solution. The addition

of a few drops of the reagent to an aqueous solution of hydrasti-

nine hydrochloride is sufficient to produce an immediate black
precipitate of mercury. Morpliine and apomorphuie are the only
other bases, which, as might be expected, act in similar manner,
effecting more or less reduction. Among the glucosides,picrotox;n

causes immediate reduction of Nessler's reagent, in the cold.

—

Annalcs de Chim. Analyt., 8, 127.

Anaerobic Respiration of Mucor and Aspergillus.

The method of investigation adopted by T. Kostytscliew

was to set up cultures of Mucor stolonifer and Aspergillus

niger in various nutrient solutions in tubes through which N
gas was passed till the outflow showed no trace of 0 ;

mercury

was used as a seal, and the amount of 00, formed during the

experiment gave a measure of the intensity of action. The
substances introduced in solution were sugar, peptone, gly-

cerin, acetic acid, and ammonium acetate ; distilled water was

also tried. Eespiration was most vigorous when the solution

contained peptone or cane sugar, with a maximum for a 2 per

cent, solution. The author concludes that anaerobic respiration

is not identical with alcoholic fermentation, since in the former

case Aspergillm when fed on sugar forms a considerable quan-

tity of oxalic acid.

—

Berichte der deutschen lo(. GesellschafI,

20, 527.

Toxic Substance produced by Aspergillar Fungi.

A disease known as pellagra is of frequent occurrence in Italy

and other parts of Europe, and is due to the use of maize that is

the subject of fungoid attack by the Aspergillus fumigatus

and il._^at;esceMS, just as ergotism is produced by rye that has

been attacked by the ergot fungus. Carlo Ceni and Carlo Besta

claim to have demonstrated that these two species of aspergillus

secrete a toxin which, injected into an animal, produces the same
symptoms as the injection of the spores themselves. The toxin

they obtained thus : cultures rich in spores are treated with

90 per cent, alcohol at 38° C, or with ether at 20° C, for twelve

days at least. The alcoholic or ethereal extract is evaporated,

and leaves a waxy fatty residue of a dirty yeUow colour and a

peculiar aromatic odour. The toxin is dissolved from this with

water. It resists boiling for fifteen minutes and can be kept in

solution in alcohol, but the aqueous solution loses its toxicity.

Injected into animals, especially rabbits, it induces toxic

symptoms, viz., exaggeration of the reflexes, tremor muscu'ar

contraction, and increased frequency of the heart beat and of

respiration.— Centr.f. Allg. Pathol, u.pathol. Anat, xiii., 23, 930.

Nim Leaves as an Insecticide.

The leaves of the " neem " or " nim ' tree (Melia azadirachta)

have long been used in India as an insecticide (P.J. [4], 16,

659). When di«tilled with steam, the leaves evolve an odour

of an ally! compound without giving a distinct oily distillate.

The fresh leaves crushed with water also give evidence of a

mu.stard-like oil. Experiment has shown that the fresh leaves

do not have the same effect as the dried and powdered leaves.

Two wide-mouthed bottles were taken ; into one fresh leaves,,

and into the other powdered leaves were introduced. In each

a healthy blood-sucker was placed. The insect avoided the

powdered leaf, and used every effort to keep away from it,

and died after sixteen houi's' confinement, probably from its

exhaustion in its attempts to get free. The insect imprisoned

with the fresh leaves remained active for thirty hours and
seemed to be none the worse at the end of that time. The
smoke from the burning leaves is distinctly toxic.

B2
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THE THREATENED EXTINCTION OF THE SANTALUM
ALBUM IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY FREDERIC S. MASON, M.P.S.

Vag^ue accounts of tlie sandalwood disease have filtered througli

the press for the hist few years, and, as the makere of Santah

Midy consume 'Some third of the average yearly crop, the

subject is one of great interest not only to them but to phar-

macy generally. I, therefore, as their agent, undertook to

investigate tlie matter, with a view to determine the real amount

of truth ill the rumour.

The Santaliim a!hnm is known to botanists as a parasite, living

upon— or, rather, drawing its water and mineral salts from

—its host. It seems to be incapable of deriving the minerals

direct from the soil, and, from the investigations of Mr.

Barber (Madras Botanist) and Dr. Butler, who have been dele-

gated by the Indian Government to investigate the matter, it

would appear that this disease is entirely connect€d with the

root-ends.

The root system oi the .sandalwood is very peculiar, and

does not seem to have received the attention it deserves. Like

Thesium and other members of the order Santalaceas, it attaches

its roots to those of other plants and sucks their juices for its

own growth, the roots .being inextricably united with those of

other plants, and root hairs are almost entirely absent, so that

it does not become intimately connected with small particles

of soil or absorb water and salts like other roots. A diseased

tree has the appearance of being dead, but, on careful examina-

tion, there appear many leaves scattered over the tree at the

ends of the stiff branches, but they are very small, and form
biTish-like terminal tufts. Anyone confronted with a diseased

sandal tree would pronounce it to be of a different species.

This disease is called "spike," and is in no way connected

with any part of th* tree above ground, neither is it due to any

parasite, animal or vegetable. Whether the disease is a new
•one or not is unknown ; at any rate, it has been noticed only

within the last five years by Mr. McCarthy, Conservator of

Coorg Forests, and within that time it has swept whole tracts

of country, and, unless some means can be devised, it is only

a question of years for the plant to become very rare, if

not extinct, as it has done in many other countries, viz., Sand-

wich Islands, Fiji, etc., probably through similar root-end

failure to procure sustenance. That the disease is infectious

there is no doubt, as wherever the disease has appeared on
plantations all sandals have died, whereas isolated plants are

still living ; but as the suckers of the sandal are from 100 ft.

to 150 ft. long in tifiany cases, it is easy to understand how the

underground infection soon clears out close-growing trees.

When first attacked, the new shoots and leaves^ instead of

presenting the graceful appearance natural to the species, begin

to grow stiff, straight, and the leaves stand out like bristles

and look like a chimney brush, but 'there is no sign of spot or

.sickness in the leaf substance.

As the disease progresses, the new leaves grow smaller,

narrower, and more pointed each year
;

flowering no longer

takes place, and the new shoots take the appearance of fine

spikes. After this the tree soon dies away. This is oft-en only

a matter of months.

An examination shows that the branches are full of sap, and
all tissues of diseased branches, even to the smallest twig, are

loaded with starch. As starch is used up in healthy plant life

as soon as formed, there is evident stagnation in the diseased
plant, and this points to the roots as the cause of the trouble.
A certain amouiit of water and salts, always present in the
roots and leaves, keeps things going for a time, but the supply
being cut off would account for the formation of spiked leaves
and their becoming smaller xuitil final death.

Upon contact with the root of another plant the root of the

sandal forms a small swelling or cushion, and from the centre

of this a sucking organ or haustoria enters the host, from

which it procures the juices necessary to its existence. An
examination of the root-ends of dead or dying sandals shows

that the haustoria are absent and the root-ends rotten, without,

however, showing bacteria or other similar cause of disease,

and the sandals do not appear to be able to produce new
adventitious roots as other plants do. Within the last thirty or

forty years lantana and casuarina plantations have been made
in Mysore and Coorg, in conjunction with young sandals, under

the belief that their shade helped their growth, whereas there

is little doubt that they simply act as wet-nurses to the young

sandals.

Tlie lantana, according to Mr. McCarthy^ has now invaded

Coorg to such an extent that it will be difficult to get rid of it,

and, as these plants were found to be much diseased in the

proximity of "spiked" sandal trees, Mr. Barber suggests that

the supply of poisoned food they afford to the sandals may be

the cause of the trouble, and that means should be taken to

stem the torrent of the invasion. Coorg seems now to b&

entirely under the influence of the scourge, although McCarthy

st<ites that the " spike " disease originally came from Mysore,

from the Hansur district. As the sandals flourish as parasites

on many plants belonging to many other different orders, hav -

ing different structure and organisation, lantana plants should

be ousted from the provinces where sandal grows to perfection,

viz., in Mysore and Coorg, if this will put a stop to it. Some

parts of Caiinara and Coimbatoj-e also grow good sandalwood,

being at about the same altitude as Mysore, viz., from 3,000 ft

to 3,500 ft.

While sandal grows freely in Travancore and in the Tinnevelly

district, as also in the Maratha country as far up as Poona,

it gives no heart wood at altitudes under 1,000 ft., and but

little until 2,000 ft. is attained. It is necessary, therefore, tn

preserve the Mysore and Coorg districts from the disease at

all costs, for it not only forms a large part of the State

revenue, but cannot be replaced by any of the other sand il

species, such as those which yield the West Australian and

Macassar sandalwood oils.

The Governments of Mysore and Coorg are thoroughly aliva

to the danger, and I trust that the investigations now being

mfide in conjunction with the Mysore State Chemist, Dr.

Lehmann, will lead to their being able to cope with this very

real danger. As I have been coimected with the sandalwoo;!

business for eighteen years, and have. com.mTjnicated to the

phaimaceutical journals at varioas times the information I

have collected in British and the Dutch Indies, as well as in

West Australia, I trust this rather long account of the sandal-

wood disease, without my reference to the plant in its normal

healthy condition, will be excused.

As Mr. Barber says in his report to the Madras Government,

dated July, 1902, " there is no doubt that a grave disease has

appeared amongst sandalwood plantations," and, on account of

the difficulty of dealing with a disease which takes place under

.

ground and at the root-ends 100 ft. long, it is hard to see how

the disease can be dealt with on an adequate scale, even if

lantana hivasion can be coped with on the plantations.

The old plan was to let self-sown plants propagate themselves,

and this would ensure greater isolation and less fear of infec-

tion from neighbouring plants ; but to ensure this means of

preserving the Santalum album a .sufficiently large area of sandal-

bearing tracts would require to be set aside as a reserve forest

and protected from fires and grazing. Besides, it would mean

long years of patient waiting—^lialf a century, at least—before

wood could be available for obtaining, the essential oil, should
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the plantations be destroyed, as tliere seems every possibility

of their becoming, and in the meanwhile sandalwood oil as a

drug and for use in perfumery will probably have lost its

:iin2.

THE DETERMINATION OF EUGENOL IN CLOVE OIL.

BY E. C. SPUBGE, B.SC.LOND., A.I.C.

Pharmncciitical ChemUt.

(Concluded from page 702.)

The determinations by LTmney's method were carried out in

the following way:—10 C.c. of the mixture, measured at a

known temperature, wei'e shaken vigorously in a corked Hirsch-

solin flask with 85 C.c. of 5 per cent. KOH solution for five

minutes ; water was then added to bring the liquid into the

neck, and the flask was then warmed on the water bath to

facilitate the separation of terpene. After separation the

flask was cooled to the temperature at which the oil w
measured, and the volume of terpene read off :—
No. of C.c. terpene separated X s. g. terpene x 100 percent.

= terpene

s. g. original mixture x 10 separated.

This, subtracted from 100, gives the per cent, eugenol. Since

lime terpene is undoubtedly dissoU^ed by the alkaline solution

1 all subsequent determinations by Umney's method, I have

mply read off the amount of terpene separated, and con-

jlered this multiplied by 10 as the percentage of terpene. This

l
iocedure is, I think, a fair approximation to the correction

: Inquired. The results of Table III. accord with those of

\'t"rley and Bolsing with regard to mixtures of terpene and

igenol. It remained to ascertain why the method of Umney

with clove oils frequently gives much higher results than the

methods of Thorns, and Verley and Bolsing.

Experiments on mixtures of terpene and eugenol besides

those here given showed that the difference could not be due

to the terpene being dissolved by the potassium eugenate solu-

lion, for the largest error when dealing with mixtures of

eugenol and terpene did not exceed 2 per cent.

Erdmami (•/. fur Pralct. Chem. 5 6, 143), saponified two

samples of clove oil, and found esters equivalent to 8 2 and

10-5 per cent, of eugenyl acetate, although by Thoms' method,

pplied to clove oil and saponified clove oil, he obtained

agures differing by only 2 to 3 per cent, of eugenyl acetate.

X evert heless, from Erdniann's ovm work on the subject, there

]s little doubt but that the esters in clove oil do practically all

fxist as eugenyl acetate. Since Erdmann states that eugenyl

acetate is little or not at all determined by Thorns' method,

ind as the method of Verley and Bolsing only determines tiie

Tee eugenol, it seemed probable that the discrepancy between

Umney's and the other two proce^sses might be due to the

presence of esters—viz., eugenyl acetate. The following ex-

periments show that this is the case :
—

Determination of the esters in clove oil.—Tiiis was effected

')y saponifying 5 Gm. with 50 C.c. of N/1 alcoholic KOH by

heatmg on the water bath for half an hour, diluting with about
100 C.c. OH2, and titrating with N/l H,SO^ and phenol-

phthalein. The end point is not so sharp as one could wish,

.owing to the yellow colour of the saponified oil, but by

dropping a few drops of phenol-phthalein on the surface of the

liquid when near the end point, adding acid cautiously, shak-

ing, and again adding phenol-phthalein, one can obtain very

f.air results.

I hope to render this titration more convenient and accu-

rate, and to communicate the results shortly.

C7ore Oil No. J.—5 246 Gm. required 2-90"C.c. N/1 KOH.
Since potafiisium eugenate reacts alkaline to phenol-phtha-

lein, 1 mol. KOH = 1 mol. eugenol or eugenyl acetate, there-

fore

100 X2-90 X 0 164
= 9 09 per cent, eugenol as ester.

5-246

Clove Oil No. 1.—Eugenol by Thoms method

—

5 Gm. taken - benzoyl eugenol weighed = 6T56 Gm.
6 156 + 0-55 (Thorns' correction) = 6-706.

6-706 X 164 X 100
= 82 08 per cent, eugenol.

268 X 5
The 25 C.c. of washings from the above experiment were

saponified and titrated.

They required 10-5 C.c. N/2 KOH
Since 1 C.c. N/2 KOH = 0 134 Gm. benzoyl eugenol,

or 0 082 Gm. eugenol,

10-5 X 0 134 = 1-407 Gm. benzoyl eugenol,

10-5 X 0 082 = 0 861 Gm. eugenol.

Now the benzoyl eugenol actually weighed = 6155 Gm.;
calculating this into per cent, eugenol, one gets

6-156 X 164 X 100
= 75-34 per cent, eugenol.

268 X 5

The eugenol found in washings by titration calculated iato

per cent, of eugenol, gives—
0-861 X 100

= 17-22 per cent, eugenol.

5

It is of interest here to note that Thorns' correction for the

25 C.c. washings amounts to

—

0 55 X 164 X 100
= 6-73 per cent, eugenol.

268 X 5

The total eugenol in the clove oil is

—

75-34 + 17-22 = 92-56 per cent.

Duplicate experiments on the same oil gave

—

Esters = 9 7 per cent, eugenol.

Eugenol by Thorns' method

—

5 Gm. taken—benzoyl eugenol weighed = 6183 Gm.
6 183-1- 0-550(Thoms' correction) = 6 733 Gm. benzoyl eugenol

= 82-39 per cent, eugenol.

25 C.c. washings saponified = 9 91 C.c. N/2 KOH
= 16-25 per cent, eugenol.

Eugenol calculated from benzoyl-augenol weighed = 75-57

per cent.

Total eugenol = 75 67 -f 16 25 = 91 92 per cent.

Clove Oil No. 1.—Eugenol by Verley and Bolsing's method.

2-1357 Gm. taken

—

10 C.c. pyridine mixture = 69-38 Co. N/2 KOH.
C.c. N/2 KOH required after) _ 47.42

acetylationj
~

Acid combined = 21-96 Co. N/2 KOH.
21-96 X 0 082 X 100

= 84'3 per cent, eugenol.
2-1357

A second experiment gave 83 5 per cent, eugenol.

Clove Oil No. 1.—Eugenol by Umney's method.

10 C.c. gave 0 25 C.c. of terpene.

The eugenol, therefore, is equal to 97-5 per cent.

Since the method determines the eugenyl acetate as well as

the free eugenol, the results will be too high in proportion to

the amount of acet. eugenol present. A correction must there-

fore be applied. The amount of this can be ascertained by

saponifying the clove oil and calculating as follows:—

-

1 C o. N/1 KOH = 0-206 acet. eugenol = 0164 eugeno!.
0 206—0-164 = 0-042 = difference due to acetyl

group per C.c. of N/1 KOH.
If, therefore, the number of C.c. of N/1 KOH used by the
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saponification he multiplied by 0 042, and the result calculated

into a per cent, of the clove oil employed, the figures thus

obtained represent the correction to be deducted from the per

cent, by the direct reading. As example—Clove oil No. I.

5-246 Gm. required 2-90 N/1 KOH.
2 90 X 0 042 X 100

— = 2*32 per csnt. = correction to be
5-246 deducted.

Applying this correction to the figures obtained by Umney's
method one obtains 97-5 - 2 32 = 9518 per cent, eugenol.

Two other clove oils from different sources were similarly

examined, and the results are given in Table IV.

In order to further test the method of Umney the following-,

mixture was prepared :

—

Pure eugenol 80 0 Gm.
Pure eugenyl acetate 10 0 Gm.
Clove terpene lO'O Gm.

Ten C.c. of this mixture was shaken for five minutes with
85 C.c, 5 per cent. KOH solution as described previously,

0-98 C.c. of terpene separated.

The acet. eugenol has therefore been saponified or dissolved.

To ascertain this 10 C.c. of the above mixture was shaken for

five minutes with 85 C.c. 5 per cent. KOH solution in a
separator. The alkaline liquid was extracted thrice -with

Table IV.

Percentages of eugenol by the methods of-

S.G. at

15^ C.

Thorns. Umney.

Verley and
Biilsicg.

Eugenol
as Ester.

Total Eugenol,
Eugenol as Ester +
Eugenol by Verley

and
Bolsing.

Using
Thorns'

Correction.

Total Eugenol as
Determined by
Saponification of
the Washings.

Un-
corrected.

Corrected
for

Esters.

1 0680

1 0688

1-0493

( 82-08

1 82-39

not detei-mined

not determined

92-56
1

91-92 J
97-5

96-7

E6-7

95-18

93-1

85-21

(84-3

1 83-5

80-48

79-39

9-09
9-70

3 13-61

1 14-14

5-84

93-39
93 20
94-09
94-62
85-23

Clove oil No. II

The oils Nos. I. and II. are of

It will be noted that the results by Thorns' method, -using his

correction, agree fairly well witjh those obtained by the

Verley and Bolsing method when clove oil is operated upon,

but with mixtures of terpene and euge^nol the difference is from

3 to 4-5 per cent. Verley and Bolsing's figures (Table I.) show

this also. There can therefore be no doubt but that the eugenol

esters are partially saponified and determined by Thonis'

method. This may account for the small difference in eugenol

content found by Erdmann between saponified and unsaponi-

fied clove oil. As a cheek upon the results the specific gravity

of the clove oils was calculated from the analytical figures.

To do this it was necessary to determine the specific gravity

of acet. eugienol. A small quantity was therefore prepared. It

had
Boiling point at 19-20 Mm. 16d°-162'' C.

S.g. in liquid state at 15° C. = 1089.

The calculation was made as follows :
—

Clove Oil No. 1.

Per cent.

Terpene by Umney's method = 2 5

Eugenol by Verley and Bolsing's

method = 83-5

Esters as eugenyl acetate = 12-2

S.G.
0-906

1-072

1089

= 2-2650

= 89 5120

= 13-2858

98-2 105 0628

105 0628

98-2
= 1-0698 = s.g. at 15° C.

The gravities of the other two oils was similarly calculated, and
the results are given in Table V.

TABI.E V.

Specific Giavity actually
determined at 15^ C.

Specific Gravity
calculated at 15

' C.

1 0680
1-0688
1-0493

1-0698

1 0694
1-0511

Clove oil II

Considering that the analytical methods are not strictly

accurate, the close approximation between the calculated and
determined specific gravities is, I think, very satisfactory.

specially high eugenol content.

petroleum ether, which'was separated, dried and evaporate

The residue was saponified and titrated ; it required

0-27 C.c. N/2 KOH = 0 022 Gm. eugenol.

The acet. eugenol has, therefore, been saponified, for if i~

solution it would have been removed by the petroleum ether.

Conclusions drawn from the foregoing results-.—-

(1) None of the methods gives strictly accurate results.

(2) Clove oil contains considerable quantities of eugenol as

ester—from 7 to 17 per cent, calculated as eugenyl acetate.

(3) The eugenol as ester ought to be taken into account in

determining the percenta.ge of eugenol.

(4) The method of Thoms, as given by him and in the

standard books, only partially determines the eugenol as ester.

The correction, moreover, is far from accurate. Tlie method

is capable of improvement, but, on account of its tediousness,

ii is better to employ otlier methods.

(5) Umney's method determines the free and combined

eugenol. The high results obtained by the method are chiefly

due to the presence of esters. It is quick and convenient, and

the results, even when unuon-eoted, are more accurate *han

those obtained by Thorns' method. By saponifying the oil and
correcting, results within 2 per cent, can be obtained.

(6) The free eugenol can be determined within 1 per cent,

by Vfrley and Bolsing's method, which is both quick and
simple.

(7) To evaluate a clove oil, either Verley .and Bolsing's pro-

cess plus the eugenol by saponification, or Umney's modified
method minus the correction obtained from saponification

figures should be used, together with a determination of the

specific gravity. Verley and Bolsing's method plus the

eugenol by saponification is doubtless the more accurate, but

for a pharmacopoeia test Umney's method, uncorrected, toge-

ther with the specific gravity would perhaps b^ accurate

enough, whilst it is certainly the simplest.

This work was begun in Professor Collie's organic laboratory

at University College, and was finishedln the laboratory of the

Societe Frangaise de I'lndustrie Chimique at Courbevoie. To
Professor Collie and the Societe I beg to express my best

thanks for the use of their laboratories.
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THE DALTON CENTENARY.
MANCHESTER, MAY 19 and 20, 1903.

WHAT Sir Henry Roscoe has called " the great foundation-

stone in chemical science " was laid in the form of a

communication by John Dalton to the Literary and

hilosophical Society of Manchester, on October 21, 1803. It

consisted of a " table of the relative weights of ultimate par-

ticles of gaseous and other bodies" which, especially when

•considered in conjunction with his subsequent papers, charac-

terises Dalton as the founder

of the theory of chemical

atoms as distinct from the

theory of physical atoms. It

was to celebrate this truly

great occasion that Manches-

ter devoted two days, May 19

and 20, to the contemplation

of Dalton's works and relics.

On Tuesday, May 19, a meet-

ing of the members of the

Manchester Literary and

Philosophical Society, presi-

ded over by Professor Boyd-

Dawkins, was held to receive

Addresses from scientific so-

cieties, to bestow medals upon

two most distinguished scien-

tists, and to listen to a eulogy

of Dalton by Professor F. W.
Clarke, of the Smithsonian

Institute, Washington. Con-

gratulations were read from

the Russian Physico-Chemical

Society, from the Chemical So-

ciety of London, and from the

Royal Society. Speaking on be-

half of the chemists of Ger-

many, Professor J. H. van 't

Hofi said that they felt " deep

admiration and thankfulness

for the work of your great

citizen." The President, on
behalf of the Society, pre-

sented the Wilde medal for

1903 to Professor Clarke, as a recognition of his twenty-five

years' devotion to the determination of the " constants of

nature," including his recalculation of the atomic weights. To
Dr. Osborne Reynolds, the Beyer Professor of Engineering in

the Owens College, was presented a Dalton medal for his

physical researches, especially in hydro-dynamics.

Professor P. W. Clarke then proceeded to deliver the Wilde
lecture on " The Atomic Theory," in the course of which he
reviewed the atomistic theories prior to Dalton, and he showed
that Dalton placed the law of definite proportions on a firm

basis, together with the law of multiple proportions, and that

he discovered that every element had a definite combining
number—the relative weight of its atom. The lecturer then
traced the effect of this " working tool of extraordinary power
and usefulness " which Dalton had created upon the

history of chemistry, down to the present moment when we
are all intent upon the speculations revolving around radium.

JOHN DALTON.

Sir Henry Roscoe, in proposing a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, reminded the meeting that this year is the diamond
jubilee of Joule's discovery of the mechanical equivalent of

heat.

On the evening of the same day the Manchester Literary and

Philosophical Society gave a dinner, at which numerous eminent

men of science were entertained. In the course of his speech

made in proposing the teas*

of "The Wilde and Dalton

Medallists, ' Sir Henry Roscoe

told how it came to pass that

the late Queen Victoria once

took him for Dr. Dalton. It

occurred in 1874 at an exhibi-

tion of scientific apparatus

at South Kensington. Sir

Henry had taken up Dr.

Dalton's apparatus and was

in charge of it on the occa-

sion of the Queen's visit. A
Court official, who preceded

Her Majesty, seeing a label,

"Dr. Dalton's Apparatus"

over this particular exhibit,

introduced Sir Henry as " Dr.

Dalton, your Majesty."
Among the others who took

part in the speeches of the

evening were Professor Clarke,

Professor Osborne Rsynolds,

Professor H. B. Dixon, Pro-

fessor J. H. van 't HoS, Dr.

Thorpe, Professor Tilden, Sir

Wm. Ramsay, Professor

Emerson Reynolds, and the

Chairman, Professor Boyd-

Dawkins.

The following day, Wed-
nesday, the 20th, witnessed

the transference of the cele-

brations to the Owens Col-

lege. In the morning, in the

presence of a distinguished company in the Whitworth Hall

of the College, the Chancellor of the Victoria University

(Earl Spencer) conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of

Science upon Professor P. W. Clarke, of the United States

Geological Survey, and Professor J. H. van 't Hofi, of Berlin.

The Chancellor, in his opening speech, referred to the support

of education in Germany and in America. He said :
—"Ger-

many has been for long in advance of us with regard to its

devotion to education, and from Germany have sprung most

distinguished men in science and literature, whose names will

go down to posterity. . . . We feel that the United States

has taken great strides in education, and has set us a great

example in many respects, which we as the older country

ought not to be too proud to follow. While in Germany the

national exchequer supports every branch of education, the

United States, where much has been done from public

funds for -education, is especially remarkable for the
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enormous liberality and generosity of its rich men,
who endow the universities with a most plentiful

hand."

Previous to the degree ceremony, the Owens College

Chemical Society held a meeting to welcome Professor van

't Hoff, and the occasion was seized for making him a pre-

sentation of a souvenir of his visit, and of getting him to lay

the first stone of the new extension of the chemical laboratories,

in commemoration of the Dalton Centenary, and of his own
visit to Manchester.

In the evening there was a conversazione at the Owens
College, attended by a large number of people, who appeared to

be keenly interested in Daltoniana. In the Chemistry Theatre

Dr. Arthur Harden, who collaborated with Sir Henry Roscoe in

writing " A New View of the Origin of Dalton's Atomic Theory,"

gave a most interesting lecture upon Dalton and the atomic

theory ; in the course of it he repeated a few of Dalton's most

striking experiments, and made use of some of the identical

apparatus originally employed. At the close of the lecture

he showed lantern slide facsimiles of Dalton's first table of ele-

ments with their symbols, dated September 6, 1803, and of the

second table drawn up by him on October 12, 1803, in which the

symbols for hydrogen and oxygen are transposed. Among other

items of interest noticed were John Dalton's cradle, now in a very

dilapidated condition, study chair, spectacles, razors, tobacco

box and some exquisite microscopical slides in ivory (or bone)

and metal mounts. There was also on exhibition the collection of

Dalton's physical and chemical apparatus so jealously treasured

by the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. Mr.

Geo. S. Woolley, whose mother was cousin to Miss Catharine

Johns, for whom Dalton wrote a concise epitome of his life and

with whose father he lived for so many years, kindly showed

his valuable collection of Dalton prospectuses and letters. The

various portraits and busts of Dalton, and the books which he

wrote, and have been written concerning him, were all

open to inspection. Another item which attracted a great deal

of attention was a model illustrating Professor Osborne Reynold's

conception of the physical constitution of matter as set forth by

him in the Rede lecture on the "Sub-mechanics of the

Universe."

The celebration functions have been upon a modest scale and

do not suggest that Manchester ever honoured Dalton so

greatly as to assemble to the number of 40,000 at his funeral.

But, although restrained, the feeling exhibited by those taking

part in the different meetings indicates that chemistry

recognises not only her supreme indebtedness to him for his

discovery of the quantitative character, its laws, but commerce

no less realises how much she has saved by his enunciation of

the fact that matter is " wrought by weight and measure."

Whortleberry or Bilberry in Typhoid. — Before the

Hunterian Society, Dr. Max M. Berstein has announced

that a specific remedy against typhoid fever and other

infectious intestinal remedies is found in the fruit of

Vacciniiiin myi'tillus. It is claimed that the juice of the fruit

has extraordinary bactericidal properties towards the typhoid

bacillus, cholera vibrio, and other pathogenic organisms of the

intestines. Since whortleberries or bilberries are quite harm-

less, the preparations made from them may be administered in

any doses. So far, only the " jam " of the fresh fruit, and what

the author names, indifferently, a decoction and infusion of the

dried fruit, 1 : 1, appear to have been used. Although the

nnmb^r of cases reported on is small, marked success has so

far attended the treatment, so that the matter is worthy of

full investigation.—JBrt^ Med. Journ., 1/1903, 306

THE LEGAL POSITION OF PHARMACY IN ROUMANIA.*

BY ANTON ALTAN,
Pharmacist, of Bukharest.

In Roumania the art of pharmacy is under laws and regula-

tions as to a curriculum and the practice of the profession. In.

1899 a complete reorgani-sation of pharmaceutical educatioa
took place, the teaching being attached to the university and
under the medical faculty, of which it now forms part. The-

university course* of instruction are taken out in company with
students of the various faculties, as science and medicine, and
there are special coursets of instructioai in particular pharma-
ceutical subjects. lii connection with the medical faculty the

courses are in zoology, botany, general and pharmaceuticat

chemistry ; in the faculty of science, mineralogy ; whilst there

are .special courses in pharmacy, in analytical chemistry, and in

tlie chemistry of foodstuffs.

In reorganising the curriculum our tendency was, rather to

keep the pharmaceutical studies separate from those of the

medical faculty in such a way as to have part of the work
taken out in the faculty of science and the remainder in a

special school. At that time we kept up a vigorous campaign

with all goodwill, but the ties which had previously held this

branch of Study upset the perfect realisation of our wishes.

Candidates in the school or piharmacy must present a certificate-

stating their work in the lycccs for the degree of bachelor in-

arts or science, in order to be entered upon the books. They
are matriculated by the dean of the medical faculty, and may
at the .mme time be registeired for the practical subjects in ft

pharmac}'. The curriculum is divided into two stages, tlie

practical, which is taken ooit during two years in a public-

pharmacy, and is as much theoretical 'as practical. At ths-

conclusion of each year the pupil uindergoes an examination

before a committee, consisting of two pharmacists and the Vice-

President of the local Coumcil of Puhlic Health, who is a

medical man. After a succe.'^,sful examination in this stage,

the candidate passes on to the university stage. This is of

three years, and is a continuation of the theoretical anj
practical studies we have before spoken of. The courses .-^rf

spread out according to the following programme :
—

First Year.—Botany, zoology, mineralogy, mineral chemistry,

general physics, qualitative analytical clieraistry, and practical

work in all these subjects

Second Year.—Organic chemistry, quantitative analyticai

chemistry, pharmacology and pharmacognosy, chemical awl
galenical pharmacy, public and personal hygiene, sanitary regu-

lations, and practical work on the above subjects.

Third Year.—Chemical and galenical pharmacy, study of the

Roumanian Pharmacopoeia, analysis of foodstuffs and drinks,

elementary bacteriology, analytical chemistry, toxicology, and

practical work on the above.

The examinations of the faculty are held annually in three

sittings. In addition to these there are three preliminary

examinations, consisting of the subjects taken during each

of the three years of study. The candidate who has passed

the test examination obtains the diploma of pharmacien.

The practice of pharmacy is controlled by the sanitary

laws, and the supervision and control are in the hands of

the Ministry of the Interior. Here there exists a special

department, " La Direction du Service Sanitaire," having for

head a medical man, who controls the practice of medicine,

pharmacy, veterinary medicine, midwifery, and public liealth.

Attached to the same department is a higher council, con-

sisting of nine medical men, a pharmacist and a veterinary

surgeon. The meml>ers of this coimcil are nominated by

Government, and each three years a third retire, and may be

Read before the Liverpool Chemists' Association on Thursday, May 14,

1903 (see P.J. ante, r. 738).
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I'e-elected by drawing lots. There is in addition to this

council a pharmaceutical committee, composed of four phar-

macists and a chemist, nominated by the Government, and

changed by lot each three years. These committees are con-

sultative in character.

The pharmaceutical committee settles all questions con-

nected with the exercise of the calling, and is chiefly occu-

pied by the fixing and changing the prices of medicines,

and with pharmacopoeial revision. Its duties also include the

passing of the accounts for the medicines supplied by the

public pharmacies to the various State institutions. The
-work oi this committee is submitted for approval to the

higher sanitary council, and does not become effective until

it has obtained the approval of the Minister of the Interior,

and he has the power of veto. The official schedule of prices

is authoritative, and the pharmacist may not sell medicines

, -at a higher nor a lower price than that which is set forth

:in the tariff.

The older businesses have been, by a princely decree,

-allowed to keep open in accordance with the custom of old

time. The oldest dates from 1764. From the year 1874,

new pharmacies are allowed to be opened after an examina-

tion of candidates who have complied with the legal re-

quirements as to qualification. This examination is competi-

tive, and the examining board consists of two professors of

the department of pharmacy, a representative of the superior

sanitary council, and two members of the pharmaceutical

'conunittee. The examination consists of two written papers,

•one on a subject of pharmacopedy, and the other on one of

pharmaceutical chemistry. A third paper is set upon the de-

tection and determination of an impurity in a medicament

:selected by the board, and a written report must be made
'

"by the candidate upon this. There is a fourth part, which

is oral, and consists in the recognition of five official drugs,

:and a short account of each drug, together with its properties

and official preparations, must be given.

The examinees are classified according to merit, and the

"first has the ohoioe of the besit site for a new business, out

of those selected as being likely to require a pharmacy, then

the second chooses, and eo on.

The State takes no fee from candidlates who have passed

this examination for the concession of a new pharmacy.

To be admitted to this examination, or to 'have the right

to conduct a pharmacy, candidates must have been qualified

•two years, and must have served their one year's militaiy

duty. This latter is taken out in one of the military hospitals

•or with an army corps as pharmacist.

Up tUl the present time this has been done under the rank

of sub-lieuitenant, ;bait, in accordance with a new enactment,

;and for reasons of economy, the grade now is corporal. The

work is paid for by the Ministry for War, with the exception

of kit, which the phamia,cist has to provide for himself.

Public ,];yhannacies may only be conducted by men holding

the diploma allowing tlhem to practise in the country, and

•they must be Roumanian siibjeets. New pharmacies, the cou-

cession for the opening of which has been obtained by examina-

tion as above, musit be held for ten years by the mian in whose

favour the concession has been made. After this length of time he

may dispose of his right to another. In addition to the above

method o^f acquiring a business, the pharmacist may obtain

floy purdhase an already existing pharmacy, and for this he

must have the permission of the bigiher sanitary authority,

•which bas also the power to lease the older and any new

pharmacies to any qualified men. With the exception of the

TDobrogea phai"macy, all the businesses may be carried on by

an approved and diplome pharmacist on behalf of the widow

iajid children and successors of a deceased pharmacist. Accord-

ing to law. the number of phannacies is limited to one to every
five thousand inliabitants, and new concessions are granted
only when need arises.

The retail sale of medicines is confined entirely to pharma-
cists, and the insiieotion of the public phannacies and the
enforcement of the tariff are both in the hands of the pharma-
ceutical oi-ganisation. Twice a year the public pharmacies are

inspected by the local board of health, and this isconduoted by a
committee composed of medical men and the phannacist to the
board. Tliey may also be looked over by general inspectors,

wlio are alwavs medical men instructed by the sanitary authori-

ties, and also by a member of the pharmaceutical committee,
s])ecially delegated. Severe penalties are provided by ths

sanitaiy laws lin all cases of malpraxis in the practice of the

calling. In addition to the pulblic pharuKioies there are also

others in connection -with the civil and military hospital.

The civil phannacies prepare the necessary medicines for

the patients in the hospitals, and also supply gratuitously

medicines for out-patients who Irive free mediad advice. The
military phannacies supply the hospitals for soldiers and
officers of all grades are allowed medicines free of charge for

themselves and families, on the order of the medical attendant

attached to their own army corps.

Foreign pharmacists are allowed to practise on a university

certificate, provided such be accepted by the senate of the

medical facultj-, and that a practical examination be passed,

the right to practise is oiJy given, however, to Roiunanians,

native or naturalised, and in the case of foreigners above men-
tioned the permission of the Minister of Public Instruction is

necessary before taking the practical examination. Upon per-

mission being obtained and the examination passed, they may
take part in the work of the pharmacy as part of the personnel.

All prescriptions dispensed must be copied into a sx>ecial

book, -which must bear the visa of the local sanitary authority.

Every preparation made and delivered is done so in the name
of the director of the phannacy, and each qualified man is

personally responsible for any mistake he may commit and for

the proper fultilment of the laws and regulations governing the

practice of the caULng.

Shops are to be open from six in the morning until eleven at

night in the sunmier, and from seven mitil ten in winter. Night

duty is compulsory, and each phamiacy must have at Its front

door a bell for use at night. A sijecial fee of one franc for

sending medicines at night is payable. Pharmacies being con-

sidered as a branch of the public service, may not be closed

upon any day of the year.

Foreign proprietary medicines may be introduced into

Roumania .subject to an analysis (costing £4) and a statement

that they are made in accordance with the formula supplied

by the maker, and the addition of two samples of the medicine

which it is required to introduce. The selUng price of these to

the public is fixed by the manufacturer and authorised by the

Goverrmient.

Native proprietaries are subject to the same formalities,

except that no charge is made for the analysis.

Such is the legal position of pharmacy in Roumania.

Hermophenyl in Syphilis.—Hallopeau has obtained good

results with the hermoiphenyl, sodium-mercury disulphocarbo-

late. It was given either by the mouth in doses of 1 gi'aiu jjer

diem, or by intra-muscular injection of 2/5 grain in aqueous

.solution; local applications, 1 or 2 per cent., are also em-

ployed. By its means it is possible to introduce relatively

large doses of mercury into the muscles without provoking

pain, which is not the case with other soluble preparations of

the metal. It may be given by the mouth w-ithout causing

digestive disturbance, and may be applied locally without giving

rise to pain or irritation.

—

Quart. Med. Joitrn., 9, 84.
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GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Wednesday, May 20, 1903, Sir Wm. Tltenee, President, in

the chair.

After other business had been ti-ansaoted, the following com-
munication -sras read from the Public Dispensers' Association
in regard to " A Bill to alter and amend the Pharmacy Acts,
1852 and 1868" :

—
"The President and Members of the General Medical

CouncU.

"Gentlemen,—Seeing that a Bill is now before the House
of Commons prepared by the Pharmaceutical Society for
amending the Pharmacy Acts, although not wishing in any
way to opi^ose the Bill, may we bring before your notice a
matter which the above-named Association consider would
be a necessary addition to such a Bill before it became law?
Briefly, it is this. As the law now stands, i.e., the Jrnar-
macy Act, 1868, which we would remind you was drawn
up for the public safety, those who sell and dispense
poisons in an open shop are required to have been examined
by the Pharmaceutical Society as to their fitness to carry
out such work, and also to be placed on the Kegister of
the Society in question. But, gentlemen, and here the
anomaly of the law becomes apparent, no such restriction
IS imposed upon those who dispense and distribute poisonsm the many large public institutions throughout the
United Kingdom

; and yet these institutions, being founded
for the most part for the poorer and uneducated classes,
who are even more in ignorance of the nature of poisons
than those who make their purchases at the open shop of
the chemist, are under no obligation to have their dis-
pensing carried out by qualified and registered chemists,
simply because they are not open shops for the sale and
dispensing of poisons within the meaning of the Act. Any
persmi can therefore, without any breach of law, dispense
poisons so long as they are not offered for sale.

' " We, therefore, gentlemen, are of opinion that such a
state of affairs is a serious defect, and in order to call
attention to this we have, through our ' registered ' mem-
bers, sent a letter, somewhat on these lines, to the various
Parliamentary representatives in their respective divisions,
asking that they would endeavour to amend the Bill so as
to make it imperative, except when such is done by a
medical man, that, for the safety of the public, dispensing
should only be carried out by those persons who have, by.
examination of the Pharmaceutical Society, proved their

' fitness to handle and dispense such poisons, and in conse-
quence are on the Register of the Society.
"At the same time we desire to call your particular

attention to the Supj^Iementary Report of Mr. Alexander
Cross, M.P.. on the conclusion of the sitting of the Com-
mittee on Poisons, as being even still further fraught with
•danger to the public safety. What can local authorities
know of the fitness of a person to dispense medicine, as
suggested by Mr. Cross in that report, seeing that it re-
quires a large amount of practical' experience to make it
safe for any person to dispense and distribute poisons'/ It,
in fact, requires the knowledge and skill of a trained ancl
quahfied person.

"May -we enlist your support to prevent any proposal
such as Mr. Cross suggests becoming law, and in the matter

* contained in the previous part of this letter.—We are,
gentlemen, on behalf of the Association, faithfully yours,

" T. H. W. Ideis, President

;

" William Dtiff. Chairman of Council
;

" Harry T. Samuel, Hon. Secretarv
"May 15, 1903.'' "

,

So far as can be gathered from the minutes of the meeting,
no direct action was taken with regard to the subjects speci-

fically alluded to in the letter, but a discussion on the Phar-
macy Bill subsequently took place at a meeting of the Council
(see below).

MEETINGS OF COUNCIL.

Thur-sday, May 21, 1903. Sir Wm. Tuenee, President,

delivered his

Opening Address.

He alluded to the fact that Dr. John L. Steven and Dr.

Thos. McCall Anderson had been elected to take the places of

Sir W. T. Gairdner and Sir Hector Cameron. In consequence

of the illness of Sir Geo. Duffey, the President recommended

that the inspection of the final examinations of the Scottish

Universities should be deferred until next year. In accordancB

with the suggestion of a committee, a memorandum had been

drawn up for consideration of members, dealing with the ques-

tion of the finances of the Council. The second Bill introduced

into the House of Commons by General Laurie, M.P., would

bring all the provinces in a British colony into line, in respect of

the acceptance of British medical degrees and diplomas. The

Bill introduced by Sir John Batty Tuke to amend the dis-

ciplinary powers of the Council had not secured a high place in

the ballot, and further progress this Session was impossible.

An unsually numerous list of disciplinary cases would be sub-

mitted for the consideration of the Council.

The President was thanked for his address.

The usual yearly tables, showing the results of the various

professional examinations, were received and entered on the-

minutes.

On Friday, Alay 22, the session was resumed.

Examinations.

After some debate, it was agreed, on the motion of Sir

Victor Hoeslet ;
—

" That the Examination Committee be instnicted to

report during the present session on the Report by the

Visitors of the Examinations in Chemistry, Physics, and

Biology, of the Conjoint Examining Board in England, and

of the Apothecaries' Society of London."

Mr. Beown moved, and Sir V. Hoesley seconded, a motion

to the effect that it was undesirable that candidates should be

re-examined in subjects in which they had previously failed

without bringing evidence of further study. The motion 1t.is

withdrawn.

Pharmacy Bill.

On Saturday, Sir Hugh Beevob asked the following question,

of which he had given notice :

—

" To ask the President whether his attention has been

called to the provisions of the Pharmacy Bill being pro-

moted in the present Session by Mr. Lough, M.P., and to

the fact that the provisions of the Bill (iiitei- alia) penali.«e-

any person other than a pharmaceutical chemist from dis-

pensing medica.l prescriptions in a shop, the Bill containins

no definition of the word shop, and no exemption of regis-

tered medical practitioners from its provisions ; and,

further, whether in view of this, the Council should not

take some step in reference to this or any other Bill pro-

moted on similar lines, to see that the interests of -medical'

practitioners are properly protected."

The PRE.S1DENT said he had looked through the Bill, and, ir.;

order to give anything like an answer to the question submitteii
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to him, he found it necessary to look into the Pharmacy Acts,

which the BiU proposed to amend. There were two Acts of

Parliament bearing upon pharmaceutical chemists. One was

passed as far back as 1852, and was an Act for regulating tha

fiualification of pharmaceutical chemists; he took it that

medical practitioners were entirely outside that Act. Then there

were the Act of 1863 for regulating the sale of poisons, and the

subsequent amending Act of 1869. These three Acts guirded

the interests of the medical profession, and the question

naturallv arose whether in the Phamiacy Bill now before Par-

liament the interests of the medical profession were still pre-

served. He would point out that the Bill was a Bill to alter

and amend the Pharmacy Acts of 1852 and 1868, and the ques-

tion arose, would the interests of the medical profession be

affected? Would the sections of the Acts of 1852 and 1868 to

which he had referred still be in active operation, or would they

be annulled by the passing of the Bill? That was a legal ques-

tion which he could not answer. The Bill referred to Great

Britain—England, Scotland, and Wales—but Ireland was ex-

pressly excluded. Section 2 of the Bill appeared to him to

enlarge very materially the Pharmacy Acts in a very important

direction. It ran thus :—" It shall be unlawful for any person,

iiipany. firm, co-partnership, or body of persons to keep any

<-pen shop or shops for the retailing, dispensing, or compound-

ing of poisons or medical prescriptions." That was a very

important provision. The existing Act was for regulating the

sale of poisons; but under this Bill not only was the sale of

poisons to be regulated, but the compounding of medical pre-

scriptions as well. The clause of the Bill went on to say—" or

to permit or suffer in such shop any poison to be retailed or

iiny medical prescription to be retailed, dispensed, or com-

pounded otherwise than by or under the supervision of a regis-

tered person." A registered i>erson was a> person registered

under this Act or under the Pharmacy Act—^namely, a chemist

•or druggist—not a medical practitioner. That, he submitted,

' was a veiy serious inroad on the rights of medical practitioneis,

and, so far as he could see, there was no provision in the Bill

to safeguard medical practitioners. This question, so far as

- England was concerned, very materially affected the Society

of Apothecaries ; and he should like to know whether that

Society was prepared to get a legal opinion on the effect of th-2

Bill. He did not know why the Medical Council should go

to the expense of getting a legal opinion ; it was rather a

matter for the Apothecaries' Society in the first instance.

Sir hrOH Beevor said he had not been asked by the Apothe-

caries' Society to bring the matter before the Council ; but. in

the interests cf the medical profession, he thought it ought to

c -me before the Council.

The Presidkkt thought it might help the Council if the

Society of Apothecaries were in the first instance to take a

legal opinion as to the exact signification ot the Bill, and how^

far under it the rights of medical practitioners were secured to

fhem or interfered with.

Sir Victor Horslky .'aid the British Medical Association

recognised that the Bill was one which affected the whole pro-

fession, and he thought it was a very proper matter to come

before the Council.

In reply to Dr. Heron Watson,

Sir JoHX TtTKE, M.P., said there was not the slightest chance

of the Bill becoming law during the present session. It had

not reached the second reading ; and even if it were unopposed

it would have to go to the Standing Committee on Law, which

would be sufficiently occupied for the rest of the session on the

Deceased Wife's Sister Bill.

It was moved by Dr. M.^cAlister, seconded by Sir Hrc4H

Bkevor, and agreed to :—

" That the President be requested to represent to the

Lord President of the Privy Council that, in the Pharmacy
Bill. 1903, now before Parliament, the rights of the medical

profession, as safeguarded by the existing Pharmacy Acts,

appear to be encroached upon, and to state that in the

opinion of the Council this encroachment ought not to

obtain the sanction of Parliament."

Victoria University.

It was moved by Mr. Jackson :
—

" That the Council petition the Privy Council that, in

the event of the Victoria LTniversity being divided into two

or more separate Universities, a single representative should

continue to represent the whole collectively."

An amendment moved by Dr. Pye-Smith, that the President

should be requested at the first opportunity to urge upon the

Government the importance of reducing the number of members

of the Council, was lost.

On Monday, May 25, when the meetings were resugied,

disciplinary cases were dealt with. Mr. Jas. Kirkland, M.B..

etc., Glasgow Univ., of Ladbroke Square, W., who was charged

with being a party to unprofessional advertising, promised to

discontinue the practice, and expressed regret. The Council

decided not to proceed further in the matter.

Mr. E. J. Smith, L.S.A., M.R.C.S., of Birmingham, whoss

case had been adjourned since November last, was now found

not guilty of infamous conduct in a professional sense.

On Tuesday, Mr. J. D. Maclean, M.B., M.S., etc., Edinburgh

LTniv., of Birmingham, was charged with having signed a cer-

tificate to the effect that a boy could not attend school, without

having seen or examined the boy. The Council decided that

the facts alleged had not been satisfactorily proved.

Mr. F. de R. Owen. a. registered dentist, of Cardiff, was

charged, in February last, with ''covering" an unqualified

dental practitioner. The case was then considered proved, but,

in consequence ofMr. Owens promise to employ qualified assis-

tants only in future, no further proceedings were now taken.

Mr. David Anthony, Cardiff, was struck off the Dentists'

Register, having been adjudged guilty of infamous conduct in.

a professional respect.

The case of Mr. H. J. Allwood, registered dentist, Birming-

ham, was next considered. He had been charged with adver-

tising and assuming the medical title of doctor. Assurances

having been given and satisfactorily carried out since February,

no further action was taken.

Mr. W. J. F. Mackeown, registei'ed dentist, Lincoln, who
obtained a qualifying diploma from the Royal College of Sur-

geons of Edinburgh in 1901, was charged with having entered

the employ of a limited company of unqualified persons carry-

ing On business as dentists, and that this company had adver-

tised so as to lead the public to believe that they were qualified

dentists. Mr. Mackeown's statement, that his error was com-

mitted through ignorance, was accepted, and it was resolved

that no further action should be taken.

Mr. Moses Blok, L.S.A., Canonbury, was charged with
' covering." The Council decided that the facts alleged had not

betn satisfactorily proved.

Colchicine Poisoning from a Medicinal Dose —A case has been

recorded in France of the death of a man who had suffered from

gout and nephritis, and was ordered to take daily eight capsules,

each containing a quarter of a milligramme of colchicine.

Hoping to cut short the attack, the patient was given twelve

capsules (3 milligrammes) in an hour, and died with some

symptoms of colchicine poisoning. The case shows that

colchicine should be given carefully to the gouty, whose kidneys

are 'often diseased.

—

Lancet, 1B4, 1,254.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Petroleum Acts.

Storage of Calcium Carbide.

On Wednesday, May 20, 1903, JoEn Brown, ironmonger, of

238, Holloway Road, N., was summoned, at the instance of the

London County Council, for storing a quantity of carbide of

•calcium on his pi'^mises without a licence from the Council,

as required by Orders in Council made under the Petroleum

Acts, 1871 to 1879.

Mr. Pidsley appeared for the Council, and said that when
the inspector called he found as much as 172 lb. of the carbide

of calcium on the premises. It was, however, in air-tight tins,

and so long as it was kept from damp there was no danger.

Carbide of calcium was used for acetylene lamps, and when
moisture was applied to it, it gave off a veiy powerful in-

flammable gas.

The Defendant said lie had no idea that such a licence was in

existence.

Mr. Pidsley said that, a? they believed this was a case of

ignorance of the law, they did not ask for a heavy penalty.

Mr. Bros fined the defendant 20s., with 22s. costs.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Gregory's Potvder.

On Tuesday, May 26, 1903, at the Ivottingham Guildhall,

before Mr. Frederick Acton and Mr. E. Jardine. Mr. Frederick

Coates, chemist and druggist, of 56. Rawson Street, New Bas-

ford, was summoned for selling a certain compound drug—to
wit, compound powder of rhubarb—which was not composed of

ingredients m accordance with the demands of the purchaser, on
Marcli 27.

The proceedings were taken on the information of Mr. W. C.

Betts, inspector under the health department of the Corporation,

and the analyst's report showed that the sample was deficient

in magnesia to the extent of 17 per cent.

Dr. Boobbyer, Medical Officer of Health, said he did not
regard the case as a serious one.

Mr. D. Whittingham. who represented defendant, said that
although a technical offence might have been committed, the
ease was not one which called for the infliction of a penalty.
The Chairman remarked that the Bench were satisfied that

Mr. Coates had no intention of going behind the law. A fine

of 10s., including costs, was ordered.

Balilng Powder.
On Friday, May 22, 1903, at Norwich Guildhall Police Court,

before the Mayor and ether magistrates. J. J. Willsea, shop-
keeper, Norwich, was summoned for selling baking powder con-
taining 42-73 per cent, of crystallised alum, the remainder of

the powder being bicarbonate of soda.

Mr. W. E. Keefe, for the defence, said the offence was a
technical one, and he was going to raise a technical defence.
A notice of what the packet contained was given on the out-
side. If his client was to be convicted at all, it was because a
section of the Food and Drugs Act was capable of being ex-

panded according to the development of medical opinion. In
spite of previous convictions, he asked their worships not to

consider this article of food injurious to health. Dr. Cooper
Pattin had stated that blanc mange which contained a flavoui--

icg of almond was injurious in the same sense as the baking-

powder. Yet they did not forbid the sale of blanc-mange

powders. The charge stated that the baking powder contiiinecfl

an ingredient, to wit, crystallised alum, injurious to health.

Under the Act, the charge should read " contained an ingredient,,

to wit, crystallised alum, which rendered the baking powdei-

unfit for food." He held that this point was fatal to the charge..

He did not understand why alum in baking-powder was made

the subject of so much persecution.

The Mayor, after a lengthy private consultation, said atten-

tion having been drawn to what was considered an omission

from the information, the Bench had, therefore, come to the-

conclHsion that they should amend the information, and intro-

duce after " crystallised alum " the words :
" so as to render

the said article injurious to health." They would, tlierefore>.

amend it.

Mr. W. E. Keefe : It is uJtra vires for you to do that. The-

case for the prosecution has been closed.

The Bench agreed to adjourn the case tUl Wednesday next.

Mr. Keefe : Your worships will notice that I object to the-

amendment.

High Court of Justice, Divisional Court.

Merchandise Marks Act.

Davenport v. Apollinaris Co., Limited.

On Wednesday, May 27, 1903, before the L-ord Chief Justice-

and Ml-. Justice Cliannell, Mr. Walter Davenport, acting or»

behalf of the Mineral Water Bottle Exchange and Trade Pro-

tection Society, appealed against a decision given in November-

last by the magistrate at the Southwark Police Court (see P.J.

[4], 15, 538). Mr. Davenport had bought six bottles x)f Apol-

linaris water, to'which he cLaimed the false trade description of

a "natural mineral water" had been applied. The magistrate-

gave judgment for defendants, and against this decision Mx".

Davenport now appealed.

Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., with whom was Mr. H. C. Biron,

appeared for the appellant ; ^Ir. Lawson Walton, K.C., antf

Mr. Llewellyn Davies for the respondent company,

Mr. Avory,- K.C., read the magistrate's findings (loe. cit.).

He proceeded to explain that some of the iron was precipitated

in the tanks instead of in the bottles. People would not drink

the water if there was a sediment in the bottles, or if hydrogeu-

sulphide had been formed.

The Lord Chief Justice said they might drink it, though they

might not like it.

jNIr. Avory, continuing, said the water could not remain

natural water if anything was added, for whatever purpose.

The express purpose of the additions of salt and carbon dioxide

was to make the water saleable.

The Lord Chief justice asked, had not this point been already

decided in the Hunj'adi Janos case?

ilr. Avory replied that the case mentioned dealt only with tho-

right of the Apollinaris Co. to bottle the water, and did not

touch the que.stion of the " natural " water. Salt was added to

prevent the sulphur in the water acting on the cork and forming^

sulphuretted hydrogen : in other words, it was added to cure a-

defect in the natural state. The magistrate had adopted the

erroneous doctrine of " equivalents "—the " just as good " doc-

trine. This had been adopted by the magistrate, but reversed

in the High Court in the ca.se of the machine-made cigarettes-

sold as hand-made cigarettes.

Mr. Justice Channell said that after allowing the water to

get out of its natural state, the Apollinaris Co. did their best

to bring it back to its natural state, and put in something to

preserve it in that state,

Mr. Avory said some natural waters required no treatment
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and no preservative. Milk or butter could not be sold as such

if more than a certain quantity of boric acid had been added.

Mr. Lawson Walton, K.C., claimed that there was no fake
description. Purchasers knew the water was bottled, and under-

stood that the necessary processes of bottling had been gone
through. The fact that tlie water had been subjected to pro-

cesses incident to the bottling did not make it any the less a
natural water. The tanks were only used to ensure that the
natural process of precipitation of the iron took place before
bottling. In no caie was the iron part of the water as drunk
by the purchaser. A cork must be put in the bottle ; if there
were no cork, no hydrogen sulphide w'ould be formed; the
addition of salt was only to prevent the natural state of the
water being altered or affected by the chemical action caused
by the cork. As a result, the water, as the customer bought
it, was essentially the same as if drunk at the well. The added
cirbon dioxide was naturally produced at the well. For twenty
years the process had been known to trade competitors; the
Apolhnaris Co. made no secret of the method, but never before
liad the process been challenged.

Mr. Avory briefly replied, after which the Lord Chief Justice
delivered

JXTDGMENT,

He found it, he said, imjwssible to interfere with the findings
of the magistrate. Mr. Avory had pressed the meaning of the
word "natural" too far, having regard to the nature of the
object to which it was applied. In his opinion, a natural water
was a water which came from the earth, as distinct from a
manufactured article. The removal of iron, an impurity, did
not prevent the water being a natural water. The sodium
chloride was added to keep it in its natural condition, not to
alter it. The appeal must be dismissed, with costs.
Mr. Justice Channell concurred. The evidence showed that

the water could not be exactly preserved in the natural con-
dition, but It was as nearly as possible so.

High Court of Justice, King's Bench Division.

Claim Against a Limited Company.
On Monday, May 25, 1903, before Mr. Justice Darlinr^ and a

common jury, Mr. Theodore Hall, a house furnisher, of Ealing
sought to recover from Messrs. Bruces, Limited, trading as
chemjsts and druggists, 28, Broadway, EaUng. damages, on
behalf of his infant son, for having been supplied with euca-
lyplus oil instead of ipecacuanha wine and other substances

:Mr. Tindal Atkinson, K.C., and Mr. Cababe appeared for
the plaintiff

;
and the defendants were represented by Mr. J. B.

Matthews.

The plaintiff's case was that on July 18 last he sent his ser-
vant to the defendants to purchase threepennyworth of ipeca-
cuanha wine, syrup of squills, and tolu, his son, an infant of
two years of age, having developed croup. The receipt was
written upon a piece of paper, and this the girl stated she
gave to the assistant in the shop, and told him she wanted three-
pennyworth of that. Directly the child took the medicine it

was seized with violent pains in the stomach, and bad been
seriously ill since, and under the doctor's hands. The girl at
the time was sent back to the defendants' to find out what had
been supplied, and it was then discovered that she had been
given eucalyptus oil.

Defendants admitted they supplied eucalyptus oil, but stated
that the girl asked for threepennyworth of what was marked
on the bottle, and, as that contained a label on which was
eucalyptus oil, that was supplied. No receipt was given, and,
in fact, the paper was not found until some time afterwards,

as it had fallen down amongst some bott.es. In these circum-

stances, it was contended that the defendants "were not to

blame.

The jury were unable to agree and were discharged.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ended Wednesday, May 27, 1903, the

number of deaths by poisoning was twelve, some of the cases,

being of more than usual interest:—

Po'son.

Alcohol and Morphine
Carbolic Acid
Chloroform
Chloroform and Ether
Hydrochloric Acid. . .

.

Laudanum
Liniment
Morphine

Not Stated

Total ,

Accident. Suicide.

Alcohol and Morphine.—On the evening of the 21st inst.^

Levinous Henry Verdon, chemist and druggist. Higher HiUgate,

Stockport, was found dead in the kitchen of his house in a

kneeling position. At the inquest on Saturday, the widow of

the deceased stated that on the Thursday her husband had been

in a drunken condition all day, and had told her that he should

drink himself to death. He had often threatened to commit
suicide either by shooting himself or by taking poison. The
jury returned the following verdict :—" Death from sudden

stoppage of the heart's action, due to taking alcohol in excessive

quantities, or through an overdose of morphia, or both."

Carbolic Acid.—A woman at Bow committed suicide by taking

carbolic acid. A woman at Comberbach, Northwich, inad-

vertently drank carbolic acid with fatal effect.

Chloroform.—A woman died whilst undergoing an operation

at the Carmarthenshire Infirmary, chloroform being the anses-

thetic.

Chloroform and Ether.—A boy died in the Children's Hos-

pital, Birmingham, from asphyxia resulting on the administra-

tion of a mixture of these anaesthetics.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A plumber at Cork took 6 oz. of spirit of

salt in mistake 'for whiskey, and a verdict of death by misad-

venture was returned. A young woman at Colnbrook com-
mitted suicide by taking a large quantity of spirit of salt.

Laudanum.—A woman at Sunderland, who had obtained

different quantities of laudanum from various shops, died fronv

an accidental overdose.

Liniment.—Mr. John Hothersall, a member of the Black-

burn Town Council, died as the result of a mistake on the part

of Dr. Leigh, his medical attendant. Deceased had been,

suffering from rheumatism, and Dr. Leigh prescribed and per-

sonally dispensed a mixture and a liniment. The latter was
composed of tincture of aconite, liniment of belladonna, and
chloroform, in equal parts. In his evidence Dr. Leigh stated

that he did not make up these before the messenger came for-

them. He would like to explain how he put the labels on and
how the mistake occurred. He was in no hurry, for it was the-

last patient. He noticed that the liniment and the medicine
were almost of the same colour, and determined to be extremely-

careful. He put the two bottles in front of him. There was no^

one else in the room. He put a label on each bottle, and then,

just as he was moistening the narrow liniment label, he heard
footsteps outside, and momentarily turned aside. He then
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put the liniment label on, but, inadvertently, on the medicine

bottle. He would have put the liniment in a liniment bottle,

but wanted to send deceased a fair quantity. The liniment

bottles only held four ounces, and this would have been used in

two hours. He should like to add that, so far as he could

trace, nothing less than a full teaspoonful of belladonna lini-

ment had proved fatal, whilst in the case of the deceased he

had only two-thirds of a teaspoonful. Two teaspoonfuls of the

mixed liniment had been taken. Questioned as to the custom

of medical men in respect to the method of labelling bottles

containing liniments, Dr. Leigh said that liniment labels were

always red, and were understood to be poison labels. A jury-

man mentioned that liniments were not always poisonous, there-

fore when they were poisonous they should be labelled to that

effect. No poison label had been placed on either bottle. The jury

returned a verdict of " Death from misadventure," and added

that in their opinion liniment should be placed in differently

shaped bottles to those used for medicine, and that they

should be labelled " poison." The foreman of the jury said he

would like to refer to the manly conduct of Dr. Leigh. He
had not tried to evade the consequences, but had been open

from the beginning to the end.

It is impossible to avoid drawing a contrast between this case

in conjunction with that of Dr. Pearson, Birkenhead (see P.J.

[4], 15, 509), on the one hand, and that of Mr. H. A. Gibson,

Spalding (see P.J. [4], 16, 315), on the other. Mr. Gibson, an

aged chemist and druggist, was found guilty of manslaughter

and sent to prison for a mistake in dispensing not essentially

different, unless it was of a more venial nature, than those com-

mitted by the medical men referred to. One is forced to the

conclusion that, in the opinion of coroners' juries, there is

one law for the dispensing doctor and another for the dispens-

ing pharmacist.

Morphine.—A baby at Tantobie was given a morphine powder,

intended for its mother, in mistake for an ordinary child's

powder. The powder given contained l/5th grain of morphine.

Miscellaneous Cases.— John Brayshaw, described as a

chemist's assistant, who had lately been acting as canvasser

for an insurance company, committed suicide at Bolsover by

taking poision, thought to be either carbolic or prussic acid. A
woman at Dublin committed suicide by taking some irritant

poison.

Attempted Suicides, Non-Fatal Cases, etc.—A number of

these are reported, the poisons used including ammonia, chloro-

dyne, hair-wask, laudanum, oxalic acid, and strychnine. Mr.

Lewis Smith, chemist and druggist, Birkenhead, who was
charged wich attempted suicide, was able to prove that he had
accidentally taken an overdose of chlorodyne. John Koberts,

described as a chemist, attempted to commit suicide at Bootle

by taking strychnine and hanging himself.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Congratulations and Comments.
Allow me to congratulate you on tfie very excellent number

you have given us this week, and to thank you for the fine

reproduction of Jacob Bell's portrait, wliich should cause work
for a good many picture framers. I wish also to congratulate

Mr. W. Goyne-Stevens on his very able article. I .should like,

however, to ppinb out that " the others," after annexing the

proprietary articles pirt of the business, would also use every

endeavour "to take away our cloak also." In other words,
they would make a specialty of best drugs (not rubbish, as at

present), at rock bottom prices, too, so we should still have to

compete with them ; in fact, in some towns, I have no doubt tliey

would manige the job so well that the " chemist " would not be

required at ah'. Under present conditions, it is practically

impossible (at any rate, in Middlesbrough) to exist without
stocking patents. So it seems to me that the best we can do is

to work our " personality " and " our own special training

"

for all it is worth, and so far from " pushing " patents, merely

supply them on demand from an obscure cupboard, at the best

possible profit ws can, by protection or any other legitimate

arrangement, manage to obtain.

Walter R. BaACKEXBrBT.
Middlesbrough. May 23, 1903.

The Recent Council Election.

Will you permit me, through your columns, to tender my
sincere thanks to tlie 1,402 member.s of the Pharmaceutical

Society and others who supported my nomination at the recent

Council election, and to assure them that I greatly appreciite

this sponta/neous and increasing mark of confidence, which

encourages me to state that, if desired on a future occasion, I

shall be jjrepared to again place my services at their disposal.

Cimi>ridge, May 25, 1903. A. Sidney C-A-Mpkin.

I desire to thank heartily the 1,684 members of the Pharma-

ceutical Society who voted for me in the recent election of

members of the Council. I shall try to merit their confidence.

Thanking you for inserting this,

Bolton, May 27, 1903. John Tatloii.

What Chemists and Druggists Want.

At the next distribution of pharmaceutical honours the claims

of Mr. Marshall Hall and Mr. James Mackenzie should not be

overlooked. Neither, perhaps, perfectly voiced the views ol

the 10,000 wobblers or total abstainers from the benefits of

membership, but both had the courage of their convictions, said

what they thought; and what tliey said was perfectly true,

and, like most unpalatable tmths, was indifferently received.

The fact is, we are but poorly represented on the Council,

and scarcely so well guided by the trade press as we might be.

Few, indeed, would think of detracting from the credit due to

Mr. Glyn-Jones's efforts, yet all must regret that his con-

spicuous energy has been displayed at the wrong end of pliar-

macy—guttei- pharmacy, if one may so put it. What the

10,000 Ishmaelites really do want, and what would bring

shekels untold into Bloomsbury coffers, is either dispensing or

prescribing, with the name pharmacist. Most would be quite

satisfied with the first, and this could be easily secured with

wise administration of our iwesent Act. Many would prefer

the second, inasmuch as the public require guidance at our

hands every hour of the day ; none can stop this, and we cannot

avoid it even if we would. Nor would Pailiament itself oppose,

provided a suitable extension of cuiriculum accompanied the

demand. Nor need we, then, hesitate to bring our sons up to

a calling replete with great potentialities.

No self-respecting chemist thinks of visiting in these days,

nor undertakes any but the most simple diagnosis or surgical

operation ; nor does he hesitate for one moment to send any-

thing at all serious to the nearest medical man. Tliis is as it

is and as it should be, as the law now is, but what do our

medical friends give us in return? Perhaps an occasional

order for i gallon aqua dest. Do they not. in many instances,

recommend the stores, on the plea of cheapness, apparently

blind to the fact that these push their own remedies for

every conceivable malady, and as often as not run them

und«r some high-sounding but fictitious medical title? They

lure with a wide range of tempting baits, then throw

the responsibility of selection on their customers, and thus

escape the prosecuting Society's attention. This is very cute,

very reprehensible, and very bad for the sufferer. It is pre-
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*cribing in its very worst form, as it leads to self-drugging,

whicli doctors and chemists alike deplore.

Our difficulties, though simple, are very real, and we need

both voice and pen and a determination to face them squarely,

lionestly, and fearlessly, for, failing one or other of these

courses, what can the next generation do? They must be con-

t-ent to pass their lives opening packages of advertised pro-

prietaries in ord'Cr to sell single doses, or adopt the store

tactics, or drift ofif into arrant quacks, for none of which quali-

fication is necessary. I have no desire to pose as a prophet

of evil, yet cannot ignore the big cloud looming heavy and
dark on the near horizon—the time when nurses and ambulance
men, with a thin veneering of knowledge, having secured public

sympathy and royal recognition, will displace herbalists, bone-

setters, chemists, and, to a great extent, doctors themselves.

Hull, May 25, 1903. Edwin Fowler.

Linseed and Tadpoles.
The death of the tadpoles, following the attempt of your

correspondent "Spa" to feed them with powdered linseed, is

doubtless due to their gills, or breathing organs, being coated

with oil, so that they died of sufiocation. The least trace of

oil in water is rapidly fatal to most aquatic larvae, and even

fully developed water beetles. In fact, the recognised method
of destroying the larvae of the fever-bearing mosquito (Ano-

pheles) is to introduce a little paraffin oil into the shallow pools

where they breed. This stops up their breathing pores and
quickly kills all the larvte in the water. The method has been

found most successful, and is one of the chief means of ridding

malarial regions, near inhabited places, of these plague-bearing

pests. I had a very good illustration of the efficacy of the method
during the last summer. At Messrs. W. J. Bush and Co.'s works,

we have on the roof large tanks for cooling and storing water,

which is pumped up from wells below. These tanks are normally

filled with a luxuriant growth of green confervae and swarm
with "water tigers," "blood worms," and other aquatic

larvae. Upon one occasion some lubricating oil, from one of the

pumps, not more than a mere trace, sufficient to give a slight

iridescent film to the water in one of the tanks, was pumped in.

The next day the surface of the water in this particular tank

was covered with the dead bodies of myriads of larvae of all

kinds, and not a single living insect was to be seen, although

the adjoining tank, uncontaminated with oil, was teeming with

living insects.

I have frequently reared frogs from tadpoles, merely intro-

ducing the spawn into an aquarium and allowing the eggs to

develop in the normal manner. Young tadpoles are exclusively

vegetable feeders. Their chief food is the minute algae and
confervae which grow under these conditions on the sides of the

aquarium. They may be seen feeding on these, biting off the

green patches and filaments with their horny lips. As they

develop towards maturity and lose their external gills they

appear to require a more nitrogenous diet. At this phase they

turn their attention to each other's tails, which they speedily

reduce to ragged fragments. Care must be taken to remove

from the aquarium all carnivorous beetles and most fish, if it

be desired to rear the tadpoles to frogs. Goldfish are particularly

fond of them, and will swallow them like pills until they are

replete and visibly distended. I have not found minnows
or sticklebacks to interfere with them. It has often occurred

to me that pharmacists might usefully employ their now
disused leech aquaria for the exhibition of " pond life."

Not only is this most interesting
;

but, as I know from

experience, very attractive to the public. I have, on several

occasions, stocked aquaria for "retail" friends. One of

these has said that his aquarium was as good as an extra

assistant, since when his pharmacy, on Saturday nights, was

crowded with impatient customers, it kept them interested

until their wants could be supplied. In this instance a reflector

gas-light was placed behind the aquarium.

London, May 22, 1903. J. 0. Braithwaite.

Chemists and Medical Practice.

As for some reasons, which, perhaps wisely, you do not state,

you credit me with "a certain anxiety" to thrust my name

upon .the public, it is a trifle surprising that you should en-

courage my supposed desire for publicity by devoting one of

the leading articles in your valuable journal to the consideration

of my letter in the Daily Grapltic. Z>e gustihus non est disjm-

tandum, and it is possible that there are persons who may
consider your somewhat personal remarks to be both amusing

and relevanlt lo the issue at stake. For my own part, I must

say that it strikes me as rather a confes«ion of weakness for

a paper of the standing of the Pharmaceutical Journal to evade

the real point under discussion by indulging in a not very good-

natured attack on the person who has had the temerity to raise

it. However, I have no desire to go into the personal observa-

tions made concerning myself. Whatever my demerits may be,

I conceive that they have not much bearing on the question

whether or not the medical authorities are consistent in prose-

cuting herbalists and persons acting as medical men without due

authority, while leaving alone chemists who undJ.'take to

diagnose and prescribe for cases. I will therefore only point

out that it is a little difficult to understand why you should have

led your readers to suppose that my only medical qualification

was that of "L.S.A.," when a glance at a professional book of

reference would have shown you that this is not the fact. Turn-

ing now to the real substance of the matter which I ventured to

refer to in the Daily Graphic, does it not really resolve itself

into a very simple question? Are chemists entitled to make
medical examinations and to prescribe, or are they not? If they

are not, and I suppose that you will liardly contend that they

are so entitled, on what ground can it be argued that they

.should be exempted from the penalties which are rightly in-

flicted on other persons who do medical work without the

necessary qualifications. I am «ure that it would be more

interesting to your readers if, instead of making onslaughts on

such a humble person as myself, you would explain the justifica-

tion for what appears to be an inexplicable anomaly. I should

like to add that, in writing my letter to the Daily Graphic, I

had no idea of inditing anything which could be cfifensive to

chemists as a class. I was of opinion that the large proportion

of their ranks who confine themselves to their legitimate sphere

of opeptions would welcome an attempt to check the irregular

practices of some of their colleagues, and it was with much

surprise that I found the Pharmaceutical Journal apparently

championing the cause of the offenders.

South Kensington, May 23, 1803. Dennis Vinrace.

*»* Mr. Vinrace assumes too much. The point to which exception was

taken in the P.J. was that Mr. Vinrace should go out of his way to suggest

in the lay Press that pharmacists are allowetl, with the connivance o£ " the

governing bodies of the medical profession," to commit with impunity

similar offences 60 those for which some "herbalists" and other

unqualified persons have been prosecuted and convicted.— [Ed. P.J.]

Patent Medicine Vendors' Defence Association.

Your correspondence (sic), Mr. Delve, M.P.&'., of Manchester,

seems to have discovered what is vulgarly called a " mare's nest,"

inasmuch as his or any other of our old officers' names have

never been used without authority in connection with this

Society. Possibly he has taken umbrage at the comments on

an old circular of ours in your previous issue, in which you

designate him as a grocer, which is, in any case, a very respect-

able trade. It's a pity your correspondent did not make

further inquiries before rushing into print, as our Association's
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movements are well known throughout the trade, and not

.
Tears behind the times as suggested, and, what is more, united.

W. J. Leggett, Mon. Secretary.

Liverpool, May 26, 1903.
*,* The circular referred to may b.2 an old one, but copies of it were being

cent out as recently as April last.— [Ed. P.J.]

The Shrinkage in Annual Subscriptions.

At the annual meeting of thi.s Society, held on the 20th inst.

,

the President remarked that it passed his comprehension why
there should have been a .shrinkage of £160 on the subscrip-

tions of members. At the close of my remarks I pointed out

that this was easily accounted for by the Secretaiy taking out

of tlie hands of Local Secretaries the collecting of these sub-

.scriptions, and if this proposal was his own it had the consent

of the Council, so that this change having been made under

the supposed knowledge of the Council, the cause may be as

-easily discovered. The result was natural to anticipate. As
my remarks on this subject shared the same fate as that very

important discusision which took place at the last meeting of

the Council, relating to the jroposed mode of dealing with the

examinations by the Board at the North British Branch, will

you kindly insert this correction.

Edinburgh, May 27, 1905. James Mackexzie.
*+* The foregoing letter is iJiiblished without omission, though there is

not the least justification for the unworthy insinuation with which it

-concludes.— [Ed. P.J.]

PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

The Council Election.

BY J. WILSON.

The Elect and tfie Non-Elect.

The result of the election to the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society was to a great extent in accordance witli precedent and

expectation, but was in some respects surprising. There was

not at any time the slightest doubt that Mr. Walter Hills would

bead the poll by a substantial majority, and it had been thought

throughout the contest that six, or at the least five, of the re-

tiring members would be re-elected. One candidate, howevei-,

who was expected by some to be below the line which separated

the elect from the non-elect, was Mr. John Taylor, who only had

a majority of one vote when elected three years ago, and had, in

addition, been made the object of undisguised attacks in certain

quarters, on the ostensible grounds -that he had not suffi-

ciently attended to his duties as a councillor, and that he was
no longer in business as a pharmacist. The result of the-election

clearly shows that the vapouriiigs and attacks of such critics

have had little or no weight with the electorate.

Unintelligent Toryism.

It "cannot but be regarded as a satisfactory feature of the

election that 500 more voting papers were fiUed up than was
the case last year, and for this the energy of the local associa-

' tions is probably responsible to a great extent. The number
is, on the other hand, 600 less than three years ago. One
cannot, liowever, be sure that the voting was any more intelli-

:
gently performed this year than la.«l. Without reflecting in

any way on the successful candidates, the result of the poll

seems, to my mind, to indicate a still more unintelligent use

of the franchise than in previous years. In spite of the fact

that the " outsiders " issued election addresses in one shape or

-another, or, at any rate, took steps to let their opinions be

known, while not one of the retiring councillors seemed to

regard it as a duty to give the members of the Society any in-

formation whatever as to his views on topics of importance,

there would seem to be a solid phalanx of some 1,500 voters

T/rho tplump as a matter of course for the "old gang." This

cannot be considered to be au example of the best or most

educated type of Conservatism.

The Scottish Vote.

The surprise of the election was the defeat of Mr. Currie,

whose name had been included by almost every local associa-

tion in the country in the list of those selected for support, and

had, in addilion, the not unimportant Scottish vote. The fact

that he obtained 840 votes less than Mr. StoiTar is evidence that

Mr. Currie's English following is nothing like so large as was

generally supposed, and that the solid phalanx, above referred

to, withheld then- votes, on the ground apparently that Mr.

Currie bad not been on the Council before. Mr. Storrar is to

be congratulated on his high position, but it is doubtful whether

the majority of the members of the Society know much about

him or his opinions. Personally, I have no doubt about Mr.

'Storrars fitness for the Council, but I don't remember reading

in the journals of the last few years anything to enlighten

members of the Society as to his opinions. Apart from that,

however, the policy of putting forward three Scottish candi-

dates at the same election has proved to be absolutely

futile. In my opinion, also, it is a mistake to raise the question

of nationality in this connection. Membership of the Society

and the possession of the necessary ability should be the only

conditions imposed upon candidates ; not that they should have

been born and bred north or south of the Tweed.

Some Comparisons.

Scrutinising the j)ublished list of votes a little more closely,

it would seem that about 300 members abstained from support-

ing Mr. Hills. The majority of these were probably Scottish

"plumpers," though it is conceivable that some members think

more might have been done to bring better evidence—from chief

constables, coroners, gardeners, and other " laymen "—before

the Poisons Committee. Mr. Cro.'s and Dr. Symes were both

sure ot a high position, while the fact that Mr. Wootton was

(not generally known to be in business as a chemist does

not seem to have had an adverse effect on 'his position.

With the exception of Mr. Hills, each of the successful

candidates polled more votes than when elected in 19§0,

Mr. Cross having gained the most in this respect. In that

year, w^hioh was certainly the most exciting of recent years, so

far as Council elections are concerned, 3,652 valid voting papers

were registered, as against 5,037 this year, so that the increase of

votes for individuals seems a fortiori a proof of additional dis-

like for change. Mr. Campkin increased his poll by 100 since last

year, and if he continues lo show the perseverance that has char-

acterised his eftbrts in the past, he may be expected some day

to be among the elect. If, as has been rumoured, Mr. CorUer

does not intend to seek re-election when his term of office ex-

pires, Mr. Campkin may probably then have a better chance as

the sole representative of the Eastern Counties. It may, how-

ever, be mentioned that the chemists in that part of England

have not so many or such active local associations as some others,

though the Cambridge Association seems to flourish. Before the

- next election there is time for Norwich to reform in this respect.

Mr. Walshaw does not seem to have received much support from

London and the South, but if by attending meetings he is able,

by the time ;inother election comes round, to make himself

' better known, a much larger number of votes may be given

iiim in future.

The Moral of the Election.

It is saddening to reflect that the moral of the election to

future candidates would seem to be this—" Don't stand if all

the retiring members are seeking re-election, and if you do

stand, tell the electors as little as possible about your opimons

and intentions. Then you may expect some, at any rate, of the

fifteen hundred stalwart Conservatives to think twice before

they cross out your name."
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OPPOSITION TO THE PHARMACY BILL.

The attention of the General Medical Council has been
directed to the Pharmacy Bill bv a letter received from
the Public Dispensers" Association, in which it is pointed

out that there is no legal restriction upon the dispensing

and distribution of poisons in large public institutions.

The letter (see p. 762) was read at an executive meeting
on Wednesday, May 20, and the following question, of

which notice had been given, was asked by Sir Hugh
Beevok at the meeting of the General Medical Council

on Saturday last :
—

To ask the Peesident whether his attention has
been called to the provisions of the Pharmacy Bill

being promoted in the present Session by Mr. LortJH,
M.P., and to the fact that the provisions of the Bill
{infer alia) penalise any person other than a pharma-
ceutical chemist from dispensing medical prescrip-
tions in a shop, the Bill containing no definition o
the word shop and no exemption of registered medi-
cal practitioners from its jDrovisions

; and, further,

whether in view of this the Council should not take
some step in reference to this or any other Bill pro-
moted on similar lines, to see that the interests of

medical practitioners are properly protected.

The PiiESiDEXT, in his reply, referred to the provisions

of the Pharmacy Acts of 1852, 1868, and 1869, so far as

they affected the medical profession, and explained the

manner in which the present Bill, which proposes to regu-

late the compounding of medical prescriptions as well as

the sale of poisons, would affect registered medical prac-

titioners. He also suggested that the Apothecaries'

Society of London should obtain a legal opinion as to

hf)Vf far the yights and privileges of the Society conferred

by former Acts would be modified by the present Bill.

Subsequently, on the motion of Dr. MacAlister, who was
seconded by Sir Hugh Beevor, it was agreed that the

Peesidext be requested to represent to the Lord President

of the Council that in the Pharmacy Bill, 1903,

now before Parliament, the riglits of the medical profes-

sion, as safeguarded by the existing Pharmacy Acts,

appear to be encroached upon, and to state that, in the

opinion of the Council, such encroachment ought not to

obtain the sanction of Parliament.

Opposition to the Pharmacy Bill is, meanwhile, being

skilfully organised by the Chairman of the Drug Com-

panies' Association, n^'ho has addressed a long letter,

full of misstatements and fallacious arguments, to members

of Parliament. The letter—w'hich has been published at

length in newspapers wherein appear the advertisements

of a large drug company—begins with the deliberate false-

hood that the Bill, " while it is ostensibly only to prevent

the sale of poisons by unqualified assistants and the -regis-

tration of chemists' shops and the managers thereof, is

really designed by its promoters (the Pharmaceutical

Society) to constitute the chemists and drviggists' business

a monopoly of the members of that Society." Other un-

truthful statements in the letter are that the Pharma-

ceutical Society is a trade society, whose sole interest is to

protect the interest of its members, and that no complaint

has been made about the way in which limited companies

carry on the business of a chemist and druggist, while an
attempt is made to convey the impression that Section 16

of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, permits the carrying on of

such business by unqualified persons, without being bond

fi<h'. conducted by duly qualified persons. But the whole

letter is a tissue of inaccuracies, ingeniously and unscru-

pulously strung together by that small proportion of

truth which renders refutation so much more difficult

than is the case when lies alone are to be dealt with.

Fortunately, however, the misrepresentation in this case

has been anticipated by the President of the Pharmaceu-

tical Society—Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme—who has stated

briefly, in a letter addressed to members of Parliament,

the reasons which have induced the Council of the Phar-

maceutical Society to submit the Pharmacy Bill, 1903,

to Parliament-

Mr. Newsholme points out that the Pharmacy Act of

1868, which governs the business of chemists and
druggists and the retail sale of poisons, requires

that the person who keeps the open shop, as well as

every person who actually sells poisons, sliall be qualified.

That Act was the outcome of the report of a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, which, in 1865, was con-

vinced by the evidence of Dr. Alfred Swaine Tatloe,

the famous toxicologist ; Dr. (afterwards Sir John) Simon,

then medical adviser to the Privy Council ; Dr. Qttain",

F.R.S., and others, that the limitation of the sale of

poisons to certain specially qualified persons was a matter

of urgent importance. This principle was embodied in

the Statute named, and has since been adopted in the

Pharmacy Act for Ireland, and in Pharmacy Acts and
Ordinances in nearly all parts of the British Empire.

Everywhere the qualification of the owner or owners of the

Inisiness where poisons are sold is insisted upon. And
the necessity for this is manifest. The effective control

<if a business, the final decision as to the methods of

storage of poisons to be adopted, and the careful considera-

tion of the interests and safety of the public, are the

duties of the principal, not of his assistant. This quali-

fied control will be of still greater irhportance if Parlia-

ment should agree with another proposal in the Pharmacy
Bill (Clause 2) that the dispensing of medical prescriptions

should also be confined to duly qualified persons. It is

also pointed out by Mr. Ne\\ sholme that companies,

as such, cannot be qualified under the Pharmacy Acts. The
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Coimcil of the Pharmaceutical Society, however, recognising

that modern methods differ in some important respects from
those prevalent forty years ago, does not ask that com-
panies shall not own chemists' shops, though this would
be the logical consequence of the strict application of the
principles of the Pharmacy Act.

All that is asked by the Council is that companies
shall not be specially privileged. No member of Par-
liament would advocate that every grocer, draper,
or ironmonger who may choose so to do should have the
right to sell and dispense medicines, and deal in all

poisons if only he should engage a qualified assistant to

cover him. But this is what certain companies claim 'he
right to do. They demand that registration at Somerset
House shall confer on -them the same privileges as are

secured by individuals after long study and searching
examination. And this evasion of the statutory examina-
tion is practised, not only by large companies, but also
frequently by persons who, having failed to pass those
examinations, associate their families with themselves,
register as companies, and then carry on the business of a
chemist and druggist, and for so doing cannot be reached
by the law as it at present stands. This, in the opinion
of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, is neither
fair nor wise, and it is, therefore, asked that the control
of companies' businesses shall be brought under the same
conditions as those which govern the businesses of in-

dividuals. The Council sees no other method of carrying
out this purpose than that which has been drafted, end
anyone who objects to the Council's proposal is asked to
suggest another which shall be equally just to the

i
ublic

and to chemists and druggists. It has been said that the
plan proposed is impracticable because it would necessitate
the pharmaceutical qualification of all the directors of the
great stores and companies which have a drug department.
That is not the case. The stores could easily meet Ihe
suggested regulations by forming subsidiary companies
under the directorship of qualified persons, and the in-

terests of the public would thus be safeguarded.

PESTLE-WORK.
Seveeai. provincial newspapers have printed Mr.

Jesse Boot's disinterested (?) criticism of the Pharmacy
Acts Amendment Bill and its promoters. In the Bradford
Daily Telegraph, Mr. Boor's letter is followed by a com-
munication from the Hon. Secretary of the Medical Her-
balists' Defence Union, Limited, who states that a depu-
tation of twelve " herbalists " waited on Mr. Waxkltn,
M.P., and pointed out to him that the Pharmaceutical
Society was seeking to create one of the greatest mono-
polies ever foisted on the public ! The writer of the
letter does not say how much of this ludicrous statement
Mr. Wankltn believed. A newsj^aper called the Belper

News and Derbyshire Telephone publishes Mr. Boot's
letter, and a leading article in support thereof the remark-
able trilogy being completed, strangely enough, by a long

advertisement of " Boots, Cash Chemists," in another

part of the paper ! The leader-writer, who cannot, of

course, be considered as connected with Mr. Boot, or

influenced by the firm's advertisement, is of opinion that

Mr. Boot has put the Pharmaceutical Society in the

mortar and pounded it with its own pestle. It is

fortunate to be able to record that the Society has nofc^

been broken in pieces, and is none the worse for the^

operation to which Mr. Boot is alleged to have subjected'

it. In spite, also, of the sophistications introduced in the

process of pounding, and the clever attempts to prevent

the determination of its real nature, the Bill remains as it

always has been, something very different from that

which the bruising fraternity would have the public

believe.

THE SALE OF KNOWN, ADMITTED, AND APPROVED
REMEDIES.

In the Journal of May 16 (see p. 687) reference was

made to efforts which had been made to reconcile the

existing differences of opinion with regard to the effects

of the judgment in the case of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones, and

as the result of those efforts, we were able to publish the

following letter, which had been received from the Inland

Eevenue Office :
—
INLAND EEVENUE,

Somerset House, London, W.C.,
May 12, 1903.

Sir,—With reference to the enquiries recently made
by a representative of the Pharmaceutical Journal
in regard to the judgment of the High Court in the

case of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones, I am directed by the

Board of Inland Revenue to acquaint you that, after

careful consideration of the matter, they do not con-

sider that the judgment necessitates any change in

their practice except in this respect, that in the case

of the sale by a qualified chemist or druggist of a
known, admitted, and approved remedy, no claim to

Medicine Stamp Duty will arise if the formula of the
preparation is stated or is indicated by such words as
" Prepared according to the British Pharmacopoeia

"

or the letters B.P.," and if it can be shown that the

preparation was not recommended by the " owner,
proprietor, maker, compounder, original or first ven-

dor thereof."

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.

The Editor of the H. Baetlett,
Pharmaceutical Journal. Secretary.

As pointed out in the Journal, while undoubtedly satis-

factory so far as it goes, this letter leaves in doubt the

]ioint whether the Board of Inland Revenue considers that

no claim to Medicine Stamp Duty will arise if an other-

wise exempt preparation is made or compounded by the

chemist and druggist who sells it. Further light on that

point appeared to be extremely desirable, and the follow-

ing letter of inquiry was therefore sent to Somerset

House :—

•

Pharmaceutical Journal,

17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C., May 13, 1903.

Dear Sir,—I am obliged for your courteous letter

of May 12, and shall be glad if you will now inform

me whether the Board considers that a claim to Medi-

cine Stamp Duty would arise if a qualified chemist

and druggist were to sell a known, admitted, and
approved remedy, such as ammoniated tincture of

quinine, which had been made or compounded by

himself. Or is it considered that the exemption:

applies only to such remedies when purchased ready-

made from a manufacturer. A definite answer o»
this point will be much apjireciated.

I am, Sir, yours faithfidly,

The Secretary. John HriiPiiEET.

Board of Inland Revenue.
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The reply to this conimunication, printed below, defi-

nitely settles the point raised, and should, therefore,

firove of considerable interest to our readers :
—

INLAND REVENUE,
Somerset House, Loxdon, W.C,

May 21, 1903.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 13fch instant,

I am directed by the Board of Inland Revenue to

inform tou that as at present advis,ed they consider
that a chemist would be equally entitled to the bene-
fit of the exemption to which you refer, whether the

remedy was made or compounded by himself or was
purchased by him from a manufacturer.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

The Editor, E. G. Stooi>let.
Pharmaceutical Journal. Secretary.

The further point, as to what the Board of Inland

Revenue is nrepared to allow without question in the way
of recommendation, can only be determined satisfactorily

hy submitting specimen labels to the Boaid for approval,

and chemists are strongly urged to adopt that course. In
this connection it is interesting to note that there appears

to be an important change in the practice of the Board
with regard to the use of the possessive case on labels for

medicines. A long correspondence has been conducted

by Mr. Leo. Atkinsox, who has previously done so much
to elucidate problems concerning the incidence of Medicine

St.amp Duty. In the course of that correspondence Mr.

Atkixson sent the following label for an expression of

opinion by the Board:—

IRON PILLS.

(BLilUD.)

DOSE.

Two Pills thi;ee times a day,

after meals.

This label was returned marked " Liable to duty," but
the following label was marked "Not liable to duty" :

—

IRON TONIC PILLS,

For Delicate Females.

PREPARED ACCORDING TO THE BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA.

(Dr. BLAUD.)

DOSE.—Two or three Pills to be taken three

times fiaily, after meals.

Accompanying the marked labels was the following

letter:—
INLAND REVENUE,

Somerset House, Londox, W.C,
May 20, 1903.

I am to explain that the Board's practice is to treat

Blaud's Pills as liable to duty unless it is stated or

indicated on the label they are prepared according

to British Pharmacopoeia or French Codex.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. G. Stoodley,
Mr. Leo. Atkinson. Secretary.

The modification of the Board's practice, indicated in

this letter, justifies Mr. Atkixsox's description of it as

^a rather startling change." Ajiparently, articles such

as Blaud's Pills, Gregory's Powder, etc., may now be

described with the proper name in the possessive case if

it is stated or indicated on the label that they are pre-

pared according to oflScial formulae. But without such

statement or indication the preparations will be considered

liable to duty, even though the proper name used in the

description is not in the possessive case.

Those who have been admitted " behind the scenes

"

cannot resist the conclusion that the more enlightened

procedure which appears to have characterised the Board

of Inland Revenue recently in its dealings with

the duly registered chemist is as much the result

of long-continued diplomatic representation by Mr.

Carteighe, Mr. Leo. Atkixson, and the officers of the

Pharmaceutical Society, as the outcome of the recent lucky

decision in the High Court, the more especially since it

appears that the Board of Inland Revenue seems disposed

to interpret very strictly the clause exempting ap'proved

remedies sold by chemists and druggists from liability to

Medicine Stamp Duty. A limited company in a northern

town has been threatened with proceedings by the Somerset
House authorities for doing what would not now be

regarded as an offence if the proprietor of the business were
an individual qualified under the Pharmacy Acts. In other

words, the Board of Inland Revenue contends that, inas-

much as a limited company, carrying on the business of a

chemist and druggist, cannot have served a regular appren-

ticeship, it is not entitled to the advantages of the exempt-
ing clauses in the 52 Geo. III., which is held to apply only

to qualified chemists and druggists and other specified

individuals.

FEDERATION OF LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS.
The Hon. Secretary of the Federation of Local Pharma-

ceutical Associations asks us to announce to Secretaries of

the Affiliated Associations that he will be glad to^ have
suggestions regarding subjects for discussion at the annual

meeting sent to him during the next few weeks. Such
suggestions should be forwarded to Mr. Geo. F. Mersox,
at 24, Newgate Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS.
'

A LoxDox firm of " eyesight specialists," whose quali-

fication to speak with authority is not manifest, has re-

cently issued a booklet, consisting of sixteen pages of
" puff," in which appear some highly objectionable re-

marks concerning those chemists and druggists who supply

spectacles and optical instruments. The public

solemnly warned not to buy glasses of, or have
eyes examined by, a chemist, "but, if it is un-

avoidable, insist that he most carefully cleanses his

hands before serving you, for fear that some dangerous

drug he has been handling may come in contact with
your eyes." The firm claims to have "heard of cases of

severe inflammation and almost loss of sight being traced

to such a cause." It will be noted that these precious

" eyesight specialists " do not vouch for the accuracy of

vAat they " have heard," nor do they say whether the

statement has ever been heard outside the confines of

their own office. The libel is too piltry for longer notice,

but may amuse those pharmacists who have proved their

fitness themselves to act as opticians by passing one or

other of the voluntary examinations in sight-testing.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Seceetabies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Golf Club.—The monthly competition
for the " Dick Medal " was played over the Braids last week.
The following was the result :—Mr. J. A. Grav. 89. scratch, 1

;

Mr. A. C. Aitken. 90, scratch, 2; Mr. J. U. R. Stewart, 92,

scratch. 3 ; Mr. J. J. Sutherland, 94, scratch, 4.

Linnean Society of London —At the evening meeting, to be
held on Thursday, June 4, 1903, at 8 p.m., the following papers
will be read :—(1) " On the Anatomy and Development of Uomys
Infelix." by Miss Alice L. Embleton

; (2)
" Scottish Freshwater

Plankton," by Messrs. W. and G. S. West, F.L.S., etc.

Optologist.—For some time the Council of the British
Optical Association has been giving its mind to the coinage of

some term that would express the meaning of " sight-testing
optician" as distinct from an optician who merely makes
spectacles or grinds lenses. The result is " optologist," i.e., one
versed in the science of ocular optics.

Guardians and the Supply of Drugs.—At Tuesday's meeting of

the Guisborough Board of Guardians a communication was read
from the Local Government Board expressing regret that the
suggestion of the Board with reference to the supply of drugs
to the workhouse had not been adopted. Xo comment was made
on the observations of the Local Government Board.

Royal Photographic Society 6f Great Britain.— The
Historical Exhibition organised in connection with the Jubilee
celebration of this Society will be kept open until about June
20. The President and Council will be pleased to admit all

interested in early apparatus and examples on presentation of

visiting card at 66, Russell Square, daily from 11 a.m. to

7.30 p.m.

The Proposed Tripos for Economics.—A number of eminent
men, including the Prime Minister, Mr. John Morley and
others, have written to Professor Marshall, of Cambridge Uni-
versity, expressing approval of the proposal to institute a tripos

and curriculum in economics and political science. Mr. Bal-

four thinks that there is pressing need for the promotion of

economic research.

The Storing of Petroleum Spirit.—The Home Secretary has
made new regulations under the Locomotives on Highways Act.
1876, for the keeping of petroleum spirit for the purpose of

being used in light locomotives. Provided the petroleum spirit

it not kept for sale it will be optional either to apply to the local

authority for a licence under the Petroleum Act of 1871, or to
keep it in accordance with the new regulations.

Alderman Benjamin Robinson Memorial.—It has been de-
cided to invite subscriptions for a permanent memorial to com-
memorate the services of the late Alderman Benjamin Robinson
as Chairman of the Royal Technical Institute, Salford, and that
such memorial shall take the form of a marble tablet or bust-
Subscriptions, which are limited to two guhieas. should be sent
to the hon. treasurer of the Memorial Fund at the Institute,

or to Messrs. Williams Deacons Bank, Chapel g'treet, Salford.

Drugs in Workhouses.—Cannock Board of Guardians on
May 21 discussed a recommendation from the Local Govern-
ment Board to the effect that in future the Board should pro-
vide all the drugs and medicines instead of the medical officers
supplying them and paying for them out of their salaries. Mr.
Bird expressed the opinion that instead of being a saving this
course would be likely to entail more expense than if the medical
officers had to attend at the Workhouse Surgery to dispense the
medicines. The matter was referred to a committee.

Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. —The Traders in Poisonous
Compounds for Trade Purposes Protection Society asked the

Chamber to assist them in having the Pharmacy Act amended^
and forwarded a list of the poisonous compounds used ia

agriculture, which they considered should be sold iby licensed

tradesmen as well as by chemists and druggists. After careful

consideration of the subject, the committee came to the conclu-

sion that such alterations in the Pharmacy Act appeared to b»
undesirable. It was, therefore, decided to take no action

the matter.

Analysts' Reports.—In his quarterly report to the Cheshir

County Council, the Public Analyst states that he has analysed
six samples of ginger, two of camphorated oil, and one each o

tincture of rhubarb and hartshorn. Of these one of camphor
ated oil was deficient in camphor to the extent of 43 per cent,

and contained 88 per cent, of mineral oil instead of olive oil

All the other samples of drugs were genuine. Mr. M. A. Adams
Public Analyst for Kent, reports that of the samples of drug
analysed by him two of mercury ointment, and one each o

liniment of camphor, and tincture of iodine, were adulterated

They were slightly below B.P. strength, but were otherwisft

genuine.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—The twelfth annua
sports of the a.bove club will be held at Powderhall, Edin-

bm-gh. on Wednesday. June 3, commencing at 6.45. The pre-

liminary ties of the five a-side were played off last Friday, th

result being as follows :—T. and H. Smith and Co. heat Mackay
and Co. by one point to nil. Macfarlau and Co. beat Duncaa'

Flockhart and Co. by three goals to nil. Tlie final tie betwee

T. and H. Smith and Macfarlan will be decided at the sports,

and promises a very good game. The prizes have been pup;

chased, and the prize committee has shown excellent taste i

their selection. The entries have come in very well, both f

the open races and those confined to club and trade.

Inspection of Mineral Water Manufactories.—Dr. Hamer an

the -Public Health Committee of the London Count.;

Council recommend that there .should be sent to t

Loc<il Government Board an expression of opinion "tha,

it is desirable that legislation should be promote

in order to enable sanitary authorities to inspect premise

on which aerated waters are manufactured, and t

prevent the manufacture of such waters under conditions likelj^

to give rise to contamination.'" Dr. Hamer had reported tha

in his opinion such premises required regulation and inspec

tion. At least one-third of the quantity of water drunk i

London is stated to be aerated. Dr. Hamer, however, thinks tha

it is very doubtful whether or not pathogenic germs are destroye

by the presence of carbon dioxide in water.

Lady Poor Law Dispensers.—Tlie Cardiff Board of Guardia

on Saturday discussed a reccnunendation from the Dispensar

Committee that Miss Davies. dispenser at the workhouse

should assume temporarily the duties at the outdoor dispensary

in .succession to Mr. W. R. Taylor, and to advertise for

dispenser to take Mr. Taylor's place at a yearly salary of £'

Father A. Van-den-Heuvel proposed that the salary should b

£100, and he expressed the opinion that it was not fitting for

lady to fulfil the duties of dispenser, inasmuch as she had

corne in contact with all sorts of people.—Mr. John Enoo
seconded.—Mrs. MuUinn said that Miss Davies was competen

to act as dispenser, and was in a position .similar to that 0

lady members of the Board, who also had to deal with all classes

Manj- children went to the dispensary, and with these a lad:

could deal better than a man.—The Board eventually deferr

the matter for fuller consideration.

The Late Professor Gibbs.—The Times has given some p
ticulars of the life and work of Professor J. W. Gibbs, of "f"

LTniversity, who died recently in America. His scientific pape

exerted an enormous influence on the development of physic

chemistry. A paper, published some twenty-five years ag

provided the first application of the second law of therm
dynamics to the exhaustive discussion of the relations betwe:

chemical, electrical, and thermal energy and capacity for exteni'

work. One of the leading results of that paper was the .

called " Phase-rule," upon which rests the modern doctrine
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theinical equilibrium ind continuous chemical change in mix-

ture and alloys, and through which the world's knowledge con-

cerning the formation of double salts, and the distribution of a

solute between two immiscible solvents, has been completely

systematised. In 1901 Professor Gibbs was awarded the Copley

medal of the Royal Society.

" Truth " on Pharmacy.—^The current issue of Truth contains

the following editorial remarks on the Pharmacy Bill :
—

" I am
inclined to agree with Mr. Marshall Hall's blunt declaration to

the members of the Pharmaceutical Society at their annual

dinner last week, that the new Pharmacy Bill is not likely to pass

into law in its present form. So far as the Bill provides for

further safeguarding of the public iu the dispensing and sale

of medicines, there is nothing to be said against it ; but where
the protection of the public is made an excuse for an attempt
to kill trade competition the Bill is not likely to commend itself

either to Parliament or the public. It is difficult to see, for

instance, with what otlier object Section 7 of the Bill, providing

that every director of a company trading as chemists and drug-

gists must be a registered person, and not a director of any
other company carrying on a like business, can have been
drafted. There cannot possibly be any protection to the public

in the fact that the directors of a company are qualified chemists.

The directors are not the j)ersons who compound the prescrip-

tions taken to the company's shops, and if they employ properly

qualified persons to compound the phy.«ic the public is amply
protected. There is no doubt that the chemists, like most
other retail tradesmen, have found their profits considerably

diminished in recent years by the comisetition of various com-
panies and stores; and between these stores who retail varioiis

sundries at cutting prices and the medical man who di.«penses his

own drugs, many of them must find it extremely difficult to

make a living. And when it is remembered that it is necessary

for chemists to qualify themselves for their calling at no incon-

siderable trouble and expense, one is not surprised to find them
eager to cripple their most jxjwerful trade adversaries. But Pari la-

ment is not likely to lend its assistance to such an object, and
chemists and druggists will be well advised to depend rather

upon their business acumen for meeting competition than upon
Parliamentary assistance." Truth goes on to comment on an

advertisement published in the Pharmaceutical Journal for a

dispenser at a county asylum, the remuneration offered being

30s. jier week, outdoors. " Clearlv a parent would do better

for his boy. as well as for himself, by making him a cab or

omnibus driver, than by educating him for a dispensing

chemist."

Diphtheric Serum.—The Paris correspondent of the TinuB

states that Dr. L. Martin, one of the scientists working with

Dr. Roux at the Pasteur Institute, has made some important

researches which materially simplify the treatment for diph-

theria. They were communicated in a paper read before the

IBiological Society a few days ago. The lecturer stated that he

"had succeeded in transforming the celebrated Roux serum into

pastilles, thus obviating the necessity in certain cases of the

painful subcutaneous injections. According to a conversation

reported in the Petit Parisiai, Dr. Martin began his experiments

by endeavouring to improve the serum. This he accomplished

by injecting dead diphtheric bacilli into the veins of the horses

supplying the serum. The result was a serum which killed the

bacilli with which it came into contact. He employed this

specific in successfully tre^ti^g the throats of children attacked

with diphtheria. His observations showed that the false mem-
branes shrivelled up, and at the same time the bacilli had disap-

peared. His next care was to avoid the ordinary painful process of

applying the serum to the throat, and for that purpose he made
it up into pastilles. The result, he says, is as effective as when
the throat is touched with the instrument. In one or two days

the organ is rendered quite healthy. The doctor said his re-

searches were not sufficiently advanced to enable him to state

positively that in future subcutaneous injections would be ren-

dered unnecessary. For the moment, indeed, he thought, they

continued to be indispensable in cases where diphtheria had
declared itself. But he considered that the pastilles could be

propei-ly administered in the convalescent stages of the disease

when It- was necessary to remove contagion, and also in cases

where hitherto the serum has been injected on preventive and
prophylactic grounds.

NORTH KBNT AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

FIRST GENERAL MEETING.
Wednesday, May 27, 1905. at the Clarendon Hotel, Graves-

end, Mr. Akthur Stooke (Xew Brompton), Pi-esident, in the
chair.

The Pbesiuent gave an interesting address of welcome to
the members, and hoped this Association would become a>

means of promoting unity of action, under the guidance of
the Pliannaceutical Society, in all legitimate endeavours to
improve the present position of pharmacy. It was unani-
mously agreed that the Association should become affiliated

with the Federation of Pharmaceutical Associations, and
Messrs. D. U. Still, A. Goldthorpe, and R. Feaver Clarke were-
appointed delegates to attend the annual meeting at Bristol
in July.

A set of rules for the management of the Association, similai-

to those recently adopted by the Thames Valley Association,,

was referred to the Committee for consideration.
The Hon. Secretahy (Mr. R. Feaver Clarke) strongly

pressed upon the members the advisability of encouraging,
assistants and apprentices to join the Association.

Address by Mr. Glyn-Jones.

Mr. Glyn-Jones said that their Secretary had sent him some-
points which he thought very nearly covered the whole field

of pharmaceutical politics. Mr. Clarke had suggested that he
might usefully refer to the benefits of local organisation, 'inat
would perhaps have been a more useful tiling to have done in
the district a couple of months ago. It .seemed to him that
the pre.sence of so many at these meetings showed that, at any
rate, they had no need of being preached to as to the benefits
of local organisation. He thought these local associations
were calculated to be of immense service to the Phar-
maceutical Society as such, and he had been delighted
for a year or more to notice that the Pharmaceutical
Society was doing something to show direct recog-
nition of the local associations and the work that they
were doing. He thought that the innovation at the dinner
whereby the presidents of all the local associations were in-
vited was a good one. He noticed that on their Committee—a.

Committee of about twelve—they had not less than sevea
Divisional Secretaries of the Pharmaceutical Society. He was
sure those gentlemen would not misunderstanu him when he
said that, good as might be the system of local organisation
depending upon Divisional Secretaries, the value of that system
was largely enhanced when those Divisional vSecretaries had
an organisation such as this to fall back upon and help them.
However good a Divisional ..ecretary might be, it could not be
expected that he, in his own person, was able to wield all the-

local influence that was necessary or advisable. In fact, his
experience was that often the Divisional Secretary, though he-

had been a very loyal supporter of the Society, and though he had
been an excellent pharmacist, was most unsuitatole in his
district for certain purposes of political organisation. In fact,,

ill connection with the Pharmacy Bill he had in his mind at
present a prominent case where the most valuable help was
derived from a gentleman who was a chemist in business, and
who apparently had given a great deal more time and attention-

to local and Imperial politics than the average Divisional'

Secretary was able to do. In that particular case it meant the
appearance on the back of the Pharmacy Bill of the name of

a prominent member of Parliament. He was certain that
during the next few years, when they might look forward to-

a good deal of Parliamentarv fighting, the importance of organi-

sations such as this woulcf be still more and more felt. He
noticed in their circular, and also in the draft rules, a statement,

which people were apt to put into rules of this

kind as a matter of course, that one of their

objects was to create and sustain a fraternal feel-

ing and to promote social intercourse amongst chemists.

But he would like to urge them to look upon that as something-

more than a mere platitude. Because, in a district such as

that, where he supposed they could not hope to have an associa-

tion numbering hundreds, the most important work in his own
view—realising, as he did, the value of all sorts of political

work—would be for the Association to bring together the men
who practised the same calliiigin the same district, and that in
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iSelf would It-ad to creating a tone in the trade whicli nothing

that he knew of could create like it.

Tlie President moved, and Mr. R. Fe.wer Cl.vrke seconded,

a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones for attending

t-liat evening and for giving such an interesting and encouraging

address. Mr. Clarke, in liis remarks, strongly emphasised the

point that members could but show their appreciation of Mr.

Glyn-Jones's self-denying labours on behalf of pharmacy by
becoming members of the Chemists' Defence Association.

Mr. Glyx-Joxes suitably replied, and a cordial vote of thanks

to the President for presiding closed a very useful and suc-

cessful meeting.

NOTTINGHAM AND NOTTS CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Wednesday. Mny 23, 1903, at the Mikado Cafe, Long Row,

Nottingham. .Mr. Richard riTZHrCH, J. P., in the chair.

Annual Report.

Mr. Gill read the annual report, which stated that during

the year 1902-3 the work of the Association had been quietly

maintained. After detailing the proceedings of the session,

the Council desired to place on record their appreciation of

the visit of Mr. Bremridge to Nottingham in April, when he

addressed a large gathering of pharmacists of Nottingham
and surrounding district.? on the inward forces at work on the

Committee on Poisons, whose report had been recently pub-
lished. The meeting aroused pharmacists to the danger which
would follow the adoption of the proposals contained in the

report, and it was hoped that every member of the Associa-

tion would strenuously oppose any and every attempt to

weaken the effective administration of the regulations for the

sale of poisons. The Council welcomed the introduction of
'

the new Pharmacy Bill into the House of Commons. The
passing of this Bill would be in the best interests of the public.

It was eminently desirable that all who practised pharmacy

should be amenable to the provisions of the Pharmacy Acts.

The numerical position of the Association was as follows :

—
Members, 50

;
honoraiy membei-s, 2 ; associate members. 8 ;

total. 60.

Mr. Gascoyxe presented the Treasurer's report, which

showed that the receipts and expenditure had been practically

the same as in the previous vear, a balance of £3 Cs. 8d.

standing to the good of the Association.

On the proposition of Mr. Sergeant, seconded by Mr.

Beachell, the reports were adopted.

Election of Council.

The election of eight members to form the Council was then

proceeded with by ballot. Eleven names had been nominated,

the result of the ballot being that the following were

elected :—Messrs. J. Beachell. A. E. Beilby, R. Beverley,

'€. A. Bolton, D. Ellis, J. T. Rayson, F. R. Sergeant, and

J. Smith.

Votes of Thanks.

Mr. Bennet proposed a vote of thanks to the Council for

the loyal and faithful way in which they had performed their

duties during the pa.st year.

Mr. Freeman seconded the resolution, which was adopted.

The President remarked that he was sure the Council

deserved the retolution. He had been well supported by the

Council during the year, and he- was quite sure the new
Council, although it presented little change, would follow in

the footsteps of its predecessors, and do what it could for the

advancement of the trade.

Mr. A. A. Rinaer was eTecfed an associate member.

Mr. Gascoyne's Departure.

Mr. Eberlin said he had a pleasant duty to perform, vet or.e

that was tinged with sorrow, and that was to move the fol-

lowing resolution:—
" That this meeting of the Nottingham and Notts

Chemists" Association hears with regret of the contem-
plated departure from Nottingham of its Treasurer, and
begs to tender him its heartiest thanks, and to wish him
health, happiness, and success in hi,s new sphere."

Although it was painful to know that they were about to lose

the services of a valuable colleague, at the same time it was
their duty to express to Mr. Gascoyne their appreciation of him
as a colleague and their Treasurer. For some years he (Mr.

Eberlin) had been their Secretary, and had worked with Mr.
Gascoyne, and he mu,st say that he had been an ideal treasurer.

He was sure they all wLshed him health, happiness, and success

in his new sphere.

The President endorsed all Mr. Eberlin had said. They
would not only miss Mr. Gascoyne as their Treasurer, but also

from tlleir meetings. It was not always well to have things one

way, and so long as Mr. Gascoyne had been with them he was
quite sure he had not permitted that.

The resolution having been unanimously and cordially passed,

Mr. Gascoyne replied. He thanked the President and Mr.
Eberlin for their kind words and the meeting for the way in

which they had received them. He could assure them that he
reciprocated their regret, and he was deeply sorry to sever his

connection with the As.sociation. The only satisfaction he had
was that he was not going so far away that he should not be

-able to look them up sometimes. He should like to take that

opportunity of thanking the President and all the members of

the Association, and those absent and present, for the invariable

courtesy and kindness with which they had treated him.

The Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Gill introduced the subject of the Pharmacy Bill, and

proposed the following resolution:—
" That this meeting of the Nottingham and Notts

Chemists' Association approves of the Pharmacy Bill now
before Parliament, believing that, if passed, it will remedy
the acknowledged defects of the existing Pharmacy Acts.
This meeting would therefore respectfully ask members of

Parliament for the city and county to support the Bill on
its second reading on June 10."

Mr. Middleton seconded the resolution, which was carried

unanimously.

' Insecticides and Sheep Dips.

Mr. Gill also introduced the question of the Association of

Proprietors of Poisonous Preparations, and criticised tht

action of that body in endeavouring to secure legisla-

tion to ejctend the sale of insecticides and sheep-

dips through other than properly registered chemists.

He desci'ibed the operations of this Association as mis-

chievous, which he said were for tTi.eir own personal gain.

If such legislation as the Association were trying to secure

w^re obtained it would not only militate against the interests

of their brother chemists in countiy places, but strike a blow

at the principle of the Pharmacy Acts. He proposed that a

letter be sent to all the local members explanatory of the move-

ment, and stating the facts of the ca.^e. Mr. Gill read a draft

letter which he had prepared.

The President strongly supported the suggestion, and the

meeting unanimously approved of it.

Drug-Trade Appeal Fund.

Mr. Middleton infonned the meeting that the contribution

from Nottingham to the Drug-Trade Appeal Fund amounted to

£7 8s., and he presented the accounts as local Treasurer to the

fund.
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EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

Wednesday, May 20, 1903, in the Pharmaceutisal Society's

House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. A. E. Kelly, Vice-

President, in the chair.

Mr. J. G. ScLATER opened a debate on the question

Should the Pharmaceutical Society Conduct Its Own
Preliminary Examination ?

He said there were several reasons in favour of an affirmative

reply to the question. One reason was that of revenue from the

Society's point of view. The Society at present lost a consider-

able number of guineas. Under the old system the Society got

the fee when a candidate sat for the examination as well as on

every occasion of a failure and re-examination. Now they only

receive the £2 2s. when a candidate has in near contemplation

the Minor Examination. A great many things might happen

between the passing of the first examination and his trying the

second. He might be lured away to other pursuits. Anj'one

who considers the vicissitudes of even a year or two must admit

the Society lost a considerable number of guineas thus. He
also thought that when the Society had its own examination a

certain percentage of successful students, elated by success, sent

their half-guinea to the Society, but he feared there were very

few of that class now. The point was should the Society run

the risk of entirely losing the Preliminary fee by not conducting

its own examination, and by allowing an indefinite period to

elapse wherein many things might happen to prevent an

apprentice prosecuting what he originally began ? The examin-

ing body by which he was examined benefited, but not the

Society. If the Pharmaceutical Society existed for the pro-

tection of the public, by seeing that only competent men were

engaged in the practice of pharmacy, then he thought

The Whole Fees For Examining

should go to the Society. The prospective apprentice had to

pay a fee to the outside body by whom he was examined, and

also to the Society when he desired registration. He thought

that was not quite fair or just. Lads who entered the

pharmaceutical calling were not taken from a class whose

parents were as ready to pay out hard cash as those of lads

entering more recognised professions. The question of con-

venience was a second important reason. By the Society

having an examination of its own masters would be able to

Guide Apprentices with Geeatee Clearness

and definiteness It was not to be expected that masters could

inform candidates with regard to a score of preliminary exami-

nations with the ease with which he could explain the method
of examination (not the standard) by which he himself passed.

He was afraid that at present both master and boy were in a

state of chaos. A master would endeavour to get a boy who
had passed, but many had to take a likely lad, even though he

had not passed, or want. Even the periodical publication of

the examination questions in the Journal was a great conveni-

ence to a great majority of apprentices. By not having an ex-

amination of its own the Society does not so quickly

Come into Touch with the Apprentice.

Under the old system a certain percentage became student-

associates, and thus the Society was strengthened. When a

youth joined the Society early he was likely to remain in it,

and take an interest both from habit and sentiment. A
definite Preliminary was a sort of outer gateway to the profes-

sion. It was the first rung of the ladder, and the initial step

was often the most difficult to get over. That was one reason

why the Society should have one clear definite Preliminary Es:-

amination of its own as an entrance to the profession or
calling, or whatever fancy may term it. Certainly he would
accept other equivalent certificates, but by all means let them
have an examination of their own. In that way those not con-

versant with other examinations or so geographically situated

that the long journey to a university centre meant considerable

inconvenience, might be guided by the Society. He thought
that was one of the duties, or uses, of such a Society. Related

to the question in some points was the great cry that

Apprentices Cannot be Got.

Why was that ? Three answers were given. 1. It is due to

the long hours. 2. It is because at the end it is not considered
" worth the candle." 3. It is because of the stifiness of the

Preliminary, more being demanded than is required. Short-

ening the long hours of pharmacists would not induce young
lads to study. On account of the tendency for sport the result

would probably be the reverse. With regard to it being worth
the candle, the trade or profession, whichever it be, was what
the individual made it,

Not what Legislation made It.

The jump from the old examination to the new was too pro-

nounced, and it would have been better to have raised the

standard gradually. But it would be a retrograde step to lower

the standard now, and, moreover, it should be of such a,

standard that other examining bodies would recognise it as

equivalent. No backward step should be taken without great

cause and due deliberation. Mr. Maben had stated that Latin

was the stumbling-block, but that could be proved or refuted by

an examination of the pass-lists of the Society in the past. It

had recently been stated that no pharmacist ought to take an
apprentice until he has passed an approved scholastic examina-

tion. In point of fact they could not be got with or without

having passed such a " scholastic examination." Most trades

or professions comparable with pharmacy were in the same
dire position, and there remained two unanswered questions.

Where are the boys going to ? and is apprenticeship a thing of

the past ? In any case sufficient justification had been given

for an affirmative answer to the question under debate.

Mr. A. CuHEiE, President, opened the discussion in favour of the

negative, and said he observed on reading the annual report of

the Pharmaceutical Society that during last year there had

been a considerable increase in the number applying for regis-

tration as students. That seemed to indicate that, as when art.

old and familiar road to a certain place was blocked up, the

number of travellers thither for a time diminished, but when
the other roads became better known, the number gradually-

resumed the average. Many seemed to thins that if the Society

resumed conducting the examination, the scarcity of, or diffi-

culty in, procuring apprentices would be done away with. He
did not think that would follow unless there was a

Lowering of the Standard,

and against that he had the strongest possible objection. The
standard was not too high in view of the standard of the Minor.

Ever since its inception the Pharmaceutical Society had been

striving to raise the status of the pharmacist to that of a recog-

nised profession. The raising of the standard of the Prelimi-

nary to a level with that of other learned bodies was a step ia

that direction, and though a retrograde step at this point might

seem to give some temporary relief, it would ultimately set

back progress in the most desirable direction.

The Scarcity of Apprentices

was not confined to chemists. It was felt quite as keenly ia

many other trades which had no preliminary examination.

Speaking recently to grocers of twenty to forty years' standing,,

he had been told that, while formerly they had no diificulty >n
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getting any number of apprentices, there was hardly such a

thing known now, in towns at least, as an apprentice grocer.

Having regard to the university scheme for the training of

pharmaceutical students which was at present under considera-

tion, he thought it would be very bad policy on their part to

«,dopt any lowering of the standard, which would certainly not

be looked at by the universities. The

University Scheme
was, he thought, worthy of the best consideration, and would
•do more to raise pharmacy to the rank of a profession than
anything since the passing of the Pharmacy Acts. The manner
in which dentistry had risen to be recognised branch of the

medical profession was an example of what might be expected
!to be the outcome of such a scheme. He thought he had shown
reason why there was no ground for the Society reverting to the

l)lan of conducting the examination itself, that doing so was
moving in the wrong direction, and that the object of the

Society in the advancement of pharmacy as a profession would
be better attained by going forward on the present lines.

'Therefore, the question under debate should be answered in the
negative.

Mr. Donald McEwAK, in seconding the affirmative, said there

was a good deal of misconception about the exact point. It

was not a question of the standard of the examination, on that

they were all agreed. The question was by whom shall it be

conducted ? A few years ago the North British Branch Execu-
tive asked the Council to consider the raising of the standard,

and the matter was remitted to a sub-committee, with the

result that the First Examination of the Society was dropped.

But that was not at all contemplated in the suggestion made by
the Executive, which referred only to the raising of the stan-

dard. On that occasion the President of the Society was
reported to have said that it was obviously impossible for the
Society to conduct

An Examination in Six Subjects in One Day,
and that, therefore, they had to give it up. But it was the
statutory duty of the Society by its Charter and Acts of Parlia-

ment to conduct this examination, and it was departing from
its duty in giving it up. In all the correspondence which took

•place from 1897, onwards, the only point discussed was the

raising of the standard. No one ever suggested the Society

tibandoning the examination. He thought it was absurd to say

they could not themselves conduct the examination, and there

need have been no difficulty in getting the College of Preceptors

to go on as they did before, only with a higher standard. He
-did not regard the monetary aspect of the case as unimportant.
The examining and prosecuting work of the Society landed it in

•expense, and it was perfectly fair and reasonable that the fees

should be secured to meet the expenditure.

Mr. W. S. Glass, in seconding the negative, said he thought it

"was better that the Society, which was not a scholastic body,

should

Not Conduct the Preliminary Examination.
He was of opinion that the status of the examination should be

maintained as it is. He did not believe that the examination
explained the difficulty about apprentices. All the shopkeeping
trades at present were affected in the same way, and even
message boys could not be got.

The debate was continued by Messrs. Rowland, Steven,
Miss Glass, Messrs. Plenderleith, Cairncross, and Wood,
after which the Chairman summed up, and Messrs. Sclateb
and CuBRiE replied. On a division it was found that the

affirmative had been carried by a considerable majority. The
opinion of the meeting, therefore, was that the Pharmaceutical
Society, while maintaining the present standard, should itself

<5oaduct a Preliminary Examination as formerly.

FEDERATION OF LOCAL PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATIONS.

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Wednesday, May 20, 1903. ia London, Mr. W. L. CuRKiE,

Chairman, in the chair. All the members of the Committee

irere present.

A lengthy budget of correspondence which the Secretary

liad dealt with during the past six months was gone over, and

his treatment of tlie same approved. The jirincipal business

consisted of

Arrangements for the Annual Meeting,

to be held_ in Bristol on the Friday morning of " Conference

Week." Several resolutions sent in 'by local associations were

considered and ordered to be placed on the agenda.

The Secretary reported that he had been in correspondence

with Mr. J. F. Tocher, of Peterhead, regarding a paper to be

read on " Territoii'J Representation," and was able to say

definitely that Mr. Tocher had undertaken to read a yery

exhaustive article upon this important question. With a view

to securing a good attendance and to make the meeting as widely

representative as possible, Mr. Turner was asked to communi-

cate with the Conference Secretaries, so that the co-operation

of the Conference Executive in flie matter of advertising this

meeting might be enlisted. Rule 7 was slightly amplified, to

admit of the meeting again being thrown open to members

attending Conference.

It was decided to invite assistants' associations of standing

to consider the question of affiliation.

The present position ot the Pharmacy Bill was discussed, and

arrangements made to take action again when occasion should

arise in approaching members of Parliament.

Other routine business closed the meeting.

NORTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

MONTHLY MEETING.

Friday, May 22, 1903, at the Black Boy Hotel, Northampton/

the President, Mr. W. D. Mayger, in the chair.

. The Pharmacy Bill.

The Hon. Secketart, Mr. F. Cowdery, reported that he had

received replies from two members of Parliament to the letter

which he sent to the seven local members in regard to current

legislative matters affecting chemists and their interests. Mr.

Stopford Sackville, M.P. for North Northamptonshire, wrote stat-

ing that the object of Mr. Lough's Pharmacy Act Amendment
Bill seemed to be very reasonable, and, as at present advised, h«

would give it all the support he could, but, he added, unless

the Government gave some assistance, it was very diflScult to

pass a private member's Bill. The Hon. E. A. Fitzroy, M.P.

for South Northamptonshire, wrote acknowledging the receipt

of the Secretary's letter. Tlie Secretary mentioned that Mr.

J. H. Pearson, the President of the Peterborough Chemists'

Association, had promised to bring the matter before the notice

of Mr. R. Purvis, M.P. for that city.

Mr. W. McKinnell moved that a hearty vote of thanks b

accorded to Mr. Stopford Sackville, and that Mr. Fitzroy be

thanked for his letter. He (Mr. McKinnell) expressed his sur-

prise that the other local members, and particularly the members

for the Borough of Northampton, should not even have troubled

to acknowledge the letter from the Association.

Mr. G.4.TEH0USE seconded, and the vote was carried unani'*

mously.
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The President reported that he attended the annual dinner

of the Pharmaceutical Society in London—an event which

he enjoyed very much. The general impression at the dinner

was that there was no cluince whatever for the Pharmacy Bill

at present. Clause 7, he believed, would never bo carried.

Concluding, he said that the trade did not support the Pharma-

ceutical Society as much as it ought to do.

Mr. E. C. AsHFORD agreed that chemists ought to be more

united for the redress of their grievances and the obtaining of

their needs. The time would come ere long when there would

be local chemists' associations all over the country, and then

the Phaitnaceutical Society would be stronger that it now is.

Until then, however, the Society would contain only a minority

of the chemists of England.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.

Monday, May 25, 1903, at Builington House, London, W.,

the President, Professor Vines, F.R.S., in the chair.

From the report, which was adopted unanimously, it appeared

that the income for the past year amounted to £2,645, and the

expenditure to £2,347, leaving a balance in the Treasurer's

hands of £298. The investments stood at £6,409 ; the losses

by death and resignations were twenty-nine, but these had been

almost counterbalanced by the new elections, twenty-eight in

number, so that the membership was only one less than in the

previous year.

Professor Vines then delivered his presidential address, the

subject beine;

Prateid Digestion in Plants,

on which he has been working for some years. Attention was

first directed to this subject by the fact that the insectivorous

plants absorbed and digested animal matter. The enzyme con-

tained in the secretion of the pitcher-plants of the genus

Nepenthes not only peptonised the higher proteids, such as

tibrin, but was also proteolytic—that is, had the property ol

breaking up the proteid molecule into non-proteid nitrogenous

substances. Experiments had since been made with other plants

the enzyme of which was known to have peptonising effects,

and in all cases it was found to be also proteolytic. The pro-

teids occurring naturally in plants were readily digested, while

these generally used for experiments (egg-albumin and fibrin)

yielded less readily to the action of the enzyme
; therefore, the

Witte-peptone, a commercial mixture of peptones and albu-

moses, was used. Tlie following facts may be taken as estab-

lished. In all pai-ts ot the plant body is an enzyme having the

power of breaking up the lower proteids, and probably allied

to the trypsin of the animal body. The general results maj- be

thus stated—that the higher proteids (albumin and fibrin)

are broken up by peptonisation into the lower proteids (albu-

minose and peptones), which are reduced by proteolysis into

the non-proteids (lenein, tyrosin, and tryptophane). Where pro-

teolysis occurs without peptonisation. it is probable that the

enzyme is allied to, if not identical with, the erepsin discovered

by Cohnheim in the small intestine.

Election of Olficers.

At the conclusion of the address it was announced that Pro-
fessor Vines, Mr. Crisp, and Professor G. B. Howes and Dr.
D. H. Scott hid been re-elected as President, Treasurer, and
Secretaries respectively.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

Tuesday, May 19, 1903, at the Xew Gallery, Bond Street^

London, Sir W. de W. Abxet delivered the following

Presidential Address.

He said : Looking back to the first day of this Society's

existence, one is forcibly reminded of the advances that have

(been made, not only in the science but in the art of photo-

graphy, and as an early worker I am familiar with every stage

of progress which has taken place during the last forty years,,

more particularly on the scientific or technical side, but these

advances I think might have been more rapid. A very brief

comparison of the processes existing now and fifty years ago

will show what I mean. Paper processes, founded on the

original proc&ss of Pox Talbot-, were well to the for© fifty years-

ago, although iu 1851 Scott Archer had shown to the world

the practicability of taking photographs on glass by means of

collodion. In that same year, when the First International

Exhibition was held, calotype, Daguerreotype, and collodion

processes were all worked commercially, and photographs of the

interior of the Paiace by all three processes are in being to-day.

At the present time it may be said that for all practical purposes

the
Gel.^tix Peocess

for taken negatives has complete possession of the field, and

ousted all processes which have led up to it. Negatives fifty

years ago were impressions only given 'by the violet and blue

rays existing in white light, and- the resulting prints are such

as would be seen by a person colour blind to the red and the

green, whilst now it is not unconimon for the photograph to be

made to coincide with visual impression of an ordinary eye.

There .seems but little doubt that the photographic image re-

mains of the same nature now as it was then, and ^whatever may
have been the action of light then so it is now, but the necessary

exposure to obtain a properly developable image was at least

sixty-fold more than is required for our present process, even

when the collodion process was employed, where every condi-

tion remained the same except the sensitive surfaces them-

selves. With the Daguerreotype process perhaps we should have

required ten times more than for the collodion, though we know
of instantaneous work being done even with that j)rocess. Open
air portraiture gives a good idea of the relative times of misery

which the patient had to undergo then and now. The early

Daguerreotypist required half an hour in bright sunshine, whilst

the modern amateur will be content with a second or a fraction

of a second under the same circumstances. A question naturally

asked is, what causes the difference? As far as I am awaiie

this question has not been fully answered, and yet it might

have been had serious experiment been undertaken regarding it.

From a theoretical standpoint there are three things that have

to be taken into account : first, the sensitiveness of the silver

salt itself ; second, the mediums in which it is placed ; and
third, the means of development. We have some clue to the

last two. Beginning with the last first, those who practised

Talbotype or the
Wet iCoLLODioN Peocesses

know that in both of them the developing solution was an acid

solution reduced from nitrate of silver, which was on the

surface of the plate or paper, to the metallic state, and that

there was some attractive force which caused the metallic silver

to adhere to and crystallise on particles of sensitive salt which
had been acted upon by light. In the gelatin process we know
that development is ,with alkaline solution, and that the imago
Ls built up from the very molecules themselves that have been
acted upon, the sensitive salt itself being reduced to meUdlic
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•silver. Whj should development be effected more easily in the

one case than the other? In the case of the acid development

the distances of the particles of reduced silver from the mole-

cules altered by light are far greater than they are when the

material of the plate is attacked, and consequently a smaller

attractive force, due to fewer molecules being altered in the

latter case, is more efficacious in producing a silver image than

in the first case where the depositing silver has a considerable

distance through which the attractive force has to be exercised.

This might be an explanation. Or again, it may ibe shown that a

gelatun film being a kind of filter to the developing solution, acts

as a regulator in allowing the active alkaline solution to reach

tbe particles of silver salt, and that this regulated supply would

attack the molecules on which light had done part of the work

of decomp)osition, and reached the remaining part most readily

to be finished and so on, and that very little external retarding

iicfiuence was necessary. But now, what is to be said regarding

the increased instability of the sensitive salt? This is a question

not yet investigated, but it is from such an investigation that

increased rapidity is to be looked for. I might offer my own
personal ideas, which I might believe to be perfectly sound, but

there are others who may look at the matter from a different

standpoint. And how are we to prove who is right? I think

that tlere is only one manner of proof/ and that is by

EXPEEIMENT.4.L ReSE.^ECH,

which shall lead to such direct or circumstantial evidence,

as to commend itself to the minds .of all thinkers. But

it is one thing to say what proof is^ required, and it is

another to have the opportunity of making such proofs, and I

should urge that it is part of the duty and functions of the

Royal Photographic Society to lead the way, in i^lacing such

means at the disposal of its members and others as will enable

any of them who have the capacity to experiment in this and in

any other directions which will lead to a theoretical know-

ledge of the action of light. In the last address by

our President, Mr. Dallmeyer was very pronounced in his

opinions on this subject, and I may say that my
views are as pronounced as his. AVe ought to establish a

research laboratory well fitted up and provided with means for

carrying out special lesearches. We could then approach the

G-overnment Grant Committee of the Royal Society, and might

hope to obtain aid froin the grant given by Government for ex-

perimental research, supposing the class of research had been

approved and recommended by competent authorities. It must

not ibe forgotten that there are a great many more men with

minds trained to scientific research now than formerly. There

is, alas ! a bar to scientific work imposed on many who would

foe able to do much owing to limited means and limited time.

The latter limitation is not so formidable as the former—I never

saw a busy man who did not find time for some scientific work,

if he had the means for prosecuting it. If a laboratory were

at hand, the time which a capable man is now almost com-

pelled to devote to some form of amusement (as reckoned

amusement hy the world at large), he would devote to relaxa-

tion of a scientific character. As I said before, there are

plenty of would-be capable workers who cannot afford a labo-

ratory of their own, and what I should wish to see in this our

julbilee year, is the commencement of the formation of

A Research L.4.boeatobt

adapted to the needs of the scientific workers. I have heard

it said that such a laboratory is unnecessary, that instruction

in photography is given in the various iwlytechnics and institu-

tions, and that the London Technical Education Board are doing

all that is necessary. What has been done in this way has been

well shown in your late President's address last year. I can

bear witness to the great utility of the instruction given in these

institutions, and to the high class of knowledge that is im-

parted. But this is not sufficient, it is just where the work of

the institution ends that the laboratory whose formation I sup-

port should begin. We have many capable students who
could and would work at research,—students who have dis-

tinguished themselves in the photography examinations by tak-

ing honours, but who have to earn their bread in other walks

of life. It is the best of these trained workers who, if given

a chance, would not only benefit science but benefit trade as-

well. Progress is a question of money, but rapid progress is a

question of

SciEN'CE .AXD Monet.

The negatives are the photographic trader's capital. He gets

them and wishes to turn them into money-earning articles, so he

spends money on experimenting. Silver printing processes as

existing fifty years ago were not quite identical with those now
practised, but they were the same in principle, photo-engraving

had been shown to be practicable by Fox Talbot in my early days,

and at the present time it may be said to have been brought to a

.'tate well-nigh bordering on perfection. Photo-lithography so

splendidly executed now was in its infancy at that early date,

and the idea of blocks for printing with type is a quite modern

invention. Collotypes and printing from gelatin surfaces were

unknown, and although printing with salts of iron and uranium

had been worked successfully, the beautiful platinotype process

had to be discovered. It will be seen that the advances made

have been great, but one may expect that in the next fifty years

a still greater advance will be made
;
however, we have now a

rising generation of men who have been trained in scientific

methods. The advances that have been made have been princi-

pally in those directions where money has been expended and a

good return possible. I should say that the expenditure re-

quired in the future will be less than in the past, as much of

the experimenting has been of a fishing nature, and based rather

on the worker's instincts than on knowledge. What we require

is a still further

Teaining in Pure Science

in those who will afterwards be workers for trade purposes, and

it is by the study of theoiy (much though such study is pooh-

poohed by the practical man) that fresh fields will be discovered.

One branch of photographic science is the optical, and in it we

have an example of what laboratory and experimental research

can do when workers are trained in scientific methods. Not

many years ago the optician was challenged to increase rapidity

of exposure by increased rapidity of lens. Nobly and rapidly he

has responded ; the advent of Jena glass enabled him to com2)ly

with the demand ; and we have been getting definition of

image with ratio of aperture to focal length which would have

been deemed impossible not very many years ago. It must be

recollected that photography is in a somewhat peculiar position.

The professional photographer has to study tiie art side, and

it is principally the amateur who looks at the scientific side.

Compare photography with electrical engineering, and we shall

note the difference. Students may obtain theoretical instruction

in electrical engineering at the same institutions at which they^

obtain instruction in photographic science, but the former are

drafted into works where are workshops always available for

experiment, and the amateur finds but little place in this applied

science. The laboratory is part of the business—not so with

the 2)hofographer. I do not believe a laboratory would be an

exj^ensive matter to start. I am a great believer in cardboard,

laths, and wire, for making special apparatus. What I do
advocate is to have all essentials of all instruments of first-clas.s

workmanship, and to leave the adaptation of any instrument

from one special work to that of another to the worker. Hence
if my views are carried out
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will not be as great as might be supposed. Space is the founda-

tion of all research in photography, and that is what tlie Royal

Thotographic Society can supply, and then comes the provision

f the apparatus necessary to use in such space. There is yet a

['lea for external aid to carrying out this project that I would

^wt forward, and that is there are no branches of science,

and I suspect very few industries, which do not owe a large

debt of gratitude to photography, and it would be to their

advantage that they should support this movement. The

general public also find their amusement in photography, and it

is to them also that we must look for practical aid in this

matter. But we mutt help ourselves first and then others

will help us. I have heard that one generous man will give £100

to the laboratory if £900 more are raised. The £1,000 would

go a very long way towards what we want to start with, and I

hope the members of the Society will resolve to give substantial

help in raising this £900. The Jubilee of the Society should

be marked by some important piece of work, and no bigger

one and more requisite is to my mind to be found than starting

such a help to the advancement of photography.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, May 20, 1903, Professor Tilden in the chair.

The Dalton Centenary.

The Ch.ueman read the address of congratulation presented

by the Chemical Society to the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Manchester on the occasion of the centenary of the

publication of Dalton's Atomic Theory, the Manchester Society

being the channel through which Dalton's thesis—on which

practically the whole of our chemical knowledge is based—was

made known to the scientific world.

The report of the deputation to Manchester in connection

with the centenary was read and heartily approved.

Professor Tllden announced that a bust of Dalton, copied

from the Chantrey statue, and several portraits and Daguerreo-

types, was being prepared, and would in due cour.se be presented

to the Chemical Society by Professor Thorpe, Past President.

The centenary of the birth of Liebig, one of the greatest

chemists of the century, was marked by the presentation of a

bronze bust of that scientist to the Chemical Society.

The Chairm-VN paid a high tribute to the influence which
Liebig had exercised on the minds and work of chemi-sts, even
up to the present date.

Mr. V. H. Veley read a pai>er on the

Decomposition of Ammonium Nitrite,

which treated mainly of the action of organic compounds, such
as amines, amides, and imides, in accelerating or retarding ihe

evolution of nitrogen when introduced into a solution of the

salt. A point also remarked upon wa,s the physical effect of

adding a finely divided inert powder

—

e.g., barium sulphate—
in momentarily accelerating the evolution of gas.

Dr. Phillips read a paper on

The Freezing Point Curve in Binary Compounds, chiefly

Phenols and Amines.

The author dealt with the secondary curve produced by the

lise in freezing point when the solvent and dissolved body
formed a definite compound, and showed that this curve reached

a maximum when the two reacting bodies were present in

tqual molecular proportions.

The bust of Liebig and the original editions of Dalton's

paper on " The Atomic Theory " were exhibited.

WESTERN CHEiMISTS' ASSOCIATION (OF LONDON)

ORDINARY MEETING.
Wednesday, May 27, 1903. at the Norfolk Hotel, Padding-

ton. W., Mr. J. W. BowEN-, President, in the chair.
The Secretary, Mr. W. J. L Philp. read the minutLS .f

the previous meeting, which were confirmed.

The Next Annual Dinner.

Mr. Cracknell proposed, and it was seconded by Mr. Gvi.-
LiVER and carried, that the next annual dinner "be held on
Xovemtoer 18 at the Cafe Royal, tickets, as before, 7s. 6d.,
exclusive of wine. It was also agreed that the President (Mr.
Bowen), Vice-President (Mr. Rogers), Treasurer (Mr. Crack-
nell), and Secretary (Mr.. Philp) form the Dinner Committee.

British Pharmaceutical Conference.

It was decided that the delegates to the forthcoming British

Pharmaceutical Conference at Bristol be the President, Vice-

President, and Mr. W. P. Robinson, of Clapham.

Mr. Marshall Hall's Remarks.

Several members referred to the speech of Mr. ^larshall

Hall, M.P., at the annual dinner of the Pharmaceutical
Society, and expressed the opinion that his remarks were
very pertinent and of considerable value at the present time,

as showing how members of Parliament and others regard

the position of pharmacists. Regret was also expressed that

Mr. Marshall Hall's remarks were apparently misunderstood

by some of the persons present at the dinner.

' The Thames Valley District Chemists' Association.

The President announced that it had been his privilege and
pleasure to attend the inauguration and subsequent first meet-

ing of the Thames Valley District Chemists" Association,

under the presidency of Mr. Alfred Higgs, and he thought it

spoke well for the future of the Association that the roll of

membership already numbered sixty-one chemists. Mr. Higg>;

seemed full of vigour, and under his able direction he had no

doubt that the Association would do very good work, and
would back up the Pharmaceutical Society by its actions and

expressions of opinion on the various matters which miglit

come before it. Mr. Higgs, who was present at a recent

smoking concert in connection with the Western Chemists'

Association, had since presented the Association with a
" V^isitors' Book and Book for Suggestions." This was in-

tended for the autographs of visitors and members, with any

remarks applicalble and suitable suggestions. The book al.^o

contained the following:—
"April 15, 1903.—Alfred Higgs, King.ston-on-Thames.

President, Thames Valley District Chemists' Association.

—Pleased to have had the opportunity of attending the

smoking concert and meeting on such a social and friendly

occasion. Your members might be classed as propa-
gandists, and are well alive to the fact that recreation-

and amusement are both so desirable to uphold and main-
tain 'mens Sana in corpore sano.'

''

On the motion of the President, the following was entered

on the minutes :—
" That this Association heartily reciprocates the good

feeling expressed by the members of the Thames Vallej'

District Chemists' Association through their President,
desires to express to him thanks for the ' Vi.sitors' Album '

kindly presented by him, and wishes the Thames Valley
Association a long life of prosperity and usefulness."

The Secretary was instructed to forward a copy of this,

minute to Mr. Higgs.

Two new members were proposed—Mr. C. E. Pickering and

Mr. W. Chalmers, and

The President then announced that the next meeting

would be held on October 21, and the proceedings terminof: 1.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

New Patent Applications.

THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS ('No. 9,065, of 1902).—B. Beer,

Maximilianplatz 13, Vienna ; and A. Pollacsek, Augsl)urger-

istrasse 62, Berlin. Relates to devices for therapeutic purposes by
means of which vibrations of diseased parts of the body can
be produced by electrical means. Comprises a solid or hollow-

body of the shape of the part of the body to be treated, made
of magnetic metal or aluminium or aluminium alloys, or a
liollow body of non-magnetic material filled with magnetic
metal, the said body being placed upon or inserted into the
diseased part to be treated, and being brought into a varying
magnetic field. In a modification the metal body brought into

contact with the varying magnetic field is connected with the
plates, bands, bars, pins, or tubes to be placed upon^or inserted
into the parts of the body to be treated by means of rigid inter-

mediary parts, which transmit the vibrations.

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING RAREFACTION OF THE AIR
IN THE DUCTS AND CAVITIES OF THE HUMAN BODY (No.

.27,098, of 19021.—Societe Phamacie Central© de France, 21,
Rue des Nonnains d'Hyeres, Paris. Consists of a piston, having
a graduated piston rod subjected to the action of a spring, and
moving in a casing provided with an aspiration tube, the said
graduated piston-rod being provided with a nut permitting the
regulation of the stroke of the piston within the casing, which
casing has at one end a movable ring provided with orifices,
and which can be rotated to register with an orifice formed in
the cas'ing, so as to modify the degi-ee of rarefaction obtained.
'The state of vacuum may be regulated by means of a mano-
meter, in conjunction with a screw, outside the casing, which
has the effect of reducing or dilating the piston itself, and
thereby increases or diminishes the friction of the piston on the
said casing.

IMPROVED MEDICINAL COMPOUND (No. 2,568. of 1903).—E. P. Bordas, Lake Linden. Houghton, Michigan. U.S.A.
Relates to a medicinal compound or preparation serving as a
heart stimulant and as a diuretic, and havmg a secondary
fimction as an eliminanl. The inventor has discovered that
the fluid extract of the so-called borage plant (Borago
offlcinahs), when, mixed with comparatively inert substances
acts as a stimulant to certain oi^gans of the body more parti-
cularly the heart and kidneys, and, by acting ' as a diuretic
and increasing the blood, seiTes to some extent as an eli-
minant. Example of the ingredients and proportions in which
they are mixed :—Fluid extract of borage, by weight, 7 parts

;

fluid extract of cascara sagi-ada, by weight, 1 part
;

' o-lycerin'
by weight, 1 part

; and pure water, by weight, 1 part Of
this ^preparation one teaspoonful is to "be taken eveiy three
or four hours.

HYPODERMIC AND OTHER SYRINGES (No. 5,189, of
1903).—V. Gretsch, 73, Seestrasse. Feuert>ach, near Stuttgart
Clermany. Consists of a cylinder contracted at the insertion
end to prevent the unintentional withdrawal of the piston,
and an elastic sj-ringe piston held between a glass or metal
head on the inner solid metal piston rod which is adapted to
be compressed thereon, after insertion, by means of a thread
and nut. The said solid piston rod is enclosed within a
glass or hollow metal rod. The invention also comprises a
holder for such a .syringe, which consists of a bent arm or
yoke engatging behind the head of the injection needle, the
spring arms of which yoke bear against the cj-linder of th»
syringe, and are held thereon by their spring action or by
means of a ring placed over them, the loose ends of which
yoke are shaped as handles with the object of affording a
better grasp and at the same time preventing the breaking off
of the head of the syringe, which contains the needle. Said
handle is more particularly intended for use with small
syringes which cannot be conveniently grasped in the hand.

* These abridgments of new patent applioations and paiticulais of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official
sources, for the Pharmaceiitic/d Journal, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
l°F,,P'L°<="'^"ig patents and registering trade marks and designs, 66, Ludgate
HiU, London, E.G., from whom any information on the subjects may be
obtamed. Mr. Barker will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
' Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on application.

OINTMENT FOR REMOVING CALLOUSNESS OF THE
EPIDERMIS (No. 5,379, of 1903).—F. Faltynek, Briinn,
Mahren, Austria. Relates to the production of a suitable oint-
ment for the above purpose, which consists of a mixture of
lactic acid, salicylic acid, and collodion mixed in equal
proportions. Said ointment is applied with a camel-hair
brush.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 29, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

'•POCKET" AND DEVICE ("Pocket" disclaimed), for
chemical substances used in photography (253,560), photo-
graphic apparatus (253,561), photograhphic glass (253,562),
and photographic paper (253,563). by the Pocket Photography
Company, Limited, 56, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

" ELECTROLYSIA " (" Electroly " disclaimed), for chemical
sub.vtances used in manufactures, photography, etc., by the
Electrolvtic Alkali Company. Limited, Cledford Bridge,
Middlewich, Cheshire. 253.654.

CARSEL." for a patent medicine, by J. M. Catton, 64,
Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. 253,999.

" TONCIT," for photographic appliances, by the Chemische
Fabrik Helfenberg, Helfenberg. near Dresden. 251,364.

" ANTINOUS." for photographic materials and apparatus,
by W. Watson and Sons, 313, High Holborn, W.C. 254,177,

" ANSCO," for philosophical instruments, scientific instru-

ments, etc., by the Anthony and Scovill Company, 122, Fifth
Avenue, New'York, U.S.A". 254.242.

"J. PILLISCHER" (signature), for instruments, apparatus,
and contrivances for surgical or curative purposes, etc., by J."

Pillischer, 88. New Bond Street. W. 253,363.

"SVELTA," for a toilet article, and "CAROLLEN," for a
skin lotion, by K. Sampey, trading as C. Bromley, 20 Wig-
more Street, W. 253,199-253,200.

" LA REVE," for perfumery, etc., by C. B. Vance, the
Burnaby Pharmacy. Greystones, Wicklow, Ireland. 253,400.

" RAVOLA." for perfumery, etc., by the Ravola Toilet Com-
pany, 338, Clapham Road. "S.W. 253,760.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before June 27, 1903.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, for
the information of dispensers; they deal with novel applications of
drugs and preparations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly so-called.

Equisetum arvense as a Haemostatic—An infusion, 1 : 10,

made with the dried powdered plant, and infused for fifteen

minutes, acts, according to N. S. Jdan-Pouchkiue, as a very
powerful and prompt haemostatio, in doses of a teacupful three

or four times a day. It has been employed with good results

in epistaxis, haemoptysis, menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, and
haemorrhoidal bleeding. No nausea, constipation, or other ill-

effects have followed its use. —Bull. Comm., 31 , 83,

Methyl Iodide as a Vesicant.—C. Gamier applies 2 or

3 Gm. of methyl iodide on a double-fold of filter paper, as

a vesicant, and considers it to be superior to canthai'ides for

tihe purpose. The part to be blistered is first washed, then
rendered antiseptic with phenol or sublimate solution, and
finally covered with the methyl iodide pad, over whicli a
slightly larger piece of gutta-percha tissue is laid, and kept
in place iby a piece of lint, the edges of which are fixed with
collodion. After being applied for eight or ten hours, the dressing

is removed, the blister opened with the customary antiseptic pre-

cautions, and dressed with boric acid vaseline. The pain occa-

sioned by the application, although somewihat sharp at fir t,

soon diminishes, and is succeeded by a sensation of warmth,
which is not sufficiently painful to prevent sleep. With a
smaller dose of methyl iodide a simple rubefacient action, without
blistering, may be obtained.
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MARKET REPORT.

LoxDON, Thursday, May 28, 1903.

In consequence of the near approach of tlie Whitsuntide

-liolidays business in Drugs and Clieniicals. and. in fact, gene-

rally, has become exceedingly quiet ; in fact, during the past

two day.s there really has been nothing at all doing. Cod Liver

Oil is unchanged ; Quinine, the turn firmer in the speculative

market, makers' price remaining unchanged at about 2d. per

oz. more for the Sulphate than prevails in the opeji market.

Cocaine very firm ; as also are Opium and MorphineT Codeine

without change, but thought likely to advance shortly. Phena-

oetin and Sulphonal still offering at late low figures. Cream of

Tartar andl Acid Tartaric very firm, and likely to be dearer.

Crude Camphor very firm. Sugar of Milk scarce and dearer.

Bromides .settled and firm again. Iodides unchanged. Quick-

silver and Mercurials very steady. We give below some current

quotations :
—

ACID TARTARIC—Firm at Is. l^d. for Englisli on spot, and
Foreign spot Is. l;^d. ; forward Is. Ijd. per lb.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—At £12 15s. to £12 17s. 6d. for

grey 24 per cent. London prompt.
ANTIMONY.—English Regulus, £27 to £28 per ton, and crude

Japan (Black Sulphide), £14 10s. to £15 per ton, according to

brand and quantity.
BROMIDES.—The price in America having been fixed up

again, English makers are firm at lite prices—viz.. Is. ll^d. )>er

lb. for Potassii Bromid., 2s. 2^d.- for Sodii Bromid., and 2s. 3d.

per lb. for Amnion. Bromid. Bromine is also unchanged at

2s. 2d. to 2s. 3dl per lb., according to quantity.

CAMPHOR.—^The market tor Crude is firm and dearer for

Japan, with buyers May-July .shipment at 155s. and sellers at

157s. 6d., c.f. and i., but no sale.s are reported. The monopoly
do not offer Formosa, and quotations are nominally unchanged.
English Refiners still quote 2s. 3d. per lb. for Bells, 2s. 2d. per

lb. for Flowers, and proportionate prices, according to size, for

tablets.

CODEINE—Is firm at unchanged price—viz., 10s. per oz. for

th^ pure Alkaloid. It is thought probable that price will be

advanced before very long.

COD LIVER OIL-^Uncliangcd at 480s. to 500s. per barrel

for best non-congealing Norwegian oil in tiu-liued barrels of

25 gallons.

CREAM OF TARTAR—Very firm at £86 to £87 per ton for

first crystals on spot, and £90 to £91 for P.B. 98 per cent,

quality.

ESe'rine (PHYSOSTIGMINEj—Is Is. 6d. per gramme lower,

at 6s. 6d. per gramme for the Salicylate and Sulphate Salts,

and 7s. 6d. per gramme for the pure alkaloid.

GLYCERIN—Is steady at £67 per ton for best CP. 1,260

S.G. quality in tins and cases f^r 5 ton lots, smaller quantity

being quoted dearer in proportion.

IODIDES.—The Convention price is unchanged at 8s. 9d. per
ih. for Potassii lodid., 13s. 6d. for Ammon. lodid. , 9s. lOd. for

Sodii lodid., 10s. per lb. for Iodine resublimed, and lis. 8d.

ioT Iodoform cryst., powder, or precipitated. Cornmercial
Iodine is also unchanged' at 6d. fjer oz.

MERCURIALS—Firm at unchanged prices, viz., 2s. S^d. per
lb. for Corrosive Bublimate, 3s. O^d. for Calomel, 3s. 4^d. for

red, and 3s. 7^d. ]5er lb. for white Precipitate.

MORPHINE—Is unchanged, but very firm. Price expected
to be dearer in sympathy with crude drug.
OILS (FIXED)' AND SPIRITS.—Lin eed Oil steady : London

spot pipes £23, barrels £25 5s. to £23 7s. 6d. (solely from
E. I. seed about 5s. per ton premium), month £23 5s. to

i;23 7s. 6d., June-Aug. £22 15s., Sept. -Dec. £22, Jan. -April

sold at £21 15s. Hull jiaked spot £22, June-Aug. £21 15s.,

Sept. -Dec. £20 17s. 6d. Rape Oil quiet: Ordinary Brown on
the spot barrels £22 15s., June-Aug. £22 17s. 6d. English
Refined spot £24 5s. Ravison spot £21, June-Aug. £21 naked.
Cotton Oil quiet: London Crude spot £21 5s.. June-Aug.
£21 5s. Refined spot £22 to £25 15s. Hull naked Refined
spot £20 2s. 6d., June-Aug. £20 2s, 6d., Nov. -April £18 15s.

Crude spot £19 2s. 6d., .June-Aug. £19 2s. 6d. Olive Oil:

Mogador £31 10s. to £33. Spanish £32, Levant £31 10s.

to £35. Cocoanut Oil easier : Ceylon spot £25 10s,, Mav-June
i!22 15s. c.i.f., June-Aug, and Aug.-Oct. £22 12s. 6d' c.i.f.

Cochin spot nominally £52 10s , Aug.-Oct. £25 c.i.f., Oct.-

Dec. £25 5s. c.i.f. Mauritius £25 10s. Palm Oil: Lagos
on the spot £27. Castor Oil steady:—Belgian, June-Dec.
delivery—Ists, £20 10s. ; 2nds, £17 15s. Barrels free, ex-

wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount, Hull Made (Prompt
and up to the end of the year deliveries)—Ists, £20 10s. per

ton ; 2nds, £18 10s, per ton. Barrels included, delivered free,

ex-wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale
American spot quoted £8 15s. to £10, Black £8 10s. to

£9 10s, Russian Black £5 15s. to £6, nale £7 7s. 6d. to
£8 2s. 6d. Turpentine opened weak and lower, but spot
closed firmer at some recovery. American snoi after business

at 41s. 9d. (and 41s. 6d. reported accepted), 42s. was i>aid at

the close, Mav is 59s. 6d. to 39s. 9d., June 38s. 7^d. lO.

38s. 9d, July-Aug. 36s. l^d. to 36s. 9d., Sept.-Dec. 36s. 7id.
to 36s. 9d., Jan. -April 57s. 9d. Petroleum Oil steady: Rus-
sian spot quoted 4^d. to A^d. American spot 5|d. to 5|d.

Water White 7|d. to 7|d. Roumanian spot 5d. Petroleum
Spirit: American ordinary 7d., Deodorised 7|d. to S^d.

OPIUM—Is very firm at 9s. per lb. for druggists' Karahissa,
and at 9s. to 9s. 6d., according to quality, for manufacturing
Tokats. There are no late advices from Smyrna ; while in

Salonica market is exceedingly firm at 10s. 6d. to lis. per lb.

QUICKSILVER—Is very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from
first liand.

QUININE.—The speculative marketjs, if anything, slightly

firmer, after a very distinct period of depression. Prices for

B&S and/or Brunswick Sulphate for l,000 oz. lots in 100-oz.

tins, is ll^d. jjer oz. for spot and ll^d. to ll^d. for later de-
livery ; while the agents lor the makers of these brands still

quote Is. Id. per oz.

SANTONINE—Is very firm at late advance to 23s. per lb.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable came yesterday unchanged
at 66 rupees sellers for TN Orange. The market here continues
firm, but quiet. On the spot demand is slow, with small sales

at previous prices, fair TN selling at 124s, to 125s, cash terms.
For arrival 200 cases TN Orange have been sold for September-
November shipment at 116s. 3d. to 116s. 6d. c f and i. Futures
are finn, but quiet. The sales are about 500 cases, including
July delivery at 126s. to 126s. 6d. ; December buyers at

123s. 6d.

SUGAR OF MILK—Is scarce and very firm at 52s. 6d. to

55s. per cwt., according to quantity and brand, for finest

powder.
SULPHONAL—Is unchanged at 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per lb.,

according to quantity and make, for quantity in bulk pajjsr

liarcels_^

VERATRINE—Has been advanced Is. Id. per oz., to 6s. 7d.
per oz., for the pure alkaloid.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day"s Drug Auctions were the more important monthly
series, and comprised a not inconsidet-able number of rather
lengthy catalogues. On the v.-hole matters passed off very
quietly, but few sales being effected. Aloes : Socotrine in keg's
were held for 72s. 6d. per cwt. and for 65s. for tins. Drossy
sold at 35s., and rather dark in monkey skins at 56s, per cwt.
Areca Nuts: Good small sold at 15s. per cwt. Asafetida is

firmly held in first hand at 100s. per cwt. Balsam Tolu was
held for Is. to Is, Id. per lb.. Balsam Peru for 4s. 6d. 5 cases
Carthagena Balsam Copaibse realised Is. 5d. per lb. Annatto
Seeds: Good bright fetched 2^d. per lb. Gum Benzoin:
Sumatra nearly all failed to sell. 20 oa«es medium seconds,
offered without reserve, fetched £5 5s. per cwt. Castor Oil

:

fair Calcutta seconds were held for 2|d. i)er lb. Cascara
Sagrada : Forward sales of new crop have been made at 52s. Ml.
to 55s. per cwt. ; while old Bark is held for 50s. Ipecacuanha
was very firm, only a few bales Rio selling at 5s. 9d. per lb.

Carthagena held for 5s. Gum Guaiacum : Fine gum is lower
at lid. per lb. Kola Nuts sold at ^d. to S^d. per lb., accord-
ing to quality. Menthol : 10 cases of a new brand, Suzuki, in
small white, dry crystals, sold cheaply at 22s. to 22s. 6d. per lb.

Dragons' Blood : A few cases sold at £7 7s. 6d. per cwt. for
very dull lump. Cuttle Fish sold at A^d. i>er lb. for small to
bold and at l|d. to 2d. for broken. Oil Peppermint : 15 cases
HGH sold without reserve at 12s. 9d. to 15s. per lb. Guaza
was sold privately at 3s. 5d. per lb. Calumba Root : 35 bags
small washed sold at 15s. to 15s. 6d. per cwt., and at 10s. 6d.
per cwt. for common sorts. Gamboge : 1 case fair pipe sold
cheaply at £12 2s. 6d. per cwt.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulee
are given without deflnite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the soUds are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.O.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Caution Label (H. L.—89/19).—There is no necessity for such
a label, but you might give a verbal caution.

Price for Pills (P. and H.—89/20).—From five shillings to
seven shillings and sixpence, according to circumstances.

Medicated Gauze (J. H. B. W.—89/14).—The sale of such
articles by unregistered persons would doubtless be regarded as
an infringement of the Pharmacy Act, 1868,

Sale of B,P, Medicines (A. R.—89/18).—Eead the concluding
paragraph of the article on the sale of known, admitted and
approved remedies, v/hich appears at page 770 of this week's
issue.

Shampoo Powder (T. C. H.—89/13).—Mix powdered borax, 3,

powdered soap, 6, powdered quillaia bark, 1, and dried sodium
carbonate, 3. Add perfume, g.s., preferably the oil of Myrcia
acris.

Borax Hair-wash Powder (T. C. H.—89/12).—Mix powdered
borax, 2, powdered camphor, 1, and powdered quillaia bark, 12.

Finally, add oil of rosemary, in the proportion of 10 drops to
each ounce.

Oils and Varnishes (B. K.—89/15).—One of the following may
meet your requirements :—Gardner and Cameron's ' Oils, Resins
and Varnishes ' (Churchill, 7s. 6d.) ; Hurst's ' Painters' Colours,
Oils and Varnishes' (Grifiin, 12s. 6d.).

Syniodules (F. W. H.—89/16).—We have no information as

to the composition of the pastilles, and would suggest that you
subject them to analysis. The presence of any considerable
proportion of iodides, etc., in drinking water can hardly be re-

garded as desirable.

BIRTHS.

Strachan.—On May 6, 1903, at Oraighall Crescent, 48, Albert

Street, Dundee, the wife of R. Guild Strachan, chemist, of a
daughter.

Whittle.—On May 23, 1903, at the Grove, King's Avenue,
Morpeth, the wife of James Whittle, M.P.S., F.C.S., of a
daughter.

DEATHS.

Burch,—On May 21, William Burch, who for many years

carried on the business of a chemist and druggist in High
Street, West Bromwich. Aged 78. Mr. Burch was a member
of the old West Bromwich Board of Commissioners, and was
the founder of the fire brigade movement in West Bromwich.

Butler,—On May 22, Edward Henry Butler, Chemist and
Druggist, Leicester. Aged 74. Mr. Butler, who had been con-

nected with the Pharmaceutical Society as an associate, and
latterly as a member since 1871, was a well-known manufac-
turing chemist in Leicester, being senior partner in the firm of

E. H. Butler and Son, New Haymarket. Some time ago he
met with an accident, and sustained a fracture of the thigh,

which affected his health greatly. Mr. Butler was closely

associated with agriculture, and was a member of the local

chamber.

Clarkson.-On May 23, Thomas Clarkson, Chemist and
Druggist, Tottenham. Aged 61. Mr. Clarkson had been con-
nected with the Pharmaceutical Society as an associate, and
latterly as a member since 1893.

Oldroyd,—On May 24, George Oldroyd, Chemist and Druggist,
Halifax. Aged 70. Mr. Oldroyd had been a member of the
Pharmaceutical Society since 1902.

Roberts.—On May 22, Robert B. Roberts, Chemist and
Druggist, Llanfairfechan. Aged 60. Mr. Roberts, who was
the Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society for Car-
narvon, North, had been a member of the Society since 1896.

Tomlin,—On May 15, John Percy Tomlin, Chemist and
Druggist, Torquay, Aged 40.

Verdon,—On May 21, Levinous Henry Verdon, Chemist and
Druggist, Stockport.

Willey,—On May 24, Jos.Willey, Chemist and Druggist, Hoy-
land, Barnsley. Aged 60. Mr. Willey, who has been a member
of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1899, was a member of the
West Riding County Council, and had carried on business in
Hoyland—his native town—for forty years,

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Everybody's Steeet Guide to London. Pp. 129. Price Id.

London : John Dicks, Effingham House, Arundel Street, Strand,
W.C. From the Publishers.

E. Merck's Annual Repobts. Oo-mplete Series. Volume
xvi. , 1902. Pp. 209. Darmstadt, May, 1903. From the Pub-
lishei's.

The British Inventor, a Journal for the Inventor,
Scientist, and Trader. No. 2. Price Id. Prom the Editor
This is a new journal wholly devoted to the description of all

sorts and conditions of inventions, without being either a trade
catalogue or an advertisement for a patent agency. It is being
received with no little favour, and seems likely to achieve a
measure of popularity.

Semi-Annual Report of Schimmel and Co. (Pritzcshe
Brothers) for April and May, 1903. Pp. 137. From the
Publishers.

Scientific and Industrial Bulletin of Rouhe Bertrakd
FiLS, of Grasse. Series 1, No. 7. Pp. 73. Evreux : Charles
Herissey, 4, Rue de la Banque. April, 1903. From the
Publishers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications fob the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' must be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach tbs
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late ai

Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of

the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the

Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, * Pharmaceutical Journal' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that

they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresseE,

though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony-

mous communications.

Drawings Fob Illustrations should be executed twice the desired sfze,

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-

ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.

Names and Fobmul.'e should be written with extra care, all systematic

names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters used
to commence generic but not speoifio names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

li&TTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and otber COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Aitken,

Barrie, Barton, Baweutt, Boisselier, Brooks, Butler, Butterfield, CoUitt,

Davis, Dnnlop, Pawley, Fawssett, Powler, Frost, Gifford, Hooper, Hughes,
Keene, Kemp, Kirkby, L^ger, Leggett, Lloyd, Martin, Mason, Matyas,

Merson, Millar, Napier, Palmer, Plenderleith, Riley, Shark, Smitb,.

Spurway, Taylor, Todd, Tolmie, Wigginton, Williams, Wright,
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK.

Causes of the Cleansing Power of Soap.

H. W. Hillyer has studied the cleansing power of soap, and

concludes that it is largely or entirely to be explained by the

power which it lias of emulsifying oily substances, of wetting

or penetrating into oily textures, and of lubricating texture and

impurities so that they may be removed ea,sily. He tlilnks that

all of these properties may be explained by taking into account

the low cohesion of the soap solutions and their strong attrac-

tion, adhesion or affinity to oily matter, which together cause

the low surface tension between soap-solution and oil.

—

Journ,
Amer. Chem. Soc, 25, 511.

Solubility of the Halogen Salts of Lead.
D. M. Lichty has investigated the solubility in water of the

chloride, bromide, and iodide of lead at various temperatures

between 0° and 100°. He finds that of the first-named salt

0 6728 Gm. may be dissolved in 100 C'.c. of water at 0°,

0-9070 Gm. at 15°, and 3 208 Gm. at 100°. Lead bromide is

less soluble than the chloride below 55°, above which it is more
soluble. Thus at 15°, 100 Co. of a saturated solution contains

0-7285 Gm. of lead bromide, and at 1C0° 4 550 Gm. may he

dissolved. Lead iodide is, of course, less soluble than either

of the other salts. At 15°, 0 0613 Gm., and at 100°, 0-420 Gm.,
may be dissolved in 100 C.c. of water.

—

Journ. Amer. Chem.
Soc, 25 , 469.

Determination of Cantharidin.

E. Leger employs the following process for the determination

of cantharidin in Spanish flies. Twenty-five Gm-. of the powdered
beetles are macerated for three hours in a closed flask, at a

temperature of 60°-65° C. with a mixture of benzol, 125 C.c,
and hydrochloric acid, 2 C.c, the whole being occasionally

well agitated. The flask is then cooled, and the contents trans-

ferred to a tubular percolator, the lower extremity of which is

closed -with a plug of wool, previously moistened with benzol.

When percolation ceases, this liquid is set aside, and extraction

continued -with fresh benzol, the second percolate being collected

apart. Wlien the powder is exhausted, the two percolates are

distilled off separately in a tared flask on the water-bath, the

weaker or second percolate being treated first, then the first

or stronger liquid, the last traces of benzol being driven off by
plunging the flask up to its neck in the water of the bath, and

blowing air into it. It is then cooled, and the green oily

residue, in the midst of which crystals of cantharidin will be

seen floating, is taken up -with 10 C.c. of petroleum ether, dis-

tilling below 50° C The flask is then corked and set aside for

twelve hours. The liquid is then carefully decanted through

a small tared filter, previously moistened with benzol, taking

care not to transfer any of the crystals thereto. The crystals

left iu the flask are washed with 24 C.c. of petroleum ether, in

four quantities each of 6 C.c, which are in succession run through

the filter ; the latter is then thoroughly washed with petroleum

ether. The flask and filter, after a few minutes' exposure to the

air, are now dried for one hour at a temperature of 60°-65°, the

flask being inclined, to permit the circulation of vapour in its

interior. At the expiration of that time the cantharidin is

weighed. Care should be taken that the prescribed tempera-

ture and time for drying ajre observed. The author has

found by experiment that cantharidin is slightly but appreciably

volatile at 60°-65°, so that it cannot be dried to constant weight.

By this method cantharides should yield not less than 0-4 per

cent, of cantharidin.

—

Journ. Pharm. Chim. [6], 17, 457.

Vol. 70. (PouBTH Sebibs. Vol. 16.) No. 1719.

Distinctive Reaction of Cryogenin.

Manseau finds that a minute particle of cryogenin gives, when
heated with 1 or 2 U.c of hydrogen peroxide a marigold yellow

colour, which passes to orange-red or even red, if much cryo-

genin be present. The reaction is sufficiently delicate to
detect cryogenin in aqueous solution, although that compound
is only sparingly soluble in water.

—

Bepcrloire [3], 15, 212.

Magnetic Action of Convection Currents.

In connection with the debated' que.stion of the magnetic action

of convection currents, Cremieu and Pender have undertaken a
series of experiments the results of which definitely prove that

metaUic surfaces turning in air, either with or without the

presence of parallel armatures, produce magnetic effects agreeing

to within 10 per cent, of the amounts required by the convection

theory. A further mode of experimenting is described by
Vasilesco Karpen, who produces an alternating convection

current by rotating an ebonite disc charged by an alternating

current.

—

Bulletin Soc. Phys. franc, through. Nature, 68|89.

Dichotomosiphon Tuberosus.

Kiitzing gave the name Vatuhcria txiherosa to a Vaucheria-like

alga which had only been found once in Switzerland, and three

times in the United States till lately, and of which only

sterile specimens were known. The reproductive organs have

been obtained by Ernst on plants grown from spores collected

in a marsh near Geneva. The plant differs sufficiently from
Vaucheria to take rank as a special genus, and receives its name
from the mode of branching. The thallus grows eregt, and is

branched dichotomously ; at intearvals along the thallus, espe-

cially at the branchings, the cell is constricted, and the wall is

thickened. Sexual reproduction is by means of antheridia and

oogonia similar to those of Vaucheria, except that they are

single and terminal. A motile spore is not known, but tne

end of the thallus swells up, becomes cut off, and forms a resting

spore. Another distinctive feature is the presence of starch

grains in all parts of the plant.

—

Bdhcfte zum bot. Central-

blatt, 13, 115.

Olive Oil Constituents.

A. H. Gill and C. G. Tufts have examined various samples

of olive oil in order to establish definitely whether or not the

oil contains cholesterol, the presence of which has been reported

by some investigators. Experiments were made with the ordinary

green oil of commerce and with an oil which had been pressed

from fully-ripened olives ; this latter was of known origin and

quite free from adulteration. From the former oil, after several

saponifications with alcoholic potash and washings, the residue

was boiled for an hour with excess of benzoyl chloride, and the

' product then washed with small portions of alcohol and saponi-

fied. After two recrystallisations the partially purified alcohol

was boiled with excess of acetic anhydride. On washing the re-

sulting acetate with alcohol, and then saponifying, a crystalline

substance was obtained which consisted of the easily recognis-

able six-sided plates characteristic of phytosterol and of sito-

sterol. The pure oil was similarly treated, and various esters^

such as the bromide, acetate, propionate, and benzoate were

prepared. The melting points of the alcohol and of these ester.s

are throughout practically identical with those of phytosterol

and its compounds, and quite different from the figures for

cholesterol and the esters of that alcohol. The conclusion from

these and other experiments is that the compound obtained from

olive oil resembles the phytosterol from cottonseed oil more than

sitosterol from maize oil or from cereals, and is undoubtedly

phytosterol and not cholesterol.

—

Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc,

25, 498.

B2
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Gasometric Determination of Glycerin.

Dumas has shown that when glycerin is heated at a moderate

temperature with an alkali it is decomposed, forming potassium

formate and acetate, water and hydrogen, according to the

ejua'iion

—

0H2OH-CHOH'0H2OH+2(KOH) = CH.,COOK +HCOOK+
H,0 + 4H.

A. Buisine finds that this reaction only takes place between the

temperatures 220°-250° C. The volume of hydrogen evolved

being 480 Co. for each Gm. of glycerin, the theoretical volume

being 483 5 C.c. of hydrogen at 0' C. and 76 Mm, If the tem-

perature be raised to 250°-280° C, the amount of gas liberated

is increased to 6C0 O.c, which agrees with the equation

—

2(CF,,0HCHOH-CH2OH) + 4 (KOH) = 2 (C Hh-COOK) + KjCA+
2H2O + IOH.

Finally, on further increasing the temperature to between
2?0°-320° C. the volume of gas obtained is 710 C.c. from each

Gm. of glycerin, according to the equation

—

2(CH20H CHOH CH.30H) + 6(KOH^ - 2(CH8-COOK) +2(K2C03)
+ 2H20 + l'2H,

the increased volume being due to the decompositicn of the

potassium oxalate formed in the second reaction, thus

—

K2C2O4+ 2(K0H) = 2K2CO3 + Ha.

Theoretically the volume of hydrogen obtainable from 1 Gm.
of glycerin by this reaction is 725 C.c. at 0° and 760 Mm.
Buisine recommends the adoption of the method employing the

higher temperature, and has devised as special apparatus for

the purpose. It is very delicate, since each 0 7 C.c. of hydrogen

messured will correspond to 1 Mgm. of glycerin. —Comptes
rend., 136, 1082.

New Synthesis of Indigo.

An important new synthesis of indigo is described by T.

Sandmeyer. The .starting point for the synthesis is thiocarbanilid,

0S(NH-C|;Hg)2, which is converted in one operation by the

simultaneous action ©•f white lead and potassium cyanide into

the hydrocyanide, C^H^-N : C(CN)-NH-C<,H5, of carbodiphenyli-

mide. This compound is changedl by the action of yellow

ammonium sulphide into the thioamide,

C,H,-N : C(CS-NH,)-NH-C,H3,
which, when stirred into warm sulphuric acid, undergoes con-

densation, and yields an a isatinanilide,

NH.
OeH.." >C:NOoH5

^CQ/
The anilidte is converted directly into indigo when dissolved in

alcohol and reduced with ammonium sulphide, but the indigo

separates in glistening crystals, which cannot easily be reduced

by the ordinary methods, and so is unsuitable for commercial use.

A better method, and one which renders it unnecessary to

separate the isatinanilide from the sulphuric acid used in its pre-

paration, consists in allomng the acid solution to flow into ice-

water simultaneously with a solution of sodium sulphide, when
the anilide is converted into thioisatin,

C6H4./ >CS,
\ CO/

which is thrown down as a bulky precipitate. In order to pre-

j)are the indigo it Ls now only necessary to make the precipitate

into a thin paste and mix it with a little alkali, when the

thioisatin rapidly decomposes into indigo and sulphur. The
sulphur is removed by extracting with carbon disulphide, and
the indigo is left in the form of light, dark-blue blocks, which
readily crumble when rubbed between tlie fingers, and can l>e

made into a unifoim paste which is easily reduced to indigo-

white.

—

Zeifs. fiir Farhen vnd Texlil Chem., through Nalur<j,

68, 93.

NOTE ON SAUCIN PRODUCTION^
Br T. FA.WSSETT.

A little information about thei manufacture of salicin having

lately come in my way, I venture to send a short account of it

to the Pharmaceutical Journal, in the hope that it may prove

acceptable. The successful prodiuction of the glucoside on a com-

mercial scale would' appear to depend on the following condi-

tions—viz., (1) The use of the riglit kind of willow bark; (2)

The purchase of the peelings as a by-product of basket manufac-

ture
; (3) The employment of a good process of extraction ;

(4) The working of the bark soon after it is stripped from, the

twigs.

With regard to point (1), there seems no doubt that the best

kind of peelings for the manufacture of salicin are those known
in Belgium as " rood schors," but as to their botanical origin

some uncertainty appears to exist, since Mr. David Brown say.s

they are produced by Salix fragilis ; while Dr. Crispo considers

the .source to be Salix purpurea (see account of the late trial,

P.J. of January 10, p. 49-50). Having an authentic sample

by me, I should be happy to send' a portion to Mr. Holmes for

identification if he cares to take the matter up.

As regards point (2), it is evident tliat if the peelings are

obtained as refuse from a basket manufactory, the price will

be low, and with a view of reducing the cost of production to

its lowest point, the salicin makers, both Continental and
British, have apparently recently formed themselves into a
syndicate which will absolutely control the article.

They have established a factory in the heart of the willow-
growing country, where it is proposed that the peelings shall ha
boiled do^ra and distributed to the members of the syndicate,
either in the form of the concentrated fluid extract from which
the salicin is obtained, or as crude salicin itself. By this means
the heavy carriage which was formerly incurred in sending the
bulky peelings from Belgium to other countries will be avoided'.
Another advantage will be that the bark will be worked in
fresh a .state as may be desired.

With regard to the process actually employed, it is. of
course, a trade secret, but as the result of experiments I have
made at odd moments during the last year or two I fancy a
method of manufacture which would yield good results miglit
be worked out from the following :—
Macerate " rood' schors " willow peelings in water for some

hours at a temperature as much below the hoiling point as
will exhaust them. Strain and remove all moisture fromi the
marc by hydraulic pressure. Evaporate the fluid extract thus
formed to a low bulk (in vacuo). Throw out the tannin and
extractive by treating the liquid in succession with quick lim<^

((JaO), acetate of lead (Pb(C,H30,),3H,O), and subacetate of
lead. Remove excess of any of these precipitants with oxalic
acid. Filter and evaporate the clear solution to crystals.

It has been stated that acetate of lead alone will purify
willow bark decoction of its tannin, but I have quite failed to
verify this. After various trials, success was only attained
by the use, in succession, of lime, aoetateof lead, and subacetate
of lead. Sometimes a final purification with animal charcoal
was necessary.

Although competition with the ix>werful syndicate before

named would seem hopeless in Europe, possibly there may be
parts of America where the red willow could be grown to ad-

vantage, and where its twigs could be transformed without
waste into fancy baskets and sciatica-killing salicin. Such a

country as borders the bjmks of the Scheldt would probably
be worth tiying if such a one exist anywhere in the New
World.

The protective tariffs of the United States or Canada would,

of course, foster the infant industries and shield them until

they could stand alone.
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THE CULTIVATION OF GINSENG.

BY JOHN R. JACKSON, A.L.S.

The reputation of the roots of the ginseng as an important

nediciue amongst the Chinese is so well known that .any refer-

ince to it savours of an oft-repeated story, and though its

)roperties, if any, have, we believe, never been thoroughly

ixamined or reported upon, the fact remains that its cultiva-

ion in China, Corea, and in some parts of the United States

f America is a profitable one—^to such an extent, indeed,

,hat there has been some • correspondence of late in the

7ardencr's Chronicle as to its possibilities in this country.

The Chinese ginseng plant lias been described as a distinct

pecies of Panax, under the name of Panax schinscng, and the

Jorth American plant as P. quinqiiefoliwn or Aralia quinque-

olia, of which the Chinese product is now considered to be a

ariety ; indeed, there are so many varieties of the species that

heir determination is difficult.

GissENG Leaves, Fruit and Root.—All reduced in size.

In China the demand for ginseng is still so great that it is

nported in quantities from Manchuria, Corea, and North
imerica. The Manchurian is considered the finest quality,

lorean ranking nest, the American being of a still poorer

uality. Xotwithstanding this, it is said that the average

nportation of twenty years of American ginseng into China,

liiefly through Hong Kong, amounts to about 400,000 lb. The
ed or clarified Corean ginseng is prepared by steaming the

oots for about four hours in wicker baskets enclosed in a

losely fitting earthenware vessel pierced with holes at the

ottom, and placed over boiling water.

The Aralia quinquefolia is a hardy herbaceous plant in North
anerica, growing about 18 in. high, with palmately decom-

ound leaves, the habit of which may be gathered from the

gure. It belongs to the natural order Araliacese, of which
be ivy is a well-known representative.

According to the matter recently published on the condi-

ions under which the plants are successfully cultivated in

forth America, one writer says that in New York State it

5 necessary to shade them from the sun, for if once the plants

9t " sunstroke " they never recover, and are consequently

seless. The same writer says, when successfully grown in

be United States it is a most profitable crop, and relates the

istance of a family who. through some misfortune, had
«arly lost their all, but, having a good extent of ginseng

under cultivation, they sold it and the profits were sufficient to

tide them over their difficulty. On the other hand, it is stated

that attempts to extend the cultivation in America have not
been successful. The following notes, however, on its culture

in the States may be of some use to those who may wish to

try it, but into whose hands the original account may not
fall. The first consideration is said to be that of soil, whicU
should be light, friable loam, rich in vegetable mould, and
should possess good drainage. Clay soil or heavy clay loam
is not suitable. Ginseng seed will not germinate until it has
been kept eighteen months. After maturing and during this

period it must not be allowed to become dry. The soil should
be well prepared by digging and enriched with farmyard
manure. October is the month for planting either seeds or
roots, which should be set 8 in. apart each way. A good deep
hole should be made for the insertion of the roots, which vary
from 2 in. or 3 in. to 10 in. long, and care must be taken not to
break or bend them, so as to ensure good straight roots at

harvest time. The top of the root should be 2 in. below the
surface of the ground. The seeds should be planted 1 in.

apart in shallow drills, thinning them out to the proper dis-

tances when sufficiently grown. In November the entire bed
should be mulched with a good covering of leaves, which may
be removed in the following April. About three times during

the growing season the surface soil should be broken up and
the weeds removed. In America artificial shade is always

required, a latticework structure being erected over the beds.

The care of ginseng after it is planted and shaded is exceed-

ingly light and simple. The roots should be taken up in the

following October, care being required in the digging to

avoid breaking them. All roots of less than half an inch

diameter should be set apart for future planting, the selected

roots being dried by spreading them on trays or tables in the

sun. which will require six or eight weeks ; but they may be

dried quicker and better by artificial heat, in a temperature

of from 100° to 120'' F. By this method the roots may be

dried in nineteen days, and in drying they lose two-thirds of

their weight. These instructions seem to have been followed

at Kew, from whence it is reported that ginseng has been tried

again and again, and that it will not grow in this country.

Tlie conditions for its successful culture are said to be as yet

unknown, but may probably be found in the soil. Comment-

ing on this, the writer, who first suggested its cultivation,

.says, if the question lies with the soil, " Why not have a

sample of the soil in which it grows in New York State

analysed, and if something is found in that soil which we in

this country have not, surely some clever analytical chemist

could tell us what we have to add to ours to make It equal,

or as near an equivalent as we can get it? Ginseng and its

near allies have a wide geographical range. It is found wild

In the woods of Chinese Tartaiy, in the woods of Canada, and

also in some of those of the United States. In so wide a

range one would think there would also be as wide a diversity

of soils."

Thus at present stands the question of ginseng culture in

this country, but the details and hints here brought forward

may perhaps be sufficient to induce some of our growers of

medicinal plants to make experiments on the different soils

which obtain in the several comities where such gardens are

situated.

Kid Glove Cleaner.

White soap, 250
;

water, 155 ; dissolve with heat, cool, and
add solution of chlorinated potash, 165 ; solution of ammonia,
10, Mix to form a smooth paste. A little of this is rubbed

over the glove with a piece of flannel.

—

Amer, Drngg., 42, 100.
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AWARD OF THE HANBURY GOLD MEDAL.

As annotuiced in the Pharmaceutical Journal of May 9 (see

p. 659), the adjudicators under the Hanbury Gold Medal Ti-ust

have this year awardfed the medal to M. Eugene ColUn, of

Paris, for the prosecution of research in the natural liistory of

drugs. M. Collui, who is a Bachelor of Letters and of Science,

was elected in 1892 a correspo'uding- member of the Pharmaceuti-

cal Society of Great Britain. He is, in addition, a member of

the Societe de Pharmacie de Paris, and a corresponding member
of the Pharmaceutical Societies' of St. Petersburg, Brussels,

Antwei-p, and Turin.

M. CoUin is a typical Frenchman, very vivacious, and very

enthusiastic in his work. His genial disposition has endeared

him to ail his colleagues, especially in the Societe de Pharmacie,

in which he takes a leading part, and in the Ecole de Pharmacie,

where, for many years, he worked in collaboration with Pro-

fessor Planchon.

A very industrious man, M.
Collin works at his profession

during the day, and spends all

his evenings—often far into the

night—and his holidays at his

microscopic work. This, unfor-

tunately, has been prejudicial

to his health, which lately has

suffered from overwork. In his

domestic life, with his wife and

daughter, in a charming villa

a few miles from Paris. Here

he works at his microscope, and

his only unhappy time is during

the period of house-cleaning,

when he is to be found

wandering about the house

from room to room, with

his microscope under his

arm, seeking for a place

to rest it. His work on

anatomical botany has won
him many friends, and many
an animated discussion on the

relative merits of various

methods of procedure has taken

place in his house.

M. Collin, is a thorough artist, and is a very expert engraver

on copper, much of his researcli work having been illustrated

by blocks which he has himself made. He is able to execute

the finest work without the aid of spectacles or glasses, in spite

of the near approach of his fifty-eighth birthday.

M. Collin was born at Carignan (Ardemies). He received his

first instruction in pharmacy during the three years which he

spent as a pupil to a distinguished pharmacist, M. Cailletet,

Charleville, whose name is associated with the qualitative and

quantitative analysis of oils. At the end of this time he suc-

cessfully sat for the examination of the " internes " in pharmacy

of the Paris hospitals, and was placed first on the list. During

the next few years (1867 to 1870) he studied at the Paris College

of Pharmacy, and took the diploma of " Pharmacien de la

Premiere Classe " in 1871. He practised pharmacy first of all at

Verdun-sur-Meuse from 1871 to 1868, then at Colombes, near

Paris, for 1882 to 1889. M. Collin's pharmaceutical career

began at a time when a commencement was bemg made to utilise

the microscope in the determination of drugs. Under the

advice and direction of Professor Fliickiger, the collaborator of

Daniel Hanbury, he was one of the first in France to apply

this new method to the study of the official rhubarbs. After

M. EUGENE COLLIN.

giving up his pharmacy, he busied himself in collecting and

classifying all the notes which he had accumulated during six-

teen years. These have been published, some under his owm
name alone, some with the collaboration of the professors at the-

Paris College of Pharmacy. His scientific publications ineludfe

the following :
—

1871. " Study of the Officinal Rhubarbs." (Thesis at the Pari*

College of Pharmacy ; Menier prize.)

1874. " Research on the Anatomical Structure of the Officia-l

Roots." (Gold medal of the Society of Medical and Natural

Sciences, Brussels.)

1875-1878. Notes on the " Anatomical Structure of tiie.

Cinnamons," " Pepper and its Adulterants," " Coffee and

Chicory," "Tea, Cocoa, and Chocolate."

1880. " History of the Acclimatisation and Cultivation of the

Cinchonas in the British and] Dutcli Indies."

"An Anatomical Study of the Cultivated Cinchonas." (Gold

medal of tho Society of Pharmacy of Brussels.}

1881. Various communic
tions to the Council of Hygiene
of the Meuse, on the " Sophisti-

cation of Foods." (Bronze medal
of the Minister of the In-

terior.)
I

1884. " Anatomical Study of

the Simple Drugs used in France

and the French Colonies."

(Moncinne Prize, Paris Aca-

demy of Medicine.)

1885. " Researches on the

Anatomical Structure of the

Leaves of Difierent Orders of

the Dicotyledons." (Barbier

Prize, Paris Academy of

Science.)

1893. ' Practical Guide to^

the Determination of Offi-

cinal Powders.' (In book

form.)

1894-95. 'Simple Drugs of

Vegetable Origin.' (In col-

laboration with M. Planchon,

Director of the Paris Col-

lege of Pharmacy. • Two
volumes.)

1899. " The Microscope Applied to the Analysis of Foo(?-

Substances of Vegetable Origin." (Prix Montij on, Academy of

Science.)

1900. ' Treatise on ths Sophistications of Food Substances/

(In collaboration with M. Villiers, Professor of the Colleg*

of Pharmacy. In book form.)

1901. " A Study of the Anatomy of Insect-Flowers." {PJiarmo-

ceutical Journal.)

1902-3. Series of sixteen articles in the Pharmaceutieat

Journal (in collaboration with Professor H. G. Greenish) oo

Official Powdered Drugs.

1903. " Precis of Materia Medica." including the Originv

External and Anatomical Characters, Chemical CompositioBv

Determination, Use and Adulterants of Medicmal Substances

of Vegetable and Animal Origin.

M. Collin has also had a share in the compilation of the fol-

lowing books now in the press :
—

' The iMicrosoopio Analysis of Officinal Powders,' by Prof.

H. G. Greenish and M. E. Collin. This work will appear in

the English language.

'Industrial Residues Utilised! in Agriculture,' by MM. E.

Collin and Perrot (Professor of the Paris School of Pharmacy).
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Text of the Award.

The text of the award is as follows :
—

We, the undersigned adjudicators of the Haubury Medal,

appointed under the provisions of the deed of settlement of the

Daniel Hanbury Memorial Fund, award the Hanbury Medal for

1903 to

M. Eugene Collin

(Ecole Supeiieure de Pharmacie de Paris).

Stdnet H. Vines,

President of the Linnean Society.

William A. Tilden,

President of the Cheniical Society.

G. T. W. Newsholme,

President of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain.

T. H. W. Idbis,

I

President of the British Pliarmaceutical

,
Conference.

,
M. Cabteighe,

Pharmaceutical Chemist, nominated by
the Presidents of the Pharmaceutical

Society and the British Pharmaceutical

Conference.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY PRIZES EXAMINATION.

Session, I902-I903; Elementary Course

CHEMISTRY.
PrOfessok W. Palmer Wynne.

1. What experiments would you make in order to establish the nature
and prove the composition of the substance formed when iron rusts? How
would you proceed if required to prepare a pure specimen of crystallised
ferrous sulphate from iron rust ?

2. In what respects does the action of nitric acid differ from that of other
acids on metals? Calculate the volume of gas measured at 15' and 740
Mm. which could be obtained by shaking 1 Gm. of potassium nitrate
with mercury and strong sulphuric acid.

. Describe the preparation, appearance, and properties of the following
substances: merourous chloride, potassium iodide, sodium nitrite, phos-
phoric acid, and state how you would determine the purity of each.

4. How many substances of the formula CaHeO do you know ? Describe
briefly their sources. How may they be distinguished from one another,
and how do you account for their isomerism?

5. Explain the principle of action of the siphon, and show how it is

applied in the Soxhlet extractor.

6. Give a detailed description of a good balance. What qualities should
such a balance possess, and on what details of construction do these
qualities depend ?

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY—A.

The given solution contains sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid. De-
termine the amount of each present in one litre by volumetric analysis
only.

The white arsenic in box A is impure; detect the impurity.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.—B.

Estimate the amount of the impurity in the white arsenic supplied this
morning (in box A) by a volumetric method.
Analyse the powder contained in box B,

PHARMACY.
Propessob Henry G. Greenish.

1. Give full instructions for making half a litre of Syrup of Iodide of Iron,
each cubic centimetre of which shall contain four centigrammes of ferrous
iodide (Pe = 56 ; I = 127).

2. Describe and discuss the official process for making Extractura
Taraxaci Liquidum and Liquor Picis Carbonis.

3. What is meant by elutriation ? Describe a simple apparatus to illus-
trate it, and give two instances of official drugs prepared by it.

4. Discuss the various means that have been officially adopted for en-
suring uniformity in the strengths of Liquid Extracts.

5. Compare the processes of percolation and maceration. Indicate the
conditions that would influence you in preferring either,

PRACTICAL DISPENSING.—A.

Dispense the following prescriptions; label and wrap each, and address
to yourself :—

1. H Emp. PJumbi,
Emp. Eesina?, aa partes oequales.

Extende emplastrum pro mamilla laeva,

2. Acid. Carbolic. gr. .

Pil. Galb. Co gr. ij.

Ft. pil. j. Mitte duodeclm. Capiat unara hora somni omni nocte per
hebdomadam. Pearl coat.

3. Extract. BoUad. vir gr.

Potas. Bromid gr.
Ol. Theobrom q.s.

Ft. supp. Mitte vj. Utatur uno omni alterna nocte.

4. li 01. Theobrom 5i.
Aq ad -Jiv.

Ft. emulsio. Sumat coch. amp. subinde inter noctem urgenti tussi.

PRACTICAL DISPENSING.—B.
Dispense the following prescriptions; label and wrap each, and a dress

to yourself:

—

1. Emp. Plumbi,
Emp. ResinsB, aa partes sequales.

Extende emplastrum pro mamilla dextra.

2. B Ext. Bellad gr.
P. Camphor gr. x.

Quin. Sulph gr. v
ZinciSulph gr.

Fiant pil. xij. Una bis die cite post cibos sumenda. Pearl coat.

3. IJ Ext. Bellad. Vir gr. vj.

Camphorae gr. xviij.

Ol. Theobrom :

Div.in supp. vj. Unum quaque tertia nocte utendum.
4. R Ol. Cadini Jiv.

Aq , ad 5iv.

Ft. emulsio cujus applicetur pauxillum parti cruris dolenti.

MATERIA MEDICA.
Professor Henry G. Greenish.

1. Identity the drugs shown to you (ten minutes allowed).

2. Discuss the changes that take place in the constituents of gentian
.root, orris rhizome, logwood, and jalap during the process of drying and
preparation for the market.

3. Describe the characters that a good specimen of male fern rhizome
should possess.

4. Write a short account of the official strophanthus seed.

5. Give the botanical and geographical sources and principal con-
stituents of the following drugs:—Maoe, Iceland Moss, White Mustard
Seed. Pimento, Bael Fruit, Saffron, Raisins, Logwood, Calumba Root
Pellitory Root.

6. Accurately describe the leaf given you.

BOTANY.
Professor Reynolds Green.
(Only four questions to be answered.)

1. Describe the appearances seen in a simple vegetable cell, such as
occurs in the cortex of a root. Explain the relative positions of the proto-
plasm and vacuole. Give some account of the vital processes of such a
cell.

2. What do yon understand by meristem ? Distinguish between primary
and secondary meristems, and give an account of the distribution of the
latter in the axis of a dicotyledonous plant.

3. Give a brief account of the so-called ascending sap, pointing out the
chief forces which co-operate in maintaining the ascent.

4. Draw a series of sketches illustrating the method of growth in thick-
ness of the root of a dicotyledonous tree, andpoint out in each the progress
which it illustrates.

5. What is a fruit? On what does its formation depend? Give a sketch
of a system of classification of fruits.

PRACTICAL BOTANY.
1. Make microscopic preparations of A, B. In what histological points

do they differ ? Identify both, and leave a sketch of your preparations
with the slides.

2. What are C, D, and E ? Comment briefly on each.
3. Refer the flowers P, G to their Natural Orders, giving your reasons.

The time allowed for each paper was three hours.

Pastes for Cleaning Marble.

(1) Washing soda, 2 ;
levigated pumice, 1 ; chalk, 1

;
water,

q.s. to form a paste. (2) Ox-gall, 1 ; saturated solution of

washing soda, 4 ; oil of turpentine, 1 ;
pipe-clay, q.s. to form a

paste. (3) Soft soap, 4 ; whitening, 4; washing soda, 1. Make a
paste.

—

Drugg. Circ, 46, 214.
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PHARMACEUTICAL 50CIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF

THE first nifieting of the new Council was held oil

Wednesday, June 3, 1903, at 17, Blcwmsbury Square^

London, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, President,

in the chair. The other members of the Coun-

cil present were Messrs. Allen, Atkins, Carteighe,

('ooper, Corder, Cross, Gifford, Glyn-Jones, Harrington,

Han-ison, Hills, Robinson, Southall, .Storrar, Symes, Taylor,

Wodtton, and Young.

The Secestart read the minutes of the meeting held "on

May 6, and they were duly confirmed.

Tampering with a Certificate.

The Secebxary then read the following letter from the

Secretary of the Delegation of the Oxford Examiniers :
—

>

Local Examination Offices,

Merton Street, Oxford,
May 26, 1903.

The Secretary,
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

Deab Sib,—
R. Banietl.

The delegates considered the caee of Richard Barnett and

instructed me neither to return to him the certificates which
had been tamperedl with nor to issue fresh ones. They also

instructed me that the circum.stances should be noted in

their registers, in order that he should not, at any future

time, be certified as having passed the Junior Local Exami-
nation either in 1901 or in 1902.

The view of the delegates was to treat the matter as one

of extreme seriousness.—Yours very truly,

(Signed) H. T. Gereans.

The President recalled the circumstances coimected with this

case (see ante, pp. 647-648), and asked whether the Council

thought it desirable to take any further steps in the matter.

The Council signified approval of the steps already taken

in the matter, but did! not indicate what further action should

be taken.

Resignation of Mr. Savory.

The President said that since the May meeting of the

Council he had received a letter from Mr. A. L. Savory tender-

ing his resignation on account of increasing calls upon his time ;

he expressed the hope, however, that at some future time he

might be in a position to offer himself for re-election. The
President, having read the letter, said Mr. Savoiy's colleagues

on the Council were all sorry to receive that letter from him.

He did not propose at that time to ask the Council to pass any

specific resolution of thanks to Mr. Savory for his services to

the Society, because he would not like him to feel that the

Council dlid not wish him to return at some future time. He,
personally-, would like to see Mr. Savory back again at the

Council table. He had been associated with him for some years,

and he appreciated his worth. Mr. Savory had not, perhaps,

done much talking at that table, but his colleagues knew how, at

critical times, he had helped very largely with the work of the

Council, and they were very much obliged to him for tiie valu-

able services he had rendiered to the Society, and hoped that

before very long Mr. Savory would be again elected to a seat

on the Council.

^ The Council Election.

The President said he was sure he should be carrying out the

wi.shes of his colleagues in heartily welcoming back to thfe

Council those gentlemen who had recently been re-elected. They
were glad to see them on the Council again and to be associated

with them for another term of office.

THE COUNCIL.
Election of President.

A ballot having been taken in the usual way, Mr. S. R. Atkins-

was unanimously elected President for the ensuing year.

Mr. Newsholme then vacated the chair, and, having escorted

Mr. Atkins to the seat of honour at the Council table, said

:

Mr. Atkins, I have the pleasure of congratulating you on being

elected President of the Phannaceutical Society. I have also

very much pl-jasure in relieving myself of this chain and putting

it on your shoulders, because I believe that you will iulfil the-

duties and uphold the dignity of the office in a manner worthy

of the best traditions of the Society. I am glad to have this

opportunity, Mr. Atkins, because you have been connected with,

the Pharmaceutical Society for a greater number of years than

I have—I won't say how far back—but you have been a thorough

and! loyal supporter of the Society during the whole of my phar-

maceutical life. Hence it is a great pleasure for me to hand
over that chain to you, particularly as I know that you have

liitherto filled various offices in the Society with great dignity

and efficiency. I am quite sure that you will have, during the-

coming year, a very pleasant year of office. There are, of course,

many arduous duties connected with the -office of President «f
the Pharmaceutical Society, yet to me there has also been very

great pleasure, in that I have at all times had the support of

my colleagues. We have, of course, had differences of opinioni

at times, and' I hope that theic will always be some public spirit

and pluck in connection with the Pharmaceutical Council, be-

cause it is not always a good thing to have unanimity. You, Mr-
Atkins, have previously been the Vice-President of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, and know something of the duties of its Presi-

dent, therefore I have very great pleasure in congratulating you
on your election to that position.

The President (Mr. Atkins) said: Mr. Newsholme, the Vice-

President, and Gentlemen,—Those very graceJul and hopeful

words make it an exceedingly pleasant thing to me to occupy
the position I do to-day. I count it a great honour—I don't

hesitate to say one of the greatest, if not th« greatest, that has-

been conferred upon me during the course of a somewhat long

life. I recognise the honour, the dignity, and, I will adJ
further, the confidence—for that I count more than honour

and dignity—the confidence you, gentlemen, have reposed'

in me._ I am quite aware that I follow very distinguished

men, three of whom are on my right at this table to-day. It

is not easy to follow men of power, men of mark, men of

distinguished abilities ; all I can attempt to -do will be to

bring to this office my time, my thoughts, or whatever

faculty of thought I possess, and any little influence that I

may be able to exert in the world. These I cheerfully place-

at the disposal of the Society. I know there are seriou&

responsibilities resting in this chair and on the holder of th&

office— am conscious of that, and I don't mind telling you,

gentlemen, that one thing that induces me ito accept the office

is the knowledge that under the new procedure the

responsibilities of the President (will to some extent be sharei

by the chairmen of the various committees. I think this is a

very hopeful experiment, and I wish it every success, fori

have every reason to do so. I believe it will succeed, and will

accomplish the relief of the chair. It will also have the effect

of making the work of the Council more thorough, and will

train men for important positions in this Council. That being

the case, I am grateful for the relief ;
but, gentlemen, I am

quite conscious of this—-that, do what you will, do what you

may, there must ever be a very serious responsibility resting
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on the man holding this office, and that responsibility must
be upheld by individualism. The routine work will be largely

delegated—and here I must recognise prospectively the efiective

help of the Secretary—.but there must always be for the

occupant of this chair momenta of responsibility, wh-n
initiative is required, and when vital questions—questions

which shall determine policy—must be decided, and I confess

that I shall look very largely for guidance to the men who have

preceded me in this chair. I do not wish to make a long

speech, but there are just one or two things I would like to

say. I have always thought very highly of the importance of

this Society as part of the great working institutions of this

country. Look at our fcuildings ! look at our plant, our schools,

Dur laboratories, our museum, our library ! We have here a
plant and material handed down to us by the generosity and)

Dontributed effort of honoured men who have done much to

make the work ,ol the Society known throughout the country.

Now our work is a very comi)lex and a very difficult one. As
i, Society we have an educational work and we have an

jxamining work. Our educational work we share with others

;

but our examining work is our exclusive prerogative. We
liave our relations with the State ; we have our relations with

the medical .profession—and I hope those relations will be

3ven more cordial in the future—and we 'have our relations

to our own body. The times we are passing through are very

important. We are passing through great changes—not of

fevolution, but of evolution. You cannot resist great racial

3r national movements, and what we have to do is to meet all

;hese questions which are upon us to-day and will come upon

IS in the future, in a brave spirit. Tilings are not hopeless

;

things are not gone to the 'bad, but are full of hope. Gentle-

men, I do, from my heart, most sincerely thank you for the

honour you have done me to-day, and I trust I may have

bealth and strength to meet the responsibility of the position.

Election of Vice-President.

The result of the "ballot for the election of Vice-President

:vas that Mr. C. B. Allen was unanimously re-elected to the

Dffice.

The Phesident, in announcing that result, said that a great

part of the pleasure of his acceptance of office that day

ivas due to the fact that Mr. Allen was to be the Vice-

President.

The Vice-President, in acknowledging his re-election, said

ihat it would seem, from the unanimity of the ballot, that his

jolleagues had deliberately conferred together, and, by some

process, had selected him as Vice-President. No junior

officer could possilbly cavil at such an election as that, and it

pras plainly his duty to accept office in the spirit in which he

(vas elected. He would promise to do all in his power to help

forward the work of the Society to the best of his ability,

rhe Council had had three years' experience of his services in

the capacity of Vice-President, and he could only take liis

re-election to the office as an admission that his colleagues

were not altogether tired of him, and that prohably he would

be the hest man for the time being. He, therefore, had much
pleasure in accepting the office. He should like to take that

opportunity of congi-atulating Mr, Atkins on his appointment

IS President. It was what he might term the culminating

honour to a long series of honours which had been conferred

Upon Mr. Atkins during the course of his -public life, and he

Was sure that nothing would give him greater pleasure than

the honour of being made President of the Pharmaceutical

Society.

Election of Treasurer.

A "ballot having been taken, Mr. Walter Hills was

unanimously elected Treasurer for the ensuing year.

Mr. Hills, having thanked the Council for electing him t"
the office of Treasurer, asked to be allowed to felicitate

the Council as well as the Society on the election of Mr. Atkin:.j

to the po.sition he had' been called upon to occupy that day.

Vote of Thanks to Mr. Newsholme.

The President said tlie iwxt business he had to bring for-

ward was the following motion, pro|x)sed by Mr. Rymer Young,
and seconded by Mr. Hanington :—

That the best thanks of this Council are due, and ar?
hereby accorded, to Mr. Newsholme for his long and abl.-

services in the chaii".

It was a special pleasure to him that it was one of his first

duties after taking the chair to put that motion to the Council

.

and he could do it with the utmost sincerity. He was thank-
ful to Mr. Newsholme, in fact they all were, for the devotion
he had shown to the interests of the Society dtiring the three
years of his presidency and before. Referring, however^ to the
official yeaixs, Mr. Newsholme had shown to all a courtesy of

demeanour and kindne.'ss of behaviour which he (the President)

should never forget. He had given time, energy, and enthusiasm
to the interests of the Society, which were worthy of their

highest commendation. It was no easy matter for ilr. News-
holme, as the first provincial President, to occupy the chair.

But he brought to the office a large acquaintance with public

life, gained in connection with the municipal life of

Sheffield and as Chau'man of the Sheffield Board of

Guardians, and it was amazing how rapidly he grasped

the details of the work of the Society. He (the President) wished

to express the very great obligation of the Council to Mr. New:--

holme for the effective services he had rendered to the Society.

Mr. Young warmly supported the remarks of the President.

As Mr. Newsholme had stated, there had been times when
he was not in accord with the majority of his colleagues on

minor details, but he had never on any occasion shown annoy-

ance or lost his temper, but had been one of the most amiable

and best tempered Presidents who had occupied the chair.

They had passed through the tempe-stuous time when Mr. Car-

teighe was President, and tho calm and jjlacid period of Mr.

Hills had been followed by the prosperous period of Mr. News-
holme. He was quite suive that the Council felt deeply its

obligation to Mr. Newsholme.
Mr. Haeeington expressred his admiration of the way Mr,

Newsholme had conducted his duties not only in connection witli

the business of the Council, hut also at pharmaceutical functions

such as the British Pharmaceutical Conference and! the

Pharmacy Ball.

Mr. Hills said he had two reasons for supporting the motion

before the Council. One reason was that he had the pleasure

of being President when Mr. Newsholme acted for two
years as Vice-President, and another reason was that he

perhaps had the advantage of having his business premises

closer to the headquarters of the Society than any other

member of the Council, and knomng as he did the amount

of time that the business of the Society takes up, he could

speak with some feeling for one who lived hundreds of

miles away. Mr. Newsholme liad shown a loyalty to the

Society that those who lived in London could hardly realise,

and he thought the thanks ot the Society generally were due

to him for that loyalty, and for giving so much time in the

interests of the Society, as well as for the admirable services

he had rendered in the chair.

Mr. T.\TLOB said that, apart from his own personal con-

gratulations and feelings of indebtedness to Mr. Newsholme.

there was an aspect of Mr. Newsholme's services to the

Society upon which he was specially aWe to speak. Largely

owing to the fact that Mr. Newsholme lived in the north.
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and close to the manufacturing districts, he liad been able

to move amongst the chemists in those districts, and thus

bring the Society into closer touch with them in a vay which

no previous President had been able to do. There was no

blame to ipast-Presidents, and he was not forgetting that

some ten or twelve years ,ago Mi'. Carteighe came into contact

with a large number of chemists in various parts of the

country. But, apart from state occasions, Mr. Newsholme had
always been alble and willing to give his time and services

to the Society, and he {Mr. Taylor) had every reason to

know that not only his official visits, but also the fact that

at times he had gone privately out of his way to come into

contact with chemists in various districts, "had been of the

greatest possilble benefit to the Society. It had given to the

men who had thus come to know him an exceedingly good

impression of him, and many had expressed to him (Mr.

Taylor) their pleasure that Mr. Newsholme had gone amongst

them in the way he had.

Dr. Symes supported all that previous speakers bad said,

and .pointed out that Mr. Newsholme had rendered very

valuable service to the Societ}% in that he had dispelled one

of the oldest traditions of the (Society—viz., that it was im-

possible for a provincial memiber of Council to fulfil the duties

of the President of the Society.

The motion was put and carried with acclamation.

Mr. Newsholme, m thanking the Council for the vote of

thanks, stated that he had expected to find the duties of Presi-

dent a little onerous, but peihaps the worst feature of those

duties was the fact that during tlie past three years it had been

necessary for him to travel something like 1,000 miles a month.

Still, be had derived! a very great deal of pleasure from his three

years' experience of office, and he had come to the conclusion

that a good deal of work does afford the person who performs

the work a great deal of pleasure. It was- not a mere question

of reward, but the consciousness of having done one's duty and

gained! the goodwill and kindly consideration of friends. He
had done his best for the Society because he considered the work
of the Pharmaceutical Society was a splendid work, but it was
a pity that their own people did not take a more active interest

in it. If only the registeied chemists of the country would in-

terest themselves in the work of the Society their standing would

be improved) and it would be a splendid thing for pharmacy.

It was an old story, and peihaps some of his friends would be

surprised at him rejieating what he had said over and over again,

but he did feel that it was a matter that could not be impressed

upon chemists too often. If at any time he could be of assistance

to the present occupier of the Presidential chair he should be

very pleased to do what he could.

Standing Orders.

The President moved, and it was agreed, that the following

Standing Orders be adopted for the regulation of the proceed-

ings of the Council, viz. :—

•

(1) That at all meetings of the Council the chair shall

be taken at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and business imme-
diately proceeded with, provided a quorum be present.

(2) That all notices of motion shall be given in writing
to the Secretaiy, and shall distinctly state the nature or
substance of the resolution intended to be submitted to

the Council ; and all such notices shall be dated and num-
bered as received, and entered in a book to be kept for

' that purpose at the Secretary's office, which book shall be
open to the inspection of every member of the Council.

(3) That motions for which such notice shall be given
shall have precedence over other motions, and be entered
by the Secretary upon the notice paper in the order in
which they are received—routine business and other
matters brought specially before the Council by the Presi-

' dent only excepted.

(4) That the Secretary shall insert in the summonses for

any meeting of the Council, in addition to such matters
as may be ordered by the President, all subjects for which
notice of motion shall have been given before five o'clock

an the afternoon of the day preceding the day for sum-
moning the Council.

(5) That at every meeting of the Council all motions,
whether original motions or amendments, shall be reduced
into writing signed by the mover, and delivered to the
Secretary immediately upon being seconded.

(6) That whenever amendments are made upon original

motions, no second amendment shall be taken into con-
sideration until the first amendment be disposed of.

(7) That if a first amendment be carried, it displaces the
original question, and becomes itself the question, where-
upon any further amendment may be moved.

(8) That if the first amendment be negatived, then a
second may be moved to the original question under con-

sideration ; but only one amendment shall be submitted
to the Council for discussion at one time.

(9) That the mover of every original motion, but not (rf

any amendment, shall have a right to reply, immediately
after which the question shall be put from the chair ; but
that no other member be allowed to speak more than once
on the same question, unless permission be given to explain,

or the attention of the chair be called to a point of order.

(10) On the report of a committee being presented to tlie

Council, a copy having previously been sent to each mem-
ber, the course to be adopted shall be as follows :

—
(a) The Chairman of the Committee {or, if he be absent

or refrain from so doing, some other member) shall move
"That the repwt be received."

(6) The paragraphs of the report shall be numbered and
called over seaiatim, unless the Chainnau <see fit to vaiy
their order. If the Council agree with a recommenda,-
tjon, the same shall forthwith become a resolution of the
Council. Any member may move an amendment to any
recommendation when the paragraph is called. Each
paragraph shall be disposed of before the succeeding one
is dealt with.

(() The Chairman of a committee or other member
bringing up a report may withdraw or correct any para-
graph with the consent of the Council.

(11) It shall not be in order to move any abstract resola.-

tion on any paragraph of a report of any committee.
(12) Any standing order may be suspended in case of

urgency by resolution of the Council carried by a majority
of two-thirds of the members present and voting.

Re-appointment of Officers.

Mr. Richard Bremridge was re-appointed Secretary and Regis--

trar for the ensuing year ; Mr. E. M. Holmes was re-appointed

Curator of the Society's Museums, and Mr. J. Rutherford Hiil

was re-appointed! Assistant Secretary in Scotland.

Election of Members.
The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected "Members " of the Society:

—

Jones, Henry Rogers ; LlandudnoBaldwin, George J. ; Loughborough
Barritt, Alfred ; London
Bignell, John Henry

; Islington
Brook, Joe; Nottingham
Cooper, Lionel

;
Hornsey

Cowgill, Benjamin R. ; Langlaagte
Cowie, Peter; Upper Largo
Eaddie, Walter ; Clapham
Edwards, Evan David ; Cardiff
Field, William James ; Reading
Purber, Robert Arthur; Birmingham
Hodgson, Harold P. ; Brentwood
Jackson, Robert; Port Elizabeth
Jefferson, John Mitchell; Bayswater

Love, William Landels; Fife
Low, Robert U. ; Chester-le-Street
Moss, Edgar; Pavershara
Phillips, George W. ; Liverpool
Rittershausen, Walter; London
Robertson, Robert ; Leith
Sheard, Samuel Alfred; Morley
Squires, Seth Steggall ; Kenningtoa
Stokce, Thomas Joseph ; Hay
Sutcliffe, William James ; Bacup
Walker, Alexander Calder; Dundee
Watts, Albert Arthur

;
Southport

West, Francis Paynter ;
Wadebridge

Election of Student-Associates.

The following persons, having tendered their subscriptions

for the current year, were elected " Student-Associates " of the

Societj :

—

Beckett, Arthur Edwin ; Leicester
Cornish, Arthur W. ; Bridgwater
Davies, John James; Llandyssul
Dawson, George Henry ; Southend
Fife, Donald Pullford ; Barnstaple

Withers, Arnold Bertram ; Walsall

Jones, David John M. f Anjmanforrt
Jones, JohnConnop W.; Aberystwitb
Jones, John Evans; Llanfyrnach
Simmons, Stanley J.; Letheringsett
West, Tom Edgar; Keighley
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Restorations to Register.

Tlie names of the following persons, who have made the

required declarations and paid the restoration fee of One Guinea,

ivere restored to the Eegister of Chemists and Druggists:—
Burn, James William ; 2, Bank Buildings, Ponders End, N.
Fraser, John

; 6, High Street, Hampton Wick.
Harrison, Charles William ; 79, Imperial Eoad, Beeston, Notts.
Hawaid, Edgar : 61, King Richards Road, Leicester.
Morris, William

; 11, Market Street, Penistone.
Scott. Govan Henry

; 60, Old Compton Street, Soho, W.
.Several persons were restored to the Society upon payment of

iha current year's subscription.

Appointment of Committees.

The Secbetaet stated that t/lie formation of the Committees
ioA been referred to the General Purposes Committee, and the

Allowing recommendations had been agreed to :—
(1) GENER.4L Purposes.—That this Committee consist of

the whole of the Council, and shall meet at 5.30 on the day
preceding the Council meeting.

(2) Law.—That this Committee consist of not more tlian
seven members, exclusive of the President and Vice-Presi-
dent, three to form a quorum, to meet on the Tuesday
before the Council meeting, at 4 p.m.

(3) Benevole.vt Fund.-That this Committee consist of
not more than seven members, exclusive of the President
and Vice-President, three to form a quorum, to meet on
the Tuesday before the Council meeting, at 4 p.m.

-(4) Finance.—That this Committee consist of not more
than five members, exclusive of the President and Vice-
President, to meet on the last Wednesday ia the month.

(5) LiBRABY, Museum, School and House.—That this
Committee consist of not more than nine members, exclu-
sive of the President and Vice-President, to meet on the
second Wednesday in the month.

(6) Reseaech.—That this Committee consist of the
members of the Library, Museum, School and House Com-
jnittee.

(7) Parliamentary.—That this Committee consist of the
members of the ha,:v Committee, to meet as occasion
requires.

(8) Watch.—That this Committee be not reappointed,
but that its duties should be performed by the Parliamen-
"ta"y Committee.

^9) Journal.—That this Committee consist of not more
tlian five members, exclusive of the President and Vice-
President, two to form a quorum, to meet on the second
.and fourth Tuesdays in the month.

(10) Di.sPENSEHS.—That this Committee be reappointed.

(11) Freehold I.westments.—That this Committee be
not reappointed, but that its duties be given to the
Finance Committee.

112) Evening Meetings.—That this Committee be con-

stituted as heretofore.

The Committee had nominated the following persons to serve

rpon the respective Committees :
—

The President and Vice-President to be cx-officio mem-
bers of all Committees.
Benevolent Fund.—Messrs. Cooper, Corder, Park,

Sonthall, Taylor, and Young.
Finance.—Messrs. Carteighe, Cooper. Harrington, Hills,

and Robinson.
Journal.—Messrs. Carteighe, Glyn-Jones. Hills, and

Newsholme.
Law.—Messrs. Carteighe, Gifford, Glyn-Jones, Hills,

Newsholme, Storrar, and Wootton.
Libbary, Museum, School and House —Messrs. Car-

teighe, Harrington, Harrison. Hills, Newsholme, and
Robinson.

Mr. Wootton said he had been a*ked during the pa,st month
:o urge upon the Council that the work of the Dispensers' Com-

mittee should be more rapidly pressed forward than it had been,

rhere were some people in the country who felt rather earnestly

ibout the matter, and he thought it would ba agreed that

ivhatever recommendations the Committee might be inclined to

make, it was certainly desirable that it should be known how
:ar in public institutions and- in tite general work of dispensing

throughout the country the certificate of qualification of the

Plianna<;eutical Society was recognised. One matter which was

considered as rather urgent when the Ck)mmittee was appointed

seemed to have been overlooked, viz., in reference to dispenser-

ships in the Amiy. At the present time t/here were a great num-

ber of young men available who could give information as to how
dispensing in the Army has been done. He thought there ought

to be a large number of pharmaceutical chemists and chemists

and druggists who should have the superintendance of the com-

pounding for the Army, whether on active s-ervice or at home,

and he thought that was an important feature which this Com-
mittee should not lose sight of.

Mr. Taylor, speaking from actual experience of dispensing in

public institutions, said he realised the seriousness of the matter,

and thought there should be as little delay as possible. He
might tlirow out a hint in the hope of it reaching those in-

terested, and that was that though the Committee might do
a great deal, it was_possible for chemists to do much good work
themselves "in securing the recognition of the Pharmaceutical

Society's certificate as the only qualification for the appointment

of dispensers. He knew several members of the trade who
were members of Boards of Guardiarts—notably Mr. Newsholme
—who had^ succeeded! in inducing the Guardians to definitely

stand out for the appointment of properly qualified! dispensers,

and that the qualification should be the certificate of the Society.

Dr. 'Symes said he knew that many bodies which formerly

allowed dispensing to be done by nurses, now recognised that

as a matter of self-protection in the event of anything wrong-

taking place, it was necessary that qualified dispensers should be

employed. He thought that fact was rather encouraging to the

Committee.

Mr. Glyn-Jones suggested that in connection with the Journal

Committee instead of twice a mouth the minute should read " as

required."

This was agreed to.

Dr. Symes pointed' out that according to the regulations of

the Law Committee, all matters which came before the Com-
mittee except questions of infringement of the law were deferred

for a month, and he suggested that the words " urgent business

excepted," if inserted, would obviate that difficulty.

The President said that as the standing orders had! already

been agreed to, it would be necessary for Dr. Symes to give

notice of any proposed alteration in the regulations governing
the procedure of committees.

After a little further discussion on ttiat point the appointment
of the various committees was agreed to.

Finance Committee.

The report of this Committee included the following

figures :

—

£ s. d.

Balance in May 4,778 14 11
Receipts 2,022 8 0

6,801 2 11
Payments during May 2,433 17 4

4,367 5 7

Payments to the amount of £1,842 14s. 4d. for the current
month were recommended.

The report and recommendations of the Committee were

adopted.

Benevolent Fund Committe:.

Tlie report of this Committee included the recommendation

of grants to the amount of £58 in the following cases :
—

Registered chemist and druggist (77). Has had previous
grants. (Surbiton.)

Registered chemist and druggist (69). Has had previous

grants. (Westminster:)
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Registered chemist and druggist (46). (Romford.)

Registered chemist and druggist (59). Has had previous

grant. (Wandsworth.)
Widow of a registered chemist and druggist (71). Has

had previous grants. (Great Yarmoutli.)

The Sechetabt reported the dea-th of the following annui-

tants :
—
Mrs. Elizabeth Ellis (68), cn Ma.y 23. Wa« ekcted an

annuitant in 1894.

Mr. James King Haworth (86), on May 29. Was
elected an annuitant in 1893.

The President said that, as he had occupied the chair at

the meeting of the Committee the previous evening, it was his

duty to move that the report and recommendations of the Com-

mittee be agreed to. There was nothing in the report that he

need direct special attention to, but he might mention the

fact that they h id lost during the past m.onth an old annui-

tant, whose circumstances were of a rather exceptional charac-

ter. The funeral had taken place the previous day at Pad-

dington Cemetery, and he was pleased to .«ay that it was

attended by one of the officers of the Society, who went to

represent the Society, and to take charge of the arrangements.

Mr. Haworth, the annuitant in question, was elected an 1893,

and died at the age of eighty-six years, aad he (the President)

had reason to know that tlie payment of tlie grant from the

Society had very materially helped to smooth his passage to

the grave.

The report and recommendations of the Committee were

adopted.

Library, Museum, School ^nd House Committee.

The following report was submitted by this Committee :—

•

The Committee met on May 13, 1903. The usual monthly
statements respecting the Society's libraries and museums
in London and in Edinburgh wexe received, and particulars

of these are published in the Pharmaceutical Journal for

May 16, 1903. The library in London was ordered to be
closed on Thursday evenings during the vacation months.
The 'School staff reported on tlie various classes. An

apijlication from the Manchester Scholar to be allowedi to

positpone for a year the taking up of his Major course of

instruction in the University College, Liverpool, was
j

acceded! to, and the Secretary was authorised to hold over
the balance of the Scliolarsliip money accordingly.

An application for the " BuiToughs " Scholarship was re-

ceived from Miss Elsie Hooper, the present " Redwood
scholar. After consultation with the directors of the Re-
search Laboratoi-y, the Committee recommends that Miss
-Hooper be appointed "Burroughs" scholar for the ensuing
session.

Professor Greenish reported that Mr. Knape had com-
'. menced his work in the Research Laboratory as E. North-

way Butt scholar, in place ©f Mr. W. H. Lenton. He also

reported the progress of the work being done by other
workers in the LalDoratory.

The Committee discussed the question of selecting a
person to represent the Society on the Phannacopeeia Con-
ference in placa of Mr. Ekin, who had resigned. The Com-
mittee recommends that the question be referred to the
General Purposes Committee for fuller consideration.

On the motion of Mr. Newsholme, seconded by Mr. Robin-
son, the report and recommendations of this Committee were
adopted.

The Burroughs Scholarship.

Mr. WooTTON : I understand there was only one applica-

tion for the Burroughs Scholarship?

The Sbcbetart : Only one.

Mr. WoOTTON : Although it was doubled in amount ;

Journal Committee.

The following report was submitted by this Committee —

,

The Committee met on May 12 and 26 and conferred 'with
Mr. Humphrey, the Printer, and the Publishing Agent.

Tlie Committee discussed an application from the Printer
for a revision of the charge for printing the Journal owing:

to departures from the original contract. The Committeef
recommends that the advance asked for be granted.

Twenty applications were received for the position of

assistant on the editorial staff which had been advertised,

and the Committee recommends that Mr. F. C. Goodall^

Ph.C, be offered the appointment.

Mr. Cabteighe, as Chairman of this Committee, moved that

the report and recommendations be received and adopted.

He said the only point that required mention was in refer-

ence to the recommendation that Mr. F. C. Goodall, Ph.C, be-

appointed to the Journal editorial staff. He might say that:

this appointment would not entail any additional expense, as

Mr. Goodall would simply replace an outside man whose-

appointment terminated at the end of the present month.

The report and recommendations of the Committee wert?

adopted.

London Orphan Asylum.

The Treasurer was authorised to pay from the Orphan Fun(f

the sum of £30, now due to the London Orphan Asylum for

the maintenance and education of Master E. Bennett.

The Inaugural Sessional Address.

The selection of a person to deliver the inaugural address was
remitted to the Library, Museum, School and Hou.se Committee.

General Purposes Committee.

The portion of the report of this Committee containing the-

recommendations as to the awards of prizes was read,

follows :

—

Perbira and Council Prizes.

Professors Bower and John Gibson, and Mr. Martin-
Meldrum, who had been appointed to conduct this exami-
nation, had reported that thirteen candidates had entered

for this competition, and that only two had obtained the
requisite standard of efficiency for the awards. The enve-

lopes bearing the mottoes of the two successful candidates
having been opened, were found to contain the nam^s of
Mr. A. Noi-man Hirst and Mr. Edgar A. Jones.

The following are the mottoes of the remaining competitoij

who completed their papers. The mottoes are arranged van

order of merit :
—

3. Noc.
4. Solitus.

5. Felix.
6. In utrumque paratus.
7. Dago.

8. Stepgar.
9. Operculum,

10. Gaben.
11. Nothing venture, nothing win.
12. Humulus Lupulus.

13. Savoir c'est pouvoir.

The following awards were therefore made in accordance with

the report of the examiners :—

Pereira Medal A. Norman Hirst.

Society's Silver Medal Edgar A. Jones.

School Prizes.

Practical Chemistet,

Bronze Medal Joseph Richardson..

Certificate of Honour Alfred Wade.
Certificate of Honour Miss G. E. Baeltbopu

Chemistry and Physics.

Bronze Medal F. G. C. Walker.

Certificate of Honour Miss M. Bust.

Certificate of Honour Miss H. B. Caws,

Botany.

Bronze Medal F. G. C. Walker.

Certificate of Honour ...... J. W. Peivetx.

Certificate of Honour Thos. Ougk.
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Matebia Medica.

Bronze Medal J. W. Privett.

Certificate of Honour F. G. C. Walker.
Certificate of Honour G. W. Tunnicljff.

Pharmacy.

Silver Medal F. G. C. Walker.

Award of the Hanbury Medal.

The President stated that the Adjudicators of the Hanbury

Medal had decided to award the medil to Mousifui' Eug.

Collin, who, in reply to a communication infoiming him of that

• fact, had sent the following letter :
—

Colombes, le 31 Mai, 1903.

Monsieur le Secretaire,

—

Apre3 mie absence de quelques jours, je trouve
en rentrant ohez moi la lettre par laquelle vous m'informez
que la medaille Haubury m'a ote decernee cette annee
pour I'ensemble de mes travaux. .Je suis tres honore de
cette haute distinction. La competence des savMits
charges de decerner cette medaille, I'autorit-e et la reputa-

tion des pharmacologistes qui avant moi ont obtenu ce

prix, lui donnent une valeur toute speciale, et constituent
pour moi la plus belle recompense qui pouvait etre

attribuee a mes txavaux. Je serai heureux d'assister an
mois d'Octobre a la seance de la Societe de Pharmacie de
la Grande Bretagne pour y recevoir cette recompense.

"Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire, I'assurance de
mes sentiments respectueux,

41 bis Rue de Paris, Colombes. Etjg. Collin.

British Pharmaceutical Conference.

The President stated that a letter had been received from
the Secretary of the Britist Pharmaceutical Conference in-

viting delegates to the forthcoming Conference to be held at

Bristol. It was decided 'tliat the President, Vice-President,

and Messrs. Cooper, Cross, Gifford, Glyn-Jones, ^Jewsholme,

Symes, and Wootton be afppointed delegates to attend the

Conference, and that the Secretary be also requested to attend.

Appointment of a Divisional Secretary.

Mr. J. Lawrence Moxon was appointed Divisional Secretary

for West Toxteth Division of Liverpool. The President

slated that the Council was indebted to Mr. Buck, of Liverpool,

for his interest in this matter, and in having secured a suc-

cessor to the Divisional Secretary who had resigned.

Thanks to Examiners.

On the motion of the President the cordial thanks of tlie

Council were accorded to Professors Bower and John Gibson,

and to Mr. Martin Meldrum for having conducted the Pereira

and Council Prizes Examination.

Correspondence.

The Seceetary stated that a letter had Taeen received from

the Secretary of the Stockport Cliemists' Association directing

attention to a resolution passed at a recent meeting of the

Association requesting tlie Iborough memlbers of Parliament to

support the amendment to the Pharmacy Bill suggested by

the Public Dispensers' Association. The communication was

referred to the Lav Committee.

This ended the pui-. business.

Sale of Food and Drugs Act.
'

Subsequently the Secretary communicated the following :
—

The motion of Mr. Cross in reference to recent magisterial

decisions under the Food and Drugs Act, and the correspond-

ence with the London Vinegar Brewers' Association as to the

standard for vinegar, were considered, and it has been decided

to refer these subjects to a Sub-Committee consisting of the

President, Vice-President, Messrs. Cross, Glyn-Jones, Harri-

son, Hills, Newsholme, Wootton, and Young.

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Wednesday; May 27, 1903, Sir Wm. Turner, President, in the

chair.

The Council considered in camera a charge against Dr. W. G.
Niall, M.D., Mast. Surg., R. Univ. Ireland, of Guildford.

Thursday, May 28.—The Council considered the case against

Mr. D. B. Bradlaw, a medical man practising in Dublin
with the Irish double qualification. The charge was that Mr.

Bradlaw had personated his brother, a dental practitioner, and
had carried on the dental practice in the latter's nam6. The
Council found the charge proved, but adjourned the case till

next session, when Mr. Bradlaw will be required to satisfy the

Council as to his conduct in the interval.

Mr. E. A. Gloete-Smith, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Westbourne

Street, W., was charged with systematic advertising in the lay

press, particularly in connection with an institution called the
" Free Hospital for the medical treatment of Cancer by

Electricity."

On Friday, May 29, the Council found that the facts alleged'

had not been satisfactorily proved.

The consideration was resumed of Mr. -Jackson's motion in

favour of petitioning the Privy Council that, in the event of the

Victoria University being divided into two or more separate

Universities, a single representative should continue to repre-

sent the whole collectively. After a brief discussion, the
" previous question " was moved and carried.

The Council considered a variety of business in connection

with the examinations, after which committees were appointed.

It was moved by Dr. MacAlister, seconded by Sir Victor

HoHSLEY, and agreed to :

—

" That the following be the members of the Pharmacopoeia

Committee :

—

Dr. Norman Moore
|
Sir George Philipson

|
Dr. Payne

Dr. MacAlister
j

Sir John Tuke
|

Dr. McVail."'

Dr. Atthill
|
Mr. Tichborne

|

Report of the Pharmacopoeia Committee.

The report of the Pharmacopoeia Committee was as-

foUows : — " Up to the present date 33,880 copies of the

' British Pharmacopoeia,' 1898, and 541 copies of the 'Indian

and Colonial Addendum,' 1900, have been disposed of. As the

issue of 1,500 copies of the Pharmacopoeia ordered by the Presi-

dent in July of last year was nearly exhausted by the end of

March, it became necessary to direct the printers to prepare a

further supply. On enquiry it appeared that an appreciable

saving would be efiected if a larger issue than 1,500 were

printed, and the President accordingly, after consultation with

the Chairman of the Committee, gave orders for an issue of

3,000 copies. This supply should, at the present rate of sale,

sufiSce for two years or more. The Committee recommend that

tho action taken in the matter be approved by the Council.

" The Committee have received an interim report on the

pharmacopoeial tests for arsenium from Mr. W. R. Dunstan,

F.R S.,who has undertaken to investigate for the Committee

certain important questions bearing on the subject. The in-

vestigations .are being made under Mr. Dunstan's direction in

the laboratories of the Imperial Institute. As the enquiry in-

volves a large amount of laborious work, the Committee propose,

with the approval of the Council, to make a grant towards the

necessary expense involved.

" The first instalment of a digest of criticisms and researches

bearing on the revision of the Pharmacopoeia prepared for the

Committee by Mr. William Chattaway, of the Society

of Apothecaries, has just been received, and the re-

mainder will be ready in a short time. The digest

will be of great service in suggesting the directions
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in which further investigation may be necessary before the

preparation of the next Pharmacopoeia is undertaken.

Notice has been received of the resignation of Mr. Charles

Ekin, who, with Dr. W. Inglis Clark, has, since 1899, repre-

sented the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain in the con-

ference with the members of the Committee, which was
sanctioned by the Council on November 30, 1898. The Com-
mittee desire to record their thanks to Mr. Ekin for his services

in this connection. Gifts of books and pamphlets for the

library have been received from Professor H. C. Wood, Dr.

Payne, Dr. Power, and the Chairman."

Dr. MacAlister, as Chairman of the Committee, moved that

the report be received, entered on the minutes, and approved.

Dr. NoBMAN MooEE seconded.

Mr. George Brown called attention to the words of the

report, which said :
—" Notice has been received of the resigna-

tion of Mr. Charles Ekin, who, with Dr. W. Inglis Clark, has,

since 1899, represented the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain in the conference with members of the Committee
which was sanctioned by the Council on November 30, 1898.

The Committee desire to record their thanks to Mr. Ekin for

his services in this connection." He quite agreed with that, but

he asked if it was intended to fill up the place of Mr. Chas. Ekin.

Dr. MaoAlister said it did not rest with the General

Medical Council, it rested with the Council of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, who, he believed, had the matter under con-

sideration, and they, the General Medical Council, might leave

it to them.

Mr. Geo. Brown asked further, whether any nomination

would have to come before the Council ? He had reasons for

asking the question.

Dr. MacAlister : No. .

Mr. Geo. Brown would propose a resolution if necessary

:

" That in the opinion of this Council it is not necessary to fill

up the vacancy."

Dr. MacAlister hoped Mr. Geo. Brown would leave the

Pharmacopoeia Committee to mind their own business.

Mr. Geo. Brown did not regard it wholly as the Committee's

business ; it was partly the Council's business, and he had
certain reasons for saying it was a very serious matter in regard

to saying who should be appointed in regard to such an impor-

tant production as this. He would say no more, but it was a

very important question in regard to the confidential work of

this Committee.

Dr. MacAlistek observed that the matter had been delegated

to the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society, and without

notice it should not be taken out of their hands.

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously.

Finance and other Business.

On Saturday, May 30, the final meeting of the summer session

was held.

The President announced that lie had written to the Metro-

politan Asylums Board, expressing gratification that they had
seen their way to afford to students preparing for public health

diplomas opportunities for complying with the Council's require-

ments in respect of attendance at fever hospitals.

Sir Victor Horsley presented a report by the Financial

Relations Committee dealing with the memorandum of the Presi-

dent on the present inadequacy of the income of the Medical
Council, and with suggestions received from members of the

General Registrar as to economies that might be practised by
the Council. On the suggestions ma4'e as to the fees of members,
the Committee approved the following: — (1) That members
should be paid for their services, and that the fee should continue

to be £5 5s. as at present, and (2) that the travelling expenses
of members by rail and steamer should, in accordance with the
approved practice in the public service, be limited to the actual

outlay, together with some fixed allowance, say one guinea,
for incidental expenses to and from London. During the last

few years the disciplinary business of the Council had cost

annually some £1,479. Were the Council reheved of that charge
the expenses attending the exercise of its other functions could

be defrayed out of its present income, mainly derived from regis-

tration fees. Sir Victor Horsley moved that the Council adopt

the President's memorandium as the basis of an appeal to the

proper authorities.

Dr. WiNDLE seconded.

Dr. Norman Moore said the Council had no right whatever
to ask for money from any public body. Their meetings during

the past session had shown that they did not manage their

business aff<airs in a satisfactory way. Cases were brought before

them by the Penal Cases Committee with flaws in the way in

which they were drawn up which led to an enormous waste of

time. vSpeaking generally, he was entirely opposed' to the prin-

ciple of going to the Government and asking for public money.

If they passed a resolution that the fee for registration ought

to be increased and stated that definitely, they would be trying

to get money from their own profession. He should disapprove

of that ; but he should disapprove of it much less. He thought

that the Council had in a variety of ways endeavoured to grasp

powers which were beyond it, and had given an amount of time

to varying subjects which it had much better have left alone.

Dr. McVail expressed the opinion that it would be unwise

to apply to Parliament for a grant at the present time, and

suggested that the matter should be allowed to stand over for

two or three years, when, if the fundls were still falling, they

might make the appeal.

Sir Victor Horsley, in reply, said the Council was spending

its accumulated funds, and it was necessary that something

should be done.

The motion was carried by twenty-one votes to three.

Dr. Mackay suggested, with a view to improving the finances

of the Council, that the fee for re-registration and that for regis-

tration of additional qualifications, at present fixed' at 5s. , should

be very considerably raised. By raising the fee from 5s. to £1

a revenue of about £680 a year would probably accrue to the

Council.

After some discussion it was resolved that the fee for re-regis-

tration be raised to £1, that the fee for registration of each

additional qualification be raised to £1, and that the fee for the

diploma in public health remain as at present.

The Finance Committee reported that the income of the

General and Branch Councils for the year ending December 31,

1902, was £8,591 8s. 7d., while the expenditure for the same

period was £9,924 6s. 8d., showing a deficit on the year's

working of £1,332 18s. Id. The report was received, and it was

resolved to make a grant of £300 towards the expenses of the

Irish Branch Council for the current year.

After the transaction of some other business a vote of thanks

was passed to the Chairman, and the proceedings of the session

concluded.

PRACTICAL NOTES AND FORMULAE.

Stick Pomade.

Tallow, 500 ; hard paraffin, 150
;

yellow wax, 50
;
pale resin,

200 ;
liquid paraffin, 300. Melt together, when nearly cold,

add cassia oil, 5
;
bergamot oil, 5 ; clove oil, 2.—Drugg. Circ,

46, 234.

Violet Sachet Powder.

Granulated orris, 4 oz. ; sandal wood sawdust, 2oz.; patchouli

leaves, 1 oz. ; lavender flowers, 1 oz.
;
ionone, 15in. ;

musk, 1

grain; bergamot oil, 15rn ; bitter orange oil, 5ni, ; otto of rose,

2in. ;
coumarin, 4 grains. Mix.

—

Simtula, 9, 87.
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LETTEkS TO THE EDITOR.

The Pharmacy Bill, 1903.

After careful perusaJ of the various and conflicting current

views of the new Pharmacy Bill, I have come to the conclusion

that the constant reiteration of the term " public safety " will

fail to impress those members of Parliament unaffected by the

passing or defeat of the measure in question, and it is these

members on whom the fate of the Bill rests. It is difficult,

if not impossible, to follow the logical sequence of the argriment

that if a qualified chemist—myself, for example—dispense a

prescription while employed by another chemist, the safety or

heaJth of the patient is not endangered, while if by succumbing

to the temptations of the Evil One I become an employe of

a Umited company—whose directors are unqualified—that there-

fore a danger to public safety is established, although I per-

form the self-same duties. This, to my mind, is essentially

the chief argument employed—of course, in different terms

—

and with all respect I submit that it will fail. My idea for

the improvement of the present unfortunate state of affairs—

and I have not seen it elsewhere put forward—is for the Phai--

maceutical Society to obtain powers, similar to those possessed

by the General Medical Council, to condemn those men eni"

ployed by companies and stores and annul their qualification.

If a dentist becomes an employe of a company of unqualified

persons, he is immediately convicted of infamous conduct.

There is no reason why the Pharmaceutical Society should not

hold the same power, and I am convinced they could obtain

the sanction of Parliament to such an amendment of th*ir

present supervision more readily than the safe passage of

Clause 7 of the new Pharmacy Bill.

Staines, June 1, 1903. Akthtje J. D. Britland.

I think it would be well for the editor of Truth and Mr.

Mai'shall Hall to discuss for a time this question : if the Phar-

macy Bill now before Parliament was not framed in such a

manner as to prohibit the competition in the sale of dangerous

or poisonous drugs, where would the protection to the public

enter into the same? No one believes more in company phar-

macy than I do. But I believe also in all and every company
having that necessary and firm foundation—a qualification.

It is contrary to all logical method of reasoning to say that an

unqualified company can direct a qualified man or carry on the

business of a chemist and druggist ; for, if not a chemist and

druggist, the qualification to direct is wanting and the business

at once ceases to be that of a chemi.st and druggist. " If, then,

Parliament is not likely to lend its assistance to such an object,

and chemists and druggists will be well-advised to depend rather

upon their own acumen for meeting competition than upon Par-

liamentary assistance," I take it, and since Parliament throw the

cue out of their own hand, chemists and' druggists should be

allowed to take the same up, and to frame their own laws for

the benefit of those that place their life under their care.

Criccieth, June 2, 1903. John Williams.

A Prescription Difficulty.

In spit© of what Mr. Williams and " Discretion " contend, I

submit that there is no more danger in making up the prescrip-

tion correctly than by diluting the ingredients without per-

mission. I may point out to "Discretion" that " M. ft. mist."

is by no means distinctive nowadays ; in fact, I find that

doctors very seldom order " guttae " for teaspoonful doses.

With regard to the precipitation of strych. bromide invented by
Mr. Williams, if he found it at all—which I very much doubt-
it would be much more likely to happen in the dilute solution

than in a concentrated one, as the ammonia would probably

be quite stable in the strong solution, though pos-sibly it might

be set free in the dilut-e. There is a good deal of imaginary
precipitation in these simple mixtures, which does not occur
in actual practice, though very useful for showing off before
the examiners. 'But, apart from the advisability of dilution,

I should like to mention that it is a great pity that leading
firms do not definitely state on the prescription when
they make up as not ordered, or, rather (pace "Dis-
cretion") when the meaning can be truthfully said to be
ambiguous. It is supposed to be the correct thing to mark the

prescription, but that seems to be rarely done. If it were, many
little causes of unpleasantness between patient and dispenser

would be avoided. What dose of aq. camph. would "Dis-
cretion" give? The dose ordered is about 40 minims, but his

making would give about a 6 drachm dose.

Cromer, May 27, 1903. Cyril J. C. Goodteab.

With reference to Mr. J. Williams's letter commenting on Mr.
Goodyeai-'s prescription difficulty, I must say I fail to see any
possible chance of strycluiine being precipitated. If there were
spt. ammon. arom. or an alkaline bicarbonate in the mixture one
might well look askance at it. Much has been said and wrritten

on such incompatibles, but it is surprising how contrary to

theory actual practice may be. I give as an instance a prescrip-

tion frequently ordered by our leading local doctor, and one

which I have repeatedly dispensed—

"Bf Potass. Iodic! 5!.

Liq. Sodii Arsenat 5!.

Liq. Strych, Hyd 5i.

Aq ad Jvi.

M. f. mist. jss. t.d.s.

Theoretically, of course, the alkaline liq. sod. arsen. and pot.

iodide should certainly throw down strychnine iodide. Practically

this mixture, if made properly, will not precipitate, even after

standing for weeks. Because a thing looks wrong on paper is

no reason for refusing to dispense it as written, though it

naturally may, and should, malce us more cautious.

May 28, 1903. " Stlva " (201/34).

Chemists and Medical Practice.

I am much obliged for your courtesy iu inserting the letter

which I sent you concerning your editorial note commenting on

my communication to the Daily Graphic. I dio not wish to

imake unfair demands on your valuable space, but perhaps you

will be good enough to allow me to make just two very brief

observations regarding the note you have appended to my
letter. First, I should like to point out that I have not sug-

gested that the " governing bodies of the medical profession
"

connive at offences by pliarmacists. All I have done is to urge

that all persons who are not qualifie-dl medical men, whether

chemists, herbalists, or unqualified practitioners of other kinds,

should be treated on the same basis. Secondly, I should like to

say that, if, by your remark, " Mr. Vinrace assumes too much,"

you mean that you did not, in fact, intend to champion the

cause of pharmacists who go beyond theii- legitimate field of

operations, I need only express gratification at this indica-

tion of your opinion. It seems a pity, however, that you
should not give your views on this important matter in more
explicit terms. A definite expression of opinion from an organ of

so much influence would probably materially help to delimit the

seemingly somewhat nebulous boundary at present separating

the sphere of the pharmacist from that of the physician..

South Ken,sington, May 30, 1903. Dennis Vineacb.

i
•

'

The Convolvulus Family.

As this interesting class comprises two valuable plants of the

materia medica—namely, Ipomoea purga and C. scammonia—
the idea that our indigenous species might perhaps be possessed
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of cognate virtues induoed me to ©xperimentaJise. Being, Losr-

fever, unable U> obtain pyroxilic spirit or pure benzole, I

could not pusli my inquiiy any further ;
but, as you kindly

inform the readers of tlie Journal that " the plant was ex-

amined in 1857," I should be glad to know the date of article

referred to. It is possible that C. soldancUa might yield in-

teresting results, perhaps in a higher degree ; at any rate, it

might be worth a trial. There appears to exist a growing

desire amongst several eminent medical men to return to the

practice of the ancient sages. Galen, who employed only herbs

and simples in his practice, was so successful that the cures he

effected were attributed to magic. I may be allowed to state

tliat one of my family connections was a famous herbalist ; her

gravestone records "108 years, leaving a daughter aged 90."

But our quack medicines were unknown in 1720.

Deal, May 26, 1903. R. Goodwin Mumbray.

Apothecaries' Assistants' Certificates.

It was my intention, had I not been unavoidably prevented

attending the annual meeting, to have endeavoured to elicit

some information from the Council as to what actiouj if any,

they are taking in regard to the dispensers' certificates granted

by the Apothecaries' Society. Anyone who will take the

trouble to look into this matter will see how seriously it

might undermine the value of the " Minor " qualification of the

Pharmaceutical Society. Perhaps the most unfortunate feature

of the case is that the actual facts are not generally known and

appreciated. The Apothecaries' Society grants assistants' cer-

tificates to boys and' girls of eighteen year's of a,ge, the ante-

cedent requirements being a six months' course of instruction

in practical pharmacy from another "infant" dispenser, and
an extremely rudimentary knowledge of materia medica and
chemistry,, no acquaintance with botany or other allied sub-

jects being in the slightest degree necessary. A girl or boy
may go almost direct from the Board School, and, by paying

the fee to the Apothecaries' Society, can then be examined

and receive this certificate. Tlie value of it I fail to see since,

as the law now stands, any boy or girl may—and does—dispense

in private surgeries, so the " Hall Certificate " has no apparent

legal value but only helps to deceive both the public and medical

men. I have askedi a considerable number of medical men if

they knew anything about this "certificate"; every

-one has admitted his absolute ignorance of its character.

I ' put this question to several well-established practi-

tioners :
" Assume you wanted! an assistant dispenser,

other things being equal, one candidate had the Hall

Dispensers' Certificate,' the other the 'Minor' qualifica-

tion of the Pharmaceutical Society, which would you select on

the merits of credentials? " The answer was :
" The Hall Certifi-

cate." On asking a reason I was told that the Hall Certificate

was the specific thing required, viz., a dispenser's qualification
;

whereas the Minor Examination of the Pharmaceutical Society

was a mixed affair, involving counter work, etc. ! ! ! 'Now,
tho medical man who employs any young person with the
" Hall Certificate " makes capital out of it by saying he employs
a qualmed dispenser, and the general public credit him with
being a careful and conscientious man. I brought this matter to

the notice of our Executive over twelve months ago, yet I do not
observe any action has been taken or appears likely to be taken
unless outside pressure is brought to bear. The evil is a growing
one, and already a very considerable vested interest has been
created. The remedy seems not insurmountable if the Council
will attack the subject in a businesslike manner. The General
Medical Council, by the Medical Act of 1886, are vested vnth
control over all examinations, and the Privy Council have still

further controlling powers ; there is no necessity to attempt to

take away or question the rights of the Apothecaries' Company
to hold the examinations, grant certificates, and exact fees,

it is only required that they approximate the standard of

the Minor Examination of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Common sense should go some distance in this matter. It is

inconceivable that either the .Medical Council or the Privy

Council will admit that an absurdly low standard will suffice for

dispensing medicines in a private surgery or public institution,

whilst a much higher standard is obligatory for the dispensing

of medicines in a pharmacy.

London. S.E., May 22, 1903. Leo. Atkinson.

Fungus Growtli in Fluorescein Solution.

I note Mr. Hy.slop's letter in this week's issue of your Journal,

and when one considers that even sodium cacodylate and
Fehling's solution afford nourishment to omnivorous moulds, onci

need scarcely be surprised to learn that the diluted fluorescein

solution became foetid, and that finally it formed an excellent

culture medium for the fungus growth of which he speaks.

Considering this proneness to bacterial activity, it would seem

desirable to use fluorescein solution (for corneal staining) either

freshly prepared, or in the " Sterule" form. May I mention

that the formula for fluorescein and sodium bicarbonate solu-

tion will be found also in the tenth edition of the ' Extra

Pharmacopoeia,' on page 167.

London, W.
,
May 23, 1903. W. Harrison Martindale.

The letter of your correspondent is interesting, but I do not

think his is an unusual experience with this solution. I would

venture an opinion that it is a fungus, belonging either to the

Sohizomycetes or the Myxomycetes, but microscopical inves-

tigation would settle the question. If belonging to the former

sub-class, it is probably in the i-ooglea stage—that is, a great

number of cells held together by bulky mucilage, and spore

production taking place. These fungi are usually in the micro-

coccus form, the chief feature of which is their capacity for

decomposing organic compounds, and they multiply by division

and spore formation. But if it belongs to the other sub-class,

it multiplies by spores formed in sporangia, contained in a

rounded body called a Plasmodium. I should think it belongs

to the fir.st class mentioned, for I have .seen it in a solution of

eosin, the bromine substitution product of fluorescein. But it

must not be overlooked that the one may be only a stage in the

life history of the other, or different owing to the different con-

ditions under which it is placed. I regret that owing to my
living abroad I am unable to obtain a specimen, for I would
esteem it a pleasure to impart any Information to your corre-

spondent on his interesting fungoid growth.

Florence, May 25, 1903. "Orris" (201/20).

The P.A.T.A. and C.D.A. Annual Meetings.

It is proposed to hold the annual meetings of the C.D.A.
and P.A.T.A. on Tuesday, July 14, and to- devote the whole
of the next dlay to a river trip. It is suggested that the party

leave Paddington about 9 a.m. for Reading or Henley and come
down the river to Windsor or Staines, having two hours on

shore for lunch and a short toast list, and an hour for tea,

getting back to Paddington not later than 9.30. The tickets

will not b« more than 10s. 6d. each, but in order that these

arrangements may be carried out we must know at once the

number of tickets likely to be required. Ladies are invited.

May I be allowed, through your columns, to invite from mem-
bers of the Association and their friends immediate applica-

tions for tickets?

W. S. Gltn-Jone3.

184, Temple Chambers, E.G., May 27, 1903. .
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A CHANGE OF LEADER.

After three years' arduous labour in the interests of

pharmacists and the public, Mr. G. T. W. Newsholme, of

hefiield, has retired from the position of Presidenf of the

Pharmaceutical Society, and is succeeded

in that honourable office by Mr. S. E.

Atkins, of Salisbury. Prior to Mr.

Newsholme's election in 1900, the

President of the Society had invariably

been a member of the Council residing

in London, but circumstances then led

to the question being raised whether the

unwritten rule to that effect might not

with advantage be suspended. The

result has fully justified the innovation

which was decided upon, Mr. Newsholme
having proved his capacity as a leader

during several critical periods, while much
good work must be placed to his credit.

Before being elected President, he had

long been known as an enthusiastic

advocate of improved educational facili-

ties for pharmaceutical students and of

the improvement of local organisation in

pharmacy. During the three years Mr. MR. s. r.

Newsholme has been at the head of

afiairs he has steadily kept consideration of the last-

mentioned subject to the front, and the present great

revival of interest in local organisation must be attributed

largely to his endeavours. Many^old associations have

been resuscitated and new ones formed since he urged at

Nottingham, in 1897, the need [of local organisation in

pharmacy, and pointed out what local associations might

do to improve the pharmacist's position. At Bradford, in

1899, he brought forward a well-considered scheme for the

improvement of local organisation, and since that time he

has missed no opportunity of utilising the Pharmaceutical

Society's machinery as far as possible in the direction

indicated. As a contemporary has recently pointed

out, during the past three years there has been

proceeding quietly a steady stream of reorganisation

endeavour, as the result of which the Pharmaceutical

Society—before the end of the present decade—should be
a more potent power for the good of the craft than it has
ever been. Among those by whom the flow of that stream
has been encouraged and directed, special prominence must
be given to Mr. Newsholme.

The new President of the Society—Mr. S. B. Atkins,
J-P.—is one of the most popular men in the ranks of

pharmacy. He has been a member of the Council since

1876, and he occupied the position of Vice-President during
the first four years of Mr. Michael Carteighe's long term
of ofiice as President. Since 1899 he has acted as the
Society's Treasurer, a position in which he has now been

'

succeeded by Mr. Walter Hills, a former President. Mr.
Atkins this year celebrates his " diamond jubilee " as a

follower of Galen, his period of pupilage having
begun in 1843. He was President of the British Pharma-
ceutical Conference when that body met at Manchester in

1887, and his address on that occasion was an eloquent

record of the progress of pharmacy during the previous

fifty years. In that address he prophesied that the future

condition of pharmacy in this country would probably be
developed on the scientific and semi-professional, side.

Pharmacists, he pointed out, are trained to the manipula-

tion of a large number of minute transac-

tions involving much care and no small

anxiety, but each one financially of small

moment. Such operations, he added,

have no tendency to develop the business

man in the ordinary acceptation of the

term, the conditions of the average

pharmacy being opposed to the habit of

broad generalisation which is so essential

to success in other callings. At the

same time, Mr. Atkins said he was not

despondent as to the future, but he felt

that hope lay in cultivating the scientific

rather than the merely trading side of

pharmacy, since in that direction com-

petition was likely to be less acute and

remuneration for service rendered on a

higher scale. British pharmacists, it

was admitted, had just grounds of com-

plaint in regard to their lack of pro-

tection, but those would not be lessened

by maintaining the existing standard of

attainments. While not asking for more stringency in

the qualifying examination, Mr. Atkins insisted upon

the necessity of more solid and abiding attainments,

and he pertinently remarked that it would be " an

intellectual miracle if the work of years crowded into

a few months could be made a life-long possession."

It may be added that Mr. Atkins' has been much
occupied with public affairs dming his long and busy life.

He became Mayor of SaHsbury in 1874, and he is at present

a Justice of the Peace for that city, in addition to occupy-

ing several positions of importance, in which his special

knowledge enables him to do much for the advancement of

scientific education. As an eloquent and attractive Speaker

he is unexcelled, and there are few who have done more than

he to advance pharmaceutical education, or to maintain, a

high standard of culture and professionalism in the craft.

ATKINS, J. Pi
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His period of office promises to be an eventful one, and it is

sincerely hoped that he may continually be supported by

all who have the best interests of pharmacy at heart.

THE SALE OF KNOWN, ADMITTED, AND APPROVED
REMEDIES.

The further point to which reference was made last week,

as to what the Board of Inland Revenue is prepared to

allow without question in the way of recommendation, is

to a considerable extent decided by the following letter,

which has been received this week:—
INLAND BEVENUE.

Somerset House, London, W.C.,
June 3, 1903.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 12th ultimo, I

am directed by the Board of Inland Revenue to in-

form you that, of the labels forwarded by you, those

marked " C " and " D " would not now be regarded as

involving liability to Medicine Stamp Duty in the case

of a sale by a chemist who has served a regular ap-

prenticeship, nor would that marked " A " if the

lozenges are prepared in accordance with the British

Pharmacopoeia, and a statement to that effect is added.

With regard, however, to the label marked " B," I

am to state that, in the Board's opinion, the exemption

relating to known, admitted, and approved remedies

does not apply to sales by Limited Companies.

I take this opportunity to acquaint you that after

a careful consideration of the recent decisions in the

cases of Ransom v. Sanguinetti, and of Farmer v.

Glyn-Jones, the Board have decided not to press for

payment of Medicine Stamp Duty in cases where an
article is sold by a duly qualified chemist oi druggist

under such a designation as " cough mixture," pro-

vided that the composition of the article is fully dis-

closed in the label, or that the article is prepared in

accordance with a formula in the British Pharma-
copoeia or other well-known book of reference, and
that a statement to that effect is included in the
label ; but that where such words as "cough mixture"
are used without a statement of the ingredients from
which the article is prepared, the Board feel that they
have now no alternative but to hold that liability to

duty is incurred.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

H. Baetlett,
As&istant-Secretary.

The word " now " in the penultimate line of the letter

is significant, the name "cough mixture" having pre-

viously been considered not to involve liability even if no
statement of the ingredients were made.

The label marked "A," was for compound bismuth
lozenges, as here shown:—

A

COMPOUND BISMUTH LOZENGES.

GOOD FOR INDIGESTION AND
WATERBRASH.

Dose: One to Four when necessary.

Mr. BLANK,
Phabmaceutical Chemist, BLOOMSBURY.

The next label, marked " B," was for gaU and opium oint-

ment, supposed to be sold with a recommendation by a

limited company, thus :
—

B

GALL AND OPIUM OINTMENT.

A WELL-KNOWN AND RECOMMENDED
REMEDY FOR PILES.

To be applied to the affected part.

W. BLANK AND CO., Limited,

DRUG STORES, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.

The ipecacuanha wine label, marked " C," was purposely

stated to be recommended for an affection for which the

remedy cannot be said to be approved.

c

IPECACUANHA WINE, B.P.

THIS IS RECOMMENDED FOR
RHEUMATISM.

Ten to Twenty drops in water.

Mr. BLANK,
Phahmaceittical Chemlst, BLOOMSBURY,

The fourtli label, marked " D," was for compound ace-

tanilide powders. It was sent with the object of determin-

ing whether compounded medicines, for which formult©

appear elsewhere than in tlie British Pharmacopoeia, fall

within the category of "known" remedies.

D

POWDERS ACETANILIDE CO.
(B.P.C.)

RECOMMENDED FOR HEADACHE.
One when neccessary.

Mr. BLANK,
Pharmaceutical Chemist. BLOOMSBURY.

In conclusion, chemists and druggists are again advised

to submit labels concerning which they are in doubt to the

Board of Inland Revenue. The full effect of the judicial

decisions, for obtaining which so much credit is due to

Mr. Glyn-Jones and his legal advisers, can now be fairly

estimated, in so far as they have induced the Commis-
sioners of Inland Revenue to change their practice, and it

is to be hoped that chemists will not expect more than is;

reasonable, but do their best to recognise the friendly way
in which the Board has modified its procedure to meet
the altered circumstances which now prevail.

GERMAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS.

There has just been published by the Foreign Office a

lengthy and lucid report by Dr. Feedeeick Rose, British

Consul at Stuttgart, who has in a previous report dis-

cussed the effect of German methods of chemical instruc-'

tion on the chemical industry in that country. Dr. RosB'

now writes of the technical high .schools, the increasing''

success of which has been of late a very marked feature.
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At present tliere exist nine fully-equipped technical high

•schools in Germany, to which number two more—at Dant-

zic and Breslau—are being added. All the technical high

schools are situated in towns having a population of about

100,000 and upwards, in contrast to the universities, which

are mostly situated in smaller towns. At the time of their

foundation they were originally intended for tlie study
' of architecture, engineering and technical mechanics, with

special reference to the purely practical and empirical

aspect of these branches. In course of time attention was
.de%-oted to other subjects, and completely equipped depart-

ments were opened for chemistry, electricity, photography,

pharmacy, political economy, and a variety of other

- branches of knowledge. Concurrently, there has been
A remarkable transformation of Germany from an agricul-

tural to an industrial State. Thus, in 1871 it was a nation

of 39,000,000 inhabitants, of whom 60 per cent, were
engaged in agricultural pursuits. In 1900 it had increased

to an empire of 58,000,000 inJiabitants, of whom 35 per

cent, were engaged in agriculture and 65 per cent.—nearly

two-thirds—in industry and trade.

The general aim of the technical high schools and their

courses of instruction is the application of scientific know-
ledge to industrial purposes. At Brunswick, Darmstadt,

Karlsruhe, and Stuttgart there are special courses of in-

^struction in pharmacy, extending over a period of one and
a-half years in each case. The syllabus of the pharmacy
course at Darmstadt is as follows:—

First year. Term I.—Inorganic experimental chemis-

try ; chemical laboratory
;
experimental physics

;
botany

;

botanical laboratory
;
pharmacology. Term II.—^Elements

of organic and agricultural chemistry ; chemical labora-

tory
; pharmaceutical chemistry (inorganic)

; experimental

physics
; analytical chemistry

;
botany ; botanical

laboratory
; investigation and determination of officinal

plants (with excursions) ; bot-anical excursions
;
pharma-

cology ; detection of poisons
;
experimental physics (re-

petition). iSecond year. Term I.—Chemical laboratory
;

analytical chemistry
;
pharmaceutical chemistry (organic)

;

pharmacology
;
pharmaceutical law

;
experimental physics

(repetition). Optional subjects for all three terms.

—

Microscopical investigation of vegetable foods ; zoology
;

jgeology
;
mineralogy

;
mineralogical laboratory

;
physical

laboratory ; law ; social science.

Students of pharmacy must show that they have passed

the apprentice examination for apothecaries, and have

worked for about three years in an apothecary's establish-

ment. The lowest age of admittance to the technical high

schools is eighteen, and many students do not finish their

gymnasium or " real " school courses before nineteen. The

average age for the majority of students is probably

twenty-one or twenty-two.

All the courses of study, including a thorough mathe-

matical, theoretical and practical instruction in almost

every conceivable important branch of technical educa-

tion, are supplemented by perfectly equipped labor,atories,

well-stocked libraries, and numerous scientific and tech-

nical collections of every description. The courses show

that for almost every Important branch of applied indus-

trial science thf^ corresponding branch of instruction is

to be found at the technical high schools. The manner in

which the courses of theoretical and practical instruction

supplement and support each other, is especially note-

worthy, and is one of the principal advantages—from an
educational and financial point of view—of the present

organisation. The cheapness of the fees is very note-

worthy, when the splendid equipment of the schools is

considered. Thus, at Stuttgart, which may be taken as

typical, the fees for all lectures and practical work for

fully qualified and not fully qualified students are 2s. 6d.

per term for each hour per week. Thus, ten lectures of

an hour each, or ten hours of practical work per week,

cost £1 5s. per term, and so forth. Chemical laboratories,

a fixed sum of £3 per term. Each student must pay at

least £3 per term, an entrance fee of 10s., and contribute

at least 5s. per term to the medical fund and 2s. to the

servants' fund. In the zoological, botanical, mineralogi-

cal and geological laboratories students pay £1 per term for

half work and £2 for full work. For the use of apparatus

and instruments the fee is 10s. a term or less.

So popular and highly esteemed are the German higher

schools, including the twenty-two university schools, that

out of the total of 63,774 students attending last year

6,145 were foreigners, all the world, including the United

States, being represented. Russia sends the greatest

number, owing to her own poor facilities, and the onerous

conditions of student life. Austria-Hungary follows next,

which is surprising, as she has seven technical high

schools, with 5,300 students. Dr. Rose attributes this

fact either to superiority of technical instruction in Ger-

many, or to the complicated national and political condi-

tions which prevail in Austria-Hungary at present. As
only twenty-eight foreign students attend the seven Austro-

Hungarian technical high schools, and about 2,000 to

2,400 the nine German technical high schools, apart from

other high and university schools, the inference is that

—

cccteris paribus—^the German schools are superior. Dr.

Rose regrets the small number of English students, as

they lose an opportunity of gaining an insight into an

almost perfect system of higher technical instruction.

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITIES.

The draft charters incorporating Universities in Man-
chester and Liverpool have been approved by the Privy

Council and laid before Parliament. In the case of Man-

chester the charter provides that the University shall be

called "the Victoria University of Manchester." A
description is given of the powers conferred upon the Uni-

versity relating to such acts and things as may be requisite

" in order to further the objects of the University as a

teaching and examining body and to cultivate and promote

art, science, and learning." It will be the duty of the

University to co-operate by means of a Joint Board or

otherwise with the Universities established or to be estab-

lished in Liverpool and Yorkshire for the regulation and

conduct of matriculation examinations, including the condi-

tions of exemption therefrom. The faculties will include

arts, science, law, medicine, music, and technology.

In the case of Liverpool the charter provides that the

University shall be known as "the University of Liver-

pool," with faculties of arts, science, medicine, law, and

engineering, and such other faculties, such as those

of commerce and fine arts, as may from time to

time be prescribed by the statutes of the University. As

in the case of Manchester, the University will be both a
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teacliing and examining body, will promote research and

I .advance arts, science, learning, and Education. A funda-

mental condition of the constitution of the University is

that no religious test shall be imposed upon any person in

order to entitle him to be admitted as a member, pro-

fessor, teacher, or student of the University ; and that no

theological teacliing shall be given by or under the autho-

rity of the University. It is also provided that women
shall be eligible for any office in the University, and that

all degrees and courses of study shall be open to women,

subject to such conditions and regulations as statutes of

the University may prescribe. The schedules contain pro-

,
visions in greater detail as to the membershiiD of the

Court, the Council, and the Senate. A large number of

prominent officials of local institutions, municipal, educa-

tional, professional, and religious, are named as members
of the Court.

The charters contain nothing that has a specific bearing

upon pharmacy ; but there are a few matters deserving

notice because they indicate the trend of university educa-

cation as distinct from secondary education and technical

education. The thirteenth section of the Victoria University

charier states that " the period of study necessary to

qualify any student for graduation shall not be less than

three years, all of which shall be subsequent to the date at

which the student passes the matriculation examination.

This clause shall come into operation not later than

October 1, 1906." At present the^ attendance of three years

upon the University courses of study is compulsory ; but

the student is permitted to devote the first year to matri-

culation subjects. In such cases only two years is actually

spent upon the subjects required for graduation. The
different Universities, which are at present affiliated, are

not to be allowed to enter into competition with one

another, after separation, by having their own matriculation

examinations. Section three provides that the three Uni-

versities of Manchester, Liverpool, and Yorkshire shall " co-

operate by means of a joint board or otherwise , . for the

regulation and conduct of matriculation examinations."

Another section also deals with the possible danger of the

lowering of the educational standard by ordaining that

every statute, or alteration of a statute, or an ordinance

relating to the titles of degrees, new degrees, periods of

residence and study, the conditions for granting degrees

higher than the baccalaureate, and the courses for medical

degrees, proposed by any one of the three Universities shall

be submitted to the other two, who may ask that the matter
shall be considered by a joint committee of the three Universi-

ties, with, in default of agreement, an appeal to the Privy
Council. The separation of Liverpool from Manchester is

to take place on October 1, 1903, and the Yorkshire Univer-
sity on October 1, 1904, unless a charter establishing a

University at Leeds shall have been issued prior to that

date.

of May 23, that 1 bad agreed to the amendments in
the Early Closing Bill suggested by the special com-
mittee of the Grocers' Federation. I had the honour
of a very pleasant interview with them, and the chair-

man assured me that while they would be glad to see
their amendments adopted, they were in favour of the
Bill, and wished to see it carried in any case. We ther»

went through the amendments seriatim. They are
none of them in opposition to the main purpose of the
Bill ; one or two seem to me improvements ; to some
more I see, personally, no objection ; while one or two
wovdd, I fear, create ditHculties. I promised to consider
them carefully, and to consult Mr. Coebett, who has
charge of the Bill in the House of Commons, but
beyond this I did not go."

It may with safety be surmised that one of the amend-

ments which Lord Avebury thinks would create difficultiea

is that referring to the clause which exempts chemists from

the operation of the Bill in respect of the sale of medicines-

(see P.J., pp. 657, 686). Mr. Cameron Corbett, M.P., has

completed arrangements for the introduction of the Bill

shortly after the Whitsun recess, but it is now generally

understood that there is very little hope of the Bill passing

through the House of Commons this session.

SHOPS (EARLY CLOSING) BILL.

Lord Avebury has sent the following letter to the Grocer

with reference to a statement that had appeared in reference

to suggested amendments to his Bill for the Early Closing

of Shops :

—

" I have seen with some surprise a statement made
^t the Grocers' Association, as reported in your paper

SOME ELECTRO-CHEMICAL PROBLEMS.

In the course of a paper read last month before tho

American Electro-chemical Society at New York, Dr.

Max A"On Recklinghausen stated that in the important

field of electrical insulating materials there is much room

for chemical research. Deahng with the use of oils as

insulators, it has been proposed, he said, in order to do

away with the combustibility of some oils, which is a

bad feature, to make use of the halogen compounds of

carbon. It is distinctly worth investigating whether the

products resulting from such liquids when the discharge

goes through would have too bad an effect on the appara-

tus. If, for instance, free chlorine were generated, it

would be very likely to injure the metal. Speaking of

solid organic compoimds used as insulators. Dr. von Reck-

linghausen points out that some of the materials used

nowadays have numerous disadvantages. Many lose their

mechanical strength and insulating power by age, by long

or short duration of high temperature, and by high elec-

tric stress. All are more or less inflammable, and new-

artificial masses, such as viscous cellulose made out of

cellulose solution in acids other than nitric acid, metallic

salts, etc., may very well be worth experimenting on,

because they are free from nitro-groups, and therefore

probably little affected by heat. Glue and gelatin com-

pounds also, made insoluble by different methods, might

be examined for their usefulness as insulators, and, if

necessary, chemically modified so as to compete success-

fully in properties and price with materials now used.

Progress in the field of inorganic materials may be ex-

pected in tlie line of the castable cements, although up to

now they seem to be toe hygroscopic. Something which

would replace marble for switchboard work at less ex-

pense, without being hygroscopic, would be welcome.

Complaints are sometimes heard that some varnishes

attack particularly thin wires. For such purposes it may

be good to prevent direct touch of the varnish and metal

by an intermediate coating.
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LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

MEETING OF GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE.

Wednesday, June 3, 1903, at tJie Holborn Viaduct Hotel,

^^Ir. F. W. Tkxjman in the chair.

Protection of Proprietaries.

Mr. R. H. Jones said he had written to several proprietors

to ask if they would receive a deputation from the Association

on the question of protection. Messrs. Scott and Bowne had

replied that they were joining the P.A.T.A., Savoiy and Moore

refused, Mellins replied that they had a scheme in operation.

Maw's thought a discussion was useless, and Dinneford and Co.

did not reply. The Apollinaris Co. replied at first that they

thought discussion would do no good, but had since modified

that view. Mr. J. M. Richards stated that, as he was a

member of the Manufacturers' Association, he would only act

with his colleagues, and referred to the secretary of his Asso-

ciation. Mr. R. H. Jones then wrote to Mr. Fisher, who

replied that the Manufacturers' Association might arrange a

conference with the P.A.T.A. Mr. Jones thought that, with

the exception of Messrs. Maw's, the replies showed sjTnpathy

with the idea of protection.

A distinctive mark for P.A.T.A. goods was next discussed.

The Seceetabt explained that the P.A.T.A. had intimated

that they were -unable to agree upon anything at present.

—

Mr. Pond explained that he had brought the matter before

the P.A.T.A. Committee ; that it had been thoroughly threshed

out, with the result that it was decided to be imprac-

ticable.—Mr. Pentnet suggested that as proprietors could not

see their way to attach a distinctive label, the P.A.T.A.

should be asked to supply labels for retailers to attach them-

selves, and this was agreed to.—It was also decided, upon the

motion of Mr. Btjeton, to ask the P.A.T.A. to publish tJie list

of protected articles in a form convenient for hanging up for

reference; upon a card, for instance.

Other Business.

According to the rules of the Association, ten members of

the G.P.C. must retire annually, but are eligible for re-elec-

tion. Messrs. Edwards, Philp. and Bustard had signified their

wish to retire, and it was decided by ballot that the following

members should likewise retire :—Messrs. Campbell, Crack-

nell, Glyn-Jones, Pentney, Pickering, Watson-WUl, and Pond.

The date of the annual meeting was fixed for June 24 next,

and it was decided that the Secretary be instructed to draw

up the annual report.

A discussion followed upon the addition of subjects to the

agenda paper of the annual meeting. Mr. Pond proposed

some twelve new rules dealing with the consolidation of the

position of the Association. The principal innovation was the

idea that the L.C.A. should comprise all those chemists who

lived within a radius of fifty miles from St. Paul's Cathedral.

Mr. Betty made a proposition that provision be made for

the enrolment of honorary members, and it was decided to

place both these suggestions upon the agenda.

The question of delegates to the meeting of the Federation

of Chemists' Associations at the Pharmaceutical Conference at

Bristol drew the suggestion that Messrs. Betty, Cooper, Glyn-

Jones, Truman, R. H. Jones, and Watson-Will be asked to

attend.

Mr. Campbell suggested that the delegates should be given

definite instructions upon the question of territorial representa-

tion upon the Pharmaceutical Council.—Mr. Pentnet replied

that he would rather vote for men than counties, and suggested

that the matter should be left to the discretion of the delegates.

He also proposed to form a committee to discuss the Pharmacy

Bill and^the Parliamentary position generally.—Both sugge';-

tioins were adopted.

EAST SUSSEX PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Thursday, May 28. 1903, at the Edinburgh Hotel, Warrior

Square, Mr. T. D. Vint, the President, in the chair. Amomg
others present were the Mayor (Alderman Tree), Dr. Culhane

(Pi'esident, Medical Chirurgical Society). Dr. Jowers (Hon.

Secretary, Medical Chirurgical Society), Mr. Glyn-Jones, and

Mr. Pearmund (President, Tunbridge Wells Chemists' Associa*

tion).

After the dinner had been excellently served, the Pbesidbnt

proposed ''The King." The skill of those surgeons who operated

on His Majesty owed an ac-knowledgment to pharmacy. Could

those surgeons have operated so successfully nad it not been

for modern pharmacy ?

Mr. John Smith proposed the toast of

The Mayor and Corporation.

He said they were well-behaved citizens of this borough, and

thought it only right they should express their acknowledg-

ment to those who gave their services to the best of their

ability for the benefit of the town.

In his reply, the Mator said he had not knowledge of the

practical part of pharmacy, although for some sixteen years

he was connected with some dry stores in Mincing Lane. The
profession of pharmacy was not to his mind altocrether dealt

with so well as it might he. They had to complain of the way
in which they were legislated for. Companies which had not

the slightest knowledge of chemistry, but merely kept stores

to sell all sorts of things, could depute a small corner of their

premises and keep a qualified man to carry on the business,

and come into competition with them. Those gentlemen in

drugs and stores were not put to the great expense they were.

Mr. C. A. Thxble submitted

Medicine and Pharmacy.

He said they were more than proud of their medical pro-

fession in Hastings and St. Leonards. It must be a great,

privilege—a great honour—to belong to such an ancient and
noble profession. The first Act relating to the medical pro-

fession was passed in 1511, and was entitled an Act for the

appointing of physicians and surgeons. Previously to that day
medicine was practised by all classes and conditions of men
and women workers. Medicine was then exercised by a great

multitude of ignorant persons, but now it was the greatest

profession of the day. The medical man was the friend of man-
kind. With regard to the pharmacy, the pharmaceutical

chemists were a conscientious and painstaking body of men.

The greater part of their life they gave up not for their owq
benefit, but for the safe-guarding of the public. They did not

do it for their own benefit, because no gentleman got anything-

out of pharmacy. The chemist daily turned away money.

Dr. Culhane responded on belialf of medicine. This mix-

ture, he said, was distinctly compatible ; and what an exceed-

ingly comfortable and pleasant calling that of pharmacy must
be. Everybody looked so young. Their President looked no-

older than he! did nineteen years ago.

Mr. Gltn-Jones responded for pharmacy. He said it was
diflScult to define pharmacy, which was now in a condition of

transition. There could be no doubt that the old-fashioned

pharmacy was decreasing. He supposed there were fewer pre-

scriptions written to-day which requh-ed very skilled pharma-

ceutists than some years ago. The trend of medicine, he was
going to say, was almost in the direction of not giving any at all.

He spoke of the usefulness of lectures from headquarters, and'

said he would like to see one of their own number who had

had a pai-ticular training deliver a course of lectures on the

science of chemistry and botany as applied to modern develop-

ments of horticulture and agriculture. There might be some-

thing in the complaint which they had heard recently that
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chemists were not as qualified as they miglit be to advise tlie

public upon what chemical proportions could best be used for

the destruction of diseases affecting plants. It would hi useful

if they and similar societies could secun-e the services of some

«ne to give a practical lecture. The same tiling might be done

with regard to photography. In conclusion, Mr. Glyn-Jones re-

ferred to the Pharmac)' Bill ; and he complimented' the Society

upon having as its chief magistrate a gentleman wlio showed

such an intimate knowledge of the difficulties pertaining to their

.particular calling.

Mr. F. RossiTER gave

The President,

saying that he was himself the Associations first President.

Mr. Vint was well known to all of them, and was no stranger

in the town. He h;id done well, worthily, wisely, and had
the experience, and was one of the oldest chemists in the

town.

This toa^t having been accorded musical honours,

Mr. Vint said it was nearly a third of a century since he

•came to this town, and Mr. Rossiter was then the only one

in business, who was so now. Hastings had produced a large

.number of chemists of much excellence, and they had done

their share towards making the town popular with visitors.

A visitor had to be treated not only as an object out of which
AS much as possible had to be extracted, but as one whose
stay they wanted to make agreeabk. He could not help

thinking of a dear old chemist, revered by all of them, who
became a F.C.S. He refen-ed to the dear old friend Mr.

Kej-worth—a man justly loved.

Two former chemisits' assistants from this town had become
greatly distinguished, one Mr. David Hooper, who held a

very high position in India, and the other a gentleman they

had with them that night. They could not find a chemist

throughout the length and breadth of England who did not

inow the name of Mr. Glyn-Jones. If he did not become an

M.P. they would be surprised.

Other Toasls.

In proposing "Our Past President," Mr. Sidney Smith said

Mr. Rossiter had done much to promote a neighbourly feeling

among them, and exercised unfailing tact.

Mr. Rossiter said he did r.ot deserve these encomiums. He
felt it a great honour to have heen their first President, and he

need hardly say he had the interests of their Association at

tieart. Before resuming his seat he suhmitted the health of

the past Secretarj^ (Mr. Stedman), Mr. Sidney iSmith having

-taken the secretaryship for the ensuing year. Mr. Stedman was

one in particular with Mr. John Smith, wlio put their heads

together, so that really if the origin of the Association was
to be ascribed to any particular thing it must be to the energy

uf those two at the commencement.
Mr. H. C. Edwards supported, on behalf of the Committee.

Mr. iStedman said he was greatly obliged for the manner in

Svhich they had received the toast, and felt that a great com-

pliment had been paid to him.

Mr. EwBANK Smith proposed Our Guests," and Mr.

Pearmund replied.

PUBLIC DISPENSERS' ASSOCIATION.

GENER4L MEETING.

Wednesday, May 27, 1S03, at St. Bride's In.stitute, E.G., Mr.

IVm. Dtiff, M.P.S., in the chair.

Dispensing of Poisons in Public Institutions.

Mr. Welford, M.P.S., asked that he might make a stale-

znent regarding the figures he gave at the last meeting respect-

i ig the dispensing of poisons in public institutions. He " ad

g(;n3 more carefully into the nuatter and found that the num-

bers given were one-third less than they should have been.

After discussion, it was approved that at some later date

each member should endeavour to make an estimate of the

average number of poisons dispensed each day, and that the

results should form part of the business at one of the evening

meetings.

Mr. T. S. GooDAi.L then read a paper on the use, advantage,

and necessity of

Private Pharmacopoeias in Public Dispensaries.

He said the use of a private _ phai-maoopoeia is to furnish

.such definite simple " prescriptions '' as are likely, either as

they stand or with one or two additions, to be suitable for

certain classes of cases. SucTi stock mixtures may be kept

ready prepared in a concentrated form, and much labour and

time are saved, both in prescribing and dispensing. A phar-

macopoeia is also a saving of time in writing labels, as, in

infirmaries, the prescriptions are invariably put on the label,

and if they had to be written in full, would occupy double the

time. Wlienever a new medical officer is appointed he has

a copy of this book given to him, and he is asked to adhere, as

far as possible, to these forms.

A discussion followed the readiug of the paper, Mr. Miller
expressing the opinion that private pharmacopoeias and stock

mixtures generally were a tendency in the wrong direction,

being apt to do away with the true art and mystery of the

chemist, and thereby lowering his status, since medical men
and others could easily purchase stock mixtures in concen-

trated form from wholesale druggists. Other speakers, how-

ever, stated it would be impossible to get through the work
of large institutions without- both private pharmacopoeias and
stock mixtures.

Subsequently a heartj' vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Goodall.

MIDLAND PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Thursday, May 28, 1903. At Birmingham University, Mr.

Geo. E. Perry, President, in the chair.

The Annual Report

was a formal document, simply reviewing the work of the

session, -which has from time to time been reported in

the Journal. The Ghaieman moved its adoption. He spoke

of the good papers they had had the pleasure of listening to

during the session, and made passing reference to the report of

the Poisons Committee, and the introduction of the Pharmacy
Bill, on both of which subjects they were awaiting instructions

from headquarters before taking action. The comparatively

little use made of the library, particularly by the younger mem-
bars of the Association, le3 him to say that, in his opinion, less

intere5t was now shown in pharmacy, apart from the commercial

side, than was the case twenty years ago.

Mr. Charles Thompson seconded the proposition.

Proposed Increased Subscription.

A suggestion was made to increase the annual subscription

from 2s. 61. to 5s., and this formed the basis of a short dis-

cussion as to whether the Association could not be made of

more practical benefit to the members. The President

reminded the meeting that trade discussions, as distinguished

from professional papers, were always the worst attended.

Eventually it was decided to make no alteration, and the report

was adopted.
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The New Council.

The following members constitute the Council ;—Messrs. P.

H. Alcock, T. Barclay, J. Barclay, P. Barlow, G. H. Brunt,

J. T. Cattell, T. Cattell, F.R. Fletcher, W. M. Freeman, A. W.

Gerrard, F. J. Gibson, J. Hinds, T. W. Lowther, G. Morris,

J. 0. Morris, G. T. Owen, G. E. Perry, J. Poole, 0. P. Pratt,

F. H. Prosser, W. C. Scott, W. R. Selleck, A. Southall, A. W.
Southall, Charles Thompson, J. Wakefield, and T. Wakefield.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Blaud's Pills.

On Friday, May 29, 1903, at the Clerkenwell Police Court,

before Mr. Baggallay, the hearing of the case against Mr. A. T.

Honiatt, 35, Junction Road, N., was resumed (see page 593).

Mr. Bramall stated that tine magistrate would probably re-

member that the defendant was charged under the Sale of Food

and Drugs Acts with selling iron pills which were 40 per cent,

deficient in ferrous carbonate. A technical objection was taken

to the summons, which was overruled, and an adjournment was

asked for in order that the reserve sample might be submitted

to Somerset House. Somerset House had now reported, and

their certificate confirmed, in every particular, that given by the

public analyst'. The pills in question, continued Mr. Bramall,

bore a label stating that they were prepared according to the

original recipe of Dr. Blaud) in the French Pharmacopoeia. He
could not successfully contend, therefore, that they were sold as

being in accordance with the formula of the B.P., but he was

prepared with evidence to show that the formula in the French

Codex was practically the same as the B.P. formula, and that

therefore there was a sale to the prejudice of the purchaser inas-

much as the pills did not conform to the standard set by the

French Codex.

Formal evidence of purchase having been given. Dr. Harris,

the Medical Officer for the Borough of Islington, described the

similarity between the formula for iron pills in the B.P. and in

the Codex, from a medical point of view, and he explained the

pernicious effect of taking pills in which 40 per cent, of the

iron was in a ferric state, which he described, in popular

language, as "rust."

In reply to Mr. C. H. Kirby, who represented the defendant,

he added that he had had no experience of making what was

described as the " French pills." The oxide of iron had a medi-

cinal value.

Dr. Teed, the Public Analyst for Islington, described the two

formulae as being practically alike in the amount of ferrous car-

bonate, both containing about 20 per cent.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kirby, he admitted that in a previous

case he had stated that Dr. Blaud had never published his

formula, but he had since seen a statement in the Pharma-
(euticai Journal that this was not so. There were differences

between the English and the French formulae in ingredients, in

proportions of ingredients, and' in process of making. These

differences, however, were very slight. The Codex did not say

how much ferrous carbonate should be in each pill, but it was a

mere matter of calculation to ascertain this.

Mr. Kirby's points for the defence were that the case rested

upon whether the French pill differed from the English pill, and

whether this difference amounted to prejudice. The Somerset

House certificate showed that originallv the correct quantity of

sulphate of iron had been put into the pill, and there was nothing

to show that the preservation of the iron in a ferrous state was

necessary to the usefulness of the pill. The Codex gave no

test for the amount of ferrous carbonate which should be found I

in the compounded pill, and it was quite possible that the

defendant had not preserved the pill as carefully as he would be

bound to do if he had sold it in accordance with the English

formula.

The Magistrate here intervened, pointing out that the defen-

dant liad sold the pill as made according to the French Pharma-
copoeia. Dr. Teed had given prinia-facie evidence that the pill was-

not made according to the French Pharmacopoeia, and unless Mi\

Kirby was prepared with rebutting evidence on this point there

must be a conviction.

Mr. Kirby replied that he had no witnesses, and the

Magistrate said that the evidence before him was that the pill

was not made according to the French Pharmacopoeia.

There appeared to have been a previous conviction against the

defendant in regard to spirit of nitre, and the Magistrate im-

posed a penalty of £3 and five guineas costs.

Baking Powder.

Ou Wednesday, May 27, 1903, before the Mayor of Norwiclr

and otlier magistrates, the case against a shopkeeper for selling,

baking powder containing 42'73 per cent, of cry.'tallised alum

was resumed (see page 764).

The Mayor said the magistrates were of an opinion that they

had power to amend the information subject to the provisions of

the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 'Section 1. They did not think

the defendant could in any way have been misled, and they had
given him the benefit of the adjournment. Before they pro-

ceeded to con\act him they were perfectly prepared to hear,

any defence.

Mr. Keefe amiounced that the defendant had decided for tha

case to go for trial.

After a discussion on the teclmical points of the case the

defendant was discharged.

Dentists Act, 1878.

Appeal under Section 3.

On Tuesday, May 26, 1903, in the King's Bench Divisiona?

Court, before the Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Wills, and
Mr. Justice Channell.

This was an appeal against a decision by the magistrate sitting

at the West London Police Court on January 2 (see P.J.,

January 10, page 51). Mr. W. Lawson Whitlock had been

charged with unlawfully using the dtescription "R.D.S. Eng.,

Surgeon-Dentist," implying that he was specially qualified tp.

practise dentistry or that he was then registered under the

Dentists Act. The particular cause of offence was the exhibiting

of a notice with the above description following the name of

Mr. Stent, a dental practitioner who had previously lived at

the house.

The appeal was dismissed.

The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judgment, said that he
regretted to be obliged to say that he was unable to interfere

with the magistrate's decision. He (the learned judge) had a

strong feeling that Stent's name had been kept up in order that

the respondent mights identify himself with Stent, and lead

people to suppose that he was a properly-qualified practitioner.-

But that was not the offence with which the respondent was
charged. The words of the summons were that the respondent-

took and used an addition or dtescription implying that he there

was registered imder the Act. It seemed to him that it was a

question of fact for the magistrate to decide ; and, whatever con-

clusion he (the learned judge) might have come to on the facts,

it was impossible for the Court to interfere with the decisiorj

which the magistrate had arrived at.

Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Channell delivered judg-

ment to the same effect.
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Prosecution at Limerick.

On Thursday, May 28, 1903, at the Limerick Police Court,

before the Maj-or and another nmgistrate, a case was heard in

which the Irish Branch of the British Dental Association^

Dublin, summoned " Jaffe, sui-geon dentist, Limited, and Marcus

Lionel Jaffe, for taking and using the name, title, addition, or

description of 'dentist and surgeon dentist,' and the title and

desei-iption of ' The London and New York Dental Institute,'

implying that the defendant company was specially qualified

to practise dentistry, the said defendant company not being

duly qualified! in that behalf according to law, or entitled to

vee the names, titles, additions, or description aforesai'd."

According to counsel for the prosecution, the company had

teen formed with the object of defeating the provisions of the

Act. He would take leave to describe it as a bogus company,

mid instituted! for the purpose of defrauding the public and

the intentions of the Act. The articles of association of the

company were registered on November 10, 1900, which pro-

vided the name of the company should be " Jaffe, Sui-geon

Dentists, I^imited,'' so that the company held itself out, on

the face of the memorandum of association, as surgeon dentists,

implying they were registered under the Act. Counsel read the

articles of association, and said the company was composed of

Jews, the capital being £500 in £1 shares. The company con-

sisted of two drapers, three married women and a spinster,

and one dental mechanic—^Rachel Jaffe, Leah Jafife, and Leah

Jaffe having 165 shares each, the other five holding £1 each.

The main facts of the case were not in dispute.

Mr. T. M. Healy, K.C., M.P., addressed the Court for the

defence. When any trade combination in England had a

ramshackle case they came to that country to assert a prin-

ciple they were afraid to assert in England. In England they

had frequently tried to get the law amended' to cover the point

raised, but they had always failed, and always would. The
yery thing sought to be obtained' by this prosecution was the

very thing Parliament had always refused to do. The Act did

mot apply to a corporation. If a corporation could

not pass an examination, how could! it be registered?

A corporation had power to employ qualified chemists.

Under the Pharmacy Act a man must be qualified

to practise as a chemist, but under the Dental Act
there was no such prohibition to carrying on the trade, the

only prohibition being as to using the word " dentist " unless

registered. They might be called tooth-drawers, but not

dentists. This was exclusive dealing of the meanest kind.

The Companies Act of 1862 showed that the prohibition did not

apply as was now sought to be obtained.

Judgment was postponed'.

Court of Appeal.

The Hot-Water Bottle Case.

On Wednesday and Thursday, May 27 and 28, 1903, before

the Master of the Rolls, Lords Ju.stices Stirling and Mathew,
Mr. Valentine Last, chemist, Holt Road, Liverpool, appealed

against a judgment of Mr. Justice Walton (.see p. 316) allow-

ing the plaintiffs in the action £40 damages for breach of

•warranty in respect of a hot-water bottle, sold by !Mr. Last,

which had proved defective.

Mr. Horridge, K.C, and GNIr. A. P. Thomas, for the

defendant, said ther? was no evidence of any express wari-anty

that the bottle was fit for holding boiling water. So long as
only hot water had been used the bottle answered its purpose
perfectly well. The learned judge was wrong in holding that

the sale of a specific article imported an implied warranty as to
its' fitness for a particular pua-pose. The rule of caveat emptor

admitted of no exception where, as in this case, the provisions of

the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, did not apply.

Mr. W. F. Taylor, K.C, and Mr. F. A. Greer, for the

plaintiffs, were not heard.

The Master of the Rolls, in giving judgment, said there could

be no question here that the defendant did not know the pur-

pose for which the bottle would be used. When people went to

a shop which dealt in specific articles, they were entitled to

expect some skill and judgment on the part of the vendor.

This bottle was bouglit at a chemist's shop, and clearly was an

article that came within the word's of the Section, "goods of a

description which it is the course of the seller's business to

supply." That being so, tliere was an implied condition that

it was reasonably fit for the purpose for which it was sold. He
agreed with the judgment of Mr. Justice Walton, and this

appeal failed.

The Lords Justices gave judgment to a like effect.

The appeal was accordingly dismissed.

POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ended Wednesday, June 3, 1903,

seven cases of death by poisoning were reported ;

—

» Poison. Accident. Suicide.

1

1

I
1

1
1

1

3 4

Carbolic Acid.—A woman committed suicide at Liverpool

by drinking carbolic acid solution.

Caustic Potasli.—A man at Rotherhithe drank caustic

potash solution in mistake for whiskey. The former was not

labelled " poison."

Hydrochloric Acid.—A Chelsea woman committed suicide by

drinking this acid.

Morphine.—A grocer at Chesterfield died through taking an

overdose of morphine, contained, according to some witnesses,

in an improperly-labelled bottle.

Oxalic Acid.—This acid caused the death of a young woman
at Ilford, who took the poison intentionally.

Ptomaine.—A child at Huddersfield died from ptomaine

poisoning, caused, it was thought, by eating mackerel.

Kind not stated.—A nurse at Handsworth committed suicide

by taking poison.

Attempts at Suicide.—The attempts at suicide reported

dui'ing the week were not numerous. The drugs used were

laudanum, oxalic acid, salt of lemon, and tincture of iron per-

chloride.

A noteworthy case of arsenical poisoning is reported from

Brechin. A farmer intended to give a draught of nitre to three

of his horses. In a cupboard was a bottle without a label,

the contents of which the farmer tasted, and, being .satisfied that

it was nitre, gave a quantity to each of his horses. Soon after-

wards he waS' seized with internal pain and vomited freely.

When the stables were visited two horses were found to be

dead-, and the third one in a precarious condition. The farmer

himself soon recovered. The bottle had contained arsenic, but

how it same to be mixed with the liquid ia not known. The
arsenic was not coloured, and was in an unlabelled tin.
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WHO'S WHO IN PHARMACY.

BIRD, Frederick, b. 1840, Apprenticed : W. Coleman, Cross

Cheaping, Coventry. C. and D., 1868. Business in own
name for forty years at Spon Street, Coventry. Mem. of

School Board, Coventry, since 1870; Chmn. since 1896;

Mem. of Town Council, 1877-1890, and since 1896 ; Alder-

man, 1902. Freemason and Oddfellow of thirty-five years'

standing
;
Charity Trustee, 1899 ; Freeman (by apprentice-

ship) of City of Coventry ; a Governor of Birmingham
University.

BHAITHWAITE, John Oldham. 6.1860. Apprenticed : \V . F.

Smith, Walworth, Surrey. School of Pharmacy, 1880-81

(Bell Scholar, Bronze and Silver Medals and Certificates in

Chem., Pharm., and Botany)
;
Ph.C, 1881. Now works-

manager to W. J. Bush and Co., Ltd., and editor of ' Year-

book of Pharmacy ' since 1901. Formerly assistant analy-

tical chemist to Corbyn, Stacey, and Co., and then analyst,

etc., to Wright, Layman and Umney, Ltd. Some time Yice-

Pres., Chemists' Assistants' Association. Publications:

Numerous papers on Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Materia

Medica ; editor of the ' Pharmaceutical Formulary.'

CLARKE, C. Goddard, J.P., L.C.C. b. 1849. Partner, Potter

and Clarke, Wholesale Druggists, Artillery Lane, London, E.

J.P., 1895 ; elected to L.C.C. for Peckham, as a Progressive,

1898 ; Mem. Camberwell Borough Council, 1900 ; Mayor,

1902-3.

CRIPPS, Richard A., F.LC. b. 1862. Affuunticed : J. H.

Bead, Upper HoUoway. School of Pha«Miey, 1881-2 (Bell

Scholar, Bronze Medal, Prac. Chem., 188^. Ph.C. 1884.

In business as manufacturing and analytical chemist

Hayward's Heath. Public Analyst for Bournemouth

Ptiblicatione : ' Galenic Pharmacy ' (1893), and numerous

papers in Pharm. Journ., etc.

FARR, Edward H. b. 1863. Apprenticed : S. B. Turney, Plymouth.

School of Pharmacy 1884-5 (Silver and Bronze Medals,

Chem., Bot., and Mat. Med.) ; Pharm. Soc, Bronze Medal.

Ph.C, 1885. Business in own name, High Street, Uckfield.

Sec, Chem. Assistants' Assoc., 1886-7
;

Mem., Urban

Council, Uckfield, 1896-1903 ; Hon. Sec, School Managers,

1893-1903 ;
Examiner, Ph.Soc, 1898-1902. Publications :

Numerous papers and notes, chiefly in conjunction with

R. Wright, on Galenical Preparations and Alkaloids.

GADD, Henry Wippell, P.C.S. b. 1869. Apprenticed : Evans,

Gadd and Co., Liverpool
;

subsequently pupil at Dinne-

ford and Co., New Bond Street, London ; School of Phar-

macy, 1889-18S0. C. and D. 1891. Mem. Soc. of Public

Analysts; Director of Laboratories, Evans, Gadd and Co.,

Ltd. ; Lecturer on Pharmacy and Mat. Med. at the Royal

Albert Memorial College, Exeter ; Hon. Sec. Exeter Assoc.

of Chemists and Druggists. Publications : ' A Synopsis of

the British Pharmacopoeia, 1898 ' (five editions). Papers on

the Standardisation of Drugs and Galenicals before the

B.P. Conf., Soc. of Public Analysts, and the Royal Insti-

tute of Public Health. Contributions to P.J., etc.

HANBURY, Frederick Janson, P.L S., F.E.S., b. 1851. Api^ren-

liced : Henry Deane, Clapham ; School of Pharmacy, 1870-2

(Certs, of Honour Mat. Med. and Prac. Chem.) ; Silver

Medal for Herbarium, 1872 ;
Ph.C, 1872 ; Examiner

to Ph.Soc, 1877 and 1878; Director of Allen and Hanburys,

Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists, London; President of

"The Allen and Hanburys' Co., Ltd.," U.S.A. and

Canada, Publications : ' Flora of Kent,' 1899 ;
' An

Illustrated Monograph of the British Hieracia
' ; Editor of

' The London Catalogue of British Plants. ' Numerous

articles in Botanical and Entomological Magazines.

HOOPER, David, F.C.S., F.I.C, P.L.S. 6. 1858. Apprenticed :

Thomas M. Ball, Southwark. School of Pharmacy, 1879-80 ;

Medals in Pract. Chemistry, Mat. Med., and Bot. ; Pereira

Medal, 1884
;
Quinologist to Madras Cinchona Plantations,

1896; Acting-Govt. Botanist and Director, Cinchona Dept.,

1897 ;
Curator, Economic Section, Indian Museum, 1898 ;

Officiating Reporter on Economic Products to Govt, of

India, 1902
;
Officiating Agricultural Chemist to Govt, of

India. Publications : ' Pharmacographia ludica,' ' Materia,

Medica for India,' numerous Papers on the Chemistry of

Drugs.

HOWARD, David, F.I.C, P.C.S., D.L. b. 1839. Worked in

factory under Robert and John Eliot Howard. Royal

Coll. of Chem., 1859-61. Business, Howards and Sons,

chemical manufacturers, Stratford, E. (founded in 1797 by

the late William Allen and Luke Howard) . Pres., Institute of

of Chemistry, 1903. Vice-Pres. of Chem. Soc, of Soo.

Chem. Industry, and of London Chamber of Commerce.
Pres., Soc Chem. Ind., 1886-7. Deputy Lieut, for Essex.

Publications : Various papers on the alkaloids of cinchona,

in the Pharm. Journal, and elsewhere. ^
INCE, Joseph, A.K.C, F.L.S., F.CS., etc. 6.1826. Apprenticed:

R. H. Pigeon, City of London. King's Coll., London;
Ecoles de Medecine et de Pharmacie, Paris, 1845 ; School

of Pharmacy, 1847 (Certif. Chem. and Pharm.)
; Ph.C,

1862 ;
formerly Director, Godfrey's Laboratory ; Mem. of

Council, Ph. Soc, 1866-69
;
Examiner, 1867-1873. Many

years Lecturer in Pharmacy. Publications : ' Latin

Grammar of Pharmacy,' numerous papers and contributions

to Pharmaceutical Journal.

MAIR, William, P.C.S. 5.1868. .4p2wewiicei .• Andrew Lawson,
Dundee ;

University College, Dundee, 1889 and 1892-93 ;

Royal Dispensary, Edinburgh, 1890; C and D., 1890;

Extra-mural Teacher in Practical Materia Medica at

Dundee, for University of Edinburgh, 1893 ; Dispenser at

Dundee Royal Infirmary, 1891-93 ; now on the representa-

tive staff of Fletcher, Fletcher and Co., Ltd., Manufac-

turing Chemists, Holloway, London, N. Publications :

Papers to British Pharmaceutical Conference, 1892 and

1901 ;
.Pharmacopoeia of Dundee Royal Infirmary, 1893 ;

'Indigenous Drugs of India,' Calcutta, 1896.

MAW, Charles, b. 1835 (at 11, Aldersgate St., London, E.G.,

where he still carries on business). Senior partner of S.

Maw, Son and Sons, Aldersgate St., E.G., formerly S. Maw,
Son, and Thompson. Is probably the only man of his age

in the City of London now carrying on business where he
was born.

PHILLIPS, Jonathan, J.P. b. 1842. Apprenticed : G. Christian,

Godalming. School of Pharmacy (Certif. Botany and Mat.

Med.), 1863. Ph.C, 1864. Business in own name. Wall-

gate, Wigan
;

formerly with Kernot, Naples, and with

Roberts, Paris ; Alderman of Wigan, County Borough

;

formerly twice Mayor ; Yice-Chairman of Ribble Joint-

Committee.

WALSHAW, Richard C. b. 1861. Apprenticed : Thos. Duffin,

Wakefield. Westminster Coll., 1885. C. and D., 1887.

Business, King, Walshaw and Co., Huddersfield. Pres.,

Huddersfield Chemists' Association. Pres., West Riding

Federation of Chemists' Associations.

WARREN, William, b. 1850. Apprenticed: Boyce and Son,,

Chertsey. School of Pharmacy, 1872. Ph.C, 1872.

Business : W. Hooper and Co., Russell Street, Covent

Garden, W.C Mem. of Council, Ph. Soc, 1891-2, 1895,

and 1897-9 . Hon, Sec, Local Committee, B.P. Conf.,

London, 190).
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaoeutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Chemists' Strike in Cuba.—A Reuter's telegram states that

the chemists at Havana (Cuba) refuse to sell drugs and mineral

waters affected by the new duties, despite the protestations of

the public.

Salford Technical Institute.—At a meeting of the Salford

Town Council, on May 28, it was announced that the late Alder-

jnan Benjamin Robinson, chemical manufacturer, had bequeathed

£500 for soholarshigs in connection with the Borough Technical

Institute.

Society of Arts.—The annual conversazione of this Society

will take place at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

on Thursday evening, June 30, from 9 to 12 p.m. Each member
.of the Society of Arts is entitled to a ticket for himself and a

ticket for a lady.

Burglary.—An attempt has been made by a gang of burglars

to enter the premises of Mes.srs. Martin and Palmer, chemists

and druggists, of East Street, Plymouth. The burglars tried

to force the lock of the shop door but failed, probably owing

to their being disturbed.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts—A Technical Point.—A grocer

was summoned at Axbridge for selling adulterated cocoa. The
inspector's agent who punchased the c6coa stated that it was

for analysis, but did not say that it was to be analysed by the

public analyst. A defence, based on the objection that such a

statement was not sufficient to inform the retailer of the object

for the purchase, proved successful.

Pepper Prosecutions.— During last week, according to the

Grocer, three grocers and a confectioner were summoned in

different parts of the country, under the Sale of Food and

Drugs Acts, in respect of the sale of pepper stated to be

adulterated. The alleged adulterants were ground olive stones,

20 per cent., 10 per cent., and 10 per cent, respectively, and in

the fourth case 15 per cent, of foreign starch.

Dispensing of Poisons by Medical Men.— Mr. R. G. Emery,

Divisional Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society for Stoke-

on-Trent, has written to the Staffordshire Sentinel calling atten-

tion to the anomaly that medical men are under no such obli-

gations as bind chemists and druggists to observe regulations

as to the storage and dispensing of poisons. Mr. Emery
rio-htly urges that had such orecautions as are insisted on in

the case of chemists been observed in the recent poisoning

case at Blackburn (see page 765), th-^ calamity might probably

not have occurred.

Burnley Workhouse Drug Bill.— At the meeting of the Burn-

ley Board of Guardians, on May 28, a discussion ensued rela-

tive to the cost of drugs in the workhouse. One of the members

pointed out that when the disi>enser wa« appointed it was stated

that there would be a saving of £200 a year in the drug bill.—

The Clerk stated that in 1896 drugs cost £442 14s. The dis-

penser was appointed in 1899, but the expenditure up to 1900

increased from £285 6s. 2d. to £350 17s. 4d., then it was thought

jiecessary to have a resident medical officer, who commenced his

duties in September, 1902. The expenditure on drugs was then

£435 Is. Id., but for the year ending 1903 they had actually

expended £829 4s. 3d.—The Chairman said that the medical

/jfficer would be asked about the increased cost, and the mfitter

then dropped.

Congre'S at BetTn.—The fifth international congress

of applied chemistry was formally opened on Wednesday in

the hall of the German Reichstag in the presence of Prince

Frederick Henry of Prussia, representing the German Emperor.

Dr. Otto Witt presided, and there was a large gathering of

leading authorities on chemistry fiom all parts of the world,

including Great Britain and various portions of the British

Empire. Speeches were delivered by Count Posadowsky, Im-

perial Secretary of State for the Interior, and Dr. Studt,
Prussian Minister of Education, who referred to the enormous
importance of applied chemistry both for industry and agri-

culture, and instanced among other achievements the develop-
ment of the jwoduction of beetroot sugar. Dr. Studt stated
that an Germany alone chemical industries created products to

the value of more than one milliard of marks (50 millions ster-

ling). Among the foreign delegates who spoke were Professor
Moissan, President of the Paris Chemical Society, and Professor
Tilden, of the Royal College of Science of London.

Support from Without.—A leading article in Farm, Field,

and Fireside is devoted to a consideration of the Report of the
Departmental Committee on Poisons. A reference is made to

the origin of the agitation for alteration of the existing lawl

and the article concludes as follows :

—" We confess that we
have never heard any farmer complain of any difficulty in

obtaining sheep dips and other preparations containing poison.

On the contrary, we have often heard them protest that such
things were far too easily obtained. Farm lads get hold of

them and put them to improper purposes, such as drugging
horses, and often cause the loss of valuable stock. Arsenic is

one of the principal ingredients of poisonous dips and prepara-

tions, and is already a source of constant danger on the farm.

Fanners will not be reassured by reading in tne report of the
careless way in which casks of arsenic are carried by rail or
ship. They are often received with the contents running out,

with the result that arsenic is distributed about the goods
station ; whilst it is quite the exception for such barrels to be
marked ' Poison.' From the agriculturist's point of view we
consider that greater facilities for the sale of poisons are quite

uncalled for ; and we believe that the great British pubilc

will emjihatically endorse the opinion of the Coroners' Society

—that the restrictions affecting the retail sale of poisons

and poisonous substances should oe increased rather than
diminished."

The Attack on the Pharmacy Act. — The Southampton
Chamber of Commerce, at their meeting last week, discussed
with some animation the sale of poisons for trade purposes, tlie

subject coming up in a communication addressed to the Chamber
by the secretary of the Traders in Poisonous Compounds for

Trade Purposes Protection Society—Mr. F. B. Wride, jun.,

moved :
" That in the opinion of this chamber no undue re-

strictions are at present placed upon the sale of poisonous
compounds for agricultural and horticultural purposes by the
Pharmacy Act of 1868, instituted to regulate the sale of

poisons. That it is unwise to interfere with the present law,

and that it is in the interests of the public (including the
agriculturists) that the sale of strong poisons be left in the

hands of men who have, througfli their technical training, a

knowledge of their deadly qualities. Further, that this resolu-

tion be forwarded to the First Lord of the Treasury, to the

Board of Agriculture, and to the Lord President of His
Majesty's Privy Council."—Mr. Aldridge seconded the proposi-

tion, remarking that before tJhe Act of 1868 there were so many
accidents from the sale of poisons that the Legislature decided

to put it in the hands of competent men, and he did not think

anything had happened since to make them wish to alter that

state of things ; but tiere was the strongest reason for leaving

it to those in whose hands the Legislature had put it.—Mr.
Dibben remarked that evidence was given by chemists before

the Committee on Poisons that the law needed some change,

and they should be careful before expressing an opinion on the

subject." He therefore proposed that the matter b© deferred

until the next meeting, to give the members an opportunity of

looking into the question.—Mr. Tebbutt seconded the amend-

ment, which, after some discussion, was adopted. ^The

Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture, sitting at Crewe, has con-

sidered the suggestion of Mr. Dobbs's society. The SecreUry

(Mr. C. B. Davies) said tliat so far as his experience went, he

did not tliink farmers had found any difficulty in getting what

they needed on the farms through the ordinary channels.

—

Mr. Millington (a large farmer of Middlewich) said he had had

no difficulty at all.—The Chairman (Mr. H. J. Tollemaehe

M.P.) appealed to the farmers present to say whether they had

experienced any difficulty in getting what they wanted, and

elicited the response that they suffered none. It was decided

riot to adopt the petition.
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NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.

Mr. Currie's Candidature.—Mr. W. L. Currie, Glasgow,

writes to thank those who supported his candidature at the

recent Council election. He says the position in which he was
placed gives him greater encouragement to go forward on a

future occasion if requested to do so.

Snapshots of the King.—Mr. R. B. Carruthers Allan, of

Dumfries, sends two prints from snapshots, taken at Edinburgh
by himself, of the King and Queen. As the day was rather
dull, the photographs obtained are net suitable for reproduc-
tion in the Journal, but the figures of the Royal personages can
be distinguished very clearly. One view shows "King
Edward I. of Scotland " saluting the crowd, as he and Queen
Alexandra are passing down Regent Road to Holyrood Palace.

The second snapshot was taken late in the afternoon, while the
Royal procession was passing up Bruntsfield Road to Colinton
Hospital.

Glasgow Technical College.—A correspondent in Glasgow
sends a description of the Technical College, of which the
foundation-stone was laid by the King during last month.
The history of the college dates from the foundation of
Anderson's College in 1796. In 1886 several different trading
institutions were amalgamated under an Order in Council,
the main object of the governors being " to afford a suitable

education to those who wished to qualify themselves for
following an industrial profession or trade." A grand total

of 5.651 students were on the roll of the college last session.

The stafi of professors, demonstrators, and instructors, in-

cluding the staff of Allan Glen's School, numbered 108. The
chemical laboratory will occupy practically the whole of the
top floor of iihe new building, and the building will contain
several large laboratories and other rooms set apart for special

purposes.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—The twelfth annual
amateur sports of the Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club took
place, in ideal weather, at Powderhall grounds on the evening
of Wednesday, June 3, 1203. There was a large attendance
of spectators, and a very representative turn-out of athletes,

who keenly contested all the events. Of the events confined to

the trade the following were the prizewinners:—One Mile
Bicycle Handicap—J. J. Sutherland, 1 ; H. Mould, 2. 300
Yards Flat Race Handicap (confined to apprentice members of

the club)—R. F. Heslop, 1 ; J. A. McLauchJan, 2. 220 Yards
Flat Race Handicap—Cecil Lee, 1 ; G. H. Clarke, 2 ; J. M.
Hendry, 3. Tug of War (for Mcllwrick Challenge Cup) between
teams from J. F. Macfarlan and Co. and T. and H. Smith and
Co. ; winner J. F. Macfarlan and Co., the present holders of

the oup. Half-Mile Flat Race Handicap (confined to members
of the club).—W. Richardson, 1 ; J. M. Hendiy, 2 ; G. H.
Clarke, 3. Five-a-Side Football Competition—Final tie

between teams from T. and H. Smith and Co. and J. F. Mac-
farlan and Co. (for the Anderson Challenge Cup, presently

held by T. and H. Smith and Co.)—Macfarlan's beat Smith's

by three goals to two, and thus become the holders of the

cup. Dr. Coull and Messrs. D. B. Dott and J. Rut<herford

Hill were judges of the confined events, and Mr. Peter Boa,

honorary President, presided at the distribution of prizes,

which were handed to the successful competitors by Mrs. Boa,

to whom Mr. D. S. Napier, honorary secretary, presented a

handsome bouquet of pink carnations and lilies of the valley.

Mr. Boa spoke, wishing long life and prosperity to the

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club. On the motion of Mr.
J. P. Gibb, president of the club, a cordial vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. and Mrs. Boa. The donors of prizes were

Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome and Co., David Brown, Esq.,

Messrs. Duncan, Flockhart and Co., Fenton, Russell and Co.,

R. Gibson and Sons, Harkness, Beaumont and Co.. S. Maw,
Son and Sons, Raimes. Clark and Co., T. and H. Smith and

Co., Mr. Thomas Mcllwrick, and Mr. John J. Sutherland.

—

The Swimming Section held the first of a series of fifty-yard

handicaps in the Dairy Baths, on May 28, when the first places
were .secured by—

•

(1) E. O. Rowland scratch.
(2) G. H. C. Rowland 8 sees.

(3) J. Weston 8 sees.

The second handicap takes place on June 11,

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. H. R. Gibbs, of Cheltenham, has purchased the Central
Pharmacy, Margate, the business carried on at the above address
by Mr. W. S. Harvey for the past twenty-nine years.

Mr. Mallaband, chemist and druggist, of King's Road, Read-
ing, has disposed of his prescription books and recipes to Mi',

H. L. Hunt, chemist and druggist, of London Street, Reading.

Messrs. F. Schutze and Co., 89, Southwark Street, S.K.^
announce that Mr. Duggleby, who has represented them during

the past twelve or thirteen years, is ill, and has been ordered

a complete rest. It is hoped to appoint someone to take his.

place temporai'ily very shortly.

Messrs. Corbyn, Stacey, and Co., of 300, High Holborn, have »
oisposed of the perfumery branch of their business, hitherto

carried! on at 7 and 8, Fisher Street, W.C., to Messrs. F. Schutze-

and Co., of 89, Soatliwark Street, S.E., to whom in future all:

orders for perfumes should be sent.

Mr. F. Henry Moore, of Netting Hill Gate, W. ,
requests

us to state that he is not the gentleman who, as stated in this

column recently, has been appointed analy.st to Camwal, Limited^

It is Mr. Fmncis Howard Moore, who was recently at th* School
of Pharmacy, that has received the appointment.

Mr. S. R. Atkins, President of the I'harmaceuticaJ Society

made his first appearance in that capacity outside the confines,

of Bloomsbury Square on Wednesday evening, when he attended
the sixtieth annual dinner of the Royal College of Veterinary
Surgeons. Mr. Atkins sat next to Sir Thomas Elliott (Secre-

tary of the Board of Agriculture), who responded to the toast

of " Agriculture " and said that he believed that the relations,

between the veterinary profession and the Board of Agriculture-

were bound to be increasingly intimate.

Messrs. Ayrton, Saunders, and Kemp, Limited, of Liverpool
write to say that the large number of letters from all parts of

the kingdom, congratulating them on the amalgamation and
wishing them every success in the departure, has made it quite

impossible to reply to each one. They wish, therefore, to take
this opportunity of returning their sincere thanks for the kindly
interest of their friends. Many, indeed the greater part, of the
letters have contained order.s for drugs and chemicals. These
orders have not been despatched as promptly as Ayrton, Saun-
ders, and Kemp would have liked, as the plant, etc., was noi;

quite ready. Everything, however, is now in goodl going order;

and Messrs. Ayrton, Saunders, and Kemp trust their friends

will overlook the delay that has occurred during the last fort-

night, it being no light task to remove bodily a large wholesale
drug iDusiness from Horncastle to Liverpool.

Mr. Alfred Norman Hirst, who has been awarded the-

Pereira medal, is the son of the Rev. J. S. Hirst, rector of Bad-
diley, near Nantwich, and is twenty-three years of age. He served'

his apprenticeship to Mr. I. A. Jones at Manchester. During
this time he attended the Salford Technical School, where he
gained a series of prizes in the elementary and advanced courses^

in theoretical and practical chemistry, as well as a prize for

magnetism and electricity. Mr. Hir>t was also awarded the
fir.st Junior prize of the Manchester Pharmaceutical Association.
In 1901 he won a Jacob Bell Scholarship, being placed at the
head of the list. At the School of Pharmacy during the past
sessions Mr. Hirst has gained five certificates of honour and
the silver medal for the advanced course in materia medica.
Last July he passed the Intermediate Science Examination of
the University of London, with honours in chemistry and
botany. Mr. Hirst is continuing to work for the B.Sc. degree
in the chemical research laboratory ol the School of Pharmacy.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

New Patent Applications.

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AMMONIA BY SYNTHESIS
(No. 2461 of 1902).—H. C. Woltereck, 3, Edinburgh Man-
sions, Howick Place. Victoria Rtreet. S.W. Air and a gas,

containing hydrogen, such as coal gas or water gas, prefer-

ably in about equal volume, is passed over an oxide, such as

iron oxide heated to a dull red heat. The gases may be

mixed prior to their entering the reaction tube or chamber
•containing the ii'on oxide, or they may be separately intro-

duced and allowed to mix in the reaction tube or chamber
itself. They are charged, or, at any rate, one of the gases

is charged, with moisture before entering the reaction tube

or chamber, or preferably, instead thereof, steam is intro-

-duced into the said chamber. The ammonia formed by the

above process may be fixed as a salt by absorption in the

usual way. The inventor does not limit hmiself to the use

of iron oxide—although it gives the best results—but every

•oxygen-carrier metallic oxide is applicable. A mixture of

nitrogen and oxygen may be u.sed instead of air, even if

not in the proportions in which the.se gases occur in the air.

INHALERS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF ETHER AND FOR
NITROUS OXIDE AND ETHER (No. 13.616, of 1202).—S. J.

Coxeter and F. S. Coxeter, 4 and 6. Grafton Street, Gower
•Street, W.C. Relates to what is knowli as the Clovers ether

chamber or iulialer, wherein the metal or glass dome is usually
peimanently fixed to the lower portion of the chamber, thereby
rendering it difficult to keep the apparatus quite clean. The
inventors remedy this defect by clamping the said dome by
means of a strong screw washer into a specially formed groove
or channel around the edge of the water chamber portion of

the inhaler. The said washer screws on to a threaded tube in

the interior of the apparatus which projects through said dome.
Another method of obtaining the desired result is by cutting

A thread on the dome-shaped portion itself, so that the whole
top may be screwed tightly in position. In this method a metal
•or other washer is fixed over the top of the dome to prevent
leakage. A farther method consists in screwing the upper
portion into the lower so as to clamp the two portions together.

MANUFACTURE OF ACETYL CHLORIDE (No. 14,032, of

1902).—A. Wohl, 49, Bleibtreu.stras,e. Charlottenburg, Ger-

many. Relates to the thorough utilisation of suljAuryl

•chloride and acetate of lime in the pro^duction, of acetyl chloride.

Consists in subjecting the said raw material to a prolonged
grinding process at ordinary—or at slightly higher than ordi-

3iary—temperature. For this [lurpose a mixing apparatus with
mechanical disintegrating action may be used—for inst.ance, an
€dge runner or a ball mill. When the ball mill has done its

work it may h? emptied and the mass subjected to extraction

with hydrocarbon or other suitable solvent, or the material

may be distilled directly out of the ball mill, which may be
stopped for this jnirpose. The acetyl chloride driven out of

the still may pas.> through li deplilegmator for separating it

from any excess of sulphuryl chloride or from any small admix-
ture of acetic anliydride. Similar results may be obtained if •

an acetate of another alkaline earth, such as' barium acetate,

is used as a raw material.

MENSTRUAL PADS (No. 5,274, of 1903).—F. Herbiet, 81,

Rue Haringroda, Antwerp. C'l)n-,.>^s of a belt made of india-

rubber or other suitable matt'i • il jii'l provided with four straps,

the two back onas being penn.inentiy fixed to the belt and the
two front ones being fi.xed to the belt by means of hooks and
•eyes. The isaid straps are fixed o.t the bottom to an absorbent
hollow or solid drainer or pocket m'ade of indiarubber, silk.

* These abridgments of new paten-t applications and particulars of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official

sources, for the Pharwacevtical Jovrnril, hy Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
tor procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate
Hill, London, B.C., from whom any information on the subjects may be
obtained. Mr. Barker will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
' Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on application.

chamois leather, or any other material, but preferably one that
is impermeable. This drainer or pocket may be of any suitable
form, and may have its edges strengthened by mean's of iron
wire, hardened or supple indiarubber, etc. The svhole apparatus
is put together so as to fit closely to the bo^dy and be incapable
of shifting. Sponge, wadding, or other suitable absorbent
material is placed in the pocket, and is intended for collecting

at the outset the discharges which occur. Instead of 'being

attached by means of straps and a belt, the drainer or pocket
may be fastened to the corset or any other suitable method; of

attachment may be. used.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be filed at the Patent Office on or before July 6, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" HALEX, ' for chemical substances used in manufactures,
photography, etc., by the British Xylonite Company, Limited,
Hale End, Chingford, N.E. 254,213.

"STENSHIA'' ("Stench" disclaimed), for a chemical liquid

•for agricultural and horticultural purposes, etc., by W. D.
Hawdon, Front Street, Chester-le-Street, Durham. 251,899.

" VAPORITE-STRAWSON " ("Vapor" disclaim.ed), by G. F.

Strawson, 71a, Queen Victoria Street, E.G., for chemical sub-

stances used for agricultural, etc., purposes. 253,678.

" MUNYON'S PAW-PAW BITTERS " LABEL (" Paw-Paw "

disclaimed), for medicinal bitters, by Munyon's Homoeopathic
Home Remedv Company, 53id and Jefferson Streets, Philadel-

phia, U.S.A.' 246,134.

" LUX " for chemical substances prepared for use in medicine
and pharmacy, bv Lever Brothers, Limited, Port Sunlight,

Cheshire. 250,8U,

" RAMSEY'S TRINIDAD AROMATIC BITTERS " LABEL
(wording disclaimed) for bitters, being a medicated compound
for human use, by W. E. Tyrer, 76, Pine Street, New York,
U.S.A. 250,897."

"NATURAL LIVER SALT" label (wording disclaimed), by
Wilkmson and Simpson, Limited, 24. Newgate Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne ; for a medical preparation. No. 252,701.

"VINOZO," for seidlitz powders and a saline medicine, by
Sutcliffe and Bingham, Limited', " Kkovah " Woi'ks, Ogdieu

Street, Cornbrook, Manchester. 253,757.

"QUINERINE" ("Quine" disclaimed), for chemical sub-
stances used in medicine and pharmacy, by G. Townsend, 139,

Newgate Lane, Mansfield ; and .1. W. Featherstone, 27, Church
Street, Mansfield. 253,805.

" CASTRYL," for castor oil, by W. P. Naismith andl Co., 145,

Crownpoint Road, Glasgow. 254,010.

"SWIFT" and device (word disclaimed), for chemical sub-
stances, prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy, excluding
medicated food for infants and inv&lids, and preparations of

cod liver oil. by Coleman and Taylor, 7, Gresham' Street, E.C
254,117.

" PANUTRINE,"' for chemical sub.^tances used in medicine and
pharmacy, by Laboratoires Sauter Societe par Actions, 57, Rue
de Lyons, Cicneva. 254,122.

" GRAPHOID " (" Grai5ho" disclaimed), for philosophical and
scientific in.struments, etc., by Brady an^d' Martin, Northumber-
land Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 255,488.

" KIPLO," for photographic papere, by Elliott and Sons,
Limited, Talbot House, Park Road, Bariiet, Herts 253,762.

"' CYKO." for photographic paper, by J. J. Griffin and Sons,
.Limited. 20-26, Sardinia Street, W.C. 253,987.

" DARUPAN," for manicure preparations, by Dr. Moritz
Aiberheim, Kaiserstrasse 1, Frankfort-a-Main. 255,553.

Barrett's " PODOLIA " label ("Podo" disclaimed),- for pre-
paration for the feet, by E. T. Barrett, 2, Station Road, South
Norwood, S.E. 252,025.

" MOUTCEY,'' for a preparation for the hair, by T. 'Wassen
and H. J. Wassen, 35, Munster Square, London. 254,111.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Offce on or before July 3, 1905.
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MARKET REPORT.

LoNDOK, Thursday, June 4, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Oliemicals,. and, in fact, generally

has been practically at an absolute standstill d'uring past week.

Nothing whatever doing is the general cry. There are abso-

lutely no changes in value to recoixi, Acid Tartaric and Oream
of Tartar are very tirm. Acid Citric is also fii-m. Opium,

Morphine', and Codeine are quiet, but very steady, and it would

appear probable that the latter article may be advanced in price

at any moment. Cod Liver Oil unchanged. Bromides and Iodides

fairly steady. Shellac is very firm. Menthol just the turn dearer.

Cocaine is also very fiim, makers finding it difficult to keep pace

with the deliveries as required by their buyers, and in view of

the firmness of the Crude drug a further advance in the manu-
factured article would appear not wholly improbable. Santo-

iiine is very firm at late advance, and is said to be likely to be

dearer. Quinine is still obtainable in the open market at more
than 2d. per oz. less for the Sulphate than price quoted by
the makers. Phenacetin and Sulphonal are unchanged. Quick-

silver and Mercurials very steady. Sugar of Milk continues

scarce and dear. We give below a few quotations.

ACID CITRIC—Is firm at Is. l^d. to Is. 2d. per lb. for

Crystals in 5cwt. casks. Makers are not free sellers for forward
delivery.

ACID TARTARIC—Is exceedingly firm at Is. l^d. for English
on spot. Is. l^d. for foreign on spot, and Is. l^d. for foreign

for forward! delivery. English makers still decline to sell for-

ward.
ASHES.—Pots : Montreal 30s. 6d., Xew York 29s. 6d. ;

pearls 40s. May-June 30s.

BUCHU LEAVES.—Is. per lb. has been paid for good green
rounds.

CAMPHOR.—Jajjan crude is quoted higher for arrival at 165s.

per cwt. c.i.f., but no business has been i-epurted at thi.s fia,ure.

English refiners still quote 2s. 3d. per lb. for Bells and Id. per
lb. less for Flowers.
CINCHONA BARK.—The shipments at Java during Mav were

1,155,000 Amsterdam lb., again.st 1,030,000 Amsterdam lb. last

year and 730,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1901. The total for the
five months is 1,502,000 Amsterdam lb., against 4,164,000
Amsterdam lb. last year and 4,133,000 Amsterdam lb. in 1901.
CREAM OF TARTAR—Very firm at 86s. to 86s. 6d. for first

white crystals and £0s. to 90s. 6d. for 98 per cent. P.B. quality.

MENTHOL—Is firmer at 25s. to 26s., according to quantify
and holder for Kobayaslii brand.

MORPHINE—Quiet but firm on ba.'is of 4s. 6d. per oz. for

the Hydrochlorate powder.
OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil steady ; London,

spot, pipes, £22 15s. ; baiTels, £23 2s. 6d. to £25 5s. ; month.
£23 ;

July-August, £22 15s. ;
September-December, £22 :

January-April, £21 15s. ;
Hull, naked, spot. £22 ; June-

August, £21 17s. 6d.
;

September-December, £20 17s. 6d.

Eape Oil dull ;
ordinary brown, on the spot, barrels, £22 10s. ;

June-August, £22 10s.
;
English, refined, spot, £24 ; Kavison,

spot, £21 ;
June-August, £21, naked. Cotton Oil steady

;

London crude, spot, sold at £20 15s. ;
June-August is £20 15s.

;

refined, spot, £21 15s. to £23 10s. ; Hull, naked, refined, spot,

£19 17s. 6d. ; June-August, £19 17s. 6d. ; November-April.
£18 10s. ;

crude, spot, £18 12s. 6d. ;
June-August, £18 12s. 6d.

Plive Oil : Mogador, £31 10s. to £33 ;
Spanish, jC32 ;

Levant,

£31 10s. to £33. Cocoanut Oil quiet
;
Ceylon,, spot, £25 10s. ;

May-June, £22 7s. 6d., c.i.f. ;
June-August and August-Octo-

ber, £22 7s. 6d., c.i.f. ;
Cochin, spot, nominally £33; August-

October, £25 10s., c.i.f. ; October-December, £25 10s., c.i.f. ;

^Mauritius, £25. Palm Oil : Lagos, £27, spot. Castor Oil

:

Belgian, June-December delivery, firsts, £20 10s.
;

seconds,

£17 15s., less 2^ per cent., including barrels, ex-wharf, London
;

Hull made, for prompt, or up to end of yeai-, firsts, £20 10s. ;

seconds, £18 10s. Turpentine quiet ; spot firm forward.

-American, spot, quoted 39.';. ^d. to 39s. 6d. ; June, 38s. 6d. ;

July-August, 35s. 6d. to 35s. 9d.
;

September-December,
35s. 9d.

;
January-April, 36s. 9d. Petroleum Oil dull ; Rus-

sian, spot, quoted 4d. to 4|d. ; American, spot, 5|d. to 5|d. ;

water white, 7|d. to 7|d. ;
Roumanian, spot, 5d. Petroleum

Spirit : American, ordinary, 7d. ;
deodorised, 7|d. to S^d.

OPIUM—^Is quiet and unchanged, there having been practi-

cally no business passing in the article during past week.

PARAFFIN WAX.- -Crude 2^d. to 2^d. Refined 3d. to 3|d.

QUICKSILVER—Is very steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle

from the importer.

QUININE.—'The agents for the makers still quote Is. Id. per
,

oz. for B&S and Brunswick Sulphate for 1,000 oz. lots in 100

oz. tins, while in the speculative market there are buyers of

these brands at lid. for December delivery. The landings

during May were 78,304 oz. and the deliveries 42,672 oz., making
the stock on Mav 31. 3,433,520 oz. against 3,824,368 oz. in

1902.

ROSIN—Fh-m. Common strained spot 5s. 9d. ex wharf, and
5s. 3d. July-September and October-December sailer ex ship

terms.
SENEGA ROOT.—4s. 9d. per lb. is now asked.

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable came yesterday lower at 62
rupees, with business thereat in TN Orange. The market here .

keeps very firm, with a further upward movement in prices.

On the spot a fair demand prevails, with moderate sales at

full rates, fair TN Orange seUing on a basis of 126s. For
arrival the sales comprise fully 800 cases TN, including May-
July shipment at 122s., and October-December at 120s. 6d. to

122s. c.f. and i. Futures are strong and again rather dearer.
The sales are about 1,200 cases, including June delivery ".t

128s. 6d. to 129s., August at 127s. 6d., October at 126s.,

December at 126s. to 127s., and January at 126s.

SPICES—la consequence of the Wliitsuntide holidays, the
usual Public Sales have been postponed until 10th inst. Pepper
very quiet for spot, with buyers of Singapore for arrival at b^d.

per lb., and sellers at 6^d. White Pepper remains nominally
unchanged in the absence of business. Arrowroot : A sfmall

business done in St. Vincent at late rates. Cloves : Zanzibar
very quiet for spot ; futures rather dearer, ^^d. per lb. having
been paid for August-October.
TAR.—Stockholm 21s. 6d. Archangel 16s.

NEW REMEDIES.

The Notes in this column embody recent suggestions in therapeutics, for
the information of dispensers; they deal with novel applications of
drugs and prep,^rations in common use, in addition to new remedies
strictly ao-called.

Barium Chloride as a Cardiac Tonic.—Schedel has experi-

mented with barium chloride on patients suffering from heart
disease, tuberculosis, asthma, chlorosis, and other diseases in
which the blood pressure is low. Doses of 0 02 to 0 05 Gm.
(one-third to three-quarters of a grain) produced a marked rise

of blood pressure and general improvement ; the pulse became
regular, full, and less frequent. The suggestion is made that
chloride of barium might replace digitalis in the treatment of

many organic diseases of the heart, whether of the muscular
substance or valves.

—

Lancet, 164, 1,133.

Narcotile ; a General Anasthetic—T. Eastham publishes
some notes about this substance, which is the bichloride of

methyl-ethylene, and is said to be obtained by the direct action
of hydrochloric acid on mixed ethylic and methylic alcohols'

distilled together. The vapours are condensed under pressure
and purified. The liquid is transparent, and highly volatile,

uudecomposed by light, inflammable, and agreeably odorous.
The general effects of anaesthesia produced by narcotile resemble^
those produced by ether. It has been used with success and'
perfect safety in a number of different operations of varying
seriousness.

—

Lancet, 164, 1092.

Sublamtn for Hand Disinfection.—D. Engels finds that sub-
lamin, merca'-y-ethlyene-diamine sulphate, forms an excellent

agent for disinfecting the hands. In 2 to 3 per cent, aqueous solu-

tion it occasions no irritation, penetrates the skin, and kills all

germs. Nickel-plated instruments are not affected by it. It is

even more efficacious in alcoholic solution, a 2 per mille solution

being the most useful strength for the purpose. Although
it is only one-tenth as poisonous as corrosive sublimate it

is a better antiseptic. Ethylene-diamine, like ammonia, has
the property of softening and dissolving the skin tissues. It is

to this that the penetrative power of sublamin is due. In this

respect it is much superior to corrosive sublimate solution,

which it should entirely replace for disinfecting the hands. —

,

Pediat., 15, 116.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Infobmation required by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries,
Beplies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulee
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbnry Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Shampoo Powder (H. R. B.— S9/22).—A good formula was
given in reply to a correspondent last week. See page 782.

Motto (C. B.—89/21).—It may be interpreted " I grow strong
and upward."

Earthenware (B. L. B.—78/23).—Messrs. Doulton and Co.,

Ltd., High Street, Lambeth, S.E., are, we believe, makers of
such vessels as you require.

Membership of the Society (W. S. G.—89/24). — The
" shrinkage " in members' subscriptions shown in the revenue
account for 1902 was due to the fact that there were fewer
subscribing members that year than during 1901. But the
position has since been more than recovered, the number of

members being now the highest on record, as proved by the
number of voting papers issued last month. The following
figures indicate the strength of the Society, at the date of the
annual meeting, for the past five years:

—

1899 5468 members.
1900- 5541
1901 5628
1902 5418
1903 5780

These figures neither support the contention that there has
been any shrinkage caused by centralising the work of col-

lecting subscriptions, nor do they afford any evidence in favour
of the alternative hypothesis you advance.

CORRECTION.

Mr. E. C. Spurge writes from Neuilly-eur-Seine asking us to
correct an error in his paper on " The Determination of Eugenol
in Clove Oil." In the Journal of May 23, page 702, first

column, line 30, for 1'164 read 0164.

MARRIAGES.

Deed—league —On May 27, at St. Catherine's Weslejan
Church, Lincoln, by the Rev. W. H. Kirkham, Arthur Edgar
Deed, M.P.S., Reading, son of Mr. Percy Deed, of Elmhuxst,
The Avenue, Lincoln, to Edith Lucy, eldest daughter of Mr.
J. H. Teague, of Creston Villa, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

Taylor— Ayland.—On June 3, at St. Mark's Church, New-
port, Mon., by the Rev. Thomas LI. Lister, Archibald Leonard
Taylor, pharmacist, Royal Infirmary, Bristol^ youngest son
of Alfred Taylor, of Newport, to Annie (Nancie), eldest daughter
of Charles Ayland, of Newport.

DEATHS.

Cameron.—On May 27, James Ellison Cameron, Chemist and
Druggist, Inverness. Aged 32.

Eastwood.—On May 31, Lewis Eastwood, Chemist and Drug-
gist, Barnsley. Aged 66. Mr. Eastwood had.i been a member of
the Pharmaceutical Society since 1870.

Hamer.—On June 3, Joseph Armitstead Hamer, Chemist and
Druggist, Southport. Aged 46.

Hancorn.—On May 13, John Thomas Hancorn, Chemist and
Druggist, Abergavenny. Aged 67.

Haworth. - On Friday, May 29, at Walmer Road, Netting
Hill, after a short illness, James King Haworth, formerly with
Mr. Lloyd Bullock, of 22, Conduit Street, W. , and afterwards
in business in Maida Vale. Aged 86. Mr. Haworth was an

early and loyal supporter of the Society, having joined as an
Associate in 1842 and kept up his connection \mtil he was no
longer in a position to do so. He experienced a considerable
amount of ill-fortvme during the latter portion of his business
career, and was eventually obliged to have recourse to the
assistance which the Benevolent Fund Committee readily ac-
corded. He was elected an annuitant in 1893, and the Society-

has seen that he has been faithfully cared for ever since. On
behalf of Mr. Lloyd Bullock and of the Society, Mr. Chater„,
from the Secretary's office, attended the funeral, which took
place on Tuesday last at Willesden Lane.

Newman.—On May 27, George Franklin Newman, Chemist
and Druggist, Brixham. Aged 35.

Pirie.—On May 29, Alexander Pirie, Chemist and Druggist,
Buckie. Aged 26.

Stevenson.— On May 26. Thomas Stevenson, Chemist and
Druggist, Knutsford. Aged 65.

Waterhouse. — On May 29, William Henry Waterhouse,
Chemist and Druggist, AltrLacham, formerly of Ashton-under-

'

Lyne. Aged 86.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK.

Relative Affinities of Polybasic Acids.

H. M. Dawson remarks tliat the conceptions of avidity, as

defined originally by Thomsen, and of affinity, as based on the

theory of electrolytic dissociation, are not always identical. For

weak polybasic acids the relative affinities are determined essen-

tially at all ordinary concentrations by the primary dissociation

of a single hydrogen ion, and direct values for the affinities a^

measured by their base combining powers will be obtained if

the quantities of the two acids competing for a base are in the

ratio of their molecular and not their equivalent weights. In

the case of strong polybasic acids, the affinity is a c&mplex factor

determined by more than one dissociation phenomenon, and a

method of viewing such partition phenomena in the case of the

stronger polybasic acids is brought forward.

—

Proc. Chem. Soc,

19, 135.

Snake Venoms.

Lamb and Hanna have expenmented on the nature and physio-

logical action of the venom of Russell's viper {Daboia 7-usscUn).

They find that Daboia venom owes its toxic property chiefly to

its action upon the blood, the rapid dteath which results being

mainly due to extensive clotting of the blood in the blood-vessels.

By heating a weak solution of the venom (O'l per cent.) for half

an hour to 73° C. the toxicity is completely destroyed, though

a more concentrated solution (1 per cent.) may have its toxicity

only lessened by this treatment. While cobra venom contains

a toxic substance of the nature of an albumose, which acts

specially upon the central nervous system, and is the essential

poisonous constituent, it contains no .«;ubstance causing intra-

vascular clotting. Daboia venom, on the other hand, contains

no toxic element having an action similar to that- of the toxic

albumose of cobra venom. Calmette's anti-venin, which has

a powerful neutralising action for cobra venom, possesses little

or no such property for daboia venom (nor for the venom of

Australian snakes, see P.J. [4], 16, 90).

—

Scientific Memoirs of

the Government of India, No. 3.

Extraction of Perfumes.

The extraction of the perfume from flowers such as jasmine,

tuberose, violet, and cassia has long been carried out by the

process of enfleurage, the blossoms being left in contact with

purified lard for a few days, and then replaced by fresh blossoms.

The lard is either sold as such, or the essential oil may be ex-

tracted from it by melting it under strong alcohol. As the

process of enfleurage is somewhat tedious, attempts have fre-

quently been made to extract the oil directly from the flowers

by means of light petroleum, but these processes have not as a

rule proved successful, and it has recently been found that a

very large proportion of the perfume is actually produced for the

first time in the blossoms during the time occupied by the

enfleurage. An interesting illustration of this is given by Albert

Hesse, who states that a ton (1,000 kilos.) of tuberose blossoms

only yielded 66 Gm. of oil when extracted with light petroleum,

but during enfleurage yielded 801 Gm. of oil to the fat in

which they were embedded, whilst a further 78 Gm. remained

in the faded! blossoms, and could be separated by extraction or

distillation. It thus appears that eleven times as much perfume

is produced during enfleurage as is originally present in the

. flowers, and that even af t-er enfleurage the exhausted flowers con-

tain more perfume than when first gathered.

—

Berichte, through

Xalure, 68, 89.

Vol. 70. (FooBTH Sebies. Vol. 16.) No. 1720.

Iodine and Bromine Derivatives of Fatty Acids and Esters.

Compounds of fats containing both iodine and bromine are

said to contain the iodine mort loo ;ely combined than in similar

chlor-iodine compounds, and to be therefore more active physio,

logically. They may be obtained by treating the fatty acids or

fats with iodine and bromine dissolved in alcohol or glacial

acetic acid, the total quantity of the halogens employed being

less than that required for the complete saturation of the un-

saturated fatty acids present. When the brown colour of the

reaction mixture has disappeared, it is poured into water, sepa-

rated, and washed five or six times with more water. Two
examples quoted are— (1) 10 parts, of the fatty acids of lard,

2 parts iodine, 1'27 part bromine, and 10 parts alcohol
; (2)

9 parts sesame oil, 1'26 part iodine, 0 8 part bromine arid

sufficient glacial acetic acid.—Gem. Patent 139,566; Chem.

Zeit., 1903, 223.

Preparation of Medicinal Manganese Dioxide.

A. Gotthelf, at the instance of Coblentz, has devised a method

for the preparation of a pure manganese dioxide of approxi-

mately constant composition for medicinal use. The method

adopted consists in precipitating the oxide from a solution of

manganese sulphate by the addition of a mixture of ammonia
and hydrogen peroxide. Tor this purpose 250 C.c. each of solu-

tion of ammonia (10 per cent.) and hydrogen peroxide (3 per

cent.) were diluted to 1,000 C.c. and added, with constant

etirring, to a solution of 50 Gm. of crystallised manganous sul-

phate in 1,000 C.c. of water. It is found impossible to remove

all the water of hydration by heat, for even at 210° C, a tem-

perature at which the precipitate begins tq.lose oxygen, some

water is still retained. The precipitate approximates to the fol-

lowing composition :—4MnO. 20 to 25 MnO^. The yield of oxide

from 50 Gm. of manganous sulphate is about 20 Gm.

—

Amer.

Journ. Pharm., 7 5, 2i4.

Separation of Glucose and Maltose.

L. Grunbert publishes the result of work on this subject. His
method of separating these sugars is as follows :—The solution

containing the two sugars is treated with 1 C.c. of phenylhy-

drazine and 1 C.c. of glacial acetic acid for each 20 C.c.' The
whole is boiled for one hour on the water-bath and then allowed

to cool completely. The osazone formed is collected and washed
with cold water, then, after desiccation, with benzene, untU the

latter is no longer covered
;
finally it is dried at 100°. There ia

then the choice of the two following methods for the separation

of the maltosazone:—^(1) The purified osazone is triturated in a

glass mortar, with the smallest possible quantity of acetone

diluted with its own volume of water. Filter. The filtered

liquid, left to itself, soon deposits crystals of maltosazone. If

too much acetone be used for the amount of maltosazone present

in the mixture, the crystallisation wUl not take place. In such

a case it is necessary to let the liquid evaporate in the air in a
glass dish until the odour of acetone has disappeared ; then

pour the cloudy residue into a small test tube and heat gently

on the water-bath until it becomes clear ; then allow it to cool

slowly. (2) The purified osazone is rubbed up with a very small

quantity of water and heated on the boiling water-bath for five

minutes. Filter rapidly. On cooling, the filtered liquid gives

crystals of maltosazone, which can be recrystallised as has been

described above. By using these two methods concurrently, the

author has been able to detect maltose distinctly in a solution

of 1/lOOOth, containing also 1/lOOOth part of glucose, and in

another solution containing l/2000th part of maltose and' 1 per

cent, of glucose.

—

Jown. de Pharm. et de Chim [7], 17, 5,

through Chem. News. -

"'
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THE SOLUBILITIES OF ALKALOIDS.*

BY W. .MULLEB.

•The solubility of the alkaloids in the various immiscible

solvents used in alkaloidal assays is a matter of extreme

importance to the analyst. W. Miiller has determined the

solubility of some of the most important and compiled the

following table :—

•

THE RELATION OF PHARMACY TO MEDICINE.'

BT r. J. WALTON.

The relations which have existed in times past between the

different branches of medical science cannot by any stretch of

imagination b* called cordial. They appear to have been con-

.stantly at daggers drawn, and hatred, malice, and all un-

charitableness to have been only too prominent in their dealings

M.Pt,

85°-86°

114-115
176-177°
167°
172°
173°

201°
236°
98°

126-128°
132°-133°

108 5°

243-244°

,
255°

Alkaloid.

Aconitine, amorph
Atropine, cryst.

Brucine, cryst

Quinidine, cryst

Quinine hydrate (6-37 H2O)
Quinine, anhyd.
Ginchonidine, cryst. ......
Cinchonine, cryst

Cocaine, cryst

Colchicine, amorph
Hydrastine, cryst

Hyoscyamine, cryst

Morphine, cryst

Strychnine, cryst

Ether
Sp. gr. 0-720

694
45-3

133-5

128-8
61-7

114-2

474-5

10008
8 62

796-2

197-3

49-5

7632 1

2317-4

Ether
Sat. wil

Water,

58-9

26-95

1446-1
61-4

17-8

35 8
191-3

811-4

2-94

554-2

125-9

25-55

10622-0
1951-7

Water
.f'witb-=

Ether.

570 4
67-5

467-4

3247-7

1497-8

11769
3266-3

3985-1
394-4

8-3

2608-8

320
22390
6023-3

Benzol
3p. gr. 0-885.

<1
2505
90-1

40-8

486-9

58-8

1010-2

1833-8

10
106-5

11-25

1300
15991
1299

ChloTof.
Sp. tt. 1-487.

<1
1-47

<1
<1
<1
<1

1075
143-3

<1
<1
<1
<1

1525-5

<1

Acetic
Ether

Sp. gr. 0-900.

<1
25-8

23-5
56-8

21-5

405
330-0

1390-0
1-69

745
24-7
20-4

537-2

5070

Pet. Spt.
B.P.59-64°C.
Sp. gr. 0-663.

4237-9
1211-7

11405
4155-3

9750-7
4729-3
2103-1
2985-9

42-2

1737-1

1366-1

10188
1170-7

10715-5

CCI4
Sp. gr. 1-599.

50-2

151-2

1286-4

1770
491-6

189-0

1967-0
2770-0

<1
8296
810-9-

1722-7
6396-4

6320

Water.

1845-7
56-1

1775-8

49430
174-2

1975-7

3318-8

4182-6

563-3
10-4

3000-0
281-5

3532-8

4804-2

These figures were determined by agitating the powdered
alkaloid with the solvent for three hours at 18-22° C, evaporating

a weighed quantity of the solution and weighing the residue
;

they represent the parts by weight of solvent necessary to

dissolve 1 part by weight of alkaloid.

The following appear to be the best solvents for removing the
various alkaloids from their aqueous solutions :—

Alkaloids.

Aconitine, amorphous
Atropine, crystalline

Brucine, crystalline

Quinidine, crystalline

Quinine, hydrate

Quinine, anhydrous

Ginchonidine, crystalline

Cinchonine, crystalline
Cocaine, crystalline

Colchicine, amorphous

Hydrastine, crystalline

Hyoscyamine, crystalline
Morphine, crystalline

Strychnine, crystalline

Solvents,

Benfcol or acetic ether.

1, Benzol
; 2, Acetic ether.

Acetic ether.

Benzol.

1, Ether saturated with water
;

2, Acetic ether.

1, Ether saturated with water
;

2, Acetic ether.

Ether saturated with water.
Ether saturated with water.
1, Benzol

; 2, Acetic ether.

1, Water saturated with ether

;

2, Water.
Benzol.
Acetic ether.

Acetic ether.

Benzol.

Whilst the foregoing data form a valuable contribution to
our knowledge of the solubility of the various alkaloids, it

must be observed that it is extremely doubtful whether the short
maceration of three hours suffices to saturate the solvent ; it

is further doubtful whether all the alkaloids examined pass with
equal rapidity into the various solvents. As expressions o
absolute solubility the figures given by Miiller must be received
with caution.— [Ed. P./.]

From the Apotiteker ZeHung, 18, 208,

with each other. ITp to the time* of Henry VIII. there was no

regular distinction between physicians and surgeons proper.

Surg-eon-s tonsorial, apothecaries or pharmacists, each was a

law unto himself, and did what seemed right in his own eyes.

During the reign of that illustrious monarch the duties oi

.physicians and surgeons were to some extent differentiated.

Th« physicians of London were incorporated in 1518, and the

barber surgeons in 1540. The apothecaries date as such from

1617. Formerly they had carried on business as grocers,

veaidors of cosmetics and a thousand and one other things.

During the reign of James I. a i>etiEion was presented to him

by the physicians praying for a separate corporation. The

outcome of ill this was the formation of the Society of Apothe-

caries.

Up to 1815 there was no compulsory medical education.

About this time the chemLsts and druggists made their appear-

ance. They were the descendants of the old alchemysts,

searchers after -vital elixirs and philosophers' stones, and the

old drug vendors. Between these three bodies a keen warfare

prevailed. The physicians complained that the apothecaries

usurped their functions ; the latter retorted by accusing the

former of not only prescribing, but of having the audacity to

dispense.

Eventually the apothecary started on a purely medical

career, and a Bill to prevent this was rejected by the House

of Lords in 1794. They continue to practise, and so we find

as their descendants to-day the Licentiates of the Society of

Apothecaries. Prior to 1868 tlie practice of pharmacy was

free to all without any restrictive examination or legislation.

The resolution which I bring forward is that " dispensing

by doctors and prescribing by chemists are both equally unde-

sirable." It may be asked why do I associate the two and

make them interdependent? I do not believe for one moment

that it is iwssible to associate them. If you do not wish the

chemi.st to overstep his legitimate functions and prescribe, my
contention is that you should not take away his calling by

* Abstract of a paper read before the Ovpens College Medical Stadents*

'Debating Society. Reprinted from the Manchester Zledical SiwlenW OazeUe.
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<iispensing. This scheme is practicable, and is at present

carried o^t in France ind Germany, and, indeed, in many parts

4)1 this country. I cannot do better than quote the words of

the late Dr. Leech (in an address on " The Evolution of

Pharmacy," delivered to the students of the Pharmaceutical

Society's School) :
—"The compounding of drugs ought to pass

into the pharmacist's hands, and I believe will do so. The

practice of pharmacy by doctors is not only an evil to the

pHirinacist', biit a disadvantage to medical men themselves.

.It leads practitioners to limit themselves unduly to the use

of certain drugs, and they lose time which might be devoted

to 'other and- more profitable matters." I have no hesitation

in Saying that all these new-fangled, dressed-up, machine-made,

so-called elegant productions have done, and are doing, great

harm to both physician and pharmacist, and their benefit to

'th.4 patient is quite a matter of question.

Is it a fair thing, gentleman, is it honest, to prescribe these

'pr<>prietary articles for which the patient has to pay perhaps

double or treble their value ? Under such circumstances can

we wonder that if a patient goes into a chemist's shop and asks

shall he take So-and-So's pills, or ought to see a medical man,
tliat the chemist unhesitatingly recommends the pills, out of

•w hich he makes something, rather than the doctor out of whom
lie ' makes nothing?

That prescribing by ehemists is wrong needs no ar.gument,

but at the same time we ought to take a common-sense view of

what constitutes prescribing. For instance, for a chemist to

prescribe a bronchitis mixture is undoubtedly wrong, but there

are many slight and maybe accidental ailments which we can

liardly .
expect the patient to go to a medical man for. But

this is just where I urge a better and more equitable relation-

«hip so that the chemist will have every inducement to xise

4he utmost discretion and not overstep his legitimate calling.

That prescribing by chemists is a real evil, let alone an

unfair and illegitimate usurpation of function, is only too

piitent. Counter-prescribing prevails to an extent which is

most surprising; and many chemists make uo inconsiderable

portion of their living by it. I know that medical men indi-

vidually have a great objection, for obvious reasons, to taking

action against the prescribing chemist, but what cannot be

done individually may be done collectively. I am, however,

finnly convinced that more good would accrue from harmonious

,
co-operation than from legal limitations. The advantages I

would claim for iv system by which dispensing is don3 by
arrangement, with a chemist are :

—
1. The. medical man is relieved from the burden of dis-

pensing himself.

2. This dispensing is better done,

3. It would tend to increase the art of prescribing, which is

la danger of being lost.

4. It is fair and equitable.

5. It gives the doctor a wider range of drugs to choose from,
not limiting him to those he has in stock.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST.

•Commenting on the recent decision in the hot-wacar bottle

t-ase (see P.J., ante, p. 804), the British Medical Journal

point's out that " the general rule that there is no implied war-

ranty or condition as to the quality or fitness for any particular

: purposes of goods supplied under a contract of sale is subject

to certain exceptions, some of which ought to be noticed

with' peculiar care by all chemists and druggists. Thus if

a customer makes known to the chemist, either expressly
or by implication, the particular purpose for which he requires

an instarument or some piece of apparatus, and he does this

in such a way as to show; that he relies on the chemiat's skill

and judgment ; and, further, if the article in question is of

a description which it is in the course of the chemist's business

to supply, then there is an implied condition that the article

shall be reasonably fit for the purpose. In other words, ifc

is no longer a case of caveat emptor, or of ' buying with all

faults.' This exception does not hold good in the case of the

sale of a specified article under its patent or other trade name.

Chemists frequently sell surgical instruments and apparatus

for purposes which are freely discus.'ed at the time of the

sale. A recent case in the High Court affords an illustratioa

of the risk which is run if the -goods sold are not in proper

condition. The plaintiff, who was a draper by trade, went to

the shop of a retail chemist and asked for an indiarubber

hot-water bottle for the use of his wife, who was suffering

from cramp. Accoi^ing to the chemist's story, the plaintiff

asked him if the bottle would stand boiling water, and he
said it would not, but that it would stand hot water. Even-

tually the plaintiff bought the bottle. After his wife had

used it for four nights it burst and scalded her severely. la

these circumstances an action was brought against the chemisi;

for damages. The jury found as a fact that although the

cliemist had expressly stated the bottle could not be used for

boiling water, it was unfit for use with hot water. They were,

however, unable to agree on the question whether the chemist

was guilty of negligence, but they assessed the damages pro-

visionally at £40 for expenses, and £1(X) for pain and suffer-

ing. The judge was asked to decide any questions not covered

by the findings of the juiy. It was argued on the part of the

chemist that the maxim caveat emptor applied, and that the

customer had taken the bottle with all risks. The learned

judge, however, found that there had been an implied war-,

ranty that the bottle was fit for the particular purpose for

which it was acquired ; that this warranty had been broken,

and that the plaintiff was entitled to £40. As there was no
contract between the wife, who sustained the injuries, and
the chemist, the £100 could not be recovered. This judgment
was affirmed by the Court of Appeal. The Master of the

Rolls said :
' There was a sale of a specific chattel for a par-

ticular purpose, and the circumstances show that the buyer

relied on the seller's skill or judgment. This was an inference

of fact to be drawn from all the circumstances of the case,

and the inference ought not to be excluded merely because

the article is sold simply as a hot-water bottle.' This state-

ment of the law seems to accord with justice and common
sense. In selling the bottle the chemist acted, to a limited

degree, in an advisory capacity. Had the plaintiff bought the
same article at an indiarubber shop, without asking any ques-

tions, it is most probable t-hat his action would have failed.''

NOTES ON ECONOMIC BOTANY.

Catha Edulis.

The shoots of this plant, according to Mr. Godfrey Leboeuf,

are masticated or used in the hydromel of the country, together

with the "Guechs" (Rhamnus parviflorus). It would be

interesting to know how far the stimulant properties of Catha,

are assisted or modified by the use of the latter plant.

West Indian Essential Oils.

According to the West Indian Bulletin, since 1891 the island

of Dominica has exported £20,083 worth of distilled lime oil^

£11,455 of otto (expressed oil) of limes, £209 worth of orange

oil, £3,587 worth of bay oil, and £12,688 worth of bay leaves ; «

total export foe ten years of over £4,800 per annum.
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INTERNATIONAL C0NQRE55 OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY.

MEETING AT BERLIN.

THE scientific sectional meetings of this Congress, the
- opening of which was briefly recorded in last week's

issue of the Journal, began on the afternoon of Wednes-
day, June 5, and were concluded on the following Mon-

day. The meetings of the Congress were held in the buildings of

the Reichstag, and it is estimated tliat some 2,000 persons, re-

presenting all parts of the globe, have taken part in them. Dele-

gates from Australia, Egypt, Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Bul-

garia, Chili, Columbia, Denmark, England, France, Greece,

Guatemala, Holland, Italy,
,
Japan, Java, Mauritius, Mexico,

Norway, Austria, Persia, Peru, Portugal, Roumania, Russia,

ISweden, Switzerland, Servia, Spain, Turkey, Hungary,
Uruguay, Venezuela, and the United States of America have
assembled to take part in this truly international meeting.
The Congress was divided into numerous sections, of which

No. 8, embracing hygiene, medical and pharmaceutical chemis-

try and foods, is of the most direct interest to nharmacists.

The first general meeting of this section was held on Wednes-
day afternoon, under the presidency of Dr. E. Merck, when,
after the discussion of business matters, the section divided

into two sub-sections, viz., (a) the chemistry of foods, and
(b) hygiene and medical and pharmaceutical chemistry, the

former with Professor Buchka, the latter with Professor

Thorns, as chairman. These sub-sections then held their

meetings separately.

The first paper in Sub-section (b) was one by Professor

Kunz-Keause (Dresden) on " The Relations of Applied Chemis-

try to German Pharmacy," an abstract of wliich will be pub-

lished shortly.

Dr. J. A. Mjoen (Christiania) then read a paper on

The Control of Medicines.

Dr. Mjoen was of opinion that steps should be taken to

improve and to render more stringent the regulations respect-

ing the control of medicines supplied to the public. In some
continental countries pharmacists are subject to periodical

visits from revisers, who inspect the medicines in stock, ex-

amine them, and report cases in which they do not comply

with official requirements. He suggested that the examination

of the medicines should not be carried out in the laboratory of

the pharmacy, but in special Government laboratories, or in

the various institutes of pharmaceutical chemistry ; that

samples for this purpose should be taken, and that, further,

test prescriptions should from time to time be made up with-

out any knowledge on the part of the pharmacist of the pur-

pose for which they were required. Dr. Mjoen finally pro-

posed that an International Commission should be appointed

to consider these propositions, and to formulate principles to

guide in making desirable improvements. The lecturer was,

however, strongly opposed, the opinion of the meeting being

that the regulations now in force in Holland, Saxony, Prussia,

and Austria were ample and worked well, and the resolution

was lost by a large majority.

On Thursday the chair was taken successively by Dr. Lud-

wig (Vienna), Dr. Power (London), and Dr. Weefers-Bettink

(Utrecht). The first paper on that day was by Profesaor

SsCH.iER (Strasburg) on the use of

Chloral Hydrate in the Examination of Drugs and Foods,

deaiing especially with chemico-toxicological investigations,

etc.

Professor Sdhaer alluded first to the extensive use made of

a strong solution of chloral hydrate in clearing vegetable pre-

parations for examination under the microscope, this clearing

action being due to the solvent power possessed by the solu-

tion for starch, chlorophyll, and other substances, then to the,

property this substance possesses of forming liquids when tri-

turated with certain other solids, to its solubility in various

liquids, and to the remarkable behaviour of iodine to a solu-

tion of starch in chloral hydrate. Since the publication of Dr.

Mauoh's dissertation in 1898 further data had been accumu-

lated, and it was desirable that Uhese should be embodied

with our previous knowledge into a systematic account of the

uses of this remarkable solvent. Of this account the follow-

ing is a brief summary, translated from the Apothektr

Zeitung :—
1. Alkaloids, Glucosidis, and Bitter Princij)hs.—Not only

alkaloidal salts—in some cases even tihe tannate—but -the pure

alkaloids are soluble in chloral hydrate, which also dissolves

manj' glucosides, bitter principles, etc. ; hence this solutioii

may be made use of for isolating such bodies in toxicological

investigations. Owing to its strong penetrating power, the

solutions, both in water and alcohol, are well adapted for ex-

tracting active principles from drugs, with the view of apply-

ing qualitative tests, or even making quantitative determina-

tions.

2. Gum-rcsins, Itcsins, and Balsams.—The solution has the

remarkable power of dissolving both resins and gums, and

hence generally yields clear solutions with gum-resijis, being

the only known single solvent of such substances. From

solutions of gum-resins water separates the resin and alcohol

the gum, in each case almost quantitatively ; aromatic balsams

are mostly soluble in chloral hydrate, whereas turpentine and

allied bodies are only partially soluole, and by this means

adulteration may, under certain circumstances, be detected.

3. Volatile Oils.—Here also the solution often affords valu-

able information. Not only do the oxygenated constituents of

volatile oils differ in solubility from the oxygen-free constitu-

ents, but the colorations observed, especially with the sesquiter-

penes, in solution of chloral hydrate containing free hydro-

chloric acid, are often very characteristic, and thus afford

a means of identifying the oils.

4. Fats, Waxes, Gutta-percha, and Caoutchouc.—The former

exihibit considerable differences in their solubility in aqueous

and alcoholic solutions of chloral hydrate. The latter yield

to these solutions chiefly the foreign substances that accom-

pany the gutta or caoutchouc.

5. Colouring Principles.—These are generally soluble, but

indigo is a notable exception.

6. Bfeorf.—Chloral hydrate removes the colouring matter,

even from old blood stains, with great facility, and the solu-

tion obtained is well adapted for exhibiting qualitative reac-

tions.

7. Starch, as is well known, swells and dissolves, but the

different starches behave differently in Ihis respect, so that

certain distinctions may be drawn, especially in conjunction

with microscopical examination.

8. Albumin, Gelatin.—These swell and dissolve.

9. Fibres, the behaviour of which to chloral hydrate vane*

considerably.
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Professor Schaer's paper was followed by one by Professor

Thorns, an abstract of which will a,ppear .shortly.

In Sub-section (a), the chemistry of foods. Profer,.-or Buchka
opened the sitting by speaking on the

Development and Importance of the Chemistry of Foods in

Science and Practice.

After alluding to the interest now taken in the chemical

imposition of foods, and to the work done on the subject.

Professor Buchka proceeded to show how that interest had been

principally aroused by the la,ws respecting the adulteration of

food that were passed in 1879. In 1894 suitable steps were

taken to ensure the proper education of food analysts, such

education being based upon a sound knowledge of the neces-

sary sciences. Many problems are .still awaiting solution, and

it has become more imperative than ever for the expert to con-

fine himself to one particular branch.

Professor Pabtheil then read a paper on the

Occurrence and Determination of the Organic Acids in Wine.

Professor Partheil comes to the conclusion that present

methods for determining the total lactic acid are in-

correct, as they take no account of the volatility

of lactic acid in water vapour, and has worked out

an exact method, based upon the facts that barium tar-

trate, citrate, and succinate are soluble in 80 per cent, alcohol,

whereas barium lactate is not. The alcoholic .^solution of the

la.tter salt is freed from alcohol by evaporation, the lactic

- acid liberated by phosphoric acid, and separated by distillation

Trith superheated steam. Acetic acid passes over with the

lactic acid. The latter can be determined by adding excess

of baryta, concentrating, filtering, evaporating to dryness.

The residue is heated with concentrated sulphuric acid, and

the carbonic oxide evolved measured.

This communication was followed by one on the

Composition and Ash-yield of Hungarian Wines,

by J. SziLAGYi (Buda-Pesth). The author referred to the cul-

tivation of the vines and production of wine iu Hungary.

Since the .passing of the law dealing with artificial wines a

great number of natural wines had been examined, and the

author had compiled and communicated a large number of

analytical data of various wines. He then drew attention to

the variation from normal figures that may be due to influ-

ence of abnormal. Tveather, etc., on the growth of the grape.s,

and consequently on the composition of the wine.

The paper which has attracted perhaps more attention than

any other is that by oir William Crookes, entitled

Modern Views on Matter : The Realisation of a Dream.

Sir W. Crookes, in his address, said that for nearly a century

men of science had been dteaming of atoms, molecules, and ultra-

mundane particles, and had been speculating as to the origin of

matter. They had now got so far as to admit the possibility of

resolving the chemical elements into simpler forms of matter, or

even of refining them away altogether into ethereal vibrations or

electrical energy. A brief account followed of some investigations

tearing on the constitution of matter and' the possibility of disso-

ciating the chemical elements. A number of isolated hypotheses as

to the existence of matter in an ultra-gaseous state, the existence

of material particles smaller than atoms, the existence of electri-

cal atoms or electrons, the constitution of Rontgen rays and their

pass^,ge through opaque bodies, the emanations from uranium,

and the dissociation of the elements were now welded into one

harmonious theory by the discovery of radium. Sir W. Crookes

continued :
—" Indulging in a ' scientific use of the imagination

'

and pushing the hypothesis of the electronic constitution of

- matter to what I consider its logical limit, we may be in fact

witnessing a spontaneous dissociation of radium—and we begin

to doubt the permanent stability of matter. The chenlical atom

may be actually sufiering a catabulic transformation, but at so

slow a rate that, supposing a million atoms fly ofif every second,

it would take a century for its weight to diminish by one milli-

gramme. It must never be forgotten that theories are only use-

ful so long as they admit of the harmonious correlation of facts

into a reasonable system. Directlj- a fact refuses to be pigeon-

holed and will not be explained on theoretic grounds, the theory

must go or it must be revised to admit the new fact. The
nineteenth century saw the birth of new views of atoms, elec-

tricity, and ether. Our views to-day of the constitution of

matter may appear satisfactory to us, but how will it be at the

close of the twentieth century? Are we not incessantly learning

the lesson that our researches have only a provisional value? A
hundred years lience shall we acquiesce in the resolution of the

material universe into a swarm of rushing electrons? This fatal

quality of atomic dissociation appears to be universal, and
operates whenever we brush a piece of glass with silk ; it works
in the sunshine and raindrops, and in thf lightnings and flame ;

it prevails in the waterfall and the stormy sea. And although

the whole range of human experience is all too short to afford a

parallax whereby the date of the extinction of matter can be

calculated, ' prot\-le,' the " formless mist,' once again may reign

supreme and the hour-hand of eternity will have completed one

revolution."

Another paper of interest was read in Section VII. (Agricul-

tural Chemistry) by Dr. Frank, of Charlottenburg, on

The Utilisation of Free Nitrogen of the Air for Agricultural

and Industrial Purposes.

Dr. Frank said that he had discovered an electrical method
of transferring nitrogen from the air into amides and compounds
and cyanogen, which provided raw material for the manufacture

of nitrates, ammoniacal salts, and cyanide of potassium. Calcium

nitrate so made had proved to be an excellent manure, which

opened up to agriculture an inexhaustible .source of nitrogen in-

dependent of foreign countries. It is estimated that the cost of

the ai'tifieial jjroduction of calcium nitrate in this way is less than

half what farmers have to pay at present for sodium nitrate. As
the generation of electric current becomes cheaper, so will the

cost of the artificially-produced fertilisers lessen.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Prosecution Under Section 17.

The Pharmaceutical Society v. Alex. Cross and Sons, Ltd.

On Wednesday, June 10, 1903, in Glasgow, Sheriff Court,

Sheriff Davidson sat for several hours hearing proof in the

prosecution, at the instance of the Registrar of the Pharma-

ceutical Society, against Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd.,

seedsmen and chemical manufacturers, Hope Street, Glasgow,

with which firm Mr. Alexander Cros,«, M.P., is understood to

be connected. The charge, which has already been published

ill cxtenso (see P. J., pp. 313, 4 6), bore that on February 6

last respondents sold a bottle of Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer,

which was alleged to contain poison sufficient to kill 200

persons.

Mr. Morison, S.S.C., Edinburgh, prosecuted for the Phar-

maceutical Society, and the defence was conducted by Mr.

Campbell, of Borland, King, and Shaw, writers, Glasgow.

Mr. John Rutherford Hill, Assistant Secretary to the

Pharmaceutical Society, who was the first witness, said that in

consequence of instructions received from headquarters, he

went to Glasgow on Friday, February 6, along with the

witness Gordon. He showed Gordon the shop of Alexander
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Cross and Sons, in Hope iStreet, and instructed him to pur-

chase a bottle of Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. He did not ask
him to buy any particular quantity, but simply a bottle of

the Ant Destroyer. He saw Gordon go to the counter, and be
served by a young lad. He also saw the witness Macintosh
enter the shop at the same time. He asked Macintosh to

wait and see what Gordon bought in the shop. He had also

the witness Forgie with him. Witness did not go into the
shop. When Gordon came out of the shop he handed witness
a parcel in the forur of a cardboard case,, which contained
the bottle lie now produced. He opened the parcel in the
presence of these three witnesses. The article cost 3s. 6d.

Assuming for the moment that the thing was poison, the
Act had been infringed in several respects. In the first place,

the bottle did not bear the name or address of the vendor.
There was no label to indicate this. He did not see the seller

or the agent for the seller make any entry of the sale in a
book to be kept for the purpose. From his own knowledge he
was not in a position to swear that the article was handed
over without any record being taken, but Gordon would speak
to that himself. He did not see the lad make any entrv in

the book before giving the article to Gordon. So far as he
could see, every essential provision of Section 17 of the Act
had been disregarded in this case. He took th-3 package to

his otBce in Edinburgh, and afterwards handed it to Mr. Fal-
coner King, City Analyst, Edinburgh, and instructed him to
mako an analysis and also arrange for the collaboration of Dr.
Littlejohn. On the seal on the top of the cork there was dis-

tinguishable th'? word " Cross " and a few letters of the
word " Glasgow," the others having been obliterated. Witness
said he had a knowledge of the usual trading prices charged
by chemists for all Icinds of medicines, including poisons.
The cost of the contents in this bottle would be sevenpence,
including the bottle.

Cross-examined by Mr. Campbell : Were you instructed to go
to Glaisgow and endeavour to obtain this poison for a complaint
against Alexander Cross and Sons?

Witness : I was instructed by the Registrar to investigate a
complaint.

Mr. Campbell : Who made the complaint you were instructed
to investigate?
Mr Morison objected. His friend, he said, had no business

ii a J; who gave the complaint, and he certainly would instruct
witness not to answer the question. Such a question had been
ruled incompetent in every Court in which he had appeared.
Mr. Campbell : He made a statement that he went to Glasgow

to investigate a complaint made to the Society. I ask h'm
what was the complaint-he was sent to investigate?

Mr. Morison: Oh! that is a different matter.
Witness answered that it was alleged that the offence for which

t'li-s film had been prosecuted in 1895 was being continued.
Mr. Campbell : But you were unsuccessful on that occasion?
Witness : The Sheriff accepted the argument tliat we had no

title.

Mr. Campbell : Had you other complaints between 1895 and
February 6, 1903?

Witness : There were rumours at variou-s times that the
offence was still being continued', and I was sent through to
make a purchase with a view to a conviction.

Mr. Campbell : I may take it that you adopted the usual
methods employed by the Pharmaceutical Society of trying to
trap one of the assistants into selling you, in your view, an
unlawful thing.

Witness said they went in the usual way to make purchase,
and made the purchase. He stood in Hope Street while the
purchase was being made by Gordon. Gordon was not in the
employment of the Society. He only knew from what Gordon
said himself that he was an insurance agent in Glasgow. Witness
saw what he had spoken to because there was a swinging glass
door open at the time. He instructed Gordon to purchase a
gardener's knife, a tin of insecticide, and a bottle of Ballikinrain
Ant Destroyer. He did not think that he instructed Gordon to
make purchases of the knife and insecticide before asking for
the ant destroyer.

;Mr. Campbell : Is it not the case you told him to try and i^ose
as a person who required gardening requisites?

Witness : Certainly not.

Mr. Campbell : Is it not the case you tried to make Alexander
Cross and Sons believe that Gordon was a person who required
ifuch things a« these ?

Witness: Certainly not.

Mr. Campbell : Why did you tell him to buy these things?
Witness : It is the usual practice to do that in order that the-

person may be in the shop for a little time to see what is going
on therein.

Mr. Campbell : Is that of any importance ?

Witness : Extremely sometimes.
Mr. Campbell

: Is it not the case that your instructions weit
that Gordon was to buy these gardening requisites in order that
Alexander Cross and' Sons might think that he was a person who
was in the habit of buying such things?

Witness : Certainly not.

Mr. Campbell ; You talk about the commercial value of"

Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. Do you know what it is composefl

Witness : I have a pretty good idea.

Mr. Campbell : Let us hear it.

Witness : An, ounce and a quarter of white arsenic and some-
brown sugar and water.

Mr. Campbell : Are you aware, sir, it is a patent, the com-
IJosition of which is unknown to anybody except tAiemselves?

Witness : I understand it was originated by the gardener
of Ballikinrain. and that the Messrs. Cross purchased the
formula from .him.

Mr. Campbell : Do you know what they paid for it?

Witness : No, I don't.

!Mr. Campbell : So that you do not know what the profit is ?

Witness : I am founding my opinion on the analyses of

many samples of it.

I Mr. Campbell : Have you any objection to-the cost of the

ingredients?

Witness : It strikes me that the retail price is very high.

Mr. Campbell : Is that one of the objections of the Pharma-
ceutical Society?
Witness : Not jmrticularly. We have no interest in any

commercial question at all.

Ml-. Campbell : In any way, does the price of this article-

interest in any special way the Pharmaceutical Society?

Witne.ss : It does interest chemists and druggists, because of

certain allegations which have been laid against them by tht-

maker of this article.

Mr. Campbell : What are these?

Witness : That they are very extortionate in their charges,

and they are strangling the commercial and agricultural interest

throughout the country. I am quoting almost word for word

from a Government document.

Mr. Campbell : Let us see it.

Witness : I have not got it here.

lili-. Morison submitted that this line of evidence was totally

irrelevant.

His Lordship, however, over-ruled the objection.

Mr. Campbell : Do you resent these allegatiwns ?

Witness : Not in the slightest.

Ml-. Campbell : Then in what way is the Society interested

in the sale of Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer?

Witness : Only as adhiinistrators of a public Act.

Mr. Campbell asked witness if he knew the meaning of the

word pharmacy.
Witness replied that it was a very comprehensive word. It

meajit the collecting and retailing of- medicines and the dis-

pensing of medicines under physicians' prescriptions.

Mr. Campbell : Had your interest entirely to do with the

dispensing of medicines?

Witness : Yes.

Mr. Campbell : And it was in connection solely with the

dispensing of mediicines that the Pharmaceutical Society

founded this charge?
Witness ; Certainly.

Mr.' Campbell : Wholly in connection with the dispensing of

medicuies?
Witness : That is so.

Re-examined : Witness stated that he had analysed qmte a

number of samples of Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer.

Mr. Campbell objected to witness .saying what he had found

as a result of an analysis of these samples. His Lordship did

not sustain the objection.

Mr. Hill stated that the sample contained 400 grams ol

white arsenic, and a considerable quantity of what appeared

to be brown sugar and water. It was highly sweetened.

Donald Matheson Gordon, Glasgow, spoke to making the

purchases at the respondent's premises. These were supplied
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by a young man, who said nothing except to ask vvhut the name
of the purchaser was, upon being requested for a receipt. He
did not see tlie lad make any entry of the sale in the book, nor
was he (witness) asked to sign any book. He took uo notice
of what was on the label.

Cross-examined : He was an insurance agent, and tliis was
something apart from his ordinary vocation. It was the fii-st

time he had acted as an officer of the Pharmaceutical Society.
He did not meet Mr. Hill casually on the day in question. He
knew Mr. Hill, who indicated beforeliand tliat he would require
his iservices. He did not think his action would result in these
proceedings. He certainly did not want gardening iniplements,
nor did he know what Mr. Hill wanted them tor ; although
he was not ignorant of the fact that that gentleman was acting
on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society. He made the pur-
chases not in any way to deceive anybody. He simply pur-
clxased the articles in the ordinaiy way. He could not say
which article he asked for first.

Mr. Campbell : Is it not the case that you got instructions
to buy the insecticide first, because you would not have got
iny of the ant destroyer?
Witness : I did not take it up that way.
Mr. Campbell : Had you any ideas at all on tlie subject?
Witness : I had ideas at the time, but I did not understand

\bout the Society.

Re-examined : He really could not say which of the articles he
purchased first. He saw from the receipt, however, that the
xnt destroyer was the first article mentioned.
William Forgie, residing in Edinburgh, whose duty it is to

assist Mr. Hill in making inquiries regarding the sale of poisons
by unqualified persons, said he saw tlirough tlie dooi-way
Gordon get the parcel and receive a receipt.

Alexander Macintosh, Glasgow, also gave evidence regarding
the purchase.

Cross-examined: It was the first occasion on which he had
acted in that capacity.

Mr. Morison again objected to this tone of examination. Mr.
Campbell, he said, was evidently trying to get at the source ol

the complaint, with which he had notliing to do.
Mr. Campbell submitted tliat it was quite a legitimate ques-

tion, and
The Sheriff ruled that it was.
Witness replied that Mr. Hill had asked liim to give his

services.

Mr. Campbell : Are you a friend of Mr. Hill ?

Witness : I know Mr. Hill.

Mr. Morison again interposed the objection to such questions,
arguing that if the source of the information, which Mr. Campbell
evidently desired to get at, was rtvealed^ the wliola intention

of the Statute would be destroyed. He strenuously opposed
such questions.

His Lordship thought the question mu.st be answered. It

was only ]5roper that wlien evidence was brought forward by
the prosecution it should be sifted, and that it should be
revealed how it came about.

Witness repeated the statement that he was i friend of Mr.
Hill, and was simply instructed by tliat gentleman to buy some
insecticide.

Mr. Campbell : You were simply there to act as a spy as to

•^vhat was going on while Gordon made the purchase.

Mr. Morison : Well, I am perfectly willing to admit that.

Witness, in reply to further questions, said it di4 not strike

him at the time for what purposes the articles outside the poison

were being bought.
Mr. Campbell : Wasn't it meant to lead the Messrs. Cross

to believe that this was a person who was in the habit of

purchasing agricultural articles?

Witness : I don't know.
Mr. Campbell : Wasn't it to throw dust in their eyes ?

Witness : It may be ; I don't know.
Mr. John Falconer King, F.I.C., Analyst for the City of Edin-

burgh, said that he had received from Mr. Hill the bottle of Bal-

likinrain Ant Destroyer produced in this ca.«e, and, along with
Dr. Littlejohn, had analysed its contents. They discovered

in the bottle 511 grains or thereby of arsenic. It also con-

tained sugar, but he did not concern himself much about that.

The arsenic was partially dissolved. It was in the form of

•crystallised powder. He also examined it microscopically. It

was a very powerful poison. The bulk of the arsenic was
present as a sediment in the bottle. It could be easily sepa-

rated ;
indeed, it separated itself. Any person wishing arsenic

for an improper puiiiose could very easily get it trom this
bottle. Arsenic was tasteless and odourless. The contents
of the bottle tasted like sugared water.

Mr. Morison : Do you think that if it were made use of on
a greenhouse it would be fraught with risks?
Witness : It would be fraught with very gieat risks.
Mr. Morison: Do you think it a safe way of dispensiiio-

arsenic to sell it in this form?
'

Witness : I think it very unsafe.
Ml-. Morison : Supposing that a greenhouse were smeared,

as directed on the label, would the arsenic be likely to drop ou r

Witness : It would.
'Mr. Morison : Would the temperature of a greenhouse have

a tendency to ma;ke the article drop off ?

Witness : It would.
Mi\ Morison : What, in your opinion, would be the result

of the article being smeared upon a greenhouse?
Mr. Campbell : I object. You have no evidence here whether

it was smeared on a greenhouse or not.
Mr. Morison : I am entitled to bring out all the circumstances

before the Court.
The Sheriff held that anything which tended to show whether

or not this was a poison, and if being a poison it was dangerous
to the lieges, was undoubtedly good evidence.

"

Mr. Morison repeated his question, and
Witness replied that, judging from the preparation, he

should think the sweetened portion of the solution, if placed
upon a greenhouse, would evaporate, and by-apd-bye the coat-
ing of arsenic being left would be blown about, and would
lodge on fruit or vegetables.
Mr. Morison : And in that way it would really be a danger-

ous element in the place?
Witness : I think it would be very dangerous.
Mr. Morison : Do you think that the public interest requires

articles of this sort to be handled by i>€ople who possess some
knowledge of the constituents of the poison?
Witness : Most emphatically.
Cross-examined : Do you know the manner in which the

constituents of the bottle in question were handled by the
respondents ?

Witness : No.
Mr. Campbell : And would you suggest how qualified chemists

should handle it differently?

Witness : I have nothing to do with that.

Mr. Camjjell : Do you suggest that the officers of the Phar-
maceutical Society actually proceed to vineries, or hothouses,
or gardens with BalUkinrain Destroyer, and apply it as indi-

cated?
Witness : I have nothing to do with that.

Mr. Campbell : Does it come within your knowledge, as a
scientific man, that any accidents of the kind indicated have
occurred within the last ten years?

Witness : I never heard of this stuff before.

Mr. Campbell : You have not heard of any of those terrible

things happening which you mention to-day?
Witness : Xo.
Dr. Littlejohn, who corroborated the evidence of the pre-

vious witness witli regard to the analysis of the contents of

the bottle produced, said it was a most dangerous method of

dispensing arsenic. He had read the instructions on the
label, and he thought there was a very great risk attending

the use of this poison for smearing a greenhouse. There
would be a great da_nger of the arsenic, when it dried, being

blown on to fruit or vegetables in the garden. Asked what
he thought would be a fatal dose of arsenic, witness said that

in the Maybrick case two grains was said to be a fatal dose.

He would be safe in saying two to three or three to four grains.

There was sufficient -arsenic in the bottle produced to kill 200

people.

This concluded the evidence.

Mr. Campbell intimated that he did not propose leading

any evidence for the defence.

iMr. Morison then addressed the Court. He spoke ia

anticipation of several objections he was sure his friend Mr.
Campbell would raise, and submitted that the respondents

did not in any sense comply with the requirements of the

Statute.

Mr. Campbell contended that the Act did not strike at such
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people as Alexander Cross and Sons, who did not keep an

open shop for the sale of poisons like a chemist or druggist,

wlio had no interest to sue for a penalty in this case. Ihe
only interest he could conceive the Societj- had was to con-

serve privileges which it was afraid of losing. He did not

think the entrapping conduct of the Society should be

countenanced, and he confidently asked the Court to find the

•charge not proven.

His Lordship said he desired some little time to consider •

the points raised, and would give his judgment on Saturday.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Methylated Soap Liniment.

On Tuesday, June 9, '1903, at the Clerkenwell Police Court,

before Mr. IJ'Eyncourt. The case was adjourned from May
13 (iSee P. J., May 16, page 680), for the defendants, Boots
(Southern), Limited, to bring further evidence as to a com-
mercial standard in London for " soap liniment " made with
methylated spirit. Mr. Bramall, solicitor, pros'ecuted for the

Islington Borough Council, and Mr. Bonsey, in the absence
of Mr. McMorran, K.C., led for the defendants.
Mr. C. W. Winter. 524. Bethnal Green Road, E., said he

w-as a J. P., and had retired from business two years ago.

Although he kept both liniments in stock he always sold the
methylated liniment when asked for soap liniment. When he
took over his old business there was a 1 lb. bottle of the recti-

fied liniment in stock, and it had lain unopened for twenty
years.

In reply to Mr. Bramall, he said that wholesale lists quoted
both liniments, and that he h<id never explained to his

customers that there were two kinds of soap liniment. Ques-
tioned by the Magistrate, he could not remember anj' other
medicines, pure and simple, in the B.P. in regard to which
there was a different standard. Hou.';ehold remedies varied

'

considerably

,

Dr. C. 0. Hawthorne, M.D., 26, Weymouth Street, W., said

he had given special attention to the B.P. As a medical pian in

London he knew that metliylated soap liniment was very
largely used. Therapeutically, the methj'lated liniment was as

good as the rectified. If he ."ent his servant to a cliemi.'-t's sliop

for soap liniment he would expect to get the methylated. There
were many things in the B.P. which had a commercial
standard, also mucilage of gum, turpentine, soft soap. These
were used commercially, and could not be said to come up to

the B.P. description ; they also had ordinary or domestic use,

apart from medicine.
Oross-examined by Mr. Bramall, lie .said that he was in medi-

cal practice now, but he had also been trained as a chemist.
If he asked a chemist for soft soap he would not expect to get

the B.P. article.'.

The Magistrate : Suppose he said, I want it for medical use?
—I do not think he would be entitled to get tlie Pharm-icopceia
preparation; a chemist, of course, miglit give the B.P. article.

Mr. Bramall : But sapo mollis in the B.P. is translated .soft

fX)ap ; do you suggest that he should not get the B.P. soft

stoap?—Yes ; he would not bo entitled to get it.

Mr. Bramall: Then why go to a chemist?—A chemist may
keep many commercial articles. Dr. Mawtliorne, defining his

position, said that he did not think the B.P. was a uni-

versal .standard between the chemist and tlie public. If the
article was only found in the Pharmacopoeia then he would be
entitled to get that ; but custom fixed a commerciul standard,
and he did not think the chemist ought to a'-k wlych kind the
public wanted.
Re-examined by Mr. Bonsey, he said he regardred the B.P.

a,.s a legal standard for interpreting physician:-" prescriptions

only. The preface to the Pharmacopoeia stated that the pre-

parations were to. be used in medicine,"' tliat wa.s- in the
practice of medicine.

The Magistrate here remarked that he considered it an
important point that in the instances given by Br. Hawthorne
the articles had two uses—a medical and a dnmes-tic use—but
soap liniment had only a medical use. Could Dr. Hawthorn©
point out any other substances in the Pharmacopoeia which
tad a purely medical use, and for which there was a standard
apart from the B.P. ?

Dr. Hawthorne gave compound camphor liniment made with

methylated .spirit. He also instanced carbolic acid and car-
bonate of soda.

But these, replied the Magistrate, have also two uses.
Asked w})y the B.P. did not sanction the use of methylated

spirit, Dr. Hawthorne replied that (1) it was not necessary
;

there were alcohols of different strengths given, and the
Pliarmaoopoeia was not concerned with economic que.stion-.

(2) It could not sanction the use of anything which it had not
already defined, and (3) it could not define methylated spirit

because it was not a scientific term, and the spirit might change^
according to Inland Revenue regulations.
The witness was questioned by the Magistrate ,as to the doses

quoted in the Pharmacopoeia. If a chemist sold quinine, and
placed on the label the adult dose, was he not going by the
B.P. ? Witness replied that he would, no doubt, be guided by
the Pharmacopoeia. The doses were quoted as a guide to the
practitioner.

Mr. C. E. Fox, 109, Bethnal Green Road, E., confirmed the
evidence as to trade custom.

Mr. Thomas Needham, The Laurels, Huddersfield, said he
Iliad four shops in London, and always sold the methylated
when asked for soap liniment.

In reply to Mr. Bramall : The B.P. was not entirely a guide
as between the chemist and tlie public. He instanced mucilage
of acacia, but he could not recall anything in the B.P. which
was a medicine, <Tnd nothing but a medicine, in which the
B.P. was departed' from.
The Magistrate questioned him as to doses. He explained

that the chemist usually considered a safe dose was half way
between the maximum and minimum given in the B.P. It was
part of a chemist's training to know the doses.

Mr. W. Forbes said he was the manager of the drug depart-
ment of Messr.s. Picken Bros., Limited. He was a registered

chemist and the organising secretary of one of the largest

branches of the Humanitarian League in the East-end of Lon-
don. He eonfinned tlie evidence of trade cusiom, as also did'

Mr. J. A. Lubbock. 52, Artillery Lane, E.C. ; Mr. R. S. Page,
186, Essex Road. N. ; Mr. Peter Knight, 85, High Street,

Harlesdcn, N.W. ; 'Mr. H. H. Charlesworth, 780, Fulham
Road, 'S.'W. ; and Mr. H. E. Durbin (Durbin Bros., Limitef]),

131, High Street, Putney, S.W. TheMatter said he objected to

Boots' policy, and gave evidence merely as a matter of trade

interest.

Mr. S. F. Goss, now manager of the Crown Perfumery Co.,

said he had experience of business in the Vvest-end generally.

He had sold .soap liniment made with methylated spirit, but it

was seldom asked for. The number of preparations for ex-

ternal use in tlie B.P. were small in proportion, and the four

liniments in question constituted a large proportion of the ex-

temal ren^edies.

To Mr. Bramall : The B.P. was not an. absolute guide. A
certain amount of licence was allowed in the public interest ii>

regard to external remedies.

Mr. Bramall said that, in his opinion, the point at issue was
one entirely of fact. Had the defendants brought sufficiint

evidence to prove tliat the article supplied was of the nature,

substance, and quality of the article demanded by the pur-

chyser? On this point the Court above had given them great

assistance. The judgment in the case of Dickens and Randersoii

stated tliat. jn-ima fncic, the dirug demanded must hi taken

to mean the drug in the Pharmacopoeia. The judgment in the

present Qase went even further, for the Lord Chief Justice, in

giving judgment, said that altliougli they must send the case back

for the leamed magistrate to hear evidence as to trade customs,

he tliought it was extremely likely it would show that thi'

defendants were trying to .^ell by another name something they

had no right to sell. The question to be determined now w.i«,

had tliat strong prima facie presumption been rebutted by th.f

evidence of the defendants? They were dealing with an articL-

which was a drug and nothing but a drtig, and any analogy sucSi

as turpentine had notlring whatever to do with this article. The
Inland Revenue regulations also were beside the mark, became
they- dealt net with soap liniment, but with methylated spirit,

and the Exci.'e had no power to alter the construction of

either the I'harmacy Act or the Food and Drugs Acts. Mr.

Bramall tlie.i dealt with the various Excise Acts which

governed the manufacture and .sale of methylated spirit.

Coming to the Inland Revenue regulations, authorising the we
of methylated spirit in drug.s, he contended that all the autho-

rities said in effect w.is, we will raise no objection to the iL'^e flf
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methylated spirit in the manufacture of soap liniment. This,
liowever, did not relieve the chemist of any liability under any
other Act. No one outside the trade knew of this permit, and
(the use of methylated spirit in this drug could not be said
thereby to have been brought to the knowledge of the customer.
ilk: Bramall then sketciied the histoiy of the variou.? pharma-
copoeias from the time of the incorporation of the Royal Charter
oL Physicians in the reign of Henry VIII. The order in
.Council of 1851 stated that the London Pharmacoi)oeia articlo
must bo supplied unless a doctor's prescription was supplied

;

tins was a reversal of the policy which the defendants claimed
•with regard to the British PharmacoixEia. He next dealt with
the construction to be put upon the words in Section 15 of the
Pharmacy Act, 1868—- Any peri-on . . . who shall com-
pound any medicines of the British Pharmacopoeia, e.xceiJt ac-
cording to the formularies of the said Pharmacopoeia." This',
he contended, was to prevent a registered chemist from com-
pcranding and sellin;? drugs not made according to the Pharma-
copoeia. If a chemist could not compound he could not sell,

and the Legislature intended that nothing should be com-
pounded unless made according to the B.P.
.The Magistrate : The King's Bench says that Dickeiw and

Sanderson did not mean that, and that I have to find whether
there was another standard.
Mr. Bramall : I don't think they ^vent as far as that.
Mr. McMorran said he held that the view taken by the High

Ceurt was that compounding was the " making up " of physi-
cians' prescriptions.

Resuming his arguments on Wednesday, June 10, Mr.
Bramall said that the fact of the hospitals "using methylated
spirit was of no importance, and could not affect the law
reb-pecting drugs sold over the counter. Dealing with the in-
terpretation to be placed on Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act.
1868. he said that the Lord Chief Justice appeared to think
.that, while this section made it an offence to compound, it did
Jiot make it an offence to sell. Coming to the point of a
commercial standard, Mr. Bramall argued that the High Court
had not sent the case back for the magiLstrate to say whether
or not there was a commercial standard, and that it did not
follow that if he found there was a commercial standard he
must necessarily dismiss the case.

Mr. McMorran replied that some effect must be given to the
decision of the High Court, and that the magistrate must find,

its a fact, whether there was a commercial standard for soap
liniment different from that in the Pharmacopoeia.
The Magistrate sa.id that, as he understood it, the two

p»inis he had to settle were—^(IT Was there a commercial
standard differeRt from that of the Pharmacopoeia? and (2)

was the request by a member of the public for soap liniment to

be understood to be a request for the liniment made with
methylated spirit or for that in the Ph.irmncopoeia

'

Mr. Bramall suggested that the standard must be so well

known that the public would expect to be supplied with it.

Mr. McMorran contended that it was not what they would
expect to get, but what, in the ordinary course of trade, thej-

would get when they asked for soap liniment.

Mr. Bramall, dealing with the judgment in the case of

Dickens r. Randerson, argued that it was a settled point of

law that when a purchaser asked for an article in ih-2

Pharmacopoeia there was strong primd-facic evidence that

he required the Pharmacopoeia article. If the public did not

know there were two kinds of liniments, how could it be said

that the methylated liniment was in accordance with the

demand of the purchaser. Boots undoubtedly were selling

cheaply in order to attract customer.% and to squeeze the

ordinary chemist, and he hoped the magistrate wauld not

find that the Pharmacopoeia was not a protection to the public

unless they brought a physician's prescription.

The position, at the close of Mr. Bramall's argument, was
fts follows:—Mr. McMorran contended that if there was a

well-known commercial article and a purchaser asked for it

•imder that name and got it, then he had got the aiticle he
demanded.

Mr. Bramall agreed with this, but added the qualification

that the article must be so commonly sold under that name
that the purchaser must be known to demand it.

Mr. A, E. Ekins, St. Albans, said he w^as Public Analyst for

Hertfordshire, and until four years ago in business as a chemist.

When aslted for soap liniment he had always supplied the

Pharmacopoeia preparation, and a ciiemir; was not justifie'd in

selling the methylated liniment for use by human beings ; it
was only fit for cattle. Methyl alcohol was very objectionable
and caused headache.

Cross-examined by Mi-. McMorran : He did not agree that it
was an offence under the Pharmacy Act to compound soap
liniment with methylated spirit. It appeared that, although
not now in business, Mr. Ekins had served in his old shop at
St. Albans during the last three weeks. Someone representing
the defendants had gone in and asked him for " quinine," and
witness had given tUe sulphate, labelling it "pure quinine."
He said he could not identify the package, but contended that
the .sulphate was "pure quinine." The BP. was an absolute
guide tor all medicines. Dr. Attfield's monograph on gelatin
in the 'Digesfo' Researches,' 1900, in which it was stated
that the B.P. was never intended to be a standard under the
Food and Drugs Acts, was put to witness. Witness replied
that Dr. Attfield " had been an authority, but had now been
got rid of, because he was no use."
Mr. A. E. Harris, M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., Medical Officer of

Health for Islington, agreed with the evidence of the previous
witness. On the d-ay the case was first heard he went to four
chemists' shops in Upper Street, Islington, and asked for soap
liniment. In all cases he got that made with rectified spirit.

On May 12 he went to three shops in Caledonian Road, with
the result that one gave the rectified liniment, and two asked
him which ho wanted. All the pharmacopoeias gave rectified
spirit.

Cross-examined by Mr. McMorran : He did not suggest any
fraud in connection with the sale of the methylated liniment at
a cheaper price. He said the sale of the methylated liniment
commenced for improper reasons, and was, he thought, unfair
trading.

Mr. McMorran asked : Was not that at the bottom of the
prosecution, and was not Boots the most unpo^iular firm in
the drug trade'?

Witness did not think so. He was also quite sure that the
chemists in the shops which he entered and asked for soap
liniment did not know him.

Mr. William Garner. 106, High Street, Kensington, flatly

contradicted^the evidence which had been previously given by
Mr. Frank Mays, of Reading, that while in the employ of

witness's father it was customary to sell the methylated lini-

ment when soap liniment was asked for.

Cross-examined by Mr. MdMorran : He also was in utter
ignorance of the practice of selling methylated liniment. At
the time when Mr. Mays was assistant to his father, he was
only in the business occasionally, but he knew that they did
not sell methylated liniment.

Mr. Robert Vincent, 460, Holloway Road, N., said he was
manager and pait-owner of Bishop's Pure Drug Co. When
asked for soap liniment his firm sujjplied the rectified.

In reply to Mr. McMorran. he said they sold the rectified at

3d. an ounce. The methylated could not be so'd at |d. an
ounce with much profit. They sold more rectified liniment,

but sold the methylated as opodeldoc. One of BLshop's price-

lists was submitted in which soap liniment was quoted at l^d.

an ounce. That was methylated. In another list, said to be
older, both liniments were quoted. Asked how he reconciled

this with the statement that when soap liniment was asked for

the rectified was supplied, witness replied that they were per-

haps not asked for soap liniment but once a month. When it

was asked for the rectified was supplied, but when asked
for opodeldoc it was customary to sell the methylated.
Mr. E. O. Perodeau, pharmaceutical chemist, 216, Upper

Street, N., said his shop was about 150 yards from Boots;
He always supplied tlie Pharmacopoeia article when asked for

soap liniment. He sold opodeldoc, but always made it with
rectified spirit.

Mr. Heniy Cryer, pharmaceutical chemist, 506, Holloway
Ro .d, corroborated the previous witness.

Mr. Jno. Lorimi^r said he was managing director of Lorimer
and Co., Limited, wholesale chemists. When asked by a

chemist for soap liniment they soldi the "pure" unless the

price indicated the other. Tlieir price list specified both, and
they sold them in about equal quantities.

Cro.'^s-examined bv Mr. McMorran : He was one of the pro-

moters of Parkes' Drug Stores, Limited, and managing director

at the time Parkes' were convicted for selling the methylated
liniment as soap liniment. Lorimer's supplied it to them, and
he knew it was being sold, but was not aware that it was
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being sold as the "pure liuiment." Invoices were put in to

show that during 1901 Lorimer's supplied Parkes' with £40
worth of methylated, and only £4 worth of rectified liniment.

Mr. McMorran read from a price list of Lorimer's a state-

ment to the •efftct that they were not connected with Parkes' or

Bishop's Drug Company. Yet, continued Mr. McMorran, " at

that time you practically owned Parkes'."

Witness did not think that Parkes' were the principal com-

petitors of Boots. He had been subpoenaed to give evidence,

and came very unwillingly.

Mrs. Clara Herbert, avIio purchased the sample under the

direction of the inspector, having deposed that at the time she

did not know of two liniments,

The Magistrate said ne would consider the effect of the

€vidence which had been tendered, and would give his decision

later.

Olive Oil.

On Thursday, June 4, 1903, at Lambeth Police Court, William

Cox, of Vestry Road, Camberwell, S.E.. was summoned for sell-

ing as olive oil an article which the Public Analyst certified to

be mineral oil. Evidence was given to the effect that olive oil

was asked for by the purchaser.

The Defendant asserted that he was not asked for olive oil,

but for " sweet oil." He supplied what he believed to be sweet

oil.

Mr. Hopkins ordered the defendant to pay a penalty of £5 and

costs.

On Monday, June 8, 1905, at Mailing (Kent), Celia E.

Billinghurst, of Snodland, was fined 5s. and costs for selling

cotton seed oil as olive oil.

Sweet Spirit of Nitre.

On Saturday, June 6, 1903, at tlie Halifax West Riding

Court, John Schofield Holden, grocer, Ripponden, was sum-

moned for selling adulterated' sweet spirit of nitre. The

prosecution was brought at the instance of Inspector Bell, of

the Food and Drugs Department, West Riding County Coiincil,

who deposed to purchasing four ounces of the compound at the

defendant's shop, on April 29. and submitting it for analysis in

the ujsual way. The sample was found to contain an excess

of water of nearly 2 per cent.

A i>enalty of 20s. including costs, was imposed.

Dentists Act.

The Limerick Prosecution.

On Friday, June 8, 1903, at the Limerick Police Court, judg-

ment was delivered in the case reported in last week's issue of

the Pharmaceutical Journal (see page 804), in which the Irish

branch of the British Dental Association proceeded against

Jaffe, Limited, on two summonses for alleged infringement of

the Dentists Act of 1878.

The magistrates dismissed both summonses, and allowed 20s.

costs in each case.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

*' Corn Cure " and Other Preparations.

On Monday, June 8, 1903, at the Mansion House Police Court,

before the Lord Mayor, Mr. Edwin Arthur Holloway, chemist
and druggist, was summoned by the Inland Revenue for selling

a packet containing a preparation to be used and applied as a

medicine and medicament, viz., a cure for corns, liable to stamp
duty, chargeable under the Stamp Act, in respect of medicines,

witihout a wrapper or label, provided by the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue, denoting the duty charged. TheJe were fivie-

other summonses for similarly selling other medicines.

Mr. Osbcrne, solicitor, appeared for the defendant.

Mr. Denniss, who represented the Inland Revenue, said the-

preparation for corns had upon it a label stating that it was the

best cure for the worst corns. .
,

Mr. Osborne said that he did not dispute the sale. The only
question was whether the defendant was the person who ought

to have been summoned. On December 5 a contract was entered?

into by which the defendant agreed to sell his business to a firm.

A deposit was paid, and under the terms of the agreement it

was arranged that the purchase should date from December 5.

The business continued to be carried on, not on Mr. Holloway's

behalf, but on behalf of the purchasers. 'On January 1 the

purchase was completed, and the purchaser took over the busi-

ness as from December 5. From December 5 the defendant re-

ceived a salary of £5 a week for managing the business.

The Lord Mayor, having referred to the Act of Parliament,

said that if an assistant sold the articles on behalf of" other-

people he would be liable under the Act.

!Mr. Osbome contended that the Act was framed with the in-

t'ention of proceeding against the principal, because the principal

was the person who got the benefit from the .sale. The defendant

had been in business many years, and there had never been any

complaint against him. The sale of these articles was not

wilful.

The Lord Major said there would be % fine of 10s. on eacli

summons, and 31s. costs on the first summons.

Petroleum Acts.

storage of Petrol.

On Monday, June 8, 1903, at Blackpool Police Court, Josepk

Jackson, chemist and druggist, of Dickson Road, Blackpool, wa»
summoned for selling petrol without a licence.

The Chief Constable stated that the defendant had applied

for a licence, but it was refused on the grounds that the place

where he proposed to store the petrol was totally unfit for the

purpose. When the officer? visited his premises they found'

eight gallons of petrol stored in a disused water-closet at the-

rear of his shop. There was no roof to the building, and as it

was in a very busy neighbourhood anyone could have thrown »
lighted match over the wall and cause a terrible explosion.

Defendant, who was not then present, was fined £5 and the-

costs.

Subseque))tly Mr. Jackson appeared in Court, and complained'

that he had been in the Court buildings during the hearing of.

the case, but did not hear his case called out. He therefore-

a*ked that jt might be reinstated and adjourned.

The Benih impressed upon the defendant 'lie risk he wa*
running, and adjourned the case for a week.

Merchandise Marks Act.

Filling Mineral Water Bottles.

On Friday. June 5, 1903, at Birr Petty Sessions, before Messrs.

G. IH. Shannon, B.M. (in the chair), B. K. Fayle, H. Frend,.

Colonel Hackett, and J. Studholme, M. Guinane, trading as-

Guinane Bros., mineral water makers, Birr, appeared in ansrw'er

to a summons at the suit of Messrs. Bewley and Draper, Limited ;

Thwaites and Co., Limited, Cantrell and Cochrane, O'Brien and
Co., and Hovenden and Orr, Limited, for offences under the

Merchandise Marks Act, namely, for filling embossed trade-mark

bottles of the plaintiffs with mineral waters of their own mate.

The Bench unanimously convicted', and imjposed a fine of IQs,-

and £1 costs in each of the five summonses.
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POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The number of deaths by poisoning reported during the seven

days ended Wednesday, June 10, 1903, was twenty-one ;

—

Poison* Accident.

Aconite ftiid Beil&cloiiDa XjioiiUGiit 1
1
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Aconite and Belladonna Liniment.—A liniment of aconite

and belladonna was taken by a woman at Nortoft, Northants,

in mistake for medicine. The medical man who bad supplied

the bottles said that the liniment was duly labelled " poison."

Alcohol.—A woman died at Newton Abbot from alcoholic

poisoning.

Ammonia.—David Honeyman, St. Andrews, drank a quantity

of liquid from a bottle. On afterwards examining the label he
saw the contents stated as vinegar, but it was found that the

bottle had contained ammonia. He died an hour afterwards.

Honeyman was for many years foreman under Tom Morris, in

charge of the St. Andrews Links.

Carbolic Acid.—A man at Southampton committed suicide

by taking carbolic acid, which had been purchased from Messrs.

Boots, Limited. A servant girl at St. Helen's, and another at

Plymouth, died from the effects of the same poison. A store-

keeper at Messrs. Brunner Mond's Chemical Works, Northwich,

was carrying carbolic acid in his pocket, when the bottle broke

and the acid burnt him from thigh to ankle. Death was said

to be due, not to the burns, but to absorption of the carbolic

acid, which acted on the kidneys and heart. A man was
admitted in a critical condition to the Boyal Free Hospital,

Gray's Inn Road, suffering from carbolic acid poisoning. The
acid had been taken in mistake for beer.

Chloroform.—Heart failure, following the administration of

chloroform, caused the death of a labourer at a Bristol hospital,

and of a man at Derby. A girl at one of the London hospitals

died in similar circumstances. A young lady in Edinburgh died

from the effects of chloroform, administered while she was
having teeth extracted.

»^ Coal Gas.—A merchant at Paddington committed suicide by

inhaling, through a tube, a large quantity of coal gas. A bottle

of tincture of opium was found in his possession, but death was
certified to be caused by the gas.

Laudanum.—A woman at Blackburn accidentally took an
overdose of laudanum.

Liniment.—A man at West Wycombe, who was sufiering

from a severe attack of pneumonia, drank a liniment consisting

of ammonia, soap, and turpentine in mistake for milk. The
medicskl evidence showed that the liniment had merely hastened

death, as deceased could not have recovered from the pneu-

monia. The embrocation was contained in a bottle which was
not labelled "poison."

Morphine.—A man, believed to be a doctor, was found dead

in a field at Edmonton, having swallowed an overdose of

morphine.

Oxalic Acid.—A man at Hereford committed suicide by
taking this substance.

Phosphorus.—A child at Southport died from phosphorus
poisoning caused by sucking matches.

Strychnine.—A man at Hartlepool committed suicide by
swallowing three-pennyworth of strychnine.

Other Fatal Cases.—A lady at York committed suicide by
drinking turpentine, and also a poisonous disinfecting solution.
A woman died in a Dublin hospital from the effects of taking a
corrosive poison.

Attempted Suicides.—The poisons used in attempts at suicide
included belladonna, chloroform, Condy's fluid, laudanum (3),
oxalic acid, salt of lemon, vermin killer, and other poisons.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.

Pharmacy Bill.

The second reading, which could not be reached on Wednes-
day, is now fixed for July 13.

Medical Officers of Health.

Dr. Thompson lias asked the IrLsh Chief Secretary what stejJS

have been taken by the county councils to appoint a medical
officer of health for each county, and if he would direct the

Local Government Board to impress on the county councils the
vital necessity of the appointment of such an official. Mr.
Wyndham, in his reply, says that county councils, not being
sanitary authorities, have no power to appoint medical officers

of health for their respective counties.

Prevention of Tuberculosis.

Mr. Wyndham, replying to Dr. Thompson, says that so far

as the Irish Local Government Board is aware no definite action

has yet been taken by any county council in Ireland to establish

a sanatorium for consumptive patients. Some preliminary steps

to this end have been taken by the Belfast Corporation, and the

Cork branch of the Association for the Prevention of Tubercu-

losis are urging upon the local authorities the necessity for

taking action in the matter.

Haffkine's Plague Prophylactic.

Mr. Chamberlain, writing in reply to a question by Mr. Weir,

states that the inoculation of those who wish to be protected

with Haft"kine's plague prophylactic is aheady carried on in

Hong Kcng, and that Dr. Simpson recommends the continuance

of this practice.

Government Bacteriological Laboratory.

In view of the fact that the Local Government Board for Scot-

land paid to Dr. Blaxall, of the Government Bacteriological

Laboratory in London, £105 for 2,220 tubes of glycerinated calf

lymph dirring the year ending March 31 last, Mr. Weir has asked

whether this lymph was produced at the ccst of the Local

Government Board. Mr. Long replies that the lymph referred

to was prepared from calves in the stables of the Local Govern-

ment Board and was uniform with other lymph issued by them,

but the cost of its production and preparation was borne by
Dr. Blaxall.

Sewage Schemes.

From a reply made by Mi\ Long to Mr. John Wilson (Dur-

ham) it appears that in consequence of the recommendation

made by the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal in their

interim report, the Local Government Board have in some

special cases made an exception to their ordinary rule and have

sanctioned loans for sewage schemes by artificial process alon«
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without requiring that the sewage shall be applied to land.

The names of the authorities in these cases and the amount of

the loans sanctioned are as follow :—Easington Rural District

Council, £7,000; Gorton Urban District Council, £21,519;

Pontefract Town Council, £15,506 ; Blackwell Rural District

Council, £6,840 ;
Hejrwood Town Council, £21,500. Mr. Long

has, of course, not included in this statement cases in which

the sewage is discharged directly into the sea or into tidal

waters.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, SCHOOL, AND HOUSE COMMITTEE

At a meeting of this Committee, held on Wednesday, June 10,

1903, the following reports were presented :

—

Attendance in Library.

Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

London, May 424 30 3 16

C1RCDLA.T10N OF Books.

Total. Town. Country. Carriage Paid.

London, May 229 121 108 £1 Is. lid.

Edinburgh, May .... 332 193 139 8s. 3fl.

Donations to the Library (London).

The Secretary of State for War, War Office :—Army Medical

Department Report for 1901.

Professor Dr. H. Kraemer, Philadelphia :—A Course in Botany

and Pharmacognosy, 1902, and seven pamphlets.

Dr. 0. Hesso, Feuerbach ;—Die Kaltivierten Cinchonen,

1903.

Mr. E. Merck, London :—Merck's Annual Report for 1902.

Mr. J. H. Maiden, Sydney:—The Principles of Botanical

Nomenclature, 1903.

The Secretary of State for India, India Office :—Flora of the

Presidency of Bombay.—Part 3, 1903.

Donation to the Library (Edinburgh).

Mr. E. Merck, London:—Merck's Annual Report for 1902.

Purchase op Books.

The Committee authorised the purchase of the under-

mentioned books :

—

For the Library in London.

Schneider :—Powdered Vegetable Drugs.

Everett :—Elementary Text-book of Physics, Latest Edition.

For the Library in Edinburgh.

Everett :—Elementary Text-book of Physics, Latest Edition.

Gibb: :—Thermodynamics.

Attendance in the Museum.
Total. Highest. Lowest. Average.

London, May 560 34 8 21

Donations to the Museum (London).

Dr. Van Heurok, Director Botanic Gardens, Brussels :—

Specimens of Willow Barks and the Plants from which they

ware derived.

Dr. J. E. S. Old :—Specimen of Strophanthus Seed and
Liaves from British Central Africa.

To the Herbarium.

Mr. Harold Deane, London :—Fifty specimens of rare British

Plants.

Mr. R. J. Lynch, F.L.S., Curator Botanic Gardens, Cam-
bridge:—Twenty specimens of authentically named species of

Salix.

Mr. J. H. Maiden, Sydney:—A Critical Rovision of the

Gsnus Eucalyptus.—Part I.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

A Prescription Difficulty.

In spite of what has been written and said about incora-

patibles, there still remain many valuable prescriptioas (iron

and digitali.s) of incompatibles. But, where one drug

counteratts or becomes the antidote to the other, I cannot

see of what value such a prescription can be to anyone. What
result would anyone expect from a prescription containing

morphine and pot. permang., for instance? However, with

every due respect to Mr. Goodyear, I must disclaim all owner-

ship to the invention of the said precipitate. It was not a

prescription that would have been sanctioned at my school of

pharmacy. For where alkaloids are held in solution by an

acid, natural or otherwise, I was taught never to neutralise the

same to such an extent as to cause the alkaloid to be thrown

out. I quite agree " that doctors very seldom order guttae

in teaspoonful doses." Guttse opii, for instance, is usually

prescribed: Vin. opii, 5ii.
; aq. ad Ji. (Lond. Ophthalmic).

And I have no doubt but that liq. ammon. fort.

O'BBO is a very-stable compound. But, somehow, I have often

thought that if it was more freely diluted it might be made
more .stable, and be fraught with less danger to the com-

munity. But, then, that is only theory, as " Sylva " would
say, and theoretically there would be no liq. ammon. fort.

O'BBO to dilute. Theoretically there would be no bromide

rash or a weakening of the system after a three weeks' treat-

ment, but practically there might be. And since it is sup-

posed that the anhydrous sodium arsenate becomes a solution

of a partially hydrolysed salt, forming the sodium dihydrogen

arsenate and hydroxide—Na.HAsOi+ HjO= NaH2AsOj-h
NaOH—and that NaOH can be made to combine with the

halogen iodine to farm salts —6NaOH -f SIj = 5NaI +
NalOj-faHjO—that many salts, although like phenol, they

do not redden litmus, are still acid in constitution, and that

strychnine hydroch. is kept in solution by an excess of HCl.

one might practically obtain a precipitate ; but theoretically

it would be an impossibility. In conclusion, I can only ask

dispensers to read the P. -I. of September 30, 1B99, p. 324i,

and discover for themselves that one cannot be too careful.

Criccieth, June B, 1903. John Williams.

Pharmacy and Medicine.

I send you a copy of the Manchester Mer/iral Students

Gazette containing the report of a discussion on the vexed ques-

tion of the " Relation of Pharmacy to Medicine " (see this week'.s

P../,, p. B12). The resolution that " dispensing by doctors and

prescribing by chemists are both undesirable " was carried

unanimously, and furnishes a curious commentary on the recent

action of the General Medical Council, the members of which

appear to be alarmed lest the projected Pharmacy Bill should

prevent them from employing any unqualified person to di-spense

their prescriptions. I hold very strongly that " surgeries,

doctors' shops, and all other places where medicines are dis-

pensed should be subject to the same laws and regulaitions as the

ordinary chemist's shop." The safety of the public demands

this, a point which requires to be emphasised in view of the

recent fatal results of the careles.s—one may. I think, say

criminally careless—d'ispensing methods which obtain in many

doctor.s" surgeries. If it is unprofessional for a medical man to

employ an unqualified assistant, it is difficult to ?ee how it can

be right to employ an unqualified dispenser. At the same time

no good can result from acting at cross purposes with the medical

profession. The whole history of the Apothecaries' Society

demonstrates this clearly, and we suffer to-day from the baleful

effects of the antagonism of this Society, which in the course of

its history has done more than any other agency to embitter the
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relations of medicine and pharmacy. In tlie excellent article on

Jacob Bell, which appeared in a recent number of the Joiunal.

the thing which impressed me most of all was Bell's strong con-

tention that pharmacy is a branch of the medical profession, and
" that any A-ct of Parliament professing to regulate the medical

profession and making no provision for the jiroper cultivation of

pharmacy is not what it professes to be." I feel certain that

pharmacy will never take its proper place as a profession until

Bell's original idea
—

" a body independent in ourselves and yet

consitdtuting a section of the medical profession —is realised.

This means (1) that pharmacy should be represented, along with

medicine and dentistry, on the General Medical Council, and be

subject to its control so far as unprofessional cond'uct is con-

cerned
; (2) the drafting of a comprehensive Bill dealing with the

whole subject of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and midwifery,

which are all intimately connected and ought to be considered

together
; (3) the institution of a curriculum of study for

phai-macists.

Manchester, June 2, 1903. James Grier.

Pharmacists and Physicians.
Referring to Mr. Vinrace's communication in your last issue,

I shall be glad "if our official organ could be the means of

delimiting the somewhat nebulous boundary at present separat-

ing the sphere of the pharmacist from that of the physician,"

and that it should be the means of instructing the public that

therapeutics is an entirely different branch to pharmacy, and
that dispensing is to be more fully relied on when performed by
men who have fully qualified for that branch. I make no sug-

gestion as to Mr. Vinrace's ability and qualification to under-

take any work in his own or any other business or profession,

but I would call his attention to the fact that mistake.s are fre-

quently made by doctors who by dispensing themselves " go

beyond their legitimate field of operations." When Mr. Vin-

race descends to speak of chemists, herbalists, and' unqualified

practitioners in the same breath, I must really refrain from

answering him. I should have thought tliat he would have
known better. If Mr. Vinrace is unaware of the fact that the

qualified chemist of the present day has a greater knowledge of

drugs (with, I admit, the exception of " Liq. Bunkumi, XYZ
and Co.," and similar preparations) than the average medical

practitioner, he mmt not be surprised if when a chemist is' asked

to give a draught or mixture to a person, whom he knows he can

relieve, he hesitates to send the case round to a doctor who will

dispense in a way which very frequently has a different effect

to that which he intended to produce.

London, W., June 6, 1903. J. H. B. Wigginton.

Jacob Bell s Portrait.

The present you have made to the members of the Pharma-

ceutical Society is not only opportune, but gratifying to every

individual who appreciates the character and labours of the

apostle of pharmacy, but the number of those who were asso-

ciated with Jacob Bell in these early days of really hard work
is rapidly diminishing. I well remember the efforts made
through evil report a^nd through good report when the term
" pharmaceutical " was first announced and was exposed to the

sarcasm and ridicule of "the profession," as it is styled. A
handful of earnest men in Manchester, eight in number, met and

decided to invite Mr. Bell to hold the first meeting in Man-

chester, afterwards entertaining him at luncheon in the Queen's

Hotel, Piccadilly. I am now well in my eighty-fifth year, and

the only survivor of all the parties concerned in that important

gathering, eventuating in the establishment of the Manchester

branch. Alas ! for those men, the like of whom we shall never

look upon again. To have sat by the side of and conversed

with such a man as Jacob Bell is one of the privileges of a long

life, and to possess so beautiful a reproduction of his features is

to me a treasure. The portrait, neatly framed and glazed.

dominates all others that hang over my mantel-shelf, and i«

.'kdmired by everyone who sees it.

Deal, June 4, 1903. R. Goodwin Mumbkay.

Liability to Medicine Stamp Duty.
From the statement published in last week's Pharmaceutical

Journal it appears that labels such as "Cough Mixture" will

render the preparation liable to duty unless the ingredients

are stated on the label. This seems absurd, as hitherto sucii

labels without recommendation have been allowed. Accord-
ing to this new interpretation of the Act, we shall have to

affix a lid. stamp each time we sell " cough mixture," if it is

only threepennyworth. I suppose the same regulation will

apply to " corn solvent " ? Is it not time such foolish restric-

tions were abolished? If the Board of Inland Revenue pre.s.'i

their claim on this point it will give the retail chemist a lot

of unnecessary trouble.

June 9, 1903. "M.P.S. " (203/28).

Poisons for Agricultural Purposes.
Allow me to call your attention to an article in the Mark

Lane Express (June 8) on the sale of poisons, which I think is

well worth publishing in the Pharmaceutical Journal. I am a

farmer, and quite think that poisons can be obtained easily

enough, and should not be sold to farmers and gardeners with-

out proper precautions. The more easily they are obtained

the less care is taken of them.

Tunbridge Wells, June 9, 1903. Edw. Dunklet.
*.* The article referred to is couched in terms very similar to that

quoted in our last week's issue (see page 806) from Farm. Field, and Fire-
side.— [Ed. P. J.]

The Pharmacy Bill and Doctors' Dispensers.

The clause relating to dispensing in doctors' surgeries wilt

be strongly opposed by the medical profession, and, unless it

is either omitted or considerably modified, will impede the

progress of the Bill. As the law at present stands, the

Apothecaries' Society have the power to proceed against any-

one acting as an assistant to an L.S.A. in dispensing and com-

pounding without their certificate. As there are many able

men now holding the assistants' certificate who have been in

the same employment for years, both in public institutions

and as dispensers in doctors' surgeries, it would be unfair to

pass an Act which would prohibit these persons from con-

tinuing their present occupation. The Apothecaries' Society

are not likely to give up the privilege they have had so many
years of examining, charging fees, and granting certificates

to assistants. The qualification is also recognised by the

Local Government Board for poor-law dispenserships. Could

not a compromise be made in the matter with the Apothecaries'

Society, and the standard of their examination raised', so as

to include three years' dispensing experience and completion

of twenty-one years of age before admission to examination,

the Act to read somewhat as follows:
—"Any person acting

as assistant in dispensing to, or compounding medicines for,

an apothecary or medical practitioner, must be qualified by

examination of the Pharmaceutical Society, or hold the assist-

ants' certificate of the Apothecaries' Society of London or

Dublin, under a penalty of five pounds " ?

June 9, 1903. "M.P.S." (203/29).

Wanted—Malted Food for Infants.

I shall be greatly obliged if any reader can inform me,

through the Journal, of a good malted food for infants sup-

plied in bulk suitable for putting up as a specialty. Many
such are advertised, but some do not teem to be of much

dietetic value.

June 9, 1903. " A. R. " (90/4).
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PERSONAL VIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Company Opposition to the Pliarmacy Bill.

BY K. LORD GIFFORD.

The Alleged Attempt at Monopoly.

In reply to Mr. Jesse Boot's widely-circulated letter (see

P.J. ante, p. 769), extracts from .which have appeared in the

columus of the Blackburn Times, Mi: R. Lord Giffovd has

written to that pajier a.s follows:—-"i da not wish to detract

fi-om the advertisement which Mr. Jesse Boot appears to be

desirous of extracting from the Pharmacy Bill now before Parlia-

ment, but I appeal to your well-known sense of fairness to allow

me to traverse certain errors of fact that mar his observations.

As a mem'ber of the Council of the Phannaceutical Society of

Great Britain, and a registered pharmaceutical chemist, I

may be credited with at least as much special knowledge of

the subject as the unregistered Cliairman of a Drug Com-
panies' Trade Protection Association ; and I say emphatically

that the Pharmaceutical Society has no power, statutory or

otherwise, to constitute the chemist and druggist business a

monopoly of the members of that Society, and has never

sought to obtain such power. It is not a 'trade' society,

and does not, and never has, directly or indirectly, interfered

or proposed to interfere with commercial matters. It is a

voluntary society, which does not even embrace more than a

third part of the persons legally entitled to sell poisons by
retail, hence it is clear that if the Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Society were so insane as to deliberate a coercive

policy, they would invite destruction.

The Pharmaceutical Society and Impersonal Corporations.

"Mr. Boot might know as well as I do the statutory func-

tions, the educative objects, and the essentially non-commer-
cial character of the Pharmaceutical Society if he cared to

look into the history of pharmaceutical legislation ; but it is

apparently easier to fling the bogey word ' monopoly ' about

without discrimination, and to rely for public support on the

glittering bait of ' two shillingsworth for ninepence.' I do
not complain of or object to these tactics, for I am content to

let the public find out the true inwardness of these impersonal

trading concerns, but I cannot permit anyone to publish with
impunity the erroneous statement that the Pharmaceutical
Society is a ' trade society,' or that it has any trade interests.

I believe th« time )» coming when the exploitation of

professional duties, such as the retailing of poison and the

dispensing of medicine, will not be pennitted to come -within

the scope of impersonal corporations, and I am inclined to

think that undeserved abuse of the Pharmaceutical Society
by Drug Company Associations will hasten that desirable

consummation.

The Need of Disciplinary Powers.

"iMr. Laboucbero, in Tndh, agrees with Mr. Marshall
Hall's objection to the qualified directorate clause of the
Pharmacy Bill as impractical, but he does not mention that
Mr. Marshall Hall, K.C., M.P., went on to recommend the
Society to seek penal powers^ such as the General Medical
Council possess, which knocks the bottom out of his argu-
ment. For were it 'infamous conduct' to cover the unquali-
fied, as in the medical profes.sion, no Pharmacy Bill would be
required. But let ms quote Truth of May 25, 1899, where
Mr. Labouchere says :

' If I had spent considerable time and
money in passing the severe examinations necessary before

opening a chemist's shop, I should object to the title beii

assumed by any body of unqualified men whose qualificati^..
would cost no more than the necessary registration fee at
Somerset House.' The public welfare requires that pro-
fessional privileges shall not be assumed by unqualified,
persons. Would it be satisfactory to Mr. Marshall Hall for'
a company to practise as lawyers with a board of directors,

say, of successful joiners and stonemasons, giving instructions

to their clerks, even though on© clerk was a qualified

lawyer? Would it be right to have a firm practising medicine
and surgery, with sharp business men as directors and quali-

fied persons as assistants, bound to obey the orders of their

unqualified directors? The Pharmacy Bill requires that every

director of a company which desires to sell poisons and
dispense medicines—ordinary drug trading, etc., etc., are not

aimed at—shall be a qualified person, because the directors
' conduct ' the business or practice. One of our local members
of Parliament clearly hit off the anomaly when he said 'no

employee can be in effective control.' The basis of our

qualification lies in the examination rooms through which all

practising the profession of pharmacy must pass."

THE ATTACK ON THE PHARMACY ACT.

Tunbridge Wells.—At a meetmg of this Chamber
of Commerce, on Friday, May 29, a communication

was received from Mr. Do'bbs respecting the Sale

of Poisonous Compounds for Agricultural Purposes,

asking the Chamber to .support a Bill for legalising

the sale of poisons for agricultural and horticultural purposes

by traders -who are not pharmacists. The letter was laid

before the Council on Friday last, and, after discussion, it was
considered most unwise to support any Bill creating "free

trade " in poisons, and a resolution was passed unaxiimously

that "the letter be laid upon the table."

Lincolnshire Chamber of Agriculture on Friday last had

before it the same circular. The Chamber considered that the

matter was of no importance to the members, and the com-

munication wai allowed to "lie on the table."

Poole.—A slight success for Mr. Do'bbs, as a set-off to the

failures which have been chronicled in this journal from

Liverpool, Crewe, and other important towns, is reported

from Poole, where the Chamber \)f Commerce has passed the

resolution suggested by the would-be poison-sellers.

Worcester.—A letter in the Worcester Times furnishes a

particularly convincing exposure of the true nature of the

agitation for the unrestricted distribution of poisons. The

jKrsonnel of the "Dealers in Poisons, etc.. Protection Society"

is trenchantly dealt with, after which the writer states that

in a conversation a few days previously with a representative

of Messrs. Cooper, the well-known manufacturers of sheep-

dips, he was told that the firm was perfectly satisfied with

the present system for the distribution of its articles. Mr.

Dobbs has replied with a letter more than two feet long

(literally), in the course of which the old familiar cry of

" monopoly " is raised. An anonymous letter is incorporated

from a farmer in Wales, who alleges that a chemist charged

him 7s. 6d. for making up six veterinary powders containing

20 gr. each of powdered nux vomica ! (More explicit particulars

of this unique " fact," as the Welsh farmer calls it, would be

eminently desirable. In default, reasonable beings will dis-

believe the assertion. Mr. Dobbs does not see any reason why

the sales of poisonous substances should increase if the law

were altered, but if such were the case, he would regard that

as a justification of the action of the Traders' Society!
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THE COMlttERCIAL ASPECT OF MEDICINE.

Every occupation may be said to have both professional

and commercial aspects, members of what are usually

regarded as professional callings being compelled to devote

a certain measure of attention to the business side, while

it is quite possible for the humblest trade to be conducted

in a strictly professional manner. But it is also possible for

a professional man to overstep the limits of what appears

desirable if, instead of being content to conduct his affairs

on proper business lines, he chooses to indulge in trading

operations for the sake of the profit which may accrue there-

from. Attention is directed to this aspect of the matter hy

a correspondent of the Medical Press — Dr. James

Hamilton, of Chelsea — who discusses the question

whether or not it is undignified, and reducing the pro-

fession of medicine to a trade, for medical men to

dispense their own prescriptions in towns where there are

chemists ? As he remarks, much has been written on the

subject, both by leader writers and practitioners, during the

past few years, the majority being against the plan of

tnakmg up one's own medicine, but he feels convinced that

if a poll could be taken of general practitioners the vast

majority would vote for doing their own dispensing. He
takes it that most men enter the medical profession to gain

a living, just as others become clergymen, barristers, or

solicitors for the same reason, and not simply because it is

a noble profession, as we are told so often in introductory

lectures ; and as their object is to attain this end by all

honourable means, it behoves them to look to the business

side of the question, although they must never forget the

claims of the suffering and needy.

Continuing with arguments against the abohtion of dis-

pensing by medical men, Dr. Hamilton states, presumably

as the outcome of his own experience, that if he gives a

prescription the patient goes to the chemist and has

the medicine repeated as long as he thinks he is

getting any benefit, and also passes round the prescrip-

tion to his friends, the prescriber getting no advantage

except the few shillings paid in the first place, while the

chemist reaps the benefit. Examples are given to show
that the facts are as stated, and Dr. Hamilton adds that

when he first started practice he tried giving prescrip-

tions, but he found that the chemists charged as much
as he did, or more—no matter what the cost of the

ingredients—and so he soon came to the conclusion

that he must either dispense or starve, He chose the

former course, and has had no reason to regret the resolve.

In Dr. Hamilton's opinion there might be something to

be said against the practice he has chosen to adopt, if there

were a law that prescriptions could not be repeated without

the sanction of the prescriber, but even then, he thinks,

the majority of people could not pay the two charges un-

less chemists dispensed at about cost price. That is to

say, such profit as can be made in the majority of instances

must go to the prescriber, the chemist who dispenses the

medicine being expected to work for love.

It is further pointed out that Dr. Rentoul, of Liver-

pool, has stated that giving prescriptions would reduce

the income of practitioners by about fifty per cent.,

and Dr. Hamilton says he quite agrees with him. As to

the degradation, he urges that a solicitor does not consider

that he is reducing his profession to a trade because he

supplies, by his clerks or himself, the actual writings and

stamps required. " He does not give the client a written

order or prescription to take to the law stationer, indicating

in what form a will or indenture or transfer of lease is to be

drawn up, but has the thing done in his office under his

supervision, and charges for the time, material and stamps*

and yet he is no more considered a tradesman than the

architect or sculptor who only plans out as the medical man
does." In conclusion, it is pointed out that there is another

side to the question, both medicine and surgery having of

late become, to use a vulgarism, " too big for their boots."

Thus, it is stated, we have a quack offering to teach surgeons

how to overcome deformities, because the surgeons think it

beneath their dignity to do the manipulations themselves,

and the former veterinary surgeon reaps kudos, and poses

as the superior of the elite of surgery. And much the same
obtains in medicine

; many of the so-called leaders cannot

write a prescription, and thus order So-and-So's mixture or

tabloids, while frequently not even the dose is mentioned

but the quantity is left to the chemist. The question is

asked, therefore, whether it would not be better if dis-

pensing or pharmacology were taught at our medical

schools ?—" then we would have more of the old-fashioned

practitioners like Graves, Stokes, Begbie, Tanner, etc.,

who knew intimately each and everything that they

prescribed."

DOCTORS AS DRUGGISTS.
The Dumfries Standard is of opinion that the lay

mind is quite disposed to concur in the views of

chemists, as expressed in the Pharmaceutical Journal,

against the practice of some medical Inen dispensing

their own prescriptions. Our Scottish contemporary also

comments in strong terms on the difference in the treatment

accorded to pharmacists and medical men in fatal cases of

dispensing mistakes. There ought to be no distinction be-

tween the doctor and the druggist when the former, " for

reasons of gain or other reasons, ventures into the other's

domain and adds the work of the dispenser to that of the

prescriber. If he makes himself a druggist he ought to be

compelled to comply with the conditions that are imposed

upon druggists, and be equally responsible for inadvertent
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consequences. Of course, the chemists have other grounds

of complaint besides inequality of responsibility for error ;

and medical men who leave to their patients the option of

getting their prescriptions dispensed at any chemist's they

prefer have also ground of complaint. In their case the

complaint is similar to that of the unlicensed grocer against

the grocer who has a licence
;
aggravated by the circum-

stance that the inequality is not created by an outside

authority, like a licensing court, but by their own sense of

professional propriety, extending to the fair treatment of

those who have been specially qualified as chemists, have

to submit to special regulations, and depend for their bread

on the sale of their drugs. There is an obvious advantage

to the patient in the medical man having some remedies at

hand, where there is no chemist near ; but none in the

neighbourhood of a chemist, whether with respect to con-

venience or as a security that the medicine will be better ;

for the chemist's stock is presumably as good in quality to

begin with as the dispensing doctor's, and the demand upon
it being greater, it is oftener fresh. But besides the interest

of the chemist and that of the patient there is a public

interest injured by the medical practitioner systematically

dispensing his own prescriptions. He is allowed to escape

the reasonable safeguards that are imposed upon chemists ;

and his certificate of death is.less reliable, where there is a

possible error in dispensing, than the doctor's whose pre-

scriptions are dispensed at a chemist'e."

THE DECLINE IN THE ART OF PRESCRIBING.

Attention is directed anew to the undoubted decline in

the art of prescribing by some comments in last week's
British Medical Journal upon a communication from a

correspondent who has written to protest against what is

described as "an attempt on the part of a firm of druggists

to instruct the medical profession upon methods of treat-

ment." The cause of offence is a pamphlet of a kind that

is very familiar nowadays, and the editor of the British

Medical Journal thinks it would be invidious to condemn
in harsh terms a practice which has been followed by most
of the chief wholesale manufacturing houses in Germany
and in America, and to a less extent in England, for many
years. Moreover, he expresses doubt whether the

resentment which his correspondent expresses, and with
which he sympathises, is really shared by the whole pro-

fession. He is rather disposed to believe that there are

many who are glad to receive hints conveyed to them in

such publications, that they order the remedies suggested
therein, and that the publishers continue them because
they find them pay. The article in our contemporary con-

tinues as follows:—" It is well known that there are many
practitioners who always try to order something new ; if

they wish to give a patient lithia they prescribe thialion,

they prefer heroin to morphine, and so forth ; their choice
seeming to be dictated by the desire to give the patient

something with an unfamiliar name. To such minds the
druggists' circular, with its fanciful nomenclature (pro-

duced in the present instance by the not very original

orthographical method of combining together the former
and the latter extremities of two words — for example,
caseara sagrada= cascada), constitute a perennial and
fruitful source of new suggestion. To some extent this

weakness is due to defects in our system of medical
education. It must be admitted that few students take
the trouble to write prescriptions, and such prescription

writing as is done at the final examinations is by no means
creditable. The use of fixed formulae in hospital practice

no doubt accounts for this in a large measure, but not
altogether, as there are many hospital physicians who
make a point of prescribing in full when ordering for in-

patients. Physicians as a rule do not rate highly the art of

prescription writing, and, consequently, lay no stress upon
it in their teaching. It seems hard to reject a man who
has passed satisfactorily in the rest of his examinatioii

because he has made a very clumsy attempt at writing a

prescription ; it is hoped that he will very soon pick up this

in practice. We fear this hope is too frequently not

realised, and that these then find ic easier to take their

formulae ready made from the druggists. Hence the shoal

of archives, reports, circulars, and pamphlets with which

we are so plentifully supplied, and of which our correspon-

dent complains. The remedy would be to make prescrip-

tion writing a subject at the intermediate examination, and
to insist upon a real familiarity with the principles and

practice of the art. If this were done we might hope to

get a generation of practitioners independent of the

druggists' circulars."

A FLAW IN THE DENTISTS ACT.

ExPEKiENCE goes to provc that Medical Acts, Dentists

Acts, and Pharmacy Acts, all appear unsatisfactory to

those who practise under them. The Dentists Act,

according to the Medical Press, is " riddled with, loop-

holes through which a wily offender may wriggle with ease

and impunity." Reference is particularly made to the

case reported in our last week's issue (see p. 803) ; in that

case the respondent, an unregistered person, had bought

the practice of a deceased dental practitioner, whose brass-

plate he retained in a position facing the street. Further,

the respondent is said to have declared that if he were stopped

from acting as he had done, he would get over the difficulty

by turning himself into a limited company. " That brazen

defiance," says the Medical Press, " emphasises the abso-

lute necessity of the protection of the dental and medical

professions by stopping the trespass of trading companies

into their domain. Here is a subject worthy of the instant

and strenuous attention of the General Medical Council''

It is because of the attempts that the Pharmaceutical

Society has made to prevent similar acts of brazen defiance

on the part of unqualified persons, who " turn themselves
"

into limited companies, and then practise as pharnaacists,

that the Society is accused of making efforts " to bolster up

the greatest monopoly of modern times." Co-operation on

the part of medical men, dentists, and pharmacists, to

remedy injustices common to them all, might possibly be

effective, and, by the last-mentioned, at any rate, would

certainly be welcomed.

WARNINGS AND WARRANTIES.

The Lancet is moved by a consideration of the commor»

use of solutions of ammonia for domestic purposes to

suggest that all bottles of toilet ammonia should bear on

the label a warning that the vapour is poisonous in large
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ciHantities, and that special cave should be exercised to

prevent the wholesale escape of the contents. Such an

accident as the breakage or spilling of a bottle might easily

happen in the bathroom, and it is quite conceivable that in

such an eventuality blame might be ascribed to a chemist

wlio had sold the ammonia without a warning label.

Another matter which emphasises the necessity or advisa-

bility of retailers giving warning and information to their

customers regarding the use of domestic articles is the

result of what is known as the hot-water bottle case (see

page 804). It appears necessary that, in selling articles of

a perishable nature or for which responsibility cannot with

safety and honesty be undertaken, chemists should not

only warn purchasers of the risks attendant on improper

use of the articles, but should take care to ensure that the

act of sale does not involve any "implied warranty" of

fitness. It is good alike for the welfare of the public and

for the standing and reputation of the chemist that respon-

sibility for the goods he sells should lie on the latter's

shoulders wherever reasonably possible, but there must be

a limit to such responsibility.

QUACKS IN GERMANY.

Under the above heading the Lancet comments upon
the following message from a special correspondent of the

Standard, which appeared in a recent issue of that

paper :

—

The Imperial Home OfiQce has addressed a circular

to the Federal Governments on the subject of quack
medicines and doctors. It proposes that stringent

xneasures shall be taken against what is described as a
growing evil, which, it is said, has assumed proportions
in Germany which are decidedly dangerous to the
public welfare. Amongst the measures proposed is

one for the compilation of a register in which all the
names of all quack doctors have to be entered. It is

also proposed that obvious exaggerations in newspaper
advertisements by quacks shall be prohibited. The
police, it is suggested, should be authorised to prevent
quacks from exercising their calling whenever there is

reason to believe that a continuation of their practice
would be injurious.

The Lancet wonders when the British Government will

take a similar step, and refers to the fact that the advertise-

ment columns of the popular monthly magazines are

crammed with notifications of all sorts of quack remedies,

including those emanating from the scoundrels who trade

on the fears of sexual hypochondriacs.

PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS AND CHEMICAL IMPORTS.

The fiscal policy recently' announced by Mr. Chamber-
lain continues to hold the foremost place among subjects

ior discussion both at home and abroad. The Berlin corre-

spondent of the Times has referred to the results which a

war of tariffs with Germany would have upon certain British

industries. A conflict of tariffs, according to that writer,

could only be avoided if one of the two powers gave way
in the belief that it had far more to lose than the other.

What a Power has to lose by a war of tariffs cannot be

conclusively estimated by a mere comparison of the value

or bulk of its exports to and imports from the Power with

which it contemplates a commercial conflict. Thus, for

example, if some necessary of life could be supplied by one

Power alone it w^ould be impossible for another Power to

put prohibitive duties upon the import of that indispensable
commodity. Only in a less degree would it be inadvisable
for Great Britain to place high duties on those German
exports which are quite indispensable for the purposes of
great British industries. Germin chemicals take a high
place among exports of this character. In the British
calico industry it is simply impossible to dispense with
German dyea and bleaching powders. The growth of

technical knowledge and skill might, it is true, enable
British chemists to beat their German rivals in the manu-
facture of these products ; but it appears that the Germans
have secured in England patents for these dyes, and that
most of the patents have still as much as fifteen years to
run. The calico industry, in the event of high duties being
imposed upon German dyeing stuffs and bleaching powders,
would have to pay the increased price, or at least the
greater part of it, with the result that it would be heavily
handicapped in the markets of the world.

THE LABEL ON THE FRAUD.
In a contributed article to the Morning Advertiser, the

Substitution controversy is fairly, and for the most part,

sensibly discussed. The writer points out that the contest

is triangular, three competitors for the public custom all

fighting one another at the same time. There is the retail

tradesman, whose asset is his goodwill and personal contact
with the customer ; there is the owner of the proprietary
article, trying as hard as he can to get past the local trades-

man; and there is the large store fighting both with its

large turnover and organisation, and its small profits on
proprietary articles. Turning aside from this triangular
conflict, the writer considers " the only two things of per-

manent importance," namely, the goods themselves and the
public. " By which way will the public be most likely to get
the best goods cheapest '? . Certainly not by the medium of

advertisement. What are these much-advertised com-
modities ? Are they really patents ? Not one in ten of

them I They are simply- recipes for the most part, forced
upon the pubhc by a highly expensive parade of some
short silly word the cost of which must all come out of the
value. Suppose we see the word ' What ho ' emblazoned
upon every omnibus ; is it any possible guarantee of the
good quality of the ' What-ho Corn Cure ' or the
' What-ho Hair Dye ' ? The ancient method of personal
recommendation by the local tradesman was, indeed, far

more reliable, and even now it is certainly just as likely

that the goods pushed by the local tradesman are worth the
money as that the goods pushed by the pictorial hoarding
are so." The article concludes by stating that the local

tradesman is being gradually ousted from his position
as judge on behalf of his customers by the advertised
article and the large store, and the opinion is expressed
that the ultimate power will lie with the store in trades like

those of the chemist and the grocer.

AN EXPOSURE OF MISSTATEMENTS AND FALLACIES.
Congratulations are due to Mr. R. Lord Gifford on

his excellent reply (see p. 824) to the letter which has been
addressed to members of Parliament by the Chairman of the
Drug Companies' Association. Long extracts from that
letter have been published in several provincial newspapers,
and it is to be regretted that replies as telling aa that of
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Mr. Lord Giffobd have not appeared in every instance.

Even yet, however, it is not too late to take steps in that

direction, and it is in the power of chemists and druggists

to do much to counteract the effecb of Mr. Boot's skilful

manoeuvre by urging the editors of newspapers to publish

letters couched in similar terms to that reprinted in the

Journal this week.

LIABILITY TO MEDICINE STAMP DUTY.

As is well known, the Board of Inland Revenue has not

of late years insisted upon the payment of medicine stamp

duty in cases where preparations are described merely by

the name of the ailment for the treatment of which the

medicines are intended. Thus, such names as " cough

mixture," "tic pills," "corn paint," "toothache tincture,"

etc. , have not been considered chargeable when used with-

out other words implying a recommendation. That con-

cession, however, has now been withdrawn by the Board,

as intimated in the letter on the subject published last

.week (see p. 798), and further Confirmation of the Board's

change in practice is supplied by the following letter :
—

June 10, 1905.

Gentlemen,—In reply to your letter of the 21st

ultimo, I am directed by the Board of Inland Revenue
to inform you that in view of the terms of the judg-

ment in the recent case of Farmer v. Glyn-Jones,

they considered it not improbable that on a strict

. interpretation of the law, Blaud's Pills are liable to

...medicine stamp duty in all circumstances, whether
recommended or not, on the ground that their

originator claimed a proprietary right in them.
In all the circumstances, however, the Board, as at

' present advised, are not disposed to press for duty

in the case of sales of these pills by qualified chemists,

provided that tlie pills are prepared in accordance

with a formula published in one > or other of the

standard books of reference, and this fact is stated on
the label.

With reference to the headache and neuralgia

powders, I am to state that the Board feel, after

careful consideration of the decision in the case of

Ransom v. Sanguinetti, that they have now no alterna-

tive but to hold that such titles involve liability to

i.iedioine stamp duty, whether or not any other words
implying a recommendation be added.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
• H. Babtlett,

Asshtant Secretary.

Messrs. Leo. Atkinson and Company.

Henceforth, therefore, Blaud's Pills will be considered

liable to duty unless sold by registered chemists and the

formula indicated on the label, while the use of a name,

suoh as " cough mixture," implying a recommendation will

be held to incur liability to duty in any case, unless the

formula is disclosed. It will be seen that a correspondent
refers to the matter in a letter printed at page 823, and
points out that the change of practice will cause chemists
and druggists much trouble. He is quite right on that
point, inasmuch as many thousands of printed labels will

probably have to be destroyed and rejjlaced. But he must
be prepared to m.ake the best of the situation, and to re-

cognise that, while the decision in the case of Ransom v.

SANGtnNETTi may cause him much inconvenience and put
him to considerable expense, the judgment in the Case of

Farmer v., Gltn-Jones seems likely to go far to secure

public recognition of the pharmacist's claim to be regarded
as a professional man.

THE INVESTIGATION OF TROPICAL DISEASES.

A Parliamentary piper was issued from the " Colonial

Office on Tuesday, containing documents relating to the

investigation of malaria, blackwater fever, and other tropical

diseases. It contains a long circular by Mr. Chamberlain
(dated May 29, 1903) to the Governors of all Colonies,

recounting the work of the Malaria Commission, describing

the establishment of the Schools of Tropical Medicine in

London and Liverpool, and concluding thus:—"Should I

find that there is a general desire on the part of the Crown
Colonies and Protectorates to give moderate donations or

subscriptions in aid of medical and sanitary training and
research, I should propose to appoint a Board to advise the

Secretary of State as to how the moneys received can at

any given time be best allotted, such Board to consist of

the medical adviser of the Colonial Office, a representative

of the Eoyal Society, some leading London physician, one

or more representatives of the Crown Colonies, and one or

more members of the Colonial Office."

The report includes with other memoranda a report by
Drs. Stephens and Christophers which is particularly

interesting. After completing researches on the West
Coast of Africa at Lagos and Sierra Leone, these medical

experts proceeded in 1901 to India, carrying out researches-

in Bengal and the Punjaub. Tliey find, as in West Africa,,

that the native children contain parasites in their blood

and must, thorefore, be regarded as sources of infection.

They maintain, indeed, that in any district the percentage

of native children infected with the parasite may be taken

as the index of the prevalence of malaria in the district^

and they have determined the connection of this index with

the presence or nearness of the breeding places of the

species of Anopheles serving as carriers of infection.

Dre. Stephens and Christophers began their study of

Blackwater Fever in British Central Africa, and continued

to investigate it in the West Coast of Africa and in India.

Their observations have led them to the conclusion that

the disease is essentially of malarial origin, is dependent on

blood changes occurring after many malarial attacks, and,,

generally, in relation to an actual attack, but that also it is

vmdoubtedly almost invariably induced by the taking of

quinine in this state. It has been argued that if quinine

is the cause of blackwater fever it is a dangerous drug, and

should not be used in malaria, but this argument is not.

considered a good one. It is in the malarial chronic that

blackwater almost always occurs, and in such a person

quinine is dangerous. If, however, quinine is efficiently

used as a preventive of malaria no fear need be held of it. It

is inadequate quinine treatment, because malaria is thereby

not really combated, which is held to be the danger.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY.

It has been thought desirable to institute a change in

the old system whereby the prizes won by students at the

School of Pharmacy were distributed at the opening meet-

ing of the following session in October. This year the

prizes will be distributed at a meeting of the Pharmaceutical

Society on Friday, the 26th inst., at 3 o'clock, when the

President of the Society will be in the chair. All students

of the School and their friends arj invited to be present. It

is hoped that the change may make for a larger attendance

of students than has always been possible in October.
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BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.
BRISTOL, 1903,

Bristol Revisited.

'It is twenty-eight years since the British Pharmaceutical

Coufersnce met- at Bristol, the President on that occasion

being the late and much-lamented -T. B. Oroves. This year

the peregrinating association of pharmacists is to revisit the

western city, with Mr. T. H. W. Idris as its distinguished

head. In 1875, Mr. Cliarles Boorne—the Pnesident-elect

of the Bristol Pharmaceutical Association—amoved the vote

of thanks to Mr. Groves for his able and interesting address
;

in 1903 his son—iMr. ( H. B. Boorne—is the Honorary

Secretary of the Local Committee, and, in that capacity, is

actively engaged in completing the arrangements for the

forthcoming meeting, in conjunction Tvith Messrs. Allen,

Chandler, Good, Hills, Matthews, Plumley, Turner, White,

and Young.

The Programme.

The Local Committee has prepared an attractive programme

for the week beginning July 27, the first item being a

reception at the Royal Hotel, on Monday evening, by the Lord

Mayor of Bristol, witli a dance an-d smoking cojicert to follow.

Next morning the Conference will open at the University

College, where the Principal, Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, will

welcome those .attending. It is proposed to conclude the

business of the day in sufficient time to enable the members

and their friends to catch a train for Bath, where tlie

ilayor and Mayoress will welcome the party at an " At
Home " in the Roman Promenade of the Pump Room, and

there will be an opportunity of seeing other places of interest.

Wednesday's proceedings include a drive for ladies, luncheon,

afternoon tea, a garden party at the Zoological Gardens, and a

concert by the Society of Bristol Gleemen. Thursday will be

spent in the Wye Valley and the Forest of Dean, visits being

paid to the Speech 'Hous« and Tintern Abbey. Finally, on
'Friday, July 31, the annual meeting of the Federation of

Local Pharmaceutical Associations will be held at the Royal

Hotel, Bristol.

Business and Pleasure Intermingled.

It is evident that the serious business of listening to and

discussing papers on professional subjects will be adequately

relieved by social gatherings and excursions. The Local Com-
mittee anticipates that between three hundred and four

hundred visitors will be attracted to Bristol by the British

Pharmaceutical Conference meeting, and the programme
may be regarded as a capital advertisement of the charms of

Clifton and the merits of the district as a tourist centre,

members of the Conference being reminded that Bristol is a

convenient spot from which to start for a summer holiday.

The Great Western main line runs direct to picturesque Devon
and Cornwall, and there is easy communication with North
and South Wales and the South Coast. Fine passenger

steamers also ply from Bristol up and down the Channel to

Chepstow, Lynton, Minehead, Weston, Ilfracombe, Tenby, the

Mumbles, etc.

Attractions of Bristol and Clifton.

The notes included in the programme are excellent in

their way, and should go far to ensure a good attendance at

this year's meetimg. Bristol possesses its full share of

ancient buildings and monuments of historic and architectural

interest, while, as pointed out in the programme, the-

present generation is stamping upon the city the impress,

of its vigorous life, as witness its many great public works in

progress or completed. " To those who have not previously-

visited Bristol, the city, with its suburb of Clifton and its

charming environs, will be a revelation. TEfe beautiful

undulating Downs and the River Avon, to the north and west,

give that part the distinction and charm of a garden city.

Clifton itself, rising in terraces one behind another, resembles,

the towns of Southern Europe. The scenery of the Avpnc

from Clifton is most beautiful
;

spanning the richly-wooded

gorge, at a height of 272 feet above the water, is the Sus-

pension Bridge, a structure which, from its graceful form and
perfect adaptation, looks like a part of the very scheme of
nature.

'

Bath and Its Antiquities.

At Bath a visit will be paid to the unique Roman Baths;

and other places of interest. "Amongst the monuments and
remains of the Roman occupation of Britain, it is in this

city alone that any pitblic baths have been discovered. The-

Romano-British buildings erected here were of great extents

and architectural grandeur, and were constructed of colossal-

materials obtained from the immediate neighbourhood. It is

amidst these imposing remains of an Imperial splendour,,

only surpassed by Rome herself, that the Conference will be-

received and entertained." Concerning Tintern Abbey and
the Speech House, it is unnecessary at present to say more-

than that the former is one of the most picturesque ruins-

extant, while the scenerj' of the Forest of Dean—in the heart

of which the Speech House is situated—is unequalled for its

variety and beauty. On the morning of Thursday, July 31,

a special train will convey the visitors direct from Bristol to
Speech House Road, where luncheon will be served in the

historic Speech House, now a hotel. Subsequently the party

will be conveyed to Tintern and, after tea and a visit to the-

Abbey, the return train will leave for Bristol about eight

o'clock.

Tickets, Hotels, etc.

There will, as usual, be two bocks of tickets, the price of
which will be _ten shilliiigs and sixpence each—^Book No. 1

covering the programme of Tuesday and Wednesday, while-

Book No. 2 will cover the programme of Thursday. They
will be ready on June 20, and applications, with remittances,

should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. E. Boorne,.

49, Woodstock Road, Redland Green, Bristol. In addition,,

members of the Conference will receive invitations to the-

reception, etc., on Monday, July 27, on intimating that they"

desire to attend. The Royal Hotel, College Green, Bristol,

will be the headquarters of the Conference, but accommodation

has also been reserved at other principal hotels, a list of

which, with tariffs, will be found in the "pink circular"

shortly about to be issued. By the courtesy of the Principal and
Council of University College, Bristol, the Sessions of Con-
ference will be held in the College Buildings. In conclusion,,

it may be stated that everythmg jjossible is being done to-

make the fortieth annual meeting of the British Pharma-
ceutical Conference a great success, and it now only remains-

for the members to prove huw they appreciate the efforts

being made on their behalf, by assembling at Bristol in sucli

muBsbers as to c-onstitute a record attendance.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

©ivisioNAL Secretaries and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Royal Institution. —On Friday evening next, June 19, Pro-
ffcssoi- Pierre Curie, of the Faculte des Sciences a la Sorbonne,
Paris, will give an extra discourse on " Radium." The discourse

will be delivered in French.

Congress of Chambers of Commerce.—The arrangements for

the fifth Congress of Chambers of Commerce of the Empire,
convened by the London Chamber of Commerce, to be held

in Montreal next August, are now practically completed.

Will.—The estate of the late Mr. Joseph Henry Shorthouso,

author of "John Inglesant," has been valued at £4,477 17s. 6d.

The engraved portrait of Princess Beatrice given to Mr.
kShorthouse by herself is to be offered to the General Hospital

at Birmingham.

Wine Licence.—Tlie Margate Bench has transferred the
medicated wine licence attached to the business of Mr. W. S.

Harvey, chemist and druggist, at the Central Pharmacy, Market
Place, Margate, to Mr. H. R. Gibbs, the new proprietor of

dlie business.

A Medical Specialty.—T'he following advertisement from a
Glasgow newspaper seems to deserve mention, though com-
ment is unnecessary: ''Doctor (qualified), of commanding ap-
pearance, wanted, to act as salesman in office of medical
specialty; state age and references."

Dangers of Bacteriological Research.—The need for special

caution among workers in bacteriological laboratories is em-
p'aasised by the unfortunate and sad death of Dr. Milan Sachs,
who died in a Berlin hospital last week from " pulmonary
p.lague," contracted in the course of his bacteriological work in

Professor Koch's laboratory.

Cannock Guardians and Drug Supplies.— The Cannock Board
cif Guardians has declined to adopt the recommendation of tlie

Local Government Board, that they should purcha.'e drugs
arnd expensive medicines instead of allowing the medical officer

to supply them out of his salary. The Guardians considered
that the change would entail extra expense.

" Truth " and the Pharmacy Bill.—More comments on the
-Pharmacy Bill, together with extracts from a letter written on
the subject by a pharmaceutical chemist, appear in the cuiTent
issue of Truth. It is considered by that journal that the only
thing that concerns the public is that the actual dispensing
of drugs shall be in the hands of properly qualified men.

Veterinary Experiments.—A committee of veterinary sur-

geons and medical men asks for healthy puppies between fix

and seventeen weeks old, for the purpo.?e of experiments on the
value of inoculation in preventing distemper. The Committee
will pay five shillings and carriage for each puppy. The address
of the hon^ secretary is 20, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

Pill Advertisements.—Cowes residents and visitors are alike
indignant at the latest move of a piU advertiser. A number of

the fishing boats have been provided with sails bearing recom-
mendations of the pills in huge letters. This has been done at
many places already, but the inhabitants of Cowes are verj'

much annoyed that this vandalism should have invaded so select

a watering-placo.

Royal Institute of Public Health —The Congress of this

Institute is to be held this year at Liverpool, and will com-
mence on Wednesday, July 15. The Hon. vSecretary of the
Congress is Dr. E. W. Hope, Municipal Offices, Liverpool.
The Earl of Derby, K.G., is President of the Congress.
Among the papers to be read is one by Dr. R. Lord, on the
" Standardisation of Drugs."

Forthcoming Book.—Messrs. Elliman, Sons, and Co., Slouch
announce that there will be ready for issue in a few weeks a book
of 256 pages treating of accidents to and ailments' of the human
subject. The title of the book is the "R.E.P." book, and
chemists and druggists are invited to register their names with
the firm for a free specimen copy. The terms on which the book
will be sold to the public are not as yet decided on.

Surgery and Hypnotism.—One of the more sensational of the
daily newspapers devoted an article last week to an account of
an amputation of the leg performed on a patient in a hypnotic
condition. A medical man at Clapton hypnotised the patient,
the operation lasting twenty minutes. Five minutes after the
operation tlie patient was awakened, indeed, while the leg was
being taken off she was apparently conscious, though no pain
whatever was felt.

Society of Chemical Industry.— The annual general meeting
of this Society is to be held in Bradford on July 15, 16, and
17. Visits have been arranged to a number of manufacturing
chemical works, in addition to which there are social functions,
suoh as a garden party, conversazione, and a whole-day excur-
sion to Ripon, iStudley Royal, and Harrogate. The" annual
dinner will take place at the Midland Hotel, Bradford, on
the evening of Thursday, July 16.

Linnean Society of London.—An evening meeting will be
held on Thursday, June 13, 1903, at 8 p.m., when the follow-

ing papers will be read:—"Descriptions of New Chinese
Plants," by Mr. S. T. Dunn, F.L.S. ;

" Scottish Freshwater
Plankton," by Mr. W. West, F.L.S. , and Professor G. S.

West, F.L.S. ; "On the Life Histoiy of a New Indian Species

of Monophlebus," by Mr. E. P. Stebbing, F.L.S.; "On the

Anatomy of Leaves of British Grasses," by Mr. L. Lewton-
Brain.

Howden Guardians and the Supply of Drugs.—At a recent

meeting of the Hnwden Board of Guardians a complaint was
made that too high a price had been paid for drags to a

Leeds firm, from whom the medical officer had been accus-

tomed to order them. Opinions were expressed that the local

chemists at Howden could be trusted to supply drugs of good
quality, and a resolution was carried that in future drugs
should be purchased from the chemists of the town instead of

from Leeds.

Trade Disputes and Combinations.—It is notified in ttie

Gazette that the King has been pleased to issue a Royal Com-
mission, appointing Mr. Andrew Graham Murray (Lord Advo-
cate for Scotland), Sir William Thomas Lewis, Sir Godfrey
Lushington, Mr. Arthur Cohen, K.C. , and Mr. Sidney Webb,
" to inquire into tlie subject of trade disputes and trade com-
binations, and' as to the law affecting them, and to report on
the law applicable to the same and the effect of any modifica-

tions thereof."

A Dispenser's Dismissal.—The Cardiff Board of Guardian.s
having dismissed their dispenser in Charles Street (Mr. Taylor)

on the ground of alleged irregularities, the officer appealed to

the Local Government Board demanding an inquiry. Mr.
Bircham (Local Government Board ins{>eetor) held an inquiry

-into the circumstances attending the dismissal of Mr. Taylor at

the union offices at 11.50 on Tuesday. The inquiry was con-

cluded, and the result will be made known later.

The Cod Liver Oil Famine.—The Practitionrr has hinted

that shark oil is being supplied in some places instead of cod

liver oil, owing to the continuance of the extraordinarily high
price of the latter article. Interviewed by a representative

of the Daily Express, a medical man at ona of the London
ho.spitals said that though little was known of shark oil, it was
possible that an efficient substitute for cod liver oil might be
made from some other fish. The halfpenny Press regards

the situation as very serious for consumptives.

Royal Microscopical Society.—A meeting of this Society will

1 be held at 20. Hanover Square, W., on Wednesday. June 17,

I
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iit 8 o'clock p.m. precisely, when t'he following papers will be

read :
—

" On the Iheory of Optical Images, wibh Special Refer-

ence to the Microscope," by the Right Hon. Lord Rayleigh,

F.R.S. ; "On a Method of Making N^isible Ultra-Microscopic

Particles in Glass, and tlie Application of the Method to Bac-
teria," by Dr. H. Siedentopf ; "On the Lag in Microscopic

Vision," by Mr. E. M. 2<elson, and other papers.

Sheep- Dipping.—At a meeting of the Contagious Diseases
(Animals) Committee for the county of Salop at Shrewsbury, on
Monday, Sir Thomas Boughey, the chair-man, stated that the

authorities of the Board of Agriculture had informed him of

the Government's intention to witlulraw the Bill for the com-
pulsory dipping of sheep, which has already passed its second
reading, it being found that, while dipping is a good preventive
of sheep scab, it is not an absolute cure. The statement
was reported at Oswestry Town Council, and regret was ex-

pressed at this decision of the Government.

Sheep and Arsenical Dip.—In the May number of tha
Agricultural Journal of Natal, reference is made to a recent
communication, in which attention was drawn to the danger
of sheep having access to arsenical dips. The writer of the
article under notice states that in the eighties he was a
heavy loser from the same cause, more than thirty sheep in
a kraal having, in a short space of time, nibbled at unopened
packets of arsenical sheep dip and died. It is obvious that
sealed packets and poison labels are not sufficient, but that,
ill addition, personal care should be exercised to prevent
the possibility of sheep having access to the preparation.

Suicide of an Ex-Army Medical Corps Man.— An incjuest
was held at St. Lawrence on Monday, June 8. concerning the
death of Thomas Hopper (31), described as a chemist, but
whose name does not appear on the 'Register of Chemists and
Druggists. 1903.' The evidence showed that deceased joined
the Anny Medical Corps in January last, but, after three
months' service, was discharged for intemperance. On Satur-
day evening he was found drowned in the river Tyne. It was
mentioned that some years ago deceased was left something
like £3,000^ The jury found that deceased had apparently
thrown himself into the river whilst in a desponding state of

mind.

Chemical Society.—An ordinary meeting will be held
on AVednesday, June 17, 1903, at 5 p.m., when the following
papers will be communicated:—"The Estimation of Arsenic
in Fuel " and " The Electrolytic Estimation of Minute Quan-
tities of Arsenic, more especially in Brewing Materials." by
T. E. Thorpe ;

" Crystallised Ammonium Sulphate and the

Position of Ammonium in the Alkali Series," by A. E. H.
Tutton ; "Action of Hydrogen on Sodium." by A. Holt, jun. ;

" The Action of Halogens on Compounds Containing the Car-

bonyl Group " and " Reactions Involving the Addition of

Hydrogen Cyanide to Carbon Compounds," by A. Lapworth ;

" The Acetoacetic Ester Synthesis,'' by A. C. O. Hann and
A. Lapworth ;

" Rimu Res.in " and " Note on the Karaka
Fruit," by T. H. Easterfield and B. C. Aston.

Drugs in Cuba.—In a recent report the French Consul at

Santiago de Cuba states, with res^ard to the importation of

pharmaceutical specialties into Cuba, that, by reason of the

tropical climate of the island, illnesses are frequent. The
inhabitants seek relief generally by means of native remedies,

especially in the interior of the island, or, in preference, tiie

latest expensively advertised pharmaceutical specialty. Tho
French Consul consideis, therefore, thai pharmaceutical

specialties take an important position in Cub:i, but they must
be extensively advertised. Particular care should be taken in

the packing, owing to the damp climate. The French Consul

concludes by expressing his opinion that pharmaceutical

specialties, particularly those in a compressed form, have a

great future in Cuba.' provided that detailed instructions 'for

use, translated into Spanish, are included.

At the Police Courts. —A rather novel defence was urged at

Southwark Police Court last week in the case of a woman,
aged 50, who was charged with being disorderly. The magi-

strate expressed surprise that so respectable-looking a woman
should be so frequently in trouble, and she replied, "I think
it must be the chemicals in the beer. Two glasses knocks,
mc silly."—At North London Police Court a lady complained
that she had taken a house on a three years' tenancy, but
found on occupying it that the house was infested by bugs.
The magistrate expressed regret that he could not help the-

applicant unless she brought the insects to the Court, when
he would know how to deal with them. The Court mis-
sionary suggested that the ' Encyclopsedia Britannica ' might
help. " Yes, if it fell on them," said the magistrate, who
then told the applicant to go to a chemist, who would pro-
bably be able to help her.

Rubber Production in the Congo.— Mr. John Holt, of Liver-
pool, whose firm is engaged in trading with West and' South-
West Africa, has just received, according to Reuter's agent in.

Liverpool, a sample of a rubber-producing herb which has been
idiscovered in the French Congo and a sample of the rubber
it produced. Unlike other rubber obtained from plants, trees,-

or vines, this rubber grows under ground, and Mr. Holt is of

opinion that it probably exists in the English West African
Colonies. The rubber grows just beneath the bark or root, and
is of a quality which will compare with the finest brought
from Africa. When the bark is broken the two pieces are held
together by the rubber lining, which is of great elasticity. It

is described as the root of the plant called Landolphia ihoUoniy

Olitandra graciUs, or raciiies de Oavkclr. There are several

isorbs in the Congo, but the Landolphia thoUoni, of which the

French Congo is full, gives the best latex. Mr. Holt is sending

out the sample to his representative in Nigeria, in the hope
that the root may be found growing there. He expresses the

fear, however, that certain ordinances which have been pro-

mulgated in several of the British West African Colonies with
the object of protecting other rubber plants may operate against

the utilisation of this new rubber herb even if found.

Soil Nitrification and Mosquitos.—Under this title an im-

pcitant papei is contributed to the current nimiber of the

Lancet by Dr. Waddell, who describes a series of experi-

ments showing that the presence in water of even a very

n:inute quantity of ammonia i.9 fatal to mosquito larvoe, and
leading to the conclusion that, while ammonia is a poi-son to

tiiem ill all its combinations, the contained nitrogen unit is the

in-dex c; effectiveness. He infers that the effective nitrifica-

ti r. ol the surface waters and vegetation through the mediiun
of the soil constitute a fSf'ce of enormous potentiality in

the crusade against malaria, and one which is capable of

practical application. Nitrification may be brought about in

Iv/o ways—first, by the direct application of nitrogenous
manures, and, secondly, by fostering the growth of certain

plants belonging to the Leguminosae which are known by their

peculiar root action to add to the nitrogen in the soil through
their relations with certain earth bacteria. The growth of
the.se plants may be encouraged by the use of phosphatic
manures, and also by treating the ground and the seed to

be sown upon it with cultures of the earth bacteria referred

to, which are sold commercially under the name of " nitra-

gin." Dr. Waddell calls attention to the inhibitory influence
of ammonia upon various low forms of animal life, and sug-
gests that his culture methods might be tested upon a large
scale bcth in India and in the Campagna. They would have
the incidental advantage of being in themselves profitable,

and he thinks it probable that the methods of modern agri-

culture may have largely co-operated with drainage in bring-
ing about the disappearance of malarial fevers from this

country.

Halifax Grocers and Medicated Wines.—The grocers of Hali-
fax and district, at tlieir monthly meeting, on Monday night
last, hacl before them the subject of the sale of medicated wines
and the action of the Revenue Authorities in respec-t thereto.

The Secretary has been requeusted to make inquiries mto the
subject and he now gave the results. He rea-d the following
letter, which had been received from Somerset House, datedT

May 26:—
In reply to your letter of the 21st inst., I am directed

by the Board of Inland Revenue to acquaint you that they
cannot allow any class or jiind of medicated wines to bcf
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sold by grocers without a wine or sweets licence, according

to the nature of the wine. This prohibition does not, how-
ever, extend to wines containing not more than 2 per

cent, of proof spirit, which, so far as this department is

concerned, would be treated as non-intoxicant.?'. I am to

add that the inquiry of the Halifax and District Grocers"

and Provision Dealers' Association appears to have been

prompted by a mistaken interpretation of a concession

which the Board have allowed in the case of the sale of a

certain limited class of medicated wines by registered

chemists and druggists. The Board allow certain rnedi-

cated wines, the formulae of which are given in the British

Pharmacopoeia, to be sold without licence by chemists on

certain fixed conditions, iiii the view that the wines may
be fairly regarded as medicines, and not as beverages.

The matter was fully discussed and it wa.s decided that the

Secretary should circularise the members on thfe subject, and

point out that grocers and other shopkeepers not being

legistcred chemists, are not allowed to sell medicated wines

-without a licence. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue had

promised not to act harsldy to any trader who by inadvertence

might have a stock of these wines.

"Voice Figures."—At Leighton House, on June 8 Mrs.

Watts Hughes gave an account, which was illustrated with

a lav3;e run-.ber of lantern slides, of her " Voice Figures Pro-

duced Ly Singing." She explained that she had been led

to the discovciy of these figures by the desire of finding some
means of recording the different intensities of vocal notes.

Unable to learn that any instrument suited to her purpose
was in existence, she set about devising one for herself, and
from Chladni's sound figures conceived the idea of producing
similar results by the aid of the human voice. In 1885 she

succeeded in obtaining geometrical figures from seeds placed

upon an elastic membrane which was thrown into vibration

by the voice, but many further experiments were required to

ascertain the connection between particular forms and the
pitch, intensity, etc., of the notes sung, and to discover the

effects of using different substances in different conditioas on
the character of the figures produced. A large variety of

these figures were shown on the screen. The first were
regular geometrical forms obtained with sand or by lycopo-
dium powder on the plate to which the vibrations of the voice

were communicated, the particles arranging themselves along
the nodal lines or congregating at the centres of motion.
Another series was obtained by using moistened water-colours,
which, in particular, yielded Gnitations of the flower of a
daisy, which were remarkably close, and also of a pansy,
though the latter left more to the imagination. In the case
•of the daisy, not only the outer petals, but also the inner
ilorets, were represented with wonderful fidelity, Mrs. Hughes
•explaining that in order to get such perfect development it

was necessary to continue singing the note crescendo and
diminuendo alternately. By slight modifications in her
methods Mrs. Hughes also obtains numerous other forms from
the vibrations of one voice or more, some very beautiful,
•others rather bizarre and fantastic, such as trees', ferns, and
«ven what might be taken for pictures of anemones, sea-weed,
«tc., growing at the bottom of the sea.

PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. F. H. Yates, chemist and druggist, of Blackpool, has
taken over the business lately carried pn by Mr. James Jones
at Martin's Lane, Liscard, Cheshire.

Mr. H. G. Mitcliell, pharmaceutical chemist (from Messrs.
Allen and Hanburys, Limited), has purchased the old-established
business of the late Mr. J. R. Pullan, 4, Royal Parade, Harro-
gate. Mr. Mitchell will be remembered by recent students of
the School of Pharmacy and other London schools as the captain
of the " Square " football team during the season 1901-2.

Mr. Edgar A. Jones, who, as announced last week, has been
awarded the Pharmaceutical Society's silver medal, had studied
at the London College of Pharmacy, from which he passed the

Minor in July, 1902, and the Major in January, 1903. In the
college examination, July, 1902, he secured the silver medal m
chemistry. Mr. E. A. Jones is now twenty-two years of age.

Mr. H. F. Heath, B.A. (Lond ), Ph.D. (Strassburg), Fellow
of University College, London, and Academic Registrar of the
University of London, has been appointed by the President of

the Board of Education to the post of Director of Special In-

quiries and Reports rendered vacant by Mr. Sadler's resignation

on May 9 last. Dr. Heath has had much to do with the recon.sti-

tution of London University, in the service of which body he has

been for seven years. It has been his duty, among other things,

to investigate the educational facilities, technical, scientific, and'

literary, existing in London, with a view to their co-ordination,

aud to organise the university system to this end. His work
in both of these directions has been attended with marked
success.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Ayrton, Saunders and Kemp, Limited, of

Liverpool, intimate that their new company has been success-

fully carried through, the whole of the capital required having
been obtained. Letters of allotment were dispatched on June 9.

Maltova.—The proprietors of Maltova ask us to state that this

preparation, exhibited' last week at the Medical and Chemical
Exhibition, is the original preparation of that particular nature,

i.p., the combination of egg with malt.

Photographic Wholesalers.—Messrs. Wellington and Ward
intimate that they have refused to supply Kodak, Limited,

with their goods for wholesale sale, as they consider that this

course is for the general welfar-e of dealers, that the latter

may maintain freeJom in trading.

Pepsin. —The Oudahy Packing Company, which haa variou.s

branches in the United States, is offering pepsin, .soluble and
insoluble, of any desired strength, packed in 25 lb. tins.

Samples and special quotations from the English agents,

Messrs. G. and J. Nickson and Co., Limited, 22 to 26, Stanley

Street, Liverpool, and St. George's House, Eastcheap, London.

Photographic Albums.— At this season of the year the ama-

teur photographer is vei-y much abroad, and he, at any rate,

is usually of opinion that his photographic productions are

worth preserving, if only to show his progress in the art of

photography. Hence there is now a considerable demand for

cheap, but neat, albums. Messrs. F. A. Horle and Co., 8, St.

John's Lane, Clerkenwell, E.C., have laid themselves out

specially to meet that demand, and are supplying albums to

suit all classes of customer. They have a very cheap series

to retail at 3d. and 6d. each, and better-class series, with

cloth or leather bindings, to suit the best trade. The albums

are made for slipping in photographs, this method being

popular with amateurs, as it saves the trouble of pasting and

mounting. Messrs. Horle and Co. have also a novel new line

in photo collecting boxes which, supplied with loose leaves.
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are, we understand, " selling like wildfire." Dealers in photo-
graphic goods are doubtless already aware that it pays to keep
a nice assorted stock of photographic stationery, and, there-

fore, we only need suggest that they call at No. ,8, St. John s

Lane, E.G., and inspect the large and varied stock held by
Messrs. F. A. Horle and Co.

Insect Pencils.—'Messrs. T. Christy and Co., of Old Swan
Lane, E.G., have introduced a handy remedy for bites and
>tings of insects, wliich should have a large sale at the
present season. The pencil, which is 'enclosed in an attractive

ase, and can easily be carried in the waistcoat pocket, consists

of a strongly alkaline material which, when applied, neutralises

the effects of the sting and immediately allays the irritation.

The retail price is 3d., and the pencils are supplied on hand-
somely-embossed cards. The wholesale price, 18s. per gross,

Hows a retailer a handsome margin of profit.

Photographic Printing Papers in Pocket Cases.—Messrs. W.
Butcher and Sons, Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, E.C. , are
making a new departure in the method of packing printing
papers wliich is certainly an improvement on the usual method
and likely to become very popular with amateur photo-
.'raphers. Each Is. packet of " Primus " P.O. P., gaslight paper
ind gaslight postcards is now sent out encased in a strong
lucket case that may be used for storing paper or print.s, carry-
ing a selection of toned or untoned' prints in the pocket, despatch-
ing unmounted prints by post, and for numerous other purpose-s.
The ca.ses, for which no extra charge is made, are of very strong
cartridge paper in red, green and brown, e-ich colour being used
as a distinction for the various papers, which, so far as quality
is concerned, leave little to be desired.

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.—Members are reminded of
the competition for the " Gibson Handicap Medal " on the
Braids next week. It is hoped there will be a large turn-out.

Glasgow Bowlers.—The draw for the Burroughs Wellcome
jirize is as follows :

—:Mr. Walker v. Mr. Kitchin, Mr. Cairn-
cross V. Mr. Gl-eig or Mr. Houston, Mr. D. Moir v. Mr. Wat-
>on or Mr. Adam, Mr; Thomas r. Mr. Wallace. The first-

named is the challenger, and will have choice of green.
Results to be sent to Mr, M. Wallace before June 22,

Edinburgh Chemists' Trade Association.—The Excursion
Committee announces that arrangements have been made this
year for a trip to Rothesay. The date fixed is Wednesday,
June 24. Among the chief attractions are the ancient
Rothesay Castle and the modern Mount Stuart House, which
contains one of the finest marble staircases in the world. The
Hotel Victoria has been secured as headquarters. The journey
from Craigendoran to Rothesay will be by steamer. Any pharma-
cist who may be in Edinburgh or the West of Scotland at the
time will be made welcome by the Committee, ofwhich Mr, Claude
F. Henry, 1, Brandon Terrace, Edinburgh, is the Secretary. The
price of each ticket is 10s, 6d., which includes raUway fare,
cabin on steamer, dinner and tea. Members will assist the
Committee by intimating to the Secretary on or before Monday,
June 15, how many tickets they will require

; cheques or
postal orders should be sent at the same time.

Pharmaceutical Society.—Election of Executive.—The fol-

lowing gentlemen are standing for election to the Executive of
the North British Branch. Eighteen seats are to be filled :

—
(1) Anderson, James, 36, Home Street, Edinburgh; (2) Boa,
Peter, 119, George Street, Edinburgh

; (3) Clark, Alexander
John, 94, Morningside Road, Edinburgh ; (4) Cowie, William
Beaverly, 26, Clyde Street, Edinburgh

; (5) Crockart, Wil-
liam, 198, High Street, Montrose ; (6) Cummings, William,
49, Refoi-m Street, Dundee

; (7) Currie, Archibald, 162, Ferrv
Road, Leith; (8) Doig, William, 9. High Street, Dundee;
(9) Dott, David Brown, 93, Abbevhill. Edinburgh; (10) Dow.
William, Kinross; (11) Dunlop. Thomas, 181, Albert Road,
PoUokshields, Glasgow

; (12) Fisher, John Hutchison, 66,
High Street, Dunfemline

; (13) Giles, William, 123, Crown

Street, Aberdeen; (14) Gilmour, James Pinkerton. 312, Cath-
cart Road, Glasgow

; (15) Ken-, Charles, 56, Nethergate, Dun-
dee ; (16) Kitchin, Geo. Shiach, 116, Nithsdale Road, PoUok-
shields, Glasgow; (17) Mabeii, Thomas, 24, Doune Terrace,.
Glasgow

; (18) M'Cutcheon, Alexiinder, 16, Leven Street,
Edinburgh; (19) Mitchell, Donald, 50, Union Street, Inver-
ness

; (20) Naysmith, Andrew, 154, High Street, Arbroath

;

(21) Nesbit, James, 236, High Street. Portobello
; (82) Row-

land, Geo. Howard Charles, 117, Princes Street, Edinburgh

;

(23) Russell, James Anderson, 212, New City Road, Glasgow

;

(24) Spence, Alexander, 135, High Street, Linlithgow; (25>
Stephenson, Thomas, 137. George Street, Edinburgh

; (26>

Strachan, Alexander, 138. Rosemount Place, Aberdeen; (27>

Tocher,- John, 84, High Street, Dumfries; (28) Wilson, Wil-
liam Pottei", 36, High Street, Haddington, Voting pape-s
must be filled in and returned to the Assistant Secretary in
Edinburgh by Wednesday, June 17.

Edinburgh Chemists', Assistants', and Apprentices' Associa-
tion.—The first botanical excursion of the summer session took
place on the evening of Friday, June 5, to Colinton Dell, Under
the leadership of Mr. C. A. MacPherson upwards of twenty
members, in excellent weather, botanised through the Dell and
along the railway embankment, till darkness brought field

operations to a close. Among the plants collected and described

were Ranunculus Ucaria, R. acris, R. repens, Capsella Bursa-
pastoris, Lychnis diurna, Stellaria media, S. holostea, Tilia in-

termedia, Hypericum perforatum, H. pulchrum, Acer pseudo-
platanus, Cytisus scoparitis, Geum urhanum, G. intermedium^
Potentilla anserina, Fragaria vesca, Rubus idaus, R. fruti-

cosus, Alchemilla vulgaris, Crataegus oxyacantha, Epilobium-
montanum, Circcea alpina, Sanicula europaa, Aegopodium
podagraria, Heracleum sphondylium, Charophyllum sylvestris,

Sambucus nigra, Galiuvi aparine, Valeriana officinalis var.

sambucifolia, V, pyreniaca. Taraxacum officinale, Carduus
lanceolatiis, Petasites vulgaris, Tussilago farfara, Senecio vul-
garis, Bellis perenniSyFraxinus excelsior, Veronica chamadrys,
Scrophularia nodosa, Lamium album, Symphytum tuberosum,
Plantago major, P. lanceolata, Mercurialis perennis, Urtica
dioica, Salix fragilis, intensely bitter bark, Salix caprea, 'sweet,

astringent bark. Allium ursiman, Scilla nutans, Luzula
sylvatica, Anthoxanthum odoratum, with strong coumarin odour
and Equisetum arvense. It was observed that the warm sunshine
of the last week or two had produced a very marked advance in

vegetation. Nevertheless the ash was only just coming into
full leaf, hawthorn was in full flower, heart-leaved valerian was
just coming into flower, official valerian, elder, knotted figwort,

willow herb, and St, John's wort were not nearly in flower. The
season was, therefore, later than usual. On the motion of Mr.
J. W. Plenderleith, Hon. Sec, a cordial vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. MacPherson for conducting what had been a
most enjoyable and profitable ramble.

BANKRUPTCY INTELLIGENCE.

Re W. Wilkinson, Chemist and Druggist, Market Harborough.
The winding up of this debtor's estate has be«n completed,

with the result that the unsecured creditors will receive a first

and final dividend of Is, lO^d. in the pound, payable oh June 15.

Re Williams' Pure Drug Co., Limited, Ponders End.—In the
matter of the wLnding-up of the Williams' Pure Drug Co.,

Limited, Ponders End, an application was made at the Edmon-
ton County Court, on Monday, by Mj.-. Hutchinson-, on behalf

of Messrs. John Sanger and Sons, wholesale druggists, for the
removal of Mr. R. G. Lewis from the position of voluntary
liquidator, and the appointment in liis place of Mr. Ebenezer
Clark, of Coleman Street, E,C., or alternatively of the Official

Receiver. Mr. Cecil Mercer.—^Nlr. Hutchinson refused to assent

to a .suggestion by a solicitor for the company that Mr. Clark

should' act with Mr, Lewis.—His Honour said that if the

parties could not agree he should remove the present liquida-

tor, and appoint Mr. Cecil Mercer.—Tlie Company's Solicitor :

Will not that amount to a compulsory winding-up order? I

would rather submit to my friend's nominee.—His Honour said

then he would order Mr. Lewis to be removed, and would ap-

point Mr. Clark. If the company were not satisfied with

'Mr. Clark then they could apply for his removal.
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BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Friday, June 5, 1903, at 16, Bloomsbury Square, London,

Mr. T. H. W. Ideis, President, in the chair. The following

were also present :—Mr. W. A. H. Naylor, Vice-President
;

Prof. Greenish, Messrs. Atkinson, Matthews, Turner, and

Edmund White ; Messrs. Ransom and Peck, Hon. Gen. Sees.

;

and Mr. J. Hearn, Assistant Secretary.

Apologies for absence were read from Messrs. Atkins, Beggs,

Boa, Boorne, Cummings, Druce, Farr, Newsholme, and J. C.

Umney.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Letters were read from Mrs. Baden Benger, acknowledging the

vote of condolence passed at the last meeting, and from Dr.

Power, consenting to act as delegate from the Conference at

the Internationa] Congress of Applied Chemistry at Berlin.

The Secretaries reported that after considerable correspon-

dence they had been unable to induce the railway companies to

make any reduction in the fares for the Bristol meeting.

The Proposed General Index.

The question of a General Index to the ' Year-Books of

Pharmacy ' from 1886-1903 was again considered. It was re-

solved, on the proposition of Mr» Atkinson, seconded by Pro-

fessor Greenish, that a circular be sent to the members of the

Conference, asking if they would be prepared to purchase copies

at 3s. 6d. each. The list of officers for the ensuing year was

then discussed and drawn up for the final approval of the

Executive Meeting, to be held at Bristol. 0

Several new members were proposed, and duly elected.

The Bristol Programme.

Messrs. Matthews and Turner, who had come from Bristol

expressly for the purpose, now presented the Programme for the

Conference week. After a few minor alterations had been made,

Mr. Naylor proposed and Mr. White seconded that a very

hearty vote of thanks be accorded to the delegates for their

kindness in attending, and that their programme be heartily

approved of. This was unanimously carried with acclamation

and terminated the proceedings of the meeting.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

Wednesday, June 4, 1903, at 67, Lower Mount Street, Dublin,

the Vice-President, Mr. Johnston Montgomery (Belfast), in

the chair.

The King's Visit.

The Vice-President moved a resolution, of which the Presi-

dent had given notice, viz., "That an address of welcome be

presented to His Majesty the King on the occasion of his visit

to Ireland."

Mr. Wells, in seconding the motion, said' the address would
be merely one of welcome.

The motion passed unanimously.

The General Purposes Committee was requested to draw up
the address, and the seal of the Society was ordered to be affixed

to it.

The Late Mr. Grindley.

The next business on the agenda paper was the co-option of a

member of the Council in the room of the late Mr. George Howel
Grindley. This was postponed' until the next meeting.

A letter was read from Mr. Edward William Grindley, tTuank-

ing the Council on behalf of his mother and the other members
of the late Mr. Grindley's family for their sympathy with them
in their bereavement and for the kind words in which they had
set forth their appreciation of Mr. Grindley's worth.

Mr. Edward Grindley's letter was ordered to be inserted in

the minutes.

Educational.

A letter was fead from the Principal of the Limerick Municipal
Technical Science and Art Schools, applying for the recognition

by the Council of the chemistry courses of that institution. The
letter .stated that during the first- year of the schools their

theoretical and practical chemistry courses had been restricted ti)

inorganic work, but the writer presumed that the Council would
require as a condition of recognition that a satisfactory course

of organic work should be laid down, and as he was arranging
a programme for next session, he requested a definite answer on
the subject.

Mr. Wells said the objection to technical schools was that the

chemisti-y that was taught in them was not pharmaceutical
chemistry. The Council had also been slow to add these schools

because it was hard to get supervision over them.

On the suggestion of the Vice-President, the application was
referred to the Schools" Committee.

A letter of resignation from Dr. J. N. Laird of his oflSce as

Professor of Botany was accepted, with regret.

JULY EXAMINATIONS.

Applications for the respective examinations should be lodged
with the Registrar by eleven o'clock on the mornings of the un-

der-mentioned dates, viz. :
—

Preliminary Examination, Tuesday, June 23.

Pharmaceutical Licence Examination, Wednesday, June 24.

Pharmaceutical Assistant Examination, jSIonday, June 29.

Registered Druggist Examination, Tuesday, June 30.

ABERDEEN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

QUARTERLY MEETING.
Wednesday, June 3, 1903, in Robert Gordon's College, Mr.

William Giles, President, in the chair.

Free Scholarships.

The Examiner's (Mr. J. F. Tocher, Peterhead) report of the

competition held in connection with the two free scholarships,

presented by the Association to students attending the evening

classes of the Aberdeen School of Pharmacy was read, and
after considerable discussion it was, on the motion of Mr.

C!raig, seconded by Mr. Bhuce, unanimously agreed to award

a scholarship to each of the first two candidates in order of

merit. The names of the successful candidates are Mr. B.

Christie, assistant to Mr. A. L. Bruce, chemist, Millburu

Street, and Mr. C. Coutts, jun., apprentice to Mr. C. Coutts,

chemist. Broad Street. The scholarship entitles the holder to

free tuition for one term at the day classes of the School of

Pharmacy.

Annual Excursion.

The Secretary intimated the arrangements in connection

with the annual outing, which is to be held at Potarch on

Wednesday, July 1. Leaving Aberdeen at 8.5 a.m., the party

will arrive at Banchory at 8.43 a.m., where machines will be

waiting to convey them by way of Strachan and Wiitestones

—

where lunch will be served—to Potarch, which will be reached

about 11.30 a.m. Dinner will be served at 1.30 p.m. and tea

at 5.30. Given good climatic conditions, the scenery at

Potarch is very picturesque, and should prove an ideal place

for an outing. Chemists from other districts will be heartily

welcome to join the party. Particulars can be had on writ-

ing the Secretary, Mr. J. Black. 295, Rosemount Place.

Messrs. Giles and Paterson were appointed delegates to the

meetings of the Federation of Local Associations at the Bristol
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Conference. Tlie President, Mr. Giles, having been nonim-

vAed as .a candidate for the North Britisli Executive, the Aeso-

tiation agreed to do all in its power to further his candidature.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Friday, June 5, 1903, at University College, London, the

President, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, in the chair.

Professor E. Ruthekford, of M'Gill University, Montreal,

lead a paper on

Radio-Active Processes.

He pointed out that tlie radio-active bodies uranium,

thorium, and radium 'vvere continuously and apparently

.'spontaneously giving off three distinct types of radiation.

There were, first, the a rays, flights of positively charged

material particles, which were prominent in causing

conductivity in gases, were easily absorbed, moved with great

velocity, and carried a large amount of energy. Secondly,

there were the ^ rays, which were apparently the same as

the cathode rays of ordinary vacuum tubes, though they

travelled faster, and hence had very considei-able penetrating

powers. These were negatively charged. Thirdly, there

were the 7 raj's, which appeared very similar to ordinary

X-rays. In addition, some of the substances gave off some-

thing else. Thus, thorium oxide emitted an emanation which

appeared to be matter in a gaseous state, and could be

carried along by air-streams, and radium gave a similar

emanation, which differed from that of thorium in that its

effects were far more persistent. These emanations behaved

like radio-active gases; their diffusion could be measured,

and they could be occluded in radio-active bodies, while the

fact that they could be condensed by the cold of liquid

air rendered them difficult of explanation except on the

assumption that they consisted of material bodies. These

emanations induced or excited radio-activity in every body

in their neighbourhood, and this excited activity, like that

of the emanations, decayed at a constant rate. Apparently the

emanations themselves could not be affected by any chemical

treatment, but behaved like inert gases, wherein they differed

iiom the excited activity which chemical treatment did affect.

It had been found possible to separate from radio-active

bodies a radio-active constituent ; thus by a chemical method

Crookes had i-emoved all activity from uranium, and the

lecturer and Mr. Soddy had found that the radio-active

constituent, which might be called thorium X, could be

separated from taorium. In time, however, the former los-t

its activity and the latter regained it. It seemed as if radio-

active bodies were continually undergoing some change by

which new substances were being produced ; thus thorium

from which all the thorium X had been removed would in

a few weeks yield as much as before. The radiations had a

close connection with chemical changes. It might be supposed

that the atoms of the radio-active bodies were in a state of

unstable equilibrium, and sent off positively charged bodies.

But the thorium atom which had sent off such a positive body

was chemically altered, and thorium X was equivalent to

thorium minus the expelled bodies. The thorium X atom was

also unstable, and in turn threw off another positive body,

and so the process went on, the changes that occurred being

measured by the activity of the preceding stage. The main
radio-active processes threw off positive bodies, which were

thus the most important, and negative electrons and

cathode rays only appeared in the last stages. It was to be

expected that only a small number of o rays would be

thrown off ; these were quickly absorbed, and thus the

radium was subject to bombardment by itself, with the result

that it grew hot and maintained its temperature albove that of

its surroundings, as observed by Curie. The amount of

energy given . ut was enomous ; it might be calculated

that a gramme of radium during its life would give out

enough to raise 500 tons a mile high. But there was no
reason why such huge stores of energy should be thought to

exist only in radio-active bodies ; they might exist in every

atom, although we had not yet happened to obtain any know-
ledge of their existence.

In the course of a short discussion Sir Oliver Lodge said

that they had grown accustomed to matter shooting out

electric charges, but to find one form of matter shooting out

particles of itself was still more interesting and 'exciting. The
evolution of matter seemed to be going on before "their eyes.

It looked as if these atoms, being too • unstaJble to persist,

collapsed and threw away bits of themselves. The residue

was also unstable, and the process was repeated. This
instability of the atom was just what ought to result on the
hypothesis—he might say the certainty—that an atom had
electrons revolving round it, and that all its parts were in in

state of commotion. Thus every atom, not only the heavy
ones of radium, etc., contained within itself the seeds of

decay.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ORDINARY MEETING.
Thursday, June 4, 1903, Dr. W. H. Perkin, sen., past-Pre-

sident, in the chair.

Dr. T. M. LowRT read an interesting paper on the

Muta Rotation of Glucose as Influenced by
Acid Bases and Salts.

The author showed curves indicating the rate of change in

rotatory power of solutions of glucose in the presence of
various impurities. It was shown that a solution of potash
of N/10,000 strength had an extremely marked influence on the
rate of change, accelerating it to a degree equalled by an acid
solution 100 times the strength. Solution, of potassium
chloride had a retarding effect. This change in rotatory
power is due to the ionisation by electrically conductive water.
Papers were also read by Dr. Lowry on " The Formation of

an Anhydride of Camphoryloxime " and " The Solubility of
Dynamic Isomerides."

Dr. G. T. Moody read a paper on the

Rusting of Iron.

Dr. Moody, by the aid of several extremely interesting ex-
periments, showed the veiy marked action of aqueous solution,

of CO2 on iron, stating that the action of such a solution was
quite half as great as the action of a solution of H,SO^ of
similar molecukr strength, a considerable amount of H being
liberated. Distinct traces of iron were found in a saturated
solution of CO2 which had been in contact with bright steel

for less than a minute. The author stated that the rusting of
iron was almost entirely due to the formation of ferrous car-
bonate in this manner, and not, as Mr. Dujistan says, to the
formation of hydrogen peroxide and subsequent oxidation

;

also that the effectiveness of chromic acid solution, sodium
nitrite solution, etc., in preserving iron were due, not to the

destruction of H^O, formed, but to the insolubility of 00, ia

such solutions, thus protecting the iron from its cciTosive

action.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.*

New Patent Applications.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRESERVING ORGANIC
SUBSTANCES (No. 10,503 of 1902).—L. F. Heather, B.Sc.

((Lond.), 29, Lambton Road, Wimbledon. Relates to a process

for preserving organic substances such as vegetable products.

Consists in passing such sub.stances into a chamber capable of

being closed in an air-tight manner, closing such chamber,

charging such chamber—so to replace the atmospheric air

therein—with a gaseous mixture composed of carbon dioxide

and vapour of alcohol, under pressure, and circulating, drying,

and regulating tlie temperature of such mixture. In the treat-

ment of meat, fish, etc., the mixture consists of carbon dioxide

and ammonia, under pressure. Substances packed in this manner

•will be preserved for an indefinite period provided the pressure

of the gases be maintained. Suitable apparatus for the above

purpose is also described in this specification, and consists of an

air-tight chamber, means for supplying gas to charge such

storage chamber, a pump or other device to circulate the gas, a

gas regulating reservoir adapted to maintain the supply of dry

gas to the chamber at the desired pi-essure, means for regulating

the temperature of the gas, means for desiccating the gas, the

various appliances being connected together by pipe.s or suitable

conduits.

PNEUMATIC EXERCISING OR CURATIVE APPLIANCE FOR
THE EYES (No. 12,143, of 1S02).—J. Williams, 61, Tha Wood-

lands, Birkenhead. Relates to an appliance for treating the

eyes in the case of long or short-sightedness, whereby the

lenticular formation of the eyeball may be modified or exercised

by means of variations of the air pressure thereon. Consists

of a pair of chambers, glazed at one end and provided with

means adapted to fit the eyes at the other end, an air pressure

varying device, and means for connecting the latter to either

or both chambers at will. The appliance may be used simply

to exercise the eyes by alternately flattening or elongating

them, or to provide a massage treatment therefor. To insure

an air-tight abutment of the ends of the chambers or cylinders

which fit upon the face, the shaped edges may be provided

with a soft, yielding periphery of indiarubber or the like. Air

is forced into the cylinders by means of a hollow inflatable bail

connected thereto by a small perforated tube at the end

furthest from the face. Inside the cylinders a mould—of the

correct configuration of the normal eye—is adjustably fixed.

This is placed against the closed eyeliA over the cornea or

front 'of- the eye. By alternately pressing and releasing the

ball the front of the eye is forced into said mould, and this

operation being repeated, the eye gradually assumes the con-

figuration of the mould.

MASSAGE APPLIANCES (No. 28,392, of 1902).—L. Casper,

"39, Bryant Place, Chicago, U.S.A., and the Hygeia Vibratory

Co., Auditorium Building, Chicago, U.S.A. Consists of an

appliance provided with a cushion, having a yielding or elastic

cover, and a vibratory device, which strikes or taps a part

of said cushion, the object being that the hammer or tapping

device does not strike the body of the patient directly, but is

intercepted by the cushion, which transmits the vibration to

one or more parts of the body, thus producing a softened blow

or kneading-like action on the skin and body tissues, much
similar to that produced by the tip of the human finger. The

* These abridgments of new patent applications and particulars of new
applications for trade marks have -been speciially compiled from official

sources, for the Pharvuiceutical Journal, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
for procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, S6, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., from whom any informa,tjpn on the subjects may be
obtained. Mr. Barker will also sencJ-Copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
' Patent Notes for Inyentors ' free on application,

said cushion may be filled with a fluid, and the tapping device

may be actuated by electric means.

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING SOLID IODISED AND
BROMISED OILS IN POWDER FORM (No. 3,430, of 1903).

—

F. Boehm, 16, Jewry Street, E.C. (Communicated by Dr.

M. H. Winternitz, Halle-a-S-, Germany. Copsists in the

emulsification of the above oils with condensed milk, or its

principal constituents, and evaporation of this emulsion by
drymg in vacuo. Example 1 : Skimmed milk is evaporated

in vacuo to the consistency of a thick syrup and emulsified

with iodised sesame oil (1 litre of skimmed milk to 50-100

grammes of iodised oil). If said emulsion is exsiccated in

vacuo a palatable powder consisting of at least 50 per cent,

of iodised sesame oil will result. Example 2 : The casein pre-

cipitated from 1 litre of skimmed milk is so pressed as to

increase its dry constituents to about 30 per cent. To impart

a creamy consistency to the resulting cake add a sufficient

quantity of alkali, for instance 5 Co. • of a 10 per cent,

soda carbonate solution, add 40 grammes of milk sugar, stir

and emulsify the whole with 80 grammes of bromised fat.

The mass is then exsiccated in vacuo at a low temperature.

Other examples are given.

Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be flled at the Patent Office on or before July 13, 1903.

New Trade Marie Applications.

" SCISSORS BRAND " and device, for agricultural,

veterinary, etc., substances, of a chemical nature, by Colley

and Co., Limited, 41, Seething Lane, E.G. 251,489.
'•' VAXETON," for veterinary preparatiotis, by F. Hewshorn

and Co., Limited, 70, Fihsbury Pavement, E.C. 254,110.

" OGEE,'' for a chemical' substance, used for sanitary purposes,

by Osborne, Garrett and Co., 51, Frith Street, Soho, W.
254,148.

" GORE'S CREAM " (signature) label, for curative cream, for

headache, toothache, etc., by C. H. H. Gore, 13, Granville

Street, Swindon, Wilts. 249,115.

" FATELA " ("Fat" disclaimed), for chemical substances

prepared for use in medicine by A. L. Pointing, Fell Formula

Association, 205, Regent Street, W. 253,312.

" LAXOIN " ("Lax" disclaimed), for a medicine for internal

human use, by Oppenheimer, Son and Co., Limited, 179, Queen

Victoria Street, E.C. 253,802.
" THE M. BROUGHTON (SIGNATURE) LOTION," for a liquid

external application for rheumatism, etc., by M. Broughton,

50, Torriugton Place, North Road, Plymouth. 253,853.
" VEZO," for chemical substances for use in medicine and

pharmacy, by Sutcliffe and Bingham, Limited, "Kkovah"
Wttrks, Ogdeu Street, Combrook, Manchester. 254,162.

"linCEL," for preparations for use in medicine and phar-

macy, by A. J. Dadson, The Lincel Co., 16, Bevis Marks, E.C.

254,206.
" LaC-U-MEN " ("Lac" disclaimed), for a milk powder for

food, by Prideaux's Pure Casein and Life Food Co., Limit?d,

Motcombe, Dorset. 252,152.

"OVUMALT" ("Ovum" disclaimed), for a food preparation,

by Condensed Egg Syndicate, Limited, 85, Topley Street, 6.K.

253,470. •/
'

" NUTRIGEN," for foods for human use, b£ F. N. Corney,

96, Rendlesham Road, Clapton, ^.E. 254,285.

" KATUSHA," for a perfume by H. P. Truefitt, Limited,

15 and 14, Old Bond Street, W. 253,962.

"BATHOLENE" (" Batho " disclaimed), for a toilet prepara-

tion, by F. Foster and Co., 72, Borough High Street,' .S.E.

254,089.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned

Trade M«tks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before July 10, 1903.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thuhsday, June 11, 1903.

Business in Drags and Chemicals, and, iu fact, it woulxl

appear generally, instead of improving, as was huttad would
be the case when finer weather made its appearance,' s?ems to

be going from bad to worse. As an instance, tlie course of

to-day's Drug Auctions may be taken, where, comparatively

speaking, nothing sold, except what was forced off almost

d tout prix. In spite of the dulness of business, there are,

with the exception of the parcels of Drugs which, were more
or less slaughtered at the Drug Auctions,, no changes in value

of any particular importance, either upwards or downwards, to

record. The great complaint is that, in spite of the low
j)rices ruling for so many Drugs and Chemicals, there is so

little business passing. Opium, Morphine, and Codeine are

steady, as also is Acid Citric. Acid Tartaric and Cream of

Tartar very firm. Iodides and Bromides unchanged. Quick-

silver and Mercurials firm. Cocaine and Santonitie v?ry firm

at late advance, second-hand supplies being now exhausted.

The boom in Cod Liver Oil continues, but buyers hold oil,

and will naturally do so until compelled by the recommence-
ment of the consuming season to again enter the market.
What will happen then is the question. The speculative

market for Quinine is dull and weak at over 2d. per oz. less

than makers' price. We give below some ruling quotations for

articles of interest:— '" 'i'--

ACID BORACIC.—Powder, 24s.
;
crystals, 22s. per cWt.

ACID Carbolic—^Is, if anything, slightly easier on basis of
S^d. per lb. for 34^-35° C. ice" crystal for quantity and iu large

bulk packing.

ACID CITRIC—Quiet at Is. l^d. to Is. l^d. per lb. for crystals

in 5-cwt. barrels.

ACID TARTARIC.—English, Is. 1^. per lb. for spot ; foreign

spot, Is. l^d. ; and forward, Is. IJd. per W.
'

ALUM.—Lump £5 10s. to £5 15s. per ton
;
ground £6.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—Steady at £12 15s. to £12 17s. 6d.

for Or^-y 24 per cent. London prompt.
. , ^

ASHES—Dearer. Pots : Montreal 32s., New Y'ork'29.3. 6d.

;

pearls, 40s.

BORAX.—Powder, 14s. ; crystals, 13s, per cwt.
BROMIDES—Are without change.
CINCHONA BARK.—Unusually small supplies, establishing a

record for these auctions, were brought forward to-day, the

total of all kinds being only 771 packages, • mQre than half of

which consisted of CsHisaya quills, against 1,706 packages at

the pi'evious sales, and 2,172 packages at the corresponding
auction a year ago. A good demand prevailed, and the cata-

logues were practically cleared, last London rates being fully

maintained, lid. being the average unit. This compares with
a unit of lid. to 1^. at the corresponding sale last year. . East
Indian : 211 packages offered and 168 sold, according to analy-

sis ; Succirubra stem chips and shavings at l|d. to 32d.,

renewed ditto at 2|d. to 5|d., branch at 3^d. Officinalis:

Natiiral stem cliips at 2|d. to 4^d., renewed ditto at 3id. to

S^d., root at 5d. to 5^d. Hybrid: Na-tural stem! chips and
shavings at 2|d. to 4d., renewed ditto at 3|d. to 4^d., branch
at 2id., root at 2d. to S^d. Ceylon: 26 cases and 143 bags
offered and 84 packages sold. Succirabra renewed st-j-m chips

at 5|d., stout draggists' quills at 5|d. to 6^d. Calisaya : 391
bales Bolivian cultivated quills offered and sold, fair to good at

S^d. to 8d., and broken at 3|d. to S^-d. The next auctions are
fixed for July 7. ' -ui..

COCAINE—Is firm at makers' price, of 17s. to 17$; 6d; per
oz. for the Hydrochlorate in 25-oz. tins. ,

COD LIVER OIL.—Best non-congealing Norwegian Oil is still

quoted 500s. per barrel, with, however, practically no business
passing. Best non-freezing Newfoundkmd Oil for' farvra^'d de-
livery IS quoted' 14s. to 15s. per gallon. There is, ho-jraver, little

or none available on the spot.
;

CODEINE—^Unchanged, on basis of 10s. per oz. foil' tHe/jmi-e

iilkaloid. It would appear certain that price wilt be .advanced
liefore very long.

copper' sulphate—Quiet at £19 10s. to £20 lQs.,per tQji.

CREAM OF TARTAR.—First white orj'stals on spot 86s. to

87s, per cwt. ; 98 per cent. B.P. quality, 90s. to 90;;. 6d.

GLYCERIN---Steady at £67 per ton for best chemically pure
1.260 SG quality in tins and ca-ses for 5-ton lots. i

•

'
.' '

•

IODIDES—LTnchanged at Convention rates.

MENTHOL—Quiet at 25s, to 25s. 6d. per lb;, according to

quantity for Kobayashi brand.
MERCURIALS—Are steady at unchanged price.s.

MORPHINE.—Market is quiet but firm on basis of 4s. 6d.

per oz. for the Hydrochlorate powder, and 2a. per oz. more
for the crystalline salt, with, however, but little business

passing.

OPIUM—Quiet but steady, with practically no business

passing; prices being nomijially unchanged.
PARAFFIN WAX.—Crude 2id. to 2id. Refined 3d. to 3|d.

PHENACETIN.—Crood brands can be bought iu quantity at

5s. -per lb. in bulk, paper packing.

PITCH.—8s.
QUICKSILVER—Is steady at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle ffoitt the

importer. •
;

' '••

QUININE.—There are a few-buyers of B&S and Brunswick
Sulphate in the Speculative Market, at lid. for i December
delivery; spot is quoted 10|d. Makers of these brands still

quote Is. Id. per oz.

RESIN—Quiet. Common strained spot 5s. 9d.
,
ex-wharf,

and 5s. 3d. July-Sept, and Oct. -Dec. sailer ex-ship terms.
SPICES.—Ginger : Cochin in good supply

;
nearly 1,900

packages offered, of which 612 sold
;
bold, some medium cut and

scraped at 72s. to 72s. 6d., medium ditto at 55s., fair to good
small ditto at 43s. 6d. to 46s., washed rougii at 33s. Jamaica
also in good supply, and 750 packages sold, fine bright at 65s.,

fair to good -bright, 51s. .to 55s. ;
middling, 45s. to, 49s. 6d. ;

ordinary, 40s. to 44s. 6d. Cloves : Zanzibar bought in at 4d.

2 cases Penang sold', fair bright picked at 9d., also 10 cases
Ceylon picked at 6d. to 6|d. Black Pepper : 186 bags Singa-
pore sold at 6d. to 6^d., and 536 bags TellicheiTy at 6|d. to &^d.

White Pepper mostly bought in, Singapore at lOd. to lO^d.,

Siam at 9|d. Cliillies : 90 bags Japan bought in, fair bright

lone at 27.S. Capsicums : 17 bags Japan sold, good bright,

rather stalky, at 19s. Mace : 43 packages West Indian sold,

pale and I'eddisK at 2s. to 2s. Id. ; goiod i:ed', Is. lOd. to 2s. ?

broken. Is. 9d.
'

SHELLAC.—The Calcutta ^ cable- came yesterday unchanged
at 64 rupees. The- tone of this market has been;, firm, and full

prices have been paid, but closes quiet. On the spot a mode-
rate business has been done at previous rates. F<>r firrival

about 800 cases TN Orange have been sold, May-July ship-

ment at 123s. to 124s., Sept. -Nov. and Oct. -Dec. at 124s. to

125s. c.f. and i. Futures have been firm, but close quiet, at

barely the best. The sales are about 1,200 cases TN, July
delivery at 129s. 6d. to 130s., August at 130s., aiid since at

129s. 6d., September, October and November at 130s., 93;id

December at 129s. 6d. to 130s., closing sellers at 129s. 6d^

SODA NITRATE.—Refined spot £9 17s. 6d.
;

Ordinary
£9 lOs." per ton. '

•

SULPHONAL—Still offering al very low price, down to

4s. 3d. per lb.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's Drug Auctions comprised fourteen not very lerlgthy

catalogues. Results may be fairly described as deplorable. lAloes :

A few cases of. Hepatic in monkey skins sold at from 60s. tp
63s. per cwt. for fait- quality. Buchu Leaves : Fair green, rounds
sold at lid. per lb. Cardamoms were lower, there again being
apparently no limit to the fall in value of this article, over-
production being undoubtedly the cause of the decline ; good
bold pale Ceylon-Mysores sold at 2s. 5d. per lb., medium at
Is. 6d. to Is. 9d., down to S^d. per lb. for smalls ; seeds realised

Is. i2d. per lb. Coca Leaves: Good green Ceylon, sold, at

Is. 2d. per lb. Colocynth : 8 bags powder, offered without re-

serve, fetched 3d. per lb. Calumba Root fair washed .sold al
15s. 6d. per cwt. ; natural sorts very wormy at 10s. 6d. ' Cuttle-
^h Bone : Good broken sold at 2^d. per lb. Gum Guaiacum
was very freely offered, and was forced off at exceedingly low
prices, fine glassy block realising only 9d. to lOd. per lb.

Kaniala : 2 cases very dusty dull sola at 3^. per lb. Oil
Peppermint : 30 cases HGH, offered without reserve, fetched
12s. per lb ; 10 cases of Todd's, guaranteed pure, realised^ same
fi.gu.re. Rhubarb: Sniall to bold flat high dried sotdf -at-'8d.

per lb. ; 2 ca«es medium round Canton at Is. 7d. Senega Root

:

o bales offered' without reserve sold cheaply at 3s. 9d. td
lOd. per lb. No Ipecacuanha was sold. Very many oihes'

lots also failed to find buyers.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

iKTOEMATioN rsqniTed by readers will be published in this column as
early ag possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulee
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, Liondon, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Practical Histology (C. P.—89/32). — Bower's ' Practical
Botany ' (Macmillan, 3s.).

Flower Gum (G. S.—89/34).—Make a saturated solution of

sandarac in methylated spirit.

B.Sc, London (J. H. W.—89/28).—Apply to the Registrar,
London University, Imperial Institute, London, S.W.

Surgeon and Chemist (G. 0.—89/29).— (1) Yes. (2) Yes.

(3) It depends upon the circumstances of the case, generally.

Lassar's Paste (J. C.—90/1).—There are several pastes with
which the name of Lassar is associated. The following is the
formula for that used in cases of eczema :—Zinc oxide, 24

;

starch, 24
;
salicylic acid, 2 ; soft paraffin, 50.

Analysis (G. R. B.—89/26).—Blyth's ' Poods : Their Compo-
sition and Analysis ' (Griffin, 21s.) ; E^rankland's ' Handbook of

Agricultural Chemical Analysis' (Macmillan, 7s. 6d.) ; Coleman
and Addyman's ' Practical Agricultural Chemistry ' (Longmans,
Is. 6d. net).

Powder for Indigestion (J. A. H.—89/25).—It appears to con-

sist chiefly of magnesium carbonate, but you should subject the
powder to analysis. As the powder has an alkaline reaction,

the " effervescence with soda water " can only be a mechanical
disengagement of gas.

Sarsaparllla (W. C.—89/27).—Simple aerated water is flavoured

with sarsaparllla syrup. There are numerous formulae for the
latter, but the following may serve your purpose .—Concen-
trated compound decoction of sarsaparllla, 2 fl. drachms ; burnt
sugar, J fl. drachm ; tincture of quillaia, ^ fl. drachm

;
syrup,

2.S. to make one pint.

Sanosin (J. B. — 90/2).—The only information at present

available is contained in the following extract from a daily

newspaper :
—" Oil of eucalyptus is mixed with sulphur and

charcoal, and this mixture is then evaporated over specially

constructed alcohol lamps. The vapours inhaled by the patients

killed the tuberculosis bacilli. In some cases the patients were
kept day and night in the atmosphere thus impregnated until

they showed signs of relief." It is added that Professor Som-
merfeld, of Berlin, approves of the use of " sanosin," as the

new cure is termed.

Oleum yEthereum (J. B. —89/33) .—We are informed by the
Board of Inland Revenue that there is no revenue regulation

restricting the use of " Oleum .SSthereum," made from duty-

paid spirit, to the preparation of Spirit, ^ther. Co., nor is there

any restriction on its exportation. If, however, the oleum
sethereum be derived from methylated spirit, it may not be used

in making any preparation capable of being taken internally as

a medicine, though there is no objection to such oil being

exported. No drawback would be paid on the export of oleum
sethereum, even when made from duty-paid spirit.

Strop de Dessessartz (E. A. N.—90/3).—It is the compound
syrup of ipecacuanha of the ' Codex Medicamentarius,' and is

prepared as follows :—Macerate bruised ipecacuanha root, 6,

and senna leaves, 20, in white wine, 150, for twelve hours ; tl en

strain, press, and filter. Add to the residue thyme, 6, and red
poppy petals, 25, pour on boiling water, 600, and infuse for
SIX hours, after which again strain and press. Next add to the
infusion magnesium sulphate, 20, and orange-flower water, 150,
then filter, and add the vinous solution first prepared. Finally'
to every 10 parts by weight of the liquid, add sugar, 18, and
dissolve on a water-bath.

BIRTH.

Wynne.—On June 5, at 206, Bedford Road, Rock Ferry, the
wife of W. A. Wynne, pharmaceutical chemist, of a son.

MARRIAGES.

Brooks—Attfield.—On June 4, at St. Andrew's, Watford,
by the Rev. Canon Noiman, Rector of Mistley, and the Rev.
Canon Reith, Vicar of St. Andrew's, Watford, Charles Norman
Brooks, of Mistley, Essex, to Gertrude, elder daughter of Dr
John Attfield, F.R.S., of Ashlands, Watford.

Keall— Fielding.— On June 4, at Sutherland Avenue Wes-
leyan Church, Paddington, W., by the Rev. Josiah Banham,
assisted by the Revs. Dr. Flew and J. H. Hocken, John Keall,
eldest son of Mr. Holmes Keall, Chemist, 241, Elgin Avenue,
W., to Gertrude Fielding, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Hinchliffe Fielding, of 30, Sutherland Avenue, Maida
Vale, W.
Norrie—Bowman. -On June 4j at Dalmeny Street U.F.

Church, Leith, by the Rev. A. B. Dykes, M.A., and the Rev.
Hugh Black, Ajl.A., St. George's U.F. ' Church, John Norrie
(Standardi Life Assurance Company), to Jean Biuness, elder
daughter of John Bowman, chemist. Divisional Secretary for
Leith.

DEATHS.

Cooper. — At Upton-on-Severn, William Ecklee Cooper,
Chemist and Druggist. Aged 83. Mr. Cooper has carried on
business at Upton for many years, and for a long period he
acted as rector's churchwarden.

Palin.— On June 3, John Frederick Palin, Chemist and
Druggist, Sunderland. Aged 69.

Wise.—On May 31, after a long illness, at 48, Scotland Road,
Stanwix, Carlisle, Joseph Norman Wise, Pharmaceutical
Chemist. Aged 44.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Communications fob the ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' most be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of
the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London,
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, * Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle
Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

Contributions sent for the Editor's approval should be accompanied by
stamped addressed envelope, otherwise no guarantee can be given that
they will be returned if not found suitable.

Correspondents should write in ink, on one side of the paper only, and
must authenticate the matter sent with their names and addresses,
though not necessarily for publication. No notice can be taken of anony>
mous communications.

Drawings for Illustrations should be executed twice the desired size

clean sharp lines being drawn with a pen and liquid Chinese ink. Shad-
ing by washes is inadmissible. Photographs can be utilised in certain

cases.
Names AND FoRMULiE should be written with extra care, all systematic
names of plants and animals being underlined, and capital letters useJ
to commence generic but not specific names.

Reprints of Articles cannot be supplied unless the authors communi-
cate with the Editor before publication. The right to reproduce all

original matter and illustrations published in the Journal is strictly

reserved.

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been peceived from Messrs. AntclifTe,

Black, Blyth, Braithwaite, Burton, Clarkson, Cledbury, Dunkley, Fawsetts
Perrall, Henry, Hill, Holloway, Howard, Hudson, Lawson, I.yon, Mellor,

Mitchell, Mumford, Nunn, Plenderleith, Polgreen, Pritehard, RUey, Sage,

Smith, Swinnerton, Tocher, Umney, Wild, Wootton, Wynne, Yates,
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A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK.

Oil of Matico.

That the matico leaves now imported are different in shape,

etc., from those formerly in commerce, is well known
;
they

differ also in the oil they contain, for whereas the old leaves

yielded 1 to 3 5 per cent, of an oil of sp. gr. 0 93 to 0 99 and
contained matico camphor, the present leaves yield from 3 to 6

per cent, of oil of sp. gr. 106 to 1-13, and contain no matico-
camphor. According to E. Promm and K. van Emster, this

latter oil consists principally of a yellow, slightly fluorescent

oily substance, which they call matico-ether, CnHieOi. By
oxidation matico-ether yields matico-aldehyde, CioHiqOj, and
maticoic acid,CioHio06, orhomomaticoicaeid,CnHi.20c, according
to the conditions of the experiment ; all these substances are
crystalline.—Ber. d. d. Client. Ges., through Apotheker Ztg.

New Derivatives of Saccharin.

According to the French patent (No. 322,096, June 14, 1902),

soluble compounds of saccharin which are free from the metallic

taste may be obtained by the action of methyl and ethyl
amines upon saccharin in aqueous solution . The new substances
appear to be addition products, the one obtained with mono-

methylamina having the formula, C6H4<gQ > NH-NHaCHa-
—Chem. Zeit, 1903, 206.

^

Preparation of Lygosin.

. This substance, whose sodium compound is stated to have
strong antiseptic and antifermentative properties, is prepared

by reaction between salicylic aldehyde and acetone in presence
of strong sodium hydroxide solution

—

/ONa H
CfiHZ C ,ONa

\CH iO Hsi \ CeH,/
\ ^CH : Ha
CO = >co

+ / /CH : HC/
/ONa / CeHZ

\CH + 2H2O
H

The sodium compound may be recrystallised from 60 per cent,

alcohol, and forms metallic green glistening prisms. When
incinerated it should leave a residue of 24-3 per cent,

sodium carbonate. It has no corrosive action, and a 5 per

cent, solution is fatal to gonococci.

—

PMrm. Post, 1903, 101.

Room Disinfection witli Mercuric Chloride.

E. Bertavelli has carried out a series of experiments to

determine whether any danger is incurred by the habitation of

rooms which have been disinfected by mercuric chloride. In

the case of only one out of thirteen individuals could a minute
quantity of mercury be detected in 12 litres of urine, With
mice confined in a box, previously disinfected with 1 per cent,

sublimate solution, mercury was found in two cases out of four-

teen, but if a strong metal gauze were placed several centimetres

above the floor of the box all the mice remained free from
mercury infection. The author concludes that no danger need

be incurred after disinfection with mercuric chloride, par-

ticularly if care be taken to remove the disinfectant as com-

pletely as possible. After spraying walls with the solution no
mercury remained suspended in the atmosphere of the room,

—

Ziseh, f. Hyg. u. Mfk., through Apot. Zeit., 1903, 175.

- Vol. 70. (Poubth Seeies, Vol. 16.) No. 1721.

Aspirin and Acetyl-Salicylic Acid.

M. Utz has submitted these product.s to an examination with
a view to determine how far the claims made for their superiority

over salicylic acid or the salicylates can be substantiated. He
finds that, agitated with "water at 17^ C, tliey are not decom-
posed into salicylic and acetic acids, but tlie hydrolytic action

of tlie water can ba recognised after half an hour's contact.

Trituration before treatment with water appears to facilitate

the decomposition. At 37° C. the decomposition is more
evident, while with aitificial gastric juice (pepsin, 1; hydro-

chloric acid, 10; water, 500), hydrolysis is still more rapid.

The author concludes, therefore, that the substances men-
tioned cannot have any specific advantage over the simpler

salicylates, since the experiments show that they are decom-
posed, at least partially, by the gastric juice, and do not,

therefore, reach the intestines unchanged, as has been alleged.

Commercial samples of these substances in compressed tablets

show distinct evidence of free salicylic acid, probably owing to

the manipulation necessary for their manufacture by previous

trituration or granulation.—/ScAwti;. Woch. f. Chcm. u. Pharm.,

1903, 116.

Reactions of Pyramidon.

Waldheim considers that the blue colour produced by pyra-

midon (dimethyl amido-phenazone) with gum arable is due to

an oxydase in the latter substance. He fuids tliat other oxidis-

ing agents—eau de javelle and hydrogen peroxide—also give

the blue colour provided the reaction is not energetic, otherwise

the blue colour is destroyed.

—

Journ. de Pharm. et Chim.,

1903, 173.

Coloured Constituents of Butea Frondosa.

E. G. Hill contributes a paper on this subject. The dried

and fresh flowers of Bulca frondosa are extensively ueed in

India for the preparation of somewhat fugitive yellow dye.

The aqueous extract of the flowers contains an easily decom-

posable tannin which readily yields phlobaphen ; this product,

which separates from the solution as a dark, tarrj precipitate on
boiling with hydrochloric acid, is almost insoluble in warm
water, but readily dissolves in alcohol or in aqueous alkalis ;

from the former solution it is reprecipitated by water, and from

the latter by acids. On evaporating the filtrate from the phlo-

baphen an odour of charred sugar was noticed, this result sug-

gesting the presence of a glucoside. The freshly-prepared ex-

tract, when treated with lead acetate, yielded a yellow precipi-

tate of a lead salt which, when suspended in water and decom-

posed by hydrogen sulphide, furnished a yellow solution, from

which a yellow gum was obtained by evaporation. This pro-

duct, when dissolved in water and extracted with ether, gave

a light yellow ethereal solution, from which a semi-fibrous,

yellow mass separated. This substance was soluble in hot water,

alcohol, or acetic acid, and separated from the laet-mentioned

solvent in small, lemon-yellow crystals, which gave the reac-

tions of fisetin. After separating the ethereal extract, the

aqueous solution was hydrolysed by boiling with dilute hydro-

chloric acid ; this reaction led to the precipitation of phlo-

baphen, several fractions of the product being collected during

evaporation. These fractions, whicli are probably different anhy-

drides of the same tannin, were all readily soluble in alcohol or

aqueous alkalis, giving rise to deep reddish-brown solutions
;

they readily reacted with bromine, evolving hydrogen bromide

and giving an amorphous powder lighter in colour than the

original substance ; this product yielded traces of methyl
bromide on treatment with sodium hydroxide solution. Phloro-;

glucinol and protocatechuic acid were obtained from the phlo-

baphen by fusion with potassium hydroxide.— roe, Ch^.Pi. Soc
,

19, 133.

B2
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Commercial Aloes.

M. I. Wilbert, at tli3 close of a lengthy survey of

tlie different varieties of commercial aloes, says tliat

these may be divided into two classes or groups, the

ona containing barbaloin with little or no isobarbaloin, and the

other containing considerable quantities of isobarbaloin, in

addition to the barbaloin. He thinks that continued research

into the chemistry of aloes will make possible the preparation

of a modified aloin or of an analogous compound tliat will more
nearly represent the active cathartic principle of aloes than does

the aloin available at the present time.

—

Amer. Journ. Pharm.,

6, 264.

Action of Liquefied Ammonia on Chromic Chloride.

W. R. Lang and C. M. Carson srtate that when liquefied

ammonia acts on violet chromic cldorid'e, a salmon-coloured

powder is produced, from which water extracts two distinct

compounds, which are easily crystallisable in vacuo, and cor-

respond in composition with the formulae Cr,Cl5,12NH3,2H20

and Cr,Cl^,10NH3. ITie foi-mer substance is yellow, whilst the

latter has the colour of cobalt nitrate. The salmon-coloured

powder, when kept at 15°, yields both yellow and red crystals,

.but if heated to 110° it gives the red substance only. These

compounds are completely decomposed at 180°.

—

Proc. Chcm.

Soe., 19, 147.

Action of Methylamine on Chromic Chloride.

W. R. Lang and E. H. JoUiffe find- tliat methylamine acting

on violet cliromic chloride produces a pink i)owder veiy readily

soluble in water, from which it can be crystallised with diffi-

culty owing to the rapidity with which chromium hydroxide

separates out. The composition of the crystals corresponds

with the formula Cr^Clg.lOCHj-NHj- The pink compound,

when heated at 100°, yields a substance containing 8 mols. of

ammonia
;
complete decomposition into chromic oxide occurs at

120°.—Proc. Chan. Soc, 19, 147.

l^eactions Between Chlorine and Benzene.

A. Slator discusses the influence of light and of different

catalytic agents on the reaction between chlorine and benzene.

With a large excess of benzene, the reactions between this hydro-

carbon and chlorine are practically limited to the two changes

represented by the following equations: C5H5-l-Cl2= 06H5Cl+
HCl, Or,H5+ 3Cl2= C^H5CIe, the relative amounts of the two
chief products depending on the conditions of the experiment.

The velocity of these reactions has been measured under various

conditions, especially under the influence of different catalytic

-agents. A chlorine solution of suitable concentration in dry
benzene being employed, the velocity of the reactions is measured
by simultaneous titrations of chlorine and hydrogen chloride.

The reaction velocity without a catalytic agent is too small to be
measured. Under the influence of iodine chloride, both the sub-
stitution and addition reactions take place. The velocity of dis-

appearance of fre'e chlorine is found to be proportional to the
chlorine concentration and to the square of the iodine chloride
concentration ; the temperature coefficient of the reaction is

very small. By investigating the reaction in carbon tetra-

chloride solution vrith varying quantities of benzene, it was
shown that the velocity is proportional to the concentration of
the hydrocarbon. It is found by determining the hydrogen
chloride that 70 per cent, of the chlorine takes part in the sub-
stitution reaction, whilst the remainder combines additively.

This ratio remains constant, even when the solvent is changed
or the concentration of chlorine, iodine chloride, or benzene
varied.^Proc. Ohem. Soc, 19, 136.

NOTE OJi KINO ENZYME.

BY DAVID HOOPER, F.C.S.
. ,

The presence of an enzyme in the juice and dried gum of the

kino tree, as being the cause of the gelatinisation of the

tincture, has been long suspected by myself, and its investi-

gation by Mr. Edmund White, recorded in a preliminary not©

to this Journal,* will lead to interesting and valuable results.

Kino is not an astringent exudation peculiar to Pterocarpus

marsupium, but is secreted by trees of various natural orders

such as liutea frondosa, Macaranga roxburghii, and Myristica

gibhosa, one of the wild nutmeg trees of India. The bright red

juice of the Butm which exudes from the stem of the tree in

the spring, is perfectly soluble in water in a fresh state,

but when dried it gradually darkens in colour, and in the course

of time becomes for the most part insoluble. I have stated in

a previous paperf that Butca kino shows this deterioration

more decidedly in old museum specimens, from which it might

be inferred that some active feiment is slowly producing the

change in the dried drug that is so noticeable when it is dis-

solved in a spirituous menstruum.

Tliis peculiarity is well marked in a natural kino juice used

as a varnish in Assam. The fluid collected from the tapped

stem of the "Syndai" tree {Myristica gibhosa, Hook, f.) is em-

ployed in Jowai, Assam, for varnishing doors and windows of

native houses. The rich, red juice, which is highly astringent,

after exposure to the air for some time, becomes perfectly im-

pervioiLS to water. These rapid changes indicate the presence,

in the liquid of an enzyme or oxydase similar to that found

by G. Bertrand in 1894 in the lacquer tree of China and Japan,

and such as probably exists in the secretion of the black varnish

tree of Burma (Melanorrhcca usitata).

Having recently received a fresh supply of " Syndai " varnish

from Assam, I made the following experiments with the

object of detecting the presence of an enzyme :—The difficulty

in the operation was to remove the tannic acid, as it has been

shown by Brown and MorrisJ that the presence of a solution

of tannin in vegetable juices prevents tlie isolation of the fer-

ment. The same method was therefore adopted as tliat used by

Mr. H. H. Mann§ in separating the enzymes of the tea-leaf, a

material containing in the dried state about 20 per cent, of

tannin.

Five grammes of the astringent varnish or fluid kino was

added to 10 grammes of hide powder and thoroughly mixed, then

distilled water was added to form a paste. The mass was

strained through calico and further clarified by filtering through

paper. The almost colourless solution was treated with four

volumes of alcohol and allowed to stand for twelve hours. The

precipitated enzyme was filtered off and dissolved in a small

quantity of water. To this liquid was added the standard test

for oxidi.sing enzymes, an alcoholic solution of guaiacum resin,

when almost immediately a blue colour appeared.

The next experiment was made to extract and test the enzyme

in samples of the kino dried at different temperatures. In the

fir.st case 10 Cc. was dried in a water-oven at 90° C. for three

hours, in the second the same quantity was dried in the sun

during the day at 55°, and in the third case the desiccation was

conducted at the temperature of the laboratory (34°), and occu-

pied three days. Tlie isolation of the enzyme was performed

in the same manner as with the juice, and the reaction for an

oxydase was obtained with each sample. The blue reaction did

not manifest itself so rapidly in the more strongly heated

sample, but it was quite distinct. To test the correctness of the

* Pharm. Journ., 70, 644,

I Pharm. Journ., 6i, 664.

; Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., 12, 368.

S Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 70 (1901), 154.
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last result a solution of the enzyme was maintained at the tem-

l^erature of 90° for five minutes ; it vras tlien cooled and tested

with guaiacum tuicture, when a blu-e colour gradually de

Teloped. This is a high t-emperature for an enzyme to remain

active ; that of the tea-leaf, for instance, is destroyed when
lieated to 85° C. The kino enzj-me loses all activity when boiled

in water at 100°.

In the juice of the wild nutmeg tree we therefore have a very

ictive ferment, which appears to be the cause of the profound

changes which its properties rapidly undergo when exposed to

the air. Syndai varnish dries up muck sooner than the juice

of the Malabar kino tree, and even if kept in corked bottles

gelatinisation sets in in the course of a few weeks. A sample

of the liquid kino from Picrocarpvs marsupium, collected in

April, 1899, and preserved in the Indian Museum in a vessel not

^lennetically sealed, is still in a licjuid condition after four years.

AVe might infer from this that the Syndai varnish contains a

much larger amount of active enzjuie than the Malabar kino,

and it will be a matter of interest to leam the results of the

experiments made in connection with the enzyme of the oflScial

drug. Reasoning from analogy, it would seem that the prepara-

tion of kino by evaporating the juice in the sun is insufficient

to destroy the disturbing cause, fuid it will be important to

know whether the improved method of preparation employed

on the Malabar coast, by first boiling the juice, will result in

ii. more valuable drug free from the objection of losing its

^stringency when kept in alcoholic solutions.

PILUU FERRI, B.P.

BY E. W, LUCAS AND H. B. STEVENS.

The number of prosecutions that have recently taken place

with regard to Pilula Ferri seem to indicate that, in spite of the

literature that has been periodically published and the number-
less experiments that have been made, no formula can be relied

upon to yield pills which will contain anything like 20 per cent,

of ferrous carbonate, after keeping.

If the official formula is a bad one, it seems rather hard that

pharmacists should suSer through the lack of knowledge on the

part of the compilers of the Pharmacopoeia. It may be urged

that if a few dozen pills are prepared freshly for each customer
these pills will contain about one-fifth of ferrous carbonate. As,

however, iron pills are sold in enormous quantities, it would be

quite impossible for many pharmacists to prepare them ex-

temporaneously, and the authors now propose to show that

Vfeie this plan always followed, such pills would deteriorate even
more rapidly than those made on a manufacturing scale and
properly coated.

The amount of ferrous carbonate officially required to be

present in each piU is vague—about one-fifth. What range is

the word " about " intended to cover ? That a certain range, or

a stated minimum, is necessary will be seen when the variation

in the amount of water and the variability of the dried ferrous

isulphate are taken into account. The pharmacopoeial instruc-

tions are to use 20 grains of water, or a sufficiency, while ferri

sulph. exsicc. must contain at least 92 5 per cent, of PeS04-H.20.

Actual working shows that the best mass is obtained with from
10 to 12 grains of water, and this mass averages '180 grains in

•weight.

Now reckoning the FeSOi-HjO as 100 per cent., this mass
would give theoretically :

—
168 8 : 150 :: 115 15 : x = 102-325 grains FeC03, which,

reckoned as percentage of FeCOg,
480 : 102-325 : : 100 : x = 21-318 per cent. FeCOa. But

FeS0i-H20 of only 92-5 per cent, purity would only give :—
100 : 92'5 : : 21 318 : x = 19-719 per cent, FeCOa.

This then gives a range of 19 719 per cent, to 21-318 per cent.

FeCOs, i.e., each 5-grain pill should contain theoretically not

less than 0 9858 grain, nor more than 10657 grains FeCOs.
Working from the above figures and using 19 719 per cent, as

the lowest standard, iron pills of various makers were examined,

the average analysis showing about 12 per cent, of PeCOs—

a

deficiency of 40 per cent. But the total iron in nearly every

case was approximately that of the B.P. pill. The only con-

clusion possible is that the pills contained the full amount of

ferrous carbonate when freshly prepared, but had deteriorated

through oxidation.

It then became necessary to ascertain the length of time

required for this amount of oxidation. To this end a batch of

pills was carefully prepared, placed in a box on the laboratory

table and examined at intervals extending over three months.

The following table shows the gradual and regular oxidation

which took place ;—

•

Percentage of Percentage o( Percentage of

Date Fe<rous Iron Ferric Iron Total Iron
reckoned as FeCOs reckonedasPeCOs reckoned as FeCO.t

February 16, 1903 19-147 1-27 20-417

„ 17, 1903 18-876

18, 1903 ] 8-741

„ 20, 1903 18-468

,. 23, 1903 17-925

„ 25, 1903 17-382

27, 1903
March 2, 1903 ..

16-975
16-567

5, 1903 .

.

16-432

„ 16, 1903 .. 1S074
„ 23, 1903 .

.

14-531

„ 31, 1903 .

.

14-259

May 12, 1903 .... 10-999 12-696 2J-695

The pills were first examined about six hours after making, so

that although ihe total iron expressed as FeCOa was 20417 per

cent., the actual ferrous carbonate present was only 19147 per

cent., showing a deficiency of 2 89 per cent, compared with the

theoretical B.P. minimum ; therefore 6 2 per cent, of the

original ferrous carbonate contained in the pills had become
oxidised since making.

The analysis at the end of three months shows the presence

of only 10-99 per cent. FeCOg or a deficiency of 44 -22 per cent.,

being a loss of 41-33 per cent, between the first and last

analyses.

The pills were weighed at intervals during the experiments

and the average loss per 5-grain piU at the final analysis was

nearly 0-75 grain. As, however, they would still contain the

original amount of total iron the percentage would be higher.

Theoretically, in a mass containing 20 417 per cent, total iron

expressed as FeCO:,, a 5-grain pill would contain 1-0208 grains,

and if this pill lost 0 75 grain of moisture the percentage would

then be
1"0208 x 400 ^ 24188 per cent. This accounts for

17

the apparent discrepancy of the final total iron which is given

as 23-695 per cent.

These figures give some idea of the quick and regular oxida-

tion which takes place during the first three months after

making. On comparing the dates of the analyses and the

differences in ferrous carbonate shown, it will be seen that the

oxidation ia: most rapid at first and then gradually lessens, so

that the same amount of oxidation which took place between

the last two analyses—an interval of six weeks—was effected in

the first three and a-half weeks.

Pills were examined that had been kept a year under similar

conditions, and these showed a deficiency of 61-6 per cent, of

ferrous carbonate, so that the loss during the last nine months

of the first year of keeping was approximately only half that of

the first three months.
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The following methods were employed in obtaining the above

figures :—Recently boiled and cooled distilled water was used

throughout. It was found by experiment that the use of Acid.

Phosph. Dil. as a solvent gave clearer solutions than Acid. Sulph.

Dil. It was also found that if the mass was placed in the

solvent and quickly heated to about 150° P., slightly better

results were obtained.

Assay of Ferrous Iron Present— Expressed in Terms of

Ferrous Carbonate.

The K2Cr20, solution used in these determinations was of

such strength that 30'5 C.c. were required to oxidise 01 of

ferrous iron to the ferric state. 2 Gm. of the pills were

placed in a flask with 10 C.c. of Acid. Phosph. Dil. and 20 C.c.

of water, and quickly heated to about 150° P. This was agitated

occasionally until entirely dissolved, and then made up to

100 C.c. at the temperature of the room. 25 C.c. were diluted

with 50 C.c. of water and titrated with the K2Cr.207 solution

until the whole of the ferrous iron present was oxidised.

Suppose 1 C.c. of K2Cr207 solution to have been used :—Then
0 1

30 5

The relative weights of Pe : PeCOa : : 55 6 : 115 15.

01 X 11515

30 5 : 1 : : 0 1 : x = = ferrous iron in 0 5 Gm. pills.

.•. Expressed in grammes of PeCOs =

And as-percentage of FeCOs =

30-5 X 55-6

01 X 11515 X 2 X 100

30-5 X 55-6

= 1-358 per cent. PeCOj.

So that each cubic centimetre of K2Cr207 solution used to

titrate a solution of 0-5 Gm. of pills in 25 C.c. represented

1-358 per cent, ferrous carbonate.

Assay of Ferric Iron Present—Expressed in Terms of

Ferrous Carbonate.

Twenty-five C.c. of the solution were placed in a strong stop-

pered bottle together with 2 C.c. of HCl and 1 Gm. of KI, quickly

stoppered and kept at a temperature of 104° P. for half-an-hour.

This was then cooled and titrated with N/10 hypo, starch-

mucilage being used as indicator.

Each C.c. N/10 hypo used = 0 00556 Gm. ferric iron.

This is converted from grammes of iron to percentage of

ferrous carbonate as above. The authors have in hand a large

number of experiments on the manufacture and keeping of iron

pills, made from formulae other than the official one, details of

which will be published at an early date.

THE PHARMACY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.*

Although the Bill before Parliament is not likely t'o advance,

owing to lis lowly position on the agenda, much beyond its

present state duiing this Session, there is no harm done to it

by discussion and consideration. It is curious to note how Mr.

Dobbs, himself a member of a most powerful monopoly, is to

be found advocating, practically, a course which in his own
profession he would be the last to tolerate. Let any person or

company of persons arrogate to himself or themselves the

standing and functions of a solicitor, and what would

happen ? The Incorporated Law Society would soon teach that

person, m the language of the man in the street, what's wliat

!

We have no sympathy with persons who, having no qualifica-

tion tliemselves, endeavour by illicit means, if the term may
be used, to pose in a garb which the law of the land expressly

stipulates is that only for the individual who comphes with
certain formalities in the way of study and examinations. This
particular question is one of great interest to every professional

man ; every man who has studied and worked for a certain

object, which, having been obtained, confers upon him a certain

distinction, is not going to part with that privilege, whatever it

* Reprinted from the British Journal of Photography.

may be, or share that distinction, be the value great or smal},.

without a struggle. Taking a general view of trade and pro-

fessional matter.Sj and with some knowledge of limited liability

companies and their methods, we should siy that every profes-

sional man and every psison who aspii-es to such a positiorv.

ought, as a personal and essential matter, to be found at the

back of this present Bill.

We do not anticipate that any alteration is to be looked for,

even if desirable, in the present condition of things, relative-

to poison sales. The practically unanimous opinion of the

coroners of this country that " greater rather than less restric-

tion" is required in regard to this important matter is not

likely to be ignored by our parliamentarians. Even the report

of a Royal Commission in the opposite direction may.be quietly

shelved for an indefinite number of years by .a startling case

of poisoning, and, this being so, we have no belief that ouk

legislators will at any time sanction the wholesale or free-

dissemination of rank poisons, such as arsenic, by any Tom,.

Dick, or Harry who may think fit to apply for a licence. True,,

a Privy Council Departmental Committee reported in favous

of less restriction, against the evidence of the coroners ana
other experts, but we and others know the history of this

committee from the beginning, and have no doubt that Parlia,-

ment, as a body of business men, will take a course rather in,

favour of greater than less restrictions on the sale of poisonous,

drugs and chemicals.

Our interest in the matter lies primarily in the fact that

certain chemicals are ussed by photographers, many of whom
had at times considerable difficulty in getting supplies, owing

to tho restrictions which are well known j but, on the other

hand, we know that many of our professional brethren did not

exercise their discretion to the extent desirable. It is not for

the public good that these scheduled poisons be sold freely and

without restraint, their sale has, in the public interest, been

confined to a body of trained and educated men, and certain

formalities have to be gone through before sale and barter can

be carried out, but having recognised this condition of things-

and. entered, as we may say, into the spirit of the Act, these

same professional and amateur workers now find no trouble in

getting what they require for their own legitimate purposes.

In a secondary way our interest is excited professionally

—

that is to say, as professional men. An absolutely anomalous!

and absurd situation is created when, say, "Job Smith," who>

up to the present is a nobody and a failure, may, with »
couple of hundred pounds and the assistance of his wife, sisters,

and aunts, turn himself into " Job Smith, Limited," and

thereafter pose as " opticians, pharmaceutical chemists, dentists,

artists, and photographers," and as many other qualifications as

can be annexed ; this is a blow at all education, dpprenticeship,

and training, and honest aspirations to achieve a position.

Where is the incentive to work and gain a degree, the acquisition

of which is to enable us to practise our professions, if the

"Job Smiths" may do the same without the preliminaries? If

there is anything objectionable about the present Bill it is

that it is too lengthy. The simplest form of amending Bill to

the effect that in the reading of the Act of 1868, the word

"person" is to read "persons or companies," would surely

have covered everything necessary. Much of the lengthy talk

about the poisons is, after all, merely in the nature of the " red-

herring dra-mi across the trail " ; there has always been moi-e

wind than substance about " greater facilities," and so forth,

and the " personal interests," which, in the more prominent

agitation were so palpable, amply demonstrate the fact. The

passing of the Bill in its present form would not do a penny-

'

worth of harm to existing vested interests, while the conserva- ,

tion of the " title " would satisfy the amour propre of a large"

body of educated men who have desei-ved better bf their fellowe.
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VEGETABLE POWDERS AND THEIR DIAGNOSTIC
CHARACTERS.

-BY PROFESSOR HENRY G. GREENISH AND EUGENE COLLIN.

Section 7.- -Powdered Barks— (Contd. from p. 705.)

Cassia Bark.

Tlie bark of Cinnamomum cassia, Blume. (N.O. Laurineae).

The bark presents the following structure :

—

-{I) Cork, in which layers of thin-walled, tabular cells alter-

nate with layers of cells with thickened, brown walls.

(2) Cortex, which is moderately wide and characterised by the

abundance of sclerenchymatous cells contained in it. Some of

these cells have very thick walls with branching pits ; others

have comparatively large cavities and walls that exhibit a more
or less conspicuous one-sided thickening. They occur either

isolated or in small groups in the primary cortex, and also form
a sclerenchymatous ring, which is interrupted at intervals by
email groups of parenchymatous cells, and bears on the outer

margin scattered bundles of pericyclic fibres.

Powdered Cai sia Bahk.—a., starch; cr., crystals of calcium oxalate;

bast fibres, entire or broken
;
go,, seoration cells ;

i., bast, in

longitudinal and transverse section ; pc, cortical parenchyma; ph.,

phellogen ; m., r'm'., medullary rays in longitudinal and transverse

section
;

s., s.', outer layers of cork, in surface view, and in profile ;

sc., sclerenchymatous cells; sc., s'e'., inner, thickened layers of

cork, in surface view, and in profile.

(3) Bast-ring, constituting the greater part of the bark. It is

traversed by medullary rays two cells wide, and contains

numerous secretion cells as well as bast-fibres and sclerenchy-

matous cells.

The secretion cells are mostly larger than the cells of the bast

parenchyrna, and are axially elongated
;

they may contain

•either mucilage or volatile oil, or a mixture of both.

The bast fibres are either isolated, or occur in groups of two
or three

;
they are larger but less numerous than those of cin-

namon bark.

The sclerenchymatous cells are also either isolated or in

small groups.

The cells of the bast parenchyma contain starch grains which
are about three times as large as those of cinnamon bark.

Many cells, especially those of the medullary rays, contain

numerous minute prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate.

The sieve-tubes are narrow, and have small, transverse sieve-

plates.

The diagnostic characters of cassia bark are :
—

(a) The cork, soim of the cells of which are thick walled.

(b) The isolated bast fibres.

(c) The sclerenchymatous cells, many of which are more
strongly thickened on one side than on the other.

(d) TJie secretion cells, containing oil or mucilage,

{e) The minute prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate.

Typical specimens of cassia bark may be distinguished from
typical specimens of cinnamon bark by the presence of cork, by
the larger, thicker bast fibres, and by the larger starch-grains,

but the lower grades of cinnamon bark are often difficult to

distinguish from cassia.

Cinchona Bark (Ledger).

The cultivated bark of Cinchona ledgerlana, Moens (N.O.

Rubiaceae).

Powdered Ledger B.vrk.—o., starch grains; cr., cells with sandy crystals

of calcium oxalate
; fl.,f'l.', bast-fibres, entire and broken; bast;

lie., d-'bris of lichens; j)C., cortical parenchyma; nn., medullary

ray in longitudinal section; »., «'., cork in surface view and profile;

phelloderm.

/
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The bark presents the following structure

(1) Cork, composed of several layers of thin-walled tabular

cells filled with a dark-brown, amorphous substance ; in surface

view the_ cells are pDlygonal.

(2) Phelloderm, consisting of several rows of cells with dark-

brown walls.

(3) Cortex, composed of tangentially elongated polygonal

cells, some of which are filled with sandy crystals of calcium

oxalate, while others contain small, simple starch grains.

(4) Bast-ring, comprising the major part of the bark. The
medullary rays traversing this tissue are usually two or three

cells wide, and the cells have very thin walls. The bast-rays

contain numerous scattered bast-fibres which vary somewhat
in width (30 to 80 /j.), but are usually rather large and fusiform

in shape ; their walls are very thick, conspicuously striated, and
traversed by funnel-shaped pits. In the powdered drug the

bast fibres are more or less broken, but the fragments are easily

recognisable by their characteristic pits. The sieve-tubes are

very narrow, and the sieve-plates are usually transversely

situated.

The powder of cultivated cinchonas always contains frag-

ments of very dark-brown cork and of foliaceous lichens ; they

usually exhibit but few sclerenchymatous cells, but the

botanical source cannot be accurately determined by means of

the microscope.

The diagnostic characters of powdered cinchona bark are :

—

(a) The dark colour of the paretichymatous tissue,

(b) The very characteristic bast-fibres.

(c) The small sieve-tubes.

Cinnamon Bark. *

The bark of Cinnamoinum zeylanicuvi, Breyne (N.O. Liau-

rineae).

Fig. 90.

—

Cinnamon Bark

Powdered Cinnamon Bark.—o., Starch-grains; cr., minute crystals of

calcium oxalate ; ft., bast-fibres with very thick walls, entire or

broken; go., secretion cells; I., V., bast in -.longitudinal and trans-

verse section
;
pc, cortical parenchyma;'?™. ,"r'm'., medullary rays

in radial and tangential section ;
sc., sclerenchymatous cells ; vg„

sieve-tubes, collaiJSed,

The bark, which is deprived of the coik and of the majorit

of the cortex, presents the following structure

(1) Cortex, represented by two or three rows of tangentially

elongated polygonal cells.

(2) jBosi-rmg', separated from the remains of the cortex by a

continuous ring of sclerenchymatous cells, with thickened

pitted walls, the thickening being often more strongly

developed on one side than on the others. On the outer margiit

of this ring bundles of pericyclic fibres may be detected afr

intervals, as in the case of cassia bark, but the sclerenchymatous-

ring of cinnamon differs from that of cassia in being continuous

instead of interrupted. The bast-ring is traversed by medullary

rays, which are very narrow near the cambium, but enlarge-

towards the periphery. It contains secretion cells similar to-

those of cassia bark, and bast-fibres that have very thick walla

and are mostly isolated. The sieve-tubes are arranged in tan-

gential groups, which in the outer portions of the bast-ring are

collapsed and exhibit traces only of cavities ;
they are narrow

and have transverse sieve-plates. Many of the cells of th&

cortical parenchyma and medullary rays contain small starch-

grains or numerous minute crystals of calcium oxalate.

The diagnostic characters of cinnamon bark are :

—

(a) The absence of cork.

(b) The sclerenchymatous cells, sometimes thickened on om
side more than on the other,

(c) The secretion cells containing oil or mucilage.

(d) The minute crystals of calcium oxalate.

(e) The small sieve-tubes with transverse plates.

Typical cinnamon bark is distinguished from cassia bark by

the absence of cork, by the bast-fibres, which are smaller anci

narrower, and by the starch-grains, which are also smaller.

Cusparia Bark.

The bark of Galipea officinalis, Hancock (N.O. Rutacepc)

The bark exhibits the following structure :—

(1) CorA-.—The characters of this tissue vary considerably ia

difisrent specimens. Frequently there is on the outside n more

or less extensive layer of thin-walled cells, and towards the in-

terior a layer of thick-walled cells ; or these conditions may be

reversed, or the thin-walled cork may be almost entirely absent.

In surface view the cork cells are polygonal in outline.

(2) A narrow layer of phelloderm, the cells" of which, in sur-

face view, also appear polygonal.

(3) Cortex composed of tangentially elongated parenchymatous

cells containing small, rounded starch-grains. This tissue con-

tains large oval cells, in each of which there is a bundle of

acicular crystals of calcium oxalate ; it also contains oil glands,

and not unfrequently small groups of polygonal parenchyma-

tous cells with moderately thick, pitted walls.

(4) Bast-ringin which oil glands and small groups of bast-fibres

can be distinguished. In this tissue crystal cells are also pre-

sent, but the cells themselves are not larger than the neighbour-

ing parenchymatous cells, and the calcium oxalate takes the

form of long, pointed, prismatic crystals. The bast-fibres have

very thick walls, and are grouped together in bundles of mode-

rate size. The sieve-tubes are arranged in tangential bands,

which alternate with similar bands of bast parenchyma ;
they

may be distinguished by having rather thicker walls, and in the

older parts of the bark are often collapsed.

The medullary rays are two cells wide, near the cambium, but

enlarge towards the cortex.

When a section is moistened with dilute solution of ferric

chloride a bright red colour is developed, especially near the oil

cells.

The diagnostic characters of cusparia bark are :—
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(a) The presence ofacicular and prismatic crystals of calcium

oxalate.

(b) The oil glands.

(c) The bast-fibres.

{d) The characteristic cork.

(e) The red coloration with jerric chloride {not always well

.defimdin tlie poiuder).

begins with the studio and ends with toilet and hygiene, and
between those two extremes information is given, as briefly

as it well can be, concerning almost every fact and process

that the photograjpher may desire advice upon. Thus a very
large amount of matter is compressed into the comparatively
small space of 166 pages.

' PiioTOGHAPHY : The Watkins' Manual of

EXPOSUBE AND DEVELOPMENT.' By AlFEED
Watkins. Second edition, revised. Pp.

124. Price Is. nett. Hereford : The Wat-
kins' Meter Co. 1903.

The fact that a second edition of this work
has been called for within five months of the

publication of the first edition, would seem to

indicate that it has filled a vacancy in photo-

graphic literature. The author takes for granted

that the reader has no knowledge of photo-

graphy, consequently he explains in the sim-

plest possible language the fundamental princi-

ples of photography as applied to negative

making. He begins by briefly, but clearly,

describing the functions of the three essentials

to the production of a negative, viz., the lens,

the plate, and the camera, and proceeds with

some instructive remarks on apparatus before

dealing with exposure and development. While

the object of the work is primarily to give prac-

tical instruction in exposure and development

,

reference to other photographic processes is not

omitted, but useful information is succinctly

given concerning copying, enlarging, lantern

slide making, printing, toning and fixing, etc.

This manual ought to be included in the library

\" of every amateur photographer.

CusPAEiA Baek.

JPowDERED CusPAEiA BARK.— stavch-gi'ains ;
ec, prismatic crystals; oa., acicular crystals ;

fl., bast-fibres; go., oil glands
; 1., I'., portions of the bast in longitudinal and transverse

section; pc, cortical parenchyma ;
p/i., phelloderm ; ra., raphides; rm., m'., medullary

rays in tangential and radial section; s., s'., cork, in surface view and section; «;.,

sclerenchymatous cork cells; sp., sclerenchymatous cells from the cortical paren-

jjhyma ; vg., sieve-tubes.

{To be continued.)

KEVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Wallsgrovk.

Dawbarn and
*J'iRST Steps in Photogbapht.' By J. C. H

3rd edition. Pp. 111. Price 6d. London

:

Ward, 6, Farringdon Avenue, E.C. 1903.

This modest work, as its title implies, is intended for the

:omplete novice in photography, ths object of the author

'.leing to teach the tyro the rudiments of the art. The book

deals with the usual subjects, and lias, in addition, over thirty

ruled pages for " Creneral Memoranda."

•'The Figtjees, Facts and Foemul^ of Photographt. and
Gthde to Theie Peacticai Use.' Edited byH. Snowden
Waed. Pp. 166. Price Is. nett. London : Dawbarn
and Ward, Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, E.G., 1905.

The title of this book is as concise a description of its nature

A5 it is possible to give, the whole work being a compilation

if the figures, facts and formulae of photography. The book

' E. Meeck's Annual Repoet ' for 1902. Vol.

XVI. Pp. 209. Darmstadt: E. Merck.

1903.

The contents of this well-known publication

are of the same nature as hitherto, and deal

with the principal developments and discoveries

in pharmacotherapeutics during the past year.

Particulars of these have been collected and
epitomised from the chief medical and scientific

journals throughout the world. "Preparations" and "drugs"
are dealt with under different headings, after which follow a

number of carefully compiled indexes. These include a biblio-

graphy, an index of authors, a general index, and a list of the

diseases, with symptoms and indications for the use of the

various substances described in the report. A table of the

approximate prices of the principal remedies specified ia the

Report concludes the work.

'Tests and Re-Acjents,' Chemical and Microscopical. By
AlFEED I. CoHN, Ph.G. Pp! iii. -f 383. Price $3.00.

New York : John Wiley and Sons ; London : Chapman and

Hall, Limited. 1903.

In this book are given under the names of the inventors of

each test, alphabetically arranged', brief descriptions of the

method of applying the tests. The plan of the book is essen-

tially similar to that adopted in the list of reagents, etc.,

which was published in the Pharmaceutical Journal in 1898

(series 4, vol. 6 and 7). The present collection is, however, more
extensive, and in addition to the list of tests under the authors'

names aji index of .subjects is appended. As several of the re-
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agents are not at all well known by their authors' names, and

some little ditficulty might possibly be experienced, the index

of the substances in the determination of which the tests are

applied, is particularly useful. Such rapid progress is con-

tinually being made in the discovery of new tests that all such

compilations need frequent revision and numerous additions, but

Mr. Cohn's book seems to have embraced most reagents of value

up to the date of its publication.

'The Microscopical Examination of Foods and Drttgs.

By Henry George Greenish, F.I.C., F.L.S., Professor

of Pharmaceutics to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain and Director of the Pharmacy Research Labora-

tory. Pp. xxiv. and 321. Price 10s. 6d. nett. London :

J. and A. Churchill. 1903.

Progress in the microscopical examination of foods and

drugs of vegetable origin has been greatly hindered in this

country by the lack of suitable text-books and atlases, no

important work on the subject having appeared since Dr.

Arthur Hill Hassall devoted bis attention to it half a century

ago. As -the author of the present work points out, such

portions of modern manuals of analysis as are devoted to the

use of the microscope provide instructions that are but

meagre, descriptions that lack precision, and illustrations

that are wanting in detail. No such criticism can justly be

levelled at Professor Greenish's latest work, the instructions

he gives being exceptionally full, W'hile his descriptions are

most precise and his illustrations all that can be desired in

regard to matters of detail and general accuracy. The book

is correctly described in its sub-title as a practical instruction

to the methods adopted in the microscopical examination of

foods and drugs, in the entire, crushed, and powdered states.

It affords the instruction and advice necessary to enable one

who has previously been grounded in botany to undertake the

examination of vegetable powders, and it will be supple-

mented later by an adequate anatomical atlas, containing a

reprint of the admirable series of memoirs on powdered

drugs, etc., which Professor Greenish and M. Eugene Collin

have prepared especially for the Pharmaceutical Journal. The

subject-matter of the present volume has been divided into

twelve sections, dealing respectively with starch, hairs and

textile fibres, spores and glands, ergot, woods, stems, leaves,

barks, seeds, fruits, rhizomes, and roots, particular care

having been taken to select types which will best illustrate

the methods of examination described. Beginning with

potato starch, the author gives full instructions how to

mount specimens for microscopical examination, then describes

the shape and appearance of the starch, after which he ex-

plains how the grains can be measured, sketched, and tested

by physical and chemical means. The characters are theu

given of the more important starches, including those of ti e

potato, arrowroot, maize, rice, wheat, rj-e, barley, oat, bean,

pea, lentil tous-les-mois, turmeric, ginger, sago, and tapioca,

the first section being corj eluded with notes on the examina-
tion of starch. In like manner the author deals with cotton

wool, flax, hemp, lycopodium, loipulin, kamala, ergot, and
the more important woods, stems, leaves, barks, etc., of

medicinal iiiterest. At the end of the volume is (A) a list of

reagents of general utility in microscopical analysis, and (B)

a list of the chief varieties of cell wall and cell contents, and
the means adopted for their identification. In conclusion, it

may be stated, without fea-r of contradiction, that the work
is as well-planned and practical as it is unique ; no pharma-
cist, pharmaceutical student, or public analyst can afford to
be without it, and the author is cordially congratulated upon
the completion of a difficult and praiseworthy enterprise.

POISONINQ CASES AND INQUESTS.

During the seven days ended Wednesday, June 17, 1903, te

fatal cases of poisoning were reported :—

Poison, Accident. Suicide. Uncertain.

1

1
1

2
1

1
'

1
1

1

Total 5 3 2

Ammonia.—At Upper HoUoway, a woman, eighty-two years o£

age, died from the effects of drinking ammonia in mistake for

brandy. The ammonia, which had been purchased from aa
oil-shop, was not labelled " Poison." After some strong remarks

by the Coroner, Dr. Danford Thomas, the jury added to their

verdict a rider advising oil-shop keepers, when selling poisons,

not only to label the bottle with the word " Poison," but also-

with the name of the particular poison the bottle contained.

Camphor.—A woman at Knightsbridge died from camphor
poisoning.

Chlorodyne.—A butcher at Manchester poisoned himseK by
taking, at one draught, three ounces of chlorodyne.

Chloroform.—A woman at Sunderland, who had sufferedf

from fatty degeneiration of the heart, died under chloroformy

which had been administered for the purpose of a dental opera-

tion. A man died in St. Thomas's Hospital under chloroform ;

his heart was stated to be weak from excessive drinking.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man at Jersey, nine of whose relatives

were stated to have committed suicide, took spirit of salt ancP

died shortly afterwards.

Laudanum.—A woman at Newcastle, who had purchased

laudanum from two different chemists, died from an overdose.

Liniment.—A woman at Guilsborough took liniment in

mistake for medicine.

Nitric Acid.—A man at Liverpool died from the effects ol

inhaling the fumes of some strong nitric acid, a carboy of which

was accidentally broken.

Vermin Killer.—A vermin killer, containing strychnine, was.

used ^y a man who committed suicide at Hartlepool.

Alleged Dispensing Mistake.—At an inquest in London, oa

June 15, evidence was given that deceased, a carpet designer,

had made on the day of his death the following state-

ment:—"At seven o'clock this evening I went to Messrs

Vine and Froom, chemists, and called for my usuaf

medicine, morphia. I have been in the habit of going to

this chemist's for over twenty years, but on this occasion

a strange assistant served me. I drank my usual dose from

the bottle. I suddenly in the shop felt ill. It was harsh-

to the taste, and gave me a fiery pain in the throat. I

expostulated with the chemist's assistant, and said he had nob

given me morphia. To this he assented, and apologised, saying,.

'I will replace the medicine, and give you what you require.'
"

A post-mortem examination showed no evidence of morphine>

but the inquiry was adjourned in order that the contents of the

stomach might be analysed.

Attempts at Suicide.—Numerous attempts at suicide are

reported, the poisons used being :—Carbolic acid, chloroform

(2), laudanum (3), oil of tar, "ointment containing opium,"

oxalic acid, salt of lemon (2), spirit of salt, and vermin killer.
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FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
CHEMISTRY.

MEETING AT BERLIN.

OF APPLIED

ONE of the most important papers read in the Subsec-

tion VIII. (6), for Hygiene, Medical, and Pharmaceutical

Chemistry was one by Professor Thoms on the

Valuation of Drugs and Narcotic Extracts.

The author first directed attention to the prevailing custom

of valuing drugs by determining one constituent only, and

raised the well-known contention that the therapeutic activity

of the drug ig not necessarily identical with that of the con-

stituent that is taken as the basis of valuation. Quinine, he

-observed, could not take the place of decoction of cinchona,- nor

morphine the place of opium, nor strychnine that of nnx

•vomica, and in support of this he pointed out that galenical

preparations of crude drugs maintain their position even after

the introduction of the so-called active constituents. His

deduction from this was to the effect that constituents of the

drugs other than alkaloids or similar " active principles " are

by no means inactive, but play an important part in the action

of the drug, either by reason of their special therapeutic proper-

ties or by favourably influencing the absorption of other bodies.

Hence, in valuing a drug, the pharmacist must devote more

attention to the consideration of these other constituents and

to their determination. Working in this direction, Professor

Thoms devised a process for the determination of tannin and

total organic acids in extract of belladonna. The following is

the process for the determination of the tannin :

—

Five Gm. of extract is dissolved in 20 C.c. of water, filtered,

and the residue washed with 10 C.c. The tannin is then

separated by the addition of 20 Gm. of ammonium sulphate,

eoUected, washed with a saturated solution of ammonium sul-

phate, and extracted with boiling 90 per cent, alcohol, by which

the tannin is dissolved. The solution is evaporated, the residue

dried at 100 C. and weighed. It is now extracted with warm
water and the solution made up to 1 litre, of which 10 C.c. are

mixed with 20 C.c. of 20 per cent, sulphuric acid and titrated

with N/10 potassium permanganate. This is effected by boiling

for five minutes with 10 C.c. of the permanganate, decolourising

by 10 C.c. N/10 oxalic acid, and adding N/10 permanganate until

the colour is restored.

The total organic acid is determined in the filtrate after the

p-recipitation of the tannin by ammonium sulphate by acidifying

with 20 C.c. of 20 per cent, sulphuric acid, and shaking out

four times in succession with 15 C.c. of pure ether, free from

acid. The ethereal solution is then titrated with N/10 caustic

potash, using phenol-phthalein as indicator.

• Professor Thoms proposes the name of " permanganate num-
ber " for the number of milligrammes of potassium permanganate

tiecessary to oxidise the tannin, obtained as indicated , from 1 Gm.
of extract. This number will vary with the proportion of

tannin the extract contains, but cannot naturally be regarded

as an exact measure of the tannin present owing to the difficulty

of separating this substance from the other constituents of the

extract. The organic acids determined are partly volatile,

partly fixed ; chief amongst the latter are probably malic and
succinic acids.

For the determination of the total alkaloids Professor Thoms
devised the following process :

—

Two Gm. of extract is dissolved in 50 Gm. of water, acidified

with 10 C.c. 10 per cent, sulphuric acid and precipitated with

5 C,c. potassio-bismuthic iodide (see Archiv d. Pharm., 1897^

p. 152). The precipitate is washed twice with 5 C.c. sulphuric

acid, transferred to a stoppered cylinder, decomposed with

30 C.c. of 15 per cent, caustic soda and 0-3 Gm. of sodium

sulphite ; 15 Gm. of sodium chloride are quickly added and

100 C.c. of ether. After well shaking and standing 50 C.c. of

the ethereal layer are titrated with iodeosin as indicator. By
this means hyoscyamine, atropine, scopolamine and the volatile

alkaloids are determined together. If the determination of the

latter is not desired then the ethereal solution can be

evapoi:ated, dried until the narcotic odour disappears, and

weighed.

The following table gives the results of the examination of

five samples of extract of belladonna :—

S
a
CO

Weight of
Tannia
Yielded

by 1 Gm.

KOH to
Neutralise

Acid
in 1 Gm.

Perman-
ganate
Number.

•

Moisture.

Per

Cent.

1

Alkaloid

by

P.

G.

Method.

Per

Cent.

Alkaloid

by

Thorns'

Method.

Pei;

Cent.

I. II. I. II. I. II.

A 0-107 0-122 0020 0-019 2K-5 200 14-15 2-15 1-4

B 0 034 O-0J6 0-018 0-016 81 82 15-77 1-72 1-19

C 0 088 0-076 0-0 ;0 C-024 20C'3 227 10-35 1-57 1-05

D 0081 C-J18 256 11-46 1-72 1-15

E 0-059 0-053 0016 0-018 98 86 15-10 1-73 1-48

It is evident that the tannin varies considerably, being much
higher in A, C, and D, than in B and E, and it is also obvious

that the official German method of determining the alkaloid

gives results that are much too high, an observation that other

chemists have already made.

In the discussion which ensued Herr L. Spiegel, assistant td

Professor Liebreich, supported the contention of the author'

that the therapeutic activity of a drug was due to the combined

action of a number of constituents, and could not be gauged by

the determination of one, or a few only, of them. Thus the

action of extract of belladonna is quite distinct from the action

of the alkaloids administered as such. Nux vomica is another

instance, and probably in both the difference in action is due to

the absorption being much more rapid in the case of the alka-

loids than of the corresponding extracts.

M. Frenkel (Paris) read a paper on-
Medicinal Peroxides.

Hopogan and ectogan were the two bodies examined ; .the

former was found to be magnesium oxide, with 15 to 30 per

cent, of magnesium peroxide, the latter zinc oxide, with 20 to

56 per cent, of zinc peroxide. These bodies are at present

undergoing therapeutic investigation.

Human Miik.

On Saturday, June 6, Herr Jolles (Vienna) contributed a

communication on "Human Milk," from which it appeared

that human milk contained no oxydases or peroxydases, and

could by this means be distinguished from cow's milk.
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Miscellaneous Papers.

Prof. MiKovici (Bucharest) then spoie on the " Means of

' Distinguishing Bloods," and Herr Wassermann (Berlin) on the

" Biological Methods of Distinguishing Albumins," upon which

he said the means of distinguishing human from other blood

depended.

The next paper was by M. Devices (Bordeaux) on the

" Determination of Sugar in Urine." For the deoolorisation

of the urine tte author recommended solution of mercuric

nitrate as preferable to either lead acetate or subacetate, and
stated his opinion that a polarimetric as well as volumetric

determination should be made.

Herr Eschbaum (Berlin) followed with a communication on

"Drops." The author now admits that, contrary to his pre-

Tiously expressed opinion, a pipette, with a dropping surface

3 Mm. in diameter, is to be recommended for international

adoption, and demonstrated a " normal dropping pipette," with

with a dropping surface 3 Mm. in diameter.

Herr Maeguabdt (Frankfurt) next spoke upon the " Deter-

mination of Iron in Reduced Iron." He found that several

methods, including that of the German Pharmacopoeia, gave

results that were too low, and recommended a return to the

mercuric chloride method following the details given by Meicki

or those of the Swedish Pharmacopoeia.

The last paper was by Herr Blomquist (Stockholm) on
" New Preparations of Mercury." He described a mercury
amalgam, prepared from mercury, aluminium and magnesiumi

which, mixed with chalk and fat, ct)nstituted a preparation

termed mercuriol ; this is easily decomposed, yielding finely

divided mercury, magnesia and aluminium hydrate.

The second general meeting of Section A^II. took place on
Friday, June 5, at 3 p.m. Professor Proskauer came first with

a communication on " The Sterilisation of Water by means of

Ozone." In the discussion which ensued, Dr. Eelwbin
described the Siemen's Experimental Station for that purpose.

Herr A. J. Vandevelde followed with a paper on the Self-

purification of Rivers," and Professor Dreyfuss with a descrip-

tion of the treatment of sewage finally adopted in Manchester.

Bacteria and Enzymes.

In Section VI. (Fermentation and the Manufacture of

Starch) Profeesor Buchjnee reported upon experiments made
by him, in conjunction with Dr. Meisenheimer, with Bacillus

acidificans longissimus and acetic acid bacteria. These

organisms had produced the well-known films upon beer kept

at a temperature of 20° C. As it was impossible to press out

the juice from the bacteria, as was done with yeast, they were

dehydrated with acetone and triturated with quartz-sand. Pro-

fessor Buchner calls the dry yellow powder thus produced

"permanent bacteria" (Dauer-bakterien). It exhibits no
intact bacteria when examined under the microscope, but if it is

added to saccharine solutions and a current of air passed through
the liquid, lactic acid is formed, or if added to alcoholic solutions

under similar conditions acetic acid is produced. That enzymes
were present was also indicated by an active evolution of

oxygen when the permanent bacteria were added to a solution

of hydrogen psroxide. The possible presence of living cells in

the*permanent bacteria is, according to the author, excluded :

—

(1) By the treatment with acetone, (2) by the trituration with

quartz-sand, and (3) by the addition of toluol to sterilise the

solutions to be fermented. He proposes the names of lactic

acid, bacterial zymase, and acetic acid bacterial oxydase for

these ferments, and expresses his opinion that it is quite

possible that lactic acid is a stage in the production of alcohol

from sugar, for small quantities of this substance always make
their appearance. Perhaps yeast contains two enzymes;
one of which converts sugar into lactic acid, while the other

converts lactic acid into alcohol.

Fermentative Enzymes.
~ Professor Stocklasa (Prague) discussed ^the isolation anJ
characters of the fermentative enzymes present in plants ancT

animals. The materials were crushed with purified sand, and
the juice pressed out. To the] juice ether-alcohol was rapidly

added several times in succession, and the albuminous sub-
stances which separated out were allowed to settle. To the-

liquid ether-alcohol was again added, and finally ether. The-

product which contains the fermentative enzyme was dried in

a vacuum apparatus at 25° to 30° C. This substance produced
fermentation either at once or almost after six hours when
added to a sterilised solution of glucose, fructose, or galactose.

Professor Stocklasa also succeeded in isolating from muscular
tissue, lungs, pancreas, etc., an enzyme capable of producing
alcoholic fermentation.

LEGAL INTELLIQENCE.

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Prosecution Under Section 17.

Pharmaceutical Society v. Alex. Cross and So:ts, Limited.

Glasgow Sheriff Court.—The evidence given on Wednes-
day, June 10, 1903, iit the hearing of proof in this case wa*
fully reported at page 815 ct seq. of last week's issue.

In addressing the Court on behalf of the Pharmaceutical!

Society. Mr. Morison said that though the section had been

contravened in three ways, only one offence was charged anc?

only one penalty asked. The impression on the seal could

in no sense be considered as complying with the terms of the-

Statute with regard to labelling. He submitted that he had
proved his case up to the hilt. The evidence clearly showe(f

that there had been an illegal sale of the poison, and that it

contained a very large am-ount of arsenic trioxide, the most,

powerful of arsenical preparations. He asked for a suh>

stantial penalty and costs.

Mr. Campbell, for the defence, said that he thought a fatal"

defect in the case for the prosecution was that there was na
proof that Mr. Richard Bremridge was the Registrar of the

Pharmaceutical Society, or that he had authority to prose*

cute. He considered that the complainer had failed to esta-

blish an intei-est. The person who had the right to prosecute

under Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act was the Public Prose-

cutor. He .submitted that here there was no public danger,

and that was why the Public Prosecutor had never taken th*

matter up. He asked his Lordship to dispose of the com-

plaint on the strictest technical lines, and to hold, on one-

ground or another, that the complainer was not entitled to *
conviction.

Judgment.

On June 13, Sheriff Davidson gave judgment as follows :

—

. The first argument offered on behalf of the respondents i»

that this prosecution must fail because the prosecutor's title

has not been proved. The prosecutor is described as " Richard

Bremridge, Registrar, under the Pharmacy Acts, 1852 and"

1868, in name and by authority of the Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Society of Great Britain." When the relevancy of

this complaint was argued, I decided, on the authority ol'

Bremridge v. Steele Smith, reported In 39 S.L.R., thatapersoiK

so described was entitled to prosecute such a charge as that

preferred. All that the complainer has failed in, therefore,

is to supply the link identifying Ricliard Bremridge with the-

Registrar under the Pharmacy Acts. That the Registrar hasr

authority is, assuming that my view of the law is correct, a

matter of statute, and therefore of public knowledge,, and that
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lie lias, a right to appear by an agent. is a i)rovisioii of the

Summary Jurisdiction Act. I consider that the Court is en-

titled to assume that the name of the person who appears as

prosecutor is, iii point of fact, the name of the pi-osecutor

>v-]bere the fact ia not questioned by the respondent in the course

of the evidence, and therefore- 1 cannot sustain the objection.

To go into the merits of the case, I consider it quite clear, on

the evidence adduced, that the respondents contravened the

-17th- Section ef the Pharmacy Act of 1868 in every one of the

three instances libelled. That the mixture sold is properlj

•described as arsenical poison does not admit of doubt, and

although it is not sold es a medicine, nor an article of diet,

it is obviously in' the category of articles of wliich public

policy has decided to restrict the sale by such measures as the

Act of 1868. If that view is coiTect, there id practically no

defence to the charges of selling to a stranger and of failing

to enter the sale in a book or register as directed by the Act.

The failure to aflSx the name and address of the vendor is, to

my mind,- almost equally clear. The Act does not mention the

.^eal of the bottle as 'i- place on which the name may be placed,

nnd for a very good reason. The bottle camiot be used until it

is uncorked, and it cannot be uncorked without destroying the

seal. Therefore, if the name is only on the seal, you must
obliterate it, and thus abandon any check or security which

attaches to the retention of tJie name of the vendor before the

article can be used. As the word " contravention " is used in

the complaint, whereas three contraventions are libelled, I

think the -teSpondents would be entitled to absolvitor if they

could succeed in showing that any one of the provisions was

not contravened. Aa they have not done so, I find them guilty

of the contravention fii-st named—viz., sale to a person unknown
to them. The penalty will be £5 and expenses.

Mr. Campbell : I ask your Lordship to state a case.

Sheriff Davidson assented.

The Clerk to the Sheriff stated that the expenses would

be £3.

Correction.—^In the cross-examination of iMr. J. R. Hill, re-

ported at page 816, column 2, line 64, et seq., counsel is re-

ported as saying :
" It was in connection solely with the dis-

pensing of medicines that the Pharmaceutical Society founded

this charge?" The last words of this sentence should have

read "the Pharmaceutical Society was founded."

Sale of Food and Drags Acts.

Tincture of Cinchona.

On Thursday, June 11, 1903, at Greenwich Police Court,

before Mr. Kettle, Mr. William Lane Clarke, chemist ard

druggist, of 6, Perry Vale, Forest Hill, was summoned by the

Lewisham Borough Council for selling a certain drug—viz.,

tincture of bark—deficient in alkaloids to the extent of at

ledst 15 per cent., so as to affect injuriously its qusiiity, sub-

stance, or nature without making disclosure of such alteration

to the purchaser.

Mr. Peyser, barrister, appeared for the Council, and Mr.

Kirby defended.

Formal evidence of purchase having been given,

Mr. Kirby contended that the summons was wrong. It

could not be under Section 9 of the Foods and Drugs Act,

<is that section dealt with food, while the article of the sum-

mon.s was a drug. If Section 6 was meant, then the proper

words were not entered in the summons, "to the prejudice

of the purchaser." Again, the article was not a pure drug,

but a compound drug. Further, the purchaser had not asked

for the drug in the terms of the British Pharmacopoeia. Mr.

Kirby also held that the prosecution had not shown alteration

of tie article.

Mr. Kettle upheld the objection made by Mr. Kirby that

the words "to the prejudice of the purchaser" should have ap-

peared in the summons. The latter was, not properly drawn,

and the case would be dismissed. , ,
. :

The legal representatives of both parties, askedl th^t a cage

might be stated, the magistrate saying that he should only- stAte

a case on the ground that the summons' was incomplete. . •
. - •;

Gregory's Powder.

On Wednesday, June 10, 1903, at Cheshunt Petty Sessions,

Thomas Casely, chemist, Turner's Hill, was summoned for

iselling Gregory's ,powder made with magnesium cai^bonate.

Defendant said that carbonate was prescribed in all the old

pharmacopoeias, and most chemists still used it. In an ounce

the difference in the cost of the ingredients was infinitesimal.

The Benchf considered that it was a trivial case, and dis-

missed it on condition that defendant paid the analyst's fee.
'

Camphor.

On Monday, June 15, 1903, at Cannock Police Court,

Thomas E. Fereday, grocer, Bridgtown, was charged with

selling adulterated camphor. '
'

;

Inspector Toy purchased six ounces of camphor froia tHte

defendant's son, which proved on analysis to contain 23 peir

cent, less camphor than it should have done according to the

British Pharmacopoeia. •

Mr. S. E. 'Loxton, for the defence, "poiiited out that the

defendant had carried on his business for twenty years without

complaint. He purchased the compound from a Birmingham,

firm, by whom it was guaranteed.

The defendant was ordered to pay £1 Is. costs, without a
conviction.; .s;,. > ...

Pharmacy and Debtors Acts.

Application for Committal at Bradford.

On Tuesday, June 16, 1903, at the Bradford County
Court, before his Honour Judge Bompas, K.C., Mr.
Dawson (Messrs. Beldon and Ackroyd) applied for an order

of attachment against Novello Denham, an unqualified assis-

tant, in the employment of T. G. Forshaw, chemist, of 138,

Westgate, Bradford, for non-payment of a penalty incurred

under the Pharmacy Act. The application was opposed on

behalf of the defendant by Mr. J. T. Last.

Mr. Dawson said this was a case in which the Pharma-
ceutical Society got judgment against the defendant on March
3 for a penalty of £6, under the Pharmacy Act, and he had
since mentioned the matter of the non-payment to his Honour,

who had suggested that notice should be given to the

defendant and his solicitor, and that the matter should be

argued out before him. He pointed out how the Pharma-
ceutical Society was entrusted with the duty of enforcing

penalties in such cases as these, and submitted that these

proceedings were of a quasi-ci-iniinal character, and, therefore,

his Honour had power to commit a person to prison without

their having to prove previously that he had means to pay.

It was important that the County Court judge should have

this power, because in certain cases shops were held by limited

companies, and unqualified persons were employed for the

sale of poisung, and it was just in these cases, where the law

.should be most rigidly enforced, that they could not enforce it

at all if his Honour had not this power, because a limited

company might have apprentices in the shop who had no

means, as in the case of the present defendant—men of straw;

—and so, when judgment had been obtained it would be a

very easy thing to say, " I have no means," and if there were
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not such power of attachment as he submitted the Pharma-
ceutical Society could not enforce the penalty and protect the

pulblic, as it was charged with tlie duty of doing. The
Debtors Act of 1869, wliicli took away from county courts tlie

power to commit persons to prison without proof of means,
made exceptions by Section 4 which covered this case, and
left the former power remaining with regard to the payment of

penalties and sums in tlie nature of penalties. The Act under
Vhich the penalty was recovered was the Pharmacy Act, 1868,

Section 15. His view of the power of the judge was upheld
by the judgment in the case of ex-parte Martin, which aftei'-

wards went to the Court of Appeal as Martin v. Bannister.

Mr. Last said that in this case he held that his friend's

action was altogether misconceived. The Debtors Act did
not apply to the defendant in that motion, who was a young
apprentice, receiving 2s. a week.

His Honour pointed out that it was not suggested that the
Debtors Act gave him the power. What was held was that
the Debtors Act did not deprive him of the power in this

case. He scarcely remembered how one used to commit
persons to prison straight off before the Debtors Act, but that

former power certainly applied to infants as much as to
anybody else. What he had to consider, it appeared to him,
was what he ought to do just as if the Debtors Act had
never been passed. In those old days, as far as he n^raem-

bered, people did not apply to the Court for the arrest of a
man, but just went to the ofiice and took out an order for

arrest and went straight away and did it. He did not know,
therefore, that in a case which was not affected by the
Debtors Act it was necessaiy for him to give an order. He
supposed he might give directions—directions 'being asked for

in the second part of the application—that they had only
.to go to the Registrar and ask him for an order form, and
upon that go and take the respondent. He could not at the
moment see why the Pharmaceutical Society should not, as a
matter of course, issue a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, and
go to the Registrar and tell him to do that at his peril, ond
take the man up, and then what would be the result of

taking him up remained to be seen. He did not know at the

moment whether there was any difficulty in issuing a writ of

capias ad satisfaciendvrn,, but, so far as he knew, that having
been done, the defendant might stop in prison all his life

long unless he either paid that £5 or became bankrupt. He
thought there was a special provision that after six months
he might become bankrupt.

Mr. Dawson said he was afraid the Registrar would not
issue a writ of capias ad^ satisfaciendum.

His Honour : What right has the Registrar to refuse a
capias ad satisfaciendum ?

Mr. Dawson said the Registrar might object that his

Honour had not inade any order.

His Honour .said that in such case he supposed the Society

might immediately bring an action against the Registrar for

default of duty, or might go for a mandamus on him to issue

a capias ad satisfaciendum, but if they issued a capias ad
satisfaciendum, and seized the man, then if he (his Honour)
was wrong, tiie man "would probably have a cause of action

against them, and then they would get the point tried and
settled. He did not see any way out of that position. He
was asked to go back to the year 1868. Suppose that action

liad been brouglit in 1868, what would the Society have done ?

Would they not, as a matter of everyday practice, and never
having thought of anything else, have gone and issued a
capias ad satisfaciendum ?

. Mr. Dawson said he thought that even then they would
have had to have an order of the judge to do that, because
^ven then the power of arrest was limited. And if he went

to the Registrar to-day, the Registrar would say that he could

not issue it because he had no power, and he would have to

Come before his Honour again. It appeared to him that his

H-onour had two methods of enabling the Society to enforce

the judgment otherwise than by distraint, either by attach-

ment or by writ of judgment summons, and what he asked

for was that his Honour would give him such directions that

he could comply with Order 25, and serve it upon the defen-

dant, and then they could come to that Court again. '

Mr. Last held that his Honour was not under the necessity

to give any such directions.
'

His Honour: What do you suggest the Society should do?

Mr. Last replied that it was not for him to suggest, and it

was scarcely for his Honour to advise what the Pharma-

ceutical Society should do. It was a matter between the

Registrar and the Society.

Mr. Dawson said it was quite a friendly matter between

the Registrar and himself, and the Registrar had suggested

that he should go to the judge.

His Honour said that he could not agree with Mr. Last's

contention that he should not advise. A Court could not be

carried on unless the judge could be applied to for advice

and directions, and he should certainly hold £hat he had the

power to give directions to the Registrar to do what he

thought he ought to do, but at present he did not feel that

he ought to give directions in this matter. He had not

looked into all the rules, and it might be that there was some

other rule which said that the County Court could not issue

a capias ad satisfaciendum. He should have to look into the

matter.

Mr. Last suggested that if the capias ad satisfaciendum

had still been in use they would have been able to find

modern instances, and he believed that there were only two

means to-day of procedure for arrest—one by a commitment
summons under the Debtors Act, and the other by writ of

attachment.

His Honour said that the want of modern instances did not

prove anything, and he did not know of anything which had

put an end to the writ of capias ad satisfaciendum. He would,

therefore, reserve his judgment on the application.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.

Prosecution at Burnley^.

On Monday, June 15, 1903, at the Burnley County Police

Court, Thomas Houlgrave, described as an ointment seller,

of 65, Ingham Street, Padiham, was summoned for selling

proprietary medicines without an Excise licence, and also for

exposing for sale a box of ointment not in a Revenue wrapper.

Mr. Simpson, of Somerset House prosecuted, and said the

only question in the case was what medicines were liable to

duty. Sometimes they were called patent medicines, but

very wrongly, becaus3 other medicines besides patent medicine;,

were liable to duty. In this case the medicines were held out

by words written on a card to be beneficial to the cure or

relief of certain ailments affecting the human body, these

being cuts, burns, scalds, piles, scurvy, chapped hands;

tender feet, and all skin diseases—a fairly considerable list.

The medicine was called household ointment, and was pre-

pared by Houlgrave.

Mr. Hill, Inland Revenue officer, spoke to buying six

boxes of the ointment for 7d., at the defendant's premises.

They were not labelled, there was no licence in force, and

no stamp on the boxes.

Defendant was fined £2 and costs.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

eoMMcmcATiONS intended for publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
London, W.C,"

Liability to Medicine Stamp Duty.
The very guarded replies of the Inland Revenue autho-

rities to numerous correspondents suggest and foreshadow

a more rigid adherence to the strict letter of the Stamp
Act. The drug trade is evidently becoming aroused

and beginning to recognise the value of previous con-

cessions of the Commissioners in deference to public

convenience and altered conditions of trade. The ques-

tions of the hour appear to be to find a way out of this unfortu-

nate business and to estimate the respective loss and gain to

the chemist and druggist by the recent decisions of the Divisional

Court. On the profit side the claim advanced is that our semi-

professional status is recognised, inasmuch as we can now \ifea

descriptive label, which the non-registered drug-seller, grocer,

or joint-stock company cannot do. Accepting this at its full

value, what does it amount to? The knowledge of the distinction

the exempting clause confers only extends to the drug trade

and the Inland Revenue officials. The purchasing public have

been accustomed to ask simply for ipecacuanha wine, ammo-
niated q^uinine, syrup of squills, etc., and will be supplied by
stores or grocers just as heretofore. The public have never been

accustomed to descriptive labels, hence the distinction between

the registered and non-registered vendor is not apparent. Not
one chemist in a hundred has used or desired to use descriptive

labels. Some twenty-five years ago I had a full set of descrip-

tive labels. After two or three years' use they were

voluntarily discontinued on finding by experience that it

was decidedly advantageous that customers should seek oral

information rather than supplying it on the label. If

the public, waait information on their labels they will

buy small quantities from the exempted chemist and then pur-

chase their bulk supplies from a cheaper source. The cutter gets

the best of the deal all round, for should he so desire he can

use descriptive labels freely, and stamps, and still undersell

the exempted vendor. Why the generality of chemists will not

stamp their goods I have never been able to comprehend. The
public pay the duty, and they have a most unreasoning pre-;

ference for stamped articles. That a few small shopkeepers may
no longer sell pennyworths of antibilious pills is not much cause

for jubilation, and finality in this question is not yet reached.

The adverse side of the balance-sheet is ominous and disquieting.

The Board of Inland Revenue make it clear that a definite for-

mula must appear on all labels. They have no alternative;!

» their discretionary power of pennitting designations to distin-

guish one medicine from another is destroyed by the Sanguinetti

case. The diflaculty and annoyance of pu^blishing private formula,'

providing fresh labels, etc., every chemist can appreciate. To
meet some cases there does not at present seem to be a practic-

able solution. Should the Board accept the proposition that

publication of formula in any trade journal or pamphlet will

meet the requirement of the exempting clause relating to

"know and approved, etc' one can see a new crop of com-

plications, constant friction, and good business for the'

legal department of the Chemists' Defence Association. I

am disposed to think a better modus vivendi may be arrived

at. The Pharmaceutical Society is the recognised oflScial head'

of everything pertaining to pharmacy, and, as represented by itS;

Executive, is surely the proper body to intervene. The authori-

ties are amenable to reasonable pro-|K>sals, if emanating from an

official source. ,
The Council should lose no time in ajjproaching"

the Board of Inland Revenue, and endeavour to minimise and
neutralise the impasse created by the ;mpr\idtiit challenge of the
Chemists' Defence Association.

London, S.E., June 15, 1903. Leo. Atkinson.

Prescribing Cliemists.

When reading at different times about the condemnation of

prescriEing chemists, I often wonder why it is that the medical

defence societies do not turn their attention to the so-called

" jjatent " medicines which, being so largely advertised, must
take away from doctors more patients—I might say a hundreil

times more—than do the whole body of chemists put together.

Chemists, as a rule, confine themselves to first aid or pre-

scribing for simple ailments, and very often send their cus-

tomers to surgeons, whereas the proprietors of the patent pill,

syi-up, etc., do not hcsitite to give as advertisements long

accounts of how some pei-son has been rescued from the last

gasp and restored to sound health by taking their remedies,

after having tried all the doctors and hospitals they could

;

and they imply that thesg doctors were unable to diagnose
a case of severe indigestion, which is what the people had,

and thereby infer that doctors are nothing more than quaUfied

charlatans, and that all people want is to take their pills or

whatever form the nostrum may take, and ignore the whole
medical profession. No notice, apparently, is taken of all this,

but the chemist is the only culprit, and he must continue to
be the target for doctors to aim at. In some countries a
system is adoi>ted of having these nostrums analysed, and then
advertising the results to the public, nnd exposing what seems
very like a fraud. If the medical societies were to do this, or
get power to do^o if they cannot at present, I think thousands
of fees, small and large, would fhid their way into the pockets
of medical men. Of course, there are some chemists who over-
step true counter prescribing, but, upon strict inquiry, even
this ,will be found to be done by so-called chemists—those
whose names are not on the Register. There is another point
which might be noted. How many patients nre lost to medical
men by the custom of allowing those people who can well
afiFord to pay being treated at hospitals and dispensaries,
free of charge, no inquiry as to means being made, thus, in

reality, these people getting treatment and medicine on false
pretences? If a man were to ask for money in this way he
would probably be prosecuted for fraud. I only mention this
to show that the undoubted energies of medical defence socie-
ties might be profitably directed in otJier channels than against
the chemist. It may be worth noting that chemists have been
for a fong time now a recruiting ground for the medical pro-
fession. I know several who were qualified chemists, and after-
wards blossomed into medical practitioners, so that it seems
hardly fair to be so antagonistic, for, after all, a chemist has
as much a right as anyone ehe to recommend well-tried reme-
dies. It is not because he knows more than most people outside
the profession that he is to be bound down not to use his
knowledge with discretion.

London, E.C., June 15. 1903. C. H. Fentiman.

The Pliarmacy Bill and Doctors' Bispenserf.
The letter of "M.P.S." in to-day's Journal raises a very

important question affecting a large number of persons, and
should receive careful consideration. The suggestion that the
Apothecaries' Society should be approached with a view to
an amicable settlement is an excellent one, and I' trust that
it" may be adopted. It would undoubtedly be a great hardship
to many if the Pharmacy Bill in its present form were to
become law, and relegate the dispensing of medicines to those
who have passed the examinations of the Pharmaceutical
Society, as many possesHiig the Apothecaries' Assistants' cer-
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tificate have been for long periods employed as dispensers who
^

would not now care to take up any other calling, and are quite ;

competent to carry out their duties to the satisfaction of their

principals and the safety of tlie public- . ..
,

June 15, 1903. ' ' " Dispenser " (204/27).
j

Methylated Soap Liniment Case.
,

Your report of this case gives my evidence as stating that

I was the managing director of Parkes' Drug Stores, Limited.

This is incorrect. I never was the managing director, and
have not been connected officially with Parkes' for some con-

siderable time, nor is it correct that I claimed to be a " pro-

moter" of this company. These reports are calculated to

damage me in my business. Please contradict them. Your
statement, too, as to amounts shown by invoices put in is

incorrect.

London, N.^ June 12, 1903. J. Lorimer.
The report of the case as received stated that Mr, Lbrimer said Mr.

Murison was the managing director of the company 4t the time men-
tioned, but Mr. Murison's name was inadvertently omitted during the pro-
cess of condensation. The amounts shown by invoices should have been
pounds weight not pounds worth.— [Ed., P.J.] .

'

Please enable me to draw attention to some solecisms by
Mr. Ekins, ex-Mayor of St. Albans, in connection with the
liniment of soap case. I make no comment on the case itself,

for it is suh iudiec. When a pharmacopoeia or an addendum
thereto is published, its editor ipso facto has ceased editing,

therefore lias ceased to be editor; it is neither usual nor
polite subsequently to speak of him, ambiguously, as editor
"no longer." When an editor, or a research reporter, or
even the mayor of a town, is not re-elected on a future occa-
sion, and does not seek re-election, it is neither usual nor
polite to s,peak of the official as being "got rid of." It not
only is unusual and impolite, but outrageous, to speak of an
editor—who Jias nearly reached threescore years and ten,
who has beaten the record of British Pharmacopoeia i)lus

Addenda engagements as editor, and who as a research re-

porter has created a ten-year record—as beuig an official

who, according to one reiport of the soap liniment case, "has
been got rid of, I believe, because he is not now considered
an authority," or, according to another report " had been
An authority, but had now been got rid of because he was of
no use."

Watford, June 16, 1903. John A^tfield.

Convolvulus Sepium.
Reference has been made to Convolvulus sepium in your cor-

respondence columns recently by Mr. Mumbray, and in connec-
tion therewith it may be of interest to record the results of
some work on the plant which I have obtained a client's per-
mission to make u«e of. The result;^ were obtained from a
barrow load of the underground stem which I had carefully
picked over and dried. After aU the earthy matter was
removed, the drug was powdered, and, on analysis, it yielded as
follows :

—
Benzol extract 3-8 per cent.
Alcoholic extract 10-3 per cent.
Aqueous extract 19-36 per cent!
Starch (approximately) 60-0 per cent.

Of the alcoholic extract only a small proportion was insoluble
in water, showing that the resinous matter present was practi-
cally all soluble in the benzol. It was not within my province
to study the pharmacology of the plant, but it seems a subject
worth investigating, for C. sepium can be had in abundance.
London, June 12, 1903. Q. Edwb. Sage.

Malted Food for Infants.

In reply to "A.R.," I can strongly recommend the malted

food supplied by Messrs. Southall Br6thers find Barclay,

Limiited. The parents assured me that it saved one child's life.

.
Dover, June 13, 1903- J. F. Brown.

The inquiry of " A. R." in the Journal elicits a response from

me. Has he tried Herring's Malted Food, prepared by Wil-

lows, Francis, Butler and Thompson, 40, Aldersgat© Street,

• E.G. ? It is put up in tins of about, I should say, 1 lb. and 2 lb.

each. They would no doubt send him sample and prices,

should he write. .

Peckham, S.E., June 12, 1903. , J. Thompson.

In your issue of June 13 there is an inquiry coming through

'tas " Malted Infants' Food " in bulk. If you put the inquirer

in correspondence with us we can give him a soluble high-class

article which we think is just what he requires, same as largely

used in connection with making up with other, foods, or being

packed and .sold in its entirety.

London, "June 13, 1903. R. W. Macadam
(The British Malt Products Co.).

In reply to " A. R. ," I specialise Infants' Malted Food, and

find that obtained in bulk from Messrs. Evans Leschef and

Webb, 60, Bartholomew dose, London, is excellent for the

purpose. Infants thrive and sleep well on it, and it appears

to give general satisfaction to mothers.

High Wycombe, June 16, 1S05.

R. Kathleen Spencer, M.P.S.

THE OPPOSITION TO THE PHARMACY BILL.

The following petition has been j)resented to the House of

Commons by Mr. Bond :
—

App. 58. Mr. Bond. Seal. Sig. 2.

1488. The humble Petition of the Nottingham CHiamber
of Commerce,

gheweth^
1. That your Petitioners ate an association of manufac-

turers, merchants, and others, formed for the protection

and advancement of the interests of the coinm;ercial com-
munity of the city of Nottingham and the surrounding dis-

trict,

2. That a Bill has been introduced into your Honourable
House to alter and amend the Pharmacy Acts, 1852 to

1868.

3. That your Petitioners approve generally of the pro-

visions of the said Bill, and of the efforts which are being

made to secure that the compounding and sale of drug.s

and poisons sliall be restricted to duly I'egistered and quali-

fied chemists.

4. Your Petitioners, however, are strongly opposed to

Clause 7 of the said Bill, which they consider altogether

unnecessary and an undue liindrance in the conduct and
management of large business concerns, inasmudti as the

duties of a director of a company are entirely different

from those of his employee who sells and dispenses drugs

audi poisons. There is, in the opinion of your Petitioners,

no necessity for a director of a drug company to be a

qualified chemist as provided by such clause.

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honourable
House will be pleased to eliminate from or amend Clause 7

of the said Bill. ^ . .

And your Petitioners will ever pray, etc.

Signed on behalf of the Nottingham Chamber af Com-
merce this fifth day of May, 1903.

Joseph Wright,
Chairman of the Council.

H. Beattmont,
Secretary.
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LIABILITY TO MEDICINE STAMP DUTY.
A NUMBER of eorrespondeuts continue to ask for further

information concerning the change in practice decided upon
!by the Board of Inland Eevenue, as the result of the judg-

ments in the cases of Raxsom r. Sangtjinetti and Farmer
,v. Gltn-Jones, while Mr. Leo. Atkinson, whose letter will

.be found at page 851, contends that the loss, from a busi-

ness point of view, caused by the judgment in the first-

. mentioned case will far outweigh any advantage—prob-
lematical in his opinion—which may accrue from the dis-

tinction the exempting clause in the Medicine Stamp Duties

Act, 1812, confers upon chemists and druggists. In con-

sidering this matter it is necessary to bear in mind the fact

that the Board of Inland Eevenue is not placing a fresh

• interpretation upon the law, but simply withdrawing a

.concession made some years ago in order to meet the ob-

jection that some descriptive name must, in many in-

stances, as a matter of public convenience, be affixed to

packages containing medicine. Such designations as

" cough mixture " have always been considered liable in

-Strict law, but the Board has not heretofore insisted upon

.the payment of duty in cases where a preparation was

described merely by the name of the ailment for the treat-

ment of which it was intended- That state of affairs, how-

ever, exists no longer, and it remains for chemists and

druggists to face the situation. The following letter shows

that the Board of Inland Revenue is disposed to allow a

reasonable time to elapse, so as to enable chemists and

druggists to replace all labels which are now considered

liable :
—

•

INLAND EEVENUE,
Somerset House, London, W.C,

June 17, 1903.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 9th inst., I am
directed by the Board of Inland Revenue to state that

they will not take proceedings up to September 30 n'ext

against persons selling unstamped articles under exist-

ing stocks of labels which were not regarded as involv-

ing liability to Medicine Stamp Duty prior to the recent

decision . in the cases of Ransom v. Sanguinetti and
Farmer v. yourself.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) E. E. Stoodley,
The Secretary, Secretary.

Chemists' Defence Association, Limited.

Comment upon this letter is unnecessary, but it may be

suggested that the matter might, with advantage, be ritade

a sulbject of deliberation at the annual meeting of the

Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations, with the

object of having the facts of the case brought more pro-

minently before chemists and druggists, through the

medium of their local associations. •

THE SESSION'S WORK.

Local associations of chemists and druggists throughoilt

the country have now, ^yith very few exceptions, concluded

their programme of business for th.e session which com-

menced at the beginning of October, 1902. The session,

't may at once be said, has been characterised by greatet

activity and usefulness than that of any previous year.

A step of considerable importance was taken at the

outset, when several associations in Yorkshire decided

to form a West Riding Federation of Associations, Mr. R. C.

Walshaw, of the Huddersfield Association, being chosen as

first President of the Federation. This selection was the

more happy since the Huddersfield and District Chemists'"

Association is one of the most active in the country; it

includes among its members every chemist in

business in the town, and has been very active in promoting

the interests of the Pharmaceutical Society. Another very

important step was taken when a North London Branch of

the London Chemists' Association was formed. The
success attending the formation of that branch may be

judged from the fact that it now has more than a

hundred members. Other associations newly formed and
enthusiastically supported during tlie session were the

Cumberland and Westmoreland, Harrogate and District,

the Thames Valley District, West Ham and District;

North Kent and District, while a defunct association at

Peterborough was resuscitated. In this issue (see p. 857)

the formation of an association, comprising all but one of

the registered men of the district, is reported from Hartlen

pool. It is interesting to note that the formation of many
of the new associations was the direct outcome of visits

paid by the Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society to the

respective districts.

The subjects for discussion at the meetings of the

different bodies have been numerous and varied. Early in

the session, the question of the " protection of titles

"

received much attention ; while in some quarters a test case

was thought desirable, other meetings favoured legislation,

and if at the end of the session nothing has been

accomplished by either method, that is not due to lack

of interest on the part of those pharmacists who are

members of their local associations. Territorial repre-

sentation is another subject on which much diversity of

opinion exists, the majority, perhaps, being opposed to

any change in the existing system. That at any rate is

a conclusion which has been drawn from the result of

the recent election to the Council of the Pharmaceutical

Society. Exceptional interest was taken in the

Chemists' Defence Association and the Proprietary Articles

Trade Association. These have received whole-hearted

and almost unanimous support from associations through-

out the country, and it may with safety be stated that much
of the success of those organisations is due to the help
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given by the local associations. Indeed, the highly suc-

cessful P.A.T.A. Convention in November consisted in

essence of an assembly of delegates from the local associa-

tions of chemists and druggists throughout Great Britain.

Reports from these delegates to their respective associations

on the results of the Convention formed a part of the pro-

gramme at many subsequent meetings.

With the advent of the New Year, dinners, dances, and

other social gatherings took place in many towns, the con-

versazione held at Manchester, on January 28, being par-

ticularly successful. It was, indeed, described at the time

as " a unique event in the history of the Manchester Phar-

maceutical Association." But at the end of February all other

topics faded into insignificance owing to the publication of

the report of the Privy Council Committee on Poisons,

quickly followed as that was by the decision of the

Council of the Pharmaceutical Society to introduce into

the House of Commons the Pharmacy Bill drafted in 1901.

The "Poisons Report" and the Pharmacy Bill have been

discussed by nearly every pharmaceutical association in the

country, the former receiving condemnation as universal as

has been the approbation accorded to the latter. As a result

a large number of members of Parhament have been

approached by compact bodies of the chemists in their

respective constituencies and prevented from being in-

fluenced by the interested misstatements of the enemies

of pharmacy. In April and the early part of May the

election to the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

caused numerous local associations to select candidates,

one result being that much more interest was taken in the

election by the general body of members of the Society.

While pharmaceutical politics have thus been thoroughly

thrashed out, some associations have been the media of

practical contributions of no little value to the world of

scientific pharmacy. In this particular the Midland and

Liverpool associations have been especially j)rominent,

while the flourishing assistants' associations in London,

iEdinburgh, and Glasgow have received interesting and
useful communications. It is, of course, in the political

and social portions of their work that local associations

may be of the greatest value and of the most general

interest, but it is not for that reason any the less satis-

factory to note that those bodies are at the same time

advancing the cause of pharmaceutical education and

practical pharmacopedics.

The officers of the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical

Associations have also been actively engaged in promoting

discussion throughout the session, while the relationship

of the local associations to the Pharmaceutical Societj'

has been improved to a degree that demands official

mention. The visits to various centres of Mr. Brem-
RiDGE, nominally unofficially, but actually in his capacity as

Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Society, have already been

alluded to, while it may perhaps be permitted to recall

the fact that many associations have taken full advantage of

an ofifer to insert announcements of forthcoming meetings

in the >' Inset " to the Pharmaceutical Journal, In this way
it is at least possible that, through its official Journal, the

Society has been brought into touch with registered

chemists and druggists outside the ranks of membership.
Looking back on the work of the session, and summing up
ihe results in one sentence, it may be stated that local

associations have added to the membership of the Phar.

maceutical Society and usefully exercised an increased

political power, while they have also created a friendlier

feeling between chemists and stimulated a wide and
intelligent interest in all that concerns pharmacy.

THE GLASGOW PROSECUTION.

As will be seen from the text of the judgment in this

case (see p. 848), Sheriff Davidson decided in favour of the

Pharmaceutical Society on all the points at issue, over-

ruling the technical objections raised on behalf of Messrs.

Alexander Cross and Sons, Ltd., who request the Sheriff

to state a case with a view to an appeal. It would be

noticed from the report of the " hearing of proof " in lasi

week's Journal that the main facts of the case were not in

dispute. A correspondent has made the suggestion thatt

members of Parliament should be reminded of the connec-

tion of Mr. Alexander Cross, M.P., with the receipt

Committee on Poisons and with the firm against which

the decision of Sheriff Davidson was obtained. As, how-
ever, the case is still suh jtidice, owing to the probability

of an appeal being heard, such a course as that suggested

by our correspondent would be somewhat premature and

ill-advised at the present time. The Western Daily

Mercury, commenting on the evidence in the case, thinks
'

that " a few revelations of this character will greatFy

strengthen the case which the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain is presenting for the imposition of further-

restrictions on the sale of poisons."

PHARMACOPffilA IMPERFECTA.

A MEDICAL corresiDondent of the British Medical

Journal has made reference to the article on the decline

of prescribing which was quoted in these columns la&t

week (see page 826). After some rhetorical questions,

which have the effect of emphasising the lack of pharma-

ceutical training of medical students at the hospitals, tli»

letter proceeds as follows :
—

" Therapeutics, the most important branch of medi-

cal knowledge, is not taught in our medical textbooks,

which often sum up the treatment in such phastjs

as ' arsenic should be exhibited ' or 'a course of

iodides given.' Our therapeutical books are generally

written by consulting physicians who never make up
a bottle, and whose prescriptions have to be maife

palatable by the chemist. And, finally, how is it any
firm of manufacturing chemists can so easily impro^1e

upon the compound preparations of our British Phav-

macppoeia ?
"

The answer to the question last quoted is by no means

difficult to supply. While the Pharmacopoeia is com-

piled by a body of " consulting physicians, who never

make up a bottle "
; while the efforts of those who have a-

knowledge of pharmacopedics to improve the pharrnacy

of the Pharmacopoeia are persistently discouraged; while,.

. in spite of this, the pharmaceutical education of pharma-

cists is consistently and rapidly advancing, it is not a

matter of. surprise, but a matter of fact, that not onl}^

manufacturing chemists, but dispensing chemists ii»

general, are able easily to improve upon the compoundeiB

preparations cf the British JPharmadopceia. Pharma-

5 cists have no sort of desire to attempt to instruct medicaB
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.men on the physiological and therapeutic actions of drugs,

i)ut they consider that they are, in strict justice, entitled to

be considered in the compilation of the British Pharma-

copoeia.

THE ABSORPTION OF POISONS.

M. Paul Masoin, a French investigator, has investigated

the reason why, in the case of different poisons, the

interval varies between the injection of the poison into

lihe blood and the fifst appearance of symptoms. The

results of the investigations are summarised in the Britisli

Medical Journal. By a series of experiments oa rabbits

•with tartar emetic, it has been found that the duration of

latent intoxication does not depend on the rapidity of

'fixation of the poison on the tissues. Animals injected

with the minimum fatal dose suffer the same symptoms and

die in the same time whether they have been bled thirty

seconds after injection or not. On the other hand, animals

•which have been injected with a much larger dose than is

necessary to kill hve decidedly longer if bled thirty seconds

afterwards than if subjected to no treatment. It appears,

therefore, that as miich poison as is necessary to kill is

•absorbed from the blood within thirty seconds, but that larger

doses are to some extent retained in the blood for longer

,^eriods ; but even when the injection is four times as

strong as is necessary to kill the poison is competely

removed from the blood in twelve minutes. Arsenic and

the ptHsons of tetanus and diphtheria remain in the blood

for a still shorter time. The poison of snakes, on the

contrary, remains in the blood for some minutes, even in a

dose just large enough to kill. M. Masoin, therefore, con-

cludes that when the composition of the blood is disturbed

by the introduction of any foreign constituent the normal

composition is very quickly restored, the bulk of the extra-

neous substance being the most important factor in deter-

mining the time necessary for its absorption.

THE NATIONAL PHYSIQUE.

In the May issue of the A'ine<een^/( Century, Mr. G. F.

Shee laments the serious deterioration in the national

physique as shown by the statistics concerning the weights

and measurements of recruits for the British army. The

averages of height, weight, and chest measurement have

all decreased of late, the diminution during the last two

years having been particularly striking. On the other

hand the physique of the conscripts of Italy, Germany, and

^i'rance shows a marked and cons^tent improvement during

the same period. In spite of the extent to which out-door

games are watched rather than played by many youths of

Ihis country, there is no reason to suppose that athletic

exercises are more indulged in by the young men of other

European nations, and the conclusion which Mr. Shee

draws is that the whole question of physical deterioration

js bound up with the lack of military training and the

exercise therein involved. The points raised in Mr. Shee's

paper are worthy of the serious consideration of thinking

Britons, especially of those who are in a position to give

practical encouragement and facilities to young men in

their employ to join the Imperial Yeomanry or Volunteers,

«t in other ways to obtain outdoor exercise and recreation.

There is no doubt that the conditions in which the majority

of chemists' assistants work are not of the most health-

giving character, a reflection which may well be borne in

inind in conjunction with KtiSKiN's definition^ of the best

form of national wealth as " the greatest number of healthy

and happy m6n and women." When the scarcity of

apprentices was recently the subject of discussion among
Scottish pharmacists, the point was urged that the calling

did not offer* sufficient opportunities for outdoor exercise,

a reproach which, in spite of the peculiarly "trying"

nature of the business, might perhaps be to a certain extend

removed.

THE KEW HERBARIUM.

The ne'w building which has just been completed will

more than double the existing accommodation. The new
building is fireproof, which was not the case with the older

one ; the cabinets of plants will therefore be moved into the

new building and the old one then rendered fireproof.

Thus, for a, time, considerable inconvenience to the staff

and the visitors- must be exj)ected, but the importance of

protection from fire to so valuable a collection cannot be

over-estimated. It is calculated that the Herbarium will

contain over two millions of specimens and the library con-

tains about 20,000 volumes, exclusive of tracts and
pamphlets, many of them scarce and difficult to obtain.

There is also a collection of about 100,000 illustrations of

plants arranged alphabetically under their natural orders.

HARTLEPOOLS AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

As will be seen by referring to the report at page 857

of this issue, a new local association of chemists and

druggists has been^ formed for East and West Hartlepool

and district, every registered chemist in the district, with

one exception, having become a member. Alderman
Claekson, J. p., has been elected as the first President;

with Mr. A. Timmins as Hon. Secretary and Treasurer. Mr.

G. F. Merson and Mr. T. Maltby Clague dehvered

useful addresses at the inaugural meeting last week.

THE B.P. CONFERENCE PROGRAMMME.

The pink chcular is now being issued by the Local Com-
mittee of the British Pharmaceutical Conference, and
contains the programme of the Bristol meeting, together

with other useful particulars. Tickets for the reception,

etc. (see P.J. ante, p. 829), should now be applied for, all

applications being addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Mr.

H. E. BooRNE, 49, Woodstock Eoad, Redland Green,

Bristol. Rooms should also be taken at the local hotels, a

list of which appears in the pink circular, as early as

possible,
» —

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY PRIZE DISTRIBUTION.

As has already been announced, the prizes awarded to

students attending the School of Pharmacy will be distri-

buted at a meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society on Fri-

day next, June 26, at 3 o'clock, when the President of thd

Society will be in the chair. This will be Mr. Atkins'

first appearance as President at a meeting of the Society,

and it is hoped that there may he a large attendance. All

past and present students of the School and their friends

are invited to be present, and the presence of ladies is par-

ticularly requested.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

JACOB BELL SCHOLARSHIPS EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

FIRST PAPER.
'

^ . June ,16, 1903, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m..

"sitlv'^;" y'rf.rTur-! • •.
.
LATIN. :1 '

|» .Trawflate into English
Divellimur inde

Iphitus efc Pelias mecum, quorum Iphitus aevo
Jam gravior, Pelias et volnere tardus- Ulixi,

Protinus ad sedes Priami clamore vocati.

Hie vero ingentem pugnam, ceu cetera nusquam
Bella forent, nuDi tota morerentur in urbe,

Sio Martem indomitum Danaosque ad tecta ruentis

Cernimus obsessumque acta testudine limen.
! Haerent parietibus scalae, postisque sub ipsos

Nituntur gradibus, clipeosque ad tela sinistris

Protect! obieiunt.prensant fastigia dextris.

Dardanidae contra turris ao tecta domorum
Culmina convellunt ; his se, quando ultima cernunt,

Extrema jam in morte parant defendere telis,

Auratasque trabes, veterum decora alta parentum,
Devolvunt ; alii strictis mucronibus imas
Obsedere fores; has servant agmine denso,

Instaurati animi regis succurrere teetis

Auxilioque levare viros vimque addere victis,

2. Translate into Enoluh :

—

(a) Semina Cacao leniter tosia, a testis liberata, eontusa, in -rase ferreo

oalefacto trita et sacco inclusa, ope preli, cujus laminae in aqu& fervida

(ialefacti sunt, exprime. Turn massa liquata loco oalido per chartam

bibulam flltretur, et in vasis vitreis obtaratis servetur. Sit colons 6

subflavo albi, sebo ovillo solidius, leni calore liquescens saporis mitis.

(fc) Omni olea tetherea serventur k luce remota, et ab aeris contactn

sollicite arceantur.

(c) Misce flat hanstus, per noctem, mane prime, et si opus sit, horu tertia

pomeridiana, sumendus.

3. Parse fully :—
" Dardanidae contra turris ac tecta donjotuia
Culmina convellunt."

4. Translate into Latin:—
After enquiring why the principal men of wealth and importance in the

town did not interfere to prevent these great tumults, TuUius turned to the

general Fabius and said, " I am surprised that your country has not

obtained more wisdom from its misfortunes. You asked me just now what

we should have done if we had been conquered. I reply, we should at

least have learned moderation."

ENGLISH.
1. Parse fully :—

" Pray thee, take pain
To allay with some cold drops of modesty
Thy skipping spirit."

Write a short essay on one of the following subjects ;—

(a) Modern methods of locomotion.

(6) " Prevention is better than cure,

(c) Competition.

ARITHMETIC.
——y be taken, and the
21

1. What fraction that from which if | of

remainder divided by-M-, the result is J ?

163

2. Find the value of -384 of £4 3s. 3d. + '384 of f4 2s. 6d. + •384 of

£5 12s. 6d., and express the result as a decimal of £10.

3. A train leaves Marseilles at 6.35 p.m. and arrives at Paris, a distance

of 822 kilometres, at 9.15 the next morning. Find, approximately, in miles

the' average iate of the train per hour.

FRENCH or GERMAN.
FRENCH.

1. Translate into English:—
Hoche, sans detruire le pays, imagina un moyen ing^nieux de le riduire

en lui enlevant ses armes, et en prenant une partie de ses subsistances

pour I'usage de I'arm^e r^publicaine. II forma une ligne circulaire qui

s'appuyait k la 86vre et ii la Loire, et qui tendait 4 envelopper progres-

sivement tout le pays. Cette ligne itait composfe de postes assez forts,

U4s entre eux par de patrouilles, de maui^re • qn'il ne restait pas un
intervalle libre k travers lequel pflt passer un ennemi assez nombreux.

Ces postes fetaient charges d'occuper (jhaque bourg et chaque village et de

a^sarmer tous les habitants ; ils devaient s'emparer des bestiaux et des

grains entassfe dans les granges ; ils devaient aussi avreter les habitans

les plus notables et ne restituer les bestiaux, les grains, ni iSlargir les

habitans pris en 6tage que lorsque les paysans auraient volontalrement

Siiposi leurs armes.

2> Translate into French :—
'Although Moscow had been entered by some of our troops the preceding

day, so extensive and so deserted was the town, that no soldier had yet

penetrated into the quarter which we were to occupy. The most intrepid

minds were affected by this loneliness. The streets were so long, that

our cavalry could not recognige each other from the opposite extiemitiifL
The different parties advanced with caution, and then suddenly fled ftoilk
each other, although they were all enlisted under the same banners.

GERMAN.
1. Translate into English : —

Siehst du dort den alten Mann, der mit einem Kinde auf den Knieen
vor seiner Hiitte sitt ? Eor einigen Wochen spielte das klejne Miidchen im
Sand an der See. Da kam eine grosse 'Welle und zog das Kind.in das
Wasser hinein. Der Alte sah es und sprang bin und zog es heraus. Er
hat schon Manchen das Leben gerettet. Friiber ist er ein Beemann
gewesen und hat viele Lfinder and Stiidte gesehen. Er erzahlt gerne von
seinen Reisen und freut sich, wenn man ihn besucht. Ich kenne ihn wol,
Er ist ein guter alter Mann. 'WoUen wir nicht zu ihm gehen und hoten,
was er zu sagen hat ? Wir haben Zeit genug, und der Abend ist
wundersohon.

2. Translate into German :—
Although Moscow had been entered by some of our troops the preceding

day, so extensive and so deserted was the town, tha.t no soldier had yet
penetrated into the quarter which we were to occupy. The most intrepid
minds were affected by this loneliness. The streets were so long, that our
cavalry could not recognise each other from the opposite extremities. The
different parties advanced with caution, and then suddenly fled from each
Other, although they were all enlisted under the same banners.

SECOND PAPER.
Time allowed, Two Hours,

CHEMISTRY.
1. 'What tests would you apply to identify the following sabstanoes :—

»

Borax,
Barium carbonate,
Silver oxide.

2. How would you proceed to determine the purity of a sample of dis'

tilled water ?

PHARMACY.
1. Describe and explain the principles involved in the two official prO'

cesses for preparing tinctures :—
(ff) The Maceration Process,
(ft) The Percolation Process.

2. Give three emulsifying agents, and describe how they are used.

BOTANY.
1. Describe any common indigenous plant with which you are familiar.

2. What are the chief functions of leaves'?

MANCHESTER PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIPS, 1903.

The tests in Latin, English, Arithmetic, French, and Gar-

man, set at this examination, 'were the same as those for the

Bell Scholarships Examination, but the following was given as

an alternative Latin paper :

—

LATIN.
1. Tranlate into English eiiher A (Cttesar) oi B {Virgil),

A.—(Caesar), '

Brevi spatio interjecto, vix ut his rebus, quas constituissent, collocandi^
atque administrandis tempus daretur, liostes ex omnibus partibus, signo
dato, decurrere, lapides gaesaque in vallum conjicere. Nostri primo,
integris viribus fortiter repugnare, neque uUum frustra telum ex loco
superiore mittere ; ut quaeque pars castrorum nudata defensoribus premi
videbatur, eo oecurrere et auxiliura ferre ; sed hoc superari, quod
diuturnitate pugnae hostes defessi proelio excedebant, alii integria

viribus suocedebant ; quarum rerum a nostris propter paucitatem fieri

nihil poterat ; ac non mode defesso ex pugna excedendi ; sed ne saucio
quidem ejus loci, ubi constiteiat, rellnquendi ao sui recipiendi faculta*

dabatur.

2. Parse fully :—
" ut quaeque pars castrorum nudata defensoribus premi videbatut, eO

oecurrere et auxilium ferre."

SECOND PAPER.
Time allowed, Two Hours,

chemistryT
1. How has the composition of water, by weight and by volume, beell

determined'? '

2. What tests would you apply to identify the following sabstanoes*^
Boric acid.
Mercuric chloride.
Potassium chlorate.

PHARMACY.
1. Describe and explaib the process for preparing one of the foilowiAK

preparations :—
, Liquor bismuthi,

Pilula ferri,

Syrupus pruui virginiance.
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2. What is the proportion of active constituent in the following prcpara-

tious:—
Tinctura opii,

Pulvis ipecacuanhse corapositus,
Liquor hydrargyri perchloridi,
Acidum hydrocyanicum dilutum,

BOTANY.
1. Describe any common indigenous plant with which you are familiar.

2. What is cambium ?

HARTLEPOOLS AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

INAUGURAL MEETING.
Wednesday, Jure 10, at Watspn's Cafe, Lynn Street, West

Hartlepool, Aldeiman Thomas Ci..\bkson, J. P., in the chair.

Amongst those present, in addition to many prominent pharma-

cists of the district, were Messrs. G. F. Merson and T. Maltby

C'lague, of Newcastle.

The rules of the Association, as drawn up by the Committee,

were adopted. Several new members were elected.

Election of Officers.

The following officers were elected:—President. Alderman

Thomas Clarkson, J.P. ; Vice-Presidents, Alderman J. Horsley,

J. P., Hartlepool, and Mr. G. A. Watt, West Hartlepool. Hon.

Vice-Presidents: Mr. Edward Evans, junr., Liverpool; Dr.

A. E. Morison, Dr. S. Biggart, and Dr. A. V. MacGregor, West
Hartlepool; Mr. P. R. Sibson, L.D.S., and Mr. J. A. Turnbull,

L.D.S., West Hartlepool; and Dr. Scott Gibb, Hartlepool.

Executive Committee : Mr. R. Leithead, Mr. J. B. Barker, Mr.

G. S. Gibson, and Mr. J. Hill, West Hartlepool ; Mr. H. Buckle

and !Mr. J. G. Denton, of Hartlepool. Honorary Secretary and

Treasurer, Mr. A. Timmins, West Hartlepool.

The Chaibman extended a cordial welcome to those gentlemen

who had so kindly come from the various surrounding towns to

give their assistance in helping forward the Association, and

mentioned that the Association now comprised, with one excep-

tion, the whole of the registered chemists and druggists in

business in the two Hartlepools.

The Advantages of Organisation.

Mr. G. F. Mersox (Newcastle) said tliat it afforded him great

pleasure to come to West Hartlepool and give whatever help

and assistance he could to this newly-formed Association, and

spoke of the many advantages to be obtained by the help of

individual associations and still greater advantages likely to be

obtained by the whole of the local associations becoming fede-

rated together. There were now about forty associations con-

nected with the Federation, and he hoped to see a considerable

increase in this number, including that of the Hartlepools. The

speaker further impressed' upon the members the great advan-

tages to be derived by meeting together, encouraging social

intercourse between each other, and discussing various matters

of trade interest apart altogether from scientific matters. He
would particularly impress upon them the paramount importance

of cultivating the social element, especially in the early stages

of their existence, as this did more than anything else to break

down those little feelings of animosity which so frequently

existed, as he knew from his own personal experience of men in

business directly opposite to each other, and yet not on

friendly terms ; but by means of these associations they had

been brought together in social matters, and both had .ifter-

wards expressed themselves that they did not know " So-and-So "

was such a decent fellow. He also considered it advisable that

they should arrange an annual picnic, and if possible an annual

dinner ; also in the winter season an occasional smoker. He was

very plea.sed to say that he believed the North of England to be

the best-organised district throughout the whole country, pro-

ceeding to mention the various towns and districts in which

chemists' associations already existed. Whilst on this question

he also mentioned the advisability of all associations being-

federated together so that they could ai proach any particular

question unitedly, and thereby bring ,{;reater pressure to bear in

the proper quarter than they would' otheiwii^e be able to do. It

was bis experience also that small committees worked better

than large ones, and it was better to nppoint several small com-

mittees to look after different section.'* of the work rather than

leave the whole of the work to one committee. Members must

also bear in mind that it was necessary for each and every on©

of them to do his share and bring forward matters of interest,

and not leave everything in the hands of the Secretary, who had

a fair share of work in correspondence and other little details-

which were apt to be overlooked by the bulk of the members.

The speaker next referred to the way in which chemists sup-

ported the Pharmaceutical Society, and regretted that they wer&-

so apathetic in this matter. It was most important that every

chemist should support tihe Society, which was not established

for trade purposes, but to advance and raise the status of

chemists and to safeguard the public in the distribution of drugs

and handling of dangerous substances. Trade interests must be
looked after by local associations, together with the help of th&

P.A.T.A. and CD. A. The claims of the Benevolent Fund als»

deserved attention and support. These associations could eilso

be of great assistance to the Pliarma:eutical Society by selecting

suitable men to act as divisional secretaries. It often happened
that through no other names being submitted or nominated, men
quite unsuitable for the work were appointed. This it was in the
power of associations to remedy, and they would then get men
to act who were thoroughly in touch with the trade of their

particular district. Other matters in which these associations

were of considerable value also were in obtaining the most suit-

able men to serve on the Council of the Society, and also on the

question of territorial representation, a question which would
receive considerable attention during the next winter session.

Then again, the question of unqualified management was an im-

portant matter, and if chemists wanted legislation upon this

matter it was of the utmost importance that every chemist
should see that his own hands were clean in this respect, and
fulfil his duty on this point to the utmost. The speaker con-

cluded by congratulating the members upon the good attendance,,

which compared most favourably with meetings in many much,
larger centres.

Associations and tlie Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. T. Maltby Clague afterwards addressed the meeting,

and, in the course of an inte-esting and amusing speech,

endorsed the matter gone over by the previous speaker, his

only complaint being that he did not " lub it in " sTifficiently.

He emphasised the importance of paying particular attention

to the social element, and not giving loo much unnecessary

attention to educational and scientific sulbjects. Where there

was a demand for these subjects they would be taken up by
the different educational authorities. It w'as also very

desirable that particular attention should be given to trad©

subjects which were of special interest to all chemists through-

out the «ouutry. These associations could also do a great

amount of good by bringing pressure to 'bear upon members
of Parliament. A small deputation appointed by an associa-

tion to place matters before local members would be of great

benefit, as members were almost 'bound to listen to deputations

which represented the whole of the chemists of a particular

district, whereas the individual chemist would be completely

ignored. Again, these associations were also good training

grounds for the younger members of the trade in particular,

as when they were connected with an association, and wer&

on friendly terms with their fellow tradesmen, however keen

they might be on obtaining business, they would always

consider the other chemists, and do nothing that was at all
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^[Uestionable
:
or detrimental vo the interests of the trade

-generally. It was also frequently the means of inducing men
io take a greater interest in matters generally, and to take
Sip more piominent positions in pharmaceutical affairs. It
•was frequently asked: Why should we support the Pharma-
>ceutical Sofciety? and: What has it done for us? In reply to
*hese; questions, he would ask: Have you done anything for
-the Society? You must not expect 'the Society to take the
filace of your own intellect and albility, which some seemed
*o think" was part of the duty of the Society. The Society
-Tvas a check upon uneducated men obtaining the handling and
dealing with drugs and compounds of a dangerous character.
The Pharmaceutical iSociety was not a trade society, and if

•they were to begin to touch purely trade matters he was afraid
their charter would soon be endangered. It was well for
chemists to consider what would be their position in this case.

Instead of having the Society as their head, the interests of
the trade would probably be looked after by a Grovernment
•department, and they would then be continually harassed by
-Oovernment inspectors who had no practical knowledge of the
4}usiness in place of men who understood the business
thoroughly.

The Chairman proposed a most hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
mierson and Mr. Clague for the extremely interesting and in-
-structive addresses they had given, which he felt sure would
he of great assistance to all members of the Association.

This was seconded by Mr. G. A. W.\tt, and supported by
{Messrs. Buckle, Bahkee, and Rawson, and canied unani-
mously. Messrs. Mebson and Clagtte briefly responded, and
ihe meeting then terminated.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

SUMMER MEETING.
• ¥riday, June 12, 1903, in the Pharmaceutical Societv's
House, 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr. A. E. Kelly, Vice-
President, in the chair.

The evening was devoted to a study of frash plants, of
which a large collection had been provided by Mr. c' A.
MaoPherson, from the Water of Leith district

; by Mr.
A. E. Kelly, from Braidburn district; and by the President.
At 9.15 p.m. the Peesident, Mr. Archibald "Currie, gave an
interesting and exhaustive explanation and practical
demonstration on all the specimens, which were arranged on
tables in accordance with the classes and orders, as in

Bentham's 'British Flora.' On the motion of the Chairman,
k cordial vote of thanks was awarded to the President.

STOCKPORT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

FINAL MEETING OF THE SESSION.
'

' Wednesday, June 10, 1903, at the County Restaurant, Stock-
port, Mr. Dodge in the chair. Before tlie usual business was
proceeded with, Mr. Dodge very sympathetically proposed

:

'' That a letter of condolence should be sent to the widow of
ihe late Mr. Verdon in her sad^ bereavement and our loss of an
esteemed member."

This was seconded by Mr. Hick and carried ncm. con.

Mr. Orton proposed that Messrs. Arnfield, Bennett, Dodge,
Wilson, and the Secretary compose an executive committee, to
Le called in cases of emergency.

Seconded by Mr. Wolstenholme and carried 7iem. con.

Mr. Orrell proposed that the next meeting be on the first

Wednesday evening in October, at the same hour and place.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Wolstenholme and carried

unanimously.

PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT, STONEHOUSE AND
DISTRICT CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL OUTING.

Wednesday, June K). A party of over fifty left Plymouth bj

the 1.35 p.m. train to Saltash, where char-a-bancs were in

readiness to convey them to Kit Hill, visiting the famous

Dupath Well cn route. The weather being delightfully fine,

splendid views were obtained from the summit of Kit Hill,

which is over 1,000 feet above sea level. After exploring the

suiroundings, an adjournment was made to Golding's Hotel,

Callington, where high tea was served.

The health of the President, Mr. J. Davy Turney, was pro-

jTosed by Mr. C. T. Wejvry, and, after a few remarks, the com-

pany spent the remainder of the evening in visiting the churcii

and other objects of interest, returning to Saltash at 8.15 p.m.

The Committee are to be congratulated Upon the admirable

arrangements made lor spending such a pleasant afternoon.

MEETING OF CHEMISTS IN THE NORTH. EAST OF
LONDON.

EARLY CLOSING MOVEMENT
Thursday, June 11, 1903, at the Queen Adelaide Dispensary,

Pollard Road, Betlinal Green. The meeting was held to con-

sider hours of business, and particularly early closing on Thurs-

days, and other matters pertaining to pharmacy. The attend-

ance was not vei-y large, no doubt due to the unpleasant weather

and the greater attraction in the immediate vicinity, namely,

the Royal visit to the London Hospital.

Mr. A. P. Barnard was elected to the chair, and, after

explaining the object of the meeting, called upon Mr. P. H.

Burton, who is acting as Hon. Secretaiy, to give particulars of

calling the meeting and read letters. He said that altogether

150 post-cards had been sent out to the chemists of Hackney,

Dalston, Stamford Hill, Kingsland, Sboreditch, Whitechapel,

Bow, Mile End, Poplar, Limehouse, and Bethnal Green.

Letters were read, from Messrs. Fox and Sons, Sharman,

Thompson, and Matthews and Sons, all agreeing to fall in

with any arrangement come to at the meeting with respect

to early closing.

Mr. Cornes, a representative of the Early Closing Associa-

tion, gave some idea of the best way of carrying out any de-

cision the meeting might arrive at, and promised the assistance

of his Association in helping the movement to a satisfactory

conclusion.

After .some remarks by Mr. Glossop (of New North Road), Mr.

Hatfield (of Limehouse), Mr. Pascoe (of Hackney. Road): Mr.

Poole (of Hackney Road), Mr. Peacock (of Dalston), Mr. G. B.

Barnard (of Kingsland Road), and other gentlemen, the general

opinion of the meeting was expressed in-t.he following resolu-

tion :

—" That this meeting is of opinion that it is advisable

that chemists of the north-east districts close on Thursdays

from 2 till 6 o'clock, suggesting that Thursday, July 2, be the

first day of early cTosing." This was agreed to unanimously.

It was also agreed that all thos:e gentlemen present should

make themselves a centre from which to canvass all those in

their immediate neighbourhood, to get them also to conform to

the general wish.
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A suggestion was also put forward that some agreement

might be come to so that the hours of business generally might

be more uniform ; but it was generally felt that it would be

better to leave that for further consideration—^that it was best

to do one thing at the time well, as expressed by one of the

speakers. This was but the thin edge of tie wedge, and prob-

ably by this time next year it would be possible to arrange

to close for the remainder of the day from 2 o'clock.

It was left in the hands of the Hon. Secretary to convey the

opinion come to, to all those in the district, with the co-opera-

tion of all the gentlemen present, and also the assistance of

the Early Closing Association. It was also suggested that

another meeting be called shortly. After a desultoiy discussion

of other matters, particularly the recent decisions under the

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts, a vote of thanks to the Early

Closing Association and also to the Chairman closed the pro

ceedings.

WEST HAM AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'

ASSOCIATION.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, June 11, 1903, at the Earlham Hall, Forest Gate.

^Ir. H.\ROLD Mitchell in the chair.

The Chaiejian called upon the Secretary to read' the

Correspondence.

Letters of regret at absence were read fiom Messrs. Goyne-

Stevens, Boreham, and Dadson. A letter had been received

from Mr. Merson, tlie Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of the

Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associations, suggesting

that the Association should become affiliated. The Early

Closing Association wrote acknowledging the receipt of a

cheque and' expressing thanks for same. The correspondence

between the Secretary and Messrs. Boots, Limited, was then

read, in which Mr. Boot promised to close the branches in Ley-

ton, Leytonstone, and Stratford, in conjunction with the

chemists in the several districts doing the same—viz., from two

o'clock on Thursdays.

In reply to an invitation from the Association, Mr. Glyn-

Jones wrote premising to address the Association on Thursday,

December 10.

Other Business.

The Cn.uEMAN asked Mr. J. H. Matthews to report on his

visits to Chigwell and Chingford in search of headquarters for

the summer outing arranged for July 9. It was finally decided

to meet at the King's Oak, Chingford, at 5.30 for tea. Times

of trains and' tickets will be sent by the Secretary, and the mem-

bers wishing to be present were asked to hand in their names as

soon as possible. Friends of members will also be heartily wel-

comed.

The report of the Syllabus Committee was presented by the

Chairm.'IN and approved. A copy of the Syllabus was handed

to each member.

The Secret.uiy presented his report on the Early Closing in

Leyton and Leytonstone, and pointed out that it was agreed to

close with one exception, and that was where a post-office was

attached to the business in question ; but if the G.P.O. sanc-

tioned it, this business would close with the others at two

o'clock on Thursdays,

Mr. MoRGA-V-JoNES proposed and Mr. Forbes seconded,
' That the West Ham and District Chemists' Association be

affiliated' to the Federation of Local Pharmaceutical Associa/-

t-ions and the suggestions of Mr. Merson be adopted." This

was carried nem. con.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

' ORDINARY MEETING.

Wednesday, June 17, 1903, at Burlington House, London,,

W., Professor Tilden in the chair.

The Chaiemax gave a brief resume of the paper by Dr. W.

Jackson Pope, for which the Council had awarde'd him

the Longstaffe Medal, as announced recently in the&e

columns. The Chaitman remarked upon the great value-

of the work done, which had conclusively proved the

tetra-valency not only of carbon but of sulphur, tin and*

selenium, and the quinque-valent nature of nitrogen. He then

presented the medal to Dr. Pope, congratulating him on behalf

of the Society.

Dr. Pope, in his* reply, mentioned his indebtedness to thty

Research Fund, through the aid of which he had been able

to carry out the work undertaken.

Dr. Longstaffe, son of tlie founder of the prize, spoke

briefly on the scientific importance of the work under notice,

and alluded to the practical and possibly commercial develop-

ments from the discoveries made.

Dr. Thorpe then read a paper on the

Electrolytic Determination of Arsenic in Brewing Materials.

The speaker stated that the Committee appointed by the Arsenic

Commission had at the time favoured the arseniuretted hydrogen

test as devised by Marsh and Berzelius, but recognised the very

great difficulty experienced in procuring zinc and sulphuric acic}

free from arsenic. Even when pure zinc was obtained the

results were not entirely satisfactory, as it was found that botli

sensitive and. insensitive zinc could be obtained, and with the

latter the presence of added arsenic could not always be

detected. Owuig to the unsatisfactory results obtained by tha

Marsh test, attention was paid to the electrolytic method devised

originallj' by Bloxam. Tliis, however, owing to technical diffi-

culties, was found to be unsatisfactory, and was discarded!

Lord Kelvin, one of the Committee, persisted in the opinion that

the electrolytic method was the only possible satisfactory

method, and in consequence efforts were made to modify

iBloxam's method. As the result an apparatus, whiek

was found to be perfect in every way, was devised,

and is now in constant use in the Government labora-

tories. This apparatus consists of a bottomless inner

glass vessel, with thistle funnel attached, and containing a

large conical platinum electrode. This was placed inside a thirt

porous vessel, which in turn was surrounded by a glass beaker,^

through the walls of which a platinum electrode, which sur-

rounded the porous vessel, was fixed. The whole was sur-

rounded by water or ice to prevent rise in temperature. In the

apparatus was placed pure sulphuric acid and a moderate elec-

tric current was passed through in such a direction that hydrogen,

was liberated from the inner electrode. When the air was.

driven out of the apparatus the jet of hydrogen, passing througk,

a tube of a standard bore, was lighted, and the suspected soIu-j

tion added through the thistle funnel. Arseniuretted hydrogen'

was evolved if arsenic were present and a mirror obtained by heat-

ing a portion of the standard tube in a bunsen flame.. The"

whole operation could be completed in about twenty minutes^

Standard mirrors of all brewing materials containing varying-

amounts of, arsenic have been prepared in tubes which are tested,

by gauge and aie of regulation size. The test is of such delicacy

that one parti of arsenic in two and a-half million parts oZ

suspected material can be detected. If arsenic acid be present-,

it must first be reduced to arsenious acid or the mirror obtained!

is not of standard density.

A second paper by Dr. Thorpe dealt with a direct method o§

determining arsenic in fuel. The powdered fuel under investi-
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gation was heated gently in a combustion tube in a current of

oxygen. It was found that bj- far the larger quantity of arsenic

was retained! in the ash, but any volatile arsenic compound
was retained by passing the gases through suitable gas

apparatus. The ash was then dissolved in hydrochloric acid, to

which was added a, small amount of bromine or other halogen.

The solution was then filtered to remove silica, and the liquid

then distilled, the distillate being then tested by the electrolytic

method! previoasly described.

A lengthy discussion followed, during which many minor
points of interest were brought forward, numerous Fellows ex-

pressing their gratification on hearing that at last a satisfactory

test for arsenic had been devised.

Papers by Dr. Tutton on " C'l-ystallised Ammonium Sulphate
and the Position of Ammonium in the Alkali Series," and by
Mr. A. Holt, jun., on "The Action of Hydrogen on Sodium"
were also read', but owing to the length of the previous pro-

oeedingSj they evoked but little discussion.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACEUTICAL AND CHEMICAL

SOCIETY.

SPECIAL MEETING.

Tuesday, June 16, 1903, at the Montgomery Hall, Sheffield,

to make arrangements for the official invitation to be given to

the British Pharmaceutical Conference to visit Sheffield in 1904,

Councillor Fox in the chair.

Mr. Newsholme outlined his experience of the working of

the Conference when it visited Sheffield twenty-five years "ago.

Mr. G. SQUrBE fonnally moved that the Conference be in-

•vited to Sheffield in 1904.—This was seconded by Mr. J.

Gilbert Jack.son, and supported by Mr. F. A. Upshee-Smith
and Mr. G. Ellinor, and carried unanimously.

It was proposed by the C?hairm-\k that Mr. N"ewsholme be

asked to tender the invitation at the coming Conference at

Bristol, which was seconded by Mr. Antcliffe, and cari-ied.

—Mr. J. B. Pater moved that Councillor B. Fox and Mr. G.
Squire be asked to support Mr. ^N'ewsholme, which was
seconded' by Mr. C. F. C.^RR, and carried.

Mr. Newsholme moved that the following names be sent

as delegates to the Conference at Bristol on July 27, viz. :
—

Mr. Newsholme, Councillor Fox. Messrs. G. Squire. H. Ant-
«liff€, and F. A. Upsher-Sniitli.

ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

Wednesday, June 17. 1903. at 20, Hanover Squars, London,
Mr. W. Caekuthees, F.K.8.. in the chair.

Lord Ratleigh had communicated a paper on

The Theory of Optical Images,

with special reference to the microscope, which was read by
Dr. Hebb. The paper was a continuation of one by Lord
Rayleigh which appeared in the PhUosojMcal Mar/azinc in

1896. It consisted mainly of elaborate mathematical forniute
•dealing with the distance at wliich tlie imled lines of a grating
were visible. The conclusion was that the limit was reached
when twice the distance between any two adjacent lines of

the grating was equivalent to the wave-length of the illumi-

nant.
Dr. H. SiEDENTOPF, of Jena, next demonstrated his method

of

Making Visible Ultra-Microscopic Particles

in glass and the application of that method to bacteria. He
used German ruby glass, a small piece of which he mounted
on the extreme edge of a micro slide. Through this a thin
stream of illuminating rays was sent from a powerful electric

lamp through a series of condensers. Then, with an ordinary
\m. lens, the diffraction discs could be seen forming a luminous
band. Under that method, or a modification of it, the presence
of bacteria too small to be seen by the ordinary microscope
coidd be detected.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
Br OUR parliamentary representative.

Food Adulteration.

The question of food adulteration was raised on the Local
Government Board vote by Mr. Kearley, more especially with
reference to the adulteration of milk, but indirectly with
reference to adulteration generally, the hon. member being
desirous that more should be done by the Local Government
Board to keep local authorities up to their duties. I<t is rather
an odd commentary on local government tliat it should be
assumed that local authorities may not, in a matter which so
closely concerns honest trading, public health, and domestic
well-being, be relied on to do their duty unkss subject to con-

stant supervision. Mi'. Long was rather inclined to recent this

view—or, at any rate, to hold that the best policy is to leave

responsibility as far as possible in local hands. Nothing, in

his opinion, would be more prejudicial than to let the loc^l

authorities believe that the Local Government Board are willing

to do their work for them and bear the expense. The Board,
however, do their best to stimulate local authorities where it

appeal's really necessary.

Government versus Private Laboratories.

Answering Mr. Soares in the coiu'se of the Local
Government Board debate, Mr. Long indicated a distinct

unwillingness to allow Government laboratories to need-
lessly compete with private institutions. The question
arose m connection with a demand for the supply of

lymph by the Government to private practitioners for purposes
of vaccination. In the cour.'e of his speech the right, hon.
gentleman obsen^ed that there ia a Jenner Institute in London,
which is making arrangements for the supply of lymph which
will prob.ably be as good in quality as the lymph supplied by
the Government. He added that in addition there are great

laboratories growing up where admirable scientific work is

being done, including the production of lymph which will

probably be as good as any which tihe Government can
produce.

Parliamentary Reform.

Among the notices of motion for which no days have been
fixed, Mr. Labouchere has given notice of the following:—

That, in the opinion of this House, it is essential to the
proper government of the counti-y

—

Tiiat any Bill which has been twice sent up by this House
to the House of Lords, and has been twice rejected by that
House, or that has only been passed by it so altered by it

that this House has declined to pass it in its amended form,

should' become law on receiving the assent of the Sovereign :

That all Archbishops and Bishops should cease hence-

forward to be Lords of Parliament

:

That the laws regulating the registration of Parlia-

mentary voters should be so altered that no person shall

henceforward be entitled to a vote in more than one Parlia-

mentary division or borough

:

That the residential qualification for a Parliamentary
vote shall henceforward be re-sidenoe in any Parliamentary
borough or division for three months, provided that the

person be either a householder or a lodger, or in the enjoy-

ment of the service franchise in the said Parliamentary

borougE or division

:

That no Parliamentary candidate henceforward shall be
called upon to pay any charges incurred by a returning

officer in consequence of his being a candidate, and that all

members of this House shall receive a salary of £300 per

annum

:

And that, after a dissolution of Parliament, all elections

should be held on the same day.

hops Bill.

In the Hous? of Commons on Tuesday .Sir Chas. Dilke pre-

sented a Bill to amCTd the law relating to shops. It was read

a first time.
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

DmsioNAi. Seceetakies and other Members of the Pharmacentical Society
are requested to assist the Editor b; sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Royal Society.—The second of the conversaziones of this

Society -n^ill be held at Burlington House, on Friday, Jane 19.

Storage of Calcium Carbide.— At the Marlborough Street

Police Court, London, on Thursday of last week, a man was
fined £20 and 23s. costs for storing a quantity of calcium carbide

without a licence. Tlie calcium carbide was found in large quan-
tities in open tin vessels.

Royal Photographic Society.—On Tuesday. June 23, 1903, at

8 p.m., at 66, Russell Square, Dr. C. F. Grindrod, of Malvern,
will open an exhibition of pictorial photographs and give an
address. The exhibition will remam open during the summer
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Wills.—The will of the late Mr. Jamts Bedford, chemical
manufacturer, of Leeds, has been proved at £125,998 gross.

—

The will of the late Mr. Wm. Lewis, chemical manufacturer,
of Gorseinon, Glamorgan, has been proved at £29,673 17s. 5d.

gross. Be bequeaths his business to his three sons.

Fire.—On June 16 a slight fiie occurred on the premises
of Mr. F. Cox, chemist, 107, Old Town Street, Plymouth,
through a solution of beeswax in turpentine boiling over and
becoming ignited. The timely ari-ival of the police prevented
any material damage being done.

Chemist Sued.—^In the Pwllheli County Court, on Tuesday,
.June 5, Mi's. Agnes Williams brought an action against hnr
liu^and, Mr. John Williams, chemist, Criccieth. for the

recovery of furniture belonging to her, or, in the alternative,

for the sum of £32. Judgment was given for the plauitilf,

with costs.

Apothecaries' Assistants' Association.—An association has
been formed to protect the interests of apothecaries' assistants.

The first President is Mr. A. T. Gott, of Bradford, and the posi-

tion of Secretary is filled by Mr. C. F. Forshaw, also of Brad-
ford, who has published a pamphlet in which he advocates the
claim of apothecaries' assistants to assume the title of
" Apothecary."

A Radium Exhibition.— The Director of the Natural History
Museum has organised an exhibition of radium. The collection

comprises pieces of the pitchblende from which the radium is

obtained, a few grains of pure radium bromide, and the word
"radium" painted with tlie bromide on hexagonal zinc sulphite

in a darkened box. Labels explaining some of the properties of

the substances are attached.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Alhlelic Club.— The second of the

summer handicaps was held at Dairy Baths on Thursday,
June 11. A keen race resulted in a win by a touch for first

place. The placings were as follow :— (1) E. O. Rowland
(scratch)

; (2) G. H. Rowland (9 sees.)
; (3) J. Weston (13 sees.).

The next handicap takes place on 18th inst., at 7 a.m.

Alpine Flora.—^Botanists visiting Switzerland during the

tourist season will be glad to learn that a. translation of Dr. J.

Hoffmann's ' Alpine Flora for Tomists and Amateur Botanists

'

has been made ly Mrs. A. Gepp, better known in botanical

circles as Miss E. Barton. The work is of convenient size,

the descriptions accurate, and the illustrations, though

small, lifelike. It is published by Messrs. Longmans.

Royal Botanic Society.—A meeting of this Society was held

at the Gardens, Regent's Park, on Saturday, Mr. Frederick

Clifford, K.C., in the chair. Among the donations were

plants of Agave rirjida var. Sisalana, the sisal hemp, brought

from Egypt by Mr. Ernest Floyer. The spear-shaped leaves

are terminated by sharp thorns. It was stated that in times

of drought the plant is in the habit of turning its leaves

inwards, piercing with its thorns the fleshy part of the

opposite leaves, and so forming an aich over the centre to
protect it from the sun.

Backache and Kidney Pills.—A London medical man write*
as follows to the British Medical Journal

:

—"There was a note
in the British Medical Jotirnal of April 25, 1903, p. 964, on a
case of rash produced by Doan's backache and kidney pills. A
patient came recently to me having a thick scarlatina-like rash
all over the body. There was no rise of temperature or sore
throat. He told me that a friend of his was taking these pills

and had persuaded him to do so. I asked if he had backache or
kidney trouble, to which he replied no, but thought they might
do him good all the same. How fond the public are of taking
physic !

"

Recognition of Long Service.—Mr. (W. W. Rutherford,
M.P., Lord Mayor of Liverpool, is desirous of acknowledging
the obligation of the community to those men and women
of the city who are specially distinguished for " long and
faithful service." He proposes to invite to a celebration in Liver-
pool, in connection with the King's Bii'thday, those who have
been employed continuously by the same firm, employer, or
public body for twenty years. It is interesting to note that over
sixty of the employees of the finn of Evans Sons Lescher
and Webb, Limited, are qualified to take advantage of this

invitation.

College of Preceptors.—A number of alterations of varying
degrees of importance have been made in the regulations
for the examinations conducted by the College of Preceptors.
The conditions of passing in the first, second, and third classes

have been modified ; alternative papers will be set in geometry
for second-class candidates ; in modern foreign languages
first and second-class candidates will be allowed to substitute
free composition in the foreign language for translation into
the foreign language ; practical chemistry may be taken by
candidates who take the second-class chemistry paper; and a
second-class paper will be set in magnetism and electricity.

These, and a few other alterations, will come into operation
at the examinations to be held next month.

Annual Patents Report.— The number of complete specifica-

tions filed during the year 1902 was. according to the Report
of the Comptroller-General. 14,877. This is an increase of 9'6

per cent, on the figures of the f)revious year, and is, in fact, the
highest recorded, with the exception of 1837. Two hundred and
fifty-one complete specifications were accepted during the year
1901 in the class described as " Medicine," this including phar-
maceutical products. This figure is lower than any since the
year 1893. In the classification of goods for which trade-marks
are advertised and registered, one section embraces "chemical
substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. " In this

class during 1902, of 276 trade-marks advertised, 251 were
registered, both these figures showing a well-marked increase
on the corresponding statistics for the two previous years.

Scientific Hooliganism.—Professor J. A. Fleming has written
to the Times complaining that on the occasion of his recent
demonstration of wireless telegraphy at the Royal Institution,

a deliberate attempt was made, evidently by some skilled tele-

graphist or by one well acquainted with the working of wireless

telegraphy, to wreck the exhibition by intercepting and stopping
messages sent by Mr. Marconi at Poldhu to the lecture table at

the Royal Institution. Mr. Nevil Maskelyne replied, owning
that he was the person referred to, controverting some of

Professor Fleming's statements, and justifying the means
adopted for proving whether or not the Marconi instruments
are proof against outside interference. Other writers, includ-

ing Mr. J. Henniker Heaton. M.P., have since written to the
Times expressing disapproval of Mr. Maskelyne's action.

Using an Unwashed Measure.

—

Ai an inquest at Southend on
June 12, on the body of a six days old child, the evidence

showed that it died after being given some dill water pur-

chased at the establishment of Mr. Ci'ookham, chemist and
druggist, of Milton Road. Mr. Crookham gave evidence,

and stated that by a mistake he used the same measure for the

dill water he had sen-ed ammonia with, instead of a clean one.

When the bottle containing the dill water was brought back
he tasted the contents, which were slightly flavoured with
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ammonia. Dr. J. G. Smellie said that deatii was not due to

ipoisoning from ammonia, but to the injury done toy the
ammonia and shock. The Coroner said he thought that Mr.
Croo'kliam had given his evidence very straightforwardly, and
that what he did, he did inadvertently. A verdict of " Death
from misadventure " vas returned by the jury.

The P.A.T.A. and C.D.A.—The annual meetings of the
P. A.T. A. and CD. A. will be held at the Holborn Viaduct Hotel,
London, on Tuesday, July 14, the P.A.T.A. meeting at 2.30

and the CD. A. meeting at 4.50 p.m. On the following day,
Wednesday, July 15, a trip down the Thames from Reading to

Windsor has been arranged. The party will leave Paddington
at 9.35 a.m., arriving Reading 10.19 a.m. A steam launch will

await the party at Caversham Lock, and will proceed thence to

Henley, where a stop will be made for luncheon. After luncheon
the journey will be continued to Windsor, tea being provided'
on board the launch. The party will leave Windsor by the
8.25 p.m. train, reaching Paddington at 9.5 p.m. Inclusive
tickets are 10s. 6d. each, but to those wishing to make use of

the boat trip, with luncheon and tea only, tickets will be 7s. 6d.
As the number of tickets is limited to the number the launch
will take, namely 150, an early application is necessary.

Already half the number of tickets have been applied for.

The Faraday Society.—The last day of this month will be
signalised by the first meeting of a new scientific society

for the study of electro-chemistry and kindred subjects. There
will be intercommunication of aims and ideas between this,

which is to be called " The Faraday Society," and the
American Electro-Chemical Society, which already has a

history. The first President is Mr. J. W. Swan, F.R.S.,
and the Vice-Presidents are Professor Crum Brown, of Edin-
burgh, Lord Kelvin, Sir Oliver Lodge, Dr. Ludwig Mond,
Lord ilayleigh, Mr. Siemens, and Mr.^ Swinburne. " The land
of Daltou," says the Daily Chronicle, "is looking up in
chemistry. Sir William Ramsay has just been honoured, as
we anticipated some weeks ago, by the first award of the
Hofmann medal, and has now been elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences of Vienna. These omens, and the
inauguration of a new society imder such illustrious names,
inomise well for our future scientific reputation."

Portsmouth Hospital and its Drugs.—The Committee of

Management of the Portsmouth and Gosport Hospital, at

their meeting on Friday, discussed a recommendation of the

Finance Committee that in future all drugs supplied to the
hospital be tendered for and supplied on contract. The ques-

tion was discussed at some length.—Mr. Cooper insisted on
the necessity for contracting.—Dr. Ward Cousins and Dr.
Emmett were of opinion that the method hitherto adopted
was equal to contracting. What was done was that the Drug
Committee invited the wholesale houses to quote prices.

They selected the lowest quotations, and then had 15 per cent,

taken off them.—Alderman Scott Foster thought the drugs
cost considerably more than they ought, and suggested to the

Drug Committee that the wholesale hou.ses had more than
one price list ; there was a price list for doctors and another
for chemists. Probably they had sent them the one for the

doctors, and 15 per cent, off that would not then equal the

price at which chemists were supplied.—In the end it was
agreed tliat in future drugs should be supplied only under
contract.

Notts M.P.'s and the Pharmacy Bill.—The Secretaries of the
Nottingham and Notts Chemists' Association have received re-

plies from various members of Parliament for the city and county
of Nottingham to the resolutions recently passed by the Associa-
tion in regard to the Pharmacy Bill. Lord Henry Bentinck,
M.P., writes :

—" I note the resolution on the Pharmacy Bill, and
will. consider the objections urged against the relaxation of the
poisons regulations." Mr. J. H. Yoxall, M.P., says:—"Some
of the matter your communication refers to is, of course, highly
contentious, and I cannot promise you more than to give careful

and judicious consideration to the arguments on both sides."

Mr. E. Bond, M.P. :—"I doubt if the Pharmacy Bill will make
much further progress this session, but should it again come on
for discussion I will give careful attention to your representations
with regard to it. I think, however, there are one or two pro-
visions which I should not be able to support as they now stand."

Mr. J. E. Ellis, M.P., promises to give the matters his atten-

tion, and expresses the opinion that there is little likelihood of

the Pharmacy Bill being further advanced this session. Sir.

Frederick Milner, M.P., promises to give the resolutions re the
Bill his careful attention.

Failure of a Manchester Dentist.—At the Manchester
Bankruptcy Court, on Monday,- Charles S. Leadbetter, regis-

tered dentist, was publicly examined by the Official Receiver.

The liabilities had been scheduled at £507 lis. 2d., and the

assets at £46 14s. 5d., leaving a deficiency of £460 16s. 9d.

Debtor attributed his failui-e to moneys paid in opposing the

Bill for making it illegal to practise dentistry under the
Companies Act, in the formation of a limited liability company,
in attempting to amend the Dental Act, and the Patent Laws.
With respect to the proposed disposal of his practice, a com-
pany called " Leadbetter's Dental Patent Manufacturing
Company, Limited," was formed about October, 1895.

Fourteen shares were subscribed for at the time, and two
subsequently. The shares were £1 each. A prospectus was
issued to the public, dated April 29, 1896, but no shares

were subscribed for. The capital of the company was to

be £15,000. The company was duly registered, and was still

in existencs, and the annual statutory returns had been sent

to the Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies. He was still an
officer of the company and a director, and his son was the

secretary, but he wa-s the acting-secretary. The company,
however, never acquired his business, but he was still under
some liability in respect to the promotion expenses. The
inquiry was adjourned.

A Contemptible Libel.—One of the disadvantages of a high
position is that the holder is regarded by cranks and fanatics

as a suitable person to whom to address fake, libellous, and
(always) anonymous statements. The Lord Mayor of London
was on Thursday of last week the, recipient of a pencilled

letter-card, addressed to "The Right Hon. Sir Marcus Samuel.
Lord Mayor of London, Mansion House, City of London (the

Home of Liberty)." The effusion which, by the courtesv of

the Lord Mayor, we are enabled to print, iffas couched as

follows:
—"Dear Sir,—^I think now that .such vast sums of

money are being collected for Hospitals it is time poor Pil

Garlic, or, ratuer, the Hospital dispenser, should have som?
consideration. Certainly his underpaid services Lave been

given willingly in the past, but with, no prospect of a (sic)

Old-Age Pension it is jolly hard. Allowing that bully, the

Pharmaceutical Society, by shaking the Bogie Poison flag,

to drive aged dispensers into the workhouse is no charitable

method. Many eminent chemists and dispensers have

furthered the progress of medicine, but the P.S. seems to

claim all the honour and glory.—Yours obediently, an Es-
Hospital Dispenser." The letter-card had been posted in the

eastern postal district of London. Sir Marcus Samuel may
be assured that the lack of manners displayed by the vniter of

the letter-card is not characteristic of hospital dispensers

generally, who would regard the references to the Pharmaceu-
tical Society as a tissue of contemptible falsehoods.

Congress of Scientific Societies.—The eighth anniial

Congress of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies

met at Dover on the 11th, 12th, and 13th inst., under th?

presidency of Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson, F.R.S. , etc. The
annual address was delivered by the President-elect, Sir H-
Howorth, K.CI.E., F.R.S., etc., and the following interest-

ing papers were read, viz. :
" Atmospheric Moisture as a

Factor in Distribution," by A. 0. Walker; "The Diminution

and Disappearance of Flora and Fauna of S.E. England
within the Memory of Present Obsei-vers," by Captain

McDakin and Sydney Webb; "The Seedlings of Geophilous
Plants," by Miss E. Sargant ;

" The White Chalk of Dover."
by Dr. A. Rowe, F.G.S. ; "A Late Keltic Cemetery at

Harlyn Bay," by the Rev. R. A. Bullen, B.A. ; and "Interna-
tional iCommunication," by Mr. A. T. Walmsley, M.I.C.E..
Engineer to the Dover Harbour Board. The Congress was
held at the Town Hall, Dover, when several most interesting

exhibits proved a great attraction to visitors. A large

herbarium of plants, exhibited by Mr. A. 0. Hume, presented
the unusual feature of the seedling plants in various stages

of development being placed alongside of the plant in flower.
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PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Mr. D. Llewelyn Jones, M.P.S., has opened a pharmacy at

3, Ivy BuildiDgs, Colwyn Bay.

Mr. David Hooper, F.I.C., F.L.S., of the Indian [Museum,
Calcutta, is leaving India for England on three months' leave
of absence on June 27.

Mr. F. J. Gillespie, L.P.S.I., was recently tlie recipient of

a handsome presentation on leaving Belfast for South Africa,
where he has obtained an appointment.

Professors Norman Collie and Ramsay have been nominated
as examiners for the Clothworkers' Exhibition in Chemistry by
the Council of University College, London.

Mr. William Giles, of Aberdeen, has been elected to fill the
vacancy on the North British Branch (Pharmaceutical Society)
Executive, caused by the resignation of Mr. Claude P. Henry.
There is no other change in the Executive membership.

Mr. L. Wray, Curator of the State Museum and State
Geologist, Perak, Federated Malay Straits, a corresponding
member of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, re-

ceived the Imperial Service Order from the King at an investi-
ture held at Buckingham Palace on Friday, June 12.

TRADE NOTES.

Cerebos.—H.R.H. the Prince of Wales has been pleased to

grant his Royal warrant of appointment to Cerebos, Limited.

Idris and Company, Limited.—An interim dividend of 3 per
cent, on the preference shares of this company, on account of

the dividend for the year ending October 31 next, has been
declared. The warrants were posted on the 10th inst.

Empire Feeding Bottles.—Messrs. Southall Bros, and Barclay,
Ltd., Birmingham, direct the attention of the trade to the
" Empire " Feeding Bottle, which is easily cleaned, and has no
corners. The flow of food is automatically regulated by the
valve. The price for the feeding bottles is 8s. per dozen, com-
plete in boxes with brushes.

Apollinaris in America.—^An American who has lately re-

visited the L'^nited States after a sojourn of five years in

Europe, has stated in the Press that what impressed him most
in the States is the change in the drinking habits of the

people. When he was formerly there everybody who did not
drink lager-beer drank rye whisky ; now three men out of

four drink Scotch whisky and Apollinaris.

Sanosin.—Referring to the note at page 838 of last week's

issue of the Journal, Messrs. T. Christy and Co , Old Swan Lane,

Upper Thames Street, E.G., and Messrs. Charles Zimmermann
and Co., St. Mary-at-HiU, E.G., write that they are able to

supply the substance and the necessary apparatus for vaporisa-

tion. The Sanosin tablets are ignited in a specially constructed

lamp. Fuller particulars may be obtained from either of the

firms mentioned above.

The Cudahy Packing Co.'s Pepsin.-In the note on this

subject at page 832 in last week's issue, the statement thfit this

company " has various branches in the United States " must
not be understood to refer to retail branches. The Cudahy
Packing Co., a very large financial institution, has large packing

houses, employing many thousands of hands, at South Omaha,
Neb., Sioux City, Iowa, Kansas City, Chicago, and Los Angeles,

but no retail branches. The powdered pepsin is nearly white,

free from putrescent odour, and hygroscopic; it dissolves in

water, forming a faintly opalescent solution. U.sed for mak-
ing glycerinum pepsini, B.P., it gave a nearly clear product,

which did not need filtration. Submitted to the B.P. diges-

tion test, tlie albumin had practically dissolved at the end
of about three hours. The scale pepsin is yellowish-browr»
and tran-sparent, nearly odourless, and entirely free front
putrescent odour,- soluble in water, without residue. Sub-
mitted to B.P. digestion test, the albumin had practically-

disappeared under three hours. Communications respecting
the pepsin should be sent to the English agents, Messrs. G..

and J. Nickson and Co., Limited, 25, Victoria Street, Ljver-

,

pool.

The " Marriott " Post • card Printing frame.— Sensitisecf
post-cards are now much more largely used by photographers-
than was the case a few years ago, but hitherto one of the-'

chief troubles of the average ajnateur has been to find a suit-

able printing-frame, in most cases it being necessary to use--

a mask. To obviate that trouble Messrs. George Houghton
and Son, Limited, 88-89, High Holbom, W.C., have intro-

duced the " Marriott " post-card printing-frame, whiclit

greatly simplifies the operation of post-card nrintiug. The
frame is made in several sizes, the quarter-plate size retailing;;

at 7d. each. The negative is firmly held, and the post-card
may be placed so as to show the picture in any position.

Roll or flat films, supported by a piece of plain glass of the
correct size, can be printed from with the same ease as glass--

negatives.

MARRIAGE.

Ellis—Gee.—On June 10, at the Heron Court Congregational
Church, Rugeley, by the Pastor, Rev. H. W. Harvey, Hugh-
Edward Ellis, F.C.S., Ph.C, Divisional Secretary for Mont-
gomeryshire (eldest son of Samuel Ellis, C.C., Llanfair, Welsh-
pool), to Melville, yox^nger daughter of the late George Gee, and!
of Mrs. Gee, Brereton, Rugeley.

DEATHS.

Caley.—On June 16, at The Grove, Chapel Field, Norwich,.
Elizabeth, widow of the late Albert J. Caley, in her seventy-
seventh year.

Martin.—On June 13, at Ravenswood, Low Fell, Nannie,,
beloved wife of N. H. Martin, Pharmaceutical Chemist.

Nevins.—On June 11, at Liverpool, John Birkbeck NevinSr
M.D. Aged 85. Dr. Nevins was a medical and literary man,
well known in Liverpool and elsewhere. In 1844 he was
appointed lecturer on chemistry and natural philosophy at the-

Liverpool Collegiate Institution, now the Liverpool College.

He was at one time President of the Literary and Pliilosophical'

Society and of the Microscopical Society. Dr. Nevins -wi-ote

several papers and books, among which may be mentioned " The
Introduction of Peruvian Bark Trees into India," and a " Trans-
lation, from Latin into English, of the London Pharmacopoeia,
including also the Dublin and Edinburgh Pharmacopceias, with-

the chemical and medicinal properties of their contents, form-
ing a complete materia medica." This latter work, of 780'

pages, was published in 1851.

Paine.—On June 12, Alfred Paine, Cheniist and Druggist,..

Burton-on-Trent. Aged 73.

Stephens.—On June 10, Jonathan Stephens, Chemist and
Dniggist, Devonport. Aged 49. Mr. Stephens was associated

witli the firm of Charles Row and Sons, Devonport, for

fourteen years, and sulbsequently carried on business oil his;

own account in the, saipe town for twenty years..
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.^

New Patent Applications.

INHALERS (No. 6,312. of 1903).—J. H. Driiger and A. B.

Di-ager, both of 53, Mo'islinger AUee, Lubeck, Germany. Con-

sists of an appliance adapted for all kinds of inhalations, hwi

more especially for o-xygen-cliloroform or ether-narcDtic iuhala-

tioas. Is an improvement on inhalation apparatus in •which the

medicaments are atomised or vaporLsed by an injector operated

by means of compressed air. tlie improvement consisting of a

<levice for regulating the quantity of liquid to be atonvised.

Said device consists of a vacuum vessel arranged between the

ascension tube coming from tlie chloroform or ether container

and the injector, Tvliich vessel at the same time serves as a
visible dropping-glass, and is provided with an air admission

cock, permitting of exact regulation of the vacuum and conse-

quently of the quantity of liquid dropped, so that the liquid

to be atomised or vaporised may separate, before atomising

in the visible dropping gla.'ss into drops following each other as

quickly or as slowly as desired. An economising or storing

device which prevents the outlet of the gas during the patient's

exhalations, together with a protecting device for the ascension

tube, are also provided in this appliance. This aj)pli;vnce pre-

sents the advantage that vapori.'ation, that is to say, dropping
of chloroform or ether takes place only when the stream of

oxygen is admitted. Unintentional over-dosing cannot there-

fore take place.

DENTAL ENGINES (No. 6.722 of 1903).—S. E. Fifeh, 103,

Main iStreet, Greenporl, SaSolk; New York, U.S.A. Relate*

to dental disc mandrels employed in attaching dental diics

for polishing teeth, and otlier devices used in the treatment
of teeth, to the shafts of dental engi;ies. The objects of the

inventor are to so oonstnict the portions of a dental disc mandrel
as to secure locking contact and engagement between the same
while holding a dental disc or similar device in jslace, and to

permit of pron¥[)tly and easily attaching such a disc to .''aid

mandrel and of detaching it therefrom. Consists in the com-
bination with a shank adapted to be attached to the shaft of a

dental engine, of a .stud, having a suitable head, adapted to

be inserted in said sliank and to be entirely detached therefrom,

a projection on .said stud, and an elastic locking arm attached

to and capable of moving with reference to the shank, and
adjusted to be broaglit into engagement with said projection

by revolving the isaid shank. The said locking arm consists of a

spiral spring.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING SUL-
PHURIC ANHYDRIDE (No. 6,824 of 1903).—A. M. Clark, 53,

Chancery Lane, W.C. (Communicated by W. C. Ferguson,
Flushing, Queen.s, N.Y.

,
U.S.A.) The process consists in bring-

ing a mixture containing sulphurous acid gas and air into con-

tact with catalj'tic substances, such as platinum, in such propor-
tions as to convert only a portion of the sulphurous acid gas into

sulphuric anhj'dride, then carrying the partially converted mix-
ture away from the catalytic substances, and mixing cool air

with this partially-converted product, thereby supplying addi-

tional oxygen, and thereupon bringing the mixture of such air

and the partially-converted product into renewed contact with
the catalytic substance to continue the conversion into

sulphuric anhydride. Said apparatus comprises a plurality

of contact chambers, a connection pipe from the outlet

of one chamber to the inlet of the next, an au' supply pipe
branched on such connection pipe, and a regulating device
on said air supply pipe. By means of this apparatus air is ad-
mitted to the partially-converted product while the latter is away
from the catalytic substance, i.e., while it is passing from one
contact chamber to another.

METHOD OF PREPARING C.C. DIALKYL BARBITURIC ACID
FROM MONO-ALKYL MALONIC ESTERS (No. 1,945 ol 1203).—
F. Boehm, 16, Jewry Street. E.C. (Communicated by Professor
E. Fischer, Berlin.) Consists in first combining a mono-alkyl-
malonic ester with urea by means of metallic alcoholates to form

* These abridgments of new patent applications and particulars of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official

sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
for procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, 56, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., from whom any information on the subjects may be
obtained. Mr. Barker will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
' Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on applicatioui

mono-alkyl-barbituric acids, and then converting these by further
alkylation into dialkyl-barbituric acids. Ex. 1 : Sodium
(14'7 parts) is dissolved in the least possible quantity of absolute
alcohol; after cooling, the solution is mixed with forty parts
ethyl-malonic-diethyl ester and 17 5 parts powdered urea. When
this ha,s dissolved, said liquid is heated to 80° or 90° C. for six

hours in closed vessels. The sodium salt deposited is collected

on a filter, dissolved in a small proi>ortion of water, and decom-
posed with hydrochloric acid ; the ethyl-barbituric acid precipi-

tate is then recrystallised from water. For the further ethyla-
tion etliyl-barbiturio acid is dissolved in a calculated molecular
proportion of dilute caustic soda mixed with the calculated

molecular proportion of ethyl iodide, and the whole heated, to
100° C. for several hours in a closed vessel until the ethyl iodide
disappears. After cooling diethyl-barbituric acid crystallises

out, and when recrystallised from hot water it has a melting-

point of 191° C. (corr.) and a composition corresponding to the
formula CgHi^OjN,. With ethyl-bromide the reaction takes
place in like manner.
Note.—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents

except No. 1,945, must be filed at the Patent Office on or before July 13
1903. Opposition to No. 1,945 must be filed on or before July 20, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

"PHOTOIDS" ("Photo" disclaimed), for compressed tablets

of chemical substances used in photography, by M. J-

Matthaei, 12, CuUum Street, E.C. 254.013.

"salvita" label, for medicated night-lights, by J. T.

MoMahon, 19, Osborne Terrace, 6. Lambeth, S.W. 248,948.

" ZYMOX ASTHMA SPECIFIC" ("Zymo" disclaimed), foi-

a chemical substance for medical purposes, hy A. A. Ken-
nedy, Zymox Drug Co., care of McNair and MacPhail, 39,

Rothweli Street, Glasgow. 253,976.
" TALISMANOi" for proprietary medicines, by the Talismano

Co., Nicolle and Killick Stores, Churchdown, near Gloucester.

254,065.
" PEDEESEi ' for a medicated preparation for the feet, by

the Pedeese Manufacturing Co., 68, Harold Road, Leyton-
stone, N.E. 254,315.

" ANiSKAi" for medicinal lotions, by A. Rand, 2, Capem
Road, Earlsfield Surrey. 254,444.

" ACKNOf" for medicine for hjjman use, by J. Moore, 128,

Canning Street, Liverpool. 254,520.

"isopral ' ("Isop" disclaimed), for a pharmaceutical
product, by the Farbenfabriken vormals F. Bayer and Co.,

Koenigstrasse 27, Elberfeld, Germany. 254,557.

"SESAMOL" ("Se.same" disclaimed), for toilet soap and
preparations, by J. Hutton, 8, High Street, Brechin. 253,917.

" GUSH-GASH," for perfumed soap, by H. G. Hudson,
Cholmundeley Cottage, Cholmondeley Walk, Richmond.
254,054.

"HYGIENOL" ("Hygiene" disclaimed), for a tooth powder
and mouth wash, by the Hygienia Co., 77, Cambridge
Gardens, North Kensington, W. 254,062.

"aSPALIa" and " CANTHUS," for jjerfumery, etc., by the

Vinolia Co., Limited, Maiden Crescent, N.W. 254,408-9.

" SUNMAH," for washes and preparations for the hair, by
A. M. Dawson, 14, Upper Fountaine Street, Leeds. 253,958.

" STALVINE," for perfumery, by Actien Gesellschaft fur

Aniliu Fabrikation, an der Freptower Briicke, Berlin.

254,651.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent OfBce on or before July 17, 1903.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Eye Symptoms as Aids in Diagnosis. By Edwabd Magennis,
M.D., D.P.H. Pp. 96. Price 2s. nett. Bristol : J. Wright
and Co. 1903. Prom the Publishers.

Sdb.ject List of Wobks on Architectueal and Building
Construction in the Library of the Patent Office.

Patent Office Library, Series No. 12. Bibliographical Series

No. 9. Pp. 164. Price 6d. London : The Patent Oifice, 25,

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. 1903. From
the Publishers,
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MARKET REPORT.

LosDON, Thursday, June 18, 1903.

Business in Drugs and Chemicals, and, ia fact, generally, con-

tinues in a most deplorable condition. Not- only are pi-ices all round

, cub to the bone in the keen competition for the little business

which is actually passing, but everywhere complaints are heard

that there is nothing doing. Quinine has had' a further slump,

partly, no doubt, in consequence of the enormous sale of Cin-

chona Bark being held to-day in Amsterdam, at which the

equivalent of about 47 tons of Sulphate of Quinine comes under

the hammer. It is reported that prices obtained so far for the

Bark show a reduction of 15 to 20 per cent. A reduction in

makers' price for Sulphate of Quinine of at least Id. per oz. ap-

pears practically certain, and even then such price will still be
nearly 3d. per oz. above that ruling iu the speculative mai'ket.

Otherwise there is as good as nothing doing, prices being in

nearly every case nominally unchanged. German refiners re-

duced their price for Camphor ^d. per lb., English refiners'

quotation remaining imaltered. Quicksilver and Mercurials

are steady, as also are Bromides, although the possibility of

an American invasion of the English market for Bromides still

more or less looms in the distance. Buyers reduced their price

for Sulphonal, and other makers will no doubt follow suit.

We give below some quotations for articles of interest :
—

ACID CITRIC—Is quiet at Is. l^d. to Is. l^d, per lb. for

crystals in 5cwt. casks.

AMMONIA SULPHATE—steady at £12 15s. to £12 17s. 6d.

per ton for Gray 24 'per cent. London prompt.
ANTIMONY.—English Regulus is quoted £27 to £28 per ton

and Japan crude (Black Sulphide) £14 to £15 per ton.

ASHES.—Montreal 34s., New York 29s. 6d. ;
pearls 40s.

BROMIDES—Are steady at unchanged prices, it appearing,
however, still by no means certain that underselling from
America may recommence in the not too distant future.

CINCHONA BARK.
—

^The shipments at Java during the first

half of the month were 693,000 Amsterdam lbs., against 666,000
Amsterdim lbs. last year and 500,000 Amstei-dam lbs. in 1901.

At to-day's auctions in Amsterdam the equivalent of over 45
tons Quinine Sulphate comes under the hammer. Full results

had not become known up to time of going to press. It is

reported, however, that prices opened at a reduction of from
15 to 20 per cent. ,

COCAINE—Is very firm at 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz., according

to quantity, for the Hydrochlorate in 25oz. tins.

CODEINE—Is firm at lO.s. per oz. for tlie pure Alkaloid.

COD LIVER OIL—Unchanged at 500s. jier barrel for best

non-congealing Norwegian, with, however, but very little busi-

ness passing.

COPPER SULPHATE—Is quiet at £19 10s. to £20 10s. per

ton 'for spot delivery.

CREAM OF TARTAR^Firm', but unchanged at £86 to £87
per ton for first white crystals on the spot and £90 to £91
for 98 per cent. B.P. quality.

GAM BIER.—The market on the spot is quiet, with sellers of

whole bales at 27s. 6d. For arrival no sales are reported, but

quotations are steady at 24s. 9d. c. f. and i. for June-July ship-

ment,
IODIDES.—Convention prices still rule, in spite of continued

iinderselling from Japan and other outside sources.

MENTHOL.—Kobayashi brand is still quoted 25s. per lb..

But business is reported to have been done at 18s. c.i.f. for

October-November shipment.
MERCURIALS—Are steady at unchanged prices.

MORPHINE—Quiet and unchanged on basis of 4s. 6d. per

oz. for the Hydrochlorate Powder.
MYRABOLANS.—^At auction 117 bags Bombay were offered

• and bought in, fair Bhimlies at 8s.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil steady, quiet.

London spot pipes £22 17s. 6d. to £23, barrels £25 2s. 6d.,

month £23, July-Aug. £22 15s., Sept.-Dec. £21 17s. 6d. Hull

naked spot £22, July-Aug. £21 15s., Sept.-Dec. £20 15s. Rape
Oil firm. Ordinary Brown on the spot and to the end of the

year sold at £22 10s. English Refined spot £24 5s. Ravison

spot £20 15s., June-Aug. £20 15s. naked. Cotton Oil firm.

London Crude spot £21 10s., June-Aug. £21 5s. Refined spot
£23 to £24. Hull naked Refined spot £20 15s., July-Aug.
£20 12s. 6d., Nov, -April £18 17s. 6d. Crude spot £19 12s. 6i.'

Olive Oil : Mogador £31 10s. to £33, Spanisli £32, Levant
£31 10s. to £33. Coooanut Oil firmer, Ceylon spot £25 5s.,

June-July £22 10s. to £22 15s. c.i.f., July-Aug. and Aug.-Oct.
£22 10s. to £22 15s. c.i.f. Cochin spot nominally £33, Aug.-
Oct. £25 to £25 5s. c.i.f., Oct.-Dec. £25 to £25 5s. c.i.f. Palm
Oil : Lagos on the spot £27. Castor Oil easier. Belgian, June-
Dec, delivery—Ists, £20 ;

2nds, £17 10s. Barrels free, ex
wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount. Hull Made (Prompt and
up to end of the year deliveries)—Ists, £20 per ton ; 2nds,
£18 per ton. Barrels included, delivered free ex wharf, Lon-
don, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale American spot
quoted £8 15s. to £10, Black £8 10s. to £9 10s. Russian Black
£5 15s. to £6, pale £7 7s. 6d. to £8 2s. 6d. Turpentine very
firm. American spot 37s. 3d. to 37s. 6d., June 37s. 3d. to

37s. 6d., July-Aug. 37s. 3d. to 37s. 6d., Sept.-Dec. 37s. 6d. to

37s. 9d., Jan.-April 38s. 3d, to 38s. 6d. Petroleum Oil

:

Russian spot quoted 4d. to 4^d. American sjwt 5|d. to 5^d.

Water White 7|d. to 7Jd. Roumanian film ; spot 5^d. paid.

Petroleum 'Spirit : Ordinary 6d. to 7d., Deodorised 7|d. to S^d.

OPIUM—^Unchanged, there having -been no transactions iu

the article re]X)rted.

PARAFFIN WAX.—Crude 2id. to 2id., Refined 3d. to 3|d
PHENACETIN—'Unchanged at nominally 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d.

per lb. for Crystals or Powder in bulk paper parcels,

PITCH.—8s."

QUICKSILVER—Firm at £8 12s. 6d. per bottle from the im-
porter.

QUININE—Is still on the down grade, it being expected that

makers will reduce their price for the Sulphate at least Id. per

oz., say from Is. Id. to Is. per oz., which will then probably

mean lOd. per oz. from second hand.
ROSIN—Quiet. Common strained spot 5s. 9d. ex-wharf,

and 5s. Ijd. to 5s. 3d. July-Sept, and Oct.-Dec. sailer ex-ship

terms.
SANTONINE—Is firm at 22s. to 23s. jier lb., acoQrding to

quantity.

SENEGA ROOT.—At last week's Drug auctions this article

sold without reserve at 3s. 9d. per lb., since when it has been

quoted Id. per lb. less. It would appear as if this was in

pursuance of a design to influence price at which new crop will

be obtainable.
SHELLAC.—The Calcutta cable came yesterday higher at

66 rupees buyers of TN Orange. The market here i-emains

firm, but quiet. On the spot business is on a small scale at

late rates—viz., at 128s. for fair TN Orange. For arrival no
sales are reported ; for April-June shipment there are buyers
of TN at 126s. c.f. and i. Futures are firm, but only a
restricted business has been done, including about 500 cases

TN Sept. -Oct. and Dec. deliveries at 130s., closing Ouyers of

Sept. at 130s., and sellers of Dec. at 130s.

SODA BICARBONATE—Is Still quoted £7 5s. i>er ton landed

tenns.
SPICES.—Ginger : 717 packages Cochin offered, of wihich

260 bags sold, fair washed rough at 33s. to 55s. 6d. and fair

cuttings at 30s. 6d. Of Jamaica 409 barrels sold, fair to good,

bright at 50s. to 55s. 6d., middling at 44s. 6d. to 48s., common
at 41s. 6d. to 43s. 6d. Cloves : 27 cases Penang bought in,

fair picked at 9^d. to lOd. Black Pepper
;
Singapore bought

in at 6^d. to 6^d. and Penang at 6d. ; 48 bags Teiiioherry

sold at 6d. White Pepi>er : 50 bags Singapore sold at 9|d. ;

15 cases Tellicherry sold, very fine picked at Is. 3|d. to

Is. 5id. Capsicums : n bags Japan sold, good bright, partly

off stalk, at 22s. Cassia Lignea : 30 cases bought in, fair

selected, false packed, at 44s. Broken Cassia : 150 bales good

bought in at 45s. Mace : 2 cases Penang sold, good palish

and red, at 2s. 9d. ; 13 packages West Indian sold, good pale

reddish, at 2s. to 2s. id.-, fair red at Is. lOd. to Is. lid.

Pimento : Of 153 bags offered only 3 sold at 2|d.

SULPHONAL.—The Bayer factory reduced their price for

crystals or powder in bulk packing to 3s. 9d. per lb., Doxes of

8oz. and 16 oz. co.sting 2d. per lb. more, and Dottles of 16 oz.

9d. per lb. more, which is somewhat of an anomaly as far as

price for 1 lb. bottles is concerned. It would appear certain:

that other makers will follow.

TAR.—Stockholm 21s. 6d. Arcliangel 16s.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

IspoRMATioN lequired by readers will be published in this column as
early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post-,

even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.

Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formulie
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to ihe " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply, No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Parliamentary Education (G. E. P.—205/7).—Your suggestion

has been noted.

Plant (W. J. B.—90/7).—Your surmise is correct,

colour of the flower varies under cultivation.

The

Agate Mortar (F. J. J.—90/16):—We are not aware that ex-

posure to sunlight afiects polished agate mortars in any way.

Medical Preliminary (W. L. L.— 90/17).—It will be necessary

to do so.unless you have already passed an approved preliminary
examination.

Plasmon (J. L.— 90/5).—It consists chiefly of casein or milk-

albumin, and is said to form a complete substitute for meat-
albumin, etc., in the diet of children.

Astringent Skin Lotion (T. M.—90/13).—Dissolve alum, 6

grains, and benzoic acid, 1 grain, in rose water, 1 fl. oz., then
add simple tincture of benzoin, 6 minims.

Prescription (W. J. D.—90/21).
—

^The formation of the preci-

pitate, which presumably consists of strontium borate, cannot
be avoided. You should advise the prescriber of the fact.

Pills and Mixture (P. C. B.—90/9).—Your friend appears to

be embarking upon a dangerous enterprise, and the best advice

you can give him is not to persist in his intention.

Parrish's Chemical Food (W. J. M.—90/10>.—You will find

the information you require in Squire's * Companion to the

British Pharmacopoeia,' and in Martindale and Westcott's
' Extra Pharmacopoeia.'

Labels (R. K. S.—90/18).— (1) A medicine stamp should be
applied in each case, unless you decide to use labels on which
the formula is disclosed. (2) Your draft letter has been returned

;

it would not be liuely to do any harm if published.

Phenol (C. B.—90/8).— (1) The probable cause of the pink
coloration is the formation of some coloured derivative from
the traces of impurities always present in the commercial
article. (2) Such changes of colour in salicylate mixtures are

due to oxidation.

Sodium Silicate (B. L. B.—90/20).—Dilute the thick syrupy
vyater-glass of commerce with nine times its volume of water,

and immerse the eggs entirely in the liquid. Afterwards re-

move them carefully and allow them to dry in a current of

warm air, moving the eggs occasionally to prevent them sticking.

Mercuric Oleate (J. H.—90/6).—If prescribed alone, oleate of

mercury, 10 per cent., is usually understood to mean a prepara-

tion containing the quantity of oleate equivalent to 10 per cent,

of mercuric oxide (see B.P., 1885). The preparation now
official should yield about 23 per cent, of metallic mercury,

equivalent to 24-35 per cent, of mercuric oxide.

Ammon. Monocarb. Aromat. (W.J. F.—90/19).—Break ammo-
nium carbonate, 4 ounces, into small pieces, add to it strong

solution of ammonia, 2 fl. ounces, and stir daily until the

monocarbonate can be powdered. Then perfume with a mixture

of essence of musk, 4 fl. drachms, oil of lavender, 4 fl.

drachms, oil of bei'gamot, 2 fl. drachms, oil of cloves, 1 fl.

drachm, otto of rose, 10 drops, and oil of cinnamon, 5 drops.

Medicine Stamp Duty (J. H. M.—90/15).—We are in corre-
spondence with the Board of Inland Revenue on the subject, ani
hope to reply to your queries shortly. Generally speaking, ijt

is now held that such titles as the following render the prepar-
tions liable to duty, however small the quantity sold :

—" Gout
and rheumatic pills," " wind and indigestion pills," "toothache
jelly," "toothache drops," "headache powders," etc. The
words " little liver pills " and " anti-fat pills " are doubtful, bv:*

the other names you mention are exempt if the preparations
are not recommended on the labels or elsewhere.

Effervescing Carlsbad Salt (A. H. H.—90/12).—First prepare
the artificial Carlsbad salt by powdering separately and mixing
dried potassium sulphate, 1, sodium chloride, 9, sodium bicar-
bonate, 18, and sodium sulphate, 22. Next mix 32 parts of the
artificial Carlsbad salt with the following ingredients, previously
well dried and finely powdered :—Sodium bicarbonate, 63,

tartaric acid, 56, sugar, 24. If required in the form of a,

granular powder, mix the compound with sufficient 90 per cent,
alcohol to make a soft paste, then rub through a No. 20 tinned-
iron sieve, dry, and reduce to a coarse, granular powder. In
selling this preparation be careful to describe it as being mads
from the " artificial " salt.

Coca, Kola, etc. (F. F. W.—90/11).—The coca of the British
Pharmacopoeia consists of the dried leaves of Erythroxylon
coca and its varieties, from Peru and Bolivia. The principal
ingredient is the alkaloid cocaine, the hydrochloride of which is

most often used in aqueous solution as a local anaesthetic in
dental, ophthalmic, and other surgical operations. Coca itself

has been recommended as a nervine and muscular tonic. Kola
seeds are obtained from Cola acuminata, from tropical Africa
and the West Indies. The principal constituent is caffeine, the
effect of which is to stimulate the heart's action and tha
secretory action of the kidneys. The seeds themselves are used
as a nerve stimulant and to prevent fatigue. For information
about adrenalin and for answers to your other questions ooru
suit Martindale and Westcott's ' Extra Pharmacopoeia ' (Lewis,
Gower Street, London, 10s. 6d. nett).

Correction.—Under "Who's Who in Pharmacy," page 805
line 2 of the monograph on Mr. Gadd, for "Liverpool" refifC

"Exeter."

Calendar for the Week (June 21—27, 1903).

Days of

M W

27

S
M
To
W

Th
F

Events of the Week.

Second Sunday after Trinity.
Cabot discovered Newfoundland, 1497.
Sir Joseph Prestwich died, 1896.

Edinburgh District Chemists' Trade Associa-

tion.—Annual Excursion to Rothesay.
London Chemists' Association, Holborn
Viaduct Hotel, at 3 p.m.—Armual General
Meeting.

•TNew Moon, 6.11 a.m.
Lord Kelvin, P.R.S., born 1824.

Pharmaceutical Society: School of Pharmacy,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, at 3 p.m.

—

Prize Distribution.

Edinburgh Chemists', Assistants,' and Ap-

prentices' Association.—Botanical Excur-
sion to Inveresk.

Divisional Meeting at Cambridge, 1901.

Rises

Bun

Sets,

3.44

3.44

3.45

3.45

3.45

3.45

3.46

8.18

8.1s

8.19

8.1^

8.19

8.19

8,19

LETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and other COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Bellamy,

Bennison, Bilson, Booiue, Biandis, Branson, Bromley, Brooke, Brown,
Browne, Burrell, Burton, Doe, Druce, Dyson, Ellis, Field, Ford-Walker,
Forshaw, Gates, Gibson, Goodyear, Groves, Gwinn, Heap, Holt, Hooper,
Horsley, Jones, Love, Lucas, Magan. Mount, Mumbray, Murdoch, Onyony
Orton, Pickering, Plenderleith, Pollard, Boss, Rowland, Sage, Thomson*
Timmins, White, Wood, Young.
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Pharmacyand the Allied Sciences

A REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK

Dibromo-acetylene.

P. Lemoult describes the preparation and properties of

dibromo-acetylene. Tribromo-ethylene which is easily obtained

in quantity by the actron of sodium ethylate upon symmetrical

tetra-bromo-ethanes, is heated with alcoholic potash in the

absence of air, and the dibromo-acetylene collected under water.

The distillation has to be carried out in a current of nitrogen,

as the substance is spontaneously inflammable in air.

Dibromo-acetylene cannot be distilled, even in a vacuum, and

under certain conditions may explode violently. Bromine and

iodine give rise to C-jBr^ and CjBr,!, respectively, and cautious

treatment of the ethereal solution with moist air or oxygen

gives rise to oxalic and hydrobromic acids. The first action

would appear to be the addition of oxygen residting in the

formation of oxalyl bromide, which is then acted upon by the

water present in the usual manner.

—

Comp. rend., through

Nature, 68, 137.

Yield of Palm and Palm-Nut Oils.

G. Fendler-Steglitz contributes an interesting account of

palm oil and palm-nut oil, with especial reference to the quantity

and composition of the oils yielded by the varieties of palm

fruits obtainable in German East and West Africa. The

bunches of fruits vary as a rule from 20 to 30 kilogrammes in

weight, but they may attain as much as 50 kilogrammes ; the

separate fruits weigh from 3'5 to 10 0 or more Gm. The latter

resemble plums in shape, and are of an orange or fiery-red

colour ; within the fibrous pericarp there is a single seed en-

closed in a hard shell. The pericarp constitutes from 24 to 70

per cent, of the fruit and contains 46 to 66 per cent, of palm

oil; the seed, amounting to between 9 and 25 per cent., yields

the jialm-nut oil.

Collection of Palm Oils.

The palm oil from the pericarp is obtained by the following

crude method':—A large cauldron is filled with the fruits, and

suflScient water to cover them added ; they are then boiled for

one and a-half to two hours, by which the pericarp is loosened so

that it can be easily separated from the seeds and pressed. The

water is now poured off, and the fruits are pounded in wooden

troughs with stampers. As much oil as possible is now pressed

out with the hands ; the residue is mixed with water and

again pressed, the seeds being then separated from the

pulp. The first pressings are set aside, but the second are

switched until a yellow froth containing the oil rises ; this is

skimmed off, heated, and the oil added to the first pressings.

The residue of pulp, which naturally contains a large quantity

of oil, is thrown away, and much oil is thereby lost. It is calcu-

lated that only one-third of the oil in the pericarp is obtained

by this crude method. The seeds are cracked, the kernels

separated' and exported to Europe, where palm-nut oil is pressed

from them. They yield from 43 to 50 per cent. In varieties of

fruits from Togo Fendler-Steglitz found from 14'4 to 16'2 per

cent, of palm oil and 7"2 to 12 per cent, of palm-nut oU, whereas

Strunk found in the Liscombe variety from Cameroon 44-4 and
6"15 per cent, respectively. If the fruits are heaped and allowed

to stand, the oil is rapidly split into glycerin and free fat-ai;ids

by the lipolytic enzymes present. Fendler-Steglitz raises the

question whether it woxild not be advantageous to induce that

decomposition, and thus save the trouble and expense necessary

to bring it about in the manufacture of candles.

—

Bcrichie

Pharm., 13, 115.

Vol. 70. (Fouhth Series, Vol. 16.) No. 1722.

Oxidation of Phosphorus and Electrical Conductivity.

Elster and Geitel discuss the cause of the electrical conduc-

tivity of the air in the neighbourhood of phosphorus undergoing

slow oxidation. Experiments are described which indicate that

the cloud rising from the surface of the phosphorus is not

responsible in any way for the electrical conduction. It is also

rendered probable by suitably devised experiments that the con-

ductivity is really due to ionisation of the air in the neighbour-

hood of the phosphorus.

—

Nature, after Phys. Zeit., 16, 457.

Constituents of Long Pepper.

A. Wangerin has examined long pepper, with the following

results :

—

Moisture 10 50
Volatile oil 0 90
Piperidine 019
Pipeline 6-20

Albuminoids 8-81

Fat 6-70

The volatile oil was examined but no definite constituents

could be separated ; cadineneis probably present.

—

Pharm. Ztg.y

48, 453.

Soluble carbohydrates . . 4*19

Starch 38-80

Fibre 9 9
Ash 715
Non-nitrogenous extract 6'66

Ipecacuanhic Acid.

T. Keinura has isolated ipecacuanhic acid and investigated

its chemical and pharmacological properties. He finds that

it has scarcely any astringent action or any influence on the

development of the bacillus of dysentery ; it is difficult, there-

fore, to imderstand the reputation that de-emetinised ipecacu-

anha possesses as a remedy for dysentery. The chemical ex-

amination of the acid indicated it to be a glucoside allied to-

quilLajic acid, but as it does not induce haemolysis or possess

the property of frothing it cannot be regarded as a true saponin.

—Arch, intern, de Pharm. et Thirap., through the Pharm. Ztg^.

Determination of Iodine in Oils.

L. Lafay observes that the iodised oils of commerce usually

contain much less iodine than advertised, and that, in addition

to iodine, considerable quantities of chlorine are also present.

He gives the following method for determining the amount of

iodine, either alone or in the presence of chlorine :—Weigh
about 1 Gm. of the oil into a nickel, iron, or copper crucible,

add 5 or 6 Gm. of caustic potash free from chlorine, and 5 or

6 C.c. of alcohol ; warm gently to saponify the oil, and evaporate
'

until the residue, which contains free potash, begins to darken

;

cover the crucible and continue the heat until the mass froths

up and the organic matter is destroyed, and exhaust the residue

with water ;
acidify the solution with sulphuric acid and transfer

'

it to a 500 C.c. stoppered flask; add 20 to 30 C.c. of carbon

disulphide (previously washed with potassium permanganate^

and a few drops of a concentrated solution of sodium nitrite r

'

shake well for five minutes and transfer the aqueous solution

to a 2-litre flask ; wash "the carbon disxdphide twice with

200 C.c. of water, transferring the washings to the flask;

remove the traces of iodine from the washings by shaking with

10 to 15 C.c. of carbon disulphide, and add this to the other

;

determine the amount of iodine by titration with volumetric

solution of sodium hyposulphite. To determine both iodine

and chlorine, acidulate the alkaline solution obtained from the

calcined residue with nitric acid and precipitate with silver;

wash the precipitate and boil it for two or three minutes with a.

solution of sesquicarbonate of ammonia (ammonium carbonate,

10 Gm. ; water, 90 C.c. ; solution of anrnionia, 22 C.c.) ; the

chloride is dissolved, the iodide remains undissolved ; both can-

be determined in the usual way.

—

Bull, des Sciences Pharm.

r

5, 119.

B2
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Diagnosis of Coniferous Plants.

A. Tschlrcli points out the value of the microscopic

characters of the leaves of Coniferous plants for discriminating

species, especially in regard to the position and number of the

resin cells in them, and the shape of the leaf as seen in trans-

verse section. He gives illustrations of thirty-three species be-

longing to several genera to prove this.

—

Schweiz. Woch., 41,

254.

Caoutchouc in Eucalyptus.

J. H. Maiden remarks that Eucalyptus corymhosa, Linn., in

particular, and other species of the section to which it belongs,

contain a small quantity of caoutchouc, and it is a common
occurrence to see boys pull the leaves apart to see the elastic

threads.

—

Gard. Chron., 33, 331.

Seedless Tomatoes.

When the true nature of appendicitis, formerly classed under

inflammation of the bowels, was understood, it became a matter

of importance to avoid swallowing seeds that might lodge in the

appendix and set up inflammation. With this view the

Americans have, it is stated, set to work to produce seedless

tomatoes, and have succeeded not only in doing so, but in

increasing the size of the fruit, and the amount of sugar it

contains.— Gard. Chron., 33, 362.

Cultivation of Medicinal Plants. '

E. R. Brotherston directs attention" to a matter which is not

generally recognised by growers, viz., that firmness of soil has

niuch to do with successful cultivation, since moisture is

retained much longer in dry weather, and changes of tempera-

ture take place much more slowly than in porous soil. The
constant falling of rainon the surface tends to wash the finer par-

ticles further down in the soil, and so renders the surface porous ;

this is only remedied by digging or ploughing up the soil so as

to bring it again to the surface.

—

Gard. Ghron., 33, 367.

New Class of Soporifics.

E. Fischer and J. v. Mehring, in the ' Therapie der Gegen-

wart,' publish some results which appear to indicate that a new
class of soporifics may be found useful. The substances in

question are urea derivatives with di-alkyl acetic or malonic

acids. An interesting point appears to have been established

confirming the views relating to chemical constitution and
physiological action in the disulphone group to which sul-

phonal belongs—viz., that if the alkyl groups be all methyl no
soporific effect is produced. With the introduction of one
ethyl group this action first makes its appearance, increases

with two ethyl groups, and reaches its maximum in the di-

propyl derivatives. Three compounds have been selected for

trial on man

—

(1)

>CH — CO— NH — CO - NH.j

Diethyl-acetyl-urea

(2) CjHs CO—NHX >
0.,H, CO — NH

Diethyl-malonyl-urea

(3) C3H7 CO — NHX >
C.Hs CO— NH

and of these the diethyl-malonyl-urea (2) gave the best results,

being free from unpleasant secondary effects. For this sub-

stance the name veronal is proposed.

—

Pharm. Zeit. ,120Z, 225.

A NOTE ON GELSEMIUM ELEGANS.
BY SIR DIETRICH BRANDIS, K.C.I.E., PH.D., F.B.8., F.L.S.,

Honorary Member of the Pharmaceutical Society

Last year Mr. Smales sent me, <among other important speci-

mens from Upper Burma, pieces of the roots, stem, leave;,

and flowers of Gelscmium clcgans, Benth. (Loganiacese), a large

creeper witli bright yellow flowers, collected for him by Mr.

English in the Katha district, in Taungya Ponzo (the second

growtli which spring.s up on deserted hill clearings), at 3,200 ft.

His notes say :
" Very deadly creeper ; decoction of root kills

iustautly ; leaves also fatal." I have the same species from

Mr. Montague Hill, who collected it in February, 1902, in

fruit, an village jungle on the hills east of Bhamo, at 4,000 ft.

When I sliowed these specimens to Sir W. T. Thiselton Dyer,

the Director of the Royal Gardens here, he gave me a report

of the Analytical Department, Government Civil Hospital.

Hong Kong, dated January, 1885, with an excellent coloured

figure of the plant, and pieces of the root, which agree com-

pletely with the specimens received from Mr. Smales. Sine;

tlien I liave .s-een the interesting account of this poison given

by W. E. Crow, M.P.S., in this Journal of 1887.

In a case of death from suspected poisoning of two person:-,

a man and a little girl, an alkaloid was detected by the

Government Analyst in the contents of the stomach of the

two persons, as well as in the tea which they had drunk. Thi<

alkaloid showed a reaction similar to those of gelsemine iind

strychnine, the produce of the North American OeUemiiim

s mjKrvircns and of the Indian Strychnos nux vomica.

The alkaloid of the roots of Gelscmium, clcgans has, as far a**

I know, not yet been prepared in a pure state ; its existence,

as well as its aflinity to stiychnine and gelsemine, is concluded

from the similarity of the coloration exhibited when man-

ganic oxide and sulphuric acid are applied, but it differs ii'

not being associated with gelsemic acid, and dn that, unlike

»

strychnine, it will not bear the action of sulphuric acid at

100° C. (Pharm. Jovrn. [3], 17, p. 925.) In any case, this

climbeT. whicli is well described by Kurz in tlie second volume

of liis 'Forest Flora,' p. 249, and which has been found in

several places in Upper Burma as well as (by Mr. C. B. Clarke)

in Mauipur, merits the attention of forest officers.

THE BAMBOO FUNGUS OF BURMA.

BY SIE DIETRICH BRANDIS, K.C.I.E., I'H.D., F.R.S. F.L.S]

Honorary Member of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Last year I received from my old friend and follower in

the Tharawadi Forests, Ko Way, through the kindness of the

late Mx-s. Ingalls, a most remarkable specimen, a cylinder, about

twelve inches high, and just under thres inches in diameter,

of a soft but tough white leathery substance ; on the outside

with a horizontal shallow furrow at the bottom, and many

rai.'^ed vertical lines on the lower portion, which evidently

had grown on the inside wall of a bamboo joint.

Mr. G. Massee, F.L.S., head of the Cryptogamic Department

at Kew, at my rerjuest, kindly examined the specimen, and from

the structure of its tissue and the presence of characteri.stic

conidia formed on the inner surface of the cylinder, he

identified it with Polyporus nnihelminticvs, Berk., which was

described by the late Mr. Berkeley on p. 755 of the Gardener i

Chronicle for 1866. As a rule this Polyporus forms thick,

irregularly-shaped masses on bamboo stems, bearing a round

top.or pileus, which, on its underside, has innumerable holes

or small tubes, lined by the spore-bearing hymenium.

Like the European Polyporus officinalis, which gi'ows on

larch trees, it is an effective anthelmintic, and is also know"

as "Than mo." The Madras Quarterly Medical Journal.

vol. 5, p. 146, contains an article on it by Dr. Packman, giving
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the detail of four cases in which this remedy had been

employed with complete success.

In the present case the spores, or the mycelium, must have

iitered the bamboo joint, probably, either while the tissue was
young and soft, or at a later period through a hole made by

an insect, and must have formed this peculiar lining of the

inner surface of the joint. I have not been able to ascertain

the species in the internode of which this remarkable lining

was formed, but I am inclined to think it was either Tinwa
<(Ccphalostachyum pcrgracUc) or Kyathaung wa (Bambusa

jMlymorpha).

This note may perhaps induce some of my younger friends in

Burma to study this interesting subject, and to record the

result of their researches in the pages of the 'Indian Forester.'

It would be important to know whether such a soft, leathery

lining is irequently found in bamboo joints, and under what
circumstances it is formed, also the species in which it

occurs.

SOME OLD BOTANISTS AND THEIR WORKS.*
BY F. C. LASCELLES.

After Theophrastus came Dioscorides, who was not only the

sreal father of the science of botany, but of pharmacy also-

Pedac'on Dioscorides was born at Anazarba in Cilicia, and was
Greek physician who lived in or about the second century.

He gathered a great portion of his botanical information during

his travels with the Roman Army, which he accompanied as

physician on several of their expeditions into Greece, Asia

"Minor, and Gaul. In the preface to the first part of his book,

which is entitled 'Materia Medica. Things fit for Medicine,' he

•states that, having consulted all who had written before him
tipon materia medica, he had added to it from his own
experience, having travelled over many countries for ihe sake of

confirming by observation what he had learnt from books, and
what he himself discovered he had added to the whole.

He describes each plant separately, giving the colour, size,

mode of growing, and comparison of the leaves and roots with

those of other plants well known. He also gives the medicinal

properties and uses of the herbs. His descriptions in many
instances are very vague and short, a matter which has caused

much confusion among his numerous commentators. He
enumerates in all 700 plants.

There are very few manuscript copies of this work of

Dioscorides in existence. The most beautiful is the Byzantine

MS. now in the Imperial Library in Vienna. It is believed

to date from the year 500 a.d. by the record it contains

of its having been written and illuminated for the Princess

Juliana Anicia, the daughter of Plavius Anicius Olybrius, who
was Emperor for part of the year 472, and his wife, Galla

Placidia ; Juliana Anicia died in 527 a.d.

This remarkable manuscript was executed in Constantinople,

*nd contains five large and elaborate miniatures and a great

many drawings of plants. One miniature represents Diosco-

rides seated on a throne, while Euresis (Discovery) stands in

front and presents him with a mandrake. A dying dog

depicted refers to the early belief connected with the gathering

of the mandrake, which, when plucked from the ground, was
said to utter a shiiek, which caused the death of any living

creature who heard it. It was usual, therefore, in gathering

the mandrake to tie a dog by his tail to the plant, which in its

struggles it would uproot, and on hearing the shriek the dog

expired. The illustrations to this manuscript were partly

engraved in the reign of the Empress Maria Theresa, under

the inspection of Jacquin. It is stated that only two impres-

sions were ever taken from the plates, one of which was sent

to Linnaeus, with notes by Jacquin, and the other is at Oxford.

''Concluded from page 707,

Another manuscript of the work of Dioscorides, called the

Neopolitan, is also said still to be in existence. It is quarto in

size, and is stated to be even earlier than the Byzantine

manuscript. The Bodleian Library contains several manuscripts

of the work of Dioscorides, including a version in Arabic, and
there is also one in the British Museum.

The work of Dioscorides was first translated into Latin

and printed in 1478 by Jodm Allemanns, which edition con-

sisted of 102 pages folio, but it was very imperfect. The nest

edition, copies of which are now extremely rare, emanated from

the famous Aldine press of Venice in 1499. It contained the

work of Dioscorides, together .with Nicander's Theriaca and

Alexipharmica, in Greek. The next of Dioscorides occupies 129

pages, and that of Nicander thirty-eight pages. But even this

noble edition did not give a complete rendering of the work of

the great early botanist, and in 1518 Aldus again printed an

edition whidh contained many coirections and omissions fi'om

the former issue, and consisted! in all of 255 pages.

It was not, however, until 1529 that the firsit complet-e edition

of this work was printed in Greek and Latin by John Soter,

a printer of Cologne. This bo'ok contains 753 pages, and is now
extremely rare. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

this work became the standard authority on botany and mat^eria

medica, and edition after edition followed one another in

rapid suooession. It was translated mto French and printed in

Lyons in 1559.

A very popular con'maentary on this book was written by

MattSiiodus, which sui>erseded all others. It was first printed

in Venice in 1554, and was profusely illustrated with outs of

plants, etc. Further editions were published in Venice in

15.58, 1565, 1569, and 1583, the best being that of 1565, in

which the wood cuts are excellent. It passed through

seventeen editions in all, and it is stated that 32,000 copies were

sold before the year 1561. A French translation was pub-

lished in Basle, which wa-s also well illustratedi, in 1579,

and again reissued in 1598 and 1680, the latter edition being

edited by Binet, who added considerable matter to it.

On tihig work of Dioscorid'os most of the herbals and works

on materia medica were practically founded for the three subse-

quent centuries. Some, indeed, were mere compilations ex-

tracted from the book, and so erroi-s of eveiy description were

repeated from one work to another for a considerable period.

The mediaeval authors did not take the trouble to verify the

statements made by then- earliei- predecessors, but appai'ently

accepted them as inspired truths. Nevertheless, Dioscorides did

a great work in compiling his historic materia medica. He com-

manded a universal audience, he had a single aim, and his plan

was as simple as a catalogue. His chief object was to bring

before his fellow physicians various substances of the vegetable

and animal kingdom which they might use in medicine, to which

he added liis own experiences thereon. Besides this enumeration

of the substances used in materia medica, he gives a collection

of synonyms from various languages with whioh he had become

acquainted in his extensive travels in Italy, Spain, Gaid, Dacia

and Africa.

It was from this enumeration that a vocabulaiy of plant

names was formed, whioh became accessible to tihe civilised

world, and to Dioscorides, therefore, we mmt attribute the

foundiation of a universal nomenclatm-e. "With -him," says

Earle, "botany first became extra-national, surmounted local

barriers, and furniahed material for a world-wide .science."

In his ' Historia Naturalis,' Pliny the elder devotes a con-

siderable portion to botany. He lived sdiontly after the time of

Dioscorides, and was born at Comum about the year 23 a.d.

Early in life he left his native city, and went to Rome, where

he received his education. He was a keen and enthusiastic

student of the arts and sciences, and eventually became famous
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as an historian and rhetorician. Unfortunately, all his woi-ks,

with the exception of the ' Historica Naturalis,' have been lost.

This work is divided into thirty-seven books, and although it

is to a large extent a mass of credrtility, it contains much that

is interesting and curious. Books twelve to twenty-seven deal

with plants. Pliny gives us the earliest notice extant of the

daisy, the locus classicus of the Druidic veneration for tne oak
and it« mistletoe, and he also first outlines the idea of sexual

analogies and the fertilising action of tihe pollen.

Tie botanicaJ portion of the ' Historia Naturalis,' thougli little

more thian a summary, ibears testimony to the patience and
industry of the author, who, referring to the entire work, tells

lis thart. "he has here given 20,000 important things." This
book was veiy popular during the Middle Ages, and no less

than eight editions of it were pulblished between the years 1^69
and 1518. The first edition, copies of whicih are now exceed-

ingly rare, was printed in Venice by John of Spires in 1469,

and consisted of 355 pages, folio. Another edition, copies of

which are also of great value, and very scarce, was published

in Rome in 1470 by Conrad Suenzaheim and Arnold Pannaxtz,
and contains 375 pages, folio. A copy of this edition, printed

on vellum, is now in the convent of the Jacobins at Verona, and
another is in the Spencer-Rylands library. A commentary by
Hermolaus Barbarus, entitled ' Castigationes Plinianee,' was pub-
lished in 1492. The ' Exercitatioues Plinianse,' by Salmasius,
was also a popular book.

The next botanical work of importance of this era was that of
ApuJeius Platonicus, entitled ' Herbarium seu de Medicaminibus
Herbarum.' Nothing is known concerning the writer, but he
is supposed to have lived in the fourth century. This work is

practically founded upon those of Dioscdrides and Pliny, and
is a compendium of plant knowJedge of the time, without much
•claim to originality. It is, however, a type of tIhe herbals
which followed it, and which were the sole source of botanical
knowledge during the Middle Ages. Each chapter of the book
is devoted to the description of a single plant, and 130 varieties
are enumerated. It was translated into AngJo-Saxon at an
early period, and at least four manuscript copies are still extant.
The most perfect is in the University Library at Leyden, while
another is in the British Museum.

MODERN VIEWS OF MATFER.*
BY SIR OLIVER LODGE.

It is necessary to discriminate between theses which are

generally accepted by physicists and speculative hypotheses
which are being thrown out on the strength of experimental
evidence of an incompletely conclusive, if sugges^^ve, character.

The first thesis is that an electric charge possesses the funda-
mental property of matter, called mass or inertia, and that if a
charge be sufficiently concentrated it may represent any amount
of matter desired. There are reasons for supposing that elec-

tricity exists in such concentrated portions, which are called
" electrons," and can either be associated with atoms of matter,
to form the well-known chemical ions, or can move separately,

as is observed in the cathode rays of vacuum tubes, and in the
loss of negative electricity when ultra-violet light fails upon a
clean negatively charged surface. The hypothesis suggested
on the strength of these facts is that the atoms of matter
are actually composed of these unit electric charges or
electrons, an equal number of positive and negative charges
going to form a neutral atom, a charged atom having one
electron in excess or defect. On this view a stable aggregate
of about 700 electrons in violent orbital motion among them-
selves would constitute a hydrogen atom, sixteen times that

* An abstract of the Romanes Lecture, deliverea at Oxford on Friday
June 12, 1903. ' i

number would constitute an oxygen atom, and about 150,000

would constitute an atom of radium. This hypothesis

represents a unification of matter and a reduction of all

material substance to a purely electric phenomenon. The
strongest argument in its favour is that " mass or inertia

can certainly be accounted for electrically, and there is no
other known way of accounting for it." If matter is not

electrical, then there are two distinct kinds of inertia which

exactly simulate each other's properties. Assuming this

electrical theory of matter, that the atoms are aggregates of

electric charges in a state of violent motion, two consequences'

follow. One of these consequences depends on the known
fact that radiation or light, or an ether wave of some kind, is

emitted from any electron subject to acceleration

;

consequently the revolving constituents of an atom must be

slowly radiating their energy away, must thus encounter a

virtual resistance, and must in that way have their velocity

increased. The other consequence is that when the speed of

an electrified body reaches that of light its mass becomes

suddenly infinite ; and in that case a critical condition would

probably have been reached at which the atom would break

up into other substances. Recently during the present year a

break-up of the most massive atoms has been observed by
Rutherford, and has been shown to account for the

phenomenon of radio-activity, some few of the atoms of a

radio-active substance appearing to reach a critical stage, at

which they fling away a small portion of themselves with

great violence, the residue having the same property o£

instalbility for some time, until ultimately it settles down
into presumably a different substance from that at which it

started. The matter flung away appears to be a light

substance not very different in atomic weight from hj'drogen

or helium, and possibly certain chemical inert elements may
be the by-products of radio-activity ; and this process of dis-

sociation of the atom may constitute the evolution of the

chemical elements, such as has on theoretical grounds already

been speculatively surmised. An analogy may be drawci

between this supposed gradual collapse of an atom and the

contraction of a nebula, which at certain stages becomes

unstable and shrinks off a planet, the residue constituting an

extremely radio-active mass or sun. But, whereas the astro-

nomical changes observed in cosmic configurations of matter

occur in a time reckoned in millions of years, the changes-

to be expected in the more stable atoms would seem likely to.

require a time reckoned in millions of millions of centuries ;

but, nevertheless, according to known laws, and on the hypo-

thesis of electric constitution, the change seems bound

ultimately to occur ; and so a state of flux and decay is

hypothetically recognised, not only in the stars and planets.

but in the foundation-stones of the universe, the elemental

atoms themselves. A process of regeneration, however, would

occur if the separate electrons were ever to aggregate them-

selves together hy their mutual attractions into fresh material.

And, inasmuch as the life of a highly radio-active substance

must be very limited, being, perhaps, not more than a few

thousands of years in some extreme cases, it appears necessary

to assume that some such regenerative process is constantly at

work, and that, just as there are suns of various ages and

exhibiting the process of evolution in different stages, so it

may be that the progress of research will lead to the

recognition of the existence of atoms of matter in like case,,

some recently formed, and some very ancient.

Face Powder.

Powdered French chalk, 2 oz. ; rice starch, 2 oz. ; zinc oxide,

1 oz.
;
bergamot oil, IStn. ;

ylang lang oil, lOin. ; neroli oil, lOni.—

Spatula, 9, 87.
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VEGETABLE POWDERS AND THEIR DIAGNOSTIC
CHARACTERS.

BY PROFESSOR HENRY G. GREENISH AND EUGENE COLLIN.

Section 7.—Powdered Enrks.— (Concluded from p. 845.)

Oak Bark.

The young bark of Quercus robiir, Liaa. (N.O. Cupuliferee).

The bark presents the following structure :

—

(1) Cork, composed of a number of rows of moderately

thickened, brown cells ; in tangential section they are seen to

be polygonal.

(2) PJielloderm, which is generally only slightly developed,

and presents the usual characters.

Fig. 92.—Oak Bark,

Powdered Oak Bark.—ccr., cells containing rosette crystals; col., coUenchyma; cp., prismatic crystals,

free or enclosed in cells, abutting on the bast-fibres; cr„ rosette crystals from the parenchyma
of the cortex and bast ; fl.,

fragments of bast-fibres
; f'l'., the same, in transverse section; I'.,

bast, in radial, transverse, and tangential section ; pc, parenchyma of the cortex
; ph., phello-

detm
; m., I'm'., medullary rays in radial and tangential section; sc., sclerenchymatous cells; tcr.,

rows of crystal cells.

(3) Cortex, the outer portion of which has developed

into a collenchymatous tissue, containing brownish chloro-

plastids. The remainder of the cortex is composed of

irregular polygonal cells amongst which there are scattered

numerous isolated or grouped sclerenchymatous cells ; these

vary very much in size ; some have very thick walls traversed by

branching pits, but others have only moderately thick smooth
walls. The parenchymatous cells of the cortex contain chloro-

^lastids, tannin, and rosette crystals of calcium oxalate.

(4) Bast-ring, which in young bark is of moderate thickness,

and traversed by narrow medullary rays. The bast-rays contain

numerous tangentially elongated groups of bast fibres with very

thick walls upon which cells containing prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate abut. Many of the cells of the bast parenchyma

are brown in colour, and nearly all of tham as wall as of the

cells of the medullary rays contain tannin.

The diagnostic characters of the bark are :

—

(a) Th2 presence of abundant tannin.

(6) The numerous sclerenchymatous cells of the cortex.

(c) The numerous thick-walled bast-fibres.

{d) The characteristic cork.

Pomegranate Root-Bark.

The root-bark of Punica granatum, Linn. (N.O. Lythrariese).

The bark exhibits the following structure :

—

(1) Cork.—The outer layers of this tissue are often much
flattened and in process of exfoliation ; the inner layers are

CDmposed of flattened, tangentially elongated cells, the inner

tangential walls of which are thick-

ened and pitted. In surface view

these cells appear polygonal, isotfa-

metric, and pitted.

(2) Cortex.—The cells of the corti-

cal parenchyma are tangentially elon^

gated, and contain a little chlorophyll,

together with starch-grains, and
occasionally prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate. Here and there,

especially in old barks, large scleren-

chymatous cells are to be found

;

they are usually isolated, seldom in

couples, very irregular in shape, and

have very thick, pitted walls.

(3) Bast-ring. — The bast-ring is

divided by one-celled medullary rays

into very distinct bast-rays, which

are characterised by the great num-
ber of rosette crystals of calcium oxa-

late contained in them. These cry-

stals are contained in the cells of the

bast parenchyma, and, in transverse

section are arranged in parallel tan-

gential lines, sometimes single, some-

times double, alternating with rows of

similar cells containing small starch-

grains. In longitudinal section the

crystal cells are seen to be in vertical

rows.

The root-bark is distinguished from

the stem-bark more particularly by

its greater disposition to form an

outer bark by the production of

secondary phellogens in the cortex.

The stem-bark also bears lenticels;

these are filled with layers of thick-

walled cork cells between which

there are numerous rounded cells with unequally thickened

pitted walls (Tschirch's choriphelloid cells).

The diagnostic characters of powdered pomegranate root

bark are :

—

(a) The large number and regular arrangement of the rosettes

af calcium oxalate.

(6) Tlie very large, thick-walled, pitted sclerenchymatous cells.

(c) The inner layers of cork cells, thickened and pitted on cne

side.

(d) The small isolated starch-grains.

Quillaja Bark.

The secondary bast of Quillaja saponaria, Molina (N.O.

Rosacese), to which portions of the dark-brown, outer bark ar©

sometimes attached.
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Fig. 93.—Pomegranate Eoot-Baek.
Powdered Pomegranate Root-Bark.—a., starch-grains; cr., crystals of calcium oxalate; L,

bast-ray, radial section ; V., the same, transverse section ; I"., the same, tangential section;

!<., Je'., choriphelloid cells of lenticels; p., prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate (from

the cortex)
;

jic, cortical parenchyma with prismatic crystals ;
jjft., phelloderm cells

;

sc., sclerenchymatous cells ; sc., outer layers of cork, surface view ; ne'., the same in

profile; si., inner layers of cork, surface view
;

si'., the same, in profile.

The bark presents the following structure :

—

(1) Outer Bark, consisting of bands of cork cells alternating

with bands of brown parenchymatous tissue containing

Fig. 94.—Quillaja Bakk.

Powdered Quillaja Bark.—a, starch grains; ccr, crystal cells
;
cr, crystals

of calcium oxalate; ./J, bast-fibres
;

I', bast; rm, r'm', i-'m", medul-
lary rays in longitudinal, transverse, and tangential sections s, s',

cork
;

ec, sclerenchymatous cells.

numerous groups of bast-fibres and large
prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate.

(2) Bast-ring, completely traversed by-

medullary rays usually three or four cells-

wide in which prismatic crystals of:

calcium oxalate are occasionally to be-

seen. The bast-rays contain numerous-
bast-fibres, both isolated and grouped^

together with prismatic crystals of

calcium oxalate, many of which are of

very large size (up tp 1,000^, or evens

more in length), and axially arranged..

The groups of bast - fibres are V£ry

irregular in shape, and only occasionally'

stretch from one medullary ray to the

nest The individual fibres vary very-

much in appearance, being often cut-

obliquely. In transverse section they may
be small (10-12;u) or large (40/t) and!

rounded or angular, or they may be oval

(60/i) ; the cavity may be a point or a

slit. When isolated they have a very

characteristic irregiSlar outline, exhibiting

remarkable enlargements
;
they taper to-

a fine point and near the apex are

often forked ; with dilute mineral acid&

they assume a reddish colour.

The sieve- tubes are comparatively wide, the sieve-plates large

and oblique.

The diagnostic characters of powdered quillaja bark are :

—

(a) The very large prisvialic crystals of calcium oxalate.

(b) The abundance of large bast-fibres of irregular shape,

(c) The large sieve-tubes.

NEW REMEDIES.

Rodagene.—Among the most efficacious means of treating

Basedow's disease is a diet of goat's milk, derived from animals

whose thyroid glands have been removed. It is found, how-

ever, that a prolonged regimen of this milk gives rise to nausea.

Eodagene is a powder of the solid constituents of this special

goat's milk with an equal quantity of lactose. It is given in-

daily doses of 75 to 150 gr. and is stated to have all the

therapeutic eSect of the milk without disturbing the 'stomach,

and nausea.—P/iar»i. Central., through Journ. Pharm.

d'Anvers, 58, 417.

Somnoform.—T. P. G. Kirkpatrick is able from experience to

corroborate the statements of EoUand and Bobinson to the

effect that "somnoform" is a rapid, safe, and easily-eliminated

anaesthetic for use in dentistry. The composition of the

preparation is :—Ethyl chloride, 60 parts
;

methyl chloride,

35 parts ;
ethyl bromide, 5 parts. From observations on

207 cases, Kirkpatrick finds that the average time of administra -

tion is fifty-five seconds ; the average length of anaesthesia, sixty-

five seconds, and the average quantity of somnoform used is

4-5 C.c. No fatalities from the use of the antesthetic seem as-

yet to have been recorded.—Med. Press, 126, 399.

Atropine Methylbromate.—This new salt, which

the mydriatic and anhydrotic action of atropine, has markedly

less influence on the heart than that alkaloid. It occurs in

white crystalline lamelte, which are soluble in water and in

dilute alcohol. Two drops of a 1 per cent, solution dropped into

the eye produce dilatation of the pupil, which disappears in

four hours. It is also given in a pill containing 1/10 grain, at

night, to check the excessive night sweats of phthisis.—/oMr*.

Pharm. d'Anvers 59, 22.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MEETING OF NORTH BRITISH BRANCH EXECUTIVE.

Thursday, June 18, 1903, at 36, York Place, Edinburgh, U
pETEK Boa in the chair. The other members present were

^Messrs. Boa, Cowie, Cummings, Doig, Dott, Dunlop, Fisher,

•Gilmour, iHenry, Kerr, !Maben, Naysmich, Nesbit, Storrar,

Strachan, and Tocher. Apologies were intimated for absence

irom Messrs. Mitchell and Spence.

The minutes of last meeting were read and approved.

The Preliminary Examination.

The Executive then took up the adjourned discussion on
Mr. Maben's resolution suggesting that the Society should

i-esume the conducting of its own Preliminarj' Examlna-
:tion, which had been postponed from the meeting held on
'April 16, 1903.

Mr. Fisher, who had formally seconded the resolution at

the last meeting, said he agreed with the arguments adduced by
Mr. Maben. One point not alluded to by Mr. Maben was
the loss of revenue incurred by the Society in not conducting
its own examination. This, he believed, amounted to some-
^.hing like £2,000 a year.

Mr. GiLMOUE said he would move the previous question, and,

in order to justify his position, he ventured to criticise some
<of Mr. Maben's statements. Alluding to

The Loss of Revenue

referred to by Mr. Fisher he would observe that if the old

system was detrimental to the profession they ought to suffer

-•the loss cheerfully. If the plan adopted was to be for the

lultimate good of the members of the Society, or those likely

to become its members, he would not lay stress upon any
•question of the loss of revenue. A much more important
consideration was whether Mr. Maben's proposal would be a

'benefit to those immediately concerned, and to members of the

.'Society, He did not think it would. They all recognised Mr.
Maben's motives. He, no doubt, believed the Society liad

rtaken a false step which should be retracted before further

mischief was done. Mr. Maben believed he was making a

proposal entirely in the interests of the present and future

members of the Society. But let them e.^aniine the arguments

3ie submitted. It was not at all the case that the Society

shad lost control of the examinations. Mr. Maben said there

was no other public body of the same kind in existence which
did not conduct its own examinations. To that he would
reply the General Medical Council did not conduct its own
preliminary examinations at all. It merely detennined the

standard, and said :
" Unless you pass a preliminary examina,-

ttion of a certain standard we will not register you." That was
.precisely the position occupied by the Council of the Pharma-
ceutical Society. It said: "We will not register you unless

yoti pass a certain examination standard," and it enumerated
the authorities whose certificates it accepted. Mr. Mabeii

said also that it was a very embarrassing thing for students to

•choose among all those bodies. The old style of Preliminary

Examination tied down the student to the profession of phar-

anacy. That he (Mr. Gilmour) regarded as an objection, and

•any of the present examinations had the advantage of enaJbling

.a .student to go into another profession if he chose to do so.

He would remind them that recently they had approached the

^siniversities in Scotland with a scheme for the higher education

of pharmacists. On the one hand, therefore, they were asking

the universities to accept

A Scheme of Univeesitt Education,

while on the other they were proposing to conduct an examina-

tion which, in the long run, would inevitably disqualify

students for such a coui'se, and compel them to resort to the

old course which at i)resent exists. He thought the cry about
scarcity of apprentices was, to a large extent, a delusion. He
had met people who told him that twenty years ago a great

many people were pock-marked and blind of one eye. He had
also met people who told him that fifty years ago a gre.it

many more people were pock-marked and blind of one eye.

By an infallible statistical method he, therefore, arrived at the

conclusion that in the beginning of the eighteenth century
every person was blind of one eye and pock-marked. In the

case of apprentices, he could remember tliat twenty years ago
similar complaints were prevalent, which could not have been
due to any raising of the Preliminary Examination standard.

The stiffening of the examination might aggi-avate the scarcity

to some extent, but it was not the sole cause. If there was a

scarcity it was because some general cause was in operation.

It was to some extent due to the opening up of quite new
industries, and to the desire of parents to send their boys to

a quasi-genteel o.;cupation. The calling of a chemist and
druggist was a genteel occupation, and, consequently, parents

desired to make their boys pharmacists. Nowadays, how-
ever, there were many other occupations, such as electrical

engineers, which were considered quasi-genteel or quasi-pro-

fessional. Tho.'se who applied as apprentices were not always
suitable, and boys on leaving the secondai-y schools were oiten

rather old for their purpose. It must also be remembered
that in other shopkeeping callings there was a cry of

Difficulty ix Getting Suitable Bots.

Grocers and others said they had the greatest possible

difiiculty in getting message boys. There could be no
question about examinations being' a barrier in such

instances. These reasons, to his mind, explained the

scarcity of apprentices, and not the increased stringency of the

examination—at least not exclusively. He would ask if they
were not prepared to make some little sacrifice for the ultimate

impiwement of their profession. The great reproach of the
pharmacist had been—^not so much in Scotland as in some
other parts of the country—that he was not so well educated
as he ought to be. Some people told them that education

would not do anything for them, and that they should look
more to the commercial side and less to the educational. If

these persons would do all in their power to improve the
status of the chemist and druggist by developing the educa-
tional side of the profession, and if all would combine to make
things pleasant, and make the calling as attractive as possible

to their assistants and apprentices, they would overcome many
of the difficulties they had to face at present. He thought it

was not going the right way about to put back the clock as

regarded education. When he considered the status of the

pharmacist, not so much in America, but on the Continent

—

in France, Germany, and other places—his feeling was that not
less education but more was desirable. He would be very

sorry indeed if the Society were to resume its own Preliminary

Examination, if that meant, as it seemed to him it did mean,
that the standard was to be lowered.
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Mr. OuMUiNGS seconded the motion, vrhich, on a vote, was
carried by seven rotes to six.

Scrutineers' Report.

The report of the scrutineers of voting papers was read and
approved, and the arrangements made for the business of the

annual meeting.

Sanitary Institute Congress.

A communication was read from the Sanitary Institute,

askmg the appointment of delegates to the Congress at Brad-

ford, on July 7. It was agreed to take no action in the

matter. The meeting then closed.

ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS IN SCOTLAND.

Thursday, June 18, 1903, at 36, York Place, Edinburgh, Mr.

Petee Boa in the cbair.'

The Chairman's Address.

Mr. Boa said the annual report on the work of the Executive

during the year, which had been sent to merrtbers, indicated

what had been occupying their attention, and that useful

work had been done. One or two points would bear a little

extension. They would remember that last year he alluded to

the -Committee appointed by the Privy Council, which was

then considering the legislatioa affecting

The Sale of Poisons.

The possible developments he then ^foreshadowed had been

fully realised by the publication of the Committee's report, in

Febi-uaiy. That event coincided with the monthly evening

meeting of the iSociety in Edinburgh, and they seized the

opportunity of conferring with one another regarding the

matter. As a result they passed a resolution disapproving of

the report of the Committee on Poisons, and especially of the

supplementary report, but cordially concurring in the minority

report of Mr. Walter Hills. It was also resolved to support

the Council in its efforts to prevent the control of the sale of

poisons by retail being removed from the Pharmaceutical

Society, as provided for imder the existing legislation, and to

endeavour to advance the passing of the Pharmacy Bill, 1903.

He was glad to say that similar resolutions had been passed

hj strong and representative meetings of pharmacists in all

•parts of the United Kingdom, and on this important question

there was practical unanimity in the ranks of pharmacy. He
indicated last year that whenever a matter of this kind

came up they would find the

Value op the Local Obganisation,

to which they had given so much attention recently. This had
'been verified in connection with the meetings which had been

held an Inverness, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Maud, Aberdeen,

Dundee, Dumfries, and Greenock. They would observe that

the Executive had expressed the opinion that these district

meetings might with admntage be repeated from t:me to

time. This would tend to keep the members in touch. Ha
did not wish to say, and did not intend, anything disrespectful

to anyone, but in connection with the questions raised by the

report of the Committee on Poisons there could not be the

slightest doubt that it was needful that their own members
should clearly perceive the principles on which, in the public

interest, the existing poison legislation was based. It was
even more

Necessaey to Educate Public Opinion,

and this could only be done by clear and persistent exposition

of principles, and by pointing out the real dangers attending

any relaxation of existing restrictions. It would not do to

assume that memljers of Parliament would be induced to vote

as they wished by merely being requested to do so when the

critical moment came. These were not questions on whicb
they could be expected to have knowledge, and they should be-

interviewed, and have the matter carefully represented and
explained to them. It was most essential that they should

carry with them in this whole matter the sympathy and

Support op the Medical Profession.

Fortimately, in Scotland they had always been able to secure

their support and goodwill. He was sorry to observe the

remarks made the other day at the meeting of the General

Medical Council. That indicated an entire misapprehension of

the purport and intention of the Bill, and he did not know
why the matter had not been better explained to them. Ife

would have Ibeen a judicious thing if headquarters had sent a

copy of the Bill to the President of the General Medical

Council, with an explanation of its main intention. Had
this been done, these untoward remarks would never haver

been made, and, instead of a resolution practically to opposa

the Bill, they might have had a resolution in favour of it^

They would see from the report that the Executive had now
had the

Scheme op a University Training

for pharmaceutical students brought under the notice of the

Senatus of each of the four Scottish universities, by all of

which it had been very favourably received. Considerable

progress had been made in adjusting details, and in the case

of Aherdeen the plan, as submitted, had been accepted. H«
could not congratulate them on the statements in

The Report on Examinations.

The Major Examination showed a fall from 73 to 40 in the

percentage of passe,?. In the Minor Examination there was
an increase of 122 candidates, but the percentage of passes,

which had "been slowly rising for five years, had dropped from

41 to 53, which was the figure five years ago. This was dis-

appointing, but he could not really suggest any explanation-.

It seemed just a case of down in the ordinary ups and downs

of such matters. They had had a very interesting and suc-

cessful session of

Scientific Meetings

during the winter, beginning with an important opening address,

by Professor Bower, on " Botany : Pure and Applied," which,

had attracted considerable attention, not only among pharma-

cists, but in influential quarters, where the matters dealt

with were at present being much discussed. He would take

this opportunity to thank all who had assisted in any way in

making the meetings a success. One very gratifying feature

of their annual report was the evidence it contained that the

Library not only maintained its

Circulation of Books

to city readers, but that the circulation to readers in the

country had almost doubled during the year. He was sure-

this department could be even more largely useful to country

members if they only realised the ease with which they could

procure on loan any books or periodicals they desired. At the

time the annual report was drawn up there appeared to be

decrease of four in the

Membership in Scotland,

hut by the time the nomination papers were is.^ued the numbers

had again reached 647, which was the figure last year. The
purging of the roll, and removal of tliose who had not paid

their annual subscriptions, however, reduced this number ta

626 when the voting papers were issued. At tl'e corresponding

date last year the number was 597, so that this year there

was an increase of 29, but that was still 12 below the figures

for 1901. He had suggested last year that the falF
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was due to the system of requiring subscriptions to be remitted

to headquarters, instead of being collected by Divisional Secre-

jtaries. Possibly the increase this year may indicate that as

the new method becomes more familiar the mem'bership may
gradually rise to its former level. The Poisons Committee's

report has not been followed up by any action in Parliament,

either by the Government or by the interested manufacturers

of poisonous nostrums, who are pushing for

Free Teade in Powerful Poisons,

It seems also clear that the Pharmacy Bill is in a state of

stagnation so far as the present session is concerned. He
thought it would be well, in, again aiitempting to introduce

the Bill, that it should be backed by one or two Scottish

anembers of Parliament, and he thought this could be accom-

(plished if the Council would avail itself of the assistance of the

Executive of the North British Branch before the Bill is

.introduced. Two recent

Pharmacy Act Cases

Jiad attracted special attention in Scotland. He referred to

ihe Steele Smith case, in the High Court of Justiciary, in

which it was decided that, notwithstan<iiug an apparent defect

j'n the language of Section 17 of the Phannacy Act, 1868, the

Registrar has power, and is the proper person to prosecute

ior contraventions of that section in Scotland. ThLs point had

remained in doubt since 1895, when Sheriflf Fyfe sustained the

j)lea of Alexander Cross and Sons that the Eegistrar had no

title to prosecute them for selling asenical ant-destroyer in con-

travention of Section 17. The inevitable sequel to the Steele

jSmith case was that AJexander Cross and Sons, Limited, have

MOW been convicted by the sheriff and fined the maximum
penalty for contravening Section 17 in precisely the same way

as they were charged with doing in 1895. In his judgment it

i.s satisfactory to note that Sheriff Davidson said there could not

be the slightest doubt that the article in question, Ballikinrain

Ant Destroyer, did come within the category of articles which

it was the intention of the Legislature to restrict the sale of as

provided for by the 1868 Act. The case was to be appealed,

but it was to be hoped that the High Court would not interfere

jvith a decision which was so obviously in the public interest.

He thought he would be pardoned if he did something which

was rathei- out of the usual line of any remarks made on such an

occasion, but he felt that

Mr. S. R. Atkins

-was so thoroughly well known in Scotland that he would be

allowed to say how pleas«d Scottish pharmacists were to see that

lie had been elected to the highest office in the Society. Many

would have noticed with regret from the voting paup-

that Mr. C. F. Henry had been compelled by pressure

of other engagements to decline nomination this year.

They hoped that at no distant time he would be

able to give his services again. He had cheerfully

undertaken and ably discharged a large part of the work of the

Executive, and would be much missed by all. He was sure they

wished him to say he carried with him the highest respect and

esteem of. all, and they desired to thank him cordially for his

valuable services. There was only one other remark he would

Tnake. He had now held the office of Chaiman of the Executive

for four years, and he thought the time had come when he should

retire from that position. It involved a good deal of time, but

he bad never grudged any time he had given to the affairs of the

Society. He desired to thank them all for the kindness and

forbearance they Lad shown, and to express his indebtedness to

them for the support he had received.

The Assistant-Secbet-uit then read the

Report of Scrutineers,

which showed that 647 nomination papers were issued by the

Assistant Secretary on May 23. The nomination papers returned

showed that 80 members had been nominated, of whom the

following 28 signified their willingness to act if elected :
—

1. Anderson, James, 36, Home Street, Edinburgh.
2. Boa, Peter, 119, George Street, Edinburgh.
3. Clark, Alexander John, 94, Morningside Road, Edinburgh.
4. Cowie, William Beaverly. 26, Clyde Street, Edinburgh.
5. Crockart, William, 198, High Street, Montrose.
6. Cummings, William, 49, Reform Street, Dundee.
7. Currie, Archibald, 162, Ferry Road. Leith,
8. Doig, William, 9, High Street, Dundee.
9. Dott, David Browr, 93, Abbeyhill, Edinburgh.

10. Dow, William, Kinross.
11. Dunlop, Thomas, 181, Albert Road, Pollokshields, Glasgow.
12. Fisher, John Hutchison, 66, High Street, Dunfermline.
13. Giles, William, 123, Crown Street, Aberdeen.
14. Gilmour, James Pinkerton, 312, Cathcart Road, Glasgow.
15. Kerr, Charles, 56, Nethergate, Dundee.
16. Kitchin, George Shiach, 116, Nithsdale Road, Pollokshields, Glasgow,
17. Maben, Thomas, 24, Doune Terrace. Glisgow.
18. McCutcheon, Alexander, 16, Leven Street, Edinburgh.
19. Mitchell, Donald, 30, Union Street, Inverness.
20. Naysmith. Andrew, 15?, High Street, Arbroath.
21. Nesbit, James, 236, High Street, Portobello.
22. Rowland, George Howard Charles, 117, Princes Street, Edinburgh.
23. Russell, James Anderson, 212, New City Road, Glasgow.
24. Spence, Alexander, 135, High Street, Linlithgow.
25. Stephenson, Thomas, 137, George Street, Edinburgh.
26. Strachan, Alexander, 138, Rosemount Place, Aberdeen.
27. Tocher, John, 84, High Street, Dumfries.
28. Wilson, William Potter, 36, High Street, Haddington.

A voting list was accordingly drawn up, and on June 10 six

hundred and twenty-six voting papers were issued. The
Scrutineers met on June 17 and proceeded to examine the

voting papers. The result was found to be as follows :

—

Voting papers issued 626
Voting papers returned 272
Voting papers informal 3

There were thus 269 votes to be recorded. Six voting papers

arrived too late to be included in the enumeration.

The result of the poll was as follows :

—

Boa, Peter 239
Dott, D. B 227
Gilmour, J. P 218
Kerr, Charles 215
Doig, William 207
Tocher, John 204
Dunlop. Thomas 201
Mitchell, Donald 201
Strachan, Alex 198
Fisher, J. H 194
Nesbit, James 194
Cowie, W. B 193
Maben, Thomas 193
Cummings, William 187

Spence, Alex 182
Naysmith, Andrew 177
Wilson, W. P 164
Giles, William 133
Russell, J. A 128
Stephenson, Thos 101
Currie, Archibald 72
Rowland, G. H.C 68
Kitchin, G. S 61
Dow, William 60
Clark, Alex. J 58
Crockhart, William 57
McCutcheon, Alex 44
Anderson, James 26

On the motion of Mr. David McLaren, seconded by Mr.
John Bowm.^n, the report of the Scrutineers was adopted, and
the Chaibman then declared that the Executive for 1903-4

would consist of the following :

—

Charles Kerr, Dundee
Thomas Maben, Glasgow
Donald Mitchell, Inverness
Andrew Naysmith, Arbroath
James Nesbit, Portobello
Alexander Spence, Linlithgow

Peter Boa, Edinburgh
William Beiverly Cowie, Edinburgh
William Cummings, Dundee
William Doig, Dundee
David Brown Dott, Edinburgh
Thomas Dunlop, Glasgow
John Hutchison Fisher, Dunfermline

j Alexander Strachan, Aberdeen
William Giles. Aberdeen i .John Tocher, Dumfries, and
James Pinkerton Gilmour, Glasgow

|
William Potter Wilson, Haddington

together with the President of the Society (Mr. Samuel
Ralph Atkins), the Vice-President of the Society (Mr. Charles

Bowen Allen), and Mr. David Storrar (Kirkcaldy) as ex-offlcio

members.

Votes of Thanks.

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was
awarded to the Scrutineers.

Mr. David Murdoch, late of Falkirk, proposed a vote of

t lanks to the Chairman, which was cordially awarded.

The Chaiehan, in expressing thanks, said it was particularly

gratifying to him that this vote of thanks had been proposed by
one of the oldest members of the Society in Scotland, whom
they were glad to see looking so hale and hearty.

The meeting then closed.
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POISONING CASES AND INQUESTS.

The fatal cases of poiFcning reported during the seven days

ended Wednesday, June 24, 1903, numbered eleven, thus :—

•

Poison. Accident. Suicide.

!
1
3
1

2
1
1

7

Alcohol.—A baby, one week old, at Battersea, was given more

than a teaspoonful of brandy, and died.

Chlorodyne.—A woman at Sandown died from an accidental

overdose of chlorodyne.

Hydrochloric Acid.—A man at Manchester poisoned himself

with spirit of salt.

Laudanum.—A woman, unidentified, was found in Edinburgh

unconscious from the efiects of an overdose of laudanum. She

died three hours after. A woman at Hexham, and a man at

Hull committed suicide by taking laudanum.

Mercuric Chloride.—A photographer at Birmingham com-
mitted suicide by taking a quantity of corrosive sublimate.

Potassium Cyanide.—Mr. Eugene Buck, dentist, of Hornsey

and St. Martin's Lane, committed suicide by taking potassium

cyanide.

Ptomaine.—Ptomaine poisoning, from eating tinned salmoni

caused the death of a woman at Treviscoe.

Kind Not Stated.—A workman at Mond's nickel works died

from poisoning, but the jury could not say definitely that

nickel carbonyl was the cause.

Non- fatal C^es.—The poisons taken where death did not

result were "carbolic disinfecting fluid," laudanum (2),

" rheumatism oils," and spirit of salt. A grocer at Burnley sold

to a woman, who could not read, a packet of salt of lemon
when " salts " was asked for, meaning Epsom salt. The colour

of the packet was different and the word " poison " appeared,

but the woman gave the salt of lemon to her husband, who was
taken ill in consequence. Damages to the amount of £15 were

awarded, but leave to appeal was granted on request.

NOTES IN PARLIAMENT.
BX OUR PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVE.

Guinea Postal Orders.

In the House of Commons Mr. Henniker-Heaton lias brought

in a Bill to enable the Postmaster-General to issue postal orders

of the value of 21s. It was read a first time.

Licensed Drug-sellers in Bombay.
Mr. Herbert Koberts ha.s asked the Secretary of State for

India whether his attention has been called to the statement
made in the Administration Report of the Bombay Abkari De-
partment for 1901-2, to the effect that the number of shops
licensed for the sale of intoxicating drugs in the Presidency of

Bombay was considerably reduced during the year under re-

*view ; and whether, seeing that there has been during the same
period an increase of eight such shops in the city of Bombay,
he wiU state the reasons for the provision of such increased
facilities in Bombay. Lord George Hamilton has replied that

he is aware of the statement referred to. Presumably the
reason of the increase in the niunber of shops in Bombay city
is that they were actually required in order to prevent illicit;

consumption.

Certification of Deaths.
The distus.'ion ou tlie Local Government Board vote in the-

Hcuse of Commons a few days ago led to some interesting

topics being brought on the tapis. Sir Walter Foster started
the discussion by calling attention to the present state of the
law as to the registration of deaths and the methods in wihich'

that law is administered. He suggested that since cremation
had been legalised the public had become more and more
apprehensive as to the dangers of undetected crime. In this,

connection he referred to the Southwark poisoning case, iu.

which three women were poisoned, the detection of the crime
only being made long afterwards. In that case the judge-

pointed out that if the bodies had been cremated the oppor-
tunity would iiave been lo.st of bringing the criminal to justice.

It was evident, however, that it is not in connection with
cremation tliat Sir Walter's own apprehensions are chiefly

excited, but rather in connection with ordinary burials, for

the legal precautions in respect to cremation are numerous.
In respect to ordinary burials, he related some very startluag

facts as to the loose way in which certificates are issued in

many cases, and as to the unreliable character of coroners'

inquests, one of the most extraordinary charges being that in

some cases the bodies of murdered persons are buried without
any certificates of the cause of death, and that in other cases

certificates are given by medical meu who have not seen tho
dead person before or after deatli—charges which are supported
by the report of the Departmental Committee on Cremation.
In his reply, Mr. Long agreed that the question of death certifi-

cation is a subject with which it would be very well to deal, but
he is not sure that tlie facts are quite so alarming as has been*

stated. None the less, he admitted that the question is a
serious one. He will be glad to be able to deal with it.

There are difficulties of a practical character, but he is dis-

cussing them with the Registrar-General and other authorities,

with a view to seeing wliether an amendment of the law, can
be made which will prevent scandals such as have beert

described.

Pharmacy Bill.

Though the Pharmacy Bill is down on the Order Paper for

second reading on July 13, it would be hoping against hope to-

entertain the idea that the measure will now receive considera-

tion this year. Yesterday (Friday, June 26) was the last day
for making progress with private members' Bills ; that is to-

say, under the rules now in force the Government automati-

cally acquires the control over all the remaining time of the

Session. The Pharmacy Bill simply suffers the fat« of a hrge-

number of excellent and much-needed measures, and so long as-

" the most unbusinesslike assembly in the world " persists ini

conducting its affairs as it does now, the task of securing proper

consideration for non-Government Bills will continue to be

almost insuperable. The reforms proposed by -Mr. Labouchere

and outlined in these notes last week would, no doubt, make-

the Parliamentary machine as a whole work much better tbaft

now.

Taxation of Glucose.

In the House of Commons Mr. Cawley has asked the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer whether under the Finance Bill a

merchant holding grain and glucose on which together an

amount of duty of £25 had been paid would have the same
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returned, or have to prove that he had paid £25 of duty on
each article.—Mr. Ritchie replied that stocks of grain and im-

ported glucose must be made th« subject of separate claims for

rebate under the Finance Bill, and a merchiuit holding stocks

of both will have to prove that he has paid duty of an aggre-

gate amount of not less than £25 in respect of the grain, and
excess duty amounting to not less than £25 in respect of the

glucose before he will be entitled to rebate.

Smallpox in Staffordshire.

Mr. Grant Lajvson stated on Tuesday last, in reply to Mr.
Coghill, that during the past eleven weeks there had been
thirty-seven cases of smallpox in the Potteries. There had
been no deaths from smallpox during the past ten days, and
excepting a few cases at Hanley the epidemic seemed prac-

tically to have ceased.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE

Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Prosecution Under Section 15

Pharmaceutical Society v. John Nicoll.

On Tuesday, June 23, 1903, at the Edinburgh Sheriff Court,
a complaint was heard, at the instance of Richard Bremridge,
Registrar of the Pharmaceutical Society, with the concurrence
of the Procurator Fiscal, against John Nicoll, assistant in

the shop of Dr. John MeCall, 7, Union Place, Edinburgh, in

so far as that the respondent had, it was alleged, been guilty

of an offence •Fit'.iin the meaning of the Pharmacy Act, 1868,
in that on or about May 27 last, not being a duly registered

chemist, within the meaning of the Act, he sold, by retail, in

the shop there, to William Forgie, 2, Glauville Place, Edin-

burgh, a quantity of chloroform, as an ingredient in a bottle

of chloroform liniment.

Respondent pleaded guilty.

Mr. Peter Morison, jun., S.S.C.; Edinburgh, who appeared
for the prosecution, said the shop in which the sale took place

was one of two owned by Dr. McCall, who was a medical

practitioner. A complaint was made to the Registrar about
the carrying on of these shops without the attendance of a

qualified chemist, and, on inquiry, it was found that a

qualified man had been put into Dr. MoCall's place of business

in Leith Walk, Leith. Both shops were large establishments,

stocked with the usual chemists' wares, and in this instance

respondent was alone in the shop. The person who purchased

this poison was unkno\vn to the respondent. There was no
poison label on the bottle. This, of course, was an offence

in itself. A further aggravation was that chloroform was
often used for criminal purposes, robberies, etc.

Sheriff Orphoot : Scarcely in the form of a liniment ?

Mr. Morison : Well, my lord, there was fifty per cent, of

chloroform in this liniment.

Mr. Morison then asked for a heavy penalty, in view of

a warning from the Bench in the last case of the kind,

where a penalty of £1 and expenses had been imposed, that a

heavier sentence would 'be imposed in any such subsequent

case.

Mr. W. Pitkeathly, solicitor for the respondent, submitted

that the case had not been stated correctly. Respondent had
said in his statement that Dr. McCall was in the back room
of the shop during this sale, and the latter gentleman had

said he was almost sure he was, but he could not swear to

this. There was an idea among certain chemists that so long

as a qualified person was on the premises any assistant could

dispense poison, and respondent had apparently been under

this impression. Mr. Pitkeathly pointed out that in 1894, in

a similar case, in a full bench of judges in the Justiciary

Appeal Court—Lord Kyllachy, Lord Kincairney, and Lord

Stormonth Darling dissenting from the other judges-—gave it

as their opinion that if a qualified person was in the ,«hop at

all an unqualified person could legally dispense poison. In

that case a decision was arrived at by a majority of one judge,

this on a bench of seven judges. On these grounds he asked

his Lordship for the smallest penalty he could see his way to

inflict.

Sheriff Orphoot imposed a fine of £1 and expenses, £1 3s.,

with the alternative of fourteen days' imprisonment.

Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

Blue Pill.

On Saturday, June 13, 1903, at the Reigate County Bench,

Messrs. Little and Crawford, chemists and druggists, Station

Road, Horley, were summoned for selling blue pills deficient

in mercury.

Mr. Kirby, of Neve, Beck, and Kirby, who represented the

defendants, pleaded not guilty, and applied that a sample might

be sent to Somerset House for analysis.

Evidence of purchase was given and the analyst's certificate

read, but Mr. Kirby having stated that his clients were not

satisfied with the latter, and that the pills were bought from a

wholesale house in the belief that they were of full strength,

the case was adjourned until July 11.

Medical Act.

On Saturday, June 20, 1903, at Marlborough Sireet Police

Court, before Mr. Kennedy, Caleb Charles Whitefoord, of

Upper Marylebone Street, appeared upon a summons accusing

him of falsely using the title " Doctor," and thus implying that

he was a qualified medical practitioner.

Mr. Muir Mackenzie prosecuted on behalf of the General

Medical Council, and Mr. Schultess Young was for the defence.

Mr. Mackenzie stated that in 1891 the defendant's name was

struck off the Medical Register for an offence under the section:

of the Act relating to convictions for misconduct.. He continued

to practise, was prosecuted* by the General Medical Council, and

fined a penalty of £5, with £3 3s. costs. The offence then was

similar to that now alleged—^for using " Dr." and " Accoucheur
"

and other titles. Defendant was now advertising extensively as

" Dr. Whitefoord," and inviting " consultants," as well as sell-

ing pills and other medicines, and the Medical Council's atten-

tion was called to him in connection with a recent inquest, in

which it was shown that a certain prescription was made up by

him.

Evidence having been given, Mr. Schultess Young, in defence,

urged that it was necessary, in order that a conviction should:

follow, to show that a person in using the title " Dr." did so

with some intent to deceive
—

" wilfully and falsely "—as the Act

said. There was nothing in this case to show that this poor un-

fortunate old gentleman had done anything of the kind, nor had.

he implied that he was registered. It could be shown that he

had issued numbers of pamphlets calling attention to the fact that

he was disregistered. He was willing to destroy every notice

with "Doctor" in front of his name unless followed by the

word " disregistered." He never imagined for a Inoment that

ajiyone thought he was on the Register, but he was entitled to

earn a living in the same way as other persons who sold pills and

medicines.—The Defendant stated that it was well known that
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lie was disregistered. He was forced to practise again, as he

vs-as turned out of St. Pancras WoTkhouse with the suggestion

that he should' trade in pills. He thought, owing to the decision

with regard to a former summons, that he might call himself
" Dr. Whibefoord " so long as he added that he was disregistered.

He would not do so again.

Mr. Kennedy said he was clearly of opinion that this case

came within the Act. The defendant had tried to evade it, but
iiad failed. He must pay a fine of £10, with £3 3s. costs.

High Court of Justice.—Chancery Division.

HoUoway's Pills.

On Friday, June 9, 1903, before Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady.the
"proprietors of Holloway's pills sought an injunction to restrain
one Clent, carrying on business at Birmingham as a manufac-
turing chemist, from selling pills under the name of Holloway
in such a way as to lead the public to believe that they were
plaintifis' pills.

After counsel had been heard for both parties, his Lordship
said that on the facts alleged by the plaintifE it appeared to be
a case of gross fraud. He granted an interim injunction in the
terms of the motion against the defendant until the trial

of the action.

Chancery Division, Dublin.

Photographic Film Injunction.

On Friday, June 19, 1903, before the Master of the Kolls,

in the case of the Kodak Co., Limited, v. Thos. Mason, Mr.

Brunskill applied on behalf of the plaintiflE company for a

perpetual injimction restraining the defendant from infringing

the plaintiffs' registered trade mark " Bull's Eye," and from

passing off photographic films which were not the goods of the

plaintiff company, as and for such goods by the use of the

name, or by the use of the letters " B.E."

The defendant agreed to pay to the plaintiffs £1 3s. 3d.,

being the amount of the profits made from the sale oT such

films not the plaintiffs' manufacture as " Bull's Eye " films, as

shown by the account furnished by the defendant to the plain-

tiffs and accepted by them as correct. The defendant also

agreed to pay the costs to the plaintiffs. The Master of the

Bolls accepted the consent and made it a rule of the Court.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

• "Communications intended tor publication should be written clearly and
concisely on one side of the paper only and must be authenticated by
the names and addresses of the writers, as no notice can be taken of
anonymous letters. In order to prevent possible delay in delivery, all

communications should be addressed " Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square,
Loudon, W.C."

Liability to Medicine Stamp Duty.

I submitted a large number of labels to Somerset House and
have just had them returned, practically speaking, all being

stamped "Liable to duty." The interpretation now given

appears to be in most instances quite absurd and impossible.

I think Mr. Glyn-Jones had better have let sleeping dogs lie,

but suppose it is hopeless to expect any combined action, and
that each individual will have to fight it out for himself. 1

saw it stated last week that the authorities for revenue pur-

poses regard stores as chemists, and I am told that very many
small shopkeepers are about to apply for medicine licences, the

inferenee being that these will then be likewise regarded as

chemists. Once acknowledged as such by an important Govern-
ment department, what follows, and whose business is it to

interfere? I am also told that a bricklayer, a joiner, and a

beer off-licence holder, with their wives and one other, have sub-

scribed Is. each, and are forming a limited liability company

—

caj)ital 7s., less 5s. medicine licence—and that they intend to

run a cash chemist's business in this neighboiu-hood.

Hull, June 23, 1903. Edwin Fowlee.

I have read Mr. Atkinson's letter with great interest, and

thoroughly agree with him in all save that phrase " the public

pay the duty." In most cases I am afraid they do not. When
a chemist now brings out a specialty locally the price fixed is

generally Is., and the public having become so accUstomed to

pay that sum (or less), from personal experience I know it is

hard to get the odd coppers ; and as most chemists, in poorei

class neighbourhoods, bottle many 6d. remedies, it will be a

risky experiment to charge all 7^. What an awful waste ot

labels will soon occur, and how busy the printers will be ! iu

future we may be content to let sleeping (I.K.) dogs be.

Workington, June 23, 1903. " Carica " (206/12).

Your last two issues of the Pharmaceutical Journal—i.e., the

6th and 13th inst.—contain articles on the subject of lia')ility

to medicine stamp duty, which are of sucQi a character that 1

feel they require something more than passing notice from one

of a large number whose livelihood is imperilled by the re-

ported change in practice of the Board of Inland Kevenue. It

appears from Mr. H. Bartlett's (assistant secretary to the Board

of Inland Revenue) letter of the 3rd inst. that B.P. preparations

so labelled can be sold without let or hindrance, but all other

compounded medicines must bear a l^d. medicine stamp, or

be labelled with the formula of what they are composed. Such

procedure would be absurd, and of no utility whatever to the

purchaser, yet after the Board's careful consideration of the

two cases—viz., R;insom v. Sanguinetti and Farmer v. Glyn-

Jones—they say they have now no alternative but to hold thai

duty is incurred unless the requirements of the Board are com-

plied with. This I quite understand, but to disturb so old a

custom in. trade is a most serious matter
;

therefore, it is to

be hoped the Board will reconsider its decision, as its import is

very grave, and implies severe oppression to the multitude,

who will have to x>ay 2^. for every pennyworth of medicine

purchased unless "fi.P." or the formula of composition of such

medicine is attached. The penny trade is a very important

item to all small druggists, and the stoppage of the penny trade

by this obnoxious and despotic enforcement of a very old law

will spell the word Ruin in very large letters to many.

Birmingham, June 22, 1903. B. G. J. (ii06/a3).

*t*It should be clearly understood that the change in procedure, to which
our correspondent takes exception, only affects medicinal preparations

described on labels or elsewhere by the name of the ailment for the treat-

ment of which they are intended, or by a name such as " Liver Pills,"

which is held to imply a recommendation for the prevention, cure, or relief

of any ailment.— [Ed., P.J.]

The suggestion of Mr. Leo. Atkinson that the Pharmaceutical

Coimcil should approach the Board of Inland] Revenue is not

only the right way to obtain fair play, but the way to obtain

the most effective results. Chemists expect the Council to do so,

and really show that they have the welfare of the trade at

heart. Are we silently to permit the new regulation to be put

in force, preventing us from .supplying three-pennyworth of

cough mixture, a pennyworth of liver pills, a single headache

powder or tablet, a dose of diarrhoea or neuralgia mixture,

labelled as such and bearing no recommendation whatever, mi-

less either it bears a 1^'. Inland Revenue stamp or the formula ''.

Pressure from the " official " representatives of the chemists to

show that in supplying the ordinary requests of the public

chemists have not, and do not, claim to recommend or hold out

these articles, and that when they do so will be time enough
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for them to show cause why they have not stamped the prepara-

tion so labelled, will nullify this, the latest, encroachment of

the Inland Revenue, and if it does not, then let the proper

Government Department be visited, for if no one else gives way,

the Government will.

June 22, 1S03. " A Member " (206/1).

It does not appear to have occurred to any of your recent

correspondents that the simplest way of settling this vexed

question, which from time to time stirs to its depths the

whole pharmaceutical world, would he to abolish the

Medicine Stamp Duty altogether. It should be borne in

mind that the whole purpose of the medicine stamp is to

raise money. It is not to give any advantage to the chemist

over the outsider, or to restrict the chemist from trying to

fulfil the functions of a medical man. These are objects

worthy perhaps of the attention of the proper authorities,

but they do not form any part of the purpose of the medicine

stamp, which is solely a matter of revenue. Now, did ever

any tax which yields so little cost so much trouble to a large

section of the trade and semi-professional community? The

Acts have been in force for ninety years, yet there has never

been found, as far as I am aware, and however much attention

may have been bestowed upon the question, a single chemist

or a single officer of the Inland Revenue who was quite certain

as to what articles were liable or what were not liable to

duty. What other class of the community but chemists would

suffer the constant uncertainty, the anxiety of not knowing at

what moment an officer may be inspecting his establishment

to try and find out what neither of them knew—whether there

were any articles liable to duty in the window, or on the

counter? Most chemists have in their possession labels which

have been stamped by the Inland authorities themselves as

"lialble" on one date find "not liable" on another. When
doctors themselves differ the poor patients come to grief.

No other class of i-etailers is taxed for revenue purposes in

the same way as the chemist. His brains are taxed, his

name is taxed, his preparations, if properly described, are

taxed, the directions for use are taxed, the apostrophe "s" is

taxed, and, last but not least, his nerves are taxed. This latter

is, perhaps, the most serious point for the public, because the

chemist performs very serious duties, involving, in their proper

fulfilment, the issues of health, and even life. When a

Chancellor of the Exchequer can throw off ten millions of

taxation, surely some other means might be found than this

inconvenient and uncertain Medicine Tax of raising £300,000.

It might be interesting to hear the opinions of your other

readers on this subject, and this must be my apology for

suggesting it.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, June 23, 1903. George Weddell.

Herewith I enclose you a label which the Inland Revenue

Commissioners have returned to me marked " Liable t-j

duty Children's Cough Mixture. Dose: Children under

one year old, half-a-teaspoonful ; above one year, one tea-

spoonful. 193, Queen's Road, Peckham, S.E." It is a label

I use in supplying small quantities to the poor people in ihis

district, and, therefore, absolutely necessary the medicine

should be properly designated. I have a letter from the

Commissioners, dated January 20, 1902, in answer to my
inquiry respecting some other labels, and they enclosed for my
information extracts from the Acts of Parliament which im-

pose and regulate the duty in question. In the general

observations is the following :

—" The Board recognise the

necessity that exists for giving to a preparation such a desig-

nation or name as shall distinguish it from other medicines,

and they do not attribute any further meaning to such words

as cough mixture, liver pills, lip salve, teething powders, corn

paint, etc., etc. Labels, etc , so worded must, however,

contain no other reference to an ailment if it is desired to

avoid liability." I certainly consider the Pharmaceutical

Council in their official capacity should approach the Com-
missioners with the view of minimising the difficulty thus

created no doubt partly caused by the action of the Chemists'

Defence Association in the recent appeal cases.

Peckham, June 25, 1903. F. W. Sandy.

The Preliminary Examination.

In the event of your report of the maeting of the Scotch

Executive not making the fact clear, kindly allow ma to state

that the chairman ruled it oat of order for any discussion to

take place on the previous question, and also that the mo\et
of the original motion was not entitled to reply, a method of

burking discussion which, fortunately, is seldom resorted to.

But for that ruling I would have made it clear to the meeting

that more than one of Mr. Gilmour's statements were based on
fallacies, one glaring inaccuracy being his remark that all

pharmaceutical students who register under the present condi-

tions are able to go forward to the university without further

preliminary examination. To anyone who has even the most

elementary acquaintance with the subject this statement is

simply grotesque in its absurdity. I might mention other

points, such as Mr. Gilmour's reference to the General Medical

Council, which is almost equally wide of the mark
; but,

obviously, refutation of these arguments is now out of date.

Glasgow, June 20, 1903. Thos. Maben.

Pilula Ferri, B.P.

I have been much interested in the paper on " Pilula

Ferri, B.P.," by Messrs. Lucas and Stevens, in the current

issue of the Journal, as I have lately been working on the

same subject. The results obtained, however, have not led

me to conclude that the official formula is a bad one, or that

there has been any real hardship entailed on pharmacists by

the recent action of public authorities. In February and

March last I examined several commercial samples of coated

pills, with the following results :
—

No. 1.—Average weight of pills, without coating, 5 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill 0 9 grain.

No. 2.—^Average weight of pills, without coating, 5 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill 0 9 grain.

No. 3.—Average weight of pills, without coating, 5 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill slightly over

1 grain.

No. 4.—Average weight of pUls, without coating, 5 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill 0-95 grain.

No. 5.—Average weight of pills, without coating, 5 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill 0-5 grain.

No. 6.—^Average weight of pills, without coating, 4 grains.

Average amount of ferrous carbonate in each pill 0-8 grain.

No. 7.—Pills sold as uncoated. but covered thickly with a

powder, apparently French chalk. Average weight of pill:?

after removing most of the powder 5 grains. Average amount

of ferrous carbonate in each pill over 1 grain.

It will be obi-erved that only one of the above sanjples

[No. 5) was appreciably below the minimum standard of the

British Pharmacopoeia. On March 3 I had some iron pills

carefully made in accordance with the official formula. These

were estimated, and found to contain rather more than 1 grain

of ferrous cai^bonate in each 5 grain pill. They were again exa-
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mined after seven and ten days, with practically no difference in

the results. Since reading Messrs. Lucas and Stevens' paper,

I have examined these pills again, after an interval of rather

more than three months, and have found that the amount of

ferrous carbonate has diminished almost exactly to one-half,

the result now being 0'5 grain in each pill. I have also

re-examined samples of the pills, Nos. 3 and 7, and find

that they still accord with the requirements of the Pharma-

copoeia. I have to-day examined some gelatin-coated })i\h

which were made fully two years since, and find that each

5 grain pill contains about three-quarters of a grain of ferrous

carbonate. The conclusions to be drawn would, therefore,

seem to be:

—

First, that pills answering the official tests can

be made by the official process
;

Second, that such pills, if

coated, will keep their strength unimpaired for some months.

It behoves pharmacists, therefore, either to make their pills

fresh," or to stock only coated pills, and estimate their strength

occasionally. There is reason to believe that the recent penal

proceedings have tended to improve the quality of commercial

samples, and the action of the authorities has, therefore,

been justified by the results.

ExettJr, June 25, 1903. H. Wippell G.^dd.

We have read with much interest the communication by

Messrs. Lucas and Stevens, published in your last issue, and

relating to the rapid deterioration of pil. ferri, B.V. T|ie un-

satisfactory condition of a large number of iron pills as com-

monly found iu the market is clearly indicated by the prosecu-

tions that have occurred ; but we are bound to say that our

experience with the pills prepared in our own laboratory does

not iu any way justify the state of affairs described by Messrs.

Lucas and Stevens. We are unable to discover that any appre-

ciable change occurs in the ferrous carbonate after the pills

are coated. Tliis statement applies equally to the B.P. and

U.S. P. formulae. Moreover, with suitable apparatus and the

necessary care we find no difficulty in bringing the pills to the

coating stage with an ample allowance of ferrous carbonate to

meet the B.P. requirements. We recently examined con-

irol samples of the ferrous carbonate pills manufactured by us

during and since 1896, and in only one instance did five grains

(if mass contain less than one grain of ferrous carbonate, and

that gave 0-984 grain. We ensure the presence of the required

amount of ferrous carbonate in every batch of finished ' pills,

and have no reason to believe that subsequent deterioration will

occur under ordinary conditions of storage.

London, June 23, 1S03. Paeke, Davis axd Co.

A Prescription Difficulty.

A far as I was concerned the discussion on my " Prescription

Difficulty " was closed ; but I should like to give a short reply

to Mr. Williams's highly interesting letter. I do not quite see

how he produced the 0880 ammonia from a mixture of

ammonium bromide and camphor water, but presume that the

camphor has a similar action to that of the solution of

strychnine when it throws down (from a solution of potassium
iodide) the free iodine necessary for Mr. Williams's second

equation. The schools of pharmacy I attended were quite good

enough to pass me through the Minor in the long run, but I

should like the address of Mr. W.'s college, in case I should

wish to graduate as a humorist. 1 may state, in conclusion,

that the patient returned for a second bottle of the fatal

mixture {sine bromide rash), and stated that when he required

the next bottle he would write here for it from town. In addi-

tionj the specialist who wrote the prescription has written to

say "Your reading of the prescription was quite right."

Cromer, June 16, 1903. Cybil, J. C. Goodyear.

One or two of the points in Mr. Williams's letter being some-
what interesting, I shall be glad if yon will allow me a little

more of your valuable space for comment upon them. In the

fir.st place (to take his remarks in due order), he asks us " What
result could anyone expect from a prescription containing

morphine and pot. pemiang. ? " Has he ever seen such a i)re-

scription? If not, why bring forward such a far-fetched

example, and why not give us a little of his actual experience

instead? It would be difficult to conceive w'hat disease such a

combination could be prescribed for. At any rate, if he has

come across such, it is his duty to the public to see that the

prescriber is provided with an efficient keeper. Doctors have

occasional lapses, but they should not be allowed^ to practise if

quite so far gone as this. Further, Mr. Williams informs us

that he is ignorant of the value of such combinations as, for

example, ammon. brom. and tinct. nucis vom. This is hardly

an argument in his favour, for a very solid value is attached to

such, and this he might have discovered for himself should he

possess the books to be found on the shelves of every pharmacist

taking more than a merely machine-like interest in the sub-

stances he handles. Mr. Williams's teachers did their

duty when they taiight him it was unwise to neutralise

the acids which kept alkaloids in solution. But did

they teach him that ammon. brom. can "neutralise"

an acid? I trow not, else why should we not esti-

mate its purity by means of volumetric acid solution? Seem-

ingly, to my poor intelleL;t, because if any reaction could take

place it would probably result in formation of hydrobromic acid

and a new ammonium salt, and the former, being itself acid,

might cause some difficulty with the end reaction.

But Mr. Williams tells us in both his letters of this " neutralis-

ing " of acids by ammon. brom. Presumably he sees no dif-

ference in a double decomposition between two salts and the

neutralising of an acid with an alkali. Most of us do, and we

give him our heartfelt sympathy, and trust he will soon be

enlightened. He is unfortunate, too, in his statement with

reference to the bromide rash and weakening of the system. Let

him know that ammon. brom. is just the one of all alkaline

bromides which scarcely ever causes this, and is therefore

usually selected by physicians wishing to give prolonged bromide

treatment. I have seen one of my own family take twelve grains

tcr die for five to seven weeks at a stretch, deriving great benefit,

and ]ninus all rash or weakenmg, owing to its being in combina-

tion with certain tonic alkaloids, which Mr. Williams imagines

are therapeutically incompatible with it, but which in reality

further its good and obviate any possible bad effects. With

respect to his criticism on my sample prescription, his first

equation is supei"fluous to such of us as are qualified. But the

second is highly interesting, for in it he evolves free iodine in

the mixture, possibly by his own patented process, which he

therefore will not divulge. There being absolutely nothing

in the mixture to liberate it from the potassium

iodide, and as his second reaction cannot take place

without free iodine being liberated, we are once more

compelled to think that his college of pharmacy has not made

him quite clear on all points, and we are still quite in the dark

as to why "practically" neither does stiychnine bromide pre-

cipitate from Mr. Goodyear's prescription nor strych. iodide

from mine, when "theoretically" (and in spite of Mr. Williams's

clever " neutralisations " and iodine processes) both these things

should happen. With his -closing words I must cordially agree,

they being so nearly an echo of my own the previous week.

But there is a wide ciifference between open-eyed and common-

sense caution and the blind timidity that refuses all inquiry into

a matter simply because the rule says it must be wrong.

June 17, 1903. " Syi,va " (205/25).
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LIABILITY TO MEDICINE STAMP DUTY.
Last week we were enabled, by the courtesy of Mr.

Glyn-Jones, to publish the letter which he had received

from the Board of Inland Revenue, stating that the Board

would not take proceedings on the basis of its change in

practice until after September 30, 1903. An inquiry on that

point had previously been addressed to the Boai'd, on behalf

of the Pharmaceutical Journal, together with other

questions to which official replies appeared desirable. The
following are extracts from the letter of inquiry-, which was
dated June 13, 1903 :—

" In view of the fact that the Board of Inland
Revenue feel that they have now no alternative

but to hold that liability to duty is incurred (see

23787/1903 S) where such words as ' cough mixture

'

are used without a statement of the ingredients from
which the article is prepared, I shall be glad to know
whether liability to medicine stamp duty would be
incurred by the use of such designations as ' antibilious

pills,' 'liver pills,' 'head and stomach pills,' 'tonic
mixture,' ' soothing syrup,' ' skin lotion,' and other
similar designations which do not specially include the
name of any distemper, malady, etc., incident to or in

anywise affecting the human body.
"Further, since chemists and druggists have long been

accustomed to regard the use of such words as ' cough
mixture ' as not incurring liability to medicine stamp
duty, and much inconvenience will be caused by the
necessity of renewing existing stocks of labels, I beg to

suggest that the Board of Inland Revenue might
reasonably allow some time to elapse before taking
.action in cases where the use of such labels is continued,
and also take steps to inform chemists and druggists

of the Board's change in practice in requiring the
formula to be indicated on the label."

The object of the inquiry embodied in the first of the two

extracts quoted was to ascertain whether the withdrawal by

the Board of Inland Revenue of the concession made some
years ago extended to other " descriptions " of medicines

than those specifying the name of an ailment. As was
pointed out by Mr. Leo. Atkinson last week, the recent

very guarded replies of the Inland Revenue authorities to

numerous correspondents foreshadow a more rigid adherence

to the strict letter of the Stamp Act, and the reply to our

inquiry, printed in the next column, proves that Mr
Atkinson's anticipation was thoroughly justified.

INLAND REVENUE,
Somerset House, London, W.C.

June 23, 1903.
Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 13th instant, I am

directed by the Board of Inland Revenue to inform you
that the titles, " antibilious pills," " liver pills," and
" head and stomach pills "would now be regarded as
involving hability to Medicine Stamp Duty, whereas
the titles, " tonic mixture," " soothing syrup," and
" skin lotion " would not in themselves involve
liability.

The Board will not take proceedings against chemists
who sell unstamped articles under existing stocks of
labels that were regarded as not involving liability to
dutj- before the recent case of Ransom v. Sanguinetti,
but which must now be regarded as dutiable, until
after September 30 next.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.
The Editor, E. C. Stoodley,

Pharmaceutical Journal. Secretary.

The information conveyed in the first paragraph of this

reply shows that the Board's change of practice is likely to

have more far-reaching effects than was at first antici]jated.

Not only are such descriptions as " cough mixture," in which
the name of an ailment is specified, henceforth considered

to be liable, but also such designations as "liver pills,"

which simply name an organ of the body and can only very

remotely be held to imply a recommendation for the relief

of any complaint. The reason of this is, of course, that the

use of the names of the organs of the body in connection

with medicines is held to mean and include the ailments

to which those organs are subject.

THE WILLIAM MARTINDALE MEMORIAL.
We understand that the Martindale Memorial Committee,

at a meeting held in the Pharmaceutical Society's house in

Bloomsbury Square on Thursday, June 25, decided to

recommend that the bust of the late Mr. Martindale
should be unveiled and the die for the medal offered to the

Council at the inaugural meeting of the Session in October

next. It is proposed that the medal, which is to be of

silver, shall be given annually for pharmacy at the conclu-

sion of the course in pharmacy at the Society's School.

It has been thought that the above would be the most

fitting way to honour the memory of Mr. Martindale.

UNIVERSITIES AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION.
In an address delivered on Friday, June 19, at University

College, Bangor, Sir Richard Jebb, M.P., gave utterance

to some interesting comments on the trend of modern Uni-

versity education, dealing, in particular, with the prolbable

or possible effects of the multiplication of Universities. It

is clear that the Universities which have been or are being

created in many of the great provincial towns are to be of a

predominantly scientific type, devoting special attention to

the needs of practical life, professional, industrial, and
commercial. In all the Universities of the country there

is now a disposition to enlarge the range of study by in-

cluding subjects which have some definite bearing on prac-

tical life, if and so far as they can be made instruments of

a really liberal training. 'Sir Richard Jebb thinks, how-

ever, that there is a danger in the new city Universities of

local pressure being exerted in favour of laying the chief

stress on technical attainments and of scientific studies

overpowering literary work. It is, he considers, of vital
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moment for all the higher education of the country that

literary studies should hold tKeir own. Referring to ques-

tions which have (been raised as to the advisability of

charters being granted by the State to towns which, though

large, are scarcely in the same class as Shefi&eld, Man-
chester, or Birmingham, Sir R. Jebb suggests that before a

chaTter is granted it should be shown that such a Univer-

sity could provide a reasonably strong Faculty of Arts, in

addition to its provision for the teaching of scientific and

technical subjects. If this condition be not satisfied, the

new degree-giving institution would be, in fact, only a

college of science, or a technical college, and not in any

proper sense a University. In such cases the true solution

may be found by taking a hint from Germany, where there

aire technical high schools in which teaching of a University

type is given by professors of University rank in such

subjects as engineering, chemistry, and general technical

science. It would be a real disaster to have one or more

distinctly weak Universities. The insistent demands from

large sections of the public for immediate utility in our

highest education can be met, more or less, by many sub-

jects which have now been brought within the academic

purview. There are, however, other subjects, of which the

utility Ss not in the same sense direct, (but consists in their

value as discipline, intellectual and moral. Such subjects

are Greek and Roman literature and history, political

economy, law, and philosophy.'' No Uiiiversity can be com-

plete which does not keep an honoured place for such

studies as these ; and nothing should be allowed to lower or

to obscure in this country the true ideal of a University

training. Let every regard be paid to the requirements of

active life at the present day ; but let it also be remem-
bered that theare is a national need even more urgent than

the preparation of special aptitudes.

Although the above remarks come from one of the fore-

most classical scholars of the day, they will none the less

receive the cordial approval of most sdientific men. If a

degree is to have any value as a mark of general culture, if

the technician is to (be capable of appreciating anything

outside the immediate and limited purview of his own M'ork,

df the country is to maintain a high position among the

most intellectual races of the world, it is absolutely essen-

tial that the " humaner letters " should not cease to be a

part of the education of those who are to be leaders of men.
It is perfectly true that the developments of chemical in-

dustry and of the application of general science to com-
merce demand still greater facilities and still higher stan-

dards for training and education. But it would be a

matter of grave national concern if the chemist, the archi-

tect, and the engineer should displace the political econo-

mist, the historian, and the theologian, or should them-
selves be lacking, through want of training, in the power
of appreciating the beauties of language or the lessons of

history. Professor Tuenee, of Oxford, took occasion, not
long ago, to remark that anyone who applied the truths of

pure science to commercial purposesi had a "vulgar mind."
On this dictum the Morning Advertiser founds a brightly-

written leading article. " Is it not time that we should
arrive at a clear conception of the place and function of

science in modern life ? Science, which is organised know-
ledge of whatever sort you please cannot surely be re-

gaided as an end in itself. It must have a function ; it

must serve some purpose. Academic knowledge, in itself,

is not the pearl of great price." The Morning Advertiser

goes on to recall that Daewin confessed in his later years

that his long study of precise facts had robihed him of his

early love of poetry and music. " Scientific knowledge, i£

it is to lead to no good for mankind, is a poor substitute

for poetry or music, or painting, or a thousand other things.

It is far better to make a friend than to discover a paralo-

gism in the binomial theorem."

Meanwhile the scientific work of many of the Univer-
sities is being constantly extended. The University of

Dublin is issuing an appeal for funds in the department of

experimental, natural, and annlied sciences. A time has

arrived when expenses must be incurred beyond the exist-

ing resources of the University, and it has become neces-

sary to obtain external aid to 'build and equip laboratories

and lecture-rooms. A sum of £100,000 is required for this'

purpose, but owing to the generosity of Lord Iveagh, who
is defraying the entire capital outlay, the appeal is nar-

rowed to a request for an increased income of £2,700. At
Birmingham the Council of the University has arranged to

establish a new mining laboratory, which is expected to be

as complete as any similar laboratory in Europe. The
treatment of gold, siJver, lead, tin, copper, and zinc ores

will be shown, together with the dressing and other pro-

cesses actually practised in the mines. An interesting

feature will be a model coal mine, three-quarters of an acre

in extent, which is to be constructed a few feet Tjelow the

surface of the ground, and will be used for demonstrations-

in underground surveying, timbering, and similar subjects.

The draft charter for the conversion into a University of

the Yorkshire College, Leeds, has now been agreed on by
the governors, and will in due course be presented to the-

Privy Council. It has been decided not to adopt the

federal system, but to estaiblish the University on a broad

system of representation, making it not a Leeds institu-

tion, but a University for the county of Yorkshire. Strong

objections have been raised by the authorities of University

College, ShefBeW, to the new University being called the

Victoria University for Yorkshire, but the governors of the

Yorkshire College, Leeds, have not deemed it necessary to

modify their draft charter in that particular.

THE SALE OF POISONS.

According to the St. James's Gazette of Thursday,

June 18, " There will shortly be introduced in the House of

Lords by the Duke of Devonshire a Bill dealing with the:

recent report of the Committee which sat to consider the

sale of poisons." Currency was given to the same rumour
in the Daily News of Saturday, June 20, which stated that.

"The sale of poisons is the subject-matter of a Bill which

is now, we hear, in course of preparation at the Privy

Council Office, and which will shortly be introduced in the

House of Lords by the Duke of Devonshire. It is founded

on the recent report of the Committee which sat to

consider the question." Inquiry on this subject waa
made at the Privy Council Office last week, but the

officials in charge were not aware that any Poisons.

Bill was in course of preparation, and a letter sinca

addressed to the Deputy Clerk of the Council has.

only elicited the response that he is unable to give any in-

formation on the subject.

Meanwhile, the London correspondent of certain pro-

vincial newspapers has informed the readers of those
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publications that he hears that the Bill which the Duke of

Devonshire is shortly to introduce into the House of Lords

lor the purpose of dealing with the whole question of the

sale of poisons will cover many of the recommendations

contained in the recent report of the departmental com-

mittee. He adds that " the most important of these had

reference to certain poisons which are largely used in con-

nection with agriculture, horticulture, and sanitation, and

"these they recommend should be specially scheduled to be

sold only by licensed persons. They also suggested that

"the traffic in arsenic should be regulated with greater

stringency. How necessary this is may be gathered from

the fact that one witness who was called before the com-

mittee stated that he often received arsenic by rail or ship,

and that often the contents were running out of the casks-

Harely, if ever, were these labelled ' Poison,' except when
coming from abroad, and a small lot of this dangerous

compound coming by train was distributed about the

various goods stations in the metropolis, to the infinite risk

of human life." The correspondent, from whose letter the

"foregoing statement is quoted, concludes with the remark
"that " there is reason to believe that the Bill will be

vigorously opposed, just as is the Pharmacy Bill which has

'been introduced in the House of Commons by a private

member."
Other provincial newspapers have published a short

article in identical terms, dwelling upon the alarming

character of the fact disclosed in the case recently heard at

<jlasgow, that the purchasers of a certain preparation for

agricultural use can obtain for the sum of 3s. 6d. sufficient

arsenic to kill from one hundred and fifty to two hundred
adults. Attention is directed to the further fact that the

cost price of the article was stated in evidence to be about

7d., but that taking even the retail price, an elementary

calculation shows that more than four people could be

poisoned for a penny. " This, it will be generally agreed, is

making wholesale slaughter much too cheap, and a few

revelations of this character will greatly strengthen the case

which the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain is

presenting for the imposition of further restrictions on the

^ale of poisons." It is thought to be highly important that

no unnecessary difficulties should be placed in the way
of procuring materials employed in arts and manufactures,

however much their properties might recommend them for

ielonious uses. " The prohibition of the sale of such is

impossible ; all that can be done is to take such steps as

are calculated to minimise the risk. It is not necessary to

make the dealing in poisons a monopoly of any particular

class. What is wanted is an assurance that care is taken

"to see that preparations of great potency pass only into the

hands of people of whom it may fairly be presumed that

their intentions are good, and that a record shall be kept

of all such transactions." In conclusion, it is regretted

•that on the precautions to be taken it does not seem

possible to obtain agreement among those immediately

interested, and it is insisted that there is a general impres-

sion that the present state of things is unsatisfactory.

A LIMITED COMPANY OF APOTHECARIES.
A LIMITED company has been formed with 500 members,

the objects being to obtain for those whose medical qualifica-

tion is the " L.cS.A.," titles plainly expressing that the

I
holders are entitled to practise medicine, surgery and
midwifery, and to protect the members from statements
detrimental to their rights as fully qualified medical men. Tb s

Association has, of course, no connection with the agitation

that is being made to obtain further privileges for holders of

the Apothecaries' Assistant's certificate.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACTS.

The Intelligence Division of the Board of Agriculture

has issued the annual report for 1902 of the Secretary of

the Board on the Proceedings under the Sale of Food and
Drugs Acts, Merchandise Marks Acts, Fertilisers and
Feeding Stuffs Acts, etc. In the large majority of districts

the number of samples taken is sufficiently numerous and
representative to ensure that the provisions of the Sale of

Food and Drugs Acts are adequately carried out. There
are, however, still some local authorities which have failed

to make provision for the analysis of a sufficient number of

samples. This is thought to be due, in some cases, to

mistaken notions of economy ; in others, it is said to be
accounted for by the predominance on certain borough
councils of traders who are not disposed to facilitate the
strict enforcement of the Acts. The report proceeds to

state that the methods of sampling are still capable of

improvement in some districts, the method recommended
being to send women or children first of all to make a pre-

liminary purchase, and if a sample is found to be
adulterated, further samples are taken of the same article

in the same shop with the usual formalities, and with a
view to proceedings. The remainder of the report refers

mainly to butter, milk, and cheese, no statistics with regard
to drugs being given.

POISONS FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.
The active and astute Secretary of the Traders in

Poisonous Compounds, etc.. Protection Society has read his

Crummies to good effect. How do these things get into the
papers ? Under the heading of " The Sale of Sheep Dips,"
he has insinuated a clever paragraph in the Field for

June 13, 1903. It conveys, by suggestion (for he
would not for worlds do it more definitely), the idea
that chemists have a monopoly in the sale of

agricultural preparations of a poisonous nature ; that

farmers are terribly inconvenienced thereby ; and that

monopoly prices rule in these compounds. Every one of

these suggestions is untrue, and has been proved to be
so over and over again, but Mr. Dobbs does not mind that
at all ; his business is to foment a " national " agitation of

downtrodden farmers, and he is doing the work admirably
and conscientiously. There can be no possible objection to

his devoting himself to the interests of the great chemical
manufacturers, but he must be careful not to speak for

Agriculture when he is only authorised to advertise

the T.P.C., etc.. Society. To take the paragraph in question

the writer (with whom no doubt the Secretary of the

above-indicated Society has not the remotest connection)

states as a fact that many farmers in remote districts are

unable to get the material they desire because the Pharmacy
Act blocks the way. The actual words are these :

—

" A day's journey has sometimes to be made in order
to procure the desired dressing, etc."
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If this be true, Mr. Dobbs can have no difficulty in produc-

ing definite evidence, but up to the present time he has pro-

duced no evidence to substantiate his fanciful statements'

Until we have that evidence (which, by the way, would surely

have been produced to the Poisons Committee if it

had existed) we are justified in disbelieving Mr. Dobbs.

To push the matter further, can Mr. Dobbs give even one

instance of a farmer bemg " compelled, contrary to his wish,

to use ncn-poisonous materials." If he can, he will have

proved what has many times been urged by experts, viz.,

that the non-poisonous {i.e., non-scheduled) material will

serve the purpose equally well with the legal poisons. If,

on the other hand, he cannot give authentic support to his

statements, the sooner he is " gibbeted " the better.

With regard to monopoly prices, the pathetic little tale of a

man who knew a Welsh farmer, who knew somebody else

who had heard of a case of exorbitant charges by a chemist,

can be capped by a recently published law case in Glasgow,

in which it was shown in open court that a company in

which one of the members of the Privy Council's Committee

on Poisons is interested has sold a preparation of sweetened

arsenic, costing about 7d., at the retail price of 3s. 6d. The

regeneration of agriculture on those terms should be a

fairly remunerative profession—to the manufacturer.

SIR HENRY ACLAND'S BIOGRAPHY.

Among the most noteworthy literary publications of the

week is the life of the late Sir Henry Wbntworth Acland,

Bart., K.C.B., F.R.S., by Mr. J. B. Atlay. Sir Henry
Acland, who was, it may be mentioned, an honorary

member of the Pharmaceutical Society, will be remembered

not only as a consulting physician of the first rank, but

also for his struggles to place on a sound footing the study

of science in the University of Oxford, and as the pioneer of

thei School of Natural Science at that University, where he

was at one time Regius Professor of Medicine. Mr. Atlay

tells of the deep friendship between Acland and Ruskin,

lasting over fifty years. An extract from a letter which

Ruskin wrote to his friend in 1851, gives an insight into

Acland's work, as well as being characteristic of the

writer :

—

. . . , I never saw such a life as you live at

Oxford—you never were able so much as to put a piece

of meat in your mouth without writing a note at the

side of your plate—you were everlastingly going some-
where and going somewhere else on the way to it

—

and doing something on the way to somewhere else,

and something else at the same time that you did the
something—and then another thing by the bye—and two
or three other things besides—and then wherever you
went, there were always five or six people lying in wait
at corners and catching hold of you and asking ques-
tions, and leading you aside into private conferences
and making engagements to come at a quarter to six

—

and send two other people at a quarter-past —and three
or four more to hear what had been said to them, at

five-and-twenty minutes past—and to have an answer
to a note at half-past—and get tickets for soup at five-

and-twenty minutes to seven—and just to see you in

the passage as you were going to dinner—and so on.

Another habit of Acland's was that of speaking to his

servants on scientific subjects. In one instance

—

The butler gave notice that either he or the page-
boy must leave, as no one could tell how trying it was
to work all day in the pantry with a boy who believed
that the world was created in periods when he himself
believed it was created in days.

The biography may be commended to the notice of those
who would learn more of the strenuous life-work of a.

scientist and physician of the highest qualities of heart

and tiaind.

THE PROSPECTS OF THE CROPS.

From reports we have received from various English

centres where medicinal plants are cultivated it would
appear that the outlook is by no means favourable ; at the

same time the prospects are not so bad as the unpropitious

weather would have led us to anticipate. The following par-

ticulars have been forwarded from Holland's Distillery at-

Market Deeping :—As regards peppermint, the prospects,

on the whole, are decidedly bad. Old mint, however, is

doing moderately well, and a fair supply of young plants

has been drawn therefrom for new planting. The cold

winds and the dry nature of the soil which prevailed until a,

short time back have hindered the progress of the latter.

Last season's planting has benefited by the rain, but
unless the weather becomes much warmer it is feared that

the crop will be very poor. The prospects of lavender are

very fair, and old plants look like producing a fair

amount of flower. Young plants have struck remarkably

well, and bid fair to make much growth this season. The
dill crop is very backward, but as the resulting yield of

seed depends upon the last few weeks of its growth, no-

accurate idea can be formed. Last season's crop was
ruined by blight. As regards rosemary the plantation

looks healthy, and the quantity of young shoots should

equal previous years. Henbane is abundant, whilst up to

the present savin has not shown much new growth, and

the old planting of wormwood has grown more than pre-

vious years. Other crops of minor importance, such as

aconite, digitalis, etc., are doing well.

THE TARIFF PROBLEM.

In view of the interest which is at present being taken id

the question of tariffs, owing to Mr. Chamberlain's proposals^

the following paragraph, taken from the annual report of

Consul-General Sir William Ward on the trade and com-

merce of the Consular District of Hamburg, which was
received at the Foreign Office on May 22, 1903, is worthy

of notice. Sir William remarks that " Though the tariff

war between Germany and Hayti lasted throughout the

past year, it appears, according to Hamburg opinions,

that it is rather the German trade with that country than

the Haytian export trade which has suffered loss and

inconvenience thereby. Hamburg merchants complain

that the tai-iff war has diverted the trade in Haytian dye-

wood to France, and that the dye-wood extracts made
therefrom in the latter country are now exported to

Germany. The Haytian coffee trade has now also been

largely transferred from Germany to French markets.

The export trade from Hamburg to Hayti, besides being

affected prejudicially by the above circumstances, continued

to suffer last year from the unfavourable financial condition

of that country." Referring to the same subject when dealing

with the general trade in dye-woods. Sir William states that

transactions in nearly all sorts of dye-woods were, as had

been expected, more extensive last year than in 1901 ; hut,

he remarks, " business, it is considered, would have been

still more active here if, in consequence of the tariff war with

Hayti, the importation of the cheaper sorts of dye-wood to

,

Germany had not been rendered impracticable."
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FORFARSHIRE AND DISTRICT CHEMISTS'
ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday, June 17, 1903, at the Crown Hotel, Brechin, Mr.

A. B. Anderson, President, in the chair.

President's Address.

The Chairman said their meetings had been fewer than usual

during the past year, which might be accounted for by the need

of a rest after the exhausting work of preparing for the British

Pharmaceutical Conference. They had made one new departure

in sending a delegate to London to a demonstration in force on

behalf of the P. A.T.A. Notwithstanding the undoubted success

of the Congress, the unpalatable fact remained that many of the

more popular proprietaries had not yet been added to the list.

In March Mr. Rutherford Hill convened a meeting of chemists in

the district in order to discuss the report of the Committee on

Poisons. At the same time he showed them a bottle of the

Ballikinrain Ant Poison, an attractive-looking and very profit-

able side-line of a Glasgow firm of .seedsmen. They were now
able to congratulate the Pharmaceutical Council on the sheriffs

decision that this firm has been found guilty of a contravention

of the law in selling this deadly stuff. With respect to the

ammoniated quinine case, the effect of the decision had been so

fully explained by the trade journals that it was only necessary

for them to express an appreciation of the ability displayed by
Mr. Glyn-Jones in this complex question. The form of the

memorial of George Don, of Forfar, to which the Association

gave the initial subscription, had not yet been decided on. Up
to the present time a sum of £80 had been subscribed, and it

was hoped that by the time the next annual meeting came round

they might meet at Forfar and see the memorial.

Other Business.

Mr. Wm. CuMMiNGS presented the financial statement, which

showed a balance in hand of over £5, the membership being well

maintained. The report was adopted.

Mr. Wm. Park was elected President, and Mr. J. H. Thom-
.son Vice-President, for the current year. Mr. Wm. Cummings
was re-elected Secretary.

Mr. John Gray moved the reappointment of the Committee,

with the addition of Messrs. Greig and Young, of Dundee.

The following were appointed delegates to the British Pharma-

ceutical Conference at Bristol:—A. B. Anderson, C. Kerr,

James Russell, J. H. Thomson, A. Naysmith, and W. Cum-
mings.

The P.A.T.A.

A circular from the Secretary of the P.A.T.A. inviting assist-

ance to add to its membership was read.

Mr. John Gray thought all their members were subscribers ;

certainly they should be.

Mr. W. Cummings said there were only ten subscribers in

Dundee. Many considered the annual subscription too high.

In the present deplorable condition of the drug trade it would

be much easier to get subscribers of 2s. 6d. Besides, it was said

that the average chemist did not derive the benefit from the

P.A.T.A. that was imagined. The public had grown accus-

tomed to buy proprietary articles at drug stores, and continued

to do so though the prices were everywhere the same. A
graduated subscription was required, so that those who received

the greatest benefit would pay in proportion.

Mr. Kerr said they had not yet had a report from Mr. James

Russell, their delegate to the Congress.

Mr. RtrsSELL said it was a well-managed aflfair. The delegates

were so numerous that it was necessary to arrange the business

beforehand, and that was the reason he did not intrude in the

debates, but he followed the discussions with the greatest,

interest. Its success was due to Mr. Glyn-Jones.

Other Correspondence.

A letter from Mr. Merson, Secretary of the Federation, was
read, urging members to assist the Benevolent Fund.
A letter from Mr. Knox, Forfar, asked members to contribute

to the Don Memorial Fund, which now amounts to £80.
Mr. Kerr said members would have noticed that a vacancy-

had occurred in the Pharmaceutical Council by the retirement of
Mr. Savory. He thought they would join with him in the hop&
that Mr. Carrie, of Glasgow, would be invited to fill the vacancy.

This was all the busines.s, and the meeting was closed by Mr.
Ht'TTON proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. A. B. Anderson for
his services as President during the past year.

ANNUAL DINNER.
Afterwards the company, having rejoined their lady friend.s,

sat down to dinner. Mr. Ferrier and Mr. Button, who had in-

vited the party to Brechin, acted as Chairman and Croupier
respectively. After dinner the Chairman gave the loyal and
patriotic toaists, which were enthusiastically responded to. The
other toasts were :

—"The Pharmaceutical Society," by Mr.
Rr.ssELL, reply, Mr. Kerr; "The Forfarshire Association,'^

Mr. Taylor, reply, Mr. Park ;
" The Chairman," Mr.

Naysmith, reply, Mr. Ferrier ;
" The Croupiers," Mr.

Anderson, reply, Mr. Hutton. "Carriages waiting" was
shortly announced, and soon the company were enjoying the?

famous drive to Edzell Castle and Gannochy Bridge.

Tea was waiting on return, and an hour later the carriages

arrived to take the visitors to the railway station, where fare-

wells were said to their kind entertainers, Mr. and Mrs. Ferrier,

Mr. Ferrier, jun., and Miss Ferrier, and Mr. and Mrs. Johr*

Hutton.

CHEMISTS' ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

NEW OFFICERS.

The following have been elected as the ofiicers and Council of

the C.A.A. for the session 1903-4:—President, A. B. Britton ;

Hon. Vice-President, A. Latreille
; Vice-Presidents, R. E.

Lownsbrough and W. Matthews ; Hon. Secretaries, W. S. Parker
(financial) and G. E. Town (literary) ; Hon. Treasurer, C. J.

Strother
;
Council, W. Garsed, H. Haylings, A. V. Johns, D. C.

Jones, J. Wicliflfe Peck, F.C.S., E. Thompson, and S. C. G.

Tweedy ; Recorders, J. Wicliffe Peck (chemistry) and R. E.

Lownsbrough (pharmacy) ; Auditors, C. Morley and C. E. F.

Vallet.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION.

BOTANICAL EXCURSION.

Friday, June 19, 1903. Over a dozen members travelled hy
the 6.15 a.m. train from West Princes Street Station to Currie

and reached the Poet's Well, or Jamie Thomson's Helicon, about

a mile from Carrie Station, on the small stream running into-

the Water of Leith, at 7 a.m. The weather was highly favour-

able, and here about three-quarters of an hour were spent

botanising up the beautiful little dell past the well, and as far

as the poet's bower. The flora resembles that of Golinton Dell,,

but in addition to the plants gathered there the company
collected Barbaiea vulgaris, Lychnis vespertina, Arenaria,

trinervis, Stellaria glauca, Oxalis acetosella, Lotus major, very

fine specimens of Geum urbanum and G. rivale, with G. inter-

medium in all varieties of hybridisation between the two parent;
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-plants ; Bibes grossularia with wart-like swellings on the stem

and branches apparently caused by a parasitic fungus, Saxifraga

umhrosa and S. granulata, Bunium flexuosum, Campanula
latifolia, abundant, but not in flower. Several plants ol Lychnis

diurna were also gathered with hermaphrodite flowers. Scilla

.nutans was abundant. The company then climbed the steep

bank of the stream to the path and returned to Juniper Green
station, where, after an exciting sprint for a few hundred yards,

and through the kindness of the driver and guard, the company
succeeded in catching the 8.5 a.m. train back to town. Arrived at

the Caledonian Station a vote of thanks was, on the motion of

Mr. Aechibald Cureie, President, awarded to Mr. Rutherford

Hill, who had conducted the excursion. It had been explained

l)y a local farmer that Jamie Thomson, whose name is

associated with the well, was " a daidlin' body that wadna
work at onything an' wasted his time writin' poetry."

5CH00L OF PHARMACY STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.

GENERAL MEETING.

Tuesday, June 23, 1903, in the Lecture Theatre, Bloomsbury

Square, London, W.C., Professor H. G. Greenish, President,

in the chair.

Annual Report.

The Hon. Seceetaey read the annual report for the past

-Session, detailing the scientific work and social events that had

formed the programme of the Association. Visits had been

.^.rranged to St. Bartholomew's and S€. Thomas's Hospitals, and

.to Woolwich Arsenal, while circumstances over which the Com-
mittee had no control had this year prevented the botanical

..excursion to Cateriiam from taking place. All the lectures,

with one exception, liad been illustrated with lantern slides, and

Mr. Wallis's sei'vices in connection with this feature were grate-

fully acknowledged. Professor Collie's address at the social

evening had been, as always, conspicuously successful. The

balance was £4 10s., the major portion of which, however, was

-olready standing to the credit of the Association at the

"begiiming of the session. The bank balance was now £30 9s. 6d.

The accounts having been audited and found correct, the

report and financial statement were adopted.

Mr. T. E. Wallis, B.Sc, suggested that a portion of the

•money standing to the credit of the Association might be

oitilised in the publication of a booldet, illustrated with recent

photographs of the building at the " Square," and containing

.articles by the students, one of whom was willing to act as

editor. The production would form a souvenir on which the

students could always look back with pride and pleasure. The

publication might well be issued at the end of each session. He
threw out the suggestion, and wished to know the opinion of

the meeting.

Mr. Pateeson cordially supported the proposal, which would,

he was sure, be welcomed by many old students.

Professor Geeenish heartily approved of 'ae suggestion, but

j)ointed out some practical difficulties in the matter of expense

and trouble that might be found to ai'ise. Perhaps a set of

jjhotographs for each member would answer the purpose, and the

claims on capital account would not be so heavy. He thought

the members had a perfect right to devote the year's balance

to any such purpose, but did not tliink it wise to embark on a

scheme which would mean continued reduction of the balance

in the bank from year to year. At the same time he did not

wish to throw cold water on Mr. Walhs's excellent suggestion.

Mr. Wallis was asked to obtain particulars of cost, and to

report to an early meeting of the Association nest session.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

EVENING MEETING.

Friday, June 19, 1903, in the theaitre of the Institution,

Albemarle Street, London, W. A very large audience,

including, among other phannaci.sts, the Treasurer of the

Pharmaceutical Society (Mr. Walter Hills), assembled to hear

Professor Pieeee Ctjeie, of the Soilwnr.e, Paris, deliver a

discourfe on
"

Radium.

The lecture, which was mainly experimental, and consisted

for the most part of a demonstration of many of the remark-

able properties of the element, was delivered in French.

Radium and its salts have the power of spontaneously and

continuously disengaging heat, as may be shovm by experi-

ments vrith a thermometer or a calorimster. It is able to

provoke luminous phenomena in such substances as barium

platinocyanide, its power persisting even when plunged inside

a vessel of liquid air. Its electrical effects may be strikingly

demonstrated, since, under the influence of radium, air becomes

a good conductor of electricity. The leaves of a gold leaf

electroscope charged with negative electricity at once collapse

when a minute quantity of radium is brought into its vicinity.

If a current from an induction coil be made to spark across

two gaps, and radium be brought near to one, the spark

ceases to pass across the other gap. The emanations may be

classified into three groups, and may, for convenience, be

termed the a, ^, and y rays. The a rays are the

most easily absorbed by other bodies txposed to their influence
;

the /3 rays are those concerned . more closely with the

electrical and magnetic eiTects, and the y rays are to a great

extent analogous to the Rontgen rays. Numerous substances

become possessed of radio-activity under the influence of

radium and its salts in solution, and all phosphorescent

suhstances become strongly luminous. A use may 'be found in

ophthalmics for the substance, as the human eye becomes

luminous with a peculiar livid colour. The emanation behaves

in many ways like a gas ; it can be aspirated through a tube,

can be condensed by liquid air, and after being frozen out of

a vessel will diffuse through it .again when the temperature is

allowed to rise. The apparently eternal faculty of giving out

heat energy may be shown by an experiment with, an

apparatus which is, in fact, a liquid air calorimeter. A small

piece of glass is lowered into a carefully isolated vacuum

flask containing liquid air, the latter heing immersed in a bath

of .similar nature, to minimise the effect of outside interference.

The volume of gas given off in a ceitain lime is carefully

measured in a eudiometer. On repeating the experiment with

a small vessel, identical in size with the piece of glass, but

containing radium bromide, the volume of gas collected in

the same time is much larger. The physiological effects of

radium on the skin are strongly marked and disagreeable.

In five minutes the skin ibecomes inflamed, while paralysis of

the brain, and even death, may result from an application of

the substance for any considerable period to the head. The

colour effects are also deserving of mention : Glass is coloured

permanently violet, sodium chloride blue ;
indeed, most

chemical substances are coloured by its action. Radium rays

will convert yellow phosphorus into the red variety, and

mercuric cliloride into calomel. Ignited in a Bunsen burner,

ft (bright red colour, isimilar to that caused by strontium

salts, is imparted to the flame. The spectrum shows that the

substance is really an element. The story of its discovery,

which is principally due to Mdme. Curie, the wife of the

lecturer, is intimately connected with that of other radio-

active 'bodies, such as polonium, thoi-ium, and, the most
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recent discovery, actinium. Only 0-2 Gm. of radium is contained

in a ton of pitch-blende. Very minute quantities of radium
may be detected by the electroscope when the spectroscope

gives no certain indication of its presence. The nature of

the body and the cause of its unique properties can only be

matters of theory or conjecture, Taut Sir William Crookes'

theories to the evolution of matter seem to Professor

Curie to 'be acceptable.-

ROYAL SOCIETY.

SECOND CONVERSAZIONE OF THE YEAR.

Friday, June 19, 1203, at Burlington House, London, W.
This, the "ladies' " conversazione, was a, brilliaJit function, very

largely attended. Many of the exhibits were the same as those

shown at the May conversazione (see P.J., 714). For instance.

Sir William Crookes' demonstrations of radium, and the little

instrument called' the "spinthariscope, " which enables one to

see a speck of that substance microscopically, again attracted

much attention. Mr. Henry Crookes showed a number of cul-

tures, which illustrated the bactericidal effect of exposure to a

minute quantity of radium bromide through a mica screen. Mr.
Charles Baker exhibited a modification of tlie apparatus sug-

gested by Dr. Spitta for obtaining monochromatic light for

microscopic work. It consists of an optical bench, with a Nernst

light condenser and other apparatus arranged so that any part

of the spectrum can be used to illuminate the field. When the

violet end of the spectrum is employed, the resolution of the

object glass is greatly increased. Professor Ernest Wilson ex-

hibited the Cooper-Hewitt mercury vapour lamp, which has

already been described in this Journal. Dr. D. H. Scott and

Professor Oliver showed fossil sections which establish the

basket-tree {Lyginodcnclron] as a true seed-bearing plant. This

exhibit was particularly interesting as following the lecture

recently delivered by Dr. Scott at the Royal Institution on the

origin of Spermaphyta (vide antca, p. 740). Other interesting

botanical exhibits illustrated protective mimicry and adaptation

to environment. The application of the bioscope to scientific

uses was exemplified by an attractive demonstration.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The second annual general meeting of this Association was

held at the Holborn Viaduct Hotel ou June 24, Mr. T. H. W.
Ideis, the President, being in the chair.

The Work of the Past Year.

Mr. R. H. Jones, Hon. Secretary, having read the minutes

of the previous general meeting, read the report of the General

Purposes Committee on the year's work. This stated that the

L.C.A. now numbered 218 members, being an increase of 120

as compared with the first year. It was a matter for regret

that sixty-two members, although duly nominated and elected,

had omitted to pay their annual subscriptions. The General

Purposes Committee had met on five occasions, and had taken

action on several matters of importance to its members and

the trade. The South London Committee had held •'hree

ordinary meetings, and a deputation had waited upon Mr.

James Bailey, M.P. for Walworth, to persuade him to with-

draw his opposition to the Pharmacy Act Amendment Bill,

but was unsuccessful iu the attempt. In October of last year

a meeting of North London Chemists had been held, which

h-id resulted in the appointment of a local committee.

Addresses were delivered before that branch on important trade

topics, and it was .<;atisfactory to note that this branch already

numbered 120, which was very largely due to the active work
of Mr. R. B. Betty. Meetings had been held under the
auspices of the L.C.A. at Gravesend and Richmond, which had,
resulted in the formation of two local associations. Five dele-

gates had attended the P.A.T.A. Convention, and three resolu-
tions submitted by the Association were adopted by the Coa-
vention. The Committee had endeavoured to give effect to
those recommendations, and had made efforts to induce pro-
prietors to join the P.A.T.A. The financial statement showed,
tliat the Association was financially sound and prosperous.
The receipts amounted to £50 15s., and the disbursements to
£32 5s. 6d., leaving a balance in band of £18 9s. 6d.

Mr. Idris said he felt sure the Association had done good
work during the year. As an instance of how essentially neces-
sary it was to educate the general public in questions affecting
the trade, he stated that a Bill had been before the House of
Commons dealing with the compulsory dipping of sheep for
scab and other complaints. He had pointed out to a member
how absurd it was to bring in a mea-sure of this kind unless-
it was also defined with what the sheep were to be dipped.
The member called Mr. Hanbury's attention to it, with the
result that the Bill was withdrawn, and a committee formed to-

consider the best method of dipping sheep. When this com-
mittee had reported he had no doubt that legislation on proper
lines would be proposed. The more their grievances were
ventilated the more progress they would have to show. The
professions of law and medicine were beginning to realise what;
the result of seven men binding themselves together and claim-
ing the privileges of members of those professions would really
mean to them. Mr. Giyn-Jones's case had shown that there
were certain privileges which chemists might claim, but time-
only could show what the real value of these were. The
chemists were realising more and more the usefulness of federa-
tion, and he had ^reat pleasure in moving the adoption of th€
report.

This was unanimously carried.

The New Members of the General Purposes Committee.
The election of ten ne^ members to replace the retiring

members of the General Purposes Committee was next considered.
Messrs. Campbell, Cracknell, Glyn-Jones, Pentney, Pickerings
Pond, and Watson-Will were retiring according to rule, but
sought re-election, and Messrs. Bromley, Holding, and Palmer
had been nominated for election, making ten in all.

On the motion of Mr. J. C. LTjlvet, seconded by Mr. Betty.
they were unanimously elected.

Territorial Representation.

Mr. W. M. Campbell then dealt with the question of terri-
torial representation on the Pharmaceutical Council. In a
recent issue of the Pharmaceutical Journal it had been stated,
he said, that much diversity of opinion existed on this ques-
tion, and that the majority perhaps were much opposed to any
alteration in the existing conditions of affairs, which was shown
by the recent election of the Pharmaceutical Council. Mr.
Campbell's contention was that, at present, it was impossible
for members generally to get their views adequately expressed.
An opportunity was given to them for about one hour once a..

year. The other meetings of the Society were not available

for criticism, and the Phamiaceutical Council held in its hands,

the future welfare of the trade. He could not, he said, con-

gratulate the Council upon its past work, while company phar-

macy had almost brought about the extinction of the legiti-

mate chemist. The first matter to put right, as regards the

Council, was to make the representation territorial. It would
give the members a direct interest in the choice of a repre-

sentative, and would result in increased strength to the

Society. During the last twenty years, he continued, about
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fifty individuals had been elected to the Council. Of these

London accounted for seventeen ; Scotland six, but since 1900 one

only ; Wales two, but now none ; Eastern counties two, now

one only. Mr. Campkin, of Cambridge, had tried ten times

and failed, but if the election had been territorial he would

now be a member. The Southern counties four; the Western

oounties three ; the Northern counties eleven, mostly from Lan-

cashire, Liverpool being particularly strong ; and the Midland

counties five. He would propose distributing the twenty-one

members of Council in the following manner :—Scotland four,

Southern counties two, London (ten-mile radius of Charing

Cross) four, Western counties two, Northern counties three.

Midland counties two, and Eastern counties two. Mr.

Campbell also argued that the interest in the elections

was very weak, but it was now increasing somewhat. It was

impossible, however, to get the best men under the present

conditions. At the last election only four more than the

aiumber required were nominated, and territorial representation

would, he thought, introduce a more healthy tone into phar-

maceutical affairs generally.

Mr. R. WiLLSoN agreed on the whole with the previous

speaker. On agricultural questions, for instance, it would be

well to get the opinions of the representatives of the agricul-

tural interests. A territorial scheme would improve the status

of the Pharmaceutical Society.

Mr. Pond thought it would infuse more interest into the

work of the Pharmaceutical Society, as well as arousing the

interest of individual members.

Mr. Feavee CL.'i.EKE suggested that, as Mr. J. F. Tocher, of

Peterhead, was to read a paper upon this subject before the

Conference at Bristol, it would be better to wait until after

that Conference before expressing an opinion.

Mr. BuETON supported the pre\-ious speaker, suggesting that

the subject be adjourned.

Mr. BuNKEE was in favour of territorial representation, and

mrged that the delegates from the L.C.A. to the Bristol Con-

ference should get the opinion of that meeting on the question.

Mr. Campbell, in replying to the criticism, said it was

strange that Scotland had only one representative on the

Council. (A Voice :" They divided their votes.") His scheme

would induce better men to come forward. All the men he

•voted for at the last election failed to get in ; he seemed to be

a kind of radical member.

Mr. Betty took a favourable view, and Mr. Pentnet said

it appeared to be entirely a Scotch question. If Scotland

svanted more representatives, why didn't they put them in?

It was finally decided to adjourn the question until after the

Bristol Conference.

The "Fraud of the Label."

Mr. Pentnet moved :
—

That this Association protests against the unfair, un-

scrupulous, and scurrilous attacks niade by the Daily

Mail in its issue of April 9 upon our honourable profes-

sion, and considers the action of the paper in refusing

to insert letters refuting the untnitliful statements to be

un-English, and unworthy of a so-called free and inde-

pendent Press.

The paper referred to. said Mr. Pentney, had staged that

chemists substituted cheaper and inferior drugs to increase

their profits, and, as an example, instanced a large town

where a test prescription had been sent to twenty chemists,

.all of whom, except two, made it up inaccurately. Many
letters were sent refuting these statements, but were refused

insertion. He (the .speaker) had no hesitation in stigmatising

them as lies, and he challenged the Daily Mail to jjrove their

«ase. Mr. Pentney referred, also, to the practice of some
proprietors advising their nostrums to cure consumption and
paralysis. When a man was led away to try a nostrum

which could not possibly have a beneficial effect it was, he

thought, a wicked fraud, and the As.sociation should take

notice of it.

Mr. Jones thoun^ht it was no good writing to the Daily

Mail^ or to any other paper, on the subject, but he thought

some action should be taken against .some of the advei-tise-

ments, which were matters really for the Public Prosecutor.

At any rate, the L.C.A. ought to induce the General Medical

Council and the Pharmaceutical Council to take some steps.

It was a most ignoble way of making money to extort it in

this way from the sick and suffering, and chemists ought to

refuse to stock the articles.

Mr. WiLLSON thought the meeting was departing from the

original resolution, which was the question of a libel on

chemists. Recent articles in the Press showed tliat pro-

prietors were attempting to take unfair means of dealing with

the question of substitution, which was an evident sign of

weakness, and chemists should continue not to stock these

fraudulent proprietaries.

Mr. Pentney's motion was ultimately carried by a majority

of one.

M.r. Pond moved, as a sujiplementary motion, " That the

Secretary be instructed to communicate with the General

Medical Council and the Pharmaceutical Council, and to place

before them advertisements in respect to alleged cures of

incurable diseases." This was carried unanimously.

Mr. Idris said that the Daily Mail articles were so unfair

that undoubtedly they overreached the mark. He had occasion

recently to buy an electrical torch, for which he paid 5s. He
subsequently went to purchase another, and the shopkeeper

told him he had something much better, the price of which

was Is. 6d. He thought the substitution in chemists' shops

was as much in the interests of the public as the example he

had given.

Federation of Chemists' Associations.

Mr. Pond next brought forward' a matter which was re-

ported in the proceedings of the last meeting of the General

Purposes Committee dealing with the federation of chemists'

associations in and within fifty mdes of London. The matter,

receiving the approval of the meeting, was referred to the

General Purposes Committee.

The Pharmacy Bill.

Mr. Pkxtnet then moved that a representative committee

be formed for the consideration of the Pharmacy Act Amend-
ment Bill. It was evident, he said, that the Bill would not

pass this session, and it would be necessary to bring in another

Bill. The Pharmaceutical Society should, therefore, be in

possession of the views of chemists generally on the subject,

and a meeting should be arranged with this end in view. All

chemists should be asked to attend and a committee formed.

—

The motion was referred to the Parliamentary Committee.

A suggestion by Mr. Betty that a new rule should be made
as follows was adopted :

—
The General Purposes Committee shall have power to

elect honoraiy members of the Association.

Mr. Idrls said that evidence would be given before the

Parliamentary Committee on Sheep-dipping, and he thought

that the Secretary should vnite to th« Secretary of the Phar-

maoeutical Society on the subject.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE.

Numerous applications for tickets for the coming Conference

at Bristol have already been received, and there promises to

be a very large attendance. Mr. H. E. Boorne, 49, Wood-

stock Road, Redland Green, Bristol, is the Hon. Local Score-
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taiy, from -nrliom information and tickets are obtainable. The
(Speech House, in the Forest of Dean, where the Conference
will lunch on the wholeday excursion, is so called from having
been built for the use of the ancient court of "The Speech."
That Court was established by Canute in 1016, and still meets
on every fortieth day in the old Court Room. The Court in

olden times possessed the power of life and death—or of

stripping a man of his skin for offences against " The Forest,

the Vert, and the Venison.'' According to Bellows, " one
of the clauses of Canute's laws empowers the Verders to
impose a fine of 10s. (about £20 of our present currency)
upon any Freeman who shall hunt the King's deer 'till he be
blown.' A serf, for the same offence,,, was ordered to lose his
skin, which was to be nailed on the door of the Court
House as a warning to all whom it might concern. The
building is 600 feet above the sea, and was built between
1668 and 1680. An inscription cut on the lintel of the Tap
Room door bears the date of 1676, while over the entrance to
the hotel is an escutcheon bearing the initials and crown of
Charles II., with the date 1680. The Court Room is on the
ground floor, and is a plain-looking apartment, with fine oak
rafters and beams, and on the walls are placed the heads of the
last of the fallow deer of the Forest. At the end of the hall

is a raised gallery, or tribune—the seats of the justices."

" TRUTH " ON THE PHARMACY BILL.

The editor of Truth continues to take interest ia pharma-
ceutical politics and, while maintaining his position with regard
to Clause 7 of the Pharmacy Bill, is not hostile to the o"ther

provisions of the measure, as the following quotations
show :—
"A number of con-espondents have written to me in regard

to my recent references to the Phannacy Bill now before
Parliament, and I gather from their remarks that the Bill is

intended primarily to secure what I have already stated as
the object with which any law on the subject should concern
itself, viz., that the actual dispensing of drug.? should be in
the hands of properly qualified men. At present the laws
bearing on the subject present some very curious anomalies.
For instance, all that the law requires is that the assistant

who stands behind the counter and hands certain scheduled
poisons to a customer, shall be a properly qualified man, while
there is nothing to prevent a mixture containing strychnine,
or arsenic, or other potent drug being compounded by any
untrainetr person. Thus, in order to sell two or three

pennyworth of rat poison the law requires the seller to

undergo a special training, whereas for the more important
work of dispensing medicines, the chemist, or the doctor who
supplies his own medicines, or the company drug stores, may
employ the errand boy, or, in the case of the doctor, the groom
or coachman, as dispenser. Another anomaly which exists is

that the qualified chemist is under stringent regulations as

regards the storage of poisonous drugs and the method in

which they are to be issued to the public. The bottles or

packages containing them must be labelled ' poison.' The
bottles must be differentiated in some way from the ordinary

bottles contained in the shop, and must be kept in a room
or cupboard apart. In dispensing a liniment or a lotion the

chemists must see that it is sent out in a bottle distinguishable

by touch from the ordinary medicine bottle, and bearing a

label to the effect that the contents are not to be taken

internally. These wise regulations, however, do not apply

to the storing and dispensing of poisons in doctors' surgeries,

or even in hospitals, and an extension of the law to take in

such places is eminently desirable. Indeed, how great is the

necessity for such an extension is clearly shown by a recent,

case at Blackburn, where an unfortunate town councillor

died through taking a dose of belhulonna liniment. The
doctor responsible for the mistake had dispensed a mixture
and liniment in bottles of the same size and appearance, and
his attention being momentarily distracted, he had placed the

liniment label on the mixture, and the mixture label on the

liniment, with a fatal result. In any endeavour to protect the

public from such ' misadventures ' as the foregoing I am at

one with my pharmaceutical correspondents. By all means

let it be made an offence for an unqualified person to dispense

drugs which are dangerous to life and health. Let the

sensible regulations for the storage of poisons now applicable

to the chemist's shop be extended to the doctor's surgery and
the hospital dispensary. But it can scarcely conduce to this

desirable result to combine with tie effort to obtain so

desirable an amendment of the law an attempt to prevent

joint-stock enterprises from carrying on business under proper

restrictions, and with duly qualified employees."

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS.

Cricket.

—

Metropolitan College v. Muteb's School.—
The annual match between these schools took place at Shep-

herd's Bush on Saturday, June 20. The state of the ground

was all against cricket. Metros, won the toss and sent

Muters in to bat, but they were easily disposed of, being all out^

for the meagre total of 8. Sweetman performed the hat trick

and took six wickets for 2 runs. Metros, scored 58, Yeoman
contributing 2^ by vigorous cricket. Muters, in their second

innings did better, but they were all out again for 52, leaving

Metros. 3 runs to get to win, which they obtained without loss,

and thus w^n by ten wickets.

Northern College of Pharmacy Botanical Excursion.—On
June 18 the students of the above College journeyed to 'Whaley

Bridge from Manchester. The party, numbering about fifty^

divided, one being led by Mr. Clayton and the other by Mr.
Lawson. The valley of the Eiver Goyt was traversed for several

miles, and many most interesting specimens secured and
examined, including typical specimens of all the natural orders

in the minor schedule. The river was crossed from the Derby-
shire to the Cheshire side, and the party reached the Royal
Oak, Taxal, at 5.30 p.m., where a substantial tea was provided,

after which a vote of thanks to the principals for their hospi-

tality was moved by Mr. Summerfleld, and seconded by Mr.
Whitley, being carried with acclamation. The party returned

to Manchester at 8.13, having spent a most instructive and
profitable afternoon.

Mancliester College of Pharmacy.—On the invitation of

Messrs. Evans Sons Lescher and 'Webb the students of tha

Manchester College of Pharmacy, accompanied by Mr. Turner,

visited Liverpool on Wednesday, June 17, and were shown over

the firm's extensive warehouses and laboratories. The huge

stocks of crude drugs, in their original packages, were examined
with interest, and the treatment they must undergo before

being put on the market was shown. The bleaching and filtra-

tion of various fixed oils, the drying, the powdering and grinding

of drugs by mechanical means attracted much attention^

although the atmosphere of the drying rooms was found to be

too hot for comfort. In the manufacturing department the

students were shown the preparation of many important B.P.

galenicals, including tinctures, extracts, granular preparations,

plasters, etc. In this department the powerful hydraulic press

was a feature—its working was explained and illustrated. The
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many ingenious machines for the making and finishing of pills

attracted general attention, as did the tablet machine—a real

mechanical marvel. The steam distillation of volatile oils, such
such as sandalwood, cloves, etc., was shown. A visit was also

paid to the Montserrat lime juice department, a world-known
product of the firm, and the whole process, from the imported
Juice to the bottling and finishing of it, was seen. The work of

the day being over, the company found the firm had provided a
sumptuous tea for them at Messrs. Kirkland's Cafe. The tea

was thoroughly enjoyed, and a well-deserved vote of thanks to

the firm was carried with acclamation. This brought to a close

a most instructive afternoon.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

Divisional Seoeetahies and other Members of the Pharmaceutical Society
are requested to assist the Editor by sending local newspapers contain-
ing items of interest to chemists and druggists.

Effects of the Cod-Liver Oil Famine.—^Owing to the in-

creased cost of cod-liver oil. Dr. May has asked the Lewisham
Board of Guardians to increase his salary as medical ofiicer.

The matter has been referred to a committee.

The Eucalyptus Oil Case.—nie case in which Messrs.

Braces, Limited, of Ealing, are being sued for damages for

liaving supplied eucalyptus oil instead of ipecacuanha wine and
other substances, has again been set down for hearing. It

will be remembered that the jury disagreed at the first hearing

of the case (see p. 765) on May 25.

Edinburgh Pharmacy Athletic Club.—The swimming section

held the third of the series of swimming handicaps in the Dairy

Baths on Thursday morning, June 18. ^Mr. Baillie has now got

the handicap well in hand, and an excellent race finished :
—

<3t. H. C. Rowland, 10 sec. start, 1; J. Weston, 16 sec, 2;

E. 0. Rowland, scratch, 3.

Edinburgh Chemists' Golf Club.—The third competition this

year for the Gibson Handicap Medal was played over the Braids

during last week, with the following results:—Mr. W. M.
Manson, 88 — 10 = 78, 1 ; jMi'. Jas. Finlay, 84 — 5 = 79, 2

;

Mr. Duncan McLaren, 85 — 4 = 81, 3 ; and Mr. Geo. Lunan,

95 — 12 = 83, and Mr. Geo. Robertson, 96 — 13 = 85, tie lor

fourth jilace.

The Pasteur Institute.—The annals of the Pasteur Insti-

tute state that during the year 1902 the number of persons

under treatment at the Institute in Paris was 1,106, of whom
only three died, one of whom had not completed the treatment

when he succumbed to hydrophobia. The rate of mortality

for 1902 was the lowest on record, being only 0-18 per cent,

of persons 'bitten and treated at the Institute.

pire.—An outbreak of fire occuned on Jime 18 at the pre»

mises of Messrs. Williamson and Son, chemists, of Bondgate,

Darlington. The outbreak originated in a vaulted cellar, and

was caused by the accidental ignition of some methylated spirit

which was being drawn from a barrel. Fortunately, the flames

were confined to the cellar, but damage was done to the goods

stored there, while one of the assistants received jjainful bums.

University of London.—On Wednesday, June 24, for the

first time in the history of the University, honorary degrees were

conferred. The ceremony, which took place in thcs Rr-yal

Albert Hall, was very largely attended. Lord Rosebery, as

Chancellor of the University, conferred the degrees of

LL.D. and D.Mus. on the Princ6 and Princess of Wales

respectively, after which Lord Kelvin and Lord Lister received

the honorary degree of Doctor of Science. Afterwards a

large nuniber of ordinary degrees were conferred.

Chinese Opium.—Consul Fulford, in his report on the trade

of Newchwang (Chma) for the year 1902 states that the import

of opium was again practically nothing. The crop of Man-

-churian native opium being good, there was no need of the

foreign drug. Indian opium in 1902 amoimted to 2,400 lbs.,

against 2,135 lbs. in 1901. No native opium was imported.
Native opium brought bj' carts from the interior was reported
to the native Customs to the amount of 115,533 lbs. in 1902,
and of this only 179 lbs. appear in the returns as having been
exported in junks and 14,666 lbs. in steamers.

Veterinary Surgeons as Jurors.—An interestmg case has
been decided in the High Court at Dublin with reference to
the exemption of veterinary surgeons from jury service. Ques-
tions were raised as to whether the exemption of medical men
extended to veterinary surgeons, and as to the reasons for
the exemptions. The point was made that the exemptions
were intended for those persons whose work was of a technical
nature, and could not be performed by deputy, as, for
example, pharmaceutical chemists. The majority of the
judges decided in favour of the petition that the exemption
from jury service should be extended to veterinary surgeons.

Medical Officers and Dentistry.—A discussion took place
at the meeting of the Stafford Board of Guardians on June 20,
relative to the question of inviting the local dentists to quote
terms for dental work in the children's wards of the work-
house. The Visiting Committee reported that they were not
quite aware whether such work was not part of the medical
officer's duty. One speaker said it was not desirable that the
ordinary doctor should practise upon the teeth of the children,

but another member was in favour of the work being done by
the medical officer. It was decided that ordinary extractions

should be done by the medical officer, and that a dentist

should be called in for special cases only.

The Supply of Poisonous Medicaments to Children.—At a
meeting of the Cardiff Board of Guardians on Saturday, June
20, 1903, a recommendation was received from the Dis-

pensary Committee to the effect that the dispenser should

be directed not to supply medicines or liniments con-

taining poisons in dangerous quantities to children under
the age of ten years, and Vhen supplying such medi-

cines ajid liniments to children above that age to

caution them as to the contents.—Father Van den Heuvel
moved as an amendment that the age limit be eliminated,

because there were many poor people who could only get

children to fetch medicines for them. If any poisonous medicine

was served to a child the dispenser could seal up the bottle.—

On a division, the recommendation of the Committee was

adopted.

Wills.—Probate of the will of Mr. Jas. iStockwell, who died

at Crumpsall, May 12, has been granted to Mr. Alex. Porter,

of Prestwich, and Mr. H. Kemp, of Chorlton-cum-Hardy,

chemist, bv whom the estate has been returned at

£6,250 Os. 5d. gross, and £6,208 17s. Id. nett. The testator

left his property in trust for the benefit of his wife and

children.—The late Mr. Benjamin Wilkinson, of Beaconsfield,

58, Park Road, iSouthport, and of the Riverdale Chemical

Works, chemical manufacturer. Mayor of Southport in 1889,

left estate valued at £43,356 gi-oss, including personalty of

£57,071.—The will of the late Mr. Henry Loverock, J.P.,

chemist and druggist, 'of 1, Enville Street, Stourbridge, has

been proved at £10,166 gross, the net personalty amounting

to £8,025.

The Pharmacy Bill.—At a meeting of the Northamptonshire

Chamber of Agriculture on Saturday. June 20, the President

(Mr. J. Cooper, J.P.) said the Chamber should consider the

question of the sale of poisonous cattle medicines which was

dealt with in a Bill before Parliament. They might hke to

consider whether it was to their interest to buy these medicines

from people at fairs and shows, or whether they should support

the Bill which would prevent selling at fairs and shows^

Under the Bill they would have to buy only from those qualifaed

to sell, and no one would be allowed to sell any cattle medicines

containino- poisons without having a qualification ;
they oug-"

to consider whether that would be to their interests. Ine

general opinion was tliat the subject was too important to con-

sider without notice, and it was decided to discuss the matter

at a special meeting.
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PERSONALITIES, BUSINESS CHANGES, ETC.

Messrs. Linton, Hubbard, and Andrew, of ccd-liver oil fame,
have moved their headquarters from 27, Leadenhall Street, to

72-78, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

Messrs. C. J. Hewlett and Son, Ciiarlotte Street, ii C,
write that their establisliment will be closed on Saturday,

June 27, for the occasion of the annual outing of the stah.

Mr. A. Forrester, chemist and druggist, of Falkirk, has sold

his business carried on at Main Street, Camelon (under the
name of Messrs. McNevin and Forrester), to Mr. Arthur
McLaren.

Mr. Chas. Geo. Yates, chemist and druggist, of 9, Upper
Hamilton Road, Brighton, has been elected to fill a casual
vacancy that has occurred in the representation of the Preston
P*rk Ward, on Brighton Town Council.

Dr. K. J. P. Orton, M.A. (Camb.), Ph.D. (Heidelberg),
Assistant Lecturer in Chemistry at St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
has been appointed Professor of Chemistry at the University
College of North Wales, Bangor, in succession to Professor
Debbie.

Mr. W. H. Hills, B.A., Pembroke College, Cambridge, son of

the Treasurer of the Pharmaceutical Society, has passed in

pharmacology and general pathology the third examination
for medical and surgical degrees of the University of

Cambridge.

Mr. Herbert Knapman, B.A., Cantab., has been elected a

Junior Fellow of Emmanuel College. He has also been
awarded the Sudbury-Hardyman prize of £30 for the best

dissertation by a graduate member of the College under the
standing of M.A.

" Photo," Ltd.—The business of " Photo," Ltd., has been
purchased by Messrs. MacLaurin and Co., Ltd., photo mount
manufacturers. Gray's Inn Chambers, 20, High Holborn, W.C.
Mr. J. P. MacLaurin, who is well known to the customers of

the late firm, has been appointed managing director to the new
company.

Mr. Leo F. Moore, chemist and druggist, was one of the can-

didates for the district of Buluwayo at the recent elections for

the Legislative Assembly of Rhodesia. The election was fought,

to a great extent, on the all-important question of the impor-
tation of Chinese labour. Mr. Moore was the popular but un-
successful candidate.

Messrs. Armour and Co. have moved into their new o£Sces

at 46a, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. These premises overlook

Farringdon Street and the Central Market, and there is an
access to the offices at No. 49 of the former thoroughfare.

This firm, which is justly noted, among other articles, for

Extracts of Beef, Pepsin, Toilet Soap, etc., will be pleased

to welcome any chemist whom business brings to the neigh-

bourhood.

TRADE NOTES.

A New Photographic Price-List has just been published by
Messrs. Francis Newbery and Sons. 27 and 28, Charterhouse

Square, E.G. Copies will be sent free on application.

Pearson's Antiseptic—The Pearson's Antiseptic Co.,

Limited, 254.\, High Holborn, London, W.C. has been formed

to deal \n disinfectants. The disinfectant liitherto" soM as
" Creolin-Pearson " will in future be sold under the title of

"Pearson's Antiseptic,' which has been adopted as a trade-

mark.

A Photographer's Handbook of unusual interest has just

been published by Mr. William Tylar, 41, High Street, Aston,

Binningham. The volume, which consists of some 350 pages,
is profusely illustrated, and contains considerably over a.

thousand pictures. As a catalogue of phot<igraphic appliances-

it will he of great service to amateurs in search of new ideas.

Prices have been revised in a few cases, and a number of

additional novelties have been included. It will undoubtedly
prove useful to pharmacists interested in the photographic:
trade. The price is Is. post free.

Poster Advertisements.—Complaints hare often been made-
that orders for illustrated poster advertisements are oft*n placed
abroad. That this is very unnecessary is sliown by the latest
production of Messrs. Spottiswoode and Co., Limited, 8,.

New Street Square, London, E.G. The book, wliich is

entitled "Ideas in Colour," consists of a number of striking

illustrated plates, designed by Tom Browne, J. Hassal, and"

other artists. The colouring of most of the plates is bold and"

daring, but the general effect is the reverse of displeasing.

Advertisers of pharmaceutical proprietaries might do worse
than ask Messrs. Spottiswoode to quote for printing theic

posters and pictorial advertisements.

MarshaHs', Limited.—^Among the novelties which we have
recently had the opportunity of inspecting is the Vivayeur
Scalp Medicator. This is an ingenious contrivance for apply-
ing to the hair lotions for the cure of dandruff a.n<i

other scalp diseases. The Vivayeur is made of a triple-nickel

plated, hollow-toothed comb, joined by an ivory tube to a.

rubber bulb, which contains the liquid to be applied. It m
a useful adjunct to the toilet table, and there will undoubtedly
be a large demand for it. Another appliance which may be
ohtained from 27, Red Lion Square, W.G., is Jenner's
Crystalloid Vaccination Shield. It has several advantages not
possessed by most of the shields we have seen, and is sure ta
prove a selling line.

An Account Book for Retail Business.—Messrs. J. McQueen
and Sons, 60, Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, send a copy
of their A. B.C. account book, ruled and arranged for one
year's use. For the chemist in business, who has had no
special training as a book-keeper, tliis hook is all that could
tie desired. Space is set aside for entries of cash sales, pay-
ments, trade receipts, etc., for each month; also for a profit

and loss account, sharing gross and net profits for twelve
months, with instnictions how to arrive at these figures. Other
pages are intended for a private bank account, income tax
statement, balance-sheet, etc., with a number of pages for a
monthly detail of invoices and credit notes. The book is

strongly bound, and the instructions throughout are very
clear. The 7s. 6d. spent on the account-book would seem to

be money well spent, and one of the best investments that a
retailer could make.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Foods : theik Composition anb Analysis. By Alexander
Wyntee Blyth, M.R.C.S., F.I.C., F.C.S., etc., and Mere-
dith Wyntek Blyth, B.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.G.,

P.C.S., etc. Fifth Edition, enlarged and re-written. Pp. xxv.

-f 616. Price 21s. London: Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.,
Exeter Street, Strand, W.C. 1903. From the Publishers.

Photo-Miniature. Vol. V., No. 49. April, 1903. Dark-
room Dodges. Pp. viii. + 48. Price 6d. London : Dawbarn-
and Ward, Ltd., 6, Farringdon Avenue, E.G. 1903. From the
Publishers.

Report of the Pharmacy Board of Victoria for the
year 1902. Pp. 9. Melbourne. H. Hearne and Co., Paragon
Printers, 208-210, Little Lonsdale Street. 1903. From the
Registrar.

A Critical Revision op the Genus Eucalyptus. By
J. H. Maiden. Part II. Pp. 51-73. With four Plates. Price

2s. 6d. Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Government
Printer, Phillip Street. 1903. From the Author.

First Steps in Photography. By J. C. H. Wallsgeo\t:.
Pp. 76. Price 6d. nett. London : Dawbarn and Ward, 6,
Farringdon Avenue, E.G. From the Publishers.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

New Patent Applications.

DISINFECTING POWDER (No. 11,351 of 1902).—P. Toppin

and G. P. Beater, both of 17, Lower Sackville Street, Dublin.

Ckinsists of the following ingredients and proportions :—1121b.

peat, finely ground, 4 lb. of eucalyptus globulus or other species

of eucalyptus, 41b. of pinus sylvestris, 41b. of pinus pumilionis,

4 lb. of pinus palustris or other species of j^ine oils, 5 to ^ lb.

of perchloride of mercuiy, and 5 to 10 lb. of Izal. The peat

powder is spread in a large vessel and the other ingredients,

after being well mixed, are gradually sprinkled over the surface

hy means of a very fine rose, and the whole mass is then care-

fully blended.

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF NEW STABLE
(BROMINE AND IODINE COMPOUNDS OF FATS AND OF
THE METHYL- AND ETHYL-ESTERS OF FATTY ACIDS
<No. 11,494 of 1902).—W. Majert, Gruenau, near Berlin, Ger-

many, con.sists in treating fats, or fatty oils, or methyl- or

ethyl-esters of fatty acids, which contain the glyceryl-, methyl-,

or ethyl-esters of unsaturated fatty acids, with hydrobromic or

liydriodic acid. Example : Five kilos of aqueous hydrobromic

acid, saturated at 0° G.. are put into a stoppered bottle along

with four kilos of lard dissolved in fifteen kilos of ethei\ When
the lard is dissolved in the ether a certain amount of scaly

•crystalline substances always remain undissolved, from which
the solution is filtered before adding il to the hydrobromic acid.

After standing for five or six days, with occasional shaking, tlie

lydrobromic acid solution is separated from the supernatant

«tliereal solution of lard, the latter is washed several times suc-

•cessively with water, soda solution, water, thiosulphate solution

and water, dried with calcium chloride, and the ether is distilled

off in the water-bath, the last traces of ether being removed by
a current of air. After cooling, a product is obtained of a

vaseline-like consistency, containing about 7'8 per cent, of

bromine. If the mixture be left standing for twenty-five days
the product will contain the maximum of bromine, viz., about

16 per cent.

MANUFACTURE OF SODIUM (No. 14,739 of 1902).—T.
Ewan, The Cassel Gold Extracting Co., Limited, Maryhill,

Glasgow. Relates to the process of manufacturing sodium by
the electrolysis of fused sodium hydroxide, and consists in the

«mployment of a cell, in which a porous diaphragm of

sodium aluminate (NaoOAUOj) or alumina (Al^Oj), either

alone or mixed with each otiier, separates the electrolyte at

the cathode from that at the anode for the purpose of

preventing the water and oxygen evolved at the anode from
xecombining or reacting on the metal produced at the cathode.

This process is facilitated by passing a current of air or

other suitable gas through or over the electrolyte in the

anode compartment, the current assisting in the removal of

the water from the fused electrolyte surrounding the anode.

PADS OR BANDAGES SPECIALLY APPLICABLE FOR
CATAMENIAL PURPOSES (No. 15,380 of 1902).—C. Blair, 1,

School Lane, Peuwortham Hill, Preston. A pad for the above
purpose comprises a core, and a cover movable thereon and
removable tlierefrom. The core consists of a long tubular

piece, having loops at citlier end to facilitate attachment to

suspenders or tapes for holding it in position, filled or stuffed

•with fibrous material or other suitable material which has
undergone a preliminary bleaching and been rendered
antiseptic. The cover is made for the greater part of

bandage cloth or similar material, also bleached and rendered
antiseptic, having a liole through which the core is slipped.

Between the cover and the core is a layer of non-absorbent

* These abridgments o{ new patent applications and paiticnlars of new
applications for trade marks have been specially compiled from official

sources, for the Pharmaceutical Journal, by Mr. Reginald W. Barker, agent
for procuring patents and registering trade marks and designs, b6, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.G., from whom any information on the subjects may be
obtained. Mr. Barkei' will also send copies of his ' Trade Mark Notes ' and
' Patent Notes for Inventors ' free on application,

cotton. In use the covers are removed as they become
saturated, and replaced by others, one core sufficing for

several covers. Said pad or bandage is also applicable for

styptic or other surgical purposes.

INSTRUMENT FOR AURAL AND NASAL ILLUMINATION
AND EXAMINATION (No. 7,126 of 1903).—F. N. Davidson,
140, Great Portland Street, W. Consists of a tube with an
opening cut therein, and under the hole so formed, and at a
suitable angle for reflecting the light parallel to the axis

of the tube, a silvered glass reflector is placed. In the

front end and at the back of the reflector a magnifying lens

of suitable curvature to give a focus at the end of the

speculum, is fixed in a movable mount fitted to slide into the
aforesaid tube. The other end of the tube is continued down
to a taper shape to go into separate specula. The reflector

has a hole bored through same concentric with the axis of

the tube, enabling a clear view to be obtained through the
tube down the speculum. The light entering the tube at the

opening is reflected down fame by the reflector through the

speculum to the parts to be examined, the image of which is

magnified by the lens. The interiors of the instrument and
specula are dead blacked to prevent cross reflections.

Note,—Opposition to the grant of any of the above-mentioned Patents
must be filed at the Patent Office on or before July 27, 1903.

New Trade Mark Applications.

" IRALIA." for chemical substances used in manufactured,

bv Chint, Naef and Co., Usine de la Queue d'Arve. Geneva,
Switzerland. 254,716.

" SALAMAC," for chemical substances used in manufactures,

etc. bv Brunner. Mond and Co., Ltd.. Winnington. North-
wich. "254,768.

"turpene" (" Turp " disclaimed), for cnemical substances

used for agricultural, etc., purposes; and perfumery, toilet

articles, etc., by Tvson, Richmond and Jones. 4, Blackstock

Street, Liverpool. "254,611-12.

(Signature) " c. DE KONING TILLY," for a medicine for

human use, by C. de Koiiiiig Tilly, Achterstraat 13, Haar-
lem, Holland. 252,601.

"tubaCIDE" label ("Tuba" disclaimed), for a medicine
for human use, by W. Watt, M.P.S., 44, Three Colt Street,

Limeliouse, E. 254,417.

"SOLUBES," for chemical sub.s^tances, prepared for use

medicine and pharmacv. bv W. H. Martiudale, 10, New
Cavendish .Street, W. "254,730.

" ARMADILLO " and device, for philosophical instruments,

scientific instruments, etc., bv Pathe Freres (London), Ltd.,

4, Dean Street, High Holborii, W.C. 254,895.

"luxona" ("Luxon" disclaimed), for substances used as

food, etc., by F. W. Hamjishire, 2, Wood Street, Derby.
253,719.

" RUSMAK," for a. toilet preparation, by B. G. OmmaTiney,
8, Cadogan Court Gardens, S.W. 252,675.

"BLACKJACK" (254,324), "frutol" (•' Frait " dis-

ckiimed) (254,325), and ''RUBBO" ("Rub" disclaimed)

(254,327), for perfumery, etc., by Lever Bros., Ltd., Port
Sunlight, Cheshire.

Device of a girl lying on the edge of a pond gazing at lier

reflection in the water, for perfumery, etc., by G. Boehm,
38, Moreland Street, Goswell Road, E.G. 253,610.

Arch device, for perfumery, etc., by the Patent Borax Com-
pany, Ltd., 194 and 196, Ledsiam Street, Ladywood, Birming-
ham. 254,552.

" GLORIDIA." for jierfumery, etc., by Viiiolia Company,
Ltd., Maiden Crescent, N.W. 254,559.

"iLYL," for perfumery, etc., by H. W. Scurr and A. F.

Stirling. 5, William Street, Willmingham Square, W.C.
254,639.

Note.—Opposition to the registration of any of the above-mentioned
Trade Marks must be filed at the Patent Office on or before July 24, 1903.
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MARKET REPORT.

London, Thursday, June 25, 1903.

Business generally continues in a deplorable- condition, and
Nothing doing " is the general complaint. Quinine has betii

reduced by the makers Id. iier oz. for foreign vSulphate, other-

wise there are practically no changes to record, either in an
upward or downward direction. The results of to-day's Drug
auctions are a pretty fair index of the state of things in the

Drug trade. We give below some quotations, which must,
however, in the labsence of actual business in many cases, be

regarded as being more or less nominal.
ACID CARBOLIC—Quiet, but steady, on basis of S^d. per lb.

for the 34°-35° C. ice crystal for quantity and large bulk pack-
ing.

ACID CITRIC—Quiet and weaker at Is. Id. to Is. l^d. per lb.,

according to quantity, holder, and brand, for crystals in 5-cwt.

casks.

ACID TARTARIC—Quiet and lower at Is. l^d. to Is. l^d. per
lb. for English on the spot, and Is. l|d. per lb. for foreign.

AMMONIUM SULPHATE—Dull at £12 15s. to £12 17s. 6d.

for grey 24 per cent. London prompt.
BROMIDES—Are steady and unclianged at Is. ll^d. per lb.

for Potassii bromid., 2s. 2^d. for Sodii bromid., and 2s. 3d.

for Ammon. bromide. Bromine is also unchanged at 2s. Id.

to 2s. 3d. per lb., in 60 lb. cases.

CAFFEINE—Is still quoted 10s. 9d. per lb., and 7s. 6d. per

!b. for the Citrate, B.P.
CAMPHOR.—Crude is dearer. Japan has been sold at

162s. 6d. to 163s. 6d. per piciil c.i.f. for June-July shipment.

English Refined is unchanged at 2s. 3d. per lb. for Bells,

2s. 2d. for Flowers, and 2s. 4d. per lb. upwards for Tablets,

jiccording to size.

CINCHONA BARK.—At these auctions, the fiith of the

series, held in Amsterdam on the 18th inst., the record quan-

tity of 11,446 pa-ckages was catalogued, as compared with

4,904 packages at the previous sale, and 6,291 packages at the

•corresponding auctions a year ago. A good demand prevailed

considering the quantity offered, and only about 16 per cent,

was bought in—viz., 7,600 kilos out of 47,"400 kilos ottered, the

contents of Sulphate of Quinine. Prices, however, established

a further decline of about 15 per cent., the average unit of the

•sale being 6"20 cents, as compared with 7-25 at the May sales,

and 7 25 cents at the corresponding sale a year ago. This
result is equivalent to l^d. London parity.

COCAINE—Is very firm at 17s. to 17s. 6d. per oz. for the
Hydrochlorate in 25-oz. tins, the lower figure being for 200-oz.

lots.

COD LIVER OIL.—The best new non-freezing Norwegian
Oil is still quoted 500s. per barrel, in tin-lined barrels of 25
gallons, but business in the article is very restricted.

CODEINE—Steady at 10s. per oz. for the pure Alkaloid.

CREAM OF TARTAR.—FLcst white crystals are quoted 86s. 6d.

to 87s. 6d. per ewt. on the .spot, and 90s. 6d. to 91s. 6d. for 98
per cent. B.P. quality.

GLYCERIN—Steady and unchanged at £67 per ton for

5 ton lots of best white double-distilled, chemically -pure

I 1,260 SG quality, in tins -snd cases.

IODIDES.—The Convention prices are unchanged at 8s. yd.

per lb. for Potassii iodid., 9s. lOd. for JSodii iodid., 12s. 6d.

per lb. for Ammon. iodid., lOs. for Iodine resubl., and lis. 8d.

per lb. for Iodoform cryst.
,
pulv. , and precip. The commercial

quality of Iodine is also unchanged at 6d. per oz.

MENTHOL—^Is still quoted 25s. to 25s. 6d. per lb. for Ko-
bayashi, and 24.s. per lb. for other brand not so much in favour.

MORPHINE— Quiet, but steady, at 4s. 4d. to 4s. 6d. per oz.,

according to quantity and packing for the Hydrochlorate Powder
and 2d. per oz. more for the Crystalline Salt.

OILS (FIXED) AND SPIRITS.—Linseed Oil opened dull and
about 5s. lower, closing, however, rather .steadier. London
spot pipes £22 to £22 5s., barrels £22 10s., month £22 10s.,

July-Aug.- £22, Sept.-Dec. £21 2s. 6d., .Jan.-April £20 15s.

paid. Hull naked spot £21 10s., July. -Aug. £21 2s. 6d.,

Sept.-Dec. £20. Rape Oil quiet. Ordinary Brown on the

spot and to the end of the year £22 10s. to '£22 15s. English

Refined spot £24 10s. Eavison spot £20 10s. to £20 15s.

Cotton Oil steady: London Crude spot £21 10s., July. -Aug.

£21 10s. Refined spot £23 to £24. Hull naked Refined spot

£20 17s. 6d. July-Aug. £20 12s. 6d., Nov. -April £19. Crude

£19 15s. Olive Oil: Mogador £31 10s., to £33, Spanish
£52. iLevant £31 10s. to £33. Cocoanut Oil firm: Ceylon
spot £25 5s.. June-July £23 to £23 5s. c.i.f., July-Aug. and
Aug.-Oct. £23 to £23 5s. c.i.f. Cochin spot nominally £33,
Aug.-Oct. £25 5s. c.i.f., Oct.-Dec. £25 5s. c.i.f. Palm Oil :

Lagos on the spot £27 Castor Oil steady: Belgian, July.-

Dec. delivery—Ists, £20; 2nds, £17 10s. Barrels free, ex-

wharf, London, 2^ per cent, discount. Hull Made (Prompt
delivery or up to April)—Ists, £20 per ton; 2nds, Sept. -April

delivery, £18 per ton. Barrels included, delivered free, ex-

wharf, London, less 2^ per cent. Lubricating Oil : Pale
American spot quoted £8 15s. to £10, Black £8 10s. to

£9 10s. Russian Black £5 15s. to £6, pale £7 7s. 6d. to

£8 2s. 6d. Turpentine firm : American .spot 37s. 6d. to

37s. 7^., July-Aug. 37s. 3d., Sept.-Dec. 37s. to 37s. 3d.,

Jan.-April 37s. 9d. to 38s. Petroleum Oil fii-m and ^d. dearer
for Russian. Spot quoted 4^d. to 4^d. Amei-ican un-
clianged; spot 5|d. to 5|d. Water White 7|d. to 7|d.

Roumanian spot 5^d. Petroleum Spirit: Ordinary 6d. to 7d.,

Deodorised 7|d. to 8^d.

PHENACETIN—Quiet at 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d. per lb. for both
powder and crystals for quantity and bulk paper packing.
QUICKSILVER—Is unchange"d at £8 12s. 6d. i>er bottle from

the importer.

QUININE.—Makers of the favourite B&S and Bi-unswick
brands reduced their price Id. per oz. for the Sulphate to
Ir.. per oz. for 1,000 oz. lots in 100-oz. tins, while in the
speculative market there are sellers at lO^d. and buyers at
lO^d. per oz. Howards reduced their price for the Sulphate
in 100 oz. tins to Is. 2d., and in 1 oz. vials to Is. 4d. per oz.

SANTONIN—Is very firm at 22s. to 23s. per lb., according
to quantity, the cheaper price being for 2 cwt. lots in one
delivery.

SPICES.—Ginger : Of 466 packages Cochin only 62 sold,

medium and small washed rough at 35s. Of Jamaica YtiY

barrels offered, and about half sold, good bold bright plump
at 62s. to 65s., fair bright ditto at 63s. 6d. to 59s. 6d., middling
at 46s. to 52s., ordinary at 41s. 6d. to 43s. 6d. Cloves : 4 cases

Penang bought in, good bold picked at lOd. Black Pepper:
20 bags Singapore sold at 6d., and 216 bags" Tellicherry at 6d.

to 6^d. White Pepper: Singapore bought in at 9|d. to xO^d.,

and Siam at 9|d. to lOd. Chillies : 43 bales Japan bought in

at 42s. Capsicums : 40 bundles Bombay good bright cherries

off-stalk taken out at 25s. Cinnamon : Only 15 bags sold,

cuttings at 7d., quillings and featherings at 5^d. to 6d. Mace:
50 packages West Indian sold, fair to good pale at 2s, to 2s. 4d.,

fair pale and reddish at Is. lOd. to Is. lid. Pimento : 113

bags sold at 2id.
SULPHONAL—Is very quiet at unchanged prices.

Thursday's Drug Sales.

To-day's Drug auctions comprised eighteen catalogues, tlie

sale Ijeing one of the principal monthly ones. On the whole,
matters passed off extremely quiet, very many of the lots

failing t-o find buyers. Cardamoms were in very large supply,
about 700 ca.ses being offered ; those that were sold realised
again lower prices, showing a reduction in value, on the average,
of about 3d. per lb. Asafetida : About 180 packages were
offered, part without reserve

;
good quality sold cheaply at

75s. per cwt., the lots offered without reserve being chiefly

rubbish, only fetching 5s. per lb. Aloes : Good Cape sold at
47s. to 48s. per cwt., and drossy and soft at from 35s. to 40s.,

which .shows a decided advance in value. Capey CuraQoa sold
at 20s. 6d., other grades being unsaleable. Buchu Leaves :

Green rounds were cheaper at lO^d. per lb. Calumba Root

:

262 bales fair natural sorts sold wit"hout res>erve at lis. 3d.
to 12s. per c-wt. Gamboge : Broken Saigon sold at £7 15s.

per cwt. Gentian : Ro<jt : 10 bales sold at 18s. per cwt.
Ipecixcuanha : A few bales Rio sold at 5s. 6d. to 5s. 9d. per lb. ;

3 bales Carthagena at 4s. Id. Jalap : 69 bags sold at 4d. to

4id. per lb., the cheaper price being paid for slightly mouldy
tubers. HGH Oil Peppermint : 20 cases offered without reserve
sold at 12s. 3d. to 12s. 6d. Rhubarb : Good flat high dri&d
sold at 8d. jyer lb. medium round Canton at Is. Id. to Is. 2d.

( Areca Nuts were in better supply, and were held for 14s. to

i
15s. per cwt. The greater part of th« other offerings had
sunply to be bought in, there being practically no bids.
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REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
INTOHMATION required by readers will be published in this column as

early as possible, but the Editor cannot undertake to reply by post,
even though stamped addressed envelopes accompany the queries.
Replies will, in all cases, be referred to the sender's initials, and the
registered number added in each instance should be quoted in any
subsequent communication on the same subject. When formules
are given without definite weights and measures, it should be
understood that the solids are to be weighed and liquids measured.
Plants for recognition should be addressed to the " Curator,
17, Bloomsbury Square, London, 'W.C.," accompanied by a stamped,
directed envelope for reply. No notice can be taken of anonymous
communications.

Acokanthera (H. C—91/3).— The article appeared in the P.J'
of July 15, 1893, page 41.

Medicine Stamps (H. W. P.—90/31).—Both the labels are
now clearly liable to duty.

Receipt of Letters (C. J. C. G.—90/34).—Read the " Notices
to Correspondents," which are printed on this page.

New Remedies (J. E.—90/24).—The second book you mention
is the better for reference. Both are written in French.

Fetid Perspiration (F. H. R.— 90/26).—You will find the boric
acid more effectual if used alone or mixed with starch. Try the
ointment of carbolic acid.

Uranium Intensifier (S. E. D.—90/29).—You will find what
yoa require in the P.J. Inset for April 18 last, where a number
of selected photographic formulse were published.

Discoverer of Dulcamara (C. E. B.—91/1)—It is impossible
to say. The plant was used in medicine as early as the
thirteenth century, and it was doubtless well known long
before that time.

Malted Food (A. R.—90/4).—In addition to the various
malted foods mentioned last week (p. 852), the products manu-
factured by Cheltine Foods, Ltd., would doubtless answer your
purpose. Write for particulars to the Cheltine Works,
Cheltenham.

Cream of Tartar Substitute (J. E.—90/22) —The following
substances are used for the purpose, with the addition of about
10 per cent, of rice flour or potato starch :—Calcium mono-
phosphate, potassium acid sulphate, or mixtures of ammonia and
calcium acid phosphates, in varying proportions.

Plant Analysis (J. H. C—90/33).—Greenish's translation of

Dragendorff's work was published by Messrs. Bailliere, Tindall
and Cox, at 7s. 6d. You should be able to procure a second-hand
copy from Mr. H. Kimpton, 13, Furnival Street, London, E.C.,

or by advertising in the P.J. Exchange Column.

Deaf and Dumb Institutions (J. S. W.—90/27).— Royal
Asylum for Deaf and Dumb Poor, 93, Cannon Street, London,
E.C.

; Royal Association in Aid of Deaf and Dumb, 419, Oxford
Street, London, W. ; Association for the Oral Instruction of the
Deaf and Dumb, 11, Fitzroy Square, London ; British Asylum
for Deaf and Dumb Females, 5, Bloomsbury Square, London.

Mist. Bismuthi Comp. (W. W. C—90/23).—Dissolve morphine
hydrochloride, 8 gr., in distilled water, 4 fl. dr., and add com-
pound tincture of cardamoms, 3 fl. oz. ; chloroform, 70 minims

;

liquid extract of nux vomica, 135 minims ; diluted hydrocyanic
acid, 320 minims. Mix thoroughly, then add concer tr i.ted

solution of bismuth, B.P.C., 15 fl. oz., and sufficient d sti led

water to produce one pint. Dose, 20 to 30 minims.

Storm Glass (A. F.—91/2).—Dissolve camphor, 150 gr., in
rectified spirit, 6 fl. dr., then add potassium nitrate and am no-
nium chloride, each 38 gr., dissolved in distilled water, 9 fl. dr.

Keep in a long glass tube or bottle, the opening of which is

closed with bladder or parchment, pierced with a small hole to
admit air. The changes in appearance are supposed to indicate
changes of weather, but the indications cannot be relied upon

Remedies for Dandruff (J. E.—90/23).— (1) The presence of
borax renders salicylic acid more soluble in water. (2) Chinosol
is precipitated by alkalies ; a solution containing 15 gr in
20 fl. oz. is said to be equal to phenol solution (1 in 40) as an
antiseptic. (3) Try the following :—Potassium carbonate,
60 gr.

;
solution of potash, 2 fl. dr. ; tincture of cinchona,

1 fl. oz. ; eau de Cologne, 1 fl. oz. ; water to 8 fl. oz.

Liquor Bromo-Chloral Comp. (E. T. W.—90/32).—Mir
chloral hydrate, 1,600 gr. ; tincture of Indian hemp, 400
minims

; tincture of fresh orange-peel, 400 minims
; juice of

henbane, 1,600 minims
;

syrup, 3 75 fl. oz. ; and liquid
extract of liquorice, 0 5 fl. oz. Next add a solution of
potassium bromide, 1,600 gr., in distilled water, 7 fl. oz.»
then filter the mixture, and wash the filter with suffi-^

cient distilled water to produce one pint. Always shake the
preparation before dispensing. Dose, half to 2 fl, dr.

InformatioM Wanted.
Sandrow's Gout and Rheumatic Mixture (J. D. M —90/30).—Address of proprietors wanted.

BIRTH.
Kemp.—On June 21, at 135, Great Dover Street, London,

S.E., the wife of Leonard John Kemp, M.P.S., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
Neilson—Adam.—On June 24, 1903, by the Rev. Alexander

Kirkland, of Kent Road U.F. Church, at the Grand Hotel,
Charing Cross, Glasgow, William Buchanan Neilson to Margaret
Jamieson, elder daughter of Thomas Adam, Chemist.

DEATHS.
Burton.—On June 15, at Sandhurst, Arnside, Matthew-

Burton, Chemist and Druggist, formerly of Kendal. Aged 65.

Mr. Burton commenced business at Heywood, and subsequently
removed to Kendal, where he carried on a successful business
for nearly forty years. On his retirement in July, 1900, he was
succeeded in the business by Mr. Hope. Mr. Burton was »
member of the Arnside Parish Council, and a warden of the
Parish Church.

Hodges.—On June 10, William Hodges, Chemist and Druj^-
gist, Bristol. Aged 86.

Knight.—On June 21, William Knight, Chemist and
Druggist, Hinckley. Aged SO.

Owbridge.—On June 22, Walter Tom Owbridge, Chemist and
Druggist, Hull. Aged 59. Mr. Owbridge, who had been a
member of the Pharmaceutical Society since 1899, was the pro-
prietor of Owbridge's Lung Tonic. He commenced business in

Hull as a chemist and druggist, in Porter Street, where he
began to make the lung tonic which has now become
so familiar to the public, owing to extensive and successful

advertising. Some time ago the business was formed into a
private limited liability company, in which he had associated

with him Mr. Percy Owbridge and his son-in-law, Mr. Leonard.
In 1896 he was elected to the office of Sheriff of Hull.

Smith.—On June 19, Harry George Smith, Chemist and
Druggist, Downham. Aged 47.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

An COMMONICATIONS FOR THE ' PHARMACEtTTICAI. JoDRNAL ' mUSt be
addressed to the Editor, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., and, if

intended for publication in the current week's issue, should reach the
Office not later than Wednesday, though news can be received as late as
Thursday, if specially arranged for. Instructions from Members of
the Pharmaceutical Society, with reference to the transmission of the
Journal, must be sent to the Secretary, 17, Bloomsbury Square, Londoiir
W.C. Advertisements and Orders for copies of the Journal must be
addressed to the Publishers, ' Pharmaceutical Journal ' Office, 8, Serle

Street, Lincoln's Inn, London.

tiBTTERS, NEWSPAPERS, QUERIES, and othar COM-
MUNICATIONS have been received from Messrs. Baker,
Bennett, Bott, Britton, Clayton, Craven, Crisp, Croom, Cummings.Devereux,
Dowdy, EJlimore, Ellis, Fawcett, Fentiman, Pinlayson, Flood, Harrison,
Harmer, Heap, Hill, Keen, Kemp, Kirkby, Lucas, Morgan, Moss, Noyes,
Patrick, Pitman, Pollard, Ruoff, Sandy, Simpson, Smith, Turner, Wallis,

Watson, Wood.
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PERCENTAGES v, PRICES
Quotations and specifications for
Cod Liver Oil Emulsions are

INCOMPLETE
unless the actual percentage of
Cod Liver Oil be clearly and re-

sponsibly stated.

W. KEMP & SON'S

EMULSION
OF

Cod Liver Oil
Is exactly 50 per cent.

Each fluid ounce contains:

—

Finest Cod Liver Oil, i oz.
Hypopbosphlte of Calcium, 3 grains.

,, £odium, 2 ,,

(Testing 50 per cent. Cod Liver Oil.)

APENTA'
HUNGARIAN APERIENT WATER

mm
Per Case.

25 Large Bottles ... 20'-

50 Small „ ... 32/6

100 Quarter „ ... 32/6

5per cent. Discount upon Orders for 10 Cases

FILMS CELLULOIP.

Carriage Paid
to anij Hallway
Station in the

United Kingdom.

PAYLIQHT CARTRIPCES

fo. ALL CAnCRAS.

At^d PfRiMTir\a r/\F>E:«s,

TERMS :—

Six Months' Credit from Date of t

Invoice, Net Cash.

W. KEMP & SON
HORNCASTLE.

I

The APOLLINARIS COMPANY
Bromides,

LIMITED,

4, Stratford Place, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W. 5
Wellif?fror» ii Ward,

Cl&free. Her)'a«

CADBURY'Sj idris |€Dan$ Sons
COCOA

iBSOLUTELY PORE, therefore BEST
ROYAL

CADBURY'S Cocoa, on the testimony of

the Lancet, "represents the standard
of highest purity." It is entirely free from
all foreign substances, such as Kola, Malt,

Hops, &c., nor is alkali used to darken the

colour (and so deceive the eye).

CADBURY'S Cocoa is very easily

digested ; it imparts new life and vigour
to those of delicate constitution, and can
be safely and beneficially taken by the
robust and delicate alike. For Children
it is an ideal beverage, promoting healthy
growth and development in a remarkable
degree.

Insist on having Cadbury's (sold only in

Packets and Tins), as other Cocoas are often

substituted for the sake of extra profit.

MINERAL
WATERS

CescDer^Webb

IDRIS & CO., Ltd.

Camden Town, N.W.

:

Branches :—
Liverpool, Southampton J

& Canterbury. i

LIMITED

LIVERPOOL and LONDON.

Drugs, Chemicals and

Pharmaceutical Preparations.

DRUQGISTS' SUNDRIES

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Patent Medicines & Proprietary Articles.

SHOP FIXTURES, SHOW CASE5, &c.

PHOTOGRAPHIC REQUISITES.

For Table of Coatents, see page 3. For Index to Advertisements see page 6.
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Must always stand second ^-J the question of satisfaction. Satisfy your customer first

and profit by his continuous patronage. Here are some lines which have assisted some
thousands of chemists to achieve this end—they can also assist you in the attainment

of success !

Cox*s

Compressed

Cablets^

The B. & C. D., in

speaking of our Com-

pressed Tablets, says

:

" Among the very

best of their kind."

Though only quite

recently introduced

we have received re-

peat orders from all

parts, proving them

to be a very saleable

line and a safe item

to stock.

Backacbe

and Kidnep

pnis.

No. 821

OVOID, CELATINE-

C0ATE9.

Contain Uvae, Ursi,

Buchu, &c.

40 in T.W. Box, well

labelled and wrapped.

Your own name and

address on label.

3 doz. at 3/9 per doz.

Compressed

Denttfrlce

Cablets*

These Tablets are

made for producing

an antiseptic, aro-

matic Dentifrice by

simply dissolving one

or two in water.

Contain Salol and

other antiseptics,
and are delicately

flavoured and per-

fumed.

Packed in bottles of

50, attractively put up,

with chemist's name
and address on label.

6/- per doz., or

3 doz. at 5/6.

All carriage paid.

We are makers of pearl, gelatine and sugar-coated pills, sugar-coated tablets, and
tablets for preparing antiseptic solutions.

iPRICE LIST & SAMPLES FREE ON APPLICATION—a postcard will bring them.

Telegrams: "Cox, Bkighton." Telephone : 05895.
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Chemical Society, 859.

Deaths, etc., 863.
^

Edinbargh Chemists', Assistants', and Apprentices'
Association, 858.

Editobial Comments (853-855) :—
B.P. Conference Progiamm.
Glasgow Prosecutions, The.
Hartlepools and District Chemists' Association.
Liability to Medicine Stamp Duty.
National Physique, The.
Pharmacopoeia Imperfecta.
School of Pharmacy Prize Distribution,
The Session's Work.

Hartlepools and District Chemists' Association, 857.
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, 847.
Kino Enzyme, Note on (Hooper), 840.

Leg.u. Intelligence (848-850) :

—

Food and Drags Acts.

Medicine Stamp Duty Acts.
Pharmacy Act, 1868.
Pharmacy and Debtors Acts.

Letters to the Editor (851-852) :—
Liability to Medicine Stamp Duty (.\tkinson), ;

Prescribing Chemists (Pentiman) ; Methylated
Soap Liniment Case (Lorimer) (Attfield) ; The
Pharmacy Bill and Doctor's Dispensei-s (" Dis-
penser ")

; Convolvulus Sepium (Sage); Malted
Food for Infants (Brown) (Thompson) (Mac-
adam) (Spenceri.

Market Report, 865.

News, Miscellaneous. 861.
North-East London, Meeting of Chemists of, 858.
Parliament Notes in, 860.
Patents and Trade Marks, 864.
Personalities, Business Changes, etc., 863.
Pharmacy and the Allied Sciences, 839.

.

Phabmacectical Society of Great Beitain :

—

Jacob Bell's and Manchester Scholarships Ex-
amination Questions, 856.

Pharmacy Acts Amendment Bill (Briti)h Journal of
Photographii), 842.

Pharmacy Bill, The Opposition to the, 852.

Pilula Ferri, B.P. (Lucas and Stevens), 841.

Plymouth, Devonport, Stonehouse and District-

Chemists' Association, 858.

Poisoning Cases and Inquests, 846.

Replies to Correspondents, 866.

Reviews and Notices of Backs, 845.

Sheffield Pharmaceutical and Chemical Society, 860.

Stockport Chemists' Association, 858.

Trade Notes, 863.
Vegetable Powders and their Diagnostic Characters
(Greenish & Collin), 843.

West Ham and District Chemists' Association, 85ft

Ttlegranis:

" Martindale,

Chemist, London.'W. MARTINDALE Telephone '

1797 Paddington.

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT CHEMIST
Telegrams: "MARTINDALE, CHEMIST, LONDON." Telephone: 1797 PADDINGTON.

IjIST (88 pages revised), post free.

We supply the Trade with Chemicals, Drugs, Galenicals, and Surgeons' and General
^^(.Sundries at moderate prices. Quotations per return post.

West-End Depot for PARKE, DAVIS Si Co.'s SPECIALTIES.

10, NEW CaVeNDISH STREET^ LONDON, W.

SAVORY & MOORE'S

Nutrient Food
(SJclitore:)

An entirely new and Highly Nutritious Food for Invalids,

Convalescents and Delicate People. Scientifically pre-
pared to meet the requirements of those experiencing
digestive difficulties or unable to assimilate ordinary

nourishment without discomfort.

I^I?.ICE 1/6

Manufactured only by

SAVORY & MOORE, Limited
Chemists to the King,

143, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON.
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By Prof. H. G. GREENISH, F.I.C., F.L.S.,

Professor of Pharmaceutics to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain;

Author of " An Introduction to the Study of Materia Medica."

ITHE MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION
OP

FOODS and DRUGS
A Practical Introduction to the Methods adopted in the Microscopical

Examination of Foods and Drugs, in the Entire, Crushed, and Powdered States.

With 128 Illustrations. 10s. 6di. aet.

London : J. & A. CHURCHILL, 7, Great Marlborough Street.

SQXJXRCI'S

PHARMACOPffilAS of the LONDON HOSPITALS

Seventh Edition, 1900. Price 8/-.

Since the publication of the Sixth Edition, twenty-one of the Hospitals have

printed new editions.

J. & A. CHURCHILL, 7, Great Marlborough Street, W.

Pbarmaceuttcal Journal Reprint.

With Porteaits and Illustrations.

THE DISCOVERY OF OXYGEN
AND ITS IMMEDIATE RESULTS,

INCLUDING THE

Overthrow of the Phlogiston Theory.
" A Scholarly Account of the Investigations of PRIESTLEY, SCHEELE5

CAVENDISH, and LAVOISIER."—American Journal of Pharmacy.

Metric System Conversion Tables
Indispensable to Chemists & Medical Practitioners

Based on the Board of Trade Standards.

1/6 net (post free).

1/- post free.] Recently Published. [1/- post free

With Portrait and Illustrations.

The PLOUGH COURT PHARMACY
A record of a period having an important bearing on

the early history of Chemists and Druggists.
1/- net (post free).

London : rHAEMACEUTicAi, JouENAL OfiBce, 8, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, W.O,

FERD ANTHONY HORLE & CO.
8, 5t. John's Lane, LONDON, EX.
Telephone

:

535 Holborn.

J^lbums
FOR AlVIATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

THe "GREEN" Series

Cheapest in the Market

Enamel and Bristol

Boards for Photo
Mounts.

White and Coloured

'*^*Blocki'nK
PHOTO BOXES, with louse leaves for .<lippi,i.j in m,,uiif,:J phol„,ii„phs.

Largest London Stocks. Cardboard Works—BERLIN and DRESDEN.

GENERAL 5, Mandeville Place,
Manchester Square,

Established 1862, at Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,
Thoroughly experienced Hospital-trained NURSES

supplied at a NilRQIMO being resident
moment's notice, 11 U II O I ll U in the Home,

Also specially-trained NlfRSES for Mental and Nerve Cases,
Worked under the system of Co-operation,

Apply to the
SuPIiRINTENDENT.

Telegrams : " Nutrix. London."

w.

INSTITUTE
Telephone, Paddington 55.

SUTTIE'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL, Ltd.
BEDFORD PLACE, BLOOMSBURY SQ., W.C.

50 Bedrooms. Electric Light. Quiet. Central.
Apartments, including Service, 2/- to 3/- each.

Breakfast, 1/3 to 2/-, 7 to 10 a.m. Liuncta, Two Courses, 1/6, 1 to 2 p.m.
Teas, any time, 1/3 to 2/-. Dinner, 6.30 to 7.30 p.m,,- 2/6.

Telegrams—" Proprics," London. W. W, SUTTIE, Manatjer

Telephone—250 P.O. Central. Tariff and Guide to London on application.

MEAK THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

Hart Street, Bioomsbury Square, LONDON.
OPPOSITE THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

Great Russell Street, LONDON
fbese Hotels have Pasaenger Lifts, Electric Light thronghont. Heated
tbrou^ont. Bathrooms on every Floor, Spacious Dining, Drawing

Writing, Beading and Smoking Rooms.
Flrepioof Floors. Perfect Sanitation. Telephone. Night Porter.

The Klngrsley Hotel has a g:ood Billiard Room.
Bedrooms from 2/6 to 5/6. FuU Tariff and Testimonials on applicatiaik

XUtO Um>gB THB SAMZ MANAGEMENT.

1, Montague Street, Russell Square, LONDON.
This TnoKaAVOX Hozxi. adjoins the British Museum, and is ezceptionally

quiet and economical.
Bedrooms irom 2/- to 3/6 per night. Full Tariff& Testimonials on application.

Telegraphic Addresses

:

E3ngilB7 Hotel, Thackeray Hotel, Esmond Hotel,
^

Ba^^oAllMiKlon.'* " Thackeray, London." . " Truslove, London.

\
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PDarmaceutical Socictp of 6rcat Britain

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscription payable by Members—One Guinea.

Subscription payable by Student-Associates

—

Half-a-Guinea.

Life Subscription (Mernbers)—Ten Guineas.

Members who have allowed their subscriptions

to lapse may be restored on paying the current

year's subscription. No fine is enforced.

Subscriptions should be remitted by Post Office

Order, Postal Orders, or Cheque, direct to

The Secretary,

17, Bloomsbury Square,

or may be paid at the Offices in London or in

Edinburgh.

THE BENEVOLENT FUND

For the relief of necessitous Chemists and the

Widows or Orphan Children of such persons.

In the payment of annuities and in granting assis-

tance to applicants who are in temporary distress, the

annual record shows

AN EXPENDITURE EXCEEDING £2,850

PER ANNUM.

The income from annual subscriptions is, hov ever,

less than ^'1,700.

Every registered person is interested in this Fund
—the benefits of which are exclusively applicable to

Chemists—and is earnestly invited to ensure the

continued usefulness of the Fund by sending as

liberal a subscription as possible to

The Secretary,

17, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

The Success of a Soda Fountain

DEPENDS UPON THE QUALITY OF
THE FLAVOURS DISPENSED . . .

You cannot afford to use other than the best Flavours. If

your drinks are good enough you will not require the aid of a

tropical sun to drive in customers.

SEND FOR OUR PRICE I-.IST OE EIL.AYOURS.

Telegraphic Address: "CASCARA, LONDON.'

Telephone No.: 5940 BANK.Parl<:e, Davis & Co.,
Ill, Queen Victoria Street, London, EX.

DETROIT, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

WALKERVILLE, & MONTREAL, CANADA.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.
SIMLA (Punjab), INDIA.
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Advertisements, Terms for

Agencies
Allen & Hanburys
Apoliinaris Co
Assistants Wanted
Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp

Barber & Co
Barclay & Sons
Barker (R.) & Son . . .

.

Beeoham, T
Benger (F. B.) & Co
Brin's Oxygen Co
Burrough, J
Businesses for Disposal ..

Cadbury Brothers . . .

.

Canadian Druggist ..

Capilliphor, Ltd
Capsuloid Co
Charleston, J
Chinosol Co
Christy (T.) & Co
Churchill, J. & A
Cohen, I. & M
Cooper & Co
Cox (A. H.) & Co
Cudahy Packing Co
Curtis, Gardner & Co.

Curzon Bros

Toilet Soaps .

.

Apenta Water

14

Druggists' Sundries .

Crimson Ink

Sovereign Water Bath

Infants' Preservative .

Pills and Tooth Paste .

Benger's Food

Oxygen

Spirits of Wine, &c. .
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1
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8

Idris & Co

Jewsbury & Brown

Kay Brothers

Water Glass .

.

Glassware 8

Cameras, &c 7

Carnabyn 10

Photo Albums, &c. . . 4

Mineral Waters .

,

Mineral Waters .

.

Flycatcher, &c. .

.

Kemp (W.) & Son Emulsions

1

20

24

1

Kingsley Hotel 4

Kuhn, B Chinosol

Leeds College of Pharmacy
Leo & Co Compressed Drugs
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.

Lockyer, J. E Photographio Chemist

London College of Chemistry
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7
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3
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9
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25

28

26
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31Nelson Dale & Co Hipi

Nickson (G. & J.) & Co. . . Pepsine

Oppel (C.) & Co Friedrichshall Water

Orridge & Co Transfer Agency .

.

Parke, Davis & Co Wholesale Druggists

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain .

.

Raines & Co Photographic Printing, &c. 8

Robinson & Cleaver . . . . Pocket Handkerchiefs, &c. 24

Ross, Ltd Photographic Lenses, &c. 8

Sale and Exchange Column
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Terms of Subscription 22
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Townsend (J.) & Sons

Vinolia Co

Waller, Malvine & Co.

Wellington & Ward ..
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WooUey, Sons & Co Pharm. Preparations .. 10

Wright, Layman & Umney Wholesale Druggists

16

3

27

17

26

11

29

26

10
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Chemists' Printers . . 20

Dylissia Soaps, &c. . . 8

Photographic Chemicals 20

P.O.P., Pihns, &c. .. 1
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The
Hand Camera^

LONDON MADE

1903 NOVELTIES
Write for Lists and Discounts.

No. 1

No. 4 " Briton

No. 1 " Briton '

No. lA " Briton '

No. 2a " Briton '

No. 3a "Briton'

16/6
LONDON MADE

No. 2 " Briton 10/0

takes 6 plates, 3J by 2J
takes 12 plates, 3| by 2|
takes 6 plates, 4| by 3|
takes 12 plates, 4| by 3J

5/-
6/6
8/6

10/6

No. 2 " Briton " takes 6 plates, 4^ by 3J

No. 3 " Briton " takes 12 plates, 4i by 3

J

No. 4 " Briton " takes 12 plates, 4J by 3J

10/-

12/6

16/6

G. HOUGHTON & SON, Ltd., 88 & 89, HIGH HOLBOBN, W.C.

'9

For Limelight, Medical, Metallurgical, and otiier purposes.

OXYGEN of guaranteed purity supplied in Cylinders of ttie tiest British manufacture, and
complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations.

Public are Tespeotfolly informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the nndermentioned Companies (whether their

own 01 their onstomers') are labelled with their Trade Mark, This label goarantees the purity of the Qas, and is a further

ignarantee that the Cylinder has been tested and prored sound in every rcspeot by the Company which has filled it. CuBtomerg are

tequested to see that the Cylinders supplied to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
Regutertd Trade Uark

The works of the Companies are open during business hours to customers, who are at liberty to inspect the process of manufaoturing Oxygen, and ta

.witness their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

Prio« liists of Qasea, Cylinders, and all accessories can be obtained from the Companies' accredited agents, or will be sent post free on applioation.

BRIM'S OXYGEN COMPANY, tiimited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Works-69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTBB.
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley works, BIRMINGHAM.

Addvesses—

*L0CKYERSv1

i,-""''"'"""""' I

llliiini n.iiiiH

ij'J.E. lOCKVa 11
^ H'Muihiiiim

. rreiYN ST
'Kmm.

I

LOCKYEB'S HYDROQUINONB DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S METOL & HYDKOQUINONE DEVELOPER . . 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S EIKONOGEN & HYDROQUINONE DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S PYRO DEVELOPER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S TONER & FIXER 1/3 & 2/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S TONING BATH 4icl. each ; in 1-doz. boxes, 4/- per dozen.

LOCKYER'S " EXPORT " TONING (in Dry Form) .. .. 1/- per case.

LOCKYER'S PROTECTIVE VARNISH (for negatives), matt or black 6d, & 1/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S INTENSIFIER (Mercury or Uranium) for weak negatives 1/- per bottle.

LOCKYER'S COMPRESSED PELLETS PYROGALLIC ACID (1 gr. ea.) 6d. & 1/- per bot.

LOCKYER'S CONCENTRATED TONING SOLUTION .. .. 2/- pep bottle,

LOCKYER'S " SPECIAL " SULPHITE OF SODA (J-lb, bottles) 8d. per bottle.

LOCKYER'S PYROGALLIC ACID IN CRYSTAL .... 1/- per oz,

J. E. LOCKYER, Wholesale Clieiiiist,^*'SK;s.E.

LOCKYERS

PH OTO j

MOUNTEB
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THE PRESENT PRICE OP

EWEN'S LARD
lOd. pep lb.

lid.
Plain

Benzoated
if purchased DIRECT.

EWEN'S LARD is Uie ONLY LARD that is made exclusive>y for

Pharmaceutical and Perfumery preparations, and ia the

BEST AND MOST RELIABLE
GUARANTEED B.P. LARD ON THE MABKET.

5, Hatfield Street, Blackfrtars, LONDON, S.E.

Benger Pood
FOR INFANTS, INVALIDS, AND THE AGED.
This food is very extensively advertised

at home and abroad, and has a large sale
wherever introduced.

Directions for use in English, French, German, Italian, and
Spanish are enclosed with all tins ordered for export.

Wholesale oj all Wholesale Houses, MtrehanU and Shipperi, or of

F. B. BENGER & CO., Limited,
Otter Works, MANCHESTER.

Photographic Works

:

EALING, LONDON, W.
give Bpeolal attention to the requirements of Chemists in

Raines & Co.

Developing, Printing & Enlarging

LOW PRICES

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS

PROMPT DELIVERY

The PharmcKeutical Journal eajs :

—

"The Chemist should certainly
bo prepared to ' do the rest '—not,
however, himself, but by utilising

the help of one or other of the
trade enlargers and printers. . . .

Before deciding to place one's
business with any one such firm

a few enquiries shoulu be made, as not only do the prices vary, but

—

what is of equal importance—so does the promptitude with which
they execute orders."
Our 40pp. Illustrated Catalogue Kill be sent free upon application.

Telegrams: " Raines, EALiNr.." Telephone—64 Ealing. .

EWALD HILDEBRANDT
GLASS WORKS

GOTHA, GERMANY
Clinical Thermometers in every variety

and most accurately graduated
"HEIilOS" ARTIFICIAL EYES

OF THE BEST MAKE.

CHEMICAL, BATH, ROOm and WINDOW
THERMOMETERS, AREOMETERS, MEASURES,
SYRINGES, and all Glass Instruments and
Glass Ware In the best workmanship at

lowest prices.

Price Lists (abbreviated) la English
free oa application

WE beg to notify the Trade that we have acquired the

business of Dubant & Co. (Limited), Rosebery

Avenue, E.G., and that all orders for

1^ SOAPS
AND

TOILET
PREPARATIONS

should in future be sent to us

fdr execution.

VINOLIA CO. (Ltd.), London, N.W.
' Dylissia "

„ Impebial Soap.
'

,, Otto of Rose Soap.
„ Cream (3 kinds).

„ Powder (Toilet).

„ Violet Powdeb.

' Dtlissia "

„ Dentifkice (3 kinds)

„ Lip Salve.
„ Shaving Cream.
„ Pollers' Earth.
,, Eau de Cologne.

'DVLISSLi"

„ Shaving Stick.

„ Lavender Watef
„ Sachets.

„ Perpdmes.

The Gudahy Packing Co.
South Omaha, Neb., Sioux City, Iowa, Kansas
City, Mo., Chicago, III., and Los Angeles, Cal.

MANXJFACTUREFtS OF

PEPSINE SOLUBLE
and

INSOLUBLE
Strength one in 3,000, U.S. P., or any desired strength.

Packed in 25 lb. tins.

Samples and Special Quotations from their Agents ;—

GEO. & JNO. NICKSON & CO., LTD.
22 to 26, Stanley Street ) LiIVERPOOIj
25, Victoria Street f

ST. GEORGE'S HOUSE, EASTCHEAP, LONDON

PHOTOGRAPHICOUTFITSFOR EVERY PURPOSE

The most
useful

atted with

unequalledCAMERAS
ROSS, ZEISS, or QOERZ

LENSES.
Every Requisite for Photorraptay.

111, Hew Bond St., London, W.,
and 81, Cootnpor St., Ohartntf Oroaa.

UBERAL TERMS TO CHEMISTS.

WATER GLASS
/•or preserving '€ggs

lib. and 21b. Tins, 3/- and 4/6 per dozen.

Labelled with full directions. Customer's name on 3 dozen

quantities.

Handbills, with full directions, for distribution.

14lb. & 71b. tins, 2d. per lb. 561b. & 281b. tins, lid.
All Tins free.

C. R. HARKlTMm&MORGAH, Ltd.

15, Laurence Pountney Lane, London, E.G.
Tel. No. 949 (Bank). Tel. Address : " Edulcine London."
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UNIVERSAL
Feeding Bottle

Fitted with REGISTERED REVERSIBLE YALYE (Reg. No. $01194).

This Feeding Bottle has no angles, and both Teat and Valve can be

readily reversed for cleansing purposes.

Each in a box, with brush complete, Ss. 3d. per dozen.

IVEAW'S REGISTERED

TEAT FASTENER
Registered No. 403834.

MAW'S
UNIVERSAL

FEEDING BOTTLE

FITTED WITH
REGISTERED

TEAT FASTENER.

India-rubber Teats with wide bases are liable, more especially after being in use for some time, to slip off - the
bottles, wasting the food and soiling the child's clothes. This is entirely obviated by using MAW'S TEAT
FASTENER, which will be found to fit most of the Feeding Bottles, with wide mouths, in ordinary use.

DIRECTIONS.—After adjusting the Teat, Slide the Fastener between roll of Teat and flange of Bottle, as
shown in the illustration.

On Cards of One Dozen, 15s« per gross.

S. MAW, SON & SONS, 7 to 12, ALDERSGATE ST., LONDON, E.G
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Telesramst "PHARMACY, MANCHESTER."

James Woolley, Sons & Co.,

Manufacturing Pharmaceutical Chemists,
Wholesale and Export Druggists.

DEPARTMENTS

:

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, DRUGS, and CHEMICALS.
CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL, and PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS and APPLIANCES.
PROPRIETARY MEDICINES, DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES, &c.

VICTORIA BRIDGE,

Uboratories and Drug Mills—KNOWSLEY STREET, CHEETHAM.
Pvloes CuLX>ren.ii £'ox>wa.x*ded Fx*ee on Applicsttilon.

SPONGIO PILINE
(POULTICES SUPERSEDED.)

The advantages are greater comfort, more speedy eflBcacy, durability, and
retention of warmth and moisture. It can be washed and re-used as often M
required, and obviates all the trouble of the old mode of poulticing and fomenting.

DIRECTIONS.
Simply Boak it in the Water or Lotion, and applj the moiat Spongy snifaoc

For Bheumatism, Promoting Perspiration, and the application of Btimulating LlnlnMiltl.

May be obtained from all WholesaU Houses.

4€ 99
{BEQI8TEBED.)

A Nourishing Meat and Malt Wine Compound.
1 itlmoIitlDg tonic nDtrient Dose—i to 2 ounces twice dilly. In Bottles, 2s. 6d., 0s., and 7l U.

Of all Chemists and Wine Merchants, and the Manufaeturers,

HOOPER, STRUVE & COMPANY, Chemists, &o.,

55, Grosvenor Street, and 26, Davies Street, W. ; also at 7, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.
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The EMPIRE

FEEDING BOmE

This Feeding Bottle merits the attention of

the Trade for the following reasons :

—

1.—Having a neck at each end, perfect cleansing is readily
accomplished.

2r—There are no corners for the lodgment of sour food.

3.—The rubber teat and valve are absolutely pure.

5.—There is no leakage.

6.—No danger of choking the infant, the flow of food being
automatically regulated by the valve.

Complete in Boxes with Brushes.

A Sample will be sent free by post on receipt of 9d. in Stamps,

SouthALL Bros. & Barclay, Ltd.

B
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MONEY!!
INTO WHOSE POCKET

P

Yours or the Rich Newspaper Proprietor?

The MORNING ADVERTISER says :

*'The ancient method of personal recommendation
by the local tradesman was far more reliable"

(than newspaper advertisement).

THAT IS THE REASON

— THAT

THE CHEMIST
Is offered exceptional terms for personal recommendation of

WRIGHT'S COAL TAR SOAP and Window Display

Write to

Wright, Layman & Umney
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

and they will tell you how you can have the money instead of ths

Newspaper Proprietor.



ASSISTANTS WANTED ..

BUSINESSES foF DISPOSAL
BUSINESSES WANTED ..

Contents :
Page Page,

14 & 15 ENGAGEMENTS WANTED . . . . 16

. . 17 FOR SALE 16 & 17

.. 17 OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS, &c. 19

SALE and EXCHANGE
SHOP TO LET
TRANSFER AGENTS

Page.

. 16

. 17

. 17

(TV

BUY FROM THE DIRECT IMPORTERS.

SPONGES Chemisu" Trade

Sponge Merchants, Importers and Exporters,
Contractors to H.M. Government,

35 & 54, HOUNDSDITCH and ST. MARY AXE, LONDON, EX.
EVERY DESCRIPTION ALWAYS ON HAND.

SlfB^^i^fSBiN CAPSULOIDS
Containing specially prepared dissolved Haemoglobin extracted from

fresh pure blood.
THE LANCET says:—

"The administration cf Iron in this form is satisfactory. To not a few the appearance of
Haemoglobin is repulsive. Capsuloids meet this objection, and evident care is devoted to their
preparation."

HEALTH says:—
" This appears to us to be an ideal form of Iron."

In all cases of Anaemia, Chlorosis, Indig:estion, Constipation, and other ailments due to
insufficient Iron or Haemoglobin in the blood, nothing equals Capsuloids.

Send for a free sample.

Order direct from

THE CAPSULOID COMPANY, Ltd., 31, Snow Hill, LONDON, E.G.

JeWSBURY & BROWN'S

MINERAL WATERS
MANCHESTER

F»XJFtYEYORS TO THE KING

SURGICAL and PHARMACEUTICAL PLAISTERS
Samples and Prices on application.

by

Chemists.
MATHER'S CHEMICAL FLY PAPERS

MATHER'S NIQRINE iVAKhING LINEN, COTTON, &c.

WILLIAM MATHER, L™: """Van^hIs'ter.
London & Export Agents: Messrs MACE & HALDANE, 94, Milton Street, E.C.

This Inset is issued with every copy of the PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL, and has, in addition, a large extra

circulation, having already been adopted by Fifty Local Associations of Chemists as the medium
for communicating all Notices of Meetings, &c., &c., to members and others.
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Advertisements for insertion in the Current Issue of this Inset are

received up to 4 p.m. THURSDAY each week at the PUBLISHING
OFFICE, 8, Serle Street, W.C.
Postal orders & cheques should be made payable to G. STREET & CO., Ltd

All communications respecting advertisements should be addressed to

THE PUBLISHERS, 8, SERLE STREET, LINCOLN'S INN, LONDON, W.C.
Telephone : Telegrams

:

HoLBORN 370. Pharmacedtical Journal, Seble Street, W.C.

REGISTER
OF

Assistants and Situations.

A Register of Assistants Requiring Situa-

tions, and of Situations Vacant, is kept at the

Publishing Office of the " Pharmaceutical

Journal," 8, Serle Street, London, W.C. Any
employer or assistant sending a prepaid adver-

tisement for insertion in the " Pharmaceutical

Journal" Inset can have a list sent, by return, of

onr»1-» 'a 0 01 c^-o

n

r\r f^n era (yf^TT* f^n 1"Q r^n 1"ViP Pnl^-S llCil d-ObloXdlltO \Jl CligctgdllClILo KJll LilC A U U -

lishers' Register as may appear to meet the

requirements of the particular case. In apply-

ing for such list, advertisers should give as

full particulars as possible concerning their

requirements, and should enclose stamped

addressed envelope for reply.

j^ssisfcrnfs Wanted—Coniinued

T" ONDON.—Wanted, immediately, intelligent and active

J_J Junior Assistant for suburban business; outdoors; no
Sunday duty ; time off daily.—Address, A/39, P.J. Office,

8, Serle St., W.C.

TUNIOR Assistant wanted at once for good-class Photo-
graphic and Dispensing business in Birmingham ; no

Sunday duty ; half-holiday weekly.—Address, A/42, P J. Office,

8, Serle St., W.C.

A N Assistant required (indoors) for Dispensing and Photo-
J\_ graphic business in the Channel Islands ; must have
knowledge of Photography.— Usual particulars to A/34, P.J.
Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

/QUALIFIED Assistant wanted immediately for light Retail
Vvf and Dispensing business in Yorkshire

; age about 24.

—

State age, height and salary required (indoors) to A/37,
P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

T[ ESSE WILLIAMS & Co., Chemists, Park Hall Buildings,

pj Cardiff, require immediately a Junioe or Impeover.—
Please state, in first letter, age, height, salary required,
references and when disengaged.

A QUALIFIED Assistant, age about 24 (indoors), wanted
J\_ for first-class Retail and Dispensing business in Hull,
where two are kept.—State age, height, salary required, &c., to

A/17, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.
jffssistanis Wanted

Prepaid Advertisements under this heading are charged as

follows :—Fifty words or less, 3s. 6d. ; each additional ten words

or less, 6d. ; two initials or two figures counting as one word.

Eeplies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, 8, Serle St.,

in which case an additional fee of 6d. is charged.

A SSISTANT, qualified, of gentlemanly appearance and
x\_ address, as finisher off for a West-End house ; liberal

salary to one having good experience in Dispensing.—Apply,
S/W, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

"TjATH, 11, George St. — J. Wilson requires a Junior

J3 Assistant.

/QUALIFIED Assistant required ; indoors.

—

Robert Cook,

Vvf Pliarmaceutical Chunist, Grimsby.

J) half-holiday weekly. — State usual particulars, with
photo, to Chaeles Thompson, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Strat-
tord Rd., Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

\XTANTED, a qualified Assistant (outdoors) ; must be a

VV quick and accurate Dispenser.—Apply, P. J. Gibson,
Cheraist, Wolverhampton.

TTTANTED, an unqualified Assistant, for light Retail and
VV Photographic business ; short hours ; no Sunday duty

;

partial board, but sleep out.—Address, giving particulars and
photo, to Alpha, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.T ONDON, S.E.—JuNiOE wanted, immediately, about 20, iu

Li good-class business.—Apply, R. 0. Haeeison, Ph.C.,

3, Bltham Rd., Blaclsheath, S.E. /QUALIFIED Assistant (outdoors) wanted for West of

ycJ. England country town ; must be capable of taking charge
of mixed Dispensing and family business ; age about 45.

—Full particulars to A/33, P.J. Office,' 8, Serle St., W.C.
TUNIOR wanted for City house ; outdoor.—Apply by letter,

with full particulars, to XYZ, c/o Maw, Son & Sons,

Aldersgate St., E.G. No Sunday duty.

A N Assistant for middle-class business in Hackney ; half-

J\_ holiday weekly.—State full particulars and salary required

(indoors) to A/40, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

/QUALIFIED Assistant wanted (indoors) ; must have had
\J good experience and be aged not under 22 ; several assis- 1

tants kept; close 7.30.—Apply, giving full particulars and
enclosing photo (if possible), to Clay & Abbaham, Liverpool. .

T"TTANTED, a qualified Assistant, for Dispensing ; also aW JuNiOE, about 22 (qualified preferred).—Apply, with
full particulars, to GLiisYEE & Kemp, 11 & 12, North St.,

Brighton.

A T once, for Lancashire town, a Junior Assistant, with
|

/V experience of Photographic trade ; no Sunday duty and
half-day off weekly.—Address, particulars of age, height and

\

salary required (outdoors), to A/31, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

|
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JTssisfanis Wanted—Confmued J7ssisfants Wanted—Cpntinued

]l /TALTA.—Qualified man wanted as Junior Assistant in an

iVX English house ; state particulars, age, and salary ex-

pected
;
passage paid.— Apply, bv letter, to D. D., c/o Street's,

164, Piccadilly, W.

T ONDON, W. — Immediately, in a first-class Dispensing
JLj business, a competent Junior, of good experience and
address

;
good Dispenser and neat writer ; interview essential.—Application must contain full particulars of age, experience,

and salary expected (indoors), Sharpe & Son, 34, High St.,
Netting Hill Gate, W.

TUNIOR Assistant required in good-class business in Bir-

t) mingham ; indoors
;
age about 19 ; time allowed for study

and recreation
; must have some knowledge of Dispensing and

good counter experience.—Address, particulars of age, height,
experience, salary required, and state when disengaged, to A/12,
P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

T)RIGHTON. — Wanted, July 6, a qualified, gentlemanly
f) Assistant, aged about 24, accustomed to good-class Dis-
pensing and Retail ; two kept ; indoors ; comfortable home

;

permanency. — Apply, stating age, height, salary required,
experience, &c., enclosing photo (to be returned), to W. H. Gib-
son, 122, King's Rd., Brighton.

TUNIOR Assistant required for a first-class Retail and
i.'ispcijaiijg uusiuubb 111 jjiLminguani , ouuQOorb

,
very easy

hours ; no Bank Holiday or Sunday duty required ; need not
be qualified, and there is a Senior Assistant kept.—When
replying please give fullest particulars, state salary required,
&c., &c., to A/44,. P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

* OOXoXAiiX linuOurBI ah OULc, 111 gUUU-Cltloa UUblUciso, vviuu

j\_ some knowledge of Photography preferred ; must be good
Counterman and Dispenser ; moderate hours ;

half-day holiday

weekly.—T. H. Poden, Pharmaceutical Chemist, King's Heath,
Birmingham.

qualified
; permanent ; indoors ; one used to Photographic

trade preferred.—Please give full particulars and photo (which
will be returned), to Paekeh & Ceoss, 96, Westborough,
Scarborough.

\J ing business in large provincial city; one capable of

taking charge occasionally and requiring a permanency pre-

ferred.—State age, height, salary, &c., to P/125, P.J. Ofiice,

8, Serle St., W.C.

/""^ TT A TiTT^'T'P.T^ Tnyiir*** AocTC'Pi'NrT" iinrlnrsvc^ wnnfiPfl f*rtn at t"irii<?

\J month for light Retail and Dispensing business in Kent

;

half-holiday weekly ; increasing salary to suitable man
;

permanency.—Address, usual particulars, A/41, P.J. Office,

8, Serle St., W.C.
TTTANTED, at once, qualified gentleman as Branch Manager

;

V T one who has had experience in good-class Family and
Agricultural businesses preferred ; hours easy ; no Sunday
work.—Applicants will please state salary required (indoors),
and give full particulars as to experience and references, to
DoNiNGTON & Co., Chemists, Spalding.

TUNIOR Assistant wanted immediately for Liverpool busi-

fJ ness ; must have good Dispensing experience ; can arrange
for time to attend classes and for study.—State usual particu-

lars, mention salary required (indoors), to A/38, P.J. Office,

8, Serle St., W.C.

TUNIOR Assistant required for good-class Retail business

(J near Manchester ; must be accurate Dispenser and have
knowledge of Photographic trade.—State particulars of age,

height and salary required (in or out), to A/35, P.J. Office,

8, Serle St., W.C.

A N Assistant, about 25 years of age, required for brisk cash

/V Retail and Dispensing business near Liverpool ; hours
8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. ;

weekly half-holiday.—Address particulars

respecting age, height, salary required (indoors), to A/27, P.J.

Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

LOWESTOFT HOSPITAL.
1 \ISPENSER wanted ; must possess Minor qualification of

JLy Pharmaceutical Society
;
salary £75 per annum.—Apply,

stating age and full particulars, to the Clebk of the Hospital,

30, High St., Lowestoft.

A SSISTANT wanted for the summer season in Dispensing

XJL a^nd Photographic business in Yorkshire seaside town

;

must be active and obliging, and have had experience in similar

business.—Address, full particulars of age, salary required
(outdoors), to A/32, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

"TvBVON.—Qualified Assistant
;
permanency ; to take charge

AJ of Drug and Dispensing department ; unfurnished house
provided (if required) ; hours 8 to 8, Wednesday 8 to 2, Satur-
day 8 to 10 ; no Sunday duty.—State full particulars, send
photo, to Shukeb & Stephens, Plympton, near Plymouth.

A N Assistant for summer months is wanted for seaside

xV business in Kent; hours 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., with time off

daily ; must have thorough knowledge of Photographic trade.

—

Address, usual particulars of age, height and salary required,

and state when disengaged, A/36, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

TTTISBECH.—Wanted immediately.agood Junior Assistant,

VV unqualified, for light Retail and Dispensing business ;

progressive salary to one desiring a permanency.—Apply, stating

age, height, salary required (indoors, private sitting-room pro-

vided), references, and enclose photo, to M.\jor Hill, M.P.S.,

Chemist, Wisbech.

rjAVANT, HANTS.—Junior wanted (indoors) in good-class

J I. Retail aud Dispensing business ; hours 8 to 8, Wednes-
day 2, Saturday 10 o'clock

;
apprentice kept

; knowledge of
Photography preferred, but not essential.—State age, height,
salary required, references, &o., with photo, before June 25, to
P. P. Davies, Sherford, Paignton, Devon.

TTORSHAM.—Wanted, immediately, a qualified, gentlemanly
II A QQTQT AVT" BCPn n rin n t" 0^ q nr*^^ ci- r\Yn ar\ +/-» rr r\r\A i-il r» a ci
ft _1_ r\oniox AiN X

J
agtru. aUU U u ^J, HOuUouUUmU liO gOOCl-Clclao

Dispensing and Retail ; 2 kept ; indoors ; comfortable home
;

permanency
;
easy hours

; weekly half-holiday.—Apply, stating
age, height, salary required, experience, &c., enclosing photo
(to be returned), to Gallier, Carfax, Horsham, Sussex.

"]» TANCHESTER.—A reliable, experienced, qualified gentle-

iVJ_ man as Assistant in high-class Pharmacy (outdoor)

;

innQlI hp Q. mn 1 tr QTiH Of*^^ vet i'Ct lli CT^an cq** n m H o t*eJ"o nU-iUou Ut; oi l^U-K-/!^ cbllU dUL'tiLoiOc i-'loUtrlloOI j dloU U UUurbuclIlU.

Photography; not under 23.—Apply, by letter in the first

place, stating age, height, salary required, and enclose photo
(a personal interview will be necessary before engagement), to
J. Woodruff Walton, Higher Broughton, Manchester.

TOHANNESBURG.—Required at once, an Assistant, with

?J good all-round experience
;
preference given to one with

provincial experience, a knowledge of Photography, and able
to extract teeth ; sobriety an essential feature ; must be
qualified and about 23 years old

;
salary, 1st year, £16 10s. per

month; 2nd year, £18; outdoor; second-class passage paid out,

conditionally on a two years agreement
;
good prospects for a

steady man, with undeniable references.—Address, Johannes-
bubo, Messrs. Evans Sons Lesoher & Webb, 60, Bartholomew
Close, London, E.C.

T)BNANG.—Good qualified Assistant required at once
;

t capable of taking charge during absence of principal ; Scots-

man preferred ; abstainer preferred, but must be temperate

;

medium height ; not over 25 years of age
;
salary, outdoors,

1st year, £12 per month ; 2nd year, £13 10s. ; 3rd year, £15 ;

4th year, £16 ; if preferred, indoor salary quoted on application
;

first-class passage paid out and back conditionally, and allow-

ance towards ship expenses ; four years agreement.—Address.

Penang, Messrs. Evans Sons Lesoher & Webb, Ltd., 60, Bar-

tholomew Close, London, E.C.
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•Engagements Wanted "Engagements Wanted—Continued
Prepaid Advertisevients under this heading are charged as fol-

lows -—Twelve words or less, 6d. ; each additional twelve words
or lesSy 6d. ; two initials or two figures counting as one word.
_

Replies may he addressed to the Publishing Office, 8, Serle St.,w which case an additional fee of 6d. is charged.

npART-TIME, Doctor or Chemist.—H., 27, Cowley Rd.
JT South Hackney.

'

X OCUM
; qualified

; abstainer.—E. Kemp, 11, Cheapside, St.
1 A -Lieonards-ou-Sea.

T)RANCH Management; qualified; 28; Photography—
£) Senit, 44, Morrab Rd., Penzance.

/^HEiMIST'S Porter; accustomed to packing bottled and
1^ packed goods, parcel post packing, laboratory and mineral
water work.—H. E., 82, Ifield Rd., South Kensington, S.W.

I^ISPENSER, Book-keeper (Lady)
;
Doctor, Chemist, Institu-

\_J tion ; Hall qualification
;
permanent or Locum ; moderate

salary; week's trial free if desired; highest references.—Miss
Holmes, Roxborough, Cheltenham.

X OCUM, M.P.S. ; town or country; disengaged; abstainer;

1 J recent references, Oxford, Chippenham, Brighton, Isle of

Wight, New Brompton, West Norwood, Teddington.

—

William
Smith, 16, Haggard Rd., Twickenham.

T ADY Dispenser (Minor)
; disengaged

; would take Locum.
J_J —TiLSLEY, 56, Waterloo Rd., Leyton. Educational.
T OCU]M

; 32 ; qualified ; abstainer
; experienced

;
disengaged.

JLJ_—Chemicus, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

I
\.^\^\jx\x. j-xjii a_jj.K o . legibutittiu

, leiereiicesj town or couritry-
±J —Chemist, 90, East St., Walworth, London.

A NNOUNCEMENTS of the following Schools and Tutors

J\_ appear in the Advertisement pages of the current issue

of the Pharmaceutical Journal

:

TTOSPITAL or Dispensary
; M.P.S. ; disengaged to July 25

;XI terms moderate.—193, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

School of Pharmacy of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain, 17, Bloomsbury Sq., W.C.
London College of Chemistry, 323, Clapham Rd., S.W.
Metropolitan College of Pharmacy, 160, Kennington Pk. Rd.,S.E.

ooutu Lionaon ocnool or irnarmacy, oi>o, jvennington xvu., b.Jii.

Westminster College of Chemistry, Trinity Sq., Borough, S.E.

J. Charleston, 8, Crescent Grove, Clapham Common, S.W.
A. H. Dawes, 55, Chancery Lane, W.C.

/QUALIFIED; 22; 5 years' West-End; London or Windsor
district.—Bonus, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

/QUALIFIED; 25
; disengaged ; good Dispensing experience

;

references.—Chemist, 150, City Rd., Birmingham.

1
'-'^-'Um , ou

, quaiinea
, experienced, reliable; disengaged

_Li 30th.—Benney, 2, Upper St. James' St., Brighton.

I
»isiiiiN (jALiUjU June Zb

; qualmed
; 26; desires LocumU work.— Chemist, Winsdon, Launceston. Cornwall.

xLiUinuuign ijuuurai ot.iioux ui jl iia»riiiaoy
,
uu, ot., juuiii uuigu.

Leeds College of Pharmacy, Clarendon Rd., Leeds.
Liverpool School of Pharmacy, 6, Sandon Terrace, Liverpool.

Manchester College of Pharmacy, 225a, Oxford St., Manchester.

T) E-ENGAGEMENT by young Lady with three years' good
Xt reference.—Address, L/23, P.J. Office, 8. Serle St., W.C.

Sale and Sxcljange Column

X ADY Dispenser : Hall certificate ; desires situation in
Lj institution or with Doctor.—Addrebs, L/98, P.J. Office,
8, Serle St., W.C.

A SSISTANT; used to Dispensing and putting up Stock;
fV good experience

;
age 24.—Address, L/40, P.J. Office,

8, Serle St.. W.C.

TTNQUALIEIED
; 23; good Dispensing business; indoors;

yj neighbourhood of London preferred.—P/126, P.J. Office,
8 Serle St W f!

Prepaid Notices under this heading are charged as follows :
—

Twelve words or less, 6d. Each additional two words or less.

Id. ; two initials or two figures counting as one word. They
must not partake of the nature of ordinary advertisements.

n 1 • 1 IT Till 1 > 7 7" 7 * /V ri O - 1 Cf I

Replies may be addressed to the Publishing ufflce, 8, Serle St.,

in which case a?i additional fee of 6d. is charged.

N.B.— When dealing with strangers care should be exercised

before credit is given or cash remitted.

OFFBRBD.
Camwal (5 per cent.) Preference shares, 25 for disposal.

—

Camwal, 8, Serle St., W.C.

Dental Chair, good condition,' 5 guineas; bargain.—Dent,
120, Greyhound Lane, Streathain.

For Disposal, the " Year Book of Pharmacy "
; bound

;

good as new; 1874 to 1887.- John Pyefinch, Chemist, &c.,

Shrewsbury, Salop.

For Sale.

—

Pharmaceutical Journal, bound, 1840 to 1880,

one year missing. Also unbound, from 1880 to 1894 complete,
and U'jbound from 1894 to 1901, incomplete.—Gceves, 34,

Leinster Terrace, W.
We have two or three sets of soda- water pumps and cylinders,

in good working order, too small for our requirements, and shall

be happy to send prices and particulars on application to

Engineer's Dept., Idris & Co., Pratt St., Camden Town, N.W.
For Sale.—15 vols, of Pharmocceutical Joiirtials, 1870-1885

;

20 vols, of "Year Book of Pharmacy," 1870-1889; a lot of old

works on " Chemistry," old '• Pharmacopoeias," and other mis-
cellaneous books worth the attention of collectors.—Send for

list, Maggs, Casula, I'eovil.

Magic Lianterns (second-hand) and eEEects
; £2,000 worth ;

bargains. Marvellous pamphengos oil lantern pictures, like

limelight, reduced to £3 10s. The Universal Lantern, 4-in.

4-wick, 18s. 6d. Illustrated list, 3d. Cinematographs, Hughes'
Photo Rotoscope attachment, £7 7s. ; Acetylene Outdoor
Theatre ; 14 can see at once ; £12 123. ; coins money ;

paye
grandly for itself in a week. Illustrated Catalogue, 5d. free

;

60,000 slide lists, 7d. free.—Hughes, specialist, Brewster House,
82, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland, London, N.

X ADY Dispenser, with Apothecaries' Hall certificate, desi.es
Li Locum work during summer months.— Address, L/ICO,
P J Office 8 Serlp Sk W H

-pE-ENGAGBMENT as Dispenser, by adverti.-er with hos-
LVi pital experience; age 42; disengaged.—Address, L/27,
P J Office 8 Serlp St W P

/QUALIFIED; 23; tall; good-class experience; Major
qualification.—Full particulars from P., 117, The Chase,
Clapham, London, S.VV.

X OCUM TENENS
; days, weeks

; moderate ; reliable.—T. C.
Li Beach, M.P.S., Windsor Edge, Inchbrook, Stroud, Glos.

/QUALIFIED man
;
age 33; desires engagement as Man.ager;W married; good and varied exoerience.—Address, L/37,

1 .1. 1 itncR. 8, berie bt,. W.C.

XMJtl';i)l ATE engagement in Lonaon required by Dispenser
1 and Book-keeper

; aae 22 ; excellent references.—Apply,
L/39, P.J. Offipp, 8, Serle Sr., W.C.

/^Ui\.LIPIED
; 24; good Dispenser

;
Extractor; Prescriber

;

\cJ disengaged July 10 ; permanent or temporary
; good refer-

ences.—Holmes, 4, Portland St., York.

"11 /TARRIED gentleman, strictly steady and reliable, requires
-Lt_l pfcJiiiicineuij r>rancn ivian.agement

; good Prescriber.

—

Pull particulars desired—hours, salary, &c., Dentaline, 165,
Ruckledge Avenue, Wiilesden.
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^usirjesses for T)isposal

Prepaid Adverlisevients under this headiiig are charged as

follows :—Fifty ivords or less, 3s. 6d. ; each additional ten words
or leaf!. 6d. : tivo initials or two tiqures count.ino as one word.

Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, 8, Serle St.,

in which case an additional fee of 6d. is charged.

KING'S LYNN.—To be Disposed of, on account of death of

proprietor, light Retail and Prescribing Chemist and
Druggist's Business ; established 35 years ;

pleasantly situated

near railway station ; no goodwill, but stock and fixtures at

valuation ; fine opening for young, industrious man.—Apply,

C. W. Cbo.\d, 7, Portland St., Lynn.

SOUTH SCOTLAND —Old-established Business, with good
Dispensing, Photographic and Veterinary connection

;

present proprietor retiring ; scops for energetic man to enlarge

business ; Mineral Water factory in addition ; rental moderate ;

lease granted
;
good store and house accommodation ;

incoming
£1,050, which includes big stock and mineral-water plant.

—

Apply, Unique, c/o Evans Sons Lescher & Webb, Liverpool.

VrEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—For sale, an important and
1 1 interesting Retail Drug Business, in the very centre of

this city, now recognised as the "Metropolis of the North."
To an enterprising and energetic man possessing courage and
capital (and none other need apply) this is an opportunity of a

lifetime
;

average cash returns, £60 weekly. — Address by letter.

Enterprise, care of Messrs. John Ismay and Sons, Wholesale
Druggists, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

justnesses Wanfed

Prepaid Advertisements under this heading are charged a»
follows :—Fifty wards or less, 3s. 6d. ; each additional ten words
or less, 6d. ; two initials or two figures counting as one noord.

WANTED, in healthy district, good-class Chemist's Busi-

ness ; part cash, part on security.—Pull particulars to

QcERCUS, P.J. Office, 8, Serle St., W.C.

Your Pharmacy for any

DRUGS, PROPRIETARIES, APPARATUS,
BOOKS, OP SUNDRIES —

-

which you no longer require, and turn

them into Cash by advertising them in the

Sale & Exchange Column of the Pharmaceutical Journal

Prepaid Rates as follows :

Twelve Words or less, 6d.;

Each additional Two Words, Id.

CHEMISTS' TRANSFERS.

ORRIDGE & CO.,
56, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.

Particulars of the following will be forwarded on appli-

cation :

—

SOUTH COAST ; returns, £415
;
price, £420.

YORKSHIRE ; returns, £625
;
price, £450.

WILTS; returns, £650; price, £400.

HERTS; returns, £400; price, £275.

SWANSEA ; returns, £520
;
price, £300.

ESSEX COAST; returns, £550; price, £450.

LONDON, W. ; returns, £470
;
price, £500.

LONDON (South) ; returns, £800
;
price, £400.

LONDON, E. ; returns, £850 ;
price, £650.

LONDON, S.E.; returns, £640; price, £475.

LONDON, N.W.; returns, £950; price, £750.

LONDON, E. ; returns, £700
;
price, £300.

jTffencies
Prepaid Advertisements under this heading are charged as

follows :—Fifty words or less, 3s. 6d. ; each additional ten words
or less, 6d. ; two initials or two figu: es counting as one word.

II^XPORTER of various good going hand-selling articles and
'J Pharmaceutical specialities desires to enter into connec-

tion with the proprietor of a chemist's and druggist's shop in
England, with object of his accepting central agency ; must be
able to furnish security.—Address, U. W., 1879, Haasenstein
and Vogler, Cologne-on-Rhine, Germany.

S^op io JOef

Prepaid Advertisements under this heading are charged as
follows :—Fifty words or less, 3s. 6d. ; each additional ten words
or less, 6d. ; two initials or two figures counting as one word-

SHOP and House of 8 rooms and good cellar to Let, in main
street, four doors from Cieneral Post Office

;
good opening

for up-to-date Chemist and Druggist
;

ready Juue 24.

—

Geo. Pullingke, 110, West St., Parnham.

IWrcADAM & TUCKNISS, Sharebioker,s, Blackheath, London, S.E
Telephones, Nos. 81 and 81a, Lee Green.

On Sale (free of commission, subject).—54 Camwal ordinary 13s. 9d.; 26
Camwal preference 17s. 9d. ; 100 Lewis ^: Burrows ordinary lis. ; 100 pre-
ference 15s. 9d.; 110 Beuger's ordinary Is. 9d. premium; 60 Idris "A"
ordinary 28s. 6d.; 25 Idris "A" preference 22s. 6d. xd. ; 150 A. J. Wliite
ordinary 10s. 6d. ; 100 preference 15s. 6d. ; 50 W. Hill & Sons preference 21s.

;

100 Vi-Cocoa preference 15s. 6d. ; 100 Mellins Colonial preference 20s. 3d. ; 20
Barclay's ordinary 13s. 6d.
Wanted (Subject).—100 G. B. Kent preference 20s. ; 100 Camwal ordinary

12s. ; 100 preference 16s. ; 100 Meggeson ordinary 26s. ; 50 Boots Western
preference ; 50 Southern preference ; 20 Evans Lescher & Webb preference
£S 5s.

List of shares for sale and wanted sent free on application. Bankers'
references given.

eOJViPANY FORIVtATil>f<
FULL INPORMATION OF HOW TO CONVERT VOUR BUSIINESS INTO

A COMPANY WITH LIMITED LI ABILITY —#>OAT' gSftE^.
7he numerous advanhages oF Limit-ed Liability explained. 1 WRITE FOR BOOK
The Liabilities oF Partners explained V POST FREE
Capital introduced into sound concerns. . .1 Interviews Gratis.

CURTIS, GARDNER & Company, Limited, 25, College Hill, Cannon St., E.C.
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TRADEJDIRECTOKY
j>i— WHERE TO BUT

/derated and

jvledicinal Waters.
Apollinaris Co.

Burrow, W. & J.

Camwal, Ltd.

Cooper & Co.

Idris & Co.

Ingram & Boyle.

Jewsbury & Brown.
Oppel (0.) & Co.

Voigt (L. R.) & Co.

Apparatus and

Appliances.

Allen & Hanburys.
Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Barclay & Sons.

Bourne, Johnson & Latimer.

Burge, Warren & Ridgley.

Darton (F.) & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Gallenkamp & Co.

Hildebrandt, E.

Martindale, W.
Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Perken, Son & Co.

Roberts Filling Machine Co.

Rogers, F. A.

Symes & Co.

WooUey (James), Sons & Co.

Books.
Bailliere, Tindall & Cox.

Churchill, J. & A.

Gower, 3.

Kimpton, H.
Lewis, H. K.

I
Simpkin & Co.

Wright (J.) & Co.

Bottles and Boxes.
Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Barrett, R. H.
Bourne, Johnson & Latimer.

Burge, Warren & Ridgley.

Evans Hons Lescher &Webb
Ford, Shapland & Co.

Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Practical Poison Bottle.

Remus Co.

Robinson & Sons.

Shirley Bros.

Southall Bros. & Barclay.

Taylor (E.) & Co.

Taylor (F. H.) & Sons.

i

Brushes.
1 Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
! Bidwell, Bidwell & Co.

i

Bourne, Johnson & Latimer.

Dinneford & Co. (Flesh).

I Evans Sons Lescher iS Webb
Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Cachets.

Christy (T.) & Co.

Cooper & Co.

Capsules.

Allen & Hanburys.
Caijsuloid Co.

Duncan, Flockhart & Co.

Marker, Stagg & Morgan.
Hearon, Squire & Francis.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Wyleys, Ltd.

Chemicals.

Bramwell (E.) & Son.

Brin's Oxygen Co.

Duncan, Flockhart & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Harrington Brothers.

Henry, T. & W.
Howards & Sons.

Leo & Co.

Macfarlan (J. F.) & Co.

Martindale, W. ^

Meister, Lucius & Bruning.

Merck, B.

Smith (T. & H.) & Co.

Tyrer (T.) & Co.

United Alkali Co.

Waller, Malvine & Co.

White (A.) & Sons.

Woolley (James), Sons & Co.

Chloroform.

Duncan, Flockhart* Co.

Macfarlan (J. F.) & Co.

Smith (T. & H.) & Co.

Cocoa.

Cadbury Brothers.

Savory & Moore.

Compressed

JMedicines.

Allen & Hanburys.

Hearon, Squire & Francis.

Leo & Co.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Martindale, W.
Parke, Davis & Co.

Standard Tablet Co. (Hove).

Wand, S.

WooUey (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Counter Fountains.

Farrow & Jackson.

Idris & Co.

Stiles, Ltd.

Counter

Specialities.

Allen & Hanburys.

Christy & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Goodall, Backhouse & Co.

Harker, Stagg & Morgan.

Hearon, Squire & Francis.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Lorimer & Co.

Martindale, W.
Renson Manufacturing Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Dentifrices.

Beecham, T.

Bell (J.) & Co.

Calvert (F. C.) & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Jewsbury & Brown.

Maw (S.) Son & Sons.

Odol Chemical Works.
Parke, Davis & Co.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Disinfectants.

Calvert (F. C.) & Co.

Condy & Mitchell.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Hebden, W. G.

Kay Brothers.

Kiihn, B.

Renson Manufacturing Co.

Sanitas Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Druggists'

Sundries.

Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Barclay & Sons.

Bourne, Johnson & Latimer.

Burge, Warren & Ridgley.

Christy & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher cSWebb
Goodrich (The B. F.) Co.

Kozie Ointment Covers.

Marshalls, Ltd.

Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Newbery (F.) & Sons.

Robinson & Sons.

Schutze & Co.

Shirley Brothers.

Southall Bros, it Barclay.

Woolley (James), Sons & Co.

Drug Qrlnders.

Allen (Stafford) & Sons.

Goodall, Backhouse & Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Dyes.

Cvawshaw (K.) & Co.

Emulsions.

Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Harker, Stagg & Morgan.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Lorimer & Co.

Rensoa Manufacturing Co.

Scott & Bowne.

Essential Oils.

Allen (Stafford) & Sons.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Harker, Stagg & Morgan.

Jakson (John) & Co.

Sanitas Co.

Tasmaiiian Eucalyptus Co.

Warrick Brothers.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Filters.

Defries (J.) & Co.

Foods.

Allen & Hanburys.
Benger (F. B.) & Co.

Brand & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Hooper, Struve & Co.

Maltova.

Mumford (G. S.) & Sons.

Savory it Moore.

Van Abbott & Sons.

Willows, Francis & Co.

Qalenicals, Drugs,

Sc.

Allen & Hanburys.

Allen (Stafford) & Sons.

Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Bell (J.) & Co.,

Benger (P. B.) & Co.

Bullock (J. L.) & Co.

Capsuloid Co.

Christy (T.) & Co.

Cooper & Co.

Cox (A. H.) & Co.

Cudahy Packing Co.

Davenport, J. T.

Duncan, Flockhart it Co.

Evans SonsLescher& Webb
Goodall, Backhouse it Co.

Harker, Stagg it Morgan.

Hearon, Squire & Francis.

Henry, T. & W.
Hewlett (C. J.) & Son.

Hora it Co.

Howards & Sons.

Kiihn, B.

I
Leo it Co.

Qalenicals, Sc.,
continuetl.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Lorimer & Co.

Macfarlan (J. F.) & Co.

Martindale, W.
Meister, Lucius & Briining.

Mumford (G. S.) & Sons.

Newbery (P.) & Sous.

Nickson (G. & J.) & Co.

Parke, Davis & Co.

Phillips (Charles H.) Co.

Potter it Clarke.

Price's Patent Candle Co.

Raimes & Co.

Roberts & Co.

Robinson (B.) & Co.

Scott & Bowne.
Sellers, J.

Smith (T. & H.) & Co.

Southall Bros. & Barclay.

Squire & Sons.

Standard Tablet Co. (Hove).

Symes & Co.

Waller, Malvine & Co.

Wand, S.

Warner iW. R.) & Co.

Warrick Bros.

Williams (F.) & Co.

Willows, Francis & Co.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.
Wyleys, Ltd.

Hotels.

Esmond Hotel.

Kingsley Hotel.

Suttie's Hotel.

Thackeray Hotel.

India-Rubber

Qoods.
Burge, Warren it Ridgley.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Goodrich (The B. P.) Co.

Maw (S.) Son & Sons.

Irish Liinen, &c.
Robinson and Cleaver.

insecticides, &c.
Christy & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher &Webb
! Ford, Shapland & Co.

I
Hebden, W. C.

I
Kay Brothers.

Mather (Wm.)
Potter and Clarke.

Tunbridge & Wright.

babels, Circulars,

&c.
Ford, Shapland & Co.

Townsend (J.) it Son.

The names printed above are those of firms, etc., desirous of transacting business with the Members of the

Pharmaceutical Society and other readers of the Pharmaceutical Journal. For Index to those Advertisements

appearing in the current issue see Page VI. For Advertisements of other firms mentioned in the Trade

Directory reference should be made to previous numbers of the Journal.
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Lozenges, Sc.

Allen & Hanburys.
Ayrton, Saunders A- Kemp.
Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Gibson (R.) & Sons.

Guest (T.) & Co.

Wanick Brothers.

Wyleys, Ltd.

Marking Ink.

Barber (G.) & Co.

Mather, W.

jvleat Extracts, &c.
Brand & Co.

Evans SonsLescher & W ebb
Lazenby, E., & Son
Liebig's Extract of Meat Co.
Lorimer & Co.

Nelson Dale & Co.

Nursing Institutions

General Nursing Institute.

Ointments.
Evans Sons Lescher& Webb
Ewen (J.) & Sons.

Harker, Stagg & Morgan.
Marshalls, Ltd.

Woolley (.Jas.) Sons & Co.

Optical.

Darton (F.) & Co.

Hildebrandt, E.
Perken, Son & Co.
Ross, Ltd.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

TRADE
Patent Medicines.
Barclay and Sons.

Barker (R.> & Son.

Beecham, T.

Bow's Liniment.

Clarke's Blood Mixture.

Davenport, J. T.

Elliman, Sons & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Goodall, Backhouse & Co.

Mackenzie's Catarrh Cur.?.

Newbery (F.) & Sons.

Paris Medicine Co.

Roberts & Co.

Photographic.
Barclay & Sons.

Brin's Oxygen Co.

Butcher (W.) & Sons.

Darton (F.) & Co.

Evans Sons Lescher& Webb
Goodrich (The B. F.) Co.

Horle (F. A.) & Co.

Houghton (G.) & Son.

Lockyer, J. E.

Newbery (F.) & Sons.

Perken, Son & Co.

Raines & Co.

Ross, Ltd.

Taylor (F. H.) & Sons.

Waller, Malvine & Co.

Wellington & Ward.
Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Wyleys Ltd.

Plasters.
Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Evans Sons Lescher* Webb
Mather, W.
Maw (S.), Son & Sons
Robinson & Sons
St. Dalmas & Co.

Seabury & Johnson.

DmECTOKy.
perfumery.

Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Crown Perfumery Co.
Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Hearon, Squire & Francis.
Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Newbery (F.) & Sons.

Price's Patent Candle Co.
Rouse Brothers.

Schutze (F.) & Co.

Vinolia Co.

polishes.

Bradley & Bourdas.
Stephenson Bros.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

proprietary /\rticles

Bai-clay & Sons.

Barker (R.) & Sons.

Beecham, T.

Bow's Liniment.

Bradley & Bourdas.
Capilliphor.

Clarke's Blood Mixture.
Davenport, .J. T.

Elliman, Sons & Co.

Gibson (R.) & Sons.

Goodall, Backhouse ct Co.
Henry, T. & W.
Kay Brothers.

Mackenzie's Catarrh Cure.
Maltova
Newbery (F.) & Sons.

Paris Medicine Co.

Roberts & Co.

Rouse Brothers.

Stevens, P. A,

Williams (F.) & Co.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Continued.

Printers.

Ford, Shapland & Co.

Townsend (J.) i Son.

Soaps, Qlvjcerin,Sc.

.\\\en & Hanburys.

Calvert (P. C.) & Co.

Crown Perfumery Co.

Evans Sons Lescher &Webb
Ewen (J.) & Sons.

Pears, A. & F.

Price's Patent Candle Co.

Sanitas Co.

Schutze (P.) &. Co.

Vinolia Co.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Wright, Layman & Umney.

Sponges.

Cohen, I. & M.
Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Maw (S.), Son & Sons.

Surgical Dressings,

Bandages, &c.

Allen & Hanburys.
Burge, Warren & Ridgley.

Evans Sons Lescher* Webb
Goodrich (The B. F.) Co.

Haywood, J. H.
Macfarlan I J. F.i & Co.

Maw (S.) Son & Sons.

Robinson & Sous.

Southall Bros. & Barclay.

Spongio Piline.

St. Dalmas & Co.

Woolley (Jas.), Sons & Co.

Shop Fitters.

Ayrton, Saunders & Kemp.
Evans Sons Lescher & Webb
Maw, (S.) Son & Sons.

Mills, H.
Parkinson & Son.

Tailors.

Curzon Bros.

Tobacco.

singleton & Cole.

Transfer /\g€nts.

Berdoe &Co.
Oi-ridge & Co.

Veterinary

Medicines, &c.

Calvert (P. C.) & Co.

Elliman, Sons & Co.

Kiihn, B.

Lloyd (T. H.) & Co.

Sanitas Co.

Wand, S.

Willows, Francis & Co.

Wines, Spirits, &c.

Boord & Son.

Bunough, J.

Calder (J.) & Co.

Dunville & Co.

Hooper, Struve & Co.

Ingram & Royle.

Martell & Co.

Potter & Clarke.

Robinson (B.I & Co.

SOCIETIES RNJy ASSOCIATIONS
Offi&ial Announcements

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY : SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
PRIZE DISTRIBUTION.

A Meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society will be held at

17, Bloomsbury Square, London, at 3 o'clock on Friday,
the 26th instant, for the DISTRIBUTION of the SCHOOL
PRIZES for the current Session.

All Students in the School and their friends are invited
to be present.

The President of the Society—Mr. £. R. Atkins, of Salisbury
—•will be in the Chair.

BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE

MEETING AT BRISTOL,
JULY 27—30, 1903.

Information and tickets from

—

H. E. BuOHNE,
49, Woodstock Road, Redland Green, Hon. Secretary.

Bristol.

EDINBURGH CHEMISTS', ASSISTANTS', AND
APPRENTICES' ASSOCIATION

BOTANICAL EXCURSION TO INVERESK.
The last meeting of the Session will be held on

FRIDAY, JUNE 26, 1903.
IMembers will meet at Waverley Station for Inveresk, leaving by

8.15 p.m. train, returning from Mus-elburgh by 10.15 p.m. train.

Conductors : Mr. W. B. Cowik—Mr. Arch. Ccerie.

EDINBURGH DISTRICT CHEMISTS' TRADE
ASSOCIATION

The .\nnual Excursion in connection with this .Association will take place

On WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1903,
the place to be visited being Rothesay— " The Brighton of the West." The
party will assemble at Waverley Station at 8.50 a.m., for the 9.5 train riii

Linlithgow and Falkirk to Craigendoran, whence a steamer will

proceed to Rothesay. Dinner will be provided at the " Hotel Victoria " at

1 p.m. and Tea at 5 p.m., the retu'-n steamer leaving at 6.25.

The Committee will be pleased to welcome any pharmacist who may be
sojourning in Edinburgh at the time of the excursion.

Claudk p. Henry,
1, Brandon Terrace, Edinburgh, .June 9, 1903. Hon. Hecretiry.

6, North Bridge Street,
June 19, 1903.

J. W. Plenderleith,
Hon. Secretary.

LONDON CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The Second Annual General Meeting of the Members of the Association
will be held at the Holbohn Viadi c t Hutei,, on

WEDNESDAV, JUNE 24, 1903, at 3 p.m.
The Report of the General Purposes Committee and the Financial State-

ment for the year 1902-3 will be submitted to the meeting for adoption, and
ten new members of the Committee will be elected. Nominations must be
made to reach the Secretary not later than June 22. Notice of the follow-
ing subjects and motions for discussion has been received: "Territorial
Representation," by Mr. W. M. Campbell. "The 'Fraud of the Label,'"
by Mr. J. C. Pentney. "That a Committee be formed to promote the
federation of Chemists' Associations in and within fifty miles of London "

—

Mr. G. P. Pond. " That a representative Committee be formed for the
consideration of the Pharmacy Act Amendment Bill"—Mr. J. C. Pentney.
Mr. R. B. Betty has given notice that he will propose the following addition
to Rule 3 ;—" The General Purposes Committee shall be empowered to
elect Honorary Members of the Association."

Robert H. .Jones,

88, Norwood Road, S.E., June 13, 1903. Hon. Secretary.
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Developing, Toning & Fixing

CARTRIDGES & SOLUTIONS
SEND FOR . . .

SPECIAL

PRICE
LIST

OF

P
botOdrapDic

20% CHEAPER I than you are

20% BETTER |
now getting.

Concentrated Solutions.
Packed in 2 x 2 oz. and 2 x 4 oz. bots.,

malting 20 and 40 oz. solution, in ruby

crocodile card cases, to retail at i/= and

1/9 each.

HYDROKINONE
METOL QUINOL
PYRO METOL
PYRO SODA ...

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

7/- doz. and 10/6 doz.

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

7/= doz. and 10/6 doz.

MALVINE DEVELOPER
f
to m^SeTp^At, 3/6 doz.

(One Solution) I s oz. bots., -1
l^to make 2 pints, 7/ UO^-

INTENSIFIER, 3 oz., boxed ... 3/6 doz.

REDUCER, 3 oz., boxed 3/6 doz.

TONING, boxed, 4 oz. 3/6, 10 oz. 7/= doz.

TONING & FIXING, 4 oz. 3/6, 10 oz. 7/- doz

Cartridges.
Developing', Toning and Fixing Cartridges.

In Celluloid Cartridges, packed in Ruby
Morocco = covered boxes, each holding

4 doz.

AMIDOL, EIKONOGEN, EIKO=

NOGEN QUINOL HYDRO=
KINONE, BRILLIANT,

' METOL, METOL = QUINOL,

ORTOL 50DA, PYRO-
METOL, PYRO SODA,

INTENSIFIER, REDUCER,
&c.

7/6 per
doz.
boxes.
Retail,

I/-

per box,

each
cartridge
costing

PLATINUM TONING ... io/= doz. boxes.

GOLD TONING, & GOLD TONING &
FIXING 12/= doz. boxes.

These Preparations are packed in first-class Pharmaceutical style, and sell themselves.

The finest on the market. Definite, clear,
regular shape, small crystals. Price 7/6 cwt.,

5 cwt. lots, 7/3 cwt.
SPECIAL.— I lb. Cartons, 14/- gross, carriage

paid anywhere U.K., 16/- cash with o der.
HYPO SODA Recryst.

WALXeR, MALVINE & CQ
12.

Manufacturers of Fine and Technical Chemicals,

CASTLE STREET EAST, LONDON, W.
Printed (oi- the Proprietors by G. E. Hart, at Clements Printing Works, Newspaper Buildings, Portugal Street, London, -W.C, and published by

The Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, at 8, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C
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Your Own Speciality

Toilet Soaps
HIGH-CLA55 TOILET is one of the best

lines for introduction as a Chemist's own

proprietary. It is an everyday want, entails

but slight trouble to introduce, and repeat

orders follow if 5oap of only the highest and

purest quality is sold.

iT iT iT

ALLEN & HANBURYS
supply Chemists with the finest quality Milled Toilet Soaps, made
from pure edible fats, and gfuaranteed free from all adulterants,

free caustic alkali, or injurious colouring matters. The Soaps are

delicately perfumed, and, being superfatted, are suited to the most

tender skins or for Nursery use.

A TABLET OF SOAP SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED WILL BE SENT ON. REQUEST.

Wrappers and Box Labels
will be printed with
Chemist's Name and Ad =

dress for orders of One
Gross Tablets and up=

wards.

Supplied in Boxes of

3 dozen Tablets, or in

Fancy Boxes containing

3 Tablets.

MANUFACTURED BY
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l^^B

Atkinson & Barker's
Royal

Infants' Preservative
SUPPLIED TO HER LATE MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA, ^

Has been placed on the Protected List of the Proprietary
Articles' Trade Association

Minimum Prices—1/1| size, 1/- ; 2/9 size, 2/6 ; 4/6 size, 4/-

Proprietors—R. BARKER & SON, 11, Russell St., Manchester

OhiT
A Non = Poisonous, Non- Corrosive, Odourless,

Readily soluble in Plain Cold Water. Moderate Cost.

COMPRESSED TABLETS; ANTISEPTIC DRESSINGS;

Very Portable.

PURE POWDER
;

OINTMENTS ; LUBRICANT JELLY ; SOAPS, &c., for Medical, Surgical, and
Veterinary Use.

CRUDE Gran. POWDER; SANITARY TABLETS; SPRINKLING POWDERS, for making
disinfecting fluids of any desired strength by simply dissolving in plain cold water.

A FIRST AID ANTISEPTIC CASE and SANITARY HYGIENIC REQUISITE for any emergency when, at
home or travelling. The case can be safely carried in pocket.

FULL LITERATURE, DETAILED LIST OF PREPARATIONS sent free by

THE CHIN'OSOX.i HYGIENIC C01VII»ANY (B. KUHN, Manager).

New Address: 16, ROOD LANE, LONDON, B.C.
B. KUHN appointed Sole Agent for the sale of CHINOSOL In the British Empire.

Pbarmaceutical

journal . . .

TERMS OF SUBSCRiPT/Ofi

The PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL is supplied

post free for one year to any part of the United Kingdom,
the Colonies and Abroad on prepayment of 20I-.

Single Copies of current issues are charged 4d. each

;

those published more than six months since are charged

8d. each.

Postal Orders should be made payable to G. STREET
& Co., Ltd., at Lincoln's Inn Post Office, London, W.C.,
and all communications respecting Subscriptions to the

Journal and Advertisements should be addressed to .

THE PUBIjISHERS, 8, Serle St., Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.
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iiYRTON,Saunders & KEMP

34, HANOVER

WHOLESALE & EXPORT

DRUGGISTS
MANUFACTURERS

OF

DRUGGISTS'
SUNDRIES

MEDICAL GLASS, &c.

CHEiniSTSj^FinERS

Proprietors of

H. GILBERTSON'S SPECIALITIES

Illustrated List on application.

, LIVERPOOL

JMLXJMB^OJFCJJ'S ("London." £cr') Tbe BEST tHat can be PROPUCED.
Mo. 1.

Finest Pure. CRUSHED LINSEED ( ^^^U) |
20,6 »

Finest Li.hi Pure. I

PRECIPITATED CHALK
|
25/- *

No. 2. Pore. CRUSHED LINSEED 1 19/6 • No. 2. Pure.
| PRECIPITATED CHALK 21/- »

Beat Gleaned. LINSEED (Tea)
|

21/-* Finest Levigated "WHITE EARTH-'CpJ^'ilk) 18/-*
Finest Pare. STARCH POWDER |

22/-

»

Pure. LIQUORICE JUICE lOd. lb.«

No. I.

Fini Bt Pare. FULLER'S EARTH
( ) 1 1 5/- * Finest Pure. TOILET OATMEAL (specw) 32/-*

Finest TARTARIC ACID curre'n,"prices»
Finest. EPSOM SALTS ESS.(?!I *) 9/-*

Finest ARROWROOT i 1/-lb. Special. BI CARB. SODA 11/-*
"ARRIAGF PA I n to R;inwav Starion« within ax> miles 01 London (or allowance made for distances beyond) on a total weight of us lbs. and upwards of above artlcle&

Smaller parcels delivered free on Rail Lx)ndon at above prices.

house: rev-slikiEssi oe^

BEEeHAM'S PILLS
BEECHAM'S TOOTH PASTE

desirous of exhibiting Iron Tablets, Showcards, or Dummies, and wishful to have a good
supply of Handbills/Beecham's Oracles, Music, or other Advertising Novelties, are requested

to notify their requirements to the Proprietor,THOMAS BEECHA M,
ST. HELENS, LANCASHIRE.
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CA/e/ Advantages :—

1. Each tube hermetically
sealed—no leakage—stocka
perfectly.

2. Extension of Spiral churns
up gum afresh before use.

3. Wire is perfectly non-ab-
sorbent; gum remains sticky.

4. Spiral shape attracts Qies

;

gum remains in position.

5. Wire hook attaches any-
where; no tying required.

6. Ornamental paper cup ; no
chance of drip in any
climate.

7. Gum is perfect—and plenti<
ful.

QUICK TURNOVER—
BIQ PROFIT.

"TEJIASITINE."

Alvays Fresh.

Never Smells.

Clean, Handy & Strong,

Two Sizes, 6d. and Id.

Send for Samples and Prices. §ole Makers—

KAY BROTHERS Ltd., STOCKPORT.

CuRzoN Bros.
21/- SUITS

made to meas,ure create a sensation.

1

uURZON bURZuN

BROS.' BROS.'

21/- 21/-

SUITS SUITS
are a marvel of value.

are the talk of the Valued by thousands
world. of Customers at £3 3s.

Can we make your Summer Suit? You will not regret it.

Send for FBE PATTERNS, Fashion Plates, and full instructions
how to take your measures, all of which you may keep.

A post card will bring them.

CURZON BROS.
(Dept. 1381,

60, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C. (^"'%*trtrt'^^*")

THE "SOVEREIGN
"

WATER BATH

standard Size holds about Five Pints.

Price 20/- net.

embodies a number

of ideas suggested by

a practical Phanua-

cist whose thirty-

five years' experience

has acquainted him

with all the short-

comings of ordinary

Water Baths, and

which are overoome

in the " Sovereign "

Bath.

Other sizes sup-

plied to order.

Full description

and Price Liat on

application to

BARCLAY & SONS, Ltd.

95, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C

ROBINSON &
CLEAVER,Ltd

BELFAST, a,nd
756 to no, Regent Street, London, W.

Grand Diploma of Honour, Edinburgh, 1890. Two Prize Medals, Paris, 1889.

Appointments to His Gracious Majesty the King and
H.B.H. the Princess of Wales.

Irish

CambricPocket

Handkerchiefs.

Bordered.

Children's

Ijadies'

Gentlemen's

Hemstitched.

Ladies'

Gentlemen's

Per doz,

.. Is. 3d.

..2s. 3d.

..3s. 3d.

..2s. 9d.

. . . . 3s. lid.

COIiliARS.—Gentlemen's 4-fold, from
iJs. lid. per doz.
CUFFS.—For Ladles or Gentlemen,
from 5s. lid. per doz.
SHIRTS.— Fine quality Longcloth,
with 4-foId pure Linen Fronts, 35s. 6d.

per half doz. (to measure 2s. extra). Old shirts made good as new, with
good materials in neckbands, cufis and fronts, from 14s. the half doz.

Fish Napkins, 2s. lid. per doz, Dinner
Napkins, 5s. 6d. per doz. Table
Cloths, 2 yds. sq., 2s. 6d. ; 2§ yds. by 3
yds., 5s. 6d. each. Kitchen Table
Cloths, lljd. each. Strong Hncka-
baek Towels, 43. 6d. per doz. Frilled
Linen Pillow Cases, from Is. 4Jd. each.
Monograms, Crests, Coats of Arms,
Initials, &c., woven and embroidered.

SAMPIiES AND PRICE LISTS POST FREE.
N.B.—To prevent delay, all Letter Orders and Inquiries for Samples

shonLd be sent direct to Belfast.

Irish Collars,

Cuffs & Shirts.

Irish Damask
Table & House
Linen.
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MEDICINAL PRODUCTS
OF RENOWN.

DR. KNORR'S ANTIPYRIN, " LION BRAND,"
official in B.P. Addendum of 1890 and B.P. of 1898.

MIGRAININE in Migraine and nervous headaches.

PTRAMIDON and its Salts, excellent Antipyretlos

against Neuralgia and Articular Bheumatism.

YALYL-HCECHST for Nervous Complaints of every
kind, as Hysteria, Neurasthenia, "Migraine, Neuralgia,
Hypochondria, Traumatic Neuroses, etc. Recommended
in Dysmenorrhoea and during Pregnancy and the Cli-

macteric. Sold in Capsules each containing 2 grains
Valyl-Hoeohst.

DERMATOL, a true substitute for Iodoform, odourless

and free from irritation.

npTUncnpM a looal Analgesic for painful wounds,un I nuruiillly bums, ulcers, cracks in the nipples;
absolutely non-poisonous, energetically antiseptic ; for

extemsJ and internal use.

DR. KOCH'S NEW TUBERCULINE.
PROF. BEHRING'S DIPHTHERIA REMEDY,

always fresh and of standard strength.

FORMALDEHYDE, NUTROSE, BENZOSOL.
NIRVANINF ^ soluble Anaesthetic, reliable, antisepMo,n In Tnn In t, ^nd free from toxic effects.

For further information, tamplti, literature, <(e. (fret of eharg* tc
the MecUeal Prqfeseion), apply to the

Meister, Lucius 4 Briining, Ltd.
51 ST. MARY AXE. LONDON. E.C.

LEO & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP

COMPRESSED
GHLORATE.IPOTASH

Chlorate of Potash and Borax, &c., &&

Maintain their high reputation against all

comers for general excellence of quality
and finish.

THEY ARE SUPPLIED BY ALL THE WHOLESALE HOUSES

Quotations ^iven for lar^e and small quantities.

16, OREEGHUROH LANE, LONDON, E.C.

BARBER'S
Oridinal Crimson Ink

WPisCaPEDhgllEHTtoaJETBLBGK.
In 6d., 1/-, 2/-, 2/6, and 5/- Bottles.

ALSO
BARBER'S CONCENTRATED

LIQUID COCHINEAL
Fot Colouriag Jellies, Custards, &c.

In 6d. and 1/- Bottles.

MANUFACTURED ONLV BY THE PROPRIETORS :

G. SJLRBER Sc CO.,
WORCESTER DRIVE N., LIVERPOOI..

Can be obtained from any Wholesale House.

EGGS & lYTALT.
Large

Profit

to Retailer.

8=oz. Bottle

retails at

1/6

P. A. T. A.

List.

Wholesale

Price,

13/-doz.

"The

Lancet

"

says:

"A
preparation

calculated to

contain all

classes of ma-
terial suited

for the repair

of body waste.

Is of

undoubted

merit."

J

^Ia^eeiuise^^t|^iicces^f^^l^^
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CIGARS! CIGARETTES! TOBACCOS!
Besides being Manufacturers and Importers of every class of Cigars, Tobaccos, Cigarettes, and Tobacconists' Fancy Goods of every description, we supp'

ALL. the popular brands of all well-known Makers, In times like the present our £5 Mixed Parcels are simply invaluable to Licensed Dealers

Tobaccos, &c. See our latest Terms and Discounts.

We give our customers the benefit of all the recent changes in prices, &c. For convenience our system of Mixed Parcels cannot be beaten.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

All Address necessary, SINGLETON^&T^O^ BIRMlNGHAIVi.

CATALOGUES POST FREE.

Soda Fountains
mritli Clxstn'^iTi.^ Outfit

FARROW"&~^IACKSON, LTD.
16, Great Tower Street, LONDON

H. Ml
CHEMISTS' SHOPFIHER, SHOP FRONT BUILDER

and SDoiucase manufacturer

^IriS} 163& 165, OLD St., LONDON, e.c.

Alterations, Designs. Estimates Free.

METH. SPIRIT AND FINISH
SHEPtRY, &, ORANGE QUININE IHTINE

MEAT AND MALT WINE
IHTplte for Prices—

Cale Street Distillery, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Oil of Eucalyptus
Globulus

Apply for Samples and Price

TASMANIAN EUCALYPTUS OIL CO., LiM.
138, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.

" Platypus " Branf

Guaranteed B.P
and to contain froc
6C to 70 per cent
Eucalyptol.

to

"FINOT "CACHETS
(White or Coloared),

WITH INSCRIPTIONS IN ANY DESIREC
TINT; AL50 PLAIN OR EMBOSSED.
" Beautifully made, and the inscriptions give them a

distinction all their own."

—

C. &• D.
" Perfection of Cachets.*'—

These Cachets are especially adapted for Headache, Neuralg^ia, and other powders.

COOPER ft CO., 80, Gloucestei Road, SOUTH KENBIHOTOH.
In Nine Sizes. Also made to fit existinfif machines.

^he Canadian 2)ruggist
TORONTO, CANADA.

THE ORGAN OF THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUG, CHEMICAL, AND DRUG SUNDRIES TRADE OF CANADA.

Reaching the Chemists throughout the whole Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Manufacturers and Exporters of Drugs, Chemicals, Oils, Colours, Drug Sundries, Toilet Goods, Photographic

and Optical Goods will find this the most valuable medium for bringing their Goods to the notice of the trade.

ADVERTISING RATES AND SAMPLE COPY MAILED ON APPLICATION.

9Chc Canadian S)ruggist« 15, Toronto Street Toronto, Canada

Koseals

Koseais

Koseals

Koseals

Koseals

Koseals

Koseals

Koseals

jkjfeikiiMi-^SiSiSBiSSMigia Koseals

WHITE Of COLX3URED 8/- ^ KCSealS
PRINTED or EMBOSSED 3/6 yi ^OSCalS
Wiih •Names ot Drug* or

| jyj i

Compla

Apparatus "Mopstadt,"

from 2/6 lo 30/-
*"°

THOS. CHBIST7 A Co..

^ 4, Old Swao Lame, London, E.C.
KOSEALS

READING COVERS
Cloth, Gilt-lettered Covers, with strings, to hold twenty-six numbers of the

may now be obtained.

The ehaige, inclading postage, is 2/- each, and should be remitted to

FOR NOTHING!
Send us your name in a Utter, and we will send you a sample copy ot
*»THE SPArrUHaA "—the handsomest and most practical

pharmaceutical journal in the world.. It is beautifully illustrated, and con-

tains nothing but original matter. It will help you make money. Foreign
subscription, five shillings, post paid.

For ONE SHILLING
In postage stamps we will send "THE
SPATULA" for three months and two
handsome copperplate engravings suitable

for framing, entitled, " The Druggist's Wife "

and " The Doctor."
For TWO SHILLINGS
In postage stamps we will send you over

400 tested Becipe» and Formulas for pfttent

medicines, hair dyes, corn cures, perfumes,
blacking, chewing gums, polishes, glues,

soaps (20 kinds), tooth powders (12 kinds),

poisons, inks (43 kinds), extracts (45 kinds).

THE SI>ATXJ11.A,
The PUBUSHERS, 8, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C. Thei're all Right." 74^, India St., BOSTON, UrS.A
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jSchool of pharmacy
... OP THE . . .

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY.

PROFESSORS:

J. REYNOLDS GREEN, Sc.D., P.R.S., PX.S.
W. PALMER WYNNE, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.I.C.

HENRY G. GREENISH, F.I.C, F.L.S., Dean.
The Professors are Recognised Teachers of the Ualverslty of Loadoa.

Exceptional facilities are oSered to Students. The Society's Library containa a complete collection of Books of

Reference and Text Books, and in the Museum specimens are set aside for educational purposes. The Gardens of the

Royal Botanic Society, for which Students' tickets can be obtained, are within easy reach.

The Courses of Study are accepted by the Institute of Chemistry, the Conjoint Board of the Royal CoUegea of

Physicians and Surgeons, and other Examining Bodies.

Pull information will be found in the Prospectus of the School, application for which should be made to

THE REGISTRAR OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY,

17, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

For advice respecting the course of study to be pursued in particular cases, application should be made to

THE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.

Botany
Chemistry
Pharmaceutics

CATARRH CURE SMELLING BOTTLE

DEALERS
PATENT

MEDICINES
Should always stock this pre-

paration, which has the largest

sale of any Smelling Bottle in

the World.
It is well advertised, sella

at sight, and bears a good
profit.

Sent out in Fancy Card-

board Cases containing half

a dozen Bottles.

Restricted Minimum Retail

Price, lOJd.

Showcards and Handbills

from

MACKENZIE'S

CURE DEPOT,
READING.

LONDON DEPOTS
12, Little Britain,

Aldersgate St., E.G.

REQISTERBD.

eapillipDor
An invaluable and perfectly

harmless remedy

FOR THE HAIR,
Preventing its falling off, and producing a new grotvth.

Discovered and fmly tested by the Founder
and late Director of the

Pasteur Institute, Vienna.

PRICES: 2/6 and per Bottle,

Obtainable at Cbemists, etc., oi from

CAPILLIPHOR LIMITED,
17, Cumberland Street,

DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.

All post free throughout the world. Descriptive List post free on request,

Praescripta Autograpba. A select series of Facsimile Autograph
Prescriptions, all more or less difBcnlt to decipher, or possessing uncom-
mon peculiarities ; with Full Latin and English Translations. The least
expensiTe and best collection obtainable, and should prove a boon to those
who seldom meet with such in the ordinary course of business. 2/6.

Materia Medica Synopsis. A Concise- Guide, enabling tlie Student to
master in a few hours the chief points to be noted. In accord with the B.P.
1898, and the New Minor Schedule. 2/-.

A Manual of Botanical Terms. A Comprehensive Dictionary con-
taining over 2,000 references, including the various technicalities whieb
occur in the Botanical Descriptions of the B.P., 1898. 1/6.

Pharmaoeutioal Latin and Prescription Reading ; with Key.
A series of subtle, searching, and thoroughly practical exercises. 1/6.

Yest-Pooket Dose Book, B.P., 1898. Convenient for reference or for
committing to memory. Scheduled Poisons in distinctive type. 6d.

Sjrnoptical Tables of the British Pharmacopoeia, 1898. 1/6.
Notes on Dispensing. Pocket Edition. Interleaved for MS. Notes. 1/6.
Tabulated Tinctures, B.P., 1898. A Short Cut. Systematic 4 Concise. Sd.
Synopsis of Equations of the B.P. Chemicals (1898). 1/-.

JOHN COWER, Publisher, WATERLOO, LIVERPOOL.
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Metropolitan go|]efl^ PDarmacp
Principal - - - - W. WATSON-WILL.

Staft-Mr. H. LUCAS, Ph.Ch., M.P.S. ; Mr. F. F. DE MORGAN, F.C.S., Ph.Ch. ; Mr. D. J. WILLIAMS, F.C.S., Ph.Ch.

QPFPI Al UnTinC The TUTORIAL COURSE of Lectures, Revision Classes and Practical Work, for the OCTOBER
^UrLUInL llU I IllLi examinations win commence on AUGUST 17th this year. Particulars on application.

WINTER SESSION.^ The long term commences on Sept. 1st, and offers great
advantages to a Student, being a course of 4| months. Entries are now being
registered. Fees same as for an ordinary Session. Examination Results unequalled.

'PnMTIMIIATinM ClfCMIMP 01 ACOCC These Classes will be resumed on Sept. 1st, and are continued until
UUIl I lilUn I lUn Lf CNIIlU ULnOOCdi^July, 1904, thus enabling those engaged during the day to take up a

thorough and complete course of instructions similar to a day course.

For Fees, M ajor or Minor Syllabus and Tull particulars, apply to Mr. W. S. CARVER, Secretary, 160 S 162, Keaningtoa Park Road, London, S.B.

Co PDarmaccutlcal Students
PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDEMCE for

Matriculation,

College of Preceptors,

And other Preliminary Examinations.
On a system ensuring individual attention and rapid progress.

•Single subjects may be taken up. Many Tutors, Graduates of

London, Oxford, Cambridge, &c.

"For Prospectus, Testirconials, &c., address :

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (London and Oxford),

Burlington Correspondence College,

8. CRESCENT CROVE, CLAPHAM COMMON. S.W.

THE

L
IVERPOOL gCHOOL OF pHARMACY.

6, Sandon Terrace, Upper Duke Street,

LrVEJFlI>001L..
PBiNCiPAr^MB. R. C. COWLEY, Ph.Ch.

(Analytical and Comulting Chemitt),

Assisted by Competent Demonstratore.

This School is recommended by the Liverpool Chemists' Assoola-
tion, who yearly appoint a Committee of gentlemen to visit it, and
to superintend the course of study.
Day ana Evening Classes are held to meet the wants of the district.

Botanical Classes are held weekly in the Liverpool Botanic Gardens, from
where a supply of plants is obtained all the year round.
The Syllabus for the forthcoming'Session, which may be had on application,

contains a quantity of information viseful to Minor Students.

Ol J
HENRY WOOTTON, B.Sc. (Lond

THE SPECIAL REVISION COURSE

Principal.

of LECTURES, CLASSES, and PR.\CTICAL WORK in all subjects, for
advanced Students for Oct. Exam., will begin on August 19. FEE 5 Guineas.

Tlie next COMPLETE COURSES for Minors and Majors will begin on OCTOBER 1st.
Entries can now be received for either of above.

APRIL RESULTS.—Major; 3 presented, 3 passed; Minor, 24.
COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS (Pharmaceutical Preliminary).—Special Daily Glasses.

EVENING CLASSES: Minos* si,nd IVI i«,jor, ]VIonda.y, 'Wednesda.y and miux*sda,y.
Illtistrated Prospectus, Forms of Entry, and further particulars may he obtained on application to

THE SECRETARY. LON-DON COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY, 323, CLAPHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

THE

Manchester College of Pharmacy
225a & 227a, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Director :

Mr. CHARLES TURNER, F.C.S., Ph.C.
Analytical Chemist.

A BRISK, SHORT COURSE
for the JANUARY EXAMINATIONS will begin on
AUGUST 24. FEE: TEN GUINEAS. This is for

men who mean business and want to make success certain.

A SIX MONTHS' COURSE will begin in October
WRITE FOR PARTICUIiARS.

THE

EiliurglilieiitfelSGiioolorPiiarniacy
26, CLYDE STREET, EDINBURGH.
Principal = Wm. B. COWIE, Phttrmaceutieul ChemUt.

This School affords the following Advantages to Students of Pharmacy;

—

Elementary and Advanced Students are taught in Separate Classes.
The Lectures are Kysteuiatic, comprehensive, and carefully graded,
commencing at the foundation of each subject, so that Students
without previous knowledge have an excellent opportunity of obtain-
ing a thorough elementary training.
Tl)e Equipment is a special feature of the School, rendering the work
easy and practical, as well as saving time and much iiurposeless reading.
Special Revision Classes for Advanced Students.
Individual Attention is given in .all practical work.

Since the beginning of the present session Fifty Students have qualified, and
the percent,age of jjasses stands at Sixty-Eight.
The Short Term commences on August 18, and The Winter Session on

October 6. Entries are now being received.
Illustrated Prospectus and Full Particulars may be had on application.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Private and Postal Tuition
London Matriculation, Medical, Dental, Pharmaoeutioal,

and all other Preliminaries. Rapid and thorough preparation.
Terms moderate. Success guaranteed.

Tuition in small classes, private lessons and by post for the new
Pharmaceutical Preliminary.

FOR PARTICULARS AND TERM ADDRESS—

A. H. DAWES, 1st B.A., 65-56, Chancery Lane, W.C.
Special private and pottal eoaehing for the Bell and Manehetler Seholarthipe,

\
lAt«st Buocesses (In addition to many previous onea) :—

I
-1886. Both Bell Sctaolarsblps and the next two plaoes on tta«

list.

1897. Both Bell Scholarships.
1899. Both Bell Scholarships and the whole oi the qnallfyiBM

places except the 5th and 8th.
1900. Both Bell Scholarships.
^901. Bell Scholarship (Mr. B. Collitt).
1902. Bell Scholarship rHr. F. O. C. Walker)

Leeds College
CI-<APtENr>ON ROAD, LEEDS.

Principal F. PILKINGTON SARGEANT.

This College stands in its own grounds in the healthiest

district of Leeds. The Laboratories and Dispensaries are lofty

and well lighted. Every facility is afforded to Students, back-

ward Students receiving special attention. The Pass List is

double the average. Students may enter

IMEAY 25 and aUIL.Y 13.

PROSPECTUS AND ALL INFORMATION ON APPLICATION

Till Westfliiiister Goiliige ol Vstni & Macg
The NEXT COURSE wiWcommence on AUGUST 20

FEES:—October Examination, JB6 6s.; Until Qualified, J315 15s.

JANUARY
Bcvis, G. T. Gray, A. E.
Corke, H. M. .

Coultman, M. R.
Crisp, E.
«ibb, W. C. N.

Harbordt, P. H.
Jones, R. H.
Kirkland, W. H.
Lloyd, E. N.

uxsrr (26).
Morton, W. J. Smith, S.

MuUinger, A. E. C. Weavers, H. P.
Rowe, F. K. Weston, C. E.
Shapley, J. B. Winter, H. S.

Eight of these gentlemen passed at their first attempt, after going through
one Course only.

S Postal Students and 2 Private Pupils, who were also students at other schools

Ayling, V.
Biekley, B.
Buswell, T. H.
Clapp, R. J.

Clark, T. J.

Cousens, H. A.

A^-RTIL, PASS
Eminson, "H.

Gibson, G. E.
Gregory, E.
Hewitt, R. C.
.Jones, W. B.
Jones, G.

T^XST (30).

Mullen, E.
Merret, A.
Opie, A. T.
Shilcock, B. J.
Spanton, G. F.
Stokoe, T. J.

Swaby, H. C.
Thomson, M.
Walmesley, J. B,
Walker, B.
West, F. P.
Wood, J.

2 Private Pupils and 4 Postal Students also passed.

For Prospectus and full Particulars apply to Mr. J. E. WALDEN, Sec, Trinity Sq., Borough. London. S.E.

Souti) Conaon ScDool

of Pbarmacp
•Chemistry, J. THOMAS, B.Sc. (Lond.).

|
Pharmacy, F.ARMSTRONG.

Botany and Mat. Med., W. F. MAWER, Ph.C, F.C.S.

£8 8 GREAT £8 1 8
REDUCTION OF

IWrite for Particulars.

OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP, July 17 and 18.

October Tutorial Class, £4 4s. Aug. i8

NEXT TERM WILL BEGIN SEPTEMBER 22.

325, KENNINGTON ROAD, S.E.

TERMS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
IN THE

Phaniiaiiiiiitlciil JoflrDal

Advertisements of Assistants Wanted, Apprenticeships, For
Sale, Partnerships, Businesses for Disposal, Businesses Wanted,
Premises to Let, and Agencies :—Fifty words or less, 3s. 6d. Each
additional ten words or less, 6d.

Advertisements of Engagements Wanted:—Twelve words or

less, 6d. Each additional twelve words or less, 6d.

Replies may be addressed c/o the Publishers, in which case 6d.

extra should be remitted.

Advertisements of a general character :—4s. 6d. each for 50 words
or less ; and each additional ten words, 6d.

Displayed Advertisements :—Whole Page, £5 ; Half Page,
£2 10s.

;
Quarter Page, £1 5s. ;

Eighth Page, 12s. 6d. Reduced
rates for a series of insertions on application.

The latest time for receiving Small Advertisements for
the current week is Thursday, 4 p.m., and for Displayed
Advertisements, Thursday, 10 a.m.
The Journal is supplied from the Office, 8, Serle Street, W.C,

post free to any part of the United Kingdom, the Colonies, and
Abroad, an prepayment of 20s. for twelve months. Single Copies
of current issues are charged 4d. each. ; those published more than
six months since are charged 8d. each.

Postal Ord i should be made payable at Lincoln's Inn, W.C, to
G. Street & Co., Ltd. Cheques should be crossed "London Joint
Stock Bank. '

All communications respecting advertisements should be ad-
dressed to the PUBLISHERS, 8, Serle St., Lincoln's Inn, London,
W.C. Telegrams: " Phabmaceutical Joubnal, Serle St., W.C"
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"HOW TO MAKE NEW BLOOD"
TAKE

ANEMIA JUJUBES
(H/EMOGLOBIN).

A concentrated form of soluble Beef
Proteids, rich in natural phosphates,
including iron. Invaluable for . .

ANCMIA, RICKETS

SCROFULA, ^
TAe following Testimonials testify to tbeir excellence :—

57, Sea View Eoad, Liscard, Cheshire.

I have recommended Gibson's Anaemia Jujubes for some
time in cases of Anaemia, Rickets, Dyspepsia and Malnutri-

tion, and have always had excellent results.—(Signed),

ALFRED JOHNSON, M.R.C.S., Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.

98, Grange Road, Birkenhead.

Gentlemen,—Having tried the Haemoglobin samples I am
pleased to say that so far they are answering well in a most

difficult and obstinate case of Anaemia.—Yours truly,

FODBN WILSON, M.R.C.S.,Eng., L.R.C.P., Edin., & L.M.

La Villette, Withers Lane, Liscard.

Dear Sirs,—I have much plea-

sure in informing you that I

have taken your Anaemia Jujubes
(Haemoglobin) for the past few
months, under the direction of

my Doctor, and have greatly im-
proved in health.—I am, dear

Sirs, yours very truly,

ELLEN J. BUSH.

9, Dalkeath St., Liverpool.

Gentlemen,—It gives me great

pleasure to tell you of the benefit

I have received from the use of

your "Anaemia " Jujubes. I can-

not speak of or recommend' them
too highly, as a first-class blood-

maker, and trust that any one
who is sufiering as I have done
will give them a trial, feeling sure

that they will have the same
pleasant experience as myself.

Wishing you every success,

I am, yours thankfully,

W. H. JONES.

HigUy recommended by the Medical Profession. Tliese Jujnbes may be talien freely.

Sold in Boxes to Retail at 13idL. each. Price lO/- per dozen net.

This article is now on the P.A.T.A. List, and Minimum Retail Price X/-

MANUFACTUBED BY THE SOLE PROPRIETORS:—

ROBERT GIBSON & SONS, Limited
MANCHESTER and LONDON.
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What is A
PURE

MUTTON
ESSENCE

Can be obtained from all Chemists,

Grocers, &c., IN 2-OZ. TINS, 7d.

and IN i-OZ. TINS, 1/-.

STRONGLY RECOMMENDED IN CASES OF DIARRHOEA AND FEBRILE DISEASES.

IL BOON IN THE SICK-ROOM &. NURSERY
WELCOME IN THE KITCHEN.

A PLEASANT CHANGE FROM BEEF EXTRACTS.
Sold Wholesale by G. NELSON DALE & Co., Ltd., 14, Dowgate Hill, London, E.G.

MILD, SURE ANO
PROMPT.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS, ETC.

lAsy ra mx
pECAUse

WELL ADVERTISED.
SHOW BOTTLES, SHOW CARDS. ANO

CIRCULARS,
WITH ANALYTICAL REPORTS,

ARE NOW BEING SUPPLIED FREE
WITH NAME AND ADDRESS OF

iOOAL SyHEMIST.

ELDS
AT LEAST

o25
PROFIT.

IS ON THE P.A.T.A.LIST.
CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL THE WHOLESALE MINERAL WATER DEALERS. PATENT MEDICINE DEPOTS. fTC

Proprietors: O. OPPEL & Co.,

LONDON OFFICE—10 & 12, MILTON STREET, E C.
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MARSHALLS' " REEL" FLY CATCHER
The Best in the

Market

!

Sells at Slg^ht !

!

HANDSOME PROFITS,

6//^ PER GROSS,/O CARRIAGE PAID.

COLLAPSIBLE

TUBES
Best Appearance, Quality, and j*

Price. Send for List.

YIYAYEUR
SCALP MEDICATOR

P»I1L.E OINTMENT
An EfHcaeious Preparation.

Preijared with Witch Hazel, &c.

LOUIS CHAPIAS.
,^-^> Parfumeur

^/flc^'Eryn Paris et Londres.

POWDER LEAFLETS
For use at the Theatre, Bal',

or Cycle Track. Cooling and
Absorbent. Delightful for

use after Shaving.
In three shades, 2/6 per doz.

Darep, 4/-.

Neatly packed in 1-oz. Collap-

sible Tubes, cartoned, complete

with Vulcanite Rectum Tube,

7/- doz.

SPARE RECTUM TUBES,

3/. doz.

^HOMCEOPATHIC

PILE OINTMENT
PRICE ONE SHI UlalNQ.

Customer's Own Name printed Free on 3 doz.

VACCINATION SHIELD.
Crystalloid, Ventilated, 1/9 doz.

Printed for the Proprietors by G. E. Hakt, at Clements Printing Works, Newspaper Buildings, Portugal Street, London, W.C., and published by
The Piiabmacebticai, Society of Great Britain, at 8, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, London,W.C,
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